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Aardema, Verna. Half-A Ball-Of-Kenki. New York. 1979. Warne. 1st Edition. Very 
Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 072326158x. Illustrations by Diane Stanley 
Zuromskis. 31 pages. hardcover. Cover illustration by Diane Stanley Zuromskis. 
Inventory # 8779. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Half-a-Ball-of-Kenki rescues Fly from Leopard and,in the
ensuing fray, Leopard receives a spotted coat forever.

Verna Norberg Aardema Vugteveen (June 6, 1911 - May 11, 2000), best known by 
the name Verna Aardema, was an American writer of children's books.
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Price $17.50
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Aardema, Verna. Princess Gorilla and a New Kind of Water. New York. 1988. Dial 
Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0803704127. Illustrations by Victoria 
Chess. unpaginated. hardcover. Cover art by Victoria Chess. Inventory # 9961. 
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This Pourquoi tale of the Mpongwe explains why 
talapoins live in trees. King Gorilla finds a barrel of vinegar and decides to use the 
vinegar to get a strong and powerful husband for his daughter. Will the princess get 
to marry the gorilla of her dreams? Verna Aardema was a school teacher in 
Michigan from 1934 to 1973. Her writing is very unique with stories full of expressive
animal characters. Many of her books have won various awards.

Verna Norberg Aardema Vugteveen (June 6, 1911 - May 11, 2000), best known by 
the name Verna Aardema, was an American writer of children's books

keywords

Children's Books Africa
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Price $12.50
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Aardema, Verna. What's So Funny, Ketu?. New York. 1982. Dial Press. 1st Edition.
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0803793642. Illustrations by Marc Brown. 32
pages. hardcover. Cover art by Marc Brown. Inventory # 8780. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This Neur tale tells about Keto who understands animal 
language, but may not reveal his talent to anyone. The animal conversations he 
hears make him laugh, and that gets him into trouble. The story provides interesting
insights about African family and village life.

Verna Norberg Aardema Vugteveen (June 6, 1911 - May 11, 2000), best known by 
the name Verna Aardema, was an American writer of children's books.
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Children's Books Africa
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Price $17.50
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Abdullah, Achmed. The Man on Horseback. New York. 1919. James A. McCann 
Publishers. 1st American Edition. Foxing, Otherwise Good in Hardcover. No 
Dustjacket. 340 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 42167. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Western intrigue about an American cowboy, the girl he 
loves, and a mine he wins in payment of a poker debt full of gold and internationally 
important chemical substances.

Achmed Abdullah (May 12, 1881, Autonomous Republic of Crimea - May 12, 1945)
was an American writer. He is most noted for his pulp stories of crime, mystery and
adventure. He wrote screenplays for some successful films. He was the author of 
the progressive Siamese drama Chang: A Drama of the Wilderness, an Academy 
Award nominated film made in 1927. He earned an Academy Award nomination for
collaborating on the screenplay to the 1935 film The Lives of a Bengal Lancer.
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Abe, Kobo. Friends. New York. 1969. Grove Press. 1st American Printing. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. Translated from the Japanese by Donald Keene. 94 pages. 
hardcover. GP-580. Jacket photograph by Akihisa Kanai. Inventory # 402. $52.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - FRIENDS is a tense drama about the destruction of an 
individual. The play opens to a popular romantic song- ‘Poor broken necklace, 
where is the breast that warmed you once? When did you leave it, where has it 
gone? Little lost beads, little lost beads.’ A family then enters the apartment of a 
young man. Without invitation or introduction, they announce that they will save him
from his loneliness by living with him and being his friends. This is their life, 
restringing all the ‘little lost beads.’ Shocked by this strange invasion, the young man
at first tries to reason with them to persuade them to leave; but reason proves as 
useless against their cheerful madness as it is with the policemen he then calls. 
Slowly and effectively, the family deprives the young man of his reasons for living his
fiancee, his self-esteem, and his interest in his work. They struggle to convince him,
in the name of brotherhood and love, that his desire for privacy and the choice of 
companions is an aberration. The development of the play brings out the nature of 
the family’s madness-which runs the gamut from thievery and homicide to sheer 
simplemindedness-as it is aided and abetted by modern society. An unusual 
variation on the Theater of the Absurd, Friends is more formal than its Western 
counterparts.

KOBO ABE (1924-1993) was one of Japan's most prominent contemporary writers.
Born in Japan but raised in Manchuria, he is perhaps best known for his 1962 novel,
THE WOMAN IN THE DUNES, though he was also a prominent screenwriter, 
producer, and director. Like Samuel Beckett's and Eugene Ionesco's, Abe's plays 
address universal and contemporary concerns, often with an eye for the absurd.
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Japan Asia Drama
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Abe, Kobo. The Ark Sakura. New York. 1988. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0394558367. Translated from the Japanese by Juliet Winters 
Carpenter. 341 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph & design by Dan Lloyd taylor. 
Inventory # 9787. $24.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A novel about the lives of outcasts in modern Japan 
which addresses such themes as ecological destruction, old age, violence and 
nuclear war. From PUBLISHERS WEEKLY - Abe’s first novel in eight years, an 
allegorical fantasy at once Kafkaesque, funny and apocalpyticdazzles even when it
may confuse. The principal character, nicknamed Mole, has converted a huge 
underground quarry into an ark capable of surviving the coming nuclear holocaust 
and is now in search of his ‘crew.’ He falls victim, however, to the wiles of his first 
crew members, a con man-cum-insect dealer and his two shills, one of them a pretty
young woman. In the surreal drama that ensues, the ark is invaded by a gang of 
youths and a sinister group of elderly people called the Broom Brigade, led by 
Mole’s odious father, while Mole gets his leg trapped in the ark’s central piece of 
equipment, a giant toilet powerful enough to flush almost anything, including 
chopped-up humans, out to sea. Kobo Abe (THE WOMAN IN THE DUNES, THE 
BOX MAN), generally considered Japan’s leading novelist, is a literary magician with
a very special bag of tricks. Among them is a deadpan matter-of-factness that gives
his chilling vision of human destiny much of its impact.

KOBO ABE (1924-1993) was one of Japan's most prominent contemporary writers.
Born in Japan but raised in Manchuria, he is perhaps best known for his 1962 novel,
THE WOMAN IN THE DUNES, though he was also a prominent screenwriter, 
producer, and director. Like Samuel Beckett's and Eugene Ionesco's, Abe's plays 
address universal and contemporary concerns, often with an eye for the absurd.

keywords

Literature Translated 
Japan Asia
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Price $24.50
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Abe, Kobo. The Ark Sakura. New York. 1988. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket With A Tear Mark On The Spine. 0394558367. Translated from 
the Japanese by Juliet Winters Carpenter. 336 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph
& design by Dan Lloyd taylor. Inventory # 25516. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A novel about the lives of outcasts in modern Japan 
which addresses such themes as ecological destruction, old age, violence and 
nuclear war. From PUBLISHERS WEEKLY - Abe’s first novel in eight years, an 
allegorical fantasy at once Kafkaesque, funny and apocalpytic dazzles even when it
may confuse. The principal character, nicknamed Mole, has converted a huge 
underground quarry into an ark capable of surviving the coming nuclear holocaust 
and is now in search of his ‘crew.’ He falls victim, however, to the wiles of his first 
crew members, a con man-cum-insect dealer and his two shills, one of them a pretty
young woman. In the surreal drama that ensues, the ark is invaded by a gang of 
youths and a sinister group of elderly people called the Broom Brigade, led by 
Mole’s odious father, while Mole gets his leg trapped in the ark’s central piece of 
equipment, a giant toilet powerful enough to flush almost anything, including 
chopped-up humans, out to sea. Kobo Abe (THE WOMAN IN THE DUNES, THE 
BOX MAN), generally considered Japan’s leading novelist, is a literary magician with
a very special bag of tricks. Among them is a deadpan matter-of-factness that gives
his chilling vision of human destiny much of its impact.

KOBO ABE (1924-1993) was one of Japan's most prominent contemporary writers.
Born in Japan but raised in Manchuria, he is perhaps best known for his 1962 novel,
THE WOMAN IN THE DUNES, though he was also a prominent screenwriter, 
producer, and director. Like Samuel Beckett's and Eugene Ionesco's, Abe's plays 
address universal and contemporary concerns, often with an eye for the absurd.
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Abel, Elizabeth. Signs of the Times: The Visual Politics of Jim Crow. Berkeley. 2010.
University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9780520261839. 416 pages. paperback. Inventory # 37618. $25.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Abel has analyzed a never-before-gathered group of 
photographs of the Jim Crow South-images of signs, lunch counters, water 
fountains, and other spaces that enacted segregation. She offers an exploration of 
the role of these spaces and images not only in segregating black bodies, but in 
producing a racialized consciousness, imprinting racial hierarchy on the American 
psyche. Photograph and text play off each other as Abel further interrogates how 
photographs, most taken by white photographers from the North, also sometimes 
subtly resisted Jim Crow in the act of documenting it.

Elizabeth Abel is Professor of English at the University of California, Berkeley, and 
the author and editor of several books, including Writing and Sexual Difference, 
Virginia Woolf and the Fictions of Psychoanalysis, and (with Barbara Christian and 
Helene Moglen) Female Subjects in Black and White (UC Press).
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Abel, Jessica. La Perdida. New York. 2006. Pantheon Books. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0375423656. 275 pages. hardcover. Cover art by the 
author. Inventory # 20668. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This riveting story is inspired by the author’s experiences
in Mexico City. Carla, an American estranged from her Mexican father, heads to 
Mexico City to find herself. A story about the youthful desire to live an authentic life 
and the consequences of trusting easy answers, La perdida-at once grounded in the
particulars of life in Mexico and resonantly universal-is a story about finding oneself
by getting lost.

Jessica Abel is the author of Soundtrack and Mirror, Window, two collections that 
gather stories and drawings from her comic book Artbabe, which she published 
between 1992 and 1999. She also collaborated with Ira Glass on Radio: An 
Illustrated Guide, a nonfiction comic about how the public radio program This 
American Life is made. Abel won both the Harvey and Lulu awards for Best New 
Talent in 1997; La Perdida won the 2002 Harvey Award for Best New Series.
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Abel, Richard. Americanizing the Movies and 'Movie-Mad' Audiences, 1910-14. 
Berkeley. 2006. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 0520247434. 374 pages. paperback. Inventory # 36380. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This engaging, deeply researched study provides the 
richest and most nuanced picture we have to date of cinema-both movies and 
movie-going-in the early 1910s. At the same time, it makes clear the profound 
relationship between early cinema and the construction of a national identity in this 
important transitional period in the United States. Richard Abel looks closely at 
sensational melodramas, including westerns (cowboy, cowboy-girl, and Indian 
pictures), Civil War films (especially girl-spy films), detective films, and animal 
pictures-all popular genres of the day that have received little critical attention. He 
simultaneously analyzes film distribution and exhibition practices in order to 
reconstruct a context for understanding moviegoing at a time when American cities
were coming to grips with new groups of immigrants and women working outside the
home. Drawing from a wealth of research in archive prints, the trade press, fan 
magazines, newspaper advertising, reviews, and syndicated columns-the latter of 
which highlight the importance of the emerging star system-Abel sheds new light on
the history of the film industry, on working-class and immigrant culture at the turn of 
the century, and on the process of imaging a national community.

Richard Abel is the Robert Altman Collegiate Professor of Film Studies at the 
University of Michigan. He is the author of Encyclopedia of Early Cinema, The Red
Rooster Scare: Making Cinema American (UC Press), and The Ciné Goes to Town 
(UC Press), among other books.
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Abella, Alex. Dead of Night. New York. 1998. Simon & Schuster. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684814269. 301 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Evan Gaffney. Inventory # 25689. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Dead of Night features the return of Charlie Morell, the 
fierce and impassioned Cuban-American lawyer-and sometime private investigator.
Charlie Morell finds himself once again facing a landscape of unrelenting evil 
cloaked in the mesmerizing rituals of the Afro-Cuban religions santeria and palo 
mayombe, which summon ancient spiritual powers to the service of its modern-day 
practitioners. Morell becomes entrapped in the maw of the occult when he promises
an old friend of his recently deceased mother that he will search for her missing 
godson. Morell soon discovers that the godson, Ricardo Diaz, is a priest of palo 
mayombe who heads a black-magic cult that conducts gruesome ceremonies of 
torture and human sacrifice. Galvanized by the unspeakable depravities of Diaz and
his followers, and by the horrific murder of a close friend, a good-hearted priest of 
santeria, Morell sets out after his quarry. But Diaz proves to be more elusive and 
diabolical than anyone imagines, and Morell's pursuit takes him from the mansions 
and cemeteries of Miami to the scorched hinterlands of Baja California and the 
seamy barrios of Los Angeles.

Alex Abella (born 1950) is an American author and journalist best known for his non-
fiction works Soldiers of Reason: The RAND Corporation and the Rise of the 
American Empire (2008) and Shadow Enemies: Hitler's Secret Terrorist Plot Against
the United States (2003, with Scott Gordon).keywords

Mystery Latino 
America
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Price $7.50
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Abella, Alex. The Killing of the Saints. New York. 1991. Crown. 1st Printing. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 051758509x. 1st Novel. 308 pages. hardcover. Signed by the 
Author. Jacket photograph by Michel Delsol. Jacket design by Corsillo/Manzone. 
Inventory # 25348. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this first Cuban-American thriller, the genre is 
reinvigorated with a stunning, brutally authentic tale of commerce and witchcraft, 
crime and the law in Hispanic Los Angeles. A story of mysterious sin, love and 
redemption, THE KILLING OF THE SAINTS explores the hidden life of that great 
western metropolis and its strange, seductive alliances. Charlie Morell, a court-
appointed private investigator, is compelled to take on the case of two Cuban 
‘marielitos’—followers of the voodoo-like santeria cult—accused of a particularly 
vicious massacre in a downtown jewelry store. But the ordinary thriller tradition is 
upended by the crucial role ethnic identity plays in this story. Charlie is himself 
Cuban, hiding in the city of angels away from his own guilty secrets—just another 
faceless detective. His investigation of the santeria case forces him to confront his 
past, exposing the real reasons Charlie abandoned his exile family, his wife, child 
and a flourishing law practice in south Florida. Drawn to and helped by the lusty 
Cuban Lucinda, who has her own cloudy past, Charlie works hard, in spite of his 
instincts, to try to get his clients exonerated, precipitating a series of shocking 
surprises and a bloody climactic battle. The language is brilliant and lush, the sex 
tropical, in this courtroom drama blazing with a realism seldom found in stories of 
the law. Here is a never-before-told tale by a new Cuban-American voice about a 
part of the country in the naked process of reinventing itself.

Alex Abella (born 1950) is an American author and journalist best known for his non-
fiction works Soldiers of Reason: The RAND Corporation and the Rise of the 
American Empire (2008) and Shadow Enemies: Hitler's Secret Terrorist Plot Against
the United States (2003, with Scott Gordon).
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Abella, Alex. The Killing of the Saints. New York. 1991. Crown. 1st Printing. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 051758509x. 308 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by 
Michel Delsol. Jacket design by Corsillo/Manzone. Inventory # 2370. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this first Cuban-American thriller, the genre is 
reinvigorated with a stunning, brutally authentic tale of commerce and witchcraft, 
crime and the law in Hispanic Los Angeles. A story of mysterious sin, love and 
redemption, THE KILLING OF THE SAINTS explores the hidden life of that great 
western metropolis and its strange, seductive alliances. Charlie Morell, a court-
appointed private investigator, is compelled to take on the case of two Cuban 
‘marielitos’—followers of the voodoo-like santeria cult—accused of a particularly 
vicious massacre in a downtown jewelry store. But the ordinary thriller tradition is 
upended by the crucial role ethnic identity plays in this story. Charlie is himself 
Cuban, hiding in the city of angels away from his own guilty secrets—just another 
faceless detective. His investigation of the santeria case forces him to confront his 
past, exposing the real reasons Charlie abandoned his exile family, his wife, child 
and a flourishing law practice in south Florida. Drawn to and helped by the lusty 
Cuban Lucinda, who has her own cloudy past, Charlie works hard, in spite of his 
instincts, to try to get his clients exonerated, precipitating a series of shocking 
surprises and a bloody climactic battle. The language is brilliant and lush, the sex 
tropical, in this courtroom drama blazing with a realism seldom found in stories of 
the law. Here is a never-before-told tale by a new Cuban-American voice about a 
part of the country in the naked process of reinventing itself.

Alex Abella (born 1950) is an American author and journalist best known for his non-
fiction works Soldiers of Reason: The RAND Corporation and the Rise of the 
American Empire (2008) and Shadow Enemies: Hitler's Secret Terrorist Plot Against
the United States (2003, with Scott Gordon).
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Abouzeid, Lelia. Year of the Elephant. Austin. 1989. Center For Middle Eastern 
Studies/University Of Texas Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
029279603x. Translated from the Arabic by Barbara Parmenter. Introduction by 
Barbara Harlow.Modern Middle East Literature in Translation. 129 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 14279. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this moving fictional treatment of a Muslim woman's 
life, a personal and family crisis impells the heroine to reexamine traditional cultural
attitudes toward women. Cast out and divorced by her husband, she finds herself in
a strange new world. Both obstacles and support systems change as she actively 
participates in the struggle for Moroccan independence from France. This feminist 
novel is a literary statement in a modern realist style. Many novels by women of the
Middle East that have been translated reflect Western views, values, and education.
By contrast, "Year of the Elephant" is uniquely Moroccan and emerges from North 
African Islamic culture itself. Its subtle juxtaposition of past and present, of 
immediate thought and triggered memory, reflects the heroine's interior conflict 
between tradition and modern demands. The title refers to a famous battle described
in the Koran. First published in Arabic in Morocco in 1983, this novel almost 
immediately sold out. It is one of the first Moroccan novels written in Arabic to be 
translated into English. Leila Abouzeid is an author, script writer, and journalist.

Leila Abouzeid (born 1950, El Ksiba) is a Moroccan author. She writes in Arabic and
is the first Moroccan woman writer of literature to have her works published in 
English-language translation.keywords

Arabic Women 
Literature Morocco
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Abrahams, Peter. A Night of Their Own. New York. 1965. Knopf. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Worn Dustjacket. hardcover. Inventory # 11492. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A moving tale of the underground liberation movement in
South Africa and dedicated to the then imprisoned anti-apartheid activists Walter 
Sisulu and Nelson Mandela.

Peter Henry Abrahams (born March 3, 1919), is a South African One of South 
Africa's most prominent black writers, his work deals with political and social issues,
especially with racism, most prolific of South Africa’s black prose writers, whose 
early novel MINE BOY (1946) was the first to depict the dehumanizing effect of 
racism upon South African blacks.

keywords
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Abrahams, Peter. Mine Boy. New York. 1955. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Previous
Owner’s Name Penned in Front, Otherwise Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 
252 pges. paperback. Jacket design by Paul Rand. Inventory # 17007. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Young, strong, proud, and black, Xuma came from a 
Stone Age tribe o the Johannesburg ghetto, innocently seeking work in the gold 
mines and a new life in the big city. Too soon he discovered that the price of 
civilization was dehumanization and the cost of living, despair. He learned that 
running was a way of life; that justice was reserved for whites only, and that a man 
was no better than the color of his skin. Deep in brawling, boot-legging Malay Town
he found a new kind of kinship and love – and a new kind of fear and hatred called 
apartheid, with its passes, beatings, and the servile compromises that often meant 
the difference between life and death. And deep in the rich, cruel South African 
mines he discovered red-haired, white-skinned Paddy who said that a man must be
a man before he is a color, for this is his only hope. MINE BOY is Peter Abrahams’ 
brilliant and moving story of a black man’s struggle for life in South Africa. Told with
compassion, insight, and rare understanding, it traces the violent coming-of-age of a
simple up-country native in his strange and hostile land.

Peter Henry Abrahams (born March 3, 1919), is a South African One of South 
Africa's most prominent black writers, his work deals with political and social issues,
especially with racism, most prolific of South Africa’s black prose writers, whose 
early novel MINE BOY (1946) was the first to depict the dehumanizing effect of 
racism upon South African blacks.keywords

Literature South Africa
Black
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Price $17.50
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Abrahamson, Eric John. Building Home: Howard F. Ahmanson and the Politics of 
the American Dream. Berkeley. 2013. University of California Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780520273757. 6 x 9. 22 b/w photos. 364 pages.
hardcover. Jacket design by Lia Tjandra. Inventory # 26388. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - BUILDING HOME is an innovative biography that 
weaves together three engrossing stories. It is one part corporate and industrial 
history, using the evolution of mortgage finance as a way to understand larger 
dynamics in the nation’s political economy. It is another part urban history, since the
extraordinary success of the savings and loan business in Los Angeles reflects 
much of the cultural and economic history of Southern California. Finally, it is a 
personal story, a biography of one of the nation‘s most successful entrepreneurs of 
the managed economy— Howard Fieldstad Ahmanson. Eric J. Abrahamson deftly 
connects these three strands as he chronicles Ahmanson’s rise against the 
background of the postwar housing boom and the growth of L.A. during the same 
period. As we struggle to understand the current mortgage-led financial crisis, 
Ahmanson’s life offers powerful insights into an era when the widespread hope of 
homeownership was just beginning to take shape.

Eric John Abrahamson is co-author of Anytime, Anywhere: Entrepreneurship and 
the Creation of a Wireless World and founder and principal of Vantage Point History,
a consulting firm that focuses on history, public policy, and communications.

keywords

Biography California &
the West
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Abu-Jamal, Mumia. Live From Death Row. Reading. 1995. Addison Wesley. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 020148319x. Introduction by John 
Edgar Wideman. 218 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Jean Seal. Jacket 
photograph by Lou Jones. Inventory # 21262. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here for the first time are the prison writings of Abu-
Jamal - including the censored commentaries from NPR - an unflinching account of 
the brutalities, humiliations and atrocities of prison life. Articulate and compelling, the
work is certain to fuel the controversy surrounding capital punishment and freedom 
of speech.

Mumia Abu-Jamal (born Wesley Cook April 24, 1954) is an American former activist
and journalist who was convicted and sentenced to death on July 3, 1982, for the 
December 1981 murder of Philadelphia police officer Daniel Faulkner. His sentence
was commuted to life imprisonment without parole in December 2011 after District 
Attorney Seth Williams decided to end the pursuit of the death penalty with the 
support of the victim's family. Activists, celebrities, and political organizations have 
criticized the fairness of his trial or opposed his death penalty.

keywords

Black Politics 
Autobiography
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Acevedo-Munoz, Ernesto R. Bunuel and Mexico: The Crisis of National Cinema. 
Berkeley. 2003. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0520239520. 203 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36167. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Though Luis Buñuel, one of the most important 
filmmakers of the twentieth century, spent his most productive years as a director in
Mexico, film histories and criticism invariably pay little attention to his work during 
this period. The only book-length English-language study of Buñuel’s Mexican films,
this book is the first to explore a significant but neglected area of this filmmaker’s 
distinguished career and thus to fill a gap in our appreciation and understanding of 
both Buñuel’s achievement and the history of Mexican film. Ernesto Acevedo-Muñoz
considers Buñuel’s Mexican films-made between 1947 and 1965--within the context
of a national and nationalist film industry, comparing the filmmaker’s employment of
styles, genres, character types, themes, and techniques to those most characteristic
of Mexican cinema. In this study Buñuel’s films emerge as a link between the 
Classical Mexican cinema of the 1930s through the 1950s and the ‘new’ Cinema of 
the 1960s, flourishing in a time of crisis for the national film industry and introducing
some of the stylistic and conceptual changes that would revitalize Mexican cinema.

Ernesto R. Acevedo-Muñoz is Associate Professor of Film Studies, Comparative 
Literature & Humanities, University of Colorado, Boulder.
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Acevedo-Munoz, Ernesto R. Pedro Almodovar. London. 2007. British Film Institute.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781844571505. 328 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 36273. $23.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The book provides a detailed introduction to the essential
themes, style, and aesthetics of Pedro Almodóvar’s films, put in the context of 
Spain’s profound cultural transitions since 1980. With precise and close analysis, the
book covers the major concerns of the most successful of all Spanish film directors 
and makes direct, clear connections to the logic of Almodóvar’s aesthetic and 
stylistic choices. By spanning the entirety of Pedro Almodóvar’s feature-making 
career, the book emphasizes the director’s sensibility to make the outrageous 
believable and to always give a unique spin to the issues of Spanish history, culture
and identity. A detailed and comprehensive approach to all of Pedro Almodóvar’s 
feature films from the outrageous 1980 Pepi, Luci, Bom and Other Girls on the Heap
to the sophisticated 2004 Bad Education, this book provides more than an 
introduction and intimate look at the topics, style, aesthetics, and cultural 
sensibilities of Spain’s most distinguished and celebrated film director since Luis 
Buñuel. By focusing on a film-by-film, and often scene-by-scene analysis, this book
offers a meticulous interpretation of characters, situations, allusions, and cultural 
intersections as well as emphasizes the meaning and weight of cultural, historical 
and social contexts. The book traces the evolution of Almodóvar’s career, from the 
perspective of aesthetic, narrative and stylistic concerns, and places those changes 
in the logical context of Spain’s historical trajectory from the end of Franco’s 
dictatorship to the transition to democracy, exploring Almodóvar’s interest on issues
of identity, sexuality, and nationalism.

Ernesto R. Acevedo-Muñoz is Associate Professor of Film Studies, Comparative 
Literature & Humanities, University of Colorado, Boulder.
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Achebe, Chinua. No Longer at Ease. New York. 1961. Ivan Obolensky. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 170 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Ben Feder, Inc. Inventory # 13987. $80

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Chinua Achebe is a young Nigerian whose first book, 
THINGS FALL APART, which portrayed the break-up of tribal life at the end of the 
last century under the impact of the white man's civilization, made a considerable 
impression on critics both in England and the United States. This new hovel, which 
is marked by the same strong narrative and honesty of approach, is set in present-
day Nigeria. Obi Okonkwo is an Ibo from Eastern Nigeria, a promising 
representative of his generation, the bright boy of. his village who returns from his 
studies in England to try and live up to the expectations of his family and his tribe 
and at the same time to breathe the heady atmosphere of Lagos, a city whose 
tempo and temptations are heady fare for the boy from the country. As a civil 
servant Obi holds a respected job; as the fiance of Clara, the girl he met on the boat,
he has much to look forward to; yet nevertheless Obi falls victim to the corruption of 
the capital. Like its predecessor, THINGS FALL APART (whose hero was Obi's 
powerful grandfather), NO LONGER AT EASE tells the story of an African tragically
under pressure from a changing world, a story as old as Africa and as new as 
today's headlines.

Chinua Achebe (born Albert Chinụalụmọgụ Achebe, 16 November 1930 – 21 March
2013) was a Nigerian novelist, poet, professor, and critic. His first novel Things Fall
Apart (1958), often considered his masterpiece, is the most widely read book in 
modern African literature.
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Achim, Miruna. From Idols to Antiquity: Forging the National Museum of Mexico. 
Lincoln. 2017. University of Nebraska Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 9781496203373. The Mexican experience. 348 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 43333. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Following independence from Spain, the National 
Museum of Mexico was founded in 1825 by presidential decree. Nationhood meant
cultural as well as political independence, and the museum was expected to become
a repository of national objects while building the kind of stories around these 
objects that would give meaning to the nation and teach its people to become 
citizens. Despite the elevated rhetoric of the museum's founding, the reality of the 
National Museum of Mexico was far more tumultuous. In From Idols to Antiquity, 
Miruna Achim explores the origins and development of the National Museum of 
Mexico and the complicated histories of Mexican antiquities during the first half of 
the nineteenth century. Despite a lack of space and funds, and the government's 
habit of using the museum as a military barracks, the National Museum managed to
amass a vast array of diverse artifacts. Achim reconstructs the early years of the 
museum as an emerging object, shaped by the logic and uses of historical actors 
who faced such issues as debates concerning the origin of American civilizations, 
the nature of the American races, and contentious claims about rightful ownership of
antiquities. Drawing on a wide body of sources, including correspondence, 
inventories, bills of sale, and travelers' diaries, Achim reconstructs this array of 
characters-bureaucrats, antiquarians, naturalists, artists, commercial agents, 
diplomats, priests, customs officers, local guides, and academics on both sides of 
the Atlantic-who make visible the rifts and tensions intrinsic to the making of the 
Mexican nation and of its cultural politics in the country's post-colonial era.

Miruna Achim is a professor of humanities at the Universidad Autónoma 
Metropolitana–Cuajimalpa in Mexico City. She is the author of several books on 
science history in Spanish and coauthor of Death and Dying in Colonial Spanish 
America with Martina Will de Chaparro.
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Ada, Alma Flor. Under the Royal Palms: A Childhood in Cuba. New York. 1998. 
Atheneum. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0689806310. 88 pages.
hardcover. Jacket design by Nina Barnett. Inventory # 25966. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this companion volume to Alma Flor Ada’s WHERE 
THE FLAME TREES BLOOM, the author offers young readers another inspiring 
collection of stories and reminiscences drawn from her childhood on the island of 
Cuba. Through those stories we see how the many events and relationships she 
enjoyed helped shape who she is today. We learn of a deep friendship with a 
beloved dance teacher that helped sustain young Alma Flor through a miserable 
year in school. We meet relatives, like her mysterious Uncle Manolo, whose secret,
she later learns, is that he dedicated his life to healing lepers. We share the tragedy
of another uncle whose spirited personality leads to his love of flying. and the crash 
that takes his life. Heartwarming, poignant, and often humorous, this collection 
encourages children to discover the stories in their own lives - stories that can help 
inform their own values and celebrate the joys and struggles we all share no matter
where or when we grew up.

Alma Flor Ada (born January 3, 1938 in Camagüey, Cuba) has lived in Cuba, Spain,
and Peru. She now lives in San Francisco, California, where she is a Professor 
Emerita of multicultural education at the University of San Francisco. She is an 
award-winning Cuban-American author of children’s books, poetry, and novels. Dr.
Ada is recognized for her work promoting bilingual and multicultural education in the
United States.keywords

Cuba Latin America 
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Adair-Hodges, Erin. Let's All Die Happy. Pittsburgh. 2017. University of Pittsburgh 
Press. Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822965145. Pitt Poetry 
Series. 80 pages. paperback. Inventory # 42129. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Winner of the 2016 Agnes Lynch Starrett Poetry Prize. 
“What’s most impressive in this powerful book is the female speaker’s voice—it’s 
striking because what it says is often unexpected, surprising, and exactly right.” - Ed
Ochester, judge. “Here in Let’s All Die Happy we encounter a voice that is insightful,
confident, and deliciously specific. In poems of dark domesticity, this book speaks to
both the anchoring and erasure that come with mothering: ‘Some weeks/ no one 
says my first name, no one’s/ tongue flicks the last letter out.’ It’s a remarkable 
debut.” - Maggie Smith.

Erin Adair-Hodges teaches writing and literature in Albuquerque, NM and is the co-
creator and curator of the Bad Mouth Reading Series. Her poems have appeared in
The Kenyon Review, The Georgia Review, Boulevard, and Green Mountains 
Review, among other venues. Winner of the Loraine Williams Poetry Prize, she’s 
also been a Bread Loaf Rona Jaffe scholar, and has received awards from the 
Rockland Residency and The Writer’s Hotel.
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Adair-Hodges, Erin. Let's All Die Happy. Pittsburgh. 2017. University of Pittsburgh 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822965145. Pitt Poetry 
Series. 80 pages. paperback. Inventory # 43327. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Winner of the 2016 Agnes Lynch Starrett Poetry Prize. 
“What’s most impressive in this powerful book is the female speaker’s voice—it’s 
striking because what it says is often unexpected, surprising, and exactly right.” - Ed
Ochester, judge. “Here in Let’s All Die Happy we encounter a voice that is insightful,
confident, and deliciously specific. In poems of dark domesticity, this book speaks to
both the anchoring and erasure that come with mothering: ‘Some weeks/ no one 
says my first name, no one’s/ tongue flicks the last letter out.’ It’s a remarkable 
debut.” - Maggie Smith.

Erin Adair-Hodges teaches writing and literature in Albuquerque, NM and is the co-
creator and curator of the Bad Mouth Reading Series. Her poems have appeared in
The Kenyon Review, The Georgia Review, Boulevard, and Green Mountains 
Review, among other venues. Winner of the Loraine Williams Poetry Prize, she’s 
also been a Bread Loaf Rona Jaffe scholar, and has received awards from the 
Rockland Residency and The Writer’s Hotel.
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Adam, Heribert and Moodley, Kogila. South Africa Without Apartheid: Dismantling 
Racial Domination. Berkeley. 1986. University Of California Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0520057694. Perspectives on Southern Africa, 
No. 39. 317 pages. hardcover. Jacket designed by Charles Fuhrman. Inventory # 
2757. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this realistic yet optimistic study of the power 
configurations in South Africa and in the emerging post-apartheid state, Heribert 
Adam and Kogila Moodley argue that neither the maintenance of the status quo nor
revolutionary transformation is likely. Instead, their study shows how power sharing
can work. The authors demystify official reform rhetoric but also analyze the 
cleavages in opposition politics. The divergent strategies of the African National 
Congress (ANC), the unions, and Inkatha are dissected, as are the splits in the 
ruling minority. Despite the political violence and frustration suffered by South 
African society, the authors conclude that a nonracial democracy has a better 
chance than many skeptics realize. Adam Moodley emphasize the strong ties - 
economic interdependence, Christianity, consumerism, and a history of pragmatic 
political adjustments - that still bind South African blacks and whites together. On the
basis of their extensive research in South Africa, the authors conclude that liberation
may turn out to be a less-than-spectacular affair.

Heribert Adam was born and educated in Germany, where he taught at the 
University of Frankfurt. Since 1968 he has been Professor of Sociology at Simon 
Fraser University in Vancouver. Canada. Kogila Moodley is teaching in the 
Multicultural Program in the Faculty of Education at the University of British 
Columbia in Vancouver. A South African of Indian descent, she wrote her Ph.D. 
dissertation, Resistance and Accommodation in a Racial Policy, on me political 
behavior of Indian South Africans.
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Adamic, Louis. The Native's Return. New York. 1934. Harper & Brothers. 1st Edition.
Good. No Dustjacket. 370 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 23828. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An account of an American immigrant’s return to his 
home country after 13 years, the collection of lands known at the time as 
Yugoslavia. With a section of rare photographs of the region from before World War
II.

Louis Adamic (23 March 1898 – 4 September 1951) was a Slovene-American author
and translator, mostly known for writing about and advocating for ethnic diversity of
America.
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Adams Sr., Alton Augustus. Memoirs of Alton Augustus Adams, Sr.: First Black 
Bandmaster of the United States Navy. Berkeley. 2008. University Of California 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780520251311. Edited by 
Mark Clague. Foreword by Samuel Floyd, Jr. Music of the African Diaspora, 12. 388
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36328. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Alton Augustus Adams, Sr., was a musician, writer, 
hotelier, and the first black bandmaster of the United States Navy. Born in the Virgin
Islands in 1889, Adams joined the U.S. military in 1917. Although naval policy at the
time restricted blacks to menial jobs, Adams and his all-black ensemble provided a 
bridge between the local population and their all-white naval administrators. His 
memoirs, edited by Mark Clague, with a foreword by Samuel Floyd, Jr., reveal an 
inspired activist who believed music could change the world, mitigate racism, and 
bring prosperity to his island home. Alton Augustus Adams Sr. was a bandmaster 
and civic leader in the Virgin Islands in the first half of the twentieth century.

Alton Augustus Adams, Sr. (born November 4, 1889, Charlotte Amalie, St. Thomas,
Danish West Indies – d. November 23, 1987, Charlotte Amalie, St. Thomas, U.S. 
Virgin Islands) is remembered primarily as the first black bandmaster in the United 
States Navy (beginning 1917). Mark Clague is Assistant Professor of Musicology, 
American Culture, and African American Studies at the University of Michigan. 
Samuel Floyd Jr. is Director Emeritus of the Center for Black Music Research and 
series editor for Music of the African Diaspora, UC Press.
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Adams, Fred and Laughlin, Greg. The Five Ages of the Universe: Inside the Physics
of Eternity. New York. 1999. Free Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0684854228. 251 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Tom Stvan. Inventory # 
26679. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Two brilliant young physicists, Fred Adams and Greg 
Laughlin, captured the attention of the world when they announced they had 
identified the five ages of time. But is it possible for us to know the complete life 
story of the universe from beginning to end? The astonishing truth is that recent 
study has defined the essential mechanisms of astrophysics so well that science can
now determine the five ages the universe will go through over its ten thousand trillion
trillion trillion trillion trillion trillion trillion trillion - year existence. We now know how 
the cosmos was born, how it grew up, how it will shuffle into its old age, and how it 
will celebrate its googolth birthday. With THE FIVE AGES OF THE UNIVERSE, the
mythologies of eternity and apocalypse can now be matched against scientific fact.
Adams and Laughlin study the far future of a universe that, according to current 
astronomical observations, will expand forever. They show what will actually happen
if a black hole enters our solar system, how life might exist beyond the atmosphere 
of a white dwarf, even how new universes could be produced and how we would 
travel to them.

Fred Adams is professor of physics at the University of Michigan, where his main 
field of research is astrophysics theory focusing on star formation, background 
radiation fields, and the early universe. Gregory Laughlin received a PhD in 
Astronomy and Astrophysics from UC Santa Cruz in 1994. He joined the UCSC 
faculty in 2001. In 2004, he was recipient of an NSF CAREER award, and was 
promoted to Full Professor in 2007.
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Adams, Henry (edited by Newton Arvin). The Selected Letters of Henry Adams. New
York. 1951. Farrar Straus & Young. 1st Edition In This Great Letters Series. Very 
Slight Trace Of Water-Staining To The Bottom Spine, Otherwise Good in Slightly 
Worn Dustjacket With Traces of Internal Water-Staining To The Bottom Spine. 
Edited with an introduction by Newton Arvin. 279 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
12659. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Despite his denials, Henry Adams was one of the best-
educated figures of his time, the great post-Civil War period of American expansion.
Historian, Editor, author, world traveler, distinguished member of a distinguished 
family, he was in a unique position to observe his world, and to record it in his own 
vivacious and charming way. This volume, with a critical introduction by Newton 
Arvin, presents a selection of over a hundred of Adams’s best letters, extending from
his studious youth in Germany to his last years in Washington during the First World
War. Included is a generous representation of the letters Adams wrote on his wide-
ranging travels - to Japan, the South Seas, Ceylon and most of Europe, as well as 
the more personal and revealing letters he wrote during his periods of homekeeping
quiet and study. Known in his own lifetime chiefly as a historian, and after his death
as the author of The Education of Henry Adams, Henry Adams has been only less 
well known as a letter writer. Yet nowhere does his literary power manifest itself 
more brilliantly and unflaggingly than in the scores of letters he wrote during his long
and very full career.

Henry Brooks Adams (February 16, 1838 – March 27, 1918; normally called Henry 
Adams) was an American journalist, historian, academic and novelist. He was the 
grandson and great-grandson of John Quincy Adams and John Adams, respectively.
He is best known for his autobiography, The Education of Henry Adams, and his 
History of the United States During the Administration of Thomas Jefferson.
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Adams, Henry. A Henry Adams Reader. Garden City. 1958. Doubleday. 1st Edition.
Very Good in Worn Dustjacket. Edited and with an Introduction by Elizabeth 
Stevenson. 392 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Ivan Chermayeff. Portrait of 
Henry Adams from a sketch by Samuel Lawrence, 1868, in the possession of Mrs. 
Evelyn Mimes Gaskell. Inventory # 8307. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A HENRY ADAMS READER - the only collection of its 
kind - contains generous selections from all of Adams’ varied writings, many of 
which have long been inaccessible. This volume includes a firsthand account of 
Adams’ meeting, as a youth, with the Italian patriot Garibaldi; the famous account of
the Gould and Fisk Gold Conspiracy, and an essay on Captain John Smith. There 
are chapters from Adams’ two novels, Democracy and Esther; sect ions of his 
biographies of Gallatin and John Randolph; and selections from his monumental 
The History of the United States, dealing with Toussaint L’Ouverture’s revolution in
Haiti, Tecumseh’s attempt to protect Indian land from pioneer settlers, and 
privateering in the War of 1812. There is a long and beautiful letter from Samoa, 
which marked the beginning of Adams’ recovery from the shock of his wife’s suicide.
There are three chapters from his classic Mont-St.-Michel and Chartres, and two 
chapters from his famous The Education of Henry Adams. Also included are ‘The 
Tendency of History,’ ‘The Rule of Phase Applied to History,’ and two long poems. 
This rich cross section of Adams’ works, selected and introduced by his foremost 
biographer, presents for the first time in one volume the whole range of his 
achievement.

Henry Brooks Adams (February 16, 1838 – March 27, 1918; normally called Henry 
Adams) was an American journalist, historian, academic and novelist. He was the 
grandson and great-grandson of John Quincy Adams and John Adams, respectively.
He is best known for his autobiography, The Education of Henry Adams, and his 
History of the United States During the Administration of Thomas Jefferson.
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Adams, Henry. Democracy. New York. 1925. Henry Holt. Later Edition. Previous 
Owner's Name Stamped in Front & Marking Pen Mark On Bottom Edge, Otherwise
Very Good.No Dustjacket. 374 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 27980. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Vote-buying and fixed elections, slanderous competition,
preposterous graft. this is the Washington of the 1870’s which Henry Adams reveals
in his famous novel. Democracy is the story of two people who aspire to power. Mrs.
Lightfoot Lee, a wealthy society widow, wants to align herself with the great 
lawmakers whom she idealizes. Instead, she becomes involved with Silas Ratcliffe, 
the most powerful man in the Senate, a leader whose political maneuvers are 
surpassed only by his courtship tactics. Here is an incisive exposé of corruption-in 
individuals and in government., an entertaining caricature of government life which
may be seen to have its application even today. .

Henry Brooks Adams (February 16, 1838 – March 27, 1918; normally called Henry 
Adams) was an American journalist, historian, academic and novelist. He was the 
grandson and great-grandson of John Quincy Adams and John Adams, respectively.
He is best known for his autobiography, The Education of Henry Adams, and his 
History of the United States During the Administration of Thomas Jefferson.
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Adams, Henry. Democracy. New York. 1961. Signet/New American Library. 1st 
Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Foreword By Henry D. 
Aiken. 192 pages. paperback. CD48. Cover: Milton Glaser. Inventory # 28875. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Vote - buying and fixed elections, slanderous 
competition, preposterous graft. this is the Washington of the l87O's which Henry 
Adams reveals in his famous novel. Democracy is the story of two people who 
aspire to power. Mrs. Lightfoot Lee, a wealthy society widow, wants to align herself
with the great lawmakers whom she idealizes. Instead, she becomes involved with 
Silas Ratcliffe, the most powerful man in the Senate, a leader whose political 
maneuvers are surpassed only by his courtship tactics. Here is an incisive exposé of
corruption - in individuals and in government, an entertaining caricature of 
government life which may be seen to have its application even today.

Henry Brooks Adams (February 16, 1838 – March 27, 1918; normally called Henry 
Adams) was an American journalist, historian, academic and novelist. He was the 
grandson and great-grandson of John Quincy Adams and John Adams, respectively.
He is best known for his autobiography, The Education of Henry Adams, and his 
History of the United States During the Administration of Thomas Jefferson.
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Adams, Henry. John Randolph. Greenwich. 1961. Fawcett Publications. 1st Fawcett
Premier Paperback Printing. Good in Worn Wrappers. Premier Americana. 208 
pages. paperback. d139. Inventory # 40894. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Rarely has any man in public life so recklessly battled the
world of his time as the eccentric Virginia aristocrat and statesman, John Randolph.
Eloquent, bitter, master of invective, he was the remorseless enemy of almost all the
great men of the early days of the Republic - Jefferson, John Adams and John 
Quincy Adams foremost among them. John Randolph (June 2, 1773 – May 24, 
1833), was a quick thinking orator with a wicked wit. He was committed to 
republicanism and advocated a commercial agrarian society throughout his three 
decades in Congress. Randolph vehemently opposed the War of 1812 and the 
Missouri Compromise of 1820; he was active in debates about tariffs, 
manufacturing, and currency. With mixed feelings about slavery, he was one of the 
founders of the American Colonization Society in 1816, to send free blacks to a 
colony in Africa. All his life Randolph was opposed to slavery, although he remained
dependent on hundreds of slaves to work his tobacco plantation. The task of 
unveiling this political enfant terrible in print provided the eminent scholar-historian,
Henry Adams, with a unique opportunity. It allowed him to sit in judgment upon one
of the chief adversaries of the renowned Adams family whom Randolph had 
attacked as ‘The American House of Stuart.’ Moreover, everything about John 
Randolph - his wild energy, his outbursts of prophecy and visions of devils, his 
duels, his brandy and his opium, his bitter hates and loves — exuded a sense of 
drama that was irresistible to Adams. Though vigorously partisan, at times even 
merciless, Henry Adams’ study of this quixotic genius is richly illuminating, and 
remains one of the most memorable biographical portraits in American political 
literature.

Henry Brooks Adams (February 16, 1838 – March 27, 1918; normally called Henry 
Adams) was an American journalist, historian, academic and novelist. He was the 
grandson and great-grandson of John Quincy Adams and John Adams, respectively.
He is best known for his autobiography, The Education of Henry Adams, and his 
History of the United States During the Administration of Thomas Jefferson.
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Adams, Jenoyne. Resurrecting Mingus. New York. 2001. Free Press. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684873524. 1st Novel. 244 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Patti Ratchford. Inventory # 28612. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - RESURRECTING MINGUS is the stunning debut novel 
of a young woman lost - striving to find her own identity while dealing with powerful 
and painful questions that force her to confront everything and everyone that matters
to her. Mingus Browning is a successful, young, beautiful lawyer whose life is falling
apart. After a thirty-five-year marriage, Mingus's African-American father has 
suddenly left her Irish mother for a black woman. A daddy's girl, Mingus is torn 
between the father she has always been closer to, the mother she may have to 
defend in divorce proceedings, and a sister hell-bent on winning their lifelong sibling
rivalry. Mingus is caught in middle of the three, a woman alone, and, in turn, realizes
that she has probably always felt more comfortable that way because she is part of
no one group, let alone a united family. Juggling her parents' grief with her own 
proves to be too much for Mingus as she stumbles from one questionable 
relationship to another, further complicating her life. After years of isolating herself 
from those who have tried to care for her, Mingus finally meets someone who rips 
through her protective defenses and exposes her need to be loved. Eric Simms, a 
smooth-talking television producer, is through playing dating games and is looking 
for love for real this time. With Eric, Mingus finally learns to forget the fear of a 
broken heart and opens herself completely. That is, until word starts circulating that
her new love has his secrets as well, and suddenly what was a perfect relationship 
begins to look like yet another minefield of hurt, as Mingus is forced to choose 
between her man, her sister, and the truth. After facing a long, sad string of 
heartaches and betrayals, Mingus finally reaches the point in her life where she 
realizes who she is, what she wants, and how she doesn't need another man to get 
it.

Jenoyne Adams is the author of the bestselling novel Resurrecting Mingus. She is a
poet, journalist, PEN Center USA West Emerging Voices fellow, and member of the
World Stage Anansi Writer's Workshop in Leimert Park. She has been featured in 
programs at the National Black Arts Festival, the Schomburg Museum, the Essence
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Adams, Richard. Tales From Watership Down. New York. 1996. Knopf. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679451250. Decorations by John 
Lawrence. 267 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 22997. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - More than two decades after the publication of his 
acclaimed classic, 'Watership Down', author Richard Adams finally returns to the 
vivid and remarkable animal world he so masterfully imagined in his earlier work. 
Here again are Fiver, Bigwig, Hazel, Dandelion--all the victorious heroes of the 
apocalyptic battle against the evil General Woundwort--as well as a host of 
endearing new characters and the great champion of rabbit myth, El-ahrairah, in a 
wonderful collection of new adventures that will delight the millions of 'Watership 
Down' fans, and create many more.

Richard George Adams (born 9 May 1920) is an English novelist who is best known
as the author of Watership Down. He studied modern history at university before 
serving in the British Army during World War II. Afterward he completed his studies
and then joined the British Civil Service. In 1974, two years after Watership Down 
was published, Adams became a full-time author.
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Adams, Robert M. The Land and Literature of England. New York. 1983. Norton. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0393017044. 555 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 820. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A companion to British literature explores the political, 
social, intellectual, and cultural history and background of English poetry, fiction, 
prose, and drama and analyzes the changing conditions of literary activity.

Robert M. Adams (1915-1996) was Professor of English (Emeritus) at the University
of California at Los Angeles. He was the author of many books and was a founding
editor of The Norton Anthology of English Literature.
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Adan, Martin. The Cardboard House. Saint Paul. 1990. Graywolf Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1555971296. Translated from the 
Spanish by Katherine Silver. 105 pages. hardcover. Cover art - 'Mistico' by Xul 
Solar. Cover design by Tree Swenson. Inventory # 26015. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When THE CARDBOARD HOUSE was published in 
1928, it was received with high critical acclaim. Adán was hailed as a great innovator
of Peruvian literature and the most promising young writer of his generation. For a 
while he moved in Lima’s literary circles and marginally participated in the political 
and cultural debates that raged at that time. Soon thereafter, the traces of his life 
fade into an alcoholic haze. There are anecdotes about the coffee houses he visited,
the odd scrapes of napkins on which he wrote his poetry, and his increasing 
isolation, an isolation that became absolute when he committed himself to a ‘house
of rest,’ less euphemistically called a psychiatric hospital. There he remained until 
1985, when his physical condition necessitated his removal to a different kind of 
hospital. He died that same year. During his almost forty years of self-imposed 
confinement, he jealously guarded his solitude, shunning all public attention and 
only allowing visits from his editor, Juan Mejia Baca, and a few close friends. THE 
CARDBOARD HOUSE is the only piece of prose Martin Adán ever completed. 
Some six or seven volumes of poetry were published during his lifetime and this due
largely to the painstaking and devoted labor of Mejia Baca, who collected the bits 
and pieces of paper Adán left strewn along his path. Though he never quite lived up
to the expectations created by the brilliance of THE CARDBOARD HOUSE he is still
commonly referred to as one of the greatest Latin American poets of all time.

Martín Adán (Lima, 1908 - 1985), pseudonym of Rafael de la Fuente Benavides, 
was a Peruvian poet whose body of work is notable for its hermeticism and 
metaphysical depth. From a very young age Adán demonstrated great literary talent
(talent he shared with classmates Emilio Adolfo Westphalen and Estuardo Núñez).
As time passed, he lived with increasing economic difficulty and suffered from 
serious alcoholism. A good part of his final years were spent in sanitariums, until his
death in 1985.
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Addams, Jane. The Spirit of Youth & the City Streets. New York. 1920. Macmillan. 
Reprinted Hardcover Edition. Three Library Stamps in Both Front and Back & Top 
Corner of Page 159/160 Missing, Otherwise Good. No Dustjacket. 162 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 37716. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Addams examines the causes for the discontent of youth
in the city and argues for the importance of providing direction and focus for the 
pent-up energies of young men and women. ‘We may either smother the divine fire 
in youth or we may feed it,’ Jane Addams writes. Suffused with Addams's abiding 
compassion, tempered with her pragmatism and humor, and shot through with 
anecdotes of her own experiences with young people, The Spirit of Youth and the 
City Streets is a level-headed assessment of the challenges facing urban youth and
the most effective ways to meet them. When this book was first published in 1909, 
Addams was the most famous woman in America. A celebrity and a spiritual leader,
she was widely regarded as practical, realistic, and endowed with a special insight 
into the problems of urban America. The Spirit of Youth and the City Streets--her 
favorite of her own books--establishes Addams as an accomplished writer as well as
a reformer. In this compact volume she examines the causes for the discontent of 
youth in the city, chiding educators for their ‘persistent blindness to youth's most 
obvious needs.’ Addams argues for the importance of providing direction and focus--
for example, through public recreation, practical education, and experiences in the 
arts--for the pent-up energies of young men and women. She takes a realistic view 
of their basic social and sexual drives and their disaffection and alienation in an 
industrial world. At the same time, she rejects the hereditary explanations for 
delinquency that prevailed in her day.

Jane Addams (September 6, 1860 – May 21, 1935) was a pioneer American 
settlement social worker, public philosopher, sociologist, author, and leader in 
women's suffrage and world peace.
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Ades, Albert and Josipovici, Albert. Goha the Fool. London. 1924. Grant Richards. 
1st British Edition. Spine Slightly Cocked, Otherwise Very Good.No Dustjacket. 
Translated from the French by Morris Colman. With a preface by Octave Mirbeau. 
327 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 12747. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A novel co-written by two Egyptians and made into a 
major film in 1958. Goha is a funny little man with the faithful donkey, whose tales, 
beloved for their wit and wisdom, have been passed down through the streets of the
smallest villages of the Middle East for centuries. The film Goha, which starred 
Omar Sharif and was the cinematic debut of Claudia Cardinale. At the 1958 Cannes
Film Festival it was awards with the Jury Prize and was nominated for the Golden 
Palms.

Albert Adès, born in Cairo on 11 February 1893 and died in Paris on 18 April 1921,
was a French-speaking Egyptian writer. Albert Josipovici (Constantinople , 1892 - 
Paris, 1932 ) was a French writer. Albert Josipovici was born to a Romanian doctor 
father who had settled in Egypt. He attended school in France at Melun, then 
completed his law studies in Paris. He became the secretary of the industrialist 
Lazare Weiller. In Egypt, in 1913, he met Albert Ades, whose father was the family 
doctor. Together, they wrote two novels relating to the everyday life of Egyptians. 
They are considered to be Egyptian French-speaking writers. Their second novel, Le
Livre de Goha Le Simple, presented for the Prix Goncourt in 1919, won the second
place behind The Shadow of the Young Girls in Flowers by Marcel Proust. The book
was brought to the screen under the title Goha by Jacques Baratier, with Omar 
Sharif and Claudia Cardinale. Albert Josipovici died in Paris in 1932 at the age of 40.
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Adler-Olsen, Jussi. The Keeper of Lost Causes. New York. 2011. Dutton. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780525952480. Translated from the 
Danish by Lisa Hartford. 396 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Daniel Rembert. 
Inventory # 38029. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Jussi Adler-Olsen is Denmark's premier crime writer. His
books routinely top the bestseller lists in northern Europe, and he's won just about 
every Nordic crime-writing award, including the prestigious Glass Key Award-also 
won by Henning Mankell, Stieg Larsson, and Jo Nesbo. Now, Dutton is thrilled to 
introduce him to America. THE KEEPER OF LOST CAUSES, the first installment of
Adler- Olsen's Department Q series, features the deeply flawed chief detective Carl
Morck, who used to be a good homicide detective-one of Copenhagen's best. Then
a bullet almost took his life. Two of his colleagues weren't so lucky, and Carl, who 
didn't draw his weapon, blames himself. So a promotion is the last thing Carl 
expects. But it all becomes clear when he sees his new office in the basement. 
Carl's been selected to run Department Q, a new special investigations division that
turns out to be a department of one. With a stack of Copenhagen's coldest cases to
keep him company, Carl's been put out to pasture. So he's as surprised as anyone
when a case actually captures his interest. A missing politician vanished without a 
trace five years earlier. The world assumes she's dead. His colleagues snicker about
the time he's wasting. But Carl may have the last laugh, and redeem himself in the 
process. Because she isn't dead. yet.

Carl Valdemar Jussi Henry Adler-Olsen (born August 2, 1950) is a Danish writer of 
crime fiction, as well as a publisher, editor and entrepreneur.
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Adoff, Arnold (editor). I Am the Darker Brother: An Anthology of Modern Poems By
Negro Americans. New York. 1968. Macmillan. 2nd Printing. Very Good.No 
Dustjacket. Drawings by Benny Andrews. 128 pages. hardcover. Cover art by Benny
Andrews. Inventory # 17725. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - I AM THE DARKER BROTHER: AN ANTHOLOGY OF 
MODERN POEMS BY AFRICAN AMERICANS, first published in 1968, exposes the
quintessential African American, a proud, lonely, vulnerable yet independent human
being who has forged out of hardship that combination of endurance, understanding,
and spirit called soul.

Arnold Adoff (born July 16, 1935 in Bronx, New York) is an American children's 
writer. In 1988, the National Council of Teachers of English gave Adoff the Award for
Excellence in Poetry for Children. He has said, ‘I will always try to turn sights and 
sounds into words. I will always try to shape words into my singing poems.’ Adoff 
grew up in the South Bronx, the son of immigrants from a town near the Polish-
Russian border. He enrolled in the Columbia University School of Pharmacy but 
transferred to City College of New York where he received a B.A. in history and 
literature. He married Virginia Hamilton in 1960 and they lived in Europe briefly 
before moving back to New York City. Adoff taught social studies in Harlem and the
Upper West Side of New York. Adoff and Hamilton eventually moved to Yellow 
Springs, Ohio, where Adoff still lives. ‘I began writing for kids because I wanted to 
effect a change in American society. I continue in that spirit. By the time we reach 
adulthood, we are closed and set in our attitudes. The chances of a poet reaching us
are very slim. But I can open a child's imagination, develop his appetite for poetry, 
and more importantly, show him that poetry is a natural part of everyday life. We all
need someone to point out that the emperor is wearing no clothes. That's the poet's 
job.’ - Arnold Adoff.
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Adorno, Theodor W. Critical Models: Interventions and Catchwords. New York. 
1998. Columbia University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0231076347. Translated from the German & With A Preface by Henry W. Pickford. 
400 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 25333. $125

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The two collections combined in this volume -- 
Interventions: Nine Critical Models (1963) and Catchwords: Critical Models II (1969)
-- are passionate examples of Adorno's postwar commitment to unmasking the 
culture that engendered Nazism and its antihumanist nightmare. Included here are 
Adorno's practical recommendations for reform in primary and higher education, his
explanation for the enduring therapeutic value of psychoanalysis, and his appeal to 
raise public awareness of "propaganda tricks" that exploit prejudice and chauvinism.

Theodor W. Adorno (born Theodor Ludwig Wiesengrund; September 11, 1903 – 
August 6, 1969) was a German sociologist, philosopher and musicologist known for
his critical theory of society. He was a leading member of the Frankfurt School of 
critical theory, whose work has come to be associated with thinkers such as Ernst 
Bloch, Walter Benjamin, Max Horkheimer and Herbert Marcuse, for whom the work
of Freud, Marx and Hegel were essential to a critique of modern society. He is 
widely regarded as one of the 20th century's foremost thinkers on aesthetics and 
philosophy, as well as one of its preeminent essayists.
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Adorno, Theodor W. Notes To Literature-Volume 1. New York. 1991. Columbia 
University Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. Remainder Mark On Bottom
Edge. 0231063326. Translated from the German by Shierry Weber Nicholsen. 350 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 18882. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Although Theodor W. Adorno's work as a literary critic is
one of his strongest and most important contributions, and vital to understanding his
philosophical writings, it is virtually unknown in this country. The appearance of 
Notes to Literature in English will change readers' understanding of Adorno and 
prove invaluable to students and scholars of literature, literary criticism, literary 
theory, cultural theory and aesthetics. A brilliant collection of short essays on literary
subjects e.g. Beckett, Balzac, Proust, Thomas Mann, Dickens, Goethe, Heine, the 
lyric, realism, the essay, and the contemporary novel by the great social theorist 
(1903-1969), originally published in 1958 as Noten zur literature.

Theodor W. Adorno (born Theodor Ludwig Wiesengrund; September 11, 1903 – 
August 6, 1969) was a German sociologist, philosopher and musicologist known for
his critical theory of society. He was a leading member of the Frankfurt School of 
critical theory, whose work has come to be associated with thinkers such as Ernst 
Bloch, Walter Benjamin, Max Horkheimer and Herbert Marcuse, for whom the work
of Freud, Marx and Hegel were essential to a critique of modern society. He is 
widely regarded as one of the 20th century's foremost thinkers on aesthetics and 
philosophy, as well as one of its preeminent essayists.
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Aeschylus. The Oresteian Trilogy. Baltimore. 1959. Penguin Books. Reprinted 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Translated from the Greek by Philip Vellacott. 
paperback. Inventory # 29370. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Aeschylus (525-c.456 bc) set his great trilogy in the 
immediate aftermath of the Fall of Troy, when King Agamemnon returns to Argos, a
victor in war. Agamemnon depicts the hero's discovery that his family has been 
destroyed by his wife's infidelity and ends with his death at her callous hand. 
Clytemnestra's crime is repaid in The Choephori when her outraged son Orestes 
kills both her and her lover. The Eumenides then follows Orestes as he is hounded 
to Athens by the Furies' law of vengeance and depicts Athene replacing the bloody 
cycle of revenge with a system of civil justice. Written in the years after the Battle of
Marathon, ‘The Oresteian Trilogy’ affirmed the deliverance of democratic Athens not
only from Persian conquest, but also from its own barbaric past.

Aeschylus was born of noble family near Athens in 525 BC. He took part in the 
Persian Wars, and his epitaph represents him as fighting at Marathon. He wrote 
more than seventy plays, of which only seven have survived.
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Aeschylus. The Oresteian Trilogy. Baltimore. 1966. Penguin Books. Reprinted 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Translated from the Greek by Philip Vellacott. 
paperback. Inventory # 29371. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Aeschylus (525-c.456 bc) set his great trilogy in the 
immediate aftermath of the Fall of Troy, when King Agamemnon returns to Argos, a
victor in war. Agamemnon depicts the hero's discovery that his family has been 
destroyed by his wife's infidelity and ends with his death at her callous hand. 
Clytemnestra's crime is repaid in The Choephori when her outraged son Orestes 
kills both her and her lover. The Eumenides then follows Orestes as he is hounded 
to Athens by the Furies' law of vengeance and depicts Athene replacing the bloody 
cycle of revenge with a system of civil justice. Written in the years after the Battle of
Marathon, ‘The Oresteian Trilogy’ affirmed the deliverance of democratic Athens not
only from Persian conquest, but also from its own barbaric past.

Aeschylus was born of noble family near Athens in 525 BC. He took part in the 
Persian Wars, and his epitaph represents him as fighting at Marathon. He wrote 
more than seventy plays, of which only seven have survived. Philip Vellacott has 
translated Aeschylus and Euripides for the Penguin Classics. He taughts classics at
Dulwich College for twenty-four years and lectured on Greek Drama in the USA. He
was also a Visiting Lecturer in the University of California. He died in 1997.
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Ageyev, M. Novel With Cocaine. New York. 1984. Dutton. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0525242945. Translated from the Russian by Michael 
Henry Heim. 204 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by John Verberk. Jacket 
design by Mark O’Connor. Inventory # 845. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - First published in 1936 by a Russian émigré press and 
generally scorned at that time as decadent and pornographic, NOVEL WITH 
COCAINE was resurrected in French in 1983 to nearly unanimous praise - and 
worldwide attention. This diabolically lucid account of a young man’s coming of age
and eventual degradation through sex and cocaine, set in Moscow just before the 
Revolution, has been hailed as a classic in the literature of drug addiction. Vadim 
Maslennikov’s turmoil begins on the first page, with the disavowal of his own mother,
and continues through a series of self-destructive affairs with pickups prostitutes, 
and an older woman whose love he cannot admit. There is a memorable portrait of
Vadjm’s prestigious Moscow boys’ school and of his comrades there: of Stein, the 
anti-Semitic Jew to whom ‘Europe’ is the key to Russia’s woes; ‘Yag,’ the rich 
sophisticate; and Burkewitz, the raging idealist. And there is the inevitable, tragic 
chronicle of addiction as the hypersensitive Vadim, unable to reconcile the dualities
within himself, greedily accepts the illusive comforts of cocaine. Though the book 
ends with the disquieting plunge into one man’s soul, the novel’s incisive 
perceptions of a time and place, and its implications about the impending but 
unmentioned Revolution, give it a universal relevance.

M. Ageyev is believed to be the nom-de-plume of Russian author Mark Lazarevich 
Levi (August 8, 1898, Moscow - August 5, 1973, Yerevan). His best-known work, 
Novel With Cocaine (also translated as the Cocain Romance), was published in 
1934 in the Parisian émigré publication, Numbers. He seems to have returned to the
U.S.S.R. in 1942 and spent the rest of his life in Yerevan, where he died on August
5, 1973.
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Aggeler, Geoff. Confessions of Johnny Ringo. New York. 1987. Dutton. 1st Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0525245197. 1st Novel Highly Praised by Anthony 
Burgess. 310 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 8599. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The fictional memoir of Civil War guerrilla and Wild West
outlaw Johnny Ringo reveals a Faustian struggle between outlaw savagery and 
book learning, between reckless love and mindless revenge, and between chivalric
honor and a life of dissipation.

Born in Berkeley, California, in 1939, Geoffrey Aggeler (1939-2018) was educated at
the University of Santa Clara and the University of California at Davis, where he 
earned a doctorate in 1966 with a dissertation on English Renaissance tragedy. He 
taught at the University of Utah for 32 years, specialising in Renaissance Literature,
Modern British Literature, the history of ideas and creative writing.
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Aguilera-Malta, Demetrio. Manuela. Carbondale. 1967. Southern Illinois University 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. Translated from the Spanish
by Willis Knapp Jones. 304 pages. hardcover. JACKET DESIGN BY H. LAWRENCE
HOFFMAN. Inventory # 846. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Simon Bolivar (1783-1830), liberator of the countries now
known as Peru, Ecuador, Boliva, Columbia, and Venezuela, inspired the present 
work, which is the first of a series of historical novels, Episodios Americanos, by the
Ecuadorian author Demetrio Aguilera Malta. Now the story of Bolivar, the mighty 
warrior and eloquent statesman, and the woman who inspired him is made available
to North American readers in Willis Knapp Jones’s sensitive translation of Manuela 
(La caballeresa del sol). ‘Caballeresa’ in the novel’s Spanish title refers to Manuela
Sáenz, the beautiful woman who fell in love with Bolivar and helped him accomplish
his dream of independence for the Spanish American colonies. Even before she met
Bolivar, Manuela had received the Peruvian decoration of a ‘caballeresa del sol’ (the
feminine counterpart of the masculine ‘caballero del sol’) for her efforts in lower 
Peru’s struggle for independence, and she was thereafter known by the epithet 
‘Lady of the Sun.’ Indeed, as she worked among all classes of society to win 
financial and political backing for Bolivar, she proved to be a fiery lady. Sustained 
and fortified by the devotion of Manuela Sáenz, Bolivar had the ability to inspire his 
followers, not only with his presence but with his ideals. An historical novel seldom 
displays the emotional verve that Manuela does, nor follows actual events as 
accurately as does this story of Simon Bolivar and Manuela Sáenz, lovers caught in
the fortunes and misfortunes of South American war and political upheaval. 
Students of Spanish American history and literature will enjoy the factual 
development in the story; students of the drama and the novel will appreciate the 
dramatic and poetic presentation.

DEMETRIO AGUILERA-MALTA (May 24, 1909, Guayaquil, Ecuador - December 
28, 1981, Mexico City, Mexico), born in turn-of-the-century Ecuador, was a poet, 
playwright, essayist and novelist. Now recognized as one of the major literary 
influences in Latin America. Aguilera-Malta made a vital contribution to the 
development of ‘magical realism.’
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Aguilera-Malta, Demetrio. Seven Serpents and Seven Moons. Austin. 1979. 
University Of Texas Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn 
Dustjacket. 0292775520. Translated from the Spanish by Gregory Rabassa. 305 
pages. hardcover. Cover: Ed Lindlof. Inventory # 847. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Jesus Christ is alive and well and militant in South 
America, albeit a bit careworn and singed upon his cross. So is the epic spirit that 
reveals a people’s tribulations and persistent survival. Demetrio Aguilera-Malta has 
combined these two age-old elements in his novel SEVEN SERPENTS AND 
SEVEN MOONS, set on the shores of Santorontón. This tropical village is inhabited
by some exceptional beings: the vigorous, rough-hewn Father Cándido and his wry 
talking Jesus - a crucifix presented to him by pirates from out of the past; Colonel 
Candelario Mariscal, the despoiler who is said to be the son of the Devil and is 
seeking salvation through the honest love of the daughter of the witch doctor Bulu-
Bulu; and Crisóstomo Chalena, the outsider who gains control of the town s roofs 
and rainwater and eventually the entire village. These and many other equally 
protean figures cross paths and swords as Santoronton is torn between the Evil One
and the Crucified One. The story is invested with a pervading sense of magic and 
with political meaning as well. The fantastic microcosm of Santorontón illustrates 
both symbolically and literally many of the essential problems that bedevil Latin 
America.

DEMETRIO AGUILERA-MALTA (May 24, 1909, Guayaquil, Ecuador - December 
28, 1981, Mexico City, Mexico), born in turn-of-the-century Ecuador, was a poet, 
playwright, essayist and novelist. Now recognized as one of the major literary 
influences in Latin America. Aguilera-Malta made a vital contribution to the 
development of ‘magical realism.’
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Aguilera-Malta, Demetrio. Seven Serpents and Seven Moons. New York. 1981. 
Avon/Bard. 1st Avon/Bard Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0380547678. Translated
from the Spanish by Gregory Rabassa. 305 pages. paperback. Inventory # 9164. 
$7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘A PRODIGAL TALE OF SURREALISTIC INTRIGUE’ - 
Chicago Tribune Book World. In the coastal village of Santorontón, the battle 
between good and evil veers naturally into the unreal. Serving the power of good is
Father Cándido, whose wooden Jesus is alive and ready to help. Evil is personified
by the Colonel, a compulsive rapist, plunderer and murderer, who enacts his vilest 
deeds in the guise of a crocodile. Bedevilled by the lust of a woman unfortunately 
dead, he turns for salvation to the witch doctor’s daughter. Another seductress of 
Santorontón entices and castrates in the cause of womankind. And, adding to the 
villainy afoot, a despotic don has traded his soul for control of the water supply. 
Within this deftly devised entertainment of myth and fantasy, poetic metaphor and 
comic parody, there is the outraged social consciousness of a celebrated 
Ecuadorian ‘who deserves a rank;’ says the Houston Chronicle, ‘with the best of the
older generation of South American writers’. ‘Aguilera-Malta is an important writer. 
Some of the hallucinatory scenes in SEVEN SERPENTS AND SEVEN MOONS 
haunt us as powerfully as those in Cortazar and Garcia Márquez!’ - Times (London)
Literary Supplement.

DEMETRIO AGUILERA-MALTA (May 24, 1909, Guayaquil, Ecuador - December 
28, 1981, Mexico City, Mexico), born in turn-of-the-century Ecuador, was a poet, 
playwright, essayist and novelist. Now recognized as one of the major literary 
influences in Latin America. Aguilera-Malta made a vital contribution to the 
development of ‘magical realism.’
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Aguilera-Malta, Demetrio. Seven Serpents and Seven Moons. New York. 1981. 
Avon/Bard. 1st Avon/Bard Paperback Edition. Trace Of Water Staining To Side 
Edge,Otherwise Good in Wrappers. 0380547678. Translated from the Spanish by 
Gregory Rabassa. 305 pages. paperback. Inventory # 15324. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘A PRODIGAL TALE OF SURREALISTIC INTRIGUE’ - 
Chicago Tribune Book World. In the coastal village of Santorontón, the battle 
between good and evil veers naturally into the unreal. Serving the power of good is
Father Cándido, whose wooden Jesus is alive and ready to help. Evil is personified
by the Colonel, a compulsive rapist, plunderer and murderer, who enacts his vilest 
deeds in the guise of a crocodile. Bedevilled by the lust of a woman unfortunately 
dead, he turns for salvation to the witch doctor’s daughter. Another seductress of 
Santorontón entices and castrates in the cause of womankind. And, adding to the 
villainy afoot, a despotic don has traded his soul for control of the water supply. 
Within this deftly devised entertainment of myth and fantasy, poetic metaphor and 
comic parody, there is the outraged social consciousness of a celebrated 
Ecuadorian ‘who deserves a rank;’ says the Houston Chronicle, ‘with the best of the
older generation of South American writers’. ‘Aguilera-Malta is an important writer. 
Some of the hallucinatory scenes in SEVEN SERPENTS AND SEVEN MOONS 
haunt us as powerfully as those in Cortazar and Garcia Márquez!’ - Times (London)
Literary Supplement.

DEMETRIO AGUILERA-MALTA (May 24, 1909, Guayaquil, Ecuador - December 
28, 1981, Mexico City, Mexico), born in turn-of-the-century Ecuador, was a poet, 
playwright, essayist and novelist. Now recognized as one of the major literary 
influences in Latin America. Aguilera-Malta made a vital contribution to the 
development of ‘magical realism.’
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Ahtisaari, Martti. The Impact of War On Iraq. Westfield. 1991. Open Magazine 
Pamphlet Series. 1st Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 16 pages. paperback. 
Pamphlet # 7. Inventory # 31288. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A Report To The Secrertary-General On Humanitarian 
Needs In Iraq In The Immediate Post -Crisis Environment by A Mission To The Area
Led by Mr. Martti Ahtisaari, Under-Secretary-General For Administration & 
Management, Dated 20 March 1991. FROM THIS REPORT: It should, however, be
said at once that nothing that we had seen or read had quite prepared us for the 
particular form of devastation which has now befallen the country. The recent 
conflict has brought near-apoc1yptic results upon the economic infrastructure of 
what had been, until January 1991, a rather highly urbanized and mechanized 
society. Now, most means of modern life support have been destroyed or rendered 
tenuous. Iraq has, for some time to come, been relegated to a pre-industrial age, but
with all the disabilities of post-industrial dependency on an intensive use of energy 
and technology.

Martti Ahtisaari is a Finnish politician, the tenth President of Finland, a Nobel Peace
Prize laureate, and a United Nations diplomat and mediator noted for his 
international peace work.
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Aikath-Gyaltsen, Indrani. Daughters of the House. New York. 1993. Ballantine/One
World. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0345380738. 199 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 5027. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In her knowing and beautifully written first novel, Indrani
Aikath-Gyaltsen transports us to rural India, where four extraordinary women 
confront their fates, as a family and as individuals. Self-sufficient, suspicious of their
neighbors in general, and men in particular, the Panditji women have always relied 
on their loyalty to one another - until one of them changes the rules. The tumult in 
their inner lives that follows is laid bare by Aikath-Gyaltsen's lushly descriptive prose
and her keen insight into the human heart. It should have been a day for celebrating:
eighteen-year-old Chchanda, her younger sister Mala, and their old servant Parvati 
receive news that their beloved aunt, Madhulika, a not-quite-middle-aged woman of
great beauty and charisma, is returning home from Ranchi, a nearby city, with a 
husband. The embroidery, sewing, and careful tending of fruit trees that have long 
been their meager way of eking out a living will come to an end. There will be a man
in the house and he, a lawyer, is rich. But instead of rejoicing, the daughters of the 
house are threatened. We first encounter the narrator, Chchanda, filled with loathing
for Madhu's new husband; his arrival seems uncommonly disturbing and strange. 
Unlike Parvati and Mala, Chchanda sees this as a fight to the death: the intruder 
must be expelled, through subterfuge, subtle insult, disgusted glances, knowing 
manipulations. But when the course of her aunt's new marriage takes an unexpected
turn, Chchanda is caught off guard. It slowly becomes apparent to the reader - if not
to Chchanda - that her feelings are more complicated than she would have us 
believe. In Aikath-Gyaltsen we encounter an enchanting new voice, deceptive in her
ability to disarm as she parades for us the endless variety of human emotion and 
behavior: betrayal, compassion, and every shading in between.

Indrani Aikath Gyaltsen (1952–1994) was an Indian novelist and columnist.
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Airth, Rennie. River of Darkness: A Novel of Suspense in the Shadow of World War
I. New York. 1999. Viking Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Price-Clipped
Dustjacket. 0670885959. 386 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 27819. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This 'fine, frightening piece of work' (Kirkus Reviews) 
introduces inspector John Madden who, in the years following World War I, is sent to
a small village to investigate a particularly gruesome attack. The local police dismiss
the slaughter as a botched robbery, but Madden detects the signs of a madman at 
work. With the help of Dr. Helen Blackwell, who introduces him to the latest 
developments in criminal psychology, Madden sets out to identify and capture the 
killer, even as the murderer sets his sights on his next innocent victims. 'It's the 
tactics and the terrain, the morale and the characters that make the difference 
between an average thriller and one as good as this.' -Christopher Dickey, The New
York Times Book Review. 'One of the best mysteries I have read in years.' -Donald
M. Murray, The Boston Globe.

Rennie Airth was born and educated in South Africa and spent his early years 
working in journalism, first for the Johannesburg Star and later for Reuters as a 
foreign correspondent. His postings included Washington, Havana and Saigon. 
Turning from journalism to fiction, he wrote Snatch and Once A Spy before starting
work on the John Madden trilogy, an idea that came to him after he found a 
scrapbook devoted to an uncle of his who was killed in World War I.
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Aksyonov, Vassily. Say Cheese!. New York. 1989. Random House. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket With Internal Water-Stain Marking. 0394543637. 
Translated from the Russian by Antonina W. Bouis. 405 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
art & design by John Sposato. Inventory # 12892. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A portrayal of the absurdities of Soviet life. Aksyonov 
offers a humorous farce centering on a plan to smuggle a government censored 
photo album to the West in this exploration of the restraint on permitted expression 
in the Soviet Union. Eva Hoffman describes the book as a ‘disturbing and 
persuasive probe into the inner mechanisms of the Soviet machine on the eve of 
potential disintegration—or glasnost.’

Vasily Pavlovich Aksyonov (August 20, 1932 - July 6, 2009) was a Soviet and 
Russian novelist. He is known in the West as the author of THE BURN (from 1975)
and GENERATIONS OF WINTER (from 1992), a family saga depicting three 
generations of the Gradov family between 1925 and 1953. He was reportedly 
‘forever a hipster [and] was used to being in the avant garde, be it in fashion or 
literary innovation.’ He was described as ‘a colourful man, with his trademark 
moustache, elegant suits, expensive cars, and a love for grand cities, fine wine and
good food.’ On July 6, 2009, he died in Moscow at the age of 76.
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Akunin, Boris. Murder On the Leviathan. New York. 2004. Random House. 1st 
American Edition. Small Bump On Top Boards,Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket.
1400060516. Translated from the Russian by Andrew Bromfield. 225 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design: Two Associates. Jacket images: man in checked jacket ?
Corbis; Hindu statuette ? David Cumrning, Eye Ubiquitous/Corbis. Inventory # 
34382. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Paris, 1878: Eccentric antiquarian Lord Littleby and his 
ten servants are found murdered in Littleby’s mansion on the rue de Grenelle, and a
priceless Indian shawl is missing. Police commissioner ‘Papa’ Gauche recovers only
one piece of evidence from the crime scene: a golden key shaped like a whale. 
Gauche soon deduces that the key is in fact a ticket of passage for the Leviathan, a
gigantic steamship soon to depart Southampton on its maiden voyage to Calcutta. 
The murderer must be among its passengers. In Cairo, the ship is boarded by a 
young Russian diplomat with a shock of white hair none other than Erast Fandorin, 
the celebrated detective of Boris Akunin’s THE WINTER QUEEN. The sleuth joins 
forces with Gauche to determine which often unticketed passengers on the 
Leviathan is the rue de Grenelle killer. Tipping his hat to Agatha Christie, Akunin 
assembles a colorful cast of suspects including a secretive Japanese doctor, a 
professor who specializes in rare Indian artifacts, a pregnant Swiss woman, and an
English aristocrat with an appetite for collecting Asian treasures all of whom are 
confined together until the crime is solved. As the Leviathan steams toward Calcutta,
will Fandorin be able to out-investigate Gauche and discover who the killer is, even
as the ship’s passengers are murdered, one by one? Already an international 
sensation, Boris Akunin ‘s latest page-turner transports the reader back to the 
glamorous, dangerous past in a richly atmospheric tale of suspense on the high 
seas.

Boris Akunin is the pen name of Grigory Chkhartishvili, who was born in the republic
of Georgia in 1956. A philologist, critic, essayist, and translator of Japanese, he 
published his first detective stories in 1998 and quickly became one of the most 
widely read authors in Russia.
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Akunin, Boris. Winter Queen. New York. 2003. Random House. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1400060494. Translated from the Russian by 
Andrew Bromfield. 245 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Brad Foltz. Inventory # 
34272. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Moscow, May 1876: What would cause a talented young
student from a wealthy family to shoot himself in front of a promenading public in the
Alexander Gardens? Decadence and boredom, most likely, is what the commander
of the Criminal Investigation Division of the Moscow Police thinks, but still he finds it
curious enough to send the newest member of the division, Erast Fandorin, a young
man of irresistible charm, to the Alexander Gardens precinct for more information. 
Fandorin is not satisfied with the conclusion that this is an open-and-shut case, nor
with the preliminary detective work the precinct has done -- and for good reason: 
The bizarre and tragic suicide is soon connected to a clear case of murder, 
witnessed firsthand by Fandorin. There are many unresolved questions. Why, for 
instance, have both victims left their fortunes to an orphanage run by the English 
Lady Astair? And who is the beautiful 'A.B.,' whose signed photograph is found in 
the apparent suicide's apartment? Relying on his keen intuition, the eager sleuth 
plunges into an investigation that leads him across Europe, landing him at the 
deadly center of a terrorist conspiracy of worldwide proportions. In this thrilling 
mystery that brings nineteenth-century Russia to vivid life, Akunin has created one 
of the most eagerly anticipated novels in years.

Boris Akunin is the pen name of Grigory Chkhartishvili, who was born in the republic
of Georgia in 1956. A philologist, critic, essayist, and translator of Japanese, he 
published his first detective stories in 1998 and quickly became one of the most 
widely read authors in Russia.
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Akutagawa, Ryunosuke. Exotic Japanese Short Stories. New York. 1964. Liveright.
1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket That Has A Few Sentences Underlined On 
Both The Front & Rear Flap. Translated from the Japanese by Takashi Kojima & 
John McVittie. Comprehensive Introduction by John McVittie. 22 Extraoridinary 
college illustrations (6 in colr) by Masakazu Kuwata. 431 pages. hardcover. Cover 
illustration by Masakazu Kuwata. Inventory # 898. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From one of the masters of the short story comes an 
unforgettable collection of haunting and strange tales. Ever since his death in 1927,
Ryunosuke Akutagawa has been hailed as one of the greatest short story writers in
world literature. Most famous for his story RASHOMON and the Kurosawa movie it 
inspired, Akutagawa’s wide range of fiction is beautifully displayed in this collection 
of his stories. With characteristic lyricism and great style, the stories here capture 
the strange world of Akutagawa, from the slow, gentle death of a haiku master 
(‘Withered Fields’) to a vicious, marauding gang and their bloody fight with samurai 
(‘The Robbers’), and the sly tale told from a dog’s perspective of his escape from 
home (‘The Dog, Shiro’). Throughout these stories, Akutagawa captures the often 
confused spirit of a Japan undergoing great change and confronting modernity at the
turn of the last century. But these stories remain timeless classics, and any reader,
whether a fan of Akutagawa or someone discovering him for the first time, will find 
wonderful delight in these unusual stories.

Ryunosuke Akutagawa (1892–1927) was one of the most famous Japanese writers
of the last century and was the author of RASHOMON and other works. The 
Akutagawa Prize is named in his honor.
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Al-Ali, Nadje and Pratt, Nicola. What Kind of Liberation: Women and the Occupation
of Iraq. Berkeley. 2008. University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 9780520257290. Foreword by Cynthia Enloe. 14 b/w 
photographs. 240 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36616. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the run-up to war in Iraq, the Bush administration 
assured the world that America’s interest was in liberation—especially for women. 
The first book to examine how Iraqi women have fared since the invasion, What 
Kind of Liberation? reports from the heart of the war zone with dire news of scarce 
resources, growing unemployment, violence, and seclusion. Moreover, the book 
exposes the gap between rhetoric that placed women center stage and the present 
reality of their diminishing roles in the ‘new Iraq.’ Based on interviews with Iraqi 
women’s rights activists, international policy makers, and NGO workers and 
illustrated with photographs taken by Iraqi women, What Kind of Liberation? speaks
through an astonishing array of voices. Nadje Al-Ali and Nicola Pratt correct the 
widespread view that the country’s violence, sectarianism, and systematic erosion of
women’s rights come from something inherent in Muslim, Middle Eastern, or Iraqi 
culture. They also demonstrate how in spite of competing political agendas, Iraqi 
women activists are resolutely pressing to be part of the political transition, 
reconstruction, and shaping of the new Iraq.

Nadje Al-Ali is Reader in Gender Studies at the School of Oriental and African 
Studies (SOAS), University of London. Nicola Pratt is Lecturer in Comparative 
Politics and International Relations at the University of East Anglia.keywords
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Al-Sharqawi, Abdel Rahman. Egyptian Earth. Austin. 1990. University Of Texas 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0292720718. Translated from
the Arabic by Desmond Stewart. 251 pages. hardcover. Cover illustration by Cathy
Morley. Cover design by Sarah Dobinson/Artworkers London. Inventory # 1224. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A 12-year-old boy returns from his school in Cairo to find
his village torn by feud and fear. A corrupt official has ordered the peasants to 
irrigate their fields in five days, instead of the customary ten  a demand which 
threatens to disrupt the whole life of the village. - A schoolmaster, Sheikh Hassouna,
urges the villagers to rebel. But it takes many attempts, some disastrous, others 
comical and touching, before they join forces and stand against their oppressors. 
Set in the 1930s, Sharqawi's novel was first published as al-Ard [The Earth] in 1954
 two years after the Egyptian revolution  and appeared in Desmond Stewart's 
excellent translation in 1962. It has also been translated into French, Russian and 
other languages, and was turned into a popular film by the well-known Egyptian 
director Youssef Chahine. Egyptian Earth is an epic drama of great power, and an 
unchallenged masterpiece of modern Arabic literature.

Abdel Rahman al-Sharqawi was born in the province of Menoufia in 1920. After 
university he spent a year in Paris. He started writing poetry but then turned to the 
novel. His first novel, Egyptian Earth, is one of the most successful Egyptian novels
and was made into film. His later novels are too much influenced by socialist 
realism. He later turned to drama, particularly verse drama, before returning to the 
novel. He died in 1987.keywords
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Al-Shaykh, Hanan. Beirut Blues. London. 1995. Chatto & Windus. 1st British Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0701163038. Translated from the Arabic by Catherine 
Cobham. 279 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Leila Naaman, Jacket design
by Sheridan Wall. Inventory # 24409. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Asmahan is a woman living in Beirut as it is torn apart in
a civil war involving Christian and Muslim militias, Palestianian, the Israeli military 
and others. She writes letters to try to understand the chaos around her and to give
herself hope of living through it.

Hanan al-Shaykh (born November 12, 1945, Beirut) is a Lebanese author of 
contemporary literature.
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Albert-Birot, Pierre. The First Book of Grabinoulor. Elmwood Park. 1987. Dalkey 
Archive Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 091658318x. 
Translated from the French by Barbara Wright In Consultation W/Arlette Albert-Birot.
hardcover. Inventory # 22667. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A key figure in France's modernist movement, Pierre 
Albert-Birot founded and edited CIS--an early 20th century avant-garde literary 
magazine--where he published and helped to shape the work of fellow Futurists, 
Dadaists, and Surrealists (including Apollinaire, Adre Breton, Louis Aragon, Philippe
Soupault and the first texts of Tristan Tzara). Like its author, GRABINOULOR has 
been rediscovered only in the last few decades. Originally published in SIC in 1919
and praised by such writers as Apollinaire, Celine, Max Jacob, and Raymond 
Queneau, it did not appear in English until 1986. Smart, joyous, playfully 
philosophical and completely without despair, the novel follows the character 
Grabinoulor--’the happiest man in the world’--a child-like, satyric, and comical 
Parisian as he visits other planets, travels through time, and finds poetry wherever 
he goes.

Pierre Albert-Birot (22 April 1876 – 25 July 1967) was a French avant-garde poet, 
dramatist, and theater manager.
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Alberto, Eliseo. Caracol Beach. New York. 2000. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0375405402. Winner Of Spain's Prestigious Alfaguara Prize in 
Fiction. Translated from the Spanish by Edith Grossman. 289 pages. hardcover. 
Cover: Walton Ford-'Thanh Hoang'. Inventory # 28633. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - WINNER of Spain’s prestigious Alfaguara Prize in 
Fiction, CARACOL BEACH is a gripping, kaleidoscopic novel about isolation, love, 
fear, and the collision of strangers’ lives on one fateful night in a Florida town. On 
the outskirts of the quiet resort community of Caracol Beach, its unlikeliest-and 
perhaps most dangerous-resident plots his own demise. A Cuban veteran of the war
in Angola, the sole survivor of an ambush that killed off the rest of his platoon, Beto
Milanés has for eighteen years been racked with guilt and grief and tormented by 
terrible visions. Determined to end his suffering but unable to take his own life, he 
sets out to find someone who will do it for him. So begins a night of madness, 
violence, and, ultimately, redemption. Drawn into the soldier’s nightmare world are 
an improbable group of men and women, whose lives will never again be the same:
an aging police chief with a penchant for pizza; a foulmouthed prostitute; a 
transvestite with a killer judo chop; a beautiful student haunted by her own ghosts; 
and two ill-fated would-be heroes. With audacity, humor, and deep insight into the 
human condition, Eliseo Alberto explores the horror of war, the pain of exile, the 
power of forgiveness, and the inescapable, sometimes cruel toll of destiny. The story
that unfolds is at once shocking and comic, surprising and poignant, evoking classic
tragedy and the absurdity of modern life. Combining the narrative power of a master
storyteller with the phantasmagoric vision of a filmmaker, Eliseo Alberto has created
a literary tour de force.

ELISEO ALBERTO, winner of the first International Alfaguara Prize in Fiction (1998),
was born in Arroyo Naranjo, Cuba. He has written screenplays for film and 
television, and has taught at the International Film School in San Antonio de los 
Baños in Cuba, the Center for Cinematographic Training of Mexico, and the 
Sundance Institute. He lives in Mexico City.
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Alegria, Ciro. Broad and Alien is the World. New York. 1941. Farrar & Rinehart. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Worn Dustjacket With a Large Piece Missing From 
the Front Bottom. Translated from the Spanish by Harriet De Onis. 424 pages. 
hardcover. Cover art by Hallock. Inventory # 24303. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - High up in the mountains of Peru lay the small village of
Rumi. It was a happy and industrious village where everyone had his job to do, both
for himself and his community. The wants of the villagers were simple, their 
pleasures few, and their work hard but satisfying. There were few problems of 
government, but for those that did arise they had a mayor and four selectmen to 
speak for them. Rosendo Maqui was the mayor: a man of deep wisdom and 
understanding for his people. But one day Don Alvaro Amenabar, the rich and 
predatory ranch owner of the town in the valley, instituted a suit against the 
community, charging that the land it had occupied for so many generations rightfully
belonged to him. The villagers of Rumi were panic-stricken. They had always lived in
Rumi! So had their fathers and their fathers before them. It was Rosendo Maqui’s 
responsibility to fight Don Alvaro in the courts and to save the village of Rumi from 
such despotism. Rosendo Maqui and his people, being good people, tried to fight 
the evil of Don Alvaro the way they had always fought everything, with hard work, 
perseverance, and honesty. In the life and death struggle of this small South 
American village to maintain its integrity, its dignity, its very existence against the 
lust for power, the reader cannot help but see the parallel to the bitter and total wars
of today which are raging over the whole earth. The simple story of BROAD AND 
ALIEN IS THE WORLD can be the story of any community anywhere trying to 
conduct itself along the paths of truth, vision, and mutual well-being, and forced to 
fight for its life against the malignant forces of evil oppression and greed which 
suddenly seem to be loosed in such overwhelming numbers. And the outcome of the
struggle, the final peace, lies only in the hand of God.

Ciro Alegría Bazán (November 4, 1909 – February 17, 1967) was a Peruvian 
journalist, politician, and novelist. Born in Huamachuco District, he exposed the 
problems of the native Peruvians while learning about their way of life.
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Alegria, Ciro. The Golden Serpent. New York. 1963. Signet/New American Library. 
1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Translated From The
Spanish & With An Afterword By Harriet de Onis. 190 pages. paperback. CP114. 
Cover: Kossin. Inventory # 28883. $9

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Unpredictably swift and menacing, unfathomable in its 
nature, the 'Golden Serpent' inspires reverence and terror in the tiny, scattered 
communities that border its banks - villages of peons pitched between pagan 
recklessness and Christian despair. Hardy agrarians, these people are prone to 
supernatural fears that arise from total dependence upon a river that bestows great
gifts and, at times, destroys all that it has given. Here are the Andean peaks, surging
rapids, river men, flower girls, fiestas, and mournful pipes. Here are the victims of 
avalanche and flood, witch hunts and plagues that corrode the mind and body. Ciro
Alegria's lyric eloquence has produced a hypnotic vision of the remorseless 
Marañón country of Peru. In the words of Harriet de Onis, 'He has created a world 
peopled by beings teeming with life, with their sorrows and joys, their aspirations 
and defeats, and all suffused with that poetry which comes from emotion recalled in 
tranquillity. And when progress has spanned the turbulent Maranón with bridges, 
has dammed and channeled its treacherous waters, and the boatmen of Calemar 
have disappeared, their work done, The Golden Serpent will remain as a monument
to the days when it ran free and bold, tamed only by brave men.'

Ciro Alegría Bazán (November 4, 1909 – February 17, 1967) was a Peruvian 
journalist, politician, and novelist. Born in Huamachuco District, he exposed the 
problems of the native Peruvians while learning about their way of life.
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Alegria, Claribel. Luisa in Realityland. Willimantic. 1987. Curbstone Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0915306700. Translated from the 
Spanish by Darwin J. Flakoll. 159 pages. hardcover. Cover design by Stone 
Graphics. Inventory # 9191. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - LUISA IN REALITYLAND, an autobiographical 
prose/versenovel by Claribel Alegria, one of Central America’s most highly 
acclaimed authors, is a retrospect of the real, surreal and magical memories of 
childhood in El Salvador, into which the ugly realities of war gradually intrude. LUISA
IN REALITYLAND is printed on acid-free paper in an edition of 2500 copies by 
Curbstone Press of which 100 numbered copies are signed by the author and the 
translator.

Clara Isabel Alegría Vides (born May 12, 1924) is a Nicaraguan poet, essayist, 
novelist, and journalist who is a major voice in the literature of contemporary Central
America.
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Alegria, Fernando. My Horse Gonzalez. New York. 1964. Las Americas Publishing
Company. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Worn Dustjacket With Tears. 
Translated from the Spanish by Carlos Lozano. 187 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
27824. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is such a horsy book that it is hard to believe the 
author has ever done anything in his life except hang around racing stables. 
However, in his native Chile - and in France and Italy where this and other works by
Alegria have appeared in translation - he is known and respected as an essayist, 
critic, novelist, short story writer, and poet. But indeed, he shows himself to be a 
poet in this very book, for surely few authors have ever described horses and horse
races with more poetic feeling; and San Francisco owes Alegria a laurel crown, at 
least, for the many poetic descriptions of that Queen city of the West, whether 
glimpsed in early morning or late at night, in fog or sunshine.

Fernando Alegría (Santiago de Chile, 26 September, 1918 - Walnut Creek, 
California, October 29, 2005) was a Chilean poet, writer, literary critic and scholar.
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Aleichem, Sholom. The Song of Songs. New York. 1996. Simon & Schuster 
Editions. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684814862. Illustration by Devis 
Grebu. Translated by Curt Leviant. 112 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration By 
Devis Grebu. Inventory # 22860. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This elliptical story of nineteenth-century shtetl Europe is
narrated by Shimek whose older brother drowned, leaving an orphaned daughter. 
This baby niece - Buzie - who is raised as Shimek’s sister, becomes at first an 
audience for his magical tales; then his companion on journeys through Edenic 
woods and fields; and, at last, the love of his life. This love, first frustrated by 
Shimek’s inability to speak his heart, is finally and ironically shattered on a fine point
of Jewish tradition: Though an uncle may marry his niece, Shimek and Buzie have 
been raised as brother and sister. Shimek’s tribute from the Biblical Song of Songs -
‘my sister, my bride’ - becomes a mocking taboo. Told in four parts, gorgeously 
written and translated, framed by the periodic cycle of the natural world, and 
magically decorated with a dozen specially commissioned paintings, this edition of 
The Song of Songs brings to compassionate life two of the most memorable star-
crossed lovers in modern literature.

Solomon Naumovich Rabinovich, better known under his pen name Sholem 
Aleichem (March 2 1859 – May 13, 1916), was a leading Yiddish author and 
playwright. The musical Fiddler on the Roof, based on his stories about Tevye the 
Dairyman, was the first commercially successful English-language stage production
about Jewish life in Eastern Europe.keywords
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Aleksic, Tatjana. The Sacrificed Body: Balkan Community Building and the Fear of 
Freedom. Pittsburgh. 2013. University of Pittsburgh Press. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822962618. Pitt Russian East European. 266 pages. 
paperback. Cover image: I [] CU, Cooper Unio, New York, April 2011, courtesy of 
Natasa Bojic. Cover design by Joel W. Coggins. Inventory # 40603. $27.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Living in one of the world's most volatile regions, the 
people of the Balkans have witnessed unrelenting political, economic, and social 
upheaval. In response, many have looked to building communities, both 
psychologically and materially, as a means of survival in the wake of crumbling 
governments and states. The foundational structures of these communities often 
center on the concept of individual sacrifice for the good of the whole. Many 
communities, however, are hijacked by restrictive ideologies, turning them into a 
model of intolerance and exclusion. In The Sacrificed Body, Tatjana Aleksic 
examines the widespread use of the sacrificial metaphor in cultural texts and its 
importance to sustaining communal ideologies in the Balkan region. Aleksic further 
relates the theme to the sanctioning of ethnic cleansing, rape, and murder in the 
name of homogeneity and collective identity. In numerous examples ranging from 
literature to film and performance art, Aleksic views the theme of sacrifice and its 
relation to exclusion based on gender, race, class, sexuality, religion, or politics for 
the sake of community building. According to Aleksic, the sacrifice narrative 
becomes most prevalent during times of crisis brought on by wars, weak 
governments, foreign threats, or even globalizing tendencies. Because crisis justifies
the very existence of restrictive communities, communalist ideology thrives on its 
perpetuation. They exist in a symbiotic relationship. Aleksic also acknowledges the 
emancipatory potential of a genuine community, after it has shaken off its ideological
character. Aleksic employs cultural theory, sociological analysis, and human rights 
studies to expose a historical narrative that is predominant regionally, if not globally.
As she determines, in an era of both Western and non-Western neoliberalism, elitist
hegemony will continue to both threaten and bolster communities along with their 
segregationist tactics.

Tatjana Aleksic is associate professor of South Slavic languages and literatures and
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Aleshkovsky, Yuz. A Ring in a Case. Evanston. 1995. Hydra Books/Northwestern 
University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0810111381. 
Translated from the Russian by Jane Ann Miller. 249 pages. hardcover. Inventory #
29458. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Set in post-Gorbachev Moscow, this is the first novel to 
explore the intellectual and moral bankruptcy of Russia after perestroika. A Ring in a
Case details the religious and moral regeneration of Helium Revolverovich Serious,
a specialist in scientific atheism who begins to doubt his lack of belief in God when 
he becomes plagued by demons. His subsequent meditations reflect the essential 
philosophical questions posed throughout Russian literature and illuminate the 
collapse of contemporary Russian society. A Ring in a Case offers an invaluable 
assessment from the vantage point of the system's collapse.

Iosif Efimovich Aleshkovsky (born September 21, 1929), is a modern Russian writer,
poet, playwright and performer of his own songs.
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Aleshkovsky, Yuz. Kangaroo. New York. 1986. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374180687. Translated from the Russian by 
Tamara Glenny. 278 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 231. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - One morning in 1949, Fan Fanych, alias Etcetera, is 
summoned from his apartment to KGB headquarters, where he is informed that he 
will be charged with a crime more heinous than any mere man could ever devise - 
he will be tried for the vicious rape and murder of an aged kangaroo in the Moscow
Zoo.

Iosif Efimovich Aleshkovsky (born September 21, 1929), is a modern Russian writer,
poet, playwright and performer of his own songs.
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Alexie, Sherman (editor). Scribner's Best of the Fiction Workshops 1999. New York.
1999. Scribner. Advance Uncorrected Reader's Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0684848295. paperback. Inventory # 26253. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Selected by bestselling author and American Book 
Award-winner Sherman Alexie, the freshest and most innovative voices in North 
America today</FONT> This third volume in the acclaimed Scribner's Best of the 
Fiction Workshops series contains stories culled from over one hundred prestigious
writing programs around the United States and Canada. These nineteen ingenious 
stories, selected by guest editor Sherman Alexie, are a must read not only for 
students and teachers of writing but for all short-story lovers who are looking for 
original, stimualting, and unpredictable storytelling.

Sherman Alexie is a Spokane/Coeur d'Alene Indian from Wellpinit, Washington-a 
town on the Spokane Indian reservation. He currently resides in Seattle, WA.
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Alexie, Sherman (editor). Scribner's Best of the Fiction Workshops 1999. New York.
1999. Scribner. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0684848295. 
Paperback Original. 365 pages. paperback. Cover design by Richard Pracher. 
Inventory # 26428. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Selected by bestselling author and American Book 
Award-winner Sherman Alexie, the freshest and most innovative voices in North 
America today</FONT> This third volume in the acclaimed Scribner's Best of the 
Fiction Workshops series contains stories culled from over one hundred prestigious
writing programs around the United States and Canada. These nineteen ingenious 
stories, selected by guest editor Sherman Alexie, are a must read not only for 
students and teachers of writing but for all short-story lovers who are looking for 
original, stimualting, and unpredictable storytelling.

Sherman Alexie is a Spokane/Coeur d'Alene Indian from Wellpinit, Washington-a 
town on the Spokane Indian reservation. He currently resides in Seattle, WA.
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Alexie, Sherman. Indian Killer. New York. 1996. Atlantic Monthly Press. 1st Printing.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 087113652x. 420 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 22771. 
$20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A serial murderer is terrorizing Seattle, hunting and 
scalping white men. And the crimes of the so-called Indian Killer have triggered a 
wave of violence and racial hatred. Seattle's Native Americans are shaken and 
confused, none more so than John Smith. Born Indian, raised white, Smith 
desperately yearns for his lost heritage and seeks his elusive true identity. He meets
Marie, a stormy Indian activist particularly outraged by people like Jack Wilson, the
mystery writer who passes himself as part Indian. As a bigoted radio personality 
incites whites to seek revenge, tensions mount, Smith fights to slake the anger that
engulfs him. .and the Indian Killer claims yet another life. Lauded as a poet and 
author of exceptional lyricism and humor, Sherman Alexie now dips his pen in 
something stronger-and offers a gritty and eye-opening novel of alienation and 
justice.

Sherman Alexie is a Spokane/Coeur d'Alene Indian from Wellpinit, Washington-a 
town on the Spokane Indian reservation. He currently resides in Seattle, WA.
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Alexie, Sherman. Reservation Blues. New York. 1995. Atlantic Monthly Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0871135949. 306 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 25714. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Winner of the American Book Award and a critically 
acclaimed national best seller, Reservation Blues continues to find new and adoring
readers in academic and popular circles alike. In 1931, Robert Johnson allegedly 
sold his soul to the devil, receiving legendary blues skills in return. He went on to 
record only twenty-nine songs before being murdered on August 16, 1938. In 1992,
however, Johnson suddenly reappears on the Spokane Indian Reservation and 
meets Thomas Builds-the-Fire, the misfit storyteller of the Spokane Tribe. When 
Johnson passes his enchanted instrument to Thomas - lead singer of the rock-and-
roll band Coyote Springs - a magical odyssey begins that will take the band from 
reservation bars to small-town taverns, from the cement trails of Seattle to the 
concrete canyons of Manhattan. Sherman Alexie imaginatively mixes narrative, 
newspaper excerpts, songs, journal entries, visions, radio interviews, and dreams to
explore the effects of Christianity on Native Americans in the late twentieth century. 
In addition, he examines the impact of cultural assimilation on the relationships 
between Indian women and Indian men. Reservation Blues is a painful, humorous, 
and ultimately redemptive symphony about God and indifference, faith and 
alcoholism, family and hunger, sex and death.

Sherman Alexie is a Spokane/Coeur d'Alene Indian from Wellpinit, Washington-a 
town on the Spokane Indian reservation. He currently resides in Seattle, WA.keywords
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Alexie, Sherman. Reservation Blues. New York. 1995. Atlantic Monthly Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0871135949. 306 pages.
hardcover. Inventory # 30793. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Winner of the American Book Award and a critically 
acclaimed national best seller, Reservation Blues continues to find new and adoring
readers in academic and popular circles alike. In 1931, Robert Johnson allegedly 
sold his soul to the devil, receiving legendary blues skills in return. He went on to 
record only twenty-nine songs before being murdered on August 16, 1938. In 1992,
however, Johnson suddenly reappears on the Spokane Indian Reservation and 
meets Thomas Builds-the-Fire, the misfit storyteller of the Spokane Tribe. When 
Johnson passes his enchanted instrument to Thomas - lead singer of the rock-and-
roll band Coyote Springs - a magical odyssey begins that will take the band from 
reservation bars to small-town taverns, from the cement trails of Seattle to the 
concrete canyons of Manhattan. Sherman Alexie imaginatively mixes narrative, 
newspaper excerpts, songs, journal entries, visions, radio interviews, and dreams to
explore the effects of Christianity on Native Americans in the late twentieth century. 
In addition, he examines the impact of cultural assimilation on the relationships 
between Indian women and Indian men. Reservation Blues is a painful, humorous, 
and ultimately redemptive symphony about God and indifference, faith and 
alcoholism, family and hunger, sex and death.

Sherman Alexie is a Spokane/Coeur d'Alene Indian from Wellpinit, Washington-a 
town on the Spokane Indian reservation. He currently resides in Seattle, WA.keywords
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Alexie, Sherman. The Lone Ranger and Tonto Fistfight in Heaven. New York. 1993.
Atlantic Monthly Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0871135485. 223 
pages. hardcover. Jacket painting & design by Wendell Minor. Inventory # 24419. 
$37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Lone Ranger and Tonto Fistfight in Heaven, 
published in 1994, was a citation winner for the PEN/Hemmingway Award for Best 
First Fiction. In this darkly comic short story collection, Sherman Alexie, a 
Spokane/Coeur d'Alene Indian, brilliantly weaves memory, fantasy, and stark 
realism to paint a complex, grimly ironic portrait of life in and around the Spokane 
Indian Reservation. These twenty-two interlinked tales are narrated by characters 
raised on humiliation and government-issue cheese, and yet are filled with passion 
and affection, myth and dream. There is Victor, who as a nine-year-old crawled 
between his unconscious parents hoping that the alcohol seeping through their skins
might help him sleep, Thomas Builds-the-Fire, who tells his stories long after people
stop listening, and Jimmy Many Horses, dying of cancer, who writes letters on 
stationary that reads ‘From the Death Bed of Jimmy Many Horses III,’ even though 
he actually writes then on his kitchen table. Against a backdrop of alcohol, car 
accidents, laughter, and basketball, Alexie depicts the distances between Indians 
and whites, reservation Indians and urban Indians, men and women, and mostly 
poetically between modern Indians and the traditions of the past.

Sherman Alexie is a Spokane/Coeur d'Alene Indian from Wellpinit, Washington-a 
town on the Spokane Indian reservation. He currently resides in Seattle, WA.keywords
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Alfau, Felipe. Chromos. Elmwood Park. 1990. Dalkey Archive Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 091658352x. 348 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
13968. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Chromos is one of the true masterpieces of post-World
War II fiction. Written in the 1940s but left unpublished until 1990, it anticipated the 
fictional inventiveness of the writers who were to come along - Barth, Coover, 
Pynchon, Sorrentino, and Gaddis. Chromos is the American immigration novel par 
excellence. Its opening line is: 'The moment one learns English, complications set 
in.' Or, as the novel illustrates, the moment one comes to America, the complications
set in. The cast of characters in this book are immigrants from Spain who have one 
leg in Spanish culture and the other in the confusing, warped, unfriendly New World
of New York City, attempting to meld two worlds that just won't fit together. Wildly 
comic, Chromos is also strangely apocalyptic, moving towards point zero and utter 
darkness.

Felipe Alfau (1902–1999), was a Spanish American (Catalan American) novelist and
poet. Like his contemporaries Luigi Pirandello and Flann O'Brien, Alfau is 
considered a forerunner of later postmodern writers such as Vladimir Nabokov, 
Thomas Pynchon, Donald Barthelme, and Gilbert Sorrentino. Born in Barcelona, 
Alfau emigrated with his family at the age of fourteen to the United States, where he
lived the remainder of his life.
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Alfau, Felipe. Old Tales From Spain. Garden City. 1929. Doubleday Doran. 1st 
Edition. Previous Owner's Inscription in Front & Front Boards Near The Edge Show
Some Stain Marks, Otherwise Good.No Dustjacket. Illustrated by Rhea Wells. 207 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 23779. $200

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A collection of children's stories from the author of 
LOCOS: A COMEDY OF GESTURES and CHROMOS.

Felipe Alfau (1902–1999), was a Spanish American (Catalan American) novelist and
poet. Like his contemporaries Luigi Pirandello and Flann O'Brien, Alfau is 
considered a forerunner of later postmodern writers such as Vladimir Nabokov, 
Thomas Pynchon, Donald Barthelme, and Gilbert Sorrentino. Born in Barcelona, 
Alfau emigrated with his family at the age of fourteen to the United States, where he
lived the remainder of his life.
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Alfieri, Annamaria. Strange Gods. New York. 2016. Felony & Mayhem. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781631940958. 221 pages. paperback. Cover 
design: Anthony Wing Kosner. Cover illustration: Ray Bonilla. Inventory # 42710. 
$14.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It’s 1911, and young Vera McIintosh is in love and out of
place. Pale and Scottish, a missionary’s daughter, she no longer fits in with the 
Kikuyu with whom she grew up. But she is too African, too “native” to be welcomed 
by Kenya’s ex-pat community. It’s only in Justin Tolliver’s arms that Vera feels truly 
at home. Tolliver, too, is neither fish nor fowl. True, he’s the son of an English earl, 
but critically he’s a younger son, with no money, no prospects, and no options 
beyond a job with the much scorned colonial police force. Worse, he’s begun to 
have serious doubts about the policies of the government he represents – doubts 
that only multiply when Vera’s rakish uncle is killed and Tolliver’s superiors make it 
clear they’d like an African to take the blame. With the flair of Isak Dinesen and Beryl
Markham, the cunning of Agatha Christie and Elspeth Huxley and the moral 
sensibility of our times, Alfieri permeates this tragic novel with a condemnation of 
imperialism, a palpable love of Africa, a shocking conclusion and a reminder that 
good does not always triumph.' The Richmond Times-Dispatch 'Strange Gods is an
absorbing historical novel, one set in an exotic location that provides a colorful and 
textured backdrop to the action.' mysteriousreviews.com

Annamaria Alfieri, actually named Patricia King, began writing stories at the age of 
nine and, as she puts it, never stopped. King is a lover of South American history 
and never goes anywhere without books to help her research for her latest project. 
She resides in New York City.
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Alfieri, Annamaria. City of Silver. New York. 2009. St Martin's Minotaur. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780312383862. 336 pages. hardcover.
Inventory # 37402. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Potosí, the richest city in the Western Hemisphere, 
Inez de la Morada, the bewitching, cherished daughter of the rich and powerful 
Mayor, mysteriously dies at the convent of Santa Isabella de los Santos Milagros, 
where she had fled in defiance of her father. It looks as though the girl committed 
suicide, but Mother Abbess Maria Santa Hilda believes her innocent and has her 
buried at the convent in sacred ground. Fray Ubaldo DaTriesta, local Commissioner
of the Inquisition, has been keeping an eye on the Abbess, who is too ‘Protestant’ 
for his tastes, and this action may be just what he needs to convince the lazy, 
cowardly Bishop to punish her. At the same time, Potosí finds its prosperity 
threatened. The King of Spain has discovered that the coins the city has been 
circulating throughout the world are not pure silver and is sending his top prosecutor
and the Grand Inquisitor to mete out punishment. With the imminent arrival of the 
Spanish officials, many have reason to prove their loyalty, and keep hidden the 
crimes and sins they’ve committed. With her life at stake, Maria Santa Hilda finds 
herself in a race against time to prove the true cause of Inez’s death, aided by her 
fellow sisters, a Jesuit priest with a dark secret from his past, and a tomboyish girl 
who’s run to the convent to avoid an unwanted marriage. Together they will discover
that Inez was not the girl she seemed, and that greed has no limits. Annamaria 
Alfieri writes with astounding detail, showing an appreciation for the complexities 
and social nuances of this intriguing time in Latin American history when politicians,
religious leaders, and an indigenous people all competed for power and survival in 
the thin mountain air of the Andes. A lover of South American history, Annamaria 
Alfieri lives in New York City. This is her first novel.

Annamaria Alfieri is president of the Mystery Writers of America–New York chapter.
She lives in New York City.
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Algarin, Miguel. Love Is Hard Work. New York. 1997. Scribner. 1st Printing. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0684839997. Poetry From The Founder Of The Nuyorican 
Poets' Cafe. 155 pages. hardcover. Jacket Design By Timothy Hsu. Jacket 
Photograph By Arlene Gottfried. Author Photograph By Marlis Momber. Inventory #
24094. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - At once a moving personal memoir and a colorful portrait
of life in New York’s Lower East Side (Loisaida), this masterly collection of poems 
captures the whirlwind of sights, sounds, celebrations and sorrows of urban life. As 
father of the contemporary Latino literary movement and founder of the Nuyorican 
Poets Cafe, Miguel Algarin has brought the diverse voices and talents of the 
downtown New York scene to audiences throughout the world. In these poetic 
renderings of the lives and deaths of numerous friends, Algarin the poet celebrates 
both the well known and the obscure - and brings to life private loves, nurtured in 
both pain and joy, and public collaborations, born in the turbulent excitement of 
Algarin’s cafe. In the centerpiece of the book, the poet offers a searing, 
unsentimental look at himself and his life. A celebration of the beautiful, the 
grotesque, the comic and the tragic, these poems resound with honesty, passion 
and grace - a testament to the extraordinary talent and keen eye of Miguel Algarin.

Miguel Algarin is associate professor of English at Rutgers University and founder of
the Nuyorican Poets Cafe. He is the coeditor of ALOUD: THE NUYORICAN POETS
CAFE ANTHOLOGY and ACTION: THE NUYORICAN POETS CAFE THEATER 
FESTIVAL, published by Touchstone in September 1997. His previous works 
include Time’s Now, Body Bee Callin from the Twenty-First Century and Song of 
Protest, a translation of Pablo Neruda. Miguel Algarin lives in Loisaida.
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Ali, Monica. Brick Lane. New York. 2003. Scribner. Reprinted Edition. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 0743243307. 373 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 41073. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Monica Ali's gorgeous first novel is the deeply moving 
story of one woman, Nazneen, born in a Bangladeshi village and transported to 
London at age eighteen to enter into an arranged marriage. Already hailed by the 
London Observer as ‘one of the most significant British novelists of her generation,’
Ali has written a stunningly accomplished debut about one outsider's quest to find 
her voice. Nazneen's inauspicious entry into the world, an apparent stillbirth on the 
hard mud floor of a village hut, imbues in her a sense of fatalism that she carries 
across continents when she is married off to Chanu, a man old enough to be her 
father. Nazneen moves to London and, for years, keeps house, cares for her 
husband, and bears children, just as a girl from the village is supposed to do. But 
gradually she is transformed by her experience, and begins to question whether fate
controls her or whether she has a hand in her own destiny. Motherhood is a catalyst
-- Nazneen's daughters chafe against their father's traditions and pride -- and to her
own amazement, Nazneen falls in love with a young man in the community. She 
discovers both the complexity that comes with free choice and the depth of her 
attachment to her husband, her daughters, and her new world. While Nazneen 
journeys along her path of self-realization, her sister, Hasina, rushes headlong at her
life, first making a ‘love marriage,’ then fleeing her violent husband. Woven through 
the novel, Hasina's letters from Dhaka recount a world of overwhelming adversity. 
Shaped, yet not bound, by their landscapes and memories, both sisters struggle to 
dream -- and live -- beyond the rules prescribed for them. Vivid, profoundly humane,
and beautifully rendered, Brick Lane captures a world at once unimaginable and 
achingly familiar. And it establishes Monica Ali as a thrilling new voice in fiction.

Monica Ali (born 20 October 1967) is a Bangladeshi-born British writer and novelist.
In 2003 she was selected as one of the ‘Best of Young British Novelists’ by Granta
magazine based on her unpublished manuscript; her debut novel, Brick Lane, was 
published later that year. It was shortlisted for the Man Booker Prize. It was adapted
as a 2007 film of the same name
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Ali, Samina. Madras On Rainy Days. New York. 2004. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374195625. 309 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Susan Mitchell. Inventory # 16425. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Layla is torn among clashing identities—dutiful Muslim 
daughter and free, independent American woman. When she is nineteen, her 
parents inform Layla that a marriage has been arranged for her to an Indian man 
she doesn’t know. A stunned Layla submits reluctantly but not before she commits a
dangerous, final act of defiance. In the heat and noise of Hyderabad, as her wedding
looms, her behavior becomes more and more erratic. Her mother, fearing demonic 
possession, takes Layla to a Muslim faith-healer, an alim, hoping to exorcise all 
traces of rebellion. To Layla’s surprise, the ancient and elaborate wedding rituals, 
her groom’s physical beauty, and the unexpectedly warm welcome of her new family
fill her with a sense of belonging she has never known before. But her honeymoon in
Madras soon reveals the full horror of the devil’s bargain she has struck. Set against
the backdrop of the ancient walled city of Hyderabad and mounting Hindu-Muslim 
tensions, MADRAS ON RAINY DAYS lyrically evokes the complexities of life behind
the chador. A gorgeously written novel by an original new voice in international 
fiction.

Samina Ali is an Indian-American author. Her debut novel was Madras on Rainy 
Days. Ali was born in Hyderabad, India, and emigrated with her parents to America
when she was six months old. She spent half of each year in India, where she 
attended school. In 1993 she graduated Summa cum laude from the University of 
Minnesota with a B.A. in English. She received an M.F.A. from the University of 
Oregon. She lives in San Francisco with her son.
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Ali, Tariq. The Book of Saladin. New York. 1998. Verso. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 1859848346. 367 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 26041. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Book of Saladin is the fictional memoir of Saladin, 
the Kurdish liberator of Jerusalem, as dictated to a Jewish scribe, Ibn Yakub. 
Saladin grants Ibn Yakub permission to talk to his wife and retainers so that he 
might present a full portrait in the Sultan's memoirs. A series of interconnected 
stories follows, tales brimming over with warmth, earthy humor and passions in 
which ideals clash with realities and dreams are confounded by desires. At the heart
of the novel is an affecting love affair between the Sultan's favored wife, Jamila, and
the beautiful Halina, a later addition to the harem. The novel charts the rise of 
Saladin as Sultan of Egypt and Syria and follows him as he prepares, in alliance with
his Jewish and Christian subjects, to take Jerusalem back from the Crusaders. This 
is a medieval story, but much of it will be uncannily familiar to those who follow 
events in contemporary Cairo, Damascus, and Baghdad. Betrayed hopes, 
disillusioned soldiers and unrealistic alliances form the backdrop to The Book of 
Saladin.

Tariq Ali (born 21 October 1943) is a British Pakistani writer, journalist, and 
filmmaker. He is a member of the editorial committee of the New Left Review and 
Sin Permiso, and regularly contributes to The Guardian, CounterPunch, and the 
London Review of Books.
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Ali, Tariq. The Stone Woman. London. 2000. Verso. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 1859847641. 274 pages. hardcover. Cover design by Alan Hill
Design. Inventory # 28138. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Each year, when the weather in Istanbul becomes 
unbearable, the family of Iskender Pasha, a retired Ottoman notable, retires to its 
summer palace overlooking the Sea of Marmara. It is 1899 and the last great Islamic
empire is in serious trouble. A former tutor poses a question which the family has 
been refusing to confront for almost a century: ’ Your Ottoman Empire is like a 
drunken prostitute, neither knowing nor caring who will take her next. Do I 
exaggerate, Memed? ‘The history of Iskender Pasha’s family mirrors the growing 
degeneration of the Empire they have served for the last five hundred years. This 
passionate story of masters and servants, school-teachers and painters, is marked 
by jealousies, vendettas and, with the decay of the Empire, a new generation which 
is deeply hostile to the half-truths and myths of the ‘golden days.’ The Stone Woman
is the third novel of Tariq Ali’s ‘Islam Quartet.’ Like its predecessors - Shadows of 
the Pomegranate Tree and The Book of Saladin - its power lies both in the story-
telling and the challenge it poses to stereotyped images of life under Islam.

Tariq Ali (born 21 October 1943) is a British Pakistani writer, journalist, and 
filmmaker. He is a member of the editorial committee of the New Left Review and 
Sin Permiso, and regularly contributes to The Guardian, CounterPunch, and the 
London Review of Books.
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Allegro, John Marco. The Dead Sea Scrolls. Baltimore. 1959. Pelican Books. 
Reprinted Pelican Paperback Edition. Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers With Some 
Markings on the Front Cover. 204 pages. paperback. A376. Inventory # 42611. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the early summer of 1947 an Arab shepherd stumbled
upon a cave near the Dead Sea containing seven ancient scrolls. They proved to be
part of the library of a Jewish monastic community living before and during the time
of Christ. Later discoveries produced the remains of hundreds more scrolls from the
same source, so that today we have an undreamt-of insight into Jewish sectarianism
of this all-important period. It is already clear that many of the characteristic ideas of
Jewish Christianity were cradled in just such a religious environment. The study of 
this exciting new evidence is fast becoming a field of research on its own account, 
and this book surveys in popular form some of the more important results so far 
achieved, with a particular orientation towards New Testament studies where, it is 
now clear, the main interest of these priceless documents must lie.

John Marco Allegro (17 February 1923 – 17 February 1988) was an English 
archaeologist and Dead Sea Scrolls scholar. He was a populariser of the Dead Sea
Scrolls through his books and radio broadcasts. He was the editor of some of the 
most famous and controversial scrolls published, the pesharim. A number of 
Allegro's later books, including The Sacred Mushroom and the Cross, brought him 
both popular fame and notoriety, and also destroyed his career.
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Allegro, John Marco. The Dead Sea Scrolls. Baltimore. 1961. Pelican Books. 
Reprinted Pelican Paperback Edition. Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers With Some 
Markings on the Front Cover. 204 pages. paperback. A376. Inventory # 42612. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the early summer of 1947 an Arab shepherd stumbled
upon a cave near the Dead Sea containing seven ancient scrolls. They proved to be
part of the library of a Jewish monastic community living before and during the time
of Christ. Later discoveries produced the remains of hundreds more scrolls from the
same source, so that today we have an undreamt-of insight into Jewish sectarianism
of this all-important period. It is already clear that many of the characteristic ideas of
Jewish Christianity were cradled in just such a religious environment. The study of 
this exciting new evidence is fast becoming a field of research on its own account, 
and this book surveys in popular form some of the more important results so far 
achieved, with a particular orientation towards New Testament studies where, it is 
now clear, the main interest of these priceless documents must lie.

John Marco Allegro (17 February 1923 – 17 February 1988) was an English 
archaeologist and Dead Sea Scrolls scholar. He was a populariser of the Dead Sea
Scrolls through his books and radio broadcasts. He was the editor of some of the 
most famous and controversial scrolls published, the pesharim. A number of 
Allegro's later books, including The Sacred Mushroom and the Cross, brought him 
both popular fame and notoriety, and also destroyed his career.
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Allen, Jeffrey Renard. Harbors & Spirits: Poems. Wakefield. 1998. Asphodel Press.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 155921208x. CD Included. 158 
pages. paperback. Inventory # 27668. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Poet, novelist and critics, Jeffery Renard Allen brings a 
number of characteristics to his first collection of poems. He adapts jazz and blues 
forms to lyric poetry and uses a variety of cultural sources to draw together materials
that exist in a shared mythology. The result has the directness and clarity of an 
African-American Homeric hymn. Rich in musicality, Allen's work offers an extra 
ordinary breadth of reference and discovery.

Jeffery Renard Allen (born 1962 Chicago) is an American poet, essayist, short story
writer, and novelist. He is the author of two collections of poetry, Harbors and Spirits
(Moyer Bell 1999) and Stellar Places (Moyer Bell 2007), and three works of fiction, 
the novel Rails Under My Back (Farrar, Straus, and Giroux 2000), a story collection
Holding Pattern (Graywolf Press, 2008) and a second novel, Song of the Shank 
(Graywolf Press, 2014). In writing about his fiction, reviewers often note his lyrical 
use of language and his playful use of form to write about African American life. His
poems tend to focus on music, mythology, history, film, and other sources, rather 
than narrative or autobiographical experiences.
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Allen, Jeffrey Renard. Rails Under My Back. New York. 2000. Farrar Straus Giroux.
1st American Edition. Some Spotting On Top Edge,Otherwise Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0374246262. 563 pages. hardcover. Cover: Chris Scott. Inventory # 
32899. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An astonishing debut novel, exploring the bonds, 
boundaries, and bondage of an African American family. Rails Under My Back is a 
daring work of art that reveals its family theme in a stunning depiction of its 
paradoxically opposite: abandonment. In this multifaceted, brilliantly colored, 
intensely musical novel, Jeffery Renard Allen tracks the interwoven lives of two 
brothers, Lucius and John Jones, who are married to two sisters, Gracie and Sheila
McShan. For them, their parents, and their children, life is always full of departures;
someone is always fleeing town and leaving the remaining family to suffer the often
dramatic, sometimes tragic consequences. The multiple effects of the comings and
goings are devastating: these are the almost mythic expression of the African 
American experience during the past half-century. Rails Under My Back ranges, as 
the characters do, from the City, which is somewhat like both New York and 
Chicago, to Memphis, to the West, and to many 'inner' and 'outer' locales. One 
image that holds the family together is that of the railroads taking them from place to
place-from the South to the North, from their living to their working quarters, from 
one form of bondage or freedom to another. The McShans and the Joneses 
somehow prevail, in their bigger-than-life way, and their story has extraordinary 
literary, religious, and historical power. Allen's voice is unforgettable.

Jeffery Renard Allen (born 1962 Chicago) is an American poet, essayist, short story
writer, and novelist.He is the author of two collections of poetry, Harbors and Spirits
(Moyer Bell 1999) and Stellar Places (Moyer Bell 2007), and three works of fiction, 
the novel Rails Under My Back (Farrar, Straus, and Giroux 2000), a story collection
Holding Pattern (Graywolf Press, 2008) and a second novel, Song of the Shank 
(Graywolf Press, 2014). In writing about his fiction, reviewers often note his lyrical 
use of language and his playful use of form to write about African American life. His
poems tend to focus on music, mythology, history, film, and other sources, rather 
than narrative or autobiographical experiences.
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Allen, Jeffrey Renard. Rails Under My Back. New York. 2000. Farrar Straus Giroux.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374246262. 563 pages. hardcover.
Inventory # 27839. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An astonishing debut novel, exploring the bonds, 
boundaries, and bondage of an African American family. Rails Under My Back is a 
daring work of art that reveals its family theme in a stunning depiction of its 
paradoxically opposite: abandonment. In this multifaceted, brilliantly colored, 
intensely musical novel, Jeffery Renard Allen tracks the interwoven lives of two 
brothers, Lucius and John Jones, who are married to two sisters, Gracie and Sheila
McShan. For them, their parents, and their children, life is always full of departures;
someone is always fleeing town and leaving the remaining family to suffer the often
dramatic, sometimes tragic consequences. The multiple effects of the comings and
goings are devastating: these are the almost mythic expression of the African 
American experience during the past half-century. Rails Under My Back ranges, as 
the characters do, from the City, which is somewhat like both New York and 
Chicago, to Memphis, to the West, and to many 'inner' and 'outer' locales. One 
image that holds the family together is that of the railroads taking them from place to
place-from the South to the North, from their living to their working quarters, from 
one form of bondage or freedom to another. The McShans and the Joneses 
somehow prevail, in their bigger-than-life way, and their story has extraordinary 
literary, religious, and historical power. Allen's voice is unforgettable.

Jeffery Renard Allen (born 1962 Chicago) is an American poet, essayist, short story
writer, and novelist.He is the author of two collections of poetry, Harbors and Spirits
(Moyer Bell 1999) and Stellar Places (Moyer Bell 2007), and three works of fiction, 
the novel Rails Under My Back (Farrar, Straus, and Giroux 2000), a story collection
Holding Pattern (Graywolf Press, 2008) and a second novel, Song of the Shank 
(Graywolf Press, 2014). In writing about his fiction, reviewers often note his lyrical 
use of language and his playful use of form to write about African American life. His
poems tend to focus on music, mythology, history, film, and other sources, rather 
than narrative or autobiographical experiences.
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Allen, Johannes. Young Love. New York. 1959. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With Some Tears. Translated from the Danish by
Naomi Walford. 217 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Guy Fleming. Inventory # 
8465. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Simply and with complete candor, a young Danish girl 
tells how men first entered her life. This is the story of a young Danish girl’s 
awakening to womanhood, and of the three men who came into her life. Without 
bitterness, without self-pity, Helen records what happened to her and within her: the
shock, the disillusion, the perplexity and humiliation, the ecstasy and breathtaking 
wonder in her experiences.

Johannes Allen was born on Copenhagen on May 16, 1916. After an apprenticeship
in his family's metal wares factory, he went to Paris in 1937, supporting himself there
by writing for a Danish newspaper. In 1939 he visited the United States, to which he
returned in 1947 during a long vagabondage. His first book, published in 1941, dealt
with a Danish artist and his wife living in the United States. Since 1941, Allen has 
written several novels, many short stories, and plays that have been produced at the
Royal Theater in Copenhagen. He has also written many radio plays, film scripts, 
and adaptations. After the success of Young Love, he himself wrote and directed the
film version, a notable success. Late in 1957 he completed another film, Night 
Lodgings Paid, of which he was both author and director. Young Love, which was 
first published in Copenhagen in 1956 and has been translated into most European 
languages, is Johannes Allen's first novel to appear in English.keywords
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Allen, Paula Gunn. Off the Reservation: Reflections On Boundary-Busting, Border-
Crossing Loose Canons. Boston. 1998. Beacon Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 080704640x. 262 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 26022. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Off the Reservation gives us the best of Allen's political 
essays, literary criticism, and personal reflections. In section one, 
'Haggles/gynosophies' (haggles being a persuasive speech in which a hag 
engages), Allen offers powerful critiques of the Western social constructs of 
proprietorship, literacy, individualism, and 'rape culture' contrasted with the 
communal and spiritual connection to the earth that characterizes native societies. 
'Wyrds/orthographies' presents some of the best analysis of Native American 
literature of the late twentieth century, including the work of N. Scott Momaday, 
Leslie Marmon Silko, and Mary Tallmountain.

Paula Gunn Allen (October 24, 1939 – May 29, 2008) was a Native American poet, 
literary critic, lesbian activist, and novelist. Of mixed-race European-American and 
Native American descent, she identified with the Laguna Pueblo of her childhood 
years, the culture in which she'd grown up. She drew from its oral traditions for her 
fiction and poetry, and also wrote numerous essays on its themes. She edited four 
collections of Native American traditional stories and contemporary works, and wrote
two biographies of Native American women.
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Allen, Paula Gunn. Spider Woman's Granddaughters: Traditional Tales and 
Contemporary Writing by Native American Women. Boston. 1989. Beacon Press. 
1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0807081000. 320 pages. hardcover. Inventory
# 12034. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Native American scholar, literary critic, poet, and novelist
Paula Gunn Allen, who is herself a Laguna Pueblo-Sioux Indian, became 
increasingly aware in her academic career that the writings of Native Americans, 
especially women, have been marginalized by the Western literary canon. Allen set
out to understand why this was so and, more importantly, to remedy the situation. 
The result is this powerful collection of traditional tales, biographical writings, and 
contemporary short stories, many by the most accomplished Native American 
women writing today, including: Louise Erdrich, Mary TallMountain, Linda Hogan, 
and many others. According to Cherokee legend, Grandmother Spider brought the 
light of intelligence to the people. For the first time, Spider Woman's Granddaughters
brings to light the original American. It is a unique addition to feminist literatire - and
a treasure trove for the ever-increasing audience for Native American works.

Paula Gunn Allen (October 24, 1939 – May 29, 2008) was a Native American poet, 
literary critic, lesbian activist, and novelist. Of mixed-race European-American and 
Native American descent, she identified with the Laguna Pueblo of her childhood 
years, the culture in which she'd grown up. She drew from its oral traditions for her 
fiction and poetry, and also wrote numerous essays on its themes. She edited four 
collections of Native American traditional stories and contemporary works, and wrote
two biographies of Native American women.
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Allende, Isabel. Cuentos de Eva Luna (Spanish language edition). Barcelona. 1993.
Plaza & Janés. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 8401428440.
249 pages. paperback. Inventory # 45100. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - IN SPANISH. In 1988 Isabel Allende published EVA 
LUNA, a novel that recounted the adventurous life of a poor young Latin American 
woman who finds friendship, love and some measure of worldly success through her
powers as a storyteller. Her most ambitious novel to date, EVA LUNA was described
by the Washington Post as a ‘cascade of stories [that] tumbles out before the 
reader, stories vivid, passionate and human.’ Now in THE STORIES OF EVA LUNA,
she again presents us with a treasure trove of such stories, showing us once more 
why Eva Luna (and her much-celebrated creator) has won such a large and devoted
readership.

Isabel Allende (born 2 August 1942) is a Chilean writer. Allende, whose works 
sometimes contain aspects of the ‘magic realist‘ tradition, is famous for novels such
as The House of the Spirits (La casa de los espíritus, 1982) and City of the Beasts 
(La ciudad de las bestias, 2002), which have been commercially successful.
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Allende, Isabel. Daughter of Fortune. New York. 1999. Harper Collins. Advance 
Reader's Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 006019491x. 399 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 27199. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From the acclaimed international bestselling author of 
THE HOUSE OF THE SPIRITS and PAULA comes this dazzling new historical 
novel, her most ambitious work of fiction yet - a sweeping portrait of an 
unconventional woman carving her own destiny in an era marked by violence, 
passion, and adventure. An orphan raised in Valparaiso, Chile, by a Victorian 
spinster and her rigid brother, young, vivacious Eliza Sommers follows her lover to 
California during the Gold Rush of 1849 - a danger-filled quest that will become a 
momentous journey of transformation from innocence to independence. A masterful
novel of love, adversity, spirit, and fulfillment, DAUGHTER OF FORTUNE once 
again demonstrates Isabel Allende’s extraordinary literary gifts and confirms her 
place as one of the world’s leading writers.

Isabel Allende (born 2 August 1942) is a Chilean writer. Allende, whose works 
sometimes contain aspects of the ‘magic realist‘ tradition, is famous for novels such
as The House of the Spirits (La casa de los espíritus, 1982) and City of the Beasts 
(La ciudad de las bestias, 2002), which have been commercially successful.
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Allende, Isabel. De amor y de sombra (Spanish language edition). Barcelona. 1993.
Plaza & Janés. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 8401428424.
271 pages. paperback. Inventory # 45099. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - IN SPANISH. Rarely has a first novel catapulted a writer
so suddenly to international attention and acclaim as Isabel Allende’s THE HOUSE
OF THE SPIRITS, the epic story of the large and tempestuous Trueba family. Now,
with OF LOVE AND SHADOWS-itself a bestseller and critical success in Europe 
and Latin America-the promise of that auspicious debut is fulfilled. As in her first 
novel, Isabel Allende transports us to a world of large events, high drama, and rich 
emotions. Again we are in an unnamed Latin American country, this time in the grip
of a military dictatorship. And at the center are two people, a woman and a man, 
who are fated, under the most desperate circumstances, to fall totally in love.

Isabel Allende (born 2 August 1942) is a Chilean writer. Allende, whose works 
sometimes contain aspects of the ‘magic realist‘ tradition, is famous for novels such
as The House of the Spirits (La casa de los espíritus, 1982) and City of the Beasts 
(La ciudad de las bestias, 2002), which have been commercially successful.
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Allende, Isabel. Eva Luna (Spanish language edition). Bogata. 1987. Editorial Oveja
Negra. 1st Columbian Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9580602336. 241 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 14734. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - IN SPANISH. In a very short time, Isabel Allende has 
won the allegiance and affection of readers and reviewers around the world-first with
The House of the Spirits (praised by Alexander Coleman in The New York Tines 
Book Review as ‘a unique achievement, both personal witness and possible allegory
of the past, present and future of Latin America’), followed closely by OF LOVE AND
SHADOWS (of which Jonathan Yardley said in The Washington Post Book 
REVIEW, ‘The people. are so real, their triumphs and defeats are so faithful to the 
truth of human existence, that we see the world in miniature. This is precisely what 
fiction should do’). Now, in EVA LUNA, she has written her most ambitious and 
original work, a book that makes the foreign both familiar and welcoming, a book 
that confirms beyond any doubt her status as a major literary presence.

Isabel Allende (born 2 August 1942) is a Chilean writer. Allende, whose works 
sometimes contain aspects of the ‘magic realist‘ tradition, is famous for novels such
as The House of the Spirits (La casa de los espíritus, 1982) and City of the Beasts 
(La ciudad de las bestias, 2002), which have been commercially successful.
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Allende, Isabel. Eva Luna (Spanish language edition). Barcelona. 1993. Plaza & 
Janés. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 8401428432. 303 
pages. paperback. Inventory # 45098. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - IN SPANISH. In a very short time, Isabel Allende has 
won the allegiance and affection of readers and reviewers around the world-first with
The House of the Spirits (praised by Alexander Coleman in The New York Tines 
Book Review as ‘a unique achievement, both personal witness and possible allegory
of the past, present and future of Latin America’), followed closely by OF LOVE AND
SHADOWS (of which Jonathan Yardley said in The Washington Post Book 
REVIEW, ‘The people. are so real, their triumphs and defeats are so faithful to the 
truth of human existence, that we see the world in miniature. This is precisely what 
fiction should do’). Now, in EVA LUNA, she has written her most ambitious and 
original work, a book that makes the foreign both familiar and welcoming, a book 
that confirms beyond any doubt her status as a major literary presence.

Isabel Allende (born 2 August 1942) is a Chilean writer. Allende, whose works 
sometimes contain aspects of the ‘magic realist‘ tradition, is famous for novels such
as The House of the Spirits (La casa de los espíritus, 1982) and City of the Beasts 
(La ciudad de las bestias, 2002), which have been commercially successful.
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Allende, Isabel. Las casa de los espiritus (Spanish language edition). Buenos Aires.
1994. Editorial Sudamericana. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 9500702916. 363 pages. paperback. Movie cover with Jeremy Irons and
Meryl Streep. Inventory # 45101. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - IN SPANISH. Already a best seller and critical success in
Europe and Latin America, THE HOUSE OF THE SPIRITS is the magnificent epic of
the Trueba family-their loves, their ambitions, their spiritual quests, their relations 
with one another, and their participation in the history of their times, a history that 
becomes destiny and overtakes them all. We begin-at the turn of the century, in an 
unnamed South American country-in the childhood home of the woman who will be 
the mother and grandmother of the clan, Clara del Valle.

Isabel Allende (born 2 August 1942) is a Chilean writer. Allende, whose works 
sometimes contain aspects of the ‘magic realist‘ tradition, is famous for novels such
as The House of the Spirits (La casa de los espíritus, 1982) and City of the Beasts 
(La ciudad de las bestias, 2002), which have been commercially successful.
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Allende, Isabel. Paula. New York. 1995. Harper Collins. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0060172533. Translated from the Dpanish by Margaret Sayers
Peden. 330 pages. hardcover. Jacket design and illustration (c) 1995 by Honi 
Werner. Illustration based on detail from Diego Velazquez's The Virgin Presenting 
the Chasuble to Saint Ildephonsus. Author photograph (c) 1994 by Jerry Bauer. 
Inventory # 21321. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Paula is a soul-baring memoir, which, like a novel of 
suspense, one reads without drawing a breath. The point of departure for these 
moving pages is a tragic personal experience. In December 1991, Isabel Allende’s 
daughter, Paula, became gravely ill and shortly thereafter fell into a coma. During 
months in the hospital, the author began to write the story of her family for her 
unconscious daughter. In the telling, bizarre ancestors appear before our eyes; we 
hear both delightful and bitter childhood memories, amazing anecdotes of youthful 
years, the most intimate secrets passed along in whispers. Chile, Allende’s native 
land, comes alive as well, with the turbulent history of the military coup of 1973, the
ensuing dictatorship, and her family’s years of exile. As an exorcism of death, in 
these pages Isabel Allende explores the past and questions the gods. The result is a
magical book that carries the reader from tears to laughter, from terror to sensuality
and wisdom. The glorious characters of Allende’s fiction-clairvoyants, 
revolutionaries, and most of all the questing woman who makes her way through 
storytelling-populate this autobiography, perhaps Allende’s finest work, and certainly
her most revealing. In PAULA we understand that the miraculous world of THE 
HOUSE OF THE SPIRITS and EVA LUNA is the world Isabel Allende inhabits-it is 
her enchanted reality.

Isabel Allende (born 2 August 1942) is a Chilean writer. Allende, whose works 
sometimes contain aspects of the ‘magic realist‘ tradition, is famous for novels such
as The House of the Spirits (La casa de los espíritus, 1982) and City of the Beasts 
(La ciudad de las bestias, 2002), which have been commercially successful.
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Allende, Isabel. Portrait in Sepia. New York. 2001. Harper Collins. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0066211611. 304 pages. hardcover. Signed by the
Author. Jacket photograph by Marcia Lieberman. Inventory # 35501. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Isabel Allende’s sensuous novel about the mystery of 
memory In nineteenth-century Chile, Aurora del Valle suffers a brutal trauma that 
erases all recollections of the first five years of her life. Raised by her regal and 
ambitious grandmother Paulina del Valle, Aurora grows up in a privileged 
environment, but is tormented by horrible nightmares. When she is forced to 
recognize her betrayal at the hands of the man she loves, and to cope with the 
resulting solitude, she explores the mystery of her past.

Isabel Allende (born 2 August 1942) is a Chilean writer. Allende, whose works 
sometimes contain aspects of the ‘magic realist‘ tradition, is famous for novels such
as The House of the Spirits (La casa de los espíritus, 1982) and City of the Beasts 
(La ciudad de las bestias, 2002), which have been commercially successful.
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Allende, Isabel. The Infinite Plan. New York. 1993. Harper Collins. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0060170166. Translated from the Spanish by 
Margaret Sayers Peden. 382 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration & Design By Honi
Werner. Inventory # 18281. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE INFINITE PLAN charts one man’s spiritual progress
against five decades of history and cultural change. Greg Reeves, the son of an 
itinerant preacher who claims that life is governed by an infinite plan, spends the 
latter part of his childhood in the L.A. barrio where his family settled when their 
father became ill. His best friend and soul mate there is Carmen Morales, the 
daughter of a hospitable Latino family. The novel follows Greg and Carmen through 
turbulent experiences as each searches for identity. Greg discovers several different
kinds of racial discrimination in the crowded barrio. Later, he taps into the social and
sexual revolution in Berkeley; and suffers through the crucible of Vietnam, from 
which he emerges determined to become rich and powerful no matter the cost in 
morality or peace of mind. He enters into disastrous marriages with two beautiful 
women, both of whom, he belatedly realizes, resemble his passive, remote mother;
he also fails as a father. Allende’s intensely imagined prose has clarity and 
dimension; she describes the exotic and the mundane with equal skill. Along the 
way Greg discovers that ‘there is no infinite plan, just the strife of living.’

Isabel Allende (born 2 August 1942) is a Chilean writer. Allende, whose works 
sometimes contain aspects of the ‘magic realist‘ tradition, is famous for novels such
as The House of the Spirits (La casa de los espíritus, 1982) and City of the Beasts 
(La ciudad de las bestias, 2002), which have been commercially successful.
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Allende, Isabel. The Stories of Eva Luna. New York. 1991. Atheneum. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0689121024. Translated from the 
Spanish by Margaret Sayers Peden. 335 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by 
Alicia Czecbowski. jacket design by Andy Bass. Handlettering by Carole 
Lowenstein. Inventory # 10307. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1988 Isabel Allende published EVA LUNA, a novel 
that recounted the adventurous life of a poor young Latin American woman who 
finds friendship, love and some measure of worldly success through her powers as a
storyteller. Now in THE STORIES OF EVA LUNA, she again presents us with a 
treasure trove of such stories, showing us once more why Eva Luna (and her much-
celebrated creator) has won such a large and devoted readership.

Isabel Allende (born 2 August 1942) is a Chilean writer. Allende, whose works 
sometimes contain aspects of the ‘magic realist‘ tradition, is famous for novels such
as The House of the Spirits (La casa de los espíritus, 1982) and City of the Beasts 
(La ciudad de las bestias, 2002), which have been commercially successful.
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Alou, Felipe (with Peter Kerasotis). Alou: My Baseball Journey. Lincoln. 2018. 
University of Nebraska Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
9781496201522. Foreword by Pedro Martínez. 6 x 9. 35 photographs, 1 illustration.
336 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 43451. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Growing up in a tiny shack in the Dominican Republic, 
Felipe Alou never dreamed he would be the first man to go from his country to play 
and manage in Major League Baseball—and also the first to play in the World 
Series. Today, the Dominican Republic produces more Major League players than 
any country outside the United States. In this extraordinary autobiography, Alou tells
of his real dream: to become a doctor. An uncle was funding his university education
when an improbable turn of events intervened at the 1955 Pan American Games. 
There as a track and field athlete, Alou was pressed into service on the baseball 
field to replace a player sent home for disciplinary reasons. A scout noticed Alou and
offered him two hundred pesos to sign a pro contract. Knowing his father owed the 
grocer exactly two hundred pesos, Alou signed. Battling racism in the United States
and political turmoil in his home country, Alou persevered, paving the way for 
younger brothers Matty and Jesús and scores of other Dominicans, including his son
Moisés. A fourth Alou brother, Juan, might have joined the historic trio if not for the 
improbable direction his own life took. Alou played seventeen years in the Major 
Leagues, accumulating more than two thousand hits and two hundred home runs, 
and then managed another fourteen—four with the San Francisco Giants and ten 
with the Montreal Expos, where he became the winningest manager in franchise 
history. Alou became a special friend of Roberto Clemente, roomed with Willie 
McCovey, Orlando Cepeda, Juan Marichal, and Joe Torre, and suffered the tragic 
death of his firstborn son. Alou’s pioneering journey is embedded in the history of 
baseball, the Dominican Republic, and a remarkable family.

Felipe Alou serves as the special assistant to the general manager for the San 
Francisco Giants. He is an inductee in both the Canadian and the Latino Baseball 
Hall of Fame and lives with his wife, Lucie, in Boynton Beach, Florida.
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Alperovitz, Gar. Cold War Essays. Garden City. 1970. Anchor Books/Doubleday. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Paperback Original. Foreword by 
Christopher Lasch. 150 pages. paperback. 664. Cover design by Keith Godard. 
Inventory # 30857. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Gar Alperovitz is one of the brightest of postwar 
revisionist historians. In Cold War Essays he presents his interpretation of American
foreign policy and its place in American history, criticizing especially the accepted 
view of Cold War history. Using recently released documents, Alperovitz refutes the
perhaps too simple notion that the Cold War began the day Soviet expansion was 
halted by American containment. The first three review essays show how American 
foreign policy was itself responsible, with its surrender to suspicion, military power, 
and diplomatic momentum. The fourth essay sets the Cold War into the context of 
American attitudes, as part of what the author calls ‘our deeply expansionist 
institutions and traditions’.

Gar Alperovitz is the author of the noted Atomic Diplomacy: Hiroshima and 
Potsdam. He has been legislative assistant to several members of Congress, and 
from 1966-1968 was a Fellow of the John F. Kennedy School of Government at 
Harvard. He is now co-director, with Christopher Jencks, of the Cambridge Institute 
in Massachusetts. Christopher Lasch, Professor of History at Northwestern, is a 
noted revisionist historian and the author of The New Radicalism in America.
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Alperovitz, Gar. The Decision To Use the Atomic Bomb and the Architecture of An 
American Myth. New York. 1995. Knopf. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0679443312. 847 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 21478. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - One of the most controversial issues absorbing America 
today: Was it necessary to drop the atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki? 
Fifty years after the fateful summer of 1945, we are still debating Harry Truman's 
decision. Now, in an exhaustive, thoroughly documented study of the events of that 
time, Gar Alperovitz makes plain why the United States did not need to deploy the 
bomb, how Truman was advised of alternatives to it by nearly every civilian and 
military adviser, and how his final decision was later justified by what amounted to a
deception - the claim that the action saved half a million to a million American 
soldiers who might otherwise have died in an invasion. Alperovitz demonstrates that
Japan was close to surrender, that it was profoundly threatened by the prospect of 
Soviet entry into the war, and that American leaders knew the end was near. Military
commanders like Eisenhower, Arnold, and Leahy saw no need to use the bomb; 
most of Truman's key Cabinet members urged a clarification of the position of 
Japan's Emperor to speed surrender. But the inexperienced president listened most
intently to his incoming secretary of state, James F. Byrnes, and Byrnes was 
convinced the bomb would be an important diplomatic instrument in dealing with the
Soviets. The culmination of Alperovitz's longtime study of how the atomic bomb was
used in war and diplomacy in the 1940s and '50s, this controversial book forcefully 
demonstrates that the United States did not need to use the atomic bomb against 
Japan.

Gar Alperovitz is the author of the noted Atomic Diplomacy: Hiroshima and 
Potsdam. He has been legislative assistant to several members of Congress, and 
from 1966-1968 was a Fellow of the John F. Kennedy School of Government at 
Harvard. He is now co-director, with Christopher Jencks, of the Cambridge Institute 
in Massachusetts. Christopher Lasch, Professor of History at Northwestern, is a 
noted revisionist historian and the author of The New Radicalism in America.
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Alter, Robert. Pen of Iron: American Prose and the King James Bible. Princeton. 
2010. Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
9780691128818. 208 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37600. $19.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The simple yet grand language of the King James Bible 
has pervaded American culture from the beginning--and its powerful eloquence 
continues to be felt even today. In this book, acclaimed biblical translator and literary
critic Robert Alter traces some of the fascinating ways that American novelists--from
Melville, Hemingway, and Faulkner to Bellow, Marilynne Robinson, and Cormac 
McCarthy--have drawn on the rich stylistic resources of the canonical English Bible 
to fashion their own strongly resonant styles and distinctive visions of reality. 
Showing the radically different manners in which the words, idioms, syntax, and 
cadences of this Bible are woven into Moby-Dick, Absalom, Absalom!, The Sun Also
Rises, Seize the Day, Gilead, and The Road, Alter reveals the wide variety of 
stylistic and imaginative possibilities that American novelists have found in Scripture.
At the same time, Alter demonstrates the importance of looking closely at the style 
of literary works, making the case that style is not merely an aesthetic phenomenon
but is the very medium through which writers conceive their worlds.

Robert Alter has taught Hebrew and comparative literature at the University of 
California, Berkeley, since 1967. The author of more than twenty books, he has also
published four volumes of Bible translation, most recently The Book of Psalms: A 
Translation with Commentary (Norton). In 2009, Alter received the Robert Kirsch 
Award from the Los Angeles Times for lifetime contribution to American letters.keywords
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Alterman, Eric. Sound & Fury: The Washington Punditocracy and the Collapse of 
American Politics. New York. 1992. Harper Collins. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0060168749. 352 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 17295. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An examination of the increasing influence of journalistic
pundits on the American political system offers an historical overview of punditry, 
from Walter Lippman to the pundits at work in the Bush era.

Eric Alterman (born January 14, 1960) is an American historian, journalist, author, 
media critic, blogger, and educator. He is currently CUNY Distinguished Professor of
English and Journalism at Brooklyn College, the media columnist for The Nation, 
and a senior fellow at the Center for American Progress as well as the author of ten
books. His weblog named Altercation was originally hosted by MSNBC.com from 
2002 to 2006, moved to Media Matters for America until December 2008, and is now
hosted by The Nation.
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Alvarez, Julia. Saving the World. Chapel Hill. 2006. Algonquin Books of Chapel Hill.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 9781565125100. 368
pages. hardcover. Design and imaging by Honi Werner from a photo by Stephen 
Swintek/Stone/Getty Images. Inventory # 16797. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Latina novelist Alma Huebner is suffering from writer’s 
block and is years past the completion date for yet another of her bestselling family 
sagas. Her husband, Richard, works for a humanitarian organization dedicated to 
the health and prosperity of developing countries and wants her help on an 
extended AIDS assignment in the Dominican Republic. But Alma begs off joining 
him: the publisher is breathing down her neck. She promises to work hard and follow
him a bit later. The truth is that Alma is seriously sidetracked by a story she has 
stumbled across. It’s the story of a much earlier medical do-gooder. Spaniard 
Francisco Xavier Balmis, who in 1803 undertook to vaccinate the populations of 
Spain’s American colonies against smallpox. To do this, he required live ‘carriers’ of
the vaccine. Of greater interest to Alma is Isabel Sendales y Gómez, director of La 
Casa de Expositos, who was asked to select twenty-two orphan boys to be the 
vaccine carriers. She agreed—with the stipulation that she would accompany the 
boys on the proposed two-year voyage. Her strength and courage inspire Alma, who
finds herself becoming obsessed with the details of Isabel’s adventures. This 
resplendent novel-within-a-novel spins the disparate tales of two remark- able 
women, both of whom are swept along by machismo. In depicting their confrontation
bf the great scourges of their respective eras, Alvarez exposes the conflict between
altruism and ambition.

Julia Alvarez is the author of five previous books of fiction, including HOW THE 
GARCIA GIRLS LOST THEIR ACCENTS and IN THE TIME OF THE 
BUTTERFLIES; a book of essays; five collections of poetry; and five books for 
children. She received the Hispanic Heritage Award in 2002. She lives in Vermont, 
where she is writer-in-residence at Middlebury College.
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Alvarez, Julia. Yo!. Chapel Hill. 1997. Algonquin Books. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 1565121570. 309 pages. hardcover. Cover: Illustration by: Robbin 
Gourley. Design by: Gwen Petruska. Author photo: Daniel Cima. Inventory # 24553.
$10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Yolanda Garcia - Yo, for short - is the literary one in the 
family. Her first published novel, in which she made ‘characters’ out of her three 
sisters, her Mami and Papi, her grandparents, tias, tios, cousins, housemaids, and 
husbands was a big success. Now she’s famous and basking in the spotlight while 
her ‘characters’ find their naked and very recognizable selves dangling in that same
blinding light. So what happens? Turnabout is fair play. Yolanda Garcia’s family and
friends get their chance to tell the truth about Yo: how she’s always had to be center
stage; that she’s been telling lies since the day she was born; about the year she 
went into therapy with her best friend and how Yo swore off sex; how her college 
professor kept trying to keep her from ruining her life and throwing away her talent; 
how she stole a plot for a short story from one of her students; how she fills the 
house her third husband built for her with voodoo offerings-’little things he mustn’t 
touch’-we]l, you get the idea. Everyone, from her sisters to her fame-obsessed 
stalker, rips into her. In the process, they create endearing self-portraits, while Yo 
(which also means ‘I’) is herself denied the privilege of speaking in her own defense.
This zesty, daring novel is about what happens when an author really does ‘write 
what she knows.’ At once funny and poignant, intellectual and gossipy, lighthearted
and layered in meaning, Yo! is, ironically and above all, a portrait of the artist. And 
with its bright colors, passion, and penchant for controversy, it’s a portrait that could
come only from the palette of Julia Alvarez.

Julia Alvarez is the author of five previous books of fiction, including HOW THE 
GARCIA GIRLS LOST THEIR ACCENTS and IN THE TIME OF THE 
BUTTERFLIES; a book of essays; five collections of poetry; and five books for 
children. She received the Hispanic Heritage Award in 2002. She lives in Vermont, 
where she is writer-in-residence at Middlebury College.
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Alvergue, José Felipe. precis. Richmond. 2017. Omnidawn Publishing. Advance 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430304. 6 x 9. 96 pages. 
paperback. Inventory #  44201. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - precis involves poetry in mapping the Mexico/ US border
and its relationship to America, while resisting the urge to impose definitiveness. 
precis simply asks: What about the body? Overshadowed in every authorization of 
what is, there is a print or silence asking what should also be. ‘precis is a forensic 
report and an austere memorial to lives perishing into the fractures of national 
asymmetries. The ghosts of this particular place— the Tijuana-San Diego border—
leave diagrams in the landscape that speak in this poem to the present 
choreographies of survival.’ Roberto Tejada, author of Exposition Park.

José Felipe Alvergue was born in El Salvador and grew up on the Mexico/US 
border. He is a graduate of both the Buffalo poetics and CalArts writing programs 
and teaches transnational and contemporary literature in Wisconsin. He is the 
author of gist : rift : drift : bloom.
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Alvtegen, Karin. Missing. New York. 2008. Felony & Mayhem Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9781933397863. Translated from the Swedish by
Anna Paterson. 295 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37566. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Winner of the Glass Key Award: ‘Best Scandinavian 
Crime Novel of the Year.’ Born into privilege, Sibylla lives by choice - of a sort – on 
the chilly streets of Stockholm. With no job, no home, and the scantiest of human 
contacts, she has developed elaborate strategies for finding the bare necessities of 
life, like a hot meal, a shower, a safe place to sleep. One of her favorite techniques –
one she permits herself only as a special treat - plays out in the elegant dining room
of the Grand Hotel, where with a little luck she can usually persuade a gullible 
businessman to buy her dinner and a night on clean, crisply ironed sheets. But then
she picks the wrong businessman. When his dead body is found the next morning, 
Sibylla becomes the prime suspect. And when another person is killed in the same 
distinctive fashion, Sibylla becomes the most wanted woman in Sweden. For years,
her anonymity has been a refuge; she has found a kind of home in the invisibility of
homeless life. But with her anonymity shattered, Sibylla is forced into the one course
of action that may allow her to go home again.

Karin Alvtegen was born in 1966 in a small town in Sweden. Her first novel, GUILT 
(Skuld), was published in Sweden in 1998, to rave reviews. Two years later 
MISSING (Saknad) won Scandinavia's distinguished Glass Key award, for Best 
Crime Novel of the Year. BETRAYAL (Svek) (2005) was shortlisted for another 
Glass Key, and SHAME (Skam) was a finalist for one of England's prestigious CWA
‘Dagger’ awards, for Best International Crime Novel of 2006. She has been called ‘a
modern-day Strindberg’ and ‘Sweden's Queen of Crime.’
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Amadi, Elechi. The Concubine. London. 1966. Heinemann. 1st Heinemann African
Writers Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. African Writers Series. 279 pages. 
paperback. AWS25. Cover drawing by Shyam Varma. Inventory # 43517. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With moving simplicity this first novel tells the story of 
Ihuoma, good, respected. of great beauty and dignity, who brings suffering and 
death to all her lovers. There are no white men, no European values. to disturb the 
old truths. Human society is orderly and predictable except when the gods are 
wronged. ‘A highly sophisticated, measured treatment of. the fatal loves of a woman
in an Eastern Nigerian village. Written in a grave and simple style, it. reveals its 
author as a fine writer ruminating on a past already turning into legend.' - Richard 
Mayne in the New Statesman. 'Mr Amadi writes with speed and shapeliness and 
exhilaration. a lovely and dignified picture of a society not only still ruled by gods. but
governed by a great delicacy in human relationships.' - Anne Duchene in the 
Guardian.

Elechi Amadi (born 12 May 1934) is a Nigerian author of plays and novels that are 
generally about African village life, customs, beliefs and religious practices, as they
were before contact with the Western world. Amadi is best regarded for his 1966 first
novel, The Concubine, which has been called ‘an outstanding work of pure fiction’.
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Amado, Jorge. Dona Flor and Her Two Husbands. New York. 1969. Knopf. 1st 
American Edition. Very Small Stain Mark On Side Edge OF Rear Free Endpapers, 
Otherwise Very Good. No Dustjacket. Translated from the Portuguese by Harriet De
Onis. 555 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37436. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With the immediate success in 1962 of GABRIELA, 
CLOVE AND CINNAMON (see the back of the jacket for the burst of applause it 
evoked) Americans discovered the robust comedy and storytelling enchantment of 
Brazil’s most famous novelist, Jorge Amado. His new novel is just as wonderful - a 
book, a story, a heroine to fall in love with. Dona Flor is (literally) an adorable woman
- with a body made for love, a mind of her own, a cozy disposition, a witty tongue, a
kissable face, high moral principles - and she can cook, too. (Her cooking school is 
all the rage in Salvador.) One wants her to have everything. One wants her to 
escape from her monumental dragon of a mother into the arms of the best of 
husbands. One wants her to have - because she deserves it - all the honey and 
spice of life, ecstasy in bed, respect at all times, tenderness and tickles, a 
comfortable income, laughter, a sense of being always cared for. And she gets it all-
but, alas, from two different men! The question: is it possible for a moral woman like
Flor to enjoy two husbands at once? Yes! Thanks to the genius of Amado, who has 
found a way for Dona Flor to have both her husbands - without offending her own 
delicate scruples, or ours. How this is accomplished is told in a novel that is alive 
with joy and erotic hilarity, with the piquant color of life in Bahia, with hundreds of 
marvelous characters, from prominent ladies of high life and low life to political 
kingpins, underworld kings, poets, professors, babes, bouncers, and the devoted 
members of the Bahia Amateur Symphony Orchestra. And most marvelous, at its 
very center, Dona Flor herself - and her two husbands!

Jorge Amado de Faria (August 10, 1912 - August 6, 2001) was a Brazilian writer of 
the Modernist school. He was the best-known of modern Brazilian writers, His work
dealt largely with the poor urban black and mulatto communities of Bahia.
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Amado, Jorge. Dona Flor and Her Two Husbands. New York. 1969. Knopf. 1st 
American Edition. Remainder Mark On Front Free Endpaper, Otherwise Very Good 
in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. Translated from the Portuguese by Harriet De Onis. 555
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Paul Bacon. Inventory # 21878. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With the immediate success in 1962 of GABRIELA, 
CLOVE AND CINNAMON (see the back of the jacket for the burst of applause it 
evoked) Americans discovered the robust comedy and storytelling enchantment of 
Brazil’s most famous novelist, Jorge Amado. His new novel is just as wonderful - a 
book, a story, a heroine to fall in love with. Dona Flor is (literally) an adorable woman
- with a body made for love, a mind of her own, a cozy disposition, a witty tongue, a
kissable face, high moral principles - and she can cook, too. (Her cooking school is 
all the rage in Salvador.) One wants her to have everything. One wants her to 
escape from her monumental dragon of a mother into the arms of the best of 
husbands. One wants her to have - because she deserves it - all the honey and 
spice of life, ecstasy in bed, respect at all times, tenderness and tickles, a 
comfortable income, laughter, a sense of being always cared for. And she gets it all-
but, alas, from two different men! The question: is it possible for a moral woman like
Flor to enjoy two husbands at once? Yes! Thanks to the genius of Amado, who has 
found a way for Dona Flor to have both her husbands - without offending her own 
delicate scruples, or ours. How this is accomplished is told in a novel that is alive 
with joy and erotic hilarity, with the piquant color of life in Bahia, with hundreds of 
marvelous characters, from prominent ladies of high life and low life to political 
kingpins, underworld kings, poets, professors, babes, bouncers, and the devoted 
members of the Bahia Amateur Symphony Orchestra. And most marvelous, at its 
very center, Dona Flor herself - and her two husbands!

Jorge Amado de Faria (August 10, 1912 - August 6, 2001) was a Brazilian writer of 
the Modernist school. He was the best-known of modern Brazilian writers, His work
dealt largely with the poor urban black and mulatto communities of Bahia.
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Amado, Jorge. Dona Flor and Her Two Husbands. New York. 1969. Knopf. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Worn & Faded Dustjacket With Numerous Tears. 
Translated from the Portuguese by Harriet De Onis. 555 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Paul Bacon. Inventory # 14940. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With the immediate success in 1962 of GABRIELA, 
CLOVE AND CINNAMON (see the back of the jacket for the burst of applause it 
evoked) Americans discovered the robust comedy and storytelling enchantment of 
Brazil’s most famous novelist, Jorge Amado. His new novel is just as wonderful - a 
book, a story, a heroine to fall in love with. Dona Flor is (literally) an adorable woman
- with a body made for love, a mind of her own, a cozy disposition, a witty tongue, a
kissable face, high moral principles - and she can cook, too. (Her cooking school is 
all the rage in Salvador.) One wants her to have everything. One wants her to 
escape from her monumental dragon of a mother into the arms of the best of 
husbands. One wants her to have - because she deserves it - all the honey and 
spice of life, ecstasy in bed, respect at all times, tenderness and tickles, a 
comfortable income, laughter, a sense of being always cared for. And she gets it all-
but, alas, from two different men! The question: is it possible for a moral woman like
Flor to enjoy two husbands at once? Yes! Thanks to the genius of Amado, who has 
found a way for Dona Flor to have both her husbands - without offending her own 
delicate scruples, or ours. How this is accomplished is told in a novel that is alive 
with joy and erotic hilarity, with the piquant color of life in Bahia, with hundreds of 
marvelous characters, from prominent ladies of high life and low life to political 
kingpins, underworld kings, poets, professors, babes, bouncers, and the devoted 
members of the Bahia Amateur Symphony Orchestra. And most marvelous, at its 
very center, Dona Flor herself - and her two husbands!

Jorge Amado de Faria (August 10, 1912 - August 6, 2001) was a Brazilian writer of 
the Modernist school. He was the best-known of modern Brazilian writers, His work
dealt largely with the poor urban black and mulatto communities of Bahia.
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Amado, Jorge. Dona Flor and Her Two Husbands: A Moral and Amorous Tale. New
York. 1977. Avon/Bard. Reprinted Avon Bard Paperback Edition. Very Good in 
Slightly Worn Wrappers. 0380017962. Translated from the Portuguese by Harriet de
Onis. 523 pages. paperback. Inventory # 18752. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘POETICAL, COMIC, HUMAN!’- The Washington Post. In
this extraordinary adventure by Brazil’s foremost novelist, one wants Flor to have 
everything - including her roguish, passionate husband who died of his exertions; 
and her new husband, a considerate gentleman. In a country of many gods and 
even occasional miracles, Flor approaches the divine Exu and stirs up more than old
memories. And only she knows she has two husbands - one living, one dead - each
consummately skilled in his way in the infinite art of love. ‘Bawdy, brilliant, human 
and humorous, it is a novel full of unexpected delights. It is everything a modern 
novel should be. It would appear high time for Brazil’s Jorge Amado to be awarded 
the Nobel Prize for Literature.’- Denver Post.

Jorge Amado de Faria (August 10, 1912 - August 6, 2001) was a Brazilian writer of 
the Modernist school. He was the best-known of modern Brazilian writers, His work
dealt largely with the poor urban black and mulatto communities of Bahia.
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Amado, Jorge. Home Is the Sailor. New York. 1964. Knopf. 1st American Edition. 
Black Pen Mark On Top Corner Of Endpaper, Otherwise Very Good. No Dustjacket.
Translated from the Portuguese by Harriet De Onis. 301 pages. hardcover. 
Typography, binding, and jacket design by WARREN CHAPPELL. Inventory # 
14661. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - GOOD-NATURED, incompetent, friendly, and lustful-at 
sixty the crony of college students and high-living officials-Vasco Moscoso de 
Aragâo laments that his life as the son of a wealthy merchant has brought him no 
rank, degree, or title. So-though Vasco has never made a sea voyage-a friend gets
him a license as a ship’s captain. Moving to Periperi in the suburbs of Bahia, he 
takes up with relish the life of an honored, retired old sea dog surrounded by nautical
instruments, sea-going uniforms, and listeners eager for his reminiscences’ of the 
oceans and exotic lands that he has visited. Vasco is so endlessly and colorfully 
inventive that only a few of his canniest neighbors begin to suspect the truth. When 
the northbound good ship Ita comes into Bahia with her captain dead, Vasco-the 
only licensed captain in the area-is dragooned into completing the voyage up the 
coast to Belém as master (with the understanding that he will be free to call on the 
first mate for all important decisions). On the voyage. Vasco enjoys himself, whiling
away the time in social activities and in pursuing a lady passenger of forty, to whom
he becomes engaged. But deceiving sailors turns out not to be so easy as dazzling 
landlubbers, and what happens then and thereafter is almost (but not quite) beyond
belief. Written with the narrative grace, humor, ribaldry, compassion, tenderness, 
and constant inventiveness of Jorge Amado’s popular GABRIELA, CLOVE AND 
CINNAMON, HOME IS THE SAILOR likewise rests (with Amado’s thistledown 
touch) on a kind of philosophical or metaphysical background. ‘What is truth, what 
reality?’-the book asks that eternal question, not ponderously, but as inherent in a 
triumph of the story-telling art.

Jorge Amado de Faria (August 10, 1912 - August 6, 2001) was a Brazilian writer of 
the Modernist school. He was the best-known of modern Brazilian writers, His work
dealt largely with the poor urban black and mulatto communities of Bahia.
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Amado, Jorge. Home Is the Sailor. New York. 1964. Knopf. 1st American Edition. 
Bookplate in Front, Otherwise Very Good. No Dustjacket. Translated from the 
Portuguese by Harriet De Onis. 301 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37437. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - GOOD-NATURED, incompetent, friendly, and lustful-at 
sixty the crony of college students and high-living officials-Vasco Moscoso de 
Aragâo laments that his life as the son of a wealthy merchant has brought him no 
rank, degree, or title. So-though Vasco has never made a sea voyage-a friend gets
him a license as a ship’s captain. Moving to Periperi in the suburbs of Bahia, he 
takes up with relish the life of an honored, retired old sea dog surrounded by nautical
instruments, sea-going uniforms, and listeners eager for his reminiscences’ of the 
oceans and exotic lands that he has visited. Vasco is so endlessly and colorfully 
inventive that only a few of his canniest neighbors begin to suspect the truth. When 
the northbound good ship Ita comes into Bahia with her captain dead, Vasco-the 
only licensed captain in the area-is dragooned into completing the voyage up the 
coast to Belém as master (with the understanding that he will be free to call on the 
first mate for all important decisions). On the voyage. Vasco enjoys himself, whiling
away the time in social activities and in pursuing a lady passenger of forty, to whom
he becomes engaged. But deceiving sailors turns out not to be so easy as dazzling 
landlubbers, and what happens then and thereafter is almost (but not quite) beyond
belief. Written with the narrative grace, humor, ribaldry, compassion, tenderness, 
and constant inventiveness of Jorge Amado’s popular GABRIELA, CLOVE AND 
CINNAMON, HOME IS THE SAILOR likewise rests (with Amado’s thistledown 
touch) on a kind of philosophical or metaphysical background. ‘What is truth, what 
reality?’-the book asks that eternal question, not ponderously, but as inherent in a 
triumph of the story-telling art.

Jorge Amado de Faria (August 10, 1912 - August 6, 2001) was a Brazilian writer of 
the Modernist school. He was the best-known of modern Brazilian writers, His work
dealt largely with the poor urban black and mulatto communities of Bahia.
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Amado, Jorge. Pen, Sword, Camisole: A Fable To Kindle a Hope. New York. 1986.
Avon/Bard. 1st Avon/Bard Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0380898314.
Translated from the Portuguese by Helen R. Lane. 274 pages. paperback. Inventory
# 10916. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - RIO. 1940. Full of ambition and hot air, an arrogant, 
pompous, and cruel Nazi colonel was conspiring to occupy a vacant chair in the 
Brazilian Academy of Letters. Add to this outrage, this rank defilement, the fact that
he wanted the very seat recently vacated by celebrated poet Antonio Bruno, a lover
of many women and one city, Paris, whose fall to the Germans had killed him as 
decisively as a Fascist bullet in the heart. But what force on earth could keep the 
colonel’s fat bottom from resting on a velvet seat of the Immortal Forty? It would take
an audacious plan spawned by the cunning minds of two ageing academicians. the 
irresistible sexuality of the women Bruno had loved. and a will to win against the 
odds-in Jorge Amado’s wonderful, high-spirited tale full of satire and broad humor 
that reaches back through the mock-heroic tradition to carry a message of hope and
courage for the battles of today.

Jorge Amado de Faria (August 10, 1912 - August 6, 2001) was a Brazilian writer of 
the Modernist school. He was the best-known of modern Brazilian writers, His work
dealt largely with the poor urban black and mulatto communities of Bahia.
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Amado, Jorge. Pen, Sword, Camisole: A Fable To Kindle a Hope. Boston. 1985. 
David Godine. 1st American Edition. Spine Very Slightly Cocked, Otherwise Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0879235527. Translated from the Portuguese by Helen R. 
Lane. 276 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by James Steinberg. Inventory # 
24370. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It is 1940. In Rio de Janeiro, a crisis is brewing. The 
brilliant womanizing poet, Antonio Bruno, has just died, and his seat in the Brazilian
Academy of Letters is vacant. Who will replace him? Colonel Agnaldo Sampaio 
Pereira, chief of security of the New State Dictatorship, who welcomed Nazi control
with unqualified joy, resolves it shall be he. But he does not count on the resistance
organized by two intrepid octogenarians who rally to their standard a powerful group
as determined to keep the colonel out of the Academy as he is to get in. Thus battle
is engaged, in which the international forces of Nazism and the national forces of 
reaction and totalitarianism unite against two old men and four remarkable women-a
typically fiery actress, a dressmaker who is not averse to a little part-time paid 
companionship, the wife of one of Brazil’s richest men, and an industrialist’s radical
daughter-all former mistresses of the poet Bruno. Amado subtitled his novel ‘A Fable
to Kindle a Hope.’ It is a just description, because this book, with its great, glorious 
doses of wit, is a ferocious and heartening cry for freedom.

Jorge Amado de Faria (August 10, 1912 - August 6, 2001) was a Brazilian writer of 
the Modernist school. He was the best-known of modern Brazilian writers, His work
dealt largely with the poor urban black and mulatto communities of Bahia.keywords
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Amado, Jorge. Pen, Sword, Camisole: A Fable To Kindle a Hope. Boston. 1985. 
Godine. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0879235527. Translated 
from the Portuguese by Helen R. Lane. 276 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by
James Steinberg. Inventory # 935. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It is 1940. In Rio de Janeiro, a crisis is brewing. The 
brilliant womanizing poet, Antonio Bruno, has just died, and his seat in the Brazilian
Academy of Letters is vacant. Who will replace him? Colonel Agnaldo Sampaio 
Pereira, chief of security of the New State Dictatorship, who welcomed Nazi control
with unqualified joy, resolves it shall be he. But he does not count on the resistance
organized by two intrepid octogenarians who rally to their standard a powerful group
as determined to keep the colonel out of the Academy as he is to get in. Thus battle
is engaged, in which the international forces of Nazism and the national forces of 
reaction and totalitarianism unite against two old men and four remarkable women-a
typically fiery actress, a dressmaker who is not averse to a little part-time paid 
companionship, the wife of one of Brazil’s richest men, and an industrialist’s radical
daughter-all former mistresses of the poet Bruno. Amado subtitled his novel ‘A Fable
to Kindle a Hope.’ It is a just description, because this book, with its great, glorious 
doses of wit, is a ferocious and heartening cry for freedom.

Jorge Amado de Faria (August 10, 1912 - August 6, 2001) was a Brazilian writer of 
the Modernist school. He was the best-known of modern Brazilian writers, His work
dealt largely with the poor urban black and mulatto communities of Bahia.
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Amado, Jorge. Sea of Death. New York. 1984. Avon/Bard. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Wrappers. 038088559x. Paperback Original. Translated from the 
Portuguese by Gregory Rabassa. 273 pages. paperback. Jacket art by D. Pacinelli. 
Inventory # 31310. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘BRAZILS LEADING MAN OF LETTERS. JORGE 
AMADO IS ADORED AROUND THE WORLD!’ Newsweek. Here in SEA OF DEATH
are the sea’s unconquerable mysteries and the robust yearnings of seafaring men- a
world of storms and smugglers, of reckless passion and star-crossed love. Set in 
Amado’s lush Bahia, Brazil, in the early 1930s, SEA OF DEATH tells the story of 
Guma and Livia, lovers whose triumphs and tribulations mirror the dark imperatives
of the world around them. ‘The men from dockside only have one path in life,’ 
Amado writes, ‘the path of the sea. They follow it, it’s their fate. The sea owns all of 
them: ’ ‘Amado has profound things to say: ’ The New Yorker. ‘Amado’s strange and
wonderful characters. his humanism, and his considerable powers of description 
result in a richness and warmth that are impossible to resist: ’ Washington Post.

Jorge Amado de Faria (August 10, 1912 - August 6, 2001) was a Brazilian writer of 
the Modernist school. He was the best-known of modern Brazilian writers, His work
dealt largely with the poor urban black and mulatto communities of Bahia.
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Amado, Jorge. Shepherds of the Night. New York. 1978. Avon/Bard. 1st Avon/Bard
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0380399903. Translated from the Portuguese by 
Harriet De Onis. 372 pages. paperback. Inventory # 13257. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘MAGIC AT WORK’ - Saturday Review. On the Bahian 
waterfront the days are sun-blazed and languorous, the nights are filled with the 
struggles of men and the caresses of women—and only the prostitutes hold regular 
jobs. SHEPHERDS OF THE NIGHT is. ‘an epic journey into passion, music, 
gambling, a bit of fighting and all manner of discursive side trips. it ripples with the 
special inner music that has made Amado’s work popular the world over. Like all 
Amado’s novels, this one is filled with the coppery women of Bahia and the men who
chase them through nights of song and stars.’ – Time.

Jorge Amado de Faria (August 10, 1912 - August 6, 2001) was a Brazilian writer of 
the Modernist school. He was the best-known of modern Brazilian writers, His work
dealt largely with the poor urban black and mulatto communities of Bahia.
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Amado, Jorge. Showdown. New York. 1988. Bantam Books. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0553051741. Translated from the Portuguese by Gregory
Rabassa. 422 pages. hardcover. Author photo (c) 1987 Stephen Fischer. Cover art 
(c) 1988 Keith Batcheller. Inventory # 9255. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - SHOWDOWN is a novel of audacious scope. Its central 
character is Tocaia Grande, a city in the Bahian backlands of Brazil’s cacao region, 
the scene of four previous Amado novels. But the master is full of playful surprises.
Everything in Showdown is seen from a new perspective, as dozens of individual 
lives develop into the collective story of a community. Tocaia Grande was born when
the henchman of a cacao plantation ambushed a rival colonel vying for power at the
start of this century, in a time when honor took precedence over law, and courage 
came before power. It was a renegade beginning, in its grittiness, violence, pettiness
and feel of dirt and blood, not unlike the birth of our great American West. In this 
paradise of the frontier that Amado has created live wonderful characters culled from
the author’s childhood-prostitutes, murderers, fugitives, migrant workers and even a
flimflamming Turk. All of them are placed under the leadership of Natário da 
Fonseca, a gunslinger who is eventually appointed captain of the National Guard. 
These are the men and women Amado knows intimately, and has great faith in. He 
takes us into their very souls, chronicling their passions and their desires. And 
through their story, the story of the miraculous growth of a truly singular town is 
revealed. SHOWDOWN is the most daring novel in Jorge Amado’s long and 
distinguished career. In it he opens his heart, and leaves us with a tale that will live 
long in our memories.

Jorge Amado de Faria (August 10, 1912 - August 6, 2001) was a Brazilian writer of 
the Modernist school. He was the best-known of modern Brazilian writers, His work
dealt largely with the poor urban black and mulatto communities of Bahia.
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Amado, Jorge. Tent of Miracles. New York. 1971. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 039444826x. Translated from the Portuguese by Barbara 
Shelby. 382 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Paul Bacon. Inventory # 33633. 
$22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Bahia - home of Dona Flor and Gabriela, land of heroic 
talkers, daring doers, Lucullan cooks, inexhaustible lovers, beautiful black women, 
beautiful white women, and mulatas exquisite beyond the praise of poets-is at its 
most gloriously Bahian, as Jorge Amado plies us with love, food, voodoo, wit and 
wonder, surrounds us with a cast of hundreds. (INCLUDING: fiery Black Dorotéia, 
who has the heart of a turtledove; indomitable Major Damião de Souza; Fausto 
Pena, unrequited lover and poetl; Ana Mercedes, undulating reportress in mini-skirt
and mini-blouse; capoeira artists, policemen, professors, drunks, whores, directors 
of tourism, devotees of African gods, members of the Society of Medical Writers). 
and introduces us to his richest creation. Behold him! The late, lovable-roguish 
Pedro Archanjo, street-corner Socrates, passionate anthropologist, candomblé 
practitioner, acknowledged dean of the living university of Bahia’s demimonde and 
author of the momentous works in defense of miscegenation whose ‘discovery’ by 
James D. Levenson (great gringo scholar, lover, and Nobel Prize winner) has 
plunged Bahia into the fantastic intrigue and carnival of the Archanjo Centennial 
Celebration. As the celebrants pour forth from every street and house, as all doors 
fly open unlocking the secret life of Bahia, the novel moves back into the misty past 
(especially into the Tent of Miracles, once the living heart of Salvador, presided over
by Lidio Corró, miracle painter, vendor of voodoo and vaudeville, tooth-yanker, 
impresario of the magic lantern) and forward into the intoxicating present, in search
of the true Pedro Archanjo. Savant? Seducer? Riffraff? Redeemer?

Jorge Amado de Faria (August 10, 1912 - August 6, 2001) was a Brazilian writer of 
the Modernist school. He was the best-known of modern Brazilian writers, His work
dealt largely with the poor urban black and mulatto communities of Bahia.
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Amado, Jorge. Tent of Miracles. Madison. 2003. University Of Wisconsin Press. 1st
University of Wisconsin Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 029918644x. 
Translated from the Portuguese by Barbara Shelby Merello. Introduction by Ilan 
Stavans. 380 pages. paperback. Cover illustration by PhotoDisc. Inventory # 3840. 
$18

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Bahia - home of Dona Flor and Gabriela, land of heroic 
talkers, daring doers, Lucullan cooks, inexhaustible lovers, beautiful black women, 
beautiful white women, and mulatas exquisite beyond the praise of poets-is at its 
most gloriously Bahian, as Jorge Amado plies us with love, food, voodoo, wit and 
wonder, surrounds us with a cast of hundreds. (INCLUDING: fiery Black Dorotéia, 
who has the heart of a turtledove; indomitable Major Damião de Souza; Fausto 
Pena, unrequited lover and poetl; Ana Mercedes, undulating reportress in mini-skirt
and mini-blouse; capoeira artists, policemen, professors, drunks, whores, directors 
of tourism, devotees of African gods, members of the Society of Medical Writers). 
and introduces us to his richest creation. Behold him! The late, lovable-roguish 
Pedro Archanjo, street-corner Socrates, passionate anthropologist, candomblé 
practitioner, acknowledged dean of the living university of Bahia’s demimonde and 
author of the momentous works in defense of miscegenation whose ‘discovery’ by 
James D. Levenson (great gringo scholar, lover, and Nobel Prize winner) has 
plunged Bahia into the fantastic intrigue and carnival of the Archanjo Centennial 
Celebration. As the celebrants pour forth from every street and house, as all doors 
fly open unlocking the secret life of Bahia, the novel moves back into the misty past 
(especially into the Tent of Miracles, once the living heart of Salvador, presided over
by Lidio Corró, miracle painter, vendor of voodoo and vaudeville, tooth-yanker, 
impresario of the magic lantern) and forward into the intoxicating present, in search
of the true Pedro Archanjo. Savant? Seducer? Riffraff? Redeemer?

Jorge Amado de Faria (August 10, 1912 - August 6, 2001) was a Brazilian writer of 
the Modernist school. He was the best-known of modern Brazilian writers, His work
dealt largely with the poor urban black and mulatto communities of Bahia.
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Amado, Jorge. Tent of Miracles. New York. 1971. Knopf. 1st American Edition. 
Previous Owner’s Inscription in Front, Otherwise Very Good in Slightly Worn 
Dustjacket. 039444826x. Translated from the Portuguese by Barbara Shelby. 382 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Paul Bacon. Inventory # 38044. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Bahia - home of Dona Flor and Gabriela, land of heroic 
talkers, daring doers, Lucullan cooks, inexhaustible lovers, beautiful black women, 
beautiful white women, and mulatas exquisite beyond the praise of poets-is at its 
most gloriously Bahian, as Jorge Amado plies us with love, food, voodoo, wit and 
wonder, surrounds us with a cast of hundreds. (INCLUDING: fiery Black Dorotéia, 
who has the heart of a turtledove; indomitable Major Damião de Souza; Fausto 
Pena, unrequited lover and poetl; Ana Mercedes, undulating reportress in mini-skirt
and mini-blouse; capoeira artists, policemen, professors, drunks, whores, directors 
of tourism, devotees of African gods, members of the Society of Medical Writers). 
and introduces us to his richest creation. Behold him! The late, lovable-roguish 
Pedro Archanjo, street-corner Socrates, passionate anthropologist, candomblé 
practitioner, acknowledged dean of the living university of Bahia’s demimonde and 
author of the momentous works in defense of miscegenation whose ‘discovery’ by 
James D. Levenson (great gringo scholar, lover, and Nobel Prize winner) has 
plunged Bahia into the fantastic intrigue and carnival of the Archanjo Centennial 
Celebration. As the celebrants pour forth from every street and house, as all doors 
fly open unlocking the secret life of Bahia, the novel moves back into the misty past 
(especially into the Tent of Miracles, once the living heart of Salvador, presided over
by Lidio Corró, miracle painter, vendor of voodoo and vaudeville, tooth-yanker, 
impresario of the magic lantern) and forward into the intoxicating present, in search
of the true Pedro Archanjo. Savant? Seducer? Riffraff? Redeemer?

Jorge Amado de Faria (August 10, 1912 - August 6, 2001) was a Brazilian writer of 
the Modernist school. He was the best-known of modern Brazilian writers, His work
dealt largely with the poor urban black and mulatto communities of Bahia.
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Amado, Jorge. Tent of Miracles (DUSTJACKET ONLY). New York. 1971. Knopf. 
Very Good, Worn Dustjacket with Some Tears & Pieces Missing. 039444826x. 
Translated from the Portuguese by Barbara Shelby. DUSTJACKET ONLY. Jacket 
design by Paul Bacon. Inventory #  44225. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET - Bahia - home of 
Dona Flor and Gabriela, land of heroic talkers, daring doers, Lucullan cooks, 
inexhaustible lovers, beautiful black women, beautiful white women, and mulatas 
exquisite beyond the praise of poets-is at its most gloriously Bahian, as Jorge 
Amado plies us with love, food, voodoo, wit and wonder, surrounds us with a cast of
hundreds. (INCLUDING: fiery Black Dorotéia, who has the heart of a turtledove; 
indomitable Major Damião de Souza; Fausto Pena, unrequited lover and poetl; Ana
Mercedes, undulating reportress in mini-skirt and mini-blouse; capoeira artists, 
policemen, professors, drunks, whores, directors of tourism, devotees of African 
gods, members of the Society of Medical Writers). and introduces us to his richest 
creation. Behold him! The late, lovable-roguish Pedro Archanjo, street-corner 
Socrates, passionate anthropologist, candomblé practitioner, acknowledged dean of
the living university of Bahia’s demimonde and author of the momentous works in 
defense of miscegenation whose ‘discovery’ by James D. Levenson (great gringo 
scholar, lover, and Nobel Prize winner) has plunged Bahia into the fantastic intrigue
and carnival of the Archanjo Centennial Celebration. As the celebrants pour forth 
from every street and house, as all doors fly open unlocking the secret life of Bahia, 
the novel moves back into the misty past (especially into the Tent of Miracles, once 
the living heart of Salvador, presided over by Lidio Corró, miracle painter, vendor of
voodoo and vaudeville, tooth-yanker, impresario of the magic lantern) and forward 
into the intoxicating present, in search of the true Pedro Archanjo. Savant? 
Seducer? Riffraff? Redeemer?

Jorge Amado de Faria (August 10, 1912 - August 6, 2001) was a Brazilian writer of 
the Modernist school. He was the best-known of modern Brazilian writers, His work
dealt largely with the poor urban black and mulatto communities of Bahia.
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Amado, Jorge. Tereza Batista: Home From the War. New York. 1975. Knopf. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With Some Tears. 
0394487524. Translated from the Portuguese by Barbara Shelby. 555 pages. 
hardcover. Photo by Alfred A. Knopf. Jacket design by Paul Bacon. Inventory # 
3843. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Behold her, Tereza Batista-inspiration to painters, poets,
and sculptors (not to mention sailors on shore leave), teacher of the ignorant, lover 
of the powerful (and powerful lover), healer of the sick, champion of the 
downtrodden, seasoned veteran-at the peak of her beauty-of life’s wars. No wonder
the people of Bahia call her, in awe and delight, Tereza of the Thousand 
Nicknames-all complimentary! Gaze on Tereza ‘with her honey sweetness, her 
swaying walk, her joy in living, her color like copper.’ Follow Tereza from her birth 
into direst poverty and bad luck (orphaned before she knew her parents, enslaved at
the age of 12) to the great day when she turns the tables on that most splenetic and
sadistic of slaveholders, the black-hearted Captain Justo Duarte da Rosa. From her
education in grammar, love, and self-esteem as last mistress (established in a 
mansion fit for a millionairess) of the noble patriarch, Dr. Emiliano Guedes. From her
Lysistratan strategies as chief-of-staff of the armies of heroic whores on strike, 
defying a police order formally entided ‘Heigh-Ho, Heigh-Ho, It’s Back to Work We 
Go,’ to her ultimate recognition as Bahia’s best- beloved, blazing Empress of the 
Brazilian Samba, marvelous Muse, Protectress, Font of Wisdom, the most desired 
and admired courtesan of city and environs, her own woman, honored by all. Tereza
Batista-rebounding from every buffet stronger (and more delicious) than before.

Jorge Amado de Faria (August 10, 1912 - August 6, 2001) was a Brazilian writer of 
the Modernist school. He was the best-known of modern Brazilian writers, His work
dealt largely with the poor urban black and mulatto communities of Bahia.
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Amado, Jorge. The Swallow and the Tom Cat: A Love Story. New York. 1982. 
Delacorte Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket.
Remainder Marking On Bottom Edge. 0440083257. Translated from the Portuguese
by Barbara Shelby Merello. Designed by Joan Stoliar With Illustrations by Carybe. 
96 pages. hardcover. Cover: Illustrated by Carybe. Book and jacket design copyright
(c) 1982 Joan Stoliar. Inventory # 8700. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - What a fine world this would be if a swallow could tall in 
love with a stray cat and the two of them could live happily ever after. In this 
marvelous dreamworld there is no prejudice at all between creatures or people high
and low Jorge Amado, the internationally best-selling Brazilian novelist has written a
delightful fable that could become the favorite gift between star-crossed lovers 
everywhere. Although this is indeed a fantasy in which Dawn and Morning and 
Spring and The Wind are memorable characters along with Miss Swallow and the 
Striped Cat the Reverend Parrot and the Old Owl, Amado fans will be cheered by 
the same storyteller’s art, the wild imagination, the lusty humor, and the 
philosophical asides of the master himself. Jorge Amado brings a richness of 
meaning to the simple tale of long ago when the Swallow and the Tom Cat fell in 
love.

Jorge Amado de Faria (August 10, 1912 - August 6, 2001) was a Brazilian writer of 
the Modernist school. He was the best-known of modern Brazilian writers, His work
dealt largely with the poor urban black and mulatto communities of Bahia.
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Amado, Jorge. The Two Deaths of Quincas Wateryell. New York. 1965. Knopf. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. Translated from the 
Portuguese by Barbara Shelby. 99 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Emil 
Antonucci. Inventory # 928. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An apparently ‘correct’ and mild-mannered civil servant 
in Bahia, Joaquim Scares da Cunha, suddenly leaves home, a terrnagant wife, and
a daughter who is growing up to be like her mother-and embarks on a bibulous life in
the teeming slums of the city. A sore disgrace to his extremely proper family, he 
consorts with bums, pimps, prostitutes, and fishermen. He dies. The family has his 
body divested of its filthy, tattered clothes and dressed as Joaquim Scares da 
Cunha would have dressed in his proper days. But his second self (called Quincas
Wateryell by his cronies after a famous occasion on which, drinking water in the 
belief that it was white rum, he let out a long-remembered yell of ‘Waaaaaaaaaater!’)
gradually reasserts itself, First his daughter, standing vigil beside his coffin, notices 
that he is smiling. Then she believes that he has spoken to her. Then four of his 
special cronies take over the vigil. They pour white rum into the corpse’s mouth, 
steal his ‘proper’ clothes, re-dress him in his tatters, and take him on a wild tour of 
his old haunts, believing Mm to be still alive. It all ends on a fishing boat during a 
thunderstorm (Quincas had predicted that he would die at sea), when the corpse 
appears to stand up and dive overboard to a watery death. In reality, this is a paean
to natural life as against false bourgeois standards. The members of the family, 
Quincas Wateryell himself, and his male and numerous female cronies-all are 
convincingly and amusingly portrayed. The voluptuous, dirty, noisy, stinking human
atmosphere of the Bahia underworld is magnificently evoked. It is a tale that would 
have delighted Mark Twain.

Jorge Amado de Faria (August 10, 1912 - August 6, 2001) was a Brazilian writer of 
the Modernist school. He was the best-known of modern Brazilian writers, His work
dealt largely with the poor urban black and mulatto communities of Bahia.
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Amado, Jorge. The Two Deaths of Quincas Wateryell (DUSTJACKET ONLY). New
York. 1965. Knopf. Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket. Translated from the 
Portuguese by Barbara Shelby. DUSTJACKET ONLY. Jacket design by Emil 
Antonucci. Inventory #  44226. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET - An apparently 
‘correct’ and mild-mannered civil servant in Bahia, Joaquim Scares da Cunha, 
suddenly leaves home, a terrnagant wife, and a daughter who is growing up to be 
like her mother-and embarks on a bibulous life in the teeming slums of the city. A 
sore disgrace to his extremely proper family, he consorts with bums, pimps, 
prostitutes, and fishermen. He dies. The family has his body divested of its filthy, 
tattered clothes and dressed as Joaquim Scares da Cunha would have dressed in 
his proper days. But his second self (called Quincas Wateryell by his cronies after a
famous occasion on which, drinking water in the belief that it was white rum, he let 
out a long-remembered yell of ‘Waaaaaaaaaater!’) gradually reasserts itself, First his
daughter, standing vigil beside his coffin, notices that he is smiling. Then she 
believes that he has spoken to her. Then four of his special cronies take over the 
vigil. They pour white rum into the corpse’s mouth, steal his ‘proper’ clothes, re-
dress him in his tatters, and take him on a wild tour of his old haunts, believing Mm 
to be still alive. It all ends on a fishing boat during a thunderstorm (Quincas had 
predicted that he would die at sea), when the corpse appears to stand up and dive 
overboard to a watery death. In reality, this is a paean to natural life as against false
bourgeois standards. The members of the family, Quincas Wateryell himself, and his
male and numerous female cronies-all are convincingly and amusingly portrayed. 
The voluptuous, dirty, noisy, stinking human atmosphere of the Bahia underworld is
magnificently evoked. It is a tale that would have delighted Mark Twain.

Jorge Amado de Faria (August 10, 1912 - August 6, 2001) was a Brazilian writer of 
the Modernist school. He was the best-known of modern Brazilian writers, His work
dealt largely with the poor urban black and mulatto communities of Bahia.
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Amado, Jorge. The Violent Land. New York. 1945. Knopf. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good.No Dustjacket. Translated from the Portuguese by Samuel Putnam. 333
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 16416. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE VIOLENT LAND is a novel in which striking 
individuals clash and merge. The unrelenting and often bloody struggle between 
Colonel Horacio da Silveira and the Badaró brothers for an area of virgin forest 
involves the boom town of Ilhéos and the surrounding countryside. Amado recounts
the course oL that war between titans in a novel peopled by dozens of astonishing 
figures, packed with fascinating incident, and pervaded with a sinister and gripping 
atmosphere. Brazilian critics regard it as a great novel; there will be a multitude of 
readers here to agree with them. In the opening up of southern Bahia, Brazil 
experienced a ‘cacao-rush’ that more than matched California’s gold rush in drama, 
tragedy, and brawling humor. That pell-mell drive to be first to harvest gold from the
unbelievably fertile cacao-producing lands was taken by Jorge Amado-an 
outstanding novelist of Brazil’s active literary world-as the background for his famous
novel, Terras do sem fim. In Samuel Putnam, Senhor Amado has found a translator
who deserves to be called a re-creator. The result is a lusty, credible, and 
sometimes breathless picture of a now lost way of life that readers in the United 
States will find at once strange for its tropical lushness and familiar for its frontier 
flavor.

Jorge Amado de Faria (August 10, 1912 - August 6, 2001) was a Brazilian writer of 
the Modernist school. He was the best-known of modern Brazilian writers, His work
dealt largely with the poor urban black and mulatto communities of Bahia.
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Amado, Jorge. The Violent Land. New York. 1979. Avon/Bard. 1st Avon/Bard 
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 0380476967. Translated 
from the Portuguese by Samuel Putnam. 276 pages. paperback. Inventory # 921. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - CHOCOLATE GOLD. The siren-song of the lush, cocoa-
growing forests of Bahia lures them all-the adventurers, the assassins, the 
gamblers, the brave and beautiful women. It is not a gentle song, but a song of 
greed, madness, and blood. It is a song that promises riches untold, or death for the
price of a swig of rum, a song most cannot resist-until it is too late-not Margot, the 
golden blonde prostitute who comes for love; not Cabral, the talented, unscrupulous
lawyer who works for one of the cacao colonels’; and not Juca, whose ruthless quest
to reap the jungle’s harvest plants the seeds of his own destruction. Against the 
violent, colorful backdrop of Brazil’s ‘cacao-rush-a phenomenon that rivals 
California’s gold rush in drama, tragedy, and humor-Jorge Amado weaves together 
the fates of two landowning families involved in a bloody feud over a tract of virgin 
forest to which neither has a rightful claim. In his foreword to this edition, the author
has written, ‘No other of my books is as dear to me; in it lie my roots; it is of the 
blood from which I was created.’

Jorge Amado de Faria (August 10, 1912 - August 6, 2001) was a Brazilian writer of 
the Modernist school. He was the best-known of modern Brazilian writers, His work
dealt largely with the poor urban black and mulatto communities of Bahia.
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Amado, Jorge. The Violent Land. New York. 1965. Knopf. 1st of This New Edition. 
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket That Has a Small Piece Missing From The 
Front Top Corner. Translated from the Portuguese by Samuel Putnam. Includes A 
New Forward by The Author. 336 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Ellen Raskin. 
Inventory # 41609. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In THE VIOLENT LAND, which Knopf first published in 
English in 1945, the author of GABRIELA, CLOVE AND CINNAMON wrote a a novel
in which avid and ruthless individuals clash and merge. The unrelenting and often 
bloody struggle between Colonel Horacio da Silveira and the Badard brothers for an
area of virgin forest involves the boom town of Ilhéus and its surrounding 
countryside. Amado recounts the course of that war between titans in a narrative 
peopled by dozens of remarkable men and women, a narrative packed with incident
and pervaded by a sinister and gripping atmosphere. Brazilian critics long have 
regarded it as a great novel. In the opening up of the southern part of Bahia, Brazil 
experienced a ‘cacao rush’ that matched California’s gold rush in drama, tragedy, 
and brawling humor. That pell-mell drive to be the first to harvest gold and its fruits 
from the unbelievably fertile cacao-producing soil was taken by Amado as the 
background of THE VIOLENT LAND. In the late Samuel Putnam, he found a 
translator deserving to be called a re-creator. The result is a lusty, credible, 
sometimes breathless picture of a now lost way of life which readers in our more 
temperate zone will find both strange for its tropical lushness and overt passions and
familiar for its frontier flavor. It has always been ranked with Amado’s best work.

Jorge Amado de Faria (August 10, 1912 - August 6, 2001) was a Brazilian writer of 
the Modernist school. He was the best-known of modern Brazilian writers, His work
dealt largely with the poor urban black and mulatto communities of Bahia.
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Amado, Jorge. The War of the Saints. New York. 1993. Bantam Books. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0553095374. Translated from the 
Portuguese by Gregory Rabassa. 357 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration and 
design by Bascove. Inventory # 24387. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The statue of Saint Barbara of the Thunder, most holy of
icons, is bound for the city of Bahia to be enshrined at the Museum of Sacred Art. 
Despite all precautions, however, the unthinkable has happened: The lovely statue 
has vanished. His reputation on the line, the curator of the exhibit cries foul. But the 
truth is that the image has not been stolen. As the boat that was to deliver her 
reached port, the image was transformed into a living, breathing woman. At the dock
the awakened Saint Barbara stepped into the milling crowd on the quay and 
disappeared into the city. Like Saint Barbara herself, the festival comes to life in the
streets of Bahia. Amid the cinnamon and tobacco, amid the sound of singing and 
berimbau drums, rumors fly, scandals erupt, intrigues swirl, and passions burn hotly.
In another part of the city, a young girl named Manela suffers at the hands of her 
pious aunt Adalgisa, a woman willing to crack her niece’s skull to save her soul. 
Manela has slipped away from her repressive aunt to spend a few hours with the 
handsome Miro. But a glorious afternoon of feasting, drinking, and dancing at a 
religious festival that winds through the sunny streets of Bahia instantly turns sour 
when Aunt Adalgisa catches Manela red- handed. She locks up Manela in the 
Cloister of the Penitents, there to languish. But as Saint Barbara’s magical influence
begins to cast its spell over the city, no one’s life will remain unchanged.

Jorge Amado de Faria (August 10, 1912 - August 6, 2001) was a Brazilian writer of 
the Modernist school. He was the best-known of modern Brazilian writers, His work
dealt largely with the poor urban black and mulatto communities of Bahia.
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Amado, Jorge. The War of the Saints. New York. 1993. Bantam Books. Advance 
Reading Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 0553095374. Translated from the 
Portuguese by Gregory Rabassa. 357 pages. paperback. Jacket illustration and 
design by Bascove. Inventory # 19542. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The statue of Saint Barbara of the Thunder, most holy of
icons, is bound for the city of Bahia to be enshrined at the Museum of Sacred Art. 
Despite all precautions, however, the unthinkable has happened: The lovely statue 
has vanished. His reputation on the line, the curator of the exhibit cries foul. But the 
truth is that the image has not been stolen. As the boat that was to deliver her 
reached port, the image was transformed into a living, breathing woman. At the dock
the awakened Saint Barbara stepped into the milling crowd on the quay and 
disappeared into the city. Like Saint Barbara herself, the festival comes to life in the
streets of Bahia. Amid the cinnamon and tobacco, amid the sound of singing and 
berimbau drums, rumors fly, scandals erupt, intrigues swirl, and passions burn hotly.
In another part of the city, a young girl named Manela suffers at the hands of her 
pious aunt Adalgisa, a woman willing to crack her niece’s skull to save her soul. 
Manela has slipped away from her repressive aunt to spend a few hours with the 
handsome Miro. But a glorious afternoon of feasting, drinking, and dancing at a 
religious festival that winds through the sunny streets of Bahia instantly turns sour 
when Aunt Adalgisa catches Manela red- handed. She locks up Manela in the 
Cloister of the Penitents, there to languish. But as Saint Barbara’s magical influence
begins to cast its spell over the city, no one’s life will remain unchanged.

Jorge Amado de Faria (August 10, 1912 - August 6, 2001) was a Brazilian writer of 
the Modernist school. He was the best-known of modern Brazilian writers, His work
dealt largely with the poor urban black and mulatto communities of Bahia.
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Ambler, Eric. Cause For Alarm. New York. 1945. Penguin Books. 5th Penguin 
Paperback Printing. Good in Worn Wrappers. 251 pages. paperback. 511. Inventory
# 35538. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Cause for Alarm is a novel by Eric Ambler first published
in 1938. Set in Fascist Italy in that year, the book is one of Ambler's classic spy 
thrillers. Nicholas Marlow, an English engineer engaged to a young doctor, one day,
out of the blue, loses his well-paid job. After several months of sheer desperation, he
responds to an advert by an English engineering company, the Spartacus Machine
Tool Company of Wolverhamption. He is offered the post of the firm's representative
in Italy. Although the firm does not itself make weapons, its main sales are of the 
"Spartacus Type S2 automatic" boring machine, which is used for shell production.
After taking the job, Marlow becomes uneasy when he happens to notice that his 
private correspondence with his fiancée has been steamed open. Assisted by 
Zaleshoff, an American businessman of Russian descent, he succeeds in making 
his escape from Milan, embarking on a several-day-long odyssey through the North
of Italy—by train and on foot— to reach the Yugoslav border. This novel, together 
with Uncommon Danger/Background to Danger and The Mask of Dimitrios/A Coffin 
for Dimitrios comes from Ambler's 'Popular front' period when he was plainly 
sympathetic to the Left and the USSR.

Eric Clifford Ambler (28 June 1909 – 22 October 1998) was an influential British 
author of spy novels who introduced a new realism to the genre. Ambler also used 
the pseudonym Eliot Reed for books co-written with Charles Rodda.Ambler's best 
known works are probably The Mask of Dimitrios (1939) (originally published under 
the title A Coffin for Dimitrios), which was made into a film in 1944, and The Light of
Day (1962), filmed in 1964 as Topkapi.
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American Institute for Cancer Research. The New American Plate Cookbook: 
Recipes for a Healthy Weight and a Healthy Life. Berkeley. 2005. University of 
California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780520242340. 
312 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 38307. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Marrying the art and science of food, The New American
Plate Cookbook is the first cookbook designed to accomplish all three goals. A team
of cooks, nutritionists, food writers, scientists, and others who are passionate about 
food collaborated to create 200 recipes, from appetizers to desserts, that combine 
sound nutrition with culinary ingenuity. From updated favorites to innovative 
showstoppers, The New American Plate Cookbook delights the senses--with vivid 
colors, tempting aromas, and luscious flavors--while helping you reduce your risk of
serious health problems like cancer and heart disease. Whether you wish to achieve
a healthy weight or find a lifelong approach to eating nutritious meals, The New 
American Plate Cookbook will satisfy your conscience while it dazzles your palate. 
The New American Plate Cookbook includes: *200 recipes, from appetizers, soups,
and salads to one-pot dishes and entrees to vegetables, egg dishes, breads, pilafs,
desserts, and more *74 full-color photographs *Tips on meal planning and 
complementary combinations of dishes *Practical suggestions and a guide to 
ingredients and cooking techniques *Information on the science behind the New 
American Plate approach Recipes from The New American Plate Cookbook: 
Bruschetta with Green Pea and Roasted Garlic Spread Butternut Squash, Tomato 
and Watercress Soup Mixed Greens with Blueberries and Feta Sweet Potato and 
Pear Stir-Fry with Chicken and Chili Sauce New American Beef Stew Greek-Style 
Scallops Chickenwith Tomatoes, Honey and Cinnamon Broccoli with Scallion 
Dressing and Hazelnuts Gingered Carrots with Golden Raisins and Lemon Heirloom
Whole Wheat Bread Whole Corn and Green Chile Muffins Rice Pudding with Pears
and Apples Fresh Plum Tart.

The American Institute for Cancer Research is a large American cancer research 
organization associated with the World Cancer Research Fund umbrella 
organization.
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Ames, Jonathan. I Pass Like Night. New York. 1989. Morrow. 1st American Edition.
Very Slight Trace Of a Water Stain and Bumping At Top Corner Of Front Boards, 
Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 0688078044. 167 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design & illustration by Bascove. Inventory # 25090. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘An authentic voice of youthful suffering. Mr. Ames’s 
antisocial young hero comes as a cross between Jean Genet and Holden Caulfield 
in the age of AIDS. The style is the real achievement: strong, clean, and poker-
faced.’ PHILIP ROTH. Alexander Vine is a young man who lives in New York and 
works as a doorman at the city's most exclusive restaurant. He hails cabs with his 
whistle, tips his hat with grace to the restaurant's wealthy patrons, and when he 
opens limo doors, he fantasizes that a rich widow laden with pearls will emerge to 
seduce him. Entering into Manhattan's erotic underworld, he willfully sets out to 
endanger him- self. He lives in a place of devastation, the Lower East Side of his 
Jewish immigrant roots. There he consorts with the inhabitants of this down-and-out
neighborhood, in its back alleys and bars. In the same dark sidestreets where he 
courts his self-destruction, Alexander is on a journey that can cost—or win him—his
soul.

Jonathan Ames grew up in New Jersey and graduated from Princeton University in 
1987. He is the winner of a Henfield / Transatlantic Review award. He has modeled 
for Bruce Weber and Horst. I PASS LIKE NIGHT is his first novel. He lives in New 
Jersey.
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Amichai, Yehuda. The World Is a Room & Other Stories. Philadelphia. 1984. Jewish
Publication Society Of America. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0827602340. Translated from the Hebrew by Elinor Grumet. Hillel Halkin, Ada 
Hameirit-Sarell, Jules Harlow, & Yosef Schachter. 199 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Adrianne Onderdonk Dudden. Inventory # 14110. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This collection presents the best short fiction by one of 
Israel’s leading poets, Yehuda Amichai. In stories that weave through the inner 
chambers of life, like a breeze passing through the open windows of a room; in 
prose that bristles with the visceral, Amichai plunges deep into the chasms of 
sensitivity that mark the human landscape of Israel. From the room — the 
proscribed boundaries of our abilities to feel, to think, to understand, to know — that
is our lives, Amichai’s characters look out onto a world of life and death, both real 
and imagined; a world of loving, lost love, and lovelessness; of logic and fate that 
are true, then truer, then immolative in their truth. The stories of Yehuda Amichai are
reflective, often confessional, and redolent of poetic illumination. Hailed for his prose
no less than for his poetry, Amichai’s stories brilliantly expose the conflicts of Israeli 
life and the struggle for humanity in a strife-torn setting. Indeed, the bizarre nature of
human existence in the Middle East — where ballet takes place side by side with 
tank movements — provides a broad canvas on which the artist can delve into the 
universal reality of the human condition.

YEHUDA AMICHAI was born in 1924 in Wurzburg, Germany and emigrated to 
Palestine in 1936. In 1982 he received the Israel Prize for Poetry. Amichai’s books in
English include Not of This Time, Not of This Place; Amen; Time; Love Poems; and
Great Tranquillity Questions and Answers. Stories in this volume: BATTLE FOR 
THE HILL; THE WORLD IS A ROOM; THE BAR MITZVAH PARTY; TERRIBLE 
SPRING; NINA OF ASHKELON; DICKY’S DEATH; THE ORGY; LOVE IN 
REVERSE; THE SNOW; THE TIMES MY FATHER DIED.
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Amin, Samir. Re-Reading the Postwar Period: An Intellectual Itinerary. New York. 
1994. Monthly Review Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0853458944. Translated from the French by Micahel Wolfers. 192 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 37963. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This fascinating history of ideas presents a theoretical 
overview of each new stage of the past half-century by an outstanding intellectual, 
grounded in a wide knowledge of economic theory and the practical problems of 
transforming post-colonial societies. Beginning in the 1960s, Samir Amin was one of
a handful of economists who challenged the ‘development’ ideology that dominated
universities, research institutes, and governments at the time. His work was a major
breakthrough for intellectuals in the third world who were seeking an alternative 
theoretical structure. Since then, he has continued to test his theory against changes
in the real world: the interrelationship between theory and practice has been central 
to his work. Reflecting on his writing on the postwar period Amin here reconsiders 
his theses concerning capitalism and socialism in the light of recent events. In 
separate chapters, he re-examines his views on the theory of capital accumulation 
on a world scale, on the polarization inherent in such accumulation, on the creation
and erosion of the project of the national bourgeoisie in the third world, on the 
concepts and practices of development, on the crisis of the Soviet systems and on 
the collapse of the regulatory mechanisms of the capitalist system. He ends with a 
discussion of the challenges posed by the post-Soviet era of globalized capital and 
proposes a program for the renewal of a popular internationalism.

Samir Amin (September 3, 1931, Cairo, Egypt - August 12, 2018, Paris, France) is 
the author of more than thirty books, Amin’s brilliant 1957 dissertation, subsequently
published in 1970 as L’accumulation à l’échelle mondiale; critique de la théorie 
dusous-développement (translated in 1974 as Accumulation on a World Scale: A 
Critique of the Theory of Underdevelopment ), was the earliest significant work to 
argue that underdevelopment in much of the world was a direct consequence of the
way the capitalist economy functions.
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Amis, Kingsley. Difficulties With Girls. New York. 1988. Summit Books. Uncorrected
Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 0671675826. 276 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
12350. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Over 25 years ago, Kingsley Amis wrote TAKE A GIRL 
LIKE YOU, a comedy about a lusty young couple, Patrick and Jenny, each engaged
with equal ardor in gaining an opposite goal -- he with getting her into bed, she with
staying out of it. They both win. In DIFFICULTIES WITH GIRLS, Jenny and Patrick 
are back with us. They're older, though not much wiser -- Jenny, devoted but 
aggrieved; Patrick, boozing and unfaithful. Each lives in a fantasyland projecting life
through lenses not calibrated in this world.

Sir Kingsley William Amis (16 April 1922 – 22 October 1995) was an English 
novelist, poet, critic and teacher. He wrote more than 20 novels, six volumes of 
poetry, a memoir, short stories, radio and television scripts, and works of social and 
literary criticism. His novels include LUCKY JIM (1954). TAKE A GIRL LIKE YOU 
(1960), THE ANTI-DEATH LEAGUE (1966), ENDING UP (1974), THE 
ALTERATION (1976), JAKE’S THING (1978) and STANLEY AND THE WOMEN 
(1984). His novel, THE OLD DEVILS, won the Booker Prize for Fiction in 1986.
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Amis, Kingsley. Girl, 20. New York. 1972. Harcourt Brace & Jovanovich. 1st 
American Edition. Previous Owner's Stamp in Front, Otherwise Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0151356904. 253 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 964. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Life in London means glamour, fashion, finance and art.
Consider then an aging conductor, husband in an unsatisfactory marriage, father to
an unhappy brood. When a young woman responds to his overtures, he breaks the
marriage and bursts the family. .alas, everyone loses in this drama, for nothing puts
people together again. Kingsley Amis is one of England's finest men of letters.

Sir Kingsley William Amis (16 April 1922 – 22 October 1995) was an English 
novelist, poet, critic and teacher. He wrote more than 20 novels, six volumes of 
poetry, a memoir, short stories, radio and television scripts, and works of social and 
literary criticism. His novels include LUCKY JIM (1954). TAKE A GIRL LIKE YOU 
(1960), THE ANTI-DEATH LEAGUE (1966), ENDING UP (1974), THE 
ALTERATION (1976), JAKE’S THING (1978) and STANLEY AND THE WOMEN 
(1984). His novel, THE OLD DEVILS, won the Booker Prize for Fiction in 1986.
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Amis, Kingsley. Girl, 20. New York. 1972. Harcourt Brace & Jovanovich. 1st 
American Edition. A Few Brown Spots On Side Edge, Otherwise Very Good in 
Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0151356904. 253 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 18668. 
$6.25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Life in London means glamour, fashion, finance and art.
Consider then an aging conductor, husband in an unsatisfactory marriage, father to
an unhappy brood. When a young woman responds to his overtures, he breaks the
marriage and bursts the family. .alas, everyone loses in this drama, for nothing puts
people together again. Kingsley Amis is one of England's finest men of letters.

Sir Kingsley William Amis (16 April 1922 – 22 October 1995) was an English 
novelist, poet, critic and teacher. He wrote more than 20 novels, six volumes of 
poetry, a memoir, short stories, radio and television scripts, and works of social and 
literary criticism. His novels include LUCKY JIM (1954). TAKE A GIRL LIKE YOU 
(1960), THE ANTI-DEATH LEAGUE (1966), ENDING UP (1974), THE 
ALTERATION (1976), JAKE’S THING (1978) and STANLEY AND THE WOMEN 
(1984). His novel, THE OLD DEVILS, won the Booker Prize for Fiction in 1986.
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Amis, Kingsley. I Want It Now. New York. 1969. Harcourt Brace & World. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good. No Dustjacket. 255 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
10654. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A cynical reporter, Ronnie Appleyard, meets a young 
woman, Simon Quick, who is ‘ barefoot, boysie and heir to unaccountable millions’.
A comic novel about a TV talk show host who pursues a woman for her money, or is
it love?

Sir Kingsley William Amis (16 April 1922 – 22 October 1995) was an English 
novelist, poet, critic and teacher. He wrote more than 20 novels, six volumes of 
poetry, a memoir, short stories, radio and television scripts, and works of social and 
literary criticism. His novels include LUCKY JIM (1954). TAKE A GIRL LIKE YOU 
(1960), THE ANTI-DEATH LEAGUE (1966), ENDING UP (1974), THE 
ALTERATION (1976), JAKE’S THING (1978) and STANLEY AND THE WOMEN 
(1984). His novel, THE OLD DEVILS, won the Booker Prize for Fiction in 1986.
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Amis, Kingsley. Stanley and the Women. New York. 1985. Summit Books. 1st 
American Printing. Very Good in Worn Dustjacket With Tears.Remainder Mark On 
Bottom Edge. 0671603175. 256 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Fred 
Marcellino. Inventory # 966. $6.25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The hero of Kingsley Amis’s comedy is Stanley Duke. 
Attractive, prosperous and happily remarried, Stanley leads a life that is positively 
enviable-that is, until it becomes apparent that his teenage son, Steve, is going mad.
It isn’t that Steve suddenly tears up a copy of Bellow’s HERZOG, or cranks his 
stereo to ear-shattering levels. that’s normal. It’s his pursuit by cosmic forces that 
concerns his father. Stanley’s confrontation with his son’s madness give Amis the 
opportunity to pull off a comic masterpiece.

Sir Kingsley William Amis (16 April 1922 – 22 October 1995) was an English 
novelist, poet, critic and teacher. He wrote more than 20 novels, six volumes of 
poetry, a memoir, short stories, radio and television scripts, and works of social and 
literary criticism. His novels include LUCKY JIM (1954). TAKE A GIRL LIKE YOU 
(1960), THE ANTI-DEATH LEAGUE (1966), ENDING UP (1974), THE 
ALTERATION (1976), JAKE’S THING (1978) and STANLEY AND THE WOMEN 
(1984). His novel, THE OLD DEVILS, won the Booker Prize for Fiction in 1986.
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Amis, Kingsley. Stanley and the Women. New York. 1984. Summit Books. Advance
Reading Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 0671603175. 255 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 970. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The hero of Kingsley Amis’s comedy is Stanley Duke. 
Attractive, prosperous and happily remarried, Stanley leads a life that is positively 
enviable-that is, until it becomes apparent that his teenage son, Steve, is going mad.
It isn’t that Steve suddenly tears up a copy of Bellow’s HERZOG, or cranks his 
stereo to ear-shattering levels. that’s normal. It’s his pursuit by cosmic forces that 
concerns his father. Stanley’s confrontation with his son’s madness give Amis the 
opportunity to pull off a comic masterpiece.

Sir Kingsley William Amis (16 April 1922 – 22 October 1995) was an English 
novelist, poet, critic and teacher. He wrote more than 20 novels, six volumes of 
poetry, a memoir, short stories, radio and television scripts, and works of social and 
literary criticism. His novels include LUCKY JIM (1954). TAKE A GIRL LIKE YOU 
(1960), THE ANTI-DEATH LEAGUE (1966), ENDING UP (1974), THE 
ALTERATION (1976), JAKE’S THING (1978) and STANLEY AND THE WOMEN 
(1984). His novel, THE OLD DEVILS, won the Booker Prize for Fiction in 1986.
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Amis, Kingsley. The Biographer's Moustache. London. 1995. Flamingo. 1st British 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0002253305. 282 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
illustration by Bill Gregory. Inventory # 28064. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Gordon Scott-Thompson, a struggling hack, gets 
commissioned to write the biography of veteran novelist, Jimmie Fane. It is a task 
which proves to be with extraordinary and unforeseen difficulties. Fane, an 
unashamed snob, has many pet hates, including younger men with moustaches and
trendy pronunciation. Scott-Thompson, however, is extremely attached to his own 
moustache and not so particular about his use of language. It doesn't help matters 
that Fane's wife Joanna isn't yet sure what she feels about moustaches, but has 
decided views on younger men.

Sir Kingsley William Amis (16 April 1922 – 22 October 1995) was an English 
novelist, poet, critic and teacher. He wrote more than 20 novels, six volumes of 
poetry, a memoir, short stories, radio and television scripts, and works of social and 
literary criticism. His novels include LUCKY JIM (1954). TAKE A GIRL LIKE YOU 
(1960), THE ANTI-DEATH LEAGUE (1966), ENDING UP (1974), THE 
ALTERATION (1976), JAKE’S THING (1978) and STANLEY AND THE WOMEN 
(1984). His novel, THE OLD DEVILS, won the Booker Prize for Fiction in 1986.
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Amis, Kingsley. The Riverside Villas Murder. New York. 1973. Harcourt Brace 
Jovanovich. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0151777209. 224 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Carl Smith. Inventory # 4582. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In form a classic armchair mystery (a flesh-with-blood 
novel, so to speak), THE RIVERSIDE VILLAS MURDER has for its somewhat 
surprising hero a fourteen-year-old boy hovering hopefully on the brink between 
inexperience and initiation. The delicious and mind-consuming prospect of sex, 
which has tempted Peter Furneaux into experiments with his friend Reg, now turns 
into the hot pursuit, as yet frustrated, of those mysterious and formidable creatures,
girls. Riverside Villas, a rural enclave, is the scene of his exploits - and of someone’s
crime. The victim, dripping wet and with a bleeding head wound, staggers into the 
sitting room of No. 19 and dies forthwith. Motive: none that the police can pinpoint.
Weapon: a weird spiked club devoid of fingerprints. Challenge: only one out of many
suspects with a foolproof alibi. The mystery deepens: there are further attacks, and
an enigmatic note suggests the lurking presence of a clever and erudite criminal. 
Only Peter begins to guess at the truth - a dangerous truth, which leads him to the 
river bank by moonlight. In THE GREEN MAN Kingsley Amis brilliantly revived the 
ghost story. Now he achieves a comparable triumph with a detective story - a work 
enlivened by its witty, subtle, sympathetic portrayal of a likable youth discovering 
sex, by a singularly varied supporting cast, and by a marvelous evocation of the 
1930’s. THE RIVERSIDE VILLAS MURDER is, like its forerunner, a splendid 
entertainment, clever, comic, and chilling. Those who wish to pit their wits against 
the author’s and solve the mystery for themselves are advised to study pages 61, 
82, and 160.

Sir Kingsley William Amis (16 April 1922 – 22 October 1995) was an English 
novelist, poet, critic and teacher. He wrote more than 20 novels, six volumes of 
poetry, a memoir, short stories, radio and television scripts, and works of social and 
literary criticism. His novels include LUCKY JIM (1954). TAKE A GIRL LIKE YOU 
(1960), THE ANTI-DEATH LEAGUE (1966), ENDING UP (1974), THE 
ALTERATION (1976), JAKE’S THING (1978) and STANLEY AND THE WOMEN 
(1984). His novel, THE OLD DEVILS, won the Booker Prize for Fiction in 1986.
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Amis, Kingsley. The Russian Girl. New York. 1995. Penguin Books. Reprinted 
Penguin Paperback Edition. Very Good in Worn Wrappers. 0140251723. 296 pages.
paperback. Cover illustration by Earl Keleny. Inventory # 36828. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Kingsley Amis's novel begins like an academic romp but
soon moves into territory that Amis has made triumphantly his own - the battle of the
sexes and the conflicting claims of love and integrity. THE RUSSIAN GIRL is a love
story, but as always with Kingsley Amis, it develops through a variety of hilarious 
scenes and characters. Art, literature, political correctness, and the gender war all 
come under the award-winning writer's seasoned scalpel, as do a cast of characters
that range from the haplessly high-minded to the hilariously odd.

Sir Kingsley William Amis (16 April 1922 – 22 October 1995) was an English 
novelist, poet, critic and teacher. He wrote more than 20 novels, six volumes of 
poetry, a memoir, short stories, radio and television scripts, and works of social and 
literary criticism. His novels include LUCKY JIM (1954). TAKE A GIRL LIKE YOU 
(1960), THE ANTI-DEATH LEAGUE (1966), ENDING UP (1974), THE 
ALTERATION (1976), JAKE’S THING (1978) and STANLEY AND THE WOMEN 
(1984). His novel, THE OLD DEVILS, won the Booker Prize for Fiction in 1986.
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Amis, Kingsley. The Russian Girl. New York. 1994. Viking Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670853291. 296 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Nell Stuart. Jacket illustration by Karen Barnes/Wood Ronsaville Banjo, Inc. 
Inventory # 20268. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Kingsley Amis’s newest novel begins like an academic 
romp but soon moves into territory that Amis has made triumphantly his own - the 
battle of the sexes and the conflicting claims of love and integrity. Richard Vaisey is
a respected scholar specializing in Russian studies, a good guy who perhaps enjoys
slightly too much being ‘a bit of a professor,’ having pomposity and virtue in equal 
measure. Throughout his marriage he has managed to survive the ministrations of 
Cordelia, his beautiful but unspeakably monstrous wife. When Anna Danilova, a 
visiting Russian poet and dissident with a mission more than literary, arrives on 
campus, Richard’s integrity and marriage are challenged. THE RUSSIAN GIRL is a 
love story, but as always with Kingsley Amis, it develops through a variety of 
hilarious scenes and characters. Art, literature, political correctness, and the gender
war all come under the award-winning writer’s seasoned scalpel, as do a cast of 
characters that range from the haplessly high-minded to the hilariously odd. THE 
RUSSIAN GIRL is vintage Kingsley Amis: entertaining, thought-provoking, and wittily
wise.

Sir Kingsley William Amis (16 April 1922 – 22 October 1995) was an English 
novelist, poet, critic and teacher. He wrote more than 20 novels, six volumes of 
poetry, a memoir, short stories, radio and television scripts, and works of social and 
literary criticism. His novels include LUCKY JIM (1954). TAKE A GIRL LIKE YOU 
(1960), THE ANTI-DEATH LEAGUE (1966), ENDING UP (1974), THE 
ALTERATION (1976), JAKE’S THING (1978) and STANLEY AND THE WOMEN 
(1984). His novel, THE OLD DEVILS, won the Booker Prize for Fiction in 1986.
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Amis, Kingsley. We Are All Guilty. New York. 1991. Viking Press In Association With
Reinhardt Books. Uncorrected Proof Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 0670842680. A
Young Adult Novel From Amis. 92 pages. paperback. Inventory # 16775. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The author's first book for younger readers. Clive and his
mates decide to plan a break in, but Clive ends up not knowing if he is the offender 
or the victim. His crime has serious consequences when the night watchman is 
seriously injured.

Sir Kingsley William Amis (16 April 1922 – 22 October 1995) was an English 
novelist, poet, critic and teacher. He wrote more than 20 novels, six volumes of 
poetry, a memoir, short stories, radio and television scripts, and works of social and 
literary criticism. His novels include LUCKY JIM (1954). TAKE A GIRL LIKE YOU 
(1960), THE ANTI-DEATH LEAGUE (1966), ENDING UP (1974), THE 
ALTERATION (1976), JAKE’S THING (1978) and STANLEY AND THE WOMEN 
(1984). His novel, THE OLD DEVILS, won the Booker Prize for Fiction in 1986.
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Amis, Martin. Night Train. New York. 1998. Harmony Books. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0609601288. 175 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 24814. 
$10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Martin Amis' 1997 offering, the short novel NIGHT 
TRAIN, is unique in that it is the first of Amis' books to use a female protagonist. 
Narrated by the mannish American Detective Mike Hoolihan, the story revolves 
around the suicide of her boss's teenage daughter. Like most of Amis's work, NIGHT
TRAIN is dark, bleak, and foreboding, arguably a reflection of the author's views on
America. Amis's distinctively American vernacular in the narrative was criticized by,
among others, John Updike, although the novel found defenders elsewhere, notably
in Janis Bellow, wife of Amis's sometime mentor and friend, the late Saul Bellow.

Martin Amis (born 25 August 1949) is a British novelist, the author of some of 
Britain's best-known modern literature, including MONEY (1984) and LONDON 
FIELDS (1989).
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Amis, Martin. Other People: A Mystery Story. New York. 1981. Viking Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670529486. 224 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket illustration by Carol Wald. Inventory # 968. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A young woman comes to consciousness in the 
emergency ward of a London hospital as a voice is whispering that she is all right 
now, she is on her own, and to be ‘good.’ When she opens her eyes, she is alone. 
She has no idea who, where, or even what she is; her amnesia is so complete that 
even her own body is unfamiliar. Told to leave, she wanders out into the city streets
where everything is alien and terrifying - she views other people as a separate 
species, and the clouds seem as alive as they. Everything she knows is on the most
literal level; she is, in a sense, as innocent as Eve. She wanders through this 
unknown world, trying to find her place in it, hearing again from time to time the 
same voice that whispered to her in the hospital - this voice which is sometimes 
threatening, sometimes compassionate, but always observant, always somewhere 
in the shadows. She learns that her previous ‘self,’ the girl she was before she lost 
her memory, is believed by the police to have been murdered, and murdered 
deservedly. Who she really is/was, how her fate and mind have been meddled with,
and whether this strange second chance is a blessing or a curse, is only part of the
mystery in this brilliantly witty and affecting novel, which is at once serious and 
playful, with all the terrifying authority of a waking nightmare.

Martin Amis (born 25 August 1949) is a British novelist, the author of some of 
Britain's best-known modern literature, including MONEY (1984) and LONDON 
FIELDS (1989).
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Amis, Martin. Success. New York. 1987. Harmony Books. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Price-Clipped Dustjacket. 0517566494. 224 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 27428. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Success Amis pens a mismatched pair of foster 
brothers-one 'a quivering condom of neurosis and ineptitude,' the other a 'bundle of
contempt, vanity and stock-response' - in a single London flat. He binds them with 
ties of class hatred, sexual rivalry, and disappointed love, and throws in a disloyal 
girlfriend and a spectacularly unstable sister to create a modern-day Jacobean 
revenge comedy that soars with malicious poetry.

Martin Amis (born 25 August 1949) is a British novelist, the author of some of 
Britain's best-known modern literature, including MONEY (1984) and LONDON 
FIELDS (1989).
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Amis, Martin. The Moronic Inferno and Other Visits To America. New York. 1987. 
Viking Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670814326. 208 
pages. hardcover. Cover illustration by Dave Shannon. Inventory # 34205. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A collection of essays on America by the author of 
London Fields, Money and Yellow Dog. At the age of ten, when Martin Amis spent a
year in Princeton, New Jersey, he was excited and frightened by America. As an 
adult he has approached that confusing country from many arresting angles, and 
interviewed its literati, filmmakers, thinkers, opinion-makers, leaders and crackpots
with characteristic discernment and wit. Included in a gallery of Great American 
Novelists are Norman Mailer, Gore Vidal, Truman Capote, Joseph Heller, William 
Burroughs, Kurt Vonnegut, John Updike, Paul Theroux, Philip Roth and Saul Bellow.
Amis also takes us to Dallas, where presidential candidate Ronald Reagan is 
attempting to liaise with born-again Christians. We glimpse the beau monde of Palm
Beach, where each couple tries to out-Gatsby the other, and examine the case of 
Claus von Bulow. Steven Spielberg gets a visit, as does Brian de Palma, whom 
Amis asks why his films make no sense, and Hugh Hefner's sybaritic fortress and 
sanitized image are penetrated. There can be little that escapes the eye of Martin 
Amis when his curiosity leads him to a subject, and America has found in him a 
superlative chronicler.

Martin Amis (born 25 August 1949) is a British novelist, the author of some of 
Britain's best-known modern literature, including MONEY (1984) and LONDON 
FIELDS (1989).keywords
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Amis, Martin. Time's Arrow. New York. 1991. Harmony Books. 1st American 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0517585154. 168 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Chip Kidd. Inventory # 15520. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In TIME’S ARROW the doctor Tod T. Friendly dies and 
then feels markedly better, breaks up with his lovers as a prelude to seducing them,
and mangles his patients before he sends them home. And all the while Tod’s life 
races backward toward the one appalling moment in modern history when such 
reversals make sense.

Martin Amis (born 25 August 1949) is a British novelist, the author of some of 
Britain's best-known modern literature, including MONEY (1984) and LONDON 
FIELDS (1989).
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Amorim, Enrique. The Horse and His Shadow. New York. 1943. Scribners. 1st 
Edition. Previous Owner's Inscription in Front, Otherwise Very Good. No Dustjacket.
Translated from the Spanish by Lt. Richard L. O'Connell & James Graham Lujan. 
252 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 19247. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This vivid, colorful, and realistic novel of the vast pampas
of South America introduces to North American readers a novelist who is well known
throughout his own continent, and whose works have been translated into French 
and German, but who, with this novel, makes his first appearance in English. The 
action of ‘The Horse and His Shadow’ takes place in Uruguay, and through the 
symbolic figure of the stallion, Don Juan, there are combined the two leading themes
of the plot. One theme concerns the war of the Polish refugees struggling for 
existence in their new country against the feudalistic owners of the great ‘estancias’;
the other is concerned with the lonely inarticulate girl ‘La Gaucha’ who works as a 
servant in the house of Nico Azara, owner of the stallion, and who remains after his 
tragic death to live on the remnant of the once great ‘estancia,’ and, with her child, 
watch the mares plowing the fields and the stallion’s colt trotting in the furrow after 
his mother. The strength of the novel lies not only in its absorbing story, but also in 
its complete realization of the picturesque and striking gaucho types. Not only are 
the gauchos themselves fully realized but also the aristocratic Azara family appears
with almost photographic fidelity. ‘The Horse and His Shadow’ will introduce North 
American readers to a scene unfamiliar until now and filled with beauty and color. It 
is a book not only for any one who likes a good story but also for the increasing 
number of readers who find especial interest in books on South American themes.

Enrique Amorim (July 25, 1900 – July 28, 1960) was an Uruguayan novelist and 
writer, best known for his story Las quitanderas whose plot centres on rural 
prostitution; also known for his left-wing politics.
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Anbinder, Tyler. Five Points: The 19th Century New York City Neighborhood That 
Invented Tap Dance, Stole Elections, and Became the World's Most Notorious Slum.
New York. 2002. Plume/New American Library. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very
Good in Wrappers. 0452283612. 532 pages. paperback. Cover design by Melissa 
Jacoby. Inventory # 36752. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - All but forgotten today, Five Points was once renowned 
the world over. Its handful of streets in lower Manhattan featured America’s most 
wretched poverty, shared by Irish, Jewish, German, Italian, Chinese, and African 
Americans. It was the scene of more riots, scams, saloons, brothels, and 
drunkenness than any other neighborhood in the new world. Yet it was also a font of
creative energy, crammed full of cheap theaters and dance halls, prizefighters and
machine politicians, and meeting halls for the political clubs that would come to 
dominate not just the city but an entire era in American politics. From Jacob Riis to 
Abraham Lincoln, Davy Crockett to Charles Dickens, Five Points both horrified and 
inspired everyone who saw it. The story that Anbinder tells is the classic tale of 
America’s immigrant past, as successive waves of new arrivals fought for survival in
a land that was as exciting as it was dangerous, as riotous as it was culturally rich. 
Tyler Anbinder offers the first-ever history of this now forgotten neighborhood, 
drawing on a wealth of research among letters and diaries, newspapers and bank 
records, police reports and archaeological digs. Beginning with the Irish potato-
famine influx in the 1840s, and ending with the rise of Chinatown in the early 
twentieth century, he weaves unforgettable individual stories into a tapes-try of 
tenements, work crews, leisure pursuits both licit and otherwise, and riots and 
political brawls that never seemed to let up. Although the intimate stories that fill 
Anbinder’s narrative are heart-wrenching, they are perhaps not so shocking as they 
first appear. Almost all of us trace our roots to once humble stock. Five Points is, in 
short, a microcosm of America.

Tyler Anbinder (born September 26, 1962) is an American historian known for his 
influential work on the antebellum period in U.S. history.
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Andersen, Benny. Selected Stories. Willimantic. 1983. Curbstone Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Faded Wrappers. 0915306255. Paperback
Original. One Of Denmark's Most Recognized Contemporary Authors. Various 
Translators. 97 pages. paperback. Inventory # 23905. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With SELECTED STORIES by Benny Andersen, 
Curbstone Press presents the first selection of stories in English by one of 
Denmark’s most recognized contemporary authors. These six stories, one of which 
is a key chapter from his recently published novel, On The Bridge, constitute a 
representative cross-section of Andersen’s narrative works to date. The author’s 
sense of humor, which often borders on the grotesque, his acute observation of 
social dynamics, and his psychological insight into the human personality are 
combined in a sharp’ focus on the dark side of human conduct. These stories are 
selected from Puderne and Tykke-Olsen m. fl. both published by Borgen Forlag, 
Copenhagen, Denmark.

Benny Andersen (born 7 November 1929 in Vangede), is a Danish song-writer, poet,
author, composer and pianist. He is the most widely read, most often sung and best
loved of modern Danish lyricists, often associated with his collaboration with Povl 
Dissing; together they released an album with Andersen's poems from the collection
Svantes viser, Povl Dissing were singing.
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Andersen, Hans Christian (adapted by Eric Metaxas) (read by Sir John Gielgud). 
The Emperor's New Clothes. New York. Rabbit Ears/Simon & Schuster. Hardcover 
book with audio cassette. Very Good in Hardcover and Slipcase. 0887081614. 
Illustrated by Robert Van Nutt. Music by Mark Isham. 4 - 6 years. 32 pages. 
hardcover with cassette. Inventory # 43718. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Two rascally weavers convince the emperor they are 
making him beautiful new clothes, visible only to those fit for their posts, but during a
royal procession in which he first wears them, a child whispers that the emperor has
nothing on.

Hans Christian Andersen (April 2, 1805 – August 4, 1875) was a Danish author and
poet. Although a prolific writer of plays, travelogues, novels, and poems, Andersen is
best remembered for his fairy tales.
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Andersen, Hans Christian (adapted by Tom Roberts) (Read by Kelly McGillis). 
Thumbelina. New York. Rabbit Ears/Simon & Schuster. Hardcover book with audio 
cassette. Very Good in Hardcover and Slipcase. 0887081142. Illustrated by David 
Johnson. Music by Mark Isham. 3 and up. 32 pages. hardcover with cassette. 
Inventory # 43746. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A tiny girl no bigger than a thumb is stolen by a great 
ugly toad.

Hans Christian Andersen (April 2, 1805 – August 4, 1875) was a Danish author and
poet. Although a prolific writer of plays, travelogues, novels, and poems, Andersen is
best remembered for his fairy tales.
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Andersen, Hans Christian (Read by Glenn Close). The Emperor and the 
Nightingdale with Book. New York. Rabbit Ears/Simon & Schuster. Hardcover book
with audio cassette. Very Good in Hardcover and Slipcase. 0887080871. Illustrated
by Robert Van Nutt. Music by Mark Isham. 4 Years. 44 pages. hardcover with 
cassette. Inventory # 43734. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A nightingale sings so sweetly for the emperor of China 
that it becomes the darling of the court. But when the emperor receives a 
mechanical nightingale that can sing one tune again and again, he judges the 
clockwork bird better than the original--realizing too late what a real treasure he 
once had. Music by Academy Award-winning composer Mark Isham. Full color.

Hans Christian Andersen (April 2, 1805 – August 4, 1875) was a Danish author and
poet. Although a prolific writer of plays, travelogues, novels, and poems, Andersen is
best remembered for his fairy tales.
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Andersen, Hans Christian. The Snow Queen and Other Tales. New York. 1966. 
Signet/New American Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in 
Slightly Worn Wrappers. Newly Translated From The Danish & With An Introduction
By Pat Shaw Iversen.Illustrated By Shelia Greenwald. 318 pages. paperback. 
CT334. Cover: Tsao. Inventory # 28886. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The settings of the stories range from the fragile 
porcelain palace of The Emperor of China to a pigsty; from the Gates of Heaven to 
the Devil's Anteroom; from the Cave of the Winds to the castle of the King of the 
Sea. We are transported in flying trunks or on the back of, the East Wind, in humble
wheelbarrows or in airships yet to be invented. ' Thus writes Pat Shaw Iversen, who
has provided splendid new translations of these forty - seven tales. In creating these
wondrous narratives, Hans Christian Andersen reworked ancient folk tradition to 
harmonize with his own singular sensibility, blending unsurpassed fantasy with 
delightfully evocative realistic detail. His vision is rich in humor, and sharp with irony;
his tales reflect the poignant sadness as well as the bright joy of existence. In them 
readers young and old alike encounter an enduring revelation of human truth - as 
clear as the nakedness of the Emperor in his new clothes, or the final beauty of the
Ugly Duckling - illumined by the magic art of a storyteller who ranks, in the words of
Pat Shaw Iversen, as 'one of the greatest literary geniuses the world has ever 
known.'

Hans Christian Andersen (April 2, 1805 – August 4, 1875) was a Danish author and
poet. Although a prolific writer of plays, travelogues, novels, and poems, Andersen is
best remembered for his fairy tales. Andersen's popularity is not limited to children; 
his stories—called eventyr, or ‘fairy-tales’—express themes that transcend age and
nationality.
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Anderson-Imbert, Enrique. The Other Side of the Mirror. Carbondale. 1966. 
Southern Illinois University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn
Dustjacket. Translated from the Spanish by Isabel Reade. 226 pages. hardcover. 
Designed by Andor Braun. Inventory # 26416. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Although Enrique Anderson Imbert is little known in this 
country, he is recognized in Latin America as a writer of great talent. This collection
of short stories, translated from his El grimorio, is a blend of the fantastic and the 
real. The opening story’s main character becomes more and more buoyant until one
morning he floats away; in another story a man is dissolved by the air. One finds that
reality is only apparent reality. The stories that seem most real have surprise 
endings which bring the reader up short and make him rearrange his whole concept
of the story’s situation. The author enjoys the idea that things could different from 
what they are, and he tries to duplicate that enjoyment by writing stories dedicated 
to readers who appreciate the possible more than the real. A story may begin with a
perfectly realistic situation only to come to an utterly fantastic conclusion; the 
supernatural is accepted matter-of-factly into the natural world. Isabel Reade, who 
worked closely with Anderson on these translations, points out that irony is another
principal characteristic of his stories. ‘The monk who longed for sanctity as union 
with God finds that it is precisely his sanctity that has separated him from God (‘A 
Saint in the New World’); a man’s desperate attempt to kill himself succeed only in 
killing other people (‘The Suicide’); the noisy celebration of the birth of a prince 
causes the infant’s death (‘The Prince’). Anderson’s sense of beauty as well as his 
lively imagination are apparent in ‘Ash Moon’, a story of Buenos Aires blanketed by
volcanic ash which is likened to soft snow, and in his description of a dream valley in
‘Patrick O’Hara, the Liberator’.

Enrique Anderson-Imbert (February 12, 1910– December 6, 2000) was an Argentine
novelist, short-story writer and literary critic.
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Anderson, Edward. Thieves Like Us. New York. 1986. Arbor House. 1st of this 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0877958424. 215 pages. paperback. Cover 
illustration by Ira Korman. Inventory # 36735. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When three small-time country gangsters break jail, they
return to the only way of life they know - small-town bank-robbing. And when the 
youngest of them falls in love with one of the older gangster’s cousins it becomes a 
tale of love on the run with nowhere to hide and no hope of reprieve.

Edward Ewell (Eddie) Anderson, novelist, was born on June 19, 1905. Eddie went 
through high school before he ran off with the mayor's son to a wheat harvest, 
fought one professional boxing match, played trombone a season in a carnival band,
and, eventually, learned the reporter's trade at the Daily Ardmorite. He also wrote 
short stories about hoboes, and Story magazine accepted two of them. His book, 
Thieves Like Us, has been made into motion pictures twice, as They Live by Night in
1948 and as Thieves Like Us in 1974. In 1985 Hungry Men was reissued.
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Anderson, Kent. Liquor, Guns and Ammo. Tucson. 1998. Dennis McMillan 
Publications. An Overrun of The Copy Limited Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket & 
Slipcase. 0939767295. 296 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Inventory # 
26076. $200

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Brings together a diverse group of Anderson's writings: 
previously unpublished chapters from both "Sympathy for the Devil" and "Night 
Dogs", non-fiction articles on blood sports and bloodthirsty men as well as an award-
winning travel piece on Mexico's Copper Canyon, the screenplay "Shank", and 
finally, notes toward a novel-in-progress, the third volume of the trilogy that began 
with "Sympathy for the Devil" and "Night Dogs."

Kent Anderson (born August 20, 1945) is an American author, Vietnam War veteran,
former police officer and former university professor born in 1945 in North Carolina.
He has written novels, various articles and scenarios.
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Anderson, Kent. Night Dogs. Tucson. 1996. Dennis McMillan Publications 
Publications. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0939767279. 544 pages. 
hardcover. Signed by the Author. Inventory # 24711. $200

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Former police officer Kent Anderson, author of the 
memorable Vietnam War novel Sympathy for the Devil, returns with a powerful new
novel about a Vietnam-vet cop who still carries the war inside himself. Searing and 
brutally honest, Night Dogs plunges us into the free-fire zones of our cities, where 
the legendary thin blue line is breaking down. The North Precinct of Portland, 
Oregon, is home to two kinds of cops: sergeants and lieutenants who've screwed up
somewhere else, and patrolmen who thrive on the action on the Avenue. Officer 
Hanson is the second kind, a veteran who has traded his Bronze Star for a badge.
War is what Hanson knows, and in this battle for Portland's meanest streets, he's 
fighting not so much for the law as for his own code of justice. Hanson is a man who
seems to fear nothing - except his own memories. And it is his past that could 
destroy him now: An enemy in the department is determined to bring him down by 
digging into his war record and resurrecting the darkest agonies of that nightmare 
time. And Hanson himself risks everything - his career, his equilibrium, even his life -
when the only other survivor of his Special Forces unit comes back into his life. Doc
Dawson is a drug dealer and a killer. .but he's the one man Hanson can trust. Night
Dogs is an extraordinary work from a powerful and authentic voice in American 
fiction. Recoiling from the violence that Hanson deals with every day, the violence 
that is in Hanson, readers will also understand the compassion that drives him. A 
novel remarkable for its razor-sharp characterizations and dialogue, its freshness of
observation, Night Dogs - and Hanson - will remain etched in the memory for a long
time to come.

Kent Anderson (born August 20, 1945) is an American author, Vietnam War veteran,
former police officer and former university professor born in 1945 in North Carolina.
He has written novels, various articles and scenarios.
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Anderson, Kent. Night Dogs. New York. 1998. Bantam Books. 1st Printing of This 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 055310764x. 415 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Tom Tafuri. Inventory # 24741. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Former police officer Kent Anderson, author of the 
memorable Vietnam War novel Sympathy for the Devil, returns with a powerful new
novel about a Vietnam-vet cop who still carries the war inside himself. Searing and 
brutally honest, Night Dogs plunges us into the free-fire zones of our cities, where 
the legendary thin blue line is breaking down. The North Precinct of Portland, 
Oregon, is home to two kinds of cops: sergeants and lieutenants who've screwed up
somewhere else, and patrolmen who thrive on the action on the Avenue. Officer 
Hanson is the second kind, a veteran who has traded his Bronze Star for a badge.
War is what Hanson knows, and in this battle for Portland's meanest streets, he's 
fighting not so much for the law as for his own code of justice. Hanson is a man who
seems to fear nothing - except his own memories. And it is his past that could 
destroy him now: An enemy in the department is determined to bring him down by 
digging into his war record and resurrecting the darkest agonies of that nightmare 
time. And Hanson himself risks everything - his career, his equilibrium, even his life -
when the only other survivor of his Special Forces unit comes back into his life. Doc
Dawson is a drug dealer and a killer. .but he's the one man Hanson can trust. Night
Dogs is an extraordinary work from a powerful and authentic voice in American 
fiction. Recoiling from the violence that Hanson deals with every day, the violence 
that is in Hanson, readers will also understand the compassion that drives him. A 
novel remarkable for its razor-sharp characterizations and dialogue, its freshness of
observation, Night Dogs - and Hanson - will remain etched in the memory for a long
time to come.

Kent Anderson is an American author, Vietnam War veteran, former police officer 
and former university professor born in 1945 in North Carolina. He has written 
novels, various articles and scenarios.
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Anderson, Kent. Sympathy For the Devil. Garden City. 1987. Doubleday. 1st Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0385239432. 316 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 23633. 
$75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Censured by some critics for its brutality but heralded by
others as a modern-day classic, Sympathy for the Devil is a terrifying, intoxicating 
journey through the violence, madness, and insane beauty of battle. It traces the 
story of a hardened Green Beret named Hanson, a college student who goes to war
with a book of Yeats's poetry in his pocket and discovers the savagery within 
himself. In this extraordinary novel, we follow Hanson through two tours of duty and
a bitter attempt to live as a civilian in between. At one with the lush and dangerous 
world around him in Vietnam, Hanson is doomed to survive the landscape of 
devastation he encounters. Sympathy for the Devil contains some of the most vivid, 
finely etched prose ever written about the actual process of war - from firing a 
weapon for the first time in battle to the moment a young man knows that he has 
entered a living hell and found a home. Written by a veteran, here is the highly 
acclaimed Vietnam novel about a college boy's initiation into the harsh world of 
battle.

Kent Anderson is an American author, Vietnam War veteran, former police officer 
and former university professor born in 1945 in North Carolina. He has written 
novels, various articles and scenarios.
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Anderson, Lars and Millman, Chad. Pickup Artists: Street Basketball in America. 
New York. 1998. Verso. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
1859842356. 203 pages. hardcover. Cover photo by Barry Munger. Inventory # 
25490. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The stories of the playground and the basketball players
who have made their legends there have, until now, largely gone untold, the 
melodramas of these athletes’ lives playing out only before the select few who 
frequent the blacktops. But for the first time, the history of the playground game - 
and how it’s played today in prisons, on Indian reservations, among drug dealers 
and by women - is told in Pickup Artists. On a trip to a blacktop, perhaps you’ll see 
James ‘Speedy’ Williams. Age twenty-nine, Speedy makes his living playing 
basketball for drug dealers in New York City. All along the East Coast, dealers 
recruit, assemble, and subsidize their own teams and play each other for as much 
as $100,000 per game. The playground game, once a drama acted out 
anonymously in America’s ghettos, has become a multimillion dollar business. 
Tournaments today are sponsored by shoemakers and record companies, and 
these contests have branched out from the inner-city into the suburbs and onto the 
farms.

Lars Anderson received a master's degree from the Graduate School of Journalism
at Columbia University and currently works for Sports Illustrated. Chad Millman is a 
former Sports Illustrated reporter and CNN/SI as a correspondent who is now an 
associate editor at ESPN Magazine.keywords
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Anderson, Mark Lynn. Twilight of the Idols: Hollywood and the Human Sciences in 
1920s America. Berkeley. 2011. University of California Press. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520267084. 11 b/w illustrations. 224 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 23586. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Twilight of the Idols revisits some of the sensational 
scandals of early Hollywood to evaluate their importance for our contemporary 
understanding of human deviance. By analyzing changes in the star system and by
exploring the careers of individual stars—Wallace Reid, Rudolph Valentino, and 
Mabel Normand among them—Mark Lynn Anderson shows how the era’s celebrity 
culture shaped public ideas about personality and human conduct and played a 
pivotal role in the emergent human sciences of psychology, anthropology, and 
sociology. Anderson looks at motion picture stars who embodied various forms of 
deviance—narcotic addiction, criminality, sexual perversion, and racial 
indeterminacy. He considers how the studios profited from popularizing ideas about
deviance, and how the debates generated by the early Hollywood scandals continue
to affect our notions of personality, sexuality, and public morals.

Mark Lynn Anderson is Associate Professor of Film in the Department of English at 
the University of Pittsburgh.
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Anderson, Robert A. Service For the Dead. New York. 1986. Arbor House. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket With Slightly Faded Spine. 0877958122. Author Of
Cooks And Bakers. 274 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Dorothy Wachtenheim.
Jacket illustration by Christopher Zacharow. Inventory # 30274. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With the publication of Service for the Dead, Anderson, a
former Marine lieutenant who served at Hue during the Tet Offensive, demonstrates
once again that he is a compelling narrator of men at war. On his way home from 
Vietnam after having been wounded, and newly immersed in a civilian reality that 
seems trivial, marine Pfc. Mike Allison tries to make sense of his Vietnam nightmare.
In the back seat of his parents’ car he drifts in and out of memories of the war: the 
terror of random death; endless patrols; the booby-trapped landscape; seemingly 
friendly Vietnamese who harbor Viet Cong; memories , , , dreams. nightmares. Mike
and the men in his platoon make dream and reality interchangeable as the only way
to make sense of the senseless, cryptic war. In a desperate attempt to control what 
is beyond their control, they create alternate realities of everything around them. 
Their company headquarters becomes the Fort, the no-man’s land they patrol - and
die in - Frontierland, their two sharp-shooting adversaries Zorro and the Cisco Kid -
and the war itself a movie in which they are actors. But Mike and his platoon mates
also create alternate realities of themselves. Longo, their fire team leader, gives 
each of them a nickname that mirrors in a cockeyed way their true selves: Pogo, the
court jester, speaks wisdom foolishly; Candid Camera, the voyeur, delights in 
photographing everything, including the dead; the Professor, the intellectual, keeps 
trying to figure it all out. But this fragile accommodation to the war is shattered by a 
new platoon leader, leading to one of the most powerful and moving scenes in the 
literature of war. In a conclusion that will haunt readers long after the book is laid 
down, Mike is forced to confront himself and what it means to be a soldier.

ROBERT A. ANDERSON is a graduate of Yale, and served in the Vietnam War as a
Marine Corps infantry lieutenant. He studied in writing workshops at the University of
Chicago and at Columbia University He lives in Massachusetts.
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Anderson, Scott. The Man Who Tried To Save the World: The Dangerous Life & 
Mysterious Disappearance of Fred Cuny. New York. 1999. Doubleday. 1st Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0385486650. 374 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 26633. 
$15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A swashbuckling Texan, a teller of tall tales, a 
womanizer, and a renegade, Fred Cuny spent his life in countries rent by war, 
famine, and natural disasters, saving many thousands of lives through his innovative
and sometimes controversial methods of relief work. Cuny earned his nickname 
'Master of Disaster' for his exploits in Kurdistan, Somalia, and Bosnia. But when he 
arrived in the rogue Russian republic of Chechnya in the spring of 1995, raring to go
and eager to put his ample funds from George Soros to good use, he found himself 
in the midst of an unimaginably savage war of independence, unlike any he had 
ever before encountered. Shortly thereafter, he disappeared in the war-rocked 
highlands, never to be seen again. Who was Cuny really working for? Was he a CIA
spy? Who killed him, and why? In search of the answers, Scott Anderson traveled to
Chechnya on a hazardous journey that started as as a magazine assignment and 
ended as a personal mission. The result is a galvanizing adventure story, a chilling 
picture of 'the new world order,' and a tour de force of literary journalism.

Scott Anderson is a contributing editor at Harper's magazine and writes frequently 
for The New York Times Magazine. He is the author of THE MAN WHO TRIED TO
SAVE THE WORLD, THE 4 O'CLOCK MURDERS, and co-author of INSIDE THE 
LEAGUE and WAR ZONES.keywords

Journalism Chechnya
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Anderson, Scott. Triage. New York. 1998. Scribner. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0684846950. 235 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 25847. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this critically acclaimed debut novel, the aftermath of 
war in all its power is revealed in the lives of survivors and their loved ones. Mark, a
young war photographer, returns to New York after being injured in a brush fire. 
Shell-shocked, torn apart by grief and guilt, he finds that his experiences have 
created a gulf between himself and his loved ones. The first to notice is his girlfriend,
Elena, who grows increasingly alarmed as his condition continues to deteriorate. 
She is the most surprised when her grandfather, Joaquin, the last person from 
whom Elena wants to accept help, turns out to be the one to understand Mark's 
trauma. The two men -- bearers of grievously deep secrets -- forge an extraordinary
relationship that will ultimately lead to life-altering revelations. This stunning novel is
informed by Scott Anderson's experiences reporting on combat around the globe. 
TRIAGE introduces a major new voice in American fiction.

Scott Anderson is a contributing editor at Harper's magazine and writes frequently 
for The New York Times Magazine. He is the author of THE MAN WHO TRIED TO
SAVE THE WORLD, THE 4 O'CLOCK MURDERS, and co-author of INSIDE THE 
LEAGUE and WAR ZONES.
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Anderson, Sherwood. Certain Things Last: The Selected Short Stories of Sherwood
and erson. New York. 1992. Four Walls Eight Windows. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0941423859. Edited by Charles E. Modlin. 359 pages. hardcover. Jacket
design by Martin Moskof. Inventory # 17380. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Until now there has never been a selection of Anderson’s
best short fiction. Certain Things Last is the first one-volume edition of Anderson’s 
stories. But what makes this book truly remarkable is that five of Anderson’s very 
best stories appear in print here for the first time. They are: ‘Certain Things 
Last,’ ‘Fred,’ ‘The Red Dog,’ ‘Mrs. Wife,’ and ‘The Masterpiece.’ The discovery of 
these new stories makes Certain Things Last an unprecedented publishing event. 
The short story, not the novel or autobiography, was the form in which Sherwood 
Anderson excelled. And the American short story probably owes more to Sherwood
Anderson than to any other American writer. It was Anderson who wrested short 
fiction from the upbeat conventionality of the popular magazines of the 1920s and 
‘30s and molded it to express the isolation of individual people. Certain Things Last
contains 30 stories in all, chosen from previously unpublished manuscripts and from
Anderson’s three story volumes, The Triumph of the Egg, Horses and Men, and 
Death in the Woods. Numerous stories have been meticulously restored to 
Anderson’s original version by Professor Modlin.

Sherwood Anderson (September 13, 1876 – March 8, 1941) was an American 
novelist and short story writer, known for subjective and self-revealing works. Self-
educated, he rose to become a successful copywriter and business owner in 
Cleveland and Elyria, Ohio. In 1912, Anderson had a nervous breakdown that led 
him to abandon his business and family to become a writer. At the time, he moved to
Chicago and was eventually married three more times.
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Anderson, Timothy G. Lonesome Dreamer: The Life of John G. Neihardt. Lincoln. 
2016. University of Nebraska Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.
9780803290259. 6 x 9 • 14 photographs. 328 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 42823.
$34.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - American poet and writer John G. Neihardt (1881–1973)
possessed an inquiring and spiritual mind. Both talents came to the fore in Black Elk
Speaks, the story of the Lakota holy man Black Elk, for which he is best 
remembered. Over the course of thirty years he also wrote a five-volume epic poem,
A Cycle of the West, which told the story of the settling of the American West. 
Despite Neihardt’s widespread name recognition, the success of Black Elk Speaks,
and a list of critically acclaimed books and poems, Lonesome Dreamer is the first 
biography of Neihardt in nearly forty years. Timothy G. Anderson describes 
Neihardt’s life from his humble beginnings in Illinois, to being named poet laureate of
Nebraska in 1921, to his appearance on the Dick Cavett Show at the age of ninety.
Anderson also delves into Neihardt’s success as a poet far from the East Coast 
literary establishment, his resistance to modernist movements in poetry, and his 
wish to understand and describe the experience of the Plains Indians. Offering 
insight into both his personal and his literary life, this biography reaffirms Neihardt’s
place in American literary history, his successes and failures, and his unbreakable 
spirit.

Timothy G. Anderson has taught journalism at the University of Nebraska–Lincoln 
and prior to that worked as an editor and designer for a number of newspapers, 
including the New York Times and New York Newsday.
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Andrew, Geoff. 10. London. 2005. British Film Institute. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 184457069x. 88 pages. paperback. Inventory # 36457. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Iranian Abbas Kiarostami burst onto the international film
scene in the early 1990s and—as demonstrated by the many major prizes he has 
won—is now widely regarded as one of the most distinctive and talented modern-
day directors. In 2002, with 10, Kiarostami broke new ground, fixing one or two 
digital cameras on a car’s dashboard to film ten conversations between the driver 
(Mania Akbari) and her various passengers. The results are astonishing: though 
formally rigorous, even austere, and documentary-like in its style, 10 succeeds both
as emotionally affecting human drama and as a critical analysis of everyday life in 
today’s Tehran. In this study, Geoff Andrew looks at 10 within the context of 
Kiarostami’s career, of Iranian cinema’s recent renaissance, and of international film
culture. Drawing on a number of detailed interviews he conducted with both 
Kiarostami and his lead actress, Andrew sheds light on the unusual methods used in
making the film, on its political relevance, and on its remarkably subtle aesthetic. 
Geoff Andrew is Film Editor of Time Out magazine and the author of several books, 
including The Film Handbook, The Films of Nicholas Ray, and Stranger than 
Paradise: Maverick Film-makers in the Recent American Cinema.

Geoff Andrew (born 1954) is a British writer and lecturer on film, and film 
programmer at BFI Southbank. After gaining a First in Classics at King's College, 
Cambridge, he was for some years programmer at London’s Electric Cinema in 
Notting Hill, and later became the editor and chief critic of the film section of Time 
Out magazine. Andrew is a regular contributor to Sight & Sound and has contributed
essays and articles to many books and journals. He is the author of a number of 
books on the cinema.
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Andrew, Geoff. The Films of Nicholas Ray: The Poet of Nightfall - 2nd Edition. 
London. 2004. British Film Institute. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 1844570010. 193 pages. paperback. Inventory # 35934. $12.75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Films like In a Lonely Place, Johnny Guitar, They Live by
Night, and most of all Rebel Without a Cause were to ensure cult status for Ray as 
one of the most revered of all American ‘maverick’ auteurs. This new edition of Geoff
Andrew’s unique and acclaimed study of his films discusses Ray’s stylistic artistry 
and abiding thematic concerns,and his work with such legends as James Dean, 
Humphrey Bogart, James Mason, Joan Crawford and Richard Burton. Above all the
book shows how the vivid emotional authenticity of his films, coupled with his special
brand of visual expressionism and his eloquently voiced disenchantment with the 
American Dream, were in established for him a profoundly loyal following in America
and Europe that lasts to this day. This new edition, which covers all of Ray’s films, 
includes an updated introduction and fresh reflections on the enduring importance in
the 21st century of one of the greatest directors to have worked in Hollywood. Geoff
Andrew is Senior Film Editor of London’s Time Out magazine, programmer of 
London’s National Film Theatre, and one of Britain’s leading film critics. He is the 
author of several books, including Kieslowski’s Three Colours Trilogy (BFI, 1998).

Geoff Andrew is Senior Film Editor of London’s Time Out magazine, programmer of
London’s National Film Theatre, and one of Britain’s leading film critics. He is the 
author of several books, including Kieslowski’s Three Colours Trilogy (BFI, 1998).
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Andrews, Raymond. Baby Sweets. New York. 1983. Dial Press. 1st Printing. Very 
Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0385274262. Illustrated by Benny Andrews. 212 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 20772. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Bawdy and sometimes horrifying, hilarious on the way to
being tragic, Raymond Andrews's Muskhogean County novels tell of black life in the
Deep South from the end of the First World War to the beginning of the 1960s, from
the days of mules and white men with bullwhips to the moment when the pendulum
began to swing. This story tells of a venture between John Morgan Jr., the dissolute
heir to Appalachee's leading white family, and Baby Sweet Jackson, owner of the 
once-vibrant Red's Cafe in Dark Town. On Independence Day, 1966, the partners 
open Muskhogean County's first bordello, with two dark-skinned black women, Lana
Lips and Fig, ready for the expected white clientele. Then a mysterious woman, 
announcing herself as the 'third whore,' arrives--and proclaims that her body will be 
'for colored only.' Raymond Andrews is a native of the Georgia he loves and writes 
about. BABY SWEET’S, like his previous two novels, is set in Muskhogean County 
in the Piedmont Belt of north Georgia, and it is populated with characters as lively as
their names: Appalachee Red, Rosiebelle Lee, Baby Sweet, Speck, Sugar Boy.

Raymond Andrews (June 6, 1934-November 25, 1991) was an African-American 
novelist, born in Plainview, Georgia. Andrews' parents, George and Viola Andrews,
were sharecroppers and he was the fourth of their ten children. In the early 1970s he
began publishing his Muskhogean trilogy which told about the life of an African 
American in the south from the end of World War I to the beginning of the 1960s. 
The trilogy consists of Appalachee Red, Rosiebelle Lee Wildcat Tennessee, and 
Baby Sweet's. The books written by Raymond Andrews have been applauded by 
numerous critics and other writers. Novelist Richard Bausch described Andrew's 
writing as having ‘a smiling generosity of spirit.’ Andrews died from a self-inflicted 
gunshot wound in Athens, Georgia on November 25, 1991.
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Andreyev, Leonid. Visions: Stories and Photographs. San Diego. 1987. Harcourt 
Brace Jovanovich. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket With Internal 
Water-Stain Marking. 0151939004. Translated from the Russian by Olga & Henry 
Carlisle. 325 pages. hardcover. Cover: Leonid Andreyev/Karen Katz. Inventory # 
9360. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - At the turn of the century, Leonid Andreyev was regarded
at home and around the world as one of the greatest living Russian writers. In this 
splendid volume, Andreyev's granddaughter, Olga Andreyev Carlisle--an 
accomplished writer herself--offers vibrant new translations of eight of his best 
stories.

Leonid Nikolaievich Andreyev (21 August 1871 – September 12, 1919) was a 
Russian playwright, novelist and short-story writer. He is one of the most talented 
and prolific representatives of the Silver Age period in Russian history. Andreyev's 
style combines elements of realist, naturalist and symbolist schools in literature.
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Andric, Ivo. The Bridge On the Drina. New York. 1967. Signet/New American 
Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers.
Translated From The Serbo-Croatian By Lovett F. Edwards.Afterword By John 
Simon. 352 pages. paperback. CQ347. Inventory # 15946. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A novel in the grand tradition, written by Ivo Andrié, the 
greatest of modern Yugoslâv writers and 1961 winner of the Nobel Prize, The Bridge
on the Drina spans three and a half centuries. The center of the narrative is the 
bridge of the title, built by the Turkish masters of Yugoslavia in 1571, and destroyed
by the retreating Austrian rulers in 1914. The action comprises a multitude of 
individual dramas - comic and tragic, ignoble and heroic - played out while the 
bridge endures. Through the superb artistry of lvo Andric, two opposing forces - the
unchanging, strong and flawless structure of the bridge, and the ceaseless flux and 
flow of human affairs - combine to reflect a rich, complex vision of life. As John 
Simon writes, 'In Andric's novel, the bridge is. a symbol as pervasive as it is 
unobtrusive, as poetic as it is mundane. It operates on various levels, yet remains 
straightforward and unforced. Standing at the beginning of the novel and at its end, it
acts as a bridge even between the outermost layer of the action and the most 
arcane inner meanings. The bridge is the novel, and the novel is a bridge.'

Ivo Andric (October 9, 1892 – March 13, 1975) was a novelist, short story writer, and
the 1961 winner of the Nobel Prize for Literature from Yugoslavia (he was born in 
Bosnia and Herzegovina, that in the time of his biggest popularity was a part of 
Yugoslavia). His novels The Bridge on the Drina and Chronicles of Travnik / The 
Days of the Consuls dealt with life in Bosnia under the Ottoman Empire.
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Andric, Ivo. The Pasha's Concubine & Other Tales. New York. 1968. Knopf. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Worn Dustjacket. Translated from the Serbo-
Croatian by Joseph Hitrec. 304 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Muriel Nasser. 
Inventory # 8257. $32.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - These thirteen tales by a Nobel Prize-winning author are
set in Andric’s native Yugoslavia and cover a span of some three centuries: from the
period when his country lay under the domination of the Ottoman Empire through 
the harrowing years of the Nazi occupation during World War II. The tales reflect his
country’s turbulent past, the conflict of cultures, religions, and traditions that took 
place within its constantly vulnerable borders, but beneath this conflict lies the 
darker one in the hearts of individuals buffeted by history and torn by anguish, lust, 
and love, or tormented by divided loyalties. For Andric is mainly preoccupied with 
the mysterious forces at work in the innermost beings of people, those forces that 
link the blood-stained bandit to the fastidious professor, the flighty schoolgirl to the 
saintly mystic. This collection of stories displays the pageantry of life in its brightest 
and darkest hues and offers the reader a representative selection of some of the 
best writing of one of the foremost storytellers of our time.

Ivo Andric (October 9, 1892 – March 13, 1975) was a novelist, short story writer, and
the 1961 winner of the Nobel Prize for Literature from Yugoslavia (he was born in 
Bosnia and Herzegovina, that in the time of his biggest popularity was a part of 
Yugoslavia). His novels The Bridge on the Drina and Chronicles of Travnik / The 
Days of the Consuls dealt with life in Bosnia under the Ottoman Empire.keywords
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Andrzejewski, Jerzy. The Inquisitors (DUSTJACKET ONLY). New York. 1960. 
Knopf. Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket With Foxging a A Few Small Internal 
Stain Marks. Translated from the Polish by Conrad Syrop. DUSTJACKET ONLY. 
Jacket design by Vincent Torre. Inventory # 45636. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET
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Andrzeyevski, George. A Sitter For a Satyr. New York. 1965. Dutton. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket W/Some Tears. Translated from the
Polish by Celina Wieniewska. 190 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Milton 
Glaser. Inventory # 27969. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - At the age of seventy-eight and after three years of self. 
imposed seclusion in the South of France, Antonio Ortiz, painter, sculptor, homo 
universalis, has resumed work - immediately after taking as mistress twenty-two 
year old Francoise Pillier, The combination of events causes a sensation in Paris, 
and this skillful tongue-in-cheek satire portrays mercilessly the critics, journalists, 
and the chic hangers. on who gather just six months after Ortiz’s return to life to 
celebrate the first showing of twenty-two pictures-the fruit of the famous liaison. 
Among those at the gathering are the poet Paul Allard, Ortiz’s great friend - an 
elegant, youthful-looking homosexual whose tastes run to boxers and city toughs 
Pierre Laurens, art critic, who delights in his resemblance to Goethe, and who lives
with a mother whom he hates and from time to time throws hysterical fits. the 
Duchesse d’Uzerche, who has an intellectual salon but whose real interest is 
collecting young boys. And of course, there is the great man himself, a truly 
masterful creation of a man selfish enough to know that he can only create when he
is in love, who feeds on youth, but who also is commencing consciously to detach 
himself from life, longing to be free of human involvements and to go back to his 
own beginnings. A book that allows interpretation on several levels, A Sitter for a 
Satyr gives a sensitive and perceptive portrait of the artist as an old man; one that 
sheds light on the impermanence of life and love and on the human being hidden 
behind the facade of the successful and famous.

Jerzy Andrzejewski (19 August 1909 – 19 April 1983) was a prolific Polish author. 
His works confront controversial moral issues such as betrayal, the Jews and 
Auschwitz in the wartime. His novels, Ashes and Diamonds (about the immediate 
post-war situation in Poland), and Holy Week (treating the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising),
have been made into film adaptations by the Oscar-winning Polish director Andrzej
Wajda. Holy Week and Ashes and Diamonds have both been translated into 
English.
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Ang, Li. The Butcher's Wife. Berkeley. 1986. North Point Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 086547253x. Translated from the Chinese by 
Howard Goldblatt & Ellen Yeung. 142 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 25180. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Li Ang's highly charged fiction has made her one of the
most widely known Taiwanese authors of her time. This new anthology begins with 
the internationally acclaimed 'The Butcher's Wife,' a novella that evoked shock and 
outrage in Taiwan when it first appeared in 1983. The shorter stories that follow 
range from Li Ang's first story, 'Flower Season' (1968), through 'A Love Letter Never
Sent' (1986), and include stories that are erotic, thought provoking, and cautionary.

Li Ang (real name Shih Shu-tuan with Li Ang being her pen name, born April 7, 
1952, in Lukang, Taiwan) is a Taiwanese feminist writer. In 2004, Li Ang was 
awarded the “Chevalier de l'Ordre des Arts et des Lettres” by the French Minister of
Culture and Communication in recognition of her outstanding contribution to world 
literature.
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Angelo, Ivan. The Celebration. New York. 1982. Avon/Bard. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Wrappers. 038078808x. Paperback Original. Translated from the 
Portuguese by Thomas Colchie. 223 pages. paperback. Inventory # 1001. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE TRIUMPH OF CENSORSHIP. In one of the most 
controversial novels to emerge from modern Brazil, Ivan Angelo tells of the strange 
reality of Latin America as revealed by the omissions of censorship. The time is the
evening of March 30th, 1970, when a group of wealthy people gather for a birthday 
celebration. Simultaneously a group of migrant workers is halted from settling in the 
town by the police. In time the two groups become involved with each other, and the
police begin their investigation, their degradation, and their torture of the workers 
and party-goers. If is only in the long final chapter, ‘After the Celebration,’ that the 
police and the reader are able to construct the horrifying climax. Upon its publication
in 1976, Ivan Angelo said, ‘I hope to make the reader an accomplice not only in 
shaping the actual text, but in determining ifs significance, since my intention has 
been to provide wider participation in the terrible problems we face at the moment, in
Brazil.’

IVAN ANGELO was born in Minas Gerais, Brazil, in 1936. He is a professional 
journalist. managing editor of the Jornal do Tarde, the influential evening daily in 
São Paulo. He has published a collection of short stories. DUAS FACES (TWO 
SIDES), which won the principal literary prize of his home state and launched his 
literary career. A second work, CASA DE VIDRO (HOUSE OF GLASS), appeared in
1979, and he is now at work on a novel about a Brazilian politician’s career. THE 
CELEBRATION has been published in France as well as by Avon-Bard in the United
States. THOMAS COLCHIE is well known for his translations of Puig, Drummond, 
Ramos, and Souza, whose first novel, THE EMPEROR OF THE AMAZON, was 
praised upon its first publication by Avon-Bard.
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Angelo, Ivan. The Celebration. New York. 1982. Avon/Bard. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Wrappers. 038078808x. Paperback Original. Translated from the 
Portuguese by Thomas Colchie. 223 pages. paperback. Inventory # 13313. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE TRIUMPH OF CENSORSHIP. In one of the most 
controversial novels to emerge from modern Brazil, Ivan Angelo tells of the strange 
reality of Latin America as revealed by the omissions of censorship. The time is the
evening of March 30th, 1970, when a group of wealthy people gather for a birthday 
celebration. Simultaneously a group of migrant workers is halted from settling in the 
town by the police. In time the two groups become involved with each other, and the
police begin their investigation, their degradation, and their torture of the workers 
and party-goers. If is only in the long final chapter, ‘After the Celebration,’ that the 
police and the reader are able to construct the horrifying climax. Upon its publication
in 1976, Ivan Angelo said, ‘I hope to make the reader an accomplice not only in 
shaping the actual text, but in determining ifs significance, since my intention has 
been to provide wider participation in the terrible problems we face at the moment, in
Brazil.’

IVAN ANGELO was born in Minas Gerais, Brazil, in 1936. He is a professional 
journalist. managing editor of the Jornal do Tarde, the influential evening daily in 
São Paulo. He has published a collection of short stories. DUAS FACES (TWO 
SIDES), which won the principal literary prize of his home state and launched his 
literary career. A second work, CASA DE VIDRO (HOUSE OF GLASS), appeared in
1979, and he is now at work on a novel about a Brazilian politician’s career. THE 
CELEBRATION has been published in France as well as by Avon-Bard in the United
States. THOMAS COLCHIE is well known for his translations of Puig, Drummond, 
Ramos, and Souza, whose first novel, THE EMPEROR OF THE AMAZON, was 
praised upon its first publication by Avon-Bard.
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Angelo, Ivan. The Tower of Glass. New York. 1986. Avon/Bard. 1st American 
Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 0380896079. Paperback Original. Translated from
the Portuguese by Ellen Watson. 195 pages. paperback. Inventory # 478. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A CAPTIVITY OF THE SOUL - Five interlocking tales 
create a singular, powerful account of a nation in turmoil - and a prophetic warning 
about an oppressive government’s need to control not just the society but the mind.
Through symbolism, wry humor, and outrageous sexual frankness, Ivan Angelo tells
of businessmen and whores, poor working people and Death Squads, truth and 
illusion, and the methods of political manipulation and terror. From the gritty, bawdy
story of Bete the streetwalker to the Kafkaesque portrait of a prison made of glass, 
these five fictional pieces glitter with the brilliance of masterful wordplay and 
shocking truth. as an accomplished storyteller challenges our intelligence and our 
principles with a monumental work of art. IVAN ANGELO was born in Minas Gerais,
Brazil in 1936. He is a professional journalist, managing editor of the Jornal da 
Tarde, the influential evening daily in Sao Paulo. He has published a collection of 
short stories, DUAS FACES (TWO SIDES), which won the principal literary prize of
his home state and launched his literary career. A second work, THE TOWER OF 
GLASS, appeared in 1979, and he is now at work on a novel about a Brazilian 
politician’s career.

IVAN ANGELO was born in Minas Gerais, Brazil, in 1936. He is a professional 
journalist. managing editor of the Jornal do Tarde, the influential evening daily in 
São Paulo. He has published a collection of short stories. DUAS FACES (TWO 
SIDES), which won the principal literary prize of his home state and launched his 
literary career. A second work, CASA DE VIDRO (HOUSE OF GLASS), appeared in
1979, and he is now at work on a novel about a Brazilian politician’s career. THE 
CELEBRATION has been published in France as well as by Avon-Bard in the United
States. THOMAS COLCHIE is well known for his translations of Puig, Drummond, 
Ramos, and Souza, whose first novel, THE EMPEROR OF THE AMAZON, was 
praised upon its first publication by Avon-Bard.
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Angelou, Maya (Introduction). Time To Greez!: Incantations From the Third World. 
San Francisco. 1975. Glide Publications/Third World Communications. 1st Edition. 
Very Good in Wrappers. 0912078448. 211 pages. paperback. Inventory # 20235. 
$17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Now in this book, TIME TO GREZZ! ,we hear the truth -
Blacks, Browns, Reds, Yellows telling their story. The poetry sings and the total 
effect is harmony. There is hurt, humor and hope in these pages. The hurt of 
concentration camp, cockroaches, and drugs; of broken treaties and promises; of 
old men living dried old lives in the blazing sun of California farmlands. There is 
enchantment of the beauty in Blackness and the searing awareness that Beauty is 
not enough. There is the wry chuckle of cooking chitlins in a newly integrated white 
suburbia, the simple appreciation of Pablo Neruda’s human-ness, and the American
Indian selection that comes like a faintly heard chant late at night. These colors have
come together in a rainbow. This, too, is America—where she has come from—and
a close and honest look will inform the reader where she is going, and, probably 
saddest of all, why.’ - from the Introduction by Maya Angelou, author of I KNOW 
WHY THE CAGED BIRD SINGS. The Editors of TIME TO GREEZ! have come 
together from the respective Third World cultures/races represented in this 
anthology. We feel it is a many-sided mirror of our lives, reflecting the colors, shapes
and sounds, tastes, smells, touch of our homes, the rhythms of our music, the music
of our food, the food of our lives. Share in the Feast with us.

Maya Angelou (born Marguerite Annie Johnson; April 4, 1928 – May 28, 2014) was
an American poet, memoirist, and civil rights activist. She published seven 
autobiographies, three books of essays, several books of poetry, and is credited with
a list of plays, movies, and television shows spanning over 50 years. She received 
dozens of awards and more than 50 honorary degrees. Angelou is best known for 
her series of seven autobiographies, which focus on her childhood and early adult 
experiences. The first, I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings (1969), tells of her life up 
to the age of 17 and brought her international recognition and acclaim.
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Angelou, Maya. I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings. New York. 1991. Bantam Books.
Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0553279378. 247 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 36737. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the first volume of an extraordinary autobiographical 
series, one of the most inspiring authors of our time recalls--with candor, humor, 
poignancy and grace--how her journey began.

Maya Angelou (born Marguerite Annie Johnson; April 4, 1928 – May 28, 2014) was
an American poet, memoirist, and civil rights activist. She published seven 
autobiographies, three books of essays, several books of poetry, and is credited with
a list of plays, movies, and television shows spanning over 50 years. She received 
dozens of awards and more than 50 honorary degrees. Angelou is best known for 
her series of seven autobiographies, which focus on her childhood and early adult 
experiences. The first, I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings (1969), tells of her life up 
to the age of 17 and brought her international recognition and acclaim.
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Angelou, Maya. Wouldn't Take Nothing For My Journey Now. New York. 1993. 
Random House. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679427430. 143 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Andy Carpenter. Inventory # 18633. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Maya Angelou, one of the best-loved authors of our time,
shares the wisdom of a remarkable life in this best-selling spiritual classic. This is 
Maya Angelou talking from the heart, down to earth and real, but also inspiring. This
is a book to treasured, a book about being in all ways a woman, about living well, 
about the power of the word, and about the power do spirituality to move and shape
your life. Passionate, lively, and lyrical, Maya Angelou's latest unforgettable work 
offers a gem of truth on every page.

Maya Angelou (born Marguerite Annie Johnson; April 4, 1928 – May 28, 2014) was
an American poet, memoirist, and civil rights activist. She published seven 
autobiographies, three books of essays, several books of poetry, and is credited with
a list of plays, movies, and television shows spanning over 50 years. She received 
dozens of awards and more than 50 honorary degrees. Angelou is best known for 
her series of seven autobiographies, which focus on her childhood and early adult 
experiences. The first, I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings (1969), tells of her life up 
to the age of 17 and brought her international recognition and acclaim.
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Angelou, Maya. Wouldn't Take Nothing For My Journey Now. New York. 1993. 
Random House. 1 of 500 Copies Numbered & Signed By The Author. Very Good in
Hardcover & Slipcase. 0679428240. 143 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 21997. $250

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Maya Angelou, one of the best-loved authors of our time,
shares the wisdom of a remarkable life in this best-selling spiritual classic. This is 
Maya Angelou talking from the heart, down to earth and real, but also inspiring. This
is a book to treasured, a book about being in all ways a woman, about living well, 
about the power of the word, and about the power do spirituality to move and shape
your life. Passionate, lively, and lyrical, Maya Angelou's latest unforgettable work 
offers a gem of truth on every page.

Maya Angelou (born Marguerite Annie Johnson; April 4, 1928 – May 28, 2014) was
an American poet, memoirist, and civil rights activist. She published seven 
autobiographies, three books of essays, several books of poetry, and is credited with
a list of plays, movies, and television shows spanning over 50 years. She received 
dozens of awards and more than 50 honorary degrees. Angelou is best known for 
her series of seven autobiographies, which focus on her childhood and early adult 
experiences. The first, I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings (1969), tells of her life up 
to the age of 17 and brought her international recognition and acclaim.
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Angira, Jared. Silent Voices: Poems. London. 1972. Heinemann. 1st Edition. 
Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front, Otherwise Good in Slightly Worn 
Wrappers. 0435901117. 88 pages. paperback. Cover photograph by George Hallett.
Inventory # 18031. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Jared Angira says of his collection of poetry: ‘Silent 
Voices consists of crude voices gasping in the dark, of voices trapped in between 
despair and existence, of voices caught up in a maze but always seeking to get 
through. They are voices from rusty tincans of the slums, seeking an outlet into the 
gay city, they are voices corked up in empty gourds. They are the searching voices 
that must achieve their goals in a strange silent quietness, quietness that defeats the
drums. Yet in themselves the voices are drumbeats, pulsations, heartbeats. They 
are the yodelling of the slum drums, they are the bugles from ancient limbos, they 
are the bridge from the past into the present and then into that transparent layer of 
the future. Some of the voices are everyday voices, even of children thrown by their
mothers into latrine pits, some are of progressives caught up in competition and self
promotion. Here is a conglomeration of voices.’

Jared Angira (born 21 November 1947) is a Kenyan poet. He has been called 'the 
country's first truly significant poet,' Jared Angira studied commerce at the University
of Nairobi from 1968 until 1971. He was editor of Busara which is published by the 
literature department. He is Africa's representative on the International Executive 
Committee of the World University Service. is first collection of poems, Juices 
(EAPH) was published in 1970. He was a founder and is treasurer of the Writers' 
Association of Kenya. He turned down a scholarship to go to Canada and now 
works for the East African Harbours Corporation in Dar es Salaam.
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Ansa, Tina McElroy. Baby in the Family. San Diego. 1989. Harcourt Brace 
Jovanovich. 1st American Edition. Very Small Mark On Bottom Edge Near The 
Spine, Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 015110431x. 1st Novel. 265 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket illustration by Varnette Honeywood. Inventory # 27863. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An evocative, delicately comic story of a girl’s coming of
age. From the moment of her birth in a rural black hospital in Georgia, Lena 
McPherson is recognized as a special child, with the power to see ghosts and 
predict the future. Named a Notable Book of the Year by the New York Times.

Tina McElroy Ansa (born November 18, 1949) is an African American novelist, 
filmmaker, teacher, and journalist. Born Tina McElroy to Walter J. and Nellie 
McElroy in Macon, Georgia, where she grew up in the Pleasant Hill neighborhood. 
After graduating from Spelman College and working for several years in a variety of
positions at the Atlanta Constitution, she has written several novels and has been a 
frequent contributor to numerous periodicals, including the Los Angeles Times, 
Newsday, and the Atlanta Journal-Constitution. She instructs writing workshops at 
Spelman College, Emory University, and Coastal Georgia Community College. She 
lives with her filmmaker husband Jonée Ansa on St. Simons Island, Georgia where 
they collaborate on making movies and are active in community events to promote 
the arts. Ansa's fiction portrays a variety of Black women in the recent and modern 
American South, with a blend of the supernatural and traditional superstition. Her 
first novel, Baby of the Family, was named a Notable Book of the Year by the New 
York Times. Baby of the Family was also on the African-America Best-seller List for
Paperback Fiction. In October 2001, Baby of the Family was chosen by the Georgia
Center for the Book as one of the ‘Top 25 books Every Georgian Should Read.’ The
book was selected for the American Library Association Best Books for Young 
Adults in 1990, and won the 1989 Georgia Authors Series Award.
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Ansa, Tina McElroy. Baby in the Family. San Diego. 1989. Harcourt Brace 
Jovanovich. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 015110431x. 1st Novel.
265 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Varnette Honeywood. Inventory # 
31993. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An evocative, delicately comic story of a girl’s coming of
age. From the moment of her birth in a rural black hospital in Georgia, Lena 
McPherson is recognized as a special child, with the power to see ghosts and 
predict the future. Named a Notable Book of the Year by the New York Times.

Tina McElroy Ansa (born November 18, 1949) is an African American novelist, 
filmmaker, teacher, and journalist. Her first novel, Baby of the Family, was named a
Notable Book of the Year by the New York Times. Baby of the Family was also on 
the African-America Best-seller List for Paperback Fiction. In October 2001, Baby of
the Family was chosen by the Georgia Center for the Book as one of the ‘Top 25 
books Every Georgian Should Read.’ The book was selected for the American 
Library Association Best Books for Young Adults in 1990, and won the 1989 Georgia
Authors Series Award.
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Ansa, Tina McElroy. Baby in the Family. San Diego. 1989. Harcourt Brace 
Jovanovich. 2nd Printing. Some Foxing To Bottom Edge, Otherwise Very Good in 
Dustjacket With A Very Small Stain Mark Running Along The Bottom Edge. 
015110431x. 1st Novel. 265 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Varnette 
Honeywood. Inventory # 31994. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An evocative, delicately comic story of a girl’s coming of
age. From the moment of her birth in a rural black hospital in Georgia, Lena 
McPherson is recognized as a special child, with the power to see ghosts and 
predict the future. Named a Notable Book of the Year by the New York Times.

Tina McElroy Ansa (born November 18, 1949) is an African American novelist, 
filmmaker, teacher, and journalist. Her first novel, Baby of the Family, was named a
Notable Book of the Year by the New York Times. Baby of the Family was also on 
the African-America Best-seller List for Paperback Fiction. In October 2001, Baby of
the Family was chosen by the Georgia Center for the Book as one of the ‘Top 25 
books Every Georgian Should Read.’ The book was selected for the American 
Library Association Best Books for Young Adults in 1990, and won the 1989 Georgia
Authors Series Award.
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Ansa, Tina McElroy. The Hand I Fan With. New York. 1996. Doubleday. 1st Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0385475993. 463 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by
Varnette P. Honeywood. Inventory # 22788. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Bestselling author Tina McElroy Ansa is back with 
another tale from Mulberry, Georgia, the richly drawn fictional town and home of the
extraordinary Lena McPherson. Lena, now forty-five and tired of being ‘the hand 
everyone fans with,’ has grown weary of shouldering the town's problems and wants
to find a little love and companionship for herself. So she and a friend perform a 
supernatural ritual to conjure up a man for Lena. She gets one all right: a ghost 
named Herman who, though dead for one hundred years, is full of life and all man. 
His love changes Lena's life forever, satisfying as never before both her physical 
and spiritual needs. Filled with the same ‘humor, grace, and great respect for power
of the particular’ (The New York Times Book Review) as her previous critically 
acclaimed novels, BABY OF THE FAMILY and UGLY WAYS, THE HAND I FAN 
WITH is yet another memorable and life-affirming tale from one of America's best-
loved authors.

Tina McElroy Ansa (born November 18, 1949) is an African American novelist, 
filmmaker, teacher, and journalist. Her first novel, Baby of the Family, was named a
Notable Book of the Year by the New York Times. Baby of the Family was also on 
the African-America Best-seller List for Paperback Fiction. In October 2001, Baby of
the Family was chosen by the Georgia Center for the Book as one of the ‘Top 25 
books Every Georgian Should Read.’ The book was selected for the American 
Library Association Best Books for Young Adults in 1990, and won the 1989 Georgia
Authors Series Award.
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Anselmo, Reverge. The Cadillac of Six-Bys. New York. 1997. Harper Collins. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0061012092. 193 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Carl D. Galian. Front cover photo courtesy of the author. Inventory # 
24354. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - On the shore of the great sea which is the cradle of 
civilization, under the shadow of towering cedars, lies the rubble of a once majestic 
city. The gazes of native eyes, friend and enemy, calculate the tricks of living in a 
hot zone of the Cold War. Strange, imponderable loves rise in a falling city, and the
death gong tolls with the sounds of timeless song. The Levant. An ancient land of 
battle and deception. After ten years of civil war, U.S. Marines land in the chaos. 
Factional fighting rips the city, and the Marines hold out in the cross fire. For Cazetti,
a young Intelligence man with a bad record, it is a world of the war-wise: spies and 
survivors, innocents and wounded. Those like Hitman Hitchins, a loose agent with a
lurking in his heart; Sardine, a treacherous vamp; Philomena, a direct, endearing 
nun determined to save Cazetti’s soul; Cercio, a playboy lieutenant; and Minovich 
and Davey, hanging on since Vietnam to do it all again. With enemy artillery raining
down on all sides, and the perimeter lines pinned down, nothing, it seems, can save
these men from the apocalyptic specter they know is coming. A dramatic, vivid story
of love and war in a devious and bloody world, THE CADILLAC OF SIX-BY’S brings
you into the hearts of men who lived and died by fire, in a place and time now faint in
the wake of history.

Reverge Anselmo was born in Mexico City in 1962. He served three years in the U.
S. Marine Corps and is a survivor of the Expedition sent to Lebanon. He graduated 
the Erv Malnarich Outfitters and Guides School in Hamilton, Montana, and attended
St. John’s College in Santa Fe, New Mexico. He lived for many years in Paris and 
was a businessman in Europe and Latin America. He is the son of the late Rene 
Anselmo, the communications tycoon. THE CADILLAC OF SIX-BY’S is his first 
novel.
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Anthony, Michael. The Games Were Coming. Boston. 1968. Houghton Mifflin. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. hardcover. Jacket design by Ellen 
Raskin. Inventory # 12416. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Set in the author’s native Trinidad like his previously 
published GREEN DAYS BY THE RIVER, this novel has the same appealing 
freshness. The story unfolds during the weeks preceding the annual Carnival and 
the Southern Games, a time of mounting excitement for the whole island. Leon has
already won some modest bicycle races and is in training for this greatest of all. He 
is so obsessed by his ambition to be the Champion that he has dismissed everything
else from his life, especially his girl friend Sylvia. The life of his whole family revolves
around his training. Home from work each night, his father first checks out Leon’s 
body with an appraising glance, then turns his detailed attention to the Wasp, a 
cycle light as cork, which must be oiled and cleaned, its handle kept dead straight, 
its nuts tight. Dolphus, the little brother, can hardly bear the excitement, torn 
between the preparation for the race and the steel bands already practicing in secret
session for the competition at Carnival. Leon’s mother is wise and light-hearted and
amused. But Sylvia is not amused! She is Leon’s girl and he thinks she is the kind of
girl he can spend his years with. But keeping fit rules out women and now all his 
surplus energies are wrung out in sweat at the track. Lonely and hurt, Sylvia drifts 
toward another man and finally is forced into a situation where she must use real 
feminine guile to save herself. Under its simple surface this story contains many 
things, the fevers of love and ambition, the excitement of Carnival, the tensions of 
the games. It is written with beautiful simplicity and exactness and is a lyric 
evocation of West Indian youth.

Michael Anthony, an eminent Caribbean author and historian, was born in Mayaro, 
Trinidad and Tobago on February 10, 1932. After an unsatisfying job as a young 
foundry worker in Pointe-à-Pierre for five years, he sought to become a journalist, 
and then a poet. In 1963, Anthony published his first book, THE GAMES WERE 
COMING, a cycling story inspired by real events. Some time later, he followed up 
this success with THE YEAR IN SAN FERNANDO and GREEN DAYS BY THE 
RIVER. In all, Anthony has written over 20 titles in his four-decade career.
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Antoni, Robert. Blessed Is the Fruit. New York. 1997. Henry Holt. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0805049258. 399 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
23881. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Lilla is the white mistress of a once grand but now now 
rotting colonial mansion and Vel, her black servant. The two West Indian women, 
both 33 years of age, have lived in the same house for 10 years, but it is not until 
Lilla rescues Vel from a near-fatal abortion attempt, that the two really get to know 
each other. Young Trinidadian author Robert Antoni weaves a brightly colored 
tapestry of life in the Caribbean, a remarkable tale of family, myth, religion and 
language.

Robert Antoni (born 1958) is a West Indian writer who was awarded the 1999 Aga 
Khan Prize for Fiction by The Paris Review for My Grandmother's Tale of How Crab-
o Lost His Head. He is a Guggenheim Fellow for 2010 for his work on the historical 
novel As Flies to Whatless Boys. Robert Antoni was born in the United States of 
Trinidadian parents and grew up largely in the Bahamas, where his father practised
medicine. He says his "fictional world" is "Corpus Christi", the invented island (based
on Trinidad) that he introduced in his first novel, Divina Trace (1991). Antoni studied
at Duke University and in the creative writing programme at Johns Hopkins 
University, before joining the Iowa Writers' Workshop at the University of Iowa, 
where he began working on Divina Trace. He has said that he spent a total of ten 
years completing the novel, which won the Commonwealth Writers' Prize for best 
first novel in 1992.Antoni lived for a time in Barcelona and taught at the University of
Miami from 1992 to 2001. In 2004, he began teaching at Barnard College, Columbia
University and The New School. In 2010, he was a Guggenheim Fellow. His novel 
As Flies to Whatless Boys was the overall winner of the 2014 OCM Bocas Prize for
Caribbean Literature. At the award ceremony on 26 April, Antoni pledged to share 
the US$10,000 prize money with the other finalists, Lorna Goodison (winner of the 
poetry category for Oracabessa) and Kei Miller (winner of the literary non-fiction 
category for Writing Down the Vision: Essays and Prophecies). Antoni currently 
resides in New York City.
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Antoni, Robert. Carnival. New York. 2005. Grove Press. Uncorrected Proof. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 0802170056. 295 pages. paperback. Inventory # 35672. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - William Fletcher is an aspiring novelist who has come to
New York to escape his affluent West Indian roots. A chance meeting in a 
Greenwich Village bar reunites him with two of his childhood companions: Laurence,
who left the poverty of his village to become an Oxford scholar and poet, and the 
vivacious Rachel, William’s second cousin and first love. Together the three make a
liquor-soaked pledge to return ‘home’ to Trinidad for carnival. As the festival’s 
ecstasy slides into a fog of ganja, alcohol, and the endless calypso beat, Rachel 
casts her eyes on Eddoes, a member of the isolated, Rastafarian-like Earth People -
and the year’s young and scandalous carnival king. Eddoes has escaped his 
sequestered life in the mysterious Hell Valley for a few days of excitement, and it is 
to this remote place that the group goes to cool down after the festival. In the rain 
forest the group hopes for a secret paradise from which to begin anew. But even 
here the demons of history, prejudice, and hatred violently intrude, as the novel’s 
startling conclusion forces all to face the power - and impotence - of human 
resilience and human love.

Robert Antoni (born 1958) is a West Indian writer who was awarded the 1999 Aga 
Khan Prize for Fiction by The Paris Review for My Grandmother's Tale of How Crab-
o Lost His Head. He is a Guggenheim Fellow for 2010 for his work on the historical 
novel As Flies to Whatless Boys.
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Antunes, Antonio Lobo. South of Nowhere. New York. 1983. Random House. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394525744. Translated from the 
Portuguese by Elizabeth Lowe. 155 pages. hardcover. Jacket art by Filip Pagowski.
Inventory # 28769. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Awesomely powerful, SOUTH OF NOWHERE is a novel
about colonial ambition and depravity in Africa, and about a man's perverse and 
relentless seduction of a woman. One night in a bar in Lisbon in the early 1970s, a 
veteran of hostilities between Portugal and Angolan liberation movements who has 
spent some time in a mental asylum is thing both to charm and to unburden himself
on a woman he has picked up in a nightclub – an interlocutor as silent as the one in
Camus' THE FALL. As they drink Scotch after Scotch, the Lisbon man recounts a 
horrifying and devastating nightmare: his infernal tour of duty as a doctor in the 
jungles of Angola. Here and there he interrupts his story with bad, albeit hilarious 
and affecting, news from another war front: the relations between men and women.
Extraordinary for the originality of its form, the force and luminosity of its language, 
the slyness of its writ, and the radical urgency of its concerns. South of Nowhere is a
striking contribution to the literary culture of our times.

Perhaps Portugal's preeminent contemporary novelist, ANTONIO LOBO ANTUNES
was born in Lisbon on September 1, 1942. He is a doctor by training. He is the 
author of three other novels and of articles on Lewis Carroll. SOUTH OF NOWHERE
is his first work to be translated into English. Antonio Lobo Antunes is married and 
lives in Lisbon.keywords
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Antunes, Antonio Lobo. The Inquisitor's Manual. New York. 2003. Grove Press. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0802117325. Translated from the 
Portuguese by Richard Zenith. 435 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Charles Rue
Woods and Marcia Sam. Jacket photo by Eric Dinyer/Graphistock. Author 
photograph by Anita Schiffer-Fuchs. Inventory # 33640. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An international best-seller and the novel that 
established Antunes ‘s reputation in Europe, The Inquisitors’ Manual is a harrowing 
indictment of Portuguese fascism. THE INQUISITORS’ MANUAL chronicles the 
decadence not just of a family but of an entire society morally and spiritually vitiated
by four decades of totalitarian rule. Senhor Francisco, a once powerful state minister
and a personal friend of the Portuguese dictator Salazar, is incapacitated by a 
stroke, and as he spends his last days in a nursing home in Lisbon he reviews his 
life and his loves. His son Joao, raised by the housekeeper, grows up to be good-
hearted but totally inept, so that his ruthless in-laws easily defraud him of his father’s
farm. The minister’s daughter, Paula, whom he had by the cook and who was raised
by a childless widow in another town, is ostracized after the Revolution for her 
father’s position in Salazar’s regime. The emotional turmoil enveloping Francisco’s 
family finally catches up with him when the Revolution ends the forty-two years of 
the dictatorship, and the old regime tumbles like a house of cards. Senhor 
Francisco, more paranoid than ever, remains a large but empty shadow of his once
seeming omnipotence. THE INQUISITORS’ MANUAL is simultaneously an inquiry 
into the difficult coexistence of self-affirmation and tenderness toward others, and a
powerful examination of a totalitarian sensibility.

Perhaps Portugal's preeminent contemporary novelist, ANTONIO LOBO ANTUNES
was born in Lisbon on September 1, 1942. He is a doctor by training. He is the 
author of three other novels and of articles on Lewis Carroll. SOUTH OF NOWHERE
is his first work to be translated into English. Antonio Lobo Antunes is married and 
lives in Lisbon.
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Antunes, Antonio Lobo. What Can I Do When Everything's On Fire. New York. 2008.
Norton. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 
9780393329483. Translated from the Portuguese by Gregory Rabassa. 587 pages.
paperback. Cover design by Evan Gaffney Design. Inventory # 37308. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The razor-thin line between reality and madness is 
transgressed in this Faulknerian masterpiece, António Lobo Antunes’s first novel to
appear in English in five years. WHAT CAN I DO WHEN EVERYTHING’S ON 
FIRE?, set in the steamy world of Lisbon’s demimonde - a nightclub milieu of 
scorching intensity and kaleidoscopic beauty, a baleful planet populated by drag 
queens, clowns, and drug addicts—is narrated by Paolo, the son of Lisbon’s most 
legendary transvestite, who searches for his own identity as he recalls the harrowing
death of his father, Carlos; the life of Carlos’s lover, Rui, a heroin addict and suicide;
as well as the other denizens of this hallucinatory world. Psychologically penetrating,
pregnant with literary symbolism, and deeply sympathetic in its depiction of society’s
dregs, Lobo Antunes’s novel ventriloquizes the voices of the damned in a poetic 
masterwork that recalls Joyce’s ULYSSES with a dizzying farrago of urban images 
few readers will forget. ‘A soaring, symphonic epic by the Portuguese master 
novelist, considered to be the ‘heir to Conrad and Faulkner’ (George Steiner).

Born in 1942, António Lobo Antunes is the author of sixteen novels, including ACT 
OF THE DAMNED and THE NATURAL ORDER OF THINGS. He lives in Lisbon. 
Gregory Rabassa is the recipient of multiple prizes and the translator of ONE 
HUNDRED YEARS OF SOLITUDE, among other classic works.keywords
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Aparain, Mario Delgado. The Ballad of Johnny Sosa. Woodstock. 2002. Overlook 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1585672246. Translated from
the Spanish by Elizabeth Hampsten. 122 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Yellowstone Ltd. Front jacket photographs: top, (c) Will & Deni McIntyre/Tony Stone
images; bottom, (c) Peter Dazeley/Tony Stone images. Author photograph (c) Nancy
Urratia. Inventory # 33159. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Published now in ten countries to extraordinary acclaim 
and available in English for the first time, THE BALLAD OF JOHNNY SOSA depicts
an ordinary man trying to live out his dreams in a dreary provincial town in central 
Uruguay while suffocating in the tentacles of military oppression. Every night, 
Johnny Sosa, a poor, young, black musician, sings melancholic soul music in the 
small bar in the town’s brothel, dreaming of a life beyond his confining world, and for
a few hours each day ignoring the secretive and oppressive military regime - a 
dictatorship not so much seen as felt-that has taken over his country. He attracts the
attention of the local military leader who uses Sosa for his own political ends and, for
a while, Johnny is permitted to sing and to imagine that he will perform at the 
national festival, where discovery and success may well be waiting for him. 
However, as his friends mysteriously start to disappear, Johnny begins to realize the
price of his dream, and he must decide if he will pay it. The stripped-down quality of 
its prose, deft ironies, and tragi-comic insight into the strength of human nature 
under adversity all contribute to the prolonged impact of this penetrating novel from
a country now reclaiming its literary tradition. Masterfully subversive and utterly 
brilliant, THE BALLAD OF JOHNNY SOSA is a finely honed parable on human 
dignity.

MARIO DELGADO APARAIN is a novelist and short story writer as well as a 
journalist and university professor. He first became famous in Uruguay for his short 
stories, which depicted the contrast between country and city life of Uruguayans. He
lives in Montevideo, Uruguay, where he works at the Department of Culture, which 
he previously headed.
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Apostolou, John L. and Greenberg, Martin H. (editors). Murder in Japan: Japanese
Stories of Crime & Detection. New York. 1987. Dembner. 1st Edition. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 0934878870. 224 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Antler & Baldwin.
Inventory # 8138. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A knife thrower in a traveling act slits his wife’s throat: 
murder or miscalculation? A brilliant university student incriminates himself by 
executing a murder too well, A Chinese business- man avenges the murder of his 
parents by a Japanese soldier during the war, A group of Buddhist monks protect 
their embezzlement ring by manipulating an underling’s belief in the importance of 
honor and provoking his suicide. The Japanese have long had a love affair with the
Western genre of the detective story. For the past eighty years they have generated
a tremendous output of crime and detective fiction, but very little has been translated
into English. These fourteen stories, arranged chronologically, reflect a changing 
Japan from the early part of this century to the present. Although certain elements 
will be familiar to any mystery buff-murderers with no intention of being caught, 
hapless victims, wiley detectives-there are also decidedly Nipponese traits. For 
example, the murders are rarely committed by firearms, since there has been gun 
control in Japan for more than 300 years. Also, the national importance of honor and
the tendency to commit suicide, seppuka, when honor is lost, is often exploited by a
clever killer. Among the notable authors in this collection are Edogawa Rampo, Taro
Hirai’s pseudonym, a loose transliteration of Edgar Allan Poe; Ryunosuke 
Akutagawa, whose story ‘In a Grove’ inspired Kurosawa’s classic film Rashomon; 
and Shizuko Natsuki, a highly successful contemporary author who often writes 
about the clash between outmoded traditions and modern realities in Japan.

John L. Apostolou’s interest in the Japanese culture dates back to the Korean War 
when, as a young, impressionable G.I., he served in Japan and Korea. He has 
written several articles on Japanese mystery writers for magazines such as The 
Armchair Detective and The Poisoned Pen. Martin H. Greenberg, a professor of 
Political Science at the University of Wisconsin at Green Bay, has edited more than
eighty anthologies of crime and mystery stories.
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Apostolou, John L. and Greenberg, Martin H. (editors). The Best Japanese Science
Fiction Stories. New York. 1989. Dembner. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0942637062. 176 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Antler & Baldwin.
Inventory # 11451. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Most Americans would describe Japanese science fiction
with one word: Godzilla. However, true fans of the genre know that for decades, 
Japan has been turning out some of the most innovative stories ever published. 
Unfortunately, those that make it into English are often difficult to find. THE BEST 
JAPANESE SCIENCE FICTION STORIES, brings together the most outstanding 
short stories of this body of literature. Included here are thirteen stories, by both the 
‘big three’ of Japanese science fiction, Shinichi Hoshi, Ryo Hanmura, and Sako 
Komatsu and by the likes of Kobo Abe and Morio Kita, writers of mainstream fiction
who occasionally delve into sci-fi. This collection includes: The Flood by Kobo Abe,
Cardboard Box by Ryu Hanmura, Tansu by Ryu Hanmura, Bokko-chan by Shinichi
Hoshi, He-y, Come on Ou-t! by Shinichi Hoshi, The Road to the Sea by Takash 
Ishikawa, The Empty Field by Morio Kita, The Savage Mouth by Sakyo Komatsu, 
Take Your Chance by Sakyo Komatsu, Triceratops by Tensei Kono, Fnifmum by 
Taku Mayumura, Standing Woman by Yasutaka Tsutsui, The Legend of the Paper 
Spaceship by Tetsu Yano.

John L. Apostolou’s interest in the Japanese culture dates back to the Korean War 
when, as a young, impressionable G.I., he served in Japan and Korea. He has 
written several articles on Japanese mystery writers for magazines such as The 
Armchair Detective and The Poisoned Pen. Martin H. Greenberg, a professor of 
Political Science at the University of Wisconsin at Green Bay, has edited more than
eighty anthologies of crime and mystery stories.
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Appelfeld, Aharon. Badenheim 1939. Boston. 1980. David Godine. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0879233427. Translated Dalya Bilu. 153 pages. 
hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket illustration by Nancy Lawton. Inventory # 
1041. $200

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It is the spring of 1939. In months Europe will be Hitler’s,
and Baderheim, a resort town vaguely in the orbit of Vienna, is preparing for its 
annual summer season. Soon the vacationers arrive, as they always have, a sample
of Jewish middle-class life. The story unfolds as matter-of-factly as a Chekhov play, 
its characters so deeply held by their defensive trivia that they manage to 
misconstrue every signal of their fate, until these signals take on the lineaments of 
disaster.

Aharon Appelfeld (born Ervin Appelfeld, February 16, 1932 – January 4, 2018) was
an Israeli novelist and Holocaust survivor.
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Appelfeld, Aharon. The Age of Wonders. Boston. 1981. Godine. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0879234024. 273 pages. hardcover. Signed by the
Author. Jacket illustration by Nancy Lawton. Inventory # 1042. $100

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The secure world of a well-established and apparently 
well-assimilated Jewish writer, in an Austrian town before World War II, disintegrates
under the force of political and social realities that daily sanctify the old Austrian anti-
Semitism. We learn what we learn through Bruno, the thirteen-year-old son of the 
family, whose spare and uninflected account discloses the slow onset of disaster. 
His father, a successful Austrian intellectual, refuses the implications of what’s 
happening and embraces the humiliating routines of Jewish self-hatred. To the 
vicious attacks on his writing and character, he adds his own voice until, with nothing
left - not faith, not family, not friends, not dignity - he disappears. Thirty years later, 
the war long over, Bruno, at a low point in a childless marriage, responds to 
ambiguously positive inquiries about his father’s work, and travels from his home in
Jerusalem to the Austrian town of his childhood. What he encounters in that town, 
‘now clean of Jews,’ enables him to face his own profound losses, and, in some 
measure, redeem the sins of his father.

Aharon Appelfeld (born Ervin Appelfeld, February 16, 1932 – January 4, 2018) was
an Israeli novelist and Holocaust survivor.
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Appelfeld, Aharon. The Retreat. New York. 1984. Dutton. 1st American Edition. 
Corners Slightly Bumped,Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 0525242376. 
Translated from the Hebrew by Dalya Bilu. 164 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by
Walter Brooks. Inventory # 1044. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The year is 1937. On a remote hilltop some distance 
from Vienna stands a hotel called The Retreat. Founded by a man who is 
determined to cleanse himself and his guests of all ‘Jewish traits,’ it is a resort of 
assimilation, with daily activities that include lessons in how to look, talk, act - in 
short, how to pass - as a gentile. But with Hitler on the march, the possibilities of 
both assimilation and retreat are quickly fading for the hotel’s patrons, men and 
women who are necessarily - and horrifically - blind to their fate.

Aharon Appelfeld (born Ervin Appelfeld, February 16, 1932 – January 4, 2018) was
an Israeli novelist and Holocaust survivor.
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Aptheker, Herbert. The Colonial Era. New York. 1959. International Publishers. 1st 
Edition. Piece Of Dustjacket Stuck To Outside Back Boards, Otherwise Good in 
Worn & Internally Stained Dustjacket. 158 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 21882. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Within a brief compass, this volume seeks to convey the
essential elements of the formative decades of the American nation. Its focus is 
upon the aims and efforts of the masses of people - men and women, white, Negro
and Indian. The colonial relationship is placed within the context of the world 
structure of the time, and the European heritage is seen in terms of its 
transformation by the realities of life in the New World. Political, economic and 
ideological developments are treated in relation to the basic historical trends, and 
the participation of the people themselves in the making of history is brought 
forward. Fresh insights are offered into such significant events as Bacon’s 
Insurrection in Virginia, Leisler’s Revolt in New York, the trial of John Peter Zenger,
and the heresies of Roger Williams and Anne Hutchins on. In this way, the reader is
brought to a basic social understanding of the witch-hunting in Massachusetts, the 
‘Parson’s Cause’ in Virginia, and the ‘Great Awakening’ throughout the colonies. 
Convinced of validity of the Marxist outlook, the author sees class struggle - within 
the colonies and integral to the colonial relationship with Britain - as the central 
dynamic of the period. The volume, complete and independent in itself, is the first in
A HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN PEOPLE in which the author proposes to re-
examine the entire course of United States development from the viewpoint of 
historical materialism.

Herbert Aptheker was born in New York in 1915, and spent over fifteen years in 
assembling the material for this work. He has written widely on many subjects, but 
has specialized in the history of the Negro people in the United States. Among his 
books are AMERICAN NEGRO SLAVE REVOLTS, ESSAYS IN THE HISTORY OF
THE AMERICAN NEGRO, THE NEGRO PEOPLE IN AMERICA, and TO BE FREE.
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Aptheker, Herbert. The Nature of Democracy Freedom and Revolution. New York. 
1969. International Publishers. 2nd Printing. A Few Pen Marks Inside, Otherwise 
Very Good in Wrappers. 129 pages. paperback. Inventory # 29705. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Explains how the meaning of these basic themes has 
changed throughout history and how these ideas are understood by the opposing 
classes. Revolution as the source of effective human emancipation.

Herbert Aptheker was born in New York in 1915, and spent over fifteen years in 
assembling the material for this work. He has written widely on many subjects, but 
has specialized in the history of the Negro people in the United States. Among his 
books are AMERICAN NEGRO SLAVE REVOLTS, ESSAYS IN THE HISTORY OF
THE AMERICAN NEGRO, THE NEGRO PEOPLE IN AMERICA, and TO BE FREE.
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Apuleius. The Golden Ass. New Haven. 2011. Yale University Press. 1st American
Edition of This Translation. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780300154771. Translated 
from the Latin By Sarah Ruden. 272 pages. hardcover. Jacket photo by 
photogen/Alamy. Digitally altered by Jim Luft. Inventory # 12536. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With accuracy, wit, and intelligence, this remarkable new
translation of The Golden Ass breathes new life into Apuleius's classic work. Sarah
Ruden, a lyric poet as well as a highly respected translator, skillfully duplicates the 
verbal high jinks of Apuleius's ever-popular novel. It tells the story of Lucius, a 
curious and silly young man, who is turned into a donkey when he meddles with 
witchcraft. Doomed to wander from region to region and mistreated by a series of 
deplorable owners, Lucius at last is restored to human form with the help of the 
goddess Isis. The Golden Ass, the first Latin novel to survive in its entirety, is related
to the Second Sophistic, a movement of learned and inventive literature. In a 
translation that is both the most faithful and the most entertaining to date, Ruden 
reveals to modern readers the vivid, farcical ingenuity of Apuleius's style.

Apuleius (also called Lucius Apuleius Madaurensis; c. 124 – c. 170 CE) was a Latin-
language prose writer. He was a Numidian Berber and lived under the Roman 
Empire. He was from Madaurus (now M'Daourouch, Algeria). He studied Platonist 
philosophy in Athens; travelled to Italy, Asia Minor and Egypt; and was an initiate in
several cults or mysteries. The most famous incident in his life was when he was 
accused of using magic to gain the attentions (and fortune) of a wealthy widow. He 
declaimed and then distributed a witty tour de force in his own defense before the 
proconsul and a court of magistrates convened in Sabratha, near ancient Tripoli, 
Libya. This is known as the Apologia. His most famous work is his bawdy 
picaresque novel, the Metamorphoses, otherwise known as The Golden Ass. It is 
the only Latin novel that has survived in its entirety. It relates the ludicrous 
adventures of one Lucius, who experiments with magic and is accidentally turned 
into a donkey. Sarah Ruden is a visiting scholar at Wesleyan University.
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Arasse, Daniel. The Guillotine and the Terror. London. 1989. Allen Lane/Penguin. 
1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0713990082. Translated from the French by 
Christopher Miller. 208 pages. hardcover. The cover shows a detail from ‘A Radical
Reformer’ by George Cruikshank. Inventory # 13350. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘The guillotine is the ultimate expression of Law, and its 
flame is vengeance; it is not neutral, nor does it allow us to remain neutral. He who 
sees it shudders with an inexplicable dismay. All social questions achieve their 
finality around that blade. The scaffold is an image. It is not merely a lifeless 
mechanism of wood, iron and rope. It is as though it were a being having its own 
dark purpose, as though the framework saw, the machine listened, the mechanism 
understood; as though that arrangement of wood and iron and rope expressed a will.
In the hideous picture which its presence evokes it seems to be most terribly a part 
of what it does. It is a kind of monster created by the judge and the craftsman; a 
spectre seeming to live an awful life born of the death it deals.’ - Victor Hugo. This 
book sets out to answer an apparently simple question: Why does the guillotine 
inspire such fear? What makes it so abhorrent? This fascinating essay takes us 
directly into the historical moment when the guillotine asserted its theatrical hold on 
the revolutionary stage: the Jacobin Terror of the 1790s. In addition to the story of 
the guillotine’s progress – from Joseph Ignace Guillotin’s modest proposal for a 
medically efficient, humanitarian execution machine to its democratic consecration in
January 1793 as the instrument for killing a king - The Guillotine and the Terror 
offers a tour de force of the issues that conspired to transform this most rational of 
machines into a production-line of peremptory justice. A mirror of the Revolution and
its contradictions the guillotine can be seen as the begetter of a new philosophy of 
the headless body politic, and its rich iconography as the source for a new kind of 
criminal portraiture. The final invention of the industrious Enlightenment, the 
guillotine was above all a spectacular perversion of the medical art, revealing its true
nature as an art - and industry - of dying.

Daniel Arasse (November 5, 1944, Oran, Algeria - December 14, 2003, Paris, 
France) was Professor of Art History at the University of Paris and Visiting Professor
at Yale University. He was also on the staff of the French Institute in Florence.
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Arden, Harvey and Steve Wall. Travels in a Stone Canoe: The Return To the 
Wisdomkeepers. New York. 1998. Simon & Schuster. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0684800942. 304 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 25964. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this luminous story, two journalists from National 
Geographic on assignment in Indian Country cross an invisible boundary between 
two worlds, two different visions of reality - and find their lives transformed. In a 
stunning and probing narrative - part adventure tale, part reflection and epiphany - 
the authors of Wisdomkeepers embark on a dramatic 'spirit journey' into the living 
wisdom of Native American spiritual elders. When, nearly twenty years ago, a darkly
enigmatic Cherokee herbalist approached Harvey Arden and Steve Wall with the 
proposition that they join him in a study of the lives, wisdom, and spiritual practices 
of Native America's fast-disappearing 'Old Ones,' the veteran writer and 
photographer found themselves thrust, despite their own hard-nosed skepticism, 
onto a mystic 'path of the Wisdomkeepers.' After receiving 'signs' foretold by the 
Cherokee, they set off on a journey of spiritual discovery through another world, 
called Great Turtle Island, where the Old Ones - the Wisdomkeepers of aboriginal 
culture in North America - bestowed upon them piece by surprising piece a set of 
'rules for being human' called 'Original Instructions.' Arden and Wall eventually left 
their Geographic careers and journalism altogether, and in 1990 produced an interim
report on their spirit journey, their now-classic international bestseller 
Wisdomkeepers: Meeting with Native American Spiritual Elders. In that book they 
recalled, 'We went out two journalists after a good story. We came back two 
'runners' from another world, carrying an urgent message from the Wisdomkeepers.
This book is that message.' Now, in Travels in a Stone Canoe, that message is 
further deepened and elaborated as the authors reveal the intensely personal story
behind - and beyond - their journey to the Wisdomkeepers. A final, incandescent 
chapter, 'Original Instructions,' sums up the transforming and highly practical 
wisdom they found. 'Wisdom,' they learned, 'is not something you believe. It's 
something you do.'

Harvey Arden, coauthor with Steve Wall of Wisdomkeepers, has also written 
Dreamkeepers and Noble Red Man. He lives with his wife, Lorraine, in Washington,
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Arenal, Humberto. The Sun Beats Down: A Novella of the Cuban Revolution. New 
York. 1959. Hill & Wang. 1st American Edition. Water-Stain Mark On Back Bottom 
Boards, Otherwise Good in Dustjacket With A Water-Stain On Inside Back Bottom. 
Translated from the Spanish by Joseph M. Bernstein. 96 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 23850. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This fast-paced, compact novel reveals more about the 
Cuban revolution than any number of serious editorials and articles. Based on an 
actual incident, THE SUN BEATS DOWN tells how a group of young revolutionists 
kidnaps a famous Mexican prize fighter from the lobby of Havana’s busiest hotel. 
Frantically the Batista police comb the city. The young wife of one of the group is 
seized and brutally tortured; one of the revolutionists is shot down by the police; 
another escapes after a desperate chase through the back alleys of the city. But, in 
the end, after the prize fight is canceled, the fighter is ‘returned’ unharmed to the 
Mexican Embassy. Here is an exciting, thrill-packed novella that will leave the reader
breathless. The author is a young Cuban, now living in New York. He knows both 
Fidel and Raul Castro, and has been in close touch with the anti-Batista movement 
since its inception.

Humberto Arenal (Havana, January 15, 1926 - Havana, January 26, 2012) was a 
Cuban writer, playwright and theater director. During his career Arenal was the 
director of major cultural institutions on the island, such as the Teatro Nacional, the
Teatro Musical de La Habana, the Conjunto Dramatico of Matanzas and the Teatro
Lirico Nacional de Cuba. The author of El sol a plomo (1959), Los animales 
sagrados (1967) and Quien mato a Ivan Ivanovich? (1995), Arenal won the National
Prize for Literature in 2007. He is still remembered for the great success of his open-
air staging of the play Aire frio, by Virgilio Piñera, in 1962. Humberto Arenal died 
January 26, 2012 in Havana at the age of 85.
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Arenas, Reinaldo. Old Rosa: A Novel in Two Stories. New York. 1989. Grove Press.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0802110924. Translated from the 
Spanish by Ann Tashi Slater & Andrew Hurley. 106 pages. hardcover. Cover: 
Bascove. Author photograph by Lizaro C. Carriles. Inventory # 13022. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The two stories of this terrifying and beautiful novel 
converge on a single charged point in the lives of a Cuban mother and son. We first
meet Old Rosa in the blazing ruins of her farmhouse, weeping tears that seem to 
have no beginning or end. As the fire spreads, her life passes before her, and we 
see her as a young woman, shy but firm in her chastity, then as a bride, mother, and
mistress of her prosperous farm. Tall, proud, shrewd, she is always in control-of her
husband, her children, her workers, her land, even her God. But when her oldest 
son runs off to join Fidel Castro’s rebels, her world begins to crumble, and when she
finds her youngest son, Arturo, her favorite, her ‘brightest star,’ in bed with another 
boy, her despair burns more fiercely than the encroaching flames that drive this 
powerful story from present to past and back again. The second story, ‘The Brightest
Star,’ finds this son imprisoned in one of Castro’s camps for homosexuals, where his
life is unrelieved, mind-numbing labor and brutality. To survive, Arturo writes, on 
anything he can find, on paper bags and torn-off scraps of political posters and in 
the margins of stolen official documents. He writes to open a window of freedom, to
preserve a dream of beauty and love, with such passion and soaring poetry that we
can see the magnificent castles, the lush hanging gardens, the crystal palaces of his
imagination - which always revolve, and dissolve, around the image of Old Rosa, 
their fateful confrontation, the house in flames, the charred body of his mother, the 
one who loved him enough to kill him.

Reinaldo Arenas (July 16, 1943 - December 7, 1990) was a Cuban poet, novelist, 
and playwright who despite his early sympathy for the 1959 revolution, grew critical
of and then rebelled against the Cuban government.
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Arenas, Reinaldo. The Assault. New York. 1994. Viking Press. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket.Remainder Marking On Bottom Edge. 0670840661. 
Translated from the Spanish by Andrew Hurley. 146 pages. hardcover. JACKET 
DESIGN BY ROBIN LOCKE MONDA. JACKET ILLUSTRATION BY BARBARA E. 
COHEN. Inventory # 28365. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The author of the brilliant and highly acclaimed memoir,
BEFORE NIGHT FALLS, Reinaldo Arenas concluded his sequence of five novels - 
at once a ‘secret history of Cuba’ and a writer’s autobiography - with an allegorical 
satire. In The Assault, he paints a harrowing, yet at times boldly entertaining, 
Kafkaesque picture of a dehumanized people and the despair of an 
observer/narrator himself clinging to sanity. This profane narrative, filled with 
righteous rage, takes us on a surreal journey through a blackly humorous 
shadowland where philosophical discussion, homosexuality, and forgetting the 
words to heroic anthems are comparable crimes-and a cockroach hunt makes a 
national holiday. With echoes of Rabelais, Swift, Orwell, and the films of Luis 
Buñuel, The Assault crowns the work of one of the most visionary writers to have 
emerged from Castro’s Cuba, a writer whom Octavio Paz called ‘remarkable. as 
much for his intellectual dignity as for his talent.’

Reinaldo Arenas (July 16, 1943 - December 7, 1990) was a Cuban poet, novelist, 
and playwright who despite his early sympathy for the 1959 revolution, grew critical
of and then rebelled against the Cuban government. ANDREW HURLEY is 
Professor of English at the University of Puerto Rico in San Juan. He has translated
Reinaldo Arenas’s ‘Pentagonia’ novels and other writings by Arenas, as well as 
works by Jorge Lois Borges, Heberto Padilla, Gustavo Sainz, Ernesto Sabato, 
Fernando Arrabal, and the Puerto Rican writer Ana Lydia Vega.
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Arenas, Reinaldo. The Doorman. New York. 1991. Grove Weidenfeld. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0802111092. Translated from the Spanish by 
Dolores M. Koch. 193 pages. hardcover. Cover: Bascove. Inventory # 6596. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Reinaido Arenas is the most widely read, most highly 
acclaimed writer of Cuba’s post-revolutionary generation. For his earlier works, such
as SINGING FROM THE WELL (which he wrote when he was twenty-three) and Old
Rosa, Arenas was praised as a prodigious, explosive talent. THE DOORMAN, his 
first work set in the United States, breaks new ground with the extraordinary and 
tragic story of Juan, a young Cuban refugee who becomes a doorman at a luxury 
apartment building in Manhattan. In his impeccable uniform, Juan opens the door fix
a variety of characters, among them the Supreme Pastor of the Church of Love of 
Christ Through Friendly and Constant Contact; a young woman hell-bent on suicide
(with whom Juan is secretly in love); an advocate of the totally prosthetic body; a 
pair of nearly identical gay lovers both named Oscar Times (but known as Oscar 
Times One and Oscar Times Evo); and a host of others whom Juan zealously 
endeavors to show ‘the true door to happiness?’ He fails miserably, but his own life 
takes a sudden turn when the tenants’ pets-including a bear, a rattlesnake, an 
orangutan, golden fish, cats, dogs, and so on - begin to talk to him. Not only do the 
animals talk to Juan, but they are in fact determined to recruit him to their cause: a 
revolt against humans and human society, and a mass flight to liberty. Fantastic, 
satirical, dizzyingly inventive, THE DOORMAN is a bittersweet parable about 
freedom and community, told with a profound sense of humanity.

Reinaldo Arenas (July 16, 1943 - December 7, 1990) was a Cuban poet, novelist, 
and playwright who despite his early sympathy for the 1959 revolution, grew critical
of and then rebelled against the Cuban government.
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Arenas, Reinaldo. The Palace of the White Skunks. New York. 1991. Viking Press. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. Remainder Mark. 
0670815101. Translated from the Spanish by Andrew Hurley. 356 pages. hardcover.
Jacket illustration by Marguerita Bornstein. Inventory # 9461. $16

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE PALACE OF THE WHITE SKUNKS, the second 
volume of a quintet, tells the story of Fortunato, a young man who escapes the 
constant cruelties and cacophony of his grandparents’ home to join the rebel forces
against the Batista regime. The story is narrated through a chorus of voices-of both 
the living and the dead-and through dialogue, monologue, advertisements, 
newspaper articles, and propaganda proclamations. It is a brilliant and disturbing 
portrait of Cuba as Castro prepared to take power and establish a new dictatorship,
a period of Cuba’s history that Arenas eloquently describes in FAREWELL TO THE
SEA, the third novel in the quintet.

Reinaldo Arenas (July 16, 1943 - December 7, 1990) was a Cuban poet, novelist, 
and playwright who despite his early sympathy for the 1959 revolution, grew critical
of and then rebelled against the Cuban government. ANDREW HURLEY is a 
professor of English at the University of Puerto Rico in San Juan. He has translated
Singing from the Well and Farewell to the Sea and other writings by Reinaldo 
Arenas, as well as works by Jorge Luis Borges, Heberto Padilla, Gustavo Sainz, 
Ernesto Sábato, and Fernando Arrabal.
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Argent, Kerry. Animal Capers. New York. 1990. Dial Press. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0803707185. Illustrated by Kerry Argent. hardcover. Cover
by Kerry Argent. Inventory # 13631. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Each letter of the alphabet is represented by an animal, 
from the anteater and bear to the yak and zebra.

Kerry Argent (born 1960) is an Australian Illustrator of children's books. Argent was
born in Angaston in South Australia. She came to notice when she was part of the 
new wave of children's books published when Bob Hawke was the Prime Minister. 
As part of her graduate course she illustrated a counting book written by her partner,
artist and author Rod Trinca, called One Woolly Wombat. This book inspired a 
revival of Australian children's picture book literature and provided the financial 
foundation via which Omnibus Books financed the publishing its second book: 
Possum Magic by Mem Fox. One Woolly Wombat has been the recipient of both 
international and national awards and was selected as the "Best Children's Book" in
1985, when it won a Whitley Award by the Royal Zoological Society of New South 
Wales. It is now considered a modern-day classic of Australian children's literature. 
It continues to sell, 35 years after its first release. Argent has illustrated several 
books by Australian children's writers Mem Fox, Thelma Catterwell and Margaret 
Wild. Her illustrations for Sofie Laguna's Too Loud Lily gained the Children's Book 
Council of Australia's Book of the Year award for early childhood in 2003.
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Arguedas, Jose Maria (Compiler). The Singing Mountaineers: Songs and Tales of 
the Quechua People. Austin. 1957. University Of Texas Press. 1st American Edition.
Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front,Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket That Is
Water-Stained On The Inside. Book Shows No Signs Of Water Damage. Drawings 
by Donald Weismann. Edited & Introduced by Ruth Stephan. 204 pages. hardcover.
Inventory # 13059. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - These are songs and tales of the Quechua people, the 
‘singing mountaineers’ of Peru, the heirs of the Incas, for the first time made 
available to the English-speaking world in a book of genuine beauty and charm. 
Unique and unusual richness is the folklore of the Quechua people, but its treasures
have long been hidden from the outside world, principally because Quechua is an 
unwritten language. Only in our own time has the barrier begun to be broken. One of
the most important leaders in the movement to collect and record the folk heritage of
the Quechua people is Jose Maria Arguedas, head of the Institute de Estudios 
Etnologicos del Museo Nacional de Historia, in Lima. It was a fortunate 
circumstance indeed which brought him several years ago into touch with the 
American novelist and poet, Ruth Stephan. Entranced by the beauty of the Andes, 
the nature of the Indians, and the haunting purity of the songs Arguedas had 
gathered, she resolved to present in English a collection of Quechua folk songs and
tales. The result is the present volume. Presented herein are thirty songs, collected
by Jose Maria Arguedas, translated from Quechua into Spanish by him, and given 
their final beautiful English form by Ruth Stephan. Here also are her English 
translations of two essays by Arguedas (one dealing with the Indians and their 
Andean fiestas and the other with their songs and tales) and of eleven ‘Threshing 
Songs,’ collected and translated into Spanish from Huanca, a Quechua dialect, by 
Maria Lourdes Valladares, a teacher of Angasmayo.

José María Arguedas Altamirano (18 January 1911 – 28 November 1969) was a 
Peruvian novelist, poet, and anthropologist.
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Arguedas, Jose Maria. Deep Rivers. Austin. 1992. University Of Texas Press. 5th 
Paperback Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 0292715331. Translated from the 
Spanish by Frances Horning Barraclough. Introduction by John V. Murra. Afterword
by Mario Vargas Llosa. 248 pages. paperback. Inventory # 37902. $16

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This powerful, poetic novel, set in the Peruvian Andes, 
has long resisted translation; its publication in English is truly a literary event. José
Maria Arguedas draws upon his own Peruvian boyhood in portraying ‘the sad and 
powerful current that buffets children who must face, all alone, a world fraught with
monsters and fire and great rivers. .’ Ernesto, the narrator of DEEP RIVERS, is a 
child with origins in two worlds. The son of a wandering country lawyer, he is 
brought up by Indian servants until he enters a Catholic boarding school at age 14. 
In this urban Spanish environment he is a misfit and a loner. The conflict of the 
Indian and the Spanish cultures is acted out within him as it was in the life of 
Arguedas. For the author, the final resolution was his suicide in 1969. For the boy 
Ernesto, salvation is his world of dreams and memories.While Arguedas’ poetry was
published in Quechua, he invented a language for his novels in which he used 
native syntax with Spanish vocabulary. This makes translation into other languages
extremely difficult, and Frances Horning Barraclough has done a masterful job, 
winning the 1978 Translation Center Award from Columbia University for her efforts.

José Maria Arguedas (18 January 1911 – 28 November 1969) was an ethnologist, a
poet, a folk musicologist, and the major Indianist novelist of our time. He was born in
1911 in Andahuaylas in rural Peru and, like Ernesto, was raised by Indian servants
whom he deeply loved. He earned his doctorate in anthropology at the University of
San Marcos in Lima, where he was head of the Anthropology Department at the 
time of his death.
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Arguedas, Jose Maria. Yawar Fiesta. Austin. 1985. University Of Texas Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With A Few Small Pieces
Missing & That Has Some Very Slight Water-Staining Along The Top & Bottom 
Inside Edge. 0292796013. Translated from the Spanish by Frances Horning 
Barraclough. Texas Pan American Series. 200 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 14106.
$50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Named Jose Maria Arguedas’ best novel by fellow writer
Mario Vargas Llosa, YAWAR FIESTA dramatically portrays the clash of cultures in 
the small highland town of Puquio, Peru, where Arguedas himself lived in early 
childhood and adolescence. The incidents described in YAWAR FIESTA take place 
in the 1930s, soon after Peru’s national government issued an edict forbidding the 
traditional Indian-style bullfight, in which crowds of Indians, armed with only poncl~ 
and sticks of dynamite, enter a makeshift bullring to fight a wild bull. In one way or 
another most of the landowners and other town aristocrats, the members of Puquio’s
four Indian communities, the citizens of mixed blood, and even some of the 
townspeople who have emigrated to the city wish openly or secretly to perpetuate 
the traditional contest, but their basic agreement does not preclude conflict. That 
conflict illustrates with unusual clarity the social, cultural, and racial characteristics of
the various classes and groups in Puquio. Far from being fictionalized sociology, 
however, the novel glows with luminous descriptions of its ruggedly majestic 
highland setting and vivid portraits of the peoples who inhabit it. This first English-
language translation of Yawar Fiesta is published with Puquio: A Culture in Process
of Change, Arguedas’ essay describing the Indian communities of Puquio as they 
existed some eighteen years after the time of his novel. Readers of this essay and 
the fictional work may therefore perceive the same society from Arguedas’ 
viewpoints as anthropologist and as creative artist. The essay also reflects its 
author’s musicological interests and expertise, as it includes the lyrics and some of 
the music from Indian religious chants and a secular love theme.

José Maria Arguedas (18 January 1911 – 28 November 1969) was an ethnologist, a
poet, a folk musicologist, and the major Indianist novelist of our time. He was born in
1911 in Andahuaylas in rural Peru and, like Ernesto, was raised by Indian servants
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Argueta, Manlio. One Day of Life. New York. 1983. Aventura. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Wrappers. 0394722167. Paperback Original. Translated from the 
Spanish by Bill Brow. 215 pages. paperback. Cover design by Keith 
Sheridan/illustration by Daniel Maffia. Inventory # 1056. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Transposed to Chalate, a small town in rural El Salvador,
you are intrigued from 530 AM, when you meet Lupe-the grandmother of the 
Guardado family and chief narrator of One Day of Life-who is up and about doing 
her chores, until 5: 00 PM., when you arrive at the disturbing resolution of the Civil 
Guard’s search for and interrogation of Lupe’s adolescent granddaughter, Adolfina.
Told almost entirely from the point of view of the resilient women of the family, this 
novel is not only an affecting and inspiring evocation of the nitty-gritty of peasant life
in El Salvador after fifty years of military rule. It is also a mercilessly accurate 
dramatization of the relationship of the peasants to both the Catholic Church and the
State. In view of the deeply disturbing rise of political violence in El Salvador, and 
the highly controversial increase of U.S. involvement in that country’s civil war, ONE
DAY OF LIFE is as timely a novel as there could ever be. Awesome for the 
authenticity of its vernacular style and for the incandescence of its lyricism, this 
compact tour de force goes beyond geopolitical rant to describe one day in the life of
a typical peasant family caught up in the all-too-ordinary tenor and corruption, the 
sheer bad news, of El Salvador today. In ONE DAY OF LIFE-written by a 
Salvadoran who was forced into exile by his government as a result of this book, 
which has already been published in Italy, Germany and the Netherlands-the 
collective voice of the people of El Salvador, terrifying and irrepressible, sings about
hope for social justice in the future.

Manlio Argueta (November 24, 1935-) is a Salvadoran writer, critic, and novelist 
born in 1935. Although he considers himself first and foremost a poet, he is known in
the English speaking world for his book One Day of Life.
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Aridjis, Homero. 1492: The Life & Times of Juan Cabezon of Castile. New York. 
1991. Summit Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0671644998.
Translated from the Spanish by Betty Ferber. 285 pages. hardcover. Jacket design 
by Julie Metz. Jacket painting: Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale, ins. habr. 1388, folio 14
recto (detail). Author photograph by Tom Victor. Inventory # 23916. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Part picaresque novel, part moving romance, part 
historical document, this extraordinary reconstruction of fifteenth-century Spain, by 
one of Mexico’s leading literary figures, has been acclaimed throughout Europe and
Latin America. This was the century that changed the face of Spain, and of the world
- the century of the wars with the Moors, which led to the end of Moorish Spain; the
voyages of discovery, which culminated in Columbus’s enterprise; and, perhaps 
above all, the century of the Inquisition, which financed both the wars and the 
voyages by seizing the fortunes of condemned Jews, and which led inexorably to 
the Expulsion. Here these events are seen through the eyes of one Juan Cabezon,
a descendant of converted Jews, who is orphaned at an early age by a series of 
bizarre accidents and taken in hand by Pero Menique, a clever blind man, who uses
him as a guide through the rich street life of Castile It is Menique who brings him 
beautiful young Isabel de la Vega, sentenced to death by the Inquisition, and begs 
him to hide her in his house. Juan and Isabel fall in love, but as time passes, Isabel 
is driven close to madness by her forced seclusion in Juan’s house and her constant
fear of death. One day she vanishes, and Juan sets off on a desperate search for 
her which takes him across Spain, into the heart of the Jewish communities, and 
constantly into the path of the Inquisition’s autos-da-fë - a journey that stamps itself 
indelibly on the reader’s mind.

Homero Aridjis (born April 6, 1940) is a Mexican poet, novelist, environmental 
activist, journalist and diplomat known for his independence.
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Aridjis, Homero. The Lord of the Last Days: Visions of the Year 1000. New York. 
1995. Morrow. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0688143423. 
Translated from the Spanish by Betty Ferber. 259 pages. hardcover. Jacket design 
and illustration by Bradford Foltz. Inventory # 21653. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - As the world hovers perilously on the brink of a new 
millennium, Spanish monk Alfonso de Leon takes a bloody comet as a sign of the 
coming of the Antichrist and a portent of the end of time. Miracles and monstrous 
infants abound. Soon Moorish and Christian armies will clash in an apocalyptic 
battle for control of Spain. The war of two civilizations is embodied in a poignant duel
to the death between twin brothers born to a concubine in a harem at Cordoba: 
Alfonso, scribe and illuminator of the Book of Revaltion, and Abd Allah, the Black 
Rider, ruthless captain of al-Mansur’s troops. Face-to-face after years of separation,
each strives to free himself from the other’s uncanny hold. Two women, Jimena and
Almarada, share the brothers’ destinies. Meanwhile, another contest is under way, 
as the burgeoning Spanish language struggles to emerge from its Latin roots. Using
his lyrical and narrative powers and a keen eye for doomsday terrors and 
superstitions, Aridjis conjures up a panoply of compelling characters - the false 
messiah Isidoro the First, who does a brisk trade in spurious relics; wandering 
minstrels Sancho Saborejo and Oro Maria; the hermaphrodite Dona Miguel; saintly 
virgins, wistful eunuchs, hermits, monks and nuns - while contrasting the military 
might and sensuous splendor of the Cordoban caliphate with the austerity and 
religious fervor of the Christian kingdoms to the north. This vivid fresco of a turning 
point in history blends imagination, historical accuracy, and an extraordinary wealth
of detail into a spellbinding revelation of a time both unlike and like our own.

Homero Aridjis (born April 6, 1940) is a Mexican poet, novelist, environmental 
activist, journalist and diplomat known for his independence.
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Aristotle. Politics & Poetics. New York. 1964. Heritage Press. Reprinted Edition. 
Very Good in Hardcover. Translated from the Ancient Greek by Benjamin Jowett 
and S. H. Butcher. With an introduction by Horace M. Kallen. Illustrated by Leonard
Baskin. 331 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37547. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - POLITICS - ‘How can men best live together?’ Twenty-
three centuries after its compilation, the Politics still has much to contribute to this 
central question of political science. Aristotle’s thorough and carefully argued 
analysis is based on a study of over 150 city constitutions, covering a huge range of
political issues in order to establish which types of constitution are best — both 
ideally and in particular circumstances — and how they may be maintained. Like his
predecessor Plato, Aristotle believed that the ideal constitution should be good in 
itself and in accordance with nature, and that it is needed by man — ‘a political 
animal’ - to fulfill his potential. His opinions form an essential background to the 
thinking of philosophers such as Thomas Aquinas, Machiavelli, Jean Bodin and 
Richard Hooker, and both his premises and his arguments raise questions that are 
as relevant to modern society as they were to the ancient world. POETICS - 
Aristotle’s Poetics is one of the most powerful, perceptive and influential works of 
criticism in Western literary history. A penetrating, near-contemporary account of 
Greek tragedy, it demonstrates how the elements of plot, character and spectacle 
combine to produce ‘pity, and fear’ - and why we derive pleasure from this 
apparently painful process. It introduces the crucial concepts of mimesis (‘imitation’),
hamartia (‘error’) and katharsis, which have informed serious thinking about drama 
ever since. It examines the mythological heroes, idealized yet true to life, whom 
Aeschylus, Sophocles and Euripides brought on to the stage. And it explains how 
the most effective plays rely on complication and resolution, recognitions and 
reversals. Essential reading for all students of Greek literature and of the many 
Renaissance and post-Renaissance writers who consciously adopted Aristotle as a
model, the Poetics is equally stimulating for anyone interested in theatre today.

Aristotle (384–322 BCE) was a Greek philosopher and polymath during the Classical
period in Ancient Greece. Taught by Plato, he was the founder of the Lyceum, the 
Peripatetic school of philosophy, and the Aristotelian tradition.
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Aristotle. The Politics. New York. 1981. Penguin Books. Reprinted Penguin classic 
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0140444211. Revised & Re-Presented
by Trevor J. Saunders. Translated from the Greek by J. A. Sinclair. paperback. 
Inventory # 28898. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘How can men best live together?’ Twenty-three 
centuries after its compilation, the Politics still has much to contribute to this central
question of political science. Aristotle’s thorough and carefully argued analysis is 
based on a study of over 150 city constitutions, covering a huge range of political 
issues in order to establish which types of constitution are best — both ideally and in
particular circumstances — and how they may be maintained. Like his predecessor
Plato, Aristotle believed that the ideal constitution should be good in itself and in 
accordance with nature, and that it is needed by man — ‘a political animal’ - to fulfill
his potential. His opinions form an essential background to the thinking of 
philosophers such as Thomas Aquinas, Machiavelli, Jean Bodin and Richard 
Hooker, and both his premises and his arguments raise questions that are as 
relevant to modern society as they were to the ancient world.

Aristotle (384–322 BCE) was a Greek philosopher and polymath during the Classical
period in Ancient Greece. Taught by Plato, he was the founder of the Lyceum, the 
Peripatetic school of philosophy, and the Aristotelian tradition.
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Arjouni, Jakob. Happy Birthday,Turk!: A Kayankaya Mystery. New York. 1993. 
Fromm International. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0880641487. 
Translated from the German by Anselm Hollo. 154 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Linda Kosarin. Inventory # 23940. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A Turkish worker is stabbed to death in Frankfurt’s red-
light district—certainly no reason for the police to work overtime, Kemal Kayankaya,
however, has a different attitude. A 26-year-old of Turkish birth but German 
upbringing, he doesn’t speak Turkish but looks it, has a German passport and first-
hand experience of resentment against foreigners. He is also a private investigator,
hired to find the killer and the motive for the crime. Like his literary forefathers Philip
Marlowe and Sam Spade, he is a loner, but as a Turk, not because he has an 
option. Yet he is not unarmed; with an irreverent and hilarious sense of humor 
Kayankaya goes about his search, all the while drinking too much, encountering 
obnoxious policemen and easy women, After twists and turns he finally runs into a 
drug ring built on the exploitation of Turkish immigrants. The influence of Raymond
Chandler and Dashiell Hammett on Jakob Arjouni is impossible to miss; the plot 
moves quickly, the action thrills, the characters are unforgettable, and the milieu is 
painted so realistically that it immediately comes to life for the reader. Jakob Arjouni
was born in Frankfurt, West Germany, in 1964. After having spent several years in 
France, he recently moved to Berlin. He is the author of novels, plays, and radio 
plays. With the publication of HAPPY BIRTHDAY, TURK! Arjouni was immediately 
recognized as Germany’s outstanding mystery writer, Already translated into eight 
languages, this is the first volume of the best-selling Kayankaya series to be 
published by Fromm international.

Jakob Arjouni (born 8 October 1964 in Frankfurt am Main) is a German author. He 
received the 1992 German Crime Fiction Prize for One Man, One Murder. Jakob 
Arjouni ended his university studies and published his first novel Happy Birthday, 
Türke! at the age of 22. Later he wrote his first play Die Garagen. He became 
famous after publishing his criminal novel Kayankaya, which was then translated 
into 10 different languages.
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Arlen, Michael J. An American Verdict. Garden City. 1973. Doubleday. 1st Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket That Is Slightly Faded Along The Spine. 0385036779. Story
Of The December Chicago Police Raid On The Black Panthers And The 
Subsequent Trial. 196 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 23215. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A book about the December, 1969 FBI/Hanrahan raid 
against, and subsequent deaths of, Black Panther Party leaders Mark Clark and 
Fred Hampton. ‘Was it a matter of murder? Or was it instead a result of standard law
enforcement procedures against dangerous radicals? In December, 1969, two 
members of the Black Panther Party were killed in Chicago, and several others 
wounded, by gunfire from a raiding party of police dispatched by the Cook County 
State's Attorney. The police said they had fired only in self-defense. The surviving 
Panthers said the two men had been murdered. AN AMERICAN VERDICT is about 
the trial that eventually took place - of the Cook County State's Attorney and twelve
policemen for ‘obstructing justice.’ It is about the original even - the police raid that 
took place on that now distant moment in the late 1960's. It is about Chicago - May
Daley's Chicago - 'a particular American city at a particular moment in time.' It is 
about the strange passions and self-deceptions of ordinary men and the way so 
many of us remain invisible to one another; and about the passage of time.’

Michael John Arlen (born December 9, 1930, London, England) is an American 
writer, primarily of non-fiction and personal history, as well as longtime staff writer 
and television critic for The New Yorker.
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Arlott, Norman. Birds of Europe, Russia, China, & Japan: Passerines: Tyrant 
Flycatchers to Buntings. Princeton. 2007. Princeton University Press. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780691133720. Illustrated by Norman Arlott. 80 
color plates. 706 maps. 240 pages. paperback. Inventory # 36296. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is the first of two field guides illustrating and 
describing all of the approximately 1,800 bird species found in the Palearctic—the 
huge region that includes Europe, Asia north of the Himalayas, and Africa north of 
the Sahara. This area spans the countries of the former Soviet Union, all of the 
Russian Arctic, China, Mongolia, North Korea, South Korea, Japan, and the Middle
East excluding the Gulf countries. This first volume covers all the passerines 
(perching birds, from tyrant flycatchers to buntings) or songbirds and will soon be 
followed by a companion guide to the nonpasserines (divers to woodpeckers). 
These volumes are the first and only field guides for many parts of the area covered,
and mark the first time all of these birds have been included in a single pair of 
books. This first volume covers every passerine species and subspecies in the area,
in every adult plumage—all illustrated and described by Norman Arlott, a leading 
bird artist who has many years of field experience with these species. FEATURES -
Color plates of all field-identifiable species, including subspecies and color morphs;
Succinct facing-page text concentrates on key field-identification features, including
voice; Detailed distribution map for each species; Well-researched and accessible;
Handy format-the ideal field guide; Essential for anyone interested in Eurasian birds.
Norman Arlott, one of the world’s leading bird artists, has illustrated close to 100 
books, and his artwork regularly appears in magazines. He has led ornithology tours
in East Africa, and has designed special bird stamp issues for many countries, 
including Jamaica, the Bahamas, Gambia, and Malawi.

Norman Arlott, one of the world's leading bird artists, has illustrated close to 100 
books, and his artwork regularly appears in magazines. He has led ornithology tours
in East Africa, and has designed special bird stamp issues for many countries, 
including Jamaica, the Bahamas, Gambia, and Malawi.
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Armstrong, David Michael. Missives from the Green Campaign. Richmond. 2017. 
Omnidawn. Advance Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430441.
The Omnidawn Fabulist Fiction Chapbook Prize. 64 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
43342. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Selected by Brian Evenson as winner of the Omnidawn 
Fabulist Fiction Prize. In a future short on fossil fuels and flora, the military compels 
its soldiers to carry houseplants wherever they go. To allow a plant to die is treason.
Hershel Boyd is by all accounts a poor soldier, a frail, overeducated believer in the 
fading freedoms of a dying country. The narrator, a fellow recruit, makes it his 
mission to protect Hershel against all dangers. From the hazings of basic training to
a botched invasion of the rainforests of South America, the two men must fight for a
future where hope, not savagery, still springs eternal in the human breast.

David Armstrong is the author of the story collections Going Anywhere and 
Reiterations (forthcoming in 2017). He is a professor of creative writing at the 
University of the Incarnate Word in San Antonio, Texas.
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Arno, Andrew. Alarming Reports: Communicating Conflict in the Daily News. New 
York. 2012. Berghahn Books. 1st Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9780857451569. Volume 1 - Anthropology of Media. 208 pages. paperback. 
Inventory #  44469. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - News stories provide an essential confirmation of our 
ideas about who we are, what we have to fear, and what to do about it: a 
marketplace of ideas, shopped by rational citizen decision makers but also a shared
resource for grounding our contested narratives of identity in objective reality. News
as a fundamental social process comes into being not when an event takes place or
when a report of the event is created but when that report becomes news to 
someone. As it moves off the page into the community, news discovers - through its
interpretations - its reality in the lives of the consumers. This book explores the path
of news as it moves through the tangled labyrinth of social identities and asserted 
interests that lie beyond the page or screen. The language and communication-
oriented study of news promises a salient area of investigation, pointing the way to 
an expansion, if not a redefinition of basic anthropological ideas and practices of 
ethnography, participant observation, and “the field” in the future of anthropological 
research.

Andrew Arno’s degrees included a JD from The University of Texas at Austin and a
PhD in Anthropology from Harvard University. Currently, he was a Professor and 
Graduate Chair in the Department of Anthropology at the University of Hawai‘i. His 
research and publications focussed on communication about conflict. His 
publications include The World of Talk on a Fijian Island: An Ethnography of Law 
and Communicative Causation (Ablex, 1993) and The News Media in National and 
International Conflict, edited with Wimal Dissanayake (Westview, 1984).
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Arnold, Elliott. Walk With the Devil. New York. 1951. Pocket Books. 1st Pocket 
Books Paperback Printing. Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 213 pages. paperback.
839. Front cover illustration by Ray Pease. Inventory # 41525. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - They took their love before war could cheat them. Love is
the only real thing I can give you! Guy Bertini and Ellen Beach had only a little time 
for love. As WAC secretary to General Culpeper, Ellen knew that Guy was being 
sent on the most crucial intelligence job of the Italian campaign. She knew that Guy
had to make his way behind the enemy lines. And she was terrified by what was 
waiting for him there. For Guy had to convince a certain Bartolomeo that a small 
bridge should not be destroyed. Bartolomeo was an ex-gangster, deported from 
America. Now he was the most powerful man in the Italian countryside. In his hands
lay the lives of thousands of GI’s. Bartolomeo hated America. And he was the 
brother of Guy Bertini!

Elliott Arnold (September 13, 1912 – May 13, 1980) was an American newspaper 
feature writer, novelist, and screenwriter. He was born in Brooklyn, New York and 
became a feature writer with the New York World-Telegram. Among his books, 
Elliott Arnold is probably best known for his novel Blood Brother that was adapted as
the acclaimed 1950 motion picture Broken Arrow and a 1956 TV series of the same
name. His 1949 biography of Sigmund Romberg was made into the 1954 musical 
film, Deep in My Heart. Elliott Arnold died in New York City in 1980 at the age of 
sixty-seven.He was married to actress Glynis Johns.
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Arnott, Jake. The Long Firm. New York. 1999. Soho Press. 1st American Paperback
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 1569472327. 343 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
31059. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A long firm is a particular type of scam perpetrated by 
British gangs on unsuspecting innocents. Harry Starks is a kind of fraud, too. He 
likes to think of himself as an impresario in roaring-60s London, a club owner. 
Certainly, he is a romantic but, in truth, he is a gangster, a rival of the infamous 
Krays and every bit as ruthless (and gay). 'He has an expensive flat in Chelsea full 
of scrapbooks showing him with Sonny Liston, Johnny Ray, Ruby Ryder, and other 
celebrities who appear at his club. Even Judy Garland. He likes to hobnob with 
fighters and performers and, recently, a member of parliament whose allegiance he
has cultivated. Harry collects them, as if proximity will give him legitimacy. 'Harry 
Starks is a force, a contradiction. Harry is ingenuous and evil. He is menacing and 
ruthless, yet compelling, a romatic who insists on honor, insists on loyalty, on his cut
of the cosmic pie. His generosity is as renowned as his barbarity, and he is very 
generous.

Jake Arnott (born March 11, 1961, Buckinghamshire, United Kingdom) has been all 
the mandatory things required to qualify for authorship. He has been a laborer, 
mortuary technician, theatrical agent's assistant, artist's model, actor, sign language
interpreter, and brain surgeon. He is the author of the British bestsellers He Kills 
Coppers and The Long Firm, both available from Soho Press. He lives in London, 
England.keywords

Literature Mystery 
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Arsenijevic, Vladimir. In the Hold. New York. 1996. Knopf. Uncorrected Proof. Very
Good in Wrappers. 0679446575. Translated from the Serbo-Croatian by Celia 
Hawkesworth. 127 pages. paperback. Inventory # 22884. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It is the autumn of 1991, the beginning of war in the 
former Yugoslavia. As a mass exodus empties Belgrade of those trying to evade the
conflict just beyond the border, a young couple await the birth of their first child. This
is the story of their family and those close to it - people desperately trying to carry on
with their modern lives in a world increasingly ruled by primitive passions. The 
expectant father - ironic and bemused, anxiously enervated but determined to keep
peace at home - is scarcely a fair match for his fiery wife, Angela, particularly in her 
third trimester. Once an enterprising black market capitalist, she has put business 
aside for motherhood, 'to become what she had in fact always wanted to be - a 
housewife.' But when her younger brother, a maddeningly enlightened though 
awkward Hare Krishna, unexpectedly answers the draft call - succumbing to the 
seductions of an even more incomprehensible dogma - the delicate fabric of their 
comforting routine begins to unravel. Against the 'Tehranesque panoramas. of the 
deceived capital,' everyday life soon takes the turbulent form of a soap opera - but 
one without the reassuring promise of conventional resolutions. Arsenijevic's novel is
a brutal story, by turns nightmarish and comical. Like Milan Kundera's The 
Unbearable Lightness of Being, it gives us a generation caught in circumstances not
of their making, but refusing nevertheless to share the visions of their country's 
rulers. It is also a haunting tale of family life in surreal disarray.

Vladimir Arsenijević (b. 1965 in Pula, SR Croatia, SFR Yugoslavia) is a Serbian 
novelist, columnist, translator, editor, musician, and publisher. He lives and works in
Belgrade.
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Arvin, Reed. Blood of Angels. New York. 2005. Harpercollins. Uncorrected Galley. 
Very Good in Wrappers. 0060596341. 355 pages. paperback. Inventory # 36852. 
$7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Thomas Dennehy, senior prosecutor in Davidson 
County, Tennessee, doesn’t recognize Nashville anymore: a decade of relentless 
immigration means cops are learning Spanish, and the DA’s office is looking for 
Vietnamese translators. Thomas’s latest case is prosecuting Moses Bol, a 
Sudanese refugee who faces the death penalty for killing a white woman in the 
Nations, a notorious, racially charged part of town. Bol’s conviction seems certain, 
until a university professor claims Thomas sent the wrong man to the death chamber
in a previous case. The DA’s office is rocked to its core, but within days another 
blow falls: a beautiful and brilliant anti-death penalty activist mysteriously surfaces 
as Bol’s alibi, claiming she was with him at the time of the crime. Bol’s case 
becomes a lightning rod as protesters on all sides converge on Nashville and 
tensions threaten to explode. Will Dennehy be able to piece things together before 
everything he believes about the law, and about justice, are torn apart?

Reed Arvin grew up on a cattle ranch in rural Kansas. After a successful career as a
music producer in Nashville, Arvin began writing full-time. He lives in Nashville, 
Tennessee.
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Asch, Frank and Vagin, Vladimir. Dear Brother. New York. 1992. Scholastic. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0590431072. Illustrated by Frank Asch & Vladimir
Vagin. unpaginated. hardcover. Inventory # 15894. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - While poking about in the attic, Marvin and Joey discover
old letters written by their great-great uncles, Henry and Timothy, whose 
correspondence with each other reveals to the youngsters the truths about being 
different and being brothers.

Frank Asch (born August 6, 1946 in Somerville, New Jersey) is an American 
children's writer, best known for his Moonbear picture books. In 1968, Asch 
published his first picture book, George's Store. The following year, he graduated 
from Cooper Union with a BFA. Since then he has taught at a public school in India,
as well as at a Montessori school in the United States, and conducted numerous 
creative workshops for children. He has written over 60 books, including Turtle Tale,
Mooncake, I Can Blink and Happy Birthday Moon. In 1989 he wrote Here Comes the
Cat! in collaboration with Vladimir Vagin. Vladimir Vasilʹevich Vagin (born 30 March
1937) is a Russian illustrator of books. With the writer Frank Asch he created Here 
Comes the Cat!, a 32-page children's picture book published by Scholastic Books in
1989. It was awarded the Russian National Book Award and was considered the first
Russian-American collaboration on a children's book
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Asch, Frank. Here Comes the Cat!. New York. 1989. Scholastic. 1st Printing. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0590418599. Illustrated by Vladimir Vagin. unpaginated. 
hardcover. Cover art by Vladimir Vagin. Inventory # 11591. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Cat’s arrival causes excitement among residents of a 
mouse settlement.

Frank Asch (born August 6, 1946 in Somerville, New Jersey) is an American 
children's writer, best known for his Moonbear picture books. In 1968, Asch 
published his first picture book, George's Store. The following year, he graduated 
from Cooper Union with a BFA. Since then he has taught at a public school in India,
as well as at a Montessori school in the United States, and conducted numerous 
creative workshops for children. He has written over 60 books, including Turtle Tale,
Mooncake, I Can Blink and Happy Birthday Moon. In 1989 he wrote Here Comes the
Cat! in collaboration with Vladimir Vagin.
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Aschheim, Steven E. Beyond the Border: The German-Jewish Legacy Abroad. 
Princeton. 2007. Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 9780691122236. 16 halftones. 208 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
36493. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The modern German-Jewish experience through the rise
of Nazism in 1933 was characterized by an explosion of cultural and intellectual 
creativity. Yet well after that history has ended, the influence of Weimar German-
Jewish intellectuals has become ever greater. Hannah Arendt, Gershom Scholem, 
Theodor Adorno, Walter Benjamin, Franz Rosenzweig, and Leo Strauss have 
become household names and possess a continuing resonance. Beyond the Border
seeks to explain this phenomenon and analyze how the German-Jewish legacy has
continuingly permeated wider modes of Western thought and sensibility, and why 
these émigrés occupy an increasingly iconic place in contemporary society. Steven
Aschheim traces the odyssey of a fascinating group of German-speaking Zionists—
among them Martin Buber and Hans Kohn—who recognized the moral dilemmas of
Jewish settlement in pre-Israel Palestine and sought a binationalist solution to the 
Arab-Israel conflict. He explores how German-Jewish émigré historians like Fritz 
Stern and George Mosse created a new kind of cultural history written against the 
background of their exile from Nazi Germany and in implicit tension with postwar 
German social historians. And finally, he examines the reasons behind the 
remarkable contemporary canonization of these Weimar intellectuals—from Arendt 
to Strauss—within Western academic and cultural life. Beyond the Border is about 
more than the physical act of departure. It also points to the pioneering ways these 
émigrés questioned normative cognitive boundaries and have continued to play a 
vital role in addressing the predicaments that engage and perplex us today.

Steven E. Aschheim holds the Vigevani Chair of European Studies at the Hebrew 
University of Jerusalem. His books include Scholem, Arendt, Klemperer: Intimate 
Chronicles in Turbulent Times, In Times of Crisis: Essays on European Culture, 
Germans, and Jews, and The Nietzsche Legacy in Germany: 1890-1990.
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Ashbery, John and Schuyler, James. A Nest of Ninnies. New York. 1969. Dutton. 1st
Edition. Bookseller Sticker in Back, Otherwise Very Good in Slightly Worn 
Dustjacket. 191 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by James McMullan. Inventory # 
13011. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘James Schuyler and I began writing A Nest of Ninnies 
purely by chance,’ writes John Ashbery. ‘We were in a car being driven by the young
cameraman, Harrison Starr, with his father as a passenger in the front seat. Jimmy 
said, 'Why don't we write a novel?' And how do we do that, I asked. 'It's easy—you 
write the first line,' was his reply.’ The result is one of the strangest and most 
exuberant experiments in American literary history, a verbal tour de force of 
suburban Americana. First published in 1969, A Nest of Ninnies is a true gem-in-the-
rough, the decades-long collaborative project from two of the great poetic minds of 
the twentieth century.

John Lawrence Ashbery (July 28, 1927 – September 3, 2017) was an American 
poet. He published more than twenty volumes of poetry and won nearly every major
American award for poetry, including a Pulitzer Prize in 1976 for his collection Self-
Portrait in a Convex Mirror. Renowned for its postmodern complexity and opacity, 
Ashbery's work still proves controversial. Ashbery stated that he wished his work to
be accessible to as many people as possible, and not to be a private dialogue with 
himself. At the same time, he once joked that some critics still view him as "a 
harebrained, homegrown surrealist whose poetry defies even the rules and logic of
Surrealism." James Marcus Schuyler (November 9, 1923 – April 12, 1991) was an 
American poet. His awards include the Pulitzer Prize for Poetry for his 1980 
collection The Morning of the Poem. He was a central figure in the New York School
and is often associated with fellow New York School poets John Ashbery, Frank 
O'Hara, Kenneth Koch, and Barbara Guest.
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Ashe, Arthur (with Arnold Rampersad). Days of Grace: A Memoir. New York. 1993.
Knopf. 2nd Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679423966. 317 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 27549. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Touching and courageous. .All of it--the man, the life, the
book--is rare and beautiful.' COSMOPOLITAN DAYS OF GRACE is an inspiring 
memoir of a remarkable man who was the true embodiment of courage, elegance, 
and the spirit to fight: Arthur Ashe--tennis champion, social activist, and person with
AIDS. Frank, revealing, touching--DAYS OF GRACE is the story of a man felled to 
soon. It remains as his legacy to us all.

Arthur Robert Ashe, Jr. (July 10, 1943 – February 6, 1993) was an American World
No. 1 professional tennis player. He won three Grand Slam titles, ranking him 
among the best tennis players from the United States. Ashe, an African American, 
was the first black player selected to the United States Davis Cup team and the only
black man ever to win the singles title at Wimbledon, the US Open, or the Australian
Open. He retired in 1980. He was ranked World No. 1 by Harry Hopman in 1968 and
by Lance Tingay of The Daily Telegraph and World Tennis Magazine in 1975. In the
ATP computer rankings, he peaked at No. 2 in May 1976. In the early 1980s, Ashe 
is believed to have contracted HIV from a blood transfusion he received during heart
bypass surgery. Ashe publicly announced his illness in April 1992 and began 
working to educate others about HIV and AIDS. He founded the Arthur Ashe 
Foundation for the Defeat of AIDS and the Arthur Ashe Institute for Urban Health 
before his death from AIDS-related pneumonia on February 6, 1993. On June 20, 
1993, Ashe was posthumously awarded the Presidential Medal of Freedom by then
United States President Bill Clinton.
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Ashworth, Andrea. Once in a House On Fire. New York. 1998. Metropolitan Books.
Advance Reader's Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 0805057625. 327 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 24849. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Andrea Ashworth, at age 28 one of the youngest fellows
at Oxford University, is a young woman of remarkable charm, poise, and 
intelligence. Her path to her present life, however, has been far from conventional, 
and in this striking memoir, written with courage and delicacy, she shares a story 
that makes her achievements all the more astonishing. Although she only vaguely 
remembers her Maltese father, who died when she was five, Andrea quickly 
becomes aware that the dark skin she inherited from him sets her apart from her 
English mother and the series of stepfathers who soon enter her life. Through the 
sharp and penetrating eyes of childhood, Andrea imparts a vivid and unforgettable 
portrait of a family terrorized by the explosive rage of one stepfather and then 
another. Sensitive and observant, the young girl watches the remorse, apologies, 
and repeated rampages of these men, yet she never gives in to despair. For even in
a house where the noise of turning pages is reason enough for brutality, Andrea 
finds a haven in the work of great writers—Joyce, Eliot, D. H. Lawrence, and others
—who allow her to see a world beyond her own and set her on the path toward 
intellectual and artistic awakening.

Andrea Ashworth (born 1969) is an English writer and academic, known for her 
memoir Once in a House on Fire, which won the Somerset Maugham Award from 
the Society of Authors in 1999. Ashworth was born in Manchester in 1969. She 
studied at Xaverian college in Manchester. She studied at Hertford College, Oxford,
where she was a scholar. She later became a Junior Research Fellow of Jesus 
College, Oxford. Once in a House on Fire, published in 1998, won the Somerset 
Maugham Award from the Society of Authors in 1999. It tells the story of her 
traumatic upbringing and the abuse that she suffered at the hands of her two 
stepfathers.
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Ashworth, Andrea. Once in a House On Fire. New York. 1998. Metropolitan Books.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0805057625. 330 pages. hardcover.
Jacket photograph by Robert Clifford. Inventory # 31860. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Andrea Ashworth, at age 28 one of the youngest fellows
at Oxford University, is a young woman of remarkable charm, poise, and 
intelligence. Her path to her present life, however, has been far from conventional, 
and in this striking memoir, written with courage and delicacy, she shares a story 
that makes her achievements all the more astonishing. Although she only vaguely 
remembers her Maltese father, who died when she was five, Andrea quickly 
becomes aware that the dark skin she inherited from him sets her apart from her 
English mother and the series of stepfathers who soon enter her life. Through the 
sharp and penetrating eyes of childhood, Andrea imparts a vivid and unforgettable 
portrait of a family terrorized by the explosive rage of one stepfather and then 
another. Sensitive and observant, the young girl watches the remorse, apologies, 
and repeated rampages of these men, yet she never gives in to despair. For even in
a house where the noise of turning pages is reason enough for brutality, Andrea 
finds a haven in the work of great writers—Joyce, Eliot, D. H. Lawrence, and others
—who allow her to see a world beyond her own and set her on the path toward 
intellectual and artistic awakening.

Andrea Ashworth (born 1969) is an English writer and academic, known for her 
memoir Once in a House on Fire, which won the Somerset Maugham Award from 
the Society of Authors in 1999. Ashworth was born in Manchester in 1969. She 
studied at Xaverian college in Manchester. She studied at Hertford College, Oxford,
where she was a scholar. She later became a Junior Research Fellow of Jesus 
College, Oxford. Once in a House on Fire, published in 1998, won the Somerset 
Maugham Award from the Society of Authors in 1999. It tells the story of her 
traumatic upbringing and the abuse that she suffered at the hands of her two 
stepfathers.
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Aska, Warabe. Seasons (with Poetry Selected By Alberto Manguel). New York. 
1990. Doubleday. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 038525265x. Illustrated by
Warabe Aska. 44 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 14826. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A journey through the four seasons of the year is 
reflected in a collection of poetry from around the world and in the accompanying 
paintings of Warab; Aska.

Warabé Aska is one of those gifted artists who also writes stories. He produced 
several successful books in his native Japan before immigrating to Canada in 1979.
His first book with Tundra, Who Goes to the Park, won several prizes including the 
City of Toronto Book Award, which was given to a children’s book for the first time.
Warabé has had solo exhibitions of his art in Japan, England, the U.S., and Canada.
His art has also achieved global acclaim in exhibitions staged in the Czech Republic,
Germany, Spain, Italy, France, Yugoslavia, and Iran. His works are part of the 
permanent collections of Japan’s Imperial Family as well as in many prominent 
private collections. Warabé Aska lives in Toronto.
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Assis, Joaquim Maria Machado De. The Devil's Church and Other Stories. Austin. 
1977. University Of Texas Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0292775350. Translated from the Portuguese by Jack Schmitt & Lorie Ishimatsu. 
Texas Pan American Series. 152 pages. hardcover. Cover Illustration by Ed Lindlof.
Inventory # 2369. $150

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The modern Brazilian short story begins with the mature
work of Joaquim Maria Machado de Assis (1839-1908), acclaimed almost 
unanimously as Brazil’s greatest writer. Collectively, these nineteen stories are 
representative of Machado’s unique style and world view, and this translation 
doubles the number of his stories previously available in English. The stories in this
volume reflect Machado’s post-1880 emphasis on social satire and experimentation 
in psychological realism. If he had continued to produce the moralistic love stories 
and parlor intrigues of his earlier fiction, Machado’s legacy would have been an 
entertaining but inconsequent body of work. However, by 1880 he had begun a 
devastating satirical assault on society through his fiction. In spite of his 
ruthlessness, Machado does at times reveal an ironic sympathy for his characters. 
He is not indifferent to human conflict but uses humor and irony to stress the 
absurdity of these conflicts, acted out against the backdrop of an indifferent 
universe. Such a spectacle creates a sense of helplessness that can only inspire 
wistful amusement. In his technical mastery of the short story, Machado was 
decades ahead of his contemporaries and can still be considered more modern than
most of the modernists themselves. That his stories elicit such strong and diverse 
reactions today is a tribute to their richness, complexity, and significance.

Joaquim Maria Machado de Assis, often known as Machado de Assis, Machado, or
Bruxo do Cosme Velho, (June 21, 1839, Rio de Janeiro-September 29, 1908, Rio de
Janeiro) was a Brazilian novelist, poet and short-story writer. He is widely regarded
as the most important writer of Brazilian literature.
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Assis, Joaquim Maria Machado De. The Hand & the Glove. Lexington. 1970. 
University Press Of Kentucky. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket That Is
Slightly Faded Around The Edges. 0813112117. Translated from the Portuguese by
Albert I. Bagby Jr. 117 pages. hardcover. Cover design by Jonathan Greene. 
Inventory # 28389. $65

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The later novels of Machado de Assis - notably DOM 
CASMURRO and ESAU AND JACOB - are well known in this country, but the earlier
novels have never been translated. Here, in THE HAND AND THE GLOVE (the 
Brazilian master’s second novel), rendered in English for the first time by Albeit I. 
Baghy, Jr., readers will find a younger, gentler Assis, writing a romantic comedy that
is yet permeated with the lively wit characteristic of his later works. The story is a 
simple one - of love lost and love found. Of love lost by Estêvão, amiable but 
vacillating, who is bemused by his own romantic posturing, and by Jorge, superficial
and calculating. Of love found by Luis Alves, whose self-possession and 
determination seem destined to carry him far. The love of all three men is the proud
and beautiful Guiomar, sure of her own heart but unsure, until faced by rival claims,
of where to bestow it - a foreshadowing of Capitu, the intriguing heroine of DOM 
CASMURRO. ‘English-speaking readers,’ says Helen Caldwell in the Foreword, 
‘who are already acquainted with Machado de Assis will welcome this latest addition
to the translated novels. True, it is a period piece; but its quaintness is a charm to 
carry us back to the Rio de Janeiro of the 1850s - to vanished courtly elegance and
attitudes. Now, we too can know what drew Assis back to this early tale, for THE 
HAND AND THE GLOVE recreates in English the elegant background, the charming
heroine, the comedy, and the light-hearted ebullience of the Portuguese original.

Joaquim Maria Machado de Assis, often known as Machado de Assis, Machado, or
Bruxo do Cosme Velho, (June 21, 1839, Rio de Janeiro-September 29, 1908, Rio de
Janeiro) was a Brazilian novelist, poet and short-story writer. He is widely regarded
as the most important writer of Brazilian literature.
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Asturias, Miguel Angel. Strong Wind (DUSTJACKET ONLY). New York. 1969. 
Delacorte Press. Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket With Some Tear Marks & 
Tape Remains Near The Bottom Spine. Translated from the Spanish by Gregory 
Rabassa. DUSTJACKET ONLY. Cover: Paul Bacon. PHOTO COPYRIGHT BY Lutfi
Ozkok. Inventory #  44228. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET - STRONG WIND is 
the first volume of Miguel Angel Asturias’ controversial major work, the Banana 
Republic trilogy.

Miguel Ángel Asturias Rosales (October 19, 1899 - June 9, 1974) was a 
Guatemalan writer and diplomat. He was awarded the 1967 Nobel Prize in literature
‘for his vivid literary achievement, deep-rooted in the national traits and traditions of 
Indian peoples of Latin America.’
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Athanasiou, Tom. U.S. Politics & Global Warming. Westfield. 1991. Open Magazine
Pamphlet Series. 1st Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 16 pages. paperback. 
Pamphlet # 14. Inventory # 31266. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From This Pamphlet: The 1990 edition of the Worldwatch
Institute’s annual State of the World Report claims we have about 40 years to 
estab1ish a sustainable economy - or be engulfed in a self-perpetuating spiral of 
ecological and economic decline. It’s an odd, precise figure, the sort usually 
discounted as a product of apocalyptic excess. These days, though, it seems to 
warrant extra consideration. For one thing, the elements o the projected catastrophe
- from pollution, extinction, and population growth to deforestation and the ecological
costs of energy production – have became depressingly familiar. For another, the 
power inertia, and sheer dilapidation of the global economy have begun to sink in, 
as have the depth and power of institutionalized militarism. Twenty years after the 
first Earth Day, we are then perhaps only 40 years from the abyss.

Tom Athanasiou is a San Francisco-based writer active in radical green and techno-
politics since the early 70s. A member of the Left Green Network.
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Atkinson, Kate. One Good Turn. New York. 2006. Little Brown. Advance Reading 
Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 0316154849. 421 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
11818. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - On a beautiful summer day, crowds lined up outside a 
theater witness a sudden act of extreme road rage: a tap on a fender triggers a 
nearly homicidal attack. Jackson Brodie, ex-cop, ex-private detective, new 
millionaire, is among the bystanders. The event thrusts Jackson into the orbit of the
wife of an unscrupulous real estate tycoon, a washed-up comedian, a successful 
crime novelist, a mysterious Russian woman, and a female police detective. Each of
them hiding a secret, each looking for love or money or redemption or escape, they
all play a role in driving Jackson out of retirement and into the middle of several 
mysteries that intersect in one sinister scheme. Kate Atkinson ‘writes such fluid, 
sparkling prose that an ingenious plot almost seems too much to ask, but we get it 
anyway,’ writes Laura Miller for Salon. With a keen eye for the excesses of modern 
life, a warm understanding of the frailties of the human heart, and a genius for plots 
that turn and twist, Atkinson has written a novel that delights and surprises from the 
first page to the last.

Kate Atkinson (born 20 December 1951) is an English writer of novels, plays and 
short stories. She is known for creating the Jackson Brodie series of detective 
novels, which has been adapted into the BBC One series Case Histories. She won 
the Whitbread Book of the Year prize in 1995 in the Novels category for Behind the
Scenes at the Museum, winning again in 2013 and 2015 under its new name the 
Costa Book Awards.
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Attaway, William. Blood On the Forge. New York. 1953. Popular Library. 1st Popular
Library Paperback Ediion. Some Wear To Top Edge, Otherwise Very Good in 
Wrappers. 190 pages. paperback. 491. Inventory # 37288. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - LIFE IN THE RAW. A savage, realistic novel of twisted 
passions and naked violence set against the bleak and brutal background of the 
booming steel towns of Pennsylvania. ‘This novel portraying life in the raw is not for 
those who shun the unlovely aspects of human nature, who have it distaste for 
bloodshed and the cruder manifestations of sex. Indeed, one of its chief claims to 
literary distinction consists in its author's refusal to sentimentalize his earthy men 
and women.’ - NEW YORK TIMES.

William Attaway (1911–1986) was born in Mississippi, the son of a physician who 
moved his family to Chicago to escape the segregated South. Attaway was an 
indifferent student in high school, but after hearing a Langston Hughes poem read in
class and discovering that Hughes was black, he was inspired with an urgent 
ambition to write. Rebelling against his middle-class origins, Attaway dropped out of
the University of Illinois and spent some time as a hobo before returning to complete
his college degree in 1936. He then worked variously as a seaman, a salesman, a 
union organizer, and as part of the Federal Writers’ Project, where he made friends
with Richard Wright. Attaway moved to New York, published his first novel, Let Me 
Breathe Thunder (1939), the story of two white vagrants traveling with a young 
Mexican boy, and quickly followed it with Blood on the Forge (1941), about the fate 
of three African-American brothers in the Great Migration to the North. Attaway 
never produced another novel, but went on to prosper as a writer of radio and 
television scripts, screenplays, and numerous songs, including the ‘Banana Boat 
Song (Day-O),’ which was a hit for his friend Harry Belafonte. A resident for many 
years of Barbados, Attaway returned to the United States toward the end of his life.
He died in Los Angeles while working on a script.
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Atwan, Abdel Bari. Secret History of Al Qaeda. Berkeley. 2006. University of 
California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0520249747. 
Copublished with Saqi Books. 256 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36401. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Drawing on unparalleled access to Osama bin Laden 
and his key associates, journalist Abdel Bari Atwan gives an incisive and timely 
account, the clearest we have so far, of the rise of the notorious terrorist 
organization, al Qaeda. In this lively narrative, the author establishes what al Qaeda
is or has become, what it wants, what its capabilities are, and how the West can 
answer its complaints and challenges. The only Western-based journalist to have 
spent time with Osama bin Laden, Atwan begins with an engrossing personal record
of his 1996 trip to visit al Qaeda’s founder and guide at his Tora Bora hideout. He 
takes an in-depth look at bin-Laden, presenting a nuanced portrait of the man and a
description of his development as the prime exponent of jihad today. Atwan reveals
how al Qaeda’s radical departure from the classical terrorist/guerilla blueprint has 
enabled less adaptable efforts to neutralize it. The fanaticism of its fighters, and their
willingness to kill and be killed, are matched by the leadership’s opportunistic 
recruitment strategies and sophisticated understanding of psychology, media and 
new technology-including the use of the Internet for training, support and 
communications. The Secret History of al Qaeda reveals events in Iraq and Saudi 
Arabia as watershed moments in the organization’s evolution that are making it 
more dangerous by the day. Atwan efficiently charts how the concept of jihad is 
being refined and appropriated, how a new kind of leader has been made possible 
by al Qaeda’s horizontal chain of command, the making of the suicide bomber as a
permanent feature of a global holy war, al Qaeda’s economic strategy, and how the
war in Iraq has transformed that country into a breeding ground for the most ruthless
and militant al Qaeda fighters to date.

Abdel Bari Atwan, a Palestinian, has lived in London for thirty years and is Editor in
Chief of Al-Quds al-Arabi.
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Atxaga, Bernardo. The Lone Man. London. 1996. Harvill Press. 1st British Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 1860461352. Translated from the Spanish by Margaret Jull
Costa. 325 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 29689. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Years back, before his spell in prison, before he bought 
the hotel outside Barcelona, Carlos had been a hunted man, activist in ETA, the 
Basque Independence Movement, and involved in clandestinity and violence for the
good of the Cause. So what is a responsible hotelier doing back once more in the 
old game? The fact is, after another ETA bomb outrage, the police are out in force 
hunting for two escaped gunmen, a man and a woman, and Carlos has accepted to
hide them in his hotel. This is while the 1982 World Cup is being played in Barcelona
and police are swarming all over the hotel to protect the Polish team that is staying 
there. Little by little it dawns on Carlos that the police are not there to protect the 
team but are actually closing in on their quarry. He has to get the hunted couple out
and away. The Brazil vs Argentina match would be the time to do it. The Lone Man 
is not, however, a simple crime thriller. It is a narrative set in a lunar landscape of 
fear. It is a many-layered novel about a frightened man fighting off his past, and the 
terror that has haunted his past. It is about life on the edge of an abyss.

Bernardo Atxaga (born July 27, 1951 - pseudonym of Joseba Irazu Garmendia) is a
Basque writer and self-translator. Atxaga generally writes in the Basque language, 
Euskara, but translates his works into Spanish as well.
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Aubert, Brigitte. Death From the Woods. New York. 2000. Welcome Rain 
Publishers. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket With A Small Tear At The
Top Spine. 1566491096. Translated from the French by David L. Koral. 296 pages.
hardcover. Inventory # 29472. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Elise Andrioli is back on the case. Having solved the 
mystery of the child serial killings outside Paris, Elise has become sort of a minor 
celebrity, selling the rights to her story to a mystery writer named Brigitte Aubert.

Brigitte Aubert (born in Cannes in March 1956) is a French writer of detective fiction.
She has done some screenwriting and had works adapted for film.
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Aubert, Rosemary. Free Reign: A Suspense Novel. Bridghampton. 1997. Bridge 
Works. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1882593189. 321 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 25147. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - On the day he graduated from law school, there was little
doubt that Ellis Portal would have a brilliant future. He and five of his similarly gifted
colleagues commemorated the splendor of their shared expectations with the 
presentation, to each, of a specially commissioned signet ring. For a time, those 
expectations were borne out, and Ellis took his place at the top of Toronto society. 
However, he has fallen hard. Homeless now, cut off from his family, he lives in 
Toronto's shadows and has almost succeeded in forgetting his own past. And then 
one day he makes a grisly discovery and comes across an unusual, unmistakable 
signet ring. And Ellis, against his will, begins to remember. 'Smart, suspenseful 
whodunit. .unusual moral depth.' - - New York Times.

Rosemary Aubert is the author of sixteen books, among them the acclaimed Ellis 
Portal mystery series and her latest romantic thriller Terminal Grill. Rosemary is a 
two-time winner of the Arthur Ellis Award for crime fiction, winning in both the novel
and short-story categories. She appears in the recently-published popular short 
story collection Thirteen. She's a popular teacher and speaker. Rosemary is a 
member of the Crime Writers of Canada and the Mystery Writers of America. She 
conducts a much-in-demand writer's retreat at Loyalist College in Belleville, Ontario
each summer, as well as mentoring writing students who are studying at the School
of Continuing Studies at the University of Toronto. As a hobby, Rosemary studies 
math and science and has recently completed her second stint attending lectures at
the International Summer School at Cambridge University in England. She intends 
to use some of this math knowledge in future works. Rosemary is an active member
of the Arts and Letters Club of Toronto where she promotes Canadian writing and 
encourages other writers like herself.
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Aubert, Rosemary. The Feast of Stephen: An Ellis Portal Mystery. Bridgehampton. 
1999. Bridge Works. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1882593278. 
257 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket design & illustration by Les 
Kanturek. Inventory # 26844. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is the second in criminologist Aubert’s series 
starring Ellis Portal, the disgraced former judge who solved the mystery in her 1997
novel FREE REIGN , praised by The New York Times as a smart, successful who-
dun-it whose sleuth is a character with great dignity and unusual moral depth. A 
disgraced judge living in poverty investigates the death of homeless women in 
Toronto. Police blame the deaths on the weather, but a friend of a victim suspects 
foul play. By applying his experience as an indigent, ex-judge Ellis Portal uncovers a
serial killer who targets street people.

Rosemary Aubert is the author of sixteen books, among them the acclaimed Ellis 
Portal mystery series and her latest romantic thriller Terminal Grill. Rosemary is a 
two-time winner of the Arthur Ellis Award for crime fiction, winning in both the novel
and short-story categories. She appears in the recently-published popular short 
story collection Thirteen. She's a popular teacher and speaker. Rosemary is a 
member of the Crime Writers of Canada and the Mystery Writers of America. She 
conducts a much-in-demand writer's retreat at Loyalist College in Belleville, Ontario
each summer, as well as mentoring writing students who are studying at the School
of Continuing Studies at the University of Toronto. As a hobby, Rosemary studies 
math and science and has recently completed her second stint attending lectures at
the International Summer School at Cambridge University in England. She intends 
to use some of this math knowledge in future works. Rosemary is an active member
of the Arts and Letters Club of Toronto where she promotes Canadian writing and 
encourages other writers like herself.
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Aubert, Rosemary. The Feast of Stephen: An Ellis Portal Mystery. Bridgehampton. 
1999. Bridge Works Publishing Company. 2nd Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
1882593278. 257 pages. hardcover. Jacket design & illustration by Les Kanturek. 
Inventory # 28715. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is the second in criminologist Aubert’s series 
starring Ellis Portal, the disgraced former judge who solved the mystery in her 1997
novel FREE REIGN , praised by The New York Times as a smart, successful who-
dun-it whose sleuth is a character with great dignity and unusual moral depth. A 
disgraced judge living in poverty investigates the death of homeless women in 
Toronto. Police blame the deaths on the weather, but a friend of a victim suspects 
foul play. By applying his experience as an indigent, ex-judge Ellis Portal uncovers a
serial killer who targets street people.

Rosemary Aubert (born May 4, 1946) is the author of sixteen books, among them 
the acclaimed Ellis Portal mystery series and her latest romantic thriller Terminal 
Grill. Rosemary is a two-time winner of the Arthur Ellis Award for crime fiction, 
winning in both the novel and short-story categories. She appears in the recently-
published popular short story collection Thirteen. She's a popular teacher and 
speaker. Rosemary is a member of the Crime Writers of Canada and the Mystery 
Writers of America. She conducts a much-in-demand writer's retreat at Loyalist 
College in Belleville, Ontario each summer, as well as mentoring writing students 
who are studying at the School of Continuing Studies at the University of Toronto. 
As a hobby, Rosemary studies math and science and has recently completed her 
second stint attending lectures at the International Summer School at Cambridge 
University in England. She intends to use some of this math knowledge in future 
works. Rosemary is an active member of the Arts and Letters Club of Toronto where
she promotes Canadian writing and encourages other writers like herself.
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Aubert, Rosemary. The Ferryman Will Be the re: An Ellis Portal Mystery. 
Bridgehampton. 2001. Bridge Works. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 1882593448. 258 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Caty 
Bartholomew. Inventory # 31626. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In THE FERRYMAN WILL BE THERE, Ellis Portal is 
recruited by Toronto police detective Matt West to help after a famous movie 
director, filming in Toronto, is murdered in full view of fans, and his teenage 
daughter disappears.

Rosemary Aubert is the author of sixteen books, among them the acclaimed Ellis 
Portal mystery series and her latest romantic thriller Terminal Grill. Rosemary is a 
two-time winner of the Arthur Ellis Award for crime fiction, winning in both the novel
and short-story categories. She appears in the recently-published popular short 
story collection Thirteen. She's a popular teacher and speaker. Rosemary is a 
member of the Crime Writers of Canada and the Mystery Writers of America. She 
conducts a much-in-demand writer's retreat at Loyalist College in Belleville, Ontario
each summer, as well as mentoring writing students who are studying at the School
of Continuing Studies at the University of Toronto. As a hobby, Rosemary studies 
math and science and has recently completed her second stint attending lectures at
the International Summer School at Cambridge University in England. She intends 
to use some of this math knowledge in future works. Rosemary is an active member
of the Arts and Letters Club of Toronto where she promotes Canadian writing and 
encourages other writers like herself.keywords
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Auerbach, Erich. Mimesis: The Representation of Reality in Western Literature. 
Princeton. 2003. Princeton University Press. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very 
Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 9780691113364. 579 pages. paperback. Inventory
# 38291. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A half-century after its translation into English, Erich 
Auerbach's Mimesis still stands as a monumental achievement in literary criticism. A
brilliant display of erudition, wit, and wisdom, his exploration of how great European
writers from Homer to Virginia Woolf depicted reality has taught generations how to 
read Western literature. This new expanded edition includes a substantial essay in 
introduction by Edward Said as well as an essay, never before translated into 
English, in which Auerbach responds to his critics. A German Jew, Auerbach was 
forced out of his professorship at the University of Marburg in 1935. He left for 
Turkey, where he taught at the state university in Istanbul. There he wrote Mimesis,
publishing it in German after the end of the war. Displaced as he was, Auerbach 
produced a work of great erudition that contains no footnotes, basing his arguments
instead on searching, illuminating readings of key passages from his primary texts.
His aim was to show how from antiquity to the twentieth century literature 
progressed toward ever more naturalistic and democratic forms of representation. 
This essentially optimistic view of European history now appears as a defensive-and
impassioned-response to the inhumanity he saw in the Third Reich. Ranging over 
works in Greek, Latin, Spanish, French, Italian, German, and English, Auerbach 
used his remarkable skills in philology and comparative literature to refute any 
narrow form of nationalism or chauvinism, in his own day and ours. For many 
readers, both inside and outside the academy, Mimesis is among the finest works of
literary criticism ever written.

Erich Auerbach (November 9, 1892 – October 13, 1957) was a philologist and 
comparative scholar and critic of literature. His best-known work is Mimesis: The 
Representation of Reality in Western Literature, a history of representation in 
Western literature from ancient to modern times and frequently cited as a classic in 
the study of realism in literature.
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Auslander, Shalom. Foreskin's Lament: A Memoir. New York. 2007. Riverhead 
Books. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780739494363. 311
pages. paperback. Inventory # 40445. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - PRAISE FOR FORESKIN’S LAMENT - ‘Shalom 
Auslander wites like Philip Roth’s angry nephew. FORESKIN’S LAMENT is a 
scathing theological rant, a funny, oddly moving coming-of-age memoir, and an 
irreverent meditation on family, marriage, and cultural identity.’ – Tom Perrotta, 
author of LITTLE CHILDREN and THE ABSTINENCE TEACHER. ‘If you read this 
while you’re eating, the food will come out your nose. FORESKIN’S LAMENT is a 
fiery and slightly troubling dialogue with God. I loved this book and will never again 
look at the isolated religious nutjobs on the fringe of American society with anything 
less than love and understanding.’ – Matt Klam, author of SAM THE CAT.

Shalom Auslander (born 1970) is an American author and essayist. He grew up in 
an Orthodox Jewish neighborhood in Monsey, New York where he describes himself
as having been "raised like a veal", a reference to his strict religious upbringing, a 
phrase used also by Howard Stern in 1993 as a chapter title in Howard Stern's book
Private Parts. His writing style is notable for its Jewish perspective, existentialist 
themes and black humor. His non-fiction often draws comparisons to David Sedaris,
while his fiction has drawn comparisons to Franz Kafka, Samuel Beckett and 
Groucho Marx. His books have been translated into over a dozen languages and are
published around the world.
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Austen, Jane. Persuasion. New York. 1980. Signet/New American Library. 
Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Previous Owner’s Name Penned in 
Front, Otherwise Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 0451522893. Afterword by
Marvin Mudrick. 252 pages. paperback. CE2289. Cover painting: ‘Portrait of Miss 
Belinda Way wearing a white dress and a pink sash’ by Margaret Carpenter. 
Inventory # 38353. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this, Jane Austen’s last novel, appears her most 
memorable heroine - Anne Elliot, a young woman of perfect breeding, profound 
depth of emotion, and unswerving integrity. These virtues, however, exist in a world
—the world of country gentry in Regency England—in which shallowness and 
hypocrisy thrive and ever threaten to win dominion. It is Anne’s poised confrontation
with these forces, as she vies for the affections of the man she loves, which gives 
shape to a work which displays Jane Austen’s rich maturity of vision and her new-
found sense of human potential. Blending sharp wit and warm sympathy, stylistic 
brilliance and tender insight, Persuasion represents the crowning achievement of 
Jane Austen’s career, the final unfolding of her matchless art. As Marvin Mudrick 
writes: ‘The proper parochial society that for a quarter of a century Jane Austen had
been laughing at and amusing, despising and defending, at all events copiously 
memorializing, comes to its late flower in the unassuming grace, the finely balanced
feelings, the secret strength and charm of character, of Anne Elliot.’ an Afterword by
Marvin Mudrick.

Jane Austen (16 December 1775 – 18 July 1817) was an English novelist whose 
works of romantic fiction, set among the landed gentry, earned her a place as one of
the most widely read writers in English literature. Her realism and biting social 
commentary have gained her historical importance among scholars and critics.
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Austen, Jane. Sense and Sensibility. New York. 1988. Penguin Books. Reprinted 
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0140430474. Edited & With An 
Introduction by Tony Tanner. 371 pages. paperback. Cover shows a detail from 'The
Linley Sisters' by Thomas Gainsborough. Inventory # 34621. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - One of Jane Austen's most beloved novels, brought to 
life in a sparkling dramatization! When Mr. Dashwood dies, he must leave the bulk of
his estate to the son by his first marriage, which leaves his second wife and three 
daughters (Elinor, Marianne, and Margaret) in straitened circumstances. They are 
taken in by a kindly cousin, but their lack of fortune affects the marriageability of both
practical Elinor and romantic Marianne. When Elinor forms an attachment for the 
wealthy Edward Ferrars, his family disapproves and separates them. And though 
Mrs. Jennings tries to match the worthy (and rich) Colonel Brandon to her, Marianne
finds the dashing and fiery Willoughby more to her taste. Both relationships are 
sorely tried. But this is a romance, and through the hardships and heartbreak, true 
love and a happy ending will find their way for both the sister who is all sense and 
the one who is all sensibility.

Jane Austen (16 December 1775 – 18 July 1817) was an English novelist whose 
works of romantic fiction, set among the landed gentry, earned her a place as one of
the most widely read writers in English literature. Her realism and biting social 
commentary have gained her historical importance among scholars and critics.
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Auster, Paul (editor). Random House Book of 20th Century French Poetry. New 
York. 1982. Random House. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394521978. 
Dual-Language Edition. 637 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Susan Shapiro. 
Jacket art - 'Red Eiffel Tower, 1911-1912' by Robert Delaunay. Inventory # 16149. 
$30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE RANDOM HOUSE BOOK OF TWENTIETH-
CENTURY FRENCH Poetry is the most comprehensive and up-to-date bilingual 
anthology of modern French poetry ever published. It includes substantial selections
from the work of forty-eight poets, ranging from Apollinaire, Jacob, Larbaud, Fargue,
Cendrars, St.-John Perse and Reverdy through Tzara, Breton, Eluard, Aragon, 
Desnos, Michaux and Ponge, to Follain, Char, Jabes, Bonnefoy, Dupin and the 
leading younger poets of today. A virtual history of poetry in French in our century, 
this book is also far more, for the translations facing the original French have been 
selected from the many excellent modern English renderings of these poets. An 
impressive list of translators includes Pound, Williams, Eliot, Stevens, Beckett, Dos
Passos, MacNeice, Rexroth,Spender, Fitzgerald, Ashbery, Bly, Bowles, Ferlinghetti,
Kinnell, Howard, James Wright, Levertov, Merton, Merwin, Wilbur and Simic, to 
name only some of the best known. But these poets have not only translated the 
French, they have also been deeply influenced by them. In a sense, then, this 
anthology is as much about our own poetry as it is about French poetry; the 
translations in and of themselves constitute an unusual and provocative look at the
Anglo-American tradition through a Gallic lens. Paul Auster’s original and generous
selections from both languages offer new ways of approach to poets who will be 
familiar to many readers, and introduce many important but lesser-known voices. He
has provided biographical and bibliographical notes on the poets, including lists of 
their works available in English translation.

Paul Benjamin Auster (born February 3, 1947) is an American writer and film 
director. His notable works include The New York Trilogy (1987), Moon Palace 
(1989), The Music of Chance (1990), The Book of Illusions (2002), The Brooklyn 
Follies (2005), Invisible (2009), Sunset Park (2010), Winter Journal (2012), and 4 3
2 1 (2017).
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Auster, Paul. Hand To Mouth: A Chronicle of Early Failure. New York. 1997. Henry
Holt. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0805054065. 449 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 24524. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is the story of a young man's struggle to stay afloat.
By turns poignant and comic, Paul Auster's memoir is essentially an 
autobiographical essay about money-and what it means not to have it. From one 
odd job to the next, from one failed scheme to another, Auster investigates his own 
stubborn compulsion to make art and describes his ingenious, often far-fetched 
attempts to survive on next to nothing. From the streets of New York City and Paris 
to the rural roads of upstate New York, the author treats us to a series of remarkable
adventures and unforgettable encounters and, in several elaborate appixes, to 
previously unknown work from these years.

Paul Benjamin Auster (born February 3, 1947) is an American writer and film 
director. His notable works include The New York Trilogy (1987), Moon Palace 
(1989), The Music of Chance (1990), The Book of Illusions (2002), The Brooklyn 
Follies (2005), Invisible (2009), Sunset Park (2010), Winter Journal (2012), and 4 3
2 1 (2017).
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Auster, Paul. Man in the Dark. New York. 2008. Harper & Row. Advance Reader's 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780805088397. 181 pages. paperback. Signed by
the Author. Inventory # 2089. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘I am alone in the dark, turning the world around in my 
head as I struggle through another bout of insomnia, another white night in the great
American wilderness.’. So begins Paul Auster’s brilliant, devastating novel about the
many realities we inhabit as wars flame all around us. Seventy-two-year-old August
Brill is recovering from a car accident in his daughter’s house in Vermont. When 
sleep refuses to come, he lies in bed and tells himself stories, struggling to push 
back thoughts about things he would prefer to forget—his wife’s recent death and 
the horrific murder of his granddaughter’s boyfriend, Titus. The retired book critic 
imagines a parallel world in which America is at war not with Iraq but with itself. In 
this other America, the twin towers did not fall and the 2000 election results led to 
secession, as state after state pulled away from the union and a bloody civil war 
ensued. As the night progresses, Brill’s story grows increasingly intense and what 
he is so desperately trying to avoid insists on being told. Joined in the early hours by
his granddaughter, he gradually opens up to her and recounts the story of his 
marriage. After she falls asleep, he at last finds the courage to revisit the trauma of 
Titus’s death. Passionate and shocking, MAN IN THE DARK is a novel of our 
moment, a book that forces us to confront the blackness of night even as it 
celebrates the existence of ordinary joys in a world capable of the most grotesque 
violence.

Paul Benjamin Auster (born February 3, 1947) is an American writer and film 
director. His notable works include The New York Trilogy (1987), Moon Palace 
(1989), The Music of Chance (1990), The Book of Illusions (2002), The Brooklyn 
Follies (2005), Invisible (2009), Sunset Park (2010), Winter Journal (2012), and 4 3
2 1 (2017).
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Auster, Paul. The Book of Illusions: A Novel. New York. 2002. Henry Holt. 
Uncorrected Galley. Very Good in Wrappers. 0805054081. 323 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 36753. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Six months after losing his wife and two young sons in an
airplane crash, Vermont professor David Zimmer spends his waking hours mired in
a blur of alcoholic grief and self-pity. Then, watching television one night, he 
stumbles upon a clip from a lost film by silent comedian Hector Mann. Zimmer’s 
interest is piqued, and he soon finds himself embarking on a journey around the 
world to research a book on this mysterious figure, who vanished from sight in 1929
and has been presumed dead for sixty years. When the book is published the 
following year, a letter turns up in Zimmer’s mailbox bearing a return address from a
small town in New Mexico inviting him to meet Hector. Torn between doubt and 
belief, Zimmer hesitates, until one night a strange woman appears on his doorstep 
and makes the decision for him, changing his life forever. The Book of Illusions is, in
the words of Peter Carey, ‘suffused with warmth and illuminated by its narrator’s 
hard won wisdom. This artful and elegant novel may be Auster’s best ever.’

Paul Benjamin Auster (born February 3, 1947) is an American writer and film 
director. His notable works include The New York Trilogy (1987), Moon Palace 
(1989), The Music of Chance (1990), The Book of Illusions (2002), The Brooklyn 
Follies (2005), Invisible (2009), Sunset Park (2010), Winter Journal (2012), and 4 3
2 1 (2017).
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Auster, Paul. Travels in the Scriptorium. New York. 2007. Henry Holt. Advance 
Reader's Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0805081453. 147 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 14219. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A man pieces together clues to his past—and the identity
of his captors—in this fantastic, labyrinthine novel. An old man awakens, 
disoriented, in an unfamiliar chamber. With no memory of who he is or how he has 
arrived there, he pores over the relics on the desk, examining the circumstances of 
his confinement and searching his own hazy mind for clues. Determining that he is 
locked in, the man—identified only as Mr. Blank—begins reading a manuscript he 
finds on the desk, the story of another prisoner, set in an alternate world the man 
doesn’t recognize. Nevertheless, the pages seem to have been left for him, along 
with a haunting set of photographs. As the day passes, various characters call on 
the man in his cell—vaguely familiar people, some who seem to resent him for 
crimes he can’t remember—and each brings frustrating hints of his identity and his 
past. All the while an overhead camera clicks and clicks, recording his movements,
and a microphone records every sound in the room. Someone is watching. Both 
chilling and poignant, TRAVELS IN THE SCRIPTORIUM is vintage Auster: 
mysterious texts, fluid identities, a hidden past, and, somewhere, an obscure 
tormentor. And yet, as we discover during one day in the life of Mr. Blank, his world 
is not so different from our own.

Paul Benjamin Auster (born February 3, 1947) is an American writer and film 
director. His notable works include The New York Trilogy (1987), Moon Palace 
(1989), The Music of Chance (1990), The Book of Illusions (2002), The Brooklyn 
Follies (2005), Invisible (2009), Sunset Park (2010), Winter Journal (2012), and 4 3
2 1 (2017).
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Austin, Doris Jean. After the Garden. New York. 1987. New American Library. 1st 
Printing. A Few Small Marks On Side Edge,Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0453005381. 324 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Jacqueline Schuman. 
Inventory # 10435. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This brilliantly imagined, achingly alive novel about the 
pain and joy of a black woman’s life captures the textures and tensions, love and 
rage, of the black experience in America. The urban North is the setting of AFTER 
THE GARDEN: jersey City, New Jersey, where the beautiful but inwardly divided 
heroine, Elzina Tompkins, learns the lessons of life and love in 1940s and ‘50s. 
Elzina’s search for happiness and fulfillment is a journey on a tightrope stretched to 
the breaking point between two opposing poles. One is that of the woman who has 
raised her, her grandmother Rosalie, strong, proud, fiercely righteous, for whom any
weakness is an unpardonable sin. The other is that of the exquisitely graceful, 
handsome, and free-spirited high school athlete, Jesse James, who becomes 
Elzina’s husband and great love. Elzina, loving her husband for the very qualities 
she has been taught to condemn, is a superbly complex, heartbreakingly real 
creation. Unforgettable too, is Jesse, who, wild as his namesake, cannot understand
the core of resistance in Elzina that his charm and passion cannot melt. As Elzina 
and Jesse struggle to balance the strength of their love against the weight of their 
differences, their emotional fallout reaches an explosive intensity in their son, 
Charles. Finally only Elzina can heal the wounds of her family as she overcomes 
conflict, abandonment, heartbreak, and near-madness to emerge into stunning and 
triumphant womanhood. Probing relationships seared and ignited by love and 
sacrifice, joy and despair, this emotionally charged novel brings to life a cast of 
wonderful characters whose individuality and strength give them a special, tough 
beauty. Doris Jean Austin, prize-winning writer, tells us a fascinating story that 
vibrates with power and daring.

Doris Jean Austin (1949 – September 1994) was an American author and journalist.
Austin wrote one novel, After the Garden (1987). She had additional short stories 
appear in Street Lights: Illuminating Tales of the Urban Black Experience.
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Austin, Peter K. (editor). One Thousand Languages: Living, Endangered, and Lost.
Berkeley. 2008. University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 9780520255609. 300 color illustrations, 60 maps. 288 pages. hardcover.
Inventory # 35908. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - There are more than six thousand languages used 
around the world today, although linguists now estimate that by the year 2050 as 
many as half of those will be extinct. This beautifully designed, engagingly written 
reference takes us on a panoramic tour of the globe to explore this unique and 
endangered human gift. Generously illustrated throughout with color photographs, 
informative sidebars, and clear maps and graphics, One Thousand Languages 
illuminates the sources, characteristics, and interrelationships of the world’s spoken 
tongues. It looks in detail at the eleven global languages, then delves into the major 
languages of each world region in turn. Each entry gives a history of the growth and
development of the language, details the number of speakers, and traces its 
geographical spread. The volume also provides information on many extinct 
languages. A detailed map section tracks the migrations of the major languages, 
and the book also tells how to count to ten in more than 250 ways.

Peter K. Austin is Märit Rausing Chair in Field Linguistics and, Director of the 
Endangered Languages Academic Program at the School of Oriental and African 
Studies in London.
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Avery, A. A. Anything For a Quiet Life. New York. 1946. Bantam Books. 1st Bantam
Books Paperback Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers. 283 pages. paperback. 38. 
Inventory # 36996. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - He wanted to rescue his friend from a tough blonde. 
Instead, Leo Donovan found himself the unwilling host of a thoroughly dead man, 
and an apparently meaningless balance sheet plunged him further into a 
bloodcurdling adventure of love, intrigue, and murder.

Rutherford George Montgomery (April 12, 1894 – July 3, 1985) was an American 
writer of children's books. In addition to his given name, he used the pseudonyms A.
A. Avery, Al Avery, Art Elder, E.P. Marshall, and Everitt Proctor. Montgomery was 
born in Straubville, Sargent County, North Dakota, "a true ghost town" as of 2005. to
George Y. and Matilda Proctor Montgomery. He studied at Colorado Agricultural 
College, Western State College of Colorado, and University of Nebraska; taught 
elementary school in Hot Springs, Wyoming; and from 1917 to 1919 served in the 
United States Air Corps. During the 1920's, he worked as a teacher and principal at 
junior and senior high schools in Montrose County, Colorado. Montgomery married
Eunice Opal Kirks in 1930; they had three children. He served Gunnison County, 
Colorado, as a judge from 1931 to 1936 and as county commissioner from 1932 to 
1938, then became a freelance writer. While still at school, Montgomery began 
writing stories about the wild animals that lived around his family's farm. He went on
to write books about aviation and the people, landscapes and animals of the 
American West, particularly horses. In all, he wrote more than 100 books. From 
1941 to 1946, Montgomery was a writer for Dick Tracy. He worked as a creative 
writing teacher 1955–57 and as a scriptwriter for Walt Disney Studios 1958–1962.
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Avila, Eric. Popular Culture in the Age of White Flight: Fear and Fantasy in 
Suburban Los Angeles. Berkeley. 2004. University of California Press. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0520241215. 308 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
36178. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Los Angeles pulsed with economic vitality and 
demographic growth in the decades following World War II. This vividly detailed 
cultural history of L.A. from 1940 to 1970 traces the rise of a new suburban 
consciousness adopted by a generation of migrants who abandoned older American
cities for Southern California’s booming urban region. Eric Avila explores 
expressions of this new ‘white identity’ in popular culture with provocative 
discussions of Hollywood and film noir, Dodger Stadium, Disneyland, and L.A.’s 
renowned freeways. These institutions not only mirrored this new culture of 
suburban whiteness and helped shape it, but also, as Avila argues, reveal the 
profound relationship between the increasingly fragmented urban landscape of Los
Angeles and the rise of a new political outlook that rejected the tenets of New Deal 
liberalism and anticipated the emergence of the New Right. Avila examines 
disparate manifestations of popular culture in architecture, art, music, and more to 
illustrate the unfolding urban dynamics of postwar Los Angeles. He also synthesizes
important currents of new research in urban history, cultural studies, and critical race
theory, weaving a textured narrative about the interplay of space, cultural 
representation, and identity amid the westward shift of capital and culture in postwar
America.

Eric Avila is Assistant Professor of Chicano Studies and History at the University of
California, Los Angeles.
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Aviza, Edward A. Thinking Tarot : Be Your Own Reader and Advisor. New York. 
Fireside. 1st Pocket Book Paperback Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers.
0684822741. Lacking the CD. 219 pages. Paperback. Inventory # 41028. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A guidebook on the ancient art of reading tarot cards is 
combined with modern technology in the form of a CD-ROM to produce this 
interactive package. The book includes descriptions of the cards and a history of the
tarot. The CD carries full-colour graphics and complementary music.

Edward A. Aviza has had a lifelong interest in mythology, philosophy, history, and 
religious studies. He holds a B.A. from the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign with a dual concentration in Philosophy and Religious Studies, and an 
M.A. in Mythological Studies with an emphasis in Depth Psychology from Pacifica 
Graduate Institute in Carpinteria, California. He lives in Chicago with his wife Dale, 
son Austin, and a couple of awesome, crazy cats.
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Axelrod, George. Where Am I Now When I Need Me?. New York. 1971. Viking 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670760498. 177 pages. 
hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket design by Dudley Gray & Mel Williamson. 
Inventory # 26113. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The story of Harvey Bernstein - failed poet, failed 
novelist, failed family, failed man, failed drunk, failed suicide. By the celebrated 
author of many plays and screenplays, including ‘The Seven Year Itch’, ‘Breakfast at
Tiffany’s’ and ‘The Secret Life of an American Wife.’

George Axelrod (June 9, 1922 – June 21, 2003) was an American screenwriter, 
producer, playwright and film director, best known for his play, The Seven Year Itch 
(1952), which was adapted into a movie of the same name starring Marilyn Monroe.
He was nominated for an Academy Award for his 1961 adaptation of Truman 
Capote's Breakfast at Tiffany's and also adapted Richard Condon's The Manchurian
Candidate (1962).
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Axelrod, Jeremiah B. C. Inventing Autopia: Dreams and Visions of the Modern 
Metropolis in Jazz Age Los Angeles. Berkeley. 2009. University of California Press.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520252851. 416 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 37369. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1920, as its population began to explode, Los Angeles
was a largely pastoral city of bungalows and palm trees. Thirty years later, choked 
with smog and traffic, the city had become synonymous with urban sprawl and 
unplanned growth. Yet Los Angeles was anything but unplanned, as Jeremiah B.C.
Axelrod reveals in this compelling, visually oriented history of the metropolis during 
its formative years. In a deft mix of cultural and intellectual history that brilliantly 
illuminates the profound relationship between imagination and place, INVENTING 
AUTOPIA shows how the clash of irreconcilable utopian visions and dreams 
resulted in the invention of an unforeseen new form of urbanism—sprawling, 
illegible, fractured—that would reshape not only Southern California but much of the
nation in the years to come.

Jeremiah B.C. Axelrod is Adjunct Assistant Professor in the Department of History 
and Program in Cultural Studies at Occidental College.
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Aycoberry, Pierre. The Social History of the Third Reich,1933-1945. New York. 
1999. New Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1565845498. 
Translated from the The French by Janet Lloyd. 380 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
27382. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A balanced, thorough study of Germany during the Nazi
years, by the celebrated author of The Nazi Question. Questions posed by Nazi 
Germany continue to haunt us today. Attempts to explain the behavior of ordinary 
Germans during those fateful years have failed to rise above the level of polemic, 
Daniel Goldhagen’s controversial HITLER’S WILLING EXECUTIONERS being a 
prime example. Now, Pierre Ayoberry, author of the highly praised The Nazi 
Question, combines an extraordinary mastery of German history with original 
research to give us a uniquely balanced account of all aspects of German life under
Hitler. Ayoberry uncovers the struggles of individuals and social and professional 
groups who stood up to the pressure of the Nazi Party, often paying a high price, 
and the attempts of others-mainly upper and middle class professionals-to salvage 
or improve their positions by casting their lot with the Furher. He also shows the 
devastation wrought on the once-vibrant German labor movement, leaving workers 
to choose between hopeless defiance or complicity and nationalism. In this complex
answer to the easy judgments passed by many, Pierre Ayoberry paints a rich portrait
of a society at once victim and accomplice to one of the greatest crimes of all time.

Pierre Ayçoberry is the author of The Nazi Question and an emeritus professor of 
contemporary history at the University of Human Sciences in Strasbourg, France.keywords
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Ayton, Mel. Plotting to Kill the President: Assassination Attempts from Washington to
Hoover. Lincoln. 2017. Potomac Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 9781612348568. 31 images. 376 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 43142.
$32.950000000000003

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Since the birth of our nation and the election of the first 
president, groups of organized plotters or individuals have been determined to 
assassinate the chief executive. From the Founding Fathers to the Great 
Depression, three presidents have been assassinated: Abraham Lincoln, James 
Garfield, and William McKinley. However, unknown to the general public, almost all
presidents have been threatened, put in danger, or survived “near lethal 
approaches” during their terms. Plotting to Kill the President reveals the numerous, 
previously untold incidents when assassins, plotters, and individuals have 
threatened the lives of American presidents, from George Washington to Herbert 
Hoover. Mel Ayton has uncovered these episodes, including an attempt to 
assassinate President Hayes during his inauguration ceremony, an attempt to shoot
Benjamin Harrison on the streets of Washington, an assassination attempt on 
President Roosevelt at the White House, and many other incidents that have never
been reported or have been covered-up. Ayton also recounts the stories of Secret 
Service agents and bodyguards from each administration who put their lives in 
danger to protect the commander in chief. Plotting to Kill the President demonstrates
the unsettling truth that even while the nation sleeps, those who would kill the 
president are often hard at work devising new schemes.

Mel Ayton is the author of numerous books, including Hunting the President: 
Threats, Plots, and Assassination Attempts—From FDR to Obama and The 
Forgotten Terrorist: Sirhan Sirhan and the Assassination of Robert F. Kennedy 
(Potomac, 2008), and was a history consultant for the BBC, the National Geographic
channel, and the Discovery Channel.
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Azuela, Mariano. The Underdogs. Pittsburgh. 1992. University Of Pittsburgh Press.
1st of This Critical Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 0822954842. 
Translated from the Spanish by Frederick H. Fornoff. 165 pages. paperback. Cover 
illustration by Juan Soriano. Inventory # 19308. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This epic novel of the Mexican Revolution was originally
published in installments in 1915 in an El Paso, Texas, newspaper. Since then, THE
UNDERDOGS - the story of a courageous Indian farmer who almost unwittingly 
rises to a generalship in Pancho Villa’s rebel army-has steadily gained recognition in
Mexico and Latin America, winning renown as the classic novel about the war. 
Despite the international interest in Latin American fiction generated by writers like 
Carlos Fuentes and Gabriel Garcia Marquez since the 1960’s, The Underdogs has 
yet to receive the full recognition it deserves in North America. This new translation
by Frederick Fornoff, based on the most authentic manuscript, captures the flavor of
Azuela’s masterpiece-his lyrical portrayal of culture and landscape; his sparkling, 
spare style. Critical essays offer historical and literary perspectives on the text. 
Ahead of his time, Azuela in this 1915 novel challenged conventional narrative 
technique in ways North American writers would not adopt for decades.

Mariano Azuela González (January 1, 1873 – March 1, 1952) was a Mexican author
and physician, best known for his fictional stories of the Mexican Revolution of 1910.
He wrote novels, works for theatre and literary criticism. Azuela wrote many pieces 
including the newspaper piece ‘Impressions of a Student’ in 1896, the novel Andrés
Pérez, maderista in 1911, and Los de abajo, (or The Underdogs), in 1915.keywords
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Azuela, Mariano. The Underdogs. New York. 1963. Signet/New American Library. 
1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front,
Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. Translated From The Spanish By E. Munguia Jr.
Foreword By Harriet de Onis. 151 pages. paperback. CP119. Cover: Kossin. 
Inventory # 32360. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ten years after its publication in a small El Paso paper, 
The Underdogs achieved world - wide renown as the greatest novel of the Mexican
Revolution. It is the story of Demetrio Maclas, a naïve, peace - loving Indian, who is 
forced to side with the rebels to save his family. In the course of battle, he becomes
a compulsive militarist whose courage, almost despite himself, leads to a 
generalship in Villa's army. But as the Cause suffers defeat after defeat, Maclas 
loses prestige and moral purpose at the hands of turncoats, camp followers, and the
peasants who had once loved him. Carleton Beals wrote of this novel, 'The scenes 
have the brutality of Gorky. Azuela is the Mexican Chekhov only in so much as he is
a doctor; in all else he is close to Gorky, with a touch of Gorky's terrific pessimism, 
but none of Gorky's revolutionary optimism.'

Mariano Azuela González (January 1, 1873 – March 1, 1952) was a Mexican author
and physician, best known for his fictional stories of the Mexican Revolution of 1910.
He wrote novels, works for theatre and literary criticism. Azuela wrote many pieces 
including the newspaper piece ‘Impressions of a Student’ in 1896, the novel Andrés
Pérez, maderista in 1911, and Los de abajo, (or The Underdogs), in 1915.
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Azuela, Mariano. Three Novels By Mariano Azuela: The Trails of a Respectable 
Family, The Underdogs, The Firefly. San Antonio. 1979. Trinity University Press. 1st
American Edition of This Collection. Small Horizontal Pen Mark in Margin of Both 
Pages 16 and 176, Otherwise Good in Worn Dustjacket With Tears and A Piece 
Missing From the Top Spine. 0911536787. Translated from the Spanish by Frances
Kellam Hendricks and Beatrice Berler. 373 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 42555. 
$22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE TRIALS OF A RESPECTABLE FAMILY portrays the
impact of the Mexican Revolution on people of property and their conflicting 
responses to the moral and social issues involved. The novel analyzes the conflict 
between the obtuse who seek selfish advantage and the sensitive who summon 
courage in the face of disaster. THE UNDERDOGS, a landmark in Mexican literary 
history, describes the Mexican Revolution in one of the most violent, brutal, and 
discouraging phases. It was the first and greatest of the cycle of works on 
revolutionary subjects, written between 1915-1918, which form the basis of Azuela’s
literary fame. THE FIREFLY represents a deliberate change of style on the part of 
Mariano Azuela, who thought this novel to be the greatest literary success of his life.
Influenced in part by his reading of Marcel Proust, Azuela used techniques of 
introspection, psychological insight, and impressionism to fully develop the 
characters.

Mariano Azuela González (January 1, 1873 – March 1, 1952) was a Mexican author
and physician, best known for his fictional stories of the Mexican Revolution of 1910.
He wrote novels, works for theatre and literary criticism. Azuela wrote many pieces 
including the newspaper piece ‘Impressions of a Student’ in 1896, the novel Andrés
Pérez, maderista in 1911, and Los de abajo, (or The Underdogs), in 1915. Azuela 
was born in Lagos de Moreno, Jalisco. During his days in the Mexican Revolution, 
Azuela wrote about the war and its impact on Mexico. He served under president 
Francisco I. Madero as chief of political affairs in Lagos de Moreno, Jalisco - his 
home town. After Madero's death, he joined the military forces of Julián Medina, a 
follower of Pancho Villa, where he served as a field doctor. He later was forced for a
time to emigrate to El Paso, Texas. There he wrote Los de abajo, a first-hand 
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Babbitt, Natalie. The Devil's Other Storybook. New York. 1987. Farrar Straus Giroux.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. Remainder Dot On Bottom Edge. 
0374317674. Illustrated by Natalie Babbit. 82 pages. hardcover. Cover art by Natalie
Babbit. Inventory # 23635. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The further exploits of the Devil in his own realm and in 
the world above are recounted in ten more tales.

Natalie Zane Babbitt (née Moore; July 28, 1932 – October 31, 2016) was an 
American writer and illustrator of children's books. Her acclaimed 1975 novel Tuck 
Everlasting has been adapted into two feature films and a Broadway musical. She 
received the Newbery Honor and Christopher Award, and was the U.S. nominee for
the biennial international Hans Christian Andersen Award in 1982.
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Babel, Isaac. Lyubka the Cossack and Other Stories. New York. 1963. Signet/New
American Library. 1st Printing of This Signet Classic Edition. Very Good in Slightly
Worn Wrappers. Newly Translated From The Russian and With An Afterword By 
Andrew R. MacAndrew. 285 pages. paperback. CT203. Inventory # 27481. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Babel has been compared to Hemingway in the violence
he depicts, in his abiding theme of test and initiation, in his intense artistic 
dedication. Yet his style and vision are uniquely his own. Babel's tales are shaped 
by deeply personal and intense ironies: maternal love vies with the harsh realities of
ghetto life; a starving writer is coupled with a sensual wealthy woman; a Jewish 
intellectual enters into a strange alliance with brutal Cossacks in the Goyaesque 
horrors of war in Poland. Babel's stories are written with passionate devotion to the
mot juste, the swift phrase, the unexpected image, and they form a series of 
lightninglike attacks upon the reader's sensibilities. From the author's juxtaposition of
gruesome detail and lyric grace there emerges an unforgettable revelation of the 
mingled bestiality and beauty that lie in primitive emotion and naked action. Lionel 
Trilling called the stories in RED CAVALRY 'the most remarkable work of fiction that
had yet come out of revolutionary Russia. having upon it the mark of exceptional 
talent, even of genius.'

Isaac Emmanuilovich Babel (13 July 1894 – 27 January 1940) was a Russian writer,
journalist, playwright, and literary translator. He is best known as the author of Red
Cavalry, Story of My Dovecote and The Odessa Tales - stories from the life of 
Jewish gangsters from Odessa led by Benya Krik. He has been acclaimed as "the 
greatest prose writer of Russian Jewry". Babel was arrested by the NKVD on 15 
May 1939 on fabricated charges of terrorism and espionage, and executed on 27 
January 1940.
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Bachmann, Beth. Do Not Rise. Pittsburgh. 2015. University of Pittsburgh Press. 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822963288. Pitt Poetry Series. 72
pages. paperback. Inventory # 43964. $7.975

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Fiercely distilled and haunted by the cruelties of war, Do
Not Rise is compressed, imperative, disquieting, and compassionate.’ —Edward 
Hirsch. ‘The collection’s conceptual center—and its most insistent word—is ‘open.’.
The resulting gaps open the poem to a meaningful range of pauses, hesitations, 
delays, sonic mutations, reconsiderations. There is so much seeing in its listening.’
—Elizabeth Willis. ‘Beth Bachmann’s Temper was the last time [in forty years] I 
remember reading a first book by a poet so prodigally and—the word that came to 
my mind was—severely gifted. The new poems in Do Not Rise are a quantum leap 
forward with all the metaphorical leaps, adumbrations, dizzyings, deft, brief knottings
that make the poems in Temper so dazzling. A remarkable young talent, and a scary
one.’ —Robert Hass.

Beth Bachmann’s previous poetry book, Temper, received the Donald Hall Prize in 
Poetry and the Kate Tufts Discovery Award. Do Not Rise received the Poetry 
Society of America’s Alice Fay Di Castagnola Award. Her poems have appeared in 
the American Poetry Review, Kenyon Review, Prairie Schooner, Boston Review, 
and Southern Review and have been anthologized in The Best New Poets 2005 and
2007. Her honors also include the American Poet Prize and fellowships from the 
Tennessee Arts Commission, Bread Loaf, and the Sewanee Writer’s Conference. 
Bachmann teaches creative writing at Vanderbilt University.keywords
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Bacon, David. Children of NAFTA: Labor Wars On the U. S. /Mexico Border. 
Berkeley. 2004. University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0520237781. 348 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 35051. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Food, televisions, computer equipment, plumbing 
supplies, clothing. Much of the material foundation of our everyday lives is produced
along the U.S./Mexico border in a world largely hidden from our view. Based on 
gripping firsthand accounts, this book investigates the impact of the North American
Free Trade Agreement on those who labor in the agricultural fields and maquiladora
factories on the border. Journalist David Bacon paints a powerful portrait of poverty,
repression, and struggle, offering a devastating critique of NAFTA in the most 
pointed and in-depth examination of border workers published to date. Unlike 
journalists who have made brief excursions into strawberry fields and maquiladoras,
Bacon has more than a decade's experience reporting on the ground at the border,
and he has developed sustained relationships with scores of workers and organizers
who have entrusted him with their stories. He describes harsh conditions of child 
labor in the Mexicali Valley, the deplorable housing outside factories in cities such as
Tijuana, and corporate retaliation faced by union organizers. He finds that, despite 
the promises of its backers, NAFTA has locked in a harsh neoliberal economic 
policy that has swept away laws and protections that Mexican workers had 
established over decades. More than a showcase for NAFTA's victims, this book 
traces the emergence of a new social consciousness, telling how workers in Mexico,
the United States, and Canada are now beginning to join together in a powerful new
strategy of cross-border organizing as they search for economic and social justice.

David Bacon is a photojournalist, author, political activist, and union organizer who 
has focused on labor issues, particularly those related to immigrant labor. He has 
written several books and numerous articles on the subject. Bacon's parents were 
strong supporter of unionism[4] and his early interest in labor issues began with 
union organizing activities. He was involved in organizing efforts for the United Farm
Workers, the United Electrical Workers, the International Ladies' Garment Workers'
Union, the Molders' Union and others.
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Baden, Michael. Dead Reckoning: The New Science of Catching Killers. New York.
2001. Simon & Schuster. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0684867583. 288 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Michael Accordino. Inventory
# 31004. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - For most people, the forensic sciences are something 
reported on the news when a crime is solved through DNA evidence, or used as a 
plot twist for television shows. But behind the crime-scene tape and the doors of the
morgue is a world never seen by the public. Now famed pathologist and medical 
examiner Dr. Michael Baden and award-winning writer Marion Roach take readers 
into the laboratory, above the autopsy table, onto the witness stand and out in the 
field to show how advances in forensic science can solve crucial questions in a 
criminal case, often with startling accuracy. Baden and Roach reveal how a key clue
to the killer of Nicole Brown Simpson was lost when her body was moved to the 
morgue, and why the JonBenet Ramsey case can never be solved. They show how
no clue is too small to be analyzed and no case too old to be reopened. Full of 
behind-the-scenes drama and surprising revelations, Dead Reckoning is a 
fascinating look at how forensic science is changing the way we convict the guilty 
and free the innocent.

Michael M. Baden (born July 27, 1934) is an American physician and board-certified
forensic pathologist known for his work investigating high-profile deaths and as the 
host of HBO's Autopsy. He is the Forensic Science Contributor for FOX News 
Channel and was a frequent guest on Fox News's late-night satire program Red Eye
w/ Greg Gutfeld where he was known as the Death Correspondent. Baden has been
author or co-author of more than 80 professional articles and books on aspects of 
forensic medicine and two popular non-fiction books "Unnatural Death, Confessions
of a Medical Examiner" and "Dead Reckoning, the New Science of Catching Killers."
He is also the author, with his wife, attorney Linda Kenney Baden, of two recent 
forensic thrillers, "Remains Silent" and "Skeleton Justice."
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Bagby, George (pseudonym of Aaron Marc Stein). KIller Boy Was Here. New York.
1972. Belmont. 1st Belmont Paperback Ediiton. Very Good in Slightly Worn 
Wrappers. 203 pages. paperback. Inventory # 34661. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE SKI HELMET MURDERS – Who tried to kill Helen 
Deemer, the pretty girl from out of town, and why? What had that to do with the 
frightful murder of a rich Manhattan diamond dealer? And what dark secret made the
deranged killer place a knife and a note with the words ‘Killer Boy was Here’ on her
hospital pillow? Inspector Schmidt and his friend George Bagby meet a spoiled teen-
ager, a shopful of ladies who knit, and some of New York’s more unsavory denizens
in this fanciful novel of mystery and suspense.

George Bagby was the nom de plume of the American novelist Aaron Marc Stein 
(1906 – August 29, 1985), who specialized in mystery fiction. Bagby's focus was on
police investigators, especially the fictional Inspector Schmidt, Chief of Homicide for
the New York Police Department. In the Schmidt novels, mystery-writer Bagby 
himself appears as 'the Watson to Schmidt's Holmes, following him on cases, and 
acting as biographer.'
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Bagdikian, Ben H. Double Vision: Reflections On My Heritage, Life, and Profession.
Boston. 1995. Beacon Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0807070661. 
241 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 21418. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Bagdikian's book spans the human gamut, from the time
of his birth when he was almost left for dead during a massacre of Armenians in 
Turkey to his becoming an editor of a leading American daily and a dean of the 
School of Journalism at Berkeley. As a child, Bagdikian lived in two worlds - the 
world of his puritanical clergyman-father, whose parish was in a small New England
town, and the world of his truck-driver uncle and his grandfather who made bathtub
beer during Prohibition. Bagdikian had to attend church regularly but he made 
money for college tuition on a boardwalk with friends who were pitchmen and 
gamblers. As a professional journalist, Bagdikian continued his insider-outsider roles
- his double vision - as one of the country's leading journalists and as a leading critic
of his own profession. An enemy of secrecy in government, as editor at the 
Washington Post Bagdikian obtained and was instrumental in overcoming 
governmental censorship in publishing the secret 'Pentagon Papers' on the Vietnam
War.

Ben Haig Bagdikian (born January 26, 1920, Maraş, Ottoman Empire; modern-day 
Turkey) is an Armenian-American educator and journalist. Bagdikian has made 
journalism his profession since 1941. He is a significant American media critic and 
the dean emeritus of the University of California, Berkeley Graduate School of 
Journalism. In 1983, Bagdikian published The Media Monopoly, which revealed the 
fast-moving media conglomeration that was putting more and more media 
corporations in fewer and fewer hands with each new merger.
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Bagdikian, Ben H. The Media Monopoly. Boston. 1992. Beacon Press. 4th Edition. 
Very Good in Wrappers. 0807061573. 288 pages. paperback. Inventory # 40695. 
$7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Since this classic on corporate control of the media was 
first published in 1997, the number of corporations dominating our media has shrunk
from fifty to merely five. Once called 'alarmist', Bagdikian's claims are uncanny and 
chilling in their accuracyl This much-needed sixth edition follows up on the digital 
revolution, revealing startling details of a new communications cartel within the 
United States.

Ben Haig Bagdikian (born January 26, 1920, Maraş, Ottoman Empire; modern-day 
Turkey) is an Armenian-American educator and journalist. Bagdikian has made 
journalism his profession since 1941. He is a significant American media critic and 
the dean emeritus of the University of California, Berkeley Graduate School of 
Journalism. In 1983, Bagdikian published The Media Monopoly, which revealed the 
fast-moving media conglomeration that was putting more and more media 
corporations in fewer and fewer hands with each new merger. This work has been 
updated through six editions (through 2000) before being renamed The New Media
Monopoly and is considered a crucial resource for knowledge about media 
ownership. Bagdikian is credited with the observation that 'Trying to be a first-rate 
reporter on the average American newspaper is like trying to play Bach's 'St. 
Matthew Passion' on a ukulele.' In 1971, whistleblower Daniel Ellsberg gave 
Bagdikian — then an editor at the Washington Post — portions of the Pentagon 
Papers, a top-secret classified history of the Vietnam War. Bagdikian passed a copy
of the documents to Senator Mike Gravel, who promptly read them into the 
Congressional Record.
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Baghio'o, Jean-Louis. The Blue Flame-Tree. London. 1984. Carcanet. 1st British 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0856354708. 142 pages. hardcover. Cover design
by Bruce Wilson. Inventory # 1088. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is the story of three generations of a family. It begins
with the legend of the folk-hero O’O, the black corsair who frees slaves from the 
slave ships and flays the slavers, making breeches from their skin. From legend we
move to history, but a history into which fantasy and poetry flow naturally. Among 
the corsair’s descendents there are twins in each generation, and they express the 
paradoxical nature of the changing black experience on the island of Guadeloupe 
and FRENCH Caribbean generally. The history of the O’O clan is one of marriages,
of racial mixture and development. What remains is the island, its contours, its flora
and fauna, and the sea that washes it, things which change in meaning but not in 
character with each generation. The social miracle at the heart of the story, the 
union of the black corsair’s descendant to the last descendant of the white corsair, is
marked by nature when the red flame-tree under which the marriage is solemnized
miraculously turns blue. The tree remains throughout an emblem of possibility and of
the deep complicity between nature and these people. Many passions are engaged 
in THE BLUE FLAME-TREE: political, sexual, cultural, religious. It is about race and
about language, about possession of things and people, about the subjection of 
women and the egotism of success. But most of all it is the story of particular people
in a particular place, wonderful and terrible, to which we come as strangers but 
which we leave with a sense of having been changed.

Jean-Louis Baghio'o (21 December 1910 – 20 December 1994) is the pseudonym of
the French writer who was born as Victor Jean-Louis on 21 December 1910 at Fort-
de-France (Martinique) to a family settled at Sainte-Anne (Guadeloupe), and who 
died in Paris on 20 December 1994.
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Bagnall, Roger S. Everyday Writing in the Graeco-Roman East. Berkeley. 2011. 
University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
9780520267022. Sather Classical Lectures, 69. A Joan Palevsky Book in Classical
Literature. 50 b/w photographs, 9 tables, 2 graphs. 192 pages. hardcover. Inventory
# 37810. $49.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Most of the everyday writing from the ancient world—that
is, informal writing not intended for a long life or wide public distribution—has 
perished. Reinterpreting the silences and blanks of the historical record, leading 
papyrologist Roger S. Bagnall convincingly argues, however, that ordinary people—
from Britain to Egypt to Afghanistan—used writing in their daily lives far more 
extensively than has been recognized. Marshalling new and little-known evidence, 
including remarkable graffiti recently discovered in Smyrna, Bagnall presents a 
fascinating analysis of writing in different segments of society. His book offers a new
picture of literacy in the ancient world in which Aramaic rivals Greek and Latin as a 
great international language, and in which many other local languages develop 
means of written expression alongside these metropolitan tongues.

Roger S. Bagnall is Professor of Ancient History and Director at the Institute for the
Study of the Ancient World at New York University.
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Bail, Murray. Eucalyptus. New York. 1998. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374148570. 255 pages. hardcover. Jacket photo
by Rob Blakers.Jacket design by Susan Mitchell. Inventory # 31805. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The gruff widower Holland has two possessions he 
cherishes above all others: his sprawling property of eucalyptus trees and his 
ravishingly beautiful daughter, Ellen. When Ellen turns nineteen Holland makes an 
announcement: she may marry only the man who can correctly name the species of
each of the hundreds of gum trees on his property. Ellen is uninterested in the many
suitors who arrive from around the world, until one afternoon she chances on a 
strange, handsome young man resting under a Coolibah tree. In the days that 
follow, he spins dozens of tales set in cities, deserts, and faraway countries. As the 
contest draws to a close, Ellen and the stranger’s meetings become more erotic, the
stories more urgent. Murray Bail’s rich narrative is filled with unexpected wisdom 
about art, feminine beauty, landscape, and language. Eucalyptus is a shimmering 
love story that affirms the beguiling power of storytelling itself.

Murray Bail (born 22 September 1941) is an Australian writer of novels, short stories
and non-fiction. In 1980 he shared the Age Book of the Year award for his novel 
Homesickness. He was born in Adelaide, South Australia. He has lived most of his 
life in Australia except for sojourns in India (1968–70) and England and Europe 
(1970–74). He currently lives in Sydney. He was trustee of the National Gallery of 
Australia from 1976 to 1981 and wrote a book on Australian artist Ian Fairweather. A
portrait of Bail by the artist Fred Williams is hung in the National Portrait Gallery in 
Canberra. The portrait was done while both Williams and Bail were Council 
members of the National Gallery of Australia.
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Bain, David Haward. Sitting in Darkness: Americans in the Philippines. Boston. 
1984. Houghton Mifflin. 1st Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 
0395352851. 464 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Bernadette Evangelist. 
Inventory # 27777. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - SITTING IN DARKNESS follows the paths of three 
people in the Philippines: an American soldier of fortune. a Filipino revolutionary 
leader. and an American historian who left the safety and limits of the library for the
hazards of the jungle. What emerges is a narrative in which past and present are 
unforgettably entwined. In March 1982, David Haward Bain hiked 110 miles through
the mountainous, sparsely populated coast of Luzon. Led by pygmy guides, he and
his five companions crossed peaks, forded rivers, and negotiated jungles to retrace
a historic expedition made during a pivotal but now forgotten American war. What 
spurred Bain to attempt this trek were the personal sagas of two men who were 
symbols of their country's aspirations, headline makers at the century's turn, who are
now largely unknown: Frederick Funston, a midwestern soldier of fortune and winner
of the Congressional Medal of Honor, and Emilio Aguinaldo, the heart and soul of 
the Philippine insurrection against the United States. In 1901, after two years of war
had reduced both sides to a stalemate. Funston discovered the whereabouts of 
Aguinaldo's long-sought stronghold and concocted a brilliant and audacious scheme
to capture him. Landing on a hostile coast under cover of night, the raiding party 
marched through uncharted enemy territory. Their success ultimately forced the war
to a halt. The Philippines became an American colony until their independence in 
1946, and an awkward postcolonial relationship that continues to this day.

David Haward Bain is the author of AFTERSHOCKS: A TALE OF TWO VICTIMS, 
which deals with the moral and psychological repercussions of the Vietnam War, 
published in 1980. He has contributed articles and reviews to the New York Times, 
the Philadelphia Inquirer, American Heritage, Esquire, and other publications.
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Baker, Andrea. Each Thing Unblurred is Broken. Richmond. 2015. Omnidawn 
Publishing. Advance Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430083. 6
x 9". 96 pages. paperback. Inventory #  44202. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Stark lyric poems that outline the fragility of perception 
and the obstinacy of being. This is a book about deciding not to die—about the 
obstinacy of being. And it’s a book of craft, in which steadiness of presence 
generates the illumination that flickers through states darkened by steady crisis. The
world is blurred, not broken. And a lyric I comes to rest in the world. “To persist in 
faith is to accomplish the full journey from Resolve to Devotion. And we must know
Devotion sees this vivid world with new eyes, always. In these latest poems, Andrea
Baker shows a gaze for gardens, a gaze for catastrophe, a gaze for everlasting. 
Here is greatness coming into view.” - Donald Revell, author of Tantivy.

Andrea Baker is the author of Famous Rapes, a not-quite-graphic-novel about the 
depiction of sexual assault from Mesopotamia to the present day. Her awards 
include a Poetry Society of America Chapbook Fellowship and the Slope Editions 
Book Prize. She works as an appraiser of arts and antiques in New York City.
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Baker, Calvin. Naming the New World: A Novel. New York. 1997. St Martin's Press.
Advance Uncorrected Proofs. Very Good in Wrappers. 0312151780. African 
American's Debut Novel. 118 pages. paperback. Inventory # 22893. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From time to time a single voice surfaces: ‘It is all one life
and one memory.’ It sings of Ampofo, human cargo brought across the seas, of 
Sally, enslaved as a breeder of slaves, of Tomas, the master’s banished son, of 
Antoinette, summoned by angels, of Robert, unseeing tourist in his ancestral land, 
and of Brenndan, imprisoned and damned by his violence. And all the voices belong
to Calvin Baker, whose tautly lyrical Naming the New World brings the horror and 
healing of a people to our national literature.

Calvin Baker (born 1972) is an American novelist, essayist, and editor who has 
chronicled the African-American experience from the colonial era to the present, 
centering the Black voice and perspective within the context of trans-Atlantic history.
Among his concerns are constructions of American identity, cosmopolitanism, post-
colonialism, modernity, geography, and science.
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Baker, Christopher P. Mi Moto Fidel: Motorcycling Through Castro's Cuba. 
Washington DC. 2001. National Geographic Society. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0792279611. 304 pages. hardcover. Cover illustration by Tim 
Barrall. Inventory # 29514. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Equally at Home on the Elegant Avenidas of Havana and
the washboard trails of the Cuban countryside, Christopher Baker’s gaudy red 
motorcycle proved to be the perfect vehicle for touring our nearby unknown 
neighbor. The bike drew stares, broke the ice, and made friends for Baker 
throughout his three-month, 7,000-mile Cuban ramble. As ‘a single male on a 
motorcycle, loose on a libertine isle,’ Baker felt free to pursue—and chronicle—a 
wide range of adventures. His faithful moto exposed him to a revealing cross section
of society: From farmers and fishermen to habaneros chafing under Castro’s 
faltering rule, Baker explores the tensions simmering below the surface of a beautiful
island gripped by poverty and poised for political transition. MI MOTO FIDEL is an 
exotic escapade that fires on all cylinders.

Christopher P. Baker (1955-) was born and educated in Yorkshire, England, studied
at universities in London and Liverpool, and has lived in California since 1980. He 
has since established himself as one of the world's leading travel writers & 
photographers and is considered the world's foremost authority on travel and 
tourism to Cuba and Costa Rica.
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Baker, Nicholson. Room Temperature. New York. 1990. Grove Weidenfeld. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0802112242. 117 pages. hardcover. Inscribed by 
the Author. Jacket illustration & design by Dave Calver. Inventory # 13986. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In his second novel, Baker turns a young father’s 
feeding-time reverie into a catalog of the minutiae of domestic love.

Nicholson Baker (born January 7, 1957) is an American writer of fiction and non-
fiction. His fiction generally de-emphasizes narrative in favor of careful description 
and characterization. He often focuses on minute inspection of his characters' and 
narrators' stream of consciousness. Baker has written about poetry, literature, library
systems, history, politics, time manipulation, youth, and sex. He has written about 
libraries getting rid of books and newspapers and created the American Newspaper
Repository. He received a National Book Critics Circle Award in 2001 for his 
nonfiction book Double Fold: Libraries and the Assault on Paper and the 
International Hermann Hesse Price (Germany) in 2014. Baker has also written about
and edited at Wikipedia. A pacifist, he has also written about the buildup to World 
War II.
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Baker, Nicholson. Room Temperature. New York. 1990. Grove Weidenfeld. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0802112242. 116 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
26888. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In his second novel, Baker turns a young father's 
feeding-time reverie into a catalog of the minutiae of domestic love.

Nicholson Baker (born January 7, 1957) is an American writer of fiction and non-
fiction. His fiction generally de-emphasizes narrative in favor of careful description 
and characterization. He often focuses on minute inspection of his characters' and 
narrators' stream of consciousness. Baker has written about poetry, literature, library
systems, history, politics, time manipulation, youth, and sex. He has written about 
libraries getting rid of books and newspapers and created the American Newspaper
Repository. He received a National Book Critics Circle Award in 2001 for his 
nonfiction book Double Fold: Libraries and the Assault on Paper and the 
International Hermann Hesse Price (Germany) in 2014. Baker has also written about
and edited at Wikipedia. A pacifist, he has also written about the buildup to World 
War II.
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Baker, Nicholson. The Fermata. New York. 1994. Random House. 1st Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0679415866. 303 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 22131. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Having turned phone sex into the subject of an 
astonishing national bestseller in Vox, Baker now outdoes himself with an 
outrageously arousing, acrobatically stylish ‘X-rated sci-fi fantasy that leaves Vox 
seeming more like mere fiber-optic foreplay’ (Seattle Times). ‘Sparkling.’—San 
Francisco Chronicle.

Nicholson Baker (born January 7, 1957) is an American writer of fiction and non-
fiction. His fiction generally de-emphasizes narrative in favor of careful description 
and characterization. He often focuses on minute inspection of his characters' and 
narrators' stream of consciousness. Baker has written about poetry, literature, library
systems, history, politics, time manipulation, youth, and sex. He has written about 
libraries getting rid of books and newspapers and created the American Newspaper
Repository. He received a National Book Critics Circle Award in 2001 for his 
nonfiction book Double Fold: Libraries and the Assault on Paper and the 
International Hermann Hesse Price (Germany) in 2014. Baker has also written about
and edited at Wikipedia. A pacifist, he has also written about the buildup to World 
War II.
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Baker, Nicholson. The Mezzanine. New York. 1988. Weidenfeld & Nicolson. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1555842585. 137 pages. hardcover. Inscribed by 
the Author. Jacket illustration & design by Dave Calver. Inventory # 11982. $62.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE MEZZANINE is the remarkable portrait of one 
young man’s day at the office - actually, his lunch hour and, more exactly, his 
escalator ride back to his office on the mezzanine level, after purchasing shoelaces.
Nicholson Baker’s novel is fiction of an astonishing new and original variety. The 
seemingly small and inconsequential events of the narrator’s life - breaking both 
shoelaces within a day of each other - assume the narrative weight of major 
discoveries, significant events in a straight-faced comedy of the quotidian. Pushing 
at the boundaries of supposedly average thoughts - why the spout on the milk 
carton? is the hot air blower in the men’s room really more sanitary? - the tale 
uncovers the strange and wonderful parameters of the everyday. Complete with 
footnotes, lists, and charts, THE MEZZANINE marks Nicholson Baker’s inspired 
debut as novelist.

Nicholson Baker (born January 7, 1957) is an American writer of fiction and non-
fiction. His fiction generally de-emphasizes narrative in favor of careful description 
and characterization. He often focuses on minute inspection of his characters' and 
narrators' stream of consciousness. Baker has written about poetry, literature, library
systems, history, politics, time manipulation, youth, and sex. He has written about 
libraries getting rid of books and newspapers and created the American Newspaper
Repository. He received a National Book Critics Circle Award in 2001 for his 
nonfiction book Double Fold: Libraries and the Assault on Paper and the 
International Hermann Hesse Price (Germany) in 2014. Baker has also written about
and edited at Wikipedia. A pacifist, he has also written about the buildup to World 
War II.
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Baker, Nicholson. The Mezzanine. New York. 1988. Weidenfeld & Nicolson. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1555842585. 137 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
illustration & design by Dave Calver. Inventory # 37865. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE MEZZANINE is the remarkable portrait of one 
young man’s day at the office - actually, his lunch hour and, more exactly, his 
escalator ride back to his office on the mezzanine level, after purchasing shoelaces.
Nicholson Baker’s novel is fiction of an astonishing new and original variety. The 
seemingly small and inconsequential events of the narrator’s life - breaking both 
shoelaces within a day of each other - assume the narrative weight of major 
discoveries, significant events in a straight-faced comedy of the quotidian. Pushing 
at the boundaries of supposedly average thoughts - why the spout on the milk 
carton? is the hot air blower in the men’s room really more sanitary? - the tale 
uncovers the strange and wonderful parameters of the everyday. Complete with 
footnotes, lists, and charts, THE MEZZANINE marks Nicholson Baker’s inspired 
debut as novelist.

Nicholson Baker (born January 7, 1957) is an American writer of fiction and non-
fiction. His fiction generally de-emphasizes narrative in favor of careful description 
and characterization. He often focuses on minute inspection of his characters' and 
narrators' stream of consciousness. Baker has written about poetry, literature, library
systems, history, politics, time manipulation, youth, and sex. He has written about 
libraries getting rid of books and newspapers and created the American Newspaper
Repository. He received a National Book Critics Circle Award in 2001 for his 
nonfiction book Double Fold: Libraries and the Assault on Paper and the 
International Hermann Hesse Price (Germany) in 2014. Baker has also written about
and edited at Wikipedia. A pacifist, he has also written about the buildup to World 
War II.
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Baker, Nicholson. The Size of Thoughts: Essays & Other Lumber. New York. 1996.
Random House. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679439323. 355 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Blue Design. Inventory # 22039. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Novelist Nicholson Baker, author of THE MEZZANINE 
and VOX and called by Vanity Fair ‘the best American writer of his generation,’ here
collects over a decade’s worth of essays and journalism, including his controversial
and highly praised 1994 article on the destruction of library card catalogs. His 
subjects range from the internals of the movie projector to the emotional tribulations
of reading aloud; from the disappearance of hybrid punctuation to the mechanics of
changing one’s mind; from the lexicography of dirty talk to the manufacture of the 
fingernail clipper. There is a wedding address, a study of the not-so-random books 
that are used as props in mail-order catalogs, and a recipe. The final essay, which 
appears in print here for the first time, pursues through several centuries of prose 
and poetry the vagaries of the word lumber as a metaphor for the contents of the 
human mind, in what becomes in the telling a dazzlingly pedantic case study of the 
fanaticism of scholarship and the beauty that can reside within a piece of ordinary 
language.

Nicholson Baker (born January 7, 1957) is an American writer of fiction and non-
fiction. His fiction generally de-emphasizes narrative in favor of careful description 
and characterization. He often focuses on minute inspection of his characters' and 
narrators' stream of consciousness. Baker has written about poetry, literature, library
systems, history, politics, time manipulation, youth, and sex. He has written about 
libraries getting rid of books and newspapers and created the American Newspaper
Repository. He received a National Book Critics Circle Award in 2001 for his 
nonfiction book Double Fold: Libraries and the Assault on Paper and the 
International Hermann Hesse Price (Germany) in 2014. Baker has also written about
and edited at Wikipedia. A pacifist, he has also written about the buildup to World 
War II.
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Baker, Nicholson. U and I: A True Story. New York. 1991. Random House. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394589947. 181 pages. hardcover. 
Inscribed by the Author. Jacket design by Steve Snider. Inventory # 12304. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Baker muses on the creative process via his obsession 
with John Updike.

Nicholson Baker (born January 7, 1957) is an American writer of fiction and non-
fiction. His fiction generally de-emphasizes narrative in favor of careful description 
and characterization. He often focuses on minute inspection of his characters' and 
narrators' stream of consciousness. Baker has written about poetry, literature, library
systems, history, politics, time manipulation, youth, and sex. He has written about 
libraries getting rid of books and newspapers and created the American Newspaper
Repository. He received a National Book Critics Circle Award in 2001 for his 
nonfiction book Double Fold: Libraries and the Assault on Paper and the 
International Hermann Hesse Price (Germany) in 2014. Baker has also written about
and edited at Wikipedia. A pacifist, he has also written about the buildup to World 
War II.
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Baker, Nicholson. Vox. New York. 1992. Random House. 1st Edition. Very Good in
Slightly Worn Dustjacket With A Small Tear Mark On The Front Cover. 0394589955.
167 pages. hardcover. Inscribed by the Author. Jacket design by Deborah Aiges, 
Deborah DeStaffan, & Eric Leonard. Inventory # 16176. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Baker has written a novel that remaps the territory of sex
—solitary and telephonic, lyrical and profane, comfortable and dangerous. Written in
the form of a phone conversation between two strangers, VOX is an erotic classic 
that places the author in the first rank of America’s major writers.

Nicholson Baker (born January 7, 1957) is an American writer of fiction and non-
fiction. His fiction generally de-emphasizes narrative in favor of careful description 
and characterization. He often focuses on minute inspection of his characters' and 
narrators' stream of consciousness. Baker has written about poetry, literature, library
systems, history, politics, time manipulation, youth, and sex. He has written about 
libraries getting rid of books and newspapers and created the American Newspaper
Repository. He received a National Book Critics Circle Award in 2001 for his 
nonfiction book Double Fold: Libraries and the Assault on Paper and the 
International Hermann Hesse Price (Germany) in 2014. Baker has also written about
and edited at Wikipedia. A pacifist, he has also written about the buildup to World 
War II.
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Bakis, Kirsten. Lives of the Monster Dogs. New York. 1997. Farrar Straus Giroux. 
1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374189870. 1st Novel. 320 pages. hardcover.
Jacket art by Debra LIll. Jacket design by Susan Mitchell. Inventory # 23488. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When a race of elegant, superintelligent dogs arrives in 
twenty-first-century New York, they become instant celebrities, but, unable to adjust
to the modern world and confronted with an incurable disease, they construct a 
fantastic castle and barricade themselves inside. A first novel.

Kirsten Bakis (born 1967 Switzerland) is an American novelist. Bakis was raised in
Westchester County, New York, and graduated from New York University in 1990. 
She is a recipient of a Teaching/Writing Fellowship from the University of Iowa 
Writer's Workshop, a grant from the Michener/Copernicus Society of America. She 
has taught at Hampshire College and was a writer-in-residence at Skidmore 
College, Saratoga Springs, New York in 2005. She is currently living in Croton-on-
Hudson, New York with her husband, their two children, and two dogs, and is at 
work on her second novel. Lives of the Monster Dogs received mostly positive 
reviews. Critics praised it for its originality, while also noting some of its drawbacks 
as science fiction.
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Bakken, Christopher. Eternity & Oranges. Pittsburgh. 2016. University of Pittsburgh
Press. Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822964049. Pitt Poetry 
Series. 72 pages. paperback. Inventory # 42530. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘This is a beautiful collection of poems: half-cryptic, half-
open; half based on ancient myths, half on actual life. There’s almost always Greece
as the backdrop, olives and the sea but also a human drama. Christopher Bakken 
proves that what’s ancient is also modern and vice versa. We live between times; 
only poetry can make it palpable.’ —Adam Zagajewski.

Christopher Bakken is Department Chair and Frederick F. Seeley Professor of 
English at Allegheny College. He is the author of the poetry collections After Greece
and Goat Funeral. He is also co-translator of The Lions’ Gate: Selected Poems of 
Titos Patrikios, and the author of Honey, Olives, Octopus: Adventures at the Greek
Table.
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Bakken, Christopher. Eternity & Oranges. Pittsburgh. 2016. University of Pittsburgh
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822964049. Pitt Poetry 
Series. 72 pages. paperback. Inventory # 43943. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘This is a beautiful collection of poems: half-cryptic, half-
open; half based on ancient myths, half on actual life. There’s almost always Greece
as the backdrop, olives and the sea but also a human drama. Christopher Bakken 
proves that what’s ancient is also modern and vice versa. We live between times; 
only poetry can make it palpable.’ —Adam Zagajewski.

Christopher Bakken is Department Chair and Frederick F. Seeley Professor of 
English at Allegheny College. He is the author of the poetry collections After Greece
and Goat Funeral. He is also co-translator of The Lions’ Gate: Selected Poems of 
Titos Patrikios, and the author of Honey, Olives, Octopus: Adventures at the Greek
Table.
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Bakken, Christopher. Honey, Olives, Octopus: Adventures at the Greek Table. 
Berkeley. 2013. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 9780520275096. Illustrations by Mollie Katzen. 6 x 8. 18 b/w photos. 8 
line illus. 1 map. 256 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 40480. $34.950000000000003

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Combining the best of memoir, travel literature, and food
writing, Christopher Bakken delves into the most underappreciated cuisine in Europe
in this rollicking celebration of the Greek table. He explores the traditions and history
behind eight elements of Greek cuisine—olives, bread, fish, cheese, beans, wine, 
meat, and honey—and journeys through the country searching for the best 
examples of each. He picks olives on Thasos, bakes bread on Crete, eats Cycladic
honey with one of Greece’s greatest poets, and learns about the history of pasta on
Chios. Working with local cooks and artisans, he offers an intimate look at traditional
village life, while honoring the conversations, friendships, and leisurely ceremonies 
of dining around which Hellenic culture has evolved for the past several thousand 
years. Honey, Olives, Octopus is a hymn to slow food, to seasonal and sustainable 
cuisine, and a lyrical celebration of Greece, where such concepts have always been
a simple part of living and eating well.

Christopher Bakken is associate Professor of English at allegheny College. He is the
author of Goat Funeral and After Greece. His poems, essays, and translations have
been published widely in the U.S. and in Europe.
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Balázs, Béla. The Cloak of Dreams: Chinese Fairy Tales. Princeton. 2010. Princeton
University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780691147116. 
Oddly Modern Fairy Tales Jack Zipes, Series Editor. 15 line illustrations. Translated
and introduced by Jack Zipes Illustrated by Mariette Lydis. 177 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 37764. $28

FROM THE PUBLISHER - INTRIGUING FAIRY TALES FROM THE LIBRETTIST 
OF BLUEBEARD’S CASTLE. A man is changed into a flea and must bring his future
parents together in order to become human again. A woman convinces a river god 
to cure her sick son, but the remedy has mixed consequences. A young man must 
choose whether to be close to his wife’s soul or body. And two deaf mutes transcend
their physical existence in the garden of dreams. Strange and fantastical, these fairy
tales of Béla Balázs (1884–1949), Hungarian writer, film critic, and famous librettist 
of Bluebeard’s Castle, reflect his profound interest in friendship, alienation, and 
Taoist philosophy. Translated and introduced by Jack Zipes, one of the world’s 
leading authorities on fairy tales, The Cloak of Dreams brings together sixteen of 
Balázs’s unique and haunting stories. Written in 1921, these fairy tales were 
originally published with twenty images drawn in the Chinese style by painter 
Mariette Lydis, and this new edition includes Lydis’s brilliant illustrations. Together, 
tales and pictures accentuate the motifs and themes that run throughout Balázs’s 
work: wandering protagonists, mysterious woods and mountains, solitude, and 
magical transformation. His fairy tales express our deepest desires and hope that, 
even in the midst of sadness and tragedy, we can transcend our difficulties and 
forge our own unique destinies. Unusual, mystifying fairy tales that examine the 
world’s cruelties and twists of fate, The Cloak of Dreams will entertain, startle, and 
intrigue.

Béla Balázs (4 August 1884, Szeged – 17 May 1949, Budapest), born Herbert 
Bauer, was a Hungarian-Jewish film critic, aesthete, writer and poet.
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Balcombe, Jonathan. The Exultant Ark: A Pictorial Tour of Animal Pleasure. 
Berkeley. 2011. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 9780520260245. 225 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37851. 
$34.950000000000003

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Nature documentaries often depict animal life as a grim 
struggle for survival, but this visually stunning book opens our eyes to a different, 
more scientifically up-to-date way of looking at the animal kingdom. In more than 
one hundred striking images, The Exultant Ark celebrates the full range of animal 
experience with dramatic portraits of animal pleasure ranging from the charismatic 
and familiar to the obscure and pleasure ranging from the charismatic and familiar to
the obscure and bizarre. These photographs, windows onto the inner lives of 
pleasure seekers, show two polar bears engaged in a bout of wrestling, hoary 
marmots taking time for a game of chase, Japanese macaques enjoying a soak in a
hot spring, a young bull elk sticking out his tongue to catch snowflakes, and many 
other amusements. Biologist and best-selling author Jonathan Balcombe is our 
guide through the images, interpreting them within the scientific context of what is 
known about animal behavior. In the end, old attitudes fall away as we gain a 
heightened sense of animal individuality and sentience, and of the pleasures of life 
on planet Earth. 'It is rare to find a scientist writing with such delight about, of all 
things, joy in the animal world! I have rarely experienced such pleasure in reading a
book. I recommend it to all animal lovers, and even challenge a few skeptics, whose
minds may be changed by this extraordinary work.' - Jeffrey Moussaieff Masson, 
author of When Elephants Weep.

Jonathan Balcombe is formerly Senior Research Scientist at the Physicians 
Committee for Responsible Medicine. His books include Second Nature: The Inner 
Lives of Animals and Pleasurable Kingdom: Animals and the Nature of Feeling 
Good.
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Baldeosingh, Kevin. The Autobiography of Paras P. Portsmouth. 1996. Heinemann.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0435988182. Caribbean Writers 
Series. 180 pages. paperback. Cover illustration by Spike Gerrell. Inventory # 
23096. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘I was never one to follow the crowd - unless they were 
looking at a fatal accident.’ Set in the Caribbean island of Trinidad, Kevin 
Baldeosingh’s hilarious satire presents the inimitable Paras P. Discover the 
undiluted truth about the self-declared anti-revolutionary of the order of Jesus Christ
and Mahatma Gandhi, the Founder of the Centre for Correctness. With a little help 
from a tape recorder, Paras P. reveals all we need to know about politics, religion, 
the media, marriage and sexual norms. This witty commentary on the hypocrisies of
modern life demonstrates the truth that ‘Against the assault of laughter, nothing will 
stand’ (Mark Twain). Born in Trinidad, Kevin Baldeosingh is a journalist working on 
the Trinidad Guardian. This is his first novel.

Kevin Baldeosingh (born 1963) is a Trinidadian newspaper columnist, author and 
Humanist, who has been involved in many controversial social issues. He now 
works with the Trinidad and Tobago Express as a writer on a freelance basis. In 
twenty years as a professional writer he has written over 2,000 newspaper articles, 
over 30 periodical articles and papers, 20-plus short stories, and three novels.
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Baldwin, James. Going To Meet the Man. New York. 1965. Dial Press. 1st American
Edition. 1st Issue In Black Cloth Boards, Red Endpapers, and Top Edge Yellow. 
Boards Slightly Scuffed, Otherwise Very Good. No Dustjacket. hardcover. Inventory
# 29883. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It will come as no surprise to the readers of James 
Baldwin that he has been writing consistently brilliant and important short fiction for
well over a decade. But with this volume they will have a chance to measure and 
assess the truly astonishing range and intensity of his gifts: GOING TO MEET THE
MAN is the first collection of Mr. Baldwin’s stories. It includes three recent works 
never before published. A young girl attempts to accept the impending departure of
her lover; a Negro entertainer who has made his name in Europe faces the prospect
of returning to the United States; a young man who has achieved middle-class 
status has to accommodate his brother’s life of jazz, dope addiction, and prison; a 
white policeman in a southern town recalls the mutilation and lynching of a Negro: 
Mr. Baldwin’s situations are always ruthlessly spare. Every situation is firmly rooted 
in the world as we know it today, and the characters are so accurately perceived and
truthfully rendered that the over-all effect is almost musical - in that we may still hear
music long after it is played. Here is an author who writes about what matters, and 
with a capacity for honesty that may be unrivaled by any contemporary practitioner 
on the American scene.

James Arthur Baldwin (August 2, 1924 – December 1, 1987) was an American 
novelist, playwright, essayist, poet, and activist. His essays, as collected in Notes of
a Native Son (1955), explore intricacies of racial, sexual, and class distinctions in 
Western society, most notably in regard to the mid-twentieth-century United States.
Some of Baldwin's essays are book-length, including The Fire Next Time (1963), No
Name in the Street (1972), and The Devil Finds Work (1976). An unfinished 
manuscript, Remember This House, was expanded and adapted for cinema as the
Academy Award–nominated documentary film I Am Not Your Negro (2016).
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Bales, Kevin. Ending Slavery: How We Free Today's Slaves. Berkeley. 2007. 
University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
9780520254701. 274 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36500. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In his 1999 book, Disposable People, Kevin Bales 
brought to light the shocking fact of modern slavery and described how, nearly two 
hundred years after the slave trade was abolished (legal slavery would have to wait
another fifty years), global slavery stubbornly persists. In Ending Slavery, Bales 
again grapples with the struggle to end this ancient evil and presents the ideas and 
insights that can finally lead to slavery’s extinction. Recalling his own involvement in
the antislavery movement, he recounts a personal journey in search of the solution 
and explains how governments and citizens can build a world without slavery.

Kevin Bales is President of Free the Slaves, Washington, DC, and Professor of 
Sociology at the University of Surrey Roehampton, England. He is the world’s 
leading expert on contemporary slavery.
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Balka, M. Outpost. New York. 1973. Delacorte Press. 1st Printing. Some Foxing to 
Top Edge, Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. Translated by The Author. 167 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Johannes Regn. Photograph by Jacques 
Robert.�. Inventory # 11341. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The setting is Chad (formerly part of French Equatorial 
Africa) at the end of the colonial era. The prophetic words above have just been 
spoken to newly arrived young Lt. Boutarel; for even though the country has be- 
come an independent republic, a small French garrison remains behind as a token 
force, unbearably solitary in their remote fortress-outpost, stifled by overwhelming 
heat and boredom. The garrison is commanded by a colonel who is all that Boutarel
is not - rich, aristocratic, secure, confident. With his wife and son tragically dead, his
life now consists only in following meticulously the military philosophy that has 
molded him, and he ceaselessly puts his indifferent troops through the seemingly 
pointless disciplines and routines of army life. Fifteen men eventually desert and flee
into the bush. Most are recaptured, but Boutarel is ordered to track down and shoot 
the holdouts. The subsequent hunt for the deserters combines with an epic elephant
and hyena chase, and the parallel "music of death" is played out with increasing 
tension against the background of an Africa teeming with its extravagantly distinctive
sights, smells, and sounds.

M. BALKA lives in Paris and is the author of two other novels which, with Outpost, 
were originally published there.
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Ball, Angela. Talking Pillow. Pittsburgh. 2017. University of Pittsburgh Press. 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822965152. Pitt Poetry Series. 57
pages. paperback. Inventory # 43262. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Talking Pillow celebrates love as amazement, 
sustenance, and the progenitor of scarce-believable loss. The book centers around 
the sudden death of the author’s long-time partner and travels outward to events in 
the world at large. Imagining themselves into multiple times, places, and lives, the 
poems comically explore the possibilities of attachment between people and the 
absurdity of death’s sudden intrusion. Antic and often funny, these poems converse
with all that we care about, fear, and fail to understand.

Angela Ball is professor of English at the University of Southern Mississippi, where 
she directs the Center for Writers. She is the author of four previous poetry 
collections: The Museum of the Revolution: 58 Exhibits, Possession, Quartet, and 
Night Clerk at the Hotel of Both Worlds. She is the recipient of an NEA grant and 
has twice won the Poetry Prize from the Mississippi Institute of Arts and Letters. Her
work has been featured in Best American Poetry, on the Writer’s Almanac with 
Garrison Keillor, and has been frequently anthologized.
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Ball, Angela. Talking Pillow. Pittsburgh. 2017. University of Pittsburgh Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822965152. Pitt Poetry Series. 72 
pages. paperback. Inventory # 42054. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Talking Pillow celebrates love as amazement, 
sustenance, and the progenitor of scarce-believable loss. The book centers around 
the sudden death of the author’s long-time partner and travels outward to events in 
the world at large. Imagining themselves into multiple times, places, and lives, the 
poems comically explore the possibilities of attachment between people and the 
absurdity of death’s sudden intrusion. Antic and often funny, these poems converse
with all that we care about, fear, and fail to understand.

Angela Ball is professor of English at the University of Souther Mississippi, where 
she directs the Center for Writers. She is the author of four previous poetry 
collections: The Museum of the Revolution: 58 Exhibits, Possession, Quartet, and 
Night Clerk at the Hotel of Both Worlds. She is the recipient of an NEA grant and 
has twice won the Poetry Prize from the Mississippi Institute of Arts and Letters. Her
work has been featured in Best American Poetry, on the Writer’s Almanac with 
Garrison Keillor, and has been frequently anthologized.
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Ballard, Allen B. Where I'm Bound. New York. 2000. Simon & Schuster. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684870312. 317 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design By Patti Ratchford. Jacket illustration By Peter Fiore. Inventory # 
28380. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - WHERE I’M BOUND, a stunning and engaging Civil War
novel, is the first work of fiction to focus solely on the soldiers of an African-
American regiment. Throughout the war, more than 180,000 African-American men 
fought for the Union Army. Many were escaped slaves, others were freed men; yet 
all voluntarily enlisted for one cause: freedom. For the first time in fiction, their 
experiences are successfully portrayed in a manner befitting the grandeur and 
scope of their contributions. Inspired by the true story of a black cavalry unit in 
Mississippi, renowned African-American historian Allen Ballard weaves factual 
events with the fictional account of an escaped slave, Joe Duckett, who flees to join 
the Northern Arm. When Duckett escapes his life of bondage to become a cavalry 
scout, he grows to be more than a free man - he becomes a hero. Duckett and his 
hard-riding regiment roam the Mississippi Delta, freeing slaves and keeping vital 
waterways open for the Union. As the war approaches its final, tragic days, Duckett
embarks on his most dangerous mission yet: to return to the plantation from which 
he escaped in order to reunite with his wife and daughter. More than just an account
of the Civil War, WHERE I’M BOUND is an affecting portrayal of the psychological 
effects of war. Through the character Duckett, some of war’s greatest tragedies are
painfully evoked - the agonizing separation from family, the horrendous mission of 
having to kill another man, and the cruelty and moral corruption that occur when 
men’s passions are their greatest weapons against one another.

ALLEN B. BALLARD teaches history and African-American studies at the State 
University of New York at Albany. He is a Phi Beta Kappa graduate of Kenyon 
College in Ohio and holds a Ph.D. in government from Harvard University. Dr. 
Ballard has published two nonfiction books, and his articles have appeared in 
popular journals and newspapers, including The New York Times, which just 
recently published his reflections on the Battle of Gettysburg. He lives in Clifton 
Park. New York.
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Ballard, J. G. A User's Guide To the Millennium. New York. 1996. Picador. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312144407. 304 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Calvin Chu. Inventory # 22262. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Collected for the first time, these are the nonfiction 
writings of one of this century’s most important voices. The pieces-more than ninety 
in all, written between 1963 and 1995--exhibit the same sharp vision and sharper 
prose that has distinguished all of Ballard’s fiction. His fascination for and fixation 
upon this century take him from William Burroughs to Elvis Presley, and through his
eyes we see our times more clearly and more pointedly.

James Graham ‘J. G.’ Ballard (15 November 1930 – 19 April 2009) was an English 
novelist, short story writer, and prominent member of the New Wave movement in 
science fiction. His best-known books are Crash (1973), adapted into a film by David
Cronenberg, and the semi-autobiographical Empire of the Sun (1984), made into a 
film by Steven Spielberg, based on Ballard's boyhood in the Shanghai International
Settlement and internment by the Japanese Imperial Army during the Second World
War. The literary distinctiveness of his work has given rise to the adjective 
‘Ballardian‘, defined by the Collins English Dictionary as ‘resembling or suggestive of
the conditions described in J. G. Ballard’s novels and stories, especially dystopian 
modernity, bleak man-made landscapes and the psychological effects of 
technological, social or environmental developments.’ Ballard was diagnosed with 
prostate cancer in June 2006, from which he died in London in April 2009. In 2008, 
The Times included Ballard on its list of ‘The 50 greatest British writers since 1945’.keywords
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Ballard, J. G. Running Wild. New York. 1989. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374252882. 104 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
& illustration by Chip Kidd & Barbara de Wilde. Inventory # 13112. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A gripping narrative by the acclaimed author of EMPIRE
OF THE SUN and CRASH. A terrible massacre has occurred on the grounds of an 
exclusive housing estate near London: 32 adults have been murdered in a space of
20 minutes-and their children are nowhere to be found.

James Graham ‘J. G.’ Ballard (15 November 1930 – 19 April 2009) was an English 
novelist, short story writer, and prominent member of the New Wave movement in 
science fiction. His best-known books are Crash (1973), adapted into a film by David
Cronenberg, and the semi-autobiographical Empire of the Sun (1984), made into a 
film by Steven Spielberg, based on Ballard's boyhood in the Shanghai International
Settlement and internment by the Japanese Imperial Army during the Second World
War. The literary distinctiveness of his work has given rise to the adjective 
‘Ballardian‘, defined by the Collins English Dictionary as ‘resembling or suggestive of
the conditions described in J. G. Ballard’s novels and stories, especially dystopian 
modernity, bleak man-made landscapes and the psychological effects of 
technological, social or environmental developments.’ Ballard was diagnosed with 
prostate cancer in June 2006, from which he died in London in April 2009. In 2008, 
The Times included Ballard on its list of ‘The 50 greatest British writers since 1945’.
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Ballard, J. G. Rushing To Paradise. New York. 1995. Picador. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 031213164x. 239 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Henry Sene Yee. Inventory # 21195. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - RUSHING TO PARADISE tells the story of sixteen-year-
old Neil Dempsey, who finds himself caught up in veteran campaigner Dr. Barbara 
Rafferty’s obsessive crusade to save the albatross on the deserted Pacific atoll of 
Saint-Esprit. The threat to the rare birds’ breeding ground comes from the French 
engineers and soldiers who have begun to build an airstrip on this former nuclear 
testing site. When Neil is shot on a rescue mission led by Dr. Barbara, the attention
of the world’s media turns to the tiny island and its stricken birds. International 
pressure drives away the French, and Saint-Esprit becomes a sanctuary - an island
paradise for Neil, Dr. Barbara, environmentalists, and a collection of the world’s 
endangered species. Paradise, however, is not what it seems.

James Graham ‘J. G.’ Ballard (15 November 1930 – 19 April 2009) was an English 
novelist, short story writer, and prominent member of the New Wave movement in 
science fiction. His best-known books are Crash (1973), adapted into a film by David
Cronenberg, and the semi-autobiographical Empire of the Sun (1984), made into a 
film by Steven Spielberg, based on Ballard's boyhood in the Shanghai International
Settlement and internment by the Japanese Imperial Army during the Second World
War. The literary distinctiveness of his work has given rise to the adjective 
‘Ballardian‘, defined by the Collins English Dictionary as ‘resembling or suggestive of
the conditions described in J. G. Ballard’s novels and stories, especially dystopian 
modernity, bleak man-made landscapes and the psychological effects of 
technological, social or environmental developments.’ Ballard was diagnosed with 
prostate cancer in June 2006, from which he died in London in April 2009. In 2008, 
The Times included Ballard on its list of ‘The 50 greatest British writers since 1945’.
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Ballard, J. G. The Crystal World. New York. 1966. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st 
American Edition. Bookplate on the front free endpaper and a small stamp from a 
bookstore at the top corner of the title page. There Is also a tear mark on the front 
boards,Otherwise Very Good.No Dustjacket. 210 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
17220. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - J. G. Ballard’s fourth novel, which established his 
reputation as a writer of extraordinary talent and imaginative powers, tells the story 
of a physician specializing in the treatment of leprosy who is invited to a small 
outpost in the interior of Africa. Finding the roadways blocked, he takes to the river,
and embarks on a frightening journey through a strange petrified forest whose area
expands daily, affecting not only the physical environment but also its inhabitants.

James Graham ‘J. G.’ Ballard (15 November 1930 – 19 April 2009) was an English 
novelist, short story writer, and prominent member of the New Wave movement in 
science fiction. His best-known books are Crash (1973), adapted into a film by David
Cronenberg, and the semi-autobiographical Empire of the Sun (1984), made into a 
film by Steven Spielberg, based on Ballard's boyhood in the Shanghai International
Settlement and internment by the Japanese Imperial Army during the Second World
War. The literary distinctiveness of his work has given rise to the adjective 
‘Ballardian‘, defined by the Collins English Dictionary as ‘resembling or suggestive of
the conditions described in J. G. Ballard’s novels and stories, especially dystopian 
modernity, bleak man-made landscapes and the psychological effects of 
technological, social or environmental developments.’ Ballard was diagnosed with 
prostate cancer in June 2006, from which he died in London in April 2009. In 2008, 
The Times included Ballard on its list of ‘The 50 greatest British writers since 1945’.
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Ballard, J. G. The Day of Creation. New York. 1988. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374135274. 254 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Wendell Minor. Inventory # 9868. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - At Port-la-Nouvelle, on the parched terrain of central 
Africa, Dr. Mallory watches as his clinic fails and dreams of discovering a third Nile 
that will make the Sahara bloom. When there is a trickle on the local airstrip, and 
soon a river, the obsessed Mallory claims it as his own creation and sets out for the 
river’s source.

James Graham ‘J. G.’ Ballard (15 November 1930 – 19 April 2009) was an English 
novelist, short story writer, and prominent member of the New Wave movement in 
science fiction. His best-known books are Crash (1973), adapted into a film by David
Cronenberg, and the semi-autobiographical Empire of the Sun (1984), made into a 
film by Steven Spielberg, based on Ballard's boyhood in the Shanghai International
Settlement and internment by the Japanese Imperial Army during the Second World
War. The literary distinctiveness of his work has given rise to the adjective 
‘Ballardian‘, defined by the Collins English Dictionary as ‘resembling or suggestive of
the conditions described in J. G. Ballard’s novels and stories, especially dystopian 
modernity, bleak man-made landscapes and the psychological effects of 
technological, social or environmental developments.’ Ballard was diagnosed with 
prostate cancer in June 2006, from which he died in London in April 2009. In 2008, 
The Times included Ballard on its list of ‘The 50 greatest British writers since 1945’.
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Ballard, J. G. The Day of Creation. Toronto. 1987. Lester & Orpen Dennys. 1st 
Canadian Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0886191815. hardcover. Inventory # 
26773. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - At Port-la-Nouvelle, on the parched terrain of central 
Africa, Dr. Mallory watches as his clinic fails and dreams of discovering a third Nile 
that will make the Sahara bloom. When there is a trickle on the local airstrip, and 
soon a river, the obsessed Mallory claims it as his own creation and sets out for the 
river’s source.

James Graham ‘J. G.’ Ballard (15 November 1930 – 19 April 2009) was an English 
novelist, short story writer, and prominent member of the New Wave movement in 
science fiction. His best-known books are Crash (1973), adapted into a film by David
Cronenberg, and the semi-autobiographical Empire of the Sun (1984), made into a 
film by Steven Spielberg, based on Ballard's boyhood in the Shanghai International
Settlement and internment by the Japanese Imperial Army during the Second World
War. The literary distinctiveness of his work has given rise to the adjective 
‘Ballardian‘, defined by the Collins English Dictionary as ‘resembling or suggestive of
the conditions described in J. G. Ballard’s novels and stories, especially dystopian 
modernity, bleak man-made landscapes and the psychological effects of 
technological, social or environmental developments.’ Ballard was diagnosed with 
prostate cancer in June 2006, from which he died in London in April 2009. In 2008, 
The Times included Ballard on its list of ‘The 50 greatest British writers since 1945’.
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Ballard, J. G. The Kindness of Women. New York. 1991. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374181101. 343 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Neil Stuart. Inventory # 15508. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This sequel to EMPIRE OF THE SUN begins in 
Shanghai toward the close of the war. Young James goes from the prison camp to 
England, a wrenching change. It takes years-through prep school, medical school 
and the Royal Air Force-for him to find his balance. He finally settles into a happy 
period of family life. But a sudden tragedy shatters his idyllic world, and James falls
headlong into the craze of the 1960s. It’s through the kindness of women in his life 
that he’s led to confront the traumas of his childhood.

James Graham ‘J. G.’ Ballard (15 November 1930 – 19 April 2009) was an English 
novelist, short story writer, and prominent member of the New Wave movement in 
science fiction. His best-known books are Crash (1973), adapted into a film by David
Cronenberg, and the semi-autobiographical Empire of the Sun (1984), made into a 
film by Steven Spielberg, based on Ballard's boyhood in the Shanghai International
Settlement and internment by the Japanese Imperial Army during the Second World
War. The literary distinctiveness of his work has given rise to the adjective 
‘Ballardian‘, defined by the Collins English Dictionary as ‘resembling or suggestive of
the conditions described in J. G. Ballard’s novels and stories, especially dystopian 
modernity, bleak man-made landscapes and the psychological effects of 
technological, social or environmental developments.’ Ballard was diagnosed with 
prostate cancer in June 2006, from which he died in London in April 2009. In 2008, 
The Times included Ballard on its list of ‘The 50 greatest British writers since 1945’.
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Ballentine, Lee. Phase Language. Berkeley. 1995. Pantograph Press. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 1880766078. 90 pages. paperback. Inscribed by 
the Author. Cover design by Robert Frazier. Inventory # 36801. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘As the empires wend their way, both glittering and dark,
toward the ‘end’ or ‘turn of the century’ poet Lee Ballentine records the procession in
scenarios that project the ‘information age’ onto archetypal screens. The resulting 
double exposures reveal a sensibility in touch with its dreams, fears, joys, and 
pratfalls, in fearless command of a legion of lexicons, and in sympathy with the 
individual trying to make sense of it all.’ - Anselm Hollo, about PHASE LANGUAGE.

Lee Ballentine's poems of science and surrealism have appeared in 26, Abraxas, 
ACM, Caliban, Drive They Said, Exquisite Corpse, Mississippi Mud, Painted Bride, 
Portland Review, and many other magazines, journals, and anthologies. He's the 
author of eight poetry monographs, and edited the anthology POLY: New 
Speculative Writing, which James Laughlin wrote was "pushing up the Amazon of 
the new poetry" and which was an Anatomy of Wonder Best Book, to date having 
received more than 60 reviews worldwide. Lee edits the journal of new surrealism 
and found photography, UR-VOX.
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Ballinger, Bill S. Formula for Murder. New York. 1958. Signet/New American Library.
1st Signet Paperback Printing. Wear To Bottom Spine, Otherwise Good in Slightly 
Worn Wrappers. 125 pages. paperback. 1585. Inventory # 41529. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A beautiful, weak woman, her jealous husband, and a 
puzzling suicide that reeks of murder! The Brooklyn Bridge at dawn - A body hurtles
over the railing, and what starts out as a simple study in suicide explodes into a 
storm of revenge and murder. Here’s an excitingly new kind of mystery, written by 
Bill S. Ballinger, author of such bestselling thriller, as The Body in the Bed and 
Portrait in Smoke. It introduces a fascinating new detective, vanMars - brilliant, 
scientific, sophisticated, a connoisseur of wine, women and murder.

Bill S. Ballinger (born William Sanborn Ballinger on 13 March 1912 in Oskaloosa, 
Iowa, died 23 March 1980 Tarzana, California) was a prolific American author and 
screenwriter. He was educated at the University of Wisconsin and was an associate
professor of writing at the California State University Northridge, Los Angeles, 
California. Working in radio and advertising in the early 1940s, Ballinger wrote 81 
radio scripts and produced The Dinah Shore Show, The Breakfast Club, and Lowell
Thomas broadcasts. After Ballinger moved from New York to Los Angeles he began
writing full-time. The author of 30 books, Ballinger also used the names B.S. 
Sanborn and Frederic Fryer. The first was The Body in the Bed in 1948. His most 
famous work was 1950s Portrait in Smoke that received a Les Grands Maîtres du 
Roman Policier Award and was filmed in 1956 as Wicked as they Come. Ballinger's 
two main fictional characters in his novels were Chicago private investigator Barr 
Breed and Native American Central Intelligence Agency Agent Joaquin Hawke. His
book, The Longest Second, was nominated in 1958 for an Edgar for the Best 
Mystery award. Ballinger was a frequent writer for American television with 150 
teleplays to his name. These included seven teleplays for Alfred Hitchcock Presents,
two episodes of Kolchak: The Night Stalker, several police television shows such as
Tightrope and Ironside and the episode 'The Mice' for The Outer Limits. In addition 
to his books and teleplays, Ballinger wrote screenplays for Burt Topper's The 
Strangler (1963) and Operation CIA (1965), a Burt Reynolds spy film set in Vietnam
but filmed in Thailand.
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Balzac, Honore de. A Harlot High and Low. Baltimore. 1970. Penguin Books. 1st 
Penguin Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0140442324. 
Translated from the French & With An Introduction by Rayner Heppenstall. 554 
pages. paperback. L232. The cover shows a detail from ‘Kleptomaniac’ by Theodore
Gericault, in the Museum of Fine Arts Ghent. Inventory # 40452. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this splendid example of the ‘Scenes of Parisian Life’
Balzac (1799-1850) brings to bear his encyclopaedic knowledge of finance, 
fashionable intrigue, and the ramifications both of the underworld and of the police 
system. The harlot of the title, elevated to the heights of luxury only to be reduced to
the depths of misery, is no more than a pawn in what is essentially a duel of wits and
ruthlessness fought between criminal masterminds. It is the figure of Vautrin, the 
Satanic genius at the heart of the web and one of the great characters of world 
literature, that effortlessly dominates the whole novel.

Honoré de Balzac (20 May 1799 – 18 August 1850) was a French novelist and 
playwright. His magnum opus was a sequence of short stories and novels 
collectively entitled La Comédie humaine, which presents a panorama of French life
in the years after the 1815 fall of Napoleon. Due to his keen observation of detail 
and unfiltered representation of society, Balzac is regarded as one of the founders of
realism in European literature. He is renowned for his multifaceted characters, who 
are complex, morally ambiguous and fully human.
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Balzac, Honore de. A Murky Business. Baltimore. 1972. Penguin Books. 1st 
Penguin Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0140442715. 
Translated from the French & With An Introduction by Herbert J. Hunt. 223 pages. 
paperback. The cover, designed by Germano Facetti, shows a detail from æThe 
departure of the Recruits in 1807 in front of la Porte St DenisÆ by Louis-Leopold 
Boilly, in the Musee Carnavalet, Paris. Inventory # 28910. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Rulers must never be hedged round by the principles 
governing private morality’, wrote Balzac, and the political intrigue which occupies 
much of A MURKY BUSINESS is characterized by amoral ruthlessness. Set earlier 
than most of Balzac’s ‘Human Comedy’, the novel covers the years 1803-6, when 
Napoleon was making himself first Consul and then Emperor. The inclusion of 
Napoleon himself, as well as figures like Talleyrand and Fouche, makes this a 
historical novel. But it is also an early example of the detective story, in which the 
sinister, implacable police agent, Corentin, stalks his way towards vengeance on his
aristocratic enemies.

Honoré de Balzac (20 May 1799 – 18 August 1850) was a French novelist and 
playwright. His magnum opus was a sequence of short stories and novels 
collectively entitled La Comédie humaine, which presents a panorama of French life
in the years after the 1815 fall of Napoleon. Due to his keen observation of detail 
and unfiltered representation of society, Balzac is regarded as one of the founders of
realism in European literature. He is renowned for his multifaceted characters, who 
are complex, morally ambiguous and fully human.keywords
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Balzac, Honore de. Cousin Bette. New York. 1965. Penguin Books. 1st Penguin 
Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Worn Wrappers. Translated from the 
French & With An Introduction by Marion Atton Crawford. 444 pages. paperback. 
L160. Cover shows a detail for 'La Lecture' by Fantin-Latour. Inventory # 2396. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - COUSIN BETTE (1847) was one of the last and greatest
of Balzac’s novels. By the time he wrote it he had already created in his monumental
novel-series, The Human Comedy, a whole world of people on whom to draw for 
characters; he had also acquired a mastery of compelling narrative. Cousin Bette is 
the story of the Hulot family: risen to eminence under Napoleon I, their aristocratic 
values leave them bewildered and vulnerable in the money-ridden bourgeois Paris 
of the 1840s. It is also the story of Bette herself, the poor relation whose patient 
malice finally leads to their destruction.

Honoré de Balzac (20 May 1799 – 18 August 1850) was a French novelist and 
playwright. His magnum opus was a sequence of short stories and novels 
collectively entitled La Comédie humaine, which presents a panorama of French life
in the years after the 1815 fall of Napoleon. Due to his keen observation of detail 
and unfiltered representation of society, Balzac is regarded as one of the founders of
realism in European literature. He is renowned for his multifaceted characters, who 
are complex, morally ambiguous and fully human.
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Balzac, Honore de. Cousin Pons. New York. 1968. Penguin Books. 1st Penguin 
Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. Translated from 
the French & With An Introduction by Herbert J. Hunt. 334 pages. paperback. L205.
The cover shows a detail of ‘The Print Collector’ by Daumier, in the Musee du Petit
Palais, Paris (Snark International). Inventory # 28906. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - COUSIN PONS (1848), one of Balzac’s last novels, 
offers a diametrically opposite view of family relationships from the one he develops
in its companion, COUSIN BETTE. Cousin Bette thinks only of destroying the family
on whose patronage she has been for so long forced to live: but Cousin Pons is a 
mild, harmless old man treated with spiteful contempt by hi well-to-do relations. The
novel is one of the best examples in the Human Comedy of Balzac’s rueful 
contemplation - pessimistic but not despairing - of human nature, and in the 
lugubrious account of Pons’s physical collapse and death one suspects a 
presentiment of the fate which was shortly to overtake the author.

Honoré de Balzac (20 May 1799 – 18 August 1850) was a French novelist and 
playwright. His magnum opus was a sequence of short stories and novels 
collectively entitled La Comédie humaine, which presents a panorama of French life
in the years after the 1815 fall of Napoleon. Due to his keen observation of detail 
and unfiltered representation of society, Balzac is regarded as one of the founders of
realism in European literature. He is renowned for his multifaceted characters, who 
are complex, morally ambiguous and fully human.
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Balzac, Honore de. Domestic Peace and Other Stories. Baltimore. 1958. Penguin 
Books. 1st Penguin Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn 
Wrappers With A Few Tear Marks On The Front Cover. Translated from the French
& With An Introduction by M. A. Crawfoird. 267 pages. paperback. L80. Inventory #
11562. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - All these stories were first published between 1830 and 
1832, with the exception of the fragment from A MYSTERIOUS AFFAIR, which first
appeared in 1841. After publishing the first novel to which he set his name, LES 
CHOUANS, in 1829, Balzac was exploiting the fashion of the moment for the story,
and wrote quantities of them, very rapidly, among masses of other work, making use
of the short form to work out his ideas and develop his techniques. These stories are
some of the best in the world’s literature. But they are much more than that. They 
are organically part of the Comedie humaine. The groups into which Balzac at this 
time began to classify them together were to form the nuclei around which the 
Comedie humaine was to grow for the next twenty years. When they were written, 
the great novels were still all to come, but they were to add themselves to and 
extend a scheme gradually beginning to reveal itself. It was in 1834 that the frame 
was put together of what was in 1842 first called The Human Comedy. That frame 
had three parts: (1) Studies of Manners, (2) Philosophical Studies, (3) Analytical 
Studies. Of these, the first, Studies of Manners, was to be built from six groups: 
Scenes of Private Life, Scenes of Provincial Life, Scenes of Life in Paris, Scenes of
Political, Military, and Country Life.

Honoré de Balzac (20 May 1799 – 18 August 1850) was a French novelist and 
playwright. His magnum opus was a sequence of short stories and novels 
collectively entitled La Comédie humaine, which presents a panorama of French life
in the years after the 1815 fall of Napoleon. Due to his keen observation of detail 
and unfiltered representation of society, Balzac is regarded as one of the founders of
realism in European literature. He is renowned for his multifaceted characters, who 
are complex, morally ambiguous and fully human.
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Balzac, Honore de. Eugenie Grandet. New York. 1964. Signet/New American 
Library. 1st Printing of This Signet Classic Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Newly 
Translated From The French By Henry ReedAfterword By Roger Shattuck. 222 
pages. paperback. CP199. Inventory # 28081. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Eugénie Grandet appear two of Balzac's most 
memorable characters. One is Grandet, a man consumed by avarice; the other, 
Eugénie, his daughter, who lives in his shadow. quiet, docile, and desperately 
hungering for love. Around them, a provincial village comes to life with its fine 
gradations in rank, its bitter rivalries, and its all - pervading obsession with money. In
this society Grandet reigns supreme. But for Eugénie it represents a life without 
hope. A chance of escape is offered her when her handsome and penniless cousin
arrives from Paris; she defies her father. only to find that her lover, too, is corrupted
by the power of gold. A magnificently told story of dehumanizing greed and tragic 
waste, Eugénie Grandet occupies an integral place in Balzac's vast Human 
Comedy. As Roger Shattuck writes, 'Its provincial setting and compact narrative line
balance the frenetic pace of the Paris novels. Yet the calm of Saumur cannot 
conceal for long the tidal forces that drive. men, wherever they are.'

Honoré de Balzac (20 May 1799 – 18 August 1850) was a French novelist and 
playwright. His magnum opus was a sequence of short stories and novels 
collectively entitled La Comédie humaine, which presents a panorama of French life
in the years after the 1815 fall of Napoleon. Due to his keen observation of detail 
and unfiltered representation of society, Balzac is regarded as one of the founders of
realism in European literature. He is renowned for his multifaceted characters, who 
are complex, morally ambiguous and fully human.
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Balzac, Honore de. Eugenie Grandet. New York. 1955. Penguin Books. Reprinted 
Penguin Classic Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 014044050x. Translated from the
French by M. A. Crawford. 248 pages. paperback. The cover shows a detail from 
‘The Morning Hour’ (Morgenstunde) by Moritz von Schwind, in the Schackgalerie, 
Munich. Inventory # 17975. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The theme of Balzac’s Comedie humaine is primarily that
of the struggle to amass money and achieve power. This is seldom more evident 
than in EUGENIE GRANDET, one of the earliest and finest of the novels in his great
work. The love of money and passionate pursuit of it are seen as a driving force in 
post-Revolutionary France, and are studied in detail in the character of Grandet. In a
house in provincial Saumur lives the miser Grandet with his wife and his daughter, 
Eugenie, who both suffer under the stifling shadow of his obsession with gold. But 
the arrival of her cousin, Charles, causes Eugenie’s own desires to burn. The 
inevitable collision with her father, and the tragedy which follows, is described by 
Balzac with irony and characteristic psychological insight.

Honoré de Balzac (20 May 1799 – 18 August 1850) was a French novelist and 
playwright. His magnum opus was a sequence of short stories and novels 
collectively entitled La Comédie humaine, which presents a panorama of French life
in the years after the 1815 fall of Napoleon. Due to his keen observation of detail 
and unfiltered representation of society, Balzac is regarded as one of the founders of
realism in European literature. He is renowned for his multifaceted characters, who 
are complex, morally ambiguous and fully human.keywords
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Balzac, Honore de. History of the Thirteen. New York. 1978. Penguin Books. 
Reprinted Penguin Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0140443010. Translated from the French & With An Introduction by Herbert J. Hunt.
391 pages. paperback. The cover shows a detail of a nineteenth-century engraving
by Gilbert after Desandre, æPalais de lÆIndustie-Champs ElyseesÆ, in the Musee
Carnavalet, Paris. Inventory # 28908. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘They were thirteen kings. judges and executioners too, 
they had equipped themselves with wings in order to soar over society in its heights
and depths, and disdained to occupy any place in it because they had unlimited 
power.’ Balzac’s HISTORY OF THE THIRTEEN purports to be the history of a 
secret society. But in it the author also examines the nature of love – the chaste 
voluptuousness of conjugal love in ‘Ferragus’, the wiles of the coquette in ‘La 
Duchesse de Langeais’ and the frank sexuality of ‘The Girl with Golden Eyes.’ 
Above all this trilogy of stories, which laid the foundation for his scenes of Parisian 
life, is a vivacious evocation of all ranks of that society in all its tumultuous detail.

Honoré de Balzac (20 May 1799 – 18 August 1850) was a French novelist and 
playwright. His magnum opus was a sequence of short stories and novels 
collectively entitled La Comédie humaine, which presents a panorama of French life
in the years after the 1815 fall of Napoleon. Due to his keen observation of detail 
and unfiltered representation of society, Balzac is regarded as one of the founders of
realism in European literature. He is renowned for his multifaceted characters, who 
are complex, morally ambiguous and fully human.keywords
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Balzac, Honore de. Lost Illusions. New York. 1988. Penguin Books. Reprinted 
Penguin Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 
0140442510. Translated from the French and with an introduction by Herbert J. 
Hunt. 682 pages. paperback. The cover shows a portrait of the painter P. Guerin by
R. Lefevre. Inventory # 25056. $14

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Lucien Chardon, like all love children, had inherited his 
mother’s beauty and little else, ‘a present which so often proves fatal when it goes 
with poverty.’ Balzac’s hero in LOST ILLUSIONS is a young provincial would-be 
poet, whose feminine grace belies his driving ambition. He is naïve, inexperienced 
and weak, but has genuine talent. Taken up by Madame de Bargeton, Lucien 
prepares to forge his way in the beau monde of Paris, a fickle and captivating 
society in which he rapidly discovers that simple confidence in his own desires is not
enough - he has a lot to learn about other people. LOST ILLUSIONS (1837—43) is 
one of the greatest novels in the rich procession of The Human Comedy. It reveals 
Balzac, bored by provincial life but equally satirical about Parisian society, torn 
between admiration and contempt for his central characters and altogether at his 
most engaging and ambivalent.

Honoré de Balzac (20 May 1799 – 18 August 1850) was a French novelist and 
playwright. His magnum opus was a sequence of short stories and novels 
collectively entitled La Comédie humaine, which presents a panorama of French life
in the years after the 1815 fall of Napoleon. Due to his keen observation of detail 
and unfiltered representation of society, Balzac is regarded as one of the founders of
realism in European literature. He is renowned for his multifaceted characters, who 
are complex, morally ambiguous and fully human.
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Balzac, Honore de. Old Man Goriot. New York. 2011. Penguin Books. 1st Penguin 
Classic Paperback Edition of This New Translation. Very Good in Slightly Worn 
Wrappers. 9780140449723. Translated from the French by Olivia McCannon. 
Introduction by Graham Robb. 289 pages. hardcover. Cover: ‘Louis-Francoise 
Bertin’ (1832) by Jean Auguste Dominique INgres. Inventory # 11308. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘So many mysteries in one boarding house!’ Not 
everyone who lodges with Madame Vauquer is quite what they seem. The penniless
student Rastignac is poised to buy the finest waistcoat in Paris; old man Goriot, 
lodged in the cheapest room, is visited by two wealthy women; while the jovial 
merchant, Vautrin, makes clandestine midnight excursions. As the fates of the three
intertwine, Rastignac faces terrible choices that will define the man he is to become.
The keystone of Balzac’s HUMAN COMEDY and his acknowledged masterpiece, 
OLD MAN GORIOT is the tale of an old man’s obsession and a young man’s 
ambition. Set in the wake of the Revolution, when old aristocracy and new wealth 
vied for supremacy, it portrays a world where love and money are tragically 
conjoined. This new translation by Olivia McCannon captures all the wit and 
adventure of the original, and includes detailed notes, a map, reading list and 
chronology. Graham Robb’s introduction vividly sets the work in its literary and 
social context, considering its genesis, innovations and its influence on the novelists
who followed in Balzac’s footsteps.

The son of a civil servant, Honoré de Balzac was born in 1799 in Tours, France. 
After attending boarding school in Vendôme, he gravitated to Paris where he worked
as a legal clerk and a hack writer, using various pseudonyms, often in collaboration
with other writers. Balzac turned exclusively to fiction at the age of thirty and went on
to write a large number of novels and short stories set amid turbulent nineteenth-
century France. He entitled his collective works The Human Comedy. Along with 
Victor Hugo and Dumas père and fils, Balzac was one of the pillars of French 
romantic literature. He died in 1850, shortly after his marriage to the Polish countess
Evelina Hanska, his lover of eighteen years.
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Balzac, Honore de. Pere Goriot. New York. 1962. Signet/New American Library. 1st
Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Translated from the 
French & With An Afterword by Henry Reed. 286 pages. paperback. CP139. Cover:
James Hill. Inventory # 25360. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘PÊRE GORIOT can rightly be regarded as one of the 
greatest of Balzac’s novels,’ writes Henry Reed of this masterful study of a father 
whose sacrifices for his daughters have become a maniacal compulsion. This novel
marks Balzac’s ‘real entrée’ into LA COMÉDIE HUMAINE, his series of almost one 
hundred novels and short stories, which was to depict ‘human feelings, social crises,
the whole pell-mell of civilization.’ In PERE GORIOT the great novelist probes the 
‘bourgeois tragedy’ of money, power, and despair from two different directions. 
Through parental love Goriot is willingly reduced to poverty so that he may satisfy 
the demands of his well-married but debt-ridden daughters. On the other hand, 
Rastignac, the impoverished young man of integrity who is attracted to one of 
Goriot’s daughters, becomes infected with ambition and succumbs to the fever for 
money and social success. Victor Hugo called Balzac ‘a man of genius,’ and Stefan
Zweig wrote that Pêre Goriot shows the ‘supreme architectonic skill with which 
Balzac. worked out in his mind to the last detail his vast structural design of the 
multifarious forms of human society.’

Honoré de Balzac (20 May 1799 – 18 August 1850) was a French novelist and 
playwright. His magnum opus was a sequence of short stories and novels 
collectively entitled La Comédie humaine, which presents a panorama of French life
in the years after the 1815 fall of Napoleon. Due to his keen observation of detail 
and unfiltered representation of society, Balzac is regarded as one of the founders of
realism in European literature. He is renowned for his multifaceted characters, who 
are complex, morally ambiguous and fully human.
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Balzac, Honore de. Selected Short Stories. New York. 2005. Penguin Books. 
Reprinted Penguin Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0140443258. Translated from the French & With An Introduction and Notes by 
Sylvia Raphael. 278 pages. paperback. Cover: Detail from ‘Napoleon on the Night 
Watch,’ 1894, colour lithograph by Jacques Onfroy de Breville. Inventory # 13710. 
$12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - One of the greatest French novelists, Balzac was also on
accomplished writer of shorter fiction. This volume includes twelve of his finest short
stories - many of which feature characters from his epic series of novels, the 
Comédie humaine. Compelling tales of acute social and psychological insight, they 
fully demonstrate the mystery of suspense and revelation that were the hallmarks of
Balzac’s genius. In ‘The Atheist’s Mass’, we learn the true reason for a distinguished
atheist surgeon’s attendance at religious services; ‘La Grande Breteche’ describes 
the horrific truth behind the locked doors of a decaying country mansion, while ‘The
Red Inn’ relates a brutal tale of murder and betrayal. A fascinating counterpoint to 
the renowned novels, all these stories stand by themselves as mesmerizing works 
by one of the finest writers of nineteenth-century France. Translated by Sylvia 
Raphael, this edition fully captures the wit and elegance of the original stories. The 
introduction places them in the context of Balzac’s wider body of work. This edition 
also includes a new further reading list and chronology.

Honoré de Balzac (20 May 1799 – 18 August 1850) was a French novelist and 
playwright. His magnum opus was a sequence of short stories and novels 
collectively entitled La Comédie humaine, which presents a panorama of French life
in the years after the 1815 fall of Napoleon. Due to his keen observation of detail 
and unfiltered representation of society, Balzac is regarded as one of the founders of
realism in European literature. He is renowned for his multifaceted characters, who 
are complex, morally ambiguous and fully human.
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Balzac, Honore de. The Chouans. New York. 1972. Penguin Books. 1st Penguin 
Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 014044260x. Translated from 
the French & With An Introduction by Marion Ayton Crawford. 389 pages. 
paperback. The cover shows a detail from 'Le Voeu Francais', a gouache by Le 
Sueur in the Musee Carnavalet (photo: Giraudon). Inventory # 28905. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE CHOUANS, the first volume in Balzac’s magnificient
novel sequence La Comedie Humaine, is the tale of the Royalist uprising in Brittany
against the post-revolutionary republic. Balzac tells it romantically and with passion.
Yet his keen eye for documentary detail, together with his mastery of scene-painting,
also give the novel authority as an expert study of guerrilla warfare. By interweaving
history with adventure, past with present, comedy with tragedy, Balzac creates in 
THE CHOUANS a rich and vivid portrait of the varieties and conditions of men as 
they are affected by dramatic social and political change. In this skilful translation by
Marion Ayton Crawford the reader will experience the mesmeric power of Balzac’s 
prose. The detail delights, the framework fascinates and the story enthralls.

Honoré de Balzac (20 May 1799 – 18 August 1850) was a French novelist and 
playwright. His magnum opus was a sequence of short stories and novels 
collectively entitled La Comédie humaine, which presents a panorama of French life
in the years after the 1815 fall of Napoleon. Due to his keen observation of detail 
and unfiltered representation of society, Balzac is regarded as one of the founders of
realism in European literature. He is renowned for his multifaceted characters, who 
are complex, morally ambiguous and fully human.keywords
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Balzac, Honore de. The Chouans. New York. 1984. Penguin Books. Reprinted 
Penguin Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 014044260x. 
Translated from the French & With An Introduction by Marion Ayton Crawford. 389 
pages. paperback. Cover: Germano Facetti. Inventory # 29416. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE CHOUANS, the first volume in Balzac’s magnificient
novel sequence La Comedie Humaine, is the tale of the Royalist uprising in Brittany
against the post-revolutionary republic. Balzac tells it romantically and with passion.
Yet his keen eye for documentary detail, together with his mastery of scene-painting,
also give the novel authority as an expert study of guerrilla warfare. By interweaving
history with adventure, past with present, comedy with tragedy, Balzac creates in 
THE CHOUANS a rich and vivid portrait of the varieties and conditions of men as 
they are affected by dramatic social and political change. In this skilful translation by
Marion Ayton Crawford the reader will experience the mesmeric power of Balzac’s 
prose. The detail delights, the framework fascinates and the story enthralls.

Honoré de Balzac (20 May 1799 – 18 August 1850) was a French novelist and 
playwright. His magnum opus was a sequence of short stories and novels 
collectively entitled La Comédie humaine, which presents a panorama of French life
in the years after the 1815 fall of Napoleon. Due to his keen observation of detail 
and unfiltered representation of society, Balzac is regarded as one of the founders of
realism in European literature. He is renowned for his multifaceted characters, who 
are complex, morally ambiguous and fully human.
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Bambara, Toni Cade. The Salt Eaters. New York. 1980. Random House. 1st Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. Remainder Mark. 0394507126. 297pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design: The Artworks. Inventory # 19666. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Set in a town somewhere in the South, here is the story 
of a community of black people searching for the healing properties of salt who 
witness an event that will change their lives forever. Some of them are centered, 
some are off-balance; some are frightened, and some are daring. From the men 
who live off welfare women to the mud mothers who carry their children in their 
hides, the novel brilliantly explores the narcissistic aspect of despair and the 
tremendous responsibility that comes with physical, spiritual, and mental well-being.

Toni Cade Bambara, born Miltona Mirkin Cade (March 25, 1939 – December 9, 
1995)was an African-American author, documentary film-maker, social activist and 
college professor.
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Bandele, Asha. The Prisoner's Wife: A Memoir. New York. 1999. Scribner. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684850737. 219 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Kathleen Digrado. Jacket photograph by John Sann. Inventory # 26545. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - How did a beautiful, talented college student fall in love 
with a man serving twenty to life for murder? And why did she marry him? At a time
when one in four black men are caught in the web of the criminal justice system, 
asha bandele shatters the myths of prisoners’ wives and tells a story of embracing 
the beauty of love in the ugliest circumstances and of people’s ability to change, to 
do better, to grow. Whether she is describing her restricted but romantic courtship 
with Rashid - when letters were like dates like ‘whispers on the slow, blue-light 
dance floor’ - or riding the bus upstate with the other wives and girlfriends, asha 
bandele creates haunting images and reflections so powerful and unique that they 
beg to be reread and savored. At the same time that she recalls the extreme ups 
and downs that accompany a relationship constantly scrutinized by guards and 
surveillance cameras, she confronts her own dark secrets and sadness. The love of
a man with an ugly past but a firm belief in redemption is what heals her broken 
spirit and grants her the courage and confidence to embrace life again. This is a love
story extraordinary in its circumstances but universal in its message. With unblinking
honesty, asha bandele writes about the tenuous balance of power upon which most
relationships rest, the deep needs that bring two people together, the jealousy and 
insecurity that can drive them apart. But most of all, THE PRISONER’S WIFE 
reminds us why we love - what we give up for it and what we receive from it. An 
immensely gifted poet whom the Bay Guardian has called ‘an essential new voice in
African-American literature,’ asha bandele has written a remarkably candid book that
resonates with poetic language and abundant insight.

ASHA BANDELE is the author of a book of poetry ABSENCE IN THE PALMS OF 
MY HANDS and writes for Honey magazine. She lives in Brooklyn, New York.
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Banks, Iain. A Song of Stone. New York. 1998. Simon & Schuster. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684857251. 280 pages. hardcover. Signed by the
Author. Jacket illustration by Peter Brown. Inventory # 25839. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Iain Banks, author of such dazzling genre-busting novels
as THE WASP FACTORY and THE BRIDGE, has written perhaps his best novel yet
with A Song of Stone, already a blockbuster in England. Set in an unnamed country 
in Europe (but it sure sounds like Bosnia) amidst an unidentified war, a lord and his 
lady find themselves held hostage in their own castle by a team of sadistic, 
bloodthirsty guerrillas. Gothic horror, thriller, and morality tale rolled into one, the 
controversial A SONG OF STONE is unforgettable.

Iain Banks (16 February 1954 – 9 June 2013) was a Scottish author. He wrote 
mainstream fiction under the name Iain Banks, and science fiction as Iain M. Banks,
including the initial of his adopted middle name Menzies. Following the publication 
and success of The Wasp Factory (1984), Banks began to write on a full-time basis.
His first science fiction book, Consider Phlebas, was released in 1987, marking the 
start of the popular The Culture series. His books have been adapted for theatre, 
radio and television. In 2008, The Times named Banks in their list of ‘The 50 
greatest British writers since 1945’. In April 2013, Banks announced that he had 
inoperable cancer and was unlikely to live beyond a year. He died on 9 June 2013.
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Banks, Iain. A Song of Stone. New York. 1998. Simon & Schuster. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket With a Tear Mark On The Front. 0684857251. 280
pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket illustration by Peter Brown. 
Inventory # 27236. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Iain Banks, author of such dazzling genre-busting novels
as THE WASP FACTORY and THE BRIDGE, has written perhaps his best novel yet
with A Song of Stone, already a blockbuster in England. Set in an unnamed country 
in Europe (but it sure sounds like Bosnia) amidst an unidentified war, a lord and his 
lady find themselves held hostage in their own castle by a team of sadistic, 
bloodthirsty guerrillas. Gothic horror, thriller, and morality tale rolled into one, the 
controversial A SONG OF STONE is unforgettable.

Iain Banks (16 February 1954 – 9 June 2013) was a Scottish author. He wrote 
mainstream fiction under the name Iain Banks, and science fiction as Iain M. Banks,
including the initial of his adopted middle name Menzies. Following the publication 
and success of The Wasp Factory (1984), Banks began to write on a full-time basis.
His first science fiction book, Consider Phlebas, was released in 1987, marking the 
start of the popular The Culture series. His books have been adapted for theatre, 
radio and television. In 2008, The Times named Banks in their list of ‘The 50 
greatest British writers since 1945’. In April 2013, Banks announced that he had 
inoperable cancer and was unlikely to live beyond a year. He died on 9 June 2013.
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Banks, Iain. Canal Dreams. New York. 1991. Doubleday. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0385418140. 198 pages. hardcover. Cover art & 
design by Bascove. Inventory # 27906. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Because she is afraid to fly during a time of international
tensions, famous Japanese cellist Hisako Onoda boards a tanker en route to her 
concert in Rotterdam. When a conflict erupts and the Panama Canal is closed, the 
ship is forced to drop anchor in Gatun Lake. A guerrilla faction takes the passengers
and crew captive, Hisako is raped, and we watch as the sensitive musician 
metamorphoses into a grenade-toting avenging warrior. This stunning, hallucinatory,
semi-surreal fable pits an artistic, precariously balanced sensibility against a world of
brutal political forces. Among the ship’s passengers, all taken hostage by the 
People’s Liberation Front, are a South African engineer, an erudite Egyptian and 
Hisako’s wimpy young French boyfriend. Banks ( THE WASP FACTORY ) doesn’t 
do much with these characters. His wrenching story, which can be read as a parable
of the feminine principle reasserting itself and taking revenge on earth-destroying 
males, derives its power from the exploration of Hisako’s mental states, her violent 
nightmares and her flashbacks to Japan, where she became a prodigy, strove to 
please her mother and missed a father she never knew, dead from radiation 
sickness in the aftermath of Hiroshima. - PUBLISHERS WEEKLY. .

Iain Banks (16 February 1954 – 9 June 2013) was a Scottish author. He wrote 
mainstream fiction under the name Iain Banks, and science fiction as Iain M. Banks,
including the initial of his adopted middle name Menzies. Following the publication 
and success of The Wasp Factory (1984), Banks began to write on a full-time basis.
His first science fiction book, Consider Phlebas, was released in 1987, marking the 
start of the popular The Culture series. His books have been adapted for theatre, 
radio and television. In 2008, The Times named Banks in their list of ‘The 50 
greatest British writers since 1945’. In April 2013, Banks announced that he had 
inoperable cancer and was unlikely to live beyond a year. He died on 9 June 2013.
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Banks, Iain. The Business. New York. 2000. Simon & Schuster. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0743200144. 393 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Michael Accordino. Inventory # 28351. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Business is a nearly omnipotent and infinitely, 
discreet transglobal organization whose origins predate the Christian Church, if not 
the Roman Empire (which the Business actually owned for sixty-six days). 
Financially transparent, internally democratic, and morally dispassionate, the actual
business of the Business seems - even to Kate Telman, a senior executive - to be 
vague to the point of invisibility. Counted among its vast riches are a book of 
Leonardo cartoons, dozens of Michelangelo’s pornographic paintings, and several 
sets of Crown Jewels. All it lacks is a certain clout in politics, an arena that the 
Business has avoided for centuries but that has suddenly become of vital 
importance. No longer satisfied with its permanent base in Antarctica and its fortified
Swiss headquarters, the Business is angling to buy its own nation in order to take a
seat at the United Nations.’ ‘Kate is the perfect candidate to help the Business 
realize its most ambitious goal: She was plucked at age eight from a bleak urban 
slum and groomed for membership among the Businesses elite, and her personal 
and professional loyalties chart a single path. She has risen rapidly through the 
ranks, achieving a reputation as not only the firm’s smartest and most beautiful 
employee but also its foremost expert on emerging technologies. While her loyalty 
never falters, as she travels the globe at the behest of her enigmatic employer she is
forced to peel away layers of emotional insulation and to reassess the assumptions
of a lifetime. To take control of her future, she must learn to do the Business.

Iain Banks (16 February 1954 – 9 June 2013) was a Scottish author. He wrote 
mainstream fiction under the name Iain Banks, and science fiction as Iain M. Banks,
including the initial of his adopted middle name Menzies. Following the publication 
and success of The Wasp Factory (1984), Banks began to write on a full-time basis.
His first science fiction book, Consider Phlebas, was released in 1987, marking the 
start of the popular The Culture series.
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Banville, John. Ghosts. New York. 1993. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 0679405194. 245 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Tony 
Johannot in Voyages ou il vous plaira by Alfred de Musset & P.J. Stahl. Inventory #
18680. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A group of strangers, passengers on a day-boat that runs
aground, are washed up on an island, Shaken and sodden, they nonetheless make
quick work of the situation at hand. But what is the situation? They’ve invaded the 
closely protected enclave of an eminent art historian but their presence seems to 
rouse in the historian ‘s assistant a long—ripening hunger for company. Certainly the
grounding of the boat was an accident, but one of the passengers seems to know 
the professor and to have an air of purpose about him. Why, as their day on the 
island progresses, do they seem to inhabit a series of weighty tableaux? And who is
the man who moves among them as both spectator and player, the nameless, 
seemingly haunted narrator whose sensibility is the sometimes clarifying, sometimes
distorting lens through which we view the action? Invoking all lost souls and 
enchanted islands, GHOSTS gives us a brilliant mix of gaiety and menace to tell a 
story about the failures and triumphs of the imagination, about time’s passage, and 
about the frailty of human happiness. It is an exquisitely written novel—stately and 
theatrical—by one of the most widely admired and acclaimed writers at work today.

 John Banville was born in Wexford, Ireland, in 1945, He lives in Dublin with his wife
and two sons, and is the literary editor of the Irish Times. He is the author of the 
critically acclaimed novels Doctor COPERNICUS; KEPLER, which won the 
Guardian Prize for fiction in 1981; and THE BOOK OF EVIDENCE which was short-
listed for the Booker Prize in 1989 and won the Guinness Peat Aviation award that 
same year.
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Banville, John. Ghosts. New York. 1993. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Slight Trace
Of A Price On Top Corner Of 2nd Page,Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket.
Remainder Mark. 0679405194. 245 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Tony 
Johannot in Voyages ou il vous plaira by Alfred de Musset & P.J. Stahl. Inventory #
34717. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A group of strangers, passengers on a day-boat that runs
aground, are washed up on an island, Shaken and sodden, they nonetheless make
quick work of the situation at hand. But what is the situation? They’ve invaded the 
closely protected enclave of an eminent art historian but their presence seems to 
rouse in the historian ‘s assistant a long—ripening hunger for company. Certainly the
grounding of the boat was an accident, but one of the passengers seems to know 
the professor and to have an air of purpose about him. Why, as their day on the 
island progresses, do they seem to inhabit a series of weighty tableaux? And who is
the man who moves among them as both spectator and player, the nameless, 
seemingly haunted narrator whose sensibility is the sometimes clarifying, sometimes
distorting lens through which we view the action? Invoking all lost souls and 
enchanted islands, GHOSTS gives us a brilliant mix of gaiety and menace to tell a 
story about the failures and triumphs of the imagination, about time’s passage, and 
about the frailty of human happiness. It is an exquisitely written novel—stately and 
theatrical—by one of the most widely admired and acclaimed writers at work today.
John Banville was born in Wexford, Ireland, in 1945, He lives in Dublin with his wife
and two sons, and is the literary editor of the Irish Times. He is the author of the 
critically acclaimed novels Doctor COPERNICUS; KEPLER, which won the 
Guardian Prize for fiction in 1981; and THE BOOK OF EVIDENCE which was short-
listed for the Booker Prize in 1989 and won the Guinness Peat Aviation award that 
same year.

William John Banville (born 8 December 1945), who writes as John Banville and 
sometimes as Benjamin Black, is an Irish novelist, adapter of dramas, and 
screenwriter. He is recognised for his precise, cold, forensic prose style, Nabokovian
inventiveness, and for the dark humour of his generally arch narrators. His stated 
ambition is to give his prose ‘the kind of denseness and thickness that poetry has’. 
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Barba, Susan. Fair Sun. Boston. 2017. David Godine. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 9781567926019. 85 pages. paperback. Inventory # 42322. 
$17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The three interrelated sections of poetry in Fair Sun 
explore the primary importance of connection, both with other human beings and 
with the natural world. In the first section, poems are wide-ranging in locale and 
reference, exploring the acquisition of language, specifically the ways in which the 
experience and distance embedded in language darken and threaten the edenic, 
prelapsarian qualities of a childhood spent close to the natural world. There are 
poems that enact the sudden possibilities of speech, the complexities of translation,
the bewilderment of the bilingual speaker, both fluent and tongue-tied. The second 
section consists of a series of prose poems titled "Andranik." In these poems, a child
is speaking with her grandfather who relates, in answer to her questioning (she 
knows what to ask, his answers are as familiar to her as nursery rhymes), the details
of his survival during the Armenian Genocide: his escape, the murder of his father, 
the suicide of his sister, the death of his best friend, forced marches, enslavement -
all punctuated by memories of an earlier boyhood spent chasing ducks, swimming in
the river, sleeping on mats under the stars. The final section contains shorter lyric 
poems set mainly in New England, poems that explore the proximity of life and 
death, the complicity and interdependency of the individual in the collective, and the
redemptive possibilities of sympathy.

Susan Barba's poems have appeared in Poetry, The Yale Review, The Hudson 
Review, The Antioch Review, Harvard Review, and Poetry Daily. She has published
book reviews in Boston Review and translations from Armenian in Words Without 
Borders and Ararat. She participated in Consenses, a multi-genre, interactive art 
installation which opened in West Tisbury, Massachusetts and is now touring the 
country. She recently received a MacDowell Colony Fellowship in poetry.
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Barbusse, Henri. The Inferno. New York. 1918. Boni & Liveright. 1st American 
Edition. Previous Owner's Name in Front, Otherwise Good.No Dustjacket. 
Translated from the 100th French Edition & With An Introduction by Edward J. 
O'Brien. 251 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 31517. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A young man staying in a Paris boarding house finds a 
hole in the wall above his bed. Alternately voyeur and seer, he obsessively studies 
the private moments and secret activities of his neighbors: childbirth, first love, 
marriage, betrayal, illness and death all present themselves to him through this spy
hole. Decades ahead of its time, Inferno shocked and scandalized the reviewing 
public when first released in English in 1966.

Henri Barbusse (May 17, 1873 – August 30, 1935) was a French novelist and a 
member of the French Communist Party. Barbusse first came to fame with the 
publication of his novel Le Feu (translated by William Fitzwater Wray as Under Fire)
in 1926, which was based on his experiences during World War I. By this time, 
Barbusse had become a pacifist, and his writing demonstrated his growing hatred of
militarism. Le Feu drew criticism at the time for its harsh naturalism, but won the Prix
Goncourt.
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Bardach, Janusz and Gleeson, Kathleen. Surviving Freedom: After the Gulag. 
Berkeley. 2003. University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0520237358. 269 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 35055. $27.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1941, as a Red Army soldier fighting the Nazis on the
Belarussian front, Janusz Bardach was arrested, court-martialed, and sentenced to 
ten years of hard labor. Twenty-two years old, he had committed no crime. He was 
one of millions swept up in the reign of terror that Stalin perpetrated on his own 
people. In the critically acclaimed Man Is Wolf to Man, Bardach recounted his horrific
experiences in the Kolyma labor camps in northeastern Siberia, the deadliest camps
in Stalin's gulag system. In this sequel Bardach picks up the narrative in March 
1946, when he was released. He traces his thousand-mile journey from the 
northeastern Siberian gold mines to Moscow in the period after the war, when the 
country was still in turmoil. He chronicles his reunion with his brother, a high-ranking
diplomat in the Polish embassy in Moscow; his experiences as a medical student in 
the Stalinist Soviet Union; and his trip back to his hometown, where he confronts the
shattering realization of the toll the war has taken, including the deaths of his wife, 
parents, and sister. In a trenchant exploration of loss, post-traumatic stress 
syndrome, and existential loneliness, Bardach plumbs his ordeal with honesty and 
compassion, affording a literary window into the soul of a Stalinist gulag survivor. 
Surviving Freedom is his moving account of how he rebuilt his life after tremendous
hardship and personal loss. It is also a unique portrait of postwar Stalinist Moscow 
as seen through the eyes of a person who is both an insider and outsider. Bardach's
journey from prisoner back to citizen and from labor camp to freedom is an inspiring
tale of the universal human story of suffering and recovery.

Until his recent death, Janusz Bardach was Professor Emeritus of Plastic Surgery at
the University of Iowa. Kathleen Gleeson is a graduate of the University of Iowa's 
Nonfiction Writing Program. Together they wrote Man Is Wolf to Man: Surviving the
Gulag (California, 1998).
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Bargna, Ivan. Africa. Berkeley. 2009. University of California Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520259744. Dictionaries of Civilizations 
series. 388 pages. paperback. Inventory # 37372. $26.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This spectacular volume, at once a concise resource 
guide and a fascinating read, brings the dazzling variety of sub-Saharan Africa to life
with its inviting, innovative approach. Africa tells its story through hundreds of 
breathtaking full-color, full-page images of people, landscapes, artworks, and 
artifacts accompanied by extended explanatory captions, relevant quotations, and 
concise overviews of topics such as art, religion, colonialism, slavery, and popular 
culture. Attentive to the ways in which we have constructed and deconstructed 
meanings of Africa, the crisp text encompasses recent understandings of history. 
The book explores the contemporary dimension as well, illuminating throughout the
dynamic, multicultural, and complex nature of African societies. It includes a map of
precolonial Africa, a chronology of events, and a list of the museums where visitors 
can view much of the art featured in the volume. With its innovative organization, 
wideranging coverage, and up-to-date information, this highly original guide presents
Africa as a living, changing entity.

Ivan Bargna teaches at the University of Milano, Bicocca, and is the author of Arte 
Africana.
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Barizo, J. Mae. The Cumulus Effect. Tribeca. 2015. Four Way Books. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781935536642. Stahlecker Selections. 6 x 9". 84
pages. paperback. Inventory #  44203. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Titled after the sequential patterns of shape-shifting 
clouds, The Cumulus Effect explores geography, desire, and memory. The Cumulus
Effect alternates between the act of forgetting and the tumult of remembering. 
Minimalist, but insistently mercurial, the poems move through American and 
European cities: seduction in a Neoclassical palace in Saint Petersburg; a “hindsight
of blood” in New York City; late-summer longing in Berlin’s Senefelder Platz. The 
Cumulus Effect sets on the page a prismatic and complex topography of the body 
forever en route. “The Cumulus Effect haunts, surprises, and fascinates the 
reader. .” - Jean Valentine. “It is clear we are in the hands of a highly cultivated, 
intelligent writer. .” - Phillip Lopate. “J. Mae Barizo is an eternal wanderer whose 
exquisite, aesthetically evolved perceptions are uncanny and transporting.” - Amy 
Gerstler.

J. Mae Barizo is a prize-winning poet, critic, and performer. She is the recipient of 
fellowships and awards from Bennington College, the Jerome Foundation, and 
Poets House. She lives in New York City.
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Barkan, Leonard. Michelangelo: A Life on Paper. Princeton. 2010. Princeton 
University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780691147666. 
107 color illus. 97 halftones. 366 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37816. $49.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Michelangelo is best known for great artistic 
achievements such as the Sistine ceiling, the David, the Pietà, and the dome of St.
Peter’s. Yet throughout his seventy-five year career, he was engaged in another 
artistic act that until now has been largely overlooked, not only filling hundreds of 
sheets of paper with exquisite drawings, sketches, and doodles—but also, on fully a
third of these sheets, composing his own words. Here we can read the artist’s 
marginal notes to his most enduring masterpieces; workaday memos to assistants 
and pupils; poetry and letters; and achingly personal expressions of ambition and 
despair surely meant for nobody’s eyes but his own. Michelangelo: A Life on Paper 
is the first book to examine this intriguing interplay of words and images, providing 
insight into his life and work as never before. This sumptuous volume brings 
together more than two hundred stunning, museum-quality reproductions of 
Michelangelo’s most private papers, many in color. Accompanying them is Leonard
Barkan’s vivid narrative, which explains the important role the written word played in
the artist’s monumental public output. What emerges is a wealth of startling 
juxtapositions: perfectly inscribed sonnets and tantalizing fragments.

Leonard Barkan is the Class of 1943 University Professor of Comparative Literature
at Princeton University. His books include Unearthing the Past: Archaeology and 
Aesthetics in the Making of Renaissance Culture; The Gods Made Flesh: 
Metamorphosis and the Pursuit of Paganism; and Satyr Square: A Year, a Life in 
Rome.
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Barker, Jonathan. The No-Nonsense Guide To Terrorism. New York. 2003. Verso. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 1859844332. 144 pages. paperback.
Inventory # 38078. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Since the events of September 11 2001, the uses of the
word terrorism seem to have multiplied, and it has never been clearer that one 
person's terrorist is another's freedom fighter. This No-Nonsense Guide to Terrorism
looks at debates about September 11 and the responses to it, but also analyses the
causes and contexts of terrorism the world over. Jonathan Barker provides a highly
accessible historical sketch of terrorism, looking at core examples from the Middle 
East, instances of state terrorism, and the existence of a terrorist fringe to political 
movements such as anti-apartheid. He guides readers through the moral and 
political theories justifying and guiding terrorist acts and draws attention to the battle
of images and ideas that accompanies them. The book moves away from moral 
judgements, demonstrating how social analysts and psychologists view the 
dynamics of terrorism. Furthermore it examines the consequences of terrorist acts 
for popular politics.

Jonathan Barker has taught Political Science at the universities of Toronto, Arizona
and Dar es Salam. He has researched local politics in Senegal, Tanzania, Uganda 
and India. Other books include Street-Level Democracy and Rural Communities 
under Stress.
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Barker, Martin. A Haunt of Fears: The Strange History of the British Horror Comics 
Campaign. Jackson. 1992. University Press of Mississippi. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good. No Dustjacket As Issued. 0878055932. Studies In Popular Culture 
series. 239 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 31852. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Between 1949 and 1955 Britain was swept by a rising 
tide of panic about 'American-style' or 'horror' comics. The British press cried out in 
alarm: 'Now Ban This Filth That Poisons Our Children,' 'Drive Out the Horror 
Comics.' As one frenzied columnist protested: 'I feel as though I have been trudging
through a sewer. Here is a terrible twilight zone between sanity and madness. 
peopled by monsters, grave robbers, human flesh eaters.' A campaign against 
ghoulish comic books climaxed in an Act of Parliament making it illegal to publish or
sell any material in comic form deemed to be 'harmful to children.' But behind the 
facade of concern for the protection of children, another very different story lurked. 
This book explores the British campaign by asking some rather different questions.
Who were the people at the heart of the anti-comics campaign? Why and how did 
the British Communist Party come to play a central role, and yet end up attacking a
group of comics which were 'on their side' in assaulting the irrationality of 
McCarthyism? The British 'horror comics' campaign reveals the inadequacy of some
conventional assessments of anti-media panics. In showing a curious gap between 
the private concerns of the campaigners and their public rhetoric, A Haunt of Fears,
originally published in Britain in 1983, raises serious questions about the state of 
British culture during this era.

Martin Barker is Research Professor at Aberystwyth University. He has researched
and published widely on topics ranging from comic books, censorship campaigns, 
arguments over "dangerous media," methods of film analysis, and audiences for 
films ranging from Judge Dredd and Crash to Being John Malkovich and The Lord of
the Rings. He is author of A Haunt of Fears:The Strange History of the British Horror
Comics Campaign and The Lasting of the Mohicans: History of an American Myth.
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Barkley, Charles (with Roy S. Johnson). Outrageous!. New York. 1992. Simon & 
Schuster. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0671737996. 317 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Charles Kreloff. Inventory # 16884. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Charles Barkley, five-time NBA all-star, looks back at his
life and basketball career in the same no-holds-barred fashion with which he views 
everything. Full of his shoot-from-the-lip opinions and outlandish exploits, this book, 
like the man himself, can only be described as outrageous. 8 pages of photographs.

Charles Wade Barkley (born February 20, 1963) is an American retired professional
basketball player who is currently an analyst on Inside the NBA. Nicknamed 
"Chuck", "Sir Charles", and "The Round Mound of Rebound", Barkley established 
himself as one of the National Basketball Association's most dominant power 
forwards. An All-American center at Auburn, he was drafted as a junior by the 
Philadelphia 76ers with the 5th pick of the 1984 NBA draft. He was selected to the 
All-NBA First Team five times, the All-NBA Second Team five times, and once to the
All-NBA Third Team. He earned eleven NBA All-Star Game appearances and was 
named the All-Star MVP in 1991. In 1993, he was voted the league's Most Valuable
Player and during the NBA's 50th anniversary, named one of the 50 Greatest 
Players in NBA History. He competed in the 1992 and 1996 Olympic Games and 
won two gold medals as a member of the United States' "Dream Team". Since 
retiring as a player, Barkley has had a successful career as a television NBA 
analyst. He works with Turner Network Television (TNT) alongside of Shaquille 
O'Neal, Kenny Smith, and Ernie Johnson as a studio pundit for its coverage of NBA
games[6] and is a spokesman for CDW. In addition, Barkley has written several 
books and has shown an interest in politics; in October 2008, he announced that he
would run for Governor of Alabama in 2014, but he changed his mind in 2010.
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Barnard, Robert. A City of Strangers. New York. 1990. Scribners. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 068419192x. 287 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
22824. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - For years the infamous Phelans, known with equal horror
to the Social Security office and the local school, have lived in slovenly squalor in 
their council house in the run-down Belfield Grove Estate in the northern English city
of Sleate. The Phelans' infamy has even penetrated the middle-class bastion of 
respectability, Wynton Lane, where six imposing Victorian stone houses stand in 
fearful isolation next to Belfield Grove. Wynton Lane and Belfield Grove have only 
their unfortunate proximity in common until the fateful day when the Phelans come 
to call. It seems that Jack has won big on the pools, and he's thinking of buying one
of the six houses. Nothing so exciting has ever happened on Wynton Lane, and the
homeowners hope it never will again. Until now barely nodding acquaintances, the
Wynton Lane residents call an urgent meeting to map an emergency strategy. What
can they do to stop Jack Phelan? What indeed? The Wynton Lane people have 
always thought of themselves as law-abiding, but they soon discover that malice can
take on a momentum of its own, a momentum that can even lead to murder.

Robert Barnard (November 23, 1936 - September 19, 2013) was an English crime 
writer, critic and lecturer. Born in Essex, Barnard was educated at the Colchester 
Royal Grammar School and at Balliol College in Oxford. His first crime novel, A Little
Local Murder, was published in 1976. The novel was written while he was a lecturer
at University of Tromsø in Norway. He has gone on to write more than 40 other 
books and numerous short stories. Barnard has said that his favourite crime writer is
Agatha Christie. In 1980 he published a critique of her work titled A Talent to 
Deceive: An Appreciation of Agatha Christie. Barnard was awarded the Cartier 
Diamond Dagger in 2003 by the Crime Writers Association for a lifetime of 
achievement. Under the pseudonym Bernard Bastable,
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Barnard, Robert. Corpse in a Gilded Cage. New York. 1984. Scribners. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684181924. 211 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 23663. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A man's home is his castle, but for Percy Spender ('call
me perce') that motto has been taken just a bit too literally. After the sudden death of
first one distant relative and then another, the amiable Perce has become the 12th 
Earl of Ellesmere. And his home, no longer a cozy council flat, is now the drafty, 
imposing Chetton Hall, complete with more bedrooms than Perce can count and an
army of servants. Frankly, all these fancy-pants trappings make Perce itch. He'd just
as soon sell up, buy a comfy cottage, and put a bundle on the ponies. However, 
some of his mates and family members have other ideas. And the sad fact is that an
Unfortunate Accident can happen to anyone, even a lord of the realm.

Robert Barnard (November 23, 1936 - September 19, 2013) was an English crime 
writer, critic and lecturer. Born in Essex, Barnard was educated at the Colchester 
Royal Grammar School and at Balliol College in Oxford. His first crime novel, A Little
Local Murder, was published in 1976. The novel was written while he was a lecturer
at University of Tromsø in Norway. He has gone on to write more than 40 other 
books and numerous short stories. Barnard has said that his favourite crime writer is
Agatha Christie. In 1980 he published a critique of her work titled A Talent to 
Deceive: An Appreciation of Agatha Christie. Barnard was awarded the Cartier 
Diamond Dagger in 2003 by the Crime Writers Association for a lifetime of 
achievement. Under the pseudonym Bernard Bastable,keywords
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Barnard, Robert. Death and the Chaste Apprentice. New York. 1989. Scribners. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. Small Remainder Dot On
Bottom Edge. 0684190028. 211 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 22818. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An innkeeper is the object of universal dislike--and a 
murderer's weapon--on the set of a provincial festival production of a tepid Jacobean
comedy.

Robert Barnard (November 23, 1936 - September 19, 2013) was an English crime 
writer, critic and lecturer. Born in Essex, Barnard was educated at the Colchester 
Royal Grammar School and at Balliol College in Oxford. His first crime novel, A Little
Local Murder, was published in 1976. The novel was written while he was a lecturer
at University of Tromsø in Norway. He has gone on to write more than 40 other 
books and numerous short stories. Barnard has said that his favourite crime writer is
Agatha Christie. In 1980 he published a critique of her work titled A Talent to 
Deceive: An Appreciation of Agatha Christie. Barnard was awarded the Cartier 
Diamond Dagger in 2003 by the Crime Writers Association for a lifetime of 
achievement. Under the pseudonym Bernard Bastable,
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Barnard, Robert. No Place of Safety. New York. 1998. Scribner. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684845032. 187 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
illustration by Robert Goldstrom. Inventory # 25153. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Fifteen-year-old Katy Bourne and sixteen-year-old Alan
Coughian are missing. Though they are students at the same school, they hardly 
know each other, so it’s strange that they should disappear together. There’s not 
much the police can do about runaway teenagers, but Detective Constable Charlie 
Peace goes through the motions. He interviews the families, he visits the school. 
Alan had friends and had aspired to a good education. Katy had nothing, least of all
self-esteem. The two teens could be anywhere, even living dangerously on the 
streets of Leeds, so it’s with relief that Charlie discovers them in a hostel for 
homeless young people. But are they safe? And who is Ben Marchant, the man who
runs the shelter? Whoever he is, he seems to be doing well. Young people beg or 
work as street musicians during the day, then eat and sleep at the hostel at night. 
They can remain there two weeks and then must leave for two weeks before 
beginning the cycle again. Only Katy and Alan stay longer. Only they have a special,
mysterious understanding with Ben. But all is not well at the shelter. One person 
may even hate enough to murder. One person’s hate may destroy this place that 
some regard as a haven of peace and safety and others fear as something more 
complex and diabolical. .

Robert Barnard (November 23, 1936 - September 19, 2013) was an English crime 
writer, critic and lecturer. Born in Essex, Barnard was educated at the Colchester 
Royal Grammar School and at Balliol College in Oxford. His first crime novel, A Little
Local Murder, was published in 1976. The novel was written while he was a lecturer
at University of Tromsø in Norway. He has gone on to write more than 40 other 
books and numerous short stories. Barnard has said that his favourite crime writer is
Agatha Christie. In 1980 he published a critique of her work titled A Talent to 
Deceive: An Appreciation of Agatha Christie. Barnard was awarded the Cartier 
Diamond Dagger in 2003 by the Crime Writers Association for a lifetime of 
achievement. Under the pseudonym Bernard Bastable,
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Barnard, Robert. The Bad Samaritan: A Novel of Suspense Featuring Charlie 
Peace. New York. 1995. Scribner. 1st American Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0684813343. 235 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Robert Goldstrom. 
Inventory # 21606. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It's bound to be a problem when a vicar's wife loses her 
faith. In a Robert Barnard novel it can be a source of amusement, dismay, 
contemplation, and even murder. The hideous neo-Gothic parish church of St. 
Saviour's may or may not be typical of the Church of England, but clergy wife 
Rosemary Sheffield definitely does not fit the usual mold. While walking in the park 
one day, she loses her faith. It just lifts away from her, leaving her feeling free and 
liberated. Should a woman who loses her faith continue to take an active role in 
church activities? Rosemary's not about to abdicate her position of power in the 
Mothers' Union to gossipy Florrie Harridance, not even when Florrie spreads rumors
about Rosemary's supposed holiday fling, when she may have been too friendly with
a young waiter named Stanko. Rosemary quickly squelches the gossip, but nasty 
rumors threaten to return when Stanko, a mysterious refugee from the former 
Yugoslavia, turns up one day at the vicarage, begging for Rosemary's help. In 
assisting Stanko, Rosemary opens herself and her family to all sorts of unwelcome 
attentions from inquisitive parishioners. Even her long-suffering husband, Paul, must
wonder who Stanko is and what is the nature of Rosemary's involvement with him.

Robert Barnard (November 23, 1936 - September 19, 2013) was an English crime 
writer, critic and lecturer. Born in Essex, Barnard was educated at the Colchester 
Royal Grammar School and at Balliol College in Oxford. His first crime novel, A Little
Local Murder, was published in 1976. The novel was written while he was a lecturer
at University of Tromsø in Norway. He has gone on to write more than 40 other 
books and numerous short stories. Barnard has said that his favourite crime writer is
Agatha Christie. In 1980 he published a critique of her work titled A Talent to 
Deceive: An Appreciation of Agatha Christie.
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Barnard, Robert. The Habit of Widowhood and Other Murderous Proclivities. New 
York. 1996. Scribner. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684826488. 
223 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Robert Goldstrom. Inventory # 22576. 
$10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A young girl is brought up in seclusion by her elderly 
parents who are obsessed with isolating her from the sinfulness of life in the wicked
world. When, to secure her future, they marry her off to an elderly widower, they set 
in motion events more terrible than the most hateful of parents could have foreseen.
A woman with an enticing sexual secret marries an elderly gentleman - and then 
another and another. It is all too easy, it seems, to get into the habit of widowhood. A
young soldier, home from World War I, is determined to live and love not just for 
himself, but for all his fallen comrades. But in doing so he enrages a number of 
husbands. A man going through a midlife crisis meets the bully who made his life 
hell at school. Some things never change, he discovers, including the taste for 
inflicting pain.

Robert Barnard (November 23, 1936 - September 19, 2013) was an English crime 
writer, critic and lecturer. Born in Essex, Barnard was educated at the Colchester 
Royal Grammar School and at Balliol College in Oxford. His first crime novel, A Little
Local Murder, was published in 1976. The novel was written while he was a lecturer
at University of Tromsø in Norway. He has gone on to write more than 40 other 
books and numerous short stories.
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Barnard, Robert. Unholy Dying. New York. 2001. Scribner. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0743201493. 281 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by
Robert Goldstrum. Inventory # 28808. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Father Christopher Pardoe is a good priest. He cares 
about his parishioners. He is also a human being -- and is thus saddled with man's 
inherent weaknesses. Is it a bit odd, then, how much time the good Father has been
spending at the house of a certain young, single mother called Julie Norris? And 
why, during each of his visits, are Julie's bedroom curtains always closed? Julie 
looks to be pregnant again. Just who could the father be? As nasty rumors begin to
scorch the parish phone lines, Father Pardoe is suspended from St. Catherine's, and
Cosmo Horrocks, the West Yorkshire Chronicle's shameless, muckraking journalist,
exploits the story in a big way. Nothing goes over better than a juicy sex-and-the-
church scandal, except, perhaps, murder. Do Father Pardoe and Julie protest too 
much? Why did Julie's parents throw her out and disown her? Is she really as bad 
as they say? And what, exactly, does Cosmo Horrocks hear in that London-to-Leeds
dining car that makes him tingle with excitement? A tale of chastity besmirched? 
This story could make his year. But will it lead to tragedy? And, if so, whose? When 
Inspector Mike Oddie and Sergeant Charlie Peace are called in to investigate a 
murder, they are saddened and surprised by the raw emotions -- the hate, the fear --
they find in the outwardly peaceful town of Shipley. There may be only one killer, but
there are many others who must share the town's guilt and, perhaps, one day start 
the process of healing.

Robert Barnard (November 23, 1936 - September 19, 2013) was an English crime 
writer, critic and lecturer. Born in Essex, Barnard was educated at the Colchester 
Royal Grammar School and at Balliol College in Oxford. His first crime novel, A Little
Local Murder, was published in 1976. The novel was written while he was a lecturer
at University of Tromsø in Norway. He has gone on to write more than 40 other 
books and numerous short stories.
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Barnes, Julian. Arthur & George. New York. 2006. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 030726310x. 388 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. 
Jacket art: 'London, from Pentonville Road Looking West: Evening', 1884 (detail). 
Inventory # 19134. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Brilliantly imagined and irresistibly readable, Arthur & 
George is a major novel from Julian Barnes, a wonderful combination of playfulness,
pathos and wisdom. Searching for clues, no one would ever guess that the lives of 
Arthur and George might intersect. Growing up in shabby-genteel nineteenth-
century Edinburgh, Arthur is saddled with a dad who is a disgrace and a mum he 
wishes to protect, and is propelled into a life of action. To his astonishment, his 
career as a self-made man of letters brings him riches and fame and, in the world at
large, he becomes the perfect picture of the honorable English gentlemen. George is
irredeemably an outsider, and has no hope of becoming such a picture. Though he’s
dogged and logical, a vicar’s son from rural Staffordshire, he is set apart, and he and
his family are targeted in his boyhood by a poison-pen campaign. George finds safe
harbour in the reliability of rules, and grows up to become a solicitor, putting his faith
in the insulating value of British justice. Then crisis upsets the uneasy equilibrium of
both men’s lives. Arthur is knocked for a loop by guilt and other dishonourable 
emotions. George is put to the sorest test, accused of a horrible crime. And from that
point on their lives weave together in the most profound and surprising way, as each
man becomes the other’s salvation. Arthur & George is a masterful novel about low
crime and high spirituality, guilt and innocence, identity, nationality and race. Most of
all, it’s a profound and witty meditation on the fateful differences between what we 
believe, what we know and what we can prove.

Julian Patrick Barnes (born 19 January 1946) is a contemporary English writer. 
Barnes won the Man Booker Prize for his book The Sense of an Ending (2011), and
three of his earlier books had been shortlisted for the Booker Prize: Flaubert's Parrot
(1984), England, England (1998), and Arthur & George (2005). He has also written 
crime fiction under the pseudonym Dan Kavanagh.
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Barnes, Julian. Cross Channel: Stories. New York. 1996. Knopf. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679446915. 211 pages. hardcover. Signed by the
Author. Front-of jacket photograph 'Saint-Valery,1855' by Edouard Baldus. Inventory
# 24996. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In his first book of stories, Julian Barnes explores a 
striking and unusual theme-the British experience of France over three hundred 
years-with the abundance of sophistication and wit that has established him as one
of the most daring and prodigiously gifted novelists at work in our language today. 
These ten stories, singly and as a whole, examine the strange and persistent 
attraction between these two countries, as well as the often ambiguous results. The
collection spans the Channel from the late seventeenth century; when mercenary 
soldiers attempt to ‘convert’ a Protestant village in southern France, to the year 
2015, when an aging Londoner travels yet again to Paris, carrying a lifetime of 
memories with him on the now antiquated Eurostar train, In between, the British 
appear in various guises: as railway builders in the I84os, vineyard owners at the 
turn of the century, artistic exiles in the 1920S; a cricket team departs to play the 
Gentlemen of France in 1789, a dying composer prepares for the cross-Channel 
broadcast of his final work, a cyclist competes in the Tour de France, and a woman
mourns her long-dead brother in the killing fields of the Great War. In all, as 
ambitious and accomplished as anything Julian Barnes has written: a historical 
panorama of astounding erudition, with an emotional range and human 
understanding that reveals, with clarity and insight, a remarkable variety of lives 
countries and centuries away from our own. JULIAN BARNES was born in 
Leicester, England, in 1946, was educated at Oxford, and now lives in London. .

Julian Patrick Barnes (born 19 January 1946) is a contemporary English writer. 
Barnes won the Man Booker Prize for his book The Sense of an Ending (2011), and
three of his earlier books had been shortlisted for the Booker Prize: Flaubert's Parrot
(1984), England, England (1998), and Arthur & George (2005). He has also written 
crime fiction under the pseudonym Dan Kavanagh.
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Barnes, Julian. England, England. New York. 1995. Knopf. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0375405828. 277 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by
Bill Gregory/Artist Partners, Ltd., London, UK (after the Our Counties Jigsaw Puzzle,
Tower Press). Jacket design by Carol Devine Carson. Inventory # 21280. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From a writer acclaimed by everyone from Graham 
Greene to John Fowles to John Irving, a new novel, short-listed for the Booker Prize,
which The Sunday Times of London calls ‘both funny and serious, a double-act that
English novels rarely manage. A commanding imaginative achievement.’ Picture an
England where all the pubs are quaint, the Royals behave themselves (more or 
less), and the cliffs of Dover actually are white. Now imagine that the principal 
national treasures-from Stonehenge to Buckingham Palace-are grouped together on
the Isle of Wight. This is precisely the vision that Sir Jack Pitman seeks to realize: a 
‘destination’ where tourists can find replicas of Big Ben, Wembley Stadium, the 
National Gallery, Princess Di’s grave, and even Harrods (conveniently located inside
the Tower of Lon- don), and visit them all in the course of a weekend. As this land of
make-believe takes on its own comic and horrible reality, Barnes delights us with a 
novel that is at once a philosophical inquiry, a burst of mischief, a hilarious romp, 
and a moving elegy about authenticity and nationality. Julian Barnes, according to 
The Sunday Times, ‘has written nothing more poignant and enticing.’. Born in 
Leicester in 1946, Julian Barnes is the author of eight novels, a book of stories, and
a collection of essays. He has won both the Prix Médicis and the Prix Fémina, and in
1988 was made a Chevalier de l’Ordre des Arts et des Lettres. He lives in London.

Julian Patrick Barnes (born 19 January 1946) is a contemporary English writer. 
Barnes won the Man Booker Prize for his book The Sense of an Ending (2011), and
three of his earlier books had been shortlisted for the Booker Prize: Flaubert's Parrot
(1984), England, England (1998), and Arthur & George (2005). He has also written 
crime fiction under the pseudonym Dan Kavanagh.
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Barnes, Julian. Staring at the Sun. New York. 1987. Knopf. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394558219. 199 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author.
Jacket illustration and design by Havier Romero. Inventory # 7908. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this constantly surprising novel, Julian Barnes focuses
on the life of an ‘ordinary’ woman, and reveals a world filled with ordinary miracles. 
The novel begins with a morning on which the sun rises twice. It encompasses a 
century in the life of Jean Serjeant, from her innocent 1920s girlhood to her flight into
the sun in the year 2021. It carries Jean through seemingly unexceptional (albeit in 
their own way miraculous) experiences: growing up and growing old, falling in and 
out of love, the ceremonies of birth and death. Yet constantly, and increasingly, we 
encounter the unexpected: pilgrimages to the Far East and the Grand Canyon; a 
partially comprehensible catalogue of 1940s birth-control methods; a hilarious 
meditation on what it must be like to expire in midair; a glimpse of technology in the 
twenty-first century (when The Absolute Truth can be universally accessed). But at 
the novel’s core, beyond its incidents and excursions, is the intensity, the heat, the 
transforming power of Jean’s insatiable curiosity about the world. We see her from 
her earliest years-even in the midst of her boldest adventures-wondering, probing, 
testing the truths that she is given by her parents, her uncle, her husband, her child,
and by the pilot named Prosser who unwittingly lures her into staring at the sun. We
see her asking others and herself questions both minuscule (Why don’t Jews enjoy
golf? How is it possible to smoke an entire cigarette without the ash falling off? Why 
is the mink excessively tenacious of life?) and large (Is death absolute? Is religion 
nonsense? Is suicide permissible?). Her questions, and the possible answers to 
them, resonate through the novel, deepening our sense of wonder at the tenacious 
hold that life exerts on all of us.

Julian Patrick Barnes (born 19 January 1946) is a contemporary English writer. 
Barnes won the Man Booker Prize for his book The Sense of an Ending (2011), and
three of his earlier books had been shortlisted for the Booker Prize: Flaubert's Parrot
(1984), England, England (1998), and Arthur & George (2005). He has also written 
crime fiction under the pseudonym Dan Kavanagh.
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Barnes, Peter. To Be Or Not To Be. London. 2002. British Film Institute. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0851709192. 80 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 34781. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In To Be or Not to Be (1942) Ernst Lubitsch brought his 
legendary comic ‘touch’ to the most unpromising situation: life in Nazi-occupied 
Poland. The film brought light and warmth to wartime calamity, but without trivialising
reality. A group of ham actors have to abandon a theatre production set in Nazi 
Germany as Poland is invaded. Instead they bring their dubious talents to the work 
of resistance, role-playing and inveigling their way under the noses of the Gestapo 
led by ‘Concentration Camp’ Erhardt (Sig Ruman). The central roles of Joseph and
Marion Tura are taken by Jack Benny and Carole Lombard and their performances 
are marvels of comic acting. In this study Peter Barnes considers what it is to make
comedy out of tragedy. ‘To Be or Not to Be’ tells us that in the face of the brutality 
and unimagined ignorance of men in power, one must never lose one’s style. Lose 
everything but with style, despair can be kept at bay and turned into a small victory.’
He also shows how the comedy is achieved and in so doing sheds light on the 
enigmatic ‘Lubitsch touch’

Peter Barnes is one of the UK's most respected dramatists, with numerous stage, 
screen and radio plays to his name. His work has been performed by Laurence 
Olivier, Alec Guinness, Peggy Ashcroft, John Gielgud and Paul Scofield (among 
others). He won the Evening Standard Most Promising Playwright award for The 
Ruling Class in 1969 and the Olivier Award for Best Play in 1985 for Red Noses. His
screenplay for Enchanted April (1992) was nominated for an Academy Award.
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Barnet, Richard J. and Cavanagh, John. Global Dreams: Imperial Corporations & 
the New World Order. New York. 1994. Simon & Schuster. 1st Printing. Very Good 
in Dustjacket. 0671633775. 480 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration & design by 
Wendell Minor. Inventory # 20800. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From Richard J. Barnet, coauthor of the groundbreaking
bestseller Global Reach, and John Cavanagh comes an authoritative portrait of 
global corporations as they have evolved over the last twenty years - replacing 
national power; controlling the flow of money, goods, and information across the 
world; and dominating the fate of the world’s economy and people. On the threshold
of a new century, the world is shrinking fast, but it is not coming together. Global 
Dreams explores the many different ways in which the global economy shapes our 
lives, changing politics, work, and families in the United States and throughout the 
world, including: How the integrated global production system is creating a job crisis
that affects every American; how a few corporations, thanks to their control of earth-
spanning technologies, control a global commercial culture that can penetrate any 
village or neighborhood; how the clash of global commercial culture and traditional 
societies is unleashing fundamentalist backlash and political conflict; how great 
corporations have become less and less accountable to public authorities 
everywhere, and what this means for the environment job opportunities, and our 
economic future; how ‘globalization,’ the business buzzword of the decade, is 
creating not a global village but a divided planet in the grip of global gridlock. With 
major profiles of five of these corporations based on hundreds of interviews on four 
continents, Richard J. Barnet and John Cavanagh reveal how a few hundred 
companies with worldwide connections dominate the four intersecting webs of global
commercial activity that make up the new world economy.

Richard Jackson Barnet (May 7, 1929 – December 23, 2004) was an American 
scholar-activist who co-founded the Institute for Policy Studies. John Cavanagh has
been Director of the Institute for Policy Studies since 1999. He directed IPS’ Global
Economy Program from 1983-1997. Cavanagh is the co-author of 12 books and 
numerous articles on a wide range of social and economic issues.
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Barnet, Richard J. Roots of War: The Man and Institutions Behind U.S. Foreign 
Policy. New York. 1972. Atheneum. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly 
Worn Dustjacket. 353 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Lawrence Ratzkin. 
Inventory # 15740. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The United States has been at war in one form or 
another for more than a generation - World War II; the Cold War; military 
intervention year after year in Greece, Lebanon, the Dominican Republic; and the 
interminable war in Indochina. Most of the money in the federal budget has gone for
war and preparation for war. War has been the preoccupation of America’s leaders.
ROOTS OF WAR is the first comprehensive investigation of the forces in American 
life that continue to propel the United States toward international violence. In this 
profound and compelling book the author asks why killing in the national interest has
become routine and comes up with some surprising and disturbing answers. Using 
his firsthand experience in government, as well as the memoirs, testimony, and 
papers of the national security managers themselves, Mr. Barnet penetrates the 
fascinating bureaucratic world in which presidents and their advisers determine the 
national interest, and explains why they act as they do. How much does personal 
career affect foreign policy decisions? What is the role of business in setting 
American foreign policy? How important is public opinion? What are the real fears 
and hopes of the men who manage our affairs of state? These are some of the basic
questions the author takes up, and to answer them he draws on a wealth of material
from history, economics, and psychology. Arguing that the United States can never 
change its foreign policy until Americans come to grips with the domestic forces 
which shape that policy, Mr. Barnet examines the new focus that may cause a new 
generation of Americans to demand a generation of peace and the reorganization of
American institutions that will permit it.

Richard Jackson Barnet (May 7, 1929 – December 23, 2004) was an American 
scholar-activist who co-founded the Institute for Policy Studies.
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Barnet, Richard J. Roots of War: The Man and Institutions Behind U.S. Foreign 
Policy . New York. 1972. Atheneum. 1st American Edition. Very Good. No 
Dustjacket. 353 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 25266. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The United States has been at war in one form or 
another for more than a generation - World War II; the Cold War; military 
intervention year after year in Greece, Lebanon, the Dominican Republic; and the 
interminable war in Indochina. Most of the money in the federal budget has gone for
war and preparation for war. War has been the preoccupation of America’s leaders.
ROOTS OF WAR is the first comprehensive investigation of the forces in American 
life that continue to propel the United States toward international violence. In this 
profound and compelling book the author asks why killing in the national interest has
become routine and comes up with some surprising and disturbing answers. Using 
his firsthand experience in government, as well as the memoirs, testimony, and 
papers of the national security managers themselves, Mr. Barnet penetrates the 
fascinating bureaucratic world in which presidents and their advisers determine the 
national interest, and explains why they act as they do. How much does personal 
career affect foreign policy decisions? What is the role of business in setting 
American foreign policy? How important is public opinion? What are the real fears 
and hopes of the men who manage our affairs of state? These are some of the basic
questions the author takes up, and to answer them he draws on a wealth of material
from history, economics, and psychology. Arguing that the United States can never 
change its foreign policy until Americans come to grips with the domestic forces 
which shape that policy, Mr. Barnet examines the new focus that may cause a new 
generation of Americans to demand a generation of peace and the reorganization of
American institutions that will permit it.

Richard Jackson Barnet (May 7, 1929 – December 23, 2004) was an American 
scholar-activist who co-founded the Institute for Policy Studies.
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Barnet, Richard J. The Alliance: America-Europe-Japan Makers of the Postwar 
World. New York. 1983. Simon & Schuster. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket.
Remainder Mark. 0671425021. 511 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Robertr 
Anthony Inc. Inventory # 10431. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Richard Barnet has written a biography of the most 
remarkable alliance of modern times. This is a fascinating account of how Germany
and Japan, the defeated enemies of World War II, became America’s allies, 
protectorates, and ultimately commercial rivals, told through the lives of the 
remarkable figures who made it happen. Richard Barnet has traced the postwar 
relationship of the United States, Western Europe, and Japan from the moment the
conquerors and reorganizers of Germany and Japan - Lucius Clay John J. McCloy,
and Douglas MacArthur-first encountered the two remarkable politicians Konrad 
Adenauer and Shiguru Yoshida, who remade their countries out of the rubble of war
up to the critical period of today when the NATO alliance and the relationship with 
Japan are undergoing unprecedented strain. Based on interviews, memoirs, and 
recently declassified documents, the key figures of the postwar era - Eisenhower, 
De Gaulle, Eden, Dulles, Kennedy Monnet, Acheson, Johnson, Nixon, Kissinger, 
Carter, Schmidt-all come alive in this compelling account of the crucial years since
World War II. It is a magnificently human story in which the private dreams and 
personal prejudices of towering leaders are played out against the background of 
the extraordinary economic and political changes that have occurred within the 
industrial world. At a moment when members of the Alliance are pondering their 
growing conflicts and reassessing their common interests, this comprehensive 
history of the longest-lasting alliance of the century illuminates the crisis of our time.

Richard Jackson Barnet (May 7, 1929 – December 23, 2004) was an American 
scholar-activist who co-founded the Institute for Policy Studies.
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Barnet, Richard J. The Giants: Russia & America. New York. 1977. Simon & 
Schuster. 1st Edition. Very Good in Worn Dustjacket. 0671227416. 191 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Robert Anthony. Inventory # 15292. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Not since George Kennan’s books on the genesis of the
cold war has so authoritative, comprehensive and fascinating an account of U.S.-
Russian relations appeared. The Giants will influence the way we think about the 
Soviet Union for years to come. Richard Barnet reports on the latest stage of the 
complex U.S.- Soviet relationship - how it came about, what has changed, and 
where it is headed. For thirty years a handful of men in the White House and in the 
Kremlin have substantially determined for one another what to produce, what to 
spend, how much freedom and dissent to allow, how much secrecy to demand, and
how to treat the rest of the world. Barnet digs behind the abstractions of foreign 
policy: What is detente? Why have the giants recognized their mutual dependence 
in spite of the suspicion that has long dominated their relationship? The cold war has
been an evolution of two rival elites. On both sides, the elites are poorly prepared for
the rigorous task of coexistence, which has always been marked by misperceptions
and miscalculations. ‘The half dozen or so individuals in Washington and Moscow 
who decide how life-and-death power is used are like chess players in the dark,’ 
Barnet writes, absorbed in a game they can barely see. Each player depends upon 
the other not to upset the table.’ Now more Americans and Russians are talking to 
each other. Here is the dramatic story of the crucial new stage in their 60-year 
dialogue - how Nixon and Kissinger tried to transform the relation- ship and what 
kind of detente is likely to survive them. Richard Barnet, co-author of Global Reach 
and author of five other books, including THE ROOTS OF WAR and THE 
ECONOMY OF DEATH, was formerly with the Harvard Russian Research Center 
and was an adviser in the State Department during the Kennedy administration. He 
is a co-founder and co- director of the Institute for Policy Studies in Washington, D.
C.

Richard Jackson Barnet (May 7, 1929 – December 23, 2004) was an American 
scholar-activist who co-founded the Institute for Policy Studies.
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Barnet, Richard J. The Rocket's Red Glare: When America Goes To War. New York.
1990. Simon & Schuster. 1st Printing. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket.
Remainder Mark On Bottom Edge. 0671633767. 477 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Robert Anthony Inc. Inventory # 16119. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The story of what may be the longest battle in U.S. 
history: the struggle between American presidents and the American people to 
control the most important foreign policy decision - the issue of war and peace. In 
this book the author examines the role of public opinion in presidential 
administrations from George Washington to Ronald Reagan. The premise of the 
book is that war is ‘the great test of democracy.’ Mr. Barnet is concerned about the 
role of the public in foreign policy decisions, especially in the changing ‘post-Cold 
War’ world.

Richard Jackson Barnet (May 7, 1929 – December 23, 2004) was an American 
scholar-activist who co-founded the Institute for Policy Studies.
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Barnett, Cameron. The Drowning Boy's Guide to Water. Pittsburgh. 2017. Autumn 
House. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781938769269. 96 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 43613. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Cameron Barnett’s poetry collection, The Drowning Boy’s
Guide to Water (winner of the 2017 Rising Writer Contest), explores the complexity
of race and the body for a black man in today’s America.

CAMERON BARNETT earned his MFA in poetry at The University of Pittsburgh, 
where he was poetry editor for Hot Metal Bridge literary magazine and co-
coordinator of the Pitt Speakeasy Reading Series. His honors include the O’Donnell
Award for Excellence in Poetry from Duquesne University and The Academy of 
American Poets Graduate Poetry Award from The University of Pittsburgh. He lives 
in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania where he works as a middle school language arts 
teacher, and is an associate poetry editor for Pittsburgh Poetry Review. The 
Drowning Boy’s Guide to Water is his first book.
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Barnouw, Erik & Others. Conglomerates and the Media. New York. 1997. New 
Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 156584386x. Introduction by Todd 
Gitlin. 191 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by BAD. Inventory # 24717. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - What are the effects of increasing conglomerate 
ownership on the creation and dissemination of news and culture? Available for the 
first time in paperback, these nine essays by leading media insiders and critics take
probing, critical looks at the dramatic changes of recent years. Opening with a 
fascinating overview of radio and television history by Erik Barnouw, the ‘dean of 
American media critics’, the first part of the book features longtime media insiders 
such as Richard M. Cohen (former CBS Evening News senior producer) and Gene
Roberts (managing editor of the New York Times), writing candidly on the effects of 
increasing profit expectations in the newsroom. In the second part of the book, 
prominent media analysts, such as Mark Crispin Miller (author of Boxed In), Thomas
Schatz (author of The Genius of the System), David Lieberman (USA Today), and 
Patricia Aufderheide (In These Times), discuss the dumbing-down of the publishing 
industry, the transformation of Hollywood the increasing importance of 
merchandising and foreign rights in all media, and the false promise of the digital 
age. Finally, Thomas Frank (The Baffler) examines advertising and the possibility of
resistance to conglomerate control of the media.

Erik Barnouw (June 23, 1908 – July 19, 2001) was a U.S. historian of radio and 
television broadcasting.
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Baroja, Pio. The Restlessness of Shanti and ia & Selected Stories. New York. 1962.
Signet/New American Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in
Wrappers. Translated From The Spanish By Anthony & Elaine Kerrigan.Foreword by
Anthony Kerrigan. 330 pages. paperback. CT149. Cover: James Hill. Inventory # 
31105. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Pio Baroja was one of Spain's chief contributions to the 
European and world novel in the first half of the twentieth century - a novelist who, 
according to Jose Ortega y Gasset, 'furnishes us an example of the genius of 
independence in the midst of a society like our own, where everything is 
compromise and surrender.' Baroja's heroes are men who do not conform. 
Vagabonds, adventurers, dreamers, they pit themselves against the power of nature
and a society that would corrupt them. Shanti Andia is a wanderer torn by shifting 
allegiance to his beloved Basque country and to the sea. He idolizes his uncle Juan
de Aguirre, a dead sea captain whose mysterious, seemingly aimless, voyages have
made him, a village myth. In Shanti's efforts to decipher his uncle's past there 
unfolds a hazardous drama of Basque seamen trapped on a slave ship, of a mutiny,
capture, imprisonment, and a desperate rendezvous with stolen gold. It is this 
search for his uncle's destiny that eventually leads Shanti to find himself. In a 
conversation between Ernest Hemingway and Pio Baroja, reported in TIME, the 
American writer is quoted as saying: 'Allow me to pay this small tribute to you who 
taught so much to those of us who wanted to be writers, yet received a Nobel Prize,
especially when it was given to so many who deserved it less, like me, who am only
an adventurer.' Baroja's reply: 'Caramba!'

Pío Baroja y Nessi (December 28, 1872 – October 30, 1956) was a Spanish Basque
writer, one of the key novelists of the Generation of '98.
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Baroja, Pio. The Restlessness of Shanti and ia & Selected Stories. New York. 1962.
Signet/New American Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Some Penned
Notes On The Back Cover, Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. Translated From The
Spanish By Anthony & Elaine Kerrigan.Foreword by Anthony Kerrigan. 330 pages. 
paperback. CT149. Cover: James Hill. Inventory # 31147. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Pio Baroja was one of Spain's chief contributions to the 
European and world novel in the first half of the twentieth century - a novelist who, 
according to Jose Ortega y Gasset, 'furnishes us an example of the genius of 
independence in the midst of a society like our own, where everything is 
compromise and surrender.' Baroja's heroes are men who do not conform. 
Vagabonds, adventurers, dreamers, they pit themselves against the power of nature
and a society that would corrupt them. Shanti Andia is a wanderer torn by shifting 
allegiance to his beloved Basque country and to the sea. He idolizes his uncle Juan
de Aguirre, a dead sea captain whose mysterious, seemingly aimless, voyages have
made him, a village myth. In Shanti's efforts to decipher his uncle's past there 
unfolds a hazardous drama of Basque seamen trapped on a slave ship, of a mutiny,
capture, imprisonment, and a desperate rendezvous with stolen gold. It is this 
search for his uncle's destiny that eventually leads Shanti to find himself. In a 
conversation between Ernest Hemingway and Pio Baroja, reported in TIME, the 
American writer is quoted as saying: 'Allow me to pay this small tribute to you who 
taught so much to those of us who wanted to be writers, yet received a Nobel Prize,
especially when it was given to so many who deserved it less, like me, who am only
an adventurer.' Baroja's reply: 'Caramba!'

Pío Baroja y Nessi (December 28, 1872 – October 30, 1956) was a Spanish Basque
writer, one of the key novelists of the Generation of '98.
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Baroja, Pio. The Restlessness of Shanti and ia & Selected Stories. New York. 1962.
Signet/New American Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Slight 
Trace Of A Small Water Stain At The Bottom Rear,Otherwise Very Good in 
Wrappers. Translated From The Spanish By Anthony & Elaine Kerrigan.Foreword by
Anthony Kerrigan. 330 pages. paperback. CT149. Cover: James Hill. Inventory # 
32361. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Pio Baroja was one of Spain's chief contributions to the 
European and world novel in the first half of the twentieth century - a novelist who, 
according to Jose Ortega y Gasset, 'furnishes us an example of the genius of 
independence in the midst of a society like our own, where everything is 
compromise and surrender.' Baroja's heroes are men who do not conform. 
Vagabonds, adventurers, dreamers, they pit themselves against the power of nature
and a society that would corrupt them. Shanti Andia is a wanderer torn by shifting 
allegiance to his beloved Basque country and to the sea. He idolizes his uncle Juan
de Aguirre, a dead sea captain whose mysterious, seemingly aimless, voyages have
made him, a village myth. In Shanti's efforts to decipher his uncle's past there 
unfolds a hazardous drama of Basque seamen trapped on a slave ship, of a mutiny,
capture, imprisonment, and a desperate rendezvous with stolen gold. It is this 
search for his uncle's destiny that eventually leads Shanti to find himself. In a 
conversation between Ernest Hemingway and Pio Baroja, reported in TIME, the 
American writer is quoted as saying: 'Allow me to pay this small tribute to you who 
taught so much to those of us who wanted to be writers, yet received a Nobel Prize,
especially when it was given to so many who deserved it less, like me, who am only
an adventurer.' Baroja's reply: 'Caramba!'

Pío Baroja y Nessi (December 28, 1872 – October 30, 1956) was a Spanish Basque
writer, one of the key novelists of the Generation of '98.
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Baroja, Pio. The Restlessness of Shanti and ia & Selected Stories. New York. 1962.
Signet/New American Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Small Tear 
Mark On Front Cover,Otherwise Good in Wrappers. Translated From The Spanish 
By Anthony & Elaine Kerrigan.Foreword by Anthony Kerrigan. 330 pages. 
paperback. CT149. Cover: James Hill. Inventory # 33059. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Pio Baroja was one of Spain's chief contributions to the 
European and world novel in the first half of the twentieth century - a novelist who, 
according to Jose Ortega y Gasset, 'furnishes us an example of the genius of 
independence in the midst of a society like our own, where everything is 
compromise and surrender.' Baroja's heroes are men who do not conform. 
Vagabonds, adventurers, dreamers, they pit themselves against the power of nature
and a society that would corrupt them. Shanti Andia is a wanderer torn by shifting 
allegiance to his beloved Basque country and to the sea. He idolizes his uncle Juan
de Aguirre, a dead sea captain whose mysterious, seemingly aimless, voyages have
made him, a village myth. In Shanti's efforts to decipher his uncle's past there 
unfolds a hazardous drama of Basque seamen trapped on a slave ship, of a mutiny,
capture, imprisonment, and a desperate rendezvous with stolen gold. It is this 
search for his uncle's destiny that eventually leads Shanti to find himself. In a 
conversation between Ernest Hemingway and Pio Baroja, reported in TIME, the 
American writer is quoted as saying: 'Allow me to pay this small tribute to you who 
taught so much to those of us who wanted to be writers, yet received a Nobel Prize,
especially when it was given to so many who deserved it less, like me, who am only
an adventurer.' Baroja's reply: 'Caramba!'

Pío Baroja y Nessi (December 28, 1872 – October 30, 1956) was a Spanish Basque
writer, one of the key novelists of the Generation of '98.
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Barr, Charles. Vertigo. London. 2003. British Film Institute. Reprinted Paperback 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0851709184. 96 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
34782. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the 1992 Sight and Sound poll critics and film-makers
voted Vertigo, the fourth greatest film of all time. Released in 1958, Hitchcock’s 
masterpiece is a pinnacle of the cinema. Yet in it Hitchcock abandoned his 
trademark suspense, allowing the central mystery to be solved halfway through. 
What remained was a study in sexual obsession, as James Stewart’s Scottie 
pursues Madeleine/Judy (Kim Novak) to her death in a remote Californian mission.
Novak is ice-cool but vulnerable, Stewart - in the darkest role of his career - genial 
on the surface but damaged within. Though it seems to many to be Hitchcock’s most
personal film, Charles Barr argues that, like Citizen Kane, Vertigo is a triumph not so
much of individual authorship as of creative collaboration. Barr documents the 
crucial role of screenwriters Alec Coppel and Samuel Taylor and by a combination of
textual and contextual analysis explores the reasons why Vertigo has come to exert
such a continuing fascination both on general audiences and on a wide range of 
critics and theorists.

Charles Barr's career spans the first half-century of academic film studies in the UK,
starting with postgraduate research in the 1960s at London University under Thorold
Dickinson, the director/scholar who became Britain's first Film professor.
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Barraclough, Geoffrey (editor). The Times Atlas of World History. Maplewood. 1979.
Hammond. 3rd Impression. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0843711256. 360 pages. 
hardcover. Cover artwork by Duncan Mackay. Inventory # 40491. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Times Atlas of World History presents the drama of
World History in the arena of its action: the lands and seas of the world. This entirely
new and authoritative work of reference combines the visual detail and excitement of
an atlas with a full-scale narrative of world history from the earliest times to the 
present day. With over 600 maps.

Geoffrey Barraclough (May 10, 1908, Bradford, United Kingdom - December 26, 
1984, Burford, United Kingdom) was an English historian, known as a medievalist 
and historian of Germany. He was educated at Bootham School in York and at 
Bradford Grammar School. He read History at Oriel College, Oxford University in 
1926-1929.
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Barreca, Regina. They Used To Call Me Snow White. But I Drifted. New York. 1991.
Viking Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670838012. 223 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Michael Ian Kaye. Inventory # 15518. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Artfully combining sociology, psychology, and feminist 
theory, here is a fascinating and entertaining look at how women can use humor to 
their advantage. This witty--and at times deliciously ribald--book examines women’s
humor and shows how the proper punchline can work wonders on the street, in the 
bedroom, and even in the corporate boardroom.

Regina Barreca (born 1957) is an American academic and humorist. She is a Board
of Trustees Distinguished Professor of English literature and feminist theory at the 
University of Connecticut and winner of UConn's highest award for excellence in 
teaching. She is the author of ten books and editor of 11 others. Her weekly articles 
from The Hartford Courant are syndicated internationally by the Tribune Co. and her
work has appeared in The New York Times, The Independent of London, The 
Chronicle of Higher Education, Cosmopolitan, and The Harvard Business Review. 
She is a member of the New York Friar's Club and an honoree of the Connecticut 
Women's Hall of Fame. Her latest book, "If You Lean In, Will Men Just Look Down 
Your Blouse?" Questions and Thoughts for Loud, Smart Women in Turbulent Times,
was published by St. Martin's Press in the spring of 2016 and an ELLE Reader's 
Prize selection.
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Barresi, Dorothy. What We Did While We Made More Guns. Pittsburgh. 2018. 
University of Pittsburgh Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9780822965237. Pitt Poetry Series. 6 x 9. 104 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
43473. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The poems in What We Did While We Made More Guns 
investigate the place where economic failure meets a widening acculturation of 
violence—a kind of Great Acceleration of soul extinction set in this spectacularly 
uneasy moment in American history. Cutting, comic, sorrowful, at times terrified, at 
times resolute, the poems tilt along the high cliff’s edge of identity anxiety and 
American moral uncertainty, where each of us plays our part in the business of 
dispossession or resistance. Building themselves out of jazzed-up verbal velocities 
and wounded (in)sincerity, the poems counsel resilience against all forms of battery,
mortal, spiritual, financial. They are pattern-makers in the dark. They talk back to 
God. They take into themselves what cannot be taken back: the news that forty-six
million Americans have “slipped” below the poverty line; that guns discharge 
monstrously banal virility; that a black woman pulled over for a routine traffic 
violation dies by strangulation in her jail cell; that we buy and sell the myth of the 
American Dream as though our lives depended on it.

Dorothy Barresi is the author of four previous books of poetry: American Fanatics; 
Rouge Pulp; The Post-Rapture Diner, winner of an American Book Award, and All of
the Above, winner of the Barnard New Women Poets Prize. She is professor of 
English and creative writing at California State University, Northridge.keywords

Poetry
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Barresi, Dorothy. What We Did While We Made More Guns. Pittsburgh. 2018. 
University of Pittsburgh Press. Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9780822965237. Pitt Poetry Series. 6 x 9. 104 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
43474. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The poems in What We Did While We Made More Guns 
investigate the place where economic failure meets a widening acculturation of 
violence—a kind of Great Acceleration of soul extinction set in this spectacularly 
uneasy moment in American history. Cutting, comic, sorrowful, at times terrified, at 
times resolute, the poems tilt along the high cliff’s edge of identity anxiety and 
American moral uncertainty, where each of us plays our part in the business of 
dispossession or resistance. Building themselves out of jazzed-up verbal velocities 
and wounded (in)sincerity, the poems counsel resilience against all forms of battery,
mortal, spiritual, financial. They are pattern-makers in the dark. They talk back to 
God. They take into themselves what cannot be taken back: the news that forty-six
million Americans have “slipped” below the poverty line; that guns discharge 
monstrously banal virility; that a black woman pulled over for a routine traffic 
violation dies by strangulation in her jail cell; that we buy and sell the myth of the 
American Dream as though our lives depended on it.

Dorothy Barresi is the author of four previous books of poetry: American Fanatics; 
Rouge Pulp; The Post-Rapture Diner, winner of an American Book Award, and All of
the Above, winner of the Barnard New Women Poets Prize. She is the recipient of 
two Pushcart Prizes and fellowships from the National Endowment for the Arts and 
the North Carolina Arts Council. She is professor of English and creative writing at 
California State University, Northridge.
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Barrett, Andrea. The Middle Kingdom. New York. 1991. Pocket Books. 1st Printing.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0671729608. National Book Award Winning Author. 279 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 23324. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A woman attending an international science conference 
falls forever out of love with her husband and very much in love with China and its 
magnificent culture.

Andrea Barrett (born November 16, 1954) is an American novelist and short story 
writer. Her collection Ship Fever won the 1996 U.S. National Book Award for Fiction,
and she received a MacArthur Fellowship in 2001. Her book Servants of the Map 
was a finalist for the 2003 Pulitzer Prize for Fiction, and Archangel was a finalist for 
the 2013 Story Prize.
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Barrows, Adam. The Cosmic Time of Empire: Modern Britain and World Literature. 
Berkeley. 2010. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 9780520260993. FlashPoints, 3. 5 b/w photographs, 1 table. 224 pages.
paperback. Inventory # 37827. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Combining original historical research with literary 
analysis, Adam Barrows takes a provocative look at the creation of world standard 
time in 1884 and rethinks the significance of this remarkable moment in modernism 
for both the processes of imperialism and for modern literature. As representatives 
from twenty-four nations argued over adopting the prime meridian, and thereby 
measuring time in relation to Greenwich, England, writers began experimenting with
new ways of representing human temporality. Barrows finds this experimentation in
works as varied as Victorian adventure novels, high modernist texts, and South 
Asian novels—by authors including James Joyce, Virginia Woolf, H. Rider Haggard,
Bram Stoker, Rudyard Kipling, and Joseph Conrad.

Adam Barrows is Assistant Professor in the Department of english Language and 
Literature at Carleton University in Ontario, Canada.
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Barry, Lynda. Cruddy. New York. 1999. Simon & Schuster. 1st Edition. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 0684829746. 305 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Inventory # 
26894. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - On a September night in 1971, a few days after getting 
busted for dropping acid, a sixteen-year-old curls up in the corner of her ratty 
bedroom and begins to write. Now the truth can finally be revealed about the 
mysterious day long ago when the authorities found a child, calmly walking in the 
boiling desert, covered with blood. The girl is Roberta Rohbeson, and her rant 
against a world bounded by 'the cruddy top bedroom of a cruddy rental house on a 
very cruddy mud road' soon becomes a detailed account of another story, one that 
she has kept silent since she was eleven. Darkly funny and resonant with humanity,
Cruddy, masterfully intertwines Roberta's stories - part Easy Rider and part bipolar
Wizard of Oz. These stories, the backbone of Roberta's short life, include a one-way
trip across America fueled by revenge and greed and a vivid cast of characters, 
starring Roberta's dangerous father, the owners of the Knocking Hammer Bar-cum-
slaughterhouse, and runaway adolescents. With a teenager's eye for freakish detail
and a nervous ability to make the most horrible scenes seem hilarious, Cruddy is a 
stunning achievement.

Lynda Barry (born Linda Jean Barry; January 2, 1956) is an American cartoonist, 
author, and teacher. Barry is best known for her weekly comic strip Ernie Pook's 
Comeek. She garnered attention with her 1988 illustrated novel The Good Times are
Killing Me, about an interracial friendship between two young girls, which was 
adapted into a play. Her second illustrated novel, Cruddy, first appeared in 1999. 
She is currently an Assistant Professor of Interdisciplinary Creativity at the University
of Wisconsin–Madison.
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Barry, Quan. Loose Strife. Pittsburgh. 2015. University of Pittsburgh Press. 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822963295. Pitt Poetry Series. 80
pages. paperback. Inventory # 41396. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Past praise for Water Puppets: ‘The vocabulary [Barry] 
employs. is stark and stunning, a victory against these brutal themes. There can be
no denial: the winner of the 2010 Donald Hall Prize in Poetry is a demanding, 
worthwhile read.’ —TriQuarterly. ‘Above all, [Barry] forces us to remember what we
don’t want to see, to hold our inhumanity up against the ‘shards of beauty’ in the 
world, so that we may not forget what it is that gives our lives meaning.’ —Iowa 
Review. ‘Some will find Barry’s subjects—genocidal war, pornography, the slaughter
of Thanksgiving turkeys—disconcerting, but she treats them with a candor, 
persistence, and tonal control that aims to question and comprehend rather than 
simply indict or dismiss. An engrossing collection.’ —Library Journal.

Quan Barry is the author of three previous poetry collections: Asylum, winner of the
Agnes Lynch Starrett Poetry Prize; Controvertibles; and Water Puppets, winner of 
the Donald Hall Prize in Poetry. She is also the author of the novel She Weeps Each
Time You’re Born. Barry has received two fellowships from the National Endowment
for the Arts in both poetry and fiction. She is professor of English at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison.
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Barry, Sebastian. On Canaan's Side. New York. 2011. Viking Press. Advance 
Uncorrected Proofs. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780670022922. 256 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 38068. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From the two-time Man Booker shortlisted author of The
Secret Scripture comes a magnificent new novel that is the story of the twentieth 
century in America. Told in the first person, as a narrative of Lilly Bere's life over 
seventeen days, On Canaan's Side opens as she mourns the loss of her grandson,
Bill. Lilly revisits her past, going back to the moment she was forced to flee Ireland, 
at the end of the First World War, and continues her tale in America, a world filled 
with both hope and danger. At once epic and intimate, Lilly's story unfolds as she 
tries to make sense of the sorrows and troubles of her life and of the people whose 
lives she has touched. Spanning nearly seven decades, from the Great Depression 
to World War II and the Vietnam War, it is the heartbreaking story of a woman 
whose capability to love is enormous, and whose compassion, even for those who 
have wronged her, is astonishing.

SEBASTIAN BARRY's plays have been produced in London, Dublin, Sydney, and 
New York. His novel A Long, Long Way was shortlisted for the Man Booker Prize, as
was The Secret Scripture, which was also a Los Angeles Times Book Prize finalist 
and winner of the Costa Book of the Year Award and the James Tait Black Prize for
Fiction, as well as the Irish Novel of the Year. Barry lives in Wicklow, Ireland, with 
his wife and three children.
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Barry, Sebastian. The Whereabouts of Eneas McNulty. New York. 1998. Viking 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670878286. 320 pages. 
hardcover. Signed by the Author. Inventory # 25853. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - For Eneas McNulty, a happy, innocent childhood in 
County Sligo in the early 1900s gives way to an Ireland wracked by violence and 
conflict. Unable to find work in the depressed times after World War I, Eneas joins 
the British-led police force, the Royal Irish Constabulary - a decision that alters the 
course of his life. Branded a traitor by Irish nationalists and pursued by IRA hitmen,
Eneas is forced to flee his homeland, his family, and Viv, the woman he loves. His 
wandering terminates on the Isle of Dogs, a haven for sailors, where a lifetime of 
loss is redeemed by a final act of generosity. THE WHEREABOUTS OF ENEAS 
MCNULTY is the story of a lost man and a compelling saga that illuminates Ireland's
complex history.

Sebastian Barry (born 5 July 1955) is an Irish playwright, novelist and poet. He is 
noted for his dense literary writing style and is considered one of Ireland's finest 
writers. Barry's literary career began in poetry before he began writing plays and 
novels. In recent years his fiction writing has surpassed his work in the theatre in 
terms of success, having once been considered a playwright who wrote occasional 
novels. He has twice been shortlisted for the Man Booker Prize for his novels A 
Long Long Way (2005) and The Secret Scripture (2008), the latter of which won the
2008 Costa Book of the Year and the James Tait Black Memorial Prize. His 2011 
novel On Canaan's Side was longlisted for the Booker.keywords
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Barsky, Robert F. Noam Chomsky: A Life of Dissent. Cambridge. 1997. MIT Press.
1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0262024187. 255 pages. hardcover. Inventory
# 23564. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This biography describes the intellectual and political 
milieus that helped shape Noam Chomsky, a pivotal figure in contemporary 
linguistics, politics, cognitive psychology, and philosophy. It also presents an 
engaging political history of the last several decades, including such events as the 
Spanish Civil War, the dropping of atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and 
the march on the Pentagon to protest the Vietnam War. The book highlights 
Chomsky's views on the uses and misuses of the university as an institution, his 
assessment of useful political engagement, and his doubts about postmodernism. 
Because Chomsky is given ample space to articulate his views on many of the major
issues relating to his work, both linguistic and political, this book reads like the 
autobiography that Chomsky says he will never write. Barsky's account reveals the 
remarkable consistency in Chomsky's interests and principles over the course of his
life. The book contains well-placed excerpts from Chomsky's published writings and
unpublished correspondence, including the author's own years-long correspondence
with Chomsky.

Robert Franklin Barsky is a professor in the College of Arts and Sciences, and the 
Law School, at Vanderbilt University in Nashville, Tennessee. He is an expert on 
Noam Chomsky, literary theory, convention refugees, immigration and refugee law,
borders, work through the Americas, and Montreal. His biography of Chomsky titled
Noam Chomsky: A Life of Dissent was published in 1997 by MIT Press, followed in 
2007 by The Chomsky Effect: A Radical Works Beyond the Ivory Tower, and then in
2011 by Zellig Harris: From American Linguistics to Socialist Zionism, all published 
by MIT Press. His most recent books are Undocumented Immigrants in an Era of 
Arbitrary Law (Routledge Law, 2016) and Hatched!, a novel (Sunbury Press, 2016).
Barsky was born and raised in Montreal. He attended Brandeis University in 
Waltham, Massachusetts, and after graduating moved to Verbier, Switzerland with 
the intention of pursuing a career in skiing. In 1985, he returned to Canada to 
undertake graduate work at McGill University in Montreal, first on Lord Byron and 
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Barthelme, Donald. The Dead Father. New York. 1975. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0374135355. 177 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Ruth Ansel. Inventory # 28504. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE DEAD FATHER is a gargantuan half-dead, half-
alive, part mechanical, wise, vain, powerful being who still has hopes for himself--
even while he is being dragged by means of a cable toward a mysterious goal. In 
this extraordinary novel, marked by the imaginative use of language that influenced
a generation of fiction writers, Donald Barthelme offered a glimpse into his fictional 
universe.

Donald Barthelme (April 7, 1931 – July 23, 1989) was an American author known for
his playful, postmodernist style of short fiction. Barthelme also worked as a 
newspaper reporter for the Houston Post, was managing editor of Location 
magazine, director of the Contemporary Arts Museum in Houston (1961–1962), co-
founder of Fiction (with Mark Mirsky and the assistance of Max and Marianne 
Frisch), and a professor at various universities. He also was one of the original 
founders of the University of Houston Creative Writing Program.
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Bartlett, Allison Hoover. The Man Who Loved Books Too Much: The True Story of a
Thief, a Detective, and a World of Literary Obsession. New York. 2010. Riverhead 
Books. 1st Trade Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781594484810. 275
pages. paperback. Cover design by Darren Haggar. Cover photographs: Bookshelf -
James Strachan/Getty Images. Shadow - Brad Wilson/Getty Images. Inventory # 
40967. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - What would you do for the love of a good book? For 
John Charles Gilkey, the answer is: go to prison. Unrepentant book thief Gilkey has
stolen a fortune in rare books from around the country. Yet unlike most thieves, who
steal for profit, Gilkey steals for love - the love of books. Perhaps equally obsessive 
is Ken Sanders, the self-appointed ‘bibliodick’ driven to catch him. Following this 
eccentric cat-and-mouse chase with a mixture of suspense, insight, and humor, 
Allison Hoover Bartlett plunges the reader deep into a rich world of fanatical book 
lust and considers what it is that makes some people willing to stop at nothing to 
possess the titles they love. ‘Tautly written, wry, and thoroughly compelling. Bartlett 
is an appealing storyteller who becomes more personally entangled in her narrative 
than she had wished, which adds to the drama.’ - Los Angeles Times. ‘A compelling
read for anybody who loves a good story.’ – San Francisco Chronicle. ‘Skillfully 
composed. Bartlett offers an insightful look at the psychology of the most eccentric 
of criminals in this swift, entertaining volume about what happens when a love of 
books takes a sinister turn.’ - The Associated Press. ‘Both a galloping foray into the
wonky world of the rare-hook market and a chronicle of modern crime and 
punishment. [A] quixotic and captivating true-crime narrative.’ - The Washington 
Times. ‘Bartlett is a meticulous, thorough reporter, nearly obsessed herself. Her 
book is a wonderful study of a peculiar kind of crime and a strange obsession.’ - 
Minneapolis Star Tribune.

Allison Hoover Bartlett’s writing has appeared in the New York Times, the 
Washington Post, the San Francisco Chronicle Magazine, and other publications. 
Her original article on John Gilkey was included in The Best American Crime 
Reporting 2007.
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Bartlett, Robert. Hanged Man: A Story of Miracle, Memory, and Colonialism in the 
Middle Ages. Princeton. 2004. Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0691117195. 192 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 34899. 
$24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Seven hundred years ago, executioners led a Welsh 
rebel named William Cragh to a wintry hill to be hanged. They placed a noose 
around his neck, dropped him from the gallows, and later pronounced him dead. But
was he dead? While no less than nine eyewitnesses attested to his demise, Cragh 
later proved to be very much alive, his resurrection attributed to the saintly entreaties
of the defunct Bishop Thomas de Cantilupe. The Hanged Man tells the story of this 
putative miracle—why it happened, what it meant, and how we know about it. The 
nine eyewitness accounts live on in the transcripts of de Cantilupe’s canonization 
hearings, and these previously unexamined documents contribute not only to an 
enthralling mystery, but to an unprecedented glimpse into the day-to-day workings of
medieval society. While unraveling the haunting tale of the hanged man, Robert 
Bartlett leads us deeply into the world of lords, rebels, churchmen, papal inquisitors,
and other individuals living at the time of conflict and conquest in Wales. In the 
process, he reconstructs voices that others have failed to find. We hear from the 
lady of the castle where the hanged man was imprisoned, the laborer who watched 
the execution, the French bishop charged with investigating the case, and scores of
other members of the medieval citizenry. Brimming with the intrigue of a detective 
novel, The Hanged Man will appeal to both scholars of medieval history and general
readers alike.

Robert Bartlett is Wardlaw Professor of Medieval History at the University of St. 
Andrews, Scotland. He is the author of The Making of Europe: Conquest, 
Coloniziaton and Cultural Change, 950-1350.
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Bartoletti, Susan Campbell. Dear America - a Coal Miner's Bride: The Diary of 
Anetka Kaminska, Lattimer, Pennsylvania, 1896. New York. 2000. Scholastic. 
Reprinted Hardcover Edition. Very Good in Hardcover. No Dustjacket. 0439053862.
221 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37917. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A diary account of thirteen-year-old Anetka's life in 
Poland in 1896, immigration to America, marriage to a coal miner, widowhood, and 
happiness in finally finding her true love.

Susan Campbell Bartoletti is the award-winning author of many books for young 
readers, including the Newbery Honor-winning nonfiction book, Hitler Youth: 
Growing Up in Hitler's Shadow and its acclaimed companion novel based on a true 
story, The Boy Who Dared. She lives in northeastern Pennsylvania.
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Bass, Rick. The Sky, the Stars, the Wilderness: Novellas. Boston. 1997. Houghton
Mifflin. 1 of 100 Copies Numbered & Signed By The Author On A Tipped-In Leaf. 
Corners Bumped, Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 0395717582. 189 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 24925. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - GQ called the three short novels in this collection 
'wondrous.' A woman returns to live on her family's west Texas ranch. .a man tracks
his wife through a winter wilderness. .an ancient ocean buried in the foothills of the 
Appalachians becomes a battleground for a young wildcat oilman and his aging 
mentor. Here is Bass at his magical, passionate, and lyrical best.

Rick Bass (born March 7, 1958) is an American writer and an environmental activist.
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Basten, Fred E. Santa Monica Bay - Paradise By the Sea: A Pictorial History of 
Santa Monica, Venice, Ocean Park, Marina Del Rey, Pacific Palisades, Topanga, &
Malibu. a. Los Angeles. 1997. General Publishing Group. 1st Printing. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 1575440245. Introduction by Carolyn See. 296 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 24988. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - One of the crowning jewels of the Southern California 
coastline, the Santa Monica bay area is rich, vibrant and full of glorious splendor. 
This magnificent pictorial treasure faithfully chronicles the pioneering spirit of the 
region and a testament to the innovative development that has kept the area from 
losing its balance and its heart. 300 b&w and color photos.

FRED E. BASTEN has written, collaborated on, or contributed to nearly 40 books 
over the last 30 years, in addition to having a successful career in advertising. He 
lives in Santa Monica, California.
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Bataille, Christophe. Hourmaster. New York. 1998. New Directions. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0811213579. Translated from the French by 
Richard Howard. 108 pages. hardcover. Cover: Sylvia Frezzolini Severance. 
Inventory # 31862. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Hourmaster is a novel about evil, the passage of time, 
and the dissolution of a society - France in the seventeenth century. In his palace in
a city vanquished by the years, the Duke Gonzaga lives consumed by his deep 
boredom and his passion for young girls. Time passes as marked by the more than 
two hundred clocks situated throughout the palace. Needing a new hourmaster, 
Gonzaga employs Arturo to be the keeper of the palace's time-pieces. Arturo - called
Gog - also becomes the Duke's friend and for a time alleviates Gonzaga's boredom
as they share the nightly clock-keeping rounds. There seems to be the beginning of
new life in the realm. But, for reasons the reader is to discover, doom settles like fog
upon the Duke's domain and time stands still.

After receiving his management degree from École des Hautes Études 
Commerciales de Paris, he worked for two years in London at L’Oréal, the 
cosmetics company. During his time there, he began to write and eventually 
completed his highly-acclaimed Annam, which earned him, at only twenty-one years
old, France’s prestigious Prix du Premier Roman. Upon returning to Paris, Bataille 
changed jobs and began working in publishing, at Grasset, and he continued to write
by night. Since January 2007, he has supported Bibliothèques Sans Frontières 
(Libraries Without Borders) a young non-governmental organization devoted to 
helping to provide help in educating citizens of developing countries.
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Bataille, Georges. Death and Sensuality. New York. 1962. Walker & Company. 1st 
American Edition. Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front,Otherwise Very Good in
Dustjacket. Translated from the French. 280 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 1225. 
$32.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Taboo and sacrifice, transgression and language, death
and sensuality-Georges Bataille pursues these themes with an original, often 
startling perspective. He challenges any single discourse on the erotic. The scope of
his inquiry ranges from Emily Bronte to Sade, from St. Therese to Claude Levi-
Strauss and Dr. Kinsey; and the subjects he covers include prostitution, mythical 
ecstasy, cruelty, and organized war. Investigating desire prior to and extending 
beyond the realm of sexuality, he argues that eroticism is ‘a psychological quest not
alien to death. Translation of L’érotisme.

Georges Albert Maurice Victor Bataille (10 September 1897 – 9 July 1962) was a 
French intellectual and literary figure working in literature, anthropology, philosophy,
economy, sociology and history of art. Eroticism, sovereignty, and transgression are
at the core of his writings.
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Bates, Milton J. and Others (editors). Reporting Vietnam-Part One: American 
Journalism 1959-1969. New York. 1998. Library Of America. 1st Printing. Very Good
in Dustjacket. 1883011582. 858 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 26206. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Published twenty-five years after the last American 
troops withdrew from Vietnam, this unique two-volume anthology evokes a dramatic,
painful, and controversial period in American history and journalism. The first volume
traces the deepening American involvement in South Vietnam from the first deaths 
of American advisers in 1959 through the controversial battle of ‘Hamburger Hill’ in 
1969. Malcolm Browne, Neil Sheehan, and David Halberstam report on the guerrilla
warfare of the early 1960s; Jack P. Smith, Ward Just, and Peter Arnett experience 
the terrors of close-range combat in the Central Highlands; Marguerite Higgins and
Frances FitzGerald observe South Vietnamese politics; Jonathan Schell records the
destructive effects of American firepower in Quang Ngai; Tom Wolfe captures the 
cool courage of navy pilots over North Vietnam. Included in full is Daniel Lang’s 
Casualties of War, the haunting story of a five-man reconnaissance patrol choosing
between good and evil. Writers who covered the bitter controversy at home are 
included as well—Meg Greenfield describing an early teach-in, Norman Mailer at the
Pentagon March and in Chicago, Jeffrey Blankfort exploring the sorrowful impact of 
the war on a small town in Ohio. Thomas Johnson and Wallace Terry examine the 
changing attitudes of African-American soldiers fighting America’s first fully 
integrated war. This Volume contains a detailed chronology of the war, historical 
maps, biographical profiles of the journalists, explanatory notes, a glossary of 
military terms, and an index. Also included are 32 pages of photographs of the 
correspondents, many from private collections and never seen before.

The advisory board for Reporting Vietnam includes Milton J. Bates, professor of 
English at Marquette University; Lawrence Lichty, professor of radio/televsion/film at
Northwestern University; Paul L. Miles, professor of history at Princeton University;
Ronald H. Spector, professor of history and international affairs at George 
Washington University; and Marilyn Young, professor of history at New York 
University.
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Bates, Milton J. and Others (editors). Reporting Vietnam-Part Two: American 
Journalism 1969-1975. New York. 1998. Library Of America. 1st Printing. Very Good
in Dustjacket. 1883011590. 857 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 26207. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Published twenty-five years after the last American 
troops withdrew from Vietnam, this unique two-volume anthology evokes a dramatic,
painful, and controversial period in American history and journalism. This second 
volume traces events from the revelation of the My Lai massacre in 1969 through 
the fall of Saigon in 1975. Here are Peter Kann on the ambiguities of pacification; 
Gloria Emerson on the South Vietnamese debacle in Laos; Donald Kirk on declining
American morale; Sydney Schanberg on the fall of Phnom Penh and the victory of 
the Khmer Rouge; Philip Caputo, Keyes Beech, Peter Arnett, and Malcolm Browne 
on the last days of South Vietnam. Included in full is Dispatches, journalist Michael 
Herr’s acclaimed impressionistic memoir of his immersion in the exhilaration, dread,
and sorrow of the Vietnam War. Writers who observed the turmoil in the United 
States are included as well: Francine du Plessix Gray on factions within the protest
movement; Michael Kinsley recounting a confrontation between Henry Kissinger and
his Harvard colleagues; James Michener meticulously reconstructing the Kent State
shootings; Doris Kearns listening to Lyndon Johnson’s anguished recollections; 
Hunter S. Thompson watching veterans protest Richard Nixon’s renomination. This
volume contains a detailed chronology of the war, historical maps, biographical 
profiles of the journalists, explanatory notes, a glossary of military terms, and an 
index. Also included are 32 pages of photographs of the correspondents, many from
private collections and never seen before.

The advisory board for Reporting Vietnam includes Milton J. Bates, professor of 
English at Marquette University; Lawrence Lichty, professor of radio/television/film at
Northwestern University; Paul L. Miles, professor of history at Princeton University;
Ronald H. Spector, professor of history and international affairs at George 
Washington University; and Marilyn Young, professor of history at New York 
University.
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Bateson, John. The Final Leap: Suicide on the Golden Gate Bridge. Berkeley. 2012.
University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
9780520272408. 13 b/w photographs, 2 tables. 304 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
38190. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Extremely well done. It’s the single most important 
contribution to the debate surrounding suicide and the Golden Gate Bridge to date.’
Thomas Joiner, author of Lonely at the Top and Why People Die by Suicide. ‘John 
Bateson takes us on a gripping journey through the lives of everyone who has been
affected. He boldly counters myths with facts, eloquently speaks of the unspeakable,
and helps us all to care about those who, in an instant, stopped caring about 
themselves. This book stirs the soul to fight for the day when the protective net is 
finally cast under the Golden Gate Bridge, when it will become a national monument
to both beauty and compassion.’ John Draper, Director of the National Suicide 
Prevention Lifeline. The Golden Gate Bridge is one of the most beautiful and most 
photographed structures in the world. It’s also the most deadly. Since it opened in 
1937, more than 1,500 people have died jumping off the bridge, making it the top 
suicide site on earth. It’s also the only international landmark without a suicide 
barrier. Weaving drama, tragedy, and politics against the backdrop of a world-
famous city, The Final Leap is the first book ever written about Golden Gate Bridge 
suicides. John Bateson leads us on a fascinating journey that uncovers the reasons
for the design decision that led to so many deaths, provides insight into the 
phenomenon of suicide, and examines arguments for and against a suicide barrier.
He tells the stories of those who have died, the few who have survived, and those 
who have been affected— from loving families to the Coast Guard, from the coroner
to suicide prevention advocates. No one who reads this book will look at the world’s 
largest Art Deco sculpture the same way again.

John Bateson is Executive Director of the Contra Costa Crisis Center in Contra 
Costa County, California, and the author of Building Hope. He has served on the 
steering committee of the National Suicide Prevention Lifeline. In 2007 he was 
appointed to a blue-ribbon committee charged with creating the California Strategic
Plan on Suicide Prevention.
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Baudelaire, Charles. Flowers of Evil / Les fleurs du mal. New York. 1964. Bantam 
Books. 1st of This Particular Edition. Some Foxing, Otherwise Good in Wrappers. 
Edited by Wallace Fowlie. 291 pages. paperback. ND1002. Inventory # 9852. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This Bantam dual-language book gives you - the finest 
works of one of France’s greatest poets in the original language; a vivid, accurate 
English translation printed on facing pages; a critical—biographical introduction by 
the editor; notes on obscure references. Bantam Dual-Language Books are 
designed for everyone who wants to read good literature - everyone interested in a 
foreign language. A brilliant selection of Baudelaire’s poetry and prose presented in
both the original French and a new, authoritative English translation. Les Fleurs du
mal (often translated The Flowers of Evil) is a volume of French poetry by Charles 
Baudelaire first published in 1857. It was important in the symbolist and modernist 
movements. The subject matter of these poems deals with themes relating to 
decadence and eroticism.

Charles Pierre Baudelaire (April 9, 1821 – August 31, 1867) was a French poet who
produced notable work as an essayist, art critic, and pioneering translator of Edgar 
Allan Poe. His most famous work, Les Fleurs du mal (The Flowers of Evil), 
expresses the changing nature of beauty in modern, industrializing Paris during the
19th century. Baudelaire's highly original style of prose-poetry influenced a whole 
generation of poets including Paul Verlaine, Arthur Rimbaud and Stéphane 
Mallarmé among many others. He is credited with coining the term 
‘modernity’ (modernité) to designate the fleeting, ephemeral experience of life in an
urban metropolis, and the responsibility art has to capture that experience.
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Baum, L. Frank. The Wizard of Oz. New York. 1982. Holt Rinehart & Winston. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0030616611. Illustrated by Michael
Hague. 221 pages. hardcover. Cover by Michael Hague. Inventory # 1245. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - After a cyclone transports her to the land of Oz, Dorothy
must seek out the great wizard in order to return to Kansas.

Lyman Frank Baum (May 15, 1856 – May 6, 1919) was an American author of 
children's books, best known for writing The Wonderful Wizard of Oz. He wrote 
thirteen novel sequels, nine other fantasy novels, and a host of other works (55 
novels in total, plus four ‘lost’ novels, 83 short stories, over 200 poems, an unknown
number of scripts, and many miscellaneous writings), and made numerous attempts
to bring his works to the stage and screen. His works anticipated such century-later
commonplaces as television, augmented reality, laptop computers (The Master 
Key), wireless telephones (Tik-Tok of Oz), women in high risk, action-heavy 
occupations (Mary Louise in the Country), and the ubiquity of advertising on clothing
(Aunt Jane's Nieces at Work).
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Baxandall, Rosalyn. Women and Abortion: The Body As Battleground. Westfield. 
1992. Open Magazine Pamphlet Series. 1st Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 16 
pages. paperback. Pamphlet #17. Inventory # 31261. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An essay from a notable American feminist.

Rosalyn Fraad "Ros" Baxandall, (June 12, 1939 – October 13, 2015), was an 
American historian of women's activism and an active New York City feminist.
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Baxter, Charles. Burning Down the House: Essays On Fiction. Saint Paul. 1997. 
Graywolf Press. 1 of 100 Copies Numbered & Signed By The Author On A Tipped-In
Leaf. Very Good in Dustjacket. 155597256x. 245 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
24926. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - As much a rumination on the state of literature as a 
technical manual for aspiring writers, Burning Down the House has been enjoyed by
readers and taught in classrooms for more than a decade. Readers are rewarded 
with thoughtful analysis, humorous one-liners, and plenty of brushfires that continue
burning long after the book is closed.

Charles Baxter (born May 13, 1947) is an American novelist, essayist, and poet. 
Baxter was born in Minneapolis, Minnesota, to John and Mary Barber (Eaton) 
Baxter. He graduated from Macalester College in Saint Paul. In 1974 he received his
PhD in English from the University at Buffalo with a thesis on Djuna Barnes, 
Malcolm Lowry, and Nathanael West. Baxter taught high school in Pinconning, 
Michigan for a year before beginning his university teaching career at Wayne State
University in Detroit, Michigan. He then moved to the University of Michigan, where 
for many years he directed the Creative Writing MFA program. He currently teaches
at the University of Minnesota and in the Warren Wilson College MFA Program for
Writers.
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Bay, Austin. Prism. New York. 1996. Harper Collins. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0060175257. 234 pages. hardcover. Cover 
illustration & design by Corsillo/Manzone. Inventory # 23046. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - On the cusp of the next millennium, in a dangerous yet 
eerily familiar near future, the most advanced electronic weaponry and spy systems
have been augmented by a far more cultivated implement of war. The new ultimate
weapon is the human mind. Using special crystals - prisms - to focus psychic 
energy, some of the physically 'able' have learned to master extrasensory powers 
and probe others' minds. 'Able' humans posses limited, though useful, psychic 
talents. The 'most able,' however, have learned to mentally double other humans - to
totally control another's thoughts and actions. More frightening, their selectively bred
offspring have even more extraordinary gifts. The real power in this new world is not
the people, Congress, or multinational corporations, but The Shop - the psychic CIA
- a macabre intelligence agency operated by the 'most able.' The Shop is controlled
by Chatterley, a powerful woman of allegedly unique psychic genius. Chatterley's 
sources have intercepted information that a sinister group (led by a billionaire would-
be president from Texas, Coleman Oswald Mosley) is planning to assassinate the 
president of the United States. Mosley's organization is seeking the ideal killer. 
Chatterley calls in a former Shop assassin named Wes Hardin. Pulled from his self-
imposed retirement, Wes agrees to pose as a mercenary gunman named Carey 
Hawkins and infiltrate Mosley's group. Mosley hires Wes, demanding a perfect, 
vicious kill. In order to ensure his new assassin's loyalty, Mosley kidnaps Wes's 
daughter. Prism builds with riveting speed and authenticity through Wes's 
indoctrination into Mosley's paramilitary 'peacekeeping' force, his preparations to 
assassinate Mosley's Washington targets, and the sudden emergence of his own 
'most able' talents.

Austin Bay’s resume is manifold: Author and syndicated columnist, professor, 
developmental aid advocate, radio commentator, retired reserve soldier, war game 
designer, principal in a training simulations and technology consulting company.
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Bazin, Andre. What is Cinema?. Berkeley. 1967. University of California Press. 1st 
American Edition. Some Foxing, Otherwise Good in Worn Dustjacket With Tears 
and A Small Hole in the Front. Essays selected and translated by Hugh Gray. 183 
pages. hardcover. Inventory #  44757. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - André Bazin's What Is Cinema? (volumes I and II) have 
been classics of film studies for as long as they've been available and are 
considered the gold standard in the field of film criticism. Although Bazin made no 
films, his name has been one of the most important in French cinema since World 
War II. He was co-founder of the influential Cahiers du Cinéma, which under his 
leadership became one of the world's most distinguished publications. Championing
the films of Jean Renoir (who contributed a short foreword to Volume I), Orson 
Welles, and Roberto Rossellini, he became the protégé of François Truffaut, who 
honors him touchingly in his forword to Volume II. This new edition includes graceful
forewords to each volume by Bazin scholar and biographer Dudley Andrew, who 
reconsiders Bazin and his place in contemporary film study. The essays themselves
are erudite but always accessible, intellectual, and stimulating. As Renoir puts it, the
essays of Bazin "will survive even if the cinema does not."

André Bazin (1918–1958) was one of France's best-known and respected film 
critics, and mentor to such directors as Truffaut and Godard. Hugh Gray (translator,
1900–1981) was Professor of Film, Theater, Aesthetics, and Humanities at the 
University of California, Los Angeles, and Loyola Marymount University. Dudley 
Andrew is Professor of Film Studies and of Comparative Literature at Yale 
University. He is the author of André Bazin (1990) and Mists of Regret: Culture and
Sensibility in Classic French Film (1995).
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Beadle, David and Rising, James D. Tanagers, Cardinals, and Finches of the United
States and Canada: The Photographic Guide. Princeton. 2006. Princeton University
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0691118582. 200 color plates.
3 halftones. 1 line illus. 44 maps. 210 pages. paperback. Inventory # 36032. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is the first comprehensive photographic 
identification guide to tanagers, cardinals, and finches. Many of North America’s 
finest bird and wildlife photographers have supplied a stunning collection of images,
some of which depict plumages rarely available in other publications. The 200 
photographs have been carefully selected to illustrate age, seasonal, and sexual 
variation in all of the species found north of Mexico, including introduced species 
and vagrants. The text is designed to introduce the reader to the biology, 
identification, molts, vocalization, and distribution of the forty-six species covered. 
Each photograph is accompanied by a caption outlining relevant identification 
features, and original range maps illustrate the distributions of all the species that 
regularly occur north of Mexico. This is a must-have guide for field use by amateurs
and professionals alike. KEY FEATURES - Images from North America’s finest bird
and wildlife photographers; Detailed notes on characteristics of species; Captions 
outlining relevant identification features.

David Beadle has illustrated a number of books and field guides, including New 
World Warblers and Sparrows of the United States and Canada, and a series of 
Ecotravellers guides to various neotropical countries. He is coauthor, with J. D. 
Rising, of two books on North American sparrows. He is at work on the forthcoming
Field Guide to the Birds of Brazil. J. D. Rising teaches in the Department of Zoology
at the University of Toronto. He is the author, with David Beadle, of A Guide to the 
Identification and Natural History of the Sparrows of the United States and Canada 
and Sparrows of the United States and Canada.
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Beard, Mary. Laughter in Ancient Rome: On Joking, Tickling, and Cracking Up. 
Berkeley. 2014. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket With A Small Discoloration Mark At the Bottom Front Spine. 
9780520277168. Sather Classical Lectures, 71. 319 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Lia Tjandra. Inventory # 40806. $32

FROM THE PUBLISHER - What made the Romans laugh? Was ancient Rome a 
carnival, filled with practical jokes and hearty chuckles? Or was it a carefully 
regulated culture in which the uncontrollable excess of laughter was a force to fear-a
world of wit, irony, and knowing smiles? How did Romans make sense of laughter?
What role did it play in the world of the law courts, the imperial palace, or the 
spectacles of the arena? Laughter in Ancient Rome explores one of the most 
intriguing, but also trickiest, of historical subjects. Drawing on a wide range of 
Roman writing-from essays on rhetoric to a surviving Roman joke book-Mary Beard 
tracks down the giggles, smirks, and guffaws of the ancient Romans themselves. 
From ancient ‘monkey business' to the role of a chuckle in a culture of tyranny, she 
explores Roman humor from the hilarious, to the momentous, to the surprising. But 
she also reflects on even bigger historical questions. What kind of history of laughter
can we possibly tell? Can we ever really 'get' the Romans' jokes?

Winifred Mary Beard (born 1 January 1955) is an English Classical scholar. She is 
Professor of Classics at the University of Cambridge, a fellow of Newnham College,
and Royal Academy of Arts professor of ancient literature. She is also the classics 
editor of the Times Literary Supplement, and author of the blog, "A Don's Life", 
which appears in The Times as a regular column. Her frequent media appearances
and sometimes controversial public statements have led to her being described as 
"Britain's best-known classicist."
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Beatty, Jan. Jackknife: New and Selected Poems. Pittsburgh. 2017. University of 
Pittsburgh Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822964490. 
Pitt Poetry Series. 168 pages. paperback. Inventory # 42043. $16.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Beatty’s lyric comes from the edge of a knife that 
continues to carve honest beauty from an America we learn only from gifted hands.
The arc of this poet’s brave heart moving through her life brings back to us the song
of who we are. This is a fabulous collection.’ —Afaa M. Weaver. ‘A jackknife is a 
large pocket-knife. The bend of cab and trailer. A V-shaped dive. The sharp turn of 
language into bastard diaries in ‘Lake is a red pigment,’ pure lineage from the 
furnace of the word. With volcano, rail car, humor and pain, Beatty is a throne of fire
on blotter-acid imagery.’ —Diane Glancy.

Jan Beatty’s fourth full-length collection, The Switching/Yard, was named one of ‘30
New Books That Will Help You Rediscover Poetry’ by Library Journal. The 
Huffington Post named her as one of ten women writers for ‘required reading.’ Her 
other books include Red Sugar, Boneshaker, and Mad River, winner of the Agnes 
Lynch Starrett Prize. Beatty is host and producer of Prosody, on NPR affiliate 
WESA-FM featuring the work of national writers. She is director of Creative Writing 
at Carlow University, where she runs the Madwomen in the Attic writing workshops 
and teaches in the MFA program.
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Beatty, Jan. Jackknife: New and Selected Poems. Pittsburgh. 2017. University of 
Pittsburgh Press. Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822964490. Pitt
Poetry Series. 168 pages. paperback. Inventory # 43942. $16.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Beatty’s lyric comes from the edge of a knife that 
continues to carve honest beauty from an America we learn only from gifted hands.
The arc of this poet’s brave heart moving through her life brings back to us the song
of who we are. This is a fabulous collection.’ —Afaa M. Weaver. ‘A jackknife is a 
large pocket-knife. The bend of cab and trailer. A V-shaped dive. The sharp turn of 
language into bastard diaries in ‘Lake is a red pigment,’ pure lineage from the 
furnace of the word. With volcano, rail car, humor and pain, Beatty is a throne of fire
on blotter-acid imagery.’ —Diane Glancy.

Jan Beatty’s fourth full-length collection, The Switching/Yard, was named one of ‘30
New Books That Will Help You Rediscover Poetry’ by Library Journal. The 
Huffington Post named her as one of ten women writers for ‘required reading.’ Her 
other books include Red Sugar, Boneshaker, and Mad River, winner of the Agnes 
Lynch Starrett Prize. Beatty is host and producer of Prosody, on NPR affiliate 
WESA-FM featuring the work of national writers. She is director of Creative Writing 
at Carlow University, where she runs the Madwomen in the Attic writing workshops 
and teaches in the MFA program.
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Beatty, Jan. The Switching/Yard. Pittsburgh. 2013. University of Pittsburgh Press. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822962410. Pitt Poetry Series. 
85 pages. paperback. Cover art by James Weeks, 'Winter Lights, edmonton, 
Alberta, Canada.'. Inventory # 40605. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Jan Beatty's fourth collection, The Switching/Yard, she
takes us through the ravaged landscape of the American West. In unflinching lines 
of burning lyric and relentless narrative, she forges the constructed body into 
movement. What is still stereotyped as the romantic journey--now becomes as 
scarred as the Rust Belt. What lives in our collective unconscious as the Golden 
West becomes almost surreal, as these poems snap that vision in half with extended
description of ghost explorers. We see the open truck cab, the farm workers on the 
corner waiting for pick-up; we see the speaker returning west to find the long-
abandoned story of the birthfather. There is no stable landscape here except the 
horizontal action of moving through. Landscape becomes story. In this extended tale
of the idea of family, we find stand-ins for the father in the form of a hit man, Jim 
Morrison, and ultimately the unyielding road takes the place of the body. The 
Switching/Yard is at once the horizontal world of the birth table where babies are 
switched, the complex yard of the body where gender routinely shifts and switches,
and the actual switching yard of the trains that run the inevitable tracks of this book.

Jan Beatty is the author of three previous poetry collections: Red Sugar, 
Boneshaker, and Mad River, winner of the Agnes Lynch Starrett Poetry Prize. She is
the recipient of the Creative Achievement Award in Literature from the Heinz 
Foundation, the Pablo Neruda Prize for Poetry, two fellowships from the 
Pennsylvania Council on the Arts, and inclusion in The Best American Poetry 2013,
among other honors. Beatty is cohost and producer of Prosody, a weekly radio 
program featuring the work of national writers. She is the director of the creative 
writing program at Carlow University.
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Beauchamp, Cari (editor and annotator). Adventures of a Hollywood Secretary: Her
Private Letters From Inside the Studios of the 1920s. Berkeley. 2006. University of 
California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0520247809. 
Foreword by Sam Goldwyn Jr. 232 pages. paperback. Inventory # 36384. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Letters of Valeria Belletti. Adventures of a Hollywood 
Secretary is an insider’s view of the film studios of the 1920s-and the first from a 
secretary’s perspective. Rich in gossip, it is also an eyewitness report of Hollywood 
in transition. In the summer of 1924, Valeria Belletti and her friend Irma visited 
California, but instead of returning home to New York, the twenty-six-year-old 
Valeria decided to stay in Los Angeles. She moved into the YWCA, landed a job as
Samuel Goldwyn’s personal and social secretary and proceeded to trip over history 
in the making. As she recounts in her dozens of letters to Irma, Valeria Belletti 
encountered every type of Hollywood player in the course of her working day: 
moguls, directors, stars, writers, and hopeful extras. She shares news about 
Valentino’s affairs, Sam Goldwyn’s bootlegger, the development of the ‘talkies,’ her
own role in helping to cast Gary Cooper in his first major part and much more-often 
in hilarious detail. She writes of her living and working conditions, her active social 
life, and her hopes for the future-all the everyday concerns of a young working 
woman during the jazz age. Alternating sophistication with naiveté, Valeria’s letters 
intimately document a personal journey while giving us a unique portrait of a 
fascinating era. Valeria Belletti was born in New Jersey on October 11, 1898, the 
only child of Italian immigrants. Before working for Samuel Goldwyn and Cecil B. 
DeMille in the mid-1920s, she was secretary to founder of the Theater Guild, 
Lawrence Langner, in Manhattan.

Cari Beauchamp is the author of Without Lying Down: Frances Marion and the 
Powerful Women of Early Hollywood (UC Press, 1998), editor of Anita Loos 
Rediscovered: Film Treatments and Fiction by Anita Loos, Creator of ‘Gentlemen 
Prefer Blondes’ (UC Press, 2003), and coauthor of Hollywood on the Riviera (1992).
She is an Emmy nominated documentary film writer and lives in Los Angeles.
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Beaud, Michel. A History of Capitalism 1500-1980. New York. 1983. Monthly Review
Press. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0853456275. 
Translated from the French by Tom Dickman & Anny Lefebvre. 256 pages. 
paperback. Cover design by Linda Mason Briggs. Inventory # 19720. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The conquest of the Americas inaugurated the slow 
accumulation of resources and the imperceptible structural transformations that 
culminated in the Industrial Revolution. From that moment on, capitalism grew and 
expanded with a dynamism and adaptability that are now all too familiar, profiting 
from wars and even managing to rebound after a series of devastating economic 
crises. Michel Beaud offers a brilliant synthesis of this history of capitalism over five
centuries, showing how it has been simultaneously economic and political and 
ideological; simultaneously national and multinational; simultaneously liberating and
oppressive, destructive and creative.’ Interweaving the history of key events, 
movements, and ideas with both theoretical modeling and carefully selected 
quantitative data, Beaud shows how capitalism grew and expanded, to whose 
benefit, and at whose expense.

Michel Beaud is professor of economic science at the University of Paris VIII at 
Vincennes. He is the author of several books, including, most recently, Le 
Socialisme a’ l’épreuve de l‘histoire (Socialism Tested by History) and Le mirage de 
la croissance: la politique économique de la gauche (The Mirage of Growth. The 
Political Economy of the Left).
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Beaumont, Charles. Perchance to Dream: Selected Stories. New York. 2015. 
Doubleday. 1st Penguin Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good, Slightly Worn 
Dustjacket. 9780143107651. Foreword by Ray Bradbury. Afterword by William 
Shatner. 322 pages. paperback. Inventory # 39688. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Perchance to Dream contains a selection of Beaumont's
finest stories – including five that he later adapted for Twilight Zone episodes – with
a foreword by Ray Bradbury and an afterword by William Shatner. That Charles 
Beaumont would make a name for himself crafting scripts for The Twilight Zone is 
only natural: for his was an imagination so limitless it must have emerged from some
other dimension. So take one uneasy step and fall headlong into his world: a world
where lions stalk the plains, classics cars rove the streets, and spacecraft hover just
overhead. Here roam musicians, magicians, vampires, monsters, toreros, 
extraterrestrials, androids, and perhaps even the Devil himself. Perchance to Dream
contains a selection of Beaumont's finest stories, including five stories that he later 
adapted for Twilight Zone episodes. This volume contains an introduction by Ray 
Bradbury and an afterword by William Shatner, two fellow science fiction luminaries
who counted themselves among Beaumont's close friends.

Charles Beaumont (January 2, 1929 – February 21, 1967) was an American author
of speculative fiction, including short stories in the horror and science fiction 
subgenres. He is remembered as a writer of classic Twilight Zone episodes, such as
"The Howling Man", "Miniature", "Printer's Devil", and "Number Twelve Looks Just 
Like You", but also penned the screenplays for several films, among them 7 Faces 
of Dr. Lao, The Intruder, and The Masque of the Red Death. In 1963, when 
Beaumont was 34 and overwhelmed by numerous writing commitments, he began 
to suffer the effects of "a mysterious brain disease" which seemed to age him 
rapidly. His ability to speak, concentrate, and remember became erratic. By 1965 
Beaumont was too ill to even create or sell story ideas. Charles Beaumont died in 
Woodland Hills, California at the age of 38. His son Christopher later said that "he 
looked ninety-five and was, in fact, ninety-five by every calendar except the one on 
your watch".
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Bebey, Francis. The Ashanti Doll (DUSTJACKET ONLY). Westport. 1977. Lawrence
Hill & Company. Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 088208075x. Translated by 
Joyce A. Hutchinson. DUSTJACKET ONLY. Cover art by George Ford. Inventory # 
 44230. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET
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Beck, Jerry and Friedwald, Will. Warner Bros. Animation Art. New York. 1997. Hugh
Lauter Levin Associates. 1st Edition. Very Good in Hardcover. No Dustjacket as 
Issued. 0883631075. 245 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 24452. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Published to coincide with the 75th anniversary of the 
Warner Bros. Studios, this album features authentic animation art of everyone's 
favorite characters. More than 300 color illustrations trace the evolution of the 
uniquely American art form through the development and growth of the Warner 
Bros.

Jerry Beck is an animation historian and cartoon producer. His over fifteen books on
the subject include The Animated Movie Guide, Looney Tunes: The Ultimate Visual
Guide and The 50 Greatest Cartoons. He is currently edits and writes two popular 
animation blogs, Cartoon Research and Animation Scoop. Will Friedwald (born 
September 16, 1961) is an American author and music critic. He has written for 
newspapers that include the Wall Street Journal, New York Times, Village Voice, 
Newsday, New York Observer, and New York Sun – and for magazines that include
Entertainment Weekly, Oxford American, New York, Mojo, BBC Music Magazine, 
Stereo Review, and American Heritage.
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Becker, Geoffrey. Bluestown. New York. 1996. St Martin's Press. 1st Printing. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0312142234. 280 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Evan 
Gaffney. Jacket photograph by Jason Langer. Inventory # 22266. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the first chapter of Bluestown-which as a short story 
appeared in the 1995 Drue Heinz Prize-winning collection Dangerous Men-Geoffrey
Becker emerges as a writer of unusual imagination and talent. Spencer Markus at 
fifteen wants to believe in his dad, Spider, a local musician whose life and career 
seem to be going nowhere. So when his dad shows up and pulls Spencer from 
school one afternoon, inviting him on a road trip, he is eager to go along. But the trip
turns out to be Spider's strange way of saying good-bye, rather than facing up to the
lies he's told, both to his son and to himself. Seven years later, Spencer is living in 
Brooklyn with his girlfriend and a roommate, and working in Manhattan answering 
letters for Mutronics, a musical-effects company under siege from both its unhappy 
customers and a union that wants to organize it. In the midst of an imminent breakup
with his girlfriend, and with the labor dispute growing uglier and more violent daily, 
Spencer suddenly hears from his father. As they try to reestablish some kind of 
relationship, Spencer must once again confront Spider's essentially unreliable 
nature, recognize that they may have more in common than he'd care to admit, and
get on with his own life.

Geoffrey Becker (born 1959) is an American short story writer, and novelist. He 
teaches at Towson University. His work appeared in Antioch Review, Colorado 
Review, Crazyhorse, Crescent Review, Florida Review, Gettysburg Review, Kansas
Quarterly, North American Review, Ploughshares, Prairie Schooner, Quarterly West,
Roanoke Review, Sonora Review, The Cincinnati Review, West Branch. He lives in
Baltimore, Maryland.
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Becker, Jasper. Hungry Ghosts: Mao's Secret Famine - the First Full Account of the
Tragedy That Claimed Over Million Victims. New York. 1997. Free Press. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 068483457x. 368 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
23282. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the tradition of John Hersey's 'Hiroshima', journalist 
Jasper Becker's penetrating account of China's four-year famine uncovers the truth
behind one of the darkest chapters in history. 'Hungry Ghosts' is the horrific story of 
the state-sponsored terror, cannibalism, torture, and murder during Mao Zedong's 
'Great Leap Forward,' an attempt at utopian engineering gone wrong. This is the 
unforgettable story of the century's greatest human rights disaster, in which more 
people died than in Stalin's purges and the Holocaust put together. Becker 
conducted hundreds of interviews and spent years immersed in painstaking 
detective work to examine the unprecedented madness that plagued China between
1958 and 1962. For the first time since it was so ruthlessly and categorically erased 
from history, Becker unearths what really happened during these years, and how the
famine and terror could have been kept a secret for so long.

Jasper Becker is a British journalist who spent 30 years covering Asia including 18 
years living in Beijing. His reporting on uprisings, refugees and famine in China, 
Tibet and North Korea garnered him many awards and he is a popular speaker and
commentator on current events in Asia. He now lives in England.
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Becker, Robin. Tiger Heron. Pittsburgh. 2014. University of Pittsburgh Press. 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822962984. 6 x 9. 80 pages  . 
paperback. Inventory # 40650. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Appearance and disguise—in a Costa Rican rainforest, a
West Village repair shop, or an intimate relationship—reveal the turbulence that 
undergirds daily life, as families and places undergo change. In ‘Elegy for the 
Norther Flying Squirrel’ and ‘Divers,’ Becker takes up the science of climate change
and habitat loss. ‘Language that is by turns virtuosic and quiet, astonishing and 
accurate,’ writes a reviewer of Becker's 2006 collection, Domain of Perfect Affection
for Jewish Book World Magazine. The challenge of ‘aligning loss with love’ exerts a
potent tension in Tiger Heron, as age comprises mortal bodies and intimacies end. A
self-mocking wit propels characters ‘to find and lose and find each other again’—in 
the imagination and in the stories these poems tell. The final line of ‘The Sounds of
Yiddish’—’Spare us what we can learn to endure’—closes a playful send-up, 
dramatizing language, culture, and power. Writing in The Washington Post, former 
U.S. Poet Laureate Robert Pinsky praises Becker's ‘comic timing.’ Longtime readers
of Becker's work will delight in poems cast in a variety of stanzas and experimental 
forms. Their occasions are diverse—an animal shelter, a failed trip to Venice, a 
hospice bedside—but Becker ultimately yokes a language of praise to our stumbling,
humble, human efforts.

Robin Becker, Liberal Arts Research Professor of English and Women’s Studies at 
the Pennsylvania State University, is the author of seven poetry collections, 
including Domain of Perfect Affection, The Horse Fair, Giacometti’s Dog, and All-
American Girl, winner of the Lambda Literary Award. In 2002 the Frick Art and 
Historical Center in Pittsburgh published Venetian Blue, a limited-edition chapbook 
of Becker’s art poems.
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Becker, Robin. The Black Bear Inside Me. Pittsburgh. 2018. University of Pittsburgh
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822965244. Pitt Poetry 
Series. 6 x 9. 72 pages. paperback. Inventory # 43469. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Becker celebrates the interconnectedness of creatures 
and places—never losing sight that much will turn out precarious, illusory, 
provisional. These poems speak, in ardent voices, about our affinities: an articulate,
black bear mourns habitat loss; a frail man and failing dog become one; a scientist 
and her African grey parrot research language acquisition for thirty years. Ecologies
interlace, as when a troubled family “sacrifices one member,/ as plants surrender 
leaves in times of drought.” Becker responds with rage and wit to corporate excess 
and intractable geo-politics. Love and friendship empower in wry narratives, though 
time “mows” down our days, though we may never escape “original cruelties.” 
Tragedies permeating our enmeshed, global identities haunt the book: the massacre
of gay youth in Orlando; the terrors facing Cambodian teenagers working fishing 
boats. Wise, capacious, by turns unsettling and joyous, The Black Bear Inside Me 
incorporates histories and losses into a luminous present.  “For many years Robin 
Becker has been writing some of the best poems of our generation. Her devotion to
what Frost called ‘vocal imagination’ weds the laconic, half-humorous, half-
sorrowing quality of her speech to the quiet virtuosity of her music. But what I most 
value is her clear-eyed affection for other people. To quote Thom Gunn, her poems 
‘bypass the self like love.’” —Tom Sleigh. “Poems are as large as the soul of the one
who made them—one of the rare examples of justice this world affords. Behold in 
these poems a soul as deep and all-encompassing as humanity can boast. Behold 
the thread of mourning in a Scottish reel, the tally of enslavement in the lacerated 
hands of a Cambodian deckhand; behold, above all, the record of joy. Joy is the 
miracle here, a stubborn daily devotion to our broken world.” —Linda Gregerson.

Robin Becker received the Lambda Award in Poetry for All-American Girl and has 
held fellowships from the Massachusetts Cultural Council, the National Endowment 
for the Arts, and the Radcliffe Institute at Harvard.
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Becker, Robin. The Black Bear Inside Me. Pittsburgh. 2018. University of Pittsburgh
Press. Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822965244. Pitt Poetry 
Series. 6 x 9. 72 pages. paperback. Inventory #  44681. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Becker celebrates the interconnectedness of creatures 
and places—never losing sight that much will turn out precarious, illusory, 
provisional. These poems speak, in ardent voices, about our affinities: an articulate,
black bear mourns habitat loss; a frail man and failing dog become one; a scientist 
and her African grey parrot research language acquisition for thirty years. Ecologies
interlace, as when a troubled family “sacrifices one member,/ as plants surrender 
leaves in times of drought.” Becker responds with rage and wit to corporate excess 
and intractable geo-politics. Love and friendship empower in wry narratives, though 
time “mows” down our days, though we may never escape “original cruelties.” 
Tragedies permeating our enmeshed, global identities haunt the book: the massacre
of gay youth in Orlando; the terrors facing Cambodian teenagers working fishing 
boats. Wise, capacious, by turns unsettling and joyous, The Black Bear Inside Me 
incorporates histories and losses into a luminous present.  “For many years Robin 
Becker has been writing some of the best poems of our generation. Her devotion to
what Frost called ‘vocal imagination’ weds the laconic, half-humorous, half-
sorrowing quality of her speech to the quiet virtuosity of her music. But what I most 
value is her clear-eyed affection for other people. To quote Thom Gunn, her poems 
‘bypass the self like love.’” —Tom Sleigh. “Poems are as large as the soul of the one
who made them—one of the rare examples of justice this world affords. Behold in 
these poems a soul as deep and all-encompassing as humanity can boast. Behold 
the thread of mourning in a Scottish reel, the tally of enslavement in the lacerated 
hands of a Cambodian deckhand; behold, above all, the record of joy. Joy is the 
miracle here, a stubborn daily devotion to our broken world.” —Linda Gregerson.

Robin Becker received the Lambda Award in Poetry for All-American Girl and has 
held fellowships from the Massachusetts Cultural Council, the National Endowment 
for the Arts, and the Radcliffe Institute at Harvard.
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Beckett, Larry. Paul Bunyan. Middlesbrough. 2015. Smokestack Books. 1st Edition.
Very Good in Wrappers. 9780992958176. Includes CD. 110 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 45071. $21

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Larry Beckett’s songs have been recorded by musicians
all over the world. �’Song to the Siren’ alone has been covered by David Gray, This
Mortal Coil, Robert Plant, Bryan Ferry, George Michael, and Sinead O’Connor. 
Beckett is also a widely respected poet who has been writing, for over forty years, a
series of long poems exploring the intersections of North American history, myth, 
and song. Drawing on logger folklore, James Stevens’ stories, and the Davy 
Crockett almanacs, Larry Beckett’s poem is a modern epic in ‘long-winded’ blank 
verse.

Larry Beckett (born 4 April 1947, Glendale, California) is a poet and songwriter, best
known for his collaborations with Tim Buckley in the late-1960s. In the 21st century,
he is emerging as a poet and literary critic.
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Beckett, Samuel. Company. New York. 1980. Grove Press. 1st Printing. Very Good 
in Dustjacket. 0394513940. 63 pages. hardcover. GP-833. Jacket design by Janet 
Odgis. Inventory # 1258. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - COMPANY is the most recent prose work by the Nobel 
Prize-winning author of WAITING FOR GODOT, ENDGAME, and other great works
of the post-World War II era, In Company, a man lying on his back in the darkness of
an enclosed room hears a voice speaking to him or to some other being. The voice 
reminisces about significant moments in some person’s life: a young child being 
scolded by his mother for asking about the distance of the sky, a child being born 
while his father takes a walk to avoid the horrors of childbirth, a man wondering 
whether his lover is pregnant, a child being born the day Christ died, The relentless
voice finally tells the man that words are ending, that the idea of ‘one with you in the
dark’ is only a fable, In the final moment, we find the man alone, ready for the 
metaphoric cycle to begin anew. Beckett has reduced the story line of COMPANY to
the sparest of prose which, in its distilled form accentuates what Alvarado Alvarez 
calls ‘his unfailing stylistic control and economy of language, his remorseless 
stripping away of superfluities.’ In COMPANY we find the familiar themes from 
Beckett’s earlier work, here reshaped and transfigured, in what is probably the most
remarkable literary exploration. Samuel Beckett was born on April 13, 1906, in 
Foxrock, near Dublin, Ireland, Just before World War II he took up residence in 
France, and has lived there ever since, writing most of his work in French, In 1969 
he was awarded the Nobel Prize for literature.

Samuel Barclay Beckett (13 April 1906 – 22 December 1989) was an Irish avant-
garde novelist, playwright, theatre director, and poet, who lived in Paris for most of 
his adult life and wrote in both English and French. His work offers a bleak, 
tragicomic outlook on human nature, often coupled with black comedy and gallows 
humour.
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Beckett, Samuel. Echo's Bones. New York. 2014. Grove Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780802120458. Edited by Mark Nixon. 121 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Charles Rue Woods. Inventory # 40807. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1933, Chatto & Windus agreed to publish Samuel 
Beckett's More Pricks Than Kicks, a collection of ten interrelated stories—his first 
published work of fiction. At his editor's request, Beckett penned an additional story,
‘Echo's Bones’, to serve as the final piece. However, he’d already killed off several 
of the characters—including the protagonist, Belacqua—throughout the book, and 
had to resurrect them from the dead. The story was politely rejected by his editor, as
it was considered too imaginatively playful, too allusive, and too undisciplined—
qualities now recognized as quintessentially Beckett. As a result, ‘Echo's Bones’ (not
to be confused with the poem and collection of poems of the same title) remained 
unpublished—until now, nearly eight decades later. This little-known text is 
introduced by the preeminent Beckett scholar, Dr. Mark Nixon, who situates the 
work in terms of its biographical context and textual references, examining how it is
a vital link in the evolution of Beckett's early work. Beckett confessed that he 
included ‘all I knew’ in the story. It harnesses an immense range of subjects: 
science, philosophy, religion, literature; combining fairy tales, gothic dreams, and 
classical myth. This posthumous publication marks the unexpected and highly 
exciting return of a literary legend.

Samuel Barclay Beckett (13 April 1906 – 22 December 1989) was an Irish avant-
garde novelist, playwright, theatre director, and poet, who lived in Paris for most of 
his adult life and wrote in both English and French. His work offers a bleak, 
tragicomic outlook on human nature, often coupled with black comedy and gallows 
humour.
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Beckett, Samuel. Eh Joe & Other Writings. London. 1967. Faber & Faber. 1st British
Edition of This Collection. Very Good in Dustjacket with a Small Tear Mark On Front
Where Tag Used To Be & Price Clipped From Inside. 44 pages. hardcover. Cover 
photograh of Jack MacGowan as Joe in the BBC Television production of the play. 
Inventory # 8161. $80

FROM THE PUBLISHER - EH JOE is a piece for television, written in English by 
Samuel Beckett, his first work for the medium. It was begun on the author’s fifty-
ninth birthday, 13 April 1965, and completed by 1 May. ‘It [was] followed by six 
undated typescripts (numbered 0 - 4 and ‘final version’).’ Despite the English version
being recorded first, due to delays at the BBC, the first actual broadcast was of 
Elmer and Erika Tophoven’s German translation, He Joe, on 13 April 1966, 
Beckett’s sixtieth birthday, by Süddeutscher Rundfunk, Stuttgart; Beckett directed, 
his first credit as such. Deryk Mendel played Joe and Nancy Illig voiced the woman.
The first English broadcast went out eventually on BBC2 (4 July 1966) with Jack 
MacGowran, for whom the play was specifically written, playing Joe (originally ‘Jack’
at the start of the first draft) and Siân Phillips as Voice. Beckett has asked for Billie
Whitelaw but she was tied up with another acting commitment. Alan Gibson directed
but with Beckett in attendance. At least thirteen versions have been preserved on 
tape making it far and away Beckett’s most produced teleplay. It was first published 
in EH JOE AND OTHER WRITINGS (Faber, 1967) – although the version published
is closer to Typescript 3, mentioned above, than the version as broadcast.

Samuel Barclay Beckett (13 April 1906 – 22 December 1989) was an Irish avant-
garde novelist, playwright, theatre director, and poet, who lived in Paris for most of 
his adult life and wrote in both English and French. His work offers a bleak, 
tragicomic outlook on human nature, often coupled with black comedy and gallows 
humour.
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Beckett, Samuel. Ill Seen Ill Said. New York. 1981. Grove Press. 1st American 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394522338. 59 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Paul McMillen. Inventory # 1260. $80

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ILL SEEN ILL SAID is among the most beautiful and 
disquieting of Beckett’s later prose works. As though in an ever increasing 
awareness of the inadequacy of words to express an ill- apprehended reality. 
Beckett has chosen here to pare them down to their most expressive, letting a few 
words fall like bits of meaning to the page. ‘See now how words too. A few drops 
mishaphazard. Then strangury. To say the least. Less.’ Our attention focuses on an
old woman in a cabin ‘at the inexistent centre of a formless place.’ She is part of the
objects, landscape, rhythms and movements of an incomprehensible universe. We 
are not certain of her existence, of her actions, of the objects she sees and touches,
nor can we be, as the viewer’s perception of it all is obscured. ‘Such the confusion 
now between real and-how say its contrary? No matter. That old tandem. Such now
the confusion between them once so twain. And such the farrago from eye to mind.
For it to make what sad sense of it may. No matter now. Such equal liars both. Real
and-how ill say its contrary? The counter-poison.’ No certainty is possible in this 
‘Unspeakable globe. Unbearable.’, for at the very core of existence lies a defective 
perception of an inaccessible object. ‘The mind betrays the treacherous eyes and 
the treacherous word their treacheries. Haze sole certitude.’. Samuel Beckett was 
born on April 13 1906, in Foxrock, near Dublin, Ireland. Just before World War II he 
took up residence in France, where h has been living since, writing most of his work
in French. In 1969 he was awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature.

Samuel Barclay Beckett (13 April 1906 – 22 December 1989) was an Irish avant-
garde novelist, playwright, theatre director, and poet, who lived in Paris for most of 
his adult life and wrote in both English and French. His work offers a bleak, 
tragicomic outlook on human nature, often coupled with black comedy and gallows 
humour.
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Beckett, Samuel. The Complete Short Prose 1929-1989. New York. 1995. Grove 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0802115772. Edited by S. E.
Gontarski. 297 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by John Gall. Inventory # 22354. 
$75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Nobel prize winner Samuel Beckett is one of the most 
profoundly original writers of our century. He gives expression to the anguish and 
isolation of the individual consciousness with a purity and minimalism that have 
altered the shape of world literature. A tremendously influential poet and dramatist,
Beckett spoke of his prose fiction as the ‘important writing,’ the medium in which his 
ideas are most powerfully distilled. Here, for the first time, his short prose is 
gathered in a definitive, complete volume by leading Beckett scholar S. E. Gontarski.
In the introduction, Gontarski discusses Beckett’s creative roots in the tradition of 
Irish storytelling and the perpetual evolution of his writing as he ‘pushed beyond 
recognizable external reality and discrete, recognizable literary characters, replacing
them with something like naked consciousness or pure being.’ From the 1929 
‘Assumption,’ published in transition magazine when Beckett was twenty-three, to 
the aptly named ‘Stirrings Still,’ written when he was eighty-two, and including a new
translation of ‘The Image’ as well as the newly translated and previously 
unpublished ‘The Cliff,’ Gontarski has arranged Beckett’s work into a smooth 
chronology that suggests, as he puts it, ‘Beckett’s own view of his art, that it is all 
part of a continuous process, a series.’

Samuel Barclay Beckett (13 April 1906 – 22 December 1989) was an Irish avant-
garde novelist, playwright, theatre director, and poet, who lived in Paris for most of 
his adult life and wrote in both English and French. His work offers a bleak, 
tragicomic outlook on human nature, often coupled with black comedy and gallows 
humour.
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Bedford, Martyn. The Houdini Girl. New York. 1999. Pantheon Books. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0375405275. 309 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
26465. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Fletcher Brandon, a professional magician known as 
'Red,' meets Rosa in an Oxford pub, where he impresses and seduces her with a 
successfully performed trick. But their relationship ends tragically a year later when
Rosa dies in a freak accident. A police investigation into her death triggers Red's 
own search through Rosa's past - through parental loss, abuse, addiction, and 
clandestine loyalties - where he finds himself to be an outsider in his lover's secret 
history. Red must convince himself that Rosa really has died - that her 
disappearance is not merely a final deception - but, ultimately, Red's search will be a
revelation not only of reality, but of illusion as well: of the illusions in Rosa's life 
before he knew her, in their life together, and in what appears to be her afterlife Told
with marvelously sustained suspense, persuasive conviction, and grace, The 
Houdini Girl reveals and conceals as it takes us behind the crafted appearance of 
two performers in love, into a relationship that is both betrayed and vindicated by its
gradual exposure. It is a novel as absorbing and skillful in its execution as the 
performance of a complex magic trick.

Martyn Bedford is the author of Acts of Revision, which won the Yorkshire Post First
Novel Award. He lives with his wife in England.
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Bedi, Susham. The Fire Sacrifice. Portsmouth. 1993. Heinemann. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0435950878. Translated from the Hindi by David 
Rubin. 182 pages. paperback. Cover illustration by Mike Bennion. Inventory # 
35831. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Everything that was tender, fragrant, fresh and pure. All 
turned to ashes. Had she herself been saved or burned to nothing, like the offerings
in the fire?’ As Guddo’s family gathers in her New York apartment to welcome the 
new year, she re-lives the ten years that have passed since she left her native India.
Drawn to the USA by the promise of a glamorous life, Guddo’s whole family become
ensnared in a struggle between Indian and American ways of life. She watches as 
the next generation is drawn inevitably into rootless Western ways, with tragic 
results. A fast-moving novel which encapsulates the conflicts of the immigrant to the
West, through the eyes of a woman coming to terms with loss and challenge.

Susham Bedi (born 1 July 1945) is an Indian author of novels, short stories and 
poetry, currently living in the United States. She was a professor of Hindi language 
and literature at the department of Middle Eastern and Asian Languages and 
Cultures (MEALAC) at Columbia University, New York. She writes predominantly 
about the experiences of Indians in the South Asian diaspora, focusing on 
psychological and 'interior' cultural conflicts. Unlike other prominent Indian American
novelists she writes mainly in Hindi rather than in English. She has been widely 
translated into English, French, Dutch and other languages by artists, academics, 
and students. She was an actress in India in the 1960s and early 1970s. More 
recently in the United States she has appeared on such shows as True Crime: New
York City, Third Watch, and Law & Order: Special Victims Unit, and in movies such
as The Guru (2002) and ABCD (1999). She is the mother of the actress Purva Bedi.
In 2007 she was awarded 100,000 rupees by Uttar Pradesh Hindi Sansthan for her 
contributions to Hindi language and literature. In January 2006 she was honored by
Sahitya Academy in Delhi for her contributions to Hindi literature.
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Beerbohm, Max. Zuleika Dobson. New York. 1926. Modern Library. Modern Library
Hardcover Edition. Very Good in Red Boards.No Dustjacket. Introduction by Francis
Hackett. 358 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 27658. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘The most consistent achievement of fantasy in our time’
was E. M. Forster’s assessment of Zuleika Dobson in 1927, sixteen years after its 
initial appearance. Since then, time has only increased the stature of this rare 
literary delight. Its setting is Oxford University; its heroine a dazzling enchantress in
search of a man she cannot captivate; its artistry the product of one of the most 
elegant talents in the English language. As Zuleika Dobson decimates the 
undergraduate population, and destroys the proud young Duke of Dorset, ‘the 
incomparable Max’ fashions his tale with the blend of elfin charm and mordant 
human wit that was his alone. As the distinguished critic F. W. Dupee writes: ‘All 
known devices of rhetoric and syntax are set to performing with unobtrusive gaiety.
For [Max Beerbohm,] loving and dying were mysteries too inscrutable to be 
accounted for by the word ‘tragedy.’ Assuagement lay in laughter and the 
craftsmanship required to provoke it, to the right degree and in the right kind.’.

Sir Henry Maximilian 'Max' Beerbohm (London 24 August 1872 – 20 May 1956 
Rapallo) was an English essayist, parodist, and caricaturist best known today for his
1911 novel Zuleika Dobson.
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Beerbohm, Max. Zuleika Dobson. New York. 1966. Signet/New American Library. 
1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Afterword By F.W. 
Dupee. 256 pages. paperback. CT338. Inventory # 28917. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The most consistent achievement of fantasy in our time'
was E. M. Forster's assessment of Zuleika Dobson in 1927, sixteen years after its 
initial appearance. Since then, time has only increased the stature of this rare 
literary delight. Its setting is Oxford University; its heroine a dazzling enchantress in
search of a man she cannot captivate; its artistry the product of one of the most 
elegant talents in the English language. As Zuleika Dobson decimates the 
undergraduate population, and destroys the proud young Duke of Dorset, 'the 
incomparable Max' fashions his tale with the blend of elfin charm and mordant 
human wit that was his alone. As the distinguished critic F. W. Dupee writes: 'All 
known devices of rhetoric and syntax are set to performing with unobtrusive gaiety.
For [Max Beerbohm,] loving and dying were mysteries too inscrutable to be 
accounted for by the word 'tragedy.' Assuagement lay in laughter and the 
craftsmanship required to provoke it, to the right degree and in the right kind.'

Sir Henry Maximilian 'Max' Beerbohm (London 24 August 1872 – 20 May 1956 
Rapallo) was an English essayist, parodist, and caricaturist best known today for his
1911 novel Zuleika Dobson.
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Begala, Paul. Is Our Children Learning? the Case Against Prezident George W. 
Bush. New York. 2000. Simon & Schuster. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good
in Wrappers. 0743214781. New Afterword by The Author. 160 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 30877. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - He was a poor student who somehow got into the finest 
schools. He was a National Guardsman who somehow missed a year of service. He
was a failed businessman who somehow was made rich. He was a minority investor
who somehow was made managing partner of the Texas Rangers. He was a 
defeated politician who somehow was made governor. You can hardly blame him for
expecting to inherit the White House. 'Is Our Children Learning?' examines the 
public life and public record of George W. Bush and reveals him for who he is: a 
man who presents the thinnest, weakest, least impressive record in public life of any
major party nominee this century; a man who at every critical juncture has been 
propelled upward by the forces of wealth, privilege, status, and special interests who
use his family's name for their private gain. A Texan, political analyst, strategist, and
partisan, Paul Begala has written a devastating assessment of the Bush brand of 
politics.

Paul Edward Begala (born May 12, 1961) is an American political consultant and 
political commentator, best known as an adviser to President Bill Clinton. Begala 
was a chief strategist for the 1992 Clinton–Gore campaign, which carried 33 states 
and made Clinton the first Democrat to occupy the White House in twelve years. As
counselor to the President in the Clinton White House, he coordinated policy, 
politics, and communications. Begala gained national prominence as part of the 
political consulting team Carville and Begala, along with fellow Clinton advisor 
James Carville. He was a co-host on the political debate program Equal Time on 
MSNBC from 1999 to 2000, and a co-host on the similar debate program Crossfire 
on CNN from 2002 to 2005. He now appears regularly on CNN as a Democratic 
pundit. He is an Affiliated Professor of Public Policy at Georgetown University's 
McCourt School of Public Policy.
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Behan, Eileen. Fit Kids: Raising Physically and Emotionally Strong Kids with Real 
Food. New York. Pocket Books. 1st Pocket Book Paperback Edition. Very Good in 
Slightly Worn Wrappers. 0671037161. 311 pages. Paperback. Inventory # 41007. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - One child in five weighs at least twenty percent more 
than his or her ideal. However, nurturing physically and emotionally fit kids is easier 
than we think. Eileen Behan, a registrered dietitian for more than twenty-five years, 
has seen parents' worst mistakes concerning food and their kids, and has compiled
all the advice we need to combat -- and undo -- damaging habits in this remarkable
guidebook. 'At the end of the year we all wanted to take pictures. .but Betsy wouldn't
let us because she said pictures make her look fat.' -- a fifth-grader Discover: how to
tell if you child is actually overweight how to recondition you child's eating patterns 
by changing your own attitudes toward food how to squelch young girls' body image
disorders with confidence and self-esteem the traps laid out by foods marked 'lite,' 
'healthy,' 'contains real fruit' how to implement a family meal plan that emphasizes 
healthy foods kids will like as well as mealtime strategies that make eating a 
pleasure delicious and nutritious recipes for families on the go. 'My wife wants to 
control what our daughter eats, but I think she is making her crazy.' -- Father of an 
eight-year-old

Eileen Behan has over 25 years of experience as a professional nutritionist and 
specializes in weight management for adults and children. Eileen is a member of the
American Dietetic Association and a registered and licensed dietitian. Eileen trained
as a dietitian at the Brigham and Women’s Hospital in Boston. She has worked for 
the Veteran’s Administration, the Harvard School of Public Health and is the author
of eight books on family nutrition. She has also written for the Washington Post, 
Newsweek, Parents Magazine, Parenting and the Tuft’s University Nutrition 
Newsletter. Eileen has appeared on numerous television programs including 
NHPTV, CNN, CNBC and the Today Show. She is also the founder of the non-profit;
For the Love of Food Project.
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Beinin, Joel. Origins of the Gulf War. Westfield. 1991. Open Magazine Pamphlet 
Series. 1st Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 16 pages. paperback. Pamphlet # 3. 
Inventory # 8375. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From this Lecture - President Bush has declared that the
United States is engaged in a struggle to maintain our way of life. There will be a 
very high domestic cost to maintaining this petrol-military lifestyle. We will have no 
campaign to undertake energy conservation, no effort to develop renewable energy 
resources because the major oil companies are owned by American corporations, 
there will be no peace dividend, no investment in rebuilding the inner cities, in re-
industrialization, in education, in health care because the peace dividend will be 
spent on the military. The Bush Administration’s response to this crisis is an 
indication of its strategy to maintain a leading American role in the post-Cold War 
world. Bush has spoken of this as a ‘new world order.’

Joel Beinin is Donald J. McLachlan Professor of History and Professor of Middle 
East History at Stanford University. From 2006 to 2008 he served as Director of 
Middle East Studies and Professor of History at the American University in Cairo.
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Belbruno, Edward. Fly Me To the Moon: An Insider's Guide to the New Science of 
Space Travel. Princeton. 2007. Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780691128221. With a foreword by Neil deGrasse Tyson.
176 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 35987. $19.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When a leaf falls on a windy day, it drifts and tumbles, 
tossed every which way on the breeze. This is chaos in action. In Fly Me to the 
Moon, Edward Belbruno shows how to harness the same principle for low-fuel space
travel—or, as he puts it, ‘surfing the gravitational field.’ Belbruno devised one of the
most exciting concepts now being used in space flight, that of swinging through the 
cosmos on the subtle fluctuations of the planets’ gravitational pulls. His idea was 
met with skepticism until 1991, when he used it to get a stray Japanese satellite 
back on course to the Moon. The successful rescue represented the first application
of chaos to space travel and ushered in an emerging new field. Part memoir, part 
scientific adventure story, Fly Me to the Moon gives a gripping insider’s account of 
that mission and of Belbruno’s personal struggles with the science establishment. 
Along the way, Belbruno introduces readers to recent breathtaking advances in 
American space exploration. He discusses ways to capture and redirect asteroids; 
presents new research on the origin of the Moon; weighs in on discoveries like 2003
UB313 (now named Eris), a dwarf planet detected in the far outer reaches of our 
solar system—and much more. Grounded in Belbruno’s own rigorous theoretical 
research but written for a general audience, Fly Me to the Moon is for anybody who
has ever felt moved by the spirit of discovery.

Edward Belbruno is President of Innovative Orbital Design, visiting research 
collaborator in the Department of Astrophysical Sciences at Princeton University, 
and a consultant on advanced astrodynamics with NASA. He is the author of 
Capture Dynamics and Chaotic Motions in Celestial Mechanics (Princeton).
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Belfer, Lauren. City of Light. New York. 1999. Dial Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 038533401x. 528 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Inventory # 
26840. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It is 1901 and Buffalo, New York, stands at the center of 
the nation's attention as a place of immense wealth and sophistication. The massive
hydroelectric power development at nearby Niagara Falls and the grand Pan-
American Exposition promise to bring the Great Lakes 'city of light' even more 
repute. Against this rich historical backdrop lives Louisa Barrett, the attractive, 
articulate headmistress of the Macaulay School for Girls. Protected by its powerful 
all-male board, 'Miss Barrett' is treated as an equal by the men who control the life of
the city. Lulled by her unique relationship with these titans of business, Louisa feels
secure in her position, until a mysterious death at the power plant triggers a 
sequence of events that forces her to return to a past she has struggled to conceal,
and to question everything and everyone she holds dear. Both observer and 
participant, Louisa Barrett guides the reader through the culture and conflicts of a 
time and place where immigrant factory workers and nature conservationists protest
violently against industrialists, where presidents broker politics, where wealthy 
'Negroes' fight for recognition and equality, and where women struggle to thrive in a
system that allows them little freedom. Wrought with remarkable depth and 
intelligence, City of Light remains a work completely of its own era, and of ours as 
well. A stirring literary accomplishment, Lauren Belfer's first novel marks the debut of
a fresh voice for the new millennium and heralds a major publishing event.

Lauren Belfer was born in Rochester, New York, and grew up in Buffalo, where she
attended the Buffalo Seminary. At Swarthmore College, she majored in Medieval 
Studies. After graduating, she worked as a file clerk at an art gallery, a paralegal, an
assistant photo editor at a newspaper, a fact checker at magazines, and as a 
researcher and associate producer on documentary films. She has an M.F.A. from 
Columbia University. Lauren decided to become a writer when she was six years 
old. By the time she was in high school, her literary work was receiving rejection 
letters from all the best publications. Her first published short story was rejected 
forty-two times before it found an editor who loved it. Her second published story 
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Bell-Scott, Patricia and Others (editors). Double Stitch: Black Women Write About 
Mothers & Daughters. Boston. 1991. Beacon Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0807009105. 271 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 26182. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With a notable foreword by Maya Angelou, 47 of 
America's leading black feminists explore the richness and complexity of black 
mother-daughter relationships in this monumental work of scholarship, which 
includes poems, stories, and essays by Alice Walker, bell hooks, June Jordan, 
Audre Lorde, Sonia Sanchez, and others.

Patricia Bell-Scott is an American scholar of women's studies and black feminism. 
She is currently a professor emerita of women's studies and human development 
and family science at the University of Georgia.
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Bell, Ian. Dreams of Exile: Robert Louis Stevenson-A Biography. New York. 1993. 
Henry Holt. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0805028072. 296 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Russell Gordon. Inventory # 18956. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the century that followed his death, many biographies
have been written, each with its own image of R.L.S.: the sickly, dreaming child; the
Bohemian dandy outraging Victorian Edinburgh; the romantic wanderer leading his 
donkey through the wilds of the Cevennes; the frail genius doomed to die young. For
some, he is the man of action avid for experience, filled with wanderlust; for others, 
the writer of stories beloved by children and familiar from innumerable film and 
television dramas. Still others know him as the essayist whose skills matched 
William Hazlitt’s and the novelist to whom even Henry James deferred. All of these 
are R.L.S., but none is the full Stevenson. Now, in this new and acclaimed 
biography, Ian Bell attempts to see Stevenson whole, to trace the line of descent 
from the son of Calvinist engineers to the man who ended his days as Tusitala 
among the Samoan islanders. Understanding that for Stevenson geography 
mattered, Bell sets out to discover the complete man through the places he lived 
and the people he lived among as well as through the books that poured from him 
during his all-too-short literary life. As such, Dreams of Exile is both literary 
biography and travel narrative. It follows Stevenson’s development as an artist and 
as a man by following his often chaotic progress from continent to continent, in good
health and in bad, in poverty and in wealth. Along the way, it reveals his often 
tortured relations with his family, his robust sexuality, and the mystery of his stormy
marriage to a woman many years his senior. But perhaps Bell’s most important 
contribution is to rescue R.L.S. from the many conflicting and often romanticized 
images that have continued to surround him, and in the process to make a telling 
case for Stevenson’s genius as a writer.

Ian Bell (7 January 1956 – 10 December 2015) was a Scottish journalist and author
who won the Orwell Prize for political journalism in 1997. Over a thirty-year career 
he wrote for and edited: The Scotsman, The Herald, The Sunday Herald, the Daily 
Record and The Times Literary Supplement. He was named Scotland's columnist of
the year four times between 2000 and 2012.
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Bell, Madison Smartt. All Souls' Rising. New York. 1995. Pantheon Books. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679439897. 530 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 21637. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this first installment of his epic Haitian trilogy, Madison
Smartt Bell brings to life a decisive moment in the history of race, class, and 
colonialism. The slave uprising in Haiti was a momentous contribution to the tide of 
revolution that swept over the Western world at the end of the 1700s. A brutal 
rebellion that strove to overturn a vicious system of slavery, the uprising successfully
transformed Haiti from a European colony to the world's first Black republic. From 
the center of this horrific maelstrom, the heroic figure of Toussaint Louverture-a 
loyal, literate slave and both a devout Catholic and Vodouisant-emerges as the man
who will take the merciless fires of violence and vengeance and forge a 
revolutionary war fueled by liberty and equality. Bell assembles a kaleidoscopic 
portrait of this seminal movement through a tableau of characters that encompass 
black, white, male, female, rich, poor, free and enslaved. Pulsing with brilliant detail,
All Soul's Rising provides a visceral sense of the pain, terror, confusion, and triumph
of revolution. This National Book Award finalist and PEN/Faulkner Award nominee 
presents 'a remarkable feat of historical imagination' (The Washington Post). The 
horrific slave rebellion of the 1790s in Haiti is the focus of this epic historical novel of
astonishing depth and range. Bell has broughtthese events viscerally to life, making
them vivid, resonant, and believable for all readers.

Madison Smartt Bell (born August 1, 1957 Nashville, Tennessee) is an American 
novelist. He is known for his trilogy of novels about Toussaint Louverture and the 
Haitian Revolution, published 1995–2004. Raised in Nashville, Bell lived in New 
York, and London before settling in Baltimore, Maryland. He is a graduate of 
Princeton University, where he won the Ward Mathis Prize and the Francis 
Leymoyne Page award, and Hollins University, where he won the Andrew James 
Purdy fiction award. Bell has taught in various creative writing programs, including 
the Iowa Writers' Workshop, the Poetry Center of the 92nd Street Y, and the Johns
Hopkins University Writing Seminars.
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Bell, Madison Smartt. Master of the Crossroads. New York. 2000. Pantheon Books.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0375420568. 752 pages. hardcover.
Inventory # 28326. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With the publication of All Souls' Rising, Madison Smartt
Bell was immediately acclaimed as being 'as remarkable a historical novelist as we 
have in this country' (Harold Bloom). The novel was a finalist for the National Book 
Award and was praised by writers as 'a triumph of storytelling and inspired historical
analysis' (Robert Stone) and by reviewers as 'one of the year's most substantial 
literary accomplishments' (The New Yorker). Now, with Master of the Crossroads, 
Bell achieves an even greater accomplishment: he brings to life the rise to power of 
the great Haitian military general Toussaint Louverture and the story of the only 
successful slave revolution in history. Beginning in 1794, Toussaint led his troops to
victory over English and Spanish invaders, over the French political establishment, 
and in a civil uprising for control of the infant island republic. He extended the 
ideological triumph of the French and American revolutions by offering universal 
liberty and human rights to all races. In chronicling Toussaint's victory and its 
aftermath, Bell gives us a kaleidoscopic portrait of this extraordinary figure as seen 
through the eyes of the men and women whose paths he crossed. English, French,
Spanish, and African - the intersection of peoples who inhabited this war-torn island
creates a rich social canvas against which the astonishing story of Toussaint 
Louverture - his beliefs, passions, and compulsions - unfolds over the course of nine
tumultuous years.

Madison Smartt Bell (born August 1, 1957 Nashville, Tennessee) is an American 
novelist. He is known for his trilogy of novels about Toussaint Louverture and the 
Haitian Revolution, published 1995–2004. Raised in Nashville, Bell lived in New 
York, and London before settling in Baltimore, Maryland. He is a graduate of 
Princeton University, where he won the Ward Mathis Prize and the Francis 
Leymoyne Page award, and Hollins University, where he won the Andrew James 
Purdy fiction award. Bell has taught in various creative writing programs, including 
the Iowa Writers' Workshop, the Poetry Center of the 92nd Street Y, and the Johns
Hopkins University Writing Seminars.
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Bellant, Russ. The Coors Connection: How Coors Family Philanthropy Undermines
Democratic Pluralism. Boston. 1991. South End Press. Reprinted Paperback 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0896084167. 149 pages. paperback. Cover design
by David Gerratt. Inventory # 2572. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Journalist Russ Bellant examines the influential but little-
known role of the Coors beer family in American politics. Through their philanthropic
donations, Joseph Coors and other family members have bankrolled a right-wing 
agenda of union-busting, homophobia, sexism, racism, and covert operations. The 
Coors family has served as the cornerstone of the right-wing movement known as 
the New Right. The Coors Connection details the individuals, organizations, and 
causes supported by Coors philanthropy. A picture emerges of a family’s 
frighteningly narrow vision of the American dream, and its willingness to support 
extremists who would undermine American democracy.

Russ Bellant is an investigative journalist whose work has appeared in the National
Catholic Reporter, the New York Times, the Texas Observer, and other publications.
In 1984, he contributed to an award-winning NBC documentary on Lyndon 
LaRouche. Mr. Bellant was honored in 1989 for investigative reporting by the 
Catholic Press Association, which said, ‘Tracking the historical roots of a group or 
movement is nothing short of a monumental task. Bellant is obviously very much at
home with investigative reporting.’ Mr. Bellant is also the author of Old Nazis, The 
New Right, and The Republican Party-- South End Press, 1991.
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Bellem, Robert Leslie. Blue Murder. Miami Beach. 1987. Dennis McMillan 
Publications. 1st Paperback Edition. Crease On Front Cover, Otherwise Good in 
Wrappers. 0939767031. 158 pages. paperback. Cover art by Joe Servello. Inventory
# 22863. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Robert Leslie Bellem was among the most prolific of the 
legion of pulp writers, with a reputed 3,000 stories to his credit. Hundreds of these 
chronicle the ribald, wacky adventures of ‘private skulk’ Dan Turner, who was so 
popular in the ‘30’s and early 40’s that he was given his own magazine, Dan Turner,
Hollywood Detective, in 1942. Humorist S. J. Perelman, in a New Yorker essay 
devoted to Turner’s Spicy Detective exploits, called him ‘the apotheosis of all private
detectives. out of Ma Barker by Dashiell Hammett’s Sam Spade.’ Bellem chose not 
to feature Dan Turner in any of his handful of novels. But he did create another 
tough, wisecracking private eye who resembles Turner enough to be his brother—
Duke Pizzatello, hero of BLUE MURDER. Originally published by Phoenix Press in 
1938, BLUE MURDER is a wild and woolly yarn guaranteed to please any fan of 
Bellem and Turner. Rough-and-tumble action and willing wenches abound in Duke 
Pizzatello’s hunt for a sadistic killer. And so does Bellem’s trademark - the slangy, 
campy style that distinguishes the Dan Turner stories: ‘I aimed my own roscoe from 
the hip. It said: ‘Chow- chow!’ and belched two slugs through Mason’s right leg. The
slugs kicked his gain from under him, and he spun around and sat down on the floor
and got a silly look on his hard-boiled pan.

Robert Leslie Bellem (July 19, 1902 – April 1, 1968) was an American pulp 
magazine writer, best known for his creation of Dan Turner, Hollywood Detective. 
Before becoming a writer he worked in Los Angeles as a newspaper reporter, radio
announcer and film extra. After the demise of the pulps, Bellem switched to writing 
for television, including a number of scripts for The Lone Ranger, Adventures of 
Superman (1950s version), the original Perry Mason show, 77 Sunset Strip, and 
other shows.
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Belli, Gioconda. The Inhabited Woman. Willimantic. 1994. Curbstone Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1880684179. Translated from the 
Spanish by Kathleen March. 412 pages. hardcover. Cover design by Sara 
Eisenman. cover painting by Anthony Russo. Inventory # 19849. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE INHABITED WOMAN is an intelligent and politically
sophisticated adventure-romance in which the soul of an Indian warrior woman from
the time of the Conquistadors inhabits the body and mind of Lavinia, a middle class
woman living in a Latin American country. With daring and growing self-assertion, 
Lavinia abandons the confines of her own privileged life to join an underground 
movement against a dictatorship, undergoing a personal transformation in which she
finds-through love-the power and courage to act.

Gioconda Belli (born December 9, 1948 in Managua, Nicaragua) is an author, 
novelist and renowned Nicaraguan poet.
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Bellow, Saul. A the ft. New York. 1989. Penguin Books. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Slightly Faded Wrappers. 0140119698. Penguin Paperback Original. 109 pages. 
paperback. Cover illustration by Amy Hill. Cover design by Neil Stuart. Inventory # 
11554. $6.25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Saul Bellow’s engaging and human story of the 
passionate Clara Velde and her stolen ring - a subtle and tense tale. Blonde, 
bigboned, handsome, and always well-dressed, Clara Velde is a corporate executive
specializing in women’s fashions. She is part naive farm girl and part sophisticated 
New Yorker. Her fourth husband, Wilder Velde, with whom Clara is currently living, 
taxes her patience. Clara has always loved the high-powered and all-knowing Ithiel 
‘Teddy’ Regler, Washington figure, advisor to presidents and statesmen, operator 
and dispenser of wisdom. Many years ago, Teddy gave Clara an emerald ring that 
she has cherished as a symbol of her passion for him. The ring is lost and after 
many years – eventually - discovered. A second time it disappears. As she attempts
to recover the precious ring, Clara emerges as a genuine heroine, a woman of great
depth and unsuspected capacities of wisdom and love. A THEFT is witty and tender,
and Bellow is as vivid and as sharp as ever.

Saul Bellow (June 10, 1915 – April 5, 2005) was a Canadian-born American writer. 
For his literary contributions, Bellow was awarded the Pulitzer Prize, the Nobel Prize
for Literature, and the National Medal of Arts. He is the only writer to win the 
National Book Award for Fiction three times and he received the Foundation's 
lifetime Medal for Distinguished Contribution to American Letters in 1990.keywords
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Bellow, Saul. Him With His Foot in His Mouth. New York. 1984. Harper & Row. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With A Few Small Tears. 
006015179x. 294 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Paul Perlow. Inventory # 
1276. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Saul Bellow’s novel, THE DEAN’S DECEMBER, was 
described in the New York Times Book Review as the work of ‘simply the best writer
we have.’ Another reviewer said: ‘At an age when most writers are hopelessly 
repeating themselves, Bellow is still finding good things to do.’ These words are 
equally, if not more, appropriate to this dazzlingly innovative and masterly new 
collection of shorter fiction. ‘What Kind of Day Did You Have?,’ the longest of these 
stories - a novella, in fact - is a moving, richly textured, and exquisitely plotted love 
story, its action a frantic day in the lives of a divorced suburban matron and her 
lovers, would-be and actual, the latter an elderly, ailing lion of the art world. Their 
needs and passions, as well as their comic conflicts, are matters of life and death. 
Also concerned with ultimate things is the musicologist narrator of ‘Him with His Foot
in His Mouth’ who for years has scattered wounding witticisms ‘from the depths of 
my nature, that hoard of strange formulations.’ He unfolds his life for us as he tries to
discover what led him into a ‘deep it financial hole’ and to await extradition from his 
refuge in British Columbia. In ‘Zetland: By a Character Witness’ and in ‘A Silver
Dish’ (which won the O. Henry Prize several years ago), Saul Bellow returns with his
unequaled command of always eloquent recollected detail, to a bygone Chicago. 
‘Zetland’ is a brilliant portrait of an artist as a young boy and man, precocious and 
eccentric; ‘A Silver Dish,’ a memorable story of a raffish, willful father and his 
affectionate son. ‘Cousins,’ too, deals with the mysteries of family feeling - a force 
that defies both logic and the worthiness of its objects. Here, it is Ijah Brodsky, 
successful in the larger world, who is drawn by this emotion into encounters with the
criminal and the naively idealistic, and thereby into discovery of his own character. 
This book, then, is a series of such histories of personality of self-awakenings that 
the author means to apply to us all. It also represents an important departure from 
the way stories are being written today in this country, and its publication is therefore
a major event, not only in the bountiful career of its author but also in American 
letters.
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Bellow, Saul. The Actual: A Novella. New York. 1997. Viking Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670860751. 104 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
38033. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A funny and moving love story, The Actual centres on 
Chicagoan Harry Trellman who, after a lifetime of making money, has become `a 
first class noticer' - and he realizes he has been in love since high school days with
Amy Wustrin. Now he is ready topursue her, in the romantic golden-year ambience 
of a cemetery. The Actual is a work of ripened vision from one of the greatest writers
in the English language.

Saul Bellow (June 10, 1915 – April 5, 2005) was a Canadian-born American writer. 
For his literary contributions, Bellow was awarded the Pulitzer Prize, the Nobel Prize
for Literature, and the National Medal of Arts. He is the only writer to win the 
National Book Award for Fiction three times and he received the Foundation's 
lifetime Medal for Distinguished Contribution to American Letters in 1990.
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Bellow, Saul. The Actual: A Novella. New York. 1997. Viking Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670860751. 104 pages. hardcover. Signed by the
Author. Inventory # 38034. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A funny and moving love story, The Actual centres on 
Chicagoan Harry Trellman who, after a lifetime of making money, has become `a 
first class noticer' - and he realizes he has been in love since high school days with
Amy Wustrin. Now he is ready topursue her, in the romantic golden-year ambience 
of a cemetery. The Actual is a work of ripened vision from one of the greatest writers
in the English language.

Saul Bellow (June 10, 1915 – April 5, 2005) was a Canadian-born American writer. 
For his literary contributions, Bellow was awarded the Pulitzer Prize, the Nobel Prize
for Literature, and the National Medal of Arts. He is the only writer to win the 
National Book Award for Fiction three times and he received the Foundation's 
lifetime Medal for Distinguished Contribution to American Letters in 1990.
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Bellow, Saul. The Adventures of Augie March. New York. 1953. Viking Press. 1st 
American Edition. First issue with top edge stained orange & ‘Printed In The USA By
The Vail-Ballou Press Inc.’ on copyright page. Dust Jacket with original price ($4.50)
and advertisement for Short Novels of John Steinbeck on back flap, without reviews.
Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front, Very Good in Chipped Dustjacket With A
Piece Missing From The Top Spine & The Front Back Top. 536 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Robert Hallock. Inventory # 1271. $125

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This National Book Award-winning novel takes place in 
Depression-era Chicago and is not only a testimony on human nature but also of the
drive to succeed. The novel follows the adventures of a lifelong dreamer named 
Augie March, who only through failure after failure finally succeeds in the end. The 
novel recreates life during the Depression and is filled with memorable characters.

Saul Bellow (June 10, 1915 – April 5, 2005) was a Canadian-born American writer. 
For his literary contributions, Bellow was awarded the Pulitzer Prize, the Nobel Prize
for Literature, and the National Medal of Arts. He is the only writer to win the 
National Book Award for Fiction three times and he received the Foundation's 
lifetime Medal for Distinguished Contribution to American Letters in 1990.
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Bellow, Saul. To Jerusalem & Back: A Personal Account. New York. 1976. Viking 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670717290. 182 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket photograph by Albert Margolies. Inventory # 38006. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This extraordinary book is the result of Saul Bellow’s 
sojourn in Israel during several months in late 1975. It was hardly his first experience
of Jerusalem — he had covered the 1967 Six Day War for Newsday - but in many 
ways it was his most intense. TO JERUSALEM AND BACK is his personal record of
his stay in Israel, and a meditation, crackling with wit and controversy, on America’s
relationship with this embattled country. TO JERUSALEM AND BACK is, among 
other things, a marvelous portrait gallery: Prime Minister Rabin at lunch; His 
Beatitude the Armenian Archbishop at a grand dinner; a nine-year-old violinist 
auditioning for Isaac Stern; an engineer friend, mourning his dead son as he walks 
in the lemon groves; the old barber who garlands his shop with portraits of Hubert 
Humphrey; an agnostic professor intoning the ceremonious Sabbath prayers; the 
novelist friend whose family has lived in Jerusalem for six generations; the Arab 
newspaper editor whose car was blown up by terrorists disapproving of his 
conciliatory approach; and literally dozens more. It is also a virtual syllabus for 
consideration of the many vexed and even bitter policies that surround Israel’s life as
a nation, and there would appear to be not a press report, or a poem, or a learned 
treatise on Israel whose relevance Mr. Bellow has not assessed. Saul Bellow’s 
journey, then, is not merely to a very beautiful and very troubled city, but into the 
heart of one of the most tragic and complex issues of this century. His ‘personal 
account’ is a major literary work, and an urgently important one.

Saul Bellow (June 10, 1915 – April 5, 2005) was a Canadian-born American writer. 
For his literary contributions, Bellow was awarded the Pulitzer Prize, the Nobel Prize
for Literature, and the National Medal of Arts. He is the only writer to win the 
National Book Award for Fiction three times and he received the Foundation's 
lifetime Medal for Distinguished Contribution to American Letters in 1990.
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Bellow, Saul. To Jerusalem & Back: A Personal Account. London. 1976. Alison 
Press/Secker & Warburg. 1st British Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0436039516.
182 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 38007. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Here in Jerusalem. you fall into a gale of conversation —
exposition, argument, harangue, analysis, theory, expostulation, threat, prophecy. 
The subject of all this talk is, ultimately, survival. in the domestic ceremony of 
passed dishes and filled glasses, thoughts of a destructive enemy are hard to
grasp. .’ Saul Bellow wrote this at the start of a four month stay in Israel. In the 
course of his wanderings round Jerusalem and expeditions outside the city he talked
to people from every walk of life: the Prime Minister and members of his Cabinet; a 
barber who admired Hubert Humphrey: the Armenian Archbishop and the aged 
Greek Patriarch: a friend who had lost a son in the Six Day War and his own cousins
from Tel Aviv; a Greek bookseller and an Arab newspaper owner: Jerusalem’s 
dynamo of a Mayor and an old lady who ran a Turkish bath. The result is an 
intensely personal journal. It crackles with the wit and the vivid insight into human 
character which make his novels such a delight. His observations are unexpected 
and thought provoking, but always shrewd. Here, in fact, is one of the finest minds of
our generation analysing from personal experience a problem of worldwide 
importance which he himself half believes could lead to Armageddon. An 
unexpected treat for the many lovers of Saul Bellow’s novels and a book which will 
serve as an excellent introduction for the benighted few who have never read him 
before.

Saul Bellow (June 10, 1915 – April 5, 2005) was a Canadian-born American writer. 
For his literary contributions, Bellow was awarded the Pulitzer Prize, the Nobel Prize
for Literature, and the National Medal of Arts. He is the only writer to win the 
National Book Award for Fiction three times and he received the Foundation's 
lifetime Medal for Distinguished Contribution to American Letters in 1990.
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Belton, Don (editor). Speak My Name: Black Men On Masculinity & the American 
Dream. Boston. 1996. Beacon Press. 1st American Printing. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0807009369. Foreword by August Wilson. 272 pages. hardcover. Jacket
design by David High. Jacket photo by Steven H. Begleiter. Inventory # 22036. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It is rare in America for African-American men to have 
the opportunity to express who they are, what they think, or how they feel. As the 
nemesis in the American psyche, they have been silenced by an image that is at 
once celebrated and maligned. In this first anthology of contemporary African-
American men’s writing, black men share their experiences as the revered and 
reviled of America. Through the voices of some of today’s most prominent African-
American writers, including August Wilson, John Edgar Wideman, Derrick Bell, and
Walter Mosley, SPEAK MY NAME explores the intimate territory behind the myths 
about black masculinity. These intensely personal essays and stories reveal 
contemporary black men from the vantage point of their own lives - as men with 
proper names, distinctive faces, and strong family ties. Writing about everything from
‘how it feels to be a problem’ to relationships between fathers and sons, these men 
reveal to us both great courage and an amazing love for each other and themselves.
In a stunning tribute to a centuries-old brotherhood of heroes, black men come 
together to challenge America finally to see them as individuals, to hear their long-
silenced voices - to speak their names. From the Introduction - ‘I edited this 
anthology because I personally required it in order to understand how black men 
have changed since the 1960s, to better understand how those three intervening 
decades have required change of black men. At this critical hour, no one seems to 
know who black men are beyond a narrow mainstream representation in which it 
seems they can only be superathletes, superentertainers, or supercriminals.’

Donald Cornelius Belton (August 7, 1956 – December 27, 2009) was an African 
American author, editor and teacher.
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Bely, Andrey. The First Encounter. Princeton. 1979. Princeton University Press. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket With Internal Water Stain At the Bottom
Spine. 0691063818. Preliminary Remarks. Notes & Comments by Nina Berberova.
Translated from the Russian by Gerald Janecek. 164 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
illustration - Andrey Bely, circa 1912. Inventory # 13154. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - First published in Russian in 1921 and never translated,
Andrey Bely's long narrative poem—considered to be one of the great achievements
of Russian Modernism—is now available in English. A poet, critic, philosopher, and
novelist, Bely was a leading figure among the Russian Symbolists, and The First 
Encounter is thought to be his greatest work in verse. The poem is autobiographical
and reflects turn-of-the-century Moscow with its mixture of entrenched positivism 
and new spiritualistic trends, cultural variety and the upheaval of the time. Its 
difficulty and the novelty of its prosodic elements, imagery, syntax, and vocabulary 
have fostered a comparison with some of the work of James Joyce. As translator, 
Gerald Janecek aims first at literal accuracy, and gives subsequent attention to 
iambic meter, word repetition, and rhyme and soundplay. In his introduction he 
discusses the poem's significance and its Russian-language structure, rhythm, 
rhyme, and imagery. Supplementing this introduction and the translation, Nina 
Berberova's commentary illuminates the semantic, linguistic, and poetic nuances of 
the text while conveying a real sense of the poem as an oral performance.

Boris Nikolaevich Bugaev (better known by the pen name Andrei Bely - October 26,
1880 – January 8, 1934) was a Russian novelist, poet, theorist, and literary critic. 
His novel Petersburg was regarded by Vladimir Nabokov as one of the four greatest
novels of the 20th century.
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Ben Jelloun, Tahar. Corruption. New York. 1995. New Press. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 1565842952. Translated from the French by Carol Volk. 
144 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 21709. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Casablanca and Tangier provide the backdrops for 
Corruption, an exotic and erotic tale of modern-day morality, reminiscent of Camus's
The Stranger. Mourad is the last honest man in Morocco. Much to the chagrin of his
boss, his colleagues, and his materialistic wife, he adamantly refuses to accept 
'commissions' for his work. But his honesty goes unappreciated. Criticized for 
condemning his family to a life of poverty, encouraged by his boss to be more 
'flexible,' Mourad finally gives in: just one envelope stuffed with cash, then another.
Ben Jelloun's compelling novel evokes the universal dangers of succumbing to the 
daily temptations of modern life, as Mourad lives the consequences of betraying his
own conscience after a lifetime of honesty and resistance.

Tahar ben Jelloun (born in Fes, French Morocco, 1 December 1944) is a Moroccan
writer. The entirety of his work is written in French, although his first language is 
Arabic. His novels L'Enfant de sable and La Nuit sacrée are translated into 43 
languages. Le racisme expliqué à ma fille has been translated into 33 languages. He
has participated in translating many of his works.
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Benard, Cheryl. Moghul Buffet. New York. 1998. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374211795. 264 pages. hardcover. Signed by the
Author. Photograph Of Veiled Woman By Brad Wilson. Jacket Design By John Gall.
Inventory # 25857. $32.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Micky Malone lives in Bethesda, dines at Taco Bell, 
takes a vacation only when he has to, and feels happiest when connected to the 
many gigabytes of his computer. When an unfortunate chain of events forces him to
go on a business hip to Peshawar, an ‘unpleasant border town in the most troubled
part of the troubled country of Pakistan,’ it doesn’t take long for his worst fears about
foreign destinations to come true, The Inter-Continental Hotel is comfortable 
enough, its Moghul Buffet lavish, but Malone cannot shake his growing fear that 
something really bad is about to happen to him, When it does, a mysterious 
message smeared in blood on the hotel’s ice machine will be the only clue eager 
young Detective Iqbal has to go by, when he is dispatched from the capital to find 
out who killed the American. Soon, Iqbal is up to his modern, Western-educated 
ears in a bewildering maze of tribal rivalries, prostitution rings, turbulent mixed 
marriages, and warring European charity organizations. With his boss hounding him
for results and his wife’s militantly feminist best friend mocking his efforts, life is bad
and about to get worse. A distraught American sister, a feudal princess, a bossy 
representative from the Women’s Bureau— this wild frontier province maybe a 
man’s world, but It’s home to plenty of women ready to give Iqbal grief as his one 
isolated murder case turns into a string of killings. This is a book about East meeting
West in noisy, head-on collisions; about sibling loyalty, desert latrines, soccer in 
Islam; and, most of all, about men, women, and justice.

CHERYL BENARD is the director of an Austrian research institute and the author of
numerous highly successful non-fiction books, primarily on women’s issues, 
published in the German-speaking world, She lives in Vienna, Austria, and North 
Potomac, Maryland.
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Bencastro, Mario. A Shot in the Cathedral. Houston. 1996. Arte Publico Press. 1st 
American Edition. A Few Very Small & Very Slight Stain Marks On Top Edge,
Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 155885164x. Translated from the Spanish by 
Susan Giersbach Rascon. 219 pages. hardcover. Cover design and Illustration by 
Vega Design Group. Inventory # 24972. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When Rogelio Villaverde finds himself destitute and 
desperate for employment, he leaps at the chance for work with The Tribune, a 
small newspaper in San Salvador. The jumbled pieces of his life begin to fall neatly 
into place with his new job, a new love interest - Lourdes, a new lease on life. But 
the recent military coup d’etat brings curfews and martial law. Rogelio’s work with 
the newspaper plunges him into the political melee. He is forced to-discard his 
political ambivalence and take a position. He can no longer remain indifferent in the 
face of the chaos that has overtaken the lives of everyone around him. His anti-
government sentiments peak with the assassination of Archbishop Romero and the
aftermath, when soldiers opened fire on the throngs of mourners. Rogelio’s first 
instinct is to escape the madness and accompany his boss and friend into exile. But
destiny takes another radical twist, and chilling events seal Rogelio’s fate. He is 
compelled to remain and join the struggle for justice and freedom in his homeland. 
More than a political novel, A SHOT IN THE CATHEDRAL is a tribute to the 
endurance of the human spirit. Its protagonists are ordinary people who strive to live
ordinary lives in the midst of dangerous and oppressive circumstances.

MARIO BENCASTRO, a native of El Salvador, is a novelist, playwright and painter.
He began his artistic career in painting, a medium in which he enjoyed success from
an early age and earned him Second Prize in the National Drawing Competition in 
San Salvador in 1961. Bencastro’s works have been exhibited in El Salvador, the 
United States, Latin America and Europe. Despite his success as a painter the 
social and political drama which was consuming his country moved him to 
concentrate his artistic expression in literature. In 1979 he began writing his first 
novel, A Shot in the Cathedral, a work that would take ten years to complete.
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Bendall, Molly. Watchful. Richmond. 2016. Omnidawn Publishing. Advance 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430212. 72 pages. paperback.
Inventory # 42851. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Witness to the late and sorrowful pact between predator
and prey, spectator and species, Molly Bendall’s fifth book beckons the reader into 
the enigma of animal relation. 'What’s left?' she asks. The answer is past 
remembering, attuned to extinction. Forsaking the names of creatures, Bendall 
returns like a sleepwalker to a painted habitat of swamps and savannahs, of 
captivity and display. At once playful and melancholy in its sifting of ritual discretion
and shame, Watchful brings every sense, every measure, to bear on the blood 
mirror of the human.

MOLLY BENDALL is the author of four previous collections of poetry, After 
Estrangement, Dark Summer, Ariadne’s Island, and Under the Quick. She also has
co-authored with the poet Gail Wronsky Bling & Fringe from What Books. Her 
poems and trans- lations have appeared in many anthologies, including American 
Hybrid and Poems for the Millenium. She has won the Eunice Tietjens Prize from 
Poetry, The Lynda Hull Award from Denver Quarterly, and two Pushcart Prizes. 
Currently she teaches at the University of Southern California.
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Benedek, Emily. Beyond the Four Corners of the World: A Navajo Woman's 
Journey. New York. 1995. Knopf. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679421432.
343 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Ingsu Liu. Inventory # 21580. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this compelling account of a remarkable woman and 
her struggle to find her place in the world, we follow Ella Bedonie from her childhood
tending sheep in the high desert canyons of the Navajo Indian reservation and 
sleeping on hogan floors to the long, frightening bus ride to boarding school, and on
into the white world and a college degree. We meet her grandparents and her 
parents, who plant corn and worship their gods much as their own grandparents did.
We meet her husband and her children, whose lives straddle two worlds - ancient 
and modern, sacred and profane. As their stories unfold, we come to appreciate the
Navajo society into which Ella was born - still in the 1950s an almost nineteenth-
century world of visions and spirits, a world ordered by the unambiguous demands 
of religious tradition and ritual. We see that now, because of the genius of the 
Navajo culture for incorporating change, it is a world in which the established has 
made room for the new while at the same time maintaining its unique bond with the
past. The moving account of an Indian woman and her family as she moves from the
traditional life of the Navajo reservation into the white world. Ella Bedonie points the
way toward comprehending both the difficulties her children will face as they 
increasingly inhabit the white world, and the many strengths they have to offer that 
world.

Emily Benedek is an American journalist and author. She is a graduate of Harvard 
College. She has written for Newsweek, The New York Times, National Public 
Radio, The Washington Post, Rolling Stone, and Glamour, among others. To 
research her novel, Red Sea, Benedek followed an FBI special agent working 
counterterrorism for a year. She was spent hundreds of hours interviewing foreign 
covert operators and wrote about an American F-15c fighter pilot. She has reported
multiple stories about computer hackers.
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Benet, Juan. Return To Region. New York. 1985. Columbia University Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket With Some Tears At The Bottom Back. 
0231054564. Translated from the Spanish by Gregory Rabassa. Twentieth-Century
Continental Fiction series. 288 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 377. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Juan Benet’s RETURN TO REGION stands today as one
of the major achievements of contemporary Spanish literature. Its subject is the 
heart and mind of Spain, caught between the agony of the Civil War and the long, 
slow decay of the Franco regime. Benet distills modern Spain into one mythical 
province - a place he simply calls Region. His world is haunted by memories of the
war, a place bounded by the guilt and fear of those within it. Benet constructs his 
tale through a brilliant combination of styles; the work is part history, part reportage,
part political novel. At the heart of the novel is a reclusive physician, his godson, a 
woman - a small handful of characters through whom Benet works out the history of
the Spanish conscience. But throughout the story there is one other presence: 
Region the place, Region the condition. There is always Region. ‘Like so many of 
his contemporaries, Juan Benet goes beyond the real in order to create a 
microcosm that is more universally ‘real’ than that little reality that each of us finds 
roundabout. This invented Spanish region is aptly and openly called Region, and in 
it Benet gives body and structure to the ills and ailments that fostered the outbreak 
of civil war. His social pseudo-history is matched in impact only by his tactical 
military accounts of battles that could really have taken place. Benet writes from 
both within and without characters, making for a style that is classical in letter and 
baroque in tone, as has already been seen in a companion novel, A MEDITATION. 
If Garcia Marquez’s Macondo can be called a never-never land. Region, for all of its
similarity of invention, is an ever-ever land.’ - Gregory Rabassa. Hailed by many as
Spain’s leading contemporary novelist,

JUAN BENET has published more than a dozen books, several of them set in 
Region. His novel A MEDITATION, written in 1969 and translated into English in 
1983. won the Biblioteca Breve prize.
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Benfey, Christopher. Degas in New Orleans: Encounters in the Creole World of Kate
Chopin and George Washington Cable. New York. 1997. Knopf. 1st Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 067943562x. 294 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 24764. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Edgar Degas travelled from Paris to New Orleans during
the fall of 1872 to visit the American branch of his mother's family, the Mussons. He
arrived at a key moment in the cultural history of this most exotic of American cities,
still recovering from the agony of the Civil War: the decisive period of 
Reconstruction, in which his American relatives were importantly involved. This was
precisely the time when the American writers Kate Chopin and George Washington
Cable were beginning to mine the resources of New Orleans culture and history. 
What was it about this war-torn, diverse, and conflicted city that elicited from Degas
some of his finest paintings? And what do we need to know about New Orleans 
society to make sense of Degas's stay? Benfey gives us the answers to these 
questions. Degas's white relatives were among the leaders in some of the most 
violent uprisings in Reconstruction Louisiana, and his black relatives - whose 
existence this book is the first to reveal - were no less prominent.

Christopher Benfey (born October 28, 1954) is an American literary critic and Emily
Dickinson scholar. He is the Mellon Professor of English at Mount Holyoke College.
Benfey was born in Merion, Pennsylvania, but spent most of his childhood in 
Richmond, Indiana, and attended The Putney School. He began his undergraduate
studies at Earlham College, where his father, Otto Theodor Benfey, was a professor
in the Chemistry department, and completed his B.A. at Guilford College. Benfey 
holds a Ph.D. from Harvard University. Benfey is a specialist in 19th and 20th 
century American literature. He is also an established essayist and critic who has 
been published in The New York Times Sunday Book Review, The New Republic, 
The New York Review of Books, and The Times Literary Supplement.
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Benitez, Fernando. The Poisoned Water. Carbondale. 1973. Southern Illinois 
University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0809306344. 
Translated from the Spanish by Mary E. Ellsworth. 152 pages. hardcover. Cover 
designed by Gary Gore. Inventory # 77. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This first English translation of a modern Mexican novel 
reveals the shocking picture of a latter-day feudal system that still exists in rural 
Mexico. Fernando Benitez, well-known Mexican author, journalist and winner of 
Mexico’s 1968 best-book award, has taken a true but little-known incident and built it
into a tightly structured, tense, and tragic novel. The Poisoned Water (El aqua 
envenenada), which was first published in 1961 and followed, in 1967, by a second
edition in England for students of Spanish, is a brilliant Mexican novel of social 
protest and a searing indictment of that country’s rural standard of living. Based on 
actual interviews with those involved, the novel is a meticulous re-creation of the 
mood and circumstances surrounding an entire village’s bloody rebellion against its
autocratic leader and the unforeseen and violent consequences. Sr. Benitez not only
shows us how injustice breeds injustice, he also gives us a frightening look at one of
Mexico’s major social problems and glaring ironies-that over fifty years after a 
revolution fought by the peasant and for the peasant, most rural groups are still 
living below the national economic standard. The village priest of Tajimaroa narrates
the story of THE POISONED WATER as a report to his bishop, explaining his part in
a riot between the villagers and Don Ulises Roca~ for them he was an obsession. he
dominated their past, present, and future.’ What finally touches off the uprising is a 
joking comment as one of Don Ulises’s men is pushed into the plaza fountain that 
this has poisoned the water. Feeding on itself, the rumor spreads that the boss has
poisoned the local spring, and, at last, the destruction of Don Ulises is justified.

Fernando Benitez (Mexico City, January 16, 1912 - Mexico City, February 21, 2000)
was a Mexican journalist, writer, editor, and historian.
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Benitez, Sandra. A Place Where the Sea Remembers. Minneapolis. 1993. Coffee 
House Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 156689011x. 160 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 27515. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Winner, Discover Great New Writers Award. Winner, 
Minnesota Book Award for Fiction. 'Profound. a quietly stunning work that leaves 
soft tracks in the heart.' - The Washington Post BookWorld 'Merits placement beside
some of the mesmerizing new literature with its roots in Latin America.' - The New 
York Times Book Review. In A Place Where the Sea Remembers, Sandra Benitez 
invites us into a mesmerizing world filled with, love and betrayal, tragedy and hope.
This rich and bewitching story is a bittersweet portrait of the people in Santiago, a 
Mexican village by the sea. Chayo, the flower seller, and her husband Candelario, 
the salad maker, are finally blessed with the child they thought they would never 
have. Their cause for happiness, however, triggers a chain of events that impact the
lives of everyone in their world. The hopes, triumphs, failures, and shortcomings of 
the novel's enchanting array of characters create a graceful picture of life that is both
a universal portrait and an insider's look at life in Latin America.

Sandra Benitez (March 26, 1941 in Washington D.C.) is an American novelist. Her 
twin sister, Susana, died just 37 days after their birth. A year later, her father, who 
worked for the U.S. State Department, was assigned to Mexico, where her sister, 
Anita, was born. He was transferred to El Salvador where Sandra lived for most of 
the next 20 years. She lived with her grandparents in northeastern Missouri, and 
attended Unionville high school, returning each summer to El Salvador. In 1997 she
was selected as the University of Minnesota Edelstein-Keller Distinguished Writer in
Residence. In 1998 she did the Writers Community Residency for the YMCA 
National Writer’s Voice program. In the spring of 2001 she held the Knapp Chair in 
Humanities as Associate Professor of Creative Writing at the University of San 
Diego. She lives with her husband, Jim Kondrick, in Edina, Minnesota.
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Benitez, Sandra. Bitter Grounds. New York. 1997. Hyperion. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0786861576. 445 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 24872. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Winner of the 1998 American Book Award. Spanning the
years between 1932 and 1977, this beautifully told epic is set in the heart of El 
Salvador, where coffee plantations are the center of life for rich and poor alike. 
Following three generations of the Prieto Clan and the wealthy family they work for, 
this is the story of mothers and daughters who live, love, and die for their passions.

Sandra Benitez (March 26, 1941 in Washington D.C.) is an American novelist. Her 
twin sister, Susana, died just 37 days after their birth. A year later, her father, who 
worked for the U.S. State Department, was assigned to Mexico, where her sister, 
Anita, was born. He was transferred to El Salvador where Sandra lived for most of 
the next 20 years. She lived with her grandparents in northeastern Missouri, and 
attended Unionville high school, returning each summer to El Salvador. In 1997 she
was selected as the University of Minnesota Edelstein-Keller Distinguished Writer in
Residence. In 1998 she did the Writers Community Residency for the YMCA 
National Writer’s Voice program. In the spring of 2001 she held the Knapp Chair in 
Humanities as Associate Professor of Creative Writing at the University of San 
Diego. She lives with her husband, Jim Kondrick, in Edina, Minnesota.
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Benitez, Sandra. Bitter Grounds. New York. 1997. Hyperion. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0786861576. 445 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 24601. 
$15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Winner of the 1998 American Book Award. Spanning the
years between 1932 and 1977, this beautifully told epic is set in the heart of El 
Salvador, where coffee plantations are the center of life for rich and poor alike. 
Following three generations of the Prieto Clan and the wealthy family they work for, 
this is the story of mothers and daughters who live, love, and die for their passions.

Sandra Benitez (March 26, 1941 in Washington D.C.) is an American novelist. Her 
twin sister, Susana, died just 37 days after their birth. A year later, her father, who 
worked for the U.S. State Department, was assigned to Mexico, where her sister, 
Anita, was born. He was transferred to El Salvador where Sandra lived for most of 
the next 20 years. She lived with her grandparents in northeastern Missouri, and 
attended Unionville high school, returning each summer to El Salvador. In 1997 she
was selected as the University of Minnesota Edelstein-Keller Distinguished Writer in
Residence. In 1998 she did the Writers Community Residency for the YMCA 
National Writer’s Voice program. In the spring of 2001 she held the Knapp Chair in 
Humanities as Associate Professor of Creative Writing at the University of San 
Diego. She lives with her husband, Jim Kondrick, in Edina, Minnesota.
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Benmalek, Anouar. The Lovers of Algeria. Saint Paul. 2004. Graywolf Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 155597404x. Translated from the French
by Joanna Kilmartin. Paperback Original. 279 pages. paperback. Cover design: Kyle
G. Hunter / Cover art: Corbis. Inventory # 34710. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Nine-year-old Jallal is old enough to know that his life in
Algeria is precarious at best-friends are as likely to kill you as save you. Having run
away from home, he lives by selling peanuts and single cigarettes on the street. The
proposal by the elderly Swiss woman named Anna is shocking and preposterous: 
travel with her through war-ravaged lands, as a translator, so she can find her lost 
husband and pray over the graves of their murdered children. To Anna, however, 
the risk is no less than when they first met in Algeria during yet another time of 
unspeakable terror decades ago. As Anna and her lover, battered by time and 
memory, circle each other, Benmalek asks what of humanity endures in dangerously
lawless times. The Lovers of Algeria is an unflinching novel that resonates 
powerfully in today’s world.

Anouar Benmalek (January 16, 1956) is a novelist, journalist, mathematician and 
poet. He was born in Casablanca. After the 1988 riots in Algeria in protest of 
government policies, he became one of the founders of the Algerian Committee 
Against Torture. His novel Lovers of Algeria was awarded the Prix Ragid. The novel,
The Child of an Ancient People, won the Prix R.F.O. du Liv. Benmalek's work has 
been described as "elegiac, multilayered meditation on Algeria's violent history." He
has been compared to Camus and Faulkner.keywords
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Benn, Tony. Arguments For Democracy. Middlesex. 1982. Penguin Books. 1st 
Penguin Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0140061576. 257 pages. paperback. 
Cover design by Nicholas Thirkell and Partners. Inventory # 29723. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘This book has been written for those of us who want to 
see the people of this country take control of our own destinies and use the power of
democracy to resolve the many pressing problems we face in our daily lives, 
including unemployment, injustice and the threat of war.’ Based on speeches, 
lectures, and articles written or delivered in the two years up to April 1981, 
Arguments for Democracy is a cogent, concise and readable critique of the current 
practices of parliamentary democracy and a persuasive analysis of the way in which
our political institutions need to be reformed before Britain can be steered towards 
socialism. The issues tackled are always substantial and they usually end with 
practical (classical left-reformist) proposals for charge’ — New Society. ‘It is worth 
reading for its own sake, and not only for the light it throws on a potential leader of 
the country’ - Sunday Telegraph.

Anthony Neil Wedgwood Benn (3 April 1925 – 14 March 2014), originally known as
Anthony Wedgwood Benn or Wedgwood Benn (and colloquially as Wedgie Benn), 
but later as Tony Benn, was a British politician who was a Member of Parliament 
(MP) for forty-seven years between 1950 and 2001 and a Cabinet minister under 
Harold Wilson and James Callaghan in the 1960s and 1970s.
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Bennett, Ronan. The Catastrophist. London. 1998. Review. 1st British Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 074722210x. 313 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. 
Inventory # 26526. $47.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE CATASTROPHIST is a novel of love, passion, 
violence, and desire, set in the Belgian Congo in 1959. While expatriates loll about 
their pools in a colonial paradise soon to erupt into chaos, huge crowds are drawn to
the charismatic Congolese independence leader Patrice Lumumba - and his even 
more dangerous rivals. ‘One man sees the cracks appearing around him and 
struggles to hold on to his lover, his sanity, and ultimately his life. Gillespie, the 
outsider, a journalist, is in Leopoldville for the beautiful Italian, Ines. He is desperate
for her love, while she is obsessed with the unfolding drama, caught up in history, 
ideology, hero worship. ‘In a world slipping out of control, gripped by disgust, fear, 
and incomprehension, Gillespie feels that events threaten to overwhelm him - as 
does his friendship with the amiable but sinister American, Stipe; his relationship 
with his canny native driver, Auguste; and, above all, his love for Ines. ‘It is Ines who
defines Gillespie as a catastrofista, an Italian word for somebody for whom ‘no 
problem is small. Nothing can be fixed; it’s always the end,’ for Gillespie is deeply 
pessimistic and skeptical about their relationship as well as politics, while Ines 
believes in engagement and commitment, whatever the risks - which, as it turns out,
are greater than either of them can foresee. ‘As colonial corruption and injustice give
way to turmoil, brutality, and murder, Gillespie is finally forced to confront what is 
happening before his eyes.

Ronan Bennett (born: 14 January 1956) is a Northern Irish novelist and screenwriter.
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Benson, Michael. Why the Grateful Dead Matter. Lebanon. 2016. 
ForeEdge/University Press of New England. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 9781611688511. 10 illustrations. 248 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
42810. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Why the Grateful Dead Matter is both personal essay 
and robust polemic. Veteran writer and lifelong Deadhead Michael Benson argues 
that the Grateful Dead are not simply a successful rock and roll band but a 
phenomenon central to American culture. He defends the proposition that the 
Grateful Dead are, in fact, a musical movement as transformative as any -ism in the
artistic history of this century and the last. And a lot more fun than most. From the 
street festivals of Haight-Ashbury to the cross- country acid tests with the Merry 
Pranksters, and from the sound-and-light show at the Great Pyramid at Giza to the 
ecstatic outpouring of joy at Soldier Field in the summer of ’15, the Grateful Dead 
have been at the center of American life, music, and karmic flow for fifty years. In 
Why the Grateful Dead Matter, Michael Benson brings it all back to life and makes a
compelling case for the band’s lasting cultural importance. ‘With Why the Grateful 
Dead Matter Michael Benson has conjured an alternate nation—and a book for 
those who take their (electric) Kool-Aid by the pitcher.’ - Fred Goodman, author of 
Allen Klein: The Man Who Bailed out the Beatles, Made the Stones, and 
Transformed Rock ’n’ Roll.

Michael Benson has written about music, sports, crime, film, the military, and politics
for a number of national publications. He is the author of many books including The
Devil at Genesee Junction and Murder in Connecticut. He lives in Brooklyn, and is a
lifelong follower of the Grateful Dead.
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Benson, Timothy O. Expressionist Utopias: Paradise, Metropolis, Architectural 
Fantasy. Berkeley. 2001. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Wrappers. 0520230035. 234 pages. paperback. Inventory # 36133. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The notion of utopia exists in every culture, capturing 
shared dreams and common goals. This book-prepared to accompany the exhibition
Expressionist Utopias mounted at the Los Angeles County Museum in 1993--
explores how the optimistic themes of utopia and fantasy sustained faith among 
artists and architects in the power of art to shape a better world during the 
tumultuous World War I era in Germany. The exhibition’s curator, Timothy O. 
Benson along with David Frisby, Reinhold Heller, Anton Kaes, Wolf Prix, and Iain 
Boyd White present the diverse manifestations of the utopia metaphor in its 
progression throughout Expressionism from Arcadian to manmade utopias. This 
work includes a new essay and an interview by Edward Dimenberg with Wolf Prix on
the spectacular installation created for the exhibition by the Viennese architectural 
firm Coop Himmelblau.

Timothy O. Benson is Curator of the Robert Gore Rifkind Center for German 
Expressionist Studies at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art.
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Berberova, Nina. The Tattered Cloak and Other Novels. New York. 1991. Knopf. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679402810. Translated from the 
Russian by Marian Schwartz. 309 pages. hardcover. Jacket art: 'Study of a Woman'
by Kees van Dongen. Jacket design by Carol Devine Carson. Inventory # 7928. 
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The greatest collection by one of the great Russian 
writers is now back in print. First published in Europe in the 1930s and '40s, these 
searing, evocative stories by the late émigré writer Nina Berberova (1901-1993) are
portraits of the lives of Russian exiles in Paris on the eve of World War II. The 
protagonists range from housekeepers and waiters to shabby-genteel aristocrats 
and intellectuals - but all are united in a haunting displacement from their pasts, and
all share a troubling uncertainty about the future.

Nina Berberova's life spanned the entire twentieth century from her birth in St. 
Petersburg, Russia, in 1901 to her death in Philadelphia in 1993. She left Russia in
1922, lived in Germany, Czechoslovakia, and Italy, and finally settled in Paris in 
1925. There she wrote prolifically for publication in the émigré press. With seventy-
five dollars in her pocket, she came to the United States in 1951 and, after a series 
of jobs, worked finally as an instructor at Yale University and later at Princeton. Her
work was first introduced to non-Russian readers in French translation and was 
vastly popular in France. She was honored as a Chevalier of the French Order of 
Arts and Letters. Among her works are THE LADIES FROM ST. PETERSBURG, 
THE BOOK OF HAPPINESS, CAPE OF STORMS and her remarkable 
autobiography THE ITALICS ARE MINE.
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Berendt, John. Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil. New York. 1993. Random
House. Publisher's Early Uncorrected galley. Photocopied & bound with black 
binding tape. 8 1/2 x 11 inches. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 0679429220.
393 pages. paperback. Inventory # 35265. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Shots rang out in Savannah's grandest mansion in the 
misty,early morning hours of May 2, 1981.  Was it murder or self-defense?  For 
nearly a decade, the shooting and its aftermath reverberated throughout this 
hauntingly beautiful city of moss-hung oaks and shaded squares.  John Berendt's 
sharply observed, suspenseful, and witty narrative reads like a thoroughly 
engrossing novel, and yet it is a work of nonfiction.  Berendt skillfully interweaves a 
hugely entertaining first-person account of life in this isolated remnant of the Old 
South with the unpredictable twists and turns of a landmark murder case. It is a 
spellbinding story peopled by a gallery of remarkable characters: the well-bred 
society ladies of the Married Woman's Card Club; the turbulent young redneck 
gigolo; the hapless recluse who owns a bottle of poison so powerful it could kill 
every man, woman, and child in Savannah; the aging and profane Southern belle 
who is the 'soul of pampered self-absorption'; the uproariously funny black drag 
queen; the acerbic and arrogant antiques dealer; the sweet-talking, piano-playing 
con artist; young blacks dancing the minuet at the black debutante ball; and 
Minerva, the voodoo priestess who works her magic in the graveyard at 
midnight.  These and other Savannahians act as a Greek chorus, with Berendt 
revealing the alliances, hostilities, and intrigues that thrive in a town where everyone
knows everyone else. Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil: A Savannah Story is
a sublime and seductive reading experience.  Brilliantly conceived and masterfully 
written, this enormously engaging portrait of a most beguiling Southern city is certain
to become a modern classic.

John Berendt (born December 5, 1939) is an American author, known for writing the
best-selling non-fiction book Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil, which was a 
finalist for the 1995 Pulitzer Prize in General Nonfiction.
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Berenstain, Stanley and Janice. Call Me Mrs. New York. 1961. Dell Publishing 
Company. 1st Dell Paperback Edition. Good in Wrappers. 160 pages. paperback. 
D447. Inventory # 37005. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here she is - the loveable laughable lady who runs a 
home, a husband and the PTA (all at the same time) - lover boy’s better half.

Stan and Jan Berenstain were American writers and illustrators best known for 
creating the children's book series The Berenstain Bears. Stanley "Stan" Melvin 
Berenstain (September 29, 1923 – November 26, 2005) was born and raised in 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Janice "Jan" Marian Berenstain (née Grant; July 26, 
1923 – February 24, 2012) was born and raised in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and 
attended Radnor High School in Radnor, Pennsylvania.
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Berger, John. Photocopies: Stories. New York. 1996. Pantheon Books. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679435255. 181 pages. hardcover. Jacket art by
Yves Berger. Inventory # 23069. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - John Berger uses words to capture a splendid array of 
moments, passing encounters, and unnoticed gestures - together they express a 
frieze in history as we near the end of the century, and Berger places us there within
it. Through Berger’s words we see a street performer achieve a stillness so profound
it recalls death. We enter a room where Simone Weil once lived, and where her 
presence lingers unexpectedly. We watch a man whose youth was spent in the 
maze of the Gulag, now forced to leave the house he had always imagined for 
himself in the years of his imprisonment. A vagabond cyclist pedals into our line of 
sight: she sees the world as if through a moving window, flowers grow in her basket
as though on a windowsill. Each ‘photocopy’ is about someone for whom Berger felt
a kind of love. In giving life to these moments that caught his heart, Berger gives us,
involuntarily, an intimate yet elusive portrait of himself.

John Peter Berger (born 5 November 1926) is an English art critic, novelist, painter 
and poet. His novel G. won the 1972 Booker Prize, and his essay on art criticism 
Ways of Seeing, written as an accompaniment to a BBC series, is often used as a 
university text.
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Berger, Thomas. Being Invisible. Boston. 1987. Little Brown. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0316091588. 262 pages. hardcover. Jacket
design by Paul Bacon. Inventory # 26458. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Things are not going well for Fred Wagner. His wife has 
left him, his job as a catalog copywriter for a mail-order catalog that sells things like
obscene beer mugs and ballpoint pens that double as flashlights is becoming 
increasingly unsatisfying. And, his novel, after six years, has not progressed beyond
the opening pages. Out of shear desperation, he wishes himself invisible. To his 
amazement, his wish begins to come true. As Wagner tries do make the best of this
unique gift, he finds invisibility has its drawbacks.

Thomas Louis Berger (July 20, 1924 – July 13, 2014) was an American novelist. 
Probably best known for his picaresque novel Little Big Man and the subsequent film
by Arthur Penn, Berger explored and manipulated many genres of fiction throughout
his career, including the crime novel, the hard-boiled detective story, science fiction,
the utopian novel, plus re-workings of classical mythology, Arthurian legend, and the
survival adventure.
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Berger, Thomas. Crazy in Berlin. New York. 1958. Scribners. 1st American Edition.
Previous Owner’s Name Penned in Front and a Couple of Light Stain Marks On Top
Edge, Otherwise Very Good. No Dustjacket. 439 pges. hardcover. Jacket design by
Sydney Butchkes. Inventory # 43981. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This startlingly original novel manages to be at once 
dramatic, intellectually stimulating, and very funny. The story takes place in Berlin 
during the early days of the American-Russian occupation; but Mr. Berger is first of 
all concerned with individuals - with Germans and Americans, moving in a pattern of
loyalty and betrayal, guilt and redemption. The individuals he deals with are 
extraordinary. Carlo Reinhart holds the central place: a German-American obsessed
by the Nazi crimes against the Jews, stationed now in Berlin as an army medic, a 
physically powerful fellow, good-hearted, and something of a fool. Mr. Berger’s 
skillfully worked-out plot involves Reinhart with a strange assortment, each of whom
contributes to his education as a human being. The intelligence officer Nathan 
Schild is an American Communist who finds himself befriending a Russian deserter
named Lichenko. The little German Schatzi, a charter-member Nazi, now acts as a
Russian courier and can procure anything from the black market. There is the large,
cheery, handsome nurse, Veronica Very, who runs the hospital psychiatric ward; 
and there is the German girl Lori with her incredibly erudite husband, Bach, who 
delights in the odor of decaying fruit. Each of these people has a story to be 
revealed, and their play upon Carlo Reinhart makes something different of him. He 
is shaped by irony, comedy, and violence. Thomas Berger has a style of his own - 
packed, idiomatic, alive with ironic contrast. He begins with this book an important 
career as a novelist. A native of Ohio, Thomas Berger was born in 1924, and 
educated at the, University of Cincinnati and Columbia. He enlisted in the Army at 
eighteen and served in Europe during World War II. A veteran of the first occupation
of Berlin in 1945, he revisited the city in 1956. For some years Mr. Berger was on 
the staff of the Rand School of Social Science in New York; he has also worked in 
journalism and book publishing. He and his wife, Jeanne Redpath, an artist, now live
in a little town on the west bank of the Hudson River. CRAZY IN BERLIN, the result
of more than four years’ work, is Mr. Berger’s first novel.
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Berger, Thomas. Nowhere. New York. 1985. Delacorte Press. 1st American Printing.
Very Good in Dustjacket. Remainder Marking On Bottom Edge. 0385294018. A 
Seymour Lawrence book. 190 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration & design by Fred
Marcellino. Inventory # 1371. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Detective Russel Wren takes a case in what just might 
be the oddest country on earth. A phone call warning of a bomb threat is all 
Detective Russel Wren needs to get out the door. He makes it to the next block 
before an enormous explosion destroys his entire building. Without his Manhattan 
office, Wren finds himself forced to accept a strange mission to the tiny central 
European nation of Saint Sebastian. Saint Sebastian is unlike any country Wren has
ever seen, and as his stay there continues, its oddities merely multiply: blond-haired
citizens are consigned to the underclass; rudeness is a capital crime; and the 
Ministry of Clams is the go-to for any problem that can’t be solved by the Ministries 
of Hoaxes, Disaffection, Irony, or Allergies. No matter where Wren finds himself, he
stumbles upon something puzzling, hilarious, and extraordinary—all leading up to a
stunning turn of events.

Thomas Louis Berger (July 20, 1924 – July 13, 2014) was an American novelist. 
Probably best known for his picaresque novel Little Big Man and the subsequent film
by Arthur Penn, Berger explored and manipulated many genres of fiction throughout
his career, including the crime novel, the hard-boiled detective story, science fiction,
the utopian novel, plus re-workings of classical mythology, Arthurian legend, and the
survival adventure.keywords
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Berger, Thomas. Regiment of Women. New York. 1975. Simon & Schuster. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Very Slightly Worn Boards. No Dustjacket. 0671214926. 349
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 30222. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It is the 21st century. In New York City the worst fears of
future shock have become daily realities for its inhabitants. There are frequent 
pollution alerts and detention centres are located. Georgie Cornell goes to work in a
white tailored blouse and pleated skirt. Only Georgie is a man. Once again, Thomas
Berger brings a satiric and irreverent perspective to the human experience, evoking
a world that most dare not even imagine and effectively dismantling all existing 
definitions of sex and gender. 'Imagined with such ferocity and glee that we assent 
to it almost in spite of ourselves. a brilliant accomplishment by one of out best 
novelists.'--New York Times Book Review.

Thomas Louis Berger (July 20, 1924 – July 13, 2014) was an American novelist. 
Probably best known for his picaresque novel Little Big Man and the subsequent film
by Arthur Penn, Berger explored and manipulated many genres of fiction throughout
his career, including the crime novel, the hard-boiled detective story, science fiction,
the utopian novel, plus re-workings of classical mythology, Arthurian legend, and the
survival adventure.
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Berger, Thomas. Reinhart in Love. New York. 1962. Scribners. 1st American 
Edition. Penned-In Name Of Previous Owner Crossed Out With Marking Pen, 
Otherwise Very Good.No Dustjacket. 438 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 7508. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Carlo Reinhart returns home from service in occupied 
Germany and finds the postwar U.S. a different world: housing developments, 
gadget technology, a physical and spiritual malaise that boom times evoke. Good-
hearted and intelligent, sympathetic but cynical, Reinhart is a participant who 
nevertheless remains a spectator. This gives the story its piquancy. Imagine going 
full throttle for success, simultaneously riding the brakes in apprehension. ‘Picture 
Fielding’s Tom Jones in a 20th century landscape and you’ll have some idea of 
REINHART IN LOVE.’ (The New York Times).

Thomas Louis Berger (July 20, 1924 – July 13, 2014) was an American novelist. 
Probably best known for his picaresque novel Little Big Man and the subsequent film
by Arthur Penn, Berger explored and manipulated many genres of fiction throughout
his career, including the crime novel, the hard-boiled detective story, science fiction,
the utopian novel, plus re-workings of classical mythology, Arthurian legend, and the
survival adventure.
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Berger, Thomas. Reinhart's Women. New York. 1981. Delacorte Press. 1st Printing.
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0440074088. 295 pages. hardcover. Jacket
design by Fred Marcellino. Inventory # 1369. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this novel Carl Reinhart, a large but sensitive man who
has been fascinated with women ever since having been born of one, finds himself 
at close quarters with a variety of female persons. Among them are his daughter, 
Winona, once pudgy and plain, but now a beautiful model; the dynamic executive 
Grace Greenwood, who is passionate in her private life; his colleague Helen 
Clayton, remarkable for her generosity to men; Mercer, his wellborn but distraught 
daughter-in-law; a young, gentle, unusually tall neighbor named Edie Mulhouse; 
and, wielding as sharp a blade as ever, his wife of twenty years, his ex of ten, the 
redoubtable Genevieve. But Reinhart is at last old enough to have removed his 
heart from sleeve to inside pocket, and he has furthermore become proficient at that
craft in which male prowess is always encouraged by women, namely cookery. In 
fact he is so good at it as to attract an offer of fame and fortune on television! 
Meanwhile his male offspring, the embittered Blaine, having made the typical 
transition from hippie to stockbroker, endures an endless domestic crisis, and a 
friend’s son - who, when last seen, was a black-power activist - is of course now the
ascetic leader of a religious cult. While telling a tale that is complete within its pages,
REINHART’S WOMEN is the fourth volume in the fictional series that begins with 
CRAZY IN BERLIN, continues through REINHART IN LOVE and VITAL PARTS, 
and spans the career of Thomas Berger, whose other books include LITTLE BIG 
MAN, ARTHUR REX, and NEIGHBORS. Earlier reviewers of Reinhart novels have 
used the terms ‘masterpiece’ (Harper’s), ‘ennobling’ (The New York Times), 
‘wonderfully generous’ (Newsweek), and of the series as a whole, ‘a great and 
unique achievement’ (The Washington Post).

Thomas Louis Berger (July 20, 1924 – July 13, 2014) was an American novelist. 
Probably best known for his picaresque novel Little Big Man and the subsequent film
by Arthur Penn, Berger explored and manipulated many genres of fiction throughout
his career, including the crime novel, the hard-boiled detective story, science fiction,
the utopian novel, plus re-workings of classical mythology, Arthurian legend, and the
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Berger, Thomas. The Feud. New York. 1983. Delacorte Press. 1st Printing. Very 
Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. Remainder Marking On Bottom Edge. 
0440028337. 265 pages. hardcover. Jacket art by Fred Marcellino. Inventory # 
1370. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In THE FEUD Thomas Berger returns to the era and 
milieu that he knows best-small-town America in the 1930s. THE FEUD chronicles 
encounters, hostile and amorous, between members of the Bellers of Hornbeck and
Bullards of Millville. The trouble begins when Dolf Beller, on an innocent mission for
paint remover, chews an unlit cigar in Bud Bullard’s hardware store, where no 
smoking is allowed. Within 24 hours the store burns down. Dolf’s car blows up-and 
the feud begins.

Thomas Louis Berger (July 20, 1924 – July 13, 2014) was an American novelist. 
Probably best known for his picaresque novel Little Big Man and the subsequent film
by Arthur Penn, Berger explored and manipulated many genres of fiction throughout
his career, including the crime novel, the hard-boiled detective story, science fiction,
the utopian novel, plus re-workings of classical mythology, Arthurian legend, and the
survival adventure.
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Berger, Thomas. The Feud. New York. 1983. Delacorte Press. 1st Printing. Very 
Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0440028337. 265 pages. hardcover. Cover: Fred
Marcellino. Inventory # 22748. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In THE FEUD Thomas Berger returns to the era and 
milieu that he knows best-small-town America in the 1930s. THE FEUD chronicles 
encounters, hostile and amorous, between members of the Bellers of Hornbeck and
Bullards of Millville. The trouble begins when Dolf Beller, on an innocent mission for
paint remover, chews an unlit cigar in Bud Bullard’s hardware store, where no 
smoking is allowed. Within 24 hours the store burns down. Dolf’s car blows up-and 
the feud begins.

Thomas Louis Berger (July 20, 1924 – July 13, 2014) was an American novelist. 
Probably best known for his picaresque novel Little Big Man and the subsequent film
by Arthur Penn, Berger explored and manipulated many genres of fiction throughout
his career, including the crime novel, the hard-boiled detective story, science fiction,
the utopian novel, plus re-workings of classical mythology, Arthurian legend, and the
survival adventure.
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Berger, Thomas. The Houseguest. Boston. 1988. Little Brown. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0316091634. 240 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Paul
Bacon. Inventory # 28538. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Chuck Burgoyne is no ordinary houseguest. The 
Graveses (father Doug; wife Audrey; son Bobby; and daughter-in-law Lydia) have 
gotten used to his polite manners and gourmet breakfasts. But one morning at the 
Graveses' summer home, Chuck fails to appear. When Chuck finally does surface, 
he is no longer sweet and charming, but rather has become aggressive and 
arrogant, abusing each family member in turn. Each family member that is, except 
the fellow outsider, Lydia. Once Chuck rescues her from the dangerous undertow of
the ocean, Lydia can't help but feel obligated to him, even after his uninvited 
advances to her while she's half asleep. Slowly it becomes apparent to the family 
that Chuck isn't anyone's guest but rather a perfect stranger who wormed his way 
into their home. Yet the Graveses are so concerned with not offending him by being
impolite that they willingly accept the abuse he freely dishes out. In private, however,
they all scheme for his undoing. But will anyone muster up the courage? An eerie 
and clever novel, The Houseguest introduces one of Berger's most dangerous and 
compelling villains.

Thomas Louis Berger (July 20, 1924 – July 13, 2014) was an American novelist. 
Probably best known for his picaresque novel Little Big Man and the subsequent film
by Arthur Penn, Berger explored and manipulated many genres of fiction throughout
his career, including the crime novel, the hard-boiled detective story, science fiction,
the utopian novel, plus re-workings of classical mythology, Arthurian legend, and the
survival adventure.
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Berger, Thomas. The Return of Little Big Man. Boston. 1999. Little Brown. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0316098442. 432 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Leslie Goldman. Inventory # 26330. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1964, LITTLE BIG MAN gave us the reminiscences of
Jack Crabb - a white orphan raised among the Cheyenne - who returns to ‘civilized’
society, where (among other things) he tangles with Wyatt Earp and Wild Bill Hickok,
and ends up as the only white survivor of Custer’s Last Stand Now in The Return of
Little Big Man, the sequel to that bestselling literary classic, Jack Crabb, the 
foremost chronicler of the American West, continues his fabulous adventures. At the
end of LITTLE BIG MAN, Jack’s supposed death at age 111 cut short his tale. A 
Newly discovered manuscript, however, reveals that Jack had faked his death to get
out Of his publishing contract, and he now picks up the story of his extraordinary 
action-packed life. Back in the saddle again, Jack gives a blow-by-blow eyewitness
account of the assassination of Wild Bill Hickok, and reveals what really happened 
at the O.K. Corral. He meets, shoots, drinks, and rides with Bat Masterson, Annie 
Oakley, Doc Holliday, and dozens of ordinary Western folk: teachers, bargirls, 
saloon owners, cowboys, trappers, and gunslingers. Jack even travels to Europe 
with Buffalo Bill Cody in his Wild West show, where he is embraced by Queen 
Victoria and the Prince of Wales. And in a gut-wrenching final, Jack witnesses the 
murder of one of America’s greatest heroes – Sitting Bull. As in LITTLE BIG MAN, 
Thomas Berger’s meticulous research enriches his story with authenticity and 
historical accuracy. THE RETURN OF LITTLE BIG MAN is an astonishing literary 
achievement and a rollicking good read.

Thomas Louis Berger (July 20, 1924 – July 13, 2014) was an American novelist. 
Probably best known for his picaresque novel Little Big Man and the subsequent film
by Arthur Penn, Berger explored and manipulated many genres of fiction throughout
his career, including the crime novel, the hard-boiled detective story, science fiction,
the utopian novel, plus re-workings of classical mythology, Arthurian legend, and the
survival adventure.
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Berger, Thomas. Vital Parts. New York. 1970. Richard Baron. 1st Edition. Very 
Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 432 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 1360. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This completes Thomas Berger’s Reinhart trilogy. The 
44-year-old Carlo Reinhart is now a liberal, disdained by his wife, and reviled by his 
long-haired son, but adored by his overweight teenage daughter. Can a fat, forty-
plus average guy make it in the hippie-dippie world of the 70's? Will a Middle-
American shlump like Carlo Reinhart find his karma amidst revolutionaries, rock-
freaks, dope, a discotheque call The Gastrointestinal System, spaced-out checks, 
orgies, synthetic humans, and wild schemes for freezing people for eternal life?

Thomas Louis Berger (July 20, 1924 – July 13, 2014) was an American novelist. 
Probably best known for his picaresque novel Little Big Man and the subsequent film
by Arthur Penn, Berger explored and manipulated many genres of fiction throughout
his career, including the crime novel, the hard-boiled detective story, science fiction,
the utopian novel, plus re-workings of classical mythology, Arthurian legend, and the
survival adventure.
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Berger, Thomas. Who Is Teddy Villanova?. New York. 1977. Delacorte Press. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0440095468. A Seymour Lawrence book. 247 
pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by John Sposato. Inventory # 1362. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In WHO IS TEDDY VILLANOVA? Mr. Berger turns for 
the first time to the private-eye thriller, which, as practiced by the masters Hammett,
Chandler, and Ross Macdonald, was for many years his voracious addiction as 
reader. The seedy office; the down-at-heel shamus; the procession of sinister, 
chicane, or merely brutal men and scheming, vicious, but lovely women; the 
sequence of savage beatings, apparently unmotivated except by the typically human
urge to bring pain; and especially the Byzantine plot, trying to unravel which (at any 
time before the magical denouement) would be as if to attack the Kremlin cipher with
a Little Orphan Annie decoder ring - all these, and more, are in Who WHO IS 
TEDDY VILLANOVA? The cast of characters would seem taken from the roster of 
known sex offenders maintained by the police of every major American city - the 
giant sadist Gus Bakewell; Donald Washburn II, perhaps the scion of a wealthy 
family, certainly an exhibitionist; quaint slumlord Sam Polidor; sleek, blonde Natalie
Novotny, surely more than the airline stewardess she pretends to be; pneumatic 
Peggy Tumulty, who hails from Queens; Russel Wren, reluctant hero and garrulous
narrator of the tale (in a rococo style reminiscent by turns of Thomas DeQuincey, 
Thomas Babington Macaulay, and Sir Thomas Malory, but nothing like that of 
Thomas Berger’s previous work); a covey of depraved schoolgirls; and a styful of 
undercover cops, to name only some of the principals. But over them all falls the evil
shadow of the elusive Teddy Vlllanova, master criminal, underwear fetishist, 
archenemy of social ameliorism, and, though presumably a foreigner, a habitue of a
diseased Manhattan.

Thomas Louis Berger (July 20, 1924 – July 13, 2014) was an American novelist. 
Probably best known for his picaresque novel Little Big Man and the subsequent film
by Arthur Penn, Berger explored and manipulated many genres of fiction throughout
his career, including the crime novel, the hard-boiled detective story, science fiction,
the utopian novel, plus re-workings of classical mythology, Arthurian legend, and the
survival adventure.
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Bergman, Andrew. Hollywood and Levine. New York. 1975. Holt Rinehart Winston. 
1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0030138167. 216 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Stan Zagorski. Inventory # 1372. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It is February, 1947. In a shabby office building on Omar
Avenue in Los Angeles, Congressman Richard M. Nixon (B., Cal.) is addressing 
Jack LeVine, New York’s wisecracking, wily private eye. ‘America is facing the 
greatest national security crisis in her history. You have your right to disagree and 
that’s what makes America great. What I am saying is that your right to disagree will
be endangered if the Soviet program for world domination progresses any 
further.’ ‘Thanks for the tip,’ says LeVine. Jack LeVine, in Hollywood to help a 
troubled screenwriter pal, discovers that the movie capital is rife with fear and 
mistrust. As Humphrey Bogart tells LeVine during a heartstopping chase up the 
Pacific Coast Highway: ‘They’ll nail anyone who ever scratched his ass during the 
National Anthem.’ LeVine, it seems, has stumbled upon the very dawn of the 
blacklist, as well as a couple of murders, and a disturbing romance with a beautiful,
enigmatic widow. Nixon, Bogart, John Garfield, Lauren Bacall, the FBI, Ava Gardner,
Sacco and Vanzetti, and the House Committee on Un-American Activities are but a 
few of the forces LeVine must face in solving a case-comical, tragical, political - that
begins and ends where fantasy and reality collide, a Hollywood movie lot. Andrew 
Bergman introduced Jack LeVine in his first NOVEL THE BIG KISS-OFF OF 1944. 
and wrote the original story and co-authored the screenplay of Blazing Saddles.

Andrew Bergman (born February 20, 1945) is an American screenwriter, film 
director, and novelist. New York magazine in 1985 dubbed him "The Unknown King
of Comedy". His best known films include Blazing Saddles, The In-Laws, and The 
Freshman.
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Bergman, Andrew. The Big Kiss-Off of 1944. New York. 1974. Holt Rinehart 
Winston. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With A Few 
Small Tears. 0030117968. 194 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Jon McIntosh. 
Inventory # 11781. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The year is 1944. Overseas the Allies are sweeping 
across Europe. At home Franklin D. Roosevelt is running for an unprecedented 
fourth term against Thomas E. Dewey. And in New York City, Jack LeVine, a bald 
private detective, is spending a hot summer staring at the file clerks across the way,
drinking Blatz beer, and trying to stay near a fan. When Kerry Lane, a chorus girl in 
the hit musical GI Canteen asks LeVine to recover stag films she made while down
on her luck in Hollywood, the detective gets involved in the most bizarre episode of 
his undistinguished career. A routine blackmail assignment deepens into a murder 
case and, finally, into a matter directly affecting the outcome of the Second World 
War and the presidential election. Along the way LeVine has a gothic brush with 
death in the Catskills, is set up for a rooftop kill in Philadelphia, and ‘plunges into a 
zero-hour confrontation with his adversaries in that shrine of forties’ culture, Radio 
City. He meets a top Broadway producer, Three-star generals, a presidential 
candidate, and a galaxy of three-time losers, four-flushers, and snotty elevator 
operators. LeVine handles them all with the aplomb that is his trade. Mark. In this 
outrageous and funny novel of political shenanigans, Andrew Berg. man has 
captured the tough but sentimental mood of the 1940s and, in the character of Jack
LeVine, has created a shamus in the venerable mode of Raymond Chandler’s Philip
Marlowe.

Andrew Bergman (born February 20, 1945) is an American screenwriter, film 
director, and novelist. New York magazine in 1985 dubbed him "The Unknown King
of Comedy". His best known films include Blazing Saddles, The In-Laws, and The 
Freshman.
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Bergreen, Laurence. James Agee: A Life. New York. 1984. Dutton. 1st Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0525242538. 467 pages. hardcover. Front & back photographs
by Helen Levitt. Inventory # 1374. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When James Agee died in 1955, he had published only 
three works of any length: PERMIT ME VOYAGE, LET US NOW PRAISE FAMOUS
MEN, and THE MORNING WATCH. The volume of poetry was largely forgotten; the
documentary had been proclaimed a failure; the novel had received mixed reviews.
A version of the genius destroyed-by-the-system legend had grown up around Agee,
based primarily upon his monumentally self-destructive personality and his long 
association with the Luce empire, but he seemed destined for the ranks of America’s
forgotten writers. Publication of A DEATH IN THE FAMILY in 1957 and its award of 
the Pulitzer Prize for literature increased interest in Agee and his work and led to the
reissue of LET US NOW PRAISE FAMOUS MEN in 1960. Reconsidered, LET US 
NOW PRAISE FAMOUS MEN appeared to be one of the most important books of 
the 1930s. This judgment, along with the success of A DEATH IN THE FAMILY, 
seems to have won for Agee a permanent place in American literary history.

Laurence Bergreen (born February 4, 1950) is an American historian and 
biographer.
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Berkhofer Jr., Robert F. The White Man's Indian. New York. 1978. Knopf. 1st 
Edition. A Few Small Mark s On Bottom Edge, Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0394484851. 261 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 19066. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Columbus called them ‘Indians’ because his geography
was faulty. But that name and, more importantly, the images it has come to suggest
have endured for five centuries, not only obscuring the true identity of the original 
Americans but serving as an idealogical weapon in their subjugation. Now, in this 
brilliant and deeply disturbing reinterpretation of the American past, Robert 
Berkhofer has written an impressively documented account of the self-serving 
stereotypes Europeans and white Americans have concocted about the 'Indian': 
Noble Savage or bloodthirsty redskin, he was deemed inferior in the light of western,
Christian civilization and manipulated to its benefit. A thought-provoking and 
revelatory study of the absolute, seemingly ineradicable pervasiveness of white 
racism, The White Man's Indian is a truly important book which penetrates to the 
very heart of our understanding of ourselves.

Robert F. Berkhofer, Jr., (November 30, 1931, Teaneck, NJ - June 25, 2012, Davis,
CA) was Professor of History at the University of California, Santa Cruz. His works 
include A Behavioral Approach to Historical Analysis; Salvation and the Savage: An
Analysis of Protestant Missions and American Indian Response, 1787-1962; and 
The White Man’s Indian: Images of the American Indian from Columbus to the 
Present.
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Berkin, Carol. First Generations: Women in Colonial America. New York. 1996. Hill
& Wang. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0809045613. 234 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 23498. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Traditional scholarship has tended to omit the obvious 
truth that European, Indian, and African women of 17th- and 18th-century America 
were critical actors in shaping the new nation's culture and history. FIRST 
GENERATIONS examines women as active participants in the creation of their 
society and, finally, gives early American women their proper place in history.

Carol Ruth Berkin (born 1 October 1942) is an American historian and author 
specializing in women's role in American colonial history.
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Berlin, Isaiah. Personal Impressions - Expanded Edition. Princeton. 2001. Princeton
University Press. 1st Printing of This New Expanded Paperback Edition. Very Good 
in Wrappers. 0691088586. Edited by Henry Hardy. Introduction by Noel Annan. 277
pages. paperback. Inventory # 41596. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This remarkable collection contains Isaiah Berlin's 
appreciations of seventeen people of unusual distinction in the intellectual or political
world, sometimes both. The names of many of them are familiar: Winston Churchill,
Franklin D. Roosevelt, Chaim Weizmann, Albert Einstein, and others. With the 
exception of Roosevelt, he met them all and knew many of them well. For this 
expanded edition, four new portraits have been added, including those of Virginia 
Woolf and Edmund Wilson. This volume also contains a vivid and moving account of
Berlin's meetings in Russia with Boris Pasternak and Anna Akhmatova in 1945 and
1956. Perhaps the most fascinating of these "personal impressions" is found in the 
epilogue, where Berlin describes the three strands in his own personality: Russian,
English, and Jewish.

Sir Isaiah Berlin (6 June 1909 – 5 November 1997), British of Russian-Jewish origin,
was a social and political theorist, philosopher and historian of ideas, ‘thought by 
many to be the dominant scholar of his generation’. He excelled as an essayist, 
conversationalist and raconteur; and as a brilliant lecturer who improvised, rapidly 
and spontaneously, richly allusive and coherently structured material. He translated
works by Ivan Turgenev from Russian into English and, during the war, worked for 
the British Diplomatic Service. In its obituary of the scholar,keywords
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Berlin, Isaiah. The Power of Ideas. Princeton. 2002. Princeton University Press. 
Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0691092761. Edited by 
Henry Hardy. 240 pages. paperback. Inventory # 40308. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ISAIAH BERLIN The Power of Ideas Edited by Henry 
Hardy The essays collected in this new volume reveal Isaiah Berlin at his most lucid
and accessible. He was constitutionally incapable of writing with the opacity of the 
specialist, but these shorter, more introductory pieces provide the perfect starting-
point for the reader new to his work. Those who are already familiar with his writing
will also be grateful for this further addition to his collected essays. The connecting 
theme of these essays, as in the case of earlier volumes, is the crucial social and 
political role—past, present and future—of ideas, and of their progenitors. A rich 
variety of subject-matters is represented—from philosophy to education, from 
Russia to Israel, from Marxism to romanticism—so that the truth of Heine’s warning 
is exemplified on a broad front. It is a warning that Berlin often referred to, and 
provides an answer to those who ask, as from time to time they do, why intellectual
history matters. Among the contents are ‘My Intellectual Path’, Berlin’s last essay, a
retrospective autobiographical survey of his main preoccupations, and ‘Jewish 
Slavery and Emancipation’, the classic statement of his Zionist views, long 
unavailable in faint. His other subjects include the Enlightenment, Giambattista Vico,
Vissarion Belinsky, Alexander Herzen, G. V. Plekhanov, the Russian intelligentsia, 
the idea of liberty, political realism, nationalism and historicism. The book exhibits 
the full range of his remarkably wide expertise, and demonstrates the striking and 
enormously engaging individuality, as well as the power, of his own ideas.

Sir Isaiah Berlin (6 June 1909 – 5 November 1997), British of Russian-Jewish origin,
was a social and political theorist, philosopher and historian of ideas, ‘thought by 
many to be the dominant scholar of his generation’. He excelled as an essayist, 
conversationalist and raconteur; and as a brilliant lecturer who improvised, rapidly 
and spontaneously, richly allusive and coherently structured material. He translated
works by Ivan Turgenev from Russian into English and, during the war, worked for 
the British Diplomatic Service. In its obituary of the scholar,
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Berlin, Isaiah. The Roots of Romanticism. Princeton. 2001. Princeton University 
Press. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0691086621. Edited 
by Dr. Henry Hardy. 171 pages. paperback. Inventory # 40379. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here, available at last in printed form, are Isaiah Berlin’s
most celebrated lectures, the Mellon Lectures, delivered in Washington in 1965, 
recorded by the BBC, and broadcast several times. A published version has been 
keenly awaited ever since the lectures were given, and Berlin had always hoped to 
complete a book based on them. But despite extensive further work this hope was 
not fulfilled, and the present volume is an edited transcript of his spoken words. For
Berlin, the Romantics set in motion a vast, unparalleled revolution in humanity’s view
of itself. They destroyed the traditional notions of objective truth and validity in ethics
with incalculable, all-pervasive results. As he said of them elsewhere: ‘The world has
never been the same since, and our politics and our morals have been deeply 
transformed by them. Certainly this has been the most radical, and indeed dramatic,
not to say terrifying, change in men’s outlook in modern times.’ In these brilliant 
lectures Berlin surveys the myriad attempts to define Romanticism, distills its 
essence, traces its developments from its first stirrings to its apotheosis, and shows
how its lasting legacy permeates our own outlook. Combining the freshness and 
immediacy of the spoken word with Berlin’s inimitable eloquence and wit, the 
lectures range over a cast of the greatest thinkers and artists of the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries, including Kant, Rousseau, Diderot, Schiller, Novalis, Schlegel,
Goethe, Blake, Byron, and Beethoven. Berlin argues that the ideas and attitudes 
held by these and other figures helped to shape twentieth-century nationalism, 
existentialism, democracy, totalitarianism, and our ideas about heroic individuals, 
individual self-fulfillment, and the exalted place of art. This is the record of an 
intellectual bravura performance - of one of the century’s most influential 
philosophers dissecting and assessing a movement that changed the course of 
history.

Sir Isaiah Berlin (6 June 1909 – 5 November 1997), British of Russian-Jewish origin,
was a social and political theorist, philosopher and historian of ideas, ‘thought by 
many to be the dominant scholar of his generation’.
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Berlin, Lucia. So Long: Stories 1987-1992. Jaffrey. 2017. David Godine/Black 
Sparrow Press. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9780876858936. 252 pages. paperback. Inventory # 45532. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - 'Lucia Berlin is widely recognized as a master of the 
short story. This collection captures distilled moments of crisis or epiphany, placing 
the protagonists in moments of stress or personal strain, and all told in an almost 
offhand, matter-of-fact voice. Weaving through the places she loved―Chile, Mexico,
the Southwest, and California―each story delivers a poignant moment that lingers 
in the mind, not resolved, not decoded, but resonating, as questions of the human 
condition always do, in the heart of the reader.

Lucia Berlin (November 12, 1936 – November 12, 2004) was an American short 
story writer.
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Berman, Ronald (editor). The Signet Classic Book of Restoration Drama. New York.
1980. Signet/New American Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Good in
Slightly Worn & Scuffed Wrappers. 0451514025. Edited & With An Introduction By 
Ronald Berman.Includes-The Country Wife,All For Love,The History Of King Lear,
Venice Preserved,The Squire Of Alsatia,& The Way Of the World. 552 pages. 
paperback. CE1402. Inventory # 32935. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - After the years of bleak Puritan repression, the English 
theater, following the Restoration of Charles II in 1660, enjoyed a flowering of 
creative genius that marked it as one of the great periods of world drama. The six 
plays in this collection brilliantly represent this era, and offer an all - too - true 
reflection of the manners and morals of this aristocratic society flushed with regained
power and freedom. In Wycherley's The Country Wife, sex becomes the prize in an 
intricate game of wit and wiles; in Dryden's All For Love and Tate's The History of 
King Lear, the unfettered imagination of Shakespeare yields to the reign of reason 
and order; in Otway's Venice Preserved, the playwright's clear, unadorned language
breaks through the standard elaborate brocade of rhetoric in a tragedy of politics, 
passion and treachery; in Shadwell's The Squire of Alsatia, Roman farce is given 
fresh life by full - blooded ribaldry; and in Congreve's The Way of the World, we are 
treated to the ultimate masterpiece of the era, a portrayal of the mating of love and
money in language too biting for the comfort of its original audience. These classic 
plays are all provided with individual introductions and historical notes to enhance 
the modern reader's perception and pleasure.

Dr. Ronald S. Berman is Professor of English Literature at the University of 
California, San Diego. Dr. Berman joined UCSD in 1965, coming from Kenyon 
College, Ohio, where he had served as associate professor since 1962. Prior to his
position with Kenyon College, he served as an instructor and as an assistant 
professor at Columbia University. He also served as associate editor of the Kenyon
Review.
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Bernal, Peggy Park (supervising editor). Botanical Gardens at the Huntington, 
Second Edition. San Marino. 2009. Huntington Library. 3rd Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 9780873282383. 200 pages. paperback. Inventory # 37373. $12.475

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Huntington Botanical Gardens in San Marino, 
California, are a remarkable showcase of exotic plants from all over the world, and 
this lavishly illustrated volume presents a comprehensive look at these diverse 
plantings, from towering landmark trees to minuscule desert succulents. The book's
270 color illustrations feature highlights from the Huntington's sixteen specialized 
gardens, which comprise twenty thousand kinds of plants, with as many as eighteen
hundred rose species and cultivars, twelve hundred camellia cultivars, and five 
thousand cacti and succulents. This new edition of The Botanical Gardens at the 
Huntington includes a section about the Chinese Garden, which opened in February
2008.

Peggy Park Bernal wrote about Southern California for Sunset magazine from the 
1960s-1980s. She then spent the next 25 years at the Huntington Library in various
capacaties, including as director of the Huntington Library Press from 1992-2007.
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Bernardo, Jose Raul. El Secreto De Los Toros (Spanish language edition). New 
York. 1996. Simon & Schuster/Libros En Espanol. 1st Printing. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0684823535. 332 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 21895. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - IN SPANISH. The Secret of the Bulls is a thoroughly 
enchanting and lush romantic novel, a passionate family saga that brings to life the 
brilliantly-colored world of prerevolutionary Cuba. It is a love story, the story of 
Maximiliano and Dolores's lifelong passionate love for one another, anchored firmly 
in a world where love stories are larger than life, where desires are shamelessly hot,
where male pride is fierce, and family loyalty sacred. Bernardo's original and 
spellbinding novel explores three generations of love and passion, forbidden kisses,
and enduring family pride. The Secret of the Bulls is an epic, lusty novel, sometimes
comic, sometimes tragic-a novel that seeks to understand the psychology of 
machismo in a culture steeped in both tradition and tragedy.

José Raúl Bernardo, a true "Renaissance man" was born in La Habana, Cuba on 
October 3, 1928. As a young man he studied piano, theory, solfege and composition
and read avidly. His passion for art led him to study architecture. In 1959 the Cuban
Revolution unseated Batista and Fidel Castro took over the government. The mayor
heard Bernardo speak out against communism and advised him to leave the country
or face probable consequences. Thus began Bernardo's exodus from Cuba and that
of his family and friends. With a fellowship from Columbia University he completed a
Master's degree in architecture magna cum laude and, ultimately earned his 
doctorate. During this time he was also writing poetry and composing music. Years 
later he authored novels that were published in many countries and translated into 
several languages. Among his musical compositions were concertos for piano, 
violin, viola and harpsichord; a symphony; miscellaneous chamber and solo works; 
two operas and several film scores. His deepest passion was composing music with
that special Cuban Rhythm. After a long struggle with lymphoma, he succumbed on
February 4, 2008.
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Bernardo, Jose Raul. The Secret of the Bulls. New York. 1996. Simon & Schuster. 
1st American Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684818175. 301 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 21894. $13.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Secret of the Bulls is a thoroughly enchanting and 
lush romantic novel, a passionate family saga that brings to life the brilliantly-colored
world of prerevolutionary Cuba. It is a love story, the story of Maximiliano and 
Dolores's lifelong passionate love for one another, anchored firmly in a world where 
love stories are larger than life, where desires are shamelessly hot, where male 
pride is fierce, and family loyalty sacred. Bernardo's original and spellbinding novel 
explores three generations of love and passion, forbidden kisses, and enduring 
family pride. The Secret of the Bulls is an epic, lusty novel, sometimes comic, 
sometimes tragic-a novel that seeks to understand the psychology of machismo in a
culture steeped in both tradition and tragedy.

José Raúl Bernardo is the author of two previous novels: Silent Wing, elected as 
one of the Best Works of Fiction in 1998 by the Los Angeles Times Book Review, 
and The Secret of the Bulls, now available in seven languages. A renaissance man,
José Raúl Bernardo is also a celebrated architect, poet, and a noted composer 
whose award-winning symphonic works have been heard all over the world. He now
makes his home in the Catskill Mountains of New York.
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Bernhard, Thomas. In Hora Mortis, Under the Iron of the Moon: Poems. Princeton. 
2006. Princeton University Press. 1st Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0691126429. Translated from the German by James Reidel. 192 pages. paperback.
Inventory # 36075. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Internationally acclaimed Austrian novelist, playwright, 
and memoirist Thomas Bernhard (1931-1989) has been compared to Kafka and 
Beckett, and critics have ranked his novels among the masterpieces of the twentieth
century. But in fact he began his career in the 1950s as a poet, publishing three 
books of well-received verse before turning to fiction. In Hora Mortis / Under the Iron
of the Moon is the first book of his expressionist-like poetry to be published in 
English. Bringing together Bernhard’s second and third books of poetry, the 
collection’s short, untitled lyrics reveal his early explorations of themes that would 
continue to preoccupy him in his novels, plays, and other writings—especially his 
intense ambivalence toward the land and people of Austria and their then-recent 
Nazi past. As the translator James Reidel writes in his preface, ‘Bernhard found 
Austrian soil. to be like a hair shirt and a blanket. It is a killing ground but with a 
postcard setting.’ In poems that both subvert and pay homage to such influences as
Georg Trakl, Bernhard begins to develop his characteristic dark humor while 
exploring themes of nature, death, meaninglessness, and faith. Thomas Bernhard 
wrote the novels Gargoyles and Woodcutters and the play Heldenplatz. James 
Reidel is a poet, translator, and scholar.

Thomas Bernhard (born Nicolaas Thomas Bernhard, February 9, 1931 – February 
12, 1989) was an Austrian novelist, playwright and poet. Bernhard, whose body of 
work has been called ‘the most significant literary achievement since World War II,’ 
is widely considered to be one of the most important German-speaking authors of 
the postwar era.
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Bernhard, Thomas. The Voice Imitator: 104 Stories. Chicago. 1997. University Of 
Chicago Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0226044017. 
Translated from the German by Kenneth J. Northcott. 114 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 24683. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Austrian playwright, novelist, and poet Thomas 
Bernhard (1931-89) is acknowledged as among the major writers of our times. At 
once pessimistic and exhilarating, Bernhard's work depicts the corruption of the 
modern world, the dynamics of totalitarianism, and the interplay of reality and 
appearance. In this stunning translation of The Voice Imitator, Bernhard gives us 
one of his most darkly comic works. A series of parable-like anecdotes-some drawn
from newspaper reports, some from conversation, some from hearsay-this satire is 
both subtle and acerbic. What initially appear to be quaint little stories inevitably 
indict the sterility and callousness of modern life, not just in urban centers but 
everywhere. Bernhard presents an ordinary world careening into absurdity and 
disaster. Politicians, professionals, tourists, civil servants-the usual victims of 
Bernhard's inspired misanthropy-succumb one after another to madness, mishap, or
suicide. The shortest piece, titled 'Mail,' illustrates the anonymity and alienation that
have become standard in contemporary society: 'For years after our mother's death,
the Post Office still delivered letters that were addressed to her. The Post Office had
taken no notice of her death.' In his disarming, sometimes hilarious style, Bernhard 
delivers a lethal punch with every anecdote. George Steiner has connected 
Bernhard to 'the great constellation of Kafka, Musil, and Broch,' and John Updike 
has compared him to Grass, Handke, and Weiss. The Voice Imitator reminds us that
Thomas Bernhard remains the most caustic satirist of our age.

Thomas Bernhard (born Nicolaas Thomas Bernhard, February 9, 1931 – February 
12, 1989) was an Austrian novelist, playwright and poet. Bernhard, whose body of 
work has been called ‘the most significant literary achievement since World War II,’ 
is widely considered to be one of the most important German-speaking authors of 
the postwar era.
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Bernhard, Thomas. Three Novellas: Walking, Amras, Playing Watten. Chicago. 
2003. University Of Chicago Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly 
Worn Dustjacket. 0226044327. Translated from the German by Peter Jansen & 
Kenneth J. Northcott. Foreword by Brian Evenson. 174 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
photograph by Paul Edmondson. Inventory # 19246. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Uninitiated readers should consider THREE NOVELLAS
a passport to the absurd, dark, and uncommonly comic world of Bernhard. Two of 
the three novellas here have never before been published in English, and all of them
show an early preoccupation with the themes-illness and madness, isolation, tragic 
friendships-that would obsess Bernhard throughout his career. AMRAS, one of his 
earliest works, tells the story of two brothers, one epileptic, who have survived a 
family suicide pact and are now living in a ruined tower, struggling with madness, 
trying either to come fully back to life or finally to die. In PLAYING WATTEN, the 
narrator, a doctor who lost his practice due to morphine abuse, describes a visit paid
him by a truck driver who wanted the doctor to return to his habit of playing a game
of cards (watten) every Wednesday—a habit that the doctor had interrupted when 
one of the players killed himself. The last novella, WALKING, records the 
conversations of the narrator and his friend Oehler while they walk, discussing 
anything that comes to mind but always circling back to their mutual friend Karrer, 
who has gone irrevocably mad. Perhaps the most overtly philosophical work in 
Bernhard’s highly philosophical oeuvre, WALKING provides a penetrating meditation
on the impossibility of truly thinking. THREE NOVELLAS offers a superb introduction
to the fiction of perhaps the greatest unsung hero of twentieth-century literature. 
Rarely have the words suffocating, intense, and obsessive been meant so positively.

Thomas Bernhard (born Nicolaas Thomas Bernhard, February 9, 1931 – February 
12, 1989) was an Austrian novelist, playwright and poet. Bernhard, whose body of 
work has been called ‘the most significant literary achievement since World War II,’ 
is widely considered to be one of the most important German-speaking authors of 
the postwar era.
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Bernstein, Dennis and Kean, Leslie. Henry Hyde's Moral Universe: Where More 
Than Time & Space Are Warped. Monroe. 1999. Common Courage Press. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 156751166x. 236 pages. paperback. Signed by 
Both Of the Authors. Inventory # 27235. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Whatever President Clinton is or isn't guilty of, how is it 
that the self-anointed national savior is Henry Hyde!!!? The media portrays Hyde as
a blend of Socrates, Clarence Darrow and Mother Teresa. But Hyde's 'love [for] the 
rule of law' has suffered more than a few 'youthful indiscretions.' Discover some new
sides of your favorite judiciary chairman.' 'Join authors Dennis Bernstein and Leslie
Kean on a hair-raising odyssey through Henry's moral universe that reveals the 
chaos created by Hyde's Equation: 'No man is above the law.' [except me and my 
friends].

DENNIS BERNSTEIN is an American producer and co-host of the radio news 
program, Flashpoints Radio on Pacifica Radio. Flashpoints originates from Pacifica
Radio's flagship radio station, KPFA, listener-sponsored, noncommercial FM radio 
that is also carried on the Internet. Stopping the sale of two radio stations Bernstein
was arrested on July 13, 1999 after airing a report on Flashpoints revealing that a 
new board had been considering the sale of KPFA and Pacifica's sister station WBAI
in New York City. Four hours after the broadcast, and after a talk with then Berkeley
Chief of Police, Butler Yeats, Bernstein was arrested. It is unclear what Bernstein 
was charged with and what was the outcome of that case. Cynthia Cotts, the media
reporter at the Village Voice described the dispute with Mary Frances Berry who 
then chaired the Pacifica national board. KPFA supporters Alice Walker, June 
Jordan, Joan Baez, Michael Franti, Michael Moore, the late Grace Paley, United 
Farm Workers of America founder Dolores Huerta, Ani DiFranco, and others rallied 
to oppose the sale of the listener-supported radio stations. KPFA listener-members 
removed the board that had considered the sale and the two radio stations were not
sold. Bernstein writes poetry, which has appeared in The Texas Observer, The 
Progressive, ZZYZYVA, and The New York Quarterly. Bernstein's poem, Getting 
Tough, appeared in The New York Quarterly best-of anthology, issue 26, edited by
William Packard. Bernstein also aired the Muriel Rukeyser reading series, On the 
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Bernstein, Felix. Burn Book. New York. 2015. Nightboat Books. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781937658427. 6 x 9. 88 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 42621. $16.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An irreverent and irresistible debut collection by a young
artist and writer. Artist and writer Felix Bernstein’s first book of poems mordantly 
stages his attempt to pick between family, lovers, coteries, and solitude. Drawing on
the story of child muse Eva Ionesco, Bernstein troubles the melodramatic coming-of-
age story with his neurotic self-critical ruminations. Does the pouty, post-digital, 
coquettish boy have recourse to transgression? To answer, Bernstein rummages 
through the closets of his queer and familial lineages and finds many skeletons in 
waiting. Awkward, fragile, imposing, parodic, and earnest, these poems push 
brooding indifference into elegy and seduction. Burn Book, full of correspondence 
and confession, is an irreverent and irresistible treat for those readers who dare to 
be burned.

Felix Bernstein debuted on YouTube with his satirical (yet real) high-school coming-
out video in 2008; going on to play Amy Winehouse, Lamb Chop, and Leopold 
(Peter) Brant. Bernstein’s critical and uncritical writings have appeared in BOMB, the
Believer, Hyperallergic, and the Boston Review. His book of essays, Notes on Post-
Conceptual Poetry, was published in 2014. He lives in New York.
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Bernstein, Michael Andre. Prima Della Rivoluzione. Orono. 1984. National Poetry 
Foundation/University of Maine at Orono. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0915032414. 61 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Inventory # 
34426. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A 61 page booklet with 29 poems, all in English.

Michael André Bernstein was Professor of English and Comparative Literature at the
University of California, Berkeley, and is the author of THE TALE OF THE TRIBE: 
EZRA POUND AND THE MODERN VERSE EPIC (Princeton) and PRIMA DELLA 
RIVOLUZIONE, a volume of poetry (National Poetry Foundation/University of Maine
at Orono).
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Berrong, Richard M. Rabelais & Bakhtin: Popular Culture in Gargantua and 
Pantagruel. Lincoln. 1986. University Of Nebraska Press. 1st American Edition. A 
Few Very Small Tear Marks,Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 0803211910. 156 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 17436. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In RABELAIS AND BAKHTIN, Richard M. Berrong 
demonstrates both the historical and textual weaknesses of the argument advanced
by Mikhail Bakhtm in his influential study RABELAIS AND HIS WORLD. The 
publication of Bakhtin’s book in the West in the late 1960s brought both Rabelais 
and Bakhtin to the attention of students interested in the ‘New Criticism’ in literature.
Bakhtin argued that the key to Rabelais’s narratives was to be found in their 
language of popular culture, which was intended to free his readers from the 
ideological ‘prison house’ of official, establishment discourse; to provide them with a
nonofficial perspective from which to view- and combat- the establishment and its 
institutions. Since the publication of Bakhtin’s study, scholars such as Peter Burke,
Natalie Zemon Davis, and Carlo Ginzburg have shown that the relationship of the 
upper classes to popular culture changed in the first half of the sixteenth century. 
Previously these classes had participated fully in the culture of the people (while 
adhering to their own), but at that time they undertook to exclude popular culture 
from their lives and from their world. In his refutation of Bakhtin’s thesis, Berrong 
demonstrates the complex and shifting role of popular culture in Rabelais’s 
narratives. His conclusions should interest not only readers of Gargantua and 
Pantagruel but all students of the sixteenth century, since the use and exclusion of 
popular culture is an issue in the study of many of the writers, artists, and 
composers of the period.

Richard M. Berrong is an assistant professor of French at Kent State University. He 
is the author of EVERY MAN FOR HIMSELF: SOCIAL ORDER AND ITS 
DISSOLUTION IN RABELAIS (1985).
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Berrssenbrugge, Mei-Mei. I Love Artists: New and Selected Poems. Berkeley. 2006.
University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0520246020. New California Poetry, 18. 154 pages. paperback. Inventory # 36444.
$19.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Drawing on four decades of work and including new 
poems published here for the first time, this selection of Mei-mei Berssenbrugge’s 
poetry displays the extraordinary luminosity characteristic of her style–its delicate, 
meticulous observation, great scenic imagination, and unusual degree of comfort 
with states of indetermination, contingency, and flux. CONTENTS - From Summits
Move with the Tide; From Random Possession; From The Heat Bird; From 
Empathy; From Sphericity; From Endocrinology; From Four Year Old Girl; From 
Nest; New Poems.

Mei-mei Berssenbrugge was born in Beijing and lives in New Mexico. She is the 
author of nine volumes of poetry, including Nest, The Four Year Old Girl, and 
Empathy.
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Berry, Mary Elizabeth. Japan in Print: Information and Nation in the Early Modern 
Period. Berkeley. 2006. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0520237668. 327 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36156. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A quiet revolution in knowledge separated the early 
modern period in Japan from all previous time. After 1600, self-appointed 
investigators used the model of the land and cartographic surveys of the newly 
unified state to observe and order subjects such as agronomy, medicine, 
gastronomy, commerce, travel, and entertainment. They subsequently circulated 
their findings through a variety of commercially printed texts: maps, gazetteers, 
family encyclopedias, urban directories, travel guides, official personnel rosters, and
instruction manuals for everything from farming to lovemaking. In this original and 
gracefully written book, Mary Elizabeth Berry considers the social processes that 
drove the information explosion of the 1600s. Inviting readers to examine the 
contours and meanings of this transformation, Berry provides a fascinating account
of the conversion of the public from an object of state surveillance into a subject of 
self-knowledge. Japan in Print shows how, as investigators collected and 
disseminated richly diverse data, they came to presume in their audience a standard
of cultural literacy that changed anonymous consumers into an ‘us’ bound by 
common frames of reference. This shared space of knowledge made society visible
to itself and in the process subverted notions of status hierarchy. Berry 
demonstrates that the new public texts projected a national collectivity characterized
by universal access to markets, mobility, sociability, and self-fashioning.

Mary Elizabeth Berry is Professor of History at the University of California, Berkeley.
She is the author of The Culture of Civil War in Kyoto (UC Press, 1994) and 
Hideyoshi (1982).
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Berryman, John. Recovery. New York. 1973. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st American 
Edition. Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0374248176. 254 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Janet Halverson. Inventory # 1392. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A thinly-veiled autobiographical novel, Recovery follows
Dr. Alan Severance through his emotional journey of Freudian group analysis where
he confesses his humiliations, defeats, and delusions in an attempt to purge himself
and achieve normality.

John Allyn Berryman (October 25, 1914 – January 7, 1972) was an American poet 
and scholar, born in McAlester, Oklahoma. He was a major figure in American 
poetry in the second half of the 20th century and was considered a key figure in the
Confessional school of poetry. His best-known work is The Dream Songs.
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Bersani, Leo and Dutoit, Ulysse. Caravaggio. London. 1999. British Film Institute. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0851707246. 96 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 34783. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Caravaggio (1986) is probably the closest Derek Jarman
came to a mainstream film. And yet the film is a uniquely complex and lucid 
treatment of Jarman’s major concerns: violence, history, homosexuality, and the 
relation between film and painting. However, according to Leo Bersani and Ulysse 
Dutoit, Caravaggio is unlike Jarman’s other work in avoiding a lover-boy 
sentimentalising of gay relationships and in making no neat distinction between the
exercise and the suffering of violence. Film-making involves a coercive power which,
for Bersani and Dutoit, Jarman may, without admitting it to himself, have found 
deeply seductive. But in Caravaggio this power is renounced, and the result is 
Jarman’s most profound, unsettling and astonishing reflection on sexuality and 
identity.

Leo Bersani is Professor Emeritus of French (until recently the Class of 1950 
Professor of French), and Ulysse Dutoit is Lecturer in Film, both at the University of
California, Berkeley. They are co-authors of The Forms of Violence: Narrative in 
Assyrian Art and Modern Culture (1985), Arts of Impoverishment: Beckett, Rothko, 
Resnais (1994) and Caravaggio's Secrets (1998).
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Berto, Giuseppe. Incubus. New York. 1966. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very Good
in Dustjacket. Translated from the Italian by William Weaver. 389 pages. hardcover.
Inventory # 1397. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A fictional autobiography, the novel reports a man's long
struggle to exorcise the hatred for his father which has saddled him with incubus of a
seemingly undiagnosable and incurable malady.

Giuseppe Berto (27 December 1914 – 1 November 1978) was an Italian writer. He is
mostly known for his novels, among which Il cielo è rosso (THE SKY IS RED) and Il
male oscuro (INCUBUS); he also wrote for cinema.
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Best, Joel. Damned Lies and Statistics: Untangling Numbers From the Media. 
Berkeley. 2001. University Of California Press. Reprinted Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0520219783. 190 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 35064. $19.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Does the number of children gunned down double each 
year? Does anorexia kill 150,000 young women annually? Do white males account 
for only a sixth of new workers? Startling statistics shape our thinking about social 
issues. But all too often, these numbers are wrong. This book is a lively guide to 
spotting bad statistics and learning to think critically about these influential numbers.
Damned Lies and Statistics is essential reading for everyone who reads or listens to
the news, for students, and for anyone who relies on statistical information to 
understand social problems. Joel Best bases his discussion on a wide assortment of
intriguing contemporary issues that have garnered much recent media attention, 
including abortion, cyberporn, homelessness, the Million Man March, teen suicide, 
the U.S. census, and much more. Using examples from the New York Times, the 
Washington Post, and other major newspapers and television programs, he unravels
many fascinating examples of the use, misuse, and abuse of statistical information. 
In this book Best shows us exactly how and why bad statistics emerge, spread, and
come to shape policy debates. He recommends specific ways to detect bad 
statistics, and shows how to think more critically about ‘stat wars,’ or disputes over 
social statistics among various experts. Understanding this book does not require 
sophisticated mathematical knowledge; Best discusses the most basic and most 
easily understood forms of statistics, such as percentages, averages, and rates. 
This accessible book provides an alternative to either naively accepting the statistics
we hear or cynically assuming that all numbers are meaningless. It shows how 
anyone can become a more intelligent, critical, and empowered consumer of the 
statistics that inundate both the social sciences and our media-saturated lives.

Joel Best is Professor and Chair of Sociology and Criminal Justice at the University
of Delaware and author of Random Violence (California, 1999), among other books.
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Besteman, Catherine. Why America's Top Pundits Are Wrong: Anthropologists Talk
Back. Berkeley. 2004. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 0520243560. 282 pages. paperback. Inventory # 36437. $19.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this fresh, literate, and biting critique of current thinking
on some of today’s most important and controversial topics, leading anthropologists
take on some of America’s top pundits. This absorbing collection of essays subjects
such popular commentators as Thomas Friedman, Samuel Huntington, Robert 
Kaplan, and Dinesh D’Souza to cold, hard scrutiny and finds that their writing is 
often misleadingly simplistic, culturally ill-informed, and politically dangerous. Mixing
critical reflection with insights from their own fieldwork, twelve distinguished 
anthropologists respond by offering fresh perspectives on globalization, ethnic 
violence, social justice, and the biological roots of behavior. They take on such 
topics as the collapse of Yugoslavia, the consumer practices of the American poor,
American foreign policy in the Balkans, and contemporary debates over race, 
welfare, and violence against women. In the clear, vigorous prose of the pundits 
themselves, these contributors reveal the hollowness of what often passes as 
prevailing wisdom and passionately demonstrate the need for a humanistically 
complex and democratic understanding of the contemporary world.

Catherine Besteman is Associate Professor of Anthropology at Colby College and 
author of Unraveling Somalia: Race, Violence, and the Legacy of Slavery (1999), 
among other books. Hugh Gusterson, Associate Professor of Anthropology and 
Science at MIT, is author of Nuclear Rites: A Weapons Laboratory at the End of the
Cold War (California, 1996) and People of the Bomb (2004).
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Beti, Mongo. Mission Accomplished. New York. 1958. Macmillan. 1st American 
Printing. Very Good.No Dustjacket. Translated from the French by Peter Green. 201
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 3745. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Mission Terminée (1957), Mongo Beti's third novel, is 
possibly one of his most successful and deeply humorous works. Again, his hero is
a naïf whose initiation into life educates the reader into African verities as seen by 
an African. Here, however, the young Medza, having failed at the lycée, is initiated 
‘backwards’ into the life of the relatively untouched village of Kala, where his uncle's
runaway wife has fled. Sent by his own village to reclaim her, Medza learns to 
appreciate and then to respect the older life and, more particularly, becomes willing 
to accept the help of his heroic-sized ‘country’ cousin, Zambo. Though at the novel's
close the two leave Kala and even Africa for a life of wandering, Medza has 
discovered that ‘the tragedy which our nation is suffering today is that of a man left 
to his own devices in a world which does not belong to him, which he has not made
and does not understand.’

Alexandre Biyidi Awala (30 June 1932 - 8 October 2001), known as Mongo Beti, was
a Cameroonian writer.
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Beti, Mongo. Mission To Kala. New York. 1971. Collier/Macmillan. 1st Collier Books
Paperback Edition. A Few Pen Marks in Front, Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. 
0435900137. Translated from the French by Peter Green. Introduction by Bernth 
Lindfors. Collier African American Library. 215 pages. paperback. 04861. Inventory
# 31438. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A scholar in spite of himself - Wit, satire and ribaldry 
triumph as Jean-Marie Medza, fresh from the University and failed exams, is sent on
a mission to an up-country Cameroonian tribe to retrieve the wayward wife of a local
villager. Medza has been delivered from his father's wrath - temporarily only to meet
a more questionable fate at the hands of his relatives in Kala who capitalize on their
newly discovered treasure - a city boy - and a scholar as well! Soon distracted from
his mission. Medza finds himself the center of the action—lionized by the 
uneducated villagers, exploited by his cunning uncle and terrorized by adoring 
females of all ages whose determination spells disaster to the only aspect of 
Medza's person which has escaped public notice: his virginity. ’Over and above its 
intrinsic merit as a piece of creative writing, this first novel by a French West African
Negro is notable for its mere existence. What impresses about Beti's genuinely 
indigenous African novel is his tone of carefree gaiety, his adeptness in pouring new
narrative wine into an old literary bottle, and his sympathetic contrast between two 
generations divided by a yawning gulf.’ - The New York Times Book Review. ‘Very 
entertaining indeed an original talent.’ - The Times Literary Supplement, London.

Alexandre Biyidi Awala (30 June 1932 - 8 October 2001), known as Mongo Beti, was
a Cameroonian writer.
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Bettelheim, Bruno. The Uses of Enchantment: The Meaning and Importance of Fairy
Tales. New York. 1977. Vintage Books. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in
Slightly Worn Wrappers. 0394722656. 323 pages + index. paperback. Cover design
of ‘Little Red Riding Hood’ by Gustave Dore from THE CLASSIC FAIRY TALES by 
Iona and Peter Opie. Inventory # 331. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Winner of The National Book Award and The National 
Book Critics Circle Award. The great child psychologist gives us a brilliant and 
moving revelation of the enormous and irreplaceable value of fairy tales - how they 
educate, support, and liberate the emotions of children. ‘An indispensable handbook
for those concerned with child development and children’s literature, and fascinating
reading for anyone interested in human psycholog.’ – Library Journal. ‘A splendid 
achievement, brimming with useful ideas, with insights into how young children read
and understand, and most of all overflowing with a realistic optimism, and with an 
experienced and therapeutic good will.’ - Harold Bloom, The New York Review of 
Books. ‘It is good to have [Bettetheim] come out so unequivocally on the side of fairy
tales.’ - Leslie Fiedler, Saturday Review. ‘He won me over. I found him provocative 
and persuasive.’ - Margaret Manning, Boston Globe. ‘He argues convincingly that 
[fairy tales] provide a unique way for children to come to terms with the dilemmas of
their inner lives.’ - Richard Todd, Atlantic Monthly.

Bruno Bettelheim (August 28, 1903 – March 13, 1990) was an Austrian-born 
American child psychologist and writer. He gained an international reputation for his
work on Freud, psychoanalysis, and emotionally disturbed children.keywords
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Bevilacqua, Alberto. Eros. South Royalton. 1996. Steerforth Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1883642353. Translated from the Italian by Ann 
Mcgarrell. 198 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 22996. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Not since Stendhal's On Love has a book celebrated the
love of women with the unfettered honesty of Alberto Bevilacqua's Eros. Half Memoir
and half novel, without apology or embarrassment, Eros explores the forms and 
meaning of physical passion in a man's life.

Alberto Bevilacqua (27 June 1934—9 September 2013) was an Italian writer and 
filmmaker. Leonardo Sciascia, an Italian writer and politician, read Bevilacqua's first
collection of stories, The Dust on the Grass (1955), was impressed and published it.
Mario Colombi Guidotti, responsible for the literary supplement of the Journal of 
Parma, began to publish his stories in the early 1950s. Friendship Lost, his first book
of poems, was published in 1961. Caliph, published in 1964, was his break-through
novel. The protagonist, Irene Corsini, imbued with his own sweet and energetic 
temperament, is one of the strongest female characters in Italian literature. His novel
This Kind of Love won the Campiello Prize in 1966. In both This Kind of Love and 
Caliph, Bevilacqua oversaw the adaptations and productions of the film versions. 
This Kind of Love won Best Film at Cannes. Bevilacqua was also a poet. His 
writings have been translated throughout Europe, the United States, Brazil, China 
and Japan. In 2010, his seven "stories" as he likes to call them, are included in the 
Novels volume of the prestigious series "I Meridiani.” Bevilacqua directed seven 
films between 1970 and 1999. His 1970 film La califfa was entered into the 1971 
Cannes Film Festival. Bevilacqua, aged 79, died in Rome on 9 September 2013 
from cardiac arrest. He had been hospitalized since 11 October 2012 for heart 
failure.
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Beyala, Calixthe. The Sun Hath Looked Upon Me. Portsmouth. 1996. Heinemann. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0435909517. Translated from the 
French by Marjolijn de Jager. 120 pages. paperback. Cover illustration bt Jane 
Human. Inventory # 35754. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Nineteen-year-old Ateba lives in a slum neighbourhood 
in the African city of Awu. Abandoned by her prostitute mother, Ateba lodges with 
her aunt. Caught between the expectations of her aunt, who seeks a high bride-price
for her, and the violent threats of her suitor, Ateba begins to lose her fragile hold on
sanity. This shocking novel deconstructs the illusions about African women which 
négritude literature has produced. Beyala gives a voice to those who have learnt the
emotional and psychological effects of life in the African ghetto. Calixthe Beyala, 
born in Cameroon, is the author of LOUKOUM and YOUR NAME SHALL BE 
TANGA.

Calixthe Beyala was born in Cameroon in 1961. She spent her childhood in Douala
with one of her sisters, four years older than herself. Calixthe Beyala left Cameroon
aged seventeen and arrived in France where she studied, married, had two children
and published numerous novels. In 1996 she was awarded the Grand Prix du 
Roman de l'Académie Française. She now (2011) lives in France.
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Bialostosky, Don. How to Play a Poem. Pittsburgh. 2017. University of Pittsburgh 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822964377. Pittsburgh 
Series in Culture, Composition, and Literacy. 216 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
42048. $26.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Bakhtin loved poetry and could recite it for hours, but as
a theorist he was somewhat lyricophobic. Dialogic potentials were better served by 
novels. Don Bialostosky, one of the first and most passionate Western scholars of 
poetry to take Bakhtin beyond his own word, addresses in this new study the 
classroom art of animating a poem: how to equip readers to enter the poetic 
utterance, participate in performing it, and co-create its wisdoms and pleasures. A 
smart, effective, infectious book that Bakhtin would have treasured.’ —Caryl 
Emerson, Princeton University. Approaching poems as utterances designed and 
packaged for pleasurable reanimation, How to Play a Poem leads readers through a
course that uses our common experience of language to bring poems to life. It 
mobilizes the speech genres we acquire in our everyday exchanges to identify ‘signs
of life’ in poetic texts that can guide our co-creation of tone. How to Play a Poem 
draws on ideas from the Bakhtin School, usually associated with fiction rather than 
poetry, to construct a user-friendly practice of close reading as an alternative to the
New Critical formalism that still shapes much of teaching and alienates many 
readers. It sets aside stock questions about connotation and symbolism to guide the
playing out of dynamic relations among the human parties to poetic utterances, as 
we would play a dramatic script or musical score. How to Play a Poem addresses 
critics ready to abandon New Criticism, teachers eager to rethink poetry, readers 
eager to enjoy it, and students willing to give it a chance, inviting them to discover a 
lively and enlivening way to animate familiar and unfamiliar poems.

Don Bialostosky is professor of English and chair of the English department at the 
University of Pittsburgh. He is the author of Mikhail Bakhtin: Rhetoric, Poetics, 
Dialogics, Rhetoricality; Wordsworth, Dialogics and the Practice of Criticism; and 
Making Tales: The Poetics of Wordsworth's Narrative Experiments.
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Bierhorst, John (editor). The Monkey's Haircut & Other Stories Told By the Maya. 
New York. 1986. Morrow. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0688042694. Illustrated by Robert Andrew Parker. 152 pages. hardcover. Inventory
# 30824. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A collection of twenty-two traditional tales from the 
Mayas, including 'How Christ Was Chased' and 'The Corn in the Rock.'

John Bierhorst's books on Latin American lore include The Mythology of South 
America and The Mythology of Mexico and Central America. He currently serves as
an editor of The Norton Anthology of World Literature.
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Bierman, John. Dark Safari: The Life Behind the Legend of Henry Morton Stanley. 
New York. 1990. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0394583426. 401 pages. hardcover. Jacket engraving courtesy of The Betmmann 
Archive. Jacket design by Martha Simpson. Inventory # 14925. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Absorbing, entertaining, enlightening and admirably 
presented, Dark Safari evokes place, period and story with great skill, and leads us
deftly to the heart of Henry Stanley’s own darkness.’ - John le Carré. HENRY 
MORTON STANLEY, who enjoys a wry immortality for the classically fatuous phrase
with which he greeted David Livingstone on the shore of Lake Tanganyika, was the
most celebrated explorer of an age that worshipped explorers as ours reveres movie
stars and rock musicians. A self-made man, imbued with the triumphalism of the 
Victorian culture from which he sprang, he conquered a continent through grit, 
resourcefulness, and sheer will. His life is one of the great adventure stories of all 
time. Stanley was born illegitimate in Wales in 1841, was brought up in a 
workhouse, fled to America, fought in the Civil War, and became a newspaperman 
first covering the Indian Wars and eventually becoming a glamorous foreign 
correspondent. The publisher of the New York Herald sent him to Africa to find 
Livingstone, and it was Stanley s success in that assignment (as well as Dr. 
Livingstone, I presume’) that first won him international acclaim. Subsequently he 
led two further African expeditions of far greater scope and scientific importance. 
Enduring the most perilous of circumstances - cannibals, treacherous rivers, malaria
- and many times narrowly escaping death, he completed Livingstone’s work by 
finding the source of the Nile. He also charted the 2,700 mile-long Congo River and 
located the legendary Mountains of the Moon in western Uganda. And, in what was
one of the nineteenth century s greatest acts of geopolitical piracy, he built the roads
and established the river communications that created the so-called Congo Free 
State (now Zaire) for his patron, King Leopold II of Belgium. To the Victorians, 
Stanley was the ultimate adventure r, an intrepid individual who reaffirmed their 
belief in ‘civilized’ man’s ability to overcome all physical obstacles as he extended 
his conquest of the natural world. But there is an adventure no less intriguing, and 
no less disturbing, in penetrating the heart of darkness that was Stanley’s inner life. 
In Dark Safari, John Bier- man, with the help of newly discovered documents leads 
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Biguenet, John. Oyster. New York. 2002. Ecco Press. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0060198362. 288 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 31953. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Set on the Louisiana coast in 1957. OYSTER recounts 
the engrossing tale of a deadly rivalry between two families. To avoid ruin after 
years of declining oyster crops, Felix and Mathilde Petitjean offer their young 
daughter, Therese, in marriage to 52-year-old Horse Bruneau, who holds the papers
on their boat and house. Bruneau has spent his life as Felix’s rival for both the 
Petitjean’s century-old oyster beds and, as we learn, Mathilde. But as Therese 
explains to Horse one night as they float in a pirogue alone in the marsh. ‘I don’t get
bought for the price of no damn boat.’ These characters inhabit a harsh environment
in which people save themselves, if they are to be saved at all. The rapid sequence
of events of the opening of the novel is typical of the sudden violence that is never 
more than an insult away in the muddy wastes of the marsh. People work there 
without a margin, their boats mortgaged to the next harvest of shrimp or oyster, their
work one of the most dangerous of daily occupations, their emotions scraped raw by
the grievances they cultivate and pass down to their children as the only lasting 
inheritance of a life of poverty. The spiraling violence of OYSTER and the seething 
passions behind it drive an unpredictable tale of murder and revenge in which two 
women and the men who desire them play out a drama as elemental and inexorable
as a Greek tragedy. John Biguenet’s fiction has appeared in such publications as 
Esquire, Granta, Playboy, Story, amd Zoetrope. The winner of an O. Henry Award 
for short fiction, he lives in New Orleans. Ecco published his debut collection of 
stories, THE TORTURER’S APPRENTICE. in 2001. OYSTER is his first novel.

John Biguenet (born March 9, 1949, New Orleans, LA) has published seven books, 
including Oyster, a novel, and The Torturer's Apprentice: Stories, released in the U.
S. by Ecco/HarperCollins and widely translated. His work has received an O. Henry
Award for short fiction and a Harper's Magazine Writing Award among other 
distinctions, and his poems, stories, plays, and essays have been reprinted or cited 
in The Best American Mystery Stories, Prize Stories: The O. Henry Awards, The 
Best American Short Stories, Best Music Writing, Contemporary Poetry in America,
Katrina on Stage, and various other anthologies.
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Bilgere, George. Blood Pages. Pittsburgh. 2018. University of Pittsburgh Press. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822965275. Pitt Poetry Series. 6 x 
9. 72 pages. paperback. Inventory # 43467. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Blood Pages George Bilgere continues his exploration
of the joys and absurdities of being middle-aged and middle-class in the Midwest. 
OK, maybe he’s a bit beyond middle-aged at this point, and his rueful awareness of 
this makes these poems even more darkly hilarious, more deeply aware of the 
feckless and baffling times our nation has stumbled into. And the fact that Bilgere, 
relatively late in life, is now the father of two young boys brings a fresh sense of 
urgency to his work. Blood Pages is a guidebook to the fears, foibles, and beauties 
of our lovely old country as it makes its blundering, tentative way into the new 
century.

George Bilgere is the author of six poetry collections, most recently Imperial. His 
work The White Museum was chosen by Alicia Suskin Ostriker for the Autumn 
House Poetry Series. The Good Kiss was selected by Billy Collins for the University
of Akron Poetry Award. He has won numerous other awards, including the Midland
Authors Award, the May Swenson Poetry Award, and a Pushcart Prize. His poems 
have appeared in numerous anthologies and journals, including Poetry, 
Ploughshares, the Kenyon Review, Fulcrum, and the Best American Poetry series.
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Bilgere, George. Blood Pages. Pittsburgh. 2018. University of Pittsburgh Press. 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822965275. Pitt Poetry Series. 6 x
9. 72 pages. paperback. Inventory # 43666. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Blood Pages George Bilgere continues his exploration
of the joys and absurdities of being middle-aged and middle-class in the Midwest. 
OK, maybe he’s a bit beyond middle-aged at this point, and his rueful awareness of 
this makes these poems even more darkly hilarious, more deeply aware of the 
feckless and baffling times our nation has stumbled into. And the fact that Bilgere, 
relatively late in life, is now the father of two young boys brings a fresh sense of 
urgency to his work. Blood Pages is a guidebook to the fears, foibles, and beauties 
of our lovely old country as it makes its blundering, tentative way into the new 
century. “The poems in Blood Pages typically arise out of the everyday, such as 
eating pancakes, a scene at Starbucks, and nostalgia for an old TV set. The wonder
here is that Bilgere is able to evince from these poems moments of human pathos 
as affecting as the ones found in his poems on more serious subjects—a mother’s 
death, a father’s violence, and childbirth. Bilgere is that rare poet who can be as 
funny or as serious as he wants to be—often at the same time.” —Billy Collins. 
“Bilgere’s done it again with Blood Pages. He peels back the layers of artifice to 
uncover our pulsing hearts working to sort out and survive the everyday struggles 
and absurdities of being human. With self-deprecating humor, with unwavering 
empathy, and with hard-earned clarity, he is one of our finest poets, and this is one 
of his finest books. I simply can’t get enough of the poems of George Bilgere.” —Jim
Daniels. 

George Bilgere is the author of six poetry collections, most recently Imperial. His 
work The White Museum was chosen by Alicia Suskin Ostriker for the Autumn 
House Poetry Series. The Good Kiss was selected by Billy Collins for the University
of Akron Poetry Award. He has won numerous other awards, including the Midland
Authors Award, the May Swenson Poetry Award, and a Pushcart Prize. His poems 
have appeared in numerous anthologies and journals, including Poetry, 
Ploughshares, the Kenyon Review, Fulcrum, and the Best American Poetry series.
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Bilgere, George. Imperial. Pittsburgh. 2014. University of Pittsburgh Press. 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822962687. 6 x 9. 72 pages  . 
paperback. Inventory # 40646. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Imperial, George Bilgere’s sixth collection of poetry, he
continues his exploration of the beauties, mysteries, and absurdities of being middle-
aged and middle-class in mid-America. In poems that range from the Cold War 
anxieties of the 1950s to the perils and predicaments of an aging Boomer in a post
-9/11 world, Bilgere’s rueful humor and slippery syntax become a trapdoor that at 
any moment can plunge the reader into the abyss. In Bilgere’s world a yo-yo morphs
into an emblem for the atomic bomb. A spot of cancer flames into the Vietnam War.
And the death of a baseball player reminds us, in this age of disbelief, of the 
importance—the necessity—of myth.

George Bilgere is the author of five previous poetry collections, most recently The 
White Museum, which was chosen by Alicia Suskin Ostriker for the Autumn House 
Poetry Series. His third book, The Good Kiss, was selected by Billy Collins to win 
the University of Akron Poetry Award. He has won numerous other awards, 
including the Midland Authors Award, the May Swenson Poetry Award, and a 
Pushcart Prize. Bilgere is the recipient of grants from the Witter Bynner Foundation,
the National Endowment for the Arts, the Fulbright Commission, and the Ohio Arts 
Council. His poems have appeared in numerous anthologies and journals including
Poetry, Ploughshares, the Kenyon Review, Fulcrum, and the Best American Poetry
series.keywords
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Billson, Anne. Buffy the Vampire Slayer. London. 2005. British Film Institute. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 1844570894. BFI TV Classic. 154 pages.
paperback. Inventory # 35946. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In every generation there is a Chosen One. She alone 
will stand against the vampires, the demons, and the forces of darkness. She is the
Slayer.’ Buffy the Vampire Slayer ran for seven seasons, from 1997 to 2003, and in 
that time it revolutionized American TV. It was a television series that single-
handedly reinvented the high school genre, splicing it with action, comedy, and the 
supernatural to captivate its core teenage audience while providing enough formal 
experimentation, existential reflection, and, above all, pitch-perfect writing and acting
to extend the show’s appeal to viewers of all ages. Anne Billson unravels Buffy’s 
magic, examining her antecedents and influences and exploring how, in a 
broadcasting environment inimical to long-running series, the show’s creators were
able to push the envelope and create a fully realized mythology in which fantasy 
elements are underpinned by emotional honesty. Buffy the Vampire Slayer is a 
superheroine for our times. Not only that, but she’s funny as well. Television will 
never be the same again.

Anne Billson (born November 22, 1954) is a film critic and author of several books, 
including Suckers, a novel about vampires. She lives in Paris, France.
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Bindari, Sami. The House of Power. Boston. 1980. Houghton Mifflin. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0395285402. Translated from the Arabic by Sami
Bindari & Mona St. Leger. Co-recipient of the Pegasus Prize for Literature awarded
by Mobil Oil Corporation. 216 pages. hardcover. Jacket by Daniel Earl Thaxton. 
Inventory # 1418. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This novel was selected by a committee of prominent 
scholars of Arabic literature, by Yahva Haqqi, member of Egypt’s Supreme Council 
for Art, literature, and Social Sciences. THE HOUSE OF POWER is the first novel of
this great Egyptian writer to appear in English. A potent story of love and hate, of 
violence and ancient faith, it evokes the oppressive quality of village life in Egypt a 
generation ago. The novel opens with the symbolic death of a village idealist, 
Saleh’s father. Now Saleh must deal with the petty cruelties of local bureaucrats. As
the months pass, Saleh grows tougher and there is an interval of calm. But beneath
the calm run strains of long-buried resentments that will tear apart the village society
and catapult Saleh into desperate flight across the desert. THE HOUSE OF POWER
was first published in 1971 by the General Egyptian Book Organization.

Dr. Sami Bindari, a physician from Alexandria, heads the Gynecology and Obstetrics
department of a maternity hospital. Mona St. Leger writes and translates poetry in 
Arabic, English, and French. She holds an advanced degree in English Literature 
and lives in the Washington D.C. area.
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Binder, Amy J. Contentious Curricula: Afrocentrism and Creationism in American 
Public Schools. Princeton. 2002. Princeton University Press. 1st Paperback Edition.
Very Good in Wrappers. 069111790x. 320 pages. paperback. Inventory # 34903. 
$19.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This book compares two challenges made to American 
public school curricula in the 1980s and 1990s. It identifies striking similarities 
between proponents of Afrocentrism and creationism, accounts for their differential 
outcomes, and draws important conclusions for the study of culture, organizations, 
and social movements. Amy Binder gives a brief history of both movements and 
then describes how their challenges played out in seven school districts. Despite 
their very different constituencies—inner-city African American cultural essentialists
and predominately white suburban Christian conservatives—Afrocentrists and 
creationists had much in common. Both made similar arguments about oppression 
and their children’s well-being, both faced skepticism from educators about their 
factual claims, and both mounted their challenges through bureaucratic channels. In
each case, challenged school systems were ultimately able to minimize or reject 
challengers’ demands, but the process varied by case and type of challenge. Binder
finds that Afrocentrists were more successful in advancing their cause than were 
creationists because they appeared to offer a solution to the real problem of urban 
school failure, met with more administrative sympathy toward their complaints of 
historic exclusion, sought to alter lower-prestige curricula (history, not science), and 
faced opponents who lacked a legal remedy comparable to the rule of church-state 
separation invoked by creationism’s opponents.

Amy Binder received her BA in Anthropology from Stanford University and her MA 
and PhD in Sociology from Northwestern University. Her principal research interests
are in the areas of education, politics, cultural sociology, and organizations.
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Bingham, Kate. Mummy's Legs. New York. 1999. Simon & Schuster. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684864703. 207 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
photograph by Innis McAllister. Inventory # 27534. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Set in an elegant townhouse in London and an old family
farmhouse, this luminous, bittersweet novel by acclaimed poet Kate Bingham gives
us the story of Sarah, who faces adult life in the aftermath of a turbulent, 
unconventional childhood. When we first meet Sarah she is ten years old, an only 
child struggling to make sense of an adult world in which nothing can be taken for 
granted. The pivotal force in Sarah’s topsy-turvy household is her vulnerable mother,
Catherine, whose mercurial moods command her daughter’s full and constant 
attention. While Catherine lurches from crisis to crisis, Sarah becomes adept at 
picking up the pieces, learning to care for her mother as if their roles were reversed.
As both of her parents seek comfort in extramarital affairs, Sarah treads lightly 
through a world of solitude and hushed disorder, one punctuated by muffled sobs, 
closed doors, and secretive departures. In the wake of family trauma, Sarah finds 
strength and relief in life’s visceral diversions and the small distractions of childhood,
discovering how to filter her world through the lens of imagination.

Kate Bingham is a poet, novelist, and filmmaker who lives in London. Her previous 
collections are Cohabitation and Quicksand Beach, which was nominated for the 
Forward Prize Best Collection in 2006. 'On Highgate Hill' was nominated for the 
Forward Prize Best Single Poem in 2010.
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Bingham, Robert. Lightning On the Sun. New York. 2000. Doubleday. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0385488564. 293 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
photograph by Hans Deumling. Inventory # 31330. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Asher is in trouble. He’s washed up in Phnom Penh, the
UNESCO monument-preservation work has dried up, and he’s at the end of his 
spiritual and financial ropes. But highest-quality heroin is wonderfully cheap in this 
dangerous and corrupt part of the world. So with funds borrowed from the loan-
sharking massage parlor owner Mr. Hawk and the aid of journalist and ‘citizen’ 
Reese as an unwitting mule, he plans to move some weight to New York, where 
supply will happily meet demand. His partner in this plan is Julie, his once and future
love, a beautiful Harvard-educated dabbler in trendy nihilism and fashionable 
marginalization, currently working behind the bar at Stopless, a downtown strip club.
It’s all been carefully worked out, but when Julie decides to improvise, the plans 
swiftly and dangerously unravel in ways that will put the lives of these three 
complexly flawed young Americans in mortal danger. Robert Bingham’s LIGHTNING
ON THE SUN is a beautifully plotted and written novel with the fast-paced suspense
of a thriller and the moral resonance and exotic setting of one of Graham Greene’s 
classic works. The novel’s sense of place, whether steamy Phnom Penh or bustling
New York or a leafy New England prep school, is unerring, as is its sense of 
postmodern moral compromise and the disillusioning ways of the world. It offers an
exhilarating read; the literary legacy of one of his generation’s most gifted writers.

Robert Worth Bingham IV (March 14, 1966 – November 28, 1999) was an American
writer and a founding editor of the Open City Magazine. He wrote the short story 
collection Pure Slaughter Value and the novel Lightning on the Sun. Bingham died 
of a heroin overdose at age 33 on November 28, 1999.
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Bioy Casares, Adolfo. The Adventures of a Photographer in La Plata. New York. 
1989. Obelisk/Dutton. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. Remainder 
Mark. 052524803x. Translated from the Spanish by Suzanne Jill Levine. 169 pages.
hardcover. Cover: Harvey Appelbaum. Inventory # 17978. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Adolfo Bioy Casares’s latest novel is a small 
masterpiece, a tersely plotted mystery that blends the metaphysical and the 
mundane. The small-town photographer Almanza’s week of adventures in the 
provincal capital of La Plata takes him many places; to the city’s museums, 
monuments, and a set of stained-glass windows that will haunt him; to bed, 
separately, with two lovely sisters named Griselda and Julia; to cafes with his friend
Mascardi; the cop who may be snitching on his friends who are political activists; 
and into the arms and machinations of Don Juan Lombardo, father of the sisters and
a man greedy for Almannza’s blood. As a decent mystery should, THE 
ADVENTURES OF A PHOTOGRAPHER IN LA PLATA keeps the reader on edge, 
and yet Bioy very assumptions of mystery also surprise. Written with the honest 
deadpan humor his friend Borges so admired, the novel maintains a coolly modern 
tone as the story hovers towards the grotesque. The late Jorge Luis Borges called 
his friend and collaborator Adolfo Bioy Casares, one of the most important writers of
the twentieth century. Bioy Casares has been translated widely into most of the 
world’s languages.

Adolfo Bioy Casares (September 15, 1914 – March 8, 1999) was an Argentine 
fiction writer, journalist, and translator. He was a friend and collaborator with his 
fellow countryman Jorge Luis Borges, and wrote what many consider one of the best
pieces of fantastic fiction, the novella The Invention of Morel.
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Bioy Casares, Adolfo. The Dream of Heroes. London. 1987. Quartet Books. 1st 
British Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0704326345. Translated from the Spanish
by Diana Thorold. 212 pages. hardcover. Cover illustration by Gary Hitcham. 
Inventory # 12716. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - At the end of carnival 1927, Emilio Gauna had an 
experience that he knew was the culmination of his life. The problem is that Gauna 
can only dimly remember what happened: he was out on the town with his raucous,
reckless friends when a masked woman appeared. Several hours later, gasping and
horrified, Gauna awoke at the edge of a lake. Three years later, he tries to solve the
mystery the only way he knows: by re-creating the same situation and reliving it - 
despite the warnings of his secret protector, the Sorcerer. In THE DREAM OF 
HEROES, Adolfo Bioy Casares assembles magicians, prophetic and brave women,
shamefully self-conscious men and Buenos Aires under the rubric of a sinister and
mocking fate, and thrusts them forward into the dizzying realm of memory, doom 
and cyclical time. Written in 1954 and never before published in America, THE 
DREAM OF HEROES stands as a predecessor of and model for a whole school of 
European and American novels that followed but never quite matched it.

Adolfo Bioy Casares (September 15, 1914 – March 8, 1999) was an Argentine 
fiction writer, journalist, and translator. He was a friend and collaborator with his 
fellow countryman Jorge Luis Borges, and wrote what many consider one of the best
pieces of fantastic fiction, the novella The Invention of Morel.
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Bird, Carmel. Woodpecker Point & Other Stories. New York. 1988. New Directions.
1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0811210723. 153 pages. hardcover. Inventory
# 11310. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With this collection of twenty-four stories, New Directions
introduces to American readers a wonderful new writing voice from Australia. 
Carmel Bird deftly walks the thin line between the ordinary world and the world of 
the imagination and the fantastic.

Carmel Bird (born 1940) is an Australian writer of novels, short stories and essays. 
She has also written books on the art of writing, and has edited anthologies of 
essays and stories. In 2016, she was awarded the Patrick White Award. Carmel 
Power was born in Launceston, Tasmania, in 1940, and educated there. She started
teaching in 1961, and taught for twenty years. She now lives in Central Victoria. She
is twice divorced, and has a daughter named Camilla. She published an early work 
as "Jack Power", Power being her original surname. Bird has taught fiction writing at
Melbourne, Deakin, Latrobe, Monash, Swinburne and RMIT Universities. Her first 
collection of short stories, called Births, Deaths and Marriages, was published in 
1983, and her most recent novel (2010) is Child of the Twilight, a novel concerned 
with medical science and faith. Her most recent collection of short fiction is My 
Hearts Are Your Hearts (2015), and her most recent non-fiction is Fair Game (2015).
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Bird, Robert. Andrei Rublev. London. 2004. British Film Institute. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 184457038x. BFI Film Classic. 87 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 35938. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Andrei Tarkovsky (1932-1986) was one of the great 
poets of world cinema. A fiercely independent artist, Tarkovsky crafted poignantly 
beautiful films that have proven inscrutable and been bitterly disputed. These 
qualities are present in abundance in Andrei Rublev (1966), Tarkovsky’s first fully 
mature film. Ostensibly a biographical study of Russia’s most famous medieval icon-
painter, Andrei Rublev is both lyrical and epic, starkly naturalistic and allegorical, 
authentically historical and urgently topical. While much remains mysterious in 
Andrei Rublev, critics have recently begun to reappraise it as a groundbreaking film 
that undermines comfortable notions of life and spirituality. Robert Bird’s 
multifaceted account of Andrei Rublev extends this reevaluation of Tarkovsky’s 
radical aesthetic by establishing the film’s historical context and presenting a 
substantially new reading of key scenes. Bird definitively establishes the film’s 
tortured textual history, which has resulted in two vastly different versions. He 
relates the film to traditions in Russian art and intellectual history, but finally his 
analysis focuses on Andrei Rublev as a visual and narrative artwork that treats 
profound existential questions by challenging conventional notions of representation
and vision.

Robert Bird is Assistant Professor at the University of Chicago. He is the translator 
of Viacheslav Ivanov’s Selected Essays (2001).keywords
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Birkerts, Sven. The Gutenberg Elegies: The Fate of Reading in An Electronic Age. 
New York. 1994. Faber & Faber. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
057119849x. 233 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by Robin White. Inventory #
20872. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In THE GUTENBERG ELEGIES, nationally renowned 
critic Sven Birkerts powerfully argues that we are living in a state of intellectual 
emergency - an emergency caused by our willingness to embrace new technologies
at the expense of the printed word. As we rush to get ‘on line,’ as we make the 
transition from book to screen, says Birkerts, we are turning against some of the 
core premises of humanism - indeed, we are putting the idea of individualism itself 
under threat. The printed page and the circuit driven information technologies are 
not kindred - for Birkerts they represent fundamentally opposed forces. In their 
inevitable confrontation our deepest values will be tested. Birkerts begins his 
exploration from the reader’s perspective, first in several highly personal accounts of
his own passion for the book, then in a suite of essays that examines what he calls 
‘the ulterior life of reading.’ Against this, Birkerts sets out the contours of the 
transformed landscape. In his highly provocative essay ‘Into the Electronic 
Millenium’ and in meditations on CD-ROM, hypertext, and audio books, he plumbs 
the impact of emerging technologies on the once stable reader-writer exchange. He
follows these with a look at the changing climate of criticism and literary practice. He
concludes with a blistering indictment of what he sees as our willingness to strike a
Faustian pact with a seductive devil.

Sven Birkerts attended Cranbrook School and the University of Michigan. After 
receiving his B.A. in 1973, he worked for many years as a bookseller in Ann Arbor,
Michigan, and Cambridge, Massachusetts. His essays have appeared in The New 
York Review of Books, The Nation, Partisan Review, Ploughshares, and other 
publications. He is a regular contributor to The New Republic. Sven Birkerts lives in
Cambridge and teaches at Harvard University.
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Birns, Jack (photographer). Assignment: Shanghai - Photographs On the Eve of 
Revolution. Berkeley. 2003. University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0520239903. Edited by Carolyn Wakeman and Ken Light.
Foreword by Orville Schell. 144 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 35066. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Shipping out to China in December 1947 with three ten-
year-old German cameras and a plum assignment from Life magazine, Jack Birns 
was fulfilling a boyhood dream. The reality was something else: refugees and 
prostitutes, soldiers and beggars, street executions and urban protests 
photographed in difficult and often dangerous circumstances amidst the poverty, 
corruption, and chaos of an expanding civil war. By then the ruling Nationalist Party
had been battling the Communist threat for more than two decades, and Birns 
focused his camera on the human drama unfolding as war pressed ever closer to 
the country’s financial, cultural, and commercial capital. His effort to show China’s 
misery up close ran afoul of Time-Life publisher Henry R. Luce’s fervent anti-
communism, and for half a century many of these historic photographs lay 
unpublished in Time-Life’s archives. Printed here for the first time, they offer a 
graphic vision of a great city, Shanghai, poised on the precipice of political 
revolution. Seen through the lens of hindsight, Birns’s photographs give us a sense
not only of what China was like more than fifty years ago, but also of why the 
warfare, weariness, and desperation of the time proved such fertile soil for 
communist revolution. Today these everyday scenes of ordinary people–pedicab 
drivers, street vendors, bar girls, police, politicians, prisoners–tell a story of national 
resilience and dignity in the midst of enveloping poverty, repression, and fear.

Jack Birns is a former Life photographer who was stationed in Shanghai during the 
final years of China’s Civil War. Carolyn Wakeman is Associate Professor of 
Journalism and Asian Studies at the University of California, Berkeley. Ken Light is a
teaching fellow and curator of the Center for Photography at the Graduate School of
Journalism at the University of California, Berkeley. Orville Schell is the Dean of the
Graduate School of Journalism at the University of California, Berkeley.
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Bishop, Elizabeth. One Art: Letters. New York. 1994. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374226407. Selected & Edited by 
Robert Giroux. 668 pages. hardcover. The cover shows a watercolor of flowers 
drawn by Elizabeth Bishop. Jacket design by Cynthia Krupat. Inventory # 24826. 
$22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Robert Lowell once remarked, ‘When Elizabeth Bishop's 
letters are published (as they will be), she will be recognized as not only one of the 
best, but one of the most prolific writers of our century.’ ONE ART is the magnificent
confirmation of Lowell's prediction. From several thousand letters, written by Bishop
over fifty years—from 1928, when she was seventeen, to the day of her death, in 
Boston in 1979—Robert Giroux, the poet's longtime friend and editor, has selected 
over five hundred missives for this volume. In a way, the letters comprise Bishop's 
autobiography, and Giroux has greatly enhanced them with his own detailed, candid,
and highly informative introduction. ONE ART takes us behind Bishop's formal 
sophistication and reserve, fully displaying the gift for friendship, the striving for 
perfection, and the passionate, questing, rigorous spirit that made her a great artist.

Elizabeth Bishop (February 8, 1911 – October 6, 1979) was an American poet, 
short-story writer, and recipient of the 1976 Neustadt International Prize for 
Literature. She was the Poet Laureate of the United States from 1949 to 1950, the 
Pulitzer Prize winner for Poetry in 1956 and the National Book Award winner in 
1970.
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Bishop, Elizabeth. The Complete Poems. New York. 1969. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 216 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by
Roxanne Cumming. Inventory # 24265. $87.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This volume gathers the poetry - work of three decades -
by one of the master poets of the age. In 1955 Elizabeth Bishop was awarded the 
Pulitzer Prize for the combined edition of NORTH & SOUTH and A COLD SPRING,
a volume Randall Jarrell called ‘one of the best books an American poet has written.’
In this book NORTH & SOUTH and A COLD SPRING are followed by her 
subsequent collection, QUESTIONS OF TRAVEL (1965), excepting the story ‘In the
Village,’ which Miss Bishop is reserving for a future collection of her fiction. There is
a group of translations of two contemporary Brazilian poets, Carlos Drummond de 
Andrade and João Cabral de Melo Neto. And the book concludes with a group of 
Miss Bishop’s own distinctive poems, all previously uncollected.

Elizabeth Bishop (February 8, 1911 – October 6, 1979) was an American poet, 
short-story writer, and recipient of the 1976 Neustadt International Prize for 
Literature. She was the Poet Laureate of the United States from 1949 to 1950, the 
Pulitzer Prize winner for Poetry in 1956 and the National Book Award winner in 
1970.
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Bishop, Shelia. The House With Two Faces. New York. 1960. Ace Books. 1st Ace 
Paperback Edition. Good in Wrappers. 190 pages. paperback. K-192. Inventory # 
37007. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The romantic suspense story of a modern young heroine
struggling to free herself from the quicksand of an evil past. The House With Two 
Faces Had Faithfully Kept Its Secret. It was an old house, brooding and beautiful, 
but no more so than its mistress, Valentine Revel. Valentine knew the house's 
secret; indeed, she was a part of it. But sometimes she would pretend to herself that
the past could never intrude on the present. Then, in one moment—one terrible 
moment when the countryside was bathed in sunshine and the spring festival was at
its height—a madwoman emerged from the shadows of yesterday and pointed a 
crooked finger of guilt, bringing to life again a man who should have been left at 
peace where he lay. A man whose ghost could still destroy the fragile relationship 
between Valentine and Mark Revel.

Sheila Bishop (born Dorothy Sheila Kinsman, 3 October 1916 – 30 May 2009) was 
an English novelist. She had 27 books published. Her early work alternated between
plots set in the Tudor period and the contemporary 1960s, some with flashbacks to 
the 1930s and 1940s. In later years she concentrated on Regency romance novels,
and these formed by far the greater part of her output.
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Bisson, Thomas N. The Crisis of the Twelfth Century: Power, Lordship, and the 
Origins of European Government. Princeton. 2008. Princeton University Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780691137087. 677 pages. hardcover.
Inventory # 36689. $65

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Medieval civilization came of age in thunderous events 
like the Norman Conquest and the First Crusade. Power fell into the hands of men 
around castles who imposed coercive new lordships in quest of nobility, heedless of
the old public order. In THE CRISIS OF THE TWELFTH CENTURY, acclaimed 
historian Thomas Bisson asks what it was like to live in a Europe without 
government, and he asks how people experienced power, and suffered. Rethinking
a familiar history as a problem of origins, he explores the circumstances that 
impelled knights, emperors, nobles, and churchmen to infuse lordship with social 
purpose. Bisson traces the origins of European government to a crisis of lordship 
and its resolution. King John of England was only the latest and most conspicuous in
a gallery of bad lords who dominated the populace instead of ruling it. Men like him
had been all too commonplace in the twelfth century. More and more knights 
pretended to powers and status, encroached on clerical domains and exploited 
peasants, and came to seem threatening to social order and peace. Yet as Bisson 
shows, it was not so much the oppressed people as their tormentors who were in 
crisis. Covering all of Western Christendom, this book suggests what these violent 
people--and the outcries they provoked--contributed to the making of governments 
in kingdoms, principalities, and towns. THE CRISIS OF THE TWELFTH CENTURY 
is an unparalleled cultural history of power in medieval Europe, and a monumental 
achievement by one of today’s foremost medievalists.

Thomas N. Bisson is Henry Charles Lea Professor of History at Harvard University.
Among his previous books are Assemblies and Representation in Languedoc in the
Thirteenth Century, Fiscal Accounts of Catalonia Under the Early Count-Kings (1151
-1213), and The Medieval Crown of Aragon: A Short History.
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Bitov, Andrei. The Monkey Link. New York. 1995. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0374105782. Translated 
from the Russian by Susan Brownsberger. 373 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by
Michael Ian Kaye. Jacket art courtesy of The Tirolean Folk-Art Museum, Innsbruck. 
Inventory # 33857. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Andrei Bitov's first novel in almost a decade is a 
challenge to the form. Full of talk, philosophical speculation, and dark humor, The 
Monkey Link presents a highly original view of the world and of the former Soviet 
Union. Andrei Bitov wrote the three tales in the novel between 1971 and 1993, while
the Soviet Union moved from peace to war to collapse. The first tale was published 
in Russia in 1976, but the second did not appear - and the third could never have 
been written - until after glasnost. As time flows through the novel, the changing 
fortunes of the author, the hero, the censor, and their country generate a very 
complex set of ironies. On the simplest level, The Monkey Link is a novel in three 
acts, a comedy of ideas. In the waning years of the Empire, a poet traverses Russia,
from the Baltics to the capital, to the shores of the Black Sea. Along the way, he 
discusses man's place in the scheme of things with, among others, a very sober 
scientist and a very drunken landscape painter. He is harassed by the authorities, 
spends time on a movie set, and is an eyewitness to the August 1991 coup. Intricate
in its structure but sweeping in its concerns, this exciting novel confirms Bitov's 
position as one of the most important writers in Russia today.

Andrei Georgiyevich Bitov (born Leningrad/St. Petersburg, May 27, 1937) is a 
prominent Russian writer. Many consider him among the foremost Russian writers of
the late 20th century. Among the novels that solidified his reputation are: Flying-
Away Monakhov, Life in Windy Weather, Pushkin House, Captive of the Caucasus,
and The Monkey Link. Bitov was granted the Bunin Award in 2006 for his selected 
prose works Palace Without a Tsar. Bitov’s works have been translated into a 
number of European languages, including English, German, Swedish, French and 
Italian.
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Black, Cara. Murder in the Marais: An Aimee Leduc Investigation. New York. 1999.
Soho Press. 1st American Edition. Bottom Corner Of Rear Free Endpaper Creased,
Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 1569471592. 1st Novel. 354 pages. hardcover.
Signed by the Author. Jacket design by Cheryl L. Cipriani. Inventory # 27266. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It is November 1993 and the French prime ministerial 
candidate is about to sign a treaty with Germany that will severely restrict 
immigration, reminiscent of the Vichy laws. Aime Leduc is approached by a rabbi to
decipher a fifty-year-old encrypted photograph and place it in the hands of Lili Stein.
When she arrives at Lili’s apartment in the Marais, the old Jewish quarter of Paris, 
she finds a corpse in whose forehead is carved a swastika. With the help of her 
partner, a dwarf with extraordinary computer hacking skills, Aime is determined to 
solve this horrendous crime. Then more murders follow. Her search for the killer 
leads her to a German war veteran involved in the 1940s with a Jewish girl he was 
supposed to send to her death. It takes Aime undercover inside a neo-Nazi group, 
where she must play a dangerous game of current politics and old war crimes. Many
of the older Jews in the Marais are afraid and prefer to leave the past alone, but the
horrible legacy of the death camps and the words ‘never forget’ propel Aime to find 
out the entities of the criminals past and present.

Cara Black (born November 14, 1951) is a bestselling American mystery writer. She
is best known for her Aimée Leduc mystery novels featuring a female Paris-based 
private investigator. Black is included in the Great Women Mystery Writers by 
Elizabeth Lindsay 2nd edition. Her first novel Murder in the Marais was nominated 
for an Anthony Award for best first novel and the third novel in the series, Murder in 
the Sentier, was Anthony-nominated for Best Novel. Black was born in Chicago, 
Illinois on November 14, 1951. She was educated at Cañada College in California, 
Sophia University in Yotsuya, Tokyo in Japan, and finished her schooling at San 
Francisco State University where she earned a bachelor's and master's degrees in 
education. She has worked as a preschool teacher and as director of a preschool. 
Black lives in San Francisco with her husband, a bookseller, and their teenage son.
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Blaine, David. Mysterious Stranger: A Book of Magic. New York. Villard. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Pictorial Hardcover Boards. No Dustjacket. 
0375505733. 214 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 40888. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Blaine’s Challenge! A never-before-attempted challenge 
to readers everywhere! WIN $100,000.00. Hidden throughout the volume now in 
front of you are secret little signals, clues, and codes that, once understood and 
deciphered, will lead to the discovery of a Treasure!! Which has been hidden 
somewhere within the confines of the continental United States of America. Where is
it? Who Will find it? We Can’t Say! This challenge has been created and sponsored
by the world’s greatest mystifier. DAVID BLAINE who was Buried Alive For Seven 
Days and Seven Nights. The one and same who became the world’s ONLY LIVING
ICE CUBE in world-famous Times Square, and who. stood as still as a statue 10 
stories above Manhattan only to leap to his life below. The book in your hands now
Reveals Some of David Blaine’s most closely guarded SECRETS. Such as - WHO 
IS HE? WHERE DID HE COME FROM? HOW DOES HE DO IT? The reader will 
also LEARN a multitude of inside SECRETS with which he or she too can mystify 
anyone. THE MYSTERIOUS MR. BLAINE FOR THE FIRST TIME IN RECORDED 
HISTORY WILL READ YOUR THOUGHTS THROUGH THE WRITTEN WORD. ‘A 
latter-day Houdini’ - The New York Times. ‘The hottest name in magic’ - USA Today.
HIS SECRETS WILL BECOME YOURS.

David Blaine has revamped and reinvigorated the world of magic with his raw street-
style performances. His celebrity following includes Madonna, Robert De Niro and 
Spike Lee. He is the most famous illusionist in the world.
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Blaise, Clark. Lusts. Garden City. 1983. Doubleday. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. Remainder Mark. 0385154747. 253 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 9553.
$6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Richard Durgin desires and marries the beautiful, 
sophisticated, and gifted Rachel, his opposite in many ways, yet he never comes to
understand or truly love her until after her death.

Clark Blaise (born 10 April 1940) is a Canadian author. Born in Fargo, North Dakota,
he currently lives in San Francisco, California. He has been married since 1963 to 
writer Bharati Mukherjee. They have two sons. A graduate of the Iowa Writers' 
Workshop at the University of Iowa, Blaise was also the director of the International
Writing Program. While living in Montreal in the early 1970s he joined with authors 
Raymond Fraser, Hugh Hood, John Metcalf and Ray Smith to form the celebrated 
Montreal Story Tellers Fiction Performance Group. In 2009, he was made an Officer
of the Order of Canada ‘for his contributions to Canadian letters as an author, 
essayist, teacher, and founder of the post-graduate program in creative writing at 
Concordia University.’
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Blake, William. Songs of Innocence and of Experience. San Marino. 2008. 
Huntington Library Press. 1st Printing of This Edition. Very Good in Hardcover. No 
Dustjacket As Issued. 9780873282369. Edited by Robert N. Essick. 256 pages. 
hardcover. Cover illustration By William Blake. Inventory # 36614. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - SONGS OF INNOCENCE AND OF EXPERIENCE are 
Blake’s most familiar poems. A few examples, such as ‘The Tyger’ and ‘The 
Chimney Sweeper,’ frequently appear in anthologies of English literature, in which 
the poems are often printed without Blake’s evocative engravings. But Blake made 
collections of his Songs, first the INNOCENCE group alone in 1789, and then 
EXPERIENCE in 1794, combining the two in that year to make up a single volume.
This facsimile edition is based on a unique copy in the collection of the Huntington 
Library that shows how Blake used coloring style and pen and ink additions to make
a unified book out of fifty-four individual engravings. Based on new digital 
photography, this edition also captures the designs and coloring as closely as 
possible. The plates are followed by a transcription of the poems. Robert N. Essick’s
commentary includes a brief biography of Blake and interprets each poem in 
dialogue with the other Songs. Essick also explores the political and historical 
contexts of the poems. Newcomers to Blake will find a thorough grounding in his 
unusual art and language, while experts will encounter fresh discoveries.

William Blake (28 November 1757 – 12 August 1827) was an English poet, painter,
and printmaker. Largely unrecognised during his lifetime, Blake is now considered a
seminal figure in the history of both the poetry and visual arts of the Romantic Age.
His prophetic poetry has been said to form ‘what is in proportion to its merits the 
least read body of poetry in the English language’. His visual artistry has led one 
contemporary art critic to proclaim him ‘far and away the greatest artist Britain has 
ever produced’.
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Blanchfield, Brian. Proxies: Essays Near Knowing. New York. 2016. Nightboat 
Books. Advanced Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781937658458. 184
pages. paperback. Inventory # 42629. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Highly original, expressly unbeholden, these twenty-four
single-subject essays train focus on a startling miscellany of topics—Foot Washing,
Dossiers, Br’er Rabbit, Housesitting, Man Roulette, the Locus Amoenus—that begin
to unpack the essayist himself and his life’s rotating concerns: sex and sexuality, 
poetry and poetics, subject positions in American labor (not excluding academia), 
and his upbringing in working-class, Primitive Baptist, central-piedmont North 
Carolina. “Brian Blanchfield’s Proxies is a momentous work informed by a lifetime of
thinking, reading, loving, and reckoning, utterly matchless in its erudition, its 
precision, its range, its daring, and its grace. I know of no book like it, nor any recent
book as thoroughly good, in art or in heart.” - Maggie Nelson.

Brian Blanchfield is the author of two books of poetry, Not Even Then and A Several
World, which received the 2014 James Laughlin Award and was a longlist finalist for
the National Book Award. He lives in Tucson.
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Blanco, Richard. City of a Hundred Fires. Pittsburgh. 1998. University of Pittsburgh
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822956839. Pitt Poetry 
Series. 75 pages. paperback. Cover art by Carlos Betancourt, 'Image Farm.' Cover 
design by Kachergis Book Design. Inventory # 40576. $14

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Winner of the 1997 Agnes Lynch Starrett Prize. City of a
Hundred Fires presents us with a journey through the cultural coming of age 
experiences of the hyphenated Cuban-American. This distinct group, known as the
Generation (as coined by Bill Teck), are the bilingual children of Cuban exiles 
nourished by two cultural currents the fragmented traditions and transferred 
nostalgia of their parents' Caribbean homeland and the very real and present 
America where they grew up and live.

Richard Blanco was selected as the 2013 inaugural poet for President Barack 
Obama. He is the author of two other poetry collections: Directions to The Beach of 
the Dead, winner of the PEN/Beyond Margins Award; and City of a Hundred Fires, 
winner of the Agnes Lynch Starrett Poetry Prize. Exploring themes of Latino identity
and place, Blanco's poems have appeared in Best American Poetry 2000 and Best
American Prose Poems and have been featured on NPR. He is a fellow of the Bread
Loaf Writers Conference, recipient of two Florida Artist Fellowships, and has taught
at Georgetown and American universities. A builder of cities and poems, Blanco is 
also a professional civil engineer.
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Blanco, Richard. Looking for the Gulf Motel. Pittsburgh. 2012. University of 
Pittsburgh Press. Later Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822962014. Pitt 
Poetry Series. 83 pages. paperback. Cover art by Leah Giberson, 'Perch,' 2009. 
Cover design by Ann Walston. Inventory # 40586. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Family continues to be a wellspring of inspiration and 
learning for Blanco. His third book of poetry, Looking for The Gulf Motel, is a 
genealogy of the heart, exploring how his family's emotion legacy has shaped--and 
continues shaping--his perspectives. The collection is presented in three 
movements, each one chronicling his understanding of a particular facet of life from
childhood into adulthood. As a child born into the milieu of his Cuban exiled familia, 
the first movement delves into early questions of cultural identity and their evolution 
into his unrelenting sense of displacement and quest for the elusive meaning of 
home. The second, begins with poems peering back into family again, examining the
blurred lines of gender, the frailty of his father-son relationship, and the intersection
of his cultural and sexual identities as a Cuban-American gay man living in rural 
Maine. In the last movement, poems focused on his mother's life shaped by exile, 
his father's death, and the passing of a generation of relatives, all provide lessons 
about his own impermanence in the world and the permanence of loss. Looking for 
the Gulf Motel is looking for the beauty of that which we cannot hold onto, be it 
country, family, or love.

Richard Blanco was selected as the 2013 inaugural poet for President Barack 
Obama. He is the author of two other poetry collections: Directions to The Beach of 
the Dead, winner of the PEN/Beyond Margins Award; and City of a Hundred Fires, 
winner of the Agnes Lynch Starrett Poetry Prize. Exploring themes of Latino identity
and place, Blanco's poems have appeared in Best American Poetry 2000 and Best
American Prose Poems and have been featured on NPR. He is a fellow of the Bread
Loaf Writers Conference, recipient of two Florida Artist Fellowships, and has taught
at Georgetown and American universities. A builder of cities and poems, Blanco is 
also a professional civil engineer.
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Blanco, Richard. Matters of the Sea / Cosas del mar. Pittsburgh. 2016. University of
Pittsburgh Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822964001. 
Pitt Poetry Series. 48 pages. paperback. Inventory # 43944. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Matters of the Sea is one of the most emotionally 
complex and personal poems I’ve ever written, invested with all my love for the 
people of two countries that are part of my very being. As with the presidential 
inauguration in 2013, I am once again humbled and honored to participate as a poet
in another historic moment of such significance. I’m elated by the power of poetry to
mark such important, communal moments, and be a catalyst for change and 
understanding by reaching deep into our emotional selves and connecting us to our
shared humanity.’ —Richard Blanco. Matters of the Sea / Cosas del mar is a 
commemorative bilingual chapbook that beautifully reproduces inaugural poet 
Richard Blanco’s stirring poem, commissioned by the U.S. State Department and 
read during the official reopening ceremony of the U.S. Embassy in Havana Cuba 
on August 14, 2015. The embassy had been closed since 1961.

RICHARD BLANCO is the fifth inaugural poet in U.S. history. He is the author of 
three poetry collections: Directions to The Beach of the Dead, winner of the 
PEN/Beyond Margins Award; City of a Hundred Fires, winner of the Agnes Lynch 
Starrett Poetry Prize, and Looking for The Gulf Motel. Exploring themes of Latino 
identity and place, his poems have appeared in Best American Poetry 2000 and 
Best American Prose Poems and have been featured on NPR. Blanco is a fellow of 
the Bread Loaf Writers Conference, recipient of two Florida Artist Fellowships, and 
has taught at Georgetown and American universities. A builder of cities and poems,
Blanco is also a professional civil engineer.
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Bland, Eleanor Taylor. Gone Quiet: A Marti MacAlister Mystery. New York. 1994. St
Martin's Press. 2nd Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312110189. 3rd Mystery. 
214 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 26150. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A routine investigation of an elderly man’s death leads to
personal and professional complications for Marti MacAlister, the only black female
police detective in Lincoln Prairie, Illinois. When the coroner finds that Henry 
Hamilton was suffocated in his sleep, Marti and her partner, Jessenovik know it’s 
likely he was killed by someone he knew. They also know that Hamilton, a deacon of
Mount Gethsemane Baptist Church, is the stepfather Denise Stevens, a juvenile 
probation officer who has helped them on other cases. Hoping to prove that Denise 
is not a murder suspect, Marti looks into the victim’s church-centered community 
and his family’s troubled past. But the closer Marti gets to identifying the killer, the 
more protective Denise becomes toward her mother and sisters: Gladys, whose 
lifelong struggle for respect may have taken a dangerous turn; Belle, a nightclub 
singer whose flamboyant style has a desperate edge; and Terri, her father’s favorite,
who feels trapped in her marriage to an older man. As the police learn more about 
who Hamilton really was, Denise withdraws further from the people who want to help
her - until Marti is forced to assume that she and her sisters are keeping a terrible 
secret.

Eleanor Taylor Bland (December 31, 1944 – June 2, 2010) was an African-American
writer of crime fiction. She was the creator of Lincoln Prairie, Illinois (based on 
Waukegan, Illinois) police detective Marti McAllister.keywords
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Bland, Eleanor Taylor. See No Evil: A Marti MacAlister Mystery. New York. 1998. St
Martin's Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312169108. 274 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design and illustration by Bill Sloan. Inventory # 25085. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In her sixth case, police detective Marti MacAlister, a 
widowed mother recently engaged to a paramedic, investigates the death of a young
Chicago woman found along the rocky shore of Lake Michigan in Lincoln Prairie. 
The woman’s injuries indicate foul play, but Marti and her partner Vik, have no 
strong evidence against the prime suspect, the victim’s drug-dealing boyfriend. 
Meanwhile a homeless man and part-time snitch named Isaac hasn’t seen his buddy
Dare on the street in a week, and Marti knows the missing man stayed in an 
abandoned building near the murder scene. What Marti doesn’t know is that while 
she’s working hard to stop one killer, another from the past has her family in his 
sights. Unless Marti can outsmart them both, she will lose everything she has 
worked so hard to protect. ‘Marti MacAlister. brings a complexity to the personal side
of police work seldom presented in fiction.’ - Sara Paretsky.

Eleanor Taylor Bland (December 31, 1944 – June 2, 2010) was an African-American
writer of crime fiction. She was the creator of Lincoln Prairie, Illinois (based on 
Waukegan, Illinois) police detective Marti McAllister.
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Bland, Eleanor Taylor. Slow Burn: A Marti MacAlister Mystery. New York. 1993. St
Martin's Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312092377. 2nd Mystery. 
212 pages. hardcover. Jacket art and design by Jim Fitipaldi. Inventory # 22421. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - As the only black female detective in the Lincoln Prairie 
police department and a widowed mother of two, Marti MacAlister can handle a 
challenge - but even her years of experience on the Chicago force haven’t prepared
her for the pressure she takes on in SLOW BURN. When a young woman and a little
girl die in a fire at a women’s clinic in the poor section of town, they appear to be 
accidental victims of either insurance-scam arson or an attack by the local right-to-
life group. Shortly after the fire, however, a young man’s body is found in a ravine. 
As Marti and her partner Vik Jessenovik investigate, they find evidence that 
suggests the three deaths are connected - and that the fire is only one link in a chain
of violence and exploitation that involves girls younger than Marti’s own teenage 
daughter, Joanna. Fear, tension, and danger mount when an elderly woman is found
dead in her apartment near the clinic. Faced with uncooperative witnesses and 
slippery suspects, from a wary homeless man to the clinic doctor and staff, ‘Big Mac’
must use her characteristic persistence and streetwise, sensitive insight into the 
lives of Lincoln Prairie’s down and out to fit the disturbing picture together.

Eleanor Taylor Bland (December 31, 1944 – June 2, 2010) was an African-American
writer of crime fiction. She was the creator of Lincoln Prairie, Illinois (based on 
Waukegan, Illinois) police detective Marti McAllister.
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Blanton, Tom (editor). White House E-Mail. New York. 1995. New Press. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 1565842766. Complete With Floppy Disk. 254 
pages. paperback. Inventory # 22272. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here are the highest-level White House communications
on the most secret national security affairs of the United States during the 1980s - 
shockingly candid electronic exchanges you were never meant to see, virtually none
of which have ever before been available to the American public. President Reagan
tried to shred them electronically. President Bush tried to take them to Texas. 
President Clinton tried to put them beyond the reach of the Freedom of Information
Act. But the White House e-mail survived, thanks to a six-year lawsuit brought by the
National Security Archive and allied historians, librarians, and public interest 
lawyers.

Thomas S. Blanton is Director of the National Security Archive at George 
Washington University in Washington, D.C. The Archive won U.S. journalism's 
George Polk Award in April 2000 for "piercing self-serving veils of government 
secrecy, guiding journalists in search for the truth, and informing us all."
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Blew, Mary Clearman. Runaway: A Collection of Stories. Lewiston. 1990. 
Confluence Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0917652770. 203 pages. 
paperback. Signed by the Author. Jacket design by Karla Fromm. Inventory # 
15638. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The stories in ‘Runaway’ cast incidents in the lives of 
women and men in contemporary Montana in a glare of prairie daylight as they 
struggle with the weather, physical adversities, and the tatters of the myth of the 
West that shapes and often distorts their vision. Trying to break a horse to harness, 
learning to pilot a plane, surviving the metamorphosis of the West into the global 
village, comic and grim, Blew’s characters draw upon their inner toughness to form 
their tentative bonds with one another.

Mary Clearman Blew (born 1939) is an American non fiction writer. She is a 
professor of creative writing at the University of Idaho and Pacific Lutheran 
University. She has received the Pacific Northwest Booksellers Award and the 
Western Heritage Award.
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Bligh, Captain William. The Mutiny on Board H.M.S. Bounty. New York. 1962. 
Signet/New American Library. 1st Printing of This Signet Classic Edition. Previous 
Owner's Name Penned in Front,Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. Afterword By 
Milton Rugoff. 240 pages. paperback. CP94. Inventory # 32351. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The most celebrated mutiny in the annals of the sea and
the subsequent 3,600-mile South Sea voyage in an open boat were recorded by 
William Bligh, the Bounty's beleaguered master, amidst all the perils he underwent.
A resentful crew, ravaging storms, savages, uncharted archipelagoes - elements of
high adventure in themselves - are merely stages leading up to the anxiety-charged
ordeal to come. In this deeply personal, yet objective narrative based upon his ship's
log, Bligh documents the voyage of the Bounty and his relationship to his men - 
thereby posing the endlessly debated question of what manner of man he really 
was: sadistic disciplinarian of sensitive youth? Or a stern but just captain, a superb 
seaman, the victim of a rash young man made frantic by the loss of an island 
paradise?

Vice Admiral William Bligh, FRS, RN (9 September 1754 – 7 December 1817) was 
an officer of the British Royal Navy and a colonial administrator. A historic mutiny 
occurred during his command of HMS Bounty in 1789; Bligh and his loyal men made
a remarkable voyage to Timor, after being set adrift in the Bounty's launch by the 
mutineers. Fifteen years after the Bounty mutiny, he was appointed Governor of 
New South Wales in Australia, with orders to clean up the corrupt rum trade of the 
New South Wales Corps, resulting in the so-called Rum Rebellion.keywords
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Blinn, James W. The Aardvark Is Ready For War. Boston. 1997. Little Brown. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0316099872. 279 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by David High. Inventory # 24163. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Aardvark is a tactical jet crewman on board an aircraft 
carrier steaming to the Persian Gulf War. Nicknamed after the gas masks he and all
combatants carry, Aardvark is a virtual warrior in the world’s first virtual war. 
Sardonic and borderline, a camcorder voyeur and cathode ray tube assassin, he 
wears his aardvark mask constantly and tries to filter reality through digital or video 
screens at all times. In his incendiary narrative of the voyage from San Diego to the
Gulf, Aardvark shows us the warping effects of his shipmates’ slow realization that 
they have come not just to deliver death, but to risk death themselves. Through 
increasingly surreal daily training exercises and two phantasmagorical shore leaves,
Aardvark sees violence, drunkenness, and sheer military lunacy embraced with 
heroic abandon. As the ship nears its destination, Aardvark finds his private mission
going horribly awry - but there is still hope he can salvage everything with the right 
photo op.

James W. Blinn served in the U.S. Navy for none years and now lives in San Diego
with his wife, Anne Isaaks, also a novelist.
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Blish, James. Vor. New York. 1958. Avon Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good 
in Slightly Worn Wrappers. Paperback Original. 159 pages. paperback. T-238. 
Inventory # 29969. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The terrible stranger from worlds beyond the unknown, 
Vor! The ultimate frightening crisis on earth! Hatched out of a silver void, plunged 
down to earth like a metallic banshee where the air boiled away as it passed. When 
it opened. There was Vor.

James Benjamin Blish (May 23, 1921 – July 30, 1975) was an American author of 
fantasy and science fiction. Blish also wrote literary criticism of science fiction using 
the pen-name William Atheling, Jr.
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Block, Fred L. The Vampire State and Other Myths and Fallacies About the U. S. 
Economy. New York. 1996. New Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
156584193x. 320 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 22639. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Vampire State is a popular and provocative look at 
the muddled way we talk about economics in America. In engaging prose, Fred L. 
Block argues that many familiar metaphors, such as the image of the government as
a vampire sucking the lifeblood from our economy, are patently false and based on 
bad economics. He explains why balancing the federal budget will not solve our 
economic problems, shows the flaws in the arguments for a global free trade regime,
and uses a series of counter-metaphors to suggest reforms we desperately need.

Fred L. Block is an American sociologist, and Professor of Sociology at the 
University of California, Davis. Block is widely regarded as one of the world’s leading
economic and political sociologists.
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Block, Lawrence. The Devil Knows You're Dead: A Matthew Scudder Novel. New 
York. 1993. Morrow. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0688121926. 316 pages.
hardcover. Inscribed by the Author. Inventory # 23752. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A deranged derelict, a crazed Vietnam vet, has been 
arrested for gunning down successful young lawyer Glenn Holtzmann at a corner 
phone booth on Eleventh Avenue -- and the suspect's brother wants p.i. Matthew 
Scudder to prove the madman innocent. But Scudder's curiosity and dedication are 
leading him to dark, unexplored places in his own heart. .and to passions and 
secrets that could destroy everything be loves.

Lawrence Block (born June 24, 1938) is an American crime writer best known for 
two long-running New York–set series about the recovering alcoholic P.I. Matthew 
Scudder and the gentleman burglar Bernie Rhodenbarr. Block was named a Grand
Master by the Mystery Writers of America in 1994.
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Blonsky, Marshall. American Mythologies. New York. 1992. Oxford University Press.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0195050622. 517 pages. hardcover.
Jacket design by Charles Kreloff. Inventory # 17337. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - What's it like to witness the moments that define a 
culture? Marshall Blonsky spent four years on three continents as a fly on the wall- 
albeit one with a doctorate in semiotics-watching the dreammakers of international 
culture construct the attitudes and lifestyles of the early 90s: Giorgio Armani, in his
Milan studio, sketching a faux humble sack suit that will usher in the penitent 90s; 
Vanna White in gold lamé, sitting in her private hair studio wondering if Ted Koppel 
is mocking her; Costa-Gavras, cradling his son in Paris, revealing a secret about TV
commercials; Stephen King describing a ghost he saw while laying his wife's coat on
a bed at a party; Peter Greenaway turning deconstruction into chic films for those of
us with a case of culture-ache; Yevgeny Yevtushenko cooking lunch in Moscow, 
telling a hair-raising tale about the former Soviet Union. Logging the air miles from 
Tokyo, Hong Kong, London, Paris, Milan, Moscow, and Beverly Hills, Blonsky tells a
mischievous, impudent tale of life and thought at the top of the cultural tower. 
Whether grave, frivolous, boastful, or drunk, they enable us to grasp the logic of the
ethical and cultural systems they are concocting to suit our new age of faxes and 
cellular phones, laptops and robots. They are creating a United States of Capitalism,
an archipelago of privilege in a sea of misery.

Marshall Blonsky, who has taught critical theory at Vassar College, is now a 
professor at New York University and the New School for Social Research. He is a 
frequent contributor to Harper's, The Washington Post Outlook, The New York 
Times Magazine, Vanity Fair, and other publications.
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Bloomer, W. Martin. The School of Rome: Latin Studies and the Origins of Liberal 
education. Berkeley. 2011. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 9780520255760. 276 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 33029. 
$49.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This fascinating cultural and intellectual history focuses 
on education as practiced by the imperial age Romans, looking at what they 
considered the value of education and its effect on children. W. Martin Bloomer 
details the processes, exercises, claims, and contexts of liberal education from the 
late first century bce to the third century ce— the epoch of rhetorical education. He 
examines the adaptation of Greek institutions, methods, and texts by the Romans 
and traces the Romans’ own history of education. Bloomer argues that while Rome’s
enduring educational legacy includes the seven liberal arts and a canon of school 
texts, its practice of competitive displays of reading, writing, and reciting were 
intended to instill in the young social as well as intellectual ideas.

W. Martin Bloomer is Associate Professor of Classics at Notre Dame University. His
books include Valerius Maximus and the Rhetoric of the New Nobility and The 
Contest of Language.
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Bloomfield, B. C. Philip Larkin: A Bibliography 1933-1976. London. 1979. Faber & 
Faber. 1st Edition. Some Water-Staining At Top Edge Near Spine and Small Piece 
of Dustjacket Stuck to Top Spine Corner of Front Boards, Otherwise Good in 
Dustjacket With Some Internal Water-Stains. 0571114474. 187 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 19556. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The first attempt at a comprehensive bibliography of the
published work of the poet, novelist and critic, Philip Larkin.

Barry C. Bloomfield was a professional librarian and retired in 1990 as Director of 
Collection Development at the British Library.
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Blumenthal, Sidney. How Bush Rules: Chronicles of a Radical Regime. Princeton. 
2006. Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
9780691128887. 420 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 38285. $26.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a series of columns and essays that renowned 
journalist and former presidential adviser Sidney Blumenthal wrote in the three years
following the 2003 invasion of Iraq, a unifying theme began to emerge: that Bush, 
billed by himself and by many others as a conservative, is in fact a radical-more 
radical than any president in American history. In How Bush Rules, Blumenthal 
provides a trenchant and vivid account of the progression of Bush's radical style-
from his reliance on one-party rule and his unwillingness to allow internal debate to 
his elevation of the power of the vice president. Taking readers through pivotal 
events such as the hunt for Iraqi weapons of mass destruction, the rise of the 
foreign-policy neoconservatives, Abu Ghraib, the war on science, the Jack Abramoff
scandal, and the catastrophic mishandling of Hurricane Katrina, the book tracks a 
consistent policy that calls for the president to have complete authority over 
independent federal agencies and to remain unbound by congressional oversight or
even the law. In an incisive and powerful introduction, Blumenthal argues that these
radical actions are not haphazard, but deliberately intended to fundamentally change
the presidency and the government. He shows not only the historical precedents for
radical governing, but also how Bush has taken his methods to unique extremes. 
With its penetrating account of a critical new era in American leadership, How Bush
Rules is a devastating appraisal of the Bush presidency.

Sidney Stone Blumenthal is an American journalist, activist, writer, and political aide.
He is a former aide to President Bill Clinton; a long-time confidant of Hillary Clinton, 
formerly employed by the Clinton Foundation; and a journalist, especially on 
American politics and foreign policy.
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Bly, Robert and Lehman, David (editors). The Best American Poetry 1999. New 
York. 1999. Scribners. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684842807. 223 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Julie Metz. Inventory # 26873. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This year’s anthology gets a fresh treatment from guest 
editor Bly, an award-winning poet and translator famous for his leadership role in the
men’s movement. Bly has chosen 75 poems from literary magazines and journals. 
An award-winning poet and translator selects the 75 best poems of the year from a 
host of contenders that range from celebrated writers to innovative newcomers. 
Contributors include John Ashberry, Anne Carson, Henri Cole, Louise Gluck, Phillip
Levine, and Richard Wilbur.

Robert Bly (born December 23, 1926) is an American poet, author, activist and 
leader of the mythopoetic men's movement. His most commercially successful book
to date was Iron John: A Book About Men (1990), a key text of the mythopoetic 
men's movement, which spent 62 weeks on the The New York Times Best Seller 
list. He won the 1968 National Book Award for Poetry for his book The Light Around
the Body. David Lehman, the series editor of The Best American Poetry, is also the
editor of the Oxford Book of American Poetry. His books of poetry include Poems in
the Manner Of, New and Selected Poems, Yeshiva Boys, When a Woman Loves a
Man, and The Daily Mirror. His most recent nonfiction book is Sinatra’s Century. He 
teaches at The New School and lives in New York City and Ithaca, New York.
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Bly, Robert. Leaping Poetry: An Idea with Poems and Translations. Pittsburgh. 
2008. University of Pittsburgh Press. 2nd Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9780822960034. 122 pages. paperback. Inventory # 40641. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Leaping Poetry is Robert Bly's testament to the 
importance of the artistic leap that bridges the gap between conscious and 
unconscious thought in any great work of art. Part anthology and part commentary,
Bly seeks to rejuvenate modern Western poetry through his revelations of 'leaping' 
as found in the works of poets from around the world, while also outlining the basic 
principles that shape his own poetry.

Robert Bly (born December 23, 1926) is an American poet, author, activist and 
leader of the mythopoetic men's movement. His most commercially successful book
to date was Iron John: A Book About Men (1990), a key text of the mythopoetic 
men's movement, which spent 62 weeks on the The New York Times Best Seller 
list. He won the 1968 National Book Award for Poetry for his book The Light Around
the Body.
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Blythe, Will (editor). Why I Write: Thoughts On the Craft of Fiction. Boston. 1998. 
Little Brown. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0316102296. Includes 
Contributions by Rick Bass, Pat Conroy, Richard Ford, Mary Gaitskill, Denis 
Johnson, Terry Mcmillan, Robert Stone, & Many Others. 226 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by John Fulbrook III. Inventory # 25928. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - What makes the great American fiction writers tick? Like
so many of us, editor Will Blythe was intrigued by the question. His curiosity led him
to ask twenty-six of the most exciting and accomplished novelists of our time why 
they do what they do. To pursue a vocation like fiction writing these days demands 
an almost religious sense of mission, with little chance of making a living, let alone a
fortune; (And yet it sometimes seems there are more fiction writers than readers!) 
This anthology offers a privileged, behind-the-scenes look at the imaginative 
processes of some of America’s best writers.

Will Blythe is a magazine writer and book author living in New York City. He is a 
former literary editor at Esquire magazine but is now a contributing editor for 
Harper's and Mirabella, and writes for many other periodicals, including The New 
Yorker, Rolling Stone, Sports Illustrated, Elle, and the Oxford American.
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Boag, Peter G. Re-Dressing America's Frontier Past. Berkeley. 2011. University of 
California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780520270626. 
272 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37965. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Americans have long cherished romantic images of the 
frontier and its colorful cast of characters, where the cowboys are always rugged 
and the ladies always fragile. But in this book, Peter Boag opens an extraordinary 
window onto the real Old West. Delving into countless primary sources and 
surveying sexological and literary sources, Boag paints a vivid picture of a West 
where cross-dressing--for both men and women--was pervasive, and where 
easterners as well as Mexicans and even Indians could redefine their gender and 
sexual identities. Boag asks, why has this history been forgotten and erased? Citing
a cultural moment at the turn of the twentieth century--when the frontier ended, the
United States entered the modern era, and homosexuality was created as a 
category--Boag shows how the American people, and thus the American nation, 
were bequeathed an unambiguous heterosexual identity.

Peter Boag holds the Columbia Chair in the History of the American West at 
Washington State University. He is the author of Environment and Experience: 
Settlement Culture in Nineteenth- Century Oregon and Same Sex Affairs: 
Constructing and Controlling Homosexuality in the Pacific Northwest, both from UC
Press.
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Bobrick, Benson. Wide As the Waters: The Story of the English Bible and the 
Revolution It Inspired. New York. 2001. Simon & Schuster. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684847477. 381 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
John Gall. Inventory # 28835. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Next to the Bible itself, the English Bible was - and is - 
the most influential book ever published. The most famous of all English Bibles, the
King James Version, was the culmination of centuries of work by various translators,
from John Wycliffe, the fourteenth-century catalyst of English Bible translation, to the
committee of scholars who collaborated on the King James translation. Wide as the
Waters examines the life and work of Wycliffe and recounts the tribulations of his 
successors, including William Tyndale, who was martyred, Miles Coverdale, and 
others who came to bitter ends. It traces the story of the English Bible through the 
tumultuous reigns of Henry VIII, Edward VI, Mary Tudor, and Elizabeth I, a time of 
fierce contest between Catholics and Protestants in England, as the struggle to 
establish a vernacular Bible was fought among competing factions. In the course of 
that struggle, Sir Thomas More, later made a Catholic saint, helped orchestrate the
assault on the English Bible, only to find his own true faith the plaything of his 
king.’ ‘In 1604, a committee of fifty-four scholars, the flower of Oxford and 
Cambridge, collaborated on the new translation for King James. Their collective 
expertise in biblical languages and related fields has probably never been matched,
and the translation they produced - substantially based on the earlier work of 
Wycliffe, Tyndale, and others - would shape English literature and speech for 
centuries.

Benson Bobrick earned his doctorate from Columbia University and is the author of
several critically acclaimed works, including Wide as the Waters: The Story of the 
English Bible and the Revolution It Inspired and Angel in the Whirlwind: The Triumph
of the American Revolution. In 2002 he received the Literature Award of the 
American Academy and Institute of Arts and Letters.
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Boetie, Dugmore. Familiarity Is the Kingdom of the Lost. New York. 1970. Dutton. 
1st American Edition. Very Good. No Dustjacket. Preface by Nadine Gordimer. 
Edited by Barney Simon. 190 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 13362. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The autobiographical novel of an outcast in a society of 
outcasts, a black thief in apartheid South Africa. Dugmore Boetie was a thief, a 
convict, a jazz musician, and a con man extraordinaire, whose cynical agility 
sustains him in the face of brutal confinements, queues of forced labor, and constant
white harassment. Bitter but never down for long, Boetie outwits and is usually 
outruns his victims. Dugmore Boetie was the discovery of Barney Simon, editor of a
South African literary magazine, who urged the crippled, ill, but unregenerate 
transgressor to write his autobiography.

Dugmore Boetie was the one-legged cripple who died of lung cancer in his early 
forties in 1966. His first appearance in print had been under guidance of the editor 
Nat Nakasa in the second issue of The Classic in 1963, with an item called ‘The Last
Leg.
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Bok, Sissela. Secrets: On the Ethics of Concelament & Revelation. New York. 1984.
Vintage Books. 1st Vintage Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers.Remainder
Mark On Bottom Edge. 039472142x. 334 pages. paperback. Inventory # 33025. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Shows how the ethical issues raised by secrets and 
secrecy in our careers or private lives take us to the heart of the critical questions of
private and public morality.

Sissela Bok (born Sissela Myrdal on 2 December 1934) is a Swedish-born American
philosopher and ethicist, the daughter of two Nobel Prize winners: Gunnar Myrdal 
who won the Economics prize with Friedrich Hayek in 1974, and Alva Myrdal who 
won the Nobel Peace Prize in 1982. She received her B.A. and M.A. in psychology 
from George Washington University in 1957 and 1958, and her Ph.D. in philosophy 
from Harvard University in 1970. Formerly a Professor of Philosophy at Brandeis 
University, Sissela Bok is currently a Senior Visiting Fellow at the Harvard Center for
Population and Development Studies, Harvard School of Public Health. She is 
married to Derek Bok, former president (1971-1991) and interim president (2006
-2007) of Harvard. Her daughter, Hilary Bok, is also a philosopher. Sissela Bok's 
brother, Jan Myrdal, is a leftist-political writer and journalist. She was awarded the 
Courage of Conscience award on 24 April 1991 'for her contributions to 
peacemaking strategies in the tradition of her mother'.
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Boland, Eavan (editor). After Every War: Twentieth-Century Women Poets. 
Princeton. 2004. Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0691117454. Translations From The German. 184 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 36027. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - They are nine women with much in common--all German
speaking, all poets, all personal witnesses to the horror and devastation that was 
World War II. Yet, in this deeply moving collection, each provides a singularly 
personal glimpse into the effects of war on language, place, poetry, and 
womanhood. After Every War is a book of translations of women poets living in 
Europe in the decades before and after World War II: Rose Ausländer, Elisabeth 
Langgässer, Nelly Sachs, Gertrud Kolmar, Else Lasker-Schüler, Ingeborg 
Bachmann, Marie Luise Kaschnitz, Dagmar Nick, and Hilde Domin. Several of the 
writers are Jewish and, therefore, also witnesses and participants in one of the 
darkest occasions of human cruelty, the Holocaust. Their poems, as well as those of
the other writers, provide a unique biography of the time--but with a difference. 
These poets see public events through the lens of deep private losses. They chart 
the small occasions, the bittersweet family ties, the fruit dish on a table, the lost soul
arriving at a railway station; in other words, the sheer ordinariness through which 
cataclysm is experienced, and by which life is cruelly shattered. They reclaim these
moments and draw the reader into them. The poems are translated and introduced,
with biographical notes on the authors, by renowned Irish poet Eavan Boland.

Eavan Boland (born 24 September 1944 in Dublin) is an Irish poet. Since 1996 she
has been a tenured Professor of English at Stanford University where she is 
currently Bella Mabury and Eloise Mabury Knapp Professor in the Humanities and 
Melvin and Bill Lane Professor for Director of the Creative Writing program. She 
divides her time between Palo Alto and her home in Dublin.
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Bolaño, Roberto. The Unknown University. New York. 2013. New Directions. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780811219280. Translated from the 
Spanish by Laura Healy. 835 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 45080. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Perhaps surprisingly to some of his fiction fans, Roberto
Bolano touted poetry as the superior art form, able to approach an infinity in which 
you become infinitely small without disappearing. When asked, What makes you 
believe you re a better poet than a novelist? Bolano replied, The poetry makes me 
blush less. The sum of his life s work in his preferred medium, The Unknown 
University is a showcase of Bolano s gift for freely crossing genres, with poems 
written in prose, stories in verse, and flashes of writing that can hardly be 
categorized. Poetry, he believed, is braver than anyone.

Roberto Bolaño (1953-2003) was born in Santiago, Chile, and later lived in Mexico,
Paris, and Spain. A poet and novelist, he has been acclaimed as “by far the most 
exciting writer to come from south of the Rio Grande in a long time” (The Los 
Angeles Times), and as “the real thing and the rarest” (Susan Sontag). Among his 
many prizes are the prestigious Herralde de Novela Award and the Premio Rómulo
Gallegos. He is widely considered to be the greatest Latin American writer of his 
generation. His books include The Savage Detectives, 2666, By Night in Chile, 
Distant Star, Last Evenings on Earth, and The Romantic Dogs.
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Böll, Heinrich. A Soldier's Legacy. New York. 1985. Knopf. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0394536037. Translated from the German 
by Leila Vennewitz. 137 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Paul 
Gamarello/Eyetooth Design, Inc. Inventory # 1488. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From the German Nobel Prize-winner for literature, a 
rediscovered short novel, written in 1947 at the very start of his great career, then 
lost in the chaos of life in Germany in the late 1940s, and appearing now for the first
time: a poignant evocation of youth trapped in war. It is 1943, and a German division
is stretched along the coast of Normandy, part of the Atlantic line of defense against
invasion. To one of these isolated outposts far out on the dunes comes the very 
young soldier Wenk, transferred from occupied Paris to ‘active duty: ’ He finds 
himself in a lost world. Wholesale corruption has turned army supplies into a 
profitable racket for the German High Command, The starving soldiers, exhausted 
from three years of endless patrol and sentry duty against an enemy who never 
comes, must cross their own mine fields at night to raid the French potato fields, 
under fire from their own sentries guarding the crops, or else barter their ammunition
and clothes for food, Lieutenant Schelling, Wenk’s immediate superior, is already in 
trouble with the other company officer, Schnecker, for protesting the privations of the
men. As Wenk and Lieutenant Schelling-against all army rank and protocol-are 
drawn by affection, political rebellion, and shared pain (both are in love with the 
same French girl) into real friendship, it is clear that a deeper revolt against the order
of things is involved. Their enemy Schnecker believes he has found treason, and 
when the company is transferred into the fighting on the Russian Front, events are 
forced to a shocking climax

Heinrich Böll is the first German to win the Nobel Prize for literature since Thomas 
Mann in 1929. His best-known novels include BILLIARDS AT HALF-PAST NINE, 
THE CLOWN, GROUP PORTRAIT WITH LADY, AND, MOST RECENTLY, THE 
SAFETY NET and WHAT’S TO BECOME OF THE BOY? He is also renowned for 
his short stories. Böll is past president of International P.E.N. and a leading defender
of the intellectual freedom of writers throughout the world.
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Böll, Heinrich. Acquainted With the Night. New York. 1954. Henry Holt. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Worn Boards.No Dustjacket. Translated from the German by
Ricahrd Graves. 200 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 1485. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Heinrich Böll (1917-85) was a German novelist, short-
story writer, and playwright. Humanity’s excesses and its inability to alter his destiny
are among Böll’s principal concerns in the narratives Und sagte kein einziges Wort 
(1953; tr. Acquainted with the Night, 1954), Haus ohne Huter (1954; tr. Tomorrow 
and Yesterday, 1957), Ansichten eines Clowns (1963; tr. The Clown, 1965), and 
Entfernung von der Truppe (1964; tr. Absent without Leave, 1965). Many of Böll’s 
works present his critical reflections on Catholicism, the church, and contemporary
German society. Among his other notable works are a collection of travel essays, 
Irish Journal (tr. 1967); the novel Gruppenbild mit Dame (1971; tr. Group Portrait 
with Lady, 1973); two English anthologies, Eighteen Stories (1966) and Children Are
Civilians Too (1970); and formerly unpublished stories, Der blasse Hund (1995; tr. 
The Mad Dog, 1997). Böll won the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1972 ‘for his writing 
which through its combination of a broad perspective on his time and a sensitive skill
in characterization has contributed to a renewal of German literature’. His first great 
international success was ACQUAINTED WITH THE NIGHT, whose protagonist 
returns from a POW camp to his family, all sharing a single room in an urban 
wilderness. His feeling that no one can understand his experience manifest itself in 
domestic violence. There are, however, signs of Boll’s hope for reconciliation. It also
set the scene for his later representation of gutted cities. fragmented families and 
the human cost, not just of the war, but of Germany’s economic recovery from it.

Heinrich Böll is the first German to win the Nobel Prize for literature since Thomas 
Mann in 1929. His best-known novels include BILLIARDS AT HALF-PAST NINE, 
THE CLOWN, GROUP PORTRAIT WITH LADY, AND, MOST RECENTLY, THE 
SAFETY NET and WHAT’S TO BECOME OF THE BOY? He is also renowned for 
his short stories. Böll is past president of International P.E.N. and a leading defender
of the intellectual freedom of writers throughout the world.
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Böll, Heinrich. The Safety Net. New York. 1981. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket With A Tear Mark On The Back Inside Flap. 0394514041. 
Translated from the German by Leila Vennewitz. 317 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Paul Bacon. Inventory # 1486. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Heinrich Böll’s subject here is terrorism-and the 
terrorized. Trapped at the heart of it all, one family. The old man, Fritz Tolm-
publisher of a once-liberal newspaper that has grown away from him into a gigantic
cannibalizing consortium-has already seen his life and that of his wife, Kãthe, 
become a slow suffocation: they are such obvious targets for violent political and 
social revenge. Now, suddenly and without his cooperation, he is elected head of 
‘The Association’ (of every major corporation: industrial, financial, energy, media)-
the most conspicuous and perhaps truly powerful position in the country. He and she
must be protected at all costs-but who and what and where exactly is the threat? 
Fritz and Kãthe are all too evidently leaders of the Establishment, but their children 
have grown up as radicals, at home in the counter-culture. There is much love and 
sympathy between the generations, and within this family network anyone-son, 
friend, old lover, ex-daughter-in-law-either has been, is now, or perfectly well might 
be associated with ‘the other side.’ All the Tolms are under the constant eyes of the
police. but whether as potential victims or attackers (or indeed both) is unpleasantly
ambiguous. Even while the signs multiply that an attack of some kind is imminent, 
Fritz Tolm and his family try to go about their lives. But how do you live in this 
dreadful inversion of human experience, where instead of your private fears and 
nightmares being balanced by the comforts of daily reality, it is daily reality itself that
is the nightmare? In magnificent defiance of threat and dread, Fritz and Kãthe and 
their sons and daughter do manage to preserve the bonds of passionate devotion 
and integrity.

Heinrich Theodor Böll (December 21, 1917 – July 16, 1985) was one of Germany's 
foremost post-World War II writers. Böll was awarded the Georg Büchner Prize in 
1967 and the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1972.
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Boller Jr., Paul F. Presidential Anecdotes. New York. 1981. Oxford University Press.
Reprinted Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0195029151. 410 pages.
hardcover. Cover: Edward Sorel. Inventory # 1489. $6.75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Gathers interesting and humorous stories about 
American presidents from Washington to Reagan and shows little-known aspects of
each one's personality.

Paul F. Boller Jr. was born on December 31, 1916, in Spring Lake, New Jersey. 
When he was offered the Lyndon B. Johnson Chair at Texas Christian University in
1976, he did not hesitate to accept. It was at TCU that he came up with a new idea 
for a book about American presidents. Presidential Anecdotes, published in 1981 by
Oxford University Press, was unique, presenting short biographical sketches of the 
presidents followed by stories gathered from many sources that illustrated their lives,
careers, and personalities. It became a best seller and was followed by other 
presidentially themed works: Presidential Campaigns (1984), Presidential Wives 
(1988), Presidential Inaugurations (2001), and Presidential Diversions (2007).
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Boller Jr., Paul F. Presidential Anecdotes. New York. 1981. Oxford University Press.
1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0195029151. 410 pages. hardcover. Cover art
by Edward Sorel. Inventory # 25468. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Gathers interesting and humorous stories about 
American presidents from Washington to Reagan and shows little-known aspects of
each one's personality.

Paul F. Boller Jr. was born on December 31, 1916, in Spring Lake, New Jersey. 
When he was offered the Lyndon B. Johnson Chair at Texas Christian University in
1976, he did not hesitate to accept. It was at TCU that he came up with a new idea 
for a book about American presidents. Presidential Anecdotes, published in 1981 by
Oxford University Press, was unique, presenting short biographical sketches of the 
presidents followed by stories gathered from many sources that illustrated their lives,
careers, and personalities. It became a best seller and was followed by other 
presidentially themed works: Presidential Campaigns (1984), Presidential Wives 
(1988), Presidential Inaugurations (2001), and Presidential Diversions (2007).
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Bombal, Maria-Luisa. House of Mist. New York. 1947. Farrar Straus & Company. 1st
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 245 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
15418. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In her prologue to HOUSE OF MIST, Maria-Luisa 
Bombal writes: I wish to inform the reader that even though this is a mystery, it is a
mystery without murder. He will not find here any corpse, any detective; he will not 
even find a murder trial, for the simple reason that theft will be no murderer. Theft 
will be no murderer and no murder, yet there will be. crime. And there will be fear. 
Those for whom fear has an attraction; those who are interested in the mysterious 
life people live in their dreams during sleep; those who believe that the dead are not
really dead; those who are afraid of the fog and of their own hearts. they will perhaps
enjoy going back to the early days of this century and entering into the strange 
house of mist that a young woman, very much like all other women, built for herself
at the southern end of South America.

María Luisa Bombal Anthes (Viña del Mar, 8 June 1910 – 6 May 1980) was a 
Chilean author, educated in France, At twenty she wrote articles for Chilean literary 
reviews. In 1933 she went to live in the Argentine, where her first book, LA ULTIMA
NIEBLA, was published in 1934. She returned to Chile in 1941 and was awarded the
Grand Prix de Roman of Santiago for her second novel, LA AMORTA JADA. She 
represented Chile in the International Congress of Pen Clubs at the World’s Fair in 
1938, and in 1942 she came here again on a minion to the Library of Congress for 
the Bibliotheque Nationale.keywords
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Bombal, Maria-Luisa. New Islands. New York. 1982. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st 
American Edition. Some Browning To Front Endpapers,Otherwise Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0374221189. 112 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Sigrid Spaeth. 
Inventory # 12946. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Maria Luisa Bombal was one of the most important Latin
American writers of this century. It is ironic that while a younger generation of 
Hispanic writers has attained a well-merited celebrity in this country, the work of 
Bombal-which in many ways anticipates that of writers like Carlos Fuentes, Gabriel
Garcia Márquez, and José Donoso -has remained unknown to the English-speaking
public. The stories in NEW ISLANDS, written in the 1940s, represent the best of 
Bombal’s work, now at last available in the United States. Bombal blends the 
baroque sensibility that so characterizes the Latin American novel with an absolute 
precision of expression, Her stories are perfect little gems, models of the way an 
artist consciously crafts a work, Every word, every effect, however lush and 
extravagant, is evidence of an artist in perfect control of her material, Bombal is a 
virtuoso of language, but her stories are more than exercises in style, for they are 
concerned with the plight of women trapped-as women have so often been-in 
situations not of their own making. Bombal is no sentimentalist. The lives of her 
characters are all the more evocative and haunting, all the more universal, be- 
cause these women are flawed human beings, at times irrational, often accomplices
in their own subjugation. These stories, richly distilling passion and fear, are the 
precursors of a modern feminist sensibility, a new kind of writing about women by 
women.

María Luisa Bombal Anthes (Viña del Mar, 8 June 1910 – 6 May 1980) was a 
Chilean author, educated in France, At twenty she wrote articles for Chilean literary 
reviews. In 1933 she went to live in the Argentine, where her first book, LA ULTIMA
NIEBLA, was published in 1934. She returned to Chile in 1941 and was awarded the
Grand Prix de Roman of Santiago for her second novel, LA AMORTA JADA. She 
represented Chile in the International Congress of Pen Clubs at the World’s Fair in 
1938, and in 1942 she came here again on a minion to the Library of Congress for 
the Bibliotheque Nationale.
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Bombal, Maria-Luisa. New Islands. Ithaca. 1992. Cornell University Press. 2nd 
Paperback Printing. Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front, Otherwise Very Good
in Wrappers. 0801495385. Translated from the Spanish by Richard & Lucia 
Cunningham. 112 pages. paperback. Cover: Brian Keeler. Inventory # 31890. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Maria Luisa Bombal was one of the most important Latin
American writers of this century. It is ironic that while a younger generation of 
Hispanic writers has attained a well-merited celebrity in this country, the work of 
Bombal-which in many ways anticipates that of writers like Carlos Fuentes, Gabriel
Garcia Márquez, and José Donoso -has remained unknown to the English-speaking
public. The stories in NEW ISLANDS, written in the 1940s, represent the best of 
Bombal’s work, now at last available in the United States. Bombal blends the 
baroque sensibility that so characterizes the Latin American novel with an absolute 
precision of expression, Her stories are perfect little gems, models of the way an 
artist consciously crafts a work, Every word, every effect, however lush and 
extravagant, is evidence of an artist in perfect control of her material, Bombal is a 
virtuoso of language, but her stories are more than exercises in style, for they are 
concerned with the plight of women trapped-as women have so often been-in 
situations not of their own making. Bombal is no sentimentalist. The lives of her 
characters are all the more evocative and haunting, all the more universal, be- 
cause these women are flawed human beings, at times irrational, often accomplices
in their own subjugation. These stories, richly distilling passion and fear, are the 
precursors of a modern feminist sensibility, a new kind of writing about women by 
women. .

María Luisa Bombal Anthes (Viña del Mar, 8 June 1910 – 6 May 1980) was a 
Chilean author, educated in France, At twenty she wrote articles for Chilean literary 
reviews. In 1933 she went to live in the Argentine, where her first book, LA ULTIMA
NIEBLA, was published in 1934. She returned to Chile in 1941 and was awarded the
Grand Prix de Roman of Santiago for her second novel, LA AMORTA JADA.
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Bonanni, Laudomia. The Reprisal. Chicago. 2013. University of Chicago Press. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780226063805. Translated from the 
Italian by Susan Stewart and Sara Teardo. 176 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
41622. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the bitterly cold winter of 1943, the Italian countryside 
is torn apart by violence as partisans wage a guerilla war against the occupying 
German army and their local fascist allies. In the midst of this conflict, a ragtag group
of fascist supporters captures a woman in the late stages of pregnancy. Suspecting
her of being in league with the partisans, they hastily put her on 'trial' by improvising
a war tribunal one night in the choir stalls of the abandoned monastery that serves 
as their hide-out. This sham court convicts the woman and sentences her to die - but
not until her child has been born. When a young seminarian visits the monastery 
and tries to dissuade the fascist band from executing their sentence, the absurd 
tragedy of the woman's fate is cast in stark relief. The child's birth approaches, an 
unnerving anticipation unfolds, and tension mounts ominously among the characters
and within their individual psyches. Based on a number of incidents that took place 
in Abruzzo during the war, Laudomia Bonanni's compact and tragic novel explores 
the overwhelming conflicts between ideology and community, justice and 
vengeance. The story is embedded in the cruel reality of Italian fascism, but its 
themes of revenge, sacrifice, and violence emerge as universal, delivered in prose 
that is at once lyrical and brutal. In her native Italy, Bonanni, a writer of journalism 
and critical prose as well as fiction, is hailed as one of the strongest proponents of 
postwar realism, and this is the first of her novels to be made available to English-
language readers.

Laudomia Bonanni (December 8, 1907 – February 21, 2002) was an Italian writer 
and journalist. Although she started publishing when she was a teenager, her writing
career took off in 1948 thanks to a literary contest and she went on to be a prolific 
and award-winning author. The Nobel laureate Eugenio Montale compared her 
realism to James Joyce’s Dubliners.
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Bonansinga, Jay R. Sick. New York. 1995. Warner Books. 1st Printing. Very Good in
Wrappers. 0446365165. Paperback Original. 328 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
24860. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - You never can what’s inside a person’s head. Stripper, 
dreamer, survivor, Sarah is sick. The doctors call it a growth. They don’t know that 
the thing inside Sarah’s head isn’t a mere deviant chunk of flesh, but the seed of 
something hateful, inhuman, and alive. Medical science and the power of her own 
mind will challenge it, even seem to stop it. But as Sarah and a city filled with 
unsuspecting victims will learn, the cure is more killing than the disease.

Jay Bonansinga is an American writer and director. He wrote a number of fiction and
non-fiction works, co-wrote the novels based on The Walking Dead comics series, 
including The Walking Dead: Rise of the Governor (2011) and The Walking Dead: 
The Road to Woodbury (2012), among others. He also directed a short film, City of
Men, and a feature film, Stash.
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Bonansinga, Jay. Head Case. New York. 1998. Simon & Schuster. 1st Printing. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0684825147. 318 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. 
Inventory # 24886. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The man in the emergency room had run out onto a 
highway and gotten hit by a truck. Now he can't remember anything. But all hell 
breaks loose when a visitor claiming to be his brother shows up at the hospital. 
Shots are fired and 'John Doe' again manages to escape. Now his days are 
nightmares and his nights are filled with hideous flashbacks of his past. Out of 
desperation, John finds an ally in his search for his identity -- and what they learn 
terrifies them both!

Jay Bonansinga is an American writer and director. He wrote a number of fiction and
non-fiction works, co-wrote the novels based on The Walking Dead comics series, 
including The Walking Dead: Rise of the Governor (2011) and The Walking Dead: 
The Road to Woodbury (2012), among others. He also directed a short film, City of
Men, and a feature film, Stash.
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Bonner, Raymond. Weakness and Deceit: U. S. Policy and El Salvador. New York. 
1984. NY Times Books. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0812911083. 408 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 1751. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Raymond Bonner presents irrefutable evidence to 
document the story of a foreign policy disaster. Tracing the evolution of U.S. policy 
toward El Salvador, he shows how Presidents Jimmy Carter and Ronald Reagan 
chose to ignore the facts in order to justify a policy with no real base of support, 
either at home or abroad. The consequences for both the United States and for El 
Salvador are tragic.

Raymond Bonner is the author of numerous books, an investigative reporter who 
also been a staff writer at the New York Times, and The New Yorker and contributed
to The New York Review of Books. Bonner is the co-founder of OneJustice (formerly
Public Interest Clearinghouse), an organization that expands the availability of legal
services for Californians in need through innovative partnerships with nonprofits, law
schools, and the private sector. Bonner currently lives in New York. He is married to
Jane Perlez, who is also a New York Times journalist.
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Bonpane, Blase. Guerrillas of Peace: Liberation the ology and the Central American
Revolution. Boston. 1986. South End Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0896083101. 135 pages. paperback. Cover by Mike Prokosch. Inventory # 36875. 
$7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Blase Bonpane is a new abolitionist who believes the war
system can be replaced with a peace system. From the high country of 
Huehuetenanngo to intensive grass roots organizing in the United States, Office of 
the Americas Director Blase Bonpane has pursued peace with justice in Guatemala,
El Salvador, Nicaragua, Honduras, Panama, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba and Iraq.
As a U.S. citizen, he is especially concerned about the role of his own country in 
fostering conditions of injustice. Named ‘the most underrated humanist of the 
decade’ by the Los Angeles Weekly.

Blase Anthony Bonpane (April 24, 1929 – April 8, 2019) was the director of the 
Office of the Americas in Los Angeles, California, which he co-founded with his wife
Theresa in 1983. Throughout his life, he worked on human rights issues as well as 
the identification of illegal and immoral aspects of United States government policy.
Bonpane served as a Maryknoll priest in Guatemala and was assigned by the 
Cardinal of Central America as National Advisor to Centro Capacitacion Social, a 
center for university and high school students working in the field with indigenous 
people on matters of health, literacy and labor organization. He was expelled from 
that country in 1967 in the midst of a revolution. In 2006, The Nuclear Age Peace 
Foundation awarded Bonpane the Distinguished Peace Leadership Award. In June
2018, Bonpane announced he would stop broadcasting World Focus.
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Boon, Louis Paul. Minuet. New York. 1979. Persea Books. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0892550392. Translated from the Flemish by Adrienne 
Dixon. 136 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Peter McKenzie. Inventory # 1494. 
$22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - MINUET is the story of a married couple whose routine 
lives are disrupted when a sensuous young girl comes to work for them. The man, 
employed in a dull job in a cold storage depot, finds himself drawn to her by an 
overpowering erotic desire. And his wife begins to discover bolder instincts, too. 
Freed from household tasks, she starts a small business, making childrens' clothes,
and seems as enthralled with her business partner as she is with her new financial 
success. As the husband's desire for the young girl intensifies, it becomes apparent 
that his wife is pregnant. But who is the father? The young girl is a keen observer of
the unfolding erotic drama, although she is by no means an innocent by-stander. 
Instead, baiting one and seducing the other, she seems to be the catalyst. The three
characters take turns telling their own versions of this bizarre triangle. Juxtaposed to
the minuet of narratives is a banner of headlines from articles the husband has 
clipped out of the newspapers. The crimes and atrocities and absurd situations of 
passion they describe enhance the poignancy and the power of the novel. With a 
careful, haunting style reminiscent of Kafka's, Louis Paul Boon explores the delicate
relationship between our most private desires and the forces of the society in which
we live.

Louis Paul Boon, who died in 1979, wrote in Flemish and produced fifteen novels 
and many short stories. He won numerous awards, including the 'Triennial State 
Prize for Prose, which is the highest literary distinction in his country, and was 
nominated four times for the Nobel Prize.
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Booth, Martin. Opium: A History. New York. 1998. St Martin's Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312186436. 381 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
25659. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This definitive history of one of the most notorious drugs
of all time traces opium's astounding impact on world culture - from its religious use
by prehistoric peoples to its influence on the imaginations of the Romantic writers; 
from the earliest medical science to the Sino-British opium wars.

Martin Booth (7 September 1944 – 12 February 2004) was a prolific British novelist
and poet. He also worked as a teacher and screenwriter, and was the founder of the
Sceptre Press.
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Booth, Martin. Panther. New York. 2001. McElderry Books. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0689829760. 85 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Angela Carlino. Inventory # 28845. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The beast of the moor. .Pati is sure the rumors are true --
there is a West Country panther. Now she and Simon are setting out to track it. 
They're confident of their survival skills, but as they are drawn deeper and deeper 
onto the moors, they have to ask themselves: What will happen when they find the 
wild cat?

Martin Booth (7 September 1944 – 12 February 2004) was a prolific British novelist
and poet. He also worked as a teacher and screenwriter, and was the founder of the
Sceptre Press.
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Booth, Martin. The Industry of Souls. New York. 1999. St Martin's Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312242034. 250 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 27067. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Industry of Souls is the story of Alexander Bayliss, a
British citizen arrested for spying in the Soviet Union in the early 1950s. Eventually 
freed from the gulag in the 1970s, he finds he has no reason to return to the West -
he has become Russian in everything but birth. Now, on the day of his 80th birthday,
Russia has changed. Communism has evaporated. In the aftermath, information has
come to light that Alex is still alive. This moving story weaves together the events of
Alex's life, exploring this momentous day, his harrowing past in the camp and his life
in the village. It ends with his having to make a personal choice, perhaps for the first
time in his life, and the climax is shattering.

Martin Booth (7 September 1944 – 12 February 2004) was a prolific British novelist
and poet. He also worked as a teacher and screenwriter, and was the founder of the
Sceptre Press.
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Booth, Stephen. Black Dog: A Crime Novel. New York. 2000. Scribner. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 068487301x. 351 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Marc Cohen. Inventory # 28381. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Every once in a while a new writer comes along with the
voice, the passion, the originality, and the humanity to become a star. Such a writer 
is Stephen Booth, whose debut suspense novel Black Dog is already a bestseller in
Britain. It's a long, hot summer in Northern England's Peak District, where police 
helicopters darken blue skies and drown out the sound of birdsong. Fifteen-year-old
Laura Vernon, smart, sexy, and the keeper of many secrets, is missing. Possibly she
has run off to London. Possibly she's dead. The police search, the wealthy parents
wait by the phone. Detective Constable Ben Cooper quietly dreads the worst. When
retired miner Harry Dickinson and his black Labrador find the body lying in the 
woods, Harry's strangely obstinate refusal to cooperate with the investigation raises
more than a few eyebrows. What about the parents? Graham Vernon is a man who
knows all about secrets. What are he and his glamorous wife holding back? Ben 
Cooper, who lives with a personal tragedy and who has known the villagers all his 
life, finds himself uneasily teamed with an ambitious newcomer, Detective Constable
Diane Fry, who has her own secrets. As Ben and Diane begin a complicated dance
of suspicion, attraction, and frustration, they discover that to understand the present,
they must also understand the past. Loyalty, betrayal, friendship, family -- what do 
they mean, and what happens when loyalties clash? In the tradition of Reginald Hill,
Minette Walters, Barbara Vine, and Peter Robinson, this richly textured, evocative, 
stylish novel marks the auspicious debut of a major crime-writing talent.

Stephen Booth (born 1952) is an English crime-writer. He is the author of the 
Derbyshire-set Cooper and Fry series. He also worked as a sub-editor for the Daily
Express and The Guardian. In 2001 he gave this up to be a full-time novelist. The 
books follow two young Derbyshire police detectives, Ben Cooper and Diane Fry, as
they try to solve various murders.
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Booth, Stephen. Dancing With the Virgins: A Crime Novel. New York. 2001. 
Scribner. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0743216903. 381 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Rex Bonomelli. Inventory # 31007. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Stephen Booth's award-winning novel, Black Dog, was 
hailed as 'an impressive performance' (The Denver Post). Now, Constables Ben 
Cooper and Diane Fry must contend with a killer whose motives are shrouded in 
bloody history. In a remote part of Northern England's Peak District stand the Nine 
Virgins -- ancient stone monoliths that harbor dark legends. Now, another figure has
joined the circle: a young cyclist, her lifeless limbs arranged in a mocking dance. 
The killing eerily resembles an earlier attack that left a woman savagely disfigured. 
For Detectives Cooper and Fry, there are too many questions with no answers. Was
there a prior connection between the two victims? What was the precious object that
one of them carried? And who are the two mysterious drifters who practice strange 
rituals? All that Cooper and Fry know for certain is that innocent blood has been 
spilled on the barren moors -- and that the killing has only begun in the shadow of 
the Virgins.

Stephen Booth (born 1952) is an English crime-writer. He is the author of the 
Derbyshire-set Cooper and Fry series. Booth was born in Burnley, Lancashire, the 
son of Jim and Edna Booth. At the age of two, he moved with his parents to 
Blackpool. He attended Arnold School in the town. He currently lives with his wife 
Lesley in Nottinghamshire. For over 27 years, he was a journalist for various 
newspapers and magazines including the Wilmslow Advertiser, Huddersfield 
Examiner, and the Worksop Guardian. He also worked as a sub-editor for the Daily
Express and The Guardian. In 2001 he gave this up to be a full-time novelist. The 
books follow two young Derbyshire police detectives, Ben Cooper and Diane Fry, as
they try to solve various murders.
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Borer, Alain. Rimbaud in Abyssinia: A Journey Into the Heart of Africa to Solve One
of Modern Literature’s Greatest Mysteries. New York. 1984. Morrow. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0688075940. Rimbaud's Travels in Ethiopia. 
Includes Bibliographic References. Translated from the French by Rosmarie 
Waldrop. 323 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Barbara M. Bachman. Inventory #
15569. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1879, the 25-year-old French poet Arthur Rimbaud 
abandoned art and Europe, moving to Africa. To explore the silence of this period, 
Borer combines biography, literary analysis, and travelogue, retracing Rimbaud's 
movements through Ethiopia and Egypt, trying to evoke the place, and searching for
traces of the poet. Guided by Rimbaud's letters and glancing back at his poetry, 
especially ILLUMINATIONS and A SEASON IN HELL, Borer finds coherence 
between the two halves of Rimbaud's life, an existence defined and unified by the 
act of searching.

Alain Borer (born 1949 in Luxeuil), is a French poet, art critic, essayist, novelist, 
playwright, writer-traveler, signatory of the Littérature-monde (world literature) 
manifesto, and eminent authority on the works of Arthur Rimbaud. He has been 
Professor of Art at L'École supérieure des beaux-arts de Tours since 1979 and 
Visiting Professor of French Literature at the University of Southern California since
2005.
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Borgenicht, David. Sesame Sreet Unpaved: Scripts, Stories, Secrets, & Songs. New
York. 1998. Hyperion. 1st Edition. Very Good in Cloth. No Dustjacket As Issued. 
0786864605. 193 pages. hardcover. Cover design by Hotfoot Studio. Inventory # 
25932. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The show that has taught over 70 million of us to count is
turning 30! To help celebrate this milestone, Hyperion presents the ultimate insider’s
tribute to ‘Sesame Street’--a one-of-a-kind volume that lets readers relive all the 
classic memories, games shows, animation, and parodies through actual scripts, 
rare photos, celebrity flashbacks, and hilarious anecdotes. 400 color photos.

David Borgenicht is the creator and co-author of the best-selling WORST CASE 
SCENARIO SURVIVAL HANDBOOK series. He is also the author of dozens of other
books, including THE STAR TREK BOOK OF OPPOSITES and HOW TO CON 
YOUR KID. He is the president and publisher of Quirk Books (www.quirkbooks.
com), Philadelphia-based publishers of entertaining, informative, and amusing fiction
and non-fiction.
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Borges, Jorge Luis and Bioy Casares, Adolfo. Chronicles of Bustos Domecq. New 
York. 1976. Dutton. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0525080473. 
Translated from the Spanish by Norman Thomas Di Giovanni. 143 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Al Cetta. Inventory # 1509. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Dedicating his remarkable collection of essays ‘To those
three forgotten greats – Picasso, Joyce, Le Corbusier,’ Honorio Bustos Domecq has,
with a perspicacity bordering on genius, addressed himself those serious questions 
raised by contemporary art, literature, and architecture that continue to trouble us. 
As Gervasio Montenegro writes in the Foreword: ‘Whomsoever longs to dive into the
depths of the novel, the lyric, the essay, conceptualism, architecture, sculpture, the 
theater, and the whole gamut of audiovisual media, which are so much the mark of 
our times, will, in spite of himself, have come to terms with this indispensable 
vademecum, a true Adiadne’s thread which will lead him by the hand all the way to 
the Minotaur.’ It is our great good fortune that through the combined efforts of Jorge
Luis Borges, Adolfo Bioy-Casares, and the translator Norman Thomas di Giovanni, 
these exemplary chronicles (a thoroughly diverting spoof of the critical essay) have 
been brought to the attention of the English-speaking world.

JORGE LUIS BORGES has been acknowledged to be one of the preeminent figures
of twentieth-century literature. CHRONICLES OF BUSTOS DOMECQ is the sixth 
title in Dutton’s program to make available all of Borges’ writings for the reader in 
English. Previous titles are THE BOOK OF IMAGINARY BEINGS (1969), THE 
ALEPH AND OTHER STORIES (1970), DOCTOR BRODIE’S REPORT (1972), A 
UNIVERSAL HISTORY OF INFAMY (1972), and IN PRAISE OF DARKNESS 
(1974). ADOLFO BIOY-CASARES, Borges’ longtime friend and collaborator, is the 
author of A PLAN FOR ESCAPE, a novel first published in English in 1975. 
NORMAN THOMAS DI GIOVANNI, the translator, has worked with Borges on the 
translation of his prose and much of his poetry. He edited Borges’ SELECTED 
POEMS 1923-1967.
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Borges, Jorge Luis and Bioy Casares, Adolfo. Chronicles of Bustos Domecq 
(DUSTJACKET ONLY). New York. 1976. Dutton. Very Good, Slightly Worn 
Dustjacket. 0525080473. Translated from the Spanish by Norman Thomas Di 
Giovanni. DUSTJACKET ONLY. Inventory #  44234. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET

JORGE LUIS BORGES has been acknowledged to be one of the preeminent figures
of twentieth-century literature. CHRONICLES OF BUSTOS DOMECQ is the sixth 
title in Dutton’s program to make available all of Borges’ writings for the reader in 
English. Previous titles are THE BOOK OF IMAGINARY BEINGS (1969), THE 
ALEPH AND OTHER STORIES (1970), DOCTOR BRODIE’S REPORT (1972), A 
UNIVERSAL HISTORY OF INFAMY (1972), and IN PRAISE OF DARKNESS 
(1974). ADOLFO BIOY-CASARES, Borges’ longtime friend and collaborator, is the 
author of A PLAN FOR ESCAPE, a novel first published in English in 1975. 
NORMAN THOMAS DI GIOVANNI, the translator, has worked with Borges on the 
translation of his prose and much of his poetry. He edited Borges’ SELECTED 
POEMS 1923-1967.
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Borges, Jorge Luis. Doctor Brodie's Report (DUSTJACKET ONLY). New York. 1972.
Dutton. Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0525093826. Translated from the 
Spanish by Norman Thomas Di Giovanni. DUSTJACKET ONLY. Jacket Illustration 
by Jim McMullan. Inventory #  44232. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET

Jorge Francisco Isidoro Luis Borges (24 August 1899 – 14 June 1986) was an 
Argentine short-story writer, essayist, poet and translator, and a key figure in the 
Spanish language literature. His work embraces the ‘character of unreality in all 
literature’. His best-known books, Ficciones (Fictions) and The Aleph (El Aleph), 
published in the 1940s, are compilations of short stories interconnected by common
themes, including dreams, labyrinths, libraries, mirrors, fictional writers, philosophy,
and religion. Borges's works have contributed to philosophical literature and also to 
the fantasy genre. Critic Ángel Flores, the first to use the term magical realism to 
define a genre that reacted against the dominant realism and naturalism of the 19th
century, considers the beginning of the movement to be the release of Borges's A 
Universal History of Infamy (Historia universal de la infamia). However, some critics
would consider Borges to be a predecessor and not actually a magical realist. His 
late poems dialogue with such cultural figures as Spinoza, Camões, and Virgil. In 
1914 his family moved to Switzerland, where he studied at the Collège de Genève.
The family travelled widely in Europe, including stays in Spain. On his return to 
Argentina in 1921, Borges began publishing his poems and essays in surrealist 
literary journals. He also worked as a librarian and public lecturer. In 1955 he was 
appointed director of the National Public Library and professor of English Literature
at the University of Buenos Aires. He became completely blind at the age of 55; as 
he never learned braille, he became unable to read. Scholars have suggested that 
his progressive blindness helped him to create innovative literary symbols through 
imagination. In 1961 he came to international attention when he received the first 
Prix International, which he shared with Samuel Beckett. In 1971 he won the 
Jerusalem Prize. His work was translated and published widely in the United States
and in Europe. Borges himself was fluent in several languages. He dedicated his 
final work, The Conspirators, to the city of Geneva, Switzerland. His international 
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Borkhuis, Charles. Proximity (Stolen Arrows). San Francisco. 1994. SINK. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0962380636. 92 pages. paperback. 
Inscribed by the Author. Cover: Spencer Shelby. Inventory # 32267. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Charles Borkhuis’ poetry features both a clarity of 
phrasing and a receptivity to the vastness of the dream, inlayed in such a way as to 
let us occupy the space and time ‘behind the motion of naming.’ In these works ‘A 
miniature world/talks its way into being,’ and when afterwards we look up again from
the page to the world itself, our glance has been imperceptibly but sensibly changed,
charged, made smarter. This, then, is a poetry of the hidden body, the spark in the 
dark, to whose presence Borkhuis is finely tuned.’ - Leonard Schwartz. Charles 
Borkhuis was born in New York, educated in Texas and California, and has lived in
New York City since 1975. His poetry has appeared in numerous magazines, and he
is the author of HYPNOGOGIC SONNETS (Red Dust, l992). He is also an award-
winning playwright, with many plays performed on New York stage and radio.

Charles Borkhuis is a playwright, poet, screenwriter, and essayist. His books of 
poems include: AFTERIMAGE, SAVOIR-FEAR, ALPHA RUINS, PROXIMITY 
(STOLEN ARROWS), DINNER WITH FRANZ, and HYPNOGOGIC SONNETS. 
ALPHA RUINS was selected by Fanny Howe as a finalist for the William Carlos 
Williams Book Award. DISAPPEARING ACTS is his latest manuscript of poems. His
essays on contemporary poetics have appeared in TELLING IT SLANT and WE 
WHO LOVE TO BE ASTONISHED (University of Alabama Press). His stage and 
radio plays have been produced widely, and he is the recipient of a Dramalogue 
Award. His plays are published in four collections: MOUTH OF SHADOWS, THE 
SOUND OF FEAR CLAPPING, STAGE THIS: 3, and POETS' THEATER. His CD, 
Black Light, contains two radio plays produced for NPR. His one-act play ‘Barely 
There’ was produced in Sept. 09 as part of Boog's Poet's Theater festival. He 
curated poetry readings for the Segue Foundation for 15 years, most recently at 
Bowery Poetry Club in Manhattan.
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Borodin, Leonid. Partings. San Diego. 1987. Harcourt Brace Jovanovich. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. Remainder Mark On 
Bottom Edge. 0151709785. Translated from the Russian by David Floyd. 221 pages.
hardcover. Inventory # 25554. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A man falls madly in love with a priest's daughter in 
Siberia and must deal with his hysterical mother and sister, his erratic TV interviewer
girlfriend, and his friends and foes in Moscow's bohemia.

Leonid Ivanovich Borodin (born April 14, 1938) is a Russian novelist and journalist.
Born in Irkutsk, Borodin is a Christian and Soviet dissident. In the 1960s he 
belonged to the anti-Communist All-Russian Social-Christian Union. He was 
arrested and imprisoned in the 'strict regime' Camp 17 in 1967, and went on hunger
strike there with Yuli Daniel and Aleksandr Ginzburg in 1969. After his release in 
1973, Borodin’s works were smuggled out of the Soviet Union. The publication in 
English translation of The Story of a Strange Time led to his arrest in 1982 on 
charges of 'anti-Soviet propaganda'. He was sentenced to 10 years' hard labour in 
Perm-36 Maximum Security Camp (ITK-6), as well as five years' internal exile. 
Released after four years, in the perestroika era, Borodin was allowed to visit the 
west with his wife. Borodin was the subject and first-person narrator of the 2001 film
Leonid Borodin: Looking through the Years by Viacheslav Novikov. A winner of 
many literary prizes, including the 2002 Solzhenitsyn Prize, Borodin is editor-in-chief
of Moskva, a popular literary magazine. In 2005 he was appointed to the first 
convocation of the Public Chamber of Russia.keywords
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Borodin, Leonid. The Year of Miracle and Grief. London. 1984. Quartet Books. 1st 
British Edition. Very Good.No Dustjacket. 0704324474. Translated from the Russian
by Jennifer Bradshaw. 185 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 16921. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE YEAR OF MIRACLE AND GRIEF is a tale about 
Lake Baikal and its legendary heritage. The narrator relives his arrival by train as a 
boy of 12 at the village where his parents are engaged to teach. At once taken by 
the haunting beauty of the water and rocks, the boy yields his heart and mind to their
magic pull. But his surrender to the lake reveals something sinister behind the 
natural beauty.

Leonid Ivanovich Borodin (born April 14, 1938) is a Russian novelist and journalist.
Born in Irkutsk, Borodin is a Christian and Soviet dissident. In the 1960s he 
belonged to the anti-Communist All-Russian Social-Christian Union. He was 
arrested and imprisoned in the 'strict regime' Camp 17 in 1967, and went on hunger
strike there with Yuli Daniel and Aleksandr Ginzburg in 1969. After his release in 
1973, Borodin’s works were smuggled out of the Soviet Union. The publication in 
English translation of The Story of a Strange Time led to his arrest in 1982 on 
charges of 'anti-Soviet propaganda'. He was sentenced to 10 years' hard labour in 
Perm-36 Maximum Security Camp (ITK-6), as well as five years' internal exile. 
Released after four years, in the perestroika era, Borodin was allowed to visit the 
west with his wife. Borodin was the subject and first-person narrator of the 2001 film
Leonid Borodin: Looking through the Years by Viacheslav Novikov. A winner of 
many literary prizes, including the 2002 Solzhenitsyn Prize, Borodin is editor-in-chief
of Moskva, a popular literary magazine. In 2005 he was appointed to the first 
convocation of the Public Chamber of Russia.
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Borofka, David. Hints of His Mortality. Iowa City. 1996. University Of Iowa Press. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0877455570. 235 pages.
hardcover. Signed by the Author. Inventory # 27292. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The award-winning stories in David Borofka's Hints of His
Mortality focus on the male of the species, on bewildered, guilt-ridden, 
hypersensitive characters adrift in a sea of changing roles and expectations. 
Although they yearn for the ideal-whether physical or spiritual-and for that sense of 
divine connection suggested by Wordsworth's Intimations of Immortality, they 
usually end up settling for what seems the next best thing: sex or religion. The 
amorous scrimmage between male and female in these taut, intense stories is a 
contest that leaves no one unmarked. The hapless ministers in Borofka's memorable
collection find that their daily grind of professional piety leaves them with more 
questions than answers. The men and boys in Hints of His Mortality are always 
aware of their flaws, for Borofka's vital characters have the capacity to register the 
shadows of their every blemish. Like Ferguson of the title story, haunted for twenty 
years by his failures of conscience, each protagonist experiences the inexorable 
fallibility of his own nature, agonizes over his moral weakness, and longs for escape
from this life in which 'our birth is but a sleep and a forgetting.' Yet each is redeemed
by his ongoing struggle for compassion and understanding.

David Borofka is an America novelist and short story writer. He is the author of the 
short story collection, Hints of His Mortality, which won the Iowa Short Fiction Award
in 1996, and the novel, The Island (1997). Borofka has won the Missouri Review’s 
Editors’ Prize, Carolina Quarterly’s Charles B. Wood Award for Distinguished 
Writing. His short fiction has appeared in Image, Southern Review, Manoa, and 
Glimmer Train. He is a professor of composition, literature and creative writing at 
Reedley College.
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Borofsky, Robert. Yanomami: Fierce Controversy and What We Can Learn From It.
Berkeley. 2005. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 0520244044. 372 pages. paperback. Inventory # 36220. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Yanomami raises questions central to the field of 
anthropology–questions concerning the practice of fieldwork, the production of 
knowledge, and anthropology’s intellectual and ethical vision of itself. Using the 
Yanomami controversy–one of anthropology’s most famous and explosive 
imbroglios–as its starting point, this book draws readers into not only reflecting on 
but refashioning the very heart and soul of the discipline. It is both the most up-to-
date and thorough public discussion of the Yanomami controversy available and an 
innovative and searching assessment of the current state of anthropology. The 
Yanomami controversy came to public attention through the publication of Patrick 
Tierney’s best-selling book, Darkness in El Dorado, in which he accuses James 
Neel, a prominent geneticist who belonged to the National Academy of Sciences, as
well as Napoleon Chagnon, whose introductory text on the Yanomami is perhaps 
the best-selling anthropological monograph of all time, of serious human rights 
violations. This book identifies the ethical dilemmas of the controversy and raises 
deeper, structural questions about the discipline. A portion of the book is devoted to
a unique roundtable in which important scholars on different sides of the issues 
debate back and forth with each other. This format draws readers into deciding, for 
themselves, where they stand on the controversy’s–and many of anthropology’s–
central concerns.

Robert Borofsky is Professor of Anthropology at Hawaii Pacific University and the 
author of Making History (1987) as well as the editor of Assessing Cultural 
Anthropology (1994) and Remembrance of Pacific Pasts (2000).
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Borovik, Artyom. Hidden War: A Russian Journalist's Account of the Soviet War in 
Afghanistan. New York. 1990. Atlantic Monthly Press. 1st American Printing. Some
Foxing to Top and Side Edge, Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 0871132834. 288
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 15201. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the spring 1988 Artyom Borovik’s firsthand accounts of
the Soviet war in Afghanistan appeared in Life, Actuel in France, and Stern in 
Germany. Borovik lived and traveled with the Russian soldiers, went into combat 
with them, and experienced the terror, helplessness, and despair of waging a war in
a foreign land against an unseen enemy for unclear purposes. The Hidden War 
chronicles how and why the Soviets went into Afghanistan in 1979; provides 
dramatic, heart-wrenching tales of several Soviet deserters who were smuggled out
of by the mujahedin and ended up in America – disoriented, disheartened, and lost;
and concludes with an account of the Russian withdrawal and the aftermath. This 
landmark book provides the first glimpse inside the monolith that is the Soviet 
military machine and offers compelling portraits of individual Soviet soldiers. But 
what makes The Hidden War truly extraordinary is its timeless, poignant evocation 
of the horror of war at all times and in all places.

Artyom Genrikhovich Borovik (13 September 1960 – 9 March 2000) was a 
prominent Russian journalist and media magnate. Borovik died in an aircraft crash at
Sheremetyevo International Airport on 9 March 2000. According to historian Yuri 
Felshtinsky and political scientist Vladimir Pribylovsky, Borovik's death may be 
linked to his publications about Vladimir Putin just before the presidential elections 
that took place on 26 March. He died three days prior to the scheduled publication of
materials about Putin's childhood. At this time he also conducted an investigation of
Moscow apartment bombings.
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Borzutzky, Daniel. Lake Michigan. Pittsburgh. 2018. University of Pittsburgh Press. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822965220. Pitt Poetry Series. 6
x 9. 88 pages. paperback. Inventory # 43468. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Lake Michigan, National Book Award winner Daniel 
Borzutzky writes in direct response to a history of police abuse targeted at African 
Americans and carried out at Homan Square, a secret interrogation facility on the 
west side of Chicago. “I am vehemently protective of my native city—its rollicking 
history and gritty glories are legion. But it is also sweltering, blade-edged and 
murderous, with brown people squarely in its gunsights. Borzutzky’s surreal and 
terrifying lakeside dreamscape—sparked by the real-world specter of the city’s 
infamous ‘blacksite’ interrogation warehouse—is deftly crafted and chilling in its 
proximity to the real.” —Patricia Smith. “Borzutzky stages Lake Michigan in two 
‘acts’ at an imaginary prison on the real and symbolic border of Chicago. Each 
poem-scene vividly dramatizes state violence and capitalist exploitation, while the 
tortured speakers perform a lyricism of estrangement. Throughout, we are 
compelled to radically critique our political realities and to inscribe our vulnerable 
bodies into public song.” —Craig Santos Perez.

Daniel Borzutzky is a poet and translator, and the author of The Performance of 
Becoming Human, winner of the 2016 National Book Award for Poetry. His other 
books include In the Murmurs of the Rotten Carcass Economy, Memories of my 
Overdevelopment, and The Book of Interfering Bodies. His translation of Galo 
Ghigliotto’s Valdivia won the 2017 National Translation Award. Other translations 
include Raúl Zurita’s The Country of Planks; and Song for His Disappeared Love 
and Jaime Luis Huenun’s Port Trakl. He lives in Chicago. 
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Borzutzky, Daniel. Lake Michigan. Pittsburgh. 2018. University of Pittsburgh Press.
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822965220. Pitt Poetry Series. 6 x
9. 88 pages. paperback. Inventory #  44680. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Lake Michigan, National Book Award winner Daniel 
Borzutzky writes in direct response to a history of police abuse targeted at African 
Americans and carried out at Homan Square, a secret interrogation facility on the 
west side of Chicago. “I am vehemently protective of my native city—its rollicking 
history and gritty glories are legion. But it is also sweltering, blade-edged and 
murderous, with brown people squarely in its gunsights. Borzutzky’s surreal and 
terrifying lakeside dreamscape—sparked by the real-world specter of the city’s 
infamous ‘blacksite’ interrogation warehouse—is deftly crafted and chilling in its 
proximity to the real.” —Patricia Smith. “Borzutzky stages Lake Michigan in two 
‘acts’ at an imaginary prison on the real and symbolic border of Chicago. Each 
poem-scene vividly dramatizes state violence and capitalist exploitation, while the 
tortured speakers perform a lyricism of estrangement. Throughout, we are 
compelled to radically critique our political realities and to inscribe our vulnerable 
bodies into public song.” —Craig Santos Perez.

Daniel Borzutzky is a poet and translator, and the author of The Performance of 
Becoming Human, winner of the 2016 National Book Award for Poetry. His other 
books include In the Murmurs of the Rotten Carcass Economy, Memories of my 
Overdevelopment, and The Book of Interfering Bodies. His translation of Galo 
Ghigliotto’s Valdivia won the 2017 National Translation Award. Other translations 
include Raúl Zurita’s The Country of Planks; and Song for His Disappeared Love 
and Jaime Luis Huenun’s Port Trakl. He lives in Chicago. 
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Bosman, Herman Charles. Unto Dust. Johannesburg. 1963. Human & Rosseau. 1st
South African Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. Edited by Lionel 
Abrahams. Foreword by William Plomer. 179 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Harold Rubin. Inventory # 24304. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - These tales of the wars and loves, faiths and 
superstitions, prejudices and insights of the backveld Afrikaner are told by a simple 
old Boer who is really the embodiment of sly ambiguity. ‘A writer of international 
stature’ - Alan Paton. ‘The best short stories that ever came out of South Africa’ - 
Roy Campbell. 0om Schalk Lourens, a simple old Boer who is really the 
embodiment of sly ambiguity, narrates these stories about the wars and loves, faiths
and superstitions, ignorance, prejudice and insights, virtues and vices of a backveld
Afrikaner community. The same raconteur spoke the 21 tales in MAFEKING ROAD,
the widely acclaimed collection - a South African literary classic and best seller - 
through which the name and legend of Herman Charles Bosman has continued to 
grow during the decade since his death (which alone delayed the publication of a 
further choice of the Schalk Lourens stories). Bosman, an English-writing Afrikaner 
of recognised genius, gives a unique portrait, drawn from the inside with love and 
wry detachment, of his controversial nation in these brilliant poetic stories, 
compound of satire, sentiment, realism, romance, irony and inspired clowning.

Herman Charles Bosman (3 February 1905 – 14 October 1951) is widely regarded 
as South Africa's greatest short-story writer. He studied the works of Edgar Allan 
Poe and Mark Twain and developed a style emphasizing the use of satire. His 
English-language works utilize primarily Afrikaner characters and highlight the many
contradictions in Afrikaner society during the first half of the twentieth century. The 
poet Roy Campbell called him ‘the only literary genius that South Africa has 
produced’.
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Boston Women's Health Book Collective. The New Our Bodies, Ourselves: A Book
By and For Women. New York. Touchstone/Simon & Schuster. Reprinted 
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0671791761. 751 pages. Paperback. 
Inventory # 41026. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The 20th-anniversary edition of the book hailed as the 
'most important work to come out of the women's movement' (Ellen Frankfurt) 
contains updated information on breast cancer, AIDS, and other vital contemporary
health concerns. Illustrations throughout. Index.

The Boston Women's Health Book Collective (now known as Our Bodies Ourselves)
is a non-profit organization founded in 1969 whose board members include Teresa
Heinz Kerry, Susan Love, and Gloria Steinem. Their mission is to empower women
by providing information about health, sexuality, and reproduction. Our Bodies, 
Ourselves is the organization's core vehicle for driving their mission. While OBOS is
famous for its voice in policy, advocacy, and educational efforts related to women's 
health, they see their role as a global content provider as paramount. Judy Norsigian
is the Executive Director of Our Bodies Ourselves.
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Boston, Richard. Boudu: Saved From Drowning. London. 1994. British Film Institute.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0851704670. 96 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 34784. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Boudu, a tramp, attempts to commit suicide by throwing
himself into the Seine. But he is rescued by Lestingois, a prosperous Parisian 
bookseller. Far from being grateful, Boudu abuses his host and seduces his wife. By
the end of the film, however, Boudu is in danger of succumbing to the blandishments
of bourgeois society, until in a final act of rebellion he again jumps into the water and
drifts away. Boudu Saved from Drowning (Boudu sauve des eaux), made in 1932, is
less well known than Jean Renoir’s later works but is equally a masterpiece. Aided 
by a prodigious performance from the legendary Michel Simon as Boudu, Renoir 
fashioned a profound parable about a social outcast who does not so much reject 
the rules of society as ignore them. Besides laying bare the depth of meaning in the
film, Richard Boston also traces Renoir’s links to nineteenth century French writers 
such as Zola and the paintings of the Impressionists, including Auguste Renoir, Jean
Renoir’s father. And in a fascinating study of Renoir’s sources, he shows that in 
mistakenly dismissing the literary qualities of the original play by Rene Fauchois, 
previous critics have misjudged the true nature of Renoir’s genius.

Richard Boston (1938-2006) was an author, journalist, and real ale champion. His 
early education started at Stowe School going on to Regent Polytechnic to study art,
then to read English at King's College, Cambridge. Richard gained an MA before 
going abroad to teach in Sicily, Sweden and France. On one of his many visits to 
France, Richard fell in to a film role to play the double of Jacques Tati. Returning to
work in England he initially joined the staff of Peace News, followed by New Society
where he was books editor.
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Boswell, James. Boswell's London Journal 1762-1763. New York. 1950. McGraw 
Hill. 1st American Edition. Very Good No Dustjacket. 370 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 1518. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - James Boswell's London Journal is a published version 
of the daily journal he kept between the years 1762 and 1763 while in London. Along
with many more of his private papers, it was found in the 1920s at Malahide Castle 
in Ireland, and was first published in 1950, in an edition by Frederick A. Pottle. In it,
Boswell, then a young Scotsman of 22, visits London for his second time. The most
notable event in the journal is Boswell's meeting on 16 May Samuel Johnson, the 
famous writer, moralist, and lexicographer with whom Boswell would form a close 
relationship, eventually writing the biography The Life of Samuel Johnson.

James Boswell (1740-1795) was a lawyer, diarist, and author. He is best known as 
the biographer of Samuel Johnson.
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Boswell, James. The Life of Samuel Johnson L.L.D. - 3 Volumes. New York. 1963.
Heritage Press. Reprinted Edition. Very Good in Hardcover. With marginal 
comments and markings from two copies annotated by Hester Lynch Thrale Piozzi.
Prepared for publication with an introduction by Edward G. Fletcher. 1425 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 37546. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Poet, lexicographer, critic, moralist and Great Chain, Dr 
Johnson had in his friend Boswell the ideal biographer. Notoriously and self-
confessedly intemperate, Boswell shared with Johnson a huge appetite for life and 
threw equal energy into recording its every aspect in minute but telling detail. This 
irrepressible Scotsman was ‘always studying human nature and making 
experiments’, and the marvellously vivacious Journals he wrote daily furnished him
with first-rate material when he came to write his biography. The result is a 
masterpiece that brims over with wit, anecdote and originality. Hailed by Macaulay 
as the best biography ever written and by Carlyle as a book ‘beyond any other 
product of the eighteenth century’, The Life of Samuel Johnson today continues to 
enjoy its status as a classic of the language.

James Boswell (1740-1795) was a lawyer, diarist, and author. He is best known as 
the biographer of Samuel Johnson.
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Bottomore, T. B. Critics of Society: Radical Thought in North America. New York. 
1968. Pantheon Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn 
Dustjacket. 150 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 18923. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Originated in a series of talks. for the Ideas program of 
the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation between March and May 1966. A 
comparison of American radicalism and intellectual dissent with social movements in
Canada.

Thomas Burton Bottomore (8 April 1920, England – 9 December 1992, Sussex, 
England), usually known as Tom Bottomore and published as T.B. Bottomore, was a
British Marxist sociologist. Bottomore was Secretary of the International Sociological
Association from 1953 to 1959. He was a prolific editor and translator of Marxist 
works, notably his collections published in 1963: Marx's Early Writings and Selected
Writings in Sociology and Social Philosophy. He was Reader in Sociology at the 
London School of Economics from 1952 to 1964. He was head of the Department of
Political Science, Sociology and Anthropology at Simon Fraser University, 
Vancouver from 1965 to 1967, leaving after a dispute over academic freedom. He 
was Professor of Sociology at the University of Sussex from 1968 to 1985. 
Bottomore edited and contributed to numerous journals of sociology and political 
science, and edited A Dictionary of Marxist Thought in 1983 and co-edited (with 
William Outhwaite) The Blackwell Dictionary of Twentieth century Social Thought 
published posthumously in 1993. Bottomore was a member of the British Labour 
Party.keywords
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Bottomore, T. B. Sociology As Social Criticism. New York. 1975. Pantheon Books. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0394468899. 217 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 19675. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - First published in 1975, this collection of essays 
embodies a conception of sociological thought as a critical analysis of social theories
and doctrines, of social institutions and political regimes, of recent social 
movements. They deal, in particular, with some conservative versions of sociology 
and with attempts to develop more radical theories; they extend the author's 
previous writings on classes, elites and politics; and they analyse some of the 
problems of socialism in the late twentieth century. There is a close unity of theme 
througout the book in its critical attempt to formulate new intellectual bases for future
radical and egalitarian politics. It is written with that quiet wisdom and impressive 
command of sources which readers have come to associate with Professor 
Bottomore's work.

Thomas Burton Bottomore (8 April 1920, England – 9 December 1992, Sussex, 
England), usually known as Tom Bottomore and published as T.B. Bottomore, was a
British Marxist sociologist. Bottomore was Secretary of the International Sociological
Association from 1953 to 1959. He was a prolific editor and translator of Marxist 
works, notably his collections published in 1963: Marx's Early Writings and Selected
Writings in Sociology and Social Philosophy. He was Reader in Sociology at the 
London School of Economics from 1952 to 1964. He was head of the Department of
Political Science, Sociology and Anthropology at Simon Fraser University, 
Vancouver from 1965 to 1967, leaving after a dispute over academic freedom. He 
was Professor of Sociology at the University of Sussex from 1968 to 1985. 
Bottomore edited and contributed to numerous journals of sociology and political 
science, and edited A Dictionary of Marxist Thought in 1983 and co-edited (with 
William Outhwaite) The Blackwell Dictionary of Twentieth century Social Thought 
published posthumously in 1993. Bottomore was a member of the British Labour 
Party.
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Bourne, Richard. Lula of Brazil: The Story So Far. Berkeley. 2008. University Of 
California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780520246638. 
304 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36304. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva’s dramatic life story has 
captured the imagination of millions, and his progressive politics have brought hope
and excitement to Brazil–and the world. This compelling work is the first major 
English-language biography of the metalworker who became president of Latin 
America’s largest and most powerful country. In a clearly written, vividly detailed 
narrative, Richard Bourne describes Lula’s childhood hardships in an impoverished 
family, his days as a revered trade unionist, and the strike movement that brought 
down Brazil’s military dictatorship. The book chronicles Lula’s campaigns for the 
presidency, his first term in office beginning in 2002, a major corruption scandal, and
his reelection in 2006. Throughout, Lula of Brazil connects this charismatic leader’s 
life to larger issues, such as the difficulty of maintaining a progressive policy in an 
era of globalization. Brazil’s contemporary history, parallels with other developing 
countries and other world leaders, the conservatism of Brazilian society, and other 
themes provide a rich backdrop for assessing the struggles, achievements, and 
failures of this major figure on both the Brazilian and the world stage.

Richard Bourne is Senior Fellow at the Institute of Commonwealth Studies at 
London University. He is author of several books including Assault on the Amazon,
Getúlio Vargas of Brazil: Sphinx of the Pampas, and Political Leaders of Latin 
America.keywords
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Boutilier, Nancy. On the Eigth Day Adam Slept Alone: New Poems. Santa Rosa. 
2000. Black Sparrow Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
1574231324. 264 pages. paperback. Inventory # 41718. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Nancy Boutilier's first book, According to Her Contours 
(1992), was hailed by Booklist as 'an exciting exploration of relationships, gender 
identity, and the politics of clothes from a woman who chose high tops over high 
heels and has the courage to love her family and her lesbianism.' The intense, 
disarming new poems of this, her second collection, fearlessly address life's deepest
riddles: 'the unexamined life / is not worth / living. / That's Plato / but 'expunge' is one
word you can live with / believe it or not/ things never lost have / been found.' 
Childhood, memory, love, death, 'the cosmic question mark' all the old 
imponderables are pursued again here, in limber, lucid lines that go directly to the 
source, bringing back invigorating news.

Nancy Boutilier brings experience as a poet, reporter, columnist, and athletic coach 
to the Rhetoric & Composition Department at Oberlin. She has been teaching 
composition at the College since 2005, and has also taught Journalism Basics and 
the First-Year Seminar “The Literature of War, Resistance, and Reconciliation” over
the years. This spring she will teach Creative Writing 247, “Performance, 
Collaboration and Interdisciplinary Approaches to Poetry.” Boutilier’s two poetry 
collections, According To Her Contours (1992) and On the Eighth Day Adam Slept 
Alone (2000), were both finalist for the Lambda Literary Award for Poetry. Her 
writings about sports, politics, literature and culture have appeared in a variety of 
publications, and she was a columnist for San Francisco's Bay Area Reporter for a 
number of years. Boutilier has played and coached both basketball and lacrosse, but
these days her playing is limited to the electric bass in the indie rock band 
Backbone.
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Bowden, Charles. Murder City: Ciudad Juarez and the Global Economy’s New 
KIlling Fields. New York. 2010. Nation Books. 2nd Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket.
9781568584492. 320 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Nicole Caputo. Jacket 
photograph by Julian Cardona. Inventory # 12811. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ciudad Juárez lies just across the Rio Grande from El 
Paso, Texas. A once-thriving border town, it now resembles a failed state. 
Infamously known as the place where women disappear, its murder rate exceeds 
that of Baghdad. Last year 1,607 people were killed - a number that is on pace to 
increase in 2009. In MURDER CITY, Charles Bowden - one of the few journalists 
who has spent extended periods of time in Juárez - has written an extraordinary 
account of what happens when a city disintegrates. Interweaving stories of its 
inhabitants - a raped beauty queen, a repentant hitman, a journalist fleeing for his 
life - with a broader meditation on the town’s descent into anarchy, Bowden reveals
how Juárez’s culture of violence will not only worsen, but inevitably spread north. 
Heartbreaking, disturbing, and unforgettable, MURDER CITY establishes Bowden 
as one of our leading writers working at the height of his powers.

Charles Clyde Bowden (July 20, 1945 – August 30, 2014) was an American non-
fiction author, journalist and essayist based in Las Cruces, New Mexico. He was 
known for his writings on the situation at the US–Mexico border and wrote often 
about the effects of the War on Drugs on the lives of the people in that region. He 
died in Las Cruces, New Mexico, on August 30, 2014, after a brief illness.
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Bowden, Mark. Killing Pablo: The Hunt for the World’s Greatest Outlaw. New York. 
2001. Atlantic Monthly Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0871137836. 296 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Charles Rue Woods. 
Inventory #  44057. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - On July 22, 1992, drug lord Pablo Escobar escaped from
prison and disappeared into the Colombian jungle. His audacious escape destroyed
the nation's tenuous ceasefire with its infamous narcos, and pushed it into open war
with the Medellin drug cartel. Over the coming days and weeks, the United States 
would launch a joint military and intelligence operation with the Colombian 
government, assembling a team of expert personnel and an arsenal of state-of-the-
art weaponry and surveillance technology the likes of which the world had never 
seen. Their mission: to track down Pablo. But this time, nobody was interested in 
capturing him. This time, they intended to finish the job. This time, they were going 
to kill him. KILLING PABLO is the inside story of the brutal rise and violent fall of 
Colombian cocaine cartel kingpin Pablo Escobar.

Mark Robert Bowden (born July 17, 1951) is an American journalist and writer. He is
a National Correspondent for The Atlantic. He is best known for his book Black 
Hawk Down: A Story of Modern War (1999) about the 1993 U.S. military raid in 
Mogadishu, Somalia. He has taught journalism and creative writing at Loyola 
University Maryland, and was Distinguished Writer in Residence at the University of
Delaware from 2013–2017.
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Bowker, Gordon. Pursued By Furies: A Life of Malcolm Lowry. New York. 1995. St
Martin's Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312127480. 672 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Charles Rue Woods. Inventory # 21758. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this biography of Malcolm Lowry, readers learn of his 
epic, frustrating story, its contradictions and comedies intact, without distortion or 
embellishment. ‘Pursued by Furies’ traces Lowry’s mythical life, from his voyage 
around the world to his respite on the British Columbian waterfront. There he 
managed to turn his ‘furies into mercies’, and to turn his experiences in Mexico into
his magnificent novel, ‘Under the Volcano’. Includes photos.

After reading English, Sociology and Philosophy at Nottingham and London 
Universities Gordon Bowker worked as a lecturer as well as writing dramas and 
documentaries for radio and television. He has written stories, articles and reviews 
for a variety of magazines and newspapers, including London Magazine, Plays and
Players, the Listener, the Sunday Times, Times Literary Supplement, and the New 
York Times. He wrote a series of highly-praised film-location reports for the 
Observer and reported on the Berlin Wall and the rise of the Polish trade union 
Solidarity for the Illustrated London News. More recently he has concentrated on 
literary biography. His books include Pursued by Furies: A Life of Malcolm Lowry 
(1994) (New York Times Bestseller and Notable Book of the Year); and Through the
Dark Labyrinth: A Biography of Lawrence Durrell (1996). His biography of George 
Orwell was published in 2003, the centenary of that writer’s birth. His biography of 
James Joyce was published in May 2011, in time for Bloomsday, and was longlisted
for the Carnegie Medal for Literary Excellence. It was the runner-up in 2013 for the 
American PEN/Jacqueline Bograd Weld Award for Biography and was shortlisted for
the PEN Center USA West Literary Award.
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Bowles, Paul. Up Above the World. New York. 1966. Simon & Schuster. 1st Printing.
Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front, Otherwise Very Good. No Dustjacket. 223
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 26867. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - On the terrace of an elaborate hilltop apartment 
overlooking a Central American capital, four people sit making polite coversation. 
The American couple - an elderly physician and his young wife - are tourists. Their 
host, whom they have just met, is a young man of striking good looks and charm. 
The girl, who is his mistress, is very young and very beatufiul. Sitting there, with 
drinks in their hands, watching the sunset, the Slades seem to be experienced in the
sort of fortunate chance encounter that travelers cherish. But amidst the civilities and
small talk, one remark proves prophetic. The host says to the American woman: ‘It’s
not exactly what you think.’ Masterfully - with the poetic control that has always 
characterized his work - Paul Bowles leads the reader beneath the surface of 
hospitality and luxury into a tortuous maze of human relationships and shifting 
moods, until what seems at first a merely casual encounter is seen to be one rooted
in viciousness and horror.

Paul Frederic Bowles (December 30, 1910 – November 18, 1999) was an American
expatriate composer, author, and translator. Following a cultured middle-class 
upbringing in New York City, during which he displayed a talent for music and 
writing, Bowles pursued his education at the University of Virginia before making 
various trips to Paris in the 1930s. He studied music with Aaron Copland, and in 
New York wrote music for various theatrical productions, as well as other 
compositions. He achieved critical and popular success with the publication in 1949
of his first novel The Sheltering Sky, set in what was known as French North Africa,
which he had visited in 1931. In 1947 Bowles settled in Tangier, Morocco, and his 
wife, Jane Bowles followed in 1948. Except for winters spent in Sri Lanka (then 
known as Ceylon) during the early 1950s, Tangier was his home for the remaining 
52 years of his life. Paul Bowles died in 1999 at the age of 88. His ashes are buried 
in Lakemont Cemetery in upstate New York.
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Bowles, Paul. Without Stopping. New York. 1972. Putnam. 1st Edition. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 379 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 1535. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Paul Bowles, the acclalmed author of The Shelterlng 
Sky, offers movlng, powerful, subtle, and fasclnatlng lnslghts lnto hls llfe, hls wrltlng,
and hls world.

Paul Frederic Bowles (December 30, 1910 – November 18, 1999) was an American
expatriate composer, author, and translator. Following a cultured middle-class 
upbringing in New York City, during which he displayed a talent for music and 
writing, Bowles pursued his education at the University of Virginia before making 
various trips to Paris in the 1930s. He studied music with Aaron Copland, and in 
New York wrote music for various theatrical productions, as well as other 
compositions. He achieved critical and popular success with the publication in 1949
of his first novel The Sheltering Sky, set in what was known as French North Africa,
which he had visited in 1931. In 1947 Bowles settled in Tangier, Morocco, and his 
wife, Jane Bowles followed in 1948. Except for winters spent in Sri Lanka (then 
known as Ceylon) during the early 1950s, Tangier was his home for the remaining 
52 years of his life. Paul Bowles died in 1999 at the age of 88. His ashes are buried 
in Lakemont Cemetery in upstate New York.
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Bowman, David. Bunny Modern. Boston. 1998. Little Brown. 1st Edition. Very Good 
in Dustjacket. 0316102814. 216 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Stuart 
Patterson for Art Department. Inventory # 24847. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Raymond Chandler merges with Gabriel Garcia 
Marquez,’ said the New York Times Book Review of David Bowman’s first novel, 
LET THE DOG DRIVE. ‘Now that David Bowman has emerged, it will be interesting 
to see where his surrealistic, hard-boiled intelligentsia style takes him next.’ Where it
has taken him is BUNNT MODERN – a hard-boiled comedy about love, abduction, 
and child care, set in the future where electricity has disappeared and fertility is on 
the wane, but human passions are as messy as ever. This is the story of Clare, a 
nanny who packs a Glock and guards babies from childless kidnappers. Clare has 
undergone the standard aversion therapy to keep her from bonding with the infants 
she protects. But despite all her training, Clare finds herself helpless to resist the big
eyes and droolly charms of her latest charge, an ineffably lovable baby named 
Soda. BUNNY MODERN is the strange saga of Clare and Soda, as told by Dylan, 
an investigator who’s fallen in love with Clare while looking into a connection 
between Soda’s parents and the disappearance of electricity years earlier. First 
admiring Clare from afar and then joining her in a series of adventures on 
Manhattan’s gaslit streets, Dylan unfolds a tale in which Lit Wear (Melville trousers,
Jane Eyre blouses), carrier pigeons, fertility monuments, a drug called Vengeance, 
and the Jersey Bounce Dance Studio all figure with mysterious coherence. 
Seamlessly interweaving elements of the noir thriller with hallucinogenic flourishes 
that are all his own,

David Bowman has written a novel that is mesmerizing, hilarious, and utterly 
captivating. David Bowman won New York University’s Elmer Holmes Babst Award 
for his first novel, LET THE DOG DRIVE. Shortlisted in the Granta ‘Best American 
Novelists Under Forty’ issue, he has contributed to both analog and hyperspace 
publications such as the New York Times Book Review and Salon. He lives in New
York City.
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Boyd, Brian. Nabokov's Pale Fire: The Magic of Artistic Discovery. Princeton. 2001.
Princeton University Press. Later Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 0691089574. 
320 pages. paperback. Inventory # 36009. $22.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Pale Fire is regarded by many as Vladimir Nabokov’s 
masterpiece. The novel has been hailed as one of the most striking early examples
of postmodernism and has become a famous test case for theories about reading 
because of the apparent impossibility of deciding between several radically different
interpretations. Does the book have two narrators, as it first appears, or one? How 
much is fantasy and how much is reality? Whose fantasy and whose reality are 
they? Brian Boyd, Nabokov’s biographer and hitherto the foremost proponent of the 
idea that Pale Fire has one narrator, John Shade, now rejects this position and 
presents a new and startlingly different solution that will permanently shift the nature
of critical debate on the novel. Boyd argues that the book does indeed have two 
narrators, Shade and Charles Kinbote, but reveals that Kinbote had some strange 
and highly surprising help in writing his sections. In light of this interpretation, Pale 
Fire now looks distinctly less postmodern—and more interesting than ever. In 
presenting his arguments, Boyd shows how Nabokov designed Pale Fire for readers
to make surprising discoveries on a first reading and even more surprising 
discoveries on subsequent readings by following carefully prepared clues within the
novel. Boyd leads the reader step-by-step through the book, gradually revealing the
profound relationship between Nabokov’s ethics, aesthetics, epistemology, and 
metaphysics. If Nabokov has generously planned the novel to be accessible on a 
first reading and yet to incorporate successive vistas of surprise, Boyd argues, it is 
because he thinks a deep generosity lies behind the inexhaustibility, complexity, and
mystery of the world.

Brian Boyd (born 30 July 1952) is a professor of literature known primarily as an 
expert on the life and works of author Vladimir Nabokov and on literature and 
evolution. He is a University Distinguished Professor in the Department of English at
the University of Auckland, New Zealand.
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Boyd, William. On the Yankee Station. New York. 1984. Morrow. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0688031110. 217 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by David Gatti. Inventory # 28127. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With his first novel, A Good Man in Africa, William Boyd
won three literary prizes and made one of the strongest debuts of any novelist in 
recent memory - both in the United States and in Europe. The book was compared 
to works by Graham Greene and Evelyn Waugh. Through the wimpy but by- able 
character of Morgan Leafy, a British diplomat, Boyd brilliantly portrayed the comic 
pathos of wasted lives in post- colonial Africa. Boyd’s second novel, An Ice-Cream
Wars followed the lives of four men—two British brothers, an American colonial 
farmer, and his German neighbor—as their destinies were shaped by World War I. 
The book was nominated for the Booker prize for fiction, the most prestigious British
literary award, and was a national best seller in England. Now, in On the Yankee 
Station, he presents us with his first collection of short stories. Diversity of setting, 
style, and mood is the keynote. From the anguish of an English schoolboy’s des ire 
(‘Hardly Ever’) to the title story’s portrayal of a napalm-happy pilot in Vietnam and 
the mechanic who hates him, William Boyd’s prose is assured and flawlessly 
executed. There is a psychological thriller (‘My Girl in Skin tight Jeans’), a touching 
story of a boy who unwittingly finds evidence of his mother’s adultery (‘Killing 
Lizards’), and the bizarre landscape of a failed child actor in a seamy suburb of Los
Angeles (‘Not Yet, Jayette’). Boyd is equally at home on the beaches of California 
and in post-colonial Africa. Two of the stories (‘Next Boat from Douala’ and ‘The 
Coup’) feature early adventures of Morgan Leafy, the hero of A Good Man in Africa,
and two others have been added for the American edition (‘The Care and Attention 
of Swimming Pools’ and ‘Excerpts from the Journal of Flying Officer J’). For the 
growing audience of Boyd fans, for all lovers of good stories, William Boyd has 
produced an exceptionally entertaining and masterfully written collection.

William Boyd (born 7 March 1952) is a British novelist and screenwriter resident in 
London.
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Boyd, William. Solo: A James Bond Novel. New York. 2013. Harper Collins. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780062223128. 326 pages. hardcover.
Jacket design by Milan Bozic. Inventory # 40569. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It's 1969, and, having just celebrated his forty-fifth 
birthday, James Bond—British special agent 007—is summoned to headquarters to
receive an unusual assignment. Zanzarim, a troubled West African nation, is being 
ravaged by a bitter civil war, and M directs Bond to quash the rebels threatening the
established regime. Bond's arrival in Africa marks the start of a feverish mission to 
discover the forces behind this brutal war—and he soon realizes the situation is far 
from straightforward. Piece by piece, Bond uncovers the real cause of the violence 
in Zanzarim, revealing a twisting conspiracy that extends further than he ever 
imagined. Moving from rebel battlefields in West Africa to the closed doors of 
intelligence offices in London and Washington, this novel is at once a gripping 
thriller, a tensely plotted story full of memorable characters and breathtaking twists,
and a masterful study of power and how it is wielded—a brilliant addition to the 
James Bond canon.

William Boyd (born 7 March 1952) is a British novelist and screenwriter resident in 
London.
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Boyd, William. The Destiny of Nathalie and Other Stories. London. 1995. Sinclair-
Stevenson. 1st British Edition. Previous Owner's Inscription in Front, Otherwise Very
Good in Dustjacket. 1856195708. 288 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. 
Inventory # 24090. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This new collection of stories is William Boyd's second, 
appearing some fourteen years after his first, On the Yankee Station. Once again 
the stories range widely across the time and space of the twentieth century. 'The 
Destiny of Nathalie 'X' 'is a modern fable about Hollywood; 'Cork' tells of a bizarre 
love affair between an Englishwoman and a Portuguese poet in 19305 Lisbon; 
Transfigured Night' is set in Vienna during the First World War and is concerned with
the problematic relationship between a wealthy patron (who bears a curious 
resemblance to Ludwig Wittgenstein) and his indifferent benefactor. Fantasy and 
farce, rueful longing and the bitter acknowledgement of life's relentless ironies all 
feature in these nine stories by one of our most celebrated and imaginative writers.

William Boyd (born 7 March 1952) is a British novelist and screenwriter resident in 
London.
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Boyer, Paul. When Time Shall Be No More: Prophecy Belief in Modern American 
Culture. Cambridge. 1992. Harvard University Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 067495128x. 488 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 17351. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Millions of Americans take the Bible at its word and turn 
to like-minded local ministers and TV preachers, periodicals and paperbacks for help
in finding their place in God's prophetic plan for mankind. And yet, influential as this
phenomenon is in the worldview of so many, the belief in biblical prophecy remains
a popular mystery, largely unstudied and little understood. When Time Shall Be No
More offers for the first time an in-depth look at the subtle, pervasive ways in which
prophecy belief shapes contemporary American thought and culture. Belief in 
prophecy dates back to antiquity, and there Paul Boyer begins, seeking out the 
origins of this particular brand of faith in early Jewish and Christian apocalyptic 
writings, then tracing its development over time. Against this broad historical 
overview, the effect of prophecy belief on the events and themes of recent decades
emerges in clear and striking detail. Nuclear war, the Soviet Union, Israel and the 
Middle East, the destiny of the United States, the rise of a computerized global 
economic order-Boyer shows how impressive feats of exegesis have incorporated 
all of these in the popular imagination in terms of the Bible's apocalyptic works. 
Reflecting finally on the tenacity of prophecy belief in our supposedly secular age, 
Boyer considers the direction such popular conviction might take-and the forms it 
might assume-in the post-Cold War era. The product of a four-year immersion in the
literature and culture of prophecy belief, When Time Shall Be No More serves as a 
pathbreaking guide to this vast terra incognita of contemporary American popular 
thought-a thorough and thoroughly fascinating index to its sources, its implications, 
and its enduring appeal.

Paul Boyer, Merle Curti Professor of History at the University of Wisconsin, Madison.
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Boyle, T. Coraghessan. A Friend of the Earth. New York. 2000. Viking Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670891770. 271 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket art by Marty Blake. Inventory # 15870. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In his eighth novel, T. C. Boyle blends idealism and 
satire in a story that addresses the ultimate questions of human love and the 
survival of the species. It is the year 2025, and Tyrone O’Shaughnessy Tierwater is
eking out a bleak living in Southern California, managing a pop star’s private 
menagerie of the species ‘only a mother could love’—scruffy hyenas, jackals, 
warthogs and three down-at-the-mouth lions. Global warming is a reality. The 
biosphere has collapsed in a grim but pointed way, and most of the major 
mammalian species—not to mention fish, birds and frogs—are extinct. At one time,
as we see in alternating chapters, Ty was a passionate environmentalist, so 
committed to saving the earth that he became an eco-terrorist and, ultimately, a 
convicted felon. As a member of the radical environmental group Earth Forever!, he
unwittingly endangered both his wife, Andrea, and his daughter, Sierra (who herself
became an icon of the Movement as an inveterate tree-sitter in the late nineties). 
Now, when he’s just trying to survive in a world torn by obdurate storms and 
winnowing drought, Andrea comes back into his life. Both gritty and surreal, A 
FRIEND OF THE EARTH represents a high-water mark in Boyle’s career—his deep
streak of social concern is effortlessly blended here with real compassion for his 
characters and the spirit of sheer exhilarating playfulness readers have come to 
expect of his work.

Tom Coraghessan Boyle (born Thomas John Boyle; also known as T.C. Boyle; born
December 2, 1948) is an American novelist and short story writer. Since the mid
-1970s, he has published fourteen novels and more than 100 short stories. He won 
the PEN/Faulkner award in 1988, for his third novel, World's End, which recounts 
300 years in upstate New York. He is Distinguished Professor of English at the 
University of Southern California.
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Boyle, T. Coraghessan. Descent of Man (DUSTJACKET ONLY). Boston. 1979. 
Atlantic/Little Brown. Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0316104698. 
DUSTJACKET ONLY. Jacket illustration by Gerry Hoover. Inventory #  44235. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET - In seventeen slices
of life that defy the expected and launch us into the absurd, Boyle offers his unique 
view of the world. A primate-center researcher becomes romantically involved with a
chimp; a Norse poet overcomes bard-block; collectors compete to snare the ancient
Aztec beer can, Quetzalcoatl Lite; and Lassie abandons Timmy for a randy coyote.
Dark humor, delirious fantasy, and surreal satire come together in this collection that
brilliantly expresses just what the 'evolution' of mankind has wrought.

Tom Coraghessan Boyle (born Thomas John Boyle; also known as T.C. Boyle; born
December 2, 1948) is an American novelist and short story writer. Since the mid
-1970s, he has published fourteen novels and more than 100 short stories. He won 
the PEN/Faulkner award in 1988, for his third novel, World's End, which recounts 
300 years in upstate New York. He is Distinguished Professor of English at the 
University of Southern California.
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Boyle, T. Coraghessan. East Is East. New York. 1990. Viking Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670832200. 364 pages. hardcover. Signed by the
Author. Jacket illustration & design by Bascove. Inventory # 14608. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Young Japanese seaman Hiro Tanaka, inspired by 
dreams of the Cty of Brotherly Love and trained in the ways of the samurai, jumps 
ship off the coast of Georgia and swims into a net of rabid rednecks, genteel ladies,
descendents of slaves, and the denizens of an artists’ colony. In the hands of T. 
Coraghessan Boyle, praised by Digby Diehl in Playboy as ‘one of the most exciting 
young fiction writers in America,’ the result is a sexy, hilarious tragicomedy of 
thwarted expectations and mistaken identity, love, jealously, and betrayal.

Tom Coraghessan Boyle (born Thomas John Boyle; also known as T.C. Boyle; born
December 2, 1948) is an American novelist and short story writer. Since the mid
-1970s, he has published fourteen novels and more than 100 short stories. He won 
the PEN/Faulkner award in 1988, for his third novel, World's End, which recounts 
300 years in upstate New York. He is Distinguished Professor of English at the 
University of Southern California.
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Boyle, T. Coraghessan. The Road To Wellville. New York. 1993. Viking Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670843342. 476 pages. hardcover. 
Signed by the Author. Cover: Tom Nikosey. Inventory # 32714. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The year is 1907, and the boom town of Battle Creek 
Michigan, is attracting a formidable array of visitors - the rich, the preposterously 
rich, and the merely famous, from California, Chicago, New York and even Europe.
What draws them to this place? And what inspires them to trade in their steaks and
oysters, their martinis and champagne for a diet of bran and yogurt and a regimen of
five enemas per day? Dr. John Harvey Kellogg, of course, inventor of the corn flake,
peanut butter, and the coffee substitutes that have ruined so many a bright morning,
the man whose dietary wisdom is at your disposal in this comic masterpiece by T. 
Coraghessan Boyle. THE ROAD TO WELLVILLE overflows with a Dickensian cast 
of characters – all in search of the magic pill to prolong their lives, or the profit to be
had from manufacturing it. The hapless hero of this pursuit is Will Lightbody, a man
with an undiagnosed stomach ailment whose only sin is loving his wife too much. 
For Eleanor Lightbody, despite her upper-crust credential, her capacity and beauty, 
is a health nut of the first stripe, and when she travels to Dr. Kellogg’s ‘Temple of 
Health’ to live out the vegetarian ethos with a vengeance, so too does poor Will. 
Boyle’s amazing novel offers much more than a cure for pernicious maladies – it will
make you howl with delighted recognition as you discover the root and basis for the
catechism of today’s food police. It will also give you a look at the boom industry that
made the little burg of Battle Creek known around the world, and introduce you to 
the hustlers and confidence men who came to town to profit from the public’s 
credulity. And it will give you adventure along with a good dolop of comic instruction 
in the mysteries of the prescriptive diet and the evils of sex (Dr. Kellogg believed in 
abstaining – for life).

Tom Coraghessan Boyle (born Thomas John Boyle; also known as T.C. Boyle; born
December 2, 1948) is an American novelist and short story writer. Since the mid
-1970s, he has published fourteen novels and more than 100 short stories. He won 
the PEN/Faulkner award in 1988, for his third novel, World's End. He is 
Distinguished Professor of English at the University of Southern California.
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Boyle, T. Coraghessan. The Tortilla Curtain. New York. 1995. Viking Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670856045. 368 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 26602. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A freak accident causes two couples-a pair of Los 
Angeles liberals and Mexican illegal's-and their opposing worlds to collide in a 
tragicomedy of error and misunderstanding. Men and women with brown faces and
strong backs who risk everything to cross the Mexican border and invade the 
American Dream are the Okies of the 1990s. Two of them, Candido and America 
Rincon, have come to Southern California and are living in a makeshift camp deep 
in a ravine, fighting off starvation. At the top of Topanga Canyon, Los Angeles 
liberals Delaney and Kyra Mossbacher lead an ordered sushi-and-recycling 
existence in a newly gated hilltop community: he a sensitive nature writer, she an 
obsessive realtor. And from the moment a freak accident brings Candido and 
Delaney into intimate contact, the two couples and their opposing worlds gradually 
intersect in what becomes a tragicomedy of error and misunderstanding.

Tom Coraghessan Boyle (born Thomas John Boyle; also known as T.C. Boyle; born
December 2, 1948) is an American novelist and short story writer. Since the mid
-1970s, he has published fourteen novels and more than 100 short stories. He won 
the PEN/Faulkner award in 1988, for his third novel, World's End, which recounts 
300 years in upstate New York. He is Distinguished Professor of English at the 
University of Southern California.
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Boyle, T. Coraghessan. The Tortilla Curtain. New York. 1995. Viking Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670856045. 368 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 31084. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A freak accident causes two couples-a pair of Los 
Angeles liberals and Mexican illegal's-and their opposing worlds to collide in a 
tragicomedy of error and misunderstanding. Men and women with brown faces and
strong backs who risk everything to cross the Mexican border and invade the 
American Dream are the Okies of the 1990s. Two of them, Candido and America 
Rincon, have come to Southern California and are living in a makeshift camp deep 
in a ravine, fighting off starvation. At the top of Topanga Canyon, Los Angeles 
liberals Delaney and Kyra Mossbacher lead an ordered sushi-and-recycling 
existence in a newly gated hilltop community: he a sensitive nature writer, she an 
obsessive realtor. And from the moment a freak accident brings Candido and 
Delaney into intimate contact, the two couples and their opposing worlds gradually 
intersect in what becomes a tragicomedy of error and misunderstanding.

Tom Coraghessan Boyle (born Thomas John Boyle; also known as T.C. Boyle; born
December 2, 1948) is an American novelist and short story writer. Since the mid
-1970s, he has published fourteen novels and more than 100 short stories. He won 
the PEN/Faulkner award in 1988, for his third novel, World's End, which recounts 
300 years in upstate New York. He is Distinguished Professor of English at the 
University of Southern California.
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Boyles, Denis. African Lives: White Lies, Tropical Truth, Darkest Gossip, and 
Rumblings of Rumor from Chinese Gordon to Beryl Markham, and Beyond. New 
York. 1988. Weidenfeld & Nicolson. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.
1555840345. 240 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Paul Gamarello. Jacket 
Photograph: Sir Henry Morton Stanley, The Bettmann Archive/BBC Hulton Picture 
Library. Inventory # 10844. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - African Lives offers a series of ebullient and evocative 
portraits of the ‘white tribe’ In Africa: Westerners from General Gordon to Emin 
Pasha to Karen Blixen to the present crop of adventurers who have fallen under the
spell of that Inexhaustible continent. It presents an Irreverent and original collection
of characters, crises, and stories, amply demonstrating that the spirit of the great 
European adventurers of the past is still present among the fly-boys, missionaries, 
and knock-abouts of today. Moving back and forth through a hundred years, Denis 
Boyles, journalist. writer and himself one of the African enthusiasts of whom he 
treats, sketches portraits not only of some of the great personalities from the past -
Rhodes, Lugard, Markham - but of such colorful present-day figures as Patrick 
Shaw, a police official in Nairobi; George Pappas, a self-made millionaire pilot in 
Kinshasa; and Ian Smith, the ex-prime minister of Rhodesia. Provocative, informed,
humorous, and invariably entertaining, African Lives is what the author calls a ‘pre-
ideological’ examination of a vivid and fascinating part of African history.

DENIS BOYLES is a journalist and writer whose pieces have appeared In The New
York Times, Geo, Playboy, and other publications. He has spent many years in 
Africa.
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Bozai, Agota. To Err Is Divine. New York. 2004. Counterpoint. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 1582432775. Translated from the German by David 
Kramer With The Close Collaboration Of The Author. 244 pages. hardcover. Jacket
design & photoillustration by Rick Pracher. Inventory # 35859. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A bestseller in Hungary and Germany, a sharp and 
delightful social satire that pits the relentless pursuit of wealth against the fickleness
of life in a capitalist culture. Anna Levay, a widow, is a secondary-school teacher in
a small resort city who is close to retirement. One evening after her bath, Anna 
discovers a strange light floating about her head. It is a halo, like that of a saint, but
Anna is not a particularly good or religious person; she is, in fact, an atheist. She 
sets about trying to conceal her halo, but soon realizes that only the truly innocent, 
small children and animals, can see it. But the concurrent power to heal and 
produce miracles is visible to a less exclusive audience, and once the greedy mayor
and physician of the town discover Anna’s new gifts, they set about using her to their
advantage: they build a luxury health resort and line their pockets. Agota Bozai’s 
novel, first published in Hungarian in 1998, is a stunning portrait of a world disposed
to depravity in the pursuit of wealth, and of the marginalization of a person of 
conscience, or at least conscientiousness, in a rapaciously capitalistic society.

Agota Bozai has worked as a freelance journalist for Hungarian radio and elevision.
Her first novel, PERSIAN DIVAN, was published in Budapest in 1997.
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Braasch, Gary. Earth Under Fire: How Global Warming Is Changing the World. 
Berkeley. 2007. University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 9780520244382. With an Afterword by Bill McKibben. 295 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 36361. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Six years ago, award-winning photojournalist Gary 
Braasch began an extraordinary journey around the world to observe and document
environmental changes resulting from the warming of our climate. In this stunning, 
eye-opening book, he brings us along to witness firsthand what he saw as he 
crossed both the Antarctic and Arctic Circles, trekked above 15,000 feet in the 
Andes, dove on damaged coral reefs, and followed scientists into the field on four 
continents. In more than one hundred photographs, including dramatic before-and-
after comparisons, Braasch records communities, landscapes, and animals at risk 
because of receding glaciers, eroding coastlines, rising sea levels, and thawing 
permafrost. In the accompanying text he surveys the science behind climate change
and introduces native people, lifelong observers, scientists, and others who are 
noticing striking changes right now. Alongside Braasch’s compelling words and 
images, essays by eminent scientists discuss the impacts of climate change on the
oceans, biodiversity, fresh water, mountain cultures, plants and animals, and our 
health. More than a warning, Earth under Fire, the most complete illustrated guide to
the effects of climate change now available, offers an upbeat and intelligent account
of how we can lessen the effects of our near total dependence on fossil fuel using 
technologies and energy sources already available.

Gary Braasch (1944 – March 7, 2016) was an environmental photographer and 
writer for nature and biodiversity across the globe. Braasch was born in Omaha, 
Nebraska and made his home in Oregon.
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Bradford, Clare. Unsettling Narratives: Postcolonial Readings of Children’s 
Literature. Waterloo. 2007. Wilfrid Laurier University Press. 1st Canadian Edition. 
Very Good in Wrappers. 9780889205079. 288 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
41299. $38.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Children's books seek to assist children to understand 
themselves and their world. Unsettling Narratives: Postcolonial Readings of 
Children's Literature demonstrates how settler-society texts position child readers as
citizens of postcolonial nations, how they represent the colonial past to modern 
readers, what they propose about race relations, and how they conceptualize 
systems of power and government. Clare Bradford focuses on texts produced since
1980 in Canada, the United States, Australia, and New Zealand and includes picture
books, novels, and films by Indigenous and non-Indigenous publishers and 
producers. From extensive readings, the author focuses on key works to produce a 
thorough analysis rather than a survey. Unsettling Narratives opens up an area of 
scholarship and discussion--the use of postcolonial theories--relatively new to the 
field of children's literature and demonstrates that many texts recycle the colonial 
discourses naturalized within mainstream cultures.

Clare Bradford is a professor of literary studies at Deakin University in Melbourne, 
Australia, where she teaches and researches mainly children’s literature. Her 2001 
book, Reading Race: Aboriginality in Australian Children’s Literature, won both the 
Children’s Literature Association Book Award and the IRSCL Award of the 
International Research Society for Children’s Literature. Clare Bradford’s 
publications have appeared in Canadian Children’s Literature, Children’s Literature,
The Lion and the Unicorn, Papers, and The Children’s Literature Association 
Quarterly.
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Bradley, Adam. Ralph Ellison in Progress. New Haven. 2011. Yale University Press.
1st American Edition. Some Slight Discoloration On Corner Of Bottom Edge, 
Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780300147131. 244 pages. hardcover. Jacket
illustration – Ralph Ellison photographed by Gordon Parks. Inventory # 38049. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ralph Ellison may be the preeminent African-American 
author of the twentieth century, though he published only one novel, 1952’s 
INVISIBLE MAN. He enjoyed a highly successful career in American letters, 
publishing two collections of essays, teaching at several colleges and universities, 
and writing dozens of pieces for newspapers and magazines. Yet Ellison never 
published the second novel he had been composing for more than forty years. A 
1967 fire that destroyed some of his work accounts for only a small part of the 
novel’s fate; the rest is revealed in the thousands of pages he left behind after his 
death in 1994, many of them collected for the first time in the recently published 
THREE DAYS BEFORE THE SHOOTING. RALPH ELLISON IN PROGRESS is the
first book to survey the expansive geography of Ellison’s unfinished novel while re-
imaging the more familiar, but often misunderstood, territory of INVISIBLE MAN. It 
works from the premise that understanding Ellison’s process of composition imparts
important truths not only about the author but also about race, writing, and American
identity. Drawing on thousands of pages of Ellison’s journals, typescripts, computer
drafts, and handwritten notes, many never before studied, Adam Bradley argues for
a shift in scholarly emphasis that moves a greater share of the weight of Ellison’s 
literary legacy to the last forty years of his life and to the novel he left forever in 
progress.

Adam Bradley is Associate professor of English at the University of Colorado, 
Boulder. He is the coeditor of Ralph Ellison’s unfinished second novel, THREE 
DAYS BEFORE THE SHOOTING. , and he author of Book of Rhymes: The Poetics
of HIP HOP.
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Bradley, David. The Chaneysville Incident. New York. 1981. Harper & Row. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0060104910. 432 pages.
hardcover. Jacket design by Paul Camarello/Eyetooth Design. Inventory # 25767. 
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The legends say something happened in Chaneysville. 
THE CHANEYSVILLE INCIDENT is the powerful story of a man’s obsession with 
discovering what that something was, what it had to do with the deaths of his slave 
great-grandfather and his moonshiner father, and what it has to do with him. John 
Washington has a doctorate in history and is a professor at a major university, an 
escapee from his small-town black origins. He is awakened in the middle of the night
by a phone call telling him that Old Jack Crawley is dying. To the people of John’s 
home town Jack Crawley is the strange, unkempt old man who shines shoes and 
lives in a shack in the woods. To John he is the man who was his father’s best friend
and the person who became his spiritual mentor when his father died a mysterious 
death. He taught John to hunt and fish, to become an expert woodsman, and most 
of all he told John stories. He told John of his father, who began as a moonshiner 
and ended as the wealthy and most influential black member of the community. And
he told the tales that had been passed on about his forebears and the troubled 
history of his small, rural Pennsylvania town. Before Jack dies he tells John one 
more story. And we realize that John really has not escaped his home town, nor his
own past, nor can he escape the strange bequest left him on Old Jack’s passing. 
Slowly John comes to know that he can never come to terms with his feelings for his
father, his relationship with a warm, loving white woman; indeed, he cannot go on 
with his life until he can solve the dual mysteries of how his father died and what 
dark secret of his family’s past his father was trying to uncover when he died. Once
John sets out to untangle the twisted skein of his family history, an obsessive, 
almost demonic force is set into motion. And there is no release until the final page.
David Bradley is a professor of English at Temple University, currently on a visiting 
appointment at San Diego State University. He was born and raised in western 
Pennsylvania, has been an editor, and published his first novel, SOUTH STREET, in
1975.
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Bradley, Marion Zimmer. Star of Danger. New York. 1965. Ace Books. 1st Ace 
Printing. Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. Paperback Original. 160 pages. 
paperback. Cover: Jack Gaughan. Inventory # 31566. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - First published in 1965, STAR OF DANGER is a work 
that stands as a foundation for the bestselling Darkover series, introducing many 
loyal fans to this wonderful, mysterious world. Two natives of Darkover are forced to
combine Darkover matrix magic with Terran technology to stand against a shared 
enemy.

Marion Zimmer Bradley (June 3, 1930, Albany, NY - September 25, 1999, Berkeley,
CA) was born in Albany, NY and lived for many years in Berkeley, CA. Best known 
as a writer of fantasy, science fiction, and romantic occult fiction, Bradley was also 
the editor of ‘Marion Zimmer Bradley's Fantasy Magazine’ and many anthologies. 
Her most famous works include the ‘Darkover’ series of science fiction novels and 
the New York Times bestselling THE MISTS OF AVALON. Marion Zimmer Bradley 
died in 1999.
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Braiker, Harriet B. Lethal Lovers and Poisonous People: How To Protect Your 
Health From Relationships That Make You Sick. New York. Pocket Books. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0671724223. 256 pages. Hardcover. Inventory # 
41015. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A guide to dealing with the damaging effects of 
dysfunctional relationships offers step-by-step advice on determining the toxicity 
level of an individual on the job or in one's personal life, and proven techniques for 
detoxifying one's emotions.

Dr. Harriet Braiker (November 22, 1948, Los Angeles, CA - 2004, Pasadena, CA) 
was a social and clinical Ph.D. psychologist, best-selling author, and internationally-
renowned expert in women’s issues. She was the first to publicly identify that women
experience more and different types of stress than men. Her pioneering book, The 
Type E Woman: How to Overcome the Stress of Being Everything to Everybody, 
made mainstream and medical news around the world when it was first published in
the late 1980s. In that book, she observed that the Type-A stress that men 
experience pales in comparison to what women experience. She coined the term 
"Type-E stress" – the E being Everything to Everybody – to help women better 
understand that in trying to be Everything to Everybody, they subjected themselves 
to a completely different and more debilitating type of stress than men experience.
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Braly, Malcolm. On the Yard. Boston. 1967. Little Brown. 1st Edition. Very Good. No
Dustjacket. 344 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 28779. $100

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A major American novel, and arguably the finest work of 
literature ever to emerge from a US prison, On the Yard is a book of penetrating 
psychological realism in which Malcolm Braly paints an unforgettable picture of the 
complex and frightening world of the penitentiary. At its center are the violently 
intertwined stories of Chilly Willy, in trouble with the law from his earliest years and 
now the head of the prison's flourishing black market in drugs and sex, and of Paul,
wracked with guilt for the murder of his wife and desperate for some kind of 
redemption. At once brutal and tender, clear-eyed and rueful, On the Yard presents 
the penitentiary not as an exotic location, an exception to everyday reality, but as an
ordinary place, one every reader will recognize, American to the core.

Malcolm Braly (1925–1980) was born in Portland, Oregon. Abandoned by his 
parents, Braly lived between foster homes and institutions for delinquent children, 
and by the time he was forty had spent nearly seventeen years in prison for 
burglary, serving time at Nevada State Prison, San Quentin, and Folsom State 
Prison. He wrote three novels behind bars, FELONY TANK (1961), SHAKE HIM 
TILL HE RATTLES (1963), and IT’S COLD OUT THERE (1966), and upon his 
release in 1965 began to work on ON THE YARD. When prison authorities learned 
of the book they threatened to revoke his parole, and he was forced to complete it in
secret. Published in 1967, after Braly’s parole had expired, On the Yard received 
wide acclaim. It was followed by his autobiography, FALSE STARTS: A MEMOIR 
OF SAN QUENTIN AND OTHER PRISONS (1976), and a final work of fiction, THE
PROTECTOR (1979). Malcolm Braly enjoyed fifteen years of freedom before his 
death in a car accident at age fifty-four.
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Braly, Malcolm. The Protector. New York. 1979. Jove. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 0515051780. 189 pages. paperback. Inventory # 36856. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It was an Upper West Side apartment building - an island
besieged, in a sea of junkies and street predators. Then private guard John Mack 
was hired - with his bullets and his creed of law and order until it hurt. The crime 
ebbed. The neighborhood relaxed. Only one final secret, one terrible danger 
remained. The Protector.

Malcolm Braly (1925–1980) was born in Portland, Oregon. Abandoned by his 
parents, Braly lived between foster homes and institutions for delinquent children, 
and by the time he was forty had spent nearly seventeen years in prison for 
burglary, serving time at Nevada State Prison, San Quentin, and Folsom State 
Prison. He wrote three novels behind bars, FELONY TANK (1961), SHAKE HIM 
TILL HE RATTLES (1963), and IT’S COLD OUT THERE (1966), and upon his 
release in 1965 began to work on ON THE YARD. When prison authorities learned 
of the book they threatened to revoke his parole, and he was forced to complete it in
secret. Published in 1967, after Braly’s parole had expired, On the Yard received 
wide acclaim. It was followed by his autobiography, FALSE STARTS: A MEMOIR 
OF SAN QUENTIN AND OTHER PRISONS (1976), and a final work of fiction, THE
PROTECTOR (1979). Malcolm Braly enjoyed fifteen years of freedom before his 
death in a car accident at age fifty-four.
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Brancati, Vitaliano. The Lost Years. London. 1992. Harvill/Harper Collins. 1st British
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. Remainder Marking On Bottom 
Edge. 0002711583. Translated from the Italian by Patrick Creagh. 207 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket illustration. Portrait of a man, unfinished (Tadeusz de Lempicki), 
1928 by Tamara de Lempicka. Inventory # 23308. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Natàca, a Sicilian coastal town, the citizens lead their 
lives from season to season on an open-air stage. Nothing happens in Natàca that 
escapes a thousand watchful eyes; nothing happens that eludes a thousand 
sardonic tongues; but then under that opaque, even blue sky nothing happens in 
Natàca - tedium reigns supreme. When Buscaino arrives, ostensibly on his return 
from America, and sets about raising funds to build a panoramic tower (for the 
pleasure of the citizens and his own profit), the apathetic townsfolk are for a moment
galvanized, and the ever-optimistic Buscaino believes that American-Style 
dynamism will finally rout Southern sloth. But Natàca, any coincidental similarities 
notwithstanding, is not New York. THE LOST YEARS, with its gallery of dazzlingly 
wrought caricatures of Sicilian provincials, from the crumbling duke in his draughty 
high-ceilinged palazzo to the all-devouring bourgeois mother amid her ormolu clocks
and coffee-cups, was Vitaliano Brancati’s first novel, issued in 1938 during the 
heyday of Fascism. Its covert political satire of a Nation in pursuit of a cause was 
lost on the gerarchi and it escaped the hands of the censors. It is now published for 
the first time in English.

VITALIANO BRANCATI Was born at Pachino, near Syracuse, in 1907, and was 
educated at Catania where he took a degree in literature In 1924 he joined the 
Fascist party, but after being ‘Fascist to the roots of his hair’, as he said, he 
repudiated it completely and THE LOST YEARS, started in 1934 and published in 
serial in 1938, were the first fruits of his conversion. From 1937 he was a 
schoolteacher in Catania and Rome, but turned to full-time writing after the war. He
was married to the actress Anna Proclemer, and in 1954 died in Turin.
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Brand, Dionne. At the Full and Change of the Moon. New York. 1999. Grove Press.
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 0802116493. 302 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 26790. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A magnificent, shocking act of defiance by a woman in 
the 19th century begins this beautiful novel by an award-winning writer -- a richly 
imagined saga spanning six generations. In 1824, on the island of Trinidad, Marie 
Ursule, queen of a secret society of militant slaves called the Sans Peur regiment, 
plots a mass suicide -- a quiet, passionate act of revolt. It is also the beginning of a 
new world, because Marie Ursule cannot bring herself to kill her small daughter, 
Bola, whom she smuggles away form the estate in the early dawn light. Bola's 
children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren will spill out across the world to 
America, to Canada, to Europe. Their lives will be haunted and vindicated by Marie
Ursule's dreams and her passion, as the world passes through two wars and into the
confusion, estrangement, and violence of the late twentieth century. In sensuous 
prose, At the Full and Change of the Moon tells, through the intimately 
interconnected stories of Marie Ursule's descendants, a history of dispossession. 
And the heartbreaking intensity and wisdom with which we are drawn into the lives 
and passions of each of them, confirms Dionne Brand in the front rank of the world's
novelists.

Dionne Brand (born January 7, 1953) is a Canadian poet, novelist, essayist and 
documentarian. She was Toronto's third Poet Laureate from September 2009 to 
November 2012.keywords
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Brandao, Ignacio de Loyola. Teeth Under the Sun. Champaign/London. 2007. 
Dalkey Archive Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers.Paperback 
Original. 9781564784384. Translated from the Portuguese by Cristina Ferreira-Pinto
Bailey. 368 pages. paperback. Cover design by Nicolene Labuschagne. Inventory #
10251. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A modern-day Don Quixote and an exile in his own 
hometown, the protagonist of Teeth Under the Sun is kept from writing by a 
conspiracy (real? imagined?) designed to prevent him from revealing the truth about
the town’s strange status quo and violent past. In a place where people have 
abandoned their houses for tiny apartments in the confines of new high-rises, the 
narrator walks the almost empty streets, remembering better times and meeting 
figures from his past: his ex-wife, his son, writers, friends, and revolutionaries. And 
all of this is interspersed with his memories of the movies. Fact and fiction, past and
present, all meet in this story of the narrator’s attempts to engage more fully with a
modern world forcing him into isolation. Ignacio de Loyola Brandao began his career
writing film reviews and went on to work for one of the principal newspapers in São
Paulo. Initially banned in Brazil, his novel ZERO, which is also published by Dalkey
Archive Press, went on to win the prestigious Brasilia Prize and become a 
controversial best-seller. Brandão is the author of more than a half-dozen works of 
fiction, including ANONYMOUS CELEBRITY and ANGEL OF DEATH.

IGNACIO de LOYOLA BRANDAO was born in 1936 in Brazil. He began a career in 
journalism at the age of sixteen writing reviews for the films that played at the only 
cinema in his hometown. At twenty, he moved to Sao Paulo, where he worked for 
the principal newspapers of the state capital until 1979. ZERO was finished in 1969
but was not published until five years later, when it was accepted by an Italian 
publisher. Not until 1975 was it published in Brazil, bringing considerable scandal, 
but extraordinary praise and a number of literary prizes, including the Brasilia Prize,
a national literary honor. In 1976, it was banned by the Ministry of Justice. Following
a national protest in 1977, the ban was lifted in 1979 and ZERO immediately 
returned to the bestseller list.
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Brandys, Kazimierz. A Question of Reality. New York. 1980. Scribners. 1st American
Edition. Some Foxing To Top Edge, Otherwise Very Good in Slightly Worn 
Dustjacket. 0684165996. Translated from the Polish by Isabel Barzun. 180 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Victor Bastante. Inventory # 1569. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A QUESTION OF REALITY is a novel about a nation 
bedeviled by invasion and foreign occupation, and it is the story of one man’s refusal
to submit to his country’s bitter history. A work of fiction that breaks with convention 
to deliver truth plainly, this is one of the most extraordinary books to come out of 
Eastern Europe in recent years. The narrator teaches drama at the Warsaw 
University where, as a law student during the thirties, he was beaten by a gang of 
right-wing students - the first lesson in his moral and political education. It led him to
break off with his stubbornly patriotic father, give up his legal studies, and take bit 
parts in the theater. When the Nazis invaded Poland, his education began in 
earnest. In telling us his story: of the metaphysical commitment that led him to join 
the Resistance (‘I joined to fight the Devil’); of the fictional espionage role he created
for a woman who wanted to serve in the underground; of the interrogations the new 
regime put him through after the war, and of the compromises he and intellectual 
friends made with the regime; and finally of the gathering of moral will to say no to 
the totalitarian distortion of reality - he addresses himself to the great moral 
questions that Polish society, brutalized by forces from within and without, has lost 
the will to ask. Why has freedom in Poland come to mean simply the right to 
demand better meat from the state’s butcher shops? Why is the only truth in state 
newspapers to be found in the obituary columns? In Kazimierz Brandys we hear the
clear brave voice of a human conscience, a voice that asserts the survival of the 
spirit. A stunning and brilliant novel about a country that, in the author’s words, has 
been ‘the plaything of history,’ A QUESTION OF REALITY is also an inspiring 
meditation on the urgent moral questions of our time.

Kazimierz Brandys (27 October 1916 - 11 March 2000) was a Polish essayist and 
writer of film scripts.
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Brandys, Kazimierz. Paris, New York 1982-1984: A Memoir. New York. 1988. 
Random House. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket W/Crease Across 
The Front. 0394544927. Translated from the Polish by Barbara Krzywicki-Herburt. 
183 pages. hardcover. Cover: Lars Hokanson. Inventory # 10838. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1983, Kazimierz Brandys, the world-renowned Polish
man of letters, gave us A WARSAW DIARY, the highly praised definitive account of 
the mood and events in Poland before and during the ascendancy of Solidarity. 
Now, in Paris, New York: 1982-1984, he offers ruefully skeptical, keenly acute 
memoirs of his life in the West following his exile from Soviet Poland in 1981. Poland
had defined his life: Then in his seventies, he was old enough to have witnessed the
last gasp of Polish independence in 1939; he had been a member of the Communist
party until 1966; and he was one of Poland's most respected, though blacklisted, 
writers. Exile was a cataclysmic experience. In the autumn of his life, Brandys was 
forced to abandon his culture, his family, his friends, his country. He landed in the 
hurly-burly of polyglot, multiracial New York City in the spring of 1982-not 
understanding a word of English-to begin an odyssey that would take him back and 
forth across the Atlantic to Paris time and again as, disoriented and impoverished, 
he sought to discover his bearings anew. Written from Brandys's unique sensibility 
as an exile, PARIS, NEW YORK: 1982-1984 is replete with trenchant and affecting 
observations of the politics, landscape, and people of Paris and New York.

Kazimierz Brandys (27 October 1916 - 11 March 2000) was a Polish essayist and 
writer of film scripts.keywords
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Brandys, Kazimierz. Rondo. New York. 1989. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374252009. Translated from the Polish by 
Jaroslaw Anders. 265 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 27984. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In his own words, Tom is an insignificant man, powerless
to affect changes even in himself let alone in others. He is pathologically normal, 
with ‘something of Buster Keaton’ to him. Yet an initially harmless fabrication 
motivated by his love for a woman will move him to center stage in one of the 20th 
century’s most infamous conflicts and will ultimately change the course of history. 
Tom is in love with Tola, an actress of the Warsaw stage. Tola, sadly, loves another,
a celebrated and charismatic actor named Cezar. But despite his unrequited love, 
Tom cannot help being concerned for Tola. Following the Nazi occupation of 
Warsaw at the outset of WWII, when she tells him she wishes to enlist in the Polish
Resistance, he conceives of an imaginary political cadre, ‘Rondo,’ and cleverly 
conscripts his beloved actress into it. The idea is innocent at first, little more than a 
flight of Tom’s fantasy designed to protect his beloved from the tribulations of the 
real Resistance. But through its own comic momentum, Rondo unexpectedly 
becomes a major force in the Polish underground. When Tom is drawn into the 
internal politics of the Resistance, the results are not only highly entertaining but 
telling of the eternal follies of war. Can a game, an innocent falsehood, become 
reality? Can a man in love who is otherwise ordinary in every way change history? In
Rondo, a modern classic now available for the first time in paperback, Brandys 
explores many of the obsessions of twentieth century literature, giving us an 
eloquent statement on politics, war, and personal exile while telling a story that is 
nothing if not a touching and enthralling love story. One of the century’s great literary
figures, Brandys’s voice has ‘quickened the conscience and enriched the writing of 
the twentieth century’ (Time).

Kazimierz Brandys (27 October 1916 - 11 March 2000) was a Polish essayist and 
writer of film scripts.
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Branner, H. C. The Mistress. New York. 1953. Signet/New American Library. 1st 
Signet Paperback Edition. Good in Wrappers. Published In England As 'The Riding
Master'. Translated from the Danish by A. I. Roughton. 143 pages. paperback. 1056.
Inventory # 23157. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Mistress. Loved by a man she pities, desired by a 
man she scorns, tormented by the memory of the one man she adored. This is the 
spellbinding story of a beautiful, tortured woman who confronts, in a single day, the
bitter realities of a lifetime.

Hans Christian Branner (23 June 1903 in Ordrup - April 23, 1966 in Copenhagen) 
was a Danish author and member of the Danish Academy. Branner has written 
novels, short stories (TWO MINUTES OF SILENCE, 1944), essays (HIKING 
ALONG THE RIVER, 1956) and plays (THERMOPYLAE, 1958). He made his 
literary debut with the novel TOYS in 1936, and quickly became a popular author in
Denmark. H. C. Branner received many awards and honors during his time as a 
writer. He was inspired by Freud and his theories and believed that man could be 
free by knowing his past and then dealing with it. Branner was considered a 
humanist writer. He is buried in Hørsholm Cemetery.
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Branner, H. C. Two Minutes of Silence: Selected Short Stories. Madison. 1966. 
University Of Wisconsin Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
Translated from the Danish by Vera Lindholm Vance. 211 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 24062. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - H.C. Branner’s first book, Playthings, published in 1935,
was an analysis of the social power structure and the resultant sexual suppression 
experienced by the employees of a small business. Later, with his collections of 
short stories Om lidt er vi borte (We’ll Soon Be Gone, 1939) and To minutters stilhed
(Two Minutes’ Silence, 1944) he established himself as one of the finest authors of 
short prose pieces in the Danish language, his writing being based on profound 
psychological insight and a refined suggestive technique, a symbolism of the 
psyche. Branner’s post-war work is characterised by a turning away from the 
psychological towards the existential; the weight is shifted from the individual to the
general human condition.

Hans Christian Branner (23 June 1903 in Ordrup - April 23, 1966 in Copenhagen) 
was a Danish author and member of the Danish Academy. Branner has written 
novels, short stories (TWO MINUTES OF SILENCE, 1944), essays (HIKING 
ALONG THE RIVER, 1956) and plays (THERMOPYLAE, 1958). He made his 
literary debut with the novel TOYS in 1936, and quickly became a popular author in
Denmark. H. C. Branner received many awards and honors during his time as a 
writer. He was inspired by Freud and his theories and believed that man could be 
free by knowing his past and then dealing with it. Branner was considered a 
humanist writer. He is buried in Hørsholm Cemetery.
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Braschi, Giannina. Empire of Dreams. New Haven. 1994. Yale University Press. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0300057954. Translated from the 
Spanish by Tess O'Dwyer. 220 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration - (front & back)
Details from 'Paris', gouache by Jorge Zeno. Inventory # 2132. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The work deals with issues of performance, gender 
ambiguity, and marginality. It is concerned with the boundaries of language and the
possibilities of cross-dressing poetry as commercials, diary, tabloids, gossip, 
confessions, videos, autobiography, musicals, and manifesto. Characters turn into 
other characters. Clowns, buffoons, shepherds, lead soldiers, magicians, madmen,
witches, fortune-tellers, and artists perform their fantasies in the city streets. An 
antinovel within the book satirizes the writer’s role in the modern age and calls for a 
revolution of poetry. New York City becomes the site of liberation for its marginal 
citizens, as the narrator is led through a seeming phantasmagoria of internal and 
external trials in order to experience the center - of political power, of meaning, of 
feeling, and of personal identity.

Giannina Braschi (born February 5, 1953) is a Puerto Rican writer. She is credited 
with writing the first Spanglish novel Yo-Yo Boing! (1998), the postmodern poetry 
trilogy Empire of Dreams (Yale, 1994), and the philosophical fiction United States of
Banana, (AmazonCrossing, 2011), which chronicles the Latin American immigrant's
experiences in the United States. ‘For decades, Dominican and Puerto Rican 
authors have carried out a linguistic revolution,’ noted The Boston Globe, and 
‘Giannina Braschi, especially in her novel YO-YO BOING!, testify to it.’ She is 
considered an influential and revolutionary voice in contemporary Latin American 
literature. Her work has been described as a ‘synergetic fusion that marks in a 
determinant fashion the lived experiences of U.S. Hispanics.’ Written in three 
languages, English, Spanglish, and Spanish, Braschi's work captures the cultural 
experience of nearly 50 million Hispanic Americans and also seeks to explore the 
three political options of Puerto Rico: Nation, Colony, or Statehood. On the subject 
of the Island's lack of sovereignty, Braschi stated, ‘Liberty is not an option—it is a 
human right.’
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Braudy, Leo. On the Waterfront. London. 2005. British Film Institute. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 184457072x. BFI Film Classic. 88 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 35944. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - I could have been a contender, I could have been 
somebody.’ So speaks the haunted former boxer Terry Malloy (Marlon Brando) to 
his brother Charley (Rod Steiger) in a scene from On the Waterfront (Elia Kazan, 
1954) that is one of the most famous in all cinema. Set among unionized New York 
longshoremen, Kazan’s film (from a screenplay by Budd Schulberg) recounts Terry’s
struggle against corruption and his ultimate, hard-won victory. The marvelous 
performances of Brando, Steiger and Eva Marie Saint (as well as Karl Malden and 
Lee J. Cobb), Boris Kaufman’s photography and Leonard Bernstein’s score all justify
the film’s fame. But On the Waterfront is also notorious, regarded by many as an 
attempt at justifying the decision on the part of Kazan (and Schulberg) to name 
names before the House UnAmerican Activities Committee. That controversial 
decision is still incendiary today (as was evidenced in the furor that surrounded 
Kazan’s Academy Award for Lifetime Achievement in 1999). With Kazan’s death in 
2003 and Brando’s in 2004, a reappraisal of On the Waterfront is timely and 
necessary. In this definitive study, Leo Braudy tells the complicated story of the 
film’s production. He revisits the facts behind the controversy of Kazan’s testimony 
but, above all, he analyses the elements which contribute to the enduring appeal of
On the Waterfront: the Method-inspired acting, the music and cinematography, the 
use of authentic locations and its powerfully symbolic depiction of post-war 
American values.

Leo Braudy is University Professor and Bing Professor of English at the University of
Southern California.
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Breakwell, Ian. An Actor's Revenge. London. 1995. British Film Institute. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0851705243. 55 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 34785. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This wildly melodramatic tale of a kabuki female 
impersonator who exacts a long-delayed revenge on the men who drove his parents
to suicide is played out against a backdrop of comic rivalries between thieves in the
Tokyo underworld. Kazuo Hasegawa plays the dual role of the actor and the thief in
a film which celebrates his 300th screen appearance. A heady mixture of swooning 
romanticism and stylised action, with a soundtrack that ranges from traditional 
Japanese music to lush Hollywood strings and cocktail jazz, An Actor’s Revenge is a
cinematic tour de force.

IIan Breakwell (26 May 1943 in Long Eaton, Derbyshire – 14 October 2005 in 
London) was a world-renowned British fine artist. He was a prolific artist who took a
multi-media approach to his observation of society.
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Brecher, Jeremy. Strike!. Boston. 1984. South End Press. Reprinted Paperback 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0846703645. 329 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
36869. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘From the Great Upheaval of 1877 to the teamsters UPS
strike of 1997, here is the story of mass working—class action and organization. For
anyone who wants to get behind the headlines on the resurgence of U.S. labor, 
Strike! is essential reading.’ - Elaine Bernard, Executive Director, Harvard University
Trade Union Program. ‘Strike! is the single most important book about the history of
the American labor movement published in our time. And now Jeremy Brecher has 
brought the history up to date—just in time to make a new generation ready for this
new era of labor struggle.’ - Dick Flacks, UC Santa Barbara.

Jeremy Brecher is an historian, documentary filmmaker, activist, and author of 
books on labor and social movements. His notable literary works include Cornwall in
Pictures: A Visual reminiscence, 1868-1941, which was favourably reviewed by the
New York Times; and Global Village or Global Pillage?, written with Tim Costello. 
Brecher served as historian for the Naugatuck Valley Project, a community coalition
formed in 1986 to confront plant closings and deindustrialization. From 1989 to 2001
he served as Humanities Scholar-in-Residence at Connecticut Public Television and
Radio. From 1991-1995, he was producer, writer, and host of Connecticut Public 
Radio's Remembering Connecticut. In 1998, Rep. Bernie Sanders (I-Vermont) hired
Brecher to work for him on globalization issues. Together with Sanders staff member
Brendan Smith, they developed the Global Sustainable Development Resolution[8]
which provided a comprehensive program for transforming the global economy 
based on the programs of a wide range of public interest organizations and policy 
analysts. Brecher resigned from Rep. Sanders' staff when Sanders voted to support
a resolution authorizing air strikes against Serbia.
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Brecht, Bertolt. Collected Plays: Volume 7. New York. 1974. Random House. 1st 
American Edition. Good.No Dustjacket. 0394494393. Includes - The Vision Of 
Simone Machard, Schweyk In The Second World War, The Caucasian Chalk Circle,
& The Duchess Of MalfiEdited by Ralph Manheim & John Willett. 450 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 22426. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This volume of the new, authorized translation of the 
collected works of Bertolt Brecht contains the three plays and one adaptation that 
were written during Brecht’s six-year stay in the United States, from July, 1941, to 
October, 1947: THE VISIONS OF SIMONE MACHARD, SCHWEYK IN THE 
SECOND WORLD WAR, THE CAUCASIAN CHALK CIRCLE, and the adaptation of
John Webster’s THE DUCHESS OF MALFI, which was intended for, but never 
achieved, Broadway production. The translations are edited by Ralph Manheim, 
National Book Award winner, and John Willett, noted Brecht scholar and author of 
THE THEATRE OF BERTOLT BRECHT. An introduction places the plays in the 
context of Brecht’s total work, and editorial notes give variant texts as well as 
Brecht’s own statements on production and staging. The series presents the plays in
faithful and stage-worthy translations, and in chronological order. Future volumes 
will include Brecht’s poetry, fiction, and theoretical writings.

Bertolt Brecht (10 February 1898 – 14 August 1956) was a German poet, playwright,
theatre director, and Marxist. A theatre practitioner of the 20th century, Brecht made
contributions to dramaturgy and theatrical production, the latter through the tours 
undertaken by the Berliner Ensemble – the post-war theatre company operated by 
Brecht and his wife, long-time collaborator and actress Helene Weigel.
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Brewer, John. The Pleasures of the Imagination: English Culture in the Eighteenth 
Century. New York. 1998. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st American Edition. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 0374234582. 721 pages. hardcover. Jacket Art: Upper Left Corner: 
Garrick With The Bust Of Shakespeare By Thomas Gains Borough, Engraved By 
Valentine Green. Upper Right Corner: Tile Macaroni Painter, Or Billy Dimple Sitting
For His Picture By Robert Dighton. Engraved By Richard Earlom. Lower Left Corner:
Cuzzoni With Farinelli And Heidegger By Dorothy, Countess Of Burlington. Lower 
Right Corner: A Lady Copying at A Drawing Table By Paul Sandby. Jacket Design 
By Megan Wilson. Inventory # 25080. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1660, when King Charles II was restored to the throne,
England had few professional authors, musicians, or painters, no public concerts, no
galleries, newspaper critics, or reviews. But by 1800 all these were part of Britain’s 
rich cultural life. How did this transformation occur? John Brewer’s landmark book 
shows us how English artists, amateurs, entrepreneurs, and audiences developed a
culture that is still celebrated for its wit and brilliance. Brewer’s purpose is to show 
how literature, painting, music, and the theater related to a public increasingly avid 
for them; how artists used, or were used by, publishers, plagiarists, impresarios, and
managers; and how contemporary ideas of taste combined with patriotic fervor and 
shrewdly managed commerce to create a vibrant, dynamic national culture. The 
Pleasures of the Imagination explores the alleys and garrets of Grub Street, 
rummages the shelves of bookshops and libraries, peers through printsellers’ shop
windows and into artists’ studios, and slips behind the scenes at Drury Lane and 
Covent Garden. It takes us from John Gay’s London to the ballrooms, concert halls,
music festivals, and assemblies in England’s provinces, and even shows us how the
national landscape itself became one of Britain’s greatest cultural treasures.

John Brewer, formerly professor of history and literature at Harvard University and 
the director of the Clark Library and of the Center for Seventeenth- and Eighteenth-
Century Studies at the University of California at Los Angeles, now teaches at the 
European Institute University in Florence. His previous books include The Sinews of
Power: War, Money and the English State 1688-1783.
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Brewton, Pete. The Mafia, CIA & George Bush. New York. 1992. SPI Books. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1561712035. 418 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
17333. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here is the most damning political and financial scandal
of modern times, uncovered by award-winning investigative reporter Pete Brewton.
The author exposes how President George Bush and Senator Lloyd Bentsen, 
supposed political enemies, were members of a small circle of powerful Texas 
businessmen who do business with the Mafia and enjoy the covert assistance of the
CIA. Brewton reveals how this savvy group of politician-businessmen were 
intricately involved in America’s half-trillion dollar S&L debacle, how they disguised 
their dealings, and exactly where the money went. Money scammed from S&Ls went
to fund covert CIA operations, including Iran-Contra and secret weapons deals. This
is no ordinary case of criminal elements with friends in high places. The subjects in
THE MAFIA, THE CIA, AND GEORGE BUSH have successfully pulled off a heist of
unparalleled magnitude - with the enormous expense being covered by taxpayers.

Pete Brewton is an award-winning journalist with years reporting experience at the 
Houston Chronicle, Houston Post, and The Economist.
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Breytenbach, Breyten. A Season in Paradise. New York. 1980. Persea Books. 1st 
American Edition. Advance Review Copy. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 
0892550406. Introduction by André Brink. Translated by Rike Vaughan. 291 pages.
paperback. Inventory # 7900. $62.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Breytenbach's first visit to South Africa, after thirteen 
years in exile, is more than just a dazzling travelogue. He is searching for a 
'paradise' that coincides with the geography, mysticism, and mythologies of Africa, 
but in reality his homeland is an often hellish region of racial discrimination and 
bigotry.

Breyten Breytenbach (born 16 September 1939) is a South African writer and 
painter known for his opposition to apartheid, and consequent imprisonment by the
South African government. He is informally considered as the national poet laureate
by Afrikaans-speaking South Africans of the region. He also holds French 
citizenship.
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Breytenbach, Breyten. End Papers: Essays, Letters, Articles of Faith, Workbook 
Notes. New York. 1986. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0374148295. 270 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Breyten 
Breytenbach. Inventory # 13166. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Breyten Breytenbach is the leading modern poet in the 
Afrikaans language, an accomplished painter, and a distinguished prose writer 
whose work in all these genres is known worldwide. He is, however, probably best 
known as a South African political activist. His anti-apartheid stance eventually led to
his being arrested by the South African government and tried for treason, and he 
served seven years in prison - two in solitary confinement - before his release in 
1982. Out of his prison experience, Breytenbach wrote two books: the novel Mouroir
and his political memoir, The True Confessions of an Albino Terrorist, which The 
York Review of Books hailed as one of the most moving and penetrating books 
about political imprisonment ever written. End Papers collects Breytenbach’s 
political writings from both in and out of prison. Included in the volume are polemical
essays about the present political situation in South Africa and prescient statements
about the future. To read Breytenbach‘s writing in 1975 is to see predicted the 
events which are unfolding today. End Papers also contains reflections on the 
totalitarian state, on Europe, on his trip to America, and on the general situation in 
South Africa today. End Papers is both a distinguished contribution to one of the 
most pressing political debates of our time and a fine - indeed, a noble - personal 
statement. Carefully crafted, beautifully written, the book makes essential reading.

Breyten Breytenbach (born 16 September 1939) is a South African writer and 
painter known for his opposition to apartheid, and consequent imprisonment by the
South African government. He is informally considered as the national poet laureate
by Afrikaans-speaking South Africans of the region. He also holds French 
citizenship.
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Breytenbach, Breyten. In Africa Even the Flies Are Happy: Selected Poems 1964
-1977. London. 1978. John Calder. 1st British Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0714536962. Translated from the Afrikaans by Denis Hirson. 144 pages. hardcover.
Jacket design by Yolande Breytenbach. Inventory # 1585. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Breyten Breytenbach, the outstanding South African poet
of today, who writes in Africaans, has been an international cause célébre since his
arrest in 1975 for marrying an Asian woman. For this, and for alleged anti-apartheid
activities, he was sentenced to nine years in prison and has so far spent most of his
time in solitary confinement. The conscience of the world has been stirred and there
are now Breytenbach committees agitating for his release from Berlin to San 
Francisco. but the South African government seems not only determined to keep 
him in prison, but occasionally announces further ‘crimes’, such as an alleged 
escape attempt. There are many reports of torture and he has been allowed no 
visitors. This collection of poetry and short prose reveals that the 38 year old poet is
indeed a major modern figure in world literature, with a genuine social conscience 
and an ability to convey love as well as suffering, compassion as well as anger. The
poems have been translated by Denis Hirson, a South African poet now living in 
Paris, who has delicately rendered them into idiomatic English, leaving a few in 
Africaans to face the English translations. Breytenbach was given a special award 
by the committee of the International Publishers Prize in May 1978 with 
simultaneous publication in seven European Countries.

Breyten Breytenbach (born 16 September 1939) is a South African writer and 
painter known for his opposition to apartheid, and consequent imprisonment by the
South African government. He is informally considered as the national poet laureate
by Afrikaans-speaking South Africans of the region. He also holds French 
citizenship.
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Breytenbach, Breyten. Judas Eye and Self-Portrait/Deathwatch. New York. 1988. 
Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374180539. 
120 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Jack Harrison. Jacket illustration by Breyten
Breytenbach. Inventory # 11403. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A hero of the South African resistance, Breyten 
Breytenbach has led a life distinguished by political engagement and moral courage.
Born into a prominent Afrikaner family, Breytenbach was celeb rated in his own 
country as the leading Afrikaans poet of his generation and as a painter of 
distinction. However, after Breytenbach left South Africa for Europe as a young man
in the late fifties, his involvement in politics deepened, and by the end of the 
following decade he had become one of the leading white opponents of apartheid. In
1975, Breytenbach returned clandestinely to South Africa from France. He was 
arrested, charged with ‘terrorism,’ and spent seven years in prison - two in solitary 
confinement. His memoir of this time, True Confessions of an Albino Terrorist, was 
hailed by Neal Acherson in The New York Review of Books as ‘one of the classics of
prison literature of the twentieth century.’ He was released in 1982, after the direct 
intervention of France’s President Mitterand, and returned to Paris. Judas Eye and 
Self-Portrait/Deathwatch is the first volume of Breytenbach’s poetry to be published
since his release from prison. What is most evident in this new work is the range and
power of Breytenbach’s imagination. Speaking of his earlier works, Nadine Gordimer
said Breytenbach ‘writes from the underground that is exile. It is impossible for his 
countrymen and for all of us to stop Our ears against the excruciating penetration of
what he has to say.’ From poems and autobiographic fragments, Breytenbach in 
Judas Eye and Self-Portrait/Deathwatch has again succeeded in creating a moving
personal testament of urgency and importance.

Breyten Breytenbach (born 16 September 1939) is a South African writer and 
painter known for his opposition to apartheid, and consequent imprisonment by the
South African government. He is informally considered as the national poet laureate
by Afrikaans-speaking South Africans of the region. He also holds French 
citizenship.
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Breytenbach, Breyten. Memory of Snow and of Dust. New York. 1989. Farrar Straus
Giroux. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374207666. 480 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Candy Jernigan. Inventory # 12981. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An Afrikaaner by birth, Breyten Brevtenbach has led a 
life distinguished by his moral courage in opposing the South African state. 
Celebrated in his own country as the finest Afrikaans poet of his generation and as a
painter of distinction, Breytenbach left South Africa for Europe in the late 1950s, 
pursuing both his artistic and his political vocations. He soon became one of the 
leading white opponents of apartheid. Breytenbach’s clandestine return to South 
Africa in 1975 resulted in his arrest and imprisonment as a ‘terrorist.’ The True 
Confessions of an Albino Terrorist, Breytenbach’s memoir of his seven years in 
prison (two spent in solitary confinement) is a classic of prison literature. Memory of
Snow and of Dust is something of a departure for Breytenbach. It is an ambitious, 
complex novel of contemporary Africa, as well as a profound meditation on exile, 
betrayal, and love. Set in the near future, both in Europe and in a South Africa now 
in chaos, the book chronicles the lives of Meheret, an Ethiopian journalist, and her 
lover, Mano, a South African actor of ‘mixed blood.’ In the long letter to her unborn 
child that constitutes the first part of the novel, Meheret recounts her family’s history.
It is a fantastic amalgam of people ranging from the Emperor Haile Selassie to 
Guebre Gsiaber, the tango champion of Ethiopia. Meheret tells of her love affair with
Mano, and of how he was lured back to South Africa, arrested, and sentenced to 
death. Mano had returned to his country to do research for a film about the life of 
Barnum, an exiled white South African writer. Barnum is the counterpoint in the 
novel to Mano, a figure at once heroic and exploitative. Barnum incarnates all the 
contradictions of the artist and the politically engaged person, and in him 
Breytenbach has created a paradigmatic antihero.

Breyten Breytenbach (born 16 September 1939) is a South African writer and 
painter known for his opposition to apartheid, and consequent imprisonment by the
South African government. He is informally considered as the national poet laureate
by Afrikaans-speaking South Africans of the region. He also holds French 
citizenship.
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Breytenbach, Breyten. Mouroir. New York. 1984. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st Printing.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374213917. 260 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Jacqueline Schuman. Inventory # 1600. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Breytenbach composed this docu-dream during a period
of incarceration. Mouroir (mourir: to die + miroir: mirror) is a ship of thought moving
with its own hallucinatory logic through a sea of mythic images, protean characters 
and what the author describes as 'landscapes and spaces beyond death, spaces 
that have always existed and will always exist.' An Orphic voyage into memory and
mirage, through passages between death and life, darkness and light, oppression 
and flight, sense and the sensed. Mouroir. An outspoken human rights activist, 
Breyten Breytenbach is a poet, novelist, memoirist, essayist, and visual artist. His 
paintings and drawings have been exhibited around the world. Born in South Africa,
he immigrated to Paris in the late '60s and became deeply involved in the anti-
Apartheid movement. Breytenbach is the author of All One Horse, A Season in 
Paradise, The True Confessions of an Albino Terrorist, Dog Heart, and The Memory
of Birds in Times of Revolution, among many others. He received the Alan Paton 
Award for Return to Paradise in 1994 and the prestigious Hertzog Prize for Poetry 
for Papierblom in 1999 and for Die Windvanger (Windcatcher) in 2008.

Breyten Breytenbach (born 16 September 1939) is a South African writer and 
painter known for his opposition to apartheid, and consequent imprisonment by the
South African government. He is informally considered as the national poet laureate
by Afrikaans-speaking South Africans of the region. He also holds French 
citizenship.
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Breytenbach, Breyten. Sinking Ship Blues. Oakville, Ontario. 1977. Oasis. 1st 
Canadian Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0889620563. Translations from the 
Afrikaans by Andre P. Brink, Ria Leigh-Loohuizen, and Denis Hirson. Introduction by
Lawrence Ferlinghetti, Drawings by Breytenbach. 73 pages. paperback. Inventory #
15152. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - South African author's uncommon first book published 
while still in a South African prison for his anti-apartheid activities. Published by 
Chilean expatriate Ludwig Zeller, living at the time in Toronto. From the 
INTRODUCTORY NOTE by Laurens Vancrevel – ‘Life is a farce in which everybody
has to take part’: it is obvious from such a statement that Arthur Rimbaud took 
humour serious, specially during his season in hell. Breyten Breytenbach has called
the (yet unpublished and unfinished) search into his own self, his backgrounds, his 
country and his position in life: ‘A season in paradise’, consisting of a ribald gallery 
of ‘idiot paintings’ and shocking visions, which Rimbaud would have appreciated. 
The same serious visual humour is present in both Breytenbach’s drawings and 
paintings and in his poetry. His creations are colourful and hilarious, his voice is both
passionate and accurate, his fury is as real as his love. ‘Blind ones, think of those 
who see’: so it has been written on all windows for more than fifty years now. True 
seeing is often a torment, it is the ‘diarrhoea, the heart-beat’, to quote Breytenbach’s
own definition. His poetry is shamelessly unveiling the subjective quality of seeing; 
the individual nakedness, the unfounded optimism: these are some of the themes 
which have been made visible by this poete maudit. Breytenbach has no ultimate 
truth to offer, no universal symbol to communicate. He has not prepared an 
aesthetic banquet for the senses, and there is no rhetoric in his visionary toasts. He
shows unforgettably the plain facts of his panic paradise: experiences of convulsion
and passion, which he lived as a proud victim of his sensitivity, in a ‘state of grace’.

Breyten Breytenbach (born 16 September 1939) is a South African writer and 
painter known for his opposition to apartheid, and consequent imprisonment by the
South African government. He is informally considered as the national poet laureate
by Afrikaans-speaking South Africans of the region. He also holds French 
citizenship.
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Breytenbach, Breyten. The Memory of Birds in Times of Revolution: Essays on 
Africa. New York. 1996. Harcourt Brace. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0151001685. 169 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Steven Cooley. 
Inventory # 24293. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Memory of Birds in Time Revolutions is a collection
of searching new essays by the acclaimed author of Returen to Paradise and True 
Confessions of an Albion Terrorist. Essaying his homeland, Africa, at the end of the 
twentieth century, Breyten Breytenbach offers penetrating insights on a variety of 
topics: the release of Nelson Mandela from prison (‘Nelson Mandela is Free’); the 
early days of Mandela's presidency, and its failures (the controversial ‘Open Letter to
Nelson Mandela’); the geography of the writer's imagination (‘Tortoise Steps’); death
as the mother of beauty (‘Cadavre Exquis’); the true meaning of reconciliation and 
reform after apartheid (‘Fragments from a Growing Awareness of Unfinished 
Truths’); and much more.

Breyten Breytenbach (born 16 September 1939) is a South African writer and 
painter known for his opposition to apartheid, and consequent imprisonment by the
South African government. He is informally considered as the national poet laureate
by Afrikaans-speaking South Africans of the region. He also holds French 
citizenship.
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Breytenbach, Breyten. The True Confessions of An Albino Terrorist. New York. 
1985. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374279357. 396
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Candy Jurnigan. Inventory # 1587. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Breyten Breytenbach is one of South Africa’s finest 
contemporary writers. The True Confessions of an Albino Terrorist is a memoir of his
seven years - two of which he spent in solitary confinement - in South Africa’s 
prisons. The incarceration of famous South African dissidents like Nelson Mandela,
Walter Sisulu, Denis Goldberg and many more has often provoked an outcry in the
West. But no one can imagine exactly what some of these sentences can mean. 
Now, with the publication of Breytenbach’s account, the full horror is presented in a
way that will never be forgotten. Here, in pitiless and gripping detail, is the anatomy
of life in one of the worst prison systems in the world: the depersonalization, the 
physical and psychological torture, the condemned lives on Death Row, the 
hangings, the warders, the routines, and, above all, the thousand and one tiny 
obsessions of a man left alone with himself for years at a stretch. Breytenbach’s 
testimony in these harrowing pages is more than a document: it is a great work of 
art. Indeed, the experiences the book describes are so shattering that only art can 
transform them into bearable recollection. The True Confessions of an Albino 
Terrorist will rank among the classics of writings from prison and as the 
unmistakable voice of a great writer in extremis.

Breyten Breytenbach (born 16 September 1939) is a South African writer and 
painter known for his opposition to apartheid, and consequent imprisonment by the
South African government. He is informally considered as the national poet laureate
by Afrikaans-speaking South Africans of the region. He also holds French 
citizenship.
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Bridal, Tessa. The Tree of Red Stars. Minneapolis. 1997. Milkweed Editions. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1571310134. Winner Of The Milkweed
National Fiction Prize. 289 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Beth Olson & Sarah
Purdy. Inventory # 24598. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Magda's childhood in the 1960s in Montevideo, the 
capital city of Uruguay, is one of small pleasures: sitting beneath the poinsettia tree 
in her yard, meeting her friends by the banks of the Rio de la Plata, and learning the
rules that her culture ordains for young women of privilege. But as Magda grows up,
her comfortable world becomes frightening in ways that she has never imagined it 
could. As her government increasingly turns on its own people in both subtle and 
overt acts of terror, Magda's family and friends come under threat. Sent to the 
United States for a year of school, Magda realizes how her own passivity has 
contributed to the fear that now grips her country. The events she experiences after
her return to Montevideo give her the courage to join the underground struggle 
against the government - a fateful decision that draws not only her, but all those 
around her, into unexpected danger.

Tessa Bridal was born and raised in Uruguay. After moving to Washington, DC with
her mother and sister, she began writing as a means of dealing with the 
psychological impacts of immigration and displacement. Her first novel The Tree of
Red Stars won the Milkweed Prize for Fiction, the Friends of American Writers 
Fiction Prize, and was translated into several languages. River of Painted Birds (Río
de los pájaros pintados) is her second novel.keywords
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Bright, Susie (editor). The Best American Erotica 1995. New York. 1995. 
Touchstone/ Simon & Schuster. 1st Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 0684801639.
251 pages. paperback. Inscribed by the Author. Cover photographs by Barnaby Hall.
Inventory # 21663. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE BEST AMERICAN EROTICA 1995 is the ideal 
collection for all lovers of first-rate erotic literature. Edited by Susie Bright, whom the
Utne Reader calls ‘one of the leading thinkers and visionaries of our time’, this third
annual edition of a best-selling series brings together the most outstanding erotic 
writing of the year. CONTRIBUTORS - Susan St. Aubun, Jay Michaelson, Nicholson
Baker, Susan Musgrave, Robert Olen Butler, Anna Nymus, Tom Caffrey, Lisa Palac,
Renee Charles, Paul Reed, Corwin Erickson, Annie Regrets, Scarlet Fever, Raye 
Sharpe, Tsaurah Litzky, Le Shaun, Al Lujan, Trac Vu, Mary Malmros, Anne Wallace,
& James Williams.

Susannah 'Susie' Bright (also known as Susie Sexpert) (born March 25, 1958) is an
American feminist, author, journalist, critic, editor, publisher, producer, and 
performer, often on the subject of sexual politics and sexuality. She is one of the first
writers/activists referred to as a sex-positive feminist.
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Brink, Andre and Coetzee, J. M. (editors). A Land Apart: A Contemporary South 
African Reader. New York. 1987. Viking Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 0670816426. 256 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Robert Aulicino. 
Jacket illustration by Polly Raynes. Inventory # 9444. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In A LAND APART, two of South Africa's most eminent 
authors offer a vivid selection from the literature of a nation in crisis; and there is 
hardly a piece here which does not reflect the complexity and ambiguity of the 
situation, or challenge the received wisdom of the outside world (The Literary 
Review). The contemporary writings included here vary widely in their styles and 
intent, and range from explorations of the most private of pains to brutal dissections
of the current military and political situation. The English section, edited by J. M. 
Coetzee, gathers together works of fiction, poetry, and autobiography. Andre Brink,
concentrating on the Afrikaans tradition, introduces the voices of fiction writers who
have often been banned in their own country and abroad. Through irony, literary 
subterfuge, or straightforward indictment, the writers represented in this superb 
collection struggle to explain and affect the society of their native land.

ANDRE BRINK was born in South Africa, in 1935. Since 1961 he has been lecturing
in modern literature and drama at Rhodes University. He is the author of several 
novels – A CHAIN OF VOICES, THE WALL OF THE PLAGUE, and THE 
AMBASSADOR. He has been awarded the most important South African literary 
prize, the CNA award, three times, and was twice runner-up for the Booker Prize. J.
M. COETZEE was born in Cape Town in 1940 and was educated in South Africa 
and in the United States as a computer scientist and linguist. His novels include IN 
THE HEART OF THE COUNTRY and WAITING FOR THE BARBARIANS, both of 
which won the CNA Prize, LIFE & TIMES OF MICHAEL K, which was awarded the 
1983 Booker Prize, and FOE. In 1985 he received the Prix Femina Etranger, and in
1987 the Jerusalem Prize.
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Brink, Andre. A Chain of Voices. New York. 1982. Morrow. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0688011314. 525 pages. hardcover. Cover: Honi Werner. 
Inventory # 1601. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - On a farm near the Cape Colony in the early nineteenth 
century, a slave rebellion kills three and leaves eleven others condemned to death.
The rebellion's leader, Galant, was raised alongside the boys who would become his
masters. His first victim, Nicholas van der Merwe, might have been his brother. As 
the many layers of Andre Brink's novel unfold, it becomes clear that the violent 
uprising is as much a culmination of family tensions as it is an outcry against the 
oppression of slavery. Spanning three generations and narrated in the voices of both
the living and the dead, A Chain of Voices is reminiscent of William Faulkner's 
Absalom, Absalom!; it is a beautiful and haunting illustration of racism's plague on 
South Africa.

André Philippus Brink (born 29 May 1935 in Vrede) is a South African novelist. He 
writes in Afrikaans and English and is a Professor of English at the University of 
Cape Town. In the 1960s he and Breyten Breytenbach were key figures in the 
Afrikaans literary movement known as Die Sestigers (‘The Sixty-ers’). These writers
sought to use Afrikaans as a language to speak against the apartheid government, 
and also to bring into Afrikaans literature the influence of contemporary English and
French trends. His novel Kennis van die aand (‘Knowledge of the night’) (1973) was
the first Afrikaans book to be banned by the South African government. Brink writes
his works simultaneously in English and Afrikaans. While Brink's early novels were 
especially concerned with apartheid, his more recent work engages the new range 
issues posed by life in a democratic South Africa.
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Brink, Andre. Cape of Storms: The First Life of Adamastor. New York. 1993. Simon
& Schuster. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 067179907x. 141 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 25631. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Andre Brink has earned his place among the most 
important authors on the international literary scene. His profound moral vision and 
unique ability to bring to the surface the turbulent undercurrents of South African 
politics and society have been hailed by reviewers of his much acclaimed novels 
such as A Dry White Season and A Chain of Voices. 'No one writes of Africa with 
more visual power than Andre Brink,' wrote the Chicago Tribune in its review of his
most recent work, An Act of Terror. Now, in a provocative fable, Brink probes the 
fateful beginnings of his country's complex cultural situation, the arrival of the first 
Europeans, and the tormented love affair between a young African tribal leader and
a white woman left behind by the sailors. This is a journey through landscapes that 
are rich in magic and allusion, and emotions that are powerful, primal, and eternal. 
Brink's novella has its origins in an act of rescue: What, he wondered, lay behind the
fragments of myth that had been handed down about the mountains of the cape? 
Adamastor, the Titan whose body, legend has it, formed the rocks of the Peninsula, 
first appears in Western literature in the sixteenth century - much about the same 
time as the first known contact between the seagoing European explorers and the 
natives of southern Africa. How, Brink asks, would that meeting have looked from 
the landward side? What role would the visitors take in the mythology of an utterly 
different culture, with its own deities, its own accumulated story? In a startlingly fresh
yet familiar form, Brink takes us to the heart of the ambivalent relationships that 
define South Africa's modern history. Cape of Storms is a work of ribald charm, 
mesmerizing beauty, and resounding importance. Brink has unearthed from the sun-
carved land itself the missing meaning of a myth that has waited four centuries to be
invented.

André Philippus Brink (born 29 May 1935 in Vrede) is a South African novelist. He 
writes in Afrikaans and English and is a Professor of English at the University of 
Cape Town. In the 1960s he and Breyten Breytenbach were key figures in the 
Afrikaans literary movement known as Die Sestigers (‘The Sixty-ers’).
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Brink, Andre. On the Contrary. Boston. 1993. Little Brown. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. Remainder Mark On Top Edge. 0316108847. 375 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 25760. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Andre Brink's provocative new novel, Estienne Barbier
- cunning liar, lecherous seducer of women, unlikely epic hero yet likeable rogue - 
guides us through an eye-opening adventure in eighteenth-century South Africa. 
Fleeing the wrath of scorned husbands in Europe, Barbier connives his way into an
expedition to the Cape of Good Hope. As a scribe for the East India Company, he 
dutifully chronicles the wonders of Africa's exotic landscape, whose majesty inspires
in him the desire to discover a fabled city of gold. But along the way Barbier begins 
to see clearly the corrupt dealings of his employer, a discovery that earns him 
powerful enemies. To his own surprise, he makes his escape to mount a colonial 
rebellion, spurring on ruffian farmers and hiding out on remote farms where he 
rollicks with grieving widows. In the face of injustice, Barbier remarkably finds within
him the capacity to rebel against authority and, in a fantastical pilgrimage to the 
desert, to ask forgiveness of the people who have borne the brunt of colonial 
misrule.

André Philippus Brink (born 29 May 1935 in Vrede) is a South African novelist. He 
writes in Afrikaans and English and is a Professor of English at the University of 
Cape Town. In the 1960s he and Breyten Breytenbach were key figures in the 
Afrikaans literary movement known as Die Sestigers (‘The Sixty-ers’). These writers
sought to use Afrikaans as a language to speak against the apartheid government, 
and also to bring into Afrikaans literature the influence of contemporary English and
French trends. His novel Kennis van die aand (‘Knowledge of the night’) (1973) was
the first Afrikaans book to be banned by the South African government. Brink writes
his works simultaneously in English and Afrikaans. While Brink's early novels were 
especially concerned with apartheid, his more recent work engages the new range 
issues posed by life in a democratic South Africa.
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Brink, Andre. Rumours of Rain. New York. 1978. Morrow. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0688033679. 446 pages. hardcover. Jacket
by Lydia Rosier. Inventory # 1594. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Martin Mynhardt seems invincible. Violence surrounds 
him, yet he remains unscathed: a woman asks him the time, then leaps in front of a 
train; after a mine riot, he watches hoses sweep scattered body parts off the floor. 
Just before the shocking violence that brings South African apartheid to an end, 
Martin decides to return to the family farm for a weekend. A highly successful 
businessman and Afrikaans Nationalist, he hopes to sell the property to the 
government in a deal both highly profitable and corrupt. The moment he steps onto 
the farm, his plans are derailed. The repercussions of a society's endemic violence 
catch up to him, and shake the relationships that frame his life. His closest friend, a
brilliant, idealistic lawyer, is sentenced to prison for his anti-apartheid ‘terrorist 
activities’ in part because Martin refused to help him. His son, recently returned from
the Angolan war, is in silent revolt against the values of his father and his nation. His
mistress, Bea, an intelligent, strong-willed woman who offers Martin the hope of 
redemption through her own capacity for empathy, is also caught up in the gathering
political storm. This is Andre Brink's story of a society on the edge of collapse, 
spurred to profound self realization.

André Philippus Brink (born 29 May 1935 in Vrede) is a South African novelist. He 
writes in Afrikaans and English and is a Professor of English at the University of 
Cape Town. In the 1960s he and Breyten Breytenbach were key figures in the 
Afrikaans literary movement known as Die Sestigers (‘The Sixty-ers’). These writers
sought to use Afrikaans as a language to speak against the apartheid government, 
and also to bring into Afrikaans literature the influence of contemporary English and
French trends. His novel Kennis van die aand (‘Knowledge of the night’) (1973) was
the first Afrikaans book to be banned by the South African government. Brink writes
his works simultaneously in English and Afrikaans. While Brink's early novels were 
especially concerned with apartheid, his more recent work engages the new range 
issues posed by life in a democratic South Africa.
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Brink, Andre. States of Emergency. New York. 1989. Summit Books. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0671671553. 248 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
12162. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The narrator of STATES OF EMERGENCY is writing a 
novel, a love story. After some deliberation, he settles on his characters, their pasts,
their names. Philip Malan is a professor of literary theory in a South African 
university. Melissa Lotman, his lover, is his assistant. As they debate the merits of 
structuralism, post-structuralism, deconstruction, the country is going to pieces. The
police arrest, interrogate, torture, threaten. The black children of the townships roil 
with fear and repressed anger. Blacks kill blacks. Whites go about their business, 
but at night they dream of the coming revolution in which they will be destroyed by 
the black masses. The narrator cannot decide on a beginning for his story. How 
exactly did Melissa and Philip begin their affair? He creates several beginnings. He 
keeps them all. They weave in and out of the characters’ memories. They affect the
plot, which never coalesces. The narrator is obsessed with a young writer, Jane 
Ferguson, who has committed suicide after a love affair with a white revolutionary. 
Bits of her diary and novel find their way into his novel. The terror increases. A black
pragmatist, the narrator’s friend and a force for sanity, is killed. The novel has 
several different endings. It cannot end because it never properly began. It circles in
on itself. It ends in silence. It is not yet written. The implication is that in times of 
injustice, strife, and bloodshed, art is an exercise in futility. Or, if not, it will be 
nothing like art in a society that is whole. Andre Brink’s complex and beautiful 
language capture the reader’s attention; yet his alienating devices never allow the 
reader to forget that there is no safety in this novel. The dangers of the world 
intrude.

André Philippus Brink (born 29 May 1935 in Vrede) is a South African novelist. He 
writes in Afrikaans and English and is a Professor of English at the University of 
Cape Town. In the 1960s he and Breyten Breytenbach were key figures in the 
Afrikaans literary movement known as Die Sestigers (‘The Sixty-ers’). These writers
sought to use Afrikaans as a language to speak against the apartheid government, 
and also to bring into Afrikaans literature the influence of contemporary English and
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Brink, Andre. The Ambassador. New York. 1986. Summit Books. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0671619349. 289 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Louise Fili. Inventory # 9. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - South African author's first novel, first published in his 
homeland in 1964, and in the UK (as FILE ON A DIPLOMAT) in 1967Two men, the
ambassador from South Africa to France and a young attache in the embassy, both 
fall in love with the same woman, in this novel of obsession, passion, and politics.

André Philippus Brink (born 29 May 1935 in Vrede) is a South African novelist. He 
writes in Afrikaans and English and is a Professor of English at the University of 
Cape Town. In the 1960s he and Breyten Breytenbach were key figures in the 
Afrikaans literary movement known as Die Sestigers (‘The Sixty-ers’). These writers
sought to use Afrikaans as a language to speak against the apartheid government, 
and also to bring into Afrikaans literature the influence of contemporary English and
French trends. His novel Kennis van die aand (‘Knowledge of the night’) (1973) was
the first Afrikaans book to be banned by the South African government. Brink writes
his works simultaneously in English and Afrikaans. While Brink's early novels were 
especially concerned with apartheid, his more recent work engages the new range 
issues posed by life in a democratic South Africa.
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Brinton, Maurice. The Irrational in Politics: Sexual Repression & Authoritarian 
Conditioning. Tucson. 1993. See Sharp Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers.
0961328967. 52 pages. paperback. Inventory # 40694. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE IRRATIONAL IN POLITICS is an attempt to analyze
the various mechanisms whereby modern society manipulates its slaves into 
accepting their slavery and - at least in the short term - seems to succeed. It does 
not deal with ‘police’ and ‘jails’ as ordinarily conceived, but with those internalized 
patterns of repression and coercion and with those intellectual prisons in which the 
‘mass individual’ is today entrapped. It probes the various ways in which the 
psyches of modern human beings have been rendered receptive to an authoritarian,
hierarchical and class-dominated culture. It looks at the family as the center of 
reproduction of the dominant ideology and at sexual repression as an important 
determinant of social conditioning resulting in the mass production of individuals 
perpetually craving authority and leadership and forever afraid of walking on their 
own or of thinking for themselves.

Christopher Agamemnon Pallis (2 December 1923, Bombay – 10 March 2005, 
London) was an Anglo-Greek neurologist and socialist intellectual. Under the pen-
names Martin Grainger and Maurice Brinton, he wrote and translated for the British 
libertarian socialist group Solidarity from 1960 until the early 1980s. As a 
neurologist, he produced the accepted criteria for brainstem death, and wrote the 
entry on death for Encyclopædia Britannica. Chris Pallis was born to a prominent 
Anglo-Greek family, "of whose intellectual achievements he was always extremely 
proud". The poet Alexandros Pallis was a great-uncle, and so the writers Marietta 
Pallis and Marco Pallis were also relatives. His father Alex was general manager of 
the family firm of merchant bankers, Ralli Brothers; when he retired, he returned 
from India to settle in Switzerland. Educated there, Chris Pallis became fluent in 
French, English and Greek. In 1940 the family managed to take the last boat out of
France, and settled in England. Pallis went up to study medicine at Balliol College, 
Oxford in 1941. Joining the Communist Party of Great Britain, he was quickly 
expelled for criticising its policy on the Second World War, and became a member of
the Trotskyist Revolutionary Communist Party. In 1947 he married Jeanne Marty, a
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Briody, Dan. The Iron Triangle: Inside the Secret World of the Carlyle Group. 
Hoboken. 2003. John Wiley. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0471281085. Foreword by Christopher byron. 210 pages. hardcover. Cover 
photograph by Vincent Oliver/Getty Images. Inventory # 34082. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Dwight D. Eisenhower, upon leaving the office of 
president in 1961, warned future generations against the dangers of a 'military-
industrial complex,' and the 'grave implications' of the 'conjunction of an immense 
military establishment and a large arms industry.' The wisdom of these comments 
has clearly been lost in the forty years since Ike left office. And the first step towards
turning things around is understanding how we got here. No single company can 
illustrate that progression better than the Carlyle Group, a business founded on a tax
scheme in 1987 that has grown up to be what its own marketing literature once 
called 'a vast interlocking global network.' The company does business at the 
confluence of the war on terrorism and corporate responsibility. It is a world that few
of us can even imagine, full of clandestine meetings, quid pro quo deals, bitter 
ironies, and petty jealousies. And the cast of characters includes some of the most 
famous and powerful men in the world. This is today's America. This is the Carlyle 
Group.

Dan Briody is the author of the books The Halliburton Agenda: The Politics of Oil 
and Money (2004) and The Iron Triangle: Inside the Secret World of the Carlyle 
Group (2003). Born in Ridgefield, Connecticut, he and his family now live in 
Bridgewater. Prior to writing about corporations and their political ties, Briody was a 
technology journalist, including working as an editor and columnist for InfoWorld. He
later began writing for the magazine Red Herring, for whom he initially wrote about 
the Carlyle Group in 2001. Briody expanded his Red Herring Carlyle Group article, 
turning it into his first book in 2003. The Iron Triangle landed on several best-seller 
lists, with The New York Times describing it as "one-stop shopping for anyone who
wants a laundry list of accusations against Carlyle since its inception in 1987." The 
Iron Triangle put Briody in the media spotlight, commenting to audiences curious 
about the confluence of the military business and politics. Briody appeared in 
Michael Moore's movie Fahrenheit 9/11, talking about how the Carlyle Group 
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Brisard, Jean-Charles and Dasquie, Guillaume. Forbidden Truth: U.S. - Taliban 
Secret Oil Diplomacy & the Failed Hunt For Bin Laden. New York. 2002. Thunder's
Mouth Press/Nation Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
1560254149. Translated from the French by Lucy Rounds With Peter Fifield & 
Nicholas Greenslade. Introductions by Joseph Trento & Wayne Madsen. 252 pages.
paperback. Inventory # 32382. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here, at last, in a revised and expanded edition for U.S.
audiences, is the explosive international bestseller that so outraged the bin Laden 
family that a judge banned it in Switzerland, where one of bin Laden’s brothers lives.
Its publication here is destined to raise temperatures. The result of three years of 
investigation by a leading French investigative journalist and an intelligence expert,
Forbidden Truth is the untold story of Clinton and Bush administration attempts to 
stabilize Afghanistan and make it safe for U.S. energy companies to build a pipeline
there. In particular, it details the secret diplomacy between the Bush administration 
and the Taliban from February to August 2001 - talks that ultimately led the U.S. to
make threats that may have helped stoke the horrifying attacks on New York and 
Washington on September 11, 2001. This is only part of a much bigger story, 
however. John O’Neill, the former head of the FBI’s antiterrorism division - who 
perished in the World Trade Center on September 11 told Jean-Charles Brisard in 
July 2001, ‘All of the answers, all of the clues allowing us to dismantle Osama bin 
Laden’s organization, can be found in Saudi Arabia.’ FORBIDDEN TRUTH reveals 
how U.S. attempts to hunt for bin Laden and combat Al Qaeda have been 
compromised by Washington’s close ties to the Saudi kingdom - one of America’s 
biggest suppliers of oil, and one of the U.S. defense industry’s biggest clients. It also
exposes the shady network of Saudi businesses and charities that has nurtured Al 
Qaeda - a network linked to the commanding heights of the Saudi kingdom. Author
Brisard wrote the first intelligence report on the bin Laden financial networks which 
was used to close down fraudulent Islamic charities worldwide, a report that 
President Jacques Chirac handed over to George Bush on his visit to the United 
Stales in the wake of September 11.

Jean-Charles Brisard (born May 13, 1968 in Dijon, France) is a French international
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Briscoe, Connie. Big Girls Don't Cry. New York. 1996. Harper Collins. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0060172770. 377 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
illustration by Jody Hewgill. Inventory # 34605. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Naomi Jefferson was born into a comfortable world only
occasionally marred by racism - even when she is called a nigger after wandering 
into the wrong neighborhood, she learns not to let it touch her too deeply. As a 
teenager in the 1960s, her biggest concerns are when she’ll give up her virginity and
if you really can’t get pregnant the first time, like her friends tell her. But when her 
adored older brother, Joshua, seemingly the family’s chosen one who is destined for
greatness, is killed in a tragic car accident on his way to a civil rights demonstration,
the rift between black and white America suddenly becomes personal. In an attempt
to live up to Joshua’s example, Naomi immerses herself in 1970s campus politics. 
But instead of finding herself, she loses her sense of who she is. She’s unsure how 
to negotiate her way through a world where brothers die for no good reason and the
one man she depends on most betrays her with another woman. Slapped in the face
with such harsh realities, Naomi makes a decision: Politics are useless, romance is
hopeless, and what she really needs is a career. But work and success in the 1980s
aren’t all they’re cracked up to be, particularly since the promotions keep going to 
the white guys. Just when Naomi starts to think that the only person she can depend
on is herself, two people walk into her life who make her believe once again that 
anything worth having is worth fighting for. From the bestselling author of SISTERS
& LOVERS, BIG GIRLS DON’T CRY is about one woman’s search for love and 
purpose in a world where it’s all too difficult to have both. With a heroine readers will
embrace as their own and a dramatic climax readers won’t soon forget, it announces
Connie Briscoe’s arrival among the ranks of our most beloved novelists.

Connie Briscoe has been a full-time published author for more than ten years. Born
with a hearing impairment, Connie never allowed that to stop her from pursuing her
dream - writing.
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Briscoe, Connie. Sisters & Lovers. New York. 1994. Harper Collins. Advance 
Reading Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 0060171162. 339 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 20093. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Beverly, Charmaine, and Evelyn are three sisters living in
the same Maryland town outside Washington, D.C., each wishing her life were just a
little different. Beverly is twenty-nine and single. She's a successful magazine editor
who would love to be in love. The problem is, no man can meet her high standards.
Charmaine longs to finish her degree, but meanwhile, she has to juggle a thankless 
job, a beautiful child, and an irresponsible husband she doesn't quite have the nerve
to leave. Evelyn seems to have it made. She has a successful psychology practice 
and her husband is a partner in a prestigious law firm. But there's trouble in 
paradise, and Evelyn refuses to face the facts. Warm and bittersweet, believable 
and real, SISTERS & LOVERS is a novel of family and love, heartache and hope, 
and above all, the triumph of sisterhood.

Connie Briscoe has been a full-time published author for more than ten years. Born
with a hearing impairment, Connie never allowed that to stop her from pursuing her
dream - writing.
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Briscoe, Connie. Sisters & Lovers. New York. 1994. Harper Collins. 1st Printing. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0060171162. 339 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Suzanne Noli. Jacket illustration by Jody Hwegill. Inventory # 19836. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Beverly, Charmaine, and Evelyn are three sisters living in
the same Maryland town outside Washington, D.C., each wishing her life were just a
little different. Beverly is twenty-nine and single. She's a successful magazine editor
who would love to be in love. The problem is, no man can meet her high standards.
Charmaine longs to finish her degree, but meanwhile, she has to juggle a thankless 
job, a beautiful child, and an irresponsible husband she doesn't quite have the nerve
to leave. Evelyn seems to have it made. She has a successful psychology practice 
and her husband is a partner in a prestigious law firm. But there's trouble in 
paradise, and Evelyn refuses to face the facts. Warm and bittersweet, believable 
and real, SISTERS & LOVERS is a novel of family and love, heartache and hope, 
and above all, the triumph of sisterhood.

Connie Briscoe has been a full-time published author for more than ten years. Born
with a hearing impairment, Connie never allowed that to stop her from pursuing her
dream - writing.
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Brissenden, Robert. Poor Boy. New York. 1988. St Martin's Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312018088. 1st Suspense Novel by Australian 
Poet & Critic. 254 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by James Victore. Inventory # 
10183. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Aussie foreign correspondent Tom Caxton lands in 
Bangkok in time to see a couple roughly pulled off a departing plane by a Thai 
policeman. Caxton snaps some photos, and Carmody, a suave Bangkok resident, 
helps get the film through customs. Later, Caxton and Carmody are attacked, and 
the photos are stolen. Caxton has further trouble getting to his old Vietnam mate 
Robertson; when they finally meet, he learns that Robbie needs a large sum to bribe
his Thai wife and son out of Thailand. When Robbie is killed, Caxton sets out to help
his young widow, Dau. Eventually, Caxton uncovers a huge drug operation with 
unlikely principals in the American Mafia, the Sydney police and the top echelons of
Australian business and politics. There’s some suspense here but not much urgency
as Caxton connects the threads of the plot and falls, rather unconvincingly, in love 
with Dau. The Bangkok color is very well rendered, however, and the ending hints at
a sequel to this first novel by Australian poet Brissenden. - PUBLISHERS WEEKLY.

Robert Francis Brissenden (1928–1991) was an Australian poet, novelist, critic, and
academic.
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Brock, David. The Seduction of Hillary Rodham. New York. 1996. Free Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684834510. From The Author Of The
Real Anita Hill. 452 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Tom Stvan. Inventory # 
22930. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - David Brock, America’s most controversial journalist, has
taken on the most controversial first lady in history, producing an incisive yet 
surprisingly sensitive portrait. The Hillary Rodham who emerges from these pages is
not just a fascinating and important figure in her own right but the figurehead and 
unofficial leader of an activist liberal cohort that was born in the social and civil 
unrest of the 1960s and has risen to the highest levels of American government. 
THE SEDUCTION OF HILLARY RODHAM is the story of one strong-willed woman’s
struggle to maintain her personal and political integrity in the face of powerfully 
seductive forces: the allure of a religiously inspired progressive ideology that 
engendered easy certitudes; the temptations of exercising unencumbered political 
power in a one-party state; and above all, the appeal of Bill Clinton, a charismatic, 
talented, but deeply flawed man who may have been both the best and worst thing 
that ever happened to her. Concluding that Hillary is neither the selfless and 
untarnished icon that her allies would portray nor the scheming Lady MacBeth of 
conservative demonology, Brock illuminates the character and actions of one of 
America’s most poorly understood and unfairly maligned public figures.

David Brock (born July 23, 1962) is an American liberal political operative, author 
and commentator who founded the media watchdog group Media Matters for 
America. He has been described by Time as "one of the most influential operatives 
in the Democratic Party" while others believe his tactics led to Hillary Clinton's defeat
in the 2016 presidential election. Brock, who began his career as a right-wing 
investigative reporter during the 1990s, wrote the book The Real Anita Hill and the 
Troopergate story, which led to Paula Jones filing a lawsuit against Bill Clinton. In 
the late 1990s, he switched sides, aligning himself with the Democratic Party and in
particular with Bill and Hillary Clinton.
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Brodkey, Harold. First Love and Other Sorrows. New York. 1957. Dial Press. 1st 
American Edition. Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front, Otherwise Very Good in
Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 223 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Ismar David. 
Inventory # 24442. $100

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When originally published in 1958, FIRST LOVE AND 
OTHER SORROWS won Harold Brodkey widespread acclaim and announced a 
brilliant new arrival on the literary scene. Brodkey was hailed as an ‘unusually gifted
writer’ (The Atlantic) and a ‘rich talent’ (San Francisco Chronicle), whose stories 
read like ‘murmured confidences, highly personal yet carefully contrived’ (Chicago 
Tribune). In FIRST LOVE AND OTHER SORROWS, the young Brodkey chronicles 
the world of the educated and affluent middle class of the 1950s, at leisure and in 
love. He establishes the themes that would appear throughout his career(the painful
uncertainties of childhood, the halting intimacies of social life(with rare tenderness, 
humor, and haunting insight.

Harold Brodkey, born Aaron Roy Weintraub (October 25, 1930 born in Staunton, 
Illinois – January 26, 1996 Manhattan) was an American writer, and novelist.
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Brodsky, Joseph. Nativity Poems. New York. 2001. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374219400. Translated from the 
Russian by Melissa Green, Seamus Heaney, Anthony Hecht, George L. Kline, Glyn
Maxwell, Paul Muldoon, Alan Myers, Derek Walcott, Daniel Weissbort, Richard 
Wilbur, and the author. 113 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Alexander Anno.
Jacket design by Susan Mitchell. Inventory # 9348. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Christmas poems by the Nobel Laureate. Joseph 
Brodsky, who jokingly referred to himself ‘a Christian by correspondence,’ 
endeavored from the time he ‘first took to writing poems seriously,’ to write a poem 
for every Christmas. He said in an interview: ‘What is remarkable about Christmas?
The fact that what we're dealing with here is the calculation of life - or, at the very 
least, existence - in the consciousness of an individual, a specific individual.’ He 
continued ‘I liked that concentration of everything in one place - which is what you 
have in that cave scene.’ There resulted a remarkable sequence of poems about 
time, eternity, and love, spanning a lifetime of metaphysical reflection and formal 
invention. In NATIVITY POEMS six superb poets in English have come together to 
translate the ten as yet untranslated poems from this sequence, and the poems are
presented in English in their entirety for the first time, in a beautiful, pocket-sized 
edition drawing on the Renaissance imagery that Brodsky identified as the poems' 
inspiration.

Joseph Brodsky (1940-96) came to the United States in 1972, an involuntary exile 
from the Soviet Union. He received the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1987 and serve 
as Poet Laureate of the United States in 1991 and 1992.
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Broecker, Wally. The Great Ocean Conveyor: Discovering the Trigger for Abrupt 
Climate Change. Princeton. 2010. Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780691143545. 10 halftones. 40 line illus. 12 maps. 172
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37603. $27.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Wally Broecker is one of the world’s leading authorities 
on abrupt global climate change. More than two decades ago, he discovered the link
between ocean circulation and climate change, in particular how shutdowns of the 
Great Ocean Conveyor--the vast network of currents that circulate water, heat, and
nutrients around the globe--triggered past ice ages. Today, he is among the 
researchers exploring how our planet’s climate system can abruptly 'flip-flop' from 
one state to another, and who are weighing the implications for the future. In The 
Great Ocean Conveyor, Broecker introduces readers to the science of abrupt 
climate change while providing a vivid, firsthand account of the field’s history and 
development. Could global warming cause the conveyor to shut down again, 
prompting another flip-flop in climate? What were the repercussions of past climate 
shifts? How do we know such shifts occurred? Broecker shows how Earth scientists
study ancient ice cores and marine sediments to probe Earth’s distant past, and how
they blend scientific detective work with the latest technological advances to try to 
predict the future. He traces how the science has evolved over the years, from the 
blind alleys and wrong turns to the controversies and breathtaking discoveries. 
Broecker describes the men and women behind the science, and reveals how his 
own thinking about abrupt climate change has itself flip-flopped as new evidence 
has emerged. Rich with personal stories and insights, The Great Ocean Conveyor 
opens a tantalizing window onto how Earth science is practiced.

Wally Broecker is the Newberry Professor of Earth and Environmental Sciences at 
Columbia University. His books include Fixing Climate: What Past Climate Changes
Reveal about the Current Threat--and How to Counter It and Chemical 
Oceanography. He is a member of the National Academy of Sciences.
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Broger, Achim. The Santa Clauses. New York. 1986. Dial Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0803702663. Illustrated by Ute Krause. 
unpaginated. hardcover. Cover art by Ute Krause. Inventory # 4349. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When word gets around that there is no Santa Claus, 
Charlie takes matters into his own hands to prove that Santa Claus is real. Lively 
watercolors accompany this droll story about a boy who gets the world’s Santa 
Clauses to go back to work after they go on strike. Ages 4-8.

Achim Bröger (born May 16, 1944 in Erlangen ) is a German children's and young 
adult book author. He is a member of the PEN Center Germany. Achim Bröger 
invented stories in bed as a child. After several years working part-time in a textbook
publishing house, he decided in 1980 to write. He lives as a freelance writer in 
Sereetz near Lübeck. Bröger writes books for children and young people as well as 
radio plays, plays and screenplays for television. His books have been translated 
into 20 languages. In his books for young people, Bröger writes openly about 
sexuality, sensitively and realistically addressing this topic. In addition to his work as
a book author, he also participated in several television series for children, such as 
the show with the mouse and dandelion .
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Bromell, Henry. I Know Your Heart, Marco Polo: Stories. New York. 1979. Knopf. 1st
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394501160. 132 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Fred Marcellino. Inventory # 1791. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Four inter-connected short stories from the Houghton 
Mifflin Literary Award-winning author of THE SLIGHTEST DISTANCE.

Alfred Henry Bromell (September 19, 1947 – March 18, 2013) was an American 
author, screenwriter, and director. Bromell joined the crew of NBC police drama 
Homicide: Life on the Street in 1994. He served as a writer and co-executive 
producer for the show's third season. He wrote and produced for many television 
series, including Chicago Hope, Northern Exposure, Homicide: Life on the Street, 
Brotherhood, Carnivàle, and Rubicon. He was a consulting producer, and later 
Executive Producer on the Showtime series Homeland at the time of his death.
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Bromige, David. Sparrow 4: Three Stories. Los Angeles. 1973. Black Sparrow 
Press. 2nd Printing. Smudges To Both Front and Back Covers, Otherwise Very 
Good in Wrappers. unpaginated. paperback. Inventory # 26889. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Sparrow appeared monthly. It printed poetry, fiction, 
essays, criticism, commentaries and reviews. Each issue presents the work of a 
single author.

David Mansfield Bromige (October 22, 1933 – June 3, 2009) is a Canadian poet who
resided in northern California from 1962 onward. Bromige published thirty books, 
each one so different from the others as to seem to be the work of a different author.
He departs from language poetry in the thematic unity of many of his poems, in the 
uses to which he puts found materials, with the romantic aspect of his lyricism, and
with the sheer variety of his approaches to the poem.
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Bronski, Michael. Culture Clash: The Making of Gay Sensibilty. Boston. 1984. South
End Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0896082172. 249 pages. 
paperback. Cover collage by Walter Borawski. Inventory # 36879. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From Walt Whitman to Boy George, gay culture has 
profoundly shaped American society. ‘Culture Clash’ looks at gay male culture in 
everything from drag shows to the Marlboro man to pornography; from the cults 
surroundings stars like Mae West and Judy Garland to the avant garde gay theaters
that have revolutionized Broadway productions. Mainstream America has 
experienced a siginificant cultural confrontation and integration—between gay 
liberation and ‘the heterosexual dictatorship’—and each has permanently changed 
the other. ‘Culture Clash’ explores the dynamics of gay liberation and homophobia, 
of change and backlash, and reveals the radicalism of the challenge that gay men 
and lesbians, as cultural adventurers, have offered to American society.

Michael Bronski (born May 12, 1949) is an American academic and writer, best 
known for his 2011 book A Queer History of the United States. Professor of the 
Practice in Media and Activism at Harvard University, he currently teaches in the 
women, gender and sexuality program, A Queer History of the United States won 
both a Lambda Literary Award and a Stonewall Book Award in 2012. He also 
previously won two Lambda Literary Awards as an editor of anthologies, in 1997 for
Taking Liberties: Gay Men's Essays on Politics, Culture, & Sex and in 2004 for Pulp
Friction: Uncovering the Golden Age of Gay Male Pulps. Bronski was the partner of
American poet Walta Borawski, who died in 1994.keywords
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Bronte, Charlotte. Jane Eyre. New York. 1988. Signet/New American Library. 
Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0451523326.
462 pages. paperback. CE2332. Cover painting - 'La Gouvernante' by Richard 
Redgrave. Inventory # 36863. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A novel of intense power and intrigue, JANE EYRE has 
dazzled generations of readers with its depiction of a woman's quest for freedom. 
Having grown up an orphan in the home of her cruel aunt and at a harsh charity 
school, Jane Eyre becomes an independent and spirited survivor-qualities that serve
her well as governess at Thornfield Hall. But when she finds love with her sardonic 
employer, Rochester, the discovery of his terrible secret forces her to make a 
choice. Should she stay with him whatever the consequences or follow her 
convictions, even if it means leaving her beloved?

Charlotte Brontë (21 April 1816 – 31 March 1855) was an English novelist and poet,
the eldest of the three Brontë sisters who survived into adulthood, whose novels are
English literature standards. She wrote Jane Eyre under the pen name Currer Bell.
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Brook, Stephen. The Finest Wines of California: A Regional Guide to the Best 
Producers and Their Wines. Berkeley. 2011. University of California Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520266582. Copub: Quarto 
Group/World of Fine Wines. 130 color illustrations, 5 maps. 320 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 36552. $34.950000000000003

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Unconstrained by tradition or viticultural regulation, 
California winemakers enjoy a freedom that has resulted in a remarkable range of 
world-class wines. Beautifully illustrated with original photographs and detailed color
maps, this guide introduces California wine by exploring the best that the state has 
to offer —from lush Sonoma Chardonnay to spicy Santa Barbara Syrah to heady 
Amador Zinfandel. At the heart of the book, award-winning wine writer Stephen 
Brook offers 90 intimate profiles of top producers— from Napa and Sonoma to the 
North and Central coasts, the Sierra foothills, and beyond. Brook also includes 
general information on California wine history, wine culture, grape varieties, and 
more. Throughout, he searches for the characteristics that make California wine 
distinctive despite its tremendous diversity—and finds the answer in the state’s 
unusual climate, especially the shifting interplay between fog and sun, as well as a 
lively and constant questioning of received ideas about viticulture, vine age, terroir, 
and winemaking techniques, all of which has helped winemakers to create 
complexity, individuality, and nuance in their wines.

Stephen Brook writes on California wine regularly for Decanter and World of Fine 
Wine, among other publications. He is the author of fifteen books on wine, including
Bordeaux: Medoc and Graves, The Complete Bordeaux, Pocket Guide to California
Wine, and The Wines of California, and is in demand as an international wine judge.
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Brookes, Tim. A Hell of a Place To Lose a Cow: An American Hitchhiking Odyssey.
Washington DC. 2000. National Geographic Society. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0792276833. 308 pages. hardcover. Cover design by 
newearthmedia. Inventory # 28075. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘I first saw America on July 1, 1973. I flew over on a 
charter flight full of students.all of us drawn toward America like dazzled, half-blind 
moths, seduced by a vast poster.of a Greyhound bus whose destination board bore
a single word that encompassed the infinite adventure of America, its wild past, its 
endless plains, its mystery: BUFFALO.’ So he was hooked from the very start. By 
the end of that fateful summer, young British expatriate Tim Brookes had hitchhiked
to California and Vancouver, back across Canada, and down to New York. Now, 
twenty-five years later, he’s back on the road. But he’s got a lot more on his mind 
these days. Artfully weaving between past and present, Brookes considers exactly 
why the proverbial road trip, once a crucial part of American youth education, seems
to have all but disappeared, superceded by more expensive and less uncertain 
kinds of travel. Joining a venerable literary tradition that includes Huck Finn, 
Steinbeck’s beloved Charley, and Kerouac, Brookes’ hilarious and strangely moving
A Hell of a Place to Lose a Cow is a brilliant inquiry into America’s peculiar 
relationship with the open road.

Tim Brookes was born in London, England. He is the director of the Professional 
Writing Program at Champlain College in Burlington, Vermont, a longtime essayist 
for National Public Radio and the author of a number of books. He is a founder of 
Writers Without Borders, a non-profit dedicated to teaching writing skills to public 
health workers in the developing world, and the Endangered Alphabets project, 
which draws attention to the importance of cultural preservation by carving texts in 
endangered languages in beautiful pieces of wood.
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Brooks, Peter. Enigmas of Identity. Princeton. 2011. Princeton University Press. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780691151588. 1 color illus. 6 x 9. 248
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 38101. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - AN EXPLORATION OF THE MODERN 
PREOCCUPATION WITH IDENTITY, FROM EMINENT CRITIC PETER BROOKS. 
‘Peter Brooks has written a splendid meditation on the search for the self: erudite, 
illuminating, and eloquent. He shows how this search leads to an obsessive focus 
on markers of identity and stories of imposture. Rousseau, Balzac, Stendhal, Proust,
and Freud are central interlocutors, but Brooks makes reference to a wide range of 
other texts, and deftly weaves developments in U.S. law into his discussion.’ —
Martha C. Nussbaum, author of Not for Profit: Why Democracy Needs the 
Humanities. ‘We know that it matters crucially to be able to say who we are, why we
are here, and where we are going,’ Peter Brooks writes in Enigmas of Identity. Many
of us are also uncomfortably aware that we cannot provide a convincing account of
our identity to others or even ourselves. Despite or because of that failure, we keep
searching for identity, making it up, trying to authenticate it, and inventing excuses 
for our unpersuasive stories about it. This wide-ranging book draws on literature, 
law, and psychoanalysis to examine important aspects of the emergence of identity
as a peculiarly modern preoccupation. In particular, the book addresses the social, 
legal, and personal anxieties provoked by the rise of individualism and selfhood in 
modern culture. Paying special attention to Rousseau, Freud, and Proust, Brooks 
also looks at the intersection of individual life stories with the law, and considers the
creation of an introspective project that culminates in psychoanalysis. Elegant and 
provocative, Enigmas of Identity offers new insights into the questions and clues 
about who we think we are.

Peter Brooks is the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation Scholar at Princeton University. 
He is the author of many works of literary criticism, including Henry James Goes to
Paris (Princeton), Reading for the Plot, Psychoanalysis and Storytelling, and 
Troubling Confessions. He is also the author of two novels, The Emperor’s Body and
World Elsewhere.
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Brooks, Peter. Henry James Goes To Paris. Princeton. 2007. Princeton University 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780691129549. 18 
halftones. 288 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 35996. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Henry James’s reputation as The Master is so familiar 
that it’s hard to imagine he was ever someone on whom some things really were 
lost. This is the story of the year--1875 to 1876--when the young novelist moved to 
Paris, drawn by his literary idols living at the center of the early modern movement in
art. As Peter Brooks skillfully recounts, James largely failed to appreciate or even 
understand the new artistic developments teeming around him during his Paris 
sojourn. But living in England twenty years later, he would recall the aesthetic 
lessons of Paris, and his memories of the radical perspectives opened up by French
novelists and painters would help transform James into the writer of his adventurous
later fiction. A narrative that combines biography and criticism and uses James’s 
writings to tell the story from his point of view, Henry James Goes to Paris vividly 
brings to life the young American artist’s Paris year—and its momentous artistic and
personal consequences. James’s Paris story is one of enchantment and 
disenchantment. He initially loved Paris, he succeeded in meeting all the writers he
admired (Turgenev, Flaubert, Zola, Maupassant, Goncourt, and Daudet), and he 
witnessed the latest development in French painting, Impressionism. But James 
largely found the writers disappointing, and he completely misunderstood the 
paintings he saw. He also seems to have fallen in and out of love in a more ordinary
sense—with a young Russian aesthete, Paul Zhukovsky. Disillusioned, James soon
retreated to England—for good. But James would eventually be changed forever by
his memories of Paris.

Peter Brooks is Sterling Professor of Comparative Literature at Yale University. He 
is the author of many works of literary criticism, including Reading for the Plot, The
Melodramatic Imagination, Psychoanalysis and Storytelling, Troubling Confessions,
and Realist Vision. He has also published a novel, World Elsewhere (Simon & 
Schuster).
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Brooks, Roy L. Atonement and Forgiveness: A New Model for Black Reparations. 
Berkeley. 2004. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0520239415. 342 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36428. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Roy L. Brooks reframes one of the most important, 
controversial, and misunderstood issues of our time in this far-reaching 
reassessment of the growing debate on black reparation. Atonement and 
Forgiveness shifts the focus of the issue from the backward-looking question of 
compensation for victims to a more forward-looking racial reconciliation. Offering a 
comprehensive discussion of the history of the black redress movement, this book 
puts forward a powerful new plan for repairing the damaged relationship between 
the federal government and black Americans in the aftermath of 240 years of slavery
and another 100 years of government-sanctioned racial segregation. Key to 
Brooks’s vision is the government’s clear signal that it understands the magnitude of
the atrocity it committed against an innocent people, that it takes full responsibility, 
and that it publicly requests forgiveness–in other words, that it apologizes. The 
government must make that apology believable, Brooks explains, by a tangible act 
that turns the rhetoric of apology into a meaningful, material reality, that is, by 
reparation. Apology and reparation together constitute atonement. Atonement, in 
turn, imposes a reciprocal civic obligation on black Americans to forgive, which 
allows black Americans to start relinquishing racial resentment and to begin trusting
the government’s commitment to racial equality. Brooks’s bold proposal situates the
argument for reparations within a larger, international framework–namely, a post-
Holocaust vision of government responsibility for genocide, slavery, apartheid, and 
similar acts of injustice.

Roy L. Brooks is Warren Distinguished Professor of Law at the University of San 
Diego. He is the author of over a dozen books, including Structures of Judicial 
Decision Making from Legal Formalism to Critical Theory (2002), When Sorry Isn’t 
Enough: The Controversy over Apologies and Reparations for Human Injustice 
(1999), Integration or Separation? A Strategy for Racial Equality (1996), and 
Rethinking the American Race Problem (California, 1990).
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Brooks, Van Wyck. The Flowering of New England: A Literary History 1815 To 1865.
New York. 1936. Dutton. 1st Edition. Very Good in Worn Dustjacket with Small 
Pieces Missing from the Edges and the Middle of The Spine. 550 pages. hardcover.
Inventory # 21960. $150

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The author of this brilliant perspective of American 
culture, one of the outstanding critics of this country, opens with an incisive study of 
the Boston of Gilbert Stuart. He describes the early 19th Century New England 
literary scene, and the remarkable effect upon it of one man’s travels abroad. After
George Ticknor’s return from Europe in 1819, there sprang to life and radiated from
Boston and Cambridge a new age and growth of poetry, narration, criticism, and 
philosophy - for Ticknor had brought back with him the seeds of modern European 
literatures, which he sowed in the fertile field of New England. With this background
carefully explored, Mr. Brooks explains and appraises Longfellow. Emerson, 
Hawthorne, the Alcotts, Thoreau, Dana the Younger, Norton, Dr. Holmes, and 
Lowell. The lives and works of these writers are interpreted as an expression of the
New England social, political, and religious mind. In reading ‘The Flowering of New
England’ one realizes more strongly than ever that the outstanding characteristic of
Van Wyck Brooks is a superbly controlled vitality in thinking and in writing - the 
ability to examine and understand, the power to interpret and reveal.

Van Wyck Brooks (February 16, 1886 in Plainfield, New Jersey – May 2, 1963 in 
Bridgewater, Connecticut) was an American literary critic, biographer, and historian.
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Broom, Leonard and Glenn, Norval. Transformation of the Negro American. New 
York. 1965. Harper & Row. 1st American Edition. Previous Owner's Stamp in Front,
Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 207 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 27547. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE TRANSFORMATION OF THE NEGRO AMERICAN
focuses on continuing discrimination and the fitful socioeconomic changes 
experience by Black Americans in the Civil Rights Era. Contents include Adjustment
to Freedom; A Negro Way of Life; Nationalism and Gradualism; Action and 
Integration; Education; Occupation and Income; Business and the Professions; 
Characteristics of the Negro Population; Perspective and Prospects.

Vale Leonard Broom (November 8, 1911 in Boston, Massachusetts–November 19, 
2009 in Santa Barbara, California) was an American sociologist whose career 
spanned seven decades. He was known for his research on discrimination and 
social inequality, which began with his studies on the effects of Japanese 
internment. Norval D. Glenn, Professor Emeritus of Sociology, who taught for 47 
years at The University of Texas at Austin, died February 15, 2011, after a two-year
battle with myelodysplastic syndrome, a form of blood cancer. He was 77 years old.
He was a valued friend and colleague. Norval D. Glenn is the Ashbel Smith 
Professor in Sociology and Stiles Professor in American Studies at the University of
Texas at Austin. His main research interests relate to aging and the life course, and 
family relations in modern societies. He is a former editor of Contemporary 
Sociology and the Journal of Family Issues, and he has served on the editorial 
boards of such journals as the American Sociological Review, Public Opinion 
Quarterly, Journal of Marriage and Family, Demography, and Social Science 
Research.
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Brophy, Brigid. The Prince and the Wild Geese. New York. 1983. St Martin's Press.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312645511. Drawings by Julia 
Taaffe. 63 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Mon Mohan. Inventory # 1664. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The true story of a Russian Prince, studying art in Italy, 
who fell in love with an Irish girl Mary Taaffe - he sent her drawings telling his side of
the relationship, and she accepted the drawings but not his heart.

Brigid Antonia Brophy, Lady Levey (12 June 1929, in London, England – 7 August 
1995, in Louth, Lincolnshire, England) was an English novelist, essayist, critic, 
biographer, and dramatist. In the Dictionary of Literary Biography: British Novelists 
since 1960, S. J. Newman described her as ‘one of the oddest, most brilliant, and 
most enduring of [the] 1960s symptoms.’ She was a feminist and pacifist who 
expressed controversial opinions on marriage, the Vietnam War, religious education
in schools, sex (she was openly bisexual), and pornography. She was a vocal 
campaigner for animal rights and vegetarianism. A 1965 Sunday Times article by 
Brophy is credited by psychologist Richard D. Ryder with having triggered the 
formation of the animal rights movement in England. Because of her outspokenness,
she was labeled many things, including ‘one of our leading literary shrews’ by a 
Times Literary Supplement reviewer. ‘A lonely, ubiquitous toiler in the weekend 
graveyards, she has scored some direct hits on massive targets: Kingsley Amis, 
Henry Miller, Professor Wilson Knight.’ Brophy was married to art historian Sir 
Michael Levey. She was diagnosed with multiple sclerosis in 1984, which took her 
life 11 years later at the age of 66.keywords
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Brophy, Philip. 100 Anime. London. 2005. British Film Institute. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 1844570843. BFI Screen Guides. 262 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 35945. $19.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Tentacles from the bowels of the earth. Machines from 
another dimension. Cyborgs designed by ghostly children. Planets destroyed by 
psychic amoeba. Welcome to the wonderfully complex and disorienting world of 
Japanese animation-anime. 100 Anime is not a guide to this world; it is a ticket to 
keep you lost in sensory overload. This expansive and mind-blowing book delves 
deep into the chaotic meaning forged by anime’s mutation of Eastern/ Western 
themes, images, and sounds. Read it in order to navigate the postwar shock waves 
that still propel Japan’s mass media. 100 Anime offers stimulating revelations of the
wild world of anime and gives an overview of how vast the anime industry is in 
comparison to live- action cinema; how important the calligraphic vein of Japanese 
culture is in its dissemination of highly graphic material; and how the westernized 
reading of Japanese iconography requires a complete and irre trievable dumping of
Judeo Christian Eurocentric postulations of semiotics, symbolism, and mythology.

Philip Brophy is a film director, composer, and sound designer. He is founder of the
Cinesonic International Conference of Film Scores & Sound Design, from which he 
has edited three books on film sound and music. His previous publications also 
include 100 Modern Soundtracks (BFI, 2004).
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Brossard, Nicole. Nicole Brossard: Selections. Berkeley. 2009. University of 
California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520261082. 
252 pages. paperback. Inventory # 37633. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Pleasure,’ Jennifer Moxley writes in her introduction to 
this volume, ‘is the word that first comes to mind at the mention of Nicole Brossard's
poetry.’ This volume provides English-language readers with an overview of the life
and work of Nicole Brossard, poet, novelist, and essayist, who is widely recognized 
in her native Québec and throughout the French-speaking world as one of the 
greatest writers of her generation. Brossard's poetry is rooted in her investigations of
language, her abiding commitment to a feminist consciousness, and her capacity for
renewing meaning as a virtual space of desire. The reader enters a poetic world in 
which the aesthetic is joined with the political, and the meaning of both is enriched in
the process. The selections in this volume include translations of some of Brossard's
best-known works-Lovhers, Ultra Sounds, Museum of Bone and Water, Notebook of
Roses and Civilization-along with short prose works, an interview with Brossard, and
a bibliography of works in French and English, and constitute the most substantial 
English-language sampling published to date of one of Canada's greatest living 
poets. Introduction by Jennifer Moxley. Poets for the Millennium, 7. A Simpson Book
in the Humanities.

Nicole Brossard is a poet, novelist, and essayist and the author of more than thirty 
books. She is a major voice in French-language avant-garde poetry and one of 
Canada's greatest living writers. Jennifer Moxley is a poet, translator, and editor, and
the author of many books including Often Capital.
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Brown, Carter. Suddenly By Violence. New York. 1959. Signet/New American 
Library. 1st Signet Paperback Printing. Good in Wrappers. 128 pages. paperback. 
956. Inventory # 41509. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A torrid Danny Boyd thriller. The beautiful blonde named
Pandora has a box full of murderous tricks would make a killer yell cop. BLONDES
CAN BE MURDER. The ex-boss of a narcotics syndicate hires Danny Boyd to find 
his wandering brunette daughter. And the private eye sets off on a public search that
leads him straight to a cold-water pad in the Village complete with a red-hot corpse 
and a sizzling blonde named Pandora. The blonde has some torrid ideas about men.
When Danny tries to get back on the case, she uses everything she’s got to stop 
him. including the most lethal kisses this side—of murder. Carter Brown’s books 
have sold over 23,000,000 copies throughout the world. He is the author of the 
exciting Al Wheeler, Mavis Seidlitz, and Danny Boyd thrillers—bestselling detective
stories.

Carter Brown was the literary pseudonym of Alan Geoffrey Yates (1 August 1923 – 5
May 1985), an English-born Australian writer of detective fiction. Born in England, 
Alan Geoffrey Yates (aka Carter Brown) married and settled in Australia in 1948. He
began his working life as a film technician, a salesman and in public relations for 
Qantas before taking up writing full-time. Yates soon became a literary 
phenomenon. He wrote westerns under the pseudonym Todd Conway and science 
fiction under Paul Valdez. He even found the time to write books under various 
versions of his own name as well as other pseudonyms, Dennis Sinclair and Sinclair
MacKellar. But it was his pseudonym Peter Carter Brown then later, Carter Brown 
('Peter' was dropped for the US market) who was to become the international best-
selling pulp fiction author. The extraordinary early success of Carter Brown in the 
1950s meant that Yates was contracted to produce one short novel and two long 
novels each month. In reality, Yates was truly prolific with 322 published Carter 
Brown novels, including multiple series variously featuring protagonists Mike Farrell,
Andy Kane, Mavis Seidlitz, Lt. Al Wheeler, Rick Holman, Danny Boyd, Larry Baker,
Zelda Roxanne, et al. Yet despite the enormity of his output, a 1963 profile in Pix 
magazine revealed he approached deadlines 'with the reluctance of a long-distance
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Brown, Carter. Terror Comes Creeping. New York. 1959. Signet/New American 
Library. 1st Signet Paperback Printing. Good in Wrappers. 128 pages. paperback. 
1750. Inventory # 41510. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - DANNY, GET YOUR GUN. The brunette was very 
beautiful and very scared. She looked private eye Danny Boyd straight in the eye 
and shuddered once. Then she calmly told him that her father was planning to kill 
her. She claimed he’d murdered her brother, was trying to get rid of her sister, and 
that she was third on his lethal list. She had no proof to back up her red hot 
suspicions, only cold green cash. She might be crazy but she was Danny’s favorite 
kind of client. So he decided to take the pretty babe’s case, and tag her daddy a 
killer.

Carter Brown was the literary pseudonym of Alan Geoffrey Yates (1 August 1923 – 5
May 1985), an English-born Australian writer of detective fiction. Born in England, 
Alan Geoffrey Yates (aka Carter Brown) married and settled in Australia in 1948. He
began his working life as a film technician, a salesman and in public relations for 
Qantas before taking up writing full-time. Yates soon became a literary 
phenomenon. He wrote westerns under the pseudonym Todd Conway and science 
fiction under Paul Valdez. He even found the time to write books under various 
versions of his own name as well as other pseudonyms, Dennis Sinclair and Sinclair
MacKellar. But it was his pseudonym Peter Carter Brown then later, Carter Brown 
('Peter' was dropped for the US market) who was to become the international best-
selling pulp fiction author. The extraordinary early success of Carter Brown in the 
1950s meant that Yates was contracted to produce one short novel and two long 
novels each month. In reality, Yates was truly prolific with 322 published Carter 
Brown novels, including multiple series variously featuring protagonists Mike Farrell,
Andy Kane, Mavis Seidlitz, Lt. Al Wheeler, Rick Holman, Danny Boyd, Larry Baker,
Zelda Roxanne, et al. Yet despite the enormity of his output, a 1963 profile in Pix 
magazine revealed he approached deadlines 'with the reluctance of a long-distance
swimmer shivering on the brink of a cold, grey English Channel. In the manic 
depressive moments of the third night without sleep – when the deadline is long past
and the mental block has set solid as concrete, the writer inevitably descends into 
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Brown, Cecil. Days Without Weather. New York. 1983. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374135304. 249 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Bob Cato. Jacket photo by Jerry Bauer. Inventory # 20083. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Cecil Brown’s new novel, DAYS WITHOUT WEATHER,
portrays the experiences of black comedians, writers, actors, and singers in the 
cutthroat world of Hollywood - an irresistible phantasmagoria whose characters 
argue, fight, lie, love, and struggle to get ahead, sometimes at all costs. DAYS 
WITHOUT WEATHER is a wonderful mixture of bitterness, anger, and genuine good
humor. Its hero, Jonah, is a stand-up comic who moves to Hollywood from North 
Carolina in search of his true identity. In riveting, funny, fast-paced language, Cecil 
Brown depicts Gadge, Jonah’s rich, overweight uncle, who has sold out to the white
world of movie producers, writing and editing scripts to their specifications; Jonah’s 
scriptwriter friend Randell, in love with superstar singer Ritual Bondage; and Jonah’s
white girlfriend Clea Menchan, who betrays both Jonah and Randell. These events 
and more bring Jonah to the painful realization that at least he must expose the 
black celebrities who say one thing and do another, and the white producers who do
the same. Of course, Jonah is taking a big chance in the choice of his mission, as 
mutiny scenes on movie sets turn into real-life confrontations between black and 
white actors. When Jonah’s anger finally gets the better of him onstage at a 
nightclub, he lashes out at all of Hollywood. ‘Cecil Brown has written a moving and 
terrifying allegory concerning the various prices of art, love, and life: and, most 
specifically, the black American’s struggle not to be an accomplice to his own 
destruction.’ - JAMES BALDWIN.

CECIL BROWN was born in North Carolina in 1943. He attended Columbia 
University and the University of Chicago. Mr. Brown has taught film and writing, 
most recently at the University of California at Berkeley. He has written numerous 
plays, short stories, and films scripts - including Which Way Is Up?, which he co-
authored. His first novel, THE LIFE AND LOVES OF MR. JIVEASS NIGGER, was 
published in 1969. Mr. Brown Lives in Berkeley, California.
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Brown, Cynthia (editor). With Friends Like the se: The Americas Watch Report On 
Human Rights & U. S Policy in Latin America. New York. 1985. Pantheon Books. 1st
Edition. Papers Starting to Brown A Little Around the Edges, Otherwise Very Good 
in Wrappers. 0394729498. Paperback Original. 281 pages. paperback. Cover 
illustration by Matt Mahurin. Inventory # 1785. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Each day, the headlines expose yet another shocking 
case in which the United States, sailing under the banner of freedom and democracy
for all, has actually thwarted progress toward the securing of human rights for the 
people of Latin America. The evidence collected in this volume not only documents 
in unmistakable detail the facts of life in that region’s nine most tumultuous 
countries, but more important, demonstrates how the Reagan administration has 
blatantly abused, ignored, or misrepresented concern for human rights in pursuing 
its military and political goals there. Drawing heavily on Americas Watch’s on-site 
investigations, With Friends Like These reports the up-to-the-minute status of 
human rights in Argentina, Chile, Uruguay, El Salvador, Nicaragua, Honduras, 
Guatemala, Colombia, and Peru. How valid are the new guarantees (ours and 
theirs) of free expression, personal security, and due process? What are the real 
connections between the military and death-squad activity? Where do ‘free 
elections’ fit in on the political and economic trajectories of each country? To which 
sides, and to what ends, is the United States offering funds, arms, and sympathy—
and why do our government’s ‘facts’ often vary so widely from independently 
reported accounts? This is a powerful, persuasive rebuttal to the rhetoric of 
convenience by which the American government justifies policies that support 
torture, repression, and fundamental abuses of human life abroad.

Cynthia Brown was a program director for Americas Watch, the nonpartisan rights-
monitoring organization based in New York City and Washington, D.C. She died on
May 12, 2013, in New York City, after battling cancer.
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Brown, Fleda. The Woods Are On Fire: New and Selected Poems. Lincoln. 2017. 
University of Nebraska Press. Advance Uncorrected Proofs. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 9780803294943. 300 pages. paperback. Inventory # 39852. $19.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Woods Are On Fire is Fleda Brown’s deeply human
and intensely felt poetic explorations of her life and world. Her account includes her
brain-damaged brother, a rickety family cottage, a puzzling and sometimes 
frightening father, a timid mother, and the adult life that follows with its loves, 
divorces, and serious illnesses. Visually and emotionally rich, Brown’s poems call on
Einstein, Shakespeare, Sophocles, Law and Order, Elvis, and Beethoven. They 
stand before the Venus de Milo as well as the moon, as they measure distances 
between what we make as art and who we are as humans. In wide-ranging forms—
from the sestina to prose poems—they focus on the natural world as well as the 
Delaware legislature and the inauguration of William Jefferson Clinton. The Woods
Are On Fire includes nearly fifty new poems, along with poems selected from seven
previous books, showcasing an influential American poet’s work over the last few 
decades.

Fleda Brown is professor emerita at the University of Delaware and is a faculty 
member of the Rainier Writing Workshop at Pacific Lutheran University in Tacoma,
Washington. She served as Delaware’s poet laureate from 2001 to 2007 and is the 
author of nine poetry books, including The Devil’s Child and Fishing With Blood, and
two memoirs, including Driving with Dvořák (Nebraska, 2010). Her work has twice 
appeared in The Best American Poetry and has won numerous awards, including a
Pushcart Prize and the Felix Pollak Prize.
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Brown, Fredric. Nightmares and Geezenstacks. New York. 1961. Bantam Books. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers With Tear To The Back. 137 pages. 
paperback. J2296. Inventory # 29718. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Do you know a Geezenstack? If you don’t, you probably 
think it’s a joke. If you do you’re shuddering compulsively. Geezenstacks are the 
kind of “things” Fred Brown writes about. They can take you out of yourself, you 
might say. BUT - BEWARE GETTING SO FAR OUT YOU CAN’T GET BACK. 
Nightmares and Geezenstacks is a collection of stories revolving about some of the
gaudiest ghouls and craziest nightmares ever unleashed in our space, our time and
our galaxy. (Forget any others.) It proves once again Fred Brown’s unchallengeable
position as the first master of fantasy.

Fredric Brown (October 29, 1906 – March 11, 1972) was an American science 
fiction and mystery writer. He was born in Cincinnati. He is perhaps best known for 
his use of humor and for his mastery of the "short short" form—stories of 1 to 3 
pages, often with ingenious plotting devices and surprise endings. Humor and a 
somewhat postmodern outlook carried over into his novels as well. One of his 
stories, "Arena," is officially credited for an adaptation as an episode of the landmark
television series, Star Trek.
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Brown, Fredric. The Screaming Mimi. New York. 1949. Dutton. 1st Edition. Small 
Tear Mark At Top Of Spine, Otherwise Very Good. No Dustjacket. 248 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 24884. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Among Frederic Brown’s best known works is THE 
SCREAMING MIMI (1949). This revision of the beauty and beast allegory was 
adapted into screen in 1958, and directed by Gerd Oswald. The story follows a 
reporter’s search for a ‘ripper’ killer. A statue of a screaming woman, revealed as a 
storekeepers mnemonic for catalogue item SM1, links the murders of several 
women and a doctor at an insane asylum.

Fredric Brown (October 29, 1906 – March 11, 1972) was an American science 
fiction and mystery writer. He was born in Cincinnati. He is perhaps best known for 
his use of humor and for his mastery of the "short short" form—stories of 1 to 3 
pages, often with ingenious plotting devices and surprise endings. Humor and a 
somewhat postmodern outlook carried over into his novels as well. One of his 
stories, "Arena," is officially credited for an adaptation as an episode of the landmark
television series, Star Trek.
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Brown, Gita. Be I Whole. Aspen. 1995. Macmurray & Beck. 1st Printing. Very Good 
in Dustjacket. 1878448668. 267 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 21996. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Love stories tell of strange things’, she says. ‘A woman 
passes. A man speaks to her in a friendly way. They chat together. They lay 
together. They live together. They enjoy many pleasures. But with all that, they are 
yet strangers. In their minds they think, if I could only enter the spirit of this one and 
remove all this strangeness. But there is nothing left to do but to live with the 
strangeness. To Papa Job, this woman was quite strange. You know their eyes, they
didn't see in the same way. Two people. Two different spirits. Yah. Two different 
worlds’.

Author Gita Brown grew up in Detroit, Michigan, and attended the University of 
Michigan and Brown University, where she earned an M.F.A. in fiction writing. Her 
first novel, Be I Whole, begins in 1950s Detroit, where Papa Job, a West Indian who
grew up in the city, finds Sizway, an island immigrant and herbalist, stealing 
vegetables from his cellar. The novel then chronicles the two characters' relationship
as they marry, move to rural Ohio, raise children, and struggle with relationship and
cultural issues. The story is narrated by an elderly West Indian woman.
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Brown, Joshua. Beyond the Lines: Pictorial Reporting, Everyday Life, and the Crisis
of Gilded Age America. Berkeley. 2006. University of California Press. 1st 
Paperback Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 0520248147. 362 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 36389. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this wonderfully illustrated book, Joshua Brown shows
that the wood engravings in the illustrated newspapers of Gilded Age America were
more than a quaint predecessor to our own sophisticated media. As he tells the 
history and traces the influence of Frank Leslie’s Illustrated Newspaper, with 
relevant asides to Harper’s Weekly, the New York Daily Graphic, and others, Brown
recaptures the complexity and richness of pictorial reporting. He finds these images 
to be significant barometers for gauging how the general public perceived pivotal 
events and crises-the Civil War, Reconstruction, important labor battles, and more. 
This book is the best available source on the pictorial riches of Frank Leslie’s 
newspaper and the only study to situate these images fully within the social context
of Gilded Age America. Beyond the Lines illuminates the role of illustration in 
nineteenth-century America and gives us a new look at how the social milieu shaped
the practice of illustrated journalism and was in turn shaped by it.

Joshua Brown is Executive Director of the American Social History Project/Center 
for Media and Learning at The Graduate Center, City University of New York. He is 
coauthor of the interactive CD-ROMs Who Built America? From the Great War of 
1914 to the Dawn of the Atomic Age (2000) and Who Built America? From the 
Centennial Celebration of 1876 to the Great War of 1914 (1993), and visual editor of
the groundbreaking Who Built America? textbook (1990, 2000), in addition to his 
many other documentaries, digital programs, essays, illustrations, and cartoons
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Brown, Rosellen. Half a Heart. New York. 2000. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374299870. 402 pages. hardcover. Jacket photo
by James Darell. Inventory # 27841. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Miriam Vener feels trapped in the comfortable white 
middle-class life she leads with her fmaily in Houston during the 1980s. The life 
suddenly shatters with the appearnace, after almost eighteen years of Veronica 
(Ronnee), her biracial daughter boen in Mississippi in the sixties when Miriam was a
civil rights activist. Hot tempered, sensitive, manipulative and deeply hurt at her 
mother’s disappearance from her life, Ronnee has been raised by her father, a 
formerly brilliant college professor who forbade her to see her white mother. Half a 
Heart charts the emotionally fraught terrain of the mother and daughter’s reunion 
and Ronnee’s divided sense of self and loyalty. With which family, and which race, 
does she identify? How does all this affect her relationships with her newly discored
half-sister, her white boyfriend, and the father she is rebelling against? Half a Heart 
is a searingly honest novel of public and private ideals betrayed and hopes reignited
by one of our foremost novelists.

Rosellen Brown (born May 12, 1939) is an American author, and has been an 
instructor of English and creative writing at several universities, including the School
of the Art Institute of Chicago and the University of Houston. She has won several 
grants and awards for her work. The 1996 film Before and After was adapted from 
her novel of the same name. Brown was born in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. She 
received a bachelor of arts degree from Barnard College in 1960 and Brandeis 
University.
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Brown, Wenzell. The Murder Kick. New York. 1960. Fawcett Gold Medal. 1st 
American Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers. Paperback Original. 191 pages. 
paperback. s1013. Inventory # 37011. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Roses were the killer's calling card and his twisted mind
had turned the city into a jungle nightmare.

Wenzell Brown (1912-1981) was a top name in the popular ’50s subgenre of juvenile
delinquency. Brown had a peripatetic life, studying in New York, London, and 
Denmark, and teaching in China and Puerto Rico in the 1930s. His later travels 
around the Caribbean produced several topics, both novels and nonfiction. Dark 
Drums and They Called Her Charity were colorful, melodramatic historical novels set
in Jamaica and the Virgin Islands. Several of his topics were pioneering efforts in the
“true crime” genre, including Introduction to Murder, his account of the notorious 
“Lonely Hearts” murderers (their story told on film many years later, in 1970, as The
Honeymoon Killers), and the Edgar Allan Poe Award-winning volume about 
executed females, They Died in the Chair.
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Brown, Wesley. Darktown Strutters. New York. 1994. Cane Hill. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0943433118. 224 pages. paperback. Cover art: 
detail from 19th century poster. Inventory # 19112. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - DARKTOWN STRUTTERS is the story of Jim Crow, a 
remarkable black dancer, born in slavery, who performs in minstrel shows, South 
and North, during the furious dines of pre- and post-Civil War America. His 
experiences, onstage and off, are a mix of applause with mob violence, of love and 
loss, played against the grim laughter of a black nation within a nation finding its way
to an ever-elusive promised freedom. Touching, harrowing, inspiring, this is a unique
novel of courage and pride. ‘Wesley Brown’s Darktown Strutters, the story of 19th 
Century minstrel performers, is a free-handed performance in the surrealism of its 
subject and deals with history the way Coleman Hawkins might energize the 
standard version of a show tune. An original and visionary book.’ - Ted Solotaroff. 
‘Armed with the brilliantly revealing image of 19th century blackface minstrelsy, 
Darktown Strutters cuts to the cruel center of American racialism. Wesley Brown’s 
traveling minstrel show is where the symbolism of skin color establishes public 
meaning and private identity the way a funhouse mirror measures height and weight.
Like Melville’s THE CONFIDENCE MAN, this is a scary book, and mordantly funny, 
too. We all look ridiculous in it and, sad to say, instantly recognizable.’ - Russell 
Banks.

Wesley Brown is the author of an earlier novel, TRAGIC MAGIC, two plays, 
BOOGIE WOOGIE AND BOOKER T. and LIFE DURING WARTIME, and co-editor 
of the multicultural anthologies, VISIONS OF AMERICA (autobiography and essay)
and IMAGINING AMERICA (short fiction). He teaches literature and creative writing
at Rutgers University and lives in New Jersey with his son, Anthony.
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Brown, Wesley. Tragic Magic. New York. 1978. Random House. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0394502248. 170 pages. hardcover.
Jacket design by Mark Huie. Inventory # 1797. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The doors of the prison closed behind him barely hours 
ago. He walks toward the subway station on his way home. He is no hardened ex-
con looking for the next score, or a high school dropout who turned to crime as to 
adventure. He is Melvin Ellington: university-educated, black, a draft-dodging 
conscientious objector who chose prison rather than Vietnam or Canada. Melvin, 
who has based his manhood on principles of reason, aloofness, and self-control. His
immediate future includes a family that is ashamed of him, friends who don’t 
understand him, and a community that has changed radically since the feverish days
of campus takeovers, sit-ins, fierce loyal- ties and fiercer betrayals. His past includes
three years of the special testing that only a prison can provide (where manhood is 
reduced to its lowest common denominator and where a C.O. is laughable). Out of 
that world Wesley Brown, an astonishingly gifted writer, weaves a powerful story 
about some extraordinary people: Otis, a wounded veteran obsessed with John 
Wayne; Alice, a lovely clear-headed girl with emotional scars. Melvin’s relationship 
with these two old friends underscores his own conflicts, which finally erupt in an 
uptown restaurant where he watches, helplessly, as his friend engineers his own 
death at the hand of a stranger—a quiet man with the death of other people written 
on his face. In language that soars sometimes, explodes sometimes, and sometimes
is gently moving, Wesley Brown explores the thin line between nonviolence and 
cowardice, recklessness and risk - in short, what it is to be a man. The geography of
place and emotion in TRAGIC MAGIC is as vivid as any ever encountered in a first 
novel.

Wesley Brown is the author of an earlier novel, TRAGIC MAGIC, two plays, 
BOOGIE WOOGIE AND BOOKER T. and LIFE DURING WARTIME, and co-editor 
of the multicultural anthologies, VISIONS OF AMERICA (autobiography and essay)
and IMAGINING AMERICA (short fiction). He teaches literature and creative writing
at Rutgers University and lives in New Jersey with his son, Anthony.
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Browne, Laynie. You Envelop Me. Richmond. 2017. Omnidawn. Advance 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430380. 88 pages. paperback.
Inventory # 43336. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - How does one in mourning converse with those absent, 
yet ever present? How is a motherless daughter conceived? What befalls those who
succumb to waves of grief akin to contractions of birth? You Envelop Me is woven 
from contemplative practices that permit us to approach the unimaginable. The 
world with the beloved removed is permanently altered, perhaps most significantly in
the way the living learn that indispensable vision occurs beyond the visible world.

Laynie Browne’s most recent books include P R A C T I C E, Scorpyn Odes, and 
Lost Parkour Ps(alms). She teaches at University of Pennsylvania and at 
Swarthmore College.
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Browning, Robert. Browning. New York. 1968. Dell/Laurel. 4th Dell Laurel 
Paperback Printing. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. Laurel Poetry Series. 
Selected, with an Introduction and notes by Howard Nemerov. General Editor 
Richard Wilbur. 160 pages. paperback. 7458. Cover drawing by Richard Powers. 
Inventory # 41615. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From the Introduction by Reed Whittemore: ‘He was a 
good Victorian. As such he was perhaps fortunate in being encouraged to cultivate,
at home, a few solid repressions; they helped to make him apart of his age. Shelley,
for example, was Browning’s childhood hero, and Shelley stood for breaking loose.
How could one do all that and be a Victorian too! Shelley preached revolution, but 
Browning was not up to revolution. Shelley preached atheism, but Browning tried out
atheism briefly and abandoned it. And yet. he never really abandoned Shelley.’

Robert Browning (7 May 1812 – 12 December 1889) was an English poet and 
playwright whose mastery of dramatic verse, especially dramatic monologues, made
him one of the foremost Victorian poets. It was an obscure early poem Pauline that 
brought him to the attention of Dante Gabriel Rossetti, followed by Paracelsus, 
praised by Wordsworth and Dickens, among others. In 1846, Browning married 
Elizabeth Barrett, a poet more highly-regarded than him, and they went to live in 
Italy, a country that he called ‘my university’. At this time, he took exception to the 
spiritualist Daniel Dunglas Home and denounced his séances as fraudulent, though
Elizabeth believed them to be genuine. By the time of her death in 1861, his stock 
was beginning to rise, with a major collection Men and Women, followed by the long
blank-verse poem The Ring and the Book. He is better-known today for his shorter 
poems, such as The Pied Piper of Hamelin and How They Brought the Good News 
from Ghent to Aix. His recital of the latter work during a dinner-party, recorded on an
Edison wax cylinder, is believed to be the oldest surviving record by a notable 
person in England.
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Browning, Robert. The Selected Poetry of Browning. New York. 1966. Signet/New 
American Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
Edited By George M. Ridenour. 464 pages. paperback. CQ313. Inventory # 28936.
$7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE SIGNET CLASSIC POETRY SERIES PRESENTS
SELECTED. WORKS OF THE MAJOR BRITISH AND AMERICAN POETS IN 
AUTHORITATIVE TEXTS EDITED BY OUTSTANDING SCHOLARS. UNIQUE 
FEATURES OF THE SELECTED POETRY OF BROWNING: Concentrates on the 
longer poems of this major Victorian poet. The old favorites are well represented but
the editor has placed emphasis on the poems that show us the Browning that 
modern scholarship reveals. Included among the forty poems are 'Fra Lippo Lippi,' 
'Childe Roland to the Dark Tower Came,' 'Two in the Campagna,' 'The Heretic's 
Tragedy,' 'A Toccata of Galuppi's' and selections from The Ring and the Book. 
General Introduction to the special character and development of Browning's poetry
by the editor, George M. Ridenour, Professor of English at The University of New 
Mexico and author of critical studies on Browning, Byron and Coleridge. Chronology
of Browning's life. Text printed in the clearest, most readable type. Footnotes at the
bottom of page keyed to the text. Extensive bibliography.

Robert Browning (7 May 1812 – 12 December 1889) was an English poet and 
playwright whose mastery of dramatic verse, especially dramatic monologues, made
him one of the foremost Victorian poets.
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Broyard, Bliss. My Father, Dancing: Stories. New York. 2000. Knopf. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0375400605. 191 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
photograph by Mary Javorek. Inventory # 33393. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Eight stories about relationships between men and 
women - but especially between fathers and daughters - in a debut from Bliss 
Broyard. ‘The fathers in Broyard’s collection are charismatic, seductive, often brilliant
men who are large in the world and even larger in the home, irresistible but also 
harmful, beautiful but not benign. ‘In spare, unsentimental prose, Broyard captures 
the passages of daughters, both as young girls and as grown women: the early 
lessons girls absorb through their fathers - their first male audience - and the secrets
girls keep as they test their own desires; the dislocation of discovering, and 
identifying with, a parent’s infidelity; the struggle to escape from familial roles and 
the unyielding impulse to re-create them.

Bliss Broyard is the author of My Father, Dancing (1999), a New York Times notable
book of the year, and One Drop: My Father's Hidden Life -- A Story of Race & 
Family Secrets (2007). Her work has been anthologized in Best American Short 
Stories, The Pushcart Prize Anthology and The Art of the Essay, and she is a 
frequent contributor to Elle Magazine and The New York Times Book Review. 
Broyard lives in Brooklyn, New York, with her husband and daughter.
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Bruccoli, Matthew and Layman, Richard (editors). The New Black Mask #7. New 
York. 1986. Harcourt Brace & Jovanovich. 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0156654865. 227 pages. paperback. Inventory # 4642. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Features Ed McBain and includes such other authors as
Tony Hillerman and Ron Goulart.

Matthew Joseph Bruccoli (August 21, 1931 – June 4, 2008) was an American 
professor of English at the University of South Carolina. He was the preeminent 
expert on F. Scott Fitzgerald. He also wrote about writers such as Ernest 
Hemingway, Thomas Wolfe and John O'Hara, and was editor of the Dictionary of 
Literary Biography. Richard Layman, the editor of Discovering The Maltese Falcon 
and Sam Spade, has written six books on Dashiell Hammett, including Literary 
Masterpieces: The Maltese Falcon, Dashiell Hammett: A Descriptive Bibliography, 
and Shadow Man: The Life of Dashiell Hammett. He was nominated for an Edgar 
Award by the Mystery Writers of America for editing Selected Letters of Dashiell 
Hammett, 1921-1960 and has been nominated for another Edgar Award for 
Discovering The Maltese Falcon and Sam Spade. He is vice president of Bruccoli 
Clark Layman Inc., which produces reference works in literary and social history, 
including the Dictionary of Literary Biography. Mr. Layman was born and raised in 
Louisville, Kentucky. He earned his B.A. and M.A. from the University of Louisville, 
and his Ph.D. from the University of South Carolina. Layman currently lives in 
Columbia, South Carolina.
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Bruccoli, Matthew J. and Layman, Richard (editors). A Matter of Crime: Volume 1. 
San Diego. 1987. Harcourt Brace Jovanovich. 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0156577194. 337 pages. paperback. Cover design by Vaughn Andrews. Inventory #
11278. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From the Editors’ Note - A MATTER OF CRIME, 
VOLUME 1 launches a series of original paperbacks comprising the best of 
contemporary mystery and suspense fiction. A MATTER OF CRIME is a product of 
its own time. No good writer—or editor—ignores literary tradition; few good writers—
or editors are bound by it. While we admire the hardboiled fiction of the past half-
century, we resist the inclination to extend past glories into the present. The 
contemporary writers who command our attention are those who write from the 
hardboiled tradition, not in imitation of it. Nor are we indifferent to the merits of other
schools. Convincing characters and realistic plots; stories about people with 
believable motivations, confronted by compelling situations: That is the material of A
MATTER OF CRIME. We restrict ourselves only to previously unpublished stories 
(and excerpts from works-in-progress) about crime—whether it be American or 
foreign, against individuals or against nations. In Dashiell Hammett’s ‘The Gutting of
Couffignal,’ the Continental Op describes The Lord of the Sea by M. P. Shiel: ‘There
were plots and counterplots, kidnappings, murders, prisonbreakings, forgeries and 
burglaries, diamonds large as hats and floating forts larger than Couffignal. It sounds
dizzy here, but in the book it was real as a dime.’ The proof is in the reading. We 
trust you will find these stories as real as a dime.

Matthew Joseph Bruccoli (August 21, 1931 – June 4, 2008) was an American 
professor of English at the University of South Carolina. Richard Layman, the editor
of Discovering The Maltese Falcon and Sam Spade, has written six books on 
Dashiell Hammett, including Literary Masterpieces: The Maltese Falcon, Dashiell 
Hammett: A Descriptive Bibliography, and Shadow Man: The Life of Dashiell 
Hammett.
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Bruccoli, Matthew J. and Layman, Richard (editors). The New Black Mask Quarterly
#3. New York. 1985. Harcourt Brace & Jovanovich. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. Remainder Mark. 0156654814. paperback. Inventory # 11773. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ISSUE 3: Donald E. Westlake: An Interview; Good 
Behavior (excerpt;) and Commentary on Good Behavior by Donald E. Westlake; A 
Pity About the Girl by Michael Gilbert; Breaking Even by Clark Howard; Lucky Penny
by Linda Barnes; The Grabber by Isak Romun; Death Makes a Comeback by James
O’Keefe; The Ripoff Part 3 by Jim Thompson; Appointment with the Governor by 
John Ball.

Matthew Joseph Bruccoli (August 21, 1931 – June 4, 2008) was an American 
professor of English at the University of South Carolina. He was the preeminent 
expert on F. Scott Fitzgerald. He also wrote about writers such as Ernest 
Hemingway, Thomas Wolfe and John O'Hara, and was editor of the Dictionary of 
Literary Biography. Richard Layman, the editor of Discovering The Maltese Falcon 
and Sam Spade, has written six books on Dashiell Hammett, including Literary 
Masterpieces: The Maltese Falcon, Dashiell Hammett: A Descriptive Bibliography, 
and Shadow Man: The Life of Dashiell Hammett. He was nominated for an Edgar 
Award by the Mystery Writers of America for editing Selected Letters of Dashiell 
Hammett, 1921-1960 and has been nominated for another Edgar Award for 
Discovering The Maltese Falcon and Sam Spade. He is vice president of Bruccoli 
Clark Layman Inc., which produces reference works in literary and social history, 
including the Dictionary of Literary Biography. Mr. Layman was born and raised in 
Louisville, Kentucky. He earned his B.A. and M.A. from the University of Louisville, 
and his Ph.D. from the University of South Carolina. Layman currently lives in 
Columbia, South Carolina.
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Bruen, Ken. The Guards. New York. 2003. St Martin's/Minotaur. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312303556. 291 pages. hardcover. Cover: Brian
Cencula/CORBIS. Inventory # 33398. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Still stinging from his unceremonious ouster from the 
Garda Siochana-The Guards, Ireland's police force-and staring at the world through
the smoky bottom of his beer mug, Jack Taylor is stuck in Galway with nothing to 
look forward to. In his sober moments Jack aspires to become Ireland's best private 
investigator, not to mention it's first-Irish history, full of betrayal and espionage, 
discourages any profession so closely related to informing. But in truth Jack is 
teetering on the brink of his life's sharpest edges, his memories of the past cutting 
deep into his soul and his prospects for the future nonexistent. Nonexistent, that is, 
until a dazzling woman walks into the bar with a strange request and a rumor about
Jack's talent for finding things. Odds are he won't be able to climb off his barstool 
long enough to get involved with his radiant new client, but when he surprises 
himself by getting hired, Jack has little idea of what he's getting into. Stark, violent, 
sharp, and funny, The Guards is an exceptional novel, one that leaves you stunned
and breathless, flipping back to the beginning in a mad dash to find Jack Taylor and
enter his world all over again. It's an unforgettable story that's gritty, absorbing, and
saturated with the rough-edged rhythms of the Galway streets. Praised by authors 
and critics around the globe, The Guards heralds the arrival of an essential new 
novelist in contemporary crime fiction. Winner of the 2004 Shamus Award for Best 
Novel.

Ken Bruen (born January 3, 1951, Galway, Republic of Ireland 1951) is an Irish 
writer of hard-boiled and noir crime fiction.
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Bruen, Ken. The Killing of the Tinkers. New York. 2004. St Martin's Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312304110. 244 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket photograph of by Jon Shireman. Inventory # 34120. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When Jack Taylor blew town at the end of THE 
GUARDS his alcoholism was a distant memory and sober dreams of a new life in 
London were shining in his eyes. In the opening pages of THE KILLING OF THE 
TINKERS, Jack’s back in Galway a year later with a new leather jacket on his back,
a pack of smokes in his pocket, a few grams of coke in his waistband, and a pint of
Guinness on his mind. So much for new beginnings. Before long he’s sunk into his 
old patterns, lifting his head from the bar only every few days, appraising his 
surroundings for mere minutes and then descending deep into the alcoholic, drug-
induced fugue he prefers to the real world. But a big gypsy walks into the bar one 
day during a moment of Jack’s clarity and changes all that with a simple request. 
Jack knows the look in this man’s eyes, a look of hopelessness mixed with resolve 
topped off with a quietly simmering rage; he’s seen it in the mirror. Recognizing a 
kindred soul, Jack agrees to help him, knowing but not admitting that getting 
involved is going to lead to more bad than good. But in Jack Taylor’s world bad and
good are part and parcel of the same lost cause, and besides, no one ever accused
Jack of having good sense. Ken Bruen wowed critics and readers alike when he 
introduced Jack Taylor in THE GUARDS; he’ll blow them away with THE KILLING 
OF THE TINKERS, a novel of gritty brilliance that cements Bruen’s place among the
greats of modern crime fiction. .

Ken Bruen (born January 3, 1951, Galway, Republic of Ireland 1951) is an Irish 
writer of hard-boiled and noir crime fiction.
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Bruner, Charlotte H. (editor). Unwinding Threads: Writing By Women in Africa. 
Portsmouth. 1992. Heinemann. Reprinted African Writers Series Paperback Edition.
Very Good in Wrappers. 0435902563. African Writers Series. 208 pages. 
paperback. Cover design by Diana Overton. Inventory # 34532. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An African woman writing fiction today has to be 
exceptional. She has to defy prevailing tradition to speak out as an individual. This 
anthology contains short stories and extracts from novels by women all over Africa.
The pioneer West Africans wrote to raise national pride for their countries’ coming 
independence. Southern African activists raise their voices against political and 
economic repression and racism. Northern African women seek to lift their veils to 
emerge from the enforced domesticity and female servitude. The experience, the 
goal, the language, the audience, differ from one writer to another. However, their 
works all affirm, as Doris Lessing wrote: ‘that filter which is a woman’s way of 
looking at life has the same validity as that filter which is a man’s way.’

Charlotte H. Bruner (1917–1999) was an American scholar who was one of the first 
in the United States to write extensively about, and translate the work of, African 
women writers.
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Bryce Echenique, Alfredo. Tarzan's Tonsillitis. New York. 2001. Pantheon Books. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0375421432. Translated from the 
Spanish by Alfred MacAdam. 262 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Frank 
Gargullo. Inventory # 31293. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From the internationally acclaimed Peruvian writer-
winner of the Cervantes Prize, the most prestigious literary award in the Spanish-
speaking world-a tragicomic story of improbable, inevitable love. At the center: a 
couple in love, in exile together and apart. He is Juan Manuel Carpio, a second-
generation Peruvian of Native American origins, a middle-class singer-composer. 
She is Fernanda Maria de la Trinidad del Monte Montes, a polyglot and cultured 
Salvadoran. Through the mostly epistolary narrative set in 1960s Paris, revolutionary
El Salvador, Chile, 1980s California, and London, we follow the thirty-year arc of 
their relationship. At once cheerful, hopeful, and informed by a serene lack of 
sentimentality, the narrative-rich with the delights of paradox and hyperbole - sees 
the couple through disastrous and traumatic marriages to other people; the ups and
downs of their respective careers; the inexorable effects of politics on their personal 
lives; their shifting passions and gradual realization that the truest bond between 
lovers is a tender, abiding, and respectful friendship.

Alfredo Bryce Echenique (born February 19, 1939) is a Peruvian writer born in Lima.
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Buarque, Chico. Turbulence. New York. 1993. Pantheon Books. 1st American 
Edition. Small Stain Mark On Front Free Endpaper, Otherwise Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0679412646. Translated from the Portuguese by Peter Bush. 165 
pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by Benno Friedman. Jacket design by Marjorie
Anderson. Inventory # 25561. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A major literary event that has taken the international 
publishing community by storm: A best-seller in Brazil, where it received 
unprecedented critical acclaim, Turbulence has also been translated into French, 
German, Italian, and Spanish, among other major languages. Written by Chico 
Buarque, one of Brazil’s premier singers and songwriters, the novel gives an 
intense, apocalyptic vision of the paranoia, lawlessness, and nightmare of urban life
in Brazil-an extended metaphor for a country facing the menace of a violent 
confrontation between the rich and the poor. Set in the decaying and poverty-
stricken outskirts of an unnamed city, TURBULENCE consists of a series of highly 
charged cinematic scenes, viewed through the dazed eyes of a nameless narrator 
who moves between two different worlds. An aimless dropout, living on handouts 
from his rich sister, he belongs by birth to the privileged urban upper crust, with its 
luxury seaside apartments, its fabulous houses hidden behind electrified high walls 
and protected by machine-gun-toting security guards, its insanely expensive 
boutiques and shopping centers, its extravagant parties and trips to Europe. By 
chance he enters the ‘other Brazil,’ the world of marginal and petty criminals that 
infringes on the edges of privileged society and threatens to engulf it. Told with 
compelling urgency, rich in irony, alive with arresting imagery, TURBULENCE is a 
haunting novel of kidnapping, assault and robbery, rape, and murder. Chico 
Buarque was born in Rio de Janeiro in 1944. He is internationally renowned as a 
singer, composer, and avant-garde dramatist. TURBULENCE is his first novel.

Francisco Buarque de Hollanda (born June 19, 1944 in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil), 
popularly known as Chico Buarque is a singer, guitarist, composer, dramatist, writer
and poet. He is best known for his music, which often includes social, economic and
cultural commentary on Brazil and Rio de Janeiro in particular.
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Buch, Hans Christoph. Wedding at Port-Au-Prince. San Diego. 1986. Harcourt 
Brace Jovanovich. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0151955980. 
Translated from the German by Ralph Manheim. 304 pages. hardcover. Inventory #
31083. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A sparkling first novel set against the background of 
turbulent Haiti. This is the fascinating story of a French officer sent to Haiti by 
Napoleon to arrest Toussaint L'Ouverture, the leader of a slave revolt. It is also a 
historically documented account of a quarrel between Haitian police and a German 
colonist that escalates into a grotesque diplomatic incident. And it is a brilliant story
about the author's grandfather – a pharmacist who emigrated to Haiti in 1899 - and 
his family; his wife, Pauline, who is first restored to health and then mysteriously 
undone by voodoo magic; Aunt Toni, whose engagement to a German officer 
triggers a political scandal; Uncle G., who bombs the presidential palace and then 
disappears with his plane into the Bermuda Triangle, never to be heard from again.
These fantastic tales one and all merge seamlessly into an exotic, outrageous, witty
reality and a beguiling family saga.
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Buchan, John. The Three Hostages. New York. 1946. Bantam Books. 1st Bantam 
Paperback Edition. Good in Wrappers. 375 pages. paperback. 31. Inventory # 
35481. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - After the War, Richard Hannay is married to Mary and 
living peacefully in the Cotswolds, when he receives a request to help solve the 
mysterious kidnapping of the children of three prominent people. Given nothing to go
on but a few mysterious clues, Hannay, assisted by friends like Sandy Arbuthnot, 
must track down the dastardly villains behind the plot before it's too late. Seek where
under midnight’s sun laggard crops are hardly won: Where the sower casts his seed
in furrows in the fields of Eden: Where beside the sacred tree spins the seer who 
cannot see.

John Buchan (26 August 1875 – 11 February 1940) was a Scottish novelist, 
historian and Unionist politician who served as Governor General of Canada, the 
15th since Canadian Confederation. After a brief legal career, Buchan 
simultaneously began his writing career and his political and diplomatic careers, 
serving as a private secretary to the colonial administrator of various colonies in 
southern Africa. He eventually wrote propaganda for the British war effort in the First
World War. Buchan was in 1927 elected Member of Parliament for the Combined 
Scottish Universities, but he spent most of his time on his writing career, notably 
writing The Thirty-Nine Steps and other adventure fiction.
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Buchanan, Edna. The Corpse Had a Familiar Face: Covering Miami, America's 
Hottest Beat. New York. 1987. Random House. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0394557948. 275 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by George Corsillo. 
Inventory # 27872. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - For eighteen years, Pulitzer Prize-winner Edna 
Buchanan had one of the most exciting, frightening, and heartbreaking jobs a 
newspaperwoman could have - working the police beat for the Miami Herald. Having
covered more crimes than most cops, Buchanan garnered a reputation as a savvy, 
gritty writer with a unique point of view and inimitable style. THE CORPSE HAD A 
FAMILIAR FACE is Buchanan’s classic collection of true stories, as witnessed and 
reported by Buchanan herself. From cold-blooded murder, to violence in the heat of
passion, to the everyday insanity of the city streets, Edna Buchanan reveals it all in
her own trademark blend of compassionate reporting, hard-nosed investigation, and
wry humor that has made her a legend in the world of journalism.

Edna Buchanan (née Rydzik, born March 16, 1939) is an American journalist and 
writer best known for her crime mystery novels. Buchanan was born in Paterson, 
New Jersey. She attended Montclair State College. As one of the first female crime 
journalists in Miami, she wrote for the Miami Beach Daily Sun and The Miami Herald
as a general assignment and police beat reporter. She won the 1986 Pulitzer Prize 
for General News Reporting "for her versatile and consistently excellent police beat 
reporting." Her book Miami, It's Murder was nominated for an Edgar Award in 1995.
Buchanan's autobiographical book The Corpse Had A Familiar Face inspired two TV
Movies starring Elizabeth Montgomery The Corpse Had a Familiar Face (1994) and
Deadline for Murder: From the Files of Edna Buchanan (1995). Her novel Nobody 
Lives Forever was made into a TV Movie in 1998. Buchanan was embarrassed in 
1990 when she was quoted extensively in the book Blue Thunder: How the Mafia 
Owned and Finally Murdered Cigarette Boat King Donald Aronow, by Thomas 
Burdick and Charlene Mitchell. According to Buchanan, she tried to have her name
and the quotes removed from the book after she read the galley proofs, but she was
told by the publisher that it was too late.
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Buchanan, Thomas G. Who Killed Kennedy?. New York. 1964. Putnam. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 207 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
18102. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Rumours about the assassination of Kennedy are 
multiplying. Conflicting statements made by the authorities, and the substitution of 
one ‘set of facts’ by another in regard to matters of vital importance, make this 
inevitable. Not Thomas Buchanan has brought an acute mind to bear on what, true 
or false, has been published, and here presents a study of President Kennedy's 
assassination which may well come as close to the truth as is possible today. In any
event, he presents a coherent view of what must surely be a landmark in the history
of the U.S. and the Western world, fraught with consequences impossible to foresee
through the present mists of confusion. [From back cover] The entire text of this 
report - extracts of which first appeared in ‘l'Express’ of Paris - was filed in 
Washington in March 1964, with the President's Commission on the Assassination 
of President Kennedy, headed by Chief Justice Earl Warren. This action was taken 
at the request of a staff member of that commission.

Thomas G. Buchanan was born in Baltimore, Maryland in 1919.He attended 
Lawrenceville School and Yale University. During the Second World War he served 
in the United States Army. He enlisted as a private but by 1945 had reached the 
rank of captain. After the war Buchanan worked as a journalist for the Washington 
Evening Star. In 1948 Buchanan was sacked when it was discovered that he was a
member of the American Communist Party. According to his later book, Big Brother 
(published in France by Seuil in 1984), he became a communist at age 12 after 
reading Men Like Gods by H.G. Wells, and left the party in 1956, as many others 
did, when they felt that the party line was not sufficiently integrating the lessons 
learned from Krushchev's report on Stalin's crimes. As a result of McCarthyism 
Buchanan found it difficult to find work as a journalist, or retain any other job in the 
United States. He continued to write and in 1960 his novel, The Unicorn, made the 
New York Times list of best books of the year. He moved to France in 1961, worked
for a time as head of the Programming Department of the General Organisation 
Company in Paris, and pursued his journalistic career as a freelancer. Buchanan 
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Buckley, Christopher. Star Journal: Selected Poems. Pittsburgh. 2016. University of
Pittsburgh Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822964308. 
Pitt Poetry Series. 112 pages. paperback. Cover design: Greta Polo. Inventory # 
43068. $16.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Star Journal is a selection of poems from Christopher 
Buckley's twenty previous collections, from 1980-2014. Past praise from Philip 
Levine: “The poems are modest, straight forward, intensely lyrical and totally 
accessible. This is a humble poetry of great truths and profound emotions that never
overstates its concerns for the events both in and above the world. It rewards 
countless readings and never betrays itself.” - Ploughshares.

Christopher Buckley is professor emeritus of creative writing at the University of 
California, Riverside. He has published 20 books of poetry and several chapbooks 
and limited editions. Buckley is the author of the memoirs Cruising State, Sleep 
Walk, and Holy Days of Obligation. He is the editor of six anthologies of 
contemporary poetry as well as critical books on Philip Levine, Larry Levis, and Luis
Omar Salinas. Buckley is the recipient of a Guggenheim Fellowship in Poetry, two 
National Endowment for the Arts Grants, a Fulbright Award, four Pushcart prizes, 
and two awards from the Poetry Society of America among other awards.
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Buckley, Fiona. Queen of Ambition: An Ursula Blanchard Mystery at Queen 
Elizabeth I's Court. New York. 2002. Scribner. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0743202643. 286 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Tom Matt. 
Inventory # 31110. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ursula Blanchard, loyal lady of the Queen’s Presence 
Chamber and gifted sleuth, is at home amid the glittering complexities of the royal 
court. Now, Ursula has a new part to play in the service of her Queen — a role that 
exposes her to hidden dangers in the famed university town of Cambridge. Assigned
as a harbinger for the Queen’s upcoming Summer Progress to Cambridge, Ursula is
placed in charge of not only Her Majesty’s comfort, but also her safety. For Ursula, 
that means undertaking menial employment in a pie shop to investigate rumored 
political perils behind a swashbuckling student playlet conceived at the University to
entertain the Queen. Even in such a bastion of Protestant power and scholarly 
pursuits as Cambridge, protecting the Queen is not purely academic. When a 
handsome young student’s all-too-conveniently timed death rouses her suspicions,
Ursula applies her superior powers of observation to untangling a mystifying jumble
of oddities, coincidences, secrets, and ciphers that surround her. and discovers 
ominous signs of treason.

Valerie Anand (born 1937) is a British author of historical fiction. Under the pen 
name Fiona Buckley she writes the series of historical mysteries, set in the reign of
Elizabeth I of England, featuring 'Ursula Blanchard' (whose full name is Ursula 
Faldene Blanchard de la Roche Stannard). Under her own name she writes 
historical fiction based on the royalty of England and the Bridges over Time series 
which follows a family from the eleventh century through the nineteenth century.
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Buckley, Fiona. Queen's Ransom: A Mystery at Queen Elizabeth I's Court Featuring
Ursula Blanchard. New York. 2000. Scribner. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0684862670. 348 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Harry Bliss. 
Inventory # 27371. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ursula Blanchard ‘is the essence of iron cloaked in 
velvet-a heroine to reckon with,’ said Kirkus Reviews of Fiona Buckley’s intrepid 
sleuth. And the sharp-witted Lady of the Presence Chamber will need every ounce 
of her courage if she is to carry out her latest mission on behalf of Queen Elizabeth I
without betraying her own heart. Eager for a respite from intrigue and moral 
ambigiuties, Ursula agrees to travel to France to help her first husband’s father bring
his young ward home to England. But duty soon calls. Fearing that the pro-Catholic 
forces threatening to tear France asunder will spread to Protestant England, the 
Queen instructs Ursula to personally deliver a secret letter to Catherine de Médicis,
offering to mediate the crisis. Not only will the perilous journey separate her from her
young daughter, it will bring Ursula closer to a man she can neither trust nor forget-
her estranged second husband, Matthew de la Roche, avowed Catholic and enemy
of Elizabeth. As it becomes clear that someone seeks to thwart her mission, she 
realizes she can trust no one but herself, and that only she can uncover the truth 
hidden in the shadows of treason, greed, and desire that darken her way.

Valerie Anand (born 1937) is a British author of historical fiction. Under the pen 
name Fiona Buckley she writes the series of historical mysteries, set in the reign of
Elizabeth I of England, featuring 'Ursula Blanchard' (whose full name is Ursula 
Faldene Blanchard de la Roche Stannard). Under her own name she writes 
historical fiction based on the royalty of England and the Bridges over Time series 
which follows a family from the eleventh century through the nineteenth century.
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Buckley, Fiona. The Doublet Affair: An Ursula Blanchard Mystery at Queen 
Elizabeth I's Court. New York. 1998. Scribner. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0684838427. 294 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Harry Bliss. 
Inventory # 25892. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Meet twenty-six-year-old Ursula Blanchard, Lady of the 
Presence Chamber to Queen Elizabeth I, and one of the most entrancing mystery 
heroines to come along in many a season. Young Ursula knows it can be 
treacherous easing herself into the petty foibles at court, but now, having once 
saved the Virgin Queen from political disaster, she faces an even greater challenge.
Sortie of Ursula's old acquaintances may be plotting to overthrow Elizabeth in favor
of Mary, Queen of Scots, and the re-establishment of the Catholic faith. Ardent, 
some would say fanatical, believers will stop at nothing - smuggling, counterfeiting, 
civil war, perhaps murder - to further their cause. One of Elizabeth's spies is already
dead and the clues to his death point in a troubling direction. Most disturbing to 
Ursula is whether her old friends Ann and Leonard Mason could be mixed up in a 
treasonous plot against the Queen. There have been rumors that all is not as it 
should be with the Masons. Secretary of state Sir William Cecil needs his own spy in
the Mason home and Ursula is the obvious choice, She knows the family, she can 
justify her visit by helping to care for the Masons' five children, and she can perhaps
use her newly acquired skill at lockpiching to uncover some surprising truths. Torn 
between her devotion to Elizabeth, still a young woman like herself, and her longing
to be reunited with her exiled Catholic husband, Matthew, in France, Ursula makes a
difficult bargain that balances personal happiness against duty to Queen and 
country. Her journey takes her into dangerous territory eventually into the 
underground cells of the Tower of London itself Whatever happens, she will never 
again be quite as trusting or quite as secure.

Valerie Anand (born 1937) is a British author of historical fiction. Under the pen 
name Fiona Buckley she writes the series of historical mysteries, set in the reign of
Elizabeth I of England, featuring 'Ursula Blanchard' (whose full name is Ursula 
Faldene Blanchard de la Roche Stannard).
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Buckley, Fiona. To Ruin a Queen: An Ursula Blanchard Mystery at Queen Elizabeth
I's Court. New York. 2000. Scribner. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.
0684862689. 287 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 28374. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With historical mysteries and tales of Tudor England in 
high demand, acclaimed author Fiona Buckley returns with a poignant new novel 
featuring Ursula Blanchard, waiting woman and secret agent for Queen Elizabeth I.
Still loyal to her royal mistress but needing to be with her French husband, Matthew
de la Roche, Ursula begins to build a new life for herself at Matthew's chateau. She 
loves Matthew, although she longs desperately for her little girl, Meg, left behind in 
England. But when Meg's passage is finally arranged, the child is missing. Where is
she, and could her disappearance be part of a plot to tempt Ursula back to her 
homeland? Frightened for her child, Ursula follows a trail that leads to the home of 
the ancient Mortimer family, the mysterious Vetch Castle, a grim, haunted keep on 
the Welsh border. There she finds castle owner Philip Mortimer, who boasts that he
will force Queen Elizabeth to restore the fortunes of his once-great family. There, 
too, Ursula finds Philip's mother, the aging but still beautiful Lady Thomasine, who is
frightened by her son's claims and pleads for Ursula's help in discovering what it is 
that he knows. What deadly secrets does this castle hide? What ghostly faces look 
from the windows of the deserted southwest tower? What has Philip Mortimer 
discovered? The secrets of Vetch Castle could be dangerous, especially if they 
concern the Queen-dangerous to the Mortimers and to Ursula and those she loves,
as she soon learns to her peril.

Valerie Anand (born 1937) is a British author of historical fiction. Under the pen 
name Fiona Buckley she writes the series of historical mysteries, set in the reign of
Elizabeth I of England, featuring 'Ursula Blanchard' (whose full name is Ursula 
Faldene Blanchard de la Roche Stannard). Under her own name she writes 
historical fiction based on the royalty of England and the Bridges over Time series 
which follows a family from the eleventh century through the nineteenth century.
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Buckley, Fiona. To Shield the Queen: A Mystery at Queen Elizabeth I's Court 
Introducing Ursula Blanchard. New York. 1997. Scribner. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0684838419. 279 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Harry
Bliss. Inventory # 24575. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ursula Blanchard’s first days at court are exciting and 
troubling. The young widow misses her small daughter, sent to live with a 
nursemaid; she doesn’t know the customs of court and she must be careful to hide 
her relative poverty from the other ladies who judge people by their worldly 
possessions. The Queen has more than charity in mind for Ursula. She also has a 
most delicate assignment. Rumors are swirling at the court linking Elizabeth to her 
Master of the Horse, Sir Robert Dudley. Unhappily for the Queen, however, Dudley 
is married. And it would be too convenient if Dudley’s wife, Amy Robsart, were to 
die, leaving her husband free to wed the Queen. Her death would also cause a 
scandal that Elizabeth wishes fervently to prevent. Ursula can help the Queen by 
protecting Amy. She is sent to Amy’s home, Cumnor Place, where she must taste all
the food before Amy eats it and inspect anything that could be used to harm her. 
Ursula sees only fear in Amy’s eyes when Amy learns that Ursula comes from 
Dudley and the Queen, a fear soon justified when she is found lying with a broken 
neck at the bottom of her staircase. Who killed Amy Robsart? Saddened by her 
failure to prevent Amy’s death, puzzled by the intrigue she senses all around her, 
and propelled by the brutal murder of someone dear to her, Ursula sets out on her 
own perilous quest that will thrust not only her but her daughter into danger.

Valerie Anand (born 1937) is a British author of historical fiction. Under the pen 
name Fiona Buckley she writes the series of historical mysteries, set in the reign of
Elizabeth I of England, featuring 'Ursula Blanchard' (whose full name is Ursula 
Faldene Blanchard de la Roche Stannard). Under her own name she writes 
historical fiction based on the royalty of England and the Bridges over Time series 
which follows a family from the eleventh century through the nineteenth century.
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Budiansky, Stephen. If a Lion Could Talk: Animal Intelligence & the Evolution of 
Consciousness. New York. 1998. Free Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.
0684837102. 219 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Ruth Marten. Inventory #
25822. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The acclaimed author of The Nature of Horses has 
something to say about how the other half thinks: Stephen Budiansky’s If a Lion 
Could Talk is a remarkable journey into the nature of animal consciousness, and a 
revelatory look at the limits of evolution.

Stephen Budiansky is an American author who writes primarily about history and 
science. He is a former national security correspondent, foreign editor, and deputy 
editor of U.S. News & World Report and former Washington editor of the scientific 
journal Nature. He was also for many years a correspondent for The Atlantic 
Monthly. As a free-lance writer, he has published work in the New York Times 
magazine and op-ed pages, the Washington Post, Men's Journal, Science, The 
Economist, and many other publications. He is the author of a number of scholarly 
publications about the history of cryptography, military history, and music.
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Bufalino, Gesualdo. Lies of the Night. New York. 1991. Atheneum. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0689121245. Translated from the 
Italian by Patrick Creagh. 163 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Laurence 
Schwinger. Inventory # 3055. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When Gesualdo Bufalino’s LIES OF THE NIGHT was 
published in England in the spring of 1996, it was universally praised by the 
reviewers, who compared the book to the tales of the Arabian Nights and the works
of Alexandre Dumas, and its author to such Italian masters as Boccaccio, 
Lampedusa, Sciascia, Calvino, and Eco. Now American readers can see for 
themselves why this novel, which won Italy’s most prestigious literary prize, the 
Strega, in 1988, has been so highly acclaimed. The setting is an island fortress, 
craggy; volcanic, inhospitable. In its confines are four prisoners — a baron, a 
gentlemanly poet, a soldier with a religious education, an amorous student — all 
condemned for plotting against the Bourbon king. On the eve of their execution, the
aged and ailing governor of the fortress offers them a last-minute reprieve: if one of 
the four will reveal the identity of their mysterious leader, known as God the Father,
all will go free, In the company of a fifth prisoner, a renowned bandit chief; they pass
the hours before dawn telling stories, narratives of love and war, vengeance and 
loyalty And, as death approaches, each must decide if his life has had any meaning,
and, to what, if anything, he owes his allegiance. Magnificently constructed, 
exquisitely written, LIES OF THE NIGHT REVEALS a magical writer in full mastery 
of his powers.

Gesualdo Bufalino (Comiso, Italy, 15 November 1920 - 14 June 1996), was an 
Italian writer. Gesualdo Bufalino was born in Comiso, Sicily. He studied literature 
and was a high-school professor in his hometown, for most of his life. Immediately 
after World War II, he had to spend some time in an hospital for tuberculosis; hence
he drew the material for the novel Diceria dell'untore (The Plague Sower). The book
was written in 1950, but was published only in 1981, thanks to Bufalino's friend and
well-known writer Leonardo Sciascia who discovered his talents. In 1988, the novel
Le menzogne della notte (Night's Lies) won the Strega Prize. In 1990 he won the 
Nino Martoglio International Book Award. In his native town the Biblioteca di Bufalino
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Buford, Bill (editor). Granta 31: The General. New York. 1990. Penguin Books. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 014013431x. 256 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
14814. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - GRANTA 31 The General - A PAPERBACK MAGAZINE
OF NEW WRITING. Isabel Hilton – ‘Many things have been said about General 
Alfredo Stroessner, the ‘President of Paraguay for thirty-five years. These are ten of
them: 1. That he was the longest-reigning dictator in the history of South America; 2.
That his country was a haven for Nazis; 3. That, before he came to power, there was
no electricity or running water; 4. That, after he came to power, the trains ran on 
time; 5. That on Thursdays, at three-fifteen, he could be. found on the ranch near 
the Avenida Aviadores del Chaco — his guards posted at the gates — visiting his 
mistress; 6. That he ‘bought’ virgin schoolgirls from their parents; 7. That no man 
had more wealth; 8. That no man showed off his wealth less; 9. That no man was 
more feared; 10. That Richard Nixon was his friend. But these points, like so many 
others, are only speculation: The General doesn’t grant interviews. Until, nine 
months after he was deposed, he was tracked down by Isabel Hilton who spent 
three days with him, tape recorder running.’ Also in this issue: Salman Rushdie, 
Richard Ford, Jonathan Raban (part three of ‘New World’), and Gabriel Garcia 
Márquez on the drug barons in Colombia. ‘The quality and variety of its contributors 
is stunning. none of its rivals comes close to matching it.’ - Daily Telegraph.

Bill Buford (born 1954) is an American author and journalist. Buford is the author of 
the books Among the Thugs and Heat: An Amateur's Adventures as Kitchen Slave,
Line Cook, Pasta-Maker, and Apprentice to a Dante-Quoting Butcher in Tuscany. He
was born in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, and raised in Southern California, attending 
the University of California at Berkeley before moving to King's College, University of
Cambridge, where he studied as a Marshall Scholar. He remained in England for 
most of the 1980s. Buford was previously the fiction-editor for The New Yorker, 
where he is still on staff. For sixteen years he was the editor of Granta, which he 
relaunched in 1979.
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Bukatman, Scott. Blade Runner. London. 2002. British Film Institute. Reprinted 
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0851706231. 96 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 34787. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Blade Runner has proved to be one of the most enduring
and influential films of the 1980’s. In his innovative reading, Scott Bukatman details 
the making of the film and its steadily improving fortunes after its initial release. He 
situates the film in terms of the debates about post modernism which have informed
the large body of criticism devoted to it. Although Blade Runner explores the 
tensions fundamental to a postmodern era of bewildering technological change, 
Bukatman argues, it derives from the quintessentially twentieth-century, modernist 
experience of the city - the experience of a space both imprisoning and liberating.

Scott Bukatman is a cultural theorist and Professor of Film and Media Studies at 
Stanford University. His research explores how such popular media as film, comics,
and animation mediate between new technologies and human perceptual and bodily
experience. His books include Terminal Identity: The Virtual Subject in Postmodern
Science Fiction, one of the earliest book-length studies of cyberculture; a 
monograph on the film Blade Runner commissioned by the British Film Institute; and
a collection of essays, Matters of Gravity: Special Effects and Supermen in the 20th
Century. The Poetics of Slumberland: Animated Spirits and the Animating Spirit, 
celebrates play, plasmatic possibility, and the life of images in cartoons, comics, and
cinema. Bukatman has been published in abundant journals and anthologies, 
including October, Critical Inquiry, Camera Obscura, and Science Fiction Studies. 
His recently completed book, Hellboy's World: Comics and Monsters on the Margins
will be published in March of 2016, and uses Mike Mignola's Hellboy comics to 
better understand the ways in which comics engage and engross their readers.
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Bukowski, Charles. Shakespeare nunca lo hizo. Barcelona. 2012. Anagrama 
Colection Compactos. Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 8433976877. 
168 pages. paperback. Inventory # 22837. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Spanish language edition of “Shakespeare Never Did 
This.” In the late seventies, Bukowski was not yet well known in his country. But in 
Europe the great Hank was already a cult writer. And in 1978, invited by his editors,
he embarks on a tour that will begin in Paris and will pass between rivers of alcohol,
and enlivened by some scandals. Bukowski, who is accompanied by Linda Lee, his
young girlfriend, goes to the Apostrophes program drunk, and after touching the legs
of another guest, will end up insulting the presenter and leave the set outraged. 
Then the trip continues through other cities with poetry recitals, meetings with loyal 
friends like the filmmaker Barbet Schroeder, long wine nights. This is the diary of an
unusual journey, told with the brutal sincerity of always, and accompanied by the 
splendid photographs of Michael Montfort.

CHARLES BUKOWSKI was born In Andernach, Germany, and brought to the 
United States at the age of three. He was raised in Los Angeles and lived for many 
years in San Pedro, Callfornia. He published his first story when he was twenty-four
and began writing poetry at the age of thirty-five. He has now written over forty-five 
books of poetry and prose, as well as the screenplay of the film Barfly. JOHN 
MARTIN started Black Sparrow Press in 1966 specifically to publish Charles 
Bukowski’s work. Since then, Black Sparrow has published approximately five 
hundred books of poetry and prose by a wide variety of authors.keywords
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Bukowski, Charles. Those Marvelous Lunches. Santa Rosa. 1993. Black Sparrow 
Press. Published As A New Year's Greeting For The Friends of Black Sparrow 
Press. Very Good in Wrappers. unpaginated. paperback. Inventory # 22383. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Printed for "friends" of the press; this issue contains the
Charles Bukowski poem Those Marvelous Lunches.

Henry Charles Bukowski (born Heinrich Karl Bukowski; August 16, 1920 — March 9,
1994) was an American poet, novelist and short story writer. His writing was 
influenced by the social, cultural and economic ambience of his home city of Los 
Angeles. It is marked by an emphasis on the ordinary lives of poor Americans, the 
act of writing, alcohol, relationships with women and the drudgery of work. Bukowski
wrote thousands of poems, hundreds of short stories and six novels, eventually 
having over 60 books in print. In 1986 Time called Bukowski a ‘laureate of American
lowlife.’.
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Bukowski, Charles. We Ain’t Got No Money, Honey, But We Got Rain. Santa Rosa.
1990. Black Sparrow Press. Printed As A New Year's Greeting For The Friends of 
Black Sparrow Press. Very Good in Wrappers. unpaginated. paperback. Inventory #
22384. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Printed for "friends" of the press; this issue contains the
Charles Bukowski poem We Ain’t Got No Money, Honey, But We Got Rain.

Henry Charles Bukowski (born Heinrich Karl Bukowski; August 16, 1920 – March 9,
1994) was an American poet, novelist and short story writer. His writing was 
influenced by the social, cultural and economic ambience of his home city of Los 
Angeles. It is marked by an emphasis on the ordinary lives of poor Americans, the 
act of writing, alcohol, relationships with women and the drudgery of work. Bukowski
wrote thousands of poems, hundreds of short stories and six novels, eventually 
publishing over sixty books. In 1986 Time called Bukowski a ‘laureate of American 
lowlife’. Regarding Bukowski's enduring popular appeal, Adam Kirsch of The New 
Yorker wrote, ‘the secret of Bukowski’s appeal. [is that] he combines the 
confessional poet’s promise of intimacy with the larger-than-life aplomb of a pulp-
fiction hero.’.
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Bulatovic, Miodrag. The War Was Better. New York. 1972. McGraw Hill. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0070088462. Translated 
from the Serbo-Croatian by B. S. Brusar. 424 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 25669.
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE WAR WAS BETTER is made up of a series of 
picturesque adventures of an absurd anti-hero named Malic, a Montenegrin madcap
idealist who, astride his donkey with a parachute on his back and a globe of the 
world in his hand, painting his victories with red paint, achieves conquests of 
numerous willing bodies of women, many symbolic of their countries. Malic has 
learned that war and fornication are essentially the same thing.

Miodrag Bulatovic (February 20, 1930, Okladi - March 15, 1991, Igalo, Montenegro
was a Montenegrin Serb novelist and playwright. He began in 1956 with a book of 
short stories, Djavoli dolaze (‘The Devils Are Coming’, translated as STOP THE 
DANUBE), for which he received the Serbian Writers Union Award. His best novel 
was, however, THE RED ROOSTER FLIES HEAVENWARDS, set in his homeland
of north-eastern Montenegro. This was translated into more than twenty foreign 
languages. Bulatovic then stopped publishing for a time, to protest interference in his
work. His next novel, HERO ON A DONKEY was first published abroad and only 
four years later (1967) in Yugoslavia. In 1975, he won the prestigious NIN Award for
novel of the year for PEOPLE WITH FOUR FINGERS, an insight into the émigré's 
life. THE FIFTH FINGER was a sequel to that book. His last novel was GULLO 
GULLO, which brought together various themes from his previous books.keywords
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Bulfinch, Thomas. The Age of Fable, or the Beauties of Mythology. New York. 1942.
Heritage Press. Reprinted Edition. Very Good in Hardcover With Slightly Discolored
Boards. With notes, revisions, and additions by W. H. Klapp. Illustrations by Stanley
William Hayter. 369 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37555. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The single most useful and concise guide to mythology,
Bulfinch's Mythology is a collection of timeless tales from around the world. Written 
not for scholars but for the common reader, Bulfinch's commentary is fascinating, a 
series of notes to himself that grew into this highly readable collection. For the Greek
myths, Bulfinch drew on Ovid and Virgil, providing lively versions of the myths of 
Zeus and Hera, Venus and Adonis, Daphne and Apollo, and their cohorts on Mount
Olympus; the love story of Pygmalion and Galatea; the legends of the Trojan War; 
and the epic wanderings of Ulysses and Aeneas. For the sagas of the North, he 
drew on Mallet's Northern Antiquities, depicting the joys of Valhalla, the furies of 
Thor, and the tales of Beowulf. The book also includes mythology from the East, 
stories of Zoroaster, Buddha, and the Hindus. This sterling collection belongs in the 
libary of every serious reader.

Thomas Bulfinch (July 15, 1796 – May 27, 1867) was an American writer born in 
Newton, Massachusetts. Bulfinch belonged to a well-educated Bostonian merchant 
family of modest means. His father was Charles Bulfinch, the architect of the 
Massachusetts State House in Boston and parts of the U.S. Capitol in Washington,
D.C. Bulfinch supported himself through his position at the Merchants' Bank of 
Boston.keywords
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Bulgakov, Mikhail. Black Snow (DUSTJACKET ONLY). New York. 1967. Simon & 
Schuster. Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket With Some Tears. DUSTJACKET 
ONLY. Jacket design by William Belcher. Inventory # 45640. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET
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Bulgakov, Mikhail. Flight & Bliss. New York. 1985. New Directions. 1st American 
Edition. Wrinkling to Pages 3 - 6, Otherwise Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 
0811209407. Translated from the Russian by Mirra Ginsburg. 159 pages. hardcover.
Jacket photograph by Victor Nekrasov of the house Bulgakov lived in as a child and
as a young man, courtesy of Ardis Publishers; design by Harold Wortsman. 
Inventory # 13955. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Mikhail Bulgakov (1891-1940) required the dramatic and
fictional forms ‘as the pianist needs both his left and his right hands,’ While he is 
best known here for his novels, in the U.S.S.R. he is also famous for his plays. 
Neither of the plays in this volume, FLIGHT (1926-28) and BLISS (1934), was 
published until long after the author’s death, By 1929, his persistent refusal to 
conform to the demands of the Communist government and critics had led to a ban
on all his work, FLIGHT was not produced until 1957, and BLISS has never yet been
produced. FLIGHT incensed the critics because Bulgakov treated some of the Civil
War’s Whites as suffering, doomed human beings rather than stock images of ‘the 
class enemy.’ This tragicomedy is dominated by the nightmare figure of General 
Khludov, both executioner and victim, disintegrating as his world disintegrates. 
Charnota, on the other hand, is the hyperbolic image of a man hellbent for 
destruction, descending from White Major General to penniless gambler in 
Constantinople’s cockroach races. In BLISS, for the first time in English translation, 
the engineer Rein travels to the past in his time machine and returns with Ivan the 
Terrible accidentally in tow. Four centuries ahead of his time, the Tsar is stranded in
Rein’s attic, bellowing imprecations.

Mikhail Afanasyevich Bulgakov (15 May 1891 – 10 March 1940) was a Russian 
writer, medical doctor and playwright active in the first half of the 20th century. He is
best known for his novel The Master and Margarita, published posthumously, which
has been called one of the masterpieces of the 20th century.
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Bulgakov, Mikhail. Flight: A Play in Eight Dreams & Four Acts. New York. 1969. 
Grove Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Translated from the 
Russian & With An Introduction by Mirra Ginsburg. 109 pages. paperback. E-517. 
Inventory # 38173. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - FLIGHT is an evocation of defeat and exile. Set in the 
early Twenties in southern Russia, the Crimea, Constantinople, and Paris, the play 
follows a group of White Russians escaping after the last days of the Civil War. 
Bulgakov based two principal characters, the Commander in Chief and Khludov, on
General Wrangel, commander of the White Armies, and the notorious General 
Slashchov, commander of the Wrangel forces in the Crimea. In this setting of chaos
and disintegration, the author explores the problem of the displaced person in its 
endless variations - geographic, political, cultural, moral, and philosophical. The 
large cast portrays a great variety of personalities in scenes which shift from 
monstrous crimes to hilarious cockroach races; from desperate gambling to shrill 
arguments between a camp wife and an aristocratic lady; from loyal friendship to 
betrayal - and end in the final flight home. In his tragicomic vein, Bulgakov treats his
characters as doomed human beings rather than stock images of ‘the class enemy’ -
a fact that caused the play to be banned during his lifetime, and a fact that lends his
drama such significance today.

Mikhail Afanasyevich Bulgakov (15 May 1891 – 10 March 1940) was a Russian 
writer, medical doctor and playwright active in the first half of the 20th century. He is
best known for his novel The Master and Margarita, published posthumously, which
has been called one of the masterpieces of the 20th century.
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Bulgakov, Mikhail. The Life of Monsieur de Moliere. New York. 1970. Funk & 
Wagnalls. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Wotn Dustjacket With A Few
Small Pieces Missing. Translated from the Russian by Mirra Ginsburg. 260 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Edith Dreikurs. Inventory # 16739. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Russia’s famed playwright, novelist, and short-story 
writer Mikhail Bulgakov, author of the acclaimed THE MASTER AND MARGARITA,
has written this fascinating account of the life of Moliere, France’s great 
seventeenth-century playwright. THE LIFE OF MONSIEUR DE MOLIERE is more 
than a biography. Mikhail Bulgakov was a lifelong admirer of Moliere, with whom he 
felt a deep affinity; and this portrait of one artist by another illuminates the life of the
author as well as that of his protagonist. The life of Moliere, born Jean-Baptiste 
Poquelin, is a story of struggle and dedication, and Bulgakov tells it with warmth and
compassion. From his petit bourgeois childhood, through his early efforts in the 
theater, and on to his great success and subsequent decline into lonely and 
cantankerous old age, Moliere’s career as playwright, producer, and actor is 
recounted by a master storyteller. We attend the birth of each new play, from the 
uproarious THE WOULD-BE GENTLEMAN and THE PRECIOUS LADIES 
RIDICULED, which poke fun at pretensions of the day, through the controversial 
TARTUFFE, which dared to challenge the religious mores of the time, to The 
Misanthrope, perhaps Moliere’s most profound play. Moliere’s dealings with French
society, with his colleagues, and with Louis XIV are described with insight and 
grace. Most fascinating are his relationships with the two women he loved—the 
actress Madeleine Bejart and, in his later years, his wife, Armande, allegedly 
Madeleine’s younger sister, but according to some gossips, her illegitimate daughter
by Moliere. Bulgakov’s scrupulous attention to factual material and his insistence on
historical accuracy never bog down the story.

Mikhail Afanasyevich Bulgakov (15 May 1891 – 10 March 1940) was a Russian 
writer, medical doctor and playwright active in the first half of the 20th century. He is
best known for his novel The Master and Margarita, published posthumously, which
has been called one of the masterpieces of the 20th century.
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Bunin, Ivan. The Elaghin Affair and Other Stories. New York. 1935. Knopf. 1st 
American Edition. Some Wear To Both The Top & Bottom Of The Spine, Otherwise
Very Good. No Dustjacket. Translated from the Russian & Selected by Bernard 
Guilbert Guerney. 297 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 17284. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Elaghin Affair contains two of the author’s greatest 
novellas, the title piece and Mitya’s Love, as well as a broad range of stories written
between 1900 and 1940 and centered on themes of love, loss, and the Russian 
landscape, including several of Bunin’s most haunting stories from his final 
collection, Dark Avenues.

Ivan Alekseyevich Bunin (22 October 1870 – 8 November 1953) was the first 
Russian writer to win the Nobel Prize for Literature. He was noted for the strict 
artistry with which he carried on the classical Russian traditions in the writing of 
prose and poetry. The texture of his poems and stories, sometimes referred to as 
‘Bunin brocade’, is considered to be one of the richest in the language. Best known 
for his short novels The Village (1910) and Dry Valley (1912), his autobiographical 
novel The Life of Arseniev (1933, 1939), the book of short stories Dark Avenues 
(1946) and his 1917–1918 diary (Cursed Days, 1926), Bunin was a revered figure 
among anti-communist White emigres, European critics, and many of his fellow 
writers, who viewed him as a true heir to the tradition of realism in Russian literature
established by Tolstoy and Chekhov.
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Bunker, Edward. Dog Eat Dog. New York. 1996. St Martin's Press. 1st Printing. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0312143141. 240 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Charles
Rue Woods and Marc Montalto. Photo illustration by Ferenc Suto. Inventory # 
22629. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Carved from a lifetime of experience that runs the gamut
from incarceration to liberation, DOG EAT DOG is the story of three men who are all
out of prison and now have the task of adapting themselves to civilian life. The 
California three strikes law looms over them, but what the hell, they’re going to do it,
and they’re going to do it their way. Troy, an aloof mastermind, seeks an 
uncomplicated, clean life but cannot get away from his hatred for the system. Diesel
is on the mob’s payroll and his interest in his suburban home and his nagging wife is
waning. The loose cannon of the trio, Mad Dog, is possessed by true demons within
that simply lead him from one situation to the next. One more hit, one more jackpot,
and they’ll all be satisfied. Troy constructs the perfect crime and they pull it off, but in
the aftermath, they keep finding the law surrounding them wherever they go.

EDWARD BUNKER is the author of three previous books, NO BEAST SO FIERCE,
ANIMAL FACTORY, and LITTLE BOY BLUE, and coauthor of the screenplay of the
movie RUNAWAY TRAIN. More recently he played Mr. Blue in the film Reservoir 
Dogs. He is one of a very few writers who have been able to create true literature 
out of their experiences as criminals or prisoners.
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Bunker, Edward. Little Boy Blue. New York. 1997. St Martin's Press. 1st St Martin's
Edition. Corner Of Front Free Endpaper Stuck To Endpaper,Otherwise Very Good in
Dustjacket. 0312169078. 312 pages. hardcover. Jacket art by Marshall Arisman. 
Inventory # 24412. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Raised within the confines of a system that has done 
nothing but provide him with pain, Alex Hamilton’s frustration and anger are 
completely natural--and inherently dangerous. Since his parents split up, Alex has 
been constantly running from foster homes and institutions, yearning to be with his 
father, a broken man who cannot give his son the home he desperately needs. The
only constant in Alex’s life is no-good, criminally-minded peers, who are all too ready
to plant illegal ideas in an intelligent mind. Bunker writes, ‘His unique potential would
develop into unique destructiveness.’.

Edward Heward Bunker (December 31, 1933 – July 19, 2005) was an American 
author of crime fiction, a screenwriter, and an actor. He wrote numerous books, 
some of which have been adapted into films. He was a screenwriter on Straight 
Time (1978), Runaway Train (1985) and Animal Factory (2000). Bunker was a bright
but troublesome child, who spent much of his childhood in different foster homes 
and institutions. He started on a criminal career at a very early age, and continued 
on this path throughout the years, returning to prison again and again. He was 
convicted of bank robbery, drug dealing, extortion, armed robbery, and forgery. A 
repeating pattern of convictions, paroles, releases and escapes, further crimes and
new convictions continued until he was released yet again from prison in 1975, at 
which point he finally left his criminal days permanently behind and became a writer.
Bunker stayed out of jail thereafter, and instead focused on his career as a writer 
and actor.
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Bunker, Edward. The Animal Factory. New York. 1977. Viking Press. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670127094. 202 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Abner Graboff. Inventory # 22648. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE ANIMAL FACTORY goes deep into San Quentin, a
world of violence and paranoia, where territory and status are ever-changing and 
possibly fatal commodities. Ron Decker is a newbie, a drug dealer whose shot at a 
short two-year stint in the can is threatened from inside and outside. He’s got to 
keep a spotless record or it’s ten to life. But at San Quentin, no man can steer clear
of the Brotherhoods, the race wars, the relentlessness. It soon becomes clear that 
some inmates are more equal than others; Earl Copen is one of them, an old-timer
who has learned not just to survive but to thrive behind bars. Not much can surprise
him-but the bond he forms with Ron startles them both; it’s a true education of a 
felon.

Edward Heward Bunker (December 31, 1933 – July 19, 2005) was an American 
author of crime fiction, a screenwriter, and an actor. He wrote numerous books, 
some of which have been adapted into films. He was a screenwriter on Straight 
Time (1978), Runaway Train (1985) and Animal Factory (2000). Bunker was a bright
but troublesome child, who spent much of his childhood in different foster homes 
and institutions. He started on a criminal career at a very early age, and continued 
on this path throughout the years, returning to prison again and again. He was 
convicted of bank robbery, drug dealing, extortion, armed robbery, and forgery. A 
repeating pattern of convictions, paroles, releases and escapes, further crimes and
new convictions continued until he was released yet again from prison in 1975, at 
which point he finally left his criminal days permanently behind and became a writer.
Bunker stayed out of jail thereafter, and instead focused on his career as a writer 
and actor.
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Bunzel, John H. Anti-Politics in America: Reflections On the Anti- Political Temper &
Its Distortions of the Democratic Process. New York. 1967. Knopf. 1st Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 291 pages + index. hardcover. Inscribed by the author. Jacket 
design by John Kashiwabara. Inventory # 13057. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a stimulating examination of the nature of politics in 
the United States, John H. Bunzel maintains that a substantial number of Americans
are insensitive to the ultimate value of democratic politics in a free society. The 
author finds that politics is seriously distorted by those who have no understanding 
of its functions, lack any appreciation of its role in society, and have no real 
commitment to its basic purposes. Mr. Bunzel analyzes various groups dedicated to
their own special gods and certainties that regard political compromise as no less 
ignominious than moral compromise: the right-winger, with his outraged sense of 
morality and conspiratorial view of the world; the Quaker, committed to his 
conscience and the search for eternal truth; the left-winger, with his fixed view that 
politics is merely the conditioned reflex of economic power. Removed as they are 
from the dilemmas of political responsibility and decision-making, these groups find 
refuge in a pleasing ideology or plausible theory. Unconcerned with the reasons for
politics, they seek to reduce it to something other than itself. But Mr. Bunzel believes
that in a democracy politics has a life and character of its own and is a legitimate 
and necessary activity to be valued for its own sake. Politics, he argues, is not the 
pursuit of ultimate truth, and cannot be transformed into an orderly arrangement of 
beliefs and goals. Political decisions are the end product of the conflicts and 
strategies characteristic of political life in democratic societies.

John Harvey Bunzel is an American academic. He served as president of San Jose
State University from 1970 to 1978 and has been a senior research fellow at the 
Hoover Institution since 1978. He was formerly a member of the United States 
Commission on Civil Rights.
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Burbach, Roger and Nunez, Orlando. Fire in the Americas: Forging a Revolutionary
Agenda. New York. 1987. Verso. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn
Dustjacket. 0860911861. 128 pages. hardcover. Cover designed by Paul Burcher. 
Cover illustration is a detail from D. A Siqueiros, ‘Portrait de la Bourgeoise,’ 1939. 
Inventory # 25729. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Common opposition to Reagan’s Contra War has drawn
Latin and North American activists into a unique dialogue. One of the fruits of this 
friendship is this extraordinary account of the historical originality and increasing 
interdependence of contemporary movements for social change in the Americas. 
Nunez, a leading Sandinista and Burbach, his U.S. ‘internationalist’ co-author 
highlight the role of ‘new social forces’, such as the urban poor, the insurgent 
church, indigenous cultures, the women’s movements and people of colour, in their
analysis of the various New Lefts in both parts of the Continent. Fascinating parallels
between the rise of the ‘rainbow coalition’ in the north and the experience of 
liberation theology in the south are revealed. FIRE IN THE AMERICAS was 
awarded the first Carlos Fonseca Prize in Managua in October 1986 for its 
contributions in the field of politics and social science.

Roger Burbach is Director of the Center for the Study of the Americas (CENSA) in 
Berkeley California. Between 1971 and 1973 he lived in Chile and worked for the 
Centro de Etudios Socio-Economicos until the military coup which toppled Allende.
He has written extensively on Latin America and on U.S. intervention in Central 
America. Orlando Nuñéz is Director of the Center for the Study of Agrarian Reform 
in Managua. He was imprisoned during the revolutionary struggle against Somoza 
and since his release has been a leading strategist of Nicaragua’s agrarian reform.
He is author of a political novel, Dia de Gloria, set in Nicaragua, and recently 
contributed to the symposium ‘Transition and Development: Problems of Third World
Socialism’.
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Burdett, John. Bangkok Tattoo. New York. 2005. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 1400040450. 307 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Chip 
Kidd. Inventory # 35646. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - We return to District 8--the underbelly of Bangkok's 
underworld--where a dramatically mutilated dead body is found. It's bad: he was 
CIA. It gets worse: the murderer appears to be Chanya--a tough, sweet working girl
who's the highest earner at The Old Man's Club, jointly owned by Sonchai's mother
and his boss, Police Colonel Vikorn.

John Burdett (born July 24, 1951, England, United Kingdom) is a British crime 
novelist. He is the bestselling author of Bangkok 8 and its sequels, Bangkok Tattoo,
Bangkok Haunts, The Godfather of Kathmandu, and Vulture Peak. His most recent 
novel in this series, The Bangkok Asset, was published on 4 August 2015. Burdett 
was born in London, England, the son of a London policeman. Burdett is a former 
lawyer who practised in Hong Kong. As of 2007, he split his time between 
southwestern France and Bangkok.
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Burgard, Timothy Anglin (editor). Matter and Spirit: Stephen De Staebler. Berkeley.
2012. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.
9780520272309. Copub: Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco. 150 color 
illustrations, 50 b/w photographs. 224 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 38184. $65

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Clay can be a metaphor for many things. I made it a 
metaphor for flesh and earth.’ Stephen De Staebler Over the course of a fifty-year 
career, Stephen De Staebler (1933–2011) created powerful, elegiac f igurative 
sculptures in clay and bronze. Extending and assimilating an artistic lineage that 
includes Michelangelo, Auguste Rodin, and Alberto Giacometti as well as the art of 
the ancient Americas, Egypt, and Greece, De Staebler developed a sculptural 
vocabulary uniquely his own. A resident of the San Francisco Bay Area since the 
late 1950s, De Staebler was among the first students of the legendary Peter Voulkos
at the University of California, Berkeley. In conjunction with the Bay Area Figurative
movement, De Staebler helped to infuse the existentialist agenda of Abstract 
Expressionism with a profound humanism. Illuminating the significance of De 
Staebler’s practice as never before, curator Timothy Anglin Burgard analyzes the 
artist’s major pieces. Poet and critic Rick Newby sketches a biographical portrait of 
the sculptor, and renowned art historian Dore Ashton offers a moving tribute to the 
artist, with whom she was a lifelong friend. Produced in collaboration with the artist 
and his estate, this authoritative volume —published on the occasion of a major 
exhibition at the de Young Museum in San Francisco—offers an unprecedented 
glimpse into the sculptor’s studio and process. EXHIBITION DATES: de Young 
Museum, San Francisco, January 14–April 22, 2012.

Timothy Anglin Burgard is the Ednah Root Curator in Charge of the American Art 
Department at the Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco. Among his many 
publications are The Surreal World of Enrico Donati, The Art of Dale Chihuly, and 
Body of Work: The Art of Al Farrow. He is a recipient of the Silver Medal of the Royal
Society of Arts in London.
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Burgess, Anthony. A Mouthful of Air. New York. 1993. Morrow. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0688119352. 416 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 8216. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A survey of language describes how it reached its 
present state, how it operates, and how it will develop in the future, discussing such 
topics as Shakespeare's pronunciation, low-life language, and English's place in the
world.

John Anthony Burgess Wilson, (25 February 1917 – 22 November 1993) – who 
published under the pen name Anthony Burgess – was an English writer. From 
relatively modest beginnings in a Manchester Catholic family in the North of 
England, he eventually became one of the best known English literary figures of the 
latter half of the twentieth century. Although Burgess was predominantly a comic 
writer, the dystopian satire A Clockwork Orange remains his best known novel. In 
1971 it was adapted into a highly controversial film by Stanley Kubrick, which 
Burgess said was chiefly responsible for the popularity of the book. Burgess 
produced numerous other novels, including the Enderby quartet, and Earthly 
Powers, regarded by most critics as his greatest novel. He also worked as a literary
critic, writing studies of classic writers, most notably James Joyce. He was a 
longtime literary critic for The Observer and The Guardian. Burgess was also an 
accomplished musician and linguist. He composed over 250 musical works, 
including a first symphony around age 18, wrote a number of libretti, and translated,
among other works, Cyrano de Bergerac, Oedipus the King and Carmen.
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Burgess, Anthony. A Vision of Battlements. London. 1965. Sidgwick & Jackson. 1st
British Edition. Very Good.No Dustjacket. Illustrated by Edward Pagram. 266 pages.
hardcover. Inventory # 15005. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A VISION OF BATTLEMENTS is a 1965 novel by 
Anthony Burgess based on his experiences during World War II in Gibraltar, where 
he was serving with the British army.

John Anthony Burgess Wilson, (25 February 1917 – 22 November 1993) – who 
published under the pen name Anthony Burgess – was an English writer. From 
relatively modest beginnings in a Manchester Catholic family in the North of 
England, he eventually became one of the best known English literary figures of the 
latter half of the twentieth century. Although Burgess was predominantly a comic 
writer, the dystopian satire A Clockwork Orange remains his best known novel. In 
1971 it was adapted into a highly controversial film by Stanley Kubrick, which 
Burgess said was chiefly responsible for the popularity of the book. Burgess 
produced numerous other novels, including the Enderby quartet, and Earthly 
Powers, regarded by most critics as his greatest novel. He also worked as a literary
critic, writing studies of classic writers, most notably James Joyce. He was a 
longtime literary critic for The Observer and The Guardian. Burgess was also an 
accomplished musician and linguist. He composed over 250 musical works, 
including a first symphony around age 18, wrote a number of libretti, and translated,
among other works, Cyrano de Bergerac, Oedipus the King and Carmen.
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Burgess, Anthony. Earthly Powers. New York. 1980. Simon & Schuster. 1st Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0671414909. 607 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by One
Plus One Studio. Inventory # 1873. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - EARTHLY POWERS is a 1980 novel by Anthony 
Burgess. On one level a parody of the airport novel or blockbuster, it is generally 
considered to be his masterpiece. On his eighty-first birthday, the homosexual writer
Kenneth Toomey is asked by the archbishop of Malta to assist in the process of 
canonization of Carlo Campanati, the late Pope Gregory XVII. Toomey subsequently
works on his memoirs, which span the major part of the 20th century. Among the 
innumerable themes, events and episodes treated in this panoramic novel are: The
Great War; the 1918-1919 influenza pandemic; Toomey’s break with the Roman 
Catholic Church, which regards his homosexuality as a sin; his sister Hortense’s 
marriage to composer Domenico Campanati; Domenico’s brother Don Carlo’s 
ascent to the papacy; gay rights; censorship; the rise of fascism in Italy; Hollywood;
World War II; Nazi Germany; Malaysia; a Saint Nicolas legend; divorce; terminal 
illness and euthanasia; ecumenism; exorcism; a cult; post-colonialism in Africa.

John Anthony Burgess Wilson, (25 February 1917 – 22 November 1993) – who 
published under the pen name Anthony Burgess – was an English writer. From 
relatively modest beginnings in a Manchester Catholic family in the North of 
England, he eventually became one of the best known English literary figures of the 
latter half of the twentieth century. Although Burgess was predominantly a comic 
writer, the dystopian satire A Clockwork Orange remains his best known novel. In 
1971 it was adapted into a highly controversial film by Stanley Kubrick, which 
Burgess said was chiefly responsible for the popularity of the book. Burgess 
produced numerous other novels, including the Enderby quartet, and Earthly 
Powers, regarded by most critics as his greatest novel. He also worked as a literary
critic, writing studies of classic writers, most notably James Joyce. He was a 
longtime literary critic for The Observer and The Guardian. Burgess was also an 
accomplished musician and linguist.
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Burgess, Anthony. Enderby's Dark Lady. New York. 1984. McGraw Hill. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0070089698. 160 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket illustration & design by Honi Werner. Inventory # 1876. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Resurrected by popular demand in ENDERBY’S DARK 
LADY, the poet, the perdurable poet F. X. Enderby, must reluctantly play the role of
Shakespeare to woo an African-American nightclub singer. Despite his farcical 
personal life and slightly sordid living habits, Enderby has delighted readers as one
of the last dogged individualists, a quiet rebel living in everyone and affirming the 
creative impulse.

John Anthony Burgess Wilson, (25 February 1917 – 22 November 1993) – who 
published under the pen name Anthony Burgess – was an English writer. From 
relatively modest beginnings in a Manchester Catholic family in the North of 
England, he eventually became one of the best known English literary figures of the 
latter half of the twentieth century. Although Burgess was predominantly a comic 
writer, the dystopian satire A Clockwork Orange remains his best known novel. In 
1971 it was adapted into a highly controversial film by Stanley Kubrick, which 
Burgess said was chiefly responsible for the popularity of the book. Burgess 
produced numerous other novels, including the Enderby quartet, and Earthly 
Powers, regarded by most critics as his greatest novel. He also worked as a literary
critic, writing studies of classic writers, most notably James Joyce. He was a 
longtime literary critic for The Observer and The Guardian. Burgess was also an 
accomplished musician and linguist. He composed over 250 musical works, 
including a first symphony around age 18, wrote a number of libretti, and translated,
among other works, Cyrano de Bergerac, Oedipus the King and Carmen.
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Burgess, Anthony. Honey For The Bears (DUSTJACKET ONLY). New York. 1964.
Norton. Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket with a Small Piece Missing From Front.
DUSTJACKET ONLY. Inventory #  44236. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET - HONEY FOR THE
BEARS is a 1963 novel by Anthony Burgess. Antique dealer Paul Hussey and his 
US wife Belinda travel to Leningrad for a holiday, but with a view to making a little 
money on the side by flogging dresses on the Soviet black market. But Belinda has
a breakdown and is taken to hospital, leaving Paul to fend for himself. Finding the 
USSR quite different from his preconceptions, Hussey has various sexual 
adventures - with both men and women - and seeks to secure the freedom of a 
dissident composer.

John Anthony Burgess Wilson, (25 February 1917 – 22 November 1993) – who 
published under the pen name Anthony Burgess – was an English writer. From 
relatively modest beginnings in a Manchester Catholic family in the North of 
England, he eventually became one of the best known English literary figures of the 
latter half of the twentieth century. Although Burgess was predominantly a comic 
writer, the dystopian satire A Clockwork Orange remains his best known novel. In 
1971 it was adapted into a highly controversial film by Stanley Kubrick, which 
Burgess said was chiefly responsible for the popularity of the book. Burgess 
produced numerous other novels, including the Enderby quartet, and Earthly 
Powers, regarded by most critics as his greatest novel. He also worked as a literary
critic, writing studies of classic writers, most notably James Joyce. He was a 
longtime literary critic for The Observer and The Guardian. Burgess was also an 
accomplished musician and linguist. He composed over 250 musical works, 
including a first symphony around age 18, wrote a number of libretti, and translated,
among other works, Cyrano de Bergerac, Oedipus the King and Carmen.
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Burgess, Anthony. Little Wilson and Big God. New York. 1987. Weidenfeld & 
Nicolson. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1555841007. 461 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Cindy LaBreacht. Inventory # 7668. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The first volume of the two-volume autobiography. In an
extraordinarily candid book of confessions, Anthony Burgess tells the story of a 
disaffected Manchester Catholic from his birth in 1917 up to 1959 and the 
commencement of his career as a professional writer. He details his burgeoning 
awareness of his artistic talent, his relationship with his first wife, his army career 
and his years as an education officer in Malaya and Borneo. Anthony Burgess’ 
writings include novels, journalism, criticism, scripts and translations, and a 
Broadway musical. He died in 1993.

John Anthony Burgess Wilson, (25 February 1917 – 22 November 1993) – who 
published under the pen name Anthony Burgess – was an English writer. From 
relatively modest beginnings in a Manchester Catholic family in the North of 
England, he eventually became one of the best known English literary figures of the 
latter half of the twentieth century. Although Burgess was predominantly a comic 
writer, the dystopian satire A Clockwork Orange remains his best known novel. In 
1971 it was adapted into a highly controversial film by Stanley Kubrick, which 
Burgess said was chiefly responsible for the popularity of the book. Burgess 
produced numerous other novels, including the Enderby quartet, and Earthly 
Powers, regarded by most critics as his greatest novel. He also worked as a literary
critic, writing studies of classic writers, most notably James Joyce. He was a 
longtime literary critic for The Observer and The Guardian. Burgess was also an 
accomplished musician and linguist. He composed over 250 musical works, 
including a first symphony around age 18, wrote a number of libretti, and translated,
among other works, Cyrano de Bergerac, Oedipus the King and Carmen.
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Burgess, Anthony. M/F. New York. 1971. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very Good in
Worn Dustjacket. 0394436083. 245 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Larry 
Ratzkin. Inventory # 13144. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - M/F (also published as MF) is a 1971 novel by the 
English author Anthony Burgess. Miles Faber is to spend some time on vacation 
before inheriting the company that belonged to his late father. While he decides to 
go to Castita, a fabricated country located in the Caribbean, ‘Lowe the lawman,’ a 
partner of Miles’s father who knows the secrets of the Faber family, tries to stop him.
Miles has his way and spends two days in Castita where he learns more about 
himself and his family’s incestuous past. (The title ‘M/F’, which can stand for Miles 
Faber as well as motherfucker, is a play on Miles’s family’s history.)

John Anthony Burgess Wilson, (25 February 1917 – 22 November 1993) – who 
published under the pen name Anthony Burgess – was an English writer. From 
relatively modest beginnings in a Manchester Catholic family in the North of 
England, he eventually became one of the best known English literary figures of the 
latter half of the twentieth century. Although Burgess was predominantly a comic 
writer, the dystopian satire A Clockwork Orange remains his best known novel. In 
1971 it was adapted into a highly controversial film by Stanley Kubrick, which 
Burgess said was chiefly responsible for the popularity of the book. Burgess 
produced numerous other novels, including the Enderby quartet, and Earthly 
Powers, regarded by most critics as his greatest novel. He also worked as a literary
critic, writing studies of classic writers, most notably James Joyce. He was a 
longtime literary critic for The Observer and The Guardian. Burgess was also an 
accomplished musician and linguist. He composed over 250 musical works, 
including a first symphony around age 18, wrote a number of libretti, and translated,
among other works, Cyrano de Bergerac, Oedipus the King and Carmen.
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Burgess, Anthony. Napoleon Symphony. New York. 1974. Knopf. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.Remainder Mark. 039447614x. 366 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Fred Marcellino. Inventory # 1865. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - NAPOLEON SYMPHONY: A NOVEL IN FOUR 
MOVEMENTS is Anthony Burgess’s fictional recreation of the life and world of 
Napoleon Bonaparte, which he said he found ‘elephantine fun’ to write. Its four 
movements follow the structure of Beethoven’s Eroica symphony. Burgess’s 
Bonaparte is a cuckold suffering from heartburn and halitosis who is shown as a wily
seducer of Alexander. His conquest of Egypt is a central theme of the novel, which 
gives a comic but detailed and revealing portrait of an Arab and Muslim society 
under occupation by a Christian western power. ‘Eroica’ was originally dedicated to
Bonaparte; then, when Napoleon crowned himself Emperor, Beethoven re-dedicated
Sinfonia eroica, composta per festeggiare il sovvenire d’un grand’uomo (Heroic 
symphony, composed to celebrate the memory of a great man) and called it Eroica.

John Anthony Burgess Wilson, (25 February 1917 – 22 November 1993) – who 
published under the pen name Anthony Burgess – was an English writer. From 
relatively modest beginnings in a Manchester Catholic family in the North of 
England, he eventually became one of the best known English literary figures of the 
latter half of the twentieth century. Although Burgess was predominantly a comic 
writer, the dystopian satire A Clockwork Orange remains his best known novel. In 
1971 it was adapted into a highly controversial film by Stanley Kubrick, which 
Burgess said was chiefly responsible for the popularity of the book. Burgess 
produced numerous other novels, including the Enderby quartet, and Earthly 
Powers, regarded by most critics as his greatest novel. He also worked as a literary
critic, writing studies of classic writers, most notably James Joyce. He was a 
longtime literary critic for The Observer and The Guardian. Burgess was also an 
accomplished musician and linguist. He composed over 250 musical works, 
including a first symphony around age 18, wrote a number of libretti, and translated,
among other works, Cyrano de Bergerac, Oedipus the King and Carmen.
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Burgess, Anthony. On Going To Bed. New York. 1982. Abbeville Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Torn Dustjacket. 0896592804. 129 illustrations, 121
in full color. 96 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 1898. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Children must be coerced into it, enthusiasts leap into it,
many of us have to be dragged out of it. Bed. ON GOING TO BED, an irresistible 
combination of pictures and prose, tells us much of what goes on in bed—a subject 
that tickles nearly everyone’s curiosity. Most of us were conceived in bed, spent the 
first months of childhood in bed, sleep one-third of our lives away in bed, and will 
probably end our days in bed, for, as the author says, ‘few people die in chairs 
unless they are electric.’ Anthony Burgess, author of the best-selling A Clockwork 
Orange and Earthly Powers, here turns his investigatory talents to the fact and 
fancy, the history and psychology of beds and mankind. It is a witty, often touching,
and always fascinating book. Added dimension is provided by a wealth of color 
plates illustrating scores of beds from antiquity to the present. There are royal beds 
that are practically pieces of architecture; cradles and peasant beds; beds depicted
by great master painters from all periods of art history; beds from illuminated 
manuscripts and illustrated fairy tales; beds in which saints receive the blessings of
heaven; and beds in which lovers attain more worldly bliss. In addition to the lore of 
the bed, Mr. Burgess offers his personal views on the subject, from the nocturnal 
terrors he experienced as a child to the various beds of ease and unease that he 
has occupied during his adult life. And he also tells us that he hasn’t owned a bed in
years. ON GOING TO BED has all the qualities of a classic, and it is certain to 
become the quintessential bedside book. 129 illustrations, 121 in full color.

John Anthony Burgess Wilson (25 February 1917 – 22 November 1993) – who 
published under the pen name Anthony Burgess – was an English writer. From 
relatively modest beginnings in a Manchester Catholic family in the North of 
England, he eventually became one of the best known English literary figures of the 
latter half of the twentieth century.
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Burgess, Anthony. On Mozart: A Paean for Wolfgang Being a Celestial Colloquy, an
Opera Libretto, a Film Script, a Schizophrenic Dialogue, a Bewildered Rumination, a
Stendhalian Transcription, and a Heartfelt Homage Upon the Bicentenary of the 
Death of Mozart. New York. 1991. Ticknor & Fields. 1st Printing. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 039559510x. 160 pages. hardcover. Cover computer illustration by Clark
Fisher. Inventory # 15633. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this scintillating homage to Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
on the occasion of the bicentennial of his death, the inimitable Anthony Burgess 
pays tribute to the composer who has meant so much to him both personally and 
professionally. A published composer in his own right, Burgess has made a career 
of teaching us to expect the unexpected. Here he offers a divertimento as sparkling
and brilliant as one by Mozart himself, a Burgessian confection that is part libretto, 
part film script, part celestial conversation, and part rumination on the mastery and
mystery of music. With his wit, elegance, and apparently effortless brilliance, 
Anthony Burgess is not only the perfect author for this astounding and thought-
provoking homage, he is the only possible one. It is a celebration in the fullest sense
of the word: a magnificent tribute from a master of the twentieth century to one of the
supreme masters of all time.

John Anthony Burgess Wilson, (25 February 1917 – 22 November 1993) – who 
published under the pen name Anthony Burgess – was an English writer. From 
relatively modest beginnings in a Manchester Catholic family in the North of 
England, he eventually became one of the best known English literary figures of the 
latter half of the twentieth century. Although Burgess was predominantly a comic 
writer, the dystopian satire A Clockwork Orange remains his best known novel. In 
1971 it was adapted into a highly controversial film by Stanley Kubrick, which 
Burgess said was chiefly responsible for the popularity of the book. Burgess 
produced numerous other novels, including the Enderby quartet, and Earthly 
Powers, regarded by most critics as his greatest novel. He also worked as a literary
critic, writing studies of classic writers, most notably James Joyce. He was a 
longtime literary critic for The Observer and The Guardian. Burgess was also an 
accomplished musician and linguist. He composed over 250 musical works, 
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Burgess, Anthony. One Hand Clapping. New York. 1972. Knopf. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394472802. 216 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Lawrence Ratzkin. Inventory # 1864. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Used car salesman Howard Shirley is watching 
England’s most popular high-stakes TV quiz show with his wife, Janet, in their 
modest provincial house when it strikes him that his freakish ‘photographic brain’ 
might make them an easy fortune. It also leads to first-class travel, luxury hotels, 
mink coats, some misguided philanthropy, and ultimately, outrageously, and 
comically, not entirely accidental death. Talkatively and divertingly narrated from 
Janet’s worldly perspective, the tragi-comedy of Howard, his one-of-a-kind mind, 
and the modern world’s trivia and trivialities makes for vintage Burgess—at once 
hilarious and provocative.

John Anthony Burgess Wilson, (25 February 1917 – 22 November 1993) – who 
published under the pen name Anthony Burgess – was an English writer. From 
relatively modest beginnings in a Manchester Catholic family in the North of 
England, he eventually became one of the best known English literary figures of the 
latter half of the twentieth century. Although Burgess was predominantly a comic 
writer, the dystopian satire A Clockwork Orange remains his best known novel. In 
1971 it was adapted into a highly controversial film by Stanley Kubrick, which 
Burgess said was chiefly responsible for the popularity of the book. Burgess 
produced numerous other novels, including the Enderby quartet, and Earthly 
Powers, regarded by most critics as his greatest novel. He also worked as a literary
critic, writing studies of classic writers, most notably James Joyce. He was a 
longtime literary critic for The Observer and The Guardian. Burgess was also an 
accomplished musician and linguist. He composed over 250 musical works, 
including a first symphony around age 18, wrote a number of libretti, and translated,
among other works, Cyrano de Bergerac, Oedipus the King and Carmen.
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Burgess, Anthony. One Hand Clapping. New York. 1972. Norton. 1st American 
Edition. Previous Owner’s Name Penned in front, Otherwise Very Good in Price-
Clipped Dustjacket. 0394472802. 216 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Lawrence
Ratzkin. Inventory # 1852. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Used car salesman Howard Shirley is watching 
England’s most popular high-stakes TV quiz show with his wife, Janet, in their 
modest provincial house when it strikes him that his freakish ‘photographic brain’ 
might make them an easy fortune. It also leads to first-class travel, luxury hotels, 
mink coats, some misguided philanthropy, and ultimately, outrageously, and 
comically, not entirely accidental death. Talkatively and divertingly narrated from 
Janet’s worldly perspective, the tragi-comedy of Howard, his one-of-a-kind mind, 
and the modern world’s trivia and trivialities makes for vintage Burgess—at once 
hilarious and provocative.

John Anthony Burgess Wilson, (25 February 1917 – 22 November 1993) – who 
published under the pen name Anthony Burgess – was an English writer. From 
relatively modest beginnings in a Manchester Catholic family in the North of 
England, he eventually became one of the best known English literary figures of the 
latter half of the twentieth century. Although Burgess was predominantly a comic 
writer, the dystopian satire A Clockwork Orange remains his best known novel. In 
1971 it was adapted into a highly controversial film by Stanley Kubrick, which 
Burgess said was chiefly responsible for the popularity of the book. Burgess 
produced numerous other novels, including the Enderby quartet, and Earthly 
Powers, regarded by most critics as his greatest novel. He also worked as a literary
critic, writing studies of classic writers, most notably James Joyce. He was a 
longtime literary critic for The Observer and The Guardian. Burgess was also an 
accomplished musician and linguist. He composed over 250 musical works, 
including a first symphony around age 18, wrote a number of libretti, and translated,
among other works, Cyrano de Bergerac, Oedipus the King and Carmen.
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Burgess, Anthony. The Clockwork Testament Or Enderby's End. New York. 1974. 
Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 039448438x. 163 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Susan Mitchell. Inventory # 1866. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE CLOCKWORK TESTAMENT is a novel by the 
British author Anthony Burgess. It was first published in 1974 in London by Hart-
Davis, MacGibbon Publishers. It is usually subtitled Enderby’s End, as it was 
originally intended to be the last book in the Enderby series. The opening scenes 
present Enderby living in an apartment in New York and struggling with a job as a 
visiting professor of literature at a local university. He has been offered the post after
writing a successful screen adaptation of The Wreck of the Deutschland by Gerard
Manley Hopkins. The movie producers, however, release an X-rated feature. (The 
resulting controversy mirrors Burgess’s own experience when his earlier novel A 
CLOCKWORK ORANGE became a highly charged 1971 film adaptation by Stanley
Kubrick.)

John Anthony Burgess Wilson, (25 February 1917 – 22 November 1993) – who 
published under the pen name Anthony Burgess – was an English writer. From 
relatively modest beginnings in a Manchester Catholic family in the North of 
England, he eventually became one of the best known English literary figures of the 
latter half of the twentieth century.
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Burgess, Anthony. The Devil's Mode: Stories. New York. 1989. Random House. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394576705. 290 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 13242. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Included in this collection are eight short stories and a 
110-page novella, ‘Hun’, about the life and loves of Attila and his fight against the 
patricians of Rome.

John Burgess Wilson (25 February 1917 – 22 November 1993) — who published 
under the pen name Anthony Burgess — was an English author, poet, playwright, 
composer, linguist, translator and critic. The dystopian satire A CLOCKWORK 
ORANGE is Burgess' most famous novel, though he dismissed it as one of his 
lesser works. It was adapted into a highly controversial 1971 film by Stanley Kubrick;
which Burgess said was chiefly responsible for the popularity of the book. Burgess 
produced numerous other novels, including the Enderby quartet, and EARTHLY 
POWERS. He was a prominent critic, writing acclaimed studies of classic writers 
such as William Shakespeare, James Joyce, D. H. Lawrence and Ernest 
Hemingway. In 2008, The Times placed Burgess number 17 on their list of ‘The 50 
greatest British writers since 1945’. Burgess was an accomplished musician and 
linguist. He composed over 250 musical works, including a first symphony around 
age 18, wrote a number of libretti, and translated, among other works, CYRANO DE
BERGERAC, OEDIPUS THE KING and CARMEN.
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Burgess, Anthony. The End of the World News. New York. 1983. McGraw Hill. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0070089655. 388 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Robert Mitchell. Jacket photo by Arthur Tress. Inventory # 1874. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘The term ‘blurb’ was invented by the American Frank 
Gelett Burgess, a very distant relative of your present, or actual, author, and the 
composition of a book-blurb - or, brief, tantalizing, puffy gobbet of sales talk—is 
traditionally a task of the publisher On this occasion the author himself, who is past 
all shame, is acting as his own puffer. What is this new novel, if novel it can be 
called? It is the new way of reading, derived from the new way of watching 
television. To view one channel at a time is no longer enough we need three distinct
yet simultaneous imaginative stimuli: the family of the middle and late l980s will have
to be a three-screen family. Here you have three fascinating stories bound together.
You have the novelized, or very nearly televisualized, life of Sigmund Freud. You 
have a Broadway musical about the visit of Leon Trotsky to New York in 1917. And,
some way into the future, you have the crushing of the planet Earth by a 
heavyweight intruder from a distant galaxy - the dread Lynx. These three stories are
all the same story: they are all about the end of history as man has known it. Love, 
sex, the ultimate violence - all are here. But there are more things than those. The 
three greatest events of our century are Freud’s discovery of the unconscious, 
Trotsky’s vision of the universal socialist state, and man’s proven ability to build new
homes in outer space. And when we migrate into that boundless empyrean, what 
fragments of our abandoned civilizations will we take with us? Perhaps the question
is answered in this book. It is a kind of bargain. Never before was so much offered at
so little a price. This book is very deep, and its counterpoint of themes will long ring 
in your inner ear. This book is entertainment, and as entertainment it is primarily 
offered. It will slip down as easily as a dozen oysters - well-sharpened with lemon 
juice and tabasco—and surely it will not be found as costly as a dish of those 
doubtfully nutritious gobs of marine protein. Do you desire lead in your pencil and 
flowers in your vase? Buy, read, enjoy. End of blurb.’ - Anthony Burgess.

Anthony Burgess (25 February 1917 – 22 November 1993) was an English writer.
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Burgess, Anthony. The Eve of Saint Venus. New York. 1970. Norton. 1st American
Edition. Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front,Otherwise Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 039308602x. 138 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 1146. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This fascinating early work by Anthony Burgess is a 
delightful fantasy, blending classical myth and farce. Displaying a high degree of 
verbal ingenuity and intelligence, Burgess effortlessly plays with ideas to create a 
riotous comedy that is ultimately a celebration of love and marriage. Presented 
along with the earlier and similarly themed The Venus of Ille, by Prosper Mérimée. 
Ambrose and Diana are to be married. Diana, however, is having last–minute doubts
fuelled by her feminist friend and bridesmaid, Julia, while Ambrose inadvertently 
becomes engaged to the goddess Venus, who has taken possession of the wedding
ring. These obstacles present the first in a farcical series of challenges—not only to 
the impending wedding, but also to the most dearly held preconceptions of 
Ambrose, Diana, and their wedding guests. In addition to writing novels like A 
Clockwork Orange and The Earthly Powers, Anthony Burgess (1917–94) was also a
composer and critic.

John Anthony Burgess Wilson, (25 February 1917 – 22 November 1993) – who 
published under the pen name Anthony Burgess – was an English writer. From 
relatively modest beginnings in a Manchester Catholic family in the North of 
England, he eventually became one of the best known English literary figures of the 
latter half of the twentieth century.
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Burgess, Anthony. The Eve of Saint Venus. New York. 1970. Norton. 1st American
Edition. Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 039308602x. 138 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 146. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This fascinating early work by Anthony Burgess is a 
delightful fantasy, blending classical myth and farce. Displaying a high degree of 
verbal ingenuity and intelligence, Burgess effortlessly plays with ideas to create a 
riotous comedy that is ultimately a celebration of love and marriage. Presented 
along with the earlier and similarly themed The Venus of Ille, by Prosper Mérimée. 
Ambrose and Diana are to be married. Diana, however, is having last–minute doubts
fuelled by her feminist friend and bridesmaid, Julia, while Ambrose inadvertently 
becomes engaged to the goddess Venus, who has taken possession of the wedding
ring. These obstacles present the first in a farcical series of challenges—not only to 
the impending wedding, but also to the most dearly held preconceptions of 
Ambrose, Diana, and their wedding guests. In addition to writing novels like A 
Clockwork Orange and The Earthly Powers, Anthony Burgess (1917–94) was also a
composer and critic.

John Anthony Burgess Wilson, (25 February 1917 – 22 November 1993) – who 
published under the pen name Anthony Burgess – was an English writer. From 
relatively modest beginnings in a Manchester Catholic family in the North of 
England, he eventually became one of the best known English literary figures of the 
latter half of the twentieth century.
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Burgess, Anthony. The Kingdom of the Wicked. New York. 1985. Arbor House. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0877957533. 379 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by David Gati. Inventory # 8299. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Like two of his earlier works, the long narrative poem 
MOSES and the novel MAN OF NAZARETH (together these books make up what 
has been referred to as his biblical or religious trilogy), Burgess wrote THE 
KINGDOM OF THE WICKED in part as preparation for a screenplay; in this case for
the television series A.D. The story of the birth of Christianity and its interaction with
the Roman Empire is told largely chronologically by a narrator slowly succumbing to
disease during the reign of Domitian. The story starts where Man of Nazareth 
ended, immediately after the crucifixion of Jesus, and covers the work of the 
apostles, in particular Paul, the development of Christianity as an Abrahamic religion
separate from Judaism, the Great Fire of Rome, the persecution of Christians, the 
destruction of the Second Temple, and the destruction of Pompeii.

John Anthony Burgess Wilson, (25 February 1917 – 22 November 1993) – who 
published under the pen name Anthony Burgess – was an English writer. From 
relatively modest beginnings in a Manchester Catholic family in the North of 
England, he eventually became one of the best known English literary figures of the 
latter half of the twentieth century. Although Burgess was predominantly a comic 
writer, the dystopian satire A Clockwork Orange remains his best known novel. In 
1971 it was adapted into a highly controversial film by Stanley Kubrick, which 
Burgess said was chiefly responsible for the popularity of the book. Burgess 
produced numerous other novels, including the Enderby quartet, and Earthly 
Powers, regarded by most critics as his greatest novel. He also worked as a literary
critic, writing studies of classic writers, most notably James Joyce. He was a 
longtime literary critic for The Observer and The Guardian. Burgess was also an 
accomplished musician and linguist. He composed over 250 musical works, 
including a first symphony around age 18, wrote a number of libretti, and translated,
among other works, Cyrano de Bergerac, Oedipus the King and Carmen.
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Burgess, Anthony. The Novel Now: A Guide To Contemporary Fiction. New York. 
1967. Norton. 1st American Edition. Very Good. No Dustjacket. hardcover. Inventory
# 15084. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A look at fiction in America, Britain, Europe, Asia and 
Africa. This survey (which is about the novel and the novel only) is not for the well-
read reader who needs gaps - as in an otherwise perfect set of teeth - to be filled 
elegantly, nor for those who hunger after criticism in depth; it is for those, especially 
the young, who are starting to take the art of the novel seriously and want to 
organize their reading economically.

John Burgess Wilson (25 February 1917 – 22 November 1993) - who published 
under the pen name Anthony Burgess — was an English author, poet, playwright, 
composer, linguist, translator and critic. The dystopian satire A CLOCKWORK 
ORANGE is Burgess' most famous novel, though he dismissed it as one of his 
lesser works. It was adapted into a highly controversial 1971 film by Stanley Kubrick;
which Burgess said was chiefly responsible for the popularity of the book. Burgess 
produced numerous other novels, including the ENDERBY quartet, and EARTHLY 
POWERS. He was a prominent critic, writing acclaimed studies of classic writers 
such as William Shakespeare, James Joyce, D. H. Lawrence and Ernest 
Hemingway. In 2008, The Times placed Burgess number 17 on their list of ‘The 50 
greatest British writers since 1945’. Burgess was an accomplished musician and 
linguist. He composed over 250 musical works, including a first symphony around 
age 18, wrote a number of libretti, and translated, among other works, CYRANO DE
BERGERAC, OEDIPUS THE KING and CARMEN.
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Burgess, Anthony. Tremor of Intent. New York. 1966. Norton. 2nd Printing. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 240 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 1860. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - TREMOR OF INTENT is an espionage novel by the 
English author Anthony Burgess. First published in 1966, it was in many ways a 
reaction to the heavy-handed, humorless spy fiction of John Le Carré, and to Ian 
Fleming’s James Bond, a character that Burgess felt to be a relic of imperialism. In 
YOU’VE HAD YOUR TIME, the second part of his Confessions, Burgess relates that
the title came to him on a hungover morning when his hand began to shake. ‘That,’
his wife said, ‘is tremor of intent.’ The subtitle, ‘An Eschatological Spy Novel,’ refers 
to the novel’s depiction of the Cold War as a form of hostile symbiosis, an ‘ultimate 
conflict’ in which ‘good’ and ‘evil’ are no longer adequate terms. In Burgess’s view, 
Russia and the West formed a duoverse, a yin and yang. The novel confused critics
at the time, as it straddled the lines between serious and comic fiction, popular 
genre storytelling and metaphysical philosophy. The completely amoral Agent Hiller
of MI6 journeys to the city of Yarylyuk aboard a passenger ship called the 
‘Polyolbion.’ His mission is to infiltrate a convention of Soviet scientists and bring 
back to Britain his childhood friend Roper, who has defected to Russia. Along the 
way, he meets the sexually precocious 16-year-old Clara, the voluptuous femme 
fatale Miss Devi, and the shadowy tycoon Theodorescu (modeled loosely on Orson
Welles).

John Anthony Burgess Wilson, (25 February 1917 – 22 November 1993) – who 
published under the pen name Anthony Burgess – was an English writer. From 
relatively modest beginnings in a Manchester Catholic family in the North of 
England, he eventually became one of the best known English literary figures of the 
latter half of the twentieth century. Although Burgess was predominantly a comic 
writer, the dystopian satire A Clockwork Orange remains his best known novel. In 
1971 it was adapted into a highly controversial film by Stanley Kubrick, which 
Burgess said was chiefly responsible for the popularity of the book. Burgess 
produced numerous other novels, including the Enderby quartet, and Earthly 
Powers, regarded by most critics as his greatest novel. He also worked as a literary
critic, writing studies of classic writers, most notably James Joyce.
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Burgess, Anthony. Tremor of Intent. New York. 1966. Norton. 2nd Printing. Very 
Good. No Dustjacket. 240 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 27421. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - TREMOR OF INTENT is an espionage novel by the 
English author Anthony Burgess. First published in 1966, it was in many ways a 
reaction to the heavy-handed, humorless spy fiction of John Le Carré, and to Ian 
Fleming’s James Bond, a character that Burgess felt to be a relic of imperialism. In 
YOU’VE HAD YOUR TIME, the second part of his Confessions, Burgess relates that
the title came to him on a hungover morning when his hand began to shake. ‘That,’
his wife said, ‘is tremor of intent.’ The subtitle, ‘An Eschatological Spy Novel,’ refers 
to the novel’s depiction of the Cold War as a form of hostile symbiosis, an ‘ultimate 
conflict’ in which ‘good’ and ‘evil’ are no longer adequate terms. In Burgess’s view, 
Russia and the West formed a duoverse, a yin and yang. The novel confused critics
at the time, as it straddled the lines between serious and comic fiction, popular 
genre storytelling and metaphysical philosophy. The completely amoral Agent Hiller
of MI6 journeys to the city of Yarylyuk aboard a passenger ship called the 
‘Polyolbion.’ His mission is to infiltrate a convention of Soviet scientists and bring 
back to Britain his childhood friend Roper, who has defected to Russia. Along the 
way, he meets the sexually precocious 16-year-old Clara, the voluptuous femme 
fatale Miss Devi, and the shadowy tycoon Theodorescu (modeled loosely on Orson
Welles).

John Anthony Burgess Wilson, (25 February 1917 – 22 November 1993) – who 
published under the pen name Anthony Burgess – was an English writer. From 
relatively modest beginnings in a Manchester Catholic family in the North of 
England, he eventually became one of the best known English literary figures of the 
latter half of the twentieth century. Although Burgess was predominantly a comic 
writer, the dystopian satire A Clockwork Orange remains his best known novel. In 
1971 it was adapted into a highly controversial film by Stanley Kubrick, which 
Burgess said was chiefly responsible for the popularity of the book. Burgess 
produced numerous other novels, including the Enderby quartet, and Earthly 
Powers, regarded by most critics as his greatest novel. He also worked as a literary
critic, writing studies of classic writers, most notably James Joyce.
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Burke, James Lee. A Stained White Radiance. New York. 1992. Hyperion. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1562829807. 384 pages. paperback. Signed by 
the Author. Inventory # 16136. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A Dave Robicheaux mystery featuring a Louisiana family
called the Sonniers, and centering on racial politics in the South. Cajun police 
detective Dave Robicheaux knows the Sonnier family of New Iberia - their 
connections to the CIA, the mob and to a former Klansman now running for state 
office. And he knows their dark and murky past. Now an assassination attempt has 
drawn Robicheaux into the Sonniers' web of madness, murder, and incest.

James Lee Burke (born December 5, 1936) is an American author of mysteries, best
known for his Dave Robicheaux series. He has won an Edgar Award for Black 
Cherry Blues (1990) and Cimarron Rose (1998). The Robicheaux character has 
been portrayed twice on screen, first by Alec Baldwin (Heaven's Prisoners) and then
Tommy Lee Jones (In the Electric Mist). Burke has also written seven miscellaneous
crime novels, two short story anthologies, four books starring protagonist Texas 
attorney Billy Bob Holland, and three books starring Billy Bob's cousin Texas sheriff
Hackberry Holland.
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Burke, James Lee. Bitterroot. New York. 2001. Simon & Schuster. Advance 
Reader's Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 0743204832. 334 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 28556. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Set in the Bitterroot Valley of Montana, home to 
celebrities seeking to escape the pressures of public life, as well as to xenophobes 
dedicated to establishing a bulkhead of patriotic paranoia, Burke’s novel features 
Billy Bob Holland, former Texas Ranger and now a Texas-based lawyer, who has 
come to Big Sky Country for some fishing and ends up helping out an old friend in 
trouble.’ ‘And big trouble it is, not just for his friend but for Billy Bob himself - in the 
form of Wyatt Dixon, a recent prison parolee sworn to kill Billy Bob as revenge for 
both his imprisonment and his sister’s death, both of which he blames on the former
Texas lawman. As the mysteries multiply and the body count mounts, the reader is 
drawn deeper into the tortured mind of Billy Bob Holland, a complex hero tormented
by the mistakes of his past and driven to make things - all things - right. But beneath
the guise of justice for the weak and downtrodden lies a tendency for violence that at
times becomes more terrifying than the danger he is trying to eradicate.’

James Lee Burke (born December 5, 1936) is an American author of mysteries, best
known for his Dave Robicheaux series. He has won an Edgar Award for Black 
Cherry Blues (1990) and Cimarron Rose (1998). The Robicheaux character has 
been portrayed twice on screen, first by Alec Baldwin (Heaven's Prisoners) and then
Tommy Lee Jones (In the Electric Mist). Burke has also written seven miscellaneous
crime novels, two short story anthologies, four books starring protagonist Texas 
attorney Billy Bob Holland, and three books starring Billy Bob's cousin Texas sheriff
Hackberry Holland.
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Burke, James Lee. Bitterroot. New York. 2001. Simon & Schuster. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0743204832. 334 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
29826. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Set in the Bitterroot Valley of Montana, home to 
celebrities seeking to escape the pressures of public life, as well as to xenophobes 
dedicated to establishing a bulkhead of patriotic paranoia, Burke’s novel features 
Billy Bob Holland, former Texas Ranger and now a Texas-based lawyer, who has 
come to Big Sky Country for some fishing and ends up helping out an old friend in 
trouble.’ ‘And big trouble it is, not just for his friend but for Billy Bob himself - in the 
form of Wyatt Dixon, a recent prison parolee sworn to kill Billy Bob as revenge for 
both his imprisonment and his sister’s death, both of which he blames on the former
Texas lawman. As the mysteries multiply and the body count mounts, the reader is 
drawn deeper into the tortured mind of Billy Bob Holland, a complex hero tormented
by the mistakes of his past and driven to make things - all things - right. But beneath
the guise of justice for the weak and downtrodden lies a tendency for violence that at
times becomes more terrifying than the danger he is trying to eradicate.’

James Lee Burke (born December 5, 1936) is an American author of mysteries, best
known for his Dave Robicheaux series. He has won an Edgar Award for Black 
Cherry Blues (1990) and Cimarron Rose (1998). The Robicheaux character has 
been portrayed twice on screen, first by Alec Baldwin (Heaven's Prisoners) and then
Tommy Lee Jones (In the Electric Mist). Burke has also written seven miscellaneous
crime novels, two short story anthologies, four books starring protagonist Texas 
attorney Billy Bob Holland, and three books starring Billy Bob's cousin Texas sheriff
Hackberry Holland.
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Burke, James Lee. Black Cherry Blues. Boston. 1989. Little Brown. 1st Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0316116998. 290 pages. hardcover. Inscribed by the Author. 
Inventory # 12591. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - At the center of Burning Angel is Sonny Boy Marsallus, a
fixer, a gambler, a lender of money to prostitutes who are trying to leave the life. But
since Prohibition, the Giacano family has locked up the action in New Orleans and 
its surrounding parishes. When things get hot for Sonny Boy, he hightails it south of 
the border for parts unknown in El Salvador and Guatemala. When Sonny 
resurfaces in New Orleans, Detective Dave Robicheaux of the Iberia Parish sheriff's
office couldn't be more surprised - that is, not until Sonny passes him a mysterious 
notebook for safekeeping that seems to contain dark secrets about his activities in 
Latin America. Robicheaux must wrestle with secrets closer to home as well when 
his help is enlisted by the Fontenot family, descendants of sharecroppers, whose 
claim to land they've lived on for almost one hundred years is jeopardized. Who 
wants the land so badly? And what of the longtime, clandestine affair between 
Moleen Bertrand, lord of the manor, and Ruthie Jean Fontenot, now reputed to be a
local madam? As Dave determines to find out who's honing in on the Bertrand 
spread, he puts himself in increasing peril at the hands of local mobsters and a hired
assassin with a shady past that intersects with that of Sonny Boy Marsallus. Ex-cop
Dave Robicheaux: his wife has been murdered and now they're after his little girl. 
From the Louisiana bayou to Montana's tribal lands, he's running from the bottle, a 
homicide rap, a professional killer. and the demons of his past.

James Lee Burke (born December 5, 1936) is an American author of mysteries, best
known for his Dave Robicheaux series. He has won an Edgar Award for Black 
Cherry Blues (1990) and Cimarron Rose (1998). The Robicheaux character has 
been portrayed twice on screen, first by Alec Baldwin (Heaven's Prisoners) and then
Tommy Lee Jones (In the Electric Mist). Burke has also written seven miscellaneous
crime novels, two short story anthologies, four books starring protagonist Texas 
attorney Billy Bob Holland, and three books starring Billy Bob's cousin Texas sheriff
Hackberry Holland.
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Burke, James Lee. Burning Angel. New York. 1995. Hyperion. 1st Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0786860820. 352 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 21413. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - At the center of Burning Angel is Sonny Boy Marsallus, a
fixer, a gambler, a lender of money to prostitutes who are trying to leave the life. But
since Prohibition, the Giacano family has locked up the action in New Orleans and 
its surrounding parishes. When things get hot for Sonny Boy, he hightails it south of 
the border for parts unknown in El Salvador and Guatemala. When Sonny 
resurfaces in New Orleans, Detective Dave Robicheaux of the Iberia Parish sheriff's
office couldn't be more surprised - that is, not until Sonny passes him a mysterious 
notebook for safekeeping that seems to contain dark secrets about his activities in 
Latin America. Robicheaux must wrestle with secrets closer to home as well when 
his help is enlisted by the Fontenot family, descendants of sharecroppers, whose 
claim to land they've lived on for almost one hundred years is jeopardized. Who 
wants the land so badly? And what of the longtime, clandestine affair between 
Moleen Bertrand, lord of the manor, and Ruthie Jean Fontenot, now reputed to be a
local madam? As Dave determines to find out who's honing in on the Bertrand 
spread, he puts himself in increasing peril at the hands of local mobsters and a hired
assassin with a shady past that intersects with that of Sonny Boy Marsallus. Ex-cop
Dave Robicheaux: his wife has been murdered and now they're after his little girl. 
From the Louisiana bayou to Montana's tribal lands, he's running from the bottle, a 
homicide rap, a professional killer. and the demons of his past.

James Lee Burke (born December 5, 1936) is an American author of mysteries, best
known for his Dave Robicheaux series. He has won an Edgar Award for Black 
Cherry Blues (1990) and Cimarron Rose (1998). The Robicheaux character has 
been portrayed twice on screen, first by Alec Baldwin (Heaven's Prisoners) and then
Tommy Lee Jones (In the Electric Mist). Burke has also written seven miscellaneous
crime novels, two short story anthologies, four books starring protagonist Texas 
attorney Billy Bob Holland, and three books starring Billy Bob's cousin Texas sheriff
Hackberry Holland.
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Burke, James Lee. Cadillac Jukebox. New York. 1996. Hyperion. 1st Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0786861754. 297 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 22532. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - To the people of New Iberia, Aaron Crown's ways are the
stuff of 'poor white piney-woods folklore.' His family were shiftless timber people 
from north Louisiana who brought their ways into the Cajun wetlands: poaching 
deer, stealing livestock, trailing rumors of ties to the Ku Klux Klan. No one was 
surprised when Crown was accused of assassinating the most famous black civil 
rights leader in Louisiana. But it took twenty-eight years for the system to put him in
Angola Penitentiary. Now, Crown is proclaiming his innocence - and asking Dave 
Robicheaux for help. Dave tries to stay removed from the political maelstrom 
swirling around Aaron Crown, but deep in his heart he worries that Crown has been
made a scapegoat for the collective guilt of an entire generation. But when Buford 
LaRose - scion of an old Southern family and author of a book that sent Crown to 
prison - is elected governor, Dave Robicheaux's involvement with the case deepens
to a level that threatens to overwhelm him. LaRose's wife, Karyn, is a social-climbing
politician's wife, but years ago she and Dave were romantically involved. Now, when
she once again turns her seductive powers on Dave, and her husband offers him a 
job as head of the state police, Dave knows that, somehow, he must find out the 
truth about Aaron Crown: a truth that too many people want hidden.

James Lee Burke (born December 5, 1936) is an American author of mysteries, best
known for his Dave Robicheaux series. He has won an Edgar Award for Black 
Cherry Blues (1990) and Cimarron Rose (1998). The Robicheaux character has 
been portrayed twice on screen, first by Alec Baldwin (Heaven's Prisoners) and then
Tommy Lee Jones (In the Electric Mist). Burke has also written seven miscellaneous
crime novels, two short story anthologies, four books starring protagonist Texas 
attorney Billy Bob Holland, and three books starring Billy Bob's cousin Texas sheriff
Hackberry Holland.
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Burke, James Lee. Cadillac Jukebox. New York. 1996. Hyperion. 1st Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0786861754. 352 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. 
Inventory # 22664. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - To the people of New Iberia, Aaron Crown's ways are the
stuff of 'poor white piney-woods folklore.' His family were shiftless timber people 
from north Louisiana who brought their ways into the Cajun wetlands: poaching 
deer, stealing livestock, trailing rumors of ties to the Ku Klux Klan. No one was 
surprised when Crown was accused of assassinating the most famous black civil 
rights leader in Louisiana. But it took twenty-eight years for the system to put him in
Angola Penitentiary. Now, Crown is proclaiming his innocence - and asking Dave 
Robicheaux for help. Dave tries to stay removed from the political maelstrom 
swirling around Aaron Crown, but deep in his heart he worries that Crown has been
made a scapegoat for the collective guilt of an entire generation. But when Buford 
LaRose - scion of an old Southern family and author of a book that sent Crown to 
prison - is elected governor, Dave Robicheaux's involvement with the case deepens
to a level that threatens to overwhelm him. LaRose's wife, Karyn, is a social-climbing
politician's wife, but years ago she and Dave were romantically involved. Now, when
she once again turns her seductive powers on Dave, and her husband offers him a 
job as head of the state police, Dave knows that, somehow, he must find out the 
truth about Aaron Crown: a truth that too many people want hidden.

James Lee Burke (born December 5, 1936) is an American author of mysteries, best
known for his Dave Robicheaux series. He has won an Edgar Award for Black 
Cherry Blues (1990) and Cimarron Rose (1998). The Robicheaux character has 
been portrayed twice on screen, first by Alec Baldwin (Heaven's Prisoners) and then
Tommy Lee Jones (In the Electric Mist). Burke has also written seven miscellaneous
crime novels, two short story anthologies, four books starring protagonist Texas 
attorney Billy Bob Holland, and three books starring Billy Bob's cousin Texas sheriff
Hackberry Holland.
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Burke, James Lee. Cimarron Rose. New York. 1997. Hyperion. Advance Reader's 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0786862580. 288 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
23951. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Texas attorney and former Texas Ranger Billy Bob 
Holland has many secrets. Among them is Vernon Smother’s son, Lucas, a now-
teenaged boy about whom few know the truth - Lucas is really Billy Bob’s illegitimate
son. When Lucas is arrested for murder, Billy Bob must confront the past and serve
as the boy’s criminal attorney. Billy Bob knows the propensity of the town, Deaf 
Smith, Texas, to make scapegoats out of the innocent and to exploit and sexually 
use the powerless. During Lucas’s trial, Billy Bob realizes that he will have to bring 
injury upon Lucas as well as himself in order to save his son. As a result, Billy Bob 
incurs enemies that are far more dangerous than any he faced as a Texas Ranger.
With the same electric language and hard-edged style that brought James Lee 
Burke’s Dave Robicheaux novels to the forefront of American crime fiction, 
CIMARRON ROSE explodes with a new, evocative setting that will establish Billy 
Bob Holland as James Lee Burke’s next great character.

James Lee Burke (born December 5, 1936) is an American author of mysteries, best
known for his Dave Robicheaux series. He has won an Edgar Award for Black 
Cherry Blues (1990) and Cimarron Rose (1998).
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Burke, James Lee. Cimarron Rose. New York. 1997. Hyperion. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0786862580. 288 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
29488. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Texas attorney and former Texas Ranger Billy Bob 
Holland has many secrets. Among them is Vernon Smother’s son, Lucas, a now-
teenaged boy about whom few know the truth - Lucas is really Billy Bob’s illegitimate
son. When Lucas is arrested for murder, Billy Bob must confront the past and serve
as the boy’s criminal attorney. Billy Bob knows the propensity of the town, Deaf 
Smith, Texas, to make scapegoats out of the innocent and to exploit and sexually 
use the powerless. During Lucas’s trial, Billy Bob realizes that he will have to bring 
injury upon Lucas as well as himself in order to save his son. As a result, Billy Bob 
incurs enemies that are far more dangerous than any he faced as a Texas Ranger.
With the same electric language and hard-edged style that brought James Lee 
Burke’s Dave Robicheaux novels to the forefront of American crime fiction, 
CIMARRON ROSE explodes with a new, evocative setting that will establish Billy 
Bob Holland as James Lee Burke’s next great character.

James Lee Burke (born December 5, 1936) is an American author of mysteries, best
known for his Dave Robicheaux series. He has won an Edgar Award for Black 
Cherry Blues (1990) and Cimarron Rose (1998).
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Burke, James Lee. Crusader's Cross: A Dave Robicheaux Novel. New York. 2005. 
Simon & Schuster. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0743277198. 325
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Jackie Seow. Inventory # 35739. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Crime writer James Lee Burke returns to Louisiana 
where his hero, Dave Robicheaux, sleuths his way through a hotbed of sin and 
uncertainty. For Dave, life in Louisiana is filled with haunting memories of the past - 
images from Vietnam, the violent streets of New Orleans, and his own troubled 
youth. In Crusader’s Cross, a deathbed confession from an old schoolmate 
resurrects a story of injustice, the murder of a young woman, and a time in 
Robicheaux’s life he has tried to forget.’ ‘Her name may or may not have been Ida 
Durbin. It was back in the innocent days of the 1950s when Robicheaux and his 
brother, Jimmie, met her on a Galveston beach. She was pretty and Jimmie fell for 
her hard - not knowing she was a prostitute on infamous Post Office Street, with ties
to the mob. Then Ida was abducted and never seen again.’ Now, decades later, 
Robicheaux is asking questions about Ida Durbin, and a couple of redneck deputy 
sheriffs make it clear that asking questions is a dangerous game. With a series of 
horrifying murders and the sudden appearance of Valentine Chalons and his sister,
Honoria, a disturbed and deeply alluring woman, Robicheaux is soon involved not 
only with the Chalons family but with the murderous energies of the New Orleans 
underworld. Also, he meets and finds himself drawn into a scandalous relationship 
with a remarkable Catholic nun.

James Lee Burke (born December 5, 1936) is an American author of mysteries, best
known for his Dave Robicheaux series. He has won an Edgar Award for Black 
Cherry Blues (1990) and Cimarron Rose (1998). The Robicheaux character has 
been portrayed twice on screen, first by Alec Baldwin (Heaven's Prisoners) and then
Tommy Lee Jones (In the Electric Mist). Burke has also written seven miscellaneous
crime novels, two short story anthologies, four books starring protagonist Texas 
attorney Billy Bob Holland, and three books starring Billy Bob's cousin Texas sheriff
Hackberry Holland.
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Burke, James Lee. Dixie City Jam. New York. 1994. Hyperion. 1 of 1525 Copies 
Numbered & Signed By The Author. Very Good in Hardcover & Slipcase. 
0786860197. Special Edition. 367 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 19841. $100

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The search for a forgotten Nazi submarine sunk off the 
coast of New Orleans stirs up old hatreds submerged for just as long, in a brilliant 
new book by Edgar Award winner James Lee Burke. With Dixie City Jam, the writer
USA Today called 'the Grisham Alternative' enters the front ranks of contemporary 
fiction writers. and mainstream bestsellers. They're out there, under the salt - the 
bodies of German seamen who used to lie in wait at the mouth of the Mississippi for
unescorted American tankers sailing from the oil refineries of Baton Rouge out into 
the Gulf of Mexico. As a child, Dave Robicheaux had been haunted by the sailors' 
images; then, as a young college student, he'd accidentally discovered one of their 
subs while scuba diving. Years later, in a New Orleans populated by desperate 
hustlers and millennium-watchers of all stripes, Robicheaux, a detective with the 
New Iberia sheriff's office, finds himself and his family at serious risk, stalked for his
knowledge of a watery burial ground by a mysterious man named Will Buchalter - a
man who believes that the Holocaust was one big hoax. American crime fiction's 
'finest prose stylist' (Los Angeles Times) is at the peak of his powers in Dixie City 
Jam as he looks long and deep into the human heart of darkness. Detective Dave 
Robicheaux confronts his most fearsome enemy, neo-Nazi Will Buchalter, and, 
before their face-off is finished, Robicheaux's wife is stalked, a Mafia war explodes,
and an interdepartmental struggle sears the police force.

James Lee Burke (born December 5, 1936) is an American author of mysteries, best
known for his Dave Robicheaux series. He has won an Edgar Award for Black 
Cherry Blues (1990) and Cimarron Rose (1998).
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Burke, James Lee. Heartwood. New York. 1999. Doubleday. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0385488432. 341 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 40971. 
$10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A brilliantly layered novel of crime, character, and place 
from the two-time Edgar Award winner, Gold Dagger Award winner, and New York 
Times bestselling author of Sunset Limited. Few writers in America today combine 
James Lee Burke's lush prose, crackling story lines, and tremendous sense of 
history and landscape. In Cimmaron Rose, longtime fans of the Dave Robicheaux 
series found that the struggles of Texas defense attorney Billy Bob Holland show 
Burke at his best in exploring classic American themes--the sometimes subtle, often
violent strains between the haves and the have-nots; the collision of past and 
present; the inequities in the criminal justice system. Heartwood is a kind of tree that
grows in layers. And as Billy Bob's grandfather once told him, you do well in life by 
keeping the roots in a clear stream and not letting anyone taint the water for you. But
in Holland's dusty little hometown of Deaf Smith, in the hill country north of Austin, 
local kingpin Earl Deitrich has made a fortune running roughshod and tainting 
anyone who stands in his way. Billy Bob has problems with Deitrich and his 
shamelessly callous demeanor, but can't shake the legacy of his passion for 
Deitrich's ‘heartbreak-beautiful’ wife, Peggy Jean. When Holland takes on the 
defense of Wilbur Pickett--a man accused of stealing an heirloom and three hundred
thousand dollars in bonds from Deitrich's office--he finds himself up against not only
Earl's power and influence, but also a past Billy Bob can't will away. A wonderfully 
realized novel, rich in Texas atmosphere and lore, and a dazzling portrait of the 
deadly consequences of self-delusion, Heartwood could only have been written by 
James Lee Burke, a writer in expert command of his craft.

James Lee Burke (born December 5, 1936) is an American author of mysteries, best
known for his Dave Robicheaux series. He has won an Edgar Award for Black 
Cherry Blues (1990) and Cimarron Rose (1998). The Robicheaux character has 
been portrayed twice on screen, first by Alec Baldwin (Heaven's Prisoners) and then
Tommy Lee Jones (In the Electric Mist). Burke has also written seven miscellaneous
crime novels, two short story anthologies, four books starring protagonist Texas 
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Burke, James Lee. In the Electric Mist With Confederate Dead. New York. 1993. 
Hyperion. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1562828827. 352 pages. 
hardcover. Signed by the Author. Inventory # 18322. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Haunted by the reemergence of a forty-year-old unsolved
murder, detective Dave Robicheaux must also contend with a spate of serial killings
of prostitutes and local dissension about the movie company that is shooting in 
town. Edgar Award-winner James Lee Burke returns with another riveting Dave 
Robicheaux novel. Robicheaux has his hands full in New Iberia, Louisiana, what 
with a film crew shooting a Civil War movie, the return of a local mobster, and the 
brutal murder of a young woman. With the help of a supposedly psychic actor, 
Robicheaux tracks a twisted killer.

James Lee Burke (born December 5, 1936) is an American author of mysteries, best
known for his Dave Robicheaux series. He has won an Edgar Award for Black 
Cherry Blues (1990) and Cimarron Rose (1998). The Robicheaux character has 
been portrayed twice on screen, first by Alec Baldwin (Heaven's Prisoners) and then
Tommy Lee Jones (In the Electric Mist). Burke has also written seven miscellaneous
crime novels, two short story anthologies, four books starring protagonist Texas 
attorney Billy Bob Holland, and three books starring Billy Bob's cousin Texas sheriff
Hackberry Holland.
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Burke, James Lee. Jolie Blon's Bounce. New York. 2002. Simon & Schuster. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0743204840. 368 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Jackie Seow. Inventory # 31864. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Battling personal demons while working on two murders,
New Iberia police detective Dave Robicheaux believes that chief suspect Tee Bobby
Hulin is innocent but must find the real killer before one of the victim's fathers metes
out his own justice.

James Lee Burke (born December 5, 1936) is an American author of mysteries, best
known for his Dave Robicheaux series. He has won an Edgar Award for Black 
Cherry Blues (1990) and Cimarron Rose (1998). The Robicheaux character has 
been portrayed twice on screen, first by Alec Baldwin (Heaven's Prisoners) and then
Tommy Lee Jones (In the Electric Mist). Burke has also written seven miscellaneous
crime novels, two short story anthologies, four books starring protagonist Texas 
attorney Billy Bob Holland, and three books starring Billy Bob's cousin Texas sheriff
Hackberry Holland.
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Price $12.50
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Burke, James Lee. Jolie Blon's Bounce. New York. 2002. Simon & Schuster. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0743204840. 368 pages. hardcover. 
Signed by the Author. Cover: Jackie Seow. Inventory # 31975. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Battling personal demons while working on two murders,
New Iberia police detective Dave Robicheaux believes that chief suspect Tee Bobby
Hulin is innocent but must find the real killer before one of the victim's fathers metes
out his own justice.

James Lee Burke (born December 5, 1936) is an American author of mysteries, best
known for his Dave Robicheaux series. He has won an Edgar Award for Black 
Cherry Blues (1990) and Cimarron Rose (1998). The Robicheaux character has 
been portrayed twice on screen, first by Alec Baldwin (Heaven's Prisoners) and then
Tommy Lee Jones (In the Electric Mist). Burke has also written seven miscellaneous
crime novels, two short story anthologies, four books starring protagonist Texas 
attorney Billy Bob Holland, and three books starring Billy Bob's cousin Texas sheriff
Hackberry Holland.
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Burke, James Lee. Last Car To Elysian Fields: A Dave Robicheaux Novel. New 
York. 2003. Simon & Schuster. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0743245423. 335 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Jackie Seow. Inventory # 
33924. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When Robicheaux, now a police officer based in the 
somewhat quieter Louisiana town of New Iberia, learns that an old friend, Father 
Jimmie Dolan, a Catholic priest always at the center of controversy, has been the 
victim of a particularly brutal assault, he knows he has to return to New Orleans to 
investigate, if only unofficially. What he doesn't realize is that in doing so he is 
inviting into his life-and into the lives of those around him-an ancestral evil that could
destroy them all. The investigation begins innocently enough. Assisted by good 
friend and P.I. Clete Purcel, Robicheaux confronts the man they believe to be 
responsible for Dolan's beating, a drug dealer and porno star named Gunner Ardoin.
The confrontation, however, turns into a standoff as Clete ends up in jail and 
Robicheaux receives an ominous warning to keep out of New Orleans' affairs. 
Meanwhile, back in New Iberia, more trouble is brewing: Three local teenage girls 
are killed in a drunk-driving accident, the driver being the seventeen-year-old 
daughter of a prominent physician. Robicheaux traces the source of the liquor to one
of New Iberia's 'daiquiri windows,' places that sell mixed drinks from drive-by 
windows. When the owner of the drive-through operation is brutally murdered, 
Robicheaux immediately suspects the grief-crazed father of the dead teen driver. 
But his assumption is challenged when the murder weapon turns up belonging to 
someone else. The trouble continues when Father Jimmie asks Robicheaux to help 
investigate the presence of a toxic landfill near St. James Parish in New Orleans, 
which in turn leads to a search for the truth behind the disappearance many years 
before of a legendary blues musician and composer.

James Lee Burke (born December 5, 1936) is an American author of mysteries, best
known for his Dave Robicheaux series. He has won an Edgar Award for Black 
Cherry Blues (1990) and Cimarron Rose (1998).
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Burke, James Lee. Purple Cane Road. New York. 2000. Doubleday. 1st Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0385488440. 341 pages. hardcover. Cover: Debra Lill. 
Inventory # 32702. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From Edgar Award-winner James Lee Burke comes this
emotional powerhouse of a novel. in which everyman hero Dave Robicheaux 
confronts the secrets of his long-forgotten past in a shattering tale of revenge, 
murder, and a mother's haunting legacy. Robicheaux first hears it from a pimp eager
to trade information for his life: Mae Guillory was murdered outside a New Orleans 
nightclub by two cops. Dave Robicheaux was just a boy when his mother ran out on
him and his whiskey-driven father. Now Robicheaux is a man, still haunted by her 
desertion and her death. More than thirty-five years after Mae Guillory died, her son
will go to any length to bring her killers to justice. And as he moves closer to what 
happened that long-ago night, the Louisiana cop crosses lines of color and class to 
find the place where secrets of his past lie buried. and where all roads lead to 
revenge -- but only one road leads to the truth.

James Lee Burke (born December 5, 1936) is an American author of mysteries, best
known for his Dave Robicheaux series. He has won an Edgar Award for Black 
Cherry Blues (1990) and Cimarron Rose (1998). The Robicheaux character has 
been portrayed twice on screen, first by Alec Baldwin (Heaven's Prisoners) and then
Tommy Lee Jones (In the Electric Mist). Burke has also written seven miscellaneous
crime novels, two short story anthologies, four books starring protagonist Texas 
attorney Billy Bob Holland, and three books starring Billy Bob's cousin Texas sheriff
Hackberry Holland.
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Burke, James Lee. Sunset Limited. New York. 1998. Doubleday. Advance Reading
Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 0385488424. 309 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
24795. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a land soaked with sin, Dave Robicheaux is dueling 
with killers, ghosts, and a woman's revenge. The townspeople of New Iberia, 
Louisiana, didn't crucify Megan Flynn's father. They just didn't catch whoever pinned
him to a barn wall with sixteen-penny nails. Decades later, Megan, now a world-
famous photojournalist, has come back to the bayou, looking for cop Dave 
Robicheaux. It was Dave who found the body of labor leader Jack Flynn. The sight 
changed the boy, shaped him as a man. And after forty years, Robicheaux is still 
haunted by the bizarre unsolved slaying. Now Megan's return has stirred up the 
ghosts of the long-buried past, igniting a storm of violence that will rip apart lives of 
blacks and whites in this bayou county. And for a good cop with bad memories, hard
desires, and chilling nightmares, the time has come to uncover the truth.

James Lee Burke (born December 5, 1936) is an American author of mysteries, best
known for his Dave Robicheaux series. He has won an Edgar Award for Black 
Cherry Blues (1990) and Cimarron Rose (1998). The Robicheaux character has 
been portrayed twice on screen, first by Alec Baldwin (Heaven's Prisoners) and then
Tommy Lee Jones (In the Electric Mist). Burke has also written seven miscellaneous
crime novels, two short story anthologies, four books starring protagonist Texas 
attorney Billy Bob Holland, and three books starring Billy Bob's cousin Texas sheriff
Hackberry Holland.keywords
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Burke, James Lee. Sunset Limited. New York. 1998. Doubleday. 1st Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0385488424. 309 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 25430. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a land soaked with sin, Dave Robicheaux is dueling 
with killers, ghosts, and a woman's revenge. The townspeople of New Iberia, 
Louisiana, didn't crucify Megan Flynn's father. They just didn't catch whoever pinned
him to a barn wall with sixteen-penny nails. Decades later, Megan, now a world-
famous photojournalist, has come back to the bayou, looking for cop Dave 
Robicheaux. It was Dave who found the body of labor leader Jack Flynn. The sight 
changed the boy, shaped him as a man. And after forty years, Robicheaux is still 
haunted by the bizarre unsolved slaying. Now Megan's return has stirred up the 
ghosts of the long-buried past, igniting a storm of violence that will rip apart lives of 
blacks and whites in this bayou county. And for a good cop with bad memories, hard
desires, and chilling nightmares, the time has come to uncover the truth.

James Lee Burke (born December 5, 1936) is an American author of mysteries, best
known for his Dave Robicheaux series. He has won an Edgar Award for Black 
Cherry Blues (1990) and Cimarron Rose (1998). The Robicheaux character has 
been portrayed twice on screen, first by Alec Baldwin (Heaven's Prisoners) and then
Tommy Lee Jones (In the Electric Mist). Burke has also written seven miscellaneous
crime novels, two short story anthologies, four books starring protagonist Texas 
attorney Billy Bob Holland, and three books starring Billy Bob's cousin Texas sheriff
Hackberry Holland.
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Burke, Jan. Bones: An Irene Kelly Mystery. New York. 1999. Simon & Schuster. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684855518. 378 pages. hardcover. 
Signed by the Author. Jacket design by Jackie Seow. Inventory # 26893. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - For four long years, no one has known what became of 
Julia Sayre. On the morning after this mother of two disappeared, her family sought 
the help of reporter Irene Kelly. But despite Irene’s best efforts, until now only one 
person has known where to find Sayre: her killer. ‘Nick Parrish, brilliant and sadistic,
already faces the death penalty in a torture-murder case. Now he wants to cop a 
plea - life imprisonment in exchange for directing police to the isolated mountain 
grave where he buried Julia Sayre. The D.A. agrees to the controversial deal, and 
forms a specialized team of law enforcement and forensic experts to accompany 
Parrish on his grisly journey. When the Sayres and the newspaper pressure the D.A.
to include Irene on the expedition, their wishes are honored over the protests of the 
team. ‘From the start, Parrish makes Irene the object of his unnerving attention. His
knowing smile and relentless stares make her wonder if heavy chains, armed 
guards, and a protective search dog will be enough to keep him at bay. ‘But Nick 
Parrish’s deadly plan to regain his freedom is already in motion, and Irene will need
all her courage and ingenuity to remain the reporter - not the victim - in tomorrow’s 
headlines. .

Jan Burke is an award-winning author of novels and short stories. She is a winner of
the Edgar Award for Best Novel. Burke was born 1 August 1953 in Houston, Texas,
but has lived in Southern California most of her life. She comes from a close-knit 
family, and remains close to her parents, two sisters and a brother. Burke's husband
is musician Tim Burke, whose bands include Downtight. She attended California 
State University, Long Beach, and graduated with a degree in history. She worked 
as a researcher on an oral history project interviewing ‘Rosie the Riveters.’ Later she
became the manager of a manufacturing plant for a large corporation. She 
completed her first novel, Goodnight, Irene in the evenings after work. It was sold 
unagented and unsolicited to Simon & Schuster.
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Burke, Jan. Dear Irene: An Irene Kelly Mystery. New York. 1995. Simon & Schuster.
1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0671782169. 288 pages. hardcover. Inscribed
by the Author. Jacket design & illustration by Corsillo/Manzone. Inventory # 20828. 
$30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Returning to her newspaper job, Irene receives a letter 
from someone calling himself Thanatos, the name for death in Greek mythology. 
The letter warns that Clio (the muse of history) will be the first to die. After the 
murder of a history professor, Irene realizes that Thanatos is no joke and that she 
has been chosen as a pawn in a killer’s deadly game.

Jan Burke is an award-winning author of novels and short stories. She is a winner of
the Edgar Award for Best Novel. Burke was born 1 August 1953 in Houston, Texas,
but has lived in Southern California most of her life. She comes from a close-knit 
family, and remains close to her parents, two sisters and a brother. Burke's husband
is musician Tim Burke, whose bands include Downtight. She attended California 
State University, Long Beach, and graduated with a degree in history. She worked 
as a researcher on an oral history project interviewing ‘Rosie the Riveters.’ Later she
became the manager of a manufacturing plant for a large corporation. She 
completed her first novel, Goodnight, Irene in the evenings after work. It was sold 
unagented and unsolicited to Simon & Schuster.
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Burke, Jan. Flight. New York. 2001. Simon & Schuster. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0684855526. 397 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Jennifer
Heisey. Inventory # 28751. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Edgar Award-winning author Jan Burke, acclaimed for 
her Irene Kelly novels, hits the ground running with a harrowing thriller featuring 
homicide detective Frank Harriman. When the wreckage of a small plane belonging 
to a Las Piernas Police Department detective who disappeared a decade ago is 
discovered in the San Bernardino Mountains, an emotional and disturbing triple-
homicide case is reopened with a vengeance. Was the pilot a sellout who murdered
a key witness? Alone, following his instincts, Frank traces the path of his 
predecessor to uncover the truth - and comes face-to-face with a madman whose 
killing intent has just taken off. .

Jan Burke is an award-winning author of novels and short stories. She is a winner of
the Edgar Award for Best Novel. Burke was born 1 August 1953 in Houston, Texas,
but has lived in Southern California most of her life. She comes from a close-knit 
family, and remains close to her parents, two sisters and a brother. Burke's husband
is musician Tim Burke, whose bands include Downtight. She attended California 
State University, Long Beach, and graduated with a degree in history. She worked 
as a researcher on an oral history project interviewing ‘Rosie the Riveters.’ Later she
became the manager of a manufacturing plant for a large corporation. She 
completed her first novel, Goodnight, Irene in the evenings after work. It was sold 
unagented and unsolicited to Simon & Schuster.keywords
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Burke, Jan. Hocus: An Irene Kelly Mystery. New York. 1997. Simon & Schuster. 1st
American Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684803445. 348 pages. hardcover. 
Cover design by Jackie Seow. Inventory # 23626. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - For reporter Irene Kelly it's a terrifying investigation -- 
because it's so personal. Her husband, Detective Frank Harriman, has been 
kidnapped by terrorists who call themselves Hocus -- deadly manipulators who give 
Irene three days to meet their demands before killing their hostage. But Irene's 
biggest shock is yet to come -- as she uncovers her husband's history, and learns of
a horrific crime committed a decade earlier. As seconds slip away, Irene willingly 
steps into a trap set by two madmen with a score to settle. And when she does, 
someone is going to pay for the sins of the past.

Jan Burke is an award-winning author of novels and short stories. She is a winner of
the Edgar Award for Best Novel. Burke was born 1 August 1953 in Houston, Texas,
but has lived in Southern California most of her life. She comes from a close-knit 
family, and remains close to her parents, two sisters and a brother. Burke's husband
is musician Tim Burke, whose bands include Downtight. She attended California 
State University, Long Beach, and graduated with a degree in history. She worked 
as a researcher on an oral history project interviewing ‘Rosie the Riveters.’ Later she
became the manager of a manufacturing plant for a large corporation. She 
completed her first novel, Goodnight, Irene in the evenings after work. It was sold 
unagented and unsolicited to Simon & Schuster.
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Burke, Jan. Liar: An Irene Kelly Mystery. New York. 1998. Simon & Schuster. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684803453. 350 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
illustration by Shasti O'Leary. Inventory # 25201. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Investigative reporting has its hazards, but trouble hits 
home for Irene Kelly when her estranged aunt is murdered--and Irene becomes the 
leading suspect. With the police hot on her trail, Irene sets out to find cousin Travis,
her dead aunt’s son, convinced he’s the next target. But when Irene finds Travis, a 
camper-driving children’s storyteller with suspiciously deep pockets, things blow up--
literally. It takes several brushes with death, staying one step ahead of the law, and
a few not-so-sweet reunions for Irene to untangle a complex web of family secrets 
and long-held grudges, and discover just who is killing off the Kelly clan--and why.

Jan Burke is an award-winning author of novels and short stories. She is a winner of
the Edgar Award for Best Novel. Burke was born 1 August 1953 in Houston, Texas,
but has lived in Southern California most of her life. She comes from a close-knit 
family, and remains close to her parents, two sisters and a brother. Burke's husband
is musician Tim Burke, whose bands include Downtight. She attended California 
State University, Long Beach, and graduated with a degree in history. She worked 
as a researcher on an oral history project interviewing ‘Rosie the Riveters.’ Later she
became the manager of a manufacturing plant for a large corporation. She 
completed her first novel, Goodnight, Irene in the evenings after work. It was sold 
unagented and unsolicited to Simon & Schuster.
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Burke, Jan. Remember Me, Irene. New York. 1996. Simon & Schuster. 1st Printing.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684803437. 304 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Honi Werner. Inventory # 21875. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - I’m not who I used to be. The remark, whispered by a 
stranger on the street to Irene Kelly, becomes all the more unnerving when the 
newswoman realizes she knows the man. He’s Lucas Monroe, her former college 
instructor who had looked forward to a brilliant future. Now he’s a derelict in hiding, 
an unlikely suspect in blackmail and murder. What happened to Monroe’s life strikes
Irene as bizarre. But it’s what happens to him in death that fills her with dread. Her 
long-lost mentor is found murdered, and whatever the picturesque town of Las 
Piernas is hiding has made some people very rich, very guilty, and very dangerous. 
Irene Kelly and detective Frank Harriman have finally taken the plunge. Yet the 
newlyweds barely have time to settle into married life when Irene learns that Lucas,
an old college friend, needs to see her urgently. By the time Irene gets to him, 
however, he’s dead. Before long, shocking secrets surface about Lucas that make 
Irene even more determined to learn what got him killed.

Jan Burke is an award-winning author of novels and short stories. She is a winner of
the Edgar Award for Best Novel. Burke was born 1 August 1953 in Houston, Texas,
but has lived in Southern California most of her life. She comes from a close-knit 
family, and remains close to her parents, two sisters and a brother. Burke's husband
is musician Tim Burke, whose bands include Downtight. She attended California 
State University, Long Beach, and graduated with a degree in history. She worked 
as a researcher on an oral history project interviewing ‘Rosie the Riveters.’ Later she
became the manager of a manufacturing plant for a large corporation. She 
completed her first novel, Goodnight, Irene in the evenings after work. It was sold 
unagented and unsolicited to Simon & Schuster.
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Burlingham, Cynthia (editor). Franklin D. Murphy Sculpture Garden at UCLA. 
Berkeley. 2008. University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 9780943739335. With Essays by Victoria Steele and Marc Treib and 
Contributions by Claudine Dixon and Allegra Pesenti. 192 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 36314. $39.950000000000003

FROM THE PUBLISHER - For nearly thirty years, starting in the 1960s, Franklin D.
Murphy was a dominant figure in the cultural development of Los Angeles. As 
chancellor of UCLA and later as chief executive of the Times Mirror company, 
Murphy channeled more than a billion dollars into the city’s universities, museums, 
concert halls, and libraries. The Franklin D. Murphy Sculpture Garden, one of his 
landmark projects, is also one of the UCLA campus’s great treasures. Standing as a
model for sculpture gardens internationally since its dedication in 1967, the Murphy
Garden features seventy-two important modern and contemporary sculptures in a 
five-acre site designed by landscape architect Ralph Cornell. This fully-illustrated 
catalog documents the entire Murphy Garden collection and provides a scholarly 
entry for each artist–a sampling of which includes Deborah Butterfield, Alexander 
Calder, Henri Matisse, Joan Miró, Henry Moore, Isamu Noguchi, Auguste Rodin, 
and David Smith. Three essays–by Victoria Steele, Cynthia Burlingham, and Marc 
Treib– focus respectively on the role of Franklin Murphy in the garden’s planning 
and execution, the acquisition of the sculptures, and the garden’s significance within
the history of sculpture garden design.

Cynthia Burlingham has been director of the UCLA Grunwald Center for the Graphic
Arts since 2004 and deputy director of collections at the Hammer Museum since 
1999. Her research focuses primarily on the history of European prints from the 
sixteenth through the twentieth century, with additional focus on the development of
visual culture and printed books. Recent publications include The French 
Renaissance in Prints (1995); Picturing Childhood: Illustrated Children’s Books from
University of California Collections (1997); The World from Here: Treasures of the 
Great Libraries of Los Angeles (2001); The Eunice and Hal David Collections of 
Nineteenth-and Twentieth-Century Works on Paper (2004), and Masters of 
American Comics (2006). Victoria Steele heads the Department of Special 
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Burn, Gordon. Fullalove. London. 1996. Minerva Books. Reprinted Paperback 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 074938638x. 232 pages. paperback. Cover 
photograph by Tim Kavanagh. Inventory # 32677. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Norman Miller used to be one of Fleet Street’s finest. 
Now he’s a middle-aged, burned-out hack with a gift for the sensational story, the 
shouting tabloid lead. But as he reports on a series of brutal murders and sex 
crimes, he’s forced to wonder whether he is just a witness - or part of some deeper 
pattern of cause and effect.

Gordon Burn (16 January 1948 - 17 July 2009) was an English writer born in 
Newcastle upon Tyne and the author of four novels and several works of non-fiction.
Burn's novels deal with issues of modern fame and faded celebrity as lived through 
the media spotlight. His novel Alma Cogan (1991), which imagined the future life of 
the British singer Alma Cogan had she not died in 1966, won the Whitbread Award 
for Best First Novel. His other novels, Fullalove and The North of England Home 
Service, appeared in 1995 and 2003, respectively. His non-fiction deals primarily 
with sport and true crime. His first book, Somebody's Husband, Somebody's Son, 
was a study of Peter Sutcliffe, 'the Yorkshire Ripper,' and his 1998 book, Happy Like
Murderers: The Story of Fred and Rosemary West, dealt in similar detail with two of
Britain's most notorious serial killers. Burn's interest in such infamous villains 
extended to his fiction, with Myra Hindley, one of the 'Moors murderers', featuring 
prominently in the novel Alma Cogan. His sport-based books are Pocket Money: 
Inside the World of Snooker (1986) and Best and Edwards: Football, Fame and 
Oblivion (2006), which deals with the twin stories of Manchester United footballers 
Duncan Edwards and George Best, and the 'trajectory of two careers unmoored in 
wildly different ways.' He also wrote a book with British artist Damien Hirst, On the 
Way to Work, a collection of interviews from various dates between 1992-2001. He 
contributed to The Guardian regularly, usually writing about contemporary art. 
Gordon Burn died of bowel cancer in 2009, aged 61.
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Burn, Gordon. Fullalove. London. 1995. Secker & Warburg. 1st British Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0436200597. 231 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 25693. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Norman Miller used to be one of Fleet Street’s finest. 
Now he’s a middle-aged, burned-out hack with a gift for the sensational story, the 
shouting tabloid lead. But as he reports on a series of brutal murders and sex 
crimes, he’s forced to wonder whether he is just a witness - or part of some deeper 
pattern of cause and effect.

Gordon Burn (16 January 1948 - 17 July 2009) was an English writer born in 
Newcastle upon Tyne and the author of four novels and several works of non-fiction.
Burn's novels deal with issues of modern fame and faded celebrity as lived through 
the media spotlight. His novel Alma Cogan (1991), which imagined the future life of 
the British singer Alma Cogan had she not died in 1966, won the Whitbread Award 
for Best First Novel. His other novels, Fullalove and The North of England Home 
Service, appeared in 1995 and 2003, respectively. His non-fiction deals primarily 
with sport and true crime. His first book, Somebody's Husband, Somebody's Son, 
was a study of Peter Sutcliffe, 'the Yorkshire Ripper,' and his 1998 book, Happy Like
Murderers: The Story of Fred and Rosemary West, dealt in similar detail with two of
Britain's most notorious serial killers. Burn's interest in such infamous villains 
extended to his fiction, with Myra Hindley, one of the 'Moors murderers', featuring 
prominently in the novel Alma Cogan. His sport-based books are Pocket Money: 
Inside the World of Snooker (1986) and Best and Edwards: Football, Fame and 
Oblivion (2006), which deals with the twin stories of Manchester United footballers 
Duncan Edwards and George Best, and the 'trajectory of two careers unmoored in 
wildly different ways.' He also wrote a book with British artist Damien Hirst, On the 
Way to Work, a collection of interviews from various dates between 1992-2001. He 
contributed to The Guardian regularly, usually writing about contemporary art. 
Gordon Burn died of bowel cancer in 2009, aged 61.
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Burnett, Frances Hodgson. A Little Princess. New York. 1990. Signet/New American
Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0451525094.
Introduction By Lynne Sharon Schwartz. 236 pages. paperback. CE2509. Cover: 
William Jabez Muckley-'Youthful Vanity'. Inventory # 31492. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - 'A queer little child, with old fashioned ways and strong 
feelings', ten - year - old Sara Crewe arrived at Miss Minchin's London boarding 
school like a little princess: with splendid clothes in velvet, lace and silk, beautiful 
dolls, furs, and even a French maid. But when a terrible misfortune leaves her 
penniless and alone, Sara's spirit never wanes. Here, in one of the best - loved 
children's stories in the world, we follow the adventures of the irrepressible Sara as 
she introduces us to a series of unforgettable characters. the perpetually cross Miss
Minchin. the spirited and infinitely loving Large family. the warm - hearted scullery 
maid, Becky. And when a mysterious Indian gentleman moves into the house next 
door, Sara's life is transformed once again, in a delightful tale as timeless as the 
dreams of young girls everywhere.

Frances Eliza Hodgson Burnett (24 November 1849 – 29 October 1924) was an 
English-American playwright and author. She is best known for her children's 
stories, in particular Little Lord Fauntleroy (published in 1885-6), A Little Princess 
(1905), and The Secret Garden (1911).
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Burnett, Frances Hodgson. Little Lord Fauntleroy. New York. 1992. Signet/New 
American Library. 1st Printing of This Signet Classic Edition. Previous Owner's 
Stamp in Front,Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. 0451525590. Afterword By 
Phyllis Bixler. 218 pages. paperback. CE2559. Inventory # 32350. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - He had a strong, lithe, graceful little body and a manly 
little face; he held his childish head up and carried himself with quite a brave little 
air.' This was Ceddie Errol, the poor American boy who woke up one day to find 
himself little Lord Fauntleroy. At seven, Ceddie was the fastest runner in his rough -
and - tumble New York City neighborhood; best friend Mr. Hobbs, the grocer; 
champion of Dick, the shoeshine boy; and defender of the old apple lady in the park.
The arrival of a gruff lawyer at the tiny house he shared with 'Dearest,' his widowed
mother, was to change all that. Waiting in England for Ceddie was Dorincourt 
Castle. and a life as the sole living heir to the meanest Earl in all Britain. It will be up
to this courageous little boy to win the Earl's heart. This famous story appeals not 
just for its charming characters but for its powerful message that, whether raised on 
the streets or in a castle, children need love and encouragement, making it a book 
ahead of its time in its sympathetic portrayal of childhood. '

Frances Eliza Hodgson Burnett (24 November 1849 – 29 October 1924) was an 
English-American playwright and author. She is best known for her children's 
stories, in particular Little Lord Fauntleroy (published in 1885-6), A Little Princess 
(1905), and The Secret Garden (1911).
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Burnett, Frances Hodgson. The Secret Garden. New York. 1987. Signet/New 
American Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Previous Owner's Name in
Front & Some Browning To Inside Covers,Otherwise Very Good in Slightly Worn 
Wrappers With A Few Small Tears. 0451520807. Afterword By Faith McNulty. 285 
pages. paperback. CE2080. Inventory # 33621. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When Mary Lennox was sent to Misselthwaite Manor to 
live with her uncle, everybody said she was the most disagreeable - looking child 
ever seen.' So begins the famous opening of one of the best - loved children's 
stories in the world. The tale of the lonely little girl, orphaned and sent to a Yorkshire
mansion at the edge of a vast lonely moor, is a story that touches on the feelings of
children everywhere. Mary's initial fear of this gloomy place is finally overcome by 
what she calls 'magic': the mystery of life itself - its birth and renewal, its love and 
joy. Focusing on Mary and her relationship with the sturdy local boy Dickon, who 
earns even the trust of the moor's wild animals with his honesty and love, and the 
invalid Colin, the spoiled, unhappy boy rejected by his father and terrified of life, THE
SECRET GARDEN opens the door not only into a real hidden garden, but into the 
innermost places of the heart. It is a truly classic work that has left generations of 
readers with warm, lifelong memories of its very special charms.

Frances Eliza Hodgson Burnett (24 November 1849 – 29 October 1924) was an 
English-American playwright and author. She is best known for her children's 
stories, in particular Little Lord Fauntleroy (published in 1885-6), A Little Princess 
(1905), and The Secret Garden (1911).keywords
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Burnett, Frances Hodgson. The Secret Garden. New York. 1987. Signet/New 
American Library. Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 0451525817. Afterword by Faith McNulty. Movie tie-in edition. 285 pages.
paperback. CE2581. Cover art courtesy of Warner Brothers. Inventory # 35677. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When Mary Lennox was sent to Misselthwaite Manor to 
live with her uncle, everybody said she was the most disagreeable-looking child ever
seen.’ So begins the famous opening of one of the best-loved children’s stories in 
the world. The tale of the lonely little girl, orphaned and sent to a Yorkshire mansion
at the edge of a vast lonely moor, is a story that touches on the feelings of children 
everywhere. Mary’s initial fear of this gloomy place is finally overcome by what she 
calls ‘magic’: the mystery of life itself - its birth and renewal, its love and joy. 
Focusing on Mary and her relationship with the sturdy local boy Dickon, who earns 
even the trust of the moor’s wild animals with his honesty and love, and the invalid 
Colin, the spoiled, unhappy boy rejected by his father and terrified of life, THE 
SECRET GARDEN opens the door not only into a real hidden garden, but into the 
innermost places of the heart. It is a truly classic work that has left generations of 
readers with warm, lifelong memories of its very special charms.

Frances Eliza Hodgson Burnett (24 November 1849 – 29 October 1924) was an 
English-American playwright and author. She is best known for her children's 
stories, in particular Little Lord Fauntleroy (published in 1885-6), A Little Princess 
(1905), and The Secret Garden (1911).
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Burney, Fanny. Evelina. Oxford/New York. 1982. Oxford University Press. Reprinted
Oxford World’s Classics Paperback Edition. Previous Owner’s Name Penned in 
Front, Otherwise Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 0192815962. Edited and 
with an introduction by Edward A. Bloom. 421 pages. paperback. Cover illustration:
detail or The Mall in St. James’s Park by Gainsborough, 1783. Inventory # 40991. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘What will all this come to?—where will it end? and when
and how shall I wake from the vision of such splendid success?’ Evelina, the first of
Burney’s novels, was published anonymously and brought her immediate fame. It 
tells the story of a young girl, fresh from the provinces, whose initiation into the ways
of the world is frequently painful, though it leads to self-discovery, moral growth, 
and, finally, happiness. Hilarious comedy and moral gravity make the novel a fund of
entertainment and wisdom. Out of the graceful shifts from the idyllic to the near-
tragic and realistic, Evelina emerges as a fully realized character. And out of its 
treatment of contrasts—the peace of the countryside and the cultured and social 
excitement of London and Bristol, the crowd of life-like vulgarians and the elegant 
gentry—the novel reveals, superbly the life and temper of eighteenth-century 
England, as seen through the curiosity of its young heroine. Edward A. Bloom has 
edited the text from the rare first edition of 1778.

Frances Burney (13 June 1752 – 6 January 1840), also known as Fanny Burney and
after her marriage as Madame d'Arblay, was an English novelist, diarist and 
playwright. She was born in Lynn Regis, now King's Lynn, England, on 13 June 
1752, to musical historian Dr. Charles Burney (1726–1814) and Esther Sleepe 
Burney (1725–1762). The third of six children, she was self-educated and began 
writing what she called her "scribblings" at the age of ten. In 1793, aged 42, she 
married a French exile, General Alexandre D'Arblay. Their only son, Alexander, was
born in 1794. After a lengthy writing career, and travels that took her to France for 
more than ten years, she settled in Bath, England, where she died on 6 January 
1840.
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Burnham, David. Above the Law: Secret Deals, Political Fixes, & Other 
Misadverntures of the U. S. Department of Justice. New York. 1996. Scribner. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684806991. 444 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Marc Cohen. Inventory # 21965. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The United States Justice Department - which includes 
the FBI, the DEA, the INS and more than 100,000 employees - functions as the law
enforcer, prosecutor and jailer of America’s citizens. The department’s legal reach is
vast, extending to social controversies of race, religion and economics as well as to 
thousands of criminal and civil laws, including espionage; mail fraud; corruption; 
racketeering; vote-fixing pollution; computer crimes; adulterated food and drugs; 
price-fixing; tax fraud, gambling; forgery; and the sale, manufacture or possession of
illicit drugs. The department, then, and the attorney general, make decisions daily 
that affect every American citizen. But who monitors the Justice Department and its
pervasive dealings? In Above the Law, David Burnham reveals the chilling truth 
about this powerful arm of the government. Examining its record on such issues as 
drug enforcement, civil rights and national security, Burnham discovered that the 
agency runs virtually unpoliced, even after the BCCI scandal, the forcible abduction
of deposed Panamanian dictator Manuel Noriega and the disastrous mission at 
Waco. For the first time, David Burnham conducts a thorough investigation of the 
investigator, exposing the Justice Department as never before.

David Burnham (born 1933) is an American investigative journalist and author based
in Washington, D.C. He rose to prominence in 1970 while writing a series of articles
for The New York Times on police corruption, which inspired the 1973 film Serpico.
He is also known for writing a series of articles about labor union activist Karen 
Silkwood, who mysteriously died while en route to meet Burnham to share evidence
that the nuclear facility where she worked knew that its workers were exposed to 
unhealthy levels of plutonium. He is currently the co-director of the Transactional 
Records Access Clearinghouse, a project of the S.I. Newhouse School of Public 
Communications at Syracuse University.
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Burnley, Judith (editor). Penguin Modern Stories 4 - O'Faolain, Gordimer, Shiva 
Naipaul, Isaac Babel. Middlesex. 1970. Penguin Books. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 0140031138. 138 pages. paperback. Cover design by David Pelham. 
Inventory # 6108. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Penguin Modern Stories is devoted entirely to new short
stories by new writers as well as by established practitioners of the genre. The 
series is published quarterly. Includes Work by - Sean O'Faolain, Nadine Gordimer,
Shiva Naipaul, Isaac Babel

Judith Burnley is the author of best-selling novels The Wife and Unrepentant 
Women and the Penguin Modern Stories series.
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Burnley, Judith (editor). Penguin Modern Stories 7 - Burgess, Hill, Amichai, B. S. 
Johnson. Middlesex. 1971. Penguin Books. 1st Edition. Date Penned in Front, 
Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. 0140031979. 137 pages. paperback. Cover 
design by David Pelham. Inventory # 29364. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Penguin Modern Stories is devoted entirely to new short
stories by new writers as well as by established practitioners of the genre. The 
series is published quarterly. Includes Work by - Anthony Burgess, Susan Hill, 
Yehuda Amichai, B. S. Johnson

Judith Burnley is the author of best-selling novels The Wife and Unrepentant 
Women and the Penguin Modern Stories series.
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Burns, John Horne. A Cry of Children. New York. 1952. Harper & Brothers. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With Some Chipping and 
Small Pieces Missing. 275 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 2698. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In his first two novels John Horne Burns showed a power
to capture and shock the imagination which has brought him to the forefront of 
American writers. THE GALLERY, a cutting indictment of the brutality of war, is by 
common consent one of the best novels of the past decade. LUCIFER WITH A 
BOOK was a highly controversial story of a private school; whatever their view, most
readers found in it a renewal of the author’s fiercely honest craftsmanship and a 
razor-edged gift for satire. In this his third novel John Horne Burns tells of a man’s 
redemption from the private hell into which his mistress had drawn him. In spite of 
his brilliant career as a concert pianist, David Murray had discovered neither self-
fulfillment nor happiness. Then he met the clever and completely abandoned Isobel.
He could hardly suspect, however, that she was to plunge him into the frenzied half-
world that lived on the other side of the city, from party to party, from hangover to 
hangover and from bed to bed. It was a world of emotionally threadbare, would-be 
bohemians, tolerant of every vice and depravity, with unflagging appetites for the 
shabby sex and liquor that kept them on the fringes of existence. David came to 
realize that he could not save Isobel from this world, that his own hopes for being 
saved were in the love of another woman who represented all that he had wished to
leave behind. A CRY OF CHILDREN has not been written with false sentimentality. 
It is intimate, merciless and shockingly dramatic. More important still, it is a novel of 
faith and of love, written for those who do not deny the human spirit its own base 
agonies and high triumphs.

John Horne Burns (7 October 1916 – 11 August 1953) was a United States author.
He is best known as the author of the 1947 story-cycle THE GALLERY, which 
depicts life in Allied-occupied Naples, Italy, in 1944 from the perspective of several 
different characters. In this work he explores the themes of material and class 
inequality, alcoholism, relations between the sexes, and sexuality in general, 
including homosexuality, with the encounter between American and Neapolitan 
culture as a general thematic backdrop.
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Burns, Rex. Angle of Attack. New York. 1979. Harper & Row. 1st Edition. Very Good
in Dustjacket. 0060105232. 250 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Robert Cuevas.
Inventory # 9459. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In his day, El Jefe had run the richest rackets in Denver.
Today, he is just an old man with one high card: a tip on an unsolved gangland 
murder that leads straight to the top of the mob. To play his card, El Jefe needs one
cop he can trust—a tough cop with an angel’s name, a devil’s face, and a chicano’s
street-wise savvy: Gabe Wager.

Rex Burns, born Raoul Stephen Sehler, is the author of numerous books, articles, 
reviews and stories. The first in his series of police procedurals, The Alvarez 
Journal, won an Edgar for Best First Mystery and introduced the hard-boiled Denver
homicide detective Gabriel Villanueva Wager. Another, The Avenging Angel, was 
made into a feature movie, Messenger of Death, starring Charles Bronson. With 
Suicide Season, Burns introduced Devlin Kirk, a Denver private detective 
specializing in industrial security. The latest Gabe Wager yarn, The Leaning Land, 
takes Wager to a Ute Indian Reservation. Burns' books are published in hardback 
and paperback and have been translated into a number of foreign languages. He is
also co-editor, with Mary Rose Sullivan, of an anthology of detective stories entitled
Crime Classics, and has published under the pen name 'Tom Sehler.' For several 
years Burns wrote a monthly mystery book review column for the Rocky Mountain 
News, and other of his reviews have appeared in the Denver Post, the Miami 
Herald, and the Washington Post. His essays have appeared in scholarly 
publications as well as in popular periodicals such as The Writer. He is a contributor
to Scribner's Mystery and Suspense Writers, an advisor and contributor to the 
Oxford Companion to Mystery, and is the host of the Starz-Encore Mystery Channel
television series, Anatomy of A Mystery. He received his AB from Stanford 
University, and, after serving in the Marine Corps, his MA and Ph.D. from the 
University of Minnesota. He has published articles on American literature and 
culture, and a study of nineteenth century values entitled, Success in America: The
Yeoman Dream and the Industrial Revolution. Retired Emeritus from the University 
of Colorado at Denver, he lives and writes in Boulder.
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Burns, Robert. The Poems of Robert Burns. New York. 1965. Heritage Press. 
Reprinted Edition. Very Good in Hardcover. Selected and with an introduction by 
DeLancey Ferguson. Decorated with Wood Engravings by Joan Hassall. 191 pages.
hardcover. Inventory # 37556. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Robert Burns (25 January 1759 – 21 July 1796) was a 
Scottish poet and a lyricist. He is widely regarded as the national poet of Scotland, 
and is celebrated worldwide. He is the best known of the poets who have written in 
the Scots language, although much of his writing is also in English and a ‘light’ Scots
dialect, accessible to an audience beyond Scotland. He also wrote in standard 
English, and in these pieces, his political or civil commentary is often at its most 
blunt. He is regarded as a pioneer of the Romantic movement and after his death 
became a great source of inspiration to the founders of both liberalism and 
socialism. A cultural icon in Scotland and among the Scottish Diaspora around the 
world, celebration of his life and work became almost a national charismatic cult 
during the 19th and 20th centuries, and his influence has long been strong on 
Scottish literature. As well as making original compositions, Burns also collected folk
songs from across Scotland, often revising or adapting them. His poem (and song) 
Auld Lang Syne is often sung at Hogmanay (the last day of the year), and Scots 
Wha Hae served for a long time as an unofficial national anthem of the country. 
Other poems and songs of Burns that remain well-known across the world today 
include A Red, Red Rose; A Man's A Man for A' That; To a Louse; To a Mouse; The
Battle of Sherramuir; Tam o' Shanter, and Ae Fond Kiss.

Robert Burns (25 January 1759 – 21 July 1796) (also known as Robbie Burns, 
Rabbie Burns, Scotland's favourite son, the Ploughman Poet, Robden of Solway 
Firth, the Bard of Ayrshire and in Scotland as The Bard) was a Scottish poet and 
lyricist. He is widely regarded as the national poet of Scotland and is celebrated 
worldwide.
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Burns, W. Haywood (Introduction). Look For Me in the Whirlwind: The Collective 
Autobiography of the New York 21. New York. 1971. Random House. 1st Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394453433. Defendants In The New York Panther 
Conspiracy Case Describe Their Lives, Their Opression, & The Process Of 
Becoming Committed Revolutionaries. 364 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Adelson and Eichinger, Inc. Inventory # 21633. $150

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Sixteen of the original New York Panther 21 defendants,
indicted in April of 1969 for allegedly ‘plotting to bomb public places,’ collectively tell
us their story. ‘In their own voices they trace in poignant detail their lives from early 
childhood down to their cells in the houses of detention. Despite any distortion that
might be expected in tales told to the outside world through prison walls, the writers
open themselves and their pasts, the autobiographies ring true, and we come to feel
we know the defendants as people - in their differences and in their similarities. They
are not to be dealt with as abstractions, but as persons with families, with triumphs,
with defeats, with different educational and occupational attainments. Some are from
the rural South, some from the ghetto North, one from the West Indies. Some have 
received their higher education in colleges and universities, some in prisons and 
some in the streets. They come from family settings of varying degrees of stability. 
They are loved - some not enough perhaps, others perhaps indulged. But it is 
impossible to lump them in the cold isolation of the Grand Jury indictment, ‘People of
the State of New York v. .’ They are part of ‘the people,’ members of a community 
that swirls around them, protects them, beleaguers them, fortifies them, debilitates 
them, spurs them on to action.’ ‘The authors are creatures of this society. Their 
commitment to change will be unyielding, no matter under what banner they decide 
to walk. America is creating more and more ‘Panthers’ all the time. Not all will 
choose to act in the same way, but all will see the necessity for action. The authors 
represent not only where our generation has been, but also where it is going.’ - from
the Introduction by Haywood Bums, National Director National Conference of Black
Lawyers.

W. Haywood Burns (June 15, 1940 - April 2, 1996) was the second dean of the City
University of New York Law School (he served from 1987 until 1994) and a Civil 
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Burnside, Madeleine and Robotham, Rosemarie. Spirits of the Passage: The 
Transatlantic Slave Trade in the 17th Century. New York. 1997. Simon & Schuster 
Editions. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684818191. Foreword by Cornel 
West. 192 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Craig Bernhardt. Inventory # 23281.
$30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a watery grave off the coast of Florida lies the earliest
slave ship ever recovered. The English-owned Henrietta Marie plied the waters from
Europe to Africa and the New World, sinking in the year 1700. She has waited three
hundred years to reveal her story. Taking the wreck of the ship as its dramatic heart,
Spirits of the Passage presents the first general-interest history of the early years of
the slave trade. Told in part from the decks and the cargo hold of a single merchant
slaver, this powerful and fascinating story covers a period that has heretofore been 
largely the territory of scholars - the late seventeenth century, when the slave trade
began a period of explosive growth. Spirits of the Passage describes the story of the
largest forced migration in human history, with a powerful text that personalizes the
experience of slavery in the most gripping way. Richly illustrated with artifacts found
in the wreck along with etchings and paintings of the time, the book documents a 
tragic tale of human misery even as it reveals the strength of spirit that made 
survival possible for enslaved Africans. Included throughout are narratives of 
resistance and survival, many of them never before told. The mosaic of profiles 
breathes life into stories from all sides of the trade, stories that will contribute to a 
more complete understanding of the dilemmas of the time. As integral parts of this 
important volume, profiles, anecdotes, illustrations, and incisive narrative all 
combine to create a compelling account of one of history's most important, and 
shattering, moments.

MADELEINE BURNSIDE is a writer, editor, and historian. She has a Ph.D. in the 
History of Consciousness from the University of California at Santa Cruz and a B.A. 
in American Literature from the University of Warwick in England. ROSEMARIE 
ROBOTHAM wrote and illustrated her first book at age 5, and published it using red
twine and a classic accordion-fold binding.
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Burrin, Philippe. France Under the Germans: Collaboration and Compromise. New 
York. 1997. New Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
1565843231. Translated from the French by Janet Lloyd. 530 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 23395. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From 1940 to 1944, the French adapted in a multitude of
ways to the extraordinary predicament of life under the domination of Nazi Germany.
Some joined the resistance, some actively curried favor with the conquerors, and 
others adjusted in small ways to the new regime. France Under the Germans is the
definitive study of that period, the choices made by ordinary French citizens, and 
their degree of complicity with the Nazis.

Philippe Burrin is a professor of international history in the Graduate Institute of 
International Studies in Geneva, Switzerland. His previous books include France 
Under the Germans and Hitler and the Jews. He lives in Geneva, Switzerland.
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Bursk, Christopher. A Car Stops and a Door Opens. Fort Lee. 2017. CavanKerry 
Press. Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781933880600. 107 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 45077. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The poetry of A Car Stops And A Door Opens gives us 
an insight into the anguish of longing, be it the longings of a troubled student or an 
elderly grandparent. It is poetry that is grounded in the particulars of both childhood
and adulthood, and poetry for anyone who remembers what it's like to be a kid and 
long for something you can't put a name to. Not afraid to be naked and to laugh at 
this nakedness, it knows the sublime and the ridiculous and embraces both.

CHRISTOPHER BURSK is the author of thirteen books including The Improbable 
Swervings of Atoms (winner of the Donald Hall Prize in Poetry from AWP, the Milton
Kessler Prize) Ovid at Fifteen (winner of the Green Rose Prize), and The First 
Inhabitants of Arcadia (winner of the Patterson Prize). Most importantly, Bursk is the
grandfather of six.
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Burstein, Andrew. Sentimental Democracy: The Evolution of America's Romantic 
Self-Image. New York. 1999. Hill & Wang. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0809085356. 406 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 27254. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The provocative interpretation of American political 
rhetoric Americans like to use words of sentiment and sympathy, passion and 
power, to explain their democracy. In a provocative new work, Andrew Burstein 
examines the metaphorically rich language which Americans developed to express 
their guiding principle: that the New World would improve upon the Old. In journals, 
letters, speeches, and books, an impassioned rhetoric of 'feeling' set the tone for 
American patriotism. Burstein shows how the eighteenth century 'culture of 
sensibility' encouraged optimism about a global society: the new nation would 
succeed. Americans believed, as much by sublime feeling as by intellectual 
achievement or political liberty. As they grew more self-confident, this pacific ideal 
acquired teeth: noble Washington and humane Jefferson yielded to boisterous 
Jackson, and the language of gentle feeling to the force of Manifest Destiny. Yet 
Americans never stopped celebrating what they believed was their innate impulse to
do good.

Andrew Burstein is Charles P. Manship Professor of History at Louisiana State 
University. He is the author of six other books on early America, including The 
Passions of Andrew Jackson and Jefferson's Secrets.
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Burton-Rose, Daniel. Guerrilla USA: The George Jackson Brigade and the 
Anticapitalist Underground of the 1970s. Berkeley. 2010. University of California 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520264298. 338 pages. 
paperback. Cover design by Sandy Drooker. Inventory # 37723. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The iconic social upheavals of the civil rights movement
peaked with Black Power militancy in the early 70s. The Vietnam War ended in ‘73.
Bill Ayers and Bernadine Dohrn of the Weathermen had turned themselves in. Nixon
resigned. But in 1975, the George Jackson Brigade’s first bombing shattered the 
illusion that urban guerrilla actions were on the decline. This was a new bunch of 
revolutionaries too--5 of the 7 were gay or bisexual. Unlike prior separatists they 
spanned the racial spectrum, and they had spent more time in jail than in college 
classrooms. Shaking up the history of the 60s and 70s movements for democracy, 
this book begs the question--just how deep can participatory democracy go? Pieced
together from interviews, newspaper reports, courtroom records and GJB 
communiques, prisoner-rights activist Daniel Burton-Rose presents a gripping blow-
by-blow narrative of the GJB, places this extraordinary, violent prisoners’ movement
in the context of the times, and explores the roles of anger and self-restraint in the 
process of social change.

Daniel Burton-Rose is the editor of Creating a Movement with Teeth: A 
Documentary History of the George Jackson Brigade, and coeditor, with Dan Pens 
and Paul Wright, of The Celling of America: An Inside Look at the U.S. Prison 
Industry, among other books.keywords
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Buruma, Ian. Playing the Game. New York. 1991. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374234523. 231 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 22808. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Buruma's prismatic, fascinating first novel is a portrait of
Ranji, the cricket player who was 'not simply the greatest cricketer of all time, but a 
fairy tale prince. so famous that children sang songs about him, and grown men 
wept when they saw him.

Ian Buruma is the Henry R. Luce Professor of Democracy, Human Rights, and 
Journalism at Bard College. His many books include Anglomania (Random House), 
Inventing Japan (Modern Library), and Murder in Amsterdam (Penguin), which won
a Los Angeles Times Book Award. He is a regular contributor to many publications, 
including the New York Review of Books, the New Yorker, the Guardian, and the 
Financial Times.
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Buruma, Ian. The Missionary & the Libertine: Love & War in East and West. New 
York. 2000. Random House. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
037550222x. 321 pages. hardcover. Cover: Bettmann/Dirk Rowntree. Inventory # 
16286. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From Naipaul's India to the last days of Hong Kong, and 
from the ghosts of Pearl Harbor to Benazir Bhutto, Buruma delivers an engaging and
incisive look at the ways East and West understand - and misunderstand - each 
other. At home in both worlds, Buruma traverses the realms of journalism, literary 
criticism, and political analysis, to examine the dialogue of fact and fantasy that 
affects our perception of far-away lands. Whether deconstructing the films of Satyajit
Ray or the novels of Yoshimoto Banana, Buruma offers a splendid counterbalance 
to fashionable theories of clashing civilizations and uniquely Asian values. In twenty-
five illuminating, often humorous essays, The Missionary and the Libertine shows us
why Buruma's reputation for writing the most compelling commentary on the 
faultlines of the East-West divide is so secure.

Ian Buruma is the Henry R. Luce Professor of Democracy, Human Rights, and 
Journalism at Bard College. His many books include Anglomania (Random House), 
Inventing Japan (Modern Library), and Murder in Amsterdam (Penguin), which won
a Los Angeles Times Book Award. He is a regular contributor to many publications, 
including the New York Review of Books, the New Yorker, the Guardian, and the 
Financial Times.
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Busch, Frederick. Girls. New York. 1997. Harmony Books. 1st Edition. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 0517704552. 279 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Whitney 
Cookman. Jacket photograph by Gary Isaacs. Inventory # 23932. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Frederick Busch has built a reputation as a master 
storyteller, a magician with words, and a writer who deserves to be a household 
name. In his new novel, Girls, he once again treats readers to the 'ice-clear, dagger-
sharp' (Seattle Times) writing he's become known for and a story that's deeply 
affecting, terrifying, and tragic. Jack is a security officer at an upstate New York 
college. When 14-year-old Janice Tanner vanishes from a neighboring town, he 
reluctantly becomes involved in the search as a favor to a friend of the girl's parents.
A suicidal young woman, a teenage runaway, and two more missing girls make it 
impossible for Jack to drive resurfacing memories of his own daughter's death from
his mind. In the course of the investigation, as he comes to confront Janice's 
murderer, Jack comes to realize just how dangerous it is to be a girl: 'I wondered if 
girls had been kidnapped, murdered, preyed upon for years. Maybe it was the times,
and therefore everything human and otherwise from when we began might not be at
fault.' Girls is a novel that is both a thriller and a stylistic wonder, and, like its 
protagonist, is tender and tough at the same time.

Frederick Busch (August 1, 1941 in Brooklyn, New York - February 23, 2006 in 
Manhattan, New York City) was an American writer. Busch was a master of the 
short story and one of America’s most prolific writers of fiction long and short. Busch
graduated from Muhlenberg College and earned a master's degree from Columbia.
He was professor emeritus of literature at Colgate University in Hamilton, New York 
from 1966 to 2003. He won numerous awards, including the American Academy of
Arts and Letters Fiction Award in 1986 and the PEN/Malamud Award in 1991. He is 
the father of actor Benjamin Busch.
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Buscombe, Edward. 100 Westerns. London. 2006. British Film Institute. 1st Edition.
Very Good in Wrappers. 1844571122. 264 pages. paperback. Inventory # 35955. 
$11.25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Western is one of Hollywood cinema’s most potent 
and enduring genres, bound up with America’s understanding of itself as a frontier 
nation. Ed Buscombe provides an illuminating guide to a hundred key films of the 
genre, from Bad Day at Black Rock to The Wild Bunch, to Butch Cassidy and the 
Sundance Kid, A Fistful of Dollars, The Searchers and The Magnificent Seven. Each
entry includes a plot synopsis, major credits, and a commentary on the film’s 
significance and its production and exhibition history. Ed Buscombe’s introduction to
the volume addresses the perennial appeal of the Western, exploring as an element
of nineteenth century popular culture, and examining its relationship to the economic
structure of Hollywood. He considers the defining features of the Western—the 
concept of the frontier and the key role of masculinity—and traces its main cycles, 
from the epic Westerns of the 1920s and singing cowboys of the 1930s to the 
Spaghetti Westerns of the 1960s and its marked decline from the 1970s. He also 
discusses the contribution of major auteurs such as Ford, Mann, Peckinpah, Leone,
and Eastwood.

Edward Buscombe has written about Stagecoach and The Searchers in the BFI Film
Classics series. He is the author of Cinema Today.
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Buscombe, Edward. Stagecoach. London. 1993. British Film Institute. Reprinted 
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0851702996. 96 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 34789. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - More than fifty years after its first appearance 
Stagecoach remains the most famous Western ever made. Resisting David O. 
Selznick’s description of his project as ‘just another Western’, director John Ford 
intended something special from the start: a film which would integrate all the 
traditions of the horse opera - chases, gunfights, spectacular scenery - with a tale of
romance and intrigue appealing to a sophisticated audience of both sexes. To give 
the film class, Ford employed Dudley Nichols, writer of his previous prestige 
successes The Informer and Mary of Scotland as well as such comedy classics as 
Bringing Up Baby. In the casting, Ford was adept at blending established actors like
Thomas Mitchell - who won an Academy Award for his performance - with veteran 
Hollywood saddle tramps. And as the Ringo Kid he chose an unknown who had 
spent the past ten years languishing in the obscurity of B-Westerns. The part made
John Wayne a star. Shedding new light on an old favourite, this is an enjoyable 
account of how the film got made, combined with a careful scene-by-scene analysis,
a wealth of illustrations and the most complete credits yet assembled.

Edward Buscombe has written about Stagecoach and The Searchers in the BFI Film
Classics series. He is the author of Cinema Today.
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Buscombe, Edward. The Searchers. London. 2003. British Film Institute. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 085170820X. 96 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 34788. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - John Ford’s masterpiece The Searchers (1956) was 
rated fifth greatest film of all time in Sight and Sound’s most recent poll of critics. Its 
influence on many of America’s most distinguished contemporary film-makers - 
among them Martin Scorsese, Paul Schrader and John Milius - is enormous. 
Edward Buscombe provides a detailed commentary on all aspects of the film, and 
makes full use of material in the John Ford archive in Indiana, including Ford’s own
memos and the original script, which differs in vital respects from the film he made.
Edward Buscombe is Visiting Professor at Southampton Institute and editor of The 
BFI Companion to the Western.

Edward Buscombe has written about Stagecoach and The Searchers in the BFI Film
Classics series. He is the author of Cinema Today.
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Buscombe, Edward. Unforgiven. London. 2004. British Film Institute. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 1844570339. 96 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
34790. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Unforgiven is dedicated to Don Siegel and Sergio Leone,
Clint Eastwood’s two cinematic mentors, who represent respectively the legacy of 
the classic Hollywood Western, and the radical updating which Italian Westerns 
forced upon it in the 1960s. Unforgiven offers a revision of a traditional format, in 
which an ageing gunfighter comes out of retirement for one last job. Not for the first 
time an Eastwood hero is given an awkward time by women; reformed from his 
youthful viciousness by his saintly but now deceased wife, he is engaged by a group
of prostitutes to avenge the ill-treatment of one of their number. William Munny, 
wonderfully played by Eastwood himself, finds himself confronted not only by the 
formidable sheriff Little Bill Daggett (Gene Hackman) but by his own inner demons 
and the awful realities of violence and death. Edward Buscombe explores the ways 
in which Unforgiven, sticking surprisingly close to the original script by David Webb
Peoples, moves between the requirements of the traditional Western, with its 
generic conventions of revenge and male bravado, and more modern sensitivities. 
On its appearance in 1992 the film proved a popular and critical success, securing 
an Academy Award for Best Picture, for Eastwood as Director, Gene Hackman as 
Best Supporting Actor and Joel Cox as Editor. To date it has proved to be 
Eastwood’s last Western, and may be his swan song in a genre which he has 
graced for over forty years.

Edward Buscombe has written about Stagecoach and The Searchers in the BFI Film
Classics series. He is the author of Cinema Today.
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Bushell, Agnes. Days of the Dead. Salem. 1995. John Brown Books. 1st Edition. 
Very Good in Wrappers. 0963905082. Paperback Original. 285 pages. paperback. 
Cover: Guatemala Working Group. Inventory # 23624. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - CENTRAL AMERICA, 1989, is seething with political 
tension. Civil war is raging in Guatemala, El Salvador and Nicaragua. 
Revolutionaries and American-backed contras, right-wing government death squads
and drug traffickers, visionaries and gods wrestle for control over people’s bodies 
and minds. High in the altiplano of Guatemala, Patrick Day, a North American 
volunteer skilled in combat, openly gay, is fighting with the Mayan guerrillas. He is a
legendary hero to some, a suspected U.S. Special Forces infiltrator to others. As the
guerrilleros plan their final offensive and the Nicaraguan elections loom, he is 
offered an opportunity to enact his vengeance, but at a price most men would find 
too high. DAYS OF THE DEAD is as timely as the popular uprising in Chiapas, 
Mexico. It is a literary thriller that summons the sexual and political intensity of KISS
OF THE SPIDER WOMAN - then takes it one step further.

Agnes Bushell (born March 25, 1949) is an American fiction writer and teacher. She
has published steadily since her work first appeared in print in the mid-1970s. She is
the author of ten novels, and innumerable essays and book reviews most of which 
have appeared in Maine newspapers and publications, including Down East 
Magazine. She has taught literature and writing at Maine College of Art, the San 
Francisco Art Institute, and the University of Southern Maine, and lives in Portland,
Maine with her husband, James Bushell, a criminal defense lawyer.keywords
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Bushnell, O. A. Peril in Paradise: A Novel of the First White Men in Hawaii. New 
York. 1956. Ace Books. 1st Paperback Edition of THE RETURN OF LONO. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 223 pages. paperback. K-114. Inventory # 27490. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Discover with Captain Cook and his men the excitement,
savage rites and uninhibited native women they found in exotic Hawaii.

O. A. (Oswald Andrew) "Ozzy" Bushnell (11 May 1913 – 21 August 2002) was a 
microbiologist, historian, novelist, and professor at the University of Hawaiʻi. 
Descended from contract laborers from Portugal and Norway and a mechanic from 
Italy, he was born in the working-class neighborhood of Kakaʻako. His friends and 
classmates in the area were Chinese, Japanese, Portuguese, Hawaiian, and "hapa-
haole" [part-white], so he grew up "local," mastering Hawaiian "pidgin" as well as 
English as his novels attest.
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Busia, Akosua. The Seasons of Beento Blackbird. Boston. 1996. Little Brown. 
Advance Reading Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 0316114952. 367 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 26233. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE SEASONS OF BEENTO BLACKBIRD marks the 
debut of Akosua Busia, an exciting and passionate new novelist. It is the story of 
Solomon Wilberforce, a magnetic and brilliant man who writes bestselling children’s
books under the name Beento Blackbird and who has dedicated himself to 
educating the far-flung children of African descent about their glorious heritage. And
it is also the story of the three women who love him: Miriam, the Caribbean midwife
who delivered him into the world when she was nine years old; Samantha, his 
beautiful talented, and utterly modern New York book agent; and Ashia, an innocent
woman-child who awaits him in her native village in Ghana. Solomon spends one 
season a year with each of these very different women. But when a family tragedy 
brings him to New York out of season, he finds that the neat compartments that 
once separated Miriam, Sam, and Ashia begin to fold in on one another. In a life that
was once ordered by the cadence of nature itself, suddenly nothing is certain — and
Solomon and the women he loves will never be the same again. From the cool 
ocean breezes of the Caribbean to the unruly energy of New York to the vibrant 
earth of Africa, THE SEASON OF BEENTO BLACKBIRD is a captivating novel 
about the complexities of life – the struggle to determine where we belong, and with
whom.

Born in Ghana, educated in Europe, and now living in Los Angeles, Akosua Busia is
a novelist and an actress who appeared alongside Whoopi Goldberg in The Color 
Purple. She is currently at work on her second novel.
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Buss, Fran Leeper (compiler). Dignity: Lower Income Women Tell of Their Lives and
Struggles. Ann Arbor. University of Michigan Press. Reprinted Paperback Edition. 
Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front, Otherwise Very Good in Slightly Worn 
Wrappers. 047206357x. Women and Culture Series. 290 pages. Paperback. 
Inventory # 41002. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Fran Leeper Buss interviewed seventy-two working-class
women throughout the country for this book on their lives and the meaning they 
found in their labor. Dignity: Lower Income Women Tell of Their Lives and Struggles
was published in 1985. In the process, interviewees introduced her to the world of 
undocumented workers.

Fran Leeper Buss, MDiv, PhD, is an award-winning oral historian and writer. Some 
of her works include Journey of the Sparrows, La Partera: Story of a Midwife, and 
Dignity: Lower Income Women Tell of Their Lives and Struggles. She lives in 
Tucson, Arizona, with her UCC minister husband, David Buss.
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Butler, Robert Olen. Sun Dogs. New York. 1982. Horizon Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0818006366. 218 pages. hardcover.
Signed by the Author. Inventory # 1925. $62.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - SUN DOGS, the haunting second novel by Pulitizer-
winner Robert Olen Butler, probes a man’s search for viable meaning in his life, for 
personal salvation.

Robert Olen Butler (born January 20, 1945) is an American fiction writer. His short-
story collection A Good Scent from a Strange Mountain was awarded the Pulitzer 
Prize for fiction in 1993.
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Butler, Robert Olen. Tabloid Dreams: Stories. New York. 1996. Henry Holt. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0805031316. Pulitzer Prize Winning Author. 205
pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket design by Raquel Jaramillo. 
Inventory # 23390. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In his first collection since the Pulitzer Prize-winning A 
GOOD SCENT FROM A STRANGE MOUNTAIN, Robert Olen Butler dazzles anew
with his mastery of the short-story form and his true empathy for the denizens of the
less-well-explored corners of the human condition. Though his mirthful and 
appropriately absurd story titles - ‘Boy Born with Tattoo of Elvis,’ ‘Titanic Victim 
Speaks Through Waterbed,’ ‘Woman Uses Glass Eye to Spy on Philandering 
Husband,’ and ‘JFK Secretly Attends Jackie Auction,’ among others - reflect Butler’s
genuine fondness for the outsized fancies of tabloid readers’ and writers’ 
imaginations, his ambitions are not so lighthearted or ephemeral. Once again he 
explores the enduring issues of cultural exile, loss, aspiration, and the search for the
self. Employing a seamless mixture of high and low culture, of the surreal, the 
sordid, and the sad, Butler has created a frequently hilarious, always deeply moving,
and profoundly American book.

Robert Olen Butler (born January 20, 1945) is an American fiction writer. His short-
story collection A Good Scent from a Strange Mountain was awarded the Pulitzer 
Prize for fiction in 1993.
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Butler, Robert Olen. The Deep Green Sea. New York. 1998. Henry Holt. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0805031308. 229 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Raquel Jaramillo. Inventory # 24944. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In THE DEEP GREEN SEA, Robert Olen Butler has 
created a memorable and incandescent love story between a contemporary 
Vietnamese woman orphaned in 1975, when Saigon finally fell to the Communists, 
and a Vietnam veteran who returns from America to a once war-torn land, seeking 
closure and a measure of peace. Bit by bit they learn more of each other’s pasts. 
Secrets are revealed: Ben’s love affair with a Vietnamese prostitute in 1966; Tien’s
mixed racial heritage and her abandonment by her bar-girl mother, who feared 
retribution from the North Vietnamese for having given birth to one of the hated 
‘children of dust.’ In Butler’s hands, what follows conjures the stuff of classical 
tragedy and also achieves a classic reconciliation of once-warring cultures.

Robert Olen Butler (born January 20, 1945) is an American fiction writer. His short-
story collection A Good Scent from a Strange Mountain was awarded the Pulitzer 
Prize for fiction in 1993.
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Butler, Robert Olen. Wabash. New York. 1987. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 039455597x. 211 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. 
Jacket illustration by Douglas Fraser. Inventory # 7721. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Wabash is a town on the Illinois side of the Mississippi, 
across from St. Louis. Wabash is also the name of the steel mill, which is the main 
industry here in the summer of 1932. This is the setting for Butler’s novel about the
Coles, Deborah and Jeremy.

Robert Olen Butler (born January 20, 1945) is an American fiction writer. His short-
story collection A Good Scent from a Strange Mountain was awarded the Pulitzer 
Prize for fiction in 1993.
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Butler, Samuel. The Way of All Flesh. New York. 1960. Signet/New American 
Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers.
Afterword By J. Sherwood Weber. 384 pages. paperback. CD27. Inventory # 31241.
$7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This devastating indictment of Victorian values presents
an ironic and incisive portrait. of a determined, young man in revolt against father, 
religion, society, self. In describing Ernest Pontifex's flight to freedom, Samuel Butler
illustrated the emotional and intellectual experiences of every artist who educates 
himself through trial and error. He created a novel that was to inspire, in spirit and 
form, the works of such writers as Somerset Maugham, James Joyce, Thomas 
Wolfe. George Bernard Shaw was deeply influenced by Butler's ideas on religion 
and money. In his preface to Major Barbara, Shaw recorded this debt and called 
Butler 'a man of genius' who was 'in his own department, the greatest English writer
of the latter half of the nineteenth century.'

Samuel Butler (4 or 5 December 1835 – 18 June 1902) was an iconoclastic 
Victorian-era English author who published a variety of works. Two of his most 
famous pieces are the Utopian satire Erewhon and a semi-autobiographical novel 
published posthumously, The Way of All Flesh. He is also known for examining 
Christian orthodoxy, substantive studies of evolutionary thought, studies of Italian 
art, and works of literary history and criticism. Butler also made prose translations of
the Iliad and Odyssey which remain in use to this day.
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Buzzi, Aldo. Journey To the Land of the Flies & Other Travels. New York. 1996. 
Random House. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679448101. 
Translated from the Italian by Ann Goldstein. 147 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
29439. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Aldo Buzzi traveled the world soaking up the 
experiences, sights, sounds and tastes that have gone into the creation of these 
delectable diversions. From exotic ports of call like Djakarta, Gorgonzola, Sicily and
Moscow, and featuring menus such as roast monkey, cabbage soup, risotto, and 19
types of vodka, this is a book to satisfy both the senses and the mind.

Aldo Buzzi (10 August 1910 – 9 October 2009) was an author and architect. Born in
Como, Italy, Buzzi graduated from Milan School of Architecture in 1938. Though 
primarily an author of travel and gastronomy books, he also worked as an architect;
as assistant director, scene writer, and screen writer for various film production 
companies in the former Yugoslavia, and in Rome, Italy, and France.
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Buzzi, Aldo. Journey To the Land of the Flies & Other Travels. London. 1996. Faber
& Faber. 1st British Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 057117728x. Translated from 
the Italian by Ann Goldstein. 147 pages. hardcover. Cover: Matthew Andrews. 
Inventory # 31786. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Aldo Buzzi traveled the world soaking up the 
experiences, sights, sounds and tastes that have gone into the creation of these 
delectable diversions. From exotic ports of call like Djakarta, Gorgonzola, Sicily and
Moscow, and featuring menus such as roast monkey, cabbage soup, risotto, and 19
types of vodka, this is a book to satisfy both the senses and the mind.

Aldo Buzzi (10 August 1910 – 9 October 2009) was an author and architect. Born in
Como, Italy, Buzzi graduated from Milan School of Architecture in 1938. Though 
primarily an author of travel and gastronomy books, he also worked as an architect;
as assistant director, scene writer, and screen writer for various film production 
companies in the former Yugoslavia, and in Rome, Italy, and France.
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Byrne, Elena Karina. Squander. Richmond. 2016. Omnidawn Publishing. Advance 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430229. 96 pages. paperback.
Inventory # 42853. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Squander occupies a place where 'the mind’s upstairs 
windows [are] blown out': a place of juxtapositional delight through sensory and 
conceptual dislocation. Poems based in word origins work as fables, and poems 
based in dialogue work within a select concordance from authors and artists. The 
consequent subject’s meaning is diverted and new vantage points are created. 
Squander’s energized music, its alliance with feeling’s final rhythm 'makes us 
complicit' in the re-awaking of language.

ELENA KARINA BYRNE’S previous poetry books include The Flammable Bird and
MASQUE. She is currently completing an essay collection: Voyeur Hour: 
Meditations on Poetry, Art and Desire. A Pushcart Prize winner, her publications 
include, Best American Poetry, Yale Review, Paris Review, APR, Poetry, Verse, 
Kenyon Review, Volt, TriQuarterly, Denver Quarterly. Former Regional Director of 
the Poetry Society of America, Elena Karina Byrne is Poetry Consultant for The Los
Angeles Times Festival of Books, The Ruskin Art Club’s Literary Programs Director,
and one of the final judges for the Kate/Kingsley Tufts Prizes in Poetry.
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Byron, George Gordon Lord. The Selected Poetry and Prose of Byron. New York. 
1966. Signet/New American Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very 
Good in Wrappers. Edited & With An Introduction By W.H. Auden. 320 pages. 
paperback. CQ346. Inventory # 34728. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - UNIQUE FEATURES OF THE SELECTED POETRY 
AND PROSE OF BYRON: The noted poet and critic W H. Auden has chosen 
especially for this Signet Classic volume a comprehensive selection of the poetry 
and prose of Lord Byron, the great nineteenth - century poet whom tradition 
classifies as Romantic but 'whose genius,' in the words of Mr. Auden, 'was 
essentially a comic one.' Includes 'Beppo,' 'Epistle to Augusta,' 'The Vision of 
Judgment'. selections from Don Juan, Childe Harold, English Bards and Scotch 
Reviewers, Hints from Horace. numerous letters. and extracts from Byron's Journal
of 1816 and his Diary of 1821. General Introduction to the special character and 
development of Byron's poetry by the editor, W H. Auden. Chronology of Byron's life
Text printed in the clearest, most readable type Footnotes at the bottom of page 
keyed to the text Extensive bibliography.

George Gordon Byron (22 January 1788 – 19 April 1824), commonly known simply
as Lord Byron, was an English poet and a leading figure in the Romantic movement.
Among Byron's best-known works are the lengthy narrative poems Don Juan and 
Childe Harold's Pilgrimage and the short lyric ‘She Walks in Beauty.’ He is regarded
as one of the greatest British poets and remains widely read and influential.
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Cabrera Infante, G. Holy Smoke. New York. 1986. Harper & Row. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0060154322. 329 pages. hardcover. Photograph 
by Ted Allan, the Kobal Collection. Jacket design by Pentagram. Inventory # 7550. 
$22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When Columbus first came across tobacco in Cuba he 
was unimpressed. He was looking for gold, not smoke. How could he know that 
tobacco would become the multimillion-dollar business that it is today? And that the 
island of Cuba was destined to produce the best cigars in the world (although so-
called Havanas were never actually cultivated in Havana!). HOLY SMOKE, by the 
author of THREE TRAPPED TIGERS and INFANTE’S INFERNO, is the outrageous
and informative story of the cigar and of those who have smoked it - in all walks of 
life, in literature, and in film. Cabrera Infante tells the story of cigars and cigar 
smoking from Columbus to Castro (who used to mooch cigars off the author) with 
many delightful detours along the way via Sherlock Holmes, Groucho Marx, Mark 
Twain, Marilyn Monroe, Oscar Wilde, Orson Welles, James Thurber, George Sand,
Humphrey Bogart, W C. Fields, Marlene Dietrich, Robinson Crusoe, Colette and 
many others. Cabrera Lnfante describes in detail the way cigars are made, the 
different kinds of cigars, the history of tobacco, and the manners and mores of cigar
smoking. This incredible cigar chronicle is the funniest, most original tribute to the 
cigar that has ever been written. ‘Mr. Infante, who writes admirable English by the 
way, gives us the whole story of the weed, technical and cultural, and does not 
disdain the cigarette. The cigarette, after all, is what you smoke between smokes. 
About pipes he is not so sure.’ - Anthony Burgess, The Observer.

Guillermo Cabrera Infante (April 22, 1929 - February 21, 2005) was a Cuban 
novelist, essayist, translator, and critic; in the 1950s he used the pseudonym G. 
Caín. A one-time supporter of the Castro regime, Cabrera Infante went into exile to 
London in 1965. He is best known for the novel Tres Tristes Tigres (literally ‘three 
sad tigers’, but published in English as Three Trapped Tigers), which has been 
compared favorably to James Joyce’s Ulysses.
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Cabrera Infante, G. Three Trapped Tigers. New York. 1971. Harper & Row. 1st 
American Edition. Upper Edge & Spinetail Sunned & Spine Is Very Slightly Cocked,
Otherwise Very Good in Purple Boards & Slightly Worn Dustjacket With A Few 
Small Tears & Creases. 0060105941. Translated from the Cuban by Donald 
Gardner & Suzanne Jill Levine In Collaboration With The Author. 487 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Amy Isbey Duevell. Inventory # 19281. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This brilliantly inventive novel, which has been acclaimed
in Europe and Latin America, is an extraordinary work of imagination and language.
Set against the rhythmic, kaleidoscopic world of Havana night life in the 1950s, the 
characters are many and they appear and reappear in bars, night clubs, cars, 
bedrooms and the street. Writers, prostitutes, singers, homosexuals, photographers,
tourists, lovers are all part of a world of fantasy and reality, imagery and truth-a 
world created, sustained, transported and connected by a dazzling collage of 
language which is alternately cerebral, exotic, humorous and sad. Meanings within
meanings, puns, satire, jokes and rhythms are all part of the verbal pyrotechnics 
which create a mood that is exotic, suspenseful and always fascinating. THREE 
TRAPPED TIGERS won the Biblioteca Breve prize in Spain in 1964, was a finalist in
the Formentor Prize in 1965, and in 1970 won the Prix du Meilleur Livre Etranger in
Paris. It is a remarkable and original work of fiction that propels the reader into a 
new dimension of experience and reality.

Guillermo Cabrera Infante (April 22, 1929 - February 21, 2005) was a Cuban 
novelist, essayist, translator, and critic; in the 1950s he used the pseudonym G. 
Caín. A one-time supporter of the Castro regime, Cabrera Infante went into exile to 
London in 1965. He is best known for the novel Tres Tristes Tigres (literally ‘three 
sad tigers’, but published in English as Three Trapped Tigers), which has been 
compared favorably to James Joyce’s Ulysses.
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Cabrera Infante, G. View of Dawn in the Tropics. New York. 1978. Harper & Row. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0060906367. Translated from the 
Spanish by Suzanne Jill Levine. 145 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Lynda 
West. Inventory # 13836. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Cabrera Infante’s first novel THREE TRAPPED TIGERS,
was hailed as ‘Remarkable. I doubt a funnier novel has been written in Spanish 
since Don Quixote’ (New York Times). And Time magazine said: ‘Can stand on the 
same shelf with Gabriel Garcia Marquez and Jorge Luis Borges’ His new work of 
fiction is a series of vignettes or episodes about Cuban history from the first 
inhabitants to the present, But mainly they are contemporary - vivid and sharp, 
sometimes cruel and violent, sometimes witty, sometimes sad, frequently deeply 
ironical. The book is, in the author’s words, ‘a personal statement of the strategies of
history.’

Guillermo Cabrera Infante (April 22, 1929 - February 21, 2005) was a Cuban 
novelist, essayist, translator, and critic; in the 1950s he used the pseudonym G. 
Caín. A one-time supporter of the Castro regime, Cabrera Infante went into exile to 
London in 1965. He is best known for the novel Tres Tristes Tigres (literally ‘three 
sad tigers’, but published in English as Three Trapped Tigers), which has been 
compared favorably to James Joyce’s Ulysses.
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Cabrera Infante, G. View of Dawn in the Tropics. London. 1988. Faber & Faber. 1st
British Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0571151868. Translated from the Spanish
by Suzanne Jill Levine & Revised by The Author. 163 pages. hardcover. Inventory #
14753. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Cabrera Infante’s first novel THREE TRAPPED TIGERS,
was hailed as ‘Remarkable. I doubt a funnier novel has been written in Spanish 
since Don Quixote’ (New York Times). And Time magazine said: ‘Can stand on the 
same shelf with Gabriel Garcia Marquez and Jorge Luis Borges’ His new work of 
fiction is a series of vignettes or episodes about Cuban history from the first 
inhabitants to the present, But mainly they are contemporary - vivid and sharp, 
sometimes cruel and violent, sometimes witty, sometimes sad, frequently deeply 
ironical. The book is, in the author’s words, ‘a personal statement of the strategies of
history.’

Guillermo Cabrera Infante (April 22, 1929 - February 21, 2005) was a Cuban 
novelist, essayist, translator, and critic; in the 1950s he used the pseudonym G. 
Caín. A one-time supporter of the Castro regime, Cabrera Infante went into exile to 
London in 1965. He is best known for the novel Tres Tristes Tigres (literally ‘three 
sad tigers’, but published in English as Three Trapped Tigers), which has been 
compared favorably to James Joyce’s Ulysses.
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Cahan, Abraham. The Imported Bridegroom and Other Stories. New York. 1996. 
Signet/New American Library. 1st Printing of This Signet Classic Edition. Very Good
in Wrappers. 0451526244. Introduction by Gordon Hunter. 254 pages. paperback. 
CE2624. Cover: Jozef Israels-'A Jewish Wedding, 1903'. Inventory # 32362. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Abraham Cahan, one of the first and foremost of Jewish-
American writers, found the inspiration for his passionate, timeless short fiction in 
the tenements and sweatshops of New York City’s Lower east Side at the turn of the
twentieth century. Like the characters in these affectionate, bittersweet tales, Cahan
came to America with nothing, seeking a Promised Land of opportunity and equality.
Instead, the immigrants found a bitter life of grinding poverty, sixteen-hour workdays,
and challenges to their Jewish faith and traditional way of life. In these moving 
stories, garment workers and potato peddlers, Talmudic scholars and trade 
unionists, landladies and young lovers all struggle to make their way in this 
bewildering, exhilarating New World. Cahan was the founder and lifelong editor of 
the influential Yiddish-language JEWISH DAILY FORWARD. With an Introduction by
Gordon Hutner. This volume includes: THE IMPORTED BRIDEGROOM AND 
OTHER STORIES OF THE NEW YORK GHETTO (1898), and YEKL (1896), the 
novella on which the award-winning film HESTER STREET was based.

Abraham 'Abe' Cahan (July 7, 1860 – August 31, 1951) was a Belarusian-born 
Jewish-American socialist newspaper editor, novelist, and politician.
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Cain, James M. The Baby in the Icebox & Other Short Fiction. New York. 1981. Holt
Rinehart Winston. 1st Trade Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket W/Wrinkled Front 
Flap. 0030585015. 312 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration & design by Irving 
Freeman. Inventory # 8352. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is the first book to collect the best of his shorter 
work—selected short stories and sketches together with one of his finest serials, the
novella published at different times under the titles ‘Money and the Woman’ and 
‘The Embezzler.’ As taut and brilliant in its way as Cain’s most famous serial, Double
Indemnity, this ingenious example of Cain’s ‘love rack’ fiction has been out of print 
for many years, but reads as immediately today as when first written more than 
three decades ago. Equally fascinating, especially when seen within Roy Hoopes’s 
tracings of the development of Cain’s work, are the entertaining sketches and 
dialogues Cain originally wrote for journalistic publication— beautiful models of 
efficiency and concision stamped with Cain’s characteristic irony. We are given ten 
of his best, out of hundreds he wrote for the New York World and H.L. Mencken’s 
American Mercury. Together with nine of his finest short stories—including those 
three Cain classics, ‘Pastorale,’ ‘The Baby in the Icebox,’ and ‘Dead Man’—this 
volume comprises both an ideal introduction to the work of this remarkable American
author and a mandatory book for all James M. Cain fans. Roy Hoopes is an 
accomplished journalist and editor who has published hundreds of articles and half a
dozen books—most recently the widely acclaimed Americans Remember the Home
Front, a civilian documentary of World War II. He came to know James M. Cain in 
the last years of the writer’s life, and is completing the first full biography of Cain, 
with access to all estate papers including drafts of Cain’s own unfinished memoirs. 
That book, titled CAIN, will be published by Holt in 1982.

James Mallahan Cain (1892 - 1977) was a first-rate writer of American hard-boiled 
crime fiction, including THE POSTMAN ALWAYS RINGS TWICE, MILDRED 
PIERCE, and DOUBLE INDEMNITY. Cain published eighteen books in all and was
working on his autobiography at the time of his death.
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Cairns, Kathleen A. The Case of Rose Bird: Gender, Politics, and the California 
Courts. Lincoln. 2016. University of Nebraska Press/Bison Books. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780803255753. 8 images. 344 pages. hardcover.
Inventory # 43048. $36.950000000000003

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Rose Elizabeth Bird was forty years old when in 1977 
Governor Edmund G. “Jerry” Brown chose her to become California’s first female 
supreme court chief justice. Appointed to a court with a stellar reputation for being 
the nation’s most progressive, Bird became a lightning rod for the opposition due to
her liberalism, inexperience, and gender. Over the next decade, her name became a
rallying cry as critics mounted a relentless effort to get her off the court. Bird 
survived three unsuccessful recall efforts, but her opponents eventually succeeded 
in bringing about her defeat in 1986, making her the first chief justice to be removed
from the California Supreme Court. The Case of Rose Bird provides a fascinating 
look at this important and complex woman and the political and cultural climate of 
California in the 1970s and 1980s. Seeking to uncover the identities and motivations
of Bird’s vehement critics, Kathleen A. Cairns traces Bird’s meteoric rise and 
cataclysmic fall. Cairns considers the instrumental role that then-current gender 
dynamics played in Bird’s downfall, most visible in the tensions between second-
wave feminism and the many Americans who felt that a “radical” feminist agenda 
might topple long-standing institutions and threaten “traditional” values.

Kathleen A. Cairns is a lecturer of history and women’s studies at California 
Polytechnic University, San Luis Obispo. She is the author of several books, 
including Proof of Guilt: Barbara Graham and the Politics of Executing Women in 
America (Nebraska, 2013).
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Caistor, Nick (editor). The Faber Book of Contemporary Latin American Stories. 
London. 1989. Faber & Faber. 1st British Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0571153593. 188 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Michael Bennallack-Hart. 
Inventory # 13942. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Latin American short stories of the sixties and seventies
were considered to be among the best in the world. Writers such as Borges, Rulfo,
Carpentier, and Garcia Marquez produced remarkable and exhilarating work that 
found a receptive audience in Britain and North America. In FABER BOOK OF 
CONTEMPORARY LATIN AMERICAN SHORT STORIES Nick Caistor sets out to 
explore the wealth of fiction produced since this so-called boom. With stories from 
Isabel Allende, Joao Ubaldo Ribeiro and other, as yet unfamiliar names, this exciting
and diverse collection demonstrates that the creative upsurge continues to flourish.
The twenty stories represent work from the whole continent, including the United 
States. Many are published here in English for the firs time. They are exciting proof
of the enduring vitality of a literature that continues to defy categorization and to 
enjoy a worldwide appeal. CONTENTS: Acknowledgements; Introduction; 
ARGENTINA - Uncle Facundo/ISIDORO BLAISTEN; Aunt Lila/DANIEL MOYANO; 
Up Among the Eagles/LUISA VALENZUELA; BRAZIL - Alaindelon de la 
Patrie/JOAO UBALDO RIBEIRO; Peace and War/MOACYR SCLIAR; CHILE - The 
Judge’s Wife/ISABEL ALLENDE; CUBA - Goodbye Mother/REINALDO ARENAS; 
GUATEMALA - Woman in the Middle/ARTURO ARIAS; The Proof/RODRIGO REY
ROSA; MEXICO - Martina’s Wardrobe/JESUS GARDEA; The Trip/MARIA LUISA 
PUGA; NICARAGUA - Saint Nikolaus/SERGIO RAMIREZ; Chicken for 
Three/FERNANDO SILVA; PARAGUAY - Under Orders/HELIO VERA; PERU - 
Anorexia with Scissors/ALFREDO BRYCE ECHENIQUE; UNITED STATES - The 
Rites/ROLANDO HINOJOSA; URUGUAY - The Rest is Lies/EDUARDO GALEANO;
Presence/JUAN CARLOS ONETTI; The Museum of Vain Endeavours/CRISTINA 
PEN ROSSI; VENEZUELA - The Game/LUIS BRITTO GARCIA; Notes on Authors.

Nick Caistor (born 15 July 1946) is a British translator and journalist, best known for
his translations of Spanish and Portuguese literature. He is a past winner of the 
Valle-Inclán Prize for translation. He is a regular contributor to BBC Radio 4, the 
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Calderon, Sara Levi. The Two Mujeres. San Francisco. 1991. Aunt Lute. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 1879960001. Translated from the 
Spanish by Gina Kaufer. 214 pages. paperback. Cover art by Chris Tandy. Inventory
# 34088. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is the English translation of the extraordinarily 
popular Mexican novel that remained on Mexico's Top Ten Best Sellers list long 
after its initial publication. The protagonist of the novel, Valeria, is a member of a 
well-to-do Jewish family in Mexico City. She is married and has two sons. Intelligent
and sensitive, she realizes that the traditional conventions of her culture and 
subculture have made her unable to be a whole person, acting as a relatively free 
agent in the world. Then she falls passionately in love with a woman, and, against 
tremendous family pressure, finds the courage to leave her conventional life to 
become the writer she has wanted to be. All the elements of a true romance written
with fine literary sensibility.

Sara Levi Calderón was born and raised Jewish in México City. She married, gave 
birth to two children, got divorced, became a sociologist, and then fell in love and 
learned the wonders of becoming a lesbian.
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Caldicott, Helen. A Desperate Passion: An Autobiography. New York. 1996. Norton.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0393039471. 366 pages. hardcover.
Jacket photograph by Bruce Forrester Photography. Inventory # 22957. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Raised in Australia, Helen Caldicott trained as a 
physician and devoted herself to the treatment of children afflicted with cystic 
fibrosis. But it was in the political turmoil of the 1970s and 1980s that she found her 
true calling. Resigning from the faculty of Harvard Medical School, she helped to 
found and was the first president of the Physicians for Social Responsibility (PSR) 
and the Women's Action for Nuclear Disarmament (WAND), two organizations at the
forefront of the nuclear-freeze movement. Over the next ten years Caldicott brought
her message to world leaders, to the media, and to audiences of thousands whom 
she roused to action with singular eloquence. In 1985, PSR's umbrella affiliate, the 
International Physicians for the Prevention of Nuclear War, was the recipient of the
Nobel Peace Prize. Physician, wife, and mother of three, Caldicott found that 
success as an activist did not come without cost. She reflects on the adverse impact
her political work, with its constant traveling, had on her family, her medical career, 
and her personal well-being.

Helen Caldicott is an Australian-born pediatrician. In the early 1980s, she founded 
and was the first President of Physicians for Social Responsibility, an organization 
which was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 1985. She is the author of Nuclear 
Madness, Missile Envy, and If You Love This Planet, published by Norton.
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Caldicott, Helen. Saving the Planet. Westfield. 1991. Open Magazine Pamphlet 
Series. 2nd Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 16 pages. paperback. Pamphlet # 4. 
Inventory # 31282. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From This Lecture: ‘. It’s a pretense to think that the 
government is run of the people, by the people and for the people. Now therefore 
you need another revolution. And that doesn’t mean sitting on your bottoms writing 
letters. It’s doesn’t mean lobbying Senator Hatfield and whoever else. It means 
actually getting out there and putting your bodies on the line like Gandhi did. It 
means the equivalent of salt marches. It means taking over the Department of 
Energy in Washington and staying there, like the students did in the 1960s, taking 
over the administrations. It means taking over the Pentagon, getting in there. It’s 
your Pentagon. Take it over.

Helen Caldicott is an Australian-born pediatrician. In the early 1980s, she founded 
and was the first President of Physicians for Social Responsibility, an organization 
which was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 1985. She is the author of Nuclear 
Madness, Missile Envy, and If You Love This Planet, published by Norton.
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Caldwell, Erskine. Close To Home. New York. 1962. Farrar Straus Cudahy. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 216 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 25605. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A novel about an interracial love affair in a small 
Northern town that culminates in a jealous wife’s savage act of brutality.

Erskine Caldwell (born December 17, 1903, Coweta county, Ga., U.S. - died April 
11, 1987, Paradise Valley, Ariz.) U.S. author. Caldwell became familiar with poor 
sharecroppers through his father's missionary work. Fame arrived with TOBACCO 
ROAD (1932), a controversial novel whose title became a byword for rural squalor; 
adapted as a play, it ran more than seven years on Broadway. GOD'S LITTLE 
ACRE (1933), also a best-seller, featured a cast of hopelessly poor degenerates. 
Like his other novels and stories about the rural Southern poor, they mix violence 
and sex in grotesque tragicomedy. He also wrote the text for documentary books 
with photographs by Margaret Bourke-White, whom he married.
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Caldwell, Erskine. The Pocket Book of Erskine Caldwell Stories. New York. 1947. 
Pocket Books. 1st Pocket Books Paperback Printing. Some Water Staining Along 
Side Edge, Otherwise Good in Worn Wrappers. 312 pages. paperback. 392. 
Inventory # 37221. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - SALT HUMOR AND EARTHY PASSION. These stories 
by Erskine Caldwell, author of TOBACCO ROAD and GOD'S LITTEL ACRE, are a 
series of short, hard, well-timed punches. Sometimes his blows land on the 
funnybone; often they land on the point of the chin - always with irresistible force. 
Here is ‘Maud Island,’ here raw physical passion is the only enjoyment left in the 
degenerate life of a backwoods Southern community. Here is the driving power of 
‘Saturday Afternoon’ and ‘Kneel to the Rising Sun,’ classics of terror and brutality. 
And here are stories like ‘Grassfire’ and ‘Midwinter Guest,’ about stubborn 
eccentrics of Maine whose laughter is taken in strong doses. Rich in humor and 
violent in emotion. Caldwell's tales are moving pictures of individuals in racy decay,
and of human society seen in its most dramatic moments.

Erskine Caldwell (born Dec. 17, 1903, Coweta county, Ga., U.S. - died April 11, 
1987, Paradise Valley, Ariz.) U.S. author. Caldwell became familiar with poor 
sharecroppers through his father's missionary work. Fame arrived with TOBACCO 
ROAD (1932), a controversial novel whose title became a byword for rural squalor; 
adapted as a play, it ran more than seven years on Broadway. GOD'S LITTLE 
ACRE (1933), also a best-seller, featured a cast of hopelessly poor degenerates. 
Like his other novels and stories about the rural Southern poor, they mix violence 
and sex in grotesque tragicomedy. He also wrote the text for documentary books 
with photographs by Margaret Bourke-White, whom he married.
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Caldwell, Helen. Machado De Assis: The Brazilian Master and His Novels. Berkeley.
1970. University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.
0520016084. 270 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 1946. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Machado de Assis is among the most original creative 
minds in Brazil’s rich, four-century-long literary tradition. Miss Caldwell’s critical and
biographical study explores Machado’s purpose, meaning, and artistic method in 
each of his nine novels, published between 1872 and 1908. She traces the ideas 
and recurrent themes, and identifies his affinities with other authors. In tracing 
Machado’s experimentation with narrative techniques, Miss Caldwell reveals the 
increasingly subtle use he made of point of view, sometimes indirect or reflected, 
sometimes multiple and ‘nested’ like Chinese boxes. Miss Caldwell shows the 
increasing sureness with which he individualized his characters, and how, in 
advance of his time, he developed action, not by realistic detail, but by the boldest 
use of allusion and symbol. Each novel is shown to be an artistic venture, and not in
any sense a regurgitation from a sick soul as some critics have argued. In searching
out the unity of his novels, Miss Caldwell explores the other aspects of Machado’s 
intellectual life - as poet, journalist, playwright, conversationalist, and academician.
Of particular interest is her attention to his shift away from the social criticism of his 
early novels into the labyrinth of individual psychology in the last five - all of which 
rank among world literature. But this perceptive account never loses sight of the one
element present in every piece of Machado’s fiction, in every one of his personages;
that is, superlative comedy, in its whole range: wit, irony, satire, parody, burlesque, 
humor. Altogether, Miss Caldwell reveals to us a writer, in essence a poet, who is 
still the altus prosator of Brazilian letters.

Helen Florence Caldwell (July 9, 1904- April 12, 1987) was born in Omaha, 
Nebraska. She translated four of Machado de Assis's major novels (Dom Casmurro 
[1953], Esau and Jacob [1965], Counselor Ayres' Memorial [1972], Helena [1983]) 
and numerous short stories (1963) were accompanied by Caldwell’s own book-
length studies (The Brazilian Othello of Machado de Assis. A Study of Dom 
Casmurro [1960]. Machado de Assis.The Brazilian Master and His Novels [1970].
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Caldwell, Mark. A Short History of Rudeness: Manners, Morals, and Misbehavior in
Modern America. New York. 1999. Picador. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0312204329. 274 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by Simon Lee. 
Inventory # 27068. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In his thought-provoking new book, literary/social critic 
Mark Caldwell gives us a history of the demise of manners and charts the 
triumphant progress of rudeness in America. Touching on aspects of both our public
and private lives, including work, family, and sex, he examines how the rules of 
behavior inevitably change and explains why, no matter how hard we try, we can 
never return to a golden era of civilized manners and mores.

Mark Caldwell is the author of The Last Crusade: The War on Consumption 1862
1954 and A Short History of Rudeness: Manners, Morals, and Misbehavior in 
Modern America. He teaches at Fordham University and divides his time between 
Manhattan and the Hudson Valley.
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Calico, Joy H. Brecht at the Opera. Berkeley. 2008. University Of California Press. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780520254824. California Studies 
in 20th-Century Music, 9. 304 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 35890. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Brecht at the Opera looks at the German playwright’s 
lifelong ambivalent engagement with opera. An ardent opera lover in his youth, 
Brecht later denounced the genre as decadent and irrelevant to modern society 
even as he continued to work on opera projects throughout his career. He 
completed three operas and attempted two dozen more with composers such as 
Kurt Weill, Paul Hindemith, Hanns Eisler, and Paul Dessau. Joy H. Calico argues 
that Brecht’s simultaneous work on opera and Lehrstück in the 1920s generated the
new concept of audience experience that would come to define epic theater, and 
that his revisions to the theory of Gestus in the mid-1930s are reminiscent of 
nineteenth-century opera performance practices of mimesis.

Joy H. Calico is Associate Professor of Musicology in the Blair School of Music at 
Vanderbilt University.
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California Coastal Commission. Beaches and Parks in Southern California. 
Berkeley. 2009. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 9780520258525. 352 pages. paperback. Inventory # 37377. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Stretching from Malibu to the Mexican border, Southern
California's coast is justifiably famous, yet, as this essential guide reveals, it offers 
more to see and do than even its greatest fans may realize. Easy-to-use, up-to-date,
and comprehensive, Beaches and Parks in Southern California is the perfect 
companion for all visitors—sightseers, hikers, swimmers, surfers, campers, birders,
boaters, and anglers—who want to explore this magnificent shoreline. In addition to
well-known beaches of soft, golden sand, it describes rocky shores and tide pools, 
hidden pocket beaches, historic lighthouses, the Santa Monica Mountains National
Recreation Area, and much more.

The California Coastal Commission was created by the voters of California, who 
adopted an initiative measure in 1972 that formed the Commission and gave it broad
powers to plan and protect the coast. Later, the California Coastal Act of 1976 
established the Commission as a permanent state agency with a mission to protect,
maintain, and enhance the quality of the coastal environment. One of the 
Commission's principal goals is to maintain public access and public recreational 
opportunities along the coast, in a manner consistent with environmental 
preservation.
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California Coastal Commission. Experience the California Coast: A Guide To 
Beaches and Parks in Northern California. Berkeley. 2005. University of California 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0520245407. 320 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 36232. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The shoreline between California’s Golden Gate and the
Oregon border offers an endless variety of coastal attractions: soft white sand and 
coarse pebble beaches, forests of Sitka spruce and fields of California poppies, 
redwood glades and crashing surf, lighthouses and whales. This easy-to-use, up-to-
date, comprehensive guidebook, packed with information on every page, tells you 
where to go in coastal northern California, how to get there, what facilities to expect,
and what you can do at each location. The guide’s gorgeous color photographs, 
topographical maps, and abundant information on natural history and the 
environment make it the perfect guide to pack along on any excursion to the coast of
northern California for hikers, picnickers, campers, surfers, divers, wheelchair users,
birders, boaters, kayakers, anglers, and travelers. Includes a comprehensive list of
more than 300 beaches, parks on or near the coast, and paths to the shoreline. 
Features more than 300 full-color photographs, 49 detailed maps, and charts that 
provide information on facilities, attractions, coastal environments, access for the 
disabled, and more. Lists recreational outfitters, including fishing boat services, 
kayak and surfboard rentals, and riding stables. Gives information on hostels; 
campgrounds in national, state, and local parks; and private campground facilities. 
Introduces the coast’s major environments, including beaches, rocky shoreline, and 
the redwood forest, and highlights the plants, animals, and birds that can be seen in
each.

The California Coastal Commission was created by the voters of California, who 
adopted an initiative measure in 1972 that formed the Commission and gave it broad
powers to plan and protect the coast.
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California Coastal Commission. Beaches and Parks from San Francisco to 
Monterey. Berkeley. 2012. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Wrappers. 9780520271579. 299 color illustrations, 53 maps. 320 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 38198. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Many of California’s most alluring attractions are found 
along the coast from San Francisco Bay to Monterey Bay: Alcatraz Island, San 
Francisco’s waterfront, Golden Gate National Recreation Area, Santa Cruz Beach 
Boardwalk, Monterey Bay Aquarium, and Point Lobos. This easyto- use, up-to-date,
comprehensive guidebook is the essential companion for visitors—sightseers, 
hikers, swimmers, surfers, campers, birders, boaters, and anglers—who want to 
explore California’s fabulous shoreline. The book describes some 350 shoreline 
destinations, including every known publicly accessible beach along the coast of 
Marin, San Francisco, San Mateo, Santa Cruz, and Monterey Counties. It also lists
wildlife reserves, marinas, and public parks, and includes descriptions of plants and
animals, places where dogs are welcome, nature centers, aquariums, and much 
more.

The California Coastal Commission was created by the voters of California. One of 
the Commission’s principal goals is to maintain public access and public recreational
opportunities along the coast, in a manner consistent with environmental 
preservation.
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Callado, Antonio Carlos. Quarup. New York. 1970. Knopf. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket That Shows Some Internal Water-staining. 
Translated from the Portuguese by Barbara Shelby. 561 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by S. Neil Fujita. Inventory # 25766. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - QUARUP is the most important work to date of the 
distinguished and courageously outspoken Brazilian novelist-playwright-journalist 
whose reportage, especially his writing for one of the hemisphere’s great 
newspapers, 0 Jornal do Brasil, ‘bears witness’ in the words of the TLS ‘to qualities
of intelligence and integrity and to exceptionally high standards in the gathering of 
information’-an integrity and authority that make his rich, crowded portrayal of a 
nation in turmoil as trustworthy as it is novelistically, poetically, and humanly brilliant.
QUARUP is set in the recent past: from the Vargas years through the military coup 
of March 31, 1964. The protagonist is a priest, Nando. This gentle, unworldly man, a
mystic entranced by a centuries-old Jesuit vision of society as God’s republic, is 
transformed by his compassion into a twentieth-century revolutionary. This lover of
God’s peace is propelled by his love of man into the guerrilla wars of the Sertäo. 
Around him, the swirling society of Brazil-’No summary,’ says Gregory Rabassa, 
‘can begin to detail the novel’s richness of people and episodes!’ In wonderfully 
dramatic and evocative scenes the reader moves among priests and prostitutes, 
among liberal governors, fanatic anti-Communist colonels, among petty officials 
sniffing ether in Rio’s demimonde, among the forgotten sugarcane sharecroppers of
the Nordeste and the Indians of Brazil’s jungle interior, where Nando goes as a 
missionary. In its breadth and variety, its vision and its passion, Quarup-whose title 
is derived from the Indian ritual of resurrection-is a synthesis of Callado’s wide-
ranging and urgent view of the society in which he lives: its struggles of 
modernization, its crisis in the Church, its revolutionary tremors.

Antônio Carlos Calado (Niterói, January 26, 1917 - Rio de Janeiro, January 28, 
1997) was a Brazilian journalist, novelist, biographer and playwright.
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Callahan, Bob. Who Shot JFK?: A Guide To the Major Conspiracy the ories. New 
York. 1993. Fireside/Simon & Schuster. 1st Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0671794949. Paperback Original. Illustrated by Mark Zingarelli. 159 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 22064. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A guide to all of the major conspiracy theories 
surrounding the assassination of J.F.K. provides possible answers to the vexing 
questions associated with this puzzling crime.

Robert Owen "Bob" Callahan (April 23, 1942 - January 28, 2008) was a poet, writer,
teacher, publisher, editor and raconteur extraordinaire. Born in Stamford, CT, on 
April 23, 1942, as a young man he worked as a speech-writer for Bobby Kennedy in
a time of great political upheaval; his allegiance to grass-roots democratic ideals and
much-desired political change were never shaken. The many books which he 
initiated, edited, published or wrote include The Smithsonian Book of Comic Book 
Stories (from Crumb to Clowes); A Day in the Life of Ireland; the multi-volume series
of George Herriman’s The Komplete Krazy Kat Komics; the fugitive newspaper 
strips of George McManus’ Jiggs and Maggie; his own autobiographic Algonquin 
Woods; and numerous magazine articles and newspaper columns. His 
collaborations with the alt-comic artist Spain Rodriguez for Salon.com and the LA 
Weekly helped pioneer the admixture of serious text and noir graphics as the 21st 
Century's most reliable witness. In spite of a lifetime of hard economic times, he 
never stopped doing what he loved best.
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Callender, Timothy. It So Happen. Portsmouth. 1991. Heinemann. 1st Edition. Very
Good in Wrappers. 043598926x. Caribbean Writers Series. 127 pages. paperback.
Cover design by Keith Pointing. Cover illustration by Pearl Alcock. Inventory # 
17880. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Saga-boy and Jasper prepare for a grand stick-fight, Big
Joe will do anything to marry the girl he loves, all the men are determined to defeat
Marie in the rum drinking competition, and PaJohn the Obeah Man is foiled by his 
own wicked spell. Timothy Callender's close-knit community is full of zany 
characters. Their dialect, the troubles they face, and the celebrations they share, are
realistic and overflowing with great humor.

TIMOTHY CALLENDER (1946-1989) was born in Barbados where he became well
known for his short stories during his student years at Combermere School. After 
graduating with special honours in English at thc University of the West Indies, he 
took a three year teaching post in St. Kitts during which time he continued research
on ‘The Woman in the West Indian Novel’. In 1981, Callender was granted a 
Commonwealth Scholarship Award which enabled him to study for an MA in Art 
Design and Education at the University of London Institute of Education. He returned
to Barbados in 1983, where he taught for many years at the University of the West 
Indies as well as at the St George Secondary School. In his later years, he taught 
Use of English, Creative Writing and Drama at the Barbados Community College. 
Callender cxpcrimented with many art forms and won awards for Short Stories, 
Playwriting and Art. He was an avid researcher of many diverse topics and themes,
wrote numerous documentaries on art and art forms and held frequent art 
exhibitions. He also had a passion for music, studied the guitar and guitar music and
was the author of many songs and poems. Like most West Indian authors, 
Callender’s first stories were published in the Barbados Literary Journal (BIM). IT 
SO HAPPEN (1975) was his first book of stories, and was followed by the books 
THE ELEMENTS OF ART (1977) and HOW MUSIC CAME TO THE AINCHAN 
PEOPLE (1979). Just before his untimely death, Callender was developing epic 
story poems, one of which was serialised over the local radio station and ran for 
about six months.
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Callow, Simon. The Night of the Hunter. London. 2002. British Film Institute. 
Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0851708226. 96 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 34791. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Night of the Hunter was Charles Laughton’s only film
as director. Adapted from a bestselling novel by Davis Grubb, it is part expressionist
horror movie, part luminous fairytale, and contains some of the most haunting 
images in cinema: Willa (Shelley Winters), her throat cut and hair streaming out like
seaweed, sitting in a submerged Model T Ford; her children, framed by looming 
animals, in a downriver flight from Preacher (Robert Mitchum), a silhouetted threat 
on the horizon. The Night of the Hunter is revered today, but it failed on its first 
release, and Laughton never recovered from the disappointment. Simon Callow 
explores Laughton’s transition between film actor and director, and examines the 
considerable influence the film has had on subsequent film-makers such as Neil 
Jordan and even Callow himself.

Simon Phillip Hugh Callow (born 15 June 1949) is an English actor, musician, writer,
and theatre director.
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Calloway, Colin G. The American Revolution in Indian Country: Crisis and Diversity 
in Native American Communities. New York. 1995. Cambridge University Press. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0521471494. 327 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 27442. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Rather than Indian participation as allies or enemies, this
study draws on British, American, Canadian and Spanish records to present the first
broad coverage of Indian experiences. It focuses on eight Indian communities and 
explores how the Revolution often translated into internal struggles.

Colin Gordon Calloway (born 1953) is a British American historian. He is professor 
of history and Samson Occom Professor of Native American Studies at Dartmouth 
College.
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Calvin, Kris. One Murder More: A Maren Kane Mystery. San Francisco. 2015. 
Inkshares. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9781941758083. 375 
pages. hardcover. Signed by the author. Inventory # 38807. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Silver Falchion Awards 2016 Winner: Best First Novel, 
Best Political Thriller, Best Female Detective/Sleuth. In Kris Calvin's debut mystery
One Murder More, a beautiful legislative aide is found stabbed to death in 
California's Capitol building. Maren Kane, a lobbyist for a fledgling Sacramento-
based toy company, is in the midst of a legislative fight that could make or break her
career. She doesn’t have time for a coffee break let alone involvement in a murder 
investigation. But when police arrest Maren's colleague for the crime, she's certain 
they have the wrong man. The cops suspect a crime of passion―love gone wrong.
Maren knows that in the capital, money and power drive all things tragic and 
scandalous. Sex and love are little more than window-dressing. But will she be able 
to prove her theory―and free her friend―before she becomes the next victim?

A former local elected official, author Kris Calvin knows politics from the inside out. 
Educated at Stanford and UC Berkeley in psychology and economics, Kris has been
honored by the California State Assembly and the Governor’s office for her 
leadership in advocacy on behalf of children. One Murder More is the first in Kris 
Calvin's new Maren Kane mystery series.
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Calvino, Italo. Cosmicomics (DUSTJACKET ONLY). New York. 1968. Harcourt 
Brace & World. Very Good, Worn Dustjacket. Translated from the Italian by Willian
Weaver. DUSTJACKET ONLY. Jacket design by Robin Forbes. Inventory #  44237.
$15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET

Italo Calvino (October 15, 1923 - September 19, 1985) was an Italian journalist and
writer of short stories and novels. His best known works include the Our Ancestors 
trilogy (1952-1959), the Cosmicomics collection of short stories (1965), and the 
novels Invisible Cities (1972) and If on a winter’s night a traveler (1979).
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Calvino, Italo. Mr. Palomar. New York. 1985. Harcourt Brace Jovanovich. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Price-Clipped Dustjacket With A Crease On The 
Inside Front Flap. 0151628351. Translated from the Italian by William Weaver. 130 
pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration - 'Draftsman with Reclining Woman' by Albrecht
Durer. Inventory # 33893. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Mr. Palomar, whose name purposely evokes that of the 
famous telescope, is a seeker after knowledge, a visionary in a world sublime and 
ridiculous. Whether contemplating a cheese, a woman’s breasts, or a gorilla’s 
behavior, he brings us a vision of a world familiar by consensus, fragmented by the
burden of individual perception.

Italo Calvino (October 15, 1923 - September 19, 1985) was an Italian journalist and
writer of short stories and novels. His best known works include the Our Ancestors 
trilogy (1952-1959), the Cosmicomics collection of short stories (1965), and the 
novels Invisible Cities (1972) and If on a winter’s night a traveler (1979).
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Calvino, Italo. Numbers in the Dark and Other Stories. New York. 1995. Pantheon 
Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0679442057. 
Translated from the Italian by Tim Parks. 277 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Kathleen DiGrado. Inventory # 21752. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A major literary event: published for the first time in 
English, this enchanting collection of diabolically brilliant stories, fables, and 
‘impossible interviews’ confirms ltalo Calvino ‘s stature as one of the essential 
writers of the twentieth century. A list of ‘abominable deeds’ is found among the 
charred remains of a house and the four bodies in it, and it is up to a computer 
programmer to discover who composed the macabre inventory—before he himself 
becomes ensnared in the deadly conspiracy. A tourist encounters a whole new 
machinery for the attainment of egalitarianism: the beheading of state officials at the
end of their respective terms. Coming to you live from the picturesque Neander 
Valley just outside Düsseldorf an interviewer asks the 35,000- year-old Neanderthal
Man to justify the fact that his mere endurance is his sole claim to fame. And the 
legendary lover Casanova tells of the one who got away: was the woman who 
offered up every part of herself, spiritual and otherwise, in fact employing a cunning
strategy to evade capture? Written between 1943 and 1984, and masterfully 
translated by Tim Parks, these several dozen short fictions are whimsical and 
horrific, feverish and delightful, tragic and wry, sweet and brutal—sometimes 
alternately, sometimes all at once. Ranging over a panoply of concerns—politics, the
nature of power, the implications of a relentless application of technology, the quest 
for truth) and the elusive possibility of human connection—they are all of them pure
Calvino.

Italo Calvino (October 15, 1923 - September 19, 1985) was an Italian journalist and
writer of short stories and novels. His best known works include the Our Ancestors 
trilogy (1952-1959), the Cosmicomics collection of short stories (1965), and the 
novels Invisible Cities (1972) and If on a winter’s night a traveler (1979).
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Calvino, Italo. The Path To the Nest of Spiders. Boston. 1957. Beacon Press. 1st 
American Edition. Small Bump On Top Rear Boards & Some Slight Corner Wear,
Otherwise Very Good. No Dustjacket. Translated from the Italian by Archibald 
Colquhoun. 145 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 16488. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is the story of Pin, the cobbler’s apprentice, who 
grows up in one of the ancient fortress-towns of the Ligurian coast in the period of 
World War II when the partisans are fighting back from the hills, and German 
soldiers are quartered in the town. Pin is a skinny kid who must keep his wits sharp 
in order to live. With the other boys who have families, he is an outcast: he has no 
family except a prostitute sister. Pin therefore is ‘forced to take refuge in the world of
grown-ups’ in ‘the smoky violet air of the tavern,’ where he hears talk which he can 
imitate—to get obscene laughter—but cannot understand. He sings sentimental 
songs and learns how to insult and to curse—but all the while he yearns to be one of
the gang, ‘to go off with a band of young companions to whom he could show the 
place where spiders make their nests, or with whom he could have battles among 
the bam- boos in the river-bed.’ How he joins the partisans and makes common 
cause with another outcast - one of the strangest combinations since OF MICE AND
MEN - is part of the story; but chiefly this is a tender-tough portrait of a boy living in a
world he never made, and never would have made; and it is told with absolutely no 
sentimentalism. In fact, Sean O’Faolain finds that the author ‘has something of the 
subjective response to nature of Pavese, and the hardness and innocence of 
Vittorini.’ If this story does not grip American hearts in a way that no reader will soon
forget, we are going out of the prophesying business.

Italo Calvino (October 15, 1923 - September 19, 1985) was an Italian journalist and
writer of short stories and novels. His best known works include the Our Ancestors 
trilogy (1952-1959), the Cosmicomics collection of short stories (1965), and the 
novels Invisible Cities (1972) and If on a winter’s night a traveler (1979).
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Calvino, Italo. The Watcher and Other Stories. New York. 1971. Harcourt Brace 
Jovanovich. 1st American Edition. Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front, 
Otherwise Very Good in Worn Dustjacket With A Tear Mark On The Front. 
0151948801. Translated from the Italian by William Weaver & Others. 181 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Anita Walker Scott. Inventory # 12140. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Italo Calvino, the scintillating author of COSMICOMICS 
and T ZERO, shows his astonishing range in these three long stories. In ‘The 
Watcher,’ fact predominates over fantasy. The setting is Cottolengo, a city within the
city of Turin, where, hidden from sight, the rejects of the human race — cripples, 
idiots, monsters — are cared for by the Church in a self-contained world of their 
own. Here, on Election Day, Amerigo Ormeo, member of a left-wing party, 
penetrates into the enemy stronghold to see that no election fraud is committed. 
Two concepts of man confront each other, movingly, revealingly, and not without a 
subtle ambiguity. In the other stories fantasy rockets off from its base in fact. ‘Smog,’
written in 1958, marvelously anticipates a preoccupation with pollution that is raised 
to lunatic proportions. ‘The Argentine Ant’ is a masterpiece of sustained horror with 
farcical undertones, illustrating man’s defeat before an enemy too small and 
ubiquitous to be overcome. A bold intelligence, a true originality, a brilliant 
inventiveness raise these stories to an exhilarating pitch and make them irresistible 
reading.

Italo Calvino (October 15, 1923 - September 19, 1985) was an Italian journalist and
writer of short stories and novels. His best known works include the Our Ancestors 
trilogy (1952-1959), the Cosmicomics collection of short stories (1965), and the 
novels Invisible Cities (1972) and If on a winter’s night a traveler (1979).
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Calvino, Italo. The Watcher and Other Stories. New York. 1971. Harcourt Brace 
Jovanovich. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 
0151948801. Translated from the Italian by William Weaver & Others. 181 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Anita Walker Scott. Inventory # 1457. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Italo Calvino, the scintillating author of COSMICOMICS 
and T ZERO, shows his astonishing range in these three long stories. In ‘The 
Watcher,’ fact predominates over fantasy. The setting is Cottolengo, a city within the
city of Turin, where, hidden from sight, the rejects of the human race — cripples, 
idiots, monsters — are cared for by the Church in a self-contained world of their 
own. Here, on Election Day, Amerigo Ormeo, member of a left-wing party, 
penetrates into the enemy stronghold to see that no election fraud is committed. 
Two concepts of man confront each other, movingly, revealingly, and not without a 
subtle ambiguity. In the other stories fantasy rockets off from its base in fact. ‘Smog,’
written in 1958, marvelously anticipates a preoccupation with pollution that is raised 
to lunatic proportions. ‘The Argentine Ant’ is a masterpiece of sustained horror with 
farcical undertones, illustrating man’s defeat before an enemy too small and 
ubiquitous to be overcome. A bold intelligence, a true originality, a brilliant 
inventiveness raise these stories to an exhilarating pitch and make them irresistible 
reading.

Italo Calvino (October 15, 1923 - September 19, 1985) was an Italian journalist and
writer of short stories and novels. His best known works include the Our Ancestors 
trilogy (1952-1959), the Cosmicomics collection of short stories (1965), and the 
novels Invisible Cities (1972) and If on a winter’s night a traveler (1979).
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Calvino, Italo. Under the Jaguar Sun. San Diego. 1988. Harcourt Brace Jovanovich.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0151928207. Translated from the 
Italian by William Weaver. 86 pages. hardcover. Jacket art by Malcolm Tarlofsky. 
Inventory # 10800. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The senses - taste, hearing, and smell - dominate the 
lives of the characters in these witty, fantastical stories. In ‘Under the Jaguar Sun’ a
couple tours Mexico to discover a startling combination of sublime and erotic love in
the cuisine of fire-hot chiles and exotic spices. In ‘A King Listens’ the enthroned 
tyrant is prisoner not only of his power but also of his ear, as echoes in his huge 
palace carry contradictory messages of deliverance, love, and betrayal. In ‘The 
Name, the Nose’ a man of the world consults a fashionable Parisian parfumerie in 
search of a scent worn by a mysterious masked lady, while in London a drugged 
rock musician ruts like an animal in heat for the female whose odor lures him into 
crazed pursuit. And so the senses, promising the fulfillment of desire and an exit 
from the self, only lead back to their source: the savor- ing palate, the listening ear, 
the smelling nose. Three senses - three brilliant adventures into the art of narration 
by the Italian master. Italo Calvino (1923-1985) was one Italy’s greatest and most 
popular writers. His superb storytelling gifts earned him worldwide renown.

Italo Calvino (October 15, 1923 - September 19, 1985) was an Italian journalist and
writer of short stories and novels. His best known works include the Our Ancestors 
trilogy (1952-1959), the Cosmicomics collection of short stories (1965), and the 
novels Invisible Cities (1972) and If on a winter’s night a traveler (1979).keywords
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Calvo Ospina, Hernando. Salsa! Havana Heat, Bronx Beat. London. 1995. Latin 
American Bureau. 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 090615698x. No CD. 151 
pages. paperback. Cover design by Andy Dark. Inventory # 23195. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A journey through the development of modern Salsa 
music. An evocative use of song lyrics bring color and passion to this lively profile of
Latin dance music.

Hernando Calvo Ospina (June 6, 1961, Cali, Colombia) is a Colombian journalist 
and writer. He lives in France.
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Cameron, Lindsley. Music of Light: The Extraordinary Story of Hikari & Kenzaburo 
Oe. New York. 1998. Free Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684824094.
207 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 25397. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The most popular classical composer of our day was 
born with a medical deformity so severe that his parents had to fight to keep him 
alive. When the child of novelist Kenzaburo Oe and his wife, Yukari, was born with a
herniated brain, the doctors recommended letting him die. Instead, his parents 
defied Japan's then-harsh customs and saved him with a complicated operation that
left him severely handicapped. They named him Hikari, which means ‘light’; now in 
his thirties, with an I.Q. of 65, limited language and motor skills, and an inability to 
express emotions clearly, Hikari has indeed become a beacon of inspiration. He has
miraculous musical gifts, including a phenomenal memory and the ability to 
compose chamber works that have broken sales records and delighted hundreds of
thousands of listeners. Based on exclusive access to the Oe family, as well as 
interviews with brain specialists and performers of Hikari's music, and including 
assessments by leading music critics, THE MUSIC OF LIGHT offers a portrait of 
uniqueness. Hikari is the only savant known in history who has composed original 
music. Lindsley Cameron explains how his brain works; how he can express 
sadness in his music but not with language or his face; and how his musical 
activities have extended his mental capacities. The creative interdependence of 
father and son is unprecedented, too. Kenzaburo's need to give Hikari a voice was 
so essential to his own art that he announced, just before winning the Nobel Prize, 
that he was giving up writing fiction because Hikari, through his music, had now 
found a voice of his own.

Lindsley Cameron is the author of The Music of Light: The Extraordinary Story of 
Hikari and Kenzaburo Oe (Free Press, 1998) and the collection of stories The 
Prospect of Detachment (St. Martin’s, 1988). Her work has appeared in the New 
Yorker, the New York Times, and Yale Review.
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Camilleri, Andrea. The Shape of Water: The First Inspector Montalbano Mystery. 
New York. 2002. Viking Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
Remainder Mark. 0670030929. Translated from the Italian by Stephen Sartarelli. 
225 pages. hardcover. #01. Cover: Andy Bridge. Inventory # 33805. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Andrea Camilleri's novels starring Inspector Montalbano
have become an international sensation and have been translated from Italian into 
eight languages, ranging from Dutch to Japanese. THE SHAPE OF WATER is the 
first book in this sly, witty, and engaging series with its sardonic take on Sicilian life.
Early one morning, Silvio Lupanello, a big shot in the village of Vigàta, is found dead
in his car with his pants around his knees. The car happens to be parked in a rough
part of town frequented by prostitutes and drug dealers, and as the news of his 
death spreads, the rumors begin. Enter Inspector Salvo Montalbano, Vigàta's most 
respected detective. With his characteristic mix of humor, cynicism, compassion, 
and love of good food, Montalbano goes into battle against the powerful and the 
corrupt who are determined to block his path to the real killer. This funny and fast-
paced Sicilian page-turner will be a delicious discovery for mystery aficionados and 
fiction lovers alike.

Andrea Calogero Camilleri (6 September 1925 – 17 July 2019) was an Italian writer.
Originally from Porto Empedocle, Sicily, Camilleri began university studies in the 
Faculty of Literature at the University of Palermo, but did not complete his degree. 
meanwhile publishing poems and short stories. He is the creator of Inspector 
Montalbano, a fractious Sicilian detective in the police force of Vigàta, an imaginary
Sicilian town. On 17 June 2019, Camilleri suffered a heart attack. He was admitted 
to hospital in a critical condition. He died on 17 July 2019.
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Campbell, Bebe Moore. Sweet Summer: Growing Up With & Without My Dad. New
York. 1989. Putnam. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0399134158. 272 pages.
hardcover. Jacket design by Paul Gamarello/Eyetooth Design, Inc. Inventory # 
21937. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Summers were when Bebe Moore Campbell grew close 
to her father. That was the season when his fast car raced from Philadelphia to the 
Tidewater region of North Carolina with his prized daddy’s girl. From the heat of 
those summers emerges this powerful memoir of the bond between a daughter and
a father who were separated by divorce. With the narrative force of fiction, Bebe 
Moore Campbell recounts her growth toward womanhood in terms of the most 
complex and vital relationship of her life. With clear-eyed honesty, she tells her 
story, omitting nothing - the surprise appearances, the cataclysmic disappointments,
the heartbreaking secrets, the loneliness, the love. And in SWEET SUMMER, love 
triumphs in the face of the realities of modern family life. Raised in a doubly female-
headed household by a fiercely loving mother and grandmother, and a host of 
unforgettable aunts, uncles, pastors, teachers, friends and relatives, Bebe Moore 
Campbell experienced the complexities of family life in today’s world. Her 
remembrance, told in lyric prose that begs to be read aloud, is in many ways like 
that much-derided modern family. It’s hilarious, sometimes biting, occasionally 
wrenching and painful, and, in the end, nurturing and redemptive. Is a woman ever 
too grown-up to be a daddy’s girl? Are the stereotypes of absentee fathers true? Are
female- headed households domiciles of despair? SWEET SUMMER, intensely 
personal yet universal, takes us where we may explore the answers. ‘Sweet 
Summer is a wonderful book.’ - Bill Cosby, author of Fatherhood.

Bebe Moore Campbell has been a winner of the National Endowment for the Arts 
Literature Grant, the National Association of Negro Business and Professional 
Women’s Literature Award and the Midwestern Radio Theatre Workshop 
Competition. She lives in Los Angeles with her husband, daughter and stepson.
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Campbell, Bebe Moore. Sweet Summer: Growing Up With & Without My Dad. New
York. 1989. Putnam. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0399134158. 272 pages.
hardcover. Signed by the author. Jacket design by Paul Gamarello/Eyetooth Design,
Inc. Inventory # 40473. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Summers were when Bebe Moore Campbell grew close 
to her father. That was the season when his fast car raced from Philadelphia to the 
Tidewater region of North Carolina with his prized daddy’s girl. From the heat of 
those summers emerges this powerful memoir of the bond between a daughter and
a father who were separated by divorce. With the narrative force of fiction, Bebe 
Moore Campbell recounts her growth toward womanhood in terms of the most 
complex and vital relationship of her life. With clear-eyed honesty, she tells her 
story, omitting nothing - the surprise appearances, the cataclysmic disappointments,
the heartbreaking secrets, the loneliness, the love. And in SWEET SUMMER, love 
triumphs in the face of the realities of modern family life. Raised in a doubly female-
headed household by a fiercely loving mother and grandmother, and a host of 
unforgettable aunts, uncles, pastors, teachers, friends and relatives, Bebe Moore 
Campbell experienced the complexities of family life in today’s world. Her 
remembrance, told in lyric prose that begs to be read aloud, is in many ways like 
that much-derided modern family. It’s hilarious, sometimes biting, occasionally 
wrenching and painful, and, in the end, nurturing and redemptive. Is a woman ever 
too grown-up to be a daddy’s girl? Are the stereotypes of absentee fathers true? Are
female- headed households domiciles of despair? SWEET SUMMER, intensely 
personal yet universal, takes us where we may explore the answers. ‘Sweet 
Summer is a wonderful book.’ - Bill Cosby, author of Fatherhood.

Bebe Moore Campbell has been a winner of the National Endowment for the Arts 
Literature Grant, the National Association of Negro Business and Professional 
Women’s Literature Award and the Midwestern Radio Theatre Workshop 
Competition. She lives in Los Angeles with her husband, daughter and stepson.
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Campbell, Bebe Moore. Your Blues Ain't Like Mine. New York. 1992. Putnam. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0399137467. 332 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design and illustration by Honi Werner. Inventory # 21473. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Repercussions are felt for decades in a dozen lives after
a racist beating turns to cold-blooded murder in a small Mississippi town in the 
1950s. Bebe Moore Campbell’s affecting memoir. SWEET SUMMER: GROWING 
UP WITH AND WITHOUT MY DAD, was hailed by The Philadelphia Inquirer as ‘a 
remarkable achievement.’ ‘Ripe with family stories, lush with images, suffused with 
emotions,’ said the Kansas City Star. ‘It is probably one of the more overdue books
about and for the black community,’ wrote Nikki Giovanni in The Washington Post. 
Now Campbell turns her abundant talents to fiction in an evocative first novel, YOUR
BLUES AIN’T LIKE MINE. Chicago-born Armstrong Todd is fifteen, black, and 
unused to the segregated ways of the Deep South when his mother sends him to 
spend the summer with relatives in her native rural Mississippi. For speaking a few 
innocuous words in French to a white woman, Armstrong pays the ultimate price 
when her husband, brother-in-law, and father-in-law decide to teach him a lesson. 
The lives of everyone involved in the incident - black and white - are changed 
forever, and the reverberations extend well into the next generation. Resonant with 
the sorrows of poverty and racial prejudice as well as the triumphs of love and social
justice, , YOUR BLUES AIN’T LIKE MINE marks the debut of a powerful, clear voice
in contemporary fiction.

Bebe Moore Campbell has received a National Endowment for the Arts Literature 
Grant and a National Association of Negro Business and Professional Women’s 
Literature Award, and has been a winner of the Midwestern Radio Theatre 
Workshop Competition. She lives in Los Angeles.
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Campbell, James. Exiled in Paris: Richard Wright, James Baldwin, Samuel Beckett,
and Others on the Left Bank. New York. 1995. Scribner. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0689121725. 271 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Carin 
Goldberg. Inventory # 36590. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Exiled in Paris provides a compelling look at the 
personalities who fueled the literary and philosophical dramas of postwar Paris: 
James Baldwin, Alexander Trocchi, Boris Vian, Maurice Girodias, and many others.
James Campbell provides a fresh look at Samuel Beckett’s early career; reveals the
facts behind the publication of the scandalous best-seller The Story of O; and tells 
the poignant story of Richard Wright’s years in exile. He captures the sense of 
deliverance that Wright, so accustomed to daily humiliations in his own country, 
experienced during his sojourn on the Left Bank, where, for the first time in his life, 
he was treated as a great man of letters. Here, too, are all the circumstances 
surrounding Wright’s mysterious death, which many close to him regarded as 
suspicious.

James Campbell (born 5 June 1951), is a Scottish writer. He was born in Glasgow 
and educated at the University of Edinburgh (1974–78), he is a former editor of the
New Edinburgh Review and works for The Times Literary Supplement, where he 
writes the weekly "NB" column under the pen-name J.C.
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Campbell, James. Syncopations: Beats, New Yorkers, and Writers in the Dark. 
Berkeley. 2008. University of California Press. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 9780520252370. 226 pages. paperback. Inventory # 38115. 
$24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This compulsively readable collection of profiles and 
essays by James Campbell, tied together by a beguiling autobiographical thread, 
proffers unique observations on writers and writing in the post-1950s period. 
Campbell considers writers associated with The New Yorker magazine, including 
John Updike, William Maxwell, Truman Capote, and Jonathan Franzen. Continuing
his longterm engagement with African American authors, he offers an account of his
legal battle with the FBI over James Baldwin's file and a new profile of Amiri Baraka.
He also focuses on the Beat poets Gary Snyder and Allen Ginsberg, as well as 
writers such as Edmund White and Thom Gunn. Campbell's concluding essay on his
childhood in Scotland gracefully connects the book's autobiographical dots. The 
New York Times - Sam Munson The art of the literary profile is, if not dying, at least 
in some corporeal danger. Too often, it is a platform for inanities praiseful or 
damning, instead of what it ought to be: an examination of the mysterious third 
component of the relationship between book and reader, the person and personality
of the author. James Campbell's new book, Syncopations-a collection of profiles, 
literary essays and reminiscences drawn primarily from the pages of The Guardian
Review, The Times Literary Supplement and other British publications-suggests 
there's some life left in the form. Whether this impression stems more from 
Campbell's fluency and intimate tone of voice, or from his angled, trans-Atlantic 
vision of mostly American writers, is hard to say. Whatever the cause, Syncopations
should interest any observer of postwar American letters.

James Campbell (born 5 June 1951), is a Scottish writer. He was born in Glasgow 
and educated at the University of Edinburgh (1974–78), he is a former editor of the
New Edinburgh Review and works for The Times Literary Supplement,[2] where he
writes the weekly "NB" column under the pen-name J.C.
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Campbell, Joseph. The Masks of God: Occidental Mythology. New York. 1964. 
Viking Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 564 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 1954. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Joseph Campbell offers a systematic and fascinating 
comparison of the themes that underlie the art, worship, and literature of the 
Western world. ‘The high function of Occidental myth and ritual. is to establish a 
means of relationship--of God to Man and Man to God.’--Joseph Campbell.

Joseph John Campbell (March 26, 1904 – October 30, 1987) was an American 
mythologist, writer and lecturer, best known for his work in comparative mythology 
and comparative religion. His work is vast, covering many aspects of the human 
experience. His philosophy is often summarized by his phrase: ‘Follow your bliss.’
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Campbell, Maria. Halfbreed. Toronto. 1973. McClelland & Stewart. 1st Canadian 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0771083300. Story Of A Mixed-
Race Woman Who Rediscoveres Her Cree Roots. 157 pages. hardcover. Inventory
# 23984. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The story of a mixed-race woman who rediscoveres her
Cree roots. For Maria Campbell, a Mtis (Halfbreed) in Canada, the brutal realities of
poverty, pain, and degradation intruded early and followed her every step. Her story
is a harsh one, but it is told without bitterness or self-pity. It is a story that begins in 
1940 in northern Saskatchewan and moves across Canadas West, where Maria 
roamed in the rootless existence of day-to-day jobs, drug addiction, and alcoholism.
Her path strayed ever near hospital doors and prison walls. It was Cheechum, her 
Cree great-grandmother, whose indomitable spirit sustained Maria Campbell 
through her most desperate times. Cheechums stubborn dignity eventually led the 
author to take pride in her Mtis heritage, and Cheechums image inspired her in her 
drive for her own life, dignity; and purpose.

Born in 1940, Maria Campbell (née June Stifle) was raised in a close-knit Métis 
community that existed marginally in shanties on Crown land north of Prince Albert,
Saskatchewan. Halfbreed – the most acclaimed Aboriginal autobiography of the 
CP00100-2.jpg1970s – recalls Campbell’s trying, poverty-stricken childhood and 
early adulthood, which included a stint as a high-end prostitute in Vancouver, battles
with drug and alcohol addiction, and involvement in the drug trade. Speaking to the 
racism and violence that she, her family, and community faced from the surrounding
White and Indian populations, Campbell’s story is not merely a personal one, but 
also gives voice to the Métis as a whole, particularly to Métis women.
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Camus, Albert. The First Man. New York. 1995. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0679439374. Translated from the French by David Hapgood. 
327 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph: Albert Camus as soccer goalie of R.U.A.,
c. 1930. Albert Camus Archives/IMEC Jacket design by Carol Devine Carson. 
Inventory # 21563. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The First Man is a radiant, deeply moving novel of 
childhood. Camus intended it as the opening book of a projected epic—his War and
Peace—but in its storytelling magic and its evocative power, it has a satisfying 
completeness on its own, covering, as it does, the years of Camus’s childhood in 
Algeria. As he recaptures memories of growing up fatherless with a deaf-mute 
mother and an illiterate, tyrannical grandmother, Camus renders the poverty of a 
working-class neighborhood transcended by all the sensuous pleasures that nourish
this boy’s young life—the escapes to the beach and to the soccer fields with his 
schoolmates, the joyous hunting expeditions in the backcountry with his uncle and 
his cronies, the sounds and smells of the streets and docks of Belcourt, the delights
of the sun and the sea, and his overwhelming love for his silent mother. Throughout
there is the undercurrent of a frustrating search for a father and the awareness of 
the escalating tension between Algeria and France. But with the miraculous 
intervention of a wise schoolteacher the future suddenly opens up. Because these 
pages were never honed and edited by Camus—the handwritten manuscript was 
simply transcribed by his daughter—there is a raw energy to the writing. Feelings 
and images are poured onto the page with an intensity that makes this story of a 
childhood more spontaneous, more lyrical, more moving than anything Camus 
published in his lifetime.

Albert Camus was born in Algeria in 1913, where he spent the early years of his life
working at various jobs to help pay for his courses at the University of Algiers. His 
works include THE MYTH OF SISYPHUS, THE STRANGER, THE PLAGUE, THE 
FALL, and EXILE AND THE KINGDOM. THE STRANGER is one the most widely 
read novels of this century. In 1957 Camus was awarded the Nobel Prize for 
Literature. On January 4, 1960, he was killed in a car accident.
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Canetti, Elias. The Tower of Babel. New York. 1947. Knopf. 1st American Edition. 
Good in Slightly Worn Boards. No Dustjacket. bookstore. Translated from the 
German by C. V. Wedgewood Under The Personal Supervision Of The Author. 427
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 42550. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Difficult to describe and impossible to classify, THE 
TOWER OF BABEL is a realistic parable, original, deeply searching, timeless, and 
yet integral with the great underlying perplexities of our age. The story is that of a 
learned specia1ist in Chinese culture during three successive phases of his life, 
phases illuminated by the titles of the sections into which the book falls. In ‘A Head
Without a World,’ Peter Kien lives in his highly specialized library, ignorantly 
despising the world outside his door. Finally its cruder realities drive an opening 
wedge into his life. In ‘Headless World,’ Kien is hounded out of his library and home 
into the metropolis that he knows so little. Here is his chance to know the life outside
books; but now his mind is giving way, and what he experiences is a 
phantasmagoria. In ‘The World in the Head,’ Kien is visited by his brother, a gifted 
psychiatrist whose effort to rescue him actually pushes him toward the fatal crises of
his madness. The fine rendering, made under the author’s supervision by C. V. 
Wedgwood, author of William The Silent, brings this great work to readers of English
with a freedom from loss rarely found in translations.

Elias Canetti (1905-1994), Bulgarian-born author of the novel Auto-da-Fé, the 
sociological study Crowds and Power, and three previously published memoir 
volumes (The Tongue Set Free, The Torch in my Ear, and The Play of the Eyes), 
won the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1981.
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Canfora, Luciano. Vanished Library: A Wonder of the Ancient World. Berkeley. 
1990. University of California Press. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 0520072553. 205 pages. paperback. Inventory # 38303. $19.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Library of Alexandria was one of the wonders of the
Ancient World, and it has haunted Western culture for over 2,000 years. The 
Ptolemaic kings of Egypt - successors of Alexander the Great – had a staggering 
ambition: to house all of the books ever written under one roof. The idea of the 
universal library and its destruction still has the power to move us. But what was the
library, and where was it? Contemporary descriptions are vague and contradictory. 
Luciano Canfora resolves these puzzles in one of the most unusual books of 
classical history ever written. He recreates the world of Egypt and the Greeks in brief
chapters that marry the craft of the novelist and the discipline of the historian. 
Anecdotes, conversations, and reconstructions give THE VANISHED LIBRARY the 
texture of a novel, yet Canfora bases all of them on historical and literary sources in
this elegant piece of historical detective work. ‘The Vanished Library is an 
extraordinarily innovative work of ancient history.’ - Mary Beard, London Review of 
Books. ‘Canfora is a notable scholar, wellequiped to deal with the problems that face
a historian of the library. The detective work is every bit as fascinating as the brilliant
narrative which it supports.’ - Bernard Knox, Washington Post Book World. ‘This 
mystery has awaited, for a long time, a historian with the temperament of a writer as
well as that of a scholar, and it has found its ideal match in Luciano Canfora.’ - La 
Stampa, Turin. ‘Lucid, as well as vivid and evocative. The book is extremely hard to
put down.’ - Peter Burke, Emmanuel College Cambridge.

Luciano Canfora teaches at the University of Ban and is the editor of the journal 
Quaderni di Storia. A specialist in ancient literature, he has published a history of 
Greek literature and studies of Thucydides.
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Canin, Ethan. Blue River. Boston. 1991. Houghton Mifflin. 1st Printing. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 0395498546. 225 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Cover: 
Michaela Sullivan. Inventory # 15634. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Two very different brothers live out their separatelives-
and then come together after years of being apart. Dr. Edward Sellers is a wealthy 
ophthalmologist and responsible family man, cautious to a fault. His brother 
Lawrence lives in a wild, ragged world of his own unhinged imagination and 
shattered dreams. While Edward was always the good son, Lawrence brought his 
family shame. As the brothers are reunited, their past seizes them both, revealing 
the power of their bond, the complexity of their love-and the shocking betrayal of one
by the other. A novel that plumbs the depths of family, indeed of love itself, Blue 
River is a truly unforgettable literary event.

Ethan Andrew Canin (born July 19, 1960) is an American author, educator, and 
physician. He is a member of the faculty of the Iowa Writers' Workshop at the 
University of Iowa. Canin was born in Ann Arbor, Michigan, while his parents were 
vacationing from Iowa City, where his father, Stuart Canin, taught violin at the 
University of Iowa. He and his family moved around the midwestern and 
northeastern United States, and eventually settled in San Francisco, California, 
where he attended Town School and later graduated from San Francisco University
High School. He attended Stanford University and earned an undergraduate degree
in English. Returning to the University of Iowa, Canin entered the Iowa Writers' 
Workshop, receiving an MFA in 1984, and went on to attend Harvard Medical 
School, where he earned an M.D. in 1991. Beginning his medical practice with a 
residency at the University of California San Francisco, he pursued both medicine 
and writing for several years, leaving medicine in 1998 to join the faculty of the Iowa
Writers' Workshop, where he still teaches. He is a co-founder of the San Francisco
Writers' Grotto.
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Canning, Victor. Black Flamingo. New York. 1965. Berkley Medallion. Berkley 
Paperback Edition. Good in Wrappers. 160 pages. paperback. F1038. Inventory # 
37012. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - DEAD MAN’S SHOES. Stranded in the great Congo rain
forest, Bill Sinclair, whose own flying license has been suspended, borrows the 
identity (and flying credentials) of a dean man. In the wake of this act come 
acquaintance with a remarkable female and an ominous interest by strangers in 
Sinclair's movements. Before long, his stolen identity feels less like a new lease on 
life than a lease on death.

Victor Canning (16 June 1911 – 21 February 1986) was a prolific British writer of 
novels and thrillers who flourished in the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s. He was 
personally reticent, writing no memoirs and giving relatively few newspaper 
interviews. His masterpiece was The Rainbird Pattern (1972), which was awarded 
the CWA Silver Dagger and nominated for the Edgar awards. His later novels were
all far darker and more realistic than any of his earlier thrillers. They do not have 
conventional happy endings. The settings are mostly in the south of England, and 
the villains are often sinister government officials who crush the innocent bystanders
who might expose them.
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Cantor, Jay. Krazy Kat: A Novel in 5 Panels. New York. 1988. Knopf. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394550250. 255 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
& illustration by Steven Guarnaccia. Inventory # 9343. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Krazy Kat adores Ignatz Mouse. She sees the bricks he
hurls at her head as tokens of love, and each day Ignatz arranges a cunningly 
different method of delivery for his missile. But when Ignatz and Krazy witness the 
mega-brick explosion in the desert, Krazy becomes depressed, and refuses to 
perform. To coax her back to work so they can regain their lost limelight, Ignatz 
invents his own brand of psychotherapy, orchestrates her kidnapping, and tries to 
seduce Krazy with promises of stardom from a Hollywood producer. As the mouse 
confronts the Kat with bewildering new concepts like sex, death, and politics, Ignatz
and Krazy begin yearning to become round, for a fullness of body and spirit beyond 
their two-dimensional realm. Forming an altogether witty and winning counterpoint to
George Herriman’s classic comic strip, Jay Cantor’s kinetic novel has become a 
classic in its own right, one of those masterpieces that creates its own unforgettable
universe.

Jay Cantor (born 1948 New York City) is an American novelist, and essayist. He 
graduated from Harvard University with a BA, and from University of California, 
Santa Cruz with a Ph.D. He teaches at Tufts University. He lives in Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, with his wife, Melinda Marble, and their daughter, Grace. His work 
appeared in The Harvard Crimson. He was on the 2009 ArtScience Competition 
jury.keywords

Literature America
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Cantor, Jay. On Giving Birth To One's Own Mother: Essays On Art and Society. 
New York. 1991. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0394587529. 179 pages. hardcover. Jacket art is a portrait - 'The Artist and His 
Mother', 1934, by Arshile Gorky. Jacket design by Archie Ferguson. Inventory # 
15224. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With wit and passion, Jay Cantor in this sequence of 
essays tackles some of the philosophical underpinnings of modern life and art. In 
‘The Patriarchs,’ American leftist thought of the Sixties, nourished on Freud, Marx, 
and Nietzsche, meets the post-modern culture of the Eighties, raising questions that
will have to be answered in the Nineties. (How can we defeat post-modern irony, 
post-modern despair? Will we participate in reshaping ourselves or be designed by 
others?) The title essay, ‘On Giving Birth to One’s Own Mother,’ looks at Arshile 
Gorky painting and repainting a portrait of his mother and himself and explores the 
ways in which the artist transforms the loss of those he loves into art—to remake 
himself and to overcome his sadness. The collection includes, as well, essays on 
contemporary film (can we again make movies that we will want to splice into our 
personalities?); on making history into fiction (can we tell the story in a way that will
change the shape of the future?); on Afro-American jazz, and how its inspired 
conversation between voices can serve as a model for a new, democratic post-
modernism; on great popular art (Krazy Kat) and the endless joy it promises; and on
three profound documentary films of the Holocaust, works that offer us a palpable, 
terrifying knowledge of loss and death, and so a deeper relationship to life.

Jay Cantor (born 1948 New York City) is an American novelist, and essayist. He 
graduated from Harvard University with a BA, and from University of California, 
Santa Cruz with a Ph.D. He teaches at Tufts University. He lives in Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, with his wife, Melinda Marble, and their daughter, Grace. His work 
appeared in The Harvard Crimson. He was on the 2009 ArtScience Competition 
jury.
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Cantor, Jay. The Death of Che Guevara. New York. 1983. Knopf. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394517679. 577 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
28166. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In his critically acclaimed epic first novel, Jay Cantor, 
author of Krazy Kat and Great Neck, draws on history, myth, and his own prodigious
imagination to take on the life and death of revolutionary icon Che Guevara. In his 
now famous progress through modern times, Ernesto 'Che' Guevara, the scion of a 
liberal Argentine family, abandoned a medical career to become a revolutionary. A 
fiery comrade of Fidel Castro's who joined him in overthrowing the Cuban 
government of Baptista, Che later broke with Castro to lead a guerrilla movement in
Bolivia. As the novel charts Che's bold evolution, it also offers an incisive look at 
Latin America's revolutionary struggles, an exploration of the nature of truth and 
storytelling, and a brilliant exegesis of the psychology of radical activism.

Jay Cantor (born 1948 New York City) is an American novelist, and essayist. He 
graduated from Harvard University with a BA, and from University of California, 
Santa Cruz with a Ph.D. He teaches at Tufts University. He lives in Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, with his wife, Melinda Marble, and their daughter, Grace. His work 
appeared in The Harvard Crimson. He was on the 2009 ArtScience Competition 
jury.
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Capek, Karel. Apocryphal Tales. North haven. 1997. Catbird Press. 1st American 
Printing of This New Translation. Very Good in Wrappers. 0945774346. Translated 
from the Czech and with an introduction by Norma Comrada. 190 pages. paperback.
Cover design by Chris Lione. Inventory # 34401. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In these tales, Karel Capek approaches great events and
figures of history, myth, and literature in startling ways. Jesus’s loaves-and-fishes 
miracle is described from the point of a view of an otherwise sympathetic baker. 
Townspeople argue about who’s to blame for the approaching hordes of Attila the 
Hun. Abbots and smiths, servants and soldiers, judges and gods appear in these 
humorous, thought provoking, and sometimes frightening tales. This book contains 
all new translations, as well as some stories that have not yet appeared in English.

Karel Capek (January 9, 1890 - December 25, 1938) was one of the most influential
Czech writers of the 20th century. Capek was born in Malé Svatonovice, Bohemia, 
Austria-Hungary (now Czech Republic). He wrote with intelligence and humour on a
wide variety of subjects. Many of his works discuss ethical and other aspects of 
revolutionary inventions and processes that were already anticipated in the first half
of 20th century. These include mass production, atomic weapons, and post-human 
intelligent beings such as robots or intelligent salamanders. In addressing these 
themes, Capek was also expressing fear of impending social disasters, dictatorship,
violence, and the unlimited power of corporations, as well as trying to find some 
hope for human beings.
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Capek, Karel. Cross Roads. North Haven. 2002. Catbird Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0945774540. Translated from the Czech by Norma
Comrada. 256 pages. paperback. Cover: Christopher Lione. Inventory # 37914. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Catbird’s third volume of stories by Karel Capek 
introduces two early collections, written during and right after the First World War. 
The first collection, WAYSIDE CROSSES, is an agonized search for an absolute 
truth. Some of the stories take the form of mystery tales, without solutions. Others 
are about apparent miracles that have no explanations. When answers are found, 
they are sudden, fleeting moments of intuition that cannot be communicated to 
others. Capek wrote in reference to these stories, ‘the search for truth is more than 
truth itself.’ These metaphysical tales about the elusiveness of the absolute, of a 
God, are also about our limitations, our tenor and our helplessness. Yet the stories 
are told simply and with humor. The second collection, PAINFUL TALES - ‘painful’ in
the sense of the things we do that are painful to remember - consists of more 
realistic stories that have much in common with the works of Chekhov and 
Maupassant. ‘Here people act badly, cowardly, cruelly, or weakly,’ Capek wrote, 
‘and the point is that you cannot condemn any of them. I wanted to show them in 
humiliation and weakness, without debasing their value as human beings.’ Capek’s
search here is for sympathy and tolerance, taking into account the characters’ self-
doubt and self-torment, as well as their actions. In these complex morality plays, one
good conflicts with another, making choices extremely difficult.

Karel Capek (January 9, 1890 - December 25, 1938) was one of the most influential
Czech writers of the 20th century. Capek was born in Malé Svatonovice, Bohemia, 
Austria-Hungary (now Czech Republic). He wrote with intelligence and humour on a
wide variety of subjects. Many of his works discuss ethical and other aspects of 
revolutionary inventions and processes that were already anticipated in the first half
of 20th century. These include mass production, atomic weapons, and post-human 
intelligent beings such as robots or intelligent salamanders. In addressing these 
themes, Capek was also expressing fear of impending social disasters, dictatorship,
violence, and the unlimited power of corporations, as well as trying to find some 
hope for human beings.
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Capek, Karel. I Had a Dog and a Cat. New York. 1941. Macmillan. Reprinted 
Hardcover Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn & Chipped Dustjacket. Illustrated by 
Josef & Karel Capek. 160 pages. hardcover. Cover art by Josef Capek. Inventory #
7741. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - One thinks immediately of all one’s friends who would 
love these humorous, yet thoughtful and remarkably observant essays. Mr. Capek is
funny without being whimsical, and the exactness of what he says will tickle anyone
who knows dogs or cats. He tells first about Minda, the Airedale, about her 
upbringing, her unpredictable amours, and her puppies. Then he describes 
Dashenka, one of Minda’s daughters. There is a partly serious essay on Czech dog
shows - which seem much like dog shows everywhere - and finally a miscellaneous
and highly amusing chapter on dogs and cats. The story of Pudlenka and Pudlenka 
III and their innumerable offspring is as good as anything Mr. Capek has written, for
he is at his best when telling of animals. His particular brand of humor can hardly be
surpassed, whether he is writing of Minda, or about the wire-haired terriers, Ben, 
Benji, Blackie, and Bibi, or about the various cats which have also graced his 
household. He sees so much which one is apt to believe only oneself sees, that his
book is a pure delight. And more, he himself emerges as an extraordinarily likeable
person.

Karel Capek (January 9, 1890 - December 25, 1938) was one of the most influential
Czech writers of the 20th century. Capek was born in Malé Svatonovice, Bohemia, 
Austria-Hungary (now Czech Republic). He wrote with intelligence and humour on a
wide variety of subjects. Many of his works discuss ethical and other aspects of 
revolutionary inventions and processes that were already anticipated in the first half
of 20th century. These include mass production, atomic weapons, and post-human 
intelligent beings such as robots or intelligent salamanders. In addressing these 
themes, Capek was also expressing fear of impending social disasters, dictatorship,
violence, and the unlimited power of corporations, as well as trying to find some 
hope for human beings.
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Capek, Karel. Intimate Things. New York. 1936. Putnam. 1st American Edition. 
Previous Owner's Inscriptions in Front & Back,Otherwise Very Good.No Dustjacket.
Translated from the Czech by Dora Round. 176 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
35398. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Contains 50 short stories on daily life, written in a style 
for those ‘who prefer their books in the old-time English tradition.who wish to escape
from the day’s cares.’ Karel Capek's genius is compounded of many qualities: of 
humor and satire, of subtlety and gentleness, of warmth, knowledge, brilliance, 
polish — but above all it is compounded of wisdom. In this book he writes of all the 
things in daily life — of cats, dogs, women, idleness, nature, colds, reading, etc., and
never do his comments fail of humor and wisdom. He dismembers romanticization 
but he is not a cynic. He bares the weaknesses of human nature without indulging in
misanthropy. He depicts the comic without caricature, laughs at women without 
being a ‘male chauvinist’, personalizes animals without annoying the reader with 
pathetic fallacies, describes Nature without gushing and discusses books without 
pedantry. INTIMATE THINGS will appeal to persons of widely different tastes. To 
those readers who like homely wisdom, Capek has many things to say. Those who 
find comfort in Edgar Guest will not be turned empty away. Those who like their 
literature touched with acerbity, but not too much acerbity, will rate him tops. Those
who prefer their books in the old-time English tradition, who enjoy a beautiful style, 
who wish to escape from the day's cares, will find a great comfort. In short, here is 
an ideal volume of personal essays. Karel Capek (1890-1938) is generally 
considered the greatest Czech author of the first half of this century. He was 
Czechoslovakia’s leading novelist, playwright, story writer, and columnist, and the 
spirit of its short-lived democracy. His plays appeared on Broadway soon after their
debut in Prague, and his books were translated into many languages. Capek 
expressed himself in the form of accessible and highly enjoyable writing. Karel 
Capek wrote with intelligence and humor on a wide variety of subjects. His works 
are known not only for interesting and exact descriptions of reality, but also for his 
excellent work with the Czech language. He is perhaps best known as a science 
fiction author, who wrote long before science fiction became established as a 
separate genre. He can be counted as one of the founders of classical non-hardcore
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Capek, Karel. Meteor. New York. 1935. Putnam. 1st American Edition. Previous 
Owner's Inscription in Front, Otherwise Very Good. No Dustjacket. Translated from 
the Czech by M. & R. Weatherall. 256 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 26314. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In METEOR three persons in a hospital attempt to solve 
the mystery of the life and identity of a stranger who has been fatally injured in a 
plane crash.

Karel Capek (January 9, 1890 - December 25, 1938) was one of the most influential
Czech writers of the 20th century. Capek was born in Malé Svatonovice, Bohemia, 
Austria-Hungary (now Czech Republic). He wrote with intelligence and humour on a
wide variety of subjects. Many of his works discuss ethical and other aspects of 
revolutionary inventions and processes that were already anticipated in the first half
of 20th century. These include mass production, atomic weapons, and post-human 
intelligent beings such as robots or intelligent salamanders. In addressing these 
themes, Capek was also expressing fear of impending social disasters, dictatorship,
violence, and the unlimited power of corporations, as well as trying to find some 
hope for human beings.
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Capek, Karel. Money and Other Stories. New York. 1930. Brentano's. 1st American
Edition. Very Good. No Dustjacket. Translated from the Czech by Francis P 
Marchant, Dora Round, F. P. Casey & O. Vocadlo. Foreword by John Galsworthy. 
279 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 15031. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The stories in MONEY AND OTHER STORIES (1929) by
Karel Capek are mainly concerned with middle-class man's efforts to break out of 
the narrow circle of destiny and grasp ultimate values. It is no accident that the 
decisive role in almost all the stories is played by money. The characters in these 
books are, for the most part, helpless victims of forces that have overwhelmed them.
Author's first book of short stories in the English language.

Karel Capek (January 9, 1890 - December 25, 1938) was one of the most influential
Czech writers of the 20th century. Capek was born in Malé Svatonovice, Bohemia, 
Austria-Hungary (now Czech Republic). He wrote with intelligence and humour on a
wide variety of subjects. Many of his works discuss ethical and other aspects of 
revolutionary inventions and processes that were already anticipated in the first half
of 20th century. These include mass production, atomic weapons, and post-human 
intelligent beings such as robots or intelligent salamanders. In addressing these 
themes, Capek was also expressing fear of impending social disasters, dictatorship,
violence, and the unlimited power of corporations, as well as trying to find some 
hope for human beings.
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Capek, Karel. War With the Newts. New York. 1967. Berkley Medallion. Reprinted 
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Worn Wrappers. Translated from the Czech y M. &
R. Weatherall. 241 pages. paperback. S1404. Inventory # 14729. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the brief brightness between World War I and World 
War II. the new republic of Czechoslovakia shone lucidly, a country old in tradition, 
young in impulse and desire. And perhaps the greatest ‘writer it produced was the 
impish, elfin, hugely humorous Karel Capek, the man who invented the word ‘robot,’
immediately accepted by most languages; the man who held up a polished mirror of
wit and wisdom to mankind’s most cherished foibles. WAR WITH THE NEWTS is 
Capek’s prophetic and stirring novel about man’s fatal propensity to stuff himself 
with discovered sweets till he becomes sick - a novel in the great tradition of Lucian,
Swift, and Voltaire, perhaps one of the few truly enduring classics written in our 
times.

Karel Capek (January 9, 1890 - December 25, 1938) was one of the most influential
Czech writers of the 20th century. Capek was born in Malé Svatonovice, Bohemia, 
Austria-Hungary (now Czech Republic). He wrote with intelligence and humour on a
wide variety of subjects. Many of his works discuss ethical and other aspects of 
revolutionary inventions and processes that were already anticipated in the first half
of 20th century. These include mass production, atomic weapons, and post-human 
intelligent beings such as robots or intelligent salamanders. In addressing these 
themes, Capek was also expressing fear of impending social disasters, dictatorship,
violence, and the unlimited power of corporations, as well as trying to find some 
hope for human beings.
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Carballido, Emilio. The Norther. Austin. 1968. University Of Texas Press. 1st 
American Edition. Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front, Otherwise Very Good.
No Dustjacket. Illustrated by Jose Trevino. Translated from the Spanish by Margaret
Sayers Peden. 101 pages. hardcover. Cover: Jose Trevino. Inventory # 26757. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The love affair of a middle-aged widow and a young 
man-this is the human experience isolated in THE NORTHER, a concise 
examination of what makes and breaks human relationships. As the novel opens, 
the relationship, already strained by Isabel’s boredom, Aristeo’s restlessness, and 
the egocentricity of both, is threatened by the intrusion of a third figure, Max, who is
welcomed by Aristeo, resented by Isabel. Emilio Carballido explores the tensions in 
the situation by shifting alternately between past and present until, moving closer 
and closer together, they finally merge as the relationship comes full circle. The 
brilliant accommodation of form to content is also evident in the manner in which the
movement of events imitates the psychological movement of the characters, 
Carballido’s primary focus in depicting the loneliness of the individual in 
contemporary society. Best known as a playwright, Carballido reveals the hand of 
the dramatist in his characterization. We do not see his characters, they are not 
described, they are created as their emotional and psychological outlines emerge. 
Similarly, places and natural surroundings are described less to produce 
visualization of the setting than to suggest an emotional atmosphere. Carballido’s 
experience as a dramatist may be responsible for a prose style that is simple and 
direct, with no ambiguity in language end events, but it is suggestive of a fine 
novelistic talent that the meaning of THE NORTHER has been the object of widely 
divergent interpretations. The critical conflict aroused by THE NORTHER is 
discussed by the translator in her Introduction.

Emilio Carballido Córdoba, Veracruz, 22 May 1925 – Xalapa, Veracruz, 11 February
2008) was a Mexican writer who earned particular renown as a playwright.
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Carco, Francis. The Romance of Villon. New York. 1927. Knopf. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good. No Dustjacket. Translated from the French by Hamish Miles. 
350 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 2920. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A heavily fictionalised biography of the 15th century poet.
François Villon, born in Paris in 1431 and disappeared from view in 1463, is the best
known French poet of the late Middle Ages. A ne'er-do-well who was involved in 
criminal behavior and had multiple encounters with law enforcement authorities, 
Villon wrote about some of these experiences in his poems.

Francis Carco (1886–1958) was a French author, born at Nouméa, New Caledonia.
He was a poet, belonging to the Fantaisiste school, a novelist, a dramatist, and art 
critic for L'Homme libre and Gil Blas. During the War he became aviation pilot at 
Étampes, after studying at the aviation school there. His works are picturesque, 
painting as they do the street life of Montmartre, and being written often in the argot
of Paris. He has been called the ‘romancier des apaches.’ His memoir, The Last 
Bohemia: From Montmartre to the Latin Quarter, contains reminiscences of 
Bohemian life in Paris during the early years of the twentieth century. He had an 
affair with Katherine Mansfield in 1915. Carco held the ninth seat at Académie 
Goncourt from 1937–1958. He is buried in Cimetière de Bagneux.
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Cardona-Hine, Alvaro. Agapito. New York. 1969. Scribners. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 117 pages. hardcover. JACKET DESIGN BY
MARIAN EBERT. Inventory # 13766. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - AGAPITO is a discovery - unusual in form as well as in 
content. The story of a boy in his seventh year, it immediately involves the reader’s 
senses, both physical and emotional, In a highly affecting narrative consisting of a 
series of short, vital episodes - independent yet interconnected - the author has 
created an evocative ‘dialogue’ between the boy and his father’s peon, Agapito, a 
vividly drawn man closely attached to earth and life. Although Agapito remains the 
silent partner in the exchange, the boy observes and expresses an extraordinary 
range of experience - the taste of bread and sugar, the death of a little girl, the 
absurdities and ironies in man and nature. While AGAPITO embraces joy and 
elation as well as deep sorrow, it is above all a transcending affirmation.

A Costa Rican by birth, Alvaro Cardona-Hine has published four volumes of poetry, 
three in this country and one in his homeland. He has also contributed his verse to 
numerous American magazines and reviews. Brought to the U. S. at the age of 
fourteen when his father was appointed Costa Rican consul in San Diego, Mr. 
Cardona-Hine studied music and science at Los Angeles City College.
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Carelli, Anthony. Carnations: Poems. Princeton. 2011. Princeton University Press. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780691149455. 59 pages. 
paperback. Cover art: Pieter Bruegel the Elder, ‘Christ Carrying the Cross’ (1564). 
Inventory # 9039. $12.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Anthony Carelli's remarkable debut, CARNATIONS, 
the poems attempt to reanimate dead metaphors as blossoms: wild and lovely but 
also fleeting, mortal, and averse to the touch. Here, the poems are carnations, not 
only flowers, but also body-making words. Nodding to influences as varied as 
George Herbert, Francis Ponge, Fernando Pessoa, and D. H. Lawrence, Carelli 
asserts that the poet's materials--words, objects, phenomena--are sacred, wilting in 
the moment, yet perennially renewed. Often taking titles from a biblical vocabulary,
CARNATIONS reminds us that unremarkable places and events--a game of Frisbee
in a winter park, workers stacking panes in a glass factory, or the daily opening of a
café--can, in a blink, be new. A short walk home is briefly transformed into a 
cathedral, and the work-worn body becomes a dancer, a prophet, a muse.

Anthony Carelli was raised in Poynette, Wisconsin, and studied at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison before completing an MFA in poetry at New York University. His
poems have appeared in various magazines, including the New Yorker. He lives in 
Brooklyn, New York. This is his first book.
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Carew, Jan. A Touch of Midas. New York. 1958. Coward-McCann. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 288 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Ben Feder. Inventory # 17109. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A vivid novel of the treacherous South American jungles
where men risk their lives for the prize of diamonds and gold. This is the story of 
Shark, born in a native village, who acquires great wealth in the jungle, only to lose it
all in a city which he can neither understand not conquer. Young Aaron Smart, an 
orphan, is nicknamed Shark because he has small white teeth and a shark grin. He
grows up in a native village on the coast of British Guiana, dividing his time between
work in a road-gang and wandering through the savannahs and swamps dreaming 
of the wonderful life his father led as a diamond prospector. Then one day a 
mysterious white man appears and decrees that he shall be educated. Education 
frees Shark from the village. Apprenticed to a doctor, he is seduced by his master’s
daughter and learns the secret of his father’s death. This prompts him to run away 
and join the ‘pork-knockers,’ the men who work the diamond mines deep in the up-
country jungles. Thereafter incident follows exciting incident. Shark has hardly 
entered the strange, violent world of the pork knockers before it becomes apparent 
that he has inherited his father’s lucky touch. He makes a fortune in diamonds, 
becomes a fabled figure among the miners, until his name is even woven into the 
Blues they sing around the campfires. He has staunch friends in Bullah, the ex-
boxer storekeeper, and Belle, the beautiful Georgetown prostitute who follows him 
into the jungle. Suddenly grown rich and full of good intentions, Shark takes his 
friends back to Georgetown. But the city has seen successful pork knockers arrive 
before, and knows how to corrupt them. Shark’s life becomes one of pathetic 
profligacy. He tries to buy his way into a white man’s world, spending his money 
wantonly on women, a huge house, an equipage drawn by white horses in which he
drives to the races. At the climax of his career he is overtaken by ruin.

Born 24 September 1920 in Guyana, Jan Carew is a novelist, playwright, poet and 
educator. His poetry and first two novels, Black Midas and The Wild Coast, were 
significant landmarks of the West Indian literature.
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Carew, Jan. The Guyanese Wanderer. Louisville. 2007. Sarabande Books. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781932511505. 107 pages. paperback.
Cover illustration by Jan Carew. Cover & text design by Charles Casey Martin. 
Inventory # 13599. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In The Guyanese Wanderer, Jan Carew sets a fabulist 
eye and elegant hand to both old world and new. Combining Caribbean folklore, 
ghost story, adventure tale, and the literature of European exile, these narratives 
contain a spirited dialect and colloquial voice that startles and delights. The journey
begins in Carew’s homeland, among the gaudy parrots, jaguars, and six o’clock 
bees of Guyana, and then shifts to the boulevards of London and Paris. Carew’s 
characters—hunters and seers, buffoons and book-people—defy convention, 
especially the strong-willed women. Betina puts her husband in his place with a 
prospecting knife. Belfon comes of age with the help, and seduction, of Couvade, a
preacher-woman. A tagalong hunter named Tonic gets in over his head in a 
stampede of hogs. And in London, a black man called Caesar, prefers a landlord 
who puts his racism up front. Carew has lived a long life, in countries all over the 
world. He’s comfortable taking on just about anything, whether racial prejudice or 
whimsical fable, the fierce natural world or city slum. These are the brilliant songs of
a learned man.

Born 24 September 1920 in Guyana, Jan Carew is a novelist, playwright, poet and 
educator. His poetry and first two novels, Black Midas and The Wild Coast, were 
significant landmarks of the West Indian literature.keywords
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Carey, Peter. Bliss. New York. 1981. Harper & Row. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0060149590. 296 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Fred 
Marcellino. Inventory # 1998. $42.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - For thirty-nine years Harry Joy has been the 
quintessential good boy. But one morning Harry has a heart attack on his suburban 
front lawn, and, for the space of nine minutes he becomes a dead guy. And although
he is resuscitated, he will never be the same again.

Peter Philip Carey (born 7 May 1943) is an Australian novelist, known primarily for 
being one of only four writers to have won the Booker Prize twice—the others being
J. M. Coetzee, J. G. Farrell and Hilary Mantel. Carey won his first Booker Prize in 
1988 for Oscar and Lucinda, and won for the second time in 2001 with True History
of the Kelly Gang. In May 2008 he was nominated for the Best of the Booker Prize.
Carey has won the Miles Franklin Award three times and is frequently named as 
Australia's next contender for the Nobel Prize in Literature. In addition to writing 
fiction, he collaborated on the screenplay of the film Until the End of the World with
Wim Wenders and is executive director of the Master of Fine Arts in Creative Writing
program at Hunter College, part of the City University of New York.
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Carey, Peter. Illywhacker. New York. 1985. Harper & Row. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 006015425x. 600 pages. hardcover. Inscribed by the 
Author. Jacket painting by Robert Crawford. Inventory # 15792. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Australian slang, an illywhacker is a country fair con 
man, an unprincipled seller of fake diamonds and dubious tonics. And Herbert 
Badgery, the 139-year-old narrator of Peter Carey’s uproarious novel, may be the 
king of them all. Vagabond and charlatan, aviator and car salesman, seducer and 
patriarch, Badgery is a walking embodiment of the Australian national character - 
especially of its proclivity for tall stories and barefaced lies. As Carey follows this 
charming scoundrel across a continent and a century, he creates a crazy quilt of 
outlandish encounters, with characters that include a genteel dowager who fends off
madness with an electric belt and a ravishing young girl with a dangerous fondness 
for rooftop trysts. Boldly inventive, irresistibly odd, Illywhacker is further proof that 
Peter Carey is one of the most enchanting writers at work in any hemisphere.

Peter Philip Carey (born 7 May 1943) is an Australian novelist, known primarily for 
being one of only four writers to have won the Booker Prize twice—the others being
J. M. Coetzee, J. G. Farrell and Hilary Mantel. Carey won his first Booker Prize in 
1988 for Oscar and Lucinda, and won for the second time in 2001 with True History
of the Kelly Gang. In May 2008 he was nominated for the Best of the Booker Prize.
Carey has won the Miles Franklin Award three times and is frequently named as 
Australia's next contender for the Nobel Prize in Literature. In addition to writing 
fiction, he collaborated on the screenplay of the film Until the End of the World with
Wim Wenders and is executive director of the Master of Fine Arts in Creative Writing
program at Hunter College, part of the City University of New York.
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Carey, Peter. The Fat Man in History. New York. 1980. Random House. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394510720. 186 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 1997. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - If, in some post-Marxist utopia, obesity were declared 
counterrevolutionary, how would a houseful of fat men strike back? If it were 
possible to win a new body by lottery, what kind of people would choose ugliness? If
two gun-toting thugs decided to take over a business -- and run it through sheer 
terror -- how far would their methods take them? These are the questions that Peter
Carey, author of The Tax Inspector and Oscar and Lucinda, brilliantly explores in 
this collection of stories. Exquisitely written and thoroughly envisioned, the tales in 
The Fat Man in History reach beyond their arresting premises to utter deep and 
often frightening truths about our brightest and darkest selves.

Peter Philip Carey (born 7 May 1943) is an Australian novelist, known primarily for 
being one of only four writers to have won the Booker Prize twice—the others being
J. M. Coetzee, J. G. Farrell and Hilary Mantel. Carey won his first Booker Prize in 
1988 for Oscar and Lucinda, and won for the second time in 2001 with True History
of the Kelly Gang. In May 2008 he was nominated for the Best of the Booker Prize.
Carey has won the Miles Franklin Award three times and is frequently named as 
Australia's next contender for the Nobel Prize in Literature. In addition to writing 
fiction, he collaborated on the screenplay of the film Until the End of the World with
Wim Wenders and is executive director of the Master of Fine Arts in Creative Writing
program at Hunter College, part of the City University of New York.keywords
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Carey, Peter. The Tax Collector. New York. 1992. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0679404341. 279 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. 
Inventory # 24805. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Granny Catchprice runs her family business (and her 
family) with senility, cunning, and a handbag full of explosives. Her daughter Cathy
would rather be singing Country & Western than selling cars, while Benny 
Catchprice, sixteen and seriously psychopathic, wants to transform a failing auto 
franchise into an empire-and himself into an angel. Out of the confrontation between
the Catchprices and their unwitting nemesis, a beautiful and very pregnant agent of 
the Australian Taxation Office, Peter Carey, author of Oscar and Lucinda, creates an
endlessly surprising and fearfully convincing novel.

Peter Philip Carey (born 7 May 1943) is an Australian novelist, known primarily for 
being one of only four writers to have won the Booker Prize twice—the others being
J. M. Coetzee, J. G. Farrell and Hilary Mantel. Carey won his first Booker Prize in 
1988 for Oscar and Lucinda, and won for the second time in 2001 with True History
of the Kelly Gang. In May 2008 he was nominated for the Best of the Booker Prize.
Carey has won the Miles Franklin Award three times and is frequently named as 
Australia's next contender for the Nobel Prize in Literature. In addition to writing 
fiction, he collaborated on the screenplay of the film Until the End of the World with
Wim Wenders and is executive director of the Master of Fine Arts in Creative Writing
program at Hunter College, part of the City University of New York.
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Carkeet, David. Double Negative. New York. 1980. Dial Press. 1st Printing. Very 
Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0803717776. 246 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
Design by Judith K. Leeds. Inventory # 2001. $32.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - One almost hesitates to call this fascinating and richly 
comic novel a mystery, yet it is. There is murder, and a mystery is solved, but within
these conventional boundaries the terrain is filled with wildness—bizarre killings in 
an ivory tower think-tank on the Wabash, where colleagues who can barely stand 
the sight of one another study the linguistic patterns of children. The first victim is a
man who makes a fetish of cultivating enemies. The prime suspect is an iconoclastic
linguist named Jeremy Cook, whose efforts to clear himself bring him into conflict 
with shrewd Lieutenant Leaf. To catch the murderer, Jeremy Cook must decipher a
constantly changing language, a tongue known to everyone but remembered by no
one, a riddle language in which it is impossible tO lie—baby talk. DOUBLE 
NEGATIVE is a novel of inflection as well as detection, and one of the most 
entertaining of the year.

David Carkeet (born November 15, 1946, Sonora, California) is an American 
novelist and essayist. Three of his novels have been named New York Times Book
Review Notable Books of the Year. Carkeet grew up in the small northern California
town where he was born and attended the University of California at Davis and 
Berkeley, graduating from the Davis campus with a B.A. degree in German in 1968.
He received an M.A. in English literature from the University of Wisconsin in 1970 
and a Ph.D. in English linguistics from Indiana University in 1973. From 1973 to 
2002 he taught writing and linguistics at the University of Missouri in St. Louis. He 
married Barbara Lubin of Elmira, New York, in 1975, and they raised three 
daughters, Anne, Laurie, and Molly. He has lived in Middlesex, Vermont, since 2003.
Carkeet has written six novels for adults, two novels for young adults, and one 
memoir. A comic writer in the vein of Kingsley Amis, David Lodge, and Peter De 
Vries, he is best known for his three novels featuring a linguist named Jeremy Cook
as the protagonist.
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Carle, David and Carle, Janet. Traveling the 38th Parallel: A Water Line Around the
World. Berkeley. 2013. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 9780520266544. 6 x 9. 30 b/w photos. 5 maps. 284 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 40428. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Between extremes of climate farther north and south, the
38th North parallel line marks a temperate, middle latitude where human societies 
have thrived since the beginning of civilization. It divides North and South Korea, 
passes through Athens and San Francisco, and bisects Mono Lake in the eastern 
Sierra Nevada, where authors David and Janet Carle make their home. Former park
rangers, the authors set out on an around-the-world journey in search of water-
related environmental and cultural intersections along the 38th parallel. This book is
a chronicle of their adventures as they meet people confronting challenges in water
supply, pollution, wetlands loss, and habitat protection. At the heart of the narrative 
are the riveting stories of the passionate individuals—scientists, educators, and local
activists—who are struggling to preserve some of the world’s most amazing, yet 
threatened, landscapes. Traveling largely outside of cities, away from well-beaten 
tourist tracks, the authors cross Japan, Korea, China, Turkmenistan, Turkey, 
Greece, Sicily, Spain, Portugal, the Azores Islands, and the United States—from 
Chesapeake Bay to San Francisco Bay. The stories they gather provide stark 
contrasts as well as reaffirming similarities across diverse cultures. Generously 
illustrated with maps and color photos, Traveling the 38th Parallel documents 
devastating environmental losses but also inspiring gains made through the efforts 
of dedicated individuals working against the odds to protect these fragile places. 
Also by David Carle: Introduction to Water in California (2004).

David and Janet Carle were state park rangers at Mono Lake Tufa State reserve for
twenty years and have taught at Cerro Coso Community College in Mammoth 
Lakes. Janet is the editor of the California State Park rangers association journal, 
The Wave. David is the author of numerous books.
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Carle, David. Introduction to Fire in California. Berkeley. 2008. University Of 
California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520255777. 91
color photos, 8 color line illustrations, 15 color maps. 236 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 35901. $23.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - What is fire? How are wildfires ignited? How do 
California’s weather and topography influence fire? How did the California Indians 
use fire? In the spirit of his highly acclaimed INTRODUCTION TO AIR IN 
CALIFORNIA and INTRODUCTION TO WATER IN CALIFORNIA, David Carle now 
turns to another fundamental element of the natural world, giving a fascinating and 
concise view of this complex topic. His clearly written, dramatically illustrated book 
will help Californians, including the millions who live near naturally flammable 
wildlands, better understand their own place in the state’s landscape. Carle covers 
the basics of fire ecology; looks at the effects of fire on wildlife, soil, water, and air; 
discusses firefighting organizations and land management agencies; explains 
current policies; and explores many other topics. INTRODUCTION TO FIRE IN 
CALIFORNIA features: 91 color illustrations and 15 maps; Tips on what to do 
before, during, and after fires; An overview of major wildfires in California’s history; A
discussion of the effect of climate change on fires in natural landscapes.

David Carle worked as a California State Park ranger for twenty seven years. He is
author of Introduction to Water in California, Introduction to Air in California (both 
from UC Press), and Burning Questions: America’s Fight with Nature’s Fire, among
other books.keywords
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Carle, David. Introduction To Water in California. Berkeley. 2004. University Of 
California Press. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0520240863. 276 pages. paperback. Inventory # 41674. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It takes 8 gallons of water to grow a tomato; 616 gallons 
to make a burger patty. In fact, the food each of us consumes per day represents an
investment of 4,500 gallons of water, according to the California Farm Bureau. In 
this densely populated state where it rains only six months out of the year, where 
does all that water come from? This thoroughly engaging, concise book tells the 
story of California’s most precious resource, tracing the journey of water in the state
from the atmosphere to the snowpack to our faucets and foods. Along the way, we 
learn much about California itself as the book describes its rivers, lakes, wetlands, 
dams, and aqueducts and discusses the role of water in agriculture, the 
environment, and politics. Essential reading for a state facing the future with an 
already overextended water supply, this fascinating book shows that, for all 
Californians, every drop counts. FEATURES - 137 color photographs and 27 color 
maps; Includes a table ‘Where Does Your Water Come From?’ that answers the 
question for 315 California cities and towns; Provides up-to-date information on 
water quality in California, covering such timely topics as Giardia, groundwater 
contamination, fluoride, and the bottled-water phenomenon.

David Carle worked as a California State Park ranger for 27 years. He is author of 
Water and the California Dream: Choices for the New Millennium (2003) and 
Burning Questions: America’s Fight With Nature’s Fire (2002), among other books.keywords
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Carle, David. Water & the California Dream: Choices For the New Millennium. San 
Francisco. 2003. Sierra Club Books. 1st Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers.
1578050952. 20 b/w illustrations, 6 maps. 236 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
36098. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the last one hundred years, imported water has 
transformed the environment of the Golden State and its quality of life. The key to 
this transformation has been expanded access to water from the Eastern Sierra, the
Colorado River, and Northern California rivers. ‘Whoever brings the water, brings the
people,’ wrote engineer William Mulholland, under whose leadership the process of
growth through irrigation began. Now, in this provocative book, author David Carle 
contends that it may be time to stop drowning the California dream of the good life 
with imported water. Using oral histories, newspaper articles, and autobiographies,
Carle explores the historic changes in California, showing how imported water has 
shaped the pattern of population growth in the state. He also argues that it is 
possible to improve both the state’s damaged environment and the quality of life if 
Californians will accept limited water supplies as a fact of life in this naturally dry 
region.

David Carle teaches biology at Cerro Coso Community College, Eastern Sierra 
College Center. From 1982 to 2000, he and his wife shared the unit ranger position
at the Mono Lake Tufa State Reserve, participating in the long effort to protect that 
Eastern Sierra inland sea from the effects of stream diversions to Los Angeles.
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Carlon, Patricia. The Unquiet Night. New York. 2000. Soho Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1569471940. 191 pages. hardcover. Jacket photo
by Ludovic Moulin.Jacket design by Cheryl Cipriani. Inventory # 33082. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Nine-year-old Ann has been taken to a nature reserve by
her Aunt Rachel. As they are leaving, she sees a strange young man staring at 
them. After his panic subsides, the young man, Mart, realizes that they may be able
to connect him to the girl he's just strangled. Hence a game of cat and mouse begins
as Mart stalks them and other inhabitants of their small Australian town. Will Ann 
and her aunt escape?

Patricia Carlon (9 January 1927 – 29 July 2002) was an Australian crime fiction 
writer whose most notable works are fourteen suspenseful novels published 
between 1961 and 1970. She sometimes used the pseudonyms Patricia Bernard 
and Barbara Christie. She was rediscovered in the 1990s, after The Whispering Wall
(1969) and The Souvenir (1970) were republished as part of a series of Australian 
Classic Crime. These and other novels have subsequently been reissued in the 
United States and Australia. Carlon lived almost all her life with, or next door to, her
parents, in Wagga Wagga and the Sydney suburbs of Homebush and Bexley. Her 
income source from her late teens onwards was writing articles and short stories for
magazines as well as her novels. She refused all interviews. After her death it 
became known that she had been profoundly deaf since the age of 11: something 
even her publishers had been unaware of, as she always communicated with them 
by letter. Her deafness has since been related to themes and plots in her novels, in
which people in possession of the truth about a crime are often isolated and in peril,
either through being physically trapped, or because they are unable make others 
believe them.
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Carlyle, Thomas. Past and Present. Berkeley. 2005. University of California Press. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0520242505. Introduction and Notes
by Chris R. Vanden Bossche. Text Established by Chris R. Vanden Bossche, Joel J.
Brattin, and D. J. Trela. 843 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36199. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Norman and Charlotte Strouse Edition of the 
Writings of Thomas Carlyle, 4. Thomas Carlyle (1795-1881), Scottish essayist, 
historian, cultural critic, and leading man of English letters during the Victorian era, 
published Past and Present, one of his most influential works, in 1843. Written as a 
response to the economic crisis of the 1840s-closure of factories, loss of jobs, the 
growth of slums in industrial centers, the starving poor-Past and Present aimed to 
lead readers toward a ‘conversion experience’ in order to stimulate social reform. In 
this work, Carlyle provides a trenchant articulation of the political, social, religious, 
and economic climate of the mid-nineteenth century and a prophetic vision of the 
future. This volume, the fourth of the eight-volume Strouse Edition, includes an 
informative historical introduction and illustrations, along with complete notes and 
scholarly apparatus, and is the definitive modern scholarly edition.

Thomas Carlyle (4 December 1795 – 5 February 1881) was a Scottish philosopher,
satirical writer, essayist, translator, historian, mathematician, and teacher. 
Considered one of the most important social commentators of his time, he presented
many lectures during his lifetime with certain acclaim in the Victorian era.
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Carman, Patrick. The Dark Hills Divide: The Land of Elyon, Book 1. New York. 2005.
Scholastic. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Hardcover. No Dustjacket. Inscribed
by the author. 0439700930. 272 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37947. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Inquisitive twelve-year-old Alexa Daley is spending 
another summer in the walled town of Bridewell. This year, she is set on solving the
mystery of what lies beyond the walls. Legend says the walls were built to keep out
an unnamed evil that lurks in the forests and The Dark Hills. But what exactly is it 
that the townspeople are so afraid of? As Alexa begins to unravel the truth, pushing
beyond the protective barrier she's lived behind all her life, she discovers a strange 
and ancient enchantment -- and exposes a danger that could destroy everything she
holds dear.

Patrick Carman makes his home in the wilderness of eastern Washington and 
insists that it is a rather ordinary home and is not, in fact, surrounded by stone walls.
He divides his time between writing, public speaking, spending time with his wife 
and two daughters, reading, fly fishing, para-gliding, and snowboarding. Before 
writing his first novel, Carman helped to create board games, websites, a mentoring
program, and a radio music show.
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Carmean, Kelli. House of the Waterlily: A Novel of the Ancient Maya World. 
Brooklyn. 2017. Berghahn Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Pictorial 
Boards. No Dustjacket As Issued. 9781785335488. 274 pages. hardcover. Inventory
# 41803. $34.950000000000003

FROM THE PUBLISHER - “House of the Waterlily is an excellent introduction into 
the world of the Classic Period Maya in large part because Carmean is a fine 
storyteller who weaves her narrative as beautifully as a ‘fine-spun’ huipil. This book
would be an excellent addition to the course reading list for undergraduate students
who are studying the ancient Maya.” · Scott Simmons, University of North Carolina,
Wilmington. House of the Waterlily is a historical novel set in the world of the Late 
Classic Period Maya of the Southern Lowlands. Through the story of Lady Winik, a 
young Maya noble girl, the reader is immersed in the everyday world of the Maya.

Kelli Carmean holds a doctorate in Anthropology from the University of Pittsburgh 
and teaches at Eastern Kentucky University.
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Carnes, Mark C. Novel History: Historians & Novelists Confront America's Past (And
Each Other). New York. 2001. Simon & Schuster. 1st American Edition. Very Good 
in Dustjacket. 0684857650. 352 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by Debra Lill.
Inventory # 28752. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Historical fiction is a contradiction in terms. History is 
what happened; fiction, what did not. Yet great novelists have often disregarded this
logical difficulty, taking up the tools of the historian to explore the shadowy recesses
of the past. Their labors have brought forth many literary treasures. But how 
accurately do these masterpieces of the imagination reflect the past? In NOVEL 
HISTORY, twenty accomplished historians consider this question in relation to some
of our most important historical novels. Their essays are followed in most instances
by a response from the novelist. These dialogues illuminate one of the most 
fascinating and perplexing issues of our time — the relation between the ‘real’ past 
and our finest imaginative renderings of it. NOVEL HISTORY includes essays by 
distinguished historians such as John Demos, Michael Kammen, Joan D. Hedrick, 
John Lukacs, Eugene D. Genovese, Richard White, and Tom Wicker, and 
responses from notable novelists, including Gore Vidal, John Updike, Russell Banks,
Don DeLillo, Larry McMurtry, Jane Smiley, Madison Smartt Bell, William Styron, T. 
Coraghessan Boyle, William Kennedy, Charles Frazier, Thomas Fleming, and Tim 
O’Brien. NOVEL HISTORY is both a uniquely compelling perspective and superb 
collection of literary history.

Mark C. Carnes, Professor of History, joined the faculty of Barnard in 1982. His 
academic specialty is modern American history. His courses include The United 
States: 1940-1975, and several versions of the Reacting to the Past program which
he initiated in 1995. Professor Carnes served as general co-editor (with John 
Garraty) of the 24-volume American National Biography (1999). He is also Executive
Secretary of the Society of American Historians.
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Carney, Ray. Shadows. London. 2001. British Film Institute. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Wrappers. 0851708358. 96 pages. paperback. Inventory # 34792. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Shadows, John Cassavetes’ first film, ends with the title 
card - ‘The film you have just seen was an improvisation.’ Shortly before 
Cassavetes’ death, however, he confessed to Ray Carney something he had never
before revealed - that much of his so-called ‘masterpiece of improvisation’ was 
actually written by him and Robert Alan Aurthur, a professional Hollywood 
screenwriter. For Carney, it was Cassavetes’ ‘Rosebud.’ He spent ten years tracking
down the surviving members of the cast and crew and piecing together the true story
of the making of the film. This book is the result of that research. Carney takes the 
reader behind the scenes to follow every step in the creation of the film - chronicling
the hopes and dreams, the struggles and frustrations, and the ultimate triumph of 
their collaboration on one of the seminal masterworks of American independent film-
making. ‘Ray Carney is a tireless researcher who probably knows more about the 
shooting of Shadows than any other living being, including Cassavetes when he was
alive, since Carney, after all, has the added input of ten or more of the film’s 
participants who remember their own unique versions of the reality we all shared.’ -
Maurice McEndree, producer and editor of Shadows.

Ray Carney (born February 28, 1947) is Professor of Film and American Studies 
and Director of the undergraduate and graduate Film Studies programs at Boston 
University. He is the author or editor of more than ten books, including the critically 
acclaimed The Films of Mike Leigh: Embracing the World (2000); The Films of John
Cassavetes: Pragmatism, Modernism, and the Movies (1994); American Vision: The
Films of Frank Capra (1996); Speaking the Language of Desire: The Films of Carl 
Dreyer (1989); American Dreaming (1985); the newly published Cassavetes on 
Cassavetes (2001), and John Cassavetes: The Adventure of Insecurity (1999).
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Carnoy, Martin. Faded Dreams: The Politics & Economics of Race in America. New
York. 1995. Cambridge University Press. Reprinted Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0521470625. 300 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 21614. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Faded Dreams paints a new and challenging picture of 
how racial inequality has evolved in America. Martin Carnoy shows that three 
dominant views of economic differences between blacks and whites-that blacks are 
individually responsible for not taking advantage of market opportunities, that the 
world economy has changed in ways that puts blacks at a tremendous disadvantage
compared to whites, and that pervasive racism is holding blacks down-do not 
adequately explain why blacks made such large gains in the past and stopped 
making them in the 1980s and 1990s. Using a systematic analysis of fifty years of 
data on income, education, and the variety of jobs that both blacks and whites have
held, Faded Dreams offers a powerful argument for active government intervention 
to improve the education and living conditions of disadvantaged black children.

Martin Carnoy is a labour economist and Vida Jacks Professor of Education at the 
Stanford Graduate School of Education. He is an elected member of the National 
Academy of Education as well as of the International Academy of Education.
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Carotenuto, Aldo. A Secret Symmetry: Sabina Spielrein Between Jung & Freud. 
New York. 1982. Pantheon Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0394515307. Translated from the Italian by Arno Pomerans. John Shepley & 
Krishna Winston. 251 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Paul Gamarello. Inventory
# 30256. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A biography of the relationship between C.G. Jung and 
Sabina Spielrein, a young Russian woman who was in love with him and was one of
his first patients. Sabina Naftulovna Spielrein (born 1884, died August 12th 1942, 
both in Rostov-on-Don), was one of the first female psychoanalysts. She studied 
under Carl Gustav Jung, with whom she also had a romantic relationship. One of her
more famous analysts was the Swiss developmental psychologist, Jean Piaget, who
had also met Jung in Zurich in 1918-1919. Born 1885 into a family of a Jewish 
doctors in Rostov, Russia, her mother was a dentist, her father a physician. One of 
her brothers, Isaac Spielrein, was a Soviet psychologist, a pioneer of labor 
psychology. Sabina was married to Pavel Scheftel, a physician of Russian Jewish 
descent. Sabina's husband Pavel perished during Stalin's Great Terror, as did her 
brother Isaac. Sabina and her two children were probably killed by an SS Death 
Squad, Einsatzgruppe D in 1942 in Zmievskaya Balka. While Spielrein is not often 
given more than a footnote in the history of the development of psychoanalysis, her
conception of the sexual drive as containing both an instinct of destruction and an 
instinct of transformation, presented to the Society in 1912, in fact anticipates both 
Freud's ‘death drive’ and Jung's views on ‘transformation’ (Bettelheim 1983). She 
may thus have inspired both men's most creative ideas.

Aldo Carotenuto (January 25, 1933, Naples, Italy - February 13, 2005, Rome, Italy),
psychoanalyst and prominent international exponent of Jungian thought, was also a
member of the American Psychological Association and President of the 
Associazione di Psicologia e Letteratura, Professor of Psychology of the Personality
at the University of Rome. He has produced over twenty works, many of which have
been translated and published internationally.
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Carpelan, Bo. Axel. Evanston. 1998. Hydra Books/Northwestern University Press. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0810116170. Translated from the 
Finland-Swedish by David McDuff. hardcover. Inventory # 29461. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - As a novelist Bo Carpelan made his international 
breakthrough with Axel (1986). In this fictional diary the title character is Carpelan's
great-uncle, a violinist and a devoted friend Jean Sibelius, whom the composer 
dedicated his Second Symphony (1902). A failed musician, Axel was constantly 
broke, he suffered from a mysterious illness, but he also supported Sibelius 
economically. After the death of his most responsive critic, Sibelius wrote in his diary
on March 19, 1919: ‘Now Axel is being lowered into the earth's cold arms. It feels so
deeply, deeply tragic! For whom will I compose now!’ Carpelan came across the 
name of his great-uncle for the first time in his childhood, but the real stimulus 
toward writing the novel came from Erik Tawaststjerna's magnificent biography of 
Sibelius.

Bo Carpelan (1926-2011) was a prolific Finnish poet, novelist, dramatist, literary 
critic, and translator, whose career spanned over six decades. Bo Carpelan wrote in
Swedish. He won the prestigious Finlandia Prize twice – in 1993 for Urwind 
(Alkutuuli), about the memories and mysterious visions of an antiquarian bookseller,
and in 2005 for the novel Berg (Kesän varjot). However, Carpelan always 
considered poetry to be his ‘true homeland’.
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Carpentier, Alejo. Reasons of State. New York. 1976. Knopf. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Slightly Worn & Price-Clipped Dustjacket. 0394499093. Translated 
from the Spanish by Frances Partridge. 313 pages. hardcover. Cover: Muriel 
Nasser. Inventory # 31489. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Alejo Carpentier’s stature as a master stylist, as a writer
on a level with the other giants of the Latin American novel (Garcia Márquez, 
Asturias, Fuentes, Cortázar), is reconfirmed in his new book about a Head of State-
the enlightened despot of an unnamed South American country in the early days of 
the twentieth century. A cultivated man, devoted to French culture, to painting and to
the opera. a vigorous man of action with a large appetite for complaisant women and
for Santa Ines rum. a dispassionate man, master of the labyrinthine reasons of state.
the Head of State rules with complete authority, using all the means at hand - purple
rhetoric, the Army, the stolid, progressive terrorism of his Model Prison-to maintain 
himself and his cortege in office. The generals may revolt, the liberals may issue 
manifestos, the revolutionaries may plant bombs. the Yankees may even intrude 
themselves into the affairs of his homeland. but still the Head of State survives, 
suppressing all dissent, confiscating all red literature (including Le Rouge et le Noir 
and The Scarlet Letter), facing down in his own Presidential quarters the most 
extreme of the revolution- aries, the Student. He is in absolute control of his (and his
nation’s) fate. until the people rebel, until he is betrayed by those closest to him, until
he is left to live out his last bitter days in exile, in his beloved Paris, now the 
disfigured, decadent home of the Jazz Age and the banalities of ‘Yes, We Have No
Bananas. Crowded with the gaudy personalities and events of the extravagant Belle
Epoque (a mascaraed Caruso, a young Nehru, a faded Bernhardt, a seductive 
D’Annunzio) , alive with wit and erudition, Reasons of State is an exuberant, 
baroque tour de force from the world-renowned author of The Lost Steps and The 
Kingdom of This World.

Alejo Carpentier y Valmont (December 26, 1904 - April 24, 1980) was a Cuban 
novelist, essay writer, and musicologist who greatly influenced Latin American 
literature during its famous ‘boom’ period.
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Carpentier, Alejo. The Chase. New York. 1989. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374120838. Translated from the Spanish by 
Alfred Mac Adam. 122 pages. hardcover. Jacket design (c) 1989 by Syndi Becker 
Author photo by Mario Ferrer. Inventory # 12990. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The fragmentation and counterpoint of his narrative, its 
cycles and spirals, give his work a labyrinthine quality. In THE CHASE, Carpentier 
combines atmosphere, violence, and a sophisticated meditation on flight from the 
modern world into a richly textured romance of exploration. The current boom in 
Latin American fiction-the heady mix of fevered politics and narrative innovation in 
the works of Gabriel Garcia Márquez, Mario Vargas Llosa, José Donoso, and 
others-would not have been possible without Alejo Carpentier’s THE CHASE. For it 
is this remarkable novella which changed the literary imagination of the Spanish 
language, much as the work of Jorge Luis Borges revolutionized its narrative forms,
Written in 1956, The Chase is a thrilling tale told against the backdrop of Havana in 
the era of Batistas violent tyranny. Carpentier tells of two men (one a student on the
run, the other a ticket seller in a concert hall) who come to find their lives-and fates-
intertwined. Both men trace paths through the tumultuous city that bring them to the
home of Estrella, a prostitute. They are planets doomed to orbit around-this fixed 
star. THE CHASE is Carpentier at his luxuriant, baroque best. His language, as one
critic has observed, seems to register the contrary impulses that set imagination 
against reason; its involuted syntax coils around the sharp edges of concepts and 
ideas as if to draw them into equivocal and more elusive terrain. He masterfully 
undermines a sense of linear progress, deepening the mystery of historical time.

Alejo Carpentier y Valmont (December 26, 1904 - April 24, 1980) was a Cuban 
novelist, essay writer, and musicologist who greatly influenced Latin American 
literature during its famous ‘boom’ period.
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Carpentier, Alejo. The Harp and the Shadow. San Francisco. 1990. Mercury House.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0916515710. Translated from the 
Spanish by Thomas & Carol Christensen. 159 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration -
Christopher Columbus sailing through uncharted seas, colored engraving, circa 
1585. Jacket design by Sharon Smith. Inventory # 14256. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - As the discovery of America approaches its 
quincentennial in 1992, Christopher Columbus evokes little more than a name, a list
of ships, and a date recited by schoolchildren. Now, translated for the first time into
English, THE HARP AND THE SHADOW provides a provocative portrait of 
Columbus ad seen through the eyes of one of Latin America’s outstanding writers.
Was Columbus a saint or a sinner? Carpentier examines the question is this 
historical novel. The first section, ‘The Harp’, takes place in the early decades of the
nineteenth century, as Pope Pius IX, faced with unrest in the Americas, seeks to 
beatify a unifying figure, Columbus. The second section, ‘The Hand’, is a flashback:
Columbus lies dying, awaiting his confessor and wrestling with his sense of failure 
and guilt. He ponders the disparity between his initial elation at discovery of the New
World and his eventual obsession with gold and slaves. In the farcical and 
phantasmagoric final section, ‘The Shadow’, scholars and writers from Bartolome de
las Casas to Jules Verne debate whether Columbus should be beatified, while the 
spirit of Columbus observes them, alternately cringing and crowing. THE HARP 
AND THE SHADOW describes the initial encounter between the Old and the New 
World, exploring the tragic consequences of abandoned idealism and the difficulties
of communication between two cultures.

Alejo Carpentier y Valmont (December 26, 1904 - April 24, 1980) was a Cuban 
novelist, essay writer, and musicologist who greatly influenced Latin American 
literature during its famous ‘boom’ period.
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Carpentier, Alejo. The Kingdom of This World. New York. 1957. Knopf. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. Translated from the Spanish by 
Harriet De Onis. 150 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Joseph Low. Inventory # 
2024. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This extraordinary tale of Haiti in the era of Toussaint 
L’Ouverture and Henri-Christophe is fiction, but most of the people who cross its 
magic-filled pages really lived. The chronology, the place names, even the events 
are largely true to historical fact. Through the eyes of one long-lived Negro - Ti Noel
- we the readers see the happenings of an incredible time. But the principal 
character of THE KINGDOM OF THIS WORLD is not Ti Noel or Henri-Christophe, 
but Haiti itself in the most violent period of its dramatic and bloody history. Voodoo, 
race hatred, erotomania, fantastic grandeurs of false elegance, the incredible Citadel
of La Ferrière, Sans Souci, King’ Henri-Christophe’s body set into the mortar of his 
weird fortress-all these elements, plus half a hundred more (including wonderful 
glimpses of Pauline Bonaparte) pour from this brilliantly lighted, tropical, superbly 
written, and unique book. By the man of whom Dame Edith Sitwell has written: 
‘Carpentier is, most certainly, one of the greatest writers alive at this time.’

Alejo Carpentier y Valmont (December 26, 1904 - April 24, 1980) was a Cuban 
novelist, essay writer, and musicologist who greatly influenced Latin American 
literature during its famous ‘boom’ period.
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Carr, E. H. The October Revolution: Before and After. New York. 1969. Knopf. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 179 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Irving Bogen. Inventory # 19541. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The distinguished Cambridge University historian, E. H.
Carr, is perhaps the English-speaking world’s leading scholar in the field of 
twentieth-century Russian history, which has been the main focus of his researches
and thinking since 1950 when he began his celebrated multi-volume A HISTORY OF
SOVIET RUSSIA. In THE OCTOBER REVOLUTION he summarizes the meaning of
the Soviet experience. ‘My concern,’ he writes in an introduction to these eleven 
essays, ‘is not so much with the ten days that shook the world as with the world-
shaking process of which they were the expressions and sometimes the starting 
point.’ In this context he brings his cool, critical judgment and felicitous style to bear
on such subjects as the structure of Soviet society, collectivization, the revolution as
Utopia, the revolution from above, the unfinished revolution, trade unions, the 
tragedy of Trotsky, and the socialist critics of Soviet policy, among them Rosa 
Luxemburg and Isaac Deutscher. Noting that the study of revolution automatically 
raises the issues of continuity and change in history - and that no change, however 
radical, wholly breaks historical continuity - Professor Carr here concerns himself 
with the changes and developments within the revolution, and the worldwide effects
of the Russian Revolution, rather than with the elements of continuity which, in the 
full context of Russian history, the Soviet experience displays. His book illumines the
essential questions raised by the political and social upheavals of the October 
Revolution.

E. H. Carr (June 28, 1892, London, United Kingdom - November 3, 1982, London, 
United Kingdom) was born in London in 1892 and educated at Trinity College, 
Cambridge. He was attached to the British delegation at the Peace Conference in 
1919. From 1941 to 1946 he was an editor of The Times of London and from 1953 
to 1955 a Tutor in Politics, Balliol College, Oxford. Since 1955 he has been a Fellow
of Trinity College, Cambridge. He is the author of six books in addition to WHAT IS
HISTORY? and his multi-volume A HISTORY OF SOVIET RUSSIA.
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Carr, John Dickson. Scandal at High Chimneys. New York. 1960. Bantam Books. 
Bantam Paperback Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers. 184 pages. paperback. A2155.
Inventory # 37013. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Murder and moral depravity in sanctimonious Victorian 
London.

John Dickson Carr (November 30, 1906 – February 27, 1977) was an American 
author of detective stories, who also published using the pseudonyms Carter 
Dickson, Carr Dickson and Roger Fairbairn. Carr is generally regarded as one of the
greatest writers of so-called "Golden Age" mysteries, complex, plot-driven stories in
which the puzzle is paramount. He was influenced in this regard by the works of 
Gaston Leroux and by the Father Brown stories of G. K. Chesterton. He was a 
master of so-called locked room mystery, in which a detective solves apparently 
impossible crimes.
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Carr, Julie. Real Life: An Installation. Richmond. 2018. Omnidawn Publishing. 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430571. 6 x 9. 232 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 43705. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a book rich with formal variety and lyric intensity, Carr 
takes up economic inequality, gendered violence, losses both personal and national,
and the crisis of the body within all of these forces. Real Life: An Installation is a 
terrifying book, but one that keeps us close as it moves through the disruptions and
eruptions of the real. “Only a poet can humble us to the gunshot ghost of the 
America behind its dream. Julie Carr’s resonant genius is at our ears. she has made
poetry inseparable from life. We need this poetry.” CAConrad, author of While 
Standing in Line for Death.

julie carr is the author of six books of poetry, including 100 Notes on Violence, RAG,
and Think Tank. Carr is an associate professor at the University of Colorado in 
Boulder. With Tim Roberts, she is the co-founder of Counterpath Press in Denver.
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Carroll, Jonathan. Bones of the Moon. New York. 1988. Arbor House/Morrow. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0877959374. 217 pages. hardcover. Signed by the
Author. Jacket illustration & design by Thomas Canty. Inventory # 21557. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Cullen James is a young woman whose life dictates her
dreams - and whose dreams control her life.’ In her first dream, she found the 
perfect man - and the same thing promptly happened in life. Now, though, she has 
begun to dream dreams set in Rondua, a fantasy world of high adventure, full of 
tests of her courage and strength. And slowly, quietly, her dream world is spilling 
over into her New York City reality and beginning to threaten everything she loves in
life. Her friends are gathered to help her - but even her newfound courage may not 
be enough.

Jonathan Samuel Carroll (born January 26, 1949) is an American fiction writer 
primarily known for novels that may be labelled magic realism, slipstream or 
contemporary fantasy. He has lived in Austria from the 1970s.
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Carroll, Jonathan. From the Teeth of Angels. New York. 1994. Doubleday. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0385468415. 212 pages. hardcover. 
Signed by the Author. Jacket design by Honi Werner. Inventory # 21599. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Jonathan Carroll is no longer just a cult author. His 
previous novel, AFTER SILENCE, placed this gifted and award-winning writer 
squarely in the mainstream. The San Francisco Chronicle raved, ‘AFTER SILENCE 
is filled with people who feel as real as one’s closest friends, observed with a 
penetrating, and sometimes brutally chilling, clarity. a taut, original work whose 
excellence fulfills the promises made by this remarkable author over the last dozen 
years.’ In FROM THE TEETH OF ANGELS, Jonathan Carroll returns to that unique 
literary landscape that he paves with magic and wonder. While vacationing in 
Sardinia, Ian McGann meets Death in a dream. Death promises to answer any of 
McGann’s questions, but if he fails to understand the answers, he will have to pay 
with his life. In Los Angeles, successful film actress Arlen Ford is no longer happy 
living in the Hollywood fast lane. She gives up everything - her career, her house, 
her glamorous lifestyle - and moves to Austria, where she meets a passionate war 
correspondent. From the start, their relationship is all-consuming. Arlen realizes she
has been waiting for this man all her life. And in Vienna, the terminally ill Wyatt 
Leonard suddenly discovers that he has the ability to raise the dead. How all three of
these extraordinary fates converge is at the heart of Jonathan Carroll’s most daring
and provocative novel, in which he dares to ask - and answer - the ultimate 
question: What is Death?

Jonathan Samuel Carroll (born January 26, 1949) is an American fiction writer 
primarily known for novels that may be labelled magic realism, slipstream or 
contemporary fantasy. He has lived in Austria from the 1970s.
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Carroll, Jonathan. Kissing the Beehive. New York. 1998. Doubleday. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0385480113. 232 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
& illustration by Honi Werner. Inventory # 26621. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Bestselling author Sam Bayer is stuck. Burned out from 
his third divorce, bored with the formulaic rut his writing has fallen into, and unable to
deliver the manuscript for which he has been paid a stratospheric advance, he is 
desperate for inspiration. But a chance visit to his hometown of Crane's View, New 
York, sparks his imagination. Soon he immerses himself in an unsolved case of 
murder that took place when he was a teenager - Sam himself had discovered the 
body of the victim, a beautiful and wild teenage girl named Pauline. At the same time
he is drawn into an explosive affair with a gorgeous but seriously loopy fan with the 
improbable name of Veronica Lake. As Sam learns the disturbing facts about his 
lover's past, Pauline's murderer reappears - not only endangering Sam but putting 
his beloved fifteen-year-old daughter in jeopardy as well. Not knowing whom to trust,
Sam has to brace himself for the truly unexpected resolution to this decades-old 
mystery.

Jonathan Samuel Carroll (born January 26, 1949) is an American fiction writer 
primarily known for novels that may be labelled magic realism, slipstream or 
contemporary fantasy. He has lived in Austria from the 1970s.
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Carroll, Jonathan. The Land of Laughs. New York. 1980. Viking Press. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670417556. 241 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Mel Brofman. Inventory # 11242. $125

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Have you ever loved a magical book above all others? 
Have you ever wished the magic were real? Welcome to The Land of Laughs. A 
novel about how terrifying that would be. Schoolteacher Thomas Abbey, unsure son
of a film star, doesn’t know who he is or what he wants-in life, in love, or in his 
relationship with the strange and intense Saxony Gardner. What he knows is that in
his whole life nothing has touched him so deeply as the novels of Marshall France, a
reclusive author of fabulous children’s tales who died at forty-four. Now Thomas and
Saxony have come to France’s hometown, the dreamy Midwestern town of Galen, 
Missouri, to write France’s biography. Warned in advance that France’s family may 
oppose them, they’re surprised to find France’s daughter warmly welcoming instead.
But slowly they begin to see that something fantastic and horrible is happening. The
magic of Marshall France has extended far beyond the printed page.leaving them 
with a terrifying task to undertake.

Jonathan Samuel Carroll (born January 26, 1949) is an American fiction writer 
primarily known for novels that may be labelled magic realism, slipstream or 
contemporary fantasy. He has lived in Austria from the 1970s.
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Carroll, Lewis. Alice's Adventures in Wonderland. New York. [1960]. Signet/New 
American Library. Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. Foreword by Horace Gregory. Original Illustrations by John Tenniel. 238
pages. paperback. CT647. Cover art: John Tenniel. Inventory # 38472. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A very real little girl named Alice follows a remarkable 
rabbit down a rabbit hole and steps through a looking - glass to come face to face 
with some of the strangest adventures and some of the oddest characters in all 
literature. The crusty Duchess, the Mad Hatter, the weeping Mock Turtle, the 
diabolical Queen of Hearts, the Cheshire - Cat, Tweedledum and Tweedledee - 
each one is more eccentric, and more entertaining, than the last. And all of them 
could only have come from the pen of Lewis Carroll, one of the few adults ever to 
enter successfully the children's world of make - believe - a wonderland where the 
impossible becomes possible, the unreal, real. where the heights of adventure are 
limited only by the depths of imagination.

Charles Lutwidge Dodgson (27 January 1832 – 14 January 1898), better known by 
his pen name, Lewis Carroll, was an English writer, mathematician, logician, 
Anglican deacon and photographer. His most famous writings are Alice's Adventures
in Wonderland and its sequel Through the Looking-Glass, as well as the poems ‘The
Hunting of the Snark‘ and ‘Jabberwocky‘, all examples of the genre of literary 
nonsense.
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Carroll, Lewis. Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking-Glass. 
New York. 1960. Signet/New American Library. Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback
Edition. Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front,Otherwise Very Good in Slightly 
Worn Wrappers. Foreword by Horace Gregory. Original Illustrations by John 
Tenniel. 238 pages. paperback. CD22. Cover: John Tenniel. Inventory # 31410. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A very real little girl named Alice follows a remarkable 
rabbit down a rabbit hole and steps through a looking - glass to come face to face 
with some of the strangest adventures and some of the oddest characters in all 
literature. The crusty Duchess, the Mad Hatter, the weeping Mock Turtle, the 
diabolical Queen of Hearts, the Cheshire - Cat, Tweedledum and Tweedledee - 
each one is more eccentric, and more entertaining, than the last. And all of them 
could only have come from the pen of Lewis Carroll, one of the few adults ever to 
enter successfully the children's world of make - believe - a wonderland where the 
impossible becomes possible, the unreal, real. where the heights of adventure are 
limited only by the depths of imagination.

Charles Lutwidge Dodgson (27 January 1832 – 14 January 1898), better known by 
his pen name, Lewis Carroll, was an English writer, mathematician, logician, 
Anglican deacon and photographer. His most famous writings are Alice's Adventures
in Wonderland and its sequel Through the Looking-Glass, as well as the poems ‘The
Hunting of the Snark‘ and ‘Jabberwocky‘, all examples of the genre of literary 
nonsense.
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Carson, Ciaran. The New Estate. Winston-Salem. 1976. Wake Forest University 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0916390020. 42 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 10456. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ciarán Carson’s reputation as one of the finest of 
Ireland’s young poets is already well established. He is a writer who finds poetry 
everywhere: in the past and the present, in the landscape, in family relationships, in 
the intricacies of craft - whether it is linen weaving, the casting of a bell, or a bomb 
disposal - and in the great heritage of Irish culture. Ciarân Carson was born in 
Belfast in 1948, and his first language was Irish. After studying at Queen’s 
University, he worked as a civil servant and as a teacher, before becoming 
Traditional Arts Officer with the Arts Council of Northern Ireland. His work has been
published widely in anthologies and leading literary journals. ‘The New Estate’ is his
first major collection.

CIARAN CARSON was born in Belfast in 1948, where he is Professor of Poetry at 
Queen's University. He is the author of nine collections of poems, including FIRST 
LANGUAGE, which won the T S. Eliot Prize. He has written four prose books, 
including SHAMROCK TEA, a novel, which was long-listed for the 2001 Booker 
Prize. His translation of Dante's INFERNO was awarded the Oxford Weidenfeld 
Translation Prize. In 2003, he was made an honorary member of the Irish 
Translators' and Interpreters' Association. He lives in Belfast.
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Cartano, Tony. Blackbird. New York. 1987. Macmillan. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0025292706. Translated from the French by Shelia Fischman. 
216 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Rafal Olbinski. Inventory # 8140. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The brilliant but twisted notebooks of Blackbird, a 
mysterious Bellevue patient for the last thirty years, hold the key to his real identity 
and to a past that intertwined with the tragic destinies of the great European cities.

Tony Cartano has contributed to Literary News, La Quinzaine litteraire, Le Point, and
writes articles on foreign literature for the Literary Magazine. He is also the literary 
director of Renaissance Press.
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Carter, Angela. Fireworks. New York. 1981. Harper & Row. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0060148527. 133 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
illustration by Ron Walotsky. Inventory # 42867. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here is the ritualism of Tokyo where lovers ponder the 
intangible reflections of themselves, ‘reflections of nothing but appearances, in a city
dedicated to seeming’, and ‘the velvet nights spaked with menace’ of a wasted 
London, poised on the brink of destruction. In these extraordinary tales Angela 
Carter pinpoints the symbolism of the city streets and weaves allegories around 
forests and jungles of strange and erotic landscapes of the imagination.

Angela Carter (7 May 1940 – 16 February 1992) was an English novelist and 
journalist, known for her feminist, magical realism, picaresque and science fiction 
works.Angela Carter died aged 51 in 1992 at her home in London after developing 
lung cancer.
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Carter, Angela. Heroes and Villains (DUSTJACKET ONLY). New York. 1969. Simon
& Schuster. Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0671206524. DUSTJACKET 
ONLY. Jacket design by Graham Percy. Inventory #  44238. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET - An allegorical post-
Apocalyptic novel, in which three surviving social groups—the Professors, the 
Barbarians, and the Out People—come into conflict when a Professor’s daughter is
captured and becomes the bride of a Barbarian. The novel is set in a future Dark 
Ages, but its opening is a clever parody of ‘Emma.’

Angela Carter (7 May 1940 – 16 February 1992) was an English novelist and 
journalist, known for her feminist, magical realism, picaresque and science fiction 
works.Angela Carter died aged 51 in 1992 at her home in London after developing 
lung cancer.
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Carter, Angela. The Magic Toyshop (DUSTJACKET ONLY). New York. 1967. Simon
& Schuster. Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket. DUSTJACKET ONLY. Jacket 
design by Paul Davis. Inventory #  44239. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET - The Magic Toyshop
is an elegant, bizarre, almost Gothic, con- temporary novel. It appeared in America 
just one year after the publication of Angela Carter's first book, Honeybuzzard, which
was received glowingly by critics on both sides of the Atlantic. In The Magic Toyshop
nicely brought-up Melanie, orphaned at 15, is sent with her younger brother and 
sister to live with an unknown uncle, a brilliantly eccentric toymaker. The menage 
includes the aunt, struck dumb on her wedding night and able to communicate only
by means of blackboard and chalk, and her two younger brothers, one a gifted 
painter and the other a brilliant musician. The uncle, who rules the household with 
monosyllabic violence, occupies himself after nightfall with his real passion: the 
creation of a theater of life-size puppets. In a nightmare climax to the book, he draws
Melanie into the cast on stage. Angela Carter's skill in combining this grotesque 
world with everyday living and emotions makes this fantastic and macabre tale 
utterly believable. First published in England a few months prior to the American 
edition, its quality was best summed up in the review of the Guardian, which called 
the book ‘cruel and lyrical; genuinely gripping.'

Angela Carter (7 May 1940 – 16 February 1992) was an English novelist and 
journalist, known for her feminist, magical realism, picaresque and science fiction 
works.Angela Carter died aged 51 in 1992 at her home in London after developing 
lung cancer.
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Carter, Angela. The Passion of New Eve (DUSTJACKET ONLY). New York. 1977. 
Harcourt Brace & Jovanovich. Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0151712850. 
DUSTJACKET ONLY. Jacket design by Richard Mantel. Inventory #  44240. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET - ‘I know nothing. I 
am a tabula rasa, a blank sheet of paper, an unhatched egg. I have not yet become
a woman, although I possess a woman’s shape. Not a woman, no: both more and 
less than a real woman. Now I am a being as mythic and monstrous as Mother 
herself. New York has become the City of Dreadful Night where dissolute Leilah 
performs a dance of chaos for Evelyn. But this young Englishman’s fate lies in the 
arid desert, where a many-breasted fertility goddess will wield her scalpel to 
transform him into the new Eve.

Angela Carter (7 May 1940 – 16 February 1992) was an English novelist and 
journalist, known for her feminist, magical realism, picaresque and science fiction 
works.Angela Carter died aged 51 in 1992 at her home in London after developing 
lung cancer.
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Carter, Charlotte. Coq Au Vin: A Nanette Hayes Mystery. New York. 1999. 
Mysterious Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0892966785. 200 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Rachel McClain. Jacket illustration by Paul Rogers. 
Inventory # 27420. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It took fifteen minutes to locate Gigi Lacroix. He sat on a
bench waiting for us not ten yards away. A young girl was about to sit next to Gigi. 
She saw what we saw at the same moment: the glint of a big, thick blade on the 
ground. Gigi was leaking blood from the gaping wound in his side. And those flirty, 
lying eyes of his: dead, dead, dead. Lord, could that girl scream. Nanette Hayes, 
quick-witted, jazz-playing sleuth, is back, for one wild April in Paris, where hot music,
romance, and the darkest of long-simmering passions are about to collide. Nanette 
grew up idolizing her reckless Aunt Vivian. A freewheeling globe-trotter with a 
fondness for musicians, money, and good times, Viv inspired Nanette’s love of jazz
and free and easy living. So when Nanette’s mother gets a desperate telegram from
the long-missing Viv, it’s only right that Nanette return to the city she’s always loved 
to help find her aunt. At first, everything is all good. With ruefully charming gangster
Gigi Lacroix helping her search for Viv, Nanette is also enjoying some fiery Parisian
nights - playing at Bricktop’s and having steamy duets with Andre, a serious-minded
Detroit expatriate who’s mad-passionate about more than just jazz history. Then 
suddenly Gigi turns up dead, and Nanette is plunged into the dark past of le jazz hot.
Soon, to save herself, her aunt, and Andre, she’ll have to face some hard truths - 
about the past, herself, and her own illusions – that are promising heartbreak of the
seriously fatal kind.

CHARLOTTE CARTER is currently a New Yorker and works as a freelance editor 
and proofreader. She has lived in France, North Africa, Canada, and Chicago and 
has a lifelong love for mystery fiction.
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Carter, Charlotte. Drumsticks: A Nanette Hayes Mystery. New York. 2000. 
Mysterious Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0892966793. 213
pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Paul Rogers. Inventory # 32720. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Nanette is back in New York City and busy getting over 
her ex-boyfriend in the only sane way possible for a woman of her sensitive, artistic
nature: drinking herself into oblivion. But when a friend gives her a voodoo doll, 
Nanette’s life seems to turn around. A missing check turns up, her street-corner 
saxophoning starts raking in the money, and she’s even offered a regular gig at a 
jazz club. Nan is so grateful that she invites the doll’s creator, an older woman 
named Ida Williams, to her first performance. But the gig has only just begun when 
the room explodes in gunfire. When the smoke clears, Ida is found dead. Who was 
the shooter? And why would they shoot a harmless old woman? Soon, Nanette will 
learn that the elderly craftswoman had a somewhat checkered past, and it will take
more than a voodoo doll to protect a sometime sleuth from its secrets.

CHARLOTTE CARTER is currently a New Yorker and works as a freelance editor 
and proofreader. She has lived in France, North Africa, Canada, and Chicago and 
has a lifelong love for mystery fiction.
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Carter, Charlotte. Rhode Island Red. New York. 1997. Serpent's Tail. 1st Edition. 
Fine in Hardcover. No Dustjacket As Issued. 1852425644. 170 pages. hardcover. 
Cover illustration by Claudia Andrei. Inventory # 24238. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Nanette Hayes is a former child prodigy with a Master's 
degree in French, but earns her living playing saxophone for spare change on New
York's funkiest, meanest streets. It's how she likes it--until an undercover cop is 
murdered in her apartment. Suddenly, the law is on her case, a jazz-loving gangster
is making moves on her heart, her buppie boyfriend wants to tie the knot, and 
Nanette finds herself on the trail of one of the music world's greatest mysteries.

CHARLOTTE CARTER is currently a New Yorker and works as a freelance editor 
and proofreader. She has lived in France, North Africa, Canada, and Chicago and 
has a lifelong love for mystery fiction.
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Carter, Rita. Mapping the Mind: Revised and Updated Edition. Berkeley. 2010. 
University of California Press. 1st American Printing of This New Revised Edition. 
Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520266285. 224 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
37736. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Today a brain scan reveals our thoughts and moods as 
clearly as an X-ray reveals our bones. We can actually observe a person’s brain 
registering a joke or experiencing a painful memory. In Mapping the Mind, award-
winning journalist Rita Carter draws on the latest imaging technology and science to
chart how human behavior and personality reflect the biological mechanisms behind
thought and emotion. This acclaimed book, a complete visual guide to the coconut-
sized, wrinkled gray mass we carry around inside our heads, has now been 
completely revised and updated throughout. Among many other topics, Carter 
explores obsessions and addictions, the differences between men’s and women’s 
brains, and memory. Comprehensively updated for this edition with the latest 
research, case studies, and contributions from distinguished scientists; Addresses 
recent controversies over behavior prediction and prevention; Includes new 
information on mirror neurons, unconscious cognition, and abnormalities in attention
spans.

Twice awarded the Medical Journalists’ Association prize, Rita Carter is a science 
and medical writer based in the United Kingdom. She is the author of Exploring 
Consciousness (UC Press) and Multiplicity: The New Science of Personality, 
Identity, and the Self, among other books.keywords
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Cartier, Xam. Muse-Echo Blues. New York. 1991. Harmony Books. 1st Printing. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0517577933. 211 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 15316. 
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Amid the new breed of BMW-driving, black urban 
professionals of 1990s San Francisco, suffocated by the sweet wine cooler sound of
black fusion muzak, Kat, a young pianist with an acute case of com- poser's block, is
sorely in need of inspiration. She finds it in the jazz past of the 1940s and in a soul 
sister named Kitty, a young woman whose problems parallel her own at a time of 
"dandies duded up in bigknotted ties/chest protectors flanked by flat-map labels of 
double breasted suits. the sharpest togged cats in. lisle handclocked socks, tucked 
into Stacy Adams and Florsheims - fine fancy kicks for cats on the move to a groove
of their own. ." Kat is dealing with used-up men and recalcitrant landlords, Kitty is 
breathing the same air as the jazz greats and making love to Chicago, a sax player 
from the legendary Billy Eckstine's band. Bit by bit, Kitty infuses Kat's life with the 
spontaneity and easy grace of a Coltrane improvisation. "For nearly half a century, 
critics have been uniting for the arrival of a writer who would do for fiction what jazz
poets Bob Kaufman, Ted Joans, John Gould Fletcher, and Langston Hughes have 
done for poetry. She's here! Xam Cartiér is as exciting, riveting, and original as a 
Max Roach solo. She is to writing what Betty Carter and Sarah Vaughan are to 
music." - ISHMAEL REED.

XAM WILSON CARTIER is winner of the NEA Creative Writing Fellowship, a 
California Arts Council grant, Millay Colony Residency, and finalist placement in a 
spectrum of literary competitions. Three of her scripts for television were nominated 
for the California Emmy, and one of her dramas for stage was selected for exhibit at
the 1984 SF Fair and Exposition. Born in St. Louis, Xam Cartier lives in San 
Francisco with her daughter, Kristin. Ms. Cartier is writer-in-residence at the Western
Addition Cultural Center.
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Cartier, Xam. Muse-Echo Blues. New York. 1991. Harmony Books. 1st Printing. 
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0517577933. 211 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 23348. $6.25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Amid the new breed of BMW-driving, black urban 
professionals of 1990s San Francisco, suffocated by the sweet wine cooler sound of
black fusion muzak, Kat, a young pianist with an acute case of com- poser's block, is
sorely in need of inspiration. She finds it in the jazz past of the 1940s and in a soul 
sister named Kitty, a young woman whose problems parallel her own at a time of 
"dandies duded up in bigknotted ties/chest protectors flanked by flat-map labels of 
double breasted suits. the sharpest togged cats in. lisle handclocked socks, tucked 
into Stacy Adams and Florsheims - fine fancy kicks for cats on the move to a groove
of their own. ." Kat is dealing with used-up men and recalcitrant landlords, Kitty is 
breathing the same air as the jazz greats and making love to Chicago, a sax player 
from the legendary Billy Eckstine's band. Bit by bit, Kitty infuses Kat's life with the 
spontaneity and easy grace of a Coltrane improvisation. "For nearly half a century, 
critics have been uniting for the arrival of a writer who would do for fiction what jazz
poets Bob Kaufman, Ted Joans, John Gould Fletcher, and Langston Hughes have 
done for poetry. She's here! Xam Cartiér is as exciting, riveting, and original as a 
Max Roach solo. She is to writing what Betty Carter and Sarah Vaughan are to 
music." - ISHMAEL REED.

XAM WILSON CARTIER is winner of the NEA Creative Writing Fellowship, a 
California Arts Council grant, Millay Colony Residency, and finalist placement in a 
spectrum of literary competitions. Three of her scripts for television were nominated 
for the California Emmy, and one of her dramas for stage was selected for exhibit at
the 1984 SF Fair and Exposition. Born in St. Louis, Xam Cartier lives in San 
Francisco with her daughter, Kristin. Ms. Cartier is writer-in-residence at the Western
Addition Cultural Center.
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Cary, Lorene. Black Ice. New York. 1991. Knopf. Paperback Edition. Good in 
Wrappers. 0394574656. 241 pages. paperback. Inventory # 32672. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1972 Lorene Cary, a bright, ambitious black teenager 
from Philadelphia, was transplanted into the formerly all-white, all-male environs of 
the elite St. Paul's School in New Hampshire, where she became a scholarship 
student in a ‘boot camp’ for future American leaders. Like any good student, she 
was determined to succeed. But Cary was also determined to succeed without 
selling out. This wonderfully frank and perceptive memoir describes the perils and 
ambiguities of that double role, in which failing calculus and winning a student 
election could both be interpreted as betrayals of one's skin. BLACK ICE is also a 
universally recognizable document of a woman's adolescence; it is, as Houston 
Baker says, ‘a journey into selfhood that resonates with sober reflection, intelligent 
passion, and joyous love.’

LORENE CARY was raised in Philadelphia and Yeardon, Pennsylvania. She was 
graduated from St. Paul’s School in and received a BA and MA from the University 
of Pennsylvania in 1978. While studying at Sussex University on a Thouron 
Fellowship for British—U.S. student exchange, she earned an M.A. in Victorian 
literature. In 1992, Colby College conferred on her an honorary Doctor of Letters. In 
the early 1980s Ms. Cary worked as a writer for Time and as Associate Editor at TV
Guide. Since then, she has taught at St. Paul’s School, Antioch University 
(Philadelphia campus), and the University of the Arts, and has written articles for 
such publications as Essence and The Philadelphia Inquirer Sunday Magazine. In 
1992 she was a contributing editor at Newsweek. Her previous book, BLACK ICE, 
was published in 1991 and chosen by the American Library Association as one of its
Notable Books for 1992. Ms. Cary lives in Philadelphia with her husband, R. C. 
Smith, and their daughters, Laura and Zoe.
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Cary, Lorene. Pride. New York. 1998. Doubleday. Advance Reading Copy. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 0385481314. 321 pages. paperback. Inventory # 24810. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Pride introduces us to four accomplished, passionate, 
and thoroughly down-to-earth African-American women whose lifelong friendship is
about to take some unexpected turns. There's Roz, the sharp-tongued politician's 
wife, who's trying to keep her family together as she recovers from breast cancer 
and her husband runs for the biggest election of his career. But she's hardly 
prepared for the bombshell that explodes when she discovers one of her three best 
friends has been sleeping with him. There's the fiery and fiercely independent Tam,
avoiding commitment both in her career and in her sexually combustive affairs with
men. She's ready to make some radical changes, though, including allowing herself 
to feel vulnerable with a sexy hunk who may have more than just looks. There's 
Arneatha, an Episcopal priest, to whom the friends look for moral guidance, but who
has felt hollow since the early death of her husband. When fate throws her a couple
of curves, in the forms of an abandoned child and an intriguing stranger, her life is 
completely overturned - and she needs all her faith, and all her friends, to get 
through. And there's Audrey, talented, caring, but nearly ruined by drinking, who has
to be the bravest of them all to battle back from the clutches of addiction. Her 
struggle almost costs her her life but brings renewal to the friends' devotion to each
other.

LORENE CARY was raised in Philadelphia and Yeardon, Pennsylvania. She was 
graduated from St. Paul’s School in and received a BA and MA from the University 
of Pennsylvania in 1978. While studying at Sussex University on a Thouron 
Fellowship for British—U.S. student exchange, she earned an M.A. in Victorian 
literature. In 1992, Colby College conferred on her an honorary Doctor of Letters. In 
the early 1980s Ms. Cary worked as a writer for Time and as Associate Editor at TV
Guide. Since then, she has taught at St. Paul’s School, Antioch University 
(Philadelphia campus), and the University of the Arts, and has written articles for 
such publications as Essence and The Philadelphia Inquirer Sunday Magazine. In 
1992 she was a contributing editor at Newsweek.
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Castaneda, Omar S. El Tapiz de Abuela. New York. 1993. Lee & Low Books. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 1880000113. 1st Novel. unpaginated. 
paperback. Ilustrado por Enrique O. Sanchez. Inventory #  44183. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - IN SPANISH - A 1993 Parent's Choice Award honoree, 
this story about the importance of family pride and personal endurance introduces 
children to the culture of Guatemala through the eyes of little Esperanza, who works
with her abuela--her grandmother--on weavings to sell at the public market. Full 
color throughout.

Born in Guatemala of Ladino parents, Omar S. Castaneda (1954-1997) moved to 
the United States at age three and grew up in the Midwest, where he was 
naturalized at age eleven. He taught at Western Washington University, where he 
directed The Hubless Wheel, a reading series, featuring minority and ethnic writers.
Castaneda is the author of Cunuman, Among the Volcanoes, and Abuela's Weave.
He also coedited New Visions: Fiction by Florida Writers.
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Castellanos, Rosario. The Book of Lamentations. New York. 1996. Marsilio 
Publishers. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1568860382. 
Introduction by Alma Guillermoprieto. Translated from the Spanish by Esther Allen. 
400 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Drenttel Doyle Partners. Inventory # 23833.
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - One of the masterpieces of contemporary Latin American
fiction, Rosario Castellanos’ THE BOOK OF LAMENTATIONS, which tells of an 
uprising of Maya Indians in the southern Mexican state of Chiapas, is now more 
relevant than ever, with the revolt of the Zapatista Liberation Army currently taking 
place in a Chiapas that has changed little since the novel was written. With the 
panoramic sweep of a Diego Rivera mural, THE BOOK OF LAMENTATIONS 
weaves together dozens of characters, plot lines, and perspectives in a tour-de-force
of narrative structure that builds to an inexorable conclusion as unflinching as it is 
devastating. Based on episodes from actual Maya uprisings of 1712 and 1868, 
which are transposed in time to the 1930’s, the novel merges a wealth of historical 
information and local detail into a vision of the nature of oppression that is universal 
in scope. Since its first publication in 1962, THE BOOK OF LAMENTATIONS has 
appeared in numerous translations across Europe, but has never before been 
published in English.

Rosario Castellanos (25 May 1925 – 7 August 1974) was a Mexican poet and 
author. Along with the other members of the Generation of 1950 (the poets who 
wrote following the Second World War, influenced by César Vallejo and others), she
was one of Mexico's most important literary voices in the last century. Throughout 
her life, she wrote eloquently about issues of cultural and gender oppression, and 
her work has influenced feminist theory and cultural studies. Though she died 
young, she opened the door of Mexican literature to women, and left a legacy that 
still resonates today.
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Castillo, Ana. Loverboys: Stories. New York. 1996. Norton. 1st Printing. Very Good 
in Dustjacket. 0393039595. 224 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Ann Petter. 
Jacket art by Esperanza Gama. Inventory # 22540. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - LOVERBOYS is the eagerly awaited new book by Ana 
Castillo, the acclaimed author of SO FAR FROM GOD: a collection of stories that 
display her unique perspective on the joys and sorrows of love. Here is the 
experience of love captured in its wildly varying modes, from rapturous beginnings to
melancholy middles to bittersweet ends, and in its equally varying configurations - 
man and woman, man and man, woman and woman. From the infectious 
moodiness of ‘Loverboys’ to the high comic spirits of ‘La Miss Rose’ to the 
murderously funny gender-war payback of ‘Vatolandia’, Castillo covers the 
waterfront of contemporary romance. As Julia Alvarez says, ‘Ana Castillo is una 
storyteller de primera’. She knows what secrets lie in the hearts of women and men,
and in this collection she tells all - sometimes hilariously, sometimes 
heartbreakingly, always irresistibly.

Ana Castillo (born 15 June 1953) is a Mexican-American Chicana novelist, poet, 
short story writer, essayist, editor, playwright, translator and independent scolar. 
Considered as one of the leading voices in Chicana experience, known for her 
daring and experimental style as a Latino novelist. Her works offer pungent and 
passionate socio-political comment that is based on established oral and literary 
traditions. Castillo's interest in race and gender issues can be traced throughout her
writing career. Her novel, Sapogonia was a New York Times Notable Book of the 
Year. She is the editor of ‘La Tolteca’, an arts and literary magazine. Castillo held 
the first Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz Endowed Chair at DePaul University. She has 
attained a number of awards including an American Book Award from the Before 
Columbus Foundation for her first novel, ‘The Mixquiahuala Letters’, a Carl 
Sandburg Award, a Mountains and Plains Booksellers Award, a fellowship from the
National Endowment for the Arts in fiction and poetry and in 1998 Sor Juana 
Achievement Award by the Mexican Fine Arts Center Museum in Chicago.
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Castillo, Ana. Peel My Love Like An Onion. New York. 1999. Doubleday. 1st 
American Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0385496761. 215 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket illustrations by Honi Werner. Inventory # 27073. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Peel My Love Like an Onion is the breakthrough novel 
from Ana Castillo, author of the wildly praised So Far from God--a lyrical, steamy, 
and moving story of a love triangle set in the colorful world of flamenco dancing. 
Carmen 'La Coja' ('the cripple') Santos is a flamenco dancer of local renown in 
Chicago, despite the obstacle of a handicapped leg, the legacy of a childhood attack
of polio. From the beginning of her professional career, she has carried on an affair
with Agustín, the married director of her troupe--a romance that is going stale from 
overfamiliar lust and an absence of honesty. But when she begins a passionate 
liaison with the younger Manolo, Agustín's godson and a dancer of natural genius, 
an angry rivalry is sparked. Add to that the looming reassertion of her crippling 
disease and Carmen's vexed relations with her mother, one of the most 
exasperating parents in recent literature, and you have all the ingredients for a love
story à la Ana Castillo--equal parts soap opera, tragicomedy, and rhapsody.

Ana Castillo (born 15 June 1953) is a Mexican-American Chicana novelist, poet, 
short story writer, essayist, editor, playwright, translator and independent scolar. 
Considered as one of the leading voices in Chicana experience, known for her 
daring and experimental style as a Latino novelist. Her works offer pungent and 
passionate socio-political comment that is based on established oral and literary 
traditions. Castillo's interest in race and gender issues can be traced throughout her
writing career. Her novel, Sapogonia was a New York Times Notable Book of the 
Year. She is the editor of ‘La Tolteca’, an arts and literary magazine. Castillo held 
the first Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz Endowed Chair at DePaul University. She has 
attained a number of awards including an American Book Award from the Before 
Columbus Foundation for her first novel, ‘The Mixquiahuala Letters’, a Carl 
Sandburg Award, a Mountains and Plains Booksellers Award, a fellowship from the
National Endowment for the Arts in fiction and poetry and in 1998 Sor Juana 
Achievement Award by the Mexican Fine Arts Center Museum in Chicago.
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Castillo, Ana. Sapogonia. New York. 1994. Anchor Books/Doubleday. 1st Anchor 
Books Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0385470800. 355 pages. 
paperback. Cover: Delilah Montoya/Mario J. Pulice. Inventory # 33205. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A powerful, complex novel from the author of So Far 
From God. In the mythological land of Sapogonia--a metaphorical country where all
mestizos (those of mixed European/Native Central or South American blood) come 
from--Maximo Madrigal becomes obsessed with a woman he can never control.

Ana Castillo (born 15 June 1953) is a Mexican-American Chicana novelist, poet, 
short story writer, essayist, editor, playwright, translator and independent scolar. 
Considered as one of the leading voices in Chicana experience, known for her 
daring and experimental style as a Latino novelist. Her works offer pungent and 
passionate socio-political comment that is based on established oral and literary 
traditions. Castillo's interest in race and gender issues can be traced throughout her
writing career. Her novel, Sapogonia was a New York Times Notable Book of the 
Year. She is the editor of ‘La Tolteca’, an arts and literary magazine. Castillo held 
the first Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz Endowed Chair at DePaul University. She has 
attained a number of awards including an American Book Award from the Before 
Columbus Foundation for her first novel, ‘The Mixquiahuala Letters’, a Carl 
Sandburg Award, a Mountains and Plains Booksellers Award, a fellowship from the
National Endowment for the Arts in fiction and poetry and in 1998 Sor Juana 
Achievement Award by the Mexican Fine Arts Center Museum in Chicago.
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Castillo, Ana. So Far From God. New York. 1993. Norton. 1st Edition. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 0393034909. 252 pages. hardcover. jacket design by Julie Metz. jacket
painting by Bernadette Vigil. Inventory # 24074. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Tome is a small, outwardly sleepy hamlet in central New
Mexico. In Ana Castillo’s hands, though, it stands wondrously revealed as a place of
marvels, teeming with life and with all manner of collisions: the past with the present,
the real with the supernatural, the comic with the horrific, the Native American with 
the Hispano with the Anglo, the women with the men. With the talkative, intimate 
voice and the stylistic and narrative freedom of a Southwestern Cervantes, the 
author relates the story of two crowded decades in the life of a Chicana family. The
mother, Sofia, holds things together in the years following the disappearance of her
husband Domingo (he of the Clark Gable mustache and the uncontrollable gambling
habit). Then there are the daughters: Esperanza, Chicana campus radical turned 
career woman and television news reporter; Caridad, a nurse who dulls the pain of 
being jilted with nightly bouts of alcohol and anonymous sex; Fe, the prim and 
proper bank employee in constant quest for the good life; and La Loca, whose 
‘death’ and subsequent resurrection at age three have left her strange and saintly 
and attuned to higher spiritual frequencies. Ana Castillo’s triumph in SO FAR FROM
GOD is to weave the mundane and the miraculous, the modern and the archaic, and
the tragic and the humorous into one rich novelistic fabric. Hers is a homegrown 
magical realism, leavened with sly commentary, controlled anger, and a distinct 
feminist point of view of the world and the cosmos. Of all the marvels in this book, 
and there are many, the greatest is the achievement of its creator.

Ana Castillo (born 15 June 1953) is a Mexican-American Chicana novelist, poet, 
short story writer, essayist, editor, playwright, translator and independent scolar. 
Considered as one of the leading voices in Chicana experience, known for her 
daring and experimental style as a Latino novelist. Her works offer pungent and 
passionate socio-political comment that is based on established oral and literary 
traditions. Castillo's interest in race and gender issues can be traced throughout her
writing career.
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Castillo, Ana. The Mixquiahuala Letters. Binghamton. 1986. Bilingual Press. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Hardcover.No Dustjacket As Issued. 0916950670. 132 pages.
hardcover. Cover design: Christopher J. Bidlack. Inventory # 28775. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE MIXQUIAHUALA LETTERS, an epistolary novel 
focusing on the correspondence between two Hispanic women, is a probing 
description of the relationship between the sexes. The novel is a far-ranging social 
and cultural document that encompasses both Mexican and United States Hispanic 
forms of love and gender conflict. Readers will find the conclusion of this novel to be
a most powerful and emotionally gripping evocation of sexual warfare.

Ana Castillo (born 15 June 1953) is a Mexican-American Chicana novelist, poet, 
short story writer, essayist, editor, playwright, translator and independent scolar. 
Considered as one of the leading voices in Chicana experience, known for her 
daring and experimental style as a Latino novelist. Her works offer pungent and 
passionate socio-political comment that is based on established oral and literary 
traditions. Castillo's interest in race and gender issues can be traced throughout her
writing career. Her novel, Sapogonia was a New York Times Notable Book of the 
Year. She is the editor of ‘La Tolteca’, an arts and literary magazine. Castillo held 
the first Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz Endowed Chair at DePaul University. She has 
attained a number of awards including an American Book Award from the Before 
Columbus Foundation for her first novel, ‘The Mixquiahuala Letters’, a Carl 
Sandburg Award, a Mountains and Plains Booksellers Award, a fellowship from the
National Endowment for the Arts in fiction and poetry and in 1998 Sor Juana 
Achievement Award by the Mexican Fine Arts Center Museum in Chicago.
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Castillo, Ana. The Mixquiahuala Letters. Binghamton. 1986. Bilingual Press. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0916950689. 132 pages. paperback. Cover design:
Christopher J. Bidlack. Inventory # 34156. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE MIXQUIAHUALA LETTERS, an epistolary novel 
focusing on the correspondence between two Hispanic women, is a probing 
description of the relationship between the sexes. The novel is a far-ranging social 
and cultural document that encompasses both Mexican and United States Hispanic 
forms of love and gender conflict. Readers will find the conclusion of this novel to be
a most powerful and emotionally gripping evocation of sexual warfare.

Ana Castillo (born 15 June 1953) is a Mexican-American Chicana novelist, poet, 
short story writer, essayist, editor, playwright, translator and independent scolar. 
Considered as one of the leading voices in Chicana experience, known for her 
daring and experimental style as a Latino novelist. Her works offer pungent and 
passionate socio-political comment that is based on established oral and literary 
traditions. Castillo's interest in race and gender issues can be traced throughout her
writing career. Her novel, Sapogonia was a New York Times Notable Book of the 
Year. She is the editor of ‘La Tolteca’, an arts and literary magazine. Castillo held 
the first Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz Endowed Chair at DePaul University. She has 
attained a number of awards including an American Book Award from the Before 
Columbus Foundation for her first novel, ‘The Mixquiahuala Letters’, a Carl 
Sandburg Award, a Mountains and Plains Booksellers Award, a fellowship from the
National Endowment for the Arts in fiction and poetry and in 1998 Sor Juana 
Achievement Award by the Mexican Fine Arts Center Museum in Chicago.
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Castro, Josue de. Of Men and Crabs. New York. 1970. Vanguard. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0814906672. Translated from the Portuguese by 
Susan Hertelendy. 190 pages. hardcover. Jacket design & illustration: ADAMIAK. 
Inventory # 28095. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In OF MEN AND CRABS, Dr. Josué de Castro, one of 
the world’s great authorities on hunger, writes a novel about hunger’s drama. His 
poignant story is set in Recife, Brazil, a city of rivers and bridges and mansions, of 
mud and mangrove and clay shacks. In its marshes live both men and crabs, all 
obsessed by the craving for food. Here a small boy, João Paulo, discovers the real
meaning of hunger-the hunger of the crabs at the water’s edge waiting for the 
current to bring them a scrap; the hunger of the men sitting on the rail of the old 
quay dribbling with dreams of imaginary meals. Without really understanding, Joäo
Paulo lives in hunger’s constant presence-a presence that shapes all the behavior of
Recife’s people. With despotic iron hands, it makes of both men and crabs a mire 
that is not only Recife’s, but belongs as well to two billion others who know its 
ravaging anguish. OF MEN AND CRABS is a story of and for our time, a totally 
human story of a universal drama being played daily throughout the world.

Josué de Castro, born Josué Apolônio de Castro (5 September 1908 in Recife – 24
September 1973 in Paris), was a Brazilian physician, expert on nutrition, 
geographer, writer, public administrator, and activist against world hunger. His book
Geopolitics of Hunger was granted with The Franklin D. Roosevelt Foundation 
Award, in 1952. Two years later, he received the International Peace Prize. He 
taught at the University of Brazil (today's UFRJ) and was chairman of the United 
Nations' Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO). He was also a member of the 
Brazilian parliament and a diplomat. His political rights came to an end with the 
military coup of 1964, when he moved to France. For many years he was president
of the Association Médicale Internationale pour l’Etude des Conditions de Vie et de
Santé and member of other international organizations. He taught at Paris 8 
University until his death.
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Cather, Willa. Alexander's Bridge. New York. 1998. Simon & Schuster. 1st Printing 
of This New Edition W/Black & White Period Photographs. Very Good in Hardcover.
No Dustjacket As Issued. 0684819074. 112 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 24821. 
$7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Alexander’s Bridge (1912), Willa Cather’s first novel, tells
the story of Bartley Alexander, a successful engineer torn between duty to his career
and wife, and his passion for the Irish actress Hilda Burgoyne. In spare but often 
searing prose, Cather’s taut novella traces a mid-life crisis of self-doubt and 
disappointment that ends in a spectacular catastrophe. Cather’s portraits of 
indomitable women on the Nebraska frontier in the novels O Pioneers! and My 
Antonia are well-known, but Alexander’s Bridge shows her working in another, 
equally important mode, using urban settings and the figure of the bridge-builder to 
analyse America’s emergence as an international industrial power at the turn of the 
twentieth century. Both anxious and celebratory, Alexander’s Bridge anticipates The
Great Gatsby in trying to reckon with the social and emotional costs of a new era in
American life.

Willa Sibert Cather (December 7, 1873 – April 24, 1947) was an American author 
who achieved recognition for her novels of frontier life on the Great Plains, in works
such as O Pioneers!, My Ántonia, and The Song of the Lark. In 1923 she was 
awarded the Pulitzer Prize for One of Ours (1922), a novel set during World War I. 
Cather grew up in Nebraska and graduated from the University of Nebraska. She 
lived and worked in Pittsburgh for ten years, then at the age of 33 she moved to 
New York, where she lived for the rest of her life.
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Catlin, George. North American Indians. New York. 1989. Viking Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670825018. Edited and with an 
introduction by Peter Matthiessen. General Editor: Edward Hoagland. 560 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket art: ‘Four Bears, Second Chief, in Full Dress,’ 1832 by George 
Catlin. Jacket design by Melissa Jacoby. Inventory # 12996. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Born in Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania in 1796, George 
Catlin was educated as a lawyer and practiced in Philadelphia for two years before 
abandoning the bar in 1823 for a career as a portrait painter. Catlin had been 
interested in Indian life since his boyhood, and in 1831—realizing that these native 
peoples of the American West were dying out—he began a series of visits to various
tribes, chiefly in the plains. Catlin’s work with Indians was contemporaneous with the
dark period of Indian Removal, when most of the great eastern tribes were banished
to the West. The western tribes were still intact, and it was at this time that Catlin 
observed, in Philadelphia a delegation of undomesticated Indians on their way to 
Washington, D.C. From 1831 until 1837, he traveled extensively around the country
and lived among the Indians—from the Muskogee and Miccosukee Creeks of the 
Southeast to the Lakota, Mandan and Pawnee of the West, and from the 
Winnebagos and Menominee of the North to the Commanches of Eastern Texas. He
studied their habits, customs, and mode of life, and made copious notes and 
numerous sketches of Indian ceremonies, buffalo hunts, symbols and totems, and 
animal studies. This new one-volume edition of Catlin’s classic journals, edited by 
Peter Matthiessen, brings the North American Indians vividly to life. It is illustrated by
more than fifty reproductions of Catlin’s splendid paintings.

George Catlin (July 26, 1796 – December 23, 1872) was an American painter, 
author, and traveler, who specialized in portraits of Native Americans in the Old 
West. Travelling to the American West five times during the 1830s, Catlin was the 
first white man to depict Plains Indians in their native territory.
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Cavafy, C. P. C.P. Cavafy: Collected Poems. Princeton. 2009. Princeton University
Press. 1st American Printing of This New Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9780691141244. Translated by Edmund Keeley & Philip Sherrard. Edited by George
Savidis. With a new preface by Robert Pinsky. 480 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
37452. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - C. P. Cavafy (1863-1933) lived in relative obscurity in 
Alexandria, and a collected edition of his poems was not published until after his 
death. Now, however, he is regarded as the most important figure in twentieth-
century Greek poetry, and his poems are considered among the most powerful in 
modern European literature. This revised bilingual edition of Collected Poems offers
the reader the original Greek texts facing what are now recognized as the standard
English translations of Cavafy's poetry. It is this translation that best captures the 
poet's mixture of formal and idiomatic language and that preserves the immediacy of
his increasingly frank treatment of homosexual eroticism, his brilliant re-creation of 
history, and his astute political ironies. This new bilingual edition also features the 
notes of editor George Savidis and a new foreword by Robert Pinsky.

Constantine Petrou Cavafy, widely recognized as the greatest of modern Greek 
poets, was born in Alexandria in 1863 into a family originally from Constantinople. 
After some childhood years spent in England and a stay in Constantinople in the 
early 1880s, he lived his entire life in Alexandria. It was there that he would write and
(for the most part) self-publish the poems for which he became known, working all 
the while as a clerk in the Irrigation Office of the Egyptian government. His poetry 
was first brought to the attention of the English-speaking public in 1919 by E. M. 
Forster, whom he had met during the First World War. Cavafy died in Alexandria on
April 29, 1933, his seventieth birthday; the first commercially published collection of
his work appeared posthumously, in Alexandria, in 1935.
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Cavafy, C. P. Selected Poems. Princeton. 1972. Princeton University Press. 1st 
American Edition of This Translation. Small Tear Mark Near The Top Spine, 
Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. 0691013041. Translated from the Greek & With
An Introduction by Edmund Keeley & Philip Sherrard. 98 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 37350. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - C. P. Cavafy (1863-1933) is now considered by many to
be the most original and influential Greek poet of the 20th century. The qualities of 
his poetry that were unfashionable during his lifetime are the very ones that make 
his work endure: his sparing use of metaphor; his evocation of spoken rhythms and
colloqilia1isms; his use of epigrammatic and dramatic modes; his aesthetic 
perfectionism; his frank treatment of homosexual themes; his brilliantly alive sense 
of history; and his commitment to Hellenism, coupled with an astute cynicism about
politics. The translations in SELECTED POEMS are completely new. Realizing that
Cavafy's language is closer to the spoken idiom than that of other leading Greek 
poets of his time, and that earlier translations have failed to capture the immediate, 
colloquial qualities of Cavafy's voice, Edmund Keeley and Philip Sherrard have 
rendered his most significant and characteristic poems in a style and rhythm as 
natural and apt in English as the poet's is in Greek.

Constantine Petrou Cavafy, widely recognized as the greatest of modern Greek 
poets, was born in Alexandria in 1863 into a family originally from Constantinople. 
After some childhood years spent in England and a stay in Constantinople in the 
early 1880s, he lived his entire life in Alexandria. It was there that he would write and
(for the most part) self-publish the poems for which he became known, working all 
the while as a clerk in the Irrigation Office of the Egyptian government. His poetry 
was first brought to the attention of the English-speaking public in 1919 by E. M. 
Forster, whom he had met during the First World War. Cavafy died in Alexandria on
April 29, 1933, his seventieth birthday; the first commercially published collection of
his work appeared posthumously, in Alexandria, in 1935.
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Cavendish, Lady Grace. Assassin: The Lady Grace Mysteries. New York. 2004. 
Delacorte Books for Young Readers. Reprinted Hardcover Edition. Very Good in 
Hardcover. No Dustjacket. 0385731515. 208 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37924. 
$6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When Margaret Cavendish, one of Elizabeth I's 
Gentlewomen of the Bedchamber, lost her life in a bungled attempt to kill the Queen,
her daughter, Lady Grace, became a protégée to the monarch, who takes Grace 
under her wing. Now Grace, a spunky girl who romps through the gardens with the 
laundry maids and court tumblers and rolls her eyes at her fellow ladies, chronicles 
the court intrigues that swirl around her. It's the spring of 1569 and 13-year-old Lady
Grace, the youngest lady-in-waiting to the Queen, finds herself at a glittering ball 
choosing amongst three suitors. But the Queen's generosity turns deadly as threats,
dark secrets, and even murder descend on the Tudor court. And it is up to Grace to
use her intelligence, stealth, and curious nature to solve the mystery that threatens 
the very lifeblood of England.

All miscreants and ill-thinkers, keep out! The Lady Grace Mysteries come from the 
most privy and secret daybookes of Lady Grace Cavendish, Maid of Honour to Her
Gracious Majesty, Queen Elizabeth I of that name. The author lives in Whitehall 
Palace, Middlesex, in God’s Own Chosen Kingdom of England.
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Cavendish, Philip. The Men with the Movie Camera: The Poetics of Visual Style in 
Soviet Avant-Garde Cinema of the 1920s. New York. 2016. Berghahn Books. 1st 
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781785331947. 362 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 42646. $34.950000000000003

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Unlike previous studies of the Soviet avant-garde during 
the silent era, which have regarded the works of the period as manifestations of 
directorial vision, this study emphasizes the collaborative principle at the heart of 
avant-garde filmmaking units and draws attention to the crucial role of camera 
operators in creating the visual style of the films, especially on the poetics of 
composition and lighting. In the Soviet Union of the 1920s and early 1930s, owing to
the fetishization of the camera as an embodiment of modern technology, the 
cameraman was an iconic figure whose creative contribution was encouraged and 
respected. Drawing upon the film literature of the period, Philip Cavendish describes
the culture of the camera operator, charts developments in the art of camera 
operation, and studies the mechanics of key director-cameraman partnerships. He 
offers detailed analysis of Soviet avant-garde films and draws comparisons between
the visual aesthetics of these works and the modernist experiments taking place in 
the other spheres of the visual arts.

Philip Cavendish is Senior Lecturer in Russian Literature and Film Studies at the 
School of Slavonic and East European Studies, University College London. He is the
author of Mining for Jewels: Evgenii Zamiatin and the Literary Stylization of 
Rus' (MHRA, 2000), and Soviet Mainstream Cinematography: The Silent Era (UCL,
2007).
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Cech, John. A Rush of Dreamers: Being the Remarkable Story of Norton I. New 
York. 1997. Marlowe. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1569247757. 215 pages.
hardcover. Inventory # 24768. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This delightful fictional account brings to life one of the 
most colorful eccentrics in America's history - Based on the true story of San 
Franciscan Joshua Norton, who proclaimed himself Emperor of the United States in
1859 and ruled until his death in 1880 For over a century, Joshua Norton has been 
one of America's most celebrated eccentrics. Lured to San Francisco in 1849 by the
easy money to be made in the Gold Rush, Norton made a fortune as a merchant 
and real estate speculator, lost it all on a wild scheme to corner the California rice 
market, disappeared for several years, and then reemerged in 1859, declaring 
himself Emperor of the United States and Protector of Mexico. Norton took his 
responsibilities seriously, inspecting construction sites, checking up on bus 
timetables, issuing currency (bearing his picture of course), and keeping in touch 
with the life of the city. The people of San Francisco adored him. They treated him to
free lunches and drinks wherever he went and paid to replace his wardrobe - a 
mixed bag of army and navy uniforms, outlandish hats, and elaborate walking sticks
- whenever needed. When he died in 1880, Norton's funeral was attended by 10,000
loyal subjects. This lively novel resurrects him once again for history and literary 
buffs: Norton I, neighbor to Mark Twain, real or imaginary confidant to the likes of 
President Lincoln, Russia's Czar, and many others. It also recreates the violent, 
chaotic world of the Gold Rush and the mud-filled streets of the 'instant city' of San 
Francisco.

John Cech is Professor of English at the University of Florida, Director of the 
University of Florida's Center for Children's Literature and Culture, and a past 
president of the Children's Literature Association.
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Cecil, Henry. No Bail For the Judge. New York. 1952. Harper & Brothers. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good.No Dustjacket. 181 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
34288. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A dour and highly-respected High Court Judge finds 
himself on trial for the murder of a prostitute. He has no recollection of the events 
leading up to the murder so believes he may be guilty. His daughter, however, is 
convinced of his innocence, so she enlists the help of a petty thief to help solve the 
complex mystery.

Henry Cecil Leon (19 September 1902 – 23 May 1976), who wrote under the pen-
names Henry Cecil and Clifford Maxwell, was a judge and a writer of fiction about 
the British legal system. He was born near London in 1902 and was called to the Bar
in 1923. Later in 1949 he was appointed a County Court Judge, a position he held 
until 1967. He used these experiences as inspiration for his work. His books typically
feature educated and genteel fraudsters and blackmailers who lay ludicrously 
ingenious plots exploiting loopholes in the legal system.
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Cela, Camilo Jose. Mazurka For Two Dead Men. New York. 1992. New Directions. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket With Some Small Tears Marks and 
Holes. 081121222x. Nobel Prize Winning Author. Translated from the Spanish by 
Patricia Haugaard. 272 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by Virginia Schendler.
Design by Semadar Megged. Inventory # 17758. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Mazurka for Two Dead Men represents a culmination of 
the 1989 Nobel Prize winner Camilo Jose Cela's literary art. The novel was originally
published in Spain in 1983 and is now presented in a fine translation by Patricia 
Haugaard. In 1936, at the beginning of the Spanish Civil War, 'Lionheart' Gamuzo is
abducted and killed, an event recalled repeatedly by the widowed Adega, one of the
several narrative voices. In 1939, when the war ends, Tanis Gamuzo avenges his 
brother. For both events, and for them only, the blind accordion player Gaudencio 
plays the same mazurka. Set in a backward rural community in Galicia (the author's
home territory), Cela's creation is in many ways like a contrapuntal musical 
composition built with varying themes and moods. In alternately melancholy, 
humorous, lyrical, or coarse tones he portrays a reign of fools.

Camilo José Cela was born in Iria-Flavia into a large middle-class family. Cela's 
mother was of British origin and his father was a part-time author. Cela studied 
medicine, philosophy and law at the University of Madrid, but his studies were 
interrupted by the outbreak of the Spanish Civil War (1936-39). He served as a 
corporal with Franco's army, which is noteworthy because literary history knows 
more writers who were against Franco, starting from Hemingway, Orwell, and 
García Lorca. Cela won the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1989.
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Cela, Camilo Jose. Mrs. Caldwell Speaks To Her Son. Ithaca. 1968. Cornell 
University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good. No Dustjacket. Nobel Prize 
Winner. Translated from the Spanish by J. S. Bernstein. hardcover. Inventory # 
25274. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Consistently an experimental novelist, Cela's work of the
1940s and 1950s met with greater critical acclaim than his later novels, which were
attacked as unduly whimsical. MRS. CALDWELL SPEAKS TO HER SON (1953) 
was written in the form of a madwoman's letters.

Camilo José Cela was born in Iria-Flavia into a large middle-class family. Cela's 
mother was of British origin and his father was a part-time author. Cela studied 
medicine, philosophy and law at the University of Madrid, but his studies were 
interrupted by the outbreak of the Spanish Civil War (1936-39). He served as a 
corporal with Franco's army, which is noteworthy because literary history knows 
more writers who were against Franco, starting from Hemingway, Orwell, and 
García Lorca. Cela won the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1989.
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Cellini, Benvenuto. The Life of Benvenuto Cellini. New York. 1920. Scribner's. 
Bookplate, Otherwise Good.No Dustjacket. Translated from the Italian by J. A. 
Symonds. hardcover. Inventory # 23089. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Cellini's autobiographical memoirs, which he began 
writing in Florence in 1558, give a detailed account of his singular career, as well as
his loves, hatreds, passions, and delights, written in an energetic, direct, and racy 
style. They show a great self-regard and self-assertion, sometimes running into 
extravagances which are impossible to credit. He even writes in a complacent way 
of how he contemplated his murders before carrying them out. Parts of his tale 
recount some extraordinary events and phenomena; such as his stories of conjuring
up a legion of devils in the Colosseum, after one of his not innumerous mistresses 
had been spirited away from him by her mother; of the marvelous halo of light which
he found surrounding his head at dawn and twilight after his Roman imprisonment, 
and his supernatural visions and angelic protection during that adversity; and of his
being poisoned on two separate occasions. The autobiography has been translated 
into English by Thomas Roscoe, by John Addington Symonds, and by A. 
Macdonald. It has been considered and published as a classic, and commonly 
regarded as one of the most colourful autobiographies (certainly the most important
autobiography from the Renaissance). Cellini also wrote treatises on the goldsmith's
art, on sculpture, and on design.

Benvenuto Cellini (3 November 1500 - 13 February 1571) was an Italian goldsmith,
sculptor, painter, soldier and musician, who also wrote a famous autobiography.keywords
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Cendrars, Blaise. To the End of the World. New York. 1966. Grove Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Worn Dustjacket. Translated from the French by 
Alan Brown. 253 pages. hardcover. GP-462. Cover design - Kuhlman Associates. 
Inventory # 20456. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This wild and funny novel by a man whom Henry Miller 
has long championed as one of the major writers of our time, describes the last 
flamboyant years of one Thérëse Eglantine, a great French actress who is nearing 
eighty. The novel opens ‘with a frenzied description, all flailing legs and flying 
dentures,’ as the London Daily Telegraph notes, ‘of the aged actress making love 
with a tattooed legionary in a sordid hotel near Les Halles.’ Thérèse’s best friend is 
shown to be a beautiful young woman who was born without legs, and whose 
servant is a tongueless American Negro. And the barkeeper, whose murder triggers
off the whole plot of the novel, obtains his amorous successes by allowing 
susceptible customers to inspect his innards through a surgical window in his 
stomach. ‘The action moves at a spanking pace from the rehearsal at which Thérèse
strips naked and recites Villon’s famous lament for vanished beauty to her no less 
sensational funeral. In the meantime we are treated to a brilliant evocation of post-
war Paris. By using the device of a play within a novel, Cendrars has created a 
double world of the extravagant in which life is indistinguishable from drama.

Blaise Cendrars (September 1, 1887 - January 21, 1961) was born in 1887 of mixed
Swiss and Scottish descent. At the age of fifteen he swung down from a fifth-floor 
balcony to escape his parents and begin his world traveling. Employed by a jewel 
merchant, he first went through Russia, Persia, and China; from then on he traveled
everywhere, living by his wits, making films, serving as a corporal in the Foreign 
Legion during World War I, and writing. Cendrars died in Paris in 1961.
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Cervantes, Miguel de. Don Quixote. New York. 1964. Signet/New American Library.
1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Worn Wrappers. Translated 
From The Spanish & With An Introduction By Walter Starkie. 1052 pages. 
paperback. CY273. Inventory # 32880. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here presented complete and unabridged, in the 
memorable Walter Starkie translation, is the epic tale of the most illustrious Don 
Quixote of La Mancha and his faithful, long - suffering squire, Sancho Panza. Their 
adventures in the picaresque world of sixteenth - century Spain form the basis of 
one of the great treasures of Western literature, both an immortal satire on an 
outdated chivalric code and a biting portrayal of an age in which nobility can be only
a form of madness. Imbued with irrepressible comedy and superbly balanced irony,
Don Quixote stands as the reflection of a vision ever rich in meaning and as the 
product of an artistry inexhaustible in delight. It is, as Walter Starkie writes, 'the first
modern novel in the world, created Out of a life of disillusion, privation, and poverty 
by a maimed ex - soldier. whose noble nature and gentle sense of humorous 
tolerance taught him that life is an unending dialogue between a knight of the spirit 
who is ever striving to soar aloft, and a squire who clings to his master and strives 
with might and main to keep his feet firmly planted on the ground.' Translated and 
with an Introduction by Walter Starkie.

Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra (29 September 1547 (assumed) – 22 April 1616) 
was a Spanish novelist, poet, and playwright. His magnum opus, Don Quixote, 
considered to be the first modern European novel, is a classic of Western literature,
and is regarded amongst the best works of fiction ever written.
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Cervantes, Miguel De. Exemplary Stories. New York. 1984. Penguin Books. 
Reprinted Penguin Classic Paperback Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers. 
0140442480. Translated from the Spanish by C. A. Jones. 252 pages. paperback. 
The cover, designed by Germano Facetti, shows a detail from 'Woman Frying Eggs'
by Velazquez, in the National Gallery of Scotland, Edinburgh (photo Tom Scott). 
Inventory # 42898. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Cervantes’s EXEMPLARY STORIES, first published in 
1613, are judged by most critics to be his greatest work after DON QUIXOTE; they 
are also the first novelas to be written in the Spanish language. Cervantes himself 
suggested that they contain some hidden mystery, but the modern reader will 
probably be most struck with their variety, their rich detail and the mastery of their 
language, and by the tolerance and gentle irony of Cervantes’s attitude to life. The 
stories in this collection are ‘The Little Gipsy Girl’, ‘Rinconete and Cortadillo’, ‘The 
Glass Graduate’, ‘The Jealous Extremaduran’, ‘The Deceitful Marriage’ and 
‘Colloquy of the Dogs’.

Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra (29 September 1547 (assumed) – 22 April 1616) 
was a Spanish novelist, poet, and playwright. His magnum opus, Don Quixote, 
considered to be the first modern European novel, is a classic of Western literature,
and is regarded amongst the best works of fiction ever written.
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Cervantes, Miguel de. Interludes. New York. 1964. Signet/New American Library. 
1st Printing of This Signet Classic Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Translated From
The Spanish & With A Foreword By Edwin Honig. 160 pages. paperback. CT209. 
Cover: Lambert. Inventory # 28952. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Published the year before the author's death, and long 
unavailable to American readers, these short plays represent a pure, untrammeled 
expression of Cervantes' literary genius. Freed from the complicated mechanics of 
plot, he concentrates his powers on the area of his greatest mastery - the creation 
'of living, breathing, and, above all, magnificently vocal characters. Deceived 
husbands and straying wives, ambitious politicians and ingenious frauds, garrulous
prostitutes and respectable pimps. It crowds his stage with unforgettable characters
who, combined, present a superbly barbed depiction of manners and morals in early
- sixteenth - century Spain and a timeless portrayal of the never - ending human 
comedy. 'These eight short plays are among the most beguiling things Cervantes 
ever wrote,' comments Edwin Honig, who goes on to say that 'what he achieves in 
the interludes is something very close to the concentrative spirit of poetry and 
something characteristically dramatic as well. dramatic in the way that Don Quixote
and Sancho Panza are dramatic.’

Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra (29 September 1547 (assumed) – 22 April 1616) 
was a Spanish novelist, poet, and playwright. His magnum opus, Don Quixote, 
considered to be the first modern European novel, is a classic of Western literature,
and is regarded amongst the best works of fiction ever written.keywords

Signet Classic 
Paperback Spain 
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Price $7.50
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Cervantes, Miguel de. The Deceitful Marriage and Other Exemplary Novels. New 
York. 1963. Signet/New American Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. 
Very Good in Wrappers. Newly Translated From The Spanish & With An Foreword 
By Walter Starkie. 320 pages. paperback. CT157. Cover: James Hill. Inventory # 
24273. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Includes - The Deceitful Marriage, The Little Gypsy, 
Rinconete and Cortadillo, The Man of Glass, The Illustrious Kitchen Maid, and The
Dogs' Colloquy. 'Cervantes was the only author who fused the rougish and the 
swashbuckling elements of the picaresque novel, because his aims as an artist were
more universal than were those of his contemporaries, and his humor, like that of 
Shakespeare, with its infinite tolerance, melancholy, and love of all classes of 
humanity, glowed with the genius of thoughtful laughter.' ' - Walter Starkie. It was the
Exemplary Novels, published three years before his death, more than his 
masterpiece, Don Quixote, that established Cervantes' literary reputation among the
intellectuals of his time. These picaresque stories ring with racy idiom and peasant 
humor, and with explicit characterizations that show how well he knew the speech 
and folkways and psychology of the common people. Among the Exemplary Novels
pre - sented here are three of his most famous ones: The Deceitful Marriage, a 
cynical tale of Spanish domestic life, merciless in its realism, pungent in its humor. 
The Little Gypsy, a love story of a high - spirited girl whose haunting counterpart has
reappeared in the works of Goethe and Victor Hugo. and The Dogs' Colloquy, 
judged by many critics to be the greatest short story ever written.

Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra (29 September 1547 (assumed) – 22 April 1616) 
was a Spanish novelist, poet, and playwright. His magnum opus, Don Quixote, 
considered to be the first modern European novel, is a classic of Western literature,
and is regarded amongst the best works of fiction ever written.
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Cesaire, Aime. A Season in the Congo. New York. 1969. Grove Press. 1st Printing.
Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. Evergreen Original. Translated from the 
French by Ralph Manheim. 104 pages. paperback. E-533. Inventory # 12603. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Aime Cesaire, the renowned African poet, has written 
this passionate play about the African leader Patrice Lumumba, who was murdered 
in the Congo in 1961. The play is marked by Cesaire's sensitivity to African 
experience and character, his care in preserving the outline of those facts that are a
matter of historical record, and his ability to imagine the substance of life that must 
have occurred between the lines of historical evidence. Cesaire himself says of the 
play: '[Lumumba is] a man of imagination, always on top of the present situation, and
because of this also a man of faith; thus he is the African, the 'muntu,' at once the 
man who shares the vital force (the 'ngolo' ) and the man of words (the 'nommo'). 
‘Struggling with the difficulties of the modern world, the cold world of logic and of 
private interests, he achieves, quite lucidly, his destiny as both victim and hero. 
Conquered, but also conqueror. Breaking himself against the bars of the cage, but 
also making a breach in them. Through this man (a man whose very stature seems 
to designate him asa legend) the whole history of a continent and of a people is 
played out in an exemplary and symbolic manner.’

AIME CESAIRE (1913-2008) was a poet, playwright, statesman, and cultural critic, 
and is best known as the creator of the concept of negritude. His books include 
AIME CESAIRE: THE COLLECTED POETRY, NOTEBOOK OF A RETURN TO 
THE NATIVE LAND, and DISCOURSE ON COLONIALISM.keywords

Literature Caribbean 
Black Translated
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Cesaire, Aime. Cadastre. New York. 1973. The Third Press. 1st American 
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers.Simulataneously Published in Cloth. 
089388085x. Translated from the French by Emile Snyder & Sanford Upson. 
Introduction by Emile Snyder. 141 pages. paperback. Jacket design by Bennie 
Arrington. Inventory # 18739. $80

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A ‘cadastre’ is an official register of the quantity, value, 
and ownership of real estate used in apportioning taxes. But where does a Black 
man, born in the New World, find his name, genealogy and estate in the cadastre of
history? Only in the plundered continent of Africa. In all his poetry Césaire seeks to 
recover the roots from which he and his Black brothers in the West Indies and the 
Americas have been torn. Each poem is a safari into the past, each word an 
evocation, in some way, of Africa often through her flora and fauna which are named
with precision, anguish, and love. This is a world reconstructed even beyond 
genesis: a marriage of birds, fishes, insects with the saps of trees and the furrows of
the earth, consummated under ‘the erect majesty of the original eye’ — the sun, 
overseeing history. But history is made by men and in these poems Césaire vents 
his anger at those who had presumed they could expropriate for themselves both 
the natural and the human order. As early as ‘Return To My Native Land’ (1939) the
poet had written: ‘my memory is circled with blood.’ In CADASTRE, which 
represents the poet’s work from 1945 to 1959, the blood coagulates into specific 
images of torture, of burnt flesh, of vitiated dreams — and also, of an insatiable love
waiting for the propitious moment to express itself among men of all races freed 
from stupidity, greed, and hatred. Aime Césaire was born in Basse Pointe, 
Martinique in 1913. He studied at the Ecole Normale Supérieure in Paris, where he
met Leopold Sédar Senghor. Together with Leon Damas, they later founded the 
Negritude Movement in Literature. Césaire was Mayor of Fort-de-France, the capital
of Martinique and a member of the French National Assembly. His long list of 
distinguished poetry and drama includes RETURN TO MY NATIVE LAND, 
FERREMENTS, and A SEASON IN THE CONGO based on the Lumumba tragedy.
Emile Snyder is professor of Comparative, French, and African Literatures at Indiana
University. Sanford Upson, on extended leave from teaching, studied French 
Literature at Wesleyan University and at the Universities of Paris and Indiana.
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Cesaire, Aime. The Tragedy of King Christophe. New York. 1970. Grove Press. 1st
Printing. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. Translated from the French by Ralph
Manheim. Paperback Original. 96 pages. paperback. E-547. Inventory # 26644. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Aime Cesaire, the celebrated black poet from Martinique,
tells a double story in this psychologically and politically acute play: the epic of the 
independence of a colony and a new version of the ancient theme of hubris. Henri 
Christophe, the black ex-slave and cook who, at the beginning of the nineteenth 
century, became first a general and then King of Haiti, is in this play a man driven by
ambition. His terrible need to imprint the glory of free Haiti on the historical 
consciousness of the world fires his imagination to deeds which at first seem 
glorious but finally take a devastating toll of the people and of himself. The greatest
symbol of Christophe’s reign, the citadel with the ironic name of Sans Souci, proves
to be the symbol of his downfall. For the building of this citadel is the task which 
breaks the hearts and will of his people and convinces them that Christophe is no 
longer a benevolent ruler but a despot who must die. But Césaire submits that even 
in his final mad- ness Christophe did not altogether lose his humanity, and that his 
original dedication to his people and his native land, and his vision of the freedom of
black people throughout the world, made his lonely death less ignoble.

AIME CESAIRE (1913-2008) was a poet, playwright, statesman, and cultural critic, 
and is best known as the creator of the concept of negritude. His books include 
AIME CESAIRE: THE COLLECTED POETRY, NOTEBOOK OF A RETURN TO 
THE NATIVE LAND, and DISCOURSE ON COLONIALISM.keywords
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Cesarani, David. Arthur Koestler: The Homeless Mind. New York. 1999. Free Press.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684867206. 646 pages. hardcover.
Jacket design by Tom Stvan. Inventory # 27339. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - David Cesarani paints an explosive portrait of Koestler 
that bridges the gulf separating public and private life, contrasting the work of a 
genius against the backdrop of his tormented soul and brutal private life. A central 
European Jew born in 1905, Koestler was molded by his times. Uprooted by war 
and revolution and hounded by prejudice, he struggled to make sense of a world on
the edge of apocalypse. His search for meaning, identity and belonging swept him 
up in the raging ideological torrents of his times—Zionism, Communism, anti-
Communism and both hard scientific and esoteric mystical pursuits—and culminated
in an idiosyncratic and deeply personal ideological position that has confused and 
eluded critics and commentators. Equally restless in his personal relationships, 
Koestler made and broke friendships and marriages. His violent affairs with women
were legendary, but until now the shocking details of his private life were hidden 
from view by loyal friends and obscured by the Olympian prose of his 
autobiographical writing. Cesarani is the first to make unrestricted use of Koestler’s
private papers. He also draws on previously secret documents held by the KGB and
the FBI, which expose the depth of Koestler’s involvement in the Communist Party 
and, later, his relations with the CIA. Once a Communist, Koestler eventually 
rejected Marxism and led the intellectual counterattack that culminated in the fall of 
the Berlin Wall. His speculations on human nature and the future of mankind in the 
atomic age were stamped upon a generation that lived in the shadow of the bomb. 
But alongside his brilliance and charm was a darker side, fully plumbed here for the 
first time, which led ultimately to the tragic dual suicide with his third wife, Cynthia, in
1983.

David Cesarani (13 November 1956 – 25 October 2015) was an English historian 
who specialised in Jewish history, especially the Holocaust. He also wrote several 
biographies, including Arthur Koestler: The Homeless Mind (1998).
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Chace, Rebecca. Capture the Flag. New York. 1999. Simon & Schuster. 1st Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684857588. 283 pages. hardcover. Cover: Mary 
Rozzi/Julie Metz. Inventory # 26808. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It is the summer of 1972 when eleven-year-old Annie 
blackens her eyelids and cheeks with grease-paint camouflage for her first mission.
The flag is under heavy guard, but Annie would do anything for the game, and her 
scouting partner, Justin-more self-assured at fourteen than Annie believes she will 
ever be-has to admit that Annie is tough, even for a city kid. That night, as they rush
through the darkness on their dangerous reconnaissance, something happens 
between them that changes everything. 'Now we've both done something we can't 
tell,' Justin warns her, and even in the thrill of the chase Annie knows they will never
speak of it again. Back in New York City that fall, the difficult lessons of divorce and
depression send Annie reeling. But just as she seems to be losing the only family 
she's ever known, Annie joins forces with her longtime opponents in Capture the 
Flag. The fact that Tessa, Liz, and Sam-the sophisticated Shanlick sisters-live 
downtown is emblematic of their penchant for living beyond their years, and in their 
company Annie finds herself growing up fast. When the teenagers believe they have
secrets no adult would ever understand, Annie's newfound maturity is sorely tested.
They plan a retreat into the world of their childhood, back to the playing fields of 
Capture the Flag.

Rebecca Chace is the author of Chautauqua Summer, a New York Times Notable 
Book, and the novel Capture the Flag, which was recently adapted into a short film.
Chace cowrote the screenplay (with director Lisanne Skyler) and acts in the film. 
Chace is also the author of several plays, has contributed to The New York Times 
Magazine and The New York Times Book Review, among other publications, and 
teaches at Bard College and the MFA Creative Writing Program at City College. She
lives in New York City.
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Chace, Rebecca. Chautauqua Summer: Adventures of a Late 20th-Century 
Vaudevillian. New York. 1993. Harcourt Brace. 1st American Edition. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 0151170126. 197 pages. hardcover. Cover photos by Patrick J. Sullivan.
Handtinting by Denise De Luise. ackete design by Trina Stahl. Inventory # 26202. 
$22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A former vaudevillian and trapeze artist recounts her 
summers spent with The Flying Karamazov Brothers, Artis the Spoonman, Magical
Mystical Michael, The Girls Who Wear Glasses, and other modern-day vaudeville 
performers.

Rebecca Chace is the author of Chautauqua Summer, a New York Times Notable 
Book, and the novel Capture the Flag, which was recently adapted into a short film.
Chace cowrote the screenplay (with director Lisanne Skyler) and acts in the film. 
Chace is also the author of several plays, has contributed to The New York Times 
Magazine and The New York Times Book Review, among other publications, and 
teaches at Bard College and the MFA Creative Writing Program at City College. She
lives in New York City.
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Chadwick, Bruce. The Reel Civil War: Mythmaking in American Film. New York. 
2001. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0375409181. 384 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 30705. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - During the late nineteenth century, magazines, 
newspapers, novelists, and even historians presented a revised version of the Civil
War that, intending to reconcile the former foes, downplayed the issues of slavery 
and racial injustice, and often promoted and reinforced the worst racial stereotypes.
The Reel Civil War tells the history of how these misrepresentations of history made
their way into movies. More than 800 films have been made about the Civil War. 
Citing such classics as Birth of a Nation and Gone With the Wind as well as many 
other films, Bruce Chadwick shows how most of them have, until recently, projected
an image of gallant soldiers, beautiful belles, sprawling plantations, and docile or 
dangerous slaves. He demonstrates how the movies aided and abetted racism and
an inaccurate view of American history, providing a revealing and important account
of the power of cinema to shape our understanding of historical truth.

Bruce Chadwick spent 23 years as a journalist with the New York Daily News before
earning a doctorate in American history in 1994 at Rutgers University. He also 
teaches English and history at New Jersey City University in Jersey City, New 
Jersey.
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Chambers, Veronica. When Did You Stop Loving Me: A Novel. New York. 2004. 
Doubleday. Advance Reading Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 0385509006. 198 
pages. paperback. Inventory # 43404. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A dazzling literary debut about a young girl and her 
father, a magician whose tricks and illusions both ease and hinder the painful 
realities of their lives. WHEN DID YOU STOP LOVING ME is the warm and tender 
story of Angela, a young girl growing up in 1970s Brooklyn. One day Angela goes to
school and returns home to find her mother gone. Her magician father, Teddo, left to
raise Angela alone, insists on keeping Melanie’s disappearance shrouded in 
mystery, but later Angela wryly observes, “My father was a magician, but my mother
was the real Houdini.” Veronica Chambers has written a compelling story about a 
young girl’s struggle to navigate her way through her family’s web of love, loss, and
magic. As Angela tries to piece her world back together and figure out why her 
mother has abandoned her, she’s left to ponder the soul-shattering question: When
did you stop loving me? A universal story that is both finely-tuned and elegant, 
WHEN DID YOU STOP LOVING ME captures the intricacies, pleasures, 
contradictions, and complexities at the heart of every family. Spare and finely told, 
this novel will seep beneath your skin and stay with you long after the last page has
been turned.

VERONICA CHAMBERS is the author of Having It All? and Mama’s Girl. She was 
formerly a culture writer for Newsweek, a staff writer at Premiere magazine, and an
executive editor of Savoy magazine, as well as a frequent contributor to Glamour; O,
The Oprah Magazine; the New York Times, and other publications. The daughter of
a magician, she lives in Philadelphia with her husband.
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Chamoiseau, Patrick. Chronicle of the Seven Sorrows. Lincoln. 1999. University Of
Nebraska Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0803214952. 
Foreword by Edouard Glissant. Translated from the French by Linda Coverdale. 226
pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration: detail from F?te Patronale (Feast of the Patron
Saint) by Franklyn Gile Latortue. n.d. Oil on canvas, 381/2 X 50 inches. Collection of
Davenport Museum of Att. Gift of Dr. Walter F. Neiswanger, M.D. Inventory # 27865.
$35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Published in France in 1986, CHRONICLE OF THE 
SEVEN SORROWS is Patrick Chamoiseau’s first novel. It traces the rise and fall of
Pipi Soleil, ‘king of the wheelbarrow’ at the vegetable market of Fort-de-France, in a
tale as lively and magical as the marketplace itself. In a Martinique where creatures 
from folklore walk the land and cultural traditions cling tenuously to life, 
Chamoiseau’s characters confront the crippling heritage of colonialism and the 
overwhelming advance of modernization with touching dignity, hilarious 
resourcefulness, and truly courageous joie de vivre. When the poor have nothing 
else, they have their language. CHRONICLE OF THE SEVEN SORROWS has 
superb language, of a pith and juiciness that bring splendor to the most humble 
incident in Chamoiseau’s moving homage to the vanishing art of the Creole 
storyteller.

Patrick Chamoiseau is a French author from Martinique known for his work in the 
créolité movement. Chamoiseau was born on December 3, 1953 in Fort-de-France,
Martinique, where he currently resides. After he studied law in Paris he returned to
Martinique inspired by Édouard Glissant to take a close interest in Creole culture.
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Chamoiseau, Patrick. Creole Folktales. New York. 1994. New Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1565841859. Translated from the French by Linda
Coverdale. 113 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 25466. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this unusual collection of stories and fables, 1992 
Goncourt prize-winner Patrick Chamoiseau re-creates in truly magical language the
stories he heard as a child in Martinique in his first book to be published in the U.S. 
Included are delightfully coarse and lively folktales incorporating European and 
African motifs and stories apparently handed down from the time of slavery. In one, 
‘Ti-Jean Horizon,’ the eponymous hero repeatedly outwits his Beke (white) master, 
as does Conquering John in African American tales. Others warn of the danger of 
foolish behavior, as in ‘Nanie-Rosette the Belly-Slave,’ of whom the storyteller 
remarks ‘Quite a pretty name for a disaster with an abyss for a stomach, a riverbed 
for a throat. In short, Nanie-Rosette loved to eat, oh yes.’ Her gluttony leads to her 
downfall at the hands of a devil. The lyric language here is often bawdy, even in a 
uniquely Martinique variant of the Cinderella tale. Witty asides enrich these fables 
and allegories, though their protagonists are poor, enslaved people striving to 
survive in a politically hostile world. The stories have a contemporary edge that 
transcends their colonial roots.

Patrick Chamoiseau is a French author from Martinique known for his work in the 
créolité movement. Chamoiseau was born on December 3, 1953 in Fort-de-France,
Martinique, where he currently resides. After he studied law in Paris he returned to
Martinique inspired by Édouard Glissant to take a close interest in Creole culture.keywords

Martinique Caribbean
Black Literature 
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Chamoiseau, Patrick. Creole Folktales. New York. 1994. New Press. 1st American 
Edition. Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front,Otherwise Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 1565841859. Translated from the French by Linda Coverdale. 113 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 35302. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this unusual collection of stories and fables, 1992 
Goncourt prize-winner Patrick Chamoiseau re-creates in truly magical language the
stories he heard as a child in Martinique in his first book to be published in the U.S. 
Included are delightfully coarse and lively folktales incorporating European and 
African motifs and stories apparently handed down from the time of slavery. In one, 
‘Ti-Jean Horizon,’ the eponymous hero repeatedly outwits his Beke (white) master, 
as does Conquering John in African American tales. Others warn of the danger of 
foolish behavior, as in ‘Nanie-Rosette the Belly-Slave,’ of whom the storyteller 
remarks ‘Quite a pretty name for a disaster with an abyss for a stomach, a riverbed 
for a throat. In short, Nanie-Rosette loved to eat, oh yes.’ Her gluttony leads to her 
downfall at the hands of a devil. The lyric language here is often bawdy, even in a 
uniquely Martinique variant of the Cinderella tale. Witty asides enrich these fables 
and allegories, though their protagonists are poor, enslaved people striving to 
survive in a politically hostile world. The stories have a contemporary edge that 
transcends their colonial roots.

Patrick Chamoiseau is a French author from Martinique known for his work in the 
créolité movement. Chamoiseau was born on December 3, 1953 in Fort-de-France,
Martinique, where he currently resides. After he studied law in Paris he returned to
Martinique inspired by Édouard Glissant to take a close interest in Creole culture.
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Chamoiseau, Patrick. Texaco. London. 1997. Granta Books. 1st British Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 1862070075. Translated from the French & Creole by Rose-
Myriam Rejouis & Val Vinokurov. 403 pages. hardcover. Jacket photo by Tina 
Modotti, 'Resesrvoir Tank #1'. Inventory # 27119. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Patrick Chamoiseau produces a mythic history of the 
Creole nation that arose from the forced marriage of French and African peoples in 
his native Martinique. The chief spokeswoman for that nation is the indomitable and
profanely wise Marie-Sophie Laborieux, the founder of Texaco, a teeming 
shantytown poised on the edge of a city that constantly threatens to engulf it. Now 
Marie-Sophie is Texaco’s protectress as well. For only she can dissuade an urban 
planner from ordering her anarchic quarter razed to the ground. Like Scheherazade
before her, she relies on stories - stories of slaves and sorcerers, thugs and 
courtesans, uprisings and eruptions.

Patrick Chamoiseau is a French author from Martinique known for his work in the 
créolité movement. Chamoiseau was born on December 3, 1953 in Fort-de-France,
Martinique, where he currently resides. After he studied law in Paris he returned to
Martinique inspired by Édouard Glissant to take a close interest in Creole culture.
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Champion, Craige B. Cultural Politics in Polybius's Histories. Berkeley. 2004. 
University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0520237641. Hellenistic Culture and Society, XLI. A Joan Palevsky Book in 
Classical Literature. 343 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 35077. $49.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Polybius was a Greek statesman and political prisoner of
Rome in the second century b.c.e. His Histories provide the earliest continuous 
narrative of the rise of the Roman Empire. In this original study informed by recent 
work in cultural studies and on ethnicity, Craige Champion demonstrates that 
Polybius’s work performs a literary and political balancing act of heretofore 
unappreciated subtlety and interest. Champion shows how Polybius contrived to 
tailor his historiography for multiple audiences, comprising his fellow Greeks, whose
freedom Rome had usurped in his own generation, and the Roman conquerors. 
Champion focuses primarily on the ideological presuppositions and predispositions 
of Polybius’s different audiences in order to interpret the apparent contradictions and
incongruities in his text. In this way he develops a ‘politics of cultural indeterminacy’ 
in which Polybius’s collective representations of political and ethnic groups have 
different meanings for different audiences in different contexts. Situating these 
representations in the ideological, political, and historical contexts from which they 
arose, his book affords new and penetrating insights into a work whose subtlety and
complexity have gone largely unrecognized.

Craige B. Champion is Associate Professor of Ancient History and Classics in the 
Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs at Syracuse University.keywords
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Chan, Jackie. I Am Jackie Chan: My Life in Action. New York. 1998. Ballantine 
Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0345415035. 336 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 25805. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - If you're a fan of action-adventure movies - with the 
accent on action - then you no doubt love watching Jackie Chan risk his life to create
sensational cinema. As one of the biggest stars to burst into U.S. theaters, Jackie 
has put America's hottest heroes to shame, wowing audiences with the breathless, 
death-defying stunts that are the highlight of such movies as Rumble in the Bronx, 
Supercop, Operation Condor, and his blockbuster, Rush Hour.

Chan Kong-sang, (born 7 April 1954), known professionally as Jackie Chan, is a 
Hong Kong martial artist, actor, film director, producer, stuntman, and singer. He is 
known for his acrobatic fighting style, comic timing, use of improvised weapons, and
innovative stunts, which he typically performs himself, in the cinematic world. He has
trained in wushu or kungfu and hapkido, and has been acting since the 1960s, 
appearing in over 150 films. Chan is one of the most recognizable and influential 
cinematic personalities in the world, gaining a widespread following in both the 
Eastern and Western hemispheres, and has received stars on the Hong Kong 
Avenue of Stars, and the Hollywood Walk of Fame. He has been referenced in 
various pop songs, cartoons, and video games. He is an operatically trained vocalist
and is also a Cantopop and Mandopop star, having released a number of albums 
and sung many of the theme songs for the films in which he has starred. He is also a
globally known philanthropist, and has been named as one of the top 10 most 
charitable celebrities by Forbes magazine. In 2015, Forbes estimated his net worth 
to be $350 million, and as of 2016, he was the second highest paid actor in the 
world.
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Chandler, David. Voices From S-21: Terror & History Pol Pot's Secret Prison. 
Berkeley. 1999. University Of California Press. 1st Paperback Edition. Very Good in
Wrappers. 0520222474. A Philip E. Lilienthal Book in Asian Studies. 251 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 35078. $19.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The horrific torture and execution of hundreds of 
thousands of Cambodians by Pol Pot’s Khmer Rouge during the 1970s is one of the
century’s major human disasters. David Chandler, a world-renowned historian of 
Cambodia, examines the Khmer Rouge phenomenon by focusing on one of its key 
institutions, the secret prison outside Phnom Penh known by the code name ‘S-21.’
The facility was an interrogation center where more than 14,000 ‘enemies’ were 
questioned, tortured, and made to confess to counterrevolutionary crimes. Fewer 
than a dozen prisoners left S-21 alive. During the Democratic Kampuchea (DK) era,
the existence of S-21 was known only to those inside it and a few high-ranking 
Khmer Rouge officials. When invading Vietnamese troops discovered the prison in 
1979, murdered bodies lay strewn about and instruments of torture were still in 
place. An extensive archive containing photographs of victims, cadre notebooks, 
and DK publications was also found. Chandler utilizes evidence from the S-21 
archive as well as materials that have surfaced elsewhere in Phnom Penh. He also 
interviews survivors of S-21 and former workers from the prison. Documenting the 
violence and terror that took place within S-21 is only part of Chandler’s story. 
Equally important is his attempt to understand what happened there in terms that 
might be useful to survivors, historians, and the rest of us. Chandler discusses the 
‘culture of obedience’ and its attendant dehumanization, citing parallels between the
Khmer Rouge executions and the Moscow Show Trails of the 1930s, Nazi genocide,
Indonesian massacres in 1965-66, the Argentine military’s use of torture in the 
1970s, and the recent mass killings in Bosnia and Rwanda. In each of these 
instances, Chandler shows how turning victims into ‘others’ in a manner that was 
systematically devaluing and racialist made it easier to mistreat and kill them. More 
than a chronicle of Khmer Rouge barbarism, Voices from S-21 is also a judicious 
examination of the psychological dimensions of state-sponsored terrorism that 
conditions human beings to commit acts of unspeakable brutality.
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Chandler, Raymond. Raymond Chandler Speaking. Boston. 1977. Houghton Mifflin.
1st Printing of This Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 039525017x. Edited
by Dorothy Gardiner & Kathrine Sorley Walker. 271 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
2079. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a collection of fascinating letters, the legendary 
Raymond Chandler gives his tough-minded, idiosyncratic and always spirited views
on everything from writing, Hollywood and T.V. to crime, cats and the human 
condition. Also included are his notes on famous murder cases, an unpublished 
short story and the first chapters of his last Philip Marlowe novel, left unfinished at 
his death.

Raymond Thornton Chandler (July 23, 1888 – March 26, 1959) was an American 
novelist and screenwriter. In 1932, at age forty-four, Raymond Chandler decided to
become a detective fiction writer after losing his job as an oil company executive 
during the Depression. His first short story, ‘Blackmailers Don't Shoot‘, was 
published in 1933 in Black Mask, a popular pulp magazine. His first novel, The Big 
Sleep, was published in 1939. In addition to his short stories, Chandler published 
just seven full novels during his lifetime (though an eighth in progress at his death 
was completed by Robert B. Parker). All but Playback have been made into motion
pictures, some several times. In the year before he died, he was elected president of
the Mystery Writers of America. He died on March 26, 1959, in La Jolla, California.
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Chandler, Raymond. Raymond Chandler's Philip Marlow: The Little Sister. New 
York. 1997. Fireside/Simon & Schuster. 1st Printing. Very Good in Slightly Worn 
Wrappers. 0684829339. Illustrated by Michael Lark. unpaginated. paperback. Jacket
art by Michael Lark. Inventory # 23680. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this innovative, graphic adaptation of Raymond 
Chandler's The Little Sister illustrator Michael Clark captures the film-noir vision of 
Los Angeles that Chandler brought compellingly to life in this classic novel. Full-color
illustrations. A movie starlet with a gangster boyfriend and a pair of siblings with a 
shared secret lure Marlowe into the less than glamorous and more than a little 
dangerous world of Hollywood fame. Chandler’s first foray into the industry that 
dominates the company town that is Los Angeles.

Raymond Thornton Chandler (July 23, 1888 – March 26, 1959) was an American 
novelist and screenwriter. In 1932, at age forty-four, Raymond Chandler decided to
become a detective fiction writer after losing his job as an oil company executive 
during the Depression. His first short story, ‘Blackmailers Don't Shoot‘, was 
published in 1933 in Black Mask, a popular pulp magazine. His first novel, The Big 
Sleep, was published in 1939. In addition to his short stories, Chandler published 
just seven full novels during his lifetime (though an eighth in progress at his death 
was completed by Robert B. Parker). All but Playback have been made into motion
pictures, some several times. In the year before he died, he was elected president of
the Mystery Writers of America. He died on March 26, 1959, in La Jolla, California.
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Chandra, Vikram. Red Earth and Pouring Rain. Boston. 1995. Little Brown. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0316132764. 542 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Steve Snider. Inventory # 8812. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Vikram Chandra’s Red Earth and Pouring Rain is an 
unforgettable reading experience, a contemporary Thousand and One Nights - with
an eighteenth-century warrior-poet (now reincarnated as a typewriting monkey) and
an Indian student home from college in America switching off as our 
Scheherazades. Ranging from bloody battles in colonial India to college anomie in 
California, from Hindu gods to MTV, Chandra’s novel is engrossing, enthralling, 
impossible to put down - a remarkable meditation on quests and homecomings, 
good and evil, storytelling and redemption.

Vikram Chandra (born 1961 in India) is an Indian-American writer. His first novel, 
Red Earth and Pouring Rain, won the 1996 Commonwealth Writers' Prize for Best 
First Book.He is the author of Red Earth and Pouring Rain (1995), Love and Longing
in Bombay (1997, a collection of short stories), Sacred Games (2006), and Geek 
Sublime: Writing Fiction, Coding Software. Chandra is married to the writer Melanie
Abrams. They both teach creative writing at the University of California, Berkeley. 
Chandra currently divides his time between Mumbai, Maharashtra, India, and 
Oakland, California, United States. He has two daughters, Leela and Darshana.
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Chandra, Vikram. Sacred Games. New York. 2007. Harper Collins. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780061130359. 916 pages. hardcover. Cover art
by Crush Design & Art Direction. Inventory # 7518. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Set in present-day Mumbai, SACRED GAMES tells the 
story of a notorious Hindu gangster and a police inspector whose lives unfold and 
eventually intersect with cataclysmic consequences. Reaching back in time to 
Partition and bringing to vivid life a profusion of characters and milieus, Chandra’s 
extraordinary work depicts India with an unsurpassed richness of detail: its 
complexity and violence, the worlds of the poor and the wealthy, the heroes of 
Bollywood movies and the striving of human beings from every walk of life. As the 
story unfolds with surprising twists at every turn, the great game takes shape, 
confounding everyone’s expectations. Winning is an illusion, and characters 
powerful and humble find themselves mere pawns, struggling to regain control of 
their destinies. Quintessentially Indian yet surprisingly universal, Chandra’s book 
evokes brilliantly and with devastating realism the way we live now. A gripping epic 
saga, SACRED GAMES is filled with humour, tragedy and characters who prove to
be all too human.

Vikram Chandra (born 1961 in India) is an Indian-American writer. His first novel, 
Red Earth and Pouring Rain, won the 1996 Commonwealth Writers' Prize for Best 
First Book.He is the author of Red Earth and Pouring Rain (1995), Love and Longing
in Bombay (1997, a collection of short stories), Sacred Games (2006), and Geek 
Sublime: Writing Fiction, Coding Software. Chandra is married to the writer Melanie
Abrams. They both teach creative writing at the University of California, Berkeley. 
Chandra currently divides his time between Mumbai, Maharashtra, India, and 
Oakland, California, United States. He has two daughters, Leela and Darshana.
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Chang, Henry. Chinatown Beat: A Detective Jack Yu Investigation. New York. 2006.
Soho Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1569474370. 214 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Cheryl L. Cipriani. Inventory # 4071. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Detective Jack Yu grew up in Chinatown. Some of his 
friends are criminals now; some are dead. Jack has just been transferred to his old 
neighborhood, where 99 percent of the cops are white. Unlike the others, confused 
by the residents who speak another language even when they’re speaking English,
Jack knows what’s going on. He is confronted with a serial rapist who preys on 
young Chinese girls. Then Uncle Four, an elderly and respected leader of the 
charitable Hip Ching Society and member of the Hong Kong-based Red Circle Triad,
is gunned down. Jack learns that benevolent Uncle Four had a gorgeous young 
mistress imported from Hong Kong. And she is missing. To solve these crimes, Jack
turns to an elderly fortune teller, another old friend of his, in addition to employing 
modern police methods. This debut mystery powerfully conveys the sights, sounds,
and smells of Chinatown, as well as the attitudes of its inhabitants.

Henry Chang is an Asian-American detective story author from New York City. Born
and raised in Chinatown, Chang bases his Detective Jack Yu Series primarily in this
setting, and his objective "insider's" view influences the development of his stories' 
settings. His series focuses on the violence and poverty in Chinatown which he 
witnessed as he grew up. He is a graduate of CCNY. He began writing his first novel
whilst working as a director of security for the Trump Organization. In 2011, Chang
was honored by Hamilton Madison House, an organization for improving 
impoverished areas of Manhattan, for his literary contributions to historic Chinatown.
He has been featured at the Asian American Literary Festival and has done 
readings in collaboration with the New Museum's Festival of Ideas for the New City 
and the Museum of Chinese in America. He lives in Chinatown, Manhattan.
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Chang, Iris. The Rape of Nanking. New York. 1998. Basic Books. 1st Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0465068359. 290 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 26608. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In December 1937, in what was then the capital of China,
one of the most brutal massacres in the long annals of wartime barbarity occurred. 
The Japanese army swept into the ancient city of Nanking (Nanjing) and within 
weeks not only looted and burned the defenseless city but systematically raped, 
tortured, and murdered more than 300,000 Chinese civilians. Amazingly, the story of
this atrocity - one of the worst in world history - continues to be denied by the 
Japanese government. Based on extensive interviews with survivors and newly 
discovered documents in four different languages (many never before published), 
Iris Chang, whose own grandparents barely escaped the massacre, has written what
will surely be the definitive, English-language history of this horrifying episode - one 
that the Japanese have tried for years to erase from public consciousness. The 
Rape of Nanking tells the story from three perspectives: that of the Japanese 
soldiers who performed it; of the Chinese civilians who endured it; and finally of a 
group of Europeans and Americans who refused to abandon the city and were able 
to create a safety zone that saved almost 300,000 Chinese. It was Chang who 
discovered the diaries of the German leader of this rescue effort, John Rabe, whom
she calls the 'Oskar Schindler of China.' A loyal supporter of Adolf Hitler but far from
the terror planned in his Nazi-controlled homeland, he worked tirelessly to save the 
innocent from slaughter. But this book does more than just narrate details of an orgy
of violence; it attempts to analyze the degree to which the Japanese imperial 
government and its militaristic culture fostered in the Japanese soldier a total 
disregard for human life. Finally, it tells one more shocking story: Despite the fact 
that the death toll at Nanking exceeded the immediate deaths from the atomic blasts
at Hiroshima and Nagasaki combined (and even the total wartime casualty count of
entire European countries), the Cold War led to a concerted effort on the part of the
West and even the Chinese to court the loyalty of Japan and stifle open discussion 
of this atrocity. Indeed, Chang characterized this conspiracy of silence, which 
persists to this day, as 'a second rape.'

Iris Shun-Ru Chang (March 28, 1968 – November 9, 2004) was an American-born 
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Charity, Tom. The Right Stuff. London. 1997. British Film Institute. 1st American 
Edition. Tear On Front Cover,Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. 085170624x. 96 
pages. paperback. Inventory # 34793. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Right Stuff, released in 1983, is the story of 
America’s first attempts at the conquest of space. It’s a film with the scope and scale
of an epic, but filtered through the idiosyncratic, sceptical intelligence of maverick 
writer-director Philip Kaufman. Based on Tom Wolfe’s best selling novel, it contrasts
the private code of the test pilots who broke the sound barrier with the manufactured
celebrity of the astronauts who came from their midst. A film too close to satire to be
in tune with the jingoism of 1980s America, its complexity and accomplishment have
not been properly recognised. Tom Charity places The Right Stuff in its historical 
perspective, outlining the political context of the Space Race, Wolfe’s original take 
on the material, and the fiercely conflicting ambitions for the film of director Philip 
Kaufman and original screenwriter William Goldman. Charity’s lucid reading 
explores Kaufman’s subversive adventurism, his mastery of the cinematic form and 
the way in which The Right Stuff combines the mythology of the Western with 
counter-cultural concerns to arrive at a richly nuanced account of both the folly and 
the heroism of post-war America.

Tom Charity is a journalist and assistant film editor at Time Out magazine.
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Charles Bukowski Society. Das Jahrbuch der Charles-Bukowski-Gesellschaft 2004.
Riedstadt. 2004. Ariel-Verlag. 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9783930148315.
114 pages. paperback. Inventory # 24101. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An annual publication of the only literary society 
dedicated to the life and works of Charles Bukowski worldwide. Published in 
German and English.

The Charles Bukowski Society does research on the life, work and effects of Charles
Bukowski (1920-1994). Die Charles-Bukowski-Gesellschaft erforscht Leben, Werk 
und Wirkung von Charles Bukowski (1920-1994).
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Charles Bukowski Society. Das Jahrbuch der Charles-Bukowski-Gesellschaft 2005.
Riedstadt. 2005. Ariel-Verlag. 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 393014834x. 116
pages. paperback. Inventory # 16158. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An annual publication of the only literary society 
dedicated to the life and works of Charles Bukowski worldwide. Published in 
German and English.

The Charles Bukowski Society does research on the life, work and effects of Charles
Bukowski (1920-1994). Die Charles-Bukowski-Gesellschaft erforscht Leben, Werk 
und Wirkung von Charles Bukowski (1920-1994).
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Charles Bukowski Society. Das Jahrbuch der Charles-Bukowski-Gesellschaft 2006.
Riedstadt. 2006. Ariel-Verlag. 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9783930148387.
Includes a CD. 102 pages. paperback. Inventory # 34080. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An annual publication of the only literary society 
dedicated to the life and works of Charles Bukowski worldwide. Published in 
German and English.

The Charles Bukowski Society does research on the life, work and effects of Charles
Bukowski (1920-1994). Die Charles-Bukowski-Gesellschaft erforscht Leben, Werk 
und Wirkung von Charles Bukowski (1920-1994).
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Charles Bukowski Society. Das Jahrbuch der Charles-Bukowski-Gesellschaft 2007.
Riedstadt. 2007. Ariel-Verlag. 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9783930148400.
88 pages. paperback. Inventory # 9169. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An annual publication of the only literary society 
dedicated to the life and works of Charles Bukowski worldwide. Published in 
German and English.

The Charles Bukowski Society does research on the life, work and effects of Charles
Bukowski (1920-1994). Die Charles-Bukowski-Gesellschaft erforscht Leben, Werk 
und Wirkung von Charles Bukowski (1920-1994).
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Charles Bukowski Society. Das Jahrbuch der Charles-Bukowski-Gesellschaft 2008.
Riedstadt. 2008. Ariel-Verlag. 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9783930148431.
136 pages. paperback. Inventory # 18438. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An annual publication of the only literary society 
dedicated to the life and works of Charles Bukowski worldwide. Published in 
German and English.

The Charles Bukowski Society does research on the life, work and effects of Charles
Bukowski (1920-1994). Die Charles-Bukowski-Gesellschaft erforscht Leben, Werk 
und Wirkung von Charles Bukowski (1920-1994).
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Charles Bukowski Society. Das Jahrbuch der Charles-Bukowski-Gesellschaft 2009.
Riedstadt. 2009. Ariel-Verlag. 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9783930148479.
136 pages. paperback. Inventory # 24394. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An annual publication of the only literary society 
dedicated to the life and works of Charles Bukowski worldwide. Published in 
German and English.

The Charles Bukowski Society does research on the life, work and effects of Charles
Bukowski (1920-1994). Die Charles-Bukowski-Gesellschaft erforscht Leben, Werk 
und Wirkung von Charles Bukowski (1920-1994).
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Charles Bukowski Society. Das Jahrbuch der Charles-Bukowski-Gesellschaft 2010.
Riedstadt. 2010. Ariel-Verlag. 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9783930148493.
105 pages. paperback. Inventory # 24138. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An annual publication of the only literary society 
dedicated to the life and works of Charles Bukowski worldwide. Published in 
German and English.

The Charles Bukowski Society does research on the life, work and effects of Charles
Bukowski (1920-1994). Die Charles-Bukowski-Gesellschaft erforscht Leben, Werk 
und Wirkung von Charles Bukowski (1920-1994).
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Charriere, Isabelle de. Letters of Mistress Henley Published By Her Friend. New 
York. 1993. Modern Language Association Of America. 1st of This Particular 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0873527763. Translated from the French by Philip
Stewart & Jean Vache. 42 pages. paperback. Cover: Charles-Nicolas Cochin. 
Inventory # 33505. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Considered by many scholars to be among the most 
brilliant novels written in French during the eighteenth century, Letters of Mistress 
Henley Published by Her Friend was composed as a response to Samuel de 
Constant's misogynist novel, The Sentimental Husband (1783). Charriere presents 
six letters penned by a Mistress Henley, who has chosen a decent and affectionate
man as her life's companion only to discover that she cannot bear sharing his life. 
An immediate success on its publication in 1784, Mistress Henley was greeted with
acclaim and controversy: one reader called the book 'literarily excellent' but 'morally
dangerous in various ways.' Remarkable for its empathy for both spouses, Mistress
Henley is not only a moving work of fiction but also one of the most modern novels 
of its day.

Isabelle de Charrière (20 October 1740 – 27 December 1805), known as Belle van 
Zuylen in the Netherlands and Madame de Charrière elsewhere, was a Dutch writer
of the Enlightenment who lived the latter half of her life in Switzerland. She is now 
best known for her letters although she also wrote novels, pamphlets, music and 
plays. She took a keen interest in the society and politics of her age, and her work 
around the time of the French Revolution is regarded as being of particular interest.keywords
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Charteris, Leslie. Featuring the Saint. New York. 1931. Avon Publications. Avon 
Paperback Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers With a Piece Coming Off Near The 
Bottom Spine. 125 pages. paperback. 803. Inventory # 37017. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - D is for DOPE – and DEATH! A world-famous cabaret 
king directs an international dope racket after show-time. A gorgeous, stage-struck 
society girl wants to ‘live more’ - any time, any place. A fat German known in the 
trade as ‘a buyer and seller,’ a dealer in human misery. AND A SMALL, 
UNPRETENTIOUS SUITCASE LOADED WITH TINS OF ‘WHITE TOBACCO’ 
WORTH THOUSANDS! The reckless, matchless Robin Hood of modern crime in an
action-charged adventure that spans the capitals of Europe and involves the Saint 
with the secret police of four countries in a violent game of DRUGS, DYNAMITE - 
and SUDDEN DEATH!

Leslie Charteris (12 May 1907 – 15 April 1993), born Leslie Charles Bowyer-Yin, 
was a British-American author of adventure fiction, as well as a screenwriter. He 
was best known for his many books chronicling the adventures of Simon Templar, 
alias 'The Saint.'
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Charteris, Leslie. The Saint - the Happy Highwayman. New York. 1939. Avon 
Publications. Avon Paperback Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers. 127 pages. 
paperback. 680. Inventory # 37018. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Death struggle above the City! A well-stacked blonde 
with a racket as cool as her curves. A Broadway producer with a behind-the-scenes
talent for preying on lush but gullible lovelies. An underworld king-pin with an 
awesome habit of laying out his opponents on cold marble slabs. These are only 
three of the big-time hoods, broads and bandits you'll meet as the Saint outguesses
the New York police, busts the big town wide open, and turns U.S.A. into a lively 
assortment of Urbanity, Spice, and Adventure!

Leslie Charteris (12 May 1907 – 15 April 1993), born Leslie Charles Bowyer-Yin, 
was a British-American author of adventure fiction, as well as a screenwriter. He 
was best known for his many books chronicling the adventures of Simon Templar, 
alias 'The Saint.'
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Charteris, Leslie. The Saint & the Ace of Knaves. New York. 1938. Avon 
Publications. Avon Paperback Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers With a Piece 
Coming Off Near The Bottom Spine. 128 pages. paperback. 663. Inventory # 37019.
$6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Saint, 3 movie queens - and a killer! TWO LUSH 
LOVELIES DO A PRIVATE SCREENING IN THE SAINT'S PRIVATE QUARTERS.
A GOLDEN GODDESS OF THE MOVIES-WITH A SHAPE THAT IS STRICTLY 
‘WIDE SCREEN’-EYES THE SAINT WITH CHILLING TERROR. And Simon 
Templar, the Lochinvar of Modern Crime, is launched on the most provocative case 
in his delightfully deadly career!

Leslie Charteris (12 May 1907 – 15 April 1993), born Leslie Charles Bowyer-Yin, 
was a British-American author of adventure fiction, as well as a screenwriter. He 
was best known for his many books chronicling the adventures of Simon Templar, 
alias 'The Saint.'
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Charteris, Leslie. The Saint On Guard. New York. 1944. Avon Publications. Avon 
Paperback Edition. Good in Wrappers. 127 pages. paperback. 827. Inventory # 
41511. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Simon Templar tangles with a sinister mob, a beautiful 
girl - and the N. Y. Police Department! ‘Leslie Charteris’ tales. are always a 
fascinating blend of suspense, fast-paced excitement, humor, and roguish romance
and sophistication.’ - Hartford Courant. WHO’S WHO IN THIS THRILLING 
WHODUNIT! THE CORPSE: Gabriel Linnet, who held the clue to a ruthless black 
market ring. THE GIRL: Barbara Sinclair, who knew too much about men and 
murder. THE POLICE: Inspector Fernak, who believed that, for once, the Saint had
gone too far. THE KILLER: ???. And, of course THE SAINT: Simon Templar, the 
20th Century Robin Hood, who battles mobsters, bedevils the police, and captivates
women before he brings a murderer to justice!

Leslie Charteris (12 May 1907 – 15 April 1993), born Leslie Charles Bowyer-Yin, 
was a British-American author of adventure fiction, as well as a screenwriter. He 
was best known for his many books chronicling the adventures of Simon Templar, 
alias 'The Saint.'
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Chartier, Roger (editor). A History of Private Life: 3-Passions of the Renaissance. 
Cambridge. 1989. Belknap Press Of Harvard University Press. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0674399773. Translated from the French by Arthur 
Goldhammer. 645 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Van Loo - 'The Painter 
and His Family'. Inventory # 12076. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The final volume in the award-winning series charts the 
remarkable inner history of our times from the tumult of World War I to the present 
day, when personal identity was released from its moorings in gender, family, social
class, religion, politics, and nationality. All the mystery, earthiness and romance of 
the Middle Ages are captured in this panorama of everyday life. The evolving 
concepts of intimacy are explored--from the semi-obscure eleventh century through 
the first stirrings of the Renaissance world in the fifteenth century. Color and black-
and-white illustrations. 230 halftones, 2 tables.

Roger Chartier is professor of history at the Collège de France, Director of Studies 
at the École des hautesétudes en sciences sociales and Annenberg Professor of 
Historyat the University of Pennsylvania.
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Charyn, Jerome. Blue Eyes. New York. 1974. Simon & Schuster. 1st Edition. Very 
Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. Remainder Mark. 0671218565. 234 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Paul Bacon. Inventory # 11138. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Manfred ‘Shotgun’ Coen, detective first grade, New York
City Police Department, master of flick shots, phony spins and the penholder, is a 
ping-pong freak, as fast with his serve as he is in a shoot-out. He is a special kind of
cop, a loner, who wears magenta socks, eats at Cuban restaurants and refuses to 
live on Long Island with his fellow policemen. Coen is also the boyhood friend of 
Cesar Guzmann, a gambler and whorehouse entrepreneur, whose family migrated 
to the Bronx via Peru many years, ago, and who prays to Moses, John the Baptist 
and Saint Jerome (to keep his options open). Because of his special knowledge of 
the Peruvian underworld, Coen is assigned to investigate the disappearance of 
Caroline Child, niece of a prominent theatrical producer, who may (or may not) have
run away from school with her friend Odile. Odile is New York’s porno queen, 
mistress of The Dwarf, a notorious Village lesbian bar, and an employee of the 
Guzmann family. Coen’s search takes him to Mexico and back to New York for a 
final ping-pong match with a ‘downtown’ shark hired at $100 an hour to defeat Coen
at his own game.

Jerome Charyn (born May 13, 1937) is an award-winning American author. With 
over 50 published works over a 50-year span, Charyn has a long-standing 
reputation as an inventive and prolific chronicler of real and imagined American life.
Charyn was Distinguished Professor of Film Studies at the American University of 
Paris until 2009, when he retired from teaching. In addition to his writing and 
teaching, Charyn is a tournament table tennis player, once ranked in the top 10 
percent of players in France. Noted novelist Don DeLillo called Charyn’s book on 
table tennis, Sizzling Chops & Devilish Spins, ‘The Sun Also Rises of ping-pong.’ 
Charyn lives in Paris and New York City.
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Charyn, Jerome. Blue Eyes. New York. 1974. Simon & Schuster. 1st Edition. Very 
Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0671218565. 234 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Paul Bacon. Inventory # 21471. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Manfred ‘Shotgun’ Coen, detective first grade, New York
City Police Department, master of flick shots, phony spins and the penholder, is a 
ping-pong freak, as fast with his serve as he is in a shoot-out. He is a special kind of
cop, a loner, who wears magenta socks, eats at Cuban restaurants and refuses to 
live on Long Island with his fellow policemen. Coen is also the boyhood friend of 
Cesar Guzmann, a gambler and whorehouse entrepreneur, whose family migrated 
to the Bronx via Peru many years, ago, and who prays to Moses, John the Baptist 
and Saint Jerome (to keep his options open). Because of his special knowledge of 
the Peruvian underworld, Coen is assigned to investigate the disappearance of 
Caroline Child, niece of a prominent theatrical producer, who may (or may not) have
run away from school with her friend Odile. Odile is New York’s porno queen, 
mistress of The Dwarf, a notorious Village lesbian bar, and an employee of the 
Guzmann family. Coen’s search takes him to Mexico and back to New York for a 
final ping-pong match with a ‘downtown’ shark hired at $100 an hour to defeat Coen
at his own game.

Jerome Charyn (born May 13, 1937) is an award-winning American author. With 
over 50 published works over a 50-year span, Charyn has a long-standing 
reputation as an inventive and prolific chronicler of real and imagined American life.
Charyn was Distinguished Professor of Film Studies at the American University of 
Paris until 2009, when he retired from teaching. In addition to his writing and 
teaching, Charyn is a tournament table tennis player, once ranked in the top 10 
percent of players in France. Noted novelist Don DeLillo called Charyn’s book on 
table tennis, Sizzling Chops & Devilish Spins, ‘The Sun Also Rises of ping-pong.’ 
Charyn lives in Paris and New York City.
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Charyn, Jerome. Going To Jerusalem. New York. 1967. Viking Press. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 180 pages. hardcover. jacket design by Robert 
Galster. Inventory # 16856. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The South Brooklyn Military Academy (called the Castle)
is owned and operated by the Admiral. His son, Ivan Farkas – thirty-one, epileptic, 
‘part Russian, part Hungarian, and part Portuguese’ - instructs the young cadets. 
One of them, six-year-old Walter Van Buren, Jr., is a chess prodigy. The plan is for 
Ivan and Van to dog the steps of old Baldur Kortzfleisch, former world chess 
champion, perhaps also former Nazi, and for Van to become rich and famous by 
defeating the mysterious old master on this last cross-country exhibition tour of his 
career. And so they set out, accompanied by a turtle named Marat. Like the motel-
hopping scenes in Lolita (though entirely different in style and outlook), the voyage 
of this novel is a search - as well as a bizarre yet remarkably accurate portrait of 
America. Without forcing symbols on the reader, Mr. Charyn’s tragicomic inventions
resonate with meaning beyond the brilliant surface. As a story GOING TO 
JERUSALEM is alarmingly funny, entertaining, swift, and moving throughout, the 
comedy darkening into terror and out again. It all culminates in a scene out of 
Hieronymus Bosch, Crazy Day in Yell County, Arkansas.

Jerome Charyn (born May 13, 1937) is an award-winning American author. With 
over 50 published works over a 50-year span, Charyn has a long-standing 
reputation as an inventive and prolific chronicler of real and imagined American life.
Charyn was Distinguished Professor of Film Studies at the American University of 
Paris until 2009, when he retired from teaching. In addition to his writing and 
teaching, Charyn is a tournament table tennis player, once ranked in the top 10 
percent of players in France. Noted novelist Don DeLillo called Charyn’s book on 
table tennis, Sizzling Chops & Devilish Spins, ‘The Sun Also Rises of ping-pong.’ 
Charyn lives in Paris and New York City.
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Charyn, Jerome. Johnny One-Eye: A Tale of the American Revolution. New York. 
2008. Norton. 2nd Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780393064971. 480 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket illustrations - (Front) James Gillray/Getty Images, (Back) Dorling
Kindersley/Getty Images. Jacket design by Evan Gaffney Design. Inventory # 8334.
$20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This comic masterpiece reimagines the American 
Revolution with a one-eyed spy, a heroic whorehouse madam, and a cunning 
George Washington. Praised for one of the most ‘singular and remarkable [careers] 
in American literature’ (Jonathan Yardley, Washington Post Book World), Jerome 
Charyn now delights with this picaresque tour de force. He reanimates a war-torn 
Manhattan overrun by Redcoats and deserted by all but the Loyalists—and Mrs. 
Gertrude Jennings, the tempestuous, redheaded queen of Manhattan’s most 
spectacular bordello. When the novel opens, young double agent John Stocking is 
being interrogated by Washington, a rebel commander far removed from the dour, 
silent man of most history books. As Johnny seeks to unlock the mystery of his birth
and grapples with his allegiances, he falls in love with Clara, a gorgeous, green-
eyed octoroon, the most coveted harlot of Gertrude’s house. The wild parade of 
characters he encounters includes Benedict Arnold, the Howe brothers, ‘Sir Billy’ 
and ‘Black Dick,’ and a manipulative Alexander Hamilton. Not since John Barth’s 
THE SOTWEED FACTOR and Gore Vidal’s BURR has a novel so dramatically re-
created America’s historical beginnings.

Jerome Charyn (born May 13, 1937) is an award-winning American author. With 
over 50 published works over a 50-year span, Charyn has a long-standing 
reputation as an inventive and prolific chronicler of real and imagined American life.
Charyn was Distinguished Professor of Film Studies at the American University of 
Paris until 2009, when he retired from teaching. In addition to his writing and 
teaching, Charyn is a tournament table tennis player, once ranked in the top 10 
percent of players in France. Noted novelist Don DeLillo called Charyn’s book on 
table tennis, Sizzling Chops & Devilish Spins, ‘The Sun Also Rises of ping-pong.’ 
Charyn lives in Paris and New York City.
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Charyn, Jerome. Marilyn the Wild. New York. 1976. Arbor House. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0877951292. 246 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Paul Bacon. Inventory # 31302. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The new novel about a kind of Jewish Popeye Doyle and
his rampant daughter, by a ‘marvelous’ (New York Times Book Review) author who 
‘forces one deep into his inimitable world of tough-talking fuzz’ (New York Times) 
that ‘makes the friends of Eddie Coyle look like choirboys’ (Publishers Weekly). 
Isaac Sidel (known to his detractors as Isaac the Pure) was a cop—the toughest, 
hardest and most incorruptible in the business; and he ruled the meanest kingdom 
of the city —the Lower East Side. The only one he couldn’t handle was Marilyn the
Wild, his daughter and the only person he truly loved. Also, Rupert, the brilliant 
vindictive son of Isaac’s oldest friend, who in an alliance with a kung-fu expert and a
fiery teen-age ‘mama’ formed the Lollipop Gang, dedicated to the violent end of 
Isaac’s sway. When his gang was finally broken, Rupert then stalked Isaac’s softest
spot, Marilyn, in one of the best page-turning finales ever written. This high voltage 
novel pulls the reader into America’s urban underbelly—wild, terrifying and 
wondrously tender in its fashion. Its people and their remarkable histories will not let
you go. not even long after the very last page.

Jerome Charyn (born May 13, 1937) is an award-winning American author. With 
over 50 published works over a 50-year span, Charyn has a long-standing 
reputation as an inventive and prolific chronicler of real and imagined American life.
Charyn was Distinguished Professor of Film Studies at the American University of 
Paris until 2009, when he retired from teaching. In addition to his writing and 
teaching, Charyn is a tournament table tennis player, once ranked in the top 10 
percent of players in France. Noted novelist Don DeLillo called Charyn’s book on 
table tennis, Sizzling Chops & Devilish Spins, ‘The Sun Also Rises of ping-pong.’ 
Charyn lives in Paris and New York City.
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Charyn, Jerome. Montezuma's Man: An Isaac Sidel Novel. New York. 1993. 
Mysterious Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0892964618. 277 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 21850. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Joe Barbarossa is a descendant of a Nez Perce warrior
who was scared of blood. Joe isn't. When he whacks someone he stays whacked - 
usually - and when he sells dope he gets away with it, always. Joe isn't just any 
warrior, he's a New York City cop. He's also Montezuma's Man. He just doesn't 
know it yet. FBI don Frederic LeComte wants Joe to be Isaac Sidel's man. Isaac 
wants Joe to drive his black Dodge. Along with the Pink Commish, Joe becomes 
one of the Black Stocking Twins, hitting Mafia social clubs from Brooklyn to the 
Bronx. But neither Isaac nor Barbarossa are prepared for the sea of blood and 
trouble into which they will plunge. Two estranged mobsters - Sal Rubino and Jerry
DiAngelisare quarreling over some wooden Sicilian puppets. In the hands of a 
master puppeteer and his assistant, the hand-carved dolls tell stories of war and 
honor and heartbreak reaching back to the time of Charlemagne. In the hands of 
master string puller LeComte and a Mafia turncoat named Montezuma, the puppets 
tell another story: one of murder, mayhem, and kilos of elegantly imported heroin.

Jerome Charyn (born May 13, 1937) is an award-winning American author. With 
over 50 published works over a 50-year span, Charyn has a long-standing 
reputation as an inventive and prolific chronicler of real and imagined American life.
Charyn was Distinguished Professor of Film Studies at the American University of 
Paris until 2009, when he retired from teaching. In addition to his writing and 
teaching, Charyn is a tournament table tennis player, once ranked in the top 10 
percent of players in France. Noted novelist Don DeLillo called Charyn’s book on 
table tennis, Sizzling Chops & Devilish Spins, ‘The Sun Also Rises of ping-pong.’ 
Charyn lives in Paris and New York City.
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Charyn, Jerome. Once Upon a Droshky. New York. 1964. McGraw Hill. 1st Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 222 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 16438. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Published in 1964 when Charyn was twenty-six years 
old, ONCE UPON A DROSHKY is a fairy tale-like story set in the Yiddish-American
community of the Lower East Side. The narrator, Yankel Rabinowitz, tells the story 
in English that is heavily broken by Yiddish, creating a great comic effect. The novel
centers on the relationship of a father and son: the father represents the old and 
embattled Yiddish community while the son's legalistic tendencies make him the 
prototypical American. Charyn draws heavily on experiences from his childhood in 
the Bronx for details of the Yiddish community.

Jerome Charyn (born May 13, 1937) is an award-winning American author. With 
over 50 published works over a 50-year span, Charyn has a long-standing 
reputation as an inventive and prolific chronicler of real and imagined American life.
Charyn was Distinguished Professor of Film Studies at the American University of 
Paris until 2009, when he retired from teaching. In addition to his writing and 
teaching, Charyn is a tournament table tennis player, once ranked in the top 10 
percent of players in France. Noted novelist Don DeLillo called Charyn’s book on 
table tennis, Sizzling Chops & Devilish Spins, ‘The Sun Also Rises of ping-pong.’ 
Charyn lives in Paris and New York City.
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Charyn, Jerome. Once Upon a Droshky. New York. 1964. McGraw Hill. 1st Edition.
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 222 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 22462. 
$22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Published in 1964 when Charyn was twenty-six years 
old, ONCE UPON A DROSHKY is a fairy tale-like story set in the Yiddish-American
community of the Lower East Side. The narrator, Yankel Rabinowitz, tells the story 
in English that is heavily broken by Yiddish, creating a great comic effect. The novel
centers on the relationship of a father and son: the father represents the old and 
embattled Yiddish community while the son's legalistic tendencies make him the 
prototypical American. Charyn draws heavily on experiences from his childhood in 
the Bronx for details of the Yiddish community.

Jerome Charyn (born May 13, 1937) is an award-winning American author. With 
over 50 published works over a 50-year span, Charyn has a long-standing 
reputation as an inventive and prolific chronicler of real and imagined American life.
Charyn was Distinguished Professor of Film Studies at the American University of 
Paris until 2009, when he retired from teaching. In addition to his writing and 
teaching, Charyn is a tournament table tennis player, once ranked in the top 10 
percent of players in France. Noted novelist Don DeLillo called Charyn’s book on 
table tennis, Sizzling Chops & Devilish Spins, ‘The Sun Also Rises of ping-pong.’ 
Charyn lives in Paris and New York City.
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Charyn, Jerome. Secret Isaac. New York. 1978. Arbor House. 1st Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0877951969. 315 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Paul 
Bacon. Inventory # 1673. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Beginning with BLUE EYES, and continuing with 
MARILYN THE WILD and THE EDUCATION OF PATRICK SILVER, Jerome Charyn
developed a true American original, Isaac Sidel, First Deputy Police Commissioner 
of New York City - of Big City Anywhere, America, really - a wounded romantic 
whose heart is ravaged by too much love for his fellow lesser-man, whose guts are 
on fire with too much rage at the well-placed killers of his City’s dreams. Now in 
SECRET ISAAC Mr. Charyn (about whose most recent novel John Leonard in The
New York Times said, ‘It’s as if The Sound and the fury had been written by 
Candide’) allows the reader to discover the essential Isaac, the secret Isaac, trailing
him from New York City’s political halls and lower depths to Dublin’s Joycean 
underworld as he pursues villainy, true love and terrible revenge, and along the way
creates a masterwork.

Jerome Charyn (born May 13, 1937) is an award-winning American author. With 
over 50 published works over a 50-year span, Charyn has a long-standing 
reputation as an inventive and prolific chronicler of real and imagined American life.
Charyn was Distinguished Professor of Film Studies at the American University of 
Paris until 2009, when he retired from teaching. In addition to his writing and 
teaching, Charyn is a tournament table tennis player, once ranked in the top 10 
percent of players in France. Noted novelist Don DeLillo called Charyn’s book on 
table tennis, Sizzling Chops & Devilish Spins, ‘The Sun Also Rises of ping-pong.’ 
Charyn lives in Paris and New York City.
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Charyn, Jerome. The Education of Patrick Silver. New York. 1976. Arbor House. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 087795142x. 184 pages.
hardcover. Jacket design by Loretta Trezzo. Inventory # 1671. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here is the capstone to Jerome Charyn’s contemporary 
‘brilliantly conceived crime-and-punishment trilogy’ (Time) begun with BLUE EYES 
and continued with MARILYN THE WILD - together building a cosmos of big city 
folks placed high and low, in hot pursuit of life in extremis. wonderful, terrible, true. 
At the center is Patrick Silver, defrocked cop, ex-colleague and now antagonist of 
Isaac Sidel, the First Deputy Police Commissioner of New York, also known as ‘the
Blue Godfather’ Patrick Silver’s present beat is an Irish synogogue, his enemies are
fearsome, his constituents are suspicious, his love and just reward, finally, is Odile 
Leonhardy, a teen-age sorceress whose office is the Plaza, whose favors are a 
blessing. Crime-punishment-reward form the education of Patrick Silver, and the 
trilogy of Jerome Charyn’s extraordinary achievement.

Jerome Charyn (born May 13, 1937) is an award-winning American author. With 
over 50 published works over a 50-year span, Charyn has a long-standing 
reputation as an inventive and prolific chronicler of real and imagined American life.
Charyn was Distinguished Professor of Film Studies at the American University of 
Paris until 2009, when he retired from teaching. In addition to his writing and 
teaching, Charyn is a tournament table tennis player, once ranked in the top 10 
percent of players in France. Noted novelist Don DeLillo called Charyn’s book on 
table tennis, Sizzling Chops & Devilish Spins, ‘The Sun Also Rises of ping-pong.’ 
Charyn lives in Paris and New York City.
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Charyn, Jerome. The Education of Patrick Silver. New York. 1976. Arbor House. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 087795142x. 184 pages.
hardcover. Jacket design by Loretta Trezzo. Inventory # 13194. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here is the capstone to Jerome Charyn’s contemporary 
‘brilliantly conceived crime-and-punishment trilogy’ (Time) begun with BLUE EYES 
and continued with MARILYN THE WILD - together building a cosmos of big city 
folks placed high and low, in hot pursuit of life in extremis. wonderful, terrible, true. 
At the center is Patrick Silver, defrocked cop, ex-colleague and now antagonist of 
Isaac Sidel, the First Deputy Police Commissioner of New York, also known as ‘the
Blue Godfather’ Patrick Silver’s present beat is an Irish synogogue, his enemies are
fearsome, his constituents are suspicious, his love and just reward, finally, is Odile 
Leonhardy, a teen-age sorceress whose office is the Plaza, whose favors are a 
blessing. Crime-punishment-reward form the education of Patrick Silver, and the 
trilogy of Jerome Charyn’s extraordinary achievement.

Jerome Charyn (born May 13, 1937) is an award-winning American author. With 
over 50 published works over a 50-year span, Charyn has a long-standing 
reputation as an inventive and prolific chronicler of real and imagined American life.
Charyn was Distinguished Professor of Film Studies at the American University of 
Paris until 2009, when he retired from teaching. In addition to his writing and 
teaching, Charyn is a tournament table tennis player, once ranked in the top 10 
percent of players in France. Noted novelist Don DeLillo called Charyn’s book on 
table tennis, Sizzling Chops & Devilish Spins, ‘The Sun Also Rises of ping-pong.’ 
Charyn lives in Paris and New York City.
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Charyn, Jerome. The Man Who Grew Younger & Other Stories. New York. 1967. 
Harper & Row. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket With A Faded Spine. 195 
pages. hardcover. Jacket by Fred Wellington. Inventory # 1637. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE MAN WHO GREW YOUNGER and Other Stories by
JEROME CHARYN Like its title, the world of Jerome Charyn's stories is larger than 
life, almost mythical; in it, people are capable of the most extraordinary things. In the
novella ‘1944,’ Lippy Lipkowitz, nine, of the second toughest family in the East 
Bronx, single-handedly defeats the police, his Uncle Max, the F.B.I., Sing Sing, and
Joe Crapanzano's bookie cousin Marco. In ‘Sing, Shaindele, Sing,’ Fannie 
Finocchiaro (alias Shaindele Berkowitz, the Molly Picon of East Broadway) causes 
the balcony of the Henry Street Theatre to come tumbling down. In ‘Imberman,’ a 
weightlifter writes a 2,000-page literary masterpiece. This supernatural quality is 
wildly funny, until, colliding with reality, it takes on a terrible sadness. In ‘Faigele the 
Idiotke,’ Faigele is not the little bird of her name, and when she follows a pigeon off 
the roof, she cannot fly. In ‘'Farewell!. Farewell!. ' Leo Simonson, of the 27th Infantry
in the Pacific, cannot possibly be the hero that his sixteen-year-old brother Albie, 
back home in the Bronx, would like him to be. When Leo's best friend is killed in 
New Caledonia, Leo is sent home. Albie refuses to sleep in the same room with him
and cries, ‘Why'd he have to crack up for? He should have died better than clime 
home like this!’ In ‘Race Day at Hiawatha,’ the protagonists win by cheating, and the
‘enemy,’ one-eyed Torpedo Tepelwitz, turns out to be the real hero, paddling 
furiously in his sabotaged canoe. Charyn knows his characters thoroughly — their 
speech, their values, their times and places—and he captures these qualities with 
great humor and perception.

Jerome Charyn (born May 13, 1937) is an award-winning American author. Charyn
has a long-standing reputation as an inventive and prolific chronicler of real and 
imagined American life. Charyn was Distinguished Professor of Film Studies at the 
American University of Paris until 2009, when he retired from teaching. In addition to
his writing and teaching, Charyn is a tournament table tennis player, once ranked in
the top 10 percent of players in France. Noted novelist Don DeLillo called Charyn’s 
book on table tennis, Sizzling Chops & Devilish Spins, ‘The Sun Also Rises of ping-
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Charyn, Jerome. The Seventh Babe. New York. 1979. Arbor House. 1st Edition. 
Compliments of B. Dalton Bookseller' in Front, Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0877952205. 347 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Janet Halverson. Inventory #
18769. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the Babe Ruth era Babe Ragland, a gangly orphan 
from Baltimore, walks into a tryout for the Boston Red Sox, wins a spot as third-
baseman, and becomes the league’s seventh Babe. But as he rises to 
superstardom, Jerome Charyn gives the novel a magical turn that sets Babe in a 
new direction and transforms a conventional story line into something rich and 
wonderful. Upon discovering The Seventh Babe by chance or through the 
recommendations of friends, readers have devoted their energies to removing it 
from American literature’s short list of best kept secrets. Place The Seventh Babe 
beside the sports fiction of Irwin Shaw, Mark Harris, Bernard Malamud, and W. P. 
Kinsella. It’s one of the overlooked masterworks of the genre.

Jerome Charyn (born May 13, 1937) is an award-winning American author. With 
over 50 published works over a 50-year span, Charyn has a long-standing 
reputation as an inventive and prolific chronicler of real and imagined American life.
Charyn was Distinguished Professor of Film Studies at the American University of 
Paris until 2009, when he retired from teaching. In addition to his writing and 
teaching, Charyn is a tournament table tennis player, once ranked in the top 10 
percent of players in France. Noted novelist Don DeLillo called Charyn’s book on 
table tennis, Sizzling Chops & Devilish Spins, ‘The Sun Also Rises of ping-pong.’ 
Charyn lives in Paris and New York City.
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Charyn, Jerome. The Seventh Babe. New York. 1979. Arbor House. 1st Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0877952205. 347 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Janet Halverson. Inventory # 6807. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the Babe Ruth era Babe Ragland, a gangly orphan 
from Baltimore, walks into a tryout for the Boston Red Sox, wins a spot as third-
baseman, and becomes the league’s seventh Babe. But as he rises to 
superstardom, Jerome Charyn gives the novel a magical turn that sets Babe in a 
new direction and transforms a conventional story line into something rich and 
wonderful. Upon discovering The Seventh Babe by chance or through the 
recommendations of friends, readers have devoted their energies to removing it 
from American literature’s short list of best kept secrets. Place The Seventh Babe 
beside the sports fiction of Irwin Shaw, Mark Harris, Bernard Malamud, and W. P. 
Kinsella. It’s one of the overlooked masterworks of the genre.

Jerome Charyn (born May 13, 1937) is an award-winning American author. With 
over 50 published works over a 50-year span, Charyn has a long-standing 
reputation as an inventive and prolific chronicler of real and imagined American life.
Charyn was Distinguished Professor of Film Studies at the American University of 
Paris until 2009, when he retired from teaching. In addition to his writing and 
teaching, Charyn is a tournament table tennis player, once ranked in the top 10 
percent of players in France. Noted novelist Don DeLillo called Charyn’s book on 
table tennis, Sizzling Chops & Devilish Spins, ‘The Sun Also Rises of ping-pong.’ 
Charyn lives in Paris and New York City.keywords
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Chase-Riboud, Barbara. Valide: A Novel of the Harem. New York. 1986. Morrow. 1st
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0688043348. 429 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Vittoria Semproni. Jacket painting: Ingres, Jean Auguste Dominique, 
"Odalisque with the Slave, " 1840. Inventory # 28767. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Barbara Chase-Riboud has taken the story of an 
American Creole captured and sold into the harem of Topkapi during the reign of the
Ottoman Sultan Abdulhamid I (1774-1789), and through meticulous research has 
shorn the facts of romantic and historical misconceptions to create a new and 
riveting portrait of the mother of Sultan Mahmud II (1808-1839). Her harem name, 
Naksh-i-dil, is the only name to have come down to us. In this mysterious American
who became the Empress Queen Mother, or Valide, of the Ottoman Empire, and 
who converted to the Islamic religion of her subjects. Barbara Chase-Riboud has 
created another haunting, unyielding survivor of slavery: a woman equal in power to
the archenemy of her Sultan and her Empire, Catherine the Great of Russia. Naksh-
i-dil's era spans fifty years of opulent harem life, four Sultans, two wars, and 
Napoleon's disastrous Russian Campaign in which Mahmud Il plays a surprising and
fascinating role. The reader is swept from Istanbul to the court of St. Petersburg, 
from Versailles to the shores of Tripoli and the steppes of the Crimea. This brilliant 
and ambitious novel of love and slavery has the harem as its centerpiece: a 
miniature nation of locked-up women owned by the Sultan, governed by a set of 
rules and regulations as strict as a convent, and ruled by the Black Eunuch, one of 
Barbara Chase-Riboud's most unforgettable characters. Though a novel, Valide has
the power of truth. The Empress Naksh-i-dil's Western name is lost to history, but 
her will to power and survival, her captivity, enslavement, exaltation, and final 
tragedy are historic.

Barbara Chase-Riboud (born June 26, 1939) is an American novelist, poet, sculptor
and visual artist best known for her first novel, SALLY HEMINGS (1979). In 1965, 
she became the first American woman to visit the People's Republic of China after 
the revolution and in 1996, she was knighted by the French Government and 
received the Ordre des Arts et des Lettres.
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Chateaubriand, Francois-Rene de. Atala & Rene. New York. 1962. Signet/New 
American Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
Newly Translated From The French & With A Foreword By Walter J. Cobb. 127 
pages. paperback. CD103. Inventory # 27482. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - These strange and charming romances, Atala and René,
are the most influential works of the solitary genius who has been called 'the true 
founder of romanticism in France.' Originally planned as two episodes in a longer 
work, they form a perfect fictional whole. In Atala, the tale of a young Indian 
adventurer and a Christianized Indian princess, Chateaubriand explores 'the 
harmonies the Christian religion with the scenes of nature and the passions of the 
human heart.' The story of René, a Frenchman whose melancholy drives him to the
depths of the American forest, illustrates. 'the terrible consequences of impassioned
love and solitude. ' For all the sweep of action, the extravagant emotional style, the 
fantastic scenery, the importance of these stories lies in their ideas. With Atala and
René, Chateaubriand began to lead the emerging romantic movement toward an 
especially poetic kind of Catholicism, a sympathy with nature, and a preoccupation
with melodramatic and romantic egos. As Walter J. Cobb says, 'With Chateaubriand,
a new dawn was breaking.'

François-René, vicomte de Chateaubriand (4 September 1768 – 4 July 1848) was a
French writer, politician, diplomat and historian. He is considered the founder of 
Romanticism in French literature.
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Chatterjee, Gayatri. Mother India. London. 2002. British Film Institute. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0851709176. 96 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
34794. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Until recently, when satellite television changed viewing
habits, Mehboob Khan’s Mother India (1957) could boast the remarkable distinction
of having been constantly in distribution in India since its first release. Rooted both in
Hindu mythology and in the collective experience of a newly independent nation-
state on the brink of industrialisation and social change, it’s a family melodrama that
moves inexorably towards tragedy and renewal. Nargis, one of India’s great screen
stars, plays Radha, an industrious and strong-willed peasant woman. She faces a 
series of tribulations. Her husband is maimed in a farming accident and flees the 
family home. She is in thrall to a malevolent moneylender, who lusts after her. 
Tempests destroy her crops and her home. Of the two sons who survive with her, 
one grows up to be traditionally obedient while the other rages against his life in the
village and pursues a vendetta against the moneylender. Radha’s final test comes 
when she must decide between her love for her son and her commitment to the 
community. Vividly and beautifully shot on Gevacolor then transferred onto 
Technicolor stock, Mother India features spectacularly choreographed and designed
song sequences, spectacular locations and an epic-style narrative. It is a 
cornerstone of Indian cinema. Based on new research into the Mehboob studio 
archives Gayatri Chatterjee outlines the film’s eventful production history and the 
ambitious vision of its director. In her careful analysis of the film Chatterjee reflects 
its vibrancy and passion and illuminates its many aspects - performance styles, 
reception and reputation, mythological underpinnings, its relation to post-
Independence culture and politics, its many references to the history of a country in 
transition.

Gayatri Chatterjee is a film scholar based in Pune. She has taught and lectured 
widely in India, the USA and Europe. She is an external faculty at the Film & 
Television Institute of India. Her book 'Awara' (reissued by Penguin in 2003) won the
President’s Gold medal (swarna-kamal) for the best book on cinema in 1992.
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Chatwin, Bruce and Theroux, Paul. Patagonia Revisited. Boston. 1986. Houghton 
Mifflin. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 039538401x. Illustrated by 
Kyffin Williams. 62 apges. hardcover. Jacket design by Humphrey Stone. Inventory
# 10187. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Since its discovery by Magellan in 1520, Patagonia was
known as a country of black fogs and whirlwinds at the end of the inhabited world. It
immediately lodged itself in the imagination as a metaphor for 'the ultimate', the point
beyond which one could not go. In this book, Chatwin and Theroux join forces to 
explores the instances in which the 'final capes of exile' have affected the literary 
imagination, and to track down some of the extraordinary travellers, past and 
present, from W.H. Hudson, to Captain Joshua Slocum and Butch Cassidy. Paul 
Theroux has won the Whitbread Literary Award. This book had its origins in an 
entertainment the writers gave for The Royal Geographical Society, at a time when
Theroux was following Chatwin's 'In Patagonia' with 'The Old Patagonian Express'.

Charles Bruce Chatwin (13 May 1940 – 18 January 1989) was an English novelist 
and travel writer. He won the James Tait Black Memorial Prize for his novel On the
Black Hill (1982). Married and bisexual, he was one of the first prominent men in 
Britain known to have contracted HIV and died of AIDS, although he hid the facts of
his illness. Paul Edward Theroux (born April 10, 1941) is an American travel writer 
and novelist, whose best known work of travel writing is perhaps The Great Railway
Bazaar (1975). He has published numerous works of fiction, some of which were 
made into feature films. He was awarded the 1981 James Tait Black Memorial Prize
for his novel The Mosquito Coast. He is the father of British authors and 
documentary makers Louis Theroux and Marcel Theroux, the brother of authors 
Alexander Theroux and Peter Theroux, and uncle to the American actor and 
screenwriter Justin Theroux.
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Chatwin, Bruce. Anatomy of Restlessness: Selected Writings 1969-1989. New York.
1996. Viking Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670868590. 
205 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by Snowden. Inventory # 22707. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It is commonly supposed that Bruce Chatwin was an 
ingenuous latecomer to the profession of letters, a misapprehension given apparent
credence by that now famous passage in his lyrical, autobiographical ‘I Always 
Wanted to Go to Patagonia,’ in which we are told that this indefatigable traveler’s 
literary career began in midstride, almost on a whim, with a telegram announcing his
departure for the farthest-flung corner of the globe: ‘Have gone to Patagonia.’ Such
a view overlooks the fact that from the late 1960s onward Chatwin was already 
fashioning the tools of his future trade in the columns of a variety of magazines and 
journals. And that he continued to do so through every twist and turn of his career, 
from art expert to archaeologist, to journalist and author, right up until his death in 
1989. These previously neglected or unpublished pieces - short stories, travel 
sketches, essays, articles, and criticism - gathered together here for the first time, 
cover every period and aspect of the writer’s career, and reflect the abiding themes
of his work: roots and rootlessness, exile and the exotic, possession and 
renunciation.

Charles Bruce Chatwin (13 May 1940 – 18 January 1989) was an English novelist 
and travel writer. He won the James Tait Black Memorial Prize for his novel On the
Black Hill (1982). Married and bisexual, he was one of the first prominent men in 
Britain known to have contracted HIV and died of AIDS, although he hid the facts of
his illness.
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Chatwin, Bruce. On the Black Hill. New York. 1983. Viking Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670524921. 249 pages. hardcover. The painting
on the front of the jacket is by the eighteenth-century Welsh artist Thomas Jones. 
Jacket design by R. Adelson. Inventory # 2099. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An elegantly written tale of identical twin brothers who 
grow up on a farm in rural Wales and never leave home. In depicting the lives of 
Benjamin and Lewis and their interactions with their small local community, Chatwin
comments movingly on the larger questions of human experience.

Charles Bruce Chatwin (13 May 1940 – 18 January 1989) was an English novelist 
and travel writer. He won the James Tait Black Memorial Prize for his novel On the
Black Hill (1982). Married and bisexual, he was one of the first prominent men in 
Britain known to have contracted HIV and died of AIDS, although he hid the facts of
his illness.
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Chatwin, Bruce. On the Black Hill. New York. 1983. Viking Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0670524921. 249 pages. hardcover.
The painting on the front of the jacket is by the eighteenth-century Welsh artist 
Thomas Jones. Jacket design by R. Adelson. Inventory # 24379. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An elegantly written tale of identical twin brothers who 
grow up on a farm in rural Wales and never leave home. In depicting the lives of 
Benjamin and Lewis and their interactions with their small local community, Chatwin
comments movingly on the larger questions of human experience.

Charles Bruce Chatwin (13 May 1940 – 18 January 1989) was an English novelist 
and travel writer. He won the James Tait Black Memorial Prize for his novel On the
Black Hill (1982). Married and bisexual, he was one of the first prominent men in 
Britain known to have contracted HIV and died of AIDS, although he hid the facts of
his illness.
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Chatwin, Bruce. The Viceroy of Ouidah. New York. 1980. Summit Books. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0671412531. 155 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Fred Marcellino. Inventory # 2100. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this vivid, powerful novel, Chatwin tells of Francisco 
Manoel de Silva, a poor Brazilian adventurer who sails to Dahomey in West Africa to
trade for slaves and amass his fortune. His plans exceed his dreams, and soon he is
the Viceroy of Ouidah, master of all slave trading in Dahomey. But the ghastly 
business of slave trading and the open savagery of life in Dahomey slowly consume
Manoel's wealth and sanity. 'This is Conrad's Heart of Darkness seen through a 
microscope.' --The Atlantic Monthly.

Charles Bruce Chatwin (13 May 1940 – 18 January 1989) was an English novelist 
and travel writer. He won the James Tait Black Memorial Prize for his novel On the
Black Hill (1982). Married and bisexual, he was one of the first prominent men in 
Britain known to have contracted HIV and died of AIDS, although he hid the facts of
his illness.
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Chatwin, Bruce. Utz. New York. 1988. Jonathan Cape. 1st British Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0224026089. 154 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph - the 
'Fool' card from a German tarot pack, made by Martin Boehme of Dresden, c. 1780.
Inventory # 12492. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Bruce Chatwin's bestselling novel traces the fortunes of
Kaspar Utz, an enigmatic collector of Meissen porcelain living in Cold War 
Czechoslovakia. Although Utz is allowed to leave the country each year, and 
considers defecting each time, he always returns to his Czech home, a prisoner of 
the Communist state and of his precious collection.

Charles Bruce Chatwin (13 May 1940 – 18 January 1989) was an English novelist 
and travel writer. He won the James Tait Black Memorial Prize for his novel On the
Black Hill (1982). Married and bisexual, he was one of the first prominent men in 
Britain known to have contracted HIV and died of AIDS, although he hid the facts of
his illness.
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Chatwin, Bruce. Utz. New York. 1989. Viking Press. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0670824976. 154 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph - the 
'Fool' card from a German tarot pack, made by Martin Boehme of Dresden, c. 1780.
Inventory # 11224. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Bruce Chatwin's bestselling novel traces the fortunes of
Kaspar Utz, an enigmatic collector of Meissen porcelain living in Cold War 
Czechoslovakia. Although Utz is allowed to leave the country each year, and 
considers defecting each time, he always returns to his Czech home, a prisoner of 
the Communist state and of his precious collection.

Charles Bruce Chatwin (13 May 1940 – 18 January 1989) was an English novelist 
and travel writer. He won the James Tait Black Memorial Prize for his novel On the
Black Hill (1982). Married and bisexual, he was one of the first prominent men in 
Britain known to have contracted HIV and died of AIDS, although he hid the facts of
his illness.
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Chatwin, Bruce. What Am I Doing Here. New York. 1989. Viking Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670825085. 367 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Neil Stuart. Inventory # 12584. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here is a journey into the interior of a celebrated novelist
and traveler, charged with all of the narrative power and intellectual challenge of his
fiction.

Charles Bruce Chatwin (13 May 1940 – 18 January 1989) was an English novelist 
and travel writer. He won the James Tait Black Memorial Prize for his novel On the
Black Hill (1982). Married and bisexual, he was one of the first prominent men in 
Britain known to have contracted HIV and died of AIDS, although he hid the facts of
his illness.
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Chaucer, Geoffrey. The Canterbury Tales: A Selection. New York. 1969. Signet/New
American Library. Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 0451515145. Edited and with an introduction by Donald R. Howard. 400
pages. paperback. CE1514. Inventory # 31426. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Chaucer's most celebrated work, The Canterbury Tales 
(c.1387), in which a group of pilgrims entertain each other with stories on the road to
Canterbury, is a masterpiece of narration, description, and character portrayal. The 
tellers and their tales are as fresh and vivid today as they were six centuries ago. An
illustrated retelling of Geoffrey Chaucer's famous work in which a group of pilgrims in
fourteenth-century England tell each other stories as they travel on a pilgrimage to 
the cathedral at Canterbury.

Geoffrey Chaucer (c. 1343 – 25 October 1400), known as the Father of English 
literature, is widely considered the greatest English poet of the Middle Ages and was
the first poet to be buried in Poet's Corner of Westminster Abbey.
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Chaudhuri, Nirad C. A Passage To England. London. 1960. Macmillan & Company.
Reprinted Edition. Previous Owner’s Name Penned in Front. Otherwise Very Good 
in Dustjacket. 229 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 18946. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - At the age of fifty-seven, Mr. Chaudhuri found himself 
able to take the first trip of his life outside India. He had five weeks in England, at the
invitation of the British Broadcasting Corporation, a week in Rome and a week in 
Paris. All his life Mr. Chaudhuri had soaked himself in European art and history, so 
though physically a stranger to Europe he was mentally among friends. He has now
recounted his impressions, telling how he found in Europe neither indigestion nor 
disillusion, but intense delight as he realized that what he had been absorbing from
books for half a century was a living reality. Mr. Chaudhuri has an unusual 
awareness of the English character and the English past, as well as of the English 
landscape. He is as much at home with Constable's pictures as with the cathedrals,
colleges and country houses; he seems to be walking into his natural milieu, though
at the same time seeing it all through Asian eyes. Mr. Chaudhuri's first book, The 
Autobiography of an Unknown Indian, was extremely well received: 'This is an 
extraordinary book. It is written by a Hindu of East Bengal who has never been in 
Europe, yet with a command of English that is not exceeded by Mr. Nehru himself. 
No other Indian self-portrait can compare, for interest or challenge, with this product
of a tortured and assertive spirit.' - Glasgow Herald.
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Chaudhuri, Nirad C. A Passage To England. London. 1960. Readers Union/ 
Macmillan. Reprinted Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 229 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 23356. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - At the age of fifty-seven, Mr. Chaudhuri found himself 
able to take the first trip of his life outside India. He had five weeks in England, at the
invitation of the British Broadcasting Corporation, a week in Rome and a week in 
Paris. All his life Mr. Chaudhuri had soaked himself in European art and history, so 
though physically a stranger to Europe he was mentally among friends. He has now
recounted his impressions, telling how he found in Europe neither indigestion nor 
disillusion, but intense delight as he realized that what he had been absorbing from
books for half a century was a living reality. Mr. Chaudhuri has an unusual 
awareness of the English character and the English past, as well as of the English 
landscape. He is as much at home with Constable's pictures as with the cathedrals,
colleges and country houses; he seems to be walking into his natural milieu, though
at the same time seeing it all through Asian eyes. Mr. Chaudhuri's first book, The 
Autobiography of an Unknown Indian, was extremely well received: 'This is an 
extraordinary book. It is written by a Hindu of East Bengal who has never been in 
Europe, yet with a command of English that is not exceeded by Mr. Nehru himself. 
No other Indian self-portrait can compare, for interest or challenge, with this product
of a tortured and assertive spirit.' - Glasgow Herald.
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Chaudhuri, Nirad C. Clive of India : A Political and Psychological Essay. London. 
1975. Barrie & Jenkins. 1st British Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 
0214200213. 446 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by D. S. Ward. Inventory # 
12518. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Clive was the greatest British figure in the history of 
British India. Most lives of him have been written in the light of the subsequent 
history of Empire, but in this book by the most distinguished living Indian writer the 
convention is abandoned. Nirad Chaudhuri's study of Clive's strange and elusive 
temperament has a special authority. It derives from his unique insight into the 
bizarre society which Clive came to shape and influence, and which in equal 
measure shaped and influenced him. The author maintains that no previous 
biographer or historian of the British Empire has assembled the facts of Clive's 
career and near miraculous achievement in an objective wav, free of didactic 
assumptions. Clive was, he says, the nearest approach in British history to a 
Napoleon - the embodiment of a temperament. By reason of his character he 
became the main instrument of British political commitment, as distinct from 
commercial interest, in India. Because of him the unsought acquisition came later to
be called grandiloquently the brightest jewel in the British crown; the results of the 
process set in motion by his wild personality are more far-reaching and permanent 
than Napoleon's. It is in recognition of this achievement that Nirad Chaudhuri has 
written this thought-provoking and profoundly important essay in historical and 
psychological understanding.

Nirad C. Chaudhuri (23 November 1897 – 1 August 1999) was a Bengali−English 
writer and cultural commentator. He was born in 1897 in Kishoreganj, which today is
part of Bangladesh but at that time was part of Bengal, a region of British India. He 
is known for his hostility to Islam and Hindu extremist ideology. His 1965 work The 
Continent of Circe earned him the Duff Cooper Memorial Award, becoming the first 
and only Indian to be selected for the prize.
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Chaudhuri, Nirad C. Scholar Extraordinary: The Life of Professor the Rt. Hon. 
Friedrich Max Muller, P.C. London. 1974. Chatto & Windus. 1st British Edition. 
Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front, Otherwise Very Good. No Dustjacket. 
0701119446. 393 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 12517. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A biography of Friedrich Max Müller (6 December 1823 –
28 October 1900), German-born philologist and Orientalist, who lived and studied in
Britain for most of his life. He was one of the founders of the western academic field
of Indian studies and the discipline of Study of religions (science of religion, 
Religionswissenschaft). Müller wrote both scholarly and popular works on the 
subject of Indology. The Sacred Books of the East, a 50-volume set of English 
translations, was prepared under his direction. He also promoted the idea of a 
Turanian family of languages.

Nirad C. Chaudhuri (23 November 1897 – 1 August 1999) was a Bengali−English 
writer and cultural commentator. He was born in 1897 in Kishoreganj, which today is
part of Bangladesh but at that time was part of Bengal, a region of British India. He 
is known for his hostility to Islam and Hindu extremist ideology. His 1965 work The 
Continent of Circe earned him the Duff Cooper Memorial Award, becoming the first 
and only Indian to be selected for the prize.
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Chayefsky, Paddy. The Bachelor Party. New York. 1957. Signet/New American 
Library. 1st Signet Paperback Printing. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 127 
pages. paperback. S1385. Inventory # 29700. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE BACHELOR PARTY is a 1953 teleplay by Paddy 
Chayefsky which was adapted by Chayefsky for a 1957 film. The 1957 film was 
directed by Delbert Mann, with Don Murray, E.G. Marshall, Jack Warden and 
Carolyn Jones. Jones was nominated for the 1958 Best Supporting Actress 
Academy Award for her portrayal of a party girl who is actually very lonely. Charlie 
Samson is a hard-working married bookkeeper, struggling to advance himself by 
attending night school to become an accountant. He and four other of his 
bookkeeper coworkers throw a bachelor party for one of them, Arnold Craig, who is
about to get married. After the party, they decide to go bar-hopping. Charlie is 
Arnold's best man. Other coworkers attending the party including the older married
man, Walter, who has an unspecified health problem, and Eddie, a happy-go-lucky 
bachelor. The night becomes a turning point for all five men.

Sidney Aaron 'Paddy' Chayefsky (January 29, 1923 – August 1, 1981) was an 
American playwright, screenwriter and novelist. He is the only person to have won 
three solo Academy Awards for Best Screenplay (the other three-time winners, 
Woody Allen, Francis Ford Coppola, Charles Brackett and Billy Wilder, have all 
shared their awards with co-writers). He was considered one of the most renowned
dramatists of the so-called Golden Age of Television. His intimate, realistic scripts 
provided a naturalistic style of television drama for the 1950s, and he was regarded
as the central figure in the 'kitchen sink realism' movement of American television. 
Martin Gottfried wrote, 'He was a successful writer, the most successful graduate of 
television's slice of life school of naturalism.' Following his critically acclaimed 
teleplays, Chayefsky continued to succeed as a playwright and novelist. As a 
screenwriter, he received three Academy Awards for Marty (1955), The Hospital 
(1971) and Network (1976).
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Chedid, Andree. From Sleep Unbound. Athens. 1983. Swallow Press. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0804003998. Translated from the French by 
Sharon Spencer. 141 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 14070. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - FROM SLEEP UNBOUND portrays the life of Samya, an
Egyptian woman who is taken at age 15 from her Catholic boarding school and 
forced into a loveless and humiliating marriage. Eventually sundered from every 
human attachment, Samya lapses into despair and despondence, and finally an 
emotionally caused paralysis. But when she shakes off the torpor of sleep, the sleep
of avoidance, she awakens to action with the explosive energy of one who has been
reborn. Professor Bettina Knapp, who provides the Foreword to this translation, 
describes Chedid as ‘one of France’s outstanding creative spirits. Her way is 
profound and sensitive, her vision innovative in its archetypal delineations,. a 
product of two civilizations, two ways of life, two psyches. Chedid’s literary works 
unity inner and outer aspects of Western and Middle-Eastern cultures’ - (World 
Literature Today, Autumn 1977).

Andre Chedid is a poet, essayist, dramatist and novelist of Egypto-Lebanese origin.
Born and educated in Cairo, where she received a degree in literature from the 
American University she moved to Paris in 1946, and became a naturalized French
citizen. She is the recipient of many literary awards, including the Prix Louise Labbé
(poetry), 1969: Aigie d’or de la poesie, 1972; Grand prix de l’Academie Belge, 1974;
Prix de l’afrique Mediteaneene, 1974; Prix Mallarmé (poetry), 1976: and Prix 
Goncourt de la nouvelle, 1979. Sharon Spencer is professor of English and 
comparative literature at Montclair State College in New Jersey. A novelist herself, 
she received an award in fiction-writing from the New Jersey State Council on the 
Arts for 1981-82. She is the author of COLLAGE OF DREAMS: THE WRITINGS OF
ANAÏS NIN and SPACE, TIME AND STRUCTURE IN THE MODERN NOVEL.
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Chedid, Andree. The Multiple Child. San Francisco. 1995. Mercury House. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 156279079x. Translated from the French
by Judith Radke. 178 pages. paperback. Cover illustration by Marcia Clay. Inventory
# 32561. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Set in Paris and war-torn Lebanon in the 1980s, THE 
MULTIPLE CHILDis a timeless tale in a spare yet elegant style by a powerful writer
admired worldwide. The title character, Omar-Jo, a child of war and of peace, has 
the power and vision of Oskar of The Tin Drum and the gentle wisdom of The Little
Prince. After Omar-Jo loses his parents and one of his arms in a bomb blast in 
Lebanon, his grandfather sends the boy to live with relatives in Paris. There he 
meets Maxime, the owner of a carousel that has fallen into disrepair. The child 
breathes new life into the carousel - a character in its own right - as well as into its 
owner and patrons. Omar-Jo plays the part of the wise clown: ‘all the zanies, all the 
fools, all the ‘grasiosos,’ all the minstrels, the itinerant players, the white-faced 
clowns, the Monsieur Loyals, the Augustes, of times past and present, dwelt in his 
body.’ In this novel, Chedid illuminates the essence of conflict and redemption.

Andree Chedid is a poet, dramatist and novelist. Born and educated in Cairo, she 
moved to Paris, where she now lives, in 1946. Her works have won major literary 
awards including the Prix Goncourt (for short stories) and the Prix Mallarmé (for 
poetry).
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Chedid, Andree. The Sixth Day. London. 1987. Serpent's Tail. 1st British Edition of 
This Translation. Very Good in Wrappers. 0852421118. Translated from the French
by Isobel Strachey. 170 pages. paperback. Cover illustration by Sue Hillwood-Harris.
Inventory # 32599. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Foremost among Arab women writers, Chedid may be at
her best in this slight, simple tale of Om Hassan, a woman exhausting herself in the
struggle to bring her grandson whole through the ravages of cholera. The contagion,
and reaction to it, force the two to seek isolation, first amidst the millions of Cairo 
and then on a small boat making its way down the Nile to the seathe way somehow 
to hope, to new life. The novel’s lustrous prose and its concluding epiphany are 
more than enough to explain why this novel, written in 1960 and published in 
translation in England in 1962, should finally have been made available to American
readers. - LIBRARY JOURNAL.

Andree Chedid is a poet, dramatist and novelist. Born and educated in Cairo, she 
moved to Paris, where she now lives, in 1946. Her works have won major literary 
awards including the Prix Goncourt (for short stories) and the Prix Mallarmé (for 
poetry).
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Chekhov, Anton. Lady With Lapdog & Other Stories. New York. 1983. Penguin 
Books. Reprinted Penguin Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0140441433. Translated from the Russian & With An Introduction by David 
Magarshack. 281 pages. paperback. The covet shows a detail from a nineteenth-
century lithograph of Moscow. Inventory # 29900. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Introducing his new translation of a selection of short 
stories by the Russian master of the form, David Magarshack writes: ‘The eleven 
stories in this volume were written between 1885 and 1899. and reading them one 
gets the impression of holding life itself, like a fluttering bird, in one’s cupped hands.’
This collection includes such famous small masterpieces as ‘A Boring Story’, ‘Ward
6’, ‘Ariadne’, ‘Ionych’, and ‘The Darling’. They typify Chekhov’s extraordinary ability 
to compress, as it seems, a whole life into a few pages, and that blend of comedy 
and tragedy with which he portrays the world.

Anton Pavlovich Chekhov (29 January 1860 - 15 July 1904) was a Russian 
physician, dramatist and author who is considered to be among the greatest writers
of short stories in history. His career as a dramatist produced four classics and his 
best short stories are held in high esteem by writers and critics. Chekhov practised 
as a doctor throughout most of his literary career:
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Chekhov, Anton. The Island: A Journey To Sakhalin. New York. 1967. Washington 
Square Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. Muriel Rukeyser’s 
signature on the top corner of the front free endpaper. Translated from the Russian
by Luba and Michael Terpak. Introduction by Robert Payne. 375 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Milton Glaser. Inventory # 2116. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Sakhalin Island in the North Pacific was the site of five 
principal penal colonies inhabited by thieves, murderers, political exiles, their 
families, and an unenlightened bureaucracy. Prisoners were condemned to hard 
labor, often in the coal mines, and on release were confined to the island as 
colonists. Treatment was often harsh; flogging was frequent. The climate was 
execrable: foggy, cold, and rainy in the summer, with snow the remaining eight 
months. Escape was often plotted, and infrequently successful. In 1890 Chekhov 
arrived at Sakhalin, ‘the only place left where it is possible to study colonization by 
criminals.’ Surprised to see prisoners and exiles walking the streets freely, he soon 
became accustomed to the mores of this strange land where ‘the local ladies think 
nothing of permitting their children to go out and play in the care of nursemaids 
sentenced to exile for life.’ From the experiences of this journey, Chekhov produced
THE ISLAND, ‘an important historical document,’ according to D. S. Mirsky, 
‘remarkable for its thoroughness, objectivity, and impartiality.’ Yet THE ISLAND is 
more than a work of ethnological and sociological significance—a lucid 
documentation of the need for penal reform throughout Russia. It is a telling and 
compassionate portrait of the people of Sakhalin, and a demonstration of the 
senselessness of brutality. Everywhere evincing the skill, the perception, and 
selection of the master craftsman, THE ISLAND is a mirror in which we see brilliantly
illuminated the humanistic sympathies and sensitivity of Anton Chekhov.

Anton Pavlovich Chekhov (29 January 1860 - 15 July 1904) was a Russian 
physician, dramatist and author who is considered to be among the greatest writers
of short stories in history. His career as a dramatist produced four classics and his 
best short stories are held in high esteem by writers and critics. Chekhov practised 
as a doctor throughout most of his literary career:
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Chekhov, Anton. The Island: A Journey To Sakhalin. New York. 1967. Washington 
Square Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. Translated from the 
Russian by Luba and Michael Terpak. Introduction by Robert Payne. 375 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Milton Glaser. Inventory # 45697. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Sakhalin Island in the North Pacific was the site of five 
principal penal colonies inhabited by thieves, murderers, political exiles, their 
families, and an unenlightened bureaucracy. Prisoners were condemned to hard 
labor, often in the coal mines, and on release were confined to the island as 
colonists. Treatment was often harsh; flogging was frequent. The climate was 
execrable: foggy, cold, and rainy in the summer, with snow the remaining eight 
months. Escape was often plotted, and infrequently successful. In 1890 Chekhov 
arrived at Sakhalin, ‘the only place left where it is possible to study colonization by 
criminals.’ Surprised to see prisoners and exiles walking the streets freely, he soon 
became accustomed to the mores of this strange land where ‘the local ladies think 
nothing of permitting their children to go out and play in the care of nursemaids 
sentenced to exile for life.’ From the experiences of this journey, Chekhov produced
THE ISLAND, ‘an important historical document,’ according to D. S. Mirsky, 
‘remarkable for its thoroughness, objectivity, and impartiality.’ Yet THE ISLAND is 
more than a work of ethnological and sociological significance—a lucid 
documentation of the need for penal reform throughout Russia. It is a telling and 
compassionate portrait of the people of Sakhalin, and a demonstration of the 
senselessness of brutality. Everywhere evincing the skill, the perception, and 
selection of the master craftsman, THE ISLAND is a mirror in which we see brilliantly
illuminated the humanistic sympathies and sensitivity of Anton Chekhov.

Anton Pavlovich Chekhov (29 January 1860 - 15 July 1904) was a Russian 
physician, dramatist and author who is considered to be among the greatest writers
of short stories in history. His career as a dramatist produced four classics and his 
best short stories are held in high esteem by writers and critics. Chekhov practised 
as a doctor throughout most of his literary career:
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Chekhov, Anton. The Party and Other Stories. New York. 1985. Penguin Books. 1st
Penguin Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0140444521. 
Translated from the Russian & With An Introduction by Ronald Wilks. 234 pages. 
paperback. The cover shows 'After the Meal' by Igor Grabar, in the Tretyakov 
Gallery, Moscow (photo: Society for Cultural Relations with the USSR). Inventory # 
29359. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Chekhov is like an Impressionist painter and has a style
all his own,’ wrote Tolstoy. ‘At first glance it appears as if the painter has merely 
smeared his canvas with the first colour that came to hand, indiscriminately, so that 
the brush-strokes seem to bear no relationship to each other. But as soon as one 
steps back and surveys the work from a distance, one has the remarkable 
impression of a colourful, irresistible painting.’ Chekhov’s painterly sensitivity to 
atmosphere, sensations and emotional light and shade is most brilliantly 
demonstrated in ‘The Party’, in which he draws on his experience as a doctor to 
portray the tense and conflicting feelings of a pregnant woman; or in ‘A Nervous 
Breakdown’, in which he describes how a morbidly shy young man reacts to the 
brothels of Moscow. All the stories here are vivid, pungent, memorable and, as 
Gorky described them, ‘like exquisite cut-glass bottles, with all the different scents of
life in them’.

Anton Pavlovich Chekhov (29 January 1860 - 15 July 1904) was a Russian 
physician, dramatist and author who is considered to be among the greatest writers
of short stories in history. His career as a dramatist produced four classics and his 
best short stories are held in high esteem by writers and critics. Chekhov practised 
as a doctor throughout most of his literary career:
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Chekhov, Anton. The Undiscovered Chekhov: Thirty-Eight New Stories. New York. 
1998. Seven Stories Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
1888363762. Translated from the Russian by Peter Constantine. 200 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Martin Moskof. Inventory # 26056. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Undiscovered Chekhov shows us a new side of 
Chekhov. Peter Constantine's historic new collection presents thirty-eight new 
stories and through them a fresh interpretation of the Russian master. In contrast to 
the brooding representative of a dying century we have come to associate with 
Chekhov, here is work from the 1880s, when Chekhov was in his twenties and his 
writing was sharp, witty, innovative, and youthful. Many of the stories in The 
Undiscovered Chekhov reveal Chekhov as a keen modernist. Emphasizing 
impressions and the juxtaposition of incongruent elements, instead of the straight 
narrative readers of the period were used to, these stories upturned many of the 
assumptions of storytelling at that time. Unlike the Russian literary giants of the 
nineteenth century - Tolstoy, Pushkin, Gogol, Turgenev, Dostoevsky - who had all 
come from the nobility, Chekhov was the grandson of a serf. Chekhov's father had 
gone bankrupt, moving with the rest of the family to Moscow, leaving behind sixteen-
year-old Anton, destitute and penniless. Three years later, Chekhov was able to 
secure a scholarship and joined them, immediately becoming the chief support of 
the family, largely by selling his stories to magazines. The stories that make up this 
collection are the harvest of Chekhov's young maturity - the period when he studied
and then practiced medicine - which made him a literary star and led to his winning 
the Pushkin Prize in 1888.

Anton Pavlovich Chekhov (29 January 1860 - 15 July 1904) was a Russian 
physician, dramatist and author who is considered to be among the greatest writers
of short stories in history. His career as a dramatist produced four classics and his 
best short stories are held in high esteem by writers and critics. Chekhov practised 
as a doctor throughout most of his literary career:
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Chekhov, Anton. Ward No. 6 and Other Stories, 1982-1895. New York. 2002. 
Penguin Books. 1st Penguin Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0140447865. Translated from the Russian & With Notes by Ronlad Wilks. 
Introduction by J. Douglas Clayton. 333 pages. paperback. The cover shows a detail
from Sleepless Night, 1903, by Nikolai Romadin in the Tretyakov Gallery, Moscow. 
Inventory # 32538. $8

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Impressionistic and experimental, these stories from the
middle period of Chekhov’s career explore complex, ambiguous and often extreme 
emotions, presenting a world without easy answers or universal truths. Influenced by
Chekhov’s experiences as a doctor, ‘Ward No. 6’, set in a mental hospital, is a 
savage indictment of the medical profession. ‘The Black Monk’, the story of an 
academic who has strange hallucinations, explores ideas of genius and insanity. 
Both ‘A Woman’s Kingdom’ and the extended tale ‘Three Years’ show women 
discovering that money, marriage and choices do not bring happiness. In ‘Murder’, 
religious fervour leads to violence, while in The Student’, Chekhov’s favourite story,
a young man recounts a tale from the gospels and undergoes a sudden spiritual 
epiphany. Here, Chekhov’s characters face madness, alienation and frustration 
before they experience brief, ephemeral moments of insight, often earned at great 
cost, where they confront the reality of their existence. With an annotated 
bibliography, chronology and explanatory notes.

Anton Pavlovich Chekhov (29 January 1860 - 15 July 1904) was a Russian 
physician, dramatist and author who is considered to be among the greatest writers
of short stories in history. His career as a dramatist produced four classics and his 
best short stories are held in high esteem by writers and critics. Chekhov practised 
as a doctor throughout most of his literary career:
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Cheng, Jennifer S. House A. Richmond. 2016. Omnidawn Publishing. Advance 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430236. Omnidawn 1st/2nd 
Book Contest . 128 pages. paperback. Inventory # 42850. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - House A investigates the tones and textures of immigrant
home-building by asking: How is the body inscribed with a cosmology of home, and
vice versa? With evocative and intellectual precision, House A weaves personal, 
discursive, and lyrical textures to invoke the immersive-obscured experience of an 
immigrant home’s entanglement while mapping a new poetics of American Home, 
steeped in longing and rooted by displacement.

Jennifer S. Cheng is a poet and essayist with MFA degrees from the University of 
Iowa and San Francisco State University and a BA from Brown University. A US 
Fulbright scholar, Kundiman fellow, and Pushcart Prize nominee, she is the author 
of an image-text chapbook, Invocation: An Essay (New Michigan Press). Having 
grown up in Texas, Hong Kong, and Connecticut, she currently lives in San 
Francisco.
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Cheng, Jennifer S. House A. Richmond. 2016. Omnidawn Publishing. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430236. Omnidawn 1st/2nd Book 
Contest . 128 pages. paperback. Inventory # 42984. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - House A investigates the tones and textures of immigrant
home-building by asking: How is the body inscribed with a cosmology of home, and
vice versa? With evocative and intellectual precision, House A weaves personal, 
discursive, and lyrical textures to invoke the immersive-obscured experience of an 
immigrant home’s entanglement while mapping a new poetics of American Home, 
steeped in longing and rooted by displacement.

Jennifer S. Cheng is a poet and essayist with MFA degrees from the University of 
Iowa and San Francisco State University and a BA from Brown University. A US 
Fulbright scholar, Kundiman fellow, and Pushcart Prize nominee, she is the author 
of an image-text chapbook, Invocation: An Essay (New Michigan Press). Having 
grown up in Texas, Hong Kong, and Connecticut, she currently lives in San 
Francisco.
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Chesbro, George C. Dark Chant in a Crimson Key: A Mongo Mystery. New York. 
1992. Mysterious Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. Remainder
Mark On Bottom Edge. 0892964634. 217 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 27996. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A cranky philanthropist hires Dr. Robert 'Mongo' 
Frederickson to help solve a case in Switzerland in which a dangerous Ninja con 
man is depleting the funds of an organization that sends medical aid to third world 
countries.

George C. Chesbro (June 4, 1940 – November 18, 2008) was an American author 
of detective fiction. His most notable works feature Dr. Robert ‘Mongo the 
Magnificent‘ Fredrickson. He also wrote the novelisation of The Golden Child, a 
movie of the same name starring Eddie Murphy. Chesbro was born in Washington,
D.C. He worked as a special education teacher at Pearl River and later at Rockland
Psychiatric Center, where he worked with troubled teens. Chesbro was married and
had one daughter and two stepdaughters.
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Chesbro, George C. Second Horseman Out of Eden: A Mongo Mystery. New York.
1989. Atheneum. 1st American Edition. Mystery Writers of America Stamp in Front,
Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 0689119798. 248 pages. hardcover. Inventory #
27875. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The seventh novel in Chesbro's widely-praised mystery-
thriller series featuring New York private detective Mongo Frederickson, a dwarf, 
and his brother, Garth, who must race against time during the Christmas holidays to
find and rescue a little girl who may be in the abusive hands of a renegade 
televangelist.

George C. Chesbro (June 4, 1940 – November 18, 2008) was an American author 
of detective fiction. His most notable works feature Dr. Robert ‘Mongo the 
Magnificent‘ Fredrickson. He also wrote the novelisation of The Golden Child, a 
movie of the same name starring Eddie Murphy. Chesbro was born in Washington,
D.C. He worked as a special education teacher at Pearl River and later at Rockland
Psychiatric Center, where he worked with troubled teens. Chesbro was married and
had one daughter and two stepdaughters.
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Chesbro, George C. The Cold Smell of Sacred Stone: A Mongo Mystery. New York.
1988. Atheneum. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0689119135. 297
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 26554. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Garth's poisoning by a mysterious substance, combined
with his experiences related in 'The Beasts of Valhalla, ' changes his personality, 
causing him to become estranged from Mongo and his family--and resulting in tens
of thousands of people coming to believe that he is the promised messiah.

George C. Chesbro (June 4, 1940 – November 18, 2008) was an American author 
of detective fiction. His most notable works feature Dr. Robert ‘Mongo the 
Magnificent‘ Fredrickson. He also wrote the novelisation of The Golden Child, a 
movie of the same name starring Eddie Murphy. Chesbro was born in Washington,
D.C. He worked as a special education teacher at Pearl River and later at Rockland
Psychiatric Center, where he worked with troubled teens. Chesbro was married and
had one daughter and two stepdaughters.
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Chesbro, George C. Veil. New York. 1986. Mysterious Press. 1st Printing. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. Remainder Mark On Bottom Edge. 0892961597. Remainder 
Mark On Bottom Edge. 228 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 23801. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When Veil Kendry was born, a brain infection almost 
ended his life. Surviving that illness has left him with a power that is both a blessing
and a curse. Veil dreams with a clarity unknown to normal people; his dreams bring
him to the edges of time and infinity---and to the minds of other men. Veil left his 
career in the CIA to become a painter, an artist whose landscapes are of another 
place. .usually unseen, totally unknown. He has volunteered to undergo tests at the 
Institute for Human Studies, and now someone there is trying to kill him. Veil's 
background has left him with enemies, both inside the Agency and out. He doesn't 
know where the threat is coming from. He does know that the U.S. Army shares land
with the Institute, and that some of the investigations going on there have nothing to
do with psychic research but with something perhaps more important---those 
persons known as the Lazarus People. The Lazarus People are those who were 
clinically dead, but who have returned to life with stories of another place---the place
of Veil's painted landscapes. The place where Veil's final battle will be fought.

George C. Chesbro (June 4, 1940 – November 18, 2008) was an American author 
of detective fiction. His most notable works feature Dr. Robert ‘Mongo the 
Magnificent‘ Fredrickson. He also wrote the novelisation of The Golden Child, a 
movie of the same name starring Eddie Murphy. Chesbro was born in Washington,
D.C. He worked as a special education teacher at Pearl River and later at Rockland
Psychiatric Center, where he worked with troubled teens. Chesbro was married and
had one daughter and two stepdaughters.
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Chesnutt, Charles W. The House Behind the Cedars. New York. 1993. Penguin 
Books. 1st Penguin Classic Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 
0140186859. Introduction by Donald B. Gibson. 195 pages. paperback. Cover 
painting by Elliott Daingerfield - 'Carolina Sunlight', c. 1915. Inventory # 28960. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE HOUSE BEHIND THE CEDARS tells of John and 
Lena Walden, mulatto siblings who pass for white in the postbellum American South.
The drama that unfolds as they travel between black and white worlds constitutes a 
riveting portrait of the shifting and intractable nature of race in American life. This 
edition revitalizes a much-neglected masterpiece by one of our most important 
African-American writers.

Charles Waddell Chesnutt (June 20, 1858 – November 17, 1932) was an American
author, essayist, political activist and lawyer, best known for his novels and short 
stories exploring complex issues of racial and social identity in the post-Civil War 
South. The legacy of slavery and interracial relations had resulted in many free 
people of color who had attained education before the war, as well as slaves and 
freedmen of mixed race. Two of his books were adapted as silent films in 1926 and
1927 by the director and producer Oscar Micheaux. Chesnutt also established what
became a highly successful legal stenography business, which provided his main 
income.
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Chesnutt, Charles W. The House Behind the Cedars. New York. 1976. 
Collier/Macmillan. 3rd Collier Paperback Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 
Introduction by Darwin Turner. Collier African /American Library. 265 pages. 
paperback. 04938. Inventory # 36365. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - CHARLES W. CHESNUTT was the first important Negro
novelist to look, and look honestly, at the interracial and intraracial conflicts festering
in the white society of the post-Civil War South. In The House Behind: the Cedars, 
his detached and compassionate presentation of individuals on different sides of the
color line brings into sharp focus the race-consciousness and snobbery that existed
among both blacks and whites in a schizophrenic and turbulent era. The novel tells 
of Rena Walden’s withdrawal to the house behind the cedars, a flight from love in a
world which could at any moment uncover the secret her family had so carefully tried
to hide. And it explores the drastically changing views of the white man who loves 
her. In the development of Negro literature in America, THE HOUSE BEHIND THE
CEDARS holds a place of great social and historical importance. It demands to be 
read. CHARLES W. CHESNUTT, school principal, lawyer, businessman, lecturer, 
and political activist, was one of the first black writers to make money from his 
writing. Many of his early short stories appeared in the Atlantic Monthly Press. 
DARWIN T. TURNER is Dean at North Carolina A and T State University in 
Greensboro.

Charles Waddell Chesnutt (June 20, 1858 – November 17, 1932) was an American
author, essayist, political activist and lawyer, best known for his novels and short 
stories exploring complex issues of racial and social identity in the post-Civil War 
South. The legacy of slavery and interracial relations had resulted in many free 
people of color who had attained education before the war, as well as slaves and 
freedmen of mixed race. Two of his books were adapted as silent films in 1926 and
1927 by the director and producer Oscar Micheaux. Chesnutt also established what
became a highly successful legal stenography business, which provided his main 
income.
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Chesnutt, Charles W. The Marrow of Tradition. Ann Arbor. 1992. University Of 
Michigan Press. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
047206147x. Introduction by Robert M. Farnsworth. 329 pages. paperback. Cover:
Cleveland Public Library. Inventory # 32025. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A landmark in the history of African-American fiction, this
gripping 1901 novel was among the first literary challenges to racial stereotypes. Its 
tragic history of 2 families unfolds against the backdrop of the post-Reconstruction 
South and climaxes with a race riot based on an actual 1898 incident.

Charles Waddell Chesnutt (June 20, 1858 – November 17, 1932) was an American
author, essayist, political activist and lawyer, best known for his novels and short 
stories exploring complex issues of racial and social identity in the post-Civil War 
South. The legacy of slavery and interracial relations had resulted in many free 
people of color who had attained education before the war, as well as slaves and 
freedmen of mixed race. Two of his books were adapted as silent films in 1926 and
1927 by the director and producer Oscar Micheaux. Chesnutt also established what
became a highly successful legal stenography business, which provided his main 
income.
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Chesnutt, Charles W. The Short Fiction of Charles W. Chesnutt. Washington DC. 
1974. Howard University Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket.
0882580124. Edited and With An Introduction by Sylvia Lyons Render. 422 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Roy E. La Grone. Inventory # 24308. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This volume contains all but four of Chesnutt's pieces of
short fiction - excluding the sixteen tales and short stories in The Conjure Woman 
and those in The Wife of His Youth and Other Stories of the Color Line, both 
previously published. The anecdotes have never been published prior to this volume
and the tales and short stories appear for the first time in book form. Charles W. 
Chesnutt was the first black American writer to receive major attention from literary 
critics. William Dean Howells likened the skill of his writing to the works of 
Maupassant, Turgenev, and Henry James. Chesnutt was published in the leading 
periodicals of the nineteenth century, as well as by Doubleday and Harper's. His 
work made an important contribution to nineteenth-century literature. He was among
the first to create characters, white and black, that did not fit any previous 
stereotypic pattern. His depiction of blacks, in particular, added a realistic dimension
to those of Thomas Dixon and Joel Chandler Harris's "Uncle Remus" - type 
characterizations. Chestnutt's fresh and utilitarian use of humor and satire, as well 
as his exploitation of the elements and culture of the "low country" of North Carolina,
rightfully place him as a major American literary figure. He was also a writer who had
a deep commitment to his craft and to his people at a time when blacks were under 
intensive attack in the Post-Reconstruction era and no black writers and very few 
whites dared to make writing their sole means of support.

Charles Waddell Chesnutt (June 20, 1858 – November 17, 1932) was an American
author, essayist, political activist and lawyer, best known for his novels and short 
stories exploring complex issues of racial and social identity in the post-Civil War 
South. The legacy of slavery and interracial relations had resulted in many free 
people of color who had attained education before the war, as well as slaves and 
freedmen of mixed race. Two of his books were adapted as silent films in 1926 and
1927 by the director and producer Oscar Micheaux.
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Chesnutt, Charles W. To Be An Author: The Letters of Charles W. Chesnutt,1889
-1905. Princeton. 1996. Princeton University Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0691036683. Edited by Joseph R. McElrath Jr. & Robert C. Leitz III. 248
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Diane Levy. Inventory # 24181. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Long eclipsed by the writers who later rose to 
prominence during the Harlem Renaissance, Charles W. Chesnutt (1858-1932) has
received a steadily increasing amount of attention since the 1960s. In what he 
termed the 'Post-Bellum-Pre-Harlem' phase of African-American cultural history, this
pioneer in the world of black letters vied with Paul Laurence Dunbar for the honor of
being the first to 'evince innate distinction in literature.' The major establishment 
critic of his day, William Dean Howells, recognized Dunbar's poetry thus in 1896. But
it was Chesnutt who won Howells's praise for prose fiction a few years later when 
The Conjure Woman (1899) and The Wife of His Youth (1899) appeared. His other 
books, Frederick Douglass (1899), The House Behind the Cedars (1900), The 
Marrow of Tradition (1901), and The Colonel's Dream (1905), have since secured 
his permanent place in the history of American belles lettres. Selected for inclusion 
in this first edition of Chesnutt's letters are those that best document the vibrant 
personality of a very successful Cleveland businessman who gave his free hours to 
the literary avocation that he had hoped would someday become his full-time career.
Motivated as well by a desire to continue the noble work that the Abolitionists and 
Reconstruction Era reformers had begun, Chesnutt pursued the goal that he had 
announced in his journal years earlier in Fayetteville, N.C., before he emigrated to 
the North in 1883: he would not only demonstrate what African Americans were 
capable of intellectually but would, through his art, 'elevate the whites' above ignoble
prejudice against those of his racial background. By 1905 he had both succeeded 
and failed. To his mind he had reached the goal of transcending the earlier 
achievements of reform-novelists Harriet Beecher Stowe and Albion W. Tourgee. 
But such fame as Booker T. Washington's at the turn of the century eluded him. By 
late 1905, it was clear that his 1880s' dream of professional authors.

Charles Waddell Chesnutt (June 20, 1858 – November 17, 1932) was an American
author, essayist, political activist and lawyer, best known for his novels and short 
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Chevigny, Paul. Criminal Mischief. New York. 1977. Pantheon Books. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394411390. 244 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Carla Barr. Inventory # 23319. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Paul Chevigny is one of the nation’s leading civil liberties
attorneys, the defender of hundreds of men and women, from Black Panthers to the
prisoners of Attica. He has become the country’s leading authority on police abuse 
and police provocation, the subjects of his two earlier books. Chevigny’s first work of
fiction, a highly realistic novel of crime and punishment, makes convincing use of 
this vast and comprehensive knowledge. He is at home equally in the office of the 
assistant D.A., the prison cell, the ghetto bar, the welfare office. Here is the world of
daily injustices, police corruption, and police provocation, the Streets, the Courts, the
jails as they really are. Few novels have described this world with such accuracy, 
such intelligence, such originality. The story revolves around a vicious policeman, 
Willy Stella, whose murder of one man and attempted murder of another are ignored
by the police hierarchy. A group of young radicals who decide to avenge his victims 
find themselves caught up in an increasingly complex net in which the would-be 
avengers become the pursued. The book is thus the story of a series of crimes, of 
their discovery and their solution. But the truth is not unraveled by a mythical 
detective hero; it comes about through the interrelationships of a fascinating group 
of very real people.

Paul Chevigny teaches at New York University Law School and is the author of 
several books on police abuse, including Police Power (1965) and Cops and Rebels
(1972). He has also worked on numerous reports for Americas Watch and other 
human rights organizations.
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Chevigny, Paul. Edge of the Knife: Police Violence in the Americas. New York. 
1997. New Press. 1st Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 1565841840. 319
pages. paperback. Inventory # 28059. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In EDGE OF THE KNIFE, noted authority Paul Chevigny
draws on years of field research to investigate torture and the use of deadly force, in
addition to less drastic forms of violence, in New York, Los Angeles, Sao Paulo, 
Buenos Aires, Mexico City, and Kingston. Chevigny, author of the classic Police 
Power, examines the sources of official violence and offers possibilities for 
controlling it. What emerges from his work is an image of police violence as a 
reflection of the larger order of a city, and a convincing argument for persistent 
government action against crime - including accountability for police violence.

Paul Chevigny teaches at New York University Law School and is the author of 
several books on police abuse, including Police Power (1965) and Cops and Rebels
(1972). He has also worked on numerous reports for Americas Watch and other 
human rights organizations.
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Cheyney, Peter. Dark Interlude. New York. 1949. Bantam Books. 1st Bantam 
Paperback Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers. 197 pages. paperback. 730. Inventory
# 37021. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - He staked his life on a dangerous spy. She was beautiful
- and RUTHLESS. But O'Mara had to put his life in her hands, had to rely on her in 
the most dangerous assignment he ever undertook. Dumped in the heart of the 
enemy's territory. disguised as a drunken derelict. renounced by his own country. 
betrayed by the man who was sent to save him. beaten and tortured by enemy 
agents. weakened by months of cheap liquor and bad living. he had to carry out his
mission. and he had to trust this fascinating, deadly woman.

Reginald Evelyn Peter Southouse Cheyney (22 February 1896 – 26 June 1951) – 
known as Peter Cheyney – was a British crime fiction writer who flourished between
1936 and 1951. Cheyney is the author of hard-boiled short stories and novels in the
American style, most famously a series of ten novels about agent/detective Lemmy
Caution, which, starting in 1953, were adapted into a series of French movies, all 
starring Eddie Constantine. (The most well-known of these, the 1965 science fiction
film Alphaville, was not directly based on a Cheyney novel.) His other memorable 
creation is Slim Callaghan, a somewhat disreputable private detective most at home
in the less savoury sections of London. Although Cheyney's novels sold in the 
millions during his lifetime, he is almost forgotten today, and his works are mostly 
out of print.
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Cheyney, Peter. Mistress Murder. New York. 1951. Avon Publications. Avon 
Paperback Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers. 189 pages. paperback. 349. Inventory
# 37022. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The gripping mystery story of a detective and a scheming
temptress who plots to have him hanged! A Swift, Gory Mystery All About - A 
Woman Scorned, Who Seeks Revenge; A Blackmailer. Who Turns To Murder; A 
Private Detective, And His Violent Efforts To - 1) Keep Scotland Yard From Booking
Him For Murder! 2) Find And Capture A Sinister, Unknown, Killer! 3) Escape Being
Murdered Himself!

Reginald Evelyn Peter Southouse Cheyney (22 February 1896 – 26 June 1951) – 
known as Peter Cheyney – was a British crime fiction writer who flourished between
1936 and 1951. Cheyney is the author of hard-boiled short stories and novels in the
American style, most famously a series of ten novels about agent/detective Lemmy
Caution, which, starting in 1953, were adapted into a series of French movies, all 
starring Eddie Constantine. (The most well-known of these, the 1965 science fiction
film Alphaville, was not directly based on a Cheyney novel.) His other memorable 
creation is Slim Callaghan, a somewhat disreputable private detective most at home
in the less savoury sections of London. Although Cheyney's novels sold in the 
millions during his lifetime, he is almost forgotten today, and his works are mostly 
out of print.
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Cheyney, Peter. The Dark Street Murders. New York. 1946. Avon Books. 1st Avon 
Paperback Edition. Spine Slightly Cocked,Otherwise Good in Slightly Worn 
Wrappers. 199 pages. paperback. 93. Inventory # 35549. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Meet Shaun O’Mara, a slick and capable Irishman, who 
can liquidate a foreign agent or make love to a beautiful woman with equal facility. 
Returning from a South American assignment for the British secret Service, he finds
himself in the midst of the seething hot-bed of intrigue that was London in the days 
before the Normandy invasion. How he cunningly and ruthlessly breaks up an 
enemy intelligence ring, with all its sinister ramifications, makes for one of the most 
entertaining stories to come out of the war. Peter Cheyney has created here a 
strong paced tale of action and suspense, written with great vividness and dramatic
skill. He has cleverly woven together all the ingredients of a classic spy story with an
intriguing mystery yarn, and the result is guaranteed to please and fascinate the 
most exacting reader.

Reginald Evelyn Peter Southouse Cheyney (22 February 1896 – 26 June 1951) – 
known as Peter Cheyney – was a British crime fiction writer who flourished between
1936 and 1951. Cheyney is the author of hard-boiled short stories and novels in the
American style, most famously a series of ten novels about agent/detective Lemmy
Caution, which, starting in 1953, were adapted into a series of French movies, all 
starring Eddie Constantine. (The most well-known of these, the 1965 science fiction
film Alphaville, was not directly based on a Cheyney novel.) His other memorable 
creation is Slim Callaghan, a somewhat disreputable private detective most at home
in the less savoury sections of London. Although Cheyney's novels sold in the 
millions during his lifetime, he is almost forgotten today, and his works are mostly 
out of print.
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Childe, Gordon. What Happened in History. Baltimore. 1957. Pelican Books. 
Reprinted Pelican Paperback Edition. Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 288 pages.
paperback. A108. Inventory # 42609. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Professor V. Gordon Childe is one of the foremost He 
has travelled widely and has done much great importance to the specialist; he has, 
as it personally added many bricks to the edifice of pre- knowledge. But he has also
long realized that prehistory and early history form a continuum, and that, by 
standing back and contemplating the whole, many conclusions can be arrived at 
with regard to the rise and fall Of civilizations. For this reason a special welcome 
must be accorded to Professor Childe's fascinating little book now under review. In it
he discusses the changes in material well-being and mental outlook which have 
taken place throughout the ages up to the break-up of the Roman Empire. He gives
us a brief survey of what he describes as Palaeolithic and Mesolithic savagery, of 
Neolithic barbarism, of the rise of the Metal Age cultures, and so on until a climax 
was reached as a result of the Old World unity made possible by the exploits of 
Alexander the Great. Finally, there is a stimulating chapter with the author's views 
about the decline and fall of the ancient world. This more than worth-while book 
contains many facts the background material for the study; but it is primarily 
intended to stimulate thought and to help the reader to understand the general story
of human development and, maybe, to draw lessons which will help when our own 
civilization, now in danger of collapse, is once again in process of reconstruction.’ -
M. C. Burkitt in Nature.

Gordon Childe was born in Sydney, Australia, in April 1892. He was a graduate of 
Sydney and Oxford Universities, and from 1919 to 1920 he held the post of Private
Secretary to the Premier of New South Wales. In 1927 he was appointed the first 
Abercromby Professor of Prehistoric Archaeology in the University of Edinburgh, 
and directed numerous excavations in Scotland and Northern Ireland, but notably at
the wonderfully preserved Stone Age village at Skara Brae in Orkney. He died in 
October 1957.
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Chin, Frank. Gunga Din Highway. Minneapolis. 1994. Coffee House Press. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1566890241. 404 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
14512. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Nothing - not even Lassie - is held sacred when Frank 
Chin starts off by tilting at Hollywood’s windmills and then moves on to topple many
of today’s other sacred cows. Rich with wicked humor and biting honesty, GUNGA 
DIN HIGHWAY is a freewheeling saga of two generations of the Kwan family: 
Longman, The Chinaman Who Dies in countless cinema epics, and his son Ulysses,
who despises his father’s dream of someday playing Charlie Chan. Joined by a 
broad assortment of complex and often hilarious characters, their story spans a 
lifetime - full of sixties protests, Chinese mythology, enduring friendships, bittersweet
family conflict, the strains of flamenco guitar, and cameo appearances by Hollywood
greats ranging from John Wayne to Annette Funicello. GUNGA DIN HIGHWAY is an
impassioned and entertaining American tale, revealing big truths in a compelling, 
one-of-a-kind read.

Frank Chin (born February 25, 1940) is an American author and playwright. He is 
considered to be one of the pioneers of Asian-American theatre.
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Chion, Michel. Eyes Wide Shut. London. 2002. British Film Institute. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 085170932X. 96 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
34795. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Stanley Kubrick died on 7 March 1999 at his 
Hertfordshire home, having finished the editing of his last film. Eyes Wide Shut was 
released later that year. Adapted from Arthur Schnitzler’s 1926 Viennese novel 
Dream Story, relocated and updated to contemporary Manhattan, Eyes Wide Shut 
stars Tom Cruise and Nicole Kidman as a prosperous couple whose marriage is 
tested in the aftermath of a series of sinister events. The film baffled many of its first
audiences. It had all the lavish attention to detail of a Kubrick film but it seemed 
slow, enigmatic, too much of a dream. Michel Chion’s extraordinary study of Eyes 
Wide Shut makes the case that it is one of Kubrick’s masterpieces and a fitting 
testament. To appreciate this, though, it is necessary to look at what happens on the
screen without bringing preconceptions to bear. The film needs to be taken at face 
value. Looked at this way, Eyes Wide Shut reveals itself to be a deeply moving film
about characters who are not so different from real people, a film about life in which
questions of meaning and motive lose their value.

Michel Chion (born January 16, 1947, Creil, France) has written many books on the
cinema, including a series of groundbreaking works on film sound as well as 
Kubrick’s Cinema Odyssey (BFI, 2001) and two volumes in the BFI Modern Classics
series—on Eyes Wide Shut (2002) and The Thin Red Line (2004).
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Chion, Michel. Thin Red Line. London. 2004. British Film Institute. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 1844570444. BFI Modern Classic. 96 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 35940. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Thin Red Line (1998) is only the third film directed 
by Terrence Malick, the maverick genius of American cinema, in his thirty-year 
career. Set during the savage World War II battle for Gaudalcanal, it boasts a stellar
cast-including George Clooney, Nick Nolte, Sean Penn, and John Travolta-but 
otherwise goes entirely against the grain of conventional Hollywood filmmaking. 
Action, narrative, and patriotism are subordinated to cryptic interior monologues and
exquisite images of animals and nature, a strategy found by many to be perplexing 
and disconcerting. How to make sense of this extraordinary film? Michel Chion 
traces the film’s connections to Malick’s earlier work and links The Thin Red Line to 
the novel on which it is loosely based. More than that, he pays minute attention to 
the film itself-the images, sounds, faces, landscapes, and words that create a 
magnificent reflection on the beauty, inexplicability, and tragedy of our coexistence
with each other and with the world.

Michel Chion (born January 16, 1947, Creil, France) has written many books on the
cinema, including a series of groundbreaking works on film sound as well as 
Kubrick’s Cinema Odyssey (BFI, 2001) and two volumes in the BFI Modern Classics
series—on Eyes Wide Shut (2002) and The Thin Red Line (2004).
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Chirot, Daniel and McCauley, Clark. Why Not Kill the m All? the Logic and 
Prevention of Mass Political Murder. Princeton. 2006. Princeton University Press. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780691092966. 288 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 35969. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Genocide, mass murder, massacres. The words 
themselves are chilling, evoking images of the slaughter of countless innocents. 
What dark impulses lurk in our minds that even today can justify the eradication of 
thousands and even millions of unarmed human beings caught in the crossfire of 
political, cultural, or ethnic hostilities? This question lies at the heart of Why Not Kill
Them All? Cowritten by historical sociologist Daniel Chirot and psychologist Clark 
McCauley, the book goes beyond exploring the motives that have provided the 
psychological underpinnings for genocidal killings. It offers a historical and 
comparative context that adds up to a causal taxonomy of genocidal events. Rather
than suggesting that such horrors are the product of abnormal or criminal minds, the
authors emphasize the normality of these horrors: killing by category has occurred 
on every continent and in every century. But genocide is much less common than 
the imbalance of power that makes it possible. Throughout history human societies
have developed techniques aimed at limiting intergroup violence. Incorporating 
ethnographic, historical, and current political evidence, this book examines the 
mechanisms of constraint that human societies have employed to temper partisan 
passions and reduce carnage. Might an understanding of these mechanisms lead 
the world of the twenty-first century away from mass murder? Why Not Kill Them 
All? makes clear that there are no simple solutions, but that progress is most likely 
to be made through a combination of international pressures, new institutions and 
laws, and education.

Daniel Chirot is Professor of International Studies and Sociology at the University of
Washington. His books include Modern Tyrants (Princeton) and How Societies 
Change. Clark McCauley is Professor of Psychology at Bryn Mawr College, Director
of the Solomon Asch Center for Study of Ethnopolitical Conflict at the University of 
Pennsylvania, and a Co-Director of the National Consortium for the Study of 
Terrorism and Responses to Terrorism.
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Chirot, Daniel. Modern Tyrants: The Power & Prevalence of Evil in Our Age. New 
York. 1994. Free Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 002905477x. 496 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Harvey Appelbaum. Inventory # 21535. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Along with its much vaunted progress in scientific and 
economic realms, the twentieth century has witnessed the rise of the most brutal 
and oppressive regimes in the history of humankind. Even with the collapse of 
Marxism, current instances of ‘ethnic cleansing’ remind us that tyranny persists in 
our own age and shows no sign of abating. Daniel Chirot offers an important and 
timely study of modern tyrants, both revealing the forces that allow them to come to
power and helping us to predict where they may arise in the future.

Daniel Chirot is Professor of International Studies and Sociology at the University of
Washington. His books include Modern Tyrants (Princeton) and How Societies 
Change. Clark McCauley is Professor of Psychology at Bryn Mawr College, Director
of the Solomon Asch Center for Study of Ethnopolitical Conflict at the University of 
Pennsylvania, and a Co-Director of the National Consortium for the Study of 
Terrorism and Responses to Terrorism.
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Chomsky, Noam / Clark, Ramsey / Said, Edward W. Acts of Aggression: Policing 
Rogue States. New York. 1999. Seven Stories Press/Open Media Pamphlet Series.
1st Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 1583220054. Series editors: Greg Ruggiero 
and Stuart Sahulka. 64 pages. paperback. Inventory # 26720. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Through three separate essays, this book provides an in-
depth analysis of U.S.-Arab relations, the contradictions and consequences of U.S. 
foreign policy toward 'rogue states', and how hostile American actions abroad 
conflict with U.N. resolutions and international law. Noam Chomsky compares U.S. 
foreign policy to that of the 'rogue states' which the United States identifies as its 
enemies. Ramsey Clark argues that U.S. sanctions and military actions against Iraq
are indefensible, and in violation of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

Avram Noam Chomsky is an American linguist, philosopher, cognitive scientist, 
historian, social critic, and political activist. William Ramsey Clark (born December 
18, 1927) is an American lawyer, activist and former federal government official. A 
progressive, New Frontier liberal,[2] he occupied senior positions in the United 
States Department of Justice under Presidents John F. Kennedy and Lyndon B. 
Johnson, notably serving as United States Attorney General from 1967 to 1969; 
previously he was Deputy Attorney General from 1965 to 1967 and Assistant 
Attorney General from 1961 to 1965. Edward Wadie Said (īd; 1 November 1935 – 
24 September 2003) was a professor of literature at Columbia University, a public 
intellectual, and a founder of the academic field of postcolonial studies.[3] A 
Palestinian American born in Mandatory Palestine, he was a citizen of the United 
States by way of his father, a U.S. Army veteran.
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Chomsky, Noam & Herman, Edward S. The Washington Connection & Third World
Fascism: The Political Economy of Human Rights, Volume 1. Boston. 1979. South 
End Press. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0896080900. 441
pages. paperback. Cover design by Ann L. Raszmann. Inventory # 5587. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Chomsky and Herman present a brilliant, shattering, and
convincing account of United States-backed suppression of political and human 
rights in the Third World. The ‘best and brightest’ pundits of the status quo emerge 
from this book thoroughly denuded of their credibility.

Avram Noam Chomsky (born December 7, 1928) is an American linguist, 
philosopher, cognitive scientist, logician, political critic, and activist. He is an Institute
Professor and Professor (Emeritus) in the Department of Linguistics & Philosophy at
MIT, where he has worked for over 50 years. In addition to his work in linguistics, he
has written on war, politics, and mass media, and is the author of over 100 books. 
Edward Samuel Herman (April 7, 1925 – November 11, 2017) was an American 
economist, media scholar and social critic. Often associated with Noam Chomsky, 
Herman is best known for his media criticism, in particular his Propaganda model 
developed in conjunction with Chomsky. He held an appointment as Professor 
Emeritus of finance at the Wharton School of Business of the University of 
Pennsylvania and a media analyst with a specialty in corporate and regulatory 
issues as well as political economy. He also taught at Annenberg School for 
Communication at the University of Pennsylvania. Ideologically Herman has been 
described as a "dedicated radical democrat", an ideology which opposes corporate 
control in favor of direct democracy while distancing itself from other radical 
movements.
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Chomsky, Noam & Others. The Cold War & the University. New York. 1997. New 
Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1565840054. Contributions by Noam 
Chomsky, Ira Katznelson, R. C. Lewontin, David Montgomery, Laura Nader, Richard
Ohmann, Ray Siever, Immanuel Wallerstein, & Howard Zinn. 258 pages. hardcover.
Inventory # 23217. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The years following 1945 witnessed a massive change in
American intellectual thought and in the life of American universities. The vast effort
to mobilize intellectual talent during the war established new links between the 
government and the academy. After the war, many of those who had worked with 
the military or the Office of Strategic Services (OSS) took jobs in the burgeoning 
postwar structure of university-based military research and the intelligence agencies,
bringing infusions of government money into many fields. Little has been written 
about the long-term impact of this close association, despite considerable study of 
the McCarthy period's destructive impact on academic careers. The Cold War and 
the University is a groundbreaking collection of newly commissioned essays that 
takes a bold first step toward the reconstruction of this history. In it, some of the 
country's most prominent intellectuals use their own experiences to explore what 
happened to the university in the postwar years and why. In wide-ranging and 
revealing essays, these writers show the many ways existing disciplines, such as 
anthropology, were affected by the Cold War ethos; they discuss the rise of new 
fields, such as area studies; and they explore the changing nature of dissent and 
academic freedom during and since the Cold War.

Avram Noam Chomsky (born December 7, 1928) is an American linguist, 
philosopher, cognitive scientist, logician, political critic, and activist. He is an Institute
Professor and Professor (Emeritus) in the Department of Linguistics & Philosophy at
MIT, where he has worked for over 50 years. In addition to his work in linguistics, he
has written on war, politics, and mass media, and is the author of over 100 books.
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Chomsky, Noam. American Power and the New Mandarins: Historical and Political 
Essays. New York. 1969. Pantheon Books. 1st Printing. Very Good in Slightly Worn
Dustjacket. 404 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 15046. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - American Power and the New Mandarins is Noam 
Chomsky's first political book, widely considered to be among the most cogent and 
powerful statements against the American war in Vietnam. Long out of print, this 
collection of early, seminal essays helped to establish Chomsky as a leading critic of
United States foreign policy. These pages mount a scathing critique of the 
contradictions of the war, and an indictment of the mainstream, liberal intellectuals—
the 'new mandarins'—who furnished what Chomsky argued was the necessary 
ideological cover for the horrors visited on the Vietnamese people. As America's 
foreign entanglements deepen by the month, Chomsky's lucid analysis is a sobering
reminder of the perils of imperial diplomacy.

Avram Noam Chomsky (born December 7, 1928) is an American linguist, 
philosopher, cognitive scientist, logician, political critic, and activist. He is an Institute
Professor and Professor (Emeritus) in the Department of Linguistics & Philosophy at
MIT, where he has worked for over 50 years. In addition to his work in linguistics, he
has written on war, politics, and mass media, and is the author of over 100 books.
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Chomsky, Noam. Cartesian Linguistics. New York. 1966. Harper & Row. Later 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 119 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 18500. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The term Cartesian linguistics was coined with the 
publication of Cartesian Linguistics: A Chapter in the History of Rationalist Thought 
(1966), a book on linguistics by Noam Chomsky, written with the purpose of 
deepening 'our understanding of the nature of language and the mental processes 
and structures that underlie its use and acquisition'. Chomsky wished to shed light 
on these underlying structures of the human language, and subsequently whether 
one can infer the nature of an organism from its language. Cartesian linguistics 
refers to a form of linguistics developed during the time of René Descartes, a 
prominent 17th century philosopher whose ideas continue to influence modern 
philosophy. In Cartesian Linguistics, Chomsky traces the development of linguistic 
theory from Descartes to Wilhelm von Humboldt, that is, from the period of the 
Enlightenment directly up to Romanticism. The central doctrine of Cartesian 
linguistics maintains that the general features of grammatical structure are common 
to all languages and reflect certain fundamental properties of the mind. Chomsky's 
book received mostly unfavorable reviews. Critics pointed out that 'Cartesian 
linguistics' fails both as a methodological conception and as a historical 
phenomenon.

Avram Noam Chomsky (born December 7, 1928) is an American linguist, 
philosopher, cognitive scientist, logician, political critic, and activist. He is an Institute
Professor and Professor (Emeritus) in the Department of Linguistics & Philosophy at
MIT, where he has worked for over 50 years. In addition to his work in linguistics, he
has written on war, politics, and mass media, and is the author of over 100 books.
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Chomsky, Noam. Chronicles of Dissent: Interviews With David Baramian. Monroe. 
1992. Common Courage Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Hardcover. No
Dustjacket. 0962883891. 400 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 41635. $100

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An Accessible Overview of Noam Chomsky's Political 
Thought. ‘Chomsky feels the abuses, cruelty and hypocrisies of power more 
intensely than anyone I know. It's a state of continual alertness. Often, after I've 
glanced at a story in the paper and skipped rapidly over the familiar rubble of 
falsification, a week or two later will drop into my mailbox a photocopy of that same 
story marked up by Chomsky, with sentences underlined and a phrase or two in the
margin etched deep into the paper by an angry pen. What Chomsky offers is a 
coherent ‘big picture,’ buttressed by the data of a thousand smaller pictures and 
discrete theaters of conflict, struggle and oppression. For hundreds of thousands of
people--over the years, he must have spoken to more American students than any 
person alive--Chomsky has offered the assurance, the intellectual and moral 
authority, that there is another way of looking at things. In this vital function he 
stands in the same relationship to his audience as did a philosopher he admires 
greatly, Bertrand Russell.’ - Alexander Cockburn, from his introduction ‘Excavating 
the Truth’.

Avram Noam Chomsky (born December 7, 1928) is an American linguist, 
philosopher, cognitive scientist, logician, political critic, and activist. He is an Institute
Professor and Professor (Emeritus) in the Department of Linguistics & Philosophy at
MIT, where he has worked for over 50 years. In addition to his work in linguistics, he
has written on war, politics, and mass media, and is the author of over 100 books.
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Chomsky, Noam. Chronicles of Dissent: Interviews With David Baramian. Monroe. 
1992. Common Courage Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0962883883. 400 pages. paperback. Cover design by Norma Whitman. Inventory #
18137. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An Accessible Overview of Noam Chomsky's Political 
Thought. ‘Chomsky feels the abuses, cruelty and hypocrisies of power more 
intensely than anyone I know. It's a state of continual alertness. Often, after I've 
glanced at a story in the paper and skipped rapidly over the familiar rubble of 
falsification, a week or two later will drop into my mailbox a photocopy of that same 
story marked up by Chomsky, with sentences underlined and a phrase or two in the
margin etched deep into the paper by an angry pen. What Chomsky offers is a 
coherent ‘big picture,’ buttressed by the data of a thousand smaller pictures and 
discrete theaters of conflict, struggle and oppression. For hundreds of thousands of
people--over the years, he must have spoken to more American students than any 
person alive--Chomsky has offered the assurance, the intellectual and moral 
authority, that there is another way of looking at things. In this vital function he 
stands in the same relationship to his audience as did a philosopher he admires 
greatly, Bertrand Russell.’ - Alexander Cockburn, from his introduction ‘Excavating 
the Truth’.

Avram Noam Chomsky (born December 7, 1928) is an American linguist, 
philosopher, cognitive scientist, logician, political critic, and activist. He is an Institute
Professor and Professor (Emeritus) in the Department of Linguistics & Philosophy at
MIT, where he has worked for over 50 years. In addition to his work in linguistics, he
has written on war, politics, and mass media, and is the author of over 100 books.  
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Chomsky, Noam. Current Issues in Linguistic the ory. The Hague. 1969. Mounton. 
4th Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 119 pages. paperback. Inventory # 18540. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘In this paper, I will restrict the term 'linguistic theory' to 
systems of hypotheses concerning the general features of human language put forth
in an attempt to account for a certain range of linguistic phenomena. I will not be 
concerned with systems of terminology or methods of investigation (analytic 
procedures). The central fact to which any significant linguistic theory must address 
itself is this: a mature speaker can produce a new sentence of his language on the 
appropriate occasion, and other speakers can understand it immediately, though it is
equally new to them. Most of our linguistic experience, both as speakers and 
hearers, is with new sentences; once we have mastered a language, the class of 
sentences with which we can operate fluently and without difficulty or hesitation is so
vast that for all practical purposes (and, obviously, for all theoretical purposes), we
may regard it as infinite.’

Avram Noam Chomsky (born December 7, 1928) is an American linguist, 
philosopher, cognitive scientist, logician, political critic, and activist. He is an Institute
Professor and Professor (Emeritus) in the Department of Linguistics & Philosophy at
MIT, where he has worked for over 50 years. In addition to his work in linguistics, he
has written on war, politics, and mass media, and is the author of over 100 books.
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Chomsky, Noam. Hegemony Or Survival: America's Quest For Global Dominance. 
New York. 2003. Metropolitan Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0805074007. 279 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Andrew Smith. 
Inventory # 34114. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From the world's foremost intellectual activist, an 
irrefutable analysis of America's pursuit of total domination and the catastrophic 
consequences that are sure to follow. The United States is in the process of staking
out not just the globe but the last unarmed spot in our neighborhood-the heavens-as
a militarized sphere of influence. Our earth and its skies are, for the Bush 
administration, the final frontiers of imperial control. In Hegemony or Survival Noam
Chomsky investigates how we came to this moment, what kind of peril we find 
ourselves in, and why our rulers are willing to jeopardize the future of our species. 
With the striking logic that is his trademark, Chomsky dissects America's quest for 
global supremacy, tracking the U.S. government's aggressive pursuit of policies 
intended to achieve ‘full spectrum dominance’ at any cost. He lays out vividly how 
the various strands of policy-the militarization of space, the ballistic-missile defense
program, unilateralism, the dismantling of international agreements, and the 
response to the Iraqi crisis-cohere in a drive for hegemony that ultimately threatens
our survival. In our era, he argues, empire is a recipe for an earthly wasteland. 
Lucid, rigorous, and thoroughly documented, Hegemony or Survival promises to be
Chomsky's most urgent and sweeping work in years, certain to spark widespread 
debate.

Avram Noam Chomsky (born December 7, 1928) is an American linguist, 
philosopher, cognitive scientist, logician, political critic, and activist. He is an Institute
Professor and Professor (Emeritus) in the Department of Linguistics & Philosophy at
MIT, where he has worked for over 50 years. In addition to his work in linguistics, he
has written on war, politics, and mass media, and is the author of over 100 books.
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Chomsky, Noam. Language and Mind: Enlarged Edition. New York. 1972. Harcourt
Brace Jovanovich. Enlarged Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0155492578. 194 
pages. paperback. Inventory # 18539. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In science there have been many battles. Science is a 
history of battles between Big Names, giants struggling for their places in history. 
Priority wars are illustrations of one kind of war, but disputes are not limited to those
about credit being properly awarded. Here is a case of substantial warfare, where 
two theorists are disputants as to meaning. They are holders of different 
assumptions, they use different theories, and the ideas they espouse are 
incommensurate one with another. Of course they do battle; they completely 
misunderstand one another. The case in point involves the disputants B. F. Skinner
and Noam Chomsky. The battle is about language. Skinner had delivered lectures 
and published them in Verbal Behavior in which he tried to explain language with 
reference to operant behavior. That was in 1959. Of course there were many attacks
on Skinner immediately following his book; this coup de grace was delivered much 
later. The arguments against Skinner are hardly even stated in this book. It is 
assumed that readers understand Chomsky's position. Moreover, Chomsky is not 
only arguing with Skinner but with all behavioral science and scientists who have 
tried to make language into something to fit their models. This book suggests that 
language in its simplest forms is anything but a simple repetition of sounds which 
have been rewarded. Language has a structure and a dynamic which transcend the
operant conditioning model.

Avram Noam Chomsky (born December 7, 1928) is an American linguist, 
philosopher, cognitive scientist, logician, political critic, and activist. He is an Institute
Professor and Professor (Emeritus) in the Department of Linguistics & Philosophy at
MIT, where he has worked for over 50 years. In addition to his work in linguistics, he
has written on war, politics, and mass media, and is the author of over 100 books.
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Chomsky, Noam. Language and Politics. Montreal/Cheektowaga. 1989. Black Rose
Books. 1st Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0921689349. Edited by C. P.
Otero. 779 pages. paperback. Inventory # 40959. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Many people who read Noam Chomsky are surprised to
discover that he can be at his best dealing extemporaneously with questions. This 
representative collection of interviews will be of great interest to those readers, and
many new ones. None of the pieces has ever been included in a book; some have 
never appeared before in English, and a few never at all; more than one has actually
been suppressed. The earliest of the interviews - which is among the most 
celebrated appeared in September 1968 in a little-known Dutch journal; the most 
recent - which has not previously been published - was conducted 15 February 1988
by David Barsamian, who contributes seven other extremely informative interviews 
as well. The broad range of topics includes questions of great significance and 
urgency, all addressed with both honesty and insight. Chronologically, the coverage
extends from Chomsky’s personal and intellectual development to his analysis of the
latest political events. Otero’s introduction provides a unifying perspective on 
Chomsky’s thought and action.

Avram Noam Chomsky (born December 7, 1928) is an American linguist, 
philosopher, cognitive scientist, logician, political critic, and activist. He is an Institute
Professor and Professor (Emeritus) in the Department of Linguistics & Philosophy at
MIT, where he has worked for over 50 years. In addition to his work in linguistics, he
has written on war, politics, and mass media, and is the author of over 100 books.keywords
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Chomsky, Noam. Language and Responsibility. New York. 1979. Pantheon Books.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0394426509. A Series
Of Interviews Based On Conversations With Mitsou Ronat. 212 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Robert Cuevas. Inventory # 15280. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The distinguished linguist and controversial political critic
combines both aspects of his life and work in this wide-ranging and informative 
discussion that presents his political, moral, and linguistic views on current issues.

Avram Noam Chomsky (born December 7, 1928) is an American linguist, 
philosopher, cognitive scientist, logician, political critic, and activist. He is an Institute
Professor and Professor (Emeritus) in the Department of Linguistics & Philosophy at
MIT, where he has worked for over 50 years. In addition to his work in linguistics, he
has written on war, politics, and mass media, and is the author of over 100 books.
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Chomsky, Noam. Letters from Lexington: Reflections on Propaganda. Monroe. 
1993. Common Courage Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 1567510108. 
167 pages. paperback. Cover design by Jeff van Peski. Inventory # 36743. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The original edition of Letters from Lexington solidified 
Noam Chomsky’s position as American’s most distinguished critic of the media. In 
this new, updated edition, a new chapter, ‘What Makes the Mainstream Media 
Mainstream’, offers Chomsky’s latest thinking on the role of the media in a rapidly 
changing world-especially in justifying U.S. government and corporate actions. 
Throughout the book, Chomsky’s analyses of the politics of the Reagan and earlier
Bush administrations offer a striking and surprisingly prescient perspective on the 
events, key players, and policies that shape America’s national agenda under the 
current presidency of George W. Bush and the ‘War on Terrorism’. Letters from 
Lexington has been called ‘an indispensable antidote to TV ‘news’ and the verities 
found in major daily newspapers such as The New York Times.’

Avram Noam Chomsky (born December 7, 1928) is an American linguist, 
philosopher, cognitive scientist, logician, political critic, and activist. He is an Institute
Professor and Professor (Emeritus) in the Department of Linguistics & Philosophy at
MIT, where he has worked for over 50 years. In addition to his work in linguistics, he
has written on war, politics, and mass media, and is the author of over 100 books.
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Chomsky, Noam. Modular Approaches To the Study of the Mind. San Diego. 1984.
San Diego State University Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0916304566. 118 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 15643. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Noam Chomsky uses the historical background and 
nature of cognitive psychology to enable us to better understand several important 
problems of human thought and perception and the interrelationship of the body and
the mind. Noam Chomsky was born on December 7, 1928, in Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania. He received his Ph.D. in linguistics from the University of 
Pennsylvania and began teaching at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 
1955. Widely published, he's considered a father of modern linguistics. Chomsky 
spoke out against U.S. involvement in the Vietnam War and has continued to 
publically criticize U.S. foreign policy. American theoretical linguist whose work from
the 1950s revolutionized the field of linguistics by treating language as a uniquely 
human, biologically based cognitive capacity. Through his contributions to linguistics
and related fields, including cognitive psychology and the philosophies of mind and 
language, Chomsky helped to initiate and sustain what came to be known as the 
'cognitive revolution.' Chomsky also gained a worldwide following as a political 
dissident for his analyses of the pernicious influence of economic elites on U.S. 
domestic politics, foreign policy, and intellectual culture.

Avram Noam Chomsky (born December 7, 1928) is an American linguist, 
philosopher, cognitive scientist, logician, political critic, and activist. He is an Institute
Professor and Professor (Emeritus) in the Department of Linguistics & Philosophy at
MIT, where he has worked for over 50 years. In addition to his work in linguistics, he
has written on war, politics, and mass media, and is the author of over 100 books.
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Chomsky, Noam. Necessary Illusions: Thought Control in Democratic Societies. 
Boston. 1989. South End Press. 1st Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0896083667. 422 pages. paperback. Cover: Karin Aguilar-San Juan. Inventory # 
30819. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - What role do the media play in a capitalist democracy? 
Based on the Massey Lectures, delivered in Canada in November 1 988, Necessary
Illusions argues that, far from performing a watchdog role, the ‘free press’ serves the
needs of those in power. With this book, Chomsky rips away the mask of 
propaganda that portrays the media as advocates of free speech and democracy: In
short, the major media are corporations ‘selling’ privileged audiences to other 
businesses. Media concentration is high, and increasing. Furthermore, those who 
occupy managerial positions in the media. belong to the same privileged elites, and
might be expected to share the perceptions, aspirations, and attitudes of their 
associates, reflecting their own class interests as well. Journalists entering the 
system are unlikely to make their way unless they conform to these ideological 
pressures, generally by internalizing the values. Those who fail to conform will be 
weeded out. - from the Massey Lectures. This book applies the propaganda model
Chomsky has developed with Edward Herman to media coverage of the diplomatic 
process in Central America and the Middle East, human rights issues, terrorism, and
other topics, revealing the crucial function of the media and educated elites in 
limiting democracy in the United States. Rigorously documented, Necessary 
Illusions is an invaluable tool for understanding how democracy functions in the 
United States.

Avram Noam Chomsky (born December 7, 1928) is an American linguist, 
philosopher, cognitive scientist, logician, political critic, and activist. He is an Institute
Professor and Professor (Emeritus) in the Department of Linguistics & Philosophy at
MIT, where he has worked for over 50 years. In addition to his work in linguistics, he
has written on war, politics, and mass media, and is the author of over 100 books.
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Chomsky, Noam. On Power and Ideology: The Managua Lectures. Boston. 1987. 
South End Press. 1st American Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
089608289x. 140 pages. paperback. Cover by Lydia Sargent. Inventory # 10125. 
$20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In March 1986, Noam Chomskv had the opportunity to 
visit Managua and lecture at the Universidad Centroamericana. These lectures 
consisted of a morning series, devoted to the problems of language and knowledge 
(published by MIT Press), and an afternoon series, devoted to contemporary political
issues, from which this book is transcribed. Participants included a wide range of 
people, including members of the Nicaraguan academic community and visitors from
Costa Rican universities. The lectures, delivered in English and translated into 
Spanish, were also broadcast. ON POWER AND IDEOLOGY consists of five 
lectures on U.S. international and security policy. The arguments are concise; the 
information overwhelming; the presentation particularly moving. The first two 
lectures examine the persistent and largely invariant features of U.S. foreign policy, 
the overall framework of order. The third lecture discusses Central America and its 
place in the foreign policy pattern. The fourth looks at U.S. national security policy 
and the arms race, and the fifth and final lecture examines U.S. domestic policy - 
how it fashions foreign and national policies and how they can be changed. The 
lectures are followed by discussion and questions from the audience. These five 
talks, delivered directly to the people bearing the brunt of U.S. foreign policy, make 
historic and exciting reading.

Avram Noam Chomsky (born December 7, 1928) is an American linguist, 
philosopher, cognitive scientist, logician, political critic, and activist. He is an Institute
Professor and Professor (Emeritus) in the Department of Linguistics & Philosophy at
MIT, where he has worked for over 50 years. In addition to his work in linguistics, he
has written on war, politics, and mass media, and is the author of over 100 books.
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Chomsky, Noam. On U.S. Gulf Policy. Westfield. 1991. Open Magazine Pamphlet 
Series. Paperback Pamphlet. Very Good in Wrappers. 16 pages. paperback. 
Pamphlet # 1. Inventory # 955. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An essay/analysis of American government policy in the
Persian Gulf.

Avram Noam Chomsky (born December 7, 1928) is an American linguist, 
philosopher, cognitive scientist, logician, political critic, and activist. He is an Institute
Professor and Professor (Emeritus) in the Department of Linguistics & Philosophy at
MIT, where he has worked for over 50 years. In addition to his work in linguistics, he
has written on war, politics, and mass media, and is the author of over 100 books.
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Chomsky, Noam. On U.S. Gulf Policy. Westfield. 1992. Open Magazine Pamphlet 
Series. Reprinted Special Photocopy Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 16 pages. 
paperback. Pamphlet # 1. Inventory # 31264. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An essay/analysis of American government policy in the
Persian Gulf.

Avram Noam Chomsky (born December 7, 1928) is an American linguist, 
philosopher, cognitive scientist, logician, political critic, and activist. He is an Institute
Professor and Professor (Emeritus) in the Department of Linguistics & Philosophy at
MIT, where he has worked for over 50 years. In addition to his work in linguistics, he
has written on war, politics, and mass media, and is the author of over 100 books.
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Chomsky, Noam. Powers & Prospects. Boston. 1996. South End Press. 1st Printing.
Very Good in Wrappers. 089608535x. 244 pages. paperback. Cover design by Nada
Backovic. Inventory # 23048. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this wide-ranging intellectual tour de force, Chomsky 
brings together his thoughts on topics ranging from language and human nature to 
the Middle East settlement and the role of East Timor in the New World Order. This 
is the first collection of his essays in recent years to bring together questions of 
philosophy, ethics and foreign policy.

Avram Noam Chomsky (born December 7, 1928) is an American linguist, 
philosopher, cognitive scientist, logician, political critic, and activist. He is an Institute
Professor and Professor (Emeritus) in the Department of Linguistics & Philosophy at
MIT, where he has worked for over 50 years. In addition to his work in linguistics, he
has written on war, politics, and mass media, and is the author of over 100 books.
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Chomsky, Noam. Radical Priorities. Montreal. 1981. Black Rose Books. 1st Printing.
Very Good in Wrappers. 0919619509. Edited by C. P. Otero. 270 pages. paperback.
Inventory # 3268. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - How is it that one man can be so maligned by the Right 
and yet remain so misunderstood by the Left? This new and expanded edition of 
Radical Priorities puts the spotlight on Chomsky’s libertarian social and political 
philosophy in an engaging, easy-to-navigate manner. Keenly edited by Carlos-
Peregrin Otero, this comprehensive collection of essays and in-terviews remains the
ultimate guide to the politics of the author of 9 - 11, America’s bible for post-
September 11th stress disorder. Discover for yourself the mind and motivations of 
the man the New York Times has labeled ‘the foremost gadfly of our national 
conscience.’.

Avram Noam Chomsky (born December 7, 1928) is an American linguist, 
philosopher, cognitive scientist, logician, political critic, and activist. He is an Institute
Professor and Professor (Emeritus) in the Department of Linguistics & Philosophy at
MIT, where he has worked for over 50 years. In addition to his work in linguistics, he
has written on war, politics, and mass media, and is the author of over 100 books.
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Chomsky, Noam. Reflections On Language. New York. 1975. Pantheon Books. 1st
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0394499565. 269 pages. hardcover.
Jacket design by Randall Richmond. Inventory # 12035. $100

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In these remarkable, nontechnical Reflections, Chomsky
considers the point and purpose of studying language and explores some of the 
more general intellectual implications that result from the study of linguistics. The 
questions he considers are the classical ones. From Plato to the present time, 
philosophers have been baffled and intrigued by how human beings, with their 
limited and personal experience, achieve such rich systems of knowledge, beliefs, 
and values—systems that guide their actions and their interpretations of experience.
In answer to this fundamental question, Chomsky argues that the growth of 
language is analogous to the development of a bodily organ and is in large measure
predetermined by genetic factors. And he suggests how language, this ‘mirror of 
mind.’ offers still largely unfathomed ways of understanding crucial aspects of 
human intelligence and human nature. Throughout these Reflections, Chomsky 
offers incisive analyses of the controversies raging today among psychologists, 
philosophers, and linguists over the acquisition of cognitive structures, the way 
language interacts with other mental organs, and the way cognitive structures enter 
into and guide human activity. He explores the social and intellectual factors that 
have led to the dominance of certain ways of thinking, and asks why the study of 
mind and behavior has so often followed a path remote from the general approach 
of the natural sciences. In examining some of the implications of recent work, he 
suggests that the conception of man as totally malleable not only is false but also 
serves naturally as a support for reactionary social doctrines.

Avram Noam Chomsky (born December 7, 1928) is an American linguist, 
philosopher, cognitive scientist, logician, political critic, and activist. He is an Institute
Professor and Professor (Emeritus) in the Department of Linguistics & Philosophy at
MIT, where he has worked for over 50 years. In addition to his work in linguistics, he
has written on war, politics, and mass media, and is the author of over 100 books.
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Chomsky, Noam. Rethinking Camelot: JFK, the Vietnam Warm, and U.S. Political 
Culture. Boston. 1993. South End Press. 1st American Paperback Edition. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 0896084582. 173 pages. paperback. Inventory # 12717. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This book is a thorough analysis of John F. Kennedy’s 
role in the U.S. invasion of Vietnam and a probing reflection on the elite political 
culture that allowed and encouraged the Cold War. In it, Chomsky dismisses efforts 
to resurrect Camelot - an attractive American myth portraying JFK as a shining 
knight promising peaces foiled only by assassins bent on stopping this lone hero 
who would have unilaterally withdrawn from Vietnam had he lived. Contrary to 
prominent figures such as Oliver Stone (director of JFK), historian Arthur 
5chlesinger, and John Newman (author of JFK and Vietnam) Chomsky argues that
U.S. institutions and political culture, not individual presidents, are the key to 
understanding U.S. behavior during the Vietnam War.

Avram Noam Chomsky (born December 7, 1928) is an American linguist, 
philosopher, cognitive scientist, logician, political critic, and activist. He is an Institute
Professor and Professor (Emeritus) in the Department of Linguistics & Philosophy at
MIT, where he has worked for over 50 years. In addition to his work in linguistics, he
has written on war, politics, and mass media, and is the author of over 100 books.
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Chomsky, Noam. Secrets, Lies & Democracy. Tucson. 1994. Odonian Press. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 1878825046. 128 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
21333. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - These interviews, conducted in 1993 and 1994, touch on
a range of domestic and international topics from corporate welfare and free trade to
gun control and religious fundamentalism

Avram Noam Chomsky (born December 7, 1928) is an American linguist, 
philosopher, cognitive scientist, logician, political critic, and activist. He is an Institute
Professor and Professor (Emeritus) in the Department of Linguistics & Philosophy at
MIT, where he has worked for over 50 years. In addition to his work in linguistics, he
has written on war, politics, and mass media, and is the author of over 100 books.
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Chomsky, Noam. The Chomsky Reader. New York. 1987. Pantheon Books. 
Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0394751736. Edited by 
James Peck. 492 pages. paperback. Cover photograph by Jerry Bauer. Cover 
design by Henrietta Condak. Inventory # 40958. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Chomsky Reader brings together for the first time 
the political thought of America’s leading dissident intellectual – ‘arguably the most 
important intellectual alive’ (New York Times). At the center of practically every 
major debate over America’s role in the world, one finds Noam Chomsky’s ideas - 
sometimes attacked, sometimes studiously ignored, but always a powerful 
presence. Drawing from his published and unpublished work, The Chomsky Reader
reveals the awesome range of this ever-critical mind - from global questions of war 
and peace to the most intricate questions of human intelligence, IQ, and creativity. It
reveals the underlying radical coherency of his view of the world - from his 
enormously influential attacks on America’s role in Vietnam to his perspective on 
Nicaragua and Central America today. Chomsky’s challenge to accepted wisdom 
about Israel and the Palestinians has caused a furor in America, as have his 
trenchant essays on the real nature of terrorism in our age. No one has dissected 
more graphically the character of the Cold War consensus and the way it benefits 
the two superpowers, or argued more thoughtfully for a shared elitist ethos in 
liberalism and communism. No one has exposed more logically America’s acclaimed
freedoms as masking irresponsible power and unjustified privilege, or argued quite 
so insistently that the ‘free press’ is part of a stultifying conformity that pervades all 
aspects of American intellectual life. In a lengthy interview with the editor, Chomsky
discusses his thought in the context of his personal history.

Avram Noam Chomsky (born December 7, 1928) is an American linguist, 
philosopher, cognitive scientist, logician, political critic, and activist. He is an Institute
Professor and Professor (Emeritus) in the Department of Linguistics & Philosophy at
MIT, where he has worked for over 50 years. In addition to his work in linguistics, he
has written on war, politics, and mass media, and is the author of over 100 books.
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Chomsky, Noam. The Culture of Terrorism. Boston. 1988. South End Press. 1st 
American Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0896083349. 269 pages. 
paperback. Cover by Jeff Smith. Inventory # 18229. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With a detailed critique of Irangate, Culture of Terrorism
demonstrates how America's ruling elite perpetrates a particularly vile form of 
cultural imperialism -- accusing America's enemies of precisely those 'terrorist' 
attributes that might more accurately describe the actions of America itself.

Avram Noam Chomsky (born December 7, 1928) is an American linguist, 
philosopher, cognitive scientist, logician, political critic, and activist. He is an Institute
Professor and Professor (Emeritus) in the Department of Linguistics & Philosophy at
MIT, where he has worked for over 50 years. In addition to his work in linguistics, he
has written on war, politics, and mass media, and is the author of over 100 books.
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Chomsky, Noam. The Fateful Triangle: The United States, Israel and the 
Palestinians. Boston. 1983. South End Press. 1st American Paperback Edition. Very
Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 0896081877. 481 pages. paperback. Cover design
by Ann L. Raszmann. Inventory # 16715. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Since its original publication in 1983, Fateful Triangle has
become a classic in the fields of political science and Middle East affairs. This new 
edition features new chapters and a new introduction by Noam Chomsky and a 
foreword by Edward Said. Examining America's search for a 'reliable ally' in the 
Middle East, Chomsky untangles the intricacies of the US-Israeli-Palestinian 
relationship and lays bare the contortions, lies and misinformation that have been 
used over the years to obscure the real agenda. In the process he reveals the extent
to which modern nation-states make claims for peace while actively pursuing very 
different objectives. In three new chapters Chomsky examines the Palestinian 
Uprising, the 'Limited War' in Lebanon and the Israeli-PLO Accords after the Oslo 
signings. This is a timely and much-needed corrective to the mythmaking that has 
obscured the real history of peace negotiations in the Middle East.

Avram Noam Chomsky (born December 7, 1928) is an American linguist, 
philosopher, cognitive scientist, logician, political critic, and activist. He is an Institute
Professor and Professor (Emeritus) in the Department of Linguistics & Philosophy at
MIT, where he has worked for over 50 years. In addition to his work in linguistics, he
has written on war, politics, and mass media, and is the author of over 100 books.
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Chomsky, Noam. The New Military Humanism: Lessons From Kosovo. Monroe. 
2000. Common Courage Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
1567511767. 202 pages. paperback. Cover design by Erica Bjerning. Inventory # 
27842. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Analyzing the NATO bombing, Chomsky challenges the
New Humanism: Is it guided by power interests, or by humanitarian concern? Is the 
resort to force undertaken in the name of principles and values? Or are we 
witnessing something more crass and familiar?

Avram Noam Chomsky (born December 7, 1928) is an American linguist, 
philosopher, cognitive scientist, logician, political critic, and activist. He is an Institute
Professor and Professor (Emeritus) in the Department of Linguistics & Philosophy at
MIT, where he has worked for over 50 years. In addition to his work in linguistics, he
has written on war, politics, and mass media, and is the author of over 100 books.
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Chomsky, Noam. The Prosperous Few & the Restless Many. Berkeley. 1993. 
Odonian Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 1878825038. 95 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 21346. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - These wide-ranging interviews, from 1992 and 1993, 
cover everything from Bosnia and Somalia to biotechnology and nonviolence, with 
particular attention to the 'Third Worldization' of the United States.

Avram Noam Chomsky (born December 7, 1928) is an American linguist, 
philosopher, cognitive scientist, logician, political critic, and activist. He is an Institute
Professor and Professor (Emeritus) in the Department of Linguistics & Philosophy at
MIT, where he has worked for over 50 years. In addition to his work in linguistics, he
has written on war, politics, and mass media, and is the author of over 100 books.
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Chomsky, Noam. Turning the Tide: U.S. Intervention in Central America & the 
Struggle For Peace. Boston. 1985. South End Press. Reprinted Paperback Edition.
Very Good in Wrappers. 0896082660. 298 pages. paperback. Cover by Mike 
Prokosch. Inventory # 32045. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Turning the Tide’ succinctly and powerfully addresses 
three inter-related questions: What is the aim and impact of U.S. Central American 
policy? What factors in U.S. society support and oppose current policy? And how 
can concerned citizens affect future policy? Though his prime focus is El Salvador 
and Nicaragua, Chomsky also addresses relations throughout the region and relates
these to superpower conflicts and the overall role of the Cold War in contemporary 
international relations. ‘Turning the Tide’ shows how U.S. Central American policies 
implement broader U.S. economic, military, and social aims even while describing 
their impact on the lives of people in Central America. A particularly revealing focus
of Chomsky's argument is the world of U.S. academia and media, which Chomsky 
analyzes in detail to explain why the U.S. public is so misinformed about our 
government's policies. Whether the U.S. initiates a major invasion in Central 
America or instead continues to support reaction throughout the region by economic
pressure, CIA intervention, and proxy military activity, many U.S. citizens will want to
argue for a more humane policy. Chomsky provides the most compelling available 
analyses of what is going on, why, and what concerned citizens can do about it.

Avram Noam Chomsky (born December 7, 1928) is an American linguist, 
philosopher, cognitive scientist, logician, political critic, and activist. He is an Institute
Professor and Professor (Emeritus) in the Department of Linguistics & Philosophy at
MIT, where he has worked for over 50 years. In addition to his work in linguistics, he
has written on war, politics, and mass media, and is the author of over 100 books.
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Chomsky, Noam. Understanding Power: The Indispensable Chomsky. New York. 
2002. New Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 1565847032. 
Edited by Peter Mitchell and John Schoeffel. Paperback Original. 416 pages. 
paperback. Cover: Empire Design Studio. Inventory # 31474. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Noam Chomsky is universally accepted as one of the 
preeminent public intellectuals of the modern era. Over the past thirty years, broadly
diverse audiences have gathered to attend his sold-out lectures. Now, in 
UNDERSTANDING POWER, Peter H. Mitchell and John Schoeffel have assembled
the best of Chomsky’s talks on the past, present, and future of the politics of power. 
In a series of enlightening and wide-ranging discussions - published here for the first
time - Chomsky radically reinterprets the events of the past three decades, covering
topics from foreign policy during the Vietnam War to the decline of welfare under the
Clinton administration. And as he elucidates the connection between America’s 
imperialistic foreign policy and social inequalities at home, Chomsky also discerns 
the necessary steps to take toward social change. With an eye to political activism 
and the media’s role in popular struggle, as well as U.S. foreign and domestic policy,
UNDERSTANDING POWER is definitive Chomsky. Characterized by Chomsky’s 
accessible and informative style, UNDERSTANDING POWER is the ideal book for 
those new to his work as well as for those who have been listening for years. 
PRAISE FOR NOAM CHOMSKY - ‘Arguably the most important intellectual alive’----
The New York Times. ‘Noam Chomsky - is a major scholarly resource. Not to have 
read (him) is to court genuine ignorance’-The Nation. ‘Chomsky ranks with Marx, 
Shakespeare, and the Bible as one of the ten most quoted sources in the 
humanities.’-The Guardian.

Avram Noam Chomsky (born December 7, 1928) is an American linguist, 
philosopher, cognitive scientist, logician, political critic, and activist. He is an Institute
Professor and Professor (Emeritus) in the Department of Linguistics & Philosophy at
MIT, where he has worked for over 50 years. In addition to his work in linguistics, he
has written on war, politics, and mass media, and is the author of over 100 books.
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Chomsky, Noam. Year 501: The Conquest Continues. Boston. 1993. South End 
Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0896084442. 336 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 40982. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The great work of subjugation and conquest' has 
changed little over the years. Analyzing Haiti, Latin America, Cuba, Indonesia, and 
even pockets of the Third World developing in the United States, Noam Chomsky 
draws parallels between the genocide of colonial times and the murder and 
exploitation associated with modern-day imperialism.

Avram Noam Chomsky (born December 7, 1928) is an American linguist, 
philosopher, cognitive scientist, logician, political critic, and activist. He is an Institute
Professor and Professor (Emeritus) in the Department of Linguistics & Philosophy at
MIT, where he has worked for over 50 years. In addition to his work in linguistics, he
has written on war, politics, and mass media, and is the author of over 100 books.
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Chopra, Anupama. Dilwale Dulhania Le Jayenge (The Brave-Hearted Will Take the
Bride). London. 2002. British Film Institute. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 0851709575. 96 pages. paperback. Inventory # 34796. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Dilwale Dulhania Le Jayenge (‘The Brave-hearted Will 
Take the Bride’), universally known as DDLJ, opened to huge popular acclaim in 
India in 1995. Audiences flocked back to see it again and again. Directed by first-
time film-maker Aditya Chopra, it has since become the longest running film in the 
history of Indian cinema - and changed the face of Bollywood. DDLJ was the first 
contemporary Hindi film to focus on Indian residents abroad (specifically, in this 
case, London). It’s a heady cocktail of European locations, flashy cars, gorgeous 
mansions - a feast for a newly liberalised nation - and the hearty, rustic traditions of
Punjab. DDLJ has spawned numerous imitations and epitomises popular Indian 
cinema today. But, as Anupama Chopra points out, it’s a paradoxical film which 
affirms old-fashioned values of pre-marital chastity and family authority, affirming the
idea that Westernization need not affect an essential Indian identity. DDLJ is a far 
cry from the work of an older generation of film-makers who spoke often against the
oppressions of tradition, and sometime proposed radical solutions. Whereas the 
lovers of a bygone generation might attempt to flee from their interfering families, 
DDLJ’s lovers want and must have the approval of their elders. Having conducted 
in-depth interviews with the film-makers, Chopra gives the definitive account of a 
Bollywood phenomenon.

Anupama Chopra (born 23 February 1967) is an Indian author, journalist, film critic 
and director of the Jio MAMI Mumbai Film Festival. She is also the founder and 
editor of the digital platform Film Companion[2][3] which offers a curated look at 
cinema. She has written several books on Indian cinema and has been a film critic 
for NDTV, India Today, as well as the Hindustan Times. She also hosted a weekly 
film review show The Front Row With Anupama Chopra, on Star World. She won the
2000 National Film Award for Best Book on Cinema for her first book Sholay: The 
Making of a Classic.
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Chotjewitz, Peter O. The Thirty Years Peace. New York. 1981. Knopf. 1st American
Edition. Previous Owner's Name & Date Penned in Front & Back,Otherwise Very 
Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket.Remainder Mark. 0394501829. Translated from 
the German by Robert & Rita Kimber. 243 pages. hardcover. Jacket painting - White
Smoke by Karl Grossberg. Inventory # 13183. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A novel that has had a large success in Germany - a 
book that, like the films of Fassbinder, manages to capture the essence of what it 
has been like to grow up through the three decades following the end of World War 
II in the miracle of Germany’s postwar ‘success.’ At the book’s center: a boy of the 
lower-middle class; his father, a self-employed artisan, his mother, a passive, ‘good’
woman who hides her strengths and her resentments, even from herself. We see 
the boy, Jurgen, struggling with his impulses to become more than his father - to be
an artist, a musician, a thinker - but as clearly constricted within his narrow 
background and education as any of his forebears, the men of the old Germany. We
see him enter manhood - with no real connection to friends, to lovers, to belief in his
work or his world. And we see him at last - having caught a glimpse of a larger, more
generous vision of life – blundering into an irrevocable act of sedition: putting his 
violent stamp onto everything that has stamped him into the convenient and faceless
mold of Germany’s ‘thirty years peace.’ Written in a laconic, almost cinematographic
style, this novel reveals a passionate dissatisfaction - and exemplifies a profound 
compassion for the victims of the terrible desensitized blandness that followed in the
wake of the self-exposure of the Nazi war and defeat.

PETER O. CHOTJEWITZ (June 14, 1934, Heinzenberg, Germany - December 15, 
2010, Stuttgart, Germany) was born in 1934 in Berlin, and wrote primarily for the 
theater, for radio, and in short story form. He lived in Kruspis, in Hesse, where he 
also practiced law.
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Christianson, Scott. The Last Gasp: The Rise and Fall of the American Gas 
Chamber. Berkeley. 2010. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 9780520255623. 325 pages. hardcover. Cover design by Sandy
Drooker. Inventory # 37727. $27.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Prize-winning, anti-death penalty author Scott 
Christianson charts the first murky history of the use of the gas chamber in the US 
and exposes some shocking facts. Execution by gas was really an American 
invention as the chemical warfare industry looked to other uses for its technology 
after WWI. The world's first gas execution was of a Chinese immigrant in Nevada in 
the 1920s. American Progressives and Eugenecists supported it, and by 1935, 
America's Nobel Prize-winning physician Dr. Alexis Carrel of the Rockefeller 
Institute, was calling for criminals and the mentally ill to be, 'disposed of in small 
euthanasia institutions supplied with proper gases.' US companies collaborated with
Germany in developing the gas chamber, and in developing and exporting gas for it 
in the 1930s. Use spread through Colorado, Arizona, Missouri, Wyoming, Oregon 
and California in the 1930s, Mississippi in 1947, and Maryland and New Mexico in 
the 1950s. The Last Gasp explores the public image of gas executions after 1945, 
Hollywood portrayals, the national moratorium against the death penalty that started
in the early 1960s, and legal reverses in the 1990s. Today five states, including 
California, which has carried out the most gas executions of any state, retain the gas
chamber as a possible execution method.

Keith (K.) Scott Christianson (August 8, 1947 – May 14, 2017) was an American 
author and journalist, who wrote several popular works about forensic science, 
crime, prison and the death penalty, about American history and politics, and about
other popular subjects such as the history of incarceration, runaway slaves and 
historical highlights of visualization.
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Christie, Agatha. A Murder Is Announced. New York. 1964. Pocket Books. 3rd 
Pocket Books Paperback Printing. Good in Worn Wrappers. 229 pages. paperback.
4658. Inventory # 37023. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE DATE WAS ADVERTISED IN THE GAZETTE. A 
MURDER IS ANNOUNCED and will take place on Friday, October 29th, at Little 
Paddocks, at 6.30 p.m. Friends please accept this, the only intimation. Everyone 
thought it was a harmless game. And so on the night of October 29, the neighbors 
dropped by, just out of curiosity. Then, as the clock chimed 6: 30, the room went 
dark. A gun exploded! A body fell! A woman screamed! When the lights went on, a
man was found lying on the floor. He was wrapped in a black cloak. He wore a black
mask and he lay in a pool of blood—dead. There had been thirteen people in the 
room—thirteen witnesses who might have identified the killer. Who was the corpse?
Who was the killer? And why had this murder been announced?

Dame Agatha Mary Clarissa Christie (born Miller; 15 September 1890 – 12 January
1976) was an English crime writer of novels, short stories, and plays. She also wrote
six romances under the name Mary Westmacott, but she is best remembered for the
66 detective novels and more than 15 short story collections she wrote under her 
own name, most of which revolve around the investigations of such characters as 
Hercule Poirot, Miss Jane Marple and Tommy and Tuppence. She also wrote the 
world's longest-running play, The Mousetrap.
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Christie, Agatha. A Pocket Full of Rye. New York. 1954. Pocket Books. 1st Pocket 
Books Paperback Printing. Good in Wrappers. 182 pages. paperback. 1036. Cover
painting by James Meese. Inventory # 41507. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ONE MURDER was only the beginning! The Corpse’s 
Wife Makes Her Entrance. ‘Adele Fortescue was glamour all through. Her appeal 
was obvious. It said simply to every man, ‘Here I am. I’m a woman.’ She spoke and
moved and breathed sex.’ When Adele was told that her bullying husband, Rex, had
been murdered, she burst into sobs. But even as she wept, Adele could not keep 
her cupid’s mouth from forming a faint smile. For Adele—like her lover and every 
other member of the disreputable Fortescue family—was secretly glad that Rex was
dead. Now she had money and freedom. But her happiness didn’t last long. The 
next day, Adele Fortescue was found dead, murdered like her husband!

Dame Agatha Mary Clarissa Christie (born Miller; 15 September 1890 – 12 January
1976) was an English crime writer of novels, short stories, and plays. She also wrote
six romances under the name Mary Westmacott, but she is best remembered for the
66 detective novels and more than 15 short story collections she wrote under her 
own name, most of which revolve around the investigations of such characters as 
Hercule Poirot, Miss Jane Marple and Tommy and Tuppence. She also wrote the 
world's longest-running play, The Mousetrap.
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Christie, Agatha. Curtain. New York. 1976. Pocket Books. 3rd Pocket Books 
Paperback Printing. Good in Wrappers. 067180720x. 280 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 37025. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Hercule Poirot's last and greatest case. The house 
guests at Styles seemed perfectly pleasant to Captain Hastings; there was his own 
daughter Judith, an inoffensive ornithologist called Norton, dashing Mr Allerton, 
brittle Miss Cole, Doctor Franklin and his fragile wife Barbara , Nurse Craven, 
Colonel Luttrell and his charming wife, Daisy, and the charismatic Boyd-Carrington.
So Hastings was shocked to learn from Hercule Poirot's declaration that one of them
was a five-times murderer. True, the ageing detective was crippled with arthritis, but
had his deductive instincts finally deserted him?

Dame Agatha Mary Clarissa Christie (born Miller; 15 September 1890 – 12 January
1976) was an English crime writer of novels, short stories, and plays. She also wrote
six romances under the name Mary Westmacott, but she is best remembered for the
66 detective novels and more than 15 short story collections she wrote under her 
own name, most of which revolve around the investigations of such characters as 
Hercule Poirot, Miss Jane Marple and Tommy and Tuppence. She also wrote the 
world's longest-running play, The Mousetrap.
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Christie, Agatha. Death On the Nile. New York. 0. Avon Publications. Avon 
Paperback Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers With a Piece Coming Off Near The 
Bottom Spine. 262 pages. paperback. T-401. Inventory # 37026. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Violence and intrigue in Egypt. The tranquility of a luxury
cruise along the Nile was shattered by the discovery that Linnet Ridgeway had been
shot through the head. She was young, stylish, and beautiful. A girl who had 
everything, until she lost her life. Hercule Poirot recalled an earlier outburst by a 
fellow passenger: “I’d like to put my dear little pistol against her head and just press 
the trigger.” Yet under the searing heat of the Egyptian sun, nothing is ever quite 
what it seems. A sweeping mystery of love, jealousy, and betrayal, Death on the Nile
is one of Christie’s most legendary and timeless works.

Dame Agatha Mary Clarissa Christie (born Miller; 15 September 1890 – 12 January
1976) was an English crime writer of novels, short stories, and plays. She also wrote
six romances under the name Mary Westmacott, but she is best remembered for the
66 detective novels and more than 15 short story collections she wrote under her 
own name, most of which revolve around the investigations of such characters as 
Hercule Poirot, Miss Jane Marple and Tommy and Tuppence. She also wrote the 
world's longest-running play, The Mousetrap.
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Christie, Agatha. Easy To Kill. New York. 1960. Pocket Books. 1st Pocket Books 
Paperback Printing. Trace Of Water-Stain On Bottom Corner Of Last Few Pages, 
Otherwise Good in Wrappers. 152 pages. paperback. C-397. Inventory # 37027. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Someone was getting away with MURDER! 1. 2. 3 
‘accidental’ deaths in a row. And only prim little Miss Lavinia Fullerton guessed they
weren't really accidents at all. She told Luke Fitzwilliam that Dr. Humbleby would be
next. But she was wrong. Hours later Miss Fullerton herself became victim number.
4. Dr. Humbleby was number 5. So Fitzwilliam began his own one-man campaign to
end a terrifying, ghoulish chain of murders. He knew he had' taken on a dangerous,
perhaps impossible, job. For Miss Fullerton had said that the killer was ‘just the last
person anyone would suspect.’ That's why this homicidal maniac had found it so 
EASY TO KILL.

Dame Agatha Mary Clarissa Christie (born Miller; 15 September 1890 – 12 January
1976) was an English crime writer of novels, short stories, and plays. She also wrote
six romances under the name Mary Westmacott, but she is best remembered for the
66 detective novels and more than 15 short story collections she wrote under her 
own name, most of which revolve around the investigations of such characters as 
Hercule Poirot, Miss Jane Marple and Tommy and Tuppence. She also wrote the 
world's longest-running play, The Mousetrap.
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Christie, Agatha. Murder With Mirrors. New York. 1955. Pocket Books. 2nd Pocket 
Books Paperback Printing. Good in Worn Wrappers With a Piece Coming Off Near 
The Bottom Spine. 165 pages. paperback. 1021. Cover design by Arthur Sussman. 
Inventory # 37034. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Violent death explodes in a home for juvenile 
delinquents. ‘I haven't done badly out of marriage.’ said Ruth Van Rydock, ‘take it by
and large.’ Miss Jane Marple thought Ruth was putting it mildly. Ruth had been 
married three times, each time to an extremely wealthy man, and the resultant 
divorces had increased her bank balance without in the least souring her disposition.
‘Of course,’ said Mrs. Van Rydock, ‘I've always been tough. I've not expected too 
much of life - or of men - and I've done very well out of it, and no hard feelings. 
That's why I want you to visit Carrie Louise - size's always had a tendency to marry
cranks!’ And that's how shrewd Jane Marple came to visit Stonygates, where two-
hundred-odd juvenile delinquents were no problem at all, but a half-dozen members
of a wealthy family were intimately connected with MURDER!

Dame Agatha Mary Clarissa Christie (born Miller; 15 September 1890 – 12 January
1976) was an English crime writer of novels, short stories, and plays. She also wrote
six romances under the name Mary Westmacott, but she is best remembered for the
66 detective novels and more than 15 short story collections she wrote under her 
own name, most of which revolve around the investigations of such characters as 
Hercule Poirot, Miss Jane Marple and Tommy and Tuppence. She also wrote the 
world's longest-running play, The Mousetrap.keywords
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Paperbacks
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Price $6.00
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Christie, Agatha. Ordeal By Innocence. New York. 1959. Pocket Books. 1st Pocket
Books Paperback Printing. Good in Worn Wrappers. 211 pages. paperback. C-386. 
Inventory # 37035. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The story of a baffling murder that had to solved TWICE!
For weeks the newspapers carried the shocking details of the Argyle Murder Case, 
of Jack Argyle's trial and conviction for the brutal slaying of his mother, and finally of
Jack's death. Only two people knew that justice had not been done. One was, the 
stranger who could have proved Jack's alibi, and the other - the real murderer. Then
suddenly the missing witness returned to clear Jack's name. And the killer - an 
‘innocent’ member of the Argyle household - moved to strike once again.

Dame Agatha Mary Clarissa Christie (born Miller; 15 September 1890 – 12 January
1976) was an English crime writer of novels, short stories, and plays. She also wrote
six romances under the name Mary Westmacott, but she is best remembered for the
66 detective novels and more than 15 short story collections she wrote under her 
own name, most of which revolve around the investigations of such characters as 
Hercule Poirot, Miss Jane Marple and Tommy and Tuppence. She also wrote the 
world's longest-running play, The Mousetrap.
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Christie, Agatha. Poirot Investigates. New York. 1961. Bantam Books. 3rd Bantam 
Paperback Printing. Good in Worn Wrappers With a Piece Coming Off Near The 
Bottom Spine. 167 pages. paperback. J2604. Inventory # 37036. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In POIROT INVESTIGATES Agatha Christie challenges
her detective and the reader with a series of baffling mysteries. With all the clues 
plainly revealed, the reader should be able to arrive at the solution as soon as 
HERCULE Poirot – but few readers do!

Dame Agatha Mary Clarissa Christie (born Miller; 15 September 1890 – 12 January
1976) was an English crime writer of novels, short stories, and plays. She also wrote
six romances under the name Mary Westmacott, but she is best remembered for the
66 detective novels and more than 15 short story collections she wrote under her 
own name, most of which revolve around the investigations of such characters as 
Hercule Poirot, Miss Jane Marple and Tommy and Tuppence. She also wrote the 
world's longest-running play, The Mousetrap.
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Christie, Agatha. Remembered Death. New York. 1947. Pocket Books. 1st Pocket 
Books Paperback Printing. Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 218 pages. paperback.
451. Inventory # 41523. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Rosemary - That’s for Remembrance. Beautiful 
Rosemary Barton had been dead for nearly a year when the anonymous letters 
reached her husband, George. She had died, everyone thought, by suicide. The 
circumstances had been dramatic. At her own birthday party she had taken poison 
in her champagne. But the letters cried murder! Then some disturbing evidence 
came to light. Who was ‘Leopard,’ the man to whom Rosemary had professed 
undying love? What was the dangerous secret she had known concerning swarthy 
young Anthony Browne? Then there was the fact that both George’s secretary, 
Ruth, and Rosemary’ sister, Iris, had reason to be pleased by Rosemary’s death. It
was not until murder struck again and Colonel Race stepped into the picture that the
truth about remembered death began to emerge. The climax is a smashing surprise
ending to a superb Agatha Christie mystery.

Dame Agatha Mary Clarissa Christie (born Miller; 15 September 1890 – 12 January
1976) was an English crime writer of novels, short stories, and plays. She also wrote
six romances under the name Mary Westmacott, but she is best remembered for the
66 detective novels and more than 15 short story collections she wrote under her 
own name, most of which revolve around the investigations of such characters as 
Hercule Poirot, Miss Jane Marple and Tommy and Tuppence. She also wrote the 
world's longest-running play, The Mousetrap.keywords
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Price $6.00
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Christie, Agatha. Sad Cypress. New York. 1940. Lawrence E. Spivak. 1st Lawrence
Spivak Paperback Edition. Good in Wrappers With A Piece Missing from the Top 
Spine. 126 pages. paperback. B54. Inventory # 41535. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Beautiful young Elinor Carlisle stood serenely in the 
dock, accused of the murder of Mary Gerrard, her rival in love. The evidence was 
damning: only Elinor had the motive, the opportunity and the means to administer 
the fatal poison. Yet, inside the hostile courtroom, only one man still presumed 
Elinor was innocent until proven guilty: Hercule Poirot was all that stood between 
Elinor and the gallows.

Dame Agatha Mary Clarissa Christie (born Miller; 15 September 1890 – 12 January
1976) was an English crime writer of novels, short stories, and plays. She also wrote
six romances under the name Mary Westmacott, but she is best remembered for the
66 detective novels and more than 15 short story collections she wrote under her 
own name, most of which revolve around the investigations of such characters as 
Hercule Poirot, Miss Jane Marple and Tommy and Tuppence. She also wrote the 
world's longest-running play, The Mousetrap.
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Christie, Agatha. Sleeping Murder: Miss Marple's Last Case. New York. 1977. 
Bantam Books. Bantam Paperback Edition. Spine Slightly Cocked, Otherwise Good
in Wrappers. 0553107062. 297 pages. paperback. Inventory # 37039. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Agatha Christie has saved her best for last. Her final 
novel features the beloved, uncannily perceptive Miss Jane Marple unraveling the 
most tantalizing, most macabre case of her career. With this extraordinary novel—
pervaded by a very real, very memorable sense of evil—Dame Agatha has ensured
her reputation as the world's greatest author of detective fiction and has bequeathed
her millions of readers one last delicious surprise.

Dame Agatha Mary Clarissa Christie (born Miller; 15 September 1890 – 12 January
1976) was an English crime writer of novels, short stories, and plays. She also wrote
six romances under the name Mary Westmacott, but she is best remembered for the
66 detective novels and more than 15 short story collections she wrote under her 
own name, most of which revolve around the investigations of such characters as 
Hercule Poirot, Miss Jane Marple and Tommy and Tuppence. She also wrote the 
world's longest-running play, The Mousetrap.
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Christie, Agatha. The Big Four. New York. 0. Avon Books. Paperback Edition. Some
Spine Wear,Otherwise Good in Wrappers. A Hercule Poirot mystery. 276 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 35422. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Agatha Christie's second novel, in which Hercule Poirot, 
the little Belgian detective, brings about the downfall of the notorious Big Four in 
their nefarious plot to dominate the world.

Dame Agatha Mary Clarissa Christie (born Miller; 15 September 1890 – 12 January
1976) was an English crime writer of novels, short stories, and plays. She also wrote
six romances under the name Mary Westmacott, but she is best remembered for the
66 detective novels and more than 15 short story collections she wrote under her 
own name, most of which revolve around the investigations of such characters as 
Hercule Poirot, Miss Jane Marple and Tommy and Tuppence. She also wrote the 
world's longest-running play, The Mousetrap.
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Christie, Agatha. The Body in the Library: A Jane Marple Murder Mystery. New York.
1976. Pocket Books. 25th Pocket Books Paperback Printing. Spine Slightly Cocked,
Otherwise Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 0671810154. 160 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 37040. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - YOU THINK A SECOND MURDER? Sir Henry Clithering
asked Miss Marple. 'Why not? When anyone has committed one murder he doesn't
shrink from another, does he? Nor even from a third.'

Dame Agatha Mary Clarissa Christie (born Miller; 15 September 1890 – 12 January
1976) was an English crime writer of novels, short stories, and plays. She also wrote
six romances under the name Mary Westmacott, but she is best remembered for the
66 detective novels and more than 15 short story collections she wrote under her 
own name, most of which revolve around the investigations of such characters as 
Hercule Poirot, Miss Jane Marple and Tommy and Tuppence. She also wrote the 
world's longest-running play, The Mousetrap.
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Christie, Agatha. The Regatta Mystery & Other Stories. New York. 0. Avon 
Publications. Avon Paperback Edition. Good in Wrappers. 190 pages. paperback. T
-220. Inventory # 37041. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Hercule Poirot and Mr. Parker Pyne, the two great 
detectives teamed in one book! MURDER IN THE INTERNATIONAL SET! A garish
party at an exclusive night-club to commemorate the MURDER of the host's wife. 
THE HOST: An American millionaire playboy. THE GUESTS: The murdered 
woman's blonde and lovely young sister; A desirable bachelor and man of affairs; A
darkly luscious Latin spitfire; A ranking diplomat of secretive habits; AND Hercule 
Poirot. The uninvited guest - MURDER!

Dame Agatha Mary Clarissa Christie (born Miller; 15 September 1890 – 12 January
1976) was an English crime writer of novels, short stories, and plays. She also wrote
six romances under the name Mary Westmacott, but she is best remembered for the
66 detective novels and more than 15 short story collections she wrote under her 
own name, most of which revolve around the investigations of such characters as 
Hercule Poirot, Miss Jane Marple and Tommy and Tuppence. She also wrote the 
world's longest-running play, The Mousetrap.
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Christie, Agatha. The Witness For the Prosecution. New York. 1948. Dell Publishing
Company. Dell Paperback Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers With a Piece Coming 
Off Near The Bottom Spine. 192 pages. paperback. 855. Cover illustration by 
William George. Inventory # 37042. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Hercule Poirot puts in an appearance towards the end of
this novel. ‘Who would have believed that a handsome young man, down on his 
luck, had cultivated the friendship of an elderly rich lady out of the goodness of his 
heart? Very few, considering the fact that the lady's untimely demise resulted in his 
good fortune. It wasn't going to be easy for the defense to prove his innocence, 
especially when the young man's mistress was the only one who could save him -- 
and she was a witness for the prosecution. ’

Dame Agatha Mary Clarissa Christie (born Miller; 15 September 1890 – 12 January
1976) was an English crime writer of novels, short stories, and plays. She also wrote
six romances under the name Mary Westmacott, but she is best remembered for the
66 detective novels and more than 15 short story collections she wrote under her 
own name, most of which revolve around the investigations of such characters as 
Hercule Poirot, Miss Jane Marple and Tommy and Tuppence. She also wrote the 
world's longest-running play, The Mousetrap.
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Christie, Ian. A Matter of Life and Death. London. 2000. British Film Institute. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0851704794. 96 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 34797. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A dazzling fantasy produced in the aftermath of the 
Second World War, A Matter of Life and Death (1946) is one of the greatest 
achievements of co-directors Michael Powell and Emeric Pressburger. Starring 
David Niven as an RAF pilot poised between life and death the film is a haunting 
meditation on love, grief and the legacy of war, made vivid by remarkable colour 
photography and set design (including the famous ‘stairway to heaven’). Ian Christie,
one of the foremost scholars of Powell and Pressburger looks in detail at the making
of the film as well as locating it in the broadest traditions of British art.

Ian Christie (born February 23, 1945, United Kingdom) is a British film scholar. He 
has written several books including studies of the works of Michael Powell and 
Emeric Pressburger, Martin Scorsese and the development of cinema.
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Christopher, Nicholas. A Short History of the Island of Butterflies: Poems. New York.
1986. Viking Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Worn Dustjacket With Some Small 
Tears. 0670808997. 81 pages. hardcover. Jacket painting by Henri Rousseau - 'The
Flamingoes'. Inventory # 23875. $32.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Nicholas Christopher’s first book of poetry, ON TOUR 
WITH RITA, established him, in the words of Anthony Hecht, ‘as a major poet of his
generation, and. eminently one of the most gifted.’ This second collection delivers on
all the promise of the first. Crafted with a masterly elegance and brilliance that recall
the work of John Ashbery or James Merrill, A SHORT HISTORY OF THE ISLAND 
OF BUTTERFLIES displays a lush and vivid imagery that nonetheless never 
appears indulged in for its own sake. Although most of these poems are what one 
would properly call lyric, a surprising number display a dramatic and narrative 
tension that is rare among lyric poets, and others express a vision that is both dark 
and magical. Yet Christopher’s voice is original and versatile-he is as at home with 
the stark urban landscape as he is with the sunny Mediterranean-and with this 
collection it takes on a truly distinctive edge. Nicholas Christopher was born in 1951 
in New York City, where he now lives, and was educated at Harvard College. His 
first book of poems, ON TOUR WITH RITA, was published in 1982, and his novel, 
THE SOLOIST, was published this year. His poetry and criticism have appeared in 
numerous magazines, including The New Yorker, Grand Street, The New York 
Review of Books, The Nation, The New York Times Book Review, and The Paris 
Review In 1985, he was awarded the Amy Lowell Travelling Fellowship. He has 
traveled widely and taught at several universities. He is currently Adjunct Professor
of English at New York University.

Nicholas Christopher (born 1951) is an American novelist, poet and critic, the author
of sixteen books: six novels, eight volumes of poetry, a critical study of film noir, and
a novel for children.
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Christopher, Nicholas. Atomic Field: Two Poems. New York. 2000. Harcourt. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0151005532. 95 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket photo by Michel Semeniako. Inventory # 28261. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A poetic epic of a young man’s entry into adulthood in 
1960s and ‘70s America, by an award-winning poet and novelist. Nicholas 
Christopher is one of his generation’s finest poets. The author of such masterpieces
as IN THE YEAR OF THE COMET and THE CREATION OF THE NIGHT SKY, he 
has earned a reputation for the sheer beauty of his verse, for his elegiac voice, and 
for his lush, redolent vocabulary. Now he presents two extended poems, set in the 
years 1962 and 1972. Each year includes forty-five poems that evoke the life of a 
young boy and, later, a young man, during those alternately calm and turbulent 
decades. Comic books, a first bicycle, television, candy stores, the threat of nuclear
war, drug experimentation, travel in Europe, love affairs, questioning the world: 
these subjects form a common thread of growing up in middle-class America and of
a young man entering the adult world, feeling and trying to understand its 
complexities, pains, and joys. An exciting and moving illumination of age and 
experience, ATOMIC FIELD is a major work by a celebrated American poet.

Nicholas Christopher (born 1951) is an American novelist, poet and critic, the author
of sixteen books: six novels, eight volumes of poetry, a critical study of film noir, and
a novel for children.
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Christopher, Nicholas. Desperate Characters: A Novella in Verse & Other Poems. 
New York. 1988. Viking Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0670823996. 99 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by Geoffrey Gove. Inventory
# 23632. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The jazzy, 70-page novelette-in-verse that comprises this
book’s title poem will strike some readers as deliciously chic, while others may find it
an insipid joke that quickly palls. Transported to Hollywood, the anonymous narrator
gets mixed up with Stella, hostess-cum-bodyguard who packs a revolver under her 
pink kimono, and with her ex-boyfriend, bighearted circus performer Rocco the 
Human Cannonball, fond of spinach and Charlie Parker saxophone riffs. Featuring a
flimsy, ridiculous plot, bizarre characters, frenzied sex and the ever-present buzz of
Los Angeles, this verse narrative burlesques Raymond Chandler’s detective fiction,
surrealist novels and classical odes. The language occasionally rises to beautiful 
heights, but the story is ultimately pointless. The remainder of the volume contains 
14 shorter verses by a poet (A SHORT HISTORY OF THE ISLAND OF 
BUTTERFLIES ) whose whimsical mix of fantasy and observation reflects an 
esthetic, distanced approach to life, whether he is observing Bowery bums or a jet-
setter. - PUBLISHERS WEEKLY.

Nicholas Christopher (born 1951) is an American novelist, poet and critic, the author
of sixteen books: six novels, eight volumes of poetry, a critical study of film noir, and
a novel for children.
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Christopher, Nicholas. Desperate Characters: A Novella in Verse & Other Poems. 
New York. 1988. Viking Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0670823996. 99 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by Geoffrey Gove. Inventory
# 30271. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The jazzy, 70-page novelette-in-verse that comprises this
book’s title poem will strike some readers as deliciously chic, while others may find it
an insipid joke that quickly palls. Transported to Hollywood, the anonymous narrator
gets mixed up with Stella, hostess-cum-bodyguard who packs a revolver under her 
pink kimono, and with her ex-boyfriend, bighearted circus performer Rocco the 
Human Cannonball, fond of spinach and Charlie Parker saxophone riffs. Featuring a
flimsy, ridiculous plot, bizarre characters, frenzied sex and the ever-present buzz of
Los Angeles, this verse narrative burlesques Raymond Chandler’s detective fiction,
surrealist novels and classical odes. The language occasionally rises to beautiful 
heights, but the story is ultimately pointless. The remainder of the volume contains 
14 shorter verses by a poet (A SHORT HISTORY OF THE ISLAND OF 
BUTTERFLIES ) whose whimsical mix of fantasy and observation reflects an 
esthetic, distanced approach to life, whether he is observing Bowery bums or a jet-
setter. - PUBLISHERS WEEKLY.

Nicholas Christopher (born 1951) is an American novelist, poet and critic, the author
of sixteen books: six novels, eight volumes of poetry, a critical study of film noir, and
a novel for children.
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Christopher, Nicholas. In the Year of the Comet: Poems. New York. 1992. Viking 
Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670839639. 83 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Michael Ian Kaye. Inventory # 12795. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - After his success with Desperate Characters ( LJ 9/1/88),
a novella-in-verse, Christopher has returned to his lyric mode, characterized by 
short, unadorned lines and lots of kinky, almost surreal detail. He likes to jazz up his
poems with ‘girls,’ who often seem to be dropped into the landscape: ‘In summer a 
girl sat/ there every afternoon/ in a yellow bikini,/ fedora, and wraparound/ 
sunglasses. ./ drinking Campari.’ ‘Girls’ also appear naked, wearing turbans, as 
comic strip characters, as lovers, as barefoot beggars, in silk pantaloons, in 
Columbus’s dreams, in red leather, raped by imperialists, and made up as Mussolini,
and Christopher’s campy way of being serious can grow tiresome. But there are 
some gems here- ‘On the Peninsula,’ for example, in which a sensuous sea floor of 
torch-lit fish and yellow crabs become ‘where our bodies, locked fast,/turn under a 
blue sheet.’-LIBRARY JOURNAL. .

Nicholas Christopher (born 1951) is an American novelist, poet and critic, the author
of sixteen books: six novels, eight volumes of poetry, a critical study of film noir, and
a novel for children.
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Christopher, Nicholas. Somewhere in the Night: Film Noir and the American Dream.
New York. 1997. Free Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684828030. 
290 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Tom Stvan. Inventory # 23388. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Starting with the classic Out of the Past, Christopher 
takes us on the grand tour of the great film noirs. With style and humor, he identifies
the genre’s central motif - ‘The city as labyrinth is key to entering the psychological 
and aesthetic framework of the film noir’ - and goes on to analyze more than three 
hundred films from 1940 to the present. Imbuing the language of film with the 
lyricism so praised in his novels, Christopher draws from his vast knowledge of 
literature to explore the genre’s numerous influences. (Although it was a French 
critic who coined the term ‘film noir,’ Christopher argues that Americans had been 
shooting films in the genre years even before the term was invented.) Citing cultural,
social, and historical influences from all over the world, he effortlessly guides us 
through the labyrinth.

Nicholas Christopher (born 1951) is an American novelist, poet and critic, the author
of sixteen books: six novels, eight volumes of poetry, a critical study of film noir, and
a novel for children.
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Christopher, Nicholas. The Creation of the Night Sky: Poems. New York. 1998. 
Harcourt Brace. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0151003440. 99 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket photo - 'Wooden Flames' by Clarence John Laughlin. Inventory #
25326. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In verses elegiac and surreal we are taken from the lush 
islands of Hawaii to the streets of Greenwich Village after midnight, from a sparsely
attended Las Vegas funeral to a children’s tea party. Whether he is describing items
lost and found or a woman drowning in a stormy sea, Christopher’s poetry is filled 
with moments of spiritual illumination that confirm his reputation as one of today’s 
most gifted poets.

Nicholas Christopher (born 1951) is an American novelist, poet and critic, the author
of sixteen books: six novels, eight volumes of poetry, a critical study of film noir, and
a novel for children.
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Christopher, Nicholas. The Soloist. New York. 1986. Viking Press. 1st Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0670809004. 306 pages. hardcover. Jacket art by Michael 
Tedesco. Inventory # 8271. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Suffering a kind of housemaid’s knee of the fingers, 
piano prodigy Max Randal stumbles over the keys trying to recover the virtuosity that
for 10 years has made him the toast of the music world and will reaffirm his position
when he plays at Carnegie Hall a few months hence. At the moment, however, he 
seems more involved with wine and women than with song; his first wife dies 
tragically, his second duns him for thousands in alimony, his third sets him up for re-
seduction, and his interim companion goes after him with a knife. In between, his 9-
going-on-19-year-old daughter Daphne is thrust upon him while her mother traipses
around Europe, disregarding Max’s need to practice undisturbed except by sex, 
speed and Scotch. His best friend, furthermore, flies off on a mysterious mission to 
(of all places) Albania, which eventually yields not only photographs never before 
revealed to the outside world, but a hitherto unknown Liszt Hungarian Rhapsody. 
There’s intrigue aplenty, along with some homey scenes of Daphne and Daddy 
cooking, and a good deal of musical name-dropping and classy partying. - 
PUBLISHERS WEEKLY.

Nicholas Christopher (born 1951) is an American novelist, poet and critic, the author
of sixteen books: six novels, eight volumes of poetry, a critical study of film noir, and
a novel for children.
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Chrusciel, Ewa. Strata. Richmond. 2018. Omnidawn. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 9781632430564. 80 pages. paperback. Inventory # 43548. 
$17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Ewa Chrusciel’s first book in English, Strata, an exile’s
memories are. at once a rapture of possession (of being possessed) and defeatingly
untotalizable. Strata is. a tumultuous revelation of how much of the past there still is,
right here in the near flight of letters, and of the burn of being in time at all, the 
difficulty of catching up with oneself in a universe that is never one, but always 
scattered. Strata is a book of concuspiscences, of combings for pleasures, yes, but
even more for the Sacred Book it wants to be. In its every line, it shows that the 
rhapsodic is the right approach to the truth about the world. —from the foreword by
Calvin Bedient. Praise for Ewa Chrusciel’s poetry: “With a wonderful insistence, 
each phrase in Ewa Chrusciel’s prose poetry can be experienced as a moment of 
transition, of what Emerson would have called a darting aim. “Whenever we visited,
my grandfather would put his chair on the road and wait,” Chrusciel writes. “Kraina 
na Bosaka. We were the apparition of deer. Pray, why chase each stalk of wounded
light?”’ —Tony Brinkley, Boston Review.

EWA CHRUSCIEL is a bilingual poet and a translator. Her two previous books in 
English (besides this reprint of Strata) are Of Annunciations and Contraband of 
Hoopoe. She has also published three books in Polish: Tobo ek, Sopi ki (2009), 
Furkot. She is an associate professor of creative writing and poetry at Colby-Sawyer
College in New Hampshire.keywords

Poetry
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Churchill, Ward. From a Native Son: Selected Essays On Indigenism, 1985-1995. 
Boston. 1995. South End Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 0896085538.
588 pages. paperback. Cover by Katherine Berney. Inventory # 23263. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This disturbing and compelling work contains illuminating
insights and provides a much-needed antidote to pervasive ignorance on Native 
American issues. In its scope and courage, From a Native Son never fails to startle
with the impact of quiet truths passionately felt and powerfully expressed.

Ward LeRoy Churchill (born October 2, 1947) is an American author and political 
activist. He was a professor of ethnic studies at the University of Colorado at 
Boulder from 1990 to 2007. The primary focus of his work is on the historical 
treatment of political dissenters and Native Americans by the United States 
government. His work features controversial and provocative views, written in a 
direct, often confrontational style.
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Churchill, Ward. Indians Are Us?: Culture and Genocide in Native North America. 
Monroe. 1994. Common Courage Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
1567510205. 382 pages. paperback. Cover by Matt Wuerker. Inventory # 40963. 
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Building on his work in Fantasies of the Master Race, 
Ward Churchill examines the relationship between culture and genocide, arguing 
with persuasive passion and rigorous research that the commercialization of 
American Indian cultures represents an insidious threat to indigenous struggles for 
sovereignty and freedom.

Ward LeRoy Churchill (born October 2, 1947) is an American author and political 
activist. He was a professor of ethnic studies at the University of Colorado at 
Boulder from 1990 to 2007. The primary focus of his work is on the historical 
treatment of political dissenters and Native Americans by the United States 
government. His work features controversial and provocative views, written in a 
direct, often confrontational style.
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Churchill, Ward. Since Predator Came: Notes from the Struggle for American Indian
Liberation. Littleton. 1995. Aigis Publications. 1st Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 
1883930030. Also Available In A Cloth Edition. 448 pages. paperback. Signed by 
the Author. Inventory # 22738. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This seminal collection of essays provides a devastating
portrait of the condition of Native America. From chronicling the genocide committed
by European invaders, to exposing the insidious means by which contemporary 
politicians and academics perpetuate the physical and cultural destruction of 
American Indians, Churchill's incisive analysis and carefully documented critique 
comprise a demand for action. These 18 essays serve as an excellent of the breadth
and depth of Churchill's scholarship. Ward Churchill (Keetoowah Cherokee) is a 
professor of American Indian studies at the University of Colorado at Boulder. A 
member of the leader-ship council of the American Indian Movement of Colorado, he
is a past national spokesperson for the Leonard Peltier Defense Committee. A 
prolific writer and lecturer, he has authored, co-authored, or edited more than 20 
books.

Ward LeRoy Churchill (born October 2, 1947) is an American author and political 
activist. He was a professor of ethnic studies at the University of Colorado at 
Boulder from 1990 to 2007. The primary focus of his work is on the historical 
treatment of political dissenters and Native Americans by the United States 
government. His work features controversial and provocative views, written in a 
direct, often confrontational style.keywords
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Churchill, Ward. Struggle For the Land: Indigenous Resistance to genocide, 
Ecocide, and Expropriation in Contemporary North America. Monroe. 1993. 
Common Courage Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 1567510000. Preface
by Winona LaDuke. A Land Rights Reader. 480 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
40993. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An important document exposing how the mechanisms 
of genocide undermine the fight for freedom. Much more than a compendium of theft
and genocide, these collected essays stand as a testament to relentless resistance,
and strength of the will to survive in the face of crushing opposition. An impassioned
call to join the struggle towards justice and the values essential for planetary 
survival: ‘. I’m proud to stand inside the heritage of native struggle. I’m proud to say 
I’m an unreconstructable indigenist. For me, there’s no other reasonable or realistic
way to look at the world. And I invite anyone who shares that viewpoint to come 
aboard, regardless of your race, creed or national origin.’ - from Struggle for the 
Land. Struggle for the Land includes essays on: Radioactive Colonization; The Black
Hills Land Struggle; The ‘Navajo-Hopi Land Dispute’; and The Water Plot: 
Hydrological Rape in Northern Canada. A crucial volume for anyone interested in 
environmental issues.

Ward LeRoy Churchill (born October 2, 1947) is an American author and political 
activist. He was a professor of ethnic studies at the University of Colorado at 
Boulder from 1990 to 2007. The primary focus of his work is on the historical 
treatment of political dissenters and Native Americans by the United States 
government. His work features controversial and provocative views, written in a 
direct, often confrontational style.
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Churchland, Patricia S. Braintrust: What Neuroscience Tells Us about Morality. 
Princeton. 2011. Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 9780691137032. 224 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 17540. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A PROVOCATIVE ACCOUNT OF HOW MORALITY 
EVOLVED. What is morality? Where does it come from? And why do most of us 
heed its call most of the time? In Braintrust, neurophilosophy pioneer Patricia 
Churchland argues that morality originates in the biology of the brain. She describes
the ‘neurobiological platform of bonding’ that, modified by evolutionary pressures 
and cultural values, has led to human styles of moral behavior. The result is a 
provocative genealogy of morals that asks us to reevaluate the priority given to 
religion, absolute rules, and pure reason in accounting for the basis of morality. 
Moral values, Churchland argues, are rooted in the family values displayed by all 
mammals—the caring for offspring. The evolved structure, processes, and chemistry
of the brain incline humans to strive not only for self-preservation but for the well-
being of allied selves—first offspring, then mates, kin, and so on, in wider and wider 
‘caring’ circles. Separation and exclusion cause pain, and the company of loved 
ones causes pleasure; responding to feelings of social pain and pleasure, brains 
adjust their circuitry to local customs. In this way, caring is apportioned, conscience
molded, and moral intuitions instilled. A key part of the story is oxytocin, an ancient 
bodyand- brain molecule that, by decreasing the stress response, allows humans to
develop the trust in one another necessary for the development of close-knit ties, 
social institutions, and morality. A major new account of what really makes us moral,
Braintrust challenges us to reconsider the origins of some of our most cherished 
values.

Patricia S. Churchland is professor emeritus of philosophy at the University of 
California, San Diego, and an adjunct professor at the Salk Institute. Her books 
include Brain-Wise and Neurophilosophy. In 1991, she was awarded a MacArthur 
Fellowship.
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Cirni, Jim. The Big Squeeze. New York. 1991. Soho Press. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 093914946x. 225 pages. hardcover. Jacket art by Jill 
Slaymaker, detail from 'Man Without a Bed'. Inventory # 18429. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - You wouldn’t think getting shot would be somebody’s 
idea of a big break, but it might just be ‘Dip’ Dippolito’s. When he takes a bullet for 
the mob boss’s kid, his luck seems to turn. THE BIG SQUEEZE is uncannily realistic
and gritty: the portrait of a tough guy in a tough corner, rendered with an authenticity
that has become Cirni’s hallmark.

Jim Cirni, a first generation Italian-American, drew inspiration for his mafia crime 
thrillers from his roots in Brooklyn, New York. Cirni served as a paratrooper in the 
82nd United States Airborne during the late 1950s and spent the following forty 
years working in public accounting, writing novels in his leisure. He passed in 2004.
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Cisneros, Sandra. Caramelo. New York. 2002. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0679435549. 447 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph Rose,
Mexico, 1926 by Edward Weston (c)1981. Center for Creative Photography, Arizona
Board of Regents. Print courtesy of Throckmorton Fine Art, NY. Jacket image: a 
flower motif detail from a Mexican retablo. Courtesy of Colonial Arts, San Francisco,
CA. Jacket design by Gabriele Wilson. Alfred A. Knopf Publisher, New York. 
Inventory # 32891. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The celebrated author of THE HOUSE ON MANGO 
STREET gives us an extraordinary new novel, told in language of blazing originality:
a multigenerational story of a Mexican-American family whose voices create a 
dazzling weave of humor, passion, and poignancy - the very stuff of life. Lala Reyes’
grandmother is descended from a family of renowned rebozo, or shawl, makers. The
striped caramelo rebozo is the most beautiful of all, and the one that makes its way, 
like the family history it has come to represent, into Lala’s possession. The novel 
opens with the Reyes’ annual car trip a caravan overflowing with children, laughter,
and quarrels from Chicago to ‘the other side’: Mexico City. It is there, each year, that
Lala hears her family’s stories, separating the truth from the ‘healthy lies’ that have 
ricocheted from one generation to the next. We travel from the Mexico City that was
the ‘Paris of the New World’ to the music-filled streets of Chicago at the dawn of the
Roaring Twenties-and, finally, to Lala’s own difficult adolescence in the not-quite-
promised land of San Antonio, Texas. CARAMELO is a romantic tale of homelands,
sometimes real, sometimes imagined. Vivid, funny, intimate, historical, it is a brilliant
work destined to become a classic: a major new novel from one of our country’s 
most beloved storytellers.

Sandra Cisneros was born in Chicago in 1954. Internationally acclaimed for her 
poetry and fiction, she has been the recipient of numerous awards, including the 
Lannan Literary Award and the American Book Award, and of fellowships from the 
National Endowment for the Arts and the MacArthur Foundation.
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Cisneros, Sandra. Loose Woman: Poems. New York. 1994. Knopf. 1st Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0679416447. 144 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 19759. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Loose Woman is a collection of love poems for the 
nonbeliever, some sheer jade and some for the jaded, a noose for the lover on the 
loose, a net for the next novio. A candid, sexy and wonderfully mood-strewn 
collection of poetry that celebrates the female aspects of love, from the reflective to 
the overtly erotic. 'Poignant, sexy. lyrical, passionate. cool and delicate. hot as a chili
pepper.' - Boston Globe.

Sandra Cisneros was born in Chicago in 1954. Internationally acclaimed for her 
poetry and fiction, she has been the recipient of numerous awards, including the 
Lannan Literary Award and the American Book Award, and of fellowships.
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Cixous, Helene. Reading With Clarice Lispector. Minneapolis. 1990. University Of 
Minnesota Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good. No Dustjacket As Issued. 
0816618283. Translated from the French by Verena Andermatt Conley. 169 pages.
hardcover. Inventory # 17277. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The pages that follow have been excerpted from Hélène
Cixous’s ongoing meditations between 1986 and 1985 on problems of reading, 
writing, difference, and related themes, including exchange and the gift, love and 
passion, poverty and riches, The texts gathered are all readings of Clarice Lispector
or, rather, readings by Cixous with Lispector in the context of seminars given at the
Université de Paris VIII-Vincennes at Saint Denis and at the College International de
Philosophie. This in part dictates the format of the texts and an ordering reflective of
Cixous’s preoccupations rather than one that would follow Lispector’s chronology as
a writer, Cixous discovers Lispector at a time when she studies questions of sexual
difference in connection with what have been called libidinal economies, that is, with
ways the body is engaged in exchanging with and finding its limits in, a social world.
Paradoxically, Cixous begins her reading of Lispector with one of the Brazilian 
writer’s later texts, Agua viva (The Stream of Life). CONTENTS: Acknowledgments;
Introduction by Verena Andermatt Conley. .

Hélène Cixous (born 5 June 1937) is a professor, French feminist writer, poet, 
playwright, philosopher, literary critic and rhetorician. She holds honorary degrees 
from Queen's University and the University of Alberta in Canada; University College
Dublin in Ireland; the University of York and University College London in the UK; 
and Georgetown University, Northwestern University, and the University of 
Wisconsin-Madison in the USA. In 2008 she was appointed as A.D. White 
Professor-at-Large at Cornell University until June 2014.
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Clair, Maxine. Rattlebone. New York. 1994. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st Printing. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0374247161. 1st Novel. 213 pages. hardcover. Jacket design 
by Debbie Glasserman. Jacket art: William H. Johnson, ‘Three Girls Playing,’ 1942. 
Inventory # 20044. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Rattlebone, a 'fictional' black community north of 
Kansas City, the smell of manure and bacon from Armour's Packing House is 
everywhere; Shady Maurice's roadhouse plays the latest jazz, the best eggs are 
sold by the Red Quanders, and gospel rules at the Strangers Rest Baptist Church. 
This is the black Midwest of the 1950s, when towns could count their white folks on
one hand - the years before the civil rights movement came along and changed 
everything. In perfectly cadenced vernacular, Maxine Clair speaks to us through the
voices of Rattlebone's citizens: October Brown, the new schoolteacher with a 
camel's walk and shoulder-padded, to-the-nines dresses; Irene Wilson, naive and 
wise, who must grapple with her parent's failing marriage as she steps eagerly into 
adulthood; and Thomas Pemberton, owner of the local rooming house, an old man
with a young heart. Sparkling with lyricism, Clair's interconnected stories celebrate 
the natural beauty of the Midwest and the dignity and vitality of these most ordinary 
lives.

MAXINE CLAIR was born and raised in Kansas City, Kansas. She has published a 
volume of poetry entitled COPING WITH GRAVITY, and her stories have appeared 
in Antietam Review, Icarus, and The Kenyon Review. She currently teaches writing
at George Washington University in Washington. D.C.keywords
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Clampitt, Amy. Archaic Figure: Poems. New York. 1987. Knopf. 1st Paperback 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 039475090x. 115 pages. paperback. Cover: Chip 
Kidd. Inventory # 31983. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ARCHAIC FIGURE, which followed WHAT THE LIGHT
WAS LIKE in 1987, continues in the vein of Clampitt's ‘idiosyncratic style,’ as William
Logan called it in the Chicago Tribune. But he added that in this volume ‘style 
occasionally lapses into mannerism: the long, sometimes wearying sentences; the 
sharp enjambments that seem a nervous mania; the vocabulary whirled through a 
Waring Blender.’ New York Times Book Review contributor Mark Rudman 
maintained, however, that the collection ‘gets better as it goes along— as it 
becomes less archaic, less mythy, less Grecian and moves into cooler climes and 
grassier realms.’ Rudman also approved of the poet's ‘spontaneity and humor; she 
is quick to react, hasty, impulsive, responsive to place - and to space.’ In the London
Sunday Times, David Profumo further praised Archaic Figure. Taking the example of
the poem ‘Hippocrene,’ the critic asserted that this work ‘demonstrates her new 
powers of economy, the sureness of her rhythmic touch and the sheer readability of
her magnificent narrative skills.’ - From The Poetry Foundaation.

Amy Clampitt (June 15, 1920 – September 10, 1994) was an American poet and 
author. She was also awarded the Guggenheim Fellowship for Creative Arts, US 
and Canada, in 1982, under the poetry category.
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Clancy-Smith, Julia A. Mediterraneans: North Africa, Europe, and the Ottoman 
Empire in an Age of Migration, c. 1800–1900. Berkeley. 2010. University of 
California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780520259232. 
446 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37742. $49.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Today labor migrants mostly move south to north across
the Mediterranean. Yet in the nineteenth century thousands of Europeans and 
others moved south to North Africa, Egypt, and the Levant. This study of a dynamic
borderland, the Tunis region, offers the fullest picture to date of the Mediterranean 
before, and during, French colonialism. In a vibrant examination of people in motion,
Julia A. Clancy- Smith tells the story of countless migrants, travelers, and 
adventurers who traversed the Mediterranean, changing it forever. Who were they?
Why did they leave home? What awaited them in North Africa? And most 
importantly, how did an Arab-Muslim state and society make room for the 
newcomers? Combining fleeting facts, tales of success and failure, and vivid 
cameos, the book gives a groundbreaking view of one of the principal ways that the
Mediterranean became modern. California World History Library, 15 A Fletcher 
Jones Foundation Humanities Book. 17 bw photographs, 2 maps.

Julia A. Clancy-Smith is Professor of History at the University of Arizona.
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Clapp, Susannah. With Chatwin: Portrait of a Writer. New York. 1997. Knopf. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679410333. 241 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket photograph by Robert Mapplethorpe. Inventory # 24282. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Susannah Clapp was Chatwin’s first editor, and she 
describes in detail her work with him on IN PATAGONIA, a book that changed the 
idea of what travel writing could be. Her account skillfully describes his life from a 
series of oblique angles. We move from his childhood through the years at 
Sotheby’s in London - years rich in the machinations of the art market - to his 
studying archaeology at the University of Edinburgh and the beginnings of his writing
at the London Sunday Times Magazine, to his travels and the six strikingly different
books that he wrote before he died of AIDS in 1989 at the age of 48. She gives us 
unique insight into how Chatwin thought and wrote and where he did it, whether in 
forts or towers, in Wales or Rajasthan, always with a Mont Blanc pen on American 
yellow legal pads, taking the material from his 85 moleskin notebooks (now in the 
Bodleian Library at Oxford), bought in a shop on the Left Bank in Paris. Clapp subtly
brings to life the writer behind the work.

Susannah Clapp (born 1949) is a British writer, who has been the theatre critic of 
The Observer since 1997 and is a contributor to the BBC's Nightwaves. An editor 
and reader at the publisher Jonathan Cape early in her career, Clapp was a founder
of the London Review of Books, where she was assistant editor. She is the author of
books about Bruce Chatwin and Angela Carter, and is the literary executor of the 
estates of both authors. In December 2013, after 14 years' involvement, Clapp 
resigned from the judging panel of the Evening Standard Theatre Awards following 
changes in the voting method of which she disapproved. Allegedly, vote rigging 
reportedly caused by the use of a secret ballot, rather than the judges making their 
case to each other as had been the previous practice.
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Clark, Alex (editor). Granta 105: Lost and Found. New York. 2009. Granta. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781929001354. Spring 2009. 256 pages. 
paperback. COVER IMAGE: Photograph by Bruce Connew of a censored page of 
National Geographic, featuring an image by Sheng Qi. IMAGES ABOVE, FROM 
TOP TO BOTTOM Wiebke Leister; Sonja Klug/Millennium Images; Mimi Mollica. 
COVER DESIGN: Lindsay Nash. Inventory # 20139. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - GRANTA 105 - Lost and Found. Contents: Jeremy 
Treglown reports on the Spanish Civil War’s restless dead; Elizabeth Pisani 
searches for truth in Tiananmen Square, twenty years later; Bruce Connew makes 
art out of a censor’s pencil; Melanie McFadyean on the disappearance of Ben 
Needham; Maurice Walsh wonders where Ireland’s priests have gone; Don 
Paterson remembers his youthful indiscretions; Craig Taylor visits the phantom 
petrol stations lining Britain’s roads; Andrew Martin takes up smoking, old-style; Rick
Gekoski is consumed by the lost lines of a genius; Fiction from A. L. Kennedy, Janet
Frame and Altán Walker; Mimi Mollica photographs road-building across the sands 
of Senegal, and Elena Baglioni observes its effect on the people of Dakar; Plus 
poetry by John Burnside and Jan Morris goes sailing in Cardigan Bay.

Alex Clark is a British literary journalist and editor who has written for The Guardian,
The Observer and the Times Literary Supplement. She also presents Front Row on
BBC Radio 4 and hosts the Vintage Podcast about books. She is Editor at Large at
Union Books and was the first female editor of Granta. Clark was a member of the 
panel of judges for Granta's Best of Young British Novelists 2003. She has judged 
many other literary prizes, including the 2008 Man Booker Prize, the Encore Award 
for best second novel and is on the advisory committee of the Folio Prize.
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Clark, Gregory. Farewell To Alms: A Brief Economic History of the World. Princeton.
2007. Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
9780691121352. 25 halftones. 78 line illus. 65 tables. 440 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 36553. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Why are some parts of the world so rich and others so 
poor? Why did the Industrial Revolution—and the unprecedented economic growth 
that came with it—occur in eighteenth-century England, and not at some other time,
or in some other place? Why didn’t industrialization make the whole world rich—and
why did it make large parts of the world even poorer? In A Farewell to Alms, Gregory
Clark tackles these profound questions and suggests a new and provocative way in
which culture—not exploitation, geography, or resources—explains the wealth, and 
the poverty, of nations. Countering the prevailing theory that the Industrial 
Revolution was sparked by the sudden development of stable political, legal, and 
economic institutions in seventeenth-century Europe, Clark shows that such 
institutions existed long before industrialization. He argues instead that these 
institutions gradually led to deep cultural changes by encouraging people to 
abandon hunter-gatherer instincts-violence, impatience, and economy of effort-and 
adopt economic habits-hard work, rationality, and education. The problem, Clark 
says, is that only societies that have long histories of settlement and security seem 
to develop the cultural characteristics and effective workforces that enable economic
growth. For the many societies that have not enjoyed long periods of stability, 
industrialization has not been a blessing. Clark also dissects the notion, championed
by Jared Diamond in Guns, Germs, and Steel, that natural endowments such as 
geography account for differences in the wealth of nations. A brilliant and sobering 
challenge to the idea that poor societies can be economically developed through 
outside intervention, A Farewell to Alms may change the way global economic 
history is understood.

Gregory Clark is chair of the economics department at the University of California, 
Davis. He has written widely about economic history.
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Clark, Lauren. Music for a Wedding. Pittsburgh. 2017. University of Pittsburgh 
Press. Uncorrected Proofs. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822964995. Pitt Poetry 
Series. 80 pages. paperback. Inventory # 42055. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Winner of the 2016 Donald Hall Prize in Poetry. This 
book is a work of intersectional feminism—it acknowledges these identities, under 
the particular auspices of grief. Clark writes about the experience of abuse from a 
place of experience rather than exploitation, giving a new voice to an old story. She
writes about an empowered mother in a long string of mothers who could not be, 
and from a place of compassion about her father, who was an addict for the majority
of her life.

Lauren Clark is a program and development coordinator at Poets House in New 
York City. She won four categories of Michigan’s five prestigious Hopwood Awards, 
including first place in the graduate poetry division. Clark is the recipient of 
scholarships from the Sewanee Writers Conference and the New York State 
Summer Writers Institute, and was awarded a Civitas Fellowship with InsideOut 
Literary Arts.
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Clark, Lauren. Music for a Wedding. Pittsburgh. 2017. University of Pittsburgh 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822964995. Pitt Poetry 
Series. 80 pages. paperback. Inventory # 43328. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Winner of the 2016 Donald Hall Prize in Poetry. This 
book is a work of intersectional feminism—it acknowledges these identities, under 
the particular auspices of grief. Clark writes about the experience of abuse from a 
place of experience rather than exploitation, giving a new voice to an old story. She
writes about an empowered mother in a long string of mothers who could not be, 
and from a place of compassion about her father, who was an addict for the majority
of her life.

Lauren Clark is a program and development coordinator at Poets House in New 
York City. She won four categories of Michigan’s five prestigious Hopwood Awards, 
including first place in the graduate poetry division. Clark is the recipient of 
scholarships from the Sewanee Writers Conference and the New York State 
Summer Writers Institute, and was awarded a Civitas Fellowship with InsideOut 
Literary Arts.
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Clark, Mary Higgins. All Through the Night : A Suspense Story. New York. Simon &
Schuster. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684856603. 171 pages.
Hardcover. Inventory # 40997. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A desperate mother. Her missing child. A stolen chalice.
With Silent Night, Mary Higgins Clark, America's own Queen of Suspense, gave her
readers their best Christmas present ever. Now, with All Through the Night, she 
once again celebrates the Christmas season with a tale of suspense that will keep 
readers turning the pages -- all through the night. At the center of the novel are two
of Mary Higgins Clark's most beloved characters, Alvirah, the lottery winner turned 
amateur sleuth, and her husband, Willy, both of them caught up in a Christmas 
mystery that calls on all of Alvirah's deductive powers, as well as Willy's world-class
common sense. The story begins when a young unmarried woman leaves her 
newborn child on the rectory doorstep at a church on the Upper West Side of 
Manhattan. At the same moment, inside the church, a young man is stealing a 
treasured artifact, a chalice adorned with a single star-shaped diamond. Both the 
infant and the chalice disappear. Seven years later, a few weeks before Christmas,
Alvirah and Willy are busy helping Willy's sister Cordelia, a nun who runs a thrift 
shop that doubles as an after-school shelter for neighborhood kids, prepare for the 
upcoming Christmas pageant. The future of the shelter is threatened, however, 
when the city condemns the building for that use, and it is further jeopardized when
a nearby brownstone to which the shelter was to be moved turns out to have been 
willed to a young couple who were tenants in the building. Alvirah refuses to believe
that the will is genuine and sets out to prove that the couple are con artists. Soon 
she is involved in the mystery of the chalice and the child. In All Through the Night,
Mary Higgins Clark has fashioned a Christmas gift for all her readers.

Mary Theresa Eleanor Higgins Clark[ (December 24, 1927 – January 31, 2020) was
an American author of suspense novels. Each of her 51 books was a bestseller in 
the United States and various European countries, and all of her novels remained in
print as of 2015, with her debut suspense novel, Where Are the Children?, in its 
seventy-fifth printing.
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Clark, Ramsey. Crime in America: Observations On Its Nature, Causes, Prevention
and Control. New York. 1970. Simon & Schuster. 1st American Edition. Very Good 
in Dustjacket. 0671204076. Introduction by Tom Wicker. 349 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Carl Smith. Inventory # 30735. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘The most revolutionary public voice in America today is 
that of Ramsey Clark. His rhetoric is by no means violent, and in political terms there
are plenty who speak more wildly, of overthrowing government and standing people
up against the wall. But no one in American life today calls as frequently or as 
eloquently for a genuine revolution in human conduct-in the way men manage their
affairs, deal with one another, and regard themselves.’ - from the Introduction by 
Tom Wicker. In this, his first book, the former Attorney General of the United States
confronts head-on perhaps the most intensely emotional and fear-charged issue of 
our domestic life-crime in America. As Attorney General, Mr. Clark was widely 
praised by law- enforcement officials and civil libertarians alike for intensifying the 
federal government’s war on crime while insistently safeguarding the rights of the 
accused. In this vitally important work, Mr. Clark spells out the facts of the problem,
diagnoses the roots of antisocial behavior in American society, and proposes the 
specific measures the nation must take if we are to banish the causes of crime 
American style. As head of the Justice Department, Mr. Clark called for the 
outlawing of wiretapping, for the end of the death penalty, and for tougher gun 
controls -positions that made him a prime target of the ‘law and order’ advocates.

William Ramsey Clark (born December 18, 1927) is an American lawyer, activist and
former federal government official. A progressive, New Frontier liberal, he occupied
senior positions in the United States Department of Justice under Presidents John F.
Kennedy and Lyndon B. Johnson, notably serving as United States Attorney 
General from 1967 to 1969; previously he was Deputy Attorney General from 1965 
to 1967 and Assistant Attorney General from 1961 to 1965.
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Clark, Ramsey. The Fire This Time: U. S. War Crimes in the Gulf. New York. 1992.
Thunder's Mouth Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 156025047x. 325 
pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by Kenneth Jarecke. Inventory # 17574. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Based on research conducted in more than 20 countries
as well as eyewitness accounts, this book refutes the misinformation disseminated 
by corporate media and government sources about U.S. involvement in Iraq. 
Descriptions of war-torn Iraq during and after Operation Desert Storm illustrate the 
effect war crimes and violations of international law had on the Iraqi people.

William Ramsey Clark (born December 18, 1927) is an American lawyer, activist and
former federal government official. A progressive, New Frontier liberal, he occupied
senior positions in the United States Department of Justice under Presidents John F.
Kennedy and Lyndon B. Johnson, notably serving as United States Attorney 
General from 1967 to 1969; previously he was Deputy Attorney General from 1965 
to 1967 and Assistant Attorney General from 1961 to 1965. As Attorney General, he
was known for his vigorous opposition to the death penalty, his aggressive support 
of civil liberties and civil rights, and his dedication in enforcing antitrust provisions. 
Clark supervised the drafting of the Voting Rights Act of 1965 and Civil Rights Act of
1968. Since leaving public office Clark has led many progressive activism 
campaigns, including opposition to the War on Terror, and he has offered legal 
defense to controversial figures such as Charles Taylor, Slobodan Milošević, 
Saddam Hussein, and Lyndon LaRouche. Clark is one of only two living members of
Johnson's Cabinet, along with Alan Boyd.keywords
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Clark, Tom. Sparrow 17: Suite. Los Angeles. 1974. Black Sparrow Press. 2nd 
Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. unpaginated. paperback. Inventory # 6900. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Sparrow appeared monthly. It printed poetry, fiction, 
essays, criticism, commentaries and reviews. Each issue presents the work of a 
single author.

Tom Clark (March 1, 1941 – August 18, 2018) was an American poet, editor and 
biographer. Clark was born on the Near West Side of Chicago, and educated at the
University of Michigan, where he received a Hopwood Award for poetry. On March 
22, 1968, he married Angelica Heinegg, at St. Mark's Church in-the-Bowery, New 
York City. As of 2013, he was living in California. Clark's final books of poetry are 
Light & Shade: New and Selected Poems (Coffee House, 2006) and Threnody 
(effing press, 2006). Clark was poetry editor of The Paris Review from 1963 to 1973,
and published numerous volumes of poetry with Black Sparrow Press, including a 
verse biography: Junkets on a Sad Planet: Scenes from the Life of John Keats 
(1994). His literary essays and reviews appeared in The New York Times, The 
Times Literary Supplement, Los Angeles Times, San Francisco Chronicle, London 
Review of Books, and many other journals. Some of his essays on contemporary 
poetry were collected in The Poetry Beat: Reviewing the Eighties. Residing in 
California for the remainder of his life, Clark was an active writer, producing poetry, 
fiction, and nonfiction. In 1991, he published a biography of Charles Olson, one of 
his poetic mentors, titled Charles Olson: The Allegory of a Poet’s Life (Norton: 
1991). On the evening of Friday, August 17, 2018, Clark was walking across a street
in Berkeley, California, not in a crosswalk, and was hit by a car at about 8:40 p.m. 
He died on the following day.
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Clark, Tom. Sparrow 27: Chicago. Los Angeles. 1974. Black Sparrow Press. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. unpaginated. paperback. Inventory # 2205. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Sparrow appeared monthly. It printed poetry, fiction, 
essays, criticism, commentaries and reviews. Each issue presents the work of a 
single author.

Tom Clark (March 1, 1941 – August 18, 2018) was an American poet, editor and 
biographer. Clark was born on the Near West Side of Chicago, and educated at the
University of Michigan, where he received a Hopwood Award for poetry. On March 
22, 1968, he married Angelica Heinegg, at St. Mark's Church in-the-Bowery, New 
York City. As of 2013, he was living in California. Clark's final books of poetry are 
Light & Shade: New and Selected Poems (Coffee House, 2006) and Threnody 
(effing press, 2006). Clark was poetry editor of The Paris Review from 1963 to 1973,
and published numerous volumes of poetry with Black Sparrow Press, including a 
verse biography: Junkets on a Sad Planet: Scenes from the Life of John Keats 
(1994). His literary essays and reviews appeared in The New York Times, The 
Times Literary Supplement, Los Angeles Times, San Francisco Chronicle, London 
Review of Books, and many other journals. Some of his essays on contemporary 
poetry were collected in The Poetry Beat: Reviewing the Eighties. Residing in 
California for the remainder of his life, Clark was an active writer, producing poetry, 
fiction, and nonfiction. In 1991, he published a biography of Charles Olson, one of 
his poetic mentors, titled Charles Olson: The Allegory of a Poet’s Life (Norton: 
1991). On the evening of Friday, August 17, 2018, Clark was walking across a street
in Berkeley, California, not in a crosswalk, and was hit by a car at about 8:40 p.m. 
He died on the following day.
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Clark, Walter Van Tilburg. The Ox-Bow Incident. New York. Signet/New American 
Library. Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0451518926. Afterword by Walter Prescott Webb. 224 pages. paperback. CE1892. 
Inventory # 38532. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is a searing study of mob justice. The story takes 
place in the Old West, but it could happen anywhere, anytime that men of action let 
their anger goad them into taking the law into their own hands. Published in 1940, 
this powerful narrative was immediately hailed as a work of art. 'The Ox - Bow 
Incident is a triumph of restraint and workmanship. The tenseness that builds and 
eddies and comes back stronger is beautifully geared to the temper of each central 
character and the shifting emotions of the mob, as doubt, anger, stubbornness, 
physical cold, pity and revulsion hold them in turn,' said Max Gissen in the New 
Republic. Ben Ray Redman described it in The Saturday Review as 'A sinewy, 
masculine tale that progressively tightens its grip on the reader.' And Clifton 
Fadiman summed up the verdict of all the critics when he called this modern classic 
'a masterpiece.'

Walter Van Tilburg Clark (August 3, 1909 — November 10, 1971) was an American
novelist, short story writer, and educator. He ranks as one of Nevada's most 
distinguished literary figures of the 20th century and is known primarily for his novels
and short stories. As a writer, he taught himself to use the familiar materials of the 
western saga to explore the human psyche and to raise deep philosophical issues.
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Clarke, Austin. Nine Men Who Laughed. New York. 1986. Penguin Books. 1st 
American Edition. Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front & Spine Slightly Faded,
Otherwise Good in Wrappers. 0140085602. 225 pages. paperback. Cover design: 
Keith Abraham. Cover illustration: Grace Channer. Author photograph: George Lum.
Inventory # 8007. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Austin Clarke has been capturing Toronto’s West Indian
community in vibrant prose for over twenty years. His writing is irresistibly appealing
- his ear for dialect, the ironic blend of humour and anger, the marvelous mixture of
political statement and sexual energy are all combined in the wonderful strut and 
swagger of his language. The stories introduce us to unforgettable characters: the 
West Indian green hornet who overzealously tickets the automobiles of politicians in
the hope of being promoted to the ‘real’ police force; the wealthy West Indian who 
deceives his wife for years as, under the guise of being a bachelor lawyer, he keeps
a fastidious daily routine of visiting five different lovers. These nine stories are a 
compelling portrait of the guilts and nostalgic dreams of outsiders caught between 
their homeland and their new land. ‘Clarke’s stories, with their calypso idiom, are as
near to poetry as prose can be.’ - Toronto Star.

Austin Ardinel Chesterfield Clarke (born July 26, 1934 in St. James, Barbados), is a
Canadian novelist, essayist and short story writer who lives in Toronto, Ontario. He 
has been called ‘Canada's first multicultural writer’.
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Clarke, Austin. When He Was Free & Young & He Used To Wear Silks. Boston. 
1973. Little Brown. 1st American Edition. Small Tear Mark On Top Corner Of Front 
Free Endpaper,Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 0316146943. 243 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by John Renfer. Inventory # 8521. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The work of Austin Clarke is ‘beautiful, comic, innovative,
spellbinding and tragic,’ a prominent critic recently wrote. ‘Clarke has a matchless 
ear for dialogue; he is a master of several idioms.’ And nowhere is that talent better
displayed than in these eleven stories. WHEN HE WAS FREE AND YOUNG AND 
HE USED TO WEAR SILKS moves effortlessly from stinging irony to lyric 
romanticism to pure comedy, exploding throughout with earthy, exuberant 
characters and the rich joy of language. Clarke carries the reader from Barbados to
Canada to the United States in such stories as: ‘One Among Them,’ in which a mild,
conservative West Indian studying meteorology at Duke University discovers that 
admiring black militants have mistaken his weather maps for revolutionary bombing
plots; ‘‘The Motor Car,’ a comic reversal of LeRoi Jones’s DUTCHMAN, in which a 
Barbadian working in a Toronto car wash finds himself behind the wheel of a big car
with a fast and easy Canadian white woman by his side; and ‘An Easter Carol,’ a 
beautiful, poignant story set in Barbados about what happens to a young boy who is
forced by his mother into a new Easter suit with painfully ill-fitting shoes, told not to 
swear, and sent to the Easter service at the pristine Anglican church. In all of these 
stories, Clarke comically, tragically explores the repercussions when different 
cultures meet, and at the same time transcends the question of color by making the
reader see his characters and situations in true human dimensions. His stories are 
brilliantly, lovingly crafted and a delight to read.

Austin Ardinel Chesterfield Clarke (born July 26, 1934 in St. James, Barbados), is a
Canadian novelist, essayist and short story writer who lives in Toronto, Ontario. He 
has been called ‘Canada's first multicultural writer’.
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Clarke, Brock. The Ordinary White Boy. New York. 2001. Harcourt. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0151008108. 257 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Vaughn Andrews. Inventory # 38084. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Endearing, infuriating, and utterly irresistible, Lamar 
Kerry is a twenty-seven-year-old Ordinary White Boy. He wears khaki pants, work 
boots, and flannel shirts; dances like Mick Jagger when he dances at all (only when
drunk); and when in doubt, he reaches for a beer. His father sent him to college 
expecting him to become extraordinary, but Lamar returned home a bright, cocky, 
over-educated, middle-class boy adrift in a depressed, comatose, working-class 
town. Now the town's only Hispanic is missing and feared dead, Lamar's mother is 
enfeebled by MS, and both his girlfriend and his father are tired of being 
disappointed in him. Can Lamar turn himself into a professor of ‘racist remediation’ 
and save the soul of his town? Can he stop hiding out in his ordinariness and do 
what is right by his father, his mother, his girlfriend, and himself? Can this ordinary 
white boy finally become a man? With a character both unforgettably unique yet 
universal, in a voice both tender and biting, Clarke mixes subtle social criticism with 
laugh-out-loud funny observations and introduces to literature the ordinary white boy
in all of us.

Brock Clarke received his Ph.D. in English from the University of Rochester and is 
an assistant professor of creative writing at the University of Cincinnati. His books 
have been widely reviewed and his short-story collection What We Won't Do won 
the Mary McCarthy Prize in Short Fiction. He lives with his wife and son in 
Cincinnati, Ohio.
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Clarke, John Henrik (associate editor). Freedomways. New York. 1968. 
Freedomways. Magazine. Very Good in Wrappers. 89 pages. paperback. Vol.8, 
No.3. Inventory # 37710. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Contains work by John Henry Jones, Leroy D. Clark, 
Alice Walker (THE DIARY OF AN AFRICAN NUN - A SHORT STORY), Ossie 
Davis, Lloyd T. Delany, W. E. B. Du Bois, Robert S. Browne, Hollis R. Lynch, Major
Wright, Loyle Hairston, Miles M. Jackson Jr., Oakley C. Johnson, Jo Hudson, & 
Ernest Kaiser.

John Henrik Clarke (born John Henry Clark, January 1, 1915 – July 16, 1998), was a
Pan-Africanist American-African writer, historian, professor, and a pioneer in the 
creation of Africana studies and professional institutions in academia starting in the 
late 1960s.
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Clarke, Terence. The King of Rumah Nadai. San Francisco. 1994. Mercury House. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1562790609. 193 pages. hardcover.
Signed by the Author. Jacket illustration by Mark Johnson. Inventory # 31816. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Dan Collins, chief of the Agency for International 
Development in western Borneo, is a man caught in conflict between two cultures. 
On orders to retrieve a State Department employee from the upper reaches of the 
Baleh River, he discovers an enthralling world cloaked by the lush veil of the jungle.
Instead of bringing his colleague back, he retreats into the uncharted wilderness. 
There Collins finds the longhouse of Nadai. Peopled by native Ibans, Rumah Nadai
soon becomes his home, and he forges a kinship with Bawang, the tribal headman,
and Chiang, a Chinese man living among the Ibans. He learns the Iban ways and 
how to live in union with a nature that is both life-giving and life-threatening. Looming
large in his consciousness however, are the responsibilities he has left behind. In a 
terrifying confrontation in the jungle night - as loggers threaten the jungle forests - 
Collins must choose between loyalty to the Ibans and the values of his native 
culture. In THE KING OF RUMAH NADAI, Clarke paints a rich portrait of one man’s
struggle with clashing cultures and deep inner conflict on the path to self-knowledge.

Terence Clarke is the director of publishing at Astor & Lenox (www.astorandlenox.
com). He is also a novelist (Mercury House, Ballantine Books), a short-story writer 
(The Yale Review, The Antioch Review,The Chariton Review, Tampa Review, 
Kindle Singles and many others), a journalist (San Francisco Chronicle, Salon.com,
Huffington Post), and a translator of literature from Spanish to English. Among his 
favorite authors, he mentions Jane Austen, Frank O'Connor, and Eduardo Galeano.
(His absolute favorite novel is Pride and Prejudice.) His own novels include The 
Notorious Dream of Jesús Lázaro, My Father in the Night, The King of Rumah 
Nadai, and A Kiss for Señor Guevara. His short-story collections include The Day 
Nothing Happened, Little Bridget and the Flames of Hell, and New York. His latest 
novel, When Clara Was Twelve, was published on April 15, 2020.
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Claus, Hugo. Desire. New York. 1997. Viking Press. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0670867462. Translated from the Dutch by Stacey Knecht. 211
pages. hardcover. Cover: Martin Ogolter/Ellen von Unwerth. Inventory # 24689. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Jake and Michel are two rogues with respective hearts of
gold. Their desire for booze and betting entitles them to front-row stools at the 
Unicorn, the local tavern in their Belgian village. But one morning they are overcome
by more urgent desires, needs that can’t be fulfilled in the Unicorn. And so they head
for the promised land of silk and money: Las Vegas. It doesn’t take long before that
animal called desire rears its ugly head on both sides of the Atlantic, resulting in 
horrible acts - both damning, and sending shock waves across two worlds. Two 
forms of desire go afoul of each other, revealing the dark menace lurking behind the
facade of glitter and glamour in the New World, of friendship and innocence in the 
Old World. Commenting on the turmoil at the Unicorn and on Jake and Michel’s hell-
raising in the gambling casinos and nightclubs is the ghost of larger-than-life 
Rickabone: card shark, layabout, wayfarer, ne’er-do-well, barroom sage.

Hugo Maurice Julien Claus (5 April 1929 – 19 March 2008) was a leading Belgian 
author who published under his own name as well as various pseudonyms. Claus' 
literary contributions spanned the genres of drama, the novel, and poetry; he also 
left a legacy as a painter and film director. He wrote primarily in Dutch, although he 
also wrote some poetry in English. His death by euthanasia, which is legal in 
Belgium, led to considerable controversy.
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Claus, Hugo. Greetings: Selected Poems. Orlando. 2004. Harcourt. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0151009007. Translated from the Dutch by John 
Irons. 131 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by Massimo Mastrorillo. Inventory #
35730. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The first English-language collection of poems by this 
major Flemish writer, Greetings contains work from more than six decades of Hugo
Claus's career. Uncompromising and irreverent, Claus writes about postwar politics
and society, about race and class, love and sex, art and literature. This volume is 
sure to appeal to anyone interested in the avant-garde of the last half-century-and to
anyone interested in poetry that continues to be provocative, pertinent, and 
compelling. Year of atrocities, year of cathode-ray tube and stock market report, / 
Year of milk and honey if you're asleep, / Year that sticks in your stomach if you're 
awake, / Sweet year, good year for sleepwalkers. / Year that freezes the smile. / It 
was in that year I went to live in a village / with books, a wife and a child / who grows
/ while I talk about the tigers in the East. - F R O M ' 1 9 6 5.'

HUGO CLAUS is the author of numerous plays, essays, books of poetry, and 
novels. He was awarded the Netherlands' most prestigious literary award for his 
poetry. He has also written, directed, and acted in many films and lives in Antwerp.
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Claus, Hugo. The Swordfish. London. 1996. Peter Owen. 1st British Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0720609852. Translated from the Flemish by Ruth Levitt. 104 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 33842. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - During the course of an idyllic summer’s day in the 
country, a senseless crime in committed. In its wake, fantasies and passions, desire
and loss unite the destinies of the villagers. Most affected is young Martin: his fertile
imagination inspires him to identify now with the swordfish - terror of the seas - now
with Clint Eastwood, but above all with Jesus Christ.

Hugo Maurice Julien Claus (5 April 1929 – 19 March 2008) was a leading Belgian 
author who published under his own name as well as various pseudonyms. Claus' 
literary contributions spanned the genres of drama, the novel, and poetry; he also 
left a legacy as a painter and film director. He wrote primarily in Dutch, although he 
also wrote some poetry in English. His death by euthanasia, which is legal in 
Belgium, led to considerable controversy.
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Clausen, Lowen. First Avenue. Seattle. 1999. Watershed Books. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0966991907. 352 pages. hardcover. Signed by the
Author. Jacket photograph by Mel Curtis. Inventory # 28318. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When novelist Lowen Clausen first began writing First 
Avenue, ‘there was no distance between the street and me.’ Having once been a 
seasoned beat cop in the waterfront city, Clausen creates a convincing portrait of 
Sam, who can’t get the image of the dead baby out of his mind and who can no 
longer ‘sweat out’ the streets in his daily kayak trek home. During Sam’s dogged 
investigation emerge other intriguing people in Sam’s life-his beautiful neighbor 
Georgia; Sam’s friend Silve, the restaurant owner in the Pike Place Market; and the
mysterious young Alaska Native girl, Maria.

Lowen Clausen worked as a police officer on the Seattle force for 13 years, 
beginning in the early 1970s. During those same years, he studied literature and 
writing at the University of Washington and went on to become a businessman in 
Seattle’s Ballard district. He divides his time between Nebraska and Seattle.
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Cleaver, Eldridge. Post-Prison Writings & Speeches. New York. 1969. 
Vintage/Ramparts. Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Edited and With An 
Introduction by Robert Scheer. 211 pages. paperback. V-567. Cover design by 
Nicole De Jurenev. Inventory # 28711. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘In this astonishing collection of his post-prison writings 
and speeches, exquisitely edited by Robert Scheer, Cleaver in freedom has 
visualized clearly and precisely the trees, as well as the forest. ‘The Decline of the 
Black Muslims’ and ‘The Death of Martin Luther King: Requiem for Nonviolence,’ are
essays on two approaches to the racial problem that Cleaver asserts are ‘played 
out.’ ‘Open letter to Ronald Reagan,’ written in May, 1968, after Cleaver was 
arrested for violation of parole, denies the charges brought against him and asserts 
that he was, in fact, a ‘political prisoner.’ The black revolutionary theme is discussed
in ‘Psychology: The Black Bible,’ an evaluation of Frantz Fanon’s The Wretched of 
the Earth, and in ‘The Land Question and Black Liberation,’ an essay on black 
power activism vs. the land-acquisition policy of Marcus Garvey and the Black 
Muslims. ‘After reading this urgently important book, no one should fail to realize 
how accurately Cleaver pinpoints the American malaise and its relationship to 
current world affairs—or just how remarkable a man he is, or how valuable.’ - 
Lindsay Patterson, The New York Times Book Review.

Eldridge Cleaver (August 31, 1935 – May 1, 1998) was a leading member of the 
Black Panther Party, a convict, and a writer. His most famous book is SOUL ON 
ICE, a collection of essays praised by The New York Times Book Review at the time
of its publication. Cleaver was a prominent member of the Black Panthers, having 
the titles Minister of Information, and Head of the International Section of the 
Panthers while in exile in Cuba and Algeria. As editor of the official Panther's 
newspaper, Cleaver's influence on the direction of the Party was rivaled only by 
founders Huey P. Newton and Bobby Seale. Cleaver and Newton eventually fell out
with each other, resulting in a split which weakened the Party. He later turned to the
right, becoming a LDS church member and a Republican Party member.
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Cleese, John and Booth, Connie. The Complete Fawlty Towers. New York. 1989. 
Pantheon Books. 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0679721274. 333 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 11651. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - What did Basil Fawlty fail to avoid mentioning? Why did
Sybil keep snagging her cardies? Where was Polly on the night of the great wedding
anniversary disaster? And what is the Spanish word for donkey ?The answer to all 
these questions can be found in this, the complete and unexpurgated scripts of 
Fawlty Towers ,the most celebrated Brit-com of all time, and the show was voted the
top UK television series ever by the British Film Institute. The snobbish, manic Basil.
his over-coiffeured, domineering wife Sybil.the hopeless but ever-hopeful waiter 
Manuel.the calm and capable Polly.and of course the steady stream of abused 
guests,all live again in the pages of The Complete Fawlty Towers. Gahan Wilson in 
the New York Times has called John Cleese arguably one of the funniest people 
now living. And as one British periodical ( Literary Review ) put it, the book is 
superbly well written. If you re on a bus and can t see Basil Fawlty thrashing his car
with a large branch, it is some compensation to read it happening. Or as one 
anonymous fan put it on-line: Yes, it s all here, all the comedy, the frustration, the 
dead body, even the rat.

John Marwood Cleese (born 27 October 1939) is an English actor, voice actor, 
screenwriter, producer, and comedian. He achieved success at the Edinburgh 
Festival Fringe and as a scriptwriter and performer on The Frost Report. In the late 
1960s, he co-founded Monty Python, the comedy troupe responsible for the sketch 
show Monty Python's Flying Circus and the four Monty Python films. Constance 
"Connie" Booth (born 1944) is an American-born writer, actress, comedienne and 
psychotherapist based in Britain. She is known for appearances on British television
and particularly for her portrayal of Polly Sherman in the popular 1970s television 
show Fawlty Towers, which she co-wrote with her then-husband John Cleese. For 
30 years Booth declined to talk about Fawlty Towers until she agreed to participate 
in a documentary about the series for the digital channel Gold in 2009.
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Clements, Alan. Burma: The Next Killing Fields?. Berkeley. 1992. Odonian Press. 
1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 1878825216. Foreword by The Dalai Lama. 95
pages. paperback. Inventory # 17073. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This emotionally gripping book tells the story of Burma's
struggle for independence and democracy, based on interviews with hundreds of 
Burmese from ordinary citizens to freedom fighters in the jungle.

Boston born Alan Clements, after dropping out of the University of Virginia in his 
second year, went to the East and become one of the first Westerners to ordain as a
Buddhist monk in Myanmar (formerly known as Burma). In 1988, he integrated into 
his classical Buddhist training a political awareness that included global human 
rights, environmental sanity, democracy and the preciousness of everyday freedom.
As an investigative journalist Alan has lived in some of the most highly volatile areas
of the world. In the jungles of Burma, in 1990, he was one of the first eye-witnesses 
to document the mass oppression of ethnic minorities by Burma’s military.
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Clinton, Catherine. Fanny Kemble's Civil Wars: The Story of America's Most Unlikely
Abolitionist. New York. 2000. Simon & Schuster. 1st American Edition. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 0684844141. 303 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Kai Chu. 
Inventory # 28147. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A British stage star turned Georgia plantation mistress, 
Fanny Kemble is perhaps best remembered as a critic of slavery-and an influential 
opponent of this institution during the years leading up to the Civil War. By the mid
-1830s, American society was firmly in the grip of Kemble’s celebrity as an actress-
young ladies adopted ‘Fanny Kemble curls,’ a tulip was named in her honor, and 
lecture attendance at Harvard fell so sharply on afternoons of Kemble’s matinees 
that professors threatened to cancel classes. Catherine Clinton’s insightful 
biography chronicles these early portraits of Fanny’s life and shows how her role in 
society changed drastically after her bitter and short-lived marriage to the heir of a 
Georgia plantation owner, whom she derisively called her ‘lord and master.’ We 
witness the publication of Journal of a Residence on a Georgia Plantation, in which
Kemble hauntingly records the ‘simple horror’ and misery she saw among the 
slaves. The raw power of her words made for an influential anti-slavery tract, which 
swayed European sentiment toward the Union cause. The book was embraced by 
Northern critics as ‘a permanent and most valuable chapter in our history’ (Atlantic 
Monthly Press). In FANNY KEMBLE’S CIVIL WARS, Catherine Clinton reveals how
one woman’s life reflected in microcosm the public battles-over slavery, the role of 
women, and sectionalism-that fueled our nation’s greatest conflict and have 
permanently marked our history.

Catherine Clinton is the Denman Professor of American History at the University of
Texas at San Antonio. She specializes in American History, with an emphasis on the
history of the South, the American Civil War, American women, and African 
American history.
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Clitandre, Pierre. Cathedral of the August Heat. Columbia. 1987. Readers 
International. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 
093052330x. Translated from the Haitian French by Bridget Jones. 161 pages. 
hardcover. Cover art: Haitian mural.Design by Jan Brychta. Inventory # 12139. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - First published in Haiti in 1979, first novel by Pierre 
Clitandre, August Cathedral was published in Paris in 1982 and translated into 
English in 1987 as.Cathedral of the August Heat. This Haitian French novel is a 
modern classic reflecting the kaleidoscope of Haitian life and the struggle of the very
poorest people of the Americas that still goes on today. The vibrant action of the 
novel leads towards the August Feast of the Assumption of our Lady, a date of 
symbolic importance not only in religious terms but also politically as the first day of 
the uprising in 1791 that led to the establishment of the world's first independent 
black republic and the first society to abolish slavery after the French Revolution. 
This key date lies behind Pierre Clitandre's dynamic, colorful and unforgettable 
portrait of Haiti's shantytown dwellers brought to the brink of rebellion.

Journalist, painter and novelist, Pierre Clitandre was born on March 20, 1954 in 
Port-au-Prince, Haiti. He studied painting at the Academy of Fine Arts from 1974 to
1977 and continued his studies at the Faculty of Ethnology until 1979. As a cultural 
journalist, he contributed to the Haitian newspapers: Le Nouvelliste , Le Matin and 
Le Petit. He has also been a columnist for Radio Haiti Inter, and for two years 
worked with Radio Plus on programs in culture and archeology, ethnology and 
urbanism. After returning to Haiti in 1996, Pierre Clitandre took possession of his 
family home and transformed it into a community library, The Bibliothèque du Soleil,
which opened on July 29, 2005. Here Clitandre created a public space with book 
shelves and an art gallery, giving a new cultural life to the Carrefour-Feuilles 
neighborhood in Port-au-Prince.
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Clotfelter, Charles T. After Brown: The Rise and Retreat of School Desegregation. 
Princeton. 2004. Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0691119112. Co-winner of the 2005 Gladys M. Kammerer Award, 
American Political Science Association, Brown v. Board of Education--50th 
Anniversary. 216 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 34911. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The United States Supreme Court’s 1954 landmark 
decision, Brown v. Board of Education, set into motion a process of desegregation 
that would eventually transform American public schools. This book provides a 
comprehensive and up-to-date assessment of how Brown’s most visible effect—
contact between students of different racial groups—has changed over the fifty 
years since the decision. Using both published and unpublished data on school 
enrollments from across the country, Charles Clotfelter uses measures of interracial
contact, racial isolation, and segregation to chronicle the changes. He goes beyond
previous studies by drawing on heretofore unanalyzed enrollment data covering the 
first decade after Brown, calculating segregation for metropolitan areas rather than 
just school districts, accounting for private schools, presenting recent information on
segregation within schools, and measuring segregation in college enrollment. Two 
main conclusions emerge. First, interracial contact in American schools and colleges
increased markedly over the period, with the most dramatic changes occurring in the
previously segregated South. Second, despite this change, four main factors 
prevented even larger increases: white reluctance to accept racially mixed schools, 
the multiplicity of options for avoiding such schools, the willingness of local officials 
to accommodate the wishes of reluctant whites, and the eventual loss of will on the 
part of those who had been the strongest protagonists in the push for desegregation.

Charles T. Clotfelter is Z. Smith Reynolds Professor of Public Policy and Professor 
of Economics and Law at Duke University. He is also a Research Associate of the 
National Bureau of Economic Research. His books include Buying the Best: Cost 
Escalation in Elite Higher Education (Princeton).
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Clover, Joshua. Matrix. London. 2004. British Film Institute. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Wrappers. 1844570452. BFI Modern Classic. 96 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 35941. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Matrix (1999) was a true end-of-the-millennium 
movie, a statement of the American Zeitgeist, and a prognosis for the future of big-
budget Hollywood filmmaking. Starring Keanu Reeves as Neo, a computer 
programmer transformed into a messianic freedom fighter, The Matrix blends 
science fiction with conspiracy thriller conventions and outlandish martial arts 
created with groundbreaking digital techniques. A box-office triumph, the film was no
populist confection: its blatant allusions to highbrow contemporary philosophy added
to its appeal as a mystery to be decoded. Joshua Clover undertakes the task of 
decoding the film. Examining The Matrix’s digital effects and how they were 
achieved, he shows how the film represents a melding of cinema and video games 
(the greatest commercial threat to have faced Hollywood since the advent of 
television) and achieves a hybrid kind of immersive entertainment. He also unpacks
the movie’s references to philosophy, showing how The Matrix ultimately expresses
the crisis American culture faced at the end of the 1990s.

Joshua Clover (born December 30, 1962), author of award-winning book of poetry 
Madonna anno domini (1996) and many other works, is Associate Professor of 
Poetry and Poetics at the University of California, Davis. He writes on art and politics
for the Village Voice.
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Coates, Clive, M. W. Wines of Burgundy. Berkeley. 2008. University Of California 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780520250505. 39 color 
maps. 896 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36342. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ten years after the publication of the highly acclaimed, 
award-winning Côte D’Or: A Celebration of the Great Wines of Burgundy, the Bible 
of Burgundy, Clive Coates now offers this thoroughly revised and updated sequel. 
This long-awaited work details all the major vintages from 2006 back to 1959 and 
includes thousands of recent tasting notes of the top wines. All-new chapters on 
Chablis and Côte Chalonnaise replace the previous volume’s domaine profiles. 
Coates, a Master of Wine who has spent much of the last thirty years in Burgundy, 
considers it to be the most exciting, complex, and intractable wine region in the 
world, and the one most likely to yield fine wines of elegance and finesse. This book
is an indispensable guide for amateur and professional alike by one of the world’s 
leading wine experts, writing with his habitual expertise, lucidity, and unequaled 
firsthand knowledge.

Clive Coates, MW (Master of Wine), is a renowned wine writer. His fine wine 
magazine, The Vine, was published from 1984 to 2005. His books include Grands 
Vins: The Finest Châteaux of Bordeaux and Their Wine, An Encyclopedia of the 
Wines and Domaines of France, and The Wines of Bordeaux (all from UC Press).
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Cobb, Linda C. Talking Dirty With the Queen of Clean. [no place]. Win Holder. Self-
Published Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 1893048020. 127 pages. Paperback. 
Inventory # 41023. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This book on how to clean EVERYTHING is the #1 best-
selling paperback trade book in the country, according to Publishers Weekly, and 
also occupies the #1 How-To spot on the New York Times list. Linda Cobb 
dispenses expert pithy advice on how to clean everything, from your grill to your 
CDs, using ordinary household cleaning items. Learn how to disinfect your bread 
board and your telephone receiver!

Linda Cobb (born ca. 1950) is an American writer and columnist who is known as 
the Queen of Clean. She is known for humor in her writing which focuses on difficult
cleaning problems and cleaning solutions which use everyday or inexpensive items 
like tea bags and Tang. She is also a featured guest on radio and television shows 
in the United States.
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Cobb, Richard. French and Germans, Germans and French: A Personal 
Interpretation of France under Two Occupations, 1914–1918/1940–1944. Hanover.
2018. University Press of New England. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 9781512603378. 5 x 8. The Tauber Institute Series for the Study of 
European Jewry. 222 pages. paperback. Inventory # 43932. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The noted historian Richard Cobb presents an engaging
synthesis of research, combined with highly original observations and analyses of 
the war years in France. The reader is given access to a unique private chronicle of 
the relations between occupants and occupés, which provides the “I was there” 
understanding that is a hallmark of Cobb’s well-known ability to humanize history. 
The author characterizes this work as “an essay in interpretation and imagination, an
evocation drawing heavily on literary, or semi-literary, sources and even on 
autobiography, rather than a straight piece of history. The book is about people, 
individuals, rather than about institutions and administration.” A recognized classic is
now back in print.

Richard Cobb, a professor of modern history at the University of Oxford, was 
regarded as one of the foremost historians of France. His numerous books have 
wielded a profound influence on the direction of French historiography. back in print
A unique chronicle of the relations between the occupiers and the occupied.
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Cockburn, Alexander and St. Clair, Jeffrey. Al Gore: A User's Manual. New York. 
2000. Verso. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1859848036. 240 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 28222. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - What's his real political record? This is the first unsparing
look at the man whom his parents raised from birth to be president of the United 
States. Inside these pages, you will find: How Al Gore and his father got on the 
payroll of one of America's most ruthless tycoons, Armand Hammer; How Al Gore 
has relentlessly exploited his sister's death and son's accident for personal political 
advantage; How Al Gore violated the most basic journalistic ethics by helping the 
cops run a sting operation on a black politician in Nashville; How Al Gore played 
midwife to the MX missile; How Al Gore became a soul brother of Newt Gingrich; 
How Al Gore race-baited Jesse Jackson and introduced George Bush to Willie 
Horton; How Al Gore shopped his vote in support of the Gulf War to get prime-time 
coverage for his speech; How Al Gore pushed Clinton into destroying the New Deal;
How Al Gore plotted to stop Democrats from recapturing Congress in 1996 in order 
to keep his rival Dick Gephard from becoming Speaker of the House; How Al Gore 
leached campaign from nearly every corporate lobbyist in DC, and broke pledge 
after pledge to protect the environment.

Alexander Claud Cockburn (6 June 1941 – 21 July 2012) was an Irish American 
political journalist and writer. Cockburn was brought up by British parents in Ireland
but had lived and worked in the United States since 1972. Together with Jeffrey St.
Clair, he edited the political newsletter CounterPunch. Jeffrey St. Clair (born 1959) is
an investigative journalist, writer, and editor.
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Cockburn, Alexander. Corruptions of Empire: Life Studies & the Reagan Era. 
London. 1987. Verso. 1st British Edition. Top Corners Bumped, Otherwise Very 
Good in Worn Dustjacket. 0860911764. 480 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 9404. 
$17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Revolution’ was the term used to characterize Ronald 
Reagan’s election victory in 1980. and in that singular corruption of an honest word,
Reaganism beheld its triumph. For American politics in the years since have 
experienced no sweeping, fundamental transformation; what has changed 
dramatically is the way in which those politics are seen and discussed, beginning 
with an official vocabulary that equates criminals with patriots, rapists with freedom 
fighters, condiments with vegetables, that inflates the desperate violence of the 
powerless and names it terrorism, straight through to the sanctioned opinion that 
equivocates in the face of this mush and calls itself journalism. Alexander Cockburn,
whose writing collected here marks a period from the first glimmerings of the 
Reagan era, in 1976, to the present, commands attention for the integrity of his 
language and the insistence of his arguments. But it is primarily a way of seeing that
sets him apart from any journalist writing in America today. It is a way of looking at 
things critically, in defiance of the exploiter, the despoiler, the brute, but without 
Cynicism—indeed with a touch of the romantic and a passionate faith in the forces 
of justice. It blends the personal, the comical and the political, never shortchanges 
the dialectical and is entirely without pretensions to objectivity. At one level an 
account of a journalist’s education, at another a memoir of the Reagan era, 
examining cultural developments from fashions in food to the ‘demonization’ of 
Qaddafi and political developments from the economy of greed to the vicious 
campaign to subdue Central America, Corruptions of Empire is also a counter to that
earliest triumph of Reaganism, for it enlists the honest word in the service of 
enlightenment.

Alexander Claud Cockburn (6 June 1941 – 21 July 2012) was an Irish American 
political journalist and writer. Cockburn was brought up by British parents in Ireland
but had lived and worked in the United States since 1972. Together with Jeffrey St.
Clair, he edited the political newsletter CounterPunch.
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Cockburn, Alexander. The Golden Age Is in Us: Journeys and Encounters. New 
York/London. 1995. Verso. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0860914348. 434 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Deborah Thomas. Inventory # 35088. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is a diary, a dossier of a radical’s working life and 
circumstances among some of the most momentous years of the century. Its pages
echo with the crash of rubble, of the old regimes of the Soviet Union and Eastern 
Europe, of the illusions of the post-Cold War West, of physical landscapes in 
upheaval.

Alexander Claud Cockburn (6 June 1941 – 21 July 2012) was an Irish American 
political journalist and writer. Cockburn was brought up by British parents in Ireland
but had lived and worked in the United States since 1972. Together with Jeffrey St.
Clair, he edited the political newsletter CounterPunch. Cockburn also wrote the 'Beat
the Devil' column for The Nation as well as one for The Week in London, syndicated
by Creators Syndicate.
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Cockburn, Leslie. Looking For Trouble: One Woman, Six Wars, and a Revolution. 
New York. 1998. Anchor Books/Doubleday. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0385483198. 274 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph from the 
author’s collection. Jacket design by Jean Traina. Inventory # 24838. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Leslie Cockburn has dined with the Cali Cartel, marched
with the Khmer Rouge, hunted down the Black Turban in Afghanistan, pursued the
Russian mafia to the Arctic Circle, shared pomegranate sauce with the ayatollahs, 
and stopped a small Kurdish war, but she has never told these stories in a book. 
until now. Cockburn was one of the first women to break into the tight fraternity of 
combat and Third World reporters when she began work at the London bureau of 
NBC News in 1976 - where successful news gathering required ‘unorthodox tactics,
stamina, and for best results, a criminal mind.’ By the time she moved to CBS’s 60
Minutes, Cockburn had interviewed Muammar Qaddafi and Margaret Thatcher, been
arrested as a spy in Gambia, and effectively eliminated whatever doubts her 
colleagues might have had about a woman’s ability to tackle the news business’s 
most dangerous assignments. A mother of three who has made a career of breaking
down barriers, Leslie Cockburn has exposed the tobacco lobby in Washington and 
human rights violations in Cambodia, and her impact on foreign and domestic policy
has bent as powerful as her impact on the right and prerogatives of working women.
In an industry in which, as late 1973, women had to lobby to wear trousers to work,
Leslie Cockburn was determined to combine a strong family life with a strong 
professional life, sacrificing neither. With a cast of generals, drug lords, rock stars, 
and kings, LOOKING FOR TROUBLE is the incredible story of a career that has 
spanned the history-making news events of the last two decades.

LESLIE COCKBURN is a contributing editor for Vanity Fair. She has produced and 
directed two dozen documentaries covering wars for CBS and ABC News, and was
a correspondent for PBS’s Frontline. She has won numerous awards for her 
journalism, including an Emmy and a National press Club Award.
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Cockburn, Leslie. Out of Control. New York. 1987. Atlantic Monthly Press. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0871131692. 287 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Murray Greenfield. Inventory # 24418. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the fall and winter of 1986 the American people 
learned that their government had secretly financed and directed a war in Central 
America at a time when it was barred from doing so. The official investigations have
concentrated on the authority for and the legality of this activity. But equally 
important are questions of who was actually fighting this war and what they were 
actually doing. OUT OF CONTROL supplies the answer. Leslie Cockburn has been 
following the trail of Lieut. Col. Oliver North and his secret army since 1984 as a 
producer for CBS News. In the course of innumerable trips to Central America and 
elsewhere, she found the foot soldiers of this secret army and the men who 
controlled them. They told of an arms pipeline running directly from the United 
States to the front lines of the contra war. They told of a contra leadership more 
interested in their own personal welfare than in fighting the war. They told of plots to
provoke direct United States military intervention in Nicaragua. They told of secret 
meetings to plan assassinations. Most shockingly of all, members of the net- work 
laid out the intimate connection between the secret army and narcotics, and how the
very same people had been simultaneously shipping arms, shipping drugs, and 
receiving subsidies of United States taxpayers money. The American people did not
know about these activities. American government agencies did know, and strove to
prevent the facts from being revealed. OUT OF CONTROL tells how people risked 
careers, liberty and their lives to try to reveal the truth. Some of these people paid a
bitter price, abandoned by superiors who found their knowledge inconvenient and 
embarrassing. At least one of them paid the ultimate price. As the story moves 
between the jungles of Central America, the Miami underworld, and Washington, D.
C., we learn for the first time the extraordinary details of the Reagan administration’s
secret war in Nicaragua.

LESLIE COCKBURN is a contributing editor for Vanity Fair. She has produced and 
directed two dozen documentaries covering wars for CBS and ABC News, and was
a correspondent for PBS’s Frontline. She has won numerous awards for her 
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Cocker, Mark. Rivers of Blood, Rivers of Gold: Europe's Conquest of Indigenous 
Peoples. New York. 2000. Grove Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0802116663. 432 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 27843. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The past five centuries have witnessed a shocking series
of confrontations between European nations and millions of indigenous peoples, and
these cultural encounters still resonate strongly to this day. Rivers of Blood, Rivers 
of Gold is an essential book for understanding the true impact of imperialism. 
Beautifully and passionately written, it provides a judicious and exhaustively 
researched indictment of European exploitation. Focusing on four collisions between
Europeans and indigenous cultures - the conquest of Mexico, the British onslaught 
on the Tasmanian Aborigines, the uprooting of the Apaches, and the German 
campaign against the tribes of Southwest Africa - Mark Cocker illuminates the 
fundamental experiences that underlay the colonial experience around the globe. 
Beyond making a persuasive - and balanced - case against colonialism, Cocker also
sustains a riveting, often harrowing story. Rivers of Blood, Rivers of Gold is narrative
history in its most impressive form - engaging, accessible, and thought provoking.

Mark Cocker is a British author and naturalist. He lives and works deep in the 
Norfolk countryside with his wife, Mary Muir, and two daughters in Claxton. All of his
eight books have dealt with modern responses to the wild, whether found in 
landscape, human societies or in other species. Cocker has written extensively for 
British newspapers and magazines including The Guardian, The Daily Telegraph, 
The Times, The Independent and BBC Wildlife. He has written a regular 'Country 
Diary' column in the Guardian since 1988 and a wildlife column in the international 
subscribers' edition, the Guardian Weekly from 1996–2002. He reviews regularly for
the Guardian and the Times Literary Supplement.
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Cockey, Tim. Hearse of a Different Color: A Hitchcock Sewell Mystery. New York. 
2001. Hyperion. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0786865717. 318 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 28809. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It's a dark and stormy night in Baltimore, and snow isn't 
the only thing piling up on the front steps of Sewell & Sons Family Funeral Home. 
There's also trouble. Specifically, a murdered waitress is unceremoniously dropped
off at the door while a wake is under way inside. Bad form, no two ways about it. In 
this witty, page-turning follow-up to Tim Cockey's highly praised first novel, The 
Hearse You Came In On, charming mortician-about-town Hitchcock Sewell has just
one question: Why my place? His meteorologist girlfriend, Bonnie, has bigger fish to
fry. The murder is her chance to make the leap from the weather game - which she 
stinks at anyway - to hard news. A few well-timed bats of Bonnie's big blues, and 
Hitch is ready to roll.Starting at the seedy airport lounge restaurant where Helen, the
murdered woman, worked, and with the reluctant assistance of her estranged sister,
Hitch and Bonnie begin to learn more about the woman's past than they really care 
to know. Daughter of a stripper, nude model, small-time porn actress, single mother
of a three-year-old son. Apparently Helen was determined to shake her tawdry past,
but did her past catch up with her anyway? Could her son's father - identity unknown
- have been the killer? Or maybe her "business manager" in the sex trade? How 
about one of those lonely business travelers who trawl the airport lounge? Maybe 
the big guy on the keyboards in the lousy lounge band? Or, for that matter, his 
jealous wanna-be Cher partner? Hitch's investigation takes him down an 
increasingly twisted and wicked trail - from Baltimore's low-life strip joints to its high-
tone mansions - where he discovers the full scope of the nasty impulses that led to
Helen's death. Having planned only to dabble, he's getting in over his head. Luckily,
Hitch is a fast learner. At least, he'd better be.

Tim Cockey is the award-winning author of the Hitchcock Sewell novels, including 
The Hearse You Came In On, Hearse of a Different Color, The Hearse Case 
Scenario, Murder in the Hearse Degree, and Backstabber.
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Cockey, Tim. The Hearse You Came in On: A Hitchcock Sewell Mystery. New York.
2000. Hyperion. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0786865709. 1st 
Novel. 309 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket designed by Janet Perr.
Inventory # 27810. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - What self-respecting undertaker would allow himself to 
get involved in a murder investigation, a series of dirty videos, a case of political 
blackmail, and police corruption, as well as one of the worst amateur theater 
productions in recent memory? None, unless your name happens to be Hitchcock 
Sewell, the most charming suspense hero to come along in years. And who knew an
undertaker could look so good? In this fast-paced and enormously entertaining 
mystery, Hitch has gotten himself into more trouble than any self-respecting 
undertaker should.

Tim Cockey is the author of the award-winning “Hitch” series: The Hearse You 
Came In On, Hearse of a Different Color, Hearse Case Scenario, and Murder in the
Hearse Degree. He has been a story analyst for many major film and television 
companies, including American Playhouse, ABC, and Hallmark Entertainment. He 
grew up in Baltimore and now lives in New York City.
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Cockey, Tim. The Hearse You Came in On: A Hitchcock Sewell Mystery. New York.
2000. Hyperion. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0786865709. 1st 
Novel. 309 pages. hardcover. Jacket designed by Janet Perr. Inventory # 34290. 
$15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - What self-respecting undertaker would allow himself to 
get involved in a murder investigation, a series of dirty videos, a case of political 
blackmail, and police corruption, as well as one of the worst amateur theater 
productions in recent memory? None, unless your name happens to be Hitchcock 
Sewell, the most charming suspense hero to come along in years. And who knew an
undertaker could look so good? In this fast-paced and enormously entertaining 
mystery, Hitch has gotten himself into more trouble than any self-respecting 
undertaker should.

Tim Cockey is the author of the award-winning “Hitch” series: The Hearse You 
Came In On, Hearse of a Different Color, Hearse Case Scenario, and Murder in the
Hearse Degree. He has been a story analyst for many major film and television 
companies, including American Playhouse, ABC, and Hallmark Entertainment. He 
grew up in Baltimore and now lives in New York City.
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Cocteau, Jean. The Blood of a Poet. New York. 1949. Bodley Press. 1st American 
Edition. Previous Owner’s Name in Front, Otherwise Very Good. No Dustjacket. 
Translated from the French by Lily Pons. 53 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 2681. 
$17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Forty-seven page screenplay, including numerous black
and white stills. Designed by Dmitri Petrov. The Blood of a Poet (French: Le Sang 
d'un Poète) (1930) is an avant-garde film directed by Jean Cocteau and financed by
Charles de Noailles. Photographer Lee Miller made her only film appearance in this
movie, which features an appearance by the famed aerialist Barbette. It is the first 
part of the Orphic Trilogy, which is continued in Orphée (1950) and concludes with 
Testament of Orpheus (1960). The Blood of a Poet was funded by Charles, Vicomte
de Noailles, who gave Cocteau 1,000,000 francs to make it. Cocteau invited the 
Vicomte and his wife Marie-Laure de Noailles, along with several of their friends, to
appear in a scene as a theatre party. In the scene, they talked among themselves 
and, on cue, began applauding. Upon seeing the completed film, they were horrified
to learn that they were applauding a game of cards that ended with a suicide, which
had been filmed separately. They refused to let Cocteau release the film with their 
scene included, so Cocteau re-shot it with the famed female impersonator Barbette
and some extras. Shortly after the film's completion, rumors began to circulate that it
contained an anti-Christian message. This, combined with the riotous reception of 
another controversial Noailles-produced film, L'Âge d'Or, led to Charles de Noailles'
expulsion from the famous Jockey-Club de Paris, and he was even threatened with
excommunication by the Catholic Church. The furore caused the release of The 
Blood of a Poet to be delayed for more than a year.

Jean Maurice Eugène Clément Cocteau (5 July 1889 – 11 October 1963) was a 
French writer, designer, playwright, artist and filmmaker. Cocteau is best known for
his novel Les Enfants Terribles (1929), and the films Blood of a Poet (1930), Les 
Parents Terribles (1948), Beauty and the Beast (1946) and Orpheus (1949).
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Codrescu, Andrei. The Blood Countess. New York. 1995. Simon & Schuster. 1 of 
250 Copies of Ribbon-Bound Chapter of The Blood Countess. Signed By The 
Author And Packaged in An Attractive Black Box.Very Good. 0684802449. 19 loose
sheets printed on antique paper, held in a red ribbon and including the publicity 
sheet at the back. Issued in a string-tied black clamshell box with a gilt stamped 
design to the front face. An unusually elaborate pre-publication ephemera. 19 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 22391. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Countess Elizabeth Bathory of Hungary (1560-1613) was
beautiful, well educated in the best traditions of the Renaissance, and wealthy 
beyond measure. Upon assuming her seat of power at the age of sixteen, the 
Countess set out upon a course of revelry and debauchery, aided by her spiritual 
adviser, Darvulia, and by her faithful bevy of overwrought maids. Eventually, time 
and an excess of increasingly bizarre pleasures led the Countess to fear the loss of
her beauty. She was advised by her witches to take baths in the blood of virgins to 
regenerate her body. A long procession of young girls were 'chosen' to spend the 
night with Elizabeth. Six hundred and fifty young women are said to have died in the
Countess's castles. Countess Elizabeth Bathory's direct descendant, Drake Bathory-
Kereshtur, is a Hungarian emigre living in New York near the end of the twentieth 
century. He considers himself a failure at life. His relationships with women have 
been disasters. He is haunted by the Hungary of his youth, which he had to flee 
during the Hungarian revolution of 1956. After the collapse of Communism, he 
returned to Hungary to find his youth, but found instead something a lot more 
horrifying: the pervasive presence of his ancestor, Countess Bathory. When he 
returns to the United States, he confesses to a hideous crime before a New York 
magistrate. This exquisite novel is told through Drake's eyes, as he searches for his
roots and comes to terms with this gruesome part of his family history.

Andrei Codrescu is a Romanian-born American poet, novelist, essayist, 
screenwriter, and commentator for National Public Radio. He was Mac Curdy 
Distinguished Professor of English at Louisiana State University from 1984 until his 
retirement in 2009.
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Codrescu, Andrei. The Blood Countess. New York. 1995. Simon & Schuster. 
Advance Reader's Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 0684802449. 368 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 24702. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Countess Elizabeth Bathory of Hungary (1560-1613) was
beautiful, well educated in the best traditions of the Renaissance, and wealthy 
beyond measure. Upon assuming her seat of power at the age of sixteen, the 
Countess set out upon a course of revelry and debauchery, aided by her spiritual 
adviser, Darvulia, and by her faithful bevy of overwrought maids. Eventually, time 
and an excess of increasingly bizarre pleasures led the Countess to fear the loss of
her beauty. She was advised by her witches to take baths in the blood of virgins to 
regenerate her body. A long procession of young girls were ‘chosen’ to spend the 
night with Elizabeth. Six hundred and fifty young women are said to have died in the
Countess’s castles. Countess Elizabeth Bathory’s direct descendant, Drake Bathory-
Kereshtur, is a Hungarian emigre living in New York near the end of the twentieth 
century. He considers himself a failure at life. His relationships with women have 
been disasters. He is haunted by the Hungary of his youth, which he had to flee 
during the Hungarian revolution of 1956. After the collapse of Communism, he 
returned to Hungary to find his youth, but found instead something a lot more 
horrifying: the pervasive presence of his ancestor, Countess Bathory. When he 
returns to the United States, he confesses to a hideous crime before a New York 
magistrate. This exquisite novel is told through Drake’s eyes, as he searches for his
roots and comes to terms with this gruesome part of his family history.

Andrei Codrescu is a Romanian-born American poet, novelist, essayist, 
screenwriter, and commentator for National Public Radio. He was Mac Curdy 
Distinguished Professor of English at Louisiana State University from 1984 until his 
retirement in 2009.
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Codrescu, Andrei. The Poetry Lesson. Princeton. 2010. Princeton University Press.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780691147246. 118 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 37766. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Intro to Poetry Writing is always like this: a long labor, a 
breach birth, or, obversely, mining in the dark. You take healthy young Americans 
used to sunshine (aided sometimes by Xanax and Adderall), you blindfold them and
lead them by the hand into a labyrinth made from bones. Then you tell them their 
assignment: ‘Find the Grail. You have a New York minute to get it.’ —The Poetry 
Lesson The Poetry Lesson is a hilarious account of the first day of a creative writing
course taught by a ‘typical fin-de-siècle salaried beatnik’—one with an antic 
imagination, an outsized personality and libido, and an endless store of entertaining 
literary anecdotes, reliable or otherwise. Neither a novel nor a memoir but mimicking
aspects of each, The Poetry Lesson is pure Andrei Codrescu: irreverent, 
unconventional, brilliant, and always funny. Codrescu takes readers into the strange
classroom and even stranger mind of a poet and English professor on the eve of 
retirement as he begins to teach his final semester of Intro to Poetry Writing. As he 
introduces his students to THE TOOLS OF POETRY (a list that includes a goat-skin
dream notebook, hypnosis, and cable TV) and THE TEN MUSES OF POETRY 
(mishearing, misunderstanding, mistranslating. ), and assigns each of them a 
tutelary ‘Ghost-Companion’ poet, the teacher recalls wild tales from his coming of 
age as a poet in the 1960s and 1970s, even as he speculates about the lives and 
poetic and sexual potential of his twenty-first-century students. From arguing that his
friend Allen Ginsberg wasn’t actually gay to telling about the time William 
Burroughs’s funeral procession stopped at McDonald’s, The Poetry Lesson is a 
thoroughly entertaining portrait of an inimitable poet, teacher, and storyteller.

Andrei Codrescu is a Romanian-born American poet, novelist, essayist, 
screenwriter, and commentator for National Public Radio. He was Mac Curdy 
Distinguished Professor of English at Louisiana State University from 1984 until his 
retirement in 2009.
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Codrescu, Andrei. The Poetry Lesson. Princeton. 2010. Princeton University Press.
Uncorrected Page Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780691147246. 118 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 40895. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Intro to Poetry Writing is always like this: a long labor, a 
breach birth, or, obversely, mining in the dark. You take healthy young Americans 
used to sunshine (aided sometimes by Xanax and Adderall), you blindfold them and
lead them by the hand into a labyrinth made from bones. Then you tell them their 
assignment: ‘Find the Grail. You have a New York minute to get it.’ —The Poetry 
Lesson The Poetry Lesson is a hilarious account of the first day of a creative writing
course taught by a ‘typical fin-de-siècle salaried beatnik’—one with an antic 
imagination, an outsized personality and libido, and an endless store of entertaining 
literary anecdotes, reliable or otherwise. Neither a novel nor a memoir but mimicking
aspects of each, The Poetry Lesson is pure Andrei Codrescu: irreverent, 
unconventional, brilliant, and always funny. Codrescu takes readers into the strange
classroom and even stranger mind of a poet and English professor on the eve of 
retirement as he begins to teach his final semester of Intro to Poetry Writing. As he 
introduces his students to THE TOOLS OF POETRY (a list that includes a goat-skin
dream notebook, hypnosis, and cable TV) and THE TEN MUSES OF POETRY 
(mishearing, misunderstanding, mistranslating. ), and assigns each of them a 
tutelary ‘Ghost-Companion’ poet, the teacher recalls wild tales from his coming of 
age as a poet in the 1960s and 1970s, even as he speculates about the lives and 
poetic and sexual potential of his twenty-first-century students. From arguing that his
friend Allen Ginsberg wasn’t actually gay to telling about the time William 
Burroughs’s funeral procession stopped at McDonald’s, The Poetry Lesson is a 
thoroughly entertaining portrait of an inimitable poet, teacher, and storyteller.

Andrei Codrescu is a Romanian-born American poet, novelist, essayist, 
screenwriter, and commentator for National Public Radio. He was Mac Curdy 
Distinguished Professor of English at Louisiana State University from 1984 until his 
retirement in 2009.
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Codrescu, Andrei. The Posthuman Dada Guide: Tzara & Lenin Play Chess. 
Princeton. 2009. Princeton University Press. Uncorrected Advance Proof. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 9780691137780. 235 pages. paperback. Inventory # 36803. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘This is a guide for instructing posthumans in living a 
Dada life. It is not advisable, nor was it ever, to lead a Dada life.’--THE 
POSTHUMAN DADA GUIDE. THE POSTHUMAN DADA GUIDE is an impractical 
handbook for practical living in our posthuman world--all by way of examining the 
imagined 1916 chess game between Tristan Tzara, the daddy of Dada, and V. I. 
Lenin, the daddy of communism. This epic game at Zurich's Café de la Terrasse--a
battle between radical visions of art and ideological revolution--lasted for a century 
and may still be going on, although communism appears dead and Dada stronger 
than ever. As the poet faces the future mass murderer over the chessboard, neither
realizes that they are playing for the world. Taking the match as metaphor for two 
poles of twentieth- and twenty-first-century thought, politics, and life, Andrei 
Codrescu has created his own brilliantly Dadaesque guide to Dada--and to what it 
can teach us about surviving our ultraconnected present and future. Here dadaists 
Duchamp, Ball, and von Freytag-Loringhoven and communists Trotsky, Radek, and
Zinoviev appear live in company with later incarnations, including William Burroughs,
Allen Ginsberg, Gilles Deleuze, and Newt Gingrich. THE POSTHUMAN DADA 
GUIDE is arranged alphabetically for quick reference and (some) nostalgia for order,
with entries such as ‘eros (women),’ ‘internet(s),’ and ‘war.’ Throughout, it is written 
in the belief ‘that posthumans lining the road to the future (which looks as if it exists,
after all, even though Dada is against it) need the solace offered by the primal raw 
energy of Dada and its inhuman sources.’

Andrei Codrescu is a Romanian-born American poet, novelist, essayist, 
screenwriter, and commentator for National Public Radio. He was Mac Curdy 
Distinguished Professor of English at Louisiana State University from 1984 until his 
retirement in 2009.
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Codrescu, Andrei. The Posthuman Dada Guide: Tzara & Lenin Play Chess. 
Princeton. 2009. Princeton University Press. Uncorrected Page Proof. Very Good in
Wrappers. 9780691137780. This is an excerpt from Codrescu’s Posthuman Dada 
Guide. 28 pages. paperback. Inventory # 40531. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘This is a guide for instructing posthumans in living a 
Dada life. It is not advisable, nor was it ever, to lead a Dada life.’--THE 
POSTHUMAN DADA GUIDE. THE POSTHUMAN DADA GUIDE is an impractical 
handbook for practical living in our posthuman world--all by way of examining the 
imagined 1916 chess game between Tristan Tzara, the daddy of Dada, and V. I. 
Lenin, the daddy of communism. This epic game at Zurich's Café de la Terrasse--a
battle between radical visions of art and ideological revolution--lasted for a century 
and may still be going on, although communism appears dead and Dada stronger 
than ever. As the poet faces the future mass murderer over the chessboard, neither
realizes that they are playing for the world. Taking the match as metaphor for two 
poles of twentieth- and twenty-first-century thought, politics, and life, Andrei 
Codrescu has created his own brilliantly Dadaesque guide to Dada--and to what it 
can teach us about surviving our ultraconnected present and future. Here dadaists 
Duchamp, Ball, and von Freytag-Loringhoven and communists Trotsky, Radek, and
Zinoviev appear live in company with later incarnations, including William Burroughs,
Allen Ginsberg, Gilles Deleuze, and Newt Gingrich. THE POSTHUMAN DADA 
GUIDE is arranged alphabetically for quick reference and (some) nostalgia for order,
with entries such as ‘eros (women),’ ‘internet(s),’ and ‘war.’ Throughout, it is written 
in the belief ‘that posthumans lining the road to the future (which looks as if it exists,
after all, even though Dada is against it) need the solace offered by the primal raw 
energy of Dada and its inhuman sources.’

Andrei Codrescu is a Romanian-born American poet, novelist, essayist, 
screenwriter, and commentator for National Public Radio. He was Mac Curdy 
Distinguished Professor of English at Louisiana State University from 1984 until his 
retirement in 2009.
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Cody, Pat and Cody, Fred. Cody's Books: The Life & Times of a Berkeley 
Bookstore, 1956-1977. San Francisco. 1992. Chronicle Books. 1st Printing. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 0811801403. 206 pages. paperback. Inventory # 21442. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A collection of letters, essays, and reminiscences 
captures the excitement of the Berkeley activist bookstore that was at the center of
many political and literary tempests of our time, including the anti-war movement 
and the fight over censorship. Cody's Books (1956–2008) was an independent 
bookstore based in Berkeley, California. The first store opened in 1956 on Euclid 
Avenue in Berkeley, California. It was founded by Fred and Pat Cody. It moved to a 
larger location on Telegraph Avenue in 1960 and moved to another Telegraph 
Avenue location in 1965. Cody's was best known for its extensive selection of 
literary, political, and scholarly titles. In 1977, the Codys sold the store to Andy Ross,
who owned it until 2006. Cody's Telegraph Avenue store held their closing sale July
4 – July 10, 2006. The Telegraph store was the flagship store until it closed in 2006,
sparking a controversy in the local press over the cause. One explanation given for 
the closure was that it was caused by pressure from corporate chains like Borders.
As of June 2015 the location was still vacant. The Cody's San Francisco location 
closed in 2007 for a similar reason. Cody's was sold to Japanese book distributor 
Yohan, Inc. in September 2006. In March 2008, the last remaining store moved from
4th Street to its final location on Shattuck Avenue due to a rent increase. Financial 
pressures forced the closure of the store for good on June 20, 2008.

Pat Cody, who along with her husband Fred, built one of Berkeley’s most beloved 
institutions, Cody’s Books.
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Cohen, David William. Womunafu's Bunafu: A Study of Authority in a 19th Century 
African Community. Princeton. 1977. Princeton University Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0691030936. 230 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
13152. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This book reconstructs the career of Womunafu, the son
of a ruler of a small state in what is today Uganda. Recognized as an infant to be 
possessed by Mukama, the spirit of a heroic figure in the tradition of the wider 
region, Womunafu was placed in a large enclosure, one of four he would occupy 
from 1830 until his death in 1906. During his long life Womunafu had many wives 
and children and achieved a position of dominance in the village that came to be 
known as Bunafu. In considering his life, David William Cohen offers an unusual 
study of the process through which authority was organized in a pre-colonial African
community and advances the study of political institutions and change. His study 
also explores the nature of evidence regarding African history. By assessing the 
usefulness of various kinds of oral data and attempting to render the 'moving 
contexts' of the past, the author makes significant methodological contributions to 
the disciplines of history and anthropology.

David William Cohen (born 2 June 1943) is Emeritus Professor of History and 
Anthropology at the University of Michigan. He specializes in East Africa (Kenya, 
Uganda) and is a leader in the emerging field of historical anthropology. He is 
Honorary Research Fellow, Archive and Public Culture Initiative, University of Cape
Town. Cohen received his PhD from the University of London. He taught at Johns 
Hopkins University, and was later professor of anthropology and history and director
of the Program of African Studies at Northwestern University. With E. S. Atieno 
Odhiambo, he wrote on the multiple investigations into the 1990 disappearance and
death of Kenya’s Foreign Minister, Robert Ouko.
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Cohen, Jeff and Solomon, Norman. Adventures in Medialand: Behind the News, 
Beyond the Pundits. Monroe. 1993. Common Courage Press. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Wrappers. 1567510140. Introduction by Molly Ivins. Cartoons by Tom
Tomorrow & Matt Wuerker. Photos by Jennider Warburg. 261 pages. paperback. 
Cover design by Matt Wuerker. Inventory # 38077. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - FROM THE INTRODUCTION BY MOLLY IVINS – ‘The 
press’s most serious failures are not its sins of commission, but its sins of omission
— the stories we miss the stories we don’t see, the stories that don’t hold press 
conferences, the stories that don’t come from ‘reliable sources.’ Jeff Cohen and 
Norman Solomon have attacked all this and more with energy, brio and the 
occasional display of a mordant sense of humor Cohen and Solomon have solved 
the problem of ‘whose side are you on?’ by being on the side of the reader, the 
viewer, the Joe or the Annie out there making an honest living fixing cars or 
grooming poodles while trying to make sense of the public debate in their spare 
time. So dive in and enjoy some of the best press-bashing, honest sleuthing, news-
consumer tips and happy hell-raising with the powers-that-be to be found anywhere.
Way to go, guys. More, more!’

Norman Solomon is an American journalist, media critic, antiwar activist, and former
U.S. congressional candidate. Solomon is a longtime associate of the media watch 
group Fairness & Accuracy In Reporting. Jeff Cohen is a journalist, media critic, 
professor, and the founder of Fairness and Accuracy in Reporting (FAIR), a media 
watchdog group in the US. He is a retired associate professor of journalism at Ithaca
College, where he was an endowed chair and founding Director of the Park Center 
for Independent Media. He was formerly a lawyer for the ACLU and authored or 
coauthored five books that criticize media bias, mainly written with 2012 California 
Congressional District 2 candidate, Norman Solomon, who missed the "top two" 
runoff by only 174 votes. Between 1997 and 2002, Cohen was a regular 
commentator for Fox News Channel's Fox News Watch, for MSNBC and CNN. He 
appeared in Outfoxed, a documentary critical of Fox News, and other 
documentaries.
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Cohen, Jeff and Solomon, Norman. Through the Media Looking Glass: Decoding 
Bias and Blather in the News. Monroe. 1995. Common Courage Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 1567510485. Foreword by Jim 
Hightower. Cartoons by Tom Tomorrow & Matt Wuerker. Photos by Jennifer 
Warburg. 278 pages. paperback. Cover art By Matt Wuerker. Inventory # 19663. 
$7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - These honest press-bashers rattle the skeletons in the 
closet of the media industry, showing how corporate power affects news coverage, 
how important stories are ignored completely and much more.

Jeff Cohen is a journalist, media critic, professor, and the founder of Fairness and 
Accuracy in Reporting (FAIR), a media watchdog group in the US. He is a retired 
associate professor of journalism at Ithaca College, where he was an endowed chair
and founding Director of the Park Center for Independent Media. He was formerly a 
lawyer for the ACLU and authored or coauthored five books that criticize media bias,
mainly written with 2012 California Congressional District 2 candidate, Norman 
Solomon, who missed the "top two" runoff by only 174 votes. Between 1997 and 
2002, Cohen was a regular commentator for Fox News Channel's Fox News Watch,
for MSNBC and CNN. He appeared in Outfoxed, a documentary critical of Fox 
News, and other documentaries. Norman Solomon is an American journalist, media
critic, author and activist. He wrote the nationally syndicated "Media Beat" weekly 
column from 1992 to 2009. His dozen books include "War Made Easy: How 
Presidents and Pundits Keep Spinning Us to Death," published in 2005. The Los 
Angeles Times called the book "brutally persuasive" and "a must-read for those who
would like greater context with their bitter morning coffee, or to arm themselves for 
the debates about Iraq that are still to come." The newspaper's reviewer added: 
"Solomon is a formidable thinker and activist." The Humanist magazine described 
the book as "a definitive historical text" and "an indispensable record of the real 
relationships among government authorities and media outlets."
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Cohen, Margaret. Profane Illumination: Walter Benjamin and the Paris of Surrealist
Revolution. Berkeley. 1995. University of California Press. Reprinted Paperback 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0520201507. Weimar and Now: German Cultural 
Criticism, 5. 272 pages. paperback. Inventory # 36118. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Margaret Cohen’s encounter with Walter Benjamin, one
of the twentieth century’s most influential cultural and literary critics, has produced a
radically new reading of surrealist thought and practice. Cohen analyzes the links 
between Breton’s surrealist fusion of psychoanalysis and Marxism and Benjamin’s 
post-Enlightenment challenge to Marxist theory. She argues that Breton’s surrealist
Marxism played a formative role in shaping postwar French intellectual life and is of
continued relevance to the contemporary intellectual scene.

Margaret Cohen was an Assistant Professor of Comparative Literature at New York
University, and is now at Stanford University.
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Cohen, Matt and Grady, Wayne (editors). Intimate Strangers: New Stories From 
Quebec. New York. 1986. Penguin Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 0140079580. Paperback Original. 203 pages. paperback. Cover: Jacque
Tremblay. Inventory # 8004. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - INTIMATE STRANGERS opens a timely window on the 
literature of Quebec. For this anthology, Matt Cohen and Wayne Grady have 
selected works by the new generation of Quebec writers and have amassed an 
impressive record of the diverse riches of the contemporary Quebecois short story.
Through these stories, which are laced with humour, elements of the supernatural 
urban paranoia, and the vagries of 'liberated love', the reader is introduced to the 
unexpected kaleidoscope of themes and styles. From Louise Maheux-Forcier's 
elegantly experimental gems, to Victor-Levy Beaulieu's hilarious modern send-up of
a traditional folktale and Francois Barcelo's witty satire about the collision of the 
male unconscious with the new feminism, these highly imaginative and off-beat 
stories are sure to surprise and entertain.

Matthew ("Matt") Cohen (30 December 1942 – 2 December 1999) was a Canadian
writer who published both mainstream literature under his own name and children's 
literature under the pseudonym Teddy Jam. Wayne Grady is the author most 
recently of The Bone Museum: Travels in the Lost Worlds of Dinosaurs and Birds. 
He lives near Kingston, Ontario.
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Cohen, Patricia Cline. The Murder of Helen Jewett: The Life and Death of a 
Prostitute in Nineteenth-Century New York. New York. 1998. Knopf. 1st Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679412913. 435 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Barbara de Wilde. Inventory # 25741. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This evocative account goes beyond the sensationalized
news stories surrounding the murder of a young prostitute in 1836 New York City, In
1836, thise murder made headlines in New York City and around the country, 
inaugurating a sex-and-death sensationalism in news reporting that haunts us today.
Patricia Cline Cohen goes behind these first lurid accounts to reconstruct the story 
of the mysterious victim, Helen Jewett. From her beginnings as a servant girl in 
Maine, Jewett refashioned herself, using four successive aliases, into a highly paid 
courtesan. But she was to meet her match—and her nemesis—in a youth called 
Richard Robinson. He became Helen Jewett’s lover in a tempestuous affair and 10
months later was arrested for her murder. He stood trial in a five-day courtroom 
drama that ended with his acquittal amid the cheers of hundreds of fellow clerks and
other spectators. With no conviction for murder, nor closure of any sort, the case 
continued to tantalize the public, even though Richard Robinson disappeared into 
the wilds of Texas and a new life under a new name. Through her meticulous and 
ingenious research, Patricia Cline Cohen traces his life there and the many twists 
and turns of the lingering mystery of the murder.

Patricia Cline Cohen is Professor of History and Acting Dean of the Humanities and
Fine Arts at the University of California, Santa Barbara. From 1991 to 1996 she 
chaired the Women’s Studies Program there. She is the author of A Calculating 
People: The Spread of Numeracy in Early America (1985) and of numerous articles
and reviews, and a coauthor of The American Promise (1997).
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Colby, Kate. The Arrangements. Tribeca. 2018. Four Way Books. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781945588211. 6 x 9. 70 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 43936. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The short, spare poems of The Arrangements are 
concerned with physical and ideological boundaries of body, mind and language, 
exploring where they meet and the different ways in which they bleed into and 
maintain one another’s discreteness. “. She asks the right questions, the ones 
rooted in nature and to which there is no answer.” Paul Hoover “. This is an 
electrifying collection, simultaneously wild and precise. It rearranged my mind into its
best shape, eager to learn how to be part of the day and its world.” Heather Christle
Praise for Colby’s I Mean: “With verve and purpose, Colby plays trick after alluring 
trick to write herself in and out of meaning.” Publishers Weekly (starred review).

kate colby is the author of seven books of poetry. Fruitlands won the Norma Farber
First Book Award from the Poetry Society of America in 2007. She is a founding 
board member of the Gloucester Writers Center in Massachusetts and lives in 
Providence, where she was a 2012 fellow of the Rhode Island State Council for the
Arts. These reverberative poems locate and explore where body, mind and 
language meet.
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Cole, Bill. John Coltrane. New York. 1978. Schirmer. Reprinted Paperback Edition.
Previous Owner's Inscription in Front,Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. 
0028705009. 264 pages. paperback. Cover design by Sam Salant. Inventory # 
35348. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - John Coltrane (1926-1967) was one of the most 
innovative forces in African- American music. By experimenting with new concepts 
of time, integrating Eastern philosophies into Western music, and exploring 
multiphonics and other new sounds on his saxophone, he opened avenues of 
expression that influenced musicians and composers from jazz to rock to avant-
garde.Bill Cole focuses on two aspects of John Coltrane in this provocative study: 
Coltrane the musician and Coltrane the religious person. Deeply interrelated, both 
aspects are bound up with Coltrane's identification as an African- American. 
Coltrane accepted the traditional African belief in the magical powers of sound and 
connected his music to its African roots via a devout religiosity. Cole shows how 
Coltrane's influences extended from tribal tone languages to speeches by Martin 
Luther King, Jr.-he even adapted King's rhythmic inflections into a saxophone solo.
Bill Cole offers a lengthy musical analysis of Coltrane's career; it also includes a 
detailed discography with recording data and personnel and over two dozen 
photographs. Cole draws on quotes from Coltrane himself, transcriptions of his 
improvisations, analyses of his music, research into West African religion, and his 
own personal reminiscences of the man, to offer a stimulating perspective on 
Coltrane's music, life, and thought.

William Shadrack Cole is an American jazz musician, professor of music, and 
author. Cole specializes in non-Western wind instruments, including the Ghanaian 
atenteben, Chinese suona, Korean hojok and piri, South Indian nagaswaram, North 
Indian shehnai, Tibetan trumpet, and Australian didjeridu. Cole has a Ph.D. in 
ethnomusicology from Wesleyan University. He has written two books, one on Miles
Davis and one on John Coltrane. Cole is the founder and leader of the Untempered
Ensemble.
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Cole, David. Enemy Aliens: Double Standards and Constitutional Freedoms in the 
War On Terrorism. New York. 2003. New Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 1565848004. 315 pages. hardcover. Inscribed by the Author. Jacket 
design by Alan Hill. Inventory # 12824. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When David Cole was first writing ENEMY ALIENS, in 
the immediate aftermath of 9/11, the anti-immigrant brand of American patriotism 
was at fever pitch. Now, as the pendulum swings back, and court after court finds 
the Bush administration’s tactics of secrecy and assumption of guilt unconstitutional,
Cole’s book stands as a prescient and critical indictment of the double standards we
have applied in the war on terror. Called ‘brilliantly argued’ by Edward Said, and ‘the
essential book in the field’ by former CIA Director James Woolsey, ENEMY ALIENS
shows why it is a moral, constitutional, and practical imperative to afford every 
person in the United States the protections from government excesses that we 
expect for ourselves.

David D. Cole is the National Legal Director of the American Civil Liberties Union 
(ACLU). Before joining the ACLU in July 2016, Cole was the Hon. George J. Mitchell
Professor in Law and Public Policy at the Georgetown University Law Center from 
March 2014 through December 2016. He has published in various legal fields 
including constitutional law, national security, criminal justice, civil rights, and law 
and literature. Cole has litigated several significant First Amendment cases in the 
Supreme Court of the United States, as well a number of influential cases 
concerning civil rights and national security. He is also a legal correspondent to 
several mainstream media outlets and publications.
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Cole, Harriette. How To Be: A Guide to Contemporary Living for African Americans.
New York. 2000. Fireside/Simon & Schuster. 1st Fireside Paperback Edition. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 0684863081. 525 pages. paperback. Cover design: Janet Perr. 
Inventory # 43407. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Etiquette is more than knowing which fork to use. Good
manners are the rules that let us find our way in today's rapidly changing maze of 
lifestyles, customs, and relationships. Anyone who doesn't know these rules is living
and working at a real disadvantage. In How to Be, noted author and editor Harriette
Cole treats manners as a resource for the empowerment of people of African 
descent. She offers guidance drawn from the tried-and-true experience and wisdom
of our African-American elders, as well as from European mainstream traditions in 
many areas of life, including: Family -- immediate, extended, and blended; New 
codes of dating, love, and sex; Entertaining family, friends, and coworkers in both 
casual and formal settings; Workplace issues -- from how to resign to what to wear 
on casual Fridays; Rites of passage, including weddings and funerals; Holiday 
celebrations like Christmas, Kwanzaa, and Juneteenth and much more.

Harriette Cole, is a life stylist, author, nationally syndicated advice columnist, 
motivational speaker, media trainer, magazine editor, lifestyle writer, wife and 
mother.
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Cole, Joanna. The Magic School Bus Inside the Human Body. New York. 1989. 
Scholastic. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0590414267. Illustrated by Bruce
Degen. 40 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 11951. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Talk about a change of plans! Ms. Frizzle and her class 
are on the Magic School Bus headed for a museum. They have been studying how 
the body turns food into energy, and now they are going to see an exhibit on the 
human body. Things seem fine until they stop for lunch. A strange mishap causes 
the bus to shrink and then be swallowed! Ms. Frizzle's class is suddenly inside a real
human body!

Joanna Cole (born August 11, 1944), is an American writer of children’s books. She 
is most famous as the author of The Magic School Bus series. She has written over
250 books ranging from her first book Cockroaches to her famous series Magic 
School Bus, which is illustrated by Bruce Degen. Cole was born in Newark, New 
Jersey, and grew up in the suburb East Orange. She loved science as a child, and 
had a teacher she says was a little like Ms. Frizzle. She attended the University of 
Massachusetts and Indiana University before graduating from the City College of 
New York with a B.A. in psychology. After some graduate education courses, she 
spent a year as a librarian in a Brooklyn elementary school. Cole subsequently 
became a letters correspondent at Newsweek, then associate editor for the SeeSaw
book club at Scholastic, and then a senior editor for Doubleday Books for Young 
Readers. She went freelance in 1980, writing children's books and articles for 
Parents magazine. The first Magic School Bus book was written in 1985 and 
published the following year. The Magic School Bus has enjoyed continued success
and has sold millions of copies in multiple languages. The most recent installment in
the series is The Magic School Bus and the Climate Challenge (2010). Joanna Cole
has continued to write books on many subjects for a range of ages, and is now 
writing the Ready, Set, Dogs! series, including Hot Diggity Dogs, No Dogs Allowed 
and Teacher's Pets, with Stephanie Calmenson. She currently lives with her 
husband Philip in Norfolk.
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Cole, Joanna. The Magic School Bus Lost in the Solar System. New York. 1990. 
Scholastic. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0590414283. Illustrated by Bruce
Degen. 40 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 26237. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - On a special field trip in the magic school bus, Ms. 
Frizzle's class goes into outer space and visits each planet in the solar system. 
Author Joanna Cole and illustrator Bruce Degen make learning a spirited joyride, 
delighting young audiences with their fantastic journeys to the eye of a hurricane, 
the bottom of the ocean, and the center of the earth, to name just a few. Author and 
illustrator have said they were each inspired by an important teacher in their 
classroom days - very much like Ms. Frizzle! There are now more than 58 million 
Magic School Bus books in print, in a variety of formats, plus a wildly successful 
animated television series. Called ‘a can't-miss team’ by School Library Journal, 
Cole and Degen live in Florida and Connecticut, respectively.

Joanna Cole (born August 11, 1944), is an American writer of children’s books. She 
is most famous as the author of The Magic School Bus series. She has written over
250 books ranging from her first book Cockroaches to her famous series Magic 
School Bus, which is illustrated by Bruce Degen. Cole was born in Newark, New 
Jersey, and grew up in the suburb East Orange. She loved science as a child, and 
had a teacher she says was a little like Ms. Frizzle. She attended the University of 
Massachusetts and Indiana University before graduating from the City College of 
New York with a B.A. in psychology. After some graduate education courses, she 
spent a year as a librarian in a Brooklyn elementary school. Cole subsequently 
became a letters correspondent at Newsweek, then associate editor for the SeeSaw
book club at Scholastic, and then a senior editor for Doubleday Books for Young 
Readers. She went freelance in 1980, writing children's books and articles for 
Parents magazine. The first Magic School Bus book was written in 1985 and 
published the following year. The Magic School Bus has enjoyed continued success
and has sold millions of copies in multiple languages.
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Cole, Norma. Fate News. Richmond. 2018. Omnidawn Publishing. Uncorrected 
Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430588. 6 x 9. 104 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 43703. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - All timing all the time! Fate News is poetry in the 
crosshairs of action (kairos) and clock time (chronos), relentlessly piercing the 
surface of lyric gesture. Its osmotic exchanges and searching encounters vibrate 
with the clarity of fiercely delicate shouts and murmurs, undertones and overtones. 
The vision of “Mount Fiasco” is on fire. “In Fate News, fate (the past, love, destiny, 
and the future) comes to fruition through an ecstatic synesthesia. With her signature
deftness, Cole guides her lines directly into your heart. ‘Your somatics are your own’
but, you will find, it is your destiny to be enlightened by this News.” Laura Moriarty, 
author of A Tonalist.

norma cole is a poet, translator, and visual artist. Her books of poetry include 
Actualities, Where Shadows Will, and Win These Poster and Other Unrelated Prizes
Inside. Born in Toronto, Canada, Cole lives in the sanctuary city of San Francisco. 
Topical poems that present the life of the mind— mourning and celebrating who and
what is lost as time goes by.
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Coleman, Aaron. Threat Come Close. New York. 2018. Four Way. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781945588044. Stahlecker Selections. 72 pages.
paperback. Inventory # 43498. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - in his debut collection, Aaron Coleman writes an 
American anthem for the 21st century, a full-throated lyric composed of pain, faith, 
lust and vulnerability. Coleman’s poems comment on and interrogate the meaning of
home and identity for a black man in America, past and present. Guided by a belief 
system comprising an eclectic array of invented saints—Trigger, Seduction, Doubt 
and Who—Coleman’s quest finds answers in the natural world where “[t]he trees 
teach me how to break and keep on living.”

AARON COLEMAN is the author of St. Trigger and winner of the 2015 Button Poetry
Prize. A Fulbright Scholar and Cave Canem Fellow, he received an MFA from 
Washington University in St. Louis and is a Chancellor’s Graduate Fellow in their 
Comparative Literature PhD program.
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Coleman, Chrisena. Just Between Girlfriends: African-American Women Celebrate 
Friendship. New York. 1998. Simon & Schuster. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0684846764. 208 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Gayle 
Kabaker. Inventory # 25736. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In JUST BETWEEN GIRLFRIENDS, Chrisena Coleman
shares stories of famous friends and everyday friends, old friends and new friends, 
best friends and lost friends, soul mates and confidantes. She captures the soul-
filled flavor of African-American culture, which resonates with themes of acceptance,
strength, loyalty, and love. Inspirational and sprinkled with humor, this collection 
contains a cast of unforgettable friends. Find everlasting friendship in the middle of a
snowstorm with Gayle King and Oprah Winfrey: flip out with Dominique Dawes, 
Crystal Bennett, and Umme Salim; discover solidarity and sisterhood with Dr. Betty
Shabazz, Myrlie Evers-Williams, and Coretta Scott King. Along with charming line 
drawings, more wise words and anecdotes about how to spot a true-blue girlfriend 
are sprinkled throughout the book. And to nourish the seed that these tales have 
planted, there's a calendar of girlfriends-only get-togethers. For every month of the 
year, Coleman has devised a creative plan to make room for some quality time and 
to let loose - there are ideas for a pity party, for how to make spring cleaning fun, 
and a New Year's Eve Gong Show.

Chrisena Coleman is a journalist, author, filmmaker and media consultant.
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Coleman, Evelyn. What a Woman's Gotta Do: A Novel of Suspense. New York. 
1998. Simon & Schuster. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684831759. 320 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Timothy Hsu. Inventory # 24863. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Atlanta journalist Patricia Conley's take on men has 
always been in reaction to a childhood of neglect: 'There is an old saying that if you 
love a man, let him go, and if he loves you, he'll come back to you. I say hunt him 
down and kill him.' Just when she'd thought she found someone who accepted her 
for the intelligent, fiercely independent martial artist that she is, her fiance 
disappears. But before Patricia can get her hands on him, someone else does - or 
so it seems. As she sets out to uncover just why Kenneth Lawson did her wrong 
(and who did him in), she encounters more than what she bargained for and finds 
herself on a treacherous path that leads to death for anyone who dares take it. In 
What a Woman's Gotta Do, Patricia, stumbles upon a plot that could devastate 
humanity. And if that isn't enough, she's hunted by the police for murder, by a 
crazed geneticist who thinks she knows too much, and by undercover cop Jeff 
Samuels, who claims to love her. Torn between his affection and the memory of 
Kenneth, Patricia awakens to realizations about what it means to be alone, and what
it means to be independent.

Evelyn Coleman is the award-winning author of a dozen books for young readers as
well as numerous short stories, essays and a novel for adults published over a long
writing career. A resident of Atlanta, she is the author most recently of "Freedom 
Train," a 2008 book for young readers, which was chosen in 2010 for inclusion on 
the Georgia Center for the Book's first list of "25 Books All Young Georgians Should
Read."
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Coleman, Reed Farrel. Walking the Perfect Square. Sag Harbor. 2001. Permanent 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1579620396. 264 pages. 
hardcover. Cover: Lon Kirschner. Inventory # 31470. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - August 6th, 1998: Moe Prager, a former cop, waits to call
his daughter for her 18th birthday. In the midst of an ugly family meltdown, Prager is
desperate to find a way to make sense of what has caused his once-happy family to
implode. As he waits, however, it is Prager who receives a call that might not only 
solve a case that has haunted him and his wife for twenty years, but might also 
supply the glue to patch his family back together. December 8th, 1977: Patrick 
Maloney, a supposedly popular college student, walks out of a Manhattan nightspot 
into oblivion. It’s no wonder Maloney’s disappearance barely registers on the radar 
screen. Son of Sam strikes. Elvis is dead. It’s the Sex Pistols vs. the BeeGees, 
Studio 54 and the Dirt Lounge, est and yin/yang, gas shortages, Quaaludes, pot and
polyester, Plato’s Retreat, The Rocky Horror Picture Show, and the neutron bomb.
Moe Prager, a cop forced into early retirement by injury, certainly hadn’t noticed 
Patrick Maloney’s disappearance. But when Prager’s ex-partner calls with an offer to
work on the case, Moe, wracked with self-doubt over his undistinguished career, 
signs on. As Prager traces Patrick Maloney’s steps from his upstate home to his 
college dorm on Long Island, from the Tribeca bar where he was last seen to an old
flame’s mansion on the Gold Coast, Moe realizes that nothing about the case, 
especially the details of the missing man’s life, is as it seems. Even the picture his 
parents gave the police was two years out of date. Why?

Reed Farrel Coleman (born March 29, 1956) is an American writer of crime fiction 
and a poet.
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Coleman, Wanda. The World Falls Away. Pittsburgh. 2011. University of Pittsburgh
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822961642. Pitt Poetry 
Series. 132 pages. paperback. Inventory # 40644. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The burnings from which Coleman culls her work casts a
glow and unique warmth that invites the reader to sit by her metaphorical hearth, to 
laugh and enjoy their 'conversation.' The contemplative and philosophical have 
entered her voice as she continues to explore the conflicts and confusions that 
shape the aesthetic terrain of Southern California and beyond--as she continues to 
grapple with cultural bias, malignant domestic neglect, poverty, and the damages of
racism, yet broadening her palette of social ills to include the privacies of grief, loss
and transcendence. A nominee and finalist for Poet Laureate of California, she 
continues to reflect the ethnic scramble of Los Angeles, where she has been 
honored by proclamations from the city's elected officials, including the mayor's 
office, the city council and the Department of Cultural Affairs.

Wanda Coleman (November 13, 1946, Watts, South Los Angeles, CA
Died: November 22, 2013, Los Angeles, CA) was a poet and writer from Los 
Angeles, California. Her numerous poetry collections include Mercurochrome: New
Poems, nominated for the National Book Award; Bathwater Wine, winner of the 
Lenore Marshall Poetry Prize; and Ostinato Vamps. She was the recipient of 
fellowships from the Guggenheim Foundation and the National Endowment for the 
Arts, and an Emmy Award as a writer for Days of Our Lives.
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Coles, Robert. The Political Life of Children. New York. 1986. Atlantic Monthly 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0871130351. 
342 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 27924. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In The Political Life of Children, Robert Coles explores 
the ways in which children think about politics. Coles visits young people all over the
world, listening with willing ears, and he captures their thoughts and feelings with 
sympathy. As Coles demonstrates, children learn much more than we think they do
about political issues. While we have always taken it for granted that parents teach 
their children about language, religion, and morality, Coles shows how mothers and 
fathers also instill a strong understanding of political life in their offspring. While 
children's understanding of politics develops in different ways in different cultures, 
Coles illuminates the foundational principles that apply everywhere. In so doing, he
has created a work of psychiatry that will appeal to anyone interested in 
understanding the inner lives of children. The Pulitzer Prize winner's acclaimed 
study of how children all over the world discover their political loyalties.

Martin Robert Coles (born October 12, 1929) is an American author, child 
psychiatrist, and professor at Harvard University.
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Colette. Gigi and Julie de Carneilhan. New York. 1954. Signet/New American 
Library. 1st Signet Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 159 pages. 
paperback. 1096. Inventory # 30208. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - TWO ENCHANTING NOVELS OF WOMEN IN LOVE - 
Meet two fascinating women – GIGI - She’s charming and disarming and her willful
ways will capture your heart as she deftly turns the tables on her cynical elders and 
finds her own kind of love. JULIE DE CARNEILHAN - She’s mature, sophisticated 
and chic to her fingertips - but she can’t control her susceptible heart nor resist the 
summons of a lover who once discarded her. France’s most gifted woman writer 
probes the secrets of a woman’s heart in these two novels that are ‘cool, witty, 
observant and terrifyingly feminine.’ — N. Y. Times Book Review. GIGI has been 
delightfully portrayed in a hit movie as well as an outstanding Broadway play. 
COLETTE, born in 1873, has had a career as exciting as that of any of her heroines.
Her earliest writing was done in collaboration with her first husband. After divorcing 
him she went on the music ball stage and continued to write on her own. The first 
woman to become a Chevalier of the Legion d’Honneur, she is also a member of the
Belgian Academy and of the Academy Goncourt, one of France’s highest literary 
distinctions. Farrar, Straus & Young published the original edition of this book.

Colette (28 January 1873 – 3 August 1954) was the surname of the French novelist
and performer Sidonie-Gabrielle Colette. She is best known for her novel Gigi, the 
basis for the film and Lerner and Loewe stage production of the same title. Sidonie-
Gabrielle Colette was nominated for the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1948. She was 
also a mime, an actress and a journalist.
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Colitt, Leslie. Spymaster: The Real-life Karla, His Moles, and the East German 
Secret Police. Reading. 1995. Addison Wesley. 1st American Edition. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 0201407388. 302 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Linda Kosarin. 
Inventory # 21716. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this penetrating look at the life and character of 
Markus Wolf, the most successful Communist spymaster of the Cold War, the author
raises an intriguing question: Did this ruthless and charming man have to pay any 
price, morally or physically, for forty years as head of the East German Stasi’s 
feared foreign intelligence network? The answer is, not really. As Wolf looks back on
his life from his luxury high-rise apartment in East Berlin, he denies any direct 
responsibility for the human wreckage caused by his service and is unrepentant 
about his beliefs. In 1995 a high German court seemed to vindicate him, repealing a
prison sentence for treason on the grounds that he was only doing his job for the 
now-vanished East German state. This first biography of Markus Wolf allows 
readers to judge for themselves.

Leslie Colitt was the Observer correspondent in Berlin from 1968 to 1974 and the 
Financial Times correspondent in Berlin from 1972 to 1993.
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Coll, Susan. Karlmarx. com. New York. 2000. Simon & Schuster. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0743200039. 255 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Rex Bonomelli/Sopt Design. Inventory # 28834. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ella Kennedy may not be perfect, but she’s smart, she’s
dedicated, and she’s finally managed to find a fascinating thesis subject in the 
morass of Marxist political theory: Eleanor Marx, the youngest daughter of Karl and
a bright light in the Marxist movement, who famously declined after a disastrous love
affair. With tenacity, with vigor, Ella Kennedy, Ph.D. student extraordinaire, begins 
delving into the world of Eleanor just as she takes a job setting up a Marxist mail-
order catalogue at the fledgling Institute of Thought in Washington, D.C. — a 
veritable three-ring circus. When Ella’s own life begins to parallel Eleanor’s — right 
down to the domineering father (Ella’s is known as the king of discount 
merchandising) and the distant yet brilliant lover — the theoretical, the political, and 
the personal collide in a hilarious romp of a novel. Wacky, heartwarming, and 
deliciously smart, this novel of heartbreak and hilarity on the doctoral circuit is the 
intersection of Laura Zigman, Nora Ephron, and Richard Russo.

Susan Coll is the author of the novels The Stager, Beach Week, Acceptance, 
Rockville Pike, and karlmarx.com. Her work has appeared in the Washington Post, 
the New York Times, NPR.org, theatlantic.com, The Millions, and a variety of other 
publications including The Asian Wall Street Journal and the International Herald 
Tribune.
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Colley, Linda. Captives: The Story of Britain's Pursuit of Empire & How Its Soldiers &
Civilians Were Held captive By the Dream of Global Supremacy, 1600-1850. New 
York. 2003. Pantheon Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0375421521. 438 pages. hardcover. Jacket painting: detail from The Murder of Jane
McCrea by John Vanderlyn. Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art, Hartford, CT. 
Jacket design by Archie Ferguson. Author photograph (c) Niall McDiarmid. Inventory
# 33539. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Britain’s pursuit of empire seems an inexorable march 
across continents toward its ultimate - if temporary - global hegemony. But, as Linda
Colley shows in this masterfully written book, Britain’s overseas enterprises were 
always constrained by its own limitations in size, population, and armed forces, and
by divisions among its subjects - constraints and deficiencies that could make the 
dream of empire an ordeal even for its makers. Drawing on a wealth of captivity 
narratives by men and women of different social and ethnic backgrounds from the 
early seventeenth century to the Victorian era, Colley chronicles the complicated 
dynamic between invader and invaded. Here are the stories of Sarah Shade, who 
was married to a succession of British military officers, attacked by tigers, and 
imprisoned by Indian ruler Tipu Sultan; Joseph Pitts, a white slave in Algiers from 
1678 to 1693 and author of the first authentic - and very complimentary - English 
account of the pilgrimage to Mecca; and Florentia Sale, a captive in the Kabul 
insurrection of 1841 who used her time in confinement as an opportunity to interview
military men for her memoir. There were also those who crossed the cultural divide 
and switched identities, like the Irishman George Thomas, a mercenary fighter for 
Indian rulers and failed dictator, and those who crossed but made it back, like John
Rutherfurd, the onetime Chippewa warrior and Scot. Colley uses these extraordinary
tales to trace the changing boundaries of Britain’s pursuit of empire and its shifting 
attitudes toward Islam, slavery, race, and American revolutionaries.

LINDA COLLEY has taught at Cambridge and Yale and is currently Leverhulme 
Research Professor at the London School of Economics. She is now Shelby M. C. 
Davis Professor of History at Princeton University.
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Collier, John. The John Collier Reader. New York. 1972. Knopf. 1st Edition. Very 
Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 039446186x. 571 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
2161. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Forty-seven rapier pointed tales of fate, evil, and 
retribution from one of the finest storytellers of our times, together with the full text of
his comparable novel, His Monkey Wife.

John Henry Noyes Collier (3 May 1901 – 6 April 1980) was a British-born author and
screenplay writer best known for his short stories, many of which appeared in The 
New Yorker from the 1930s to the 1950s. Most were collected in The John Collier 
Reader (Knopf, 1972); earlier collections include a 1951 volume, the famous 
Fancies and Goodnights, which won the International Fantasy Award and remains in
print. Individual stories are frequently anthologized in fantasy collections. John 
Collier's writing has been praised by authors such as Anthony Burgess, Ray 
Bradbury, Roald Dahl, Neil Gaiman, Michael Chabon, Wyndham Lewis, and Paul 
Theroux. He appears to have given few interviews in his life; those include 
conversations with biographer Betty Richardson, Tom Milne, and Max Wilk.
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Collins, Billy. Picnic, Lightning. Pittsburgh. 1998. University of Pittsburgh Press. 
Later Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822956709. Pitt Poetry Series. 104 
pages. paperback. Cover art by Martin Johnson Heade, 'Salt Marsh Hay,' c.1865. 
Cover design by Kachergis Book Design. Inventory # 40589. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In these playful, conversational poems, Billy Collins 
immerses us in the minutiae of a life. What Collins does best is turn an apparently 
simple phrase into a numinous moment.

Billy Collins, named U.S. Poet Laureate in June 2001 and reappointed to the post in
2002, has published seven collections of poetry, including The Apple That 
Astonished Paris; Nine Horses; The Art of Drowning; Picnic, Lightning; Questions 
about Angels; and Sailing Alone Around the Room. A professor of English at 
Lehman College of the City University of New York, he lives in Somers, New York.
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Collins, Billy. Questions About Angels: Poems. Pittsburgh. 1999. University of 
Pittsburgh Press. Later Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822956983. 94 
pages. paperback. Cover design by Ann Walston. Inventory # 40590. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Selected by Edward Hirsch for the National Poetry 
Series, Questions About Angels, Billy Collins's fourth book of poems, is available 
again. Remarkable for their wry, inquisitive voice and their sheer imaginative range, 
these poems are probing explorations, journeys into the unexpected. Questions 
About Angels reinforces Collins's place among the most talented poets of this 
generation. 'Billy Collins can be downright funny; he's a parodist, a feigning trickster,
an ironic, entertaining magician-as-hero. Without question, Collins writes with verve,
gumption and deep intelligence. Not many poets can infuse humor with such serious
knowledge; not many can range so far throughout history and look so freshly into the
future. Not many can please so thoroughly and still manage to chide, prod, urge, 
criticize, and teach.' - David Baker, Poetry.This volume was selected by Edward 
Hirsch for the 1990 National Poetry Series.

Billy Collins, named U.S. Poet Laureate in June 2001 and reappointed to the post in
2002, has published seven collections of poetry, including The Apple That 
Astonished Paris; Nine Horses; The Art of Drowning; Picnic, Lightning; Questions 
about Angels; and Sailing Alone Around the Room. A professor of English at 
Lehman College of the City University of New York, he lives in Somers, New York.
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Collins, Billy. The Art of Drowning. Pittsburgh. 1995. University of Pittsburgh Press.
Later Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780822938934. Pitt Poetry Series. 95 
pages. hardcover. Cover art by J. M. W. Turner, 'Dawn After the Wreck.'. Inventory #
40597. $21

FROM THE PUBLISHER - 'A wonderful, thoughtful, sly, and moving collection.' --
San Francisco Chronicle. 'A brilliant collection.' --Washington. Over the past decade,
Billy Collins has emerged as the most beloved American poet since Robert Frost, 
garnering critical acclaim and broad popular appeal. To celebrate his years as U.S.
Poet Laureate, The University of Pittsburgh Press is pleased to announce these 
special limited editions, in hardcover, of the books that helped establish and secure
his reputation during the 1990s.

Billy Collins, named U.S. Poet Laureate in June 2001 and reappointed to the post in
2002, has published seven collections of poetry, including The Apple That 
Astonished Paris; Nine Horses; The Art of Drowning; Picnic, Lightning; Questions 
about Angels; and Sailing Alone Around the Room. A professor of English at 
Lehman College of the City University of New York, he lives in Somers, New York.
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Collins, Martha. Admit One: An American Scrapbook. Pittsburgh. 2016. University of
Pittsburgh Press. Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822964056. Pitt
Poetry Series. 96 pages. paperback. Inventory # 42523. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Praise for Martha Collins ‘A dazzling poet whose poetry 
is poised at the juncture between the lyric and ethics, Martha Collins has addressed
some of the most traumatic social issues of the twentieth century in supple and 
complex poems. Those who have followed Collins’ books have long since realized 
that no subject is off limits for her piercing intellect.’ —AWP Chronicle. In Admit One:
An American Scrapbook, Martha Collins relentlessly traces the history of scientific 
racism from the 1904 St. Louis World's Fair through the eugenics movement of the 
1920s.

Martha Collins is the author of seven previous books of poetry, including Day Unto 
Day, White Papers, and Blue Front, and co-translator of four collections of 
Vietnamese poetry. Founder of the creative writing program at the University of 
Massachusetts-Boston, she served for ten years as Pauline Delaney Professor of 
Creative Writing at Oberlin College.
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Collins, Martha. Admit One: An American Scrapbook. Pittsburgh. 2016. University of
Pittsburgh Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822964056. 
Pitt Poetry Series. 96 pages. paperback. Inventory #  44198. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Praise for Martha Collins ‘A dazzling poet whose poetry 
is poised at the juncture between the lyric and ethics, Martha Collins has addressed
some of the most traumatic social issues of the twentieth century in supple and 
complex poems. Those who have followed Collins’ books have long since realized 
that no subject is off limits for her piercing intellect.’ —AWP Chronicle. In Admit One:
An American Scrapbook, Martha Collins relentlessly traces the history of scientific 
racism from the 1904 St. Louis World's Fair through the eugenics movement of the 
1920s.

Martha Collins is the author of seven previous books of poetry, including Day Unto 
Day, White Papers, and Blue Front, and co-translator of four collections of 
Vietnamese poetry. Founder of the creative writing program at the University of 
Massachusetts-Boston, she served for ten years as Pauline Delaney Professor of 
Creative Writing at Oberlin College.
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Collins, Martha. White Papers. Pittsburgh. 2012. University of Pittsburgh Press. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822961840. Pitt Poetry Series. 69 
pages. paperback. Cover art by May Stevens, 'White Only,' 1963. Cover design by 
Ann Walston. Inventory # 40611. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - White Papers is a series of untitled poems that deal with 
issues of race from a number of personal, historical, and cultural perspectives. 
Expanding the territory of her 2006 book Blue Front, which focused on a lynching 
her father witnessed as a child, this book turns, among other things, to Martha 
Collins' childhood. Throughout, it explores questions about what it means to be 
white, not only in the poet's life, but also in our culture and history, even our pre-
history. The styles and forms are varied, as are the approaches; some of the poems
address race only implicitly, and the book, like Blue Front, includes some 
documentary and 'found' material. But the focus is always on getting at what it has 
meant and what it means to be white--to have a race and racial history, much of 
which one would prefer to forget, if one is white, but all of which is essential to 
remember and to acknowledge in a multi-racial society that continues to live under 
the influence of its deeply racist past.

Martha Collins is the author of several poetry collections, including the book-length 
poem Blue Front, winner of the Anisfield-Wolf Book Award and chosen as one of '25
Books to Remember from 2006' by the New York Public Library. Her other awards 
include fellowships from the NEA, the Bunting Institute, the Ingram Merrill 
Foundation, and the Witter Bynner Foundation. She is also the recipient of three 
Pushcart Prizes, the Alice Fay Di Castagnola Award, and a Lannan residency grant.
Collins founded the Creative Writing Program at UMass-Boston and for ten years 
was Pauline Delaney Professor of Creative Writing at Oberlin College. She is 
currently editor-at-large for FIELD magazine and an editor for Oberlin College Press.
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Collins, Michael. The Keepers of Truth. New York. 2001. Scribner. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0743218035. Paperback Original. This Book Was
Shortlisted For The Booker Prize. 313 pages. paperback. Cover photograph by Mark
Tucker. Inventory # 30986. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The last of a manufacturing dynasty in a dying industrial 
town, Bill lives alone in the family mansion and works for the Truth, the moribund 
local paper. He yearns to write long philosophical pieces about the American dream
gone sour, not the flaccid write-ups of bake-off contests demanded by the Truth, 
Then, old man Lawton goes missing, and suspicion fixes on his son, Ronny. 
Paradoxically, the specter of violent death breathes new life into the town. For Bill, a
deeper and more disturbing involvement with the Lawtons ensues. The Lawton 
murder and the obsessions it awakes in the town come to symbolize the mood of a 
nation on the edge. Compulsively readable, THE KEEPERS OF TRUTH startles 
both with its insights and with Collins’s powerful, incisive writing.

Michael Collins was born in Limerick, Ireland, and now lives in Seattle, Washington.
His first book, THE MAN WHO DREAMED OF LOBSTERS, was a New York Times
Notable Book of the Year in 1993. Michael Collins received his Ph.D. from the 
University of Illinois in Chicago.
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Collins, Michael. The Man Who Dreamt of Lobsters. New York. 1993. Random 
House. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679420908. 225 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket photograph - 'Untitle' by Jaromir Funke. Inventory # 29467. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this first story collection, Collins, Irish-born and 
distantly related to the Irish revolutionary who is his namesake, charts out new 
territory for the discussion of age-old problems. His perspective on life in Ireland is 
that of disaffected youth who are tired of political strife, the romanticization of 
bankrupt ways and the abdication of the fathers, who have left the children no 
legacy but violence and an oppressive church. In First Love, kids left in a car in a 
pub parking lot are horrified as their fathers’ dogs tear at the dead rabbits that have
been bagged earlier in the day, the fathers oblivious over their pints. In The 
Butcher’s Daughter a pregnant young woman sits in a pub with a doll in a pram as 
the place fills with soldiers, the workings of a violent cataclysm ticking away in the 
doll’s belly. And in The Whore Mother, Collins crafts a tale that is both 
quintessentially Irish (a brewery worker drowns in a vat of Guinness) and wickedly 
subversive (his impoverished widow, who in the absence of decent death benefits 
has taken up prostitution, is meted out the most terrible kind of justice). Collins’s gift 
is his ability to find intricate metaphors to describe lives so grim that only anger lights
the way. - PUBLISHERS WEEKLY.

Michael Collins was born in Limerick, Ireland, and now lives in Seattle, Washington.
His first book, THE MAN WHO DREAMED OF LOBSTERS, was a New York Times
Notable Book of the Year in 1993. Michael Collins received his Ph.D. from the 
University of Illinois in Chicago.
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Collins, Warwick. Gents: A Novel. New York. 1997. Marion Boyars. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 071453028x. 160 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Susi Mawani. Inventory # 24478. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - GENTS is a touching and brilliantly funny exploration of a
clash of cultures and morals set in the underground world of a men’s public urinal. 
Ezekiel Murphy, a black West Indian immigrant, takes up a new job as an attendant 
in a large London lavatory. The supervisor, Josiah Reynolds, and another West 
Indian, Jason, explain to him that one of the main problems they face is the amount
of casual sex that takes place in the cubicles. They are under pressure from the 
council authorities to reduce such behaviour and expect Ez to help them in ‘cleaning
out the swamp’. Each of the protagonists brings his own moral assumptions to the 
problem. Ez, a devout Adventist, is shocked by such revelations. Jason believes that
this kind of sex occurs because ‘Whitey’ is inherently corrupt. Reynolds, having been
warned by the council that their Gents has always had a bad reputation, takes a 
more pragmatic view of the problem and is concerned to prevent such sexual 
encounters in case the council attempts to close the establishment down. A 
determined campaign by the three attendants effectively reduces the furtive activity 
in the cubicles, but the turnstile takings also fall by forty percent. The council argues
that, in view of the reduction in revenue, the urinal is no longer worth the cost of 
keeping it open. Ez, Reynolds and Jason, their future employment prospects in 
jeopardy, must take a fresh look at their job and themselves.

Warwick Collins (14 December 1948 - 10 February 2013) was a British novelist, 
screenwriter, yacht designer, and evolutionary theorist. Collins was born in 
Johannesburg to English-speaking parents.
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Collins, Wilkie. Iolani, Or Tahiti As It Was: A Romance. Princeton. 1999. Princeton 
University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 069103446x. 
Edited & Introduced by Ira B. Nadel. 205 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration - 
'Tahiti Revisited' by William Hodges. Jacket design by Frank Mahood. Inventory # 
26663. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Written 150 years ago, never published, and presumed 
lost for nearly a century, Wilkie Collins's earliest novel now appears in print for the 
first time. Ioláni is a sensational romance--a tale of terror and suspense, bravery and
betrayal, set against the lush backdrop of Tahiti. The book's complicated history is 
worthy of a writer famous for intricate plots hinging on long-kept secrets. Collins 
wrote the book as a young man in the early 1840s, twenty years before The 
Moonstone and The Woman in White made his name among Victorian novelists. He
failed to find a publisher for the work, shelved the manuscript for years, and 
eventually gave it to an acquaintance. It disappeared into the hands of private 
collectors and remained there--acquiring mythical status as a lost novel--from the 
turn of the century until its sudden appearance on the rare book market in New York
in 1991. This first edition appears with the permission of the new owners, who keep 
the mystery alive by remaining anonymous. The novel is set in Tahiti prior to 
European contact. It tells the story of the diabolical high priest, Ioláni , and the heroic
young woman, Idia, who bears his child. Determined to defy the Tahitian custom of 
killing firstborn children, Idia and her friend Aimáta flee with the baby and take 
refuge among Ioláni's enemies. The vengeful priest pursues them, setting into 
motion a plot that features civil war, sorcery, sacrificial rites, wild madmen, 
treachery, and love. Collins explores themes that he would return to again and again
in his career: oppression by sinister, patriarchal figures; the bravery of forceful, 
unorthodox women; the psychology of the criminal mind; the hypocrisy of moralists;
and Victorian ideas of the exotic. As Ira Nadel shows in his introduction, the novel 
casts new light on Collins's development as a writer and on the creation of his later
masterpieces.

William Wilkie Collins (8 January 1824 – 23 September 1889) was an English 
novelist, playwright, and author of short stories. His best-known works are The 
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Collodi, Carlo (adapted by Eric Metaxas). Pinocchio. New York. 1996. Rabbit 
Ears/Simon & Schuster. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Pictorial Hardcover 
Boards. No Dustjacket. 0689802307. Illustrated by Brain Ajhar. 32 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 43755. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - One rainy day, while daydreaming about how happy his 
life would be if he had a son of his own, a humble toy maker named Geppetto starts
carving a puppet. And except for the single outstanding feature of a magnificently 
long nose, which makes the puppet appear somewhat mischievous, Pinocchio looks
very much like a little boy, indeed. Just as Geppetto adds the finishing touches, 
however, Pinocchio springs to life and flees the cottage in search of adventure---only
to discover that what he wants most of all is right at home. Based on the Italian 
novel by Carlo Collodi, this buoyant adaptation features the lush, engaging 
watercolors of Brian Ajhar.

Carlo Lorenzini (November 24, 1826 – October 26, 1890), better known by the pen 
name Carlo Collodi, was an Italian children's writer known for the world-renowned 
fairy tale novel, The Adventures of Pinocchio.
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Comer, James P. Maggie's American Dream: The Life & Times of a Black Family. 
New York. 1989. Plume/New American Library. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very
Good in Wrappers. 0452263182. Foreword by Charlayne Hunter-Gault. 228 pages.
paperback. Z6318. Cover design by Leonard Telesca. Inventory # 32665. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This inspiring black family success story centers on an 
exceptional woman, Maggie Comer, whose American dream brought her from abject
poverty in the rural South to become the mother of five outstanding achievers. Told 
first through Maggie’s own words, then through those of her son James - an award-
winning child psychiatrist and brilliant educator - Maggie’s American Dream is an 
unforgettable chronicle of courage and resourcefulness, of pride and achievement, 
of daring to dream despite the odds.

James P. Comer (born James Pierpont Comer, September 25, 1934 in East 
Chicago, Indiana) is currently the Maurice Falk Professor of Child Psychiatry at the
Yale Child Study Center and has been since 1976. He is also an associate dean at 
the Yale School of Medicine. As one of the world's leading child psychiatrists, he is 
best known for his efforts to improve the scholastic performance of children from 
lower-income and minority backgrounds which led to the founding of the Comer 
School Development Program in 1968. His program has been used in more than 
600 schools in eighty-two school districts. He is the author of ten books, including 
the autobiographical Maggie’s American Dream: The Life and Times of a Black 
Family, 1988; Leave No Child Behind: Preparing Today's Youth for Tomorrow's 
World, 2004; and his most recent book, What I Learned in School: Reflections on 
Race, Child Development, and School Reform, 2009. He has also written more than
150 articles for Parents (magazine) and more than 300 articles on children's health 
and development and race relations. Dr. Comer has also served as a consultant to 
the Children's Television Workshop (Sesame Workshop) which produces Sesame 
Street and The Electric Company (1971 TV series). He is a co-founder and past 
president of the Black Psychiatrists of America and has served on the board of 
several universities, foundations, and corporations. He has also lectured and 
consulted widely not only across the United States at different universities, medical 
schools, and scientific associations, but also around the world in places such as 
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Comfort, Alex (translator). The Illustrated Koka Shastra. New York. 1997. Simon & 
Schuster Editions. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684839814. Medieval 
Indian Writings On Love Based On The Kama Sutra. 128 pages. hardcover. Jacket
design by Simon Balley. Jacket image: ‘Krishna and Radha.’. Inventory # 24269. 
$17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - First published 1964 as 'The Koka Shastra'. An erotic 
Indian text from the middle ages.

Alexander Comfort (10 February 1920 – 26 March 2000) was a British scientist and
physician known best for his nonfiction sex manual, The Joy of Sex (1972). He was
an author of both fiction and nonfiction, as well as a gerontologist, anarchist, pacifist,
and conscientious objector.
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Conaway, James. The Big Easy. Boston. 1970. Houghton Mifflin. 1st Printing. Very
Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 216 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 9839. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - New Orleans is a city of contrasts, where beautiful 
nineteenth-century houses and slum apartments exists side by side in decadent 
harmony. As a reporter, Comiski knows the city in all its moods and has covered 
some of the seamiest and most raffish aspects of life in the Big Easy. The police 
station, the morgue, the racetrack are his beat, and in following it he stumbles into 
trouble.

JAMES CONAWAY is the author of several books, including Napa: The Story of an
American Eden, the nonfiction bestseller about the wine country and those 
responsible for California’s winemaking triumphs, and its sequel, The Far Side of 
Eden. He is the author of the novels Nose, The Big Easy and World’s End. Conaway
has written for multiple magazines, among them Harper’s, The Atlantic, 
Smithsonian, Saveur, Gourmet, and National Geographic Traveler.
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Conde, Maryse. Heremakhonon. Washington DC. 1982. Three Continents Press. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0894102338. Released 
Simultaneously as a hardcover. Translated from the French by Richard Philcox. 176
pages. paperback. Inventory # 13340. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Veronica Mercier, a sophisticated Caribbean woman 
teaching and living in Paris, goes to a West African country to complete her search 
for self-identity. There, she finds herself involved with a 'nigger with ancestors' - a 
cold, calculating minister for the interior and heir to the presidency.

Maryse Condé (born February 11, 1937) is a Guadeloupean, French-language 
author of historical fiction, best known for her novel Segu (1984–1985). Born as 
Maryse Boucolon at Pointe-à-Pitre, Guadeloupe, she was the youngest of eight 
children. After having graduated from high school, she was sent to Lycée Fénelon 
and Sorbonne in Paris, where she majored in English. In 1959, she married 
Mamadou Condé, a Guinean actor. After graduating, she taught in Guinea, Ghana 
and Senegal. In 1981, she divorced, but the following year married Richard Philcox,
English language translator of most of her novels. In addition to her writings, Condé
had a distinguished academic career. In 2004 she retired from Columbia University
as Professor Emerita of French. She had previously taught at the University of 
California, Berkeley, UCLA, the Sorbonne, The University of Virginia, and the 
University of Nanterre. Condé's novels explore racial, gender and cultural issues in a
variety of historical eras and locales, including the Salem witch trials in I, Tituba: 
Black Witch of Salem (1992) and the 19th-century Bambara Empire of Mali in Segu 
(1987). Her novels trace the relationships between African peoples and the 
diaspora, especially the Caribbean. She has taken considerable distance from most
Caribbean literary movements, such as Negritude and Creolité, and has often 
focused on topics with strong feminist concerns.
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Conde, Maryse. The Children of Segu. New York. 1989. Viking Press. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. Remainder Mark. 0670807281. The Sequel to 
Segu. Translated from the French Linda Coverdale. 429 pages. hardcover. Inventory
# 28768. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A powerful novel of Africa's history and the men and 
women who determined its fate. From the East came Islam. From the West, the 
slave trade. The battle for Africa's soul had begun. 'Segu is an overwhelming 
accomplishment. It injects into the density of history characters who are as alive as 
you and I. Passionate, lusty, greedy, they are in conflict with themselves as well as
with God and Mammon. Maryse Conde has done us all a tremendous service by 
rendering history so compelling and exciting. Segu is a literary masterpiece I could 
not put down.' -LOUISE MERIWETHER.

Maryse Condé (born February 11, 1937) is a Guadeloupean, French-language 
author of historical fiction, best known for her novel Segu (1984–1985). Born as 
Maryse Boucolon at Pointe-à-Pitre, Guadeloupe, she was the youngest of eight 
children. After having graduated from high school, she was sent to Lycée Fénelon 
and Sorbonne in Paris, where she majored in English. In 1959, she married 
Mamadou Condé, a Guinean actor. After graduating, she taught in Guinea, Ghana 
and Senegal. In 1981, she divorced, but the following year married Richard Philcox,
English language translator of most of her novels. In addition to her writings, Condé
had a distinguished academic career. In 2004 she retired from Columbia University
as Professor Emerita of French. She had previously taught at the University of 
California, Berkeley, UCLA, the Sorbonne, The University of Virginia, and the 
University of Nanterre. Condé's novels explore racial, gender and cultural issues in a
variety of historical eras and locales, including the Salem witch trials in I, Tituba: 
Black Witch of Salem (1992) and the 19th-century Bambara Empire of Mali in Segu 
(1987). Her novels trace the relationships between African peoples and the 
diaspora, especially the Caribbean. She has taken considerable distance from most
Caribbean literary movements, such as Negritude and Creolité, and has often 
focused on topics with strong feminist concerns.
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Confiant, Raphael. Mamzelle Dragonfly. New York. 2000. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374199329. Translated from the 
French by Linda Coverdale. 169 pages. hardcover. Jacket art - 'Laetitia' by 
Catherine Theodose. Inventory # 28232. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Adelise is a girl trapped working in the cane fields of 
Martinique. Yearning for communication, she confides in the mysterious flowering 
tree in her backyard; her mother calls her a dragonfly, for she refuses to settle down
and learn that life is not a game. When Adelise is forced to move from her village to
Fort-de-France, the island’s politically restive capital, her aunt introduces her to the 
unsavory business of nightlife among the mulatto elite, and she comes to rely even
more on an elaborate system of detachment from her body. ‘Raphael Confiant has 
incontestably become a principal character in French literary history,’ a reviewer for
Le Monde observed. ‘One is struck by the luminous intelligence of his insights, by 
the wit of his dialogue, by his soaring lyricism.’ MAMZELLE DRAGONFLY, the first 
of Confiant’s books to be published in English, is a vivid and intimately affecting 
novel; its spare style is reminiscent of Cristina Garcia’s, while its fiercely 
independent heroine brings to mind those in Edwidge Danticat’s fiction, it is a 
nostalgic and erotic story, and also a sophisticated look at modern Martinique.

Raphaël Confiant (born January 25, 1951) is a Martinican writer known for his 
literary commitment towards Creole literature. Raphaël Confiant was born in Le 
Lorrain, Martinique. He studied English and Political Science at the Sciences Po Aix
and Law at Paul Cézanne University in Aix-en-Provence, France. During the 1970s,
Confiant became a militant proponent of use of the Creole language and later 
worked with Jean Bernabé and Patrick Chamoiseau to create the créolité 
movement.
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Connell, Evan S. Mr. Bridge. San Francisco. 1969. Knopf. 1st Edition. Very Good in
Slightly Worn Boards.No Dustjacket. 371 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 2167. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Walter Bridge is an ambitious lawyer who redoubles his 
efforts and time at the office whenever he senses that his family needs something, 
even when what they need is more of him and less of his money. Affluence, material
assets, and comforts create a cocoon of community respectability that cloaks the 
void within - not the skeleton in the closet but a black hole swallowing the whole 
household.

Evan Shelby Connell Jr. (August 17, 1924 – January 10, 2013) was a U.S. novelist,
poet, and short-story writer. He also published under the name Evan S. Connell, Jr.
His writing covered a variety of genres, although he published most frequently in 
fiction. In 2009, Connell was nominated for the Man Booker International Prize, for 
lifetime achievement. On April 23, 2010, he was awarded a Los Angeles Times 
Book Prize: the Robert Kirsch Award, for "a living author with a substantial 
connection to the American West, whose contribution to American letters deserves 
special recognition.”
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Connell, Vivian. The Chinese Room. New York. 1948. Bantam Books. 2nd Bantam
Paperback Priting. Very Good in Wrappers. 310 pages. paperback. 454. Cover 
painting by Ben Stahl. Inventory # 41487. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE AMAZING STORY OF A SAVAGE LOVE. Nicholas
Bude is a wealthy London Banker with a wife in the country and a mistress in the city
whose sterile life is disrupted when a servant’s daughter commits suicide.

Vivian Connell (1909-1981) Born (a man, just to clear up some confusion) in Cork, 
Ireland, wrote a number of novels, plays and short stories. Both The Chinese Room
and September in Quinze were censored on sexual grounds.
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Connelly, Joe. Bringing Out the Dead. New York. 1998. Knopf. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0375400400. 1st Novel. 277 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Archie Ferguson. Inventory # 27957. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Drawing on a decade of his own experiences as a 
paramedic on the streets of New York City, Joe Connelly vividly portrays the 
conflicted, frenetic existence of an EMS medic, in his gritty and powerful debut 
novel, Bringing Out the Dead. Frank Pierce works the graveyard shift in Hell’s 
Kitchen, once known as the toughest neighborhood in Manhattan, now a melting pot
of old-timers, yuppies, and down-and-outers, and the calls he responds to are a mix
of ‘homicides, suicides, overdoses, and all the other victims, innocent or not.’ In the
doorways and alleys of the neighborhood, Frank sees the ghosts of cases past, 
those still ‘gasping at lives so abruptly taken away.’ The one particular case that 
haunts Frank’s sleeping and waking moments is that of a young asthmatic woman 
named Rose. Her image appears around every corner, in a yellow rain slicker 
crumpled on the pavement. As Frank struggles through two life-altering days on the 
job, he takes the reader along for the ride, offering unique insight into one of the 
world’s most harrowing, and at times rewarding, professions. Reading the taut, 
unflinching narrative of this powerful novel is something akin to an adrenaline shot, 
and it is an experience not soon forgotten.

Joe Connelly is an American writer. Connelly is best known for his first novel, 
Bringing Out the Dead, which was made into an eponymous film. Connelly grew up 
in a working-class family in Warwick, New York. He dropped out of Colgate 
University and, before publishing his first novel, worked as a paramedic at St. 
Clare's Hospital in Hell's Kitchen, New York City, for nine years. He wrote in his 
spare time over that period, in a small flat in the Upper West Side and while living in
Ireland and travelling in Eastern Europe for a considerable period.
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Connelly, Joe. Crumbtown. New York. 2003. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0375413642. 263 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by 
David Graham. Jacket design by Chip Kidd. Inventory # 33673. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Crumbtown is disaster zone as neighborhood, 
crisscrossed by streets called Lemmings, Felony, Sodden; rapidly losing its edges to
the river; inhabited by people who know firsthand that ‘there’s bad luck in the world,
and then there’s crumbluck.’ Don Reedy is the poster boy for crumbluck. His ticket 
out of town was a fifteen-year jail term for a staged armed robbery. His ticket out of 
jail is a return to Crumbtown. He’s got early parole and a job as a consultant to the 
TV show based on his own life, but he’s had to give up ‘all current and future rights 
to any representations of his life, both fictional and otherwise.’ So when he decides 
to rob the TV robbery - becoming the criminal he never really was - the cameras are
rolling, the scriptwriter is already making the appropriate changes, and the producer
figures they’ve got a ten-point rating in the bag. Don, however, is on the run - a ploy
complicated not just by the cameras, but by the dual casts of his life and the show: 
the fireplug half twins, Tim and Tom, who ran out on him after the first robbery; the 
still-prone-to-tantrums former child star who plays Don; the real cop/TV cop on 
Don’s trail with a posse of actor cops carrying real guns; and Rita, the beautiful 
Russian-born Crumbtown-adopted bartender with a past full of man trouble and a 
future full of Don - if he can just decide which Don he wants, or needs, to be. Written
with all the immediacy, head, and rich ness of character that marked his debut 
novel, CRUMBTOWN is, as well, furiously satiric - and further proof that in Joe 
Connelly we have a writer of the first order.

Joe Connelly is an American writer. Connelly is best known for his first novel, 
Bringing Out the Dead, which was made into an eponymous film. Connelly grew up 
in a working-class family in Warwick, New York. He dropped out of Colgate 
University and, before publishing his first novel, worked as a paramedic at St. 
Clare's Hospital in Hell's Kitchen, New York City, for nine years.
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Connelly, Michael. A Darkness More Than Night. Boston. 2001. Little Brown. 
Advance Reading Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 0316154059. 387 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 28666. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - LAPD detective Harry Bosch, star of ANGELS FLIGHT, 
crosses paths with BLOODWORK’s Terry McCaleb in Michael Connelly’s most 
tension-charged novel ever. Harry Bosch is up to his neck in a case that has 
transfixed all of celebrity-mad Los Angeles: a movie director charged with murdering
an actress during sex, and then staging her death to make it look like a suicide. 
Bosch is both the arresting officer and the star witness in a trial that has brought the
Hollywood media pack out in full-throated frenzy. Terry McCaleb is enjoying an 
idyllic retirement on Catalina Island when a visit from an old colleague brings his 
former world rushing back. It’s a murder, the unreadable kind of murder he 
specialized in solving back in his FBI days. The investigation has stalled, and the 
sheriff’s office is asking McCaleb to take a quick look at the murder book to see if he
turns up something they’ve missed. McCaleb’s first reading of the crime scene leads
him to look for a methodical killer with a taste for rituals and revenge. As his quick 
look accelerates into a full-sprint investigation, the two crimes—his murdered loner 
and Bosch’s movie director—begin to overlap strangely. With one unsettling 
revelation after another, they merge, becoming one impossible, terrifying case, 
involving almost inconceivable calculation. McCaleb believes he has unmasked the
most frightening killer ever to cross his sights. But his investigation tangles with 
Bosch’s lines, and the two men find themselves at odds in the most dangerous 
investigation of their lives. A DARKNESS MORE THAN NIGHT explores the darkest
precincts of Los Angeles and the hidden corners of the human heart. It is Michael 
Connelly’s most brilliantly plotted novel ever, a riveting courtroom spectacle woven 
together with a nerve-racking investigation.

Michael Connelly (born July 21, 1956) is an American author of detective novels and
other crime fiction, notably those featuring LAPD Detective Hieronymus ‘Harry’ 
Bosch and criminal defense attorney Mickey Haller.
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Connelly, Michael. Angels Flight. Boston. 1999. Little Brown. Uncorrected Advance
Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 0316152196. 393 pages. paperback. Signed by the
Author. Inventory # 26223. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The man most hated by the LAPD - a black lawyer who 
has made his name by bringing lawsuits alleging racism and brutality by police 
officers - has been found murdered on the eve of a high-profile trial. The list of 
suspects includes half the police force. And Harry Bosch is the detective chosen to 
lead the investigation. The political dangers of the case are huge. If it’s not 
investigated fairly, the public outcry could make the Rodney King riots look tame. 
But a full investigation will take Bosch into the ugliest corners of law enforcement. To
make matters worse, Bosch’s wife, Eleanor, has disappeared. Bosch fears she has 
left him - or succumbed to her gambling addiction. He’s not sure which would be 
worse. ANGELS FLIGHT reads in a white heat. It continues to up the ante of the 
series that is ‘raising the hard-boiled detective novel to a new level - adding 
substance and depth to modern crime fiction.’ (Boston Globe).

Michael Connelly (born July 21, 1956) is an American author of detective novels and
other crime fiction, notably those featuring LAPD Detective Hieronymus ‘Harry’ 
Bosch and criminal defense attorney Mickey Haller. His books, which have been 
translated into 36 languages, have garnered him many awards. Connelly was the 
President of the Mystery Writers of America from 2003 to 2004.
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Connelly, Michael. Angels Flight. Boston. 1999. Little Brown. 1st Edition. Very Good
in Dustjacket. 0316152196. 393 pages. hardcover. Cover design by Melissa 
Hayden/Michael Ian Kaye. Inventory # 31792. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The man most hated by the LAPD - a black lawyer who 
has made his name by bringing lawsuits alleging racism and brutality by police 
officers - has been found murdered on the eve of a high-profile trial. The list of 
suspects includes half the police force. And Harry Bosch is the detective chosen to 
lead the investigation. The political dangers of the case are huge. If it’s not 
investigated fairly, the public outcry could make the Rodney King riots look tame. 
But a full investigation will take Bosch into the ugliest corners of law enforcement. To
make matters worse, Bosch’s wife, Eleanor, has disappeared. Bosch fears she has 
left him - or succumbed to her gambling addiction. He’s not sure which would be 
worse. ANGELS FLIGHT reads in a white heat. It continues to up the ante of the 
series that is ‘raising the hard-boiled detective novel to a new level - adding 
substance and depth to modern crime fiction.’ (Boston Globe).

Michael Connelly (born July 21, 1956) is an American author of detective novels and
other crime fiction, notably those featuring LAPD Detective Hieronymus ‘Harry’ 
Bosch and criminal defense attorney Mickey Haller. His books, which have been 
translated into 36 languages, have garnered him many awards. Connelly was the 
President of the Mystery Writers of America from 2003 to 2004.
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Connelly, Michael. Blood Work. Boston. 1998. Little Brown. Advance Reading Copy.
Very Good in Wrappers. 0316153990. 393 pages. paperback. Cover: Melissa 
Hayden/Michael Ian Kaye. Inventory # 28055. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Blood Work, Michael Connelly introduces a new 
character, Terry McCaleb, who was a top man at the FBI until a heart ailment forced
his early retirement. Now he lives a quiet life, nursing his new heart and restoring the
boat on which he lives in Los Angeles Harbor. Although he isn’t looking for any 
excitement, when Graciela Rivers asks him to investigate her sister Gloria’s death, 
her story hooks him immediately: the new heart beating in McCaleb’s chest is 
Gloria’s. As McCaleb investigates the evidence in the case, the suspected 
randomness of the crime gives way to an unsettling suspicion of a twisted 
intelligence behind the murder. Soon McCaleb finds himself on the trail of a killer 
more horrifying than anything he ever encountered before. Blood Work won the 
Grand Prix, the highest honor for a mystery novel in France. It also won the Anthony
Award and Macavity Award for Best Novel of 1998.

Michael Connelly (born July 21, 1956) is an American author of detective novels and
other crime fiction, notably those featuring LAPD Detective Hieronymus ‘Harry’ 
Bosch and criminal defense attorney Mickey Haller. His books, which have been 
translated into 36 languages, have garnered him many awards. Connelly was the 
President of the Mystery Writers of America from 2003 to 2004.
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Connelly, Michael. The Black Ice. Boston. 1993. Little Brown. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket.Remainder Mark On Bottom Edge. 0316153826. 322 
pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket design by Steve Snider. Inventory #
24954. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Narcotics officer Cal Moore’s orders were to look into the
city’s latest drug killing. Instead, he ends up in a motel room with his head in several
pieces and a suicide note stuffed in his back pocket. Years ago, Harry Bosch 
learned the first rule of the good cop: don’t look for the facts, but the glue that holds 
them together. Now, Harry’s making some very dangerous connections, starting with
one dead cop and leading to a bloody string of murders that winds from Hollywood 
Boulevard’s drug bazaar to the dusty back alleys south of the border and into the 
center of a complex and lethal game -- one in which Harry is the next and likeliest 
victim. In this fast-paced sequel to THE BLACK ECHO, LAPD detective Harry Bosch
continues to investigate the drug-trafficking underworlds of inner-city Los Angeles 
and the wastelands of Mexico. When he discovers the body of a fellow police officer
in a sleazy hotel, Harry gets entangled in a brutal web of violence and drugs.

Michael Connelly (born July 21, 1956) is an American author of detective novels and
other crime fiction, notably those featuring LAPD Detective Hieronymus ‘Harry’ 
Bosch and criminal defense attorney Mickey Haller. His books, which have been 
translated into 36 languages, have garnered him many awards. Connelly was the 
President of the Mystery Writers of America from 2003 to 2004.
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Connelly, Michael. The Gods of Guilt. New York. 2013. Little Brown. Advance 
Reading Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780316069519. 391 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 41624. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Defense attorney Mickey Haller returns with a haunting 
case in the gripping new thriller from #1 New York Times bestselling author Michael
Connelly. Mickey Haller gets the text, ‘Call me ASAP - 187,’ and the California penal
code for murder immediately gets his attention. Murder cases have the highest 
stakes and the biggest paydays, and they always mean Haller has to be at the top of
his game. When Mickey learns that the victim was his own former client, a prostitute
he thought he had rescued and put on the straight and narrow path, he knows he is
on the hook for this one. He soon finds out that she was back in LA and back in the 
life. Far from saving her, Mickey may have been the one who put her in danger. 
Haunted by the ghosts of his past, Mickey must work tirelessly and bring all his skill 
to bear on a case that could mean his ultimate redemption or proof of his ultimate 
guilt. The Gods of Guilt shows once again why ‘Michael Connelly excels, easily 
surpassing John Grisham in the building of courtroom suspense’ (Los Angeles 
Times).

Michael Connelly (born July 21, 1956) is an American author of detective novels and
other crime fiction, notably those featuring LAPD Detective Hieronymus ‘Harry’ 
Bosch and criminal defense attorney Mickey Haller. His books, which have been 
translated into 36 languages, have garnered him many awards. Connelly was the 
President of the Mystery Writers of America from 2003 to 2004.keywords
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Connelly, Michael. Trunk Music: A Harry Bosch Novel. Boston. 1997. Little Brown. 
1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0316152447. 383 pages. hardcover. Signed by
the Author. Jacket design & illustration by Honi Werner. Inventory # 26209. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Back on the job after an involuntary leave of absence, 
LAPD homicide detective Harry Bosch is ready for a challenge. But his first case is a
little more than he bargained for. It starts with the body of a Hollywood producer in 
the trunk of a Rolls-Royce, shot twice in the head at close range - what looks like 
'trunk music,' a Mafia hit. But the LAPD's organized crime unit is curiously 
uninterested, and when Harry follows a trail of gambling debts to Las Vegas, the 
case suddenly becomes more complex - and much more personal. A rekindled 
romance with an old girlfriend opens new perspectives on the murder, and he begins
to glimpse a shocking triangle of corruption and collusion. Yanked off the case, 
Harry himself is soon the one being investigated. But only a bullet can stop Harry 
when he's searching for the truth.

Michael Connelly (born July 21, 1956) is an American author of detective novels and
other crime fiction, notably those featuring LAPD Detective Hieronymus ‘Harry’ 
Bosch and criminal defense attorney Mickey Haller. His books, which have been 
translated into 36 languages, have garnered him many awards. Connelly was the 
President of the Mystery Writers of America from 2003 to 2004.
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Connelly, Michael. Void Moon. Boston. 2000. Little Brown. Advance Reading Copy.
Very Good in Wrappers W/A Small Crease At The Rear Bottom Corner. 
0316154067. 391 pages. paperback. Inventory # 27353. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This thriller brings us Michael Connelly's most appealing
hero yet: a woman caught up in a scam that may cost her the one thing she holds 
dearer than her own life. Cassie Black is lured back to a profession she'd left behind
- robbing casino gamblers of their winnings - by a setup that looks too good to pass
up. Her work goes as planned, except that the mark has too much money - so much
that someone very powerful must be very angry. Cassie soon finds herself running 
from gunmen who somehow know her every move in advance. They also seem to 
be closing in on Cassie's most guarded secret, the one thing that could have caused
her to return to crime - and the one thing she will do anything to protect. Written with
the fiery pace and brilliant plotting that have made bestsellers of ANGELS FLIGHT 
and BLOOD WORK, and featuring one of the strongest heroines to come along in 
years, VOID MOON is Michael Connelly's most original and surprising novel yet.

Michael Connelly is a former journalist and has won every major prize for crime 
fiction. He lives in Florida.
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Connelly, Michael. Void Moon. Boston. 2000. Little Brown. Advance Reading Copy.
Very Good in Wrappers. 0316154067. 391 pages. paperback. Inventory # 27752. 
$15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This thriller brings us Michael Connelly's most appealing
hero yet: a woman caught up in a scam that may cost her the one thing she holds 
dearer than her own life. Cassie Black is lured back to a profession she'd left behind
- robbing casino gamblers of their winnings - by a setup that looks too good to pass
up. Her work goes as planned, except that the mark has too much money - so much
that someone very powerful must be very angry. Cassie soon finds herself running 
from gunmen who somehow know her every move in advance. They also seem to 
be closing in on Cassie's most guarded secret, the one thing that could have caused
her to return to crime - and the one thing she will do anything to protect. Written with
the fiery pace and brilliant plotting that have made bestsellers of ANGELS FLIGHT 
and BLOOD WORK, and featuring one of the strongest heroines to come along in 
years, VOID MOON is Michael Connelly's most original and surprising novel yet.

Michael Connelly is a former journalist and has won every major prize for crime 
fiction. He lives in Florida.
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Connelly, Michael. Void Moon. Boston. 2000. Little Brown. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket.Remainder Mark On Bottom Edge. 0316154067. 391 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 32970. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This thriller brings us Michael Connelly's most appealing
hero yet: a woman caught up in a scam that may cost her the one thing she holds 
dearer than her own life. Cassie Black is lured back to a profession she'd left behind
- robbing casino gamblers of their winnings - by a setup that looks too good to pass
up. Her work goes as planned, except that the mark has too much money - so much
that someone very powerful must be very angry. Cassie soon finds herself running 
from gunmen who somehow know her every move in advance. They also seem to 
be closing in on Cassie's most guarded secret, the one thing that could have caused
her to return to crime - and the one thing she will do anything to protect. Written with
the fiery pace and brilliant plotting that have made bestsellers of ANGELS FLIGHT 
and BLOOD WORK, and featuring one of the strongest heroines to come along in 
years, VOID MOON is Michael Connelly's most original and surprising novel yet.

Michael Connelly is a former journalist and has won every major prize for crime 
fiction. He lives in Florida.
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Connelly. Michael. The Black Box. New York. 2012. Little Brown. Advance 
Uncorrected Proofs. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780316069434. 400 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 40509. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a case that spans 20 years, Harry Bosch links the 
bullet from a recent crime to a file from 1992, the killing of a young female 
photographer during the L.A. riots. Harry originally investigated the murder, but it 
was then handed off to the Riot Crimes Task Force and never solved. Now Bosch's
ballistics match indicates that her death was not random violence, but something 
more personal, and connected to a deeper intrigue. Like an investigator combing 
through the wreckage after a plane crash, Bosch searches for the ‘black box,’ the 
one piece of evidence that will pull the case together. Riveting and relentlessly 
paced, THE BLACK BOX leads Harry Bosch, ‘one of the greats of crime 
fiction’ (New York Daily News), into one of his most fraught and perilous cases.

Michael Connelly (born July 21, 1956) is an American author of detective novels and
other crime fiction, notably those featuring LAPD Detective Hieronymus ‘Harry’ 
Bosch and criminal defense attorney Mickey Haller. His books, which have been 
translated into 36 languages, have garnered him many awards. Connelly was the 
President of the Mystery Writers of America from 2003 to 2004.
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Conner, Lois. China: The Photographs of Lois Conner. New York. 2000. Callaway. 
1st Edition. Very Good in Hardcover. No Dustjacket As Issued. 093511257x. 
Forward by Jonathan Spence. Essays by Geremie R. Barme and Lois Conner. 151
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 15127. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Photographic monograph of the photographer's venture 
to China with large format wide-angle view camera, all black and white images. ‘Lois
Conner’s vision of China, a landscape borrowed in her photographs, is one that itself
has evolved over nearly two decades. Through her eye and her art these images, 
like the unfolding scroll paintings of Chinese scholar art, reflect the myriad aspects 
of her travels and fascinations, her obsessions and her observations. Yet Conner is
not a casual photographer who has ‘done’ China as part of an itinerary of 
sightseeing, or on photographic assignment to capture some ephemeral but 
newsworthy event. She was captivated by the art and poetry of that country long 
before she saw its landscape for the first time.’ – Geremie R. Barme, from CHINA.

Lois Conner (born 1951) is an American photographer. She is noted particularly for
her platinum print landscapes that she produces with a 7" x 17" format banquet 
camera. She has been awarded a John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation 
grant and a National Endowment for the Arts Fellowship.
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Connolly, Cyril (concluded By Peter Levi). Shade Those Laurels. New York. 1991. 
Pantheon Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679404333. 174
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 15489. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A literary mystery set in postwar Britain that was left 
unfinished by Connolly at his death in 1974. It was completed by Oxford scholar and
poet Peter Levi, to whom Connolly divulged the denouement. SHADE THOSE 
LAURELS features an aristocratic cast of suspects that has gathered at the country
estate of famed author Sir Mortimer Gussage to celebrate his birthday and 
knighthood. When Sir Mortimer meets an untimely death later that evening, it is his 
young admirer and protege, Stephen Kemble, who unravels the mystery. A delightful
spoof of the country house thriller.

Cyril Vernon Connolly (10 September 1903 – 26 November 1974) was an English 
intellectual, literary critic and writer. He was the editor of the influential literary 
magazine Horizon (1940–1949) and wrote ENEMIES OF PROMISE (1938), which 
combined literary criticism with an autobiographical exploration of why he failed to 
become the successful author of fiction that he had aspired to be in his youth.
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Connolly, Cyril (editor). The Golden Horizon. New York. 1955. University Books. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. hardcover. Inventory # 
5808. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1940 Connolly founded the influential literary 
magazine Horizon, with Peter Watson, its financial backer and de facto art editor. He
edited Horizon until 1950, with Stephen Spender as an uncredited associate editor 
until early 1941. He was briefly (1942–43) the literary editor for The Observer, until a
disagreement with David Astor. During World War II he wrote The Unquiet Grave 
under the pseudonym 'Palinurus', which is a noteworthy collection of observations 
and quotes. From 1952 until his death, he was joint chief book reviewer (with 
Raymond Mortimer) for the Sunday Times.

Cyril Vernon Connolly (10 September 1903 – 26 November 1974) was an English 
intellectual, literary critic and writer. He was the editor of the influential literary 
magazine Horizon (1940–1949) and wrote Enemies of Promise (1938), which 
combined literary criticism with an autobiographical exploration of why he failed to 
become the successful author of fiction that he had aspired to be in his youth.
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Connolly, John. Every Dead Thing. New York. 1999. Simon & Schuster. Advance 
Reader's Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 0684857146. 1st Mystery. 399 pages. 
paperback. Jacket design by Marc J. Cohen. Inventory # 26162. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Former NYPD detective Charlie ‘Bird’ Parker is on the 
verge of madness. Tortured by the unsolved slayings of his wife and young 
daughter, he is a man consumed by guilt, regret, and the desire for revenge. When 
his former partner asks him to track down a missing girl, Parker finds himself drawn 
into a world beyond his imagining: a world where thirty-year-old killings remain 
shrouded in fear and lies, a world where the ghosts of the dead torment the living, a
world haunted by the murderer responsible for the deaths in his family - a serial killer
who uses the human body to create works of art and takes faces as his prize. But 
the search awakens buried instincts in Parker: instincts for survival, for compassion,
for love, and, ultimately, for killing. Aided by a beautiful young psychologist and a 
pair of bickering career criminals, Parker becomes the bait in a trap set in the humid
bayous of Louisiana, a trap that threatens the lives of everyone in its reach.

John Connolly is an Irish writer who is best known for his series of novels starring 
private detective Charlie Parker.
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Connolly, John. Every Dead Thing. New York. 1999. Simon & Schuster. Uncorrected
galleys. Photocopied & bound with black binding tape with red cover sheet. 8 1/2 x 
11 inches. Very Good in Wrappers. 0684857146. These were distributed in very 
limited quantities mainly for the Simon & Schuster sales force. The cover sheet 
mistakenly indetifies the author as 'Michael Connolly'. 538 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 35264. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Former NYPD detective Charlie ‘Bird’ Parker is on the 
verge of madness. Tortured by the unsolved slayings of his wife and young 
daughter, he is a man consumed by guilt, regret, and the desire for revenge. When 
his former partner asks him to track down a missing girl, Parker finds himself drawn 
into a world beyond his imagining: a world where thirty-year-old killings remain 
shrouded in fear and lies, a world where the ghosts of the dead torment the living, a
world haunted by the murderer responsible for the deaths in his family - a serial killer
who uses the human body to create works of art and takes faces as his prize. But 
the search awakens buried instincts in Parker: instincts for survival, for compassion,
for love, and, ultimately, for killing. Aided by a beautiful young psychologist and a 
pair of bickering career criminals, Parker becomes the bait in a trap set in the humid
bayous of Louisiana, a trap that threatens the lives of everyone in its reach.

John Connolly is an Irish writer who is best known for his series of novels starring 
private detective Charlie Parker.
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Connolly, John. The Gates. New York. 2009. Atria Books. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 9781439172636. 296 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
43401. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Young Samuel Johnson and his dachshund Boswell are 
trying to show initiative by trick-or-treating a full three days before Halloween. Which
is how they come to witness strange goings-on at 666 Crowley Avenue. The 
Abernathys don't mean any harm by their flirtation with the underworld. But when 
they unknowingly call forth Satan himself, they create a gap in the universe.

John Connolly (born 31 May 1968, Dublin) is an Irish writer who is best known for 
his series of novels starring private detective Charlie Parker.
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Conover, Ted. Coyotes: A Journey Through the Secret World of America's Illegal 
Aliens. New York. 1987. Vintage Books. 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0394755189. Paperback Original. 288 pages. paperback. Cover design by Carin 
Goldberg. Cover photograph by Sabastiao Salgado. Inventory # 9000. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This first title in the Vintage Departures series (‘devoted 
to exploring the vastness of the world, of one’s life, or even of one’s own backyard’) 
focuses on the world of illegal aliens. Conover, author of Rolling Nowhere, posed as
an immigrant, crossing the border twice and learning first-hand about ‘coyotes’ those
who sneak Mexicans and other Latin Americans across the border, often under 
murderous conditions. Menaced by hoods, arrested, freed, forced to dodge spotter 
planes, Conover spent a year, as he puts it, ‘working, drinking, smoking, driving, 
sleeping, sweating and shivering with Mexicans.’ His conclusion: ‘It is urgent that we
know more about these people who ask little more than to wash our dishes, vacuum
our cars, and pick our fruit.’ This well-written, anecdotal account offers an intimate 
glimpse of the United States from a perspective few citizens are aware of. - 
PUBLISHERS WEEKLY.

Ted Conover (born January 17, 1958, in Okinawa and raised in Denver, Colorado) is
an American author and journalist. A graduate of Denver's Manual High School and
Amherst College and a Marshall Scholar, he is also a distinguished writer-in-
residence in the Arthur L. Carter Journalism Institute of New York University. He 
teaches graduate courses in the Literary Reportage concentration and an 
undergraduate course on journalism and empathy.keywords

Mexico Latin America
Sociology
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Conover, Ted. Newjack: Guarding Sing Sing. New York. 2000. Random House. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0375501770. 336 pages. hardcover. 
Signed by the Author. Inventory # 27954. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - NEWJACK: Guarding Sing Sing is the story of Conover's
rookie year as a guard at Sing Sing. It is a nerve-jangling account of his passage 
into the storied prison and the culture of its guards - both fresh-faced 'newjacks' like
Conover and brutally hardened veterans. As he struggles to be a good officer, 
Conover angers inmates, dodges blows, works to balance decency with toughness,
and participates in prison rituals - strip frisks, cell searches, cell 'extractions' - that 
exact a toll on inmates and officers alike. The tale begins with the corrections 
academy and ends with the flames and smoke of New Year's Eve on Conover's floor
of the notorious B-Block. Along the way, Conover also recounts the history of Sing 
Sing, from draconian early punishment, to fame as the citadel of capital punishment,
to its present status as New York State's 'bottom of the barrel' prison. This book will
become a landmark of American journalism - the definitive presentation of the 
impasse between the need to imprison criminals and the dehumanization of inmates
and guards - that almost inevitably takes place behind bars.

Ted Conover (born January 17, 1958, in Okinawa and raised in Denver, Colorado) is
an American author and journalist. A graduate of Denver's Manual High School and
Amherst College and a Marshall Scholar, he is also a distinguished writer-in-
residence in the Arthur L. Carter Journalism Institute of New York University. He 
teaches graduate courses in the Literary Reportage concentration and an 
undergraduate course on journalism and empathy.
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Conover, Ted. Whiteout: Lost in Aspen. New York. 1991. Random House. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394574699. 271 pages. hardcover. 
Signed by the Author. Jacket desgin by Lisa Stevens, Wynn Dan, and Rochelle 
Udell. Inventory # 27955. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Irreverent, poignant, and revealing, this meditation on the
sweet temptation of wealth and the vainglorious quest for paradise as they exist in 
Aspen, Colorado, features a ‘cast of characters (that) includes such barn-size 
satirical targets as exclusive health clubs, over-the-hill drug dealers and movie stars
and rock stars of wattages bright and dim’. - The New Republic.

Ted Conover (born January 17, 1958, in Okinawa and raised in Denver, Colorado) is
an American author and journalist. A graduate of Denver's Manual High School and
Amherst College and a Marshall Scholar, he is also a distinguished writer-in-
residence in the Arthur L. Carter Journalism Institute of New York University. He 
teaches graduate courses in the Literary Reportage concentration and an 
undergraduate course on journalism and empathy.
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Conquest, Robert. Reflections On a Ravaged Century. New York. 2000. Norton. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0393048187. 319 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Clavin Chu.Jacket art-Pablo Picasso, 'Guernica' [detail], 1937. 
Inventory # 34011. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Robert Conquest has been called by Paul Johnson 'our 
greatest living modern historian.' As a new century begins, Conquest offers an 
illuminating examination of our past failures and a guide to where we should go next.
Graced with one of the most acute gifts for political prescience since Orwell, 
Conquest assigns responsibility for our century's cataclysms not to impersonal 
economic or social forces but to the distorted ideologies of revolutionary Marxism 
and National Socialism. The final, sobering chapters of Reflections on a Ravaged 
Century concern themselves with some coming storms, notably that of the European
Union, which Conquest believes is an economic, cultural, and geographical 
misconception divisive of the West and doomed to failure. Winner of the Ingersoll 
Prize; winner of the Richard M. Weaver Prize; a New York Times Notable Book. 
'Provides many glowing embers of reasoned and wise argument.'--Richard 
Bernstein, The New York Times. 'A book that ought to be required reading for 
everyone about to enter college, and by every member of Congress.'--Frank Wilson,
Philadelphia Inquirer.

George Robert Acworth Conquest, CMG (born 15 July 1917) - known as Robert 
Conquest - is an Anglo-American historian and poet best known for his influential 
works of Soviet history which include The Great Terror: Stalin’s Purges of the 1930s
(1968, 4th ed., 2008). He is currently a research fellow at Stanford University's 
Hoover Institution.
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Conquest, Robert. Stalin and the Kirov Murder. New York. 1989. Oxford University 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0195055799. 164 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Honi Werner. Inventory # 16348. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - On December 1, 1934, a lone gunman shot and killed 
Sergei Kirov, Secretary of the Central and Leningrad Party Organization, member of
the Moscow Politburo, and once considered Joseph Stalin's possible successor. As
one of the most significant crimes of the century, the assassination not only sealed 
the fates of thousands--and, indirectly, millions--of people spuriously connected to 
the killer, but it eliminated the second most powerful man in Russian politics and 
gave Stalin free rein to dominate Soviet policy. Written by the highly acclaimed 
author of The Harvest of Sorrow, Stalin and the Kirov Murder presents the first book-
length examination of the case. Robert Conquest chronicles the details of the Kirov
affair and all of its astonishing consequences. He tells us that now, fifty-five years 
after Kirov's murder, glasnost has prompted a new examination of this singular 
crime--one that will perhaps reveal the truth about the case for the first time. Based
on all the available evidence, including official documents as well as the reports of 
numerous Russian defectors, Conquest has written a fascinating, at times chilling, 
account of the murder and its aftermath. He firmly establishes that Stalin not only 
sanctioned Kirov's assassination, but used it as a justification for the terror that 
culminated in 1937 and '38. Conquest convincingly demonstrates what has long 
been rumored--that Stalin sanctioned Kirov's assassination.

George Robert Acworth Conquest, CMG (born 15 July 1917) - known as Robert 
Conquest - is an Anglo-American historian and poet best known for his influential 
works of Soviet history which include The Great Terror: Stalin’s Purges of the 1930s
(1968, 4th ed., 2008). He is currently a research fellow at Stanford University's 
Hoover Institution.
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Conrad, Joseph. An Outcast of the Islands. New York. 1964. Signet/New American
Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Crease On Front Cover, Otherwise 
Very Good in Wrappers. Afterword By Thomas Moser. 287 pages. paperback. 
CD239. Cover: Milton Glaser. Inventory # 24275. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - 'An Outcast of the Islands occupies a crucial place in 
Conrad's career. it marks the beginning of his real commitment to the craft of fiction.
' Thus writes Thomas Moser of this dramatic tale of East and West. Set against a 
magnificently rendered background of tropical river and jungle, the novel depicts the
gradual degeneration of Willems, its white protagonist: his progression through a 
career of treachery to final self. betrayal, his descent through sensuality to final 
humiliation amid the growing horror of his alienation from compatriots and natives 
alike. Combining vivid, sensuous detail with acute psychological insight, An Outcast
of the Islands represents one of Conrad's most memorable explorations of the 
primitive impulses that plague civilized man, and of the fundamental spiritual 
isolation of the human condition. It stands as a superb projection of a complex tragic
vision, a vision entranced by the rich romance of life, yet drawn eternally toward the
abyss.

Joseph Conrad (born Józef Teodor Konrad Korzeniowski; Berdichev, Imperial 
Russia, 3 December 1857 – 3 August 1924, Bishopsbourne, Kent, England) was a 
Polish author who wrote in English after settling in England. Conrad is regarded as 
one of the greatest novelists in English, though he did not speak the language 
fluently until he was in his twenties (and always with a marked accent). He wrote 
stories and novels, often with a nautical setting, that depict trials of the human spirit 
in the midst of an indifferent universe.
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Conrad, Joseph. Chance. New York. 1992. Signet/New American Library. 1st 
Printing of This Signet Classic Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0451525574. 
Introduction By Alfred Kazin. 356 pages. paperback. CE2557. Inventory # 31530. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Renowned for his haunting explorations of the dark 
places in the human soul, Joseph Conrad made a dramatic shift in CHANCE, his 
first work to achieve popular success, and his only novel to feature a female 
protagonist. Ostensibly a romantic and conventional tales, it is now seen as 
Conrad's most technically ambitious work, a psychologically penetrating portrait of a
young woman's metamorphosis from a vulnerable, almost tragic figure to a self - 
respecting woman. Flora de Barral, alone in the world at fifteen when her father is 
imprisoned, soon learns the harsh facts that a woman in her position 'has no 
resource but herself. Her only means of action is to be what she is'. Flora's struggle
not only to survive but to thrive in the oppressive moral atmosphere that surrounds 
her is at the heart of this deeply human tale - an essential addition to the Conrad 
canon, and an enduring testimony to one of the greatest innovators of the modern 
novel.

Joseph Conrad (born Józef Teodor Konrad Korzeniowski; Berdichev, Imperial 
Russia, 3 December 1857 – 3 August 1924, Bishopsbourne, Kent, England) was a 
Polish author who wrote in English after settling in England. Conrad is regarded as 
one of the greatest novelists in English, though he did not speak the language 
fluently until he was in his twenties (and always with a marked accent). He wrote 
stories and novels, often with a nautical setting, that depict trials of the human spirit 
in the midst of an indifferent universe.
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Conrad, Joseph. Heart of Darkness & the Secret Sharer. New York. 1964. 
Signet/New American Library. Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very 
Good in Wrappers. Introduction By Albert J. Guerard. 160 pages. paperback. CD4. 
Inventory # 30603. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The dark places of the human soul - this is the region 
that Joseph Conrad so brilliantly explores. In the steaming jungles of the Congo or 
the vast reaches of the sea, it is man's capacity for good and for evil that is his 
enduring theme. Heart of Darkness tells of a powerful European, Kurtz, who reverts 
to awful savagery in an isolated native trading post. The Secret Sharer describes the
terrible conflict of a young captain who is torn between his duty to his ship and his 
loyalty to a young officer with whom he identifies himself after the murder of a 
mutinous crew member. Compelling, vivid, exotic, suspenseful, these are among the
half - dozen greatest short novels in the English language. 'To make you hear, to 
make you feel, above all to make you see' - this was first and last, the aim of 
Conrad.

Joseph Conrad (born Józef Teodor Konrad Korzeniowski; Berdichev, Imperial 
Russia, 3 December 1857 – 3 August 1924, Bishopsbourne, Kent, England) was a 
Polish author who wrote in English after settling in England. Conrad is regarded as 
one of the greatest novelists in English, though he did not speak the language 
fluently until he was in his twenties (and always with a marked accent). He wrote 
stories and novels, often with a nautical setting, that depict trials of the human spirit 
in the midst of an indifferent universe.keywords
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Conrad, Joseph. Heart of Darkness and the Secret Sharer. New York. 1950. 
Signet/New American Library. Reprinted Signet Paperback Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 0451091884. 160 pages. paperback. W9188. Inventory # 34848. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The dark places of the human soul - this is the region 
that Joseph Conrad so brilliantly explores. In the steaming jungles of the Congo or 
the vast reaches of the sea, it is man's capacity for good and for evil that is his 
enduring theme. Heart of Darkness tells of a powerful European, Kurtz, who reverts 
to awful savagery in an isolated native trading post. The Secret Sharer describes the
terrible conflict of a young captain who is torn between his duty to his ship and his 
loyalty to a young officer with whom he identifies himself after the murder of a 
mutinous crew member. Compelling, vivid, exotic, suspenseful, these are among the
half - dozen greatest short novels in the English language. 'To make you hear, to 
make you feel, above all to make you see' - this was first and last, the aim of 
Conrad.

Joseph Conrad (born Józef Teodor Konrad Korzeniowski; Berdichev, Imperial 
Russia, 3 December 1857 – 3 August 1924, Bishopsbourne, Kent, England) was a 
Polish author who wrote in English after settling in England. Conrad is regarded as 
one of the greatest novelists in English, though he did not speak the language 
fluently until he was in his twenties (and always with a marked accent). He wrote 
stories and novels, often with a nautical setting, that depict trials of the human spirit 
in the midst of an indifferent universe.
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Conrad, Joseph. Lord Jim. New York. 1961. Signet/New American Library. 
Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. A Few Pen Markings Inside, Otherwise
Very Good in Wrappers. Afterword By Murray Krieger. 319 pages. paperback. 
CD51. Cover: Lambert. Inventory # 31167. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With this book Joseph Conrad set the style for a whole 
class of literature - the novel of the outcast from civilization finding refuge in the 
tropics. The natives of Patusan in the Far East worship the bold young Englishman 
by the name of 'Lord Jim', but he despises himself. Tortured by an act of cowardice
and desertion that wrecked his career in the Merchant Service years before and 
tormented by his ideal of what an officer should be, he has fled from scandal farther
and farther East. It is only here in remote Patusan, filling a post given him by the 
trader Stein, that he at last finds the will to cease sacrificing himself on the altar of 
conscience. He becomes a part of life again by accepting the 'destructive element 
within himself.' And he follows his star to the end - marrying the beautiful half - caste,
Jewel, defending Patusan against the evil 'Gentleman Brown.' This is a story of 
dramatic action and psychological penetration, a work which the critic Morton 
Dauwen Zabel calls an example of Conrad's 'central theme. , the grip of 
circumstances that enforce self - discovery and its cognate, the discovery of reality 
or truth.’

Joseph Conrad (born Józef Teodor Konrad Korzeniowski; Berdichev, Imperial 
Russia, 3 December 1857 – 3 August 1924, Bishopsbourne, Kent, England) was a 
Polish author who wrote in English after settling in England. Conrad is regarded as 
one of the greatest novelists in English, though he did not speak the language 
fluently until he was in his twenties (and always with a marked accent). He wrote 
stories and novels, often with a nautical setting, that depict trials of the human spirit 
in the midst of an indifferent universe.
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Conrad, Joseph. Lord Jim. New York. 1961. Signet/New American Library. 1st 
Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Afterword By Murray 
Krieger. 319 pages. paperback. CD51. Cover: Lambert. Inventory # 31240. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With this book Joseph Conrad set the style for a whole 
class of literature - the novel of the outcast from civilization finding refuge in the 
tropics. The natives of Patusan in the Far East worship the bold young Englishman 
by the name of 'Lord Jim', but he despises himself. Tortured by an act of cowardice
and desertion that wrecked his career in the Merchant Service years before and 
tormented by his ideal of what an officer should be, he has fled from scandal farther
and farther East. It is only here in remote Patusan, filling a post given him by the 
trader Stein, that he at last finds the will to cease sacrificing himself on the altar of 
conscience. He becomes a part of life again by accepting the 'destructive element 
within himself.' And he follows his star to the end - marrying the beautiful half - caste,
Jewel, defending Patusan against the evil 'Gentleman Brown.' This is a story of 
dramatic action and psychological penetration, a work which the critic Morton 
Dauwen Zabel calls an example of Conrad's 'central theme. , the grip of 
circumstances that enforce self - discovery and its cognate, the discovery of reality 
or truth.’

Joseph Conrad (born Józef Teodor Konrad Korzeniowski; Berdichev, Imperial 
Russia, 3 December 1857 – 3 August 1924, Bishopsbourne, Kent, England) was a 
Polish author who wrote in English after settling in England. Conrad is regarded as 
one of the greatest novelists in English, though he did not speak the language 
fluently until he was in his twenties (and always with a marked accent). He wrote 
stories and novels, often with a nautical setting, that depict trials of the human spirit 
in the midst of an indifferent universe.
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Conrad, Joseph. The Complete Short Fiction of Joseph Conrad: The Stories Volume
II. New York. 1992. Ecco Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0880073087. Edited by Samuel Hynes. 323 pages. hardcover. Front cover 
illustration by Albert Pinkham Ryder-'Homeward Bound'. Inventory # 31573. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Most readers know Joseph Conrad for creating Marlow’s
harrowing journey through the African Congo in Heart of Darkness. Conrad was 
adept at capturing the physical and cultural experiences he gleaned from 15 years at
sea, but he also wrote political thrillers, essays, and plays based on his own short 
stories. His best works tend to be brief, but pack in a remarkable perspicacity about
humanity’s deepest faults.

Joseph Conrad (born Józef Teodor Konrad Korzeniowski; Berdichev, Imperial 
Russia, 3 December 1857 – 3 August 1924, Bishopsbourne, Kent, England) was a 
Polish author who wrote in English after settling in England. He was granted British
nationality in 1886, but always considered himself a Pole. Conrad is regarded as 
one of the greatest novelists in English, though he did not speak the language 
fluently until he was in his twenties (and always with a marked accent). He wrote 
stories and novels, often with a nautical setting, that depict trials of the human spirit 
in the midst of an indifferent universe. He was a master prose stylist who brought a 
distinctly non-English tragic sensibility into English literature.
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Conrad, Joseph. The Complete Short Fiction of Joseph Conrad: The Tales Volume 
III. New York. 1992. Ecco Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0880012870. Edited & With An Introduction by Samuel Hynes. 296 pages. 
hardcover. Front cover illustration by lbert Pinkham Ryder-'Moonlight Marine'. 
Inventory # 31574. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Most readers know Joseph Conrad for creating Marlow’s
harrowing journey through the African Congo in Heart of Darkness. Conrad was 
adept at capturing the physical and cultural experiences he gleaned from 15 years at
sea, but he also wrote political thrillers, essays, and plays based on his own short 
stories. His best works tend to be brief, but pack in a remarkable perspicacity about
humanity’s deepest faults.

Joseph Conrad (born Józef Teodor Konrad Korzeniowski; Berdichev, Imperial 
Russia, 3 December 1857 – 3 August 1924, Bishopsbourne, Kent, England) was a 
Polish author who wrote in English after settling in England. He was granted British
nationality in 1886, but always considered himself a Pole. Conrad is regarded as 
one of the greatest novelists in English, though he did not speak the language 
fluently until he was in his twenties (and always with a marked accent). He wrote 
stories and novels, often with a nautical setting, that depict trials of the human spirit 
in the midst of an indifferent universe. He was a master prose stylist who brought a 
distinctly non-English tragic sensibility into English literature.
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Conrad, Joseph. The Rescue: A Romance of the Shallows. Garden City. 1920. 
Doubleday Page & Company. 1st American Edition. Very Good. No Dustjacket. 404
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 31719. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Rescue is a novel by Joseph Conrad, published in 
1920 but begun in the 1890s and set aside by Conrad to write The Nigger of the 
Narcissus. The novel concluded what is sometimes referred to as ‘The Lingard 
Trilogy’, a group of novels based on Conrad's experience as mate on the steamer, 
Vidar. Although it is the last of the three novels to be published, after Almayer's Folly
(1895) and An Outcast of the Islands (1896), the events related in the novel precede
those.

Joseph Conrad (born Józef Teodor Konrad Korzeniowski; Berdichev, Imperial 
Russia, 3 December 1857 – 3 August 1924, Bishopsbourne, Kent, England) was a 
Polish author who wrote in English after settling in England. He was granted British
nationality in 1886, but always considered himself a Pole. Conrad is regarded as 
one of the greatest novelists in English, though he did not speak the language 
fluently until he was in his twenties (and always with a marked accent). He wrote 
stories and novels, often with a nautical setting, that depict trials of the human spirit 
in the midst of an indifferent universe. He was a master prose stylist who brought a 
distinctly non-English tragic sensibility into English literature.
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Conrad, Joseph. The Secret Agent. New York. 1983. Signet/New American Library.
2nd Printing of This Signet Classic Edition. Very Good in Wrappers With A Tear 
Mark From A Price Sticker on The Front Cover. 0451518047. Introduction By 
Frederick R. Karl. 240 pages. paperback. CE1804. Inventory # 31497. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This extraordinary novel by one of the greatest of 
storytellers is both a chillingly prophetic examination of terrorism and the literary 
precursor of the espionage thrillers of such writers as Graham Greene and John Le
Carré. The scene is turn - of - the - century London. The characters include idealistic
revolutionaries, ruthless ideologues, bureaucratic police, and at the center, an 
undercover, counter - revolutionary mole whose mission is to provoke the radical 
group he has penetrated into a monstrous act of violence that will bring about its 
own destruction. In this world of plot and counterplot, where identities are deceptions
and glowing slogans mask savage realities, each character becomes an ever more
helpless puppet of forces beyond control - until one woman's love, grief, and. anger 
rips through the entire fabric of the conspiracy with a passionate, profoundly human
act. A key work of twentieth - century art and consciousness, THE SECRET AGENT
is, in the words of critic F. R. Leavis in The Great Tradition, 'one of Conrad's 
supreme masterpieces. one of the unquestioned classics of the first order that he 
added to the English novel.

Joseph Conrad (born Józef Teodor Konrad Korzeniowski; Berdichev, Imperial 
Russia, 3 December 1857 – 3 August 1924, Bishopsbourne, Kent, England) was a 
Polish author who wrote in English after settling in England. Conrad is regarded as 
one of the greatest novelists in English, though he did not speak the language 
fluently until he was in his twenties (and always with a marked accent). He wrote 
stories and novels, often with a nautical setting, that depict trials of the human spirit 
in the midst of an indifferent universe.
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Conrad, Joseph. Typhoon and Other Tales. New York. 1963. Signet/New American
Library. Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
Foreword By Albert J. Guerard. 448 pages. paperback. CT150. Cover: Kossin. 
Inventory # 33063. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Includes - TYPHOON, The Nigger of the 'Narcissus,' 
Karain, An Outpost of Progress, The Lagoon, Youth, Amy Foster, & The Shadow - 
Line. The short novels and stories that comprise this Signet Classic are an 
extraordinary blend of exciting adventure and high seriousness - they are, as Albert
Guerard says, 'an achievement unique in English fiction.' In his depiction of the 
narrow world of ship and jungle outpost the master storyteller explores the destiny of
'men of action.' He probes their reaction to tests of moral and physical courage, their
conceptions of honor and of loyalty to society and to the individual. He deals with the
conscientious man's need for self - punishment, with his lifelong efforts to expiate an
involuntary crime of betrayal. In these tales he treats the themes that were to 
preoccupy him in his major works. Whether writing satirically of Europeans invading
the wilderness of the Congo, or compassionately of a man obsessed by the mystery
and danger of the Eastern seas, Conrad takes the reader on a profound personal 
search of man's voyage - within himself.

Joseph Conrad (born Józef Teodor Konrad Korzeniowski; Berdichev, Imperial 
Russia, 3 December 1857 – 3 August 1924, Bishopsbourne, Kent, England) was a 
Polish author who wrote in English after settling in England. Conrad is regarded as 
one of the greatest novelists in English, though he did not speak the language 
fluently until he was in his twenties (and always with a marked accent). He wrote 
stories and novels, often with a nautical setting, that depict trials of the human spirit 
in the midst of an indifferent universe.
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Conrad, Joseph. Under Western Eyes. New York. 1987. Signet/New American 
Library. 1st Printing of This Signet Classic Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn 
Wrappers. 0451521145. Introduction By Alfred Kazin. 266 pages. paperback. 
CE2114. Inventory # 31459. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Carrying a dramatic intensity beyond that even of his 
masterpiece, HEART OF DARKNESS, UNDER WESTERN EYES is Conrad's third
and last major novel of political treachery and oppression. Along with THE SECRET
AGENT and NOSTROMO, it presages the espionage thrillers of John Le Carre and
Graham Greene with its spies and counterspies, brooding atmosphere of suspense,
and riveting portrayal of betrayal, guilt, and intrigue. For Conrad himself it was a 
work of wrenching emotionality that took him to the edge of mental breakdown. The
novel begins with a bomb that explodes to assassinate a hated Russian minister of 
police - and kill a number of innocent bystanders as well. The young student who 
first hides the perpetrator, then betrays him and becomes a spy among his exiled 
comrades, is Razumov, who in one irrevocable moment becomes entangled in a 
moral dilemma from which there is no escape. Conrad professed that he intended to
render 'the psychology of Russia', a country being driven by a Czarist despotism into
anarchy by revolutionaries 'unable to see that all they can effect is merely a name of
names'. What he created in this masterwork published six years before the Russian
Revolution was a chillingly accurate portrayal of the future - and of the terrorists 
who, acting in the name of liberty, still haunt our times.

Joseph Conrad (born Józef Teodor Konrad Korzeniowski; Berdichev, Imperial 
Russia, 3 December 1857 – 3 August 1924, Bishopsbourne, Kent, England) was a 
Polish author who wrote in English after settling in England. Conrad is regarded as 
one of the greatest novelists in English, though he did not speak the language 
fluently until he was in his twenties (and always with a marked accent). He wrote 
stories and novels, often with a nautical setting, that depict trials of the human spirit 
in the midst of an indifferent universe.
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Conroy, Albert. Murder in Room 13. New York. 1958. Fawcett Gold Medal. 1st 
American Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers With a Piece Coming Off Near The 
Bottom Spine. 159 pages. paperback. 806. Inventory # 37048. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The police thought he was a homicidal maniac. Only 
Steve and the real killer knew that he was being framed for a murder he had not 
committed.

Marvin H. Albert, (22 January 1924 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United States – 24
March 1996 Menton, France) was a writer of mystery, crime and adventure novels 
including ones featuring Pete (Pierre-Ange [French: Stone Angel]) Sawyer, a 
French-American private investigator living and working in France. During World 
War II Albert served in the United States Merchant Marine and began writing full-
time over the success of his 1956 Western novel The Law and Jake Wade. He 
sometimes wrote under pseudonyms such as Albert Conroy, Ian McAlister, Nick 
Quarry and Anthony Rome. Settings for his novels include France (where he lived 
for some time), Miami and the Old West. A 1975 international suspense thriller, The
Gargoyle Conspiracy, written under his own name, was an Edgar nominee in the 
category of Best Mystery Novel.
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Conroy, Albert. Nice Guys Finish Dead. New York. 1961. Fawcett Gold Medal. 2nd 
Fawcett Gold Medal Paperback Printing. Good in Wrappers. 176 pages. paperback.
s1079. Inventory # 37049. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ROGUE COPS, BLOOD MONEY, FLESH FOR SALE. at
night my town snuggles under a blanket of corruption and like everyone else I just sit
on my hands. Until the night Mike Savig murdered a man in a drunken brawl over a 
redheaded singer. Savig is a city detective, a brutal, woman-maiming lout – and 
nephew of Mr. Big himself. I’m Barney Fox, newspaperman. I caught one whiff of the
stink of fix, and I knew that finally I had the crowbar to smash the machine. All I had 
to do was find the missing redhead. I should live so long. I should survive the 
beatings, the frames, the giant killer, with the pygmy brain who was waiting for me 
around every corner of the sleeping city I call my beat.

Marvin H. Albert, (22 January 1924 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United States – 24
March 1996 Menton, France) was a writer of mystery, crime and adventure novels 
including ones featuring Pete (Pierre-Ange [French: Stone Angel]) Sawyer, a 
French-American private investigator living and working in France. During World 
War II Albert served in the United States Merchant Marine and began writing full-
time over the success of his 1956 Western novel The Law and Jake Wade. He 
sometimes wrote under pseudonyms such as Albert Conroy, Ian McAlister, Nick 
Quarry and Anthony Rome. Settings for his novels include France (where he lived 
for some time), Miami and the Old West. A 1975 international suspense thriller, The
Gargoyle Conspiracy, written under his own name, was an Edgar nominee in the 
category of Best Mystery Novel.
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Constant, Benjamin. Adolphe. New York. 1964. Penguin Books. Reprinted Penguin
Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0140441344. Translated from 
the French & With An Introduction by Leonard Tancock. 125 pages. paperback. The
cover shows 'Portrait d'un Jeune Homme' by J.A.D. Ingres, in the Mus?e Bonnat, 
Bayonne. Inventory # 28974. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ADOLPHE is one of the great psychological romances. 
Benjamin Constant (1767-1830) was for many years the companion of Madame de
Stael. It was a stormy affair which often caused him great unhappiness, but he 
lacked the moral courage to break with her. In ADOLPHE, written in 1816 and 
known to be largely autobiographical, Constant chronicles just such a love affair. A 
young man woos and wins an older woman. Unleashed in her is such a violent and
possessive passion that he is afraid and procrastinates for years over how he may 
escape. When, finally, he obtains his freedom it is to discover that it is anathema to
him. He realizes he is destined to remain forever unfulfilled. Unsurpassed in 
European literature, Constant’s depiction of a tormented passion is both typically 
French and breathtakingly universal. It is a novel which plumbs ‘the depth of human
character, its passions, motives, and expose[s] the myriad shifts and disguises of its
self-centredness’.

Henri-Benjamin Constant de Rebecque (25 October 1767 – 8 December 1830), or 
simply Benjamin Constant, was a Swiss-French politician and writer on politics and 
religion. He was the author of a partly biographical psychological novel, Adolphe. He
was a fervent liberal of the early 19th century who influenced the Trienio Liberal 
movement in Spain, the Liberal Revolution of 1820 in Portugal, the Greek War of 
Independence, the November Uprising in Poland, the Belgian Revolution, and 
Liberalism in Brazil and Mexico.
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Constant, Benjamin. Adolphe and the Red Notebook. New York. 1959. Signet/New
American Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
Translated From The French By Carl Wildman & Norman Cameron. Introduction By
Harold Nicolson.The Very First Signet Classic. 160 pages. paperback. CD1. 
Inventory # 28975. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In these two remarkable works, a brilliant, vain, long-
suffering Frenchman describes the first twenty years of his life and their culmination 
in a tortured love affair with an older, possessive woman of the world. Benjamin 
Constant attempted to conceal the fact that these two books were autobiographical.
But to his familiars, it was clear that he himself was Adolphe. And in the intimate 
account of his strange liaison with Ellénore, he may well have been protesting 
against his inexorable bondage to his fiery, demanding mistress, Madame de Staël.
Constant was an able parliamentarian, a champion of liberalism and the author of 
the History of Religion. But posterity remembers him as the man who bared the 
anatomy of a destructive passion in the story of Adolphe.

Henri-Benjamin Constant de Rebecque (25 October 1767 – 8 December 1830), or 
simply Benjamin Constant, was a Swiss-French politician and writer on politics and 
religion. He was the author of a partly biographical psychological novel, Adolphe. He
was a fervent liberal of the early 19th century who influenced the Trienio Liberal 
movement in Spain, the Liberal Revolution of 1820 in Portugal, the Greek War of 
Independence, the November Uprising in Poland, the Belgian Revolution, and 
Liberalism in Brazil and Mexico.keywords
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Constantine, K. C. A Fix Like This. New York. 1975. Saturday Review/Dutton. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0841503761. 185 pages.
hardcover. Jacket design by Roy Kuhlman. Inventory # 27972. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Rocksburg, Pennsylvania’s police chief, Mario Balzic, 
was in a fix. He and Dom Muscotti had made their rules sixteen years before. Mario
would turn a blind eye to the sources of some of Dom’s income and would require 
none of it for himself or for his force. The conditions were ‘no whores, no dope, no 
muscle.’ But now, Fat Manny, one of Dom’s runners, is in the Conemaugh General
Hospital with multiple stab wounds that would have killed anyone a hundred pounds
lighter claims he fired Manny for booking on his own. But Mario does not like the 
smell of the situation. And Mario’s instincts are working well. Within twenty-four 
hours a brutally beaten man is in the hospital because Fat Manny’s brother, Tullio, 
attacked him with a baseball bat wrapped in a towel. Before the night is out, the 
victim is dead. It is Mario’s mother who finally ties the pieces together, but not in 
time to save the second victim of the muffled bat. Not until he has caught Tullio does
Mario realize exactly what is behind all the brutality. And then serving the cause of 
justice becomes a very complicated and unpleasant problem. In this latest work, 
Constantine brings his incredible sensitivity to the western Pennsylvania scene in an
intricate and masterful plot.

K. C. Constantine (a pseudonym for Carl Constantine Kosak; born 1934) is an 
American mystery author. Little is known about Kosak, as he prefers anonymity and
has given only a few interviews. His most famous creation is Mario Balzic, police 
chief in fictional Rocksburg, Pennsylvania. Rocksburg is a by-product of Kosak's 
hometown McKees Rocks, Pennsylvania. Kosak is much more interested in the 
people in his novels than the actual mystery, and his later novels become ever more
philosophical, threatening to leave the mystery/detective genre behind completely.
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Constantine, K. C. Always a Body To Trade. Boston. 1983. Godine. 1st American 
Edition. Some Wear To Bottom Spine,Otherwise Good in Slightly Worn & Dustjacket
With A Few Internal Stain Marks. 087923458x. 250 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
illustration by Isabel Levine Dempsey. Inventory # 10935. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Police Chief Mario Balzic's sixth case: there's a new 
mayor in Rocksburg, PA, one of those simplifying self-righteous amateurs bent on 
law and order who can't leave anything alone. His calls never stop, even trapping 
Balzic in his refuge at Muscotti's Bar. There's a double robbery in two identical 
apartments, rented but hardly ever used by a Pittsburg drug dealer who's clean with
the law. A young woman is found shot dead on the street. She can't be identified, 
but her murder has all the appearances of a professional hit. The mayor is near 
hysteria, and he smears the case all over Balzic, who not only has to solve the 
murder but teach his nosy new boss the not-so-plain facts of police work. It's an 
impossible assignment that turns raw and ugly (then uglier) because it's a drug case,
Balzic's first; because corrupt state narcs are involved; and because the Rev. 
Rutherford Rufee, the exotic and superbly drawn boss of the local black underworld,
is Balzic's best hope of solving the crime. And Rufee, a guileful genius, plays Balzic 
for his own vengeful purposes, purposes that overlap Balzic's own and climax in the
never-never land of a bravura plea- bargaining deal all of which moves the mayor's 
education well up into graduate study. Balzic and the law don't lose, but the victory is
hardly sweet. There is not literary tyranny quite like a category. Constantine is a 
novelist who writes, we say, 'detective fiction,' but that misses what's most 
memorable about his books the superb rendition of social texture and of particular 
people embedded in it, something only our best novelist can do. Always A Body To
Trade belongs to readers who shun catagories. It's familiar small-town Rocksburg, 
tough, immigrant working class and shot through with the verbal magic Constantine
weaves out of everyday speech, heightened this time by miracles of Black English.

K. C. Constantine (a pseudonym for Carl Constantine Kosak; born 1934) is an 
American mystery author. His most famous creation is Mario Balzic, police chief in 
fictional Rocksburg, Pennsylvania.
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Constantine, K. C. Family Values: A Mario Balzic Novel. New York. 1997. 
Mysterious Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0892965452. 216 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 23781. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Gliding on his pension and reflecting on his life, Mario 
Balzic wishes he could start all over. He's about to get his wish. Balzic is haunting 
his home, driving his wife, Ruth, crazy. She wants him out of the house, but she 
doesn't want him back in law enforcement. Balzic's haunting Muscotti's, driving 
Vinnie the bartender crazy. He's at the tavern, a man whose single greatest asset is
time on his hands, when Deputy Attorney General Warren Livingood, the well-
dressed refugee from Philadelphia's Main Line, walks in - and makes his case to 
western Pennsylvania's crankiest and canniest ex-cop. Seventeen years before, a 
drug deal went sour in a mountain log cabin, yielding two corpses and an ensuing 
history of mistrials, appeals, and verdict reversals. Now a variety of cons from a 
variety of prisons are spilling several variations on this single sorry tale. The stench
of police misconduct and coerced perjury is in the air. High political reputations are 
on the line. As a former professional with no debts to settle, Balzic is the man for the
job. Livingood gives him the title of special investigator, state credentials, and thirty-
five dollars an hour. It seems like the answer to everyone's prayers. Then Balzic's 
jailhouse interviews lead him into a jurisdiction that could be the devil's own. There 
he confronts his counterpart, but hardly his brother: a small-town police chief, now 
paralyzed by stroke, who in his prime ruled his borough by blood and terror. In 
uncovering the history of one monster in human form, Balzic will enter his personal 
heart of darkness - and shoulder a staggering debt that will be hell to pay.

K. C. Constantine (a pseudonym for Carl Constantine Kosak; born 1934) is an 
American mystery author. His most famous creation is Mario Balzic, police chief in 
fictional Rocksburg, Pennsylvania.
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Constantine, K. C. Good Sons: A Rocksburg Novel. New York. 1996. Mysterious 
Press. Advance Reading Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 0892965444. 297 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 22750. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It's been months since Mario Balzic retired, and the 
position of Rocksburg's police chief has been open ever since. To the dismay of 
Detective Sergeant Rugs Carlucci, Mayor Angelo Bellotti is holding his cards close 
to his chest. A career underachiever with some surprising inner strengths, Rugs isn't
even sure of his own ambitions. Carlucci's aging, incessantly demanding mother is 
already complaining about her son's hefty overtime duty, unwilling to understand that
without it he couldn't afford the care she needs. And Rugs knows the job itself would
be more pain than prestige, with a department out of money and dirt-low on staff. 
Now Rugs faces a grisly, unexpected test of his suddenly elevated status. A woman
has been found horribly raped and mortally battered.

K. C. Constantine (a pseudonym for Carl Constantine Kosak; born 1934) is an 
American mystery author. Little is known about Kosak, as he prefers anonymity and
has given only a few interviews. His most famous creation is Mario Balzic, police 
chief in fictional Rocksburg, Pennsylvania. Rocksburg is a by-product of Kosak's 
hometown McKees Rocks, Pennsylvania. Kosak is much more interested in the 
people in his novels than the actual mystery, and his later novels become ever more
philosophical, threatening to leave the mystery/detective genre behind completely.
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Constantine, K. C. Grievance: A Rugs Carlucci Novel. New York. 2000. Mysterious
Press. Advance Reading Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 0892966483. 279 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 27730. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - James Deford Lyon, philanthropist and CEO of one of 
Pittsburgh’s greatest steel companies, has been gunned down in his palatial home 
by a sniper, and detective ‘Rugs’ Carlucci is the man lucky enough to receive the 
call. Quickly besieged by the demands of media figures from Washington and New
York and sifting through hundreds of able-bodied suspects who’ve been downsized
by Lyons, Rugs has more than enough to worry about. But life goes on: His mother
has a violent outburst that leads her to a mental hospital; Rugs’ partner is operating
behind his back, hoping to nail the killer and gain a promotion; and his relationship 
with a one-time Miss Pennsylvania runner-up is coming to a critical crossroad. 
Meanwhile, a vicious killer is making sure no one feels safe.

K. C. Constantine (a pseudonym for Carl Constantine Kosak; born 1934) is an 
American mystery author. Little is known about Kosak, as he prefers anonymity and
has given only a few interviews. His most famous creation is Mario Balzic, police 
chief in fictional Rocksburg, Pennsylvania. Rocksburg is a by-product of Kosak's 
hometown McKees Rocks, Pennsylvania. Kosak is much more interested in the 
people in his novels than the actual mystery, and his later novels become ever more
philosophical, threatening to leave the mystery/detective genre behind completely.
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Constantine, K. C. Sunshine Enemies: A Mario Balzic Novel. New York. 1990. 
Mysterious Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. Remainder Mark On 
Bottom Edge. 0892962887. 167 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 23059. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - SUNSHINE ENEMIES is a crime novel by the American
writer K.C. Constantine set in 1980s Rocksburg, a fictional, blue-collar, Rustbelt 
town in Western Pennsylvania (modeled on the author's hometown of McKees 
Rocks, Pennsylvania, adjacent to Pittsburgh). Mario Balzic is the protagonist, an 
atypical detective for the genre, a Serbo-Italian American cop, middle-aged, 
unpretentious, a family man who asks questions and uses more sense than force. 
The novel opens with a Lutheran minister complaining about a pornography ship 
that recently opened at the edge of town. Next a brutal knife murder happens in the
shop's parking lot. All of this prompts Balzic the police chief to work the case, 
digging up reluctant witnesses and asking questions. It is the ninth book in the 17-
volume Rocksburg series.

K. C. Constantine (a pseudonym for Carl Constantine Kosak; born 1934) is an 
American mystery author. Little is known about Kosak, as he prefers anonymity and
has given only a few interviews. His most famous creation is Mario Balzic, police 
chief in fictional Rocksburg, Pennsylvania. Rocksburg is a by-product of Kosak's 
hometown McKees Rocks, Pennsylvania. Kosak is much more interested in the 
people in his novels than the actual mystery, and his later novels become ever more
philosophical, threatening to leave the mystery/detective genre behind completely.
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Constantine, K. C. The Man Who Liked To Look at Himself. New York. 1973. 
Saturday Review Press/Dutton. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0841502668. 
156 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 2176. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Police Chief Mario Balzic returns in his second exciting 
mystery. This time he must not only find the murderer, he must also identify the 
victim. It all starts when the new commander of the state troopers, Lieutenant 
Minyon, insists that Mario accompany him on the first day of the hunting season. It’s
bad enough that Minyon’s prize Weimaraner bites Mario, but then she goes and digs
up a human thigh bone. Minyon immediately calls for more dogs to search for the 
rest of the body. Mario, meanwhile, checks out the local citizenry to see if anyone is
unaccounted for. There is one missing person, Frank Gallic, the partner of Mario’s 
classmate, Mickey Sammara. Sammara and his sister Tina, Gallic’s fiancee, have 
been running the meat discount house, waiting for almost a year for Gallic to return.
When Minyon arrests Mickey, Mario gets Mo Valcanas, a crusty local lawyer who 
has never liked state troopers, to defend him. Finally, the last two hunting 
companions to see Gallic alive provide a tiny scrap of evidence that becomes 
Balzic’s key to who murdered Gallic and why. A welcome addition to the mystery 
scene, the enormously likable Mario Balzic was greeted enthusiastically by critics 
when he made his first appearance in THE ROCKSBURG RAILROAD MURDERS.

K. C. Constantine (a pseudonym for Carl Constantine Kosak; born 1934) is an 
American mystery author. Little is known about Kosak, as he prefers anonymity and
has given only a few interviews. His most famous creation is Mario Balzic, police 
chief in fictional Rocksburg, Pennsylvania. Rocksburg is a by-product of Kosak's 
hometown McKees Rocks, Pennsylvania. Kosak is much more interested in the 
people in his novels than the actual mystery, and his later novels become ever more
philosophical, threatening to leave the mystery/detective genre behind completely.
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Conteris, Hiber. Ten Percent of Life. New York. 1987. Simon & Schuster. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.Remainder Dot On Bottom Edge. 
0671645897. Translated from the Spanish by Deborah Bergman. 221 pages. 
hardcover. Cover: Karen Katz. Inventory # 26726. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - TEN PERCENT OF LIFE brings Philip Marlowe-
Raymond Chandler’s legendary private eye-back to the Los Angeles of 1956 to 
investigate the alleged suicide of Chandler’s literary agent. Marlowe probes the 
unspoken but heavy-handed influence of the big Hollywood studios of the McCarthy
era. Soon Chandler himself becomes a murder suspect, and the dangers of 
protecting the defenseless from the powerful are laid out against a backdrop of glitzy
boites, hushed seaside estates and glaring neon. Marlowe, freed from his creator, 
offers his opinions on everything from the ego and the id to forties is’ Hiber Conteris’
subtly political parable intrigues and delights. TEN PERCENT OF LIFE is an 
ingenious interplay between an author and his hard-boiled creation. With it, Conteris
joins the ranks of classic South American authors such as Manuel Puig and Mario 
Vargas Llosa. HIBER CONTERIS, a noted Uruguayan writer and intellectual, was a
political prisoner in Uruguay from 1976 to 1985. While he was in prison, Mr. Conteris
wrote four novels, a book of short stories, and three plays. He was released from 
prison after the change of governments and came to the United States, where he is
currently Visiting Professor of Hispano-American Literature at the University of 
Wisconsin at Madison. After his arrival, the governor of Wisconsin proclaimed May 
14, 1985, Hiber Conteris Day. Mr. Conteris is an Honorary Member of P.E.N. and a 
recipient of the Letras de Oro Prize, among numerous other awards. Praise for the 
original Spanish edition of TEN PERCENT OF LIFE: ‘An amusing and ingenious 
novel which surely will excite lovers of thrillers everywhere; it is written with 
remarkable perfection’ - Diario 16, Madrid.

Hiber Conteris (born September 23, 1933 in Paysandú, Uruguay) is a Uruguayan 
writer, dramatist, and essayist.
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Cook-Lynn, Elizabeth. From the River's Edge. New York. 1991. Arcade/Little Brown.
1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1559700513. 147 pages. hardcover. Inventory
# 16761. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Seeing the Missouri River country of the Sioux is like 
seeing where the earth first recognized humanity. ’ Yet the white man’s humanity is 
forcing wrenching change upon the land: the time is the late sixties, and the Missouri
River Power Project, just completed, is unleashing water on the lands that have 
nourished the Sioux, physically and spiritually, for countless generations. It is a new
world, and this is called progress. John Tatekeya, a Dakotah and a cattleman, has 
one of the best herds on the reservation. A man in his early sixties, he has prudently
nurtured his herd through the years, till it numbers 107 horned Herefords. Now, 
however, his land is partly under water. Doubtless he could survive that, but one 
night forty-two head of his cattle are stolen. John finds himself in the white man’s 
court of law. He wants fairness and justice. And he wants his cattle back. To him 
they are the same thing. Or are they? The endless round of white man’s rhetoric that
ensues angers John, leaving him with a sense of betrayal and failure. The colorful 
voices of Old Benno and Gray Plume, fictional repositories of culture and history, 
mingle with those of Smutty Bear and Struck-by-the-Ree, historical signatories to 
Sioux treaties who say, ‘I must become an American. I will not beg for my life.’ John
searches for a way to reconcile the unavenged thefts of culture and honor, land and
religion - the legacies of his people - with the seemingly contradictory ways of the 
white man. Increasingly alone, John Tatekeya nonetheless resists the temptation to 
fall into the pit of cynicism and despair, defeat and sorrow. As his search leads him 
forever from the bed of his young lover, Aurelia, he discovers with renewed clarity 
what it means to be a Dakotah.

Elizabeth Cook-Lynn (born 1930 in Fort Thompson, South Dakota) is a Crow Creek
Lakota Sioux editor, essayist, poet, novelist, and academic with strong views on 
Native American politics, particularly tribal sovereignty.
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Cook-Lynn, Elizabeth. The Power of Horses and Other Stories. New York. 1990. 
Arcade/Little Brown. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. Remainder Mark On 
Bottom Edge. 1559700505. Remainder Mark On Bottom Edge. 160 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 23368. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - These fifteen stories portray the culture of the Dakota of 
the Upper Plains. Though they are often short and pervaded with violence and grief,
they are also filled with humor, gentleness, and charm. The characters emerge with 
their Dakota identity intact as they attempt to navigate between disparate societies.

Elizabeth Cook-Lynn (born 1930 in Fort Thompson, South Dakota) is a Crow Creek
Lakota Sioux editor, essayist, poet, novelist, and academic with strong views on 
Native American politics, particularly tribal sovereignty. Cook-Lynn co-founded 
Wícazo Ša Review (‘Red Pencil’), an academic journal devoted to the development
of Native American studies as an academic discipline. She retired from her long 
academic career at Eastern Washington University in 1993, returning to her home in
Rapid City, South Dakota. She has held several visiting professorships since 
retirement. In 2009, she received the Lifetime Achievement Award from the Native
Writers' Circle of the Americas.
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Cook, Pam. I Know Where I'm Going!. London. 2002. British Film Institute. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0851708145. 80 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 34798. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - I Know Where I’m Going! (1945) is widely regarded as 
one of Michael Powell and Emeric Pressburger’s most remarkable achievements 
and a cinematic tour de force. A simple moral tale set in the wild Scottish Highlands,
it follows the journey of a headstrong young woman forced by her encounter with 
this magical, mythic world and its exotic customs to revise her materialistic priorities.
Pam Cook traces the film’s production history, exploring its place in Powell and 
Pressburger’s canon and showing how it wove into its narrative the memories and 
aspirations of an international group of film-makers working in 1940s’ Britain. 
Focusing on the extensive use of special effects, she reveals a technologically 
ambitious masterpiece. I Know Where I’m Going! is, for Cook, a multilayered work 
rich in allusions whose emotional power reaches beyond boundaries of time and 
place to touch profound human desires.

Pam Cook (born January 6, 1943, Farnborough, United Kingdom) is Professor 
Emerita in Film at the University of Southampton. She was educated at Sir William 
Perkins's School, Chertsey, Surrey and Birmingham University, where she was 
taught by Stuart Hall,
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Cook, Robin. Private Parts in Public Places. New York. 1969. Atheneum. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 211 pages. hardcover. Cover design by
Lawrence Ratzkin. Inventory # 26729. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Robin Cook’s corrosive new novel blasts the psyche of 
the British upper middle class, singling out those overbred types who can neither 
return to the life of their forebears nor adjust to an alien contemporary scene. For 
these curiously displaced persons cut off from the cultural mainstream by lack of 
funds and outmoded schooling, survival is a daily challenge. How they meet it is the
theme of this mordantly brilliant, often shocking tale. It all centers on the 
anachronistic Lady Quench, who wraps her tattered illusions about her in a 
disintegrated milieu. From an enormous country house, with a dying husband and a
rude but indispensable butler, she doggedly carries on, issuing commands in the 
idiom of the twenties and insisting that everyone be tickety-boo. Nobody is. The only
activity left to her is cerebral, but, given her background, this comes hard. Her 
brazen nephew Viper, compromising with fact instead of fancy, has made a fortune 
running a chain of pornographic shops in London with a blind but perceptive 
mistress. Lord Michael Mendip, his faggoty cousin and partner, is fascinated by 
Viper’s hard-headed success, but ineffectually struggles against him to show 
concern for pathetic human beings like Lady Quench’s elder daughter, Lydia. The 
gorgeous Lydia poses for dirty pictures whenever her dress allowance is cut off, 
which is often, and yearns for sexual fulfillment, which eludes her many promiscuous
efforts. Her sister, Beatrice, has given up on people altogether and become a 
theoretical but dismally involved Marxist. The plot boils when a Greek tycoon falls 
madly in love with Lydia and tries to save her. His appearance at Lady Quench’s 
estate, along with Viper, Michael and a sodden Lydia, who arrives with a Scruffy-
looking salesman acquired en route, is the signal for this black comedy to explode in
a horrific climax.

Robin Cook was born in London in 1931 and educated at Eton. His previous books 
include THE CRUST ON ITS UPPERS, SOMSE SURPRISE and THE LEGACY OF
THE STIFF UPPER LIP.
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Cooley, Martha. The Archivist. Boston. 1998. Little Brown. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0316158720. 328 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by
Wayne Simpson. Inventory # 25356. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Matthias is a man of orderly ways, a librarian whose life 
rarely strays from its narrow channels. At the library where he works is an archive of
letters from the poet T. S. Eliot to an American woman, written during the years Eliot
was undertaking FOUR QUARTETS and wrestling with problems of marriage and of
faith. Matthias’ marriage to Judith in the years following World War II forms the core
of this novel. Despite their differences-Judith is unruly, an artist-their shared love of
poetry and jazz at first lends strength to their bond. But their good intentions cannot
bridge their essential divergences. A growing alienation is complicated by Judith’s 
increasingly erratic behavior, which culminates in a severe breakdown and her 
incarceration in a mental hospital. Judith’s own voice, in the form of a journal she 
kept in the hospital, is the transfixing middle passage of this novel. The journal 
opens onto the psyche of a woman haunted by questions about love’s worth in a 
world filled with war’s evils. As Matthias wrestles with his own reawakened longings
and his memories, he is forced to reconsider his role in his wife’s death. After years
of carefully tended caution, he realizes that he must acknowledge emotion as much
as logic. This time, the result is an act of rebellion intended as reparation-and a 
provocative disruption of our own ideas about debts to the dead. In the masterful 
tradition of A.S. Byatt’s Possession, a rich and thoughtful debut novel about passion
and loss woven against a backdrop of poetry.

Martha Cooley is the author of two novels: The Archivist, a national bestseller 
published in eleven foreign markets, and Thirty-Three Swoons, also published in 
Italy. Her short fiction, essays, and co-translations have appeared in numerous 
literary magazines. Cooley’s co-translation of Antonio Tabucchi’s Time Ages in a 
Hurry appeared in 2015. She is a professor of English at Adelphi University.
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Cooley, Timothy J. Surfing About Music. Berkeley. 1986. University of California 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520276642. 218 pages. 
paperback. Cover design by Sandy Drooker. Cover illustration: Duke Kahanamoku 
playing guitar at a swimming pool, Chicago, Illinois, 1918 (detail). Inventory # 18147.
$28

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This first major examination of the interrelationships of 
music and surfing explores different ways that surfers combine surfing with making 
and listening to music. Tim Cooley uses his knowledge and experience as a 
practicing musician and avid surfer to consider the musical practices of surfers in 
locations around the world, taking into account ideas about surfing as a global 
affinity group and the real-life of surfers and musicians he encounters. In doing so, 
he expands ethnomusicological thinking about the many ways musical practices are
integral to human socializing, creativity, and the condition of being human. Cooley 
discusses the origins of surfing in Hawai‘i, its central role in Hawaiian society, and 
the mele (chants) and hula (dance or visual poetry) about surfing. Cooley also 
examines surfing contests and music festivals as well as the music used in a 
selection surf movies that were particularly influential in shaping the musical 
practices of significant groups of surfers. Engaging, informative, and enlightening, 
this book is a fascinating exploration of surfing as a cultural practice with 
accompanying, rituals, habits, conceptions about who surfs and why, and of how 
musical ideas and practices are to key to the many things that surfing is and aspires
to be. A Roth Family Foundation Music in America Book.

Timothy J. Cooley is Associate Professor of Music at UC Santa Barbara. He is 
coeditor of Shadows in the Field: New Perspectives for Fieldwork in 
Ethnomusicology.
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Cooper, J. California. A Piece of Mine. London. 1986. Women's Press. 1st British 
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 0704339897. 124 pages.
paperback. Cover illustration by Leslee Wills. Inventory # 34555. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From her first collection of short stories, A PIECE OF 
MINE, to the recently published THE FUTURE HAS A PAST, J. California Cooper 
has introduced an appealing and diverse cast of characters struggling to make the 
right choices and find happiness in a society that prefers light skin over dark, money
over spirit. The central characters are often women entangled in a tradition of 
oppression and the inescapable traps of racism, sexism, and poverty. Many of the 
stories are narrated in the first-person, capturing the cadences of ordinary 
conversations and lending the stories the intimacy and resonance of gossip shared
among friends. They are alive with wry observations on the human tendency toward
foolish choices and impetuous behavior, a rich understanding of the small comforts 
that provide respite from big struggles, and a wisdom based on faith in God and in 
humankind's potential for goodness. 'It’s a rare pleasure to follow the quick and 
pointed intelligence that animates Rosser’s poems. Some are sonnets, some are 
long and lean, but all have clear, idiosyncratic voices. They come bearing 
philosophy, nostalgia, rabies, chicken soup and the head of Holofernes. They’re 
funny, tart, perceptive—good company. And more than one goes armed with a 
blackjack ending.'—Sarah Lindsay.

Joan Cooper (November 10, 1931, Berkeley, California – September 20, 2014, 
Seattle, Washington), known by her pen name, J. California Cooper, was an 
American playwright and author. She wrote 17 plays and was named Black 
Playwright of the Year in 1978 for her play Strangers.
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Cooper, James Fenimore. Sea Tales: The Pilot/The Red Rover. New York. 1991. 
Library of America. 1st of this Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0940450704. 
Includes: The Pilot & The Red Rover. 902 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 1479. 
$17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Having invented the novel of the western frontier, Cooper
went on to invent the sea novel. The Pilot’s shadowy hero - modeled on John Paul 
Jones - leads the American Navy in dangerous raids on the English coast. In The 
Red Rover, a notorious pirate is chased by a disguised agent of the Royal Navy. 
Romance, adventure, political intrigue, revelations of mistaken identity - here is 
Cooper at his best: a painter of brilliant seascapes, a riveting narrator of suspense.

James Fenimore Cooper (September 15, 1789 – September 14, 1851) was a prolific
and popular American writer of the early 19th century. His historical romances of 
frontier and Indian life in the early American days created a unique form of American
literature. He lived most of his life in Cooperstown, New York, which was established
by his father William. Cooper was a lifelong member of the Episcopal Church and in
his later years contributed generously to it. He attended Yale University for three 
years, where he was a member of the Linonian Society, but was expelled for 
misbehavior. Before embarking on his career as a writer he served in the U.S. Navy
as a Midshipman which greatly influenced many of his novels and other writings. He
is best remembered as a novelist who wrote numerous sea-stories and the historical
novels known as the Leatherstocking Tales. Among naval historians Cooper's works
on the early U.S. Navy have been well received, but they were sometimes criticized
by his contemporaries. Among his most famous works is the Romantic novel The 
Last of the Mohicans, often regarded as his masterpiece.
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Cooper, James Fenimore. The Last of the Mohicans. New York. Signet/New 
American Library. Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 432 pages. paperback. CP320. Inventory # 31536. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE LAST OF THE MOHICANS contains the classic 
portrait of the man of moral courage who severs all connections with a society 
whose values he can no longer accept. Despite his chosen exile, Hawk - eye (Natty
Bumppo), the frontier scout, risks his life to escort two sisters through hostile Indian
country. On the dangerous journey he enlists the aid of the Mohican Chingachgook.
And in the challenging ordeal that follows, in their encounters with deception, 
brutality, and the deaths of loved ones, the friendship between the two men deepens
- the scout and the Indian, each with a singular philosophy of independence that has
been nurtured and shaped by the silent, virgin forest. '. in his immortal friendship of
Chingachgook and Natty Bumppo [Cooper] dreamed the nucleus of a new society A
stark, stripped human relationship of two men, deeper than the deeps of sex. 
Deeper than property deeper than fatherhood, deeper than marriage, deeper than 
Love.' - D. H. Lawrence. 'THE LAST OF THE MOHICANS raises again the question
of the efficacy of human effort to control irrational forces at work in individual men, 
races, and nations. The question has never been more pertinent than now.' - James
Franklin Beard.

James Fenimore Cooper (September 15, 1789 – September 14, 1851) was a prolific
and popular American writer of the early 19th century. His historical romances of 
frontier and Indian life in the early American days created a unique form of American
literature.
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Cooper, James Fenimore. The Pathfinder. New York. Signet/New American Library.
Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Bookplate in Front,Otherwise Very 
Good in Wrappers. paperback. CQ674. Inventory # 31336. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Vigorous, self - reliant, amazingly resourceful and moral,
James Fenimore Cooper's Natty Bumppo towers over and above the author's 
majestic descriptions of early frontier life, Indian raiders, and defenseless outposts.
He the prototype of the Western hero; his vision of man in a natural context and his
hatred of' middle - class hypocrisy give him his stature as a faultless arbiter of 
wilderness justice. He is no less adept at judging his own feelings of love - divided 
as they are between the woman whom he protects on a hazardous journey and the
deep woods that sustain him in his beliefs. A rapid, climactic narrative, The 
Pathfinder is among the finest examples of epic action literature. '. the examples 
[Cooper] has given in his glorious fictions, of heroism, honor, and truth, of large 
sympathies between man and man. shall live through centuries to come. ' - William
Cullen Bryant.

James Fenimore Cooper (September 15, 1789 – September 14, 1851) was a prolific
and popular American writer of the early 19th century. His historical romances of 
frontier and Indian life in the early American days created a unique form of American
literature.
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Cooper, James Fenimore. The Pioneers. New York. 1980. Signet/New American 
Library. Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0451523393. Afterword By Robert E. Spiller. 448 pages. paperback. CE2339. 
Cover: George Henry Durrie-'Hunter in Winter Wood'. Inventory # 33073. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this classic novel, James Fenimore Cooper portrays 
life in a new settlement on New York's Lake Otsego in the closing years of the 
eighteenth century. He describes the year's cycle: the turkey shoot at Christmas, the
tapping of maple trees, fishing for bass in the evening, the marshalling of the militia.
But Cooper is also concerned with exploring the development of the cultural and 
philosophical underpinnings of the American experience. He writes of the conflicts 
within the settlement itself, focusing primarily on the contrast between the natural 
codes of the hunter and woodsman Natty Bumppo and his Indian friend John 
Mohegan and the more rigid structure of law needed by a more complex society. 
Quite possibly America's first best-seller (more than three thousand copies were 
sold within hours of publication), The Pioneers today evokes a vibrant and authentic
picture of the American pioneering experience. The release of the popular film The 
Last of the Mohicans has increased interest in Cooper's works. The first in his 
renowned Leatherstocking Tales, The Pioneers portrays frontier life in a New York 
settlement in the late 1700s, and is considered the first true bestseller, selling over 
3,000 copies within hours of its publication in 1823.

James Fenimore Cooper (September 15, 1789 – September 14, 1851) was a prolific
and popular American writer of the early 19th century. His historical romances of 
frontier and Indian life in the early American days created a unique form of American
literature.
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Cooper, James Fenimore. The Spy. Leipzig. [no date]. Bernhard Tauchnitz. 
Reprinted Hardcover Edition. Some Internal Foxing, Otherwise Very Good in 
Hardcover. 400 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 40881. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE SPY was written in 1821 to preserve both the 
memory and meaning of the American Revolution. Inspired by accusations of 
venality leveled at the men who captured Major Andre (Benedict Arnold’s co-
conspirator, executed for espionage in 1780), Cooper’s novel centers on Harry 
Birch, a common man wrongly suspected by well-born Patriots of being a spy for the
British. Even George Washington, who supports Birch, misreads the man, and when
Washington offers him payment for information vital to the Patriots’ cause, Birch 
scorns the money and asserts that his actions were motivated not by financial 
reward, but by his devotion to the fight for independence. A historical adventure tale
reminiscent of Sir Walter Scott’s Waverley novels, THE SPY is also a parable of the
American experience, a reminder that the nation’s survival, like its Revolution, 
depends on judging people by their actions, not their class or reputations.

James Fenimore Cooper (September 15, 1789 – September 14, 1851) was a prolific
and popular American writer of the early 19th century. His historical romances of 
frontier and Indian life in the early American days created a unique form of American
literature. He lived most of his life in Cooperstown, New York, which was established
by his father William. Cooper was a lifelong member of the Episcopal Church and in
his later years contributed generously to it. He attended Yale University for three 
years, where he was a member of the Linonian Society, but was expelled for 
misbehavior. Before embarking on his career as a writer he served in the U.S. Navy
as a Midshipman which greatly influenced many of his novels and other writings. He
is best remembered as a novelist who wrote numerous sea-stories and the historical
novels known as the Leatherstocking Tales.
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Cooper, James Fenimore. The Spy: A Tale of the Neutral Ground. New York. 1963.
Heritage Press. Hardcover Edition. Small Ding On Spine, Otherwise Very Good in 
Hardcover & Slipcase. Illustrated by Henry C. Pitz. Introduction by John T. 
Winterich. hardcover. Inventory # 18830. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Durand, Capture of Major Andre (detail), 1833. 
Worcester Art Museum. Keywords: Penguin Classic Paperback Literature America 
18th Century. ISBN: 0140436286. THE SPY was written in 1821 to preserve both 
the memory and meaning of the American Revolution. Inspired by accusations of 
venality leveled at the men who captured Major Andre (Benedict Arnold’s co-
conspirator, executed for espionage in 1780), Cooper’s novel centers on Harry 
Birch, a common man wrongly suspected by well-born Patriots of being a spy for the
British. Even George Washington, who supports Birch, misreads the man, and when
Washington offers him payment for information vital to the Patriots’ cause, Birch 
scorns the money and asserts that his actions were motivated not by financial 
reward, but by his devotion to the fight for independence. A historical adventure tale
reminiscent of Sir Walter Scott’s Waverley novels, THE SPY is also a parable of the
American experience, a reminder that the nation’s survival, like its Revolution, 
depends on judging people by their actions, not their class or reputations.

James Fenimore Cooper (September 15, 1789 – September 14, 1851) was a prolific
and popular American writer of the early 19th century. His historical romances of 
frontier and Indian life in the early American days created a unique form of American
literature. He lived most of his life in Cooperstown, New York, which was established
by his father William. Cooper was a lifelong member of the Episcopal Church and in
his later years contributed generously to it. He attended Yale University for three 
years, where he was a member of the Linonian Society, but was expelled for 
misbehavior. Before embarking on his career as a writer he served in the U.S. Navy
as a Midshipman which greatly influenced many of his novels and other writings. He
is best remembered as a novelist who wrote numerous sea-stories and the historical
novels known as the Leatherstocking Tales.
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Cooper, Marc. Roll Over Che Guevara: Travels of a Radical Reporter. New York. 
1994. Verso. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1859849709. 300 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 20752. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - At the age of twenty, after being expelled from his 
California university for anti-war activism, Marc Cooper moved to Santiago and 
worked as translator for Chilean President Salvador Allende. The heat of Allende's 
socialist revolution forged Cooper's political and reporting skills, indelibly imprinting 
them with a radical perspective. In 1973, at great personal risk, he began first-hand 
reporting on the fiery destruction of Allende's government and Chilean democracy as
a result of the US-financed coup. Twenty years later, traveling as a radical journalist
in a reactionary world, Cooper continues to chronicle, with biting humor and 
revealing detail, the events that make our headlines. In Roll Over, Che Guevara, he 
takes us on a breakneck tour of the New World Order, including Pinochet's Chile, 
Nicaragua in the last hours of the Sandinistas, Soweto under siege, Panama still 
smoking after the US invasion, Baghdad bracing for the apocalypse, and into the 
new Moscow mafia. In the title piece, we met up with Che Guevara's grandson and a
new generation of Cuban youth still yearning for Che's ever-elusive promise of 
freedom. The book's second half, set exclusively in the USA, gives us a ground-level
view of a society in dizzying decay. We fly in Bill Clinton's private campaign plane 
from New Hampshire to Georgia while the candidate shifts his image - even his 
accent - in the quest for votes. We are guided through America's cultural 
battleground, from Dan Quayle and his confrontation with Hollywood to the 
Ambassadors from Armageddon who dominated the 1992 Republican convention. 
And when Cooper's home town, Los Angeles, burns with a thousand fires of rage, 
he takes us to the very edge of history, describing America's war against itself. This 
incredible journey culminates in a swirling, careening and highly personal trip to the
city that stands as an icon for the marketplace ethos of our times: Las Vegas.

Marc Cooper is an American journalist, author, journalism professor and blogger. He
is a contributing editor to The Nation.
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Cooper, Marc. Starting From Chiapas. Westfield. 1994. Open Magazine Pamphlet 
Series. 1st Edition. Pamphlet # 30. Very Good in Wrappers. 1884519067. 
paperback. Inventory # 31269. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Starting in Chiapas – ‘. So when the 800 Zapatistas 
poured into the municipal offices here, opened the police and property archives and
set them on fire, and when another thousand maybe two thousand of their comrades
simultaneously seized five other nearby towns, opening the food warehouses to the
poor, chasing out and in some cases killing the local police, dismantling another 
town hall stone by stone with sledge- hammers, yet another with axes and saws, 
and then fought the Mexican Army to a standstill for more than a week, they were 
not acting out some pathetic revolutionary retablo left over from the Central 
American cataclysms of the Eighties. No. Precisely because the EZLN chose San 
Cristóbal as its major theater of operations, because the timing of the uprising 
coincided with the implementation of NAFIA, and certainly because of the complex 
nature of the EZLN and what it is fighting for, this Chiapas rebellion is much much 
more than an Indian Uprising, far more significant than a recycled Marxist guerrilla 
movement. The shots fired in Chiapas in January signal the End of the End of 
History. Rather than the final rattle on the snake of revolution, Chiapas is the first 
armed battle against the Global Market and simultaneously - in a way Americans 
cannot grasp - for Democracy.

Marc Cooper is an American journalist, author, journalism professor and blogger. He
is a contributing editor to The Nation. He wrote the popular "Dissonance" column for
LA Weekly from 2001 until November 2008.
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Coover, Robert. John's Wife. New York. 1996. Simon & Schuster. 1st Printing. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0684818418. 428 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Carin 
Goldberg. Inventory # 22035. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - John had many things - money, high regard, friends, and
power. He was a builder by trade, a master of the physical domain. The objects that
fell before him only arose to become greater structures. But it was John’s wife who 
both enchanted and haunted this small town. Floyd, manager of Main Street 
Hardware, coveted John’s wife. Otis just plain loved her. And Daphne loved her too,
but Daphne thought she’d love her even more if John’s wife were dead. And Gordon
was obsessed with capturing the very essence of her on film, though this was 
impossible since John’s wife just didn’t seem to be there. That was the strange thing
about John’s wife - she seemed to have a there-ness that just was not quite there. 
She was always in the hearts and minds of the town, an endearing and ubiquitous 
presence, yet few people, if asked, could describe her, even when she passed right
before their very eyes. To this small town John’s wife was as much a mystery as a 
coveted object.

Robert Lowell Coover (born February 4, 1932) is an American author and professor 
in the Literary Arts program at Brown University. He is generally considered a writer
of fabulation and metafiction.
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Copage, Eric V. Kwanzaa: An African-American Celebration of Culture & Cooking. 
New York. 1991. Quill/Morrow. 1st Quill Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers.
0688128351. 358 pages. paperback. Cover design by Debra Morton Hoyt. Inventory
# 37648. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Kwanzaa: An African-American Celebration of Culture 
and Cooking is the only complete guide to the history and foods of Kwanzaa. In this
beautiful yet practical book, there are recipes for more than 125 treasured dishes 
from people of African descent living all over the world. Adorned with biographies of
distinguished African Americans, proverbs, and folk tales that illustrate the seven 
principles of Kwanzaa (Nguzo Saba), Kwanzaa embodies the very spirit of the 
holiday itself: a culinary celebration and a testimony to the accomplishments and 
spirit of African Americans throughout history. This is more than just a book for a 
holiday. It is a cookbook and a source of inspiration to be used all year long.

Eric V. Copage has contributed articles to the food pages of The New York Times 
Magazine, where he is an editor. He was a staff reporter for Life magazine and the 
New York Daily News and a former music columnist for Essence magazine. He has
a desgree in ethnomusicology and has traveled extensively in West Africa. He lives 
in Montclair, New Jersey.
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Corbett, David. The Devil's Redhead. New York. 2002. Ballantine Books. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0345447522. 373 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket art & design by Dreu Pennington-McNeil. Inventory # 34009. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Freelance photographer and wildcat smuggler Dan 
Abatangelo blows into Vegas to hit the tables and taste the nightlife. In his path 
waits Shel Beaudry, a knockout redhead with a smile that says Gentlemen, start 
your engines. The attraction is instant - and soon the two are living the gypsy life on
the West Coast, where Dan captains a distribution ring for premium Thai marijuana.
His credo: ‘No guns, no gangsters, it’s only money. ‘But the trade is changing. Eager
to get out, Dan plans one last run, judges poorly, and is betrayed by an underling 
and caught by the DEA. To secure light time for Shel and his crew, Dan takes the 
fall and pleads to ten years. Now, having served the full term, he emerges from 
prison a man with a hardened will but an unchanged heart. Though probation 
guidelines forbid any contact with Shel, a convicted felon, he sets his focus on one 
thing: finding her.’ Shel’s life has taken a different turn since her release from prison.
She has met Frank Maas, a recovering addict whose son died a merciless death. 
Driven by pity, Shel dedicates herself to nursing Frank back from grief and saving 
him from madness. But his weaknesses push him into the grip of a homegrown 
crime syndicate in command of the local methamphetamine trade. Mexicans are 
stealing the syndicate’s territory, setting in motion a brutal chain of events that engulf
Frank, Shel, and Dan in a race-fueled drug war from which none will escape 
unscathed.

For fifteen years, David worked for the San Francisco private investigation firm of 
Palladino & Sutherland, and played a significant part in a number of high-profile 
criminal and civil litigations, including the Lincoln Savings & Loan Case, the 
DeLorean Trial, the Coronado Company marijuana indictments, the Cotton Club 
Murder Case, the People's Temple Trial, the first Michael Jackson child molestation
case, and a RICO civil litigation brought by the Teamsters against former union 
leaders associated with organized crime—as well as numerous other drug, murder,
and fraud cases.
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Corcao, Gustavo. My Neighbour As Myself. London. 1957. Longmans. 1st British 
Edition. Very Good in Worn Dustjacket. Translated from the Portuguese by Clotilde
Wilson. 213 pages. hardcover. Inscribed by the Translator. Inventory # 8499. $90

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Gustavo Corçao is an unexpected and welcome voice 
from Brazil. His story is that of a scientist’s disillusionment with the limitations of 
science, its laughable but terrible futility when it comes to dominate a man’s life. He 
relates how he himself was ‘tied to a corpse’ for fifteen years -five years to the 
odolites and ten years to galvanometric needles, This was a world of certainties 
where the possibility of error added just the necessary excitement. At that time, with
a few friends, he became a Marxist revolutionary idealist, yet with a lurking suspicion
all the time that his life and talk were unreal. Then his wife dies-his Marxism is 
reduced to rubble. It is only after long groping in the dark that he finds a renewed 
faith to live by, when he realizes that love is no abstract thing, but concerns neighbor
rather than some distant cause; that it works for the next man not for the next 
generation. Señor Corçao’s experience is one that, in outline only, has many 
parallels in Europe-and its Brazilian setting gives it an especial fascination. The debt
he acknowledges to Jacques Maritain and to C. K. Chesterton is evident partly in his
choice of delightfully extravagant analogies and partly in the fact that some of the 
latter half of the book revolves around the works of these two writers. It is, how. 
ever, never purely literary and always comes back to real experience, everyday 
happenings in his own life which are’ depicted with the most convincing symbolic 
overtones.

Gustavo Corção Braga (17 December 1896 – 6 July 1978) was a Brazilian Catholic
writer. His only novel, Lições de Abismo (Who if I Cry Out), was awarded by Unesco
and later translated into many languages.
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Coren, Stanley and Walker, Janet. What Do Dogs Know?. New York. 1997. Free 
Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684848600. 115 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket illustration by Pierre Le-Tan. Inventory # 24522. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The bestselling author of The Intelligence of Dogs now 
presents a charmingly illustrated gift book filled with little-known facts and folklore 
about all breeds of dogs--and what they really think about all day.

Though best known to the public for his series of best-selling books on dogs, 
Stanley Coren is also well respected scientist and Professor of Psychology at the 
University of British Columbia. He did his undergraduate work at the University of 
Pennsylvania and completed his doctorate Psychology at Stanford. In the scientific 
area he has has published many research related books, a widely used textbook on
sensation and perception, and over 300 research reports in professional journals.
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Coren, Stanley. Sleep Thieves: An Eye-opening Exploration Into the Science and 
Mysteries of Sleep. New York. 1996. Free Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0684823047. An eye-opening exploration into the science & mysteries of
sleep. 304 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Tom Stvan. Jacket illustration by 
Steven Guarnaccia. Inventory # 22030. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this engrossing, expansive look at the facts and 
folklore of sleep, best-selling author Stanley Coren provides astounding new 
evidence that we are becoming an increasingly sleep-deprived society, and that this
condition is seriously affecting our work, posing a danger to ourselves and others. 
He shows, for example, that the Exxon Valdez oil spill, the disaster involving the 
space shuttle Challenger, and the nuclear accidents at both Chernobyl and Three 
Mile Island were all associated with people suffering from sleep deprivation. Drawing
on dramatic interviews with a range of professionals including doctors, airline pilots,
stockbrokers, and truck drivers, Coren shows the risks that everyone now faces as
more and more people in the workforce operate with insufficient sleep. He also looks
at some of the more subtle and insidious effects of sleep loss on our physical and 
mental health and explains how to tell whether you are getting enough sleep. In 
addition Coren asks intriguing questions like: Do fish sleep? Are there really 
‘morning’ people and ‘night’ people? Why is it virtually impossible to fall asleep 
during midmorning hours no matter how tired you are? And how is it that you can 
sleep for hours on a plane and never feel rested? Some provocative stories about 
sleep oddities are presented along with a description of some strange sleep 
disorders that affect a surprisingly large number of people. Finally, the book 
describes specific techniques to help children sleep through the night and to improve
the quality and efficiency of your own sleep.

Though best known to the public for his series of best-selling books on dogs, 
Stanley Coren is also well respected scientist and Professor of Psychology at the 
University of British Columbia.
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Coren, Stanley. The Intelligence of Dogs. New York. 1994. Free Press. 3rd Printing.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0029066832. hardcover. Inventory # 20848. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In The Intelligence of Dogs, the renowned psychologist 
and award-winning dog trainer Stanley Coren gives us the most compelling and 
comprehensive picture to date of the canine mind and how it works. Coren shows 
how a dog's mental abilities are shaped by his genetic makeup and the forces of 
evolution in operation. While we might like to believe that all dogs' minds think alike,
Coren clearly show that different breeds differ radically in their working intelligence -
their ability to understand and follow human commands. In an impressive summary
of research, Coren ranks 133 breeds, revealing which dogs are the brightest and 
which are the most limited in their working intelligence. Although different breeds do
differ dramatically in their levels of intelligence, the author is quick to point out that 
there is great variability within breeds and that a dog's particular personality strongly
affects its trainability. To that end, Coren provides an IQ test that readers can use to
test their pet's intelligence. Coren also explains how, by changing certain factors 
such as training conditions and diet, one can actually raise a dog's IQ. Finally, Coren
dramatically demonstrates that dogs have a much richer and more sophisticated 
language than we imagined. Taking us into the world of dog communication, Coren
explains how dogs use a varied and intricate set of sounds, facial expressions and 
body postures to communicate with other canines, and he shows readers how to 
interpret these signs in order to understand their dog better.

Though best known to the public for his series of best-selling books on dogs, 
Stanley Coren is also well respected scientist and Professor of Psychology at the 
University of British Columbia. He did his undergraduate work at the University of 
Pennsylvania and completed his doctorate Psychology at Stanford. In the scientific 
area he has has published many research related books, a widely used textbook on
sensation and perception, and over 300 research reports in professional journals.
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Coren, Stanley. The Left-Hander Syndrome: The Causes & Consequences of Left-
Handedness. New York. 1992. Free Press. 2nd Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0029066824. 375 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 20837. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - If you are among the 10 percent of people who happen 
to be left-handed, you've had to endure such derisive terms as 'gauche' and 'a left-
handed compliment.' At school you may have been forced to write with your right 
hand. And in another century your proclivity might have gotten you accused of 
witchcraft. Any left-handed person, or the spouse, parent, or friend of one, will be 
captivated by this essential and eye-opening book. With bracing wit and a flawless 
command of current research, psychologist Stanley Coren answers such questions
as: Is left-handedness acquired genetically or socially? Are southpaws more creative
than their right-handed fellows? Why do left-handers seem to die younger than right-
handers? What can left-handers do to counteract the perils and prejudices that 
confront them in a world that leans to the right? With bracing wit, Coren uses current
research to answer questions about left-handedness. Is it acquired genetically or 
socially? Are southpaws more creative? Why do they seem to die younger than 
right-handers? Coren also includes tips on how to make a left-hander's life easier.

Though best known to the public for his series of best-selling books on dogs, 
Stanley Coren is also well respected scientist and Professor of Psychology at the 
University of British Columbia. He did his undergraduate work at the University of 
Pennsylvania and completed his doctorate Psychology at Stanford. In the scientific 
area he has has published many research related books, a widely used textbook on
sensation and perception, and over 300 research reports in professional journals.
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Corliss, Richard. Lolita. London. 1994. British Film Institute. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Wrappers. 0851703682. 96 pages. paperback. Inventory # 34799. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Richard Corliss explores every facet of this complex and
disturbing film. He deals in detail with casting, which included Sue Lyon as the 
nymphet Lolita, James Mason as her lover Humbert Humbert and Peter Sellers as 
the sinister Quilty.

Richard Nelson Corliss (March 6, 1944 – April 23, 2015) was an American film critic
and magazine editor for Time. As a publisher, he mainly focused on movies, with 
occasional articles on other subjects. He was the former editor-in-chief of Film 
Comment and author of three books, including Talking Pictures,[5] which, along with
other publications, drew early attention to the screenwriter, as opposed to the 
director.
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Corn, Alfred. All Roads at Once: Poems. New York. 1976. Viking Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670114103. 85 pages. hardcover. 
Cover: Blanche Simkin. Inventory # 32789. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Alfred Corn's first book of poetry, All Roads at Once 
(1976 ), covers a range of forms, from imagistic short lyrics to an ambitious narrative
poem (‘Pages from a Voyage’), and reflects his interest in the relationship between 
art and experience.

Alfred Corn (born August 14, 1943) is an American poet and essayist. Alfred Corn 
was born in Bainbridge, Georgia in 1943 and raised in Valdosta, Georgia. Corn 
graduated from Emory University in 1965 with a B.A. in French literature. Corn 
earned an M.A. in French literature at Columbia University in 1967. Corn travelled to
France on a Fulbright Scholarship where he met Ann Jones, whom he would later 
marry. After he and Ann Jones divorced, he was partnered with the architect Walter
Brown in the years 1971-1976,and then with J.D. McClatchy from 1977 until 1989. In
1976, Corn published his first book of poetry ALL ROADS AT ONCE. Corn was 
awarded the 1982 Levinson Prize by Poetry Magazine. Corn received an Award in 
Literature from the Academy of Arts and Letters in 1983 and a Guggenheim 
Fellowship in 1986. In 1987, he was awarded a Fellowship of the Academy of 
American Poets. In 1997 Corn wrote the novel, PART OF HIS STORY. As of 2008,
Corn has written nine books of poetry, one novel, and one book of essays.
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Corn, David. The Lies of George W. Bush: Mastering the Politics of Deception. New
York. 2003. Crown. 1st American Edition. Some Roughness To Pages On Bottom 
Edge,Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 1400050669. 338 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by David Tran. Inventory # 16764. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - All American presidents have lied, but George W. Bush 
has relentlessly abused the truth. In this scathing indictment of the president and his
inner circle, David Corn, the Washington editor of The Nation, reveals and examines
the deceptions at the heart of the Bush presidency. In a stunning work of journalism,
he details and substantiates the many times the Bush administration has knowingly
and intentionally misled the American public to advance its own interests and 
agenda, including: Brazenly mischaracterizing intelligence and resorting to deceptive
arguments to whip up public support for war with Iraq; Misrepresenting the 
provisions and effects of the president’s supersized tax cuts; Offering misleading 
explanations— instead of telling the full truth — about the 9/11 attacks; Lying about
connections to corporate crooks; Presenting deceptive and disingenuous claims to 
sell controversial policies on the environment, stem cell research, missile defense, 
Social Security, white-collar crime, abortion, energy, and other crucial issues; 
Running a truth-defying, down-and-dirty campaign during the 2000 presidential 
contest and recount drama. The Lies of George W. Bush is not a partisan whine—it 
is instead a carefully constructed, fact-based account that clearly denotes how Bush
has relied on deception—from the campaign trail to the Oval Office—to win political
and policy battles. With wit and style, Corn explains how Bush has managed to get 
away with it and explores the dangerous consequences of such presidential deceit 
in a perilous age.

David Corn (born February 20, 1959) is an American political journalist and author 
and the chief of the Washington bureau for Mother Jones. He has been Washington
editor for The Nation and appeared regularly on FOX News, MSNBC, and National
Public Radio.
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Cornell, Daniell and Johnson, Mark Dean (editors). Asian/American/Modern Art: 
Shifting Currents, 1900û1970. Berkeley. 2008. University Of California Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Hardcover. No Dustjacket As Issued. 
9780520258648. 95 color illustrations, 12 black-and-white photographs. Copub: Fine
Arts Museums of San Francisco. 168 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36630. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This beautifully illustrated volume, companion book to 
the exhibition of the same name, presents the first comprehensive survey of work 
produced by artists of Asian descent in America during the first seven decades of 
the twentieth century. Featuring examples across many media and extending 
beyond ethnicity, Asian/American/Modern Art brings into focus an underrepresented
and vital group within American art. Introduced by historian Gordon H. Chang and 
cocurator Mark Dean Johnson, with contributions by cocurator Daniell Cornell and 
Karin Higa, Sharon Spain, and ShiPu Wang, the book follows the exhibition’s 
multiethnic and multidisciplinary approach. Rather than defining an Asian American
art aesthetic, Asian/American/ Modern Art highlights the stylistic tensions and artistic
influences apparent in the work of major artists including Chiura Obata, Yun Gee, 
Ruth Asawa, Isamu Noguchi, Nam June Paik, and Carlos Villa. Two areas of 
emphasis, the modernist matrix of the early twentieth century and the post-World 
War II period wherein artists developed new approaches, support the book’s 
recurring themes of war and peace, urban life and community. This powerful book 
represents a major rewriting of American art history to include a population of artists
whose significant contributions to twentieth-century American art have been, until 
now, largely ignored.

Daniell Cornell is Deputy Director for Art and Senior Curator, Palm Springs Art 
Museum. Mark Dean Johnson is Professor of Art at San Francisco State University
and Research Fellow at Stanford University.
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Corngold, Stanley. Lambent Traces: Franz Kafka. Princeton. 2004. Princeton 
University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0691118167. 288
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 34914. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - On the night of September 22, 1912, Franz Kafka wrote
his story ‘The Judgment,’ which came out of him ‘like a regular birth.’ This act of 
creation struck him as an unmistakable sign of his literary destiny. Thereafter, the 
search of many of his characters for the Law, for a home, for artistic fulfillment can 
be understood as a figure for Kafka’s own search to reproduce the ecstasy of a 
single night. In Lambent Traces: Franz Kafka, the preeminent American critic and 
translator of Franz Kafka traces the implications of Kafka’s literary breakthrough. 
Kafka’s first concern was not his responsibility to his culture but to his fate as 
literature, which he pursued by exploring ‘the limits of the human.’ At the same time,
he kept his transcendental longings sober by noting—with incomparable irony—their
virtual impossibility. At times Kafka’s passion for personal transcendence as a writer
entered into a torturous and witty conflict with his desire for another sort of 
transcendence, one driven by a modern Gnosticism. This struggle prompted him 
continually to scrutinize different kinds of mediation, such as confessional writing, 
the dream, the media, the idea of marriage, skepticism, asceticism, and the imitation
of death. Lambent Traces: Franz Kafka concludes with a reconstruction and critique
of the approaches to Kafka by such major critics as Adorno, Gilman, and Deleuze 
and Guattari.

Stanley Corngold (June 11, 1934) is Professor of German and Comparative 
Literature at Princeton University. His books include The Fate of the Self, Franz 
Kafka: The Necessity of Form, and Complex Pleasure as well as two translations of
Kafka’s The Metamorphosis and Selected Stories.
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Cornwell, Patricia D. Cruel & Unusual. New York. 1993. Scribners. 1st Printing. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0684195305. 357 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Corsillo.
Manzone. Inventory # 22000. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Killing me won’t kill the beast’ are the last words of 
rapist-murderer Ronnie Joe Waddell, written four days before his execution. But they
can’t explain how Dr. Kay Scarpetta finds Waddell’s fingerprints on another crime 
scene — after she’d performed his autopsy. If this is some sort of game, Scarpetta 
seems to be the target. And if the next victim is someone she knows, the 
punishment will be cruel and unusual.

Patricia Cornwell (born Patricia Carroll Daniels; June 9, 1956) is a contemporary 
American crime writer. She is widely known for writing a popular series of novels 
featuring the heroine Dr. Kay Scarpetta, a medical examiner. Her books have sold 
more than 100 million copies.
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Cornwell, Patricia D. Cruel & Unusual. New York. 1993. Scribners. 1st Printing. 
Spine Slightly Cocked, Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684195305. 357 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Corsillo.Manzone. Inventory # 23747. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Killing me won’t kill the beast’ are the last words of 
rapist-murderer Ronnie Joe Waddell, written four days before his execution. But they
can’t explain how Dr. Kay Scarpetta finds Waddell’s fingerprints on another crime 
scene — after she’d performed his autopsy. If this is some sort of game, Scarpetta 
seems to be the target. And if the next victim is someone she knows, the 
punishment will be cruel and unusual.

Patricia Cornwell (born Patricia Carroll Daniels; June 9, 1956) is a contemporary 
American crime writer. She is widely known for writing a popular series of novels 
featuring the heroine Dr. Kay Scarpetta, a medical examiner. Her books have sold 
more than 100 million copies.
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Cornwell, Patricia. All That Remains. New York. 1992. Scribners. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684193957. 375 pages. hardcover. Signed by the
Author. Jacket illustration by Stanislaw Fernandes.Jacket design by Wendy Bass. 
Inventory # 21723. $62.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - #1 New York Times bestselling author Patricia Cornwell's
heart-stopping thriller featuring gutsy medical examiner Kay Scarpetta. In Richmond,
Virginia, young lovers are dying. So far, four couples in the area have disappeared,
only to be found months later as mutilated corpses. When the daughter of the 
president's newest drug czar vanishes along with her boyfriend, Dr. Kay Scarpetta 
knows time is short. Following a macabre trail of evidence that ties the present 
homicides to a grisly crime in the past, Kay must draw upon her own personal 
resources to track down a murderer who is as skilled at eliminating clues as Kay is 
at finding them.

Patricia Cornwell (born Patricia Carroll Daniels; June 9, 1956) is a contemporary 
American crime writer. She is widely known for writing a popular series of novels 
featuring the heroine Dr. Kay Scarpetta, a medical examiner. Her books have sold 
more than 100 million copies.
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Cornwell, Patricia. Cause of Death. New York. 1996. Putnam. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0399141464. 340 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 40681. 
$7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The mysterious death of diver Ted Eddings, an 
investigative reporter, and the murder of a morgue assistant driving her car lead 
medical examiner Kay Scarpetta, her niece, and police captain Pete Marino on the 
trail of a deadly supremacist group.

Patricia Cornwell (born Patricia Carroll Daniels; June 9, 1956) is a contemporary 
American crime writer. She is widely known for writing a popular series of novels 
featuring the heroine Dr. Kay Scarpetta, a medical examiner. Her books have sold 
more than 100 million copies.
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Cornwell, Patricia. From Potter's Field. New York. 1995. Scribner. 1st American 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684195984. 412 pages. hardcover. Signed by 
the Author. Jacket design by M.G. Guidon. Inventory # 21720. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Richmond, Dr. Kay Scarpetta, chief medical examiner
of Virginia and consultant for the FBI, is in the midst of a late-night autopsy at the 
morgue when the call comes: Gault, the sadistic psychopath who has eluded 
capture for years, has struck again. For Scarpetta, her worst nightmare returns. 
While Scarpetta sorts through strange forensic evidence, including an uncommon 
tread pattern and extremely rare gold dental restorations, Gault kills again. But the 
prey he ultimately seeks is Scarpetta, for it becomes increasingly apparent that he is
as focused on her as she is on him.

Patricia Cornwell (born Patricia Carroll Daniels; June 9, 1956) is a contemporary 
American crime writer. She is widely known for writing a popular series of novels 
featuring the heroine Dr. Kay Scarpetta, a medical examiner. Her books have sold 
more than 100 million copies.
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Cornwell, Patricia. From Potter's Field. New York. 1995. Scribner. Uncorrected 
Advance Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 0684195984. 422 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 21447. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Richmond, Dr. Kay Scarpetta, chief medical examiner
of Virginia and consultant for the FBI, is in the midst of a late-night autopsy at the 
morgue when the call comes: Gault, the sadistic psychopath who has eluded 
capture for years, has struck again. For Scarpetta, her worst nightmare returns. 
While Scarpetta sorts through strange forensic evidence, including an uncommon 
tread pattern and extremely rare gold dental restorations, Gault kills again. But the 
prey he ultimately seeks is Scarpetta, for it becomes increasingly apparent that he is
as focused on her as she is on him.

Patricia Cornwell (born Patricia Carroll Daniels; June 9, 1956) is a contemporary 
American crime writer. She is widely known for writing a popular series of novels 
featuring the heroine Dr. Kay Scarpetta, a medical examiner. Her books have sold 
more than 100 million copies.
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Cornwell, Patricia. From Potter's Field. New York. 1995. Scribner. Uncorrected 
Advance Proof. Tear Mark On Front Cover, Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. 
0684195984. 412 pages. paperback. Inventory # 29823. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Richmond, Dr. Kay Scarpetta, chief medical examiner
of Virginia and consultant for the FBI, is in the midst of a late-night autopsy at the 
morgue when the call comes: Gault, the sadistic psychopath who has eluded 
capture for years, has struck again. For Scarpetta, her worst nightmare returns. 
While Scarpetta sorts through strange forensic evidence, including an uncommon 
tread pattern and extremely rare gold dental restorations, Gault kills again. But the 
prey he ultimately seeks is Scarpetta, for it becomes increasingly apparent that he is
as focused on her as she is on him.

Patricia Cornwell (born Patricia Carroll Daniels; June 9, 1956) is a contemporary 
American crime writer. She is widely known for writing a popular series of novels 
featuring the heroine Dr. Kay Scarpetta, a medical examiner. Her books have sold 
more than 100 million copies.
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Cornwell, Patricia. Unnatural Exposure. New York. 1997. Putnam. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0399142851. 338 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
40682. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Returning home from Ireland, where she had been called
in to examine the remains of a murder victim whose body was marked by the 
signature of a cunning serial killer, medical examiner Kay Scarpetta is shocked 
when another body turns up, this time in a Virginia landfill.

Patricia Cornwell (born Patricia Carroll Daniels; June 9, 1956) is a contemporary 
American crime writer. She is widely known for writing a popular series of novels 
featuring the heroine Dr. Kay Scarpetta, a medical examiner. Her books have sold 
more than 100 million copies.
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Cortazar, Julio (text) and Andrade, Alecio de (photographs). Paris: Essence of An 
Image. Geneva. 1981. Rotovision. 1st Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn 
Dustjacket. 2880460247. Photographs by Alecio De Andrade. Translated from the 
Spanish by Gregory Rabassa. 127 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 15301. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Julio Cortázar wrote in his preface that ‘Every city invents
its own vocabulary, lets drop in everyday speech those expressions that can only 
have meaning for it, in it.’ In this work, Alécio de Andrade succeeds in capturing 
atmospheres and arresting fleeting passing moments, catching hold of or stealing 
the piquancy of a particular instant. With him, Paris lives through its pores, both day
and night, enjoying itself, getting married, watching, waiting and loving. The 
photographer’s oneness with Paris is no accident. The subtlety of the photographs in
this book lies in their creator’s sensitivity for these everyday moments that, while 
often fleeting, are nonetheless essential, vital.

Julio Cortázar (August 26, 1914 - February 12, 1984) was a Belgian-born Argentine 
intellectual and author of experimental novels and short stories. The Brazilian 
photographer Alécio de Andrade (1938-2003) was also a poet, pianist and friend of
writers and musicians the world over. He settled in Paris in 1964 and for the next 39
years would continually return to the collections of the Louvre Museum. From these
wanderings he has left 12,000 photographs. Each frame is like a scene from a play,
with us as spectators looking over the artist’s shoulder at the actors, the visitors to 
the Museum. They show a poetic vision full of humour and poignancy, which allows
us to understand the ways in which people appropriate public spaces and the variety
of relationships, sometimes quite unexpected, that they establish with the works of 
art. The book conjures up the various stages of a visit like a scenario, consciously 
avoiding a chronological approach or documenting the museum’s transformations 
over the years.
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Cortazar, Julio. A Change of Light and Other Stories. New York. 1980. Knopf. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0394507213. Translated 
from the Spanish by Gregory Rabassa. 277 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Fred Marcellino. Inventory # 19783. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE PLACES: The east coast of Africa, a cemetery 
across from Venice’s Fondamente Nuove, the Paris Metro, a Nicaraguan island, a 
Transylvanian café in ‘a not excessively interesting German city’. THE PEOPLE: A 
woman experiencing the horror of her young nephew’s nightmares and the 
unnamable violence they portend, a middle-aged writer investigating the biography 
of a dead laureate and stumbling onto the truth about his ‘dark lady’, an operative 
waiting for death in the crowd at a title fight promoted by Alain Delon, a Chilean 
hitchhiker humming American jazz on an autobahn in Austria. THE EVENTS: A 
deadly erotic game is played out in the dark with a seemingly complaint pickup, a 
man smokes and stands guard over his family through a long summer night 
protecting them from a real or symbolic menace in the garden, drinking cronies 
gather at the bedside of a dying friend to watch with impersonal curiosity his terminal
phases. THE BOOK: This, Julio Cortazar’s first collection in English in seven years,
displays the extraordinary scope of his imagination and his accomplishment. In 
these eighteen stories, he segues from hard-edged political drama to worlds that are
not just fantasy but evocations of an alternative reality that takes over too powerfully,
and finally usurps the present. In story after story, he projects everyday dreams, 
fears, desires, and the terrible power they can exert. To read this collection is to 
tread the perilous path between the ordinary and the unimaginable, the quotidian 
and the surreal; to give oneself over to the disturbing vision of complete worlds 
created, animated, and populated with the unmistakable mastery that is the hallmark
of Julio Cortazar.

Julio Cortázar (August 26, 1914 - February 12, 1984) was a Belgian-born Argentine 
intellectual and author of experimental novels and short stories. He was married 
three times, to Aurora Bernárdez, Ugné Karvelis and Carol Dunlop. Most of his work
was written in Paris, France from 1951 until his demise. Hopscotch is Julio’s 
magnum opus. Julio Cortázar was born to Argentine parents on August 26, 1914, in
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Cortazar, Julio. Cronopios and Famas (DUSTJACKET ONLY). New York. 1969. 
Pantheon Books. Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket. Translated from the Spanish
by Paul Blackburn. DUSTJACKET ONLY. JACKET DESIGN BY DAVE HOLZMAN. 
Inventory #  44241. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET
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Cortazar, Julio. The Winners. New York. 1965. Pantheon Books. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. Translated from the Spanish by Elaine Kerrigan. 
374 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Muriel Nasser. Inventory # 2222. $65

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The appearance of THE WINNERS in the United States 
is a major literary event, introducing an outstanding writer of remarkable scope and
presenting an absorbing and altogether irresistible novel that will attain a notable 
position among the best works of fiction of our day. A widely assorted group of 
people win as a lottery prize a cruise-destination unknown. Their journey reads like-
and is-a superb story of suspense that ranges from the most unconventional of love
affairs to the violent death of one of the passengers. Part of the suspense revolves 
around the fact that the passengers are forbidden to cross over to the ship’s stern, 
ostensibly because there is an epidemic among the mysterious crew. ‘What is the 
danger, the plague? Does it really exist? ‘Where are the consolations of authority to
comfort them? If this is a pleasure cruise, why are they virtual prisoners? And the 
lines are drawn, the passengers divide into a ‘war’ party and a ‘peace’ party. But 
which one will insist upon breaking through the barriers and which one will bow to 
the ship’s law? The novel’s climax is their shocking confrontation with the question 
of who the winners really are, and what are their prizes. This book is the world in 
miniature, and some of contemporary fiction’s most memorable characters inhabit it:
a young unmarried couple whose first lovemakings are anything but what they had 
expected; a sophisticated architect traveling with a beautiful redhead whom the 
other passengers assume to be his mistress; a delightfully pompous schoolteacher
whose devotion to bureaucracy is complete. These and others are forced to a 
deadly knowledge of themselves through Julio Cortázar’s profound skill in creating a
novel that has many levels of meaning yet thoroughly entertains with the pleasure of
its narrative alone.

Julio Cortázar (August 26, 1914 - February 12, 1984) was a Belgian-born Argentine 
intellectual and author of experimental novels and short stories.
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Corwin, Miles. The Killing Season: A Summer Inside An L. A. P. D. Homicide 
Division. New York. 1997. Simon & Schuster. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket.
068480235x. 336 pages. hardcover. Jacket art & design by Shasti O'Leary. 
Inventory # 23643. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - After gaining unprecedented access inside the LAPD, 
Miles Corwin hand picked a detective team whom he would be shadowing - day in 
and day out - throughout the summer. He struck gold with Pete ‘Raz’ Razanskas 
and Marcella Winn. Larger than life and truly unsung heroes, Raz and Winn are as 
colorful as any fictional characters. Raz is a crusty veteran of the force and as the 
‘season’ begins he is newly paired with the most unlikely partner - Marcella Winn, a
street smart young black woman who grew up in the ‘hood and doesn’t back down 
from anyone. The Killing Season is shocking, uncensored, and full of real-life drama.
Although it reads like a fast-paced novel, this is an important work of nonfiction that
offers readers a genuine sense of what life is like for the cops, the killers, the 
victims, and their families.

A native of Los Angeles, Miles Corwin is former crime reporter at the Los Angeles 
Times. Corwin is a best-selling author whose previous books include The Killing 
Season, And Still We Rise, and Homicide Special.
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Coss, Clare (editor). The Arc of Love: An Anthology of Lesbian Love Poems. New 
York. 1996. Scribner. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684814463. 240 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 21945. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A wide-ranging collection of lesbian love poetry is divided
into four sections under the headings 'Light,' 'Order,' 'Vexation,' and 'Endurance,' 
and includes contributions by Sappho, Audre Lorde.

CLARE COSS is a playwright, psychotherapist and activist convinced that we have it
in our power to create a just and safe world. "As a playwright my tools are character
and dialogue, conflict and story. My imagination often leads to women characters 
who go where the silence is. They are drawn to confront inaction and/or tyranny; 
face the challenge to speak and act. Possibility, humor, and a quest for generosity 
sustain my vision. How do we see each other? How can we help to make the world
a better place?"
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Cossery, Albert. The Lazy Ones. London. 1957. Peter Owen. 4th Impression. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 158 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Guy Nicholls. Inventory
# 8699. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE LAZY ONES is an erotic love story set in Egypt. It is
a tale of a family who experience many sexual conflicts. The servant, having led 
astray Serag, is herself seduced by other members of the household. The prostitute
Imtissal, frustrated in her love for Rafik, turns to her profession with inexhaustible 
energy. This book is noteworthy for the vivid reality of its descriptive pass ages, and
colourful background. Cossery, himself an Egyptian, writes of a country and people 
that he knows intimately, and the very feel of the Arab world is in his pages.

Albert Cossery (3 November 1913 – 22 June 2008) was an Egyptian-born French 
writer of Greek Orthodox Syro-Lebanese descent, born in Cairo. Albert Cossery was
born to a well-off Levantine-Egyptian family in Cairo, where his parents were wealthy
small-property owners. At the age of 27 he published his first book, Les hommes 
oubliés de Dieu (‘Men God Forgot’). During his literary career he became close 
friend of other writers and artists such as Lawrence Durrell, Albert Camus, Jean 
Genet and Giacometti. Cossery died on 22 June 2008, aged 94.
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Costa Du Rels, Adolfo. Bewitched Lands. New York. 1945. Knopf. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. Translated from the Spanish by Stuart Edgar 
Grummon. 204 pages. hardcover. Cover: Carlos Merida. Inventory # 2391. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - BEWITCHED LANDS is a novel of conflicting passions 
and loyalties, a fascinating tale of long-latent - and at last overt-violence on a feudal
hacienda deep in the lush, uncharted Chaco region of Bolivia. The principal 
characters of this unusual and sophisticated story are: Don Pedro Vidal, aging and 
absolute master of the vast isolated Hacienda El Mataral; Doña Maria de Vidal, his 
pretty, pathetic, and unhappy young wife; Carlos Vidal, Don Pedro’s son by a former
wife, dead under mysterious circumstances; Mr. Treweek, a very English petroleum
prospector - and the sympathetic narrator. Carlos Vidal, educated at military school 
in France, has been paroled in his father’s custody after participating in an abortive 
revolt against his country’s dictator. He is in rebellion against the medieval social 
ideas dominating his native land and summed up in his own father. The arrival of Mr.
Treweek and his companion, in search of the petroleum whose existence Don Pedro
wishes to deny, galvanizes Carlos into emotions, thoughts, and at last actions that 
lead inevitably to a series of violent crises. In the fabric of this brilliantly colored 
novel, Carlos’s love for his stepmother is but one thread.

Adolfo Costa du Rels (or Adolfo Costa du Reís) (1891–1980) was a Bolivian writer 
and diplomat who became the last President of the Council of the League of 
Nations. He was the author of many plays, novels and other writings, mostly in 
French, and received several literary awards.keywords
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Costa Du Rels, Adolfo. Bewitched Lands. New York. 1945. Knopf. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Chipped Dustjacket. Translated from the Spanish by Stuart 
Edgar Grummon. 204 pages. hardcover. Cover: Carlos Merida. Inventory # 16417. 
$20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - BEWITCHED LANDS is a novel of conflicting passions 
and loyalties, a fascinating tale of long-latent - and at last overt-violence on a feudal
hacienda deep in the lush, uncharted Chaco region of Bolivia. The principal 
characters of this unusual and sophisticated story are: Don Pedro Vidal, aging and 
absolute master of the vast isolated Hacienda El Mataral; Doña Maria de Vidal, his 
pretty, pathetic, and unhappy young wife; Carlos Vidal, Don Pedro’s son by a former
wife, dead under mysterious circumstances; Mr. Treweek, a very English petroleum
prospector - and the sympathetic narrator. Carlos Vidal, educated at military school 
in France, has been paroled in his father’s custody after participating in an abortive 
revolt against his country’s dictator. He is in rebellion against the medieval social 
ideas dominating his native land and summed up in his own father. The arrival of Mr.
Treweek and his companion, in search of the petroleum whose existence Don Pedro
wishes to deny, galvanizes Carlos into emotions, thoughts, and at last actions that 
lead inevitably to a series of violent crises. In the fabric of this brilliantly colored 
novel, Carlos’s love for his stepmother is but one thread.

Adolfo Costa du Rels (or Adolfo Costa du Reís) (1891–1980) was a Bolivian writer 
and diplomat who became the last President of the Council of the League of 
Nations. He was the author of many plays, novels and other writings, mostly in 
French, and received several literary awards.
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Costa, Dora L. and Kahn, Matthew E. Heroes & Cowards: The Social Face of War.
Princeton. 2008. Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 9780691137049. 315 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36772. $27.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When are people willing to sacrifice for the common 
good? What are the benefits of friendship? How do communities deal with betrayal?
And what are the costs and benefits of being in a diverse community? Using the life
histories of more than forty thousand Civil War soldiers, Dora Costa and Matthew 
Kahn answer these questions and uncover the vivid stories, social influences, and 
crucial networks that influenced soldiers' lives both during and after the war. Drawing
information from government documents, soldiers' journals, and one of the most 
extensive research projects about Union Army soldiers ever undertaken, HEROES 
AND COWARDS demonstrates the role that social capital plays in people's 
decisions. The makeup of various companies--whether soldiers were of the same 
ethnicity, age, and occupation--influenced whether soldiers remained loyal or 
whether they deserted. Costa and Kahn discuss how the soldiers benefited from 
friendships, what social factors allowed some to survive the POW camps while 
others died, and how punishments meted out for breaking codes of conduct affected
men after the war. The book also examines the experience of African-American 
soldiers and makes important observations about how their comrades shaped their 
lives. HEROES AND COWARDS highlights the inherent tensions between the costs
and benefits of community diversity, shedding light on how groups and societies 
behave and providing valuable lessons for the present day.

Dora L. Costa is the author of THE EVOLUTION OF RETIREMENT: AN AMERICAN
ECONOMIC HISTORY, 1880-1990. She teaches at the University of California, Los
Angeles. Matthew E. Kahn is the author of GREEN CITIES: URBAN GROWTH AND
THE ENVIRONMENT. He also teaches at UCLA. Costa and Kahn are research 
associates at the National Bureau of Economic Research.
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Costantini, Humberto. The Gods, the Little Guys and the Police. New York. 1984. 
Harper & Row. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0060152524. 
Translated from the Spanish by Tony Talbot. 230 pages. hardcover. Jacket design 
(c) Gloria Adelson / Lulu Graphics. Jacket illustration (c) Dagmar Frinta. Inventory #
2235. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A small gem of a novel that holds its own with the 
remarkable writing coming out of Latin America today, THE GODS, THE LITTLE 
GUYS AND THE POLICE won the Premio Casa de las Americas, the most 
prestigious literary prize offered for Latin American fiction, when it was originally 
published in Mexico. In this funny yet mordant satire of political terrorism in 
Argentina in the mid-1970s, a paramilitary death squad places the members of a 
poetry circle under surveillance. They include a bank clerk, a businessman and a 
pretty schoolteacher, as well as a cripple, a blind man and a former police informer,
people as innocuous and apolitical as their verse. But having been denounced by a 
jealous wife of one of their members and betrayed by the informer, they have fallen
prey to the violence and repression of Buenos Aires. A sinister hit squad sets out in 
four shiny black Ford Falcons to murder twelve of them in reprisal for the death of a
general elsewhere in the country. Meanwhile, the gods intervene on both sides-
Aphrodite, Athena and Hermes pitting themselves against Hades. The result is a 
mock-epic novel, with a catch in its throat. Humberto Costantini makes us see how 
dangerous it is to be any- thing out of the ordinary in Argentina-even merely a bad 
poet. An original political novel, THE GODS, THE LITTLE GUYS AND THE POLICE
introduces a major new Argentinian writer who belongs in the company of Mario 
Vargas Llosa and Manuel Puig.

Humberto ‘Cacho’ Costantini (April 8, 1924 – June 7, 1987) was an Argentine writer
and poet whose work is filled with the rich slang (porteño) of Buenos Aires. Except 
for his years of exile in Mexico, his life was lived in and around Buenos Aires.
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Costantini, Humberto. The Long Night of Francisco Sanctis. New York. 1985. Harper
& Row. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0060153911. Translated 
from the Spanish by Norman Thomas Di Giovanni. 184 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
illustration (c) Dagmar Frinta. Jacket design (c) Win Knowlton. Inventory # 28509. 
$10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Argentine Everyman, 41-year-old Francisco Sanctis, is 
on his way home from work one afternoon in Buenos Aires when he is detoured by a
strange scheme. It is November 1977, and Argentina is in the midst of the ‘dirty war,’
with its repression, censorship, paramilitary groups, kidnappings, and submerged 
terror An old girl friend mysteriously reappears and enlists Francisco Sanctis in a 
mission to contact and warn two innocent youths who are in imminent peril of being
kidnapped and probably killed by secret agents of the Air Force. Step by step during
the next ten hours, we follow Sanctis - indeed, we are in his skin- along the stations
of his via crucis, sharing his conflicts and fantasies, his encounters, and observing 
Argentine society. Wandering in nocturnal Buenos Aires, all the time longing to be 
home with his wife and kids, Sanctis struggles a with his dilemma: should he mind 
his own business or get mixed up with questionable politics? With humor, irony, and
on-target sketches of his characters, Argentine writer Humberto Costantini conveys 
the predicament of the ordinary middle-class man in Argentina, his quest for 
security, his uneasy conscience, his determination not to get involved and its deadly
consequences. Written with a sure hand, Costantini’s second novel to be published 
in English is a powerful and moving, not to say timely, contribution to contemporary
Latin American literature. A small gem of a political novel.

Humberto ‘Cacho’ Costantini (April 8, 1924 – June 7, 1987) was an Argentine writer
and poet whose work is filled with the rich slang (porteño) of Buenos Aires. Except 
for his years of exile in Mexico, his life was lived in and around Buenos Aires.
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Cott, Nancy F. (editor). Root of Bitterness: Documents of the Social History of 
American Women. New York. 1972. Dutton. 1st American Paperback Edition. Very
Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 0525473289. 373 pages. paperback. Cover design
by Tim Lewis. Inventory # 28440. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Presenting a diverse collection of documents, Root of 
Bitterness reaches from the colonial era through the nineteenth century, focusing on
six dominant themes: women’s work, the power of gender, the physical body, 
women’s collective efforts, diversity and conflict among women, and women’s 
relation to state authority.

Nancy F. Cott is an American historian and professor who has taught at Yale and 
Harvard universities, specializing in gender topics in the US in the 19th and 20th 
centuries. She has testified on same-sex marriage in several US states.
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Cotte, Jean-Louis. The Trap. New York. 1960. Abelard-Schuman. 1st American 
Edition. Previous Owner's Name Tag in Front, Otherwise Very Good in Slightly Worn
Dustjacket. Translated from the French by John Warland. 207 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Brain Paine. Inventory # 27583. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A child’s corpse lies bleeding in a Spanish street —run 
over by a car carrying four strangers. These—Kadar, large-scale gun-runner, Joss, 
faithful lieutenant, and the Gregarios, professional killers—are sheltering in the 
village inn, The boss is lynched by the hysterical villagers, but not before his 
unhinged mind has started a hunt. His last words are of the treasure he buried in his
boyhood on Forrnentera in the Balearics. Joss barely escapes the howling mob, to
make his way to the island, not in search of gold, but to break the news of Kadar’s 
death to his family. Boris, the dead man’s brother, is King of this lonely territory of 
salt-pans. His mother is a cripple who keeps a gun permanently mounted on her 
wheel-chair, The wild, beautiful Koubrah was Kadar’s adopted daughter, At Joss’s 
arrival she has just announced her engagement to Boris, but the villagers hint darkly
that she is marrying a maimed man out of pity and not love, This strange household
receives Joss with a mixture of suspicion and fear, Will he prove a danger, or act as
safeguard against the inevitable arrival of the Gregarios? It is into this trap that Joss
has walked, snared by violence, greed and love, He is a stranger among fiercely 
narrow islanders, a bodyguard afraid of the killers he is employed against, a lonely
man who seems to have nothing left.

JEAN-LOUIS COTTE was born at Valence in the Dauphiné on 23rd of June, 1923.
His father was an officer in the Colonial army; his mother came from an old 
Protestant family in the Ardèche. He was educated at the Lycée Emile Loubet, and
was studying law when the Germans occupied France. He was sent to a youth camp
but escaped and joined the Maquis. After the liberation he served for a time in the 
regular army, then tried various jobs: Mediterranean fisherman, factory worker, 
tourist guide. In 1947 he married an Algerian girl and they have one daughter. He 
has written, apart from his novels, radio scripts, short stories and articles.
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Cotterell, Arthur. From Aristotle To Zoroaster: An A-To-Z Companion To the 
Classical World. New York. 1998. Free Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0684855968. 484 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Tom Stvan. 
Inventory # 25808. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From Aristotle to Zoroaster provides the first 
comprehensive guide to the classical world as a whole. Never before have the key 
peoples, places, institutions and events of Greece, Rome, Persia, India, and China 
been encompassed in a single volume, highlighting the fascinating similarities and 
differences, tensions and compound effects that laid the foundations of present-day
Europe and Asia. Students, experts, and classical history buffs alike will discover a
wealth of information in this easy-to-use volume. This detailed and completely 
accessible volume covers historical milestones from 600 BC through AD 600. Its 
alphabetical entries are supplemented by cross-references, a chronological table, 19
maps, 174 illustrations, and a thorough index - all carefully designed to provide the 
essential aspects of the classical world in a convenient yet richly informative 
package.

A prolific historian and author, Arthur Cotterell's previous books include the Penguin
Encyclopedia of Ancient Civilizations, the Penguin Encyclopedia of Classical 
Civilizations and Chariot: The Astounding Rise and Fall of the World's First War 
Machine.
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Cotterill, Colin. The Coroner's Lunch: Introducing Dr. Siri Paiboun. New York. 2004.
Soho Crime. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9781569474181. 257 pages. paperback. Inventory # 42539. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Laos, 1975. The Communist Pathet Lao has taken over 
this former French colony. Dr. Siri Paiboun, a 72-year-old Paris-trained doctor, is 
appointed national coroner. Although he has no training for the job, there is no one 
else; the rest of the educated class has fled. He is expected to come up with the 
answers the party wants. But crafty and charming Dr.Siri is immune to bureaucratic
pressure. At his age, he reasons, what can they do to him? And he knows he cannot
fail the dead who come into his care without risk of incurring their boundless 
displeasure. Eternity could be a long time to have the spirits mad at you.

Colin Cotterill (born 2 October 1952) is a London-born teacher, crime writer and 
cartoonist. Cotterill has dual English and Australian citizenship; however, he 
currently lives in Southeast Asia, where he writes the award-winning Dr. Siri mystery
series set in the People's Democratic Republic of Laos, and the Jimm Juree crime 
novels set in southern Thailand.
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Coupland, Douglas. Shampoo Planet. New York. 1992. Pocket Books. 2nd Printing.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0671755056. 299 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
John Gall. Inventory # 36764. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Shampoo Planet is the rich and dazzling point where two
worlds collide—those of 1960s parents and their 1990s offspring, ‘Global Teens,’ the
generation after Generation X. Tyler Johnson is a twenty-year-old MTV child. Once
a baby raised in a hippie commune, he now sells fake Chanel T-shirts, collects 
shampoo and studies hotel/motel management in a small northwest city saddled 
with a dying mega-mall and a collapsed nuclear industry. An ambitious Reagan 
Youth, Tyler dreams of escape and a career with the corporation whose offices his
mother once firebombed.Tyler’s soon-to-be-single mother is the fortysomething 
Jasmine, a ‘hippie chick’ with a Woodstock heart full of love—but also full of 
confusion because her 1960s dream has turned sour. Burdened with two failed 
marriages, three kids at home, and job layoffs, Jasmine wonders if the 1960s dream
alone can protect her from the 1990s. Shampoo Planet’s six month chronicle of 
Tyler’s life takes us from his Washington State hometown to the ongoing party 
beside Jim Morrison’s Paris grave, to a wild island in British Columbia, to the freak-
filled redwood forests of northern California, to a cheesy Hollywood, to ultramodern
Seattle, and then back home. On the way we meet a constellation of other 
characters: Anna-Louise, Tyler’s post-feminist girlfriend with an eating disorder; Neil,
Tyler’s Deadhead dope-ranching biological father; Daisy, his neo-hippie sister; 
Murray, her dreadlocked boyfriend; and Harmony, a rich computer hacker with a 
fetish for Star Trek and the medieval.

Douglas Coupland (born December 30, 1961) is a Canadian novelist and artist. His 
fiction is complemented by recognized works in design and visual art arising from his
early formal training. His first novel, the 1991 international bestseller Generation X: 
Tales for an Accelerated Culture, popularized terms such as "McJob" and 
"Generation X".
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Cousteau, Jacques. The Ocean World. New York. 1979. Harry Abrams. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0810907771. hardcover. Inventory # 
30369. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The late undersea explorer sets out the fascinating story
of the oceans in fact, lore, and legend. Photographs, diagrams, maps, and text 
capture the history of life in and man's exploration and exploitation of ocean waters 
and depict the beauty and diversity of undersea life

Jacques-Yves Cousteau (11 June 1910 – 25 June 1997) was a French naval officer,
explorer, conservationist, filmmaker, innovator, scientist, photographer, author and 
researcher who studied the sea and all forms of life in water. He co-developed the 
Aqua-lung, pioneered marine conservation and was a member of the Académie 
française. Cousteau described his underwater world research in a series of books, 
perhaps the most successful being his first book, The Silent World: A Story of 
Undersea Discovery and Adventure, published in 1953. Cousteau also directed 
films, most notably the documentary adaptation of the book, The Silent World, which
won a Palme d'or at the 1956 Cannes Film Festival. He remained the only person to
win a Palme d'Or for a documentary film, until Michael Moore won the award in 2004
for Fahrenheit 9/11.
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Cowan, Andrew. Pig. New York. 1996. Harcourt Brace. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0151002185. 213 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by 
Vicky Kasala. Inventory # 26996. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a 'coming-of-age story as strange and surprising. .as 
The Catcher in the Rye' (New York Times Book Review), a fifteen-year-old boy must
learn to live on his own and contend with the vagaries of romantic love and racial 
hatred.

Andrew Cowan (born 1960) is an English novelist and Director of the Creative 
Writing programme at the University of East Anglia. Andrew Cowan was born in 
Corby, Northamptonshire, in 1960 and educated at Beanfield Comprehensive and 
the University of East Anglia (UEA). He is the Director of the Creative Writing 
programme at UEA, from which he graduated in 1985. His first novel, "Pig" (1994), 
won a Betty Trask Award, the Sunday Times Young Writer of the Year Award, the 
Authors' Club First Novel Award, a Scottish Arts Council Book Award, the Ruth 
Hadden Memorial Award, and was shortlisted for five other literary awards. 
"Common Ground" (1996) and "Crustaceans" (2000) both received Arts Council 
bursaries. "What I Know" was the recipient of an Arts Council Writers' Award and 
was published in 2005. His creative writing guidebook, "The Art of Writing Fiction", 
was published in 2011. His fifth novel, "Worthless Men", was published in 2013. 
Previously a long-standing tutor for the Arvon Foundation, he was for three years the
Royal Literary Fund Writing Fellow at UEA. He was appointed to the faculty in 2004
and currently teaches and lectures at undergraduate and MA level, and supervises a
number of PhD students. In 2011 he wrote UEA’s successful submission to the 
‘Diamond Jubilee’ Round of the Queen’s Anniversary Prizes for Higher and Further
Education, and was promoted to a Chair in 2012. He is on the board of the National
Academy of Writing, and on the advisory board of the writers-into-schools charity 
First Story.
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Coxe, George Harmon. Dangerous Legacy. New York. 1946. Dell. Reprinted 
Paperback Edition. Good in Wrappers. 224 pages. paperback. Cover painting by 
Willard Downs. Inventory # 41483. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘THAT FIRST KISS WAS ON ME,’ HE SAID, ‘. BUT 
YOU’LL HAVE TO ASK FOR THE NEXT ONE.’ Only Spence Rankin could fling a 
challenge like that. at a girl who suspected him of murder. The only way he could 
make her meet the challenge was to prove he knew the real killer. and in more ways
than one his life depended on it. So he followed the trail through the streets of 
mysterious Manila, and into the hills near Baguio, tracking the murderer through a 
maze of motives, plots, and counterplots. It was a trail with many traps and many 
twists, leading from fraud and forgery to robbery, assault, kidnapping, and more 
murder. Spence was working on borrowed time and with just enough rope to hang 
himself, but out of guts and gray matter he fashioned a noose for the killer instead. 
Then he had to face a new challenge. the kind that only a beautiful girl could fling at
Spence Rankin. .

George Harmon Coxe (April 23 1901-January 31, 1984) was an American writer of 
crime fiction. He is perhaps best known for his series Jack 'Flashgun' Casey, which
became a popular radio show airing through to the 1940s.
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Coxe, George Harmon. Fashioned For Murder. New York. 1953. Dell. Paperback 
Edition. Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 224 pages. paperback. 678. Cover 
painting by Fred Scotwood. Inventory # 35545. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It began with ad ad in a magazine. a blonde in a 
strapless gown, a face and figure so striking that the jewels she wore were hardly 
noticed. But, in Miami, a man did notice the jewels, and hopped a plane for New 
York. In Manhattan, another man looked at the ad and savagely tore it from the 
magazine. In Boston, a young photographer gazed at the girl, never dreaming that 
he would soon have her in his arms - an emerald fortune in his hands, and a dead 
man at his feet.

George Harmon Coxe (April 23 1901-January 31, 1984) was an American writer of 
crime fiction. He is perhaps best known for his series Jack 'Flashgun' Casey, which
became a popular radio show airing through to the 1940s.
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Cozzens, James Gould. Confusion. Boston. 1924. B. J. Brimmer Company. 1st 
Edition. Very Good. No Dustjacket. 404 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 41651. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - James Cozzens wrote his first novel Confusion in 1924 
when he was only a sophomore at Harvard. The piece followed the life of a French 
aristocratic woman as she attended school in Europe. Cozzens himself felt 
Confusion was mediocre. Reviewers agreed, citing his youth as his main fault. 
Shortly before publishing his second novel, Cozzens took a leave of absence from 
Harvard after he was placed on academic probation. He never returned to Harvard.
Of the edition of 2,000 copies, 500 were remaindered.

James Gould Cozzens (August 19, 1903 - August 9, 1978) was a Pulitzer Prize-
winning American novelist. He is often grouped today with his contemporaries John
O'Hara and John P. Marquand, but his work is generally considered more 
challenging. Despite initial critical acclaim, his popularity came gradually. Cozzens 
was a critic of modernism, and he was quoted in a featured article in Time as saying,
‘I can't read ten pages of Steinbeck without throwing up.’.
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Cozzens, James Gould. S.S. San Pedro. New York. 1931. Harcourt Brace & 
Company. 1st Edition. Bookplate in Front, Otherwise Good. No Dustjacket. 136 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 19949. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A novel based on the sinking of the S.S. Vestris, one of 
the most unexpected & terrible sea disasters of the time. The author won the $5,000
prize in a contest conducted by Scribner's magazine for this short novel and 
established the author as one of the most effective and talented of modern story 
tellers.

James Gould Cozzens (August 19, 1903 - August 9, 1978) was a Pulitzer Prize-
winning American novelist. He is often grouped today with his contemporaries John
O'Hara and John P. Marquand, but his work is generally considered more 
challenging. Despite initial critical acclaim, his popularity came gradually. Cozzens 
was a critic of modernism, and he was quoted in a featured article in Time as saying,
‘I can't read ten pages of Steinbeck without throwing up.’.
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Craig, Christine. Mint Tea and Other Stories. Portsmouth. 1993. Heinemann. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0435989324. Caribbean Writers Series.
144 pages. paperback. Cover design by Touchpaper. Cover illustration by Chloe 
Cheese. Inventory # 17487. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - These stories of love, injustice and the innermost 
feelings of women are tender and poignant as they weave between generations, 
past and present. They give a powerful and vivid view of Jamaican life shot through
with pride and struggle, contempt and pain. In MINT TEA, her first collection of short
stories, Craig displays a flair for language and imagery and a subtle sense of irony.
Christine Craig is a Jamaican author, now living in the United States.

Christine Craig (born 24 June 1943) is a Jamaican writer living in Florida, US. She 
has published collections of poetry and short stories, as well as children's fiction and
several non-fiction works. Christine Craig was born in Kingston, Jamaica, and grew
up in rural Saint Elizabeth. She received a BA from the University of the West Indies.
In 1970, she published her first work, Emanuel and His Parrot, a children's book. 
She began publishing poetry in the late 1970s and published her first poetry 
collection, Quadrille for Tigers, in 1984. In 1993, Craig published a collection of short
stories entitled Mint Tea. She also researched, wrote and presented a series of 
stories on Jamaican history for children's television. Craig tutored English literature 
at the University of the West Indies and was adjunct professor at Barry University in
Florida. In 1989, she took part in the International Writing Program at the University
of Iowa. She was editor in Miami for the The Jamaica Gleaner from 1990 to 1998. 
She later moved to Fort Lauderdale, Florida.
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Crais, Robert. The Sentry: A Joe Pike Novel. New York. 2011. Putnam. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780399157073. 306 pages. hardcover.
Jacket design by mjcdesign. Inventory # 37782. $13.475

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The extraordinary new crime novel from the New York 
Times bestselling author. Dru Rayne and her uncle fled to L.A. after Hurricane 
Katrina; but now, five years later, they face a different danger. When Joe Pike 
witnesses Dru's uncle beaten by a protection gang, he offers his help, but neither of 
them want it-and neither do the federal agents mysteriously watching them. As the 
level of violence escalates, and Pike himself becomes a target, he and Elvis Cole 
learn that Dru and her uncle are not who they seem- and that everything he thought
he knew about them has been a lie. A vengeful and murderous force from their past
is now catching up to them. and only Pike and Cole stand in the way.

Robert Crais is the 2006 recipient of the Ross Macdonald Literary Award. He is the 
author of many New York Times bestsellers, most recently THE FIRST RULE.
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Crane, Stephen. Maggie: A Girl of the Street & Selected Stories. New York. 1991. 
Signet/New American Library. 1st Printing of This Signet Classic Edition. Store 
Stamp in Front, Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. 0451525523. Introduction By 
Alfred Kazin. 203 pages. paperback. CE2552. Inventory # 31643. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Published in 1893, Stephen Crane's first novel, MAGGIE:
A GIRL OF THE STREETS, shocked a world unprepared for his grim and starkly 
realistic exploration of the destructive forces within and against us. In MAGGIE, 
Crane spins an unrelenting tale of a pretty young girl's fall in the turn - of - the - 
century Bowery. and reveals a sharply critical and provocative depiction of the 
irresponsibility of men toward women. The five other stories in this collection are 
tales of quiet tension and raw intensity, vivid sketches of small - town and city life, 
and war stories imbued with the irony of heroism - revealing the unique and stunning
genius of Stephen Crane. In the tradition of Crane's Civil War masterpiece, THE 
RED BADGE OF COURAGE, 'A Mystery Of Heroism' cuts to the heart of the futility
of war. And in 'The Monster', a brilliant novella of heroism and isolation, Crane 
probes beneath the tranquil surface of small - town life. Brilliantly constructed, 
extraordinarily lyrical, psychologically penetrating, the stories and novellas in this 
masterful collection are an enduring testimony to one of America's writers.

Stephen Crane (November 1, 1871 – June 5, 1900) was an American author. Prolific
throughout his short life, he wrote notable works in the Realist tradition as well as 
early examples of American Naturalism and Impressionism. He is recognized by 
modern critics as one of the most innovative writers of his generation.keywords
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Crane, Stephen. Maggie: A Girl of the Street and Other Tales of New York. New 
York. 2000. Penguin Books. Reprinted Penguin Classic Paperback Edition. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 0140437975. 239 pages. paperback. Inventory #  44725. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Maggie, a powerful exploration of the destructive forces 
that underlie urban society and human nature, produced a scandal when it was first
published in 1893. This volume includes "George's Mother" and eleven other tales 
and sketches of New York written between 1892 and 1896.

Stephen Crane (November 1, 1871 – June 5, 1900) was an American author. Prolific
throughout his short life, he wrote notable works in the Realist tradition as well as 
early examples of American Naturalism and Impressionism. He is recognized by 
modern critics as one of the most innovative writers of his generation.
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Crane, Stephen. The Red Badge of Courage. New York. 1960. Signet/New 
American Library. Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. Foreword By R.W. Stallman. 224 pages. paperback. CD16. Cover: 
James Hill. Inventory # 31321. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A pioneer in the realistic school of American fiction, and
a forerunner of Ernest Hemingway, Stephen Crane probed the thoughts and actions
of trapped or baited men fighting the destructive forces in nature, in other human 
beings, and in themselves. Here published complete from the original manuscripts is
Crane's masterpiece, one of the great war novels of all time - The Red Badge of 
Courage. together with four of his best - known short stories. Outstanding for their 
psychological portrayal of violent emotions keyed in quiet tension, they reveal the 
insight and narrative skill of 'one of the clearest cases of genius in American fiction.'
- Carl Van Doren. Includes - THE RED BADGE OF COURAGE, and The Open Boat,
The Blue Hotel, The Upturned Face, The Bride Comes to Yellow Sky.

Stephen Crane (November 1, 1871 – June 5, 1900) was an American author. Prolific
throughout his short life, he wrote notable works in the Realist tradition as well as 
early examples of American Naturalism and Impressionism. He is recognized by 
modern critics as one of the most innovative writers of his generation.
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Crapanzano, Vincent. Waiting: The Whites of South Africa. New York. 1985. 
Random House. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394509862. 358 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 2249. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Examines the effects of domination on the everyday lives
of those who dominate--human beings who, privileged by power, paradoxically are 
victims of it too. For the whites of South Africa, the present is always secondary to 
the future, without vitality, creative force, a rehearsal for the day of reckoning.

Vincent Crapanzano is Distinguished Professor of Anthropology and Comparative 
Literature at the Graduate Center of the City University of New York.
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Craven, John Pina. The Silent War: The Cold War Beneath the Sea. New York. 
2001. Simon & Schuster. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0684872137. 304 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by Electric Boat. Inventory #
28830. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Packed with the technological details and insights into 
military strategy that fans of Tom Clancy relish, THE SILENT WAR is a riveting look
at the darkest days of the Cold War. It reveals, in gripping detail, the espionage, 
innovative high technology, and heroic seafaring the United States employed 
against the Soviet Union in the battle for nuclear and military supremacy. John Pina
Craven, who shared management responsibility for the submarine-borne Polaris 
missile system, captures the excitement and the dangers of the times as he 
recounts the true stories behind some of the century’s most shocking headlines and
reveals harrowing episodes kept hidden from the public. Craven describes for the 
first time the structural problems that almost caused the destruction of the Nautilus, 
the world’s first nuclear-powered submarine, and presents startling information 
about the race to recover a hydrogen bomb from the B-52 bomber that went down 
off the coast of Spain. In a report no fan of THE HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER will 
want to miss, he provides a fascinating, authoritative perspective on the Navy’s 
reaction to the rogue Soviet submarine and its mission. A major contribution to Cold
War history and literature, THE SILENT WAR will appeal to military buffs and fans of
nonstop adventure thrillers alike.

John Piña Craven (October 30, 1924, Brooklyn, NY - February 12, 2015, Honolulu,
HI) was an American scientist who was known for his involvement with Bayesian 
search theory and the recovery of lost objects at sea. He was Chief Scientist of the
Special Projects Office of the United States Navy.
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Crawford, Matthew James. The and ean Wonder Drug: Cinchona Bark and Imperial
Science in the Spanish Atlantic, 1630–1800. Pittsburgh. 2016. University of 
Pittsburgh Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780822944522. 
336 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 42793. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Matthew Crawford deals with a story (cinchona bark) 
and a problem (the production of scientific knowledge in the early modern period) 
based on primary sources that have not been discussed before. A very interesting 
book, well documented, and fun to read.’ - Antonio Barrera, author of Experiencing
Nature: The Spanish American Empire and the Early Scientific Revolution In the 
eighteenth century, malaria was a prevalent and deadly disease, and the only 
effective treatment was found in the Andean forests of Spanish America: a medicinal
bark harvested from cinchona trees that would later give rise to the anti-malarial 
drug quinine. In 1751, the Spanish Crown asserted control over the production and 
distribution of this medicament by establishing a royal reserve of ‘fever trees’ in 
Quito. Through this pilot project, the Crown pursued a new vision of imperialism 
informed by science and invigorated through commerce. But ultimately this project 
failed, much like the broader imperial reforms that it represented. Drawing on 
extensive archival research, Matthew Crawford explains why, showing how 
indigenous healers, laborers, merchants, colonial officials, and creole elites 
contested European science and thwarted imperial reform by asserting their 
authority to speak for the natural world. The Andean Wonder Drug uses the story of
cinchona bark to demonstrate how the imperial politics of knowledge in the Spanish
Atlantic ultimately undermined efforts to transform European science into a tool of 
empire.

Matthew James Crawford is assistant professor of history at Kent State University.
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Cray, Ed. Chief Justice: A Biography of Earl Warren. New York. 1997. Simon & 
Schuster. 1st American Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684808528. 603 pages.
hardcover. Jacket design by Michael Accordino. Inventory # 23722. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A former prosecutor and moderate Republican governor
of California when appointed to the Supreme Court in 1953, Earl Warren (1891
-1974) surprised everyone by leading it in an increasingly liberal direction. Brown v.
Board of Education, Miranda v. Arizona, and other key decisions bolstered the rights
of individuals and committed the federal government to acting in support of them. 
Journalist/historian Ed Cray’s detailed account depicts an admirable, self-assured 
man who arrived slowly at positions, driven not by ideology but by an old-fashioned
sense of morality that asked, ‘Is it fair?’

Ed Cray is a longtime freelance writer who has been published in many of the 
country's leading newspapers, including the Los Angeles Times, The New York 
Times and The Washington Post. Cray is the author of 20 published books, 
including General of the Army, a biography of George C. Marshall; Chief Justice, a 
biography of Earl Warren; and most recently Ramblin' Man: The Life and Times of 
Woody Guthrie. He has organized an international Consortium for the Study of 
Biography. Cray joined the School of Journalism faculty as an adjunct instructor in 
1976. He is now a tenured professor. He earned a B.S. degree in anthropology from
UCLA in 1957, then spent 18 months as a graduate student studying anthropology, 
folklore and ethnomusicology. He lives in Santa Monica. He has three adult children.
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Creasey, John. Death of a Racehorse: A Roger West Mystery. New York. 1963. 
Berkley Medallion. Berkley Paperback Edition. Good in Wrappers. 160 pages. 
paperback. F757. Inventory # 37053. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - STRANGE VICTIM. As Superintendent Roger West was
going through his morning newspapers, he came across a simple item, which was 
headed - FAMOUS RACEHORSE KILLED. There was something sinister about the
word 'killed,' West thought, And he was right, for the next victims weren't horses

John Creasey (17 September 1908 – 9 June 1973) was an English crime and 
science fiction writer who wrote more than six hundred novels using twenty-eight 
different pseudonyms. He created several characters which are now famous, such 
as The Toff (The Honourable Richard Rollison), Commander George Gideon of 
Scotland Yard, Inspector Roger West, The Baron (John Mannering), Doctor 
Emmanuel Cellini and Doctor Stanislaus Alexander Palfrey. The most popular of 
these was Gideon of Scotland Yard, who was the basis for the television series 
Gideon's Way and for the John Ford movie Gideon of Scotland Yard (1958), also 
known by its British title Gideon's Day. The Baron character was also made into a 
1960s TV series starring Steve Forrest as The Baron.
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Creasey, John. Murder Tips the Scales. New York. 1955. Berkley Medallion. Berkley
Paperback Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers With a Piece Coming Off Near The 
Bottom Spine. 160 pages. paperback. Y649. Inventory # 37054. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Originally published as - MURDER, ONE, TWO, THREE.
A LIFE IN THE BALANCE. Somewhere in the bombed and gutted waste. land 
around St. Paul's in London, in the honeycomb of basements and cellars left open to
the sky by the Great Fire of 1941, Inspector Roger West searched for the missing 
girl. Her kidnapper was a ruthless thug and killer and West had followed his trail 
from a quiet seaside town in Sussex, a trail that had been strewn with corpses and 
sudden violence. Now West had thrown the entire resources of Scotland Yard into a
race against the clock. The stakes were a fortune in stolen bank loot and an 
innocent girl's life. But even West and the killer did not know that at any moment the
girl might be crushed to death beneath a crumbling wall, that her life was in danger 
from forces that neither of them could control.

John Creasey (17 September 1908 – 9 June 1973) was an English crime and 
science fiction writer who wrote more than six hundred novels using twenty-eight 
different pseudonyms. He created several characters which are now famous, such 
as The Toff (The Honourable Richard Rollison), Commander George Gideon of 
Scotland Yard, Inspector Roger West, The Baron (John Mannering), Doctor 
Emmanuel Cellini and Doctor Stanislaus Alexander Palfrey. The most popular of 
these was Gideon of Scotland Yard, who was the basis for the television series 
Gideon's Way and for the John Ford movie Gideon of Scotland Yard (1958), also 
known by its British title Gideon's Day. The Baron character was also made into a 
1960s TV series starring Steve Forrest as The Baron.
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Creasey, John. The Beauty Queen Killer: A Roger West Mystery. New York. 1965. 
Berkley Medallion. Berkley Paperback Edition. Good in Wrappers. 160 pages. 
paperback. F1095. Inventory # 37055. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A BEAUTY FOR INSPECTOR WEST - It was one case 
that Roger West of the Yard would never forget. First of all, because of the victims: 
all superlatively good to look at, all very young, and all, ironically, looking forward to
a fame they felt sure would soon be theirs. And secondly, because of the Yard man
assigned to work with West on the case, Warren Turnbull: cocky, aggressive and 
self-assured. Turnbull, riding rough-shod over evidence, witnesses, and his own 
superior, West.

John Creasey (17 September 1908 – 9 June 1973) was an English crime and 
science fiction writer who wrote more than six hundred novels using twenty-eight 
different pseudonyms. He created several characters which are now famous, such 
as The Toff (The Honourable Richard Rollison), Commander George Gideon of 
Scotland Yard, Inspector Roger West, The Baron (John Mannering), Doctor 
Emmanuel Cellini and Doctor Stanislaus Alexander Palfrey. The most popular of 
these was Gideon of Scotland Yard, who was the basis for the television series 
Gideon's Way and for the John Ford movie Gideon of Scotland Yard (1958), also 
known by its British title Gideon's Day. The Baron character was also made into a 
1960s TV series starring Steve Forrest as The Baron.
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Creeber. Glen. Singing Detective. London. 2007. British Film Institute. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781844571987. 160 pages. paperback. Inventory
# 36280. $9.975

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Novelist Stephen King described The Singing Detective 
as ‘the Citizen Kane of the mini-series.’ Its innovative techniques and multi-layered 
narrative structure make it a truly remarkable piece of storytelling that has become 
internationally influential. Written by Dennis Potter (Pennies from Heaven) and 
directed by Jon Amiel, it is a landmark piece of television drama that will forever set 
the benchmark upon which other programs are judged. Controversial, challenging, 
innovative, and consistently moving, it is television at its very finest and most 
memorable. In this comprehensive study, Glen Creeber dissects the serial’s 
sometimes bewildering array of themes and techniques. It draws on new and 
previous research, bringing together a wide range of debates and issues in a lively 
and entertaining manner.

Glen Creeber is a Senior Lecturer in Film and Television Studies at the University of
Wales, Aberystwyth.
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Crevel, Rene. Putting My Foot in It. Normal. 1992. Dalkey Archive Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1564780023. Translated from the 
French by Thomas Buckley. Foreword by Ezra Pound. Introduction by Edouard 
Roditi. 173 pages. hardcover. Cover: Rikki Ducornet-'Crevel's Glove (1991)'. 
Inventory # 33543. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Imagine, if you can, Freud and Proust sitting down for a 
chat with Zippy the Pinhead and the marquis de Sade. Then, just when things are 
starting to get a bit silly, in walks Karl Marx with a dead serious face to deliver a 
vitriolic diatribe. After he has finished his speech, Jacques Lacan enters and slips a
couch under the narrator, who begins psychoanalyzing himself and his text. Zippy 
soon prevails, however, and the narrative has turned into a political allegory with 
characters out of Felix the Cat: a surrealist, graphic (historiographic, geographic, 
pornographic) version of The Romance of the Rose. Rene Crevel's 1933 novel 
Putting My Foot in It (Les Pieds dans le plat) has long been considered a classic of 
the surrealist period, but has never been translated into English until now. Loosely 
structured around a luncheon attended by thirteen guests, the novel is a surrealistic
critique of the intellectual corruption of post-World War I France, especially the 
capitalist bourgeoisie and its supporter, the Catholic Church. The novel begins with
an account of the family of the major character, known as the 'Prince of Journalists.'
This bizarre family - the grandparents a soldier and a sodomized woman, the 
parents an orphaned epileptic and a hunchback - is matched by Crevel's bizarre 
syntax and vocabulary: nouns that initially appear legitimate, intact, and respectable,
soon decompose into obscene epithets, making other nouns, both common and 
proper, suspect. The story continues in this way to deconstruct itself on many levels
- literary, semantic, psychological, ideological - until the final chapter, when the 
luncheon degenerates in a way reminiscent of a Bunuel film and all of the novel's 
characters appear in a dirty movie entitled The Geography Lesson, a final metaphor
for the corruption of European society between the world wars.

René Crevel (10 August 1900 – 18 June 1935) was a French writer involved with the
surrealist movement.
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Crews, Harry. A Childhood. New York. 1978. Harper & Row. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Slightly Chipped Dustjacket. 0060109327. 171 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Honi Werner. Inventory # 33849. $62.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A CHILDHOOD is the unforgettable memoir of Harry 
Crews’s earliest years, a sharply remembered portrait of the people, locales, and 
circumstances that shaped him - and destined him to be a storyteller. Crews was 
born in the middle of the Great Depression, in a one-room sharecropper’s cabin at 
the end of a dirt road in rural south Georgia. If Bacon County was a place of grinding
poverty, poor soil, and blood feuds, it was also a deeply mystical place, where 
snakes talked, birds could possess a small boy by spitting in his mouth, and faith 
healers and conjure women kept ghosts and devils at bay. At once shocking and 
elegiac, heartrending and comical, A CHILDHOOD not only recalls the transforming
events of Crews’s youth but conveys his growing sense of self in a world ‘in which 
survival depended on raw courage, a courage born out of desperation and sustained
by a lack of alternatives.’

Harry Eugene Crews (7 June 1935 – 28 March 2012) was an American novelist, 
playwright, short story writer and essayist. He was born in Bacon County, Georgia in
1935 and served in the Marines during the Korean War. He attended the University
of Florida on the GI Bill, but dropped out to travel. His first published novel, The 
Gospel Singer, appeared in 1968. His novels include: A Feast of Snakes, The Hawk
is Dying, Body, Scar Lover, The Knockout Artist, Karate Is A Thing of the Spirit, All
We Need of Hell, The Mulching of America, Car, and Celebration. He published a 
memoir in 1978 titled A Childhood: The Biography of a Place.
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Crews, Harry. Body. New York. 1990. Poseidon Press. 1st Printing. Quarter-Sized
Water Mark On The Front Boards in The Center Near The Spine, Otherwise Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0671695762. 240 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by 
Robert Goldstrom. Inventory # 24374. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - BODY is a tragicomic novel about discipline and 
indulgence; about love, gentle and destructive; and about the part of us all that 
wants to win. Dorothy Turnipseed comes out of Waycross, Georgia, looking for a 
future. Under the relentless regimen of bodybuilder-trainer Russell ‘Muscle’ Morgan,
she is transformed into Shereel Dupont, leading contender in the Ms. Cosmos 
contest—for whom winning is all. Then Shereel’s corpulent, redneck family arrives 
from Waycross. Her 300-pound sister, Earline, embarks on a fervent love affair with
Billy Bat, a bodybuilder whose Spartan life of deprivation leaves him worshiping at 
the feet of such lush excess. Her fiance, Nail Head, a Vietnam vet, seethes with 
violence—his tightly controlled rage is an eerie counterpoint to the tightly controlled
competitive tension within Shereel. In prose as taut, spare, and driving as a body 
pumping iron, the always original Harry Crews takes spirit and flesh to the limit, 
pushing his characters and his tale to an explosive climax. With a perfect ear for 
dialogue that expresses the soul, he reveals the beauty in the grotesque and the 
grotesque in the beautiful, mixing the hard and the soft, the brutal and the kind, the 
drive for physical perfection and the miraculous compromise of real love, with a 
force and originality rare in fiction.

Harry Eugene Crews (7 June 1935 – 28 March 2012) was an American novelist, 
playwright, short story writer and essayist. He was born in Bacon County, Georgia in
1935 and served in the Marines during the Korean War. He attended the University
of Florida on the GI Bill, but dropped out to travel. His first published novel, The 
Gospel Singer, appeared in 1968. His novels include: A Feast of Snakes, The Hawk
is Dying, Body, Scar Lover, The Knockout Artist, Karate Is A Thing of the Spirit, All
We Need of Hell, The Mulching of America, Car, and Celebration. He published a 
memoir in 1978 titled A Childhood: The Biography of a Place.
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Crews, Harry. Celebration. New York. 1998. Simon & Schuster. Advance 
Uncorrected Reader's Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 0684837587. 270 pages. 
paperback. Cover by Howard Schatz. Inventory # 24254. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is the story of Forever and Forever, a Florida trailer
park for the over-sixty-five set that offers sun, no services, and all the 
dehumanization that waiting for death while maintaining your tan can offer. It’s home
to Johnson Meechum, the retired embezzler who starts each day by shooting the 
swamp out back. Johnson’s wife, Mabel, can no longer even look at him. Their 
neighbor is Ted Johanson the lumberjack, who just wants to be left alone. Stump, 
whose lost arm paid for Forever and Forever, believes that while he’s in charge, and
as long as everyone keeps quiet, everything will be all right. There are dozens more
people here, forgotten wives and ruined men, all equally despairing. But things are 
not going to stay quiet. This piece of hell on earth is visited by a walking bonfire of 
life energy who strolls into the dire little park determined to end both the silence and
the despair. Her name is Too Much and that’s exactly what she is. Too Much is a 
beautiful young bombshell who noisily awakens appetites that most of the folks in 
Forever and Forever were sure had died long ago. She demands that everybody 
here remember not just who they are but who and what they were and can be again.
Most of all, she reminds them that they are alive.

Harry Eugene Crews (7 June 1935 – 28 March 2012) was an American novelist, 
playwright, short story writer and essayist. He was born in Bacon County, Georgia in
1935 and served in the Marines during the Korean War. He attended the University
of Florida on the GI Bill, but dropped out to travel. His first published novel, The 
Gospel Singer, appeared in 1968. His novels include: A Feast of Snakes, The Hawk
is Dying, Body, Scar Lover, The Knockout Artist, Karate Is A Thing of the Spirit, All
We Need of Hell, The Mulching of America, Car, and Celebration. He published a 
memoir in 1978 titled A Childhood: The Biography of a Place.
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Crews, Harry. The Gypsy's Curse (DUSTJACKET ONLY). New York. 1974. Knopf. 
Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0394491963. DUSTJACKET ONLY. Jacket 
design by Paul Bacon. Inventory #  44244. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET
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Crews, Harry. The Mulching of America. New York. 1995. Simon & Schuster. 
Advance Uncorrected Reader's Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 0684809346. 248 
pages. paperback. Cover by Marc Burckhardt. Inventory # 21279. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Hickum Looney is determined to win Soaps for Life’s 
annual sales contest - and this year he has an edge. Looney has found that ideal 
customer: the proverbial little old lady, who swallows all his patter, introduces him to
all her friends, and helps him fill a record number of order books. But before he can
claim the Cadillac, the trip to Disney World, and the $2,000 in cash as his own, 
Looney must contend with the Boss, a man who outsells his own salesman year 
after year. Harry Crews turn the classic rags-to-riches story on its head in this 
hilarious saga of the trials and tribulations of a beleaguered salesman.

Harry Eugene Crews (7 June 1935 – 28 March 2012) was an American novelist, 
playwright, short story writer and essayist. He was born in Bacon County, Georgia in
1935 and served in the Marines during the Korean War. He attended the University
of Florida on the GI Bill, but dropped out to travel. His first published novel, The 
Gospel Singer, appeared in 1968. His novels include: A Feast of Snakes, The Hawk
is Dying, Body, Scar Lover, The Knockout Artist, Karate Is A Thing of the Spirit, All
We Need of Hell, The Mulching of America, Car, and Celebration. He published a 
memoir in 1978 titled A Childhood: The Biography of a Place.
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Crews, Harry. The Mulching of America. New York. 1995. Simon & Schuster. 1st 
Printing. Small Stamp At Top Corner Of Front Free Endpaper, Otherwise Very Good
in Dustjacket. 0684809346. 269 pages. hardcover. Cover by Marc Burckhardt. 
Inventory # 21649. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Hickum Looney is determined to win Soaps for Life’s 
annual sales contest - and this year he has an edge. Looney has found that ideal 
customer: the proverbial little old lady, who swallows all his patter, introduces him to
all her friends, and helps him fill a record number of order books. But before he can
claim the Cadillac, the trip to Disney World, and the $2,000 in cash as his own, 
Looney must contend with the Boss, a man who outsells his own salesman year 
after year. Harry Crews turn the classic rags-to-riches story on its head in this 
hilarious saga of the trials and tribulations of a beleaguered salesman.

Harry Eugene Crews (7 June 1935 – 28 March 2012) was an American novelist, 
playwright, short story writer and essayist. He was born in Bacon County, Georgia in
1935 and served in the Marines during the Korean War. He attended the University
of Florida on the GI Bill, but dropped out to travel. His first published novel, The 
Gospel Singer, appeared in 1968. His novels include: A Feast of Snakes, The Hawk
is Dying, Body, Scar Lover, The Knockout Artist, Karate Is A Thing of the Spirit, All
We Need of Hell, The Mulching of America, Car, and Celebration. He published a 
memoir in 1978 titled A Childhood: The Biography of a Place.
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Crittenden, Roger. La Nuit Americaine. London. 1998. British Film Institute. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 085170672x. 96 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 34800. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - La Nuit americaine (Day for Night, 1972) charts the 
pleasures and pains enjoyed or endured by the cast and crew of a film as it is being
shot in the Victorine Studios in Nice. The film explores the relationship between 
director and film, reality and fiction and won the Oscar for the Best Foreign Film in 
1973. This compelling, intimate book draws extensively on research in the archives
of Truffaut’s company, Les Films du Carrosse, and on interviews with many of the 
film’s cast and crew.

Roger Crittenden is the author of two books on film editing and is currently senior 
tutor in editing at the National Film and Television School in England.
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Cross, Neil. Luther: The Calling. London. 2011. Simon & Schuster. 1st British 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780857203366. 362 pages. hardcover. Cover 
design by S & S Art department/Matt Johnson. Inventory # 29621. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Meet Detective Chief Inspector John Luther. He's a 
murder detective. A near-genius. He's brilliant; he's intense; he's instinctive. He's 
obsessional. He's dangerous. DCI John Luther has an extraordinary clearance rate.
He commands outstanding loyalty from friends and colleagues. Nobody who ever 
stood at his side has a bad word to say about him. And yet there are rumours that 
DCI Luther is bad - not corrupt, not on the take, but tormented. Luther seethes with a
hidden fury that at times he can barely control. Sometimes it sends him to the brink
of madness, making him do things he shouldn't; things way beyond the limits of the 
law. Luther: The Calling, the first in a new series of novels featuring DCI John 
Luther, takes us into Luther's past and into his mind. It is the story of the case that 
tore his personal and professional relationships apart and propelled him over the 
precipice. Beyond fury, beyond vengeance. All the way to murder.

Neil Cross (born 9 February 1969) is a British novelist and scriptwriter, best known 
for as the creator of the drama series Luther and Hard Sun (TV Series). Cross was 
born in Bristol on 9 February 1969. He graduated from the University of Leeds in 
1994 with a degree in English and Theology. His initial career was solely as a 
novelist, beginning with Mr In-Between, which was published in 1998 (and adapted 
into a film in 2001). He later diversified into television, writing an episode of the BBC
spy drama Spooks in 2006 before becoming lead writer on the sixth and seventh 
series of the show. He has also written for The Fixer and Doctor Who ("The Rings of
Akhaten" and "Hide"). In 2010 he wrote a new adaptation of Whistle and I'll Come to
You, from the story by M. R. James. He has created three television series: BBC 
crime thrillers Luther and Hard Sun (for which he wrote all the episodes); and 
Crossbones, an action adventure pirate series for NBC (co-created with James V. 
Hart and Amanda Welles).
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Croswell, Ken. Planet Quest: The Epic Discovery of Alien Solar Systems. New York.
1997. Free Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684832526. 324 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Tom Stvan. Inventory # 24261. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Few subjects have excited mankind as much as the 
quest for knowledge about the planets. And now a new era in exploration of the 
universe has begun, with the astounding discovery of the first alien solar system 
around a star like our own Sun. Armed with new technology, astronomers have been
discoveringplanets at an exhilarating pace. Could we be close to finding an Earthlike
planet, perhaps harboring life? Are we perhaps not alone? With Planet Quest, 
internationally acclaimed astronomer Croswell has written the definitive guide to this
journey. Weaving together the personal tales of the scientists who made key 
discoveries, Croswell brings this momentous scientific journey to life in an exciting 
blend of history, astronomy, and true adventure. From the theories of Copernicus to
the confirmation of the existence of more than half a dozen alien solar systems, we
are given a succinct and authoritative guide to the planetary universe around us.

Ken Croswell is an astronomer and author living in Berkeley, California. His first 
degree mixed science and wider interests, majoring in physics and minoring in 
English literature. He also got a PhD in astronomy from Harvard University for 
studying the Milky Way's halo.
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Croswell, Ken. Universe at Midnight: Observations Illuminating the Cosmos. New 
York. 2001. Free Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0684859319. 339 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Rick Pracher. Inventory # 
30993. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From the internationally acclaimed author of Magnificent
Universe, Ken Croswell, comes the definitive story of the golden age in our 
understanding of the universe -- the age we live in right now. The universe's origin, 
evolution, and fate have long fascinated humanity, but until recently these subjects 
resided in astronomy's never-never land. The last ten years, however, have 
witnessed a stunning turnabout: an avalanche of new cosmological discoveries that 
illuminate the greatest questions of all. The Universe at Midnight is a platform from 
which to observe these new deep-space landmarks. Mammoth new telescopes on 
Earth, such as the Keck Observatory in Hawaii, the Very Large Telescope in Chile, 
and Japan's Subaru Telescope, as well as the Hubble Space Telescope overhead, 
are probing the frontiers of the universe with stunning results. In 1996 astronomers 
pinpointed the center of the elusive 'Great Attractor,' a mass of galaxies 250 million 
light-years away that is trying to tug our Galaxy and thousands of others across the
universe. In late 1997, two teams hunting supernovae in galaxies billions of light-
years away shocked their colleagues by discovering that the universe's expansion is
speeding up. Then in 2001, astronomers spotted a supernova near the perimeter of 
the known universe, its light emerging from the ancient epoch before the universe 
began accelerating. Meanwhile, studies closer to home -- right in the Milky Way -- lit
up debate on the mysterious dark matter that pervades the cosmos: is it dying stars,
primordial black holes, or some substance presently unknown to science? As a 
result of the discoveries flowing from these and other breakthroughs in astronomy, 
we are finally beginning to see the universe at midnight, not merely imagine it.

Ken Croswell is an astronomer and author living in Berkeley, California. His first 
degree mixed science and wider interests, majoring in physics and minoring in 
English literature. He also got a PhD in astronomy from Harvard University for 
studying the Milky Way's halo.
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Croteau, David and Hoynes, William. By Invitation Only: How the Media Limit 
Political Debate. Monroe. 1994. Common Courage Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in
Wrappers. 1567510442. 218 pages. paperback. Inventory # 20561. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In one fell swoop Croteau and Hoynes explode the myth
of media impartiality, revealing Nightline to be dominated by the elite and 
government officials, and debunking the legend of ‘liberal’ public broadcasting.

David Croteau has a degree at the Brandeis University with a PHD in Sociology from
Boston College. He taught Sociology in general at Boston College, Clark University,
University of Mary Washington, is associate professor at Virginia Commenwealth 
University. Taught theories, methods, layers, movements and media. He published
Politics and the class divide finalist award Transformational Politics Book Award, 
sponsored by American Political Science Association. William Hoynes is Professor 
of Sociology and former Director of both the American Studies Program and the 
Media Studies Program at Vassar College. He received his PhD in Sociology from 
Boston College and joined Vassar’s Sociology Department in 1992. Hoynes is a 
cultural sociologist whose research explores contemporary media and culture in the
US, with a special focus on the relationships among journalism, the structure of the
media industry, and practices of democratic citizenship.
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Crumey, Andrew. Music, in a Foreign Language. New York. 1996. Picador. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312146884. Winner Of Scotland's 
Saltire Prize For Best First Novel. 245 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by 
Sandra Wavrick. Inventory # 23051. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A story of political and personal commitment and 
betrayal-which won Scotland’s Saltire Prize for Best First Novel (in 1994). In a 
futuristic Britain where ‘history’ is expected to serve the interests of the state and all
dissent is ruthlessly suppressed, a narrator tells a story which is colored by his own
complicated erotic life. A genuine novel of ideas.

Andrew Crumey (born 1961) is a novelist and former literary editor of the Edinburgh
newspaper Scotland on Sunday. Crumey was born in Kirkintilloch, north of Glasgow,
Scotland. He graduated with First Class Honours from the University of St Andrews
and holds a PhD in theoretical physics from Imperial College, London. In 2000 
Crumey's fourth novel 'Mr Mee' was longlisted for the Man Booker Prize. In 2006, 
Crumey became the fifth recipient of the Northern Rock Foundation Writer's Award.
He now lectures part-time on creative writing at Northumbria University. He has an 
interest in astronomy and has published on the subject of astronomic visibility and 
Ricco's law.
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Crumley, James. The Mexican Tree Duck. New York. 1993. Mysterious Press. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0892963913. 247 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
photos by Adam Chmielecki. Jacket design by Marc Cohen. Inventory # 18617. 
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It seems that no one can find Sarita Cisneros Pines - not
her well-connected Republican husband, not the FBI, not even a group of violence-
prone guys with vaguely South American accents. And when Sughrue starts 
searching, working his way from Montana to Aspen, to the Mexican border, he 
comes up empty too. Empty but for a woman and infant who become Sughrue’s 
responsibility and obsession.the small, strange, hollowed-out sculpture of a duck 
that means more than he can imagine - and the blood that keeps getting spilled on 
his shoes. Sughrue, along with a ragged band of Vietnam buddies, a tough-talking 
female undercover deputy, and an assorted cast of wanderers, lawbreakers, and 
lost souls, is in the middle of a war he can’t understand. And unlike his last war, C.
W. will fight this one to the end, trying to separate traitors from friends and the 
enemy from the innocent.

James Arthur Crumley (October 12, 1939 – September 17, 2008) was the author of
violent hardboiled crime novels and several volumes of short stories and essays, as
well as published and unpublished screenplays. He has been described as ‘one of 
modern crime writing's best practitioners’, who was ‘a patron saint of the post-
Vietnam private eye novel’ and a cross between Raymond Chandler and Hunter S.
Thompson.keywords
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Cruz, Angie. Soledad. New York. 2001. Simon & Schuster. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0743212010. 1st Novel. 238 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Tom Matt. Inventory # 30985. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Tia Gorda has always claimed Soledad was born con la
pata caliente - with feet burning to be anywhere but here. In truth, Soledad couldn’t
wait to get beyond the stifling confines of West 164th Street, away from her 
superstitious, contentious family with their endless tragedies and petty fights; from 
the leering men with their potbellies, the slick-skinned teen girls with their raunchy 
mouths and snapping gum. At eighteen, Soledad couldn’t get away from the volume
and the violence of the barrio some call Dominican Heights fast enough. Two years 
later, an art student at Cooper Union with a gallery job and a hip East Village walk-
up, Soledad feels eminently cool and infintely far from the neighborhood where she
grew up.’ ‘But when Gorda calls with the news that Olivia, Soledad’s mother, has 
lapsed into an emotional coma, Soledad knows she hasn’t escaped la familia. Gorda
insists Soledad’s return is the only thing that will cure Olivia. Fighting the memories
of the life she’s left - the broken hydrants on littered corners, her jealous cousin 
Flaca, her bizarre mother and, curiously, images of her mother’s Dominican youth -
Soledad returns home to Washington Heights. Her journey has only begun. As 
Soledad tries to salvage her damaged relationship with Olivia, tame Flaca’s raucous
behavior, tolerate her zany tia Gorda and resist falling for Richie, a soulful, intense 
man from the neighborhood, she also faces the greatest challenge of her life: 
confronting the ghosts from her mother’s past.

Angie Cruz is an American novelist. Cruz was born in Washington Heights, New 
York City. She is of Dominican descent, and often traveled back and forth between
New York City and the Dominican Republic while growing up. She is currently a 
professor at the University of Pittsburgh. Cruz treats themes of home, displacement,
and working class life in her work. She has published two novels and is now working
on a screenplay for a movie version of one of them, Soledad.
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Cruz, Cynthia. Dregs. Tribeca. 2018. Four Way Books. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 9781945588181. 6 x 9. 52 pages. paperback. Inventory # 43951.
$15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Like a series of slides from a film reel, the poems of 
Dregs reveal the ruin, remnants or dregs left over from the wars and economic and 
human inequalities of our world today. Praise for Cruz’s The Glimmering Room: “. an
exquisite fever dream of drugs, anorexia and unwanted sex (in both senses of the 
word) populated by young women and men. who have lost all sense of where the 
edge is. ” Dana Jennings, New York Times.

cynthia cruz is the author of four collections of poetry, including three with Four Way
Books: The Glimmering Room (2012), Wunderkammer (2014), and How the End 
Begins (2016). Cruz has received various fellowships and has an MFA from Sarah 
Lawrence College in writing and an MFA in art criticism & writing from the School of
Visual Arts. Currently pursuing a PhD in German studies at Rutgers University, she 
teaches at Sarah Lawrence College and lives in Brooklyn. A collection of poems 
constructed like a series of film montages or collages showing what the world looks 
like now.
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Cuadra, Pablo Antonio. Songs of Cifar and the Sweet Sea. New York. 1979. 
Columbia University Press In Association W/The Center For Inter-American 
Relations. 1st American Edition. Very Good. No Dustjacket. 023104772x. Translated
from the Spanish & Edited by Grace Schulman & Ann McCarthy De Zavala. A 
Center for Inter-American Relations Book. 120 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by I.
S. Roberts. Inventory # 15108. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The poetry of Pablo Antonio Cuadra, one of Nicaragua’s 
leading poets, belongs to an American poetic tradition that includes Octavio Paz, 
César Vallejo, Walt Whitman, and Ezra Pound. The language is passionate and 
lyrical, the vocabulary plain, the tone epic. Cuadra creates the sense that he is 
seeing everything in his world for the first time. His poetry shines with a belief that a
hidden beauty dominates the things of this world. In SONGS OF CIFAR, Cuadra 
recounts the odyssey of the sailor Cifar, who, with a ‘thirst for horizons,’ travels 
around the waters and islands of Lake Nicaragua. Cuadra writes of the people Cifar
encounters beside ‘The Great Lake,’ people whom Cuadra has worked among 
throughout his life: the sailors who dry their nets in the sun, the fishermen who smell
the smoke of breakfast, the owners of sailboats, the mariners who row in gentle 
winds and in tempests. Although he uses Greek mythology as the background for 
his narrative, Cuadra portrays real people of the present, employing the actual 
names of families and places. ‘The Great Lake’ is also the Aegean. Modern 
characters are reminiscent of such figures as the sirens, Circe, Paris and Helen. 
This bilingual edition includes 45 poems from Cuadra’s SONGS OF CIFAR, together
with an introduction by Grace Schulman, a glossary of names and places, notes, 
and bibliography. In this beautiful addition to Latin American poetry in translation, 
Cuadra has, as Grace Schulman states in her introduction, ‘created a poetry of the 
Americas and, beyond that, of the world.’. PABLO ANTONIO CUADRA, whose 
works include NICARAGUAN POEMS and THE JAGUAR & THE MOON, is the 
editor of the outspoken La Prensa of Managua. Grace Schulman is the author of a 
collection of poetry, Burn Down the Icons. She is Poetry Editor of The Nation; 
Director, The Poetry Center, YM-YWHA; and Associate Professor of English, Baruch
College, C.U.N.Y. Ann McCarthy de Zavala, a graduate of Smith College, lives in 
Managua. (original titles: El cementerio de los pajaros & Del maestro de Tarca [X], 
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Cullen, Jim. The Art of Democracy: A Concise History of Popular Culture in the 
United States. New York. 1996. Monthly Review Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 0853459207. 320 pages. paperback. Cover photo by William Claxton. 
Inventory # 8625. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Popular culture has been a powerful force in the United 
States, resonating within the society as a whole and at the same time connecting 
disparate and even hostile constituencies. The novels of the late 18th and early 19th
centuries, the theater and minstrel shows of the mid-19th century, movies and the 
introduction of television and computers in the 20th century are the building blocks 
that Jim Cullen uses to show how unique and vibrant cultural forms overcame initial
resistance and enabled historically marginalized groups to gain access to the fruits 
of society and recognition from the mainstream. This updated edition contains a new
preface and final chapter which traces the history of contemporary computing from 
its World War II origins as a military tool to its widespread use in the late 20th 
century as a tool for the masses. Cullen shows how the computer is reshaping 
popular culture, and how that culture retains its capacity to surprise and disturb. The
highly acclaimed first edition of The Art of Democracy won the 1996 Ray and Pat 
Brown Award for ‘Best Book,’ presented by the Popular Culture Association.

Jim Cullen has taught at Brown and Harvard Universities, and is now in the History
Department at the Ethical Culture Fieldston School in New York City. His previous 
books include Born in the USA: Bruce Springsteen and the American Tradition and
The Civil War in Popular Culture: A Reusable Past.keywords
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Cundieff-Pexa, Melissa. Darling Nova. Pittsburgh. 2018. Autumn House Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781938769306. 72 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 43510. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This debut collection is musical, haunting, and bubbling
with life. Cundieff’s poems deal with loss and change through images that are 
startling in their originality. These poems will stay with you; they will remind you what
poems can do.

MELISSA CUNDIEFF received an MFA in poetry from Vanderbilt University, where 
she was the recipient of an Academy of American Poets Prize. Her poems appear or
are forthcoming in places such as Best of the Net, Crab Orchard Review, Ninth 
Letter, Four Way Review, TriQuarterly, The Adroit Journal, and Tongue: A Journal of
Writing and Art. She has published a chapbook, Futures With Your Ghost. Originally
from Texas, she lives in St. Paul, Minnesota.
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Cunningham, Valentine (editor). Spanish Front: Writers On the Civil War. New York.
1986. Oxford University Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0192122584. 
388 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration is a CNT poster from the Fundacion 
Figueras, Barcelona. Photo: Richard Bristow. Inventory # 10597. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Spanish Civil War--the most momentous political 
and cultural flashpoint of the 1930s--struck deep into the conscience and 
conciousness of the West. This anthology offers a vivid, moving, and often 
surprising cross-section of the writing it generated--prose and poetry, public and 
private, documentary and fictional, convinced and skeptical, left-wing and right-wing.
It includes contributions from a number of lesser-known authors, as well as the 
famous names, and the distinctive participation of women is ehre recognized and 
represented for the first time. The book shows writers taking sides; reflecting on the
war's progress in essays, diaries, letters, journalism, poems, stories, and novels; 
reporting their visits to the fighting zones; and expressing their responses ranging 
from hope to despair, from satisfaction to horror. Included are selections from Ernest
Hemingway, Graham Greene, Randall Jarrell, Ezra Pound, T.S. Eliot, W.B. Yeats, 
Wyndham Lewis, Virginia Woolf, Leon Trotsky, Vita Sackville-West, Claude Simon,
Antoine de Saint-Exupery, George Orwell, John Dos Passos, Helen Waddell, David
Gascoyne, Antonia White, Ford Madox Ford, and many more. The publication of this
book is timed to coincide with the fiftieth anniversary of the beginning of the Spanish
Civil War.

Valentine Cunningham is Professor of English Language and Literature at Oxford 
University, and Tutor and Senior Fellow in English Literature at Corpus Christi 
College, Oxford. He has lectured widely around the world and has been a Visiting 
Professor in the USA, Australia and Germany (where he was Permanent Visiting 
Professor at the University of Konstanz for ten years). He reviews widely for various
British and American journals and newspapers, and broadcasts regularly for BBC 
Radio on literary and musicological topics. He has twice been a judge for the Booker
Prize (1992 and 1998), and was a Regional Chair for the Commonwealth Writers 
Prize (Eurasia Region) in 1999 and 2000. His most recent books are Victorian 
Poetry Now: Poets, Poems and Poetics (2011) and The Connell Guide to 
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Currey, Richard. Fatal Light. New York. 1988. Dutton. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0525246223. Author's 1st Novel. 195 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
9974. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A young medic goes from his sleepy West Virginia 
hometown to the soul-searing terrain of the Vietnam War to learn about American 
'innocence' in a war that brings new horrors each day. Later the medic returns home
to confront his shattered personal history and the mysterious human capacity for 
renewal. 'Of all the many books written about the war. this one will be among the 
handful destined to endure,' said Philip Caputo about this beautifully written and 
powerful first novel.

Richard Currey is the author of Crossing Over: A Vietnam Journal, which went on to
vast acclaim and a Pulitzer Prize nomination; Fatal Light; and Lost Highway. He 
lives in Washington, DC.
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Currey, Richard. The Wars of Heaven. Boston. 1990. Houghton Mifflin. 1st Printing.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0395502276. 160 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 14890. 
$25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Including the novella "The Love of A Good Woman", this
collection of stories focuses on the working class in West Virginia. From an epileptic
and a train engineer, to coal miners and outlaws, the author depicts an isolated 
world of hardship, human endurance, and hard-won dignity.

Richard Currey (born October 19, 1949, Parkersburg, WV) has been praised for the
emotional precision and riveting imagery of his lyrical prose. The London Sunday 
Times called Currey as "a dazzling writer, almost making you shield your eyes as 
you read. Currey achieves a stark immediacy that makes you wince." He is the 
author of four critically acclaimed works, the recipient of numerous awards, including
two National Endowment for the Arts fellowships. In addition to Crossing Over, 
Currey is the author of a short-story collection, The Wars of Heaven, and two novels,
Fatal Light and Lost Highway. Fatal Light was short-listed for the PEN/Hemingway 
Award for Best First Novel and won the Vietnam Veterans of America's Excellence 
in the Arts Award.
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Curtis, Jack. Glory. New York. 1988. Dutton. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0525246681. Jack Curtis Is The Pseudonym Of A British Poet. 358 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Paul Bacon. Inventory # 10616. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Laura Scott knows her friend was murdered, and with the
help of an ex-cop begins her own investigation to discover the truth. But as Laura 
and John move closer and closer to the murderer, Laura comes face to face with a 
cold-blooded killer--a killer who enjoys murdering women!

David Harsent (born in Devon on 9 December 1942) is an English poet and TV 
scriptwriter. As Jack Curtis and David Lawrence he has published a number of crime
fiction novels. During his early career he was part of a circle of poets centred on Ian
Hamilton and forming something of a school, promoting conciseness and imagist-
like clarity in verse, though his work has changed and developed a good deal since 
then. He has published eleven collections of poetry which have won several literary
prizes and awards. Legion won the Forward Prize for best collection 2005 and was 
shortlisted for both the T.S. Eliot and Whitbread Awards. His work in music theatre 
has involved collaborations with a number of composers (but most often with Sir 
Harrison Birtwistle, the opera Gawain being their most notable collaboration) and 
has been performed at the Royal Opera House, Carnegie Hall, the Southbank 
Centre, The Proms, the Wiener Kammeroper, and broadcast on BBC Two, Channel
4 and Trio (USA). A new opera, The Minotaur (also with Birtwistle), opened at The 
Royal Opera House in 2008. Birtwistle once again turned to Harsent's words for his
major song cycle Songs from the Same Earth (2012–13). Harsent is a Fellow of the
Royal Society of Literature, Honorary Research Fellow at Royal Holloway University
and in 2005 was appointed Distinguished Writing Fellow at Sheffield Hallam 
University, where he is now a visiting professor. In 2012 he was appointed Professor
of Creative Writing at Bath Spa University. He left Bath Spa University in favour of 
The University of Roehampton in July 2013 after receiving an honorary degree. He 
lives with his wife, the actress Julia Watson, and their daughter in Barnes, London.
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Curtis, Sandra. Zorro Unmasked: The Official History. New York. 1998. Hyperion. 
1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0786882859. 282 pages. paperback. Inventory
# 26512. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Zorro Unmasked follows the character through the years,
surveying comic books and toys, contemporary live action and animated television 
series, and even stage productions, all the way up to the fox's triumphant return in 
the new motion picture, The Mask of Zorro. Coinciding with the release of 'The Mask
of Zorro,' the blockbuster film directed by Steven Spielberg and starring Antonio 
Banderas, comes this complete, illustrated history of the romantic hero - from 1920's
pulp fiction to the present. ZORRO UNMASKED contains 75 photos and 
illustrations.
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Cushwa, Frank W. Introduction To Conrad. New York. 1933. Odyssey Press. 10th 
Printing. Very Good.No Dustjacket. 436 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 10309. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Conrad is not a writer who can be read at random by all
kinds of readers. It is no injustice to him to say that some of his books would puzzle
or chill the uninitiated; when, for example, he seems intent on telling everything but 
the story. Conrad, then, if he is to be read ‘by many eyes and by all kinds of them, 
‘must be judiciously introduced. This Introduction aims to present those parts of 
Conrad’s writings in which the appeal is fairly sure and universal. One part is fiction;
the other part, which is the larger, is made up of his own account and interpretation
of various incidents in his amazing career. Without a knowledge - even an 
understanding - of the man, it is impossible to read his works aright. But once 
knowing the man - his career and character - one is impelled to read on and on.’ - 
from the Introduction by Frank W. Cushwa.

Frank William Cushwa was an instructor in the English department at Exeter, where
he was beloved by his colleagues and students, including the writers Robert 
Benchley and James Agee.
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Czuchlewski, David. The Muse Asylum. New York. 2001. Putnam. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.Remainder Mark. 0399147454. 1st Novel. 227 
pages. hardcover. Cover: Shooting Star/Giles A. Hancock/Photonica. Inventory # 
33803. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - What is Horace Jacob Little trying to hide? No one knows
much about the great modern author except that he is a complete recluse. In this 
electrifying debut novel, three recent college graduates are trying to uncover the 
mysterious writer's real identity: Jake Burnett, a young reporter and fan who wants to
make his reputation by unmasking the legend; Andrew Wallace, a psychologically 
disturbed genius who is convinced that Little is plotting against him; and Lara 
Knowles, the girl they both love. Their investigation leads them into a twisted game 
of reflections and reversals in which each seems to be pursuing the other and the 
truth becomes blurred. As Andrew becomes increasingly distraught and potentially 
dangerous, the quest for the author threatens to unhinge everyone involved. 'The 
Muse Asylum is an ingeniously plotted postmodernist mystery that introduces a 
young writer of exceptional gifts. David Czuchlewski writes with imagination, vision,
and style.' (Joyce Carol Oates) '[A] cleverly devised, sharply composed, entertaining
and moving first novel. Mr. Czuchlewski deftly creates vivid environments in quick 
strokes. And, crucially, he peoples these places with affecting characters, who seem
to live on even after his tale's last twist has been turned.' (The Wall Street Journal)

David Czuchlewski studied English at Princeton University under Joyce Carol Oates,
and later studied medicine at Mount Sinai School of Medicine. He has published two
books - The Muse Asylum and Empire of Light.
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D'adesky, Anne-Christine. Under the Bone. New York. 1994. Farrar Straus Giroux. 
1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374280665. 371 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
photograph by Maggie Steeber. Jacket design by James Conrad. Inventory # 19081.
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - UNDER THE BONE is a harrowing, evocative tale of 
political intrigue and violence in post-Duvalier Haiti. Against the backdrop of electoral
tensions, the novel opens with the discovery of a corpse, outside Port-au-Prince, by
Elysse Voltaire, a young Haitian woman who is later framed for murder. Her plight, 
and that of Ti Cedric, a missing peasant activist, become the focus of an 
investigation by Leslie Doyle, an American human-rights worker, aided by a circle of
Haitian advocates. Leslie's journey leads her from the houses ransacked by the 
Tontons Macoutes - Haiti's death squads - to killing fields, hospitals, prisons, and, 
finally to the truth. At once a mystery and a chronicle of hope and despair in the 
world's first black republic, UNDER THE BONE weaves a range of narrative to 
present a vivid, compelling picture of life in contemporary Haiti. Lyrical, haunting, 
and streaked with black humor, under the Bone marks the debut of a gifted young 
novelist and an astute observer of the human condition.

Anne-Christine d'Adesky is an American journalist and activist of French and Haitian
descent. Her father was born in Haiti, where the family's roots go back far; spending
her childhood summers and still has extended family living there.
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D'Aguiar, Fred. Dear Future. New York. 1996. Pantheon Books. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679442480. 207 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
photograph by Maggie Steber. Inventory # 23219. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - DEAR FUTURE tells the story of a Caribbean family, 
centering on the youngest child, Redhead. Accidentally hit on the head with an axe 
by his uncle, he thereafter sees the world from a strange, visionary, twisted 
perspective. And as his family experiences its own vicissitudes, an election is 
brewing in the capital: an election that leads to an unexpected and terrible act of 
violence that destroys the family’s home - indeed, its world.

Fred D'Aguiar (born 2 February 1960) is a British-Guyanese poet, novelist and 
playwright. He is currently Professor of English at Virginia Tech.
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D'alpuget, Blanche. Monkeys in the Dark. Sydney. 1980. Aurora Press. 1st 
Australian Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0867480017. 176 pages. hardcover. 
Cover illustration is a detail from ‘The Jetty’ by Donald Friend. Inventory # 630. 
$42.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Alexandra Wheatfield, a young journalist, has come to 
work in the Australian embassy in Djarkarta at a time of chaotic change: the coup of
1965 has been crushed but the new Order of the Indonesian Army has not yet 
overthrown the revered President, Sukarno. He has warned that without him the 
people are 'monkeys in the dark.’ As a privileged group the Australian diplomats 
view this scene with benign contempt. The problem of Frank Greaves of Security 
and his protégée, Anthony Sinclaire, is to find the new sources of information and 
power in the crumbling and corrupt city. But for Alex the city mirrors her affair with 
Maruli Hutabarat, poet and party activist, its colours, fruits, smiles and cruelties 
counterpoint the sensuality of their relationship. Her love is no protection against the
demands of the two conflicting societies - she is used and betrayed, first by her 
lover, then by the brutal demands of ‘Security.’ The sexual tensions and personal 
betrayals of this richly perceptive novel mirror wider betrayals in the two different 
societies until the role of ‘monkeys in the dark’ is grimly reversed.

Blanche d’Alpuget was born in Sydney and now lives in Canberra. She has worked
as a journalist in the United Kingdom, Indonesia, and Malaysia as well as in 
Australia.
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D'alpuget, Blanche. Turtle Beach. New York. 1983. Simon & Schuster. 1st Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0671492411. 288 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Fred Marcellino. Inventory # 2324. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Moving through the landscape of postcolonial Southeast
Asia, from the green cricket lawns of an old British men’s club now peopled with the
new colonials - Chinese businessmen, Indian doctors, and assorted Westerners - to
the squalid, disease-ridden camps of the boat people, TURTLE BEACH is a 
masterful portrayal of the clash of cultures - East and West. The stunning American
debut of a highly acclaimed young Australian writer, this award-winning novel, set in
Australia and Malaysia, is the story of Judith Wilkes, a journalist who goes to Kuala
Lumpur to report on the plight of the boat people. Through a narrative that is 
sensuous and richly textured, the novel chronicles Judith’s journey of discovery - of 
the mysterious and turbulent Southeast Asian land and its people, a racial and 
ethnic stew threatening to boil over, and of herself. In Kuala Lumpur Judith 
encounters a variety of characters: Minou, the quixotic, seductive French 
Vietnamese wife of the Australian ambassador, who fascinates Judith and lures her 
into her game; Kanan, the magnetic Indian physician who becomes the object of 
Judith’s infatuation; and Ralph Hamilton, the pale, ambitious diplomat who 
equivocates in the face of the appalling horror of the refugee camps. Through a 
skein of imagery and description that is powerful and evocative. d’Alpuget creates 
an almost palpable Malaysia – steamy, languorous, sensual, with a vibrant and 
colorful landscape and culture. She traces Judith’s confrontations with her cultural 
heritage, her sexuality and her freedom as a woman as the novel moves inexorably 
to its tragic climax on the coast of East Malaysia. TURTLE BEACH is an 
extraordinary novel, a compelling tale of passion, and a personal odyssey as well as
a beautiful rendering of a culture in turmoil.

Blanche d’Alpuget was born in Sydney and now lives in Canberra. She has worked
as a journalist in the United Kingdom, Indonesia, and Malaysia as well as in 
Australia.
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D'alpuget, Blanche. White Eye. New York. 1994. Simon & Schuster. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0671620053. 256 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
20818. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Blanche d'Alpuget's novels have been praised as being 
'as politically and morally complex as those of Graham Greene' (The Wall Street 
Journal). Her latest, White Eye, now takes its place alongside d'Alpuget's other 
distinguished novels, Turtle Beach, winner of the PEN Golden Jubilee Award, and 
Winter in Jerusalem, as an example of her remarkable storytelling gifts. When Diana
Pembridge comes upon the dead body of her nemesis, Carolyn Williams, near the 
high security biotechnology research center where Carolyn worked, scientific and 
sexual morality become entangled in an unfolding drama of scandal and corruption.
As the official investigation into Carolyn's death proceeds, Diana, a rancher's 
daughter with a passion for birds of prey, seeks the answers to the mysteries of the 
research center and its connection to Carolyn's death. The questions she raises 
threaten the research of John Parker, chief scientist, who will do anything to protect
his hidden agenda - which involves an international ring of smugglers dealing in 
laboratory animals. Their aim is power, power they will gain by deploying 'white eye,'
a virus fatal to animals - and humans. Set against the haunting backdrop of the 
Australian bush, White Eye pictures predators and prey, scientists and 
environmentalists, Aborigines and whites, all in dramatic conflict - under the watchful
eye of the giant eagle that Diana is painfully rehabilitating, a soaring metaphor of her
own spiritual journey. White Eye lays bare the moral turmoil of our times: the 
biotechnology revolution that is in direct opposition to the animal rights movement 
and characters who are caught in a web of passions and politics.

Blanche d’Alpuget was born in Sydney and now lives in Canberra. She has worked
as a journalist in the United Kingdom, Indonesia, and Malaysia as well as in 
Australia.
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D'amato, Barbara. Hard Evidence: A Cat Marsala Mystery. New York. 1999. 
Scribner. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684833549. 256 pages. hardcover.
Signed by the Author. Jacket design by Kai Chi. Inventory # 26561. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Chicago freelance journalist Cat Marsala, relaxing at 
home after a long week’s work reporting on the city’s best restaurants, looks forward
to a quiet evening with her semi-significant other, Dr. Sam Davidian; her parrot, 
Long John Silver; and her temporary houseguest, a Dalmatian named Dapper. As a
special treat, Cat buys Dapper his very own soup bone at Chicago’s most elegant 
and exotic food emporium, Spenser and Angelotti. The Dalmatian is delighted with 
his bone, but his euphoria is short-lived when Sam, a trauma surgeon, snatches the
bone away. The bone is human, probably part of a large male’s leg, which suggests
two immediate problems: a murder may have occurred at the Spenser and Angelotti
store and a potential health hazard may exist in the store’s butcher shop and meat 
cases. Cat gets on the phone to her longtime friend, Chicago’s chief of detectives, 
Harold McCoo, who with the mayor, the medical examiner, and other officials, 
agrees to a deal. The store will do a five-times-your-money-back recall on its meat, 
and Cat and the cops will have twenty-four hours to find a killer before the story 
goes public and Spenser and Angelotti’s reputation is trashed. Co-owner Bruno 
Angelotti, desperate to preserve his beloved store’s reputation, brings in Cat to work
undercover in catering. If she has a good reason to be in the store, she can ask 
questions more easily and observe the employees in unguarded moments. Is one of
them a killer?

Barbara D'Amato (born April 10, 1938 in Grand Rapids, Michigan) is an American 
mystery author and winner of the Agatha and Anthony Award. She also features in
Great Women Mystery Writers (2007).
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Da Costa, Emilia Viotti. Crowns of Glory, Tears of Blood: The Demerara Slave 
Rebellion of 1823. New York. 1994. Oxford University Press. 1st Printing. Very Good
in Dustjacket. 0195082982. 378 pages. hardcover. Cover: David Tran. Inventory # 
23964. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - On the night of August 17, 1823, the distinctly African 
sounds of blaring shell-horns and beating drums signalled the start of one of the 
most massive slave rebellions in the history of the Western Hemisphere, the uprising
in the British colony of Demerara (now Guyana). That evening, nine to twelve 
thousand slaves surrounded the main houses of about sixty plantations, armed with
cutlasses, knives fastened on poles, and guns. They broke down doors, smashed 
windows, commandeered arms and ammunition, and put their masters and 
overseers in the stocks. Intent on avoiding a blood bath (over three days of fighting,
colonial forces took the lives of more than 255 slaves, while only two or three white
men were killed), the rebels spoke of 'rights,' and planned to present their 
grievances to the governor. For a few days, the slaves succeeded in turning the 
world upside down, treating masters the way masters had always treated slaves. 
Retaliation from colonial officials would be swift, bloody, and brutal. In Crowns of 
Glory, Emilia Viotti da Costa tells the riveting story of a pivotal moment in the history
of slavery. Studying the complaints brought by slaves to the office of the Protector of
Slaves, she reconstructs the experience of slavery through the eyes of the 
Demerara slaves themselves. Da Costa also draws on eyewitness accounts, official
records, and private journals (most notably the diary of John Smith, one of four 
ministers sent by the London Missionary Society to convert Demerara's 'heathen'), 
to paint a vivid portrait of a society in transition, shaken to its foundations by the 
recent revolutions in America, France, and Haiti.

Emilia Viotti da Costa (São Paulo, February 28, 1928 - São Paulo, November 2, 
2017) was a Brazilian historian and professor.
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Dahl, Arne. Misterioso: A Crime Novel. New York. 2011. Pantheon. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780375425356. Translated from the Swedish by
Tiina Nunnally. 340 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Evan Gaffney Design. 
Inventory # 38030. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - After successfully - but bloodily - dismantling a 
complicated hostage situation at a bank in the suburbs of Stockholm, Detective Paul
Hjelm is faced with the requisite investigation by Internal Affairs. It is a potentially 
career-ending inquiry, but he is plucked out of it by the National Criminal Police 
commissioner, who drops him into an elite task force of officers assembled from 
across the country to find an elusive killer with a Sophisticated modus operandi and
even more sophisticated tastes. Targeting Sweden’s high-profile business leaders, 
the killer breaks into their homes at night, waits for his victims, places two bullets in 
their heads with deadly precision, and removes the bullets from the walls - a ritual 
enacted to a rare bootleg recording of Thelonious Monk’s jazz classic ‘Misterioso.’ 
As Hjeim, his young, doggedly energetic partner, Jorge Chavez, and the rest of the 
team follow one lead after another in their pursuit - navigating the murky 
underworlds of the Russian Mafia and the secretive members - only society of 
Sweden’s wealthiest denizens - they must also delve into one of the country’s most
persistent ills: a deep-rooted xenophobia that affects both the police and the 
perpetrator in a small nation that Is becoming rapidly internationalized. The first 
novel in Arne Dahl’s gripping Intercrime series - widely considered to be one of 
Sweden’s best - MISTERIOSO is a penetrating, dark, and absorbing introduction to 
this acclaimed author’s world.

Jan Arnald (born 11 January 1963) is a Swedish novelist and literary critic, who uses
the pen name Arne Dahl when writing crime fiction. He is also a regular writer in 
Swedish newspaper Dagens Nyheter. He published Barbarer (2001) and Maria och
Artur (2006) under his own name, but under his pen name he has written a series of
crime novels about a fictional group of Swedish crime investigators, called ‘A 
Gruppen’ in Swedish and ‘the Intercrime Group’ in the first English translation.
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Dahl, K. O. The Man in the Window. New York. 2009. Minotaur Books. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780312375706. Translated from the Norwegian 
by Don Bartlett. 374 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Olaga Grlic. Jacket 
photograph by JUPITERIMAGES. Inventory # 37564. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A cryptic murder resurrects dark memories of past 
atrocities in this latest mystery from the master of Norwegian crime writing. Award-
winning author K.O. Dahl received international acclaim for his gripping debut 
thriller, THE FOURTH MAN, which introduced readers to Detective Inspector Frank
Frolich and Detective Chief Inspector Gunnarstranda. Now the Oslo detectives are 
back. It's Friday the thirteenth, the Norwegian capital is enveloped in freezing cold, 
and Reidar Folke Jespersen passes what will be the last day of his life. The aging 
antique dealer leaves home and takes a taxi to a nearby cafe. A few hours later, 
through the window of the cafe, he watches his wife enter the door to an apartment
on the other side of the street, where her lover lives. In the early hours of the 
following morning, Jespersen is found stabbed to death, sitting naked in an armchair
in the display window of his antique shop. Detectives Frolich and Gunnarstranda are
called to the scene. Their only clues are a numerical combination written in ink on 
the body of the dead man, a red string tied around his neck, a few missing World 
War II objects, and a number of people extremely satisfied with the news of the 
man's death. Questions of love and betrayal, loyalty and guilt consume the 
investigation, just as they fill the private lives of the investigators. K.O. Dahl's dark 
and poetic writing moves through the shadows of one country's history—a country 
where victims, perpetrators, and even police officers are haunted by the past, still 
trying to cope with dark memories of the Nazi occupation. THE MAN IN THE 
WINDOW, the second installment in Dahl's Oslo police mysteries, is an intricate and
chilling detective story about love, revenge, and the inescapable past.

Highly acclaimed and award-winning crime writer K.O. DAHL pens a popular crime 
series that is now rapidly becoming an international success, and critics around the
world have labeled him as Norway's answer to Henning Mankell.
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Dahl, Roald (retold by Karey Kirkpatrick). James & the Giant Peach. New York. 
1996. Disney Press. 1st of This Particular Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0786831057. Illustrated by Lane Smith. unpaginated. hardcover. Cover art by Lane
Smith. Inventory # 35661. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When James Henry Trotter accidentally drops some 
magic crystals by the old peach tree, strange things start to happen. The peach at 
the top of the tree begins to grow, and before long it’s as big as a house. Then 
James discovers a secret entranceway into the fruit, and when he crawls inside, he
meets a bunch of marvelous oversized friends - Old Green-Grasshopper, Centipede,
Ladybug, Miss Spider, and more. After years of feeling like an outsider in the house
of his despicable Aunt Sponge and Aunt Spiker, James has finally found a place 
where he belongs. With a snip of the stem, the peach starts rolling away, and the 
exciting adventure begins!

Roald Dahl (13 September 1916 – 23 November 1990) was a British novelist, short
story writer, poet, fighter pilot and screenwriter. His short stories are known for their
unexpected endings, and his children's books for their unsentimental, often very 
dark humour. His works include James and the Giant Peach, Charlie and the 
Chocolate Factory, Matilda, The Witches, Fantastic Mr Fox, The Twits, George's 
Marvellous Medicine and The BFG.
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Daiches, David. The Novel and the Modern World. Chicago. 1947. University Of 
Chicago Press. Third Impression. Previous Owner's Name & Date Penned in Front,
Otherwise Very Good in Worn Dustjacket. 228 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 27606.
$20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Includes chapters on: Joseph Conrad, James Joyce, D.
H. Lawrence, and Virginia Woolf, and how they responded to the climate of their 
age.

David Daiches (2 September 1912 – 15 July 2005) was a Scottish literary historian 
and literary critic, scholar and writer. He wrote extensively on English literature, 
Scottish literature and Scottish culture. He was born in Sunderland, into a Jewish 
family with a Lithuanian background—the subject of his 1956 memoir, Two Worlds:
An Edinburgh Jewish Childhood. He moved to Edinburgh while still a young child, 
about the end of World War I, where his father, Rev. Dr. Salis Daiches was a 
prominent rabbi. He studied at George Watson's College and won a scholarship to 
University of Edinburgh where he won the Elliot prize, and went on to Balliol College,
Oxford where he became the Elton exhibitioner. Daiches is the father of Jenni 
Calder, also a Scottish literary historian. His brother was the prominent Edinburgh 
QC Lionel Daiches.
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Dalby, Liza. Geisha. Berkeley. 1983. University Of California Press. 1st Printing. 
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0520047427. 348 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 2322. $80

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Geisha: the mystique never dies. Available again, this 
classic bestseller offers an intimate glimpse into a unique female community. In her
account of her experience as the Kyoto geisha Ichigiku, Liza Dalby—the only non-
Japanese ever to have trained as a geisha—reveals the realities of a world that has 
long been the subject of rumor and fantasy, and that continues to fascinate 
Japanese and Westerners alike to this day. .

Liza Crihfield Dalby is an American anthropologist and novelist specializing in 
Japanese culture. For her graduate studies, Dalby studied and performed fieldwork 
in Japan of the geisha community which she wrote about in her Ph.D. dissertation. 
Since that time, she has written five books.
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Dallek, Matthew. The Right Moment: Ronald Reagan's First Victory and the Decisive
Turning Point in American Politics. New York. 2000. Free Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 068484320x. 284 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Bradford Foltz. Inventory # 28231. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ronald Reagan’s first great victory, in the 1966 California
governor’s race, is one of the pivotal stories of American political history, a victory 
that seemed to come from nowhere and has long since confounded his critics. Just 
four years earlier Governor Edmund ‘Pat’ Brown was celebrated as the ‘Giant Killer’
for his 1962 victory over Richard Nixon, and his liberal agenda reigned supreme. Yet
in 1966 political neophyte Reagan trounced Brown by almost a million votes, 
marking not only the coming-of-age of Reagan’s new conservatism but also the first
serious blow to modern liberalism. Drawing on scores of oral history interviews, 
thousands of archival documents, and personal interviews with participants, Dallek 
offers a new portrait of the 1960s that is far more complicated than our collective 
memory of that decade.

Matthew Dallek is Assistant Professor of Political Management at George 
Washington University. He is also the author of The Right Moment: Ronald 
Reagan's First Victory and the Decisive Turning Point in American Politics.
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Danaher, Kevin. Corporations Are Gonna Get Your Mama: Globalization & the 
Downsizing of the. Monroe. 1997. Common Courage Press. 1st Edition. Very Good 
in Wrappers. 1567511120. 221 pages. paperback. Inventory # 24032. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - While Hollywood has replaced politics with silly 
diversions about alien invasions, many Americans face a tangible fear: the 
seemingly inexorable grip of corporate power over their lives. Wages have been 
dropping for twenty years. Income inequality that grew under Reagan and Bush 
accelerated under Clinton. More and more people face an uncertain future as the 
'land of opportunity' becomes a cynical empty phrase for millions of Americans. A 
hard-hitting anthology that includes essays by Noam Chomsky, Ralph Nader, 
Jeremy Rifkin and others, Corporations Are Gonna Get Your Mama offers an 
incisive of how corporations, long plunderers of the Third World, are unleashing 
'market forces' like a pack of rabid dogs attacking the American way of life. In 
'Paying to Lose Our Jobs', Patricia Horn shows that U.S. women, especially women
of color, are the big losers in the low-wage bidding game. Each year from 1979 to 
1992 an average of 41,000 apparel workers in the United States lost their jobs. 
Three-quarters of U.S. apparel workers are women, over a third of whom are 
minorities. This combination makes them the U.S.'s most vulnerable workers. Yet for
all the bad news, Corporations Are Gonna Get Your Mama brings you the good 
news as well: there are hundreds of groups struggling to create more democratic 
control of the capitol and capital.

Kevin Danaher is an author and anti-globalization activist. With his wife Medea 
Benjamin and activist Kirsten Irgens-Moller, he co-founded Global Exchange, a 
social justice and anti-globalization non-governmental organization based in San 
Francisco, California. He is the founder and executive co-producer of the Green 
Festivals and he is executive Director of the Global Citizen Center. He received his
Ph.D. in sociology from the University of California, Santa Cruz.
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Daniel, David. Ornaments. Pittsburgh. 2017. University of Pittsburgh Press. 
Uncorrected Proofs. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822965183. Pitt Poetry Series. 72
pages. paperback. Inventory # 42056. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - "A reverent jag of irreverence, tilting forward to arresting
moments of beauty, astonishment, confusion, and grief, the poems in David Daniel’s
Ornaments find their myths in history and pop culture; they take their truths, but just
as much their doubts, from the fallibility of what we remember and the desperation 
with which we struggle to reassemble it. Surreal, lyrical, madcap, they bring a faith, 
above all, in poetry. Which means in people and their bewildered hearts." - William 
Pierce.

David Daniel is the author of the poetry collection Seven-Star Bird, winner of the 
Levis Reading Prize, and the chapbook The Quick and the Dead. He has received 
fellowships from the Massachusetts Cultural Council and the University of Virginia, 
and won the Merrill Moore Award for poetry.
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Daniel, David. Ornaments. Pittsburgh. 2017. University of Pittsburgh Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822965183. Pitt Poetry Series. 72 
pages. paperback. Inventory # 43326. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - "A reverent jag of irreverence, tilting forward to arresting
moments of beauty, astonishment, confusion, and grief, the poems in David Daniel’s
Ornaments find their myths in history and pop culture; they take their truths, but just
as much their doubts, from the fallibility of what we remember and the desperation 
with which we struggle to reassemble it. Surreal, lyrical, madcap, they bring a faith, 
above all, in poetry. Which means in people and their bewildered hearts." - William 
Pierce.

David Daniel is the author of the poetry collection Seven-Star Bird, winner of the 
Levis Reading Prize, and the chapbook The Quick and the Dead. He has received 
fellowships from the Massachusetts Cultural Council and the University of Virginia, 
and won the Merrill Moore Award for poetry.
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Daniels, Douglas Henry. Pioneer Urbanites: Social & Cultural History of Black San 
Francisco. Berkeley. 1991. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Wrappers. 0520073991. Foreword by Nathan Irvin Huggins. 228 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 36114. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The black migration to San Francisco and the Bay Area 
differed from the mass movement of Southern rural blacks and their families into the
eastern industrial cities. Those who traveled West, or arrived by ship, were often 
independent, sophisticated, single men. Many were associated with the 
transportation boom following the Gold Rush; others traveled as employees of 
wealthy individuals. Douglas Daniels argues for the importance of going beyond the
written record and urban statistics in examining the life of a minority community. He
has studied photographs from family albums and interviewed members of old black
San Francisco families in his effort to provide the first nuanced picture of the lives of
black San Franciscans from the 1860s to the 1940s.

Douglas Henry Daniels is Associate Professor of Black Studies at the University of 
California, Santa Barbara.
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Dannen, Fredric and Long, Barry. Hong Kong Babylon: An Insider's Guide To the 
Hollywood of the East. New York. 1997. Miramax/Hyperion. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Hardcover. No Dustjacket As Issued. 078686267x. 400 pages. 
hardcover. Cover design by David Pearson. Inventory # 24742. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Hong Kong’s reunification with China has captured the 
world’s attention, but for years this bustling little territory has fascinated filmgoers of
all nations with its enormous output of movies. Like Hollywood, Hong Kong 
specializes in mass-appeal entertainment action films, ghost stories, comedies, and
other popular genres—yet its movies possess an eye-popping, no-holds-barred 
exuberance, and a disregard for most taboos, that Hollywood cannot match. Even 
Hong Kong art films—Wong Kar-wai’s Chungking Express, for instance—pulse with
energy. Small wonder, then, that Hollywood has begun to court Hong Kong talent, 
such as the director John Woo and the action stars Jackie Chan and Michelle Yeoh.
In Hong Kong Babylon, the award-winning journalist Fredric Dannen and the noted 
cineast Bany Long present a comprehensive look at the Hollywood of the East. In a 
richly entertaining overview of the Hong Kong cinema and its history, Dannen 
portrays the actors who risk their lives performing dangerous stunts and explosive 
martial arts feats; he also details the world of Hong Kong movie producers, many of
whom are “triads” - Chinese organized-crime figures - who will resort literally to 
murder to lock a deal. Long complements Dannen’s reporting by providing the best
Hong Kong video guide yet available—summaries of well over 300 key films of the 
last two decades, most with English subtitles. As a bonus, a dozen top film critics 
select their favorite movies from Long’s list. Complete with photographs and 
filmographies, Hong Kong Babylon is the ideal introduction to this fascinating genre
of world cinema.

Fredric Dannen is the author of the national best-seller Hit Men, a nonfiction account
of the American pop-music business. He has written about crime for The New 
Yorker, Vanity Fair, and other publications. His article on the “Ivan the Terrible” Nazi
war-crimes case prompted the Federal Court of Appeals to reverse its own ruling. 
Barry Long is film programmer for the Brooklyn Museum of Art, where he recently 
hosted a retrospective of the Hong Kong gangster film. He has a degree in cinema 
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Dante Alighieri. La Vita Nuova. New York. 1978. Penguin Books. Reprinted Edition.
Very Good in Wrappers. 0140442162. Translated from the Italian by Barbara 
Reynolds. 123 pages. paperback. The cover shows a detail from 'The Poet crowned
by his Lady', an illuminated manuscript in the Trivulziana Library, Milan (photo 
Giovanni Facetti). Inventory # 28987. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘La Vita Nuova is a treatise by a poet, written for poets, 
on the art of poetry.’ This reinterpretation by Barbara Reynolds allows the reader 
fresh insights into one of the world’s greatest romantic poems. As his love for 
Beatrice develops, Dante (1265-1321) learns to surmount the barriers of medieval 
poetic convention and to write directly from experience. And in the prose 
commentary he recalls this experience, and describes its transmutation into poetry.
This is, in Dr Reynolds’s words, ‘an invitation by Dante to enter his study and stand
beside him while he runs a finger down the parchment page of his manuscript’.

Durante degli Alighieri (Dante 1265–1321), was a major Italian poet of the Middle 
Ages. His Divine Comedy, originally called Comedìa and later called Divina by 
Boccaccio, is widely considered the greatest literary work composed in the Italian 
language and a masterpiece of world literature. In Italy he is called il Sommo Poeta 
(‘the Supreme Poet’) and il Poeta. He, Petrarch, and Boccaccio are also called ‘the 
three fountains’ and ‘the three crowns’. Dante is also called ‘the Father of the Italian 
language’.
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Danticat, Edwidge. Breath, Eyes, Memory. New York. 1994. Soho Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1569470057. 1st Book. 234 pages. 
hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket design - RMB. Jacket art - 'Little Madonna
of the Tropics' by Joseph Stella. Inventory # 29899. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - At an astonishingly young age, Edwidge Danticat has 
become one of our most celebrated new novelists, a writer who evokes the wonder,
terror, and heartache of her native Haiti--and the enduring strength of Haiti's 
women--with a vibrant imagery and narrative grace that bear witness to her people's
suffering and courage. At the age of twelve, Sophie Caco is sent from her 
impoverished village of Croix-des-Rosets to New York, to be reunited with a mother
she barely remembers. There she discovers secrets that no child should ever know,
and a legacy of shame that can be healed only when she returns to Haiti--to the 
women who first reared her. What ensues is a passionate journey through a 
landscape charged with the supernatural and scarred by political violence, in a novel
that bears witness to the traditions, suffering, and wisdom of an entire people.

Edwidge Danticat is the author of numerous books, including BREATH, EYES, 
MEMORY, KRIK? KRAK!, a National Book Award finalist, THE FARMING OF 
BONES, an American Book Award winner, and THE DEW BREAKER, a 
PEN/Faulkner Award finalist and winner of the first Story Prize. She lives in Miami 
with her husband and daughter.
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Danticat, Edwidge. Krik? Krak!. New York. 1995. Soho Press. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 1569470251. 227 pages. hardcover. Cover by Konbit 
Kreyol. Inventory # 34525. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When Haitians tell a story, they say ‘Krik?’ and the eager
listeners answer ‘Krak!’ In Krik? Krak! In her second novel, Edwidge Danticat 
establishes herself as the latest heir to that narrative tradition with nine stories that 
encompass both the cruelties and the high ideals of Haitian life. They tell of women
who continue loving behind prison walls and in the face of unfathomable loss; of a 
people who resist the brutality of their rulers through the powers of imagination. The
result is a collection that outrages, saddens, and transports the reader with its sheer
beauty. Since the publication of her debut work Breath, Eyes, Memory in 1994, 
Edwidge Danticat has won praise as one of America’s brightest, most graceful and 
vibrant young writers. In this novel, and in her National Book Award-nominated 
collection of stories, Krik? Krak!, Danticat evokes the powerful imagination and rich 
narrative tradition of her native Haiti, and in the process records the suffering, 
triumphs, and wisdom of its people. Author Paule Marshall has said of Danticat, ‘A 
silenced Haiti has once again found its literary voice.’.

Edwidge Danticat is the author of numerous books, including BREATH, EYES, 
MEMORY, KRIK? KRAK!, a National Book Award finalist, THE FARMING OF 
BONES, an American Book Award winner, and THE DEW BREAKER, a 
PEN/Faulkner Award finalist and winner of the first Story Prize. She lives in Miami 
with her husband and daughter.keywords
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Danticat, Edwidge. The Farming of Bones. New York. 1998. Soho Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1569471266. 312 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket art: Gerard Valcin, Lasiren et Met Dlo (detail). Jacket Design by Laura Shaw.
Author photo by Arturo Patten. Inventory # 34727. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It is 1937, the Dominican side of the Haitian border 
Amabelle, orphaned at the age of eight when her parents drowned, is a maid to the
young wife of an army colonel. She has grown up in this household, a faithful 
servant. Sebastien is a field hand, an itinerant sugarcane cutter They are Haitians, 
useful to the Dominicans but not really welcome. There are rumors that in other 
towns Haitians are being persecuted, even killed. But there are always rumors. 
Amabelle loves Sebastien. He is handsome despite the sugarcane scars on his 
face, his calloused hands, She longs to become his wife and walk into their future, 
Instead, terror enfolds them, But the story does not end here: it begins. THE 
FARMING OF BONES is about love, fragility barbarity dignity remembrance, and the
only triumph possible for the persecuted: to endure.

Edwidge Danticat was born in Haiti in 1969 and came to the United States when she
was twelve years old. She graduated from Barnard College and received an M.FA. 
from Brown University Her first novel, BREATH, EYES, MEMORY, was published to
acclaim when she was twenty-five. The following year she was nominated for the 
National Book Award for her story collection KRIK?KRAK! Her stories have been 
widely anthologized. She is the recipient of a Lila Wallace-Read Digest Foundation 
grant and was named as of the 20 ‘Best Young American Novelists’ by Granta in 
1996. She lives in New York.
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Dao, Bei. Old Snow: Poems. New York. 1991. New Directions. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0811211827. Translated from the Chinese by Bonnie S. 
McDougall & Chen Maiping. Bilingual. 81 pages. hardcover. Jacket art by Shao Fei.
Jacket design by Ellen C. Dawson. Inventory # 7917. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - On August 2, 1949 Zhao Zhenkai was born in Beijing. 
His pseudonym Bei Dao literally means ‘North Island,’ and was suggested by a 
friend as a reference to the poet's provenance from Northern China as well as his 
typical solitude. Dao was one of the foremost poets of the Misty School, and his 
early poems were a source of inspiration during the April Fifth Democracy 
Movement of 1976, a peaceful demonstration in Tiananmen Square. He has been in
exile from his native China since the Tiananmen Square massacre of 1989. His 
books of poetry include The Rose of Time: New and Selected Poems(New 
Directions, 2010); Unlock (2000); At the Sky's Edge: Poems 1991-1996 (1996), for 
which David Hinton won the Harold Morton Landon Translation Award from The 
Academy of American Poets; Landscape Over Zero (1995); Forms of Distance 
(1994); Old Snow (1991); and The August Sleepwalker (1990). His work has been 
translated into over 25 languages. He is also the author of short stories and essays.
In 1978, he and colleague Mang Ke founded the underground literary magazine 
Jintian (Today), which ceased publication under police order. In 1990, the magazine
was revived and Bei Dao serves as the Editor-in-Chief. In his foreword to At the 
Sky's Edge, Bei Dao was a Stanford Presidential lecturer and has taught at the 
University of California at Davis, the University of Alabama in Tuscaloosa, and Beloit
College in Wisconsin. In 2006, Bei Dao was allowed to move back to China.

Bei Dao (born August 2, 1949) is the pen name of Chinese poet Zhao Zhenkai. He 
was born in Beijing. He chose the pen name because he came from the north and 
because of his preference for solitude. Bei Dao is the most notable representative of
the Misty Poets, a group of Chinese poets who reacted against the restrictions of the
Cultural Revolution.
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Darby, Ann. The Orphan Game. New York. 1999. Morrow. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0688167780. 1st Book. 326 pages. hardcover. Signed by 
the Author. Inventory # 26739. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Beautifully written, wonderfully observed, and deeply felt,
Ann Darby's haunting first novel marks the debut of an important voice in women's 
fiction. The Orphan Game tells the story of a young woman's passage from the 
troubled family she's longing to escape to the 'family' she struggles to create when 
she is forced into an early adulthood. As the war in Vietnam escalates and as brush
fires are blackening the California foothills, the Harris family shatters and its 
members are driven to find new ways to live with one another. With an intimacy 
immediate and true, The Orphan Game portrays the powerful love that not only can
bind a family, but can also break it apart. Set in a quiet Southern California town in 
1965, a town where the rules of the fifties haven't quite departed and the new mores
of the sixties are fast encroaching, this rueful tale is told in the intertwined voices of 
three women: Maggie, the young woman struggling to define herself; Marian, the 
mother who must relinquish her; and Mrs. Rumsen, the childless great-aunt who 
cares for Maggie when her mother can't. As each woman tells her tale, it becomes 
clear that each has, in her own way, played the orphan game--taken the risk to leave
home, to claim her life, and, above all, to be loved.

Ann Darby—recipient of a 2004 Creative Writing Fellowship from the National 
Endowment for the Arts and a 2008 fellowship from the New York Foundation for the
Arts—is the author of the novel The Orphan Game (William Morrow 1999, Harper 
Perennial 2000), a Los Angeles Times bestseller. "Pity My Simplicity"—a chapter 
from her novel-under-construction—received the Prairie Schooner Reader’s Choice
Award, and was one of the “Recommended Stories” in The O. Henry Prize Stories, 
2005. She received the Bennett Cerf Prize for fiction, and her work has been 
nominated for the Pushcart and Henfield prizes and was included in the exhibition In
the Studio: 30 Years of the Millay Colony for the Arts; she has had residencies as 
well at the MacDowell Colony, the Ucross Foundation, and the Seaside Foundation.
Her short fiction has appeared in The Northwest Review, The Malahat Review, 
Prairie Schooner, Ecotone Organica, The Manhattan Literary Review, and The Best
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Dargan, William T. Lining Out the Word: Dr. Watts Hymn Singing in the Music of 
Black Americans. Berkeley. 2006. University of California Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0520234480. Center For Black Music Research -
Columbia College, Chicago. 320 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36147. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This book, a milestone in American music scholarship, is
the first to take a close look at an important and little-studied component of African 
American music, one that has roots in Europe, but was adapted by African American
congregations and went on to have a profound influence on music of all kinds-from 
gospel to soul to jazz. ‘Lining out,’ also called Dr. Watts hymn singing, refers to 
hymns sung to a limited selection of familiar tunes, intoned a line at a time by a 
leader and taken up in turn by the congregation. From its origins in seventeenth-
century England to the current practice of lining out among some Baptist 
congregations in the American South today, William Dargan’s study illuminates a 
unique American music genre in a richly textured narrative that stretches from Isaac
Watts to Aretha Franklin and Ornette Coleman. Lining Out the Word traces the 
history of lining out from the time of slavery, when African American slaves adapted 
the practice for their own uses, blending it with other music, such as work songs. 
Dargan explores the role of lining out in worship and pursues the cultural 
implications of this practice far beyond the limits of the church, showing how African
Americans wove African and European elements together to produce a powerful and
unique cultural idiom. Drawing from an extraordinary range of sources-including his
own fieldwork and oral sources-Dargan offers a compelling new perspective on the 
emergence of African American music in the United States. Copub: Center for Black
Music Research.

William T. Dargan is Professor of Music at Saint Augustine’s College.
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Dargis, Manohla. L. A. Confidential. London. 2003. British Film Institute. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0851709443. 96 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 34801. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - L.A. Confidential was released in 1997 to huge critical 
acclaim and it went on to be nominated for nine Academy Awards. Its reputation has
since grown to the point that the film is now widely seen as a key Hollywood movie 
of the 1990s. But it fared poorly at the box-office having neither big name stars nor 
the sop of a comforting moral universe. With characters so bad they were 
irresistible, the film harked back to an older, darker Hollywood at a time when 
audiences would soon be flocking to Titanic. Directed by Curtis Hanson from the 
best-selling novel by James Ellroy, L.A. Confidential stars Kim Basinger alongside 
Kevin Spacey, Danny DeVito and, to the surprise of many industry watchers, two 
then relative unknowns, New Zealander Russell Crowe and Australian Guy Pearce.
The film is a consummate thriller which takes in - without once losing sight of the 
human cost - police corruption, organised crime, the sleaze press, high-class 
prostitution, murder and the ways movies and life twist together. Manohla Dargis 
explores the careers of Hanson and Ellroy, based on interviews with both men, to 
dig deep into the film’s obsession with the twinned, equally troubled histories of the
Hollywood studio system and the city of Los Angeles. She untangles the paradox of
L.A. Confidential, a film that paints a jet black, melancholy picture of a city and an 
industry even as it also testifies to - and exemplifies beautifully - their seductive 
glamour.

Manohla Dargis (born 1961) is one of the chief film critics for The New York Times, 
along with A. O. Scott.
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Dark, Alice Elliott. In the Gloaming: Stories. New York. 1999. Simon & Schuster. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684865211. 288 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket painting by Maxfield Parris - 'The Lantern Bearers'. Inventory # 27404. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When the austere and moving title story of this collection
appeared in The New Yorker in 1993, it inspired two memorable film adaptations, 
and John Updike selected it for inclusion in THE BEST AMERICAN SHORT 
STORIES OF THE CENTURY. In these ten stories, Alice Elliott Dark visits the 
fictional town of Wynnemoor and its residents, present and past, with skill, 
compassion, and wit. By turns funny, sad, and disturbing, these are stories of 
remarkable power.

Alice Elliott Dark is a modern short story author and novelist. She is the author of 
two story collections, Naked to the Waist and In the Gloaming, and one novel Think
of England. She is an Assistant Professor at Rutgers-Newark University.
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Dark, Sidney. London. New York. 1937. Macmillan. 1st Edition. Bookplate in Front,
Otherwise Very Good. No Dustjacket. Illustrated by Joseph Pennell. hardcover. 
Inventory # 19742. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A series of the author's historical descriptions on Joseph
Pennell's sketches of London. Chapters include: Westminster Abbey, Poet's Corner,
Old Westminster, The Clock Tower, The Foreign Office, Whitehall Court, St. James
Place, Hanover Square, Hyde Park, Piccadilly, The Haymarket Theatre, Trafalgar 
Square, Charing Cross, Magnificent Kensington, Cheyne Walk, Villiers Street, The 
Strand, The Law Courts, The Temple, Lincoln's Inn, Fetter Lane, Fleet Street, 
Ludgate Hill, St. Paul's, St. Bartholomew's, Cloth Fair, The City Churches, The 
Guildhall, The Royal Exchange, Aldersgate Street, Leadenhall Market, The Post 
Office, The British Museum, Euston Station, Bankside, The Tower Bridge, 
Whitechapel, East London, The River, Greenwich, The Crystal Palace, Hampton 
Court.

Sidney Ernest Dark (14 January 1874 – 11 October 1947) was an English journalist,
author and critic who was editor of the Church Times, among other publications. 
Dark wrote more than 30 books on subjects ranging from the church to literature and
theatre, as well as biographies and novels.
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Darlington, David. Area 51: The Dreamland Chronicles. New York. 1997. Henry Holt.
1st American Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0805047778. The Legend Of 
America's Most Secret Military Base. 281 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by 
Stuart Brown. Inventory # 24585. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Could the U.S. government - or some other unnamed 
entity - be hiding captured alien spacecraft in the Nevada desert? Or is this merely a
modern myth brought on by half a century of Cold War paranoia? Built under the 
direction of the CIA in the 1950s, when its location qualified as the most remote and
secure place in the continental United States, Area 51 served as the original test site
for the U-2 spyplane and F-117 stealth fighter. In more recent years, public interest 
in Area 51 has arisen from its role in the government’s $30 billion ‘Black Budget,’ 
from lawsuits claiming worker illness due to toxic burning, and from sensational 
charges about UFOs. In the process, this once obscure operating location in the 
Nevada desert - mere discussion of which can cost an employee a fine of ten 
thousand dollars and ten years in jail - has come to stand for all that is shadowy and
nefarious about the military-industrial-intelligence complex. Lately, however, a feisty
guerrilla subculture has sprung up, aiming to explode the secrecy that surrounds this
mysterious spot. In AREA 51: THE DREAMLAND CHRONICLES, David Darlington
unfolds the history, legends, and characters involved with Area 51, weaving a weird 
tale of intrigue and outrage that speaks volumes about popular culture and American
democracy at the end of the twentieth century.

David Darlington is a writer and journalist in the San Francisco Bay Area whose 
previous books include In Condor Country, The Mojave, and Area 51: The 
Dreamland Chronicles.
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Darnton, Robert. The Great Cat Massacre and Other Episodes in French Cultural 
History. New York. 1984. Basic Books. 3rd Printing. Very Good in Slightly Worn 
Dustjacket. 0465027008. 320 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 30362. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When the apprentices of a Paris printing shop in the 
1730's held a series of mock trials and then hanged all the cats they could lay their 
hands on, why did they find it so hilariously funny that they choked with laughter 
when they reenacted it in pantomime some twenty times? Why in the 18th century 
version of 'Little Red Riding Hood' did the wolf eat the child at the end? What did the
anonymous townsman of Montpelier have in mind when he kept an exhaustive 
dossier on all the activities of his native city? These are some of the provocative 
questions Robert Darnton attempts to answer in this dazzling series of essays that 
probe the ways of thought in what we like to call 'The Age of Enlightenment.'

ROBERT DARNTON is Shelby Cullom Davis Professor of European History at 
Princeton University. A specialist in early modern French history, he is the author of
many acclaimed books, including The GREAT CAT MASSACRE AND OTHER 
EPISODES IN FRENCH CULTURAL HISTORY and THE KISS OF LAMOURETTE.
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Darnton, Robert. The Literary Underground of the Old Regime. Cambridge. 1982. 
Harvard University Press. 1st Edition. Foxing Along Top and Side Edges, Otherwise
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0674536568. 272 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 2330. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Robert Darnton introduces us to the shadowy world of 
pirate publishers, garret scribblers, under-the-cloak book peddlers, smugglers, and 
police spies that composed the literary underground of the Enlightenment. Here are 
the ambitious writers who crowded into Paris seeking fame and fortune within the 
Republic of Letters, but who instead sank into the miserable world of Grub Street-
victims of a closed world of protection and privilege. Venting their frustrations in an 
illicit literature of vitriolic pamphlets, libelles, and chroniques scandaleuses, these 
'Rousseaus of the gutter' desecrated everything sacred in the social order of the Old
Regime. Here too are the workers who printed their writings and the clandestine 
booksellers who distributed them. While censorship, a monopolistic guild, and the 
police contained the visible publishing industry within the limits of official 
orthodoxies, a prolific literary underworld disseminated a vast illegal literature that 
conveyed a seditious ideology to readers everywhere in France. Covering their 
traces in order to survive, the creators of this eighteenth-century counterculture have
virtually disappeared from history. By drawing on an ingenious selection of 
previously hidden sources, such as police ledgers and publishers' records, Robert 
Darnton reveals for the first time the fascinating story of that forgotten underworld. 
The activities of the underground bear on a broad range of issues in history and 
literature, and they directly concern the problem of uncovering the ideological origins
of the French Revolution. This engaging book illuminates those issues and provides
a fresh view of publishing history that will inform and delight the general reader.

ROBERT DARNTON is Shelby Cullom Davis Professor of European History at 
Princeton University. A specialist in early modern French history, he is the author of
many acclaimed books, including The GREAT CAT MASSACRE AND OTHER 
EPISODES IN FRENCH CULTURAL HISTORY and THE KISS OF LAMOURETTE.
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Darrieussecq, Marie. Pig Tales: A Novel of Lust and Transformation. New York. 
1997. New Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1565843614. 
Translated from the French by Linda Coverdale. 151 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
illustration by Davia Smith. Inventory # 23689. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - PIG TALES is Marie Darrieussecq’s utterly 
unconventional first novel in which gender, politics, and social hypocrisy all come 
under satiric scrutiny. Darrieusscq tells the story of a young woman who lands a 
position at Perfumes Plus, a beauty boutique/’massage’ parlor. She enjoys 
extraordinary success until she slowly metamorphoses into. a pig. What happens to
her then overturns all our ideas about relationships between man, woman and beast
in a stunning feminist fable of political and sexual corruption.

Marie Darrieussecq (born 3 January 1969 in Bayonne, Pyrénées-Atlantiques) is a 
French novelist. Darrieussecq was born in Bayonne and raised in a small village in 
the Basque Country.
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Darrieussecq, Marie. Undercurrents. New York. 2001. New Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1565846273. Translated from the French by Linda
Coverdale. 115 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Hall Smyth, BAD. Inventory # 
28810. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A mesmerizing new tour de force from the internationally
acclaimed author of PIG TALES-the writer The New Yorker hailed as France’s ‘best
young novelist.’ Ever since PIG TALES (described by Booklist as ‘ANIMAL FARM 
meets THE METAMORPHOSIS’) became an immediate bestseller in France and 
was optioned by the great filmmaker Jean-Luc Godard, Marie Darrieussecq has 
been an international literary superstar. With her stunning follow-up novel, MY 
PHANTOM HUSBAND-an immediate #1 bestseller-Darrieussecq continued to earn
critical acclaim. UNDERCURRENTS is her greatest triumph to date. A mother and 
daughter mysteriously disappear to a deserted seaside town in Spain, but the main 
character emerges as the sea itself, as Darrieussecq evokes the varied moods and 
rich palette of the ocean with poetic genius. From seemingly simple events, 
Darrieussecq deftly plunges the reader into a sensual, surrealistic literary experience
grounded in-yet worlds away from-day-to-day reality. Called ‘truly inspired’ by Elle 
and ‘gripping’ by Le Monde, Undercurrents fulfills and exceeds our expectations of 
this talented young author.

Marie Darrieussecq (born 3 January 1969 in Bayonne, Pyrénées-Atlantiques) is a 
French novelist. Darrieussecq was born in Bayonne and raised in a small village in 
the Basque Country.keywords
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Darton, Eric. Free City. New York. 1996. Norton. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Hardcover.No Dustjacket As Issued. 0393039803. 176 pages. hardcover. Inventory
# 23502. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Set in the mid-1600s in an unnamed northern European
port much like Antwerp, Darton’s seductive fable is a stylistic tour de force, a 
dazzling parable about the birth of the modern age with its terrors and promise. It 
unfolds as the diary of a Leonardo-like inventor, scientist, surgeon, memory expert 
and sexual acrobat whose inventions include explosives, anesthetics, a military 
airship and humanlike automata. This unnamed polymath, scornful of the city’s 
privileged burghers and full of withering irony as a keen observer of human failings,
has made a Faustian pact with his patron, Roberto, a ruthless, grandiloquent 
merchant and slave trader whose traffic in human cargo morally repulses the 
narrator. Adela, the inventor’s mistress, is a healer and herbalist who lapses into 
delirium and communes with an entity she calls Master. The plot centers on 
Roberto’s attempt to seize absolute political power and the inventor’s devious 
schemes to foil his patron’s tyrannical ambitions. Darton, who teaches media, 
technology and cultural studies at Hunter College in New York, creates weird 
symbols of technology run amok, such as Friedrich, Roberto’s garrulous talking 
duckno mere clockwork mechanism but a multilingual bird that resents its 
manipulative master. Published in a compact 4 1/2 inch x 6 3/4 inch format, this 
short debut novel is reminiscent of Italo Calvino’s work in its dashing mingling of 
history and fantasy’. - PUBLISHERS WEEKLY.

Eric Darton was born in New York in 1950 and grew up in Greenwich Village, the 
East Village and Chelsea. From 1964 to 1968, he attended Seward Park High 
School on the Lower East Side. Darton received a BA with honors from Empire 
State College in 1990 and an MA in Media Studies from Hunter College in 1994. 
Darton’s cultural history, Divided We Stand: A Biography of New York’s World Trade
Center (Basic Books, 2000) became a New York Times bestseller. In the wake of 
September 11, he made scores of public and media appearances and was featured 
in The History Channel's documentary World Trade Center, 1973-2001 (2001). In 
2011, Basic Books reissued the original text of Divided We Stand, augmented by a 
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Darwish, Mahmoud. Memory For Forgetfulness: August Beirut,1982. Berkeley. 
1995. University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good.No Dustjacket
As Issued. Remainder Mark On Top Edge. 0520087674. Translated from the Arabic
by Ibrahim Muhawi. 182 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 21475. $100

FROM THE PUBLISHER - One of the Arab world’s greatest living poets uses the 
1982 Israeli invasion of Lebanon and the shelling of Beirut as the setting for this 
sequence of prose poems. Mahmoud Darwish vividly recreates the sights and 
sounds of a city under terrible siege. As fighter jets scream overhead, he explores 
the war-ravaged streets of Beirut on August 6th (Hiroshima Day). Memory for 
Forgetfulness is an extended reflection on the invasion and its political and historical
dimensions. It is also a journey into personal and collective memory. What is the 
meaning of exile? What is the role of the writer in time of war? What is the 
relationship of writing (memory) to history (forgetfulness)? In raising these questions,
Darwish implicitly connects writing, homeland, meaning, and resistance in an ironic,
condensed work that combines wit with rage. Ibrahim Muhawi’s translation 
beautifully renders Darwish’s testament to the heroism of a people under siege, and
to Palestinian creativity and continuity. Mahmoud Darwish has lived most of his life 
in Lebanon and Palestine. The author of fourteen volumes of poetry and numerous 
prose works, he now lives in Paris. Ibrahim Muhawi is coauthor and translator of 
Speak Bird, Speak Again: Palestinian Arab Folktales (California, 1988). He is 
currently a Visiting Professor of Folklore and Rhetoric at the University of California,
Berkeley.

Mahmoud Darwish (13 March 1941 – 9 August 2008) was a Palestinian poet and 
author who won numerous awards for his literary output and was regarded as the 
Palestinian national poet. In his work, Palestine became a metaphor for the loss of 
Eden, birth and resurrection, and the anguish of dispossession and exile. He has 
been described as incarnating and reflecting ‘the tradition of the political poet in 
Islam, the man of action whose action is poetry’.
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Dash, Joan. We Shall Not Be Moved: The Women's Factory Strike of 1909. New 
York. 1996. Scholastic. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0590484095. 166 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 22294. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Describes the conditions that gave rise to efforts to 
secure better working conditions for the women working in the garment industry in 
early twentieth-century New York and led to the formation of the Women's Trade 
Union League and the first women's strike in 1909.

JOAN DASH is the author of several notable books for young readers. She lives in 
Seattle, Washington.
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Dathorne, O. R. and Feuser, Willfried (editors). Africa in Prose. Baltimore. 1969. 
Penguin Books. 1st Penguin Paperback Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn 
Wrappers. 384 pages. paperback. AP24. Cover design by Patrick McGreeth. 
Inventory # 17474. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This original Penguin collection covers writing in 
European and native languages from the whole African continent in the last hundred
years. It adds depth and perspective to our understanding of Africa’s current literary
revolution. This, as the editors make clear, is not a spontaneous creation, but was 
produced over a period of time by minds grappling with the changing realities of 
emergent Africa, and adapting to their own use the received linguistic tools to 
express them. This anthology reveals the beginnings of the African novel written in 
French and English, the recent attempt to write prose in vernacular languages, and 
the experimental writing which is now taking place. Many of the translations have 
never before appeared in English.

O. R. Dathorne was born in Guyana in 1934 and lived in England between 1953 and
1959. He did graduate and postgraduate work at the universities of London and 
Sheffeld and holds a doctorate from Shemeld. He has published two novels as well
as poetry and edited several anthologies of African and Caribbean literature. 
Willfried F. Feuser has been Professor of French and head of the department of 
modern languages at the University of Ife since 1968.
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Daugherty, Tracy. Just One Catch: A Biography of Joseph Heller. New York. 2011.
St Martin’s Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780312596859.
548 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Steve Snider. Inventory # 6841. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In time for the 50th anniversary of CATCH-22, Tracy 
Daugherty, the critically acclaimed author of Hiding Man (a New Yorker and New 
York Times Notable book), illuminates his most vital subject yet in this first biography
of Joseph Heller. Joseph Heller was a Coney Island kid, the son of Russian 
immigrants, who went on to great fame and fortune. His most memorable novel took
its inspiration from a mission he flew over France in WWII (his plane was filled with 
so much shrapnel it was a wonder it stayed in the air). Heller wrote seven novels, all
of which remain in print. SOMETHING HAPPENED and GOOD AS GOLD, to name 
two, are still considered the epitome of satire. His life was filled with women and 
romantic indiscretions, but he was perhaps more famous for his friendships—he 
counted Mel Brooks, Zero Mostel, Carl Reiner, Kurt Vonnegut, Norman Mailer, Mario
Puzo, Dustin Hoffman, Woody Allen, and many others among his confidantes. In 
1981 Heller was diagnosed with Guillain-Barré Syndrome, a debilitating syndrome 
that could have cost him his life. Miraculously, he recovered. When he passed away
in 1999 from natural causes, he left behind a body of work that continues to sell 
hundreds of thousands of copies a year. JUST ONE CATCH is the first biography of
Yossarian’s creator.

TRACY DAUGHERTY is the author of four novels, four short story collections, and a
book of personal essays. His critically acclaimed biography of Donald Barthelme, 
HIDING MAN was published in 2009. He has received fellowships from the 
Guggenheim Foundation and the National Endowment for the Arts. Currently, he is
Distinguished Professor of English and Creative Writing at Oregon State University.
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Davidson, Basil. Let Freedom Come: Africa in Modern History. Boston. 1978. 
Atlantic Monthly Press/Little Brown. 1st American Edition. A Few Penned Numbers
And School Stamp On Front Free Endpaper, Otherwise Good.No Dustjacket. 
0316174351. 431 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 22108. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This book is a history of modern Africa, from the 1880s to
the present day, by way of the development of African political ideas and practice. It
is a history that is here considered, above all, from the standpoint of nationalism 
through the twentieth century. Through long previous development, the Africans of 
the nineteenth century had organized themselves into a very large number of 
communities. A hundred years later, through an extraordinary and perhaps unique 
experience, they became organized into some fifty nations, forty-six on a count of 
the mid-70s with several more on the way. One phase of history came to an end. 
Another evidently began, and now continues. Why? How? What ideas have steered,
and steer, this transformation? Few writers have done more to analyze and explain 
the history and culture of Africa than Basil Davidson. Few by their long and intimate
experiences are better qualified to answer these questions. In this important new 
synthesis, Basil Davidson writes from the belief that the new history of Africa flows 
organically out of the old, and it is otherwise inexplicable. The ‘colonial period’ is 
seem not as an episode but as an interlude of complex, often contradictory 
consequences precisely because the new imperialism did not operate in a vacuum,
but with the crowded arena of African society.

Basil Risbridger Davidson (9 November 1914 – 9 July 2010) was a British historian,
writer and Africanist, particularly knowledgeable on the subject of Portuguese Africa
prior to the 1974 Carnation Revolution. He wrote several books on the current plight
of Africa. Colonialism and the rise of African emancipation movements were central 
themes of his work. He was an Honorary Fellow of the School of Oriental and 
African Studies (SOAS) in London.
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Davidson, Peter. The Great Ledge: Poems. New York. 1989. Knopf. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0679725970. Simultaneous Release In Hardcover.
61 pages. paperback. Cover: Lesley Davidson. Inventory # 32172. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - James Dickey, in reviewing Peter Davison's last book, 
Praying Wrong: New and Selected Poems, 1957-1984, said, ' Davison will not let 
things break him. His voice is his; he has earned it and can use it, and as a result is
surely one of our better poets.' That sense of this poet's singularity is one of the 
great strengths of this new book; these deeply felt poems are uniquely his. From the
almost unbearably moving 'Equinox 1980, ' which opens the book, to the delightful 
'Peaches, ' The Great Ledge confirms the remark of Vernon Young that Davison is 
'one of the few poets of the first order writing in English today.'

Peter Davison (June 27, 1928, New York, New York – December 29, 2004, Boston,
Massachusetts) was an American poet, essayist, teacher, lecturer, editor, and 
publisher. Peter Davison was born in New York City to Edward Davison, a Scottish 
poet, and Nathalie (née Weiner) Davison. He grew up in Boulder, Colorado, where 
his father taught at the University of Colorado. Davison attended Harvard University,
graduating in 1949. Among his classmates at Harvard were John Ashbery, Robert 
Bly, and Robert Creeley. After graduating from Harvard, Davison spent a year at 
Cambridge University on a Fulbright Fellowship. He worked at publishers Harcourt 
Brace and at Harvard University Press, serving as an assistant to that press's 
director. In 1966 he joined the Atlantic Monthly Press, remaining there for 29 years, 
the final 15 as its director. For 30 years he was also poetry editor for Atlantic 
Monthly. (Later it merged with Grove Press to become Grove/Atlantic.) In the 1980s
he joined Houghton Mifflin, where he edited books for his own imprint from 1985 to 
1998. From the 1950s forward he was part of a Boston and New England literary 
milieu that included Robert Lowell, Robert Frost, Anne Sexton, Sylvia Plath, Richard
Wilbur, and Donald Hall. In 1963, his first collection of poetry, Breaking of the Day, 
was selected by Dudley Fitts, for the Yale Younger Poets Prize. He would go on to 
publish 11 volumes of poetry. His final poetry collection, Breathing Room (2000), 
received the Massachusetts Book Award.
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Davies, John. The Visitor's Book. Mid Glamorgan. 1985. Poetry Wales Press. 1st 
Welsh Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0907476414. 67 pages. paperback. Cover:
Harry Holland-'The Door'. Inventory # 32048. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is John Davies’ third collection, joint winner of the 
Poetry Society’s major award - the Alice Hunt Bartlett Prize in 1986.

Born in 1944, John Davies was brought up in Port Talbot, south Wales, and in 
Prestatyn where he taught English. He has also taught in Michigan and Washington.
John Davies is also a talented wood carver.
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Davies, Nia. All Fours. Hexham. 2017. Bloodaxe. 1st American Edition. Very Good 
in Wrappers. 9781780373645. 64 pages. paperback. Inventory # 41819. $21

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A highly unusual poetry collection of rituals in language, 
that stalk the space between what is uttered and what is meant. Davies’ poems are
haunted by the longest words in the world and by folk-mythic figures such as 
Eurydice, Mossy Coat, Pan, and Baba Yaga. They pose riddles with multiple or 
mysterious answers.

Nia Davies was born in Sheffield and studied English at the University of Sussex. 
She has been editor of Poetry Wales since 2014 and has worked on several 
international and collaborative projects such as Literature Across Frontiers, Wales 
International Poetry Festival and Wales Literature Exchange. Her poems and essays
have been published and translated widely and she has appeared in several 
international festivals. A frequent collaborator with other poets and artists, she co-
curated Gelynion, a Welsh Enemies project on collaboration in contemporary poetry
in Wales in 2015. Her pamphlets, Then Spree (Salt, 2012), 
Çekoslovakyalılaştıramadıklarımızdanmısınız or Long Words (Boiled String, 2016) 
and England (Crater, 2017), were followed by her first book-length collection, All 
fours (Bloodaxe Books, 2017). She is currently undertaking practice-based research
at the University of Salford.
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Davies, Robertson. Reading and Writing. Salt Lake City. 1993. University Of Utah 
Press. 1st of this Edition. 1/3000 copies. Very Good in Hardcover. No Dustjacket. 
0874804264. 64 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 23342. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A special edition of the Tanner Lectures on Human 
Values Volume 13, Delivered at Yale University on February 20-21, 1991, and 
published in 1993 by University of Utah Press. The Tanner Lectures are a collection
of educational and scientific discussions relating to human values. Conducted by 
leaders in their fields, the lectures are presented at: Linacre College, Oxford 
University; Clare Hall, Cambridge University; Harvard University; Princeton 
University; Stanford University; University of California, Berkeley; University of 
Michigan; University of Utah; Yale University; and other educational facilities around
the world.

William Robertson Davies (August 28, 1913 – December 2, 1995) was a Canadian 
novelist, playwright, critic, journalist, and professor. He was one of Canada's best-
known and most popular authors, and one of its most distinguished ‘men of letters’,
a term Davies is variously said to have gladly accepted for himself and to have 
detested. Davies was the founding Master of Massey College, a graduate residential
college associated with the University of Toronto.
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Davies, Robertson. The Cunning Man. New York. 1995. Viking Press. 3rd Printing. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670859117. 469 pages. hardcover. Cover: Bascove. 
Inventory # 31346. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Should I have taken the false teeth?’ This is what Dr. 
Jonathan Hullah, a former police surgeon, thinks after he watches Father Hobbes 
die in front of the High Altar at Toronto's St. Aidan's on the morning of Good Friday.
How did the good father die? We do not learn the answer until the last pages of this 
‘Case Book’ of a man's rich and highly observant life. But we learn much more about
many things, and especially about Dr. Hullah. From an early age, Jonathan Hullah 
developed ‘a high degree of cunning’ in concealing what his true nature might be. 
And so he kept himself on the outside, watching, noticing, and sniffing, most often in
the company of those who bore watching. Among them, flamboyant, mystical curate
Charlie Iredale; outrageous banker Darcy Dwyer; cynical, quixotic professor Brocky
Gilmartin, whose son Conor, also Hullah's godson, makes a fateful and too brief 
appearance in Robertson Davies's last novel, Murther & Walking Spirits. Hullah also
lives in close proximity to Pansy Freake Todhunter, an etcher in Toronto. Indeed he
becomes privy to her intimate letters to British sculptor Barbara Hepworth. It is 
‘Chips,’ as she is called, who writes Dame Barbara: ‘The doctor is a bit of a puzzle. 
Long and cornery and quiet and looks like a horse with a secret sorrow.’ As the 
Cunning Man takes us through his own long and ardent life of theatre, art, and 
music, varied adventures in the Canadian Army during World War II, and the secrets
of a doctor's consulting room, his preoccupation is not with sorrow but with the 
comedic canvas of life.

William Robertson Davies (August 28, 1913 – December 2, 1995) was a Canadian 
novelist, playwright, critic, journalist, and professor. He was one of Canada's best-
known and most popular authors, and one of its most distinguished ‘men of letters’,
a term Davies is variously said to have gladly accepted for himself and to have 
detested.
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Davies, Robertson. The Lyre of Orpheus. New York. 1989. Viking Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 067082416x. 472 pages. hardcover. 
Cover illustration by Bascove. Inventory # 19298. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The lyre of Orpheus opens the door of the underworld,' 
wrote E. T. A. Hoffmann, and Hoffmann's spirit, languishing in limbo, watches over,
and comments on, the efforts of the Cornish Foundation as its Trustees decide to 
produce an opera. The opera in question is an unfinished work by Hoffmann himself,
entitled Arthur of Britain, or, the Magnanimous Cuckold, and it is to be completed by
the remarkably unprepossessing and thoroughly difficult Hulda Schnackenburg, with
a libretto by Simon Darcourt -- biographer of Francis Cornish, the Foundation's 
posthumous benefactor. As the making of the opera progresses, the participants find
its story uncannily mirrored in their own lives, and the emotional tangles that ensue 
are explored and ultimately unravelled with Davies's characteristic insight and 
humour. So too are the final mysteries in the life of Francis Cornish, whose legacy is
to prove richer and stranger than his heirs could ever have imagined.

William Robertson Davies (August 28, 1913 – December 2, 1995) was a Canadian 
novelist, playwright, critic, journalist, and professor. He was one of Canada's best-
known and most popular authors, and one of its most distinguished ‘men of letters’,
a term Davies is variously said to have gladly accepted for himself and to have 
detested.
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Davies, Robertson. What's Bred in the Bone. New York. 1985. Viking Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670809160. 436 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 24559. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Francis Cornish was always good at keeping secrets. 
From the well-hidden family secret of his childhood to his mysterious encounters 
with a small -town embalmer, an expert art restorer, a Bavarian countess, and 
various masters of espionage, the events in Francis's life were not always what they
seemed. In this wonderfully ingenious portrait of an art expert and collector of 
international renown, Robertson Davies has created a spellbinding tale of artistic 
triumph and heroic deceit. It is a tale told in stylish, elegant prose, endowed with 
lavish portions of Davies's wit and wisdom. At once ingenious and powerful, What's
Bred in the Bone holds the usual rich mixture of Davies' delights. Soho prostitutes, 
secret agents, Bavarian countesses, and a small-town embalmer people its pages in
Davies' stylish, elegant prose.

William Robertson Davies (August 28, 1913 – December 2, 1995) was a Canadian 
novelist, playwright, critic, journalist, and professor. He was one of Canada's best-
known and most popular authors, and one of its most distinguished ‘men of letters’,
a term Davies is variously said to have gladly accepted for himself and to have 
detested.
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Davies, Robertson. What's Bred in the Bone. New York. 1985. Viking Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670809160. 436 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 311. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Francis Cornish was always good at keeping secrets. 
From the well-hidden family secret of his childhood to his mysterious encounters 
with a small -town embalmer, an expert art restorer, a Bavarian countess, and 
various masters of espionage, the events in Francis's life were not always what they
seemed. In this wonderfully ingenious portrait of an art expert and collector of 
international renown, Robertson Davies has created a spellbinding tale of artistic 
triumph and heroic deceit. It is a tale told in stylish, elegant prose, endowed with 
lavish portions of Davies's wit and wisdom. At once ingenious and powerful, What's
Bred in the Bone holds the usual rich mixture of Davies' delights. Soho prostitutes, 
secret agents, Bavarian countesses, and a small-town embalmer people its pages in
Davies' stylish, elegant prose.

William Robertson Davies (August 28, 1913 – December 2, 1995) was a Canadian 
novelist, playwright, critic, journalist, and professor. He was one of Canada's best-
known and most popular authors, and one of its most distinguished ‘men of letters’,
a term Davies is variously said to have gladly accepted for himself and to have 
detested.
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Davis, Albert Belisle. Leechtime. Baton Rogue. 1989. Louisiana State University 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0807114944. 196 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 16046. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This novel tells the story of Adrian Cancienne, a man of 
the marsh, who was born during leechtime and who as a wild teenager was placed 
under a leechtime curse by his great-aunt, a maker of spells. Adrian has become a
man of violence and unchecked passions. Now, once again in leechtime, Adrian 
sets out to overcome the forces that have ruled his life and to try to make his own 
luck in the world.

Albert Belisle Davis lives and writes on Bayou Terrebonne in Terrebonne Parish, 
Louisiana. His stories and poems have appeared in many magazines. What They 
Wrote on the Bathhouse Walls, a collection of his poetry, is a companion piece to 
Leechtime and also uses the imaginary Chinese Bayou as a backdrop. Both 
manuscripts were awarded first prizes in consecutive Deep South Writers 
Conference competitions.
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Davis, David. Waterman: The Life and Times of Duke Kahanamoku. Lincoln. 2015.
University of Nebraska Press. 1st American Edition. Some Bumping to Bottom 
Corner Edge, Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780803254770. 315 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 43915. $26.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Waterman is the first comprehensive biography of Duke
Kahanamoku (1890–1968): swimmer, surfer, Olympic gold medalist, Hawaiian icon,
waterman. Long before Michael Phelps and Mark Spitz made their splashes in the 
pool, Kahanamoku emerged from the backwaters of Waikiki to become America’s 
first superstar Olympic swimmer. The original “human fish” set dozens of world 
records and topped the world rankings for more than a decade; his rivalry with 
Johnny Weissmuller transformed competitive swimming from an insignificant 
sideshow into a headliner event. Kahanamoku used his Olympic renown to introduce
the sport of “surf-riding,” an activity unknown beyond the Hawaiian Islands, to the 
world. Standing proudly on his traditional wooden longboard, he spread surfing from
Australia to the Hollywood crowd in California to New Jersey. No American athlete 
has influenced two sports as profoundly as Kahanamoku did, and yet he remains an
enigmatic and underappreciated figure: a dark-skinned Pacific Islander who 
encountered and overcame racism and ignorance long before the likes of Joe Louis,
Jesse Owens, and Jackie Robinson. Kahanamoku’s connection to his homeland 
was equally important. He was born when Hawaii was an independent kingdom; he
served as the sheriff of Honolulu during Pearl Harbor and World War II and as a 
globetrotting “Ambassador of Aloha” afterward; he died not long after Hawaii 
attained statehood. As one sportswriter put it, Duke was “Babe Ruth and Jack 
Dempsey combined down here.” In Waterman, award-winning journalist David Davis
examines the remarkable life of Duke Kahanamoku, in and out of the water.

David Davis is the author of Showdown at Shepherd’s Bush: The 1908 Olympic 
Marathon and the Three Runners Who Launched a Sporting Craze; Play by Play: 
Los Angeles Sports Photography, 1889–1989; and Marathon Crasher: The Life and
Times of Merry Lepper, the First American Woman to Run a Marathon.
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Davis, Dorothy Salisbury. A Gentleman Called. New York. 1962. Dell. 1st Dell 
Paperback Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers. 176 pages. paperback. 2850. Cover 
illustration by Victor Kalin. Inventory # 41485. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ELEVEN WEALTHY WIDOWS DIED – murdered in their
beds. The deaths occurred in different cities over a number of years. The prime 
suspects, their gentlemen callers, all had air-tight alibis – all, that is, except one. 
‘Suspenseful, warmly humorous. very good indeed’ – THE NEW YORK TIMES. 
‘Dorothy Salisbury Davis is among the enshrined ladies of detection. with Agatha 
Christie, Mrs. Belloc Lowndes and Dorothy B. Hughes’ - NEW YORK MORNING 
TELEGRAPH.

Dorothy Margaret Salisbury Davis (April 25, 1916 − August 3, 2014) was an 
American crime fiction writer. She was born in Chicago in 1916. Davis was an 
adopted child, raised in Illinois, by Margaret (Greer) and Alfred J. Salisbury. She 
worked in Chicago in advertising as a research librarian and as an editor of The 
Merchandiser, prior to taking up fiction writing. She was married to Harry Davis, the
character actor, from 1946 until his death in 1993. She published many novels and 
short stories. Among them are two sets of series novels, but she mainly wrote stand
alone novels. Her novels explore psychological suspense, as was popular for many
decades, and has 'an especially strong way of sharing with readers the minds of 
female characters confronting hazards and crisis'. She was nominated for an Edgar
Award eight times, served as President of the Mystery Writers of America in 1956 
and was declared a Grand Master by that organization in 1985. She was on the 
initial steering committee of Sisters in Crime when it was formed in 1986 and her 
support was influential in dampening attacks on the new organization. Davis died on
August 3, 2014, at a senior residence facility in Palisades, New York. She had been
in failing health for several months prior to her death at the age of 98.
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Davis, Margaret Leslie. Culture Broker: Franklin D. Murphy and the Transformation 
of Los Angeles. Berkeley. 2007. University Of California Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780520224957. 495 pages. hardcover. Inventory
# 36350. $34.950000000000003

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Franklin Murphy? It’s not a name that is widely known; 
even during his lifetime the public knew little of him. But for nearly thirty years, 
Murphy was the dominant figure in the cultural development of Los Angeles. Behind
the scenes, Murphy used his role as confidant, family friend, and advisor to the 
founders and scions of some of America’s greatest fortunes–Ahmanson, 
Rockefeller, Ford, Mellon, and Annenberg–to direct the largesse of the wealthy into
cultural institutions of his choosing. In this first full biography of Franklin D. Murphy 
(1916-994), Margaret Leslie Davis delivers the compelling story of how Murphy, as 
chancellor of UCLA and later as chief executive of the Times Mirror media empire, 
was able to influence academia, the media, and cultural foundations to reshape a 
fundamentally provincial city. The Culture Broker brings to light the influence of L.
A.’s powerful families and chronicles the mixed motives behind large public 
endeavors. Channeling more than one billion dollars into the city’s arts and 
educational infrastructure, Franklin Murphy elevated Los Angeles to a vibrant world-
class city positioned for its role in the new era of global trade and cross-cultural arts.

Margaret Leslie Davis is a California lawyer and is also the author of Dark Side of 
Fortune: Triumph and Scandal in the Life of Oil Tycoon Edward L. Doheny (UC 
Press, 1998) and Rivers in the Desert: William Mulholland and the Inventing of Los
Angeles (1993), for which she won the Western Writers of America Golden Spur 
Award in nonfiction.
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Davis, Mike. City of Quartz: Excavating the Future in Los Angeles. London. 1991. 
Verso. 1st Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0860913031. 
Photographs by Robert Morrow. 462 pages. hardcover. Jacket designed by Paul 
Burcher. Photograph by Robert Morrow shows Metropolitan Detention Center, 
Downtown L.A. Inventory # 27529. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘The ultimate world historical significance - and oddity - of
Los Angeles is that it has come to play the double role of utopia and dystopia for 
advanced capitalism. The same place, as Brecht noted, symbolizes both heaven 
and hell. Correspondingly, it is an essential destination on the itinerary of any late-
twentieth-century intellectual, who must eventually come to take a peep and render
some opinion on whether ‘Los Angeles Brings It All Together’ (the city’s official 
slogan) or is, rather, the Nightmare at the terminus of American history. In this taut 
and compulsive exploration, Mike Davis recounts the story of Los Angeles with 
passion, wit and an acute eye for the absurd, the unjust and, often, the dangerous. 
As the Joshua trees are ripped from the desert by developers of walled communities
protected by ‘armed response’ security, as yet more concrete is poured to defend 
Japanese real estate from desperate migrants without work or hope, as a stew of 
greed, megalomania and corruption wreaks ever more havoc on his native city, 
Davis’s elegiac tale points to a future in which the sublime and the dreadful are 
inextricable. That future does not belong to Southern California alone. Terrifyingly, it
belongs to us all. Unlike most writers on Southern California, Mike Davis is a native
son. He was born in Fontana in 1946 and grew up in Bostonia, a now ‘lost’ hamlet 
east of San Diego. A former meatcutter and long-distance truckdriver, he teaches 
urban theory at the Southern California Institute of Architecture. He is co-editor of 
The Year Left: An American Socialist Yearbook and author of Prisoners of the 
American Dream (Verso 1986). He is married with one child. A native Minnesotan, 
Robert Morrow finds that the ice-fishing in Southern California leaves something to 
be desired. He has compensated by taking photographs of rifle ranges, barbed wire,
bullet-ridden police cars, derelict factories, big dogs, and other symbols of daily life 
in Los Angeles’s suburban badlands.

Mike Davis was born in Fontana in 1946 and grew up in Bostonia, a now ‘lost’ 
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Davis, Mike. Ecology of Fear: Los Angeles & the Imagination of Disaster. New York.
1998. Henry Holt. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0805051066. 484 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 28764. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a gripping reconnaissance into the urban future, Mike
Davis, a provocative interpreter of the American metropolis unravels the secret 
history of disaster, real and imaginary, in Southern California and shows how these 
tragedies could have been avoided. As he surveys the earthquakes of Santa 
Monica, the burning of Koreatown, the invasion of 'man-eating' mountain lions, the 
movie 'Volcano', and even Los Angeles' underrated tornado problem, he exposes 
the deep complicity between social injustice and perceptions of natural disorder. 
Arguing that paranoia about nature obscures the fact that Los Angeles has 
deliberately put itself in harm's way, Davis reveals how market-driven urbanization 
has for generations transgressed against environmental common sense. And he 
shows that the floods, fires, and earthquakes reaped by the city were tragedies as 
avoidable -- and unnatural -- as the beating of Rodney King and the ensuing 
explosion in the streets.

Mike Davis was born in Fontana in 1946 and grew up in Bostonia, a now ‘lost’ 
hamlet east of San Diego. A former meatcutter and long-distance truckdriver, he has
taught urban theory at the Southern California Institute of Architecture. He is co-
editor of The Year Left: An American Socialist Yearbook and author of Prisoners of 
the American Dream (Verso 1986). He is best known for his investigations of power
and social class in his native Southern California.keywords
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Davis, Mike. Pirates, Bats, and Dragons: A Science Adventure. Santa Monica. 2004.
Perceval Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Hardcover.No Dustjacket As 
Issued. 0974707821. Illustrations by William Simpson. 211 pages. hardcover. Cover
illustration By William Simpson. Inventory # 9561. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In PIRATES, BATS, AND DRAGONS, Jack, Conor, and
Julia (the young heroes of THE LAND OF THE LOST MAMMOTHS) join a United 
Nations research team reconnoitering the vast limestone caverns under Socotra. 
Described by Marco Polo as the ‘most enchanted land on earth,’ Socotra is 
legendary for its witches and latter-day pirates. Its ancient people live in high 
mountains forested with dragon’s blood trees, frankincense, and myrrh. They speak
a unique language, live in caves, and are believed to be partly descended from 
settlers sent by Alexander the Great. They also tell unsettling tales of ‘dragons’ that 
live beneath the earth. But Socotra is also caught up in the whirlwinds of 
international intrigue and the ‘war against terrorism.’ The kids’ scientific mission (led
by Julia’s advisor, Dr. Hasan) is shadowed from the beginning by the ominous 
Colonel Strong and his Delta Force commandos, as well as by warnings of the 
notorious pirate Kaitos. After a terrifying attack by carnivorous crabs, the threesome
seek shelter with a beautiful witch, Tatra, who warns them of an approaching horror
almost beyond imagination. A secret U.S. anti-terrorist operation goes disastrously 
wrong when Kaitos (Tatra’s brother) captures a doomsday cargo that could threaten
the entire world. Jack and Dr. Hasan are captured by the pirates, while Conor and 
Julia (and her fearless pet civet) are marooned in a cave full of bats and huge but 
unknown predators. As in THE LAND OF THE LOST MAMMOTHS, the ultimate 
drama is the moral choice the team must make: they must risk their own survival for
the sake of truth and nonviolence.

Mike Davis was born in Fontana in 1946 and grew up in Bostonia, a now ‘lost’ 
hamlet east of San Diego. A former meatcutter and long-distance truckdriver, he has
taught urban theory at the Southern California Institute of Architecture. He is co-
editor of The Year Left: An American Socialist Yearbook and author of Prisoners of 
the American Dream (Verso 1986).
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Davis, Ossie. Just Like Martin. New York. Simon & Schuster Books for Young 
Readers. Advance Reading Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 0671732021. 
[unpaginated]. Paperback. Inventory # 41014. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The actor-playwright tells the story of a boy growing up in
Alabama in 1963, a youngster who becomes torn between his idol, Dr Martin Luther
King, and his father, a Korean War veteran who believes in fighting fire with fire.

Ossie Davis (born Raiford Chatman Davis; December 18, 1917 – February 4, 2005)
was an American film, television and Broadway actor, director, poet, playwright, 
author, and civil rights activist. He was married to Ruby Dee, with whom he 
frequently performed, until his death in 2005. He and his wife were named to the 
NAACP Image Awards Hall of Fame; were awarded the National Medal of Arts[5] 
and were recipients of the Kennedy Center Honors. He was inducted into the 
American Theater Hall of Fame in 1994.
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Davis, Scott C. (editor). An Ear To the Ground: Presenting Writers From 2 Coasts. 
Seattle. 1998. CUNE. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 1885942567. 
Simultaneous Release In Hardcover. 488 pages. paperback. Cover: Gail Williams. 
Inventory # 32192. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - True stories about work, love, and life from brilliant, 
undiscovered local writers. This work features personal essays on the theme 'local 
truth'. It includes piquant, surprising, unpredictable proses from 75 of the finest 
emerging writers of the East and West Coasts. These men and women speak to 
particular subcultures and localities. Their words have sharp edges. Their thinking is
strong, deeply felt, rooted - a welcome change from the pabulum that is produced for
a mass audience. Learn of our future as is passes from the heat and passion of local
discourse into national debate. Listen to men and women who, for all their 
individuality, share Cune's notion that literature, by its excellence as art tends to 
orient, heal, and uplift.

Scott C. Davis is a freelance writer based in Seattle. he served an editor for An Ear 
to the Ground and founded Cune Press in 1994.,
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Davis, Thulani. 1959. New York. 1992. Grove Weidenfeld. Uncorrected Proof. Very
Good in Wrappers. 0802112307. 1st Novel. 297 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
21900. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Thulani Davis's 1959 is a powerful, poignant coming-of-
age novel that captures a dramatic moment in American history as clearly as a 
photograph. It's the summer of 1959 and Willie Tarrant of Turner, Virginia, is twelve.
Her father and other adults in the town are worried about integration - how it will 
affect their children's safety and the quality of their education - but for Willie it's just 
another problem she's going to have to deal with, like her chores and beginning to 
go out with boys. Willie and her friends - kids from good families with good grades -
are being groomed to be sent in the first wave. Before this can happen, though, 
eight black college students, wearing suits and fresh haircuts, go into the 
Woolworth's lunch counter - changing everything. In 1959 one of the most talented 
writers of her generation has written a book that will become a classic of civil rights 
literature.

Thulani Davis (born 1949) is an American playwright, journalist, librettist, novelist, 
poet, and screenwriter. She is a graduate of Barnard College and attended graduate
school at both the University of Pennsylvania and Columbia University. In 1992, 
Davis received a Grammy Award for her album notes on Aretha Franklin's Queen Of
Soul — The Atlantic Recordings, becoming the first female recipient of this award. 
Davis wrote for the Village Voice for more than a decade, including authoring the 
obituary for fellow poet and Barnard alumna June Jordan. Thulani Davis is a 
contemporary of and collaborator with Ntozake Shange.
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Davis, Thulani. 1959. New York. 1992. Grove Weidenfeld. 1st Printing. Very Good in
Dustjacket. Remainder Mark. 0802112307. 297 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
17652. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Thulani Davis's 1959 is a powerful, poignant coming-of-
age novel that captures a dramatic moment in American history as clearly as a 
photograph. It's the summer of 1959 and Willie Tarrant of Turner, Virginia, is twelve.
Her father and other adults in the town are worried about integration - how it will 
affect their children's safety and the quality of their education - but for Willie it's just 
another problem she's going to have to deal with, like her chores and beginning to 
go out with boys. Willie and her friends - kids from good families with good grades -
are being groomed to be sent in the first wave. Before this can happen, though, 
eight black college students, wearing suits and fresh haircuts, go into the 
Woolworth's lunch counter - changing everything. In 1959 one of the most talented 
writers of her generation has written a book that will become a classic of civil rights 
literature.

Thulani Davis (born 1949) is an American playwright, journalist, librettist, novelist, 
poet, and screenwriter. She is a graduate of Barnard College and attended graduate
school at both the University of Pennsylvania and Columbia University. In 1992, 
Davis received a Grammy Award for her album notes on Aretha Franklin's Queen Of
Soul — The Atlantic Recordings, becoming the first female recipient of this award. 
Davis wrote for the Village Voice for more than a decade, including authoring the 
obituary for fellow poet and Barnard alumna June Jordan. Thulani Davis is a 
contemporary of and collaborator with Ntozake Shange.
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Davis, Thulani. 1959. New York. 1992. Grove Weidenfeld. 1st Printing. Very Good in
Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0802112307. 297 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 27287. 
$20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Thulani Davis's 1959 is a powerful, poignant coming-of-
age novel that captures a dramatic moment in American history as clearly as a 
photograph. It's the summer of 1959 and Willie Tarrant of Turner, Virginia, is twelve.
Her father and other adults in the town are worried about integration - how it will 
affect their children's safety and the quality of their education - but for Willie it's just 
another problem she's going to have to deal with, like her chores and beginning to 
go out with boys. Willie and her friends - kids from good families with good grades -
are being groomed to be sent in the first wave. Before this can happen, though, 
eight black college students, wearing suits and fresh haircuts, go into the 
Woolworth's lunch counter - changing everything. In 1959 one of the most talented 
writers of her generation has written a book that will become a classic of civil rights 
literature.

Thulani Davis (born 1949) is an American playwright, journalist, librettist, novelist, 
poet, and screenwriter. She is a graduate of Barnard College and attended graduate
school at both the University of Pennsylvania and Columbia University. In 1992, 
Davis received a Grammy Award for her album notes on Aretha Franklin's Queen Of
Soul — The Atlantic Recordings, becoming the first female recipient of this award. 
Davis wrote for the Village Voice for more than a decade, including authoring the 
obituary for fellow poet and Barnard alumna June Jordan. Thulani Davis is a 
contemporary of and collaborator with Ntozake Shange.
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Davis, Thulani. Maker of Saints. New York. 1996. Scribner. 1st Printing. Very Good 
in Dustjacket. 0684812258. 250 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by John Fontana. 
Inventory # 22777. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Bird Kincaid can't sleep. She is plagued by nightmares -
vivid images of Alex Decatur falling through the air. One month after she witnesses
Alex, her closest friend, plunge eight stories to her death, Bird's grief has 
transformed into obsession. In adjoining apartments on a boisterous, vibrant New 
York City block, the two young black women, Bird a radio engineer and onetime 
painter, and Alex a beautiful performance artist, had built an intense and unique 
friendship, their lives intertwined by shared space, history, friends and occasionally 
lovers, and a passion for art. Alex's death shatters the core of Bird's existence, 
compelling her to search for comfort and answers amidst the disparate strands of 
her friend's quixotic life - a life sometimes glamorous, sometimes painful, sometimes
reckless. Was Alex's death really a suicide? Her lover, a white art critic, was never 
charged with a crime, but Bird is increasingly convinced that he murdered her friend.
Desperate for evidence, Bird locates a bizarre series of videotapes among Alex's 
belongings, in which she talks about her personal life, her work, and her turbulent 
relationship with her lover. At first reluctantly but soon fervidly watching the tapes, 
Bird discovers both startling secrets and blatant lies as she is drawn back into their 
carefree vagabond past and across mythic boundaries in the dangerous present. In 
the novel's intensely dramatic finale, Bird must confront her own long-hidden 
demons and test her powers as an artist and a survivor.

Thulani Davis (born 1949) is an American playwright, journalist, librettist, novelist, 
poet, and screenwriter. She is a graduate of Barnard College and attended graduate
school at both the University of Pennsylvania and Columbia University. In 1992, 
Davis received a Grammy Award for her album notes on Aretha Franklin's Queen Of
Soul — The Atlantic Recordings, becoming the first female recipient of this award. 
Davis wrote for the Village Voice for more than a decade, including authoring the 
obituary for fellow poet and Barnard alumna June Jordan. Thulani Davis is a 
contemporary of and collaborator with Ntozake Shange.
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Davis, Thulani. Playing the Changes. Middletown. 1985. Wesleyan University Press.
1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0819561398. Published Simultaneously In 
Hardcover. 64 pages. paperback. Cover design by Joyce Kachergis Book Design &
Production. Inventory # 26214. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This collection of Thulani Davis's poetry is a remarkable,
galvanic experience reminiscent of the visionary beauty and fiery resolution of Sonia
Sanchez or Ntozake Shange. These are poems of visceral impact, whether they 
speak of the shattering of a love, the violence of history or modern life, or the 'whole
body of God, weighing down on one nail.' There are poems of passionate sensuality
and stunning loss. This is the work, Ishmael Reed wrote, of 'a formidable poet. 
inimitable. a serious artist who deserves serious readers.' 'Witty, vibrant rap poems 
that come at you with the immediacy of spontaneous composition. subtle and 
complex.' -- Publishers Weekly. 'Playing the Changes is a major accomplishment in
North American poetry. the work of an absolutely singular and faithful intelligence.' --
June Jordan.

Thulani Davis (born 1949) is an American playwright, journalist, librettist, novelist, 
poet, and screenwriter. She is a graduate of Barnard College and attended graduate
school at both the University of Pennsylvania and Columbia University. In 1992, 
Davis received a Grammy Award for her album notes on Aretha Franklin's Queen Of
Soul — The Atlantic Recordings, becoming the first female recipient of this award. 
Davis wrote for the Village Voice for more than a decade, including authoring the 
obituary for fellow poet and Barnard alumna June Jordan. Thulani Davis is a 
contemporary of and collaborator with Ntozake Shange.
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Dawkins, Kristin (with Resistance Notes By Jeremy Brecher). NAFTA, GATT, & the
World Trade Organization-The Emerging New World Order. Westfield. 1994. Open
Magazine Pamphlet Series. 1st Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 1884519040. With
Resistance Notes By Jeremy Brecher. 16 pages. paperback. Pamphlet # 29. 
Inventory # 31276. $7.2

FROM THE PUBLISHER - WHAT IS THE WORLD TRADE ORGANIZATION? ‘. 
Under the World Trade Organization each member country ‘shall ensure the 
conformity of its law, regulations and administrative procedures with its obligations 
as provided’ in the new rules of the GATT. The World Trade Organization - or WTO -
will have what they call ‘legal personality,’ as much authority in other words as the 
United Nations or the World Bank. One of its goals is ‘to achieve greater coherence 
in global economic policymaking’ in tandem with the World Bank and the 
International Monetary Fund, says the founding document. However, the founding 
document makes no reference at all to the United Nations. The net result is that the
nations of the world will have less and less of a voice in determining their economic 
futures. .’

Kristin Dawkins is a Senior Fellow at the Institute of Agriculture and Trade Policy. 
She worked for 16 years in community development and public policy research in 
Philadelphia, including 9 years as the executive director of the Philadelphia Jobs in
Energy Project. She has a Master’s Degree in city planning from M.I.T. Jeremy 
Brecher is a historian and co-editor of Global Visions: Beyond the New World Order
(South End Press, 1993).keywords
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Dawkins, Kristin. NAFTA: The New Rules of Corporate Conquest. Westfield. 1993.
Open Magazine Pamphlet Series. 1st Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 16 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 27357. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘. when the global economic system enters the picture, 
the indigenous social order is disrupted and quickly destroyed. Traditional 
agriculture systems are displaced and eventually destroyed by corporate 
agribusiness that produce cash crops for exports, crops that the indigenous people 
in those communities cannot even eat. The cash crops, in turn, generate foreign 
exchange that is used to pay off debts to the World Bank.’

Kristin Dawkins is a Senior Fellow at the Institute of Agriculture and Trade Policy. 
She worked for 16 years in community development and public policy research in 
Philadelphia, including 9 years as the executive director of the Philadelphia Jobs in
Energy Project. Dawkins has a master’s degree in city planning from M.I.T. Noam 
Chomsky, longtime political activist, writer and professor of linguistics at M.I.T., is 
the author of numerous books and articles on U. S. foreign policy, international 
affairs, and human rights. His most recent books are Deterring Democracy, Letters 
From Lexington, Year 501, and Rethinking Camelot.
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Dawley, Alan. Changing the World: American Progressives in War and Revolution. 
Princeton. 2003. Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 069111322x. 424 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 34915. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In May of 1919, women from around the world gathered 
in Zurich, Switzerland, and proclaimed, ‘We dedicate ourselves to peace!’ Just 
months after the end of World War I, the Womens International League for Peace 
and Freedom—a group led by American progressive Jane Addams and comprising
veteran campaigners for social reform—knew that a peaceful world was essential to
their ongoing quest for social and economic justice. Alan Dawley tells the story of 
American progressives during the decade spanning World War I and its aftermath. 
He shows how they laid the foundation for progressive internationalism in their 
efforts to improve the world both at home and abroad. Unlike other accounts of the 
progressive movement—and of American politics in general—this book fuses social
and international history. Dawley shows how interventions in Latin America and 
Europe affected domestic plans for social reform and civic engagement, and he 
depicts internal battles among progressives between unabashed imperialists like 
Theodore Roosevelt and their implacable opponents like Robert La Follette. He 
draws a contrast between Woodrow Wilson’s use of force in exporting American 
ideals and Addams’s more cosmopolitan pursuit of economic justice and world 
peace. In discussing the debate over the League of Nations within the context of 
turbulent domestic affairs, Dawley brings keen insight into that complicated moment
in American history. In striking and original ways, Dawley brings together domestic 
and world affairs to argue that American progressivism cannot be understood apart 
from its international context. Focusing on world-historical events of empire, 
revolution, war, and peace, he shows how American reformers invented a new 
politics built around progressive internationalism.

Alan Dawley (December 18, 1943 - March 12, 2008) was a professor of history at 
The College of New Jersey.
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Day, Alexandra. Carl Goes Shopping. New York. 1989. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Hardcover. 0374311102. 32 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
13799. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When Carl is told to mind the baby at a department store,
the faithful Rottweiler and his little friend do some mischievous exploring.

Alexandra Day (born 1941) is an American children’s book author. Alexandra Day is
a pseudonym; her real name is Sandra Louise Woodward Darling. She is the author
of Good Dog, Carl, which tells the story of a Rottweiler named Carl who looks after a
baby named Madeleine. The book was first published in 1985 by Day’s own 
publishing company, Green Tiger Press. Good Dog, Carl has been followed by a 
whole series of popular Carl books, published by Farrar, Straus and Giroux. Day 
was born in 1941 in Cincinnati, Ohio. She and her husband, Harold Darling, founded
a publishing company, Green Tiger Press, in 1970. Meanwhile, Day began a career 
in illustration, and illustrated her first book in 1983: The Teddy Bears' Picnic, based 
on a popular children's song by Jimmy Kennedy. Day and her husband live in 
Seattle, Washington.
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Day, Alexandra. River Parade. New York. 1990. Viking Press. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670829463. Illustrated by Alexandra Day. 32 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 14082. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A boy, his father, and his toys take to the water.

Alexandra Day (born 1941) is an American children’s book author. Alexandra Day is
a pseudonym; her real name is Sandra Louise Woodward Darling. She is the author
of Good Dog, Carl, which tells the story of a Rottweiler named Carl who looks after a
baby named Madeleine. The book was first published in 1985 by Day’s own 
publishing company, Green Tiger Press. Good Dog, Carl has been followed by a 
whole series of popular Carl books, published by Farrar, Straus and Giroux. Day 
was born in 1941 in Cincinnati, Ohio. She and her husband, Harold Darling, founded
a publishing company, Green Tiger Press, in 1970. Meanwhile, Day began a career 
in illustration, and illustrated her first book in 1983: The Teddy Bears' Picnic, based 
on a popular children's song by Jimmy Kennedy. Day and her husband live in 
Seattle, Washington.
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De Beauvoir, Simone (editor). Quiet Moments in a War: The Letters of Jean-Paul 
Sartre to Simone De Beauvoir 1940-1963. New York. 1993. Scribner. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684195666. Translated from the French by Lee 
Fahnestock & Norman MacAfee. 320 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 21176. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Quiet Moments in a War, the companion volume to the 
acclaimed Witness to My Life, reveals Jean-Paul Sartre at the peak of his powers 
and renown, engaged in an exchange of ideas and intimacies with his 'beloved 
Beaver,' Simone de Beauvoir. Spanning the years 1940-1963, these letters describe
Sartre's war - as a soldier, a prisoner of the Germans, and a man of the Resistance -
and chart his path to fame with the publication of his major works. From September
1939 to June 1940, Sartre wrote Beauvoir almost daily from the front as he waited 
for the Germans to attack. It was a time of great productivity for Sartre, as he wrote 
the novel The Age of Reason and sketched out Being and Nothingness. In late 
1940, he wrote his first play while interned in a German prison camp. The letters 
after his release reveal the wartime uncertainties and delays in securing a 
production of The Flies, an existential retelling of the Oresteia with a thinly veiled 
protest against acquiescence toward the German occupation. After 1942 there are 
fewer letters, as the couple was less often apart, but extraordinary ones. In almost 
every one, there is mention of a new play, novel, or essay underway. Quiet 
Moments in a War completes the extraordinary correspondence of one of modern 
history's most celebrated couples, and documents the emergence of a great 
intellectual figure.

Simone-Ernestine-Lucie-Marie Bertrand de Beauvoir, often shortened to Simone de
Beauvoir (January 9, 1908 – April 14, 1986), was a French existentialist philosopher,
public intellectual, and social theorist. She wrote novels, essays, biographies, an 
autobiography in several volumes, and monographs on philosophy, politics, and 
social issues.
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De Beauvoir, Simone. A Transatlantic Love Affair: Letters To Nelson Algren. New 
York. 1998. New Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
156584422x. 559 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by BAD. Inventory # 26105. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1947, Simone de Beauvoir met Pulitzer Prize-winning
writer Nelson Algren in Chicago, and it was love at first sight. A passionate affair 
ensued, spanning 20 years and four continents in an era when a transatlantic flight 
took 24 hours and overseas telephone calls were a luxury. A TRANSATLANTIC 
LOVE AFFAIR collects the more than 300 love letters written in English by de 
Beauvoir to Algren. Unique among the prolific correspondence de Beauvoir 
conducted throughout her life, these letters involved someone not at all of her world.
De Beauvoir was forced to explain to Algren everything that usually went without 
saying: her background, her life in Paris, and the political situation in Paris. The 
result is a cross between a personal memoir and an insider’s intellectual history of 
Left Bank life in postwar Paris, populated with luminaries including Albert Camus, 
Truman Capote, Colette, Alberto Giacometti, Margaret Mead, and Richard Wright.

Simone-Ernestine-Lucie-Marie Bertrand de Beauvoir, often shortened to Simone de
Beauvoir (January 9, 1908 – April 14, 1986), was a French existentialist philosopher,
public intellectual, and social theorist. She wrote novels, essays, biographies, an 
autobiography in several volumes, and monographs on philosophy, politics, and 
social issues. She is now best known for her metaphysical novels, including SHE 
CAME TO STAY and THE MANDARINS, and for her 1949 treatise THE SECOND 
SEX, a detailed analysis of women's oppression and a foundational tract of 
contemporary feminism. She is also noted for her lifelong polyamorous relationship
with Jean-Paul Sartre.
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De Brunhoff, Jean. Babar and His Children. New York. 1966. Random House. 
Reprinted Edition. Very Good in Hardcover.No Dustjacket. 0394805771. Translated 
from the French by Merle Haas. 40 pages. hardcover. Cover art by Jean De 
Brunhoff. Inventory # 2417. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Such joy in Celesteville! Babar and Celeste have had 
triplets. The smallest, Alexander, has a knack for getting into predicaments. 
Between getting stuck in the treetops and being chased by a crocodile, he certainly
keeps Babar on his toes, but the king readily admits, ‘Truly it is not easy to bring up
a family, but how nice the babies are!’

Jean de Brunhoff (December 9, 1899 – October 16, 1937) was a French writer and 
illustrator known for creating the Babar books, the first of which appeared in 1931. 
He was the fourth and youngest child of Maurice de Brunhoff, a publisher, and his 
wife Marguerite. The Babar books began as a bedtime story Cécile de Brunhoff (née
Sabouraud) invented for their children, Mathieu and Laurent, when they were four 
and five years old, respectively. He turned it into a picture book, with text, which was
published by a family-run publishing house, Le jardin des modes. Originally, it was 
planned that the book's title page would describe the story as told by Jean and 
Cécile de Brunhoff. However, she had her name removed. Due to the role she 
played in the genesis of the Babar story, many sources continue to refer to her as 
the creator of the Babar story. After the first book Histoire de Babar (The Story of 
Babar), six more titles followed before Jean de Brunhoff died of tuberculosis at the 
age of 37.keywords
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De Brunhoff, Laurent. Babar's Mystery. New York. 1978. Random House. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Hardcover.No Dustjacket. 039483920x. 
unpaginated. hardcover. Cover art by Laurent de Brunhoff. Inventory # 2422. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - While vacationing at Celesteville-on-the-Sea, the Babar 
family matches wits with a bold gang of thieves. Laurent de Brunhoff has been 
illustrating the Babar books since 1946, after his father, Jean de Brunhoff, illustrated
the first titles a decade before. He has created more than 30 books about the world-
renowned elephant and his family, most recently the best-selling Babar's Museum of
Art and Babar's Yoga for Elephants.

Laurent de Brunhoff (born August 30, 1925, Paris, France) is an author and 
illustrator, known primarily for continuing the Babar the Elephant series of children's
books, created by his father, Jean de Brunhoff.
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De Burton, Maria Amparo Ruiz. Who Would Have Thought It?. Houston. 1995. Arte
Publico Press. 1st of this Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 1558850813. 298 pages.
paperback. Inventory # 24981. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A major rediscovery—the first novel by a Mexican 
American Woman. María Amparo Ruiz de Burton was the first Mexican American 
woman to write novels in English and the first nineteenth-century California writer to
publish a novel in the aftermath of the Mexican-American War. Her first book, Who
Would Have Thought It?, tells the story of Lola, a young, orphaned Mexican girl 
rescued from Indian captors by one Dr. Norval, who returns with Lola to his New 
England home. Though the townspeople initially shun the interloper, they become 
transfixed by Lola once word about the gold accompanying her gets out. Through 
the riveting personal story of a young girl’s coming-of-age, Who Would Have 
Thought It? offers a stunning portrayal of the clash of cultures and communities, and
a fresh perspective on Civil War America.

María Amparo Ruiz de Burton (July 3, 1832 – August 12, 1895) was the first female
Mexican-American author to write in English. In her career she published two books:
Who Would Have Thought It? (1872), The Squatter and the Don (1885), and one 
play: Don Quixote de la Mancha: A Comedy in Five Acts: Taken From Cervantes' 
Novel of That Name (1876). Ruiz de Burton's work is considered to be a precursor to
Chicano literature, giving the perspective of the conquered Mexican population that,
despite being granted full rights of citizenship by the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, 
was a subordinated and marginalized national minority. Her background provided 
her a critical distance from the New England Protestant culture into which she was 
brought by her marriage to her husband, a powerful and influential Protestant Union
Army General. Her life took her from coast to coast in the United States, which 
provided her with opportunity for first-hand observation of the U.S., its westward 
expansion, the American Civil War, and its aftermath. This vantage point and her 
status as a woman provided her with both an insider's and outsider's perspective on
issues of ethnicity, power, gender, class, and race.
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De Carvalho, Mario. A God Strolling in the Cool of the Evening. Baton Rogue. 1997.
Louisiana State University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0807122351. Winner Of The Pegasus Prize For Literature. Translated from the 
Portuguese by Gregory Rabassa. 265 pages. hardcover. Jacket photo, by Dr. 
Patricia Lawrence, is from the Cancellaria Relief, The Vatican, Rome. Inventory # 
24629. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Mario de Carvalho's A GOD STROLLING IN THE COOL
OF THE EVENING topped the Portuguese bestseller lists in 1994. Written as the 
memoir of Lucius Valerius Quintius, former prefect of a fictitious second-century 
Roman city in what is now Portugal, it depicts a civilization threatened from without 
and within as its foundations begin to crumble. The Moors have invaded the Iberian
peninsula, raiding and pillaging Roman towns, but the people of Tarcisis turn a blind
eye to the danger. Made complacent by the prosperity of the Pax Romana, they 
focus instead on the sadistic Games and on the persecution of members of a new 
religious sect living within the city walls - the Christians. Striving always to adhere to
the principles of his hero Marcus Aurelius, Lucius musters all of his moral courage 
and sheer strength of will to protect the city. His devotion to civic duty undergoes a 
crucial test, however, when the charismatic and beautiful leader of the new sect, 
Iunia Cantaber, is brought before his court. Mario de Carvalho depicts the timeless 
story of a good man struggling to maintain sense and order in his public and private 
lives and to uphold justice as he understands it. A GOD STROLLING IN THE COOL
OF THE EVENING carries a message that resounds clearly in these confusing days
at the close of our own century.

MARIO DE CARVALHO practices law in Lisbon, though writing has become his 
primary vocation. He has published numerous novels, story collections, and plays. 
Um deus passeando pela brisa da tarde was awarded the 1995 Portuguese Writers'
Association Grand Prize for Fiction.
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de Certeau, Michel. The Practice of Everyday Life. Berkeley. 2002. University of 
California Press. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9780520236998. 253 pages. paperback. Inventory # 37634. $21.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Michel de Certeau considers the uses to which social 
representation and modes of social behavior are put by individuals and groups, 
describing the tactics available to the common man for reclaiming his own autonomy
from the all-pervasive forces of commerce, politics, and culture. In exploring the 
public meaning of ingeniously defended private meanings, de Certeau draws 
brilliantly on an immense theoretical literature in analytic philosophy, linguistics, 
sociology, semiology, and anthropology--to speak of an apposite use of imaginative 
literature.

Michel de Certeau (17 May 1925 – 9 January 1986) was a French Jesuit and 
scholar whose work combined history, psychoanalysis, philosophy, and the social 
sciences. Michel Jean Emmanuel de La Barge de Certeau was born in 1925 in 
Chambéry, Savoie. Certeau's education was eclectic, following the medieval 
tradition of peregrinatio academica. After obtaining degrees in classics and 
philosophy at the universities of Grenoble, Lyon, he studied the works of Pierre 
Favre (1506–1546) at the École pratique des hautes études (Paris) with Jean 
Orcibal. He undertook religious training at a seminary in Lyon, where he entered the
Jesuit order (Society of Jesus) in 1950 and was ordained in 1956. Certeau entered 
the Society of Jesus hoping to do missionary work in China. In the year of his 
ordination, Certeau became one of the founders of the journal Christus, with which 
he would actively be involved for much of his life. In 1960 he earned his doctorate 
("thèse de 3e Cycle") at the Sorbonne with a study of co-founder of the Society of 
Jesus Pierre Favre (the Sorbonne is a secular state university where theology may 
not be taught) before embarking on his celebrated study of Jean-Joseph Surin. 
Certeau was greatly influenced by Sigmund Freud and was, along with Jacques 
Lacan, one of the founding members of École Freudienne de Paris, an informal 
group which served as a focal point for French scholars interested in 
psychoanalysis. He came to public attention after publishing an article dealing with 
the May 1968 events in France. He also took part in Robert Jaulin's department of 
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De Feo, Michael. Alphabet City: Out on the Streets. Corte Madera. 2012. Gingko 
Press. 4th Printing. Very Good in Hardcover. 9781584231769. unpaginated. 
hardcover. Inventory # 41709. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Author Michael De Feo is a teacher and artist who 
achieved a certain amount of fame when his work was featured in The Art of 
Rebellion, the world's best-selling international survey of street art. But it was in his 
role as educator that De Feo came to the conclusion that the market was lacking in
good art books for children and that's what inspired him to create one himself. 
Alphabet City encourages both children and parents to pay attention to their 
everyday surroundings by placing De Feo's joyful images in the context of art in the
streets. Witty and whimsical it is bound as a children's board book and features high
quality photographic reproductions throughout.

Michael De Feo (born July 21, 1972) is an American artist based in New York City.
He is best known for his floral paintings and street art which deal with themes of 
ephemerality, growth, the cycle of life and the coupling of beauty with the 
universality of death. De Feo's penchant for flowers have earned him the nickname,
"The Flower Guy." His work shows a wide range of influences, including Dutch 17th
century still life painting, fashion magazines, and fashion advertising campaigns.[5]
He often ads his floral treatments and cascades of multicolored petals to existing 
printed images from the fashion world and art history/traditional art, which both 
subverts and celebrates the underlying image. "De Feo's work," Wonderland 
magazine has written, "contains all the necessary components to make it well and 
truly groundbreaking."
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De Ferrari, Gabriella. A Cloud On Sand. New York. 1990. Knopf. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394551451. 325 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
illustration: Oiseau et Tortue. by Francis Picabia, 1926-27, Gouache on paper. 25 
3/4 x 19 3/4. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Alfred Stieglitz Collection, 1949. 
Jacket design by Carol Devine Carson. Inventory # 13862. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - At the center of this novel are two women, mother and 
daughter, locked together by love and combat. It is 1920. On the Italian Riviera, in 
an immense white villa high above a threadbare fishing village, lives the only woman
who has ever married her way out of the village and into luxury. Dora has 
carnivorous charm and utter elegance. She is ignorant, imperious, volcanic. and 
frightening. Swathed in velvets and silks, swooping off to Paris or Monte Carlo on 
mysterious assignations-Only to return to sit in her near-empty rooms by candlelight-
she rules in lonely, widowed splendor over her fading kingdom. The prime target of 
her tyranny is her daughter Antonia. The young girl is sensitive, imaginative. 
vulnerable. But - almost unknowingly -she has three allies: her beautiful and self-
destructive brother, Marco, to whom she is profoundly connected; an admirer, Arturo
(her first and only, met by chance), whose deepening passion for Antonia enrages 
her mother; and the elderly, formidably worldly Count Mora, whose loyalty to Dora’s
children as well as to Dora (once-perhaps still-his lover) transcends the barriers of 
time and place. How Antonia first survives, and then conquers, the emotional 
wilderness her mother has created-how she ultimately escapes into love, into an 
extraordinary marriage, into a new world-is told in A CLOUD ON SAND in scene 
after spellbinding scene.

Gabriella De Ferrari was born and raised in Peru, then moved to the United States,
where she earned degrees from St. Louis University, the Fletcher School of Law and
Diplomacy, and Harvard University. In Boston, she became director of the Institute 
of Contemporary Art, then curator of the Busch-Reisinger Museum and assistant 
director of the Fogg Art Museum. The author of the novel A CLOUD ON SAND, she 
is also a feature writer for Mirabella, Vanity Fair, and Travel and Leisure. She divides
her time between Connecticut and New York City.
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De Ferrari, Gabriella. Gringa Latina: A Woman of Two Worlds. Boston/New York. 
1995. Houghton Mifflin. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0395709342. 176 pages. hardcover. Front jacket design: Carol Devine Carson. 
Front jacket photograph courtesy of the author. Inventory # 27470. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - GRINGA LATINA tells the story of a life spent in two 
cultures, filtered through the veils of memory. Gabriella De Ferrari, the author of the
acclaimed novel A CLOUD ON SAND, grew up in Peru, the daughter of gringos, or 
foreigners: her parents had come from Italy as newlyweds to set down roots in an 
exotic and alluring country far from home. De Ferrari recalls her privileged 
upbringing in the small desert town of Tacna, at the foothills of the silent Andes: the
wonders of her mother’s inventive cuisine, an inspired melding of Italian and 
Peruvian ingredients; her friendship with her Peruvian neighbor Señorita Luisa, 
doomed to be an old maid because her betrothed left her for someone else; her ties
to Saturnina, the Indian maid who taught her about curses and miracles; and her 
admiration for her father, the trusted sage of their town. Eventually De Ferrari 
attended college in the United States, where she is called a Latina. She married an
American and raised her children, as her parents did, in an adopted country far from
home. Today, as she contemplates her life in America, where she feels both 
estranged and accepted, she realizes how much Peru peoples the landscape of her
memory and remains a lodestar. GRINGA LATINA, a book of recollections, 
celebration, and self-definition, is the enchanting result.

Gabriella De Ferrari was born and raised in Peru, then moved to the United States,
where she earned degrees from St. Louis University, the Fletcher School of Law and
Diplomacy, and Harvard University. In Boston, she became director of the Institute 
of Contemporary Art, then curator of the Busch-Reisinger Museum and assistant 
director of the Fogg Art Museum. The author of the novel A CLOUD ON SAND, she 
is also a feature writer for Mirabella, Vanity Fair, and Travel and Leisure. She divides
her time between Connecticut and New York City.
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De Grazia, Don. American Skin. New York. 2000. Touchstone/ Simon & Schuster. 
Uncorrected Galley. Very Good in Wrappers. 0684862220. 297 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 36768. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - American Skin was first published in the United Kingdom
to resounding acclaim after the author used his last seventy-five dollars to make an
unsolicited submission to the publisher of the Scottish beats, whose work he 
admired. It is a timeless story about a young man’s coming-of-age as well as a 
stunning portrait of the class and racial tensions that pervade our society. Alex Verdi
is on the lam, fleeing from the police who have arrested his parents on drug charges
and want him for questioning. Traveling to Chicago, he joins a multiracial group of 
anti-Nazi skinheads and embarks on an odyssey that takes him from the city’s 
embattled streets to an Army boot camp to Northwestern’s plush campus, and finally
lands him amid the horrors of maximum-security prison. In this intense and gripping
debut, Don De Grazia confirms his stature as a young writer of uncommon 
seriousness and consummate artistry.

Don De Grazia is a professor of Fiction Writing at Columbia College in Chicago, and
is the author of the novel American Skin. Prior to publishing his first novel, he 
worked as a factory worker, bouncer and soldier. He lives in Chicago. American Skin
was originally published in the UK in 1998 by Jonathan Cape and in 1999 by 
Scribner.
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De Grazia, Edward. Girls Lean Back Everywhere: The Law of Obscenity & the 
Assault On Genius. New York. 1992. Random House. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 039457611x. 992 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 16196. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Only in our own time have writers and other artists been 
free to write, sing, and depict what they want. Girls Lean Back Everywhere shows 
how writers, artists, and their legal defenders achieved this precarious freedom by 
defeating, if only for the time being, their equally irrepressible antagonists. Girls 
Lean Back Everywhere is the story of how the arts in America finally came to be 
protected under the First Amendment, thanks to the stubborn resolve of a few 
artists, publishers, and exhibitors, together with the efforts of a handful of lawyers 
and the simple courage and moral brilliance of Supreme Court Justice William J. 
Brennan, Jr. But this book does far more than trace the triumph of a great legal 
principle. It is also a vivid portrait, told often in their own voices, of those remarkable
twentieth-century artists who defied their powerful opponents and courageously 
insisted on their absolute right to free expression. Edward de Grazia has crafted an
extraordinary chronicle of the battles fought and won in our century in behalf of free
expression. In showing how this struggle affected the careers of such artists as 
Joyce, Lawrence, Edmund Wilson, Vladimir Nabokov, Henry Miller, William 
Burroughs, Lenny Bruce, and, in our own decade, Robert Mapplethorpe, Karen 
Finley, Holly Hughes, and others, de Grazia demonstrates the enormous price that 
these artists and our culture paid for their victories - the misery, the rejection, the 
energies wasted, the work not done. By the 1960s it had become clear that such 
writers as Joyce, Lawrence, Henry Miller, and William Burroughs were here to stay 
and that the Warren Court, led by Justice Brennan, was wise enough to ratify what 
the majority of Americans clearly wanted. But as de Grazia also shows in this 
brilliant book, the hand of the censor has not lost its cunning.

Edward Richard de Grazia (February 5, 1927 – April 11, 2013) was an American 
lawyer, writer, and free speech activist.
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De Haven, Tom. Derby Dugan's Depression Funnies. New York. 1996. 
Metropolitan/Henry Holt. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0805044450. 290 
pages. hardcover. Jacket art & design by Art Spiegelman. Inventory # 22398. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - DERBY DUGAN’S DEPRESSION FUNNIES not only 
pays homage to American comic strips, it goes one better - it’s a strip in novel form.
Like the funnies, this novel teems with comic grotesqueries, the bizarre and the far-
fetched, criminals of all persuasions, tricky twists of irony, and many an amazing 
adventure. In New York City, 1936, the legendary cartoonist Walter Geebus - self-
confessed forger, back-stabber, misanthrope, and hot-goods passer - is hospitalized
with a mysterious ailment. Was the old bastard poisoned - again? Although Geebus 
is stricken, possibly forever, his popular comic strip about an orphan boy and his 
smart-aleck talking dog must go on, as it has every day for the last forty years in 
hundreds of newspapers. But who can ghost the great Geebus and satisfy millions 
of avid readers who turn each morning to ‘Derby Dugan’ for comic relief in hard 
times? The frantic search for a replacement begins. Narrated by the cynical Al 
Bready, Walter’s scriptwriter and a lightning-fast author of pulp fiction, DERBY 
DUGAN’S DEPRESSION FUNNIES conjures up a world of colorful characters. 
There’s Howard Blum, surly and mysterious, a supremely talented comic artist with a
secret past that he’ll do anything to conceal; Clark Kamen, a former bootlegger, now
the proprietor of a burgeoning comic-book company employing (make that 
exploiting) a small army of hungry boys; and Jewel Rogers, Clark Kamen’s girl 
Friday, a woman with the world’s most paralyzingly beautiful smile. Al Bready’s New
York City of 1936 is a wondrous and electric place, a tabloid town of swank 
nightclubs, seedy hotels, and cozy brothels; an Art Deco metropolis rife with 
gangsters, tycoons, gossip mongers, and dazed men and women waiting on long 
breadlines.

Tom De Haven (born 1949) is an American author, editor, journalist, and writing 
teacher. His recurring subjects include literary and film noir, the Hollywood studio 
system and the American comics industry. De Haven is noted for his comics-themed
novels, including the Derby Dugan trilogy and It's Superman.
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de Melo, Joao. My World Is Not of This Kingdom. Minneapolis. 2003. Aliform 
Publishing. 1st American Eition. Some Underlining, Otherwise Very Good in 
Wrappers. 097076524x. Translated from the Portuguese by Gregory Rabassa. 251
pages. paperback. Inventory # 39180. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Cadete the Healer and Sara the Saint; Barbaro the 
Pilgrim and the syphilitic priest, His Holiness Father Governo; the death and 
resurrection of Joao-Lazaro. .all on the island in the middle of the ocean.

João de Melo ( Achadinha , Island of São Miguel - Azores , 1949 ) is a Portuguese 
writer. He was born on the island of São Miguel (Azores) in 1949, where he 
completed primary education, after which he continued his studies in the continent. 
In 1967 he began to live and work in Lisbon. After participating in the colonial war in
Angola between 1971 and 1974 (theme of two of his most significant works, the 
anthology "The Years of War" and the novel "Autopsy of a Sea of Ruins"), he 
worked in trade union life , of Portuguese authors and literary critic. Attended the 
Faculty of Letters of the University of Lisbon , for which he graduated in 1981 with 
the course of Romance Philology. Professor of secondary and higher education for 
several years, he was invited by the Portuguese government to the post of cultural 
adviser to the Portuguese embassy in Spain (which he played for 9 years, between
2001 and 2010). In 2003, in Madrid, he created the "Mostra 
Portuguesa" (Portuguese Mostra), the largest Portuguese cultural event outside of 
its borders (held 7 annual editions of this festival between 2003 and 2009). The 
culture of our country in Spain and in the period in which it has performed those 
functions have never been promoted. He has translated into Spanish the following 
books of his own: "Happy people with tears", "Anthology of the Portuguese 
story" (Alfaguara), "Chronica of the beginning and of water and other stories", "My 
world is not of this kingdom" "Sea of Madrid" and "Autopsy of a sea of ruins" (Linteo
Ediciones). Author of works of fiction, essays, anthologies, poetry, chronicles and 
travel books, de Melo’s books have been translated into Spanish, Italian, French, 
Dutch, Romanian, Bulgarian, English, Hungarian, German, and Serbian.
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De Onis, Harriet (editor). The Golden Land: An Anthology of Latin American Folklore
in Literature. New York. 1948. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly 
Worn Dustjacket. 395 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 18033. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This panoramic view of the culture and beliefs of Spanish
America and Brazil is designed primarily for pleasurable reading. From the works of
distinguished Latin American writers Harriet de Onis has selected and translated 
stories, narratives, and telling excerpts in which they have made creative use of folk
materials. No mere anthology of folkloric field-notes, then, this is a storehouse of fine
writing. It supplies a vastly entertaining display of the imaginations of some of the 
most imaginative peoples of the world - from the period of the Spanish and 
Portuguese explorers and conquerors to the present day. THE GOLDEN LAND is 
made up of fifty-four selections and represents forty-four writers. It is divided into 
sections, each with a critical, historical, and explanatory introduction by Harriet de 
Onis, who has likewise supplied short critical and biographical sketches of all the 
writers included. The total result is a 1)00k to set beside German Arciniegas’s The 
Green Continent on the most select shelf of Latin Americana. At once readable and
highly informative, it presents a condensed and thought-provoking portrait of the 
minds and attitudes that have built the Latin American republics of our time.

Harriet de Onis was born in Sheldon, Illinois, on June 1, 1899. She receiKnopfved 
her B.A. degree from Barnard College, and has (lone postgraduate work at 
Columbia University and Oxford University. She has been connected with 
Doubleday, Page & Company and the Houston Publishing Company, and since 
1924 has been a free-lance writer and translator. Her translations include the works
of Martin Luis Guzman, Ricardo Güiraldes, Ciro Alegria, German Arciniegas, and 
Fernando Ortiz. She has traveled widely in Latin America, and is married to Federico
de Onis, professor at Columbia University.
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De Quincey, Thomas. Confessions of An English Opium Eater and Other Writings. 
New York. 1966. Signet/New American Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback 
Edition. Top Corner Of Front Free Endpaper Clipped,Otherwise Very Good in 
Wrappers. Foreword By Aileen Ward. 335 pages. paperback. CT316. Cover: Milton
Glaser. Inventory # 28991. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - 'Opium gives and takes away. It ruins the natural power 
of life; but it develops preternatural paroxysms of intermitting power.' This is the 
theme which shapes Confessions of an English Opium Eater, one of the most 
brilliant achievements in the literature of addiction. Written in the sensuous prose 
style of which De Quincey was a master, this remarkable book does more than chart
the course of the author's dependence upon opium; with kaleidoscopic vividness it 
evokes the opposing poles of pleasure and pain which comprise an addict's life, the
world of dreams and the world of terrible realities. A singular blending of objective 
analysis and subjective revelation, the Confessions emerges as a superb depiction 
of a drug - and as a deeply moving self - portrait of a tragically flawed man. 'De 
Ouincey introduced a new dimension into biography,' writes Aileen Ward, who goes
on to declare: 'It is an extraordinary life that De Quincey records - a sober testimony
to the resilience of the human spirit and to the creative stimulus to be found in 
suffering.' This Signet Classic edition includes Suspiria de Profundis, a sequel to the
Confessions; a long and partly autobiographical essay 'The English Mail - Coach'; 
and three critical essays 'On Murder Considered as One of the Fine Arts'. 'On the 
Knocking at the Gate in Macbeth' and 'The Literature of Knowledge and the 
Literature of Power.'

Thomas Penson De Quincey (15 August 1785 – 8 December 1859) was an English
essayist, best known for his Confessions of an English Opium-Eater (1821). In 
publishing this work, many scholars suggest that De Quincey inaugurated the 
tradition of addiction literature in the West, changing the perception of drugs in the 
European imagination forever.
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De Regniers, Beatrice Schenk and others (editors). Sing a Song of Popcorn: Every
Child's Book of Poems. New York. 1988. Scholastic. 1st Printing. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0590406450. Illustrated by Caldecott Medal Artists--Marcia Brown, Leo
& Diane Dillon, Richard Egielski, Trina Schart Hyman, Arnold Lobel, Maurice 
Sendak, Marc Simont, Margot Zemach. 142 pages. hardcover. Cover design by 
Kathleen Westray. Inventory # 10636. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here is a stunning collection of poetry ranging from 
ancient to contemporary, gloriously illustrated in full color by nine Caldecott Medal-
winning artists. Culled from the works of renowened poets which include Shel 
Silverstein, Robert Louis Stevenson, Emily Dickinson, Edward Lear, and Ogden 
Nash, these 128 selections are as varied as life itself. There are poems that are 
funny, some that are touching, some that are profound, and some that are pure 
nonsense. Some of them are spine-tingling, while others will leave the reader with a
warm, peaceful glow. A cultural diversity is also represented in the subject matter, 
the poets, and the artists.

Beatrice Schenk de Regniers (August 16, 1914 - March 1, 2000) was an American 
writer of children's picture books. Beatrice Schenk de Regniers was born in 
Lafayette, Indiana, and studied social work administration at the University of 
Chicago, earning her M.Ed. in 1941. During the 1940s she worked in the US and in
a Yugoslav refugee camp on the Sinai peninsula. During the 1950s she was a free-
lance writer of nonfiction, humor, short stories, and columns, as well as children's 
books. Her first book was The Giant Story, a picture book illustrated by Maurice 
Sendak, published by Harper in 1953. From 1961 she worked at Scholastic, Inc. as 
the founding editor of its "Lucky Book Club", four days weekly with Monday reserved
for her own writing. She retired twenty years later. She wrote over fifty books, ten of
which were published under the pseudonym of Tamara Kitt, including The 
Adventures of Silly Billy (1961), and The Boy Who Fooled the Giant (1963). 
Illustrator Beni Montresor won the annual Caldecott Medal for May I Bring a Friend?,
published by Atheneum Books in 1964.
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de Riencourt, Amaury. The American Empire. New York. 1968. Dial Press. 1st 
American Printing. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 366 pages. hardcover. 
Cover design by Lori Baer. Inventory # 17671. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here is a stimulating and brilliant study of America’s 
global power. In his celebrated book, THE COMING CAESARS, Amaury de 
Riencourt presented a challenging interpretation of American expansionism and 
presidential power through World War II. Now he extends his field in time and space,
through the postwar years and across the globe, into a remarkable projection of 
America’s world destiny. In his opening chapters, the author recapitulates the 
historical basis of the United States’ present position. Her world expansion is shown
to have been impelled by an extraordinary national energy, abetted by the fateful 
suicide of Europe, and to be led now by a powerful military, business and 
technological establishment. Present realities and future prospects as seen in this 
pragmatic light are provocative, to say the least: The British Commonwealth is dead,
but a new American one is gathering up most of the old—Canada, Australia, and 
eventually, through U.S. internal racial pressures and economic penetration, South
Africa; the Far East, outside of Communist China, is being ‘Hawaiianized’; in Latin 
America, the upper and middle classes are increasingly dependent on United States
leadership and, against the threat of anarchistic Castroism, are already opening the
way for de facto U.S. protectorates; on the Continent, the best hope is no longer for
a united Europe but for an Atlantic Confederation under American hegemony. In 
time the world will be controlled by a U.S.-Russian ‘condominium,’ with Russia 
clearly the junior partner. Comprehensive, far-sighted, historically reasoned. THE 
AMERICAN EMPIRE commands the attention of all open-minded Americans.

Amaury de Riencourt (born 12 June 1918 in Orleans, France died 13 January 2005
at Bellevue, Switzerland) was a historian, an expert on Southeast Asia, Indian 
scholar, sinologist, tibetologist, Americanist French writer.
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De Soto, Hernando. The Other Path: The Invisible Revolution in the Third World. 
New York. 19889. Harper & Row. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0060160209. Translated from the Spanish by June Abbott. Foreword by Mario 
Vargas Llosa. 271 pages. hardcover. Jacket painting by Fernando de Szyzslo. 
Inventory # 34679. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Of all the terrorist movements since World War II that 
had any realistic potential to form a national government, only one was decisively 
defeated on the battleground of ideas. Sendero Luminoso, the Shining Path, arose 
in Peru in 1980. It was distinguished by both the radicalism of its Maoist ideology 
and the viciousness of its tactics. An American diplomat, Bernard Aronson, called 
the Shining Path the most murderous guerilla group ever to operate in the Western
Hemisphere and compared them to the Khmer Rouge. At one point this group 
commanded eighty thousand followers—two-thirds the size of Great Britain’s 
standing army—and was the single largest political organization in the country. The 
task of making the Shining Path politically irrelevant was accomplished primarily by 
ideological means. Hernando de Soto offered an alternative vision of Peru’s poor. 
Rather than see them as the proletariat, he showed that they were in fact budding 
entrepreneurs whose greatest desire was not to bring down the market economy but
to join it.

Hernando de Soto is President of the Institute for Liberty and Democracy, 
headquartered in Lima, Peru.
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De Sttau Monteiro, Luis. A Man of Means. New York. 1965. Knopf. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. Translated from the Portuguese by Ann Stevens. 
188 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Anita Karl. Inventory # 3253. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here is a swift-moving, sophisticated novel about eternal
problems - the conflict between generations, between sexes, between values - 
placed firmly within the context of contemporary life. In an old-fashioned society 
such as that of Lisbon today, can a modern twentieth-century young man break 
away from the pattern preordained by his parents? The wealthy Goncalo is 
intelligent enough to understand the rebellious inclinations of his student son Pedro,
and cynical enough to know exactly how far they can be allowed to run. In the same
way, he knows just how much independence he can allow his mistress Alexandra 
and his wife Teresa without his own smooth and passionless life being ruffed. His 
dingy old acquaintance Antonio may provide pinpricks of annoyance; but Goncalo's
self-confidence seems invulnerable.

Luís Infante de Lacerda Sttau Monteiro (April 3, 1926 in Lisbon, Portugal – July 23,
1993 in the same city) was a Portuguese writer, novelist and playwright, a man to 
whom ‘the only sacred thing was to be free as the wind’.When he was ten years old
he went to London, accompanying his father, who was, at the time, the Portuguese
ambassador in England. Later, he returned to Portugal in 1943, after his father's 
removal from his position by the dictator Salazar. He then graduated in Law from 
Lisbon University and worked as a lawyer for a short period of time. Subsequently, 
he returned to London and became a Formula 2 driver. After a while, and back in 
Portugal, he worked in the magazine ‘Almanaque’ and the ‘A Mosca’ supplement of 
the Diário de Lisboa. In 1968, he was arrested by PIDE (Portuguese Politic Police) 
after publishing the plays ‘A Guerra Santa’ and ‘A Estátua’, satires that criticized the
Portuguese dictatorship and the colonial war. In the seventies, he collaborated as a 
journalist with Portuguese newspapers such as Diário de Notícias and Expresso. A
day after his death, Mário Santos wrote in the newspaper Público: ‘Playwright, 
publicist, chronicler, fisherman, gourmet, sailor and frustrated race car driver, Luís 
de Sttau Monteiro was, above all, a bon vivant. He died yesterday (23.07.1993) in 
Lisbon, at 67, maintaining a very unflattering vision of Portugal.’ Despite being 
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De Sttau Monteiro, Luis. A Man of Means. New York. 1965. Knopf. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Worn Dustjacket. Translated from the Portuguese by Ann 
Stevens. 188 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Anita Karl. Inventory # 34271. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here is a swift-moving, sophisticated novel about eternal
problems - the conflict between generations, between sexes, between values - 
placed firmly within the context of contemporary life. In an old-fashioned society 
such as that of Lisbon today, can a modern twentieth-century young man break 
away from the pattern preordained by his parents? The wealthy Goncalo is 
intelligent enough to understand the rebellious inclinations of his student son Pedro,
and cynical enough to know exactly how far they can be allowed to run. In the same
way, he knows just how much independence he can allow his mistress Alexandra 
and his wife Teresa without his own smooth and passionless life being ruffed. His 
dingy old acquaintance Antonio may provide pinpricks of annoyance; but Goncalo's
self-confidence seems invulnerable.

Luís Infante de Lacerda Sttau Monteiro (April 3, 1926 in Lisbon, Portugal – July 23,
1993 in the same city) was a Portuguese writer, novelist and playwright, a man to 
whom ‘the only sacred thing was to be free as the wind’.When he was ten years old
he went to London, accompanying his father, who was, at the time, the Portuguese
ambassador in England. Later, he returned to Portugal in 1943, after his father's 
removal from his position by the dictator Salazar. He then graduated in Law from 
Lisbon University and worked as a lawyer for a short period of time. Subsequently, 
he returned to London and became a Formula 2 driver. After a while, and back in 
Portugal, he worked in the magazine ‘Almanaque’ and the ‘A Mosca’ supplement of 
the Diário de Lisboa. In 1968, he was arrested by PIDE (Portuguese Politic Police) 
after publishing the plays ‘A Guerra Santa’ and ‘A Estátua’, satires that criticized the
Portuguese dictatorship and the colonial war. In the seventies, he collaborated as a 
journalist with Portuguese newspapers such as Diário de Notícias and Expresso. A
day after his death, Mário Santos wrote in the newspaper Público: ‘Playwright, 
publicist, chronicler, fisherman, gourmet, sailor and frustrated race car driver, Luís 
de Sttau Monteiro was, above all, a bon vivant. He died yesterday (23.07.1993) in 
Lisbon, at 67, maintaining a very unflattering vision of Portugal.’ Despite being 
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Deacon, Richard. Kempei Tai: A History of the Japanese Secret Service. New York.
1983. Beaufort. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0825301319. 306 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Ellen Lo Giudice. Inventory # 2966. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A history of the Japanese Secret Service. From the 
secret Black Dragon Society to the surprise attack on Pearl Harbor to the Superchip
Caper, the present day epic of stolen computer secrets. Here is the astonishing five
hundred year saga of Japanese espionage - and how it helped win the ‘invisible war’
and made Japan a prosperous nation. Richard Deacon, acclaimed as a premier 
authority, uses newly discovered material to reveal the triumphs and the tactics of a
great secret service - Kempei Tai. In this book you’ll find - Hideyoshi, the spy-master
who unified a nation; Will Adams, Japan's first Englishman, the right arm of the 
Shogun; Admiral Yamamoto, mastermind of Pearl Harbor; The Mysterious Case of
Charlie Chaplin's Spy Valet; Yoshiko Kawashima, whose exploits won her the 
nickname ‘Joan of Arc of Manchuria’; The Japanese Purple Machine, the 
cryptographic marvel that baffled the world.

George Donald King McCormick (11 December 1911 – 2 January 1998) was a 
British journalist and popular historian, who also wrote under the pseudonym 
Richard Deacon. After working for Naval Intelligence during the Second World War,
McCormick was a journalist for the foreign desk of the Sunday Times, at one point 
working with Ian Fleming. In his prolific output as a historian, McCormick was 
attracted to controversial topics on which verifiable evidence was scarce. He wrote 
on the Hellfire Club, Jack the Ripper, the Cambridge Apostles and rather extensively
about spies. He wrote histories of the Russian, Chinese, Japanese, British, and 
Israeli secret services, and biographies of Sir Maurice Oldfield and Ian Fleming. 
McCormick's reliance on an informal network of oral informants, and his eye for a 
good story, means that it is often difficult to judge the reliability of his more 
controversial claims.
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Dean, John W. Conservatives Without Conscience. New York. 2006. Viking Press. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670037745. 246 pages. hardcover.
Inventory # 42602. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Conservatives Without Conscience, John Dean places
the conservative movement's inner circle of leaders in the Republican Party under 
scrutiny. Dean finds their policies and mind- set to be fundamentally authoritarian, 
and as such, a danger to democracy. By examining the legacies of such old-line 
conservatives as J. Edgar Hoover, Spiro Agnew, and Phyllis Schlafly and of such 
current figures as Dick Cheney, Newt Gingrich, and leaders of the Religious Right, 
Dean presents an alarming record of abuses of power. His trenchant analysis of how
conservatism has lost its bearings serves as a chilling warning and a stirring 
inspiration to safeguard constitutional principles.

John Dean was White House legal counsel to President Nixon for a thousand days.
Dean also served as chief minority counsel for the House Judiciary Committee and 
as an associate deputy attorney general in the U.S. Department of Justice.
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DeAndrea, William L. Killed in the Fringe Time: A Matt Cobb Mystery. New York. 
1995. Simon & Schuster. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684814986. 236 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 21658. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - As the clock approached four on a warm Friday 
afternoon, Matt Cobb, network vice-president in charge of special projects, debated
his options. He could bolt from his office in Manhattan for an early start to a long 
weekend, or continue to toil over the paperwork that had been sitting on his desk for
far too long. But as the network's youngest executive, Cobb saw his duty and buried
his nose in a heap of spreadsheets. Moments later Richard Bentyne burst into his 
office and Matt Cobb knew he should have hit the highway. In the late-night talk-
show wars, Richard Bentyne is a ruthless samurai whose whopping forty-five-
million-dollar contract is shadowed only by the size of his ego. The network brought
him on board to battle Letterman and Leno, and he has come to ask Cobb to go to 
Kennedy International to pick up his secret weapon - the 'mountain man.' Clement 
Bates, the ultrawealthy and intensely eccentric mountain hermit, hasn't set foot on 
civilized soil in thirty-five years and is making his first public appearance on 
Bentyne's show. America, however, never gets to see Bates's debut. Television's 
favorite talk-show host has been canceled - forever - and Cobb's newest special 
project is to find the killer and protect the Network.

William Louis DeAndrea (July 1, 1952 - October 9, 1996) was an American mystery
writer and columnist. DeAndrea was born in Port Chester, New York in 1952 and 
was educated at Syracuse University. During the 1980s his job took him to Europe, 
first to Paris and then London; on his return to the United States he settled in 
Litchfield County, Connecticut. He won three Edgar Awards from the Mystery 
Writers of America, the first for his first novel, Killed in the Ratings.
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Deane, Seamus. Reading in the Dark. New York. 1997. Knopf. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394574400. 247 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by
Jeff Cottenden. Jacket design by Carol Devine Carson. Inventory # 23645. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Seamus Deane’s first novel is a mesmerizing story of 
childhood set against the violence of Northern Ireland in the 1940s and 1950s. The 
boy narrator grows up haunted by a truth he both wants and does not want to 
discover. The matter: a deadly betrayal, unspoken and unspeakable, born of political
enmity. As the boy listens through the silence that surrounds him, the truth spreads 
like a stain until it engulfs him and his family. And as he listens, and watches, the 
world of legend - the stone fort of Grianan, home of the warrior Fianna; the Field of 
the Disappeared, over which no gulls fly - reveals its transfixing reality. Meanwhile 
the real world of adulthood unfolds its secrets like a collection of folktales: the dead 
sister walking again; the lost uncle, Eddie, present on every page; the family house 
‘as cunning and articulate as a labyrinth, closely designed, with someone sobbing at
the heart of it.’ Seamus Deane has created a luminous tale about how childhood 
fear turns into fantasy and fantasy turns into fact.

Seamus Deane (born 9 February 1940) is an Irish poet, novelist, critic and 
intellectual historian. Born in Derry, Northern Ireland, Deane was brought up as part
of a Catholic nationalist family. Until 1993, he was Professor of Modern English and
American Literature at University College Dublin. In the late 70s and 80s, he taught
American college juniors part-time at the School of Irish Studies in the Ballsbridge 
section of Dublin.keywords
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Dearborn, Mary V. Queen of Bohemia: The Life of Louise Bryant. Boston. 1996. 
Houghton Mifflin. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0395683963. 352 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Michaela Sullivan. Inventory # 21976. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this dazzling comprehensive biography of Louise 
Bryant, Mary V. Dearborn connects a constitutionally unconventional woman to an 
era of stunning transformations. Known to many as the wife of the radical journalist 
John Reed, Bryant was a pioneering foreign correspondent in her own right, a 
fervent crusader for social causes, and an unabashed champion of sexual freedom.
Queen of Bohemia finally sets the record straight, bringing to exhilarating life the 
motivations and passions behind one of the century's most endearing radicals. 
Flamboyant, idealistic, and beautiful, Loiuse Bryant was an essential presence on 
the 20th-century stage. Her life with journalist John Reed took her from Greenwich 
Village to Provincetown to an affair with Eugene O'Neill, and on to exclusive 
interviews with Lenin and Trotsky at the Russian front. Dearborn passionately 
chronicles Bryant's stormy life, as she struggled to live by her convictions. Photos.

Mary Dearborn is an American biographer and author. Dearborn has published 
biographies of Norman Mailer, Henry Miller, Peggy Guggenheim and others. 
Dearborn received a Ph.D in English and Comparative Literature from Columbia 
University in 1984.
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Deaver, Jeffery. The Blue Nowhere. New York. 2001. Simon & Schuster. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684871270. 431 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 29569. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Blue Nowhere will forever change the way you feel 
about your computer. Jeffery Deaver, bestselling author of The Empty Chair and 
The Bone Collector, now turns to the labyrinthine world of cyberspace -- a world 
where safety is elusive, appearances are deceiving, and the most powerful can lose
their wealth, their minds, their lives with a hacker’s touch of a button. When a 
sadistic hacker, code-named Phate, sets his sights on Silicon Valley, his victims 
never know what hit them. He infiltrates their computers, invades their lives, and -- 
with chilling precision -- lures them to their deaths. To Phate, each murder is like a 
big, challenging computer hack: every time he succeeds, he must challenge himself
anew -- by taking his methodology to a higher level, with bigger targets. Desperate, 
the head of The California State Police Computer Crimes Division frees Wyatt 
Gillette, imprisoned for hacking, to aid the investigation -- against the loud protests 
of the rest of the division. With an obsession emblematic of hackers, Gillette 
fervently attempts to trace Phate’s insidious computer virus back to its source. Then
Phate delivers a huge blow, murdering one of the division’s own -- a ‘wizard’ who 
had pioneered the internet -- and the search takes on a zealous intensity. Gillette 
and Detective Frank Bishop, an old-school homicide cop who’s accustomed to 
forensic sleuthing, at first make an uneasy team. But with a merciless and brilliant 
killer like Phate in their crosshairs, and his twisted game reaching a fever pitch, they
must utilize every ounce of their disparate talents to stop him.

Jeffery Deaver, former attorney and folksinger, is a New York Times bestselling 
author of fourteen novels. He¹s been nominated for three Edgar Awards from the 
Mystery Writers of America and is a two-time recipient of the Ellery Queen Reader¹s
Award for Best Short Story of the Year.
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Deaver, Jeffery. The Devil's Teardrop. New York. 1999. Simon & Schuster. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684852926. 399 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket illustration by Shasti O'Leary. Inventory # 26861. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - New Year’s Eve, 1999. Washington, D.C. is under siege.
A grisly machine gun attack in the Dupont Circle Metro station leaves dozens dead.
A note delivered to the mayor’s office pins the massacre on the Digger, a robotlike 
assassin. Only a ransom of $20 million will end the terror. FBI agents must find the
Digger before he finds them.

Jeffery Deaver, former attorney and folksinger, is a New York Times bestselling 
author of fourteen novels. He¹s been nominated for three Edgar Awards from the 
Mystery Writers of America and is a two-time recipient of the Ellery Queen Reader¹s
Award for Best Short Story of the Year.
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Deaver, Jeffery. The Empty Chair: A Lincoln Rhyme Novel. New York. 2000. Simon
& Schuster. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684855631. 413 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 27920. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Renowned criminalist Lincoln Rhyme faces his ultimate 
opponent: a kidnapper and murderer dubbed the Insect Boy. But Rhyme is in for a 
surprise when he learns that catching a criminal is one thing. and keeping him is 
another. Now Rhyme, in North Carolina to undergo risky spinal cord surgery, finds 
himself hunting a ruthless killer in the heart of a southern swampland — and going 
head-to-head with his protégé, Amelia Sachs, in a rivalry that tests the limits of both
their expertise and their love.

Jeffery Deaver, former attorney and folksinger, is a New York Times bestselling 
author of fourteen novels. He¹s been nominated for three Edgar Awards from the 
Mystery Writers of America and is a two-time recipient of the Ellery Queen Reader¹s
Award for Best Short Story of the Year. His book A Maiden¹s Grave was made into 
an HBO movie titled Dead Silence, starring James Garner and Marlee Matlin, and 
his novel The Bone Collector was a feature release from Universal Pictures, starring
Denzel Washington. His most recent novels are The Coffin Dancer and The Devil¹s
Teardrop. He lives in Virginia and California.
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Deblieu, Jan. Wind: How the Flow of Air Has Shaped Life, Myth, & the Land. Boston.
1998. Houghton Mifflin. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0395780330. 304 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 25676. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Siroccos, Santa Anas, chinooks, and monsoons - the 
wind has as many names as its moods. Few other forces have so universally 
shaped the lands and waters of the earth, the plants and animals, the patterns of 
exploration, settlement, and civilization. Few other phenomena have exerted such 
profound influence on the history and psyche of humankind. Wind touches all of us 
every day of our lives, and yet remarkably little has been written about it except as a
component of the weather. In Wind, Jan DeBlieu brings a poet's voice and a 
scientist's eye to this remarkable natural force, showing how the bumping of a few 
molecules can lead to the creation of religions, the discovery of continents, the 
destruction of empires.

Jan DeBlieu is an American writer whose work often focuses on how people are 
shaped by the landscapes in which they live. Her own writing has been influenced 
by her adopted home on the Outer Banks of North Carolina. She is the author of four
books including Hatteras Journal, Meant to Be Wild, Wind (which won the John 
Burroughs Medal for Distinguished Natural History Writing, the highest national 
honor for that genre) and Year of the Comets. Her fifth book, which examines living 
in service to others, is forthcoming. She also has published dozens of essays and 
magazine articles, both in literary journals and mainstream publications like The 
New York Times Magazine, Smithsonian, Audubon, and Orion. Her work has been
widely anthologized. In 2003 she was named the Cape Hatteras Coastkeeper for the
North Carolina Coastal Federation, a post she held until 2012. She has since 
returned to full-time writing. While DeBlieu's work has mostly focused on naturally 
history, landscape, and place, this shifted after the death of her son in a car accident
in 2009. Since then she has concentrated on exploring how ordinary people can 
help change the lives of people in need.
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Debray, Regis. The Border and a Young Man in the Know. New York. 1968. Grove
Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. Paperback Edition. Translated from the
French by Helen R. Lane. 93 pages. paperback. E-477. Cover: Wide World Photos. 
Inventory # 2410. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Two short stories by the French/Latin American writer 
and revolutionary.

Jules Régis Debray (born 1940) is a French communist intellectual, journalist, 
government official and professor. He is known for his theorization of mediology, a 
critical theory of the long-term transmission of cultural meaning in human society; 
and for having fought in 1967 with Marxist revolutionary Che Guevara in Bolivia.
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deBuys, William and Myers, Joan. Salt Dreams: Land & Water in Low-Down 
California. Albuquerque. 1999. University Of New Mexico Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0826321267. Photographs by Joan Myers. 407 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 28030. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - IIn low places consequences collect, and in all North 
America you cannot get much lower than the Imperial Valley of southern California,
where one town, 186 feet below sea level, calls itself the Lowest Down City in the 
Western Hemisphere, and where the waters of the Colorado River sustain a billion-
dollar agricultural industry. The consequences of that industry drain from the valley 
into the accidentally man-made Salton Sea, California's largest lake and a vital 
stopping place for migratory waterfowl. Today the Salton Sea is in desperate 
environmental trouble. A second river also ends in the Salton Sea. It is a river of 
dreams, the remains of which may be seen in the failed real estate developments 
that sprawl beside the sea. As the ending point of both the real Colorado and this 
river of dreams, the Salton Sea has become emblematic of much of the history of 
the American West. Its troubling story is masterfully told here in William deBuys's 
narrative and Joan Myers's austerely beautiful photographs. The story of Southern 
California is fundamentally a story about the control of nature. Beginning with the 
Yuman-speaking tribes encountered by the Spanish in the sixteenth century, deBuys
traces the subsequent exploration and development of the region through the Gold
Rush of 1849, the government-sponsored surveys that followed, and the inept 
tinkering with the river by an assortment of irrigation and development interests that
resulted in the floods that formed the Salton Sea nearly a century ago. He 
introduces us to a gallery of rogues and dreamers who saw a great future for this 
arid wilderness but could never refrain from interference with the forces of nature.

William deBuys is professor of documentary studies, College of Santa Fe. Joan 
Myers has been taking photographs for more than thirty years, exploring the 
relationships between people and the land.
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Decker, Todd. Music Makes Me: Fred Astaire and Jazz. Berkeley. 2011. University 
of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520268906.
19 b/w photographs, 5 tables, 7 music examples. A Roth Family Foundation Music 
in America Book. 388 pages. paperback. Inventory # 37895. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Fred Astaire: one of the great jazz artists of the twentieth
century? Astaire is best known for his brilliant dancing in the movie musicals of the 
1930s, but in Music Makes Me, Todd Decker argues that Astaire’s work as a dancer
and choreographer— particularly in the realm of tap dancing—made a significant 
contribution to the art of jazz. Decker examines the full range of Astaire’s work in 
filmed and recorded media, from a 1926 recording with George Gershwin to his 
1970 blues stylings on television, and analyzes Astaire’s creative relationships with 
the greats, including George and Ira Gershwin, Irving Berlin, Jerome Kern, and 
Johnny Mercer. He also highlights Astaire’s collaborations with African American 
musicians and his work with lesser known professionals—arrangers, musicians, 
dance directors, and performers.

Todd Decker is Assistant Professor of Music at Washington University in St. Louis.
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Dees, Morris (with James Corcoran). Gathering Storm: America's Militia Threat. New
York. 1996. Harper Collins. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 006017403x. 254
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Rodney Diaz. Inventory # 22249. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Six months before the Oklahoma City bombing, Morris 
Dees warned the U.S. Attorney General that the fast-growing militia movement 
posed serious threats. He saw the possibility of imminent danger that few 
understood. Dees and his associates had tracked far-right paramilitary groups and 
their racist leaders since the early 1980s, sometimes using daring undercover 
operations. In retaliation, his law office had been burned and attempts made on his 
life. In this revealing account, Dees names names and places, tying together for the
first time the events, the players, and the history that gave life to the militia armies 
now operating across the country. He explains how hard-core racists and neo-Nazi 
leaders used the deaths of Randy Weaver’s wife and son at Ruby Ridge and the 
Branch Davidian tragedy at Waco to convince thousands that our government was 
preparing for a war against its own citizens. Gathering Storm goes behind the 
scenes, beyond the friendly-looking militia leaders seen on TV talk shows, to explore
secret paramilitary cells training deep in mountainous back country. Similar fanatics,
with close ties and fueled by the same antigovernment zeal, have lived in our midst 
for more than a decade. These ‘super patriots,’ Dees shows, see themselves in a 
life-and-death struggle to reclaim the country. These militias do not operate in a 
vacuum but are close cousins to the religious right and ultraconservative politicians.
They are fueled by the ban on assault weapons, strident radio talk show hosts, and 
those who preach hatred of government. Dees suggests ways to combat the militias
and offers ideas on how to recapture the political debate.

Morris Seligman Dees Jr. (born December 16, 1936) is an American attorney who is
the co-founder and chief trial counsel for the Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC),
and a former market engineer for book publishing. Along with his law partner, 
Joseph J. Levin Jr., Dees founded the SPLC in 1971. Dees and his colleagues at 
the Southern Poverty Law Center have been "credited with devising innovative ways
to cripple hate groups" such as the Ku Klux Klan.
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Defoe, Daniel. A Tour Through the Whole Island of Great Britain. London. 1989. 
Webb & Bower/Michael Joseph. 1st British Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0863502903. Edited by Pat Rogers. Photos by Simon McBride. 240 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 12977. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Defoe's 'Tour Through the Whole island of Great Britain',
first published in three volumes in 1724-26, is an account of 13 'circuits or journies'
made by the renowned author of such books as 'Robinson Crusoe' and 'Moll 
Flanders'. This abridged edition is also the first illustrated version. Defoe's famous 
text is now complemented by contemporary paintings, sketches, and engravings of 
places he visited, industrial processes, activities and events he described, and 
people he knew. Many of these illustrations are little known, and some have never 
before been reproduced. Defoe's 'Tour' has been the most often-quoted source for 
early 18th century British social and economic history. It is also a very personal 
book, conveying a sense of 'the romance of trade' as felt by an enthusiast at a time
of rapid commercial expansion. Different from earlier (largely antiquarian) 
descriptions of Great Britain, it is based on more first hand knowledge, is better 
organized, and is written in a vigorous and subtly amusing style. An introduction to 
this edition outlines Defoe's life, locates the 'Tour' among his other works, and 
reveals the extent of his involvement in the life of early 18th century Britain. Notes to
the text and captions to the illustrations explain contemporary technical and 
industrial processes and historical allusions, identify people, and provide information
on buildings and places.

Daniel Defoe (ca. 1660 to 24 April 1731), born Daniel Foe, was an English trader, 
writer, journalist, pamphleteer and spy, who gained fame for his novel Robinson 
Crusoe. Defoe is notable for being one of the earliest proponents of the novel, as he
helped to popularise the form in Britain, and, along with others such as Richardson, 
is among the founders of the English novel. A prolific and versatile writer, he wrote
more than 500 books, pamphlets and journals on various topics (including politics, 
crime, religion, marriage, psychology and the supernatural). He was also a pioneer 
of economic journalism.
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Defoe, Daniel. Robinson Crusoe. New York. Signet/New American Library. 
Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 317 pages. 
paperback. CT627. Inventory # 31337. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A storm at sea. a doomed ship. a sole survivor. here is 
Daniel Defoe's immortal tale of a young merchant seaman cast ashore on an 
uninhabited tropical island, destined to spend twenty - four years in isolated 
loneliness. But more than a story of man against nature, Robinson Crusoe is a 
penetrating study of a universal problem - man against himself. In this great work 
Defoe introduces us to an immature Crusoe, floundering as aimlessly through life as
he later is to flounder helplessly in the grip of a savage sea. We share his struggle 
for survival; feel his despondence at hearing no human sound but the echo of his 
own despairing prayers; suffer his hostility toward a God he feels has unjustly 
forsaken him. And at the end of his long ordeal we witness a rebirth: We see a 
mature Robinson Crusoe who has doggedly conquered his environment and 
rekindled his faith in his Saviour. a Robinson Crusoe who has finally mastered 
himself.

Daniel Defoe (ca. 1660 to 24 April 1731), born Daniel Foe, was an English trader, 
writer, journalist, pamphleteer and spy, who gained fame for his novel Robinson 
Crusoe. Defoe is notable for being one of the earliest proponents of the novel, as he
helped to popularise the form in Britain.
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Defoe, Daniel. Robinson Crusoe. New York. 1961. Signet/New American Library. 
2nd Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 
Afterword By Harvey Swados. 317 pages. paperback. CD55. Cover: Kossin. 
Inventory # 33659. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A storm at sea. a doomed ship. a sole survivor. here is 
Daniel Defoe's immortal tale of a young merchant seaman cast ashore on an 
uninhabited tropical island, destined to spend twenty - four years in isolated 
loneliness. But more than a story of man against nature, Robinson Crusoe is a 
penetrating study of a universal problem - man against himself. In this great work 
Defoe introduces us to an immature Crusoe, floundering as aimlessly through life as
he later is to flounder helplessly in the grip of a savage sea. We share his struggle 
for survival; feel his despondence at hearing no human sound but the echo of his 
own despairing prayers; suffer his hostility toward a God he feels has unjustly 
forsaken him. And at the end of his long ordeal we witness a rebirth: We see a 
mature Robinson Crusoe who has doggedly conquered his environment and 
rekindled his faith in his Saviour. a Robinson Crusoe who has finally mastered 
himself.

Daniel Defoe (ca. 1660 to 24 April 1731), born Daniel Foe, was an English trader, 
writer, journalist, pamphleteer and spy, who gained fame for his novel Robinson 
Crusoe. Defoe is notable for being one of the earliest proponents of the novel, as he
helped to popularise the form in Britain.
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Deighton, Len. Funeral in Berlin. New York. 1965. Putnam. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 312 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 18351. 
$25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - FUNERAL IN BERLIN is a spy novel by Len Deighton. 
The protagonist, who is unnamed, travels to Berlin to arrange the defection of a 
Soviet scientist named Semitsa, this being brokered by Johnny Vulkan of the Berlin 
intelligence community. Despite his initial scepticism the deal seems to have the 
support of Russian security-chief Colonel Stok and Hallam in the British 
government's Home Office. The fake documentation for Semitsa needs to be 
precisely specified. In addition, an Israeli intelligence agent named Samantha Steel 
is involved in the case. But it soon becomes apparent that behind the facade of an 
elaborate mock funeral lies a game of deadly manoeuvres and ruthless tactics. A 
game in which the blood-stained legacy of Nazi Germany is enmeshed in the 
intricate moves of cold war espionage.

Leonard Cyril Deighton (born 18 February 1929) is a British military historian, 
cookery writer, and novelist. He is perhaps most famous for his spy novel The 
IPCRESS File, which was made into a film starring Michael Caine.
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Del Conte, Anna. A Little Italian Cookbook. San Francisco. 1990. Chronicle Books. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0877017549. Illustrated by Carl 
Melagari. 60 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 38082. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From pasta to pizza and beyond, this charming little 
Cookbook presents a delicious collection of recipes capturing the essence of 
authentic Italian cuisine. Included here are such savory dishes as Risi e Bisi, 
Spaghetti alla Carbonara, Pollo alla Diavolo, Insalata Caprese, Zuppa alla Pavese,
Gnocchi di Patate, and Torta di Ricotta. Each recipe is accompanied by a delightful 
full-color illustration.

Anna Del Conte (born 1925) is an Italian-born food writer whose works cover the 
history of food as well as providing recipes. Resident in England since 1949, she 
has been influential in raising the country’s awareness of Italian cuisine: her 1976 
Portrait of Pasta has been described as ‘the instrumental force in leading [the 
English] beyond the land of spag bol, macaroni cheese and tinned ravioli’. Still in 
2009 she remained critical of ‘Britalian’ cookery, however: mixing too many 
ingredients and suffering from the English palate’s liking for much stronger flavours, 
it lacked the subtleties of its Mediterranean original.
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Delacampagne, Ariane and Delacampagne, Christian. Here Be Dragons: A 
Fantastic Bestiary. Princeton. 2003. Princeton University Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 069111689x. 200 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
34916. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Sphinxes, hydras, chimeras, dragons, unicorns, griffins, 
sirens, and centaurs—fantastic animals can be found in works from Greek vases to
paintings by Bosch, Goya, and Picasso, from folk art to comic strips, advertising, 
and Hollywood movies. Here Be Dragons is a lavishly illustrated compendium of the
marvelous menagerie of imaginary animals that humans have conjured up over the
ages. Ariane and Christian Delacampagne take us on a visually and intellectually 
riveting journey through five thousand years of art, examining the symbolic 
meanings of such creatures and what they say about the unconscious life of the 
human mind. In the Middle Ages, ‘bestiary’ referred to an edifying poem, in Latin or
French verse, in which the moral characteristics of real or imaginary animals were 
highlighted. With the passing of time, this once-flourishing genre disappeared. We 
have ceased to equate animals that can be observed with those we only dream of, 
but neither science nor mass culture has managed to chase away imaginary beasts.
Such creatures continue to haunt us, just as they haunted our ancestors. In the first
book to explore this subject with such cross-cultural and chronological range, the 
Delacampagnes identify five basic structures (unicorn, human-headed animal, 
animal-headed human, winged quadruped, and dragon) whose stories they relate 
from prehistory to the present day. They also provide fascinating sociological and 
psychoanalytical insight into the processes through which artists have created these
astonishing animals and how they have been transmitted from culture to culture. 
Contrary to what people once believed, the fantastic exists only in the mind. And yet,
as Here Be Dragons shows us, it is one of the mind’s most sophisticated, 
mysterious, and inspiring creations.

Christian Delacampagne is Professor of Twentieth-Century French Literature at The
Johns Hopkins University. Ariane Delacampagne is an independent translator and 
photographer.
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Delacorta. Luna. New York. 1984. Summit Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good 
in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0671493795. Translated from the French by Victoria 
Reiter. 127 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by George Corsillo. Inventory # 2544. 
$7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The uninhibited Parisian duo from the novel DIVA, Serge
Gorodish, middle-aged classical musician turned con artist and his thirteen-year-old
sidekick Alba, return. Alba is kidnapped by a crazed psychiatrist on behalf of a 
demented patient. To rescue Alba, Gorodish steals all the white Rolls-Royces in 
Paris, filches a valuable statue off Freud's desk, and persuades the kidnapper that 
Alba is the repository of all psychoanalytical wisdom.

Daniel Robert Odier (born in 1945 in Geneva), known by his pseudonym Delacorta, 
is a Swiss author, screenwriter and poet. With regard to Odier, Anaïs Nin is noted to
have written, 'He is an outstanding writer and a dazzling poet.'
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Delacorte, Peter. Levantine. New York. 1985. Norton. 1st American Edition. Good in
Worn Dustjacket. 0393018814. 364 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Tim 
Gaydos. Inventory # 2543. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Andrew Chambers is a foreign correspondent for a major
American newspaper, and for the past twelve years his assignment has been a 
small, violence-ridden country in the Middle East called Levantine. Within the space
of just a few hours, and through a bizarre set of circumstances, Chambers becomes
the focus of international intrigue that reflects today’s headlines and perhaps 
tomorrow’s. First, there is the assassination of Israel’s ambassador to West 
Germany. Then Chambers encounters Mireille Demergeant, a beautiful actress, at a
reception in the French embassy. A day later, Chambers’s Austrian colleague Heinz
Vogel disappears while apparently on his way to interview the king of Jordan. His 
body is found in the Jordanian desert, next to the corpses of a corrupt British 
journalist and a famed international terrorist. Chambers’s relationship with Mireille 
develops in counterpoint to the mounting political tensions. As he struggles to 
understand the significance of several acts of terrorism, he comes to realize that 
Mireille is involved in matters more important and more dangerous than the making
of movies. Then Levantine is invaded by a vast Israeli army, and all hell breaks 
loose. The author has written a taut and unforgettable thriller with a sense of place 
and character that puts him in the tradition of Graham Greene.

Peter Delacorte is the author of Games of Chance and Levantine. He lives in San 
Francisco with his wife, Bonnie, two very strange cats, and one extremely well-
adjusted dog.
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Delacorte, Peter. Levantine. New York. 1985. Norton. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0393018814. 364 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Tim 
Gaydos. Inventory # 34733. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Andrew Chambers is a foreign correspondent for a major
American newspaper, and for the past twelve years his assignment has been a 
small, violence-ridden country in the Middle East called Levantine. Within the space
of just a few hours, and through a bizarre set of circumstances, Chambers becomes
the focus of international intrigue that reflects today’s headlines and perhaps 
tomorrow’s. First, there is the assassination of Israel’s ambassador to West 
Germany. Then Chambers encounters Mireille Demergeant, a beautiful actress, at a
reception in the French embassy. A day later, Chambers’s Austrian colleague Heinz
Vogel disappears while apparently on his way to interview the king of Jordan. His 
body is found in the Jordanian desert, next to the corpses of a corrupt British 
journalist and a famed international terrorist. Chambers’s relationship with Mireille 
develops in counterpoint to the mounting political tensions. As he struggles to 
understand the significance of several acts of terrorism, he comes to realize that 
Mireille is involved in matters more important and more dangerous than the making
of movies. Then Levantine is invaded by a vast Israeli army, and all hell breaks 
loose. The author has written a taut and unforgettable thriller with a sense of place 
and character that puts him in the tradition of Graham Greene.

Peter Delacorte is the author of Games of Chance and Levantine. He lives in San 
Francisco with his wife, Bonnie, two very strange cats, and one extremely well-
adjusted dog.
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Delacorte, Peter. Time On My Hands: A Novel With Photographs. New York. 1997.
Scribner. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684826518. 397 pages. hardcover.
Inventory # 23887. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - You're a somewhat jaded travel writer on assignment in
France. You've just been jilted by your Parisian girlfriend for an unwashed Left Bank
philosopher, and you can feel the onset of middle age in your bones. Everything 
seems gray: You've been all over the world, more or less, and you're considering the
possibility that your life's share of adventures has been expended. Then, as if by 
providence, while museum-going one day you bump into a fellow American, an 
aging hippie physicist from California, or rather he bumps into you. You strike up a 
conversation; he invites you for a coffee. You can't shake the feeling that he knows 
you, but you don't know him. His story emerges; he has a proposition to make, an 
offer no self-respecting travel writer could dismiss out of hand. In his possession, he
tells you, is a time machine; yes, a working device to transport its user backward 
and forward in the fourth dimension. You scoff; you make as if to leave, but 
something about this man gives you pause. He doesn't seem crazy. And then he 
proves to you that the thing works. What does he want from you? Simply this: use 
the machine to go to a specific place at a specific time - Hollywood, California, in its
big-studio heyday immediately before World War II, when Howard Hawks was in his
prime and Bogart was still waiting for his break. Find a young Warners contract 
actor, Ronald 'Dutch' Reagan, and do whatever it takes to push him off the path that
leads him, forty years later, to the Oval Office. Be ingenious. You'll think of 
something. And so, Gabriel Prince, you sign on for the ride, little knowing just how 
wild it will prove to be. You wouldn't have guessed you'd fall in love with a starlet, or
stumble into a job as a screenwriter, and you certainly wouldn't have guessed that 
you and Dutch Reagan would become friends. And you'd never have guessed, 
much as you wish you had, that this time machine you've been provided has a past
of its own.

Peter Delacorte is the author of Games of Chance and Levantine. He lives in San 
Francisco with his wife, Bonnie, two very strange cats, and one extremely well-
adjusted dog.
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Delacre, Lulu (editor). Arroz Con Leche: Popular Songs & Rhymes From Latin 
America. New York. 1989. Scholastic. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0590418874. Illustrated by Lulu Delacre. 32 pages. hardcover. Cover illustration by
Lulu Delacre. Inventory # 11689. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A collection of traditional Latin American songs and 
rhymes, in Spanish and English.

Lulu Delacre (born December 20, 1957 Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico) is the 
author/illustrator of many award winning children's books. Some of her most famous
works include Arroz con leche: Popular Songs and Rhymes from Latin America, 
Vejigante Masquerader, and The Bossy Gallito. Delacre's writes books that 
celebrate her Latino heritage and promote cultural diversity.
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Delany, Samuel R. Babel-17. New York. 1966. Ace Books. 1st Printing. Previous 
Owner's Name Penned in Front, Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. Paperback 
Original. 173 pages. paperback. F-388. Inventory # 24206. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The commander of the Earthpeople's Alliance journeyed 
into the bizarre - depths of Transport Town to seek Rydra Wong, the cosmic poetess
whose words reached across space and whose mind could perceive the meaning of
all the worlds' tongues. And his request placed her into the heart of the vile 
interstellar war between the Alliance and the Invaders. The new weapon of the 
Invaders was Babel-17, a menacing hum clogging up Alliance space 
communications. Rydra had to decipher the communications power of Babel-17 
before it could lead to intergalactic defeat. And to do that, she would have to be the 
target of the next outer-space attack. A brilliant new novel by a rapidly rising star of 
the science-fiction cosmos.

Samuel Ray Delany, Jr., also known as ‘Chip’, is an American author, professor and
literary critic. His work includes a number of novels, many in the science fiction 
genre, as well as memoir, criticism, and essays on sexuality and society. His 
science fiction novels include BABEL-17, THE EINSTEIN INTERSECTION (winners
of the Nebula Award for 1966 and 1967 respectively), NOVA, DHALGREN, and the
RETURN TO NEVÈRŸON series. After winning four Nebula awards and two Hugo 
awards over the course of his career, Delany was inducted into the Science Fiction
Hall of Fame in 2002. Between 1988 and 1999 he was a professor of comparative 
literature at the University of Massachusetts Amherst. Between 1999 and 2000 he 
was a professor of English at SUNY Buffalo. Since January 2001 he has been a 
professor of English and Creative Writing at Temple University in Philadelphia, 
where he is Director of the Graduate Creative Writing Program.
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Delany, Samuel R. The Ballad of Beta-2. New York. 1965. Ace Books. 1st Printing.
Previous Owner's Name in Front, Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. Paperback 
Original. 124 pages. paperback. 04722. Cover by Kelly Freas. Inventory # 41336. 
$20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Between the distant stars lay terror. Anthropology 
student Joneny was sent out on a quest he didn’t want: to find the meaning of the 
Ballad of Beta-2. For the ballad was the only clue that even hinted at what had 
happened to spaceship Beta-2’s missing crew of galactic colonists. Joneny’s search
for the answer led him on a course of indescribable terror - and to a miraculous 
understanding.

Samuel Ray Delany, Jr., also known as ‘Chip’, is an American author, professor and
literary critic. His work includes a number of novels, many in the science fiction 
genre, as well as memoir, criticism, and essays on sexuality and society. His 
science fiction novels include BABEL-17, THE EINSTEIN INTERSECTION (winners
of the Nebula Award for 1966 and 1967 respectively), NOVA, DHALGREN, and the
RETURN TO NEVÈRŸON series. After winning four Nebula awards and two Hugo 
awards over the course of his career, Delany was inducted into the Science Fiction
Hall of Fame in 2002. Between 1988 and 1999 he was a professor of comparative 
literature at the University of Massachusetts Amherst. Between 1999 and 2000 he 
was a professor of English at SUNY Buffalo. Since January 2001 he has been a 
professor of English and Creative Writing at Temple University in Philadelphia, 
where he is Director of the Graduate Creative Writing Program.keywords
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Delany, Sarah and Delany, Annie Elizabeth (with Amy Hill Hearth). The Delany 
Sisters' Book of Everyday Wisdom. New York. 1994. Kodansha. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1568360428. 133 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
28053. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - IT'S AS IF WE'VE BECOME AMERICA'S GRANDMAS.'
That's how Sadie Delany described the outpouring of affection and admiration that 
followed the success of Having Our Say, the best-selling memoir she and her sister
published in 1993. Now they offer their fans a treasury of grandmotherly good 
sense: memorable aphorisms, engaging anecdotes, rules for managing money, 
practical advice on staying active in old age, and some favorite recipes, too. It's a 
book filled with the secrets of living well, from two women who did it for more than a
century.

Sarah Louise "Sadie" Delany (September 19, 1889, Lynch Station, Virginia, VA - 
January 25, 1999, Mount Vernon, NY) was an American educator and civil rights 
pioneer who was the subject, along with her younger sister, Elizabeth "Bessie" 
Delany, of the New York Times bestselling oral history, Having Our Say, by 
journalist Amy Hearth. Annie Elizabeth "Bessie" Delany (3 September 1891 – 25 
September 1995) was an American dentist and civil rights pioneer who was the 
subject, along with her elder sister Sarah "Sadie" Delany, of The New York Times 
bestselling oral history, Having Our Say, written by journalist Amy Hill Hearth. 
Delany earned a Doctor of Dental Surgery (DDS) degree from Columbia University 
in 1923. She was the second black woman licensed to practice dentistry in New 
York State, and became famous, with the publication of the book, when she was 
aged 101.
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Delgado, James P. Khubilai Khan's Lost Fleet: in Search of a Legendary Armada. 
Berkeley. 2009. University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 9780520259768. 16-page insert. 240 pages. hardcover. Jacket design 
by Jessica Sullivan. Inventory # 36972. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1279, near what is now Hong Kong, Mongol ruler 
Khubilai Khan fulfilled the dream of his grandfather, Genghis Khan, by conquering 
China. The Grand Khan now ruled the largest empire the world has ever seen—one
that stretched from the China Sea to the plains of Hungary. He also inherited the 
world's largest navy—more than seven hundred ships. Yet within fifteen years, 
Khubilai Khan's massive fleet was gone. What actually happened to the Mongol 
navy, considered for seven centuries to be little more than legend, has finally been 
revealed. Renowned archaeologist and historian James P. Delgado has gone diving
with a Japanese team currently studying the remains of the Khan's lost fleet. 
Drawing from diverse sources—sunken ships, hand-painted scrolls, drowned 
bodies, and historical and literary records— in this gripping account that moves 
deftly between the present and the past, Delgado pieces together the fascinating 
tale of Khubilai Khan's maritime forays and unravels one of history's greatest 
mysteries: What sank the great Mongol fleet?

James P. Delgado is the President of the Institute of Nautical Archaeology. His 
many previous books include the BRITISH MUSEUM ENCYCLOPEDIA OF 
UNDERWATER AND MARITIME ARCHAEOLOGY, and, most recently, GOLD 
RUSH PORT: THE MARITIME ARCHAEOLOGY OF SAN FRANCISCO'S 
WATERFRONT (UC Press). Delgado has hosted the National Geographic television
series ‘The Sea Hunters.’.
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Delibes, Miguel. The Hedge. New York. 1983. Columbia University Press. 1st 
American Edition. Date Stamped in Front,Otherwise Very Good in Slightly Worn 
Dustjacket. 0231054602. Translated from the Spanish by Frances M. Lopez-
Morillas. 206 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Laiying Chong. Inventory # 34277.
$25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Jacinto, an office clerk, is sent to a company retreat after
he collapses from exhaustion and gradually becomes cut off from the outside world.
A parable of a man who sees himself shipwrecked, isolated, and doomed.

Miguel Delibes Setién (17 October 1920 – 12 March 2010) was a Spanish novelist, 
journalist and newspaper editor associated with the Generation of '36 movement. 
From 1975 until his death, he was a member of the Royal Spanish Academy, where
he occupied chair ‘e’. He studied commerce and law and began his career as a 
columnist and later journalist at the El Norte de Castilla. He would later head this 
newspaper before gradually devoting himself exclusively to the novel. As a 
connoisseur of the fauna and flora of his geographical region and someone 
passionate about hunting and the rural world, he could give form in his works to all
matters relating to Castile and hunting from the perspective of an urban person who
had not lost touch with that world. He was one of the leading figures of post-Civil 
War Spanish literature, for which he was recognized through many awards. 
However, his influence extends even further, since several of his works have been 
adapted for the theater or have been made into movies, which won awards at 
competitions such as the Cannes Film Festival, and television shows. He was 
marked deeply by the death of his wife in 1974. In 1998 he was diagnosed with 
colon cancer, an illness from which he would never fully recover. As a result his 
literary career came almost entirely to a halt. He fell into apathy and became virtually
isolated until his death in 2010.
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Delibes, Miguel. The Stuff of Heroes. New York. 1990. Pantheon Books. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394577469. Translated from the 
Spanish by Frances M. Lopez-Morillas. 295 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration & 
design by Bascove. Inventory # 14520. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1938, during the Spanish civil war, Miguel Delibes 
volunteered to join the navy, because otherwise he would be drafted into the infantry
and feared the prospect of hand-to-hand fighting. His experience at sea went into 
Madera de Héroe (1987; translated as THE STUFF OF HEROES), one of his best 
novels, from his late period when he could publish without worrying about censors. 
‘Those of us who were not physically mutilated were psychologically mutilated,’ he 
wrote of the war.

Miguel Delibes Setién (17 October 1920 – 12 March 2010) was a Spanish novelist, 
journalist and newspaper editor associated with the Generation of '36 movement. 
From 1975 until his death, he was a member of the Royal Spanish Academy, where
he occupied chair ‘e’. He studied commerce and law and began his career as a 
columnist and later journalist at the El Norte de Castilla. He would later head this 
newspaper before gradually devoting himself exclusively to the novel. As a 
connoisseur of the fauna and flora of his geographical region and someone 
passionate about hunting and the rural world, he could give form in his works to all
matters relating to Castile and hunting from the perspective of an urban person who
had not lost touch with that world. He was one of the leading figures of post-Civil 
War Spanish literature, for which he was recognized through many awards. 
However, his influence extends even further, since several of his works have been 
adapted for the theater or have been made into movies, which won awards at 
competitions such as the Cannes Film Festival, and television shows. He was 
marked deeply by the death of his wife in 1974. In 1998 he was diagnosed with 
colon cancer, an illness from which he would never fully recover. As a result his 
literary career came almost entirely to a halt. He fell into apathy and became virtually
isolated until his death in 2010.
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Delibes, Miguel. The Wars of Our Ancestors. Athens. 1992. University Of Georgia 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0820314188. Translated from
the Spanish by Agnes Moncy. 312 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Susan 
Nees. Inventory # 24311. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In THE WARS OF OUR ANCESTORS two men talk in 
Private for seven nights. One is Pacifico Pérez, a Spanish peasant imprisoned for 
homicide; the other is an examining psychiatrist. Gradually a story unfolds as 
Pacifico, responding to the doctor’s delicate but persistent probing, recount episodes
from his past and the events that have brought him to prison. From this encounter 
between two people of markedly dissimilar backgrounds, Miguel Delibes constructs
a novel of pointed social criticism an understated but nonetheless scathing critique 
of contemporary values. Experimental in form yet thoroughly accessible, the book is
cast as a series of extended dialogues in which the world outside the doctor’s office,
especially Pacifico’s town, is evoked entirely through the voices of the two 
characters. In telling the doctor his various tales - the brutal war stories he heard 
from his forebears while still a child, his erotic adventures with a young woman from
his village, his role in a prison escape attempt – Pacifico describes a rural social 
realm of almost routine violence, a world in which aggression, competition, and 
individual triumph are prized above other human attributes. Against this backdrop, 
the aptly named Pacifico emerges as a ‘deviant’: essentially nonviolent (despite the
act of violence that has led to his imprisonment), modest, generous, cooperative in 
spirit. By the novel’s end, Pacifico has won the full sympathy of the doctor - and the 
reader as well. In fact, the normally dispassionate psychiatrist is prepared to 
compromise his own ethics by urging the prisoner to lie at his upcoming trial so that
he might win a pardon. Pacifico stands, ultimately, for hope and human possibility in
a threatened and uncertain world. Several of Delibes’s novels have been translated 
into English: THE PATH (1961), SMOKE ON THE GROUND (1972), THE HEDGE 
(1983), and FIVE HOURS WITH MARIO (1989). THE WARS OF OUR 
ANCESTORS, originally published in Spain in 1974, is representative of the author’s
use of stark realism and attachment to rural subjects in his novels.

Miguel Delibes Setién (17 October 1920 – 12 March 2010) was a Spanish novelist, 
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Delillo Don. Cosmopolis. New York. 2003. Scribner. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0743244249. 211 pages. hardcover. Jacket photographs by 
Jason Fulford. Inventory # 33689. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Eric Packer, a billionaire asset manager at age twenty-
eight, emerges from his penthouse triplex and settles into his lavishly customized 
white stretch limousine. On this day he is a man with two missions: to pursue a 
cataclysmic bet against the yen and to get a haircut across town.’ His journey to the
barbershop is a contemporary odyssey, funny and fast-moving. Stalled in traffic by a
presidential motorcade, a music idol’s funeral and a violent political demonstration, 
Eric receives a string of visitors - his experts on security, technology, currency, 
finance and theory. Sometimes he leaves the car for sexual encounters and 
sometimes he doesn’t have to.

Don DeLillo (born November 20, 1936) is an American essayist, novelist, playwright,
and short story writer. His works have covered subjects as diverse as television, 
nuclear war, sports, the complexities of language, performance art, the Cold War, 
mathematics, the advent of the digital age, and global terrorism. Initially a well-
regarded cult writer, the publication in 1985 of White Noise brought him widespread
recognition, and is considered to be his breakthrough work. DeLillo has twice been a
Pulitzer Prize for Fiction finalist for Mao II and Underworld (1992 and 1998, 
respectively), won the PEN/Faulkner Award for Mao II in 1992 (receiving a further 
PEN/Faulkner Award nomination for The Angel Esmeralda in 2012), and was 
granted the PEN/Saul Bellow Award for Achievement in American Fiction in 2010.keywords
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Price $10.00
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Delillo, Don. Cosmopolis. New York. 2003. Scribner. Advance Reader's Edition. 
Very Good in Wrappers. 0743244249. 211 pages. paperback. Inventory # 34545. 
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Eric Packer, a billionaire asset manager at age twenty-
eight, emerges from his penthouse triplex and settles into his lavishly customized 
white stretch limousine. On this day he is a man with two missions: to pursue a 
cataclysmic bet against the yen and to get a haircut across town.’ His journey to the
barbershop is a contemporary odyssey, funny and fast-moving. Stalled in traffic by a
presidential motorcade, a music idol’s funeral and a violent political demonstration, 
Eric receives a string of visitors - his experts on security, technology, currency, 
finance and theory. Sometimes he leaves the car for sexual encounters and 
sometimes he doesn’t have to.

Don DeLillo (born November 20, 1936) is an American essayist, novelist, playwright,
and short story writer. His works have covered subjects as diverse as television, 
nuclear war, sports, the complexities of language, performance art, the Cold War, 
mathematics, the advent of the digital age, and global terrorism. Initially a well-
regarded cult writer, the publication in 1985 of White Noise brought him widespread
recognition, and is considered to be his breakthrough work. DeLillo has twice been a
Pulitzer Prize for Fiction finalist for Mao II and Underworld (1992 and 1998, 
respectively), won the PEN/Faulkner Award for Mao II in 1992 (receiving a further 
PEN/Faulkner Award nomination for The Angel Esmeralda in 2012), and was 
granted the PEN/Saul Bellow Award for Achievement in American Fiction in 2010.keywords
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Delillo, Don. The Body Artist. New York. 2001. Scribner. Uncorrected Proof. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 074320395x. 125 pages. paperback. Inventory # 28237. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - For thirty years, since the publication of his first novel 
AMERICANA, Don DeLillo has lived in the skin of our times. He has found a voice 
for the forgotten souls who haunt the fringes of our culture and for its larger-than-life,
real-life figures. His language is defiantly, radiantly American. Now, to a new 
century, he has brought THE BODY ARTIST. In this spare, seductive novel, he 
inhabits the muted world of Lauren Hartke, an artist whose work defies the limits of 
the body. Lauren is living on a lonely coast, in a rambling rented house, where she 
encounters a strange, ageless man, a man with uncanny knowledge of her own life.
Together they begin a journey into the wilderness of time-time, love and human 
perception.

Don DeLillo (born November 20, 1936) is an American essayist, novelist, playwright,
and short story writer. His works have covered subjects as diverse as television, 
nuclear war, sports, the complexities of language, performance art, the Cold War, 
mathematics, the advent of the digital age, and global terrorism. Initially a well-
regarded cult writer, the publication in 1985 of White Noise brought him widespread
recognition, and is considered to be his breakthrough work. DeLillo has twice been a
Pulitzer Prize for Fiction finalist for Mao II and Underworld (1992 and 1998, 
respectively), won the PEN/Faulkner Award for Mao II in 1992 (receiving a further 
PEN/Faulkner Award nomination for The Angel Esmeralda in 2012), and was 
granted the PEN/Saul Bellow Award for Achievement in American Fiction in 2010.keywords
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Delillo, Don. The Body Artist. New York. 2001. Scribner. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 074320395x. 127 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Carol 
Devine Carson. Inventory # 28611. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - For thirty years, since the publication of his first novel 
AMERICANA, Don DeLillo has lived in the skin of our times. He has found a voice 
for the forgotten souls who haunt the fringes of our culture and for its larger-than-life,
real-life figures. His language is defiantly, radiantly American. Now, to a new 
century, he has brought THE BODY ARTIST. In this spare, seductive novel, he 
inhabits the muted world of Lauren Hartke, an artist whose work defies the limits of 
the body. Lauren is living on a lonely coast, in a rambling rented house, where she 
encounters a strange, ageless man, a man with uncanny knowledge of her own life.
Together they begin a journey into the wilderness of time-time, love and human 
perception.

Don DeLillo (born November 20, 1936) is an American essayist, novelist, playwright,
and short story writer. His works have covered subjects as diverse as television, 
nuclear war, sports, the complexities of language, performance art, the Cold War, 
mathematics, the advent of the digital age, and global terrorism. Initially a well-
regarded cult writer, the publication in 1985 of White Noise brought him widespread
recognition, and is considered to be his breakthrough work. DeLillo has twice been a
Pulitzer Prize for Fiction finalist for Mao II and Underworld (1992 and 1998, 
respectively), won the PEN/Faulkner Award for Mao II in 1992 (receiving a further 
PEN/Faulkner Award nomination for The Angel Esmeralda in 2012), and was 
granted the PEN/Saul Bellow Award for Achievement in American Fiction in 2010.
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Delillo, Don. Underworld. New York. 1997. Scribner. Special Signed Edition. 1 of 
1000 Copies. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684842696. 827 pages. hardcover. Jacket
photograph by Andre Kertesz.Jacket design by Carol Carson. Inventory # 24424. 
$75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Don DeLillo’s novel opens with a legendary baseball 
game played in New York in 1951. The glorious outcome - the home run that wins 
the game is called the ‘Shot Heard Round the World’ - shades into the grim news 
that the Soviet Union has just tested an atomic bomb. The baseball itself, fought 
over and scuffed, generates the narrative that follows. It takes the reader deeply into
the lives of Nick and Klara and into modern memory and the soul of American 
culture - from Bronx tenements to grand ballrooms to a B-52 bombing raid over 
Vietnam. A generation’s master spirits come and go. Lenny Bruce cracking 
desperate jokes, Mick Jagger with his devil strut, J. Edgar Hoover in a sexy leather
mask. And flashing in the margins of ordinary life are the curiously connected 
materials of the culture. Condoms, bombs, Chevy Bel Airs, and miracle sites on the
Web. Underworld is a story of men and women together and apart, seen in deep 
clear detail and in stadium-sized panoramas, shadowed throughout by the 
overarching conflict of the Cold War.

Don DeLillo (born November 20, 1936) is an American essayist, novelist, playwright,
and short story writer. His works have covered subjects as diverse as television, 
nuclear war, sports, the complexities of language, performance art, the Cold War, 
mathematics, the advent of the digital age, and global terrorism. Initially a well-
regarded cult writer, the publication in 1985 of White Noise brought him widespread
recognition, and is considered to be his breakthrough work. DeLillo has twice been a
Pulitzer Prize for Fiction finalist for Mao II and Underworld (1992 and 1998, 
respectively), won the PEN/Faulkner Award for Mao II in 1992 (receiving a further 
PEN/Faulkner Award nomination for The Angel Esmeralda in 2012), and was 
granted the PEN/Saul Bellow Award for Achievement in American Fiction in 2010.
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Demarinis, Rick. Under the Wheat. Pittsburgh. 1986. University Of Pittsburgh Press.
1st Edition. Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front, Otherwise Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0822935449. 157 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 22984. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Under the Wheat a collection of powerful, irreverent 
short stories. Rick DeMarinis puts a bend in the world to give us a long hard look at
characters who embody on a grand scale the psychological and spiritual deformities
in our culture.'--New York Times Book Review ? Winner of the 1986 Drue Heinz 
Literature Prize.

Rick DeMarinis (born 1934 in New York) is an American novelist and short story 
writer. He taught at the University of Montana, San Diego State University, Arizona
State University, and the University of Texas at El Paso. His short stories have 
appeared in Esquire, The Atlantic Monthly, Harpers, GQ, The Paris Review, and The
Iowa Review.
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Demarinis, Rick. Under the Wheat. Pittsburgh. 1986. University Of Pittsburgh Press.
1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0822935449. 157 pages. hardcover. Inventory
# 23555. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Under the Wheat a collection of powerful, irreverent 
short stories. Rick DeMarinis puts a bend in the world to give us a long hard look at
characters who embody on a grand scale the psychological and spiritual deformities
in our culture.'--New York Times Book Review ? Winner of the 1986 Drue Heinz 
Literature Prize.

Rick DeMarinis (born 1934 in New York) is an American novelist and short story 
writer. He taught at the University of Montana, San Diego State University, Arizona
State University, and the University of Texas at El Paso. His short stories have 
appeared in Esquire, The Atlantic Monthly, Harpers, GQ, The Paris Review, and The
Iowa Review.
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Dempsey, Amy. Destination Art. Berkeley. 2006. University of California Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780520250253. 272 pages. hardcover.
Inventory # 38282. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This stunningly illustrated book is the first critical guide to
the two hundred most important modern and contemporary art sites around the 
world. Designed for the international art tourist as a key critical reference in an era 
where more and more art is found outside galleries or museums, Destination Art not
only is packed with practical information for the traveler but also provides a highly 
accessible chronological survey of the world's most important large-scale and public
works of twentieth- and twenty-first-century art. Encompassing massive land and 
environmental works, extensive sculpture parks, magnificent architectural follies, 
site-specific installations, even whole towns turned over to the display of art, this 
book chronicles a wealth of works that have achieved near-mythical status since 
they were created. Among the many influential and popular artists included are 
Henri Matisse, Antoni Gaudi, Jean Tinguely, Constantin Brancusi, James Turrell, 
Richard Serra, Robert Smithson, and Antony Gormley. The book includes full visitor
information, with hours and admissions fees, directions, contact details and 
websites, and further reading. Fifty key art destinations are featured in substantial 
essays, with accounts of their histories, descriptions of their sites, and spectacular 
photography. With destinations from around the world and special emphasis on 
Europe and the United States, this volume signals the coming of age of site-specific
art and will inspire visitors from around the globe and armchair enthusiasts alike. 
Copub: Thames & Hudson.

Amy Jo Dempsey is an independent scholar and art historian. Her book Styles, 
schools and movements has received two editions and has been translated into 
several languages.
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Denenberg, Barry. Dear America - So Far From Home: The Diary of Mary Driscoll, 
An Irish Mill Girl, Lowell, Massachusetts, 1847. New York. 1997. Scholastic. 
Reprinted Hardcover Edition. Very Good in Hardcover. No Dustjacket. 0590926675.
170 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37945. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Critically acclaimed author Barry Denenberg turns a 
sharp eye on life for a young Irish immigrant at the Lowell Mill.

Barry Denenberg is a critically acclaimed author of nonfiction and historical fiction. 
His historical fiction books include titles in the Dear America, My Name Is America, 
and Royal Diaries series, many of which have been named NCSS/CBC Notable 
Social Studies Trade Books for Young People.
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Denevi, Marco. The Redemption of the Cannibal Woman. Toronto. 1993. Coach 
House Press. 1st English Language Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0889104433.
Translated from the Spanish by Alberto Manguel. 144 pages. paperback. Cover 
photograph by Steven Jack - 'Deux Sailors', 1989. Inventory # 18950. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A collection of stories from the winner in 1955 of the Kraft
Publishers Prize for Fiction. CONTENTS: Michel; Letter to Gianfranco; Eine kleine 
Nachtmusik; The Redemption of the Cannibal Woman; Afterword by Alberto 
Manguel. Three of the four stories in this volume are drawn from two collections: 
Hierba del cielo (1973) and Reunion de desaparecidos (1977); ‘Eine kleine 
Nachtmusik’ was never published in book form in Spanish.

Marco Denevi (May 12, 1922 in Sáenz Peña, Buenos Aires – December 12, 1998) 
was an Argentine award-winning author of novels and short stories, as well as a 
lawyer and journalist. His work is characterized by its originality and depth, as well 
as a criticism of human incompetence. His first work, a mystery called Rosaura a las
diez (1955), was a Kraft award winner and a bestseller. In 1964, it was translated 
into English as Rosa at Ten O'Clock. Other famous works of his include Los 
expedientes (1957), Ceremonia Secreta (1960), El cuarto de la noche (1962), and 
Falsificaciones (1966). Ceremonia Secreta was filmed as Secret Ceremony in 1968
starring Elizabeth Taylor, Mia Farrow, Robert Mitchum, and Peggy Ashcroft. It was 
directed by Joseph Losey, from a script by George Tabori. He is less known as an 
essayist, but he also cultivated this genre with his República de Trapalanda (1989),
a late work, in which he takes on Ezequiel Martínez Estrada and Domingo Faustino
Sarmiento's view of the Argentine republic. He was born in the province of Buenos 
Aires, Argentina, and at a young age he began playing the piano and reading. He 
graduated from college in 1939, and did not receive his law degree until 1956. In 
1987 he was inducted into the Argentine Academy of Letters. It is important to note
Denevi's desire to be a playwright. He wrote many dramatic pieces but felt he was 
not talented enough to write for the theater in Spain.
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deNiord, Chard. Interstate. Pittsburgh. 2015. University of Pittsburgh Press. 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822963899. Pitt Poetry Series. 6 x
9. 96 pages. paperback. Inventory #  44204. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Interstate seamlessly connects the state of knowing, in a
worldly sense, to that knowing which is deeply felt yet unbodied. The precise 
attention to the ordinary things of the world, and in particular the natural world, gives
way to the wisdom of the spirit undergirding these searching poems. Reading them,
I felt the delights of language in each new revelation: ‘Words were all; / they came to
me like birds to a tree.’’ —Natasha Trethewey. Interstate is a collection of lyrical 
poems in four sections that concentrate thematically on animals, love and sex, 
compassion, and loss. A unifying elegiac conceit, even in the more ecstatic and 
humorous poems, betrays the bitterest nature of the book's muse. Alternating 
between free and formal verse, the poems contain a lyrical tension in which their 
‘broken music’ evokes metaphysical paradoxes, romantic humor, and the ‘dark 
sounds’ that effect what Garcia Lorca called ‘the power everyone feels’ in the 
mystery of duende ‘but no philosopher can explain.’

Chard deNiord is the author of four previous poetry collections: The Double Truth, 
Night Mowing, Sharp Golden Thorn, and Asleep in the Fire. His poetry has appeared
in The Pushcart Prize, The Best Poems from Thirty Years of the Pushcart Prize, The
Best American Poetry, and in numerous journals. He is professor of English and 
creative writing at Providence College and cofounder of the New England College 
MFA program in poetry.keywords
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deNiord, Chard. Interstate. Pittsburgh. 2015. University of Pittsburgh Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822963899. Pitt Poetry Series. 6 x 
9. 96 pages. paperback. Inventory # 45061. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Interstate seamlessly connects the state of knowing, in a
worldly sense, to that knowing which is deeply felt yet unbodied. The precise 
attention to the ordinary things of the world, and in particular the natural world, gives
way to the wisdom of the spirit undergirding these searching poems. Reading them,
I felt the delights of language in each new revelation: ‘Words were all; / they came to
me like birds to a tree.’’ —Natasha Trethewey. Interstate is a collection of lyrical 
poems in four sections that concentrate thematically on animals, love and sex, 
compassion, and loss. A unifying elegiac conceit, even in the more ecstatic and 
humorous poems, betrays the bitterest nature of the book's muse. Alternating 
between free and formal verse, the poems contain a lyrical tension in which their 
‘broken music’ evokes metaphysical paradoxes, romantic humor, and the ‘dark 
sounds’ that effect what Garcia Lorca called ‘the power everyone feels’ in the 
mystery of duende ‘but no philosopher can explain.’

Chard deNiord is the author of four previous poetry collections: The Double Truth, 
Night Mowing, Sharp Golden Thorn, and Asleep in the Fire. His poetry has appeared
in The Pushcart Prize, The Best Poems from Thirty Years of the Pushcart Prize, The
Best American Poetry, and in numerous journals. He is professor of English and 
creative writing at Providence College and cofounder of the New England College 
MFA program in poetry.keywords
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deNiord, Chard (editor). I Would Lie to You if I Could: Interviews with Ten 
American Poets. Pittsburgh. 2018. University of Pittsburgh Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822965343. Pitt Poetry Series. 6 x 9. 232 
pages. paperback. Inventory # 43692. $18.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - I Would Lie to You if I Could contains interviews with nine
eminent contemporary American poets (Natasha Trethewey, Jane Hirshfield, Martín
Espada, Stephen Kuusisto, Stephen Sandy, Ed Ochester, Carolyn Forché, Peter 
Everwine, and Galway Kinnell) and James Wright’s widow Anne. It presents 
conversations with a vital cross section of poets representing a variety of ages, 
ethnicities, and social backgrounds. The poets testify to the demotic nature of poetry
as a charged language that speaks uniquely in original voices, yet appeals 
universally. As individuals with their own transpersonal stories, the poets have 
emerged onto the national stage from very local places with news that witnesses 
memorably in social, personal, and political ways. They talk about their poems and 
development as poets self-effacingly, honestly, and insightfully, describing just how
and when they were “hurt into poetry,” as well as why they have pursued writing 
poetry as a career in which, as Robert Frost noted in his poem “Two Tramps in Mud
Time”, their object has become “to unite [their] avocation and [their] vocation / As 
[their] two eyes make one in sight.” Praise for Sad Friends, Drowned Lovers, 
Stapled Songs: “Chard deNiord is master of the immersed conversation. Informed, 
curious, knowing when to contend and when to unbend, he meets each of his poets
on the high ground of their art, and seduces from them their most closely held 
wisdom. Sad Friends, Drowned Lovers, Stapled Songs is at once a schooling and a
delight.” —Sven Birkerts.

Chard deNiord is the poet laureate of Vermont and author of six books of poetry, 
most recently Interstate and The Double Truth. He also edited a book of essays and
interviews with seven senior American poets (Galway Kinnell, Donald Hall. Maxine 
Kumin, Jack Gilbert, Ruth Stone, Lucille Clifton, Robert Bly) titled Sad Friends, 
Drowned Lovers, Stapled Songs: Conversations and Reflections on Twentieth 
Century American Poets. deNiord is a professor of English and creative writing at 
Providence College and a trustee of the Ruth Stone Trust.
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Dennison, Sally. Alternative Literary Publishing: Five Modern Histories. Iowa City. 
1984. University of Iowa Press. 1st Edition. Two Slight Stain Marks on Side Edge, 
Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. 0877451273. 240 pages. paperback. Inventory #
36767. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - For all of the contemporary critical interest in literature as
text, as artifact, and as communication, there has been surprisingly little scholarly 
consideration of the cause and effect of literary publication. The facts of publication
have not been ignored, especially in terms of the major modernists, but often the 
meaning of the act of publication remains a relatively uncharted area of literary 
understanding. Although biographical and bibliographical critics of individual writers
often have illuminated individual works, still we lack an overview of literary 
publication in technological, commercial, social, and artistic terms. The achievement
of Sally Dennison's (ALTERNATIVE) LITERARY PUBLISHING exists precisely in its
exploration of one major branch of literary publication in the twentieth century - the 
small press as the handmaiden of great writing. Her (alternative) publishing includes
self-publication, little magazines, readings, university presses, etc. Dennison's 
accomplishment lies not in the study of the small press phenomenon or even of her 
five featured writers - T.S. Eliot, Virginia Woolf, James Joyce, Anais Nin, Vladimir 
Nabokov.

Dr. Sally Dennison has a B.S. in Journalism, an M.A. in Rhetoric and Writing, and a
Ph.D. in Modern Letters from the University of Tulsa. Her short fiction has appeared
in numerous small-press magazines and literary journals, and she has received 
several awards for her writing at the University of Indiana Writers Conference. As a 
result of Alternative Literary Publishing and her lifelong interest in this field, Dr. 
Dennison has formed her own alternative trade publishing house, Council Oak 
Books, Ltd.
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Derbyshire, John. Seeing Calvin Coolidge in a Dream. New York. 1996. St Martin's
Press. 1st American Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312140444. 273 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket illustration by Jamie Hogan. Inventory # 24056. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Moonlight illuminates Chai and his wife, Ding, who enjoy
the view from their backyard deck and recite Chinese poetry to each other. Chai, a 
disillusioned former Red Guard during the Cultural Revolution, has achieved a 
version of the immigrant’s dream: he works as a banker in New York, is the father of
a healthy baby daughter, and enjoys a contented marriage. To Ding’s amusement, 
Chai has developed an obsession with the life and maxims of Calvin Coolidge. For 
Chai, the long-dead president epitomizes the hard-working, frugal virtues of America
in contrast to the moral squalor and hypocrisy of China’s Communist leaders. But 
one day a chance discovery leads Chai astray. He learns that a lover from his youth
- Selina, now Mrs. Yoy - lives in Boston with her husband and their son. Under the 
cover of doing Coolidge research in New England, Chai arranges to meet her. 
Selina’s beauty stands in contrast to Ding’s sensible appearance, and her son, a 
young man, seems cast in Chai’s very image. The staid banker’s heart is inflamed 
by the implications of this resemblance. Confused by his emotions, he determines to
revive the affair. Chai’s passionate pursuit of his youthful love blinds him to Ding, 
whose vision is more acute. How Ding schemes to win back her wayward husband -
and teach him necessary truths about love and life - forms the beguiling conclusion 
to this tale.

John Derbyshire (born June 3, 1945) is a British-American computer programmer, 
writer, journalist and political commentator. He formerly wrote a column in National
Review. He has also written for the New English Review. These columns cover a 
broad range of political-cultural topics, including immigration, China, history, 
mathematics, and race. Derbyshire's 1996 novel, Seeing Calvin Coolidge in a 
Dream, was a New York Times "Notable Book of the Year". His 2004 non-fiction 
book, Prime Obsession, won the Mathematical Association of America's inaugural 
Euler Book Prize. A political book, We Are Doomed: Reclaiming Conservative 
Pessimism, was released in September 2009. Derbyshire has been described as a 
figure within the alt-right movement, and also considers himself to be part of it.
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Dery, Mark. Escape Velocity: Cyberculture at the End of the Century. New York. 
1996. Grove Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0802115802. 
376 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by Markow. Inventory # 33347. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An unforgettable journey into the dark heart of the 
Information Age, ESCAPE VELOCITY explores the high-tech subcultures that both 
celebrate and critique our wired world: cyberpunks, cyberhippies, technopagans, 
and rogue technologists, to name a few. The computer revolution has given rise to a
digital underground - an Information Age counterculture whose members are 
utilizing cutting-edge technology in ways never intended by its manufacturers. 
Poised, at the end of the century, between technological rapture and social rupture,
between Tomorrowland and Blade Runner, fringe computer culture poses the 
fundamental question of our time: Will technology liberate or enslave us in the 
coming millennium? Mark Dery takes us on an electrifying tour of the high-tech 
underground. Exploring the shadowy byways of cyberculture, we meet would-be 
cyborgs who believe the body is obsolete and dream of downloading their minds into
computers, cyberhippies who boost their brainpower with smart drugs and mind 
machines, on-line swingers seeking cybersex on electronic bulletin boards, techno-
primitives who sport ‘biomechanical’ tattoos of computer circuitry, and cyberpunk 
roboticists whose Mad Max contraptions duel to the death before howling crowds. 
Most ‘cyber-’ titles are a breathless mix of New Age futurism and gadget-happy 
cyberhype. ESCAPE VELOCITY stands alone as the first truly critical inquiry into 
cyberculture. Shifting the focus of our conversation about technology from the 
corridors of power to disparate voices on the cultural fringes, Dery wires it into the 
power politics and social issues of the moment. Timely, trenchant, and provocative,
Escape Velocity is essential reading for everyone interested in computer culture and
the shape of things to come.

Mark Dery (born December 24, 1959) is an American author, lecturer and cultural 
critic. He writes about "media, the visual landscape, fringe trends, and unpopular 
culture." From 2001 to 2009, he taught media criticism, literary journalism, and the 
essay in the Department of Journalism at New York University. In January 2000, he
was appointed Chancellor's Distinguished Fellow at the University of California, 
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Desai, Anita. Fire On the Mountain. New York. 1977. Harper & Row. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 006011066x. 145 pages. hardcover.
Inventory # 26276. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Nanda Kul is old. She has chosen to spend her last 
years high in the mountains, but her solitude is broken with the arrival of her great-
granddaughter, Raka. Through the long hot summer, hidden dependencies and old
wounds are uncovered, until tragedy becomes inevitable. From the author of CLEAR
LIGHT OF DAY and IN CUSTODY.

Anita Mazumdar Desai (born 24 June 1937) is an Indian novelist and the Emerita 
John E. Burchard Professor of Humanities at the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology. As a writer she has been shortlisted for the Booker Prize three times; 
she received a Sahitya Academy Award in 1978 for her novel Fire on the Mountain, 
from the Sahitya Academy, India's National Academy of Letters; she won the British
Guardian Prize for The Village by the Sea.
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Desaulniers, Marcel. Salad Days: Main Course Salads For a First-Class Meal. New
York. 1998. Simon & Schuster Editions. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
068482261x. 236 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 28639. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With Salad Days, Marcel Desaulniers expands our idea 
of what salads should be: not salad-bar fare, but full meals melding the flavors of 
such savories as grilled eggplant, scallions, and plum tomatoes with leaf spinach, 
herbed couscous, and roasted garlic dressing. We are all now aware that to improve
our diets and our health, we need to boost our vegetable, fruit, and complex 
carbohydrate intake. With Salad Days, Marcel makes that easier to do and more fun
and delicious in the process. Organized into four main sections -- Greens, Beans, 
Grains, and Fruits -- each of the thirty salad recipes is accompanied by two 
variations. These variations, like the original salads themselves, show the real care
Marcel has taken to tantalize even the most finicky eater. For example, he rounds 
out the Roasted Root Vegetable Slaw by adding either Spiced Pork Burger or Ale-
Steamed Chicken Breast. Likewise, the Oven-Roasted Fruit with Belgian Endive is 
still deliciously light enough for a summer afternoon when accented by either Lamb
with Jicama and Anaheim Peppers or Pan-Seared Maple-and-Ginger-Coated Sea 
Scallops. Salad Days makes a great addition to any cookbook collection because 
there's something for everyone. Each element of the salads is so delicious and 
clearly detailed that you just might want to make the Grilled Skewer of Ginger 
Chicken, the Crispy Corn Biscuits, the Panfried Black Turtle Bean Cakes, or the 
Peppered Honey-Lime Dressing on its own and forget about adding the leafy 
greens. As in his previous award-winning cookbooks, Marcel tells you exactly what 
equipment to use and which pantry items to stock; in his Chef's Touch section 
following each recipe, he supplies additional cooking tips, shares personal 
anecdotes of a lifetime of food, and complements each meal with a wine or 
beverage selection.

Marcel Desaulniers is an American chef who was part-owner of the Trellis 
Restaurant in Williamsburg, Virginia, a cookbook author, director Emeritus of the 
Culinary Institute of America, and self-described "Guru of Ganache." He is the 
author of the 1992 book Death by Chocolate.
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Descola, Philippe. The Spears of Twilight: Life & Death in the Amazon Jungle. New
York. 1996. New Press. 1st American Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
1565842286. Translated from the French by Janet Lloyd. 464 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 22892. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Spears of Twilight is the extraordinary story of three
years among the legendary Jivaro Indians of South America by Philippe Descola, a
student of Claude Levi-Strauss. Isolated in the jungle of the Upper Amazon on the 
border of Ecuador and Peru, the Achuar are a tribe of Jivaros whose reputation for 
headhunting has kept them safe for centuries from incursions by whites. The Spears
of Twilight is the story of Descola's years among them and a tribute to their 
resistance. Chronicling his growing intellectual and emotional intimacy with the 
Achuar, Descola leads the reader through the joys and sorrows of their daily life: the
drama of their remarkable belligerence, the poetry of their magical songs, and the 
excitement of their mystic encounters with the spirits of ancestors. The Spears of 
Twilight is also a fascinating narrative of Descola's gradual comprehension of the 
Achuar's consciousness; through the book a sophisticated and unusual cosmology 
emerges that deeply undermines our own understanding of time, religion, nature, 
and society.

Philippe Descola (born 19 June 1949) is a French anthropologist noted for studies of
the Achuar, one of several Jivaroan peoples, and for his contributions to 
anthropological theory. Descola started with an interest in philosophy and later 
became a student of Claude Lévi-Strauss. His ethnographic studies in the Amazon 
region of Ecuador began in 1976 and was funded by CNRS. He lived with the 
Achuar from 1976 to 1978. His reputation largely arises from these studies.
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Deutsch, Nathaniel. Inventing America's 'Worst' Family: Eugenics, Islam, & the Fall
& Rise of the Tribe of Ishmael. Berkeley. 2008. University Of California Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520255241. 253 pages. paperback.
Inventory # 36692. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This book tells the stranger-than-fiction story of how a 
poor white family from Indiana was scapegoated into prominence as America’s 
‘worst’ family by the eugenics movement in the early twentieth century, then 
‘reinvented’ in the 1970s as part of a vanguard of social rebellion. In what becomes
a profoundly unsettling counter-history of the United States, Nathaniel Deutsch 
traces how the Ishmaels, whose patriarch fought in the Revolutionary War, were 
discovered in the slums of Indianapolis in the 1870s and became a symbol for all 
that was wrong with the urban poor. The Ishmaels, actually white Christians, were 
later celebrated in the 1970s as the founders of the country’s first African American
Muslim community. This bizarre and fascinating saga reveals how class, race, 
religion, and science have shaped the nation’s history and myths.

Nathaniel Deutsch is a professor at The University of California, Santa Cruz, where
he is also the Co-Director of the Center for Jewish Studies and the Director of the 
Institute for Humanities Research. Deutsch attended the University of Chicago, 
where he received his Ph.D. as well as his Bachelor of Arts and Master of Arts 
degrees. Deutsch was formerly a professor at Swarthmore College, a visiting 
professor at Stanford University, and the Workmen's Circle/Dr. Emanuel Patt Visiting
Professor in Eastern European Jewish Studies at the YIVO Institute. In 2006, 
Deutsch was awarded a Guggenheim Fellowship in 2006 to support his research on
the Jewish ethnographer S. An-sky. In 2007, The New York Times ran an op-ed 
piece in which Deutsch called for the Bush administration to take immediate action 
to preserve the Iraqi Mandean community.
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Deutscher, Isaac. Stalin: A Political Biography. New York. 1961. Vintage. 2nd 
Paperback Printing. Previous Owner's Name & Date Penned in Front, Otherwise 
Very Good in Wrappers. Vintage Russian Library. With A New Preface. 601 pages.
paperback. V-704. Cover design by Roy Lindstrom. Inventory # 37583. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Two leading philosophical thinkers on Deutscher’s 
STALIN – ‘It is a marvelous accomplishment. What jas impressed me the most is the
method by which he achieved an objective treatment. There is hardly a page in 
which his treatment does not have the clarity, force, and fairness that comes from 
the fact that he places events in the enduring context of historical perspective. In 
consequence, he has freed himself from the method of praise and blame and leaves
the reader with understanding.’ – John Dewey. ‘Mr. Deutscher is to my mind the 
most intellectually satisfying of the many writers on Soviet Russia. His massive 
works on Trotsky and Stalin have presented those men as nearly as possible with 
historic impartiality.’ – Bertrand Russell.

Isaac Deutscher (3 April 1907 – 19 August 1967) was a Polish writer, journalist and
political activist who moved to the United Kingdom at the outbreak of World War II. 
He is best known as a biographer of Leon Trotsky and Joseph Stalin and as a 
commentator on Soviet affairs. His three-volume biography of Trotsky, in particular,
was highly influential among the British New Left.
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Deverell, William. Whitewashed Adobe: The Rise of Los Angeles and the Remaking
of Its Mexican Past. Berkeley. 2004. University Of California Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0520218698. 349 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
35090. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Chronicling the rise of Los Angeles through shifting ideas
of race and ethnicity, William Deverell offers a unique perspective on how the city 
grew and changed. Whitewashed Adobe considers six different developments in the
history of the city–including the cementing of the Los Angeles River, the outbreak of
bubonic plague in 1924, and the evolution of America’s largest brickyard in the 
1920s. In an absorbing narrative supported by a number of previously unpublished 
period photographs, Deverell shows how a city that was once part of Mexico itself 
came of age through appropriating–and even obliterating–the region’s connections 
to Mexican places and people. Deverell portrays Los Angeles during the 1850s as a
city seething with racial enmity due to the recent war with Mexico. He explains how,
within a generation, the city’s business interests, looking for a commercially viable 
way to establish urban identity, borrowed Mexican cultural traditions and put on a 
carnival called La Fiesta de Los Angeles. He analyzes the subtle ways in which 
ethnicity came to bear on efforts to corral the unpredictable Los Angeles River and 
shows how the resident Mexican population was put to work fashioning the modern
metropolis. He discusses how Los Angeles responded to the nation’s last major 
outbreak of bubonic plague and concludes by considering the Mission Play, a famed
drama tied to regional assumptions about history, progress, and ethnicity. Taking all
of these elements into consideration, Whitewashed Adobe uncovers an urban 
identity–and the power structure that fostered it–with far-reaching implications for 
contemporary Los Angeles.

William Deverell is Professor of History at the University of Southern California and
Director of the Huntington-USC Institute on California and the West.
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Dexter, Pete. Brotherly Love. New York. 1991. Random House. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394585739. 275 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by R. D. Scudellari. Inventory # 15467. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The sun was rising over Moat County, Florida, when 
Sheriff Thurmond Call was found on the highway, gutted like an alligator. A local 
redneck was tried, sentenced, and set to fry. Then Ward James, hotshot 
investigative reporter for the Miami Times, returns to his rural hometown with a 
death row femme fatale who promises him the story of the decade. She's armed with
explosive evidence, aiming to free - and meet - her convicted ‘fiancé.’ With Ward's 
disillusioned younger brother Jack as their driver, they barrel down Florida's back 
roads and seamy places in search of The Story, racing flat out into a shocking head-
on collision between character and fate as truth takes a back seat to headline news.

Pete Dexter (born 1943) is an American novelist. He won the U.S. National Book 
Award in 1988 for his novel Paris Trout.
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Dexter, Pete. God's Pocket. New York. 1984. Random House. 1st Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0394530578. 274 pages. hardcover. Inscribed by the Author. 
Inventory # 2605. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Leon Hubbard was a child only a mother could love. He 
tested everyone he met with dark stories about the things he had cut with his 
straight razor. You never could be completely sure when he was lying. He talked to
himself, saw his enemies everywhere. Even standing still, Leon made other men 
nervous. Men like his stepfather, Mickey Scarpato, and his construction boss, 
Coleman Peets. And Old Lucy; a sixty-nine-year-old bricklayer he worked with. Then
it went too far. Leon put his razor under Lucy's chin during lunch one day; and the 
old man picked up a pipe and killed him. And everyone called it an accident. The 
police, in the person of Calamity Eisenhower, knew something had happened, but 
as Eisenhower looked around at the construction workers, it came to him to leave it
alone. Mickey Scarpato and most everyone else who knew what Leon was like were
willing to leave it alone, too. Everybody except Leon's mother, Jeanie. But with Leon,
the trouble he caused wouldn't die, even when he did. Mickey lost the funeral money
on a horse and found himself carrying Leon's body around in the back of his 
refrigerator truck until he could figure out something to do with it. It all might have 
healed itself if local newspaper columnist Richard Shellburn, fading voice of the 
common man, hadn't decided to resurrect his career by honoring a dead 
construction worker. Certain writers seem born with an eye for time and place, and 
an ear for the way ordinary people speak. Pete Dexter is one of them. He is also a 
storyteller. In this striking debut, he brings to life a whole community of characters as
he tells a compulsive story of a murder and its consequences.

Pete Dexter (born 1943) is an American novelist. He won the U.S. National Book 
Award in 1988 for his novel Paris Trout.
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Dexter, Pete. Train. New York. 2003. Doubleday. 1st American Edition. Very Good 
in Dustjacket. 0385505914. 280 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket 
photograph by Ralph Gibson. Inventory # 34025. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Los Angeles, 1953. Lionel Walk is a young black caddy 
at Brookline, the oldest, most exclusive country club in the city, where he is known 
by the nickname ‘Train.’ A troubled, keenly intelligent kid with no particular interest in
his own prodigious talent for the game, he keeps his head down and his mouth shut
as he navigates his way between the careless hostility of his ‘totes’ and the 
explosive brutality of the other caddies. Miller Packard, a sergeant with the San 
Diego police department, first appears on the boy’s horizon as a distracted gambler,
bored with ordinary risks. Train names him the ‘Mile-Away Man’ as they walk off the
first tee, and even months later, when they have become partners of a sort and are
winning high-stakes matches against golf hustlers all over the country, the Mile-
Away Man is a puzzle to Train, remote and intimate, impulsive and thoughtful, often
all at the same time. Packard is also a puzzle to Norah Still, the beautiful lone 
survivor of a terrifying yacht hijacking, who is both aroused and repulsed by his 
violent and detached manner at the crime scene. Packard himself feels no such 
ambiguity. He is unequivocally drawn to Norah – and perhaps to what has happened
to her – and an odd, volatile triangle takes shape, Packard pulling the other two 
relentlessly into deeper water, away from what is safe. With his trademark economy
of style, Dexter brings these characters to life in their most reckless, vulnerable 
moments, stripping away words and manners until all that is left is the basic human
pulse.

Pete Dexter (born 1943) is an American novelist. He won the U.S. National Book 
Award in 1988 for his novel Paris Trout.
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di Suvero, Mark. Dreambook. Berkeley. 2008. University Of California Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Hardcover. No Dustjacket As Issued. 
9780520258655. 169 color illustrations, 40 b/w photographs. Copub: Offsite. 288 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36629. $49.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This beautifully illustrated book—the definitive volume on
American sculptor Mark di Suvero—features more than two hundred images of his
most important works interspersed with short texts by the artist and by other writers
who have inspired his art-making practice, plus a contribution by François Barré. 
Humanist in approach and populist in sensibility, di Suvero’s sculpture is accessible,
inviting, and inclusive. Praised in particular for his monumental assemblages 
incorporating steel and wood, di Suvero emerged as a superstar in the 1960s. He 
was the first living artist to show his sculpture at the Tuileries Gardens, Paris, and 
the first honored with three major exhibitions at Storm King Art Center. His 
distinctive, bold pieces can be found in museums and public collections all over the
world, and he continues to be the subject of numerous exhibitions both in the United
States and in Europe. Mark di Suvero: Dreambook is a celebration of his artistic 
oeuvre and of his long, distinguished career.

Mark di Suvero received both the Lifetime Achievement in Contemporary Sculpture
Award from the International Sculpture Center and the Heinz Award for the Arts and
Humanities. François Barré has held top cultural positions in France.
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Di-Capua, Yoav. Gatekeepers of the Arab Past: Historians and History Writing in 
Twentieth-Century Egypt. Berkeley. 2009. University Of California Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520257337. 4 b/w photographs, 7 
tables. An Ahmanson Foundation Book in the Humanities. 406 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 37474. $34.950000000000003

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This groundbreaking study illuminates the Egyptian 
experience of modernity by critically analyzing the foremost medium through which it
was articulated: history. The first comprehensive analysis of a Middle Eastern 
intellectual tradition, Gatekeepers of the Past examines a system of knowledge that
replaced the intellectual and methodological conventions of Islamic historiography 
only at the very end of the nineteenth century. Covering more than one hundred 
years of mostly unexamined historucal literature in Arabic, Yoav Di-Capua explores
Egyptian historical thought, examines the careers of numerous critical historians, 
and traces this tradition's uneasy relationship with colonial forms of knowledge as 
well as with the post-colonial state.

Yoav Di-Capua is Assistant Professor of History at the University of Texas at Austin.
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Diaconis, Persi and Graham, Ron. Magical Mathematics: The Mathematical Ideas 
That Animate Great Magic Tricks. Princeton. 2012. Princeton University Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780691151649. With a foreword by 
Martin Gardner. 133 color illus. 14 halftones. 56 line illus. 10 tables. 244 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 41917. $65

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Magical Mathematics reveals the secrets of fun-to-
perform card tricks—and the profound mathematical ideas behind them—that will 
astound even the most accomplished magician. Persi Diaconis and Ron Graham 
provide easy, step-by-step instructions for each trick, explaining how to set up the 
effect and offering tips on what to say and do while performing it. Each card trick 
introduces a new mathematical idea, and varying the tricks in turn takes readers to 
the very threshold of today’s mathematical knowledge. Diaconis and Graham tell the
stories—and reveal the best tricks—of the eccentric and brilliant inventors of 
mathematical magic. The book exposes old gambling secrets through the 
mathematics of shuffling cards, explains the classic street-gambling scam of three-
card Monte, traces the history of mathematical magic back to the oldest 
mathematical trick—and much more.

Persi Diaconis is professor of mathematics and statistics at Stanford University, and
a former professional magician. Ron Graham is professor of mathematics and 
computer science at the University of California, San Diego, and a former 
professional juggler.
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Diamond, Sara. Facing the Wrath: Confronting the Right in Dangerous Times. 
Monroe. 1996. Common Courage Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 
1567510787. 237 pages. paperback. Inventory # 22406. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ESSENTIAL TO UNDERSTANDING THE MOST 
POWERFUL POLITICAL MOVEMENT OF OUR TIME. From family values, 
dominion theology and abortion politics to xenophobia, homophobia and free market
environmentalism, Sara Diamond reveals in chilling detail what the Right’s agenda
means for the United States. FROM THE INTRODUCTION - To challenge the 
entrenched clout of right-wing movements and organizations, critics must know how
the opposition really operates. For progressive people, I am convinced, that means
abandoning some preconceived stereotypes about right-wing adversaries. It means
knowing the gory details, like connections to hate groups. But it also means coming 
to terms with the Right’s popular, grassroots base of support. It means seeing right-
wing movements not as mere puppets for big business. It means looking beyond the
psychotics who make headlines with their bloody deeds to see that most activists on
the Right work quietly and diligently, using accepted tactics of political influence. It 
means facing the wrath that comes not just from big, anonymous government 
agendas and corporate power, but also from some of our own fellow citizens-
ordinary people working overtime to effect a thoroughly reactionary policy agenda. 
‘It’s a dirty job but someone’s got to do it. And there’s no one better equipped to 
monitor, analyze and report on the workings and works of the Far Right than Sara 
Diamond. Facing the Wrath tells us things we may not want to hear about the 
complexity and strength of the Right’s appeal to many disenfranchised Americans, 
and the very real and present danger which that appeal poses to us all. It is a lesson
we had better take to heart.’ - ELAYNE RAPPING, Author of The Culture of 
Recovery: Making Sense of the Self-Help Movement in Women’s Lives. ‘No one has
a deeper first-hand understanding of the American right than Sara Diamond. Facing
the Wrath is a highly readable, essential road map of the desolate fringes of our 
country’s politics, and shows how those fringes have been welcomed into the 
mainstream Republican Party.’ - JAMES LEOBETTER, Columnist, The Village 
Voice.
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Diamond, Sara. Spiritual Warfare: The Politics of the Christian Right. Boston. 1989.
South End Press. 1st American Edition. Fine in Hardcover. No Dustjacket. 
0896083624. 292 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 27257. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Identifies in riveting detail the real movers and shakers of
the Religious Right-the propagandists, fundraisers, and 'freedom fighters' who aid 
and abet the most regressive foreign and domestic U.S. government policies.

Sara Rose Diamond (born November 28, 1958) is an American sociologist and 
attorney, and the author of four books that "study and expose the agenda and tactics
of the American political right wing." After graduating from the University of California
at Irvine, Diamond earned a Ph.D. from U.C. Berkeley in sociology. Having 
conducted research since the early 1980s, her Ph.D. dissertation, entitled "Right-
Wing Movements in the United States, 1945-1992", served as the basis for her 
second book, Roads to Dominion. Her book, Not by Politics Alone: The Enduring 
Influence of the Christian Right, was reviewed by Booklist, Kirkus Reviews, Library 
Journal, and Publisher's Weekly. She has taught journalism and sociology at several
California universities, and for several years wrote a regular column for Z Magazine.
She is also known[citation needed] for her critique of the US Institute of Peace. 
Diamond then switched careers, attending the Hastings College of Law, from which
she graduated in 2003. The Bancroft Library at U.C. Berkeley maintains the Sara 
Diamond Collection on the U.S. Right, an archive of the materials she assembled 
about the conservative movement in the United States. University publications have
described it as one of the largest collections of its type in the country.keywords
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Wing America
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DiBattista, Maria. Imagining Virginia Woolf: An Experiment in Critical Biography. 
Princeton. 2008. Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 9780691138121. 194 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36690. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Where other works of literary criticism are absorbed with
the question--How to read a book?--IMAGINING VIRGINIA WOOLF asks a slightly 
different but more intriguing one: how does one read an author? Maria DiBattista 
answers this by undertaking an experiment in critical biography. The subject of this
work is not Virginia Woolf, the person who wrote the novels, criticism, letters, and 
famous diary, but a different being altogether, someone or something Maria 
DiBattista identifies as ‘the figment of the author.’ This is the Virginia Woolf who lives
intermittently in the pages of her writings and in the imagination of her readers. 
Drawing on Woolf’s own extensive remarks on the pleasures and perils of reading, 
DiBattista argues that reading Woolf, in fact reading any author, involves an 
encounter with this imaginative figment, whose distinct, stylistic traits combine to 
produce that beguiling phantom--the literary personality. DiBattista reveals a writer 
who possessed not a single personality, but a cluster of distinct, yet complementary 
identities: the Sibyl of Bloomsbury, the Author, the Critic, the World Writer, and the 
Adventurer, the last of which, DiBattista claims, unites them all. IMAGINING 
VIRGINIA WOOLF provides an original way of reading, one that captures with 
variety and subtlety the personality that exists only in Woolf’s works and in the minds
of her readers.

Maria DiBattista specializes in twentieth century literature and film, the European 
novel and narrative theory. Her books include Virginia Woolf: The Fables of Anon, 
First Love: The Affections of Modern Fiction (Chicago, 1991), as co-editor and 
contributor, High and Low Moderns: British Literature and Culture 1889-1939 
(Oxford, 1997), Fast Talking Dames (Yale University Press, 2003) and, Imagining 
Virginia Woolf (Princeton University Press, 2008).
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Dibdin, Michael. Dark Specter. New York. 1996. Pantheon Books. 1st Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0679442219. 341 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 21887. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With an extraordinarily acute take on the extremist mind,
the award-winning author of Ratking gives readers an electrifying story of 
interconnected lives, all of which spin in a desperate orbit around a man known to 
his followers as the ‘Eternal Prophet.’

Michael Dibdin (21 March 1947 – 30 March 2007) was a British crime writer. Dibdin
was born in Wolverhampton, the son of a physicist, and was brought up from the 
age of seven in Lisburn, Northern Ireland, where he attended Friends' School. He 
graduated with a degree in English from Sussex University, and then went to study 
for a Master's degree at the University of Alberta in Edmonton, Canada. After 
publishing his first novel, a Sherlock Holmes pastiche, he lived for four years in Italy,
teaching at the university in Perugia. Latterly he lived in Seattle, Washington. Dibdin
was married three times, most recently to the novelist K. K. Beck. He died in Seattle,
Washington, following a short illness. Dibdin is best known for his Aurelio Zen 
mysteries, set in Italy. The first of these, Ratking, won the 'Gold Dagger' award of 
1988. This series of detective novels provide a penetrating insight into the less 
visible aspects of Italian society over the last twenty years. The earlier books have a
lightness of touch that gradually becomes much darker. The character of Zen 
himself is anti-heroic, which adds much to the books' irony and black humour. A final
Zen book, End Games, appeared posthumously in July 2007. He also wrote other 
detective works set in America and in England.keywords
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Dick, Philip K. Dr. Futurity. New York. 1960. Ace Books. 1st Book Publication. Very
Good in Wrappers. Paperback Original. Bound As An Ace Double With SLAVERS 
OF SPACE by John Brunner. 138 pages. paperback. D-421. Inventory # 24608. $80

FROM THE PUBLISHER - DR. FUTURITY is a 1960 science fiction novel by Philip
K. Dick. It is an expansion of his earlier short story ‘Time Pawn‘, which first saw 
publication in the summer 1954 issue of Thrilling Wonder Stories. DR. FUTURITY 
was first published as a novel by Ace Books as one half of Ace Double D-421, 
bound together with John Brunner's SLAVERS OF SPACE. Dr. Jim Parsons is a 
doctor from 2012, born in 1980. Abruptly, he undergoes involuntary time travel to 
2405 CE, and finds that his profession is treated with disdain. In the future, the 
population is static, with no natural births; only a death can cause the formation of a
new embryo. The result is a society ambivalent toward death, as controlled genetics
ensures that each successive generation better benefits the human race as a whole.
By killing off the weak, poverty and disease are eliminated, and humanity has an 
optimal chance for survival.

Philip Kindred Dick (December 16, 1928 – March 2, 1982) was an American 
novelist, short story writer and essayist whose published work is almost entirely in 
the science fiction genre. Dick explored sociological, political and metaphysical 
themes in novels dominated by monopolistic corporations, authoritarian 
governments, and altered states. In his later works Dick's thematic focus strongly 
reflected his personal interest in metaphysics and theology. He often drew upon his
own life experiences in addressing the nature of drug abuse, paranoia, 
schizophrenia, and transcendental experiences in novels such as A Scanner Darkly
and VALIS. The novel The Man in the High Castle bridged the genres of alternate 
history and science fiction, earning Dick a Hugo Award for Best Novel in 1963. Flow
My Tears, the Policeman Said, a novel about a celebrity who awakens in a parallel 
universe where he is unknown, won the John W. Campbell Memorial Award for best
novel in 1975.
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Dick, Philip K. Solar Lottery. New York. 1955. Ace Books. Later Edition.G-718. Very
Good in Wrappers. 188 pages. paperback. G-718. Inventory # 31778. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - SOLAR LOTTERY is a 1955 science fiction novel by 
American writer Philip K. Dick. It was his first published novel and contains many of 
the themes present in his later work. It was also published in altered form in the UK
as WORLD OF CHANCE. SOLAR Lottery takes place in a world dominated by logic
and numbers. Loosely based on a numerical military strategy employed by U.S. and
Soviet intelligence called minimax (part of game theory), the head of world 
government is chosen through a sophisticated lottery. In theory, each person is 
supposed to have an equal chance of becoming the Quizmaster, the head of the 
lottery system and the most powerful person in the world. This element of 
randomization in the society serves as a form of social control since each person is
stripped of their individuality. Meanwhile, the world is entertained by a game in which
an assassin attempts to murder the Quizmaster. By countering and putting down 
these threats to his life (using telepathic bodyguards as defense), the leader gains 
the respect of the people. If he loses his life a new Quizmaster is randomly selected.
The plot follows the story of Ted Benteley, an idealistic young worker unhappy with 
his position in life. Benteley attempts to get a job in the prestigious office of 
Quizmaster Reese Verrick. Unbeknownst to Ted, Verrick is leaving office and he 
gets tricked into accepting a job with the departing organization. Verrick then makes
it clear that his organization's mission is to assassinate the new Quizmaster, Leon 
Cartwright, in the world's most anticipated ‘competition’.

Philip Kindred Dick (December 16, 1928 – March 2, 1982) was an American 
novelist, short story writer and essayist whose published work is almost entirely in 
the science fiction genre. Dick explored sociological, political and metaphysical 
themes in novels dominated by monopolistic corporations, authoritarian 
governments, and altered states.
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Dick, Philip K. The Man Who Japed. New York. 1956. Ace Books. Later Edition. 
Very Good in Wrappers. 160 pages. paperback. Inventory # 31770. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE MAN WHO JAPED is Dick’s mesmerizing and 
terrifying tale of a society so eager for order that it will sacrifice anything, including 
its freedom. Newer York is a post-holocaust city governed by the laws of an 
oppressively rigid morality. Highly mobile and miniature robots monitor the behavior
of every citizen, and the slightest transgression can spell personal doom. Allen 
Purcell is one of the few people who has the capacity to literally change the way of 
the world, and once he’s offered a high-profile job that acts as guardian of public 
ethics, he sets out to do precisely that. But first he must deal with the head in his 
closet.

Philip Kindred Dick (December 16, 1928 – March 2, 1982) was an American 
novelist, short story writer and essayist whose published work is almost entirely in 
the science fiction genre. Dick explored sociological, political and metaphysical 
themes in novels dominated by monopolistic corporations, authoritarian 
governments, and altered states. In his later works Dick's thematic focus strongly 
reflected his personal interest in metaphysics and theology. He often drew upon his
own life experiences in addressing the nature of drug abuse, paranoia, 
schizophrenia, and transcendental experiences in novels such as A Scanner Darkly
and VALIS. The novel The Man in the High Castle bridged the genres of alternate 
history and science fiction, earning Dick a Hugo Award for Best Novel in 1963. Flow
My Tears, the Policeman Said, a novel about a celebrity who awakens in a parallel 
universe where he is unknown, won the John W. Campbell Memorial Award for best
novel in 1975.
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Dick, Philip K. The World Jones Made. New York. 1956. Ace Books. Later Edition. 
Very Good in Wrappers. 192 pages. paperback. F-429. Inventory # 31779. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE WORLD JONES MADE is a 1956 science fiction 
novel by Philip K. Dick examining notions of precognition, humanity, and politics. It 
was first published by Ace Books as one half of Ace Double D-150, bound together
AGENT OF THE UNKNOWN by Margaret St. Clair. THE WORLD JONES MADE is
set in 2002 AD. On a then-future post-apocalyptic Earth, there was a devastating 
conflict that involved the use of nuclear weapons. Many United States cities were 
targeted, and the People's Republic of China (and Soviet Union) also collapsed, 
leading to the imposition of a Federal World Government (Fedgov). In this dystopia,
Relativism emerged as the governing political orthodoxy. Relativism is said to be a
moral and ethical philosophy that states everyone is free to believe what they wish,
as long as they don't make anyone else try to follow that principle, which has 
become established law after the destructiveness of the war unleashed by 
ideologies. (However, dissidents from that orthodoxy do end up in forced labor 
camps). This sacrosanct principle is challenged by a man named Floyd Jones, 
whose assertions about the future prove correct. Relativism enables legal 
consumption of drugs like heroin and marijuana, as well as watching live sex shows
with hermaphrodite human mutants. Due to the mutagenic effects of radiation from
wartime nuclear exchanges, mutants earn their living within the entertainment 
industry, although one group has been subjected to deliberate genetic engineering,
which later enables them to settle (an inhabitable) Venus.

Philip Kindred Dick (December 16, 1928 – March 2, 1982) was an American 
novelist, short story writer and essayist whose published work is almost entirely in 
the science fiction genre. Dick explored sociological, political and metaphysical 
themes in novels dominated by monopolistic corporations, authoritarian 
governments, and altered states.
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Dickens, Charles. A Tale of Two Cities. New York. 1963. Signet/New American 
Library. Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
Afterword By Edgar Johnson. 378 pages. paperback. CD15. Inventory # 31137. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The storming of the Bastille the death carts with their 
doomed human cargo. the swift drop of the guillotine blade - this is the French 
Revolution that Charles Dickens vividly captures in his famous work, A Tale of Two
Cities. With dramatic eloquence, he brings to life a time of terror and treason, a 
starving people rising in frenzy and hate to overthrow a corrupt and decadent 
regime. With insight and compassion, he casts his novel of unforgettable scenes 
with unforgettable characters: the sinister Madame Defarge, knitting her patterns of
death; the gentle Lucie Manette, unswerving in her devotion to her broken father; the
heroic Sydney Carton, who gives his life for the love of a girl who would never be 
his. '[Dickens is] a genius born once in a hundred years.' - Leo Tolstoy. it renders the
red phantasmagoria of revolution rushing past in hideous pageant, the terror and 
horror of helpless suffering and sacrifice, the grandeur of renunciation. Dickens's 
revolutionary vision is creative not destructive. It transcends anger and rebellion in 
hope. and love !' - Edgar Johnson.

Charles John Huffam Dickens (7 February 1812 – 9 June 1870) was an English 
writer and social critic. He created some of the world's most memorable fictional 
characters and is generally regarded as the greatest novelist of the Victorian period.
During his life, his works enjoyed unprecedented fame, and by the twentieth century
his literary genius was broadly acknowledged by critics and scholars. His novels and
short stories continue to be widely popular.
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Dickens, Charles. Dombey and Son. New York. 1964. Signet/New American Library.
1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Afterword By Alan 
Pryce-Jones. 918 pages. paperback. CQ261. Cover: Lambert. Inventory # 32878. 
$7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Dombey and Son marks the great turning point of 
Dickens' artistic career. In it, he departs forever from the picaresque world of his 
earlier novels, in which only individual villainy had marred the landscape of life; for 
the first time he envisions evil as inherent in the very structure of his society, and 
gives unified form to this vision in all its scope, depth, and complexity. Set in an 
England caught in the throes of industrial revolution and commercial expansion, this
tale of a proud, ambitious, and morally blind businessman, and of his pernicious 
effect upon the multitude of lives around him, stands as a memorable indictment of a
corrosive economic system, and as a profound plea for human values. Written with 
immense vitality, abounding in characters of extraordinary vividness, and superb in 
total design, Dombey and Son is, as Edgar Johnson has written, 'one of Dickens' 
greatest books' - 'the first great masterpiece of Dickens' maturity.' Alan Pryce - 
Jones declares: 'In a word, the book is carried through by its gusto. We do not have 
to suspend disbelief. Dickens has the air, the panache, to make us believe. '

Charles John Huffam Dickens (7 February 1812 – 9 June 1870) was an English 
writer and social critic. He created some of the world's most memorable fictional 
characters and is generally regarded as the greatest novelist of the Victorian period.
During his life, his works enjoyed unprecedented fame, and by the twentieth century
his literary genius was broadly acknowledged by critics and scholars. His novels and
short stories continue to be widely popular.
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Dickens, Charles. Dombey and Son. New York. [1964]. Signet/New American 
Library. Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn 
Wrappers. 0451511808. Afterword by Alan Pryce-Jones. 918 pages. paperback. 
CE1180. Cover: Lambert. Inventory # 38671. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Dombey and Son marks the great turning point of 
Dickens' artistic career. In it, he departs forever from the picaresque world of his 
earlier novels, in which only individual villainy had marred the landscape of life; for 
the first time he envisions evil as inherent in the very structure of his society, and 
gives unified form to this vision in all its scope, depth, and complexity. Set in an 
England caught in the throes of industrial revolution and commercial expansion, this
tale of a proud, ambitious, and morally blind businessman, and of his pernicious 
effect upon the multitude of lives around him, stands as a memorable indictment of a
corrosive economic system, and as a profound plea for human values. Written with 
immense vitality, abounding in characters of extraordinary vividness, and superb in 
total design, Dombey and Son is, as Edgar Johnson has written, 'one of Dickens' 
greatest books' - 'the first great masterpiece of Dickens' maturity.' Alan Pryce - 
Jones declares: 'In a word, the book is carried through by its gusto. We do not have 
to suspend disbelief. Dickens has the air, the panache, to make us believe. '

Charles John Huffam Dickens (7 February 1812 – 9 June 1870) was an English 
writer and social critic. He created some of the world's most memorable fictional 
characters and is generally regarded as the greatest novelist of the Victorian period.
During his life, his works enjoyed unprecedented fame, and by the twentieth century
his literary genius was broadly acknowledged by critics and scholars. His novels and
short stories continue to be widely popular.
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Dickens, Charles. Great Expectations. New York. 1980. Signet/New American 
Library. Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0451525248. Afterword by Angus Wilson. 535 pages. paperback. 2524. Cover: 
William Maw Engley-'Omnibus Live In London'. Inventory # 30308. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Great Expectations is at once a superbly constructed 
novel of spellbinding mystery and a profound examination of moral values. Written at
a time when Dickens’ relationship with Victorian society had reached a crisis, this 
novel is peopled by characters unmistakably bearing Dickens’ familiar stamp-but 
here they appear in a new and questioning light. The orphan, Pip, and the convict, 
Magwitch. the beautiful Estella, and her guardian, the embittered and vengeful Miss
Havisham. the strangely ambiguous figure of the master lawyer, Mr. Jaggers. all 
play their part in a story whose title itself reflects the deep irony that shapes Dickens’
searching reappraisal of the Victorian middle class. From the agony of his 
disenchantment comes a work that gives an added dimension to his matchless 
genius. ‘. the most completely unified work of art that Dickens ever produced. The 
only one perhaps that by its formal concentration and its unified shape at every 
depth of reading fulfils the sort of demands that Flaubert or Henry James makes of 
the novelist.’ Angus Wilson.

Charles John Huffam Dickens (7 February 1812 – 9 June 1870) was an English 
writer and social critic. He created some of the world's most memorable fictional 
characters and is generally regarded as the greatest novelist of the Victorian period.
During his life, his works enjoyed unprecedented fame, and by the twentieth century
his literary genius was broadly acknowledged by critics and scholars. His novels and
short stories continue to be widely popular.
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Dickens, Charles. Hard Times. New York. Signet/New American Library. Reprinted
Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Store Stamp in Front & Some Yellow Highlighting
Throughout the Afterword, Otherwise Good in Wrappers With A Small Hole Punched
in The Top Front Corner. 0451511522. Afterword By Charles Shapiro. 301 pages. 
paperback. CE1152. Inventory # 33064. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The 'terrible mistake' was the contemporary utilitarian 
philosophy, expounded in Hard Times (1854) as the Philosophy of Fact by the hard-
headed disciplinarian Thomas Gradgrind. But the novel, Dickens's shortest, is more 
than a polemical tract for the times; the tragic story of Louisa Gradgrind and her 
father is one of Dickens's triumphs. When Louisa, trapped in a loveless marriage, 
falls prey to an idle seducer, the crisis forces her father to reconsider his cherished 
system. Yet even as the development of the story reflects Dickens's growing 
pessimism about human nature and society, Hard Times marks his return to the 
theme which had made his early works so popular: the amusements of the people. 
Sleary's circus represents Dickens's most considered defence of the necessity of 
entertainment, and infuses the novel with the good humour which has ensured its 
appeal to generations of readers. Hard Times--Dickens's shortest novel and one of 
his major triumphs--tells the tragic story of Louisa Gradgrind and her father.

Charles John Huffam Dickens (7 February 1812 – 9 June 1870) was an English 
writer and social critic. He created some of the world's most memorable fictional 
characters and is generally regarded as the greatest novelist of the Victorian period.
During his life, his works enjoyed unprecedented fame, and by the twentieth century
his literary genius was broadly acknowledged by critics and scholars. His novels and
short stories continue to be widely popular.
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Dickens, Charles. Little Dorrit - in Two Volumes. Boston & New York. 1894. 
Houghton Mifflin/Riverside Press. New Illustrated Library Edition. Red cloth ,gilt top
edge and lettering on spine. Light edgewear and corner bumps. Engravings have 
see thru paper covers.Copy is in overall very nice condition. No foxing, although 
front edges of paper are lightly browned. 885 pages. hardcover. Cover: Illustrated 
with engravings on steel. Volumes XVIII and XIX of The Works of Charles Dickens. 
Inventory # 35758. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When Arthur Clennam returns to England after many 
years abroad, he takes a kindly interest in Amy Dorrit, his mother’s seamstress, and
in the affairs of Amy’s father, William Dorrit, a man of shabby grandeur, long 
imprisoned for debt in the Marshalsea. As Arthur soon discovers, the dark shadow of
the prison stretches far beyond its walls to affect the lives of many, from the kindly 
Mr. Pancks, the reluctant rent-collector of Bleeding Heart Yard, and the tipsily 
garrulous Flora Finching, to Merdle, an unscrupulous financier, and the bureaucratic
Barnacles in the Circumlocution Office. A masterly evocation of the state and 
psychology of imprisonment, LITTLE DORRIT is one of the supreme works of 
Dickens’s maturity.

Charles John Huffam Dickens (7 February 1812 – 9 June 1870) was an English 
writer and social critic. He created some of the world's most memorable fictional 
characters and is generally regarded as the greatest novelist of the Victorian period.
During his life, his works enjoyed unprecedented fame, and by the twentieth century
his literary genius was broadly acknowledged by critics and scholars. His novels and
short stories continue to be widely popular.
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Dickens, Charles. Martin Chuzzlewit. New York. 1965. Signet/New American 
Library. 2nd Printing of This Signet Classic Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn 
Wrappers. Afterword By Marvin Mudrick. 698 pages. paperback. CY612. Inventory #
28997. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A parable of selfishness, a grisly melodrama, and an 
exuberant triumph of comic invention, Martin Chuzzlewit gives full display to 
Dickens' genius. Peopled by many of the author's most famous character creations -
among them the memorable Mr. Pecksniff and the inimitable Mrs. Sarah Gamp - it 
tells a story of innocence, treachery, and retribution, with a young hero who makes 
the near - fatal error of seeking his fortune in America. The complex plot marks the 
transition from Dickens' earlier picaresque narratives to the structural unity of his 
later works; the novel's depiction of American life represents a high point in 
Dickensian social satire, rendering a judgment since echoed by many foreign visitors
to our shores, but never in a form so bitter, so biting, or so wonderfully entertaining.
Writing of Dickens, Marvin Mudrick declares: 'The point is not that he is a master of 
the comic and the ridiculous, though of course he is. The operative word is 
'extravagances': it is the unexpended and startling momentum, the reckless 
improvisation, the demoniacal gusto. that identify the special Dickensian ridiculous.'

Charles John Huffam Dickens (7 February 1812 – 9 June 1870) was an English 
writer and social critic. He created some of the world's most memorable fictional 
characters and is generally regarded as the greatest novelist of the Victorian period.
During his life, his works enjoyed unprecedented fame, and by the twentieth century
his literary genius was broadly acknowledged by critics and scholars. His novels and
short stories continue to be widely popular.
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Dickens, Charles. Nicholas Nickleby. New York. 1977. Dent Dutton. Reprinted 
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 046001238x. An 
Everyman Paperback. 842 pages. paperback. 1238. Cover Illustration from Mary 
Evans Picture Library, tinted by Brian Robins. Inventory # 18034. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - NICHOLAS NICKLEBY was ‘the supreme point of 
Dickens’s romantic spring: his first romantic, chivalrous novel. The result is a 
delightful tale, predominantly sunny but encompassing also the dark streaks of near-
tragedy without which no romantic novel is complete: the Nicklebys downfall 
engineered by their wicked uncle; Kate Nickleby’s seduction planned by the two 
dastardly aristocrats. Sir Mulberry Hawk and Lord Frederick Verisopht; her heroine,
Madeline Bray, betrothed against her will to a repulsive usurer, Arthur Gride. Here, 
too, are the miseries of Dotheboys Hall, Dickens’s composite portrait of the 
nineteenth-century Yorkshire schools, to which illegitimate and ‘inconvenient’ 
children were sent to disappear from their parents’ lives. And, as always with 
Dickens, we are presented also with a wonderful assortment of comic characters. 
The reader will have the pleasure of meeting Mr. Vincent Crummles and his talented
theatrical company, the financially and verbally extravagant Mr. Mantalini, and the 
prattling, illogical Mrs. Nickleby and her ever-ardent courtier, the Gentleman in 
Small-clothes.

Charles John Huffam Dickens (7 February 1812 – 9 June 1870) was an English 
writer and social critic. He created some of the world's most memorable fictional 
characters and is generally regarded as the greatest novelist of the Victorian period.
During his life, his works enjoyed unprecedented fame, and by the twentieth century
his literary genius was broadly acknowledged by critics and scholars. His novels and
short stories continue to be widely popular.
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Dickens, Charles. The Personal History of David Copperfield - in Two Volumes. 
Boston & New York. 1894. Houghton Mifflin/Riverside Press. New Illustrated Library
Edition. Red cloth ,gilt top edge and lettering on spine. Light edgewear and corner 
bumps. Engravings have see thru paper covers. Volume 1 has seperation of pretitle
page on top 2 inches. half inch tear center bottom pages. Both are in overall very 
nice condition. With an introduction by Edwin Percy Whipple. Volumes xiv and xv of
The Works of Charles Dickens. 900 pages. hardcover. Cover: Illustrated with 
engravings on steel. Inventory # 35759. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘I really think I have done it ingeniously and with a very 
complicated interweaving of truth and fiction.’ So wrote Dickens of DAVID 
COPPERFIELD (1850), the novel he called his ‘favourite child’. Through his hero 
Dickens draws openly on his own life, as David Copperfield recalls his experiences 
from childhood to the discovery of his vocation as a successful novelist. Rosa Dartle,
Dora, Steerforth and Uriah Heep are among the characters who focus the hero’s 
sexual and emotional drives, and Mr Micawber, a portrait of Dickens’s own father, 
evokes the mixture of love, nostalgia and guilt that, put together, make this 
Dickens’s most quoted and best-loved novel.

Charles John Huffam Dickens (7 February 1812 – 9 June 1870) was an English 
writer and social critic. He created some of the world's most memorable fictional 
characters and is generally regarded as the greatest novelist of the Victorian period.
During his life, his works enjoyed unprecedented fame, and by the twentieth century
his literary genius was broadly acknowledged by critics and scholars. His novels and
short stories continue to be widely popular.
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Dickey, James. Deliverance. Boston. 1970. Houghton Mifflin. 1st Printing. Very 
Good. No Dustjacket. 278 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 25304. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The setting is the Georgia wilderness, where the states
most remote white-water river awaits. In the thundering froth of that river, in its 
echoing stone canyons, four men on a canoe trip discover a freedom and 
exhilaration beyond compare. And then, in a moment of horror, the adventure turns 
into a struggle for survival as one man becomes a human hunter who is offered his 
own harrowing deliverance.

James Lafayette Dickey (February 2, 1923 – January 19, 1997) was an American 
poet and novelist. He was appointed the eighteenth Poet Laureate Consultant in 
Poetry to the Library of Congress in 1966. He also received the Order of the South 
award.
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Dickinson, Emily. A Murmur in the Trees: Poems. Boston. 1998. Bulfinch Press/Little
Brown. 1st of This Particular Edition. Very Good in Hardcover.No Dustjacket As 
Issued. 0821225006. Selected & Illustrated by Ferris Cook. 128 pages. hardcover. 
Cover illustration by Ferris Cook. Inventory # 25357. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A marvelous new illustrated selection of verse by one of 
the greatest and most loved poets of American literature—Emily Dickinson. Emily 
Dickinson is among the best-known, most widely read poets of the twentieth century.
She composed over one thousand unique lyrics dealing with religion, love, nature, 
death, and immortality, only seven of which were published during her lifetime. Her 
verse, noted for its aphoristic style, its wit, its delicate metrical variation, and its bold
and startling imagery, has had great influence on twentieth-century poetry. A 
MURMUR IN THE TREES will include 115 poems taken from the definitive Johnson
edition of Dickinson. About sixty of the poems will appear alongside an original 
pencil drawing created especially for this volume by Ferris Cook. More than one 
hundred years after her death, Emily Dickinson is an American classic and one of 
the most influential poets of her era. A MURMUR IN THE TREES will be a 
marvelous gift for her many devotees—and a magical introduction to her work for 
anyone who loves poetry.

Emily Elizabeth Dickinson (December 10, 1830 – May 15, 1886) was an American 
poet. Born in Amherst, Massachusetts, to a successful family with strong community
ties, she lived a mostly introverted and reclusive life. After she studied at the 
Amherst Academy for seven years in her youth, she spent a short time at Mount 
Holyoke Female Seminary before returning to her family's house in Amherst. 
Considered an eccentric by the locals, she became known for her penchant for white
clothing and her reluctance to greet guests or, later in life, even leave her room. 
Most of her friendships were therefore carried out by correspondence. While 
Dickinson was a prolific private poet, fewer than a dozen of her nearly 1,800 poems
were published during her lifetime.
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Dickinson, Emily. Emily Dickinson. New York. 1967. Dell/Laurel. 8th Dell Laurel 
Paperback Printing. Tear to Back Cover, Otherwise Good in Slightly Worn 
Wrappers. Laurel Poetry Series. Selected, with an Introduction and notes by John 
Malcolm Brinnin. General Editor Richard Wilbur. 160 pages. paperback. 2304. Cover
drawing by Richard Powers. Inventory # 41613. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From the introduction by John Malcolm Brinnin: ‘Emily 
Dickinson’s legend does not conveniently accommodate the out-size ‘Empress of 
Calvary’ whose suffering goads her to defy the very God her deeper nature wants 
only to praise. Neither does it find room for the defeated woman who, with careful 
malevolence, undermines the divine optimism that promises her only salvation. In 
this role she is never the pretty versifier or the sprightly caroller of the New Enqland 
idyll or even the long-suffering communicant with nature. In this role she is the 
daemonic artist in fury, wrenching the tight metres and neat figures of her 
characteristic language in order to come upon utterance adequate to her anguish.’

Emily Elizabeth Dickinson (December 10, 1830 – May 15, 1886) was an American 
poet. Born in Amherst, Massachusetts, to a successful family with strong community
ties, she lived a mostly introverted and reclusive life. After she studied at the 
Amherst Academy for seven years in her youth, she spent a short time at Mount 
Holyoke Female Seminary before returning to her family's house in Amherst. 
Considered an eccentric by the locals, she became known for her penchant for white
clothing and her reluctance to greet guests or, later in life, even leave her room. 
Most of her friendships were therefore carried out by correspondence. While 
Dickinson was a prolific private poet, fewer than a dozen of her nearly 1,800 poems
were published during her lifetime.
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Dickinson, Peter. Hindsight. New York. 1983. Pantheon Books. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394531825. 191 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
31039. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A tragic accident or a brutal murder? Famous crime-
writer Paul Rogers grapples with a deadly mystery whose solution is hidden in his 
own seemingly innocent childhood.

Peter Malcolm de Brissac Dickinson (born 16 December 1927) is an English author
and poet who has written a wide variety of books, notably children's books and 
detective stories, over a long and distinguished career. Dickinson was born in 
Livingstone, Northern Rhodesia (now Zambia), but his parents moved back to 
England so that he and his brothers could attend English schools. Dickinson has 
written almost fifty books, which fall into three general categories: mysteries for 
adults (including the James Pibble series), novels for younger readers (many of 
which have a fantastic or supernatural element), and a few simpler children's books.
Both of Dickinson's first crime novels won the Crime Writers' Association's Gold 
Dagger, SKIN DEEP in 1968 and A PRIDE OF HEROES in 1969. He has been 
similarly successful with his children's books. He won the Guardian Award in 1977 
for THE BLUE HAWK and the Whitbread prize for best children's book in 1979 for 
TULKU. In 1982 he was placed on the International Board of Books for Young 
People Honor List for TULKU, and THE IRON LION was selected one of New York
Times Notable Books. In 1989 he won the Boston Globe-Horn Book Award for Eva.
He was also shortlisted for the Whitbread award for his book THE KIN. Dickinson's 
three early books, THE WEATHERMONGER, HEARTSEASE and THE DEVIL'S 
CHILDREN, make up the Changes Trilogy, which was adapted (with many 
alterations) into the BBC TV series The Changes in 1975. The trilogy was written in 
reverse order: THE DEVIL'S CHILDREN is actually the first book in terms of the 
trilogy's chronology, HEARTSEASE the second, and The Weathermonger the third.
A pair of alternative history novels, KING AND JOKER (1976) and SKELETON-IN-
WAITING (1989), are based on the premise that Prince Albert Victor, Duke of 
Clarence survives and ultimately reigns as Victor I of England.
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Dickinson, Peter. King & Joker. New York. 1976. Pantheon Books. 1st American 
Edition. Spine Very Slightly Cocked, Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0394406036. 222 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 24389. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The monarchy is not what it used to be. King Victor II 
may be the great-great-grandson of Queen Victoria, but political and economic 
realities have intruded even on Buckingham Palace, where family breakfasts center
on proposals for tightening the household budget (no, Princess Louise will not be 
hiring out as a babysitter) and the King - a licensed physician -- fumes at 
Parliament's refusal to permit him to practice medicine, for fear of lawsuits. Nor has 
royal dignity been spared. A practical joker has invaded the palace, but his tricks, 
initially amusing, have turned deadly, and seem increasingly to be focused on the 
teenage Princess Louise. The trickster, it seems clear, wants her to divulge some 
secret to the Greater British Public, but which one? With a royal family's worth of 
skeletons in the closet, there are too many to choose from.

Peter Malcolm de Brissac Dickinson (born 16 December 1927) is an English author
and poet who has written a wide variety of books, notably children's books and 
detective stories, over a long and distinguished career.
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Dickinson, Peter. King & Joker. New York. 1976. Pantheon Books. 1st American 
Edition. A Few Dent Marks On The Back & Some Wrinkling Of Front Endpapers, 
Otherwise Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0394406036. 222 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 31037. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The monarchy is not what it used to be. King Victor II 
may be the great-great-grandson of Queen Victoria, but political and economic 
realities have intruded even on Buckingham Palace, where family breakfasts center
on proposals for tightening the household budget (no, Princess Louise will not be 
hiring out as a babysitter) and the King - a licensed physician -- fumes at 
Parliament's refusal to permit him to practice medicine, for fear of lawsuits. Nor has 
royal dignity been spared. A practical joker has invaded the palace, but his tricks, 
initially amusing, have turned deadly, and seem increasingly to be focused on the 
teenage Princess Louise. The trickster, it seems clear, wants her to divulge some 
secret to the Greater British Public, but which one? With a royal family's worth of 
skeletons in the closet, there are too many to choose from.

Peter Malcolm de Brissac Dickinson (born 16 December 1927) is an English author
and poet who has written a wide variety of books, notably children's books and 
detective stories, over a long and distinguished career.
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Dickinson, Peter. The Old English Peep Show. New York. 1969. Harper & Row. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Worn Dustjacket. 185 pages. hardcover. Inventory #
9016. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Americans may have Colonial Williamsburg, but for the 
Brits, there's ‘Old England,’ an elaborate theme-park that pays homage to a similarly
imaginary glorious past. At Old England, the woods are lush with game-birds, 
servants know their place, and round every corner is a pink-cheeked, mob-capped
maid, bobbing a curtsey and trilling ‘lawk-a-mussy!’ in a rustic brogue. It's no wonder
the tourists are happy to buy tickets to a yesterday that never was. Lately, though, 
there's been a fly in the Old England ointment. The two doddering old war-heroes 
who own the estate seem to have slipped from charmingly eccentric to disturbingly 
nuts, and one of the ‘servants’ has committed suicide. Dispatched to investigate the
death, Inspector Jimmy Pibble is half-hypnotized by Old England's allure, but when 
he forces himself to poke beneath the daydream, what he finds is not exactly a 
green and pleasant land.

Peter Malcolm de Brissac Dickinson (born 16 December 1927) is an English author
and poet who has written a wide variety of books, notably children's books and 
detective stories, over a long and distinguished career.
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Dickstein, Morris. A Mirror in the Roadway: Literature and the Real World. Princeton.
2005. Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0691119961. 304 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36038. $39.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a famous passage in The Red and the Black, the 
French writer Stendhal described the novel as a mirror being carried along a 
roadway. In the twentieth century this was derided as a naïve notion of realism. 
Instead, modern writers experimented with creative forms of invention and 
dislocation. Deconstructive theorists went even further, questioning whether 
literature had any real reference to a world outside its own language, while 
traditional historians challenged whether novels gave a trustworthy representation of
history and society.’In this book, Morris Dickstein reinterprets Stendhal’s metaphor 
and tracks the different worlds of a wide array of twentieth-century writers, from 
realists like Theodore Dreiser, Sinclair Lewis, Edith Wharton, and Willa Cather, 
through modernists like Franz Kafka and Samuel Beckett, to wildly inventive postwar
writers like Saul Bellow, Günter Grass, Mary McCarthy, George Orwell, Philip Roth,
and Gabriel García Márquez. Dickstein argues that fiction will always yield rich 
insight into its subject, and that literature can also be a form of historical 
understanding. Writers refract the world through their forms and sensibilities. He 
shows how the work of these writers recaptures—yet also transforms—the life 
around them, the world inside them, and the universe of language and feeling they 
share with their readers.’Through lively and incisive essays directed to general 
readers as well as students of literature, Dickstein redefines the literary landscape—
a landscape in which reading has for decades been devalued by society and 
distorted by theory. Having begun with a reconsideration of realism, the book 
concludes with several essays probing the strengths and limitations of a historical 
approach to literature and criticism.’

Morris Dickstein is Distinguished Professor of English at the City University of New 
York Graduate Center and a widely published literary and cultural critic. His work 
has appeared in the New York Times Book Review, the Times Literary Supplement,
Partisan Review, The Nation, and the Chronicle of Higher Education. His books 
include Gates of Eden: American culture in the 1960’s, nominated for a National 
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Dijkstra, Bram. Evil Sisters: The Threat of Female Sexuality & the Cult of Manhood.
New York. 1996. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0394569458. 480 pages. hardcover. Cover: Edward Steichen. Inventory # 22918. 
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Beginning with ‘vamp’ Theda Bara's 1915 silent-film 
debut in A Fool There Was, Dijkstra (Idols of Perversity), writing with passionate 
feminist scholarship, decodes images of women as predators, destroyers and 
vultures who deplete civilized males of their creative energies. He unmasks 
predatory females in Hemingway, H.L. Mencken, Elinor Glyn's bestselling 1907 
potboiler Three Weeks, and unravels the sexist assumptions of sociologist Emile 
Durkheim, sexologist Havelock Ellis and philosopher of love Remy de Gourmont. 
Shuttling between high and popular culture, Dijkstra argues that antifeminine, racist
and imperialist attitudes merge in Conrad's Heart of Darkness, Fitzgerald's The 
Beautiful and the Damned, in Kipling, Edgar Rice Burroughs, H. Rider Haggard, in 
Jung's psychology of unchanging archetypes, in the social Darwinist teachings of 
Herbert Spencer and William Graham Sumner. Finally, he traces a trajectory of 
fantasies involving men attaining supermale status from Nietzsche to Ezra Pound 
and Hitler. His conviction that sexist imagery, codified around 1900, still dominates 
the popular imagination informs this brilliant, often startling study.

Bram Dijkstra (born 5 July 1938) is a retired professor of English literature and the 
author of seven books on literary and artistic subjects. He also curates art 
exhibitions and writes catalog essays for San Diego art museums. He joined the 
faculty of the University of California, San Diego in 1966 and taught there until he 
retired and became an emeritus professor in 2000. He is married to the literary 
agent Sandra Dijkstra.
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Dijkstra, Bram. The Hieroglyphics of a New Speech: Cubism, Stieglitz, & the Early 
Poetry of William Carlos Williams. Princeton. 1969. Princeton University Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0691061696. 218 pages.
hardcover. Cover lithograph by Humphrey Stone. Inventory # 23291. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Previous studies of William Carlos Williams have tended
to look only for the literary echoes in his verse. According to Bram Dijkstra, the new
movements in the visual arts during the 1920s affected Williams’s work as much as,
if not more than, the new writing of the period. Dijkstra catches the excitement of this
period of revolutionary art, reveals the interactions between writers and painters, 
and shows in particular the specific and general impact this world had on Williams’s
early writings.

Bram Dijkstra (born 5 July 1938) is a retired professor of English literature and the 
author of seven books on literary and artistic subjects. He also curates art 
exhibitions and writes catalog essays for San Diego art museums. He joined the 
faculty of the University of California, San Diego in 1966 and taught there until he 
retired and became an emeritus professor in 2000. He is married to the literary 
agent Sandra Dijkstra.
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Dikkers, Scott (editor). The Onion Presents Our Dumb Century. New York. 1999. 
Three Rivers Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0609804618. 164 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 26713. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Onion has quickly become the world's most popular
humor publication, misinforming half a million readers a week with one-of-a-kind 
social satire both in print (on newsstands nationwide) and online from its remote 
office in Madison, Wisconsin. Witness the march of history as Editor-in-Chief Scott 
Dikkers and The Onion's award-winning writing staff present the twentieth century 
like you've never seen it before.

Scott Dikkers (born March 1, 1965) is an American comedy writer, speaker and 
entrepreneur. He was a founding editor of The Onion, and is the publication's 
longest-serving editor-in-chief, holding the position from 1988–1999, 2005–2008, 
and as General Manager / Vice President of Creative Development from 2012-2014.
He currently heads the "Writing with The Onion" program in partnership with The 
Onion and The Second City in Chicago. Born in 1965 in Minneapolis, Minnesota, 
Scott Dikkers is the author or co-author of several best-selling humor books. He is 
also the creator and artist of the comic strip Jim's Journal, which was syndicated to 
college newspapers from 1987–1997. Dikkers has also written and directed several 
films, including episodes of "The Onion News Network" web videos (2007) and the 
independent features Spaceman (1997), and Bad Meat (2003), starring Chevy 
Chase.
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Dillon, Millicent. Baby Perpetua and Other Stories. New York. 1971. Viking Press. 
1st Edition. Small Stain Mark On Top Edge Near Spine, Otherwise Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0670143766. 147 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 18852. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A collection of short stories including - Baby Perpetua; 
Induce; Rape; The Newsboy; Ladies' Logic; 2nd Bedroom; Destiny Canal + the 
Private Eye; The Right to Refuse.

Millicent Dillon was born Millicent Gerson in New York City on May 24, 1925. Dillon 
is best known for her works concerning writers Jane and Paul Bowles. Among these
are a biography A LITTLE ORIGINAL SIN: THE LIFE AND WORKS OF JANE 
BOWLES (1981); a collection of letters, OUT IN THE WORLD: SELECTED 
LETTERS OF JANE BOWLES 1935-1970 (1985); and a biography YOU ARE NOT 
I: A PORTRAIT OF PAUL BOWLES (1998). She also edited THE VIKING 
PORTABLE PAUL AND JANE BOWLES (1994). Her other works include BABY 
PERPETUA AND OTHER STORIES (short stories, 1971); THE ONE IN THE BACK
IS MEDEA, (novel, 1973); AFTER EGYPT: ISADORA DUNCAN AND MARY 
CASSATT (biography, 1990); THE DANCE OF THE MOTHERS (novel, 1991); 
HARRY GOLD (novel, 2000); four plays; and additional short stories, essays, and 
reviews in numerous publications. She is the recipient of a number of honors and 
awards, including five O. Henry awards in fiction. She also received a Guggenheim
Fellowship. Additional information about Millicent Dillon may be found in 
CONTEMPORARY AUTHORS NEW REVISION SERIES (Gale Research 
Company, 1984).keywords
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Dillon, Richard H. Embarcadero: True Sea Adventures From the Port of San 
Francisco. New York. 1973. Ballantine Books. 1st Ballantine/Comstock Printing. 
Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 034503094x. paperback. Inventory # 29708.
$6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Thirteen true tales of sea adventures that have become 
legendary - The Last of the Great Pirates - Captain Billy Hayes; The Lonely Odyssey
of Bernard Gilboy -survived in an 18- foot open craft without touching land between
San Francisco and Australia; and more.

Richard Hugh Dillon (born January 16, 1924 in Sausalito, California) was a librarian
and the author of many articles and books on California, including California trail 
herd (1961), The legend of Grizzly Adams (1966), Fool's gold: the biography of John
Sutter (1967), Humbugs and heroes: a gallery of California pioneers (1970), and 
Delta country (1982). The collection consists of ca. 300 photographs of old and new
San Francisco Chinatown and the Mother Lode country, as well as photostats, 
captions, and signed mounts. There are also illustrative photographs used in 
Richard H. Dillon's Hatchet men (1962).
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Dillon, Richard. Meriwether Lewis: A Biography. New York. 1965. Coward- McCann.
1st American Edition. Small Ding On Bottom Of Front Boards, Otherwise Very Good.
No Dustjacket. 364 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 22658. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Lewis was undoubtedly the greatest pathfinder this 
country has ever had. The crucial expedition that he and William Clark led up the 
Missouri River opened up the American West. This award-winning biography 
chronicles that bold voyage and probes the lesser known aspects of Lewis's life: his
youth in Virginia, his close relationship with Thomas Jefferson, his turbulent career 
as governor of the Louisiana Territory, and his tragic and mysterious death at 35.

Richard Hugh Dillon (born January 16, 1924 in Sausalito, California) was a librarian
and the author of many articles and books on California, including California trail 
herd (1961), The legend of Grizzly Adams (1966), Fool's gold: the biography of John
Sutter (1967), Humbugs and heroes: a gallery of California pioneers (1970), and 
Delta country (1982). The collection consists of ca. 300 photographs of old and new
San Francisco Chinatown and the Mother Lode country, as well as photostats, 
captions, and signed mounts. There are also illustrative photographs used in 
Richard H. Dillon's Hatchet men (1962).
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Dilts, James D. The World the Trains Made: A Century of Great Railroad 
Architecture in the United States and Canada. Lebanon. 2018. ForeEdge. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9781611688023. 232 illus. (230 color), 8
x 11. 304 pages. hardcover. Inventory #  44051. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - James D. Dilts has written the first comprehensive study
of the broad range of structures built in North America for the railroads during their 
heyday, from high-rise office buildings to beautiful resort hotels to lowly roundhouses
and shops. Dilts delves into the personalities of the people who conceived these 
structures and examines the creative uses that have been found for many of them 
today. The railroads popularized such vogues in architecture as the Italianate style 
in the United States and the château style in Canada and pioneered the use of new
materials (for example, steel) and methods of construction. Included are more than a
hundred of the finest examples of fourteen different building types. The World the 
Trains Made will appeal to railroad and architecture buffs, preservationists 
considering the adaptive reuse of historic structures, and anyone concerned about 
our transportation priorities in the age of climate change— particularly with regard to
environmentally friendly railroads.

James D. Dilts, a railroad and architectural historian, is a former reporter for the 
Baltimore Sun. His previous books include The Great Road: The Building of the 
Baltimore and Ohio, the Nation’s First Railroad, 1828–1853 and A Guide to 
Baltimore Architecture, with John Dorsey.
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Diner, Hasia R. Jews of the United States, 1654 To 2000. Berkeley. 2004. University
Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0520227735. 
476 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 35091. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Since Peter Stuyvesant greeted with enmity the first 
group of Jews to arrive on the docks of New Amsterdam in 1654, Jews have 
entwined their fate and fortunes with that of the United States–a project marked by 
great struggle and great promise. What this interconnected destiny has meant for 
American Jews and how it has defined their experience among the world’s Jews is 
fully chronicled in this work, a comprehensive and finely nuanced history of Jews in 
the United States from 1654 through the end of the past century. Hasia R. Diner 
traces Jewish participation in American history–from the communities that sent 
formal letters of greeting to George Washington; to the three thousand Jewish men
who fought for the Confederacy and the ten thousand who fought in the Union army;
to the Jewish activists who devoted themselves to the labor movement and the civil 
rights movement. Diner portrays this history as a constant process of negotiation, 
undertaken by ordinary Jews who wanted at one and the same time to be Jews and
full Americans. Accordingly, Diner draws on both American and Jewish sources to 
explain the chronology of American Jewish history, the structure of its communal 
institutions, and the inner dynamism that propelled it. Her work documents the major
developments of American Judaism–he economic, social, cultural, and political 
activities of the Jews who immigrated to and settled in America, as well as their 
descendants–and shows how these grew out of both a Jewish and an American 
context. She also demonstrates how the equally compelling urges to maintain 
Jewishness and to assimilate gave American Jewry the particular character that it 
retains to this day in all its subtlety and complexity.

Hasia R. Diner is Paul S. and Sylvia Steinberg Professor of American Jewish History
at New York University. She is the author of Lower East Side Memories: The Jewish
Place in America (2000), Hungering for America: Italian, Irish, and Jewish Foodways
in the Age of Migration (2001).
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Dinesen, Isak. Ehrengard. New York. 1963. Random House. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 114 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Jeanyee Wong. Inventory # 35700. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Like many of her non-African stories, EHREGARD deals
with the aristocratic Europe of Dinesen’s youth, and the ways in which human 
behavior often stretches the boundaries of convention and propriety.

Karen von Blixen-Finecke (17 April 1885 – 7 September 1962), née Karen 
Christenze Dinesen, was a Danish author also known by her pen name Isak 
Dinesen. She also wrote under the pen names Osceola and Pierre Andrézel. Blixen
wrote works in Danish, French, and English. Blixen is best known for Out of Africa, 
her account of living in Kenya, and one of her stories, Babette's Feast, both of which
have been adapted into highly acclaimed, Academy Award-winning motion pictures.
Prior to the release of the first film, she was noted for her Seven Gothic Tales, for 
which she is also known in Denmark. Peter Englund, permanent secretary of the 
Swedish Academy, described it as ‘a mistake’ that Blixen was not awarded the 
Nobel Prize in Literature during the 1930s. She never did win, though she finished in
third place behind Graham Greene in 1961, the year Ivo Andric was awarded the 
prize.
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Dinesen, Isak. Last Tales. London. 1957. Putnam. 1st British Edition. Very Good in
Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 405 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Owen Wood. 
Inventory # 13732. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - LAST TALES is a collection of twelve of the last tales 
that Isak Dinesen wrote before her death in 1962. They include seven tales from 
Albondocani, a projected novel that was never completed; ‘The Caryatids,’ an 
unfinished Gothic tale of a couple bedeviled by an old letter and a gypsy’s spell; and
three tales of winter, including ‘Converse at Night in Copenhagen,’ a drunken, all-
night conversation between a boy-king, a prostitute, and a poor young poet.

Karen von Blixen-Finecke (17 April 1885 – 7 September 1962), née Karen 
Christenze Dinesen, was a Danish author also known by her pen name Isak 
Dinesen. She also wrote under the pen names Osceola and Pierre Andrézel. Blixen
wrote works in Danish, French, and English. Blixen is best known for Out of Africa, 
her account of living in Kenya, and one of her stories, Babette's Feast, both of which
have been adapted into highly acclaimed, Academy Award-winning motion pictures.
Prior to the release of the first film, she was noted for her Seven Gothic Tales, for 
which she is also known in Denmark. Peter Englund, permanent secretary of the 
Swedish Academy, described it as ‘a mistake’ that Blixen was not awarded the 
Nobel Prize in Literature during the 1930s. She never did win, though she finished in
third place behind Graham Greene in 1961, the year Ivo Andric was awarded the 
prize.
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Dinesen, Isak. Winter's Tales. New York. 1942. Random House. 1st Printing. 
Previous Owner's Inscription in Front, Otherwise Very Good in Slightly Worn 
Dustjacket. 313 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 22567. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Isak Dinesen’s universe, the magical enchantment of 
the fairy tale and the moral resonance of myth coexist with an unflinching grasp of 
the most obscure human strengths and weaknesses. A despairing author abandons
his wife, but in the course of a long night’s wandering, he learns love’s true value 
and returns to her, only to find her a different woman than the one he left. A 
landowner, seeking to prove a principle, inadvertently exposes the ferocity of mother
love. A wealthy young traveler melts the hauteur of a lovely woman by 
masquerading as her aged and loyal servant. Shimmering and haunting, Dinesen’s
WINTER’S TALES transport us, through their author’s deft guidance of our desire to
imagine, to the mysterious place where all stories are born.

Karen von Blixen-Finecke (17 April 1885 – 7 September 1962), née Karen 
Christenze Dinesen, was a Danish author also known by her pen name Isak 
Dinesen. She also wrote under the pen names Osceola and Pierre Andrézel. Blixen
wrote works in Danish, French, and English. Blixen is best known for Out of Africa, 
her account of living in Kenya, and one of her stories, Babette's Feast, both of which
have been adapted into highly acclaimed, Academy Award-winning motion pictures.
Prior to the release of the first film, she was noted for her Seven Gothic Tales, for 
which she is also known in Denmark. Peter Englund, permanent secretary of the 
Swedish Academy, described it as ‘a mistake’ that Blixen was not awarded the 
Nobel Prize in Literature during the 1930s. She never did win, though she finished in
third place behind Graham Greene in 1961, the year Ivo Andric was awarded the 
prize.
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Dirda, Michael. Readings: Essays and Literary Entertainments. Bloomington and 
Indianapolis. 2000. Indiana University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0253338247. 217 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Susan Davis. 
Inventory # 12729. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In these playful, erudite, and idiosyncratically personal 
essays from the Washington Post Book World, Michael Dirda shares some of the 
pleasures of the reading life. His subjects range from classics in translation to 
fantasy and crime fiction; from children’s books to American and European literature;
from innovative writing to neglected novels; from the dark joys of collecting first 
editions to the untroubled pleasure of P. G. Wodehouse. Dirda is a writer’s reader 
and a reader’s writer. He is a sure guide to good reading from the casual to the 
scholarly, and his columns are always diverting and informative, always worth 
coming back to. READINGS presents many of his most memorable essays, 
including ‘The Crime of His Life’ (a youthful caper), ‘Bookman’s Saturday’ (the 
scheming of a book collector), an annotated list of 100 comic novels, ‘Heian
Holiday’ (on The Tale of Genji), reflections on sex in literature, Mr. Wright (an 
exemplary high school teacher), ‘Listening to My Father,’ ‘Turning Fifty,’ and 
‘Millennial Readings.’ In all these, and in 40 other pieces, Michael Dirda shows us 
books as sources of aesthetic bliss, comfort, and not least, amusement.

MICHAEL DIRDA is a writer and senior editor for the Washington Post Book World.
For three years he was a board member of the National Book Critics Circle. His 
essays and reviews have appeared in numerous publications. In 1993 Dirda 
received the Pulitzer Prize for Distinguished Criticism.
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Disch, Thomas M. The Businessman. New York. 1984. Harper & Row. 1st Edition. 
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0060152923. 292 pages. hardcover. Signed
by the Author. Jacket design by Terence Fehr. Inventory # 25199. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Bob was the happiest man in the world. His wife was 
dead, and no one suspected him of the murder. His mother-in-law was dying, and 
would probably leave him an inheritance. With both of them gone, Bob could live the
good life. But then Bob’s wife came back from the grave. and she brought her 
mother with her.

Thomas Michael Disch (February 2, 1940 – July 4, 2008) was an American science 
fiction author and poet. He won the Hugo Award for Best Related Book – previously
called ‘Best Non-Fiction Book’ – in 1999, and he had two other Hugo nominations 
and nine Nebula Award nominations to his credit, plus one win of the John W. 
Campbell Memorial Award, a Rhysling Award, and two Seiun Awards, among 
others. In the 1960s, his work began appearing in science-fiction magazines. His 
critically acclaimed science fiction novels, The Genocides, Camp Concentration, 334
and On Wings of Song are major contributions to the New Wave science fiction 
movement. In 1996, his book The Castle of Indolence: On Poetry, Poets, and 
Poetasters was nominated for the National Book Critics Circle Award, and in 1999,
Disch won the Nonfiction Hugo for The Dreams Our Stuff Is Made Of, a meditation 
on the impact of science fiction on our culture, as well as the Michael Braude Award
for Light Verse. Among his other nonfiction work, he wrote theatre and opera 
criticism for The New York Times, The Nation, and other periodicals. He also 
published several volumes of poetry as Tom Disch. Following an extended period of
depression following the death in 2005 of his life-partner, Charles Naylor, Disch 
stopped writing almost entirely, except for poetry – although he did produce two 
novellas. Disch committed suicide by gunshot on July 4 2008 in his apartment in 
Manhattan, New York City. His last book, The Word of God, which was written 
shortly before Naylor died, had just been published a few days before Disch's death.
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Disch, Thomas M. The Castle of Indolence: On Poetry, Poets, and Poetasters. New
York. 1995. Picador. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312134487. 
229 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Evan Gaffney. Inventory # 25708. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A collection of essays and commentary about poetry 
provides reviews of a range of American and English poets, including Kenneth Koch,
Jon Ashbery, and Ogden Nash, and offers insight into and criticism of the processes
that inspired their work.

Thomas Michael Disch (February 2, 1940 – July 4, 2008) was an American science 
fiction author and poet. He won the Hugo Award for Best Related Book – previously
called ‘Best Non-Fiction Book’ – in 1999, and he had two other Hugo nominations 
and nine Nebula Award nominations to his credit, plus one win of the John W. 
Campbell Memorial Award, a Rhysling Award, and two Seiun Awards, among 
others. In the 1960s, his work began appearing in science-fiction magazines. His 
critically acclaimed science fiction novels, The Genocides, Camp Concentration, 334
and On Wings of Song are major contributions to the New Wave science fiction 
movement. In 1996, his book The Castle of Indolence: On Poetry, Poets, and 
Poetasters was nominated for the National Book Critics Circle Award, and in 1999,
Disch won the Nonfiction Hugo for The Dreams Our Stuff Is Made Of, a meditation 
on the impact of science fiction on our culture, as well as the Michael Braude Award
for Light Verse. Among his other nonfiction work, he wrote theatre and opera 
criticism for The New York Times, The Nation, and other periodicals. He also 
published several volumes of poetry as Tom Disch. Following an extended period of
depression following the death in 2005 of his life-partner, Charles Naylor, Disch 
stopped writing almost entirely, except for poetry – although he did produce two 
novellas. Disch committed suicide by gunshot on July 4 2008 in his apartment in 
Manhattan, New York City. His last book, The Word of God, which was written 
shortly before Naylor died, had just been published a few days before Disch's death.
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Disch, Thomas M. The M.D.: A Horror Story. New York. 1991. Knopf. 1st Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 039458662x. 403 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author.
Jacket art & design by Archie Ferguson. Inventory # 25353. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Dr. William Michaels owes his worldwide success to a 
mysterious talisman with terrifying powers. The talisman can only perform if 
Michaels ‘charges’ it through chilling acts of deliberate evil, and Michaels becomes 
trapped in a world ravaged by monstrous disorders.

Thomas Michael Disch (February 2, 1940 – July 4, 2008) was an American science 
fiction author and poet. He won the Hugo Award for Best Related Book – previously
called ‘Best Non-Fiction Book’ – in 1999, and he had two other Hugo nominations 
and nine Nebula Award nominations to his credit, plus one win of the John W. 
Campbell Memorial Award, a Rhysling Award, and two Seiun Awards, among 
others. In the 1960s, his work began appearing in science-fiction magazines. His 
critically acclaimed science fiction novels, The Genocides, Camp Concentration, 334
and On Wings of Song are major contributions to the New Wave science fiction 
movement. In 1996, his book The Castle of Indolence: On Poetry, Poets, and 
Poetasters was nominated for the National Book Critics Circle Award, and in 1999,
Disch won the Nonfiction Hugo for The Dreams Our Stuff Is Made Of, a meditation 
on the impact of science fiction on our culture, as well as the Michael Braude Award
for Light Verse. Among his other nonfiction work, he wrote theatre and opera 
criticism for The New York Times, The Nation, and other periodicals. He also 
published several volumes of poetry as Tom Disch. Following an extended period of
depression following the death in 2005 of his life-partner, Charles Naylor, Disch 
stopped writing almost entirely, except for poetry – although he did produce two 
novellas. Disch committed suicide by gunshot on July 4 2008 in his apartment in 
Manhattan, New York City. His last book, The Word of God, which was written 
shortly before Naylor died, had just been published a few days before Disch's death.
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Disch, Thomas M. The Priest. New York. 1995. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0679418806. 303 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Archie 
Ferguson. Inventory # 25287. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In The Priest, Disch gives us a potent, darkly hypnotic, 
and fiendishly comic novel - a gothic romance like no other. At the center: Father 
Patrick Bryce, a Catholic priest with a present-day Minneapolis parish - and a 
pedophile past. He’s spent time at a church-run retreat for priests of his persuasion
and returned ‘rehabilitated’: even better equipped to keep his vice active and hidden.
Until the blackmail begins. It comes from three different sources (his own bishop 
being one), and each tops the next in imaginative proposals: Father Pat must head a
militant (and probably illegal) anti-abortion campaign; Father Pat must apologize to 
each of his victims, face-to-face; Father Pat must read, and be ready to discuss, the
work of a bizarre cult science fiction writer, and get the face of Satan tattooed on his
chest. But the blackmailers and their demands are the least of Father Pat’s 
problems. More dire is his increasingly incontrovertible sense that the nightmares in
which he has been leading the life of a thirteenth-century bishop are not dreams at 
all. And that the Church, rife with corruption and scandal in both eras, is the only 
realistic sanctuary for him and his doppelganger, Bishop Silvanus de Roquefort, as 
they move - at once separately and together - through their own centuries-spanning
maze of soul-killing horrors toward a distinctly hellish destiny.

Thomas Michael Disch (February 2, 1940 – July 4, 2008) was an American science 
fiction author and poet. He won the Hugo Award for Best Related Book – previously
called ‘Best Non-Fiction Book’ – in 1999, and he had two other Hugo nominations 
and nine Nebula Award nominations to his credit, plus one win of the John W. 
Campbell Memorial Award, a Rhysling Award, and two Seiun Awards, among 
others. In the 1960s, his work began appearing in science-fiction magazines. His 
critically acclaimed science fiction novels, The Genocides, Camp Concentration, 334
and On Wings of Song are major contributions to the New Wave science fiction 
movement.
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Divakaruni, Chitra Banerjee. The Mistress of Spices. New York. 1997. Anchor 
Books/Doubleday. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 038548237x. 339
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Mario J. Pulice. Jacket illustration by Cathleen 
Toelke. Inventory # 25907. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Magical, tantalizing, and sensual, THE MISTRESS OF 
SPICES is the story of Tilo, a young woman born in another time, in a faraway 
place, who is trained in the ancient art of spices and ordained as a mistress charged
with special powers. Once fully initiated in a rite of fire, the now immortal Tilo--in the
gnarled and arthritic body of an old woman--travels through time to Oakland, 
California, where she opens a shop from which she administers spices as curatives 
to her customers. An unexpected romance with a handsome stranger eventually 
forces her to choose between the supernatural life of an immortal and the 
vicissitudes of modern life. Spellbinding and hypnotizing, THE MISTRESS OF 
SPICES is a tale of joy and sorrow and one special woman's magical powers.

Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni is an award-winning author, poet and teacher. Her 
themes include women, immigration, the South Asian experience, history, myth, 
magical realism and diversity. She writes for adults and children. Her books have 
been translated into 29 languages, including Dutch, Hebrew, Russian and 
Japanese. Two novels, The Mistress of Spices and Sister of My Heart, have been 
made into films. Her short stories, Arranged Marriage, won an American Book 
Award. She teaches Creative Writing at the University of Houston.
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Divakaruni, Chitra Banerjee. The Palace of Illusions. New York. 2008. Doubleday. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 9780385515993. 360
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Rex Bonoanelli. Inventory # 37441. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A reimagining of the world-famous Indian epic, the 
mahabharat-told from the point of view of an amazing woman. Relevant to today's 
war-torn world, The Palace of Illusions takes us back to a time that is half history, 
half myth and wholly magical. Narrated by Panamali, the wife of the legendary 
Pandavas brothers in the Mahabharat, the novel gives us a new interpretation of this
ancient tale. The Palace of Illusions traces the princess Panchaali's life, beginning 
with her birth in fire and following her spirited balancing act as a woman with five 
husbands who have been cheated out of their father's kingdom. Panchaa is swept 
into their quest to reclaim their birthright, remaining at their sides through years of 
exile and a terrible civil war involving all the important kings of India. Meanwhile, we
never lose sight of her strategic duels with her mother-in-laws, her complicated 
friendship with the enigmatic Krishna, or her secret attraction to the mysterious man
who is her husbands' most dangerous enemy. Panchaali is a fiery female redefining
for us a world of warriors, gods, and the ever-manipulating hands of fate. CHITRA 
BANERJEE DIVAKARUNI is the author of the bestselling novels QUEEN OF 
DREAMS, THE MISTRESS OF SPICES, SISTER OF MY HEART, and THE VINE 
OF DESIRE, and of the prize-winning story collections ARRANGED MARRIAGE 
and THE UNKNOWN ERRORS OF OUR LIVES. She lives in Houston Texas, and 
teaches creative writing at the University of Houston.

Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni is an award-winning author, poet and teacher. Her 
themes include women, immigration, the South Asian experience, history, myth, 
magical realism and diversity. She writes for adults and children. Her books have 
been translated into 29 languages, including Dutch, Hebrew, Russian and 
Japanese. Two novels, The Mistress of Spices and Sister of My Heart, have been 
made into films. Her short stories, Arranged Marriage, won an American Book 
Award. She teaches Creative Writing at the University of Houston.
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Djilas, Milovan. The Stone and the Violets: Short Stories. New York. 1972. Harcourt
Brace Jovanovich. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 015185100x. 
Translated by Lovett F. Edwards. 238 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Wendell
Minor. Inventory # 14941. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A thread runs through this new collection of short stories
by Milovan Djilas, tying together the lives of people who are separated by time and 
by circumstance. However disparate their roles, they are united by a fierce national 
identity. Survival is all. It is a dictum that Djilas, a skillful storyteller, shows in these 
thirteen varied tales of Montenegro. One of the characters says, ‘Life is merciless 
and abounding in dilemmas,’ The dilemma may arise out of war, as in ‘The Stone 
and the Violets,’ in which partisans are faced with the cruel choice of deciding who 
has first claim on loyalty—one’s kin or one’s revolutionary ideals, Or it may arise out
of man’s struggle to wrest a living from the rocky, barren land of Montenegro, as in 
‘Two Wolves’ and ‘The Doctor and the Eagle.’ The moral predicament becomes 
most acute when a man must at last confront his own conscience, as the idealistic 
narrator does in ‘The Brothers and the Girl’ All of the people in these stories—
students, peasants, outlaws, heroic women—confront the dilemma of survival in 
ways that reveal their character, and their culture. Few contemporary writers bring to
fiction the qualities of realism and subtlety that characterize the writing of Milovan 
Djilas. He writes in the tradition of Tolstoy—a tradition that brings together in 
storytelling both a strong feeling for people who live close to the earth and a fervent 
romantic and politically revolutionary vision.

Milovan Dilas (June 4, 1911 – April 20, 1995) was a Yugoslav Communist politician,
theorist and author. He was a key figure in the Partisan movement during World War
II, as in the post-war government. A self-identified Democratic Socialist, Dilas 
became one of the best-known and prominent dissidents in Yugoslavia and the 
whole of the Eastern Bloc.
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Doane, Michael. Bullet Heart. New York. 1994. Knopf. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0679425071. 321 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by Diane Klein. 
Inventory # 22691. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - On the Great Plains, war has finally broken out: Indians 
fighting whites, resisting insult and internment, even spilling blood among their own 
rival camps. This is not the nineteenth century but 1972, when the construction of a
golf course (of all things) unearths a forgotten frontier cemetery. The bones of 
settlers are laid reverently to rest, while those of a lone Sioux girl are shipped as 
‘artifacts’ to a South Dakota state museum - igniting the adjacent reservation hamlet
and commencing what comes to be known as the Bones War. With the siege of 
Wounded Knee resonating in every heart all around, modern-day warriors and 
turncoats on either side cruise the prairie in pickups sprouting rifles; FBI agents and
the local powers that be look askance or in horror not only at this specter but also at
the newly armed AIM civil rights movement. Bullet Heart traces the lives and dreams
of those who live or die, whether in Wilma (white) or Choteau (red), for the twenty 
years through which this war rages: Indians who leave ‘the res’ but cannot escape it,
and those whose different politics or generations divide them more surely than their
enemy; a white man who wants mysteriously to be an Indian, and the scion who 
would destroy his own family legacy in order to remedy past (deeply personal) 
wrongs. And, finally, a child touched by a bullet and shaped by the troubled love of 
his parents. A tortured history of the West, an acute and comprehensive portrait of 
both reservation life and the recent bloody Indian wars, Bullet Heart is truly a saga of
those bound up in this nightmarish dynamic of destiny and conquest and ownership.
Immediate and painful, at once thoroughly American and simply human, this novel 
reinvents a classic and complicated showdown: the battle for the land, of course, 
and for a way of life.

Michael Doane was born in 1952 in Sioux Falls, South Dakota, and now lives in 
Paris with his wife and two children. This is his first novel.
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Doane, Michael. The Legends of Jesse Dark. New York. 1984. Knopf. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0394537483. 1st Novel. 359 pages.
hardcover. Front-of-jacket art by Scott Reynolds. Inventory # 29866. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - South Dakota - the land where in the nineteenth century
some of the most cherished legends about the Old West were made: the Deadwood
Stage, mining claims in the Black Hills, Wild Bill Hickok. But in the early 1970s it’s a
different West: one where Indians ride Harleys and cowboys roll joints and no one 
knows the difference any longer between an outlaw and a criminal. And it’s in this 
new West, in the town of Yankton, that Jesse Dark has become a legend for his 
time. Son of a violent, drunken father and a mute mother, brother of catatonic Rose,
lover of a gifted and ambitious photographer, best friend of the notorious Dark Angel
of Rock, and, until recently, at the top of the local police’s Most Wanted list Jesse is 
in jail as the book opens. It’s got something to do with stealing a baby, and although
he isn’t denying the deed he’s saying he was just trying to take back what he’d lost.
What brought Jesse there and how it happened are the questions that propel this 
lyrical and touching first novel. Michael Doane rearranges the classic Western—a 
good outlaw, a bad sheriff - to examine some contemporary myths about home and 
family in middle America at mid-century. This is done in four flashbacks that follow 
Jesse in a series of flights, each taking him farther from, yet closer to, home. The 
first is to an abandoned farmhouse where he and his sister hide out one winter from
their brutal father; the next, to the nearby college town where he is the mysterious 
pot dealer and confidant of crippled rock idol Dusken Lowe. A year or so later, his 
safety endangered by love and the Law, he is in the bitter North End of St. Paul, 
managing a porn shop and scratching out a life among pimps, derelicts, drunken 
Indians, and the rest of the urban flotsam and jetsam. Until, having touched bottom,
he finds himself heading West again, ‘home’ to claim his final, unexpected 
inheritance. With a finely rendered irony Michael Doane illuminates a generation’s 
misplaced nostalgia for our legends: of fathers and sons, of home where the heart 
is, and of outlaws - free and glorified - on the American frontier, before it was 
distorted, violated, and finally lost.

Michael Doane was born in 1952 in Sioux Falls, South Dakota, and now lives in 
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Doane, Michael. The Legends of Jesse Dark. New York. 1984. Knopf. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0394537483. 1st Book. 359 pages.
hardcover. Signed by the Author. Front-of-jacket art by Scott Reynolds. Inventory #
23735. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - South Dakota - the land where in the nineteenth century
some of the most cherished legends about the Old West were made: the Deadwood
Stage, mining claims in the Black Hills, Wild Bill Hickok. But in the early 1970s it’s a
different West: one where Indians ride Harleys and cowboys roll joints and no one 
knows the difference any longer between an outlaw and a criminal. And it’s in this 
new West, in the town of Yankton, that Jesse Dark has become a legend for his 
time. Son of a violent, drunken father and a mute mother, brother of catatonic Rose,
lover of a gifted and ambitious photographer, best friend of the notorious Dark Angel
of Rock, and, until recently, at the top of the local police’s Most Wanted list Jesse is 
in jail as the book opens. It’s got something to do with stealing a baby, and although
he isn’t denying the deed he’s saying he was just trying to take back what he’d lost.
What brought Jesse there and how it happened are the questions that propel this 
lyrical and touching first novel. Michael Doane rearranges the classic Western—a 
good outlaw, a bad sheriff - to examine some contemporary myths about home and 
family in middle America at mid-century. This is done in four flashbacks that follow 
Jesse in a series of flights, each taking him farther from, yet closer to, home. The 
first is to an abandoned farmhouse where he and his sister hide out one winter from
their brutal father; the next, to the nearby college town where he is the mysterious 
pot dealer and confidant of crippled rock idol Dusken Lowe. A year or so later, his 
safety endangered by love and the Law, he is in the bitter North End of St. Paul, 
managing a porn shop and scratching out a life among pimps, derelicts, drunken 
Indians, and the rest of the urban flotsam and jetsam. Until, having touched bottom,
he finds himself heading West again, ‘home’ to claim his final, unexpected 
inheritance. With a finely rendered irony Michael Doane illuminates a generation’s 
misplaced nostalgia for our legends: of fathers and sons, of home where the heart 
is, and of outlaws - free and glorified - on the American frontier, before it was 
distorted, violated, and finally lost.
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Dobrenko, Evgeny and Tihanov, Galin. A History of Russian Literary the ory and 
Criticism: The Soviet Age and Beyond. Pittsburgh. 2013. University of Pittsburgh 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822962861. Pitt Russian
East European. 406 pages. paperback. Cover art and design by Gary Gore. 
Inventory # 40570. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This volume assembles the work of leading international
scholars in a comprehensive history of Russian literary theory and criticism from 
1917 to the post-Soviet age. By examining the dynamics of literary criticism and 
theory in three arenas--political, intellectual, and institutional--the authors capture 
the progression and structure of Russian literary criticism and its changing function 
and discourse. The chapters follow early movements such as formalism, the Bakhtin
Circle, Proletklut, futurism, the fellow-travelers, and the Russian Association of 
Proletarian Writers. By the cultural revolution of 1928, literary criticism became a 
mechanism of Soviet policies, synchronous with official ideology. The chapters 
follow theory and criticism into the 1930s with examinations of the Union of Soviet 
Writers, semantic paleontology, and socialist realism under Stalin. A more 
'humanized' literary criticism appeared during the ravaging years of World War II, 
only to be supplanted by a return to the party line, Soviet heroism, and anti-Semitism
in the late Stalinist period. During Khrushchev's Thaw, there was a remarkable rise 
in liberal literature and criticism, that was later refuted in the nationalist movement of
the 'long' 1970s. The same decade saw, on the other hand, the rise to prominence 
of semiotics and structuralism. Postmodernism and a strong revival of academic 
literary studies have shared the stage since the start of the post-Soviet era. For the 
first time anywhere, this collection analyzes all of the important theorists and major 
critical movements during a tumultuous ideological period in Russian history, 
including developments in émigré literary theory and criticism.

Evgeny Dobrenko is professor and department head of Russian and Slavonic 
Studies at the University of Sheffield. Galin Tihanov is professor of comparative 
literature and intellectual history and founding codirector of the Research Institute for
Cosmopolitan Cultures (RICC) at the University of Manchester.
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Dodge, Mary Mapes. Hans Brinker, or the Silver Skates. New York. 1985. 
Signet/New American Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in 
Slightly Worn Wrappers. 0451520203. Afterword By Marilyn Kaye. 300 pages. 
paperback. CE2020. Inventory # 33562. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Set in Holland, this favorite children's story of Hans 
Brinker and his sister Gretel brings to life a host of Dutch customs, history, and 
legends, all through the eyes of a child. Too poor to buy real skates, Hans and 
Gretel must use their homemade ones, and with these they have no chance of 
competing in the coming race on the frozen canals. The prize is a marvelous pair of
silver skates, and if Gretel could somehow win them, she feels she could forget the 
cold wind and her threadbare coat. But these dreams seem as impossible as finding
a cure for the children's invalid father, until a new friend makes a wonderful entrance
into the lives of Hans and Gretel. The mystery which unfolds, involving their father, a
strange silver watch, a bag of missing money, and a great doctor, has warmed the 
hearts of generations of readers. With its windmills, wooden shoes, and brave boy 
hero, HANS BRINKER OR THE SILVER SKATES is an exciting tale of a far - off 
world that has earned its place in American literature and folklore.

Mary Mapes Dodge (January 26, 1831 – August 21, 1905) was an American 
children's writer and editor, best known for her novel Hans Brinker.
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Dold, Gaylord. Rude Boys: A Mitch Roberts Mystery. New York. 1992. St Martin's 
Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 031208286x. 282 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket drawing by Jim Sullivan. Inventory # 23867. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Gaylord Dold, hailed by Loren D. Estleman as ‘the best 
new stylist to enter the crowded field of private-eye fiction, and one of its most daring
innovators,’ brings us another literate and suspenseful adventure for his remarkable
sleuth, Mitch Roberts. Rude Boys, like Dold’s recent A Penny for the Old Guy, finds
American cowboy Roberts in London, ‘looking for his life’ and ‘trying to fall in love’ 
with English widow Amanda Smith. He is doing some work for Amanda’s lawyer 
friend, Hillary Root, when Hillary’s Jamaican half brother is found brutally murdered.
The crime is a grisly puzzle from the start. The man was in the hospital, well on the
way to recovering from the mysterious illness that had put him there, when someone
crept into his room and left him covered with blood, a gaping slash across his neck.
Hillary is deep in a seemingly hopeless case, the defense of another Jamaican man
accused of robbery and murder. Fighting prejudice as a female in the ranks of British
barristers, and as a half-Jamaican female at that, Hillary now begins to receive 
horrifying and wordless threats, like the ‘gift’ of a slaughtered cat. Sympathy with her
burdens impels Roberts to travel to Jamaica, seeking the roots of these possibly 
connected events. Although his brief trip produces a number of answers as well as 
insight into the lives of Jamaicans at home and abroad, another murder takes place
before Mitch is able to unravel the tight skein of horror and death and to set a 
strange kind of justice in motion.

Gaylord Dold was born in Kansas and raised in southern California during the good
old days. He was educated at the University of Kansas, the University of California,
and the London School of Economics, where he took an advanced degree in 
international law. Before becoming a professional writer, he worked as a chauffeur, 
theater usher, legal services attorney, law professor and volunteer mentor.
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Dold, Gaylord. Schedule Two: A Novel of Suspense. New York. 1996. St Martin's 
Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312147309. 232 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket illustration by Maureen Meehan. Inventory # 23371. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Grace Wu has been undercover in the San Francisco 
Bay Area drug trade for nearly two years. Posing as a cabbie and buying and selling
drugs daily, the twenty-eight-year-old Chinese-American woman reports to only two
men: John Zito, her superior in the SFPD, and Elgin Lightfoot of the DEA. After two 
years of the same routine, Grace is poised to go after Kyungmoon Nho, the local 
connection for one of the largest heroin-smuggling rings in the Pacific Rim. 
Supported from one side and undermined from the other, Grace is virtually alone in 
this complex operation, where the outcome is at the mercy of each participant’s 
dreams and fears: Grace’s relationship with her heroin-addicted brother; John Zito’s
obsession with vodka; Kyungmoon Nho’s ambitions for advancement within his 
organization.

Gaylord Dold was born in Kansas and raised in southern California during the good
old days. He was educated at the University of Kansas, the University of California,
and the London School of Economics, where he took an advanced degree in 
international law. Before becoming a professional writer, he worked as a chauffeur, 
theater usher, legal services attorney, law professor and volunteer mentor.
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Dold, Gaylord. The World Beat: A Mitch Roberts Mystery. New York. 1993. St 
Martin's Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket W/A Small Tear 
On The Front Top Near The Spine. 0312099452. 284 pages. hardcover. Jacket art 
by Jim Sullivan. Inventory # 26543. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Mr. Winks and readers everywhere can only be 
impressed and delighted with this new adventure of Dold’s vulnerable and complex
private eye, Mitch Roberts, a thoughtful and sensitive man who can be tough when 
tested. For while The World Beat is a novel of enormous suspense, it is more than 
that. Set in Zaire and the Republic of the Congo, the story evokes modern Africa 
with a realism that few writers achieve. At loose ends, Roberts takes an assignment
from Lloyds of London to deliver the ransom for Elyse Revelle, a Belgian mining 
company’s doctor who has been kidnapped, presumably by separatists. Together 
with a Zairian employee of the company, Roberts undertakes an arduous river 
journey to make contact with the kidnappers at the doctor’s clinic in the jungle. This 
journey, with its sights, sounds, and smells of Africa, is both actuality and metaphor.
On the way, Roberts falls seriously, almost fatally ill, and the trip becomes a struggle
to head off forces that are opposed to the mission, to find and pay off the 
kidnappers, and to elude death from disease or assassination.

Gaylord Dold was born in Kansas and raised in southern California during the good
old days. He was educated at the University of Kansas, the University of California,
and the London School of Economics, where he took an advanced degree in 
international law. Before becoming a professional writer, he worked as a chauffeur, 
theater usher, legal services attorney, law professor and volunteer mentor.
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Dolin, Sharon. Manual for Living. Pittsburgh. 2016. University of Pittsburgh Press. 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822964063. Pitt Poetry Series. 80
pages. paperback. Inventory # 42529. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘A powerfully gifted psalmist, Sharon Dolin creates in the
‘Of Hours’ section of her book a singular world of praise and pain. Charged with 
biblical echoes and reminiscent of the religious poetry of Gerard Manley Hopkins, 
her language strains and buckles to give voice to her yearning, as God (‘you’) 
appears and disappears, hour by hour.’ —Avivah Gottlieb Zornberg, author of The 
Murmuring Deep: Reflections on the Biblical Unconscious. Manual for Living offers 
three distinct approaches to life, each one riven by flashes of joy and despair, and all
conditions in between. With a fresh slant on the Stoic philosopher Epictetus, the title
section offers a part-serious, part tongue-in-cheek series of advice poems. An 
ekphrastic sequence based on the ‘black paintings’ of Goya follows, as a darker 
meditation on life. The final section, ‘Of Hours,’ is a contemporary sequence of 
psalms where the possibility for redemption in prayer exists. As in all of her work, 
Dolin’s lyric voice attends to language and the world equally. Her verbal sleights-of-
hand offer readers insights for ways to live. Manual for Living is a wise book: drink 
deeply from it.

Sharon Dolin is the author of five previous poetry collections: Whirlwind; Burn and 
Dodge, winner of the Donald Hall Prize in Poetry; Realm of the Possible; Serious 
Pink; and Heart Work, as well as five poetry chapbooks. She teaches poetry 
workshops at the Unterberg Poetry Center of the 92nd Street Y and Poets House 
and directs the Center for Book Arts Annual Letterpress Poetry Chapbook 
Competition in New York City. She also directs and teaches in the international 
workshop, Writing About Art in Barcelona.
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Dolin, Sharon. Manual for Living. Pittsburgh. 2016. University of Pittsburgh Press. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822964063. Pitt Poetry Series. 
80 pages. paperback. Inventory #  44131. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘A powerfully gifted psalmist, Sharon Dolin creates in the
‘Of Hours’ section of her book a singular world of praise and pain. Charged with 
biblical echoes and reminiscent of the religious poetry of Gerard Manley Hopkins, 
her language strains and buckles to give voice to her yearning, as God (‘you’) 
appears and disappears, hour by hour.’ —Avivah Gottlieb Zornberg, author of The 
Murmuring Deep: Reflections on the Biblical Unconscious. Manual for Living offers 
three distinct approaches to life, each one riven by flashes of joy and despair, and all
conditions in between. With a fresh slant on the Stoic philosopher Epictetus, the title
section offers a part-serious, part tongue-in-cheek series of advice poems. An 
ekphrastic sequence based on the ‘black paintings’ of Goya follows, as a darker 
meditation on life. The final section, ‘Of Hours,’ is a contemporary sequence of 
psalms where the possibility for redemption in prayer exists. As in all of her work, 
Dolin’s lyric voice attends to language and the world equally. Her verbal sleights-of-
hand offer readers insights for ways to live. Manual for Living is a wise book: drink 
deeply from it.

Sharon Dolin is the author of five previous poetry collections: Whirlwind; Burn and 
Dodge, winner of the Donald Hall Prize in Poetry; Realm of the Possible; Serious 
Pink; and Heart Work, as well as five poetry chapbooks. She teaches poetry 
workshops at the Unterberg Poetry Center of the 92nd Street Y and Poets House 
and directs the Center for Book Arts Annual Letterpress Poetry Chapbook 
Competition in New York City. She also directs and teaches in the international 
workshop, Writing About Art in Barcelona.
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Dolin, Sharon. Whirlwind. Pittsburgh. 2012. University of Pittsburgh Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822962212. Pitt Poetry Series. 72 
pages. paperback. Cover art by Jose Parla, 'House of Sun,' 2005. Cover design by 
Joel W. Coggins. Inventory # 40610. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Whirlwind is one woman's frank, witty, mordant, sexy 
look at the breakup of a marriage and its emotional aftermath. With her 
characteristic linguistic play and mixture of poetic registers and styles, Sharon Dolin
takes her readers on an off-the-tracks emotional ride through the whirlwind that goes
by the name of divorce. Hang on tight. Here poems are never merely confessional, 
but use formal aplomb to ride the white-heat rage, hurt, denial, reflection, regret, 
wistfulness, desire, and sexual passion as they go hurtling through the many stages
of grief after the death of a relationship and the rebirth of a more vital self. Dolin 
tackles difficult subjects unflinchingly in her poems: such as betrayal and the shame
of the one being betrayed, being a parent within a volatile breakup, as well as some
startling poems on the reawakening of sexuality and an attention to the natural world
and politics. In her poem that won a Pushcart Prize, she dons the mask of the Furies
to confront her ex-husband and his lover. A journalist of her own heart, Sharon Dolin
has written a brazen collection that seethes with the pressure of a story to tell: 
cathartic and thrilling in equal measure.

Sharon Dolin is the author of several previous poetry collections: Burn and Dodge, 
winner of the Donald Hall Prize in Poetry; Realm of the Possible; Serious Pink; and
Heart Work, as well as five poetry chapbooks. She is Writer-in-Residence at Eugene
Lang College at the New School for Liberal Arts in New York City. Dolin also 
teaches at the Unterberg Poetry Center of the 92nd Street Y and directs the Center 
for Book Arts Annual Letterpress Poetry Chapbook Competition.
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Domanick, Joe. Cruel Justice: Three Strikes and the Politics of Crime in America's 
Golden State. Berkeley. 2004. University Of California Press. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0520205944. 343 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 35093. 
$24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When the people of California overwhelmingly voted for 
the 1994 ‘three strikes’ law, many had no idea what they were approving. The official
ballot argument in favor of what Newsweek called ‘the toughest law in the nation’ 
kept it simple: ‘Three strikes keeps career criminals who rape women, molest 
children and commit murder behind bars where they belong.’ What few people 
realized, however, was that the sweeping nature of the law would put thousands of 
nonviolent men and women in prison for twenty-five years to life, for crimes as minor
as shoplifting $2.69 worth of AA batteries, forging a check for $94.94, or attempting 
to buy a macadamia nut disguised as a $5 rock of cocaine. In his riveting, well-
documented book, Joe Domanick reveals the drama of the shattered lives involved
with the law. Focusing on personal stories, Cruel Justice expands to tell the larger 
tale of how the law came into existence; how it has played out; what political, social,
and economic forces lie behind it; and how the politics of crime and fear work in 
America. Domanick demonstrates how laws passed in haste, without deliberation, 
and in reaction to public hysteria can have unforeseen consequences as tragic as 
those they were designed to thwart. Domanick draws powerful portraits of the two 
innocent young girls–Kimber Reynolds and Polly Klaas–whose murders were the 
catalyst for the three strikes law; of the men who killed them; of the fathers who 
sought their revenge; and especially of the many people serving lengthy prison 
terms who are victims of the three strikes law itself.

Joe Domanick is an award-winning investigative journalist and author. He is a Senior
Fellow in Criminal Justice at the University of Southern California Annenberg 
Institute for Justice and Journalism. His last book, To Protect and to Serve: The 
LAPD’s Century of War in the City of Dreams (1994), won the 1995 Edgar Award for
Best True Fact Crime.
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Domingo, Xavier. The Dreams of Reason. New York. 1966. George Braziller. 1st 
American Printing. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. Translated from the 
Spanish by Lysander Kemp. 148 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by John Bailis. 
Inventory # 13200. $21

FROM THE PUBLISHER - HE DREAMS OF REASON is concerned with twenty-four
hours in the life of a Spanish inhabitant of the Algerian sector of Paris. Sharing the 
only food his neighbors can afford, he has bought himself a beautiful cabbage. In his
quarter the very air has become "cabbaged," every sense impregnated with this food
of human privation and despair. The cabbage has absorbed the totality of the 
Algerian ghetto; (continued from front flap) it is the bread of those not deemed 
human enough to merit bread. And now, bearing his cabbage home, the narrator 
becomes involved in a murderous police raid in his street. Arrested with many 
others, he is thrown into a closed van and taken to a temporary concentration camp
on the outskirts of Paris. There his entire rea- son, his every effort is bent on 
retrieving his cabbage from the hands of his tormentors. Finally, in the dawn he 
emerges, still clutching his prize like the Grail - which like its owner has survived the
night of torture and murder—to search out in triumph Adele, the Spanish mother, 
mistress, friend to all Spaniards in Paris, the whore forever reborn in purity and 
grace, life triumphant over the death of body and spirit. Perhaps only the Spanish 
soul is capable of profoundly worshiping the God who would seem to be absent and
to have irrevocably abandoned His children. In Domingo's work, the "absurd" in 
contemporary literature takes on a more meaningful context : it is possible to share, 
to find meaning in the absurdity of human love. Thus, in a wild mysticism and 
exaltation which embrace the most obscene and degraded aspects of human 
existence, the narrator with his cabbage of communion joyfully shares all suffering 
and sin.

Xavier Domingo Alavedra (Barcelona, 1929 - May 12, 1996) was born in Barcelona,
Spain, in 1929, and lived in Paris, where he worked as a journalist. At various times 
in his life he was a seminarian, teacher, painter, theater director, mason and farmer.
He contributed essays and articles on the young Spanish writers to French and Latin
American literary journals. Edgar Allan Poe, he wrote, is "my idol in literature."
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Donoghue, Denis. The Third Voice: Modern British and American Verse Drama. 
Princeton. 1959. Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Bookplate in 
Front & Rear Boards A Bit Scuffed, Otherwise Very Good. No Dustjacket. 286 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 23468. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1959, Denis Donoghue published his first work of 
literary theory, entitled THE THIRD VOICE. In the more than 50 years since, 
Donoghue has risen to become a key figure in contemporary literary culture 
internationally. In 2002, the New York Review of Books listed him ‘among the most 
lucid and intellectually powerful of modern critics and literary theorists.’ FROM THE 
INTRODUCTION - Poetic drama, verse drama, prose drama, dramatic verse, 
dramatic poetry - we have a generous supply of terms, yet we confuse our speech 
by blurring their outlines. ‘Poetic drama,’ for instance, is a term of praise used so 
loosely in critical writings that it no longer bears a reasonably stable meaning. Mr. 
Eliot, an agile rhetorician, relates it so closely to ‘verse drama’ that he implies a firm
equation of these terms. This equation is rejected, however, by Mr. Granville-Barker:
‘What is Poetic Drama? Not simply drama written in verse,. .’ Agreed. ‘Verse drama’
is a purely technical phrase: it makes no implications whatever as to the quality of 
the script or of the play as a whole. Unlike ‘poetic drama,’ it is entirely neutral in its 
application. It is customary (and appropriate) to describe as poetic dramas certain 
plays such as Shaw’s The Apple Cart, Synge’s Riders to the Sea, and Ibsen’s An 
Enemy of the People, the texts of which are in prose. The phrase would also be 
used to describe, in terms of form, a great silent film such as Dreyer’s The Passion 
of Joan of Arc. It would appear, therefore, that the phrase is characteristically 
applied in recognition of the validity of certain dramatic structures which are not 
necessarily verbal at all.

Denis Donoghue (born 1928) is an Irish literary critic. He completed a doctorate at 
the University of Cambridge in 1957, and returned to Dublin, becoming a Professor 
there. He was much influenced by T. S. Eliot.
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Donoso, Jose. Charleston and Other Stories. Boston. 1977. Godine. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0879231971. Translated from the 
Spanish by Andree Conrad. 177 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 25228. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the world of Jose Donoso, all is not what it seems. 
Behind the bland rituals of everyday life lurk impulses that can disturb and even 
destroy. In these crisp, impeccably written stories, the great Chilean writer follows 
with precision and compassion the emergence of such impulses: an otherwise 
nondescript office worker becomes crazed by a bizarre obsession that at first seems
innocent enough; an American boy living in a remote Mexican village is destroyed by
forces beyond his control; a man is overpowered by his passion for sleeping. Many 
of these stories are explorations of perception. Children play large parts in them, 
either as participants or as perceivers; with their peculiar sensitivity they are aware 
of what their elders recognize only dimly, if at all. In ‘Ana Maria’ a charming but 
somehow terrifying child undermines the lives of an elderly couple; in ‘A Walk’ the 
disintegration of a formal bourgeois household is observed through the eyes of a 
boy. But for all the subtleties of these tales, Donoso is first and foremost a 
storyteller. They begin, as do all stories; but unlike some stories, they also end firmly
with the reader carried along from first word to last. Jose Donoso was born in Chile 
in 1924 and educated there and at Princeton. He has taught at Santiago University 
and at the Universities of Iowa and Princeton. The author of three novels, 
CORONATION, THIS SUNDAY, and THE OBSCENE BIRD OF NIGHT, Jose 
Donoso lives near Barcelona with his wife and daughter and is completing a new 
novel.

José Donoso Yáñez (October 5, 1924–December 7, 1996) was a Chilean writer. He
lived most of his life in Chile, although he spent many years in self-imposed exile in
Mexico, the United States (Iowa) and mainly Spain. Although he had left his country
in the sixties for personal reasons, after 1973 he said his exile was also a form of 
protest against the dictatorship of Augusto Pinochet. He returned to Chile in 1981 
and lived there until his death. Donoso is the author of a number of remarkable 
stories and novels, which contributed greatly to the Latin American literary boom.
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Donoso, Jose. Curfew. New York. 1988. Weidenfeld & Nicolson. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 155584166x. Translated from the Spanish by 
Alfred Mac Adam. 311 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Reg Perry. Jacket 
painting: The House of Mystery by William Degouve de Nunques. Collection: State
Museum Kroller-Muller, Otterlo, The Netherlands. Author's photograph by Sophie 
Bassouls/Sygma. Inventory # 10086. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - CURFEW takes place during one twenty-four-hour period
in January 1985. Matilde Neruda, widow of the Nobel Prize-winning poet, has just 
passed away, and various factions are rallying to turn the event to their advantage: 
for Pinochet’s Iunta, it represents a chance to assert political authority, while for the 
intellectuals who had basked in the Nerudas’ light, it is an opportunity to grab the 
spoils of the estate. Against this backdrop of complex, often conflicting motivations,
Donoso weaves a portrait of a society struggling to fashion a daily existence for 
itself, and of an intelligentsia vainly attempting to salvage the remnants of glory days
long gone by. But CURFEW is also a deeply human story, one of tragic love 
between Judit Torre, an upper-middle-class radical prey to the memory of police 
torture, who wants to escape her bitter past; and Manungo Vera, a native son 
returning after a successful career as a European pop singer, whose homecoming 
proves to be a painful journey of self-discovery. In the zone between documentary-
like realism and grotesque absurdity, José Donoso evokes the suffocating 
atmosphere of a country under dictatorship, and its quietly devastating effect on the
actions of those who live there.

José Donoso Yáñez (October 5, 1924–December 7, 1996) was a Chilean writer. He
lived most of his life in Chile, although he spent many years in self-imposed exile in
Mexico, the United States (Iowa) and mainly Spain. Although he had left his country
in the sixties for personal reasons, after 1973 he said his exile was also a form of 
protest against the dictatorship of Augusto Pinochet. He returned to Chile in 1981 
and lived there until his death. Donoso is the author of a number of remarkable 
stories and novels, which contributed greatly to the Latin American literary boom.
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Donoso, Jose. Sacred Families. New York. 1977. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket.Remainder Mark. 0394402227. Translated from the Spanish by
Andree Conrad. 209 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Lidia Ferrara. Jacket 
painting, Couple with Their Heads Full of Clouds, by Salvador Dali, (c) A.D.A.G.P., 
Paris, 1977. Inventory # 2980. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Three interlinked novellas of sinister brilliance and wit. 
With a mercilessly delighted ear for the telltale nuances of social repartee, with a 
connoisseur’s eye for the Pose and the Attitude, Donoso launches his assault on the
would-be-cosmopolitan tastemakers of the not-so-International Set in their 
Mediterranean playgrounds. Suddenly we are in the thick of war. between a cover 
girl-and her friends-rebelling against the men who ‘created’ them and manipulate 
them, learning to use the female arsenal of cosmetics, particularly vanishing cream,
to devastating effect (so startlingly efficacious when it comes to removing a man’s 
not-so-spare parts) between a successful couple (in the process of buying their 
dream apartment, decorating it with flawless taste) and their treasured possessions,
which suddenly declare a strange Unilateral Independence and start disappearing 
along with their servants, their friends, the very building they live in, everyone and 
everything apparently bent on annihilating the perfect world that has been so 
lovingly mapped out for them. between a young boy and his chic, divorced mother 
who desperately wants him to be an ideal (i.e., utterly conventional) teenager until 
he defeats her by transforming himself, literally, into the embodiment of her mindless
desires. A magnificently surreal revenge on the Worldly and their Goods!

José Donoso Yáñez (October 5, 1924–December 7, 1996) was a Chilean writer. He
lived most of his life in Chile, although he spent many years in self-imposed exile in
Mexico, the United States (Iowa) and mainly Spain. Although he had left his country
in the sixties for personal reasons, after 1973 he said his exile was also a form of 
protest against the dictatorship of Augusto Pinochet. He returned to Chile in 1981 
and lived there until his death. Donoso is the author of a number of remarkable 
stories and novels, which contributed greatly to the Latin American literary boom.
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Donoso, Jose. Taratuta/Still Life With Pipe: Two Novellas. New York. 1993. Norton.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0393034364. Translated from the 
Spanish by Gregory Rabassa. 158 pages. hardcover. Jacket design & illustration by
Marc Burckhardt. Inventory # 17757. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - TARATUTA is a story about history and about writing. 
Donoso intermixes fact with fiction, actual quotation with imaginative elaboration. 
Taratuta is formed from a brief moment in Lenin’s life, concentrating on the people 
surrounding him, including one Taratuta believed to be a supporter. Yet the narrator
can only find conflicting references to this Taratuta. Was he a devotee of Lenin’s or
was he working for the other side? Or was he just an egoist with no political 
affiliation? The narrator puts forth his thoughts on Taratuta in an article. In response,
a man of the same name comes forth wondering if he is one of Taratuta’s 
descendants. He proves a strange link to the past. A waiter in love with an aging 
psychic, he grew up in poverty with little knowledge of his family. Slipping in and out
of the narrator’s life, this Taratuta is a comic and teasing figure, defying the neat 
boundaries of history and fiction. In STILL LIFE WITH PIPE, Donoso continues his 
discussion of the limits of art, He tells the story of Marcos Ruiz Gallardo who trades
his obsession for money for an obsession in art. At first interested in the work of a 
forgotten Chilean painter for monetary reasons, Gallardo slowly turns his life inside 
out to become the keeper of the artist’s memory and works. In this story of strange 
love and even stranger revenge, both the artistic and bourgeois worlds are 
delightfully parodied.

José Donoso Yáñez (October 5, 1924–December 7, 1996) was a Chilean writer. He
lived most of his life in Chile, although he spent many years in self-imposed exile in
Mexico, the United States (Iowa) and mainly Spain. Although he had left his country
in the sixties for personal reasons, after 1973 he said his exile was also a form of 
protest against the dictatorship of Augusto Pinochet. He returned to Chile in 1981 
and lived there until his death. Donoso is the author of a number of remarkable 
stories and novels, which contributed greatly to the Latin American literary boom.
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Donoso, Jose. The Boom in Spanish American Literature: A Personal History. New
York. 1977. Columbia University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Red 
Binding. No Dustjacket. 0231041640. Foreword by Ronald Christ. A Center for Inter-
American Relations Book. 122 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 13519. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This book is a fascinating account of this exciting period 
in Latin American letters by the Chilean novelist José Donoso. Mr. Donoso’s latest 
novel, The Obscene Bird of Night, was published in the United States and received
an extraordinary frontpage review in the New York Times Book Review; his short 
stories and novellas will appear in English translation this year. Himself a product of
the era he describes, Mr. Donoso provides a personal history and critique of the 
Boom that has brought a number of outstanding writers to the forefront. Among the
writers Mr. Donoso discusses in his account are Gabriel Garcia Márquez, Carlos 
Fuentes, Julio Cortázar, Mario Vargas Llosa, Octavio Paz, and Jorge Luis Borges. 
Originally published in Spain, this book recounts Mr. Donoso’s own psychic and 
literary liberation from intellectual provinciality and tells how the so-called Boom 
actually came to be. Placing this ‘fortunate explosion’ in perspective, the author links
significant changes in the contemporary Spanish American novel to a process of 
internationalization and to a growing sophistication and cosmopolitanism on the part
of young Latin American writers. He deflates the myths surrounding this new crop of
writers-particularly their ‘literary cocktail circuit’ reputation-and provides glimpses 
into the literary lives of many of Latin America’s most celebrated authors. Written by
a charming, keen, and self-aware observer, The Boom is a valuable as well as an 
entertaining commentary on the riches of contemporary Spanish American literature.

José Donoso Yáñez (October 5, 1924–December 7, 1996) was a Chilean writer. He
lived most of his life in Chile, although he spent many years in self-imposed exile in
Mexico, the United States (Iowa) and mainly Spain. Although he had left his country
in the sixties for personal reasons, after 1973 he said his exile was also a form of 
protest against the dictatorship of Augusto Pinochet. He returned to Chile in 1981 
and lived there until his death.
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Donoso, Jose. The Garden Next Door. New York. 1992. Grove Press. 1st American
Edition. A Few Very Small & Very Slight Stain Marks On Top Edge,Otherwise Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0802112382. Translated from the Spanish by Hardie St. Martin.
243 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration and design by John Alcorn. Author 
photograph by Jerry Bauer. Inventory # 17350. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A Chilean writer named Julio and his wife, Gloria, are at
a low point in their lives Constantly bickering, the pair are beset by worries about 
money, their writing, and their son (who may or may not be plying the oldest 
profession in Marrakesh). When Julio’s boyhood best friend, now a famous artist, 
lends the couple his luxurious Madrid apartment for the summer; it is an escape for
both-but in particular for Julio, who fantasizes about the garden next door and the 
erotic life of the lovely young aristocratic woman who inhabits it. But Julio’s life-and 
career-unravel in Madrid: he is rebuffed by a famous literary agent, Nüria Monclñs,
who detests him and his novel; his son’s friend from Marrakesh moves in and 
causes havoc; and Gloria begins to drink. In the face of pitiless adversity, Julio’s 
talent inexorably begins to fade. The garden next door, however, is also Gloria, who
has been doing some creating of her own. It is this twist that transforms Donoso’s 
brilliant satire of the writer’s life into something even greater: a carefully crafted and
bitterly comic meditation on gardens, deceit, and the nature of a writer’s muse.

José Donoso Yáñez (October 5, 1924–December 7, 1996) was a Chilean writer. He
lived most of his life in Chile, although he spent many years in self-imposed exile in
Mexico, the United States (Iowa) and mainly Spain. Although he had left his country
in the sixties for personal reasons, after 1973 he said his exile was also a form of 
protest against the dictatorship of Augusto Pinochet. He returned to Chile in 1981 
and lived there until his death. Donoso is the author of a number of remarkable 
stories and novels, which contributed greatly to the Latin American literary boom.
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Donovan, Karen. Fugitive Red. Amherst. 1999. University Of Massachusetts Press.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 1558491996. Paperback Original. 
Winner Of The Juniper Prize. 64 pages. paperback. Cover: Nigel Mirkey. Inventory #
32166. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In some old prints and paintings, the chemically unstable
nature of red pigments causes the color to fade over time. The fugitive red we find in
Karen Donovan's first collection of poems could well be the hue of a lost home. With
intelligence and wit, Donovan charts the unchartable, hunting down evidence, 
markings, odd collections of voices, the outlines of a beautiful but elusive ruin. 
Donovan is well equipped for her task. Her tools are the microscope, the telescope, 
the Secchi disc, the leaf blower, the V-8 engine, the enthymeme, the sonogram, 
prayer, analogy, a jar of pickled eggs. Her fellow travelers are the hatchling spider, 
the bee, the woolly bear, the slime mold, shad swimming upstream, mud swallows, 
stray dogs, the drunk, the chemotherapy patient. Her quest takes her from an 
Amtrak bar car to a hawk hospital to a post office in Tuscaloosa. Along the way she 
invokes a host of named guardians, including Tycho Brahe, Emstern, Athena, Victor
Lazslo, Leopardi, and Socrates. The result is a collection of poems that blends 
observation and memory in surprising and original ways.

Karen Donovan is the author of Fugitive Red (University of Massachusetts Press, 
1999), which won the 1998 Juniper Prize for Poetry. Her poetry has appeared in 
journals such as FIELD, Seneca Review, Conduit, THE GERM: A Journal of Poetic
Research, Spiral Orb,and Prime Number.keywords
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Dorfman, Ariel. Konfidenz. New York. 1995. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374182183. 180 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
Design By Michael Ian Kaye And Melissa Hayden. Author Photo By Thomas Victor. 
Inventory # 25975. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A woman enters a room. The phone rings. A male voice
on the other end of the line seems to know everything about her, down to the most 
intimate details. Someone is watching. The woman has just fled her homeland, but 
the whereabouts of her lover, Martin, remain a mystery. Is Martin in danger? Can the
voice on the phone be trusted? Is she telling the truth? Has Martin betrayed his 
country, or his cause, or her? A tense, political allegory that inevitably challenges 
our assumptions about character, the foundations of our knowledge, and the making
of history, KONFIDENZ stands as Ariel Dorfman’s most fully realized fiction to date,
and confirms his reputation as ‘one of the most important voices coming out of Latin
America’ (Salman Rushdie). Ariel Dorfman, born in Argentina in 1942, is a Chilean 
citizen who was forced into exile after the 1973 coup that overthrew Salvador 
Allende. He is the author of numerous novels, plays, and essays, including THE 
EMPIRE’S OLD CLOTHES, MASCARA, THE LAST SONG OF MANUEL 
SENDERO, and WIDOWS. His award-winning play, Death and the Maiden, was 
made into a film by Roman Polanski. He lives with his family in Durham, North 
Carolina.

Vladimiro Ariel Dorfman (born May 6, 1942) is an Argentine-Chilean novelist, 
playwright, essayist, academic, and human rights activist. A citizen of the United 
States since 2004, he has been a professor of literature and Latin American Studies
at Duke University, in Durham, North Carolina since 1985.
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Dorfman, Ariel. Last Waltz in Santiago & Other Poems of Exile and Disappearance.
New York. 1988. Viking Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0670820229. Translated from the Spanish by Edith Grossman with the Author. 79 
pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket design by Neil Stuart. Jacket 
illustration by Nernesio Antunez. Inventory # 13304. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From the country of Pablo Neruda comes a new voice in
poetry, a searing collection about torture and resistance, horror and hope. In the 
world Ariel Dorfman writes about, men and women choose between leaving their 
country and dying for it; sometimes disappearing. In ‘Hope,’ a mother rejoices at 
reports of her son’s screams from a prison cell because they mean he is still alive. In
‘Something Is Happening to My Antennas,’ a man who cannot cry for what he has 
seen, weeps at the worst soap opera, the cheapest song. And in ‘First We Set Up 
the Chairs,’ a brother and sister play the Mommy-and-Daddy game known to all 
children, but the child pretending to be the mother asks the other, ‘What if they take 
the children?’ Ariel Dorfman is a radiant guide to a land Where the dead have no 
graves and the living can lose everything. What they hold on to-love, faith, hope, 
truth-might change the world. Born in Argentina in 1942, ARIEL DORFMAN is a 
Chilean citizen. A supporter of Salvador Allende, he was forced into exile after the 
coup of 1973. His most recent novel, THE LAST SONG OF MANUEL SENDERO, 
was published to stunning reviews. ‘The conception is brilliant; the whole novel is 
fraught with wonderment,’ said The Washington Post. Ariel Dorfman is also the 
author of HOW TO READ DONALD DUCK, THE EMPIRE’S OLD CLOTHES, and 
WIDOWS, and his work has been translated into twenty languages. He is a regular 
contributor to The New York Times, the Los Angeles Times, The Nation, and the 
Village Voice. Every other year he teaches as a visiting professor at Duke 
University, and returns to Chile when he can.

Vladimiro Ariel Dorfman (born May 6, 1942) is an Argentine-Chilean novelist, 
playwright, essayist, academic, and human rights activist. A citizen of the United 
States since 2004, he has been a professor of literature and Latin American Studies
at Duke University, in Durham, North Carolina since 1985.
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Dorfman, Ariel. Mascara. New York. 1988. Viking Press. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0670823147. 158 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Neil 
Stuart. Type design by Todd Radom. Jacket photography by Thonsas Lindley. 
Inventory # 27423. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Acclaimed by Newsweek as ‘one of the six greatest living
Latin American novelists,’ Ariel Dorfman has now written a novel in English. 
MASCARA is the story of a man born with a face no one remembers, a man who 
has never been loved because he is not recognizable, who has never loved because
he sees in people only their most obscene, most naked, most hidden secrets. One 
day Oriana comes to his doorstep. She is being pursued; he takes her in. That she 
has the memory of a five-year-old, has no secrets, makes Oriana the perfect 
woman. She is the only one he can love, the only soul he wants to protect - from the
men who are trying to kill her and from the forgotten woman who might come back 
to repossess her. For if Oriana awakens from her amnesia, she will become like the
others, ‘someone with a past, with a mask, with a piece of lipstick.’ Written with 
inexorable logic, taut and sinister, Mascara is about sexual domination, about power
and betrayal, about memory. ‘Memory is always a fraud,’ says Oriana’s lover, 
‘erased, manipulated, sweetened by somebody, somebody always swearing it was 
some other way, until you are not sure yourself.’ As haunting as Kafka’s 
Metamorphosis, Ariel Dorfman’s third novel is both a tragic story of doomed love and
a call to arms against a world of fabricated personalities and television truths. ‘Who
owns this city?’ the faceless man asks his enemy and collaborator, the plastic 
surgeon, Maleverdi. ‘You who disguise people, or I who open the shutters of their 
pretense?’

Vladimiro Ariel Dorfman (born May 6, 1942) is an Argentine-Chilean novelist, 
playwright, essayist, academic, and human rights activist. A citizen of the United 
States since 2004, he has been a professor of literature and Latin American Studies
at Duke University, in Durham, North Carolina since 1985.
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Dorfman, Ariel. Mascara. New York. 1988. Viking Press. 1st American Edition. 
Previous Owner's Signature in Front, Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0670823147. 158 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Neil Stuart. Type design by 
Todd Radom. Jacket photography by Thonsas Lindley. Inventory # 3029. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Acclaimed by Newsweek as ‘one of the six greatest living
Latin American novelists,’ Ariel Dorfman has now written a novel in English. 
MASCARA is the story of a man born with a face no one remembers, a man who 
has never been loved because he is not recognizable, who has never loved because
he sees in people only their most obscene, most naked, most hidden secrets. One 
day Oriana comes to his doorstep. She is being pursued; he takes her in. That she 
has the memory of a five-year-old, has no secrets, makes Oriana the perfect 
woman. She is the only one he can love, the only soul he wants to protect - from the
men who are trying to kill her and from the forgotten woman who might come back 
to repossess her. For if Oriana awakens from her amnesia, she will become like the
others, ‘someone with a past, with a mask, with a piece of lipstick.’ Written with 
inexorable logic, taut and sinister, Mascara is about sexual domination, about power
and betrayal, about memory. ‘Memory is always a fraud,’ says Oriana’s lover, 
‘erased, manipulated, sweetened by somebody, somebody always swearing it was 
some other way, until you are not sure yourself.’ As haunting as Kafka’s 
Metamorphosis, Ariel Dorfman’s third novel is both a tragic story of doomed love and
a call to arms against a world of fabricated personalities and television truths. ‘Who
owns this city?’ the faceless man asks his enemy and collaborator, the plastic 
surgeon, Maleverdi. ‘You who disguise people, or I who open the shutters of their 
pretense?’

Vladimiro Ariel Dorfman (born May 6, 1942) is an Argentine-Chilean novelist, 
playwright, essayist, academic, and human rights activist. A citizen of the United 
States since 2004, he has been a professor of literature and Latin American Studies
at Duke University, in Durham, North Carolina since 1985.
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Dorfman, Ariel. My House Is On Fire. New York. 1990. Viking Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670820210. Translated from the Spanish by 
George Shivers with The Author. 167 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Neil 
Stuart. Jacket illustration by Nemecio Antunez. Inventory # 13295. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In these short stories of lyrical, often brutal beauty, Ariel
Dorfman writes of love and betrayal, of families broken apart by hope and fear, of 
individuals for whom political authority and violence make private life impossible. In 
the. title story, a brother and sister build the ‘castle’ of chairs and blankets all 
children have assembled, but their need to believe in its protection is all too real. In 
‘Consultation,’ a doctor being tortured for his alleged treatment of rebels is consulted
by the lieutenant in charge of his interrogation. The lieutenant wants to lose weight 
and wonders whether the biscuits and butter he eats during tea break (while the 
doctor sits bound, naked, and hooded) will make him fat. In ‘Godfather,’ a woman is
thwarted by the authorities when she tries to register the provocative name of her 
newborn child. And in ‘Family Circle,’ a son explains to his broken father that he has
no choice but to join the army; worse, that his assignment guarding prisoners may 
lead him to the ultimate betrayal. MY HOUSE IS ON FIRE is about family life under
siege, about boundaries that protect, those that inhibit, and those that violate. Ariel 
Dorfman ‘s voice ranges from lush exuberance to spareness so raw that it burns. In
spite of the terror in his landscapes, Dorfman’s stories are lit by a resilient faith and 
hope. This collection is the perfect introduction to ‘the most recent virtuoso from 
Latin America’ (Washington Post Book World).

Vladimiro Ariel Dorfman (born May 6, 1942) is an Argentine-Chilean novelist, 
playwright, essayist, academic, and human rights activist. A citizen of the United 
States since 2004, he has been a professor of literature and Latin American Studies
at Duke University, in Durham, North Carolina since 1985.
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Dorfman, Ariel. My House Is On Fire. New York. 1990. Viking Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.Remainder Mark On Bottom Edge. 0670820210. 
Translated from the Spanish by George Shivers W/The Author. 167 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Neil Stuart. Jacket illustration by Nemecio Antunez. 
Inventory # 27995. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In these short stories of lyrical, often brutal beauty, Ariel
Dorfman writes of love and betrayal, of families broken apart by hope and fear, of 
individuals for whom political authority and violence make private life impossible. In 
the. title story, a brother and sister build the ‘castle’ of chairs and blankets all 
children have assembled, but their need to believe in its protection is all too real. In 
‘Consultation,’ a doctor being tortured for his alleged treatment of rebels is consulted
by the lieutenant in charge of his interrogation. The lieutenant wants to lose weight 
and wonders whether the biscuits and butter he eats during tea break (while the 
doctor sits bound, naked, and hooded) will make him fat. In ‘Godfather,’ a woman is
thwarted by the authorities when she tries to register the provocative name of her 
newborn child. And in ‘Family Circle,’ a son explains to his broken father that he has
no choice but to join the army; worse, that his assignment guarding prisoners may 
lead him to the ultimate betrayal. MY HOUSE IS ON FIRE is about family life under
siege, about boundaries that protect, those that inhibit, and those that violate. Ariel 
Dorfman ‘s voice ranges from lush exuberance to spareness so raw that it burns. In
spite of the terror in his landscapes, Dorfman’s stories are lit by a resilient faith and 
hope. This collection is the perfect introduction to ‘the most recent virtuoso from 
Latin America’ (Washington Post Book World).

Vladimiro Ariel Dorfman (born May 6, 1942) is an Argentine-Chilean novelist, 
playwright, essayist, academic, and human rights activist. A citizen of the United 
States since 2004, he has been a professor of literature and Latin American Studies
at Duke University, in Durham, North Carolina since 1985.
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Dorfman, Ariel. The Last Song Manuel Sendero. New York. 1987. Viking Press. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 067080214x. Translated from the 
Spanish by George R. Shivers & The Author. 453 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
illustration by Marguerita Bornstein. Jacket design by Neil Stuart. Inventory # 7579.
$15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In an unnamed country, in a time that might be now, the
son of Manuel Sendero refuses to be born. And so begins the revolution of fetuses. 
In the wombs of women everywhere, those who would be the future deny the future,
because, they say, in the present there is no justice. Until government leaders end 
repression, return to men and women their basic human rights, there will be no more
children; there will be no more future victims or future oppressors. But then the 
fetuses begin to argue. You can’t fight the world unless you’re in it, some say. One 
by one, they choose to be born, and when they leave the womb, they forget 
everything they knew there; they become like the others. Finally, only the son of 
Manuel Sendero is left, and maybe he is never born, or maybe he follows Pamela, 
his love, into the world. Woven into the timeless and mesmerizing story of Pamela 
and the son of Manuel Sendero is the fierce dialogue between David and Felipe, 
fragments of which are discovered thousands of years later by archaeologists. 
Exiles from Chile, David and Felipe must make their own choice: Should they fight 
from inside the country they have lost or from outside? Do they betray themselves 
by returning or by staying away? And who is to blame when the agony of exile 
makes them destroy the people they love? Part Kafka, part Günter Grass, part 
Dante, Ariel Dorfman writes as if the world might end, or begin, tomorrow. Steeped 
in imagery both mythic and surreal, driven by extraordinary passion and faith, The 
Last Song of Manuel Sendero is a stunning achievement from ‘one of Latin 
America’s greatest living novelists.’ - Jacobo Timerman.

Vladimiro Ariel Dorfman (born May 6, 1942) is an Argentine-Chilean novelist, 
playwright, essayist, academic, and human rights activist. A citizen of the United 
States since 2004, he has been a professor of literature and Latin American Studies
at Duke University, in Durham, North Carolina since 1985.
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Dorfman, Ariel. Widows. New York. 1983. Pantheon Books. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394527127. Translated from the Spanish by Stephen 
Kessler. 147 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Bascove. Inventory # 2984. 
$17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a country ruled by a military regime, in a village where
most men have been taken away as rebels, on a dusty riverbank, a body, 
unrecognizably battered by water and rocks, washes ashore. An old peasant 
woman, missing her tow sons, her husband, and her father, claims the body and 
refuses to turn it over to the local military officials for an anonymous burial. Within 
days, thirty-seven such women have come forward to claim the body, each in the 
name of a different ‘disappeared’ man. Military officers, a judge, and a powerful 
landowner and his brother, believing a conspiracy is afoot, try to convince, 
intimidate, or force the women to turn over the body. In this spare book, Dorfman 
spins out a complex, moving drama of a nation under siege and vividly creates a 
village where the servile and the arrogant, the weary and the caste-conscious, the 
religious and the romantic struggle to survive. In the end, though, the book is the 
women’s, for it is they who resist the soldiers, question the dictatorship, unsettle the
officers, and in a final moment when two side face each other on the same 
riverbank. The setting is ostensibly Nazi-occupied Greece in 1940, but Dorfman’s 
Greece could be Argentina, El Salvador, Chile, or a host of other places around the
world today. Only the classic power and the tragedy embodied in this stark, wise 
book are truly Greek. WIDOWS is a rare book, a political novel that works at the 
deepest human level.

Vladimiro Ariel Dorfman (born May 6, 1942) is an Argentine-Chilean novelist, 
playwright, essayist, academic, and human rights activist. A citizen of the United 
States since 2004, he has been a professor of literature and Latin American Studies
at Duke University, in Durham, North Carolina since 1985.
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Dorfman, Ariel. Widows. New York. 1983. Pantheon Books. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Worn Dustjacket With A Few Tears.Remainder Mark. 0394527127. 
Translated from the Spanish by Stephen Kessler. 147 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
illustration by Bascove. Inventory # 12611. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a country ruled by a military regime, in a village where
most men have been taken away as rebels, on a dusty riverbank, a body, 
unrecognizably battered by water and rocks, washes ashore. An old peasant 
woman, missing her tow sons, her husband, and her father, claims the body and 
refuses to turn it over to the local military officials for an anonymous burial. Within 
days, thirty-seven such women have come forward to claim the body, each in the 
name of a different ‘disappeared’ man. Military officers, a judge, and a powerful 
landowner and his brother, believing a conspiracy is afoot, try to convince, 
intimidate, or force the women to turn over the body. In this spare book, Dorfman 
spins out a complex, moving drama of a nation under siege and vividly creates a 
village where the servile and the arrogant, the weary and the caste-conscious, the 
religious and the romantic struggle to survive. In the end, though, the book is the 
women’s, for it is they who resist the soldiers, question the dictatorship, unsettle the
officers, and in a final moment when two side face each other on the same 
riverbank. The setting is ostensibly Nazi-occupied Greece in 1940, but Dorfman’s 
Greece could be Argentina, El Salvador, Chile, or a host of other places around the
world today. Only the classic power and the tragedy embodied in this stark, wise 
book are truly Greek. WIDOWS is a rare book, a political novel that works at the 
deepest human level.

Vladimiro Ariel Dorfman (born May 6, 1942) is an Argentine-Chilean novelist, 
playwright, essayist, academic, and human rights activist. A citizen of the United 
States since 2004, he has been a professor of literature and Latin American Studies
at Duke University, in Durham, North Carolina since 1985.
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Dörrie, Doris. Love, Pain, and the Whole Damn Thing. New York. 1989. Knopf. 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 039457799x. Translated from the 
German by John E. Woods. 177 pages. paperback. Inventory # 11530. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - First book by the German filmmaker. A collection of four
humorous stories where the author's ‘characters take an appalled look at the whole 
‘Middle-Class Misery Index,’ reach for their fantasies and turn guerrilla.’

Doris Dörrie (born 26 May 1955, Hannover) is a German film director, producer and
author. Dörrie completed her secondary education (‘Abitur‘) at a humanist 
Gymnasium. In 1973 she began a two-year attendance in film studies, in the drama
department of the University of the Pacific in Stockton, California. She then studied 
at the New School of Social Research in New York. She worked odd jobs in cafés 
and as film presenter in New York's Goethe House. In 1975, back in Germany, she 
began to study at the University of Television and Film Munich, and wrote film 
reviews for the Süddeutsche Zeitung, where she was also assistant editor. 
Subsequently Dörrie worked as a volunteer for various television stations, and filmed
short documentaries. Her numerous works of fiction, unlike her films, were greeted
with a mixed reception.
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Dorril, Stephen. MI6: Inside the Covert World of Her Majesty's Secret Intelligence 
Services. New York. 2000. Free Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0743203798. 880 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 27135. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An intelligence agency exposé so explosive that the 
British government tried to stop its publication or the first time ever, MI6, Britain's 
legendary player at the chessboard of international intelligence-gathering, is 
revealed in fascinating detail. Fifteen years of painstaking and meticulous research 
on the notoriously elusive organization comes together in a vivid and shocking 
portrait that differs radically from the sleek and flawless fictionalized portraits of Her
Majesty's Secret Service. This no-holds-barred exposé of the agency's operations 
and methods describes in riveting detail its impact on the history and politics of the 
last half century. Stephen Dorril's daring and prodigious research has unearthed 
startling information, including:; The recruitment of assets and agents of influence 
around the world; MI6's relationships with national leaders, including Nelson 
Mandela; A secret deal between London and Washington to keep British troops out
of Vietnam; Details about failed plots to assassinate Nasser, Milosevic, and Gaddifi;
Why MI6 was unable to provide advance warning of the Iranian Revolution or 
Argentina's plan to invade the Falklands; MI6's operations to bring Nazi 
collaborators and war criminals to Britain after the war MI6 lifts the veil surrounding 
the closely guarded espionage efforts that have shaped and continue to affect our 
world for better. .and for worse.

Stephen Dorril (born 7 July 1955; Worcestershire) is a British academic, author, and
journalist. He is a senior lecturer in the journalism department of Huddersfield 
University and is director of the university's Oral History Unit. He has written a 
number of books, mostly about the UK's intelligence services. With Robin Ramsay,
Dorril co-founded the magazine Lobster. He has appeared on radio and television as
a specialist on the security and intelligence services. He is a consultant to BBC's 
Panorama programme. His first book Honeytrap, written with Anthony Summers 
about the Profumo Affair, was one of the sources for the 1989 film Scandal.
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Dorris, Michael. Cloud Chamber. New York. 1997. Scribner. 1st American Edition. 
Special Advance Signed Copy. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684815672. 316 pages. 
hardcover. Signed by the Author. Cover by John Fontana/Ken Robbins. Inventory #
23186. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Moving from late-nineteenth-century Ireland to 
contemporary America, Dorris tells the extraordinary story of Rose Mannion and her
descendants. Rose is, as she herself immodestly notes, ‘a force to behold,’ with a 
full head of the blackest hair - a legacy of a shipwrecked Spanish ancestor washed 
up on a Connemaran shore generations earlier - and an unstoppable will. Even her 
relocation to a small river town in western Kentucky cannot temper the fire of her 
nature. Over a period of more than one hundred years, Rose’s legacy of love and 
betrayal, coupled with the intense internal struggles of family, is passed down from 
generation to generation. As one character notes tellingly, ‘The dead are never 
really quite gone. The influence of their deeds and personalities is always pushing 
us and nudging us one way or the other.’.

Michael Anthony Dorris (January 30, 1945 – April 10, 1997) was an American 
novelist and scholar who was the first Chair of the Native American Studies program
at Dartmouth. His works include the memoir, The Broken Cord (1989) and the novel,
A Yellow Raft in Blue Water (1987). He was married to author Louise Erdrich and 
the two frequently collaborated in their writing. He committed suicide in 1997 while 
police were investigating allegations that he had abused his daughters. The Broken
Cord, which won the 1989 National Book Critics Circle Award for General Nonfiction,
helped provoke Congress to approve legislation to warn of the dangers of drinking 
alcohol during pregnancy.
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Dorris, Michael. The Benchmark. New York. 1993. Henry Holt. Advance Excerpt 
From The Story Collection Working Men. 1 of 200 Copies Numbered & Signed By 
The Author. Very Good in Hardcover.No Dustjacket As Issued. 20 pages. hardcover.
Inventory # 19993. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Dorris has an uncanny ear for the ways people derive 
self-definition and consolation from the routines of labor and social convention--
consider the simple attestation of the narrator of ‘The Benchmark,’ reflecting on the
empty years after his son’s drowning in the pond he built with his own hands: ‘every
hour occupied, and I did quality work.’ - PUBLISHERS WEEKLY.

Michael Anthony Dorris (January 30, 1945 – April 10, 1997) was an American 
novelist and scholar who was the first Chair of the Native American Studies program
at Dartmouth. His works include the memoir, The Broken Cord (1989) and the novel,
A Yellow Raft in Blue Water (1987). He was married to author Louise Erdrich and 
the two frequently collaborated in their writing. He committed suicide in 1997 while 
police were investigating allegations that he had abused his daughters. The Broken
Cord, which won the 1989 National Book Critics Circle Award for General Nonfiction,
helped provoke Congress to approve legislation to warn of the dangers of drinking 
alcohol during pregnancy.
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Dos Passos, John. Nineteen Nineteen. New York. 1969. Signet/New American 
Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Introduction
By Alfred Kazin.Original Illustrations By Reginald Marsh. 469 pages. paperback. 
CQ445. Inventory # 31099. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The obscenity of the war, 'Mr. Wilson's War,' is Dos 
Passos' theme, and since this war is the most important political event of the 
century, he rises to his theme with a brilliance that does not conceal the fury behind 
it.' Thus Alfred Kazin describes NINETEEN NINETEEN, the central novel of the U.S.
A. trilogy. With the devices of the Camera Eye, the biographies, and the newsreels,
and with the stories of the novel's characters, Dos Passos creates an unequalled 
portrayal of a war - crazed America and a war - ravaged Europe. The spreading 
contagion of violence means profit for some, sexual adventure for others, and for still
others it is a time of testing, with a choice between the sell - out of youthful idealism
and a trip to the penitentiary. Brilliantly depicting a swarm of varied lives, 
synthesizing on every level a nation's brutal and brutalizing orgy of repression, cant
and corruption, NINETEEN NINETEEN speaks with timeless art - and timely 
relevance. As Jean - Paul Sartre has written, 'I regard Dos Passos as the greatest 
writer of our time.' THE 42ND PARALLEL and THE BIG MONEY, the first and third 
novels of U.S.A., are also available in Signet Classic editions. Each can be read as
a separate novel. Together they form a landmark achievement in modern American 
fiction. With the original illustrations by Reginald Marsh.

John Roderigo Dos Passos (January 14, 1896 – September 28, 1970) was a radical
American novelist and artist active in the first half of the twentieth century.
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Dos Passos, John. The Big Money. New York. 1969. Signet/New American Library.
1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Introduction By 
Alfred Kazin.Original Illustrations By Reginald Marsh. 557 pages. paperback. 
CQ446. Inventory # 32835. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - America in the boom years of the twenties is the setting 
of THE BIG MONEY. Hog - wild material prosperity rules the land and cripples the 
national life. Amid a vivid, fevered atmosphere of big business and bootleg booze, 
tinsel glamour and grinding injustice, Dos Passos guides his characters - a young 
mid - Westerner destroyed by his own success, an amoral trollop - turned - 
Hollywood star, an advertising boy - wonder on a careening treadmill of corruption, 
an idealistic girl discovering the facts of life - toward destinies that make a mockery 
of the American dream. The author's wonderful multiplicity of narrative techniques, 
his swift cross - cutting of points of view, never were used with greater effect than in
this novel that Malcolm Cowley termed 'a furious and sombre poem, written in a 
mood of revulsion even more powerful than that which T. S. Eliot expressed in 'The
Waste Land.' It stands as the climactic novel of a trilogy Alfred Kazin calls 'an epic of
democracy' charged with 'the energy of disenchantment.' THE 42ND PARALLEL 
and NINETEEN NINETEEN, the first and second novels of U.S.A., are also available
in Signet Classic editions. Each can be read as a separate novel. Together they 
form a landmark achievement in American fiction.

John Roderigo Dos Passos (January 14, 1896 – September 28, 1970) was a radical
American novelist and artist active in the first half of the twentieth century.keywords
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Dos Passos, John. The Portugal Story: Three Centuries of Exploration and 
Discovery. Garden City. 1969. Doubleday. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 394 pages. hardcover. Jacket by Rolf Bruderer. Inventory # 34420. 
$17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - By the early 1400’s, Portuguese caravels were beginning
to explore the coast of Africa and to find islands in the mid- Atlantic. A century later, 
their great galleons were crossing to Brazil and rounding the Cape of Good Hope to
explore the easternmost fringes of the Orient as far as the Moluccas and northern 
Australia. Often in deadly conflict with the Moslems and the Turks, they hoped for 
over a hundred years to find an important Christian ally, the well-nigh legendary 
Prester John, who ruled a Christian kingdom in the mountains of Abyssinia. THE 
PORTUGAL STORY 15 no mere re-telling of well-known facts. John Dos Passos 
describes in vivid first-hand terms the major and the revealing minor events that 
made fifteenth century Portugal the most important power in Europe. And he 
explains Portugal’s tolerant attitude towards the Jews, many of whom served as 
astrologers, geographers and scientific advisors to the king. Rich in relevant detail, 
the book delves into the intricacies of court intrigue and offers remarkably human 
portraits of the royal family. Thoroughly researched and immensely readable, THE 
PORTUGAL STORY is an exciting tale of man’s efforts to extend his horizons. .

John Roderigo Dos Passos (January 14, 1896 – September 28, 1970) was a radical
American novelist and artist active in the first half of the twentieth century. He is best
known for his critically praised U.S.A. trilogy which consisted of the novels The 42nd
Parallel (1930), 1919 (1932), and The Big Money (1936). In 1998, the Modern 
Library ranked the U.S.A. Trilogy 23rd on its list of the 100 best English-language 
novels of the 20th century. By the 1950s his political views had changed 
dramatically, and in the 1960s, he actively campaigned for presidential candidates 
Barry Goldwater and Richard M. Nixon. An artist as well as a novelist, Dos Passos 
created cover art for his books, was influenced by the modernist movements in 
1920s Paris, and continued to paint throughout his lifetime. He died in 1970.
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Dos Passos, John. Three Soldiers. New York. 1997. Signet/New American Library. 
1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Worn Wrappers. 0451526457. 
Introduction By Daniel Pizer. 416 pages. paperback. CE2645. Inventory # 31223. 
$7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Drawing on his experience as an ambulance driver 
during World War I, John Dos Passos wrote his controversial antiwar novel THREE
SOLDIERS in 1921 at age twenty - five. His brutally realistic narrative follows the 
fats of three soldiers - Dan Fuselli from San Francisco, Indiana farm boy 'Chris' 
Chrisfield, and classical musician John Andrews. Representing a cross - section of 
class, personalities, and American regions, the recruits find themselves in an army 
that crushes their humanity with institutional regimentation. The results are tragic - 
one man's disillusionment, another's desertion, and the third man's act of murder. 
War is hell, but to Dos Passos, social organization is just as deadly. A Daring and 
hard - edged early work, THREE SOLDIERS already contains the great themes 
developed in Dos Passos' later three - volume masterpiece, U.S.A. The direction of
his literary genius, like a moral compass, never wavers from his concern for the 
individual and the spirit's need to be free.

John Roderigo Dos Passos (January 14, 1896 – September 28, 1970) was a radical
American novelist and artist active in the first half of the twentieth century.
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Doss, James D. The Shaman Laughs. New York. 1995. St Martin's Press. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312136013. 274 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
22019. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ute policeman Charlie Moon responds to a call to 
investigate missing buffalo from a local ranch, and stumbles upon a killer whose 
victims are animals. The tale becomes stranger as a shaman involves herself in the
midst.

James D. Doss (1939, Kentucky, -17 May 2012) was a noted American mystery 
novel author. He was the creator of the popular fictional Ute detective/rancher 
Charlie Moon, of whom he wrote 17 mystery novels. James "Danny" Doss was born
and raised in Kentucky and died in Los Alamos, New Mexico. He was also an 
electrical engineer who worked on particle accelerators and biomedical technology 
for the University of California's Los Alamos National Laboratory, while writing his 
novels. After retirement from Los Alamos National Laboratory, he continued to write
his popular novels while living in Taos, New Mexico and Los Alamos, New Mexico.
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Dossey, Leslie. Peasant and Empire in Christian North Africa. Berkeley. 2010. 
University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
9780520254398. 353 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37744. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This remarkable history foregrounds the most marginal 
sector of the Roman population, the provincial peasantry, to paint a fascinating new
picture of peasant society. Making use of detailed archaeological and textual 
evidence, Leslie Dossey examines the peasantry in relation to the upper classes in
Christian North Africa, tracing that region’s social and cultural history from the Punic
times to the eve of the Islamic conquest. She demonstrates that during the period 
when Christianity was spreading to both city and countryside in North Africa, a 
convergence of economic interests narrowed the gap between the rustici and the 
urbani, creating a consumer revolution of sorts among the peasants. This book’s 
postcolonial perspective points to the empowerment of the North African peasants 
and gives voice to lower social classes across the Roman world. Transformation of 
the Classical Heritage, XLVII A Joan Palevsky Book in Classical Literature. 4 b/w 
photographs, 12 line illustrations, 13 tables.

Leslie Dossey is Associate Professor of History at Loyola University of Chicago.
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Dostoevsky, Feodor M. Winter Notes On Summer Impressions. New York. 1955. 
Criterion Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Worn Dustjacket. Translated 
from the Russian by Richard Lee Renfield. Foreword by Saul Bellow. 152 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 41610. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In June 1862 Fyodor Dostoevsky left Petersburg on his 
first excursion to Western Europe. Ostensibly making the trip to consult Western 
specialists about his epilepsy, Dostoevsky also wished to see firsthand the source of
the Western ideas he believed were corrupting Russia. Over the course of his 
journey he visited a number of major cities, including Berlin, Paris, London, 
Florence, Milan, and Vienna. He recorded his impressions of everything he saw, and
published them as ‘Winter Notes on Summer Impressions’ in the February 1863 
issue of Vremya (Time), the periodical he edited.’

Fyodor Mikhailovich Dostoyevsky (11 November 1821 – 9 February 1881), 
sometimes transliterated Dostoevsky, was a Russian novelist, short story writer, 
essayist and philosopher. Dostoyevsky's literary works explore human psychology in
the context of the troubled political, social, and spiritual atmosphere of 19th-century
Russia. He began writing in his 20s, and his first novel, Poor Folk, was published in
1846 when he was 25. His major works include Crime and Punishment (1866), The 
Idiot (1869), and The Brothers Karamazov (1880). His output consists of eleven 
novels, three novellas, seventeen short novels and numerous other works. Many 
literary critics rate him as one of the greatest and most prominent psychologists in 
world literature.keywords
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Dostoevsky, Feodor. Memoirs From the House of the Dead. London. 1956. Oxford 
University Press. 1st Edition of This Translation. Very Good in Slightly Worn 
Dustjacket. Translated from the Russian by Jessie Coulson. 294 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 31685. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1849 Dostoevsky, then aged twenty-eight, was one of
a group of twenty young men who stood in Semyonovsky Square in the bitter cold of
a St. Petersburg winter and heard themselves condemned to death for such crimes
as reading aloud, and copying and discussing forbidden literature. It was not until a
priest had passed among them offering his cross to their lips and three of them, 
bound to posts, faced a firing-party with levelled rifles, that their actual sentences of 
imprisonment and exile were read to them. Two days later, on Christmas Eve, 
Dostoevsky was driven through the lighted streets on his way to four years’ penal 
servitude in the fortress-prison of Omsk in Siberia and four more as a private in the 
army. MEMOIRS FROM THE HOUSE OF THE DEAD - the story, thinly disguised as
a novel, of those years in prison was first published in 1861, and remained for many
years his most widely-know and popular book. It is as remarkable for its detachment
and freedom from bitterness as for its memorably vivid pictures of life in the prison 
and its sympathetic understanding of the ‘unfortunates’ who were his fellows. In this
new English translation direct from the Russian original, Mrs. Coulson shows again 
that complete mystery of both languages and that comprehension of the Russian 
mind and spirit already demonstrated in her translation of CRIME AND 
PUNISHMENT, published by the Oxford University Press in 1953.

Fyodor Mikhailovich Dostoyevsky 11 November 1821 – 9 February 1881), 
sometimes transliterated Dostoevsky, was a Russian novelist, short story writer, 
essayist and philosopher. Dostoyevsky's literary works explore human psychology in
the context of the troubled political, social, and spiritual atmosphere of 19th-century
Russia.
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Dostoevsky, Fyodor. The Adolescent. Garden City. 1971. Doubleday. Later Printing
of This Translation. Very Good in Worn Dustjacket With Most of The Spine Missing.
0385025203. Newly Translated from the Russian by Andrew R. MacAndrew. 585 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Keith Godard. Inventory # 31767. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The author’s original choice for the title was ‘Disorder,’ 
and the book, the story of a. nineteen-year-old searching for identity amidst the 
disorder of Russian society in the 1870s. The young hero/narrator, Arkady 
Dolgoruky, is himself a living symbol of the spiritual crisis of his time. The illegitimate
child of a landowner strongly inspired by the- social utopianism of the 1840s and a 
young serf, the wife of the gardener on the estate, the boy has ties to both the old 
Russia of his mother and foster father and the shifting new ideas represented by his
father, Yet he has no real roots in Russian, society, based as it is on the family. 
Separated from both his parents in infancy and educated at a good preparatory 
school, he refuses, upon graduation, to go to the university and comes to St. 
Petersburg, seeking his father and, more importantly, himself, There he falls in with
various groups of young people, including the nihilists; with members of the old 
aristocracy, notably the old and young Princes Sokolsky, both in their own ways 
alienated from their time; and develops a highly ambivalent relationship with his 
father, one of the most powerful, interesting and complex characters in the book, 
and, like Arkady, certainly at least partially a self-portrait of the author. There is an 
extraordinary timeliness today to Arkady’s search, which this new translation 
underlines.

Fyodor Mikhailovich Dostoyevsky 11 November 1821 – 9 February 1881), 
sometimes transliterated Dostoevsky, was a Russian novelist, short story writer, 
essayist and philosopher. Dostoyevsky's literary works explore human psychology in
the context of the troubled political, social, and spiritual atmosphere of 19th-century
Russia.
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Dostoevsky, Fyodor. The Adolescent. Garden City. 1971. Doubleday. 1st American
Edition of This Translation. Very Good in Slightly Worn in Dustjacket. 0385025203.
Newly Translated from the Russian by Andrew R. MacAndrew. 585 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Keith Godard. Inventory # 16096. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The author’s original choice for the title was ‘Disorder,’ 
and the book, the story of a. nineteen-year-old searching for identity amidst the 
disorder of Russian society in the 1870s. The young hero/narrator, Arkady 
Dolgoruky, is himself a living symbol of the spiritual crisis of his time. The illegitimate
child of a landowner strongly inspired by the- social utopianism of the 1840s and a 
young serf, the wife of the gardener on the estate, the boy has ties to both the old 
Russia of his mother and foster father and the shifting new ideas represented by his
father, Yet he has no real roots in Russian, society, based as it is on the family. 
Separated from both his parents in infancy and educated at a good preparatory 
school, he refuses, upon graduation, to go to the university and comes to St. 
Petersburg, seeking his father and, more importantly, himself, There he falls in with
various groups of young people, including the nihilists; with members of the old 
aristocracy, notably the old and young Princes Sokolsky, both in their own ways 
alienated from their time; and develops a highly ambivalent relationship with his 
father, one of the most powerful, interesting and complex characters in the book, 
and, like Arkady, certainly at least partially a self-portrait of the author. There is an 
extraordinary timeliness today to Arkady’s search, which this new translation 
underlines.

Fyodor Mikhailovich Dostoyevsky 11 November 1821 – 9 February 1881), 
sometimes transliterated Dostoevsky, was a Russian novelist, short story writer, 
essayist and philosopher. Dostoyevsky's literary works explore human psychology in
the context of the troubled political, social, and spiritual atmosphere of 19th-century
Russia.
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Dostoyevsky, Fyodor. Crime and Punishment. New York. 1986. Penguin Books. 
Reprinted Penguin Classic Paperback Edition. Good in Creased & Slightly Worn 
Wrappers. 0140440232. Translated from the Russian & With An Introduction by 
David Magarshack. 559 pages. paperback. Cover shows a painting by an 
anomymous artist in the Russian Museum, Leningrad. Inventory # 30830. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Through the story of the brilliant but conflicted young 
Raskolnikov and the murder he commits, Fyodor Dostoevsky explores the theme of
redemption through suffering. CRIME AND PUNISHMENT put Dostoevsky at the 
forefront of Russian writers when it appeared in 1866 and is now one of the most 
famous and influential novels in world literature. The poverty-stricken Raskolnikov, a
talented student, devises a theory about extraordinary men being above the law, 
since in their brilliance they think ‘new thoughts’ and so contribute to society. He 
then sets out to prove his theory by murdering a vile, cynical old pawnbroker and her
sister. The act brings Raskolnikov into contact with his own buried conscience and 
with two characters — the deeply religious Sonia, who has endured great suffering,
and Porfiry, the intelligent and discerning official who is charged with investigating 
the murder — both of whom compel Raskolnikov to feel the split in his nature. 
Dostoevsky provides readers with a suspenseful, penetrating psychological analysis
that goes beyond the crime — which in the course of the novel demands drastic 
punishment — to reveal something about the human condition: The more we 
intellectualize, the more imprisoned we become.

Fyodor Mikhailovich Dostoyevsky 11 November 1821 – 9 February 1881), 
sometimes transliterated Dostoevsky, was a Russian novelist, short story writer, 
essayist and philosopher. Dostoyevsky's literary works explore human psychology in
the context of the troubled political, social, and spiritual atmosphere of 19th-century
Russia.
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Dostoyevsky, Fyodor. Notes From Underground/White Nights/The Dream of a 
Ridiculous Man and Selections From the House of the Dead. New York. 1980. 
Signet/New American Library. Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 0451518234. New translation and with an afterword by Andrew
R. MacAndrew. 240 pages. paperback. CE1823. Inventory # 38749. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Includes: NOTES FROM UNDERGROUND, WHITE 
NIGHTS, THE DREAM OF A RIDICULOUS MAN, and SELECTIONS FROM THE 
HOUSE OF THE DEAD. In this Signet Classic volume can be seen Dostoyevsky's 
evolving outlook on man's fate. The works presented here were written at distinct 
periods in the author's life, at decisive moments in his groping for political philosophy
and a religious answer. The characters are representative of the human hearts he 
probed with such surprising insight. They include a whole range of tormented people
- from the primitive peasant who kills without understanding that he is destroying a 
human life to the irritating, anxious antihero of NOTES FROM UNDERGROUND, a
man who both craves and despises affection. Thomas Mann described Dostoyevsky
as 'an author whose Christian sympathy is ordinarily devoted to human misery, sin, 
vice, the depths of lust and crime, rather than to nobility of body and soul' and 
NOTES FROM UNDERGROUND as 'an awe - and terror - inspiring example of this
sympathy.'

Fyodor Mikhailovich Dostoyevsky 11 November 1821 – 9 February 1881), 
sometimes transliterated Dostoevsky, was a Russian novelist, short story writer, 
essayist and philosopher. Dostoyevsky's literary works explore human psychology in
the context of the troubled political, social, and spiritual atmosphere of 19th-century
Russia.
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Dostoyevsky, Fyodor. The Gambler/Bobok/A Nasty Story. New York. 1976. Penguin
Books. Reprinted Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Translated from the Russian & 
With An Introduction by Jessie Coulson. 238 pages. paperback. Inventory # 31556.
$6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Dostoyevsky wrote THE GAMBLER in three weeks in 
1866 (whilst at work on CRIME AND PUNISHMENT) to fulfill a contract and raise 
the wind. No great writer has ever been so obsessed with the despairing possibilities
of roulette and the details of the story are entirely authentic. It also records his 
passion for Apollinaria Suslova, whose cruelty had totally subdued his imagination. 
There were other morbid strands in Dostoyevsky’s genius: BOBOK is macabre, 
satirical conversation-piece in a graveyard, and A NASTY STORY, one of his 
earliest and best, is a nightmare of good intentions gone bad.

Fyodor Mikhailovich Dostoyevsky 11 November 1821 – 9 February 1881), 
sometimes transliterated Dostoevsky, was a Russian novelist, short story writer, 
essayist and philosopher. Dostoyevsky's literary works explore human psychology in
the context of the troubled political, social, and spiritual atmosphere of 19th-century
Russia.
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Dostoyevsky, Fyodor. The Idiot. New York. Signet/New American Library. Reprinted
Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Some Foxing, Otherwise Good in Wrappers. 
Translated from the Russian by Henry and Olga Carlisle. 639 pages. paperback. 
CE1374. Inventory # 31369. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Idiot, Prince Myshkin, is perhaps the most appealing
of all Dostoyevsky’s heroes. Gentle, saintly, foolish, and kind, Myshkin is on one 
view the pure idealized Christian: on another he is the catalyst of a bitter criticism of
the Russian ruling class. This dual vision marks out for the modern reader THE 
IDIOT as one of Dostoyevsky’s major novels.

Fyodor Mikhailovich Dostoyevsky 11 November 1821 – 9 February 1881), 
sometimes transliterated Dostoevsky, was a Russian novelist, short story writer, 
essayist and philosopher. Dostoyevsky's literary works explore human psychology in
the context of the troubled political, social, and spiritual atmosphere of 19th-century
Russia.
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Douglass, Frederick. Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, An American 
Slave. New York. 1986. Penguin Books. Reprinted Edition. Very Good in Wrappers.
014039012x. Edited & With An Introduction by Houston A. Baker, Jr. 159 pages. 
paperback. Cover: Thomas Moran. Inventory # 29451. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - NARRATIVE OF THE LIFE OF FREDERICK 
DOUGLASS is a memoir and treatise on abolition written by famous orator and ex-
slave, Frederick Douglass. It is generally held to be the most famous of a number of
narratives written by former slaves during the same period. In factual detail, the text
describes the events of his life and is considered to be one of the most influential 
pieces of literature to fuel the abolitionist movement of the early 19th century in the
United States.

Frederick Douglass (born Frederick Augustus Washington Bailey, c. February 1818
– February 20, 1895) was an African-American social reformer, orator, writer, and 
statesman. After escaping from slavery, he became a leader of the abolitionist 
movement, gaining note for his dazzling oratory and incisive antislavery writing. He 
stood as a living counter-example to slaveholders' arguments that slaves lacked the
intellectual capacity to function as independent American citizens. Many Northerners
also found it hard to believe that such a great orator had been a slave. Douglass 
wrote several autobiographies. He described his experiences as a slave in his 1845
autobiography, Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, an American Slave, 
which became a bestseller and influential in supporting abolition, as did the second,
My Bondage and My Freedom (1855). After the Civil War, Douglass remained an 
active campaigner against slavery and wrote his last autobiography, Life and Times
of Frederick Douglass. First published in 1881 and revised in 1892, three years 
before his death, it covered events through and after the Civil War. Douglass also 
actively supported women's suffrage, and held several public offices.
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Dourado, Autran. Pattern For a Tapestry. London. 1984. Peter Owen. 1st British 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 072060608x. Translated from the Portuguese by 
John M. Parker. 170 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Louis Mackay. Inventory #
8713. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - One of the most important and exciting of contemporary
Brazilian writers, Autran Dourado is now establishing an international reputation. 
THE VOICES OF THE DEAD, the last of his novels to be published in English 
translation, was highly praised on both sides of the Atlantic, and in 1982 he was 
awarded Germany’s prestigious Goethe Prize. A visit to a brothel, a deathbed 
scene, Joao’s romance with a circus tightrope walker, the fantastic secrets of his 
eccentric relations, the exploits of a notorious bandit - all these are elements in a 
work of extraordinary richness by ‘a poetic and symbolist novelist who transforms 
the particulars of the everyday world into the universals of myth and tragedy’ (Peter
Lewis in the Times Literary Supplement).

Waldomiro Freitas Autran Dourado (1926 – September 30, 2012) was a Brazilian 
novelist. Dourado was born in Patos de Minas, state of Minas Gerais. Going against
current trends in Brazilian literature, Dourado's works display much concern with 
literary form, with many obscure words and expressions. Minas Gerais is the setting
for most of Dourado's books, resembling the early to mid-20th century regionalist 
trend in Brazilian literature. Most literary critics consider Dourado's work to have 
similarities to Baroque literature. In 1981, Dourado won the prestigious Goethe 
Prize. In 2000, Dourado won the Camões Prize, the most important literary prize in 
the Portuguese sprachraum. In 2001, Brazilian filmmaker Suzana Amaral released 
the film Uma Vida em Segredo. It was based on the novel of same title by Autran 
Dourado. Dourado died of stomach bleeding on September 30, 2012, in Rio de 
Janeiro. He was 86 years old.
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Doutine, Heike. German Requiem. New York. 1975. Scribner's. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684143739. Translated from the German by 
Krishna Winston. 307 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Winston Potter. Inventory
# 23581. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Set in postwar Germany, its theme the individual’s 
responsibility for the nation’s guilt, this powerful novel introduces to American 
readers an important new European writer. This is the story of two people, a young 
girl and a middle-aged man. They both live in Hamburg, but their lives do not touch 
until the close of the novel, which alternates between them. Heike Lane is twenty-
four years old, born during World War II. She speaks for herself, revealing in scene
after vivid scene her childhood and youth, her gradual discovery of Germany’s past
and its lingering racism, her groping toward a feeling of purpose and commitment. 
Rainer Gebhardt, a middle-aged writer and wanderer, was a Nazi child and served 
in the war. His story is given in a series of film scripts which take him through many
experiences and capitulations, bringing him finally to a responsible act, which fails. 
Through these two lives Heike Doutine conveys a nation’s spirit, a composite of 
guilt, resignation, and hope. Written with rushing power and crowded with episodes
GERMAN REQUIEM is often bitterly ironic - and always compelling.

Heike Doutine was born in Thuringia (East Germany) in 1945. She started writing 
poetry while still in elementary school and published her first volume of poems at 
nineteen. She now lives in Hamburg where she studied at the University of Hamburg
and later worked as a free-lance journalist. She is married and has a small son. 
Heike Doutine’s novels have already earned her a European reputation, but 
GERMAN REQUIEM (published in German under the title WANKE NICHT MEIN 
VATERLAND) is the first to be translated into English.
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Dove, Rita. Thomas and Beulah. Pittsburgh. 1986. Carnegie-Mellon University 
Press. 1st Edition 2nd State. Very Good in Wrappers. 0887480217. 79 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 23584. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - These poems tell of the lives of a married black couple 
(not unlike Dove's own grandparents) from the early part of the century until their 
deaths in the 1960s, a period that spans the great migration of blacks from rural 
south to urban north. The collection was awarded the Pulitzer Prize for poetry in 
1987.

In 1952, Rita Dove was born in Akron, Ohio. She served as Poet Laureate of the 
United States from 1993 to 1995. Among her many honors are the 1987 Pulitzer 
Prize in poetry, the 1996 Heinz Award in the Arts and Humanities and the 2006 
Common Wealth Award. Rita Dove is Commonwealth Professor of English at the 
University of Virginia in Charlottesville, where she lives with her husband, the writer
Fred Viebahn. They have a grown daughter, Aviva Dove-Viebahn.
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Dove, Rita. Through the Ivory Gate. New York. 1992. Pantheon Books. Advance 
Reader's Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0679416048. 278 pages. paperback. 
Jacket art by Varnette P. Honeywood, ‘She Ain’t Heavy, She’s My Sister, 1984. 
Jacket design by Marjorie Anderson. Inventory # 19818. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1987 Rita Dove became one of the youngest writers to
win the Pulitzer Prize for poetry - and only the second African-American to do so. 
Now in her radiant first novel, Dove combines her remarkable storytelling ability with
what critic Arnold Rampersad has praised in her poetry as an ‘almost uncanny 
sense of peace and grace.’ It is the tail end of the Vietnam era, and Virginia King, 
most recently a puppeteer with an experimental theater troupe, returns to her 
hometown in the Midwest to work as an ‘artist in residence’ at a local public school.
As her puppets win the hearts of her students, memories of her own childhood 
surface, triggering a chain of recollections - from grade school, with its subtle and 
not-so-subtle bigotries, to college where, as a cellist, she became involved with a 
brilliant and enigmatic fellow musician. But what startles her most is a visit to an 
elderly aunt, whose revelations about Virginia’s family threaten to shatter the healing
these memories bring. Seamlessly weaving together past and present, THROUGH 
THE IVORY GATE renders an unforgettable portrait of a period in American life and
offers in Virginia King one of the most endearing heroines to emerge in 
contemporary fiction.

RITA DOVE was born and raised in Akron, Ohio. She has published a collection of 
stories and four books of poetry, among them THOMAS AND BEULAH, which was 
awarded the Pulitzer Prize. Other honors include fellowships from the National 
Endowment for the Arts and the Guggenheim Foundation. A professor of English at 
the University of Virginia, she lives in Charlottesville with her husband and daughter.
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Dow, Kirstin and Downing, Thomas E. Atlas of Climate Change: Mapping the 
World's Greatest Challe. Berkeley. 2007. University of California Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0520250230. 128 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 36405. $19.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Today’s headlines and recent events reflect the gravity of
climate change. Heat waves, droughts, and floods are bringing death to vulnerable 
populations, destroying livelihoods, and driving people from their homes. Rigorous in
its science and insightful in its message, this atlas examines the causes of climate 
change and considers its possible impact on subsistence, water resources, 
ecosystems, biodiversity, health, coastal megacities, and cultural treasures. It 
reviews historical contributions to greenhouse gas levels, progress in meeting 
international commitments, and local efforts to meet the challenge of climate 
change. With more than 50 full-color maps and graphics, this is an essential 
resource for policy makers, environmentalists, students, and everyone concerned 
with this pressing subject. The Atlas covers a wide range of topics, including - 
Warning signs; Future scenarios; Vulnerable populations; Health; Renewable 
energy; Emissions reduction; Personal and public action. Copub: Myriad Editions.

Kirstin Dow is Associate Professor of Geography at the University of South Carolina,
Senior Research Fellow at the Stockholm Environment Institute, a contributor to the
Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, and Principal Investigator in the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s Regional Integrated Sciences and 
Assessments research network addressing climate services. Thomas E. Downing is
Executive Director of the Stockholm Environment Institute, Oxford Office; Visiting 
Professor at Oxford University; contributor to the Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change; and advisor to national and international programmes on climate 
change.
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Dowell, Coleman. White On Black On White. Woodstock. 1983. Countryman Press.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0881500003. 251 pages. hardcover.
Jacket design by Wladislaw Finne. Inventory # 34294. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - WHITE ON BLACK ON WHITE which might be called a 
docu-novel, attempts to explore the fascination with each other that underlies all 
intercourse between blacks and whites - political, sexual, or even religious. It is the 
author’s premise that the basis of the fascination is like that which informs a love 
affair, that beneath the hatred and cruel myths and fear are two people in love with 
the idea of each other. Coleman Dowell explores this idea fully, using sets of 
‘couples. The novel opens with two men, one white and one black, both seriously 
disturbed, who take a house together in the country. There, through the medium of 
games, suspicion and jealousy surrounding a white woman, Serena Westlake, the 
seeds of obsession are nourished from which the rest of the action grows. From this
frightening triangle the novel proceeds to the harrowing story of a beautiful young 
civil rights worker, Ivy Temple, and examines at length her need for black men, 
which drives her to move to Harlem and leave behind her rich white world. She finds
all she was seeking and, through suffering and ecstasy, much more, including 
offbeat salvation. From Ivy’s story the novel proceeds to the curious pseudo-
narration of a black cop, Cayce Scott, who is the book’s hero and who is given the 
last word. Along the route there are stories within stories (Dowell’s trademark), 
stories of revolutionaries, conservatives, bigots, drug addicts, murderers, lovers: 
prisoners, all, of the black and white myths that run like a vast network of roots 
under America. The hallucinatory dinner party of a world famous old woman who 
may or may not be black brings to a virulent climax the book’s themes of love-hate,
masquerade, and sexual obsession.

Robert Coleman Dowell (May 29, 1925 – August 3, 1985) was an American writer.
Over a fifteen year period Dowell wrote five novels: One of the Children is Crying 
(1968), Mrs. October was Here (1974), Island People (1976), Too Much Flesh and 
Jabez (1977), and White on Black on White (1983). Remarkably, the first four novels
had been written concurrently. These novels were intricate both in concept and in 
form.
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Downing, Sybil. Fire in the Hole. Niwot. 1996. University Press Of Colorado. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0870813803. Novel Of The Ludlow Massacre. 
239 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 22356. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Downing's powerful historical novel is based on the 
events surrounding the Ludlow Massacre. The great coalfield war of 1913-1914 
culminated in the horrible deaths of twenty-three women, children, and men at the 
hands of the Colorado State Militia. The facts of the tragedy are well chronicled in 
history. Now, as never before, Sybil Downing's novel, Fire in the Hole, captures the
human drama and impact of one of the nation's most grueling strikes.

Sybil Downing was an award-winning author of numerous books, including Fire in 
the Hole, Ladies of the Goldfield Stock Exchange, and The Binding Oath. A fourth 
generation Coloradan, she held state and local office. She and her husband lived in
Boulder, Colorado.
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Doxiadis, Apostolos. Uncle Petros & Goldbach's Conjecture. New York. 2000. 
Bloomsbury Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1582340676. 
213 pages. hardcover. Cover art: Charles Demuth, ‘Figure 5 in Gold.’ Cover design
by notice51. Inventory # 27789. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the tradition of Fermat's Last Theorem and Einstein's
Dreams, a novel about mathematical obsession. Petros Papachristos devotes the 
early part of his life trying to prove one of the greatest mathematical challenges of all
time: Goldbach's Conjecture, the deceptively simple claim that every even number 
greater than two is the sum of two primes. Against a tableau of famous historical 
figures-among them G.H. Hardy, the self-taught Indian genius Srinivasa Ramanujan,
and a young Kurt Godel-Petros works furiously to prove the notoriously difficult 
conjecture. Decades later, his ambitious young nephew drives the defeated 
mathematician back into the hunt to prove Goldbach's Conjecture. but at the cost of 
the old man's sanity, and perhaps even his life.

Apostolos K. Doxiadis (born 1953) is a Greek writer. He is best known for his 
international bestsellers Uncle Petros and Goldbach's Conjecture (2000) and 
Logicomix (2009).
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Doyle, Roddy. A Star Called Henry. New York. 1999. Viking Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670887579. 343 pages. hardcover. Signed by the
Author. Cover: Marc Yankus. Inventory # 27023. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An historical novel like none before it, A Star Called 
Henry marks a new chapter in Booker Prize-winner Roddy Doyle's writing. It is a 
vastly more ambitious book than any he has previously written. A subversive look 
behind the legends of Irish republicanism, at its centre a passionate love story, this 
new novel is a triumphant work of fiction. Born in the slums of Dublin in 1902, his 
father a one-legged whorehouse bouncer and settler of scores, Henry Smart has to
grow up fast. By the time he can walk he's out robbing, begging, charming, often 
cold, always hungry, but a prince of the streets. At fourteen, already six foot two, 
Henry's in the General Post Office on Easter Monday 1916, a soldier in the Irish 
Citizen Army, fighting for freedom. A year later he's ready to die for Ireland again, a 
rebel, a Fenian, and, soon, a killer. With his father's wooden leg as his weapon, 
Henry becomes a republican legend - one of Michael Collins' boys, a cop killer, an 
assassin on a stolen bike, a lover.

Roddy Doyle (born 8 May 1958) is an Irish novelist, dramatist and screenwriter. 
Doyle is the author of ten novels for adults, seven books for children, seven plays 
and screenplays, and dozens of short stories. Several of his books have been made
into successful films, beginning with The Commitments in 1991. Doyle's work is set
primarily in Ireland, especially working-class Dublin, and is notable for its heavy use
of dialogue written in slang and Irish English dialect. Doyle was awarded the Booker
Prize in 1993 for his novel Paddy Clarke Ha Ha Ha. After achieving worldwide 
critical acclaim, Doyle is now recognized as one of Ireland's greatest living writers. 
His idiosyncratic use of language and dialect has received a substantial amount of 
critical and scholarly attention in recent years.
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Doyle, Roddy. The Woman Who Walked Into Doors. New York. 1996. Viking Press.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket W/ A Large Tear At The Bottom 
Rear. 0670867756. 240 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 27188. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is the heart-rending story of a woman struggling to 
reclaim her dignity after a violent, abusive marriage and a worsening drink problem.
Paula Spencer recalls her contented childhood, the audacity she learned as a 
teenager, the exhilaration of her romance with Charlo and the marriage to him that 
left her powerless. Capturing both her vulnerability and her strength, Doyle gives 
Paula a voice that is real and unforgettable.

Roddy Doyle (born 8 May 1958) is an Irish novelist, dramatist and screenwriter. 
Doyle is the author of ten novels for adults, seven books for children, seven plays 
and screenplays, and dozens of short stories. Several of his books have been made
into successful films, beginning with The Commitments in 1991. Doyle's work is set
primarily in Ireland, especially working-class Dublin, and is notable for its heavy use
of dialogue written in slang and Irish English dialect. Doyle was awarded the Booker
Prize in 1993 for his novel Paddy Clarke Ha Ha Ha. After achieving worldwide 
critical acclaim, Doyle is now recognized as one of Ireland's greatest living writers. 
His idiosyncratic use of language and dialect has received a substantial amount of 
critical and scholarly attention in recent years.
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Drabble, Margaret. Jerusalem the Golden. New York. 1967. Morrow. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 240 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Ellen 
Raskin. Inventory # 7. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From a tender age, Clara Maugham had loved the old 
hymn which began: Jerusalem the Golden with milk and honey blest. although what
she pictured was not the pearly gates of some heavenly city, but a terrestrial 
paradise where beautiful people lived in beautiful houses and spoke of beautiful 
things. It was the winning of a state scholarship that transported her, incredibly, 
mercifully, from a drab, restrictive life in the north of England and a mother who 
seemed the epitome of crushed hopes and limited horizons, to London - Clara's 
golden Jerusalem. From her vantage point of age twenty-two, it seemed fortunate to
Clara that she did not meet the Denhams until her third year at the University. At 
first, all people not from home seemed equally brilliant and charming, and although 
the Denhams had more than their share of both brilliance and charm, they had also
a very special faculty for enjoying life. Under their auspices, Clara discovers that 
there is indeed a colorful and heterogeneous world available for the asking, and she
enters it with single-minded purpose, heedless of the chaos she creates around her.

Margaret Drabble (born 5 June 1939) is an English novelist, biographer and critic. 
Drabble has famously been engaged in a long-running feud with her novelist sister,
A. S. Byatt, over her alleged appropriation of a family tea-set in one of her novels 
Byatt had planned to write about herself. The pair seldom see each other and 
neither reads the other's books.keywords
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Dragoman, Gyorgy. The White King. Boston. 2008. Houghton Mifflin. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780618945177. Translated from the Hungarian 
by Paul Olchvary. 264 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Michaela Sullivan. 
Inventory # 12819. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An international sensation, this startling and 
heartbreaking debut introduces us to precocious eleven-year-old Djata, whose life in
the totalitarian state he calls home is about to change forever. Djata doesn’t know 
what to make of the two men who lead his father away one day, nor does he 
understand why his mother bursts into tears when he brings her tulips on her 
wedding anniversary. He does know that he must learn to fill his father’s shoes, 
even though among his friends he is still a boy: fighting with neighborhood bullies, 
playing soccer on radioactive grass, having inappropriate crushes, sneaking into 
secret screening rooms, and shooting at stray cats with his gun-happy grandfather.
But the random brutality of Djata’s world is tempered by the hilarious absurdity of the
situations he finds himself in, by his enduring faith in his father’s return, and by 
moments of unexpected beauty, hope, and kindness. Structured as a series of 
interconnected stories propelled by the energy of Dragomán’s riveting prose, the 
chapters of THE WHITE KING collectively illuminate the joys and humiliations of 
growing up, while painting a multifaceted and unforgettable portrait of life in an 
oppressive state and its human cost. And as in the works of Mark Haddon, David 
Mitchell, and Marjane Satrapi, Djata’s child’s-eye view lends power and immediacy 
to his story, making us laugh and ache in recognition and reminding us all of our 
shared humanity.

György Dragomán (born 10 September 1973) is a Hungarian author and literary 
translator. His best-known work, The White King (2005) has been translated to at 
least 28 languages. He was born in Târgu Mureș (Marosvásárhely) Transylvania, 
Romania. In 1988, his family moved to Hungary. He attended high school in the 
western Hungarian city of Szombathely, then college in Budapest, getting a degree 
in English and Philosophy. He has received various literary awards for his writings, 
such as the Sándor Bródy Prize (2003).
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Draper, Theodore. A Struggle For Power: The American Revolution. New York. 
1996. Times Books. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0812925750. 608 pages.
hardcover. Inventory # 18398. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Theodore Draper's new book is an acute dissection of 
the process that led to the final break with England and to the armed revolt in 1775. 
It is an interpretation that differs from others which have given most prominence to 
ideological factors as the root cause of the rebellion. Draper's treatment gives as 
much importance to the British as to the American side of the struggle. He shows 
how early in the colonial story British thinkers began to worry about the inevitability 
of an American breakaway. Draper lucidly examines the logic of dissolution, and the
manifold ways in which the rapidly increasing colonial population and commerce 
propelled an unfolding revolutionary process. Ideological arguments, he contends, 
provided a means, not an end, to the revolutionary struggle. Before the outbreak of 
the rebellion, American leaders foresaw that the colonies were bound to become 'a
mighty empire' or 'a rising Empire.' They were determined that Americans, not the 
British, should control this future. But they aimed at little more than a change in the 
power relationship and left political, economic, and social changes for later. A 
Struggle for Power offers a lively and compelling account of not one but of two highly
complex conflicts - of the British against the French, and of the Americans against 
the British. A Struggle for Power seeks to answer the question of how and why, in 
the space of little more than a decade after the Stamp Act of 1765, the people in the
New World transformed themselves from proud British colonists into self-conscious
Americans intent on establishing an independent republic.

Theodore H. "Ted" Draper (September 11, 1912 – February 21, 2006) was an 
American historian and political writer. Draper is best known for the 14 books he 
completed during his life, including work regarded as seminal on the formative 
period of the American Communist Party, the Cuban Revolution, and the Iran-Contra
Affair. Draper was a fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences and the 
1990 recipient of the Herbert Feis Award for Nonacademically Affiliated Historians 
from the American Historical Association.
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Drate, Spencer. Rock Art: CDs. Albums, & Posters. Glen Cover. 1992. PBC 
International. 1st American Edition.Oversized Paperback. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0866362770. Foreword by Roger Dean. 160 pages. paperback. Inventory # 35339.
$17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A sampling of the work of 40 graphic designers of album
covers, packaging work, and some posters from the 80s and early 90s, arranged by
designer. Covers mostly mainstream 80s artists and some New Wave performers.

Spencer Drate is an award-winning creative director, designer, author, curator, and 
radio personality.He has co-authored 21 pop-culture books with Judith Salavetz.
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Dreiser, Theodore. Free and Other Stories. New York. 1918. Boni & Liveright. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good. No Dustjacket. 369 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
5034. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Though primarily known as a novelist, Dreiser published
his first collection of short stories, FREE AND OTHER STORIES in 1918. The 
collection contained 9 stories.

Theodore Herman Albert Dreiser (August 27, 1871 – December 28, 1945) was an 
American novelist and journalist of the naturalist school. His novels often featured 
main characters who succeeded at their objectives despite a lack of a firm moral 
code, and literary situations that more closely resemble studies of nature than tales
of choice and agency. Dreiser's best known novels include Sister Carrie (1900) and
An American Tragedy (1925).
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Dreiser, Theodore. Sister Carrie. New York. Signet/New American Library. 
Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Afterword by
Willard Thorp. paperback. CE1462. Inventory # 31704. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - SISTER CARRIE is an epic of city life, of transient 
idealists besieged by industrialism and its anonymity. It specifically treats of two 
people, at once attracted and repelled by their vastly different backgrounds, who, in 
the course of involvement, are led into wholly unexpected areas of experience. 
Provincial and naïve, Carrie becomes involved with Hurstwood, a respectable 
Chicago tavern manager twice her age, who alienates himself from his family. Out of
despair he resorts to theft, is compelled to flee, and cannot obtain employment. 
Carrie, in turn, becomes a chorus girl and later, under the dubious glow of her fame
as an actress, their tragedy crystallizes. Theodore Dreiser makes major symbolic 
use of nineteenth - century urban conventions - in which New York and Chicago are
themselves likened to twin malignant deities, H. L. Mencken wrote of this foremost 
naturalistic novel, 'Its outstanding merit is its simplicity, its unaffected seriousness 
and fervour. ' Ford Madox Ford observed: '. in my mind, the idea of Sister Carrie 
[exists] as a goldenish spot in the weariness of the world.'

Theodore Herman Albert Dreiser (August 27, 1871 – December 28, 1945) was an 
American novelist and journalist of the naturalist school. His novels often featured 
main characters who succeeded at their objectives despite a lack of a firm moral 
code, and literary situations that more closely resemble studies of nature than tales
of choice and agency. Dreiser's best known novels include Sister Carrie (1900) and
An American Tragedy (1925).
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Dreiser, Theodore. The Financier. New York. 1912. Harper & Brothers. 1st American
Edition. Very Good. No Dustjacket. ‘Published October 1912’ on the copyright page
with ‘K-M’. 780 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 32709. $200

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The American success story stripped down to brutal 
realities-a struggle for spoils without conscience, pity, or even final purpose. A work
of immense social documentation, shaped by intense human compassion, The 
Financier is a major achievement of a writer whom Alfred Kazin has termed ‘stronger
than all the others of his time, and at the same time more poignant; greater than the
world he has described, but as significant as the people in it.’ Here, Dreiser, as 
Professor Larzer Ziff of the University of California at Berkeley declares, ‘succeeded
beyond any of his predecessors or successors in producing a great American 
business novel .’

Theodore Herman Albert Dreiser (August 27, 1871 – December 28, 1945) was an 
American novelist and journalist of the naturalist school. His novels often featured 
main characters who succeeded at their objectives despite a lack of a firm moral 
code, and literary situations that more closely resemble studies of nature than tales
of choice and agency. Dreiser's best known novels include Sister Carrie (1900) and
An American Tragedy (1925).
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Dreiser, Theodore. The Titan. New York. 1965. Signet/New American Library. 1st 
Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Afterword By John 
Berryman. 511 pages. paperback. CQ250. Inventory # 38804. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The theme of The Titan is one man's drive for absolute 
power. Power ruthlessly pursued, power blindly worshiped. Power over a business,
a city, a life. The setting is Chicago and New York in the age of the Robber Barons; 
the protagonist is Frank Cowperwood, already wealthy, but out to build a financial 
empire vast enough to satisfy his appetite for what he thinks is success. The novel 
traces the career of this driven man as he seeks his elusive goal - only to find his 
marriage destroyed, his mistresses loveless, his mansions no better than 
mausoleums, his every triumph a hollow defeat. A powerful study of spiritual 
emptiness amid material opulence, The Titan represents Dreiser's social vision at its
most piercing, his narrative vigor at its highest. It is a major contribution of a novelist
who forced Americans to look without blinders both at their society and at their very
selves.

Theodore Herman Albert Dreiser (August 27, 1871 – December 28, 1945) was an 
American novelist and journalist of the naturalist school. His novels often featured 
main characters who succeeded at their objectives despite a lack of a firm moral 
code, and literary situations that more closely resemble studies of nature than tales
of choice and agency. Dreiser's best known novels include Sister Carrie (1900) and
An American Tragedy (1925).
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Drew, Bettina. Nelson Algren: A Life On the Wild Side. London. 1990. Bloomsbury 
Books. 1st British Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0747507589. 416 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket art by AB3 Design. Inventory # 27193. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Calling upon scores of interviews and hundreds of pages
of manuscripts and correspondence, Bettina Drew’s vivid narrative captures the 
essence of a complex nonconformist whose tremendous talent lives on through his
writing. It is a walk on the wild side, with a man who knew it as no other.

Bettina Drew is a biographer and essayist whose two books both received a special
citation in creative nonfiction from PEN. Her essay “The Great Amnesia” from 
Southwest Review was a notable essay in The Best American Essays 2015. She 
lives in New Haven, Connecticut.
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Drinnon, Richard. White Savage: The Case of John Dunn Hunter. New York. 1972.
Schocken Books. 1st Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With Some 
Wrinkling to The Front Top Near the Corner. 0805234616. 282 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 19311. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - White Savage takes another look at the case of John 
Dunn Hunter. Was Hunter a white man who was kidnapped as a child, raised by the
Osage Indians, and eventually killed as he tried to create the Republic of Fredonia?
Or was he just a con-artist who claimed knowledge of the ways of the Indian for 
enigmatic motives and got what he deserved? Now, after an exciting search that led
from Arkansas to Scotland, Richard Drinnon believes he can supply the real answer.

Richard T. Drinnon (born January 4, 1925, in Portland, Oregon; died April 19, 2012 
in Port Orford, Oregon) was professor emeritus of history at Bucknell University. He
received his PhD from the University of Minnesota. In 1961, while Drinnon was a 
professor at the University of California, he was discovered by police to be the next
person on the target list of John Harrison Farmer, who felt that he was on a mission 
from God to kill people that he believed were associated with communism. During 
the Columbia University protests of 1968, Drinnon participated in a student walkout
of a speech at Bucknell University by Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey, when 
Humphrey blamed protesters for disorder on the campus. Drinnon shouted 'This is a
disgrace' and walked out along with about 30 students.
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Drisdelle, Rosemary. Parasites: Tales of Humanity's Most Unwelcome Guests. 
Berkeley. 2010. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 9780520259386. 259 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37725. $27.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Drisdelle writes world history as told through parasites, 
revealing how they have influenced the outcome of wars, destroyed civilizations, and
shaped many cultural norms and taboos. The book is also about the parasites 
themselves, providing an accessible explanation of the life history of amoebae, 
round worms, tapeworms, mites, and others. The organization is thematic and deals
with parasites as invisible threats in our food, water, and luggage, as invaders that 
control our behavior and shape our cultural views, and even as unexpected 
participants in crime scene investigations.

Rosemary Drisdelle is a freelance writer with a professional background in medical 
laboratory science, particularly parasitology. She focuses primarily on non-fiction 
science writing for a general audience. A major area of interest is infectious disease,
especially parasitic diseases and the impact that they have on human societies and
cultures. Environmental issues and current events are also of interest. Rosemary 
Drisdelle’s first book, Parasites: Tales of Humanity’s Most Unwelcome Guests, 
released in August 2010, is published by the University of California Press.
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Du Bois, W. E. B. The Souls of Black Folk. New York. Signet/New American Library.
Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0451514580. 
Introduction by Dr. Nathan Hare and Alvin F. Poussaint, M.D. 280 pages. 
paperback. CJ1458. Inventory # 31429. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Originally published in 1903, The Souls of Black Folk is a
classic study of race, culture, and education at the turn of the twentieth century. With
its singular combination of essays, memoir, and fiction, this book vaulted W. E. B. 
Du Bois to the forefront of American political commentary and civil rights activism. 
The Souls of Black Folk is an impassioned, at times searing account of the situation
of African Americans in the United States. Du Bois makes a forceful case for the 
access of African Americans to higher education, memorably extols the 
achievements of black culture (above all the spirituals or 'sorrow songs'), and 
advances the provocative and influential argument that due to the inequalities and 
pressures of the 'race problem', African American identity is characterized by 'double
consciousness'. First published in 1903, this extraordinary work not only recorded 
and explained history, it helped to alter its course. Written after Du Bois had earned
his Ph.D. from Harvard and studied in Berlin, these 14 essays contain both the 
academic language of sociology and the rich lyrics of African spirituals, which Du 
Bois called 'sorrow songs.'

W. E. B. Du Bois (1868-1963) was internationally renowned as a writer, scholar, and
activist. Among his published works are THE SOULS OF BLACK FOLKS, JOHN 
BROWN, and BLACK RECONSTRUCTION: AN ESSAY TOWARD A HISTORY OF
THE PART WHICH BLACK FOLK PLAYED IN THE ATTEMPT TO RECONSTRUCT
DEMOCRACY IN AMERICA, 1860-1880. He also wrote other major fiction, including
DARK PRINCESS.
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Du Gard, Roger Martin. Lieutenant-Colonel de Maumort. New York. 2000. Knopf. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 067943397x. Translated from the 
French by Luc Brebion and Timothy Crouse. 781 pages. hardcover. Front-of-jacket
montage by Marc Yankus. Jacket design by Carol Devine Carson. Inventory # 
10968. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Written over the final eighteen years of his life and 
intended to be read only posthumously, this tremendous creation sprang from the 
writer's unflinching examination of the conundrum of our moral ambivalence: why, 
knowing what is right, do people do wrong? Martin du Gard's complex response 
constitutes one of the most devastating critiques of human behavior ever produced.
The author casts his reflections in the form of a memoir written by Bertrand de 
Maumort, an aristocrat, a soldier, an intellectual -- ostensibly the very flower of 
European culture at its zenith. Born in 1870, Maumort grows up in a chateau where
a series of enlightened tutors tend to his education. Later, while preparing to enter 
the French military academy, he lives with his Uncle Eric, a powerful academic 
whose Sunday at-homes attract such luminaries as Renan, Turgenev, Daudet, and
Pasteur. Keenly aware of his advantages, Maumort aspires to self-knowledge and a
transcendent objectivity in his relations with the world. But as he describes his 
progress through life -- his early childhood, his experiences in the sexual hothouse 
of a Catholic boarding school, his affair with the beautiful Creole Doudou, his failed
marriage to a sweet but adamantly conventional bourgeoise, his service in Morocco
under the legendary colonialist General Lyautey, his participation in the First World
War, and the occupation of his beloved chateau by German troops in the Second --
he unwittingly betrays an underside: his prejudices, self-deceptions, and moral 
lapses. Through his portrayal of Maumort and a fascinating array of secondary 
characters, Martin du Gard dissects mankind in general, and calls into question 
whether true civilization, much less human progress, exists at all.

Roger Martin du Gard (23 March 1881 – 22 August 1958) was a French novelist, 
winner of the 1937 Nobel Prize for Literature.
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Du Plessix Gray, Francine. At Home With the Marquis De Sade: A Life. New York. 
1998. Simon & Schuster. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0684800071. 493 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Michael Accordino. Inventory
# 25938. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Donatien Alphonse Francois, Marquis de Sade (1740
-1814), the flamboyant aristocrat whose name has come to connote sexual cruelty, 
has been called ‘the freest spirit who ever lived,’ ‘the most lucid hero of Western 
thought,’ and ‘a Professor Emeritus of crime.’ Yet in the vast literature inspired by 
the marquis’ fictional and real-life libertinism, relatively little attention has been given
the two women who were closest to him: Renee-Pelagie de Sade, his adoring wife 
for more than a quarter of a century, and his powerful mother-in-law, Madame de 
Montreuil. Gray brings to life these two remarkable women and their complex 
relationship with Sade as they dedicated themselves, each in her own way, to 
protecting him from the law, curbing his excesses, and ultimately confining him. After
years of indulging a variety of sexual aberrations, experiences he used in novels 
such as Justine, Philosophy in the Boudoir, and The 120 Days of Sodom, Sade was
imprisoned on the basis of an arrest warrant issued by Louis XVI at his mother-in-
law’s instigation. Throughout his 13 years in jail, Madame de Sade was her 
husband’s principal solace and his only lifeline to reality. Few spouses seemed more
ill-matched than the profligate nobleman and his homespun wife, but the two 
enjoyed intimate bonds of affection and conspiracy. Madame de Sade remained 
passionately in love with her husband throughout the first 26 years of their marriage;
she accepted his many liaisons with actresses, courtesans, and whores of all 
varieties; hid her husband’s traces from the police; and may even have participated 
in his orgies. It was only upon the onset of the French Revolution, when Sade was 
finally freed from the Bastille, that Pelagie made a sudden about-face from her 
decades of abject devotion.

Francine du Plessix Gray is a Pulitzer Prize-nominated writer and literary critic. She
was born on September 25, 1930, in Warsaw, Poland, where her father, Vicomte 
Bertrand Jochaud du Plessix, was a French diplomat.
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Du Plessix Gray, Francine. At Home With the Marquis De Sade: A Life. New York. 
1998. Simon & Schuster. Advance Uncorrected Reader's Proof. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 0684800071. 463 pages. paperback. Inventory # 25702. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Donatien Alphonse Francois, Marquis de Sade (1740
-1814), the flamboyant aristocrat whose name has come to connote sexual cruelty, 
has been called ‘the freest spirit who ever lived,’ ‘the most lucid hero of Western 
thought,’ and ‘a Professor Emeritus of crime.’ Yet in the vast literature inspired by 
the marquis’ fictional and real-life libertinism, relatively little attention has been given
the two women who were closest to him: Renee-Pelagie de Sade, his adoring wife 
for more than a quarter of a century, and his powerful mother-in-law, Madame de 
Montreuil. Gray brings to life these two remarkable women and their complex 
relationship with Sade as they dedicated themselves, each in her own way, to 
protecting him from the law, curbing his excesses, and ultimately confining him. After
years of indulging a variety of sexual aberrations, experiences he used in novels 
such as Justine, Philosophy in the Boudoir, and The 120 Days of Sodom, Sade was
imprisoned on the basis of an arrest warrant issued by Louis XVI at his mother-in-
law’s instigation. Throughout his 13 years in jail, Madame de Sade was her 
husband’s principal solace and his only lifeline to reality. Few spouses seemed more
ill-matched than the profligate nobleman and his homespun wife, but the two 
enjoyed intimate bonds of affection and conspiracy. Madame de Sade remained 
passionately in love with her husband throughout the first 26 years of their marriage;
she accepted his many liaisons with actresses, courtesans, and whores of all 
varieties; hid her husband’s traces from the police; and may even have participated 
in his orgies. It was only upon the onset of the French Revolution, when Sade was 
finally freed from the Bastille, that Pelagie made a sudden about-face from her 
decades of abject devotion.

Francine du Plessix Gray is a Pulitzer Prize-nominated writer and literary critic. She
was born on September 25, 1930, in Warsaw, Poland, where her father, Vicomte 
Bertrand Jochaud du Plessix, was a French diplomat.
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Duane, Daniel. Caught Inside: A Surfer's Year On the California Coast. New York. 
1996. North Point Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 086547494x. 239 
pages. hardcover. Jacket photos by Wayne Levin. Inventory # 54. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - CAUGHT INSIDE is Daniel Duane’s account of a year 
spent surfing in Santa Cruz, California. Following the turn of the seasons, it is also 
the story of a young man’s deepening knowledge of his native landscape and its 
history. Interspersed with the narrative of days passed on the water are good-
humored explanations of the physics of wave dynamics, the intricate art of surfboard
design, and lyrical, sharp-eyed descriptions of the flora and fauna that inhabit the 
Pacific wilderness. In Duane’s company are cormorants, herons, gulls, sea lions, 
whales, and dolphins; with him we learn about the physiology of a pelican’s dive, the
mating habits of otters, and the obscene contents of a shark’s stomach. In a wryly 
entertaining parallel narrative Duane traces the cultural history of the sport and the 
settling of California. From Captain Cook and Mark Twain to Robinson Jeffers and 
Jack London, from portraits of famous (and infamous) surfers to an analysis of the 
perverse significance of Gidget movies, Duane expertly uncovers the myths and 
symbols bound up in one of our most vibrant and recognizably American subjects.

Daniel Duane was born in 1967 and is the author of "Looking for Mo and Lighting 
Out: A Vision of California and the Mountains," He lives and surfs in Santa Cruz, 
California.
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Dubus II, Andre. The Winter Father: Collected Short Stories and Novellas, Volume 
2. Boston. 2018. David Godine. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9781567926170. Introduction by Richard Russo. 400 pages. paperback. Inventory #
43838. $18.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - While the title novella of Dubus's Finding a Girl in 
America returns to the somewhat off-the-rails literary life of Hank Allison, the 
collection's opening story strikes a much darker tone: "Killings"-the basis of the 
Academy Award-nominated film In the Bedroom-is a swift tale of revenge that leaves
readers wondering what they might do in the name of family love. Dubus's prowess
with narrative compression is on full display in the story "Waiting": the hollow ache 
experienced by a woman widowed by the Korean war, took Dubus fourteen months 
to write and was more than one hundred pages in early manuscript form…buts 
spans a mere seven pages in published form. Writing in the New York Times Book
Review, Joyce Carol Oates called "The Pretty Girl"-the opening novella of The 
Times Are Never So Bad-"the most compelling and suspenseful work of fiction 
[Dubus] has written." Richard Russo's introduction to this volume grapples with his 
complex feelings of reading Dubus's work over many decades, but when it comes to
the much-anthologized masterpiece "A Father's Story," Russo writes: "I won't mince
words. It's one of the finest stories ever penned by an American."

Andre Dubus was born in Lake Charles, Louisiana to a Cajun-Irish Catholic family. 
He graduated from the University of Iowa Writers' Workshop and later moved to 
Massachusetts, where he taught creative writing at Bradford College. His life was 
marked with personal tragedies, as are those of his protagonists - ostensibly 
ordinary men who are drawn to addiction and violence as methods to distract 
themselves from their woes. Unlike his characters, however, Dubus eventually found
success and repute, as well as the corresponding offers from large publishers. He 
nevertheless remained loyal to Godine until the end of his career.
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Dubus II, Andre. We Don't Live Here Anymore: Collected Short Stories and 
Novellas, Volume 1. Boston. 2018. David Godine. 1st American Edition. Very Good 
in Wrappers. 9781567926163. 400 pages. paperback. Inventory # 43837. $18.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the early 1970s, literary journals that contained Andre
Dubus short stories were passed around amongst admiring readers. When his debut
collection Separate Flights arrived in 1975, it was immediately celebrated. "Dubus is
the sort of writer who instructs the heart, and he ought to be discovered by any 
number of readers," wrote The Atlantic Monthly. The collection won the Boston 
Globe's Laurence L. & Thomas Winship/PEN New England Award. The collection 
includes the novella "We Don't Live Here Anymore," which served as the basis for 
the 2004 film of the same title (nominated for the Grand Jury Prize at the Sundance
Film Festival); the novella also introduces Dubus's writer-protagonist Hank Allison, a
character who continue to appear throughout his work. Two years later, the title 
story of Dubus's sophomore collection Adultery and Other Choices continued the 
exploits of Hank Allison. "The title story alone will make it worth your while to go out
and get the book," wrote the New York Times Book Review. While the collection's 
opening stories focus on the fragile nature of youth, later stories shift to darker 
struggles of adulthood, such as in "Andromache"-Dubus's first story to appear in The
New Yorker (1968)-which traces the aftermath of a tragic death during wartime.

Andre Dubus was born in Lake Charles, Louisiana to a Cajun-Irish Catholic family. 
He graduated from the University of Iowa Writers' Workshop and later moved to 
Massachusetts, where he taught creative writing at Bradford College. His life was 
marked with personal tragedies, as are those of his protagonists - ostensibly 
ordinary men who are drawn to addiction and violence as methods to distract 
themselves from their woes. Unlike his characters, however, Dubus eventually found
success and repute, as well as the corresponding offers from large publishers. He 
nevertheless remained loyal to Godine until the end of his career.
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Dubus III, Andre. The Garden of Last Days. New York. 2008. Norton. 1st Ameican 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780393041651. 537 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Chin-Yee Lai. Jacket photograph by Brad Rickerby. Inventory # 13182. 
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - On early September night in Florida, a stripper brings her
daughter to work. April’s usual babysitter, Jean, has had a panic attack that has 
landed her in the hospital. April doesn’t really know anyone else, so she decides it’s
best to have her three-year-old daughter dose by, watching children’s videos in the 
office while she works. April works at the Puma Club for Men. And tonight she has 
an unusual client, a foreigner both remote and too personal, and free with his 
money. Lots of it, all cash. His name is Bassam. Meanwhile, another man, AJ, has 
been thrown out of the club for holding hands with his favorite stripper, and he’s 
drunk and angry and lonely. From these explosive elements comes a relentless, 
raw, searing, passionate, page-turning narrative, a big-hearted and painful novel 
about sex and parenthood and honor and masculinity. Set in the seamy underside of
American life at the moment before the world changed, it juxtaposes lust for 
domination with hunger for connection, sexual violence with family love. It seizes the
reader by the throat with the same psychological tension, depth, and realism that 
characterized Andre Dubus’s best-selling HOUSE OF SAND AND FOG - and an 
even greater sense of the dark and anguished places in the human heart.

ANDRE DUBUS III is the author of BLUESMAN, THE CAGE KEEPER AND OTHER
STORIES, and HOUSE OF SAND AND FOG (a National Book Award Finalist and 
Oprah Book Club Selection). His writing has received many honors, including a 
Guggenheim Fellowship, a National Magazine Award, and a Pushcart Prize. He 
lives with his family north of Boston.
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Duby, Georges (editor). A History of Private Life: 2-Revelations of the Medieval 
World. Cambridge. 1988. Belknap Press Of Harvard University Press. 1st Printing. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0674399765. Translated from the French by Arthur 
Goldhammer. 650 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration - Virgil, Aeneid, 15th century.
Inventory # 12075. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - All the mystery, earthiness and romance of the Middle 
Ages are captured in this panorama of everyday life. The evolving concepts of 
intimacy are explored--from the semi-obscure eleventh century through the first 
stirrings of the Renaissance world in the fifteenth century. Color and black-and-white
illustrations.

Georges Duby (7 October 1919 – 3 December 1996) was a French historian who 
specialised in the social and economic history of the Middle Ages. He ranks among 
the most influential medieval historians of the twentieth century and was one of 
France's most prominent public intellectuals from the 1970s to his death. Born to a 
family of Provençal craftsmen living in Paris, Duby was initially educated in the field
of historical geography before he moved into history. He earned an undergraduate 
degree at Lyon in 1942 and completed his graduate thesis at the Sorbonne under 
Charles-Edmond Perrin in 1952. He taught first at Besançon and then at the 
University of Aix-en-Provence before he was appointed in 1970 to the Chair of the 
History of Medieval Society in the Collège de France. He remained attached to the 
Collège until his retirement in 1991. He was elected to the Académie française in 
1987.keywords
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Ducovny, Amram. Coney. Woodstock. 2000. Overlook Press. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 1585670677. 320 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 28225. 
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Coney Island, 1939: On the eve of World War II, fifteen-
year-old Harry Catzker spends his after-school hours on his bike, picking up betting
slips from Coney Island carnival freaks for the local bookie and racing his imaginary
sworn enemy, German Captain Ziegenbaum, whose ship menaces the coastline. 
His parents are in their own world: his father writes a serial novel for the local 
Yiddish newspaper by day and hangs out with other intellectuals at the Cafe Royal 
by night; his beautiful mother grows increasingly bitter, yearning for a glamorous life
that is certain to be denied to the wife of a writer. As the lights of the Cyclone and 
Luna Park glow in the Coney Island night, Harry finds a surrogate family in the 
freaks and low-lifes. A premature victim of Weltschmerz, ‘lovingly applied by loved 
ones, ignorant of its toxicity on the young,’ Harry ponders life, art, and philosophy, 
and politics with Aba, a Yiddish poet who boards with his family, yet he is unable to 
shake the dark foreboding of a disaster that finally materializes, changing his life 
utterly. Coney, soaked through with atmosphere and guided by an uncommon comic
touch, captures the essence of a young man’s coming of age in an extraordinary 
place and time. Depicting Coney Island in all its garish and gritty human spectacle, 
Amram Ducovny’s dark and brilliant first novel suggests the stark intensity of a 
Weegee photograph, the heart of E. L. Doctorow’s Ragtime, and the soul of an Isaac
Bashevis Singer novel.

Amram Ducovny (September 11, 1927 – August 23, 2003) was an American non-
fiction, play and novel writer. Ducovny, born as Duchovny, was born and raised in 
New York City area. His father, Moshe Duchovny, who came to the United States in
1918, from Berdychiv, Russian Empire (now in Ukraine), was a noted Yiddish writer
and journalist, who, among the others, wrote for the Morning Journal. His son, David
Duchovny, is the well-known actor and writer. In 2003, Amram Ducovny died from 
heart disease in Paris, where he lived. He was 75 years old at the time of his death.
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Duerrenmatt, Friedrich. The Pledge. New York. 1959. Knopf. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Slightly Worn & Stained Dustjacket. Translated from the German by 
Richard & Clara Winston. 185 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by George Salter. 
Inventory # 3006. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A child has been murdered. The official solution of the 
crime does not satisfy the inspector. He sets out on his own to find the bestial killer.
Suspense mounts as the story turns into a bizarre tale of guilt and justice. The story
of the sex maniac’s crime makes for harrowing reading, but the account of the 
detective’s decay as a citizen and a man constitutes an arresting and deeply moving
human drama. He is driven by his pledge toward a stratagem as questionable as the
crime itself.

Friedrich Dürrenmatt (January 5, 1921 – December 14, 1990) was a Swiss author 
and dramatist. He was a proponent of epic theater whose plays reflected the recent
experiences of World War II. The politically active author gained fame largely due to
his avant-garde dramas, philosophically deep crime novels, and often macabre 
satire. One of his leading sentences was: ‘A story is not finished, until it has taken 
the worst turn’.
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Duerrenmatt, Friedrich. The Pledge. New York. 1959. Knopf. 1st American Edition.
Previous Owner’s Name Penned in Front, Otherwise Very Good in Worn Dustjacket
With Tears and Pieces Missing. Translated from the German by Richard & Clara 
Winston. 185 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by George Salter. Inventory # 40407.
$7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A child has been murdered. The official solution of the 
crime does not satisfy the inspector. He sets out on his own to find the bestial killer.
Suspense mounts as the story turns into a bizarre tale of guilt and justice. The story
of the sex maniac’s crime makes for harrowing reading, but the account of the 
detective’s decay as a citizen and a man constitutes an arresting and deeply moving
human drama. He is driven by his pledge toward a stratagem as questionable as the
crime itself.

Friedrich Dürrenmatt (January 5, 1921 – December 14, 1990) was a Swiss author 
and dramatist. He was a proponent of epic theater whose plays reflected the recent
experiences of World War II. The politically active author gained fame largely due to
his avant-garde dramas, philosophically deep crime novels, and often macabre 
satire. One of his leading sentences was: ‘A story is not finished, until it has taken 
the worst turn’.
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Duerrenmatt, Friedrich. The Pledge (DUSTJACKET ONLY). New York. 1959. Knopf.
Very Good, Slightly Worn and Stained Dustjacket. Translated from the German by 
Richard & Clara Winston. DUSTJACKET ONLY. Jacket design by George Salter. 
Inventory # 40109. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET
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Dufoix, Stephane. Diasporas. Berkeley. 2008. University Of California Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520253605. Translated from the 
French by William Rodarmor. With a foreword by Roger Waldinger. Also available in
cloth. 160 pages. paperback. Inventory # 36302. $21.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Coined in the third century B.C., the term diaspora has 
evolved into a buzzword used to describe the migrations of groups as diverse as 
ethnic populations, religious communities, and even engineers working abroad. This
concise book provides a critical introduction to the concept of diaspora, bringing a 
fresh, synthetic perspective to virtually all aspects of this topic. Stéphane Dufoix 
incorporates a wealth of case studies–about the Jewish, Armenian, African, 
Chinese, Greek, and Indian experiences– to illustrate key concepts, give a clear 
overview on current thinking, and reassess the value of the term for us today.

Stéphane Dufoix is Professor of Sociology at the University of Paris Ouest Nanterre
La Défense. He has published on exile politics and diasporas (including Diasporas,
University of California Press, 2008). He is working on a historical sociology of the 
concept of globalization.
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Dugdale, John (editor). File On Shepard. London. 1989. Methuen & Company. 1st 
British Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0413174107. Paperback Original. 69 pages.
paperback. Inventory # 18025. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Intended to assemble essential facts and to make vital 
but elusive material readily available, each volume contains a comprehensive 
checklist of all the writer’s plays, with a detailed performance history, excerpted 
reviews and, most importantly, a selection of the writers’ own comments on their 
work drawn from essays, interviews, letters and diaries. Other features include a 
chronology of life and work, a checklist of non-dramatic writings and an annotated 
bibliography. ‘Methuen are to be congratulated on launching this series which 
promises to be extremely useful to theatre professionals as well as to students and 
teachers of drama.’ - DAVID BRADBY, SPEECH AND DRAMA.

John Dugdale is the Guardian's associate media editor.
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Duhamel, Denise. Blowout. Pittsburgh. 2013. University of Pittsburgh Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822962366. Pitt Poetry Series. 92 
pages. paperback. Cover art by Michelle Weinberb, 'Six Characters in Search of …'.
Cover design by Ann Walston. Inventory # 40573. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Blowout, Denise Duhamel asks the same question that
Frankie Lyman & the Teenagers asked back in 1954--'Why Do Fools Fall in Love?'
Duhamel's poems readily admit that she is a love-struck fool, but also embrace the 
'crazy wisdom' of the Fool of the Tarot deck and the fool as entertainer or jester. 
From a kindergarten crush to a failed marriage and beyond, Duhamel explores the 
nature of romantic love and her own limitations. She also examines love through 
music, film, and history--Michelle and Barak Obama's inauguration and Cleopatra's
ancient sex toy. Duhamel chronicles the perilous cruelties of love gone awry, but 
also reminds us of the compassion and transcendence in the aftermath. In 'Having a
Diet Coke with You,' she asserts that 'love poems are the most difficult poems to 
write / because each poem contains its opposite its loss / and that no matter how 
fierce the love of a couple / one of them will leave the other / if not through betrayal /
then through death.' Yet, in Blowout, Duhamel fiercely and foolishly embraces the 
poetry of love.

Born and raised in Woonsocket, Rhode Island, poet Denise Duhamel earned a BFA
at Emerson College and an MFA at Sarah Lawrence College. She lived in New York
City from 1985 until 1999. Citing Dylan Thomas and Kathleen Spivack as early 
influences, Duhamel writes both free verse and fixed-form poems that fearlessly 
combine the political, sexual, and ephemeral. A professor at Florida International 
University, she lives in Florida.
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Duhamel, Denise. Scald. Pittsburgh. 2017. University of Pittsburgh Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822964506. Pitt Poetry Series. 88 
pages. paperback. Inventory # 42044. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘As much a manifesto as it is a book of poems, Scald is
Denise Duhamel’s great feminist statement—by way of pantoums and villanelles, of
course. But more than a feminist, I would say that Duhamel is a humanitarian. Her 
words dignify the disenfranchised. Glory to Denise Duhamel for her formal ingenuity
and her gleeful political imagination.’ —David Trinidad. ‘What a great ride! What 
wonders! Humor, witchcraft, history, culture, the ‘Denise’ in every poem shining forth
with that special Denise-ness! (You know what I mean.) The wild pantoums and 
villanelles: perfect vehicles for her subject. Which is WOMEN, which is POWERFUL
WOMEN. I’m so grateful for Scald. I love that Denise Duhamel is in the world and 
that she has it by the tail.’ —Maureen Seaton.

Denise Duhamel’s most recent book of poetry, Blowout, was a finalist for the 
National Book Critics Circle Award. Her other titles include Ka-Ching!, Two and Two,
Queen for a Day: Selected and New Poems, The Star-Spangled Banner, and Kinky.
Duhamel is a recipient of fellowships from the Guggenhiem Foundation and the 
National Endowment for the Arts. She is professor of English at Florida International
University in Miami.
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Duhamel, Denise. Scald. Pittsburgh. 2017. University of Pittsburgh Press. 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822964506. Pitt Poetry Series. 88
pages. paperback. Inventory #  44197. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘As much a manifesto as it is a book of poems, Scald is
Denise Duhamel’s great feminist statement—by way of pantoums and villanelles, of
course. But more than a feminist, I would say that Duhamel is a humanitarian. Her 
words dignify the disenfranchised. Glory to Denise Duhamel for her formal ingenuity
and her gleeful political imagination.’ —David Trinidad. ‘What a great ride! What 
wonders! Humor, witchcraft, history, culture, the ‘Denise’ in every poem shining forth
with that special Denise-ness! (You know what I mean.) The wild pantoums and 
villanelles: perfect vehicles for her subject. Which is WOMEN, which is POWERFUL
WOMEN. I’m so grateful for Scald. I love that Denise Duhamel is in the world and 
that she has it by the tail.’ —Maureen Seaton.

Denise Duhamel’s most recent book of poetry, Blowout, was a finalist for the 
National Book Critics Circle Award. Her other titles include Ka-Ching!, Two and Two,
Queen for a Day: Selected and New Poems, The Star-Spangled Banner, and Kinky.
Duhamel is a recipient of fellowships from the Guggenhiem Foundation and the 
National Endowment for the Arts. She is professor of English at Florida International
University in Miami.
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Dujardin, Edouard. We'll To the Woods No More. New York. 1938. New Directions. 
1st American Edition. Previous Owner’s Name in Front, Otherwise Very Good.No 
Dustjacket. Illustrations by Alice Laughlin. Translated from the French by Stuart 
Gilbert. 157 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 24300. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The importance of this book is that with it was invented a
new fiction method, the monologue intérieur, which has revolutionized the modern 
novel and which, one could even say, has given new depth to our understanding of
experience. Forgotten soon after its publication in 1887, Dujardin’s novel, called in 
French Les lauriers son coupés, was read first by James Joyce in 1902; it was 
republished in 1924 after Joyce had freely acknowledged that it was the inspiration 
for his stream-of-consciousness method. It has since had direct and indirect 
influence on many writers of the first order, and without it one can scarcely 
understand twentieth century literature. The story of a young man-about-town in love
with a Parisian actress, WE’LL TO THE WOOD NO MORE recounts what goes on in
his mind during an April evening when he hopes she will finally be ‘his. Told with 
insight and irony, it is a charming tale, and a few perceptive readers saw something
more in it from the beginning. George Moore, a friend of Dujardin’s wrote of the 
poetry of the book’s treatment, while Mallarmé described it as ‘the instant seized by 
the throat.’ The translation is by Stuart Gilbert, author of books on Joyce and the 
editor of his letters. Illustrations are by Alice Laughlin.

Édouard Dujardin (10 November 1861 – 31 October 1949) was a French writer, one
of the early users of the stream of consciousness literary technique, exemplified by 
his 1888 novel Les Lauriers sont coupés. His literary works are extensive and 
include numerous plays, poems and novels. Dujardin also produced works of literary
and social criticism and reminiscence. James Joyce claimed his style of interior 
monologue owed its influence to works by Dujardin.
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Dumas, Alexandre. The Knight of Maison-Rouge: A Novel of Marie Antoinette. New
York. 2003. Modern Library. 1st Modern Library Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0679642986. Translated from the French by Julie Rose. Introduction by Lorenzo 
Carcaterra. 425 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Gabrielle Bordwin. Inventory #
19147. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Paris, 1793, the onset of the Terror. Brave Republican 
Maurice rescues a mys-terious and beautiful woman from an angry mob and is 
unknowingly drawn into a secret Royalist plot—a plot revolving around the 
imprisoned Queen of France, Marie Antoinette, and her enigmatic and fearless 
champion, the Knight of Maison-Rouge. Full of surprising twists, breakneck 
adventure, conspiracies, swordplay, romance, and heroism, THE KNIGHT OF 
MAISON-ROUGE is an exhilarating tale of selflessness, love, and honor under the 
shadow of the guillotine. Dumas here is at the very height of his powers, and with 
this first and only modern translation, readers can once again ride with the Knight of
Maison-Rouge.

Alexandre Dumas (1802–1870), one of the most popular writers of all time, is the 
author of THE COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO and THE THREE MUSKETEERS), 
along with dozens of other works of every genre. His remains were recently 
removed to the Pantheon, the highest honor that can be bestowed on a French 
writer. Julie Rose’s many translations include an acclaimed version of Racine’s 
PHÈDRE, as well as works by Paul Virilio, Jacques Rancière, Chantal Thomas, and
many others. Rose was recently awarded the New South Wales Premier’s 
Translation Prize and the PEN medallion for translation. Lorenzo Carcaterra is the 
author of STREET BOYS and SLEEPERS, among other books. He lives in New 
York.
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Dumas, Alexandre. The Man in the Iron Mask. New York. 1992. Signet/New 
American Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0451525647. Translated From The French By Jacqueline Rogers.Afterword By Jack
Zipes. 496 pages. paperback. CE2564. Inventory # 31427. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Deep inside the dreaded Bastille a twenty - three year 
old prisoner called merely 'Philippe' has languished for eight long, dark years. He 
does not know his real name or what crime he is supposed to have committed. But
Aramis one of the original Three Musketeers, has bribed his way into the cell to 
reveal the shocking secret that has kept Philippe locked away from the world. That 
carefully concealed truth could topple Louis XIV, King of France, which is exactly 
what Aramis is plotting to do! A daring jailbreak, a brilliant masquerade, and a 
terrifying fight for the throne may make Aramis betray his sacred vow of 'All for one 
and one for all!' And in this concluding episode of the great Three Musketeers saga,
the actions of Aramis and the other Musketeers - Athos, Porthos, and the most 
dashing soldier of them all, D'Artagnan bring either honor or disgrace. and a 
horrifying punishment for the final loser in a battle royal. THE MAN IN THE IRON 
MASK contains all the surprises, adventure, arid colorful history that make the 
novels of Alexandre Dumas wonderful fun to read. But this poignant conflict between
the finest sword fighters of France - Musketeer pitted against Musketeer also keeps
us riveted to every thrilling page in an incomparable tale of swashbuckling and 
derring - do. AN UNABRIDGED TRANSLATION, REVISED AND UPDATED BY 
JACQUELINE ROGERS.

Alexandre Dumas (1802–1870), one of the most popular writers of all time, is the 
author of THE COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO and THE THREE MUSKETEERS), 
along with dozens of other works of every genre.
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Dumesnil, Cheryl. Showtime at the Ministry of Lost Causes. Pittsburgh. 2016. 
University of Pittsburgh Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9780822964315. Pitt Poetry Series. 96 pages. paperback. Inventory # 43070. 
$15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The poems in Showtime at the Ministry of Lost Causes 
are survival songs, the tunes you whistle while walking through the Valley of 
Shadows, to keep your fears at bay and your spirit awake. The shadows here are 
many—cancer, poverty, a lost love, famine, suicide, war, an ever-encroaching 
existential angst. But so are the saving graces—a drag queen waitress whose 
“painted-on eyebrows arched like a bridge / toward starlight,” “strawberries / grown 
fat around dimpled gold seeds,” Pink Floyd’s “‘On the Turning Away’ sent through 
my car / radio like the ghost voice of a beloved long dead,” black phoebes rattling 
“winter / thistles, swollen throats percussing: / this is this is this is. ” Showtime at the
Ministry of Lost Causes reminds us that where there is shadow there must, 
necessarily, also be light.

Cheryl Dumesnil’s books include the 2008 Agnes Lynch Poetry Prize winner, In 
Praise of Falling, the memoir Love Song for Baby X: How I Stayed (Almost) Sane on
the Rocky Road to Parenthood, and the anthology Dorothy Parker’s Elbow: Tattoos
on Writers, Writers on Tattoos, co-edited with Kim Addonizio.
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Dumesnil, Cheryl. Showtime at the Ministry of Lost Causes. Pittsburgh. 2016. 
University of Pittsburgh Press. Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9780822964315. Pitt Poetry Series. 96 pages. paperback. Inventory # 42126. 
$15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The poems in Showtime at the Ministry of Lost Causes 
are survival songs, the tunes you whistle while walking through the Valley of 
Shadows, to keep your fears at bay and your spirit awake. The shadows here are 
many—cancer, poverty, a lost love, famine, suicide, war, an ever-encroaching 
existential angst. But so are the saving graces—a drag queen waitress whose 
“painted-on eyebrows arched like a bridge / toward starlight,” “strawberries / grown 
fat around dimpled gold seeds,” Pink Floyd’s “‘On the Turning Away’ sent through 
my car / radio like the ghost voice of a beloved long dead,” black phoebes rattling 
“winter / thistles, swollen throats percussing: / this is this is this is. ” Showtime at the
Ministry of Lost Causes reminds us that where there is shadow there must, 
necessarily, also be light.

Cheryl Dumesnil’s books include the 2008 Agnes Lynch Poetry Prize winner, In 
Praise of Falling, the memoir Love Song for Baby X: How I Stayed (Almost) Sane on
the Rocky Road to Parenthood, and the anthology Dorothy Parker’s Elbow: Tattoos
on Writers, Writers on Tattoos, co-edited with Kim Addonizio.
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Dunant, Sarah. Fatlands: A Hannah Wolfe Mystery. New York. 1994. Otto Penzler 
Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1883402824. hardcover. 
Inventory # 21491. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A decade before her dazzling breakthrough novel, The 
Birth of Venus, author Sarah Dunant won Britain's prestigious Silver Dagger award 
for Fatlands, a Hannah Wolfe mystery. In Fatlands, private investigator Hannah 
Wolfe, who's independent though not invincible, idealistic but definitely not naive, 
has taken on one of the less glamorous jobs in the security world - chaperoning 
teenage rebel Mattie Shepherd around London. But Mattie's father is paying Hannah
lots of money - more than the job is worth, it seems. Or perhaps not. The girl's father
is on the Animal Liberation Front's hit list. But why? When violence explodes, tearing
the family apart, this is what Hannah must discover. Her obsession with the truth 
nearly kills her, wrecking her private life and dragging her into a vortex of lies and 
betrayal.

Sarah Dunant (born 8 August 1950) is a British novelist, journalist, broadcaster, and
critic. She is married with two daughters, and lives in London and Florence.
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Dunant, Sarah. Under My Skin: A Hannah Wolfe Mystery. New York. 1995. Scribner.
1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684815214. hardcover. Inventory # 21659. 
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A decade before her dazzling breakthrough novel, The 
Birth of Venus, Silver Dagger Award-winning author Sarah Dunant won critical 
acclaim for her Hannah Wolfe crime novels. In Under My Skin, private investigator 
Hannah Wolfe's cushy new assignment takes her to the sumptuous Castle Dean 
health spa. While being plucked, crimped, steamed, and oiled, Hannah is ideally 
placed to probe some reported cases of sabotage -- fish in the Jacuzzi and steel 
nails in the massage heads. But spa owner Olivia Marchant has other problems 
besides sabotage. Someone is threatening her husband, Maurice, one of London's 
leading cosmetic surgeons and the man responsible for reconstructing many of the
world's rich and famous. In a culture where no one wants to grow old and everyone
seems to believe in the power of the knife, Hannah feels like an alien visitor. People
will do anything in the name of beauty -- perhaps even commit murder.

Sarah Dunant (born 8 August 1950) is a British novelist, journalist, broadcaster, and
critic. She is married with two daughters, and lives in London and Florence.
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Duncan, Robert (edited and with an Introduction by James Maynard). Robert 
Duncan: Collected Essays and Other Prose. Berkeley. 2014. University of California
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780520267732. The 
Collected Writings of Robert Duncan, 4. 542 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 40626. 
$60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This volume in the Collected Writings of Robert Duncan 
series gathers a far-reaching selection of Robert Duncan’s prose writings including
most of his longer and more well-known essays along with other prose that has 
never been widely available. Ranging in original publication dates between 1940 and
1985, the forty-one titles reveal a great deal about Duncan’s life in poetry—including
his impressions of poets whose work he admires, both contemporaries and 
precursors. Evocative and eclectic, this work delineates the intellectual contexts and
sources of Duncan’s poetics, and opens a window onto the literary communities in 
which he participated.

Robert Duncan (1919-1988) was one of the major writers in the San Francisco 
Renaissance movement and is considered one of the most accomplished and 
influential of the postwar American poets. A foremost figure among the New 
American and Black Mountain poets, Duncan, following the death of Charles Olson,
became the leading practitioner of a nontraditional open form poetry. He is the 
author of The Opening of the Field, Roots and Branches, and Bending the Bow, 
among other works. James Maynard is Associate Curator of the Poetry Collection, 
University at Buffalo, and has written extensively on the work of Robert Duncan. His
other editorial projects include a new edition of Duncan’s Ground Work: Before the
War/In the Dark and (Re:)Working the Ground: Essays on the Late Writings of 
Robert Duncan.
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Duncan, Robert (edited and with an Introduction by Peter Quartermain). Robert 
Duncan: The Collected Later Poems and Plays. Berkeley. 2013. University of 
California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780520259294. 
The Collected Writings of Robert Duncan, 3. 750 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
40623. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Profoundly original yet insistent on the derivative quality
of his work, transgressive yet affirmative of tradition, Robert Duncan (1919-1988) 
was a generative force among American poets, and in his poetry and poetics was a
major figure in mid- and late twentieth-century American letters. This, the second 
volume of Robert Duncan’s collected poetry and plays, presents authoritative 
annotated texts of both collected and uncollected work from his middle and late 
writing years (1958-1988), with commentaries on each of the five books, The 
Opening of the Field, Roots and Branches, Bending the Bow, and the two volumes 
of Ground Work. The biographical and critical introduction discusses Duncan as a 
late Romantic and postmodern American writer, his formulation of a homosexual 
poetics, his development of the serial poem, and the notation and centrality of sound
as organizing principle. Texts include his anti-war poems of the 1960s and 70s, his 
hommages to Dante and other major figures, and his translations from the French of
Gérard de Nerval, as well as the complete ‘The Structure of Rime’ and ‘Passages.’

Robert Duncan (1919-1988) was one of the major figures in the San Francisco 
Renaissance movement and is considered one of the most accomplished and 
influential of the postwar American poets. A foremost figure of the New American 
Poetry and Black Mountain College, Duncan, following the death of Charles Olson, 
became the leading practitioner of a nontraditional open-form poetry. He is the 
author of The Opening of the Field, Roots and Branches, and Bending the Bow, 
among other works. Peter Quartermain taught contemporary poetry and poetics at 
the University of British Columbia for over thirty years. He is the editor of Robert 
Duncan: The Collected Early Poems and Plays (UC Press, 2012).
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Duncan, Robert. Robert Duncan: The Collected Early Poems and Plays. Berkeley. 
2012. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.
9780520259263. Edited and wiith an Introduction by Peter Quartermain. The 
Collected Writings of Robert Duncan. 6 x 9 20 b/w photos. 958 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 40622. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A landmark in the publication of twentieth-century 
American poetry, this first volume of the long-awaited collected poetry, non-critical 
prose, and plays of Robert Duncan gathers all of Duncan’s books and magazine 
publications up to and including Letters: Poems 1953–1956. Deftly edited, it 
thoroughly documents the first phase of Duncan’s distinguished life in writing, 
making it possible to trace the poet’s development as he approaches the brilliant 
work of his middle period.

Robert Duncan (January 7, 1919 – February 3, 1988) was an American poet and a 
student of H.D. and the Western esoteric tradition who spent most of his career in 
and around San Francisco. Though associated with any number of literary traditions
and schools, Duncan is often identified with the poets of the New American Poetry 
and Black Mountain College. Duncan's mature work emerged in the 1950s in the 
literary context of Beat culture. Duncan was a key figure in the San Francisco 
Renaissance. Peter Quartermain taught at the University of British Columbia for over
thirty years. He is the author of Basil Bunting, Poet of the North and Disjunctive 
Poetics: From Gertrude Stein and Louis Zukofsky to Susan Howe.
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Duncan, Robert. Roots and Branches. New York. 1964. Scribners. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good. No Dustjacket. 176 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 41445. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Roots and Branches was Robert Duncan’s second major
book of poetry. The poet has said of himself and his work: 'I am not an 
experimentalist or an inventor, but a derivative poet, drawing my art from the 
resources given by a generation of masters––Stein, Williams, Pound; back of that by
the generations of poets that have likewise been dreamers of the Cosmos as 
Creation and Man as Creative Spirit; and by the work of contemporaries: Zukofsky,
Olson, Creeley and Denise Levertov.'

Robert Duncan (January 7, 1919 – February 3, 1988) was an American poet and a 
student of H.D. and the Western esoteric tradition who spent most of his career in 
and around San Francisco. Though associated with any number of literary traditions
and schools, Duncan is often identified with the poets of the New American Poetry 
and Black Mountain College. Duncan's mature work emerged in the 1950s in the 
literary context of Beat culture. Duncan was a key figure in the San Francisco 
Renaissance.
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Duncan, Robert. The H.D. Book: The Collected Writings of Robert Duncan. 
Berkeley. 2011. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 9780520260757. Edited and with an introduction by Michael Boughn and
Victor Coleman. 678 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37829. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This magisterial work, long awaited and long the subject
of passionate speculation, is an unprecedented exploration of modern poetry and 
poetics by one of America’s most acclaimed and influential postwar poets. What 
began in 1959 as a simple homage to the modernist poet H.D. developed into an 
expansive and unique quest for a poetics that would fuel Duncan’s great work in the
1960s and 1970s. A meditation on both the roots of modernism and its manifestation
in the work of H.D., Ezra Pound, D.H. Lawrence, William Carlos Williams, Edith 
Sitwell, and many others, Duncan’s wide-ranging book is especially notable for its 
illumination of the role women played in the creation of literary modernism. Until 
now, The H.D. Book existed only in mostly out-of-print little magazines in which its 
chapters first appeared. Now, for the first time published in its entirety, as its author 
intended, this monumental work—at once an encyclopedia of modernism, a 
reinterpretation of its key players and texts, and a record of Duncan’s investigations 
toward a new poetics—is at last complete and available to a wide audience. Jess, 
from Emblems for Robert Duncan. Courtesy The Jess Collins Trust. 10 b/w 
photographs.

Robert Duncan (1919–1988) was born in Oakland and spent most of his life in 
California. One of the major figures in the San Francisco Renaissance, Duncan, 
often identified with Donald Allen’s landmark New American Poetry anthology and 
the Black Mountain poets, is the author of The Opening of the Field, Roots and 
Branches, and Bending the Bow, among other works. Michael boughn is a poet, 
scholar, and fiction writer. His many publications include H.D.: A Bibliography, 1905–
1990 and Dislocations in Crystal. Victor Coleman was a founding editor of Coach 
House Press and is the author of oneeyelove and Light Verse, among many other 
books of poetry. The Collected Writings of Robert Duncan, 1.
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Duncan, Robert. The H.D. Book: The Collected Writings of Robert Duncan. 
Berkeley. 2011. University of California Press. Uncorrected Page Proof. Very Good 
in Wrappers. 9780520260757. Edited and with an introduction by Michael Boughn 
and Victor Coleman. 678 pages. paperback. Inventory # 37836. $80

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This magisterial work, long awaited and long the subject
of passionate speculation, is an unprecedented exploration of modern poetry and 
poetics by one of America’s most acclaimed and influential postwar poets. What 
began in 1959 as a simple homage to the modernist poet H.D. developed into an 
expansive and unique quest for a poetics that would fuel Duncan’s great work in the
1960s and 1970s. A meditation on both the roots of modernism and its manifestation
in the work of H.D., Ezra Pound, D.H. Lawrence, William Carlos Williams, Edith 
Sitwell, and many others, Duncan’s wide-ranging book is especially notable for its 
illumination of the role women played in the creation of literary modernism. Until 
now, The H.D. Book existed only in mostly out-of-print little magazines in which its 
chapters first appeared. Now, for the first time published in its entirety, as its author 
intended, this monumental work—at once an encyclopedia of modernism, a 
reinterpretation of its key players and texts, and a record of Duncan’s investigations 
toward a new poetics—is at last complete and available to a wide audience. Jess, 
from Emblems for Robert Duncan. Courtesy The Jess Collins Trust. 10 b/w 
photographs.

Robert Duncan (1919–1988) was born in Oakland and spent most of his life in 
California. One of the major figures in the San Francisco Renaissance, Duncan, 
often identified with Donald Allen’s landmark New American Poetry anthology and 
the Black Mountain poets, is the author of The Opening of the Field, Roots and 
Branches, and Bending the Bow, among other works. Michael boughn is a poet, 
scholar, and fiction writer. His many publications include H.D.: A Bibliography, 1905–
1990 and Dislocations in Crystal. Victor Coleman was a founding editor of Coach 
House Press and is the author of oneeyelove and Light Verse, among many other 
books of poetry. The Collected Writings of Robert Duncan, 1.
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Duncan, Robert. The Truth & Life of Myth: An Essay in Essential Autobiography. 
Fremont. 1968. Sumac Press. 1st American Edition. Previous Owner’s Name 
Stamped in Front, Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. 0912090189. 78 pages. 
paperback. Cover illustration - ‘Ezekiel’s Vision’ by William Blake. Cover design by 
Ray Hoagland. Inventory # 3407. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ROBERT DUNCAN in this ESSAY IN ESSENTIAL 
AUTOBIOGRAPHY first published in the distinguished Crown Octavo series of the 
House of Books, New York, presents the role that myth plays in the life of a 
contemporary consciousness, relating the poet’s experience of the reality of myth to
problems of myth that arise in Christian experience and in the intellectual fields of 
the modern theologian, the anthropologist, the psychoanalyst, the phenomenologist.
THE TRUTH & LIFE OF MYTH stands as a major part - along with his work-in-
progress THE H.D. BOOK - in a projective imagination of the nature of Man and his
Reality which has occupied Duncan’s creative energies in three volumes over the 
past decade: THE OPENING OF THE FIELD (1960), ROOTS AND BRANCHES 
(1964), and BENDING THE BOW (1968).

Robert Duncan (January 7, 1919 – February 3, 1988) was an American poet and a 
student of H.D. and the Western esoteric tradition who spent most of his career in 
and around San Francisco. Though associated with any number of literary traditions
and schools, Duncan is often identified with the poets of the New American Poetry 
and Black Mountain College. Duncan's mature work emerged in the 1950s in the 
literary context of Beat culture. Duncan was a key figure in the San Francisco 
Renaissance.
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Duncan, Robert. The Years As Catches: First Poems (1939-1946). Berkeley. 1966.
Oyez. 1st American Edition. 1 of 2000 Copies. Remainder Mark Along Bottom Edge,
Otherwise Good in Worn Wrappers. 101 pages. paperback. Inventory # 15400. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A collection of Robert Duncan's juvenilia.

Robert Duncan (January 7, 1919 – February 3, 1988) was an American poet and a 
student of H.D. and the Western esoteric tradition who spent most of his career in 
and around San Francisco. Though associated with any number of literary traditions
and schools, Duncan is often identified with the poets of the New American Poetry 
and Black Mountain College. Duncan's mature work emerged in the 1950s in the 
literary context of Beat culture. Duncan was a key figure in the San Francisco 
Renaissance.
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Duneier, Mitchell. Slim's Table: Race, Respectability, & Masculinity. Chicago. 1992.
University Of Chicago Press. 2nd Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0226170306. 
192 pages. hardcover. Cover photograph by Ovie Carter. Inventory # 18543. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - At the Valois ‘See Your Food’ cafeteria on Chicago's 
South Side, black and white men gather over cups of coffee and steam-table food.
Mitchell Duneier, a sociologist, spent four years at the Valois writing this moving 
profile of the black men who congregate at ‘Slim's Table.’ Praised as ‘a marvelous 
study of those who should not be forgotten’ by the Wall Street Journal, SLIM'S 
TABLE helps demolish the narrow sociological picture of black men and simple 
media-reinforced stereotypes. In between is a ‘respectable’ citizenry, too often 
ignored and little understood. ‘SLIM'S TABLE is an astonishment. Duneier manages
to fling open windows of perception into what it means to be working-class black, 
how a caring community can proceed from the most ordinary transactions, all the 
while smashing media-induced stereotypes of the races and race relations.’—
Citation for Chicago Sun Times Chicago Book of the Year Award. ‘An instant classic
of ethnography that will provoke debate and provide insight for years to come.’—
Michael Eric Dyson, Chicago Tribune.

Mitchell Duneier is an American sociologist and ethnographer. He is currently 
Maurice P. During Professor and department chair of Sociology at Princeton 
University and is also a regular Visiting Distinguished Professor of Sociology at the
Graduate Center of the City University of New York.
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Dunn, Ross E. The Adventures of Ibn Battuta: A Muslim Traveler of the Fourteenth
Century, Revised Edition, with a New Preface. Berkeley. 2004. University of 
California Press. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9780520243859. 359 pages. paperback. Inventory # 38116. $25.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Known as the greatest traveler of premodern times, Abu
Abdallah ibn Battuta was born in Morocco in 1304 and educated in Islamic law. At 
the age of twenty-one, he left home to make the holy pilgrimage to Mecca. This was
only the first of a series of extraordinary journeys that spanned nearly three decades
and took him not only eastward to India and China but also north to the Volga River
valley and south to Tanzania. The narrative of these travels has been known to 
specialists in Islamic and medieval history for years. Ross E. Dunn's 1986 retelling 
of these tales, however, was the first work of scholarship to make the legendary 
traveler's story accessible to a general audience. Now updated with revisions, a new
preface, and an updated bibliography, Dunn's classic interprets Ibn Battuta's 
adventures and places them within the rich, trans-hemispheric cultural setting of 
medieval Islam.

Ross E. Dunn is Professor of History, San Diego State University, and the editor of 
The New World History: A Teacher’s Companion (2000).
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Dunne, John Gregory. Crooning. New York. 1990. Simon & Schuster. 1st Printing. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0671672363. 288 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Lawrence Ratzkin. Inventory # 14477. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In CROONING, his first collection of nonfiction since the 
remarkable QUINTANA & FRIENDS, John Gregory Dunne targets the American 
landscape. CROONING reconfirms Dunne’s range as a trenchant observer, good 
friend, and formidable foe: ‘a man with moral athlete’s foot’ is how he characterizes 
the Los Angeles chief of police, and of Oliver North, he writes, ‘In nations less 
fastidious than ours, selling guns to the people responsible for the massacre of 241
of your country’s soldiery might be construed as treason.’ Dunne moves easily from 
these subjects to a portrait of a septuagenarian blacklisted Hollywood screenwriter 
reincarnated as a prize-winning young Chicano novelist to the tragedy at 
Chappaquiddick to the criminal justice system and the mechanics of death at the 
Los Angeles county morgue. He dissects Hollywood, explains the labyrinthine 
undercurrents of California water politics, muses on the vainglory of William F 
Buckley, Jr., and reports on the ticking time bomb of Jerusalem in the weeks before 
the intifada. Whatever the subject, John Gregory Dunne is in top form, ‘funny, 
outrageous, cynical and spellbinding’ as People magazine called him. From one of 
America’s most acclaimed writers, CROONING hits all the notes.

John Gregory Dunne (May 25, 1932 – December 30, 2003) was an American 
novelist, screenwriter and literary critic.
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Dunne, John Gregory. Dutch Shea, Jr. New York. 1982. Linden Press. 1st Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket.Remainder Mark. 0671412922. 352 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 2688. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Lee was in the ladies’ room when the bomb went off.’ So
begins John Gregory Dunne’s first novel since his triumphant best seller TRUE 
CONFESSIONS. Lee is the ex-wife of Dutch Shea, Jr., a criminal lawyer ravaged by
memory, assaulted by the past. The victim of this random act of terrorism is their 
daughter, Cat. ‘SHEA, Catherine Liggett,’ reads the police report. ‘Female; 
Caucasian; 18.’ Reading forensic reports is a habit Dutch (Jack) Shea cannot break,
even when the chance victim is his own daughter. It is a death no more and no less
violent than those caused by the criminals Dutch Shea, Jr., defends, but it is the one
that shatters defenses he has erected over a lifetime. Jack Shea is a man who has 
never questioned his past because he has never wanted to know the answers. His 
father committed suicide in prison, Lee was unfaithful, but in both cases Jack 
carefully refused to ask why. He regarded his law practice as defender of arsonists 
and murderers and tycoon pimps as ‘chemotherapy for a metastasizing memory.’ 
Only with the death of Cat does he begin to scrutinize his life with the objectivity of a
stranger. As the fragments of memory shift into focus, we meet a vast assortment of
vibrant and raucous characters. There are Dutch Shea’s surrogate father, D. F. 
Campion, a tiny, furious man who is a repository of secrets; and D. E’s son, Father
Hugh Campion, a celebrity priest who won the $100,000 Golden Medley on ‘Name 
That Tune.’ There are Marty Cagney, the private detective (DISCREETLY 
DETERMINING WHAT WAS DONE-WHERE + WITH WHOM) who uncovered Lee
Shea’s adultery; and Judge Martha Sweeney, Dutch Shea’s mistress, who was a 
virgin until she was 31 and who wears a .38 on the bench. In five previous books, 
John Gregory Dunne has produced a rich and mordantly funny body of work. All the
hallmarks of Mr. Dunnes work are present in Dutch Shea, Jr. -a riotous sense of 
humor, a microscopic sense of personal betrayal, and a private code of honor that 
prevails even in the face of public dishonor.

John Gregory Dunne (May 25, 1932 – December 30, 2003) was an American 
novelist, screenwriter and literary critic.
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Dunne, John Gregory. Harp. New York. 1989. Simon & Schuster. 1st Printing. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0671688529. 235 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Lawrence
Ratzkin. Inventory # 12542. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Dunne identifies four stages of the Irish-American 
experience: immigrant, outcast, assimilated, deracinated. By the end of what PW 
termed ‘this mordant, defiant, raunchy, sarcastic memoir-a mix of self-revelation, 
travel sketches, ruminations,’ Dunne is proudly searching for his great-grandfather’s
identity in the parish records of an Irish village. - PUBLISHER WEEKLY.

John Gregory Dunne (May 25, 1932 – December 30, 2003) was an American 
novelist, screenwriter and literary critic.
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Dunne, John Gregory. Quintana & Friends. New York. 1978. Dutton. 1st Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0525186751. 263 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Alfred Manso. Inventory # 2687. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - QUINTANA & FRIENDS is John Gregory Dunne’s first 
book since his best-selling novel True Confessions. Long regarded as one of our 
finest reporters, he is noted for his ironic wit and his keen ability to capture the 
nuances of any scene or situation he covers. This is his first collection of the 
nonfiction pieces he has written over the past fifteen years, and it is a brilliant book.
Underlying its four sections (‘Software,’ ‘Hardware, ‘‘Tinsel’’ and ‘‘Continental Drift’) 
is a single thread: the confrontation between a transplanted Eastern- er’s 
sensibilities and the culture of the contemporary West. Dunne finds his subjects in a
tiny desert community on the edge of Death Valley, in a missile silo in Montana, in a
town on San Francisco Bay with memories of being leveled during a World War II 
munitions explosion. He inhales the aroma of a small-time fight club; he experiences
the doldrums of a road trip with a big-league baseball team; he visits a private 
detective who specializes in lost cat capers and spends the day with a stunt man 
who falls on his head for a living. Throughout the section called ‘Hardware,’ he offers
an insightful and compassionate view of certain volatile issues of the sixties. In the 
wonderfully sardonic essays in ‘Tinsel,’ he is able, as observer and more importantly
as participant, to reflect coolly on Hollywood and the film business from the inside 
out. And in the two memorable title pieces, he explores the nature of a guarded 
friendship between two men and what it means to him to be the father of an adopted
daughter. The thirty-three essays in QUINTANA & FRIENDS appeared (sometimes 
in slightly different form) in such publications as the old Saturday Evening Post, 
Esquire, the Atlantic Monthly Press and New York. Taken together, they represent 
John Gregory Dunne at his best-which is to say, a remarkably perceptive and highly
entertaining look at American life.

John Gregory Dunne (May 25, 1932 – December 30, 2003) was an American 
novelist, screenwriter and literary critic.
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Dunne, John Gregory. True Confessions. New York. 1977. Dutton. 1st Edition. Very
Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0525223657. 341 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Neil Stuart. Inventory # 2686. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1940s Los Angeles, an unidentified murder victim is 
found bisected in a shadowy lot. A catchy nickname is given her in jest-'The Virgin 
Tramp'-and suddenly a 'nice little homicide that would have drifted off the front 
pages in a couple of days' becomes a storm center. Two brothers, Tom and Des 
Spellacy, are at the heart of this powerful novel of Irish-Catholic life in Southern 
California just after World War II. Played in the film version by Robert Duvall and 
Robert De Niro respectively, Tom is a homicide detective and Des is a priest on the 
rise within the Church. The murder investigation provides the background against 
which are played the ever changing loyalties of the two brothers. Theirs is a world of
favors and fixes, power and promises, inhabited by priests and pimps, cops and 
contractors, boxers and jockeys and lesbian fight promoters and lawyers who know
how to put the fix in. A fast-paced and often hilarious classic of contemporary fiction,
True Confessions is about a crime that has no solutions, only victims. More 
important, it is about the complex relationship between Tom and Des Spellacy, each
tainted with the guilt and hostility that separate brothers.

John Gregory Dunne (May 25, 1932 – December 30, 2003) was an American 
novelist, screenwriter and literary critic.
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Dunning, John. Deadline. New York. 1981. Fawcett. 1st Fawcett Gold Medal 
Printing. Tear On Edge Of Pages 7/8 & Pen Mark On Front Free Endpaper,
Otherwise Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 0449143988. 222 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 35381. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A small girl dies tragically in a circus fire. No one knows
who she is. No one claims the body. A beautiful young dancer Leaves the pious 
shelter of her Amish home to try her fortune in New York. Between these wildly 
unrelated events is a terrifying link. To bring it to light, Dalton Walker, prize-winning
newspaperman, will risk kidnapping - and worse. His quest will thrust him into the 
twilight world of underground revolt, confront him with surprising faces of passion, 
and ultimately shock him with the revelation of a far-flung conspiracy too deadly to 
be named. Yesterday he reported the story, now he is the story.

John Dunning (born January 9, 1942) is an American writer of non-fiction and 
detective fiction. He is known for his reference books on old-time radio and his 
series of mysteries featuring Denver bookseller and ex-policeman Cliff Janeway.
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Dunning, John. The Bookman's Wake: A Mystery With Cliff Janeway. New York. 
1995. Scribners. Advance Reader's Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 0684800039. 
352 pages. paperback. Inventory # 21028. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Few novels have been as eagerly awaited as John 
Dunning’s sequel to the award-winning Booked to Die, which was hailed by critics 
and readers for both its powerful writing and its fascinating glimpse into the world of
rare book collecting. Now, Denver cop-turned-book-dealer Cliff Janeway is back, 
lured by an enterprising ex-cop into going to Seattle to bring back a fugitive wanted 
for assault, burglary, and the possible theft of a priceless edition of Edgar Allan 
Poe’s ‘The Raven.’ The bail jumper turns out to be a young, vulnerable woman who
calls herself Eleanor Rigby, and who happens to be a gifted book scout. Janeway 
finds Eleanor enchanting — and is equally intrigued by the deadly history 
surrounding the rare volume. Stalked by people willing to kill to get their hands on it,
a terrified Eleanor slips from Janeway’s grasp and disappears. To find her, Janeway
must unravel the secrets surrounding the book and its mysterious maker, for only 
this knowledge can stop the cruel hand of death from turning another page.

John Dunning (born January 9, 1942) is an American writer of non-fiction and 
detective fiction. He is known for his reference books on old-time radio and his 
series of mysteries featuring Denver bookseller and ex-policeman Cliff Janeway.
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Dunning, John. Two O'Clock, Eastern Wartime. New York. 2001. Scribner. Special 
Advance Reader's Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 0743201957. 479 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 27997. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A riveting new thriller that takes us back to the summer 
of 1942, when radio was in its prime, when daylight saving time gave way to 
‘wartime,’ when stations like WHAR on the New Jersey coast struggled to create 
programming that entertained and inspired a nation in its dark hour. Into this intense
community of radio artists and technicians in Regina Beach, New Jersey, come Jack
Dulaney and Holly Carnahan. They are determined to find Holly’s missing father, 
whose last desperate word came from this noisy seaside town. Holly sings like an 
angel and has what it takes to become a star. Jack-a racetrack hot-walker and 
novelist who’s hit every kind of trouble in his travels from sea to sea-tries out as a 
writer at WHAR and soon discovers a passion for radio and a natural talent for script
writing. While absorbing the ways of radio, from writing to directing, he meets some
extraordinarily brave and gifted people who touch his life in ways he could not have 
imagined-actresses Rue, Pauline, and Hazel; actor-director Waldo, creator of the 
magnificent black show Freedom Road; and enigmatic station owner Loren Harford,
among others. Jack’s zeal for radio is exceeded only by his devotion to Holly, who 
needs his help but who is terrified for his safety. Strange things are happening in 
Regina Beach, starting with an English actor who walked out of the station six years
ago and was never seen again. And Holly’s father is gone too, in equally puzzling 
circumstances. As Jack and Holly penetrate deeper into the shadows of the past, 
they learn that someone will do anything, including murder, to hide some 
devastating truths. In a stunning novel that transcends genre, John Dunning calls 
upon his vast knowledge of radio and his incisive reading of history to create a 
poignant, page-turning work of fiction that sheds new insights on some of the most 
harrowing events of the twentieth century.

John Dunning (born January 9, 1942) is an American writer of non-fiction and 
detective fiction. He is known for his reference books on old-time radio and his 
series of mysteries featuring Denver bookseller and ex-policeman Cliff Janeway.
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Dunning, John. Two O'Clock,Eastern Wartime. New York. 2001. Scribner. Special 
Fingerprint Edition (Index Finger). Very Good in Dustjacket. 0743201957. 1of 2500
Copies. Fine In Dustjacket. 478 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 28473. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A riveting new thriller that takes us back to the summer 
of 1942, when radio was in its prime, when daylight saving time gave way to 
‘wartime,’ when stations like WHAR on the New Jersey coast struggled to create 
programming that entertained and inspired a nation in its dark hour. Into this intense
community of radio artists and technicians in Regina Beach, New Jersey, come Jack
Dulaney and Holly Carnahan. They are determined to find Holly’s missing father, 
whose last desperate word came from this noisy seaside town. Holly sings like an 
angel and has what it takes to become a star. Jack-a racetrack hot-walker and 
novelist who’s hit every kind of trouble in his travels from sea to sea-tries out as a 
writer at WHAR and soon discovers a passion for radio and a natural talent for script
writing. While absorbing the ways of radio, from writing to directing, he meets some
extraordinarily brave and gifted people who touch his life in ways he could not have 
imagined-actresses Rue, Pauline, and Hazel; actor-director Waldo, creator of the 
magnificent black show Freedom Road; and enigmatic station owner Loren Harford,
among others. Jack’s zeal for radio is exceeded only by his devotion to Holly, who 
needs his help but who is terrified for his safety. Strange things are happening in 
Regina Beach, starting with an English actor who walked out of the station six years
ago and was never seen again. And Holly’s father is gone too, in equally puzzling 
circumstances. As Jack and Holly penetrate deeper into the shadows of the past, 
they learn that someone will do anything, including murder, to hide some 
devastating truths. In a stunning novel that transcends genre, John Dunning calls 
upon his vast knowledge of radio and his incisive reading of history to create a 
poignant, page-turning work of fiction that sheds new insights on some of the most 
harrowing events of the twentieth century.

John Dunning (born January 9, 1942) is an American writer of non-fiction and 
detective fiction. He is known for his reference books on old-time radio and his 
series of mysteries featuring Denver bookseller and ex-policeman Cliff Janeway.
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Dunning, John. Two O'Clock,Eastern Wartime. New York. 2001. Scribner. Special 
Advance Reader's Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 0743201957. paperback. Signed
by the Author. Inventory # 28276. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A riveting new thriller that takes us back to the summer 
of 1942, when radio was in its prime, when daylight saving time gave way to 
‘wartime,’ when stations like WHAR on the New Jersey coast struggled to create 
programming that entertained and inspired a nation in its dark hour. Into this intense
community of radio artists and technicians in Regina Beach, New Jersey, come Jack
Dulaney and Holly Carnahan. They are determined to find Holly’s missing father, 
whose last desperate word came from this noisy seaside town. Holly sings like an 
angel and has what it takes to become a star. Jack-a racetrack hot-walker and 
novelist who’s hit every kind of trouble in his travels from sea to sea-tries out as a 
writer at WHAR and soon discovers a passion for radio and a natural talent for script
writing. While absorbing the ways of radio, from writing to directing, he meets some
extraordinarily brave and gifted people who touch his life in ways he could not have 
imagined-actresses Rue, Pauline, and Hazel; actor-director Waldo, creator of the 
magnificent black show Freedom Road; and enigmatic station owner Loren Harford,
among others. Jack’s zeal for radio is exceeded only by his devotion to Holly, who 
needs his help but who is terrified for his safety. Strange things are happening in 
Regina Beach, starting with an English actor who walked out of the station six years
ago and was never seen again. And Holly’s father is gone too, in equally puzzling 
circumstances. As Jack and Holly penetrate deeper into the shadows of the past, 
they learn that someone will do anything, including murder, to hide some 
devastating truths. In a stunning novel that transcends genre, John Dunning calls 
upon his vast knowledge of radio and his incisive reading of history to create a 
poignant, page-turning work of fiction that sheds new insights on some of the most 
harrowing events of the twentieth century.

John Dunning (born January 9, 1942) is an American writer of non-fiction and 
detective fiction. He is known for his reference books on old-time radio and his 
series of mysteries featuring Denver bookseller and ex-policeman Cliff Janeway.
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Duranti, Francesca. Personal Effects. New York. 1993. Random House. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679411046. Translated from the Italian
by Stephen Sartarelli. 152 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Robbin Schiff. Jacket
photograph by Joyce Ravid. Inventory # 18228. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Where is Milos Jarco? That's the mystery at the heart of 
this sparkling satiric novel by prize-winning Italian author Francesca Duranti. And 
who is Milos Jarco? He is the world's most famous Eastern European author, who 
burst onto the literary scene when his impassioned speech at the PEN conference in
New York City made headlines everywhere. His novels since have met with 
international acclaim, but he has become a recluse. Why? Valentina, a would-be 
Italian journalist, decides to find out. Trying to create a life for herself in the wake of
her divorce, she knows that an interview with Jarco would be just the thing to launch
her on a journalistic career. But traveling to the topsy-turvy world of pre-glasnost 
Eastern Europe, Valentina encounters literary apparatchiks, bugged telephones, a 
pure-spirited poet (with whom she promptly falls in love), and lots of rumors - but no
Jarco. And then she learns the astonishing truth, which all began with the World 
Series. With its lively wit and keen psychological insight, Personal Effects is a 
marvelously entertaining excursion through the cult of celebrity, Western foibles, 
Communist absurdities, and the ideologies, personal and political, from which we 
fashion our lives.

FRANCESCA DURANTI’s 1986 novel THE HOUSE ON MOON LAKE was a literary
triumph, winning the Bagutta Prize, the Martina Franca Prize, and the City of Milan 
Prize. Her next novel, HAPPY ENDING, was a bestseller in Italy and was praised as
‘beautiful, lively, and intelligent’ (Library Journal) when published in the United 
States. Ms. Duranti has a law degree from the University of Pisa and has translated
novels from French, German, and English. She lives in Milan, Italy.
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Duranti, Francesca. The House On Moon Lake. New York. 1986. Random House. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Worn Dustjacket With A Piece Missing From 
The Top Back. 0394550374. Translated from the Italian by Stephen Sartarelli. 183 
pages. hardcover. Jacket art by Wendell Minor. Inventory # 12905. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This prize-winning novel, a sudden, stunning success 
when first published in Italian, is the story of a story—and of twin temptations: 
opportunities and obscurities, truth and fiction, reality and fantasy. The young man at
its center is heir to a pleasant past, hostage to an indefinite present, and an 
adventurer into an oddly veiled future. Garrone is a critical, insecure intellectual who
decides to rescue himself from obscurity by translating an obscure novel, The 
impact of his discovery brings recognitions, rewards, and menace. Garrone finds 
himself the almost willing victim of a character he had thought to be fictional. A 
curious love story has become a haunting ghost story. In the end, Garrone must 
choose among loyalties, attractions, and compulsions - loyalty to the gifted young 
publisher whose friendship has repaid them both; attraction to his beautiful Italian 
lover; the compulsion of a puzzling German woman of whose reality he is no longer
certain. This is, wrote Mario Soldati in Corriere della Sera, ‘an enchanting story. we 
share in complicated maneuvers, surprising reversals, changing discoveries which 
are fascinating.’ FRANCESCA DURANTI lives in Milan, Italy, where she contributes
to Il Giornale newspaper and is at work on a new novel. For THE HOUSE ON 
MOON LAKE she has been awarded the Bagutta Prize, the Martina Franca Prize, 
and the City of Milan Prize. She has a law degree born the University 0f Pisa, and 
she has translated novels from French, German and English.

FRANCESCA DURANTI’s 1986 novel THE HOUSE ON MOON LAKE was a literary
triumph, winning the Bagutta Prize, the Martina Franca Prize, and the City of Milan 
Prize. Her next novel, HAPPY ENDING, was a bestseller in Italy and was praised as
‘beautiful, lively, and intelligent’ (Library Journal) when published in the United 
States. Ms. Duranti has a law degree from the University of Pisa and has translated
novels from French, German, and English. She lives in Milan, Italy.
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Duras, Marguerite. Emily L. New York. 1989. Pantheon Books. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0394572335. Translated from the French by
Barbara Bray. 113 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by John Martinez. Jacket 
design by Louise Fili. Inventory # 12014. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It’s the end of summer in a French port town. A French 
couple sit in a bar. At the same bar are a British yachtsman and his aging - perhaps 
infirm, perhaps simply dissolute - wife. What has brought the British couple to this 
port? What binds them together, and what keeps them apart from their native land?
The French couple use the Englishman and his wife to examine their own lives, 
piecing together - or simply making up - a past for them that mirrors the course of 
their own relationship. What has kept each couple intact? What are their real 
feelings for each other? What, indeed, is love? Through these questions Marguerite
Duras produces an exquisitely poetic exploration of the themes of love and 
commitment, truth, art, and beauty, as only she can. EMILY L. is Marguerite Duras’s
most accessible book since THE LOVER and was an immediate best-seller in 
France.

Marguerite Donnadieu, known as Marguerite Duras (4 April 1914 – 3 March 1996) 
was a French writer and film director. She was born in Gia-Dinh (a former name for
Saigon), French Indochina (now Vietnam), after her parents responded to a 
campaign by the French government encouraging people to work in the colony. In 
1943, for her first novel published Les Impudents, she decided to use as pen name 
the surname of Duras, a village in the Lot-et-Garonne département, where her 
father's house was located. She was the author of many novels, plays, films, 
interviews, essays and short fiction.
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Duras, Marguerite. L’Amour. Rochester. 2013. Open Letter. 1st American Edition of
This Translation. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781934824795. Translated from the 
French by Kazim Ali and Libby Murphy. 112 pages. paperback. Inventory # 41657. 
$15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A man—the traveler—arrives in the seaside town of S. 
Thala with the intent to abandon his present, and instead finds himself abruptly 
reintroduced to his past. Through his subsequent interactions with ‘her,’ the woman 
to whom he was briefly engaged as a young man over twenty years ago, and ‘him,’ 
the man who walks and keeps watch over ‘her,’ the traveler is soon drawn back in 
and acclimated to the strange timelessness and company that is S. Thala. Written in
a stark and cinematic narrative style, this sequel to Duras’s 1964 novel The 
Ravishing of Lol Stein is a curious, yet haunting representation of the human 
memory: what we choose to recall, what we choose to forget, and how reliable we 
ultimately decide ourselves to be.

Marguerite Duras was born in Giadinh, Vietnam (then Indochina) to French parents.
During her lifetime she wrote dozens of plays, film scripts, and novels, including The
Ravishing of Lol Stein, The Sea Wall, and Hiroshima, Mon Amour, and was 
associated with the nouveau roman (or new novel) French literary movement. Duras
is probably most well known for The Lover, an autobiographical work that received 
the Goncourt prize in 1984 and was made into a film in 1992. She died in Paris in 
1996.
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Duras, Marguerite. The North China Lover. New York. 1992. New Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 1565840186. Translated 
from the French by Leigh Hafrey. 231 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph: Sygma.
Jacket design by Louise Fili. Inventory # 25165. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Hailed in France as ‘an incomparable pleasure,’ 
Marguerite Duras’s newest novel is a fascinating retelling of the dramatic 
experiences of her adolescence that have shaped her work. Far more daring and 
truthful than any book she has written before, it emphasizes the tough realities of her
youth in Indochina and reveals much that her earlier works concealed. An instant 
number-one bestseller in France, THE NORTH CHINA LOVER both shocks and 
entrances its readers. Initially written as notes toward a filmscript for THE LOVER, 
the book has the grainy, filmic qualities of a documentary. Gone are the romantic 
and nostalgic readings of the past. Here are the humiliations and passions of the 
poverty-ridden world in which Duras grew up: the intense sexuality of the young 
women who were her friends and classmates, a group adolescents impatient for the
experiences of adulthood while still caught up in the conflicts of childhood. For all 
who have admired Duras’s previous work, here is an exciting and unexpected 
reading of her past - a work the French critics called a return to ‘the Duras of the 
great books and the great days.’

Marguerite Donnadieu, known as Marguerite Duras (4 April 1914 – 3 March 1996) 
was a French writer and film director. She was born in Gia-Dinh (a former name for
Saigon), French Indochina (now Vietnam), after her parents responded to a 
campaign by the French government encouraging people to work in the colony. In 
1943, for her first novel published Les Impudents, she decided to use as pen name 
the surname of Duras, a village in the Lot-et-Garonne département, where her 
father's house was located. She was the author of many novels, plays, films, 
interviews, essays and short fiction.
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Durell, Ann and Sachs, Marilyn (editors). The Big Book For Peace. New York. 1990.
Dutton. 1st Printing. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0525446052. Includes A
Wide Variety Of Contributing Authors & Illustrators. 120 pages. hardcover. jacket 
illustration by Maurice Sendak. Inventory # 14828. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This very special volume was created by more than thirty
of the best known and loved authors and illustrators of children’s books. Filled with 
stories, pictures, poems, and even a song, it is a book about many kinds of peace. 
Peace among people living in different lands - but also among next-door neighbors.
Harmony among people of different races - and among sister and brothers. 
Understanding among those separated by their beliefs - and those separated by 
generations. It is a book for young people to enjoy, to think about, and to share. 
Some of its contents are funny and fanciful. Others are serious and moving. All 
celebrate peace and the hope that there will be a peaceful world for every child to 
inherit.

Ann Durell (September 20, 1930 in Belleplain, N.J. - May 6, 2018) was a children's 
book author and editor. Marilyn Sachs (December 18, 1927 – December 28, 2016)
was an American author of award-winning children's books.
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Durgnat, Raymond. WR - Mysteries of the Organism. London. 1999. British Film 
Institute. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0851707203. 96 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 34803. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Dusan Makajev’s controversial and explicit WR - 
Mysteries of the Organism (1971), ‘WR’ is Wilhelm Reich , maverick intellectual, 
sexual pioneer and theorist of ‘Orgone energy’, but also ‘world revolution’. WR 
stages an encounter between psychotherapy and Marxism, sexual permissiveness 
and socialism. Juxtaposing hippie America and cold war Yugoslavia, it’s a film of 
ideas and sensations which speaks urgently to the contemporary world. Raymond 
Durgnat thinks that WR is an adventure playground, a ‘jungle gym’ which the film’s 
spectators enter and interact with. It’s intellectual cinema, and a film which 
prophesied the horror of the conflict and slaughter in what is now the former 
Yugoslavia.

Raymond Durgnat (1 September 1932 – 19 May 2002) was a British film critic, who
was born in London of Swiss parents. During his life he wrote for virtually every 
major English language film publication. In 1965 he published the first major critical
essay on Michael Powell, who had hitherto been "fashionably dismissed by critics as
a 'technician’s director'", as Durgnat put it. His many books include Films and 
Feelings (1967), A Mirror for England: British Movies from Austerity to Affluence 
(1970), and The Strange Case of Alfred Hitchcock (1974). He wrote principally for 
Films and Filming (in the 1960s), Film Comment (in the 1970s) and Monthly Film 
Bulletin (in the 1980s), and taught at various art schools and universities, notably St
Martin's College and the Royal College of Art, where his students included Tony 
Scott. Toward the end of his life he was visiting professor at the University of East 
London.
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Durrenmatt, Friedrich. The Assignment Or On the Observing of the Observer of the
Observers. New York. 1988. Random House. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0394560108. Translated from the German by Joel Agee. 131 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket photo by Christine Rodin. Inventory # 9996. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Friedrich Dürrenmatt’s experimental thriller THE 
ASSIGNMENT, the wife of a psychiatrist has been raped and killed near a desert 
ruin in North Africa. Her husband hires a woman named F. to reconstruct the 
unsolved crime in a documentary film. F. is soon unwittingly thrust into a paranoid 
world of international espionage where everyone is watched—including the 
watchers. After discovering a recent photograph of the supposed murder victim 
happily reunited with her husband, F. becomes trapped in an apocalyptic landscape
riddled with political intrigue, crimes of mistaken identity, and terrorism. F.’s 
labyrinthine quest for the truth is Dürrenmatt’s fictionalized warning against the 
dangers of a technologically advanced society that turns everyday life into one of 
constant scrutiny. Joel Agee’s elegant translation will introduce a fresh generation of
English-speaking readers to one of European literature’s masters of language, 
suspense, and dystopia.

Friedrich Dürrenmatt (January 5, 1921 – December 14, 1990) was a Swiss author 
and dramatist. He was a proponent of epic theater whose plays reflected the recent
experiences of World War II. The politically active author gained fame largely due to
his avant-garde dramas, philosophically deep crime novels, and often macabre 
satire. One of his leading sentences was: ‘A story is not finished, until it has taken 
the worst turn’.
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Durrenmatt, Friedrich. The Execution of Justice. New York. 1989. Random House. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394578023. Translated from the 
German by John E. Woods. 216 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 24305. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1935 Dr Isaak Kohler, a distinguished Zurich 
councilman, walks into a restaurant full of well-known politicians, businessmen and 
artists, and shoots a university professor in open view. For his crime, Kohler is 
sentenced to twenty years in prison. Dr Kohler, happy as a lark and infectiously 
content behind bars, sends for Spat, a young, down-on-his-luck lawyer and asks him
to re-investigate his case on the supposition that he is innocent. Spat does the 
seemingly impossible - he manages to have the murderer acquitted - and in the 
process is driven to madness. The lawyer becomes obsessed with his intellectual 
enterprise and, seduced by the notion of justice, decides to murder the murderer. 
Durrenmatt tells the final part of the story in his own voice, and reveals the sorry fate
that befalls Spat after he becomes the unwitting participant in Dr Kohler's conspiracy
of revenge. The Execution of Justice is a brilliant allegorical thriller that dramatizes 
the distinction between justice and the law.

Friedrich Dürrenmatt (January 5, 1921 – December 14, 1990) was a Swiss author 
and dramatist. He was a proponent of epic theater whose plays reflected the recent
experiences of World War II. The politically active author gained fame largely due to
his avant-garde dramas, philosophically deep crime novels, and often macabre 
satire. One of his leading sentences was: ‘A story is not finished, until it has taken 
the worst turn’.keywords

Literature Translated 
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Dyer, Richard. Brief Encounter. London. 1993. British Film Institute. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0851703623. 72 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
34804. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Celia Johnson,’ writes Richar Dyer in his affectionate but
clear-sighted account of Brief Encounter, ‘is probably what most people remember 
of the film, along with trains and Rachmaninov.’ Johnson’s performance as Laura, a
woman torn between passion and domestic duty, is at the centre of the narrative. 
Though it’s a film made by men, it is the woman’s voice we hear recounting the story
of a small-town love affair and her renunciation of it. And it is Johnson who most 
subtly expresses what Dyer calls ‘the heartbreakingly touching awkwardness’ of the
film’s emotions. This emotional restraint, the sense of powerful feelings kept under 
wraps, is brilliantly described in Dyer’s analysis; it is what gives Brief Encounter its 
peculiarly English feel. And it is also, as he explains, what makes the film speak so 
directly to a gay audience, for whom the subject - ‘forbidden love in ordinary lives’ - 
has a special resonance.

Richard Dyer is Professor of Film Studies at the University of Warwick. He is the 
author of many books and articles on the cinema, among which are Stars (new 
edition, 1998) and a volume on Brief Encounter in the BFI Film Classics series 
(1993).
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Dyer, Richard. Seven. London. 2002. British Film Institute. Reprinted Paperback 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0851707238. 96 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
34805. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Gluttony, Greed, Sloth, Lust, Pride, Envy, Wrath. A serial
killer on a warped mission who turns his victims’ ‘sins’ into the means of their 
murder. Seven (David Fincher, 1995) is one of the most acclaimed American films of
the 1990s. Starring Morgan Freeman, Brad Pitt and Kevin Spacey, Seven is the 
darkest of films. In it performance, cinematography, sound and plot combine to 
create a harrowing account of a world beset by an all-encompassing, irremediable 
wickedness. Richard Dyer explores in turn the questions of sin, story, structure, 
seriality, sound, sight and salvation, analysing how Seven both epitomises and 
modifies the serial killer genre which is such a feature of recent cinema.

Richard Dyer is Professor of Film Studies at the University of Warwick. He is the 
author of many books and articles on the cinema, among which are Stars (new 
edition, 1998) and a volume on Brief Encounter in the BFI Film Classics series 
(1993).
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Dygat, Stanislaw. Cloak of Illusion. Cambridge. 1969. MIT Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0262040298. Translated from the 
Polish by David Welsh. 172 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 6084. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Stanislaw Dygat is known in Poland as a writer of gently
satiric ‘light’ novels and short stories. ‘His stance is one of deliberate naivete; when
he narrates (usually in the first person) he likes to identify himself with a starry-eyed,
disorganized, and helpless human being.’ (Czeslaw Milosz, HISTORY OF POLISH 
LITERATURE). This is a translation of Dygat’s novel Disneyland in which the hero is
a member of the disaffected young generation of Eastern Europe. Marek Arens is a 
famous athlete whose ideals for moral honesty conflict with the generally accepted 
hypocritical conventions of society. Though he is defeated, he does not give up his 
attempts to piece together a moral system he can live by. This existential drive gives
Dygat’s work a certain universality beyond the story’s setting of Cracow, Poland. At
a masquerade ball, Arens has a brief encounter with a girl. She disappears but her 
image endures in his mind as ‘the one bright and pure happening in my life.’ 
Meanwhile he develops a relationship with another girl. But he is unable to stop 
playing the roles of deception society imposes on him. Blaming himself for his 
failure, he seeks to be punished. Too late, he discovers that everything on which he
based his beliefs were illusions created by misunderstandings. Arens realizes he 
can never become and ‘absolutely honest’ man. ‘Integrity can only have meaning 
when it is collective property.’. ‘Dygat’s casually structured plots go together with a 
colloquial, nonchalant language. ‘ (Milosz). Though much of the natural idiom is 
untranslatable, the reader will find this an interesting insight into the life of Polish 
youth today. Throughout the story, the Mound of Cracow looms as a symbol of the 
futility and at the same time the permanence of life.

Stanisław Dygat (1914-1978) was a Polish writer. His most famous novel, ‘Jezioro 
Bodeńskie’ (‘Lake Constance‘), was written during the World War II and published in
1946. All of his works are partly autobiographical (ex. because of his French origin, 
he was an internee in Constance in 1939).
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Dylan, Bob. Tarantula. Madison, Wisconsin. 1960. Pirated Edition. Early edition, 
following the Hibbing, MI pirated edition. This pirated edition is one of several 
published prior to Macmillan's edition in 1971 (who delayed publication some five 
years after it was originally scheduled). Stapled paperback, stiff white covers with 
illustration of Dylan on the cover. Tear Mark On Both Cover & Title Page,Otherwise
Very Good in Wrappers. Published in Madison, Wisconsin. Proceeds above 
production costs were to be used towards the publication of books by local writers. 
95 pages. paperback. Inventory # 9964. $500

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Accumulation of prose and poetry from a musician and 
personality of the 60s. In 1964 Dylan signed with Macmillan to write a book called 
Tarantula. ‘It’s about spiders,’ he said. Galley proofs were ready in 1966, but 
publication was suspended after Dylan’s motorcycle crash later in the year. 
Numerous bootlegged editions appeared before Macmillan published the novel in 
1971. A trade edition went to the galley stage before being pulled.

Bob Dylan (born Robert Allen Zimmerman, May 24, 1941) is an American singer-
songwriter, author, and artist who has been an influential figure in popular music and
culture for more than five decades.
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Dyson, Michael Eric. I May Not Get the re With You: The True Martin Luther King Jr.
New York. 2000. Free Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn 
Dustjacket. 0684867761. 404 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by Charles 
Blackstar. Inventory # 27372. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Where can we turn to find the vision that will guide us 
through these strange and difficult times? Michael Eric Dyson helps us find the 
answer in our recent past, by resurrecting the true Martin Luther King, Jr. A private 
citizen who transformed the world around him, King was arguably the greatest 
American who ever lived. Yet, as Dyson so poignantly reveals, Martin Luther King, 
Jr. has disappeared in plain sight. Despite the federal holiday, the postage stamps, 
and the required reference in history textbooks, King’s vitality and complexity have 
faded from view. Young people do not learn how radical he was, liberals forget that
he despaired of whites even as he loved them, and contemporary black leaders tend
to ignore the powerful forces that shaped him-the black church, language, and 
sexuality-thereby obscuring his relevance to black youth and hip-hop culture. 
Instead, King’s legacy has become a battlefield on which various forces wage war-
whether it is conservatives who appropriate his words to combat affirmative action, 
or the King family themselves, who want to control use of the great man’s words for
a fee. Former welfare dad, Princeton Ph.D., and Baptist preacher, Michael Eric 
Dyson sets out to find the man who was assassinated when Dyson himself was a 
nine-year-old boy living in downtown Detroit. And in his quest to unravel the 
meaning of King, Dyson discovers that the very contradictions embodied in the slain
leader’s life make him a man for our times. He returns to us a man as radical in his 
view of social injustice as Malcolm X, who still won the support of the white 
establishment; a man dedicated to the common good, who gave in to his own 
appetites; a master of language and rhetoric, who ‘sampled’ the words and ideas of
others; a man who despised the unjust distribution of wealth and used its fruits to 
feed his own people.

Michael Eric Dyson has been Director of the Institute of African American Research,
and Professor of Communication Studies at the University of North Carolina, Chapel
Hill, as well as an ordained Baptist minister.
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Early, Gerald (editor). Lure and Loathing: Essays On Race, Identity, & the 
Ambivalence of Assimilation. New York. 1993. Allen Lane. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670841854. 351 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Michael Ian Kaye. Jacket photographs by Exum. Inventory # 20327. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - 'The history of the American Negro is the history of strife.
The Negro is a sort of seventh son, born with a veil, and gifted with second sight in 
this American world. It is a peculiar sensation, this double-consciousness, this sense
of always looking at one's self through the eyes of others, of measuring one's soul 
by the tape of a world that looks on in amused contempt and pity. One ever feels his
twoness - an American, a Negro; two souls, two thoughts, two unreconciled 
strivings; two warring ideals in one dark body, whose dogged strength alone keeps it
from being torn asunder.' W. E. B. Du Bois, perhaps one of the greatest intellectuals
in American history, wrote this famous passage nearly a century ago in his classic 
book, The Souls of Black Folk. It still remains the most timely, the most quoted, and,
in some ways, the most misunderstood appraisal ever written of the tenuous 
psychological position of the black in America. Now twenty leading African-American
intellectuals address those words by Du Bois and reconsider their complex 
implications in the chill light of the 1990s in what promises to be a landmark volume 
in the literature of race and ethnicity. The contributors to Lure and Loathing 
represent a cross-section of African-American thought: here are Nikki Giovanni and
Henry Louis Gates, Jr., Pulitzer Prize-winner James McPherson and Yale law 
professor Stephen L. Carter; here are the distinguished journalist Itabari Njeri and 
the playwright, poet and essayist, Stanley Crouch; the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology's professor of Rhetoric and the History of Science, Kenneth R. Manning,
and others.

GERALD EARLY is the author of TUXEDO JUNCTION, a collection of essays on 
American culture, and editor of SPEECH AND POWER: THE AFRICAN AMERICAN
ESSAY AND ITS CULTURAL CONTEXT FROM POLEMICS TO PULPIT. A 
recipient of the Whiting Fellowship and the General Electric Foundation Award, he 
teaches African and Afro-American Studies at Washington University in St. Louis, 
Missouri.
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Early, Gerald (editor). Lure and Loathing: Essays On Race,Identity,& the 
Ambivalence of Assimilation. New York. 1993. Allen Lane. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. Remainder Mark On Bottom Edge. 0670841854. 351 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 27506. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - 'The history of the American Negro is the history of strife.
The Negro is a sort of seventh son, born with a veil, and gifted with second sight in 
this American world. It is a peculiar sensation, this double-consciousness, this sense
of always looking at one's self through the eyes of others, of measuring one's soul 
by the tape of a world that looks on in amused contempt and pity. One ever feels his
twoness - an American, a Negro; two souls, two thoughts, two unreconciled 
strivings; two warring ideals in one dark body, whose dogged strength alone keeps it
from being torn asunder.' W. E. B. Du Bois, perhaps one of the greatest intellectuals
in American history, wrote this famous passage nearly a century ago in his classic 
book, The Souls of Black Folk. It still remains the most timely, the most quoted, and,
in some ways, the most misunderstood appraisal ever written of the tenuous 
psychological position of the black in America. Now twenty leading African-American
intellectuals address those words by Du Bois and reconsider their complex 
implications in the chill light of the 1990s in what promises to be a landmark volume 
in the literature of race and ethnicity. The contributors to Lure and Loathing 
represent a cross-section of African-American thought: here are Nikki Giovanni and
Henry Louis Gates, Jr., Pulitzer Prize-winner James McPherson and Yale law 
professor Stephen L. Carter; here are the distinguished journalist Itabari Njeri and 
the playwright, poet and essayist, Stanley Crouch; the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology's professor of Rhetoric and the History of Science, Kenneth R. Manning,
and others.

GERALD EARLY is the author of TUXEDO JUNCTION, a collection of essays on 
American culture, and editor of SPEECH AND POWER: THE AFRICAN AMERICAN
ESSAY AND ITS CULTURAL CONTEXT FROM POLEMICS TO PULPIT. A 
recipient of the Whiting Fellowship and the General Electric Foundation Award, he 
teaches African and Afro-American Studies at Washington University in St. Louis, 
Missouri.
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Eastlake, William. The Bamboo Bed. New York. 1969. Simon & Schuster. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Worn Dustjacket. 350 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Paul Bacon. Inventory # 18698. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this powerful new novel, William Eastlake once again
blends heroic epic with gothic mystery and savage modern satire to create a 
masterful and haunting statement about the horrors and grim humors of war. 
Vietnam provides the war zone in • which Eastlake’s characters find themselves 
trapped. All of them - the brave and the cowardly, the ethical and the corrupt, the 
gentle and the cruel - move through this twilight of Death, groping for some means 
of physical and moral survival in the lethal conflict. Among those who fight in this war
and battle its arcane potency are: Mike, the veteran newspaperman on assignment 
in Vietnam; Captain Knightbridge, the commander of the BB, who makes love to his
female aide while the helicopter hovers 10,000 feet above the battle; Captain Clancy
and his mistress, Mme. Dieudonne; and a pair of flower children, who come seeking
love and find only destruction. Writing about William Eastlake’s earlier novels, 
CASTLE KEEP and THE BRONC PEOPLE, Walter van Tilburg Clark stated that 
‘Eastlake brought into sharpest focus all the questions about modern man and his 
values. with the most unimpeachable blend of sardonic realism and far-reaching 
myth.’ THE BAMBOO BED confirms Clark’s judgment. It is William Eastlake’s most 
significant statement: a black fantasy that captures both the glorious and the 
grotesque elements of 20th-century man; a work that crystallizes the reader’s 
laughter into careful reflection.

William Eastlake (1917–1997) was an American writer. His Checkerboard Trilogy 
consists of the works Go in Beauty (1956), The Bronc People (1958), and Portrait of
an Artist with Twenty-Six Horses (1963). The literary critic Larry McCaffery included 
the Checkerboard Trilogy in his list of the 20th Century's Greatest Hits: 100 English-
Language Books of Fiction. Eastlake's book, Castle Keep was made into the 1969 
movie, Castle Keep, directed by Sydney Pollack, starring Burt Lancaster, Patrick 
O'Neal, Jean-Pierre Aumont, Bruce Dern, and Peter Falk.
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Eaton, C. Violet. Some Habits. Richmond. 2015. Omnidawn Publishing/University 
Press of New England. Advance Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9781632430045. 6 x 9’. 72 pages. paperback. Inventory # 41409. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Some Habits proceeds by way of a series of letters 
charting the dreams, observations, apologies, and epiphanies of an unnamed 
addressor. The poem is infected by the vernacular language of the Ozark mountain 
region, and by the cultural effluvia of the flat lands hemming the Mississippi River. In
the manner of the great poetic epistles, Some Habits risks unknowing its subject. 
Who broadcasts? Who receives? ‘Some Habits is so inventively rich and tangly, so 
hilarious or outrageously sensual, it demands our lingering in it. What a love poem to
the body, to somebody, and to the world!’ - Forrest Gander, Judge of the Omnidawn
Open Book Contest.

C. Violet Eaton is the editor of Bestoned and Rural Harmonics, and the author of a 
chapbook, No Outside Force Can Harm the Coyote. He lives in Arkansas with his 
wife, the poet Sara Nicholson. He sells used & rare books.
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Eaton, Michael. Chinatown. London. 2000. British Film Institute. Reprinted 
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0851705324. 96 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 34806. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Directed in 1974 by Roman Polanski from a script by 
Robert Towne, Chinatown is a brilliant reworking of film noir set in a drought-stricken
Los Angeles of the 1930s. Jack Nicholson, in one of his most celebrated roles, stars
as a private eye who, despite his best intentions, can only bring disaster upon the 
enigmatic woman he has come to love. Michael Eaton analyses Chinatown in the 
context of the figure of the detective in literature and film from Sophocles to Edgar 
Allen Poe and Alfred Hitchcock. In a searching, detailed and entirely absorbing 
account of the narrative development and visual style of Chinatown, Eaton uncovers
both the film’s relationship to the pessimism of American cinema in the 1970s and its
veritably mythical structure and power.

Michael Eaton is a screenwriter and playwright. His screen credits include Fellow 
Traveller, Shoot to Kill, Signs and Wonders, and Shipman.
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Eban, Abba (introduction). The Beirut Massacre: The Complete Kahan Commission
Report. New York. 1983. Karz-Cohl. 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0943828554. 136 pages. paperback. Inventory # 36763. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Based on the testimony of 163 witnesses and over 
17,000 pages of documents, the Kahan commission report thoroughly examines the
circumstances surrounding the 1982 Beirut massacre and is a stinging indictment of
those involved. Includes appendices, parliamentary addresses by Ariel Sharon and
Shimon Peres, and biographies of the Kahan Commission Members. Abba Eban 
contributes an introduction placing both the massacre and the report in the context 
of Israel's history and moral standards. His comments highlight the differences 
between the views of Labor and of Likud, but also pay tribute to the Commission's 
work as a vindication of Israel's democracy and rule of law.

Abba Solomon Meir Eban (2 February 1915 – 17 November 2002) was an Israeli 
diplomat and politician, and a scholar of the Arabic and Hebrew languages. During 
his career, he was Israeli Foreign Affairs Minister, Education Minister, Deputy Prime
Minister, and ambassador to the United States and to the United Nations. He was 
also Vice President of the United Nations General Assembly and President of the 
Weizmann Institute of Science.
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Eberhart, Mignon G. Escape the Night. New York. 1946. Bantam Books. 2nd 
Bantam Paperback Printing. Tear At Bottom Corner Of Last Page & Top Corner Of
Back Cover Missing,Otherwise Good in Wrappers. 252 pages. paperback. 46. 
Inventory # 35490. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A murder mystery on the Californian coast.

Mignon Good Eberhart (July 6, 1899, Lincoln, Nebraska - October 8, 1996, 
Greenwich, Connecticut) was an American author of mystery novels. She had one of
the longest careers (from the 1920s to the 1980s) among major American mystery 
writers.
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Eberhart, Mignon G. Postmark Murder. New York. 1957. Dell Publishing Company.
1st Dell Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 224 pages. paperback. 955. 
Inventory # 41486. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A weird clause in a millionaire’s will triggers the murder 
of three strangers. MURDER ON HER CONSCIENCE. Laura March had seen the 
man only once before. And now he was dead - stabbed in the back. Her conscience
told her to call the police and report the murder. But her common sense warned her
not to pick up the phone, because she was the most logical suspect.

Mignon Good Eberhart (July 6, 1899, Lincoln, Nebraska - October 8, 1996, 
Greenwich, Connecticut) was an American author of mystery novels. She had one of
the longest careers (from the 1920s to the 1980s) among major American mystery 
writers.
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Ebersohn, Wessel. A Lonely Place To Die. New York. 1979. Pantheon Books. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394508556. South African Mystery. 
205 pages. hardcover. Jacket by Fred Marcellino. Inventory # 2111. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is a most promising first detective novel from South
Africa, a debut which we feel sure will attract attention and admiration. Its story 
starts when a Jewish prison psychiatrist is brought in to examine the black man he is
told has just poisoned a local bigwig. But the terrified, quivering schizophrenic who is
huddling in the prison cell is clearly not capable of poisoning anyone. Who then is 
the murderer, and how can he be uncovered? This startling, tough new novel brings
us into the heart of darkest South Africa, exposing a landscape very similar to the 
American South of fifty years ago. Indeed, our psychiatrist hero soon stumbles 
across a local gang resembling the KKK and discovers that the victim may well have
been its leader. As with all good detective stories, the setting is brilliantly 
established. Ebersohn, though this is his first novel, writes extremely well and knows
the intricacies of South African life intimately. His book shows us the worlds of both
blacks and whites. and convincingly leads us into the terror of their clashes.

Wessel Ebersohn was born in Cape Town, South Africa in 1940. He went to school 
in Cape Town and Somerset West. At the age of 15 he left school to become a pupil
telecommunications technician. His first book to be published was A LONELY 
PLACE TO DIE in 1977. The rest of his eleven titles have followed in the years since
then.
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Ebersohn, Wessel. A Lonely Place To Die. New York. 1980. Vintage Books. 
Paperback Reprint. Very Good in Wrappers. 0394745442. South African Mystery. 
271 pages. paperback. Inventory # 28713. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is a most promising first detective novel from South
Africa, a debut which we feel sure will attract attention and admiration. Its story 
starts when a Jewish prison psychiatrist is brought in to examine the black man he is
told has just poisoned a local bigwig. But the terrified, quivering schizophrenic who is
huddling in the prison cell is clearly not capable of poisoning anyone. Who then is 
the murderer, and how can he be uncovered? This startling, tough new novel brings
us into the heart of darkest South Africa, exposing a landscape very similar to the 
American South of fifty years ago. Indeed, our psychiatrist hero soon stumbles 
across a local gang resembling the KKK and discovers that the victim may well have
been its leader. As with all good detective stories, the setting is brilliantly 
established. Ebersohn, though this is his first novel, writes extremely well and knows
the intricacies of South African life intimately. His book shows us the worlds of both
blacks and whites. and convincingly leads us into the terror of their clashes.

Wessel Ebersohn was born in Cape Town, South Africa in 1940. He went to school 
in Cape Town and Somerset West. At the age of 15 he left school to become a pupil
telecommunications technician. His first book to be published was A LONELY 
PLACE TO DIE in 1977. The rest of his eleven titles have followed in the years since
then.
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Ebersohn, Wessel. Divide the Night. New York. 1981. Pantheon Books. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394520769. South African Mystery. 
224 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Susannah Kelly. Jacket design by 
Louise Fili. Inventory # 2113. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When Johnny Weizman comes to South African police 
psychiatrist Yudel Gordon for mandatory treatment he has already killed eight 
blacks, including a starving fourteen-year-old girl. He claims they were trying to 
break into his store; and in South Africa, no court ever condemns a white man for 
defending his property. For Yudel, Weizman is a demented killer and fanatical racist
- a man likely to commit more murders unless somebody stops him. For the Special
Branch Police, he is a respectable citizen and fearless patriot. They are more 
interested in Mantu Majola, a fugitive black leader who witnessed Weizman's last 
murder and who, they hope, will return to avenge it. The case leads Yudel far into 
the brutal violence of South African society - to the no-man's land of black Soweto; 
to a terrifying meeting of Afrikaner rightists; and to the unspeakable horror of a 
security police jail where Majola's girlfriend is being tortured. In DIVIDE THE NIGHT,
Ebersohn's second Yudel Gordon mystery, we are swept into a chilling world in 
which the law is in the hands of the lawless and Yudel is in as much danger as the 
people he is trying to protect.

Wessel Ebersohn was born in Cape Town, South Africa in 1940. He went to school 
in Cape Town and Somerset West. At the age of 15 he left school to become a pupil
telecommunications technician. His first book to be published was A LONELY 
PLACE TO DIE in 1977. The rest of his eleven titles have followed in the years since
then.
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Ebersohn, Wessel. Divide the Night. New York. 1981. Pantheon Books. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket With Two Small Holes On The Front 
Near The Spine. 0394520769. South African Mystery. 224 pages. hardcover. Jacket
illustration by Susannah Kelly. Jacket design by Louise Fili. Inventory # 37273. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When Johnny Weizman comes to South African police 
psychiatrist Yudel Gordon for mandatory treatment he has already killed eight 
blacks, including a starving fourteen-year-old girl. He claims they were trying to 
break into his store; and in South Africa, no court ever condemns a white man for 
defending his property. For Yudel, Weizman is a demented killer and fanatical racist
- a man likely to commit more murders unless somebody stops him. For the Special
Branch Police, he is a respectable citizen and fearless patriot. They are more 
interested in Mantu Majola, a fugitive black leader who witnessed Weizman's last 
murder and who, they hope, will return to avenge it. The case leads Yudel far into 
the brutal violence of South African society - to the no-man's land of black Soweto; 
to a terrifying meeting of Afrikaner rightists; and to the unspeakable horror of a 
security police jail where Majola's girlfriend is being tortured. In DIVIDE THE NIGHT,
Ebersohn's second Yudel Gordon mystery, we are swept into a chilling world in 
which the law is in the hands of the lawless and Yudel is in as much danger as the 
people he is trying to protect.

Wessel Ebersohn was born in Cape Town, South Africa in 1940. He went to school 
in Cape Town and Somerset West. At the age of 15 he left school to become a pupil
telecommunications technician. His first book to be published was A LONELY 
PLACE TO DIE in 1977. The rest of his eleven titles have followed in the years since
then.
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Ebersohn, Wessel. October Killings: A South African Crime Novel. New York. 2011.
Minotaur Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780312655952. 
312 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Greg Kulick. Inventory # 13537. $12.495

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Abigail Bukula was fifteen years old when her parents 
were killed in a massacre of antiapartheid activists by white apartheid security 
forces. Because a young soldier spoke up in her defense, she was spared. Now 
she’s a lawyer with a promising career in the new government, and while she has 
done her best to put the tragedy behind her, she’s never forgotten Leon Lourens, the
soldier who saved her life. So when he walks into her office almost twenty years 
later, needing her help, she vows to do whatever she can. Someone is slowly killing
off members of the team who raided the house where her parents were murdered, 
and now Leon and an imprisoned colonel are the only targets left. Abigail turns to 
Yudel Gordon, an eccentric, nearly retired white prison psychologist for help. To 
save Leon’s life they must untangle the web of politics, identity, and history before 
the anniversary of the raid - only days away. THE OCTOBER KILLINGS, the first 
novel in decades from Wessel Ebersohn, not only brings to life the new South Africa
in all of its color and complexity but also Abigail Bukula - the sharpest, most 
determined sleuth in international crime fiction.

Wessel Ebersohn was born in Cape Town, South Africa in 1940. He went to school 
in Cape Town and Somerset West. At the age of 15 he left school to become a pupil
telecommunications technician. His first book to be published was A LONELY 
PLACE TO DIE in 1977. The rest of his eleven titles have followed in the years since
then.
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Ebersohn, Wessel. Store Up the Anger. Garden City. 1980. Doubleday. Hardcover 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0385174063. 299 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
28168. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is a painful account of the death of Sam Bhengu, a 
young black in South Africa - and a powerful, eloquent testimony to the man’s 
struggle against anonymity and defeat. Lying in a prison cell, Sam’s injured brain 
flashes his life before him in a series of violent, sad and lyrical episodes. And, as the
past begins to gain on the present, the reader finds his own stored anger vented on 
this terrible betrayal of our humanity.

Wessel Ebersohn was born in Cape Town, South Africa in 1940. He went to school 
in Cape Town and Somerset West. At the age of 15 he left school to become a pupil
telecommunications technician. His first book to be published was A LONELY 
PLACE TO DIE in 1977. The rest of his eleven titles have followed in the years since
then.
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Ebert, David A. Sharks, Rays, and Chimaeras of California. Berkeley. 2003. 
University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0520234847. 297 pages. paperback. Inventory # 35095. $19.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This guide is the only complete reference to the sharks, 
rays, and chimaeras found in California’s waters– from the intertidal zone to 500 
miles offshore. FEATURES - Species accounts give information on habitat and 
range, natural history, interactions with humans, nomenclature, and further 
references; 68 beautiful color illustrations show each shark, ray, and chimaera; 
accompanying line drawings highlight differences in teeth, underside of the head, 
and egg cases; Includes information on the California marine environment, ecology
and conservation, and shark biology.

David A. Ebert is Program Manager of the Pacific Shark Research Center at Moss 
Landing Marine Laboratories and author of Guide to the Sharks and Rays of 
Southern Africa (1989, with L.J.V. Comapagno and M.J. Smale).
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Echenoz, Jean. Cherokee. Boston. 1987. Godine. 1st American Edition. Very Good 
in Dustjacket. 0879236655. Translated from the French by Mark Polizzotti. 212 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 8309. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here, translated into English for the first time, is one of 
the most inventive, talented, and enjoyable voices of modern France. Said by Le 
Monde to be 'gifted with a wild, unprecedented imagination,' Jean Echenoz won the
prestigious Medicis Prize for this startling original novel. Cherokee recounts the 
adventures of one George Chave, the proverbial innocent who, in his pursuit of love
and the mysterious Jenny Weltmann, manages to run afoul of the police, an 
uncannily large thug, a very deadly con artist (who happens to be George's cousin),
two inept private eyes (who happen to be George's colleagues), a cult that worships
the Sister-in-Law, and a remarkable knowledgeable (and loquacious) parrot. Written
with freshness and verve, and displaying a Flaubertian talent for detail, atmosphere,
and language, Cherokee is a humorous and savvy mix of Raymond Queneau, new-
wave cinema, traditional roman noir, vintage Buster Keaton, and the rhythms of 
Charlie Parker (the book's title, in fact, comes from the well-known jazz tune). The 
author's comic gift pervades this fantastic tale: zany descriptions, burlesque 
coincidences, and wacky anecdotes make the novel a constant challenge and 
delight. At the same time, Cherokee is a beautifully crafted work of fiction that calls 
up every trick played by the detective genre, and it is maintaining the balance 
between these different levels that the book's real achievement lies. In the words of 
the Times Literary Supplement, 'rarely has the difficult craft of story-telling been as 
well mastered as here.'

Jean Echenoz (born 26 December 1947 in Orange, Vaucluse, France) is a French 
writer. Son of a psychiatrist, Echenoz studied in Rodez, Digne-les-Bains, Lyon, Aix-
en-Provence, Marseille and Paris, where he has lived since 1970. He published his 
first book, Le méridien de Greenwich in 1979. He has published twelve novels to 
date and received about ten literary prizes, including the prix Médicis 1983 for 
Cherokee, the prix Goncourt 1999 for I'm Off (Je m'en vais), and the prix Aristeion 
for Lac (1989).
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Echenoz, Jean. I'm Gone. New York. 2001. New Press. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 1565846281. Winner Of The Prix Goncourt. Translated from the
French by Mark Polizzotti. 208 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 28592. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - I'm Gone begins simply enough: the hero, an urbane 
Parisian art dealer, tells his wife he's leaving her, drops his keys on the table, and 
walks out forever. His new existence is as madcap and unpredictable as his old was
staid. French phenomenon Jean Echenoz's newest novel is a bitingly humorous look
at the uncertainties of love at midlife, a suspenseful crime caper, and a witty, 
satirical foray into corruption in the international art market.

Jean Echenoz (born 26 December 1947 in Orange, Vaucluse, France) is a French 
writer. Son of a psychiatrist, Echenoz studied in Rodez, Digne-les-Bains, Lyon, Aix-
en-Provence, Marseille and Paris, where he has lived since 1970. He published his 
first book, Le méridien de Greenwich in 1979. He has published twelve novels to 
date and received about ten literary prizes, including the prix Médicis 1983 for 
Cherokee, the prix Goncourt 1999 for I'm Off (Je m'en vais), and the prix Aristeion 
for Lac (1989).
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Eco, Umberto. Postscript To the Name of the Rose. New York. 1984. Harcourt 
Brace Jovanovich. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. Remainder Mark
On Bottom Edge. 015173156x. Translated from the Italian by William Weaver. 84 
pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration from a manuscript of the Apocalypse; 
photograph authorized by El Patrimonio Nacional, Madrid. Inventory # 2562. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘I felt like poisoning a monk.’ That notion, says Umberto
Eco, set him to writing the phenomenally successful novel THE NAME OF THE 
ROSE. In this Postscript, the reader looks over Eco‘s shoulder as he conjures up the
abbey’s labyrinthine library, plots a series of macabre murders, debates with his 
sleuth, William of Baskerville, and uncovers tracks that the monks desperately try to
cover up again. Eco’s masterful re-creation of the world of 1327 was not Merely a 
stroke of genius but, indeed, the product of two years of planning, meticulous 
research, and imagination suffused by logic. With erudition and wit, Eco provides an
assessment of the historical novel in the postmodern age. He writes memorably of 
bad books, ideal readers, painting, music, cinema. Eco believes that art should not 
only delight but also teach. Like THE NAME OF THE ROSE, this book does both. 
With 11 pages of illustrations.

Umberto Eco is Professor of Semiotics at the University of Bologna. His collections 
of essays include Kant and the Platypus, Serendipities, Travels in Hyperreality , and
How to Travel with a Salmon and Other Essays. He is also the author of the novels:
The Name of the Rose, Foucault's Pendulum , and The Island of the Day Before.
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Eco, Umberto. The Mysterious Flame of Queen Loana. New York. 2006. Harcourt. 
1st Harvest Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0156030438. Translated 
from the Italian by Geoffrey Brock. 469 pages. paperback. Cover design by The 
Design Works Group. Inventory # 41574. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Yambo, a sixtyish rare-book dealer who lives in Milan, 
has suffered a loss of memory-he can remember the plot of every book he has ever
read, every line of poetry, but he no longer knows his own name, doesn't recognize
his wife or his daughters, and remembers nothing about his parents or his childhood.
In an effort to retrieve his past, he withdraws to the family home somewhere in the 
hills between Milan and Turin. There, in the sprawling attic, he searches through 
boxes of old newspapers, comics, records, photo albums, and adolescent diaries. 
And so Yambo relives the story of his generation: Mussolini, Catholic education and
guilt, Josephine Baker, Flash Gordon, Fred Astaire. His memories run wild, and the 
life racing before his eyes takes the form of a graphic novel. Yambo struggles 
through the frames to capture one simple, innocent image: that of his first love. A 
fascinating, abundant new novel-wide-ranging, nostalgic, funny, full of heart-from the
incomparable Eco.

Umberto Eco is Professor of Semiotics at the University of Bologna. His collections 
of essays include Kant and the Platypus, Serendipities, Travels in Hyperreality , and
How to Travel with a Salmon and Other Essays. He is also the author of the novels:
The Name of the Rose, Foucault's Pendulum , and The Island of the Day Before.
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Eden, Matthew. The Murder of Lawrence of Arabia. New York. 1979. Crowell. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0690017901. 271 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 3038. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is a fictionalized account based on meticulous 
historical research of T.E. Lawrence's death and the mystery surrounding it, placing
an unknowing Lawrence at the center of a web of international intrigue. Aircraftsman
T. E. Shaw-known to the world as Lawrence of Arabia-died in what the jury decided
was a motorcycle accident just eleven weeks after his retirement from the Royal Air
Force. But what if Lawrence had been planning to resurrect his old image as the 
mythic savior of the Arabs? What if he was plotting with Palestinian and Arab 
leaders to launch an uprising against the ever increasing number of Jewish 
immigrants to the Middle East in 1935? One might then speculate that an ‘interested
party’ - either militant Zionists, the British Government, or the Emir of Transjordan-
was responsible for the mysterious black car seen at the site of Lawrence's death by
the only witness to the ‘accident.’ And one might consider it likely that this car was in
fact the instrument of Lawrence's death.

MATTHEW EDEN has worked in the Middle East and the Far East. His experiences
there and in the West influence the suspense/intrigue novels he writes, which have 
been published in the United States, Canada, the United Kingdom, and in numerous
translations. He gives very little personal information except what becomes material
for the novels.
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Edgmon, Mary Jo Guthrie and Logsdon, Guy. Woody's Road: Woody Guthrie's 
Letters Home, Drawings, Photos, and Other Unburied Treasures. Boulder and 
London. 2012. Paradigm Publishers. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.
9781612052199. Nine Lives Musical Series. 8½ x 11. 192 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 41307. $39.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The father of American folk music, Woody Guthrie 
influenced generations of musicians and fans with his witty journalism and landmark
songs, such as This Land Is Your Land. Much has been written about Guthrie, yet 
nothing communicates who he was so well as the ideas that he set to paper with his
own hand. This new biography is accompanied by a significant Guthrie family 
collection of rare Woody creations, many of which have never been seen before by 
the public. These letters to family, photos, drawings, and lyrics reveal Woody's 
budding personality as he grew from a young boy into a man of remarkable strength
and character, becoming America's most publicly visible political activist and the 
legendary musician who influenced Pete Seeger, Bob Dylan, Bruce Springsteen, Ani
Di Franco, and so many others. Woody's sister, Mary Jo Guthrie Edgmon, and 
Guthrie authority Guy Logsdon shed light on Woody's early life and what formed his
remarkably strong personality, as seen in his many poignant and impassioned 
letters, such as those reporting the death of his daughter in a New York fire. The 
considerable influence on Woody's personality of his father Charlie Guthrie can now
be traced in private letters and testimonials as Woody moves from his Texas years 
to roaming the USA, to military service, and to New York, where his national career
bloomed as he became an accomplished spokesman. Beyond the plain folksy wit of
Woody the journalist and performer, we discover here the intensely intelligent and 
articulate man whose brilliance for the written word was perhaps overshadowed by 
his artistry in drawings, paintings, and musical performance.

Mary Jo Guthrie Edgmon (Dec. 24, 1922 - March 16, 2019) was Woody Guthrie’s 
sister. Guy Logsdon has written about Woody Guthrie in The Smithsonian and 
provided liner notes for many of Woody Guthrie’s recordings.
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Edwards, Audrey and Polite, Dr. Craig K. Children of the Dream: The Psychology of
Black Success. New York. 1992. Doubleday. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0385242689. 288 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by LaVon Leak-
Wilks. Jacket design by Desopina Design Associates Inc,. Inventory # 42841. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A striking and provocative commentary on how the black
American dream of integration has helped shape black achievement and an analysis
of developing success strategies in the American workplace. 'One of the first candid,
realistic looks at the roots, rewards and limits of black success.' -- Philadelphia Daily
News.

Audrey Edwards, coauthor of "Children of the Dream: The Psychology of Black 
Success, " is a veteran award-winning journalist and editor. She has served as 
executive editor and editor at "Essence" magazine. She has held the executive 
editor position at "Black Enterprise" magazine and senior editor positions at "Family
Circle" and "More" magazines. In addition, she has written for numerous magazines,
including the "New York Times Sunday Magazine, O, The Oprah Magazine, 
Glamour, Seventeen, "and the "Columbia Journalism Review". She has also written 
for the online publications TheRoot.com and Salon.com. Dr. Craig K. Polite is a 
clinical and industrial psychologist with 19 years experience. He has a clinical 
practice in New York City where he specializes in the issues and concerns of the 
black middle class. He has a Ph.D. from Michigan State University. -
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Edwards, Louis. Ten Seconds. Saint Paul. 1991. Graywolf Press. 1st Printing. Very
Good in Very Slightly Worn Wrappers. 1555971504. Paperback Original. 166 pages.
paperback. Inventory # 23713. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Louis Edwards' Ten Seconds is a very readable first 
novel, ingenious and gracefully written. It is also very disturbing. Edwards is effective
without overt, clichéd attacks on the system; absent are strident denunciations.'-
Maurice Bennett, Washington Post Book World 'Ten Seconds is classic in its 
intimate portrait of maleness, softspoken and secretive. Ten Seconds is filled with 
beautiful insights about what goes on between men, the subtle communications, 
rather than backslapping or jostling. This is Louis Edwards' first book and a fine 
debut, testament to believing and thinking about living. A perfect 'Ten'.'-Fatima 
Shaik, New Orleans Times-Picayune.

Louis Edwards was born in 1962 and grew up in Lake Charles, Louisiana. Since 
1986 he has worked for the public relations offices of the New Orleans Jazz & 
Heritage Festival and the JVC JAZZ Festival-New York. He lives in New Orleans.
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Edwards, Paul (editor). Wyndham Lewis Annual 1994. Toronto. 1994. Wyndham 
Lewis Society in association with Bath College of Higher Education. 1st Edition. Very
Good in Wrappers. 01426214. 64 pages. paperback. Inventory # 41741. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - CONTENTS: Wyndham Lewis: Two Unpublished 
Manuscripts From Enemy of the Stars / Wyndham Lewis; ‘A Note on Dadaism’ / 
Peter Nicholls; A Note on Dadaism / Wyndham Lewis; Wyndham Lewis: A Review of
the Thersitean Mode / Michael Nath; ‘Inferior Religions’, the Wild Bod(ies), and the 
Early Stories / Walter Michel; Mrs Dukes’ Million: A Case of Escaped Delinquency /
Colin Edwards; What Were Red Duet? / Paul Edwards; Portrait of the Enemy as 
Mentor: Michael Ayrton and Wyndham Lewis / Justine Hopkins; The Enemy as 
Deconstructionist? / Philip Head; Reviews by Alan Munton, Charlie Blake, Paul 
Edwards and Dennis Brown - Loathsome Jews and Engulfing Women / Andrea 
Freud Loewenstein; Downcast Eyes / Martin Jay, Modernity and the Hegemony of 
Vision ed. / David Michael Levin; Pound in Multiple Perspective ed. / Andrew 
Gibson; The Golden Bough / Sir James George Frazer; Early Modernism / 
Christopher Butler; Bibliographical Notes for 1992 compiled by Graham Lane.

Percy Wyndham Lewis (18 November 1882 – 7 March 1957) was an English painter
and author (he dropped the name 'Percy', which he disliked). He was a co-founder 
of the Vorticist movement in art, and edited the literary magazine of the Vorticists, 
BLAST. His novels include his pre-World War I-era novel Tarr (set in Paris), and The
Human Age, a trilogy comprising The Childermass (1928), Monstre Gai and Malign
Fiesta (both 1955), set in the afterworld. A fourth volume of The Human Age, The 
Trial of Man, was begun by Lewis but left in a fragmentary state at the time of his 
death. He also wrote two autobiographical volumes, Blasting and Bombardiering 
(1937) and Rude Assignment: A Narrative of my Career Up-to-Date (1950).
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Edwards, Paul (editor). Wyndham Lewis Annual 1995. Toronto. 1995. Wyndham 
Lewis Society in association with Bath College of Higher Education. 1st Edition. Very
Good in Wrappers. 01426214. Volume II. 64 pages. paperback. Inventory # 41742.
$22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - CONTENTS: A lost Lewis: the Mother and Child of 1912
/ Lisa Tickner; ‘The Virgin” and a Manifesto / Wyndham Lewis; Lewis and the 
Russian Experiment in Art / Philip Head; Byzantium and Cosmic Man / Peter 
Caracciolo; Enemy of the Stars: An Inquiry into its Intellectual Sources / James 
Selby; Review Articles – A Skewed View of a ‘one-eyed heart’ (Tom Normand, 
Wyndham Lewis the Artist) / Robert Stacey; Fascism, Modernism and the Avant-
Garde (Andrew Hewitt, Fascist Modernism) / Peter Nicholls; Shorter Reviews by 
Alan Munton, Reed Way Dasenbrock, Stephen Keane and Paul Edwards - The 
fictions of James Joyce and Wyndham Lewis: Monsters of Nature and Design / Scott
Klein; Ezra Pound, Wyndham Lewis and Radical Modernism / Vincent Sherry; The 
Poetry of Postmodernity: Anglo/American Encodings / Dennis Brown; Wyndham 
Lewis, the Enemy ed. David Peters Corbett; Modernism/Modernity / John Hopkins; 
Bibliographical Notes for l993 and 1981 / Graham Lane.

Percy Wyndham Lewis (18 November 1882 – 7 March 1957) was an English painter
and author (he dropped the name 'Percy', which he disliked). He was a co-founder 
of the Vorticist movement in art, and edited the literary magazine of the Vorticists, 
BLAST. His novels include his pre-World War I-era novel Tarr (set in Paris), and The
Human Age, a trilogy comprising The Childermass (1928), Monstre Gai and Malign
Fiesta (both 1955), set in the afterworld. A fourth volume of The Human Age, The 
Trial of Man, was begun by Lewis but left in a fragmentary state at the time of his 
death. He also wrote two autobiographical volumes, Blasting and Bombardiering 
(1937) and Rude Assignment: A Narrative of my Career Up-to-Date (1950).
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Edwards, Paul (editor). Wyndham Lewis Annual 1996. Toronto. 1996. Wyndham 
Lewis Society in association with Bath College of Higher Education. 1st Edition. Very
Good in Wrappers. 01426214. Volume III. 62 pages. paperback. Inventory # 41743.
$22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - CONTENTS: Editorial; Wyndham Lewis: Room 59 (with
a short note by Wyndham Lewis); Wyndham Lewis 1882-1957 (A Poem) / Adrian 
Kozlowski; Articles – Industry, Illusion, Ideology: Wyndham Lewis on Film / Stephen
Keane; ‘Delenda est Bloomsbury’: Wyndham Lewis Blasts Virginia Woolf / Kelly 
Anspaugh; The Uncanny Purposes of Machines / Gary Banham; Review Articles – 
After the Volcano (Paul Edwards, ed. Volcanic Heaven: Essays on Wyndham 
Lewis’s Painting and Writing) / Dennis Brown; How many Modernisms Does the 
World require? (Peter Nicholls, Modernisms) / Philip Head; Denys J. Wilcox, The 
London group 1913-1939, The Artists and Their Works / Andrew Wilson; Reviews by
Dennis Brown and Paul Edwards - Ian Willison, Warwick Gould and Warren 
Chernaik, eds, Modernist Writers and the Marketplace: Dennis Brown; Mark Perrino,
The Poetics of Mockery: Wyndham Lewis’s ‘The Apes of God’ and the 
Popularization of Modernism: Paul Edwards; Wyndham Lewis: Abstract Figure / 
Notes by Gillian Raffles; Bibliographical Notes for 1994 and 1980 / Graham Lane.

Percy Wyndham Lewis (18 November 1882 – 7 March 1957) was an English painter
and author (he dropped the name 'Percy', which he disliked). He was a co-founder 
of the Vorticist movement in art, and edited the literary magazine of the Vorticists, 
BLAST. His novels include his pre-World War I-era novel Tarr (set in Paris), and The
Human Age, a trilogy comprising The Childermass (1928), Monstre Gai and Malign
Fiesta (both 1955), set in the afterworld. A fourth volume of The Human Age, The 
Trial of Man, was begun by Lewis but left in a fragmentary state at the time of his 
death. He also wrote two autobiographical volumes, Blasting and Bombardiering 
(1937) and Rude Assignment: A Narrative of my Career Up-to-Date (1950).
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Edwards, Paul (editor). Wyndham Lewis Annual 1997. Toronto. 1997. Wyndham 
Lewis Society in association with Bath College of Higher Education. 1st Edition. Very
Good in Wrappers. 01426214. Volume IV. 64 pages. paperback. Inventory # 41744.
$22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - CONTENTS: ‘A Hand of Bananas’ and A Psychological
Paradigm of ‘The Revolutionary Simpleton’ / Wyndham Lewis; ‘Imputing 
Noxiousness’: Aggression and Mutilation in Recent Lewis Criticism / Alan Munton; 
Ideology, Utopia, Myth; and Lewis’s ‘Politics of the Intellect’ / Philip Head; ‘The 
Strange Actor’ and Semitic Discourse’ / Paul Edwards; Review Article – A ‘Lewis 
Number’ – Modernism/Modernity, Vol.4, No.2 (April 1997), ‘Wyndham Lewis 
Number’ / Dennis Brown; Obituary: Frank Fitzpatrick / Robert Cowan; Shorter 
Notices – The reaction of the German Press to the ‘Vorticism’ Exhibition in Hanover
and Munich 1996/97; Collected Poems and Adolphe 1920 by John Rodker; Modern
Art in Britain 1910-1914 by Anna Gruetzner Robins; The Modernity of English Art 
1914-30 by David Peters Corbett; Bibliographical Notes for 1995 and 1979 / Graham
Lane.

Percy Wyndham Lewis (18 November 1882 – 7 March 1957) was an English painter
and author (he dropped the name 'Percy', which he disliked). He was a co-founder 
of the Vorticist movement in art, and edited the literary magazine of the Vorticists, 
BLAST. His novels include his pre-World War I-era novel Tarr (set in Paris), and The
Human Age, a trilogy comprising The Childermass (1928), Monstre Gai and Malign
Fiesta (both 1955), set in the afterworld. A fourth volume of The Human Age, The 
Trial of Man, was begun by Lewis but left in a fragmentary state at the time of his 
death. He also wrote two autobiographical volumes, Blasting and Bombardiering 
(1937) and Rude Assignment: A Narrative of my Career Up-to-Date (1950).
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Edwards, Paul (editor). Wyndham Lewis Annual 1998. Toronto. 1998. Wyndham 
Lewis Society in association with Bath College of Higher Education. 1st Edition. Very
Good in Wrappers. 01426214. Volume V. 56 pages. paperback. Inventory # 41745.
$22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - CONTENTS: Editorial; A Draft ‘Conclusion,’ to Blasting 
and Bombardiering / Wyndham Lewis; Prophesying the Postmodern: Wyndham 
Lewis’s America and Cosmic Man / Dennis Brown; Lewis, Borrow, John and the 
Gitanos: A Note on a Misunderstanding / Peter Carter; Fantasies of Violence: The 
Consequences of Not Reading Wyndham Lewis / Alan Munton; Review by Alan 
Munton - Modern Art in Britain 1910-1914 by Anna Greutzner Robins.

Percy Wyndham Lewis (18 November 1882 – 7 March 1957) was an English painter
and author (he dropped the name 'Percy', which he disliked). He was a co-founder 
of the Vorticist movement in art, and edited the literary magazine of the Vorticists, 
BLAST. His novels include his pre-World War I-era novel Tarr (set in Paris), and The
Human Age, a trilogy comprising The Childermass (1928), Monstre Gai and Malign
Fiesta (both 1955), set in the afterworld. A fourth volume of The Human Age, The 
Trial of Man, was begun by Lewis but left in a fragmentary state at the time of his 
death. He also wrote two autobiographical volumes, Blasting and Bombardiering 
(1937) and Rude Assignment: A Narrative of my Career Up-to-Date (1950).
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Edwards, Paul (editor). Wyndham Lewis Annual 1999. Toronto. 1999. Wyndham 
Lewis Society in association with Bath College of Higher Education. 1st Edition. Very
Good in Wrappers. 01426214. Volume VI. 64 pages. paperback. Inventory # 41746.
$22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - CONTENTS: Editorial; ‘The Cave Men of the New Mental
Wilderness’ Wyndham Lewis and the Self in Modernity / Andrzej Gasiorek; 
Wyndham Lewis, M. R. James and Intertextuality Part 1: Ghosts / Peter L. 
Caracciolo; Hurry up please it’s time / Philip Head; Review Articles – Mediated 
Modernity (David Peters Corbett, The Modernity of English Art) / Andrew Causey; 
The History Man Cometh (Tyrus Miller, Late Modernism) / Dennis Brown; Shorter 
Reviews by Ian Patterson and Robin Holt - David Peters Corbett, ed. Wyndham 
Lewis; Philip Head, Some Enemy Fight-Talk; Bibliographical Notes, 1996 and 1978 /
Graham Lane. Cover illustration: Joyeuse, 1912

Percy Wyndham Lewis (18 November 1882 – 7 March 1957) was an English painter
and author (he dropped the name 'Percy', which he disliked). He was a co-founder 
of the Vorticist movement in art, and edited the literary magazine of the Vorticists, 
BLAST. His novels include his pre-World War I-era novel Tarr (set in Paris), and The
Human Age, a trilogy comprising The Childermass (1928), Monstre Gai and Malign
Fiesta (both 1955), set in the afterworld. A fourth volume of The Human Age, The 
Trial of Man, was begun by Lewis but left in a fragmentary state at the time of his 
death. He also wrote two autobiographical volumes, Blasting and Bombardiering 
(1937) and Rude Assignment: A Narrative of my Career Up-to-Date (1950).keywords
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Price $22.50
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Edwards, Paul (editor). Wyndham Lewis Annual 2000. Toronto. 2000. Wyndham 
Lewis Society in association with Bath College of Higher Education. 1st Edition. Very
Good in Wrappers. 01426214. Volume VII. 64 pages. paperback. Cover illustration:
A Portrait of the Artist s Wife, 1936; also known as Girl at a desk with an open book.
Inventory # 41749. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - CONTENTS: Editoral; A Visit to Mr and Mrs Lewis / 
Ronald Duncan; Telling History the Time / Michael Nath; Nietzsche’s Man, or Some
Sort of Magician / Min Wild; The Printing of BLAST / Michael E. Leveridge; James 
Joyce’s Fable of the Ondt and the Gracehoper: ‘Othering’, Critical Leader-Worship 
and Scapegoating / Dennis Brown; Wyndham Lewis, M. R. James and Intertextuality
Part II: Canons and the Uncanny / Peter L. Caracciolo; Bibliographical Notes, 1977 /
Graham Lane; Sottisier / Alan Munton.

Percy Wyndham Lewis (18 November 1882 – 7 March 1957) was an English painter
and author (he dropped the name 'Percy', which he disliked). He was a co-founder 
of the Vorticist movement in art, and edited the literary magazine of the Vorticists, 
BLAST. His novels include his pre-World War I-era novel Tarr (set in Paris), and The
Human Age, a trilogy comprising The Childermass (1928), Monstre Gai and Malign
Fiesta (both 1955), set in the afterworld. A fourth volume of The Human Age, The 
Trial of Man, was begun by Lewis but left in a fragmentary state at the time of his 
death. He also wrote two autobiographical volumes, Blasting and Bombardiering 
(1937) and Rude Assignment: A Narrative of my Career Up-to-Date (1950).
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Edwards, Paul (editor). Wyndham Lewis Annual 2001. Toronto. 2001. Wyndham 
Lewis Society in association with Bath College of Higher Education. 1st Edition. Very
Good in Wrappers. 01426214. Volume VIII. 86 pages. paperback. Cover illustration:
Act I from the Timon of Athens portfolio (M93); shown in its damaged state before 
restoration by the Courtauld Gallery, London. Inventory # 41747. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - CONTENTS: Editorial; Epilogue [to ‘Hoodopip’] / 
Wyndham Lewis; An Orifice for the Epoch: Notes to the ‘Epilogue’ / Alan Munton; 
Wyndham Lewis, M.R. James and Intertextuality Part III: The Haunt of Angels - and 
the Phoenix / Peter L. Caracciolo; ‘Jujitsu for the Governed’? Wyndham Lewis and 
the Problem of Power / Andrzej Gasiorek; Tragic Clowns/Male Comedians: Lewis’s 
‘Enemy of the Stars’ and Samuel Beckett’s Waiting for Godot / Melania Terrazas; 
Death and the Monad / Philip Head; Reviews - Bad Co-ordination: A Mistaken 
Discussion of Lewis and Heidegger / Michael Nath; Mad and Bad: Lewis, Psychosis
and the Culture of Psychiatry / Alan Munton; Non-Contradiction in Pink / Min Wild.

Percy Wyndham Lewis (18 November 1882 – 7 March 1957) was an English painter
and author (he dropped the name 'Percy', which he disliked). He was a co-founder 
of the Vorticist movement in art, and edited the literary magazine of the Vorticists, 
BLAST. His novels include his pre-World War I-era novel Tarr (set in Paris), and The
Human Age, a trilogy comprising The Childermass (1928), Monstre Gai and Malign
Fiesta (both 1955), set in the afterworld. A fourth volume of The Human Age, The 
Trial of Man, was begun by Lewis but left in a fragmentary state at the time of his 
death. He also wrote two autobiographical volumes, Blasting and Bombardiering 
(1937) and Rude Assignment: A Narrative of my Career Up-to-Date (1950).
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Edwards, Paul (editor). Wyndham Lewis Annual 2002-3. Toronto. 2002. Wyndham 
Lewis Society in association with Bath College of Higher Education. 1st Edition. Very
Good in Wrappers. 01426214. Volume IX-X. 86 pages. paperback. Cover 
illustration: Red Portrait of 1937 (MP76), Courtauld Gallery, London, gift of Graham
Lane. Inventory # 41748. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - CONTENTS: Editorial; Twentieth Century Palette: The 
Artist as Man of Action / Alan Munton; Twentieth Century Palette / Wyndham Lewis;
Wyndham Lewis’s Ration Book: Reminiscences of a Lewis Aficionado / T. G. 
Rosenthal; Re-Righting Lefty: Wyndham and Wystan in the Thirties / Stan Smith; 
‘[G]ood art must have no inside’: The Mimesis of Cynicism in Wyndham Lewis’s Tarr
/ Eric P. Levy; Relativity of Consciousness in the Aesthetics of Wyndham Lewis and
Virginia Woolf / Paul Edwards; Egoism and Relation: A Structure for Modernism / 
Alan Munton; Wyndham Lewis: Three Lost Works / Paul Edwards; Raging Bull / R.
M. Healey; Rape as Cultural History / Paul Edwards; Blast and Bubbles / R. M. 
Healey; Paranoid Delusion.

Percy Wyndham Lewis (18 November 1882 – 7 March 1957) was an English painter
and author (he dropped the name 'Percy', which he disliked). He was a co-founder 
of the Vorticist movement in art, and edited the literary magazine of the Vorticists, 
BLAST. His novels include his pre-World War I-era novel Tarr (set in Paris), and The
Human Age, a trilogy comprising The Childermass (1928), Monstre Gai and Malign
Fiesta (both 1955), set in the afterworld. A fourth volume of The Human Age, The 
Trial of Man, was begun by Lewis but left in a fragmentary state at the time of his 
death. He also wrote two autobiographical volumes, Blasting and Bombardiering 
(1937) and Rude Assignment: A Narrative of my Career Up-to-Date (1950).
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Edwardson, Ake. Death Angels: A Chief Inspector Erik Winter Novel. New York. 
2009. Penguin Books. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9780143116097. Translated from the Swedish by Ken Schubert. 298 pages. 
paperback. Cover photo by Jenni Tapanila. Inventory # 37856. $6.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The debut thriller in the internationally acclaimed series-
available for the first time in the United States. A long-time number one bestseller in
his native Sweden, Ake Edwardson's profile was conspicuously raised when his 
novel Frozen Tracks was chosen as a finalist for a 2008 Los Angeles Times Book 
Prize. Until now, however, the novel that launched Edwardson's critically acclaimed
Erik Winter series has never been available in the United States. With a new series 
translator who fully captures Edwardson's signature atmospheric style, Death Angels
is America's introduction to Sweden's youngest Chief Inspector as he teams up with
Scotland Yard to solve the mysterious parallel killings of young British and Swedish 
tourists. Richly evocative of mid-nineties South London and Gothenburg, Sweden, 
Death Angels is a brilliant opening to a mesmerizing series that has become a 
phenomenon in international crime fiction.

Ake Edwardson has won the Swedish Academy of Crime Writers' Award three 
times. His twelve Erik Winter novels have been published in twenty-one countries. 
He lives in Gothenburg, Sweden.
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Edwardson, Ake. Sun and Shadow: An Erik Winter Novel. New York. 2005. Viking 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670034150. Translated from
the Swedish by LaurieThompson. 392 pages. hardcover. Jacket design & 
typography by Helen Yentus. Inventory # 35586. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Erik Winter is the youngest chief inspector in Sweden; he
wears sharp suits, cooks gourmet meals, has a penchant for jazz, and is about to 
become a father. But he has his share of troubles too; a bloody double murder on 
his doorstep is only the beginning. As Sun and Shadow opens a couple entertains a
stranger in their apartment in Göteborg, but this particular illicit rendezvous will 
prove to be their last. What greets Chief Inspector Winter and his team when they 
arrive appears as a stage setting, grotesquely symbolic in its composition. While 
Winter trawls ads in men’s magazines in search of the missing party guest, a trail 
from the clues left by the killer leads into the cult world of the gothic-a riddle of 
nightmares, of good versus evil, of sun and shadow. When the investigation 
unearths a possible link between the murders and the police force, even friendly 
faces are not to be trusted. And when the killer strikes again, possibly closer to 
home, Winter is in a race against time before someone he loves gets hurt. Like his 
fellow countryman Henning Mankell, Ake Edwardson is a brilliant discovery for 
lovers of intricate, psychologically charged and stylish crime novels.

Ake Edwardson has won the Swedish Academy of Crime Writers' Award three 
times. His twelve Erik Winter novels have been published in twenty-one countries. 
He lives in Gothenburg, Sweden.keywords
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Egan, Timothy. Wild Seattle: Celebrating the Natural Areas in and Around the City.
San Francisco. 2004. Sierra Club Books. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
1578051118. Photographs by Terry Donnelly & Mary Liz Austin. Afterword by Doug
Scott. 180 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36099. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Seattle is famous for its breathtaking natural 
environment-from the islands and waterways of Puget Sound to the old-growth 
forests of the Olympic Range to magnificent Mount Rainier. Now, in celebration of 
this scenic city, Wild Seattle explores the incredible natural treasures to be found 
within a 90-minute drive from downtown. More than 130 stunning full-color images of
wildlands, parks, and preserves by renowned nature photographers Terry Donnelly
and Mary Liz Austin are perfectly complemented by an evocative text by acclaimed
author and Seattle native Timothy Egan. The natural landscapes of the greater 
Seattle area are remarkable in scope. Separate chapters in the book showcase ‘wild
in the city’ retreats such as Schmitz and Discovery Parks; the scenic islands of 
Puget Sound; the Olympic Peninsula, including the eastern side of Olympic National
Park and the Kitsap Peninsula; Mount Rainier and its environs, from Mount Rainier
National Park to the Nisqually National Wildlife Refuge; and the magnificent North 
Cascades, including Cascade Pass, the Skagit, and the Mount Baker-Snoqualmie 
National Forest. In each chapter, the photo gallery gathers both glorious panoramas
and intimate close-ups, revealing the incredible diversity of flora and fauna to be 
found in each area. An afterword by longtime conservationist Doug Scott highlights 
the efforts-both past and present-to protect the Seattle area’s natural habitats in the 
face of rampant urban growth. Wild Seattle is sure to entice residents and visitors 
alike to explore familiar landscapes and discover surprising wild places while 
deepening their appreciation for these incomparable natural treasures.

Acclaimed writer and journalist Timothy Egan is a national correspondent for the 
New York Times. He lives in Seattle. Terry Donnelly and Mary Liz Austin have 
photographed extensively in North America and abroad, and their images have 
appeared in numerous calendars, magazines, and other publications. Doug Scott, is
Policy Director for the Campaign for America’s Wilderness.
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Ehrhart, W. D. (editor). Carrying the Darkness: American Indochina-The Poetry of 
the Vietnam War. New York. 1985. Avon/Bard. 1st Bard Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 0380897091. Paperback Original. paperback. Inventory # 28733. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘. Nobody comes away in one piece.’ Here is an 
anthology of the best poetry of the Vietnam generation – poems by combat soldiers
and draft resisters, living-room observers and full-time activists, man and women, 
whites and blacks, Asian and Native Americans, young and old and in between. 
Ohio farm boys in faraway green jungles with unfamiliar names. children raising their
voices in anger and protest against their parents and those in authority. a soldier 
meeting his Amerasian child for the first time. here are brilliantly evocative word 
pictures of America coming to terms with the kaleidoscope experience that was and 
is Vietnam.

William Daniel Ehrhart was born on September 30th, 1948, in Roaring Spring, 
Pennsylvania. Ehrhart began writing when he was 15 years old, and has been 
writing more or less continuously ever since. His first published work, a poem about
Swarthmore College, appeared seven years later in the Chronicle of Higher 
Education, and the following year eight of his poems were included in Winning 
Hearts and Minds: War Poems by Vietnam Veterans.
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Ehrlich, Robert. Nine Crazy Ideas in Science: A Few Might Even Be True. Princeton.
2002. Princeton University Press. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 0691094950. 256 pages. paperback. Inventory # 34919. $16.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - AIDS is not caused by HIV. Coal and oil are not fossil 
fuels. Radiation exposure is good for you. Distributing more guns reduces crime. 
These ideas make headlines, but most educated people scoff at them. Yet some of
science’s most important concepts-from gravity to evolution-have surfaced from the
pool of crazy ideas. In fact, a good part of science is distinguishing between useful 
crazy ideas and those that are just plain nutty. In this book, a well-known physicist 
with an affinity for odd ideas applies his open mind to nine controversial propositions
on topical subjects. Some, it turns out, are considerably lower on the cuckoo scale 
than others. Robert Ehrlich evaluates, for the general reader or student, nine 
seemingly far-out propositions culled from physics, biology, and social science. In 
the process, he demonstrates in easy-to-understand terms how to weigh an 
argument, judge someone’s use of statistics, identify underlying assumptions, and 
ferret out secret agendas. His conclusions are sometimes surprising. For instance, 
he finds that while HIV does cause AIDS and the universe almost certainly started 
with a big bang, our solar system could have two suns, faster-than-light particles 
might exist, and time travel can’t be ruled out as mere science fiction. Anyone 
interested in unorthodox ideas will get a kick out of this book. And, as a fun way of 
learning how to think like a scientist, it has enormous educational value. Of course, 
only time will tell whether any of these nine ideas will be the next continental drift—
the now orthodox account of the Earth’s geology that was for years just a crazy idea.

Robert Ehrlich is Professor of Physics at George Mason University. His books 
include Why Toast Lands Jelly-Side Down and Turning the World Inside Out and 
174 Other Simple Physics Demonstrations (both Princeton).
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Eich, Gunter. Valuable Nail: Selected Poems. Oberlin. 1981. Field Translation 
Series/Oberlin College. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers.
0932440096. Translated from the German by Stuart Friebert, David Walker, and 
David Young. 114 pages. paperback. Series 5. Cover photo by Hilde Zemann. 
Cover design by Stephen J. Farkas Jr. Inventory # 32259. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - After World War II the German language, distorted by 
propaganda and shattered by lies, seemed lost as a vehicle for literary expression. It
was Gunter Eich, a soldier and prisoner of war, who most of all among his 
generation began to resurrect his native tongue as a language for poetry. He 
accomplished this by an honesty and simplicity that developed into increasingly 
complex poetic structures and the prose poems, ‘moles’, of his late phase. While he
is probably Germany’s most important postwar poet, his work is still little know 
outside Germany, a situation which this first book-length collection of his poems in 
English should help to remedy. Stuart Freibert, David Walker and David Young are 
editors of FIELD and active translators, from German and from other languages. 
Over a period of some fifteen years they have been translating Gunter Eich’s 
poems, often in consultation with the author until his death in 1972.

Günter Eich (1 February 1907 – 20 December 1972) was a German lyricist, 
dramatist, and author. He was born in Lebus, on the Oder River, and educated in 
Leipzig, Berlin, and Paris. His collected works were published in four volumes in 
1991. Eich received numerous literary prizes after World War II, including one from 
the literary association of which he was a member, Gruppe 47, in 1950. In 1953, he
won the Hörspielpreis der Kriegsblinden for his radio play Die Andere und ich (The
Other and I). Eich also won the Georg-Büchner-Preis in 1959 and the Schiller-
Gedächtnispreis in 1968.
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Eichengreen, Barry. The European Economy Since 1945: Coordinated Capitalism &
Beyond. Princeton. 2006. Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 9780691127101. 504 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 35976. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1945, many Europeans still heated with coal, cooled 
their food with ice, and lacked indoor plumbing. Today, things could hardly be more
different. Over the second half of the twentieth century, the average European’s 
buying power tripled, while working hours fell by a third. The European Economy 
since 1945 is a broad, accessible, forthright account of the extraordinary 
development of Europe’s economy since the end of World War II. Barry Eichengreen
argues that the continent’s history has been critical to its economic performance, 
and that it will continue to be so going forward. Challenging standard views that 
basic economic forces were behind postwar Europe’s success, Eichengreen shows
how Western Europe in particular inherited a set of institutions singularly well suited
to the economic circumstances that reigned for almost three decades. Economic 
growth was facilitated by solidarity-centered trade unions, cohesive employers’ 
associations, and growth-minded governments—all legacies of Europe’s earlier 
history. For example, these institutions worked together to mobilize savings, finance
investment, and stabilize wages. However, this inheritance of economic and social 
institutions that was the solution until around 1973--when Europe had to switch from
growth based on brute-force investment and the acquisition of known technologies 
to growth based on increased efficiency and innovation—then became the problem.
Thus, the key questions for the future are whether Europe and its constituent nations
can now adapt their institutions to the needs of a globalized knowledge economy, 
and whether in doing so, the continent’s distinctive history will be an obstacle or an 
asset.

Barry Eichengreen is George C. Pardee and Helen N. Pardee Professor of 
Economics and Political Science at the University of California, Berkeley.
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Eire, Carlos. A Very Brief History of Eternity. Princeton. 2009. Princeton University 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780691133577. 268 pages.
hardcover. Jacket design by Leslie Flis. Inventory # 37521. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - What is eternity? Is it anything other than a purely 
abstract concept, totally unrelated to our lives? A mere hope? A frightfully uncertain
horizon? Or is it a certainty, shared by priest and scientist alike, and an essential 
element in all human relations? In A Very Brief History of Eternity, Carlos Eire, the 
historian and National Book Award-winning author of Waiting for Snow in Havana, 
has written a brilliant short history of eternity in Western culture. Tracing the idea 
from ancient times to the present, Eire examines the rise and fall of five different 
conceptions of eternity, exploring how they developed and how they have helped 
shape individual and collective self-understanding. A book about lived beliefs and 
their relationship to social and political realities, A Very Brief History of Eternity is 
also about unbelief, and the tangled and often rancorous relation between faith and 
reason. Its subject is the largest subject of all, one that has taxed minds great and 
small for centuries, and will forever be of human interest, intellectually, spiritually, 
and viscerally. While esteemed religion scholar Carlos Eire has published many 
scholarly texts, it is his scorching memoir Waiting for Snow in Havana that brought 
him to the public's attention and garnered a 2003 National Book Award. As Eire 
confides in our exclusive interview, ‘The greatest and sweetest irony of all is this: 
Readers are thanking me for Waiting for Snow, yet writing that book was the easiest
and most pleasurable thing I have ever done.’

Born in Havana, Carlos Eire is now the T. Lawrason Riggs Professor of History and
Religious Studies at Yale University. He lives in Guilford, Connecticut, with his wife,
Jane, and their three children.
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Eisen, Arri and Konchok, Yungdrung. The Enlightened Gene: Biology, Buddhism, 
and the Convergence that Explains the World. Lebanon. 2017. ForeEdge. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9781512600001. Foreword by the Dalai
Lama. 25 illustrations. 296 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 41831. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Eight years ago, in an unprecedented intellectual 
endeavor, the Dalai Lama invited Emory University to integrate modern science into
the education of the thousands of Tibetan Buddhist monks and nuns in exile in India.
This project, the Emory Tibet Science Initiative, became the first major change in the
monastic curriculum in six centuries. Eight years in, the results are transformative. 
The singular backdrop of teaching science to Tibetan Buddhist monks and nuns 
offered provocative insights into how science and religion can work together to 
enrich each other, as well as to shed light on life and what it means to be a thinking,
biological human. In The Enlightened Gene, Emory University Professor Dr. Arri 
Eisen, together with monk Geshe Yungdrung Konchok explore the striking ways in 
which the integration of Buddhism with cutting-edge discoveries in the biological 
sciences can change our understanding of life and how we live it. What this book 
discovers along the way will fundamentally change the way you think. Are humans 
inherently good? Where does compassion come from? Is death essential for life? Is
experience inherited? These questions have occupied philosophers, religious 
thinkers and scientists since the dawn of civilization, but in today's political 
discourse, much of the dialogue surrounding them and larger issues-such as climate
change, abortion, genetically modified organisms, and evolution-are often framed as
a dichotomy of science versus spirituality.

ARRI EISEN is a Professor of Pedagogy in Biology, the Institute of the Liberal Arts,
and the Center for Ethics at Emory University. GESHE YUNGDRUNG KONCHOK 
was born in 1982 in a mountainous village between Tibet and Nepal. Konchok runs 
the Tibetan Yungdrung Bon Library at his monastery.
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Eisenstaedt, Jean. The Curious History of Relativity: How Einstein's the ory of 
Gravity Was Lost & Found Again. Princeton. 2006. Princeton University Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0691118655. 29 halftones. 22 line 
illustrations. 384 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36033. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Black holes may obliterate most things that come near 
them, but they saved the theory of general relativity. Einstein’s theory was quickly 
accepted as the true theory of gravity after its publication in 1915, but soon took a 
back seat in physics to quantum mechanics and languished for decades on the 
blackboards of mathematicians. Not until the existence of black holes by Stephen 
Hawking and Roger Penrose in the 1960s, after Einstein’s death, was the theory 
revived. Almost one hundred years after general relativity replaced Newton’s theory
of gravitation, The Curious History of Relativity tells the story of both events 
surrounding general relativity and the techniques employed by Einstein and the 
relativists to construct, develop, and understand his almost impenetrable theory. 
Jean Eisenstaedt, one of the world’s leading experts on the subject, also discusses 
the theory’s place in the evolution of twentieth-century physics. He describes the 
main stages in the development of general relativity: its beginnings, its strange 
crossing of the desert during Einstein’s lifetime while under heated criticism, and its
new life from the 1960s on, when it became vital to the understanding of black holes
and the observation of exotic objects, and, eventually, to the discovery of the 
accelerating universe. We witness Einstein’s construction of his theory, as well as 
the work of his fascinated, discouraged, and enthusiastic colleagues—physicists, 
mathematicians, and astronomers. Written with flair, The Curious History of 
Relativity poses—and answers—the difficult questions raised by Einstein’s 
magnificent intellectual feat.

Jean Eisenstaedt is Senior Researcher at France’s National Center for Scientific 
Research (CNRS) attached to the Paris Observatory. The widely praised French 
edition of The Curious History of Relativity was published as Einstein et la relativité 
générale. Eisenstaedt’s most recent book is Avant Einstein. Relativité, lumière, 
gravitation (Before Einstein: Relativity, Light, Gravitation).
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Eisler, Kim Isaac. Revenge of the Pequots: How a Small Native American Tribe 
Created the World's Most Profitable Casino. New York. 2001. Simon & Schuster. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684854708. 269 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 28608. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the mid-1970's, the Mashantucket Pequot tribe had 
only one member-an elderly woman who pleaded with her grandson to come live on
the impoverished reservation and save it from falling into government hands upon 
her death. In REVENGE OF THE PEQUOTS, journalist Kim Isaac Eisler tells the 
remarkable story of how Richard 'Skip' Hayward, then an unemployed ship-worker, 
granted his grandmother's dying wish, revived the moribund clan, and transformed 
the Peguots into the richest and most influential band of Native Americans in history.

Kim Eisler grew up in Lynchburg, Va., and graduated from George Washington 
University in 1974 with a BA in Political Science. Working his way through college as
a copyboy at Time Magazine, Kim was on desk duty on the day of the Watergate 
break-in in 1973. When he suggested a story on the burglary, the New York office 
replied "passing on Watergate-too local." Thus was the way cleared for Woodward 
and Bernstein to become legends. After college Kim became a staff writer at the 
Delta Democrat Times working for legendary Southern editor Hodding Carter III. 
After uncovering a massive scandal regarding the operations of the Greenville-Lake
Village Bridge, Kim moved his investigative reporting niche to The Tampa Tribune, 
eventually becoming the state capital bureau chief in Tallahassee. After five years 
with the Tribune, Kim took a job at the Los Angeles Daily Journal, the nation's most
prestigious daily paper for the legal profession. After just a year, he was scooped up
the American Lawyer Magazine, run by Steven Brill, later to be the founder of Court
TV. It was American Lawyer that Kim established his credentials as the leading law 
firm reporter in the United States and that expertise landed him a contract as the 
author of Shark Tank, the story of how the country's largest law firm, Finley Kumble,
crumbled as the law firm version of a Ponzi Scheme. Shark Tank's success led to 
the publication of The Last Liberal, a biography of influential Supreme Court Justice
William J. Brennan Jr. Kim's third book was Revenge of the Pequots, the tale of how
Foxwoods Casino in Connecticut was put together and changed the landscape of 
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Eisner, Lotte H. The Haunted Screen: Expressionism in the German Cinema & the 
Influence of Max Reinhardt. Berkeley. 2008. University Of California Press. 2nd 
Paperback Printing of This New Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520257900. 
360 pages. paperback. Inventory # 36693. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The golden age of German cinema began at the end of 
the First World War and ended shortly after the coming of sound. From The Cabinet
of Dr. Caligari onwards the principal films of this period were characterized by two 
influences: literary Expressionism and the innovations of the theater directors of this
period, in particular Max Reinhardt. This book demonstrates the connection between
German Romanticism and the cinema through Expressionist writings.

Lotte H. Eisner (5 March 1896, in Berlin – 25 November 1983, in Paris) was a 
German-French writer, film critic, archivist and curator. Eisner worked initially as a 
film critic in Berlin, then in Paris where in 1936 she met Henri Langlois with whom 
she founded the Cinémathèque Française.
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Ekman, Kerstin. Under the Snow. New York. 1998. Doubleday. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0385488661. Translated from the Swedish by 
Joan Tate. 209 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Russell Gordon. Inventory # 
25821. $14

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From the author of Blackwater comes this atmospheric 
and chilling tale of small-town secrets and jealousy set in the icy northern landscape
of Lapland. When an artist named Matti is killed at a mah jongg party, Police 
Constable Torsson skis to the remote village of Rakisjok to investigate. Once there,
witnesses evade the constable's questions and insist that Matti walked off into the 
wilderness and froze to death. With no clues to go on, Torsson closes his case. 
Then David, an old friend of Matti's, arrives in town and together with Torsson, he 
sets out to get at the truth about Matti's death.

Kerstin Lillemor Ekman (born 27 August 1933 in Risinge, Finspång, Östergötland 
County) is a Swedish novelist. Kerstin Ekman wrote a string of successful detective
novels (among others De tre små mästarna and Dödsklockan) but later went on to 
psychological and social themes. Among her later works is Mörker och blåbärsris 
(1972) (set in northern Sweden) and Händelser vid vatten (1993), in which she 
returned to the form of the detective novel. Ekman was elected member of the 
Swedish Academy in 1978, but left the Academy in 1989, together with Lars 
Gyllensten and Werner Aspenström, due to the debate following death threats 
posed to Salman Rushdie. According to the rules of the Academy, however, she will
remain a passive member for the entirety of her life.keywords
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Ekstrand, Eric. Laodicea. Richmond. 2015. Omnidawn Publishing/University Press 
of New England. Advance Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9781632430038. 6 x 9’. 88 pages. paperback. Inventory # 41410. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Foreword By Donald Revell. Laodicea speaks English 
sympathetically at the edge of sense, where this world reveals another latent; and 
this world remains ordinary, just like we like it. In a time when we are told, 
amazingly, the universe is math, what does this mean for our friendships, for our 
language? Laodicea reminds, laughingly, that ‘The mind and the world / together are
a Co-Cathedral’— the impulse for love and play. ‘Eric Ekstrand sets his margins 
moving and finds a center everywhere his loving eye alights. His concerns are 
tender and keen for shrines in the flesh that undisguise the blasted shrines of these
United States.’ - Donald Revell, Judge of the Omnidawn 1st/2nd Poetry Book 
Contest.

Eric Ekstrand lives in Winston-Salem, North Carolina, with his husband, Danny, and
his father, Ken. He teaches writing at Wake Forest University. He is the recipient of
a Ruth Lilly Fellowship from The Poetry Foundation.
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Eliot, George. Adam Bede. New York. 1961. Signet/New American Library. 1st 
Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Previous Owner’s name Penned in Front, 
Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. Foreword By F.R. Leavis. 510 pages. 
paperback. CT76. Cover: James Hill. Inventory # 33051. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The English Midlands at the turn of the eighteenth 
century is the setting for George Eliot's moving novel of three unworldly people 
trapped by unwise love. Adam Bede, a simple carpenter, loves too blindly; Hetty 
Sorrel, a coquettish beauty, loves too recklessly; and Arthur Donnithorne, a dashing
squire, loves too carelessly. Betrayed by their innocence, vanity, and imprudence, 
their foolish hearts lead them to a tragic triangle of seduction, murder, and 
retribution. With emotional sincerity and intellectual integrity, George Eliot probes 
deeply into the psychology of commonplace people caught in the act of uncommon
heroics. Alexandre Dumas called this novel 'the masterpiece of the century.'

Mary Anne (alternatively Mary Ann or Marian) Evans (22 November 1819 – 22 
December 1880), better known by her pen name George Eliot, was an English 
novelist, journalist and translator, and one of the leading writers of the Victorian era.
She is the author of seven novels, including Adam Bede (1859), The Mill on the 
Floss (1860), Silas Marner (1861), Middlemarch (1871–72), and Daniel Deronda 
(1876), most of them set in provincial England and known for their realism and 
psychological insight.
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Eliot, George. Adam Bede. New York. 1981. Signet/New American Library. 
Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0451518489.
Foreword by F. R. Leavis. 510 pages. paperback. 1848. Cover painting: ‘Rougeur du
Soir’ by Ancillotti. Inventory # 38826. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The English Midlands at the turn of the eighteenth 
century is the setting for George Eliot's moving novel of three unworldly people 
trapped by unwise love. Adam Bede, a simple carpenter, loves too blindly; Hetty 
Sorrel, a coquettish beauty, loves too recklessly; and Arthur Donnithorne, a dashing
squire, loves too carelessly. Betrayed by their innocence, vanity, and imprudence, 
their foolish hearts lead them to a tragic triangle of seduction, murder, and 
retribution. With emotional sincerity and intellectual integrity, George Eliot probes 
deeply into the psychology of commonplace people caught in the act of uncommon
heroics. Alexandre Dumas called this novel 'the masterpiece of the century.' A 
beautiful country girl is seduced by a local escort and the consequences are dire.

Mary Anne (alternatively Mary Ann or Marian) Evans (22 November 1819 – 22 
December 1880), better known by her pen name George Eliot, was an English 
novelist, journalist and translator, and one of the leading writers of the Victorian era.
She is the author of seven novels, including Adam Bede (1859), The Mill on the 
Floss (1860), Silas Marner (1861), Middlemarch (1871–72), and Daniel Deronda 
(1876), most of them set in provincial England and known for their realism and 
psychological insight.
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Eliot, George. Daniel Deronda - 2 Volumes. New York. 1876. Harper & Brothers. 
Reprinted Hardcover Editions. Some Spotting To Boards, Otherwise Very Good in 
Hardcover. 411 pages (v.1) and 427 pages (v.2). hardcover. Inventory # 27645. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This, George Eliot’s last novel, breaks through the 
traditional molds of Victorian fiction into areas that are still of relevance and concern
today. Two intensely moving themes are interwoven in the plot. One is the story of 
Daniel Deronda, raised among the British upper classes, only to rediscover his 
Jewish ancestry and become torn between the worlds of great English country 
houses and London’s East End. The other is the chronicle of Gwendolen Harleth, a
young. woman of breeding, beauty and undeveloped potential, whose marriage to a
man of vast power and arrogance becomes an imprisonment she desperately longs
to escape. Eliot’s examination of the polite and not-so-polite ways of anti-Semitism is
the background for a vivid depiction of both the richly complex love that evolves 
between Daniel and Gwendolen and the whole gamut of Victorian follies and 
delusions. This novel, full of realistic appraisals of people at all levels of society, 
offers a unique portrait of the subtle agonies of alienation and the costIy struggle for
selfhood.

Mary Anne (alternatively Mary Ann or Marian) Evans (22 November 1819 – 22 
December 1880), better known by her pen name George Eliot, was an English 
novelist, journalist and translator, and one of the leading writers of the Victorian era.
She is the author of seven novels, including Adam Bede (1859), The Mill on the 
Floss (1860), Silas Marner (1861), Middlemarch (1871–72), and Daniel Deronda 
(1876), most of them set in provincial England and known for their realism and 
psychological insight.
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Eliot, George. Middlemarch. New York. Signet/New American Library. Reprinted 
Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers With a Piece Coming Off
Near The Bottom Spine. 0451517504. Afterword by Frank Kermode. 832 pages. 
paperback. CE1750. Inventory # 37010. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘People are almost always better than their neighbours 
think they are.’ George Eliot’s most ambitious novel is a masterly evocation of 
diverse lives and changing fortunes in a provincial community. Peopling its 
landscape are Dorothea Brooke, a young idealist whose search for intellectual 
fulfillment leads her into a disastrous marriage to the pedantic scholar Casaubon; 
the charming but tactless Dr Lydgate, whose pioneering medical methods, combined
with an imprudent marriage to the spendthrift beauty Rosamond, threaten to 
undermine his career; and the religious hypocrite Bulstrode, hiding scandalous 
crimes from his past. As their stories entwine, George Eliot creates a richly nuanced
and moving drama, hailed by Virginia Woolf as ‘one of the few English novels written
for grown-up people.’

Mary Anne (alternatively Mary Ann or Marian) Evans (22 November 1819 – 22 
December 1880), better known by her pen name George Eliot, was an English 
novelist, journalist and translator, and one of the leading writers of the Victorian era.
She is the author of seven novels, including Adam Bede (1859), The Mill on the 
Floss (1860), Silas Marner (1861), Middlemarch (1871–72), and Daniel Deronda 
(1876), most of them set in provincial England and known for their realism and 
psychological insight.keywords
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Eliot, George. Silas Marner. New York. 1985. Penguin Books. Reprinted Edition. 
Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 014043030x. Edited & With An Introduction 
by Q. D. Leavis. 272 pages. paperback. Inventory # 29550. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Wrongly accused of a heinous theft that had been 
committed by his best friend, the gentle linen weaver, Silas Marner, goes into exile 
to become a miserly recluse. In the rustic village of Raveloe he finds redemption and
spiritual rebirth through his unselfish love for an abandoned child who appears 
mysteriously one day in his isolated cottage. A classic beloved by every generation,
George Eliot's heartwarming novel of a miser and a little child combines the charm 
of a fairy tale with the humor and pathos of realistic fiction. Silas Marner is a tale rich
in the understanding of human nature. and a vivid revelation of the undercurrents of
sheltered rural life - suspicion of the outsider, hatred of the unfamiliar.

Mary Anne (alternatively Mary Ann or Marian) Evans (22 November 1819 – 22 
December 1880), better known by her pen name George Eliot, was an English 
novelist, journalist and translator, and one of the leading writers of the Victorian era.
She is the author of seven novels, including Adam Bede (1859), The Mill on the 
Floss (1860), Silas Marner (1861), Middlemarch (1871–72), and Daniel Deronda 
(1876), most of them set in provincial England and known for their realism and 
psychological insight. She used a male pen name, she said, to ensure her works 
would be taken seriously. Female authors were published under their own names 
during Eliot's life, but she wanted to escape the stereotype of women only writing 
lighthearted romances. An additional factor in her use of a pen name may have 
been a desire to shield her private life from public scrutiny and to prevent scandals 
attending her relationship with the married George Henry Lewes, with whom she 
lived for over 20 years. Her 1872 work, Middlemarch, has been described as the 
greatest novel in the English language by Martin Amis and by Julian Barnes.
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Eliot, George. Silas Marner. New York. 1981. Signet/New American Library. 
Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0451524276.
Afterword By Walter Allen. 192 pages. paperback. CE2427. Inventory # 38844. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Wrongly accused of a heinous theft that had been 
committed by his best friend, the gentle linen weaver, Silas Marner, goes into exile 
to become a miserly recluse. In the rustic village of Raveloe he finds redemption and
spiritual rebirth through his unselfish love for an abandoned child who appears 
mysteriously one day in his isolated cottage. A classic beloved by every generation,
George Eliot's heartwarming novel of a miser and a little child combines the charm 
of a fairy tale with the humor and pathos of realistic fiction. Silas Marner is a tale rich
in the understanding of human nature. and a vivid revelation of the undercurrents of
sheltered rural life - suspicion of the outsider, hatred of the unfamiliar.

Mary Anne (alternatively Mary Ann or Marian) Evans (22 November 1819 – 22 
December 1880), better known by her pen name George Eliot, was an English 
novelist, journalist and translator, and one of the leading writers of the Victorian era.
She is the author of seven novels, including Adam Bede (1859), The Mill on the 
Floss (1860), Silas Marner (1861), Middlemarch (1871–72), and Daniel Deronda 
(1876), most of them set in provincial England and known for their realism and 
psychological insight.
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Eliot, George. The Best-Known Novels of George Eliot: Adam Bede, the Mill On the
Floss, Silas Marner, Romola. New York. 0. Modern Library. Hardcover Edition. Very
Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. A Modern Library Giant. 1350 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 41150. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - For the past year or two there has been a phenomenal 
revival of interest in the novels of George Eliot. Contemporary readers are making 
the discovery that her writings provide far more than a mere picture of nineteenth-
century manners ; they are aglow with the fire of great personalities in revolt against
the prejudices and restrictions of their time; they are stories of deep human insight 
and compassion, universal in their appeal and as alive today with problems personal
and of the world as they were seventy-five years ago. To bring together within the 
covers of a single book four such novels as Adam Bede, The Mill on the Floss, Silas
Marner and Romola is an achievement only possible in the Modern Library Giant 
format. Students in our universities, colleges and high schools need no longer rely 
on scattered volumes which cost at least four times as much. The general reader, 
too, will find this volume a source of infinite pleasure at an infinitesimal cost.

Mary Anne (alternatively Mary Ann or Marian) Evans (22 November 1819 – 22 
December 1880), better known by her pen name George Eliot, was an English 
novelist, journalist and translator, and one of the leading writers of the Victorian era.
She is the author of seven novels, including Adam Bede (1859), The Mill on the 
Floss (1860), Silas Marner (1861), Middlemarch (1871–72), and Daniel Deronda 
(1876), most of them set in provincial England and known for their realism and 
psychological insight.
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Eliot, George. The Mill On the Floss. New York. 1985. Penguin Books. Reprinted 
Penguin Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0140431209. Edited 
With An Introduction & Notes by A. S. byatt. 691 pages. paperback. The cover 
shows a detail from Water-Mill at Gillingham, Dorset by John Constable. Inventory #
35772. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE MILL ON THE FLOSS, published in 1860, is a vivid
portrayal of childhood and adolescence in rural England. The novel centres on 
Maggie Tulliver, whose passionate and imaginative nature brings her into conflict 
with the middle-class narrowness of St Ogg’s and, more poignantly, with her beloved
brother Tom. The result is one of George Eliot’s best-loved works, containing an 
affectionate and perceptive study of provincial life, a brilliant evocation of the 
complexities of human relationships and a heroine whose rebellious spirit closely 
resembles George Eliot’s own.

Mary Anne (alternatively Mary Ann or Marian) Evans (22 November 1819 – 22 
December 1880), better known by her pen name George Eliot, was an English 
novelist, journalist and translator, and one of the leading writers of the Victorian era.
She is the author of seven novels, including Adam Bede (1859), The Mill on the 
Floss (1860), Silas Marner (1861), Middlemarch (1871–72), and Daniel Deronda 
(1876), most of them set in provincial England and known for their realism and 
psychological insight.
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Eliot, T. S. The Confidential Clerk. New York. 1954. Harcourt Brace & Company. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 160 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 7459. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - T. S. Eliot’s new verse play opened at the Edinburgh 
Festival last summer to admiring laughter, cheers, and rave notices. Mollie Panter-
Downes reported in The New Yorker that, on its London opening, ‘it was again 
saluted as a masterpiece.’ Russell Kirk said in his review, ‘This is a play which 
touches most movingly upon the sources of longing and the need for enduring love,
and so bears the mark of a man of genius.’ Mr. Eliot has peopled THE 
CONFIDENTIAL CLERK with seven characters—Sir Claude Mulhammer, whose 
London house is the setting for two of the three acts; Colby Simpkins, Sir Claude’s 
newly employed confidential clerk; Eggerson, the outgoing clerk; Lucasta Angel, B.
Kaghan, Mrs. Guzzard, and Sir Claude’s wife, Lady Elizabeth. Praise from the 
Critics ‘Better constructed and more entertaining than The Cocktail Party. 
masterfully strung with revelations. The adroitly used verse, the well-planned 
surprises, the simply said quintessence of complex thought, the well-spaced fun. 
would seem to indicate that Mr. Eliot has successfully come to terms with the 
legitimate theatre.’ - HENRY HEWES, The Saturday Review.

Thomas Stearns Eliot (September 26, 1888 – January 4, 1965) was a publisher, 
playwright, literary and social critic and ‘arguably the most important English-
language poet of the 20th century’. Although he was born an American, he moved to
the United Kingdom in 1914 (at age 25) and was naturalised as a British subject in 
1927 at age 39. The poem that made his name, The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock
—started in 1910 and published in Chicago in 1915—is seen as a masterpiece of 
the Modernist movement, and was followed by some of the best-known poems in 
the English language, including Gerontion (1920), The Waste Land (1922), The 
Hollow Men (1925), Ash Wednesday (1930), and Four Quartets (1945). He is also 
known for his seven plays, particularly Murder in the Cathedral (1935). He was 
awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1948.
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Ellington, Richard. Shoot the Works. New York. 1949. Pocket Books. 1st Pocket 
Books Paperback Printing. Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 185 pages. paperback.
624. Front cover illustration by Roswell Keller. Inventory # 41521. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The room was still as a tropical garden full of deadly 
snakes. ‘BLOOD covered the floor.’ Avis Ritter’s body shook. ‘He still had the gun in
his hand. It - it was awful. ‘What about Mary?’ Steve Drake asked. ‘She was lying on
a sofa. At first we thought she was dead too. But she had just passed out. They 
were both drunk. He must have shot himself. Steve snapped,’ You’re barking up the
wrong tree, baby.’ Avis Ritter, a trained nurse, and detective Steve Drake had been
hired to keep Mary Turner out of trouble. Mary was supposed to be a kleptomaniac.
But when her lover was found dead, Steve was more inclined to diagnose her case
as MURDER!

Richard Ellington (1914-1980) was an American author of hard-boiled fiction 
featuring New York City private eye (and ex-actor) Steve Drake. He wrote five 
novels and at least five short stories.Richard Ellington worked in radio, both as a 
performer and writer, during and after World War II and ended up running a hotel in 
the Caribbean.
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Ellis, Trey. Home Repairs. New York. 1993. Simon & Schuster. Advance Reader's 
Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 0671769243. 332 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
17910. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From his days at Stanford University to his starring 
career as ‘Mr. Fixit’ on a cable TV series, Austin McMillan has only one thing on his
mind - women. In a diary chronicling his uproariously funny roller-coaster ride into 
maturity, he confides his adventures and misadventures with the opposite sex as he
tries to make it in a predominantly white world.

Trey Ellis (born 1962) is an American novelist, screenwriter, professor, playwright, 
and essayist. He was born in Washington D.C. and graduated from Hopkins School
and Phillips Academy, Andover, before attending Stanford University where he was 
the editor of the Stanford Chaparral.
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Ellis, Trey. Home Repairs. New York. 1993. Simon & Schuster. 1st Printing. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0671769243. 332 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 18382. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From his days at Stanford University to his starring 
career as ‘Mr. Fixit’ on a cable TV series, Austin McMillan has only one thing on his
mind - women. In a diary chronicling his uproariously funny roller-coaster ride into 
maturity, he confides his adventures and misadventures with the opposite sex as he
tries to make it in a predominantly white world.

Trey Ellis (born 1962) is an American novelist, screenwriter, professor, playwright, 
and essayist. He was born in Washington D.C. and graduated from Hopkins School
and Phillips Academy, Andover, before attending Stanford University where he was 
the editor of the Stanford Chaparral.
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Ellis, Trey. Right Here, Right Now. New York. 1999. Simon & Schuster. Advance 
Uncorrected Reader's Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 068484592x. 385 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 25777. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Meet Ashton Robinson, a dashing playboy whose suave
charm, worldly pretensions, and ecstatic seminars have made him one of the most 
successful motivational speakers in the country. After an encounter with the 
synergistic effects of marijuana and expired cough syrup, Robinson renounces his 
life as a self-help icon and pronounces himself a spiritually enlightened master. 
Overnight he invents the world's newest religion, based on meditation, bungee-cord 
jumping, tantric sex, and The Gap. Has he stumbled upon one of the great truths of 
the universe? Or has the same outsized ego that fueled his success as a 
motivational speaker driven him over the edge? With surgical wit and acuity, Trey 
Ellis has written a titillating and trenchant tale about the revivalist fervor of the 
American self-help industry. Right Here, Right Now is a corrosively funny and 
provocative exploration of the impulse to self-improvement - one of the most salient 
features of American popular culture at the close of the twentieth century.

Trey Ellis (born 1962) is an American novelist, screenwriter, professor, playwright, 
and essayist. He was born in Washington D.C. and graduated from Hopkins School
and Phillips Academy, Andover, before attending Stanford University where he was 
the editor of the Stanford Chaparral.
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Ellis, Trey. Right Here, Right Now. New York. 1999. Simon & Schuster. 1st Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 068484592x. 385 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 26139. 
$25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Meet Ashton Robinson, a dashing playboy whose suave
charm, worldly pretensions, and ecstatic seminars have made him one of the most 
successful motivational speakers in the country. After an encounter with the 
synergistic effects of marijuana and expired cough syrup, Robinson renounces his 
life as a self-help icon and pronounces himself a spiritually enlightened master. 
Overnight he invents the world's newest religion, based on meditation, bungee-cord 
jumping, tantric sex, and The Gap. Has he stumbled upon one of the great truths of 
the universe? Or has the same outsized ego that fueled his success as a 
motivational speaker driven him over the edge? With surgical wit and acuity, Trey 
Ellis has written a titillating and trenchant tale about the revivalist fervor of the 
American self-help industry. Right Here, Right Now is a corrosively funny and 
provocative exploration of the impulse to self-improvement - one of the most salient 
features of American popular culture at the close of the twentieth century.

Trey Ellis (born 1962) is an American novelist, screenwriter, professor, playwright, 
and essayist. He was born in Washington D.C. and graduated from Hopkins School
and Phillips Academy, Andover, before attending Stanford University where he was 
the editor of the Stanford Chaparral.
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Ellis, Warren. Gun Machine. New York. 2013. Mulholland Books. Advance Reading
Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780316187404. 308 pages. paperback. Inventory #
29753. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Warren Ellis reimagines New York City as a puzzle with 
the most dangerous pieces of all: GUNS. After a shootout claims the life of his 
partner in a condemned tenement building on Pearl Street, Detective John Tallow 
unwittingly stumbles across an apartment stacked high with guns. When examined,
each weapon leads to a different, previously unsolved murder. Someone has been 
killing people for twenty years or more and storing the weapons together for some 
inexplicable purpose. Confronted with the sudden emergence of hundreds of 
unsolved homicides, Tallow soon discovers that he's walked into a veritable deal 
with the devil. An unholy bargain that has made possible the rise of some of 
Manhattan's most prominent captains of industry. A hunter who performs his deadly
acts as a sacrifice to the old gods of Manhattan, who may, quite simply, be the most
prolific murderer in New York City's history. Warren Ellis's body of work has been 
championed by Wired for its ‘merciless action’ and ‘incorruptible bravery,’ and 
steadily amassed legions of diehard fans. His newest novel builds on his 
accomplishments like never before, announcing Ellis as one of today's most daring 
thriller writers. This is twenty-first century suspense writ large. This is GUN 
MACHINE.

Warren Girard Ellis is an English comic-book writer, novelist, and screenwriter. He is
best known as the co-creator of several original comics series, including 
Transmetropolitan, Global Frequency, Red —adapted into the feature films Red and
Red 2 —Trees, and Injection.
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Ellison, Fred P. Brazil's New Novel. Berkeley. 1954. University Of California Press. 
1st Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 191 pages. hardcover. Inventory
# 3057. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Four Northeastern Masters - JOSÉ LINS DO REGO, 
JORGE AMADO, GRACILIANO RAMOS, RACHEL DE QUEIROZ. The ‘novel of the
Northeast’ has been the dominant genre in Brazilian fiction from its inception in the 
1930’s. José Lins do Rego, Jorge Amado, Rachel de Queiroz, and Graciliano 
Ramos are the outstanding creators of this genre. These four novelists and their 
significance in Latin American literature are the subject of this study. In Brazil the 
period of the 1930’s was one of tropical efllorescence, when literature, along with 
almost all other phases of creativity, seemed to enter upon a new life. Here, as 
elsewhere, the age was marked by social and political ferment, some of which is 
reflected in the novel as social protest or political intent. The present study shows 
how, despite the documentary and sociological aspects of the new writing, the fiction
of these four novelists often attained the level of art. Usually relying on the 
conventional techniques of the realistic novel, they have created vivid scenes, told 
captivating stories, and, above all, have created characters of abiding import in the 
nation’s literature.

Fred Pittman Ellison (January 11, 1922 - October 4, 2014) was an assistant 
professor at the University of Illinois in Champaign-Urbana, he taught experimental 
classes in Spanish at both elementary and high school levels in a research project 
funded by the U.S. Department of Education. In 1962, on arriving at the University of
Texas, he initiated the teaching of Portuguese in Austin, at Saint Edward's High 
School and was coordinator, with a Brazilian colleague, of a major project involving 
four other writers that eventuated in Modern Portuguese, an influential textbook 
used in U.S. universities for many years. In the sixties he founded the Portuguese 
Language Development Group of the AATSP, a nationwide group that continues to
meet every year. Throughout his career Fred was especially drawn to Brazil, its 
people and its literature, a little-studied area which he had begun to explore in his 
dissertation on the Brazilian novel.
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Ellmann, Richard. W. B. Yeats's Second Puberty. Washington DC. 1985. Library Of
Congress. 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0844404861. 29 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 4580. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Lecture delivered at the Library of Congress, April 2, 
1984, on the life of Yeats.

Richard David Ellmann (March 15, 1918 – May 13, 1987) was a prominent American
literary critic and biographer of the Irish writers James Joyce, Oscar Wilde, and 
William Butler Yeats. He won the U.S. National Book Award for Nonfiction for James
Joyce (1959), which is one of the most acclaimed literary biographies of the 20th 
century; its 1982 revised edition was similarly recognised with the award of the 
James Tait Black Memorial Prize. A liberal humanist, Ellmann's academic work 
generally focused on the major modernist writers of the twentieth century.
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Ellmann, Richard. Yeats: The Man and the Masks. New York. 1948. Macmillan. 1st
American Edition. Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front And Some Foxing On 
Endpapers, Otherwise Good in Hardcover With A Few Small Dings On The Spine. 
No Dustjacket. 336 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 22112. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The definitive biography of William Butler Yeats. The 
most influential poet of his age, Yeats eluded the grasp of many who sought to 
explain him. In this classic critical examination of the poet, Richard Ellmann strips 
away the masks of his subject: occultist, senator of the Irish Free State, libidinous 
old man, and Nobel Prize winner. About the Author - National Book Award-winning 
biographer Richard Ellmann was the author of the landmark biographies James 
Joyce and Oscar Wilde, among many other highly praised works.

Richard David Ellmann (March 15, 1918 – May 13, 1987) was a prominent American
literary critic and biographer of the Irish writers James Joyce, Oscar Wilde, and 
William Butler Yeats. He won the U.S. National Book Award for Nonfiction for James
Joyce (1959), which is one of the most acclaimed literary biographies of the 20th 
century; its 1982 revised edition was similarly recognised with the award of the 
James Tait Black Memorial Prize. A liberal humanist, Ellmann's academic work 
generally focused on the major modernist writers of the twentieth century.
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Ellroy, James (preface). Fallen Angels: Six Noir Tales Told For Television. New 
York. 1993. Grove Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 0802133835. 
Includes Tales From Raymond Chandler, William Campbell Gault, Jonathan Craig,
Cornell Woolrich, James Ellroy, & Jim Thompson. 274 pages. paperback. Signed by
James Ellroy. Cover design by The Creative Partnership. Inventory # 24490. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Fallen Angels is a collection of six original short stories 
from the master of the hard-boiled mystery / crime genre, along with the complete 
screen adaptation of each story and black - and - white film noir images and behind -
the- scenes photographs taken by some of the world’s most renowned 
photographers. It offers an inside look at how Hollywood’s top writers transform this
classic material for the screen.

James Ellroy was born in Los Angeles in 1948. His L.A. Quartet novels—The Black
Dahlia, The Big Nowhere, L.A. Confidential, and White Jazz—were international 
best sellers. His novel American Tabloid was Time magazine’s Best Book (fiction) of
1995; his memoir, My Dark Places, was a Time Best Book of the Year and a New 
York Times Notable Book for 1996. His novel The Cold Six Thousand was a New 
York Times Notable Book and a Los Angeles Times Best Book for 2001.
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Ellroy, James. Because the Night. New York. 1984. Mysterious Press. 1st Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 089296071x. 280 pages. hardcover. Inscribed by the 
Author - 'Dear Reader - Death walk, blood stalk, hound howl, sleaze growl - the night
descends. James Ellroy'. Jacket painting by Gamache. Inventory # 24359. $112.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The saga of Detective Sergeant Lloyd Hopkins, begun in
BLOOD ON THE MOON, continues in a powerful new novel. Files regarding the 
disappearance of Jacob Herzog, a hero cop whose legend is almost as grand as 
Lloyd’s own, and a multiple murder committed with a pre-Civil War revolver, are on
Hopkins’ desk. With his usual tenacity, he pieces the puzzle together; the picture 
which emerges is a frightening one. The two cases are related, and the motivating 
force behind them is cloaked in layers of darkness. Within that darkness lurks John
Havilland. Known as The Night Tripper, Havilland is a psychiatrist whose pleasure 
comes from the manipulation of the weak and lonely. Power for Dr. John comes 
from knowing as much as he can about as many as he can, and then using that 
information for whatever end suits his purposes. even if that end is murder! As 
Hopkins closes in, the doctor uses his patients as a buffer until the detective breaks 
through the circle, causing Havilland’s madness to rage uncontrolled. The 
conclusion of BECAUSE THE NIGHT brings a shattering confrontation and the 
exorcism of Lloyd’s own demons.

James Ellroy was born in Los Angeles in 1948. His L.A. Quartet novels—The Black
Dahlia, The Big Nowhere, L.A. Confidential, and White Jazz—were international 
best sellers. His novel American Tabloid was Time magazine’s Best Book (fiction) of
1995; his memoir, My Dark Places, was a Time Best Book of the Year and a New 
York Times Notable Book for 1996. His novel The Cold Six Thousand was a New 
York Times Notable Book and a Los Angeles Times Best Book for 2001.
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Ellroy, James. Blood On the Moon. New York. 1984. Mysterious Press. 1st Printing.
Very Good in Dustjacket.Remainder Mark On Bottom Edge. 0892960698. 263 
pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket painting by Gamache. Inventory # 
24349. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Detective Sergeant Lloyd Hopkins loves his work, his 
family, women, and innocence. Preternaturally brilliant and with an extraordinary 
instinct for police work, Hopkins moves through the Los Angeles night world saving 
souls, while faced with the constant threat of losing his own. Someone else is 
stalking the city now - someone who can match Hopkins point for point in brilliance.
But Teddy Verplanck has turned his mind to evil: he protects the innocent by 
murdering them. So successful has he been that in twenty years not one of his 
victims has been connected to another. Most are deemed suicides. Drawn 
inexorably together, Hopkins and Verplanck challenge each other in a confrontation
which pits icy intelligence against white-heated madness and lays bare the souls of 
two men driven in opposite directions by the same need. Searing and shocking, as 
evocative of Los Angeles police work as the stories of Joseph Wambaugh and as 
compelling as the novels of Lawrence Sanders, Blood on the Moon is a frightening 
and exciting foray into the world of men driven by forces so strong they take over 
every life they touch.

James Ellroy was born in Los Angeles in 1948. His L.A. Quartet novels—The Black
Dahlia, The Big Nowhere, L.A. Confidential, and White Jazz—were international 
best sellers. His novel American Tabloid was Time magazine’s Best Book (fiction) of
1995; his memoir, My Dark Places, was a Time Best Book of the Year and a New 
York Times Notable Book for 1996. His novel The Cold Six Thousand was a New 
York Times Notable Book and a Los Angeles Times Best Book for 2001.
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Ellroy, James. Crime Wave: Reportage & Fiction From the Underside of L.A. New 
York. 1999. Vintage Crime. 1st Edition. Fien in Wrappers. 037570471x. Paperback
Original. 288 pages. paperback. Inventory # 26266. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Los Angeles. In no other city do sex, celebrity, money, 
and crime exert such an irresistible magnetic field. And no writer has mapped that 
field with greater savagery and savvy than James Ellroy. With this fever-hot 
collection of reportage and short fiction, he returns to his native habitat and portrays
it as a smog-shrouded netherworld where’every third person is a peeper, prowler, 
pederast, or pimp.’ From the scandal sheets of the 1950s to this morning’s police 
blotter, Ellroy reopens true crimes and restores human dimensions to their victims. 
Sublimely, he resurrects the rag Hush-Hush magazine. And in a baroquely plotted 
novella of slaughter and corruption he enlists the forgotten luminaries of a lost 
Hollywood. Shocking, mesmerizing, and written in prose as wounding as an ice pick,
CRIME WAVE is Ellroy at his best.

James Ellroy was born in Los Angeles in 1948. His L.A. Quartet novels—The Black
Dahlia, The Big Nowhere, L.A. Confidential, and White Jazz—were international 
best sellers. His novel American Tabloid was Time magazine’s Best Book (fiction) of
1995; his memoir, My Dark Places, was a Time Best Book of the Year and a New 
York Times Notable Book for 1996. His novel The Cold Six Thousand was a New 
York Times Notable Book and a Los Angeles Times Best Book for 2001.
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Ellroy, James. Hollywood Nocturnes. New York. 1994. Otto Penzler Books. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1883402549. 229 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
26630. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Dig it. A famous musician-cum-draft dodger is plotting 
the perfect celebrity snatch–his own. An ex-con raging on revenge in High Darktown
becomes a cop’s worst nightmare. While chasing kidnappers, two cops stumble on 
an okie town as bloody as the O.K. Corral. A strongarm for Howard Hughes and 
mobster Mickey Cohen finds himself playing both ends against the middle, all for a
murderously magnificent moll. This is L.A., Ellroy style–corrupt cops, goons with 
guns, rattling roadsters–and all in the staccato rhythm of the streets. Hollywood 
Nocturnes shows us the seedy side of glamorous Hollywood, laid out like a corpse in
the morgue.

James Ellroy was born in Los Angeles in 1948. His L.A. Quartet novels—The Black
Dahlia, The Big Nowhere, L.A. Confidential, and White Jazz—were international 
best sellers. His novel American Tabloid was Time magazine’s Best Book (fiction) of
1995; his memoir, My Dark Places, was a Time Best Book of the Year and a New 
York Times Notable Book for 1996. His novel The Cold Six Thousand was a New 
York Times Notable Book and a Los Angeles Times Best Book for 2001.
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Ellroy, James. L. A. Confidential. New York. 1990. Warner Books. Reprinted 
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers With Crease On Front Cover. 
0446674249. 496 pages. paperback. Inventory # 36886. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A horrific mass murder invades the lives of victims and 
victimizers on both sides of the law—three cops treading quicksand in the middle. 
Detective Ed Exley wants glory. Haunted by his father’s success as a policeman, he
will pay any price, break any law to eclipse him. Detective Bud White watched his 
own father murder his mother—he is now bent on random vengeance, a time bomb
with a badge. Celebrity cop Jack Vincennes shakes down movie stars for a scandal
magazine. An old secret possesses him—he’ll do anything to keep it buried. Three 
cops in a spiral, a nightmare that tests loyalty and courage, a nightmare that offers 
no mercy, allows for no survivors. Here is James Ellroy’s masterpiece. darkness to 
haunt you in shades of red, gray, and black.

James Ellroy was born in Los Angeles in 1948. His L.A. Quartet novels—The Black
Dahlia, The Big Nowhere, L.A. Confidential, and White Jazz—were international 
best sellers. His novel American Tabloid was Time magazine’s Best Book (fiction) of
1995; his memoir, My Dark Places, was a Time Best Book of the Year and a New 
York Times Notable Book for 1996. His novel The Cold Six Thousand was a New 
York Times Notable Book and a Los Angeles Times Best Book for 2001.
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Ellroy, James. My Dark Places. New York. 1996. Knopf. Advance Reader's Edition.
Very Good in Wrappers. 0679441859. 360 pages. paperback. Inscribed by the 
Author. Cover design by Chip Kidd. Inventory # 22910. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1958 Jean Ellroy was murdered, her body dumped on
a roadway in a seedy L.A. suburb. Her killer was never found, and the police 
dismissed her as a casualty of a cheap Saturday night. James Ellroy was ten when
his mother died, and he spent the next thirty-six years running from her ghost and 
attempting to exorcize it through crime fiction. In 1994, Ellroy quit running. He went 
back to L.A., to find out the truth about his mother - and himself. In MY DARK 
PLACES, our most uncompromising crime writer - author of AMERICAN TABLOID 
and WHITE JAZZ - tells what happened when he teamed up with a brilliant homicide
cop to investigate a murder that everyone else had forgotten - and to reclaim the 
mother he had despised, desired, but never dared to love. What ensues is an epic of
loss, fixation, and redemption, a memoir that is also a history of the American way of
violence.

James Ellroy was born in Los Angeles in 1948. His L.A. Quartet novels—The Black
Dahlia, The Big Nowhere, L.A. Confidential, and White Jazz—were international 
best sellers. His novel American Tabloid was Time magazine’s Best Book (fiction) of
1995; his memoir, My Dark Places, was a Time Best Book of the Year and a New 
York Times Notable Book for 1996. His novel The Cold Six Thousand was a New 
York Times Notable Book and a Los Angeles Times Best Book for 2001.
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Ellroy, James. My Dark Places. New York. 1996. Knopf. Advance Reader's Edition.
Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 0679441859. 351 pages. paperback. Signed
by the Author. Inventory # 23603. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1958 Jean Ellroy was murdered, her body dumped on
a roadway in a seedy L.A. suburb. Her killer was never found, and the police 
dismissed her as a casualty of a cheap Saturday night. James Ellroy was ten when
his mother died, and he spent the next thirty-six years running from her ghost and 
attempting to exorcize it through crime fiction. In 1994, Ellroy quit running. He went 
back to L.A., to find out the truth about his mother - and himself. In MY DARK 
PLACES, our most uncompromising crime writer - author of AMERICAN TABLOID 
and WHITE JAZZ - tells what happened when he teamed up with a brilliant homicide
cop to investigate a murder that everyone else had forgotten - and to reclaim the 
mother he had despised, desired, but never dared to love. What ensues is an epic of
loss, fixation, and redemption, a memoir that is also a history of the American way of
violence.

James Ellroy was born in Los Angeles in 1948. His L.A. Quartet novels—The Black
Dahlia, The Big Nowhere, L.A. Confidential, and White Jazz—were international 
best sellers. His novel American Tabloid was Time magazine’s Best Book (fiction) of
1995; his memoir, My Dark Places, was a Time Best Book of the Year and a New 
York Times Notable Book for 1996. His novel The Cold Six Thousand was a New 
York Times Notable Book and a Los Angeles Times Best Book for 2001.
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Ellroy, James. My Dark Places. New York. 1996. Knopf. Advance Reader's Edition.
Very Good in Wrappers. 0679441859. 360 pages. paperback. Cover design by Chip
Kidd. Inventory # 26451. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1958 Jean Ellroy was murdered, her body dumped on
a roadway in a seedy L.A. suburb. Her killer was never found, and the police 
dismissed her as a casualty of a cheap Saturday night. James Ellroy was ten when
his mother died, and he spent the next thirty-six years running from her ghost and 
attempting to exorcize it through crime fiction. In 1994, Ellroy quit running. He went 
back to L.A., to find out the truth about his mother - and himself. In MY DARK 
PLACES, our most uncompromising crime writer - author of AMERICAN TABLOID 
and WHITE JAZZ - tells what happened when he teamed up with a brilliant homicide
cop to investigate a murder that everyone else had forgotten - and to reclaim the 
mother he had despised, desired, but never dared to love. What ensues is an epic of
loss, fixation, and redemption, a memoir that is also a history of the American way of
violence.

James Ellroy was born in Los Angeles in 1948. His L.A. Quartet novels—The Black
Dahlia, The Big Nowhere, L.A. Confidential, and White Jazz—were international 
best sellers. His novel American Tabloid was Time magazine’s Best Book (fiction) of
1995; his memoir, My Dark Places, was a Time Best Book of the Year and a New 
York Times Notable Book for 1996. His novel The Cold Six Thousand was a New 
York Times Notable Book and a Los Angeles Times Best Book for 2001.
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Ellroy, James. Suicide Hill: A Sgt. Lloyd Hopkins Novel of Suspense. New York. 
1986. Mysterious Press. 1st Printing. Spine Slightly Cocked, Otherwise Very Good 
in Dustjacket. 0892962356. 280 pages. hardcover. Jacket painting by Gamache. 
Inventory # 36912. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - SUICIDE HILL is the third volume in the saga of 
Sergeant Lloyd Hopkins, whose previous exploits were chronicled in BLOOD ON 
THE MOON and BECAUSE THE NIGHT. In disgrace after a badly handled arrest in
New Orleans, Hopkins is assigned as liaison officer to an FBI investigation of a 
series of diabolical and clever bank robberies. Three men have done their 
homework: they choose bank managers who are having affairs, kidnaps their 
girlfriends, and force the managers to open the banks early. Hopkins’ insights into 
the criminal mind bear fruit when the bank robbers turn violent and he finds himself
with a bit of information he would just as soon not have – information about police 
corruption that reaches into the office of his sworn enemy, Fred Gaffney, head of the
Internal Affairs Division. Ridding the Department of Hopkins is the culmination of 
years of effort on Gaffney’s part: with the information Hopkins has uncovered, 
though, Gaffney’s career – and his very life – will be put in jeopardy.

James Ellroy was born in Los Angeles in 1948. His L.A. Quartet novels—The Black
Dahlia, The Big Nowhere, L.A. Confidential, and White Jazz—were international 
best sellers. His novel American Tabloid was Time magazine’s Best Book (fiction) of
1995; his memoir, My Dark Places, was a Time Best Book of the Year and a New 
York Times Notable Book for 1996. His novel The Cold Six Thousand was a New 
York Times Notable Book and a Los Angeles Times Best Book for 2001.
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Ellroy, James. The Big Nowhere. New York. 1988. Mysterious Press. 1st Printing. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0892962836. 406 pages. hardcover. Inscribed by the 
Author. Jacket illustration by Stephen Peringer. Inventory # 24439. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Los Angeles, 1950. Red crosscurrents and a string of 
brutal killings. Three men caught up in a massive web of ambition, perversion and 
deceit. The characters: Danny Upshaw--a sheriff’s deputy stuck with a bunch of 
snuffs that nobody cares about. Mal Considine--DA’s office brass, climbing on the 
Red scare bandwagon to advance his own career. Buzz Meeks-- bagman, ex-goon
and pimp for Howard Hughes, a man who fights communism for the money. All three
have purchased tickets to a nightmare worse than their darkest dreams.

James Ellroy was born in Los Angeles in 1948. His L.A. Quartet novels—The Black
Dahlia, The Big Nowhere, L.A. Confidential, and White Jazz—were international 
best sellers. His novel American Tabloid was Time magazine’s Best Book (fiction) of
1995; his memoir, My Dark Places, was a Time Best Book of the Year and a New 
York Times Notable Book for 1996. His novel The Cold Six Thousand was a New 
York Times Notable Book and a Los Angeles Times Best Book for 2001.
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Ellroy, James. The Cold Six Thousand. New York. 2001. Knopf. Advance Readers 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0679403922. 713 pages. paperback. Jacket design
by Chip Kidd. Inventory # 28625. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From the acclaimed modern master of noir–a huge, 
electrifying, explosive new novel, his first since the international bestseller 
AMERICAN TABLOID. Dallas, November ‘63–the heart of the American Dream 
detonated. Wayne Tedrow Jr., a young Vegas cop, arrives with a loathsome job to 
do. He’s got $6,000 in cash and no idea that he is about to plunge into the cover-up
conspiracy already brewing around the assassination, no idea that this will mark the
beginning of a hellish five-year ride through the private underbelly of public policy. 
Ellroy’s furiously paced narrative tracks Tedrow’s ride: Dallas to Vegas, with the Mob
and Howard Hughes, south with the Klan and J. Edgar Hoover, shipping out to 
Vietnam and returning home, the bearer of white powder, plotting new deaths as 
1968 approaches. THE COLD SIX THOUSAND is the 1960’s under Ellroy’s 
blistering lens, the icons of the era mingling with cops, killers, hoods, and 
provocateurs. Historical confluence as American Nightmare. Fierce, epic fiction. A 
Masterpiece.

James Ellroy was born in Los Angeles in 1948. His L.A. Quartet novels—The Black
Dahlia, The Big Nowhere, L.A. Confidential, and White Jazz—were international 
best sellers. His novel American Tabloid was Time magazine’s Best Book (fiction) of
1995; his memoir, My Dark Places, was a Time Best Book of the Year and a New 
York Times Notable Book for 1996. His novel The Cold Six Thousand was a New 
York Times Notable Book and a Los Angeles Times Best Book for 2001.
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Elsaesser, Thomas. Metropolis. London. 2003. British Film Institute. Reprinted 
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0851707777. 96 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 34807. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Metropolis (1925) is a monumental work. When it was 
made it was Germany’s most expensive feature film, a canvas for director Fritz 
Lang’s increasingly extravagant ambitions (it took sixteen months to film). Lang, 
inspired by the skyline of New York, created a whole new vision of cities. One of the
greatest works of science fiction, the film also tells human stories about love and 
family. In this book Thomas Elsaesser explores the cultural phenomenon of 
Metropolis: its different versions (there is no definitive one), its changing meanings, 
its role as a storehouse or database of the 20th century.

Thomas Elsaesser (born 1943, in Berlin-Charlottenburg) is an international film 
historian and professor of Film and Television Studies at the University of 
Amsterdam.
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Emanuel, Lynn. The Nerve of It: Poems New and Selected. Pittsburgh. 2015. 
University of Pittsburgh Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9780822963691. Pitt Poetry Series. 6 x 8.75. 112 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
 44205. $16.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Emanuel’s extraordinary poetic intelligence, gutsy wit, 
and her images’ ideal meld of the concrete and the ineffable amaze. What vibrant, 
resonant, nimble poems, each a perfect cocktail of acuity, objectivity, and heart.’ —
Amy Gerstler. Emanuel’s version of a ‘new and selected poems’ turns convention on
its head. She ignores chronology, placing new poems beside old, mixing middle and
early poems with recent work, and liberating all her poems from the restraints of 
their particular histories, both aesthetic and autobiographical. Whether writing in the
comedic drag of the cartoon strip, or investigating the Mobius strip relationship 
between reader and writer, or exposing the humor and hurt that accompany 
visitations from Frank O’Hara and Gertrude Stein, The Nerve of It— both stings and
pleases with its intelligence, wit and vivacity. It breaks through, in ways that are bold,
sexy, haunting and wry, the die-hard opposition of new and old, personal narrative 
and linguistic play, sincerity and irony, misery and hilarity. Open the book. 
Something new is happening here.

Lynn Emanuel is the author of four previous books of poetry: Hotel Fiesta, The Dig,
Then, Suddenly—, and, most recently, Noose and Hook. Her work has been 
featured in the Pushcart Prize Anthology and The Best American Poetry numerous 
times and is included in The Oxford Book of American Poetry. She is the recipient of
two fellowships from the National Endowment for the Arts, the National Poetry 
Series Award, the Eric Matthieu King Award from the Academy of American Poets, 
and, most recently, a fellowship from the Ranieri Foundation.
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Emcke, Carolin. Echoes of Violence Letters from a War Reporter. Princeton. 2007. 
Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
9780691129037. 6 maps. 340 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 35992. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Nobody I ever met on my assignments. asked me for 
direct, practical help. But over and over again people have asked me: ‘Will you write
this down?’—Echoes of Violence. Echoes of Violence is an award-winning collection
of personal letters to friends from a foreign correspondent who is trying to 
understand what she witnessed during the iconic human disasters of our time—in 
Iraq, Lebanon, Afghanistan, and New York City on September 11th, among many 
other places. Originally addressing only a small group of friends, Carolin Emcke 
started the first letter after returning from Kosovo, where she saw the aftermath of 
ethnic cleansing in 1999. She began writing to overcome her speechlessness about
the horrors of war and her own sense of failure as a reporter. Eventually, writing a 
letter became a ritual Emcke performed following her return from each nightmare 
she experienced. First published in 2004 to great acclaim, Echoes of Violence in 
2005 was named German political book of the year and was a finalist for the 
international Lettre-Ulysses award for the art of reportage. Combining narrative with
philosophic reflection, Emcke describes wars and human rights abuses around the
world—the suffering of civilians caught between warring factions in Colombia, the 
heartbreaking plight of homeless orphans in Romania, and the near-slavery of 
garment workers in Nicaragua. Freed in the letters from journalistic conventions that
would obscure her presence as a witness, Emcke probes the abyss of violence and
explores the scars it leaves on landscapes external and internal.

Carolin Emcke is a journalist, political theorist, and writer. She has a doctorate in 
philosophy and has been a visiting lecturer in political theory at Yale. As a staff 
writer for the foreign news desk of Der Spiegel, she has written about war crimes 
and human rights violations around the world. In 2006 she was awarded the Ernst 
Bloch Förderpreis, a German award given to scholars and philosophers of 
extraordinary promise. She lives in Berlin.
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Emecheta, Buchi. Head Above Water. London. 1986. Ogwugwu Afo. 1st Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0950817732. 243 pages. hardcover. Inscribed by the 
author. Cover illustration by Kathy Bor. Inventory # 25869. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - "As for my survival for the past twenty years in England, 
from when I was a little over twenty, dragging four cold and dripping babies with me
and pregnant with the fifth one - that is a miracle. And if for any reason you do not 
believe in miracles, please start believing, because keeping my head above water in
this indifferent society. .is a miracle." Buchi Emecheta's autobiography spans the 
transition from a tribal childhood in the African bush to life in North London as an 
internationally acclaimed writer.

Buchi Emecheta (born 21 July 1944, in Lagos) is a Nigerian novelist who has 
published over 20 books, including Second-Class Citizen (1974), The Bride Price 
(1976), The Slave Girl (1977) and The Joys of Motherhood (1979). Her themes of 
child slavery, motherhood, female independence and freedom through education 
have won her considerable critical acclaim and honours, including an Order of the 
British Empire in 2005. Emecheta once described her stories as ‘stories of the 
world…[where]… women face the universal problems of poverty and oppression, 
and the longer they stay, no matter where they have come from originally, the more 
the problems become identical.’
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Emecheta, Buchi. The Family. New York. 1990. George Braziller. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0807612456. 239 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Rita Pocock. Inventory # 14482. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Born into poverty in Jamaica, deserted when her parents
emigrate, and raped by an uncle at age nine, Gwendolen Brillianton is happy to be 
summoned to London to care for the siblings she has never met -- but being 
reunited with her family does not solve her problems, or theirs. Not until she has 
been the victim of rape and left home does Gwendolen begin to understand that she
must take control of her own life. This is a painfully engrossing tale of bravery in the 
face of familial disintegration.

Buchi Emecheta (born 21 July 1944, in Lagos) is a Nigerian novelist who has 
published over 20 books, including Second-Class Citizen (1974), The Bride Price 
(1976), The Slave Girl (1977) and The Joys of Motherhood (1979). Her themes of 
child slavery, motherhood, female independence and freedom through education 
have won her considerable critical acclaim and honours, including an Order of the 
British Empire in 2005. Emecheta once described her stories as ‘stories of the 
world…[where]… women face the universal problems of poverty and oppression, 
and the longer they stay, no matter where they have come from originally, the more 
the problems become identical.’
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Emery, Fred. Watergate. New York. 1994. Times Books. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0812923839. 555 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Roberto de Vicq 
de Cumptich. Inventory # 20966. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here is the definitive history of the Watergate scandal - 
based on the most recently released tapes, in-depth interviews with many of the 
participants, and hundreds of official and unofficial documents, including notes 
Haldeman omitted from his own published diaries. Emery’s comprehensive 
coverage and penetrating insights clear up many uncertainties that may still remain
about the scandal and the extent of Nixon’s involvement. Authoritative and 
compelling, Watergate is essential reading for anyone who wants to understand fully
this traumatizing episode in America’s history that challenged the integrity of its 
political system.

Frederick "Fred" Edmund Emery (27 August 1925 – 10 April 1997) was an 
Australian psychologist. He was one of the pioneers in the field of organizational 
development (OD), particularly in the development of theory around participative 
work design structures such as self-managing teams. He was widely regarded as 
one of the finest social scientists of his generation. His contribution to the theory and
practice of organizational life will remain important well into the 21st century, 
particularly amongst those who feel uncomfortable with hierarchical bureaucracy 
and want to replace it with something more human and democratic.
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Endo, Shusaku. Deep River. New York. 1995. New Directions. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0811212890. Translated from the Japanese by Van C. 
Gessel. 216 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 8210. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Thirty years lie between the leading contemporary 
Japanese writer Shusaku Endo’s justly famed Silence and his powerful new novel 
DEEP RIVER, a book which is both a summation and a pinnacle of his work. The 
river is the Ganges, where a group of Japanese tourists converge: Isobe, grieving 
the death of the wife he ignored in life; Kiguchi, haunted by wartime memories of the
Highway of Death in Burma; Numanda, recovering from a critical illness; Mitsuko, a
cynical woman struggling with inner emptiness; and butt of her cruel interest, Otsu, a
failed seminarian for whom the figure on the cross is a god of many faces. Bringing 
these and other characters to vibrant life and evoking a teeming India so vividly that
the reader is almost transported there, Endo reaches his ultimate religious vision, 
one that combines Christian faith with Buddhist acceptance. Shusaku Endo is a 
leading contemporary Japanese writer and has won various major literary awards: 
the Akutagawa Prize, the Mainichi Cultural Prize, the Shincho Prize, the Tanizaki 
Prize, and the Noma Prize. In 1981 he was elected to the Nihon Geijutsuin, the 
Japan Arts Academy. He has also received honorary doctorates from a number of 
American universities. Shusaku Endo’s books have been published in twenty-five 
countries.

Shusaku Endo was a renowned 20th century Japanese author who wrote from the 
unusual perspective of being both Japanese and Catholic. (The population of 
Christians in Japan is less than 1%.) Together with Junnosuke Yoshiyuki, Shotaro 
Yasuoka, Junzo Shono, Hiroyuki Agawa, Ayako Sono, and Shumon Miura, Endo is 
categorized as one of the ‘Third Generation,’ the third major group of writers who 
appeared after the Second World War. His books reflect many of his childhood 
experiences. These include the stigma of being an outsider, the experience of being
a foreigner, the life of a hospital patient, and the struggle with tuberculosis. However,
his books mainly deal with the moral fabric of life. His Catholic faith can be seen at 
some level in all of his books, and it is often a central feature.
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Endo, Shusaku. Foreign Studies. New York. 1990. Linden Press/Simon & Schuster.
1st American Edition. Fine in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0671703331. Translated 
from the Japanese by Mark Williams. hardcover. Inventory # 14079. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the early 1950s Shusaku Endo spent several years as
an exchange student studying in Paris. Around him existentialism, Sartre and 
Beckett were making the city the literary and philosophical capital of the world. But 
for Endo the experience was deeply alienating and he came away infected with 
tuberculosis, his studies incomplete and convinced that there could be no cultural 
commerce between East and West. FOREIGN STUDIES consists of three linked 
narratives exploring this theme. The first part, ‘A Summer in Rouen’, concerns Kudo,
a Japanese student invited to France in the 1950s. It is a lucent snapshot of a young
man who feels adrift in a Western country. The second part, ‘Araki Thomas’, sees 
Endo on familiar territory as he tells of an apostate Japanese Catholic who has 
visited seventeenth-century Rome. ‘And You, Too’, the third part, is the story of 
Tanaka, a Japanese scholar of French literature who visits France in the 1960s to 
research the life and work of the Marquis de Sade. We soon come to see that 
Tanaka’s quest is not simply a literary one but spiritual and cultural too.

Shusaku Endo was a renowned 20th century Japanese author who wrote from the 
unusual perspective of being both Japanese and Catholic. (The population of 
Christians in Japan is less than 1%.) Together with Junnosuke Yoshiyuki, Shotaro 
Yasuoka, Junzo Shono, Hiroyuki Agawa, Ayako Sono, and Shumon Miura, Endo is 
categorized as one of the ‘Third Generation,’ the third major group of writers who 
appeared after the Second World War. His books reflect many of his childhood 
experiences. These include the stigma of being an outsider, the experience of being
a foreigner, the life of a hospital patient, and the struggle with tuberculosis. However,
his books mainly deal with the moral fabric of life. His Catholic faith can be seen at 
some level in all of his books, and it is often a central feature.
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Endo, Shusaku. Scandal. New York. 1988. Dodd Mead. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0396093205. Translated from the Japanese by Van C. Gessel.
263 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Fred Marcellino. Inventory # 10303. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - SCANDAL involves a famous Catholic writer whose 
comfortable life is shattered when a drunken woman crashes a reception in his 
honor, claiming that he frequents the red-light district of Tokyo and that his portrait is
exhibited in a gallery there. The result: his reputation as a writer, his marriage, and 
his sense of identity all are placed at risk. A psychological thriller and a literary work
of art which, as it subtly peels off layers of the dark side of human nature, grips and
propels the reader.

Shusaku Endo was a renowned 20th century Japanese author who wrote from the 
unusual perspective of being both Japanese and Catholic. (The population of 
Christians in Japan is less than 1%.) Together with Junnosuke Yoshiyuki, Shotaro 
Yasuoka, Junzo Shono, Hiroyuki Agawa, Ayako Sono, and Shumon Miura, Endo is 
categorized as one of the ‘Third Generation,’ the third major group of writers who 
appeared after the Second World War. His books reflect many of his childhood 
experiences. These include the stigma of being an outsider, the experience of being
a foreigner, the life of a hospital patient, and the struggle with tuberculosis. However,
his books mainly deal with the moral fabric of life. His Catholic faith can be seen at 
some level in all of his books, and it is often a central feature.
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Endo, Shusaku. Stained Glass Elegies. New York. 1985. Dodd Mead. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0396086438. Translated from the Japanese by 
Van C. Gessel. 165 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 3085. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The acclaimed short stories of the master Japanese 
writer. The arresting beauty of Shusaku Endo's fiction is best known in the West 
through his highly acclaimed novels The Samurai and Silence. His consummately 
wrought short stories, with their worlds of deep shadows and achieved clarity, are 
less familiar. The dozen stories of Stained Glass Elegies, selected by the author 
together with his translator, display the full range of Endo's talents in short fiction.

Shusaku Endo was a renowned 20th century Japanese author who wrote from the 
unusual perspective of being both Japanese and Catholic. (The population of 
Christians in Japan is less than 1%.) Together with Junnosuke Yoshiyuki, Shotaro 
Yasuoka, Junzo Shono, Hiroyuki Agawa, Ayako Sono, and Shumon Miura, Endo is 
categorized as one of the ‘Third Generation,’ the third major group of writers who 
appeared after the Second World War. His books reflect many of his childhood 
experiences. These include the stigma of being an outsider, the experience of being
a foreigner, the life of a hospital patient, and the struggle with tuberculosis. However,
his books mainly deal with the moral fabric of life. His Catholic faith can be seen at 
some level in all of his books, and it is often a central feature.
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Endo, Shusaku. The Girl I Left Behind. New York. 1995. New Directions. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 081121303x. Translated from the 
Japanese by Mark Williams. 194 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 24209. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An early novel written some 30 years ago, The Girl I Left
Behind tells of the choices made by young adults who are learning who they are and
what they want in life.

Shusaku Endo was a renowned 20th century Japanese author who wrote from the 
unusual perspective of being both Japanese and Catholic. (The population of 
Christians in Japan is less than 1%.) Together with Junnosuke Yoshiyuki, Shotaro 
Yasuoka, Junzo Shono, Hiroyuki Agawa, Ayako Sono, and Shumon Miura, Endo is 
categorized as one of the ‘Third Generation,’ the third major group of writers who 
appeared after the Second World War. His books reflect many of his childhood 
experiences. These include the stigma of being an outsider, the experience of being
a foreigner, the life of a hospital patient, and the struggle with tuberculosis. However,
his books mainly deal with the moral fabric of life. His Catholic faith can be seen at 
some level in all of his books, and it is often a central feature.
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Endo, Shusaku. The Golden Country. Rutland. 1970. Tuttle. 1st American Printing.
Very Good in Dustjacket. Translated from the Japanese by Francis Mathy. 128 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 2825. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘The events described in this play take place in 1633, 
100 years after Christianity was introduced to Japan, by which time Japanese 
Christians were being cruelly persecuted by the government. The central character 
is a Portuguese Jesuit missionary. Given shelter by a Christian farming community,
Father Ferreira is besieged by everyone for help, even by one of his chief 
persecutors. Eventually Ferreira leaves his faith. A moving problem play that 
explores the disparity between Eastern and Western attitudes and the inner struggle
that this must lead to in active Christians such as himself.’ - Far Eastern Economic 
Review.

Shusaku Endo was a renowned 20th century Japanese author who wrote from the 
unusual perspective of being both Japanese and Catholic. (The population of 
Christians in Japan is less than 1%.) Together with Junnosuke Yoshiyuki, Shotaro 
Yasuoka, Junzo Shono, Hiroyuki Agawa, Ayako Sono, and Shumon Miura, Endo is 
categorized as one of the ‘Third Generation,’ the third major group of writers who 
appeared after the Second World War. His books reflect many of his childhood 
experiences. These include the stigma of being an outsider, the experience of being
a foreigner, the life of a hospital patient, and the struggle with tuberculosis. However,
his books mainly deal with the moral fabric of life. His Catholic faith can be seen at 
some level in all of his books, and it is often a central feature.keywords
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Endo, Shusaku. Volcano. New York. 1980. Taplinger. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket With Some Wear and Tears At The Top Of The Spine. 
0800880323. Translated from the Japanese by Richard A. Schuchert. 175 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Ivy Strick. Inventory # 3081. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This work by the author of Silence and When I Whistle 
will confirm Shusaku Endo’s stature as today’s leading Japanese novelist, for 
Volcano is at once a powerful novel of ideas and a dramatic, suspenseful narrative.
The action takes place over a few months in the lives of two men - Jinpei Suda, a 
volcanologist, and Durand, an unfrocked French Catholic priest. Both men have 
become obsessed by Akadake, a quiescent volcano that is either in its death throes
or taking on renewed life. For both men, the question of whether the volcano is still 
active or not becomes their overriding concern, the question that justifies their own 
lives. Suda, retired and ignored by his family, has spent fifteen years studying the 
volcano and is convinced that it is dying. His expert opinion is vital to an important 
business tycoon who plans to build a lavish resort hotel on the volcano’s higher 
slopes. Durand, ill and bitter, is equally certain that the volcano will erupt, pouring 
streams of lava down on the religious retreat being built by Father Sato, a 
complacent Japanese priest arid Durand’s self-satisfied successor. Overshadowing
all their lives is the volcano. To Durand, it is a symbol of evil and a possible 
judgment on people who can never understand the significance of sin and 
redemption. To Suda, it must remain dormant or wreck the thesis on which he has 
spent much of his life. Described by the Times Literary Supplement as “a carefully 
elaborated thriller,” Volcano is also a compelling and forceful picture of the sad state
of human life when it is devoid of deep love.

Shusaku Endo was a renowned 20th century Japanese author who wrote from the 
unusual perspective of being both Japanese and Catholic. (The population of 
Christians in Japan is less than 1%.) Together with Junnosuke Yoshiyuki, Shotaro 
Yasuoka, Junzo Shono, Hiroyuki Agawa, Ayako Sono, and Shumon Miura, Endo is 
categorized as one of the ‘Third Generation,’ the third major group of writers who 
appeared after the Second World War.
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Endo, Shusaku. Volcano. London. 1978. Peter Owen. 1st British Edition. Very Good
in Slightly Worn Dustjacket W/A Few Tears. 0720605105. Translated from the 
Japanese by Richard A. Schuchert. 178 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 8991. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This novel is by the author of 'The Sea and Poison', 
'Wonderful Fool', 'Science', 'When I Whistle', 'The Samurai' and 'Stained Glass 
Elegies'.

Shusaku Endo was a renowned 20th century Japanese author who wrote from the 
unusual perspective of being both Japanese and Catholic. (The population of 
Christians in Japan is less than 1%.) Together with Junnosuke Yoshiyuki, Shotaro 
Yasuoka, Junzo Shono, Hiroyuki Agawa, Ayako Sono, and Shumon Miura, Endo is 
categorized as one of the ‘Third Generation,’ the third major group of writers who 
appeared after the Second World War. His books reflect many of his childhood 
experiences. These include the stigma of being an outsider, the experience of being
a foreigner, the life of a hospital patient, and the struggle with tuberculosis. However,
his books mainly deal with the moral fabric of life. His Catholic faith can be seen at 
some level in all of his books, and it is often a central feature.
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Endo, Shusaku. When I Whistle. New York. 1979. Taplinger. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0800882431. Translated from the Japanese by Van C. 
Gessel. 273 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 3080. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When I Whistle' is a rich and absorbing novel set in two
worlds- the world of pre-War Japan and the contemporary one of a big hospital with 
its professional rivalries. Ozu, a middle-aged businessman, has a chance encounter
which brings back haunting memories. As Ozu recaptures the past, the reader is 
caught in the spell of a simpler and more humane time. In perfect couterpoint the 
story unfolds as Ozu relives the past while his son Eichi, a young house surgeon, 
pursues his ambitious and materialistic machinations to unseat his rivals. Gradually,
the past and the present converge in a powerful and moving climax.

Shusaku Endo was a renowned 20th century Japanese author who wrote from the 
unusual perspective of being both Japanese and Catholic. (The population of 
Christians in Japan is less than 1%.) Together with Junnosuke Yoshiyuki, Shotaro 
Yasuoka, Junzo Shono, Hiroyuki Agawa, Ayako Sono, and Shumon Miura, Endo is 
categorized as one of the ‘Third Generation,’ the third major group of writers who 
appeared after the Second World War. His books reflect many of his childhood 
experiences. These include the stigma of being an outsider, the experience of being
a foreigner, the life of a hospital patient, and the struggle with tuberculosis. However,
his books mainly deal with the moral fabric of life. His Catholic faith can be seen at 
some level in all of his books, and it is often a central feature.
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Englebert, Omer. The Last of the Conquistadors-Junipero Serra. New York. 1956. 
Harcourt Brace & Company. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. Translated from 
the French by Katherine Woods. 368 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 21961. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A complete and authoritative biography based on Serra's
unpublished journal in the archives in Mexico City. Father Serra's conflicts with the
military governors of upper California, his saintly devotion to his Indian charges are 
presented with vividness and charm.

Omer Englebert was born in Belgium in 1893 and died in Jerusalem in 1991. He 
entered the Order of Friars Minor in 1909 and was ordained a priest in 1924. A few 
years later he left the order and passed to the diocesan clergy. He is the successful
author of several books. His Life of St. Francis is still in print in French: it is a classic.
Englebert contributed also to journals and directed series for various publishing 
houses. Several of his books have been translated in many languages.
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Englebert, Victor. The Goats of Agadez. New York. 1973. Harcourt Brace 
Jovanovich. 1st American Edition. Very Good. No Dustjacket. 0152311181. 48 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 3091. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Text and photographs describe the daily life of goats and
their importance to the economic and social life of a town on the edge of the Sahara.

Victor Englebert in his own word - ‘As a photographer, writer, and self-educated 
anthropologist, I have lived the lives and hardships of tribal societies in the world's 
wildest corners, often for National Geographic, always for several months at a time. I
started a life of adventures at 24, riding a 125 cc Vespa scooter from my native 
Brussels to Cape Town across the length of Africa. I went on to travel by camel with
a Tuareg salt caravan; by horse around Morocco's High Atlas Mountains, the 
Peruvian Andes, and across Patagonia from coast to coast; and with pack donkeys 
in Kenya's Great Rift Valley. I joined another camel salt caravan between Ethiopia's
high and low lands and a llama salt caravan in the Bolivian Altiplano. By houseboat,
canoe, and on foot, with eight porters to carry my money (trade goods), I crossed 
Borneo's rain forest from end to end long before the first road there. I tramped 
through the Amazon many times, once in search of mysterious pyramids, and once
spending a month among the Yanomami Indians. And more. Not surprisingly, I faced
many dangers. In Ethiopia, I fell in the hands of Eritrean guerillas that mistook me for
an Israeli spy and put a revolver to my head. They were ready to shoot me when 
they spotted in my passport two admissions into Algeria. Israelis were not allowed 
into that Arab country.’keywords
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Enslin, Theodore. Sparrow 28: Mahler. Los Angeles. 1975. Black Sparrow Press. 1st
Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. unpaginated. paperback. Inventory # 19054. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Sparrow appeared monthly. It printed poetry, fiction, 
essays, criticism, commentaries and reviews. Each issue presents the work of a 
single author.

Theodore Enslin (March 25, 1925 – November 21, 2011) was born in Chester, 
Pennsylvania, to scholarly parents: his father was a professor of religion and his 
mother a Latin scholar. Known for poetic sequences and what Enslin called “long 
workings,” his body of work is vast and was published mainly by small presses. 
Other works include To Come, to Have Become (1966), which won the Hart Crane 
Award; Forms 1-5 (1970-1974); The Poems (1970); Etudes (1972); Views (1973); 
Synthesis 1-24 (1975); and the two-volume Ranger (1978, 1980). That long work is
concerned with the 16th-century genocide of Native Americans and, like Olson’s 
Maximus poems, extends and expands to include larger swaths of time and space. 
In the Guardian, Michael Carlson described the poem’s “epic scope” as “focused on
sharp observation of both the setting and process of poetry.” In addition to poetry, 
Enslin penned a weekly newspaper column in the 1950s, “Six Miles Square,” for 
which he won the Niemann Award, and wrote a play, Barometric Pressure 29.83 and
Steady, and an extended essay on Gustav Mahler. Carlson also noted that, “so 
much of his [Enslin’s] work appeared in small-press collections that compiling a full 
bibliography is a daunting task.” Later collections of Enslin’s work include The 
Median Flow: Poems 1943–73 (1975) and Then and Now: Selected Poems, 1943–
93 (1999), which ran to 800 pages. Enslin died at his home in Maine in 2011.
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Epstein, Edward Jay. Between Fact and Fiction: The Problem of Journalism. New 
York. 1975. Vintage Books. Vintage Paperback Edition. A Few Rough Patches On 
Front Free Endpaper Where Price Was Removed, Otherwise Very Good in 
Wrappers. 0394713966. 233 pages. paperback. V-396. Inventory # 30862. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this re-investigation of some of the major political 
events in America in recent times, the author of News From Nowhere illustrates why
the media does not - and cannot - present the ‘truth’ to the public. Each of these 
eleven studies shows how the ‘story’ presented to the Public - either by the press or
by television - was a selective manipulation of the information at hand. This book is
an analysis not only of the process by which information is gathered, edited and 
presented to the public by the media, but of the innate ‘problem of journalism.’

Edward Jay Epstein (born in 1935 in New York City) is an American investigative 
journalist and a former political science professor at Harvard, UCLA, and MIT. He 
taught courses at these schools for three years. While a graduate student at Cornell
University in 1966, he published the book Inquest, an influential critique of the 
Warren Commission probe into the John F. Kennedy assassination. Epstein wrote 
two other books about the Kennedy assassination, eventually collected in The 
Assassination Chronicles: Inquest, Counterplot, and Legend (1992). His books 
Legend (1978) and Deception (1989) drew on interviews with retired CIA 
Counterintelligence Chief James Jesus Angleton, and his 1982 book The Rise and 
Fall of Diamonds was an expose of the diamond industry and its economic impact in
southern Africa. After teaching at Harvard, UCLA, and MIT, Epstein decided to 
pursue his writing career back in New York City.
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Equiano, Olaudah. Equiano’s Travels. London. 1969. Heinemann. Reprinted 
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0435900102. Edited by Paul Edwards.
198 pages. paperback. Inventory # 40524. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Olaudah Equiano was born in 1745 in a village east of 
the Niger River in what is now Nigeria. In 1789 his book THE INTERESTING 
NARRATIVE OF THE LIFE OF OLAUDAH EQUIANO OR GUSTAVUS VASSA THE
AFRICAN was published in London. This is his own account of his varied and 
adventurous life in the years between. At the age of ten he was captured by slave 
traders and taken to the southern states of America. He was sold to a planter in the
West Indies and worked there and aboard slave ships sailing between the 
Caribbean and England. Afterwards he worked aboard naval and merchant ships, 
including slave ships, before he saved enough money to buy his freedom at the age
of twenty-one. He visited the Mediterranean, and took part in Phipps’ expedition to 
the Arctic (1773) as well as crossing the Atlantic several times. As an ardent 
member of the Anti-Slavery movement he came to know several of the leaders of 
the movement such as Granville Sharp. He was appointed Commissary of Stores for
the freed returning to Sierra Leone. His book was famous in its time. Between 1789
and 1827 it ran into seventeen editions in Britain and the United States, as well as 
translations into Dutch and German. For a long time it has been unobtainable but it 
is of great literary and historical importance in the context of African writing. This 
slightly abridged edition (the original book in two volumes is 526 pages long) has 
been prepared by Paul Edwards, formerly of the University of Edinburgh and of the
University College of Sierra Leone. He has provided an introduction on Equiano as a
writer and personality as well as full explanatory notes on the text.

Olaudah Equiano (c. 1745 – 31 March 1797), known in his lifetime as Gustavus 
Vassa, was a prominent African in London, a freed slave who supported the British
movement to end the slave trade. His autobiography, published in 1789 and 
attracting wide attention, was considered highly influential in gaining passage of the
Slave Trade Act 1807, which ended the African trade for Britain and its colonies.
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Erba, Luciano. The Greener Meadow: Selected Poems. Princeton. 2006. Princeton
University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780691127644. 
Translated from the Italian by Peter Robinson. 288 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
35983. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Luciano Erba’s poems discover in the details of everyday
life—a cream-colored tie, an old book, a swallow—access to far-reaching mysteries,
including the fact of our being here at all. One of Italy’s most important contemporary
poets, Erba is approachable yet complex, distinctively and artfully combining 
traditional and informal means in his brief lyrics. He turns a cool eye on the passing
scene, allowing us to see life in a new light. This bilingual edition contains the most 
comprehensive and representative selection of Erba’s poetry ever published in 
English. Distinguished British poet and translator Peter Robinson, working with the 
encouragement and advice of the author, has rendered accurate and elegant 
English translations of the facing-page Italian originals. Complete with a preface, 
introduction, and notes, this is an ideal introduction to a unique and compelling 
modern Italian poet.

Luciano Erba (September 18, 1922, Milan, Italy - August 3, 2010, Milan, Italy) was 
born in Milan in 1922 and is the author of numerous books of poetry and a short-
story collection. Peter Robinson is a renowned British poet, translator, and critic 
whose books include 'Twentieth Century Poetry: Selves and Situations' and a 
forthcoming collection of interviews, 'Talk about Poetry: Conversations on the Art'.
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Erdoes, Richard and Ortiz, Alfonso (editors). American Indian Myths and Legends. 
New York. 1984. Pantheon. Paperback Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn 
Wrappers With A Crease On The Back Cover. 0394740181. 527 pages. paperback.
Cover illustration by Richard Erdoes. Inventory # 16777. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This magnificent collection gathers 160 tales from 80 
tribal groups to offer a rich and lively panorama of the Native American mythic 
heritage. From all across the continent come tales of creation and love, of heroes 
and war, of animals, tricksters, and the end of the world. Alfonso Ortiz, an eminent 
anthropologist, and Richard Erdoes, an artist and master storyteller, have added a 
broad selection of contemporary Indian voices to the best folkloric sources of the 
nineteenth century to make this the most comprehensive and authentic volume of 
American Indian myths available anywhere. ‘We have nothing more universal than 
our folk myths, and in this book Richard Erdoes and Alfonso Ortiz have brought 
together what is probably the most comprehensive and diverse collection of 
American Indian legends ever compiled. It is a worthy and welcome addition to the 
literature of our native peoples.' - Dee Brown. ‘This fine, valuable new gathering of 
Turtle Island tales is truly alive, mysterious, and wonderful overflowing, that is, with
wonder, mystery, and life.' - Peter Matthiessen.

RICHARD ERDOES (1912–2008) was an artist, photographer, Native American 
rights activist, and author or editor of more than twenty books, including Lakota 
Woman and Lame Deer, Seeker of Visions. ALFONSO ORTIZ (1939–1997) was a 
Native American scholar, anthropologist, activist and author. His works include The
Tewa World: Space, Time, Being and Becoming in a Pueblo Society and The 
Pueblo.
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Erdrich, Louise. Jacklight. New York. 1984. Holt Rinehart Winston. 1st Edition. Very
Good in Wrappers. 0030686822. 85 pages. paperback. Cover design & illustration 
by David Gatti. Inventory # 11520. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The poems of Louise Erdrich eloquently and 
passionately bring to life what it is to be a woman, a Midwesterner, and a Native 
American. She presents that region and those people without sentimentality but with
a powerful magic. Although she often draws from a deep, enchanted well, she does
not ignore the ordinary: a lady who drives a pink Mustang, a hooker who works the 
carnival circuit. One series of poems presents a small town in the early part of this 
century and Mary Kroger, the butcher’s widow. Mary lives within the shadows of her
memories, the pulse of her desires, and the pragmatic surface of her commonplace
days in the center of a town awash with gossip, commerce, and lust. Other poems 
draw from images so ripe they become myth, signs and directions the visible world 
offers up in its great repetitions. Louise Erdrich writes with conviction and vision; her
work speaks with a clarity and strength we cannot ignore. LOUISE ERDRICH was 
born in 1954 and grew up in Wahpeton, North Dakota. She is of German and 
Chippewa descent, and belongs to the Turtle Mountain Band of Chippewa. Her 
stories have appeared in The Atlantic, Redbook, and North American Review.

Karen Louise Erdrich, known as Louise Erdrich, (Little Falls, Minnesota June 7, 
1954) is an American author of novels, poetry, and children's books featuring Native
American characters and settings. She is an enrolled member of the Turtle Mountain
Band of Chippewa Indians, a band of the Anishinaabe (also known as Ojibwa and 
Chippewa). Erdrich is widely acclaimed as one of the most significant writers of the 
second wave of the Native American Renaissance. In 2009, her novel The Plague of
Doves was a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction. In November 2012, she 
received the National Book Award for Fiction for her novel The Round House. She is
also the owner of Birchbark Books, a small independent bookstore in Minneapolis 
that focuses on Native American literature and the Native community in the Twin 
Cities.
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Erdrich, Louise. Love Medicine. New York. 1984. Holt Rinehart Winston. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0030706114. 275 pages.
hardcover. Jacket design by Honi Werner. Inventory # 17246. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Louise Erdrich’s foremost subject throughout her writing
career has been the Native American culture -- primarily that of the Chippewa -- of 
the northern Midwest. Born in Minnesota in 1954, Erdrich was raised in North 
Dakota, where her parents taught at a Bureau of Indian Affairs boarding school; 
Erdrich later attended Dartmouth College and Johns Hopkins University. LOVE 
MEDICINE (1984), her first novel, was also the first novel in the Native American 
tetralogy that includes THE BEET QUEEN (1986), TRACKS (1988), and THE 
BINGO PALACE (1994). These four novels trace the saga of two extended families
on a North Dakota Chippewa reservation, exploring the impact of intense poverty, 
insensitive government policies, alcoholism, and the Catholic Church on a culture 
that nonetheless survives. Erdrich was married to the late writer Michael Dorris, with
whom she collaborated on THE CROWN OF COLUMBUS (1991).

Karen Louise Erdrich, known as Louise Erdrich, (Little Falls, Minnesota June 7, 
1954) is an American author of novels, poetry, and children's books featuring Native
American characters and settings. She is an enrolled member of the Turtle Mountain
Band of Chippewa Indians, a band of the Anishinaabe (also known as Ojibwa and 
Chippewa). Erdrich is widely acclaimed as one of the most significant writers of the 
second wave of the Native American Renaissance. In 2009, her novel The Plague of
Doves was a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction. In November 2012, she 
received the National Book Award for Fiction for her novel The Round House. She is
also the owner of Birchbark Books, a small independent bookstore in Minneapolis 
that focuses on Native American literature and the Native community in the Twin 
Cities.
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Erdrich, Louise. Tales of Burning Love. New York. 1996. Harper Collins. 1st Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0060176059. 452 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Honi Werner. Inventory # 22101. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In her boldest and most darkly humorous novel yet, 
award-winning, critically acclaimed and bestselling novelist Louise Erdrich tells the 
intimate and powerful stories of five Great Plains women whose lives are connected
through one man. Stranded in a North Dakota blizzard, Jack Mauser’s former wives
huddle for warmth and pass the endless night by remembering the stories of how 
each came to love, marry and ultimately move beyond Jack. At times painful, at 
times heartbreaking and often times comic, their tales become the adhesive that 
holds them together in their love for Jack and in their lives as women. Erdrich, with 
her characteristic powers of observation and luminescent prose, brings these 
women’s unforgettable stories to life with astonishing candor and warmth. Filled with
keen perceptions about the apparatus for survival, the force of passion and the 
necessity of hope, Tales of Burning Love is a tour de force from one of the most 
formidable American writers at work today.

Karen Louise Erdrich, known as Louise Erdrich, (Little Falls, Minnesota June 7, 
1954) is an American author of novels, poetry, and children's books featuring Native
American characters and settings. She is an enrolled member of the Turtle Mountain
Band of Chippewa Indians, a band of the Anishinaabe (also known as Ojibwa and 
Chippewa). Erdrich is widely acclaimed as one of the most significant writers of the 
second wave of the Native American Renaissance. In 2009, her novel The Plague of
Doves was a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction. In November 2012, she 
received the National Book Award for Fiction for her novel The Round House. She is
also the owner of Birchbark Books, a small independent bookstore in Minneapolis 
that focuses on Native American literature and the Native community in the Twin 
Cities.
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Erdrich, Louise. The Beet Queen. New York. 1986. Henry Holt. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0805000585. 338 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
& illustration by Wendell Minor. Inventory # 3816. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From the award-winning author of LOVE MEDICINE 
comes a tale of abandonment and sexual obsession, jealousy and unstinting love. 
On a spring morning in 1932, young Karl and Mary Adare arrive by boxcar in Argus,
North Dakota. Orphaned in a most peculiar way, Karl and Mary look for refuge to 
their mother’s sister Fritzie, who with her husband, Pete, run a butcher shop. So 
begins an exhilerating 40-year saga brimming with unforgettable characters: 
Ordinary Mary, who causes a miracle ; seductive Karl, who lacks Mary’s gift for 
survival; Sita, their disturbed, ambitious cousin; Wallace Pfef, a town leader bearing
a lonely secret; Celestine James, a mixed-blood Chippewa and her daughter, Dot. 
Theirs is a story grounded in the tenacity of relationships, the magic of natural 
events and the unending mystery of the human condition.

Karen Louise Erdrich, known as Louise Erdrich, (Little Falls, Minnesota June 7, 
1954) is an American author of novels, poetry, and children's books featuring Native
American characters and settings. She is an enrolled member of the Turtle Mountain
Band of Chippewa Indians, a band of the Anishinaabe (also known as Ojibwa and 
Chippewa). Erdrich is widely acclaimed as one of the most significant writers of the 
second wave of the Native American Renaissance. In 2009, her novel The Plague of
Doves was a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction. In November 2012, she 
received the National Book Award for Fiction for her novel The Round House. She is
also the owner of Birchbark Books, a small independent bookstore in Minneapolis 
that focuses on Native American literature and the Native community in the Twin 
Cities.
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Erdrich, Louise. Tracks. New York. 1988. Henry Holt. 1st American Printing. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0805008950. 227 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. 
Jacket illustration by Frank LaPena. Inventory # 15954. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Set in North Dakota at a time in the past century when 
Indian tribes were struggling to keep what little remained of their lands, TRACKS is a
tale of passion and deep unrest. Over the course of ten crucial years, as tribal land 
and trust between people erode ceaselessly, men and women are pushed to the 
brink of their endurance - yet their pride and humor prohibit surrender.

Karen Louise Erdrich, known as Louise Erdrich, (Little Falls, Minnesota June 7, 
1954) is an American author of novels, poetry, and children's books featuring Native
American characters and settings. She is an enrolled member of the Turtle Mountain
Band of Chippewa Indians, a band of the Anishinaabe (also known as Ojibwa and 
Chippewa). Erdrich is widely acclaimed as one of the most significant writers of the 
second wave of the Native American Renaissance. In 2009, her novel The Plague of
Doves was a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction. In November 2012, she 
received the National Book Award for Fiction for her novel The Round House. She is
also the owner of Birchbark Books, a small independent bookstore in Minneapolis 
that focuses on Native American literature and the Native community in the Twin 
Cities.
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Erickson, Steve. Days Between Stations. New York. 1985. Poseidon Press. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.Remainder Mark. 0671532758. 1st Novel. 253 
pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket design by George Corsillo. 
Inventory # 24853. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a world of cataclysm and unraveled time, a young 
woman’s face, a misbegotten childhood in a Parisian brothel, and the fragment of a 
lost movie masterpiece are the only clues in a man’s search for his past. Steve 
Erickson’s Days Between Stations is the dream-spec of our precarious age - by 
turns beautiful and obsessed, haunted and hallucinated, in which lives erotically 
collide, the past ambushes the future, and forbidden secrets intercut with each other
like frames of a film.

Stephen Michael "Steve" Erickson (born April 20, 1950) is an American novelist. The
recipient of the American Academy of Arts and Letters Award in Literature and a 
fellowship from the John Simon Guggenheim Foundation, he is the only Southern 
California novelist to win the Lannan Lifetime Achievement Award previously 
bestowed on William Gaddis, William H. Gass and John Barth.
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Erickson, Steve. Rubicon Beach. New York. 1986. Poseidon Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. Remainder Mark On Bottom Edge. 0671604589. 
300 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket illustration by Rick Lovell. 
Inventory # 24852. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - We came into L.A. middusk. It took two hours sailing in, 
past the blank smoky moors of the Hollywood Peninsula, navigating our way through
the outlying swamps where the Hancock Park mansions loomed in ruin, sea water 
rolling in and out of the porticoes around the doors. Sometimes in the upper floors of
a couple Of the big houses you could catch a Light burning, which would suddenly 
go out as our boat neared. We crossed the rest of the lagoon into Downtown and 
then up the main canal. There was a sound from the Chinese storefronts along the
water It was like bubbling music. What’s that sound, I said to someone on board, 
who did not answer, some guy was calling to him from the dock something about 
cargo, and the one on board called back glancing my way. I was the cargo. Thus 
Cale, a stranger with a haunted past, comes to L.A., a world utterly dislocated from 
the one we know. Here, he will find a dark elusive girl, and his obsessive pursuit of 
her will lead him deeper into a world of dreams betrayed, to the shores of Rubicon 
Beach, where he will come face to face with his lost destiny. Steve Erickson, in his 
second novel, creates a place of leftover passions and decayed meanings, infused
with a highly charged poetic vision. This is the world, and this is the novel, that 
establishes Erickson as one of the most original, powerful and evocative American 
writers of the decade. Steve Erickson has written for a number of magazines, 
including Esquire and Rolling Stone. .

Stephen Michael "Steve" Erickson (born April 20, 1950) is an American novelist. The
recipient of the American Academy of Arts and Letters Award in Literature and a 
fellowship from the John Simon Guggenheim Foundation, he is the only Southern 
California novelist to win the Lannan Lifetime Achievement Award previously 
bestowed on William Gaddis, William H. Gass and John Barth.
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Erickson, Steve. The Sea Came in at Midnight. New York. 1999. Avon/Bard. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0380977664. 259 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket photograph by Byll Williams. Inventory # 26381. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Steve Erickson is a visionary novelist whose time has 
come. Considered by many the secret heir to Pynchon and DeLillo, he has steadily 
acquired a passionate following of readers over the course of five previous novels. 
Now, with The Sea Came at Midnight, Erickson delivers a masterwork of intense 
feeling, scope and power-an intimate epic of late twentieth-century civilization in free
fall, an unforgettable young woman's revelation amid the ruins. In the final seconds 
of the old millennium, 1,999 women and children march off the edge of a cliff in 
Northern California, urged on by a cult of silent men in white robes. Kristin was 
meant to be the two-thousandth to fall. But when at the last moment she flees, she 
exchanges one dark destiny for a future that will unravel the present. Answering a 
cryptic personals ad for a woman 'at the end of her rope,' Kristin finds temporary 
haven in the Hollywood Hills with an older, unnamed man as obsessed as he is 
spiritually ravaged. In a locked room at the bottom of his house, he labors over his 
life's work: a massive blue calendar the size of a tsunami that measures modern 
time by the events of chaos and pinpoints the true beginning of the new millenium as
not midnight December 31, 1999, but the early hours of one May morning in 1968. 
This calendar is shot through with the threads of other lives-those searching for a 
small measure of redemption and an answer to the question, 'What's missing from 
the world?' From a ritual sacrifice in the name of salvation to a ritual sacrifice in the 
name of pleasure, from an ancient haunted Celtic tower in Brittany to the revolving
memory hotels of Tokyo, from a cinematic hoax in Manhattanthat costs five women 
their lives to a mysterious bloodstained set of coordinates tacked to the wall of an 
abandoned San Francisco penthouse, The Sea Came at Midnight is a breathtaking 
literary dance of fate and coincidence. And, unknown even to her, at the center of 
that dance is the seventeen-year-old.

Stephen Michael "Steve" Erickson (born April 20, 1950) is an American novelist.
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Eriksson, Kjell. The Cruel Stars of the Night. New York. 2007. St Martin's/Minotaur. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312366671. Translated from the 
Swedish Ebba Segerberg. 312 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Rob Grom. 
Inventory # 18391. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When The Princess of Burundi was published last year 
by Thomas Dunne Books, American critics hailed Kjell Eriksson as Sweden’s Ed 
McBain, and they compared him to Henning Mankell. Now The Cruel Stars of the 
Night, the next in this internationally acclaimed crime series, unveils a spellbinding 
new tale again featuring police inspector Ann Lindell. The Cruel Stars of the Night 
opens one snowy day when thirty-five-year-old Laura Hindersten goes to the police 
to report that her father, a local professor, is missing. Inspector Ann Lindell and her 
colleagues can find no motive for the man’s disappearance. And when the corpses 
of two elderly men do turn up, neither of the dead men is the missing academic. 
Unexpectedly, the police get help from one of the professor’s colleagues, who 
believes there is an astonishing link between the murders and the disappearance of
Professor Hindersten. But as the pressure on Lindell increases dramatically, she is 
shocked to discover that the killer has many more diabolical schemes in store. 
Combining heart-pounding suspense with brilliant psychological insight, The Cruel 
Stars of the Night moves like a comet as it approaches the cliff-hanging climax. It is
sure to win Kjell Eriksson a whole new galaxy of American fans.

Kjell Eriksson's novels are instant bestsellers in Sweden, and his popularity is 
skyrocketing in Germany, Denmark, Norway, and the Netherlands. THE DEMON OF
DAKAR is his third mystery to be published by Minotaur in the United States; 
previous titles include THE CRUEL STARS OF THE NIGHT and THE PRINCESS 
OF BURUNDI, winner of the Swedish Crime Academy Award for Best Crime Novel.
He lives in Uppsala, Sweden.
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Eriksson, Kjell. The Demon of Dakar. New York. 2008. Thomas Dunne Books/St 
Martin's Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780312366698. 
Translated from the Swedish by Ebba Segerberg. 361 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Jennifer Corrow. Inventory # 27042. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Already a huge star in Europe and the Nordic countries,
Kjell Eriksson has American critics also raving, with almost every review studded 
with words like ‘stunning,’ ‘chilling,’ ‘suspenseful,’ ‘haunting,’ and ‘brilliant.’ In THE 
DEMON OF DAKAR, Ann Lindell and her motley crew of colleagues are faced with a
most baffling murder case in which all clues lead straight back to a popular local 
restaurant named Dakar. The owner, Slobodan Andersson, has some shady 
connections in his past, and his partner's reputation is equally murky. The kitchen 
crew is not above suspicion, either. The meat chef is an oddball, to say the least, 
while unbeknownst to the rest, the newest hire's personal life is a tangled web of 
lies. Even Eva Willman, the seemingly blameless older woman returning to the 
workforce as a waitress, has skeletons in her closet. And then the tension rachets 
up a number of notches as it becomes apparent that one murder has not satisfied 
the killer in the least. If Ann is to prevent a bloodbath at Restaurant Dakar, she must
match wits with a killer whose motives are seemingly completely obscure. But the 
reader knows the killer well. His crimes are justified from his point of view. Not only 
that, he's a very likable fellow who is only looking for justice. As in all of Kjell 
Eriksson's compelling spellbinders, though, justice entails a frantic race to the finish,
a race without rules and fraught with danger.

Kjell Eriksson's novels are instant bestsellers in Sweden, and his popularity is 
skyrocketing in Germany, Denmark, Norway, and the Netherlands. THE DEMON OF
DAKAR is his third mystery to be published by Minotaur in the United States; 
previous titles include THE CRUEL STARS OF THE NIGHT and THE PRINCESS 
OF BURUNDI, winner of the Swedish Crime Academy Award for Best Crime Novel.
He lives in Uppsala, Sweden.
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Eriksson, Kjell. The Princess of Burundi. New York. 2006. St Martin's Press. Later 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312327676. Translated from the Swedish by 
Ebba Segerberg. 300 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by Mark Tomalty. 
Inventory # 12009. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When a jogger finds a dead body in the snow, the 
members of Sweden’s Uppsala police force uncover a victim with an unsettling 
history. John Jonsson, known to everyone as Little John, was a respectable family 
man and a local expert on tropical fish. But he had been quite a troublemaker, and 
his delinquent past seems to have caught up with him. Despite being on maternity 
leave, Inspector Ann Lindell is determined to find John’s murderer. The cruel cat-
and-mouse game that follows leads Ann to a deadly confrontation with a 
treacherous killer. Ann must decide whether to take a huge risk that could result in 
many more dead bodies in the snow, including hers and that of her unborn child.

Kjell Eriksson's novels are instant bestsellers in Sweden, and his popularity is 
skyrocketing in Germany, Denmark, Norway, and the Netherlands. THE DEMON OF
DAKAR is his third mystery to be published by Minotaur in the United States; 
previous titles include THE CRUEL STARS OF THE NIGHT and THE PRINCESS 
OF BURUNDI, winner of the Swedish Crime Academy Award for Best Crime Novel.
He lives in Uppsala, Sweden.
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Ernst, Paul. The Bronze Mermaid. New York. 1954. Pennant Books. 1st Pennant 
Books Paperback Printing. Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 168 pages. paperback.
P41. Cover by Hooks. Inventory # 41522. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Murder prowls New York’s street of strippers. A private 
eye, a gorgeous dame, and sudden death. There’s a tawdry street in New York’s 
midtown, a tinsel-hung, out-to-make-a-buck street, lined with nightclubs. A dancer 
was murdered in one of them, and the cops came in. They talked to Checckia, the 
manager; Barkasy, bull-fiddle player; Howard Denham, millionaire. And they threw a
lot of tough questions at lovely Ellen Keppert, niece of a senator. Ellen was there 
with Sam Cates, insurance investigator. Sam suspected her - but he was willing to 
die to prove her innocent!

Paul Frederick Ernst (born between 1899 and 1902 - died between 1983 and 1985)
was an American pulp fiction writer. He is best known as the author of the original 24
"Avenger" novels, published by Street & Smith under the house name Kenneth 
Robeson. Paul Ernst was born between 1899 and 1902, and "[took] up fiction writing
in his early twenties." Credited by pulp-expert Don Hutchison as "a prolific 
manufacturer of potboilers-made-to-order," his stories appeared in a number of early
Science fiction and fantasy magazines. His writing appeared in Astounding Stories,
Strange Tales and Amazing, and he was the author of the Doctor Satan series 
which ran in Weird Tales from August, 1935. His most famous work was in writing 
the original 24 The Avenger stories in the eponymous magazine between 1939 and
1942. When pulp magazine work began to dry up, Ernst "was able to make a 
painless transition into the more prestigious "slick" magazines, where his word skill 
earned him higher financial rewards."
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Escandon, Maria Amparo. Esperanza's Box of Saints. New York. 1999. 
Touchstone/Simon & Schuster. Advance Reading Copy of The Book With Its Own 
Box of Saints & Letter From Touchstone Vice-President & Publisher, Mark 
Gompertz. Advance Reading Copy & Contents Of Box Of Saints Are All in Fine 
Condition. 068485614x. This package was put together by the author. paperback. 
Inventory # 34774. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ESPERANZA’S BOX OF SAINTS is a magical, 
humorous, and passion-filled odyssey about a beautiful young widow’s search for 
her missing child - a mission that takes her from a humble Mexican village to the 
rowdy brothels of Tijuana and a rarely seen side of Los Angeles. Rescued from 
turmoil by her favorite saint, Esperanza embarks on a journey that tests her faith, 
teaches her the ways of the world, and transforms her from a fervently religious 
innocent to an independent, sexual, and passionately devout woman.

María Amparo Escandón (Mexico City, Mexico, June 19, 1957) is a Mexican born, 
US citizen. She is a professional communicator in various media: best-selling 
bilingual novelist, short story writer, screenwriter, advertising creative director, and 
film producer. Her award-winning literary work is known for addressing bicultural 
themes that deal with the immigration experience of Mexicans crossing over to the 
United States. Her stories concentrate on family relationships, loss, forgiveness, 
faith, and self-discovery. A linguist with a sharp ear for dialogue, she explores the 
dynamics of language in border sub-cultures and the evolution of Spanglish. Her 
innovative style of multiple voice narrations and her cleverly humorous, quirky, and 
compassionate stories with a feminine angle capture the magical reality of everyday
life and place her among the top Latin American female writers. Her work has been 
translated into over 21 languages and is currently read in more than 85 countries
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Escandon, Maria Amparo. Esperanza's Box of Saints. New York. 1999. 
Touchstone/Simon & Schuster. Advance Reader's Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 
068485614x. 254 pages. paperback. Signed by the Author. Inventory # 25780. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ESPERANZA’S BOX OF SAINTS is a magical, 
humorous, and passion-filled odyssey about a beautiful young widow’s search for 
her missing child - a mission that takes her from a humble Mexican village to the 
rowdy brothels of Tijuana and a rarely seen side of Los Angeles. Rescued from 
turmoil by her favorite saint, Esperanza embarks on a journey that tests her faith, 
teaches her the ways of the world, and transforms her from a fervently religious 
innocent to an independent, sexual, and passionately devout woman.

María Amparo Escandón (Mexico City, Mexico, June 19, 1957) is a Mexican born, 
US citizen. She is a professional communicator in various media: best-selling 
bilingual novelist, short story writer, screenwriter, advertising creative director, and 
film producer. Her award-winning literary work is known for addressing bicultural 
themes that deal with the immigration experience of Mexicans crossing over to the 
United States. Her stories concentrate on family relationships, loss, forgiveness, 
faith, and self-discovery. A linguist with a sharp ear for dialogue, she explores the 
dynamics of language in border sub-cultures and the evolution of Spanglish. Her 
innovative style of multiple voice narrations and her cleverly humorous, quirky, and 
compassionate stories with a feminine angle capture the magical reality of everyday
life and place her among the top Latin American female writers. Her work has been 
translated into over 21 languages and is currently read in more than 85 countrieskeywords
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Mexico Latin America
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Escandon, Maria Amparo. Esperanza's Box of Saints. New York. 1999. 
Touchstone/Simon & Schuster. Advance Reader's Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 
068485614x. 254 pages. paperback. Inventory # 27121. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ESPERANZA’S BOX OF SAINTS is a magical, 
humorous, and passion-filled odyssey about a beautiful young widow’s search for 
her missing child - a mission that takes her from a humble Mexican village to the 
rowdy brothels of Tijuana and a rarely seen side of Los Angeles. Rescued from 
turmoil by her favorite saint, Esperanza embarks on a journey that tests her faith, 
teaches her the ways of the world, and transforms her from a fervently religious 
innocent to an independent, sexual, and passionately devout woman.

María Amparo Escandón (Mexico City, Mexico, June 19, 1957) is a Mexican born, 
US citizen. She is a professional communicator in various media: best-selling 
bilingual novelist, short story writer, screenwriter, advertising creative director, and 
film producer. Her award-winning literary work is known for addressing bicultural 
themes that deal with the immigration experience of Mexicans crossing over to the 
United States. Her stories concentrate on family relationships, loss, forgiveness, 
faith, and self-discovery. A linguist with a sharp ear for dialogue, she explores the 
dynamics of language in border sub-cultures and the evolution of Spanglish. Her 
innovative style of multiple voice narrations and her cleverly humorous, quirky, and 
compassionate stories with a feminine angle capture the magical reality of everyday
life and place her among the top Latin American female writers. Her work has been 
translated into over 21 languages and is currently read in more than 85 countrieskeywords
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Escandon, Maria Amparo. Gonzalez & Daughter Trucking Co. New York. 2005. 
Three Rivers Press/Crown. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
1400097355. 296 pages. paperback. Cover illustration & design by Elina D. 
Nudelman. Inventory # 3723. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Serving a sentence in a prison in Mexico, Libertad 
Gonzalez finds a clever way to pass the time with the weekly Library Club, reading 
to her fellow inmates from whatever books she can find in the prison’s meager 
supply. The story that emerges, though, has nothing to do with the words printed on
the pages. She tells of a former literature professor and fugitive of the Mexican 
government who reinvents himself as a trucker in the United States. There he falls in
love with a wild woman with whom he shares his truck and his life - that is until 
Joaquin Gonzalez unexpectedly finds himself alone on the road with a baby girl and
Gonzalez & Daughter Trucking Co. is born. Joaquin and his daughter make the cab
of an 18-wheeler their home, sharing everything - adventures, books, truck-stop 
chow, and memories of the girl’s mother - until one day the girl grows into a woman,
and a chance encounter with one man causes her to rebel against another.

María Amparo Escandón (Mexico City, Mexico, June 19, 1957) is a Mexican born, 
US citizen. She is a professional communicator in various media: best-selling 
bilingual novelist, short story writer, screenwriter, advertising creative director, and 
film producer. Her award-winning literary work is known for addressing bicultural 
themes that deal with the immigration experience of Mexicans crossing over to the 
United States. Her stories concentrate on family relationships, loss, forgiveness, 
faith, and self-discovery. A linguist with a sharp ear for dialogue, she explores the 
dynamics of language in border sub-cultures and the evolution of Spanglish. Her 
innovative style of multiple voice narrations and her cleverly humorous, quirky, and 
compassionate stories with a feminine angle capture the magical reality of everyday
life and place her among the top Latin American female writers. Her work has been 
translated into over 21 languages and is currently read in more than 85 countries
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Escandon, Maria Amparo. Santitos: Esperanza's Box of Saints. New York. 1999. 
Scribner Paperback Fiction. Final Uncopyedited Draft of The Manuscript To A 1st 
Novel. Photocopied & Bound With Black Binding Tape. Slight Damp Stain To Top 
Back Of Wrappers,Otehrwise Very Good. 8 1/2 x 11 inches. These were distributed 
in very limited quantities mainly for the Scribner sales force. Cover Letter From 
Scriber Paperback Fiction Editor Mistakenly Refers To Book As 'Esmerelda's' rather
than 'Esperanza's' Box Of Saints. 312 pages. paperback. Inventory # 34775. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ESPERANZA’S BOX OF SAINTS is a magical, 
humorous, and passion-filled odyssey about a beautiful young widow’s search for 
her missing child - a mission that takes her from a humble Mexican village to the 
rowdy brothels of Tijuana and a rarely seen side of Los Angeles. Rescued from 
turmoil by her favorite saint, Esperanza embarks on a journey that tests her faith, 
teaches her the ways of the world, and transforms her from a fervently religious 
innocent to an independent, sexual, and passionately devout woman.

María Amparo Escandón (Mexico City, Mexico, June 19, 1957) is a Mexican born, 
US citizen. She is a professional communicator in various media: best-selling 
bilingual novelist, short story writer, screenwriter, advertising creative director, and 
film producer. Her award-winning literary work is known for addressing bicultural 
themes that deal with the immigration experience of Mexicans crossing over to the 
United States. Her stories concentrate on family relationships, loss, forgiveness, 
faith, and self-discovery. A linguist with a sharp ear for dialogue, she explores the 
dynamics of language in border sub-cultures and the evolution of Spanglish. Her 
innovative style of multiple voice narrations and her cleverly humorous, quirky, and 
compassionate stories with a feminine angle capture the magical reality of everyday
life and place her among the top Latin American female writers. Her work has been 
translated into over 21 languages and is currently read in more than 85 countries
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Essien-Udom, E. U. Black Nationalism: A Search For An Identity in America. New 
York. 1969. Dell Laurel. 5th Paperback Printing. Very Good in Slightly Worn 
Wrappers. 448 pages. paperback. 574. Inventory # 28729. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - BLACK NATIONALISM is a searching study of one of the
most urgent and potentially critical problems facing America today: the rise of the 
Muslim movement and the nature and extent of its appeal to the lower-class urban 
Negro. Based on authentic information gathered by the author over a two-year 
period of intensive association with leaders and members of the movement, the 
book combines with great effect topnotch reporting and scrupulous impartiality.

E. U. Essien-Udom (October 25, 1928, Nigeria - May 27, 2002, Washington, D.C.) 
was born in Uye, Nigeria, and took his post graduate degrees at the University of 
Chicago. Currently Lecturer in Government at the University of Ibadan, Ibadan, 
Nigeria, Dr. Essien-Udom has also taught at Brown and Harvard Universities.
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Essington, Amy. The Integration of the Pacific Coast League: Race and Baseball on
the West Coast. Lincoln. 2018. University of Nebraska Press. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Wrappers. 9780803285736. 161 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
 44525. $19.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - While Jackie Robinson’s 1947 season with the Brooklyn
Dodgers made him the first African American to play in the Major Leagues in the 
modern era, the rest of Major League Baseball was slow to integrate while its Minor
League affiliates moved faster. The Pacific Coast League (PCL), a Minor League 
with its own social customs, practices, and racial history, and the only legitimate 
sports league on the West Coast, became one of the first leagues in any sport to 
completely desegregate all its teams. Although far from a model of racial equality, 
the Pacific Coast states created a racial reality that was more diverse and adaptable
than in other parts of the country. The Integration of the Pacific Coast League 
describes the evolution of the PCL beginning with the league’s differing treatment of
African Americans and other nonwhite players. Between the 1900s and the 1930s, 
team owners knowingly signed Hawaiian players, Asian players, and African 
American players who claimed that they were Native Americans, who were not 
officially banned. In the post–World War II era, with the pressures and challenges 
facing desegregation, the league gradually accepted African American players. In 
the 1940s individual players and the local press challenged the segregation of the 
league. Because these Minor League teams integrated so much earlier than the 
Major Leagues or the eastern Minor Leagues, West Coast baseball fans were the 
first to experience a more diverse baseball game.

Amy Essington is an instructor in the history department at California State 
University, Fullerton.
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Esterhazy, Peter. Helping Verbs of the Heart. New York. 1991. Grove Weidenfeld. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0802111238. Translated from the 
Hungarian by Michael Henry Heim. 111 pages. hardcover. Cover: Lane Smith. 
Inventory # 15114. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A gripping story of grief following a parent's death. Two 
brothers and a sister, now adults, are summoned by their father and reunited on a 
miserably hot August day at the hospital where Mother lies on her deathbed. Their 
awkwardness is intensified by the presence of an outrageously vulgar doctor and an
evil nurse. The elder son faithfully narrates the inevitable unfolding of events, 
Mother's death, the funeral, and the days of mourning, struggling to make sense of 
an experience at once commonplace and painfully unique, and so powerful as to be
compared only to love.

Péter Esterházy (born 14 April 1950 in Budapest) is one of the most widely known 
contemporary Hungarian writers. His books are considered to be significant 
contributions to postwar literature. He studied mathematics at ELTE university in 
Budapest from 1969 to 1974; his first writings were published in literary journals in 
1974. He worked as a mathematician from 1974 to 1978, and he became a 
freelance writer in 1978. Esterházy, the scion of an aristocratic family that traces its 
roots to the 12th century, is perhaps best known outside of his native country for 
CELESTIAL HARMONIES (Harmonia Caelestis, 2000) which chronicles his 
forefathers' epic rise during the Austro-Hungarian empire – when Haydn composed
music at the family palace – to its dispossession under communism. His next novel,
REVISED EDITION (Javított kiadás, 2002), which appeared as an ‘appendix’ to the 
former work, was born from the shock when he learnt that his father was an informer
for the secret police of the Communist era. The book deals with the research work 
as a diary, his father's unfolding activity, and the very process of his facing and 
digesting the facts. His works have been published in more than 20 languages. He 
has won almost every literary distinction in Hungary, including the prestigious 
Kossuth Prize in 1996, and has received awards for his work in France, Austria, 
Germany, Slovenia and Norway.
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Esterhazy, Peter. She Loves Me. Evanston. 1997. Northwestern University Press. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0810115573. Translated from the 
Hungarian by Judith Sollosy. 195 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Toni Ellis. 
Inventory # 24817. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - She Loves Me is Peter Esterhazy's paean to women: 
beautiful and ugly, kind and nasty, fat and bony, monogamous and promiscuous, 
seductive, negative, rebellious, and voracious. In ninety-seven short chapters this 
seductive novel contemplates love and desire and sex and hate, all from the point of
view of a manly narrator who considers himself a great and successful lover, a 
womanizer, a man who may - or may not - be in love with all of the women of the 
world. Intelligent and funny, this book is a great declaration of love and of contempt,
and a philosophical exploration of the many postures and pretenses of eros. With his
characteristic verbal pyrotechnics, the serenely jaded Esterhazy proves that there 
will always be another romance, and that love and hate spring from the same 
inexhaustible font.

Péter Esterházy (born 14 April 1950 in Budapest) is one of the most widely known 
contemporary Hungarian writers. His books are considered to be significant 
contributions to postwar literature.
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Euripides. Medea and Other Plays. New York. 1979. Penguin Books. Reprinted 
Penguin Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 
0140441298. Translated from the Greek & With An Introduction by Philip Vellacott. 
205 pages. paperback. The cover illustration shows a Maenad, taken from an 
Athenian cup of the fifth century B.C. Inventory # 11695. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Four more plays by Euripides (484-407 B.C.) are 
presented in this volume in modern English by Philip Vellacott, who has already 
translated many of the great Greek dramas for the Penguin Classics. MEDEA, the 
story of that princess’s horrible revenge for the infidelity of Jason, the hero of the 
Argonauts, is Euripides’ earliest surviving tragedy, whilst HERACLES is among his 
latest plays. In HECABE and ELECTRA he again underlines the wickedness of 
revenge. An outspoken critic of society and the gods, Euripides was at his most 
eloquent on the theme of human suffering, and among the most lyrical of all poets.

Euripides (c. 480 – 406 BC) was one of the three great tragedians of classical 
Athens, the other two being Aeschylus and Sophocles. Some ancient scholars 
attributed ninety-five plays to him but according to the Suda it was ninety-two at 
most. Of these, eighteen or nineteen have survived more or less complete.
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Euripides. The Bacchae & Other Plays. Baltimore. 1980. Penguin Books. Reprinted
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 0140440445. Includes-The Bacchae.
Ion. The Women Of Troy. Helen. Translated from the Greek & With An Introduction
by Philip Vellacott. 249 pages. paperback. The cover shows a detail of an Attic cup 
by Brygus. Inventory # 30667. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Euripides (484-407 B.C.) is the most modern of the great
Greek tragedians, as the four plays in this volume demonstrate. ION is concerned 
with the problem of reconciling religious faith with the facts of human life, whilst THE
WOMEN OF TROY is a plain denunciation of the ruthlessness of war. In HELEN 
Euripdes light-heartedly parodied himself, and, finally in his last and probably 
greatest tragedy, THE BACCHAE, he dealt with mob violence and mass hysteria. 
Philip Vellacott’s fluent translation and valuable introduction make it easier than ever
for the modern reader to bridge the two thousand years between himself and these
plays.

Euripides (c. 480 – 406 BC) was one of the three great tragedians of classical 
Athens, the other two being Aeschylus and Sophocles. Some ancient scholars 
attributed ninety-five plays to him but according to the Suda it was ninety-two at 
most. Of these, eighteen or nineteen have survived more or less complete.
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Euripides. Medea / Hippolytus / the Bacchae. New York. 1963. Heritage Press. 
Reprined Hardcover Edition. Very Good in Hardcover. No Dustjacket. Newly 
Translated from the Ancient Greek by Philip Vellacott. Illustrated by Michael Ayrton.
184 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 40501. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Euripides was a brilliant and powerful innovator within 
the traditional framework of Attic drama. The last of the three great Athenian 
dramatists, and during his lifetime perhaps the most controversial, Euripides was the
first playwright to use the chorus as a commentator; the first to put contemporary 
language into the mouths of heroes; and the first to interpret human suffering without
reference to the wisdom of gods. The three plays in this volume all show Euripides 
to have been a man defiant of established beliefs, and preoccupied with the 
dichotomy between instinctive and civilized behaviour. And his daring interpretations
of ancient myths are enhanced by his brilliance as a lyricist, for Euripides' choral 
odes are among the most beautiful ever written. Reading plays such as these, it is 
not difficult to appreciate Aristotle's admiration of him as the most 'tragic' of the 
Greek poets.

Euripides (c. 480 – 406 BC) was one of the three great tragedians of classical 
Athens, the other two being Aeschylus and Sophocles. Some ancient scholars 
attributed ninety-five plays to him but according to the Suda it was ninety-two at 
most. Of these, eighteen or nineteen have survived more or less complete.
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Evanovich, Janet. Three To Get Deadly: A Stephanie Plum Novel. New York. 1997.
Scribner. 1st American Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684822652. 300 pages.
hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket design by Corsillo/Manzone Design. 
Inventory # 23532. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Stephanie Plum, the brassy babe in the powder blue 
Buick, is back, and she’s having a bad hair day - for the whole month of January. 
She’s been given the unpopular task of finding Mo Bedemier Trenton’s most beloved
citizen, arrested for carrying concealed, gone no-show for his court appearance. And
to make matters worse, she’s got Lula, a former hooker turned file clerk - now a 
wannabe bounty hunter - at her side, sticking like glue. Lula’s big and blonde and 
black, and itching to get the chance to lock up a crook in the trunk of her car. Morelli,
the New Jersey vice cop with the slow-burning smile that undermines a girl’s 
stronger resolve is being polite. So what does this mean? Has he found a new love?
Or is he manipulating Steph, using her in his police investigation, counting on her 
unmanageable curiosity and competitive Jersey attitude? Once again, the entire 
One for the Money crew is in action, including Ranger and Grandma Mazur, 
searching for Mo, tripping down a trail littered with dead drug dealers, leading 
Stephanie to suspect Mo has traded his ice-cream scoop for a vigilante gun. Cursed
with a disastrous new hair color and an increasing sense that it’s really time to get a
new job, Stephanie spirals and tumbles through Three to Get Deadly with all the 
wisecracks and pace her fans have come to expect.

Janet Evanovich (born Janet Schneider; April 22, 1943) is an American writer. She 
began her career writing short contemporary romance novels under the pen name 
Steffie Hall, but gained fame authoring a series of contemporary mysteries featuring
Stephanie Plum, a former lingerie seller from Trenton, New Jersey, who becomes a
bounty hunter to make ends meet after losing her job. The novels in this series have
been on the New York Times and Amazon bestseller lists.
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Evanovich, Janet. Three To Get Deadly: A Stephanie Plum Novel. New York. 1997.
Scribner. Advance Reader's Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 0684822652. 300 
pages. paperback. Inventory # 22712. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Stephanie Plum, the brassy babe in the powder blue 
Buick, is back, and she’s having a bad hair day - for the whole month of January. 
She’s been given the unpopular task of finding Mo Bedemier Trenton’s most beloved
citizen, arrested for carrying concealed, gone no-show for his court appearance. And
to make matters worse, she’s got Lula, a former hooker turned file clerk - now a 
wannabe bounty hunter - at her side, sticking like glue. Lula’s big and blonde and 
black, and itching to get the chance to lock up a crook in the trunk of her car. Morelli,
the New Jersey vice cop with the slow-burning smile that undermines a girl’s 
stronger resolve is being polite. So what does this mean? Has he found a new love?
Or is he manipulating Steph, using her in his police investigation, counting on her 
unmanageable curiosity and competitive Jersey attitude? Once again, the entire 
One for the Money crew is in action, including Ranger and Grandma Mazur, 
searching for Mo, tripping down a trail littered with dead drug dealers, leading 
Stephanie to suspect Mo has traded his ice-cream scoop for a vigilante gun. Cursed
with a disastrous new hair color and an increasing sense that it’s really time to get a
new job, Stephanie spirals and tumbles through Three to Get Deadly with all the 
wisecracks and pace her fans have come to expect.

Janet Evanovich (born Janet Schneider; April 22, 1943) is an American writer. She 
began her career writing short contemporary romance novels under the pen name 
Steffie Hall, but gained fame authoring a series of contemporary mysteries featuring
Stephanie Plum, a former lingerie seller from Trenton, New Jersey, who becomes a
bounty hunter to make ends meet after losing her job. The novels in this series have
been on the New York Times and Amazon bestseller lists.
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Evans, Arthur V. and Hogue, James N. Introduction To California Beetles. Berkeley.
2004. University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Flex-
Binding. 0520240359. 316 pages. paperback. Inventory # 35096. $23.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The amazing armored bodies of beetles allow them to 
bore into plant tissue, navigate fast-moving streams, burrow through seemingly 
impenetrable soil, survive blistering heat, and fly. With around 8,000 species living in
California, beetles represent the largest and most diverse group of organisms in the
state and are an excellent subject for study since they can be found almost 
everywhere–in backyards, gardens, forests, and deserts. This, the only guide to 
California beetles available, is the perfect book for anyone–from outdoor enthusiasts
to professional biologists–who wants to explore the fascinating world of beetles. In 
addition to providing information on where to find and how to study beetles, the book
also gives an engaging and accessible overview of their natural history, biology, 
distribution, and relation to humans. FEATURES - 51 color illustrations and 
supporting black-and-white photographs and drawings identify the characteristics 
and habits of 23 of the most conspicuous and interesting beetle families in 
California; Chapters describe beetles of special interest–fossil species, endangered
species, pests, biological control agents, and more; Includes an annotated list of 
terrestrial and aquatic beetle habitats by season, information on starting and caring 
for a beetle collection, details on keeping beetles alive in the classroom, and a 
checklist of California beetle families.

Arthur V. Evans is Research Associate in the Department of Entomology at the 
National Museum of Natural History, at the Smithsonian Institution, and in the 
Department of Recent Invertebrates at the Virginia Museum of Natural History. He is
coauthor, with Charles L. Bellamy, of An Inordinate Fondness for Beetles (California,
2000). James N. Hogue is Manager of Biological Collections in the Department of 
Biology at California State University, Northridge, and Research Associate at the 
Natural History Museum of Los Angeles County.
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Evans, Jeremy. Battle for Paradise: Surfing, Tuna, and One Town's Quest to Save a
Wave. Lincoln. 2015. University of Nebraska Press. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 9780803246898. 6 x 9 • 2 maps. 240 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 45586. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Pavones, a town located on the southern tip of Costa 
Rica, is a haven for surfers, expatriates, and fishermen seeking a place to start over.
Located on the Golfo Dulce (Sweet Gulf), a marine sanctuary and one of the few 
tropical fjords in the world, Pavones is home to a legendary surf break and a cottage
fishing industry. In 2004 a multinational company received approval to install the 
world's first yellowfin tuna farm near the mouth of the Golfo Dulce. The tuna farm as
planned would pollute the area, endanger sea turtles, affect the existing fish 
population, and threaten the world-class wave. A lawsuit was filed just in time, and 
the project was successfully stalled. Thus began an unlikely alliance of local surfers,
fishermen, and global environmental groups to save a wave and one of the most 
biodiverse places on the planet. In The Battle for Paradise, Jeremy Evans travels to
Pavones to uncover the story of how this ragtag group stood up to a multinational 
company and how a shadowy figure from the town's violent past became an unlikely
hero. In this harrowing but ultimately inspiring story, Evans focuses in turn on a 
colorful cast of characters with an unyielding love for the ocean and surfing, a 
company's unscrupulous efforts to expand profits, and a government that nearly sold
out the perfect wave.

Jeremy Evans is a former daily newspaper reporter whose eight-year
journalism career garnered numerous awards for his outdoor and sports writing. He 
is the author of In Search of Powder: A Story of America’s Disappearing Ski Bum 
(Nebraska, 2010) and currently teaches English at Lake Tahoe Community College 
in South Lake Tahoe, CA.
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Evans, Penelope. Freezing. New York. 1998. Soho Press. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 1569470839. 287 pages. hardcover. Cover: Fumio 
Kurosaki/Jeremy Armstrong. Inventory # 26104. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When a nameless girl is brought in, drowned, to the 
mortuary where Stewart Park works as a photographer he becomes obsessed with 
her frozen beauty. Stewart's domestic life is more than a little unsettling: Dad, who's
given to consuming but short-lived crazes, has recently installed Lady the pit bull 
terrier as part of his home-security campaign, and Stewart’s small nephews, Lee 
and Lenny, are constantly dumped on him by his evasive sister Mary. Lee and 
Lenny are behaving in an inexplicably withdrawn fashion, Mary appears to be 
keeping dubious company, and Stewart can’t help worrying that destructive Dad will
one day break into his bedroom and take apart his precious computer small wonder,
then, that Stewart devotes himself to finding out all he can about the drowned girl. 
His enquiries - and their consequences - begin to take over his life. Advancing into a
dark and vicious world he had never even dreamt of, he realizes, belatedly, that he 
is a hopelessly ill-equipped player in a very sinister game.

Penelope Evans was born in Wales but spent the majority of her growing up in 
Scotland. After reading Classics at St. Andrews, she came to London to train and 
practise as a criminal barrister. Assisting in cases that ranged from defending drunk
drivers to Libyan bombers gave her enough material to write twenty books - but so 
far she has limited herself to eight, the latest beng THE TRICK OF THE DEAD.
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Evans, Penelope. The Last Girl: A Psychological Thriller. New York. 1996. St 
Martin's Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 
0312139985. 240 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 26235. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Larry Mann, lonely and neglected in his rooms on the top
floor of a north London house, is delighted when pale, quiet Amanda, a young 
student, moves in below him. Anxious to make her feel at home, he brings her 
presents, prepares meals for her, and is always ready for a cozy chat and a drink in 
the evening. Amanda's arrival makes a world of difference to Larry, abandoned long
since by his wife and daughter. He is happy to spend time serving her any way he 
can. Amanda, shy and kind-hearted, doesn't want to hurt Larry's feelings, but she's 
not always as grateful as she might be for his attentions. And Larry, uneasy at the 
weekend visits of her male friend and fearful that he may supplant him in Amanda's
affections, broods darkly on the past. Told through Larry's voice, this extraordinarily
eerie tale builds to a dreadful and unexpected climax.

Penelope Evans was born in Wales but spent the majority of her growing up in 
Scotland. After reading Classics at St. Andrews, she came to London to train and 
practise as a criminal barrister. Assisting in cases that ranged from defending drunk
drivers to Libyan bombers gave her enough material to write twenty books - but so 
far she has limited herself to eight, the latest beng THE TRICK OF THE DEAD.
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Evans, Peter William. Women On the Verge of a Nervous Breakdown. London. 
1996. British Film Institute. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0851705405. 80 pages. paperback. Inventory # 34808. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Pedro Almodovar’s Women on the Verge of a Nervous 
Breakdown established its director as one of the most exciting of European film-
making talents. An often hilarious study of sexual mores, the film has a central 
character, Pepa (Carmen Maura), as warm and richly drawn as any modern film 
heroine. Made strong and self-reliant by suffering within marriage, Pepa is the centre
of a set of colourful characters which represents a vivid cross-section of Spanish 
society. Women on the Verge was a major international success for a director with a
unique talent for exploring the naunces of individual behaviour. Peter William Evans
conducts a formidable analysis of Almodovar’s insights into gender, sexuality and 
subjectivity. Drawing on a wide range of psychoanalytic and critical concepts, Evans
sees Women on the Verge as an account of the often tyrannical spell of sexual 
desire, of the anxieties of relationships and families, but also of the possibilities or 
personal liberation. He discusses the recent history of Spain and ties the film’s 
concerns into the social revolution which occurred after the death of Franco.

Peter William Evans is Emeritus Professor of Film Studies at Queen Mary University
of London.
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Evelegh, Tessa. Easter: A Spring Celebration of Traditional Crafts and Recipes. 
New York. 1994. Simon & Schuster. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.
0671884557. Photography by Debbie Patterson. Recipes by Jane Suthering. 128 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37857. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A one-of-a-kind collection of Easter and springtime 
crafts, recipes, and flower ideas offers more than one hundred colorful photographs,
instructions on uniquely embellishing dyed eggs, plans for gift baskets, and other 
projects.

Tessa Evelegh is a writer and stylist specializing in stitchery of all kinds, crafts, 
interiors and gardens, with more than 30 titles to her name. These include Window
Workshop, Simple Home Style and Sheer Style.
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Evelyn, Douglas E. and Dickson, Paul. On This Spot-Washington D. C. Washington
DC. 1999. National Geographic Society. 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0792274997. 280 pages. paperback. ON THE COVER: Washington tourists from 
pre-World War Paul Dickson collection. Inventory # 26897. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Pinpointing the Past in Washington, D.C. Celebrating the
gritty reality and color of the city, this lively guide locates the sites where important, 
or just fascinating, events took place, where figures from American history lived, 
worked, and died. Includes more than 125 photos from public and private 
collections.

Paul Dickson is the author of more than 45 nonfiction books and hundreds of 
magazine articles. Although he has written on a variety of subjects from ice cream to
kite flying to electronic warfare, he now concentrates on writing about the American 
language, baseball and 20th century history. His most recent titles include Drunk: 
The Definitive Drinker's Dictionary, The Dickson Baseball Dictionary, Sputnik: The 
Shock of the Century and Slang: A Topical Dictionary of Americanisms.
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Everwine, Peter. Listening Long and Late. Pittsburgh. 2013. University of Pittsburgh
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822962588. Pitt Poetry 
Series. 78 pages. paperback. Cover art: Untitled watercolor by Robert Baser. Cover
design by Ann Walston. Inventory # 40585. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - 'What a rich array of music lies within Listening Long and
Late. With refreshing authenticity, Everwine weds playfulness to practice, lyricism to
narrative, pathos to the ordinary. Indeed, he has listened 'long and late' to the music
of such venerable masters as Tu Fu, the hidden genius on the street, and the 
anonymous Aztec poets of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Everwine writes 
with the same 'deified heart' that divines the mystery of his quotidian subjects in a 
language that is at once plain and poetic. His own work seamlessly segues into his 
translations from the Hebrew and Nahuatl, as if all the poems belonged to the same
poet, which they in fact do, as the glorious multitudes of Peter Everwine, one of the
masters of our age.'--Chard deNiord.

Peter Everwine is the author of seven previous poetry collections, including From 
the Meadow and Collecting the Animals, which won the Lamont Poetry Prize in 
1972. Everwine is the recipient of numerous honors, including two Pushcart Prizes,
an American Academy of Arts and Letters Award in Literature, and fellowships from 
the NEA and the Guggenheim Foundation. He is emeritus professor of English at 
California State University, Fresno, and was a senior Fulbright lecturer in American
poetry at the University of Haifa, Israel.
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Ewald, Paul W. Plague Time: How Stealth Infections Cause Cancers, Heart 
Disease, and Other Deadly Ailments. New York. 2000. Free Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684869004. 282 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Rick Pracher. Inventory # 28353. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In PLAGUE TIME, the eminent biologist Paul W. Ewald 
challenges conventional medical thought with the thesis that germs, more than our 
genes, cause the most important maladies of our time. Indeed, with little if any 
evidence, experts in the health sciences have assumed that infections are not the 
primary causes of the chronic plagues that afflict us today: heart attacks, strokes, 
Alzheimer’s, schizophrenia, and cancers. Ewald explains how infections may be the
source of these diseases, and how this knowledge raises new opportunities for 
controlling them. Controversial and fascinating, PLAGUE TIME is an important work
of science with major implications for our lives today.

Paul W. Ewald (born c. 1953) is an evolutionary biologist, specializing in the 
evolution of infectious disease. He received his BSc in 1975 from the University of 
California, Irvine, in Biological Sciences and his PhD in 1980 from the University of
Washington, in Zoology, with specialization in Ecology and Evolution. He is currently
director of the program in Evolutionary Medicine at the Biology Department of the 
University of Louisville.
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Exley, Frederick. Last Notes From Home. New York. 1988. Random House. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394405196. 401 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket illustration by Russell Farrell. Jacket design by Robert Aulicino. Inventory # 
10670. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - LAST NOTES FROM HOME is the long-awaited and 
triumphant third volume of Frederick Exley’s trilogy, which began with A FAN’S 
NOTES. Exuberant, witty, perceptive, paranoid, outrageous - half fantasy, half fact -
LAST NOTES FROM HOME is ostensibly the story of Exley’s journey to Hawaii from
upstate New York to visit his brother, ‘the Brigadier,’ an Army officer who is dying of
cancer. Exley’s journey not only involves his brother’s death and all of the love and 
guilt that entails, but the Brigadier’s past life of covert activities, which troubles the 
narrator. LAST NOTES FROM HOME also ranges irrepressibly over the obsessions
of a lifetime. The narrator, sometimes cajoling and inveigling the reader - and 
sometimes writing a long letter to his sexually attractive shrink or even ranting about
life to Marshal Dillon on the TV set – reveals the always fascinating convolutions of 
his own life, a confession that is at times hilarious, at times sad, and finally joyful. No
one who reads this book will ever forget O’Twoomey, the maniacal Irishman who for
a period takes over Exley’s existence (making him a prisoner of his own characters),
or Robin Glenn, the most beautiful, lying stewardess ever to inhabit the pages of a 
book and whom Exley, in his newfound paradise, finally marries. LAST NOTES 
FROM HOME is really a book about love - or rather the compulsive search for it - 
told by a narrator whose macho demeanor can’t even begin to cover up the 
overwhelming rage and compassion that rule his heart.

Frederick Earl ‘Fred’ Exley (March 28, 1929 – June 17, 1992) was an American 
writer best known as the author of the fictional memoir A Fan's Notes.
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Exley, Frederick. Pages From a Cold Island. New York. 1975. Random House. 1st 
American Edition. BTP Sticker On Front Endpaper, Otherwise Very Good in Slightly
Worn Dustjacket. 0394494407. 275 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by James 
Spanfeller. Inventory # 938. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - PAGES FROM A COLD ISLAND begins with the death 
of Edmund Wilson. The news teaches Fred Exley even as he is rereading Wilson’s
Hecate County to determine its suitability for a writing class he is going to teach at 
Iowa. The effect of Wilson’s death is overwhelming. Thus begins a personal 
odyssey, an obsessive journey that takes him from his own ‘roots’ (his mother’s 
home in Alexandria Bay on the St. Lawrence) to a small hot resort island off Florida
and, finally, to the climax of the book at the Iowa Writers’ Workshop-an obsessed 
and sometimes hilarious search, if you will, to find a way to write the very book you 
are reading. It is an utterly absorbing journey which moreover touches much of the 
crippled creative life in America. Raunchy, drunken, by turns wildly sexual and close
to suicide, Exley memorably evokes a real life by using the most skillful techniques 
of the born novelist, For Exley is here not merely recording the already fascinating 
pattern of his days, but literally overwhelms the reader with a bombardment of 
scenes, insights and unsettling observations, interweaving his own personal and 
marvelously entertaining sense of the world around him with outrageous encounters
with such personalities as Gloria Steinem and Norman Mailer, But the guiding 
metaphor here, the one strong, steady light in a murky literary landscape, is Edmund
Wilson. Exley’s search for the essence of this man-and his own personal quest for 
the guts of this book-is the sane center of a story whose irrepressible energy and 
candid confession will hold readers absorbed. FREDERICK EXLEY was born in 
Watertown, New York, and educated at the public schools there, at the John Jay 
High School in Katonah, New York, and at the University of Southern California from
which in June, 1953, he received an A.B. in English. His first book, A FAN’S 
NOTES, was nominated for a National Book Award; won the William Faulkner 
Award for ‘the year’s most notable first novel’; was awarded the National Institute of
Arts and Letters Rosenthal Award for ‘that work which. is a considerable literary 
achievement’; received a Rockefeller Foundation grant. .
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Exley, Frederick. Pages From a Cold Island. New York. 1975. Random House. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394494407. 275 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket illustration by James Spanfeller. Inventory # 26384. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - PAGES FROM A COLD ISLAND begins with the death 
of Edmund Wilson. The news teaches Fred Exley even as he is rereading Wilson’s
Hecate County to determine its suitability for a writing class he is going to teach at 
Iowa. The effect of Wilson’s death is overwhelming. Thus begins a personal 
odyssey, an obsessive journey that takes him from his own ‘roots’ (his mother’s 
home in Alexandria Bay on the St. Lawrence) to a small hot resort island off Florida
and, finally, to the climax of the book at the Iowa Writers’ Workshop-an obsessed 
and sometimes hilarious search, if you will, to find a way to write the very book you 
are reading. It is an utterly absorbing journey which moreover touches much of the 
crippled creative life in America. Raunchy, drunken, by turns wildly sexual and close
to suicide, Exley memorably evokes a real life by using the most skillful techniques 
of the born novelist, For Exley is here not merely recording the already fascinating 
pattern of his days, but literally overwhelms the reader with a bombardment of 
scenes, insights and unsettling observations, interweaving his own personal and 
marvelously entertaining sense of the world around him with outrageous encounters
with such personalities as Gloria Steinem and Norman Mailer, But the guiding 
metaphor here, the one strong, steady light in a murky literary landscape, is Edmund
Wilson. Exley’s search for the essence of this man-and his own personal quest for 
the guts of this book-is the sane center of a story whose irrepressible energy and 
candid confession will hold readers absorbed. FREDERICK EXLEY was born in 
Watertown, New York, and educated at the public schools there, at the John Jay 
High School in Katonah, New York, and at the University of Southern California from
which in June, 1953, he received an A.B. in English. His first book, A FAN’S 
NOTES, was nominated for a National Book Award; won the William Faulkner 
Award for ‘the year’s most notable first novel’; was awarded the National Institute of
Arts and Letters Rosenthal Award for ‘that work which. is a considerable literary 
achievement’; received a Rockefeller Foundation grant. .

Frederick Earl ‘Fred’ Exley (March 28, 1929 – June 17, 1992) was an American 
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Exley, Frederick. Pages From a Cold Island (DUSTJACKET ONLY). New York. 
1975. Random House. Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0394494407. 
DUSTJACKET ONLY. Jacket illustration by James Spanfeller. Inventory # 40254. 
$12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET
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Exquemelin, Alexander O. The Buccaneers of America. Baltimore. 1969. Penguin 
Books. 1st Penguin Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Translated 
from the Dutch by Alexis Brown. With An Introduction by Jack Beeching. 233 pages.
paperback. L212. The cover shows a detail from 'Battle at Sea' by Jan Peeters. 
Inventory # 35637. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - There are few accounts of piracy to equal the book 
published in Holland by Alexander Exquemelin in 1678. His eye-witness record of 
the feats of the English, French, and Dutch sea-rovers who ravaged shipping arid 
terrorized Caribbean settlements in the seventeenth century (often with the 
connivance of European governments) makes a vivid story of courage, endurance, 
and inhuman cruelty. And if any figure stands out in this gallery of unhung rogues, it 
is that of the infamous, romantic Welshman, Sir Henry Morgan, whose exploits 
(described at length by Exquemelin) were crowned by his impudent seizure of 
Panama.

Alexandre Olivier Exquemelin (c. 1645–1707) was a French, Dutch or Flemish writer
best known as the author of one of the most important sourcebooks of 17th-century
piracy, first published in Dutch as De Americaensche Zee-Roovers, in Amsterdam, 
by Jan ten Hoorn, in 1678.
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Eyles, Heather. Well I Never!. Woodstock. 1990. Overlook Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0879513837. Illustrated by Tony Ross. 
unpaginated. hardcover. Cover art by Tony Ross. Inventory # 13465. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Polly tells her mother that she cannot get dressed for 
school because a multitude of monsters, vampires, and other scary creatures are 
trying on her clothes.

Heather Eyles is best known for her children's books, including 'Well I Never' and 
'The Trouble With Herbert'. 'ME I AM', her new memoir, will be followed by a second
volume next year. Her novel for adults 'Windows', was published in 2015. She has 
also written plays, poetry and short stories and started an innovative theatre 
company, 'Singing Brink', which produced performance pieces and ran workshops 
for self empowerment. She runs, writes and cooks with a passion every day and her
family and friends make her very happy. Much of that happiness she owes to her 
grandchildren and to her fellow-author husband, John.
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Eymann, Marcia A. and Wollenberg, Charles (Editors). What's Going On?: California
and the Vietnam Era. Berkeley. 2004. University Of California Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0520242432. 220 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
35097. $55

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A turning point in twentieth-century American history, the
war in Vietnam raised profound questions that affected every aspect of life in the 
United States. A dramatic case study of the political passions, spiritual pain, and 
cultural divisions produced by the war, What’s Going On? California and the 
Vietnam Era provides for the first time a balanced and personal look at the Vietnam
years in California, revealing their impact on American life and culture. Wallace 
Stegner believed that California ‘is like the rest of the United States, only more so,’ 
and in this book we discover the truth behind that sentiment. Conceived in tandem 
with the Oakland Museum of California’s innovative national touring exhibition of the
same title, this absorbing collection of essays captures the essence of a unique time
and place. The exhibition itself centers on events between 1965 and 1975 and 
examines the legacy of those years on the state today through some 500 historical 
artifacts–documents, news accounts, photographs, film clips, musical excerpts, and
personal stories presented in multiple formats. These accompanying essays delve 
deeper into the themes raised by the exhibit, looking into such topics as the 
relationship between Cold War politics, the Vietnam War, and California’s economy;
social activism from the Right and the Left; the rise of the feminist, African American,
Chicano, and veterans’ movements; Vietnamese refugees; media images of the war;
and the legacy of those years on the entire nation.

Marcia A. Eymann is Curator at the Oakland Museum of California and coeditor, with
Drew Heath Johnson, of Silver & Gold: Cased Images of the California Gold Rush 
(1998). Charles Wollenberg is Professor of History at Vista College and author of 
Marinship at War: Shipbuilding and Social Change in Wartime Sausalito (1990).
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Faber, Phyllis (editor). California's Wild Gardens: Guide To Favorite Botanical Sites.
Berkeley. 2005. University of California Press. 2nd Printing. Very Good in Wrappers.
0520240316. 236 pages. paperback. Inventory # 36172. $35.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - California’s Wild Gardens showcases the splendid 
abundance of California’s native plants in their natural settings-from foggy rain 
forests and rolling grasslands to high alpine meadows and parched deserts. The 
book offers a close-up look at more than one hundred special sites in the state, 
highlighting their distinctive ecology, the rare and unique plants found in them, and 
some of their more familiar botanical treasures. With its spectacular color 
photographs and lively writing by some of California’s best biologists and ecologists,
California’s Wild Gardens is the perfect introduction to the state’s remarkable 
botanical diversity. Like the best travel guides, it will inspire its readers to further 
explore California’s natural heritage. In addition to illuminating California’s botanical
bounty, this book discusses threats facing the state’s flora and describes protection
efforts now under way.

Phyllis M. Faber, General Editor of the California Natural History Guides, is coauthor
of Introduction to California Plant Life (revised edition, California, 2003), and coeditor
of the new revised editions of Introduction to California Mountain Wildflowers 
(California, 2003), Introduction to Shore Wildflowers of California, Oregon, and 
Washington (California, 2003), Introduction to California Spring Wildflowers of the 
Foothills, Valleys and Coast (California, 2004), and Introduction to California Desert
Wildflowers, all by Philip A. Munz.keywords
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Fabian, Johannes. Time and the Other: How Anthropology Makes Its Object. New 
York. 1983. Columbia University Press. 1st American Edition. Previous Owner's 
Name Penned in Front, Otherwise Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket with Some
Small Tears. 0231055900. 205 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by J.S. Roberts. 
Inventory # 35601. $125

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Anthropological theory, from its beginnings in philosophy
and linguistics, has provided Western thought and politics with deep-rooted images
and convictions amounting to a kind of political cosmology. The anthropologists are 
‘here and now,’ the objects of their discourse are ‘there and then,’ and the existence
of the ‘other’-the ‘savage,’ the ‘primitive,’ the ‘under-developed’ world-in the same 
time as ours is regularly denied. This is the central thesis of Johannes Fabian’s 
TIME AND THE OTHER, a probing critique of the emergence and present shape of
anthropological discourse. Fabian examines ‘uses of time’ in dominant paradigms of
contemporary anthropology, in the praxis and semiotics of conducting research and
writing anthropological discourse, and the theory of knowledge. He argues that 
‘Time, much like language and money, is a carrier of significance, a form through 
which we define the content of relations between the Self and the Other. Moreover,
Time may give form to relations of power and inequality under the conditions of 
capitalist industrial production.’ TIME AND THE OTHER provides a view behind the
scenes of anthropology. It suggests rules for the critical use of anthropology while 
contesting the idea that ethnology produces knowledge of the ‘other’ which may 
simply be applied in other fields.

Johannes Fabian (born 19 May 1937) is currently professor of anthropology at the 
University of Amsterdam. He has taught at Northwestern and Wesleyan Universities
and at the National University of Zaire. He is the author of many articles and 
JAMAA: A CHARISMATIC MOVEMENT IN KATANGA.
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Faggi, Fabio Massimo. Toommy Tohkky. San Francisco. 1998. Pince Nez Press. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers With French Flaps. 0964875748. 
Paperback Original. 126 pages. paperback. Cover design by Max Von Buchen. 
Inventory # 32181. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Nothing escapes the eye of the poet and visual artist, F.
M. Faggi. In his first collection of poetry published in English, he delights us with wit
and mischief, with sensuality and thoughtfulness. Even the most dreary, mundane 
aspects of life (laundry, for example) become a playground of possibility, 
opportunities for pranks and theatrics. In some of his most whimsical ‘tailed 
passages’, Faggi commands the reader to become a part of the poetry, a part of the
art. ‘Take your green dress (wear it). ‘ Thus, the reader enters and helps create the 
rather surrealistic world of the poet where clotheslines stretch from Tuscany to San
Francisco and love letters turn into kites. In none of the pieces is the artist’s eye very
far away – old toenails become coins, panties on a line, flags. And when the 
mischievous meets the sensual, the results are most intriguing.

Fabio Massimo Faggi is a poet and visual artist.
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Faik, Sait. A Useless Man: Selected Stories. Brooklyn. 2014. Archipelago Books. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 9780914671077. 
Translated from the Turkish by Maureen Freely and Alexander Dawe. 240 pages. 
paperback. Cover design by David Bullen. Cover art by Abidin Dino. Inventory # 
41698. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Sait Faik Abasıyanık was born in Adapazarı in 1906 and
died in Istanbul in 1954. In twelve books of short stories, two novels, and a book of 
poetry, Sait Faik’s prose celebrates the natural world and renders in vivid detail the 
struggles of his characters: ancient coffeehouse proprietors and priests, dream-
addled fishermen and poets of the Princes’ Isles, lovers and wandering minstrels of
another time. Many stories are loosely autobiographically and deal with Sait Faik’s 
frustration with social convention, the relentless pace of westernization, and the slow
yet steady ethnic cleansing of his city. Seemingly in keeping with the restrictions that
the new Republic placed on language and culture, the fluid, limpid surfaces of these
tales craftily veil the deeper truths lying in their subversive undercurrents. Sait Faik 
is greatly revered to this day, lending his name to Turkey’s most prestigious short 
story award. Nearly every Turk knows by heart a line or a story by Sait Faik.

Sait Faik Abasiyanik (18 November 1906 – 11 May 1954) was one of the greatest 
Turkish writers of short stories and poetry. He created a brand new language and 
brought new life to Turkish short story writing with his harsh but humanistic 
portrayals of labourers, fishermen, children, the unemployed, the poor. A major 
theme was always the sea and he spent most of his time in Burgazada (one of the 
Princes' Islands in the Marmara Sea).
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Fairstein, Linda. Likely To Die. New York. 1997. Scribner. 1st Printing. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 0684814889. 395 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by John Fontana. 
Inventory # 23886. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Linda Fairstein’s second novel. Renowned neurosurgeon
Gemma Dogen is designated ‘likely to die’ by the police after she is found barely 
breathing in her blood-soaked office at a major New York medical center, having 
been sexually assaulted, stabbed, and left for dead. And, in fact, it is too late to save
her; she doesn’t survive much longer. Because of the nature of the crime, NYPD 
homicide detective Mike Chapman calls Alex in to help with the investigation.

Linda Fairstein (born May 5, 1947) is an American author, attorney, and former New
York City prosecutor focusing on crimes of violence against women and children. 
She was the head of the sex crimes unit of the Manhattan District Attorney's office 
from 1976 until 2002. During that time, she oversaw the prosecution of the Central 
Park Five case, wherein five teenagers, four African-American and one Hispanic, 
were wrongfully convicted for the 1989 rape and assault in Central Park of a white 
female jogger. All five convictions were vacated in 2002 after Matias Reyes, a 
convicted serial rapist and murderer, confessed to having been the sole perpetrator
of the crime, and DNA testing showed he was the sole contributor of the DNA of the
semen on the victim. After Reyes's confession in 2002, Fairstein still maintained that
the wrongfully convicted teenage boys were guilty and she lauded the police 
investigation as "brilliant". In 2018, she insisted that the teenagers' confessions had
not been coerced. After she left the DA's office in 2002, Fairstein began to publish 
mystery novels featuring Manhattan prosecutor Alexandra Cooper. In June 2019, 
after the release of the Netflix series When They See Us about the Central Park 
Five, Fairstein's publisher, Dutton, dropped her.
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Falconer, Blas. Forgive the Body This Failure. Tribeca. 2018. Four Way Books. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781945588174. 6 x 9. 66 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 43953. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Engaging the past and present, these poems attempt to 
reconcile loss and longing while also seeking to understand our own impermanence.
Written in a plain-spoken voice, they are meditative, elegiac and tender. “. 
Falconer’s poems are sparse, beautiful, and breathtaking. .” Victoria Chang “. These
arresting poems move with the complex currents of familial relationships, the strains
of joy, love, and loss. An exquisite collection!” Rigoberto González.

blas falconer is the author of two poetry collections, The Foundling Wheel and A 
Question of Gravity and Light, and a coeditor of two essay collections, The Other 
Latin@: Writing Against a Singular Identity and Mentor and Muse: Essays from 
Poets to Poets. He has received numerous awards and his poems have appeared in
various literary journals. He is the poetry editor for The Los Angeles Review and 
teaches in the low-residency MFA at Murray State University. A collection of poems 
that faces personal losses to explore the human sense of impermanence and to 
cherish what we must relinquish.
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Faldbakken, Knut. Adam's Diary. Lincoln. 1988. University Of Nebraska Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0803219741. Translated from the 
Norwegian by Sverre Lyngstad. 246 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 10182. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Set in Oslo, Norway, Adam’s Diary (Adams Dagbok) 
transcends geographical boundaries in its depiction of lovers victimized by social 
roles and sexual stereotypes. It was recognized as a major novel on publication in 
Norway in 1978, and its translation into English will raise Knut Faldbakken to the 
rank of world-class writer. The modern Adam is a composite of Thief, ‘Dog,’ and 
Prisoner. These are the personas of the three male narrators who love, fear, and 
hate the same woman, a divorcee who waits tables in a restaurant. The thief is her 
lover, afraid of any commitment; the ‘dog’ is an abandoned summer sweetheart, 
reduced to a shadow of his former self, and the prisoner is her former husband, 
thoroughly average in his machismo. For these narrators, the woman serves as a 
mirror. They have been shaped by a society that engenders the dominance of role 
over self, of power over eros. In each case, the relationship between man and 
woman turns into a mockery: love becomes a prelude to mutual deception, sex 
involves power plays, and communication gives way to sordid betrayal and ritual 
violence. Only the woman holds out a promise of something different and better. In 
her quest for a more fulfilling life, she seems to follow an uncompromising ideal. 
More demanding than Ibsen’s Nora, a prototype of feminist revolt, she wants 
everything - the traditional satisfactions of family and motherhood as well as the 
independence of a liberated woman. Linked by a headlong rush of events, the thief, 
the ‘dog,’ the prisoner, and the woman inspire a complex response. The reader of 
their ‘confessions’ is caught between sympathy and shocked dismay, between 
subconscious complicity and horror.

Knut Faldbakken (born Hamar, 31 August 1941) is a Norwegian novelist. 
Faldbakken studied psychology at Oslo University, and then worked as a journalist.
He visited a number of countries, working variously as a bookkeeper, sailor, and 
factory worker, and began writing books in 1967 while living in Paris. He was editor
of the literary magazine Vinduet (THE WINDOW) between 1975 and 1979.
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Faldbakken, Knut. Adam's Diary. Lincoln. 1988. University Of Nebraska Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket W/A Few Tears & A One 
Small Hole. 0803219741. Translated from the Norwegian by Sverre Lyngstad. 246 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 18247. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Set in Oslo, Norway, Adam’s Diary (Adams Dagbok) 
transcends geographical boundaries in its depiction of lovers victimized by social 
roles and sexual stereotypes. It was recognized as a major novel on publication in 
Norway in 1978, and its translation into English will raise Knut Faldbakken to the 
rank of world-class writer. The modern Adam is a composite of Thief, ‘Dog,’ and 
Prisoner. These are the personas of the three male narrators who love, fear, and 
hate the same woman, a divorcee who waits tables in a restaurant. The thief is her 
lover, afraid of any commitment; the ‘dog’ is an abandoned summer sweetheart, 
reduced to a shadow of his former self, and the prisoner is her former husband, 
thoroughly average in his machismo. For these narrators, the woman serves as a 
mirror. They have been shaped by a society that engenders the dominance of role 
over self, of power over eros. In each case, the relationship between man and 
woman turns into a mockery: love becomes a prelude to mutual deception, sex 
involves power plays, and communication gives way to sordid betrayal and ritual 
violence. Only the woman holds out a promise of something different and better. In 
her quest for a more fulfilling life, she seems to follow an uncompromising ideal. 
More demanding than Ibsen’s Nora, a prototype of feminist revolt, she wants 
everything - the traditional satisfactions of family and motherhood as well as the 
independence of a liberated woman. Linked by a headlong rush of events, the thief, 
the ‘dog,’ the prisoner, and the woman inspire a complex response. The reader of 
their ‘confessions’ is caught between sympathy and shocked dismay, between 
subconscious complicity and horror.

Knut Faldbakken (born Hamar, 31 August 1941) is a Norwegian novelist. 
Faldbakken studied psychology at Oslo University, and then worked as a journalist.
He visited a number of countries, working variously as a bookkeeper, sailor, and 
factory worker, and began writing books in 1967 while living in Paris. He was editor
of the literary magazine Vinduet (THE WINDOW) between 1975 and 1979.
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Falk, Candace. Love, Anarchy, & Emma Goldman. New York. 1984. Holt Rinehart 
Winston. 1st Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0030436265. 500 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Irving Freeman. Jacket front photo: Emma 
Goldman at the age of seventeen. Inventory # 22514. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1927, Emma Goldman – free love advocate, birth 
control pioneer, and anarchist – began her autobiography, she kept hidden a part of
her life that she feared would destroy her as a public figure. What she would not 
reveal was the true story of her passionate, anguished romance with Dr. Ben 
Reitman, a flamboyant Chicago gynecologist known for his work among hobos and 
the destitute. For ten tempestuous years (from 1908 to 1917) Reitman had been 
lover, public relations man, and political soulmate to Goldman. During their frequent
absences from each other, Emma had written hundreds of letters to Reitman in 
which she held back none of her feelings - political, emotional, sexual - and he 
responded in kind. Goldman knew that ‘if ever our correspondence should be 
published, the world would stand aghast that I, Emma Goldman, the strong 
revolutionist, the daredevil, the one who has defied laws and convention, should 
have been as helpless as a shipwrecked crew on a foaming ocean.’ In 1975, 
Candace Falk, then a doctoral student in history, unearthed a cache of Goldman’s 
love letters to Reitman, which had remained secreted since Reitman’s death. 
Drawing on these and thousands of other letters and documents unavailable to 
previous biographers, she has written a major biography that traces Goldman’s 
entire life and political career from her childhood in Russia to her death in exile in 
Canada. Having escaped to America from a tyrannical family at age sixteen, she 
entered into a miserable early marriage, from which she fled to the community of 
anarchists in New York City. There she met, among other charismatic figures, 
Alexander Berkman, her ‘chum of a lifetime,’ with whom she plotted the 
assassination of steel magnate Henry Clay Frick. Berkman spent fourteen years in 
prison for his bungled attempt, while Emma launched her political career as lecturer
and organizer, which was eventually to result in her expulsion from the United States
in 1919. Choosing the Soviet Union as a haven, she quickly became disillusioned 
with the repressive aftermath of the Russian Revolution and left to live in exile in 
Europe and finally in Canada. During these dramatic years, her turbulent affairs with
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Fallon, Siobhan. You Know When the Men Are Gone. New York. 2011. Amy Einhorn
Books/Putnam. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780399157202. 
227 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Lisa Amoroso. Inventory # 37858. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Reminiscent of Raymond Carver and Tim O'Brien, an 
unforgettable collection of intercollected short stories. In Fort Hood housing, like all 
army housing, you get used to hearing through the walls. You learn too much. And 
you learn to move quietly through your own small domain. You also know when the
men are gone. No more boots stomping above, no more football games turned up 
too high, and, best of all, no more front doors slamming before dawn as they trudge
out for their early formation, sneakers on metal stairs, cars starting, shouts to the 
windows above to throw them down their gloves on cold desert mornings. Babies 
still cry, telephones ring, Saturday morning cartoons screech, but without the men, 
there is a sense of muted silence, a sense of muted life. There is an army of women
waiting for their men to return in Fort Hood, Texas. Through a series of loosely 
interconnected stories, Siobhan Fallon takes readers onto the base, inside the 
homes, into the marriages and families-intimate places not seen in newspaper 
articles or politicians' speeches. When you leave Fort Hood, the sign above the gate
warns, You've Survived the War, Now Survive the Homecoming. It is eerily 
prescient.

Siobhan Fallon is an American writer. Her first book You Know When the Men Are 
Gone published in 2011 is a collection of loosely collected short stories about 
military wives in Fort Hood, Texas. The book has won national acclaim in America.keywords
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Fallows, James. Breaking the News: How the Media Undermine American 
Democracy. New York. 1996. Pantheon Books. 1st American Edition. Some Very 
Slight Discoloration To Gutter Area Of Rear Endpapers,Otherwise Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 067944209x. 296 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Mirko Ilic. 
Inventory # 22902. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Why do Americans mistrust the news media? It may be 
because show like ‘The McLaughlin Group’ reduce participating journalists to so 
many shouting heads. Or because, increasingly, the profession treats issues as 
complex as health-care reform and foreign policy as exercises in political 
gamesmanship. These are just a few of the arguments that have made Breaking the
News so controversial and so widely acclaimed. Drawing on his own experience as
a National Book Award-winning journalist--and on the gaffes of colleagues from 
George Will to Cokie Roberts--Fallows shows why the media have not only lost our 
respect but alienated us from our public life.

James Mackenzie Fallows (born August 2, 1949) is an American writer and 
journalist. He has been a national correspondent for The Atlantic Monthly for many 
years. His work has also appeared in Slate, The New York Times Magazine, The 
New York Review of Books, The New Yorker and The American Prospect, among 
others. He is a former editor of U.S. News & World Report, and as President Jimmy
Carter's chief speechwriter for two years was the youngest person ever to hold that 
job. Fallows has been a visiting professor at a number of universities in the U.S. and
China, and holds the Chair in U.S. Media at the United States Studies Centre at 
University of Sydney. He is the author of eleven books, including National Defense, 
for which he received the 1983 National Book Award, Looking at the Sun (1994), 
Breaking the News (1996), Blind into Baghdad (2006), Postcards from Tomorrow 
Square (2009), China Airborne (2012), and Our Towns (2018).
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Fante, John. The Brotherhood of The Grape (DUSTJACKET ONLY). Boston. 1977.
Houghton Mifflin. Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0395250463. DUSTJACKET
ONLY. Jacket illustration by Judy Love Jacket typography by Jeremy Ross. 
Inventory # 40294. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET
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Farah, Nuruddin. Close Sesame. London. 1983. Allison & Busby. 1st Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0850314755. 208 pages. hardcover. Cover: Illustration by Stuart
Jane. Designed by Mick Keates. Inventory # 30401. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Did he, Deeriye, know what he would do if his son were 
hurt or caught planting a bomb? Would he, Deeriye, seek vengeance, would he kill?
lie was surprised to hear his own answer. Like the wise old man in many folk tales,
Deeriye is a key element in the increasingly bizarre intrigue that develops in 
Nuruddiri Farah’s inspired new novel. The setting is today’s Somalia, and in the 
capital city of Mogadiscio is a mood of fear, of threatened violence, nighttime 
disappearances and widespread distrust - unmistakable marks of the police state. A
lifelong fighter for the nationalist cause, Deeriye is now simply an asthmatic 
patriarch, staying alternately with his married son and daughter. His present 
predicament - dependent for his well-being on family, neighbours and friends, his 
freedom restricted by illness - heightens his awareness of the years of his ‘absence’
in political detention, as well as a need to come to terms with himself as a former 
hero of the people and with his son’s more radical idealism. Drawing comfort from 
religion and from visions of his beloved dead wife, Deeriye tries to define adult 
relationships with the children he has not seen growing up, but he must in the 
process confront larger, historical and tribal issues. In the wake of an attempted 
assassination that goes tragically wrong, he plans uncharacteristically desperate 
action. For, in the end, perhaps nothing is as clear-cut as it seems: perhaps there is
no difference between public and private justice, perhaps it is only the mad who are
really sane.

Nuruddin Farah is the author of a number of previous novels. His books have 
brought him numerous awards, including the Neustadt International Prize for 
Literature. His plays and essays, has been featured in The New Yorker and other 
publications. Born in Baidoa, Somalia, Farah divides his time between Cape Town 
and Minneapolis, where he holds the Winton Chair in the Liberal Arts at the 
University of Minnesota.
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Farah, Nuruddin. Maps. New York. 1987. Pantheon Books. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0394563255. 247 pages. hardcover. Jacket
photograph by Mike Yamashita. Inventory # 3429. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this novel, Farah tells the story of the orphan Askar. 
Before he is born, Askar has lost his father to the bloody war dividing Somalia and 
Ethiopia, and his mother dies giving birth to him. It is only thanks to Misra, a 
kindhearted woman who discovers him next to his mother’s corpse and takes him 
into her home, that he survives. But Askar is a true child of his times, and as he 
matures he begins to feel suffocated by life in Misra’s small village. As a young 
adolescent seeking perspective on both his country and himself, Askar goes to live
with his cosmopolitan aunt and uncle in the capital, Mogadiscio. ‘It is a turbulent and
dangerous time in Mogadiscio, as Somalis struggle to re-create a national identity 
that has been destroyed by the upheavals of modernity and the betrayals of their 
never-ending civil war. Each day is punctuated by renewed outbreaks of violence. 
Askar throws himself into radical political activity that continually challenges the 
murky boundaries of his own being just as each ‘revolution’ redefines Somalia’s own
borders. In the turmoil of coming events, as allegations of murder and treason are 
leveled at Misra, those personal and political boundaries will be challenged with a 
ferocity Askar had never imagined.

Nuruddin Farah is the author of ten previous novels, most recently LINKS and 
KNOTS, the first two volumes of the Past Imperfect trilogy, which is completed by 
CROSSBONES. His books have been translated into seventeen languages and 
have brought him numerous awards, including the Neustadt International Prize for 
Literature. His plays and essays, has been featured in The New Yorker and other 
publications. Born in Baidoa, Somalia, Farah divides his time between Cape Town 
and Minneapolis, where he holds the Winton Chair in the Liberal Arts at the 
University of Minnesota.
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Farley, Paul. Distant Voices, Still Lives. London. 2007. British Film Institute. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 1844571394. 95 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 35949. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Set in ‘a world before Elvis, in a Liverpool before the 
Beatles’, Terence Davies’ film Distant Voices, Still Lives is an elegiac and intensely
autobiographical meditation on a post-War working-class childhood. Paul Farley’s 
study of the film is both a personal response, as a Liverpudlian and as a poet, and 
an exploration of Davies’s unique visual style, blending the spaces—the ‘short halls,
stairways, coal cellars and meter cupboards of northern England’—and sounds—the
BBC shipping forecast, a pub sing-a-long, the strains of Vaughan Williams and 
Britten—of memory.

Paul Farley is a poet, broadcaster and lecturer in creative writing at Lancaster 
University. His first collection of poetry, The Boy from the Chemist is Here to See 
You won a Forward Prize and the Somerset Maugham Award, and his second, The 
Ice Age was awarded the Whitbread Poetry Prize in 2003. He was named Sunday 
Times Young Writer of the Year in 1999. A new collection of poems will be published
in 2006.
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Farmer, Paul. Partner to the Poor: A Paul Farmer Reader. Berkeley. 2010. 
University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9780520257139. 680 pages. paperback. Inventory # 37620. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This reader of Paul Farmer's most important work is 
organized thematically, with a foreword by the Pulitzer-Prize winner, Tracy Kidder, 
author of the best-seller Paul Farmer biography Mountains Beyond Mountains, a 
powerful introduction by Haun Saussy (Yale), and a probing interview between 
Farmer and Haun. The book provides a broad overview of Paul's intellectual, 
medical and human rights work over the last two-and-a-half decades and traces the
development of many intertwined themes in Farmer’s work and thinking on AIDs, 
drug-resistant TB, preferential rights of the poor, structural violence, and human 
dignity.

Paul Farmer is Presley Professor of Medical Anthropology at Harvard Medical 
School, Chief of the Division of Social Medicine and Health Inequalities at Brigham 
and Women’s Hospital, and Founding Director of Partners In Health. Among his 
books are Infections and Inequalities: The Modern Plagues (California, 1999), The 
Uses of Haiti (1994), and AIDS and Accusation: Haiti and the Geography of Blame 
(California, 1992). Farmer is the winner of a MacArthur Foundation ‘genius’ award 
and the Margaret Mead Award for his contributions to public anthropology. Amartya
Sen, whose work challenges conventional market-driven economic paradigms, is the
winner of the 1998 Nobel Prize in economics. He teaches at Trinity College, 
Cambridge University.keywords
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Farnsworth, Wright (editor). Weird Tales - July 1937. New York. 1937. Weird Tales.
Pulp Magazine. Good in Worn Wrappers. 128 pages. paperback. Cover design by 
Virgil Finlay. Inventory # 37655. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Includes stories by - Cliffor Ball, H. P. Lovecraft, Paul 
Ernst, G. G. Pendarves, Clark Ashton Smith, Henry Kuttner, Thomas P. Kelley, 
Dana Carroll, H. Sivia, Robert Bloch, & Frank Belknap Long Jr.

Farnsworth Wright (July 29, 1888 – June 12, 1940) was the editor of the pulp 
magazine Weird Tales during the magazine's heyday, editing 179 issues from 
November 1924–March 1940. Jack Williamson called Wright "the first great fantasy
editor".
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Farnsworth, Wright (editor). Weird Tales - July 1938. New York. 1938. Weird Tales.
Pulp Magazine. Good in Worn Wrappers. 128 pages. paperback. Number 1. Cover 
design by Virgil Finlay. Inventory # 37656. $62.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Includes stories by - Henry Kuttner, Seabury Quinn, 
David H. Keller, Julius Long, H. P. Lovecraft, Gans T. Field, Edmond Hamilton, 
Edgfar Daniel Kramer, Clark Ashston Smith, Paul Ernst, Robert Bloch, Robert E. 
Howard, & E. Hoffmann Price.

Farnsworth Wright (July 29, 1888 – June 12, 1940) was the editor of the pulp 
magazine Weird Tales during the magazine's heyday, editing 179 issues from 
November 1924–March 1940. Jack Williamson called Wright "the first great fantasy
editor".
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Farquhar, Francis P. History of the Sierra Nevada. Berkeley. 1965. University of 
California Press. 1st American Edition with Eratta slip. Very Good in Slightly Worn 
Dustjacket With Some Tears and A Small Piece Missing From The Top Back. 262 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 24113. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From the moment it was sighted by Spanish explorers in
the eighteenth century, the ‘great snowy range’ of California has provided both 
challenge and fulfillment to generations of trappers, emigrants, engineers, 
sportsmen, and tourists. And here, for the first time, is presented a synthesis of all 
their experiences as they relate to the Sierra Nevada. In addition to his consecutive
account of what has taken place in the Sierra since its discovery, Mr. Farquhar 
thoroughly examines the events and the character of those who participated in them;
he corrects numerous errors and reappraises such figures as John C. Fremont, 
Josiah Dwight Whitney, and Clarence King. John Muir is shown to be the true 
champion of the Sierra, a leader unexcelled in the interpretation of its features and 
the conservation of its values. The book is illustrated by drawings, original 
photographs, and maps specially drawn to assist the reader. The end of each 
chapter has amplifying notes and references for those interested in further pursuit of
a subject.

Francis Farquhar (December 31, 1887, Newton, MA - November 21, 1974, Berkeley,
CA) has twice served as President of the Sierra Club, and has also served as 
President of the California Historical Society. His acquaintance with the Sierra 
extends over more than half a century, during which time he has collected the 
material for this book. In addition to editing the Sierra Club Bulletin from 1926 to 
1946, Mr. Farquhar has written innumerable articles and is the author of several 
books, including PLACE NAMES OF THE HIGH SIERRA and YOSEMITE, THE BIG
TREES AND THE HIGH SIERRA – A SELECTIVE BIBLIOGRAPHY.
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Fassone, Alessia and Ferraris, Enrico. Egypt. Berkeley. 2008. University Of 
California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520256484. 
Dictionaries of Civilization, 4. 384 pages. paperback. Inventory # 36315. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This beautifully-designed pocket reference–more a 
compact encyclopedia than a dictionary–presents ancient Egypt in stunningly-
produced photographs and concise textual descriptions of Egyptian art, culture, and
government. Not merely a travel guide, this handy and easy-to-use guide provides 
an overall view of the civilization as a whole, including a fascinating section on the 
history of Egyptology, the invasions and excavations, and a section on where the 
artifacts can be seen today. This is a must-have addition to the library of anyone 
interested in ancient Egypt, and a necessary companion for the traveler.

Alessia Fassone holds degrees in Egyptology and archaeology from the University 
of Turin, Italy, and Enrico Ferraris holds a degree in Egyptology, also from the 
University of Turin, Italy. Both Fassone and Ferraris are part of the scientific staff of 
the Center of the Italian Archaeological Mission in Alexandria, Egypt.
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Faulkner, William. A Fable. New York. 1968. Signet/New American Library. 
Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Introduction 
By Michael Novak. 384 pages. paperback. CY412. Cover: Lambert. Inventory # 
31507. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A FABLE is set far from Faulkner's famous 
Yoknapatawpha County: the novel opens in France during the most bitter days of 
World War I. A young corporal, aided by twelve followers, has persuaded his unit not
to join in an ordered attack, Thus is set in motion a tragically inexorable chain of 
events as organized society acts to crush this threat to its status quo.' A host of 
varied characters are drawn into a passionate drama of conscience, conflict and 
final confrontation between a fervent young idealist and a supremely pragmatic 
general who must face each other over an agonizing gulf of age, rank and 
philosophy of life. Winner of the National Book Award and the Pulitzer Prize, A 
FABLE stands among William Faulkner's most ambitious achievements, a work of 
beautifully controlled power and prophetic relevance. As Michael Novak writes, 
'Faulkner's fable of resistance to war reads more eloquently now, during the period 
of the War in Vietnam. Now, perhaps, A FABLE will, be read with passion by a 
newer generation of Americans, alert to the issues Faulkner wrestles with and driven
by poignant experience into battles he long fought on their behalf.'

William Cuthbert Faulkner (born Falkner, September 25, 1897 – July 6, 1962), also 
known as Will Faulkner, was an American writer and Nobel Prize laureate from 
Oxford, Mississippi. Faulkner is one of the most important writers in both American 
literature generally and Southern literature specifically.
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Faulkner, William. Intruder in the Dust. New York. 1948. Random House. 1st 
Printing. Boards Rubbed, Otherwise Very Good. No Dustjacket. 247 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 3291. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A classic Faulkner novel which explores the lives of a 
family of characters in the South. An aging black who has long refused to adopt the
black's traditionally servile attitude is wrongfully accused of murdering a white man.

William Cuthbert Faulkner (born Falkner, September 25, 1897 – July 6, 1962), also 
known as Will Faulkner, was an American writer and Nobel Prize laureate from 
Oxford, Mississippi. Faulkner worked in a variety of written media, including novels,
short stories, a play, poetry, essays and screenplays. He is primarily known and 
acclaimed for his novels and short stories, many of which are set in the fictional 
Yoknapatawpha County, a setting Faulkner created based on Lafayette County, 
where he spent most of his life, and Holly Springs/Marshall County. Faulkner is one
of the most important writers in both American literature generally and Southern 
literature specifically. Though his work was published as early as 1919, and largely 
during the 1920s and 1930s, Faulkner was relatively unknown until receiving the 
1949 Nobel Prize in Literature. Two of his works, A Fable (1954) and his last novel 
The Reivers (1962), won the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction. In 1998, the Modern Library 
ranked his 1929 novel The Sound and the Fury sixth on its list of the 100 best 
English-language novels of the 20th century; also on the list were As I Lay Dying 
(1930) and Light in August (1932). Absalom, Absalom! (1936) is often included on 
similar lists.keywords

Literature America 
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Faulkner, William. Knight's Gambit. New York. 1950. Signet/New American Library.
1st Signet Paperback Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 189 pages. 
paperback. 825. Inventory # 20626. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - REMBERED LOVE. ‘Why is it,’ Gavin Stevens said, ‘that
people of eighteen or almost - are so convinced that octogenarians like me are 
incapable of accepting or respecting or even remembering what the young ones 
consider passion and love?’ Hopelessly in love with a woman who had contracted 
two misbegotten alliances, Gavin Stevens, in his forties, suddenly finds himself 
controlling the destinies of his sweetheart, her lover, and her two children, in the 
suspense-filled story, KNIGHT’S GAMBIT. William Faulkner is called by critics, our 
greatest living writer, our only genius.’ Born in, New Albany, Mississippi, he has 
spent mast of his life around Oxford, Mississippi, the Jefferson of so many of his 
books and stories. Of his eighteen books, millions of copies have been sold of the 
titles thus far reprinted in Signet editions: SANCTUARY (#632), THE WILD PALMS 
(#659), THE OLD MAN (#692), and INTRUDER IN THE DUST (#743).

William Cuthbert Faulkner (born Falkner, September 25, 1897 – July 6, 1962), also 
known as Will Faulkner, was an American writer and Nobel Prize laureate from 
Oxford, Mississippi. Faulkner worked in a variety of written media, including novels,
short stories, a play, poetry, essays and screenplays. He is primarily known and 
acclaimed for his novels and short stories, many of which are set in the fictional 
Yoknapatawpha County, a setting Faulkner created based on Lafayette County, 
where he spent most of his life, and Holly Springs/Marshall County. Faulkner is one
of the most important writers in both American literature generally and Southern 
literature specifically. Though his work was published as early as 1919, and largely 
during the 1920s and 1930s, Faulkner was relatively unknown until receiving the 
1949 Nobel Prize in Literature. Two of his works, A Fable (1954) and his last novel 
The Reivers (1962), won the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction. In 1998, the Modern Library 
ranked his 1929 novel The Sound and the Fury sixth on its list of the 100 best 
English-language novels of the 20th century; also on the list were As I Lay Dying 
(1930) and Light in August (1932). Absalom, Absalom! (1936) is often included on 
similar lists.
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Faulkner, William. Sartoris. New York. 1953. Signet/New American Library. 1st 
Signet Paperback Edition. Previous Owner's Name in Front,Otherwise Very Good in
Wrappers. 318 pages. paperback. S1032. Inventory # 33561. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The specter of an heroic past is ever present in Sartoris,
casting its ironic light upon the novel’s protagonists. Heirs to the aristocratic 
traditions of the Old South, they have been left with only romantic rhetoric, pride, 
and self-pity to face a world that no longer mirrors their self-image. Bayard Sartoris 
seeks refuge in compulsive acts of physical courage; Horace Benbow, in a bloodless
aestheticism; and Narcissa Benbow, in a desperate clinging to appearances. But for
them there is to be no escape-only ultimate futility, whether in the form of violent 
self-destruction, or a living death in a fragile world of dreams. A brilliant dissection of
a decaying social class, and a vivid evocation of both the physical landscape and 
psychological climate of the South, Sartoris introduces many of the key themes, 
places, and characters of the Faulkner canon. By itself, it stands as his first 
memorable projection of a vision that, as Lawrance Thompson writes, ‘recognizes 
the inseparability of human weaknesses and strengths, of positives and negatives, 
of good and evil. what [Faulkner] later called ‘the problems of the human heart in 
conflict with itself.’

William Cuthbert Faulkner (born Falkner, September 25, 1897 – July 6, 1962), also 
known as Will Faulkner, was an American writer and Nobel Prize laureate from 
Oxford, Mississippi. Faulkner worked in a variety of written media, including novels,
short stories, a play, poetry, essays and screenplays. He is primarily known and 
acclaimed for his novels and short stories, many of which are set in the fictional 
Yoknapatawpha County, a setting Faulkner created based on Lafayette County, 
where he spent most of his life, and Holly Springs/Marshall County. Faulkner is one
of the most important writers in both American literature generally and Southern 
literature specifically. Though his work was published as early as 1919, and largely 
during the 1920s and 1930s, Faulkner was relatively unknown until receiving the 
1949 Nobel Prize in Literature. Two of his works, A Fable (1954) and his last novel 
The Reivers (1962), won the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction.
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Faulkner, William. The Hamlet. New York. 1991. Vintage International. Reprinted 
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0679736530. 412 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 40419. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Hamlet, the first novel of Faulkner's Snopes trilogy, 
is both an ironic take on classical tragedy and a mordant commentary on the grand
pretensions of the antebellum South and the depths of its decay in the aftermath of
war and Reconstruction. It tells of the advent and the rise of the Snopes family in 
Frenchman's Bend, a small town built on the ruins of a once-stately plantation. Flem
Snopes -- wily, energetic, a man of shady origins -- quickly comes to dominate the 
town and its people with his cunning and guile. A novel of the Snopes family, it is 
one of Faulkner's most notable fictional creations, a symbol of the the post-Bellum 
South and modern America.

William Cuthbert Faulkner (born Falkner, September 25, 1897 – July 6, 1962), also 
known as Will Faulkner, was an American writer and Nobel Prize laureate from 
Oxford, Mississippi. Faulkner worked in a variety of written media, including novels,
short stories, a play, poetry, essays and screenplays. He is primarily known and 
acclaimed for his novels and short stories, many of which are set in the fictional 
Yoknapatawpha County, a setting Faulkner created based on Lafayette County, 
where he spent most of his life, and Holly Springs/Marshall County. Faulkner is one
of the most important writers in both American literature generally and Southern 
literature specifically. Though his work was published as early as 1919, and largely 
during the 1920s and 1930s, Faulkner was relatively unknown until receiving the 
1949 Nobel Prize in Literature. Two of his works, A Fable (1954) and his last novel 
The Reivers (1962), won the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction. In 1998, the Modern Library 
ranked his 1929 novel The Sound and the Fury sixth on its list of the 100 best 
English-language novels of the 20th century; also on the list were As I Lay Dying 
(1930) and Light in August (1932). Absalom, Absalom! (1936) is often included on 
similar lists.
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Faulkner, William. Unvanquished. New York. 1959. Signet/New American Library. 
Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Previous Owner’s Name in Front. 
Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. Foreword By Carvel Collins. 192 pages. 
paperback. CD9. Inventory # 31165. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Set against the backdrop of the chaos of the Civil War, 
this is the magnificent story of the proud Sartoris family, who lived with violence in 
order to survive. But it is particularly the account of how young Bayard Sartoris, well
tutored in killing, found the wisdom to decide that there had been enough bloodshed,
and the courage to face the enemy alone - and unarmed. This is one of the most 
powerful works of America's Nobel Prize - winning author, one which lends insight 
into his other books and illuminates Faulkner's credo: 'Man is tough. Nothing - war, 
grief, hopelessness, despair - can last as long as man himself can last; man himself
will prevail over all his anguishes, provided he will make the effort to stand erect on
his own feet by believing in hope and in his own toughness and endurance.'

William Cuthbert Faulkner (born Falkner, September 25, 1897 – July 6, 1962), also 
known as Will Faulkner, was an American writer and Nobel Prize laureate from 
Oxford, Mississippi. Faulkner is one of the most important writers in both American 
literature generally and Southern literature specifically.
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Fausset, Hugh I'anson. Walt Whitman: Poet of Democracy. New Haven. 1942. Yale
University Press. 2nd Printing. Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front, Otherwise
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 320 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 20000. 
$20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A critical biography of the American poet and author of 
LEAVES OF GRASS.

Hugh I'Anson Fausset (16 June 1895 – 1965), was an English writer, a literary critic
and biographer, and a poet and religious writer. His mother was Ethel I'Anson, of 
Darlington, Durham, descended from Joshua I'Anson who established the Darlington
I'Anson line in 1749. His father was the Rev. R. T. E. Fausset, of Killington, then in
Westmorland, who was the son of Andrew Robert Fausset. Hugh Fausset was 
educated at Sedbergh School and Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, and then at 
as a choral scholar at King's College, Cambridge. Fausset worked at the Foreign 
Office, during the summer of 1918. In 1919 he became a reviewer and writer. He 
was a correspondent of John Freeman. Fausset wrote for The Times Literary 
Supplement and The Manchester Guardian, as well as for other periodicals. He 
married Marjory Rolfe, daughter of the Rev. G. W. Rolfe.
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Fayyad, Soleiman. Voices. New York/London. 1993. Marion Boyars. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0714529451. Translated from the Arabic and with
an introduction by Hosam Aboul-Ela. 112 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Susi
Mawani. Inventory # 11070. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Hamid Ibn-Mustafa Al-Bahairi left the village of his birth 
at the age of ten and went to seek his fortune in Europe. Paris made him rich, and 
he is now a successful business man, married to an educated cosmopolitan French
woman. But when he decides to visit his original family home in the eastern region of
the Nile Delta, he unwittingly condemns both his wife and the village to become 
locked in a series of frustrating and disturbing encounters - cultural, religious and 
emotional - which are politely glossed over at first, until they finally become the 
makings of grim tragedy. Told through the voices of the principal local protagonists 
in this tense drama (the officials, Hamid and his brother, the fiercely jealous women,
the only French-speaking villager - but never the visiting Simone), VOICES gives an
objective but deeply compassionate glimpse of people’s lives thrown into confusion.
The familiar and the strange continually press upon each other as the villagers 
struggle to come to terms with what was originally intended to be the joyful return of
a favorite son.

Soleiman Fayyad (February 7, 1929, Nile Delta, Egypt - February 26, 2015) 
published his first work in Cairo in 1961, and since published several volumes of 
short stories, children’s books and dictionaries of Arabic grammar and usage. 
Recognized as an exponent of contemporary Egyptian narrative - not unlike the 
Nobel prizewinner Naguib Mahfouz and Yusuf Idriss, the father of the modern 
Egyptian short story Fayyad has become part of the generation of Egyptian writers 
who rejected the sentimental romanticism of previous writers in favor of a more 
uncompromisingly psychological fiction. The novel VOICES is his first work of fiction
to be published in English. Hosam Aboul-Ela, his translator, is the American-born 
son of an Egyptian father and an American mother. He lives in Texas.
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Fazzino, Jimmy. World Beats: Beat Generation Writing and the Worlding of U.S. 
Literature. Hanover. 2016. Dartmouth College Press. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 9781611688986. Re-Mapping the Transnational: A Dartmouth 
Series in American Studies. 6 x 9. 272 pages. paperback. Cover illustation:
istockphoto.com/claudiodoenitzperez. Inventory # 42706. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This fascinating book explores Beat Generation writing 
from a transnational perspective, using the concept of worlding to place Beat 
literature in conversation with a far-reaching network of cultural and political 
formations. Countering the charge that the Beats abroad were at best naïve tourists
seeking exoticism for exoticism’s sake, World Beats finds that these writers 
propelled a highly politicized agenda that sought to use the tools of the earlier avant-
garde to undermine Cold War and postcolonial ideologies and offer a new vision of 
engaged literature. With fresh interpretations of central Beat authors Jack Kerouac,
Allen Ginsberg, and William Burroughs— as well as usually marginalized writers like
Philip Lamantia, Ted Joans, and Brion Gysin—World Beats moves beyond national,
continental, or hemispheric frames to show that embedded within Beat writing is an
essential universality that brought America to the world and the world to American 
literature.

Jimmy Fazzino is a lecturer in the Literature Department and Writing Program at the
University of California, Santa Cruz.
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Feeney, Denis. Caesar's Calendar: Ancient Time & the Beginnings of History. 
Berkeley. 2007. University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 9780520251199. 372 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36535. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The ancient Romans changed more than the map of the
world when they conquered so much of it; they altered the way historical time itself is
marked and understood. In this brilliant, erudite, and exhilarating book Denis Feeney
investigates time and its contours as described by the ancient Romans, first as 
Rome positioned itself in relation to Greece and then as it exerted its influence as a
major world power. Feeney welcomes the reader into a world where time was 
moveable and changeable and where simply ascertaining a date required a complex
and often contentious cultural narrative. In a style that is lucid, fluent, and graceful, 
he investigates the pertinent systems, including the Roman calendar (which is still 
our calendar) and its near perfect method of capturing the progress of natural time; 
the annual rhythm of consular government; the plotting of sacred time onto sacred 
space; the forging of chronological links to the past; and, above all, the experience 
of empire, by which the Romans meshed the city state’s concept of time with those 
of the foreigners they encountered to establish a new worldwide web of time. 
Because this web of time was Greek before the Romans transformed it, the book is
also a remarkable study in the cross-cultural interaction between the Greek and 
Roman worlds. Feeney’s skillful deployment of specialist material is engaging and 
accessible and ranges from details of the time schemes used by Greeks and 
Romans to accommodate the Romans’ unprecedented rise to world dominance to 
an edifying discussion of the fixed axis of B.C./A.D., or B.C.E./C.E., and the 
supposedly objective ‘dates’ implied. He closely examines the most important of the
ancient world’s time divisions, that between myth and history, and concludes by 
demonstrating the impact of the reformed calendar on the way the Romans 
conceived of time’s recurrence.

Denis Feeney is Giger Professor of Latin at Princeton University and was the 2004 
Sather Lecturer at the University of California, Berkeley. His books include Literature
and Religion at Rome: Cultures, Contexts, and Beliefs (1998) and The Gods in Epic:
Poets and Critics of the Classical Tradition (1991).
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Feiler, Bruce. Under the Big Top: A Season With the Circus. New York. 1995. 
Scribner. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684197588. 288 pages. hardcover.
Inventory # 21485. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Both a great American adventure and a rare entry into 
asheltered world, Under the Big Top describes one man's pursuit of every child's 
fantasy: running away to join the circus. Bruce Feiler's unforgettable year as a clown
will forever change your view of one of the world's oldest art forms and remind you 
of how dreams can go horribly wrong -- and then miraculously come true.

Bruce Feiler (born October 25, 1964) is an American writer and television 
personality. He is the author of 12 books, including six consecutive New York Times
nonfiction best-sellers. He writes the "This Life" column in the Sunday New York 
Times and is also the writer/presenter of the PBS miniseries Walking the Bible and 
Sacred Journeys with Bruce Feiler (2014). Feiler is credited with formulating the 
Feiler Faster Thesis: the increasing pace of society and journalists' ability to report it
is matched by the public's desire for more information. He has written for numerous
publications including The New Yorker, The New York Times Magazine, and 
Gourmet magazine, where he won three James Beard Awards. He is also a frequent
contributor to National Public Radio, CNN, and Fox News. A native of Savannah, 
Georgia, where he attended the Savannah Country Day School, Feiler lives in New
York with his wife, Linda Rottenberg, and their twin daughters. Rottenberg, who 
frequently appears in his books, is co-founder and CEO of Endeavor, a nonprofit 
that supports High-Impact Entrepreneurs. Feiler completed his undergraduate 
degree at Yale University where he was a member of Ezra Stiles College, before 
spending time teaching English in Japan as part of the JET Program. This 
experience led to his first book, Learning to Bow: Inside the Heart of Japan, a 
popular portrait of life in a small Japanese town. Upon his return he earned a 
master's degree in international relations from the University of Cambridge in the 
United Kingdom, which he chronicled in his book Looking for Class.
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Feinstein, Sascha and Komunyakaa, Yusef (editors). The Jazz Poetry Anthology. 
Bloomington and Indianapolis. 1991. Indiana University Press. Reprinted Paperback
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0253206375. Also available in a clothbound 
edition. 293 pages. paperback. Cover photo: ‘Jazz Shadows,’ by William Claxton. 
Inventory # 40964. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Since the turn of the century, there have been hundreds
of poems responding to jazz in all its musical and cultural overtones. Although many
people associate this union only with the poetry and jazz readings of the Beat 
movement, the range of poetic and jazz aesthetics, not merely from writers across 
the United States but from countries around the world as well, embraces an 
enormous, cross-cultural gathering of writers. This anthology represents many of 
those responses and the broad appreciation for jazz as poetic inspiration. In keeping
with the jazz tradition of sharing individual sounds, it seemed important to compile a
great variety of voices. As a result, you will find here a number of well-known poets,
some who are not so well known, several foreign writers, and a slightly expanded 
select ion for those who have written extensively about jazz. Whenever possible, 
statements of poetics have been included to act as voices for the individual writers.
Dating from the 1920s to the present, these poems cover the range of jazz itself: 
from early blues to free jazz and experimental music. ‘In the course of the history of 
jazz, there have been only a few art ides that get to the core of the meaning of jazz.
These poems hit it right on the head, and the book is certainly essential for anyone
who is interested in our music.’ - Dizzy Gillespie. ‘Filled with a variety of form, 
rhythm, and sound, this anthology is an absolute MUST for anyone who is even 
remotely interested in jazz and modern literature.’ - David N. Baker.

SASCHA FEINSTEIN, a poet and jazz saxophonist, is the author of a chapbook, 
Summerhouse Piano. YUSEF KOMUNYAKAA, Associate Professor of English and
Afro- American Literature at Indiana University, is author of Copacetic, I Apologize 
for the Eyes in My Head (which won the San Francisco Poetry Center Award in 
1986), Dien Cai Dau, and four chapbooks.
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Fellini, Federico and Perryman, Marcus. The Journey of G. Mastorna: The Film 
Fellini Didn't Make. New York. 2013. Berghahn Books. 1st Paperback Edition. Very
Good in Wrappers. 9781782382300. 228 pages. paperback. Inventory # 43914. 
$24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Federico Fellini’s script for perhaps the most famous 
unmade film in Italian cinema, The Journey of G. Mastorna (1965/6), is published 
here for the first time in full English translation. It offers the reader a remarkable 
insight into Fellini’s creative process and his fascination with human mortality and 
the great mystery of death. Written in collaboration with Dino Buzzati, Brunello 
Rondi, and Bernardino Zapponi, the project was ultimately abandoned for a number
of reasons, including Fellini’s near death, although it continued to inhabit his creative
imagination and the landscape of his films for the rest of his career. Marcus 
Perryman has written two supporting essays which discuss the reasons why the film
was never made, compare it to the two other films in the trilogy La Dolce Vita and 
8½, and analyze the script in the light of It’s a Wonderful Life and Fredric Brown’s 
sci-fi novel What Mad Universe. In doing so he opens up an entire world of 
connections to Fellini’s other films, writers and collaborators. It should be essential 
reading for students and academics studying Fellini’s work.

Federico Fellini is considered to be one of Italy's greatest modern film directors. He
began his career working as a script writer for Roberto Rossellini but later, as a 
director, developed his own striking cinematic style, which blended memories, 
dreams, and fantasy and explored themes such as redemption, faith, and 
decadence. During his forty-year career he won five academy awards. Marcus 
Perryman is the co-editor and co-translator with the distinguished British poet Peter
Robinson of The Selected Poetry and Prose of Vittorio Sereni (Chicago University 
Press, 2006). He translated Orson Welles in Italy by Alberto Anile (Indiana 
University Press, 2013) and advised on the Italian translation of Naomi Klein's No 
logo.
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Felver, Brad. The Dogs of Detroit: Stories. Pittsburgh. 2018. University of Pittsburgh
Press. Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822945420. Pitt Drue Heinz
Lit Prize. 200 pages. paperback. Inventory # 43711. $21.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Winner of the 2018 Drue Heinz Literature Prize for short 
fiction The 14 stories of The Dogs of Detroit each focus on grief and its many 
strange permutations. This grief alternately devolves into violence, silence, solitude,
and utter isolation. In some cases, grief drives the stories as a strong, reactionary 
force, and yet in other stories, that grief evolves quietly over long stretches of time.
Many of the stories also use grief as a prism to explore the beguiling bonds within 
families. The stories span a variety of geographies, both urban and rural, often 
considering collisions between the two.

Brad Felver is a fiction writer, essayist, and teacher of writing. He is the author of a 
story collection, The Dogs of Detroit (forthcoming Fall 2018 from the University of 
Pittsburgh Press). His awards include the Drue Heinz Literature Prize, a Puschart 
Prize Special Mention, and the Zone 3 Fiction Prize. His fiction and essays have 
appeared widely in magazines such as One Story, Colorado Review, Midwestern 
Gothic, Hunger Mountain, and New England Review. He lives with his wife and kids 
in northern Ohio.
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Fenster, Mark. Conspiracy the ories: Secrecy & Power in American Culture. 
Minneapolis. 1999. University Of Minnesota Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0816632421. 282 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 26615. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - JFK, Karl Marx, the Pope, Aristotle Onassis, Queen 
Elizabeth II, Howard Hughes, Fox Mulder, Bill Clinton - all have been linked to vastly
complicated global (or even galactic) intrigues. In this enlightening tour of conspiracy
theories, Mark Fenster guides readers through this shadowy world and analyzes its
complex role in American culture and politics. Fenster argues that conspiracy 
theories are a form of popular political interpretation and contends that 
understanding how they circulate through mass culture helps us better understand 
our society as a whole. To that end, he discusses Richard Hofstadter's The Paranoid
Style in American Politics, the militia movement, The X-Files, popular Christian 
apocalyptic thought, and such artifacts of suspicion as The Turner Diaries, the 
Illuminatus! trilogy, and the novels of Richard Condon. Fenster analyzes the 
'conspiracy community' of radio shows, magazine and book publishers, Internet 
resources, and role-playing games that promote these theories. In this world, the 
very denial of a conspiracy's existence becomes proof that it exists, and the truth is
always 'out there.' He believes conspiracy theory has become a thrill for a bored 
subculture, one characterized by its members' reinterpretation of 'accepted' history, 
their deep cynicism about contemporary politics, and their longing for a utopian 
future. Fenster's progressive critique of conspiracy theories both recognizes the 
secrecy and inequities of power in contemporary politics and economics and works 
toward effective political engagement. Probing conspiracy theory's tendencies 
toward scapegoating, racism, and fascism, as well as Hofstadter's centrist 
acceptance of a postwar American 'consensus,' he advocates what conspiracy 
theory wants but cannot articulate: a more inclusive, engaging political culture.

Mark Fenster received his Ph.D. in communication from the University of Illinois and
his law degree from Yale University. He currently lives in Denver.
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Fenton, James. Out of Danger: Poems. New York. 1994. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374228310. 104 pages. hardcover. 
Cover: Michael Ian Kaye. Inventory # 27551. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Writing on such subjects as love, danger, and political 
violence, a respected poet presents his first collection of poems in ten years, offering
precise and honest observations, delightful word play, and daring insights.

James Martin Fenton (born 25 April 1949, Lincoln) is an English poet, journalist and 
literary critic. He is a former Oxford Professor of Poetry.
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Fenton, James. The Strength of Poetry: Oxford Lectures. New York. 2001. Farrar 
Straus Giroux. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374228450. 266 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Henry Sene Yee. Inventory # 30350. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Sharp-eyed critiques and appreciations of the essential 
poets of our time. James Fenton is unique among contemporary writers in having 
achieved equal distinction as a poet and -- in his reportage and criticism -- as a 
master of trenchant prose. What is more, he has shown himself a devoted critic of 
both American and British modern poetry, an explainer of each tradition to the other
and to itself. In these lectures, delivered at Oxford (where he succeeded Seamus 
Heaney as Professor of Poetry from 1994 to 1999), Fenton moves easily from Philip
Larkin's laments for the British Empire, to Heaney's uneasy rebellion against it, to 
Robert Frost's celebrations of American conquest; from W. H. Auden on 
Shakespeare's homoeroticism to the vexed 'feminism' of Elizabeth Bishop; from 
Wilfred Owen's juvenilia to Marianne Moore's youthful agitation for women's 
suffrage.In these lectures -- many of which appeared in The New York Review of 
Books -- Fenton makes sense of the last century in poetry, and explores its 
antecedents and its legacies, with the lucidity, wit, and gusto that have made his 
criticism famous.

James Martin Fenton (born 25 April 1949, Lincoln) is an English poet, journalist and 
literary critic. He is a former Oxford Professor of Poetry.
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Fentress, James. Rebels and Mafiosi: Death in a Sicilian Landscape. Ithaca. 2000.
Cornell University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0801435390. 297 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Robert Aceto. Inventory # 
28113. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - For centuries, Sicilian "men of honor" have fought the 
controls of government. Between 1820 and 1860, rebellions shook the island as 
these men joined with Sicily's intellectuals in the struggle for independence from the
Bourbon Kingdom of Naples. This lively account―the first to locate the emergence 
and evolution of the mafia in historical perspective―describes how those rebellions 
led to the birth of the modern mafia and traces the increasing influence of organized
crime on the island. The alliance between two classes of Sicilians, James Fentress 
shows, made possible both the revolution and the mafia. Militancy in the ranks of the
revolution taught men of honor how to organize politically. Communities then 
resisted the demands of central government by devising alternative controls through
a network of local groups―the mafia cosche.Fentress tells his operatic story of 
honor and crime from the viewpoint of the Sicilians, and in particular of the great city
of Palermo―from Garibaldi's historic arrival in 1860 to the spectacular mafia trials 
around the turn of the century. Drawing on police archives, trial records, 
contemporary journalism, and government reports, he describes how enduring 
political power plus a (richly deserved) reputation for violence helped the mafia 
secure covert relationships with groups that publicly denounced them. These 
contacts still protect today's mafiosi from Rome's efforts to eradicate the 
organization. The history of the mafia is indeed, Fentress shows, the history of 
Sicily.

James Fentress studied at Princeton and Oxford universities. He taught political 
philosophy at the University of London. The author of Rebels and Mafiosi, a history 
of the foundation of the mafia in Sicily, Fentress has written and lectured extensively
on the mafia and organized crime. He has three children and currently lives in 
Rome.
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Ferber, Richard. Solve Your Child's Sleep Problems. New York. 1986. Fireside. 
Reprinted Paperback Edition. Good in Wrappers. 0671620991. 256 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 40660. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - You've tried everything. Warm milk. Bedtime stories. 
Sharing your bed. But your child still has problems falling asleep. Dr. Richard Ferber
can help. Director of the Sleep Laboratory and Center for Pediatric Sleep Disorders
at Children's Hospital in Boston, Dr. Ferber is widely recognized as the nation's 
leading authority on children's sleep problems. Practical and easy to understand, 
Solve Your Childs' Sleep Problems tells you how to handle these situations in 
children aged one to six: * Refusing to go to bed * Colic and other medical problems
* Restlessness and insomnia * Night terrors * Bedwetting * Headbanging and body 
rocking And other problems that keep you and your child awake in the night. Based
on six years of intensive research in a top medical facility, Solve Your Child's Sleep
Problems is packed with tips, suggestions, sample problems and solutions, and a 
bibliography of children's 'go-to-sleep' books.

Richard Ferber is a physician and the director of The Center for Pediatric Sleep 
Disorders, at Children's Hospital Boston. He has been researching sleep and sleep
disorders in children for over 20 years.
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Ferone, Joseph. Boomboom. Portland. 2000. Blue Heron Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0936085649. 204 pages. paperback. Cover design
by Sue Tencza. Inventory # 29581. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The morning after his best friend is crushed to death, 
longshoreman Romeo Charles Geoffrion, also known as Boomboom, discovers the
dead body of a prostitute. The Vancouver police target Boomboom, who knew the 
prostitute, as the prime suspect in the case. Boomboom's own reliability gradually 
diminishes as the body count around him continues to rise. Eager to clear his own 
name, Boomboom wanders through the Vancouver waterfront trying desperately to 
solve the string of murders as he evades the police and pursues his next drink.

Joseph Ferone has worked as, among other things, a longshoreman on the 
Vancouver docks, a tugboat deckhand, a construction worker in the Arctic, a 
merchant seaman on deep-sea freighters, and a photojournalist. Over a dozen of his
songs have been recorded, and he sold his musical, Harbor Light, to CBC Radio. He
has lived in the East End of Vancouver with his wife and three children for many 
years. He is a full-time writer.
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Ferone, Joseph. Boomboom. Vancouver. 1998. Bitterroot Press. 1st Canadian 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 096843360x. 317 pages. paperback. Cover 
painting by Joseph Ferone. Inventory # 29797. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The morning after his best friend is crushed to death, 
longshoreman Romeo Charles Geoffrion, also known as Boomboom, discovers the
dead body of a prostitute. The Vancouver police target Boomboom, who knew the 
prostitute, as the prime suspect in the case. Boomboom's own reliability gradually 
diminishes as the body count around him continues to rise. Eager to clear his own 
name, Boomboom wanders through the Vancouver waterfront trying desperately to 
solve the string of murders as he evades the police and pursues his next drink.

Joseph Ferone has worked as, among other things, a longshoreman on the 
Vancouver docks, a tugboat deckhand, a construction worker in the Arctic, a 
merchant seaman on deep-sea freighters, and a photojournalist. Over a dozen of his
songs have been recorded, and he sold his musical, Harbor Light, to CBC Radio. He
has lived in the East End of Vancouver with his wife and three children for many 
years. He is a full-time writer.
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Ferre, Rosario. Eccentric Neighborhoods. New York. 1998. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374146381. 340 pages. hardcover. 
JACKET ART BY JOHN MARTINEZ. JACKET DESIGN BY SUSAN MITCHELL. 
AUTHOR PHOTOGRAPH BY MARION ETTLINGER. Inventory # 32699. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In ECCENTRIC NEIGHBORHOODS, National Book 
Award finalist Rosario Ferré tells the story of two families whose lives, loves, and 
steamy intrigues coincided with the demise of Puerto Rico’s plantation society and 
the rise of the nouveaux riches. Elvira Vernet comes from a male-dominated family 
of merchants living in the Puerto Rican town of La Concordia. Her father, Santiago 
Vernet, and his four sons help transform Puerto Rico from a bucolic island where 
hunger is a part of the landscape into a bustling industrial society with all of its 
contradictions and attendant ills. Handsome, eloquent, and enormously successful,
he can’t help but charm his only daughter. Yet, in understanding her obsession with
her father, Elvira must first come to terms with her mother, who died many years 
before, and whose family, the Rivas de Santillanas, had roots in an old plantation 
culture that could not survive the era of mechanization. ECCENTRIC 
NEIGHBORHOODS is an attempt to lay bare the psychological conflicts that 
determine the relationships between mothers and daughters, and it is also the story
of Puerto Rico’s transformation, from the beginning of the century, into a spearhead
of the Caribbean. Lush, vibrant, and disarmingly funny, Eccentric Neighborhoods 
confirms Rosario Ferré’s reputation as one of the most colorful and captivating 
novelists in the Latin American tradition.

Dr. Rosario Ferré (born September 28, 1938) is a Puerto Rican writer, poet, and 
essayist. Her father, Luis A. Ferré, was the third elected Governor of Puerto Rico 
and the founding father of the New Progressive Party of Puerto Rico. When her 
mother, Lorenza Ramírez de Arellano, died in 1970 during her father's term as 
Governor, Rosario fulfilled the duties of First Lady until 1972. She was the recipient
of the ‘Liberatur Prix’ award from the Frankfurt Book Fair for ‘Kristallzucker’, the 
German translation of ‘Maldito Amor’.
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Ferre, Rosario. Flight of the Swan. New York. 2001. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0374156484. 262 pages.
hardcover. Jacket design by Susan Mitchell. Jacket illustration by John Martinez. 
Author photograph by Marion Ettlinger. Inventory # 32704. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - FLIGHT OF THE SWAN is the irrepressibly charming 
tale of a world-famous Russian prima ballerina touring in Puerto Rico in 1917. 
Because of extraordinary political upheaval at home, her troupe is forced to remain 
in the Caribbean for an eventful three months. During that time, Madame falls 
desperately in love with Diamantino, a young local revolutionary, and their 
passionate affair threatens the stability - indeed, the very survival - of the small, 
intense, and highly competitive world of the corps de ballet. Narrated by Madame’s 
devotee Masha, FLIGHT OF THE SWAN explores the complexities of love and 
betrayal, of personal sacrifice for the sake of public art. Gradually Masha comes to 
recognize that in spite of what she sees as Madame’s propensity toward pretense 
and vanity, the prima ballerina’s true love is dance, and she is prepared to forsake 
almost everything for it. But Madame’s tenacious commitment to this noble ideal 
demands nothing less from her acolytes, eventually forcing Masha to question what
choices she herself is willing to make when it comes to her own loyalties and loves,
while raising the question of where true happiness lies. A novel grounded in Puerto
Rican history and one that soars above it, FLIGHT OF THE SWAN is at once 
playful, provocative, compassionate, and compelling, and confirms Rosario Ferre’s 
reputation as ‘one of Latin America’s most gifted novelists’ (Edward Rivera, The 
Washington Post Book World).

Dr. Rosario Ferré (born September 28, 1938) is a Puerto Rican writer, poet, and 
essayist. Her father, Luis A. Ferré, was the third elected Governor of Puerto Rico 
and the founding father of the New Progressive Party of Puerto Rico. When her 
mother, Lorenza Ramírez de Arellano, died in 1970 during her father's term as 
Governor, Rosario fulfilled the duties of First Lady until 1972. She was the recipient
of the ‘Liberatur Prix’ award from the Frankfurt Book Fair for ‘Kristallzucker’, the 
German translation of ‘Maldito Amor’.
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Ferre, Rosario. The House On the Lagoon. New York. 1995. Farrar Straus Giroux. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374173117. 407 pages. hardcover.
Jacket design by Michael Ian Kaye. Jacket photo by Melissa Hayden. Inventory # 
21572. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Novelist, short-story master, poet, and critic, Rosario 
Ferre is Puerto Rico’s preeminent literary figure, and her new novel is destined to 
establish her a s a writer of international renown. THE HOUSE ON THE LAGOON is
the story of Quintin Mendizabal and his wife, Isabel Monfort, Isabel, a fledgling 
novelist, is writing a multigenerational novel about the history of their families, of 
Spanish and Corsican origins, and their arrival in Puerto Rico. Her ambition is great,
but her sense of history comically weak. When Quintin, who happens to be a 
historian, finds her manuscript, he begins to write alternate chapters expressing his
own point of view. Isabel colorfully weaves a tapestry of life among the ruling 
classes of Puerto Rico, with their passionate debates about independence, 
statehood, racism; their links to Spain and Europe; and their ambivalence toward the
United States. But as she draws a self-portrait of her marriage as well, it becomes 
clear that her relationship with her husband is far from picture-perfect. Quintin 
becomes incensed at Isabel’s version of events, at her audacity in writing a book, 
and an autobiographical one at that. And Isabel, in her struggle to forge a new 
identity and free herself from her coercive marriage and the constraints of the 
culture, precipitates a conflagration that threatens to consume the entire family. A 
shattering story of love and death, privilege and servitude, THE HOUSE ON THE 
LAGOON is a brilliant evocation of Puerto Rico in the twentieth century.

Dr. Rosario Ferré (born September 28, 1938) is a Puerto Rican writer, poet, and 
essayist. Her father, Luis A. Ferré, was the third elected Governor of Puerto Rico 
and the founding father of the New Progressive Party of Puerto Rico. When her 
mother, Lorenza Ramírez de Arellano, died in 1970 during her father's term as 
Governor, Rosario fulfilled the duties of First Lady until 1972. She was the recipient
of the ‘Liberatur Prix’ award from the Frankfurt Book Fair for ‘Kristallzucker’, the 
German translation of ‘Maldito Amor’.
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Ferrell, Monica. You Darling Thing. Tribeca. 2018. Four Way Books. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781945588228. 6 x 9. Stahlecker Selections. 56 
pages. paperback. Inventory # 43935. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - You Darling Thing investigates bridehood and the 
concept of the vow through the voices of various brides, ex-brides, courtesans, and
wives. The book is ultimately less about marriage than about potentiality and 
promise. “. ‘Love is a currency everyone wants,’ writes Ferrell, and we watch the 
shady transactions with guilty pleasure. ” Catherine Barnett.

A graduate of Harvard, monica ferrell holds an MFA in poetry from Columbia 
University. The recipient of various fellowships and residencies, she is the winner of
the “Discovery” / The Nation prize. Her first poetry book, Beasts for the Chase 
(2008), won the Kathryn A. Morton Prize in Poetry and her novel The Answer Is 
Always Yes (2008) was named one of Booklist’s Top Ten Debut Novels of 2008. 
Currently she is associate professor at Purchase College (SUNY) and lives in 
Brooklyn.
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Ferris, Timothy. Life Beyond Earth. New York. 2000. Simon & Schuster. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Worn Dustjacket. 0684849372. 221 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 37859. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The search for life beyond Earth takes the human mind 
and spirit back down long corridors of cosmic history, probing the ancient questions
of who we are and where we came from. LIFE BEYOND EARTH is the story of this
exploration. A stunning blend of words and photographs crafted by Timothy Ferris, 
whom The Christian Science Monitor called ‘the best popular science writer in the 
English language today,’ Life Beyond Earth combines more than 100 illustrations 
with Ferris's rich, thought-provoking text and observations from such leading 
scientists as Freeman Dyson, Richard Gott, and Stephen Jay Gould. Drawn from 
Ferris's critically acclaimed, two-hour PBS documentary, the book covers broad 
swaths of time and space, from the South Pacific explorations of Charles Darwin 
and Captain James Cook to the latest space-probe searches for life and organic 
matter on Mars, Europa, and Titan. Ferris fans and newcomers to his work alike will
celebrate this, his most ambitious picture book since the classic GALAXIES, which 
was hailed by Isaac Asimov as ‘a very good candidate for the most beautiful book in
the world.’ As James Gleick, author of Chaos, remarked about Ferris's most recent 
bestseller, THE WHOLE SHEBANG, ‘What luck that the universe has Tim Ferris to 
report on its condition!’

Timothy Ferris is an American science writer and the best-selling author of twelve 
books, including The Science of Liberty and Coming of Age in the Milky Way, for 
which he was awarded the American Institute of Physics Prize and was nominated 
for the Pulitzer Prize.
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Fesperman, Dan. The Warlord's Son. New York. 2004. Knopf. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0375414738. 325 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by
Bruno Barbey / Magnum Photos. Jacket design by Carol Devine Carson. Inventory #
34707. $23

FROM THE PUBLISHER - His last novel, THE SMALL BOAT OF GREAT 
SORROWS, was hailed as ‘a relentlessly crackling mystery and adventure tale’ (The
Baltimore Sun) and ‘a new standard for war-based thrillers’ (Los Angeles Times). In 
this electrifying new thriller, Dan Fesperman takes us to present-day Afghanistan-the
global capital of death long before it became a battleground for America-where the 
fates of an American journalist and a Pakistani translator become dangerously 
intertwined with the fortunes of warlords, spies, and dubious corporate interests. A 
burned-out war correspondent hoping for a last hurrah in Afghanistan, Skelly arrives
on the Afghan border just as American bombs begin falling on the ruling Taliban. 
Seeking the scoop of a lifetime as witness to the capture of ‘the biggest fish of them
all,’ he links up with an exiled warlord’s quixotic expedition. Guiding Skelly’s way is 
Najeeb, a tribal Pakistani with his own objective-U.S. visas for his girlfriend and 
himself, promised by Pakistani intelligence if he acts as an informant. A harrowing 
crossing into Afghanistan is only the beginning of trouble for the two men. Their 
journey quickly escalates into a race for their lives as they are pulled into a vortex of
intrigue, betrayal, and violence. Finally, only their loyalty to each other holds out the
possibility of survival for either of them. Fast-paced, timely, and galvanizing from first
to last. DAN FESPERMAN is a reporter for The Baltimore Sun and worked in its 
Berlin bureau during the years of civil war in the former Yugoslavia, as well as in 
Afghanistan during the recent conflict. LIE IN THE DARK won the Crime Writers 
Association of Britain’s John Creasey Memorial Dagger Award for best first crime 
novel, and THE SMALL BOAT OF GREAT SORROWS won its Ian Fleming Steel 
Dagger Award for best thriller.

Dan Fesperman (born September 15, 1955 in Charlotte, North Carolina) is a former
reporter for The Baltimore Sun and the author of several thrillers. The plots were 
inspired by the author's own international assignments in Germany, Bosnia, 
Afghanistan, Pakistan and the Middle East.
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Feuerstein, George. Holy Madness: The Shock-Tactics & Radical Teachings of 
Crazy-Wise Adepts, Holy Fools, and Rascal Gurus. New York. 1990. Paragon 
House. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1557782504. 296 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket illustration by Sara Schwartz. Inventory # 16550. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Russian spiritual teacher Georgei Gurdjieff force-fed 
vegetarians hefty meat dishes. Japanese Zen master Lin-chi thrashed his pupils. 
Indian guru Meher Baba remained silent for 43 years. All employed what Feuerstein,
author of books on yoga and religion, calls ‘holy madness’ or ‘crazy wisdom,’ using 
eccentric behavior or shock tactics to communicate an alternative vision. A former 
devotee of Da Free John (aka Da Love-Ananda, ne Franklin Jones), Feuerstein 
presents critical cameos of holy fools (Aleister Crowley, BhagwanRajneesh, etc.) as
well as guidelines for choosing a wise, enlightened guru and avoiding the 
exploitative. Yet his gallery of spiritual eccentrics is so diverse-ranging from 
Christian mystics to Hindu holy men who live on garbage heaps-that it’s hard to 
credit the author’s generalizations about the value of holy folly as an authentic path 
to transcendence. - PUBLISHERS WEEKLY.

Dr. Georg Feuerstein Ph.D (27 May 1947 – 25 August 2012) was a German 
Indologist specializing in the philosophy and praxis of Yoga. Feuerstein authored 
over 30 books on mysticism, Yoga, Tantra, and Hinduism. He translated, among 
other traditional texts, the Yoga Sutras of Patanjali and the Bhagavad Gita. 
Feuerstein was born in Würzburg, Germany. He moved to England to do his 
postgraduate research at Durham University and subsequently lived for 23 years in 
the United States. In 2004, Georg and his wife and spiritual partner, Brenda L 
Feuerstein, moved to Saskatchewan, Canada and in 2012 he became a citizen of 
Canada, where he died 25 August 2012.
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Fforde, Jasper. Lost in a Good Book: A Thursday Next Novel. New York. 2003. 
Viking Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670031909. 399 
pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Front jacket illustration by Viktor Keon. 
Author photograph by Men Robertu. Inventory # 33821. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Jasper Fforde and his intrepid literary- detective heroine,
Thursday Next, are back in the second installment of what promises to be one of the
most talked-about series of the decade. If Thursday thought she could avoid the 
spotlight after her heroic escapades in the pages of Jane Eyre, she was sorely 
mistaken. The unforgettable literary detective whom Michiko Kakutani of The New 
York Times calls ‘part Bridget Jones, part Nancy Drew and part Dirty Harry’ has 
another think coming. The love of her life has been eradicated by the corrupt 
multinational Goliath, and to rescue him Thursday must retrieve a supposedly 
vanquished enemy from the pages of ‘The Raven.’ But Poe is off-limits to even the
most seasoned literary interloper. Enter a professional: the man-hating Miss 
Havisham from Dickens’s Great Expectations. As Miss H’s new apprentice, 
Thursday keeps her motives secret as she learns the ropes of Jurisfiction, where 
she moonlights as a Prose Resource Operative inside books. As if jumping into the
works of Kafka and Austen, and even Beatrix Potter’s Tale of the Flopsy Bunnies, 
weren’t enough, Thursday finds herself the target of a series of potentially lethal 
coincidences, the authenticator of a newly discovered play by the Bard himself and 
the only one who can prevent an unidentifiable pink sludge from engulfing all life on
Earth. The inventive, exuberant and totally original literary fun that began with THE
EYRE AFFAIR continues with Fforde’s magnificent new adventure, the second 
installment in what is sure to become a classic series of literary fantasy.

Jasper Fforde (born 11 January 1961) is a British novelist. Fforde's first novel, The 
Eyre Affair, was published in 2001. Fforde is mainly known for his Thursday Next 
novels, although he has written several books in the loosely connected Nursery 
Crime series and has begun two more independent series, The Last Dragonslayer 
and Shades of Grey.
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Fforde, Jasper. The Eyre Affair. London. 2001. Hodder & Stoughton. 1st British 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0340820470. 400 pages. hardcover. Signed by the
Author. Cover art by Larry Rostant. Inventory # 31020. $125

FROM THE PUBLISHER - There is another 1985, somewhere in the could-have-
been, where the Crimean war still rages, dodos are regenerated in home-cloning kits
and everyone is deeply disappointed by the ending of 'Jane Eyre'. In this world there
are no jet-liners or computers, but there are policemen who can travel across time, a
Welsh republic, a great interest in all things literary - and a woman called Thursday
Next. In this utterly original and wonderfully funny first novel, Fforde has created a 
fiesty, loveable heroine and a plot of such richness and ingenuity that it will take your
breath away.

Jasper Fforde (born 11 January 1961) is a British novelist. Fforde's first novel, The 
Eyre Affair, was published in 2001. Fforde is mainly known for his Thursday Next 
novels, although he has written several books in the loosely connected Nursery 
Crime series and has begun two more independent series, The Last Dragonslayer 
and Shades of Grey.
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Fforde, Jasper. The Eyre Affair. New York. 2002. Viking Press. Advance 
Uncorrected Proofs. Very Good in Wrappers. 0670030643. 374 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 31214. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Welcome to a surreal version of Great Britain, circa 
1985, where time travel is routine, cloning is a reality (dodos are the resurrected pet
of choice), and literature is taken very, very seriously. England is a virtual police 
state where an aunt can get lost (literally) in a Wordsworth poem, militant Baconians
heckle performances of Hamlet, and forging Byronic verse is a punishable offense.
All this is business as usual for Thursday Next, renowned Special Operative in 
literary detection, until someone begins kidnapping charactersfrom works of 
literature. When Jane Eyre is plucked from the pages of Bronte's novel, Thursday 
must track down the villain and enter the novel herself to avert a heinous act of 
literary homicide.

Jasper Fforde (born 11 January 1961) is a British novelist. Fforde's first novel, The 
Eyre Affair, was published in 2001. Fforde is known mainly for his Thursday Next 
novels. He has published two books in the loosely connected Nursery Crime series,
and has published the first books of two additional independent series, The Last 
Dragonslayer and Shades of Grey. Fforde's books contain a profusion of literary 
allusions and wordplay, tightly scripted plots, and playfulness with the conventions of
traditional genres. His works usually contain elements of metafiction, parody, and 
fantasy.
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Fielding, Henry. Jonathan Wild. New York. 1962. Signet/New American Library. 1st
Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Foreword By J.H. Plumb.
222 pages. paperback. CP108. Cover: Milton Glaser. Inventory # 29033. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The outrages that Jonathan Wild commits against the 
simple, virtuous Heartfree epitomize one of the most villainous but memorably comic
figures in literature. Wild is methodically evil: his thefts and vices, violence and grand
deceptions, are merely steppingstones in his progress toward 'greatness.' In writing
about this sublime blackguard, Henry Fielding drew on his knowledge of London's 
Gin Lane, where he served as magistrate, on legends surrounding an actual 
archcriminal, and on the figure of the King's minister, Sir Robert Walpole, that 
nemesis whom Pope, Swift, and Gay lampooned in their greatest works. Jonathan
Wild is perhaps the Enlightenment's most ironic pageant of corruption - the book in
which Fielding's dormant theme that 'greatness' and 'goodness' have no part in each
other gleams with polished bitterness and gallows humor.

Henry Fielding (22 April 1707 – 8 October 1754) was an English novelist and 
dramatist known for his rich earthy humour and satirical prowess, and as the author
of the novel Tom Jones. Aside from his literary achievements, he has a significant 
place in the history of law-enforcement, having founded (with his half-brother John)
what some have called London's first police force, the Bow Street Runners, using his
authority as a magistrate.
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Fielding, Henry. Jonathan Wild. New York. 1962. Signet/New American Library. 
Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Foreword by 
J. H. Plumb. 222 pages. paperback. CY1069. Cover art: Milton Glaser. Inventory # 
29652. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The outrages that Jonathan Wild commits against the 
simple, virtuous Heartfree epitomize one of the most villainous but memorably comic
figures in literature. Wild is methodically evil: his thefts and vices, violence and grand
deceptions, are merely steppingstones in his progress toward ‘greatness.’ In writing
about this sublime blackguard, Henry Fielding drew on his knowledge of London’s 
Gin Lane, where he served as magistrate, on legends surrounding an actual 
archcriminal, and on the figure of the King’s minister, Sir Robert Walpole, that 
nemesis whom Pope, Swift, and Gay lampooned in their greatest works. Jonathan
Wild is perhaps the Enlightenment’s most ironic pageant of corruption -the book in 
which Fielding’s dormant theme that ‘greatness’ and ‘goodness’ have no part in 
each other gleams with polished bitterness and gallows humor.

Henry Fielding (22 April 1707 – 8 October 1754) was an English novelist and 
dramatist known for his rich earthy humour and satirical prowess, and as the author
of the novel Tom Jones. Aside from his literary achievements, he has a significant 
place in the history of law-enforcement, having founded (with his half-brother John)
what some have called London's first police force, the Bow Street Runners, using his
authority as a magistrate.
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Fielding, Henry. Joseph and rews. New York. Signet/New American Library. 
Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Afterword by 
Irvin Ehrenpreis. 319 pages. paperback. CQ776. Cover: Milton Glaser. Inventory # 
27947. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An innocent’s odyssey among the status- seekers, 
Joseph Andrews is the hilarious tale of a poverty-stricken, flagrantly handsome 
footman adrift in a world of blustering, powdered wigs and robbers, amorous 
dowagers and rough-and-tumble innkeepers. Joseph is squired by Parson Adams -
a Sancho Panza with a passion for brawls - through a maze of bedroom farces and
mistaken identities to find himself suddenly and irrevocably acceptable. The 
cornerstone of our realistic fiction, historically precise about eighteenth-century 
country manners, Henry Fielding’s novel is an extravaganza of mortal affectations 
and vanities.

Henry Fielding (22 April 1707 – 8 October 1754) was an English novelist and 
dramatist known for his rich earthy humour and satirical prowess, and as the author
of the novel Tom Jones. Aside from his literary achievements, he has a significant 
place in the history of law-enforcement, having founded (with his half-brother John)
what some have called London's first police force, the Bow Street Runners, using his
authority as a magistrate.
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Fielding, Henry. Joseph and rews. New York. 1979. Signet/New American Library. 
Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0451513584.
Afterword by Irvin Ehrenpreis. 319 pages. paperback. CJ358. Cover: Milton Glaser. 
Inventory # 30826. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An innocent’s odyssey among the status- seekers, 
Joseph Andrews is the hilarious tale of a poverty-stricken, flagrantly handsome 
footman adrift in a world of blustering, powdered wigs and robbers, amorous 
dowagers and rough-and-tumble innkeepers. Joseph is squired by Parson Adams -
a Sancho Panza with a passion for brawls - through a maze of bedroom farces and
mistaken identities to find himself suddenly and irrevocably acceptable. The 
cornerstone of our realistic fiction, historically precise about eighteenth-century 
country manners, Henry Fielding’s novel is an extravaganza of mortal affectations 
and vanities.

Henry Fielding (22 April 1707 – 8 October 1754) was an English novelist and 
dramatist known for his rich earthy humour and satirical prowess, and as the author
of the novel Tom Jones. Aside from his literary achievements, he has a significant 
place in the history of law-enforcement, having founded (with his half-brother John)
what some have called London's first police force, the Bow Street Runners, using his
authority as a magistrate.
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Fielding, Henry. Joseph and rews. New York. [1960]. Signet/New American Library.
Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Previous Owner’s Inscription in Front,
Otherwise Good in Wrappers. Afterword By Irvin Ehrenpreis. 319 pages. paperback.
CT620. Cover: Milton Glaser. Inventory # 38875. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An innocent’s odyssey among the status- seekers, 
Joseph Andrews is the hilarious tale of a poverty-stricken, flagrantly handsome 
footman adrift in a world of blustering, powdered wigs and robbers, amorous 
dowagers and rough-and-tumble innkeepers. Joseph is squired by Parson Adams -
a Sancho Panza with a passion for brawls - through a maze of bedroom farces and
mistaken identities to find himself suddenly and irrevocably acceptable. The 
cornerstone of our realistic fiction, historically precise about eighteenth-century 
country manners, Henry Fielding’s novel is an extravaganza of mortal affectations 
and vanities.

Henry Fielding (22 April 1707 – 8 October 1754) was an English novelist and 
dramatist known for his rich earthy humour and satirical prowess, and as the author
of the novel Tom Jones. Aside from his literary achievements, he has a significant 
place in the history of law-enforcement, having founded (with his half-brother John)
what some have called London's first police force, the Bow Street Runners, using his
authority as a magistrate.
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Fielding, Henry. Joseph and rews. New York. 1979. Signet/New American Library. 
Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers With Tear on 
Front Cover. 0451515854. Afterword by Irvin Ehrenpreis. 319 pages. paperback. 
CE1585. Inventory #  44623. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An innocent’s odyssey among the status- seekers, 
Joseph Andrews is the hilarious tale of a poverty-stricken, flagrantly handsome 
footman adrift in a world of blustering, powdered wigs and robbers, amorous 
dowagers and rough-and-tumble innkeepers. Joseph is squired by Parson Adams -
a Sancho Panza with a passion for brawls - through a maze of bedroom farces and
mistaken identities to find himself suddenly and irrevocably acceptable. The 
cornerstone of our realistic fiction, historically precise about eighteenth-century 
country manners, Henry Fielding’s novel is an extravaganza of mortal affectations 
and vanities.

Henry Fielding (22 April 1707 – 8 October 1754) was an English novelist and 
dramatist known for his rich earthy humour and satirical prowess, and as the author
of the novel Tom Jones. Aside from his literary achievements, he has a significant 
place in the history of law-enforcement, having founded (with his half-brother John)
what some have called London's first police force, the Bow Street Runners, using his
authority as a magistrate.
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Fielding, Henry. The History of Tom Jones, a Foundling. New York. 1952. Heritage
Press. Reprinted Edition. Very Good in Hardcover. With Illustrations by T. M. 
Cleland. Introduction by Louis Kronenberger. 780 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
37536. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A foundling of mysterious parentage brought up by Mr. 
Allworthy on his country estate, Tom Jones is deeply in love with the seemingly 
unattainable Sophia Western, the beautiful daughter of the neighboring squire—
though he sometimes succumbs to the charms of the local girls. When Tom is 
banished to make his own fortune and Sophia follows him to London to escape an 
arranged marriage, the adventure begins. A vivid Hogarthian panorama of 
eighteenth-century life, spiced with danger and intrigue, bawdy exuberance and 
good-natured authorial interjections, Tom Jones is one of the greatest and most 
ambitious comic novels in English literature.

Henry Fielding (22 April 1707 – 8 October 1754) was an English novelist and 
dramatist known for his rich earthy humour and satirical prowess, and as the author
of the novel Tom Jones. Aside from his literary achievements, he has a significant 
place in the history of law-enforcement, having founded (with his half-brother John)
what some have called London's first police force, the Bow Street Runners, using his
authority as a magistrate. His younger sister, Sarah, also became a successful 
writer.
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Fielding, Henry. Tom Jones. New York. 1964. Signet/New American Library. 
Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Slight Trace Of A Water Stain On Top
Corner Of Last few Pages, Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. Afterword By Frank 
Kermode. 864 pages. paperback. CT179. Cover: Milton Glaser. Inventory # 31309. 
$6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Young Tom Jones, pure - hearted and warm - blooded, 
parentage unknown and future uncertain, stands at the center of this masterpiece of
the English language. Yet he is but one of the book's expertly drawn characters his 
adventures on the highway of life entangle him with a variety of men and women 
who vividly cover the full spectrum of human virtue and vice. His high - minded love 
for sweet Sophia cannot restrain the demands o is flesh for the pretty and bawdy 
Molly or the seductive Mrs. Waters; nor can the benevolence of Squire Allworthy 
protect him from the wretched Bilfil. Before he recognizes his destiny, he must suffer
all the outrages of comic misfortune. The richly textured pattern of Tom Jones is one
of the marvels of literature and in its parody and pathos, its wit and constant 
surprise, the reader views the pure joy of life itself. Coleridge wrote of this work, 
'Upon my word, I think the Oedipus Tyrannus, the Alchemist, and Tom Jones, the 
three most perfect plots ever planned.' Frank Kermode comments there are 'few 
works of art so perfectly made, so perfectly of their period, yet possessing the 
energy and high spirits and good humor to transcend it.'

Henry Fielding (22 April 1707 – 8 October 1754) was an English novelist and 
dramatist known for his rich earthy humour and satirical prowess, and as the author
of the novel Tom Jones. Aside from his literary achievements, he has a significant 
place in the history of law-enforcement, having founded (with his half-brother John)
what some have called London's first police force, the Bow Street Runners, using his
authority as a magistrate.
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Fielding, Henry. Tom Jones. New York. 1964. Signet/New American Library. 
Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers.
Afterword By Frank Kermode. 864 pages. paperback. CT179. Cover: Milton Glaser. 
Inventory # 31323. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Young Tom Jones, pure - hearted and warm - blooded, 
parentage unknown and future uncertain, stands at the center of this masterpiece of
the English language. Yet he is but one of the book's expertly drawn characters his 
adventures on the highway of life entangle him with a variety of men and women 
who vividly cover the full spectrum of human virtue and vice. His high - minded love 
for sweet Sophia cannot restrain the demands o is flesh for the pretty and bawdy 
Molly or the seductive Mrs. Waters; nor can the benevolence of Squire Allworthy 
protect him from the wretched Bilfil. Before he recognizes his destiny, he must suffer
all the outrages of comic misfortune. The richly textured pattern of Tom Jones is one
of the marvels of literature and in its parody and pathos, its wit and constant 
surprise, the reader views the pure joy of life itself. Coleridge wrote of this work, 
'Upon my word, I think the Oedipus Tyrannus, the Alchemist, and Tom Jones, the 
three most perfect plots ever planned.' Frank Kermode comments there are 'few 
works of art so perfectly made, so perfectly of their period, yet possessing the 
energy and high spirits and good humor to transcend it.'

Henry Fielding (22 April 1707 – 8 October 1754) was an English novelist and 
dramatist known for his rich earthy humour and satirical prowess, and as the author
of the novel Tom Jones. Aside from his literary achievements, he has a significant 
place in the history of law-enforcement, having founded (with his half-brother John)
what some have called London's first police force, the Bow Street Runners, using his
authority as a magistrate.
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Fielding, Henry. Tom Jones. New York. 1963. Signet/New American Library. 
Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0451514513.
Afterword by Frank Kermode. 864 pages. paperback. CE1451. Cover: Milton Glaser.
Inventory # 38884. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Young Tom Jones, pure - hearted and warm - blooded, 
parentage unknown and future uncertain, stands at the center of this masterpiece of
the English language. Yet he is but one of the book's expertly drawn characters his 
adventures on the highway of life entangle him with a variety of men and women 
who vividly cover the full spectrum of human virtue and vice. His high - minded love 
for sweet Sophia cannot restrain the demands o is flesh for the pretty and bawdy 
Molly or the seductive Mrs. Waters; nor can the benevolence of Squire Allworthy 
protect him from the wretched Bilfil. Before he recognizes his destiny, he must suffer
all the outrages of comic misfortune. The richly textured pattern of Tom Jones is one
of the marvels of literature and in its parody and pathos, its wit and constant 
surprise, the reader views the pure joy of life itself. Coleridge wrote of this work, 
'Upon my word, I think the Oedipus Tyrannus, the Alchemist, and Tom Jones, the 
three most perfect plots ever planned.' Frank Kermode comments there are 'few 
works of art so perfectly made, so perfectly of their period, yet possessing the 
energy and high spirits and good humor to transcend it.'

Henry Fielding (22 April 1707 – 8 October 1754) was an English novelist and 
dramatist known for his rich earthy humour and satirical prowess, and as the author
of the novel Tom Jones. Aside from his literary achievements, he has a significant 
place in the history of law-enforcement, having founded (with his half-brother John)
what some have called London's first police force, the Bow Street Runners, using his
authority as a magistrate.
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Fields, Jill. Intimate Affair: Women, Lingerie, and Sexuality. Berkeley. 2007. 
University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9780520252615. 375 pages. paperback. Inventory # 36532. $21.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Intimate apparel, a term in use by 1921, has played a 
crucial role in the development of the ‘naughty but nice’ feminine ideal that emerged
in the twentieth century. Jill Fields’s engaging, imaginative, and sophisticated history
of twentieth-century lingerie tours the world of women’s intimate apparel and arrives
at nothing less than a sweeping view of twentieth-century women’s history via the 
undergarments women wore. Illustrated throughout and drawing on a wealth of 
evidence from fashion magazines, trade periodicals, costume artifacts, Hollywood 
films, and the records of organized labor, An Intimate Affair is a provocative 
examination of the ways cultural meanings are orchestrated by the ‘fashion-
industrial complex,’ and the ways in which individuals and groups embrace, reject, or
derive meaning from these everyday, yet highly significant, intimate articles of 
clothing.

Jill Fields is Associate Professor of History at California State University, Fresno.
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Fields, Ronald (with Shaun O'L. Higgins). Never Give a Sucker An Even Break: W.
C. Fields On Business. Paramus. 2000. Prentice Hall Press. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0735200564. 170 pages. hardcover. Cover design by 
Thomas Nery. Inventory # 27476. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - As the 21st century looms and business cynicism 
increases, W.C. Fields holds up a mirror for readers that uncannily reflects the state
of the late 20th-century business world. The W. C. Fields guide to management 
uses pithy comments from the beloved comedian to shed light on a host of 
workplace concerns, including time management, customer service, negotiating, and
developing team spirit.

Ronald J. Fields, a critically acclaimed writer, motion picture Executive Producer, a 
playwright, New York Times Best Selling Author, a Primetime Emmy Award Winning
Writer/Producer and he is also the grandson of the legendary W. C. Fields.
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Files, Lolita. Blind Ambitions. New York. 2000. Simon & Schuster. Advance 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 0684871440. 288 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 27612. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From the author of Scenes from a Sistah and Getting to 
the Good Part, a provocative, dynamic story about making it big in the city of desire.
Hollywood. The place people go to fulfill their dreams. But its reality is a cruel one: 
Opportunities are few and the competition ruthless. Innocent hearts can suddenly 
turn dark, and the most loyal of friends can become bitter enemies. Desi, Sharon, 
and Bettina are three black women struggling to make names for themselves amid 
the glitz, glamour, and deception. Before each woman can be swept away by the 
intrigue and intensity of the entertainment industry, they must answer to the 
desperate calls from the ghosts of their pasts. But if they do, will the shadows of 
infidelity, abandonment, and murder destroy everything they've worked for?

Lolita Files is a contemporary African-American author, screenwriter, and producer.
Among her six bestselling novels are book club favorites Scenes from a Sistah and
Child of God. Her sixth novel, sex.lies.murder.fame was optioned for film by Carolyn
Folks for Entertainment Studios with Files adapting the screenplay. She also co-
wrote the screen adaptation of award-winning novelist/playwright/essayist/poet Pearl
Cleage's bestselling book, Babylon Sisters, to be directed by filmmaker, artist and 
educator Ayoka Chenzira. The book Once Upon A Time In Compton (Brown Girls 
Publishing), by former Compton Gang Unit Detectives Timothy M. Brennan and 
Robert Ladd, along with Files, about Brennan and Ladd's years in the gang unit, the
rise of Gangsta rap, gang wars, the L.A. riots, the investigations of the murders of 
rappers Tupac Shakur and The Notorious B.I.G., and the fall of the Compton Police
Department was published on April 25, 2017. Files has a degree in Broadcast 
Journalism from the University of Florida and is a member of Alpha Kappa Alpha 
sorority. Files lives in Los Angeles, where she writes novels, nonfiction, and writes 
and produces projects for television, film, and new media.
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Filho, Adonias. Memories of Lazarus. Austin. 1969. University Of Texas Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0292784015. Drawings by Enrico 
Bianco. Translated from the Portuguese by Fred P. Ellison. 170 pages. hardcover. 
Cover art by Enrico Bianco. Inventory # 3327. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - These are the recollections of Alexandre - of his life, his
death-in-life, and his ultimate death as they are played out against the mobile 
tapestry of the valley where he was born. The valley itself, in the backlands of the 
state of Bahia, Brazil, alternates at different stages in Alexandre’s consciousness 
between reality and symbol. It swings from a harsh regional specificity to become 
the panorama of all human life, its endless, eroding wind the devouring hostility of all
environments and its pain the pain of every human being in the face of his own 
brutality and that of others. Throughout the novel Alexandre’s mind ranges from 
sharp awareness, through hallucination, to oblivion (‘a man dies while alive,’ says 
Jeronimo, his mentor), and back again as he experiences the violent, obtuse 
phenomena of life in the valley - his universe and ours. This latter-day Lazarus 
leaves the resisting hills and black sky once only, hounded by the valley dwellers 
who believe he has murdered his wife, her father, and her brother. Yet despite his 
awareness of the horror of the valley and his intuition of something beyond it, it is 
precisely his contact with the gentler existence to which he escapes that forces 
Alexandre to recognize his nature for what it is. Turning his back on a greater and 
more varied range of feeling and experience, he chooses the narrow ferocity of the 
valley, to which he returns to die the final death for which the earlier deaths have 
prepared him.

Adonias Aguiar Filho (November 27, 1915 – August 2, 1990) was a writer and 
novelist from Bahia, Brazil, and a member of the Academia Brasileira de Letras.
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Fine, David. Imagining Los Angeles: A City in Fiction. Albuquerque. 2000. University
Of New Mexico Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0826322077.
294 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 28620. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The promotional literature that lured sun-starved 
midwesterners to Southern California in the 1880s hyped the region as the New 
Eden. But the novelists who created our vision of Los Angeles soon began to see it
as Dystopia rather than Utopia, a corrupt, unreal city foreshadowing and reflecting 
all that is wrong with America. Now in the first literary history of Los Angeles in more
than fifty years, David Fine traces the history of the place through the work of the 
authors who have defined it in our imaginations. Fine begins with the mythifiers 
Helen Hunt Jackson, author of the quintessentially romantic Ramona (1884) and 
Mary Austin, whose 1917 novel The Ford was the first fictionalization of the theft of
water from the Owens Valley that became famous sixty years later in the movie 
Chinatown. He devotes chapters to both early and later Hollywood novels, to crime 
and detective novels, and to immigrant, ethnic, and apocalyptic fiction, paying 
detailed attention to the fiction of Upton Sinclair, James M. Cain, Raymond 
Chandler, Ross Macdonald, John Fante, Nathanael West, Aldous Huxley, Budd 
Schulberg, Christopher Isherwood, Alison Lurie, Norman Mailer, Joan Didion, 
Thomas Pynchon, Walter Mosley, James Ellroy, Kate Braverman, and Carolyn See.
The city’s history, its architecture, even its disasters are all part of the story.

David M. Fine was a professor of English at California State University, Long Beach.
After earning his Ph.D. in English at UCLA, Fine joined the LBSU Department of 
English in 1968. For 35 years, he was a leader in the teaching of American literature
and culture, helping to develop the Undergraduate Program in American Studies in 
1974. An internationally recognized scholar, Fine authored dozens of articles and 
reviews as well as two books: “The City, The Immigrant, and American Fiction, 1880
-1920” (1977) and “Imagining Los Angeles: A City in Fiction” (2000), for which he 
received the Donald H. Pfleuger Local History Award of the Historical Society of 
Southern California.
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Finlay, Ian Hamilton. Ian Hamilton Finlay: Selections. Berkeley. 2012. University of 
California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520270596. 
Edited and with an Introduction by Alec Finlay. Poets for the Millennium, 8. 23 b/w 
photographs. 280 pages. paperback. Inventory # 38151. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - 'I consider this book, long overdue, to be a milestone in 
publishing.' - Marjorie Perloff, author of The Futurist Moment and Unoriginal Genius.
Ian Hamilton Finlay was an entirely original, and continuously challenging, voice in 
the poetry of the English-speaking world. Stephen Bann, author of Ways Around 
Modernism This volume surveys the life and work of the Scottish poet Ian Hamilton
Finlay, who is best known for his extraordinary garden, Little Sparta, a unique poem
of place, in which poetry, sculpture, and horticulture intersect. This book directs 
sustained attention to Finlay the verbal artist, revealing the full breadth and richness
of his poetics. It illuminates the evolution from his early years of composing plays, 
stories, and lyrical poems to his discovery of Concrete poetry and his emergence as
a key figure in the international avant-garde of the 1960s.

Ian Hamilton Finlay (28 October 1925 – 27 March 2006) was a Scottish poet, writer,
artist and gardener.
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Fischer, Bruno. The Pigskin Bag. New York. 0. Dell Publishing Company. Dell 
Paperback Edition. Title & Copyright Page Missing, Otherwise Good in Worn 
Wrappers With a Piece Coming Off Near The Bottom Spine. 191 pages. paperback.
817. Inventory # 37085. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From the New York Times - 'An unusually good novel of 
fear and suspense.' It seemed an innocent leather suitcase , left by accident in 
Adam Breen's car.

Bruno Fischer (1908-1992) was an American pulp writer and journalist who also 
wrote short stories (and one novel) under the name of Russell Gray. He was born in
Germany but emigrated the US with his family in 1913. He was educated at the 
Rand School of Social Sciences, and married Ruth Miller in 1934. The first short 
story he ever sold was of the horror genre. 'The Cat Woman' (1936). He produced 
detective short stories from 1940 to 1962, then switched to a continuing series of 
novels.
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Fischer, Louis. Gandhi & Stalin: Two Signs at the World's Crossroads. New York. 
1947. Harper & Brothers. 1st American Edition. Some Water-Staining To Both Front
& Rear Boards At Side Edge, Otherwise Good. No Dustjacket. 183 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 27543. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An essay by the famed journalist on how to beat the 
dictator Stalin with Gandhi the democrat. Louis Fischer (1896-1970) had a varied 
career and was especially qualified to write about both Russia and India. He was a 
reporter in Moscow in the early twenties and became a friend of Gandhi in the forties
writing an important biography, The Life of Mahatma Gandhi, in 1950.

Louis Fischer (29 February 1896 – 15 January 1970) was a Jewish-American 
journalist. Among his works were a contribution to the ex-Communist treatise The 
God that Failed, The Life of Lenin, which won the 1965 National Book Award in 
History and Biography, as well as a biography of Mahatma Gandhi entitled The Life
of Mahatma Gandhi. This book was used as the basis for the Academy Award-
winning film Gandhi. Fischer's wife, Markoosha Fischer, was also a writer.
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Fischer, Louis. Oil Imperialism: The International Struggle for Petroleum. New York.
1926. International Publishers. 1st Edition. Bookplate in Front, Otherwise Very 
Good. No Dustjacket. 256 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 27008. $200

FROM THE PUBLISHER - FROM THE INTRODUCTION – ‘The best proof of the 
importance of Russian oil is the efforts of the Powers and the powerful oil trusts to 
get hold of it. If the petroleum resources of Mosul first shape military campaigns in 
the World War, then precipitate a serious diplomatic crisis between the United 
States and Great Britain, and subsequently almost involve Turkey and England in 
active hostilities despite the fact that their extent is still unknown and that one 
London expert has volunteered to drink all the oil that is discovered there, it is not 
difficult to imagine the lengths to which nations and oil magnates would go in order 
to acquire the petroliferous lands of Baku, Grosni, Emba and Maikop in Russia - 
lands which contain as much oil as will be found anywhere under a single national 
flag. Oil has fomented revolutions in Mexico, unseated a series of presidents in that 
republic, and brought hostile armies to and across its borders. Yet there is more 
petroleum in the Caucasus than in Mexico. Persian cabinets have fallen, Persian 
parliaments have been dissolved, an American consul has been killed, loans have 
been refused, State Departments have grown green with anger, on account of the 
North Persian oil-fields where not a single barrel of liquid has been minded. How 
much more diplomatic commotion, financial maneuvering, political disturbance, 
military activities, and loss of life must the oil kings feel themselves justified in 
causing for the sake of the Russia oil-fields which have been producing for more 
than a century and whose underground stocks are surpassed by those of no 
country, not even the United States.’

Louis Fischer (29 February 1896 – 15 January 1970) was a Jewish-American 
journalist. Among his works were a contribution to the ex-Communist treatise The 
God that Failed, The Life of Lenin, which won the 1965 National Book Award in 
History and Biography, as well as a biography of Mahatma Gandhi entitled The Life
of Mahatma Gandhi. This book was used as the basis for the Academy Award-
winning film Gandhi. Fischer's wife, Markoosha Fischer, was also a writer.
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Fischer, Tibor. I Like Being Killed: Stories. New York. 2000. Metropolitan Books. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0805066012. 261 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket photograph by Frnak Marchese. Inventory # 28275. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Tibor Fischer has been called ‘a Joseph Conrad with 
jokes’ (London Sunday Times). Once again he earns the title with a story collection 
that ranges from dark, high-voltage wisecracking to a sober and moving pessimism
about the sorry condition of humans on the cusp of the new millennium. Here are 
those left behind by the vacuous nineties: a failed Web site salesman who cannot 
connect with others, a failed artist, a failed cowboy, a failed solicitor-seducer, a 
bookseller primed for failure as he tries to read every book in the world, and a 
venomous stand-up comedienne who has fallen from grace. From London to the 
French Riviera, from Edinburgh to Romania, in the New Europe only the ruthless 
succeed: the weak are cowed by the strong, the poor are fleeced by the rich, and 
the ugly are bested by the cosmetically enhanced. Reveling in the absurdities of his
characters’ predicament, Tibor Fischer rescues them from a relentlessly dark fate. 
Laced with exuberant narrative and matchless comic invention, I LIKE BEING 
KILLED reveals the struggle of intelligence to make sense of our twenty-first-century
world.

Tibor Fischer (born 15 November 1959 in Stockport, England) is a British novelist 
and short story writer. In 1993, he was selected by the influential literary magazine 
Granta as one of the 20 best young British writers and Under the Frog became the 
first debut novel to feature on a Booker Prize shortlist.keywords

Literature England
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Fischer, Tibor. The Collector Collector. New York. 1997. Metropolitan Books. 1st 
American Edition. Small Tear Mark On Front Endpaper,Otherwise Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 080505118x. 223 pages. hardcover. Photograph of bowl by Lars Klove. 
Inventory # 23787. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - We as human beings have an inexorable and almost 
instinctual need to categorize. Just about everything, from material possessions to 
intangible ideas, seems to have more order if it is neatly classified and pigeonholed.
Wouldn’t it be interesting if an inanimate object indexed human beings in a similar 
manner? The daring and original author Tibor Fischer has offered THE 
COLLECTOR COLLECTOR, a novel which succeeds in bringing this premise to life,
in the form of an ancient bowl, with philosophical wit and a subtle prurience. The 
bowl-call it the bowl with soul-had its impetus in Fischer’s reading of a book on 
Greek ceramics. He discovered that there was a very complicated system of 
classification for this pottery and was provoked to re-create that classification from 
the pottery’s own perspective. Our narrator is the bowl, which is approximately 7,000
years old and has a propensity for astutely filing away human traits and gathering 
human experiences. Mr. Fischer also gives the bowl, in the grand lineage of James
Joyce and William Faulkner, its own cleverly idiosyncratic vocabulary. Our hero’s 
current study is Rosa, a woman hired to authenticate the bowl, and its skills and 
memory are exemplified in the passage where it classifies Rosa’s navel as ‘type 
sixty-seven of two thousand, two hundred and thirty-four.’ Into the milieu comes a 
cast of zany characters, most notably Nikki, an uninvited houseguest of Rosa’s, who
happens to be a kleptomaniac and a nymphomaniac. This peculiar group of humans
presents a field day for the bowl as well as a compelling existential examination for 
the reader. Fischer brilliantly succeeds in overcoming the inherent problems in 
writing a book from the perspective of a bowl. Indeed, you begin to understand the 
bowl much in the same way that Rosa develops a metaphysical, unknowing rapport
with it.

Tibor Fischer (born 15 November 1959 in Stockport, England) is a British novelist 
and short story writer.
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Fischer, Tibor. The Thought Gang. New York. 1995. New Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1565842863. 310 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Evan Gaffney. Inventory # 21191. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The setting is France: our hero, a washed-up middle-
aged British philosopher named Eddie Coffin. Broke and unsure as to his next meal,
he meets Hubert, an incompetent, freshly-released, one-armed armed robber, and 
the ‘thought gang’ is born. Applying philosophy to larceny, these unlikely bandits 
question the meaning of life, the value of money, and the role of banks as they wind
their way from Montpellier to Toulon in search of the greatest heist in history. 
Unexpected and volatile, The Thought Gang is the hilarious and thought-provoking 
story of their travails.

Tibor Fischer (born 15 November 1959 in Stockport, England) is a British novelist 
and short story writer. In 1993, he was selected by the influential literary magazine 
Granta as one of the 20 best young British writers and Under the Frog became the 
first debut novel to feature on a Booker Prize shortlist.
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Fischkin, Barbara. Muddy Cup: A Dominican Family Comes of Age in a New 
America. New York. 1997. Scribner. 1st American Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket.
0684807041. 367 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by Bruce Gilbert. Inventory
# 24107. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This textured tale of the modern immigrant begins with 
Javier Almonte, who was born in a palm hut and, as a schoolboy, pledged his 
allegiance to the dictator Rafael Trujillo - the man who was courted by a fickle 
government in Washington, D.C., and then overthrown with its help. It ends with 
Javier’s son Mauricio, an American graduate student whose heroes are Bob Dylan 
and Allen Ginsberg. We also meet Roselia, Javier’s wife, who has to make a 
wrenching choice to leave her children for the good of the family; Elizabeth, the 
determined eldest child, who embraces her new life; and Cristian, the youngest 
daughter, who ultimately returns to her homeland as a child bride. In Muddy Cup, 
Barbara Fischkin illuminates the frustration of getting an American visa and the 
disorienting effects of unfamiliar customs, habits, and a strange tongue. With skill 
and elan, she weaves the ‘common threads in our disparate backgrounds’ into the 
tapestry that is the story of immigration and modern America. Ultimately, the 
Almontes’ story is a rich testimonial to our nation of immigrants.

Barbara Fischkin is the author of the novel CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES (Bantam 
Dell, November 2006), a satire of journalism, love, war, marriage, parenting, autism
and ice hockey. Her earlier books include the novel EXCLUSIVE and MUDDY CUP:
A DOMINICAN FAMILY COMES OF AGE IN A NEW AMERICA, a work of narrative
nonfiction. She is currently writing a nonfiction book about her son, Daniel Mulvaney,
as he enters the adult world while battling -- and sometimes reveling in -- severe 
autism. Barbara Fischkin began working as a journalist in 1975. She was a Newsday
staff reporter for years and her journalism has also been published in the New 
Yorker, the New York Times, the Boston Globe, WigWag and numerous other 
magazines and newspapers. She has taught journalism at New York University and
at Adelphi University.
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Fish, Robert L. Always Kill a Stranger: A Captain Jose Da Silva Novel. New York. 
1967. Putnam. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. hardcover. Inventory
# 24217. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A Brazilian police procedural featuring famed Brazilian 
detective, Captain Jose Da Silva as he struggles to prevent an assassination at a 
meeting of international dignitaries in Rio de Janeiro.

Robert Lloyd Fish (21 August 1912 – 23 February 1981) was an American writer of 
crime fiction. His first novel, The Fugitive, gained him the Mystery Writers of 
America's Edgar Allan Poe Award for best first novel in 1962, and his short story 
'Moonlight Gardener' was awarded the Edgar for best short story in 1972. His 1963
novel Mute Witness, written under the pseudonym Robert L. Pike, was filmed in 
1968 as Bullitt, starring Steve McQueen.
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Fish, Robert L. Trouble in Paradise: A Captain Jose Da Silva Novel. Garden City. 
1975. Doubleday. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket W/A
Tear On The Bottom Front Cove. 184 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 24216. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Captain Jose Da Silva of the Brazilian Federal Police 
Force had a lot of questions: unfortunately, he was in the business of supplying 
answers. Five underworld slayings in the remote border town of Paraiso had left 
quite a few questions unanswered. Da Silva's assignment: find out who was ordering
the murders and why.

Robert Lloyd Fish (21 August 1912 – 23 February 1981) was an American writer of 
crime fiction. His first novel, The Fugitive, gained him the Mystery Writers of 
America's Edgar Allan Poe Award for best first novel in 1962, and his short story 
'Moonlight Gardener' was awarded the Edgar for best short story in 1972. His 1963
novel Mute Witness, written under the pseudonym Robert L. Pike, was filmed in 
1968 as Bullitt, starring Steve McQueen.
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Fisher, Lucy. Sunrise. London. 2002. British Film Institute. Reprinted Paperback 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0851706681. 96 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
34810. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Sunrise - A Song of Two Humans (1927) is one of the 
most historically pivotal of all films. A lavish and sumptuous production, it was the 
first film made in America by the celebrated German director F.W. Murnau, who also
directed Nosferatu (1922). Sunrise mediates between German expressionism and 
American melodrama, the Avant-Garde and popular fiction, silent cinema and 
‘talkies’. A lavish and sumptuous production famous for its vast, specially 
constructed sets, Sunrise was one of Hollywood’s most ambitious undertakings. 
Lucy Fischer’s book is a model of film analysis, which locates Sunrise in a 
fascinating range of historical aesthetic and philosophical contexts.

Lucy Fischer is Professor of Film and English and Director of the Film Studies 
Program at the University of Pittsburgh.
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Fisher, Rudolph. The Conjure Man Dies. Salem. 1971. Ayer Company. Reprinted 
Edition. Very Good in Hardcover. No Dustjacket. Originally Published In 1932. One
Of The First Known Mystery Novels Written by An African-American. Fisher Was A
Principal Writer Of The Harlem Renaissance. 316 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
26273. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Originally published in 1932, this book is the first known
mystery novel written by an African-American. Rudolph Fisher, one of the principal 
writers of the Harlem Renaissance, becomes a ‘conjure-man’, a fortune teller, a 
mysterious figure who remains shrouded in darkness while his clients sit directly 
across from him, singly bathed in light. It is in this configuration that one of these 
seekers of the revelation of fate discovers he is speaking to a dead man. Rudolph 
Fisher (May 9, 1897 - December 26, 1934) was an African-American writer. His first
published work, ‘City of Refuge’, appeared in the Atlantic Monthly Press of February
1925. He went on in 1932 to write The Conjure-Man Dies, the first black detective 
novel. Fisher was also a physician (with a specialty in radiology), dramatist, 
musician and orator. Fisher was an active participant in the Harlem Renaissance, 
primarily as a novelist, but also as a musician.

Born in Washington, DC in the late nineteenth century, Fisher grew up in 
Providence, Rhode Island graduating from Classical High School and attending 
Brown University. He earned his Bachelor of Arts from Brown in 1919 and received
a Master of Arts a year later. He went on to attend Howard University Medical 
School and graduated in 1924. Fisher married Jane Ryder in 1925, and they had 
one son, Hugh, who was born in 1926. Fisher died in 1934 at the age of 37.
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Fisher, Steve. No House Limit: A Novel of Las Vegas. New York. 1958. Dutton. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 224 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
22799. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘It started at exactly eleven minutes past three A.M. on 
Sunday when Bello made his first appearance in the pit, picked up a pair of dice, 
and asked that the house limit on bets be taken off.’ And so began the grueling 
session: three days and three nights of a continuous dice game. At stake: the 
biggest, gaudiest, and best casino hotel in Las Vegas—Joe Martin’s Rainbow’s End.
To the syndicate that wanted it, it was worth a four hundred thousand dollar risk. 
And Bello, the shrewd professional gambler, was the man who could win it for them.
For Joe Martin, his girl, his top security man, the casino’s pianist, Bello’s girl, and for
all the others, these were days and nights of fascination and fear. Steve Fisher takes
the reader inside Las Vegas and shows what casino life is really like. Here is the 
desperate ‘go-broke,’ a familiar Las Vegas type, and here are the pretty little show 
girls whose hopes and accomplishments are two different things. And this is the 
story of the two couples who found themselves so closely involved with the fortunes
of the game: the story of the cynical casino owner and the beautiful, innocent 
schoolteacher who shared his ordeal; and that of the casino’s pianist who caught the
attention of the gambler’s girl. Here is a colorful, exciting, and suspenseful novel by 
the author of I WAKE UP SCREAMING and DESTINATION TOKYO.

Stephen Gould Fisher (August 29, 1912 – March 27, 1980) was an American author
best known for his pulp stories, novels and screenplays. He is one of the few pulp 
authors to go on to enjoy success as both an author in “slick” magazines, such as 
the Saturday Evening Post, and as an in-demand writer in Hollywood.
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Fisher, Steve. Saxon's Ghost. Los Angeles. 1969. Sherbourne Press. 1st Printing. 
Very Small Three-Leaf Clover Stamp in Top Corner Of Front Free Endpaper, 
Otherwise Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 211 pages. hardcover. Inventory
# 22949. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Joe Saxon, otherwise known as The Great Saxon, is a 
master magician, performing in an age when most magic acts have become 
deliberate or unconscious comedy. His circuit has shrunk to ten cities in four 
months; the rest of the year is spent in his San Francisco apartment, or with 
assignments as a ‘ghost breaker’, a professional exposer of psychic frauds. A 
confirmed skeptic, Saxon has seen all the illusions, can perform most of them 
himself, and is convinced that there is no magic, no ESP. Suddenly, into his almost
ascetic life, comes Ellen Hayes, Saxon’s assistant in his magic act, and as a result,
privy to tricks of the trade that are worth $100,000 to J. T. Harris, a wealthy playboy,
who is an amateur magician. After a brief affair with Ellen, Saxon realizes how sorry
he is to see her go. Reluctantly, he resumes his ascetic life, but not for very long. 
Ellen disappears, and Saxon realizes that the $100,000 offer for his ‘Lida illusion’ - 
the appearance and disappearance on stage of the ‘ghost’ of his supposed former 
wife - has Ellen in serious trouble. Steve Fisher, a master of the mystery has told a,
unique, spell-binding story, with suspense, superb background, a c chase, and a 
bizarre ending that will you long after the book is finished.

Stephen Gould Fisher (August 29, 1912 – March 27, 1980) was an American author
best known for his pulp stories, novels and screenplays. He is one of the few pulp 
authors to go on to enjoy success as both an author in “slick” magazines, such as 
the Saturday Evening Post, and as an in-demand writer in Hollywood.
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Fisher, Steve. The Hell-Black Night: A Novel of Terror. Los Angeles. 1970. 
Sherbourne Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With A Tear
At The Top Front. 192 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Maxine N. Smith. 
Inventory # 23618. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Kelly Saunders, a divorcee around whom and because 
of whom the murder would be committed, had climbed into her bed only an hour or 
so before, and for a while was unaware of the storm, of life, death, sex, her 
tormenting problems - of anything. Kelly was a beautiful blonde, not yet thirty-three 
years old. She had gone to bed before midnight because it seemed despite all her 
recent wild telephone calls and weird longer-range schemes not a single, solitary 
thing was working out. .’ Here’s a lady with problems, a whole lot of them, devised 
by Steve Fisher, one of the top names in suspense fiction for over twenty-five years.
In this new novel, unlike anything Fisher has done before, you will meet Kelly 
Saunders, the acquisitive and cunningly shrewd heroine who drives men beyond the
edge of endurance. You’ll share 24 hours of Kelly’s life, and know rather quickly that
it is a terror-ridden, tense experience in fear and desperation that could very easily 
happen to a woman today. Steve Fisher, acknowledged by many of his writing peers
to women characters with ease and unrivaled facility, has created a masterpiece of
modern experience, miming the full gamut of emotions and experience.

Stephen Gould Fisher (August 29, 1912 – March 27, 1980) was an American author
best known for his pulp stories, novels and screenplays. He is one of the few pulp 
authors to go on to enjoy success as both an author in “slick” magazines, such as 
the Saturday Evening Post, and as an in-demand writer in Hollywood.
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Fishkin, Shelley Fisher. Was Huck Black?: Mark Twain and African American 
Voices. New York. 1993. Oxford University Press. 2nd Printing. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0195082141. 270 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by David Tran. 
Inventory # 21208. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Shelley Fisher Fishkin suggests that in Huckleberry Finn,
more than in any other work, Mark Twain let African-American voices, language, and
rhetorical traditions play a major role in the creation of his art. In WAS HUCK 
BLACK?, Fishkin combines close readings of published and unpublished writing by
Twain with intensive biographical and historical research and insights gleaned from 
linguistics, literary theory, and folklore to shed new light on the role African-American
voices played in the genesis of HUCKLEBERRY FINN. Given that book’s 
importance in American culture, her analysis illuminates, as well, how African-
American voices have shaped our sense of what is distinctively ‘American’ about 
American literature. Fishkin shows that Mark Twain was surrounded, throughout his 
life, by richly talented African-American speakers whose rhetorical gifts Twain 
admired candidly and profusely. A black child named Jimmy whom Twain called ‘the
most artless, sociable, and exhaustless talker I ever came across’ helped Twain 
understand the potential of a vernacular narrator in the years before he began 
writing Huckleberry Finn, and served as a model for the voice with which Twain 
would transform American literature. A slave named Jerry whom Twain referred to 
as an ‘impudent and satirical and delightful young black man’ taught Twain about 
‘signifying’ - satire in an African-American vein - when Twain was a teenager (later 
Twain would recall that he thought him ‘the greatest man in the United States’ at the
time). Other African-American voices left their mark on Twain’s imagination as well -
but their role in the creation of his art has never been recognized. WAS HUCK 
BLACK? adds a new dimension to current debates over multiculturalism and the 
canon.

Shelley Fisher Fishkin is Professor of American Studies at the University of Texas, 
Austin, and author of the award-winning book FROM FACT TO FICTION: 
JOURNALISM AND IMAGINATIVE WRITING IN AMERICA.
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Fitzgerald, F. Scott. Six Tales of the Jazz Age & Other Stories. New York. 1960. 
Scribner. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn & Faded Boards.No 
Dustjacket. Introduction by Frances Fitzgerald Lanahan. 192 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 18566. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This collection contains six stories from TALES OF THE
JAZZ AGE (1922) and three from ALL THE SAD YOUNG MEN (1925). It contains 
some of his most celebrated short pieces, including ‘Winter Dreams,’ ‘The Diamond
as Big as the Ritz’ (a story Fitzgerald said was ‘designed utterly for my own 
amusement’), ‘The Jelly Bean,’ and ‘May Day’(which in his introduction he called ‘a 
somewhat unpleasant tale’). With an introduction by Fitzgerald’s daughter, Frances
Fitzgerald Lanahan.

Francis Scott Key Fitzgerald (September 24, 1896 – December 21, 1940) was an 
American author of novels and short stories, whose works are the paradigmatic 
writings of the Jazz Age, a term he coined. He is widely regarded as one of the 
greatest American writers of the 20th century. Fitzgerald is considered a member of
the ‘Lost Generation‘ of the 1920s. He finished four novels: This Side of Paradise, 
The Beautiful and Damned, The Great Gatsby (his most famous), and Tender Is the
Night. A fifth, unfinished novel, The Love of the Last Tycoon, was published 
posthumously. Fitzgerald also wrote many short stories that treat themes of youth 
and promise along with age and despair. Fitzgerald's work has been adapted into 
films many times. Tender is the Night was filmed in 1962, and made into a television
miniseries in 1985. The Beautiful and Damned was filmed in 1922 and 2010. The 
Great Gatsby has been the basis for numerous films of the same name, spanning 
nearly 90 years; 1926, 1949, 1974, 2000, and 2013 adaptations. In addition, 
Fitzgerald's own life from 1937 to 1940 was dramatized in 1958 in Beloved Infidel.
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Fitzgerald, F. Scott. This Side of Paradise. New York. 1996. Signet/New American 
Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0451526104.
Introduction By Jay Parini. 287 pages. paperback. CE2610. Cover: Archive Photos. 
Inventory # 31461. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS SIDE OF PARADISE is the accomplished and 
heartbreaking first novel that catapulted F. Scott Fitzgerald to literary fame at the 
age of twenty - three. Considered scandalous (and brilliant) when it was published in
1920, it describes the intellectual, spiritual, and sexual education of young Amory 
Blaine in the tumultuous America of the early l9OOs. Highly sophisticated yet 
hopelessly romantic, Amory flounders from prep school to Princeton to glittering 
Jazz Age New York, confident that he is destined for greatness but unsure how to 
go about it. Fitzgerald's razor - sharp re - creation of a defiant, disillusioned 
generation 'grown up to find all Gods dead, all wars fought, all faiths in man shaken'
makes This Side of Paradise a timeless autobiographical novel of youth and 
alienation. It moves from tenderness to cynicism to hope with the grace and power 
that stamp Fitzgerald as one of the greatest of American writers.

Francis Scott Key Fitzgerald (September 24, 1896 – December 21, 1940) was an 
American author of novels and short stories, whose works are the paradigmatic 
writings of the Jazz Age, a term he coined. He is widely regarded as one of the 
greatest American writers of the 20th century. F
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FitzPatrick, Nina. The Loves of Faustyna. New York. 1995. Penguin Books. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0140241329. Paperback Original. 216 
pages. paperback. Cover photo by David Purdie.Cover design by Ingsu Liu. 
Inventory # 33389. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When a cloud in the shape of human buttocks appears 
over Krakow in 1967 and lingers over the city, residents believe the world is coming 
to an end. For demure, bookish psychology student Faustyna, this is unthinkable - 
because if the world ends she will die a virgin. Within hours she is off to the Europa
Hotel to bare her own shapely bottom during a tryst she arranges with a Russian 
dignitary, beginning a riotous sexual odyssey that takes her up and down the social
scale and across the political spectrum of Communist Poland in its dying decade. In
the years that follow, Faustyna finds herself playing many roles - housewife, lover, 
mother, and psychologist - in a country that has gone mad. Baffled and perplexed, 
she finds that the only way to survive is to throw herself into the great collective 
insanity. But through the triumphs and tribulations she is always, hilariously, 
Faustyna.

Nina Witoszek-FitzPatrick is a Norwegian-Polish-Irish sociologist and writer, 
considered one of the 10 leading intellectuals in Norway. She is Research Director 
at the Centre for Development and Environment at Oslo University and a visiting 
professor at Stanford University. She is the recipient of the Norwegian Freedom of 
Expression Foundation (Fritt Ord) Award for “bringing Eastern European 
perspectives to the public debate in Scandinavia.” Her scholarly books, mostly on 
comparative cultural history, include Talking to the Dead (1998), The Postmodern 
Challenge (1999), Culture and Crisis (2003) and Verdens Beste Land (The Best 
Country in the World, 2009). She also writes fiction (until 2001 doing so jointly with 
her late husband Pat Sheeran) under the pen-name Nina FitzPatrick, including 
Fables of the Irish Intelligentsia (1991), The Loves of Faustyna (1995) and Daimons
(2003).
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Flamming, Douglas. Bound for Freedom: Black Los Angeles in Jim Crow America. 
Berkeley. 2005. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0520239199. 485 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Victoria 
Kuskowski. Inventory # 36427. $80

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Paul Bontemps decided to move his family to Los 
Angeles from Louisiana in 1906 on the day he finally submitted to a strictly enforced
Southern custom–he stepped off the sidewalk to allow white men who had just 
insulted him to pass by. Friends of the Bontemps family, like many others beckoning
their loved ones West, had written that Los Angeles was ‘a city called heaven’ for 
people of color. But just how free was Southern California for African Americans? 
This splendid history, at once sweeping in its historical reach and intimate in its 
evocation of everyday life, is the first full account of Los Angeles’s black community 
in the half century before World War II. Filled with moving human drama, it brings 
alive a time and place largely ignored by historians until now, detailing African 
American community life and political activism during the city’s transformation from 
small town to sprawling metropolis. Writing with a novelist’s sensitivity to language 
and drawing from fresh historical research, Douglas Flamming takes us from 
Reconstruction to the Jim Crow era, through the Great Migration, the Roaring 
Twenties, the Great Depression, and the build-up to World War II. Along the way, he
offers rich descriptions of the community and its middle-class leadership, the women
who were front and center with men in the battle against racism in the American 
West. In addition to drawing a vivid portrait of a little-known era, Flamming shows 
that the history of race in Los Angeles is crucial for our understanding of race in 
America. The civil rights activism in Los Angeles laid the foundation for critical 
developments in the second half of the century that continue to influence us to this 
day.

Douglas Flamming is Associate Professor of History at the Georgia Institute of 
Technology and author of Creating the Modern South: Millhands and Managers in 
Dalton, Georgia, 1884—1984 (1992), winner of the Philip Taft Labor History Award.
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Flanagan, Richard. Gould's Book of Fish. New York. 2002. Grove Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0802117112. 404 pages. hardcover. 
Signed by the Author. Jacket design by Charles Rue Woods. Inventory # 34295. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘The novel from author Richard Flanagan, GOULD’S 
BOOK OF FISH is a tragicomic tapestry of nineteenth-century Australia, a world of 
convicts and colonists, thieves and catamites, whose bloody history is recorded in a
very unusual taxonomy of fish.’ Once upon a time, when the earth was still young, 
before all the fish in the sea and all the living things on land began to be destroyed,
a man named William Buelow Gould was sentenced to life imprisonment at the 
Sarah Island penal colony of Van Diemen’s Land - now Tasmania. A talented phony
and art forger, Gould was enlisted by the prison doctor Lempriere to get him into the
Royal Society by painting a book of fish. He fell in love with the black mistress of the
warder and discovered too late that to love is not safe; he attempted to keep a 
record of the strange reality he saw in prison only to realize that history is not written
by those who are ruled. Foolish Billy Gould, invader of Australia, thief, liar, and 
murderer, lived to bear witness to horror and ridicule, and to miracles.

Richard Miller Flanagan (born 1961) is an Australian novelist from Tasmania. 
"Considered by many to be the finest Australian novelist of his generation", 
according to The Economist, each of his novels has attracted major praise and 
received numerous awards and honours.[1] He also has written and directed feature
films. He won the 2014 Man Booker Prize for The Narrow Road to the Deep North.
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Flanders, Laura. Real Majority, Media Minority: The Cost of Sidelining Women in 
Reporting. Monroe. 1997. Common Courage Press. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 1567510906. 294 pages. paperback. Cover: Matt Wuerker & 
Doug Alexander. Inventory # 32568. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - While some women have become multi-million dollar 
earners, the perspectives of most women are still sidelined, Flanders documents. 
And that's not just sexism, she says - it's bad reporting. Real Majority, Media 
Minority gathers together into one collection almost ten years of Flanders 
extraordinary essays and interviews analyzing the structure and habits of 
commercial news media. In an eloquent argument, she says it's time to go beyond 
simple ‘bean counting.’ ‘What's critical isn't who's telling the story, but how the 
story's being told.’

Laura Flanders (born December 5, 1961) is an English broadcast journalist living in 
the United States, who presents the weekly, long-form interview show The Laura 
Flanders Show. Flanders has described herself as a "lefty person." The brothers 
Alexander, Andrew and Patrick Cockburn—all journalists—are her half uncles. 
Author Lydia Davis is her half-aunt. Her sister is Stephanie Flanders, a former BBC 
journalist. Flanders is the daughter of the British comic songwriter and broadcaster
Michael Flanders and the American-born Claudia Cockburn, first daughter of well-
known radical journalist Claud Cockburn and American author Hope Hale Davis.
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Flaubert, Gustave. Early Writings. Lincoln. 1991. University Of Nebraska Press. 1st
American Edition. Price Sticker Mark On Front Endpaper, Otherwise Very Good in 
Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0803219822. Translated from the French & With An 
Introduction by Robert Griffin. 275 pages. hardcover. Cover design by Jungsun 
Whang. Inventory # 29462. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Translated into English for the first time, the essays and 
tales in this collection represent about half of Gustave Flaubert’s initial experiments 
in writing. They rank among his best youthful fiction and foreshadow the techniques
and ideas of his mature work. The eleven selections allow the reader to appreciate 
in perspective some of the comparable yet inimitable themes, character studies, and
styles of writing that mark Flaubert’s major novels and stories. From the initial 
schoolboy sketches through ‘Smarh,’ the more memorable writing of the young 
Flaubert reveals the eye of a precocious artist who surveyed the world primarily as
material for fiction. His transference of this field of vision into language set the 
modern novel on a new course. Until he underwent a near-mystical attack of nerves
in 1844, Flaubert’s life lacked the emotional trauma or material crisis that is often 
associated with the genesis of such great art. Unlike the destitute characters in ‘A 
Fragrance to Smell,’ he inherited enough money to avoid the struggle with poverty 
that supposedly tempered the sensibility of Romantic souls. In assessing the prime 
influences that helped to shape Flaubert’s true sensibility, we should consign this 
myth to its Romantic origins and instead briefly mention at least three catalytic 
events and personalities in his emotional and intellectual development, beginning 
with his home life.

Gustave Flaubert (December 12, 1821 – May 8, 1880) was an influential French 
writer who is counted among the greatest novelists in Western literature. He is 
known especially for his first published novel, Madame Bovary (1857), for his 
Correspondence, and for his scrupulous devotion to his art and style.
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Flaubert, Gustave. Madame Bovary. New York. 1964. Signet/New American Library.
1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. Newly
Translated From The French By Mildred Marmur.Foreword By Mary McCarthy. 405
pages. paperback. CD234. Cover: Milton Glaser. Inventory # 33455. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - 'She is a very ordinary middle - class woman, with banal
expectations of life and an urge to dominate her surroundings. Her character is 
remarkable only for an unusual deficiency of natural feeling.' Thus Mary McCarthy, 
in her memorable Foreword to this Signet Classic edition, describes Emma Bovary,
whose ill - starred pursuit of tawdry romantic dreams shapes Flaubert's great novel.
Set amid the stifling atmosphere of nineteenth - century bourgeois France, 
MADAME BOVARY is at once an unsparing depiction of a woman's gradual 
corruption and a savagely ironic study of human shallowness and stupidity. Neither
Emma, nor her lovers, nor Homais, the 'man of science,' escapes the author's 
searing castigation; and it is the book's final profound irony that only Charles, 
Emma's oxlike, eternally deceived husband, emerges with a measure of human 
grace through his stubborn and selfless love. With its rare formal perfection, 
MADAME BOVARY represents, as Frank O'Connor has declared, 'possibly the most
beautifully written book ever composed; undoubtedly the most beautifully written 
novel. a book that invites superlatives. the most important novel of the century.'

Gustave Flaubert (December 12, 1821 – May 8, 1880) was an influential French 
writer who is counted among the greatest novelists in Western literature. He is 
known especially for his first published novel, Madame Bovary (1857), for his 
Correspondence, and for his scrupulous devotion to his art and style.
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Flaubert, Gustave. Madame Bovary. New York. Signet/New American Library. 
Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers With Tear 
Mark on Front Cover. 0451514874. A new translation by Mildred Marmur. Foreword
by Mary McCarthy. 405 pages. paperback. CE1487. Inventory # 38894. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - 'She is a very ordinary middle - class woman, with banal
expectations of life and an urge to dominate her surroundings. Her character is 
remarkable only for an unusual deficiency of natural feeling.' Thus Mary McCarthy, 
in her memorable Foreword to this Signet Classic edition, describes Emma Bovary,
whose ill - starred pursuit of tawdry romantic dreams shapes Flaubert's great novel.
Set amid the stifling atmosphere of nineteenth - century bourgeois France, 
MADAME BOVARY is at once an unsparing depiction of a woman's gradual 
corruption and a savagely ironic study of human shallowness and stupidity. Neither
Emma, nor her lovers, nor Homais, the 'man of science,' escapes the author's 
searing castigation; and it is the book's final profound irony that only Charles, 
Emma's oxlike, eternally deceived husband, emerges with a measure of human 
grace through his stubborn and selfless love. With its rare formal perfection, 
MADAME BOVARY represents, as Frank O'Connor has declared, 'possibly the most
beautifully written book ever composed; undoubtedly the most beautifully written 
novel. a book that invites superlatives. the most important novel of the century.'

Gustave Flaubert (December 12, 1821 – May 8, 1880) was an influential French 
writer who is counted among the greatest novelists in Western literature. He is 
known especially for his first published novel, Madame Bovary (1857), for his 
Correspondence, and for his scrupulous devotion to his art and style.
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Flaubert, Gustave. Sentimental Education. Baltimore. 1975. Penguin Books. 
Reprinted Penguin Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn 
Wrappers. 0140441417. Translated from the French & With An Introduction by 
Robert Baldick. 430 pages. paperback. The cover shows a detail from Courbet's 
'Man with Leather Belt', in the Louvre. Inventory # 29038. $7

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘I now nothing more noble’, wrote Flaubert, ‘than the 
contemplation of the world.’ His acceptance of all the realities of life (rather than his 
remorseless exposure of its illusions) principally recommends what many regard as
a more mature work than MADAME BOVARY, if not the greatest French novel of the
last century. In Robert Baldick’s new translation of this story of a young man’s 
romantic attachment to an older woman, the modern English reader can appreciate 
the accuracy, the artistry and the insight with which Flaubert (1821-80) 
reconstructed in one masterpiece the very fibre of his times.

Gustave Flaubert (December 12, 1821 – May 8, 1880) was an influential French 
writer who is counted among the greatest novelists in Western literature. He is 
known especially for his first published novel, Madame Bovary (1857), for his 
Correspondence, and for his scrupulous devotion to his art and style. The celebrated
short story writer Maupassant was a protégé of Flaubert.
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Flaubert, Gustave. Three Tales. New York. 1964. Signet/New American Library. 1st
Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Newly Translated From
The French By Walter J. Cobb. Foreword By Henri Peyre. 127 pages. paperback. 
CP198. Inventory # 29453. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - 'Biographers and critics have generally hailed these three
tales, Flaubert's last complete work, not only as his testament, but as the 
culmination and the summation of his literary career.' Thus writes Henri Peyre, who 
terms these classic stories 'the fittest initiation to the rest of Flaubert's works.' In 
them, the reader witnesses the astonishing scope of the author's creative 
imagination and the full range of his stylistic virtuosity. They deal with the life of a 
servant woman in nineteenth - century France, the terrible sins and atonement of a 
legendary medieval saint, and the violent conflict of races and religions during the 
first century of the Christian era. Whether Flaubert seeks to capture commonplace 
reality through his selection of essential detail, suspend disbelief with vivid and 
precise dream imagery, or re - create the oriental splendor and barbarous passions
of the ancient world through richly sensuous description, he displays supreme 
mastery of his art. Flaubert has been praised by such writers as Kafka, Joyce, and 
Hemingway, and Allen Tate credits him with having 'created the modern novel. 
created the modern short story. created modern fiction.' Includes - A Simple Heart, 
The Legend of St. Julian The Hospitaler, & Herodias.

Gustave Flaubert (December 12, 1821 – May 8, 1880) was an influential French 
writer who is counted among the greatest novelists in Western literature. He is 
known especially for his first published novel, Madame Bovary (1857), for his 
Correspondence, and for his scrupulous devotion to his art and style.
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Fletcher, Richard. The Quest For El Cid. New York. 1990. Knopf. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394574478. 217 pages. hardcover. Front-of-
jacket photograph by Dan Lloyd Taylor. Inventory # 12101. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Rodrigo Diaz, the legendary warrior-knight of eleventh-
century Castile known as El Cid, is remembered today as the Christian hero of the 
Spanish crusade who waged wars of re-conquest for the triumph of the Cross over 
the Crescent. He is still honored in Spain as a national hero for liberating the 
fatherland from the occupying Moors. Yet, as Richard Fletcher shows in this award-
winning book, there are many contradictions between eleventh-century reality and 
the mythology that developed with the passing years. By placing El Cid in a fresh, 
historical context, Fletcher shows us an adventurous soldier of fortune who was of a
type, one of a number of 'cids,' or 'bosses,' who flourished in eleventh-century Spain.
But the El Cid of legend - the national hero - was unique in stature even in his 
lifetime. Before his death El Cid was already celebrated in a poem written in tribute 
of the conquest of Almeria; posthumously he was immortalized in the great epic 
Poema de Mio Cid and became the centerpiece for countless other works of 
literature. When he died in Valencia in 1099, he was ruler of an independent 
principality he had carved for himself in Eastern Spain. Rather than the zealous 
Christian leader many believe him to have been, Rodrigo emerges in Fletcher's 
study as a mercenary equally at home in the feudal kingdoms of northern Spain and
the exotic Moorish lands of the south, selling his martial skills to Christian and 
Muslim alike. Indeed, his very title derives from the Arabic word sayyid meaning 
'lord' or 'master.' And as there was little if any sense of Spanish nationhood in the 
eleventh century, he can hardly be credited for uniting a medieval Spanish nation. In
thisground-breaking inquiry into the life and times of El Cid, Fletcher disentangles 
fact from myth to create a striking portrait of an extraordinary man, clearly showing 
how and why legend transformed him into something he was not during his life.

Richard Alexander Fletcher (born York 28 March 1944: died Nunnington 28 
February 2005) was a historian who specialised in the medieval period.
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Flinn, Caryl. Brass Diva: The Life and Legends of Ethel Merman. Berkeley. 2007. 
University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
9780520229426. 556 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36291. $34.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Broadway star Ethel Merman’s voice was a mesmerizing
force and her vitality was legendary, yet the popular perception of La Merm as the 
irrepressible wonder falls far short of all that she was and all that she meant to 
Americans over so many decades. This marvelously detailed biography is the first to
tell the full story of how the stenographer from Queens, New York, became the 
queen of the Broadway musical in its golden age. Mining official and unofficial 
sources, including interviews with Merman’s family and her personal scrapbooks, 
Caryl Flinn unearths new details of Merman’s life and finds that behind the high-
octane personality was a remarkably pragmatic woman who never lost sight of her 
roots. Brass Diva takes us from Merman’s working-class beginnings through the 
extraordinary career that was launched in 1930 when, playing a secondary role in a
Gershwin Brothers’ show, she became an overnight sensation singing ‘I Got 
Rhythm’. From there, we follow Merman’s hits on Broadway, her uneven successes 
in Hollywood, and her afterlife as a beloved camp icon. This definitive work on the 
phenomenon that was Ethel Merman is also the first to thoroughly explore her robust
influence on American popular culture.

Caryl Flinn lives and works in Tucson, where she is a Professor at the University of
Arizona. She is the author of The New German Cinema: Music, History and the 
Matter of Style (UC Press), Strains of Utopia, and Music and Cinema (co-edited with
James Buhler and David Neumeyer).
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Flinn, Caryl. New German Cinema: Music, History, and the Matter of Style. Berkeley.
2004. University Of California Press. 1st Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers.
0520238230. 331 pages. paperback. Inventory # 35101. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When New German cinema directors like R. W. 
Fassbinder, Ulrike Ottinger, and Werner Schroeter explored issues of identity–
national, political, personal, and sexual–music and film style played crucial roles. 
Most studies of the celebrated film movement, however, have sidestepped the role 
of music, a curious oversight given its importance to German culture and nation 
formation. Caryl Flinn’s study reverses this trend, identifying styles of historical 
remembrance in which music participates. Flinn concentrates on those styles that 
urge listeners to interact with difference–including that embodied in Germany’s 
difficult history–rather than to ‘master’ or ‘get past’ it. Flinn breaks new ground by 
considering contemporary reception frameworks of the New German Cinema, a 
generation after its end. She discusses transnational, cultural, and historical 
contexts as well as the sexual, ethnic, national, and historical diversity of audiences.
Through detailed case studies, she shows how music helps filmgoers engage with a
range of historical subjects and experiences. Each chapter of The New German 
Cinema examines a particular stylistic strategy, assessing music’s role in each. The
study also examines queer strategies like kitsch and camp and explores the 
movement’s charged construction of human bodies on which issues of ruination, 
survival, memory, and pleasure are played out.

Caryl Flinn is Associate Professor of Women’s Studies at the University of Arizona.
She is the author of Strains of Utopia: Nostalgia, Gender, and Hollywood Film Music
(1992) and coeditor of Music and Cinema (2001).
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Flook, Maria. Family Night. New York. 1993. Pantheon Books. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679416471. 293 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by
Marilyn McLaren. Inventory # 26553. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - FAMILY NIGHT cracks open one American family and 
shows us the values - and the dysfunctions - that make up the gothic attractions 
within it. At the center of this family stands a mysterious father figure, whom 
Margaret and her stepbrother, Cam, have never met: All they know is that he had 
been a model, the last Arrow Collar Man. Tracy, Margaret’s lover, ever eager to 
enrich his encyclopedic awareness of fixations, cajoles Margaret and Cam into a trip
to find this absent father. The Arrow Collar Man as missing patriarch. Margaret, 
Cam, and Tracy - themselves haunted by recent divorces, by their own children, by 
their undecided instincts - set out in a powder blue Plymouth Duster on an 
unpredictable journey through the intimacies, obligations, and obsessions that bind 
us to each other. FAMILY NIGHT is an American family romance that neither Freud
nor James Cain could have imagined.

Maria Flook, a 2007 John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation Award 
recipient, is the author of the nonfiction books, My Sister Life: The Story of My 
Sister's Disappearance, (Pantheon, 1998) and New York Times Best Seller Invisible
Eden: A Story of Love and Murder on Cape Cod (Broadway Books, 2003). Her 
fiction includes the novels Open Water; Family Night, which received a PEN 
American/Ernest Hemingway Foundation Special Citation; Lux, (Little, Brown and 
Company, 2004), and a collection of stories, You Have the Wrong Man (Pantheon, 
1996). She has also published two collections of poetry, Sea Room and Reckless 
Wedding, winner of the Houghton Mifflin New Poetry Series. Her work has appeared
in the New York Times Book Review, The New Yorker, The New Criterion, 
TriQuarterly, and More Magazine among others. She is currently Distinguished 
Writer-in-Residence at Emerson College in Boston.
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Flook, Maria. My Sister Life: The Story of My Sister's Disappearance. New York. 
1998. Pantheon Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0679442081. 353 pages. hardcover. Cover: David Armstrong. Inventory # 24786. 
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When Maria Flook's 14-year-old sister Karen 
disappeared from their suburban home, the author was changed forever. My Sister 
Life maps the story of two castaways from American suburbia who, while apart from
each other, live mysteriously parallel lives. With unrelenting realism and beguiling 
wit, Flook gives us an intimate account of her sister's life as a child prostitute, and of
their coming of age in the 1960s-that surreal and wrenching moment of baby-
boomer disenfranchisement, when the sexual revolution collided with the domestic 
fallout from the Vietnam War. From the ocean liners and Paris vacations of their 
refined upbringing to the gritty peepshows and adult theaters where they find jobs, 
the girls flee from a beautiful and tormented matriarch with secrets of her own. Her
missing sister becomes Flook's secret heroine-the sole example to follow in her 
journey into womanhood. The sisters live in trailer parks. They are faced with sexual
assault, car thefts, and petty crimes with unpredictable men. Escaping from an 
abusive Vietnam vet, Karen takes her toddler to join her sister, who is herself raising
a baby on her own; it is the first time they are under the same roof since their 
childhood. Their unorthodox reunion allows the sisters to forge a life-saving bond. 
My Sister Life moves beyond biography or memoir to give us an astonishing vision 
of an American family-an authentic testimony to the defiant, undaunted faith 
between two sisters who connect after years apart.

Maria Flook, a 2007 John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation Award 
recipient, is the author of the nonfiction books, My Sister Life: The Story of My 
Sister's Disappearance, (Pantheon, 1998) and New York Times Best Seller Invisible
Eden: A Story of Love and Murder on Cape Cod (Broadway Books, 2003). Her 
fiction includes the novels Open Water; Family Night, which received a PEN 
American/Ernest Hemingway Foundation Special Citation; Lux, (Little, Brown and 
Company, 2004), and a collection of stories, You Have the Wrong Man (Pantheon, 
1996).
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Flook, Maria. Reckless Wedding: Poems. Boston. 1982. Houghton Mifflin. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket W/A Small Piece Missing From The
Back Top. 0395325072. 65 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by G.G. Laurens. 
Inventory # 26520. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The poems in RECKLESS WEDDING are often about 
the histories that begin in childhood and proceed or disappear; about mothers and 
daughters; about love and the evidence of love. What is left destroyed often better 
describes what was originally constructed. The afterlife of something seems to attain
more power and identity than its first flesh. In these poems, the abandoned survive
with a greater liberty to think for themselves; they gain a pure, uninhibited vision. 
This book provides many hopeful moments: the births and deaths of things are 
equally praised.

Maria Flook, a 2007 John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation Award 
recipient, is the author of the nonfiction books, My Sister Life: The Story of My 
Sister's Disappearance, (Pantheon, 1998) and New York Times Best Seller Invisible
Eden: A Story of Love and Murder on Cape Cod (Broadway Books, 2003). Her 
fiction includes the novels Open Water; Family Night, which received a PEN 
American/Ernest Hemingway Foundation Special Citation; Lux, (Little, Brown and 
Company, 2004), and a collection of stories, You Have the Wrong Man (Pantheon, 
1996). She has also published two collections of poetry, Sea Room and Reckless 
Wedding, winner of the Houghton Mifflin New Poetry Series. Her work has appeared
in the New York Times Book Review, The New Yorker, The New Criterion, 
TriQuarterly, and More Magazine among others. She is currently Distinguished 
Writer-in-Residence at Emerson College in Boston.
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Flook, Maria. Sea Room. Hanover. 1990. Wesleyan University Press/University 
Press Of New England. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0819521833. 62 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 26494. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A poetic exploration of love, fear and god.

Maria Flook, a 2007 John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation Award 
recipient, is the author of the nonfiction books, My Sister Life: The Story of My 
Sister's Disappearance, (Pantheon, 1998) and New York Times Best Seller Invisible
Eden: A Story of Love and Murder on Cape Cod (Broadway Books, 2003). Her 
fiction includes the novels Open Water; Family Night, which received a PEN 
American/Ernest Hemingway Foundation Special Citation; Lux, (Little, Brown and 
Company, 2004), and a collection of stories, You Have the Wrong Man (Pantheon, 
1996). She has also published two collections of poetry, Sea Room and Reckless 
Wedding, winner of the Houghton Mifflin New Poetry Series. Her work has appeared
in the New York Times Book Review, The New Yorker, The New Criterion, 
TriQuarterly, and More Magazine among others. She is currently Distinguished 
Writer-in-Residence at Emerson College in Boston.
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Flook, Maria. You Have the Wrong Man: Stories. New York. 1996. Pantheon Books.
1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679431845. 241 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
photograph by Barnaby Hall. Jacket design by Marjorie Anderson. Inventory # 
25127. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In eight short stories exploring the afflictions of family, 
love, and sex, a woman opens her home to hostile niece, a teenage mother married
to a drug-addicted Marvin Gaye fan seeks refuge in a shelter, and a travestite and 
his lover apply for a job managing a strip joint.

Maria Flook, a 2007 John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation Award 
recipient, is the author of the nonfiction books, My Sister Life: The Story of My 
Sister's Disappearance, (Pantheon, 1998) and New York Times Best Seller Invisible
Eden: A Story of Love and Murder on Cape Cod (Broadway Books, 2003). Her 
fiction includes the novels Open Water; Family Night, which received a PEN 
American/Ernest Hemingway Foundation Special Citation; Lux, (Little, Brown and 
Company, 2004), and a collection of stories, You Have the Wrong Man (Pantheon, 
1996). She has also published two collections of poetry, Sea Room and Reckless 
Wedding, winner of the Houghton Mifflin New Poetry Series. Her work has appeared
in the New York Times Book Review, The New Yorker, The New Criterion, 
TriQuarterly, and More Magazine among others. She is currently Distinguished 
Writer-in-Residence at Emerson College in Boston.
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Flowers, A. R. De Mojo Blues. New York. 1986. Dutton. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0525243763. 1st Novel. 216 pages. hardcover. Jacket painting
by Enoch Placide. Jacket design by Nancy Etheredge. Inventory # 24809. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Three black soldiers are dishonorably discharged from 
the Vietnam War due to a mutinous ‘fragging’ incident. They return home resolved to
take on the world, but ambition and poverty begin to dissolve their precious 
brotherhood forged in the trenches of southeast Asia. To counter this growing 
fragmentation, the hero-prophet of the group, Tucept HighJohn, inspired by a set of
mystical bones passed on to him by a dying brother in Vietnam, undergoes ‘hoodoo’
training in his isolated house on stilts in a wilderness park in Memphis. His new self-
mastery enables him to relive his memories of Vietnam and to rally his ex-
companions-in-arms with a vision of the triumph of black people everywhere. This 
rich first novel about the Vietnam inheritance of three black combat veterans, written
in an original, rhythmic prose, marks the debut of a gifted young black novelist. 
‘Weaving the experiences of the veterans in war and in peace, Arthur Flowers forces
us to understand why the powerless become mythmakers trying to determine their 
own destiny. DE MOJO BLUES portrays the ugliness and violence of war, but it’s a 
story told with humor as only a brother can tell it.’ - ROSA GUY. ‘Art’s jungle war 
scenes were so vivid and dynamic that I literally craved more of them.’ - LOUISE 
MERRIWETHER. ‘Arthur Flowers’ novel is a late twentieth century fable. not only a 
compelling tale of several young black men fighting in a war on behalf of ideals that
are not honored in the country where they are espoused, but also a meditation on 
tradition, destiny, and the exercise of mojo (power) as a healing force in a world 
poised for destruction.’ - WESLEY BROWN.

Arthur Flowers is a novelist, essayist, and performance poet. A native of Memphis 
Tennessee, he is the author of novels, Another Good Loving Blues and De Mojo 
Blues; a children’s book, Cleveland Lee’s Beale Street Band, and a 
memoir/manifesto, Mojo Rising: Confessions of a 21st Century Conjureman and a 
graphic nonfiction, I See The Promise Land. He has published shorts and articles 
and is a bluesbased performance poet. He is a founding member/director of New 
Renaissance Writers Guild, NYC, The Griot Shop, Memphis, and the Pan African 
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Flowers, Arthur. Another Good Loving Blues. New York. 1993. Viking Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. Remainder Mark. 0670848212. 211 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 22144. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - I am hoodoo, I am griot, am a man of power,' the narrator
of Another Good Loving Blues tells us. 'My story is a true story, my words are true 
words, my lie is a true lie - a fine old delta tale about a mad blues piano player and a
Arkansas conjure woman. Plan to show you how they found the good thing. True 
love. .' And a love story is what we get. It's Beale Street in Memphis, Tennessee, in 
the age when jazz was spelled 'jass' and ragtime was just a glint in Scott Joplin's 
eye. Lucas Bodeen is the bluesman, and Melvira Dupree is the conjure woman he 
loves. But pitted against them are all the forces of nature - not to mention the 
clashing of their own stubborn wills - and a society mired in the laws of Jim Crow 
and the lynch mob. Combining the ancient African storytelling art of the griot with the
American offshoots of blues and hoo-doo, Arthur Flowers sings us a story that 
makes us smile - a story of life, and how love and happiness really happen.

Arthur Flowers is a novelist, essayist, and performance poet. A native of Memphis 
Tennessee, he is the author of novels, Another Good Loving Blues and De Mojo 
Blues; a children’s book, Cleveland Lee’s Beale Street Band, and a 
memoir/manifesto, Mojo Rising: Confessions of a 21st Century Conjureman and a 
graphic nonfiction, I See The Promise Land. He has published shorts and articles 
and is a bluesbased performance poet. He is a founding member/director of New 
Renaissance Writers Guild, NYC, The Griot Shop, Memphis, and the Pan African 
Literary Forum. He has been Executive Director of the Harlem Writers Guild. He has
been the recipient of NEA and NYSFA awards in fiction and nonfiction.
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Folbre, Nany and The Center for Popular Economics. The New Field Guide To the 
U. S. Economy: A Compact and Irreverent Guide to Economic Life in America. New
York. 1995. New Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 1565841530.
unnumbered pages. paperback. Inventory # 40701. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The New Field Guide to the U. S. Economy: Now, 
revised and expanded with the most recent 1994 data, this book brings key 
economic issues to life, reflecting the collective wit and wisdom of more than 40 
progressive economists. Complete with glossary and analytical ‘tool kit’, ten 
chapters range from ‘Banking Behemoths’ to ‘Bye Bye Ozone’, covering owners, 
workers, women, the global economy and much more.

Nancy Folbre is an American feminist economist who focuses on economics and the
family, non-market work and the economics of care. She is Professor of economics
at the University of Massachusetts Amherst. The Center for Popular Economics is a
nonprofit collective of political economists based in Amherst, MA. Since our founding
in 1979, thousands of people have participated in our workshops and Institutes. Our
programs and publications demystify the economy and put useful economic tools in 
the hands of people fighting for social and economic justice. We examine root 
causes of economic inequality and injustice including systems of oppression based
on race, class, gender, nation and ethnicity. CPE provides a forum for activists, 
organizers, educators, and progressive economists to come together, learn from one
another and work to build a movement for social and economic justice.
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Foner, Eric. Politics & Ideology in the Age of the Civil War. New York. 1980. Oxford
University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0195027817. 250
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 22510. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Insisting that politics and ideology--two subjects eclipsed
in recent years--must remain at the forefront of any examination of nineteenth-
century America, Eric Foner, author of the landmark study of early Republican Party
ideology, Free Soil, Free Labor, Free Men, reasserts the centrality of the Civil War to
the people of that period. Foner's goal is to reintegrate the social, political, and 
intellectual history of the nineteenth century. At the same time he brings to bear on 
the study of the sectional conflict some of the insights of the new social history, 
especially its findings regarding the interplay of race, class, and labor discipline.

Eric Foner (born February 7, 1943) is an American historian. On the faculty of the 
Department of History at Columbia University since 1982, he writes extensively on 
political history, the history of freedom, the early history of the Republican Party, 
African American biography, Reconstruction, and historiography. Foner is the 
leading contemporary historian of the post-Civil War Reconstruction period, having
written Reconstruction: America's Unfinished Revolution, 1863-1877, winner of 
many prizes for history writing, and more than ten other books on the topic. In 2011,
Foner's The Fiery Trial: Abraham Lincoln and American Slavery won the Pulitzer 
Prize, Lincoln Prize, and the Bancroft Prize. Foner also won the Bancroft in 1989 for
his book Reconstruction: America's Unfinished Revolution. In 2000, he was elected
president of the American Historical Association.keywords
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Foner, Philip S. Jews in American History 1654-1865. New York. 1945. International
Publishers. 1st Edition. Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 96 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 20599. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Includes list of Jewish congregations in the U.S. in 1850
arranged by state, county, city, and year of founding. Selected Bibliography. 
Chapters include Jews in Colonial America, in the American Revolution, Jews and 
Jeffersonian Democracy, Jews in the War of 1812, Jewish Community on the Eve of
the Civil War, Jews and the Anti-Slavery Movement, Jews and the Civil War.

Philip Sheldon Foner (December 14, 1910 – December 13, 1994) was an American 
labor historian and teacher. Foner was a prolific author and editor of more than 100
books. He is considered a pioneer in his extensive works on the role of radicals, 
blacks, and women in American labor and political history, which were generally 
neglected in mainstream academia at the time. A Marxist thinker, he influenced 
more than a generation of scholars, inspiring some of the work published by younger
academics from the 1970s on. In 1941, Foner became a public figure as one among
26 persons fired from teaching and staff positions at City College of New York for 
political views, following an investigation of communist influence in education by a 
state legislative committee, known as the Rapp-Coudert Committee. Foner is best 
remembered for his 10-volume History of the Labor Movement in the United States,
published between 1947 and 1994. He also edited the 5-volume collection The Life
and Writings of Frederick Douglass, and wrote a biography of the abolitionist leader.
His works Organized Labor and the Black Worker, (1974 and 1982 editions) and the
two-volume Women in the American Labor Movement (1979 and 1980) also broke 
new ground in history.
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Fonseca, Rubem. Bufo & Spallanzani. New York. 1990. Dutton. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket.Remainder Stamp On Bottom Edge.
0525248722. Translated from the Portuguese by Clifford E. Landers. 249 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Pierre LeStat. Jacket illustration by Bernard 
Bonhomnie. Inventory # 25939. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - On a dead-end street in Rio, Delfina Delamare, socialite
wife of multimillionaire Eugenio, is found shot in the heart. The original verdict of 
suicide is soon dismissed, but this is no ordinary murder. Delfina’s jewels are still on
her body, and whoever pulled the trigger carefully unbuttoned her blouse first, then 
rebuttoned it, leaving a serene, scarcely blemished corpse. In the glove 
compartment is a new novel, The Lovers, with a personal inscription from the author,
Gustavo Flavio. He is the first suspect. Gustavo, one of Brazil’s leading writers, has
stolen Gustave Flaubert’s name, not his life-style. Foutre ton encrier, says Flaubert,
but Gustavo doesn’t screw his inkwell. The writing medium he prefers is the 
computer, a TRS 80, and as for abstinence in the interests of creativity, being a 
womanizer and a glutton has never interfered with his scheduled book per year. It is
sexual deprivation, rather, and the intrusions of police inspector Guedes that are 
interrupting progress on Gustavo’s Bufo & Spallanzani, due at the publishers shortly.
For Gustavo has a past he’d rather not divulge: he is Ivan Canabrava, once a 
bumbling insurance investigator who discovered the secrets of toad serum emitted 
from the species Bufo marinus. Thrown into a prison for the criminally insane (he 
believed too fiercely in the quest for truth), Ivan escaped disguised as a priest, and 
for twenty years he has lived the life of a hedonist, gaining weight and notoriety in 
direct proportion.

Rubem Fonseca (born May 11, 1925) is a Brazilian writer. He was born in Juiz de 
Fora, in the state of Minas Gerais, but he has lived most of his life in Rio de Janeiro.
In 1952, he started his career as a low-level cop and, later became a police 
commissioner, one of the highest ranks in the civil police of Brazil. Following the 
steps of American novelist Thomas Pynchon, a close friend of Fonseca, he refuses 
to give interviews and feels strongly about maintaining his privacy.
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Fontes, Montserrat. Dreams of the Centaur. New York. 1996. Norton. 1st Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0393038475. 349 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration and
design by Marc Burckhardt. Inventory # 17543. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With his bare hands and stubborn drive, José Durcal has
built the ranch in Sonora where he and his family live. He dreams of a time when his
sons will become powerful ranchers, but he is struck down through jealousy before 
he can make his dreams come true. When his oldest son, Alejo, avenges his father’s
murder, the boy sets his life in a direction that brings him face to face with evil. This 
fast-paced novel follows the rites of passage of Alejo through love, murder, prison, 
war, death, and regeneration. Told through the voices of Alejo and Felipa, his 
strong, independent mother, DREAMS OF THE CENTAUR explores the unusual 
psychic tie between mother and son. Sustaining her family through all their troubles,
Felipa binds her remaining sons to her, while, from a distance, she watches Alejo’s 
soul harden. She fears for her son, who has always been her kindred spirit. She will
summon all her strength and all the ferocity of a mother’s love to save his life. 
DREAMS OF THE CENTAUR unfolds during the repressive years of the Porfirio 
Diaz regime. We see the mounting persecution of the Yaqui Indians through Tacho,
Alejo’s mentor on the ranch, and through Charco, a young man who is half Yaqui, 
whom Alejo meets in prison. The exile of the Yaqui Indians from their homeland, the
fateful battle they fight from the mountain Mazocoba, and the fate that awaits them 
in Yucatan is grippingly told in this story, which vividly evokes the lives and ways of 
these people.

MONTSERRAT FONTES is the author of FIRST CONFESSION, a work praised by
Barbara Kingsolver as ‘Carson McCullers with a Spanish accent.’ Judith Freeman in
the Los Angeles Times called FIRST CONFESSION ‘a most original and darkly 
powerful work.’ Fontes lives near Los Angeles, where she teaches literature and 
journalism.
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Fontes, Montserrat. First Confession. New York. 1991. Norton. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0393028917. 1st Novel. 310 pages. hardcover. Inscribed 
by the Author. Jacket design by Paul Bacon. Inventory # 32493. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - What happens when two bored, wealthy nine-year-olds 
take up spying and steal the town hooker’s life savings? This darkly written novel, 
with the feel of a Mexican TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD, is set in 1947 in a small town
south of the Texas border. There, two young cousins tear away the shoddy veneer 
of their town’s respectable surface and are almost dragged under by the passions 
and desperation of its inhabitants. Andrea is the overly curious narrator, a rebellious
child of an artistic American mother and an adoring, volatile, Mexican father. She 
and her cousin Victor, a devout, nervous child, act out their children’s drama without
realizing the repercussions it will have, not only on them but on the whole town. 
They begin to learn fear after taking a forbidden trip to the other side of the river a 
site of makeshift camps, utmost poverty, and brewing anger But their disobedience 
and thieving is the least of their sins, for in the wake of their actions follows violence,
murder, public humiliation, and suicide. In this fast-paced, elegantly written first 
novel, Fontes has melded the traditions of the finest Latin writers with the unnerving
style of the American southern writers.

MONTSERRAT FONTES has received fellowships from the National Endowment for
the Humanities for study on Faulkner, O’Connor, and McCullers. Her roots in 
Mexican culture are deep. Her maternal grandfather, a presidential candidate there,
was executed in 1927, while her paternal grandfather was with President Venustiano
Carranza when Carranza was murdered. Her grandmother’s ranch in Sonora was 
burned by Pancho Villa no less than three times. Fontes grew up in a border town in
Texas and now lives near Los Angeles where she teaches high school.
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Fontes, Montserrat. First Confession. New York. 1991. Norton. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0393028917. 1st Novel. 310 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Paul Bacon. Inventory # 25178. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - What happens when two bored, wealthy nine-year-olds 
take up spying and steal the town hooker’s life savings? This darkly written novel, 
with the feel of a Mexican TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD, is set in 1947 in a small town
south of the Texas border. There, two young cousins tear away the shoddy veneer 
of their town’s respectable surface and are almost dragged under by the passions 
and desperation of its inhabitants. Andrea is the overly curious narrator, a rebellious
child of an artistic American mother and an adoring, volatile, Mexican father. She 
and her cousin Victor, a devout, nervous child, act out their children’s drama without
realizing the repercussions it will have, not only on them but on the whole town. 
They begin to learn fear after taking a forbidden trip to the other side of the river a 
site of makeshift camps, utmost poverty, and brewing anger But their disobedience 
and thieving is the least of their sins, for in the wake of their actions follows violence,
murder, public humiliation, and suicide. In this fast-paced, elegantly written first 
novel, Fontes has melded the traditions of the finest Latin writers with the unnerving
style of the American southern writers.

MONTSERRAT FONTES has received fellowships from the National Endowment for
the Humanities for study on Faulkner, O’Connor, and McCullers. Her roots in 
Mexican culture are deep. Her maternal grandfather, a presidential candidate there,
was executed in 1927, while her paternal grandfather was with President Venustiano
Carranza when Carranza was murdered. Her grandmother’s ranch in Sonora was 
burned by Pancho Villa no less than three times. Fontes grew up in a border town in
Texas and now lives near Los Angeles where she teaches high school.
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Foote, Alexander. Story of a Russian Spy: The Factual Autobiography of a Former 
Soviet Agent. New York. 1949. Hillman Periodicals. Paperback Edition. Published by
Doubleday in Hardcover in 1949. Good in Worn Wrappers. 192 pages. paperback. 
#45. Inventory # 31714. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘I was for three vital years of the war a member and, to a
large extent, controller of the Russian spy net in Switzerland which was working 
against Germany. I was a key link in a network whose lines reached into the heart of
the German high command itself. .’ With these words, Alexander Foot, a British 
subject now working in a Government office, in London, opens his astounding true 
story of Soviet espionage. Without covering up the facts or preaching he tells how a
Russian spy works, what he looks like, how he lives, and what his aims are. An 
important and exciting book.

Allan Alexander Foote (born 13. April 1905, died 1. August 1957) was a radio 
operator for a Soviet espionage ring in Switzerland during World War II. Foote was 
originally from Yorkshire in England, and had spent some time in Spain working for 
the Republican side during the Civil War in the 1930s. He decided to continue his 
efforts against Fascism (and, perhaps, for Communism) and volunteered for 
clandestine work with Red Orchestra. He was put into contact with Ursula Kuczynski
in Switzerland. He became a radio operator for the Soviet espionage operation run 
by Alexander Radó and was one of those who passed information to Moscow from 
the Lucy spy ring run by Rudolf Roessler. Foote was one of those arrested when the
Swiss police shut down most of the operation and was detained for a time. After the
War, he spent some time in the Eastern Bloc and then returned to the West and 
published his book, A Handbook for Spies. He died in the 1950s.
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Foote, Shelby. Shiloh. New York. 1954. Signet/New American Library. 1st Signet 
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 143 pages. paperback. 
1104. Inventory # 9083. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - BLUE AND GRAY. This is the intense, compelling story 
of the lives — and deaths — of six men fighting at Shiloh, the great battle that 
helped decide the Civil War. This is what it was like for brother to fight brother in the
two bloodiest days of U.S. history. This is the story of war told by the men who were
there - of their excitement, their pain and glory. When you have read this exciting 
novel, you will know how it really feels to participate in a thundering battle. ‘A rattling
good story’ - Chicago Tribune. SHELBY FOOTE is one of the finest young U.S. 
authors. Born in Mississippi in 1916, he studied at the University of North Carolina, 
served in the Marine Corps during the war. His interest in the Civil War is natural - 
his grandfather was a cavalry officer at Shiloh. Mr. Foote’s other bestselling novels 
include LOVE IN A DRY SEASON (Signet #970) and FOLLOW ME DOWN (Signet 
#860).

Shelby Dade Foote Jr. (November 17, 1916 – June 27, 2005) was an American 
historian and novelist who wrote The Civil War: A Narrative, a three-volume history 
of the American Civil War. With geographic and cultural roots in the Mississippi 
Delta, Foote's life and writing paralleled the radical shift from the agrarian planter 
system of the Old South to the Civil Rights era of the New South. Foote was little 
known to the general public until his appearance in Ken Burns's PBS documentary 
The Civil War in 1990, where he introduced a generation of Americans to a war that
he believed was "central to all our lives." Foote did all his writing by hand with a nib
pen, later transcribing the result into a typewritten copy.
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Forbes, Leslie. Fish, Blood and Bone. New York. 2001. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374155062. 436 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 29798. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When American forensic photographer Claire Fleetwood
inherits a large house and garden in London from relatives she never knew she had,
she imagines her own English dream, until her best friend is brutally murdered and 
she learns that her inheritance involves more than she wanted or bargained for.

Leslie Forbes was born in Vancouver. She lives in London, where she works as an 
artist, travel writer, and broadcaster. She is the author of Bombay Ice.
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Ford, Ford Madox. A Man Could Stand Up-& Last Post. New York. 1964. 
Signet/New American Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Tear Mark On
Front Cover, Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. Afterword By Arthur Mizener. 352 
pages. paperback. CT237. Inventory # 40416. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A Man Could Stand Up - , the third novel of Ford Madox
Ford's monumental tetralogy, Parade's End, opens in 1918 as the Great War ends 
and the personal drama of Christopher Tietjens moves toward its resolution. Joined
by his mistress, Valentine Wannop, Tietjens is free at last from the moral code that 
has imprisoned him in a doomed society and a destructive marriage; together the 
lovers resolve to survive. Set against a rapidly shifting background of battlefield and
drawing room, hospital and manor, these novels masterfully depict both the course 
of individual destinies and the fate of an entire way of life. They complete the grand
design of a work whose breadth of vision, psychological insight, and consummate 
artistry place it among the truly great achievements of the modern novel. Granville 
Hicks has declared: 'With a brilliance that was at times almost too dazzling, Ford 
portrayed a revolution in manners. in human values. We have not yet caught up with
his insights.' In the words of Graham Greene: 'There is no novelist of the century 
more likely to live than Ford Madox Ford.'

Ford Madox Ford (17 December 1873 – 26 June 1939), born Ford Hermann Hueffer,
was an English novelist, poet, critic and editor whose journals, The English Review 
and The Transatlantic Review, were instrumental in the development of early 20th-
century English literature. He is now remembered best for his publications The Good
Soldier (1915), the Parade's End tetralogy (1924–28) and The Fifth Queen trilogy 
(1906–08).
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Ford, Ford Madox. The Good Soldier. New York. 1989. Vintage Books. Reprinted 
Paperback Edition. Previous Owner’s Name Embossed On Title Page, Otherwise 
Good in Wrappers. 0679722181. With An Interpretation by Mark Schorer. 279 
pages. paperback. Cover design by Marc J. Cohen.e. Inventory # 31603. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ford Madox Ford has been among the neglected writers
of the first quarter of this century. His tragic novel, THE GOOD SOLDIER, in which 
he portrays, in the stoical but fallible figure of Edward Ashburnham, an example of 
the English landed gentry at its best, was written just before the First World War. (It 
is a curious detail that 4 August, the date of the outbreak of war, is made a date of 
recurring significance in the characters’ lives.) This unembittered story of deceit and
hatred was readily termed ‘great’, ‘a piece of art and therefore an enlightenment’, 
and ‘beautiful and moving’ by contemporary reviewers. A more modern estimate of 
its worth is expressed by Walter Allen in Tradition and Dream: ‘Ford’s finest novel is
probably THE GOOD SOLDIER (1915), as formally perfect a novel as any in English
and an amazingly subtle account, by one of them, of the lives of four people who 
appear to live in harmony and friendship.’

Ford Madox Ford (17 December 1873 – 26 June 1939), born Ford Hermann Hueffer,
was an English novelist, poet, critic and editor whose journals, The English Review 
and The Transatlantic Review, were instrumental in the development of early 20th-
century English literature. He is now remembered best for his publications The Good
Soldier (1915), the Parade's End tetralogy (1924–28) and The Fifth Queen trilogy 
(1906–08). The Good Soldier is frequently included among the great literature of the
20th century.
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Ford, Ford Madox. The Good Soldier. New York. 1995. Norton. 1st Norton Critical 
Editions Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0393966348. Norton Critical 
Editions. Edited by Martin Stannard. 401 pages. paperback. Cover illustration: Peter
Paul Rubens, “le Chapeua de Paille (The Straw Hat),” c. 1625. Inventory # 45717. 
$10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ford Madox Ford’s 1915 novel The Good Soldier has 
established itself as a masterpiece of literary modernism, taking its place alongside
Ulysses and The Waste Land as a groundbreaking experimental work. This Norton
Critical Edition presents the first scrupulously edited text of the novel, collating all 
manuscript, typescript, and variant printed versions in Ford’s lifetime. Everything 
necessary for careful study of the novel is here: comprehensive annotation, material
on manuscript development and textual variants, a detailed "Note on the Text", and 
relevant illustrations. Together, these materials present readers with both a freshly 
edited text and the opportunity to reconstruct alternative readings. "Contemporary 
Reviews" includes fifteen important assessments of the work, all of which appeared
within four months of the novel’s publication. "Literary Impressionism" collects eight
critiques on the technique, including three by Ford and related writings by Henry 
James and Joseph Conrad, among others. "Biographical and Critical Commentary"
collects seventeen differing assessments of The Good Soldier. Richard Aldington, 
Samuel Hynes, John A. Meixner, Frank Kermode, Carol Jacobs, Thomas C. Moser,
Ann Barr Snitow, Vincent J. Cheng, and Paul B. Armstrong are among the 
contributors. A Selected Bibliography is also included.

Ford Madox Ford (17 December 1873 – 26 June 1939), born Ford Hermann Hueffer,
was an English novelist, poet, critic and editor whose journals, The English Review 
and The Transatlantic Review, were instrumental in the development of early 20th-
century English literature. He is now remembered best for his publications The Good
Soldier (1915), the Parade's End tetralogy (1924–28) and The Fifth Queen trilogy 
(1906–08). The Good Soldier is frequently included among the great literature of the
20th century.
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Ford, John Anson. Thirty Explosive Years in Southern California. San Marino. 2010.
Huntington Library. 1st Huntington Library Paperback Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 9780873282260. 232 pages. paperback. Inventory # 37779. $14.975

FROM THE PUBLISHER - During his 24 years in office, Ford challenged the status
quo in his efforts to deal with population growth and urban sprawl. He was 
convinced that the Los Angeles County administration could meet the needs of a 
population whose racial and ethnic composition, and expectations of local 
government, were rapidly changing. This approach reflected a faith in technological
and scientific solutions to social and economic problems that prevailed in mid-20th 
century America. A new introduction by historian Michael Adamson places Ford's 
views in context, calling them 'a testament to the power of the idea of progress…just
before the growth machine that it was propelling began to break down.'

John Anson Ford (September 29, 1883 – November 3, 1983) was an American 
journalist, advertising executive and Democratic Party politician. He was a long-
serving member of the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors. Ford was born in
Waukegan, Illinois. He attended Beloit College in Beloit, Wisconsin, taught history 
and economics, then moved to Chicago, where he worked on the Chicago Tribune.
He was on the editorial board of Popular Mechanics. In 1920 he came to Los 
Angeles and entered the advertising and publicity business. Ford represented 
District 3 on the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors from 1934 to 1958. He 
was active in Democratic Party politics, serving on the state Central Committee, as 
chair of the Los Angeles County Democratic Party, as delegate to Democratic 
National Conventions from California, Democratic candidate for U.S. Senator from 
California, 1940,[4] and as chairman of the Southern California Citizens for Kennedy
Committee. On his motion, in 1944, the Board of Supervisors established the Joint 
Committee for Interracial Progress that later became the Human Relations 
Commission.
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Ford, Leslie. Murder With Southern Hospitality. New York. 1947. Dell. Paperback 
Edition. Good in Wrappers. 191 pages. paperback. 505. Inventory # 35464. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Amid the stately mansions of old Natchez modern 
murder settles an ancient feud by revealing a secret love affair.

Zenith Jones Brown (December 8, 1898 – August 25, 1983) was an American crime
fiction writer who also wrote for a time in England. She wrote under the pseudonyms
David Frome, Leslie Ford, and Brenda Conrad. She is perhaps best known for her 
novels featuring the fictional Grace Latham and John Primrose, though some of her
earlier standalone work has been praised.\
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Ford, Leslie. Siren in the Night. New York. 1964. Popular Library. Reprinted 
Paperback Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers. 158 pages. paperback. K68. Inventory
# 37088. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The eerie wail of a siren in the night spelled MURDER -
The most important man in San Francisco lay, violently murdered, in his huge house
on a cliff above the city. Swiftly the mystery deepened, involving a strange light that
burned night and day, the lovely stepdaughter of the victim—and a man she should
never have known. And soon that irrepressible lady detective, Grace Latham, was 
caught up in her most tantalizing case. ‘Chilling tale in the best Ford style’ - Time 
Magazine.

Zenith Jones Brown (December 8, 1898 – August 25, 1983) was an American crime
fiction writer who also wrote for a time in England. She wrote under the pseudonyms
David Frome, Leslie Ford, and Brenda Conrad. She is perhaps best known for her 
novels featuring the fictional Grace Latham and John Primrose, though some of her
earlier standalone work has been praised.\
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Ford, Richard. A Multitude of Sins: Stories. New York. 2002. Knopf. 1st Trade 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0375412123. 286 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
photograph by Seth Taras. Inventory # 33810. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - One of the most celebrated—and unflinching—
chroniclers of modern life now explores, in this masterful collection of short stories, 
the grand theme of intimacy, love, and their failures. And only a storyteller of Richard
Ford’s remarkable agility, insight, and candor could envision with such felicity our 
most fallible human efforts to achieve what we consider most important with one 
another: to be faithful and sincere, empathetic and patient, to be honest and 
passionate and finally loving toward those we care for or merely, if desperately, 
desire. As in all of Ford’s work, the settings are as distinct as the Connecticut 
countryside is from New Orleans, or a Michigan ski resort from Grand Central 
Station. Yet in each he is drawn to liaisons in and out and to the sides of marriage. 
An illicit visit to the Grand Canyon reveals a vastness even more profound. An 
exacting career woman celebrates Christmas with her adamantly post-nuclear 
family. A couple weekending in Maine try to recapture the ardor that has 
disappeared, both gradually and suddenly, from their life together. A boy confronts 
his estranged father on a hunting trip and finds a disappointment that will change 
him forever. As they drive through a spring evening, a young wife confesses to her 
husband the affair she had with the host of the dinner party they’re about to join. It is
within such relations, these extraordinary stories suggest, that our entire sense of 
right and wrong is enacted, and the rigorous intensity Richard Ford brings to these 
vivid, unforgettable dramas marks this as his most powerfully arresting book to date
—confirming the judgment of the New York Times Book Review that ‘nobody now 
writing looks more like an American classic.’

Richard Ford (born February 16, 1944) is an American novelist and short story 
writer. His best-known works are the novel The Sportswriter and its sequels, 
Independence Day and The Lay of the Land, and the short story collection Rock 
Springs, which contains several widely anthologized stories.
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Ford, Richard. Women With Men: Three Stories. New York. 1997. Knopf. 1st Trade
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679454691. 255 pages. hardcover. Jacket photo
by Ernst Haas/Magnum Photos. Inventory # 23975. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ford has described WOMEN WITH MEN, his first book 
since his bestselling and award-winning Independence Day, as a collection of 
disparate stories each ‘about instances of human solipsism, of narcissism violating 
and betraying affections.’ He says his title has no relation to Hemingway’s collection
MEN WITHOUT WOMEN -- these stories are about both men betraying women and
women betraying men. There are three stories: two featuring alienated Americans 
attempting, but not succeeding, to adjust to contemporary Paris, and one offbeat 
coming-of-age tale set in Montana. In ‘The Womanizer,’ businessman Martin Austin
attempts to establish an affair with an attractive French divorcée, only to destroy his
chances first with his wife at home, and then with this would-be lover. In 
‘Occidentals,’ college teacher and first-novelist Charley Matthews is in Paris with his
older lover, trying to meet the would-be translator of his book for a French publisher
while being cautious to avoid his mistress’s Ugly-Americans-in-Paris friends. 
Perhaps the collection’s strongest, ‘Jealous,’ is the story of a 17-year-old who leaves
his father with his attractive but erratic Aunt Doris to visit his estranged mother in 
Seattle.

Richard Ford (born February 16, 1944) is an American novelist and short story 
writer. His best-known works are the novel The Sportswriter and its sequels, 
Independence Day and The Lay of the Land, and the short story collection Rock 
Springs, which contains several widely anthologized stories.
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Forgacs, David. Rome Open City. London. 2000. British Film Institute. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0851708048. 96 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
34812. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This study examines Rome Open City and its place in 
Roberto Rossellini's career. The film is based on events that took place in Nazi 
occupied Italy 1944, one year before the film was made. The author argues that the 
film has value both as a commerorative piece and as a documentary record.

David Forgacs is Professor of Italian at University College of London.
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Fornazzari, Alessandro. Speculative Fictions: Chilean Culture, Economics, and the
Neoliberal Transition. Pittsburgh. 2013. University of Pittsburgh Press. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822962335. 158 pages. paperback. Cover art
and design by Ann Walston. Inventory # 40594. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Speculative Fictions views the Chilean neoliberal 
transition as reflected in cultural production from the postdictatorship era of the 
1970s to the present. To Alessandro Fornazzari, the move to market capitalism 
effectively blurred the lines between economics and aesthetics, perhaps nowhere 
more evidently than in Chile. Through exemplary works of film, literature, the visual 
arts, testimonials, and cultural theory, Fornazzari reveals the influence of economics
over nearly every aspect of culture and society. Citing Karl Marx, Michel Foucault, 
Walter Benjamin, Willy Thayer, Milton Friedman, and others, Fornazzari forms the 
theoretical basis for his neoliberal transitional discourse as a logical progression of 
capitalism. Fornazzari identifies Casa de campo, José Donoso's allegory of the 
military coup of 1973 and the ensuing monetary crisis, as a harbinger of transitional 
texts, challenging them to explore new forms of abstraction. Those forms are 
explored in the novels Oir su voz by Arturo Fontaine and Mano de obra by Diamela
Eltit, where Fornazzari examines divergent views of workers in the form of neoliberal
human capital or post-Fordist immaterial labor. In documentaries by Patricio 
Guzmán and Silvio Caiozzi, he juxtaposes depictions of mass mobilization and 
protest to the mass marketing of individual memory and loss, claiming they serve as
symbols of the polarities of dictatorship and neoliberalism. Fornazzari then relates 
the subsuming of the individual under both fascism and neoliberalism by recalling 
the iconic imbunche (a mutilated figure whose orifices have been sewn closed) in 
works by Donoso and the visual artist Catalina Parra. He continues the theme of 
subsumption in his discussion of the obliteration of the divide between physical labor
and intellectualism under neoliberalism, as evidenced in the detective novel A la 
sombra del dinero by Ramón Díaz Eterovic. In these examples and others, 
Fornazzari presents a firmly grounded theoretical analysis that will appeal to Latin 
Americanists in general and to those interested in the intersection of economics and
culture.
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Forrest, Leon. Relocations of the Spirit. Wakefield. 1993. Asphodel Press. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1559210680. 397 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
26288. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this collection's opening autobiographical essay 
entitled 'In the Light of Likeness - Transformed,' Leon Forrest tells us that he came 
from a lower-middle-class Negro household on the South Side of Chicago. My father
was a bartender on the Santa Fe Railroad and Daddy would read to me and my 
mother when he was at home. My mother read to me constantly. My great-
grandmother lived with us until I was ten, and I used to read the Bible to her, mainly 
the Old Testament.' Leon Forrest's lifetime love of words shines forth in the essays,
articles, and book reviews that comprise this volume. We share his fine-tuned, 
careful perceptions in essays on the moment of epiphany in the black Baptist 
church, on Michael Jordan, on Toni Morrison's novel, Sula, on William Faulkner, on
Billie Holiday, on the sculptor Richard Hunt, among many others. Book reviews 
address James Baldwin's Just Above My Head, Joyce Carol Oates' Son of the 
Morning, Rita Mae Brown's Six on One, and The Book of Sand by Jorge Luis 
Borges. In each, we learn something new, about literature, about life, about 
ourselves. The pieces in Relocation of the Spirit traverse twenty years in American 
culture. Leon Forrest was there as witness - and we are wiser for his observations.

Leon Richard Forrest (January 8, 1937 – November 6, 1997) was an African 
American novelist. His novels concerned mythology, history, and Chicago. In 1969,
he began working for Muhammad Speaks, a Nation of Islam newspaper. Forrest 
would become the last non-Muslim editor of the paper. His first novel, THERE IS A 
TREE MORE ANCIENT THAN EDEN, was published in 1973, and included an 
introduction from Ralph Ellison. Nobel Prize Laureate Toni Morrison served as 
publisher's editor for THERE IS A TREE MORE ANCIENT THAN EDEN, and his 
next two novels THE BLOODWORTH ORPHANS, and TWO WINGS TO VEIL MY 
FACE. These three novels were known as the Forest County Trilogy.
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Forrest, Leon. The Bloodworth Orphans. New York. 1977. Random House. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. Remainder Mark. 0394499115. 387
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 3436. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE BLOODWORTH ORPHANS is a big juicy novel 
about the lives and interconnected relationships of the bastards and orphans - both
black and white—sired by members of a slave-owning family named Bloodworth. 
We are introduced to the Bloodworth line of orphans by Rachel Carpenter (Flowers),
also known as Mother-Witness, church mother of River Rock of Eden. Toward this 
blind, righteous prophetess (part of whose mission is the care and instruction of 
orphans) gravitate Regal Pettibone—a foundling whom she adopts and who grows 
into a fascinating ‘street man’ —and La Donna Scales, a refugee from a Catholic 
convent. They fall in love, these two, before they discover they are brother and sister
and before their half brother, Otis Thigpen (another Bloodworth Orphan), can turn 
his rage on them. But the Bloodworth line is tortuous. It has spawned young white 
girls who are raped by their own brothers, Rachel's own illegitimate sons: Industrious
and Carl-Rae; gamblers, doctors, prostitutes, journalists—all of whose lives touch. 
Bound by the past, they are hamstrung by destiny. Viewed through the perceptive 
vision of Nathaniel Witherspoon—this is a driven story that builds, climbs and 
tunnels through many lives: a Muslim leader afraid for his life; a blind musician 
housed in an asylum; a Victorian Negro lady in love with her dead brother; a 350-
pound diabetic swathed in diapers; and midwives who write thousand-page records
of the passion-ridden Bloodworth Orphans.

Leon Richard Forrest (January 8, 1937 – November 6, 1997) was an African 
American novelist. His novels concerned mythology, history, and Chicago. In 1969,
he began working for Muhammad Speaks, a Nation of Islam newspaper. Forrest 
would become the last non-Muslim editor of the paper. His first novel, THERE IS A 
TREE MORE ANCIENT THAN EDEN, was published in 1973, and included an 
introduction from Ralph Ellison. Nobel Prize Laureate Toni Morrison served as 
publisher's editor for THERE IS A TREE MORE ANCIENT THAN EDEN, and his 
next two novels THE BLOODWORTH ORPHANS, and TWO WINGS TO VEIL MY 
FACE. These three novels were known as the Forest County Trilogy.
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Forrest, Leon. Two Wings To Veil My Face. New York. 1984. Random House. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. Remainder Mark On Top Edge. 0394529650. 296
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 24063. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In TWO WINGS TO VEIL MY FACE (1983) an ex-slave 
tells her life story to her great-grandson, in the process changing his life. A tale of 
wonder, suspense, woe and grudge-holding. Ninety-one-year-old Sweetie Reed 
recounts her passage from slavery to freedom to her vain twenty-one-year-old 
grandson, and now forced to confront herself in the darkness of her final years, and 
increasingly dependent on her grandson, she now faces the choice of abandoning 
her self-righteousness, or else perishing both intellectually and spiritually.

Leon Richard Forrest (January 8, 1937 – November 6, 1997) was an African 
American novelist. His novels concerned mythology, history, and Chicago. In 1969,
he began working for Muhammad Speaks, a Nation of Islam newspaper. Forrest 
would become the last non-Muslim editor of the paper. His first novel, THERE IS A 
TREE MORE ANCIENT THAN EDEN, was published in 1973, and included an 
introduction from Ralph Ellison. Nobel Prize Laureate Toni Morrison served as 
publisher's editor for THERE IS A TREE MORE ANCIENT THAN EDEN, and his 
next two novels THE BLOODWORTH ORPHANS, and TWO WINGS TO VEIL MY 
FACE. These three novels were known as the Forest County Trilogy.
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Forster, E. M. Albergo Empedocle & Other Writings. New York. 1971. Liveright. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0871405407. 273 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Betty Binns. Inventory # 18349. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Unpublished short stories and essays published 
posthumously. Contains 36 short pieces in all, including the early title short story, 
plus 12 humorous pieces from Forster's Cambridge years.

Edward Morgan Forster OM, CH (1 January 1879 – 7 June 1970) was an English 
novelist, short story writer, essayist and librettist. He is known best for his ironic and
well-plotted novels examining class difference and hypocrisy in early 20th-century 
British society. Forster's humanistic impulse toward understanding and sympathy 
may be aptly summed up in the epigraph to his 1910 novel Howards End: ‘Only 
connect … ’. His 1908 novel, A Room with a View, is his most optimistic work, while
A Passage to India (1924) brought him his greatest success.
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Forster, E. M. Howards End. New York. 1980. Penguin Books. Reprinted Penguin 
Modern Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0140003118. 
Introduction and notes by Oliver Stallybrass. 352 pages. paperback. The cover 
shows a detail from ‘Interior’ by Edward Le Bas. Inventory # 14765. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - On its publication in 1910 HOWARDS END was instantly
and widely recognized as a classic. ‘The word Forsterian is demanded,’wrote one 
reviewer. Another adjudged its author ‘likely to be one of our glories’, while a third 
considered that ‘if he never writes another line, his niche will be secure’. These 
forecasts have been amply justified. So too, to an unnerving extent, have been 
many of the warnings voiced in HOWARDS END: about the sprawling ‘red rust’ of 
London, about the decay of rooted, rural values, about ‘the shallow makeshift note 
that is so often heard in the modern dwelling-place’, about the supremacy of money,
about the growing tyranny (even then) of the motor-car. It has thus become more 
relevant than ever as a statement of humane, civilized values, while its subtle 
characterization, its blend of irony and lyricism, its humour, and its wealth of 
unobtrusive symbols, make it one of the great English novels. This edition includes 
Forster’s account of his childhood home (the model for HOWARDS END), and an 
introduction and notes by Oliver Stallybrass.

Edward Morgan Forster (1 January 1879 – 7 June 1970) was an English novelist, 
short story writer, essayist and librettist. He is known best for his ironic and well-
plotted novels examining class difference and hypocrisy in early 20th-century British
society. Forster's humanistic impulse toward understanding and sympathy may be 
aptly summed up in the epigraph to his 1910 novel Howards End: ‘Only connect … ’.
His 1908 novel, A Room with a View, is his most optimistic work, while A Passage to
India (1924) brought him his greatest success.
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Forster, Michael N. Wittgenstein On the Arbitrariness of Grammar. Princeton. 2004.
Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0691113661. 264 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 34921. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - What is the nature of a conceptual scheme? Are there 
alternative conceptual schemes? If so, are some more justifiable or correct than 
others? The later Wittgenstein already addresses these fundamental philosophical 
questions under the general rubric of ‘grammar’ and the question of its 
‘arbitrariness’—and does so with great subtlety. This book explores Wittgenstein’s 
views on these questions. Part I interprets his conception of grammar as a 
generalized (and otherwise modified) version of Kant’s transcendental idealist 
solution to a puzzle about necessity. It also seeks to reconcile Wittgenstein’s 
seemingly inconsistent answers to the question of whether or not grammar is 
arbitrary by showing that he believed grammar to be arbitrary in one sense and non-
arbitrary in another. Part II focuses on an especially central and contested feature of
Wittgenstein’s account: a thesis of the diversity of grammars. The author discusses 
this thesis in connection with the nature of formal logic, the limits of language, and 
the conditions of semantic understanding or access. Strongly argued and clearly 
written, this book will appeal not only to philosophers but also to students of the 
human sciences, for whom Wittgenstein’s work holds great relevance.

Michael N. Forster is Professor of Philosophy and Chairman of the Philosophy 
Department at the University of Chicago.
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Fortunate Eagle, Adam. Alcatraz! Alcatraz!: The Indian Occupation of 1969-1971. 
Berkeley. Heyday Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0930588517. Heyday Books Produced in cooperation with the Golden Gate National
Park Association. 157 pages. paperback. Cover design by Jeannine Gendar. 
Inventory # 40961. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - On November 20, 1969, a group of Native Americans 
landed on Alcatraz Island and claimed it as their own. They stayed for 19 months. 
While the media reported every move and the government fought to stop them, 
families moved in, thousands of supporters visited or sent .supplies, and drums beat
far into the night. After centuries of seeing their land stolen from them, Native 
Americans seized the rocky island and held onto it. Alcatraz became a symbol of 
hope, inspiration, and change for Indian people everywhere. Adam Fortunate Eagle,
one of the leading organizers of the occupation, gives a passionate, humorous, and
personal account of this exciting event that changed Indian history - and American 
history - forever.

Dr. Adam Fortunate Eagle L.H.D. (born Adam Nordwall), hereditary member of the
Red Lake Band of Chippewa Indians, is a Native American activist and was the 
principal organizer of the 1969–71 Occupation of Alcatraz by "Indians of All Tribes."
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Fosler-Lussier, Danielle. Music Divided: Bartok's Legacy in Cold War Culture. 
Berkeley. 2007. University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 9780520249653. 229 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36528. $34.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Music Divided explores how political pressures affected
musical life on both sides of the iron curtain during the early years of the cold war. In
this groundbreaking study, Danielle Fosler-Lussier illuminates the pervasive political
anxieties of the day through particular attention to artistic, music-theoretical, and 
propagandistic responses to the music of Hungary’s most renowned twentieth-
century composer, Béla Bartók. She shows how a tense period of political transition
plagued Bartók’s music and imperiled those who took a stand on its aesthetic value 
in the emerging socialist state. Her fascinating investigation of Bartók’s reception 
outside of Hungary demonstrates that Western composers, too, formulated their 
ideas about musical style under the influence of ever-escalating cold war tensions.
Music Divided surveys Bartók’s role in provoking negative reactions to ‘accessible’
music from Pierre Boulez, Hermann Scherchen, and Theodor Adorno. It considers 
Bartók’s influence on the youthful compositions and thinking of Bruno Maderna and
Karlheinz Stockhausen, and it outlines Bartók’s legacy in the music of the Hungarian
composers András Mihály, Ferenc Szabó, and Endre Szervánszky. These details 
reveal the impact of local and international politics on the selection of music for 
concert and radio programs, on composers’ choices about musical style, on 
government radio propaganda about music, on the development of socialist realism,
and on the use of modernism as an instrument of political action.

Danielle Fosler-Lussier is Assistant Professor of Music at The Ohio State University.
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Foss, Sam Walter. The Song of the Library Staff. Berkeley. 1965. Peacock Press. 
1st of this New Edition. Edition limited to 1,000 copies. Very Good in Wrappers 
Showing Some Slight Stain Marking At the Top of the Rear Wrappers. Illustrated by
Merle Johnson. With a Note about the author and the illustrator by John David 
Marshall. 16 pages. paperback. Inventory # 39201. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - 5 poems written by noted Librarian of at Somerville 
Maine around the turn of the century. Originally published in 1906. Each 
accompanied by Merle Johnson's charming black and white illustrations.

Sam Walter Foss (June 19, 1858 – February 26, 1911) was an American librarian 
and poet whose works included The House by the Side of the Road and The 
Coming American. Birthplace of Sam Foss in Candia, New Hampshire: the original 
"House by the Side of the Road"
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Fossier, Robert. The Axe and the Oath: Ordinary Life in the Middle Ages. Princeton.
2010. Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
9780691143125. 384 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37768. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A SWEEPING ACCOUNT OF WHAT MEDIEVAL LIFE 
WAS LIKE FOR ORDINARY PEOPLE. Translated by Lydia G. Cochrane In The Axe
and the Oath, one of the world’s leading medieval historians presents a compelling 
picture of daily life in the Middle Ages as it was experienced by ordinary people. 
Writing for general readers, Robert Fossier vividly describes how these vulnerable 
people confronted life, from birth to death, including childhood, marriage, work, sex, 
food, illness, religion, and the natural world. While most histories of the period focus
on the ideas and actions of the few who wielded power and stress how different 
medieval people were from us, Fossier concentrates on the other nine-tenths of 
humanity in the period and concludes that ‘medieval man is us.’ Drawing on a broad
range of evidence, Fossier describes how medieval men and women encountered, 
coped with, and understood the basic material facts of their lives. We learn how 
people related to agriculture, animals, the weather, the forest, and the sea; how they
used alcohol and drugs; and how they buried their dead. But The Axe and the Oath 
is about much more than simply the material demands of life. We also learn how 
ordinary people experienced the social, cultural, intellectual, and spiritual aspects of
medieval life, from memory and imagination to writing and the Church. The result is
a sweeping new vision of the Middle Ages that will entertain and enlighten readers.

Robert Fossier (4 September 1927 – 25 May 2012) was a French Historian, 
specializing in the Western Middle Ages.
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Fossum, Karin. Black Seconds: An Inspector Sejer Mystery. Orlando. 2008. 
Harcourt Inc. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780151015276. 
Translated from the Norwegian by Charlotte Barslund. 266 pages. hardcover. Jacket
photograph by Allan Davey/Masterfile. Jacket design by John Hamilton Design. 
Inventory # 24902. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A little girl has vanished without a trace. Inspector Sejer
must find her before it’s too late - another gripping novel in Karin Fossum’s 
acclaimed mystery series. Ida Joner gets on her brand-new bike and sets off to buy
sweets. A good-natured, happy girl, she is looking forward to her tenth birthday. 
Thirty-five minutes after Ida should have come home, her mother, Helga, starts to 
worry. She phones the shop and various friends, but no one has seen her daughter.
As the family goes out looking for Ida, Helga’s worst nightmare becomes reality, and
they contact the police. Hundreds of volunteers comb the neighborhood, but there 
are no traces of Ida or her bike. As the relatives reach breaking point and the media
frenzy begins, Inspector Sejer is calm and reassuring. But he finds the case 
puzzling. Usually missing children are found within forty-eight hours. Ida Joner 
seems to have vanished without a trace.

Karin Fossum made her literary debut in Norway in 1974. Her acclaimed Inspector 
Sejer Mysteries have been published in sixteen languages.
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Fossum, Karin. He Who Fears the Wolf: An Inspector Sejer Mystery. Orlando. 2005.
Harcourt. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 
0151010919. Translated from the Norwegian by Felicity David. 271 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket photograph by Mickey Cashew. Inventory # 35568. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The chief suspect is another loner, a schizophrenic 
recently escaped from a mental institution. The only witness is a twelve-year-old 
boy, overweight, obsessed with archery, and a resident at a home for delinquents.
When a demented man robs a nearby bank and accidentally takes the suspect 
hostage, the three misfits are drawn into an uneasy alliance. Shrewdly, patiently, as 
is his way, Inspector Sejer confronts a case where the strangeness of the crime is 
matched only by the strangeness of the criminals, and where small-town prejudices
warp every piece of information he tries to collect. Fossum once again provides 
extraordinary insight into marginalized lives and richly evokes the atmosphere she 
captured so brilliantly in DON’T LOOK BACK.

Karin Fossum made her literary debut in Norway in 1974. Her acclaimed Inspector 
Sejer Mysteries have been published in sixteen languages.
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Fossum, Karin. The Water's Edge: An Inspector Sejer Mystery. Boston/New York. 
2009. Mariner Books/Houghton Mifflin Harcourt. 1st American Paperback Edition. 
Very Good in Wrappers. 9780547336114. Translated from the Norwegian by 
Charlotte Barslund. 227 pages. paperback. Cover design by Christopher Moisan. 
Inventory # 38050. $6.975

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Reinhardt and Kristine Ris, a married couple, are out for
a Sunday walk when they discover the body of a boy and see the figure of a man 
limping away. They alert the police, but not before Reinhardt, to Kristine’s horror, 
kneels down and takes photographs of the dead child with his cell phone. Inspectors
Konrad Sejer and Jacob Skarre begin to make inquiries in the little town of Huseby.
But then another boy disappears, and an explanation seems more remote than ever.
Meanwhilethe Ris’s marriage unravels as Reinhardt becomes obsessed with the 
tragic events and his own part in them. A riveting portrait of a community in turmoil 
from Farin Fossum, Norway’s ‘Queen of Crime.’

Karin Fossum is the author of the internationally successful Inspector Konrad Sejer 
crime series. Her recent honors include a Gumshoe Award and the Los Angeles 
Times Book Prize for mystery/thriller. She lives in a small town in southeastern 
Norway.
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Fossum, Karin. When the Devil Holds the Candle: An Inspector Sejer. Orlando. 
2006. Harcourt. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0151011885. 
Translated from the Norwegian by Felicity David. 259 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
photograph by Scott Sroka. Jacket design by Kelly Eismann. Inventory # 15284. 
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When the theft of a purse from a stroller results in an 
infant's death, two teenagers are in trouble. Unaware of the enormity of their crime,
Zipp and Andreas are intent on committing still another. They follow an elderly 
woman home, and Andreas enters her house with his ever-reliable switchblade. 
Motionless in the dark, Zipp waits for his friend to come out. Inspector Konrad Sejer
and his colleague Jacob Skarre see no connection between the infant's death and 
the reported disappearance of a local delinquent. And so while the confusion in the
world outside mounts, the chilling, heart-stopping truth unfolds inside the old 
woman's home. Unflappable as ever, Sejer digs below the surface of small-town 
tranquility in an effort to understand how and why violence destroys everyday lives.
Another brilliantly observed, precisely rendered psychological mystery from the 
highly acclaimed Karin Fossum.

KARIN FOSSUM is the author of many novels and two collections of short stories. 
Her crime novels featuring Inspector Sejer have been translated into sixteen 
languages. She lives in Oslo.
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Fothergill, Alastair. Planet Earth: As You’ve Never Seen It Before. Berkeley. 2007. 
University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
9780520250543. 312 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 40886. $39.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A visual odyssey that will change the way we see our 
planet, this remarkable book, companion to the acclaimed Discovery Channel/ BBC
series, is an enduring and awe-inspiring record of one of the most ambitious natural
history projects ever undertaken. Using the latest aerial surveillance, state-of-the-art
cameras, and high definition technology, the creators of Planet Earth have 
assembled more than 400 stunning photographs of wondrous natural landscapes 
from around the globe, including incredible footage of the rarely spotted, almost 
mythical creatures that live in these habitats. Many of the images reveal inaccessible
places that few have seen and record animal behavior that has never been filmed or
photographed before. With the help of this highly advanced technology and the 
world's premier wildlife photographers, the book takes us on a spectacular journey 
from the world's greatest rivers and impressive gorges, to its mightiest mountains, 
hidden caves and caverns, and vast deserts. Planet Earth captures breathtaking 
sequences of predators and their prey, lush vistas of forests viewed from the tops of
towering trees, the oceans and their mysterious creatures viewed from beneath the
surface, and much more--in a magnificent adventure that brings unknown wonders 
of the natural world into our living rooms. Copub: BBC Worldwide Americas.

Alastair Fothergill (born 10 April 1960) is a British producer of nature documentaries
for television and cinema. He is the series producer of the series The Blue Planet 
(2001), Planet Earth (2006) and the co-director of the associated feature films Deep
Blue and Earth.
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Foucault, Michel. Aesthetics, Method, and Epistemology: The Essential Works of 
Foucault 1954-1984. New York. 1998. New Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good
in Dustjacket. 1565843290. Edited by Paul Rabinow. Translated from the French by
Robert Hurley & Others. 486 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 25108. $65

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Aesthetics, Method, and Epistemology explores one of 
the lesser known aspects of Foucault's production. This volume surveys the 
philosopher's diverse but sustained address of the historical forms and interplay of 
passion, experience and truth. These selections, most of which have not previously
appeared in English translation, are a testament to the extraordinary range of 
Foucault's insight. They include commentaries on the work of de Sade, Rousseau,
Marx, Freud, Roussel, and Bouletz. They also include some of Foucault's most 
trenchant reflections o the historical constitution and the historical diagnostics of 
both the aesthetic and the critical imagination, providing unique insight into the 
development of Foucault's original and exemplary philosophical program.

Michel Foucault (born Paul-Michel Foucault) (15 October 1926 – 25 June 1984) was
a French philosopher, historian of ideas, social theorist, philologist and literary critic.
His theories addressed the relationship between power and knowledge, and how 
they are used as a form of social control through societal institutions.
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Foucault, Michel. Ethics-Subjectivity and Truth: The Essential Works of Foucault 
1954-1984,Vol.1. New York. 1997. New Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 1565843525. Edited by Paul Rabinow. Translated from the French by 
Robert Hurley & Others. 334 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 23617. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Few philosophers have had as strong an influence on the
twentieth century as Michel Foucault. In 1994, ten years after his death, his French 
publisher, Gallimard, issued 'Dits et ecrits,' the first complete collection of all 
Foucault's publications outside his monographs. Now 'The New Press' brings the 
most important work from 'Dits et ecrits' to English-speaking readers in a definitive 
three-volume series edited by Paul Rabinow. This first volume contains the famous 
course summaries Foucault submitted to the College de France each year from 
1970 and 1982. These writings provide a lucid and accessible of Foucault's work in
progress during this time, including his groundbreaking analyses of penal 
institutions, psychiatry, 'biopolitics,' and the modern subject. A second section 
contains interviews, along with Foucault's key writings on ethics, including some of 
the riskiest and most personal writing of Foucault's career. The first in a three-
volume series of works by the French philosopher Michel Foucault (The Order of 
Things; The History of Sexuality), who died in 1984, Ethics: Subjectivity and 
Truth/Vol. I, The Essential Works of Michel Foucault (1954-1984), includes essays, 
lectures and interviews that address individuality, sexuality, psychiatry and politics.
Of special interest are course summaries Foucault delivered to the College of 
France, published in English for the first time.

Michel Foucault (born Paul-Michel Foucault) (15 October 1926 – 25 June 1984) was
a French philosopher, historian of ideas, social theorist, philologist and literary critic.
His theories addressed the relationship between power and knowledge, and how 
they are used as a form of social control through societal institutions.
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Foucault, Michel. This Is Not a Pipe, 25th Anniversary Edition. Berkeley. 2008. 
University Of California Press. 1st Printing of this New Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 9780520236943. 30 b/w illustrations, 3 line drawings. 104 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 35917. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - What does it mean to write ‘This is not a pipe’ across a 
bluntly literal painting of a pipe? René Magritte’s famous canvas provides the 
starting point for a delightful homage by French philosopher and historian Michel 
Foucault. Much better known for his incisive and mordant explorations of power and
social exclusion, Foucault here assumes a more playful stance. By exploring the 
nuances and ambiguities of Magritte’s visual critique of language, he finds the 
painter less removed than previously thought from the pioneers of modern 
abstraction. One of the most important theorists of the twentieth century, Michel 
Foucault’s (1926-1984) many influential books include Discipline and Punish, The 
Archeology of Knowledge, The History of Sexuality, and The Discourse on 
Language.

Michel Foucault (born Paul-Michel Foucault) (15 October 1926 – 25 June 1984) was
a French philosopher, historian of ideas, social theorist, philologist and literary critic.
His theories addressed the relationship between power and knowledge, and how 
they are used as a form of social control through societal institutions.
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Fox, James M. The Inconvenient Bride: A John & Suzy Marshall Mystery. New York.
1948. Dell Publishing Company. Dell Paperback Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers. 
192 pages. paperback. 463. Cover art by Robert Stanley. Inventory # 37089. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - John and Suzy Marshall. a missing husband. gangsters.
blackmail. a cute blonde. Amour and arson in Los Angeles. Marijuana mixup in the 
case of THE INCONVENIENT BRIDE.

James M. Fox (1908-1989) was Dutch by birth - his original name was Johannes 
Willem Mathijs Knipscheer. He was a lawyer who settled in Los Angeles after World
War Two. He is known primarily as the writer of the hard-boiled Johnny and Suzy 
Marshall series.
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Fox, Laurie. My Sister From the Black Lagoon: A Novel of My Life. New York. 1998.
Simon & Schuster. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684847450. 336 pages. 
hardcover. Inscribed by the Author. Jacket design by Eric Fuentecilla. Inventory # 
25737. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘I was born into a mentally ill family. My sister was the 
officially crazy one, but really we were all nuts.’ So begins My Sister from the Black 
Lagoon, Laurie Fox’s novel of growing up absurd. Lorna Person’s tale is wrested 
from the shadows cast by her sister, Lonnie, whose rages command the full 
attention of her mother, a Rita Hayworth lookalike, and her father, a television 
network accountant full of Jackie Gleason bluster. Their San Fernando Valley 
household is off-key and out-of-kilter, a place where Lonnie sees evil in the morning
toast and runs into the Burbank hills to join the animals that seem more like her kin. 
Imprisoned inside a cuckoo’s nest of a family, Lorna faces the world armed with 
nothing but an unshakable faith in Art - and perhaps the healing power of show 
tunes. As Lorna searches for acceptance in her teen years - buoyed by Shindig! and
Joni Mitchell - she must also disentangle herself from her beloved sister’s wild and
morbid underworld. In high school, Lorna finds her place by not fitting in, finding 
solace and mutual support with a troupe of hippie friends as luminous and wacky as
herself. High school also ushers in the arrival of The Boy and a gift for making 
poems. The imagination that sustained Lorna as a girl now carries her into the 
theater, placing her center stage for the first time in her life, where she finally finds 
the room to come to terms with her sister and parents.

Laurie Fox is the author of Sexy Hieroglyphics and My Sister from the Black Lagoon.
A former bookseller and creative-writing teacher, she has worked in the publishing 
industry for seventeen years. Laurie lives with her husband, author-journalist D. 
Patrick Miller, and her cats, Lewis and Gracie, in Berkeley, California.
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Fradkin, Philip L. and Fradkin, Alex L. The Left Coast: California on the edge. 
Berkeley. 2011. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 9780520255098. Photos by Alex L. Fradkin and Text by Philip L. Fradkin.
77 color illustrations, 1 b/w photograph, 1 map. A Director’s Circle Book. 232 pages.
paperback. Inventory # 37897. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Philip L. Fradkin, one of California’s most acclaimed 
environmental historians, felt drawn to the coast as soon as he arrived in California 
in 1960. His first book, California: The Golden Coast, captured the wonder of the 
shoreline’s natural beauty along with the controversies it engendered. In The Left 
Coast, the author and his photographer son, Alex L. Fradkin, revisit some of the 
same places they explored together in the early 1970s. From their written and visual
approaches, this father-son team brings a unique generational perspective to the 
subject. Mixing history, geography, interviews, personal experiences, and 
photographs, they find a wealth of stories and memorable sights in the multiplicity of
landscapes, defined by them as the Wild, Agricultural, Residential, Tourist, 
Recreational, Industrial, Military, and Political coasts. Alex L. Fradkin’s expressive 
photographs add a layer of meaning, enriching the subject with their distinctive 
eloquence while bringing a visual dimension to his father’s words. In this way, the 
book becomes the story of a close relationship within a probing study of a varied and
contested coastline.

Philip L. Fradkin is the author of eleven books, including The Great Earthquake and
Firestorms of 1906 and Wallace Stegner and the American West, both from UC 
Press. Alex L. Fradkin is a fine art photographer whose work is held in the 
collections of the Art Institute of Chicago, Museum of Contemporary Photography, 
and the Portland Art Museum.
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Fradkin, Philip L. The Seven States of California: A Human & Natural History. New 
York. 1995. Henry Holt. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0805019472. 474 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Russell Gordon. Inventory # 21679. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In THE SEVEN STATES OF CALIFORNIA, Philip 
Fradkin divides California into seven distinct ecological and cultural provinces - from
the hot deserts and high peaks that mirror the Southwest and the Rockies to the rain
forests, the farmlands that feed a nation, the Maine-like rocky coast, the sandy 
beaches, and the cold steppes. From each he selects one emblematic feature - a 
chain of dry lakes, and ocean inlet, an earthquake fault, a river - upon which to hang
a series of linked stories about natural objects and human characters as dissimilar 
as Native Americans and ranchers, missile scientists and dam builders, movie 
actors and real estate developers.

Philip L. Fradkin (February 28, 1935 – July 8, 2012) was an American 
environmentalist historian, journalist, and author. Fradkin authored books ranging 
from Alaska, California, and Nevada, with topics ranging from water conservation, 
earthquakes, and nuclear weapons. Born in Manhattan, Fradkin grew up in 
Montclair, New Jersey and attended Montclair Kimberley Academy, graduating in 
the class of 1953. In 1964, Fradkin began working for the Los Angeles Times, and 
the following year was part of the metropolitan staff awarded a Pulitzer Prize for its 
work on the 1965 Watts riots. In 2005, Fradkin was given the California Award by 
the Commonwealth Club of California. He commented on controversial issues such
as plagiarism allegations towards Wallace Stegner's Pulitzer Prize-winning novel, 
Angle of Repose, based on the letters of the American Old West author Mary 
Hallock Foote.
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Frame, Janet. Snowman Snowman. New York. 1963. George Braziller. 1st 
American Printing. Very Good.No Dustjacket. 182 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
33896. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The fables and fantasies In SNOWMAN SNOWMAN, 
‘written In a torrential poetic prose’ (The New York Times), read like dreams, 
nightmares, and fairy tales, and are often Imbued with a sense of moral 
consciousness. There is tale of two sheep engaged in conversation en route to the 
slaughterhouse. In ‘Solutions,’ a man cuts off his body to free his mind. Frame offers
brilliant insights into generally sup-pressed aspects of the human condition.

Janet Paterson Frame (28 August 1924 - 29 January 2004) was a New Zealand 
author. She wrote eleven novels, four collections of short stories, a book of poetry, 
an edition of juvenile fiction, and three volumes of autobiography during her lifetime.
Since her death, a twelfth novel, a second volume of poetry, and a handful of short 
stories have been released. Frame was known for her dramatic personal history as
well as her writing. She was scheduled for a lobotomy that was cancelled when her 
first book was awarded a national literary prize. Some of these experiences featured
in her work, such as her autobiographical trilogy, and also in director Jane 
Campion's popular film adaptation of the texts. Frame was described by scholar 
Simone Oettli as a writer who simultaneously sought fame and anonymity, Frame 
eschewed the dominant New Zealand literary realism of the post-war era, combining
prose, poetry, and modernist elements with a magical realist style, winning many 
literary prizes despite mixed critical and public reception.keywords

Literature New Zealand
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Frame, Janet. The Adaptable Man. New York. 1965. George Braziller. 1st American
Printing. Bookplate in Front, Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. hardcover. 
Inventory # 3455. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The New York Times Book Review called it ‘an original 
novel, comic, intense and stylish, from one of the best writers around.’ Beneath the 
seemingly tranquil surface of an old English village lie murder, incest, and mystery.
Alwyn Maude, a handsome young man, commits murder for no particular reason 
other than to kill. The senselessness of Alwyn's crime is contrasted with the 
antiquated ways of his father and uncle. The tensions between past and present are
explored, exposing the shortcomings of each.

Janet Paterson Frame (28 August 1924 - 29 January 2004) was a New Zealand 
author. She wrote eleven novels, four collections of short stories, a book of poetry, 
an edition of juvenile fiction, and three volumes of autobiography during her lifetime.
Since her death, a twelfth novel, a second volume of poetry, and a handful of short 
stories have been released. Frame was known for her dramatic personal history as
well as her writing. She was scheduled for a lobotomy that was cancelled when her 
first book was awarded a national literary prize. Some of these experiences featured
in her work, such as her autobiographical trilogy, and also in director Jane 
Campion's popular film adaptation of the texts. Frame was described by scholar 
Simone Oettli as a writer who simultaneously sought fame and anonymity, Frame 
eschewed the dominant New Zealand literary realism of the post-war era, combining
prose, poetry, and modernist elements with a magical realist style, winning many 
literary prizes despite mixed critical and public reception.
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Frame, Janet. The Envoy From Mirror City. Auckland. 1985. Hutchinson & 
Company. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0091616905. Winner Wattie Book 
Of The Year in New Zealand. hardcover. Inventory # 7587. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE ENVOY FROM MIRROR CITY is the third book of 
Janet Frame's three-volume autobiography, described by Michael Holroyd as 'One 
of the greatest autobiographies written this century.' It describes her travels 
overseas and entry into the saving world of writers and the 'Mirror City' that sustains
them. First published in 1985, it won the prestigious Wattie Book of the Year Award.
In the 1980s Frame authored three volumes of autobiography (TO THE IS-LAND, 
AN ANGEL AT MY TABLE and THE ENVOY FROM MIRROR CITY) which 
collectively traced the course of her life to her return to New Zealand in 1963. 
Director Jane Campion and screenwriter Laura Jones adapted the trilogy for 
television broadcast. It was eventually released as an award-winning feature film, 
AN ANGEL AT MY TABLE. Actresses, Kerry Fox, Alexia Keogh and Karen 
Fergusson portrayed the author at various ages. Frame's autobiographies sold 
better than any of her previous publications, and Campion's successful film 
adaptation of the texts, introduced a new generation of readers to her work. These 
successes increasingly pushed Frame into the public eye. Frame said the 
autobiographies let her set the record straight regarding her past and in particular 
her mental status. However, critical and public speculation has continued to focus on
her mental health. In 2007, after Frame's death, The New Zealand Medical Journal 
published an article by a medical specialist who proposed that Frame may have 
registered on what is referred to as the autistic spectrum, a suggestion that was 
disputed by the author's literary executor.

Janet Paterson Frame (28 August 1924 - 29 January 2004) was a New Zealand 
author. She wrote eleven novels, four collections of short stories, a book of poetry, 
an edition of juvenile fiction, and three volumes of autobiography during her lifetime.
Since her death, a twelfth novel, a second volume of poetry, and a handful of short 
stories have been released. Frame was known for her dramatic personal history as
well as her writing.
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Frame, Janet. The Reservoir/Snowman Snowman. New York. 1963. George 
Braziller. 1st American Printing-2 Volumes. Both Are Very Good in Slightly Worn 
Dustjackets & Slipcase. 182 pages + 182 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 3454. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Janet Frame's short stories can be grouped loosely into 
two categories: realistic narratives dealing with childhood or the lives of lonely and 
alienated adults; and symbolic tales that employ fantastic and mythic elements in 
order to explore philosophical ideas and concepts. The fables and fantasies In 
SNOWMAN SNOWMAN, ‘written In a torrential poetic prose’ (The New York Times),
read like dreams, nightmares, and fairy tales, and are often Imbued with a sense of
moral consciousness. There is tale of two sheep engaged in conversation en route 
to the slaughterhouse. In ‘Solutions,’ a man cuts off his body to free his mind. Frame
offers brilliant insights into generally suppressed aspects of the human condition. A 
story of the first type, ‘The Reservoir’ is about a rite of passage from childhood. It 
revolves around the desire of several youths to visit a distant water reservoir that 
has been declared dangerous and off limits by their parents.

Janet Paterson Frame (28 August 1924 - 29 January 2004) was a New Zealand 
author. She wrote eleven novels, four collections of short stories, a book of poetry, 
an edition of juvenile fiction, and three volumes of autobiography during her lifetime.
Since her death, a twelfth novel, a second volume of poetry, and a handful of short 
stories have been released. Frame was known for her dramatic personal history as
well as her writing. She was scheduled for a lobotomy that was cancelled when her 
first book was awarded a national literary prize. Some of these experiences featured
in her work, such as her autobiographical trilogy, and also in director Jane 
Campion's popular film adaptation of the texts. Frame was described by scholar 
Simone Oettli as a writer who simultaneously sought fame and anonymity, Frame 
eschewed the dominant New Zealand literary realism of the post-war era, combining
prose, poetry, and modernist elements with a magical realist style, winning many 
literary prizes despite mixed critical and public reception.
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Franca, Oswaldo Jr. The Long Haul. New York. 1980. Dutton. 1st American Edition.
Penned 'H' On Top Edge, Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 0525148825. 
Translated from the Portuguese by Thomas Colchie. 184 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design (c) by Bob Korn. Inventory # 21025. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Jorge, the captivating hero and narrator of this epic 
journey through the Brazilian interior, is a truckdriver. His boss has ordered him to 
rescue a fleet of trucks stranded on the way to Belo Horizonte. No matter what 
happens, they must arrive in time for an inauguration ceremony, or the boss will be 
in trouble. Jorge discovers that the recently constructed highway to Belo Horizonte is
washed out, the lead driver has quit, and all along the way torrential rains have 
made roads and bridges impassable. But Jorge is not to be discouraged. With 
courage and good humor he leads his fleet of brightly painted trucks along narrow 
back roads, across swollen streams, and through sleepy country towns. What 
emerges from this landscape of gas stations, roadside bars and whorehouses is a 
distinctive fellowship of the road, a fellowship that has inspired novelists as disparate
as de Maupassant and Kerouac. In Jorge, the author has created an unforgettable 
character, at once typically Brazilian and universal. By the time the novel reaches its
climax, with Jorge toying with the idea of getting back at his boss through the boss’s
wife, we have no doubt what Jorge’s decision will be. Through the pages of this 
novel we have hitched a ride with a remarkable human being - and a friend. ‘A 
unique, original novelist, like no one else.’ - Jorge Amado.

OSWALDO FRANCA, JR., was born in Minas Gerais, Brazil, in 1936. He is the 
owner of a fleet of taxis as well as the author of seven novels. THE LONG HAUL 
won Brazil’s most prestigious literary prize when it was published. A bestseller, it is 
now in its fourth edition and is considered a classic. THOMAS COLCHIE most 
recently translated THE KISS OF THE SPIDER WOMAN by Manuel Puig and THE
EX-MAGICIAN AND OTHER STORIES by Murilo Rubião.
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Franca, Oswaldo Jr. The Long Haul. New York. 1980. Dutton. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0525148825. Translated from the Portuguese by Thomas
Colchie. 184 pages. hardcover. Jacket design (c) by Bob Korn. Inventory # 26847. 
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Jorge, the captivating hero and narrator of this epic 
journey through the Brazilian interior, is a truckdriver. His boss has ordered him to 
rescue a fleet of trucks stranded on the way to Belo Horizonte. No matter what 
happens, they must arrive in time for an inauguration ceremony, or the boss will be 
in trouble. Jorge discovers that the recently constructed highway to Belo Horizonte is
washed out, the lead driver has quit, and all along the way torrential rains have 
made roads and bridges impassable. But Jorge is not to be discouraged. With 
courage and good humor he leads his fleet of brightly painted trucks along narrow 
back roads, across swollen streams, and through sleepy country towns. What 
emerges from this landscape of gas stations, roadside bars and whorehouses is a 
distinctive fellowship of the road, a fellowship that has inspired novelists as disparate
as de Maupassant and Kerouac. In Jorge, the author has created an unforgettable 
character, at once typically Brazilian and universal. By the time the novel reaches its
climax, with Jorge toying with the idea of getting back at his boss through the boss’s
wife, we have no doubt what Jorge’s decision will be. Through the pages of this 
novel we have hitched a ride with a remarkable human being - and a friend. ‘A 
unique, original novelist, like no one else.’ - Jorge Amado.

Oswaldo Franca, Junior is among the most acclaimed of the new South American 
authors. Born in Brazil in 1936, he was expelled from its Air Force for refusing to 
participate in the 1964 coup. A succession of odd jobs followed, including the 
truckdriving that provided the background for his first novel, The Long Haul, which 
won the prestigious Walmap award in 1967 Franca’s ten novels and collected short
stories led Jorge Amado to proclaim him ‘a uniquely original novelist, incomparable
among us, the most Brazilian of us all.’
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Franca, Oswaldo Jr. The Man in the Monkey Suit. New York. 1986. Available Press.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0345326822. Translated from the 
Portuguese by Gregory Rabassa. 102 pages. paperback. Cover design by Donald 
E. Munson. Inventory # 26086. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘You can always figure out why something happens; all 
you have to do is take a good long look and give it some thought and you discover 
why. Don’t you think?’ Maybe it wasn’t the best deal. Alfonso had even agreed to 
keep on four incompetent workers, just to pay off what was owed to the health fund,
and avoid trouble. But once the garage was his, he was determined to run it better 
than any of the places he’d worked at before. Nothing was going to stop him from 
making a success of it, not even the stabbing death of a worker. ‘Hard times don’t 
mean a thing. What matters is that you don’t lose heart.’ THE MAN IN THE 
MONKEY SUIT portrays the struggle of a man who will not give up, as he spars with
co-workers and former business partners, the women he could have (and did), the 
one he couldn’t have (but wanted), and finally, the police.

Oswaldo Franca, Junior is among the most acclaimed of the new South American 
authors. Born in Brazil in 1936, he was expelled from its Air Force for refusing to 
participate in the 1964 coup. A succession of odd jobs followed, including the 
truckdriving that provided the background for his first novel, The Long Haul, which 
won the prestigious Walmap award in 1967 Franca’s ten novels and collected short
stories led Jorge Amado to proclaim him ‘a uniquely original novelist, incomparable
among us, the most Brazilian of us all.’keywords
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France, Anatole. The Gods Are A-Thirst. New York. 1942. Heritage Press by 
arrangement with Nonesuch Press, London. Reprinted Edition. Very Good in 
Hardcover. The Authorised translation from the French by Alfred Allinson. With An 
introduction by Andre Maurois. Illustrations by Jean Oberle. 205 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 37558. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Published in 1912, when Anatole France was sixty-eight,
THE GODS ARE A-THIRST is the story of Gamelin, an idealistic young artist 
appointed as a magistrate during the French Revolution. Gamelin's ideals lead him 
to the most monstrous mass murder of his countrymen, and the links between 
Gamelin and his family, his mistress and the humanist Brotteaux are catastrophically
severed. This book recreates the violence and devastation of the Terror with 
breathtaking power, and weaves into it a tale which grips, convinces and profoundly
moves. The perfection of Anatole France's prose style, with its myriad subtle ironies,
is here translated by Frederick Davies with admirable skill and sensitivity. That THE
GODS ARE A-THIRST is Anatole France's masterpiece is beyond doubt. It is also 
one of the most brilliantly polished novels in French literature.

Anatole France (born François-Anatole Thibault, 16 April 1844 – 12 October 1924) 
was a French poet, journalist, and novelist. He was born in Paris, and died in Saint-
Cyr-sur-Loire. He was a successful novelist, with several best-sellers. Ironic and 
skeptical, he was considered in his day the ideal French man of letters. He was a 
member of the Académie française, and won the Nobel Prize for Literature in 
recognition of his literary achievements. France is also widely believed to be the 
model for narrator Marcel's literary idol Bergotte in Marcel Proust's In Search of Lost
Time.
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Francis, Charles M. A Guide to the Mammals of Southeast Asia. Princeton. 2008. 
Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
9780691135519. Illustrated by Priscilla Barrett, Robin Budden, John Cox, Sandra 
Doyle, Brin Edwards, Ray Hutchings, William Oliver, Guy Troughton & Lyn Wells. =.
392 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36265. $55

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Southeast Asia is home to more than 500 mammal 
species. This richly illustrated field guide is the most comprehensive reference to all
mammals currently known to exist in mainland Southeast Asia, including Myanmar,
Thailand, Laos, Vietnam, Cambodia, peninsular Malaysia, and Singapore. Every 
species is covered in full, from elephants and rhinos to dolphins, monkeys, 
carnivores, bats, mice, and shrews. The detailed text describes key identification 
features, ecology, habitat, distribution, and status. Seventy-two high-quality color 
plates depict most of the species covered, and there are distribution maps for easy 
reference. Charles Francis gives practical guidance on how to find and study 
mammals and covers important topics such as conservation. A Guide to the 
Mammals of Southeast Asia is a one-of-a-kind resource for naturalists and 
researchers and ideal for general readers. FEATURES: The most up-to-date and 
complete guide to the mammals of Southeast Asia; Generously illustrated with 72 
full-color plates; Comprehensive text aids identification; Line drawings illustrate 
footprints and technical details; Distribution maps.

Charles M. Francis is a research manager at the Canadian Wildlife Service’s 
National Wildlife Research Centre. He has written numerous research papers on 
Southeast Asian mammals and several books, including A Photographic Guide to 
Mammals of South-East Asia and A Field Guide to the Mammals of Borneo.
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Francis, Dick. Comeback. New York. 1991. Putnam. 1st American Printing. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0399136703. 320 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. 
Inventory # 19794. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - New York Times bestselling Grand Master of Crime 
Fiction. Foreign Office diplomat Peter Darwin uncovers a peculiar operation 
involving a veterinary surgeon and the unexplained deaths of several valuable 
racehorses.

Richard Stanley Francis (31 October 1920 – 14 February 2010) was a British crime
writer, and former steeplechase jockey, whose novels centre on horse racing in 
England. After wartime service in the RAF, Francis became a full-time jump-jockey,
winning over 350 races and becoming champion jockey of the British National Hunt.
He came to further prominence in 1956 as jockey to Queen Elizabeth The Queen 
Mother, riding her horse Devon Loch. It fell when he was close to winning the Grand
National. Francis retired from the turf and became a journalist and novelist. All his 
novels deal with crime in the horse-racing world, with some of the criminals being 
outwardly respectable figures. The stories are narrated by one of the key players, 
often a jockey, but sometimes a trainer, an owner, a bookie, or someone in a 
different profession, peripherally linked to racing. This person is always facing great
obstacles, often including physical injury, from which he must fight back with 
determination. (The most frequently recurring of Francis' protagonists was former 
jockey turned one-armed private investigator Sid Halley.) More than forty of these 
novels became international best-sellers.keywords
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Francis, Dick. Driving Force. New York. 1992. Putnam. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0399137769. 318 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 25057. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It’s life and death neck-and-neck in the stretch in this, 
Dick Francis’s thirty-first horseracing thriller. Young ex-jockey Freddie Croft owns a
profitable fleet of horse vans that convey runners to the course. A man who has few
illusions about racing’s smarmier aspects, Freddie is a stickler for security. But even
he is startled by the violence that erupts when a hard, fast rule is broken: Never pick
up a hitchhiker. In what will be the first of many ironies, the passenger - not the 
driver - turns up dead. And if one corpse is bad for business, what happens next 
could well be fatal: Freddie is swept unknowingly into the vortex of a malign 
conspiracy in which appearances deceive and the cost of being duped is 
murderously high. Tilting at the shifting shadows cast by his elusive adversaries, he
must summon up extraordinary guile and courage to protect his enterprise - and 
save his life. Driving Force is Dick Francis at his most tantalizingly complex and 
dramatically propulsive - the kind of top-drawer suspense no aficionado can resist.

Richard Stanley Francis CBE FRSL (31 October 1920 – 14 February 2010) was a 
British crime writer, and former steeplechase jockey, whose novels centre on horse 
racing in England.
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Francis, Dick. Straight. New York. 1989. Putnam. 1st American Edition. Small Mark
On The Top Corner Of The Front Free Endpaper, Otherwise Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0399134700. 323 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 25058. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - As Derek Franklin, an injured steeplechase jockey, nears
the end of his career, his older brother, Greville, is killed, and he inherits all the 
confusion and danger that lay hidden in his brother’s life. With peril everywhere, 
Derek’s only hope is to identify the enemy. And he must call on all his stamina and 
endurance to make the final, straight run in his brother’s life—without losing his own.

Richard Stanley Francis (31 October 1920 – 14 February 2010) was a British crime
writer, and former steeplechase jockey, whose novels centre on horse racing in 
England. After wartime service in the RAF, Francis became a full-time jump-jockey,
winning over 350 races and becoming champion jockey of the British National Hunt.
He came to further prominence in 1956 as jockey to Queen Elizabeth The Queen 
Mother, riding her horse Devon Loch. It fell when he was close to winning the Grand
National. Francis retired from the turf and became a journalist and novelist. All his 
novels deal with crime in the horse-racing world, with some of the criminals being 
outwardly respectable figures. The stories are narrated by one of the key players, 
often a jockey, but sometimes a trainer, an owner, a bookie, or someone in a 
different profession, peripherally linked to racing. This person is always facing great
obstacles, often including physical injury, from which he must fight back with 
determination. (The most frequently recurring of Francis' protagonists was former 
jockey turned one-armed private investigator Sid Halley.) More than forty of these 
novels became international best-sellers.
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Francis, H. E. The Itinerary of Beggars. Iowa City. 1973. University Of Iowa Press. 
1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0877450390. 278 pages. paperback. Signed by
the Author. Inventory # 11350. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - H. E. Francis is a truly gifted writer who manages, in 
each of his stories, to concentrate with splendor and pathos on a single theme: the 
oneness of all things, the terrifying completion of the individual who contains within 
himself the entirety of life. In each instance some multiple interior existence affirms 
the power and beauty of life and the terrible distances between us. But the important
thing is that Francis has found new ways to generate from ordinary language a 
writing voice at once familiar and yet surprising as well and, in its richness, worthy of
his amazing human vision and limitless compassion. His work is shockingly 
profound. CONTENTS - The frog lady; The woman from Jujuy; The fence; The man
who made people; One of the boys; All the people I never had; The moment of fish;
The deepest chamber; 3; All the carnivals in the world; Don't stay away too long; 
The rate of decomposition in a cold climate; The game; Going west; The transfusion
man; The itinerary of beggars; Where was my life before I died?; Contemplations of
ecstasy on the day of my suicide; Running.

H(erbert) E(dward) Francis (born January 11, 1924 in Bristol, Rhode Island) is a 
scholar, professor and writer. H. E. Francis was Professor Emeritus of English at the
University of Alabama in Huntsville. He has travelled three times as a Fulbright 
professor to Argentina. An author in his own right, he has published five collections 
of stories, some of which have been anthologized in the O. Henry, Best American, 
and Pushcart Prize volumes. Francis studied at the University of Wisconsin and 
earned a master's degree from Brown University. The University of Alabama at 
Huntsville has named its national short fiction prize in his honor.
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Franco, Gina. The Accidental: Poems. Fayetteville. 2019. University of Arkansas 
Press. Uncorrected Galley. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781682261057. CantoMundo
Poetry Series. 100 pages. paperback. Inventory #  44710. $16.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Cascading through each of the poems in Gina Franco's 
The Accidental is a question: What does it mean to be human in a world where the 
soul is exalted but the body brutalized? Franco explores the terrain of the 
borderlands-not just the physical space of the American southwest, but the spaces
where lines are drawn between body and soul, God and self, violence and ecstasy.
Unfolding along these borders in a torrent of deep contemplation, Franco's poems 
bring the reader to the line between accident and choice, delving into the role each 
plays in creating the lives we are born into and in determining how those lives end. A
body caught in a tree after a flood-an accident-calls to mind deliberate violences: 
crucifixion and lynching. Guided, even so, by a stark hopefulness, The Accidental 
makes a character of the soul and traces its pilgrimage from suffering toward 
transcendence. "The soul saw," Franco writes, "that it saw through the wound." This
book tenders a creation myth steeped in existential philosophy and shimmering with
the vernacular of the ecstatic.

Gina Franco is professor of English at Knox College and the author of The 
Keepsake Storm. She is an oblate with the monastic order of the Community of St. 
John in Princeville, Illinois.
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Frank, Joseph. Dostoevsky: The Stir of Liberation, 1860-1865. Princeton. 1986. 
Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn 
Dustjacket. 0691066523. 396 pages. hardcover. Cover: Eric Mustonen. Inventory #
20272. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER -. a narrative of such compelling precision, thoroughness 
and insight as to give the reader a sense not just of acquaintanceship, but of 
complete identification with Dostoevsky, of looking through his eyes and 
understanding with his mind.'--Helen Muchnic, Boston Globe. 'This is unquestionably
the best account we have of Dostoevsky in his time.'--Donald Fanger, The New 
Republic. '. will rightly be considered one of the finest achievements of American 
literary scholarship.'--Ren Wellek, Washington Post.

Joseph Frank (October 6, 1918 – February 27, 2013) was an American literary 
scholar and leading expert on the life and work of Russian novelist Fyodor 
Dostoevsky. Frank's five-volume biography of Dostoevsky is frequently cited among
the major literary biographies of the 20th century. Joseph Frank was born Joseph 
Nathaniel Glassman on the Lower East Side of Manhattan in 1918. His father died 
when he was young, his mother remarried William Frank, and the family moved to 
Brooklyn. Frank attended classes at New York University in the 1930s and the 
University of Wisconsin–Madison in the early 1940s, but never earned a bachelor's 
degree. Frank went to Paris on a Fulbright scholarship in 1950, and in 1952 he was
accepted by the Committee on Social Thought at the University of Chicago, where 
he eventually earned a Ph.D. In 1953, he married mathematician Marguerite Frank.
He taught at the University of Minnesota and Rutgers, and was a professor of 
comparative literature at Princeton from 1966 to 1985. He finished his teaching 
career at Stanford. Frank died of pulmonary failure in 2013.
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Frank, Waldo (editor). Tales From the Argentine. New York. 1930. Farrar & 
Rinehart. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Green Boards. No Dustjacket. 
Illustrations by Mordecai Gorelik. Translated from the Spanish by Anita Brenner. 268
pages. hardcover. Cover: Mordecai Gorelik. Inventory # 27555. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A robust, virile picture of the Argentine in all its 
picaresque and languorous detail. There are ribald love stories, quaint pictures of 
Buenos Aires, the twanging guitars of happy gauchos, wild fighting in the hills, man-
eating tigers in the wilderness, the story of the great Anaconda lifting her coiled body
in the jungle. A fascinating panorama. TALES FROM THE ARGENTINE is the first 
of many books from South America to be published by Farrar & Rinehart under the 
general editorship of Mr. Frank, who is an authority on things Latin-American. He is
a shrewd editor. This fascinating volume is not only emotionally exciting but 
informative and in his Introduction and notes, Mr. Frank gives us a colorful picture of
the Argentine and a background of its history and politics as well as its writing. 
Includes the stories: LAUCHA’S MARRIAGE by Roberto J. Payro; DEATH OF A 
GAUCHO by Leopoldo Lugones; HOLIDAY IN BUENOS AIRES by Lucia V. Lopez;
THE PRIVATE LIFE OF FACUNDO by Domingo F. Sarmiento; THE DEVIL IN 
PAGO CHICO by Roberto J. Payrol ROSAURA by Ricardo Güiraldes; THE 
RETURN OF ANACONDA by Horacio Quiroga.

Waldo David Frank (1889-1967) was a prolific American novelist, historian, political
activist, and literary critic, who wrote extensively for The New Yorker and The New 
Republic during the 1920s and 1930s. Frank is best known for his studies of 
Spanish and Latin American literature and culture and his work is regarded as an 
intellectual bridge between the two continents. A radical political activist during the 
years of the Great Depression, Frank delivered a keynote speech to the first 
congress of the League of American Writers and was the first chair of that 
organization. Frank broke with the Communist Party, USA in 1937 over its treatment
of exiled Soviet leader Leon Trotsky, whom Frank met in Mexico in January of that 
year.
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Franken, Al. Rush Limbaugh is a Big Fat Idiot and Other Observations. New York. 
1996. Delacorte Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0385314744. 273 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 43670. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the grand satirical tradition of Swift, Rabelais, and 
Twain comes. Rush Limbaugh Is a Big Fat Idiot, and Other Observations. a 
scathing--but uncompromisingly fair--look at America's largest talk show host and 
the rest of the Republican right. Penned by the Emmy award-winning Saturday Night
Live writer whom John Podhoretz of the New York Post has called "the man 
responsible for some of the most brilliant political satire of our time," Rush Limbaugh
Is a Big Fat Idiot tackles the issues--and the politicians--in ways few have dared. 
Exploding Medicare Costs: "Why not shoot the elderly into space? Stay with me. 
Because I'm not just thinking about the budget here. I'm talking about science. Just 
think how many more manned space operations NASA could undertake if they didn't
have to worry about getting the astronauts back." Crime: "I have a radical gun-
buyback idea that I guarantee would be a huge success. Here's how it works: hand 
in a gun, get a free vial of crack." Newt Gingrich: "Many of us, like Newt, have 
acknowledged smoking dope and reading Toffler in the early 70s. But after reading 
his book, I think Newt's dirty little secret is that he smoked dope and watched The 
Jetsons." Phil Gramm: "If you get beyond the fact the Gramm is ugly, mean, 
hypocritical, has a boob fetish, and drives his wife like a mule, he does have a 
certain folksy charm." On the subject of Rush Limbaugh, Franken lets the facts 
speak for themselves. Listen to Rush, the "rugged individualist" and enemy of 
government handouts, explain how his second wife made him stop sitting around the
house eating just food and go file for unemployment insurance. And learn all of 
Rush's several explanations for how he avoided the draft. Of course, when it comes
to draft-dodging Republicans, Rush isn't alone. Reading Al's Vietnam short story, 
"Operation Chickenhawk," you'll savor the exploits of Privates Limbaugh, Gramm, 
Quayle, Buchanan, Gingrich, and George Will as Lieutenant Oliver North leads them
kicking and screaming into combat. And don't miss Al's informative discussion with 
the man who has "the easiest job in America": Rush Limbaugh's fact-checker. And
much, much more.
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Franken, Al. Why Not Me?: The Inside Story of the Making & Unmaking of the 
Franken Presid. New York. 1999. Delacorte Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 038531809x. 289 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 26232. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The chronicle that will forever change the way we view 
the man and the office. .the dramatic rise and fall of Al Franken, who would beome 
the first Jewish president of the United States. Franken began his unique American 
journey in the small town of Christhaven, Minnesota, the self-described 'son of the 
son of immigrants and the son of a daughter of a son and daughter of immigrants.' 
Follow the Franken campaign from its infancy as the candidate pledges 'to walk the
state of New Hampshire, diagonally and then from side to side.' As he candidly 
admits 'causing pain in his marriage,' then boldly refuses to dignify any questions 
from the media regarding past, present, or future sexual behavior. Go behind the 
scenes and meet Team Franken, the candidate's brain trust. Including brother and 
deputy campaign manager Otto, a recovering sex addict and alcoholic. Campaign 
manager Norm Ornstein, the think-tank policy wonk who masterminds the single-
issue (ATM fees) campaign. Media consultant Dick Morris, who exploits the 
shocking millennium bug-induced 'ATM meltdown' by building an ad campaign 
around a diabetic woman who loses her right foot after computers erase all her ATM
deposits. And former Grizzly Adams star Dan Haggerty.

Alan Stuart Franken (born May 21, 1951) is an American comedian, writer, 
producer, author, and politician who served as a United States Senator from 
Minnesota from 2009 to 2018.keywords
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Frankenberg, Ruth. The Social Construction of Whiteness: White Women, Race 
Matters. Minneapolis. 1993. University of Minnesota Press. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Wrappers. 0816622582. 289 pages. paperback. Inventory # 40708. 
$30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Traditional debates concerning racially hierarchical 
societies have tended to focus on the experience of being black. White Women, 
Race Matters breaks with this tradition by focusing on the particular experiences of
white women in a racially hierarchical society. By considering the ways in which their
experience not only contributes to but challenges the reproduction of racism, the 
work offers a rigorous examination of existing methodologies, practices and 
assumptions concerning racism and gender relations. Supported by extracts from in-
depth life history interviews, White Women, Race Matters provides valuable course
material.

Ruth Alice Emma Frankenberg (17 September 1957 in Cardiff, Wales—22 April 
2007 in Bangalore, India) was a British–American sociologist and feminist, known for
her pioneering work in the field of whiteness studies. Ruth Frankenberg was the 
daughter of Ronald Frankenberg (1929–2015), who was also an anthropologist and
Alison Sherratt. Her partner Lata Mani is also an anthropologist. She is the author of
White Women, Race Matters: The Social Construction of Whiteness. Born in Wales,
she was educated in Cambridge and at the University of California at Santa Cruz.
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Frankfurt, Harry G. On Bullshit. Princeton. 2005. Princeton University Press. 
Reprinted Edition. Very Good in Hardcover. No Dustjacket As Issued. 
9780691122946. 80 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 41930. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER. One of the 
most salient features of our culture is that there is so much bullshit. Everyone knows
this. Each of us contributes his share. But we tend to take the situation for granted.
Most people are rather confident of their ability to recognize bullshit and to avoid 
being taken in by it. So the phenomenon has not aroused much deliberate concern.
We have no clear understanding of what bullshit is, why there is so much of it, or 
what functions it serves. And we lack a conscientiously developed appreciation of 
what it means to us. In other words, as Harry Frankfurt writes, ‘we have no theory.’ 
Frankfurt, one of the world's most influential moral philosophers, attempts to build 
such a theory here. With his characteristic combination of philosophical acuity, 
psychological insight, and wry humor, Frankfurt proceeds by exploring how bullshit 
and the related concept of humbug are distinct from lying. He argues that bullshitters
misrepresent themselves to their audience not as liars do, that is, by deliberately 
making false claims about what is true. In fact, bullshit need not be untrue at all. 
Rather, bullshitters seek to convey a certain impression of themselves without being
concerned about whether anything at all is true. They quietly change the rules 
governing their end of the conversation so that claims about truth and falsity are 
irrelevant. Frankfurt concludes that although bullshit can take many innocent forms,
excessive indulgence in it can eventually undermine the practitioner's capacity to tell
the truth in a way that lying does not. Liars at least acknowledge that it matters what
is true. By virtue of this, Frankfurt writes, bullshit is a greater enemy of the truth than
lies are.

Harry Gordon Frankfurt (born May 29, 1929) is an American philosopher. He is 
professor emeritus of philosophy at Princeton University and has previously taught 
at Yale University and Rockefeller University.
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Franklin, Tom. Poachers. New York. 1999. Morrow. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0688167403. 1st Novel. 208 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. 
Inventory # 26843. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In ten stunning and bleak tales set in the woodlands, 
swamps and chemical plants along the Alabama River, Tom Franklin stakes his 
claim as a fresh, original Southern voice. His lyric, deceptively simple prose conjures
a world where the default setting is violence, a world of hunting and fishing, 
gambling and losing, drinking and poaching-a world most of us have never seen. In 
the chilling title novella (selected for the anthologies New Stories from the South: 
The Year's Best, 1999 and Best Mystery Stories of the Century), three wild boys 
confront a mythic game warden as mysterious and deadly as the river they haunt. 
And, as a weathered, hand-painted sign reads: 'Jesus is not coming.' This terrain 
isn't pretty, isn't for the weak of heart, but in these deperate, lost people, Franklin 
somehow finds the moments of grace that make them what they so abundantly are:
human.

Thomas Gerald Franklin (born July 7, 1963) is an American writer originally from 
Dickinson, Alabama, United States, "a town of around 500 people in south central 
Alabama, near Monroeville, home of "To Kill a Mockingbird" author Harper Lee".
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Franzen, Jonathan. The Corrections. New York. 2001. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374129983. 568 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Lynn Buckley. Inventory # 30703. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Enid Lambert is terribly, terribly anxious. Although she 
would never admit it to her neighbors or her three grown children, her husband, 
Alfred, is losing his grip on reality. Maybe it’s the medication that Alfred takes for his
Parkinson’s disease, or maybe it’s his negative attitude, but he spends his days 
brooding in the basement and committing shadowy, unspeakable acts. More and 
more often, he doesn’t seem to understand a word Enid says. Trouble is also 
brewing in the lives of Enid’s children. Her older son, Gary, a banker in Philadelphia,
has turned cruel and materialistic and is trying to force his parents out of their old 
house and into a tiny apartment. The middle child, Chip, has suddenly and for no 
good reason quit his exciting job as a professor at D------College and moved to New
York City, where he seems to be pursuing a ‘transgressive’ lifestyle and writing 
some sort of screenplay. Meanwhile the baby of the family, Denise, has escaped her
disastrous marriage only to pour her youth and beauty down the drain of an affair 
with a married man—or so Gary hints. Enid, who loves to have fun, can still look 
forward to a final family Christmas and to the ten-day Nordic Pleasurelines Luxury 
Fall Color Cruise that she and Alfred are about to embark on. But even these few 
remaining joys are threatened by her husband’s growing confusion and 
unsteadiness. As Alfred enters his final decline, the Lamberts must face the failures,
secrets, and long-buried hurts that haunt them as a family if they are to make the 
corrections that each desperately needs.

Jonathan Earl Franzen (born August 17, 1959) is an American novelist and essayist.
His 2001 novel, The Corrections, a sprawling, satirical family drama, drew 
widespread critical acclaim, earned Franzen a National Book Award, was a Pulitzer
Prize for Fiction finalist, earned a James Tait Black Memorial Prize and was 
shortlisted for the International IMPAC Dublin Literary Award.
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Fraser, Ronald. In Hiding: The Life of Manuel Cortes. New York. 1972. Pantheon 
Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394479416. 238 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 3473. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The moving chronicle of a man’s incredible, generation-
long concealment, IN HIDING is the story of Manuel Cortes, the mayor of a village 
near Malaga before its fall to Franco’s forces during the Spanish Civil War. In 1969, 
following an amnesty declaration by the government, the mayor came out of hiding
—thirty years’ incarceration in his own home, time often passed literally in nooks and
crannies of a wall. On one level this is the simple and dramatic story of his and his 
wife’s and daughter’s everyday toil to earn their livelihood, to keep up the outward 
appearance of normal lives, to withstand searches, interrogations, fire and sickness
without giving away their mortal secret. As such it is a testimony to man’s infinite 
resourcefulness and capacity for survival. On a second level, this is a rousing 
account by an exceptional man of sixty years of Spanish history that touched his life,
a knowing and humane depiction of the social and human texture of village life and 
politics that formed the bedrock of agrarian Spain.

Ronald Angus Fraser (9 December 1930 – 10 February 2012) was a British historian
noted for his oral histories and in particular for Blood of Spain, his oral history of the
Spanish Civil War.
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Fraser, Ronald. Tajos: The Story of a Village on the Costa del Sol. New York. 1973.
Pantheon Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 
0394480023. 285 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph: Peter Keen. Inventory # 
3474. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Each year several hundred thousand American tourists 
descend on southern Spain’s Costa del Sol to enjoy the bustle of its Mediterranean 
resorts and picturesque mountain villages. Tourism suddenly burst upon the land 
and people of this region in the late 1950s, snatching them almost overnight from a 
seemingly timeless rural culture and subsistence economy. Before 1900 this had 
been a prosperous vine-growing region. Ruined by phylloxera, it came to witness 
despair, flight from the land, civil war, repression and continuing poverty. Then 
suddenly tourism sparked a transformation of staggering dimensions unrivaled even
by the turmoil of the Civil War. Ronald Fraser has set out to capture this saga 
through the voices of the inhabitants of Tajos. Some sixty men and women – 
laborers, landowners and officials, shopgirls, bartenders, and resident foreigners – 
speak of their lives and aspirations throughout this century. Ronald Fraser has 
skillfully woven their accounts into a richly human book.

Ronald Angus Fraser (9 December 1930 – 10 February 2012) was a British historian
noted for his oral histories and in particular for Blood of Spain, his oral history of the
Spanish Civil War.
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Frayling, Christopher. Things To Come. London. 1995. British Film Institute. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0851704808. 96 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 34813. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The release of Things to Come in 1936 was one of the 
key moments in the history of Science Fiction in the cinema. The film was the 
brainchild of H. G. Wells, whose worldwide reputation as a thinker had persuaded its
producer, Alexander Korda, to offer him a contract giving him virtually total control 
over the project. Korda drafted in a dazzling array of talents to render into pictures 
Wells’s ideas of the future a hundred years hence. His brother, Vincent Korda, a 
distinguished painter, was employed as art director, and the Bauhaus artist Laszlo 
Moholy-Nagy contributed ideas for futuristic sets. As director, Korda hired William 
Cameron Menzies, who had practically invented the profession of Hollywood art 
director through his work with Douglas Fairbanks on The Thief of Baghdad and 
Rudolf Valentino on Son of the Sheik, and whose career would climax with Gone 
With the WInd. The result was a landmark in cinematic design. Christopher Frayling
shows, with a wealth of illustrations, how the boldness and brilliance of the sets and
costumes mark out Things to Come as British cinema’s greatest contribution to the 
science fiction genre, amply justifying his judgement that ‘Things to Come is to 
modernism as Blade Runner is to post-modernism.’.

Sir Christopher John Frayling (born 25 December 1946) is a British educationalist 
and writer, known for his study of popular culture.
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Frayn, Michael. A Very Private Life. New York. 1968. Viking Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 132 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Jules Maidoff. Inventory # 27330. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Admirers of Michael Frayn have come to know that 
except in regard to quality he is wholly and refreshingly unpredictable. The reader of
his hypnotic little book will be in no doubt whatsoever from the sixth word on that he 
is in the hands of a literary master-sorcerer: ‘Once upon a time there will be a little 
girl called Uncumber.’ Frayn’s unforgettable heroine lives at a time in the distant 
future when all humanity is divided in two, ‘Some people are on the inside, some are
on the outside, That’s just the way the world is, Cumby,’ explains her father, Aelfric.
Of course it is the insiders who are privileged, with their every single need catered to
by somatic drugs, three-dimensional holovision, piped sustenance-in short, 
everything, including an increasingly prolonged life, As for the outsiders, they can 
just grub along as best they can, except when needed to help sustain the inhabitants
of the windowless houses. Unbelievably, however, all this is not enough for 
Uncumber, for she is haunted by a restless and inquisitive spirit, driven by an Angst
as she grows up, that refuses to be satisfied by such devices as a lover introduced 
and supplied by holovision, After dialing a wrong number one day, she espies a 
strange crude fellow speaking an unknown tongue, and, smitten by love, she sets 
out to find him, Here, of course, is the classic Quest, replete with peril, suffering, and
elusive rapture. Even though our searcher is millennia removed, we can feel her 
every shock and perception, and, while her fate is ironic, we are involved and we 
pay her homage for her courage in grappling with the Outside, Relentlessly 
entertaining as Michael Frayn may be and this book is shot through with mordant 
hilarity-it is the real measure of his worth that in the end we know perhaps a bit more
about human spirit and folly than we did before.

Michael Frayn is a celebrated British playwright and is also the author of eight 
novels (including HEADLONG and SPIES) and three screenplays. He lives in 
London.
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Frayn, Michael. A Very Private Life (DUSTJACKET ONLY). New York. 1968. Viking
Press. Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket. DUSTJACKET ONLY. Jacket design by
Jules Maidoff. Inventory #  44248. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET

Michael Frayn is a celebrated British playwright and is also the author of eight 
novels (including HEADLONG and SPIES) and three screenplays. He lives in 
London.
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Frayn, Michael. Clock-Wise: A Screenplay. London. 1986. Methuen. 1st Edition. 
Paperback Original. Very Good in Wrappers. 0413602907. 99 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 25179. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Why is the respected headmaster of a successful 
secondary school hitch-hiking to Norwich in a monk’s habit? Why has he apparently
abducted one of his girl pupils? Why is his borrowed’ Morris 1100 embedded in the 
back of a police patrol car? Starring John Cleese as the unfortunate headmaster, 
Michael Frayns film Clockwise has the answer to these and several other unlikely 
questions. The result is one of the funniest farces to reach the screen in many a 
year. Clockwise is Michael Frayn’s first screenplay. He is the author of the 
international comedy hit. Noises Off, as well as many other plays and novels.

Michael Frayn (born 8 September 1933) is an English playwright and novelist. He is
best known as the author of the farce Noises Off and the dramas Copenhagen and
Democracy. His novels, such as Towards the End of the Morning, Headlong and 
Spies, have also been critical and commercial successes, making him one of the 
handful of writers in the English language to succeed in both drama and prose 
fiction. Frayn's wife, Claire Tomalin, is a biographer and literary journalist.
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Frayn, Michael. Headlong. New York. 1999. Metropolitan Books/Henry Holt. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0805062858. 343 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Raquel Jaramillo. Inventory # 30237. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An unlikely con man wagers wife, wealth, and sanity in 
pursuit of an elusive Old Master. Invited to dinner by the boorish local landowner, 
Martin Clay, an easily distracted philosopher, and his art-historian wife are asked to
assess three dusty paintings blocking the draught from the chimney. But hiding 
beneath the soot is nothing less-Martin believes-than a lost work by Bruegel. So 
begins a hilarious trail of lies and concealments, desperate schemes and soaring 
hopes as Martin, betting all that he owns and much that he doesn't, embarks on a 
quest to prove his hunch, win his wife over, and separate the painting from its 
owner. In HEADLONG, Michael Frayn, ‘the master of what is seriously 
funny’ (Anthony Burgess), offers a procession of superbly realized characters, from 
the country squire gone to seed to his giddy, oversexed young wife. All are 
burdened by human muddle and human cravings; all are searching for a moral 
compass as they grapple with greed, folly, and desire. And at the heart of the clamor
is Breugel's vision, its dark tones warning of the real risks of temptation and 
obsession. With this new novel, Michael Frayn has given us entertainment of the 
highest order. Supremely wise and wickedly funny, Headlong elevates Frayn into the
front rank of contemporary novelists.

Michael Frayn is a celebrated British playwright and is also the author of eight 
novels (including HEADLONG and SPIES) and three screenplays. He lives in 
London.
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Frayn, Michael. The Russian Interpreter. New York. 1966. Viking Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 222 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by
Edgar Blakeney. Inventory # 23934. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When a mercurial Moscow blonde and a visiting British 
businessman conduct an affair through their Russian interpreter it reveals all the 
deceptions of love and East-West relations.

Michael Frayn (born 8 September 1933) is an English playwright and novelist. He is
best known as the author of the farce Noises Off and the dramas Copenhagen and
Democracy. His novels, such as Towards the End of the Morning, Headlong and 
Spies, have also been critical and commercial successes, making him one of the 
handful of writers in the English language to succeed in both drama and prose 
fiction. Frayn's wife, Claire Tomalin, is a biographer and literary journalist.
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Frayn, Michael. The Tin Men. Boston. 1965. Atlantic/Little Brown. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket W/A Few Small Tears. 1st Novel. 
216 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Isadore Seltzer. Inventory # 23737. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Who wrote this novel? Was it Michael Frayn of the 
London Observer? Or was it Echo IV of the William Morris Institute of Automation 
Research? Michael Frayn is the funniest young writer in England. Echo IV is a 
computer. And the wild tale he, it, or they have to tell is about the desperate 
measures taken by THE TIN MEN, or computer experts, in preparation for a Royal 
Visit to the Institute. Goaded by suave Mrs. Plushkov and her many committees (so
many that they have begun to breed spontaneously) the savants abandon their 
routine work for a series of rehearsals. No longer can Nunn, of Security, rest his 
mind and train his body for the Big Decisions - for they are upon him. And 
Goldwasser, of the prodigious intellect, has little time in which to program his 
machines to write newspapers, or even to solve moral dilemmas. though his rival 
Macintosh persists with the great work of creation, His Samaritans I, II, III, and IV 
are computers designed to cope in an exemplary manner with survival situations. 
(For example: given two Samaritans, or a Samaritan and a human, on a raft which 
can hold only one; will one throw the other overboard? And should Macintosh, in 
order to be more lifelike, bet on the result?) Less dedicated, perhaps, is Rowe, 
whose mission is to automate Sport, but who neglects it in order to write a novel, his
method being to write the reviews first. Less fervent, too, is Chiddingfold, the 
Institute’s Director, who smiles inscrutably even when assaulted with surprising 
passion by Miss Riddle, Head of the Political Department. Intrigues, distractions, 
bewilderments and pratfalls multiply until the day of the Visit unleashes a holocaust
of absurdity.

Michael Frayn (born 8 September 1933) is an English playwright and novelist. He is
best known as the author of the farce Noises Off and the dramas Copenhagen and
Democracy. His novels, such as Towards the End of the Morning, Headlong and 
Spies, have also been critical and commercial successes, making him one of the 
handful of writers in the English language to succeed in both drama and prose 
fiction. Frayn's wife, Claire Tomalin, is a biographer and literary journalist.
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Frazer, Sir James George. The Illustrated Golden Bough. New York. 1996. Simon &
Schuster Editions. 1st Printing of This Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0684818507. 224 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 23284. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - 'One of the 20th century's most influential books' (Time),
Sir James George Frazer's masterwork, The Golden Bough, has become the classic
study of the origins of magic and religion. Here is a brilliantly illustrated abridgement
of the 12-volume masterpiece that includes 200 illustrations, 100 in color.

Sir James George Frazer (1 January 1854 – 7 May 1941) was a Scottish social 
anthropologist and folklorist influential in the early stages of the modern studies of 
mythology and comparative religion. He is often considered one of the founding 
fathers of modern anthropology. His most famous work, The Golden Bough (1890),
documents and details the similarities among magical and religious beliefs around 
the globe. Frazer posited that human belief progressed through three stages: 
primitive magic, replaced by religion, in turn replaced by science.
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Frazier, Charles. Cold Mountain. New York. 1997. Atlantic Monthly Press. 1 of 500 
Numbered Copies Signed By The Author. This Edition Was Created As A Give-
Away To Booksellers & Was Never For Sale. Fine in Blue Cloth & Slipcase. 
0871137100. Winner Of The National Book Award. 356 pages. hardcover. Inventory
# 26718. $300

FROM THE PUBLISHER - COLD MOUNTAIN is a 1997 historical fiction novel by 
Charles Frazier. It tells the story of W. P. Inman, a wounded deserter from the 
Confederate army near the end of the American Civil War who walks for months to 
return to Ada Monroe, the love of his life; the story shares several similarities with 
Homer's THE ODYSSEY. The novel alternates chapter-by-chapter between Inman's
and Ada's stories. It was Charles Frazier's first novel and a major bestseller, selling 
roughly three million copies worldwide. It was also adapted into an award-winning 
film of the same name. Cold Mountain is a real mountain located within the Pisgah 
National Forest, Haywood County, North Carolina.

CHARLES FRAZIER was born in Asheville, North Carolina. COLD MOUNTAIN, his 
first novel, was an international bestseller and won the National Book Award in 
1997, as well as the Sue Kaufman Prize for First Fiction from the American 
Academy of Arts and Letters.
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Frazier, Charles. Thirteen Moons. New York. 2006. Random House. Advance 
Reader's Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 0375509321. 425 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 13700. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - One of the most acclaimed writers of our time now gives
us THIRTEEN MOONS, a brilliant novel that is at once an exciting story of 
adventure, a moving story of passionate love, and a portrait of America during the 
nineteenth century a time of savage violence, natural beauty, and epic change. At 
the center of THIRTEEN MOONS is Will Cooper, whose search for identity and 
home begins when, at the age of twelve, he is given a horse, a key, and a map and 
is sent to the edge of the Cherokee Nation to run a trading post as a bound boy. 
With a Cherokee chief named Bear and the mysterious and beautiful Claire 
Featherstone, Will finds the passionate connections and complications of manhood 
that will forge his character and shape his life. As his fate becomes intertwined with 
that of the Cherokee, Will travels to Washington City to fight against the removal of 
the Indians from their land and to protect Bear’s people, their culture, and their way
of life. In a voice filled with insight, humor, and regret, Will tells of a long life’s 
journey, from the beautiful forests and mountains of the nation across the South and
up and down the Mississippi River, and on into the twentieth century THIRTEEN 
MOONS is a novel of breathtaking power and beauty by an American master.

CHARLES FRAZIER was born in Asheville, North Carolina. COLD MOUNTAIN, his 
first novel, was an international bestseller and won the National Book Award in 
1997, as well as the Sue Kaufman Prize for First Fiction from the American 
Academy of Arts and Letters.
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Frede, Michael. A Free Will: Origins of the Notion in Ancient Thought. Berkeley. 
2011. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.
9780520268487. Sather Classical Lectures, 68. A Joan Palevsky Book in Classical
Literature. edited by A. A. Long, with a Foreword by David Sedley. 224 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 37801. $49.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Where does the notion of free will come from? How and
when did it develop, and what did that development involve? In Michael Frede’s 
radically new account of the history of this idea, the notion of a free will emerged 
from powerful assumptions about the relation between divine providence, 
correctness of individual choice, and self-enslavement due to incorrect choice. 
Anchoring his discussion in Stoicism, Frede begins with Aristotle—who, he argues, 
had no notion of a free will—and ends with Augustine. Frede shows that Augustine, 
far from originating the idea (as is often claimed), derived most of his thinking about 
it from the Stoicism developed by Epictetus.

Michael Frede (May 31, 1940, Berlin, Germany - August 11, 2007, Agios Minas, 
Greece), who died in 2007, was Chair of the History of Philosophy at Oxford 
University. A. A. Long is Professor of Classics, Irving Stone Professor of Literature,
and Affiliated Professor of Philosophy at the University of California, Berkeley. David
Sedley is Lawrence Professor of Ancient Philosophy at the University of Cambridge.
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Fredson, Todd. Century Worm. Kalamazoo. 2018. New Issues Poetry & Prose. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781936970537. 98 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 43691. $16

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Century Worm confronts the impact of Western colonial 
policies and the sundering of nostalgia as the collection’s speaker recalls living amid
ethnic and political violence in West Africa’s Ivory Coast. Drawing on human rights 
reports and personal experience, Century Worm wrestles with the ethical 
complexities of the lyric speaker at that threshold between witness and participation.
Century Worm’s concern with the contours of belonging, with intimate relationship 
across distances, and with negotiating globalized subject positions align it with the 
work of Fady Joudah and Idra Novey. Its documentarian aspects find kinship in the 
recent poetry of Craig Santos Perez, Layli Long-Soldier, and Solmaz Sharif.

Todd Fredson is a poet, a critic, and a translator of Afro-francophone and West 
African literature. He is the author of two poetry collections, Century Worm (New 
Issues Poetry & Prose, forthcoming 2018) and The Crucifix-Blocks (Tebot Bach, 
2012), which won the Patricia Bibby First Book Award. He has made French to 
English translations of two books by Ivorian poet Josué Guébo, Think of Lampedusa
(African Poetry Book Series, University of Nebraska Press, 2017) and My country, 
tonight (Action Books, 2016).
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Freedman, Jeffrey. A Poisoned Chalice. Princeton. 2002. Princeton University 
Press. Reprinted Hardcover Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0691002339. 256 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 34926. $26.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A Poisoned Chalice tells the story of a long-forgotten 
criminal case: the poisoning of the communion wine in Zurich’s main cathedral in 
1776. The story is riveting and mysterious, full of bizarre twists and colorful 
characters—an anti-clerical gravedigger, a hard-drinking drifter, a defrocked minister
—who come to life in a series of dramatic criminal trials. But it is also far more than 
just a good story. In the wider world of German-speaking Europe, writes Jeffrey 
Freedman, the affair became a cause célèbre, the object of a lively public debate 
that focused on an issue much on the minds of intellectuals in the age of 
Enlightenment: the problem of evil. Contemporaries were unable to ascribe any 
rational motive to an attempt to poison hundreds of worshippers. Such a crime 
pointed beyond reason to moral depravity so radical it seemed diabolic. By following
contemporaries as they struggled to comprehend an act of inscrutable evil, this book
brings to life a key episode in the history of the German Enlightenment—an episode
in which the Enlightenment was forced to interrogate the very limits of reason itself.
Twentieth-century horrors have familiarized us with the type of evil that so shocked 
the men and women of the eighteenth century. Does this familiarity give us any 
special insight into the affair of the poisoned chalice? In its final chapter, the book 
takes up this question, reflecting on the nature of historical knowledge through an 
imaginary dialogue with Enlightenment-era interlocutors. But it does not reach any 
definitive conclusion about what happened in the Zurich cathedral in 1776. To 
search for the truth about such a mystery is merely to extend a dialogue begun in 
the eighteenth century, and that dialogue is as open-ended as the process of 
Enlightenment itself.

Jeffrey Freedman is Professor of European History at Yeshiva University.
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Freeling, Nicolas. Double Barrel. New York. 1965. Harper & Row. 1st Edition. Very
Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 217 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 3485. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Cast in the form of a police investigation, this is very far 
from being a simple whodunit. Beginning as a seemingly minor & squalid enquiry 
into an outbreak of poison pen letter-writing, it develops startlingly into something 
monstrous, a crime against humanity, and then raises the challenging question, 
what can one do about a crime or a criminal of such magnitude?

Nicolas Freeling, born Nicolas Davidson (March 3, 1927 – July 20, 2003), was a 
British crime novelist, best known as the author of the Van der Valk series of 
detective novels. A television series based on the character was produced for the 
British ITV network by Thames Television during the 1970s, and revived in the 
1990s. Freeling was born in London, but travelled widely, and ended his life at his 
long-standing home at Grandfontaine to the west of Strasbourg. He had followed a 
variety of occupations, including the armed services and the catering profession. He
began writing during a three-week prison sentence, after being convicted of stealing
some food. Freeling's THE KING OF THE RAINY COUNTRY received a 1967 Edgar
Award, from the Mystery Writers of America, for Best Novel. He also won the Gold 
Dagger of the Crime Writers' Association, and France's Grand Prix de Littérature 
Policière. In 1968 his novel LOVE IN AMSTERDAM was adapted as the film 
Amsterdam Affair directed by Gerry O'Hara and starring Wolfgang Kieling as Van 
Der Valk.
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Freeling, Nicolas. The Bugles Blowing. New York. 1976. Harper & Row. 1st Edition.
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0060113545. 213 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 3493. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A Henri Castang Mystery - A European city, bathed in 
the sultry heat of a summer afternoon and a telephone call announcing a triple 
murder. Henri Castang is called into action in this profound and disturbing crime 
fiction. To protect himself, he must play by the rules but if that were the case, then it
wouldn't be Henri Castang. Criminals are more than just about the chase for the 
unorthodox Inspector.

Born in London in 1927, Nicolas Freeling is the author of over thirty titles, many of 
which are part of the crime genre. His education was broad and he attended a series
of schools in England, Ireland and France. He served in the Royal Air Force, and 
from 1950 worked at various jobs in kitchens, hotels and restaurants throughout 
Europe. It was this intimate knowledge of the continent that influenced the style and
settings of his subsequent books. The first of these was published in 1961. He is 
best known for the creation of Inspector Piet Van der Valk, an irascible detective 
engaged in ordinary crime, political intrigue and international affairs. Freeling is 
married, has four sons and one daughter and currently resides in France.
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Freeling, Nicolas. The Lovely Ladies. New York. 1971. Harper & Row. 2nd Printing.
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0060113499. 250 pages. hardcover. Jacket
design by Marjory Dressler. Inventory # 3547. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The elderly man was killed in the market place in 
Amsterdam, just as Inspector Van der Valk was going past. It was assumed, at first,
that he’d been run over, but Van der Valk found the handle of an antique dagger 
emerging from the man’s old-fashioned waistcoat and said to the crowd, ‘This is a 
death by violence; you may have witnessed an assassination. Directly you have 
given your names to the officers, you may go home. Please be at home tonight: an 
officer will call to interview you.’ The dead man was identified as F.-X. Martinez. Van
der Valk went to see Mrs. Martinez. She was younger than her husband, much 
younger. She called her husband Vader—father. But it was Martinez’s real 
daughters— the girls—that Van der Valk had to see. Lotte he didn’t see, she lived in
Venezuela, but the others—Agnes, Agatha, Anastasia, the ladies of Belgrave 
Square, Dublin—they were the ones he saw. Because, in part, of Senator Terence 
Lynch—Irish and a most prominent figure —Van der Valk was told to proceed to 
Dublin. ‘You speak English, I suppose’?’ he was asked. ‘I can just barely make 
myself understood,’ he said. ‘That’s all that’s needed,’ he was told. And if was all, or
almost all that was needed. This is a fascinating story by Nicolas Freeling, who 
knows Dublin well and whose knowledge of it and the Irish adds a whole magic 
flavor to this novel. .

Nicolas Freeling, born Nicolas Davidson (March 3, 1927 – July 20, 2003), was a 
British crime novelist, best known as the author of the Van der Valk series of 
detective novels. A television series based on the character was produced for the 
British ITV network by Thames Television during the 1970s, and revived in the 
1990s. Freeling was born in London, but travelled widely, and ended his life at his 
long-standing home at Grandfontaine to the west of Strasbourg. He had followed a 
variety of occupations, including the armed services and the catering profession. He
began writing during a three-week prison sentence, after being convicted of stealing
some food.
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Freely, Maureen. Mother's Helper. New York. 1979. Delacorte Press. 1st American
Printing. Some Very Slight Traces Of Foxing To the Edges & Slightly Scuffing Near
Top Of Boards, Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 0440059283. A Seymour 
Lawrence Book. 371 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Mike Stromberg. Inventory
# 6052. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In her first novel Maureen Freely has written a brilliant 
comedy of manners. All the pride and prejudice lurking behind the bright rhetoric of
women’s liberation, permissive child-rearing, open marriage, the nuclear family, and
casual sex are brought to life in this delightfully wicked satire. The time is 1970. The
locale, a New England college town. The mothers helper is Laura, a lonely college 
freshman who takes a job with the Pyles: a semi-radical chic family consisting of 
three small children, two older ‘children’ masquerading as their academic parents, 
and a slew of hangers-on whom Kay, the mother, gathers around herself. The novel
is the story of the year Laura spends in service to the Pyles and of Kay Pyle’s 
progress as she sets out to liberate herself from the confining roles of wife and 
mother. It is at once a hilarious and tragic account of the disintegration of a family 
and its members, nuclear and ext ended, but most especially the children, from 
mere chaos into utter ruin. It is also the story of Laura’s awakening perception of her
strength and how she is initially sustained but ultimately trampled on by her 
enlightened employer’s well-developed sense of gracious noblesse oblige. Maureen
Freely’s deadpan delivery underlines a wit that is biting but never strident. Her 
special talent is an ability to portray the fantasy world of children as it reflects the 
human folly of adults. ‘Maureen Freely’s real power lies in a massive comic talent, 
sly and subtle and so flexible that her deft switch to tragedy comes almost 
unnoticed, with a mounting horror worthy of Shirley Jackson.’ - NORA JOHNSON.

Maureen Deidre Freely (born July 1952) is an American journalist, novelist, 
professor, and translator. She has worked on the Warwick Writing Programme since
1996.
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Freely, Maureen. Mother's Helper. New York. 1979. Delacorte Press. 1st American
Printing. Some Very Slight Traces Of Foxing To the Edges & Slightly Scuffing Near
Top Of Boards, Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 0440059283. A Seymour 
Lawrence Book. 371 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Mike Stromberg. Inventory
# 40404. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In her first novel Maureen Freely has written a brilliant 
comedy of manners. All the pride and prejudice lurking behind the bright rhetoric of
women’s liberation, permissive child-rearing, open marriage, the nuclear family, and
casual sex are brought to life in this delightfully wicked satire. The time is 1970. The
locale, a New England college town. The mothers helper is Laura, a lonely college 
freshman who takes a job with the Pyles: a semi-radical chic family consisting of 
three small children, two older ‘children’ masquerading as their academic parents, 
and a slew of hangers-on whom Kay, the mother, gathers around herself. The novel
is the story of the year Laura spends in service to the Pyles and of Kay Pyle’s 
progress as she sets out to liberate herself from the confining roles of wife and 
mother. It is at once a hilarious and tragic account of the disintegration of a family 
and its members, nuclear and ext ended, but most especially the children, from 
mere chaos into utter ruin. It is also the story of Laura’s awakening perception of her
strength and how she is initially sustained but ultimately trampled on by her 
enlightened employer’s well-developed sense of gracious noblesse oblige. Maureen
Freely’s deadpan delivery underlines a wit that is biting but never strident. Her 
special talent is an ability to portray the fantasy world of children as it reflects the 
human folly of adults. ‘Maureen Freely’s real power lies in a massive comic talent, 
sly and subtle and so flexible that her deft switch to tragedy comes almost 
unnoticed, with a mounting horror worthy of Shirley Jackson.’ - NORA JOHNSON.

Maureen Deidre Freely (born July 1952) is an American journalist, novelist, 
professor, and translator. She has worked on the Warwick Writing Programme since
1996.
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Freely, Maureen. My Year With the Stork Club. New York. 1993. Knopf. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679411542. 307 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Laurie Rosenwald. Inventory # 26997. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Mike and Laura are a perfect San Francisco couple of 
the 1980s. They have put the counter-culture behind them and gotten married. They
believe they are in love. Everything is great. But with the arrival of their first child, 
they become prey to an irresistible force: a Support Group of Mothers so brilliantly 
organized, so demoniacally caring, so conversant with the endless rules of politically
correct child rearing, that it functions like a first-class conspiracy. To say that the 
Stork Club comes between husband and wife is to understate matters wildly - 
especially when, after the second baby, Laura goes to work and Mike emerges as 
the new ‘primary caregiver’ for their children. Taking his wife’s place in the group, 
Mike becomes a vital cog in the Stork machine. In fact, so completely does Mike 
come to sympathize with and entangle himself in the lives of Laura’s soon-to-be-
former best friends, their teetering marriages, and ultimately their sexual fantasies 
that a cataclysm looms on the horizon. In My Year with the Stork Club, Maureen 
Freely keeps us on the edge of laughter as she negotiates the minefields of 
marriage among the young and youngish who have raised anxiety to an art form. 
Irrepressible, wickedly wise, hilarious, it is social comedy at its best.

Maureen Deidre Freely (born July 1952) is an American journalist, novelist, 
professor, and translator. She has worked on the Warwick Writing Programme since
1996.keywords
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Freely, Maureen. My Year With the Stork Club. New York. 1993. Knopf. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket With A Very Small Tear Mark On The 
Front Near The Spine. Small Remainder Mark On Bottom Edge. 0679411542. 307 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Laurie Rosenwald. Inventory # 30724. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Mike and Laura are a perfect San Francisco couple of 
the 1980s. They have put the counter-culture behind them and gotten married. They
believe they are in love. Everything is great. But with the arrival of their first child, 
they become prey to an irresistible force: a Support Group of Mothers so brilliantly 
organized, so demoniacally caring, so conversant with the endless rules of politically
correct child rearing, that it functions like a first-class conspiracy. To say that the 
Stork Club comes between husband and wife is to understate matters wildly - 
especially when, after the second baby, Laura goes to work and Mike emerges as 
the new ‘primary caregiver’ for their children. Taking his wife’s place in the group, 
Mike becomes a vital cog in the Stork machine. In fact, so completely does Mike 
come to sympathize with and entangle himself in the lives of Laura’s soon-to-be-
former best friends, their teetering marriages, and ultimately their sexual fantasies 
that a cataclysm looms on the horizon. In My Year with the Stork Club, Maureen 
Freely keeps us on the edge of laughter as she negotiates the minefields of 
marriage among the young and youngish who have raised anxiety to an art form. 
Irrepressible, wickedly wise, hilarious, it is social comedy at its best.

Maureen Deidre Freely (born July 1952) is an American journalist, novelist, 
professor, and translator. She has worked on the Warwick Writing Programme since
1996.
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Freely, Maureen. The Life of the Party. New York. 1985. Simon & Schuster. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0671506145. 416 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Fred Marcellino. Inventory # 27604. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Hector Cabot was known to e the life of every party he 
attended in Istanbul: a famous rascal, an incorrigible womanizer, a good-for-nothing
charmer, a loser of geese. That last attribute was commemorated each year on 
‘Hector Cabot Goosebuying Day’ in honor of the famous binge in 1962 when he 
went downtown to buy a goose for Christmas dinner and returned three days later 
completely naked except for a Turkish flag. Hector taught at Woodrow College 
perched above the Bosphorus. Other members of the expatriate circle, though not 
quite as flamboyant as Hector, were avid spectators of, if not participants in, the 
decadence: Meredith Lacey, who stalked married men like wild game; her husband,
Leslie, melancholy in his repressed homosexuality; Stella Ashe, lover of Hector and
mother of his child; Stella’s husband, Thomas, the quarry of Meredith Lacey. Those
also featured in Maureen Freely’s astonishing cast include Hector’s demonic Greek
mother, Aspasia, whose life is devoted to taunting her daughter-in-law, Amy, the 
long-suffering victim of Hector’s philandering and hijinks; Emin Bey, the elegant and
educated Turk who is friend and admirer of Hector; and his nephew Ismet, a secret
policeman whose ambition leads him to invent dark secrets about the crowd of fast-
living Westerners. Maureen Freely superbly portrays the expatriate party dwindling 
to its end against the backdrop of Turkeys own internal tensions. This is a 
marvelous, rich, funny book—full of life—peopled with engaging, sharply drawn 
characters, offering a sensitive portrait of the clash of cultures. Maureen Freely’s 
vitality and precision as a writer, her ability to capture the niceties of social comedy 
and tragedy, make THE LIFE OF THE PARTY a novel of breathtaking assurance, 
wholly fulfilling the promise of her wickedly amusing first novel, MOTHER’S 
HELPER. Maureen Freely was born in the US but grew up in Turkey, where her 
family still lives. She was educated at Radcliffe College (Harvard University) and has
made her home in England for the past 22 years. She is the author of three works of
non-fiction: PANDORA’S CLOCK (1993,) WHAT ABOUT US? (1995) AND THE 
PARENT TRAP (2000); AND SEVEN NOVELS: MOTHER’S HELPER (1979), THE 
LIFE OF THE PARTY (1985), THE STORK CLUB (1992), UNDER THE VULCANIA
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Freeman, Barbara Claire. Every Day But Tuesday. Richmond. 2015. Omnidawn 
Publishing. Advance Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430113. 
Introduction by Charles Altieri. 6 x 9. 96 pages. paperback. Inventory #  44206. 
$17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Lyric experiments that probe the paradoxes of language
and inquiry. Every Day But Tuesday is a book of lyric experiments amassed from a 
space beyond ordinary time, reverberating both as precursor and postscript to the 
apocalypse. The extraordinary world of these poems, coming from the sea, forests, 
islands, mountains, and rivers, form an utterly new logic of sound patterning and 
sense-making, colliding gorgeous associations with a suite of prepositions forever 
reconfiguring. “Every Day But Tuesday offers the intricate suggestiveness of 
Symboliste poetry in the straightforward musical language of objectivists like Lorine
Neidecker. The result is a sensual volubility treating as a cause of satisfaction the 
realization that objects cannot satisfy the hungers of mind.” - Charles Altieri, Rachel
Stageberg Anderson Chair, University of California, author of Wallace Stevens and 
the Demands of Modernity: Toward a Phenomenology of Value.

Barbara Claire Freeman is the author of Incivilities and The Feminine Sublime: 
Gender and Excess in Women’s Fiction. Formerly an associate professor of English
at Harvard, she teaches creative writing and poetics at UC Berkeley.
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Freeman, Lucy. Catch Me Before I Kill More. New York. 1956. Pocket Books. 1st 
Pocket Books Paperback Printing. Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 357 pages. 
paperback. C-221. Cover by Leo Manso. Inventory # 37090. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A young woman was brutally murdered in Chicago. The
police found this Message written in lipstick on the wall of her room: CATCH ME 
BEFORE I KILL MORE. A seventeen-year-old student named William Heirens 
pleaded guilty. Court psychiatrists declared him sane. He is now in prison for life. 
How was this brutal murder committed? Why? What made young Bill Heirens a 
berserk killer?

Lucy Greenbaum Freeman (December 13, 1916 New York City - December 29, 
2004) was a reporter and an author. Her early coverage of psychiatry and mental 
health for The New York Times led to wider reporting on the subject. Ms. Freeman 
persuaded editors to allow coverage of the growth of psychiatry and the preservation
of Sigmund Freud's private papers. She graduated from Vermont's Bennington 
College with a B.A. in 1938 and was hired by The New York Times in 1940. Her 
nonfiction books, ranging from detailed studies of Freud to those exploring sources 
of anger and anxiety, helped familiarize a popular audience with what had long been
a hush-hush practice. Ms. Freeman's first book, Fight Against Fears, recounted her
own experience as a psychoanalysis patient who struggled to overcome her shy, 
whispery voice and social fears. Published in 1951, the book was in print for 47 
years. Her work earned the Writers Award from the American Psychiatric 
Association in 1976 and the National Media Award from the Chicago Institute of 
Psychoanalysis in 1986. Ms. Freeman also wrote 77 other books, including mystery
novels and memoirs.
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French, Albert. I Can't Wait On God. New York. 1998. Anchor/Doubleday. Advance
Reading Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 0385483643. 246 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 25087. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The crowded joys and familiar despair of poor, back-alley
life in post-World War II Pittsburgh have a hold on most people there. Still, there are
those who need to escape. Jeremiah Henderson and his woman, Willet Mercer, 
have set their sights on New York City, and Willet secretly wishes for a reunion with 
the little boy she abandoned in North Carolina long ago. For a time, it looks as if 
their dreams may come true. But making good is easier said than done, and after a
money-making scheme goes awry, Jeremiah and Willet flee Pittsburgh in a fancy 
new Buick, leaving a trail of blood behind them. Told over the course of five days 
and nights in the summer of 1950, this is an unforgettable story of crime, 
punishment, and loss.

Albert French (born 1944) American author and publisher whose works, mainly 
focusing on the rural life of African Americans, are known for their intensity and 
distinctive style, and have been translated into several languages. Albert French 
joined the US Marine Corps in 1963 when he was 19 years old. Two years later he
went to Vietnam and experienced the war at its absolute worst. Many of French's 
closest friends were killed; he was severely wounded. When he recovered, French 
returned to his hometown of Pittsburgh, tried college, and then landed a job as a 
photographer for the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette. After 13 years, he left to publish his 
own magazine, Pittsburgh Preview. When that magazine failed in the late '80s, 
French fell apart emotionally. In despair, he began writing a memoir, which 
eventually became this primal scream of a book. During the years it took for the 
memoir to be accepted for publication, French (whose first cousin is the writer John
Edgar Wideman) wrote and published two well-received novels: Billy (1993) and 
Holly (1995); neither one has anything to do with the Vietnam War. Patches of Fire 
has as its core French's war-zone and postwar experiences. The author tells his 
story in a blistering, almost stream-of-consciousness fashion, shifting the narrative 
adroitly between past and present. French is less concerned with providing factual 
detail than with painting word pictures that bring alive his deepest emotional 
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French, Philip and French, Kersti. Wild Strawberries. London. 1995. British Film 
Institute. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0851704816. 78 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 34814. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Wild Strawberries is probably Ingmar Bergman's most 
personal film and one which explores his relation to the history of Swedish cinema. 
This study is written by Philip French, film critic of The Observer. It features a brief 
production history and detailed filmography.

Philip French was film critic for The Observer. He met his wife Kersti at Bloomington,
Indiana, as students in their first semester, and they got married on New Year’s Eve
1957. Kersti was Philip’s adviser, translator, editor, driver, helpmeet, sanity pole, and
much else.
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French, Sean. Terminator. London. 1998. British Film Institute. Reprinted Paperback
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0851705537. 96 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
34815. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Made on a low budget, The Terminator was one of the 
most influential films of the 1980s. Combining explosive special effects and an 
intricate time-travel plot, it set Arnold Schwarzenegger on the road to superstardom
and allowed its director, James Cameron, to go on to make some of the most 
expensive films of all time. Resolutely populist, accomplished and instantly 
memorable, The Terminator has dramatically outlived its humble beginnings, Sean 
French places The Terminator in the context of the exploitation films in which both 
Cameron and Schwarzenegger learnt their craft. French discusses the making of the
film, its sources and the extent of its influence. He argues that The Terminator’s 
visual flair, stylised acting and choreographed violence are so compelling not so 
much because they offer intellectual rewards but because they traffic in the darker,
more visceral pleasures of movie-going.

Sean French writes a weekly column for the New Statesman and is the author of two
novels and biographies of Patrick Hamilton and Brigitte Bardot. His last novel, The 
Memory Game (1997) is cowritten with Nicci Gerrard.
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Freud, Sigmund and Breuer, Joseph. Studies in Hysteria. New York. 2004. Penguin
Books. 1st Penguin Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn 
Wrappers. 0142437492. Translated from the German by Nicola Luckhurst. 
Introduction by Rachel Bowlby. The New Penguin Freud, General Editor: Adam 
Phillips. 316 pages. paperback. Cover art: Max Ernst (1891-1976), ‘Perturbation, ma
soeur, ma femma.’. Inventory # 23407. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - One of the founding texts of psychoanalysis. Hysteria - 
the tormenting of the body by the troubled mind – is among the most pervasive of 
human disorders; yet, at the same time, it is the most elusive. Freud’s recognition 
that hysteria stemmed from traumas in the patient’s past transformed the way we 
think about sexuality. STUDIES IN HYSTERIA revolutionized our understanding of 
love, desire, and the human psyche. As full of compassionate human interest as of 
scientific insight - and now in a rich, accessible new translation - these case histories
are also remarkable, revelatory works of literature.

Sigmund Freud (6 May 1856 – 23 September 1939), born Sigismund Schlomo 
Freud, was an Austrian neurologist who became known as the founding father of 
psychoanalysis. He was also a prolific essayist, drawing on psychoanalysis to 
contribute to the interpretation and critique of culture. Psychoanalysis remains 
influential within psychiatry and across the humanities. As such it continues to 
generate extensive debate, notably over its scientific status. Josef Breuer (15 
January 1842 – 20 June 1925) was a distinguished physician who made key 
discoveries in neurophysiology, and whose work in the 1880s with his patient Bertha
Pappenheim, known as Anna O., developed the talking cure (cathartic method) and 
laid the foundation to psychoanalysis as developed by his protégé Sigmund Freud.
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Freud, Sigmund. The Diary of Sigmund Freud 1929-1939: A Record of the Final 
Decade. New York. 1992. Scribners. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.
0684193299. Translated. Annotated, With An Introduction by Michael Molnar. 100 
photographs. 326 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 21111. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This record reflects both the political upheaval in Europe
and the private torment over these years. Freud was slowly dying of cancer. The 
diary is studded with reports of the continual operations that kept it at bay. It also 
returns again and again to his daughter Anna who was now indispensable to him as
nurse, amanuensis and his chief representative to the psychoanalytical community.
Her life and the lives of his family and friends are all documented as they interweave
with his own life and work. By supplementing Freud's telegraphic notes with records
of the time, this annotated edition of the diary reveals the background to Freud's life,
and the lives of his family and contemporaries, during the 1930s. New photographs
and unpublished letters illuminate the final years of one this century's greatest 
thinkers. During the final ten years of his life in Vienna and London, Sigmund Freud
kept a diary. On large, unbound sheets of paper, he recorded in brief the significant
events that befell him and his family as he faced the ravages of terminal illness and 
the brutality of the Nazis who forced him into exile. 100 photographs.

Sigmund Freud (6 May 1856 – 23 September 1939), born Sigismund Schlomo 
Freud, was an Austrian neurologist who became known as the founding father of 
psychoanalysis. He was also a prolific essayist, drawing on psychoanalysis to 
contribute to the interpretation and critique of culture. Psychoanalysis remains 
influential within psychiatry and across the humanities. As such it continues to 
generate extensive debate, notably over its scientific status.
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Frey, Darcy. The Last Shot: City Streets, Basketball Dreams. Boston. 1994. 
Houghton Mifflin. 4th Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0395597706. 229 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 21347. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It ought to be just a game, but basketball on the 
playgrounds of Coney Island is much more than that - for many young men it 
represents their only hope of escape from a life of crime, poverty, and despair. In 
The Last Shot, Darcy Frey chronicles the aspirations of four of the neighborhood's 
most promising players. What they have going for them is athletic talent, grace, and
years of dedication. But working against them are woefully inadequate schooling, 
family circumstances that are often desperate, and the slick, often brutal world of 
college athletic recruitment. Incisively and compassionately written, The Last Shot 
introduces us to unforgettable characters and takes us into their world with an 
intimacy seldom seen in contemporary journalism. The result is a startling and 
poignant expose of inner-city life and the big business of college basketball. It ought
to be just a game, but basketball on the playgrounds of Coney Island represents the
only hope of escape from a life of crime, poverty, and despair for many young men.
Here is the intimately-told story of dreams and cynicism - of the often painfully naive
hopes of youth played out against the realities of SATs, the NCAA, and the brutal 
world of college recruitment.

Darcy Frey is an American writer from New York. Best known for his 1994 book The
Last Shot: City Streets, Basketball Dreams, Frey has published articles in New 
England Monthly, Rolling Stone, Harper's, and The New York Times Magazine.keywords
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Fried, Daisy. Women's Poetry: Poems and Advice. Pittsburgh. 2013. University of 
Pittsburgh Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822962380. 
Pitt Poetry Series. 75 pages. paperback. Cover art by Judith Schaechter. Cover 
design by Ann Walston. Inventory # 40612. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Daisy Fried's third book of poetry is a book of unsettling,
unsettled Americans. Fried finds her Americans everywhere, watching Henry 
Kissinger leave the Louvre, trapped on a Tiber bridge by a crowd of neo-fascist 
thugs, yearning outside a car detailing garage for a car lit underneath by neon 
lavender, riding the train with Princeton seniors who have been rejected by 
recession-bound Wall Street, feeding stray cats drunk at midnight, bitching at her 
mother in the labor room, shopping with wide-bodied hunters for deer-dismembering
band saws in the world's largest supplier of seasonal camouflage, cursing her cell 
phone and husband at eighty-five miles an hour, hiding behind the mask of an 
advice column to proclaim Charles Bukowski 'America's greatest poetess.' There is
nothing like this book, because there is nothing in it but America. No comfort, no 
consolation, no life-affirming pats on the back, no despair about God, no fear or 
acceptance of death, no irrational exuberance, no guilt or weariness, no misery even
in the middle of personal and political crisis. Plenty of humor and plenty of 
seriousness. Joy. And a new kind of poetry: not nice, but rich and real.

Daisy Fried is the author of My Brother Is Getting Arrested Again, a finalist for the 
National Book Critics Circle Award, and She Didn’t Mean to Do It, winner of the 
Agnes Lynch Starrett Poetry Prize. She has received Guggenheim, Hodder, and 
Pew Fellowships, a Pushcart Prize, and the Cohen Award from Ploughshares. Fried
reviews poetry books for the New York Times, Poetry, and the Threepenny Review
and was awarded Poetry magazine’s Editor’s Prize. She has taught creative writing
at Bryn Mawr College and in Warren Wilson College’s low-residency MFA program.
Fried lives in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
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Fried, Marlene and Ross, Loretta. Reproductive Freedom: Our Right To Decide. 
Westfield. 1992. Open Magazine Pamphlet Series. 1st Printing. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 16 pages. paperback. Pamphlet # 18. Inventory # 31270. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From This Pamphlet: ‘. In whatever sphere of activism 
we choose - education, agitation, inspiration, legislation, whether we are building 
organizations or creating alternative structures and communities of resistance, we 
must trust in our ability to find answers from our own lives. .’

Marlene Gerber Fried is a long-time reproductive rights activist with the Boston 
Reproductive Rights Network (R2N2) and the Abortion Rights Fund of Western 
Massachusetts. She is editor of, From Abortion to Reproductive Freedom: 
Transforming A Movement, South End Press, 1990, and director of the Civil 
Liberties and Public Policy Program at Hampshire College. Loretta Ross is a long 
time activist in the movement for Black freedom and the reproductive rights 
movement. She is Program Director at the Center for Democratic Renewal and was
formerly Program Director at the National Black Women’s Health Project. She 
organized the first national conference on Women of Color and Reproductive Rights
in 1987. She is on the Board of Directors of the National Women’s Health Network.
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Friedman, David M. A Mind of Its Own: A Cultural History of the Penis. New York. 
2001. Free Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684853205. 358
pages. hardcover. Cover: Evan Gaffney. Inventory # 31030. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Setting out to 'make intellectual and emotional sense of a
man's relationship with his defining organ,' David Friedman moves from highbrow to
lowbrow in this lighthearted but substantive cultural history. Successively viewed as
a life source, a symbol of a sacred covenant with God, an emblem of shame, an 
instrument of domination, a mere prop for the pharmaceutical companies, and 
finally, as simply a means of penetration-the penis has always been at the core of 
Western man's (and woman's) cultural evolution. With such luminaries as Leonardo
da Vinci, Sigmund Freud, Walt Whitman, and Norman Mailer marking their territory 
on the subject, A Mind of Its Own is an intelligent and often hilarious account of 
man's complicated bond with his closest friend.

David M. Friedman was a staff writer for the Philadelphia Daily News and New York
Newsday before he began writing books. Along with Wilde in America: Oscar Wilde
and the Invention of Modern Celebrity, he is the author of A Mind of Its Own: A 
Cultural History of the Penis, which was published in twenty countries, and The 
Immortalists: Charles Lindbergh, Dr. Alexis Carrel, and Their Daring Quest to Live 
Forever.
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Friedman, Kinky. Frequent Flyer. New York. 1989. Morrow. 1st Printing. Very Good 
in Dustjacket. 0688081665. 186 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 23503. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Kinky Friedman--the New York-based, wisecracking, 
hard-living, cigar-smoking, reluctant sleuth--stumbles upon adventure once again in
his search for an apparently dead friend from the past.

Richard Samet "Kinky" Friedman (born November 1, 1944) is an American singer, 
songwriter, novelist, humorist, politician, defender of stray animals, and former 
columnist for Texas Monthly who styles himself in the mold of popular American 
satirists Will Rogers and Mark Twain.
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Friedman, Lester D. Bonnie and Clyde. London. 2000. British Film Institute. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0851708161. 96 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 34816. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Bonnie and Clyde (Arthur Penn, 1967) changed 
American cinema, reinvigorating the gangster genre with European, New Wave 
techniques and a radically candid view of sex and violence. Starring Warren Beatty,
who also produced, and Faye Dunaway, the film whipped up a frenzy of controversy
and paved the way for the ‘New Hollywood’ of the 70s. For Lester D. Friedman 
Bonnie and Clyde is a pivotal film which reflected and contributed to the profound 
change in American values in the 60s and 70s. After detailing how Penn, who was 
specially interviewed for the book, Beatty and writers David Newman and Robert 
Benton brought the film to the screen (in the face of studio hostility), Friedman 
explores its revolutionary treatment of youth, fashion, crime and authority.

Lester D. Friedman teaches Film at Syracuse University and Medical Humanities at 
the SUNY-Health Science Center. He is the author of books and articles about 
multiculturalism in American cinema and the culture of medicine as depicted in 
American media.
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Friedman, Robert I. Sheikh Abdel Rahman, the World Trade Center Bombing & the
CIA. Westfield. 1993. Open Magazine Pamphlet Series. 1st Printing. Very Good in
Wrappers. 16 pages. paperback. Pamphlet # 27. Inventory # 31262. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From This Pamphlet: Why might the U.S. government 
protect a militant sheikh linked to numerous acts of terrorism? Sheikh Abdel 
Rahman left Egypt in 1990, in the wake of a series of bloody clashes between his 
militant fundamentalist group, Al Gamaat al Islamia, and the secular Egyptian 
government. The sheikh traveled to Pakistan, where he met with representatives of 
the Afghan mujahedeen, who were providing training for his underground terrorist 
group in Egypt, the very same mujahedeen who were receiving financial aid and 
training from the CIA in the war to rid Afghanistan of the Soviet Army. According to a
very high-ranking Egyptian official, when the sheikh moved to Brooklyn in May 1990,
he worked closely with the CIA, helping to channel a steady flow of money, men, 
and guns to mujahedeen bases in Afghanistan and Pakistan. The camps became a
mecca for disaffected youth from across the Muslim world.

Robert I. Friedman is a staff writer for the Village Voice and has written extensively 
on Middle Eastern politics. His latest books are The False Prophet: Rabbi Meir 
Kahane, From FBI Informant to Knesset Member (Lawrence Hill Books, 1990) and 
Zealots for Zion: Inside Israel’s West Bank Settlement Movement (Random House, 
1992).
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Friedman, Thomas L. The World Is Flat: A Brief History of the Twenty-first Century.
New York. 2005. Farrar Straus Giroux. Reprinted Hardcover Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0374292884. 488 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Dean Nicastro. 
Inventory # 41576. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When scholars write the history of the world twenty years
from now, and they come to the chapter 'Y2K to March 2004,' what will they say was
the most crucial development? The attacks on the World Trade Center on 9/11 and 
the Iraq war? Or the convergence of technology and events that allowed India, 
China, and so many other countries to become part of the global supply chain for 
services and manufacturing, creating an explosion of wealth in the middle classes of
the world's two biggest nations, giving them a huge new stake in the success of 
globalization? And with this 'flattening' of the globe, which requires us to run faster in
order to stay in place, has the world gotten too small and too fast for human beings
and their political systems to adjust in a stable manner? In this brilliant new book, 
the award-winning New York Times columnist Thomas Friedman demystifies the 
brave new world for readers, allowing them to make sense of the often bewildering 
global scene unfolding before their eyes. With his inimitable ability to translate 
complex foreign policy and economic issues, Friedman explains how the flattening 
of the world happened at the dawn of the twenty-first century; what it means to 
countries, companies, communities, and individuals; and how governments and 
societies can, and must, adapt. The World Is Flat is the timely and essential update
on globalization, its successes and discontents, powerfully illuminated by one of our
most respected journalists.

Thomas Loren Friedman (born July 20, 1953) is an American journalist, columnist 
and author. He writes a twice-weekly column for The New York Times and has 
written extensively on foreign affairs including global trade, the Middle East, 
globalization, and environmental issues, and has won the Pulitzer Prize three times.
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Frisch, Max. Homo Faber. London and New York. 1959. Abelard-Schuman. 1st 
Edition. Very Good.No Dustjacket. Translated from the German by Michael Bullock.
200 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 29463. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Travelling on a UNESCO mission to an underdeveloped
South American country, Faber, the man who distrusts emotions as ‘fatigue 
phenomena’ and believes only in the calculable, is involved in a series of 
incalculable events by which he meets and becomes the lover of his own illegitimate
daughter, Sabeth. Taking leave from his work, Faber joins Sabeth in a trip through 
France and Italy, at the end of which she is to rejoin her mother in Athens, He does
not suspect her identity until a chance remark on the way reveals the maiden name
of her mother, twice married and divorced since Faber last saw her, Sabeth and 
Faber are thrown into one another’s arms by the overwhelming emotion experienced
during a lunar eclipse, a cosmic event which Faber of course tries to dismiss as an 
easily explicable astronomical phenomenon, blinding himself to the impact it has on 
the more primitive levels of his mind. Through the jottings in Faber’s journal (by 
which he tries to give clarity to what has happened to him), we learn that he is a man
who in his youth said ‘No’ to experience. He had loved Hanna, Sabeth’s mother (and
it is she who has nicknamed him Homo Faber, Man the Maker), enough to accept 
responsibility; he had been unable to commit himself wholly as friend, lover, 
husband, or father, just as for twenty years he has been unable to acknowledge his
guilt for these failings, Caught now, by the very chance he despises so much, in a 
tragedy of positively classical horror, Faber at last experiences all of these things. 
For life does not let itself be denied, save at the price of life.

Max Rudolf Frisch (May 15, 1911 – April 4, 1991) was a Swiss playwright and 
novelist, regarded as highly representative of German-language literature after 
World War II. In his creative works Frisch paid particular attention to issues relating 
to problems of human identity, individuality, responsibility, morality and political 
commitment. His use of irony is a significant feature of his post-war publications. 
Frisch was a member of the Gruppe Olten. He was awarded the Neustadt 
International Prize for Literature in 1986.
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Frolick, Billy. What I Really Want to Do Is Direct: Seven Film School Graduates Go 
To Hollywood. New York. Plume. 1st Plume Paperback Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 0452276667. 359 pages. Paperback. Inventory # 41030. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Follow seven enthusiastic, ambitious would-be 
moviemakers through three years of straggle, misadventure, and triumph in the film
business -- from pitch meetings to the Sundance Film Festival to the actual making 
of a feature film by one of the young directors.The seven featured players -- men 
and women, white and African-American, gay and straight -- are all collegiate award-
winners or fellowship honorees. All hail from one of the Big Five film schools -- AFI,
Columbia, NYU, UCLA, and USC -- and they all want to direct. Some of the 
graduates are fortunate enough to deal with industry heavyweights like Denzel 
Washington, Martin Scorsese, and Harrison Ford; others watch savings accounts 
dwindle and eye the want ads.Entertainment journalist and film school graduate Billy
Frolick weaves in words of wisdom from such established directors as Robert 
Benton (Kramer vs. Kramer), Frank Darabont (The Shawshank Redemption), Gillian
Armstrong (Little Women), and Rob Minkoff (The Lion King). His other original 
interviews include screenwriters Gary Ross (Big) and Neal Jimenez (River's Edge),
and top personnel from Columbia Pictures, Castle Rock Entertainment, and the 
William Morris Agency.By the end of this Hollywood version of Hoop Dreams, a 
couple of day jobs have been procured, a house has been mortgaged, and one 
participant has left town altogether. ‘Riveting. Frolick has produced the definitive text
on what it's like to make a start in the film business'. -- Steven Soderbergh, director
of Sex, Lies and Videotape.

William "Billy" Frolick (born 1959) is an American writer and film director. Born and 
raised in Long Island, New York, Frolick graduated from NYU film school, where he
studied under the famed professor (and Martin Scorsese mentor) Haig Manoogian. 
In the eighties, Frolick moved to Los Angeles and worked at various agencies, 
studios and production companies as a script reader, agency assistant, and 
development executive. When the Writers Guild of America, west went on strike in 
1988, his career as a journalist began.
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Fruchtman Jr., Jack. Thomas Paine: Apostle of Freedom. New York. 1994. Four 
Walls Eight Windows. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0941423948. 416 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 11790. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The leading Thomas Paine expert in the U.S. presents 
both a biography of the controversial Founding Father and an analysis of his works.
Known as 'the Voice of the Revolution, ' Paine was a truly original thinker, a man 
whose magnificient, freedom-loving spirit is richly captured in this major biography. 
The leading Thomas Paine expert in the U.S. presents both a biography of the 
controversial Founding Father and an analysis of his works. Known as 'the Voice of 
the Revolution, ' Paine was a truly original thinker, a man whose magnificient, 
freedom-loving spirit is richly captured in this major new biography.

Jack Fruchtman, Jr., is Professor of Political Science at Maryland's Towson State 
University.
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Fuegi, John. Brecht & Company: Sex, Politics, & the Making of the Modern Drama.
New York. 1994. Grove Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0802115292. 
732 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Rick Pracher. Inventory # 21612. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this first full biography of the Brecht circle, John Fuegi
confirms Brecht's rank as a world-class theater director, but also shows why much of
the writing can no longer be attributed to Brecht alone. Brecht's first violent, 
homoerotic plays, though noisily provocative failures at the box office, brought him 
praise from adventurous critics. In Berlin in the 1920s, Brecht found someone who 
would change not only his life but world theater: Elisabeth Hauptmann, who wrote 
over 80 percent of The Threepenny Opera in exchange for time in Brecht's life and 
in his bed. Yet her name often disappeared from the printed text, as well as from 
other plays and poems. Disappointed and disaffected, Hauptmann was supplanted 
by the passionate, tubercular Margarete Steffin, who contributed crucially to such 
classics as Mother Courage and The Good Woman of Setzuan. With Steffin's death 
in 1941, Brecht's career as a playwright virtually ended, though other works, begun
with her, were finished with the aid of the uninhibited and politically committed 
Danish director and author Ruth Berlau. Fuegi traces the evolution of Brecht's 
parasitic relationships and aggressive ambition through close analysis of diaries, 
letters, and drafts of the literary works, revealing a man who was personally 
dazzling, a genius at assembling and directing the plays created in his workshop, 
but ultimately lacking in literary stamina, for which he depended on his lovers. His 
need for control and fame led him to dominate-and betray-nearly everyone 
supported and loved him. The story of Brecht's artistic thefts is told against a 
backdrop of his equivocal politics through turbulent times: from the 1932 New Year's
party with members of Germany's virulent right wing, to his refusal to acknowledge 
Stalin's murderous purges, to his shocking break before the House Un-American 
Activities Committee, to his frequent anti-Semitism, to the privilege and ease he 
enjoyed in a repressive East Germany.

A internationally renowned, award-winning documentary producer, director, and 
Bertolt Brecht scholar, John Fuegi, Professor Emeritus Comparative Literature, 
University of Maryland, grew up in England and Switzerland.
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Fuentes, Carlos. A Change of Skin. New York. 1968. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Worn Dustjacket With Some Tears. Translated from
the Spanish by Sam Hileman. 462 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by S. Neil Fujita.
Inventory # 27148. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - On Palm Sunday, four persons decide to drive from 
Mexico City to Veracruz for Semana Santa-Holy Week. On the way they stop over at
Cholula, the pantheon city of the Aztecs, where Cortez betrayed and massacred the
Indians. The driver of the car is Franz, an expatriate Sudeten German who• was 
once in the service of the Nazis. With him is Isabel, his lover, a Mexican ‘pussycat,’
a hipster always in search of some new ‘kick.’ The other two members of the party 
are Javier and his wife Elizabeth. In his youth Javier published ‘a fine, sensitive book
of poetry.’ He was awarded a fellowship to New York, and has done nothing since. 
Now in his forties, he is a talented failure. Elizabeth is an embittered woman whose 
love for Javier is not returned. A fifth person is present when this diverse group 
reaches the pyramids of Cholula: the Narrator, who tells the story. The Narrator is 
ironical, humorous, serious, joking; he mixes truth and lies, fact and fiction. Through
his eyes we see that the four others have one thing in common; they are in search of
some real value: love in the case of Elizabeth, creation for Javier, experience for 
Isabel, redemption for Franz. In March, 1967, A CHANGE OF SKIN was awarded 
the Biblioteca Breve Prize given by the distinguished Spanish publishing house of 
Seix Barral.

Carlos Fuentes Macías (November 11, 1928 – May 15, 2012) was a Mexican 
novelist and essayist. Among his works are The Death of Artemio Cruz (1962), Aura
(1962), The Old Gringo (1985) and Christopher Unborn (1987). In his obituary, the 
New York Times described him as ‘one of the most admired writers in the Spanish-
speaking world’ and an important influence on the Latin American Boom, the 
‘explosion of Latin American literature in the 1960s and '70s’, while The Guardian 
called him ‘Mexico's most celebrated novelist’. His many literary honors include the
Miguel de Cervantes Prize as well as Mexico's highest award, the Belisario 
Domínguez Medal of Honor. He was often named as a likely candidate for the Nobel
Prize in Literature, though he never won.
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Fuentes, Carlos. A Change of Skin. New York. 1968. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st 
American Printing. Very Good. No Dustjacket. Translated from the Spanish by Sam
Hileman. 462 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 17490. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - On Palm Sunday, four persons decide to drive from 
Mexico City to Veracruz for Semana Santa-Holy Week. On the way they stop over at
Cholula, the pantheon city of the Aztecs, where Cortez betrayed and massacred the
Indians. The driver of the car is Franz, an expatriate Sudeten German who• was 
once in the service of the Nazis. With him is Isabel, his lover, a Mexican ‘pussycat,’
a hipster always in search of some new ‘kick.’ The other two members of the party 
are Javier and his wife Elizabeth. In his youth Javier published ‘a fine, sensitive book
of poetry.’ He was awarded a fellowship to New York, and has done nothing since. 
Now in his forties, he is a talented failure. Elizabeth is an embittered woman whose 
love for Javier is not returned. A fifth person is present when this diverse group 
reaches the pyramids of Cholula: the Narrator, who tells the story. The Narrator is 
ironical, humorous, serious, joking; he mixes truth and lies, fact and fiction. Through
his eyes we see that the four others have one thing in common; they are in search of
some real value: love in the case of Elizabeth, creation for Javier, experience for 
Isabel, redemption for Franz. In March, 1967, A CHANGE OF SKIN was awarded 
the Biblioteca Breve Prize given by the distinguished Spanish publishing house of 
Seix Barral.

Carlos Fuentes Macías (November 11, 1928 – May 15, 2012) was a Mexican 
novelist and essayist. Among his works are The Death of Artemio Cruz (1962), Aura
(1962), The Old Gringo (1985) and Christopher Unborn (1987). In his obituary, the 
New York Times described him as ‘one of the most admired writers in the Spanish-
speaking world’ and an important influence on the Latin American Boom, the 
‘explosion of Latin American literature in the 1960s and '70s’, while The Guardian 
called him ‘Mexico's most celebrated novelist’. His many literary honors include the
Miguel de Cervantes Prize as well as Mexico's highest award, the Belisario 
Domínguez Medal of Honor. He was often named as a likely candidate for the Nobel
Prize in Literature, though he never won.
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Fuentes, Carlos. A New Time For Mexico. New York. 1996. Farrar Straus Giroux. 
1st American Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374221707. Translated from the 
Spanish by Marina Gutman Castaneda & The Author. 216 pages. hardcover. Jacket
design by michael ian kaye. Jacket photo by Tina Modotti, Courtesy throckmorton 
fine art, inc., New York, N.Y. Author photo by miguel gener. Inventory # 22482. 
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From time immemorial, Mexico’s legendary beauty - from
its torrid tropical coasts and lush valleys to its high, dry plateaus and towering 
volcanoes - has been matched by intense historical drama. Mayan mythmakers, 
Aztec emperors, Spanish conquistadors, Yankee and French invaders, dictators, 
and peasant revolutionaries are not only part of Mexico’s past but still vivid 
influences in its present. And now, writes Carlos Fuentes, Mexico is facing a new 
time, even as it must stay true to its place in history. Torn between tradition and 
modernity, impatient with an exhausted political system but unsure how and with 
what to replace it, Mexicans are struggling to make the transition from authoritarian 
to democratic politics. But where will they find the serenity and strength to respond 
to their political, economic, and moral crises? Fuentes’s bold and timely study 
discusses the origins and nature of the unforeseen, tumultuous events that have 
recently transformed Mexico’s politics and society. The year 1994 began with the 
rebellion in Chiapas and continued with a rash of assassinations, the break between
Presidents Salinas and Zedillo, and continual traumas for a society that has never 
known - yet hungers for - democratic self-rule. Fuentes takes us on his personal 
quest for the human meaning of this new time; his urgent assessment is a major 
statement from one of Mexico’s wisest, most influential commentators.

Carlos Fuentes Macías (November 11, 1928 – May 15, 2012) was a Mexican 
novelist and essayist. Among his works are The Death of Artemio Cruz (1962), Aura
(1962), The Old Gringo (1985) and Christopher Unborn (1987). In his obituary, the 
New York Times described him as ‘one of the most admired writers in the Spanish-
speaking world’ and an important influence on the Latin American Boom, the 
‘explosion of Latin American literature in the 1960s and '70s’, while The Guardian 
called him ‘Mexico's most celebrated novelist’.
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Fuentes, Carlos. A New Time For Mexico. New York. 1996. Farrar Straus Giroux. 
1st American Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket That Has A Very Small Hole At the 
Front Near The Bottom. 0374221707. Translated from the Spanish by Marina 
Gutman Castaneda & The Author. 216 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by michael 
ian kaye. Jacket photo by Tina Modotti, Courtesy throckmorton fine art, inc., New 
York, N.Y. Author photo by miguel gener. Inventory # 28528. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From time immemorial, Mexico’s legendary beauty - from
its torrid tropical coasts and lush valleys to its high, dry plateaus and towering 
volcanoes - has been matched by intense historical drama. Mayan mythmakers, 
Aztec emperors, Spanish conquistadors, Yankee and French invaders, dictators, 
and peasant revolutionaries are not only part of Mexico’s past but still vivid 
influences in its present. And now, writes Carlos Fuentes, Mexico is facing a new 
time, even as it must stay true to its place in history. Torn between tradition and 
modernity, impatient with an exhausted political system but unsure how and with 
what to replace it, Mexicans are struggling to make the transition from authoritarian 
to democratic politics. But where will they find the serenity and strength to respond 
to their political, economic, and moral crises? Fuentes’s bold and timely study 
discusses the origins and nature of the unforeseen, tumultuous events that have 
recently transformed Mexico’s politics and society. The year 1994 began with the 
rebellion in Chiapas and continued with a rash of assassinations, the break between
Presidents Salinas and Zedillo, and continual traumas for a society that has never 
known - yet hungers for - democratic self-rule. Fuentes takes us on his personal 
quest for the human meaning of this new time; his urgent assessment is a major 
statement from one of Mexico’s wisest, most influential commentators.

Carlos Fuentes Macías (November 11, 1928 – May 15, 2012) was a Mexican 
novelist and essayist. Among his works are The Death of Artemio Cruz (1962), Aura
(1962), The Old Gringo (1985) and Christopher Unborn (1987). In his obituary, the 
New York Times described him as ‘one of the most admired writers in the Spanish-
speaking world’ and an important influence on the Latin American Boom, the 
‘explosion of Latin American literature in the 1960s and '70s’, while The Guardian 
called him ‘Mexico's most celebrated novelist’.
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Fuentes, Carlos. Christopher Unborn. New York. 1989. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374123349. Translated by Alfred Mac
Adam & The Author. 531 pages. hardcover. JACKET DESIGN (c) 1989 BY 
DRENTTEL DonE PARTNERS. JACKET PHOTOGRAPH OF THE CRESCENT 
EARTH, TAKEN IN 1969 BY ALAN L. BEAN, APOLLO 12. COURTESY OF NASA.
AUTHOR PHOTOGRAPH (c) 1989 BY CARLOS FUENTES,JR. Inventory # 17121.
$10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Conceived exactly nine months before the five-hundredth
anniversary of Columbus's discovery of the New World, the narrator of Christopher
Unborn spends the novel waiting to be born. But what kind of world will he be 
delivered into? "Makesicko City," as the punning narrator calls it, is not doing well in
this alternate, worst-case-scenario 1992. Politicians are selling pieces of their 
country to the United States. A black, acid rain falls relentlessly, forewarning of the 
even worse ecological catastrophes to come. Gangs of children, confined to the 
slums, terrorize their wealthy neighbors. A great novel of ideas and a work of 
aesthetic boldness, Christopher Unborn is a unique, and quite funny, work from one
of the twentieth century's most respected authors.

Carlos Fuentes Macías (November 11, 1928 – May 15, 2012) was a Mexican 
novelist and essayist. Among his works are The Death of Artemio Cruz (1962), Aura
(1962), The Old Gringo (1985) and Christopher Unborn (1987). In his obituary, the 
New York Times described him as ‘one of the most admired writers in the Spanish-
speaking world’ and an important influence on the Latin American Boom, the 
‘explosion of Latin American literature in the 1960s and '70s’, while The Guardian 
called him ‘Mexico's most celebrated novelist’. His many literary honors include the
Miguel de Cervantes Prize as well as Mexico's highest award, the Belisario 
Domínguez Medal of Honor. He was often named as a likely candidate for the Nobel
Prize in Literature, though he never won.
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Fuentes, Carlos. Holy Place. New York. 1978. Dutton. 1st Appearance of This 
Novella By Itself. Very Good in Wrappers. 0525475281. Translated from the Spanish
by Suzanne Jill Levine. This Story First Appeared In A Collection Called TRIPLE 
CROSS With Stories by Both Sarduy and Donoso. 144 pages. paperback. Cover 
illustration by Elias Dominquez. Inventory # 23222. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This novel is indeed a stunning combination of the 
cosmopolitan present and the mythological past, the two extended metaphors in the
work being Circe and the cinema - the goddess who turns men into swine and the 
medium that turns reality into celluloid. Before he metaphorically turns into a dog, 
the protagonist, a young Mexican man, spends all of his time and energy trying to 
achieve a greater intimacy with his mother, who, in turn, avoids him as zealously as
he pursues her. The son is something of a Wildean dandy, living in an Art Nouveau
grotto where he has enshrined his mama and her films. The mother is a Mexican 
movie star, as brash and flamboyant as they come, who is always being 
photographed or filmed - turned into celluloid. But just as the mother becomes 
increasingly transformed into a ‘goddess’ by the film industry, so does she, 
knowingly or not, change her son into an acolyte of her own unreal personality and 
finally into a living fetish. Fuentes delicately shifts from voice to voice, from time to 
time and from Medusa to Mexico City with such grace and lyricism that even his 
most radical transitions in time or image blend effortlessly into this, a most beautiful
and bizarre fiction.

Carlos Fuentes Macías (November 11, 1928 – May 15, 2012) was a Mexican 
novelist and essayist. Among his works are The Death of Artemio Cruz (1962), Aura
(1962), The Old Gringo (1985) and Christopher Unborn (1987). In his obituary, the 
New York Times described him as ‘one of the most admired writers in the Spanish-
speaking world’ and an important influence on the Latin American Boom, the 
‘explosion of Latin American literature in the 1960s and '70s’, while The Guardian 
called him ‘Mexico's most celebrated novelist’. His many literary honors include the
Miguel de Cervantes Prize as well as Mexico's highest award, the Belisario 
Domínguez Medal of Honor. He was often named as a likely candidate for the Nobel
Prize in Literature, though he never won.
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Fuentes, Carlos. Holy Place. New York. 1978. Dutton. 1st Appearance of This 
Novella By Itself. Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 0525475281. Translated from the
Spanish by Suzanne Jill Levine. This Story First Appeared In A Collection Called 
Triple Cross With Stories by Both Sarduy and Donoso. 144 pages. paperback. 
Cover illustration by Elias Dominquez. Inventory # 19661. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This novel is indeed a stunning combination of the 
cosmopolitan present and the mythological past, the two extended metaphors in the
work being Circe and the cinema - the goddess who turns men into swine and the 
medium that turns reality into celluloid. Before he metaphorically turns into a dog, 
the protagonist, a young Mexican man, spends all of his time and energy trying to 
achieve a greater intimacy with his mother, who, in turn, avoids him as zealously as
he pursues her. The son is something of a Wildean dandy, living in an Art Nouveau
grotto where he has enshrined his mama and her films. The mother is a Mexican 
movie star, as brash and flamboyant as they come, who is always being 
photographed or filmed - turned into celluloid. But just as the mother becomes 
increasingly transformed into a ‘goddess’ by the film industry, so does she, 
knowingly or not, change her son into an acolyte of her own unreal personality and 
finally into a living fetish. Fuentes delicately shifts from voice to voice, from time to 
time and from Medusa to Mexico City with such grace and lyricism that even his 
most radical transitions in time or image blend effortlessly into this, a most beautiful
and bizarre fiction.

Carlos Fuentes Macías (November 11, 1928 – May 15, 2012) was a Mexican 
novelist and essayist. Among his works are The Death of Artemio Cruz (1962), Aura
(1962), The Old Gringo (1985) and Christopher Unborn (1987). In his obituary, the 
New York Times described him as ‘one of the most admired writers in the Spanish-
speaking world’ and an important influence on the Latin American Boom, the 
‘explosion of Latin American literature in the 1960s and '70s’, while The Guardian 
called him ‘Mexico's most celebrated novelist’. His many literary honors include the
Miguel de Cervantes Prize as well as Mexico's highest award, the Belisario 
Domínguez Medal of Honor. He was often named as a likely candidate for the Nobel
Prize in Literature, though he never won.
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Fuentes, Carlos. The Buried Mirror: Reflections On Spain and the New World. 
Boston. 1992. Houghton Mifflin. Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0395479789. paperback. Signed by the Author. Inventory # 24808. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - IIn his introduction to this passionate history of Spain and
the Spanish-speaking peoples of the Americas, Carlos Fuentes asks the question:
What do we really have to celebrate of Columbus’s historic voyage to the New 
World? After all, the quincentennial of the ‘discovery of America’ finds Latin 
American republics in a state of deep crisis, with inflation, unemployment, and 
excessive foreign debt threatening their still precarious economic and political 
institutions. From the mysterious cave drawings at Altamira to the explosive graffiti 
on the walls of East Los Angeles, images of Spain and the Americas speak to us of 
the great variety of Spanish culture. Carlos Fuentes knows this culture intimately. 
Combining a sophisticated perspective on world events and a novelist’s eye for irony
and metaphor, he weaves a historical narrative of dazzling color and vibrancy. 
Sweeping across centuries of tumultuous history, Fuentes gives new life to 
monarchs and conquistadors, to Indian cultures and revolutions, and finally to 
modern-day Spain, Latin America, and the Hispanic United States, History and its 
players come alive on every page, in the stories of the famous and the little-known, 
the heroes and tyrants, martyrs and saints, virgins and kings. Using the illuminating
metaphor of mirrors, inspired by mirrors found in ancient burial caches in the 
Americas, Fuentes challenges us to think in new ways about how a national 
character is formed, how a stereotype evolves, and what continuities are discovered
when a human community truly understands its roots.

Carlos Fuentes Macías (November 11, 1928 – May 15, 2012) was a Mexican 
novelist and essayist. Among his works are The Death of Artemio Cruz (1962), Aura
(1962), The Old Gringo (1985) and Christopher Unborn (1987). In his obituary, the 
New York Times described him as ‘one of the most admired writers in the Spanish-
speaking world’ and an important influence on the Latin American Boom, the 
‘explosion of Latin American literature in the 1960s and '70s’, while The Guardian 
called him ‘Mexico's most celebrated novelist’.
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Fuentes, Carlos. The Buried Mirror: Reflections On Spain and the New World. 
Boston. 1992. Houghton Mifflin. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0395479789. 399 pages. hardcover. Front jacket painting by Diego Velazquez - 'Las
Meninas'. Inventory # 16293. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - IIn his introduction to this passionate history of Spain and
the Spanish-speaking peoples of the Americas, Carlos Fuentes asks the question:
What do we really have to celebrate of Columbus’s historic voyage to the New 
World? After all, the quincentennial of the ‘discovery of America’ finds Latin 
American republics in a state of deep crisis, with inflation, unemployment, and 
excessive foreign debt threatening their still precarious economic and political 
institutions. From the mysterious cave drawings at Altamira to the explosive graffiti 
on the walls of East Los Angeles, images of Spain and the Americas speak to us of 
the great variety of Spanish culture. Carlos Fuentes knows this culture intimately. 
Combining a sophisticated perspective on world events and a novelist’s eye for irony
and metaphor, he weaves a historical narrative of dazzling color and vibrancy. 
Sweeping across centuries of tumultuous history, Fuentes gives new life to 
monarchs and conquistadors, to Indian cultures and revolutions, and finally to 
modern-day Spain, Latin America, and the Hispanic United States, History and its 
players come alive on every page, in the stories of the famous and the little-known, 
the heroes and tyrants, martyrs and saints, virgins and kings. Using the illuminating
metaphor of mirrors, inspired by mirrors found in ancient burial caches in the 
Americas, Fuentes challenges us to think in new ways about how a national 
character is formed, how a stereotype evolves, and what continuities are discovered
when a human community truly understands its roots.

Carlos Fuentes Macías (November 11, 1928 – May 15, 2012) was a Mexican 
novelist and essayist. Among his works are The Death of Artemio Cruz (1962), Aura
(1962), The Old Gringo (1985) and Christopher Unborn (1987). In his obituary, the 
New York Times described him as ‘one of the most admired writers in the Spanish-
speaking world’ and an important influence on the Latin American Boom, the 
‘explosion of Latin American literature in the 1960s and '70s’, while The Guardian 
called him ‘Mexico's most celebrated novelist’.
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Fuentes, Carlos. The Campaign. New York. 1991. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374118280. Translated from the 
Spanish by Alfred Mac Adam. 246 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 28507. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - On the night of May 24, 1810, my friend Baltasar Bustos
entered the bed room of the Marquise de Cabra, the wife of the President of the 
Superior Court for the Viceroyalty of the Rio de la Plata, and kidnapped her newborn
child. In its place. he put a black baby! the child of a prostitute who had just been 
publicly flogged. In this witty and enthralling saga of revolutionary South America, 
Carlos Fuentes explores the period of profound upheaval he calls ‘the romantic 
time.’ His hero, Baltasar Bustos, the son of a wealthy Argentine ranch owner, is 
Rousseau’s divided being. On one hand, he is a citizen with a public role to play, 
that of the inflamed revolutionary democrat whose boldly subversive act - the 
kidnapping - sets the dramatic narrative in motion. But he is also an individual with a
private life to live, for on the night he steals the child born of privilege he catches a 
fleeting glimpse of the infant’s mother, the exquisite Marquise de Cabra, and it is 
enough to set him on an anguished journey to repent his act and win her love. His 
public and personal campaign of redemption takes him through Argentina, 
Venezuela, Chile, Peru, and Mexico and through the struggles and contradictions 
that have plagued and ultimately shaped Spanish America,

Carlos Fuentes Macías (November 11, 1928 – May 15, 2012) was a Mexican 
novelist and essayist. Among his works are The Death of Artemio Cruz (1962), Aura
(1962), The Old Gringo (1985) and Christopher Unborn (1987). In his obituary, the 
New York Times described him as ‘one of the most admired writers in the Spanish-
speaking world’ and an important influence on the Latin American Boom, the 
‘explosion of Latin American literature in the 1960s and '70s’, while The Guardian 
called him ‘Mexico's most celebrated novelist’. His many literary honors include the
Miguel de Cervantes Prize as well as Mexico's highest award, the Belisario 
Domínguez Medal of Honor. He was often named as a likely candidate for the Nobel
Prize in Literature, though he never won.
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Fuentes, Carlos. The Hydra Head. New York. 1978. Farrar Straus Giroux. 
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0374515638. Translated from the 
Spanish by Margaret Sayers Peden. 292 pages. paperback. Jacket design by Honi
Werner. Inventory # 4004. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A Third World spy thriller, action-filled, quick-paced, and 
terse novel of intrigue from Carlos Fuentes. One fateful morning, Felix Maldonado, a
minor official in the Mexican bureaucracy, steps into a nightmare world in which he 
is ensnared in a murder he never intended: the assassination of the President. As 
he is gradually divested of his identity, he struggles between his Dostoevskian 
frenzy for affirmation and the Kafkaesque passivity of oblivion others try to impose 
on him: the Director General of his Ministry, who first proposes that Felix surrender 
his name in exchange for his life; the fat economics professor, Bernstein, who 
believes a man is recognized only when he is not being hunted down; and the 
ambiguous master spy, ‘Timon,’ who prefers defeat to success. They are 
surrounded by a cast of twilight figures: Ayub, a Lebanese punk; the posturing 
coward Rossetti and his ambitious wife, Angelica, a lady with a penchant for 
adventures in swimming pools; Licha, a sensual but unsatisfied nurse; the teenage
Mexican agents Rosita and Emiliano; and the women in Felix’s life, all three Jewish:
Ruth, his wife; Sara Klein, a survivor of the Holocaust; and Mary Benjamin, who 
tortures her ugly merchant husband with her infidelities. Set in the houses of the rich
and in sleazy hotels and sinister hospitals in Mexico City, in the steamy Gulf ports of
Coatzacoalcos and Galveston and the luxury clubs and corporate offices of 
Houston, THE HYDRA HEAD has a constant political reality as backdrop: the 
permanent tension in the Middle East and the vast new oil resources of Mexico. 
Behind the individual drives for power, justice, money, love, or simple survival lurk 
the cold imperatives of the international chessboard and its masked players.

Carlos Fuentes Macías (November 11, 1928 – May 15, 2012) was a Mexican 
novelist and essayist. Among his works are The Death of Artemio Cruz (1962), Aura
(1962), The Old Gringo (1985) and Christopher Unborn (1987). In his obituary, the 
New York Times described him as ‘one of the most admired writers in the Spanish-
speaking world’ and an important influence on the Latin American Boom, the 
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Fuentes, Carlos. The Hydra Head. New York. 1978. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st 
American Printing. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket W/Some Tears. 
0374173974. Translated by Margaret Sayers Peden. 292 pages. hardcover. Jacket
design by Honi Werner. Inventory # 25993. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A Third World spy thriller, action-filled, quick-paced, and 
terse novel of intrigue from Carlos Fuentes. One fateful morning, Felix Maldonado, a
minor official in the Mexican bureaucracy, steps into a nightmare world in which he 
is ensnared in a murder he never intended: the assassination of the President. As 
he is gradually divested of his identity, he struggles between his Dostoevskian 
frenzy for affirmation and the Kafkaesque passivity of oblivion others try to impose 
on him: the Director General of his Ministry, who first proposes that Felix surrender 
his name in exchange for his life; the fat economics professor, Bernstein, who 
believes a man is recognized only when he is not being hunted down; and the 
ambiguous master spy, ‘Timon,’ who prefers defeat to success. They are 
surrounded by a cast of twilight figures: Ayub, a Lebanese punk; the posturing 
coward Rossetti and his ambitious wife, Angelica, a lady with a penchant for 
adventures in swimming pools; Licha, a sensual but unsatisfied nurse; the teenage
Mexican agents Rosita and Emiliano; and the women in Felix’s life, all three Jewish:
Ruth, his wife; Sara Klein, a survivor of the Holocaust; and Mary Benjamin, who 
tortures her ugly merchant husband with her infidelities. Set in the houses of the rich
and in sleazy hotels and sinister hospitals in Mexico City, in the steamy Gulf ports of
Coatzacoalcos and Galveston and the luxury clubs and corporate offices of 
Houston, THE HYDRA HEAD has a constant political reality as backdrop: the 
permanent tension in the Middle East and the vast new oil resources of Mexico. 
Behind the individual drives for power, justice, money, love, or simple survival lurk 
the cold imperatives of the international chessboard and its masked players.

Carlos Fuentes Macías (November 11, 1928 – May 15, 2012) was a Mexican 
novelist and essayist. Among his works are The Death of Artemio Cruz (1962), Aura
(1962), The Old Gringo (1985) and Christopher Unborn (1987). In his obituary, the 
New York Times described him as ‘one of the most admired writers in the Spanish-
speaking world’ and an important influence on the Latin American Boom, the 
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Fuentes, Carlos. The Years With Laura Diaz. New York. 2000. Farrar Straus Giroux.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374293414. Translated from the 
Spanish by Alfred Mac Adam. 518 pages. hardcover. Jacket design: Susan Mitchell.
Jacket painting: Distributing Arms (El arsenal), 1928, by Diego Rivera, courtesy of 
Schalkwijk/Art Resource, NY. Author photograph C Miguel Gener. Inventory # 
28291. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Filled with brilliantly colored scenes and heartbreaking 
dramas, the epic story of THE YEARS WITH LAURA DIAZ is also a novel of subtle 
and penetrating psychological insight. As in Fuentes’s masterpiece The Death of 
Artemio Cruz, the action begins in the state of Veracruz and then moves to Mexico
City, tracing a migration during the Revolution and its aftermath that is an important
element in Laura Diaz’s life as well as in Mexico’s history. This extraordinary young
woman, born in 1898, grows into a devoted wife and mother, becomes the lover of 
great men, and, before her death in 1972, is celebrated as a politically committed 
artist on whom none of the poignant paradoxes of Mexican life have been lost. 
Significantly, her life story comes to us thanks to her Chicano great-grandson, 
inheritor of both her gifts and her paradoxes: the novel opens in Detroit and closes in
Los Angeles with him. Laura Diaz is a complicated and alluring heroine whose brave
honesty and good heart prevail despite her losing a brother and a grandson to the 
darkest forces of Mexico’s turbulent, corrupt politics, and a son to the ravages of a 
disease that consumes him before his greatness can be fulfilled. Yet in the end she 
is a happy woman, despite the tragedy and loss, for she has borne witness to and 
helped to affect her country’s life, and she has loved and understood with unflinching
honesty. In this his most important novel in decades,

Carlos Fuentes Macías (November 11, 1928 – May 15, 2012) was a Mexican 
novelist and essayist. Among his works are The Death of Artemio Cruz (1962), Aura
(1962), The Old Gringo (1985) and Christopher Unborn (1987). In his obituary, the 
New York Times described him as ‘one of the most admired writers in the Spanish-
speaking world’ and an important influence on the Latin American Boom, the 
‘explosion of Latin American literature in the 1960s and '70s’, while The Guardian 
called him ‘Mexico's most celebrated novelist’. His many literary honors include the
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Fuentes, Carlos. This I Believe: A Life from a to Z. New York. 2005. Random House.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1400062462. Translated from the 
Spanish by Kristina Cordero. 335 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Beck Stvan. 
Inventory # 8811. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Arranged alphabetically from ‘Amore’ to ‘Zurich,’ THIS I 
BELIEVE takes us on a marvelous inner journey with a great writer. Fuentes ranges
wide, from contradictions inherent in Latin American culture and politics to his long 
friendship with director Luis Buñuel. Along the way, we find reflection on the mixed 
curse and blessing of globalization; memories of a sexual initiation in Zurich; a fond 
tracing of a family tree heavy with poets, dreamers, and diplomats; evocations of the
streets, cafés, and bedrooms of Washington, Paris, Santiago de Chile, Cambridge,
Oaxaca, and New York; and a celebration of literary heroes including Balzac, 
Cervantes, Faulkner, Kafka, and Shakespeare. Throughout, Fuentes captivates with
the power of his intellect and his prose. Here, too, are vivid, often heartbreaking 
glimpses into his personal life. ‘Silvia’ is a powerful love letter to his beloved wife. In 
‘Children,’ Fuentes recalls the births of his daughters and the tragic death of his son;
in ‘Cinema’ he relives the magic of films such as Citizen Kane and The Wizard of 
Oz. Further extending his reach, he examines the collision between history and 
contemporary life in ‘Civil Society,’ ‘Left,’ and ‘Revolution.’ And he poignantly 
addresses the experiences we all hold in common as he grapples with beauty, 
death, freedom, God, and sex. By turns provocative and intimate, partisan and 
universal, this book is a brilliant summation of an international literary career.

Carlos Fuentes Macías (November 11, 1928 – May 15, 2012) was a Mexican 
novelist and essayist. Among his works are The Death of Artemio Cruz (1962), Aura
(1962), The Old Gringo (1985) and Christopher Unborn (1987). In his obituary, the 
New York Times described him as ‘one of the most admired writers in the Spanish-
speaking world’ and an important influence on the Latin American Boom, the 
‘explosion of Latin American literature in the 1960s and '70s’, while The Guardian 
called him ‘Mexico's most celebrated novelist’. His many literary honors include the
Miguel de Cervantes Prize as well as Mexico's highest award, the Belisario 
Domínguez Medal of Honor. He was often named as a likely candidate for the Nobel
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Fuentes, Carlos. This I Believe: An a to Z of a Life. New York. 2006. Random 
House. 1st Random House Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0812972546. Translated from the Spanish by Kristina Cordero. 335 pages. 
paperback. Cover painting: Maximino Javier, 'Codice del Sol', 1992. Inventory # 
41577. $8

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Arranged alphabetically from ‘Amore’ to ‘Zurich,’ THIS I 
BELIEVE takes us on a marvelous inner journey with a great writer. Fuentes ranges
wide, from contradictions inherent in Latin American culture and politics to his long 
friendship with director Luis Buñuel. Along the way, we find reflection on the mixed 
curse and blessing of globalization; memories of a sexual initiation in Zurich; a fond 
tracing of a family tree heavy with poets, dreamers, and diplomats; evocations of the
streets, cafés, and bedrooms of Washington, Paris, Santiago de Chile, Cambridge,
Oaxaca, and New York; and a celebration of literary heroes including Balzac, 
Cervantes, Faulkner, Kafka, and Shakespeare. Throughout, Fuentes captivates with
the power of his intellect and his prose. Here, too, are vivid, often heartbreaking 
glimpses into his personal life. ‘Silvia’ is a powerful love letter to his beloved wife. In 
‘Children,’ Fuentes recalls the births of his daughters and the tragic death of his son;
in ‘Cinema’ he relives the magic of films such as Citizen Kane and The Wizard of 
Oz. Further extending his reach, he examines the collision between history and 
contemporary life in ‘Civil Society,’ ‘Left,’ and ‘Revolution.’ And he poignantly 
addresses the experiences we all hold in common as he grapples with beauty, 
death, freedom, God, and sex. By turns provocative and intimate, partisan and 
universal, this book is a brilliant summation of an international literary career.

Carlos Fuentes Macías (November 11, 1928 – May 15, 2012) was a Mexican 
novelist and essayist. Among his works are The Death of Artemio Cruz (1962), Aura
(1962), The Old Gringo (1985) and Christopher Unborn (1987). In his obituary, the 
New York Times described him as ‘one of the most admired writers in the Spanish-
speaking world’ and an important influence on the Latin American Boom, the 
‘explosion of Latin American literature in the 1960s and '70s’, while The Guardian 
called him ‘Mexico's most celebrated novelist’. His many literary honors include the
Miguel de Cervantes Prize as well as Mexico's highest award, the Belisario 
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Fuentes, Carlos/Donoso, Jose/Sarduy, Severo. Triple Cross (DUSTJACKET ONLY).
New York. 1972. Dutton. Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0525222804. 
DUSTJACKET ONLY. Jacket design by Ginger Giles. Inventory #  44249. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET

CARLOS FUENTES was born in Mexico in 1928. His published works include 
WHERE THE AIR IS CLEAR (1958), THE GOOD CONSCIENCE (1959), AURA 
(1962), THE DEATH OF ARTEMIO CRUZ (1962), and A CHANGE OF SKIN (1967).
His works have been translated into many languages. He lives in Mexico. JOSÉ 
DONOSO was born in 1924 in Santiago, Chile. He received his A.B. from Princeton 
in 1951. He has taught English literature at the University of Chile and has been a 
writer-in-residence at the University of Iowa. His books include THIS SUNDAY and
CORONATION, which won the William Faulkner Foundation Prize for Chile in 1962.
He lives in Spain. SEVERO SARDUY was born in Camaguey, Cuba, in 1937. His 
works in French translation have established him as a leading avant-garde writer. 
FROM CUBA WITH A SONG is his first book publication in English. He lives in 
Paris.
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Fuller, John. Flying To Nowhere. New York. 1984. George Braziller. 1st Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0807610879. 97 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 4013. 
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Flying to Nowhere is a modern Gothic novel with spiritual
overtones that open out a set of classic novelistic quests. Set on a remote Welsh 
island during the Middle Ages, the tale is Woven around two main characters - 
Vane, an emissary sent by the Bishop to investigate the disappearance of a number
of pilgrims to the island’s miraculous well; and the abbot, who dissects cadavers in a
desperate attempt to find the human soul. In language that Oscillates between 
graphic and lyrical extremes, John Fuller relates the intricate thematic parallels of 
their quests which remain unresolved even at the end. Flying to Nowhere, in which 
the existence of absolute truth is openly challenged asks unanswerable questions, 
and encourages provocative speculation.

A prolific poet, novelist, children’s writer, critic, and editor, John Fuller has written or
edited nearly 50 books, including more than a dozen collections of poetry. Fuller was
born in Kent, England, and his father was the poet Roy Fuller. John Fuller was 
mentored by W.H. Auden and also influenced by Eliot, Graves, and Stevens. His 
poetry displays a virtuosic ease within the constraints of formal, metered verse; it is
a poetry of ideas.
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Fuller, Thomas. The Worthies of England. London. 1952. George Allen and Unwin. 
1st Edition. Good. No Dustjacket. 717 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 26454. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Lists the counties of England with brief historical 
comments plus lists of eminent citizens. Abridged reprint of much earlier work. 
Contents. Glossary. Bibliography. Indexes. Arranged geographically by counties with
each chapter discussing Native Commodities, the Manufactures, Medicinal Waters,
The Buildings, The Wonders, Local Proverbs, The Medicinal Herbs, Musicians; 
Builders of Churches, Free Schools and Colleges; Bridges, Of Modern Battles, The
Worthies of the area. A witty and quirky encyclopedia of England written in the 17th
century.

Thomas Fuller (baptized 19 June 1608 – 16 August 1661) was an English 
churchman and historian. He is now remembered for his writings, particularly his 
Worthies of England, published in 1662 after his death. He was a prolific author, and
one of the first English writers able to live by his pen (and his many patrons).
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Furutani, Dale. Death in Little Tokyo: A Ken Tanaka Mystery. New York. 1996. St 
Martin's Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312145802. 193 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket illustration & design by James Wang. Inventory # 24966. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When mystery buff Ken Tanaka masquerades as a 
private investigator at his local mystery club's weekend event, a femme fatale right 
out of an old Bogart movie asks him for a favor. Ken takes the case as a joke - but 
there's nothing to laugh about when his sleuthing leads him to a dead man in a Little
Tokyo hotel room. Suddenly entangled in a real-life murder, Ken and his girlfriend, 
Mariko Kosaka, have to negotiate the unfamiliar streets and traditional customs of 
Los Angeles's Japanese-American enclave.

Dale Furutani (born December 1, 1946, in Hilo, Hawaii) is the first Asian American to
win major mystery writing awards. He has won the Anthony Award and the Macavity
Award and has been nominated for the Agatha Award. His book, The Toyotomi 
Blades, was selected as the best mystery of 1997 by the Internet Critics Group. 
Furutani's family came from Yamaguchi Prefecture in Japan to Hawaii in 1896. He 
was raised in San Pedro, California, where he attended school. He has a degree in
Creative Writing from California State University, Long Beach, and an MBA in 
Marketing from UCLA. He has written mysteries set in modern Los Angeles and 
Tokyo as well as a mystery trilogy set in 1603 Japan. He has received a starred 
review from Publishers Weekly and have been on the Mystery Writers of America 
national bestseller list, the Los Angeles Times Bestseller List for all fiction, and 
numerous local mystery bestseller lists.keywords
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Furutani, Dale. The Toyotomi Blades: A Ken Tanaka Mystery. New York. 1997. St 
Martin's Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312170505. 212 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket illustration & design by James Wang. Inventory # 25093. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An ancient sword cuts to the heart of a baffling mystery.
Unemployed computer operator and amateur sleuth Ken Tanaka is thrilled at the 
chance to visit his ancestors' homeland, especially when it's courtesy of a Tokyo talk
show that wants to interview him about his role in solving a recent murder case. But
Ken's fifteen minutes of fame could prove fatal- if the Japanese Mafia has its way. 
Why has the Yakuza targeted him? The answer, Ken discovers, is tied to the murder
of an organized-crime figure in Manhattan. .to the bizarre, sex-related death of a 
student in Japan. .and to his own purchase of an ancient samurai sword at a Los 
Angeles garage sale. Now Ken is on the trail of a 300-year-old mystery that could 
soon have him pushing up bamboo shoots.

Dale Furutani (born December 1, 1946, in Hilo, Hawaii) is the first Asian American to
win major mystery writing awards. He has won the Anthony Award and the Macavity
Award and has been nominated for the Agatha Award. His book, The Toyotomi 
Blades, was selected as the best mystery of 1997 by the Internet Critics Group. 
Furutani's family came from Yamaguchi Prefecture in Japan to Hawaii in 1896. He 
was raised in San Pedro, California, where he attended school. He has a degree in
Creative Writing from California State University, Long Beach, and an MBA in 
Marketing from UCLA. He has written mysteries set in modern Los Angeles and 
Tokyo as well as a mystery trilogy set in 1603 Japan. He has received a starred 
review from Publishers Weekly and have been on the Mystery Writers of America 
national bestseller list, the Los Angeles Times Bestseller List for all fiction, and 
numerous local mystery bestseller lists.
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Fussell, Paul. The Anti-Egotist: Kingsley Amis, Man of Letters. New York. 1994. 
Oxford University Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0195087364. 206 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by John William Costa. Jacket photograph: Archive
Photos. Inventory # 21618. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Part biography, part critical appraisal, The Anti-Egotist 
traces the influences that have shaped Amis's writing, ranging from his schooldays 
through military service to university teaching, as he emerged as a novelist, poet, 
and essayist. By drawing our attention to the details first of Amis's life, then of his 
writing, Fussell reveals the profound moral sense that expresses itself so 
wonderfully in Amis's fiction and criticism. He mixes affection with insight as he 
paints a highly personal portrait of Amis as writer who despises self-promotion in all 
its forms, savaging the world's show-offs and blowhards with a particularly sharp-
toothed bite. Amis's criticism, too, shook the British literary world with his 'no-
nonsense, can-the-bullshit tone,' restoring skepticism and honesty to postwar 
English writing. Fussell guides us through Amis's immense output-portraying him as
a book reviewer, custodian of language, gastronomic critic, anthologist, and poet-
showing how his overriding concern is always for the public, deriding pretensions 
that come at a cost to the audience. And the power of Amis's writing, from his humor
to his deft characterization, rings through in page after page of Fussell's accurate 
and evocative assessments. In recent years, Kingsley Amis has drawn considerable
fire, thanks to his outspoken conservative opinions; many critics see him as little 
more than a crusty old curmudgeon. In The Anti-Egotist, Paul Fussell does the 
reading public a double favor in restoring the reputation of this important writer: he 
effortlessly captures the literary virtuosity that lifted Amis to fame, and he reveals the
moral convictions that make this seeming curmudgeon more relevant than ever.

Paul Fussell (22 March 1924 – 23 May 2012) was an American cultural and literary
historian, author and university professor. His writings cover a variety of topics, from
scholarly works on eighteenth-century English literature to commentary on America's
class system. He is best known for his writings about World War I and II, which 
explore what he felt was the gap between the romantic myth and reality of war.
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Gaines, Donna. Why the Ramones Matter. Lebanon. 2018. University Press of New
England/ForeEdge. Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781512601794. 
Part of the Music Matters series announced by University Press of New England, but
never actually released by them due to the fact that UPNE went out of business just
before the titles were released. The series was picked up by University of Texas 
Press who eventually released them in a slightly different format and with different 
covers. 150 pages. paperback. Inventory # 45545. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The central experience of the Ramones and their music 
is of being an outsider, an outcast, a person who’s somehow defective, and the 
revolt against shame and self-loathing. The fans, argues Donna Gaines, got it right 
away, from their own experience of alienation at home, at school, on the streets, and
from themselves. This sense of estrangement and marginality permeates everything
the Ramones still offer us as artists, and as people. Why the Ramones Matter 
compellingly makes the case that the Ramones gave us everything; they saved rock
and roll, modeled DIY ethics, and addressed our deepest collective traumas, from 
the personal to the historical. In songs like “I’m against It” and “I Don’t Care,” the 
Ramones offered up an anthem a day, a soundtrack for everyday life in a ridiculous,
punishing, amusing world.

DONNA GAINES has written for Rolling Stone, MS, the Village Voice, Spin, 
Newsday and Salon. Her work has been published in fanzines, trade and scholarly 
collections, journals and textbooks. A sociologist, journalist and New York State 
Licensed Master Social Worker, Dr. Gaines has taught sociology at Barnard College
of Columbia University, the Graduate Faculty of New School University. Since 2013,
she has taught social science, music, youth and community studies at Empire State
College of the State University of New York. An ocean activist, Gaines also works as
an Usui Reiki Master Healer/Teacher with a special interest in spirituality and 
recovery.
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Gaines, Ernest J. A Gathering of Old Men. New York. 1983. Knopf. 1st American 
Edition. Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front,Otherwise Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0394514688. 214 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration & design by 
Wendell Minor. Inventory # 4025. $100

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From the author of THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF MISS 
JANE PITTMAN, a profound and unforgettable new novel set in a small corner of the
deep South where, over the course of one day, the lives of a group of men and 
women may be changed forever. It begins with a murder: in the compound of a 
backwoods Louisiana plantation Beau Boutan, a Cajun farmer, is found shot. 
Immediately, we learn that something perhaps even more serious has taken place;
we are in a maelstrom of startling events. As the day moves toward its climax, we 
come to understand the complex relationships that exist between the blacks and the
whites, the reasons behind the sudden bursts of courage from the old black men, 
the almost untenable pride that Candy has inherited from her ancestors. and we 
sense in this confrontation between two small groups of people the larger issue that
faces the South: the conflict between the old ways and the new, between a dark and
bloody past and a difficult but viable future. Ernest Gaines brings to this story the 
same rich sense of place, the same understanding humor, and the same 
compassion for a people and their struggle that have informed his previous, widely 
acclaimed novels.

Ernest J. Gaines was born on a plantation in Pointe Coupée Parish near New 
Roads, Louisiana, which is the Bayonne of all his fictional works. His most recent 
novel, In My Father’s House, was one of the ‘Fifty Notable Adult Books Published in
1978’ selected by the American Library Association. His other works of fiction are 
the much-acclaimed THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF MISS JANE PITTMAN, OF LOVE
AND DUST, CATHERINE CARNTIER, and BLOODLINE. He divides his time 
between San Francisco and the University of Southwestern Louisiana, in Lafayette,
where he holds a visiting professorship in Creative Writing.
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Gaines, Ernest J. Catherine Carmier. San Francisco. 1981. North Point Press. 1st 
North Point Press Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers with French Flaps. 
0865470227. 248 pages. paperback. Cover: Harry Ford. Inventory # 32975. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This unforgettable novel by the author of THE 
AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF MISS JANE PITMAN is set in plantation country. After ten 
years of school in San Francisco, Jackson Guerin returns home to Louisiana, to the
arms of his benefactor, Aunt Charlotte. Surrounded by those who love him, family 
and friends, Jackson discovers himself completely estranged. Bonds have been 
broken during his absence and the breech is beyond repair. In the midst of this 
alienation, Jackson falls in love with Catherine Carmier, setting the stage for 
conflicts and confrontations which are universal, complex, and frighteningly 
powerful. Set against a deceptively quiet countryside which is beautifully drawn, this
varied cast of characters move within a tale of passion, of pride and ancestry and of
gripping prejudice between Cajuns, whites, and blacks. ‘CATHERINE CARMIER is a
beautiful book, simple, direct, quiet, steadily and unfailingly moving. Its people 
remain with me, every one of them as individuals, and there is none who does not 
win my sympathy in his plight and my admiration for his courage and honesty and 
tenacity. They act with tragic duty and a constant, profound awareness of one 
another, even across the terrible divisions despair, degree of color, and differences 
in faith, education and experience have begotten among them.’ – Walter Van Tilburg
Clark.

Ernest James Gaines (born January 15, 1933) is an African-American author. His 
works have been taught in college classrooms and translated into many languages, 
including French, Spanish, German, Russian and Chinese. Four of his works have 
been made into television movies. His 1993 novel, A Lesson Before Dying, won the
National Book Critics Circle Award for fiction. Gaines has been a MacArthur 
Foundation fellow, awarded the National Humanities Medal, and inducted into the 
French Ordre des Arts et des Lettres (Order of Arts and Letters) as a Chevalier.
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Galaxy. Galaxy Science Fiction Magazine August 1955. New York. 1955. Galaxy 
Publishing. Good in Wrappers. paperback. Cover by Kirberger showing ARRIVAL 
OF THE AMBASSADOR FROM SIRIUS. Inventory # 28087. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - CONTENTS: The Flat-Eyed Monster by William Tenn; 
Country Estate by Daniel F. Galouye; Whiskaboom by Alan Arkin; A Gift from Earth
by Manly Banister; Twink by Theodore Sturgeon; Preferred Risk by Edson McCann;
For your Information by Willy Ley; Editor’s Page by H. L. Gold; Forecast.
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Galaxy. Galaxy Science Fiction Magazine January 1955. New York. 1955. Galaxy 
Publishing. Good in Wrappers. paperback. Cover by EMSH showing SCENE: 
MILADY’S BOUDOIR. Inventory # 28082. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - CONTENTS: The Tunnel Under the World by Frederik 
Pohl; Perfect Control by Richard Stockham; When You’re Smiling by Theodore 
Sturgeon; Squirrel Cage by Robert Sheckley; The Vilbar Party by Evelyn E. Smith; 
Brknk’s Bounty by Jerry Sohl; For your Information by Willy Ley; Editor’s Page by H.
L. Gold; Galaxy’s Five Star Shelf by Groff Conklin; Forecast.
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Galaxy. Galaxy Science Fiction Magazine July 1955. New York. 1955. Galaxy 
Publishing. Good in Wrappers. paperback. Cover by EMSH illustrating ORBITAL 
ROBERT LAUNCHING. Inventory # 28086. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - CONTENTS: The Mapmakers by Frederik Pohl; Property
of Venus by L. Sprague de Camp; Spoken For by William Morrison; Deadhead by 
Robert Sheckley; The Amateurs by Alan Gogan; Preferred Risk (Installment 3) by 
Edson McCann; For your Information by Willy Ley; Editor’s Page by H. L. Gold; 
Forecast; Galaxy’s Five Star Shelf by Groff Conklin.
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Galaxy. Galaxy Science Fiction Magazine July 1957. New York. 1957. Galaxy 
Publishing. Good in Wrappers. paperback. Cover by Gaughan showing WHEN 
METEORITES STRIKE!. Inventory # 28089. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - CONTENTS: A World Called Maanerek by Poul 
Anderson; Help! I Am Dr, Morris Goldpepper by Avram Davidson; The Deaths of 
Ben Baxter by Robert Sheckley; A Wind is Rising by Finn O’Donnevan; Growing Up
on Big Muddy by Charles V. de Vet; For your Information by Willy Ley; Editor’s Page
by H. L. Gold; Forecast; Galaxy’s Five Star Shelf by Floyd C. Gale.

Galaxy Science Fiction was an American digest-size science fiction magazine, 
published from 1950 to 1980. It was founded by a French-Italian company, World 
Editions, which was looking to break into the American market. World Editions hired
as editor H. L. Gold, who rapidly made Galaxy the leading science fiction (sf) 
magazine of its time, focusing on stories about social issues rather than technology.
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Galaxy. Galaxy Science Fiction Magazine June 1955. New York. 1955. Galaxy 
Publishing. Good in Wrappers. paperback. Cover by Kirberger illustrating 
PREFERRED RISK. Inventory # 28085. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - CONTENTS: Preferred Risk (Installment 1) by Edson 
McCann; The Princess and the Physicist by Evelyn E, Smith; Inside Story by 
Richard Wilson; The Necessary Thing by Robert Sheckley; Picture Bride by William
Morrison; Grandy Devil by Frederik Pohl; For your Information by Willy Ley; Editor’s
Page by H. L. Gold; Forecast; Galaxy’s Five Star Shelf by Groff Conklin.
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Galaxy. Galaxy Science Fiction Magazine March 1955. New York. 1955. Galaxy 
Publishing. Good in Wrappers. paperback. Cover by Mel Hunter showing HOLD 
STILL, DAMMIT!
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Galaxy. Galaxy Science Fiction Magazine November 1957. New York. 1957. Galaxy
Publishing. Good in Wrappers. paperback. Cover by Pederson showing STAIRS TO
THE STARS. Inventory # 28090. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - CONTENTS: Morning After by Robert Sheckley; Break a
Leg by Jim Harmon; You were Right, Joe by J. T. McIntosh; Gray Flannel Armor by
Finn O’Donnevan; Wolfbane (2-Part Serial – Conclusion) by Frederik Pohl and C. M.
Kornbluth; For Your Information by Willy Ley; Editor’s Page by H. L. Gold; Forecast;
Galaxy’s Five Star Shelf by Floyd C. Gale.

Galaxy Science Fiction was an American digest-size science fiction magazine, 
published from 1950 to 1980. It was founded by a French-Italian company, World 
Editions, which was looking to break into the American market. World Editions hired
as editor H. L. Gold, who rapidly made Galaxy the leading science fiction (sf) 
magazine of its time, focusing on stories about social issues rather than technology.
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Galaxy. Galaxy Science Fiction Magazine October 1955. New York. 1955. Galaxy 
Publishing. Good in Wrappers. paperback. Cover by Walt Disney Productions 
illustrating THE HOW OF SPACE TRAVEL. Inventory # 28088. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - CONTENTS: A Ticket to Tranai by Robert Sheckley; 
Bolden’s Pets by F. L. Wallace; Jack of No Trades by Evelyn E. Smith; The Game of
Rat and Dragon by Cordwainer Smith; The Discovery of Morniel Mathaway by 
William Tenn; The Lights on Precipice Peak by Stephen Tall; For your Information 
by Willy Ley; Editor’s Page by H. L. Gold; Forecast; Galaxy’s Five Star Shelf by 
Groff Conklin.
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Galdos, Benito Perez. Fortunata and Jacinta. Baltimore. 1973. Penguin Books. 1st 
Penguin Classic Paperback Edition of This Translation. Very Good in Slightly Worn
Wrappers. 0140442774. Translated from the Spanish by Lester Clark. 1069 pages.
paperback. L277. The cover shows a detail from an engraving by Gustave Doré of a
Spanish Street scene. Inventory # 13222. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Benito Perez Galdos (1843-1920) is the Balzac or 
Dickens of Spain - the supreme national writer who not only entertained his readers
but gave them an image of themselves and their history. FORTUNATA AND 
JACINTA, a work as long as WAR AND PEACE and not unworthy of comparison 
with it, is his masterpiece. Its subject is the lives and fortunes of four characters: a 
Young man-about-town, his wife, his mistress, and her husband. Though superbly 
drawn, they are, nevertheless only the most prominent among a vivid throng of 
characters of all classes who people the Madrid of this magnificent and enthralling 
narrative.

Benito Pérez Galdós (May 10, 1843 – January 4, 1920) was a Spanish realist 
novelist. Some authorities consider him second only to Cervantes in stature as a 
Spanish novelist. He was the leading literary figure in 19thc. Spain. Galdós was a 
prolific writer, publishing 31 novels, 46 Episodios Nacionales (National Episodes), 23
plays, and the equivalent of 20 volumes of shorter fiction, journalism and other 
writings. He remains popular in Spain, and galdosistas (Galdós researchers) 
considered him Spain's equal to Dickens, Balzac and Tolstoy. As recently as 1950, 
few of his works were available translated to English, although he has slowly 
become popular in the Anglophone world. While his plays are generally considered 
to be less successful than his novels, Realidad (1892) is important in the history of 
realism in the Spanish theatre. The Galdós museum in Las Palmas, Gran Canaria, 
features a portrait of the writer by Joaquín Sorolla.
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Galdos, Benito Perez. Miau. Baltimore. 1966. Penguin Books. 1st Penguin Classic 
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers With A Crease On The 
Back Cover. Translated from the Spanish & With An Introduction by J. M. Cohen. 
283 pages. paperback. L181. The cover shows a detail from 'A Spaniard in Paris' by
H. Evenepoel in the Musee des Beaux-Arts, Brussels (Snark International). 
Inventory # 13705. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - MIAU, published in 1888, shows Galdos’s deep concern 
for the individual in relation to society. It is the story of Don Ramon de Villaamil, a 
‘cesante’ or civil servant who has lost his post and whose pathetic situation, 
aggravated by his improvident and uncomprehending family, gradually drives him to
distraction and suicide. In an essentially Spanish setting, yet one with parallels in 
any bureaucracy, Galdos’s novel acquires universal interest through his acute 
understanding of human beings and their relationships, and justifies the comparison
so often made with Dickens, Balzac, and the great Russian novelists of the 
nineteenth century. .

Benito Pérez Galdós (May 10, 1843 – January 4, 1920) was a Spanish realist 
novelist. Some authorities consider him second only to Cervantes in stature as a 
Spanish novelist. He was the leading literary figure in 19thc. Spain. Galdós was a 
prolific writer, publishing 31 novels, 46 Episodios Nacionales (National Episodes), 23
plays, and the equivalent of 20 volumes of shorter fiction, journalism and other 
writings. He remains popular in Spain, and galdosistas (Galdós researchers) 
considered him Spain's equal to Dickens, Balzac and Tolstoy. As recently as 1950, 
few of his works were available translated to English, although he has slowly 
become popular in the Anglophone world. While his plays are generally considered 
to be less successful than his novels, Realidad (1892) is important in the history of 
realism in the Spanish theatre. The Galdós museum in Las Palmas, Gran Canaria, 
features a portrait of the writer by Joaquín Sorolla.
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Galdos, Benito Perez. Saragossa. Boston. 1900. Little Brown. Reprinted Hardcover
Edition. Very Good in Hardcover. No Dustjacket. Translated from the Spanish by 
Minna Caroline Smith. 353 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 45776. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘SARAGOSSA’ is the sixth volume in the brilliant series 
of historical novels by B. Perez Galdos, which begins with ‘Trafalgar’ and closes with
‘The Battle of the Arapiles,’ embracing ‘The Court of Carlos IV,’ ‘Gerona,’ and 
‘Napoleon in Chamartin.’ B. Perez Galdos, possibly known best in the United States
as the author of ‘Dona Perfecta,’ may be called the Walter Scott of Spain. He is, 
however, truer to history than Scott, and the characters he creates move in an 
atmosphere of reality rather than romance. ‘Saragossa ‘ is one of the most powerful,
impressive, and popular of the twenty novels wherein he tells the gallant story of his
native land. This tale of the second siege of the ancient Aragon city by the generals
of Napoleon is a work of art, one that stirs the blood with admiration of the 
indomitable valor of the Spaniards; yet is it not also a document of special pleading 
for the world’s peace? ‘Saragossa’ ranks with Tolstoi’s ‘War and Peace,’ and Zola’s 
‘La Debacle,’ among great dramatic war novels. Herein also are at least three of the
best drawn characters in international literature, - the masterly miser Candiola, his 
beautiful daughter Mariquilla, and that valiant and lovable citizen, Don Jose de 
Montoria. Manuela Sanchez appears as«a minor character, the ‘Maid of Saragossa’
whose bravery is honored in a street named for her in her native city. She is a type 
of the daughters of Saragossa, for more than one of them, in the exaltation of the 
terrific struggle against the French, extended their patriotic services beyond those 
gentle ones usual to women in besieged cities, rallying soldiers and serving guns. 
The events leading up to the siege of Saragossa are a part of the history of Spain in
her struggle for continued national existence against the encroachments of 
Napoleon. Although it was national warfare, each province and strong provincial city
made its own individual stand. Therefore words like those quoted on a preceding 
page from Napier’s ‘Peninsular War’ have an especial significance. The English 
general’s words are doubly striking when read in connection with these of Galdos, 
‘Men of little sense - without any on occasion - the Spanish to-day, as ever, make a 
thousand blunders, stumbling and rising in the struggle of their inborn vices with the
eminent qualities which they still preserve. Providence holds in store for this people
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Galeano, Eduardo. Upside Down: A Primer For the Looking-Glass World. New York.
2000. Metropolitan/Holt. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0805063757. Engravings by Jose Guadalupe Posada. Translated from the Spanish
by Mark Fried. 358 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Jose Guadalupe Posada.
Jacket design by Raquel Jaramillo. Inventory # 28323. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From the author of the incomparable MEMORY OF FIRE
trilogy, winner of the 1989 American Book Award, a bitingly funny, kaleidoscope 
vision of the First World through the eyes of the Third Recipient of the first Lannan 
Prize for Cultural Freedom, Eduardo Gateano combines a novelist’s intensity, a 
poet’s lyricism, a journalist’s fearlessness, and the strong judgments of an engaged
historian. His classic Memory of Fire trilogy caught as never before the history of the
Americas through a panoramic series of vignettes that swept the reader from the 
first native creation myth to Last night’s news. Now, in Upside Down, Galeano offers
an eloquent, passionate, sometimes hilarious exposé of our First World privileges 
and assumptions. In a series of lesson plans and a ‘program of study’ about our 
beleaguered planet, Upside Down takes us on a wild trip through the global looking
glass. From a master class in ‘The Impunity of Power’ to a seminar on ‘The Sacred
Car,’ with tips along the way on ‘How to Resist Useless Vices’ and a declaration of 
‘The Right to Rave,’ Gateano surveys a world unevenly divided between abundance
and deprivation, carnival and torture, power and its Lack. We have accepted a 
‘reality’ we should reject, he teaches us, one where poverty kills, people are hungry,
machines are more precious than humans, and children work from dark to dark. In 
the north, we are fed on a diet of artificial need and all made the same by the things
we own; the south is the galley slave enabling our greed. A work of fire and charm,
UPSIDE DOWN makes us see our world anew and even glimpse how we might set 
it right.

Eduardo Hughes Galeano (born 3 September 1940) is a Uruguayan journalist, writer
and novelist. His best known works are Memoria del fuego (Memory of Fire Trilogy,
1986) and Las venas abiertas de América Latina (Open Veins of Latin America, 
1971) which have been translated into 20 languages and transcend orthodox 
genres: combining fiction, journalism, political analysis, and history. The author 
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Galeano, Eduardo. Walking Words. New York. 1995. Norton. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0393037827. Translated from the Spanish by Mark Fried.
Woodcuts by Jose Francisco Borges. 328 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Roberto de Vicq de Cumptich. Jacket illustrations by Jos? Francisco Borges. 
Inventory # 25715. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - WALKING WORDS is a unique collaboration between 
the world-renowned author Eduardo Galeano and the Brazilian woodcut artist José
Francisco Borges-a brilliant feat of storytelling in the tradition of Italo Calvino’s 
ITALIAN FOLKTALES. With the same literary genius that Galeano applied to his 
epic history of the Americas, Memory of Fire, he here tells, as he puts it, ‘the stories
of ghouls and fools that I’d like to write, voices I’ve collected in my dream-like 
wanderings or heard in my wakeful dreams.’ Galeano’s narrative sources are to be 
found in the folklore of rural and urban Latin America, but this is far more than an 
exercise in literary anthropology. Instead, these tales and riddles and aphorisms and
paradoxes become testaments to the power of stories to make and remake and 
enchant the world. Through the medium of Galeano’s eloquent language and 
Borges’s equally rich images, ‘reality’ stands revealed as a poor imitation of the real
magic of human life and imagination.

Eduardo Hughes Galeano (born 3 September 1940) is a Uruguayan journalist, writer
and novelist. His best known works are Memoria del fuego (Memory of Fire Trilogy,
1986) and Las venas abiertas de América Latina (Open Veins of Latin America, 
1971) which have been translated into 20 languages and transcend orthodox 
genres: combining fiction, journalism, political analysis, and history. The author 
himself has proclaimed his obsession as a writer saying, ‘I'm a writer obsessed with
remembering, with remembering the past of America above all and above all that of
Latin America, intimate land condemned to amnesia.’
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Galindo, Sergio. Mexican Masquerade/La Comparsa. Pittsburgh. 1984. Latin 
American Literary Review Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
093548017x. Translated from the Spanish by Carolyn & John Brushwood. 92 pages.
paperback. Cover: Tina Matsch. Inventory # 5156. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The narration is conveyed in fragments of dialogue, 
interior monologues, and brief narrative sketches. The quest for identity, the role of 
the individual in a modern society, the ambivalent role of sex as a means of 
communication as well as degradation are familiar themes which unify the fragments
of La comparsa.’ - Joseph Sommers in AFTER THE STORM: LANDMARKS OF 
THE MODERN MEXICAN NOVEL. ‘La Comparsa is a fascinating view, often 
amusing and occasionally eyebrow-raising, of a whole town that has collectively ‘let 
its hair down. The variegated procession of images, incidents, and conversations 
provides a satisfying characterization of these humorous persons caught up in 
uninhibited celebration!’ - Walter M. Langford in THE MEXICAN NOVEL COMES OF
AGE. ‘La comparsa looks deeply into the part of his fictional world that Galindo 
knows most intimately - he captures the customs and attitudes of the people who 
live in the provincial capital of Veracruz. (Provincial in the selection of themes and 
characters, Galindo once again cleverly avoids the dangers of writing a regional 
novel.) The city of Jalapa, as it appears in these pages, freed from moral restraints 
because of Carnival, allows its inhabitants to behave more or less as they really are
rather than as what they seem to be. A brief periodic catharsis, Carnival serves as 
the law of the three unities (time, place and action in this novel!’ - Emmanuel 
Carballo in La Cultura en Mexico.

Sergio Galindo (September 2, 1926 - January 3, 1993) was a Mexican novelist and 
short-story writer. He was born in Jalapa in the state of Veracruz, a region of Mexico
that figures prominently in much of his writing. His most widely acclaimed novels are
El Bordo (“The Precipice”, 1960) and Otilia Rauda (1986), the latter filmed as La 
Mujer del Pueblo in 2001.
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Galindo, Sergio. The Precipice. Austin. 1969. University Of Texas Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0292784082. Translated from the 
Spanish by John & Carolyn Brushwood. Drawings by Luis Eades. 185 pages. 
hardcover. Cover art by Luis Eades. Texas Pan American Series. Inventory # 4034.
$25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE PRECIPICE, an intimate picture of the complexity of
life in a contemporary Mexican family, is a novel of anticipation. The reader is 
involved immediately and joins the characters in their anxiety about what will 
happen. Although he may sense, in a general way, what the outcome will be, the 
details become clear only with Galindo’s careful development of the story. Events of
earlier times play a role in present reality. Memories of revolutionary upheaval and of
a moment of socialist indoctrination cast their long shadows over the present, and 
these echoes are as characteristically Mexican as the aspects of contemporary life,
which Galindo reveals. We become aware of attitudes toward foreigners, for 
example, and of the importance of tourism, of Spanish immigrants in commerce, of 
the vanishing old aristocracy, of the changing attitudes when class lines are crossed.
But all this is background. The novel’s plot is based on human emotions as universal
as love, resentment, and resignation. Galindo shows how members of a single 
family behave as they try to reconcile their egos with tile requirements of family 
living. Each individual can fulfill his personal destiny (at least as it appears to him) by
following a certain course of action. Some are denied this fulfillment by inexplicable 
fate. Others destroy it through a kind of self-punishment. Still others find it is 
possible to make a satisfactory compromise. Galindo views the search for fulfillment
from the standpoint of those who have missed the opportunity and also as it appears
to those who are still seeking. He brings his people to life by his genius for selecting
just the right detail to make a situation or an emotion absolutely real.

Sergio Galindo (September 2, 1926 - January 3, 1993) was a Mexican novelist and 
short-story writer. He was born in Jalapa in the state of Veracruz, a region of Mexico
that figures prominently in much of his writing. His most widely acclaimed novels are
El Bordo (“The Precipice”, 1960) and Otilia Rauda (1986), the latter filmed as La 
Mujer del Pueblo in 2001.
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Gallacher, Tom. Apprentice. London. 1983. Hamish Hamilton. 1st British Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0241109973. 156 pages. hardcover. Jacket artwork by 
Roy Knipe. Inventory # 603. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - We all, at one time or another, want to educate people. 
Billy Thompson is no different. Sent by his English middle-class parents to be a 
shipyard apprentice on Clydeside in the 1950s, he is an innocent abroad. The proud
and private Scots with whom he throws in his lot on the steep streets of Greenock 
are something of a mystery to him - stubborn, unsophisticated and in many ways 
ignorant. But he has just what they need. He has an education. In each of these five
connected stories Billy tries hard to pass on that education, to help those less 
fortunate than himself. So why can he not save the gentle Mrs. Mulvenny, his 
landlady, from the terrible consequences of her husband’s pride? What has gone 
wrong when the girl from the ropeworks, red-haired Elsie, cannot be persuaded that
having perfect pitch is more important than getting married and having a ‘squaad o’
weans’? And what sort of a world is it when you give your savings to a friend in need
and he unrepentantly swindles you? Tom Gallacher, with an unerring instinct for the
flavour of his Scottish setting and the clash of culture and personality, paints an 
extraordinarily true-to-life picture of Billy’s initiation not only into ships and their 
building, but more importantly into the world of what he calls ‘those spirited, funny 
and maddening people.’

Tom Gallacher has spent most of his working life as a writer and director for the 
theatre. He is the author of MR JOYCE IS LEAVING PARIS, SCHELLENBRACK 
and REVIVAL! Apart from London, he has worked in Denmark, Germany, New York,
Edinburgh and Dublin. Now returned to Scotland and living in Glasgow, he has 
written APPRENTICE, from which two of the stories have already been dramatized 
by Radio 4. A third, ‘Store Quarter’, is to follow.
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Gallacher, Tom. Journeyman. London. 1984. Hamish Hamilton. 1st British Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0241112656. 175 pages. hardcover. Jacket artwork by 
Paul Wright. Inventory # 599. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘For reasons that I’m ashamed of now, I was living in 
Montreal in the spring of 1967’: thus begins Bill Thompson’s account of life in his 
twenty-seventh year. A decade after beginning as an apprentice in a Clydeside 
shipyard, he had a secure job as an engineering officer and a certain partnership in
his father’s firm to look forward to. Now he is on the run, hiding out in scruffy digs on
Montreal’s lower east side. His twenty-seventh year is crucial, decisive for his future,
a time of double or quits. But there are crises in the lives of other young men too, 
and Bill’s relationship with the tough Glaswegian Hugh Gillespie with whom he 
shares a room exposes a parallel predicament. Where Bill is pursued, Hugh is the 
pursuer, seeking after an old friend who was once the ‘witness’ to his life. What each
of them has to come to terms with, amid the blaze and youthful optimism of 
Montreal’s great World Fair, is the discovery of their own loss of youthful ideals. Tom
Gallacher’s stories in APPRENTICE introduced Bill Thompson and the earthy Scots
he lived with to a wide and appreciative audience. Now, in more cosmopolitan vein 
but just as fresh, JOURNEYMAN reinforces Gallacher’s reputation as a master of 
acute, funny, cannily crafted storytelling.

Tom Gallacher (16 February 1934 – 2001) was a Scottish playwright. He originally 
came from Garelochhead and went to Hermitage secondary school in Helensburgh,
but in later life he lived in Alexandria in Dunbartonshire. He was involved with the 
Dumbarton People's Theatre.
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Gallacher, Tom. Survivor. London. 1985. Hamish Hamilton. 1st British Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0241115221. 195 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Paul
Wright, typography by Mon Mohan. Inventory # 604. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Surviving, it seemed, was a very dubious course of 
action which would be punished.’ When the tanker on which Bill Thompson is chief 
engineer explodes in the southern Baltic with the loss of five lives, his relief at his 
own survival is temporary, soon replaced by the certainty that the charge of 
negligence hangs over no one’s head more than his own. Whatever caused the 
Niome to sink bad its source in the engine room. In SURVIVOR, Tom Gallacher’s 
impressive climax to the Bill Thompson trilogy, Thompson’s life suddenly becomes 
fraught with absurd complications - and danger. Unable to prove that he was not 
negligent (you cannot prove you are not something), he sets out to discover why the
ship did sink. Was she ‘cast away’ - sunk on purpose - to claim the insurance payout
of 15 million pounds? Can he prove ‘destructive diligence’? If so, on whose part? 
Even when the inquiry is over, the ripples it has spread still pursue him. His 
‘damnable detachment’ crumbles when he falls in love with Barbara, vigorous, 
energetic, a successful actress. But what of her relationship with the engineer officer
who is Bill’s sworn enemy? He begins to doubt his powers of survival on dry land. 
London is a hard place to be the captain of your soul. SURVIVOR takes Bill 
Thompson full circle. In the end it is Isa Mulvenny, his landlady who looked after him
during his Clydeside years as an apprentice twenty-five years before, who provides
him with his key to the future in a particularly poignant way. What started out as five
short stories in APPRENTICE has borne fruit in three outstanding books, of which 
SURVIVOR, with Gallacher’s unerring eye for the dramas of everyday life, is the 
unexpectedly moving finale.

Tom Gallacher (16 February 1934 – 2001) was a Scottish playwright. He originally 
came from Garelochhead and went to Hermitage secondary school in Helensburgh,
but in later life he lived in Alexandria in Dunbartonshire. He was involved with the 
Dumbarton People's Theatre.
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Gallagher, Catherine. The Body Economic: Life, Death, and Sensation in Political 
Economy and the Victorian Novel. Princeton. 2005. Princeton University Press. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0691123586. 240 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 36063. $32.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Body Economic revises the intellectual history of 
nineteenth-century Britain by demonstrating that political economists and the writers
who often presented themselves as their literary antagonists actually held most of 
their basic social assumptions in common. Catherine Gallagher demonstrates that 
political economists and their Romantic and early-Victorian critics jointly relocated 
the idea of value from the realm of transcendent spirituality to that of organic ‘life,’ 
making human sensations—especially pleasure and pain—the sources and signs of
that value. Classical political economy, this book shows, was not a mechanical 
ideology but a form of nineteenth-century organicism, which put the body and its 
feelings at the center of its theories, and neoclassical economics built itself even 
more self-consciously on physiological premises. The Body Economic explains how
these shared views of life, death, and sensation helped shape and were modified by
the two most important Victorian novelists: Charles Dickens and George Eliot. It 
reveals how political economists interacted crucially with the life sciences of the 
nineteenth century—especially with psychophysiology and anthropology—producing
the intellectual world that nurtured not only George Eliot’s realism but also turn-of-
the-century literary modernism.

Catherine Gallagher is Eggers Professor of English Literature at the University of 
California, Berkeley. Her books include The Industrial Reformation of English 
Fiction, Nobody’s Story, The Vanishing Acts of Women Writers in the Marketplace, 
and Practicing New Historicism (with Stephen Greenblatt).
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Gallegos, Romulo. Canaima. Caracas. 1984. North American Association Of 
Venezuela. Published To Commemorate The Centennial of The Birth of Romulo 
Gallegos. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. Translated from the Spanish & 
Annotated by Jamie Tello. Introduction and reference bibliography by Efrain Suborn.
25 color and 13 black-and-white illustrations, maps, introduction, notes, bibliography.
319 pages. hardcover. Cover photograph of a jaguar by Charles Brewer Carias. 
Inventory # 9101. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The first English translation of Venezuelan novelist 
Romulo Gallegos’ great epic of the Orinoco Rivet during the Gomez dictatorship of 
the 1930s. This luxury edition of CANAIMA was commissioned by the North 
American Association of Venezuela to commemorate the 100th anniversary of 
Gallegos’ birth in 1884. The book is set in the 1930s in Venezuela, a time when 
barbarism and civilization were in conflict and when men resorted to daring 
manliness and unpunished violence. First published in 1915 in Spain, where 
Gallegos was living in self-imposed exile, the book was banned in Venezuela. 
Readers will find this complete edition the perfect introduction to Gallegos’ world and
work. The translation is excellent, and the scholarly apparatus is supportive and 
enlightening. Twenty-five color plates illustrate the distinctive jungle setting. An 
endpaper map shows the many places mentioned in the novel.

Rómulo Ángel del Monte Carmelo Gallegos Freire (2 August 1884 – 7 April 1969) 
was a Venezuelan novelist and politician. For a period of some nine months during 
1948, he was the first cleanly elected president in his country's history. Rómulo 
Gallegos was born in Caracas to Rómulo Gallegos Osío and Rita Freire Guruceaga,
into a family of humble origin. He began his work as a schoolteacher, writer, and 
journalist in 1903. His novel Doña Bárbara was first published 1929, and it was 
because of the book's criticisms of the regime of longtime dictator Juan Vicente 
Gómez that he was forced to flee the country. He took refuge in Spain, where he 
continued to write: his acclaimed novels Cantaclaro (1934) and Canaima (1935) 
date from this period. He returned to Venezuela in 1936 and was appointed Minister
of Public Education. In 1937 he was elected to Congress and, in 1940–41, served as
councillor of Caracas. In 1945, was involved in the coup d'état that brought Rómulo
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Gallimard Jeunesse / Delafosse, Claude / Millet, Claude / Millet, Denise. The Castle.
New York. 1991. Moonlight Publishing. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Hardcover. No Dustjacket. 185103112x. Illustrated by Claude & Denise Millet. 
unpaginated. hardcover. Inventory # 38097. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Each turn of a transparent plastic page reveals a new 
world of surprises beneath gardens, forests, and riverbanks--and even in caves--in a
book about life underground that features simple, factual text and colorful 
illustrations.

Gallimard Jeunesse is a French publisher of books for children.
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Gallimard Jeunesse / Delafosse, Claude / Prunier, Jame's. Dinosaurs. New York. 
1993. Scholastic. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Hardcover. No Dustjacket. 
0590463586. Illustrated by Jame's Prunier & Henri Galeron. unpaginated. 
hardcover. Inventory # 38095. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In DINOSAURS, A First Discovery Book, young children
can see the skeleton of a pterodactyl, discover a nest of protoceratops eggs, and 
learn to name many of the better-known dinosaurs.

Gallimard Jeunesse is a French publisher of books for children.
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Gallimard Jeunesse and Bour, Laura. Bears. London. 1991. Moonlight Publishing. 
1st British Printing. Good in Hardcover. 1851031456. Illustrated by Laura Bour. 
unpaginated. hardcover. Inventory # 38047. $6.25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this unique introduction to BEARS, A First Discovery 
Book, young children can watch as a variety of bears care for their cubs, hunt for 
fish and berries, climb a tree in search of honey, and more. Help young readers 
discover the answers to all kinds of questions about the world around them with First
Discovery Books, a series of nonfiction books perfect for children ages 3 to 9. Each
First Discovery Book contains brightly painted transparent pages. Peel them back 
and share the magic of discovery!

Gallimard Jeunesse is a French publisher of books for children.
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Gallimard Jeunesse and De Bourgoing, Pascale. Cats. New York. 1992. Scholastic.
1st American Printing. Very Good in Hardcover. 059045269x. Illustrated by Henri 
Galeron. unpaginated. hardcover. Inventory # 17059. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Smooth or fluffy, black or grey or tortoiseshell, cats creep
and leap and sleep before your eyes. See how they look after their young, learn their
language, watch them climb and hunt, and find out about their rare and beautiful wild
cousins.

Gallimard Jeunesse is a French publisher of books for children. Pascal de 
Bourgoing was born in 1953 in Bayeux, France. In 1971 he obtained a degree in 
Literature and began to study Pedagogy. After graduating and developing as a 
teacher, he took illustration classes for children's books at the School of Decorative
Arts in Paris, and at the same time he made a couple of very simple reading books 
for his first readers. He currently lives in Switzerland.
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Gallimard Jeunesse and De Bourgoing, Pascale. Cats. London. 1990. Moonlight 
Publishing. 1st British Edition. Good in Hardcover. 1851030840. Illustrated by Henri
Galeron. unpaginated. hardcover. Inventory # 38054. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Smooth or fluffy, black or grey or tortoiseshell, cats creep
and leap and sleep before your eyes. See how they look after their young, learn their
language, watch them climb and hunt, and find out about their rare and beautiful wild
cousins.

Gallimard Jeunesse is a French publisher of books for children.
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Gallimard Jeunesse and De Bourgoing, Pascale. Colors. New York. 1991. 
Scholastic. 1st American Printing. Good in Hardcover. 0590452363. Illustrated by P.
M. Valet & Sylvaine Perols. unpaginated. hardcover. Inventory # 15461. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this unique introduction to COLORS, A First Discovery
Book, young children can watch yellow and blue become green, red and yellow 
become orange, and more — right before their eyes! Early childhood is the 
inquisitive age — a time of first discovery. Help young readers discover the answers
to all kinds of questions about the world around them with this brilliant new series of
first nonfiction books perfect for children ages 3 to 6. This book contains eight 
brightly painted transparent pages. Peel them back and share the magic of 
discovery!

Gallimard Jeunesse is a French publisher of books for children. Pascal de 
Bourgoing was born in 1953 in Bayeux, France. In 1971 he obtained a degree in 
Literature and began to study Pedagogy. After graduating and developing as a 
teacher, he took illustration classes for children's books at the School of Decorative
Arts in Paris, and at the same time he made a couple of very simple reading books 
for his first readers. He currently lives in Switzerland.
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Gallimard Jeunesse and De Bourgoing, Pascale. The Ladybug and Other Insects. 
New York. 1991. Scholastic. 1st American Printing. Good in Worn Hardcover 
Boards. 0590452355. Illustrated by P. M. Valet & Sylvaine Perols. unpaginated. 
hardcover. Inventory # 15462. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Explores the life cycle of the ladybug and the world of 
insects - on spiral-bound transparent pages.

Gallimard Jeunesse is a French publisher of books for children. Pascal de 
Bourgoing was born in 1953 in Bayeux, France. In 1971 he obtained a degree in 
Literature and began to study Pedagogy. After graduating and developing as a 
teacher, he took illustration classes for children's books at the School of Decorative
Arts in Paris, and at the same time he made a couple of very simple reading books 
for his first readers. He currently lives in Switzerland.
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Galsworthy, John. The Man of Property. New York. 1967. Signet/New American 
Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Afterword By
Louis Auchincloss. 301 pages. paperback. CQ373. Inventory # 29045. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - 'It has a subject as large and solid as the Albert Memorial
or the Royal Courts of Justice: a prosperous, fecund, upper - middle - class family in
the London of the late eighties, united by a joint concern for the acquisition and 
preservation of wealth, with their dark, densely furnished, immaculate houses, their
gleaming carriages. with their serene social self - assurance. they seem of the very
essence of the British empire at its most arrogant and most far - flung. To see the 
fortress which they created against hunger and question marks after that fortress 
has largely crumbled, as we see it in reading Galsworthy today, provides an added 
layer of irony.' Thus the noted critic and novelist Louis Auchincloss writes in his 
Afterword to this, the first and greatest of the novels of the Forsyte Saga. The story 
centers upon Soames Forsyte, 'the man of property,' and the woman whose 
troubling beauty he seeks to make part of that property, first through marriage, then 
through destruction of the man she loves. A chronicle of voracious acquisitiveness, 
its intimate, unsparing depiction of late - Victorian life and values has never been 
equaled. It is a work which established its author as the foremost voice of his age, 
and as one of the major novelists of the century.

John Galsworthy (14 August 1867 – 31 January 1933) was an English novelist and 
playwright. Notable works include The Forsyte Saga (1906–1921) and its sequels, A
Modern Comedy and End of the Chapter. He won the Nobel Prize in Literature in 
1932.
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Galsworthy, John. The Man of Property. New York. 1967. Signet/New American 
Library. 2nd Signet Classic Printing. Top Corner Of The Cover Missing,Otherwise 
Good in Wrappers. Afterword By Louis Auchincloss. 301 pages. paperback. CQ373.
Inventory # 33061. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - 'It has a subject as large and solid as the Albert Memorial
or the Royal Courts of Justice: a prosperous, fecund, upper - middle - class family in
the London of the late eighties, united by a joint concern for the acquisition and 
preservation of wealth, with their dark, densely furnished, immaculate houses, their
gleaming carriages. with their serene social self - assurance. they seem of the very
essence of the British empire at its most arrogant and most far - flung. To see the 
fortress which they created against hunger and question marks after that fortress 
has largely crumbled, as we see it in reading Galsworthy today, provides an added 
layer of irony.' Thus the noted critic and novelist Louis Auchincloss writes in his 
Afterword to this, the first and greatest of the novels of the Forsyte Saga. The story 
centers upon Soames Forsyte, 'the man of property,' and the woman whose 
troubling beauty he seeks to make part of that property, first through marriage, then 
through destruction of the man she loves. A chronicle of voracious acquisitiveness, 
its intimate, unsparing depiction of late - Victorian life and values has never been 
equaled. It is a work which established its author as the foremost voice of his age, 
and as one of the major novelists of the century.

John Galsworthy (14 August 1867 – 31 January 1933) was an English novelist and 
playwright. Notable works include The Forsyte Saga (1906–1921) and its sequels, A
Modern Comedy and End of the Chapter. He won the Nobel Prize in Literature in 
1932.
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Gambetta, Diego. Codes of the Underworld: How Criminals Communicate. 
Princeton. 2009. Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 9780691119373. 5 line illus. 3 tables. 368 pages. hardcover. Inventory #
37454. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - How do criminals communicate with each other? Unlike 
the rest of us, people planning crimes can't freely advertise their goods and services,
nor can they rely on formal institutions to settle disputes and certify quality. They 
face uniquely intense dilemmas as they grapple with the basic problems of whom to
trust, how to make themselves trusted, and how to handle information without being
detected by rivals or police. In this book, one of the world's leading scholars of the 
mafia ranges from ancient Rome to the gangs of modern Japan, from the prisons of
Western countries to terrorist and pedophile rings, to explain how despite these 
constraints, many criminals successfully stay in business. Diego Gambetta shows 
that as villains balance the lure of criminal reward against the fear of dire 
punishment, they are inspired to unexpected feats of subtlety and ingenuity in 
communication. He uncovers the logic of the often bizarre ways in which inveterate
and occasional criminals solve their dilemmas, such as why the tattoos and scars 
etched on a criminal's body function as lines on a professional résumé, why inmates
resort to violence to establish their position in the prison pecking order, and why 
mobsters are partial to nicknames and imitate the behavior they see in mafia 
movies. Even deliberate self-harm and the disclosure of their crimes are strategically
employed by criminals to convey important messages. By deciphering how criminals
signal to each other in a lawless universe, this gruesomely entertaining and incisive
book provides a quantum leap in our ability to make sense of their actions.

Diego Gambetta is Official Fellow of Nuffield College and professor of sociology at 
the University of Oxford. He is the author of The Sicilian Mafia: The Business of 
Private Protection and editor of Making Sense of Suicide Missions.
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Ganguly, Keya. Cinema, Emergence, and the Films of Satyajit Ray. Berkeley. 2010.
University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9780520262171. 258 pages. paperback. Inventory # 37719. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Satyajit Ray is the South Asian filmmaker most likely to 
appear on lists of great directors of the world, along with Kurosawa, Godard, 
Tarkovsky, EIsenstain, Ozu, Antonioni, et. al. Ray's films are revered, but lately it is
Bollywood, rather than Ray's more serious cinema, that has gotten more attention. 
Unlike his peers on the lists of all-time-greats he is usually discussed by critics in a 
nationalist context: as an Indian filmmaker rather than a modernist filmmaker, an 
avant-garde filmmaker, or a filmmaker whose influence was felt in Europe and North
America. Ganguly aims to rethink Ray in an international, modernist context. The 
book selects Ray's most important films for close readings that focus on Ray as a 
modernist craftsman, and on how his stories of Indian men and women, whether 
urban or rural, old or young, conventional or rebellious, reflect modernists’ concerns
about human relations.

Ganguly, Keya is a professor at the University of Minnesota.
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Gans, Herbert J. Deciding What's News. New York. 1979. Pantheon Books. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394503597. 393 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 19607. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - For ten years, Gans spent considerable time in four 
major television and magazine newsrooms, observing and talking to the journalists
who choose most of the news stories that inform America about itself. He was 
interested in their values, professional standards, and the external pressures that 
shaped their judgments. This fascinating study of the unwritten rules of American 
journalism provides rare insight into how our society words and how our perceptions
of it are formed.

Herbert J. Gans (born May 7, 1927) is a German-born American sociologist who has
taught at Columbia University between 1971 and 2007. One of the most prolific and 
influential sociologists of his generation, Gans came to America in 1940 as a 
refugee from Nazism and has sometimes described his scholarly work as an 
immigrant's attempt to understand America. He trained in sociology at the University
of Chicago, where he studied with David Riesman and Everett Hughes, among 
others, and in social planning at the University of Pennsylvania, where he studied 
primarily with Martin Meyerson. Herbert J. Gans served as the 78th President of the
American Sociological Association.
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Gantos, Jack. Desire Lines. New York. 1997. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0374317720. 138 pages. hardcover.
Jacket woodcuts by Jose Francisco Borges. Inventory # 25962. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When sixteen-year-old Walker gets caught up in a witch-
hunt against homosexuals, he is left to stand by and watch as a tragedy unfolds.

Jack Gantos (born July 2, 1951) is an American author of children's books. He is 
best known for the fictional characters Rotten Ralph and Joey Pigza. Rotten Ralph is
a cat who stars in ten picture books written by Gantos and illustrated by Nicole 
Rubel from 1976 to 2011. Joey Pigza is a boy with attention-deficit hyperactivity 
disorder (ADHD), featured in four novels from 1998 to 2007. Gantos won the 2012 
Newbery Medal from the American Library Association (ALA), recognizing Dead End
in Norvelt as the previous year's ‘most distinguished contribution to American 
literature for children’. Dead End also won the 2012 Scott O'Dell Award for Historical
Fiction and made the Guardian Prize longlist in Britain. His 2002 memoir Hole in My
Life was a runner up for the ALA Printz Award and Sibert Medal. Previously Gantos
was a finalist for the U.S. National Book Award and a finalist for the Newbery Medal
for two Joey Pigza books.
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Garbarion, James. Lost Boys: Why Our Sons Turn Violent & How We Can Save the
m. New York. 1999. Free Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684859084.
274 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Kathy DiGrado. Inventory # 26551. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - After more than a decade of relentless increase in the 
urban war zones of large cities, violence by young boys and adolescents is on the 
rise in our suburbs, small towns, and rural communities. Twenty-five years as a 
psychologist working in the trenches with such children has convinced James 
Garbarino that boys everywhere really are angrier and more violent than ever 
before. In light of the recent school-based shootings, it’s now clear that no matter 
where we live or how hard we try as parents, chances are our children are going to 
school with troubled boys capable of getting guns and pulling triggers. Beyond the 
deaths and debilitating injuries that result from this phenomenon are the staggering
psychological costs - children who are afraid to go to school, teachers who are afraid
of their students, and parents who fear for their children’s lives. Building on his 
pioneering work, Garbarino shows why young men and boys have become 
increasingly vulnerable to violent crime and how lack of adult supervision and 
support poses a real and growing threat to our children’s basic safety.

James Garbarino is an author and professor at Loyola University Chicago. He has 
specialized in studying what causes violence in children, how they cope with it and 
how to rehabilitate them. Garbarino has served as consultant or adviser to a wide 
range of organizations, including the National Committee to Prevent Child Abuse, 
the National Institute for Mental Health, the American Medical Association, the 
National Black Child Development Institute, the National Science Foundation, the U.
S. Advisory Board on Child Abuse and Neglect, and the FBI. In addition, Garbarino's
work is associated with the School of Human Ecology at Cornell University under the
leadership of Urie Bronfenbrenner who began Head Start programs in the US.
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Garber, Marjorie. Vice Versa: Bisexuality & the Eroticism of Everyday Life. New 
York. 1995. Simon & Schuster. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684803089.
607 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Julie Metz. Inventory # 21213. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The capacity to be attracted, and attractive, to people of
both sexes is something we take for granted in the famous and infamous (rock stars
and other celebrities); in the unfamous we tend to ignore it or to dismiss it as 
confusion or lack of self-knowledge. Yet bisexuality shows up everywhere once we 
open our eyes - in our daily lives, in our childhoods, in books, movies, art, and 
popular culture. As part of our contemporary obsession with categories and 
identities, we use marriage and other institutions, homosexual as well as 
heterosexual, to pigeonhole sexuality. But why should we? We live long sexual lives,
in the sense that between birth and death we form many intense and varied 
personal attachments. We tend to select a few of those attachments and derive from
them a label, ‘straight’ or ‘gay,’ for our ‘sexual identity.’ The rest - an adolescent 
‘crush,’ for example, or the passion a favorite teacher inspired - we write off as 
‘phases’ or footnotes. But, as Marjorie Garber reveals, this pruning away of our 
sexual lives cuts us off from many deep and important feelings. Garber argues that 
erotic life is, by nature, politically incorrect and unpredictable. This unpredictability 
locates bisexuality not between heterosexuality and homosexuality but beyond 
them. Gathering evidence from art, literature, film, pop culture, advertising, science,
and psychology, Garber documents how, both for cultures and for individuals, 
circumstance, accident, and inclination produce a rich and complicated history of 
emotion and experience over time.

Marjorie Long (born June 11, 1944) is an American professor at Harvard University
and the author of a wide variety of books, most notably ones about William 
Shakespeare and aspects of popular culture including sexuality. She wrote Vested 
Interests: Cross-Dressing and Cultural Anxiety, a ground breaking theoretical work 
on transvestitism's contribution to culture. Other works include Sex and Real Estate:
Why We Love Houses, Academic Instincts, Vice Versa: Bisexuality and the 
Eroticism of Everyday Life, Shakespeare After All, and Dog Love.
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Garcia Marquez, Gabriel. Chronicle of a Death Foretold. New York. 1983. Knopf. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0394530748. Translated 
from the Spanish by Gregory Rabassa. 120 pages. hardcover. Front-of-jacket 
illustration by Alain Gauthier. Inventory # 16561. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Never had a death been foretold more widely. Twenty-
two people had heard the Vicario twins discussing their intentions in the market on 
the morning of the murder, It was as if they were challenging someone to stop their 
crime. By the time the Bishop’s boat arrived, there were very few people in the 
village who did not know that young, open-hearted, wealthy Santiago Nasar was the
twins’ declared victim - or why. Yet twenty-three years later, when the narrator 
pieces this fascinating chronicle together, witnesses cannot explain why Santiago 
was not warned - or whether he was guilty of anything at all. The day before his 
murder, Santiago, like almost everyone else in the village, revelled at the wedding of
Angela Vicario, Her groom, Bayardo San Roman, was a relative newcomer to the 
community, but he had a large fortune, a hero General for a father, and a mother 
and sisters whose fashionable appearance at the ceremony left a deep impression.
Some thought Bayardo a strange man, not least of all his bride, He had decided to
marry Angela, having seen her only once, crossing the square. He never tried to 
seduce her, just bewitched the family. And even if he hadn’t succeeded in 
bewitching them himself his money would have, Angela made one other mistake 
beyond that of marrying a man she didn’t love: she dared to put on the veil and take
the orange blossoms which were to signify her purity. Gabriel Garcia Márquez’s 
ability to recreate the intrigue and claustrophobia - the curious notion of morality and
honour - which can entangle a small, close community, is well known from his 
masterpiece, ONE HUNDRED YEARS OF SOLITUDE. CHRONICLE OF A DEATH
FORETOLD is another such intensely vivid drama, in which the quality of innocence
takes on unpredictable shapes.

GABRIEL GARCIA MARQUEZ was born in Aracataca, Colombia, in 1928. He 
attended the University of Bogota and later worked as a reporter for the Colombian 
newspaper El Espectador and as a foreign correspondent in Rome, Paris, 
Barcelona, Caracas, and New York. He is the author of many novels and collections
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Garcia Marquez, Gabriel. Cien anos de soledad (Spanish language book). Buenos 
Aires. 1993. Editorial Sudamericana. Reprinted Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9500700298. 352 pages. paperback. Inventory # 45108. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - IN SPANISH. ONE HUNDRED YEARS OF SOUTUDE 
tells the rich and lusty story of the rise and fall of the Buendia family. Love and 
death, war and peace, youth and age—the noble and stunningly beautiful story of 
this family is alive with a truth and understanding that strike the soul.

GABRIEL GARCIA MARQUEZ was born in Aracataca, Colombia, in 1928. He 
attended the University of Bogota and later worked as a reporter for the Colombian 
newspaper El Espectador and as a foreign correspondent in Rome, Paris, 
Barcelona, Caracas, and New York. He is the author of many novels and collections
of stories-including NO ONE WRITES TO THE COLONEL AND OTHER STORIES,
THE AUTUMN OF THE PATRIARCH, INNOCENT ERËNDIRA AND OTHER 
STORIES, IN EVIL HOUR, LEAF STORM AND OTHER STORIES, CHRONICLE 
OF A DEATH FORETOLD, LOVE IN THE TIME OF CHOLERA, and ONE 
HUNDRED YEARS OF SOLITUDE. Garcia Márquez was awarded the Nobel Prize 
for Literature in 1982.
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Garcia Marquez, Gabriel. Cronica de una muerte anunciada (Spanish language 
book). Buenos Aires. 1994. Editorial Sudamericana. Reprinted Edition. Very Good in
Wrappers. 9580600120. 122 pages. paperback. Inventory # 45109. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - IN SPANISH. Never had a death been foretold more 
widely. Twenty-two people had heard the Vicario twins discussing their intentions in 
the market on the morning of the murder, It was as if they were challenging 
someone to stop their crime. By the time the Bishop’s boat arrived, there were very 
few people in the village who did not know that young, open-hearted, wealthy 
Santiago Nasar was the twins’ declared victim - or why. Yet twenty-three years later,
when the narrator pieces this fascinating chronicle together, witnesses cannot 
explain why Santiago was not warned - or whether he was guilty of anything at all. 
The day before his murder, Santiago, like almost everyone else in the village, 
revelled at the wedding of Angela Vicario, Her groom, Bayardo San Roman, was a 
relative newcomer to the community, but he had a large fortune, a hero General for
a father, and a mother and sisters whose fashionable appearance at the ceremony 
left a deep impression. Some thought Bayardo a strange man, not least of all his 
bride, He had decided to marry Angela, having seen her only once, crossing the 
square. He never tried to seduce her, just bewitched the family. And even if he 
hadn’t succeeded in bewitching them himself his money would have, Angela made 
one other mistake beyond that of marrying a man she didn’t love: she dared to put 
on the veil and take the orange blossoms which were to signify her purity.

GABRIEL GARCIA MARQUEZ was born in Aracataca, Colombia, in 1928. He 
attended the University of Bogota and later worked as a reporter for the Colombian 
newspaper El Espectador and as a foreign correspondent in Rome, Paris, 
Barcelona, Caracas, and New York. He is the author of many novels and collections
of stories-including NO ONE WRITES TO THE COLONEL AND OTHER STORIES,
THE AUTUMN OF THE PATRIARCH, INNOCENT ERËNDIRA AND OTHER 
STORIES, IN EVIL HOUR, LEAF STORM AND OTHER STORIES, CHRONICLE 
OF A DEATH FORETOLD, LOVE IN THE TIME OF CHOLERA, and ONE 
HUNDRED YEARS OF SOLITUDE. Garcia Márquez was awarded the Nobel Prize 
for Literature in 1982.
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Garcia Marquez, Gabriel. El amor en los tiempos del colera (Spanish language 
book). Buenos Aires. 1993. Editorial Sudamericana. Reprinted Edition. Very Good in
Wrappers. 9500703203. 451 pages. paperback. Inventory # 45106. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - IN SPANISH. This story is set in a country on the 
Caribbean coast of South America-a story that ranges from the late nineteenth 
century to the early decades of our own, tracing the lives of three people and their 
entwined fates. And yet, at first nothing seems inevitable, for this is a tale of 
unrequited love. Fifty years, nine months, and four days’ worth, to be exact. For that
is how long Florentino Ariza has waited to declare, once again, his undying love to 
Fermina Daza, whom he courted and almost won so many years before. He has the
bad grace, however, to make his declaration at the funeral of her husband, one of 
the most illustrious men of his time, a patron of the arts, distinguished professor of 
medicine, and leader in the fight against the cholera epidemics that once ravaged 
the country. Shaken by Florentino’s bold speech, Fermina banishes him from her 
house. But that is only the beginning. With the craft, humor, and accumulated 
wisdom of a master of fiction, Garcia Márquez transports them (and the reader) back
to those early days when they first met, courted, and were forced apart. He shows 
them going their very different ways-Florentino with his poetry, his rise to 
prominence in business, and (his devotion to Fermina Daza notwithstanding) his 
constant pursuit of women. And we see Fermina as she is wooed by the most 
sought-after bachelor of their time, Doctor Juvenal Urbino de la Calle; as they wed; 
as they experience all the events and emotions-honeymoon, passion, children, small
betrayals, separations, dependencies, and adventures-that constitute a long, sturdy
marriage. And then, at what might seem the end of their lives, Fermina Daza and 
Florentino Ariza are brought together once more, in a meeting whose outcome is as
fateful, as suspenseful, as any in literature.

GABRIEL GARCIA MARQUEZ was born in Aracataca, Colombia, in 1928. He 
attended the University of Bogota and later worked as a reporter for the Colombian 
newspaper El Espectador and as a foreign correspondent in Rome, Paris, 
Barcelona, Caracas, and New York. He is the author of many novels and collections
of stories-including NO ONE WRITES TO THE COLONEL AND OTHER STORIES,
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Garcia Marquez, Gabriel. El coronel no tiene quien le escriba (Spanish language 
book). Bogata. 1994. Editorial La Oveja Negra. Reprinted Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 9580600236. 69 pages. paperback. Inventory # 45107. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - IN SPANISH. This novella is a masterly short novel 
about life in a decaying tropical town in Colombia-Macondo by name -and the cycles
of hope and despair, tragedy and comedy that grip the inhabitants with the regularity
of the rains and the heat that dominate their lives. The Colonel, desperately poor, is
a beautifully drawn Quixotic character who languishes on the faded dreams of his 
revolutionary past, the false hopes of his pride and his one tangible asset, a fighting
cock which has become a symbol for him and, indeed, for the whole town. 
Alternately humorous and tragic, the Colonel, his asthmatic wife and the other 
characters in this moving story stand out sharply and are intensely alive.

GABRIEL GARCIA MARQUEZ was born in Aracataca, Colombia, in 1928. He 
attended the University of Bogota and later worked as a reporter for the Colombian 
newspaper El Espectador and as a foreign correspondent in Rome, Paris, 
Barcelona, Caracas, and New York. He is the author of many novels and collections
of stories-including NO ONE WRITES TO THE COLONEL AND OTHER STORIES,
THE AUTUMN OF THE PATRIARCH, INNOCENT ERËNDIRA AND OTHER 
STORIES, IN EVIL HOUR, LEAF STORM AND OTHER STORIES, CHRONICLE 
OF A DEATH FORETOLD, LOVE IN THE TIME OF CHOLERA, and ONE 
HUNDRED YEARS OF SOLITUDE. Garcia Márquez was awarded the Nobel Prize 
for Literature in 1982.keywords
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Garcia Marquez, Gabriel. In Evil Hour. New York. 1980. Avon/Bard. Reprinted 
Paperback Edition. Small Mark At Top Corner Edge,Ptherwise Very Good in 
Wrappers. 0380521679. Translated from the Spanish by Gregory Rabassa. 183 
pages. paperback. Inventory # 35353. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - IN EVIL HOUR is the eerie, magical story of a small 
Colombian village suddenly haunted by mysterious lampoons—incendiary posters 
spreading monstrous rumors about the town’s most respected citizens. Overnight, 
the rainy tranquility of the village becomes a smoldering chaos of scandal, deceit, 
and murder. Full of the imaginative marvels, comic exaggerations, and exotic 
dreams that made ONE HUNDRED YEARS OF SOLITUDE a world-wide legend, IN
EVIL HOUR combines the real and the fantastic, as Gabriel Garcia Marquez 
conjures up a dreamy Latin American village that discovers, in its very midst, the 
many faces of evil.

GABRIEL GARCIA MARQUEZ was born in Aracataca, Colombia, in 1928. He 
attended the University of Bogota and later worked as a reporter for the Colombian 
newspaper El Espectador and as a foreign correspondent in Rome, Paris, 
Barcelona, Caracas, and New York. He is the author of many novels and collections
of stories-including NO ONE WRITES TO THE COLONEL AND OTHER STORIES,
THE AUTUMN OF THE PATRIARCH, INNOCENT ERËNDIRA AND OTHER 
STORIES, IN EVIL HOUR, LEAF STORM AND OTHER STORIES, CHRONICLE 
OF A DEATH FORETOLD, LOVE IN THE TIME OF CHOLERA, and ONE 
HUNDRED YEARS OF SOLITUDE. Garcia Márquez was awarded the Nobel Prize 
for Literature in 1982.
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Garcia Marquez, Gabriel. Innocent Erendira and Other Stories. New York. 1978. 
Harper & Row. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0060114169. 
Translated from the Spanish by Gregory Rabassa. 183 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Guy Fleming. Author's photograph by Sophie Baker. Inventory # 3968. 
$22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This new collection of short fiction by one of the world’s 
greatest living writers includes a novella and eleven short stories and represents 
some of Garcia Márquez’s earlier work of the 1950s as well as stories written in the
1960s and 1970s. The interest, audience and critical reception of Garcia Márquez 
continues to grow, and in these stories one finds the uniquely original qualities that 
have made his work famous throughout the world-myth and mystery, pathos and 
passion, imagination and reality, characters of magic and truth. Brilliantly translated
by Gregory Rabassa, this is the first time these marvelous stories have appeared in
book form in English.

GABRIEL GARCIA MARQUEZ was born in Aracataca, Colombia, in 1928. He 
attended the University of Bogota and later worked as a reporter for the Colombian 
newspaper El Espectador and as a foreign correspondent in Rome, Paris, 
Barcelona, Caracas, and New York. He is the author of many novels and collections
of stories-including NO ONE WRITES TO THE COLONEL AND OTHER STORIES,
THE AUTUMN OF THE PATRIARCH, INNOCENT ERËNDIRA AND OTHER 
STORIES, IN EVIL HOUR, LEAF STORM AND OTHER STORIES, CHRONICLE 
OF A DEATH FORETOLD, LOVE IN THE TIME OF CHOLERA, and ONE 
HUNDRED YEARS OF SOLITUDE. Garcia Márquez was awarded the Nobel Prize 
for Literature in 1982.
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Garcia Marquez, Gabriel. News of a Kidnapping. New York. 1997. Knopf. 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 0375400516. Translated from the 
Spanish by Edith Grossman. 281 pages. paperback. Inventory # 23941. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This astonishing book by the Nobel laureate Gabriel 
Garcia Márquez chronicles the 1990 kidnappings of ten Colombian men and women
- all journalists but one - by the Medellin drug boss Pablo Escobar. The carefully 
orchestrated abductions were Escobar’s attempt to extort from the government its 
assurance that he, and other narcotics traffickers, would not be extradited to the 
United States if they were to surrender. From the highest corridors of government to
the domain of the ruthless drug cartels, we watch the unfolding of a bizarre drama 
replete with fascinating characters: César Gaviria, the nation’s cool and secretive 
president; Diana Turbay, a famous television journalist and magazine editor; three 
indomitable women who are imprisoned for miserable months in a small room with a
light perpetually on; an eighty-two-year-old priest with a mission to bring the regime
and the cartel to the negotiating table; and Escobar himself, the legendary drug 
baron who changes his bodyguards daily and main- tains a private zoo with giraffes
and hippos from Africa. All of this takes place in a country where presidential 
candidates and cabinet officers are routinely assassinated; where police go into the
Medellin slums to murder boys they think may be working for Escobar; but where 
brave and honest citizens are trying desperately to make democracy survive.

GABRIEL GARCIA MARQUEZ was born in Aracataca, Colombia, in 1928. He 
attended the University of Bogota and later worked as a reporter for the Colombian 
newspaper El Espectador and as a foreign correspondent in Rome, Paris, 
Barcelona, Caracas, and New York. He is the author of many novels and collections
of stories-including NO ONE WRITES TO THE COLONEL AND OTHER STORIES,
THE AUTUMN OF THE PATRIARCH, INNOCENT ERËNDIRA AND OTHER 
STORIES, IN EVIL HOUR, LEAF STORM AND OTHER STORIES, CHRONICLE 
OF A DEATH FORETOLD, LOVE IN THE TIME OF CHOLERA, and ONE 
HUNDRED YEARS OF SOLITUDE. Garcia Márquez was awarded the Nobel Prize 
for Literature in 1982.
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Garcia Marquez, Gabriel. Ojos de perro azul (Spanish language book). Buenos 
Aires. 1978. Editorial Sudamericana. Septima Edicion. Very Good in Wrappers. 169
pages. paperback. Inventory # 30938. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - IN SPANISH. A collection of short stories from Novel 
laureate Gabriel García Márquez written and published between 1947 and 1955, 
although, as a book, Ojos de perro azul did not appear until 1974 when the writer 
had already published two other books of stories and four novels, of which the last, 
"One Hundred Years of Solitude" would provide him with his first great international
success.

GABRIEL GARCIA MARQUEZ was born in Aracataca, Colombia, in 1928. He 
attended the University of Bogota and later worked as a reporter for the Colombian 
newspaper El Espectador and as a foreign correspondent in Rome, Paris, 
Barcelona, Caracas, and New York. He is the author of many novels and collections
of stories-including NO ONE WRITES TO THE COLONEL AND OTHER STORIES,
THE AUTUMN OF THE PATRIARCH, INNOCENT ERËNDIRA AND OTHER 
STORIES, IN EVIL HOUR, LEAF STORM AND OTHER STORIES, CHRONICLE 
OF A DEATH FORETOLD, LOVE IN THE TIME OF CHOLERA, and ONE 
HUNDRED YEARS OF SOLITUDE. Garcia Márquez was awarded the Nobel Prize 
for Literature in 1982.
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Garcia Marquez, Gabriel. The Autumn of the Patriarch. New York. 1991. Harper 
Perennial. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0060919639. 
Translated from the Spanish by Gregory Rabassa. 269 pages. paperback. Cover 
illustration by Cathleen Toelke. Inventory # 35352. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A dictator’s body is discovered in his Enormous, 
crumbling palace. Revolutionaries burst in and find his rotting corpse in an anarchic 
tangle of past and present - a present already lost and decayed, a past of almost 
unimaginable richness in which the palace was crowded with the dictator’s ministers,
bodyguards and servants, who kept him precariously balanced in power, and also 
with a tribe of women and children. The atmosphere is dreamlike - even nightmarish
- real, vibrant and sensually exact, and at the same time vague and almost 
unbelievable. From this very definite beginning the novel moves round and round in 
time - backward, forward and sideways in a narrative of reminiscence. The action 
takes place in a Latin American country in an advanced state of corruption, anarchy,
savagery, and physical exuberance. The time is the modern period, though not 
specified. An air force is mentioned; a League of Nations exists somewhere; 
American ambassadors with names like Wilson move in and out and occasionally 
the Pope sends messages. Dominating the action is the dictator-general, at first an 
almost messianic presence loved by the people, appearing suddenly among the 
peasants like a vision, walking alone or with a few colleagues, but as a rule going 
unguarded and unafraid. Then, as his rule tightens, as things become harsher, be 
becomes more suspicious and frightened and goes out only in a closely guarded car
and with a bodyguard; or else he appears on a balcony, a distant, scarcely human 
figure. The discovery of a man who is his double makes appearances much easier 
for him; the double is dressed as people expect the leader to dress, and is sent to 
appear where the leader is expected. When there is an assassination, it is the 
double, not the leader, who is killed.

GABRIEL GARCIA MARQUEZ was born in Aracataca, Colombia, in 1928. He is the
author of many novels and collections of stories-including NO ONE WRITES TO 
THE COLONEL AND OTHER STORIES, THE AUTUMN OF THE PATRIARCH, 
INNOCENT ERËNDIRA AND OTHER STORIES, IN EVIL HOUR, LEAF STORM 
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Garcia Marquez, Gabriel. The Autumn of the Patriarch. New York. 1977. Avon/Bard.
1st Avon/Bard Paperback Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 
0380017741. Translated from the Spanish by Gregory Rabassa. 251 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 3970. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘HYPNOTIC AND BRILLIANT’ - Publishers Weekly. ‘A 
book of incredible depth, breadth, richness, vitality, intelligence, humor, wisdom, 
subtlety. Like all great fiction, it contains endless layers of experience and meaning,
and a first reading can only give hints of its richness. It has the odor of the jungle 
and the ocean, the insouciance of a prostitute, the astonishments of a magician, the
sad yet hopeful wisdom of an old man.’ - The Miami Herald. ‘A stunning portrait of a
monstrous Caribbean tyrant. He is a bird woman’s bastard, conceived in a storm of
bluebottle flies, born in a convent doorway, gifted at birth with huge, deformed feet 
and an enlarged testicle the size of a fig, which whistles a tune of pain to him every
moment of his impossibly long Life. Mystical, surrealistic. Rabelaisian in its 
excesses, its distortions, and its exotic language.’ - The New York Times. ‘We 
seldom see a novel as fine as this one.’ - The Chicago Tribune.

GABRIEL GARCIA MARQUEZ was born in Aracataca, Colombia, in 1928. He 
attended the University of Bogota and later worked as a reporter for the Colombian 
newspaper El Espectador and as a foreign correspondent in Rome, Paris, 
Barcelona, Caracas, and New York. He is the author of many novels and collections
of stories-including NO ONE WRITES TO THE COLONEL AND OTHER STORIES,
THE AUTUMN OF THE PATRIARCH, INNOCENT ERËNDIRA AND OTHER 
STORIES, IN EVIL HOUR, LEAF STORM AND OTHER STORIES, CHRONICLE 
OF A DEATH FORETOLD, LOVE IN THE TIME OF CHOLERA, and ONE 
HUNDRED YEARS OF SOLITUDE. Garcia Márquez was awarded the Nobel Prize 
for Literature in 1982.
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Garcia Marquez, Gabriel. The Story of a Shipwrecked Sailor. New York. 1986. 
Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Price-Clipped Dustjacket. 0394548108. 
Translated from the Spanish by Randolph Hogan. 109 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
illustration by Douglas Fraser. Jacket design by Sara Eisenman. Inventory # 228. 
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1955, Gabriel Garcia Marquez was working for a 
newspaper in Bogota, Colombia. In February of that year, several crew members of
a Colombian destroyer were washed overboard and disappeared. Ten days later, 
one of them turned up half dead on a deserted beach in northern Colombia. This 
book, which originally appeared as a series of newspaper articles, is Garcia 
Marquez’s account of that sailor’s ordeal. As the story opens, Luis Alejandro 
Velasco and his mates are preparing to leave Mobile, Alabama, where they have 
spent the previous eight months while their ship underwent repairs. A veteran sailor,
Velasco is a little uneasy about the voyage home, and within a few hours of casting
off, his premonitions are borne out. As the dangerously overloaded ship plunges 
through heavy seas, he is suddenly pitched into the angry waters. Now, and for days
to come, he must struggle for his life and his sanity.

Gabriel José de la Concordia García Márquez, also known as Gabo (born March 6,
1928 in Aracataca, Colombia) is a Colombian novelist, journalist, editor, publisher, 
political activist, and recipient of the 1982 Nobel Prize in Literature. García Márquez
has lived mostly in Mexico and Europe and currently spends much of his time in 
Mexico City. Widely credited with introducing the global public to magical realism, he
has secured both significant critical acclaim and widespread commercial success. 
Many people hold that García Márquez ranks alongside his co-writers of the Latin 
American Boom, Jorge Luis Borges, Alejo Carpentier, Miguel Angel Asturias, Carlos
Fuentes, Mario Vargas Llosa and Julio Cortázar as one of the world’s greatest 20th-
century authors. Gabriel García Márquez is the father of television and film director
Rodrigo Garcia. Gabriel García Márquez was born in the town of Aracataca, 
Magdalena. His parents left him to be brought up by his grandparents. The writer 
often credited his grandmother’s way of telling a story as an important influence on 
his own story telling. After starting his early education at a boarding school in 
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Garcia Marquez. Gabriel. Living To Tell the Tale. New York. 2003. Knopf. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1400041341. Translated from the 
Spanish by Edith Grossman. 385 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph - Gabriel 
Garcia marquez, two years old. Jacket design by Carol Devine Carson. Inventory #
34358. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this long-awaited first volume of a planned trilogy, the
most acclaimed and revered living Nobel laureate begins to tell us the story of his 
life. Like all his work, LIVING TO TELL THE TALE is a magnificent piece of writing. It
spans Gabriel García Márquez’s life from his birth in 1927 through the start of his 
career as a writer to the moment in the 1950s when he proposed to the woman who
would become his wife. It has the shape, the quality, and the vividness of a 
conversation with the reader - a tale of people, places, and events as they occur to 
him: the colorful stories of his eccentric family members; the great influence of his 
mother and maternal grandfather; his consuming career in journalism, and the 
friends and mentors who encouraged him; the myths and mysteries of his beloved 
Colombia; personal details, undisclosed until now, that would appear later, 
transmuted and transposed, in his fiction; and, above all, his fervent desire to 
become a writer. And, as in his fiction, the narrator here is an inspired observer of 
the physical world, able to make clear the emotions and passions that lie at the heart
of a life - in this instance, his own. Living to Tell the Tale is a radiant, powerful, and 
beguiling memoir that gives us the formation of Gabriel García Márquez as a writer 
and as a man.

GABRIEL GARCIA MARQUEZ was born in Aracataca, Colombia, in 1928. He 
attended the University of Bogota and later worked as a reporter for the Colombian 
newspaper El Espectador and as a foreign correspondent in Rome, Paris, 
Barcelona, Caracas, and New York. He is the author of many novels and collections
of stories-including NO ONE WRITES TO THE COLONEL AND OTHER STORIES,
THE AUTUMN OF THE PATRIARCH, INNOCENT ERËNDIRA AND OTHER 
STORIES, IN EVIL HOUR, LEAF STORM AND OTHER STORIES, CHRONICLE 
OF A DEATH FORETOLD, LOVE IN THE TIME OF CHOLERA, and ONE 
HUNDRED YEARS OF SOLITUDE. Garcia Márquez was awarded the Nobel Prize 
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Garcia Sanchez, Javier. Lady of the South Wind. San Francisco. 1990. North Point
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0865474060. Translated from
the Spanish by Michael Bradburn Ruster & Myrna R. Villa. 221 pages. hardcover. 
Cover: Bruce McGaw-'Goodbye'. Inventory # 13937. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From his new home in the sanitarium, Hans Kruger 
confesses his dangerously consuming love for Olga Dittersdorf to a friend, spinning
a frightening tale of obsession and fatal attraction that led to violence.

Javier García Sánchez has worked as a journalist in different news and cultural 
media. He has published articles in Cuadernos Hispanoamericanos, El viejo Topo, 
Destino, Camp de l'arpa, Tiempo de Historia and Historia 16. For two years he has 
been chief editor of the magazine Quimera and he has worked in the culture section
of La Voz de Euskadi. He is the author of narrative works such as: Lady of the South
Wind (1985), with which he won the Pío Baroja prize, El mecanógrafo (1989), La 
historia más triste (1991), awarded the Herralde prize, El Alpe-d'Huez (1994), The 
Others (1998) and Falta alma (2001), amongst others. He has also published a book
of poetry (1980); the biography Indurain: A Tempered Passion (1997), and several 
books of short stories, including: Teoría de la identidad (1984) and Crítica de la 
razón impura (1991). In 2003 he won the Azorín prize for his latest novel, Dios se ha
ido.
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Garcia-Roza, Luiz Alfredo. December Heat: An Inspector Espinosa Mystery. New 
York. 2003. Henry Holt. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0805068902. Translated from the Portuguese by Benjamin Moser. 277 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket photograph by David Alan Harvey/Magnum Photos. Jacket design
by John Candell. Inventory # 34266. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘IF GABRIEL GARCIA MARQUEZ WROTE CRIME 
FICTION, HE MIGHT CREATE A DETECTIVE LIKE INSPECTOR ESPINOSA.’ - 
THE BALTIMORE SUN. A sultry December night in Rio de Janeiro. A retired 
policeman spends a typically alcohol-filled evening with his girlfriend, a prostitute. 
When he wakes up the next morning, his wallet and car key are missing, his 
girlfriend has been murdered, and he can remember none of the events of the 
previous night. Called in to investigate is Inspector Espinosa, veteran detective and 
friend of the ex-cop. It’s a seemingly open-and-shut case, but Espinosa is convinced
there’s more here than meets the eye, and when other bodies begin turning up, he 
finds himself not only racing a killer but falling in love. Hailed by critics for ‘his 
existential sensibility, his exotic beat, and his literary merit’ (San Francisco 
Chronicle), Inspector Espinosa won over American audiences with his debut in THE
SILENCE OF THE RAIN. DECEMBER HEAT, the second in this bestselling 
Brazilian series, shares the first book’s steamy evocation of exotic Rio de Janeiro, its
singular narrative approach, and, above all, its highly appealing protagonist. And 
once again, Luiz Alfredo Garcia-Roza delivers a story as unusual as it is complex, 
with a resolution sure to elude - and ultimately delight - even the most discerning 
crime readers. A distinguished academic, LUIZ ALFREDO GARCIA- ROZA is a 
critically acclaimed, bestselling novelist who lives in Rio de Janeiro. The first book in
his crime series, THE SILENCE OF THE RAIN, was published in 2002 by Henry 
Holt; the third will be published in 2004.

Luiz Alfredo Garcia Roza (born 1936 in Rio de Janeiro) is a retired Brazilian 
professor and current novelist. As an academic he wrote philosophy and psychology
textbooks. After retiring from academia he became known as a novelist and shared 
the Prêmio Jabuti for Literature in 1997. He is known for his Detective fiction, in 
particular his Inspector Espinosa Mystery series.
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Garcia-Roza, Luiz Alfredo. The Silence of the Rain. New York. 2003. Picador. 1st 
American Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0312421184. Translated from
the Portuguese by Benjamin Moser. 261 pages. paperback. Cover photograph by 
Milton Montenegro/Getty Images. Cover design by Emily Mahon. Inventory # 34095.
$6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a parking garage in the center of Rio de Janeiro, 
corporate executive Ricardo Carvalho is found dead in his car, a bullet in his head. it
appears he has been robbed and murdered - the gun, his wallet, and his briefcase 
are nowhere to be found - and so Inspector Espinosa is called in to investigate. Not
your typical detective, the world-weary Espinosa has the mind of a philosopher, the
heart of a romantic, and enough experience to realize that things are not always as 
they seem. So ensues Espinosa’s dedicated attempt to unravel the mystery, without
advanced forensic technology and in a police force rife with corruption. What really 
happened to Carvalho and his secretary, Rose, who disappeared shortly thereafter?
That Carvalho had recently taken out a $1 million life insurance policy complicates 
matters - as does Espinosa’s attraction to Bia Vasconcelos, Carvalho’s beautiful 
widow and one of the murder suspects. When two more people turn up dead, 
Espinosa’s investigation takes on a new urgency, ultimately leading to an 
unconventional, shocking conclusion. A runaway bestseller in Brazil, The Silence of 
the Rain is a compelling tale of murder, sex, corruption, and intrigue that subverts 
the crime genre. And in Espinosa, it introduces a complex and appealing new sleuth
to American readers. A distinguished academic, Luiz Alfredo Garcia-Roza is a 
critically acclaimed bestselling novelist who lives in Rio de Janiero.

Luiz Alfredo Garcia Roza (born 1936 in Rio de Janeiro) is a retired Brazilian 
professor and current novelist. As an academic he wrote philosophy and psychology
textbooks. After retiring from academia he became known as a novelist and shared 
the Prêmio Jabuti for Literature in 1997. He is known for his Detective fiction, in 
particular his Inspector Espinosa Mystery series.
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Garcia, Cristina. Dreaming in Cuban. New York. 1992. Knopf. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679408835. 1st Novel. 246 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Chip Kidd. Inventory # 26414. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Cristina Garcia’s vivid, funny, and endearing first novel 
moves back and forth between Havana and Brooklyn, and takes us into the heart of
the del Pino family, introducing four wonderfully various, strong- willed women who 
are divided by conflicting political loyalties and bound together by their complicated 
love for one another. In Cuba: Celia, the aging del Pino matriarch whose consuming
passion is for El Lider, Fidel. For his sake, she has worked the sugarcane harvest, 
acted as local judge, and now in old age - in her best housedress and drop pearl 
earrings - sits on her porch scanning the sea for the yanqui invaders she is certain 
will come. Also in Cuba, Celia’s mad (and possibly murderous) daughter Felicia, 
who can’t stay away from men or black magic. She is a lapsed hairdresser, a ‘social
malcontent,’ the despair of her mother (‘If only Felicia would take an interest in the 
revolution. it would give her a higher purpose’). In Brooklyn, we meet Celia’s other 
daughter, her feisty antagonist, Lourdes-immigrant, capitalist, obsessed by her 
hatred of Fidel, proud proprietor of the Yankee Doodle Bakery, which is a hotbed of
counterrevolution, a gathering place - according to Lourdes’s daughter, Pilar - for 
‘shady Cuban extremists who talk dinosaur politics and drink her killer espresso.’ 
And finally, the sweet, skeptical, artistic punk, Pilar herself at war with her own 
impossible mother, visited in dreams by the abuela she has not seen since she was
two - her faraway grandmother Celia-and determined to get them all back to Cuba 
before her own vision of it vanishes completely. (‘Every day Cuba fades a little more
inside me, my grandmother fades a little more inside me. And there’s only my 
imagination where our history should be.’) A novel suffused with a generous and 
comic sense of life -about women and politics, women and magic, women caught in
a far-flung, intricate, unbreakable web of family.

Cristina García (born July 4, 1958) is a Cuban-born American journalist and novelist.
After working for Time Magazine as a researcher, reporter, and Miami bureau chief,
she turned to writing fiction.
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Garcia, Cristina. The Aguero Sisters. New York. 1997. Knopf. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679450904. 305 pages. hardcover. Cover: Chip Kidd. 
Inventory # 23666. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE AGUERO SISTERS tells the story of Reina and 
Constancia Agiiero, Cuban sisters who have been estranged for thirty years. Reina,
forty-eight years old, living in Cuba in the early 1990s, was once a devoted daughter
of la revolucion; Constancia, an eager to assimilate naturalized American, smuggled
herself off the island in 1962. Reina is tall, darkly beautiful, unmarried, and 
magnetically sexual, a master electrician who is known as Compañera Amazona 
among her countless male suitors, and who basks in the admiration she receives in
her trade and in her bed. Constancia is petite, perfectly put together, pale skinned, 
an inspirationally successful yet modest cosmetics saleswoman, long resigned to 
her passionless marriage. Reina believes in only what she can grasp with her five 
senses; Constancia believes in miracles that ‘arrive every day from the succulent 
edge of disaster.’ Reina lives surrounded by their father’s belongings, the tangible 
remains of her childhood; Constancia has inherited only a startling resemblance to 
their mother - the mysterious Blanca - which she wears like an unwanted mask. The
sisters’ stories are braided with the voice from the past of their father, Ignacio, a 
renowned naturalist whose chronicling of Cuba’s dying species mirrored his own sad
inability to prevent familial tragedy. It is in the memories of their parents - dead many
years but still powerfully present - that the sisters’ lives have remained inextricably 
bound. Tireless scientists, Ignacio and Blanca understood the perfect truth of the 
language of nature, but never learned to speak it in their own tongue. What they left
their daughters - the picture of a dark and uncertain history sifted with half-truths and
pure lies - is the burden and the gift the two women struggle with as they move 
unknowingly toward reunion.

Cristina García (born July 4, 1958) is a Cuban-born American journalist and novelist.
After working for Time Magazine as a researcher, reporter, and Miami bureau chief,
she turned to writing fiction.
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Garcia, Cristina. The Aguero Sisters. New York. 1997. Knopf. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket.Small Remainder Dot On Top Edge. 0679450904. 305 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Chip Kidd. Inventory # 27898. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE AGUERO SISTERS tells the story of Reina and 
Constancia Agiiero, Cuban sisters who have been estranged for thirty years. Reina,
forty-eight years old, living in Cuba in the early 1990s, was once a devoted daughter
of la revolucion; Constancia, an eager to assimilate naturalized American, smuggled
herself off the island in 1962. Reina is tall, darkly beautiful, unmarried, and 
magnetically sexual, a master electrician who is known as Compañera Amazona 
among her countless male suitors, and who basks in the admiration she receives in
her trade and in her bed. Constancia is petite, perfectly put together, pale skinned, 
an inspirationally successful yet modest cosmetics saleswoman, long resigned to 
her passionless marriage. Reina believes in only what she can grasp with her five 
senses; Constancia believes in miracles that ‘arrive every day from the succulent 
edge of disaster.’ Reina lives surrounded by their father’s belongings, the tangible 
remains of her childhood; Constancia has inherited only a startling resemblance to 
their mother - the mysterious Blanca - which she wears like an unwanted mask. The
sisters’ stories are braided with the voice from the past of their father, Ignacio, a 
renowned naturalist whose chronicling of Cuba’s dying species mirrored his own sad
inability to prevent familial tragedy. It is in the memories of their parents - dead many
years but still powerfully present - that the sisters’ lives have remained inextricably 
bound. Tireless scientists, Ignacio and Blanca understood the perfect truth of the 
language of nature, but never learned to speak it in their own tongue. What they left
their daughters - the picture of a dark and uncertain history sifted with half-truths and
pure lies - is the burden and the gift the two women struggle with as they move 
unknowingly toward reunion.

Cristina García (born July 4, 1958) is a Cuban-born American journalist and novelist.
After working for Time Magazine as a researcher, reporter, and Miami bureau chief,
she turned to writing fiction.
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Garcia, Enrique. The Hernandez Brothers: Love, Rockets, and Alternative Comics. 
Pittsburgh. 2017. University of Pittsburgh Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in
Wrappers. 9780822964926. Latino and Latin American Profiles. 22 line art 
Illustrations. 192 pages. paperback. Inventory # 42051. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Enrique García presents a cutting-edge, graphic 
narrative project that situates the work of the Hernandez Brothers in twentieth and 
early twenty-first century American print, literary, and popular culture. He 
contextualizes them in terms of their comic and literary contemporaries, and 
dynamically summarizes key elements of their storytelling history.’ —William 
Nericcio, San Diego State University. This study offers a critical examination of the 
work of Gilbert and Jaime Hernandez, Mexican-American brothers whose graphic 
novels are highly influential. The Hernandez brothers started in the alt-comics 
scene, where their ‘Love and Rockets’ series quickly gained prominence. They have
since published in more mainstream venues but have maintained an outsider status
based on their own background and the content of their work. Enrique García 
argues that the Hernandez brothers have worked to create a new American graphic
storytelling that, while still in touch with mainstream genres, provides a transgressive
alternative from an aesthetic, gender, and ethnic perspective. The brothers were 
able to experiment with and modify these genres by taking advantage of the editorial
freedom of independent publishing. This freedom also allowed them to explore 
issues of ethnic and gender identity in transgressive ways. Their depictions of 
latinidad and sexuality push against the edicts of mainstream Anglophone culture, 
but they also defy many Latino perceptions of life, politics, and self-representation. 
The book concludes with an in-depth interview with Jaime and Gilbert Hernandez 
that touches on and goes beyond the themes explored in the book.

Enrique García is associate professor of Spanish at Middlebury College. He is the 
author of Cuban Cinema After the Cold War.
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Garcia, Guy. Skin Deep. New York. 1988. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374265739. 186 pages. hardcover. Cover design
by Drentell Doyle Partners. Inventory # 12029. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The narrator of Skin Deep is David Loya, a second 
generation Chicano from the East L.A. barrio. With a degree from Harvard Law 
School he is a rising star in a major New York law firm. He returns to L.A. in 
response to an urgent request from a Harvard friend to find a missing illegal Mexican
named Josefina Juarez. David’s search for Juarez takes him deep into the barrio 
where the mystery of her fate upends his world and forces him to confront long-
buried questions about family, love, friendship, and his own identity. SKIN DEEP is a
novel about coming of age in the new America, a place in which races and cultures
have not so much melded as collided and in which no identity is secure. Garcia 
chronicles this new urban landscape with acuity and informed sympathy.

Guy Garcia was born in Los Angeles and attended the University of California at 
Berkeley. The author of the novel Obsidian Sky, he is a contributor to the fiction 
anthologies Iguana Dreams and Pieces of the Heart, and lives in New York City.
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Gardner, Erle Stanley. The Case of the Careless Kitten. New York. 1950. Pocket 
Books. 1st Pocket Books Edition. Some Wear To Spine,Otherwise Good in 
Wrappers. 243 pages. paperback. 724. Front cover photograph by Paulus Lesser. 
Inventory # 35412. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - DEATH MAKES A PHONE CALL. Helen Kendal was 
startled as the voice on the telephone ordered, ‘Contact Perry Mason. Tell no one 
else. I. ‘ Suddenly the receiver clicked at the other end of the line. The connection 
was broken. WHOSE WAS THE MYSTERY VOICE? Helen Kendal took her puzzle 
to the famous lawyer-detective, Perry Mason. Then things really got moving when a
playful kitten was poisoned and a corpse turned up with a bullet in its head. Perry 
Mason had to do some fast stepping to catch up with the killer. And to add a bit of 
spice to this hot dish of murder, the police were out to collect Perry’s scalp for 
interfering with the law.

Erle Stanley Gardner (July 17, 1889 – March 11, 1970) was an American lawyer and
author of detective stories. Best known for the Perry Mason series, he also 
published under the pseudonyms A.A. Fair, Kyle Corning, Charles M. Green, 
Carleton Kendrake, Charles J. Kenny, Les Tillray and Robert Parr. Innovative and 
restless in his nature, Gardner was bored by the routine of legal practice, the only 
part of which he enjoyed was trial work and the development of trial strategy. In his 
spare time, he began to write for pulp magazines, which also fostered the early 
careers of Dashiell Hammett and Raymond Chandler. His first story was published 
in 1923. Early on, Gardner set as a goal the production of 66,000 words a week.keywords
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Gardner, Erle Stanley. The Case of the Curious Bride. New York. 1934. Bestseller 
Library/Lawrence E. Spivak. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers.
126 pages. paperback. No.10. Inventory # 37093. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - After con man Greg Moxley married Rhoda Lorton, he 
took her money and flew - only to have his plane crash. ‘She was nervous and she
wanted advice for a friend. That's what she said. Perry Mason looked at her and 
knew that she lied - even before he heard her question. Could you be convicted of 
murder if there was no corpse? She said she was only curious.’

Erle Stanley Gardner (July 17, 1889 – March 11, 1970) was an American lawyer and
author of detective stories. Best known for the Perry Mason series, he also 
published under the pseudonyms A.A. Fair, Kyle Corning, Charles M. Green, 
Carleton Kendrake, Charles J. Kenny, Les Tillray and Robert Parr. Innovative and 
restless in his nature, Gardner was bored by the routine of legal practice, the only 
part of which he enjoyed was trial work and the development of trial strategy. In his 
spare time, he began to write for pulp magazines, which also fostered the early 
careers of Dashiell Hammett and Raymond Chandler. His first story was published 
in 1923. Early on, Gardner set as a goal the production of 66,000 words a week.
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Gardner, Erle Stanley. The Case of the Dangerous Dowager. New York. 1953. 
Pocket Books. 14th Pocket Books Paperback Printing. Good in Worn Wrappers. 195
pages. paperback. 252. Cover photograph by Silver Studios. Inventory # 37094. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Perry Mason's new client was a handsome white-haired
dowager who confessed to being a great-grandmother. But she was the strangest 
great-grandmother Mason had ever run into. Matilda Benson smoked big, black 
cigars, she liked dancing, and she got a great kick, out of a fast life. She ordered 
Mason in no uncertain terms to get hold of her granddaughter's gambling I.O.U.s 
before they could be used in a divorce action. Mason met the dowager's 
granddaughter on a notorious gambling-ship, twelve, miles off shore. One minute 
after he said ‘hello,’ he opened the door to the ship's inner office. and discovered a 
corpse. The case was really hot! The pay-off to this terrific tale is one of those swift,
exciting, last-minute turnabouts that have made Erle Stanley Gardner's mysteries 
the most widely-read murder stories in the world.

Erle Stanley Gardner (July 17, 1889 – March 11, 1970) was an American lawyer and
author of detective stories. Best known for the Perry Mason series, he also 
published under the pseudonyms A.A. Fair, Kyle Corning, Charles M. Green, 
Carleton Kendrake, Charles J. Kenny, Les Tillray and Robert Parr. Innovative and 
restless in his nature, Gardner was bored by the routine of legal practice, the only 
part of which he enjoyed was trial work and the development of trial strategy. In his 
spare time, he began to write for pulp magazines, which also fostered the early 
careers of Dashiell Hammett and Raymond Chandler. His first story was published 
in 1923. Early on, Gardner set as a goal the production of 66,000 words a week.
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Gardner, Erle Stanley. The Case of the Daring Decoy. New York. 1960. Pocket 
Books. 2nd Pocket Books Paperback Printing. Trace Of A Water-Stain On The Top
Corner Of The First Few Pages, Otherwise Good in Worn Wrappers. 212 pages. 
paperback. 6001. Inventory # 37095. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘I can't believe that it was a trap.’ ‘Hell's bells!’ said Perry
Mason. ‘The thing sticks out like a sore thumb. Here was this girl in her undies 
pulling a gun on you, her hand shaking, and she walked toward you, kept walking 
toward you, kept walking toward you!’ ‘'What's wrong with that?1 Jerry Conway 
asked. ‘Everything!’ Mason exploded. ‘A girl half nude getting a gun out of the desk
would have been backing away from you and telling you to get out of the room. She
kept walking toward you until you just had to take the gun away from her She did 
everything but shove it into your hand!’ ‘You think it will turn out to be the murder 
weapon?’ ‘I know damned well it will be the murder weapon. And when the D.A. 
hears your story, it's going to sound fishy as hell.’

Erle Stanley Gardner (July 17, 1889 – March 11, 1970) was an American lawyer and
author of detective stories. Best known for the Perry Mason series, he also 
published under the pseudonyms A.A. Fair, Kyle Corning, Charles M. Green, 
Carleton Kendrake, Charles J. Kenny, Les Tillray and Robert Parr. Innovative and 
restless in his nature, Gardner was bored by the routine of legal practice, the only 
part of which he enjoyed was trial work and the development of trial strategy. In his 
spare time, he began to write for pulp magazines, which also fostered the early 
careers of Dashiell Hammett and Raymond Chandler. His first story was published 
in 1923. Early on, Gardner set as a goal the production of 66,000 words a week.
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Gardner, Erle Stanley. The Case of the Deadly Toy. New York. 1964. Pocket Books.
4th Pocket Books Paperback Printing. Good in Worn Wrappers. 198 pages. 
paperback. 4531. Inventory # 37096. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - NORDA ALLISON began to get letters. They came in 
plain envelopes with her name printed on them. Each one contained a newspaper 
clipping. Each clipping was a story about a man who had shot a woman - a divorced
husband who couldn't live without his wife, a jilted suitor, a drink-crazed lover. Norda
went to a lawyer who called in the postal authorities. The letters kept coming. Norda
went to the police. They were very sympathetic, but what could they do about it? 
Then Norda discovered the toy press that was printing her name on the envelopes.
She hired Perry Mason to represent her and took him to the house where she'd seen
the press. The press wasn't there, but trouble, real trouble was waiting. Suddenly 
Perry Mason had a client who was booked on suspicion of murder. The dead man 
had been her fiance. AND THE MURDER WEAPON WAS FOUND UNDER HER 
PILLOW!

Erle Stanley Gardner (July 17, 1889 – March 11, 1970) was an American lawyer and
author of detective stories. Best known for the Perry Mason series, he also 
published under the pseudonyms A.A. Fair, Kyle Corning, Charles M. Green, 
Carleton Kendrake, Charles J. Kenny, Les Tillray and Robert Parr. Innovative and 
restless in his nature, Gardner was bored by the routine of legal practice, the only 
part of which he enjoyed was trial work and the development of trial strategy. In his 
spare time, he began to write for pulp magazines, which also fostered the early 
careers of Dashiell Hammett and Raymond Chandler. His first story was published 
in 1923. Early on, Gardner set as a goal the production of 66,000 words a week.
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Gardner, Erle Stanley. The Case of the Duplicate Daughter. New York. 1962. Pocket
Books. 1st Pocket Books Paperback Printing. Some Slight Water-Staining Along 
The Top Edge in The Rear Of The Book, Otherwise Good in Worn Wrappers. 197 
pages. paperback. 4504. Inventory # 37098. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - DID YOU KILL HER? Perry Mason said to his client, as 
they sat in the counsel room at the county jail. ‘Mr. Mason, honestly I did not.’ ‘But 
you are morally certain that someone in your family did kill her. Was it Muriell?’ ‘I am
not going to answer.’ ‘Was it Glamis?’ ‘I won't be cross-examined.’ ‘Was it your 
wife?’ ‘I'm not going to tell anybody, ever.’ ‘Well,’ Perry Mason said as he rose to 
leave, ‘I'm going out to your house and talk to the family see whether any one of 
them is lying. If none of them is lying, I’ll feel pretty certain that you murdered Vera
Martel.’

Erle Stanley Gardner (July 17, 1889 – March 11, 1970) was an American lawyer and
author of detective stories. Best known for the Perry Mason series, he also 
published under the pseudonyms A.A. Fair, Kyle Corning, Charles M. Green, 
Carleton Kendrake, Charles J. Kenny, Les Tillray and Robert Parr. Innovative and 
restless in his nature, Gardner was bored by the routine of legal practice, the only 
part of which he enjoyed was trial work and the development of trial strategy. In his 
spare time, he began to write for pulp magazines, which also fostered the early 
careers of Dashiell Hammett and Raymond Chandler. His first story was published 
in 1923. Early on, Gardner set as a goal the production of 66,000 words a week.
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Gardner, Erle Stanley. The Case of the Foot-Loose Doll. New York. 1960. Pocket 
Books. 1st Pocket Books Paperback Printing. Good in Worn Wrappers With a Piece
Coming Off Near The Bottom Spine. 181 pages. paperback. 6016. Inventory # 
37099. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Perry Mason’s client was GUILTY - at least of some 
things. She was living under a false name. She had taken another woman's purse 
containing $4,000. She had stabbed a man with an ice pick. She had fled from an 
accident in which another person was killed. BUT HAD SHE COMMITTED ONE 
MURDER OR TWO MURDERS? There were certainly two corpses. The police 
connected her with one on circumstantial evidence. The second person accused her
before dying. She had no alibi and her defense was: ‘I didn't do it.’ But she had 
retained Perry or a nickel, and - PERRY MASON BELIEVED SHE WAS 
INNOCENT.

Erle Stanley Gardner (July 17, 1889 – March 11, 1970) was an American lawyer and
author of detective stories. Best known for the Perry Mason series, he also 
published under the pseudonyms A.A. Fair, Kyle Corning, Charles M. Green, 
Carleton Kendrake, Charles J. Kenny, Les Tillray and Robert Parr. Innovative and 
restless in his nature, Gardner was bored by the routine of legal practice, the only 
part of which he enjoyed was trial work and the development of trial strategy. In his 
spare time, he began to write for pulp magazines, which also fostered the early 
careers of Dashiell Hammett and Raymond Chandler. His first story was published 
in 1923. Early on, Gardner set as a goal the production of 66,000 words a week.keywords
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Gardner, Erle Stanley. The Case of the Gilded Lily. New York. 1961. Pocket Books.
1st Pocket Books Paperback Printing. Good in Worn Wrappers With a Piece Coming
Off Near The Bottom Spine. 180 pages. paperback. 6106. Inventory # 37100. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE DRINKS HAD BEEN DRUGGED! By the time 
Stewart Bedford realized that, it was too late. The blonde with him in the motel was 
already asleep. Drugged, too, he thought drowsily. Then he slept. After what 
seemed an eternity, Bedford regained consciousness. He remembered he was in a
motel. With a blonde. He remembered how she had looked standing there practically
nude. Bedford got off the bed and stepped into the other room. No blonde. But there,
lying on his side in a pool of red, was a little man. Quite dead. There had been a gun
in his briefcase, Bedford remembered. With the pay-off money. He hurried to look. 
No money. No gun. Then Bedford panicked!

Erle Stanley Gardner (July 17, 1889 – March 11, 1970) was an American lawyer and
author of detective stories. Best known for the Perry Mason series, he also 
published under the pseudonyms A.A. Fair, Kyle Corning, Charles M. Green, 
Carleton Kendrake, Charles J. Kenny, Les Tillray and Robert Parr. Innovative and 
restless in his nature, Gardner was bored by the routine of legal practice, the only 
part of which he enjoyed was trial work and the development of trial strategy. In his 
spare time, he began to write for pulp magazines, which also fostered the early 
careers of Dashiell Hammett and Raymond Chandler. His first story was published 
in 1923. Early on, Gardner set as a goal the production of 66,000 words a week.
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Gardner, Erle Stanley. The Case of the Half-Wakened Wife. New York. 1951. 
Pocket Books. 1st Pocket Books Paperback Printing. Good in Slightly Worn 
Wrappers. 232 pages. paperback. 832. Front cover photograph by Color Graphic 
Studios. Inventory # 41501. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - CRIME. Murder in the First Degree! VICTIM. Scott 
Shelby, a man who specialized in high-priced shakedowns and low—minded 
women. ACCUSED. Marion Shelby, a hot-eyed wife who plenty of appeal. MOTIVE.
Marital infidelity and $50,000. Lawyer for the defense - PERRY MASON! Every 
piece of evidence argued that Marion h Shelby murdered her husband. It was just 
this that made Perry Mason believe her guiltless. Yet, when the trial opened, Mason
had not found one solid clue to back his hunch. All he had was a theory that 
sounded fantastic. And all he was sure of was that he was up against a clever killer
who lusted for the bloody excitement of murder!

Erle Stanley Gardner (July 17, 1889 – March 11, 1970) was an American lawyer and
author of detective stories. Best known for the Perry Mason series, he also 
published under the pseudonyms A.A. Fair, Kyle Corning, Charles M. Green, 
Carleton Kendrake, Charles J. Kenny, Les Tillray and Robert Parr. Innovative and 
restless in his nature, Gardner was bored by the routine of legal practice, the only 
part of which he enjoyed was trial work and the development of trial strategy. In his 
spare time, he began to write for pulp magazines, which also fostered the early 
careers of Dashiell Hammett and Raymond Chandler. His first story was published 
in 1923. Early on, Gardner set as a goal the production of 66,000 words a week.keywords
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Gardner, Erle Stanley. The Case of the Hesitant Hostess. New York. 1956. Pocket 
Books. 1st Pocket Books Paperback Printing. Some Water Damage At Bottom 
Corner, Otherwise Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 208 pages. paperback. 1127. 
Cover design by Milton Herder. Inventory # 41500. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - PERRY MASON was losing. The evidence against his 
client was pat and plentiful - too pat and plentiful. But the witness, Mrs. Martha 
Lavina, was clever. She avoided every trap and her answers were convincing the 
jury that his client was guilty. Mason believed Mrs. Lavina was lying and that he 
could prove it by bringing in a surprise witness, Inez Kaylor. Paul Drake supposedly
had Inez stashed away in the law library of the courthouse. Just before the session 
ended, Mason signaled Drake to bring in the witness. Drake slowly shook his head. 
Inez Kaylor had disappeared. PERRY MASON had been double-crossed!

Erle Stanley Gardner (July 17, 1889 – March 11, 1970) was an American lawyer and
author of detective stories. Best known for the Perry Mason series, he also 
published under the pseudonyms A.A. Fair, Kyle Corning, Charles M. Green, 
Carleton Kendrake, Charles J. Kenny, Les Tillray and Robert Parr. Innovative and 
restless in his nature, Gardner was bored by the routine of legal practice, the only 
part of which he enjoyed was trial work and the development of trial strategy. In his 
spare time, he began to write for pulp magazines, which also fostered the early 
careers of Dashiell Hammett and Raymond Chandler. His first story was published 
in 1923. Early on, Gardner set as a goal the production of 66,000 words a week.
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Gardner, Erle Stanley. The Case of the Mythical Monkeys. New York. 1961. Pocket
Books. 1st Pocket Books Paperback Printing. Good in Worn Wrappers. 209 pages.
paperback. 6082. Inventory # 37105. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Mauvis Meade seated herself on the davenport, looked 
up at Mason with a slow raising of the eyelids and motioned him to take a seat 
beside her. ‘It will help a lot,’ Perry Mason said, ‘if you get over the idea that you 
have the only curves in captivity. I'm interested in protecting a client in a murder 
case. I want to see that scarf with the three monkeys printed on it.’ Abruptly the door
to the bedroom opened and Gregory Dunkirk stepped out, followed by a grinning, 
bull-necked brute. ‘I'll take it from here, Mauvis,’ Gregory said. ‘Evening, Mason, 
meet Dukes.’ The grinning Dukes placed a hamlike hand between Mason's shoulder
blades and exerted pressure until Mason nearly stumbled as he was pushed out of 
the room. ‘Out,’ said Dukes. ‘And good night. Mr. Mason.’

Erle Stanley Gardner (July 17, 1889 – March 11, 1970) was an American lawyer and
author of detective stories. Best known for the Perry Mason series, he also 
published under the pseudonyms A.A. Fair, Kyle Corning, Charles M. Green, 
Carleton Kendrake, Charles J. Kenny, Les Tillray and Robert Parr. Innovative and 
restless in his nature, Gardner was bored by the routine of legal practice, the only 
part of which he enjoyed was trial work and the development of trial strategy. In his 
spare time, he began to write for pulp magazines, which also fostered the early 
careers of Dashiell Hammett and Raymond Chandler. His first story was published 
in 1923. Early on, Gardner set as a goal the production of 66,000 words a week.keywords
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Gardner, Erle Stanley. The Case of the Mythical Monkeys. New York. 1964. Pocket
Books. 5th Pocket Books Paperback Printing. Good in Wrappers. 209 pages. 
paperback. 45011. Inventory # 37106. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘I have another body.’ Perry Mason said, after calling 
Lieutenant Tragg at Homicide headquarters. ‘You certainly collect 'em,’ Tragg 
answered dryly. ‘I'm telling you there's a body in a cabin on a dirt road coming down
from Summit Inn. I'm protecting a client.’ ‘You're supposed to turn over all the facts 
to the police.’ ‘I'm turning them over.’ ‘How did your client happen to know all 
this?’ ‘Not telling,’ Mason said. ‘Okay,’ Tragg groaned. ‘Where's this cabin?’

Erle Stanley Gardner (July 17, 1889 – March 11, 1970) was an American lawyer and
author of detective stories. Best known for the Perry Mason series, he also 
published under the pseudonyms A.A. Fair, Kyle Corning, Charles M. Green, 
Carleton Kendrake, Charles J. Kenny, Les Tillray and Robert Parr. Innovative and 
restless in his nature, Gardner was bored by the routine of legal practice, the only 
part of which he enjoyed was trial work and the development of trial strategy. In his 
spare time, he began to write for pulp magazines, which also fostered the early 
careers of Dashiell Hammett and Raymond Chandler. His first story was published 
in 1923. Early on, Gardner set as a goal the production of 66,000 words a week.
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Gardner, Erle Stanley. The Case of the Nervous Accomplice. New York. 1958. 
Pocket Books. 3rd Pocket Books Paperback Printing. Good in Worn Wrappers. 210
pages. paperback. C-297. Inventory # 37107. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘MY HUSBAND'S STEPPING OUT on me,’ said Mrs. 
Enright A. Harlan to Perry Mason, ‘and I want to do something about it.’ ‘But I don't 
handle divorce cases,’ said Mason. ‘I don't care for them.’ ‘Neither do I. I want my 
husband.’ ‘Then what do you want me to do?’ ‘Just call Mr. George C. Lutts at the 
office of the Sylvan Glade Development Company. Ask him what he will take for the
2000 shares of stock he has in the company. And accept his price—whatever it 
is.’ ‘That's no way to buy stock.’ ‘I'm not buying stock,’ said Mrs. Harlan impatiently. 
‘I'm buying a husband.’ Two days and one corpse later, Perry Mason's new client 
was in jail charged with murder and even Mason had to admit that the State's case 
against Mrs. Harlan looked airtight.

Erle Stanley Gardner (July 17, 1889 – March 11, 1970) was an American lawyer and
author of detective stories. Best known for the Perry Mason series, he also 
published under the pseudonyms A.A. Fair, Kyle Corning, Charles M. Green, 
Carleton Kendrake, Charles J. Kenny, Les Tillray and Robert Parr. Innovative and 
restless in his nature, Gardner was bored by the routine of legal practice, the only 
part of which he enjoyed was trial work and the development of trial strategy. In his 
spare time, he began to write for pulp magazines, which also fostered the early 
careers of Dashiell Hammett and Raymond Chandler. His first story was published 
in 1923. Early on, Gardner set as a goal the production of 66,000 words a week.keywords
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Gardner, Erle Stanley. The Case of the Phantom Fortune. New York. 1965. Pocket
Books. 1st Pocket Books Paperback Printing. Good in Wrappers. 197 pages. 
paperback. 50373. Inventory # 37109. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - I want your man Drake to find out who made that 
fingerprint.’ ‘You think the person who made that fingerprint will be at the dinner 
tonight?’ Mason asked. Horace Warren nodded. ‘And you want me to find out who 
that person is and then protect your wife against that person?’ Warren nodded 
again. ‘How much expense do I incur?’ ‘Any expense within reason.’ ‘Up to what 
limit?’ ‘There is no limit.’ ‘Usually,’ Perry Mason explained, ‘legitimate, law-abiding 
citizens are not subject to blackmail unless there is something in their past that 
would leave them vulnerable. I take it that in the case of your wife. .’ 'Take what?’ 
Warren asked irascibly. ‘That there would hardly be such a past. ‘Why not?’ Warren
rasped. ‘I married Lorna because I loved her. I didn't inquire into her past.’ ‘In other
words, her past is something of a mystery?’ ‘Her past is a closed book. Just protect
her against the person who made that fingerprint. Here is my check. I'll see you at 
dinner tonight.’

Erle Stanley Gardner (July 17, 1889 – March 11, 1970) was an American lawyer and
author of detective stories. Best known for the Perry Mason series, he also 
published under the pseudonyms A.A. Fair, Kyle Corning, Charles M. Green, 
Carleton Kendrake, Charles J. Kenny, Les Tillray and Robert Parr. Innovative and 
restless in his nature, Gardner was bored by the routine of legal practice, the only 
part of which he enjoyed was trial work and the development of trial strategy. In his 
spare time, he began to write for pulp magazines, which also fostered the early 
careers of Dashiell Hammett and Raymond Chandler. His first story was published 
in 1923. Early on, Gardner set as a goal the production of 66,000 words a week.
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Gardner, Erle Stanley. The Case of the Reluctant Model. New York. 1963. Pocket 
Books. 1st Pocket Books Paperback Printing. Spine Slightly Cocked, Otherwise 
Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 195 pages. paperback. 4524. Inventory # 37110. 
$6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - PERRY MASON PLAYED FOR A SUCKER! ‘You're 
going to have to go to work, Paul,’ said Della Street. ‘Perry's taken a button and 
sewn a vest on it.' ‘Della's right, Paul,’ Mason said. ‘It's like the old phony jewelry 
store bad-check racket.’ ‘Who's the victim?’ ‘Otto Olney.’ ‘Not on that painting deal?’
Drake asked. ‘Is the painting phony?’ ‘No, the painting is absolutely genuine. But I 
have a hunch the witness is going to disappear. If that happens, everyone will know
that Perry Mason was played for a sucker.’ ‘Well,’ Drake said thoughtfully, ‘it's a 
damned good vest button and it may fit on a vest. How do we start finding out?’ And
Perry’s instinct was right. They had set him up for a sucker, but they hadn’t allowed 
for his suspicious nature or for murder!

Erle Stanley Gardner (July 17, 1889 – March 11, 1970) was an American lawyer and
author of detective stories. Best known for the Perry Mason series, he also 
published under the pseudonyms A.A. Fair, Kyle Corning, Charles M. Green, 
Carleton Kendrake, Charles J. Kenny, Les Tillray and Robert Parr. Innovative and 
restless in his nature, Gardner was bored by the routine of legal practice, the only 
part of which he enjoyed was trial work and the development of trial strategy. In his 
spare time, he began to write for pulp magazines, which also fostered the early 
careers of Dashiell Hammett and Raymond Chandler. His first story was published 
in 1923. Early on, Gardner set as a goal the production of 66,000 words a week.
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Gardner, Erle Stanley. The Case of the Rolling Bones. New York. 1955. Pocket 
Books. 13th Pocket Books Paperback Printing. Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 
184 pages. paperback. 2464. Cover photograph by Silver Studios. Inventory # 
41499. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Perry Mason, America’s most ingenious lawyer, was 
stumped! A series of simple questions puzzled him: Was Emily Milicant the wife or 
the mistress or the sister of which three men? Who stuck the carving knife in John 
Milicant’s back and who, really, was the resulting corpse? Why did Guy T. Serle, 
purveyor of crooked dice, eat his dinner so completely? And, especially, how could 
two murders, occurring 33 years apart, constitute one murder? All Perry mason had
to do was find the answers – or go to jail!

Erle Stanley Gardner (July 17, 1889 – March 11, 1970) was an American lawyer and
author of detective stories. Best known for the Perry Mason series, he also 
published under the pseudonyms A.A. Fair, Kyle Corning, Charles M. Green, 
Carleton Kendrake, Charles J. Kenny, Les Tillray and Robert Parr. Innovative and 
restless in his nature, Gardner was bored by the routine of legal practice, the only 
part of which he enjoyed was trial work and the development of trial strategy. In his 
spare time, he began to write for pulp magazines, which also fostered the early 
careers of Dashiell Hammett and Raymond Chandler. His first story was published 
in 1923. Early on, Gardner set as a goal the production of 66,000 words a week.
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Gardner, Erle Stanley. The Case of the Screaming Woman. New York. 1959. Pocket
Books. 1st Pocket Books Paperback Printing. Good in Worn Wrappers With a Piece
Coming Off Near The Bottom Spine. 179 pages. paperback. C-377. Inventory # 
37112. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘I took this girl to a motel,’ John Kirby said, ‘and the 
proprietor wouldn't let her have a room.’ ‘Why not?’ Perry Mason asked. ‘Suspicious,
I suppose.’ ‘So what did you do?’ ‘Well, she suggested that if I'd register as husband
and 'wife, we could get a room and then I could go on.’ ‘Did you register under your
own name?’ ‘No. By that time I was doubting the wisdom of what I was doing’ ‘Does
your wife believe that story?’ ‘Of course she does. Why shouldn't she?’ ‘That,’ said 
Perry Mason, ‘may be the real problem.’

Erle Stanley Gardner (July 17, 1889 – March 11, 1970) was an American lawyer and
author of detective stories. Best known for the Perry Mason series, he also 
published under the pseudonyms A.A. Fair, Kyle Corning, Charles M. Green, 
Carleton Kendrake, Charles J. Kenny, Les Tillray and Robert Parr. Innovative and 
restless in his nature, Gardner was bored by the routine of legal practice, the only 
part of which he enjoyed was trial work and the development of trial strategy. In his 
spare time, he began to write for pulp magazines, which also fostered the early 
careers of Dashiell Hammett and Raymond Chandler. His first story was published 
in 1923. Early on, Gardner set as a goal the production of 66,000 words a week.
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Gardner, Erle Stanley. The Case of the Shoplifter's Shoe. New York. 1947. Pocket 
Books. 4th Pocket Paperback Printing. Good in Worn Wrappers. 231 pages. 
paperback. 312. Inventory # 35483. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - MURDER AND THE DISAPPEARING DIAMONDS - 
Perry Mason’s chance encounter with the benign looking, white-haired shoplifter, 
Sarah Breel, involved him in one of the strangest murder cases of his famous 
career. The mysterious disappearance of Mrs. Breel’s brother, of five valuable 
diamonds, -. and then of Sarah Breel herself, started Mason on an investigation that
didn’t please the police. Then Mrs. Breel reappeared, victim of an automobile 
accident, with an unaccounted-for blood stain on her shoe, and a gun in her bag. 
When Austin Cullens, who knew about the diamonds, was found murdered by a 
bullet from this gun, the police discovered that in addition to a broken leg, Mrs. Breel
was suffering from amnesia, and Perry Mason became attorney for the defense with
a client who could not-or would not-give him any clues at all.

Erle Stanley Gardner (July 17, 1889 – March 11, 1970) was an American lawyer and
author of detective stories. Best known for the Perry Mason series, he also 
published under the pseudonyms A.A. Fair, Kyle Corning, Charles M. Green, 
Carleton Kendrake, Charles J. Kenny, Les Tillray and Robert Parr. Innovative and 
restless in his nature, Gardner was bored by the routine of legal practice, the only 
part of which he enjoyed was trial work and the development of trial strategy. In his 
spare time, he began to write for pulp magazines, which also fostered the early 
careers of Dashiell Hammett and Raymond Chandler. His first story was published 
in 1923. Early on, Gardner set as a goal the production of 66,000 words a week.
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Gardner, Erle Stanley. The Case of the Singing Skirt. New York. 1961. Pocket 
Books. 1st Pocket Books Paperback Printing. Spine Slightly Cocked, Otherwise 
Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 198 pages. paperback. 6089. Inventory # 37113. 
$6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - AGE – about twenty-five. OCCUPATION – singer in a 
night club. FIGURE – superb. The first time she came to Perry Mason's office she 
was dressed in a tight-fitting sweater, an apron which ended some six inches above
her knees and a black leotard. She claimed she had been framed by her boss 
because she wouldn't help cheat a sucker in a card game. Mason helped her that 
time. But she was back soon, this time claiming someone had planted a gun in her 
luggage. She had it with her. Mason was intrigued and, without Ellen knowing it, he
substituted a gun of his own for the one she had brought. He shouldn't have done it.
Ellen Robb was charged with murder and Hamilton Burger, the D. A., claimed he 
could prove that the fatal bullet had come from Perry Mason's gun!

Erle Stanley Gardner (July 17, 1889 – March 11, 1970) was an American lawyer and
author of detective stories. Best known for the Perry Mason series, he also 
published under the pseudonyms A.A. Fair, Kyle Corning, Charles M. Green, 
Carleton Kendrake, Charles J. Kenny, Les Tillray and Robert Parr. Innovative and 
restless in his nature, Gardner was bored by the routine of legal practice, the only 
part of which he enjoyed was trial work and the development of trial strategy. In his 
spare time, he began to write for pulp magazines, which also fostered the early 
careers of Dashiell Hammett and Raymond Chandler. His first story was published 
in 1923. Early on, Gardner set as a goal the production of 66,000 words a week.
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Gardner, Erle Stanley. The Case of the Stuttering Bishop. New York. 1943. Pocket 
Books. 1st Pocket Books Edition. Good in Wrappers. 235 pages. paperback. 201. 
Inventory # 35413. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - DO BISHOPS STUTTER? ‘Can a manslaughter charge 
be prosecuted twenty- two years after the event?’ This was a question put to Perry
Mason, criminal lawyer of great renown. A strange ‘enough question, but coming 
from a bishop, and a stuttering bishop at that, made it even more of a mystery. 
Bishops, as Jackson, Mason’s clerk, pointed out, simply don’t stutter-theirs is a 
calling that requires clear and resonant speech. And so, because it piqued his 
curiosity, Perry Mason’s newest client was Bishop William Mallory of Australia. And 
then, Mason found himself involved in a murder case, with his client accused of the
crime-and the Bishop, the all-important Bishop, had disappeared! Had the Bishop 
been a fake, Mason wondered-had the whole thing been an elaborate plant?.

Erle Stanley Gardner (July 17, 1889 – March 11, 1970) was an American lawyer and
author of detective stories. Best known for the Perry Mason series, he also 
published under the pseudonyms A.A. Fair, Kyle Corning, Charles M. Green, 
Carleton Kendrake, Charles J. Kenny, Les Tillray and Robert Parr. Innovative and 
restless in his nature, Gardner was bored by the routine of legal practice, the only 
part of which he enjoyed was trial work and the development of trial strategy. In his 
spare time, he began to write for pulp magazines, which also fostered the early 
careers of Dashiell Hammett and Raymond Chandler. His first story was published 
in 1923. Early on, Gardner set as a goal the production of 66,000 words a week.keywords
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Gardner, Erle Stanley. The Case of the Substitute Face. New York. 1953. Pocket 
Books. 16th Pocket Books Paperback Printing. Good in Worn Wrappers With a 
Piece Coming Off Near The Bottom Spine. A Perry Mason Mystery. 226 pages. 
paperback. 242. Inventory # 37114. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Perry Mason rushed to the rail of the big liner. He was 
too late! The man had disappeared in the heavy seas. When the cabins were 
checked, Perry learned the missing passenger was a man named Carl Newberry. 
Perry knew the name. Earlier in the evening, Mrs. Newberry had reported a theft to 
him. A picture of her daughter, Belle, had been stolen from its frame and another 
photograph substituted. But why? And how had Carl Newberry been lost overboard?
Here is one of the toughest problems Perry Mason has ever tackled. He breaks the
case only when he learns the motive behind the murder at sea and the bizarre 
explanation of the substitute face.

Erle Stanley Gardner (July 17, 1889 – March 11, 1970) was an American lawyer and
author of detective stories. Best known for the Perry Mason series, he also 
published under the pseudonyms A.A. Fair, Kyle Corning, Charles M. Green, 
Carleton Kendrake, Charles J. Kenny, Les Tillray and Robert Parr. Innovative and 
restless in his nature, Gardner was bored by the routine of legal practice, the only 
part of which he enjoyed was trial work and the development of trial strategy. In his 
spare time, he began to write for pulp magazines, which also fostered the early 
careers of Dashiell Hammett and Raymond Chandler. His first story was published 
in 1923. Early on, Gardner set as a goal the production of 66,000 words a week.keywords
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Gardner, Erle Stanley. The Case of the Terrified Typist. New York. 1961. Pocket 
Books. 1st Pocket Books Paperback Printing. Good in Worn Wrappers. 179 pages.
paperback. 6108. Inventory # 37116. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - PERRY MASON HAD LOST HIS FIRST CASE! - ‘We the
jury, find the defendant guilty of murder in the first degree.’ Reporters, who usually 
swarmed about Mason at the close of a case, now gathered around Hamilton 
Burger. Paul Drake, his voice sympathetic, said, ‘Gosh, Perry, it's. I can imagine how
you feel. It's the first time you've ever had a client convicted of murder.’ Mason 
turned to Drake, his. eyes cold and hard. ‘No client of mine is ever convicted of 
anything until I stop trying. Now get the address of that girl and let's get going.’

Erle Stanley Gardner (July 17, 1889 – March 11, 1970) was an American lawyer and
author of detective stories. Best known for the Perry Mason series, he also 
published under the pseudonyms A.A. Fair, Kyle Corning, Charles M. Green, 
Carleton Kendrake, Charles J. Kenny, Les Tillray and Robert Parr. Innovative and 
restless in his nature, Gardner was bored by the routine of legal practice, the only 
part of which he enjoyed was trial work and the development of trial strategy. In his 
spare time, he began to write for pulp magazines, which also fostered the early 
careers of Dashiell Hammett and Raymond Chandler. His first story was published 
in 1923. Early on, Gardner set as a goal the production of 66,000 words a week.
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Gardner, Erle Stanley. The Case of the Waylaid Wolf. New York. 1962. Pocket 
Books. 1st Pocket Books Paperback Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers. 215 pages. 
paperback. 4501. Inventory # 37117. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Come on , baby,’ he said, ‘don’t be a prude.’ He kept on
advancing, his face no longer a mask of affability, but filled with savage, primitive, 
ruthless passion. Seething with indignation, Arlene attacked him. But with brutal 
strength he pushed her back until she collapsed in the davenport. She doubled her 
knees, got them against his chest and gave a sudden push. As he staggered to his 
feet, she picked up a chair and threw it. It caught him low in the abdomen and he 
doubled over in pain. Arlene grabbed her raincoat and made for the door, running 
down the gravel driveway, past the swimming pool, out to the dirt road. When she 
could run no more, she looked back. The beam of headlights was swinging around 
the driveway. Then the car started slowly down the road after her.

Erle Stanley Gardner (July 17, 1889 – March 11, 1970) was an American lawyer and
author of detective stories. Best known for the Perry Mason series, he also 
published under the pseudonyms A.A. Fair, Kyle Corning, Charles M. Green, 
Carleton Kendrake, Charles J. Kenny, Les Tillray and Robert Parr. Innovative and 
restless in his nature, Gardner was bored by the routine of legal practice, the only 
part of which he enjoyed was trial work and the development of trial strategy. In his 
spare time, he began to write for pulp magazines, which also fostered the early 
careers of Dashiell Hammett and Raymond Chandler. His first story was published 
in 1923. Early on, Gardner set as a goal the production of 66,000 words a week.keywords
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Gardner, Erle Stanley. The Clue of the Runaway Blonde/The Clue of the Hungry 
Horse. New York. 1953. Pocket Books. 1st Pocket Books Paperback Printing. Good
in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 164 pages. paperback. 949. Cover illustration by Robert
Maguire. Inventory # 37118. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A new Erle Stanley Gardner character, Sheriff Bill Eldon,
solves: THE CLUE OF THE RUNAWAY BLONDE: She was beautiful and a 
stranger. Her body was found lying face down in a freshly plowed field, not far from 
the mansion where Marvin Higbee had died, leaving his wealth to a pack of 
quarrelsome relatives. There were no tracks in the soft earth around her, neither her
own, nor a man's. But somewhere between the house and the corpse waited the 
clue to greedy murder. THE CLUE OF THE HUNGRY HORSE: Lew Turlock, 
switched on the stable light and woman's leg sticking out from a stall. Then he 
looked at her face. She was the wealthy and glamorous' Lorraine Calhoun, her head
caved in by the ironshod hoof of a frightened mare. Lorraine's father called her death
an unforgivable mistake; the D.A. called it a tragic accident; but Sheriff Bill Eldon 
called it murder. and proved his point!

Erle Stanley Gardner (July 17, 1889 – March 11, 1970) was an American lawyer and
author of detective stories. Best known for the Perry Mason series, he also 
published under the pseudonyms A.A. Fair, Kyle Corning, Charles M. Green, 
Carleton Kendrake, Charles J. Kenny, Les Tillray and Robert Parr. Innovative and 
restless in his nature, Gardner was bored by the routine of legal practice, the only 
part of which he enjoyed was trial work and the development of trial strategy. In his 
spare time, he began to write for pulp magazines, which also fostered the early 
careers of Dashiell Hammett and Raymond Chandler. His first story was published 
in 1923. Early on, Gardner set as a goal the production of 66,000 words a week.
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Gardner, Erle Stanley. The D.A. Calls It Murder. New York. 1937. Morrow. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good. No Dustjacket. 295 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
12264. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In addition to his Perry Mason series, Erle Stanley 
Gardner wrote a series of novels about the private detective firm of Bertha Cool and
Donald Lam. He also wrote another noteworthy series of novels about District 
Attorney Doug Selby and his opponent, the rascally Alphonse Baker Carr. This 
series is an inversion of the motif of the Perry Mason novels, with prosecutor Selby 
being portrayed as the courageous and imaginative crime solver and his perennial 
antagonist A.B. Carr being a wily shyster whose clients are always ‘as guilty as hell’.
The little clergyman had died – peacefully - in bed in the Madison Hotel. An 
overdose of sleeping powder! ‘Now listen, Doug, this is just a natural death, see?’ 
the hotel proprietor said anxiously. But Douglas Selby, District Attorney, just elected
on a reform ticket, suspected it was more than that, and sent for the clergyman’s 
wife. She said the dead man was not her husband. then Selby knew definitely 
something was wrong. So Doug found himself faced not only with a wily murderer, 
but with virulence from a hostile press and reluctant witnesses as well. Who was the
little clergyman. why was he murdered. by whom? The fighting D.A. at last finds out,
through methods entirely different from Perry Mason’s. But the Gardner technique, 
the pace and the excitement that have endeared Mason to thousands, are present 
every minute in this story of Douglas Selby.

Erle Stanley Gardner (July 17, 1889 – March 11, 1970) was an American lawyer and
author of detective stories. Best known for the Perry Mason series, he also 
published under the pseudonyms A.A. Fair, Kyle Corning, Charles M. Green, 
Carleton Kendrake, Charles J. Kenny, Les Tillray and Robert Parr. Innovative and 
restless in his nature, Gardner was bored by the routine of legal practice, the only 
part of which he enjoyed was trial work and the development of trial strategy. In his 
spare time, he began to write for pulp magazines, which also fostered the early 
careers of Dashiell Hammett and Raymond Chandler. His first story was published 
in 1923. Early on, Gardner set as a goal the production of 66,000 words a week.
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Gardner, Howard. The Disciplined Mind: What All Students Should Understand. New
York. 1999. Simon & Schuster. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684843242. 
288 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Henry Sene Yee. Inventory # 26549. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In THE DISCIPLINED MIND, Howard Gardner argues 
that K-12 education should strive for a deep understanding of three classical 
principles: truth, beauty, and goodness. Such an understanding requires mastery of 
the major disciplines that human beings have created over the centuries. As 
powerful examples of his approach, Gardner describes an education that illuminates
the theory of evolution, the music of Mozart, and the lessons of the Holocaust. Far 
from the standardized test mentality that has gripped both policy makers and the 
public, Gardner envisions an education that preserves the strengths of a traditional 
humane education while preparing younger generations for the challenges of the 
future.

Howard Earl Gardner is an American developmental psychologist and the John H. 
and Elisabeth A. Hobbs Professor of Cognition and Education at the Harvard 
Graduate School of Education at Harvard University.
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Gardner, John. Dragon, Dragon and Other Tales. New York. 1975. Knopf. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good.in Worn Dustjacket With Tears & Pieces Missing. 
0394831225. Illustrated by Charles Shields. 75 pages. hardcover. Cover illustration
By Charles Shields. Inventory # 13263. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this, his first collection of tales for young readers, John
Gardner’s stunning and irreverent pen brings to the fairy tale a slyly humorous, 
contemporary flare. Here, in the best tradition of the classic tales, princes, witches, 
dragons and giants play their age-old mysterious games against a background of 
magic forests and haunted castles. Yet here, all the mysteries, however ancient, are
made new. Thus in the story which gives the title to this book, a loving old father’s 
ridiculous advice proves sounder than logic or common sense. In ‘The Tailor and the
Giant,’ a cowardly tailor and an army of brave soldiers discover that they have more
in common than you might think. And while ‘The Miller’s Mule’ reveals that it is 
sometimes helpful to have a villain around—or even two or three—’The Last Piece 
of Light’ makes it clear that a brave though scatterbrained chimney-sweep can — 
despite herself—save a handsome prince in distress and rescue the whole world 
from darkness. Here then are four splendid fairy tales full of wonder and suspense—
a surprising new addition to a timeless tradition.

John Champlin Gardner Jr. (July 21, 1933 – September 14, 1982) was an American
novelist, essayist, literary critic and university professor. He is perhaps most noted 
for his novel Grendel, a retelling of the Beowulf myth from the monster's point of 
view.keywords
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Gardner, John. The King's Indian. New York. 1974. Knopf. 1st Edition. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 0394492218. Illustrated by Herbert L. Fink. 323 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 27961. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An iconic collection that showcases Gardner as a master
craftsman navigating an uncertain world In this exceptional book, author John 
Gardner explores the literary form as a vehicle of vision, and creates heroes that 
personify his tremendous artistic ideals: A Boston schoolmaster abandons his 
dreams of owning a farmhouse in rural Illinois only to be taken on a voyage across 
the seas and into self-discovery, faith, and love; an artist's rapturous enthusiasm 
inspires an aging university professor to approach life's chaotic moments as 
opportunities for creation. Each of these stories is wonderful in its own right, and 
provides valuable insight into the author's literary beliefs.

John Champlin Gardner Jr. (July 21, 1933 – September 14, 1982) was an American
novelist, essayist, literary critic and university professor. He is perhaps most noted 
for his novel Grendel, a retelling of the Beowulf myth from the monster's point of 
view.
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Garfield, Henry. Moondog: A Novel of Suspense. New York. 1995. St Martin's Press.
1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312118570. Novel Set In Julian, California 
From The Great- Great-Grandson Of Former President James A. Garfield. 258 
pages. hardcover. Jacket art by Eric Dinyer. Inventory # 23565. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When a young woman disappears during an eclipse 
party, the townspeople nervously assume a marauding mountain lion has killed her.
When her body is found, it bears the marks of an animal attack. But at the next full 
Moon, when a schoolteacher dies in the same way, fear becomes hysteria - is a 
vicious serial killer at work? Local resident and reclusive writer Cyrus ‘Moondog’ 
Nygerski is struck with a deeper fear and is compelled to discover how the women 
really died. With Joe Acton, a companion new to the area, he finds details of the 
killings that do not fit the pattern - and some that fit a more ominous one. And what 
he comes up with, laid out quite logically and frighteningly, is that there is a werewolf
living among the residents of Julian.

Henry Garfield was born in Philadelphia on September 4, 1957, one month before 
the launching of Sputnik. He moved with his family to the Maine Coast just in time to
get caught up in the 1967 American League pennant race and become a Red Sox 
fan for life. The author's great-great-grandfather was James A. Garfield, the 
twentieth U.S. President. He now lives in Bangor, Maine with his second wife, Elaine
Garfield, RN, who works in the surgical department at a local hospital. He teaches 
writing at the University of Maine and is a contributing editor and feature writer for 
Bangor Metro Magazine.keywords
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Garland, Alex. The Tesseract. New York. 1999. Riverhead Books. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1573221090. 275 pages. hardcover. Signed by the
Author. Jacket design by Marc J. Cohen. Inventory # 26265. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE TESSERACT takes place in the Philippines and 
follows three sets of characters whose fates are intertwined in a deadly chase that is
set in motion through a misunderstanding. Sean is an inexperienced British 
merchant seaman waiting to keep an appointment with a Filipino mafia lord and his
henchmen in a seedy Manila hotel. Meanwhile, in the suburbs a mother puts her 
children to bed and remembers her first love on the backwater island where she 
grew up, and a wealthy psychologist studies the dreams of a couple of abandoned 
street kids, who are drawn into the wake of the gangsters’ chase. THE TESSERACT
is a story of personal tragedies that occur for no comprehensible reason, and 
investigates the ways in which we explain them, whether through religion, myth, 
psychology, or science. It balances science against religion, and our wills against 
our fates, asking the elusive question of how we can make sense of events in a 
world where meaning lies beyond our grasp.

Alexander Medawar Garland is an English novelist, screenwriter, film producer and
director. He rose to prominence as a novelist in the late 1990s with his novel The 
Beach, which led some critics to call Garland a key voice of Generation X.
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Garland, Ardella. Details at 10: A Georgia Barnett Mystery. New York. 2000. Simon
& Schuster. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684873753. 208 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Kai Chu. Inventory # 28235. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Introducing one of the sassiest, smartest, and most 
compelling characters ever to crack a mystery: television news reporter Georgia 
Barnett. In a tale as immediate as this evening's news, DETAILS AT TEN follows the
charismatic Georgia as she struggles with justice, truth, and the ratings while 
pursuing a terrifying story of a child missing in the midst of gang warfare in Chicago.
Little Butter, as the girl is called, has disappeared after witnessing a drive-by 
shooting on the South Side and identifying the criminals' car on live TV during an 
interview with Georgia. Haunted by the recognition of her responsibility for the child's
fate and heartbroken at seeing her old South Side neighborhood devastated by 
violence, our whip-smart reporter throws herself into the search for Butter -- 
dragging news producers, directors, cameramen, and support staff behind her 
kicking and screaming. For as the take-no-prisoners Georgia quickly discovers, the 
last thing her ratings-driven TV news czars want to cover is another tragedy in a 
poor black neighborhood. Georgia uses her power as a television personality in 
smart, hilarious, and heartfelt ways as this shocking story unfolds with the pace of a
runaway train. Our daredevil reporter's pursuit of the truth takes her into dangerous 
territory, but she's not there alone. This is one woman who won't take no for an 
answer, but everywhere she turns, there in her way stands a masterpiece of a man,
Detective Doug Eckart. He's a tough cop and he's not about to let a TV reporter 
nose in on the case, but Georgia's drive is relentless and shekeeps scooping him at
the most sensitive moments. These made-for-each-other enemies agree to a 
sexually tense truce while gang violence escalates, informers turn up dead, and time
to find the little girl seems to be running out.

Yolanda Joe (aka Ardella Garland) is a Chicago native, raised on the south side by 
her maternal grandparents. Her working class family was influential in pushing her to
achieve her goals of being a journalist and a novelist. Yolanda Joe writes and 
resides in her hometown of Chicago.
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Garland, Hamlin. Main-Travelled Roads. New York. 1962. Signet/New American 
Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers.
Afterword By Mark Schorer. 271 pages. paperback. CP131. Cover: Lambert. 
Inventory # 31412. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This book challenges the concept of the American 
dream. It reveals the stubborn courage and pessimistic wit of midwest farmers who
are scarcely conscious that they are somewhat to blame for their own misfortunes. 
Inspired by a visit to the Dakota farm country of his youth, Hamlin Garland's MAIN -
TRAVELLED ROADS depicts the half - resigned, half - rebellious men and women 
who work the arid soil for the profit of shrewd landowners. These characters share a
sense of deprivation, losing their farms, loved ones, and faith in people - with such 
recurrence that they feel guilt at even their own occasional, belated successes. 'If 
anyone is still at a loss to account for that uprising of the farmers in the West which 
is the translation of the Peasants' War into modern and republican terms, let him 
read MAIN - TRAVELLED ROADS. ' - W. D. Howells.

Hannibal Hamlin Garland (September 14, 1860 – March 4, 1940) was an American
novelist, poet, psychical researcher essayist, and short story writer. He is best 
known for his fiction involving hard-working Midwestern farmers.
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Garland, Sherry. Dear America - a Line in the Sand : The Alamo Diary of Lucinda 
Lawrence : Gonzales, Texas, 1836. New York. 1998. Scholastic. Reprinted 
Hardcover Edition. Very Good in Hardcover. No Dustjacket. 0590394665. 206 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37920. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the journal she receives for her twelfth birthday in 
1835, Lucinda Lawrence describes the hardships her family and other residents of 
the 'Texas colonies' endure when they decide to face the Mexicans in a fight for their
freedom.

Sherry Garland is the award-winning author of more than thirty books for children, 
teens and adults. Several of her books focus on Vietnam due to her association with
Vietnamese families in Houston, TX. As a fifth generation Texan, she sets many of 
her novels in the Lone Star State. She also loves American History and is the author
of the Voices of History picture book series. Ms. Garland has spoken at hundreds of
schools and conferences across the USA and traveled to Asia three times to speak
at International Schools. She also traveled to Vietnam for research.
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Garratt, Robert F. Home Team: The Turbulent History of the San Francisco Giants.
Lincoln. 2017. University of Nebraska Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 9780803286832. 27 photographs, 2 graphs, index. 6 x 9. 264 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 41994. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1957 Horace Stoneham took his Giants of New York 
baseball team and headed west, starting a gold rush with bats and balls rather than
pans and mines. But San Francisco already had a team, the Seals of the Pacific 
Coast League, and West Coast fans did not immediately embrace the newcomers. 
Starting with the franchise’s earliest days and following the team up to recent World
Series glory, Home Team chronicles the story of the Giants and their often topsy-
turvy relationship with the city of San Francisco. Robert F. Garratt shines a light on 
those who worked behind the scenes in the story of West Coast baseball: the 
politicians, businessmen, and owners who were instrumental in the club’s history. 
Home Team presents Stoneham, often left in the shadow of Dodgers owner Walter
O’Malley, as a true baseball pioneer in his willingness to sign black and Latino 
players and his recruitment of the first Japanese player in the Major Leagues, 
making the Giants one of the most integrated teams in baseball in the early 1960s.
Garratt also records the turbulent times, poor results, declining attendance, two 
near-moves away from California, and the role of post-Stoneham owners Bob Lurie
and Peter Magowan in the Giants’ eventual reemergence as a baseball 
powerhouse. Garratt’s superb history of this great ball club makes the Giants’ story 
one of the most compelling of all Major League franchises.

ROBERT F. GARRATT is emeritus professor of English and humanities at the 
University of Puget Sound. He has published books and articles on modern Irish 
literature including the recent Trauma and History in the Irish Novel: The Return of 
the Dead. His baseball articles have appeared in NINE and the SABR BioProject.
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Garrioch, David. The Making of Revolutionary Paris. Berkeley. 2002. University of 
California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0520232534. 383 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36139. $55

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The sights, sounds, and smells of life on the streets and 
in the houses of eighteenth-century Paris rise from the pages of this marvelously 
anecdotal chronicle of a perpetually alluring city during one hundred years of 
extraordinary social and cultural change. An excellent general history as well as an 
innovative synthesis of new research, The Making of Revolutionary Paris combines
vivid portraits of individual lives, accounts of social trends, and analyses of 
significant events as it explores the evolution of Parisian society during the 
eighteenth century and reveals the city’s pivotal role in shaping the French 
Revolution. David Garrioch rewrites the origins of the Parisian Revolution as the 
story of an urban metamorphosis stimulated by factors such as the spread of the 
Enlightenment, the growth of consumerism, and new ideas about urban space. With
an eye on the broad social trends emerging during the century, he focuses his 
narrative on such humble but fascinating aspects of daily life as traffic congestion, a
controversy over the renumbering of houses, and the ever-present dilemma of 
where to bury the dead. He describes changes in family life and women’s social 
status, in religion, in the literary imagination, and in politics. Paris played a significant
role in sparking the French Revolution, and in turn, the Revolution changed the city,
not only its political structures but also its social organization, gender ideologies, and
cultural practices. This book is the first to look comprehensively at the effect of the 
Revolution on city life. Based on the author’s own research in Paris and on the most
current scholarship, this absorbing book takes French history in new directions, 
providing a new understanding of the Parisian and the European past.

David Garrioch is Associate Professor of History at Monash University, Australia, 
and author of The Formation of the Parisian Bourgeoisie, 1690-1830 (1996) and 
Neighborhood and Community in Paris, 1740-1790 (1986).
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Garthe, Karen. The Banjo Clock: Poems. Berkeley. 2012. University of California 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520273160. New 
California Poetry, 34. California poetry Editors: Robert Hass, Calvin Bedient, Brenda
Hillman, and Forrest Gander. The New California Poetry series presents works by 
emerging and established poets that reflect UC Press’s commitment to innovative 
and asesthetically wide-ranging literary traditions. 96 pages. paperback. Inventory #
38252. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - For Karen Garthe, poetry is a Molotov cocktail. A master
of radical invention, Garthe combines brio of conception with linguistic virtuosity, 
bringing language to new life from the inside at breakneck speed. The Banjo Clock,
her second collection, cultivates a luxuriant sensibility even as it interrupts poetic 
continuity with cuts, ironies, sharp wit, and wild recklessness. In poems that consider
poetry itself, Garthe writes about preparing the medium, the ink, ‘the motion of new 
utility.’ She then turns to America’s psychic maladies and the need to rehabilitate our
democracy, now f loundering in the glare of TV’s blue depressive light.

Manhattan resident Karen Garthe's poems have appeared in Fence, Volt, New 
American Writing, Chicago Review, American Letters & Commentary, Global City 
Review, Exquisite Corpse, Brooklyn Review, Columbia Poetry Review, Torque, 
Beet, Gargoyle, No Roses Review, Colorado Review, Painted Bride Quarterly, and 
other literary journals.
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Gascoigne, Bamber. Cod Streuth. New York. 1987. Available Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0345342291. 135 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
7599. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Jacques le Balleur was distracted from his writing by the
shrunken head of his predecessor spiked on a rod before him. There was room on 
that rod for his head too, but just now the savages had given him a large tobacco 
leaf to write upon. They revered writing. Jacques was soon to learn what else they 
revered when, tied naked to a stake with a mask over his head, he met, instead of 
the expected instrument of brutal execution, a plethora of female hands caressing 
his body. Thus did the extraordinary reign of the French Calvinist Jacques le Balleur
begin among the Tupinili cannibals of Brazil in 1560, as recorded in his ‘Monthly 
Reports’ on tobacco leaves. Addressing both his god and a future generation which
would marvel at his good luck, Jacques outlines his role as a patriarch, Professor of
both Theology and Language, and inheritor of an extensive harem. He owed it all to
Rabelais. Having arrived in their midst with only ten pages left of his miniature four-
volume complete works of the lascivious author, Jacques was astonished to 
discover that the Tupinilis mistook this remnant for the Bible they had been 
promised. He didn’t disillusion them, rather accepted it as God’s purpose to have 
preserved for him a document so closely aligned to the interests and customs of his
captors. How this led to the formation of a Rabelaisian Parliament, the enactment of
an orgiastic Passion Play, and a man’s life and death struggle to become a cuckold 
is to be discovered in the remarkable pages of COD STREUTH.

Bamber Gascoigne is the author of two other novels, MURGATREUD’S EMPIRE 
and THE HEYDAY. With his photographer wife Christina he has produced several 
works of non-fiction: THE GREAT MOGHULS. THE TREASURES AND 
DYNASTIES OF CHINA. TICKER KHAN, THE CHRISTIANS, and QUEST FOR 
THE GOLDEN HARE.
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Gates, Henry Louis Jr. Lincoln on Race & Slavery. Princeton. 2009. Princeton 
University Press. Uncorrected Advance Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9780691142340. Edited & With An Introduction By Henry Louis Gates Jr. Co-edited
by Donald Yacovone. 328 pages. paperback. Inventory # 38288. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Generations of Americans have debated the meaning of
Abraham Lincoln's views on race and slavery. He issued the Emancipation 
Proclamation, authorized the use of black troops during the Civil War, supported a 
constitutional amendment to outlaw slavery, and eventually advocated giving the 
vote to black veterans and to what he referred to as 'very intelligent negroes.' But he
also harbored grave doubts about the intellectual capacity of African Americans, 
publicly used the n-word until at least 1862, enjoyed 'darky' jokes and black-faced 
minstrel shows, and long favored permanent racial segregation and the voluntary 
'colonization' of freed slaves in Africa, the Caribbean, or South America. In this 
book-the first complete collection of Lincoln's important writings on both race and 
slavery-readers can explore these contradictions through Lincoln's own words. 
Acclaimed Harvard scholar and documentary filmmaker Henry Louis Gates, Jr., 
presents the full range of Lincoln's views, gathered from his private letters, 
speeches, official documents, and even race jokes, arranged chronologically from 
the late 1830s to the 1860s. Complete with definitive texts, rich historical notes, and
Gates's original introduction, this book charts the progress of a war within Lincoln 
himself. We witness his struggles with conflicting aims and ideas-a hatred of slavery
and a belief in the political equality of all men, but also anti-black prejudices and a 
determination to preserve the Union even at the cost of preserving slavery. We also
watch the evolution of his racial views, especially in reaction to the heroic fighting of
black Union troops. At turns inspiring and disturbing,Lincoln on Race and Slavery is 
indispensable for understanding what Lincoln's views meant for his generation-and
what they mean for our own.

Henry Louis Gates, Jr., is the Alphonse Fletcher University Professor and director of
the W.E.B. Du Bois Institute for African and African American Research at Harvard
University. Donald Yacovone has written and edited a number of books, including 
FREEDOM'S JOURNEY: AFRICAN AMERICAN VOICES OF THE CIVIL WAR.
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Gates, Henry Louis Jr. Colored People: A Memoir. New York. 1994. Knopf. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679421793. 216 pages. hardcover. Signed by the
Author. Jacket design by Michael Bierut/Pentagram. Inventory # 19761. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this rich memoir of his early life, the celebrated scholar
and writer Henry Louis Gates, Jr., gives us an indelible portrait of a vanished 
America. Born in 1950, he grew up in Piedmont (population 2,565), a West Virginia 
town perched on the side of a hill in the Allegheny Mountains. He was raised in a 
small, intimate, middle-class ‘colored’ community where secrets and haircuts were 
prime commodities and the major social event was the annual mill picnic. It was a 
time when the United States was just crossing the threshold into desegregation (the
Piedmont schools were integrated the year before Gates entered first grade); when 
racial boundaries were constantly shifting and progress was measured primarily by 
the number of black faces that appeared on television. But Gates’s story is not only
a story about race. It is the story of a family, of a village, and of a special time and 
place in American history. Gates vividly recalls the characters who peopled his 
childhood: from his first love, the bookworm Linda, to Uncle Earkie the Turkey, who
shared his views on the opposite sex with whoever would listen, to his grandmother
Big Mom, founder of the local Episcopal church, to the exuberant Reverend Monroe,
who captured many a soul. And of course the person who had the greatest influence
on young Skip, his mother - a fearless, determined woman who was famous for her
delivery of eulogies at funerals, who was the first colored secretary of the Piedmont
PTA, and who, as an older woman, triumphantly acquired the house where she had
worked as a young girl. Through Gates’s memories and portraits of the people in his
early life, be conveys a deep sense of and longing for the extended family and close
community that was so much a part of an earlier America.

Henry Louis Gates, Jr., is the Alphonse Fletcher University Professor and director of
the W.E.B. Du Bois Institute for African and African American Research at Harvard
University.
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Gates, Henry Louis Jr. Loose Canons: Notes On the Culture Wars. New York. 1992.
Oxford University Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 
0195075196. 199 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Charles Kreloff. Inventory # 
23459. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Henry Louis Gates, Jr., offers a broad, illuminating look 
at this highly contentious issue of multiculturalism. Gates agrees that our world is 
deeply divided by nationalism, racism, and sexism, and argues that the only way to 
transcend these divisions-to forge a civic culture that respects both differences and 
similarities-is through education that respects both the diversity and commonalities 
of human culture. His is a plea for cultural and intercultural understanding. (You can't
understand the world, he observes, if you exclude 90 percent of the world's cultural
heritage.) We feel his ideas most strongly voiced in the concluding essay in the 
volume, 'Trading on the Margin.' Avoiding the stridency of both the Right and the 
Left, Gates concludes that the society we have made simply won't survive without 
the values of tolerance, and cultural tolerance comes to nothing without cultural 
understanding. Henry Louis Gates is one of the most visible and outspoken figures 
on the academic scene, the subject of a cover story in The New York Times Sunday
Magazine and a major profile in The Boston Globe, and a much sought-after 
commentator. And as one of America's foremost advocates of African-American 
Studies (he is head of the department at Harvard), he has reflected upon the varied
meanings of multiculturalism throughout his professional career, long before it 
became a national controversy. What we find in these pages, then, is the fruit of 
years of reflection on culture, racism, and the 'American identity,' and a deep 
commitment to broadening the literary and cultural horizons of all Americans.

Henry Louis Gates, Jr., is the Alphonse Fletcher University Professor and director of
the W.E.B. Du Bois Institute for African and African American Research at Harvard
University.
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Gautreaux, Tim. Same Place,Same Things: Stories. New York. 1996. St Martin's 
Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312147279. 1st Collection Of Stories
From The Louisiana Writer. 224 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Evan Gaffney. 
Inventory # 22887. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In his stunning debut collection, Tim Gautreaux 
chronicles the lives of 'ordinary' people - a farmer on his porch, a woman fixing her 
tractor, a train engineer passing through a small town - who face extraordinary 
circumstances or decisions. The farmer has just learned he must raise his infant 
granddaughter; the woman is about to watch a helicopter land in her back field; the 
train engineer will cause a colossal disaster. Most of these stories are set in 
Louisiana, and some incorporate the customs and cadences of modern Cajun life. 
Many are about work and how people do their jobs, from radio announcers to pump
repairmen, from bug exterminators to tugboat crews. These are stories about real 
people, stories filled with heart and humor, event and consequence. With an 
unerring eye for detail and a pitch-perfect ear for language, Tim Gautreaux brings 
his characters to life in twelve perfectly crafted, beautifully told tales of love, 
redemption, and second chances. Same Place, Same Things resonates with the 
hope and possibility of everyday life.

Timothy Martin Gautreaux is a novelist and short story writer who lives in Hammond,
Louisiana, where he is Writer-in-Residence at Southeastern Louisiana University. 
His writing has appeared in The New Yorker, Best American Short Stories, Atlantic,
Harper's, and GQ.keywords
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Gautreaux, Tim. The Clearing. New York. 2003. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0375414746. 305 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by Greg
Guirard.Jacket design by Abby Weintraub. Inventory # 24829. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘In the years before World War I, Byron Aldridge led a 
charmed life as the charismatic heir apparent to a Pennsylvania timber empire; and 
to his younger brother, Randolph, he was both guide and idol. But he returned from
France a different man and was not home long before those festering memories 
sent him drifting from one settlement to another, working as a lawman, and then 
disappearing altogether.’ Finally his family discovers him in a remote Louisiana mill 
town, promptly buys the property, and puts Randolph in charge of this place unlike 
any he has ever seen, where men are surrounded by cypress swamps and menace,
leading lives of ceaseless, backbreaking toil punctuated only by the brutal 
entertainments provided by the Sicilians who control the whiskey and card games 
and girls, and by the rough justice meted out by the still-tormented Byron. Randolph
struggles to understand him, and to regain his trust, even as their wives presently 
contend with their own hopes and disappointments and while the future grows 
uncertain yet fearsome all around them.

Timothy Martin Gautreaux is a novelist and short story writer who lives in Hammond,
Louisiana, where he is Writer-in-Residence at Southeastern Louisiana University. 
His writing has appeared in The New Yorker, Best American Short Stories, Atlantic,
Harper's, and GQ.
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Gautreaux, Tim. The Next Step in the Dance. New York. 1998. Picador. 1st Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312181434. 340 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Evan Gaffney. Inventory # 25011. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Bringing the same light and gentle understanding that he
did to the story collection SAME PLACE, SAME THINGS, author Tim Gautreaux 
tells the tale of Paul and Colette, star-crossed and factious lovers struggling to make
it in rural south Louisiana. When Colette, fed up with small town life, perceives yet 
another indiscretion by the fun-loving Paul, she heads for Los Angeles, with big 
dreams and Paul in tow. Paul’s attempts to draw his beautiful young wife back home
to the Cajun bayou, and back to his heart, make up a tale filled with warmth, 
devotion and majestically constructed scenes of Southern life.

Timothy Martin Gautreaux is a novelist and short story writer who lives in Hammond,
Louisiana, where he is Writer-in-Residence at Southeastern Louisiana University. 
His writing has appeared in The New Yorker, Best American Short Stories, Atlantic,
Harper's, and GQ.
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Gay, Peter. A Loss of Mastery: Puritan Historians in Colonial America. new York. 
1968. Vintage Books. 1st Vintage Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 165 
pages. paperback. V463. Cover design by John Alcorn. Inventory # 25177. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Gay has written an interesting and stimulating group of 
essays dealing with the writing of history by New England Puritans: William 
Bradford, Cotton Mather, and Jonathan Edwards specifically. the book is 
recommended for its point of view and its extensive bibliography which is as 
provocative in its presentation as the author’s thesis.’ – Choice. ‘Gay, a historian of 
the Enlightenment, is concerned with the ‘Europeanness of the early American 
experience.’ His concern should be shared by others, for to understand that aspect 
of American culture is to be lifted out of a parochialism too common in American 
history writing.’ - Michael Kraus, The Journal of American History. ‘Mr. Gay is a 
thoughtful and learned man. Is it possible that A Loss of Mastery forecasts the next 
trend in the study of Puritanism?’ - Frederick B. Tolles, American Literature. ‘. [a] 
learned, acute and combative book.’ - D. W. Brogan, Encounter.

Peter Gay (born Peter Joachim Fröhlich; June 20, 1923 – May 12, 2015) was a 
German-American historian, educator and author. He was Sterling Professor of 
History at Yale University and former director of the New York Public Library's 
Center for Scholars and Writers (1997–2003). Gay received the American Historical
Association's (AHA) Award for Scholarly Distinction in 2004. He authored over 25 
books, including The Enlightenment: An Interpretation, a multi-volume award winner;
Weimar Culture: The Outsider as Insider (1968), a bestseller; and the widely 
translated Freud: A Life for Our Time (1988). Gay was born in Berlin in 1923 and 
immigrated to the United States in 1941.
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Gay, Peter. Education of the Senses: The Bourgeois Experience Volume 1, Victoria
To Freud. New York. 1984. Oxford University Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0195033523. 543 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 943. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With this book, Peter Gay begins a project of enormous 
scope and imagination: a multi-volume study of the European and American middle
classes from the 1820s to the outbreak of World War I. he Bourgeois Experience, 
which will eventually comprise at least five volumes, explores the much-neglected 
but all-important role that human drives and emotions played in the shaping of 
Victorian culture. In Education of the Senses Gay re-examines the sexual behavior 
and attitudes of the Victorians, overturning many persistent myths about the era and
challenging, in particular, the notion that bourgeois women could not enjoy sexuality.
Immense in scope yet finely detailed, this book abounds in fascinating glimpses of 
individual lives. A provocative and absorbing study, Education of the Senses marks
an auspicious beginning to a project that promises to change the way we view the 
past. Renowned historian Peter Gay examines the 'inner life' of the middle class, 
depicting a bourgeoisie far more open and far less hypocritical than its critics have 
maintained. The figures on these pages include Dickens, Flaubert, Delacroix, Millet,
Bocklin, George Eliot, William James and more.

Peter Gay (born Peter Joachim Fröhlich; June 20, 1923 – May 12, 2015) was a 
German-American historian, educator and author. He was Sterling Professor of 
History at Yale University and former director of the New York Public Library's 
Center for Scholars and Writers (1997–2003). Gay received the American Historical
Association's (AHA) Award for Scholarly Distinction in 2004. He authored over 25 
books, including The Enlightenment: An Interpretation, a multi-volume award winner;
Weimar Culture: The Outsider as Insider (1968), a bestseller; and the widely 
translated Freud: A Life for Our Time (1988). Gay was born in Berlin in 1923 and 
immigrated to the United States in 1941.
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Gay, Peter. Freud: A Life For Our Time. New York. 1988. Norton. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0393025179. 810 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Mike McIver. Jacket photograph courtesy of Mary Evans. Inventory # 9739. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - - To read this book is to enter the world of Sigmund 
Freud as never before: his family, his city, his professional struggles, his long, 
extraordinarily fruitful and embattled life. We see him at work in times of declining 
liberalism, devastating war, uneasy peace, the rise of Hitler and the fall of Austria. 
We watch him devising and revising his epoch-making theories. We are there as he
struggles toward his discoveries, haunted by the problems he poses for himself, 
brooding over his publications, quarreling with his disciples. And we encounter 
Freud, always energetic, often troubled and sometimes vindictive, as his ideas 
spread from a small inner circle in Vienna through Europe, across the ocean to the
United States - and the world. Drawing on a vast instructive store of unpublished 
documents, including hundreds of hitherto unknown or inaccessible letters, Peter 
Gay probes Freud’s mind, uncovers Freud’s passions-, and follows Freud’s 
astonishing career. He analyzes Freud the psychoanalyst as politician, seeking 
support for his controversial findings. He discloses for the first time the dimensions 
of Freud’s love for his daughter Anna, and his unorthodox analysis of her. He offers
a thoughtful, detailed, fascinating account of Freud’s relations with such problematic
followers as Jung and Ferenczi. He deals frankly with the controversies that have 
long swirled around Freud’s impassioned Freud himself put it, agitated the sleep of
mankind. Perhaps most important and rewarding of all, no previous biographer has 
so securely integrated into Freud’s life his case histories, technical papers, 
speculative aesthetics, and excursions into prehistory and cultural criticism. The 
sections scattered across this book in which Peter Gay lucidly expounds and 
explains Freud’s theories of dreams and sexuality, development and neurosis, love
and hate amount to a comprehensive - and comprehensible - liberal education in 
psychoanalytic thought, which is far more discussed than it is understood.

Peter Gay (born Peter Joachim Fröhlich; June 20, 1923 – May 12, 2015) was a 
German-American historian, educator and author.
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Gay, Peter. The Bridge of Criticism. New York. 1970. Harper & Row. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Price-Clipped Dustjacket. 173 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Guy Fleming. Inventory # 4088. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE BRIDGE OF CRITICISM is a serious and yet playful
attempt to sum up some of the main ideas of the Enlightenment and its effect on the
modern world. The form is a dialogue between Voltaire (for the defense) and 
Erasmus (for the prosecution) moderated by Lucian. Discussed are the meaning of 
history, the concepts of happiness, reason and the imagination, and existentialism.
Although this little book is full of learning, its almost Shavian play of ideas turns it 
into an intellectual scherzo that will both entertain and instruct the reader.

Peter Gay (born Peter Joachim Fröhlich; June 20, 1923 – May 12, 2015) was a 
German-American historian, educator and author. He was Sterling Professor of 
History at Yale University and former director of the New York Public Library's 
Center for Scholars and Writers (1997–2003). Gay received the American Historical
Association's (AHA) Award for Scholarly Distinction in 2004. He authored over 25 
books, including The Enlightenment: An Interpretation, a multi-volume award winner;
Weimar Culture: The Outsider as Insider (1968), a bestseller; and the widely 
translated Freud: A Life for Our Time (1988). Gay was born in Berlin in 1923 and 
immigrated to the United States in 1941. From 1948 to 1955 he was a political 
science professor at Columbia University, and then a history professor from 1955 to
1969. He left Columbia in 1969 to join Yale University’s History Department as 
Professor of Comparative and Intellectual European History, and was named 
Sterling Professor of History in 1984.
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Gaydos, Rebecca. Güera. Richmond. 2016. Omnidawn Publishing. Advance 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430243. 88 pages. paperback.
Inventory # 42852. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Invoking a Mexican slang term that translates roughly as
'white girl,' Güera considers how the body’s meaning as a racialized, gendered, and
sexualized surface shifts as it crosses linguistic and national borders. Gaydos’s 
disarmingly direct addresses slip between the spaces of story and reality, traversing
the many meanings of 'appearance': not only the physical image and its attendant 
assumptions, but also the act of arriving or becoming visible. Moving between Los 
Angeles, Oaxaca, Mexico City, and Talcott, Virginia, Güera traces the way touristic 
desire, folklore, and stereotype transform the languages we speak and the bodies 
we inhabit.

REBECCA GAYDOS was born in Santa Barbara, California. At U. C. Berkeley, she
won the Eisner Prize in Poetry and earned her PhD in English. She has taught 
literature and writing at Diablo Valley College, San Quentin State Prison, and U. C.
Berkeley. In addition to writing poetry, she is editing an unpublished novella by poet
Larry Eigner and completing a scholarly book on the significance of technoscientific 
thought in post-World War II American poetry.
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Gaydos, Rebecca. Güera. Richmond. 2016. Omnidawn Publishing. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430243. 88 pages. paperback. Inventory #
42983. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Invoking a Mexican slang term that translates roughly as
'white girl,' Güera considers how the body’s meaning as a racialized, gendered, and
sexualized surface shifts as it crosses linguistic and national borders. Gaydos’s 
disarmingly direct addresses slip between the spaces of story and reality, traversing
the many meanings of 'appearance': not only the physical image and its attendant 
assumptions, but also the act of arriving or becoming visible. Moving between Los 
Angeles, Oaxaca, Mexico City, and Talcott, Virginia, Güera traces the way touristic 
desire, folklore, and stereotype transform the languages we speak and the bodies 
we inhabit.

REBECCA GAYDOS was born in Santa Barbara, California. At U. C. Berkeley, she
won the Eisner Prize in Poetry and earned her PhD in English. She has taught 
literature and writing at Diablo Valley College, San Quentin State Prison, and U. C.
Berkeley. In addition to writing poetry, she is editing an unpublished novella by poet
Larry Eigner and completing a scholarly book on the significance of technoscientific 
thought in post-World War II American poetry.
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Geary, Patrick J. Myth of Nations: The Medieval Origins of Europe. Princeton. 2001.
Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0691090548. 261 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 34927. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Modern-day Europeans by the millions proudly trace 
back their national identities to the Celts, Franks, Gauls, Goths, Huns, or Serbs—or
some combination of the various peoples who inhabited, traversed, or pillaged their
continent more than a thousand years ago. According to Patrick Geary, this is 
historical nonsense. The idea that national character is fixed for all time in a simpler,
distant past is groundless, he argues in this unflinching reconsideration of European
nationhood. Few of the peoples that many Europeans honor as sharing their sense
of nation had comparably homogeneous identities; even the Huns, he points out, 
were firmly united only under Attila’s ten-year reign. Geary dismantles the nationalist
myths about how the nations of Europe were born. Through rigorous analysis set in 
lucid prose, he contrasts the myths with the actual history of Europe’s transformation
between the fourth and ninth centuries—the period of grand migrations that 
nationalists hold dear. The nationalist sentiments today increasingly taken for 
granted in Europe emerged, he argues, only in the nineteenth century. Ironically, this
phenomenon was kept alive not just by responsive populations—but by complicit 
scholars. Ultimately, Geary concludes, the actual formation of European peoples 
must be seen as an extended process that began in antiquity and continues in the 
present. The resulting image is a challenge to those who anchor contemporary 
antagonisms in ancient myths—to those who claim that immigration and tolerance 
toward minorities despoil nationhood. As Geary shows, such ideologues—whether 
Le Pens who champion the French people born with the baptism of Clovis in 496 or
Milosevics who cite early Serbian history to claim rebellious regions—know their 
myths but not their history.

Patrick J. Geary is an American medieval historian and Professor of Western 
Medieval History at the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton, New Jersey. He 
also holds the title of Distinguished Professor of Medieval History Emeritus at the 
University of California, Los Angeles.
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Geddes, Anne. My First Five Years: A Record of Early Childhood. San Rafael. 1997.
Cedco Publishing Company. 6th Printing. Very Good in Pictorial Hardcover Boards.
No Dustjacket. 1559120215. 81 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 39212. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - For a parent, a baby book is near the top of the list of 
"must haves" for a new baby. It is one of those essential items packed for the trip to 
the hospital weeks before the baby arrives. All the special moments-the first smiles, 
the first words, the first steps-are lovingly recorded in its pages for posterity. In My 
First Five Years-Nursery Room Edition, those pages feature heartwarming photos of
babies from Anne Geddes's new Nursery Room Collection of baby clothes. Adorable
tots, decked out in pink, yellow, blue or white soft cotton, smile winningly, sleep 
soundly, and convey a love of children on every page.My First Five Years includes 
special details, like a tiny envelope to keep a lock of hair, height and weight charts to
track growth through the years, and plenty of room to add your child's own photos 
and mementos. Completing a baby book is one of the great privileges of 
parenthood. A pleasure to look at even before it is filled, My First Five Years-Nursery
Room Edition will become a treasured keepsake of a time that passes all too 
quickly.

Anne Geddes is an Australian-born photographer, currently living and working in 
New York. Geddes' books have been published in 83 countries. According to 
Amazon.com, she has sold more than 18 million books and 13 million calendars.
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Geertz, Clifford. Life among the Anthros and Other Essays. Princeton. 2010. 
Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
9780691143583. Edited by Fred Inglis. 304 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37606. 
$29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Clifford Geertz (1926-2006) was perhaps the most 
influential anthropologist of our time, but his influence extended far beyond his field 
to encompass all facets of contemporary life. Nowhere were his gifts for directness,
humor, and steady revelation more evident than in the pages of the New York 
Review of Books, where for nearly four decades he shared his acute vision of the 
world in all its peculiarity. This book brings together the finest of Geertz’s review 
essays from the New York Review along with a representative selection of later 
pieces written at the height of his powers, some that first appeared in periodicals 
such as Dissent, others never before published. This collection exemplifies Geertz’s
extraordinary range of concerns, beginning with his first essay for the Review in 
1967, in which he reviews, with muffled hilarity, the anthropologist Bronislaw 
Malinowski. This book includes Geertz’s unflinching meditations on Western 
academia’s encounters with the non-Western world, and on the shifting and clashing
places of societies in the world generally. Geertz writes eloquently and arrestingly 
about such major figures as Gandhi, Foucault, and Genet, and on topics as varied 
as Islam, globalization, feminism, and the failings of nationalism. Life among the 
Anthros and Other Essays demonstrates Geertz’s uncommon wisdom and 
consistently keen and hopeful humor, confirming his status as one of our most 
important and enduring public intellectuals.

Clifford James Geertz (August 23, 1926 – October 30, 2006) was an American 
anthropologist who is remembered mostly for his strong support for and influence on
the practice of symbolic anthropology, and who was considered "for three decades. 
the single most influential cultural anthropologist in the United States." He served 
until his death as professor emeritus at the Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton.
Fred Inglis is Honorary Professor of Cultural History at the University of Warwick.
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Gellman, Irwin F. The Contender: Richard Nixon, the Congress Years 1946-1952. 
New York. 1999. Free Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684850648. 
590 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Tom Stvan. Inventory # 26801. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The twenty-fifth anniversary of the resignation of Richard
Nixon is already capturing the attention of columnists and talking heads, and Irwin 
Gellman’s revelatory THE CONTENDER is bound to feed the fire. The first 
biography to have complete access to Nixon’s personal papers, this study of Nixon’s
early political life casts his later tragedy in a brand-new light—love him or hate him 
or can’t decide, this book will change every reader’s mind. The first volume of three,
this is biography at its breathtaking best.

Irwin Gellman has had a fascinating career as an author, scholar, speaker and 
businessman. Dr. Gellman taught for a decade at Morgan State College in Baltimore
and also served as an academic dean. From 2001-2003, he was a Research Fellow
at the California State Library. At Chapman University, he held the Allergan Chair of
Modern American History from 1999-2000 and was Director of the Center for Cold
War Studies from 1997-2000. He was Trustees' Professor from 1997-2000. He also 
taught at the University of California, Irvine in 1999 and 2001. After moving back to 
the East Coast in late 2004, he served as a Visiting Professor of History from 2005
-2012 and as Visiting Scholar from 2013-2014 at Franklin & Marshall College in 
Lancaster, Pennsylvania. He has given speeches across the United States; has 
been widely interviewed on radio and television; and has been featured in 
documentaries about President Eisenhower. He was also part of the July 20, 2009 
NPR radio program, "How They Saw It," A remembrance of the July 20, 1969 Apollo
11 moon landing. A respected author, Dr. Gellman's first three books offered deep 
insights about Franklin Roosevelt and his administration. His fourth and fifth books 
cover the period between 1946-1960 and highlight the impact of Dwight Eisenhower
and Richard Nixon and the politics of that era.
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Gelman, Andrew. Red State, Blue State, Rich State, Poor State: Why Americans 
Vote the Way the y Do. Princeton. 2008. Princeton University Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780691139272. 248 pages. hardcover. Inventory
# 35878. $26.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - On the night of the 2000 presidential election, Americans
sat riveted in front of their televisions as polling results divided the nation’s map into
red and blue states. Since then the color divide has become a symbol of a culture 
war that thrives on stereotypes--pickup-driving red-state Republicans who vote 
based on God, guns, and gays; and elitist, latte-sipping blue-state Democrats who 
are woefully out of touch with heartland values. RED STATE, BLUE STATE, RICH 
STATE, POOR STATE debunks these and other political myths. With wit and 
prodigious number crunching, Andrew Gelman gets to the bottom of why Democrats
win elections in wealthy states while Republicans get the votes of richer voters, how
the two parties have become ideologically polarized, and other issues. Gelman uses
eye-opening, easy-to-read graphics to unravel the mystifying patterns of recent 
voting, and in doing so paints a vivid portrait of the regional differences that drive 
American politics. He demonstrates in the plainest possible terms how the real 
culture war is being waged among affluent Democrats and Republicans, not 
between the haves and have-nots; how religion matters for higher-income voters; 
how the rich-poor divide is greater in red not blue states--and much more. RED 
STATE, BLUE STATE, RICH STATE, POOR STATE is a must-read for anyone 
seeking to make sense of today’s fractured American political landscape.

Andrew Gelman is professor of statistics and political science at Columbia 
University. His books include Bayesian Data Analysis and Teaching Statistics: A 
Bag of Tricks. He received the Presidents’ Award in 2003, awarded each year to the
best statistician under forty.
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Geltner, Ted. Blood, Bone and Marrow: A Biography of Harry Crews. Athens. 2016.
University of Georgia Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
9780820349237. Foreword by Michael Connelly. 414 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Erin Kirk New. Inventory # 43780. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 2010, Ted Geltner drove to Gainesville, Florida, to pay
a visit to Harry Crews and ask the legendary author if he would be willing to be the 
subject of a literary biography. His health rapidly deteriorating, Crews told Geltner he
was on board and would even sit for interviews and tell his stories one last time. 
“Ask me anything you want, bud,” Crews said. “But you’d better do it quick.” The 
result is Blood, Bone, and Marrow, the first full-length biography of one of the most 
unlikely figures in twentieth-century American literature, a writer who emerged from
a dirt-poor South Georgia tenant farm and went on to create a singularly unique 
voice of fiction. With books such as Scar Lover, Body, and Naked in Garden Hills, 
Crews opened a new window into southern life, focusing his lenson the poor and 
disenfranchised, the people who skinned the hogs and tended the fields, the “grits,”
as Crews affectionately called his characters and himself. He lived by a code of his 
own design, flouting authority and baring his soul, and the stories of his whiskey-
and-blood-soaked lifestyle created a myth to match any of his fictional creations. His
outlaw life, his distinctive voice and the context in which he lived combine to form the
elements of a singularly compelling narrative about an underappreciated literary 
treasure.

Ted Geltner is an associate professor of journalism at Valdosta State University, 
adviser to the campus newspaper, and author of Last King of the Sports Page: The
Life and Career of Jim Murray. He worked for seventeen years as a writer and editor
at a number of newspapers, including the Gainesville Sun, the Scranton Times 
Tribune, and the Ocala Star-Banner.
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Geluardi, John. Cannabiz: The Explosive Rise of the Medical Marijuana Industry. 
Boulder and London. 2010. Paradigm Publishers. 1st American Edition. Very Good 
in Wrappers. 9780982417195. 5¼ x 8 3/8. 192 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
41187. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Cannabiz tells one the most important political and 
business of our generation: the transformation of a counterculture movement into a
growth industry with staggering potential. Charting the rise of medical marijuana in 
California and 14 other states, award-winning journalist John Geluardi vividly 
recounts the movement's early activism, its legal challenges and victories, and its 
emergence as a commercial and political force. Tracing the history of marijuana in 
the United States, Cannabiz also reports on the industry's key players, political allies
and opponents, internal strife, and audacious aspirations--including a 2010 ballot 
initiative to legalize the adult use of marijuana in California. Along the way, Geluardi
describes local efforts to regulate dispensaries, ranging from workable ordinances in
some cities to bureaucratic paralysis in Los Angeles, where dispensaries came to 
outnumber McDonalds franchises. He also reports on efforts in Humboldt County, 
the heartland of marijuana cultivation, to keep pot illegal--and prices high. Adroitly 
profiling this unique industry, Cannabiz tells a distinctively American story--one 
whose colorful characters and fascinating details evoke Prohibition and the Gold 
Rush.

John Geluardi is a journalist who writes like the wind and his better friends are polite
about not mentioning it. He has covered Bay Area politics for the past ten years and
the only thing he remembers from Journalism school is that it's a good idea to carry 
two pens in case one runs out of ink. He's also the proud author of Cannabiz: The 
Explosive Rise of the Medical Marijuana Industry, which is a damn good read and 
makes a memorable gift for polite friends and family.
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Gendzier, Irene L. Frantz Fanon: A Critical Study. New York. 1972. Pantheon 
Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket W/A Small Tear
At The Rear Top. 039446205x. 300 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 23979. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Irene L. Gendzier has written a brilliant and original study
of Frantz Fanon which should stand as definitive for many years to come. Her book 
is a critical examination of the life and ideas of the Martiniquean psychiatrist who 
chose to become Algerian and who was a committed partisan of the Algerian 
Revolution (1954-1962). Professor Gendzier deals first with Fanon’s biographical 
and intellectual roots in Martinique and in France. She then goes on to consider his
psychiatric work and his political legacy. Fanon’s psychiatric work is little known, 
though often disparagingly regarded because of his overt political stand and his 
belief that psychoanalysis cannot be divorced from politics. Articles published before
and during his North African period are included in this book in order to offer readers
an opportunity to study this aspect of his work. It is Fanon’s political legacy, 
however, that has been given the closest attention, although it is the thesis of this 
author that Fanon’s politics and his commitment to it must be understood in the 
context of the man’s entire life-his inner tensions, his unresolved conflicts, and his 
conscious political positions. The autobiographical element aside, Fanon concerned
himself with the most important and difficult aspects of developing nations that seek
to include the masses in the independence they have achieved. Hence, his attention
to the role of the masses and the party, to the question of organization of political 
life, and to the critical role of the bourgeoisie in the new states-all problems which 
exist in the Third World.

Irene L. Gendzier is an associate professor of history at Boston University, a fellow 
at the Radcliffe Institute, and currently a visiting professor at M.I.T.
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Genovese, Eugene D. From Rebellion To Revolution: Afro-American Slave Revolts 
in the Making of the Modern World. Baton Rogue. 1979. Louisiana State University
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0807105864. 
173 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 19674. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In perhaps his most provocative book Eugene Genovese
examines the slave revolts of the New World and places them in the context of 
modern world history. By studying the conditions that favored these revolts and the 
history of slave guerrilla warfare throughout the western hemisphere, he connects 
the ideology of the revolts to that of the great revolutionary movements of the late 
eighteenth century. Genovese argues compellingly that the slave revolts of the New
World shaped the democratic character of contemporary European struggles just as
forcefully as European struggles influenced New World rebellion. The revolts, 
however, had a different purpose before as well as after the era of the French 
Revolution. Before, their goals were restoration of African-type village communities 
and local autonomy; after, they merged with larger national and international 
revolutionary movements and had a profound effect on the shaping of modern world
politics. Toussaint L’ Ouverture’s brilliant leadership of the successful slave revolt in
Saint-Dominque constitutes, for Genovese, a turning point in the history of slave 
revolts and, indeed, in the history of the human spirit. By claiming for his enslaved 
brothers and sisters the same right to human dignity that the French bourgeoisie 
claimed for itself, Toussaint began the process by which slave uprisings changed 
from secessionist rebellions to revolutionary demands for liberty, equality, and 
justice. Those who have taken issue with Genovese before will find little in FROM 
REBELLION TO REVOLUTION to change their minds. The book is sure to be widely
read, hotly debated, and a major influence on the way future historians view slavery.

Eugene Dominic Genovese (May 19, 1930 – September 26, 2012) was an American
historian of the American South and American slavery. He was noted for bringing a
Marxist perspective to the study of power, class and relations between planters and
slaves in the South.
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Genovese, Eugene D. Political Economy of Slavery. New York. 1966. Pantheon 
Books. 2nd Printing. Very Good in Worn Dustjacket. 304 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 21632. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A study of the society and economy in the slave south of
the United States. ‘A close analysis of works such as THE POLITICAL ECONOMY
OF SLAVERY shows his greatest lacunae: the minimizing of the significance of 
black struggle and the magnifying of whatever elements of passivity can be found 
among blacks insofar as they actively participated in the Civil War. Accommodation
and the plantation as community are overdone themes.’ – Herbert Shapiro.

Eugene Dominic Genovese (May 19, 1930 – September 26, 2012) was an American
historian of the American South and American slavery. He was noted for bringing a
Marxist perspective to the study of power, class and relations between planters and
slaves in the South. His book Roll, Jordan, Roll: The World the Slaves Made won 
the Bancroft Prize. He later abandoned the left and Marxism and embraced 
traditionalist conservatism. He wrote during the Cold War and his political beliefs, at
the time, were considered highly controversial.
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Genovese, Eugene D. The Southern Front: History and Politics in the Cultural War.
Columbia. 1995. University Of Missouri Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket.
0826210015. 320 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 23430. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Eugene D. Genovese offers a series of engaging and 
highly provocative reflections on history - particularly southern history - and politics 
in the cultural war. Genovese criticizes the Left and the Right with equal vigor. 
Calling political correctness ‘a new version of totalitarianism,’ he scorns the betrayal
of Black Studies programs across the country, saying that ‘unless the stagnation and
ghettoization of Black Studies programs are arrested, we shall, however 
inadvertently, condemn our universities and professions to many years of 
shamefaced complicity in an increasingly ominous resurgence of white racism and 
black despair.’ Other essays explore the political culture of the Old South and the 
centrality of religion to both southern and Afro-American history. Of particular 
interest is an extended treatment of the religious thought of Martin Luther King, Jr., 
and the King plagiarism scandal. In ‘The Question,’ a searing essay that has already
provoked heated debate, Genovese argues that a commitment to presumed ‘larger
goals’ led the radical Left to ignore, and therefore become complicit in, the mass 
murders of communism. And he suggests that today a similar blindness is fostering 
the promotion of totalitarian measures on our campuses. ‘We are today indeed 
engaged in a cultural war,’ writes Genovese. ‘To win that war will require a new and
hitherto unimaginable coalition across political and racial lines.’

Eugene Dominic Genovese (May 19, 1930 – September 26, 2012) was an American
historian of the American South and American slavery. He was noted for bringing a
Marxist perspective to the study of power, class and relations between planters and
slaves in the South. His book Roll, Jordan, Roll: The World the Slaves Made won 
the Bancroft Prize. He later abandoned the left and Marxism and embraced 
traditionalist conservatism. He wrote during the Cold War and his political beliefs, at
the time, were considered highly controversial.
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Genovese, Eugene D. The Southern Tradition: The Achievement & Limitations of An
American Conservatism. Cambridge. 1994. Harvard University Press. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0674825276. 138 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Lisa Clark. Inventory # 22169. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In recent years American conservatism has found a new
voice, a new way of picking up the political pieces left in the wake of liberal policies.
But what seems innovative, Eugene Genovese shows us, may in fact have very old 
roots. Tracing a certain strain of conservatism to its sources in a rich southern 
tradition, his book introduces a revealing perspective on the politics of our day. As 
much a work of political and moral philosophy as one of history, THE SOUTHERN 
TRADITION is based on the intellectual journey of one of the most influential 
historians of the late twentieth century. To appreciate the tradition of southern 
conservatism, Genovese tells us, we must first understand the relation of southern 
thought to politics. Toward this end, he presents a historical overview that identifies 
the tenets, sensibilities, and attitudes of the southern-conservative world view. With 
these conditions in mind, he considers such political and constitutional issues as 
state rights, concurrent majority, and the nature and locus of political power in a 
constitutional republic. Of special interest are the southern-conservative critiques of
equality and democracy, and of the Leviathan state in its liberal, socialist, and fascist
forms. Genovese examines these critiques in light of the specific concept of property
that has been central to southern social and political thought. Not only does this 
book illuminate a political tradition grounded in the writings of John Randolph and 
John C. Calhoun, but it shows how this lineage has been augmented by powerful 
literary figures such as Allen Tate, Lewis Simpson, and Robert Penn Warren. 
Genovese here reconstitutes the historical canon, re-envisions the strengths and 
weaknesses of the conservative tradition, and broadens the spectrum of political 
debate for our time.

Eugene Dominic Genovese (May 19, 1930 – September 26, 2012) was an American
historian of the American South and American slavery. He was noted for bringing a
Marxist perspective to the study of power, class and relations between planters and
slaves in the South.
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Genoways, Ted. Walt Whitman and the Civil War. Berkeley. 2009. University Of 
California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780520259065. 
11 b/w photographs. 224 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37476. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Shortly after the third edition of Leaves of Grass was 
published, in 1860, Walt Whitman seemed to drop off the literary map, not to emerge
again until his brother George was wounded at Fredericksburg two and a half years 
later. Past critics have tended to read this silence as evidence of Whitman's 
indifference to the Civil War during its critical early months. In this penetrating, 
original, and beautifully written book, Ted Genoways reconstructs those forgotten 
years—locating Whitman directly through unpublished letters and never-before-seen
manuscripts, as well as mapping his associations through rare period newspapers 
and magazines in which he published. Genoways's account fills a major gap in 
Whitman's biography and debunks the myth that Whitman was unaffected by the 
country's march to war. Instead, Walt Whitman and the Civil War reveals the poet's
active participation in the early Civil War period and elucidates his shock at the 
horrors of war months before his legendary journey to Fredericksburg, correcting in
part the poet's famous assertion that the ‘real war will never get in the books.’

Ted Genoways is the editor of Walt Whitman: The Correspondence, Volume VII and
the series editor of the correspondence for the online Walt Whitman Archive. He is 
also the author of two volumes of poetry and the editor of the Virginia Quarterly 
Review.
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George, Kathleen. The Blues Walked In. Pittsburgh. 2018. University of Pittsburgh 
Press. Advance Reader's Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822945246. 6 x 9. 
240 pages. paperback. Inventory # 43464. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1936, life on the road means sleeping on the bus or in
hotels for blacks only. After finishing her tour with Nobel Sissel’s orchestra, nineteen
year-old Lena Horne is walking the last few blocks to her father’s hotel in 
Pittsburgh’s Hill District. She stops at a lemonade stand and meets a Lebanese 
American girl, Marie David. Marie loves movies and adores Lena, and their chance
meeting sparks a relationship that will intertwine their lives forever. Lena also meets
Josiah Conner, a charismatic teenager who helps out at her father Teddy’s hotel. 
Josiah often skips school, dreams of being a Hollywood director, and has a crush on
Lena. Although the three are linked by a determination to be somebody, issues of 
race, class, family, and education threaten to disrupt their lives and the bonds 
between them. Lena’s father wants her to settle down and give up show business, 
but she’s entranced by the music and culture of the Hill. It’s a mecca for jazz singers
and musicians, and nightspots like the Crawford Grill attract crowds of blacks and 
whites. Lena table-hops with local jazzmen as her father chaperones her through the
clubs where she‘ll later perform. Singing makes her feel alive, and to her father’s 
dismay, reviewers can’t get enough of her. Duke Ellington adores her, Billy 
Strayhorn can’t wait to meet her, and she becomes “all the rage” in clubs and 
Hollywood for her beauty and almost-whiteness. Her signature version of “Stormy 
Weather” makes her a legend. But after sitting around for years at MGM as the 
studio heads try to figure out what to do with her, she isn’t quite sure what she’s 
worth. Marie and Josiah follow Lena’s career in Hollywood and New York through 
movie magazines and the Pittsburgh Courier. Years pass until their lives are brought
together again when Josiah is arrested for the murder of a white man. Marie and 
Lena decide they must get Josiah out of prison—whatever the personal cost.

Kathleen George is the author of The Johnstown Girls, a novel about the famous 
Johnstown flood. She has also written seven mysteries set in Pittsburgh.
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George, Nelson. Blackface: Reflections On African-Americans and the Movies. New
York. 1994. Harper Collins. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn 
Dustjacket. Remainder Mark. 0060171200. 224 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by
Roberto de Vinq de Cumptich. Inventory # 27986. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this bold new work, Nelson George turns a lifetime of
movie-watching and an unexpected career in moviemaking into a book that looks at
the African-American screen image from both a historical and a personal viewpoint.
Blackface blends stories and anecdotes about the actual experiences of going to, 
being in, and making movies today with the sharply edged cultural criticism that has
made George one of this country's most widely read and respected critics. As 
always, George explores new territory. His themes include the impact of movies of 
all kinds on the youngest African-Americans, starting with his own memories as a 
seven-year-old watching Zulu and Planet of the Apes, and he casts an eye in 
particular on the special messages communicated to kids about black roles and role
models from Sidney Poitier to Spike Lee. He takes a new look at the heyday of 
blaxploitation and the genius of Richard Pryor, describes the early days of the black 
indies, and raises questions about the kinds of roles black stars and executives are
being asked to play in Hollywood today. Running through the entire book is the story
of his own education in the business of creating images. George was one of Spike 
Lee's early investors, and has been on the scene throughout the great surge of 
black film, as the Hudlin brothers, John Singleton, Charles Burnett, Julie Dash, and
others moved from low-budget independent productions to major Hollywood 
releases. This is Nelson George's most personal book, written from his multiple 
vantages as critic, filmgoer, screenwriter, and, most recently, film producer. It 
completes his trilogy on black popular culture, moving from music and sports to the
movies. It is also a movie memoir that documents how a generation that enjoyed the
opportunities created by the civil rights movement decided to manifest their 
ambitions.

Nelson George has written for the New York Times Magazine, Playboy, Billboard, 
Esquire, and Essence, and has received two ASCAP-Deems Taylor awards. He 
lives in Brooklyn, New York.
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George, Nelson. Buppies, B-Boys, Baps & Bohos: Notes On Post-Soul Black 
Culture. New York. 1992. Harper Collins. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0060167246. 333 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Javier Romero. 
Inventory # 28522. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this classic collection of essays, Nelson George 
covers contemporary black culture over the past thirty years in music, film, sports, 
publishing, fashion, politics, and city life uptown and down. From an obituary for 
Tupac Shakur, to an investigation into the business of hip hop, to a greeting for 
Latrell Sprewell and a farewell to Michael Jordan, he updates his take on nearly 
every arena of black America. Introducing roisterous rappers and legendary 
hoopsters, streetwise hustlers and influential filmmakers, unsung musicians 
impassioned politicians and crack dealers, George’s vibrant work clearly remains the
definitive take on modern African American culture.

Nelson George has written for the New York Times Magazine, Playboy, Billboard, 
Esquire, and Essence, and has received two ASCAP-Deems Taylor awards. He 
lives in Brooklyn, New York.
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George, Nelson. Hip Hop America. New York. 1998. Viking Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670871532. 226 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Cheryl Lutz Brown. Jacket photo by Christian Lantree. Inventory # 27256. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A premier chronicler of African-American culture explores
America's debt to the styles of black Generation X. This book is the long-awaited 
sequel to THE DEATH OF RHYTHM AND BLUES.

Nelson George has written for the New York Times Magazine, Playboy, Billboard, 
Esquire, and Essence, and has received two ASCAP-Deems Taylor awards. He 
lives in Brooklyn, New York.
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George, Nelson. One Woman Short. New York. 2000. Scribner Paperback Fiction. 
Advance Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 0684864614. 255 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 27536. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - There were many women in his past. Will one of them 
become his future? Rodney Hampton, a thirty-three-year-old L.A. native, is a pro at 
juggling women. He and his best friend, Timothy Waters Jr., spent many years 
recklessly scoping out honeys at ski summits, getting acquainted with MBAs at 
Martha's Vineyard beach parties, and macking coeds at the Howard homecoming. 
Yet when Tim gets married, Rodney begins to wonder whether what his ailing 
mother tells him is true - is he really 'one woman short'? After compiling a list of all 
his previous lovers, he goes knocking on the doors of three ex-girlfriends to see if he
may have let true love (and matrimony) slip away: Belinda Myles, a club promoter; 
Sabena, a Cedars-Sinai nurse/dancer; and Amy Davis, a born-again bus dispatcher.
The question is: Will anyone in this trio let the man who loved and then left come 
back into her life?

Nelson George has written for the New York Times Magazine, Playboy, Billboard, 
Esquire, and Essence, and has received two ASCAP-Deems Taylor awards. He 
lives in Brooklyn, New York.
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George, Nelson. One Woman Short. New York. 2000. Scribner Paperback Fiction. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0684864614. Paperback Original. 
255 pages. paperback. Cover illustration by Jason Brooks. Cover design by 
Francine Kass. Inventory # 27904. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - There were many women in his past. Will one of them 
become his future? Rodney Hampton, a thirty-three-year-old L.A. native, is a pro at 
juggling women. He and his best friend, Timothy Waters Jr., spent many years 
recklessly scoping out honeys at ski summits, getting acquainted with MBAs at 
Martha's Vineyard beach parties, and macking coeds at the Howard homecoming. 
Yet when Tim gets married, Rodney begins to wonder whether what his ailing 
mother tells him is true - is he really 'one woman short'? After compiling a list of all 
his previous lovers, he goes knocking on the doors of three ex-girlfriends to see if he
may have let true love (and matrimony) slip away: Belinda Myles, a club promoter; 
Sabena, a Cedars-Sinai nurse/dancer; and Amy Davis, a born-again bus dispatcher.
The question is: Will anyone in this trio let the man who loved and then left come 
back into her life?

Nelson George has written for the New York Times Magazine, Playboy, Billboard, 
Esquire, and Essence, and has received two ASCAP-Deems Taylor awards. He 
lives in Brooklyn, New York.
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Geraghty, Tony. The Irish War: The Hidden Conflict Between the IRA & British 
Intelligence. Baltimore. 2000. Johns Hopkins University Press. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0801864569. 420 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 28458. 
$22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the late 1960s, as the civil unrest in Northern Ireland 
turned from agitation and street violence to practiced urban warfare, the British 
government responded with increasingly sophisticated countermeasures, including
military force. Both sides played down their intentions: the IRA took cover in 
democratic protests and the British claimed to be successfully containing civil unrest.
Yet behind the scenes both were developing the strategy and technology of a full-
fledged war. In The Irish War military veteran and historian Tony Geraghty reveals 
the sinister patterns of action and reaction in this domestic conflict. Drawing on 
public and covert sources, as well as interviews with members of British intelligence,
the security forces, and the Irish Republican Army, he brings to light the disturbing 
inner workings of an organized terrorist group and its military opposition. Tracing the
roots of the Northern Ireland Troubles from the greatly mythologized Battle of the 
Boyne in 1690, The Irish War shows how the battle expanded to embrace forms of 
surveillance, interrogation, chemical analysis, and electronic eavesdropping, all of 
which carried dangerous implications for the population at large. Whether or not the
1998 Good Friday Agreement and the return of home rule to Northern Ireland finally
break the grip of what Geraghty calls ‘the physical force tradition,’ the legacy of 
covert warfare engendered by this long and bloody struggle will surely affect British
and Irish liberty for years to come.

Tony Geraghty is a British subject and an Irish citizen. He is a veteran of the British
Red Berets and served as a military liaison officer with U.S. forces during the Gulf 
War, for which he was awarded the Joint Service Commendation Medal for Military
Merit with a citation signed by General H. Norman Schwarzkopf. Geraghty has also
worked in the United States as a writer for the Boston Globe.
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Gerhardi, William. Eva's Apples. New York. 1928. Duffield & Company. 1st 
American Edition. Some Slight Marking To The Boards and Previous Owner’s Name
Penned in Front, Otherwise Very Good.No Dustjacket. 393 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 11019. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - William Gerhardi’s third novel, published in England as 
JAZZ AND JASPER. The American publisher, Duffield, insisted on the title change 
claiming that the word ‘jazz’ had been ‘worn threadbare’ in the States. Gerhardi 
always wanted the title to be DOOM, which it eventually became in later editions in 
later editions. Despite its bleak title, DOOM is Gerhardie’s most wildly funny novel. It
is the story of Frank Dickin, an impoverished young novelist and his involvement, on
the one hand with an eccentric family of Russian emigres and in particular their 
beautiful daughter Eva - and, on the other with an all-powerful newspaper magnate,
Lord Ottercove, who decides to take him up as a lost cause. The untameable comic
pot-pourri also involves a mad English lord who plans to destroy the world, and, with
an outrageous sleight of hand, that only Gerhardie could get away with, the novel 
slowly slips from social comedy toward apocalyptic speculation. ‘Amusing, brilliant 
and quite, quite mad.’ - Herald Tribune.

William Alexander Gerhardie (1895-1977) was a British (Anglo-Russian) novelist 
and playwright. Gerhardie (or Gerhardi: he added the ‘e’ in later years as an 
affectation) was one of the most critically acclaimed English novelists of the 1920s.
His first novel Futility, was written while he was at Cambridge and drew on his 
experiences in Russia fighting (or attempting to fight) the Bolsheviks, along with his
childhood experiences visiting pre-revolutionary Russia. His next novel, THE 
POLYGLOTS is probably his masterpiece (although some argue for DOOM). Again 
it deals with Russia (Gerhardie was strongly influenced by the tragi-comic style of 
Russian writers such as Chekhov who he wrote a study of while in College). After 
World War II Gerhardie’s star waned, and he became unfashionable, and although 
he continued to write, he had nothing published after 1939.
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Gerhardi, William. Futility: A Novel On Russian the mes. New York. 1922. Duffield &
Company. 1st American Edition. Worn Boards, Otherwise Good.No Dustjacket. 
Preface by Edith Wharton. 256 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 2184. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is the first novel by William Gerhardie, first 
published in 1922, and it was made famous by H. G. Wells, who described it as 
'true, devastating - a wonderful book'. Based on Gerhardie's own experiences as a
member of the British Military Mission to Siberia shortly after the October Revolution,
Futility paints a picture of contemporary Russian society which deserves comparison
with the writing of Chekhov. At the centre of the story is Nicolai Vasilievich, who 
trails across Russia in the wake of the British Mission in the perpetual and unrealistic
hope of seeing his fortunes improve, even though they steadily deteriorate. In 
counterpoint to Nicolai's comic progression, Gerhardie tells the story of his narrator's
hopeless love for Nina, the second of Nicolai's three bewitching adolescent 
daughters. 'William Gerhardie is one of our immortals. He is our Gogol's Overcoat.
We all came out of him.' Olivia Manning 'He is a comic writer of genius. but his art is
profoundly serious.' C. P. Snow.

William Alexander Gerhardie (1895-1977) was a British (Anglo-Russian) novelist 
and playwright. Gerhardie (or Gerhardi: he added the ‘e’ in later years as an 
affectation) was one of the most critically acclaimed English novelists of the 1920s.
His first novel Futility, was written while he was at Cambridge and drew on his 
experiences in Russia fighting (or attempting to fight) the Bolsheviks, along with his
childhood experiences visiting pre-revolutionary Russia. His next novel, THE 
POLYGLOTS is probably his masterpiece (although some argue for DOOM). Again 
it deals with Russia (Gerhardie was strongly influenced by the tragi-comic style of 
Russian writers such as Chekhov who he wrote a study of while in College). After 
World War II Gerhardie’s star waned, and he became unfashionable, and although 
he continued to write, he had nothing published after 1939.
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Gerhardi, William. Pending Heaven. New York. 1930. Harper & Brothers. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good.No Dustjacket. 293 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
4101. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘A fantastic, semi-symbolical, loosely written narrative in
which the characters are a pack of lunatics with farmyard morals - Liverpool Post. 
Gerhardie himself descried the book as ‘ a novel about two men treading the 
donkey-round of paradise deferred their literary friendship strained to breaking-point
by rivalry in love. The two main characters are thought to be based on Hugh 
Kingsmill (Max) and Gerhardie himself (Victor).

William Alexander Gerhardie (1895-1977) was a British (Anglo-Russian) novelist 
and playwright. Gerhardie (or Gerhardi: he added the ‘e’ in later years as an 
affectation) was one of the most critically acclaimed English novelists of the 1920s.
His first novel Futility, was written while he was at Cambridge and drew on his 
experiences in Russia fighting (or attempting to fight) the Bolsheviks, along with his
childhood experiences visiting pre-revolutionary Russia. His next novel, THE 
POLYGLOTS is probably his masterpiece (although some argue for DOOM). Again 
it deals with Russia (Gerhardie was strongly influenced by the tragi-comic style of 
Russian writers such as Chekhov who he wrote a study of while in College). After 
World War II Gerhardie’s star waned, and he became unfashionable, and although 
he continued to write, he had nothing published after 1939.
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Gerhardi, William. Resurrection. New York. 1934. Harcourt Brace & Company. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good.No Dustjacket. 372 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
4107. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Resurrection’ is fiction and autobiography merged into 
one. For though, in its passionate argument for the resurrection of the body, it 
presents the entire truth of the author’s experience, it remains fiction in its technique
and in its surface of names and pattern. A brilliant London ball furnishes the setting.
Here are encountered the singular and bright individuals whose lives and thoughts 
have contributed to the reality of the author’s existence. Throughout this affair, 
dancing, falling in love, conversing, eating, he is driven by the powerful conviction 
that has lately come to him - the conviction that we do not die. This belief so colors 
and compels each moment, that he has the force to relive his entire life in the course
of the evening. More than half of the book is given to an extraordinary recital, during
which the author summons up the experiences he had in one year that was 
unusually crowded with adventure of every sort, a year of travel when he visited 
America, Greece, Egypt, India. Returning to the ball at last, he returns to his present
and to the bewildering contrast that his new belief in an after-life provides. The 
whole last section is a record of the personal conflict, subtly played out in the setting
with which the novel begins. New in treatment as in story, this represents William 
Gerhardi’s most mature contribution to fiction. The style and signature are 
unmistakable; and they are the same that distinguished such novels as FUTILITY 
and THE POLYGLOTS.

William Alexander Gerhardie (1895-1977) was a British (Anglo-Russian) novelist 
and playwright. Gerhardie (or Gerhardi: he added the ‘e’ in later years as an 
affectation) was one of the most critically acclaimed English novelists of the 1920s.
His first novel Futility, was written while he was at Cambridge and drew on his 
experiences in Russia fighting (or attempting to fight) the Bolsheviks, along with his
childhood experiences visiting pre-revolutionary Russia. His next novel, THE 
POLYGLOTS is probably his masterpiece (although some argue for DOOM). Again 
it deals with Russia (Gerhardie was strongly influenced by the tragi-comic style of 
Russian writers such as Chekhov who he wrote a study of while in College). After 
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Gerhardie, William. Futility. London. 1990. Robin Clark. Reprinted Paperback 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0860721124. 198 pages. paperback. Cover: Berthe
Morisot-'Jeune Femme en Toilet de Bal (1897)'. Inventory # 32693. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is the first novel by William Gerhardie, first 
published in 1922, and it was made famous by H. G. Wells, who described it as 
'true, devastating - a wonderful book'. Based on Gerhardie's own experiences as a
member of the British Military Mission to Siberia shortly after the October Revolution,
Futility paints a picture of contemporary Russian society which deserves comparison
with the writing of Chekhov. At the centre of the story is Nicolai Vasilievich, who 
trails across Russia in the wake of the British Mission in the perpetual and unrealistic
hope of seeing his fortunes improve, even though they steadily deteriorate. In 
counterpoint to Nicolai's comic progression, Gerhardie tells the story of his narrator's
hopeless love for Nina, the second of Nicolai's three bewitching adolescent 
daughters. 'William Gerhardie is one of our immortals. He is our Gogol's Overcoat.
We all came out of him.' Olivia Manning 'He is a comic writer of genius. but his art is
profoundly serious.' C. P. Snow.

William Alexander Gerhardie (1895-1977) was a British (Anglo-Russian) novelist 
and playwright. Gerhardie (or Gerhardi: he added the ‘e’ in later years as an 
affectation) was one of the most critically acclaimed English novelists of the 1920s.
His first novel Futility, was written while he was at Cambridge and drew on his 
experiences in Russia fighting (or attempting to fight) the Bolsheviks, along with his
childhood experiences visiting pre-revolutionary Russia. His next novel, THE 
POLYGLOTS is probably his masterpiece (although some argue for DOOM). Again 
it deals with Russia (Gerhardie was strongly influenced by the tragi-comic style of 
Russian writers such as Chekhov who he wrote a study of while in College). After 
World War II Gerhardie’s star waned, and he became unfashionable, and although 
he continued to write, he had nothing published after 1939.
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Gerson, Joseph and Birchard, Bruce (editors). The Sun Never Sets: Confronting the
Network of Foreign U. S. Military Bases. Boston. 1991. South End Press. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0896083993. 389 pages. paperback. Cover by 
Nancy Adams. Inventory # 3545. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Although the United States no longer has any 
possessions further west than Guam or further east than the Virgin Islands, it 
currently has military presence in Afghanistan, the British Indian Ocean Territory, 
Germany, Iraq, Japan, South Korea and other countries. THE SUN NEVER SETS:
CONFRONTING THE NETWORK OF FOREIGN U.S. MILITARY BASES takes a 
critical look at the implications of American imperialism.

Joseph Gerson is the Director of American Friends Service Committee’s Peace and
Economic Security Program. He plays a leading role in building collaborations 
among U.S., Asian, and European peace and nuclear weapons abolition 
movements. His program work focuses on challenging and overcoming U.S. global 
hegemony, including its preparations for and threats to initiate nuclear war and its 
military domination of the Asia-Pacific and the Middle East. Gerson has been 
interviewed by and published in numerous outlets including the BBC, Voice of 
America, the Boston Globe, and Associated Press. He is also the author of the 
renowned Empire and the Bomb. Joseph has served as co-convener of the NPT 
Review 2010 International Planning Committee for Nuclear Abolition, Peace and 
Justice and of Network for a NATO-Free Future. He works closely with Gensuikyo 
(Japan Council against Atomic and Hydrogen Bombs) and other Asian and Pacific 
peace organizations. Joseph Gerson received his Doctorate in Politics and 
International Security Studies from the Union Institute and College. Bruce Birchard 
has served as general secretary of Friends General Conference, as national 
coordinator of the Disarmament Program of the American Friends Service 
Committee, and as staff of the Friends Peace Committee of Philadelphia Yearly 
Meeting. He has been a member of Middletown (Connecticut) Meeting and 57th 
Street Meeting (Chicago), and has been an active member of Central Philadelphia 
Monthly Meeting since 1976. Since his retirement in 2011, Bruce has served as a 
founding member of Quaker Voluntary Service and as a board member and clerk of
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Ghanem, Ali. The Seven-Headed Serpent. San Diego. 1986. Harcourt Brace 
Jovanovich. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0151812004. Translated from the
French by Alan Sheridan. 326 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Laurie Dolphin. 
Inventory # 2611. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is the story of a young man who dreams his own 
future and achieves it, against staggering odds. Born into a Berber family in the 
mountains of Algeria, Allawa grows up in a world of curses, blessings, serpents, 
witchcraft, fear, and death.

Ali Ghanem was born in 1943 in Algeria and works today in France as a filmmaker.
His films have won awards at international festivals in Prades, Verona, Cannes, and
Venice. His first novel, A Wife for My Son, has been translated into several 
languages. Ali Ghanem lives in Paris.
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Ghose, Zulfikar. A Different World. London. 1978. Macmillan. 1st British Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0333130952. 316 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by
Ken Sprague. Inventory # 34270. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The time is the 1970’s, Brazil is ruled by a military 
dictatorship; terrorists, intellectuals and students have been arrested, there have 
been fearful accounts of torture. And Gregorio, whose fate has been to be a central
participant in the history of Brazil, finds his twentieth-century incarnation the most 
hazardous of all. The urban guerrillas cannot be sure if he is not an informer while 
the Government suspects him of a subtle duplicity. Thus, Gregório finds himself as 
the outsider whose destiny is to prevent, or at least to delay, the barbarians, both of 
the revolution and of the counter-revolution, from taking over, involving him in an 
extraordinary drama that makes of Gregório a powerful symbol of modem man 
struggling against the political chaos of his time. Some historical events - the military
revolution in 1964, the kidnapping of the U.S. Ambassador, terrorist bank robberies -
form the background to this novel. But Gregorio’s story is also a story of personal 
passion for his mysteriously inscrutable mistress Amália and a passion, too, for the 
idea of Brazil which is more than the territory of a nation. The two passions 
sometimes coincide and sometimes draw apart: Gregório can never be sure whether
in possessing Amália he has not possessed Brazil and losing her whether he has 
not seen the dream of a perfect world - that ‘Brazil’ of his mind - disappear. The 
witty, rich prose of this novel in which the world is brought alive in a language of 
sensuous vitality makes this a very compelling book to read; to bring the 
complicated plot together and at the same time to release a world of ideas in the 
reader’s mind, the author has created a prose of equal complexity which in itself will
give a profound pleasure to many readers.

Zulfikar Ghose (born March 13, 1935, Sialkot, India (now Pakistan) is a Pakistani 
American English language writer. Mr. Ghose has written poetry and prose (fiction 
and non-fiction) equally. The Loss of India, Jets from Orange, The Violent West, A 
Memory of Asia and Selected Poems are some of his poetry books. He has written 
short stories, novels, biographies and books of literary criticism.
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Ghose, Zulfikar. A New History of Torments. New York. 1982. Holt Rinehart & 
Winston. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With A Few 
Small Tears. 0030619491. 303 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Paul Perlow. 
Jacket illustration by Abe Echevaria. Inventory # 3185. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A New History of Torments is a work of extraordinary 
imaginative scope by a writer at the height of his powers—a novel in which allegory
and action, illusion and disillusion, passion and suspense blend into a complex and 
fascinating plot that could have been devised by a cunning fate … or by a master 
novelist. The story begins with a wealthy South American ranch owner, Jorge Rojas
Jiminéz, and the curse he brings on his land when he leaves his wife of two decades
for a young and greedy mistress. As drought withers the crops, vampire bats ravage
the herds, and the earth dies, Rojas’ two grown-up children, Rafael and Violeta, 
leave home for adventures of their own with the aging revolutionary-adventurer Mark
Kessel. Embarking on one last extravagant exploit, Kessel has agreed to deliver two
million dollars’ worth of gold bullion for the revolution, in return for an ancient map, 
which, it is claimed, points the way to El Dorado. The map spells misfortune for all 
who possess it, for all who seek lost worlds and a lost treasure of gold. The 
combination of Rojas’ crime against his family and Kessel’s blundering onto his 
ranch to save his own skin affects, first innocently and then with an increasingly 
horrifying inevitability, the lives of several other characters: Rafael and Violeta; 
Violeta’s friend Madeleine; and Jason, Kessel’s nephew far away in Pernambuco on
the Atlantic, become blindly committed to actions over which they seemingly have 
no control. A destiny that is comical and hideous, lyrical and tragic, pulls them into a
fantastic flow of events.

Zulfikar Ghose (born March 13, 1935, Sialkot, India (now Pakistan) is a Pakistani 
American English language writer. Mr. Ghose has written poetry and prose (fiction 
and non-fiction) equally. The Loss of India, Jets from Orange, The Violent West, A 
Memory of Asia and Selected Poems are some of his poetry books. He has written 
short stories, novels, biographies and five books of literary criticism.
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Ghose, Zulfikar. Don Bueno. New York. 1984. Holt Rinehart & Winston. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0030693985. 244 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket illustration by Adrian Sumner. Inventory # 4122. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The river flowed in a dark, narrow channel. Light filtered 
in diagonal streaks through the canopy of overhanging trees. Cries from unseen 
animals filled the air from time to time. Flocks of parrots went shrieking past 
overhead, almost drowning out the clatter of the diesel of the battered old boat, The
Princess Isabella, that chugged its way into the dark Amazon jungle. On board the 
boat, sprawled in a hammock, César Calderón stared into the dank nothingness. He
had just deserted a pregnant mistress and abandoned his business. In a bar in 
Santa Rosa a strange man had threatened to kill him. A man to whom he had done
nothing, had in no way provoked, yet who claimed he, Calderón, owed him his life. 
Perhaps Calderón had no alternative but to fulfil a bewildering yet murderous 
destiny. For had his grandmother not offered him this disturbing advice: ‘Go and find
your father, hug him and embrace him, but stick a knife in his chest and let him fall 
at your feet.’ For in this haunting work of fiction the son must both abandon and 
become the father, and the father must always embrace death in the person of the 
son. Writing in a style of deceptive simplicity, Zulfikar Ghose weaves a magical spell.
Don Bueno is both straightforward and rich in resonance and symbol, wonderfully 
dreamlike yet solidly of and about this world. In this, his ninth novel, he 
demonstrates once again that he is a writer of increasing stature and 
accomplishment who makes his own way and creates his own world without regard 
for facile trends or shifting tastes.

Zulfikar Ghose (born March 13, 1935, Sialkot, India (now Pakistan) is a Pakistani 
American English language writer. Mr. Ghose has written poetry and prose (fiction 
and non-fiction) equally. The Loss of India, Jets from Orange, The Violent West, A 
Memory of Asia and Selected Poems are some of his poetry books. He has written 
short stories, novels, biographies and five books of literary criticism.
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Ghose, Zulfikar. Figures of Enchantment. New York. 1986. Harper & Row. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0060155752. 256 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Bascove. Inventory # 28766. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - What happens when an accident of chance deflects the 
course of an ordinary man’s life from its prosaic path into a fantastic world where 
time barely exists and dream and reality are indistinguishable? A humble civil 
servant working in an indifferent state bureaucracy, Felipe Gamboa never really 
makes sense of the bizarre series of events that lead him from a lunch break in the 
park one day into the hands of the military police in his unnamed South American 
country and finally to the shores of a remote island where undreamed-of adventures
in sensuality and metaphysics await him. At the same time, his daughter’s boyfriend,
Federico, stumbles blindly from the cock-fighting den where he has been fleeced of
his father’s money into the magical shop of corrupt old Popayan, only to emerge with
an amulet which sends him off to a seemingly fabulous destiny. Gamboa and 
Federico meet up again sixteen years later on that remote Pacific island in a brilliant
twist of an ending to a haunting story of desires fulfilled and unfulfilled. An 
accomplished novelist, poet, and critic, Zulfikar Ghose skillfully blends a gift for 
storytelling reminiscent of Garcia Márquez and Jorge Amado with a sure sense of 
surrealist fantasy in this original, wildly imaginative, brilliantly plotted, and utterly 
absorbing novel. ‘A richly poetic novel. the author juggles dreams and destinies like
a master.’ - Christopher Wordsworth, The Guardian.

Zulfikar Ghose (born March 13, 1935, Sialkot, India (now Pakistan) is a Pakistani 
American English language writer. Mr. Ghose has written poetry and prose (fiction 
and non-fiction) equally. The Loss of India, Jets from Orange, The Violent West, A 
Memory of Asia and Selected Poems are some of his poetry books. He has written 
short stories, novels, biographies and five books of literary criticism.
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Ghose, Zulfikar. Jets From Orange. London. 1967. Macmillan. 1st British Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 59 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 9686. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - JETS FROM ORANGE is Zulfikar Ghose’s second 
collection of poems. The subject-matter extends from European landscapes to 
memories of the Punjab, from love to the behaviour of school-children. Mr. Ghose 
has that rare gift among contemporary poets: the ability to move. His sharp images,
his delicately achieved rhythms and the clarity of his meaning make the reading of 
his poetry an enjoyable and a memorable experience. The poems oublished in this 
volume have been published in magazines in Britain, Australia, Pakistan, Canada, 
and the USA. Zulfikar Ghose (b. March 13, 1935, Sialkot, India (now Pakistan) is a 
Pakistani American English language writer. He was born in 1935 in Pakistan and 
moved to Bombay in 1942. After the partition of British India into Pakistan and the 
present India, he migrated to England teaching at Ealing Mead School and then to 
the United States in 1969. He lives in Texas and teaches at The University of Texas
at Austin. Mr. Ghose has written poetry and prose (fiction and non-fiction) equally. 
The Loss of India, Jets from Orange, The Violent West, A Memory of Asia and 
Selected Poems are some of his poetry books. He has written short stories, novels,
biographies and five books of literary criticism.

Zulfikar Ghose (born March 13, 1935, Sialkot, India (now Pakistan) is a Pakistani 
American English language writer. Mr. Ghose has written poetry and prose (fiction 
and non-fiction) equally. The Loss of India, Jets from Orange, The Violent West, A 
Memory of Asia and Selected Poems are some of his poetry books. He has written 
short stories, novels, biographies and five books of literary criticism.
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Ghose, Zulfikar. The Incredible Brazilian. New York. 1972. Holt Rinehart & Winston.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0030019516. 336 
pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Sal Murdocca Craven & Evans. Inventory #
4119. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Brawling, bawdy, and picaresque, THE INCREDIBLE 
BRAZILIAN uses the opening of seventeenth-century Brazil as the setting for the 
adventures of one of literature’s least lovable and most likable rogues: Gregôrio 
Peixoto da Silva Xavier, The second son of a prosperous planter, Gregorio is 
fourteen when the novel opens-a fop and a virgin, his self-esteem knows no bounds.
Neither does his enterprise, and he soon rids himself of his unwanted innocence and
embarks upon a series of wildly comic, wonderfully fantastical escapades. By 
novel’s end, Gregôrio has - if not honorably, then with great daring- made, lost, and
made again several fortunes, Told with wry and mocking wit, Gregôrio’s life story is
a delightfully outrageous ribald comedy, an absorbing and compelling adventure. 
THE INCREDIBLE BRAZILIAN is the first volume in a projected trilogy that, following
its hero through several reincarnations, will culminate in the revolutionary politics of
present-day Brazil. In volume one, the exploration of this raw new land is a 
counterpoint to the extravagances of its hero, Here, Gregório and Brazil come 
together: young, violent, and rapacious, aping the manners of the Old World while 
pushing forward the frontiers of the New. As Gregorio penetrates this vast country-
from ostentatious plantations and gaudy cities to primitive Indian villages and rowdy
mining camps, from slave quarter to prison to unmapped jungle - all the vitality and 
abrasiveness of a frontier society come fully and fully to life.

Zulfikar Ghose (born March 13, 1935, Sialkot, India (now Pakistan) is a Pakistani 
American English language writer. Mr. Ghose has written poetry and prose (fiction 
and non-fiction) equally. The Loss of India, Jets from Orange, The Violent West, A 
Memory of Asia and Selected Poems are some of his poetry books. He has written 
short stories, novels, biographies and five books of literary criticism.
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Ghose, Zulfikar. The Incredible Brazilian. New York. 1972. Holt Rinehart & Winston.
1st American Edition. Top Corners Of First Two Pages Clipped, Otherwise Very 
Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0030019516. 336 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
illustration by Sal Murdocca Craven & Evans. Inventory # 33853. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Brawling, bawdy, and picaresque, THE INCREDIBLE 
BRAZILIAN uses the opening of seventeenth-century Brazil as the setting for the 
adventures of one of literature’s least lovable and most likable rogues: Gregôrio 
Peixoto da Silva Xavier, The second son of a prosperous planter, Gregorio is 
fourteen when the novel opens-a fop and a virgin, his self-esteem knows no bounds.
Neither does his enterprise, and he soon rids himself of his unwanted innocence and
embarks upon a series of wildly comic, wonderfully fantastical escapades. By 
novel’s end, Gregôrio has - if not honorably, then with great daring- made, lost, and
made again several fortunes, Told with wry and mocking wit, Gregôrio’s life story is
a delightfully outrageous ribald comedy, an absorbing and compelling adventure. 
THE INCREDIBLE BRAZILIAN is the first volume in a projected trilogy that, following
its hero through several reincarnations, will culminate in the revolutionary politics of
present-day Brazil. In volume one, the exploration of this raw new land is a 
counterpoint to the extravagances of its hero, Here, Gregório and Brazil come 
together: young, violent, and rapacious, aping the manners of the Old World while 
pushing forward the frontiers of the New. As Gregorio penetrates this vast country-
from ostentatious plantations and gaudy cities to primitive Indian villages and rowdy
mining camps, from slave quarter to prison to unmapped jungle - all the vitality and 
abrasiveness of a frontier society come fully and fully to life.

Zulfikar Ghose (born March 13, 1935, Sialkot, India (now Pakistan) is a Pakistani 
American English language writer. Mr. Ghose has written poetry and prose (fiction 
and non-fiction) equally. The Loss of India, Jets from Orange, The Violent West, A 
Memory of Asia and Selected Poems are some of his poetry books. He has written 
short stories, novels, biographies and five books of literary criticism.
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Ghosh, Amitav. The Hungry Tide. Boston. 2005. Houghton Mifflin. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0618329978. 333 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
illustration Andy Bridge. Inventory # 35848. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE HUNGRY TIDE is a very contemporary story of 
adventure and unlikely love, identity and history, set in one of the most fascinating 
regions on the earth. Off the easternmost coast of India, in the Bay of Bengal, lies 
the immense labyrinth of tiny islands known as the Sundarbans. For settlers here, 
life is extremely precarious. Attacks by deadly tigers are common. Unrest and 
eviction are constant threats. Without warning, at any time, tidal floods rise and 
surge over the land, leaving devastation in their wake. In this place of vengeful 
beauty, the lives of three people from different worlds collide. Piya Roy is a young 
marine biologist, of Indian descent but stubbornly American, in search of a rare, 
endangered river dolphin. Her journey begins with a disaster, when she is thrown 
from a boat into crocodile-infested waters. Rescue comes in the form of a young, 
illiterate fisherman, Fokir. Although they have no language between them, Piya and
Fokir are powerfully drawn to each other, sharing an uncanny instinct for the ways of
the sea. Piya engages Fokir to help with her research and finds a translator in Kanai
Dutt, a businessman from Delhi whose idealistic aunt and uncle are longtime settlers
in the Sundarbans. As the three of them launch into the elaborate backwaters, they
are drawn unawares into the hidden undercurrents of this isolated world, where 
political turmoil exacts a personal toll that is every bit as powerful as the ravaging 
tide. Already an international success, The Hungry Tide is a prophetic novel of 
remarkable insight, beauty, and humanity.

Amitav Ghosh was born in Calcutta and grew up in East Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Iran, 
and India. He was educated at Delhi University and at Oxford, from which he 
received a doctorate in social anthropology. He now teaches at Delhi University. 
THE CIRCLE OF REASON, which took him three years to write, is his first novel.
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Gianopoulos, Panio. How to Get into Our House and Where We Keep the Money. 
Lebanon. 2017. Four Way. 2nd Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781945588020. 
236 pages. paperback. Inventory # 41835. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Within these stories, there are unusual love triangles and
stirring family clashes. From overwhelmed single dads to free-diving housewives to 
infatuated martial artists, the characters in Gianopoulos's debut collection How to 
Get into Our House and Where We Keep the Money find themselves tripping, 
sometimes painfully, sometimes hilariously, toward self-revelation. Here is life in all 
of its clumsiness, humor, and unexpected beauty.

panio gianopoulos is the author of the novella A Familiar Beast. His writing has 
appeared widely and he is the recipient of a New York Foundation for the Arts 
Fellowship for nonfiction literature.
He lives in New York.
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Gibbs, Jewelle Taylor. Race and Justice: Rodney King and O.J. Simpson in a House
Divided. San Francisco. 1996. Jossey-Bass. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0787902640. Foreword by Cornel West. 348 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Sackett Design Associate. Inventory # 22780. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this thought-provoking book, psychologist and scholar
Jewelle Taylor Gibbs puts the Rodney King and O. J. Simpson trials under the 
microscope to show that the issue of race was at the very heart of both of these 
emotionally charged cases. And, she observes, given the racial and ethnic 
composition of the members of the two juries, their verdicts were all but predictable 
in view of their different experiences with the police.Race and Justice reviews the 
turbulent events of the two so-called trials of the century and examines them from a
social and political framework of race relations and police misconduct. The author 
points out that King and Simpson, two apparently dissimilar men, came from 
remarkably similar backgrounds. And she shows how their trials have linked them 
forever as symbols of the different worlds inhabited by blacks and whites in America.
Gibbs's compelling analysis of the issues that permeated these trials will challenge 
even the most cynical observer to rethink any previously held assumptions about 
race and the criminal justice system.

Jewelle Taylor Gibbs is professor emerita at the School of Social Welfare as well as
a clinical psychologist and noted writer. She is the author of Preserving Privilege: 
California Politics, Propositions, and People of Color (2001), and her research 
interests include adolescent psychosocial problems, minority mental health, juvenile
justice issues, biracial and bicultural identity issues, and urban social policy. After 
graduating from Berkeley Social Welfare's MSW program in 1970, Dr. Taylor Gibbs
served as a clinical social worker at Stanford University before returning to Berkeley
to earn her PhD in psychology. She first started teaching at the School in 1979, 
eventually becoming the Zellerbach Family Fund Professor of Social Policy, 
Community Change and Practice, making her the first African American professor 
appointed to an endowed chair in the University of California system.
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Gibney, Mark. Watching Human Rights: The 101 Best Films. Boulder and London. 
2013. Paradigm Publishers. 1st Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9781612051413. New in Paperback. Media & Power Series. 6 x 9. 230 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 41302. $28.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Mark Gibney has not only collected 101 films that 
challenge us to empathize and mobilize, he has woven their plots into the larger 
story of the human rights movement, showing how each illustrates a part of the 
struggle for human dignity.’ —Reed Brody, Human Rights Watch. ‘Whether you are
a film buff, a human rights scholar, or a casual observer of humanity, you will want to
absorb this beautiful book. It is approachable and engaging while also frank and 
unblinking. Like the films in this book, Gibney succeeds in the crucial role of putting
human faces on human rights.’ —Niklaus Steiner, Director, Center for Global 
Initiatives, University of North Carolina–Chapel Hill. This book brings human rights 
issues to life by analyzing more than 100 of the finest films on the subject ever made
—including documentaries, feature films, animations, and even cartoons. More than
any other medium, film gives us insight into and understanding of the human 
experience. Films dealing specifically with human rights violations engage emotion 
and engender empathy for people, places, and situations that few of us will ever 
directly encounter. This book covers a wide range of challenges to human rights and
shows us why protecting and defending them matters so much. Key features of the 
text: Covers more than 100 beloved and lesser-known films; Focuses on human 
rights abuses and inspirations; Savvy author reviews films for Human Rights 
Quarterly and has won awards for scholarship and teaching on human rights; 
Includes photos from feature and documentary films keyed to human rights 
principles; Links to Universal Declaration of Human Rights on the website; Author 
website and social media, special offers.

Mark Gibney (born December 14, 1952) is the Carol G. Belk Distinguished Professor
in Humanities at the University of North Carolina–Asheville. He has authored 
numerous books and is an award-winning scholar of human rights.
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Gibson, Ian. Federico Garcia Lorca: A Life. New York. 1989. Pantheon. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394509641. 553 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket photograph by Rogelio Robles Saavedra, courtesy of José Choin Castro. 
Jacket design by Gail Anderson. Inventory # 12982. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Federico Garcia Lorca, one of the greatest writers of the 
twentieth century, was executed in Granada by anti-republican rebels at the 
beginning of the Spanish Civil War. He was only thirty-eight. Since his death he has
become the most-translated Spanish in history, surpassing even Cervantes. His 
poems are part of the canon of modern literature, and his plays, including BLOOD 
WEDDING, YERMA, and THE HOUSE OF BERNARDA ALBA, are still widely 
performed today. Yet until now, largely because of the political climate in Franco’s 
Spain, his own dramatic story has never been fully told. Ian Gibson’s masterly 
biography shows us that Lorca’s life was every bit as remarkable as his work. In 
addition to his other gifts, he was an excellent pianist, a gifted artist, a fine actor, and
an acclaimed lecturer. Enormously charismatic, he became a celebrity in his later 
years, and had a large and varied circle of friends. Among those he knew well were
Salvador Dali, Luis Bunuel, and Pablo Neruda, as well as renowned actors, 
matadors, and musicians. His travels, which included stays In New York, Cuba, and
Argentina, helped to spread his fame. His out-spokenness, and his work with a 
republican theater troupe, made him a political symbol - and a target. Beneath his 
dazzling exterior, however, lay hidden sorrows. Throughout his life, Lorca was 
plagued by depressions. A homosexual in a highly intolerant society, he endured 
several unhappy loves, including a deep passion for his friend Dali. Twenty years in 
the making, Ian Gibson’s biography was written with the full cooperation of the Lorca
family and draws on much hitherto unavailable material, including letters, 
manuscripts, and literally hundreds of interviews. It is and should remain the life of 
the poet.

Ian Gibson is the world’s preeminent expert on Garcia Lorca. Born in Dublin in 1939,
he attened Trinity College in Dublin and went on to become a lecturer in Spanish at 
the Queen’s University, Belfast, and then Reader in Modern Spanish Literature at 
London University.
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Gibson, Ian. The Death of Lorca. Chicago. 1973. J. Philip O’Hara. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Worn and Tape-Repaired Dustjacket. 0879553065. A Howard
Greenfield book. 217 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 16814. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Frederico Garcia Lorca, one of the outstanding poets and
dramatists of this century, was murdered at the age of thirty-eight by Nationalist 
rebels in his native Granada on the outbreak of the Spanish Civil War in 1936. Since
then the Franco regime has sought consistently to prevent the world from knowing 
how Lorca died. A tissue of lies and misrepresentations has been woven around 
both the great poet’s death and those of the thousands of other Republican 
supporters executed in Granada. Ian Gibson, who has spent many years 
researching the subject, marvelously evokes the background of the repression and, 
in a carefully documented study, describes the reign of terror that caused the deaths
of so many Spaniards. It is a story that has never fully been told before. His account
of Lorca’s arrest and death is the result of a meticulous investigation and tracking 
down of many people concerned in the events surrounding the poet’s last days, 
many of whom were directly implicated in the Granada killings. In this important 
book, Ian Gibson establishes conclusively how Lorca died. It is no wonder that this 
book was banned for many years in Spain.

Ian Gibson was born in Dublin in 1939, and attended Newtown School, Waterford, 
run by the Quakers. He studied Spanish and French at Trinity College, Dublin, 
graduating in 1961 with honors. From 1962 to 196S he was Lecturer in Spanish at 
the Queen’s University of Belfast, and after that a Lecturer in Spanish at London 
University. He was awarded the International Press Prize at the Nice Book Festival 
in 1972 for this book. He has contributed articles to several scholarly journals. This 
is his first book.
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Gibson, Miles. Dancing With Mermaids. New York. 1986. Dutton. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0525244441. 196 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
painting by Hilary Gibson. Jacket design by Mark O'Connor. Inventory # 25276. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the little, normal-seeming town of Rams Horn, once 
famous for its healing mud and its fine fossil bed, wreathed in legends and close to 
the poisonous swamps that mark the mouth of the River Sheep, things are decidedly
abnormal: a seer who has waited years for her drowned husband to appear is 
suddenly besieged by her own demons; an African sailor arrives from the sea to 
ravage and plunder the widow and her daughter who have (unwittingly?)sheltered 
him; a group of small boys plot kidnapping and sexual violation; a doctor, unhinged 
by his desire for the voluptuous seer, turns to a medicine older than his own for a 
cure. There is lust, madness, a disappearance - we might be on the edge of tragedy
or chaos. But because of the uncanny skill and vision of the author, we have instead
a fabulous brew of mystery, sex and fairy-tale enchantment that leaves the reader 
smiling, uplifted, overjoyed: indeed, dancing with mermaids. Miles Gibson has 
worked a miracle of style and craft. DANCING WITH MERMAIDS is a book of 
dreams - dreams great writers sometimes get on midsummer nights.

Miles Gibson (born 1947) is a reclusive English novelist, poet and artist. Gibson was
born in a squatters camp at an abandoned World War II airbase - RAF Holmsley 
South in the New Forest and raised in Mudeford, Dorset. He was educated at 
Sandhills Infant School, Somerford Junior School and Somerford Secondary 
Modern. Upon leaving school he migrated to London and worked in advertising as a
copywriter at J. Walter Thompson after winning a place in their ten most ingenious 
undergraduate writers in Britain today competition, despite lacking the primary 
qualification of a university education. He later flirted with Fleet Street as a regular 
contributor to the Daily Telegraph Magazine under the brilliant editorship of John 
Anstey. He was the Telegraph's runner-up Young Writer of the Year, in 1969. 
Gibson’s darkly satirical writing has been described as both 'magic realism' and 
'absurdist fiction.'
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Gibson, Miles. Dancing With Mermaids. New York. 1986. Dutton. Advance 
Uncorrected Proofs. Very Good in Wrappers. 0525244441. 196 pages. paperback. 
Jacket painting by Hilary Gibson. Jacket design by Robin Rout. Inventory # 3665. 
$10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the little, normal-seeming town of Rams Horn, once 
famous for its healing mud and its fine fossil bed, wreathed in legends and close to 
the poisonous swamps that mark the mouth of the River Sheep, things are decidedly
abnormal: a seer who has waited years for her drowned husband to appear is 
suddenly besieged by her own demons; an African sailor arrives from the sea to 
ravage and plunder the widow and her daughter who have (unwittingly?)sheltered 
him; a group of small boys plot kidnapping and sexual violation; a doctor, unhinged 
by his desire for the voluptuous seer, turns to a medicine older than his own for a 
cure. There is lust, madness, a disappearance - we might be on the edge of tragedy
or chaos. But because of the uncanny skill and vision of the author, we have instead
a fabulous brew of mystery, sex and fairy-tale enchantment that leaves the reader 
smiling, uplifted, overjoyed: indeed, dancing with mermaids. Miles Gibson has 
worked a miracle of style and craft. DANCING WITH MERMAIDS is a book of 
dreams - dreams great writers sometimes get on midsummer nights.

Miles Gibson (born 1947) is a reclusive English novelist, poet and artist. Gibson was
born in a squatters camp at an abandoned World War II airbase - RAF Holmsley 
South in the New Forest and raised in Mudeford, Dorset. He was educated at 
Sandhills Infant School, Somerford Junior School and Somerford Secondary 
Modern. Upon leaving school he migrated to London and worked in advertising as a
copywriter at J. Walter Thompson after winning a place in their ten most ingenious 
undergraduate writers in Britain today competition, despite lacking the primary 
qualification of a university education. He later flirted with Fleet Street as a regular 
contributor to the Daily Telegraph Magazine under the brilliant editorship of John 
Anstey. He was the Telegraph's runner-up Young Writer of the Year, in 1969. 
Gibson’s darkly satirical writing has been described as both 'magic realism' and 
'absurdist fiction.'
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Gibson, Miles. Hotel Plenti. New York. 1988. Harper & Row. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0060390867. 264 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by
Becky Heavner. Jacket design by Julie Metz. Inventory # 10404. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the fragrant, steamy kitchen of the Hercules Cafe in a
seedy London district Gilbert Firestone, loving and faithful family-man to his 
common-law wife, Olive, and foundling son, Frank, cooks up simple stews and 
elaborate dreams. He yearns to travel the world and capture the adventure-paradise
he and his soul mate, Sam Pilchard, sought during their salad days, wandering the
world, saucepans in hand. When Olive dies, drowned in a pan of meat soup, he 
seizes the chance to make his dream come true. With Frank and the cafe's sexy 
punk waitress, Veronica, in tow, Gilbert heads for remote Bilharzia in West Africa to 
join Sam at his jungle hotel. What he finds there is a world far more dangerous and 
corrupt than the one he imagines he left behind - a dizzying quagmire of madness 
and decay. Sensuous, outrageously funny and wildly inventive, HOTEL PLENTI is 
an entertainment of the highest order - one that elicits whoops and belly laughs 
while delivering a deceptively poignant and penetrating fable of the universal quest 
for more. The New Yorker called Gibson's DANCING WITH MERMAIDS ‘a wild, 
poetic exhalation that sparkles and hoots and flies.'

Miles Gibson (born 1947) is a reclusive English novelist, poet and artist. Gibson was
born in a squatters camp at an abandoned World War II airbase - RAF Holmsley 
South in the New Forest and raised in Mudeford, Dorset. He was educated at 
Sandhills Infant School, Somerford Junior School and Somerford Secondary 
Modern. Upon leaving school he migrated to London and worked in advertising as a
copywriter at J. Walter Thompson after winning a place in their ten most ingenious 
undergraduate writers in Britain today competition, despite lacking the primary 
qualification of a university education. He later flirted with Fleet Street as a regular 
contributor to the Daily Telegraph Magazine under the brilliant editorship of John 
Anstey. He was the Telegraph's runner-up Young Writer of the Year, in 1969. 
Gibson’s darkly satirical writing has been described as both 'magic realism' and 
'absurdist fiction.'
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Gibson, Miles. The Sandman. New York. 1984. St Martin's Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312699123. 1st Novel. 179 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket illustration by Ian Pollock. Inventory # 4602. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘My name is William Mackerel Burton. I have killed 
eighteen men and women. It has been my life’s work. ‘ In his journal, his book of the
dead, an ordinary young man with an extraordinary secret life sets down the record
of his murderous career. Growing up in a private hotel in a small seaside town, 
Mackerel Burton has no idea he is destined to become a monster. A lonely child, he
amuses himself at home by perfecting his conjuring. But then he discovers the 
greatest disappearing trick of all – murder - and life takes on a new magic. Mackerel
packs up and sets off for London and the killing ground. From the first acts of 
butchery in a Kilburn basement he moves out into the streets to murder swiftly, 
efficiently and at random - housewives, businessmen, spinsters, prostitutes - until he
is addicted and the blood he sheds so expertly and ruthlessly has become a drug. 
He is beyond help and beyond capture. He is the Sandman. Miles Gibson, a gifted 
and original young writer, takes the reader into the mind of a man obsessed with the
terror and beauty of death. We inhabit his dark world, dream his nightmares and 
share his fears. Writing with elegance and remarkable imaginative insight, he has 
created a vivid and extraordinarily powerful first novel. MILES GIBSON was born in 
the New Forest in 1947. He was educated at Sandhills Primary School (where he 
learned to cut things out with plastic scissors) and Somerford Secondary Modern 
(where he lost a curious number of sneakers). Two collections of his poetry have 
been published and he writes, sometimes, for the Telegraph Sunday Magazine. He 
lives alone in London.

Miles Gibson (born 1947) is a reclusive English novelist, poet and artist. Gibson was
born in a squatters camp at an abandoned World War II airbase - RAF Holmsley 
South in the New Forest and raised in Mudeford, Dorset. He was educated at 
Sandhills Infant School, Somerford Junior School and Somerford Secondary 
Modern. Upon leaving school he migrated to London and worked in advertising as a
copywriter at J. Walter Thompson after winning a place in their ten most ingenious 
undergraduate writers in Britain today competition, despite lacking the primary 
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Gibson, Miles. The Sandman. New York. 1984. St Martin's Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0312699123. 1st Novel. 179 pages.
hardcover. Jacket illustration by Ian Pollock. Inventory # 10751. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘My name is William Mackerel Burton. I have killed 
eighteen men and women. It has been my life’s work. ‘ In his journal, his book of the
dead, an ordinary young man with an extraordinary secret life sets down the record
of his murderous career. Growing up in a private hotel in a small seaside town, 
Mackerel Burton has no idea he is destined to become a monster. A lonely child, he
amuses himself at home by perfecting his conjuring. But then he discovers the 
greatest disappearing trick of all – murder - and life takes on a new magic. Mackerel
packs up and sets off for London and the killing ground. From the first acts of 
butchery in a Kilburn basement he moves out into the streets to murder swiftly, 
efficiently and at random - housewives, businessmen, spinsters, prostitutes - until he
is addicted and the blood he sheds so expertly and ruthlessly has become a drug. 
He is beyond help and beyond capture. He is the Sandman. Miles Gibson, a gifted 
and original young writer, takes the reader into the mind of a man obsessed with the
terror and beauty of death. We inhabit his dark world, dream his nightmares and 
share his fears. Writing with elegance and remarkable imaginative insight, he has 
created a vivid and extraordinarily powerful first novel. MILES GIBSON was born in 
the New Forest in 1947. He was educated at Sandhills Primary School (where he 
learned to cut things out with plastic scissors) and Somerford Secondary Modern 
(where he lost a curious number of sneakers). Two collections of his poetry have 
been published and he writes, sometimes, for the Telegraph Sunday Magazine. He 
lives alone in London.

Miles Gibson (born 1947) is a reclusive English novelist, poet and artist. Gibson was
born in a squatters camp at an abandoned World War II airbase - RAF Holmsley 
South in the New Forest and raised in Mudeford, Dorset. He was educated at 
Sandhills Infant School, Somerford Junior School and Somerford Secondary 
Modern. Upon leaving school he migrated to London and worked in advertising as a
copywriter at J. Walter Thompson after winning a place in their ten most ingenious 
undergraduate writers in Britain today competition, despite lacking the primary 
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Gibson, William. All Tomorrow's Parties. New York. 1999. Putnam. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0399145796. 278 pages. hardcover. Jacket art & 
design by Honi Werner. Inventory # 27215. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Living a down-and-out existence in Tokyo, Colin Laney is
determined to make his way back to the United States and to San Francisco, where,
thanks to his special sensitivities about people and events, he believes a pivotal 
moment in human history will take place sometime in the future.

William Ford Gibson (born March 17, 1948) is an American-Canadian speculative 
fiction writer and essayist widely credited with pioneering the science fiction 
subgenre known as cyberpunk. Beginning his writing career in the late 1970s, his 
early works were noir, near-future stories that explored the effects of technology, 
cybernetics, and computer networks on humans—a "combination of lowlife and high
tech" —and helped to create an iconography for the information age before the 
ubiquity of the Internet in the 1990s. Gibson notably coined the term "cyberspace" in
his short story "Burning Chrome" (1982) and later popularized the concept in his 
acclaimed debut novel Neuromancer (1984).
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Gide, Andre. The Counterfeiters With Journal of the Counterfeiters. New York. 1957.
Knopf. Reprinted Edition. Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front, Otherwise Very
Good. No Dustjacket. Translated from the French by Dorothy Bussy & Justin 
O'Brien. 432 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 21134. $6.25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In THE COUNTERFEITERS A young artist pursues a 
search for knowledge through the treatment of homosexuality and the collapse of 
morality in middle class France.

André Paul Guillaume Gide (22 November 1869 – 19 February 1951) was a French
author and winner of the Nobel Prize in literature in 1947. Gide's career ranged from
its beginnings in the symbolist movement, to the advent of anticolonialism between 
the two World Wars. Known for his fiction as well as his autobiographical works, 
Gide exposes to public view the conflict and eventual reconciliation between the two
sides of his personality, split apart by a strait-laced education and a narrow social 
moralism. Gide's work can be seen as an investigation of freedom and 
empowerment in the face of moralistic and puritanical constraints, and gravitates 
around his continuous effort to achieve intellectual honesty. His self-exploratory 
texts reflect his search of how to be fully oneself, even to the point of owning one's 
sexual nature, without at the same time betraying one's values. His political activity 
is informed by the same ethos, as suggested by his repudiation of communism after
his 1936 voyage to the USSR.
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Gifford, Barry. American Falls: The Collected Short Stories. New York. 2002. Seven
Stories Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 158322470x. 251 
pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket art - detail from an original painting
by Michael Neff. Inventory # 31764. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - AMERICAN FALLS is the first major collection of short 
stories from Barry Gifford, master chronicler of the dark and restless American 
psyche. These stories range widely in style and period, from the 1950s to the 
present, from absurdist exercises to romantic tales, from stories about childhood 
innocence to novellas of murder and revenge. In the title story set in Idaho in the 
‘60s, a Japanese-American motel operator harbors a black man wanted for murder. 
‘The Big Love of Cherry Layne’ describes a love affair between a ten-year-old and 
his eighteen-year-old babysitter. In ‘Room 584, The Starr Hotel,’ a man rants his 
outrage at an amorous couple in the room next door. ‘The Unspoken’ recounts the 
confessions of a man without a mouth. In ‘A Fair Price,’ a television celebrity must 
pay a ransom for the return of his stolen car. In this collection’s longest fiction, a 
novella called ‘The Lonely and the Lost,’ a small town’s talented and colorful 
inhabitants solve their problems as best they can until it comes time for the devil to 
reap what they have sown. And in ‘The Winner,’ a young boy’s embarrassment over
winning too many prizes at another boy’s birthday pulls him out of his childhood into
the adult world. Dark and light intermix in masterful chiaroscuro. No simple endings,
only happy beginnings.

Barry Gifford (born October 18, 1946) is an American author, poet, and screenwriter
known for his distinctive mix of American landscapes and film noir- and Beat 
Generation-influenced literary madness. Gifford is best known for his series of 
novels about Sailor and Lula, two sex-driven, star-crossed protagonists on the road.
The first of the series, Wild at Heart, was adapted by director David Lynch for the 
1990 film of the same title. Gifford went on to write the screenplay for Lost Highway
with Lynch. Perdita Durango was adapted into film by Alex de la Iglesia. Gifford also
writes non-fiction
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Gifford, Barry. Arise and Walk. New York. 1994. Hyperion. 1st Printing. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 0786860138. 157 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Pierre et 
Gilles. Inventory # 22688. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From the acclaimed author of NIGHT PEOPLE and 
WILD AT HEART comes a stark, eccentric, and wholly original plunge into the dark
and grimy world of just revenge. Set in New Orleans at the turn of the twenty-first 
century, Arise and Walk continues the chronicle of American madness begun in 
NIGHT PEOPLE. Tracking the lives of individuals intent on making a profound 
difference in the world before they are willingly or forcibly removed from it, Barry 
Gifford strips away the veneer of civility character by character only to leave the 
disturbing echo - is even vengeance enough? ‘Hear me ungrateful ones. Hear the 
black wings as they beat above, above and beyond. Behold, he shall come up as 
clouds and his chariots shall be as a whirlwind: his horses are swifter than eagles. 
Woe unto us! for we are spoiled. wash thine heart from wickedness, that thou 
mayest be saved.’ The prophetess, ‘La Preciosa,’ wails to her harkening audience 
from the other side of a nineteen-inch screen, while the Reverend Cleon Tone, 
formerly pastor of the Church of the Fresh Start in Daytime, Arkansas, is reduced to
a street ministry on the corner of Burgundy and Orleans in the French Quarter. 
Suspended from his neck by a piece of string is a hand-lettered cardboard sign that 
reads HAND YURSEF A FRESH START BY LEND A MAN A HAND. ‘The Lord’ll 
love you harder,’ he consoles, whenever a passerby drops a coin into his hat. 
Denying even the power of Christian charity in Arise and Walk, Gifford abandons the
world to an army of moral equalizers.

Barry Gifford (born October 18, 1946) is an American author, poet, and screenwriter
known for his distinctive mix of American landscapes and film noir- and Beat 
Generation-influenced literary madness. Gifford is best known for his series of 
novels about Sailor and Lula, two sex-driven, star-crossed protagonists on the road.
The first of the series, Wild at Heart, was adapted by director David Lynch for the 
1990 film of the same title. Gifford went on to write the screenplay for Lost Highway
with Lynch. Perdita Durango was adapted into film by Alex de la Iglesia. Gifford also
writes non-fiction
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Gifford, Barry. Baby Cat-Face. New York. 1995. Harcourt Brace. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0151001839. 175 pages. hardcover. Signed by the
Author. Jacket photo by Wanda Wulz - 'Cat and I', 1932. Inventory # 22743. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Shocked and confused by the violence and craziness of
everyday life, Esquerita Reyna, also known as Baby Cat-Face, is ill-prepared for the
modern world. Living in the shadow world of New Orleans, taking spooky side trips 
to Mississippi and North Carolina, she struggles with the specters of love, 
fundamentalist religion, and extra-terrestrial activity, to name just a few. After being
hijacked with a busful of other passengers and forced to watch a peculiar avant-
garde dance about insects, Baby Cat-Face gives it all up and joins Mother Bizco’s 
Temple of the Few Washed Pure by Her Blood. Her membership is jeopardized, 
though, when a moment of unheavenly forgetfulness entangles her with one Waldo
Orchid, a grossly fat young man who has a weakness for obscure poetry during sex.
The fate of Baby’s unborn child is no more reassuring than hers, and his daughter’s
only inheritance will be the book her mother wrote: Great Women I Have Heard 
About But Never Met.

Barry Gifford (born October 18, 1946) is an American author, poet, and screenwriter
known for his distinctive mix of American landscapes and film noir- and Beat 
Generation-influenced literary madness. Gifford is best known for his series of 
novels about Sailor and Lula, two sex-driven, star-crossed protagonists on the road.
The first of the series, Wild at Heart, was adapted by director David Lynch for the 
1990 film of the same title. Gifford went on to write the screenplay for Lost Highway
with Lynch. Perdita Durango was adapted into film by Alex de la Iglesia. Gifford also
writes non-fiction
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Gifford, Barry. Flaubert at Key West: New & Selected Poems. Lawrence. 1997. First
Intensity Press. 1st American Edition. Remains Of A Price Sticker On Back Cover,
Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. 1889960039. 98 pages. paperback. Cover 
drawing by Lee Chapman. Inventory # 28004. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - [These are] spare, elliptical poems, formally ‘open’ and 
underpunctuated but readily comprehensible. At his best [Gifford] recalls William 
Carlos Williams: particular, lyrical but laconic, compassionate but unsentimental. -
Publishers Weekly. Gifford never fails to surprise. These poems are like Zen 
dominoes: no matter how shuffled, they always seem to come out right. -Booklist.

Barry Gifford (born October 18, 1946) is an American author, poet, and screenwriter
known for his distinctive mix of American landscapes and film noir- and Beat 
Generation-influenced literary madness. Gifford is best known for his series of 
novels about Sailor and Lula, two sex-driven, star-crossed protagonists on the road.
The first of the series, Wild at Heart, was adapted by director David Lynch for the 
1990 film of the same title. Gifford went on to write the screenplay for Lost Highway
with Lynch. Perdita Durango was adapted into film by Alex de la Iglesia. Gifford also
writes non-fiction
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Gifford, Barry. Hot Rod. San Francisco. 1997. Chronicle Books. 1st Edition. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 0811815935. Photos by David Perry. 144 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 24578. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With the grace and style of a souped-up Seville -- and 
published to coincide with the annual race extravaganza at the Bonneville Salt Flats
in Utah -- Hot Rod captures the American obsession with speed, thrills, and cars in 
this unparalleled collection of photographs. From the chop shops of East Bakersfield
to the drag strips and deserts of California and Utah, David Perry's photographs 
expose the underbelly of the hot rod obsession. Greasers, gearheads, dragstrip 
beatniks, rockabilly queens, and hopped-up machines of all kinds are featured in this
evocative tribute. Barry Gifford, best-selling author of Wild at Heart, adds an original
novelette about Danny and his paramour, Yolanda, in a tale of Airstreams and Lucky
Strikes that captures perfectly the rebellious spirit of the images.

Barry Gifford (born October 18, 1946) is an American author, poet, and screenwriter
known for his distinctive mix of American landscapes and film noir- and Beat 
Generation-influenced literary madness. Gifford is best known for his series of 
novels about Sailor and Lula, two sex-driven, star-crossed protagonists on the road.
The first of the series, Wild at Heart, was adapted by director David Lynch for the 
1990 film of the same title. Gifford went on to write the screenplay for Lost Highway
with Lynch. Perdita Durango was adapted into film by Alex de la Iglesia. Gifford also
writes non-fiction
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Gifford, Barry. Night People. New York. 1992. Grove Press. 1st Printing. Very Good 
in Dustjacket. 0802115381. 191 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by iT. Inventory #
23277. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Gifford (WILD AT HEART) never shies away from 
confrontational fiction even when it strains credulity. Yet these four well-wrought, 
linked novellas, all dealing with struggle and violence-particularly violence toward 
women-and all set in dark corners of the South, all have the stamp of truth. Big Betty
Stalcup and Miss Cutie Early, two lesbian ex-convicts, preach the gospel of Miss 
Jesus our Holy Mother as they search for one redeemable man-and leave in their 
wake the severed heads of the irredeemable. Beatifica Brown, a devout abortionist, 
is visited by the spirit of abolitionist John Brown, who counsels her to adopt his 
methods in fighting the anti-abortion zealots of Louisiana. Dallas and Dilys Salt, 
brother and sister rival evangelists and the parents of a 14-year-old with Down’s 
syndrome, preach their respectively pro-life and pro-choice messages from the 
pulpits of the Church on the One Hand and the Church on the Other Hand. 
Fourteen-year-old Marble Lesson, who survives a bus wreck and an attempted rape,
defines her philosophy in letters to Jesus. Gifford delights in improbable names: this
volume is filled with characters known as the brothers Mano and Boca Demente, 
and places dubbed Egypt City, Fla., and Checkerboard Chucky’s Change of Heart 
Bar. He writes with clarity and great economy, imbuing these weird and unsavory 
vignettes with an engaging lyricism. And the ever-present black humor buoys the 
narrative without trivializing either the characters or their plights. - publishers weekly.

Barry Gifford (born October 18, 1946) is an American author, poet, and screenwriter
known for his distinctive mix of American landscapes and film noir- and Beat 
Generation-influenced literary madness. Gifford is best known for his series of 
novels about Sailor and Lula, two sex-driven, star-crossed protagonists on the road.
The first of the series, Wild at Heart, was adapted by director David Lynch for the 
1990 film of the same title. Gifford went on to write the screenplay for Lost Highway
with Lynch. Perdita Durango was adapted into film by Alex de la Iglesia. Gifford also
writes non-fiction
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Gifford, Barry. Port Tropique. Berkeley. 1986. Black Lizard Books. 1st of this Edition.
Very Good in Wrappers. 0887390129. Introduction by Ed Gorman. 160 pages. 
paperback. Cover art by Kirwan. Inventory # 27078. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Revolution is simmering in the heat of battered Central 
American town Port Tropique, where protagonist Franz Hall is an 'intellectual 
Meursault in a paranoid Hemingway landscape, a self-conscious Conradian 
adventurer, a Lord Jim in the earliest stages of selfwilled failure' (New York Times).
The ineffectual hero spends his days drinking and observing people in the zócalo, 
and occasional nights involved in an ivory-smuggling operation threatened by 
impending government siege. Always persistent are memories of Marie and what 
was lost. In this sinuous narrative of dislocation and remorse, Barry Gifford details 
Franz's mundanity and the bizarre cast of characters swirling around him.

Barry Gifford (born October 18, 1946) is an American author, poet, and screenwriter
known for his distinctive mix of American landscapes and film noir- and Beat 
Generation-influenced literary madness. Gifford is best known for his series of 
novels about Sailor and Lula, two sex-driven, star-crossed protagonists on the road.
The first of the series, Wild at Heart, was adapted by director David Lynch for the 
1990 film of the same title. Gifford went on to write the screenplay for Lost Highway
with Lynch. Perdita Durango was adapted into film by Alex de la Iglesia. Gifford also
writes non-fiction
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Gifford, Barry. Sailor's Holiday: The Wild Life of Sailor & Lula. New York. 1991. 
Random House. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.Remainder Mark. 
0679401490. 345 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by George Corsillo. Inventory # 
23068. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With considerable, if uneven, success, the four novellas 
in this volume trace the intersecting paths of characters met in Gifford’s WILD AT 
HEART. In the best and longest, ‘59 and Raining: The Story of Perdita Durango,’ 
Gifford adapts real-life incidents to his fictional purpose as his ‘weird and dangerous’
heroine with ‘8-ball black eyes’ and a Caribbean-born, drug-dealing santeria priest 
whose rituals require human sacrifice team up to kidnap two American teenagers in
Mexico and take them along on a crime spree in Texas and California. This story 
leads back to Louisiana and Lula’s mother, Marietta Fortune, who announces, 
‘There’s a Devil and he don’t never quit,’ the lietmotif of these violence-ridden tales.
Amid the usually abortive and often fatal activities of crime lords and small-time 
losers, Sailor and Lula Ripley prosper in both love and fortune, in the final story 
proud of their 30-year-old son, Pace, who’s been in trouble and out, now leading 
trekking expeditions in Nepal. Gifford’s sharp characterization, of people with names
like Coot Veal, Dalceda Delahoussaye, the Rev. Goodin Plenty, is generally well 
served by on-pitch dialogue, though Sailor and Lula, in their 50s still sounding like 
adolescent runaways, provide an unconvincing center for the wild careenings 
elsewhere on stage. This volume is part of the publisher’s Literary Landscape 
series, promoting works of fiction that claim to bring a particular setting vividly to life.
- PUBLISHERS WEEKLY.

Barry Gifford (born October 18, 1946) is an American author, poet, and screenwriter
known for his distinctive mix of American landscapes and film noir- and Beat 
Generation-influenced literary madness. Gifford is best known for his series of 
novels about Sailor and Lula, two sex-driven, star-crossed protagonists on the road.
The first of the series, Wild at Heart, was adapted by director David Lynch for the 
1990 film of the same title. Gifford went on to write the screenplay for Lost Highway
with Lynch. Perdita Durango was adapted into film by Alex de la Iglesia. Gifford also
writes non-fiction
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Gifford, Barry. The Phantom Father: A Memoir. New York. 1997. Harcourt Brace. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0151002509. 258 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Vaughn Andrews. Inventory # 23686. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Rudy Winston, the father of novelist and poet Gifford 
(WILD AT HEART), was a Chicago liquor-store owner with a criminal record. He’s 
remembered by his son in this collection of autobiographical fragmentsor, to be 
more accurate, his absence is remembered. More often than not, Rudy, who 
divorced Gifford’s mother when his son was eight, fails to appear. A typical anecdote
describes the time he didn’t show up to see Gifford win a bowling trophy. Other 
anecdotes include memories of baseball; summer camp (the embarrassment of bed-
wetting); school (Gifford being publicly accused of smoking by an irate janitor); the 
author’s grandfather; time spent fishing in Florida with a favorite uncle; a Chicago 
amusement park; death (a neighborhood butcher hangs himself; a Bears football 
fancarrying two large beersdrops dead at a game). Rudy himself died when his son
was 12, a year after Gifford’s mother married for the third time, and his memory 
becomes a stronger reality than his presence was: as the man who brought Gifford 
comic books when he was sick, who made it into the newspapers by knocking a guy
through a plate-glass window. After his father’s death, Gifford goes to live in Florida
with his mother’s brother. Ultimately, it’s recollections of Chicago and the people he
knew there that give this free-form but affecting memoir its contours. The concluding
section ‘My Mother’s Story,’ told in the first person from her point of viewis at odds 
both stylistically and thematically with everything that comes before. - PUBLISHERS
WEEKLY.

Barry Gifford (born October 18, 1946) is an American author, poet, and screenwriter
known for his distinctive mix of American landscapes and film noir- and Beat 
Generation-influenced literary madness. Gifford is best known for his series of 
novels about Sailor and Lula, two sex-driven, star-crossed protagonists on the road.
The first of the series, Wild at Heart, was adapted by director David Lynch for the 
1990 film of the same title. Gifford went on to write the screenplay for Lost Highway
with Lynch. Perdita Durango was adapted into film by Alex de la Iglesia. Gifford also
writes non-fiction
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Gifford, Barry. Wild at Heart: The Story of Sailor & Lula. New York. 1990. Grove 
Weidenfeld. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0802111815. 159 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Marc Cohen. Inventory # 14522. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The heroes of Barry Gifford’s world are Sailor and Lula, 
unconditional lovers whose dreams and adventures were David Lynch’s inspiration 
for the award-winning movie version of this novel.

Barry Gifford (born October 18, 1946) is an American author, poet, and screenwriter
known for his distinctive mix of American landscapes and film noir- and Beat 
Generation-influenced literary madness. Gifford is best known for his series of 
novels about Sailor and Lula, two sex-driven, star-crossed protagonists on the road.
The first of the series, Wild at Heart, was adapted by director David Lynch for the 
1990 film of the same title. Gifford went on to write the screenplay for Lost Highway
with Lynch. Perdita Durango was adapted into film by Alex de la Iglesia. Gifford also
writes non-fiction
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Gifford, Don. The Farther Shore: A Natural History of Perception, 1798-1984. New 
York. 1990. Atlantic Monthly Press. 2nd Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0871133350. 257 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Julie Duquet. Inventory # 
36843. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Gifford’s central theme is that our five senses act as a 
creative filter, selectively shaping our world even as external reality molds the 
senses. His time-frame extends from the publication in 1798 of Wordsworth and 
Coleridge’s Lyrical Ballads to 1984 , the anti-utopia of George Orwell’s novel. How 
the telephone creates the illusion of private, intimate conversation; how the 
spreading megalopolis negates a sense of place; the mass carnage of our century—
these are some of the precepts with which he wrestles. Author of two books on 
James Joyce, Gifford, a professor at Williams College, takes an associative 
approach to his topic, touching on dozens of subjects—advertising, electronic 
eavesdropping, Thoreau, Swift, photography, celebrity, etc.—yet making worthwhile
observations on each. Humane and highly perceptive, this delightful essay redefines
the way we look at the world. – PUBLISHERS WEEKLY.

Don Gifford (1919-2000) was Professor of English and American Studies at Williams
College and author of Joyce Annotated: Notes for Dubliners and A Portrait of the 
Artist as a Young Man and The Farther Shore: A Natural History of Perception.
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Gilb, Dagoberto. The Magic of Blood. Albuquerque. 1993. University Of New Mexico
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0826314368. 289 pages. 
hardcover. Cover illustration by Luis Jimenez. Inventory # 21192. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Dagoberto Gilb is a powerful and important new talent in
American fiction. Fresh, funny, relentless, and beautifully crafted, his writing 
possesses that rare Chekhovian ability to perfectly capture the nuances of ordinary 
life and make it resonate with unexpected meaning. The winner of PEN’s Ernest 
Hemingway Foundation Award presents a lovely, heartbreaking, finely crafted 
collection of stories about the poor and working-class in America’s Southwest. ‘As 
unexpectedly beguiling and unforgettable as the arid stretches between their 
settings in El Paso and Los Angeles.’--Library Journal.

Dagoberto Gilb is an acknowledged master of the short story, the winner of the 
PEN/Hemingway Award, and a PEN/Faulkner finalist for his debut collection, The 
Magic of Blood, and was awarded a Guggenheim Fellowship for his fiction writing.
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Gilb, Dagoberto. Woodcuts of Women. New York. 2001. Grove Press. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0802116795. 167 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
28618. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Dagoberto Gilb’s critically acclaimed collection Woodcuts
of Women features ten moving and heartbreaking stories of lust, love, and longing 
among men and women struggling to find their way in the world. Written in Gilb's 
spare, humid language, each of these haunting stories is crafted with a poetic, 
aching beauty. At turns powerful and resonant, hopeful and humorous, Woodcuts of
Women is a tour de force by one of America's foremost Latino writers. 'The sheer 
intensity and bravado of [Gilb's] vision make this collection succeed.' - Jean 
Thompson, The New York Times Book Review. 'Lonely, tough stories - stories that 
force us to confront what's difficult in us, and in the people we love.' - Adrienne 
Miller, Esquire. 'Gilb's stories read like verbal woodcuts deliberately unrefined and 
carefully unadorned, clear in their intent but without undue elaboration. ' - Sean 
Glennon, The Hartford Courant. '. .Gilb writes of the gritty passions of man for 
women, grand delusions and tender mercies. ' - Oscar C. Villalon, San Francisco 
Chronicle.

Dagoberto Gilb is an acknowledged master of the short story, the winner of the 
PEN/Hemingway Award, and a PEN/Faulkner finalist for his debut collection, The 
Magic of Blood, and was awarded a Guggenheim Fellowship for his fiction writing.
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Gilbert, Henry. Robin Hood. Garden City. 1932. Garden City Publishers. Reprinted 
Edition. Very Good.No Dustjacket. Illustrated by Frank Godwin. 331 pages. 
hardcover. Cover art by Frank Godwin. Inventory # 4132. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Recounts the life and adventures of Robin Hood, who, 
with his band of followers, lived as an outlaw in Sherwood Forest dedicated to 
fighting tyranny.

Henry Gilbert was a popular children author, and the paternal grandfather of Molly 
Holden. His books continue to be reprinted as late as 2009, nearly 100 years after 
their original publication. His books are noted for both their historical accuracy and 
their story telling style.
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Gilbey, Ryan. Groundhog Day. London. 2004. British Film Institute. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 1844570320. 96 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
34817. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It is becoming clearer and clearer that Groundhog Day 
(1993), directed by Harold Ramis, is one of the masterpieces of 1990s Hollywood 
cinema. One of the first films to use a science-fiction premise as the basis for 
romantic comedy, it tells the story of a splenetic TV weatherman, Phil Connors (Bill
Murray at his disreputable best), who finds himself repeating indefinitely one drab 
day in the milk-and-cookies town of Punxsutawney, Pennsylvania. At first glance it 
seems like a feel-good parable in the tradition of Frank Capra’s It’s a Wonderful Life
(1943). But on closer inspection it is a deeply ambivalent fable, with strong echoes 
of Samuel Beckett: before he finds redemption Phil must plumb the depths of 
suicidal despair - and even after he has survived this, the film offers no guarantees 
that he will live happily ever after. Ryan Gilbey begins his account of Groundhog 
Day with the long and unlucky gestation of the script by Danny Rubin (who was 
interviewed specially for this book) which formed the basis of the finished film. 
Gilbey celebrates the inspired casting of Murray, alongside Andie MacDowell and 
less well-known actors such as Stephen Tobolowsky (who plays the reptilian 
salesman Ned Ryerson). In a subtle analysis, he goes on to unpick the film’s 
remarkable blend of humour and melancholy, revealing Groundhog Day to be a rare
beast - a mainstream Hollywood comedy which grows richer with each repeat 
viewing.

Ryan Gilbey writes on film for the Independent, the Guardian, and Sight and Sound
and is author of It Don't Worry Me (2004).
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Gilchrist, Ellen. Flights of Angels: Stories. Boston. 1998. Little Brown. 1st Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0316314862. 327 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Michael Ian Kaye. Inventory # 25820. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The opening story in Flights of Angels sets the theme for
this new collection: the intricate and inexorable relationships between power, love, 
and loss. A Mississippi patriarch lies dying as his large family gathers around him. 
Once rich and powerful, he is now reduced to dependency on the very sons who 
ruined his financial empire and on government programs he has always despised. 
His granddaughter, the story’s narrator, her marriage falling apart, starts an affair 
with the attending black hospice worker, ironically fulfilling the old man’s prejudices. 
In the ensuing stories, parents and children, siblings, and lovers tread the 
treacherous paths of love. The reader is treated to tales from familiar Gilchrist 
characters-Rhoda, and Traceleen and Crystal--and is introduced to a gallery of 
sparklingly eccentric new ones. Caught in the snares the heart spins, they all learn 
the cost and pain of love, while reveling in its joy and hilarity. The final story asserts 
the universal need to extend one’s love beyond family and friends and to make 
one’s mark upon the world--to improve it. A group of young men and women sets 
out to expose the dangers of a nearby abandoned nuclear reactor. Their adventures
in righteous enthusiasm teach them more about themselves than about fission. As 
always, Gilchrist’s insights are imbued equally with humor and sorrow. In her world,
where we encounter divorce, avarice, and death, we also find hope and laughter and
the redemption of the human heart. Ellen Gilchrist is the critically acclaimed author 
of ten previous books, including the National Book Award-winning Victory Over 
Japan and, most recently, Starcarbon. Some of the stories in this collection were 
first published in the Atlantic and Story. She lives in Fayetteville, Arkansas.’.

Ellen Gilchrist is an American novelist, short story writer, and poet. She won a 
National Book Award for her 1984 collection of short stories, Victory Over Japan.
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Gilchrist, Ellen. Sarah Conley. Boston. 1997. Little Brown. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0316314773. 259 pages. hardcover. Jacket
design by Michael Ian Kaye. Inventory # 24846. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When Sarah Conley, a celebrated magazine editor and 
writer in New York City, returns home to the South to visit an ailing childhood friend,
she finds herself forced to choose between pursuing her career and rekindling her 
relationship with the man she has long considered the love of her life. In a novel 
widely praised for its energy, passion, and wit, Ellen Gilchrist brings into brilliant 
focus the quandaries that arise when we realize our heart’s desire.

Ellen Gilchrist is an American novelist, short story writer, and poet. She won a 
National Book Award for her 1984 collection of short stories, Victory Over Japan.
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Gildea, Robert. Children of the Revolution: The French, 1799-1914. Cambridge. 
2008. Harvard University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
9780674032095. 540 pages. hardcover. Jacket art - Detail, Alfred Roll, 'The 14th of
July 1880.'. Inventory # 36666. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The dazzling allure of France throughout the nineteenth 
century made it one of the world’s great cultural beacons: in art, technology, 
literature, and science, it renewed itself over and over again. And yet, behind this 
facade, France was a country wracked with anxiety, crushed by a sense of national
decline and, above all, unable to resolve the chaotic legacy of the Revolution. For 
those who lived in the wake of the French Revolution, from the storming of the 
Bastille to Napoleon’s final defeat, its aftermath left a profound wound that no 
subsequent king, emperor, or president could heal. CHILDREN OF THE 
REVOLUTION follows the ensuing generations who repeatedly tried and failed to 
come up with a stable regime after the trauma of 1789. The process encouraged 
fresh and often murderous oppositions between those who were for, and those who
were against, the Revolution’s values. Bearing the scars of their country’s bloody 
struggle, and its legacy of deeply divided loyalties, the French lived the long 
nineteenth century in the shadow of the revolutionary age. Despite the ghosts raised
in this epic tale, Robert Gildea has written a richly engaging and provocative book. 
His is a strikingly unfamiliar France, a country with an often overwhelming gap 
between Paris and the provinces, a country torn apart by fratricidal hatreds and a 
tortured history of feminism, the site of political catastrophes and artistic triumphs, 
and a. country that managed—despite a pervasive awareness of its own fall from 
grace—to fix itself squarely at the heart of modernity. Indeed, Gildea reveals how 
the collective recognition of the great costs of the Revolution galvanized the French 
to achieve consensus in a new republic and to integrate the tumultuous past into 
their sense of national identity. It was in this spirit that France’s young men went to 
the front in World War I with a powerful sense of national confidence and purpose.

ROBERT GILDEA is Professor of Modern History at the University of Oxford, and 
the author of MARIANNE IN CHAINS, the winner of the Wolfson Prize for history.
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Gildemeister, Heidi. Mediterranean Gardening: A Waterwise Approach. Berkeley. 
2002. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers.
0520236475. 208 pages. paperback. Inventory # 36425. $25.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Gardening in harmony with a Mediterranean climate 
means taking advantage of winter rain and allowing the garden to rest over hot 
summers. In this beautifully illustrated, practical handbook, Heidi Gildemeister 
provides both novice and experienced gardeners with a comprehensive guide for 
waterwise gardening, with over one thousand drought-tolerant Mediterranean plants
chosen both for their beauty and for their easygoing ways. Well indexed with 
common and botanical names, Mediterranean Gardening will be indispensable not 
only for gardeners in California, the Mediterranean basin, and Mediterranean climate
areas in South America, Australia, and Africa, but for anyone living in a region that 
experiences drought. Gildemeister explains how drought-tolerant plants that are 
suitably matched with a site and carefully planted and mulched can live on winter 
rain and, once established, do not need additional summer water–as in nature. The
Plant Selection lists over one thousand plants from nearly five hundred genera, 
including their preferred growing conditions, propagation, best use, and 
maintenance. Guidelines in eight steps describe the planning of waterwise gardens,
such as for the establishment of dappled shade to conserve precious soil moisture.
Successful alternatives to the water-intensive lawn offer attractive design ideas. 
Mediterranean Gardening offers a wealth of information: ‘easy’ plants for the 
beginner, new choices for the garden architect, and for botanists the latest findings 
on minimum temperatures plants can endure. An extensive bibliography covering 
drought tolerance and a list of useful addresses make this book as helpful to people
converting to water-, labor-, and ecology-conscious gardening as to those starting 
from scratch.

Heidi Gildemeister converted a maquis-covered western Mediterranean landscape 
into a thriving ten-acre garden and became a pioneer of waterwise gardening in the
Mediterranean region. A gardener of long and varied experience, she has gardened
in Switzerland, the Andes, and on the Peruvian coast. She lectures worldwide and 
has contributed to The Royal Horticultural Society Dictionary of Gardening. She is a
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Giles, Jane. The Crying Game. London. 1997. British Film Institute. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0851705561. 96 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
34818. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Jane Gile's study of The Crying Game traces the origins
of the film in Neil Jordan's early, award-winning books and films. Drawing on 
exclusive interviews with Jordan and producer Stephen Wolley, Giles details the 
film's tense and troubled production history and anatomizes the different 
permutations of sexuality and politics that it unravels.

Jane Giles is a film exhibitor and distributor, and is the author of books The Cinema
of Jean Genet, Criminal Desires and The Crying Game (BFI Modern Classics) in 
addition to writing for The Guardian, Time Out, Sight & Sound and others.
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Gilligan, Emma. Terror in Chechnya: Russia and the Tragedy of Civilians in War. 
Princeton. 2009. Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 9780691130798. 273 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 27459. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Terror in Chechnya is the definitive account of Russian 
war crimes in Chechnya. Emma Gilligan provides a comprehensive history of the 
second Chechen conflict of 1999 to 2005, revealing one of the most appalling 
human rights catastrophes of the modern era--one that has yet to be fully 
acknowledged by the international community. Drawing upon eyewitness testimony
and interviews with refugees and key political and humanitarian figures, Gilligan tells
for the first time the full story of the Russian military's systematic use of torture, 
disappearances, executions, and other punitive tactics against the Chechen 
population. In Terror in Chechnya, Gilligan challenges Russian claims that civilian 
casualties in Chechnya were an unavoidable consequence of civil war. She argues 
that racism and nationalism were substantial factors in Russia's second war against
the Chechens and the resulting refugee crisis. She does not ignore the war crimes 
committed by Chechen separatists and pro-Moscow forces. Gilligan traces the 
radicalization of Chechen fighters and sheds light on the Dubrovka and Beslan 
hostage crises, demonstrating how they undermined the separatist movement and in
turn contributed to racial hatred against Chechens in Moscow. A haunting testament
of modern-day crimes against humanity, Terror in Chechnya also looks at the 
international response to the conflict, focusing on Europe's humanitarian and human
rights efforts inside Chechnya.

Emma Gilligan is assistant professor of Russian history and human rights at the 
University of Connecticut. She is the author of Defending Human Rights in Russia: 
Sergei Kovalyov, Dissident and Human Rights Commissioner, 1969-2003.
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Gillison, Samantha. The Undiscovered Country. New York. 1998. Grove Press. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0802116272. 226 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket photograph by Geir Jordhal/Graphistock. Inventory # 25404. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Despite misgivings about bringing his young daughter, 
Taylor, to a village in the remote highlands of Papua New Guinea, biologist Peter 
Campbell feels certain that, in addition to providing data for his Ph.D. dissertation, 
the trip will revitalize his life and his marriage to his wife, June. But once settled in 
the village of Abini, Peter and June quickly find that what seemed important in 
America is meaningless in the rain forest. Taylor begins to spend her days among 
the villagers and eventually their daughter seems a stranger to them, returning home
at night covered in mud and flowers, full of Abini fairy tales and songs. Under the 
pressures of existence in an alien culture, the ties that bind the Campbells together
begin to come undone, and the dark undercurrents of their feelings for one another 
rise inexorably to the surface.

Samantha Gillison is an expatriate Australian writer who frequently contributes to 
Salon.com and Condé Nast Traveler. Gillison was born in Australia, of an Australian
father and Canadian mother, but has lived overseas since she was two years old, 
although she retains her Australian citizenship.
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Ginsberg, Allen. Airplane Dreams: Compositions From Journals. San Francisco. 
1969. House Of Anansi/City Lights Books. 1st American Edition. Traces Of A 
Penciled Inscription in Front, Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. paperback. 
Inventory # 26625. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From the study of his idols and mentors and the 
inspiration of his friends—not to mention his own experiments—Ginsberg developed
an individualistic style that's easily identified as Ginsbergian. ‘Howl’ came out during
a potentially hostile literary environment less welcoming to poetry outside of 
tradition; there was a renewed focus on form and structure among academic poets 
and critics partly inspired by New Criticism. Consequently, Ginsberg often had to 
defend his choice to break away from traditional poetic structure, often citing 
Williams, Pound, and Whitman as precursors. Ginsberg's style may have seemed to
critics chaotic or unpoetic, but to Ginsberg it was an open, ecstatic expression of 
thoughts and feelings that were naturally poetic. He believed strongly that traditional
formalist considerations were archaic and did not apply to reality.

Irwin Allen Ginsberg (June 3, 1926 – April 5, 1997) was an American poet who 
vigorously opposed militarism, materialism and sexual repression. In the 1950s, 
Ginsberg was a leading figure of the Beat Generation. Ginsberg's epic poem ‘Howl‘,
in which he celebrates his fellow ‘angel-headed hipsters’ and excoriates what he 
saw as the destructive forces of capitalism and conformity in the United States, is 
one of the classic poems of the Beat Generation. In October 1955, Ginsberg and 
five other unknown poets gave a free reading at an experimental art gallery in San 
Francisco. Ginsberg's ‘Howl’ electrified the audience. According to fellow poet 
Michael McClure, it was clear ‘that a barrier had been broken, that a human voice 
and body had been hurled against the harsh wall of America and its supporting 
armies and navies and academies and institutions and ownership systems and 
power support bases.’
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Ginzburg, Carlo. Ecstasies: Deciphering the Witches' Sabbath. New York. 1991. 
Pantheon Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394581636. 
Translated from the Italian by Raymond Rosenthal. 340 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Archie Ferguson. Inventory # 15352. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Weaving early accounts of witchcraft - trial records, 
ecclesiastical tracts, folklore, and popular iconography - into new and startling 
patterns, Carlo Ginzburg presents in Ecstasies compelling evidence of a hidden 
shamanistic culture that flourished across Europe and in England for thousands of 
years.

Carlo Ginzburg is the author of numerous books that have been translated into 
english, including The Cheese and the Worms: The Cosmos of a Sixteenth-Century
Miller.
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Ginzburg, Carlo. The Judge & the Historian: Marginal Notes On a Late-Twentieth-
Century Miscarriage of Justice. New York. 1999. Verso. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 1859848699. Translated from the Italian by Anthony Shugaar. 
192 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 27140. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A bomb, an anarchist’s ‘accidental death’, the murder of
a police commissar, and the confession of a former member of Lotta Continua led to
seven dubious court cases and a tale of political opportunism and dishonesty. 
Standing in the tradition of Emile Zola’s famous J’accuse polemic against the 
Dreyfus trial at the end of the nineteenth century, the historian Carlo Ginzburg draws
on his work on witchcraft trials in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries to dissect 
the weaknesses and contradictions of the state’s case in this late-twentieth-century
political show-trial and reflects more generally on the similarities and differences 
between the roles of the Historian and the judge.

Carlo Ginzburg is the author of numerous books that have been translated into 
english, including The Cheese and the Worms: The Cosmos of a Sixteenth-Century
Miller.
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Giovene, Andrea. The Book of Sansevero. Boston. 1970. Houghton Mifflin. 1st 
American Edition. Small Ding On Spine, Otherwise Very Good. No Dustjacket. 
Translated from the Italian by Marguerite Waldman. 384 pages. hardcover. Inventory
# 25599. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Book Of Sansevero is part of a series of novels that 
follows the fortunes of a Neapolitan nobleman, the narrator, born around the turn of 
the century; the second volume thus finds him in his thirties during the second 
decade of fascism, when a legacy allows him the freedom to live and build in one of
the remotest corners of Calabria and for years to cut himself off from the 
rumbustious and ridiculous goings-on in the rest of Italy. A fictionalized 
autobiography, depicting life in Europe in the first half of the 20th century. Originally
published in Italy under the title of L'Autobiografia de Giuliano Sansevero.

Andrea Giovene (1904 - 1995 ) was an Italian writer. He was born in Naples in 1904,
part of the family of the dukes of Girasole, one of the most noble and ancient 
Neapolitan dynasties. He left his home while still very young and traveled the world,
working as a shop assistant, then a dance teacher in Milan, a cavalry officer to 
Ferrara, and a bleacher in Paris. Giovene later pursued his interest as a painter, 
poet, translator, journalist, and literary man. He founded and directed the magazine
Vesuvio (1928-29). He published two works of fiction: Viaggio (Ricciardi, 1936) and 
Incanto (Ricciardi, 1940). During the Second World War he was a cavalry captain in
Greece, before becoming a prisoner in a concentration camp in Poland and 
Germany (1941-45), where he witnessed the fall of Berlin. After the war, he worked 
in the post-war studies commission of the Ministry (1946), later becoming deputy 
editor of the newspaper Il Mattino d'Italia from 1950 to 1952. He financed the 
archaeological excavations of the Greek necropolis of Palinuro, was editor-in-chief 
of the Neapolitan section of “Tempo”, an antique dealer, an expert in underwater 
fishing, and a bibliophile. He lived the last few years of his life in London with his son
Lorenzo, a lawyer, and also partly in Italy and Germany. He died in 1995 in 
Sant'Agata de 'Goti.
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Girard, Bruce (editor). A Passion for Radio: Radio Waves & Community. 
Montreal/New York. 1992. Black Rose Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 1895431344. 212 pages. paperback. Inventory # 38069. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Written by people actively — and passionately — 
involved in the medium, this book presents the experience of twenty alternative radio
stations located in countries on every continent of the globe. From the El Salvador 
guerrilla-operated Radio Vencermos to the native- owned Wataway Radio Network 
in Northern Ontario, alternative and community radio stations play an essential role 
for those at the margins of society — a medium that lets them speak as well as hear.
Among the stories told in the book are: radio Echo of Moscow and the August 1991
coup d’etat; two women’s radio projects — in Peru and the Philippines; how 
indigenous people’s radio in Canada and Mexico strengthen their communities; the
Marconi Radio Taster’s Café that is the doorway to the world of Radio 100, an 
Amsterdam squatters’ station; the positive and negative side of international aid for a
Sri Lankan local radio project; the history of and prospects for community radio in 
South Africa; a tiny black ‘pirate’ station that has challenged the police and the 
Federal Communications Commission in the USA; the role of the El Salvadorean 
guerilla station Radio Venceremos in a major rebel offensive.

Bruce Girard has been working in community radio for over ten years in North 
America, Latin America and Europe. He is founder of AMARC (World Association of
Community Radio Broadcasters) and former editor of AMARC’s bulletin InteRadio.
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Gitlin, Todd. Inside Prime Time. New York. 1983. Pantheon Books. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394533089. 371 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
illustration by Bernard Bonhomme. Inventory # 1175. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Prime time: those precious few hours every night when 
the three major television networks garner millions of dollars while tens of millions of
Americans tune in. Inside Prime Time is a classic study of the workings of the 
Hollywood television industry, newly available with an updated introduction. Inside 
Prime Time takes us behind the scenes to reveal how prime-time shows get on the 
air, stay on the air, and are shaped by the political and cultural climate of their times.
It provides an ethnography of the world of American commercial television, an 
analysis of that world's unwritten rules, and the most extensive study of the industry
ever made. This is an anatomy and analysis of the television entertainment industry:
how it thinks, how it makes decisions, and why it is what it is.

Todd Alan Gitlin (born January 6, 1943) is an American sociologist, political writer, 
novelist, and cultural commentator. He has written about the mass media, politics, 
intellectual life and the arts, for both popular and scholarly publications.
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Gitlin, Todd. The Murder of Albert Einstein. New York. 1992. Farrar Straus Giroux. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374216177. 297 pages. hardcover.
Jacket art by Steel Stillman. Inventory # 17320. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The message on the answering machine of Margo Ross,
the savvy, sardonic , seen-it-all correspondent for a TV ‘news magazine’ show called
IN DEPTH, is urgent. The voice belongs to Margo’s one-time mentor, the cult 
novelist and connoisseur of conspiracy (‘History is crime’) Harry Kramer, who has 
evidence that forty years earlier Albert Einstein, everyone’s favorite saint, was 
murdered. In a New York careening toward the next millennium, a world full of death
threats and deadlines, the search for Einstein’s murderer leads to a Viennese 
mathematician who was one of Einstein’s friends, a bitter Czech physicist who was 
one of his few detractors, and a furtive poet who was Einstein’s unlikely choice of 
protege. Along the way, a rejuvenated Margo becomes entangled with Harry 
Kramer, who had always been out of reach. Meanwhile, the crass English mogul 
who owns the network is trying to top his own star reporter’s investigation. Todd 
Gitlin’s first novel is a philosophical thriller, a page-turner that raises hard questions
about science and official truth, ideals and disillusion, and the price we pay for the 
passion to know. Through the edgy, witty voice of Margo Ross, Gitlin has brought 
his acute feel for the texture of contemporary life to a story that is ingenious, 
relentless, extremely funny, and unexpectedly moving.

Todd Alan Gitlin (born January 6, 1943) is an American sociologist, political writer, 
novelist, and cultural commentator. He has written about the mass media, politics, 
intellectual life and the arts, for both popular and scholarly publications.
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Gladwell, Malcolm. David and Goliath: Underdogs, Misfits, and the Art of Battling 
Giants. New York. 2013. Little Brown. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 9780316204361. 307 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 41663. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Malcolm Gladwell, the #1 bestselling author of The 
Tipping Point, Blink, Outliers, and What the Dog Saw, offers his most provocative--
and dazzling--book yet. We all know that underdogs can win-that's what the David 
versus Goliath legend tells us, and we've seen it with our own eyes. Or have we? In
DAVID AND GOLIATH, Malcolm Gladwell, with his unparalleled ability to grasp 
connections others miss, uncovers the hidden rules that shape the balance between
the weak and the mighty, the powerful and the dispossessed. Gladwell examines the
battlefields of Northern Ireland and Vietnam, takes us into the minds of cancer 
researchers and civil rights leaders, and digs into the dynamics of successful and 
unsuccessful classrooms-all in an attempt to demonstrate how fundamentally we 
misunderstand the true meaning of advantages and disadvantages. When is a 
traumatic childhood a good thing? When does a disability leave someone better off?
Do you really want your child to go to the best school he or she can get into? Why 
are the childhoods of people at the top of one profession after another marked by 
deprivation and struggle? Drawing upon psychology, history, science, business, and
politics, DAVID AND GOLIATH is a beautifully written book about the mighty 
leverage of the unconventional. Millions of readers have been waiting for the next 
Malcolm Gladwell book. That wait is over.

Malcolm Gladwell has been a staff writer at The New Yorker since 1996. He is the 
author of The Tipping Point, Blink, Outliers and What the Dog Saw. Prior to joining 
The New Yorker, he was a reporter at the Washington Post. Gladwell was born in 
England and grew up in rural Ontario. He now lives in New York.
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Glissant, Edouard. The Ripening. New York. 1959. George Braziller. 1st American 
Edition. Small Tear Mark From A Price Sticker On Bottom Corner Of Front Free 
Endpaper, Otherwise Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket W/A Small Tear Mark 
From A Price Sticker On The Top Front Corner. Winner Of The Prix Renaudot. 
Translated from the French by Frances Frenaye. 253 pages. hardcover. JACKET 
DESIGN BY HAL SIEGEL. Inventory # 27040. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From the moment when Thaël, the young man from the
mountains, is summoned to join a group of revolutionaries in the town in order to 
perform a political murder, to his tragic return to mountain savagery, we are 
enveloped in the seething tropical atmosphere of the Caribbean. THE RIPENING is
much more than the story of a murder or of a political uprising. In microcosm, it is 
the saga of a whole people on their Caribbean island - their past, their future, the 
interweaving of the magic spells of old and the far-reaching potentialities of the 
future. Complementing and, in effect, shaping their destiny, is the vital force of the 
tropical island itself, the dark mountains, the sweltering plains, the surging sea, and 
the river Lizard, leading to the outside world. In this climate, conviction and passion 
take on an earthy taste and are as tangible as the landscape. It is against this 
background that the young Martinique author, Edouard Glissant, introduces his 
group of youthful conspirators. Their search for a synthesis of past and present, over
their aspirations for the future, and their gradual development of self-awareness and
self-expression, are interwoven with the drama of the birth of an entire people. THE
RIPENING, a first novel, was awarded the Renaudot Prize in 1958. It has been 
acclaimed by French critics as a masterpiece’, a novel of ‘epic stature.’

Édouard Glissant (21 September 1928 – 3 February 2011) was a Martinican writer,
poet and literary critic. He is widely recognised as one of the most influential figures 
in Caribbean thought and cultural commentary.
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Glissant, Edouard. The Ripening. Kingston. 1985. Heinemann. 1st Edition of This 
New Translation. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 0435982222. Winner Of 
The Prix Renaudot. Translated from the French by Michael Dash. Caribbean Writers
Series. 195 pages. paperback. CWS34. Cover illustration by George Rodney. 
Inventory # 17882. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This extraordinary novel tells the story of the rise to 
political maturity of eight young Martinicans, and their plans to stage a political 
murder. Concerned for the justice of the forthcoming elections, they fix upon a 
government agent who stands in the way of the people. They determine to kill him 
and, as their instrument, they choose Thael, an unsophisticated shepherd from the 
hills. THE RIPENING is set in Martinique, on a rich landscape full of life and death. It
is one of the most accomplished works by any French Caribbean writer. Edouard 
Glissant was born in 1928 in Martinique, and is well known as a poet, and a novelist.
THE RIPENING won the Prix Renaudot on its first publication in 1958.

Édouard Glissant (21 September 1928 – 3 February 2011) was a Martinican writer,
poet and literary critic. He is widely recognised as one of the most influential figures 
in Caribbean thought and cultural commentary.
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Glover, T. R. The Ancient World: A Beginning. Baltimore. 1957. Pelican/Penguin 
Books. Reprinted Pelican Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 350 pages. 
paperback. A120. Inventory # 42603. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The civilization of the Western World was born many 
centuries ago on the shores of the Mediterranean, and in this survey of its origins Dr.
Glover has reconstructed the achievements and discoveries of the Greeks and 
Romans. He was a scholar of great distinction who knew his sources intimately, but
he reinforced his book-knowledge of the Ancient World by many prolonged journeys
in these historic regions. What he has to tell us, therefore, of the growth and 
influence of these empires of antiquity is illuminated by his own vivid response to the
environment where so much history was made. He is aware, for example, of the 
geographical factors which gave Troy and Babylon their significance, he can trace 
the strategic reasons for the imperial expansions of Persians and Assyrians, and he
is no less aware of the art and literature of the Greeks and Romans than of their 
politics and economics. This genius for bringing the past to life is the quality, above
all others, which made Dr. Glover so vivid a historian, and this genius was never 
more brilliantly revealed than in THE ANCIENT WORLD.

Terrot Reaveley Glover (July 23, 1869, Cotham, Bristol, United Kingdom - May 26, 
1943, Cambridge, United Kingdom) was a Cambridge University lecturer of classical
literature. He was a fellow of St John's College, Cambridge. He was also a Latinist, 
and is known for translating Robert Louis Stevenson's A Child's Garden of Verses to
Latin. Glover worked as a lecturer for nearly 20 years. He also wrote some widely 
known books. Among them are The Jesus of History and Poets and Puritans. He 
was a Public Orator of Cambridge University between 1920 and 1939, until he was 
succeeded by W. K. C. Guthrie. Glover was a Baptist. He had six children. He 
conducted services in Appleton chapel at Harvard University on 19 December 1923
while visiting the university.
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Gluck, Jay (editor). Ukiyo: Stories of the Floating World of Postwar Japan. New 
York. 1963. Vanguard Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn 
Dustjacket with a Few Small Pieces Missing. hardcover. Inventory # 25597. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A translation of contemporary (as of 1963) Japanese 
short stories, including one hitherto unpublished piece by Yukio Mishima.

Jay Gluck (b. Detroit, Michigan 1927 - d. California 2000), was an American 
archaeologist and historian of Persian art and a Japanophile.
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Go, Shizuko. Requiem. Tokyo. 1985. Kodansha. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0870117165. 122 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 378. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Sixteen-year-old Setsuko has been a passionate believer
in Japan’s war effort, putting her heart into letters to frontline soldiers and doing 
munitions work with such dedication that she sacrifices her health. At the same time,
she is the only girl in the school to befriend Naomi, the free-spirited daughter of an 
imprisoned opponent of the war. Naomi regrets she cannot be more like Setsuko the
model student; Setsuko admires her plucky younger friend as she is; and their 
shared diary is a lively counterpoint of divided loyalties, fervor and skepticism, grief 
and hope. As the reality of war inexorably overwhelms these two young lives, 
Setsuko’s world is indeed ‘darker with her eyes open. ‘After the August 1945 
surrender -the ultimate disillusionment-she lies alone in a makeshift air-raid shelter
while tender memories of those she has lost and a questioning conscience light the
way to death. Author Shizuko Go was Setsuko’s age in 1945, but it was not until 
1972 that she wrote this intensely moving and thoughtful requiem for the ‘military 
nation girls.’ Its appeal against militarism is all the more powerful because voiced by
one who, as a child, embraced the war as her own. Few novels of the home front 
have so imaginatively transformed a chronicle of suffering into a search for meaning
that has far- reaching implications for women and men in every country. REQUIEM,
Shizuko Go’s first published work, was awarded the Akutagawa Prize.

Shizuko Go was born in Yokohama in 1929. She graduated from Tsurumi Higher 
School for Girls and, between recurrences of tuberculosis which continued until her 
late twenties, attended the Nihon Bungaku Gakko (a left-wing writers’ school) and 
took part in the Troika literary group led by writer Hiroshi No ma, a pacifist 
imprisoned during the war. Marriage and raising two sons postponed her writing 
debut until 1972, when the first part of Requiem appeared in a Yokohama ‘little 
magazine’ and the completed work was published in the literary review Bungakukai,
receiving the prestigious Akutagawa Prize the following year. Go has since 
published several volumes of essays and short stories.
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Godbout, Jacques. An American Story. Minneapolis. 1988. University Of Minnesota
Press. 1st American Edition. Some Foxing to Edges, otherwise Very Good in 
Hardcover. No Dustjacket As Issued. 0816617090. Translated from the French by 
Yves Saint-Pierre. 162 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 13354. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Une histoire américaine (AN AMERICAN STORY) is a 
novel published in 1986 by Canadian novelist, essayist, children's writer, journalist, 
filmmaker and poet, Jacques Godbout. Une histoire américaine was one of the 
novels chosen for inclusion in the French version of Canada Reads, broadcast on 
Radio-Canada in 2004, where it was championed by union activist and professor 
Gérald Larose. Grégory Francœur, a brilliant professor from Quebec, leaves his 
family and political career behind to become the assistant to a distinguished 
academic in San Francisco. Because of a misunderstanding, typical of the ambiguity
that has been Francœur's lot in life, he becomes involved in a dangerous case of 
illegal immigration.

Jacques Godbout (born November 27, 1933) is a Canadian novelist, essayist, 
children's writer, journalist, filmmaker and poet. By his own admission a bit of a 
dabbler (touche-à-tout), Godbout has become one of the most important writers of 
his generation, with a major influence on post-1960 Quebec intellectual life.
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Godfrey, Neale S. and Edwards, Carolina. Money Doesn't Grow On Trees: A 
Parent's Guide to Raising Financially Responsible Children. New York. 1994. 
Fireside. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Good in Wrappers. 0671798057. 176 pages.
paperback. Inventory # 40661. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Are you worried about your children's financial future? 
Then whatever their ages, now is the time to teach them the money skills they will 
need every day of their lives. Neale S. Godfrey is not only an expert in family finance
but also a parent who puts her advice to work in her own home. Chairman of the 
Children's Financial Network, mother of two, and a frequent commentator on 
national television, Godfrey has designed a unique program for kids -- from those as
young as three to those in their teens -- that teaches them how to earn, save, and 
spend money wisely while it lets parents clearly communicate their family's values. 
Using age-appropriate exercises and concrete examples, Godfrey shows parents 
how to deal with a variety of tough situations such as: Your teenage daughter 
desperately wants a $75.00 pair of designer jeans and there's only money in the 
budget for a moderately priced pair. Do you give her the money? Your five-year-old
wants an allowance. Should he get it if he doesn't do his chores? Your daughter's 
best friend is going to Florida on vacation. How do you explain why your family can't
go? What and why do you kids need to know about your finances? For parents who
want to teach their kids the value of money and personal values, there's no better 
guide than Money Doesn't Grow On Trees.

Neale Sheila Godfrey is an American author. Her books deal with money, life skills,
and value issues. One of them, Money Doesn't Grow on Trees: A Parent's Guide to
Raising Financially Responsible Children, was a New York Times #1 Best Seller.
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Godfrey, Neale S. A Penny Saved: Teaching Your Children the Values and Life 
Skills the y Will Need to Live in the Real World. New York. 1995. Simon & Schuster.
Reprinted Hardcover Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684803976. 240 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 40687. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A guide for parents offers advice on how to teach 
children the value and uses of money with sections on goal setting, budgeting, 
saving, understanding the difference between self-worth and net-worth, and ethical 
behavior.

Neale Sheila Godfrey is an American author. Her books deal with money, life skills,
and value issues. One of them, Money Doesn't Grow on Trees: A Parent's Guide to
Raising Financially Responsible Children, was a New York Times #1 Best Seller.
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Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von. Elective Affinities. New York. 1971. Penguin Books.
Reprinted Penguin Classic Paperback Edition. Some Bumping & Tearing To Top &
Bottom Of Spine,Otherwise Good in Wrappers. 0140442421. Translated from the 
German & With An Introduction by R. J. Hollingdale. 300 pages. paperback. The 
cover shows a detail from 'Meadows near Greifswald' by Caspar David Friedrich, in 
the Kunsthalle, Hamburg. Inventory # 29051. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Goethe had lived with Christiane Vulpius for eighteen 
years before he married her in 1806. Less than two years later he fell in love with a 
young girl. ELECTIVE AFFINITIES reflects the conflict which Goethe felt between 
his high regard for the idea of marriage and his experience of spontaneous passion.
Set in the German countryside of the early nineteenth century, the novel depicts the
emotional turmoil into which Eduard and Charlotte are thrown by the introduction 
into their comfortably idle lives of two fresh faces. The novel — whose strange title 
stems from a current scientific theory — was widely assumed to argue for the 
chemical origin of love and thus condemned as immoral when it was first published.
Written in the form of the classic German Novelle, this darkly symbolic tale conveys 
the conflicting loyalties of Goethe’s heart as well as being an ironic portrait of the 
landed nobility.

Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (28 August 1749 – 22 March 1832) was a German 
writer, artist, and politician. His body of work includes epic and lyric poetry written in
a variety of metres and styles; prose and verse dramas; memoirs; an autobiography;
literary and aesthetic criticism; treatises on botany, anatomy, and colour; and four 
novels. In addition, numerous literary and scientific fragments, and more than 
10,000 letters written by him are extant, as are nearly 3,000 drawings.
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Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von. The Collected Works of Goethe: Faust 1 & 2, 
Volume 2. Princeton. 1994. Princeton University Press. Reprinted Paperback 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 069103656x. Translated from the German & Edited
by Stuart Atkins. 329 pages. paperback. Cover art by Gary Young. Inventory # 
34931. $19.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Goethe’s most complex and profound work, Faust was 
the effort of the great poet’s entire lifetime. Written over 60 years, it can be read as a
document of Goethe’s moral and artistic development. Faust is made available to 
the English reader in a completely new translation that communicates both its poetic
variety and its many levels of tone. The language is present-day English, and 
Goethe’s formal and rhythmic variety is reproduced in all its richness.

Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (28 August 1749 – 22 March 1832) was a German 
writer, artist, and politician. His body of work includes epic and lyric poetry written in
a variety of metres and styles; prose and verse dramas; memoirs; an autobiography;
literary and aesthetic criticism; treatises on botany, anatomy, and colour; and four 
novels. In addition, numerous literary and scientific fragments, and more than 
10,000 letters written by him are extant, as are nearly 3,000 drawings.
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Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von. The Collected Works of Goethe: Sorrows of Young
Werther/Elective Affinities/Novella, Volume 11. Princeton. 1995. Princeton University
Press. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0691043469. 
Translated from the German by Victor Lang & Judith Ryan. Edited by David E. 
Wellbery. 296 pages. paperback. Cover art by Gary Young. Inventory # 34933. 
$19.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Containing three of Goethe’s major prose works, this 
volume explores a range of themes: unfulfilled love, infidelity, divorce, tragic love, 
fantasy, and moral rebirth. One of Goethe’s best known works, The Sorrows of 
Young Werther, explores the extremes of the subjective experience through the 
novel’s depiction of a sensitive young man caught up in a love impossible to fulfill. In
Elective Affinities, a novel of tragic love, Goethe employs all the requisites of 
sentimental romance to give a deeply ironic perspective to the idea of love. As the 
title indicates, Novella examines the possibilities inherent in this genre.CONTENTS -
Prefatory Note; The Sorrows of Young Werther (translated by Victor Lange); Elective
Affinities (translated by Judith Ryan); Novella (translated by Victor Lange); Notes; 
Afterword.

Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (28 August 1749 – 22 March 1832) was a German 
writer, artist, and politician. His body of work includes epic and lyric poetry written in
a variety of metres and styles; prose and verse dramas; memoirs; an autobiography;
literary and aesthetic criticism; treatises on botany, anatomy, and colour; and four 
novels. In addition, numerous literary and scientific fragments, and more than 
10,000 letters written by him are extant, as are nearly 3,000 drawings.
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Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von. The Sorrow of Young Werther & Novella. New York.
1971. Random House. 1st American Printing of This Edition. Stain Mark On Top 
Edge & Mark From A Price Sticker On Front Endpaper,Otherwise Very Good.No 
Dustjacket. 0394470249. Translated from the German by Elizabeth Meyer & Louise
Bogan. Foreword by W. H. Auden. 203 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Irving 
Bogen. Inventory # 35694. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Werther still fascinates us. To us it reads, not as a tragic
love story, but as a masterly and devastating portrait of a complete egoist, a spoiled
brat, incapable of love because he cares for nobody and nothing but himself and 
having his way at whatever cost to others. NOVELLA, published in 1828, four years
before Goethe’s death, is an excellent example of a literary genre, the idyll, at which
German writers, more than those of any other language group, have always 
excelled.’ - from the Foreword by W. H. Auden.

Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (28 August 1749 – 22 March 1832) was a German 
writer, artist, and politician. His body of work includes epic and lyric poetry written in
a variety of metres and styles; prose and verse dramas; memoirs; an autobiography;
literary and aesthetic criticism; treatises on botany, anatomy, and colour; and four 
novels. In addition, numerous literary and scientific fragments, and more than 
10,000 letters written by him are extant, as are nearly 3,000 drawings.
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Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von. The Sorrows of Young Werther and Selected 
Writings. New York. 1962. Signet/New American Library. 1st Signet Classic 
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Newly Translated From The German By
Catherine Hutter.Foreword By Hermann J. Weigand. 256 pages. paperback. CP140.
Cover: Percy?. Inventory # 31034. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This book is a unique collection comprising those works
of Goethe which stress his positive attitude toward love and death. In these tales 
and memoirs of fated courtships and redemption through death, the great classicist
avoids the melodramatic and macabre, infusing his writing with clairvoyant wisdom 
and 'the laughter of the gods.' His heroes and heroines, confronted by irreparable 
loss, stand strong in their will to live and reflect the wellsprings of universal order. A 
revolutionary in an epoch of sentiment, Goethe was the prime force of the Romantic
Movement throughout Europe. Emerson acclaimed him as the world's 'greatest 
writer.' Thomas Mann, whose own LOTTE IN WEIMAR recasts a central situation 
from THE SORROWS OF YOUNG WERTHER, Writes of this novel: 'As for Werther,
all the richness of (Goethe's) gift was apparent. The extreme, nerve - shattering 
sensitivity of the little book. evoked a storm of applause which went beyond all 
bounds and fairly intoxicated the world.’

Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (28 August 1749 – 22 March 1832) was a German 
writer, artist, and politician. His body of work includes epic and lyric poetry written in
a variety of metres and styles; prose and verse dramas; memoirs; an autobiography;
literary and aesthetic criticism; treatises on botany, anatomy, and colour; and four 
novels. In addition, numerous literary and scientific fragments, and more than 
10,000 letters written by him are extant, as are nearly 3,000 drawings.
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Gogol, Nicolai. Dead Souls. New York. Signet/New American Library. Reprinted 
Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Newly Translated From
The Russian By Andrew R, MacAndrew.Foreword By Frank O'Connor. 279 pages. 
paperback. CT457. Inventory # 31217. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - DEAD SOULS describes the gambits of a quixotic 
opportunist in provincial Russia who sets out to buy deceased serfs at a low cost 
from their owners. Chichikov requires evidence of 'property,' since he wishes to 
marry an heiress, and is able to amass the 'souls' because their owners must pay 
taxes on them until they are officially declared dead in the rolls of the next census. 
An affable and personable business man, he is wined and dined in luxurious 
mansions and humble crofts, proclaimed a man of standing, and thought to be odd 
and delightful. Gogol's panorama of fraudulence is lasting allegory and aligns him 
with Swift, Voltaire, Balzac, and Dickens as one of the world's arch - satirists. 'Dead
Souls provides an attentive reader with. that Gogolian gusto and wealth of weird 
detail which lift the whole thing to the level of a tremendous epic poem. ' - Vladimir 
Nabokov

Nikolay Vasilyevich Gogol (1809-52), Russian writer, whose plays, short stories, and
novels rank among the great masterpieces of 19th-century Russian realist literature.
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Gogol, Nicolai. The Diary of a Madman and Other Stories. New York. 1961. 
Signet/New American Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Previous 
Owner’s Name Penned in Front, Otherwise Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 
Newly Translated From The Russian By Andrew R. MacAndrew. Afterword By Leon
Stilman. 238 pages. paperback. CD40. Cover: Milton Glaser. Inventory # 33523. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - NIKOLAI GOGOL is universally regarded as the father of
Russian realism. His stories are rooted in commonplace events; his characters are 
the underdog and the insignificant. A romantic at heart, he used a startling blend of 
broad comedy and weird fantasy to expose the stupidity, coarseness, and 
meanness of life. This Signet Classic includes five of Gogol's most famous stories: 
THE DIARY OF A MADMAN, THE NOSE, THE CARRIAGE, THE OVERCOAT, and
a full - length historical romance: TARAS BULBA.

Nikolay Vasilyevich Gogol (1809-52), Russian writer, whose plays, short stories, and
novels rank among the great masterpieces of 19th-century Russian realist literature.
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Goines, Donald. Kenyatta's Last Hit. Los Angeles. 1975. Holloway House. An 
Original Holloway House Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0870670247. paperback.
BH024. Inventory # 25236. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - George, a young Black living in the swamps of 
Mississippi, never had an easy life. As a child he, along with his sister Henrietta and
his grandfather, stood by helplessly as the honkie hillbillies castrated and murdered
his father. After his sister escaped the swamps with a scholarship to college, George
learned to live with the evils of the southern swamps, whether it slithered like the 
water moccasins or walked on two legs like the vicious Ku Klux Klan. But then 
Henrietta returns for a visit - a visit that becomes a bloody nightmare of rape and 
murder! And as George vows revenge on the cruel, sex-crazed whites he finds 
himself the target of a breathless manhunt through the treacherous swamps, where
every step can lead to certain death! DONALD GOINES, savagely gunned down at 
the age of 39, was the undisputed master of the Black Experience novel. He lived by
the code of the streets and exposed in each of his 16 books (some written under the
pseudonym Al C. Clark) the rage, frustration and torment spinning through the inner
city maze. Each of his stories, classics in the Black Experience genre, were drawn 
from reality as Donald Goines poured out the anger, guiIt and pain of a black man in
America!

Donald Goines (pseudonym: Al C. Clark) (December 15, 1936 – October 21, 1974)
was an African-American writer of urban fiction. His novels were deeply influenced 
by the work of Iceberg Slim. Goines was born in Detroit, Michigan on December 15,
1936. His parents were a middle-class black couple that ran a laundry business, with
his mother Myrtle Goines telling Goines that her family was descended from 
Jefferson Davis and a slave. At 15 Goines lied about his age to join the Air Force, 
where he fought in the Korean War. During his stint in the armed forces, Goines 
developed an addiction to heroin that continued after his honorable discharge from 
the military in the mid-1950s. In order to support his addiction Goines committed 
multiple crimes, including pimping and theft, and was sent to prison several times. 
He began writing while serving a sentence in Michigan's Jackson Penitentiary.
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Gold, Glen David. Carter Beats the Devil. New York. 2001. Hyperion. Advance 
Reading Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 0786867345. 1st Novel. 483 pages. 
paperback. Cover design by GTC Graphics. Inventory # 29794. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - America in the 1920’s is a nation obsessed with magic. 
Enter Charles Carter — called Carter the Great. Fueled by a passion for magic 
borne out of childhood desperation and loneliness, Carter has become a legend in 
his own time.Carter the Great’s thrilling act involves outrageous stunts carried out on
elaborate sets before the most demanding of audiences. But nothing in his career 
prepares him for his most outrageous stunt of all, which stars none other than 
president Warren G. Harding and could and up costing Carter the reputation he has
worked so hard to create.Filled with historical references that evoke the excesses 
and exuberance of Roaring 20’s pre-Depression America, CARTER BEATS THE 
DEVIL is a complex and illuminating story of one man’s journey through a magical
— and sometimes dangerous — world, where illusion is everything.

Glen David Gold (born 1964) is an American author, best known for the novels 
Carter Beats the Devil and Sunnyside.
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Gold, Glen David. Carter Beats the Devil. New York. 2001. Hyperion. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0786867345. 1st Novel. 483 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by GTC Art & Design. Inventory # 30387. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - America in the 1920’s is a nation obsessed with magic. 
Enter Charles Carter — called Carter the Great. Fueled by a passion for magic 
borne out of childhood desperation and loneliness, Carter has become a legend in 
his own time.Carter the Great’s thrilling act involves outrageous stunts carried out on
elaborate sets before the most demanding of audiences. But nothing in his career 
prepares him for his most outrageous stunt of all, which stars none other than 
president Warren G. Harding and could and up costing Carter the reputation he has
worked so hard to create.Filled with historical references that evoke the excesses 
and exuberance of Roaring 20’s pre-Depression America, CARTER BEATS THE 
DEVIL is a complex and illuminating story of one man’s journey through a magical
— and sometimes dangerous — world, where illusion is everything.

Glen David Gold (born 1964) is an American author, best known for the novels 
Carter Beats the Devil and Sunnyside.
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Goldberg, Ed. Served Cold. Portland. 1994. West Coast Crime. 1st Edition. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 1883303125. Paperback Original. 184 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 26305. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - New York PI Lenny Schneider agrees to protect a 
revenge-thirsty Holocaust survivor from killing the concentration-camp guard he 
seeks. Lenny is caught-up in a web of lies and violence mixed with baseball, great 
food and music. His story is told in a hip, sometimes bawdy voice, filled with puns, 
quips and hilarious one-liners. Before he's done, he finds more than just a murderer
hiding in New York's Jewish community.

Originally from the Bronx, Ed Goldberg lived for more than 15 years in Washington
D. C., where he developed a sense of humor to an exact science. He works for 
community radio station KBOO in Portland, Oregon.
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Goldemberg, Isaac. Play By Play. New York. 1985. Persea Books. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0892550929. Translated from the Spanish by 
Hardie St. Martin. 172 pages. hardcover. Jacket painting by Susan Walp. Jacket 
design by Peter St. John Ginna. Inventory # 565. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With this long-awaited second novel the author of the 
highly acclaimed FRAGMENTED LIFE OF DON JACOBO LERNER fulfills his early
promise. Wildly imaginative and darkly comic, PLAY BY PLAY is, most powerfully, a
deep, compassionate portrait of a young man born of two distinct and often 
conflicting worlds. Marquitos Karushansky, a star professional soccer player, is the 
son of a native Peruvian woman and an immigrant European Jew. Brought up solely
by his mother, he was raised among the myths and traditions of native Peruvian 
culture. Then, at the age of twelve, his father returned to reclaim him, to make him a
Jew. The story of Marquito’s conversion and its aftermath is told in a variety of 
narratives: a meditation which focuses on the endless moment of circumcision; the 
first-person accounts of two friends, one from a Jewish boys’ school and the other 
from a military academy; and through the frenetic voice of a sports announcer who 
recounts, play by play, the episodes of Marquitos’s life, magically transformed into 
the complex tactics of a soccer game in Lima’s National Stadium. For his depiction 
of the Jewish experience in South America, Mr. Goldemberg has no peer.

Isaac Goldemberg (born 1945) is a Peruvian-American author, founder of the 
Hostos Review, and a Distinguished Professor of Humanities at Hostos Community
College. Goldemberg was born in Peru, and immigrated to New York City, where he
currently lives, in 1964. His novel The Fragmented Life of Don Jacobo Lerner, was 
chosen by the National Yiddish Book Center as, 'one of the 100 greatest Jewish 
Books of the last 150 years.' The book tells the story of the life of Jacobo Lerner, a 
Jewish merchant, who immigrates to Peru from Eastern Europe.
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Goldemberg, Isaac. The Fragmented Life of Don Jacobo Lerner. New York. 1976. 
Persea Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0892550023. 
Translated from the Spanish by Robert S. Picciotto. 186 pages. hardcover. Cover 
photography by R. Vishniac. Inventory # 4165. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This remarkable documentary novel is set in Peru. The 
time, the early 1930’s. The characters, a small community of Jews trying to survive
within a gentile culture. Don Jacobo Lerner, an immigrant from czarist Russia, lies 
on his bed the night before his death and tries to piece his life together. Rendered 
through the eyes of friends and family, through newspaper articles and cultural 
announcements, and most memorably, through the eyes of his bastard son Efraim 
whom he has never met, this novel attempts to recreate Lerner’s fragmented world.
Although Lerner himself is never once described physically, he looms as a character
of universal significance, a tragic and almost heroic parody of the Wandering Jew.

Isaac Goldemberg (born 1945) is a Peruvian-American author, founder of the 
Hostos Review, and a Distinguished Professor of Humanities at Hostos Community
College. Goldemberg was born in Peru, and immigrated to New York City, where he
currently lives, in 1964. His novel The Fragmented Life of Don Jacobo Lerner, was 
chosen by the National Yiddish Book Center as, 'one of the 100 greatest Jewish 
Books of the last 150 years.' The book tells the story of the life of Jacobo Lerner, a 
Jewish merchant, who immigrates to Peru from Eastern Europe. Jacobo has an 
illegitimate son, Efraín, by a Christian woman who he later abandons and thus never
knows his son. Jacobo ultimately fails to achieve his goal of creating a traditional 
Jewish family before he dies, having been rejected by the respectable Miriam 
Abramowitz. Thematically, the novel presents an examination of Jewish identity and
anti-Semitism. The book is divided into chapters which consist of vignettes written in
the voices of the characters and an omnipotent narrator, as well as 'Crónicas', and 
excerpts from Alma Hebrea, a publication of the Jewish community in the novel, 
which features writings by the characters
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Golden, Marita (editor). Wild Women Don't Wear No Blues: Black Women Writers 
On Love, Men & Sex. New York. 1993. Doubleday. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0385424000. 232 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 27104. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Can't live with them, can't live without them. From time 
immemorial, men and women have engaged in the eternal struggle. No one is 
immune from the lures of the mysterious and perplexing differences that create so 
much of the exhilarating, frustrating, and romantic textures of our lives. In this 
provocative collection of nonfiction pieces, Marita Golden, the critically acclaimed 
novelist, and fourteen other African-American women writers talk - each in their own
distinctive style - about love, men, and sex. These essays - nine of which were 
written expressly for this book - range in style and content from Audre Lorde's now 
classic polemic on eroticism to Miriam DeCosta-Willis's moving essay about her 
husband to Audrey B. Chapman's hopeful 'Black Men Do Feel About Love.' Some 
are saucy, some spicy, a few use words not usually heard in polite company, and a 
few of them will leave you gasping or stunned. All of the essays are explorations into
the contemporary black female psyche. Golden has contributed an introduction and
prefatory commentary for each piece, which adds luster to the whole. Unique in its 
concept, exemplary in its execution, Wild Women Don't Wear No Blues should 
quickly achieve an important place in the growing canon of African-American 
literature.

MARITA GOLDEN is the author of MIGRATIONS OF THE HEART, A WOMAN’S 
PLACE, and LONG DISTANCE LIFE. Her writing has appeared in the New York 
Times, the Washington Post, and numerous other publications. She teaches in an 
M.F.A. program at George Mason University and lives with her husband and son in
Washington, D.C.
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Golden, Marita. And Do Remember Me. New York. 1992. Doubleday. 1st Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0385415060. 192 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration: 
‘Theresa,’ 1987, watercolor and collage. by Romare Bearden. Jacket design by Sue
Keston. Inventory # 25991. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - AND DO REMEMBER ME is a rich and poignant tale of 
the intimate friendships between two women and the men they love over twenty-five
years of astonishing political and personal evolution. ‘Freedom Summer’ has arrived,
and the winds of change are blowing hot and violent across the humid Mississippi 
Delta. Swept up in the storm is Jessie Foster, a young black woman who summons
up a courage she never knew she possessed to run away from a sexually abusive 
father and into the heart of the civil rights movement. Engaged in a harrowing war 
against the accumulated force of generations of brooding bigotry and hatred, Jessie
finds herself both terrified and exhilarated. Suddenly she is moving among people 
whose passion and taste for freedom change both her perceptions about herself and
the very course of her life. Among them is Macon, the woman who will become her 
closest friend through the heady years of turmoil and strife ahead, and Lincoln, a 
playwright who introduces Jessie to the Movement and who will become her mentor
and lover. It is Lincoln who helps her shape a voice and a healing vision of herself 
that allow her to defeat the silence of the past and move triumphantly into a future of
her own choosing. Written with stunning force and visionary intensity, AND DO 
REMEMBER ME plumbs the depths of two women’s souls and evokes the storms 
and stresses that shaped the lives of one of America’s pivotal generations.

MARITA GOLDEN is the author of MIGRATIONS OF THE HEART, A WOMAN’S 
PLACE, and LONG DISTANCE LIFE. Her writing has appeared in the New York 
Times, the Washington Post, and numerous other publications. She teaches in an 
M.F.A. program at George Mason University and lives with her husband and son in
Washington, D.C.
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Goldhagen, Daniel Jonah. Hitler's Willing Executioners: Ordinary Germans & the 
Holocaust. New York. 1996. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.
0679446958. 31 photos. 640 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 22046. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This groundbreaking international bestseller lays to rest
many myths about the Holocaust: that Germans were ignorant of the mass 
destruction of Jews, that the killers were all SS men, and that those who slaughtered
Jews did so reluctantly. Hitler's Willing Executioners provides conclusive evidence 
that the extermination of European Jewry engaged the energies and enthusiasm of 
tens of thousands of ordinary Germans. Goldhagen reconstructs the climate of 
'eliminationist anti-Semitism' that made Hitler's pursuit of his genocidal goals 
possible and the radical persecution of the Jews during the 1930s popular. Drawing
on a wealth of unused archival materials, principally the testimony of the killers 
themselves, Goldhagen takes us into the killing fields where Germans voluntarily 
hunted Jews like animals, tortured them wantonly, and then posed cheerfully for 
snapshots with their victims. From mobile killing units, to the camps, to the death 
marches, Goldhagen shows how ordinary Germans, nurtured in a society where 
Jews were seen as unalterable evil and dangerous, willingly followed their beliefs to
their logical conclusion. A work of the utmost importance - as authoritative as it is 
explosive - Hitler's Willing Executioners will fundamentally change our perception of 
the Holocaust and of Germany in the Nazi period. Goldhagen reaches conclusions 
that are both uncompromising and savage, rejecting as inadequate the conventional
historical explanations for how an entire country could allow the Holocaust to 
happen, and gives the first detailed, broad-ranging account of the actual killers of the
Jews.

Daniel Jonah Goldhagen (born June 30, 1959) is an American author, and former 
associate professor of government and social studies at Harvard University. 
Goldhagen reached international attention and broad criticism as the author of two 
controversial books about the Holocaust: Hitler's Willing Executioners (1996), and A
Moral Reckoning (2002). He is also the author of Worse Than War (2009), which 
examines the phenomenon of genocide, and The Devil That Never Dies, in which he
traces a worldwide rise in virulent anti-Semitism (2013).
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Goldman, Emma and Berkman, Alexander. Nowhere at Home: Letters From Exile of
Emma Goldman & Alexander Berkman. New York. 1975. Schocken Books. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 080523537x. Edited by Richard 
Drinnon and Anna Maria Drinnon. 282 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Wendell
Minor. Inventory # 22171. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - After Sacco and Vanzetti, the most famous American 
anarchists are Emma Goldman and Alexander Berkman. NOWHERE AT HOME is 
the story, told in their own words, of one of the most fascinating relationships of our 
time. Born a year apart in nineteenth-century Russia, they both grew up in an 
atmosphere deeply responsive to the dramatic acts against the state committed by 
earlier anarchists and nihilists. Yet they were not fated to meet until the late l880’s 
as new Americans on New York’s Lower East Side. They became lovers shortly 
after, and when Berkman stung by the injustice of the Homestead Steel strike, 
decided to kill Henry Clay Frick in Pittsburgh on behalf of the workers, Emma did not
hesitate to become a streetwalker to get money for the gun. He succeeded, 
however, only in wounding Frick. He was sentenced to twenty-two years in prison 
and served fourteen, after which he wrote the classic Prison Memoirs of an 
Anarchist. With his release and reunion with Emma in 1906, there ensued an 
intense period of public battling over the vital issues of free speech and political 
oppression in a professedly democratic America, Their agitation in World War I over
the newly instituted draft law climaxed in arrest and two-year sentences.

Emma Goldman (June 27, 1869 – May 14, 1940) was an anarchist political activist 
and writer. She played a pivotal role in the development of anarchist political 
philosophy in North America and Europe in the first half of the 20th century. 
Alexander Berkman (November 21, 1870 – June 28, 1936) was a leading member of
the anarchist movement in the early 20th century, famous for both his political 
activism and his writing
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Goldman, Emma. Emma Goldman: A Documentary History of the American Years,
Volume One, Made for America, 1890-1901. Berkeley. 2003. University Of California
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0520086708. Editor Candace
Falk; Associate Editor Barry Pateman; Assistant Editor Jessica Moran; Consulting 
Editor Robert Cohen; Illustrations Editor, Susan Wengraf. Foreword by Leon 
Litwack. 675 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 35110. $80

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This definitive multivolume work, which differs 
significantly from Goldman’s autobiography, presents original texts–a significant 
group of which are published in or translated into English for the first time–anchored
by rigorous contextual annotations. The distillation of years of scholarly research, 
these volumes include personal correspondence, newspaper articles, government 
surveillance reports from America and Europe, dramatic court transcripts, 
unpublished lecture notes, and an array of other rare items and documentation. 
Biographical, newspaper, and organizational appendixes are complemented by in-
depth chronologies that underscore the complexity of Goldman’s political and social
milieu. The first volume, Made for America, 1890—1901, tracks the young Emma 
Goldman’s introduction into the anarchist movement, features her earliest known 
writings in the German anarchist press, and charts her gradual emergence from the
radical immigrant circles of New York City’s Lower East Side into a political and 
intellectual culture of both national and international importance. Goldman’s 
remarkable public ascendance is framed within a volatile period of political violence:
within the first few pages, Henry Clay Frick, the anti-union industrialist, is shot by 
Alexander Berkman, Goldman’s lover; the book ends with the assassination of 
President William McKinley, an act in which Goldman was falsely implicated. The 
documents surrounding these events shed light on difficult issues–and spark an 
important though chilling debate about Goldman’s strategy for reconciling her 
‘beautiful vision’ of anarchism and the harsh realities of her times.

Emma Goldman (June 27, 1869 – May 14, 1940) was an anarchist political activist 
and writer. She played a pivotal role in the development of anarchist political 
philosophy in North America and Europe in the first half of the 20th century.
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Goldman, Emma. Emma Goldman: A Documentary History of the American Years,
Volume Two - Making Speech Free, 1902-1909. Berkeley. 2005. University of 
California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0520225694. 640 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36127. $80

FROM THE PUBLISHER - FROM THE PUBLISHER - This definitive multivolume 
work, which differs significantly from Goldman’s autobiography, presents original 
texts-a significant group of which are published or translated into English for the first
time-anchored by rigorous contextual annotations. The distillation of years of 
scholarly research, these volumes include personal correspondence, newspaper 
articles, government surveillance reports from America and Europe, dramatic court 
transcripts, lecture notes, and previously unpublished documents retrieved from 
obscurity. Biographical, newspaper, and organizational appendices are 
complemented by in-depth chronologies that underscore the complexity of 
Goldman’s political and social milieu. Making Speech Free, 1902-1909, the second 
volume in the series, chronicles Goldman’s pivotal role in the early battle for free 
expression. It highlights the relationship between the development of the right of free
speech and turn-of-the-century anarchist ideas. The enactment of anti-anarchist 
laws and the organization of groups in protest occupy center stage among the 
primary documents. Within this frame, the volume presents Goldman’s evolving 
attitudes toward violence in both its European and American contexts, the emergent
revolution in Russia, and the beginnings of the Modern School education movement
in America, the social significance of European modern drama, and the right of labor
to organize against unfair working conditions in the United States. The volume 
features the early evolution of Goldman’s magazine, Mother Earth, launched in 
1906, which promoted a blending of modern literary and cultural ideas into her 
radical and social political agenda and became a platform for the articulation of her 
feminist critique, an expression of her international reach, and a marker of her desire
to spread anarchist ideas outside the immigrant left.

Emma Goldman (June 27, 1869 – May 14, 1940) was an anarchist political activist 
and writer. She played a pivotal role in the development of anarchist political 
philosophy in North America and Europe in the first half of the 20th century.
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Goldman, Francisco. The Long Night of White Chickens. New York. 1992. Atlantic 
Monthly Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0871135094. 1st Novel. 450 
pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Bascove. Inventory # 26462. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE LONG NIGHT OF WHITE CHICKENS is a novel 
truly born of two worlds: It is the story of Roger Graetz, raised in a Boston suburb by
an aristocratic Guatemalan mother, and his relationship with Flor de Mayo, the 
beautiful young Guatemalan orphan sent by his grandmother to live with his family 
as a maid. When, years later in the 1980s, Flor is murdered in Guatemala while 
running an orphanage, Roger returns to uncover the truth of her death. There he is 
reunited with Luis Moya, a childhood friend, and together they attempt to chronicle 
Flor’s life story, a quest that will have unexpected, and unforgettable repercussions.

Francisco Goldman (born 1954) is an American novelist, journalist, and Allen K. 
Smith Professor of Literature and Creative Writing, Trinity College. Francisco 
Goldman has published four novels and one book of non-fiction.
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Goldman, Francisco. The Ordinary Seaman. New York. 1997. Atlantic Monthly 
Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0871136716. 387 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by John Gall. Jacket photograph by Sebastiao Salgado. Inventory # 
23334. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Francisco Goldman won accolades and international 
recognition with his stunning first novel, THE LONG NIGHT OF WHITE CHICKENS,
the winner of the Sue Kaufman Prize for First Fiction and a finalist for a 
PEN/Faulkner Award for Fiction. In THE ORDINARY SEAMAN, his incredible talents
are again brought to the fore in an unsettling and beautiful story about life, death, 
and love. The ordinary seaman is Esteban, a nineteen-year-old veteran of the war in
Nicaragua who has come to America with fourteen other men to form the crew of the
boat Urus. Docked on a desolate Brooklyn pier, the Unis turns out to be a wreck, the
men - without the ability to return to their homes - become its prisoners, and the city
of New York is transformed into a mysterious and alluring world they cannot 
penetrate. Esteban, haunted by his dead lover from the war, eventually gathers the 
courage to escape from the ship and embarks on a quest for a new life and love in 
the city. THE ORDINARY SEAMAN is both a richly human story of abandonment, 
loss, betrayal, and the power of love and a modern fable about America’s hidden 
immigrant culture.

Francisco Goldman (born 1954) is an American novelist, journalist, and Allen K. 
Smith Professor of Literature and Creative Writing, Trinity College. Francisco 
Goldman has published four novels and one book of non-fiction.keywords
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Goldmark, Daniel and Keil, Charlie (editors). Funny Pictures: Animation and 
Comedy in Studio-era Hollywood. Berkeley. 2011. University of California Press. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520267244. 30 b/w photographs. 
An Ahmanson Foundation Book in the Humanites. 331 pages. paperback. Inventory
# 38012. $26.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This collection of essays explores the link between 
comedy and animation in studio- era cartoons, from filmdom’s earliest days through 
the twentieth century. Written by a who’s who of animation authorities, Funny 
Pictures offers a stimulating range of views on why animation became associated 
with comedy so early and so indelibly and illustrates how animation and humor 
came together at a pivotal stage in the development of the motion picture industry. 
To examine some of the central assumptions about comedy and cartoons and to 
explore the key factors that promoted their fusion, the book analyzes many of the 
key filmic texts from the studio years that exemplify animated comedy. Funny 
Pictures also looks ahead to show how this vital American entertainment tradition 
still thrives today in works ranging from The Simpsons to the output of Pixar.

Daniel Goldmark is Associate Professor of Music at Case Western Reserve 
University. Charlie Keil is Associate Professor of Cinema Studies at the University of
Toronto.
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Goldsmith. Barbara. Other Powers: The Age of Suffrage, Spiritualism, and the 
Scandalous Victoria Woodhull. New York. 1998. Knopf. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0394555368. 531 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 25245. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is history at its most vivid, set amid the battle for 
woman suffrage, the Spiritualist movement that swept across the nation (10 million 
strong by midcentury) in the age of Radical Reconstruction following the Civil War, 
and the bitter fight that pitted black men against white women in the struggle to win 
the right to vote. The cast includes Victoria Woodhull, spiritual and financial advisor 
to Commodore Vanderbilt; Tennessee Claflin, sister of Victoria; Henry Ward 
Beecher, the great preacher of Brooklyn's Plymouth Church; Lib Tilton, angelic, 
obedient wife of Theodore Tilton; Elizabeth Cady Stanton; Anna Dickinson, model 
for Verena Tarrant in Henry James's The Bostonians; Horace Greeley, editor of the
Tribune; and Anthony Comstock, U.S. special postal agent. All of these people play
major roles in this compelling book. Barbara Goldsmith draws on ten years of 
research and letters, diaries, newspaper clippings, and court transcripts to tell the 
story of a woman who embodied - and lived - the tumults that were shaping the 
America of her time. A New York Times notable book. Best of the Year in Nonfiction,
Boston Globe.

Barbara Goldsmith (May 18, 1931 – June 26, 2016) was an American author, 
journalist, and philanthropist. She received critical and popular acclaim for her best 
selling books, essays, articles, and her philanthropic work. She was awarded four 
honoris causa doctorates, and numerous awards; been elected to the American 
Academy of Arts and Sciences, two Presidential Commissions, and the New York 
State Council on the Arts; and honored by The New York Public Library Literary 
Lions as well as the Literacy Volunteers, the American Academy in Rome, The 
Authors Guild, and the Guild Hall Academy of Arts for Lifetime Achievement. In 
2009, she received the Knight’s Cross of the Order of Merit medal from the Republic
of Poland. In November 2008, Goldsmith was elected a “Living Landmark” by the 
New York Landmarks Conservancy.
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Goldstein, Donna M. Laughter Out of Place: Race, Class, Violence, and Sexuality in
a Rio Shantytown. Berkeley. 2003. University Of California Press. 1st Paperback 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0520235975. 378 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
35112. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Donna M. Goldstein challenges much of what we think 
we know about the ‘culture of poverty.’ Drawing on more than a decade of 
experience in Brazil, Goldstein provides an intimate portrait of everyday life among 
the women of the favelas, or urban shantytowns. These women have created 
absurdist and black-humor storytelling practices in the face of trauma and tragedy. 
Goldstein helps us to understand that such joking and laughter is part of an 
emotional aesthetic that defines the sense of frustration and anomie endemic to the
political and economic desperation of the shantytown.

Donna M. Goldstein is Associate Professor of Anthropology at the University of 
Colorado, Boulder.
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Goldstein, Evan. Daring Pairings: A Master Sommelier Matches Distinctive Wines 
with Recipes from His Favorite Chefs. Berkeley. 2010. University of California Press.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780520254787. 364 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 37588. $34.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Daring Pairings veers from the beaten path of wine 
consumption (the everyday Chardonnays and such) to embark on a journey of 
discovery among many of the world’s emerging and lesser known wine grapes and 
how to pair them with food. Take 36 unsung wine grapes, 36 star chefs, 36 delicious
dishes, and one enthusiastic, deeply knowledgable guide, and the result is this 
necessary companion to our best-selling Perfect Pairings. The United States is now
the world leader in wine consumption, and those consumers are increasingly looking
for new taste experiences and better value, qualities that define many of the grapes 
included in this book. For each grape, Goldstein describes the wine styles made 
from it, typical flavors, other varieties with similar flavors, where it’s grown, 
winemaking practices, and the kinds of foods it does and does not compliment. The 
tested recipes include clear, complete instructions and brief comments from both 
Goldstein and the chef describing the result of each 'daring pairing.'Other highlights 
include suggested cheeses to accompany each wine, recommended producers in 
three price categories, tables for comparing the grapes by acidity, sweetness, tannin
and other traits, tips on reliable wine importers, books, blogs and websites, and a 
glossary.

Master Sommelier Evan Goldstein is President and Chief Education Officer of Full 
Circle Wine Solutions, Inc. in San Francisco. He is the author of Perfect Pairings: A
Master Sommelier’s Practical Advice for Partnering Wine with Food and Daring 
Pairings: A Master Sommelier Matches Distinctive Wines with Recipes from His 
Favorite Chefs.
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Goldstein, Evan. Perfect Pairings: A Master Sommelier's Practical Advice For 
Partnering Wine With Food. Berkeley. 2006. University of California Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0520243773. Recipes by Joyce 
Goldstein. 318 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36218. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - As thousands of wines from around the globe enter the
marketplace and the American palate continues to adopt flavors from a range of 
cultures, the task of pairing wine and food becomes increasingly complicated. No 
longer is the choice simply red or white, or wines from California, France, or Italy. 
The typical shopper today has access to wines from those regions plus South Africa,
Chile, Argentina, New Zealand, and Australia. If that isn’t confusing enough, Asian, 
Latin American, and Creole dishes might find their way onto the same table. Perfect
Pairings, by well-known Master Sommelier and respected restaurant industry 
veteran Evan Goldstein, provides straightforward, practical advice for choosing the 
right bottle for each meal. The quintessential resource for matching wine and food, 
this book includes 58 companion recipes developed by celebrated chef Joyce 
Goldstein that showcase each type of wine. Perfect Pairings combines in-depth 
explorations of twelve grape varietals, sparkling wines, and dessert wines with 
guidance about foods that enhance the wide range of styles for each varietal. 
Whether the Chardonnay is earthy and flinty; rich, buttery, and oak-infused; fruity 
and tropical; or aged and mature, Goldstein explains how to match it with dishes that
will make the wine sing. His clear, educational, and entertaining approach towards 
intimidating gastronomical questions provides information for all readers, 
professional and amateur alike. Includes - 16 full-color photos; Six seasonal and 
special occasion menus; Tips for enhancing food and wine experiences, both at 
home and in restaurants; Glossary of wine terminology; Overview of the world’s 
primary wine-growing regions; Recommendations of more than five hundred wines, 
ranging in price from everyday to splurge.

Master Sommelier Evan Goldstein is President and Chief Education Officer of Full 
Circle Wine Solutions, Inc. in San Francisco. He is the author of Perfect Pairings: A
Master Sommelier’s Practical Advice for Partnering Wine with Food and Daring 
Pairings: A Master Sommelier Matches Distinctive Wines with Recipes from His 
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Goldstein, Evan. Wines of South America: The Essential Guide. Berkeley. 2014. 
University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
9780520273931. 7 x 10. 30 b/w scattered. 306 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
41107. $39.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The most comprehensive guide to the wines of the entire
continent, Wines of South America introduces readers to the astounding quality and
variety of wines that until recently have been enjoyed, for the most part, only locally.
Master Sommelier Evan Goldstein leads wine enthusiasts on an exciting 
geographical journey across ten countries, describing the wines, grapes, and 
regions of each. Goldstein begins the tour with a continental overview, discussing 
the arrival of the vine and wine culture, surveying the range of grapes planted and 
cultivated, and summarizing the development of modern-day viticulture and 
winemaking. He explores the two giants of the continent, Argentina and Chile, in 
expansive chapters that cover their unique histories, wine regions, wine styles, 
prominent grapes, and leading producers. Goldstein covers the evolving industries 
of Brazil and Uruguay and discusses the modern-day activities in Bolivia, Colombia,
Ecuador, Paraguay, Peru, and Venezuela. Up-to-date maps, several engaging 
photos, and pertinent statistics support each section, which also feature lively 
profiles of key individuals and wineries that have influenced the development of the
craft. A closing chapter is devoted to food in South America, with specific information
on wine country dining and leading chefs and restaurants. The author provides 
practical advice for travelers, an appendix of available resources for learning more 
about the wines of each region, and lists of ‘top 10’ wine recommendations for quick
reference.

Master Sommelier Evan Goldstein is President and Chief Education Officer of Full 
Circle Wine Solutions, Inc. in San Francisco. He is the author of Perfect Pairings: A
Master Sommelier’s Practical Advice for Partnering Wine with Food and Daring 
Pairings: A Master Sommelier Matches Distinctive Wines with Recipes from His 
Favorite Chefs.
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Goldstein, Melvyn C. History of Modern Tibet, 1913-1951: Demise of Lamaist State.
Berkeley. 1991. University Of California Press. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 0520075900. 936 pages. paperback. Inventory # 35113. $39.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The ‘Tibetan Question,’ the nature of Tibet’s political 
status vis-à-vis China, has been the subject of often bitterly competing views while 
the facts of the issue have not been fully accessible to interested observers. While 
one faction has argued that Tibet was, in the main, historically independent until it 
was conquered by the Chinese Communists in 1951 and incorporated into the new
Chinese state, the other faction views Tibet as a traditional part of China that split 
away at the instigation of the British after the fall of the Manchu Dynasty and was 
later dutifully reunited with ‘New China’ in 1951. In contrast, this comprehensive 
study of modern Tibetan history presents a detailed, non-partisan account of the 
demise of the Lamaist state. Drawing on a wealth of British, American, and Indian 
diplomatic records; first-hand-historical accounts written by Tibetan participants; and
extensive interviews with former Tibetan officials, monastic leaders, soldiers, and 
traders, Goldstein meticulously examines what happened and why. He balances the
traditional focus on international relations with an innovative emphasis on the 
intricate web of internal affairs and events that produced the fall of Tibet. Scholars 
and students of Asian history will find this work an invaluable resource and 
interested readers will appreciate the clear explanation of highly polemicized, and 
often confusing, historical events.

Melvyn C. Goldstein is Professor and Chairman of the Department of Anthropology,
Case Western Reserve University, and co-author of Nomads of Western Tibet 
(California 1990).
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Goldthwaite, Eaton K. The Body Next Door. New York. 1946. Handi-Books. 1st 
Paperback Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers With Tape-Repaired Spine. 127 pages.
paperback. Inventory # 37125. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Mystery featuring Detective Joe Dickerson who doesn't 
believe that a guy seen shooting a gambler who stole his wife actually committed the
murder.

Eaton Kenneth Goldthwaite was an American author (1907-1994) whose series 
character was police Lieutenant Joseph Dickerson.
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Gombrowicz, Witold. Pornografia. New York. 1966. Grove Press. 1st American 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. Translated from the Polish by Alastair Hamilton. 
191 pages. hardcover. Cover art by Kuhlman Associates. Inventory # 4182. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - PORNOGRAFIA is a novel about the sinister effect the 
young have on the old. Set in the heart of the Polish countryside during the German
occupation, it is concerned with the shattering change made in the lives of two aging
intellectuals from Warsaw who are visiting at the estate of a friend. Two adolescents,
drawn together by a physical attraction they never openly admit, excite the 
imagination of the friends, and are manipulated to fit into a sinister play, plotted and
directed by the men. But this is not a story of youth corrupted, rather it is of age 
charmed-by innocence, beauty, ‘lightness.’ The men engineer a crime which has the
surface appearance of legitimacy, but which, in effect, serves their secret eroticism.
The weapons by which the crime is committed are the adolescents. The four are, 
indeed, conspirators. In a final paragraph which is certainly one of the most chilling 
in modern fiction, we see that the actions of the conspirators are, for them, justified.
All are innocent, all are guilty, and all are sated. Witold Gombrowicz has written a 
dark novel which explores that eroticism which is beyond love and carnality. It is the
power of Eros which is seen here, the rejection of all prescribed forms. ‘When the 
Older creates the Younger,’ Gombrowicz notes in his Preface, ‘everything works 
very well from a social and cultural point of view. But if the Older is submitted to the
Younger-what darkness! What perversity and shame!’

Witold Marian Gombrowicz (August 4, 1904 in Maloszyce, near Kielce, Congress 
Poland, Russian Empire - July 24, 1969 in Vence, near Nice, France) was a Polish 
novelist and dramatist. His works are characterized by deep psychological analysis,
a certain sense of paradox and an absurd, anti-nationalist flavor. In 1937 he 
published his first novel, Ferdydurke, which presented many of his usual themes: the
problems of immaturity and youth, the creation of identity in interactions with others,
and an ironic, critical examination of class roles in Polish society and culture. He 
gained fame only during the last years of his life but is now considered one of the 
foremost figures of Polish literature.
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Gombrowicz, Witold. The Marriage. New York. 1969. Grove Press. 1st American 
Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. Translated from the Polish by Louis Iribarne. 
Introduction by Jan Kott. Paperback Original. 158 pages. paperback. E-482. 
Inventory # 13489. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is a play about the shifting relationship between 
reality and imagination. Henry, a soldier stationed in northern France during World
War II, has a dream about his father, mother, sweetheart, and best friend; the dream
constitutes the action of the play. In the dream, Henry’s imagination transforms 
himself and the other characters into players of multiple roles — Father and King, 
Mother and Queen, Servant and Princess, Son and Prince, Friend and Courtier. The
author explores the kind of transformations which occur in human relationships and
which allow a father to be elevated to kingship and then deposed, the lost chastity of
a young woman to be restored by a respectable marriage, and one’s character and 
relationship to others to be built totally through one’s individual perception. To some
extent, THE MARRIAGE parodies Shakespearean convention, for the type of 
complication of plot and character provides a plausible and flexible context for 
Gombrowicz’s ideas, and a dramatic exploration of the nature of the absolute reality
of form in relation to the always changing reality of self and imagination.

Witold Marian Gombrowicz (August 4, 1904 in Maloszyce, near Kielce, Congress 
Poland, Russian Empire - July 24, 1969 in Vence, near Nice, France) was a Polish 
novelist and dramatist. His works are characterized by deep psychological analysis,
a certain sense of paradox and an absurd, anti-nationalist flavor. In 1937 he 
published his first novel, Ferdydurke, which presented many of his usual themes: the
problems of immaturity and youth, the creation of identity in interactions with others,
and an ironic, critical examination of class roles in Polish society and culture. He 
gained fame only during the last years of his life but is now considered one of the 
foremost figures of Polish literature.
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Gomes, Paulo Emilio Salles. P.'S Three Women. New York. 1984. Avon/Bard. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0380862565. Paperback Original. 
Translated from the Portuguese by Margaret A. Neves. 136 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 13269. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE ACT OF LOVE. THE ART OF DECEPTION - Subtly
erotic and filled with unexpected twists, P’S THREE WOMEN aims at the heart of 
human vanity with an irony that pierces, but delights-for this is a look at love-
Brazilian-style. In a picaresque journey from youth to old age, R, a wealthy 
businessman who abhors his real name, finds his passions ensnared by a married 
woman, a demanding mistress, and a child-like bride. But each of his three women -
the beautiful Helena, the high-strung Ermengarda, the delightful ‘Her’ - hides a 
secret. Each will involve P. in an astonishing drama touched by both tragedy and 
farce. Each will make him either a wise man or a fool. Richly symbolic, P’S THREE
WOMEN ingeniously weaves three tales into one superbly crafted masterpiece. a 
unique and wonderful work by an outstanding.

EMILIO SALLES GOMES (December 17, 1916, São Paulo, São Paulo, Brazil - 
September 9, 1977, São Paulo, São Paulo, Brazil) began his career as a critic in 
1941 and is considered to be the greatest critic of cinematography ever to have 
emerged from Brazil. In 1936 he had been imprisoned for protesting against the 
Fascist Vargas regime. He traveled to Europe, where he completed his film studies,
which resulted in the now classic study of the films of Jean Vigo, which has been 
published here and in France. In 1977, he published P.’S THREE WOMEN, a three-
part comic capitulation of the spirit in its battle with the flesh, in the forms of Helena,
Hermengarda, and Her. TWICE WITH HELENA was made into a film, MEMORIAS
DE HELENA, by the Brazilian director David Neves. Immediately upon publication, 
the work was hailed as a classic of erotic comedy, with critics comparing the author 
to Philip Roth and Machado de Assis. It was to be his only novel; he died shortly 
after its publication.
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Gomez, Jewelle. Forty-Three Septembers: Essays. Ithaca. 1993. Firebrand Books. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 1563410389. 196 pages. paperback.
Cover design by Lee Tackett. Inventory # 4272. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Jewelle Gomez’s essays weave together the varied 
strands of experience that contribute to a writing life Black, lesbian, Native 
American, raised poor, ex-Catholic fantasy-fiction author - all are blended in FORTY-
THREE SEPTEMBERS. Exploring her relationship to her grandmother and other 
women in her family and gay men, to coming out, and to the contemporary political 
literary climate, Jewelle Gomez conveys her sense of the mythic heroism of ordinary
people. The possibility of that courageousness shapes her expectations for herself 
and others.

Author of the double Lambda Literary Award-winning Black lesbian vampire novel, 
THE GILDA STORIES, Jewelle Gomez currently lives in San Francisco after twenty-
two years in New York.
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Gonzalez Echevarria, Roberto (editor). The Oxford Book of Latin American Short 
Stories. New York. 1997. Oxford University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good 
in Dustjacket. 0195095901. 481 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Leah Lococo. 
Jacket painting by Ciclóng I by Flora Fong, Havana, Cuba. Inventory # 24631. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In THE OXFORD BOOK OF LATIN AMERICAN SHORT
STORIES, editor Roberto Gonzalez Echevarria brings together fifty-three stories that
span the history of Latin American literature and represent the most dazzling 
achievements in the form. In his fascinating introduction, Gonzalez Echevarria 
traces the evolution of the short story in Latin American literature, explaining why the
genre has flourished there with such brilliance, and illuminating the various cultural 
and literary tensions that resolve themselves in ‘magical realism.’ The stories 
themselves exhibit all the inventiveness, the luxuriousness of language, the wild 
metaphoric leaps and uncanny conjunctions of the ordinary with the fantastic that 
have given the Latin American short story its distinctive and unforgettable flavor: 
From the Joycean subtlety of Machado de Assis’s ‘Midnight Mass,’ to the brutal 
parable of Julio Ramón Ribeyro’s ‘The Featherless Buzzards,’ to the startling 
disorientation of Alejo Carpentier’s ‘Journey Back to the Source’ (which is told 
backward, because a sorcerer has waved his wand and made time flow in reverse),
to the haunting reveries of Maria Luisa Bombal’s ‘The Tree.’ Readers familiar with 
only the most popular Latin American writers will be delighted to discover many 
exciting new voices here, including Catalina de Erauso, Ricardo Palma, Ruben 
Dario, Augusto Roa Bastos, Cristina Pen Rossi, along with Borges, Garcia Márquez,
Fuentes, Cortázar, Vargas Llosa, and many others. Gonzalez Echevarria also 
provides brief and extremely helpful headnotes for each selection, discussing the 
author’s influences, major works, and central themes.

Roberto González Echevarría (born 28 November 1943, Sagua La Grande, Cuba) is
a Cuban-born critic of Latin American literature and culture. He is the Sterling 
Professor of Hispanic and Comparative Literature at Yale University.
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Gonzalez-Crussi, F. On the Nature of Things Erotic. San Diego. 1988. Harcourt 
Brace Jovanovich. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0151699666. 197 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket photo courtesy THE IMAGE BANK West/David Hamilton. 
Inventory # 12187. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Speculation abounds on what lies at the heart of the 
sexual impulse. From Plato’s Symposium to Kinsey’s once-astonishing findings to 
Erica Jong’s zipless ecstacy, poets, scholars, and ad-men have tried to define the 
nature of our irresistible attraction to one another. Whether we cleave together as 
separated halves of a formerly united whole or whether our agile couplings and 
fervid imaginings spring from a need to reproduce, the impulse is here to stay. For 
Gonzalez-Crussi, whose straitlaced Mexico City upbringing afforded little opportunity
for high jinks, it was shopping that gave him a chance to look and to daily. His erotic
awakening proceeded delectably to loss of virginity to a ‘brune mestiza of pitch-black
braids, and the entrancing, hieratic dance, the strutting of a swarthy maid who 
balanced pots of skimmed or two percent on rhythmically swaying, opulent hips.’ 
Elsewhere Dr. Crussi ranges from Cervantes to ‘Dear Abby’ and from Sade to 
Hefner in his playful pondering on things erotic. The author’s much-admired first 
collection of essays, NOTES OF AN ANATOMIST, was awarded the prize for 
nonfiction by the Society of Midland Authors in 1985. THREE FORMS OF SUDDEN
DEATH followed. Reviewers likened Dr. Crussi to Montaigne and Lamb. For Oliver 
Sacks his writing ‘reminds [one] of nothing so much as Sir Thomas Browne, oddly 
ad-mixed with a sort of medical Borges.’ Stylish and sophisticated, ON THE 
NATURE OF THINGS EROTIC is a seductive addition to a growing body of original
and wide-ranging essays on the human condition.

F. Gonzalez-Crussi, born and raised in Mexico City, received his M.D. degree from 
the National University of Mexico and pursued postgraduate training in pathology in 
the United States and Canada. Since 1978 he has been professor of pathology at 
Northwestern University as well as head of the Division of Anatomical Pathology at
Children’s Memorial Hospital in Chicago.
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Gonzalez, Jose Luis. Ballad of Another Time. Tulsa. 1987. Council Oak 
Books/Hecate. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0933031106. 
Translated from the Spanish by Asa Zatz. 103 pages. paperback. Cover art by Juan
Alcazar - 'La Limpia'. Inventory # 12077. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A tale of love and honor in which Rosendo Arbona 
discovers that his young wife Dominga is missing. When he learns that she has run
away with one of the young farm workers, Rosendo embarks on what will become a
an almost mythic journey to find Dominga, avenge his honor, and discover the 
deeper purpose of his travels. “A haunting, almost uncanny tale of love and honor in
which the. characters move through a world of secret passions and silences. [Set in
Puerto Rico], scenes of impoverished farmers, madwomen, and men in coffee shops
and cafes combine to form a blend of voices and landscapes whose essence can be
distilled into three words: tobacco, coffee, and sugar” - Marjorie Agosin, New York 
Times Book Review.

José Luis González (1926–1996) was born in the Dominican Republic and lived in 
Puerto Rico and Mexico. His novels, short stories, and essays have been widely 
translated and anthologized.
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Gonzalez, Juan. Roll Down Your Window: Stories From a Forgotten America. New 
York. 1995. Verso. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0860914496. 240 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 22293. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Juan Gonzalez, described by the Village Voice as 'the 
most radical person in the above-it-all world of New York daily journalism,' is a 
reporter who takes as his beat the streets and projects of America's inner cities and 
the barrios across its southern borders. In these passionate and vivid despatches, 
he reports from the frontline of a social crisis which stretches from New York to Los
Angeles, across the Rio Grande to Mexico's maquiladoras, through to Haiti, 
Honduras and Cuba. Written not just about the ghetto, but from it, Gonzalez's stories
portray workers on strike, refugees on the run, owners on the make and a journalist
on the case. Together they bring us face to face with 'human beings whose 
tragedies illuminate the landscape of a forgotten America.'

Juan González (born October 15, 1947) is an American progressive broadcast 
journalist and investigative reporter. He was also a columnist for the New York Daily
News from 1987 to 2016. He frequently co-hosts the radio and television program 
Democracy Now! with Amy Goodman.
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Goodman, John F. Mingus Speaks. Berkeley. 2013. University of California Press. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780520275232. A Roth Family 
Foundation Music in America Book. 6 x 9. 10 b/w photos. 306 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design: Claudia Smelser and Man Ee Wong. Jacket illustration: Charles 
Mingus on his rooftop, 1974. Photo by Sy Johnson. Inventory # 15998. $34.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In words as in music, Mingus could erupt like a geyser 
speaking in tongues. These interviews let you experience his volatile, high-pressure
flow of acute insights and outrageous conjectures. Gene Santoro, author of Myself
When I Am Real: The Life and Music of Charles Mingus Charles Mingus is among 
jazz’s greatest composers and perhaps its most talented bass player. He was blunt
and outspoken about the place of jazz in music history and American culture, about
which performers were the real thing (or not), and much more. These in-depth 
interviews, conducted near the end of his life, capture the composer’s spirit and 
voice, revealing how he saw himself as composer and performer, how he viewed his
peers and predecessors, how he created his extraordinary music, and how he 
looked at race. Augmented with interviews and commentary by ten close associates
—including Mingus’s wife Sue, Teo Macero, George Wein, and Sy Johnson—
Mingus Speaks provides a wealth of new perspectives on the musician’s life and 
career. As a writer for Playboy, John F. Goodman reviewed Mingus’s comeback 
concert in 1972 and went on to achieve an intimacy with the composer that brings a
relaxed and candid tone to the ensuing interviews. Much of what Mingus shares 
shows him in a new light: his personality, his passions and sense of humor, and his 
thoughts on music. The conversations are wide-ranging, shedding fresh light on 
important milestones in Mingus’s life such as the publication of his memoir, Beneath
the Underdog, the famous Tijuana episodes, his relationships, and the jazz 
business.

John F. Goodman is a writer, former teacher, and media consultant based in 
Oaxaca, Mexico.
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Goodman, Paul. Sparrow 58: Three Early Stories. Santa Barbara. 1977. Black 
Sparrow Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. unpaginated. paperback. 
Inventory # 16806. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Sparrow appeared monthly. It printed poetry, fiction, 
essays, criticism, commentaries and reviews. Each issue presents the work of a 
single author.

Paul Goodman (September 9, 1911 – August 2, 1972) was an American sociologist,
poet, writer, anarchist, and public intellectual. Goodman is now mainly remembered
as the author of Growing Up Absurd (1960) and an activist on the pacifist Left in the
1960s and an inspiration to that era's student movement. He is less remembered as
a co-founder of Gestalt Therapy in the 1940s and '50s.
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Goodman, Paul. The Empire City: A Novel of New York City. Santa Barbara. 2001.
Black Sparrow Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 1574231774. 
601 pages. paperback. Inventory # 41736. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a comic-picaresque epic that is one part Cervantes 
and two parts Brecht, Paul Goodman gives us the coming-of-age of Horatio, a sane
man in an absurd world. Our endearingly optimistic hero resists his compulsory mis-
education, does battle with the System, and scours post World War II Manhattan for
an elective family of fellow-thinkers and, more important, fellow-feelers. It's a big 
book, but Horatio's is a big world, and his question the biggest a man can ask: 'How
does one live the right life?' As Goodman once told Studs Terkel, 'I might seem to 
have a number of divergent interests community planning, psychotherapy, 
education, politics but they are all one concern: how to make it possible to grow up 
as a human being into a culture without losing nature. I simply refuse to 
acknowledge that a sensible and honorable community does not exist.'

Paul Goodman (September 9, 1911 – August 2, 1972) was an American sociologist,
poet, writer, anarchist, and public intellectual. Goodman is now mainly remembered
as the author of Growing Up Absurd (1960) and an activist on the pacifist Left in the
1960s and an inspiration to that era's student movement. He is less remembered as
a co-founder of Gestalt Therapy in the 1940s and '50s.
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Goodman, Susan and Dawson, Carl. William Dean Howells: A Writer's Life. 
Berkeley. 2005. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0520238966. 520 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36163. $34.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Possibly the most influential figure in the history of 
American letters, William Dean Howells (1837-1920) was, among other things, a 
leading novelist in the realist tradition, a formative influence on many of America’s 
finest writers, and an outspoken opponent of social injustice. This biography, the first
comprehensive work on Howells in fifty years, enters the consciousness of the man
and his times, revealing a complicated and painfully honest figure who came of age 
in an era of political corruption, industrial greed, and American imperialism. Written
with verve and originality in a highly absorbing style, it brings alive for a new 
generation a literary and cultural pioneer who played a key role in creating the 
American artistic ethos. William Dean Howells traces the writer’s life from his 
boyhood in Ohio before the Civil War, to his consularship in Italy under President 
Lincoln, to his rise as editor of Atlantic Monthly Press. It looks at his writing, which 
included novels, poems, plays, children’s books, and criticism. Howells had many 
powerful friendships among the literati of his day; and here we find an especially rich
examination of the relationship between Howells and Mark Twain. Howells was, as 
Twain called him, ‘the boss’ of literary critics-his support almost single-handedly 
made the careers of many writers, including African Americans like Paul Dunbar and
women like Sarah Orne Jewett. Showcasing many noteworthy personalities-Henry 
James, Edmund Gosse, H. G. Wells, Stephen Crane, Emily Dickinson, and many 
others-William Dean Howells portrays a man who stood at the center of American 
literature through the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

Susan Goodman, Professor of English and H. Fletcher Brown Chair of Humanities at
the University of Delaware, is author of Civil Wars: American Novelists and 
Manners, 1880-1940 (2003) and Ellen Glasgow: A Biography (2003), among other 
books. Carl Dawson, Professor of English at the University of Delaware, is author of
Living Backwards: A Transatlantic Memoir (1995), Lafcadio Hearn and the Vision of
Japan (1992), and other books.
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Goodwin, Brian. How the Leopard Changed Its Spots: The Evolution of Complexity.
New York. 1994. Scribner. 1st American Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0025447106. 252 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by One Plus One Studio. 
Inventory # 21526. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Do genes explain life? Can advances in evolutionary and
molecular biology account for what we look like, how we behave, and why we die? 
In this powerful intervention into current biological thinking, Brian Goodwin argues 
that such genetic reductionism has important limits. Drawing on the sciences of 
complexity, the author shows how an understanding of the self-organizing patterns 
of networks is necessary for making sense of nature. Genes are important, but only
as part of a process constrained by environment, physical laws, and the universal 
tendencies of complex adaptive systems.

Brian Carey Goodwin (25 March 1931 – 15 July 2009) was a Canadian 
mathematician and biologist, a Professor Emeritus at the Open University and a 
founder of theoretical biology and biomathematics. He introduced the use of 
complex systems and generative models in developmental biology. He suggested 
that a reductionist view of nature fails to explain complex features, controversially 
proposing the "fringe" structuralist theory that morphogenetic fields might substitute 
for natural selection in driving evolution. He was also a visible member of the Third
Culture movement.
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Goozner, Merrill. $800 Million Dollar Pill: Truth Behind the Cost of New Drugs. 
Berkeley. 2004. University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0520239458. 297 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 35115. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Why do life-saving prescription drugs cost so much? 
Drug companies insist that prices reflect the millions they invest in research and 
development. In this gripping exposé, Merrill Goozner contends that American 
taxpayers are in fact footing the bill twice: once by supporting government-funded 
research and again by paying astronomically high prices for prescription drugs. 
Goozner demonstrates that almost all the important new drugs of the past quarter-
century actually originated from research at taxpayer-funded universities and at the
National Institutes of Health. He reports that once the innovative work is over, the 
pharmaceutical industry often steps in to reap the profit. Goozner shows how drug 
innovation is driven by dedicated scientists intent on finding cures for diseases, not 
by pharmaceutical firms whose bottom line often takes precedence over the 
advance of medicine. A university biochemist who spent twenty years searching for
a single blood protein that later became the best-selling biotech drug in the world, a
government employee who discovered the causes for dozens of crippling genetic 
disorders, and the Department of Energy-funded research that made the Human 
Genome Project possible--these engrossing accounts illustrate how medical 
breakthroughs actually take place. The $800 Million Pill suggests ways that the 
government’s role in testing new medicines could be expanded to eliminate the 
private sector waste driving up the cost of existing drugs. Pharmaceutical firms 
should be compelled to refocus their human and financial resources on true medical
innovation, Goozner insists. This book is essential reading for everyone concerned 
about the politically charged topics of drug pricing, Medicare coverage, national 
health care, and the role of pharmaceutical companies in developing countries.

Merrill Goozner is former Chief Economics Correspondent at the Chicago Tribune.
Winner of six Peter Lisagor Awards, Goozner is a contributing editor for The 
American Prospect. His work has also appeared in the New York Times, 
Washington Post, Boston Magazine, Columbia Journalism Review, Washington 
Monthly, and Fortune Small Business, among other publications.
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Gopalan, Lalitha. Bombay. London. 2005. British Film Institute. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0851709567. BFI Modern Classic. 94 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 35932. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In January 1993 sectarian rioting left two thousand 
Hindus and Muslims dead in Bombay. Only two years later Mani Ratnam’s 
audacious Tamil film Bombay (1995) used these events as a backdrop to a love 
story between a Hindu boy and a Muslim girl. Bombay was condemned by Muslim 
critics for misrepresentation and was embroiled in censorship controversies. These 
served only to heighten interest and the film ran to packed houses in India and 
abroad. Lalitha Gopolan shows how Bombay struggles to find a narrative that can 
reconcile communal differences. She looks in detail at the way official censors tried 
to change the film under the influence of powerful figures in both the Muslim and the
Hindu communities. In going on to analyze the aesthetics of Bombay, she shows 
how themes of social and gender difference are rendered through performance, 
choreography, song and cinematography. This is a fascinating account of a 
landmark in recent Indian cinema.

Lalitha Gopalan teaches Film Studies at Georgetown University. She is the author of
Cinema of Interruptions: Action Genres in Contemporary Indian Cinema (BFI, 2002).
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Gordimer, Nadine. A Guest of Honor. New York. 1970. Viking Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670356549. 504 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Appelbaum/Curtis. Inventory # 3564. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The title figure of this towering novel is James Bray, an 
Englishman who returns to the Central African country where he once served as a 
colonial administrator. He is coming hack for the Independence celebrations, ten 
years after his expulsion by Her Majesty’s government for siding with the local 
nationalist leaders in their campaign for freedom. His African hosts, who wish to 
thank him for his role as one of the country’s liberators, soon press him to stay. After
accepting a post in education- planning, Bray heads north to the Gala District he 
knows so well. There and back in the capital, in the bush, surveying appalling needs,
on the shores of the Great Lake, through Party congress and clandestine meeting, 
and ultimately in fire and blood, Bray measures the young country’s progress 
against the split between the growing expedience and greed of some leaders and 
the passionate determination of others to put into practice the ideals of the 
Independence struggle. The choice of loyalties he must inevitably make is his 
triumph and undoing, and even the golden-eyed woman he has grown to love 
cannot help. A GUEST OF HONOUR is a novel that informs brilliantly and moves 
inexorably, a plaiting together of love, tragedy, and truth, in a setting that only 
Nadine Gordimer could evoke so magnificently. In her narrative of the twined fates 
of Bray and of the nation itself, Ms Gordimer has given us not only the most 
important book of her distinguished career so far, hut also the most searching 
account ever written of the birth pangs of a nation struggling to he born into the Third
World.

Nadine Gordimer (20 November 1923 – 13 July 2014) was a South African writer, 
political activist and recipient of the 1991 Nobel Prize in Literature.
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Gordimer, Nadine. July's People. New York. 1982. Penguin Books. 1st Penguin 
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0140061401. 160 pages. paperback. 
Cover illustration by Gloria Singer. Inventory # 3569. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - For years, it had been what is called a ‘deteriorating 
situation.’ Now all over South Africa the cities are battlegrounds. The members of 
the Smales family - liberal whites - are rescued from the terror by their servant, July,
who leads them to refuge in his village. What happens to the Smaleses and to July -
the shifts in character and relationships - gives us an unforgettable look into the 
terrifying, tacit understandings and misunderstandings between blacks and whites.

Nadine Gordimer (20 November 1923 – 13 July 2014) was a South African writer, 
political activist and recipient of the 1991 Nobel Prize in Literature.
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Gordimer, Nadine. Livingston's Companions (DUSTJACKET ONLY). New York. 
1971. Viking Press. Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0670435708. 
DUSTJACKET ONLY. Inventory #  44251. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET -

Nadine Gordimer (20 November 1923 – 13 July 2014) was a South African writer, 
political activist and recipient of the 1991 Nobel Prize in Literature.
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Gordimer, Nadine. Not For Publication and Other Stories (DUSTJACKET ONLY). 
New York. 1965. Viking Press. Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket. DUSTJACKET
ONLY. Inventory #  44252. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET - Many of the stories
in this collection explore the racial barriers of South Africa, More than half of these 
sixteen stories in fact have an African setting. Includes the stories: Not for 
Publication; Son in Law; A Company of Laughing Faces; Thru Time and Distance; 
The Worst Thing of All; The Pet; One Whole Year, and Even More; A Chip of Glass
Ruby; Vital Stastics; The African Magician; Native Country Tenants of the last tree 
House; Good Climate, Friendly Inhabitants; Something for the Time Being; Message
in a Bottle; Some Monday for Sure

Nadine Gordimer (20 November 1923 – 13 July 2014) was a South African writer, 
political activist and recipient of the 1991 Nobel Prize in Literature.
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Gordimer, Nadine. The Soft Voice of the Serpent. New York. 1952. Simon & 
Schuster. 1st American Printing. Very Good. No Dustjacket. 245 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 16432. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Only a few of Nadine Gordimer’s short stories had been
published in America at this book’s publication - in The New Yorker, The Yale 
Review, The Virginia Quarterly - but her work has received lavish praise from 
reviewers across the globe and also in South Africa where she lived and wrote her 
stories. In this, her first volume of short stories published in the U. S., Nadine 
Gordimer makes us see and understand the unmistakable setting and origin of her 
own people - the native servant haunted by ambition to educate her children, the 
performance of a Wilde play before a stunned audience of Bantu people. Though 
the details and the human material are, in most cases, clearly South African in 
origin, yet always the people who are brought to sudden, startling life are universal.
We may encounter them, their problems, and the incidents that form the pattern of 
their lives almost anywhere. One powerful theme runs through all Miss Gordimer’s 
stories: the sense that people’s exteriors, their faces, expressions, utterances, are 
totally unrevealing of the real persons beneath. The short stories include: Is There 
Nowhere Else We Can Meet; The Soft Voice of the Serpent; Ah Woe Is Me; The 
Catch; The Train from Rhodesia; A Bit of Young Life; Six Feet of the Country; Which
New Era Would That Be; Enemies; Happy Event; The Smell of Death and Flowers;
Friday's Footprint; The Night the Favourite Came Home; The Bridegroom; The Last
Kiss; The Gentle Art; Something for the Time Being; A Company of Laughing Faces;
Not for Publication; A Chip of Glass Ruby; Good Climate Friendly Inhabitants; The 
African Magician; Some Monday for Sure; Abroad; Livingstone's Companions; An 
Intruder; Open House; Rain Queen; No Place Like; The Life of the Imagination; and
Africa Emergent.

Nadine Gordimer (20 November 1923 – 13 July 2014) was a South African writer, 
political activist and recipient of the 1991 Nobel Prize in Literature.
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Gordon, Deborah. Ants at Work: How An Insect Society Is Organized. New York. 
1999. Free Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684857332. 182
pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by Ray Mendez. Inventory # 27025. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Leading ant researcher Deborah Gordon takes readers 
to the Arizona desert to explore how the system of tunnels and caves in the dirt 
become so much more than the sum of its parts. The discovery involves the 
emerging insights of the new science of complexity, and contributes to 
understanding the evolution of life itself.

Deborah M. Gordon, Ph.D., studied at Oberlin College, Stanford University, and 
Duke University, and researched at Harvard University and the University of Oxford
before joining the faculty at Stanford, where she is Associate Professor of Biological
Sciences. She lives in Redwood City, California.
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Gordon, Karen Elizabeth. The Well-Tempered Sentence: A Punctuation Handbook 
for the Innocent, the Eager, and the Doomed. New York. 1983. Ticknor & Fields. 2nd
Printing. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With Some Tears. 0899191703. 96
pages. hardcover. Cover designed by Christine Swirnoff/Libra Graphics, INc. 
Inventory # 4192. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - For everyone who thinks a semicolon is a small intestine,
or a dash is something you make for a taxi - al1y there is hope, in the form of THE
WELL-TEMPERED SENTENCE. In this beguiling little volume, punctuation takes on
a whole new aspect. Distressed by the dry, serious tone of most gram texts, Karen
Gordon composed this collection of bizarre but instructional sentences in an effort to
take the pain out of punctuation and put the perversity back in. This doesn’t prevent
her from presenting the rules clearly and simply, however. These whimsical 
sentences may make you giggle or gasp, but they will surely teach you everything 
you want to know about punctuation.

Karen Elizabeth Gordon is the author of the classic and comic reference books The
Deluxe Transitive Vampire, The New Well-Tempered Sentence, and Torn Wings 
and Faux Pas. Her wanderlusting fiction includes The Ravenous Muse, The Red 
Shoes and Other Tattered Tales, and Paris Out of Hand. She lives in Berkeley, 
California and Paris.
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Gordon, Stewart. A History of the World in Sixteen Shipwrecks. Lebanon. 2015. 
ForeEdge. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9781611685404. 270 
pages. hardcover. Inventory #  44677. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Stories of disasters at sea, whether about Roman 
triremes, the treasure fleet of the Spanish Main, or great transatlantic ocean liners, 
fire the imagination as little else can. From the historical sinkings of the Titanic and 
the Lusitania to the recent capsizing of a Mediterranean cruise ship, the study of 
shipwrecks also makes for a new and very different understanding of world history.
A History of the World in Sixteen Shipwrecks explores the age-old, immensely 
hazardous, persistently romantic, and ongoing process of moving people and goods
across the seven seas. In recounting the stories of ships and the people who made
and sailed them, from the earliest craft plying the ancient Nile to the Exxon Valdez,
Stewart Gordon argues that the gradual integration of mainly local and separate 
maritime domains into fewer, larger, and more interdependent regions offers a 
unique perspective on world history. Gordon draws a number of provocative 
conclusions from his study, among them that the European “Age of Exploration” as a
singular event is simply a myth: over the millennia, many cultures, east and west, 
have explored far-flung maritime worlds, and technologies of shipbuilding and 
navigation have been among the main drivers of science and exploration throughout
history. In a series of compelling narratives, A History of the World in Sixteen 
Shipwrecks shows that the development of institutions and technologies that made 
the terrifying oceans familiar and turned unknown seas into well-traveled sea-lanes
matters profoundly in our modern world.

STEWART GORDON is a senior research scholar at the Center for South Asian 
Studies at the University of Michigan and author of eight books, including When Asia
Was the World.
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Gore, Frederick. Abstract Art. New York. 1959. Crown. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. Part Of The Movements In Modern Art Series. 
With Color Plates.With 24 Illustrations. 67 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 23807. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - MOVEMENTS IN MODERN ART is a popular series of 
art books each containing 24 color plates. Abstract painting is neither so 
revolutionary nor so baffling as many people suppose. The introductory essay to this
volume shows not only the long tradition which has led naturally towards abstraction
in all branches of art, but also how painters such as Kandinsky, Mondrian, Miro, and
Klee have something to say to our age which is of spiritual as well as cultural 
significance. The volume is illustrated with works by these and other painters from 
all countries, and each reproduction is accompanied by an explanatory note.

Frederick John Pym Gore (8 November 1913 – 31 August 2009), was a British 
painter.
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Gores, Joe. Hammett. New York. 1975. Putnam. 1st Edition. Very Good in Slightly
Worn & Tape-Repaired Dustjacket. 0399116003. 251 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Honi Werner. Inventory # 4194. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - SAN FRANCISCO, 1928, is a corrupt city, owned by its 
politicians, its cops, its district attorney. A city where anything is for sale. And 
anybody. Except for one man. A private detective- turned-writer named Samuel 
Dashiell Hammett, once again manhunting because an old friend to whom he 
refused help has been brutally murdered. During his search through the teeming 
alleys of Chinatown, through the cathouses and speakeasies and gambling hells of 
the city, Hammett discovers that the years of writing have dulled his hunter’s 
instincts, have made him fear death-and that failure to resharpen his long-unused 
skills as a private detective could end not only his life, but his chance for literary 
immortality. Joe Gores, like Dashiell Hammett, spent years as a private detective 
before becoming a novelist; only he could have conceived this stunning novel. He 
boldly probes the enigmas of the tough, moody, brilliant man who wrote such 
classics as THE MALTESE FALCON, THE CLASS KEY, and THE THIN MAN, and 
he probes the brawling, corrupt city where Hammett’s Sam Spade and Continental
Op lived and worked. His dialogue crackles and sparks with the wry, tough humor of
the twenties. His characters are thinly disguised portraits of the men and women 
who shook and shaped this most fascinating of American cities. His plot, drawn from
actual events in San Francisco s corrupt political past, casts harsh light on a stark 
and bloody era. HAMMETT is a novel of unusual brilliance-part thriller, part 
fictionalized history, part biography, all knife-edge suspense. In it a man’s search for
several kinds of truth leads him-and the reader-to ultimate revelations about the 
murderer within us all.

Joseph Nicholas "Joe" Gores (born December 25, 1931, in Rochester, Minnesota, 
United States; died January 10, 2011, in Greenbrae, California) was an American 
mystery writer. He was known best for his novels and short stories set in San 
Francisco and featuring the fictional "Dan Kearney and Associates" (the "DKA Files")
private investigation firm specializing in repossessing cars, a thinly veiled escalation
of his own experiences as a confidential sleuth and repo man.
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Gorky, Maxim. A Sky-Blue Life and Selected Stories. New York. 1964. Signet/New 
American Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
Translated From The Russian & With A Foreword By George Reavey. 256 pages. 
paperback. CT208. Cover: Lambert. Inventory # 29061. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The world Gorky described in his stories was one of 
uneasy fermentation, pressing change, and desperate urgency. It was a world of 
almost American dynamism, but its keynote was rebellion,' writes George Reavey, 
who has both selected and given superb new translations to this collection of 
Gorky's finest tales. The heir to the great Russian literary tradition of the nineteenth
century, it was Gorky's genius to strike out on a bold new path of vigorous, often 
harsh, realism, exploring a vast uncharted area of human experience - the 'lower 
depths' of Russian society. Against a background of steppe and shore, river and 
mountain, peasant village and teeming city, Gorky brings to life an unforgettable 
gallery of characters, portrayed in all their ignorance and wisdom; their brutality; their
delicate, almost inarticulate, yearnings. These tales tell of theft and murder, love and
birth, tragic pain and fleeting beauty; in them, Gorky reveals both his intimate 
knowledge of the most sordid aspects of existence and his indomitable faith in the 
infinite potential of the human spirit. He was, in the words of Stefan Zweig, 'a pure 
true man, a great creative artist.'

Alexei Maximovich Peshkov (28 March 1868 – 18 June 1936), primarily known as 
Maxim (Maksim) Gorky, was a Russian and Soviet writer, a founder of the Socialist 
realism literary method and a political activist.keywords
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Gottfried von Strassburg. Tristan, with the ‘Tristran’ of Thomas. Baltimore. 1960. 
Penguin Books. 1st Penguin Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers 
With A Small Tear At The Top Corner Spine. Translated from the German & With An
Introduction by A. T. Hatto. 374 pages. paperback. L98. Inventory # 16793. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Gottfried’s version of this legendary romance - in which 
Tristan and Isolde chance to drink a magic potion that causes them to fall in love - 
portrays Tristan in the round as an attractive and sophisticated pre-Renaissance 
man. While Gottfried adheres faithfully to the events as set down by Thomas, his 
chosen source, he is correct over questions of Christianity and religion, but no more.
In fact his persona as narrator is oddly elusive and engaging. A virtuoso stylist, 
adept in irony and wit, he is subtle in putting across his own impressions of a love 
that transcends the bounds advocated by Church or society.

Gottfried von Strassburg (died c. 1210) is the author of the Middle High German 
courtly romance Tristan, an adaptation of the 12th-century Tristan and Iseult legend.
Gottfried's work is regarded, alongside Wolfram von Eschenbach's Parzival and the
Nibelungenlied, as one of the great narrative masterpieces of the German Middle 
Ages. He is probably also the composer of a small number of surviving lyrics. His 
work became a source of inspiration for Richard Wagner's opera Tristan und Isolde.
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Gould, James L. and Gould, Carol Grant. Nature’s Compass: The Mystery of Animal
Navigation. Princeton. 2012. Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 9780691140452. Science Essentials. 10 halftones, 97 line 
illustrations, 1 table. 320 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 38245. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - We know that animals cross miles of water, land, and sky
with pinpoint precision on a daily basis. But it is only in recent years that scientists 
have learned how these astounding feats of navigation are actually accomplished.
With colorful and thorough detail, Nature’s Compass explores the remarkable 
methods by which animals find their way both near home and around the globe. 
Noted biologist James Gould and popular science writer Carol Gould delve into the 
elegant strategies and fail-safe backup systems, the invisible sensitivities and 
mysterious forces, and incredible mental abilities used by familiar and rare species,
as they investigate a multitude of navigation strategies, from the simple to the 
astonishing. The Goulds discuss how animals navigate, without instruments and 
training, at a level far beyond human talents. They explain how animals measure 
time and show how the fragile monarch butterfly employs an internal clock, calendar,
compass, and map to commence and measure the two-thousandmile annual 
journey to Mexico—all with a brain that weighs only a few thousandths of an ounce.
They look at honey bees relying on the sun and mental maps to locate landmarks 
such as nests and flowers. And they examine whether long-distance migrants, such
as the homing pigeon, depend on a global positioning system to let them know 
where they are. Ultimately, the authors ask if the disruption of migratory paths 
through habitat destruction and global warming is affecting and endangering animal
species.

James L. Gould is professor of ecology and evolutionary biology at Princeton 
University. Carol Grant Gould is a science writer who has published widely. 
Together, the Goulds have written nine earlier books, including The Animal Mind 
and Animal Architects.
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Goyen, William. Half a Look of Cain: A Fantastical Narrative. Evanston. 1994. 
Triquarterly Books/Northwestern University Press. 1st Edition of An Early Goyen 
Novel Written In The 1950s & 1960s Now Published For The First Time. Very Good 
in Dustjacket. 081015031x. Edited & With An Afterword by Reginald Gibbons. 136 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Jill R. Shimabukuro. Inventory # 23526. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘I was twenty when I followed away from my town a 
trapeze family, aerialists, a group of beautiful winged people, mother, father, son 
and daughter. They were the Ishbels.’ Chris, whose leg is injured, and his lover 
Stella, with whom he lives in a ruined, abandoned house; Chris’s male nurse; 
Marvello the circus aerialist; a lighthouse keeper; a flagpole sitter in small-town 
America - these are the creatures of William Goyen’s visionary fable of love, lust, 
and loneliness. Half a Look of Cain: A Fantastical Narrative was written in the 1950s
and early 1960s, and is now being published for the first time. Part fable and part 
rhapsodic exploration of desire and loss, HALF A LOOK OF CAIN bears Goyen’s 
unmistakable artistic signature on every page. Too far ahead of its time in its swirling
visionary structure, this novel was rejected by Goyen’s first publisher as not 
sufficiently commercial and remained unpublished despite extensive revisions. The
novel is shaped as a group of ‘medallions’ - a series of related episodes. It dreams 
of defying mortality - as if living in the air, like the aerialists or the flagpole sitter - and
of finding perfect companionship in lover and friend. The novel is both a 
rediscovered cry against the conformity and suppressed emotions of the 1950s and
a celebration of passion. Reginald Gibbons has edited the novel from the author’s 
multiple manuscripts and has contributed an illuminating afterword.

Charles William Goyen (April 24, 1915 – August 30, 1983) was an American 
novelist, short story writer, playwright, poet, editor, and teacher. Born in a small town
in East Texas, these roots would influence his work for his entire life. In 1963, he 
married Doris Roberts, the actress perhaps best known for her work in Everybody 
Loves Raymond; they remained together until his death in 1983.
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Goyen, William. Selected Letters From a Writer's Life. Austin. 1995. University Of 
Texas Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0292727739. Edited &
With An Introduction by Robert Phillips. Afterword by Sir Stephen Spender. 427 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 28582. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Proclaimed 'one of the great American writers of short 
fiction' by the New York Times Book Review, William Goyen (1915-1983) had a 
quintessentially American literary career, in which national recognition came only 
after years of struggle to find his authentic voice, his audience, and an artistic milieu
in which to create. These letters, which span the years 1937 to 1983, offer a 
compelling testament to what it means to be a writer in America. A prolific 
correspondent, Goyen wrote regularly to friends, family, editors, and other writers. 
Among the letters selected here are those to such major literary figures as W. H. 
Auden, Archibald MacLeish, Joyce Carol Oates, William Inge, Elia Kazan, Elizabeth
Spencer, and Katherine Anne Porter. These letters constitute a virtual 
autobiography, as well as a fascinating introduction to Goyen's work. They add an 
important chapter to the study of American and Texas literature of the twentieth 
century.

Charles William Goyen (April 24, 1915 – August 30, 1983) was an American 
novelist, short story writer, playwright, poet, editor, and teacher. Born in a small town
in East Texas, these roots would influence his work for his entire life. In 1963, he 
married Doris Roberts, the actress perhaps best known for her work in Everybody 
Loves Raymond; they remained together until his death in 1983.keywords
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Goytisolo, Juan. Fiestas. New York. 1960. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very Good 
in Dustjacket With Some Internal Tape Repair. Translated from the Spanish by 
Herbert Weinstock. 247 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Vincent Torre. Inventory
# 4205. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Juan Goytisolo unfolds the drama of Spain today by 
focusing on a few of her lost and injured people. The canvas he creates is splashed
with harsh contrast as he exposes the subsurface realities of a country enslaved for
twenty years; against the background of a city ( Barcelona? ) resplendent in holiday
regalia to celebrate a Eucharistic Congress, he traces the story of some innocents 
whose dreams and illusions end in tragedy. Among the chief characters are a little 
girl, Pira, who dreams of a mythical father in a castle in Rome, and a twelve-year-old
boy, Pipo, who through his friendship with the Gorilla, a sailor of prodigious strength
and earthy appetites, enters into the forbidden life of the harbor. Both will discover in
the cruelest way, as their elders before them have, that the make- believe world of 
childhood cannot break through the bounds of real life, of the misery and 
degradation that surround them. The novel builds toward a magnificent, ironic climax
as the religious festival, on the one hand, reaches its culmination in fireworks and 
rich pageantry while, on the other, the police dispossess a swarm of Murcian 
squatters from their shacktown. And, in the end, the lost find themselves drowned in
the delirium of a fiesta that is neither of their own making nor for their salvation.

Juan Goytisolo Gay (5 January 1931 – 4 June 2017) was a Spanish poet, essayist,
and novelist. He lived in Marrakech from 1997 until his death in 2017. He was 
considered Spain's greatest living writer at the beginning of the 21st century, yet he
had lived abroad since the 1950s. On 24 November 2014 he was awarded the 
Cervantes Prize, the most prestigious literary award in the Spanish-speaking world.
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Goytisolo, Juan. Island of Women. New York. 1962. Knopf. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. Translated from the Spanish by Jose Yglesias. 213 pages.
hardcover. Jacket Design By Vincent Torre. Inventory # 7583. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this seductively entertaining novel Juan Goytisolo tells
of eleven nights and days in the lives of the idle rich who throng the newly neon-
lighted shores of the Spanish coast. The international set summering at 
Torremolinos is made up of the kind of people who might be found today beside the
swimming pools of Las Vegas or the beaches of St. Tropez. Narrating the novel 
through Claudia, the wife of a successful journalist, and focusing particularly on the 
females who surround her, Goytisolo presents a spectacle of no-longer-young 
women who have abused body and emotion and in their insatiable hunger have 
emasculated their partner’s. Their antics are outrageous, but Goytisolo recounts 
them with a steely hardness that reflects how mechanical their pursuit of pleasure 
has become. As a relentless critic of fascist Spain, Goytisolo directs some subtle 
barbs at a society that provides too much luxury for the few and nothing of value for
a generation that has lost its ideals. The novels of Juan Goytisolo have given 
American readers a sharply focused picture of what life in Franco Spain is—to 
middle class youth in THE YOUNG ASSASSINS, to the hopeless poor in FIESTAS,
and now to the decadent rich,

Juan Goytisolo Gay (5 January 1931 – 4 June 2017) was a Spanish poet, essayist,
and novelist. He lived in Marrakech from 1997 until his death in 2017. He was 
considered Spain's greatest living writer at the beginning of the 21st century, yet he
had lived abroad since the 1950s. On 24 November 2014 he was awarded the 
Cervantes Prize, the most prestigious literary award in the Spanish-speaking world.
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Goytisolo, Juan. Landscapes After the Battle. New York. 1987. Seaver Books. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0805003932. Translated from the 
Spanish by Helen R. Lane. 159 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Steve Jenkins. 
Inventory # 8671. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This engaging, gritty satire by Goytisolo, an outstanding
Spanish novelist who left during Franco’s regime, offers a skewed tour of the tough
new Paris street life radiating outward from the neighborhood of the Sentier metro. 
In 78 rapid-fire vignettes, the hero as ‘monster’ in trench coat and felt hat sets out 
from his studio on the Rue Poissonniere to indulge in his ‘maniacal, obsessive, 
almost canine nosing about.’ He prowls for little girls. He studies the subway and the
movie-house, caves where weird fantasies are played out. He favors pop culture: 
the waxwork museums over the Louvre and the graffiti that reveal the city’s foreign 
influx. The Sentier quarter is a microcosm of Paris, with its milling, dark-skinned 
populace of Arabs, Turks and Africans, subject to grueling poverty and police 
harassment. Around the city hovers the xenophobic spirit of ‘the commandos of 
Charles Martel,’ who centuries ago drove back the Saracen hordes. Everywhere, 
scraps of history and the classics are snipped and glued into Goytisolo’s fresh, 
absurdist text. - PIBLISHERS WEEKLY. (original title: Paisajes despues de la 
batalla, 1982).

Juan Goytisolo Gay (5 January 1931 – 4 June 2017) was a Spanish poet, essayist,
and novelist. He lived in Marrakech from 1997 until his death in 2017. He was 
considered Spain's greatest living writer at the beginning of the 21st century, yet he
had lived abroad since the 1950s. On 24 November 2014 he was awarded the 
Cervantes Prize, the most prestigious literary award in the Spanish-speaking world.
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Goytisolo, Juan. Landscapes After the Battle. New York. 1987. Seaver Books. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0805003932. Translated 
from the Spanish by Helen R. Lane. 159 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Steve 
Jenkins. Inventory # 26456. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This engaging, gritty satire by Goytisolo, an outstanding
Spanish novelist who left during Franco’s regime, offers a skewed tour of the tough
new Paris street life radiating outward from the neighborhood of the Sentier metro. 
In 78 rapid-fire vignettes, the hero as ‘monster’ in trench coat and felt hat sets out 
from his studio on the Rue Poissonniere to indulge in his ‘maniacal, obsessive, 
almost canine nosing about.’ He prowls for little girls. He studies the subway and the
movie-house, caves where weird fantasies are played out. He favors pop culture: 
the waxwork museums over the Louvre and the graffiti that reveal the city’s foreign 
influx. The Sentier quarter is a microcosm of Paris, with its milling, dark-skinned 
populace of Arabs, Turks and Africans, subject to grueling poverty and police 
harassment. Around the city hovers the xenophobic spirit of ‘the commandos of 
Charles Martel,’ who centuries ago drove back the Saracen hordes. Everywhere, 
scraps of history and the classics are snipped and glued into Goytisolo’s fresh, 
absurdist text. - PIBLISHERS WEEKLY. (original title: Paisajes despues de la 
batalla, 1982).

Juan Goytisolo Gay (5 January 1931 – 4 June 2017) was a Spanish poet, essayist,
and novelist. He lived in Marrakech from 1997 until his death in 2017. He was 
considered Spain's greatest living writer at the beginning of the 21st century, yet he
had lived abroad since the 1950s. On 24 November 2014 he was awarded the 
Cervantes Prize, the most prestigious literary award in the Spanish-speaking world.
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Goytisolo, Juan. The Party's Over. New York. 1966. Grove Press. 1st American 
Edition. Date Penned On Front Free Endpaper,Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket.
Translated from the Spanish by Jose Yglesias. 188 pages. hardcover. Cover design
by Kuhlmann Associates. Inventory # 35792. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In four sharp, clear episodes, linked by theme and intent,
Juan Goytisolo portrays modern Spain after thirty wearying years of dictatorship. On
the surface, these are love stories-the author in tact subtitles his work ‘Four attempts
to define a love story.’ Each deals with upper middle-class marriages gone stale, 
their days filled with endless rounds of aimless parties, excessive drinking, and 
infidelity: the men are exhausted, the women passive, their lives together flat and 
unsatisfying. On a deeper level, Goytisolo is subtly presenting the social and political
face of Spain, of which these people constitute an elite. It is a picture of a nation 
‘half-dead at the top.’ Yet the hopelessness and sterility of these wealthy, indolent 
people are set against a peasantry virtually as corrupt and impotent: we see that the
society is half-dead at the bottom, as well. In the tersest of prose, Goytisolo 
describes a Spain at once feverish and somnambulistic, its people the victims of the
society which they themselves create. Goytisolo’s earlier work earned him, in the 
words of The New York Times, ‘a reputation as one of the most impressive young 
talents to emerge in post-war Europe.’.

Juan Goytisolo Gay (5 January 1931 – 4 June 2017) was a Spanish poet, essayist,
and novelist. He lived in Marrakech from 1997 until his death in 2017. He was 
considered Spain's greatest living writer at the beginning of the 21st century, yet he
had lived abroad since the 1950s. On 24 November 2014 he was awarded the 
Cervantes Prize, the most prestigious literary award in the Spanish-speaking world.
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Goytisolo, Juan. The Young Assassins. New York. 1959. Knopf. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. Translated from the Spanish by 
John Rust. 276 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Guy Fleming. Inventory # 4204.
$37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The scene is Madrid; the boys, Páez, Mendoza, 
Cortezar, are the sons of well-to-do Spanish bourgeois families. But they could be 
young people anywhere today, indifferent, overindulged by comfortable parents, 
discontented with a world they have not made – a generation in search of kicks. For
a while, striking out against their families, they eased their boredom by drinking and
carousing. Uribe, a weak-willed lush with his grotesque fantasies and his talent for 
trouble, always provided diversion. But before long the need to translate their 
aimless discontent into some positive act of defiance made itself felt; ready for 
manhood, just emerged from adolescence, they felt compelled to commit 
themselves as a group to one irrevocable deed that would make them men. 
Conveniently Ana, a girl with deeply rooted political convictions, approached the 
gang with a plan: to assassinate the unsavory fascist politician Guarner. From the 
moment that the plans for the assassination are formalized, the tragedy of THE 
YOUNG ASSASSINS moves toward an inevitable climax with terrifying logic. And in
the end there is more than one victim. Written when the author was twenty-one, THE
YOUNG ASSASSINS was acclaimed in Spain, France, and Germany as a work of 
unusual talent, a fiercely honest, pitiless cry of protest, rooted in Spanish fatalism, a
powerful voice in an age of angry youth.

Juan Goytisolo Gay (5 January 1931 – 4 June 2017) was a Spanish poet, essayist,
and novelist. He lived in Marrakech from 1997 until his death in 2017. He was 
considered Spain's greatest living writer at the beginning of the 21st century, yet he
had lived abroad since the 1950s. On 24 November 2014 he was awarded the 
Cervantes Prize, the most prestigious literary award in the Spanish-speaking world.
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Graber, Kathleen. The Eternal City: Poems. Princeton. 2010. Princeton University 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780691146102. 78 pages. 
paperback. Cover art: Federico Barocci (1526-1612), ‘ Flight of Aeneas from Troy. 
Inventory # 45067. $22

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Chosen by Pulitzer Prize-winning poet Paul Muldoon to 
relaunch the prestigious Princeton Series of Contemporary Poets under his 
editorship, The Eternal City revives Princeton's tradition of publishing some of 
today’s best poetry. With an epigraph from Freud comparing the mind to a 
landscape in which all that ever was still persists, The Eternal City offers eloquent 
testimony to the struggle to make sense of the present through conversation with the
past. Questioning what it means to possess and to be possessed by objects and 
technologies, Kathleen Graber’s collection brings together the elevated and the 
quotidian to make neighbors of Marcus Aurelius, Klaus Kinski, Walter Benjamin, and
Johnny Depp. Like Aeneas, who escapes Troy carrying his father on his back, the 
speaker of these intellectually and emotionally ambitious poems juggles the weight 
of private and public history as she is transformed from settled resident to pilgrim.

Kathleen Graber was raised in Wildwood, New Jersey. She received a BA from 
Hofstra University and an MFA from New York University. She is the author of 
Correspondence (Saturnalia Books, 2006) and The Eternal City: Poems (Princeton
University Press, 2010), which was a finalist for the National Book Award and the 
National Book Critics Circle Award. Graber is the recipient of fellowships from the 
National Endowment for the Arts, the New Jersey State Council on the Arts, 
Princeton University, and the Rona Jaffe Foundation, among others. She teaches at
Virginia Commonwealth University.
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Grad, Laurie Burrows. Entertaining Light & Easy: Lower-Fat Recipes For Festive 
Meals. New York. 1997. Simon & Schuster. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
068482714x. 399 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Michelle Keller. Inventory # 
24704. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Entertaining Light & Easy will show you how to prepare 
absolutely delicious meals and fabulous desserts that are good for you, are easy to
prepare, and don’t take a lot of time. Laurie Burrows Grad, who has spent the last 15
years writing and talking about light and easy cooking, serves up more than 175 
taste-tempting recipes that use lower fat and calorie alternatives for high-fat and 
calorie ingredients, and fat-reducing cooking methods. There are recipes for every 
occasion: festive brunches, holiday celebrations, elegant parties, and casual feasts.

Laurie Burrows Grad is a grief blogger, a James Beard Award-nominated cookbook
author, a television chef, and the Editor-in-Chief of Epicurus.com, where she writes
about travel and food. Grad’s passion for food artistry dates back to her childhood 
and the glamorous parties hosted by her parents. Her father, Abe Burrows, was a 
Broadway playwright, director and humorist, and theater luminaries, including Cole 
Porter, often made up the guest list at their New York City home. (Grad’s brother, 
James Burrows, would grow up to become the co-creator, producer and director of 
the long-running NBC sitcom Cheers.) On August 1, 2015 Laurie’s husband, the TV
executive Peter Grad, died suddenly. Overwhelmed by the loss of her life partner 
and soul mate, Laurie began blogging about grief, contributing close to 100 posts as
a regular contributor to HuffPost and, now, to ThriveGlobal. Grad, a former model, is
also an longtime activist and fundraiser who, some 26 years ago—to honor the 
memory of her father—created the annual, star-studded gala, A Night at Sardi’s. 
She and her husband, Peter, helped raised more than $30 million for the 
Alzheimer’s Association. In November 2017, Laurie Burrows Grad was honored by 
the Global Fund for Widows.
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Graff, Dale E. Tracks in the Psychic Wilderness. Boston. 1998. Element Books. 1st
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1862042039. Graff Is The Former Director Of 
Project Stargate. 160 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 24910. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Remote viewing. .precognitive dreaming. .synchronicity. .
the United States Department of Defense using ESP to gather intelligence 
information. Sounds like science fiction? Actually it is the true story of Project 
STARGATE, the U.S. government's top secret program and the experience of its 
former director. In 1975 Dale Graff was safely entrenched as an Aerospace 
Engineer and Physicist with the United States Air Force's Foreign Technology 
Division. Little did he know that the result of one of his assessment reports on 
emerging technologies would be the beginning of the highly classified Project 
STARGATE - which lasted over 20 years - and, perhaps more importantly, would 
bring him in contact with his own new perspective of reality. In this book Graff shares
his fascinating experiences as the director of Project STARGATE and his personal 
odyssey following Tracks in the Psychic Wilderness. Graff also includes a final 
section on how to develop your own powers of remote viewing and precognitive 
dreaming and how to recognize synchronicity in your life.

Dale E. Graff, facilitator and author, is a physicist and a former director of project 
STARGATE, the government program that investigated remote viewing phenomena.
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Graham, R. B. Cunninghame. Rodeo. London. 1936. Heinemann. 1st British Edition.
Previous Owner's Inscription in Front & Some Foxing To The Top Edge, Otherwise
Very Good.No Dustjacket. Selected by A. F. Tschiffely. 437 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 15302. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A selection of 46 short stories and sketches written by R
B Cunninghame Graham and released shortly after his death. these stories were 
inspired by the his adventurous travels in Texas, Mexico ,Argentina, Brazil, Uruguay,
Venezuela, Paraguay, Morocco,and Spain, as well as in Scotland and England. 
Graham, R. B. Cunninghame, a friend of both Joseph Conrad and W. H. Hudson, 
wrote some 30 books, publishing the first when he was 43. His sketches of 
cosmopolitan circles in Madrid, Paris, London, Seville, Buenos Aires, reveal that he
had an eye for social decay almost as keen as that of Proust, while his accounts of 
hard-working cattlemen, Spanish revolutionists. Venezuelan bandits, cruel Texans,
worldly-wise Indians, are as modern in spirit as the least squeamish tales of 
contemporary hard-boiled novelists.

Robert Bontine Cunninghame Graham (24 May 1852 – 20 March 1936) was a 
Scottish politician, writer, journalist and adventurer. He was a Liberal Party Member
of Parliament (MP); the first ever socialist member of the Parliament of the United 
Kingdom; a founder, and the first president, of the Scottish Labour Party; a founder 
of the National Party of Scotland in 1928; and the first president of the Scottish 
National Party in 1934.
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Gramsci, Antonio. Letters From Prison, Volume 1. New York. 1994. Columbia 
University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With
A Small Tear On The Top Back Cover and Some Slight Water-Staining At the Inside
Bottom Sprine. 0231075529. Translated from the Italian by Raymond Rosenthal. 
Edited by Frank Rosengarten. 374 pages. hardcover. Jacket Illustation by Richard 
Erickson. Inventory # 22831. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A founding leader of the Italian Communist Party and 
member of the Italian Parliament, Antonio Gramsci is generally considered the most
original political thinker in the tradition of Western Marxism. This, the only complete
and authoritative edition of Gramsci’s prison letters, provides a penetrating look into
his intellectual and spiritual life during his ordeal as a political prisoner in Fascist 
Italy from 1926 to 1937. Written to family and friends - especially to his wife, Giulia 
Schucht and his sister-in-law, Tania - these strikingly vivid letters illuminate 
Gramsci’s ideas on politics, philosophy, history, literature, folklore, and education. 
They reveal as well the life experiences that contributed to the formation of these 
ideas. This first volume contains letters written between 1926 and 1930 and an 
introduction that reveals Gramsci’s political and personal fortunes before his 
imprisonment, the circumstances surrounding his arrest and trial, and Tania 
Schucht’s pivotal role in Gramsci’s life as a prisoner. Over half the letters are 
addressed to Tania, who acted as liaison with his family in Sardinia as well as the 
Schucht family in Russia. Tania also facilitated correspondence between Gramsci 
and his close friend, Piero Sraffa, a prominent and wealthy Italian economist, who in
turn became Gramsci’s link with Italian Communist Party leaders in exile. Subtle, 
humorous, and profound, LETTERS FROM PRISON reveals the work of a man for
whom political, moral, and personal commitment were one and the same human 
enterprise.

Antonio Gramsci (22 January 1891 – 27 April 1937) was an Italian Marxist 
theoretician and politician. He wrote on political theory, sociology and linguistics. He
was a founding member and one-time leader of the Communist Party of Italy and 
was imprisoned by Benito Mussolini's Fascist regime. Gramsci is best known for his
theory of cultural hegemony, which describes how states use cultural institutions to
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Gran, Peter. The Rise of the Rich: A New View of Modern History. Syracuse. 2009.
Syracuse Univesrity Press. Reprinted Hardcover Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn
Dustjacket. 0815631715. 269 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 45630. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - "The rise of the west” has long been the accepted 
doctrine for framing analysis for world history. Privileging a Eurocentric approach, 
this traditional paradigm obscures the significance of the indigenous rich in non-
Western regions and fails to recognize the contributions of the Orient. In this book, 
Peter Gran seeks to reframe current historical debates, presenting a model of 
analysis based on the rise of the rich. Gran outlines the structure of this new 
paradigm, building upon meta-narrative concepts from Marxism to liberalism. Rather
than a history of clashing civilizations, he identifies a history of resolving conflicts 
through negotiations among wealthy classes in various regions. Fundamental to his 
theory is the assumption of non-European ruling classes with power in interregional
affairs. Far-reaching in its historical scope, Gran’s work lays the foundation for a 
critical rethinking of world history and offers a vital contribution the field.

Peter Gran is professor of history at Temple University. He is author of Islamic Roots
of Capitalism: Egypt, 1760–1840 and Beyond Eurocentrism: A New View of Modern
World History.
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Grand, David. Louse. New York. 1998. Arcade Publishing. 1st Edition. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 1559704497. 255 pages. hardcover. Jacket image by Craig Kalpakjian. 
Inventory # 25948. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Herbert Horatio ‘Poppy’ Blackwell was once a daring 
aviator, illustrious movie producer, and brilliant businessman. A Howard Hughes-like
mogul, Poppy has become a recluse with paralyzing fears of infection. Cloistered in 
the penthouse high above his desert gambling empire, Poppy’s maids and footmen
and lawyers and physicians cater to his eccentric, paranoid demands. Herman Q. 
Louse is Poppy’s valet, whose primary duty is administering Poppy’s ‘medication,’ 
near-lethal injections of heroin. Louse is just one of the indentured servants who 
work off their debt accrued at Poppy’s casino. To ensure absolute cooperation and 
loyalty, their long-term memory has been erased and every action is watched by 
video cameras. But as Louse goes about his carefully monitored business, he 
becomes aware of a growing conspiracy against Poppy, forcing him to act as 
Poppy’s unlikely protector-that is, until accusations begin to circulate about Louse. 
Dark, disturbing, yet acerbically funny, LOUSE is an unforgettable tale by a 
terrifically imaginative new writer.

David Grand’s first novel, Louse (1998), was selected as a New York Times Notable
Book and a Los Angeles Times Best Book of the Year. His second novel, The 
Disappearing Body (2002), is described by Salon.com as “A nifty update on the 
classic noir [which] plumbs an urban underworld of dames, dope rings, double-
crossing heavies and poor saps set up to take a fall.” His third novel, Mount 
Terminus, will be published by Farrar, Straus and Giroux in the winter of 2014. 
Grand’s writing has appeared in anthologies as well as The New York Times 
Magazine, Travel and Leisure, BlackBook, and elsewhere.
He teaches fiction writing in the MFA program at Fairleigh Dickinson University. 
David Grand lives in Brooklyn.
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Grand, David. The Disappearing Body. New York. 2002. Doubleday. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0385500343. 403 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
photograph by Dan Bibb. Inventory # 35667. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘When Victor Ribe, an ex-junkie and World War I veteran,
is mysteriously released from prison after serving fifteen years for a murder he didn’t
commit, the city he returns to is heating up for another kind of war. Prohibition has 
been repealed and the underworld is developing a new source of profits - illegal 
heroin trafficking. Meanwhile, the city’s legitimate industries are launching an 
offensive against unionization and the specter of Communism - and they’re not 
above fighting dirty.’ When Victor’s old Army buddy Freddy Stillman, a munitions 
salesman, reports a murder but can’t explain why the body has disappeared, he 
unwittingly pulls himself and Victor into this bewildering swirl of corruption. It is a 
conspiracy that encompasses everyone - from a rising politician who may have just 
run into the end of his career to a young journalist driven as much by the nonstop 
energy of the Metro desk as she is by the mystery of her father’s suicide - in the 
book’s vast, noir cityscape.

David Grand’s first novel, Louse (1998), was selected as a New York Times Notable
Book and a Los Angeles Times Best Book of the Year. His second novel, The 
Disappearing Body (2002), is described by Salon.com as “A nifty update on the 
classic noir [which] plumbs an urban underworld of dames, dope rings, double-
crossing heavies and poor saps set up to take a fall.” His third novel, Mount 
Terminus, will be published by Farrar, Straus and Giroux in the winter of 2014. 
Grand’s writing has appeared in anthologies as well as The New York Times 
Magazine, Travel and Leisure, BlackBook, and elsewhere.
He teaches fiction writing in the MFA program at Fairleigh Dickinson University. 
David Grand lives in Brooklyn.
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Grandbois, Daniel. A Revised Poetry of Western Philosophy. Pittsburgh. 2016. 
University of Pittsburgh Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9780822964322. Pitt Poetry Series. 112 pages. paperback. Cover art: Bertrand 
Russell by Frank Horrabin, 1917. Cover design: Jole W. Coggins. Inventory # 
45064. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Bertrand Russell finds himself in purgatory, tumbling 
through literal representations of the worlds of ideas he examined in his classic text,
A History of Western Philosophy, gulping much-needed air, for example, from 
Empedocles’ bucket. Mistaking his erection for a planted flag, he declares the place
Platonopolis, attempts to calculate his Pythagorean number, kills God (though he 
later sees evidence of His resurrection), and, Rousseau-like, turns away from 
reason and civilization, favoring the noble savage, only to march back into the 
concrete jungle as one of Nietzsche’s savage nobles. In the end, however, he is all 
jumbled up and clucking like Einstein’s cuckoo clock, until he perceives philosophy 
as music, hears its arguments as a symphonic procession of the electrochemical 
pulses produced within three-pound lumps—lumps self-amalgamated from the 
vomitus of stars—and revises his History.

Daniel Grandbois is the author of the prose poetry/flash fiction collection Unlucky 
Lucky Days, the art novel The Hermaphrodite: An Hallucinated Memoir, and the 
prose poetry collection Unlucky Lucky Tales. His work has appeared in Fiction, 
Boulevard, Mississippi Review, Conjunctions, and Electric Lit, among others, and 
often includes collaborations with visual artists across the Americas.keywords
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Grass, Günter. Crabwalk. New York. 2002. Harcourt. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0151007640. Translated from the German by Krishna Winston.
234 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Vaughn Andrews. Jacket photo by Michael
Dunning/The Image Bank. Inventory # 37342. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Günter Grass has been wrestling with Germany's past for
decades now, but no book since THE TIN DRUM has generated as much 
excitement as this engrossing account of the sinking of the Wilhelm Gustloff. A 
German cruise ship turned refugee carrier, it was attacked by a Soviet submarine in
January 1945. Some 9,000 people went down in the Baltic Sea, making it the 
deadliest maritime disaster of all time. Born to an unwed mother on a lifeboat the 
night of the attack, Paul Pokriefke is a middle-aged journalist trying to piece together
the tragic events. While his mother sees her whole existence in terms of that 
calamitous moment, Paul wishes their life could have been less touched by the past.
For his teenage son, who dabbles in the dark, far-right corners of the Internet, the 
Gustloff embodies the denial of Germany's wartime suffering. ‘Scuttling backward to
move forward,’ CRABWALK is at once a captivating tale of a tragedy at sea and a 
fearless examination of the ways different generations of Germans now view their 
past.

Günter Wilhelm Grass (16 October 1927 – 13 April 2015) was a German-Kashubian
novelist, poet, playwright, illustrator, graphic artist, sculptor, and recipient of the 
1999 Nobel Prize in Literature. He was born in the Free City of Danzig (now Gdańsk,
Poland). As a teenager, he served as a drafted soldier from late 1944 in the Waffen-
SS and was taken as a prisoner of war by US forces at the end of the war in May 
1945. He was released in April 1946. Trained as a stonemason and sculptor, Grass
began writing in the 1950s. In his fiction, he frequently returned to the Danzig of his
childhood. Grass is best known for his first novel, The Tin Drum (1959), a key text in
European magic realism. It was the first book of his Danzig Trilogy, the other two 
being Cat and Mouse and Dog Years. His works are frequently considered to have a
left-wing political dimension, and Grass was an active supporter of the Social 
Democratic Party of Germany (SPD). The Tin Drum was adapted as a film of the 
same name, which won both the 1979 Palme d'Or and the Academy Award for Best
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Grass, Günter. Dog Years. New York. 1965. Harcourt Brace & World. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With Some Tears. Translated from 
the German by Ralph Manheim. 570 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Günter 
Grass. Inventory # 3512. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Dog Years is the third and last volume of his Danzig 
Trilogy, the other two being The Tin Drum and Cat and Mouse. The main characters
are Walter Matern and Eduard Amsel. Walter Matern and Eduard Amsel are friends.
Eduard is half Jewish and at the young age of five is a genius at making scarecrows.
The narrator in Book One, the mine owner Brauxel, tells of the friendship of Walter 
and Eduard when they are children in the Vistula estuary, which is a German-Polish
borderland (the interwar Free City of Danzig) peopled by Mennonites, Catholics and
Protestants. Eduard keeps a diary which he fills with drawings of ideas for 
scarecrows. The history of this country is told with cruel images of horror and 
violence from that past that echoes into the present, which becomes Hitler's 
Germany. The story in the second part of the book is narrated by Harry Liebenau, 
and consists of letters from him addressed to his cousin Tulla. This part of the story
occurs during the war period, when Amsel collects vast numbers of S.A. uniforms, 
and dresses his scarecrows in them. He also persuades his childhood friend Walter 
to become a member of the S.A., in order to help him obtain the uniforms. But since
the confusion in this country has reached its maximum at this point in time, it is 
inevitable that the two friends end up on a collision course. At one point Walter 
denounces Amsel as a Jew, hits him in the face and knocks out all of his teeth. The 
last part of the novel is narrated by Walter and takes place after he has found his 
new friend Prinz. They leave on a journey in the postwar West Germany, where they
systematically attack former Nazis who are now posing as respectable officials 
throughout the country.

Günter Wilhelm Grass (16 October 1927 – 13 April 2015) was a German-Kashubian
novelist, poet, playwright, illustrator, graphic artist, sculptor, and recipient of the 
1999 Nobel Prize in Literature.
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Grass, Günter. Headbirths Or the Germans Are Dying Out. New York. 1982. 
Harcourt Brace & Jovanovich. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0151396000. Translated from the German by Ralph Manheim. 144 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Günter Grass. Inventory # 3517. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Harm and Dörte Peters, the quintessential couple, are on
vacation in Asia. But wherever they are, they can't get away from the political 
upheaval back home. With irony and wit, Grass takes aim at capitalism, 
communism, religion-even reproduction; nothing escapes unscathed. Translated by
Ralph Manheim. A Helen and Kurt Wolff Book This is the first major novel that 
followed Grass's celebrated Tin Drum, showing all the brilliance, inventiveness and 
narrative daring of its predecessor.

Günter Wilhelm Grass (16 October 1927 – 13 April 2015) was a German-Kashubian
novelist, poet, playwright, illustrator, graphic artist, sculptor, and recipient of the 
1999 Nobel Prize in Literature. He was born in the Free City of Danzig (now Gdańsk,
Poland). As a teenager, he served as a drafted soldier from late 1944 in the Waffen-
SS and was taken as a prisoner of war by US forces at the end of the war in May 
1945. Grass is best known for his first novel, The Tin Drum (1959), a key text in 
European magic realism. It was the first book of his Danzig Trilogy, the other two 
being Cat and Mouse and Dog Years. His works are frequently considered to have a
left-wing political dimension, and Grass was an active supporter of the Social 
Democratic Party of Germany (SPD). In 1999, the Swedish Academy awarded him 
the Nobel Prize in Literature.keywords
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Grass, Günter. Local Anaesthetic. New York. 1970. Harcourt Brace & World. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. Translated from the 
German by Ralph Manheim. 284 pages. hardcover. Jacket painting by the author. 
Inventory # 3513. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - LOCAL ANAESTHETIC (German: Örtlich betäubt ) is a 
1969 novel by the West German writer Günter Grass. It tells the story of an idealistic
high-school teacher who believes society, like a pupil, is learning from experience 
and reason. Grass had been deeply moved after learning about the Hübener Group,
three teenage Mormons who distributed anti-Nazi material inspired by BBC London 
radio broadcasts and were arrested by the Gestapo in Hamburg. Two were released
to labor camps, but the author himself, Helmuth Hübener, was executed by guillotine
as a 17-year-old traitor to the Reich. Hitler personally refused to reduce or commute
the sentence. When interviewed for the documentary Truth & Conviction (see 
external link below), Grass said it continually tore at him that he and other Germans
couldn't somehow have dug deeper, seen through the Nazi deception sooner and 
found the courage to stand up. It eventually helped Grass sublimate his anguish to 
convert it into a novel.

Günter Wilhelm Grass (16 October 1927 – 13 April 2015) was a German-Kashubian
novelist, poet, playwright, illustrator, graphic artist, sculptor, and recipient of the 
1999 Nobel Prize in Literature. He was born in the Free City of Danzig (now Gdańsk,
Poland). As a teenager, he served as a drafted soldier from late 1944 in the Waffen-
SS and was taken as a prisoner of war by US forces at the end of the war in May 
1945. Grass is best known for his first novel, The Tin Drum (1959), a key text in 
European magic realism. It was the first book of his Danzig Trilogy, the other two 
being Cat and Mouse and Dog Years. His works are frequently considered to have a
left-wing political dimension, and Grass was an active supporter of the Social 
Democratic Party of Germany (SPD). In 1999, the Swedish Academy awarded him 
the Nobel Prize in Literature.
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Grass, Günter. My Century. New York. 1999. Harcourt. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 015100496x. Translated from the German by Michael Henry 
Heim. 280 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Günter Grass. Inventory # 819. 
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From Germany’s most eminent Contemporary writer, a 
collection of interlinked stories celebrating our century. Günter Grass writes of great
events and seemingly trivial occurrences, of technical developments and scientific 
discoveries, of achievements in culture and sports, of megalomania, of persecution
and murder, of war and disasters, and of new beginnings. Although each story has a
different narrator, collectively the stories form a complete and linear narrative in 
which the individual is the focus. As the sequence unfolds, a lively and rich picture 
emerges, an historical portrait of the millennium in all its grandeur and in all its 
horror. One hundred stories come full circle to create a novel of our century. 
GÜNTER GRASS, born in Danzig, Germany, in 1927, is man of remarkable 
versatility: novelist, poet, playwright, essayist, graphic artist. He is the author of a 
number of acclaimed books including THE TIN DRUM, CAT AND MOUSE, DOG 
YEARS, THE FLOUNDER, THE RAT, and THE CALL OF THE TOAD.

Günter Wilhelm Grass (16 October 1927 – 13 April 2015) was a German-Kashubian
novelist, poet, playwright, illustrator, graphic artist, sculptor, and recipient of the 
1999 Nobel Prize in Literature. He was born in the Free City of Danzig (now Gdańsk,
Poland). As a teenager, he served as a drafted soldier from late 1944 in the Waffen-
SS and was taken as a prisoner of war by US forces at the end of the war in May 
1945. Grass is best known for his first novel, The Tin Drum (1959), a key text in 
European magic realism. It was the first book of his Danzig Trilogy, the other two 
being Cat and Mouse and Dog Years. His works are frequently considered to have a
left-wing political dimension, and Grass was an active supporter of the Social 
Democratic Party of Germany (SPD). In 1999, the Swedish Academy awarded him 
the Nobel Prize in Literature.
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Grass, Günter. On Writing & Politics: 1967-1983. New York. 1985. Harcourt Brace &
Jovanovich. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0151699690. 
Translated from the German by Ralph Manheim. Introduction by Salman Rushdie. 
157 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Vaughn Andrews. Inventory # 381. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Dialogues which bring together a dozen leading writers 
and intellectuals to examine aspects of the postwar world. One of the key themes is 
'transition', the idea of living through an interregnum, a time of change when 
traditional categories no longer describe our experience, while a new language is 
struggling to be born. Included are dialogues from Umberto Eco, Nadine Gordimer,
Salman Rushdie, Kurt Vonnegut, and others. A collection of essays on literature and
politics - the essence of Grass's thoughts and commitment.

Günter Wilhelm Grass (16 October 1927 – 13 April 2015) was a German-Kashubian
novelist, poet, playwright, illustrator, graphic artist, sculptor, and recipient of the 
1999 Nobel Prize in Literature. He was born in the Free City of Danzig (now Gdańsk,
Poland). As a teenager, he served as a drafted soldier from late 1944 in the Waffen-
SS and was taken as a prisoner of war by US forces at the end of the war in May 
1945. Grass is best known for his first novel, The Tin Drum (1959), a key text in 
European magic realism. It was the first book of his Danzig Trilogy, the other two 
being Cat and Mouse and Dog Years. His works are frequently considered to have a
left-wing political dimension, and Grass was an active supporter of the Social 
Democratic Party of Germany (SPD). In 1999, the Swedish Academy awarded him 
the Nobel Prize in Literature.keywords
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Grass, Günter. Poems of Günter Grass. Middlesex. 1969. Penguin Books. 1st 
Penguin Modern European Poets Series Paperback Edition. Previous Owner's 
Name Penned in Front, Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. Penguin Modern 
European Poets series. Translated from the German by Michael Hamburger & 
Christopher Middleton. 88 pages. paperback. D106. Cover photo of Günter Grass by
Hans Rama. Inventory # 37313. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Günter Grass, famous as a novelist, is here presented as
a poet in a selection from his three published volumes. Grass's belief that an artist, 
however committed he may be in life, should be only a jester in art, is admirably 
practised in these poems in which fantasy, ingenuity and humour are substitutes for
didacticism, and no word, thing or idea is too sacrosanct to be played with. Even in 
the recent controversial political poems, which come close to blurring his division 
between life and art, Grass's tremendous zest and sensuous response are felt. 
Penguin Modern European Poets is designed to present, in verse translations, the 
work of significant poets of this century for readers unfamiliar with the original 
languages. The series already includes Yevtushenko, Rilke, Apollinaire, Prevert, 
Quasimodo, a volume of Greek poets, Holub, Herbert and Enzensberger.

Günter Wilhelm Grass (16 October 1927 – 13 April 2015) was a German-Kashubian
novelist, poet, playwright, illustrator, graphic artist, sculptor, and recipient of the 
1999 Nobel Prize in Literature. He was born in the Free City of Danzig (now Gdańsk,
Poland). As a teenager, he served as a drafted soldier from late 1944 in the Waffen-
SS and was taken as a prisoner of war by US forces at the end of the war in May 
1945. Grass is best known for his first novel, The Tin Drum (1959), a key text in 
European magic realism. It was the first book of his Danzig Trilogy, the other two 
being Cat and Mouse and Dog Years. His works are frequently considered to have a
left-wing political dimension, and Grass was an active supporter of the Social 
Democratic Party of Germany (SPD). In 1999, the Swedish Academy awarded him 
the Nobel Prize in Literature.
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Grass, Günter. Poems of Günter Grass. Middlesex. Penguin Books. Reprinted 
Penguin Modern European Poets Series Paperback Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. Penguin Modern European Poets series. Translated from the German by
Michael Hamburger & Christopher Middleton. 88 pages. paperback. D106. Cover 
photo of Günter Grass by Hans Rama. Inventory # 43295. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Günter Grass, famous as a novelist, is here presented as
a poet in a selection from his three published volumes. Grass's belief that an artist, 
however committed he may be in life, should be only a jester in art, is admirably 
practised in these poems in which fantasy, ingenuity and humour are substitutes for
didacticism, and no word, thing or idea is too sacrosanct to be played with. Even in 
the recent controversial political poems, which come close to blurring his division 
between life and art, Grass's tremendous zest and sensuous response are felt. 
Penguin Modern European Poets is designed to present, in verse translations, the 
work of significant poets of this century for readers unfamiliar with the original 
languages. The series already includes Yevtushenko, Rilke, Apollinaire, Prevert, 
Quasimodo, a volume of Greek poets, Holub, Herbert and Enzensberger.

Günter Wilhelm Grass (16 October 1927 – 13 April 2015) was a German-Kashubian
novelist, poet, playwright, illustrator, graphic artist, sculptor, and recipient of the 
1999 Nobel Prize in Literature. He was born in the Free City of Danzig (now Gdańsk,
Poland). As a teenager, he served as a drafted soldier from late 1944 in the Waffen-
SS and was taken as a prisoner of war by US forces at the end of the war in May 
1945. Grass is best known for his first novel, The Tin Drum (1959), a key text in 
European magic realism. It was the first book of his Danzig Trilogy, the other two 
being Cat and Mouse and Dog Years. His works are frequently considered to have a
left-wing political dimension, and Grass was an active supporter of the Social 
Democratic Party of Germany (SPD). In 1999, the Swedish Academy awarded him 
the Nobel Prize in Literature.
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Grass, Günter. The Box: Tales From the Darkroom. New York/Boston. 2010. 
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
9780547245034. Translated from the German by Krishna Winston. 194 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design & illustration by Patrick Barry. Inventory # 3535. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Once upon a time there was a father who, because he 
had grown old, called together his sons and daughters—four, five, six, eight in 
number—and finally convinced them, after long hesitation, to do as he wished. Now
they are sitting around a table and begin to talk. .’ In an audacious literary 
experiment, Günter Grass writes in the voices of his eight children as they record 
memories of their childhoods, of growing up, of their father, who was always at work
on a new book, always at the margins of their lives. Memories contradictory, critical,
loving, accusatory—they piece together an intimate picture of this most public of 
men. To say nothing of Marie, Grass’s assistant, a family friend of many years, 
perhaps even a lover, whose snapshots taken with an old-fashioned Agfa box 
camera provide the author with ideas for his work. But her images offer much more.
They reveal a truth beyond the ordinary detail of life, depict the future, tell what 
might have been, grant the wishes in visual form of those photographed. The 
children speculate on the nature of this magic: was the enchanted camera a source
of inspiration for their father? Did it represent the power of art itself? Was it the eye 
of God? Recalling J. M. Coetzee’s SUMMERTIME and Umberto Eco’s The 
MYSTERIOUS FLAME OF QUEEN LOANA, THE BOX is an inspired and daring 
work of fiction. In its candor, wit, and earthiness, it is Grass at his best.

Günter Wilhelm Grass (16 October 1927 – 13 April 2015) was a German-Kashubian
novelist, poet, playwright, illustrator, graphic artist, sculptor, and recipient of the 
1999 Nobel Prize in Literature.
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Grass, Günter. The Call of the Toad. San Diego. 1992. Harcourt Brace Jovanovich.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0151257434. Translated from the 
German by Ralph Manheim. 248 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Günter 
Grass. Inventory # 826. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The author of THE TIN DRUM is back in Danzig with 
THE CALL OF THE TOAD, a poignant, irreverent, funny novel about two people 
who find adventure in love and business. The love is late middle-aged; the business
is the cemetery business. The couple’s vision is to offer plots in Gdansk to those 
Germans who had been exiled after World War II. He, the German, will provide not 
only the bodies but cash and know-how; she, the Pole, will provide the human 
warmth and political fervor. Günter Grass tells a tale of capitalism taken to absurd 
extremes as he skewers both the German and the Polish characters, past, present,
and future - with the style, tenderness, and baroque inventiveness that have made 
him famous. ‘Günter Grass is the greatest living German novelist.’ - Newsweek. ‘A 
virtuoso, a vastly intelligent, sensitive, and humane writer with a zany eye for the 
preposterous.’ - The Washington Post. Günter Grass, born in Danzig in 1927, is 
Germany’s most celebrated contemporary writer, He is a man of remarkable 
versatility: novelist, poet, playwright, essayist, graphic artist.

Günter Wilhelm Grass (16 October 1927 – 13 April 2015) was a German-Kashubian
novelist, poet, playwright, illustrator, graphic artist, sculptor, and recipient of the 
1999 Nobel Prize in Literature. He was born in the Free City of Danzig (now Gdańsk,
Poland). As a teenager, he served as a drafted soldier from late 1944 in the Waffen-
SS and was taken as a prisoner of war by US forces at the end of the war in May 
1945. Grass is best known for his first novel, The Tin Drum (1959), a key text in 
European magic realism. It was the first book of his Danzig Trilogy, the other two 
being Cat and Mouse and Dog Years. His works are frequently considered to have a
left-wing political dimension, and Grass was an active supporter of the Social 
Democratic Party of Germany (SPD). In 1999, the Swedish Academy awarded him 
the Nobel Prize in Literature.
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Grass, Günter. The Meeting at Telgte. New York. 1981. Harcourt Brace Jovanovich.
1st Trade Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0151585881. Translated from the 
German by Ralph Manheim. Afterword by Leonard Forster. 147 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Günter Grass. Inventory # 3516. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1647, as the Thirty Years' War is drawing to its close,
a group of poets from all parts of Germany gather at the pilgrimage town of Telgte 
for the purpose of strengthening the last remaining bond within a divided nation: its 
language and literature. Günter Grass infuses his cast of historic characters with 
tremendous vitality and authentic detail, displaying his genius for bringing 
horrendous or comic incident alive. The most flamboyant, ribald, and generous 
character is a transparent counterpart of Grass Himself: Grimmelshausen, here 
callled Gelnhausen, subsequently the author of Germany's great baroque novel 
Simplicissimus, a postwar narrative as representative of its times and as outrageous
as Grass's The Tin Drum.

Günter Wilhelm Grass (16 October 1927 – 13 April 2015) was a German-Kashubian
novelist, poet, playwright, illustrator, graphic artist, sculptor, and recipient of the 
1999 Nobel Prize in Literature. He was born in the Free City of Danzig (now Gdańsk,
Poland). As a teenager, he served as a drafted soldier from late 1944 in the Waffen-
SS and was taken as a prisoner of war by US forces at the end of the war in May 
1945. Grass is best known for his first novel, The Tin Drum (1959), a key text in 
European magic realism. It was the first book of his Danzig Trilogy, the other two 
being Cat and Mouse and Dog Years. His works are frequently considered to have a
left-wing political dimension, and Grass was an active supporter of the Social 
Democratic Party of Germany (SPD). In 1999, the Swedish Academy awarded him 
the Nobel Prize in Literature.
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Grass, Günter. The Tin Drum. New York. 1963. Pantheon Books. Later Printing. Pen
Mark On Bottom Edge, Otherwise Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 
Translated from the German by Ralph Manheim. hardcover. Inventory # 24339. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE TIN DRUM (German: Die Blechtrommel) is a 1959 
novel by Günter Grass, and the first book of Grass's Danziger Trilogie (DANZIG 
TRILOGY). It takes the form of the autobiography of thirty-year-old Oskar Matzerath
who has lived through the long Nazi nightmare and who, as the novel begins, is 
detained in a mental hospital, convicted of a murder he did not commit. With an 
adult's capacity for thought and perception, he decides never to grow up when he 
hears his father declare that he would become a grocer. Gifted with a piercing shriek
that can shatter glass or be used as a weapon, Oskar declares himself to be one of 
those ‘auditory clairvoyant babies’, whose ‘spiritual development is complete at birth
and only needs to affirm itself’. Oskar uses a tin drum as a primary means of 
expression, allowing him to draw forth memories from the past as well as judgments
about the horrors, injustices, and eccentricities he observes through the long 
nightmare of the Nazi era. As that era ebbs bloodily away, Oskar participates in the
German postwar economic miracle - working variously in the black market, as an 
artist's model, in a troupe of traveling musicians.

Günter Wilhelm Grass (16 October 1927 – 13 April 2015) was a German-Kashubian
novelist, poet, playwright, illustrator, graphic artist, sculptor, and recipient of the 
1999 Nobel Prize in Literature. He was born in the Free City of Danzig (now Gdańsk,
Poland). As a teenager, he served as a drafted soldier from late 1944 in the Waffen-
SS and was taken as a prisoner of war by US forces at the end of the war in May 
1945. Grass is best known for his first novel, The Tin Drum (1959), a key text in 
European magic realism. It was the first book of his Danzig Trilogy, the other two 
being Cat and Mouse and Dog Years. His works are frequently considered to have a
left-wing political dimension, and Grass was an active supporter of the Social 
Democratic Party of Germany (SPD). In 1999, the Swedish Academy awarded him 
the Nobel Prize in Literature.
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Grass, Günter. Two States-One Nation?. San Diego. 1990. Harcourt Brace 
Jovanovich. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0151922705. 
Translated from the German by Krishna Winston W/ A. S. Wensinger. 123 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket art by Günter Grasss. Jacket design by Joy Chu. Inventory # 
14992. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - As the Berlin Wall crumbled and the two Germanys 
became one, Grass was one of a few who spoke out against reunification. In this 
collection of speeches and debates on the factors destined to reshape Europe, he is
caustic, indignant, reflective, and compelling. Translated by Krishna Winston with A.
S. Wensinger. A Helen and Kurt Wolff Book In this important collection of speeches
and debates, Grass opposes any union of the to Germanys into one state dominated
by West Germany. He argues tht East Germany has a national character of its own
and should therefore have a state of its own and a united Germany would be a 
threat to world peace.

Günter Wilhelm Grass (16 October 1927 – 13 April 2015) was a German-Kashubian
novelist, poet, playwright, illustrator, graphic artist, sculptor, and recipient of the 
1999 Nobel Prize in Literature. He was born in the Free City of Danzig (now Gdańsk,
Poland). As a teenager, he served as a drafted soldier from late 1944 in the Waffen-
SS and was taken as a prisoner of war by US forces at the end of the war in May 
1945. Grass is best known for his first novel, The Tin Drum (1959), a key text in 
European magic realism. It was the first book of his Danzig Trilogy, the other two 
being Cat and Mouse and Dog Years. His works are frequently considered to have a
left-wing political dimension, and Grass was an active supporter of the Social 
Democratic Party of Germany (SPD). In 1999, the Swedish Academy awarded him 
the Nobel Prize in Literature.
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Gravendyk, Hillary. The Soluble Hour. Richmond. 2017. Omnidawn. Advance 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430458. Edited by Cynthia 
Arrieu-King. 80 pages. paperback. Inventory # 43343. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Hillary Gravendyk's The Soluble Hour, the speaker 
sings with visionary passion how the beloved and dear ones will soon be without her
and laments for their imminent grief. But being in extremis pulls the voice towards 
testimony of unquestioned love, a recollection of landscapes Californian and 
otherwise, and previous selves. The poet wields her deep solitude as the measure 
of truth and conviction, the self that accepts its own impermanence.

Hillary Gravendyk (1979–2014) was born in Los Angeles, California. In 2010, her 
book Harm was published by Omnidawn. After moving to Oakland in 2003, Hillary 
lived out most of her adult life in the San Francisco Bay Area and Claremont, where
she taught twentieth-century poetry at Pomona College.
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Graves, Richard Perceval. Robert Graves: The Assault Heroic 1895-1926. New 
York. 1987. Viking Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0670813265. 387 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Bob Silverman. Inventory # 
12341. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - IExpertly synthesizing a vast amount of newly available
material, both published and unpublished (including a unique family archive), 
Richard Perceval Graves not only sheds new light on the early life of Robert Graves,
but demonstrates a careful scholarship that places Graves studies—both 
biographical and critical—on a firm foundation. His work also substantially revises 
our understanding of the poet’s brilliant but impressionistic autobiography. Goodbye
to All Thai—a work written at a time when Graves was in a mood of passionate 
revolt against most of the family, friends, and institutions that had dominated his life
until then—while paying heed to its profound originality and enduring power. The 
portrayal of the poet’s upbringing begins with a detailed account of his parents: 
Alfred Perceval Graves, an Irish poet who was made a Welsh Bard at the Bangor 
Eisteddfod in 1902, and the German-born Amalie von Ranke. an ambitious, good-
natured woman whose determination makes her a fascinating character quite ahead
of her time. In their lively home, among his sisters and brothers, Robert enjoyed an 
idyllic Edwardian childhood, one in which artistic achievement was taken for granted.
Predictably, he went on to public school, where writing became the necessary 
antidote to the usual roughhousing. With great skill and careful scholarship, Mr. 
Graves offers a powerful description of Robert’s marriage to his first wife, Nancy, his
temperamental friendship with the poet Siegfried Sassoon, and his first encounters
with Laura Riding. But the principal focus of this fascinating volume is the period 
between 1914 and 1918, when Robert served in France during the war. Here the 
author grasps the mood and tone of Robert’s own memoir of his war years, but 
reaches beyond it, with the biographer’s analytic vision, to describe the devastating
effects of shell shock on Robert’s life. A major new assessment of Robert Graves.

RICHARD PERCEVAL GRAVES was educated at Copthorne School, Sussex. at 
Charterhouse, and at St. John’s College, Oxford, where he studied modern history.
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Graves, Richard Perceval. Robert Graves: The Years With Laura 1926-1940. New 
York. 1990. Viking Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0670813273. 400 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Paul Perlow. Jacket 
photographs courtesy of Beryl Graves. Inventory # 14861. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The meeting of two poets, Robert Graves and Laura 
Riding, in 1926 was the beginning of one of the most intense and contradictory love
affairs in English literary history. Robert Graves, married with four children, soon 
became obsessed by Laura’s formidable intellect. As their relationship developed, 
Graves deified Riding both in his day-to-day life and in his writing. It was while he 
was with her that he produced much of his best work: Good-bye to All That; I, 
Claudius; Claudius the God; and Collected Poems (1938), which contains some of 
the finest love poetry in the English language written in this century. The couple lived
in a ménage a trois with Nancy Nicholson, Graves’s first wife, which, with the arrival
of Geoffrey Phibbs - a partner intended for Laura - became a ménage quatre. 
Tensions and rivalries grew and the situation became so fraught that Laura threw 
herself out of a fourth-floor window, followed by Robert from the floor below. Both, 
miraculously, survived. One of Graves’s sisters commented that she was beginning 
to feel like a minor character in one of the great Russian novels. Graves and Laura 
then set out to make a life for themselves at Deya, on Majorca, writing and growing 
vegetables among the olive terraces and lemon orchards. Here Riding, demanding 
as always to be the center of attention, created an ‘inner circle’ of friends and artists
whose activities she controlled. But in early August 1936, two weeks after the 
outbreak of the Spanish Civil War, the couple fled to England, and Robert found 
himself in the larger world, where Laura could no longer keep him in thrall.

RICHARD PERCEVAL GRAVES was educated at Copthorne School, Sussex, at 
Charterhouse, and at St. John’s College, Oxford, where he studied modern history.
He is the author of Lawrence of Arabia and His World (1976), A. E. Housman: The 
Scholar Poet (1980), The Brothers Powys (1983), and Robert Graves: The Assault
Heroic 1895-1926 (1987).
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Graves, Robert. An Ancient Castle. New York. 1981. Michael Kesend. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0935576061. 69 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Jackie Schuman. Inventory # 4254. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When, through the efforts of an unscrupulous war 
profiteer, his father is threatened with dismissal from his job as keeper of an ancient
castle, a young boy helps thwart the conspiracy and discovers an unexpected 
treasure.

Robert Graves (24 July 1895 – 7 December 1985), also known as Robert von Ranke
Graves, was an English poet, historical novelist, critic, and classicist. His father was
Alfred Perceval Graves, a celebrated Irish poet and figure in the Gaelic revival; they
were both Celticists and students of Irish mythology. Graves produced more than 
140 works. Graves's poems—together with his translations and innovative analysis 
and interpretations of the Greek myths; his memoir of his early life, including his role
in World War I, Good-Bye to All That; and his speculative study of poetic inspiration,
The White Goddess—have never been out of print. He earned his living from writing,
particularly popular historical novels such as I, Claudius, King Jesus, The Golden 
Fleece and Count Belisarius. He also was a prominent translator of Classical Latin 
and Ancient Greek texts; his versions of The Twelve Caesars and The Golden Ass 
remain popular, for their clarity and entertaining style. Graves was awarded the 1934
James Tait Black Memorial Prize for both I, Claudius and Claudius the God.
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Graves, Robert. Collected Poems 1955. Garden City. 1955. Doubleday. 1st Edition.
Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front,Otherwise Very Good.No Dustjacket. 298
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 4240. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘These poems are printed in roughly chronological order.
The first was written in the summer of 1914, and shows where I stood at the age of 
nineteen before getting caught up in the First World War, which permanently 
changed my outlook on life.' - From the foreword by Robert Graves.

Robert Graves (24 July 1895 – 7 December 1985), also known as Robert von Ranke
Graves, was an English poet, historical novelist, critic, and classicist. His father was
Alfred Perceval Graves, a celebrated Irish poet and figure in the Gaelic revival; they
were both Celticists and students of Irish mythology. Graves produced more than 
140 works. Graves's poems—together with his translations and innovative analysis 
and interpretations of the Greek myths; his memoir of his early life, including his role
in World War I, Good-Bye to All That; and his speculative study of poetic inspiration,
The White Goddess—have never been out of print. He earned his living from writing,
particularly popular historical novels such as I, Claudius, King Jesus, The Golden 
Fleece and Count Belisarius. He also was a prominent translator of Classical Latin 
and Ancient Greek texts; his versions of The Twelve Caesars and The Golden Ass 
remain popular, for their clarity and entertaining style. Graves was awarded the 1934
James Tait Black Memorial Prize for both I, Claudius and Claudius the God.
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Graves, Robert. Collected Short Stories. Garden City. 1964. Doubleday. 1st 
American Edition. A Few Spots On Bottom Edge Of Boards, Otherwise Very Good.
No Dustjacket. 323 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 14566. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In addition to his world-wide reputation as a master poet,
novelist, archeologist, critic, and translator, Robert Graves is known, though perhaps
less widely, for his brilliant, biting short stories. In this volume he has assembled 
thirty of his personal favorites, none of which were currently available in this country
previously, and three of which have never before appeared in book form. The stories
were written between 1924 to 1962, and, according to the author, ‘Most of them, 
including the more improbable ones, are true, though occasional names and 
references have been changed.’ Reflecting Mr. Graves’ impish irreverence, glorious
imagination, and diversity of interests, the stories range from an illegal Christmas 
truce in the trenches of World War I to silly games and sudden death in the 
Antarctic, and apartment-dwelling in First Century Rome.

Robert Graves (24 July 1895 – 7 December 1985), also known as Robert von Ranke
Graves, was an English poet, historical novelist, critic, and classicist. His father was
Alfred Perceval Graves, a celebrated Irish poet and figure in the Gaelic revival; they
were both Celticists and students of Irish mythology. Graves produced more than 
140 works. Graves's poems—together with his translations and innovative analysis 
and interpretations of the Greek myths; his memoir of his early life, including his role
in World War I, Good-Bye to All That; and his speculative study of poetic inspiration,
The White Goddess—have never been out of print. He earned his living from writing,
particularly popular historical novels such as I, Claudius, King Jesus, The Golden 
Fleece and Count Belisarius. He also was a prominent translator of Classical Latin 
and Ancient Greek texts; his versions of The Twelve Caesars and The Golden Ass 
remain popular, for their clarity and entertaining style. Graves was awarded the 1934
James Tait Black Memorial Prize for both I, Claudius and Claudius the God.
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Graves, Robert. New Collected Poems. Garden City. 1977. Doubleday. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0385115075. 442 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket photo by Alex Gotfryd. Inventory # 4251. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Robert Graves is one of the giants of modern literature, 
considered by many the living master of romantic love poetry in English. This latest 
collection of his work spans more than fifty years of his life and thought. His classic 
regard for the precision of language makes each of his poems a model of clarity, 
style, and emotion. A biographical introduction by James McKinley and sixteen 
pages of photographs provide fascinating insights into the poet’s life and its 
relationship to his writing. A perfect introduction for the newcomer to the work of this
lyric master, this comprehensive collection will be recognized by those who already 
love his poetry as the capstone to a lifework of unparalleled creativity and beauty.

Robert Graves (24 July 1895 – 7 December 1985), also known as Robert von Ranke
Graves, was an English poet, historical novelist, critic, and classicist. His father was
Alfred Perceval Graves, a celebrated Irish poet and figure in the Gaelic revival; they
were both Celticists and students of Irish mythology. Graves produced more than 
140 works. Graves's poems—together with his translations and innovative analysis 
and interpretations of the Greek myths; his memoir of his early life, including his role
in World War I, Good-Bye to All That; and his speculative study of poetic inspiration,
The White Goddess—have never been out of print. He earned his living from writing,
particularly popular historical novels such as I, Claudius, King Jesus, The Golden 
Fleece and Count Belisarius. He also was a prominent translator of Classical Latin 
and Ancient Greek texts; his versions of The Twelve Caesars and The Golden Ass 
remain popular, for their clarity and entertaining style. Graves was awarded the 1934
James Tait Black Memorial Prize for both I, Claudius and Claudius the God.
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Graves, Robert. Occupation: Writer. New York. 1950. Creative Age Press. 1st 
Edition. Very Good.No Dustjacket. 320 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 4237. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Novelist, poet and scholar, Robert Graves went from his
school days right to the trenches in WW I. Seriously wounded during the Battle of 
the Somme, he began writing during his convalescence, to explore his feelings 
about war. That was the beginning of a long distinguished career. OCCUPATION: 
WRITER is a collection of the author’s short stories, plays and miscellaneous 
essays. Included are ‘Lars Porsena,’ ‘Interview With a Dead Man,’ ‘How Mad Are 
Hatters?’, ‘Colonel Blimps Ancestors,’ ‘But It Still Goes On’ and many others, 
spanning the early 1920s through the late ‘40s.

Robert Graves (24 July 1895 – 7 December 1985), also known as Robert von Ranke
Graves, was an English poet, historical novelist, critic, and classicist. His father was
Alfred Perceval Graves, a celebrated Irish poet and figure in the Gaelic revival; they
were both Celticists and students of Irish mythology. Graves produced more than 
140 works. Graves's poems—together with his translations and innovative analysis 
and interpretations of the Greek myths; his memoir of his early life, including his role
in World War I, Good-Bye to All That; and his speculative study of poetic inspiration,
The White Goddess—have never been out of print. He earned his living from writing,
particularly popular historical novels such as I, Claudius, King Jesus, The Golden 
Fleece and Count Belisarius. He also was a prominent translator of Classical Latin 
and Ancient Greek texts; his versions of The Twelve Caesars and The Golden Ass 
remain popular, for their clarity and entertaining style. Graves was awarded the 1934
James Tait Black Memorial Prize for both I, Claudius and Claudius the God.
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Graves, Robert. Poems 1965-1968. Garden City. 1969. Doubleday. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 97 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by Alex
Gotfryd. Inventory # 4248. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here is a beautiful and most welcome addition to the 
COLLECTED POEMS of one of the world’s foremost lyric poets—more than 90 new
poems, each testifying to the ever-heightening poetic sensibilities of Robert Graves.
He leads the reader, challenges him, puzzles him—and consistently rewards the 
effort. In this collection, Graves includes songs, Latin and French verse, and poems 
in tribute to nature. But above all, he continues to sing in praise of the power and 
mysticism of love.

Robert Graves (24 July 1895 – 7 December 1985), also known as Robert von Ranke
Graves, was an English poet, historical novelist, critic, and classicist. His father was
Alfred Perceval Graves, a celebrated Irish poet and figure in the Gaelic revival; they
were both Celticists and students of Irish mythology. Graves produced more than 
140 works. Graves's poems—together with his translations and innovative analysis 
and interpretations of the Greek myths; his memoir of his early life, including his role
in World War I, Good-Bye to All That; and his speculative study of poetic inspiration,
The White Goddess—have never been out of print. He earned his living from writing,
particularly popular historical novels such as I, Claudius, King Jesus, The Golden 
Fleece and Count Belisarius. He also was a prominent translator of Classical Latin 
and Ancient Greek texts; his versions of The Twelve Caesars and The Golden Ass 
remain popular, for their clarity and entertaining style. Graves was awarded the 1934
James Tait Black Memorial Prize for both I, Claudius and Claudius the God.
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Graves, Robert. Poems 1968-1970. Garden City. 1971. Doubleday. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 90 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
photograph by Alex Gotfryd. Inventory # 4249. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here is Robert Graves’ newest collection of seventy-five
poems: poems of humor, history and current events but most of all about love, a 
field in which he stands without equal. In describing the present volume he writes, 
‘Having more to say, no continued need to earn my living by writing historical novels,
and fewer children around my bees, has for some years now swelled the yearly 
number of poems I write, though each must still go through a long series of drafts 
before being either suppressed or accepted on probation. In one’s seventy-fifth year
it is easy to plagiarize oneself, but I have done my best to weed such plagiarisms 
out; no legitimate pack of cards should contain more than one Jack of Diamonds or
Ace of Hearts.’

Robert Graves (24 July 1895 – 7 December 1985), also known as Robert von Ranke
Graves, was an English poet, historical novelist, critic, and classicist. His father was
Alfred Perceval Graves, a celebrated Irish poet and figure in the Gaelic revival; they
were both Celticists and students of Irish mythology. Graves produced more than 
140 works. Graves's poems—together with his translations and innovative analysis 
and interpretations of the Greek myths; his memoir of his early life, including his role
in World War I, Good-Bye to All That; and his speculative study of poetic inspiration,
The White Goddess—have never been out of print. He earned his living from writing,
particularly popular historical novels such as I, Claudius, King Jesus, The Golden 
Fleece and Count Belisarius. He also was a prominent translator of Classical Latin 
and Ancient Greek texts; his versions of The Twelve Caesars and The Golden Ass 
remain popular, for their clarity and entertaining style. Graves was awarded the 1934
James Tait Black Memorial Prize for both I, Claudius and Claudius the God.
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Graves, Robert. Proceed, Sergeant Lamb. New York. 1941. Random House. 1st 
American Printing. Very Good in Boards That Are Slightly Faded Along The Spine.
No Dustjacket. 322 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 148. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this sequel to SERGEANT LAMB OF THE NINTH, 
Lamb, along with 3000 others of the Burgoyne’s army, is in a prison camp near 
Boston, awaiting repatriation. But the American Congress refuses to ratify the 
agreement and Lamb plans an escape. He manages to make his way through 
General Washington’s lines and rejoins Cornwallis in the Carolinas, fighting with him
until Yorktown. Again he makes a remarkable escape to rejoin the British in New 
York, accompanied by eight Fusiliers. PROCEED SERGEANT LAMB is based on 
the correspondence of a remarkable man at arms who fought for ‘King and Country’
in our war for independence.

Robert Graves (24 July 1895 – 7 December 1985), also known as Robert von Ranke
Graves, was an English poet, historical novelist, critic, and classicist. His father was
Alfred Perceval Graves, a celebrated Irish poet and figure in the Gaelic revival; they
were both Celticists and students of Irish mythology. Graves produced more than 
140 works. Graves's poems—together with his translations and innovative analysis 
and interpretations of the Greek myths; his memoir of his early life, including his role
in World War I, Good-Bye to All That; and his speculative study of poetic inspiration,
The White Goddess—have never been out of print. He earned his living from writing,
particularly popular historical novels such as I, Claudius, King Jesus, The Golden 
Fleece and Count Belisarius. He also was a prominent translator of Classical Latin 
and Ancient Greek texts; his versions of The Twelve Caesars and The Golden Ass 
remain popular, for their clarity and entertaining style. Graves was awarded the 1934
James Tait Black Memorial Prize for both I, Claudius and Claudius the God.
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Graves, Robert. Wife To Mr. Milton. New York. 1944. Creative Age Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 380 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 4231. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Story of Marie Powell, WIFE TO MR MILTON (1943)
is both a compelling imaginative reconstruction of the marriage between Marie 
Powell and Milton, and Graves’ defence of the creative, life-affirming qualities that 
Marie embodies, in contrast to her husband’s cold intellectualism. Graves’ merciless
portrait of the young Milton, and his vivid depiction of everyday life and historical 
events, form a spellbinding narrative of a relationship, but Graves also sees the 
misalliance in the context of the larger forces at work in a society in the throes of a 
dramatic struggle between competing ideologies. It is Graves’ sense of the 
universality of the novel’s opposing value systems that gives the novel its larger 
resonance.

Robert Graves (24 July 1895 – 7 December 1985), also known as Robert von Ranke
Graves, was an English poet, historical novelist, critic, and classicist. His father was
Alfred Perceval Graves, a celebrated Irish poet and figure in the Gaelic revival; they
were both Celticists and students of Irish mythology. Graves produced more than 
140 works. Graves's poems—together with his translations and innovative analysis 
and interpretations of the Greek myths; his memoir of his early life, including his role
in World War I, Good-Bye to All That; and his speculative study of poetic inspiration,
The White Goddess—have never been out of print. He earned his living from writing,
particularly popular historical novels such as I, Claudius, King Jesus, The Golden 
Fleece and Count Belisarius. He also was a prominent translator of Classical Latin 
and Ancient Greek texts; his versions of The Twelve Caesars and The Golden Ass 
remain popular, for their clarity and entertaining style. Graves was awarded the 1934
James Tait Black Memorial Prize for both I, Claudius and Claudius the God.
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Gray, A. W. Bino. New York. 1988. Dutton. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0525245901. 1st Novel. 200 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Michael Flanagan.
Inventory # 21299. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Capturing the reader from the very first line, this is a 
thriller from a new writer to watch. Congressman Richard Bigelow was a crusader 
who disturbed the cozy relationship between the underworld of Texas politics and 
the overlords of big-time crime. Fearing that Bigelow would expose the nexus 
between the sleaziest conservative politics and organized crime, the mob and the 
politicians have him killed. Unfortunately for the plotters, in an effort to cover their 
tracks they also kill Sonny Starr, a small-time hood who was a witness to the 
murder. Sonny’s lawyer, Bino (‘it’s short for albino,’ he curtly explains) Phillips, a 
toughened criminal lawyer of the old school and, moreover, a close friend of the 
murdered congressman, is now involved. This first novel is literate and tough-talking
entertainment in the mode of Elmore Leonard. It makes a lightning-quick read, full of
surprises based on solid character portrayal. - PUBLISHERS WEEKLY.

A. W. "Bill" Gray, a native Texan, has drawn critical acclaim for his crime novels, 
most of which feature Texas crime lawyer Bino Phillips. He is also the author of the 
true-crime book Poisoned Dreams. Gray also writes courtroom dramas under the 
pseudonym Sarah Gregory.
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Gray, A. W. Bino's Blues. New York. 1995. Simon & Schuster. 1st Printing. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0671881868. 256 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Corsillo/Manzone. Inventory # 20971. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Bino returns in a fast and furious new tale of suspense, 
betrayal, and murder, set in Texas and featuring a milieu and an array of characters
that are both familiar and exotic. The six-foot-six, tough-talking, snowy-haired 
attorney with the 14-karat-gold heart once more takes on an assignment that propels
him into the murky waters of the Texas legal-political world. His client this time is 
Rusty Benson, himself a Dallas lawyer - but of the flashy big-time variety - and one 
of Bino’s occasional golfing buddies. Benson is accused of killing his glamorous, 
Titian-haired wife, Rhonda, who has been fished out of a canal, her dead body 
slumped behind the wheel of her Cadillac El Dorado.

A. W. "Bill" Gray, a native Texan, has drawn critical acclaim for his crime novels, 
most of which feature Texas crime lawyer Bino Phillips. He is also the author of the 
true-crime book Poisoned Dreams. Gray also writes courtroom dramas under the 
pseudonym Sarah Gregory.
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Gray, A. W. In Defense of Judges. New York. 1990. Dutton. 1st Printing. Very Good
n Dustjacket. 0525248757. 324 pages. hardcover. Bookplate Signed by the Author 
Affixed To the Front Free Endpaper. Jacket illustration by Laura Smith. Inventory # 
15314. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Her blue eyes widened. Her red lips parted. Her chest 
rose and fell in rapid succession.’ This provocative description is typical of the lurid, 
laid-back and literate prose in Gray’s exciting follow-up to Bino. The white-haired, 
six-foot-six Dallas lawyer who gives new meaning to the term ‘hard-boiled’ is in 
another juicy mess. Bino Phillips, in practice for 18 years (‘I’ve even won a case or 
two’), has a reputation for defending unsavory characters; so he’s more than a little 
surprised when he’s hired to represent a federal judge about to be indicted on 
trumped-up charges. Adding spice—and danger, as it turns out—is the judge’s 
knockout daughter, a compulsive gambler who got herself involved with some nasty
photos which she wouldn’t be proud to show Daddy. Though this highly readable 
yarn has more than its fair share of plot twists, it’s the author’s tough-talking, wise-
cracking style that puts him at the top of the heap. With a flair reminiscent of the best
of the Bogie gangster flicks, Gray presents Dallas as a place where corruption 
hangs out on every corner, where dolls with ‘let’s party eyes’ take ‘itty-bitty bites’ of 
lunch; a town where the double-crossers ‘can’t even level with the bad guys.’ There
are double-crossers and bad guys aplenty here—and something’s going on between
Bino and his secretary, and it’s not all business. This is as good as it gets, crime-
novel-wise. - PUBLISHERS WEEKLY.

A. W. "Bill" Gray, a native Texan, has drawn critical acclaim for his crime novels, 
most of which feature Texas crime lawyer Bino Phillips. He is also the author of the 
true-crime book Poisoned Dreams. Gray also writes courtroom dramas under the 
pseudonym Sarah Gregory.
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Green, Peter. The Hellenistic Age: A Short History. New York. 2008. Modern Library.
1st Modern Library Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780812967401. 
201 pages. paperback. Cover design by Gabrielle Bordwin. Inventory # 37531. $8

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE HELLENISTIC AGE chronicles the years 336 to 30
BCE, a period that witnessed the overlap of two of antiquity’s great civilizations, the
Greek and the Roman. Peter Green’s remarkably far-ranging study covers the 
prevalent themes and events of those centuries: the Hellenization, by Alexander’s 
conquests, of an immense swath of the known world; the lengthy and chaotic 
partition of this empire by rival Macedonian bands; the decline of the city-state as 
the predominant political institution; and, finally, Rome’s moment of transition from 
republican to imperial rule. It is a story of war and power-politics, and of the 
developing fortunes of art, science, and statecraft, spun by an accomplished 
classicist with an uncanny knack for infusing life into the distant past, and applying 
fresh insights that make ancient history seem alarmingly relevant to our own times.

Peter Green is the James R. Dougherty, Jr., Centennial Professor of Classics 
Emeritus at the University of Texas at Austin. He is the author of several books, 
including ALEXANDER OF MACEDON and THE GRECO-PERSIAN WARS. 
Currently he serves as adjunct professor of classics at the University of Iowa and 
editor of Syllecta Classica.
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Greenberg, Miriam Bird. In the Volcano's Mouth. Pittsburgh. 2016. University of 
Pittsburgh Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822964339. 
Pitt Poetry Series. 72 pages. paperback. Cover art: Detail of Walton Ford's 'The 
Island' (2009). Cover design: Alex Wolfe. Inventory # 43071. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This collection draws from the author's personal 
experiences hitchhiking and hopping freight trains around the United States and 
Canada, and from conversations and informal interviews with contemporary 
nomads, hobos, and others living on society's social and economic edges. Set in a 
semi-mythical America, In the Volcano’s Mouth in part addresses women’s 
experiences on the road, which are often reduced to sidekick or victim, or omitted 
entirely, in romantic portrayals of life on the road. It is is a portrait of life on the 
enchanted margins, a private world large enough for anyone to find themselves in.

Miriam Bird Greenberg is the author of two chapbooks: All Night in the New Country
and Pact-Blood, Fevergrass. She teaches creative writing and English as a second 
language. Greenberg has been honored with fellowships from the National 
Endowment for the Arts, the Provincetown Fine Arts Work Center, and The Poetry 
Foundation. Her work has appeared in Poetry, the Missouri Review, and in the 
anthologies Best New Poets 2014 and The Queer South. A former Wallace Stegner
Fellow, she lives in the San Francisco Bay area.
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Greenburg, Michael M. The Court-Martial of Paul Revere: A Son of Liberty and 
America’s Forgotten Military Disaster. Lebanon. 2015. University Press of New 
England/ForeEdge. 1st Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9781611688580. 20 illustrations. 6 x 9. 320 pages. paperback. Inventory # 45587. 
$22.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The riveting chronicle of Paul Revere’s only military 
service during the Revolution—a major but disastrous episode in his life. At the 
height of the American Revolution in 1779, Massachusetts launched the Penobscot
Expedition, a massive military and naval undertaking designed to force the British 
from the strategically important coast of Maine. What should have been an easy 
victory for the larger American force quickly descended into a quagmire of arguing, 
disobedience, and failed strategy. In the inevitable finger-pointing that followed, the
already-famous Lieutenant Colonel Paul Revere, commissioned as the expedition’s
artillery commander, was shockingly charged by fellow officers with neglect of duty,
disobeying orders, and cowardice. The fiery Revere spent the next several years of
his life actively pursuing a court-martial in an effort to resuscitate the one thing he 
valued above all—his reputation. With extensive research and a riveting narrative 
that brings the battles and courtroom drama to life, The Court-Martial of Paul Revere
is a must-read for anyone who yearns to understand the early days of our country. 
“Readers interested in a realist school of history will find Greenburg’s effort 
enlightening.” - Publishers Weekly.

Michael M. Greenburg is the author of Peaches and Daddy and The Mad Bomber of
New York.
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Greene, Graham. A Burnt-Out Case. New York. 1961. Viking Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 248 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Bill English. Inventory # 4278. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Querry, a world-famous architect, is the victim of a 
terrible attack of indifference: he no longer finds meaning in art or pleasure in life. 
Arriving anonymously at a Congo leper village, he is diagnosed as the mental 
equivalent of a 'burnt-out case', a leper who has gone through a stage of mutilation.
However, as Querry loses himself in work for the lepers his disease of mind slowly 
approaches a cure. Then the white community finds out who Querry is.

Henry Graham Greene (2 October 1904 – 3 April 1991) was an English novelist and
author regarded as one of the greatest writers of the 20th century. Combining 
literary acclaim with widespread popularity, Greene had acquired a reputation early 
in his own lifetime as a great writer, both of serious novels and of thrillers (or 
'entertainments ' as he termed them); however, even though shortlisted in 1967, he
was never awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature.
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Greene, Graham. Doctor Fischer of Geneva Or the Bomb Party. New York. 1980. 
Simon & Schuster. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. Remainder Mark. 
0671254677. 156 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 15370. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Mr Jones, a quiet unprepossessing man who works as a
translator in a Swiss chocolate factory, meets and falls in love with Anna-Luise, 
many years his junior and the daughter of Doctor Fischer, the notorious toothpaste
millionaire.

Henry Graham Greene (2 October 1904 – 3 April 1991) was an English novelist and
author regarded as one of the greatest writers of the 20th century. Combining 
literary acclaim with widespread popularity, Greene had acquired a reputation early 
in his own lifetime as a great writer, both of serious novels and of thrillers (or 
'entertainments ' as he termed them); however, even though shortlisted in 1967, he
was never awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature.
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Greene, Graham. Graham Greene On Film: Collected Film Criticism,1935-1940. 
New York. 1972. Simon & Schuster. 1st American Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket.
Remainder Mark On Bottom Edge. 0671214128. Remainder Mark On Bottom Edge.
284 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 23354. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Few novelists have taken films as seriously, or been as 
closely involved in so many aspects of the film business, as Graham Greene. His 
experience included producing, performing, script-writing and adaptation. And 
twenty years before he wrote the scripts to such celebrated films as Brighton Rock,
The Fallen Idol and The Third Man, he had been one of the finest film critics of the 
1930s, his intimate knowledge of the industry matched by his trenchant and 
perceptive responses to film as art, entertainment and social phenomenon.

Henry Graham Greene (2 October 1904 – 3 April 1991) was an English novelist and
author regarded as one of the greatest writers of the 20th century. Combining 
literary acclaim with widespread popularity, Greene had acquired a reputation early 
in his own lifetime as a great writer, both of serious novels and of thrillers (or 
'entertainments ' as he termed them); however, even though shortlisted in 1967, he
was never awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature.
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Greene, Graham. Reflections. New York. 1990. Reinhardt Books In Association With
Viking. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1871061199. Edited by Judith 
Adamson. 324 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 2016. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A collection previously unpublished writings including 
travel reports, essays, reviews, diary extracts, and fragments of novels.

Henry Graham Greene (2 October 1904 – 3 April 1991) was an English novelist and
author regarded as one of the greatest writers of the 20th century. Combining 
literary acclaim with widespread popularity, Greene had acquired a reputation early 
in his own lifetime as a great writer, both of serious novels and of thrillers (or 
'entertainments ' as he termed them); however, even though shortlisted in 1967, he
was never awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature.
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Greene, Graham. The Man Within. New York. 1948. Bantam Books. 1st Bantam 
Paperback Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers. 211 pages. paperback. 355. Inventory
# 4259. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - HE HAD NOTHING TO FEAR. EXCEPT HIMSELF! The 
lonely woods gave him shelter - but he was afraid. His knife menaced any intruder -
but he was afraid. Elizabeth stirred him to heights of bravery - but he was afraid. A 
man conquers his enemies - a crew of ruthless smugglers. he conquers the memory
of his cruel and domineering father. but unless he can conquer himself, he will be 
destroyed. and with him, the only woman who ever loved him. You’ll thrill to this 
gripping story of THE MAN WITHIN.

Henry Graham Greene (2 October 1904 – 3 April 1991) was an English novelist and
author regarded as one of the greatest writers of the 20th century. Combining 
literary acclaim with widespread popularity, Greene had acquired a reputation early 
in his own lifetime as a great writer, both of serious novels and of thrillers (or 
'entertainments ' as he termed them); however, even though shortlisted in 1967, he
was never awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature.
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Greene, Graham. Travels With My Aunt. New York. 1970. Viking Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket W/A 2 Tear At The Front Bottom. 
0670725242. 244 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 25313. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Described by Graham Greene as ‘the only book I have 
written just for the fun of it.’ TRAVELS WITH MY AUNT is the story of Hanry Pulling,
a retired and complacent bank manager, who meets his septuagenarian Aunt 
Augusta for the first time at what he supposes to be his mother's funeral. She soon 
persuades Henry to abandon his dull suburban existence to travel her way—to 
Brighton, Paris, Istanbul, Paraguay. Through Aunt Augusta, one of Greene's 
greatest comic creations, Henry joins a shiftless, twilight society; mixes with hippies,
war criminals, and CIA men; smokes pot; and breaks all currency regulations. 
Originally published in 1970, TRAVELS WITH MY AUNT gives us an intoxicating 
entertainment yet also confronts us with some of the most perplexing of human 
dilemmas.

Henry Graham Greene (2 October 1904 – 3 April 1991) was an English novelist and
author regarded as one of the greatest writers of the 20th century. Combining 
literary acclaim with widespread popularity, Greene had acquired a reputation early 
in his own lifetime as a great writer, both of serious novels and of thrillers (or 
'entertainments ' as he termed them); however, even though shortlisted in 1967, he
was never awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature.
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Greene, Hugh (editor). Cosmopolitan Crimes: Foreign Rivals of Sherlock Holmes. 
New York. 1971. Pantheon Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn
Dustjacket. 039447340x. 348 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Kenneth 
Miyamoto. Inventory # 26986. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Hugh Greene previously delighted readers with THE 
RIVALS OF SHERLOCK HOLMES, his collection of detective stories set in London
and written at the time of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s heyday. Now he presents us with
a companion volume of stories, written by other less well known but first-rate 
mystery writers of the period, in which the scene shifts from London to foreign 
countries around the world. In a fascinating array of locales, from South Africa to 
Bruges, from the Canadian woods to Copenhagen, from an American prison to a 
French chateau, COSMOPOLITAN CRIMES brings together a fine collection of 
intriguing detectives and clever villains. Among the writers in this interesting and 
entertaining volume are: Grant Allen, George Griffith, Arnold Bennett, Jacques 
Futrelle, Maurice LeBlanc, Baron Palle Rosenkrantz, and H. Hesketh Prichard. An 
introduction by Hugh Greene gives a brief description of each writer and places him
within the period.

Sir Hugh Carleton Greene (15 November 1910 – 19 February 1987) was a British 
journalist and television executive. He was Director-General of the BBC from 1960 
to 1969, and is generally credited with modernising an organisation that had fallen 
behind in the wake of the launch of ITV in 1955. He was the brother of Graham 
Greene, the English novelist.keywords
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Greene, Hugh (editor). The American Rivals of Sherlock Holmes. New York. 1976. 
Pantheon Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 
Remainder Mark On Bottom Edge. 0394409213. 350 pages. hardcover. The jacket 
picture is an illustration by Stanley L. Wood for 'The Montezuma Emerald' by 
Rodriguez Ottolengui from 'The Idler Magazine', February 1895. Jacket design by 
Donald E. Munson. Inventory # 7515. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From the polished elegance of the Waldorf Astoria to a 
rough-and-ready Nevada railroad town, from the crime-ridden underworld of thieves
and murderers to the crime-ridden overworld of corporate monopolies and wire-
tapped political campaigns - Hugh Greene has mined the gold from the hundreds of
detective Stories written in America at the turn of the century. Contents - 
CINDERELLA’S SLIPPER Hugh C. Weir; THE NAMELESS MAN Rodriguez 
Ottolengui; THE MONTEZUMA EMERALD Rodriguez Ottolengui; FOUND GUILTY 
Josiah Flynt and Francis Walton; THE SILVER THREAD Jacques Futrelle; THE 
MAN HIGHER UP William MacHarg and Edwin Balmer; THE AXTON LETTERS 
William MacHarg and Edwin Balmer; THE MAN WHO SPOKE LATIN Samuel 
Hopkins Adams; THE CLOUD-BURSTERS Francis Lynde; THE AFFAIR OF 
LAMSON’S COOK Charles Felton Pidgin and J. M. Taylor; THE CAMPAIGN 
GRAFTER Arthur B. Reeve; THE INFALLIBLE GODAHL Frederick Irving Anderson;
THE FRAME-UP Richard Harding Davis.

Sir Hugh Carleton Greene (15 November 1910 – 19 February 1987) was a British 
journalist and television executive. He was Director-General of the BBC from 1960 
to 1969, and is generally credited with modernising an organisation that had fallen 
behind in the wake of the launch of ITV in 1955. He was the brother of Graham 
Greene, the English novelist.
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Greene, Hugh (editor). The Rivals of Sherlock Holmes. New York. 1970. Pantheon 
Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 039441330x. 352 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Kenneth Miyamoto. Inventory # 4291. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The years between 1891, when ‘The Adventures of 
Sherlock Holmes’ began to appear in The Strand Magazine, and 1914 were a great
period for the writers of detective short stories. These rivals of Sherlock Holmes 
have remained too long in the shadow of the master, and this marvelous collection 
brings together some of the best stories of the period written by the best 
professional mystery writers of the times. For the purpose of the collection, editor 
Hugh Greene has restricted himself to stories in which the detectives have 
identifiable, or nearly identifiable, addresses in the London of the day, thus giving 
some of the closeness and reality which still clings to No. 221b Baker Street. An 
1898 map has been included to help the reader follow the action, and the special 
emphasis on the period sets the reader right in the heart of the sounds and smells of
London at the turn of the century. The book contains an Introduction by Hugh 
Greene, giving the background to the period and a brief discussion of each writer.

Sir Hugh Carleton Greene (15 November 1910 – 19 February 1987) was a British 
journalist and television executive. He was Director-General of the BBC from 1960 
to 1969, and is generally credited with modernising an organisation that had fallen 
behind in the wake of the launch of ITV in 1955. He was the brother of Graham 
Greene, the English novelist.
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Greene, Joshua M. and Kumar, Shiva (editors). Witness: Voices From the 
Holocaust. New York. 2000. Free Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly
Worn Dustjacket. 0684865254. Foreword by Lawrence L. Langer. 270 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Carpenter Design Inc. Inventory # 27754. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Fifty-five years after the end of World War II, the 
Holocaust continues to cast a dark shadow. For the past two decades, the Fortunoff
Video Archive at Yale University has sought to preserve the human side of this 
inhuman era by videotaping testimonies from those who lived through the Nazi 
regime, a project that has led to an acclaimed documentary film and this 
extraordinary book. The Wall Street Journal called the documentary ‘eloquent and 
unsparing,’ and Daily Variety said it was ‘a staggeringly powerful record.’ The 
Washington Times said that Witness ‘gives new meaning to the term documentary. 
[It is] as pure a document as I have ever seen on television.’ In WITNESS: VOICES
FROM THE HOLOCAUST, Joshua M. Greene and Shiva Kumar weave a single and
compelling narrative from the first-person accounts of twenty-seven witnesses, 
including camp survivors, American military personnel, a member of the Hitler 
Youth, a Jesuit priest, and resistance fighters. The vivid and detailed memories of 
these witnesses testify to the continuing impact of this human catastrophe, and their
impassioned words lend immediacy to events that resonate to this day.

Joshua M. Greene is an author, educator and filmmaker who explores the role of 
religion in the peace process. He teaches Holocaust history at Hofstra University 
and Hindu philosophy at Jivamukti Yoga School in New York. Shiva Kumar, an 
award-winning director, has worked in commercial, documentary and corporate 
productions for over 20 years. His programs have been seen on PBS, The Disney 
Channel, BBC, Israeli Cable, Canal Plus (France), RAI (Italy) and NHK (Japan).
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Greenfield, Richard. Subterranean. Richmond. 2018. Omnidawn. Advance 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430502. 96 pages. paperback.
Inventory # 43972. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The elegies that comprise Richard Greenfield’s third 
book of poems, Subterranean, open the rhetoric of the form in new ways, creating a
site of grieving that transcends a focus on the death of the father. Though lyrical, 
these elegies juxtapose the collapse of hyper-economies against the collapse of 
ecosystems, exploring the overlap, or edge effect, of liminal encounters between the
living and the dead, between the city and the wilderness, between the human and 
the animal, and between the haves and the have nots. Greenfield creates a 
sequence of associative, anxious, rambling, and digressive meditations bridging 
these harrowing divides and exposing the loneliness of grief and empty promise of 
connection in the age of late capitalism. Greenfield asks, “Do you want to call 
someone?” The human voice, transmitted through the cell phone, becomes a 
spectral voice and streams “up from the basin to the peak and its antenna and 
striates and sieves through solid structures to arrive in the spiral of the ear of 
anyone.

Richard Greenfield’s two previous books of poetry are Tracer (Omnidawn, 2009) and
A Carnage in the Lovetrees. He is one of the founding editors of Apostrophe Books
and is editor-in-chief of Puerto del Sol. He is currently a professor of creative writing
at New Mexico State University.
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Greenleaf, Stephen. Death Bed. New York. 1980. Dial Press. 1st Printing. Very 
Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With A Small Piece Missing From The Top Spine.
Remainder Spray On Bottom Edge. 0803717016. 306 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Gary Cooley. Inventory # 3708. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The New Yorker lavished Stephen Greenleaf with 
compliments for his last mystery novel, comparing him with Hammett, Chandler, and
Ross Macdonald—serious praise for a seriously talented writer. In this sequel San 
Francisco investigator John Tanner takes on two unrelated cases that suddenly 
blend as smoothly as a pair of limousines colliding. It's typically Californian, Tanner 
feels, because the problem isn't the missing persons but rather the people he keeps
finding. An estranged son who doesn't want his dying father's millions. A ‘girl 
reporter’ who keeps knocking him into the muck she rakes up constantly. And a 
client who keeps dying over and over and over. Death Bed is well outside the 
ordinary limits of mystery fiction. This is not a simple whodunit, but a compelling, 
perversely charming book about who did what to whom way back when and why 
they're about to be very, very sorry.

Stephen Greenleaf got a B.A. from Carlton College in 1964 and a J.D. from the 
University of California at Berkely in 1967. Stephen Greenleaf served in the United 
States Army from 1967 through 1969, and was also admitted to the California Bar 
during that period, with subsequent numerous legal positions. Stephen Greenleaf 
studied creative writing at the University of Iowa in 1978 and 1979, (the Iowa Writers
Workshop) with the subsequent publication of his first Tanner novel in 1979. Mr. 
Greenleaf has written fourteen John Marshall Tanner books to date, with his latest 
being Ellipse. All the novels are situated in San Fransico.
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Greenleaf, Stephen. Death Bed. New York. 1980. Dial Press. 1st Printing. 
Dustjacket.RemainderVery Good in Slightly Worn Spray On Bottom Edge. 
0803717016. 306 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket design by Gary 
Cooley. Inventory # 26474. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The New Yorker lavished Stephen Greenleaf with 
compliments for his last mystery novel, comparing him with Hammett, Chandler, and
Ross Macdonald—serious praise for a seriously talented writer. In this sequel San 
Francisco investigator John Tanner takes on two unrelated cases that suddenly 
blend as smoothly as a pair of limousines colliding. It's typically Californian, Tanner 
feels, because the problem isn't the missing persons but rather the people he keeps
finding. An estranged son who doesn't want his dying father's millions. A ‘girl 
reporter’ who keeps knocking him into the muck she rakes up constantly. And a 
client who keeps dying over and over and over. Death Bed is well outside the 
ordinary limits of mystery fiction. This is not a simple whodunit, but a compelling, 
perversely charming book about who did what to whom way back when and why 
they're about to be very, very sorry.

Stephen Greenleaf got a B.A. from Carlton College in 1964 and a J.D. from the 
University of California at Berkely in 1967. Stephen Greenleaf served in the United 
States Army from 1967 through 1969, and was also admitted to the California Bar 
during that period, with subsequent numerous legal positions. Stephen Greenleaf 
studied creative writing at the University of Iowa in 1978 and 1979, (the Iowa Writers
Workshop) with the subsequent publication of his first Tanner novel in 1979. Mr. 
Greenleaf has written fourteen John Marshall Tanner books to date, with his latest 
being Ellipse. All the novels are situated in San Fransico.
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Greenleaf, Stephen. False Conception: A John Marshall Tanner Mystery. New York.
1994. Otto Penzler Books. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1883402875. 273
pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket design by Dennis M. Stredney. 
Inventory # 26425. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When San Francisco detective John Marshall Tanner is 
hired to do a background check on a prospective surrogate mother, the job seems 
simple enough. There are only two stipulations - the surrogate must not know the 
identity of the contracting parents, and the investigation must be completed in three
days. With some misgivings, Tanner checks out Greta Hammond and gives her the
all clear. Two days later, the embryo of Millicent and Stuart Colbert is implanted in 
her womb. Two months later Greta Hammond disappears. The Colberts think she 
has taken the fetus to barter in an extortion attempt. But days pass and no ransom 
request is made, no barter suggested. It soon seems clear that Greta learned the 
identity of the child’s parents and immediately fled. But why? The answer takes 
Tanner deep into the secrets of the Colbert family, whose history includes both 
murder and incest and a bitter struggle for control of an immense fashion empire.

Stephen Greenleaf got a B.A. from Carlton College in 1964 and a J.D. from the 
University of California at Berkely in 1967. Stephen Greenleaf served in the United 
States Army from 1967 through 1969, and was also admitted to the California Bar 
during that period, with subsequent numerous legal positions. Stephen Greenleaf 
studied creative writing at the University of Iowa in 1978 and 1979, (the Iowa Writers
Workshop) with the subsequent publication of his first Tanner novel in 1979. Mr. 
Greenleaf has written fourteen John Marshall Tanner books to date, with his latest 
being Ellipse. All the novels are situated in San Fransico.
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Greenleaf, Stephen. Flesh Wounds: The Daring New John Marshall Tanner Novel.
New York. 1996. Scribner. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684815834. 318
pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket design by Marc Cohen. Inventory #
26426. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Marsh? It's Peggy.' The words strike like lightning bolts 
into the life of John Marshall Tanner, reopening old wounds, rekindling old desires. 
The speaker is Peggy Nettleton, Tanner's former secretary and former lover, who 
left his life six years earlier in circumstances too painful to remember. Now Peggy 
lives in Seattle and is about to marry Ted Evans, a wealthy investment banker. But 
Peggy has a problem - Nina Evans, Ted's beautiful young daughter by a previous 
marriage, is missing. The young model has disappeared into Seattle's netherworld 
after posing for some nude photographs. Peggy's marriage can't go forward until 
Nina is found. Peggy calls on her old boss for help. From art galleries to strip clubs, 
from porn kings to computer wizards, Tanner trails Nina to her oppressor's lair. He 
will be tested as never before as he learns more than he cares to know about Peggy
and the man to whom she is betrothed, and about the world of digital imagery and its
capacity to generate electric evils.

Stephen Greenleaf got a B.A. from Carlton College in 1964 and a J.D. from the 
University of California at Berkely in 1967. Stephen Greenleaf served in the United 
States Army from 1967 through 1969, and was also admitted to the California Bar 
during that period, with subsequent numerous legal positions. Stephen Greenleaf 
studied creative writing at the University of Iowa in 1978 and 1979, (the Iowa Writers
Workshop) with the subsequent publication of his first Tanner novel in 1979. Mr. 
Greenleaf has written fourteen John Marshall Tanner books to date, with his latest 
being Ellipse. All the novels are situated in San Fransico.
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Greenleaf, Stephen. Past Tense: A John Marshall Tanner Novel. New York. 1997. 
Scribner. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684832496. 282 pages. hardcover.
Signed by the Author. Jacket design by Calvin Chu. Inventory # 26424. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Tanner's relationship with Charley Sleet of the San 
Francisco Police Department has both personal and professional dimensions and 
has long been of vital importance to both men. Nothing could be more out of 
character than for Sleet to stand up in a civil courtroom and gun down a total 
stranger. Tanner's search for answers takes him deep into the heated controversy 
over claims of recovered memories of sexual abuse, into the darkly violent corridors
of police corruption, and, most painfully of all, into the fearsome new contours of his
best friend's mind.

Stephen Greenleaf got a B.A. from Carlton College in 1964 and a J.D. from the 
University of California at Berkely in 1967. Stephen Greenleaf served in the United 
States Army from 1967 through 1969, and was also admitted to the California Bar 
during that period, with subsequent numerous legal positions. Stephen Greenleaf 
studied creative writing at the University of Iowa in 1978 and 1979, (the Iowa Writers
Workshop) with the subsequent publication of his first Tanner novel in 1979. Mr. 
Greenleaf has written fourteen John Marshall Tanner books to date, with his latest 
being Ellipse. All the novels are situated in San Fransico.
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Greenleaf, Stephen. Past Tense: A John Marshall Tanner Novel. New York. 1997. 
Scribner. Uncorrected Proofs. Very Good in Wrappers. 0684832496. paperback. 
Signed by the Author. Inventory # 26409. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Tanner's relationship with Charley Sleet of the San 
Francisco Police Department has both personal and professional dimensions and 
has long been of vital importance to both men. Nothing could be more out of 
character than for Sleet to stand up in a civil courtroom and gun down a total 
stranger. Tanner's search for answers takes him deep into the heated controversy 
over claims of recovered memories of sexual abuse, into the darkly violent corridors
of police corruption, and, most painfully of all, into the fearsome new contours of his
best friend's mind.

Stephen Greenleaf got a B.A. from Carlton College in 1964 and a J.D. from the 
University of California at Berkely in 1967. Stephen Greenleaf served in the United 
States Army from 1967 through 1969, and was also admitted to the California Bar 
during that period, with subsequent numerous legal positions. Stephen Greenleaf 
studied creative writing at the University of Iowa in 1978 and 1979, (the Iowa Writers
Workshop) with the subsequent publication of his first Tanner novel in 1979. Mr. 
Greenleaf has written fourteen John Marshall Tanner books to date, with his latest 
being Ellipse. All the novels are situated in San Fransico.
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Greenleaf, Stephen. Strawberry Sunday: A John Marshall Tanner Novel. New York.
1999. Scribner. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684849542. 287 
pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket illustation & design by Marc 
Burckhardt. Inventory # 26282. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - John Marshall Tanner is a reluctant survivor. Some days,
as he lies in a hospital bed struggling to recuperate from a near-fatal gunshot 
wound, he figures life is hardly worth living. One of the few people who can bring 
him out of his depression is young Rita Lombardi, in the hospital for surgery on a 
disfiguring birthmark and clubfeet. Rita and Tanner walk the halls together, pulling 
their IVs behind them, discussing the big and small issues of life: Rita's love for her 
friend Carlos and her passion for her special corner of the world - the strawberry 
fields of California's Salinas Valley. Rita never gets to welcome Tanner to her town 
of Haciendas. When Tanner recovers enough to call Rita, he receives some 
devastating news. Rita is dead, murdered by an unknown assailant.

Stephen Greenleaf got a B.A. from Carlton College in 1964 and a J.D. from the 
University of California at Berkely in 1967. Stephen Greenleaf served in the United 
States Army from 1967 through 1969, and was also admitted to the California Bar 
during that period, with subsequent numerous legal positions. Stephen Greenleaf 
studied creative writing at the University of Iowa in 1978 and 1979, (the Iowa Writers
Workshop) with the subsequent publication of his first Tanner novel in 1979. Mr. 
Greenleaf has written fourteen John Marshall Tanner books to date, with his latest 
being Ellipse. All the novels are situated in San Fransico.keywords

Mystery America

catalog
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Price $37.50
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Greenleaf, Stephen. Strawberry Sunday: A John Marshall Tanner Novel. New York.
1999. Scribner. Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 0684849542. 287 
pages. paperback. Signed by the Author. Inventory # 26410. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - John Marshall Tanner is a reluctant survivor. Some days,
as he lies in a hospital bed struggling to recuperate from a near-fatal gunshot 
wound, he figures life is hardly worth living. One of the few people who can bring 
him out of his depression is young Rita Lombardi, in the hospital for surgery on a 
disfiguring birthmark and clubfeet. Rita and Tanner walk the halls together, pulling 
their IVs behind them, discussing the big and small issues of life: Rita's love for her 
friend Carlos and her passion for her special corner of the world - the strawberry 
fields of California's Salinas Valley. Rita never gets to welcome Tanner to her town 
of Haciendas. When Tanner recovers enough to call Rita, he receives some 
devastating news. Rita is dead, murdered by an unknown assailant.

Stephen Greenleaf got a B.A. from Carlton College in 1964 and a J.D. from the 
University of California at Berkely in 1967. Stephen Greenleaf served in the United 
States Army from 1967 through 1969, and was also admitted to the California Bar 
during that period, with subsequent numerous legal positions. Stephen Greenleaf 
studied creative writing at the University of Iowa in 1978 and 1979, (the Iowa Writers
Workshop) with the subsequent publication of his first Tanner novel in 1979. Mr. 
Greenleaf has written fourteen John Marshall Tanner books to date, with his latest 
being Ellipse. All the novels are situated in San Fransico.
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Greenspan, Stanley I. and Salmon, Jacqueline. Playground Politics: Understanding 
the Emotional Life of Your School-Age Child. New York. 1993. Perseus Books. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0201570807. 315 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 40676. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the first book designed to help parents understand, 
nurture, and live with their child - and their child's emotions - Greenspan looks at the
major emotional milestones from age five to puberty and explains, with witty, vivid 
examples what children experience.

Stanley I. Greenspan, M.D., author of the widely used and praised books The 
Challenging Child and (with Serena Wieder, Ph.D.) Engaging Autism, is Clinical 
Professor of Psychiatry and Pediatrics at George Washington University Medical 
School and lives in Bethesda, Maryland. Jacqueline Salmon, a staff writer on the 
Washington Post, is the mother of two young children and has lived the very issues
outlined in this book.
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Greenspan, Stanley I. and Salmon, Jacqueline. The Challenging Child: 
Understanding, Raising, and Enjoying the Five ‘Difficult’ Types of Children. Reading.
1995. Perseus Books. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0201441934. 336 pages. paperback. Inventory # 40658. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Most children fall into five basic personality types that 
stem from inborn physical characteristics: the sensitive child, the self-absorbed child,
the defiant child, the inattentive child, and the active/aggressive child. Stanley 
Greenspan, M.D., is the first to show parents how to match their parenting to the 
challenges of their particular child. He identifies and vividly describes these five 
universal temperaments and then, with great empathy, shows parents how each of 
these children actually experiences the world and how to use daily childrearing to 
enhance an individual child's strengths and talents.

Stanley I. Greenspan, M.D., author of the widely used and praised books The 
Challenging Child and (with Serena Wieder, Ph.D.) Engaging Autism, is Clinical 
Professor of Psychiatry and Pediatrics at George Washington University Medical 
School and lives in Bethesda, Maryland. Jacqueline Salmon, a staff writer on the 
Washington Post, is the mother of two young children and has lived the very issues
outlined in this book.
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Greenspan, Stanley I. and Wieder, Serena. The Child With Special Needs: 
Encouraging Intellectual and Emotional Growth. New York. 1997. Addison Wesley. 
1st Printing. Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0201407264. 512 pages. hardcover.
Jacket design by Suzanne Heiser. Inventory # 22890. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Covering all kinds of disabilities - including autism, PPD, 
language and speech problems, Down syndrome, cerebral palsy, and ADD - Stanley
Greenspan and Serena Wieder offer a new understanding of the nature of these 
challenges and also specific ways of helping children extend their intellectual and 
emotional potential.The authors first show how to move beyond labels to observe 
the unique profile—strengths and problems—of the individual child. Next, they 
demonstrate the techniques necessary to help the child not only reach key 
milestones but also develop new emotional and intellectual capacities. Greenspan’s
well-known ”floortime” approach enables parents, as well as clinicians, to use 
seemingly playful interactions that help children actually move up the development 
ladder and often master creative and abstract thinking formerly thought beyond their
reach. Including vivid case histories, the book also offers deep and compassionate 
understanding of the stresses and rewards involved in raising a child with special 
needs. whose amazing work with autistic and other special needs children is 
nationally known, and his colleague, child psychologist Serena Wieder, have 
integrated a lifetime of research and clinical practice into a single, comprehensive 
guide for parents.

Stanley I. Greenspan, M.D., author of the widely used and praised books The 
Challenging Child and (with Serena Wieder, Ph.D.) Engaging Autism, is Clinical 
Professor of Psychiatry and Pediatrics at George Washington University Medical 
School and lives in Bethesda, Maryland. Serena Wieder, Ph.D., Associate Editor of 
the Journal of Developmental and Learning Disorders, is co-author with Dr. 
Greenspan of The Child with Special Needs and a close colleague of Dr. 
Greenspan's in all his work in the field of autism.
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Greer, Robert O. The Devil's Hatband: A C.J.Floyd Mystery. New York. 1996. 
Mysterious Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0892966343. 1st Novel. 336
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 26971. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When the daughter of a black federal judge gets carried
away with her militant environmentalism, Denver bail bondsman and sometime 
bounty hunter CJ Floyd is hired to retrieve her and the important documents she 
possesses. But when CJ finds her, she's been strangled with the devil's hatband-a 
length of barbed wire-the symbol of the cattle industry she wants to destroy. The 
body count mounts as CJ's search for the murderer makes him a target for 
environmentalist crazies, gangbangers, police, and even a deadly, genetically 
engineered virus. This is a first novel, and the first in a series, and it's a worthy 
debut.

Robert O. Greer is a mystery writer known for his novels featuring African American
protagonist C.J. Floyd, a Vietnam veteran working as a bounty hunter and 
bondsman in Denver, Colorado. Greer introduced Floyd to readers in 1996 with The
Devil's Hatband.
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Greer, Robert O. The Devil's Hatband: A C.J.Floyd Mystery. New York. 1996. 
Mysterious Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. Remainder Mark On Bottom
Edge. 0892966343. 1st Novel. 336 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. 
Inventory # 27968. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When the daughter of a black federal judge gets carried
away with her militant environmentalism, Denver bail bondsman and sometime 
bounty hunter CJ Floyd is hired to retrieve her and the important documents she 
possesses. But when CJ finds her, she's been strangled with the devil's hatband-a 
length of barbed wire-the symbol of the cattle industry she wants to destroy. The 
body count mounts as CJ's search for the murderer makes him a target for 
environmentalist crazies, gangbangers, police, and even a deadly, genetically 
engineered virus. This is a first novel, and the first in a series, and it's a worthy 
debut.

Robert O. Greer is a mystery writer known for his novels featuring African American
protagonist C.J. Floyd, a Vietnam veteran working as a bounty hunter and 
bondsman in Denver, Colorado. Greer introduced Floyd to readers in 1996 with The
Devil's Hatband.
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Greer, Robert. The Devil's Backbone: A C. J. Floyd Mystery. New York. 1998. 
Mysterious Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 089296653x. 352 pages. 
hardcover. Cover: Ken Joudrey. Inventory # 24951. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When Hambone Dolbey, a rodeo star with a deathly fear
of water, turns up in a wet suit, floating in water, and quite dead, his friends know 
something is fishy. Two of them ask CJ Floyd to find their friend's killer. CJ quickly 
discovers that the dead man's colorful past encompassed a lot more then roping and
riding-like a kinky, forbidden, and potentially dangerous affair and some wild yarns 
about discovering diamonds on his property. And while CJ is unearthing a trail of 
shady land and diamond mining deals, he has to watch his back and his front. Not 
only is he hunting down a murderer who's already struck twice, but the sister of a 
bond skipper he's run down is laying a trap to kill him. Tightly plotted, and rich in 
character and detail, this classic contemporary mystery vividly evokes the new 
American West.

Robert O. Greer is a mystery writer known for his novels featuring African American
protagonist C.J. Floyd, a Vietnam veteran working as a bounty hunter and 
bondsman in Denver, Colorado. Greer introduced Floyd to readers in 1996 with The
Devil's Hatband.
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Greer, Robert. The Devil's Red Nickel: A C. J. Floyd Mystery. New York. 1997. 
Mysterious Press. Advance Reading Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 0892966521. 
350 pages. paperback. Inventory # 31305. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When a beautiful woman hires CJ Floyd to look into the 
death of her famed DJ father, CJ soon discovers that the death of ‘Daddy Doo-Wop’
is part of a bigger story, one that reaches back to Chicago in the fifties when the 
Mob called the tune. From payola to paychecks, from the dirtiest of deals to some 
old tapes that still might be worth gold, CJ stumbles into a world where a great 
melody can lead to a deadly refrain, and where someone has a murderous hit 
parade of his own.

Robert O. Greer is a mystery writer known for his novels featuring African American
protagonist C.J. Floyd, a Vietnam veteran working as a bounty hunter and 
bondsman in Denver, Colorado. Greer introduced Floyd to readers in 1996 with The
Devil's Hatband.
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Greer, Robert. The Devil's Red Nickel: A C. J. Floyd Mystery. New York. 1997. 
Mysterious Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0892966521. 350
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Rachel McClain. Jacket illustration by Ken 
Joudrey. Inventory # 23684. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When a beautiful woman hires CJ Floyd to look into the 
death of her famed DJ father, CJ soon discovers that the death of ‘Daddy Doo-Wop’
is part of a bigger story, one that reaches back to Chicago in the fifties when the 
Mob called the tune. From payola to paychecks, from the dirtiest of deals to some 
old tapes that still might be worth gold, CJ stumbles into a world where a great 
melody can lead to a deadly refrain, and where someone has a murderous hit 
parade of his own.

Robert O. Greer is a mystery writer known for his novels featuring African American
protagonist C.J. Floyd, a Vietnam veteran working as a bounty hunter and 
bondsman in Denver, Colorado. Greer introduced Floyd to readers in 1996 with The
Devil's Hatband.
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Gregg, John Robert. Gregg Shorthand Dictionary. New York. 1950. Gregg 
Publishing Company. Anniversary Edition. Good in Flexiboards. 260 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 42211. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The preparation of the Anniversary Edition of the Gregg
Shorthand Manual was a big undertaking. When it was finished, there remained 
tasks almost as great in the revision of the other books in the series, and the keys to
all these books. These done, we were obliged to revise all of the supplementary 
books in harmony with the changes that had been made. It is with a sigh of relief 
that we put the finishing touches on this Dictionary, which practically completes the 
series. In the revision of all the basic texts, we were not content with changing the 
forms for words affected by the changes in the Anniversary Edition, or with 
substituting new exercises in accordance with the new arrangement of the rules and
material, because we wanted to give effect to many improvements suggested by our
study and experience with the old editions, or which were suggested by our many 
teacher friends. All the books incorporate new ideas, new material, new methods. 
Now as to this Dictionary: The new features are fully set forth in the Introduction - 
features that I believe will render the book much more valuable than any previous 
edition.

John Robert Gregg (b. 17 June 1867, Shantonagh, Monaghan, Ireland – d. 23 
February 1948, New York City, New York) was an educator, publisher, 
humanitarian, and the inventor of the eponymous shorthand system Gregg 
Shorthand.keywords
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Gregory, Kristiana. Dear America - Across the Wide and Lonesome Prairie: The 
Oregon Trail Diary of Hattie Campbell, 1847. New York. 1997. Scholastic. 1st 
American Edition. Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front, Otherwise Very Good in
Hardcover. No Dustjacket. 0590226517. 168 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37922. 
$6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Thirteen-year-old Hattie Campbell records the details of
her family's harrowing migration to Oregon in a covered wagon and describes the 
many challenges, both joyful and tragic, that mark the journey.

KRISTIANA GREGORY has been a reporter, an editor, and a children's book 
reviewer. She is the author of’ Earthquake at Dawn ‘and ‘Jenny of the Tetons,’ a 
Golden Kite Award winner and an NCSS-CBC Notable Children's Trade Book in the
Field of Social Studies. She lives in Boise, Idaho.
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Gregory, Kristiana. Dear America- the Winter of Red Snow: The Revolutionary War
Diary of Abigail Jane Stewart, Valley Forge, Pennsylvania, 1777. New York. 1996. 
Scholastic. Reprinted Hardcover Edition. Very Good in Hardcover. No Dustjacket. 
0590226533. 176 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37950. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In her beloved diary, eleven-year-old Abigail Jane 
Stewart chronicles the despair and the hope of the winter of 1777 and 1778, when 
she witnesses the struggles of George Washington and his soldiers on the fields of
Valley Forge.

KRISTIANA GREGORY has been a reporter, an editor, and a children's book 
reviewer. She is the author of’ Earthquake at Dawn ‘and ‘Jenny of the Tetons,’ a 
Golden Kite Award winner and an NCSS-CBC Notable Children's Trade Book in the
Field of Social Studies. She lives in Boise, Idaho.
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Gregory, Kristiana. The Royal Diaries - Eleanor: Crown Jewel of Aquitaine, France,
1136. New York. 2002. Scholastic. Reprinted Hardcover Edition. Very Good in 
Hardcover. No Dustjacket. 0439164842. 190 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37929. 
$6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Fourteen-year-old Eleanor of Aquitaine lives in a castle in
Poitier, France, with her father Count William of Aquitaine (son of William the 
Conqueror), and her 12-year-old sister Petronilla. Their mother died several years 
earlier, so their grandmother and ladies-in-waiting raise the girls. Eleanor is 
extremely intelligent and literate, having been carefully educated by royal tutors. 
Spinning bores her, as does weaving, sewing, and other housewifery skills expected
of her. She would rather be a knight and ride off to war.

KRISTIANA GREGORY has been a reporter, an editor, and a children's book 
reviewer. She is the author of’ Earthquake at Dawn ‘and ‘Jenny of the Tetons,’ a 
Golden Kite Award winner and an NCSS-CBC Notable Children's Trade Book in the
Field of Social Studies. She lives in Boise, Idaho.
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Grenville, Bruce (editor). KRAZY! : The Delirious World of Anime + Comics + Video
Games + Art. Berkeley. 2008. University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520257849. 200 color illustrations. Copub: Douglas &
McIntyre Limited. 276 pages. paperback. Inventory # 35903. $34.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Comics! Cartoons! Anime! Manga! Graphic novels! Video
games! This vibrant and engaging book, catalog to a landmark exhibition, celebrates
the variety and growing significance of visual pop culture. Stunningly illustrated with
eye-popping art, KRAZY! investigates the uniqueness of these forms while 
considering the ways they interconnect. Curated by many of the artists who first 
brought these forms to the public’s attention, this volume features commentary and 
interviews with Maus author Art Spiegelman, SimCity creator Will Wright, and 
Canadian comic book author and illustrator Seth, along with Tim Johnson (codirector
of Antz and Over the Hedge), Kiyoshi Kusumi (a global authority on manga), and 
media theory critic Toshiya Ueno. This pathbreaking volume crosses boundaries 
between the printed arts, films, and video games and analyzes the reciprocal 
influences between fields, highlighting the best of each. The energy and intensity of 
the images leap off every page, and the full experience of the exhibit itself comes 
alive in behind-the-scenes commentary by the contributors. KRAZY! is a dizzying 
introduction to the art forms that will dominate the new century.

Bruce Grenville is Senior Curator at the Vancouver Art Gallery and coordinating 
curator for this exhibit.
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Gridley, Sarah. Green is the Orator. Berkeley. 2010. University of California Press. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520262423. 104 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 37621. $19.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Like Mark Levine's The Wilds and Brian Teare's Sight 
Map, many of the poems in Green is the Orator test the boundaries of the perceiving
subject or explore the shortcomings of socially constructed meaning in a more than
human world. Gridley sees a poem as a kind of 'dwelling' (Greek oikos), an active 
negotiation between insides and outsides, isolation and community, protection and 
exposure, retreat and care. In these new poems, Gridley embarks on the task of 
depicting nature through poetry. Her poetic language draws on concrete 
experiences of the natural world and from her wide and disparate readings, from 
Herodotus to Shakespeare. Her writing is fresh and immediate, often compressed, 
original, and even strange. Building on her facility to notice obliquely the odd and 
rare aspects of reality, she is influenced by French Symbolist traditions and forms of
'nature writing.'

Sarah Gridley is an associate professor of English at Case Western Reserve 
University. She is the author of three books of poetry: Weather Eye Open (University
of California Press, 2005), Green Is the Orator (University of California Press, 2010),
and Loom (Omnidawn Publishing, 2013).
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Gridley, Sarah. Weather Eye Open: Poems. Berkeley. 2005. University of California
Press. Uncorrected Page Proofs. Very Good in Wrappers. 0520242939. 104 pages.
paperback. Inventory # 45068. $19.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The windmill's labor is contingent upon the weather, 
upon what air masses, at any given time, overlie its landscape. Anticipatory in mood,
Weather Eye Open adopts the emblem of the windmill, seeking what Merleau-Ponty
calls the "inspiration and expiration of Being." The windmill serves as analogue to 
the perceiving subject, to the poet, whose consciousness, though rooted and partial,
is yet always receptive to being energized, turned. Like open sails, the perceiver 
ushers the weather indoors, converting one motion, the wind, to another, the 
grinding burrstones. The poems in this collection pursue a similar transmutation 
through language, a staying open to its various weather (and whether) systems. For
Sarah Gridley, language strikes at the "X" of experience: part presence and part 
absence, part spirit and part matter, part home and part homesickness, part 
harnessed and part wild. In the face of such weather, the stance of the poet is both 
rapacious and passive, searching and struck still.

Sarah Gridley is an associate professor of English at Case Western Reserve 
University. She is the author of three books of poetry: Weather Eye Open (University
of California Press, 2005), Green Is the Orator (University of California Press, 2010),
and Loom (Omnidawn Publishing, 2013).
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Grieveson, Lee. Policing Cinema: Movies and Censorship in Early-Twentieth-
Century America. Berkeley. 2004. University of California Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0520239660. 349 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
36168. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - White slave films, dramas documenting sex scandals, 
filmed prize fights featuring the controversial African-American boxer Jack Johnson,
D.W. Griffith’s The Birth of a Nation-all became objects of public concern after 1906,
when the proliferation of nickelodeons brought moving pictures to a broad mass 
public. Lee Grieveson draws on extensive original research to examine the 
controversies over these films and over cinema more generally. He situates these 
contestations in the context of regulatory concerns about populations and 
governance in an early-twentieth-century America grappling with the powerful forces
of modernity, in particular, immigration, class formation and conflict, and changing 
gender roles. Tracing the discourses and practices of cultural and political elites and
the responses of the nascent film industry, Grieveson reveals how these interactions
had profound effects on the shaping of film content, form, and, more fundamentally, 
the proposed social function of cinema: how cinema should function in society, the 
uses to which it might be put, and thus what it could or would be. Policing Cinema 
develops new perspectives for the understanding of censorship and regulation and 
the complex relations between governance and culture. In this work, Grieveson 
offers a compelling analysis of the forces that shaped American cinema and its role 
in society. AWARDS - Honorable Mention for the 2005 Katherine S. Kovacs Book 
Award, Society for Cinema Studies.

Lee Grieveson is a Lecturer in the Film Studies Program in the School of 
Humanities, King’s College, University of London, and a recipient of the prestigious
Katherine Singer Kovacs Essay Award from the Society for Cinema and Media 
Studies.
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Grimm Brothers. How Six Men Got in the World. New York. 1981. Schocken Books.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 080523781x. 
Translated from the German by Brian Alderson. Illustrated by Lapointe. unpaginated.
hardcover. Cover illustration by Lapointe. Inventory # 7970. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Weight, distance, speed, heat, wind, and even malice are
powerless against the six companions. A strong sense of mischief runs full tilt 
through this tale by Grimm and through Lapointe’s robust illustrations. Brian 
Alderson’s translation is a new and authentic version of the Brothers Grimm’s 
original.

The Brothers Grimm (or Die Brüder Grimm), Jacob (1785–1863) and Wilhelm 
Grimm (1786–1859), were German academics, linguists, cultural researchers, 
lexicographers and authors who together specialized in collecting and publishing 
folklore during the 19th century.
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Grimm, Jacob and Grimm, Wilhelm (retold by Tom Roberts) (Read by Meg Ryan). 
Red Riding Hood. New York. Rabbit Ears/Simon & Schuster. Hardcover book with 
audio cassette. Very Good in Hardcover and Slipcase. 0887081630. Illustrated by 
Laszlo Kubinyi. Music by Art Lande. 4 - 6 years. 32 pages. hardcover with cassette. 
Inventory # 43730. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A spunky redheaded heroine, a conniving wolf, a timely
woodsman, and a sweet grandmother cross paths once again in this witty rendition 
of one of Europe's greatest folktales ever told. Art Lande's music adds just the right
balance of humor and suspense. Full-color book.

The Brothers Grimm (or Die Brüder Grimm), Jacob (1785–1863) and Wilhelm 
Grimm (1786–1859), were German academics, linguists, cultural researchers, 
lexicographers and authors who together specialized in collecting and publishing 
folklore during the 19th century.
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Grimshaw, Allen D. (editor). Racial Violence in the United States. Chicago. 1969. 
Aldine Publishing Company. 1st Edition. Previous Owner's Name Stamped in Front,
Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. hardcover. Inventory # 21955. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Racial violence in the united states No topic has been 
discussed in recent years at greater length or with more vigor than urban violence,
most of which is seen in a context of racial confrontation. Events of the past six 
years have left behind over one hundred dead, thousands injured and arrested, 
property damage beyond toll, and a population schizophrenically outraged and 
conscience stricken. Researchers-scholarly, journalistic and governmental-have 
offered explanations which have competed with the interpretations of right and left 
and black and white extremists. While many Americans have reacted to the violence
of recent years as if it were a new phenomenon, it is not, and a special merit of 
Racial Violence in the United States is that it places current events into historical 
perspective. It includes accounts of racial violence involving our principal racial 
minority from different periods in American history, showing these disturbing events 
in their historical context as well as providing suggestive analyses of their social, 
psychological, and political causes and implications. This book includes reports and
studies of racial violence from the slave insurrections of the seventeenth century to 
contemporary urban disturbances. It is, however, more than a descriptive record, 
and its contents not only demonstrate the historical nature of the problem but also 
provide scholars and policy makers with a review of the major theoretical points of 
view. It defines patterns in past and present disturbances, isolates empirical 
generalizations, and samples the substantial body of literature that has attempted to
explain this ultimate form of social conflict. There are selections on the 
characteristics of rioters, on the ecology of riots, and on the role of law in urban 
violence, as well as theoretical interpretations developed by psychologists, 
sociologists, political scientists, and other observers.

Allen D. Grimshaw (December 16, 1929 - June 15, 2011) was professor emeritus of
sociology at Indiana University. His teaching focused on social conflict as well as on
language and its use in social context.
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Grisham, John. The Client. New York. 1993. Doubleday. Reprinted Hardcover 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 038542471x. 422 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
40659. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a weedy lot on the outskirts of Memphis, two boys 
watch a shiny Lincoln pull up to the curb. .Eleven-year-old Mark Sway and his 
younger brother were sharing a forbidden cigarette when a chance encounter with a
suicidal lawyer left Mark knowing a bloody and explosive secret: the whereabouts of
the most sought-after dead body in America. Now Mark is caught between a legal 
system gone mad and a mob killer desperate to cover up his crime. And his only ally
is a woman named Reggie Love, who has been a lawyer for all of four years. 
Prosecutors are willing to break all the rules to make Mark talk. The mob will stop at
nothing to keep him quiet. And Reggie will do anything to protect her client -- even 
take a last, desperate gamble that could win Mark his freedom. or cost them both 
their lives.

John Ray Grisham Jr. is an American novelist, attorney, politician and activist, best 
known for his popular legal thrillers. His books have been translated into 42 
languages and published worldwide.
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Grooms, Anthony. Bombingham. New York. 2001. Free Press. Advance 
Uncorrected Proofs. Very Good in Wrappers. 0743205588. 304 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 29856. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In his barracks, Walter Burke is trying to write a letter to 
the parents of a fallen soldier, an Alabama man who died in a muddy rice paddy. But
all he can think of is his childhood friend Lamar, the friend with whom he first 
experienced the fury of violence, on the streets of Birmingham, at the height of the 
Civil Rights Movement. The juxtaposition is so powerful—between war-torn Vietnam
and terror-filled ‘Bombingham’—that he is drawn back to the summer that would see
his transition from childish wonder at the world to his certain knowledge of his place 
in it. Walter and Lamar were always aware of the terms of segregation—the 
horrendous rules and stifling reality. Their paper route never took them to the white 
areas of town. But that year, everything exploded. And so did Walter’s family. As the
great movement swelled around them, the Burkes faced tremendous obstacles of 
their own. From a tortured past lingered questions of faith, and a terrible family crisis
found its climax as the city did the same. In the streets of Birmingham, ordinary 
citizens risked their lives to change America. And for Walter, the war was just 
beginning.

Anthony Grooms, originally from Louisa, Virginia, has written several pieces of 
literature and has won many awards for his writings. Grooms is now a professor at 
Kennesaw State University, near Atlanta, Georgia, and teaches creative writing and
other English courses.keywords
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Grosman, Ladislav. The Shop On Main Street. Garden City. 1970. Doubleday. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Worn Dustjacket With Some Tears & Pieces 
Missing. Translated from the Czech by Iris Urwin. Illustrated by Victor Ambrus. 125 
pages. hardcover. Cover art by Victor Ambrus. Inventory # 32746. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The original story of the highly successful Academy 
Award winning Czech film of the same title, dealing with a good-natured carpenter, 
living in a Slovak town in 1942, who unwittingly becomes a participant in the 
gathering moral crisis involving the abuse and persecution of Jews. This novel is a 
‘human drama that is a moving manifest of the dark dilemma that confronted all 
people who were caught as witnesses to Hitler’s terrible crime,’ says The New York
Times. ‘‘Is one his brother’s keeper?’ is the thundering question the situation asks, 
and then, as supplement, ‘Are not all men brothers?’ The answer is a grim 
acknowledgement. But the unfolding of the drama is simple, done in casual, homely,
humorous terms-until the terrible, heartbreaking resolution of the issue at the end.’

Ladislav Grosman (4 February 1921 in Humenné – 25 January 1981 in Tel Aviv) 
was a Slovak novelist and screenwriter. He is best known for being the author of 
The Shop on Main Street (Obchod na korze), which he adapted into a critically 
acclaimed Academy Award-winning film in 1965. Grosman became proficient in 
Czech after he moved to Czechoslovakia's Czech-speaking part in his late twenties,
where he worked as a correspondent and editor in the Prague bureau of the Slovak
newspaper Pravda. Following the Warsaw Pact invasion of Czechoslovakia in 1968,
he moved to Israel, where he died in 1981.keywords

Literature Czech 
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Gross, Ruth Belov. Hansel and Gretel. New York. 1988. Scholastic. 1st Printing. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0590417932. Illustrated by Winslow Pinney Pels. 48 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 10885. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A poor woodcutter's two children, lost in the woods, 
come upon a gingerbread house inhabited by a wicked witch.

Born in Philadelphia and raised in Florida, Ruth Belov Gross has lived in New York
City ever since graduating from the University of Miami in 1950. Although her first 
job out of college was as an editorial assistant for a children's publishing house, 
Gross never planned to write for children herself. Instead she went on to a 
successful career as a medical writer, where she became adept at thorough and 
meticulous research and translating complex medical information into nontechnical 
language. Such skills served her well when she wrote her first children's book, What
Do Animals Eat?, in 1970, and though she initially assumed she would return to 
medical writing, she never did. “I was finally doing what I had always wanted to do �
without knowing that it was what I had always wanted to do.” Since then, Gross has
written numerous books for children, specializing in nonfiction and retellings of 
traditional tales. She welcomes questions and comments from children, and often 
uses their input to make her work more thorough. When they are not working, Gross
and her husband enjoy cooking, gardening, and vacationing in Vermont, where they
have a tiny A-frame house in the woods.
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Grossinger, Richard. Sparrow 7: Two Essays. Los Angeles. 1973. Black Sparrow 
Press. 2nd Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. unpaginated. paperback. Inventory # 
4969. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Sparrow appeared monthly. It printed poetry, fiction, 
essays, criticism, commentaries and reviews. Each issue presents the work of a 
single author.

Richard Grossinger (born Richard Towers) (born 1944) is an American writer, 
anthropologist, and founder of North Atlantic Books in Berkeley, California. 
Grossinger was born and raised in New York City, attended Horace Mann School, 
Amherst College, and the University of Michigan, earning a B.A. in English at 
Amherst and a Ph.D. in anthropology at Michigan. With his wife (then girlfriend at 
Smith College) Lindy Hough, he founded the journal Io in 1964, then founded North
Atlantic Books in Vermont in 1974. Between 1970 and 1972 he taught anthropology
at the University of Maine, Portland-Gorham, now the University of Southern Maine,
and between 1972 and 1977 he taught interdisciplinary studies (including alchemy,
Melville, Classical Greek, Jungian psychology, and ethnoastronomy) at Goddard 
College in Plainfield, Vermont. An ethnographer and self-described psychospiritual 
explorer as well as a writer and publisher, he has studied or trained in homeopathic
medicine, somatic theory, t'ai chi ch'uan, craniosacral therapy, qigong, Breema, 
yoga, and psychic healing. His brother was Jonathan Towers, a poet who committed
suicide in 2005. His daughter is filmmaker, author and performance artist Miranda 
July.keywords
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Gruber, Frank. The Talking Clock. New York. 1946. Penguin Books. 2nd Penguin 
Paperback Printing. Good in Worn Wrappers. 154 pages. paperback. 545. Inventory
# 37128. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Frank Gruber's amateur sleuths - Johnny Fletcher, the 
amazing book salesman, and Sam Cram, his strong-man sidekick - have a genius 
for getting into trouble. This time they go broke in a small Minnesota town and are 
thrown into jail for vagrancy. The next morning they wake up to find that one of their
cell-mates, who later turns out to be Tom Quisenberry, grandson of wealthy old 
Simon Quisenberry, has been murdered in the night. In the confusion that ensues 
after the murder has been discovered, Johnny and Sam and also the fourth 
occupant of the cell, a fleet-footed tramp, break jail. Johnny and Sam realize that 
they will be held for murder if they are caught, so to clear themselves they take on 
the job of solving the murder, Their search leads them back across the country to 
the Quisenberry estate outside New York City, home of Simon Quisenberry's 
fabulous collection clocks, where they tangle with an odd and avaricious assortment
of people.

Frank Gruber (born February 2, 1904, Elmer, Minnesota, died December 9, 1969, 
Santa Monica, California) was an American writer. He was an author of stories for 
pulp fiction magazines. He also wrote dozens of novels, mostly Westerns and 
detective stories. Gruber wrote many scripts for Hollywood movies and television 
shows, and was the creator of three TV series. He sometimes wrote under the pen 
names Stephen Acre, Charles K. Boston and John K. Vedder.keywords

Mystery Vintage 
Paperbacks
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Gruber, Frank. The Talking Clock. New York. 1944. Penguin Books. 1st Penguin 
Paperback Printing. Good in Worn Wrappers. 182 pages. paperback. 545. Inventory
# 37129. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Frank Gruber's amateur sleuths - Johnny Fletcher, the 
amazing book salesman, and Sam Cram, his strong-man sidekick - have a genius 
for getting into trouble. This time they go broke in a small Minnesota town and are 
thrown into jail for vagrancy. The next morning they wake up to find that one of their
cell-mates, who later turns out to be Tom Quisenberry, grandson of wealthy old 
Simon Quisenberry, has been murdered in the night. In the confusion that ensues 
after the murder has been discovered, Johnny and Sam and also the fourth 
occupant of the cell, a fleet-footed tramp, break jail. Johnny and Sam realize that 
they will be held for murder if they are caught, so to clear themselves they take on 
the job of solving the murder, Their search leads them back across the country to 
the Quisenberry estate outside New York City, home of Simon Quisenberry's 
fabulous collection clocks, where they tangle with an odd and avaricious assortment
of people.

Frank Gruber (born February 2, 1904, Elmer, Minnesota, died December 9, 1969, 
Santa Monica, California) was an American writer. He was an author of stories for 
pulp fiction magazines. He also wrote dozens of novels, mostly Westerns and 
detective stories. Gruber wrote many scripts for Hollywood movies and television 
shows, and was the creator of three TV series. He sometimes wrote under the pen 
names Stephen Acre, Charles K. Boston and John K. Vedder.keywords

Mystery Vintage 
Paperbacks
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Grunwald, Henry Anatole (editor). Salinger. New York. 1962. Harper & Brothers. 1st
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 287 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
4323. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - J. D. Salinger's provocative writing and unmatched eye 
for the contours of American youth have earned him a place in literary and cultural 
history. Few living American writers enjoy more exuberant and widespread acclaim
—though in his ninety years Salinger has published only one novel, the 
extraordinary THE CATCHER IN THE RYE, and several enormously successful 
short story collections. In 1962 - before the shy and elusive author made his 
mysterious withdrawal from public life - editor Henry Anatole Grunwald asked 
twenty-six of Salinger's peers to explore the perplexing questions surrounding the 
writer and his work. What manner of man was he? Was he primarily a social 
commentator, a satirist, a religious fanatic, or simply a genius? This book stands as
an extraordinary time capsule - an intimate examination and appreciation of a 
singular American literary artist whose work remains powerful and true to this day.

Henry Anatole Grunwald (1922-2005) was a celebrated editor, journalist, and writer.
He was managing editor of Time magazine and subsequently editor in chief of Time
Inc. He served as America's ambassador to Austria, the country of his birth. He was
the author of six books, including ONE MAN'S AMERICA and A SAINT, MORE OR
LESS.
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Grusa, Jiri. The Questionaire. New York. 1982. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st American
Printing. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket W/A Small Tear On The Top Front.
0374240108. Translated from the Czech by Peter Kussi. 278 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 23728. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Jan Chrysostom Kepka, the narrator of Jiri Grusa's 
internationally acclaimed novel, applies for a job and is asked to fill out a standard 
employment questionnaire. He takes the command 'DO NOT CROSS OUT!' as an 
order not to omit anything and he embarks on a wildly imaginative search for his 
origins, the real nature of his life, his relatives, friends, loves, and fellow citizens. The
novel was the winner of the 1979 Egon Hostovsky Prize for best piece of Czech 
fiction published abroad.

Jirí Gruša (10 November 1938, in Pardubice – 28 October 2011, in Hannover) was a
Czech poet, novelist, translator, diplomat and politician.
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Guadeloupe, Francio. Chanting Down the New Jerusalem: Calypso, Christianity, 
and Capitalism in the Caribbean. Berkeley. 2008. University of California Press. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520254893. 255 pages. paperback.
Inventory # 36785. $19.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this brilliantly evocative ethnography, Francio 
Guadeloupe probes the ethos and attitude created by radio disc jockeys on the 
binational Caribbean island of Saint Martin/Sint Maarten. Examining the intersection
of Christianity, calypso, and capitalism, Guadeloupe shows how a multiethnic and 
multireligious island nation, where livelihoods depend on tourism, has managed to 
encourage all social classes to transcend their ethnic and religious differences. In 
his pathbreaking analysis, Guadeloupe credits the island DJs, whose formulations of
Christian faith, musical creativity, and capitalist survival express ordinary people's 
hopes and fears and promote tolerance.

Francio Guadeloupe is Assistant Professor at the Radboud University of Nijmegen in
the Netherlands, Research Fellow at the Royal Institute for Southeast Asian and 
Caribbean Studies, and Extraordinary Research Fellow at the University of Saint 
Martin.
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Guarnaccia, Matteo. Fiammiferi/Matches Boxes. Milano. 1989. BE-MA Editrice. 1st
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 8871430840. 144 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
40499. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1826, the English pharmacist Walker invented the first
friction matches, and from then on, manufacturers entered into ruthless competition 
for the conquest of the world market. They concentrated on the product’s exterior 
appearance, because the matches inside were all very similar from one make to 
another. They employed thousands of design artists, encouraging them to give free 
rein to their imagination and creativity. In this way, a huge range of subjects 
appeared on the matchbox labels, including the most bizarre: religion, social and 
political themes, initiatory and esoteric symbols, literature, and ladies in varying 
stages of undress. This Itinerary presents some of the most significant examples, a
selection from thousands, and they come from all over the world, from different 
periods. They eloquently tell the history of this fascinating realm of colour and 
graphics. The examination of these small, colourful rectangles will lead to surprising
discoveries, revealing the wealth of invention and expression that they contain, even
in the smallest details.

Matteo Guarnaccia ( Milan , 1954 ) is an artist and historian of the Italian costume.
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Gubernat, Susan. The Zoo at Night. Lincoln. 2017. University of Nebraska Press. 
Advance Uncorrected Proofs. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781496202055. Prairie 
Schooner Book Prize in Poetry. 108 pages. paperback. Inventory # 42432. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Winner of the Prairie Schooner Book Prize in Poetry, 
Susan Gubernat's The Zoo at Night reflects on the dark side of love, death, the 
family romance, carnality, and lofty aspirations with subtle craft. She thinks of her 
poems as "night thoughts" resembling nocturnes, in which "a bit of light leaks in." 
Both experimental and classic, Gubernat's poems combine formal and free verse 
elements. A (mostly) unrhymed sonnet sequence seeks to recall the world of a pre-
digital childhood when physical objects--tactile, mechanical--took on totemic import 
and magical significance. Other poems echo the Rilkean principle that poetry can be
empathetic by looking outward at the "thingness" of the world. In these works of love
and longing, Gubernat enters through the doors of craft and exits with feeling.

Susan Gubernat is a professor of English at California State University, East 
Bay. She is the author of Flesh, winner of the Marianne Moore Poetry Prize, and the
chapbook Analog House. An opera librettist, her major work, Korczak’s Orphans, in
collaboration with composer Adam Silverman, has been performed in a number of 
venues. She lives in Oakland, California.
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Gubernat, Susan. The Zoo at Night. Lincoln. 2017. University of Nebraska Press. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781496202055. Prairie Schooner Book
Prize in Poetry. 108 pages. paperback. Inventory # 41999. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Winner of the Prairie Schooner Book Prize in Poetry, 
Susan Gubernat's The Zoo at Night reflects on the dark side of love, death, the 
family romance, carnality, and lofty aspirations with subtle craft. She thinks of her 
poems as "night thoughts" resembling nocturnes, in which "a bit of light leaks in." 
Both experimental and classic, Gubernat's poems combine formal and free verse 
elements. A (mostly) unrhymed sonnet sequence seeks to recall the world of a pre-
digital childhood when physical objects--tactile, mechanical--took on totemic import 
and magical significance. Other poems echo the Rilkean principle that poetry can be
empathetic by looking outward at the "thingness" of the world. In these works of love
and longing, Gubernat enters through the doors of craft and exits with feeling.

Susan Gubernat is a professor of English at California State University, East 
Bay. She is the author of Flesh, winner of the Marianne Moore Poetry Prize, and the
chapbook Analog House. An opera librettist, her major work, Korczak’s Orphans, in
collaboration with composer Adam Silverman, has been performed in a number of 
venues. She lives in Oakland, California.
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Gubser, Steven S. The Little Book of String the ory. Princeton. 2010. Princeton 
University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780691142890. 
21 line illus. 184 pages. hardcover. 0. Inventory # 37607. $19.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Little Book of String Theory offers a short, 
accessible, and entertaining introduction to one of the most talked-about areas of 
physics today. String theory has been called the 'theory of everything.' It seeks to 
describe all the fundamental forces of nature. It encompasses gravity and quantum
mechanics in one unifying theory. But it is unproven and fraught with controversy. 
After reading this book, you’ll be able to draw your own conclusions about string 
theory. Steve Gubser begins by explaining Einstein’s famous equation E = mc<S2, 
quantum mechanics, and black holes. He then gives readers a crash course in string
theory and the core ideas behind it. In plain English and with a minimum of 
mathematics, Gubser covers strings, branes, string dualities, extra dimensions, 
curved spacetime, quantum fluctuations, symmetry, and supersymmetry. He 
describes efforts to link string theory to experimental physics and uses analogies 
that nonscientists can understand. How does Chopin’s Fantasie-Impromptu relate to
quantum mechanics? What would it be like to fall into a black hole? Why is dancing
a waltz similar to contemplating a string duality? Find out in the pages of this book. 
The Little Book of String Theory is the essential, most up-to-date beginner’s guide to
this elegant, multidimensional field of physics.

Steven S. Gubser is professor of physics at Princeton University.
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Gudde, Erwin G. 1,000 California Place Names: TheTheir Orign and Meaning. 
Berkeley. 1959. University of California Press. 3rd Revised Edition. Some Internal 
Foxing, Otherwise Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 0520014324. 96 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 40723. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Where did California get its name? Or for that matter 
where did a thousand and one cities and counties, peaks and valleys, rivers and 
bays get their names? As succinctly as possible this little book gives the why, how,
when, and where of the names on the land of California, from Abalone to Zaca. It 
tells how to pronounce Ojai, La Jolla, Hueneme, and many other names of Spanish
or Indian origin. It tells of the Indians, the explorers, the early settlers, the Franciscan
padres, and the surveyors who bestowed names upon the geographical features of 
the State, or whose names were themselves given to the features, and it tells the 
reader how many of the names were transferred by the pioneers from their home 
towns in the East. This is a useful little book that should travel with you as you follow
the main highways and trails. You will find that it will enrich your appreciation of the
California scene. This new edition of 1,000 California Place Names presents a small
fraction of the more than 150,000 geographical names in California. It is a careful 
selection of important and interesting names based on the comprehensive dictionary
California Place Names now in its third revised and enlarged edition.

Erwin G. Gudde (February 23, 1889, Sępopol, Poland - 1969) was a member of the
University of California, Berkeley faculty, Department of German, for many years. 
His many publications include Bigler's Chronicles of the West and California Place 
Names.
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Guerra, Vincent. When Hollywood Comes to You. Lebanon. 2017. Four Way. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781945588037. Stahlecker Selections.
72 pages. paperback. Inventory # 41837. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When Hollywood Comes to You explores the conflict 
between the story we tell ourselves about our life and the actual, everyday stuff that
makes up our life, which, when looked at closely, is often surprising in its oddness, 
silliness, and sometimes mercy. The poems evoke the loneliness and anxiety of not 
living up to our life story as well as the transcendent feeling when these two lives 
align.

Vincent Guerra was born and raised in Grass Valley, California. He received his 
MFA from Washington University in St. Louis and his PhD from Florida State 
University. He lives in Boston.
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Guest, Harry. The Emperor of Outer Space. Durham. 1983. Pig Press. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0903997789. 30 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
32047. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - 'In the evening before his fiftieth birthday a poet is sitting
alone in the converted attic he uses as a study. In a short prelude he conceives of 
his calling as that of a circus acrobat performing on a tightrope high above bears 
and clowns, trying to hold the attention of a basically indifferent crowd. Considering
he may at fifty be halfway through his working life he hopes for another quarter of a
century at least before he is forced to make ‘with luck an elegant descent’ down to 
the arena of reality, to at last the grave. His musings are interrupted by his third wife
who brings him abruptly up against two related problems: one, whether the recipient
of a love-poem is as much in the poet’s mind as the quality of the love-poem itself 
and the other, how far the solitude supposed necessary to the creative act is a 
shunning of social and domestic responsibilities. Partly in self-defence and largely 
through a sense of guilt he evokes or is visited by the presences of two former 
wives, now dead, both of whom feel in their different ways that they took second 
place to his writing. The first challenges him to commit himself wholly to her love - a
challenge he evades; the second who was suffocatingly enthusiastic about his 
poetry, found eventually in his continued infidelities the source of her own utter 
loneliness and committed suicide. He has over and over again during his life taken 
‘stock of the bright confused abyss’ beneath the tightrope, the abyss he has 
‘traversed in order to become the lord of unseen time’: periods of repentance 
however - the very acknowledgement of egotism and callousness — have become 
elements in the never-ending performance, have provided in fact the main themes 
for his work.' - From the INTRODUCTION by Harry Guest.

Harry Guest (Henry Bayly Guest; born 1932 in Penarth) is a British poet born in 
Wales. He lives in Exeter, and is married to the historical novelist Lynn Guest.
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Guevara, Ernesto Che. The Motorcycle Diaries: A Journey Around South America. 
New York. 1995. Verso. 1st American Edition. Some Slight Wear To Corner Edges,
Otherwise Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 1859849717. Translated from the
Spanish by Ann Wright. Rare. 155 pages. hardcover. Cover designed by The 
Senate. Inventory # 20903. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In January 1952, two young men from Buenos Aires set
out to explore South America on an ancient Norton motorbike. The journey would 
last six months and would take them thousands of miles, all the way up from 
Argentina to Venezuela. En route there would be disasters and discoveries, high 
drama, low comedy, fights, parties and a lot of serious drinking. They would meet an
extraordinary range of people: native indians and copper miners, lepers, police, 
wanderers and tourists. They would become stowaways, firemen and football 
coaches; they would join in a strike. They would sometimes fall in love, and 
frequently fall off the motorbike. Both of them kept diaries. One of them was a tall 
and good-looking medical student called Ernesto Guevara de la Sema. Using the 
standard Argentinean nickname, others would sometimes refer to the two 
companions as Big Che and Little Che. In Ernesto’s case, the nickname stuck. 
Within a decade the whole world would know Che Guevara. This is the story of that 
remarkable journey, eight years before the Cuban revolution, in Che’s own words, 
and illustrated with rare contemporary photographs. For Che it was a formative 
experience, and amidst the humor and pathos of the tale, there are moving 
examples of his idealism and his solidarity with the poor and oppressed. But it is far 
from being the diary of a militant and sometimes very far from being ‘politically 
correct’, which may be the reason that the manuscript has only been made available
now, a quarter century after Che’s death in the Bolivian jungle. Instead it is a vivid 
record kept by an exuberant, intelligent and acutely observant 23-year-old, 
describing what might have been the adventure of a lifetime - had his lifetime not 
turned into a much greater adventure.

Ernesto 'Che' Guevara (June 14, 1928 – October 9, 1967), commonly known as el 
Che or simply Che, was an Argentine Marxist revolutionary, physician, author, 
guerrilla leader, diplomat, and military theorist.
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Guevara, Ernesto Che. The Motorcycle Diaries: A Journey Around South America. 
New York. 1995. Verso. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
1859849717. Translated from the Spanish by Ann Wright. Rare. 155 pages. 
hardcover. Cover designed by The Senate. Inventory # 15717. $200

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In January 1952, two young men from Buenos Aires set
out to explore South America on an ancient Norton motorbike. The journey would 
last six months and would take them thousands of miles, all the way up from 
Argentina to Venezuela. En route there would be disasters and discoveries, high 
drama, low comedy, fights, parties and a lot of serious drinking. They would meet an
extraordinary range of people: native indians and copper miners, lepers, police, 
wanderers and tourists. They would become stowaways, firemen and football 
coaches; they would join in a strike. They would sometimes fall in love, and 
frequently fall off the motorbike. Both of them kept diaries. One of them was a tall 
and good-looking medical student called Ernesto Guevara de la Sema. Using the 
standard Argentinean nickname, others would sometimes refer to the two 
companions as Big Che and Little Che. In Ernesto’s case, the nickname stuck. 
Within a decade the whole world would know Che Guevara. This is the story of that 
remarkable journey, eight years before the Cuban revolution, in Che’s own words, 
and illustrated with rare contemporary photographs. For Che it was a formative 
experience, and amidst the humor and pathos of the tale, there are moving 
examples of his idealism and his solidarity with the poor and oppressed. But it is far 
from being the diary of a militant and sometimes very far from being ‘politically 
correct’, which may be the reason that the manuscript has only been made available
now, a quarter century after Che’s death in the Bolivian jungle. Instead it is a vivid 
record kept by an exuberant, intelligent and acutely observant 23-year-old, 
describing what might have been the adventure of a lifetime - had his lifetime not 
turned into a much greater adventure.

Ernesto 'Che' Guevara (June 14, 1928 – October 9, 1967), commonly known as el 
Che or simply Che, was an Argentine Marxist revolutionary, physician, author, 
guerrilla leader, diplomat, and military theorist.
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Guha, Ramachandra. How Much Should a Person Consume?: Environmentalism in
India and the United States. Berkeley. 2007. University Of California Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Hardcover. No Dustjacket.Remainder Marking. 
0520248058. 275 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 16938. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Based on research conducted over two decades, this 
accessible and deeply felt book provides a provocative comparative history of 
environmentalism in two large ecologically and culturally diverse democracies–India
and the United States. Ramachandra Guha takes as his point of departure the 
dominant environmental philosophies in these two countries–identified as 
‘agrarianism’ in India and ‘wilderness thinking’ in the U.S. Proposing an inclusive 
‘social ecology’ framework that goes beyond these partisan ideologies, Guha arrives
at a richer understanding of controversies over large dams, state forests, wildlife 
reserves, and more. He offers trenchant critiques of privileged and isolationist 
proponents of conservation, persuasively arguing for biospheres that care as much 
for humans as for other species. He also provides profiles of three remarkable 
environmental thinkers and activists–Lewis Mumford, Chandi Prasad Bhatt, and 
Madhav Gadgil. Finally, the author asks the fundamental environmental question–
how much should a person or country consume?–and explores a range of answers.
Copub: Permanent Black.

Ramachandra Guha (born 29 April 1958 in Dehra Dun) is an Indian historian and 
writer whose research interests include environmental, social, political and cricket 
history. He is also a columnist for The Telegraph and Hindustan Times. A regular 
contributor to various academic journals, Guha has also written for The Caravan and
Outlook magazines. For the year 2011–2012, he held a visiting position at the 
London School of Economics and Political Science (LSE), the Philippe Roman Chair
in History and International Affairs. His newest book is Gandhi before India (2013), 
the first part of a planned two-volume biography of M. K. Gandhi.
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Guido, Beatriz. The House of the Angel. New York. 1957. McGraw Hill. 1st American
Edition. Previous Owner's Inscription in Front, Otherwise Very Good in Worn 
Dustjacket. Translated from the Spanish by Joan Coyne MacLean. 173 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Abner Graboff. Inventory # 14004. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here in THE HOUSE OF THE ANGEL lives Ana Castro,
seeing the outside world as a strange, a mysterious and fascinating place. She is 
not yet sixteen, the highly imaginative and romantic daughter of a man prominent in
government. Her mother, an extremely strict and religious woman, keeps Ana’s life,
as well as those of her sister and baby brother, closely sheltered. Here, in the 
strange, almost medieval atmosphere of aristocratic Buenos Aires society as it 
existed in the late twenties, is Ana, searching and turbulent in her transition from girl
to woman, jumping from one rash emotion to another, hearing and feeling things she
cannot understand, finding no reality to which she can hold. One day reality does 
come to THE HOUSE OF THE ANGEL with fierce and shattering effect. Dueling, 
though outlawed, is still practiced by aristocratic Argentine families, and one of the 
younger members of Ana’s father’s political party, Pablo Aguirre, has challenged a
member of the opposition. Ana’s father arranges that the duel be held in the garden
of THE HOUSE OF THE ANGEL. As the day of the duel draws near, Ana finds 
herself drawn to Pablo Aguirre, whom she does not know, and to his heroic cause. 
Her emotions are heightened by the tension between her father, who thrills at the 
thought of the duel, and her mother, hating this violence which Ana’s father has 
imposed on her house and children. The day and night of the duel are ones Ana will
remember all her days, as she will remember Pablo Aguirre, as she will remember 
the scapular, as she will remember her vanished innocence.

Beatriz Guido (13 December 1924 – 4 March 1988) was an Argentine novelist and 
screenwriter.
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Guillen, Nicolas. The Daily Daily. Berkeley. 1989. University Of California Press. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0520062183. Translated from the 
Spanish by Vera M. Kutzinski. 139 pages. hardcover. Jacket design: Randall 
Goodall. Inventory # 25226. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Born in the Cuban city of Camaguey in 1902, Nicolás 
Guillén is one of Latin America’s most renowned and prolific poets. He is best known
in the United States as the prophet of the Cuban Revolution. With The Daily Daily, 
first published in 1972 and largely ignored by reviewers and critics, Guillén delves 
into the archives of Cuban cultural and literary history in order to rediscover and 
rewrite that history from a postrevolutionary perspective. A chronicle of Cuban 
history since the colonial period and, by implication, of inter-American relations, THE
DAILY DAILY is Guillén’s most ambitious poetic project. This bilingual edition, with 
Vera Kutzinski’s excellent translation, illuminates the work for those who do not read
Spanish, and for those who do. The poem’s importance is not simply a function of its
broad historical sweep. More than a storehouse of Cuban culture, this is a poem that
puts into literary practice Guillén’s concept of Cuban culture as an incredibly diverse
and dense admixture of forms and styles from different historical periods and cultural
traditions. Cultural history, for Guillén, is not an orderly, linear progression but a fluid
process in which the most diverse elements combine and recombine in ever new 
and unexpected ways. THE DAILY DAILY is the literary shape of that process. While
the poem undoubtedly combines Guillén’s poetic and journalistic interests, it does so
in ways that suggest a continuing conflict between Guillén the poet and Guilien the 
communist functionary, thus shedding a different light on all his previous work.

Nicolás Cristóbal Guillén Batista (10 July 1902 – 16 July 1989) was a Cuban poet, 
journalist, political activist, and writer. He is best remembered as the national poet of
Cuba.
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Guinier, Lani. Lift Every Voice: Turning a Civil Rights Setback Into a New Vision of 
Social Justice. New York. 1998. Simon & Schuster. 1st American Edition. Very Good
in Dustjacket. 0684811456. 336 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Paul Smith. 
Inventory # 24999. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1993, shortly after his inauguration, new President Bill
Clinton nominated his old friend and classmate Lani Guinier to the prestigious and 
crucial post of Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights. That nomination sparked
an immediate firestorm of criticism from the right, labeling Professor Guinier the 
‘Quota Queen’ and assailing her for the ideas expressed in her publications, most of
which her opponents had not read, or had taken out of context and misunderstood. 
In the face of this concerted opposition -- what one friend of Guinier's called ‘a low-
tech lynching’ -- Clinton backed down, not only withdrawing her nomination, but 
having refused throughout to give her an opportunity to speak out in her own 
defense (and his). The result was a civil rights setback of monumental proportions.
Now, in this remarkable and important book, at once a memoir and insider's account
of what really happened behind the closed doors of the Oval Office, the Justice 
Department, and the U.S. Senate, and an insightful look at the past, present, and 
future of civil rights in America, Lani Guinier at last breaks her silence. Unsparing of
her own mistakes and shrewdly perceptive about the overt and hidden agendas of 
those who opposed her, Professor Guinier shows how the president promptly 
abandoned his ambitious agenda for civil rights at the first hint of criticism from the
media and Congress -- and how the civil rights movement suffered a major setback
as a result. More important, this book, in Professor Guinier's own words, is about 
‘the battles fought in the belief that our racial history and our commitment to equality
and democracy are essential parts of the same story.

Lani Guinier lectures widely on issues of civil rights, social justice, and democracy. 
She is on the faculty at Harvard Law School,.
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Guiraldes, Ricardo. Don Segundo Sombra. New York. 1966. Signet/New American 
Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Previous Owner's Stamp in Front,
Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. Translated From The Spanish & With An 
Afterword By Harriet de Onis.Illustrations By Alberto Guiraldes. 222 pages. 
paperback. CT317. Cover: Kessler. Inventory # 29069. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - '[The work of Ricardo Guiraldes] is probably the most 
original and enduring that Spanish America has produced in this century' writes the
noted editor and translator Harriet de Onis in her Afterword to this Signet Classic 
volume. His most famous novel, Don Segundo Sombra, centers on the adventures 
of Fabio, a wayward waif. On the surface it is the story oflthe young boy's 
apprenticeship to Don Segundo, the gaucho who schools him in the skills of 
broncobusting and cattle - wrangling and in the art of life - life lived according to the 
'gaucho canons: patience in the face of adversity, endurance, the vocation and 
pursuit of freedom, self - discipline, prudence, loyalty.' But more than this, Don 
Segundo Sombra is the story of a land and its people; in it Guiraldes has 'distilled 
the essence' of the 'two cornerstones of Argentine mythology' - of the pampa, the 
vast, treeless plain of Argentina, and of the gaucho, the fabled cowboy of South 
America. 'Within [the novel's] simple framework,' Harriet de Onis continues, 'is 
packed all the beauty of the land, of work, of the companionship of men, of freedom,
of adventure, told in a language that is a blend of the precise, sober, yet colorful 
speech of the gaucho, and Guiraldes's sensitive scintillating prose, in which classic 
and modern influence have been tempered by his genius into an instrument having 
the beauty and power of a Toledo blade.'

Ricardo Güiraldes (13 February 1886 - 8 October 1927) was an Argentine novelist 
and poet, one of the most significant Argentine writers of his era, particularly known 
for his 1926 novel Don Segundo Sombra, set amongst the gauchos.
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Gundle, Stephen. Mussolini’s Dream Factory: Film Stardom in Fascist Italy. New 
York. 2015. Berghahn Books. 1st American Paperback Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 9781785330414. 20 illus., bibliog., index. 336 pages. paperback. Cover 
image: Fosco Giachetti as Captain Sant'Elia in Lo squadrone blanco (The White 
Squadron), Augusto Genina 1936. Inventory # 42705. $34.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Gundle has written the book that will become a standard
in the fields of historiography on Italian Fascism, Italian Fascist cinema and film 
scholarship on star culture. The mixture of intimate sources such as diaries, letters 
and photographs with exhaustive archival material breathes life into this period, 
allowing us new and necessary insight on this complicated era of cinematic and 
Italian history.’ - Historical Journal of Film, Radio and Television. ‘This is an 
outstanding book in every respect. It is beautifully written, clear, concise, no 
professional jargon, yet based on a confident grasp of all the relevant criticism as 
well as primary sources in a number of languages. It is high time that a complete 
revision of our thinking on Italian cinema under fascism takes place, and this book 
represents a giant step in this direction.’ - Peter Bondanella, Emeritus, Indiana 
University. Focused on the period from the start of sound cinema to the final end of
Fascism in 1945, this book examines the development of an Italian star system and
evaluates its place in film production and distribution.

Stephen Gundle is Professor of Film and Television Studies at the University of 
Warwick.
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Gunesekera, Romesh. Reef. New York. 1995. New Press. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 1565842197. 190 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Knute Breiding. Inventory # 25325. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Reef is the elegant and moving story of Triton, a talented
young chef so committed to pleasing his master's palate that he is oblivious to the 
political unrest threatening his Sri Lankan paradise. It is a personal story that 
parallels the larger movement of a country from a hopeful, young democracy to 
troubled island society. It is also a mature, poetic novel which the British press has 
compared to the works of James Joyce, Graham Greene, V.S. Naipaul, and Anton 
Chekhov. With his collection of short stories Monkfish Moon - a New York Times 
Notable Book of 1993 - Romesh Gunesekera quickly established himself as a 
leading literary voice. Reef earned universal praise from European critics and landed
the young author on the short list for the 1994 Booker Prize, England's highest honor
for fiction. Reef explores the entwined lives of Mr. Salgado, an aristocratic marine 
biologist and student of sea movements and the disappearing reef, and his 
houseboy, Triton, who learns to polish silver until it shines like molten sun; to mix a 
love cake with ten eggs, creamed butter, and fresh cadju nuts; to marinade tiger 
prawns; and to steam parrot fish. Through these characters and the forty years of 
political disintegration their country endures, Gunesekera tells the tragic, sometimes
comic, story of a lost paradise and a young man coming to terms with his destiny.

Romesh Gunesekera FRSL (born 1954) is a Sri Lankan born British author, who 
was a finalist in the Man Booker Prize for his novel Reef in 1994, and currently the 
Chair of the Judges of Commonwealth Short Story Prize competition for 2015.
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Gunn, Thom. Jack Straw’s Castle and Other Poems. New York. 1976. Farrar Straus
Giroux. 1st American Edition. Previous Owner’s Inscription in Front, Otherwise Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0374178518. From the library of Jean Pumphrey former literary
director of the Marin Poetry Center. 77 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Charles
Skaggs. Inventory # 41141. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘I would like to recommend the poetry of Thom Gunn to 
anyone who requires that poetry be intelligent as well as sensuous,’ wrote Raymond
Oliver in Southern Review. ‘Gunn’s matter is like raw meat; his forms, like those of 
Plato. partake of divinity. And his poems put the two together.’ Some of the poems in
Jack Straw’s Castle, Thom Gunn’s sixth collection, are set in England, where the 
author was brought up; some in the United States, especially northern California, 
where he has lived for twenty-two years; and some in imaginary places. The verse is
as richly varied in form as in place and subject matter. Gunn’s rhymed recollection of
‘Last Days at Teddington’ details an experience as affecting as his sensual, free-
verse re-creation of ‘The Plunge’ into a swimming pool. ‘An Amorous Debate’ is 
ironically reminiscent of romantic sixteenth-century dialogue. There are poems on 
various trees, a Newfoundland dog, a speed freak, an aunt, the English master of 
woodcuts Thomas Bewick, and Jack Straw - the speaker of the title poem who in 
dream confuses his house with his head. A major collection of new poems, Jack 
Straw’s Castle confirms Thom Gunn’ stature as one of the most important and 
provocative poets writing in English today.

Thom Gunn (29 August 1929 – 25 April 2004), born Thomson William Gunn, was an
Anglo-American poet who was praised for his early verses in England, where he 
was associated with The Movement and his later poetry in America, even after 
moving toward a looser, free-verse style. After relocating from England to San 
Francisco, Gunn wrote about gay-related topics—particularly in his most famous 
work, The Man With Night Sweats in 1992—as well as drug use, sex, and his 
bohemian lifestyle. He won major literary awards.
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Gunn, Thom. The Man With Night Sweats. New York. 1992. Farrar Straus Giroux. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374201757. 88 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket photograph by Ben Watkins. Inventory # 36726. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE MAN WITH NIGHT SWEATS is a haunting 
depiction of a world ravaged by illness that is part elegy for those who have been 
lost and part evocation of the changes that await those who survive. It is also one of
the few works of literature that have fully met both the aesthetic and the moral 
challenges that the AIDS epidemic poses. The nobility and sobriety of Thom Gunn’s
forms enhance and underscore the gravity and pathos of his subjects. The results 
have the cathartic and healing power of great art.

Thom Gunn (29 August 1929 – 25 April 2004), born Thomson William Gunn, was an
Anglo-American poet who was praised for his early verses in England, where he 
was associated with The Movement and his later poetry in America, even after 
moving toward a looser, free-verse style. After relocating from England to San 
Francisco, Gunn wrote about gay-related topics—particularly in his most famous 
work, The Man With Night Sweats in 1992—as well as drug use, sex, and his 
bohemian lifestyle. He won major literary awards.
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Guralnick, Peter. Nighthawk Blues. New York. 1980. Seaview Books. 1st Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 087223634x. 244 pages. hardcover. Jacket design By 
Antler & Baldwin. Inventory # 12890. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Celebrating the ‘Year of the Blues’—as 2003 has been 
designated by the U. S. Congress—Back Bay Books takes pleasure in issuing a new
paperback edition of the ultimate novel of the blues. Peter Guralnick’s touching and
vivid portrait of the legendary bluesman he calls the Screamin’ Nighthawk draws us 
into an extraordinary life, taking us from the Hawk’s humble beginnings in Yula, 
Mississippi; through road trips, love affairs, and barroom brawls; through memorable
performances at honky-tonks, in recording studios, and on festival stages throughout
the country; to the pinnacle of international celebrity and then back again to 
compulsive, inspired, down-home music-making. Nighthawk Blues offers a rare, 
unvarnished, and utterly compelling look at a life in music.

Peter Guralnick’s books include his prizewinning, two-volume Elvis Presley 
biography; a widely praised trilogy on the roots of American popular music, 
comprising Feel Like Going Home, Lost Highway, and Sweet Soul Music; and 
Searching for Robert Johnson. He lives in Massachusetts.
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Gurnah, Abdulrazak. By the Sea. New York. 2001. New Press. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 1565846583. 245 pages. hardcover. Cover: Zubin Shroff. 
Inventory # 31731. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the late afternoon of November 23rd, Saleh Omar 
arrives at Gatwick Airport with a small bag in which lies a mahogany box containing 
incense-and little else. He used to own a furniture shop, his own house, and be a 
husband and father. Now he is an asylum seeker from paradise, claiming silence as
his only protection.' 'Meanwhile, Latif Mahmud, poet and professor, voluntary 
refugee, lives quietly, alone in his London flat, bitter about the country and family he
has never revisited.' 'The paradise both these men have left is Zanzibar, an island in
the Indian Ocean swept by the winds of the Musim, bringing traders with their 
perfumes and spices and a unique mix of cultures and histories. When Saleh and 
Latif meet in a small English seaside town, a story of long ago begins to unravel-a 
story of seduction and deception, of the haphazard displacement of people, a story 
of love and betrayal and above all of possession. And as the story unfolds, we see a
country exploding into postcolonial independence, reeling in its attempt to find 
stability while its people are caught in the maelstrom of their times.

Abdulrazak Gurnah was born in Zanzibar in 1948 and teaches at the University of 
Kent. He is the author of six novels, including PARADISE, which was short-listed for
the Booker Prize and the Whitbread Award, and BY THE SEA, a Los Angeles Times
Book Prize finalist.
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Gurnah, Abdulrazak. Desertion. New York. 2005. Pantheon Books. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0375423540. 265 pages. hardcover. Author 
photograph by Mark Pringle. Jacket design by Archie Ferguson. Inventory # 35600.
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Writing at the peak of his powers, Abdulrazak Gurnah 
gives us in DESERTION a spellbinding novel of forbidden love and cultural 
upheaval, with consequences powerfully reverberating through three generations 
and across continents-from the heyday of the British empire to the aftermath of 
African independence. Early one morning in 1899, in a small, dilapidated town along
the coast of Mombassa, a Muslim man, Hassanali, sets out for a mosque but doesn’t
get there. Out of the desert stumbles an Englishman who collapses at Hassanali’s 
feet: Martin Pearce-writer, traveler, something of an Orientalist. Hassanali cares for
Pearce until the Englishman is taken to the home of colonial officer Frederick Turner
to recuperate. When Pearce returns to thank his Good Samaritan, he meets and is 
enraptured by Rehana, Hassanali’s sister-by her gorgeous eyes and tragic aura. 
And so begins the passionate, illicit love affair-two lives and cultures colliding-that 
informs the rich, finely woven tapestry of DESERTION. Gurnah, who has been 
short-listed for the Booker Prize, deftly and dramatically evokes the personal and 
political scandals of empire, the weight of tradition-of religion and culture-in everyday
lives, the role of women in Muslim society, the vicissitudes of love, the complexities
of filial relationships, the inexorability of miscegenation, and the power of fiction to 
charm and to harm. Desertion is a highly achieved, riveting work of imagination, 
brimming with controlled figural inventiveness, psychological acuity, and moral 
complexity.

Abdulrazak Gurnah was born in Zanzibar in 1948 and teaches at the University of 
Kent. He is the author of six novels, including PARADISE, which was short-listed for
the Booker Prize and the Whitbread Award, and BY THE SEA, a Los Angeles Times
Book Prize finalist.
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Gurnah, Abdulrazak. Memory of Departure. New York. 1988. Grove Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0802110185. 159 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket illustration and design by Bascove. Inventory # 9785. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Adbulrazak Gurnah takes us deep inside the human 
heart of darkness in this bitterly lyrical first novel about a boy’s coming of age in 
coastal East Africa. Hassan Omar lives with his family in a squalid seaport called 
Kenge, ‘where the toilers and failures lived, where wizened prostitutes and painted 
homosexuals traded, where drunk came for cheap tende, where anonymous voices
howled with pain in the streets at night.’ With unflinching eye and quaking heart, 
Hassan beholds a ceaseless daily round of poverty, cruelty, and degradation. He 
stands by helplessly as his careworn mother is brutalized by his perpetually drunk, 
depraved father. He watches his ne’er –do-well older brother die a freakish, 
excruciating, and utterly pointless death. He despairs over his younger sister’s 
defiant, flagrant promiscuity. He sees his nation’s newly won independence and the
hopes of his generation squandered by venal leaders. Release of sorts comes to 
Hassan in the form of a reluctant summons from his rich uncle in Nairobi. In a 
classic story of spiritual triumph, he leaves Kenge to discover a larger world that 
contains, along with its share of more refined cruelty, the possibility of beauty and of
love. Through Adbulrazak Gurnah’s extraordinary narrative gifts, we experience 
along with Hassan every step of his odyssey through an Africa we have not seen 
before, the new black Africa dragging its torturous legacy of slavery and colonialism 
into the uncertain era of independence. We live with him a life unimaginable to most
of us. We breathe and touch the squalor of his surroundings, we share his sense of
being trapped, we wince at the painful comedy of his first encounter with 
sophistication, we feel the first urgent stirrings of hope, and when we are done, we 
too bear the soul-searing memory of departure.

Abdulrazak Gurnah (born 1948 in Zanzibar) is a Tanzanian novelist based in the 
United Kingdom. His novel PARADISE, DESERTION was shortlisted for both the 
Booker and the Whitbread Prize. BY THE SEA, meanwhile, was longlisted for the 
Booker and shortlisted for the Los Angeles Times Book Award.
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Gurnah, Abdulrazak. Paradise. New York. 1994. New Press. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 156584162x. 247 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
Illustration By Debbie Lush.Jacket Design By Charles Nix. Inventory # 20692. $16

FROM THE PUBLISHER - PARADISE is at once the story of an African boy’s 
coming of age, a tragic love story, and a tale of the corruption of traditional African 
patterns by European colonialism, It presents a major African voice to American 
readers—a voice that prompted Peter Tinniswood to write in the London Times, 
reviewing Gurnah’s previous novel, ‘Mr. Gurnah is a very fine writer. I am certain he
will become a great one, ‘PARADISE is Abdulrazak Gurnah’s great novel. At twelve,
Yusuf, the protagonist of this twentieth-century odyssey, is sold by his father in 
repayment of a debt. From the simple life of rural Africa, Yusuf is thrown into the 
complexities of precolonial urban East Africa—a fascinating world in which Muslim 
black Africans, Christian missionaries, and Indians from the subcontinent coexist in
a fragile, subtle social hierarchy. Through the eyes of Yusuf, Gurnah depicts 
communities at war, trading safaris gone awry, and the universal trials of 
adolescence. Then, just as Yusuf begins to comprehend the choices required of 
him, he and everyone around him must adjust to the new reality of European 
colonialism. The result is a page-turning saga that covers the same territory as the 
novels of Isak Dinesen and William Boyd, but does so from a perspective never 
before available on that seldom-chronicled part of the world. Abdulrazak Gurnah 
was born in 1948 in Zanzibar and is the author of MEMORY OF DEPARTURE. He 
teaches literature at the University of Kent in Canterbury, England.

Abdulrazak Gurnah was born in Zanzibar in 1948 and teaches at the University of 
Kent. He is the author of six novels, including PARADISE, which was short-listed for
the Booker Prize and the Whitbread Award, and BY THE SEA, a Los Angeles Times
Book Prize finalist.
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Gussow, Mel. Edward Albee: A Singular Journey. New York. 1999. Simon & 
Schuster. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684802783. 448 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Marc Cohen. Inventory # 26852. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1960, Edward Albee electrified the theater world with 
the American premiere of THE ZOO STORY, and followed it two years later with his
extraordinary first Broadway play, WHO’S AFRAID OF VIRGINIA WOOLF? 
Proclaimed as the playwright of his generation, he went on to win three Pulitzer 
Prizes for his searing and innovative plays. Mel Gussow, author, critic, and cultural
writer for The New York Times, has known Albee and followed his career since its 
inception, and in this biography he creates a firsthand portrait of a complex genius.
With frankness and critical acumen, and drawing on extensive conversations with 
the playwright, Gussow offers fresh insights into Albee’s life. At the same time he 
provides vivid portraits of Albee’s relationships with the people who have been 
closest to him, including William Flanagan (his first mentor), Thornton Wilder, 
Richard Barr, John Steinbeck, Alan Schneider, John Gielgud, and his leading ladies,
Uta Hagen, Colleen Dewhurst, Irene Worth, Myra Carter, Elaine Stritch, Marian 
Seldes, and Maggie Smith. And then there are, most famously, Elizabeth Taylor and
Richard Burton, who starred in Mike Nichols’s acclaimed film version of WHO’S 
AFRAID OF VIRGINIA WOOLF? The book places Albee in context as a playwright
who inspired writer’s as diverse as John Guare and Sam Shepard, and as a teacher
and champion of human rights.

Melvyn Hayes "Mel" Gussow (December 19, 1933 – April 29, 2005)[1] was an 
American theater critic, movie critic, and author who wrote for The New York Times 
for 35 years.
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Gustafsson, Lars. Bernard Foy's Third Castling. New York. 1988. New Directions. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0811210863. Translated from the 
Swedish by Yvonne L. Sandstroem. 260 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Hermann Strobach. Inventory # 25311. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Bernard Foy of the first part of the novel is a young 
American rabbi caught up in deadly international espionage. Part two is a portrait of 
the not so tranquil autumn years of an eighty-three-year-old Bernard Foy, poet and
member of the Swedish Academy. The Third Bernard Foy is a brilliant, homicidal 
juvenile delinquent in today’s Sweden.

Lars Gustafsson (born May 17, 1936) is a Swedish poet, novelist and scholar.
Gustafsson is one of the most prolific Swedish writers since August Strindberg. 
Since the late 1950s he has produced a voluminous flow of poetry, novels, short 
stories, critical essays, and editorials.
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Guterson, David. Snow Falling On Cedars. New York. 1994. Harcourt Brace. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. Remainder Mark On Bottom Edge. 
0151001006. 345 pages. hardcover. Jacket photo by Stuart Simons. Inventory # 
23398. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - On San Piedro, an island of rugged, spectacular beauty 
in Puget Sound, a Japanese-American fisherman stands trial for murder. Set in 1954
in the shadow of World War II, SNOW FALLING ON CEDARS is a beautifully crafted
courtroom drama, love story, and war novel, illuminating the psychology of a 
community, the ambiguities of justice, the racism that persists even between 
neighbors, and the necessity of individual moral action despite the indifference of 
nature and circumstance.

David Guterson (born May 4, 1956) is an American novelist, short story writer, poet,
journalist, and essayist. He is best known as the author of the book Snow Falling on
Cedars.
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Guthrie, Woody (words & music). This Land Is Your Land. Boston. 1998. Little 
Brown. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0316392154. Paintings by 
Kathy Jakobsen. With A Tribute by Pete Seeger. CD unfortunately is missing from 
this copy. unpaginated. hardcover. Cover art by Kathy Jakobsen. Inventory # 27771.
$10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Honor America-and Woodie Guthrie’s 90th birthday-with 
this beautiful gift package. Featuring the complete lyrics and musical notation to the
beloved anthem ‘This Land is Your Land,’ as well as a photo-essay about Woody, a
note from his daughter Nora Guthrie, and a tribute by beloved folk singer Pete 
Seeger, this stunning book paints an unforgettable picture of our diverse land. The 
CD containing nine popular folk songs performed by Woody and Arlo Guthrie is 
MISSING from this copy.

Woody Guthrie (1912-1967) wrote more than a thousand folk songs. Kathy 
Jakobsen is one of America’s premier folk artists. She lives in Weston, Connecticut.
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Gutierrez, Ramon A. and Orsi, Richard J. Contested Eden: California Before the 
Gold Rush. Berkeley. 1998. University Of California Press. 1st Paperback Edition. 
Very Good in Wrappers. 0520212746. 395 pages. paperback. Inventory # 10582. 
$40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Celebrating the 150th birthday of the state of California 
offers the opportunity to reexamine the founding of modern California, from the 
earliest days through the Gold Rush and up to 1870. In this four-volume series, 
published in association with the California Historical Society, leading scholars offer
a contemporary perspective on such issues as the evolution of a distinctive 
California culture, the interaction between people and the natural environment, the 
ways in which California’s development affected the United States and the world, 
and the legacy of cultural and ethnic diversity in the state. California before the Gold
Rush, the first California Sesquicentennial volume, combines topics of interest to 
scholars and general readers alike. The essays investigate traditional historical 
subjects and also explore such areas as environmental science, women’s history, 
and Indian history. Authored by distinguished scholars in their respective fields, each
essay contains excellent summary bibliographies of leading works on pertinent 
topics. This volume also features an extraordinary full-color photographic essay on 
the artistic record of the conquest of California by Europeans, as well as over 
seventy black-and-white photographs, some never before published.

Ramón A. Gutiérrez is Professor of Ethnic Studies and History at the University of 
California, San Diego. Richard J. Orsi is Professor of History at California State 
University, Hayward, and editor of the journal California History.
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Gutjahr, Paul. The Book of Mormon: A Biography. Princeton. 2012. Princeton 
University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780691144801. 
Lives of Great Religious Books. 11 line illustrations, 6 halftones. 232 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 20406. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE SURPRISING CAREER OF JOSEPH SMITH’S 
FAMOUS BOOK. ‘This probing and engaging study surveys the history, use, 
translation, and adaptation into other media of the Book of Mormon. I know of 
nothing else quite like it. Religious traditions change over time, and controlling a 
sacred text plays an important role in the self-identity of the community. Gutjahr 
explains not simply how changes in the text took place, but why.’ —Laurie F. Maffly-
Kipp, editor of American Scriptures: An Anthology of Sacred Writings. Late one night
in 1823, Joseph Smith, Jr., was reportedly visited in his family’s farmhouse in 
Upstate New York by an angel named Moroni. According to Smith, Moroni told him 
of a buried stack of gold plates that were inscribed with a history of the Americas’ 
ancient peoples, and which would restore the pure Gospel message as Jesus had 
delivered it to them. Thus began the unlikely career of the Book of Mormon, the 
founding text of the Mormon religion, and perhaps the most important sacred text 
ever to originate in the United States. In The Book of Mormon, Paul Gutjahr traces 
the life of this book as it has formed and fractured different strains of Mormonism 
and transformed religious expression around the world. Gutjahr looks at how the 
Book of Mormon emerged from the burned-over district of upstate New York, where
revivalist preachers, missionaries, and spiritual entrepreneurs of every stripe vied for
the loyalty of settlers desperate to scratch a living from the land. He examines how a
book that has long been the subject of ridicule—Mark Twain called it ‘chloroform in 
print’—has more than 150 million copies in print in more than a hundred languages
worldwide.

Paul Gutjahr is professor of English at Indiana University. His books include Charles
Hodge: Guardian of American Orthodoxy and An American Bible: A History of the 
Good Book in the United States, 1777–1880.
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Gutman, Herbert G. Power & Culture: Essays On the American Working Class. New
York. 1987. Pantheon Books. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394560264. 
416 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 21401. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Power and Culture is the last work by America's most 
influential labor and social historian, the late Herbert Gutman. Edited and introduced
by Gutman's colleague Ira Berlin, the book includes original, unpublished essays 
from throughout Gutman's career and important but unavailable works from journals
and periodicals, as well as an extended interview with Gutman and a comprehensive
bibliography of his works.

Herbert G. Gutman (1928 – July 21, 1985) was an American professor of history at 
the Graduate Center of the City University of New York, where he wrote on slavery 
and labor history.
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Guy, Rosa. A Mirror of Her Own. New York. 1981. Delacorte Press. 1st Edition. Very
Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. Remainder Marking On Bottom Edge. 
044005513x. 183 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 26710. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Having lived in her older sister's shadow all her life, Mary
Abbot comes into the spotlight the summer she turns 18.

Rosa Cuthbert Guy (September 1, 1922 – June 3, 2012) was a Trinidad-born 
American writer, acclaimed for her books of fiction for adults and young people. She
died of cancer on Sunday, June 3, 2012.
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Guzman, Martin Luis. The Eagle and the Serpent. New York. 1930. Knopf. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good. No Dustjacket. Translated from the Spanish by Harriet
De Onis. 360 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 12171. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A revolutionary novel, inspired by the experiences of the
Mexican Revolution of 1910. The Eagle and the Serpent (El águila y la serpiente, 
1928) depicts the Mexican Revolution and its political aftermath both of which 
Guzman was familiar with, having contributed both to revolutionary agitation and to 
the formation of the new revolutionary government.

Martín Luis Guzmán Franco (October 6, 1887 – December 22, 1976) was a Mexican
novelist and journalist. Guzmán was born in Chihuahua, Chihuahua. Along with 
Mariano Azuela, he is considered a pioneer of the revolutionary novel.
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Gwaltney, John Langston. The Dissenters: Voices From Contemporary America. 
New York. 1986. Random House. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0394527259. 321 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 11385. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In twenty-seven narratives, people who stood up for their
beliefs talk about the experiences and influences in childhood and early life that 
prompted them to become dissenters, from a Unitarian minister in Massachusetts 
who sets up a chapter of Sanctuary to a white woman bus driver who drove the 
whole busload of pot-smoking teenagers to the police station to a woman trying to 
uncover the truth of her father's death after he had been subjected by the Army to 
unauthorized chemical experiments.

John Langston Gwaltney (September 25, 1928 – August 29, 1998) was an African-
American writer and anthropologist focused on African-American culture, best 
known for his book Drylongso: A Self Portrait of Black America. Gwaltney lost his 
eyesight soon after birth and was the first blind student to attend his local high 
school in Newark, NJ. Gwaltney earned a BA from Upsala College in 1952, an MA 
from the New School for Social Research in 1957, and in 1967 a Ph.D. in 
anthropology from Columbia University, where he won the Ansley Dissertation 
Award and studied under Margaret Mead, who called him “a most remarkable 
man…[who] manages his life and work with extraordinary skill and bravery". His 
dissertation on river blindness among the Chinantec-speaking people in Oaxaca, 
Mexico,[6] eventually became his 1970 book Thrice Shy: Cultural Accommodation to
Blindness and Other Disasters in a Mexican Community. He was a professor of 
anthropology at the University of Syracuse in New York.
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Hackett, David G. That Religion in Which All Men Agree: Freemasonry in American
Culture. Berkeley. 2014. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket With A Small Tear at the Front Middle Spine. 9780520281677. 6
x 9. 322 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 40731. $49.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - By expanding and complicating the terrain of American 
religious history to include a group not usually seen to be a carrier of religious beliefs
and rituals, That Religion in Which All Men Agree shows how Freemasonry’s 
American history contributes to a broader understanding of the multiple influences 
that have shaped religion in American culture.

David G. Hackett is Associate Professor of American Religious History and 
Sociology of Religion at the University of Florida.
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Haddon, Mark. A Spot of Bother. New York. 2006. Doubleday. Advacne Reading 
Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 0385520514. 372 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
13958. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - George Hall is an unobtrusive man. A little distant, 
perhaps, a little cautious, not at quite at ease with the emotional demands of 
fatherhood, or manly bonhomie. He does not understand the modern obsession with
talking about everything. ‘The secret of contentment, George felt, lay in ignoring 
many things completely.’ Some things in life, however, cannot be ignored. At 61, 
George is settling down to a comfortable retirement, building a shed in his garden, 
reading historical novels and listening to a bit of light jazz. Then his tempestuous 
daughter, Katie, announces that she is getting re-married, to the deeply 
inappropriate Ray. Her family is not pleased – as her brother Jamie observes, Ray 
has ‘strangler’s hands.’ Katie can’t decide if she loves Ray, or loves the wonderful 
way he has with her son Jacob, and her mother Jean is a bit put out by all the 
planning and arguing the wedding has occasioned, which get in the way of her quite
fulfilling late-life affair with one of her husband’s ex-colleagues. And the tidy and 
pleasant life Jamie has created crumbles when he fails to invite his lover, Tony, to 
the dreaded nuptials. Unnoticed in the uproar, George discovers a sinister lesion on
his hip, and quietly begins to lose his mind. The way these damaged people fall 
apart – and come together – as a family is the true subject of Haddon’s disturbing 
yet amusing portrait of a dignified man trying to go insane politely. A SPOT OF 
BOTHER is Mark Haddon’s unforgettable follow-up to the internationally beloved 
bestseller THE CURIOUS INCIDENT OF THE DOG IN THE NIGHT-TIME. Here the
madness –literally – of family life proves rich comic fodder for Haddon’s crackling 
prose and bittersweet insights into misdirected love.

Mark Haddon is an English novelist, best known for The Curious Incident of the Dog
in the Night-Time. He won the Whitbread Award, the Dolly Gray Children's Literature
Award, Guardian Prize, and a Commonwealth Writers Prize for his work.
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Haddon, Mark. The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time. New York. 2003.
Doubleday. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0385509456. 226 
pages. hardcover. Jacket Design By Michael Ian Kaye. Jacket Illustration By 
Alejanoro Cardenas For Art Department. Author Photograph (c) Clare Mcnamee. 
Inventory # 34298. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Christopher John Francis Boone knows all the countries
of the world and their capitals and every prime number up to 7,057. He relates well 
to animals but has no understanding of human emotions. He cannot stand to be 
touched. Although gifted with a superbly logical brain, Christopher is autistic. 
Everyday interactions and admonishments have little meaning for him. Routine, 
order, and predictability shelter him from the messy wider world. Then, at fifteen, 
Christopher’s carefully constructed world falls apart when he finds his neighbor’s 
dog, Wellington, impaled on a garden fork, and he is initially blamed for the killing. 
Christopher decides that he will track down the real killer and turns to his favorite 
fictional character, the impeccably logical Sherlock Holmes, for inspiration. But the 
investigation leads him down some unexpected paths and ultimately brings him face
to face with the dissolution of his parents’ marriage. As he tries to deal with the crisis
within his own family, we are drawn into the workings of Christopher’s mind. And 
herein lies the key to the brilliance of Mark Haddon’s choice of narrator: The most 
wrenching of emotional moments are chronicled by a boy who cannot fathom 
emotion. The effect is dazzling, making for a novel that is deeply funny, poignant, 
and fascinating in its portrayal of a person whose curse and blessing are a mind that
perceives the world literally. THE CURIOUS INCIDENT OF THE DOG IN THE 
NIGHT-TIME is one of the freshest debuts in years: a comedy, a heartbreaker, a 
mystery story, a novel of exceptional literary merit that is great fun to read.

MARK HADDON (born October 28, 1962) is a writer and illustrator of numerous 
award-winning children’s books and television screenplays. As a young man, 
Haddon worked with autistic individuals. He teaches creative writing for the Arvon 
Foundation and at Oxford University. He lives in Oxford. England.
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Haefele, Fred. Rebuilding the Indian: A Memoir. New York. 1998. Riverhead Books.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 157322099x. 211 pages. hardcover.
Jacket design by Kiley Thompson. Inventory # 26035. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The building of a vintage Indian Chief motorcycle is more
than the restoration of a bike - it’s the resurrection of a dream. Rebuilding the Indian
chronicles one man’s journey through the fearful expanse of midlife in a quest for 
peace, parts, and a happy second fatherhood. Fred Haefele was a writer who 
couldn’t get his book published, an arborist whose precarious livelihood might just 
kill him, and an expectant father for the first time in over twenty years. He was in a 
rut, until he purchased a box of parts not so euphemistically referred to as a ‘basket
case’ and tackled the restoration of a 1947 Indian Chief motorcycle. With limited 
mechanical skills, one foot in the money pit, and a colorful cast of local experts, 
Haefele takes us down the rocky road of restoration to the headlong, heart-thrilling 
rush of open highway on his gleaming midnight-blue Millennium Flyer.

Fred Haefele is the author of the award-winning motorcycle memoir Rebuilding the 
Indian (Riverhead Books, 1998, Bison Books, 2005) and the collection Extremophilia
(Bangtail Press, 2012.) His magazine work has appeared in Outside, Wired, The 
New York Times Magazine, American Heritage, Salon.com, Montana Magazine, 
Newsday and others. He has written documentaries for the PBS series American 
Experience and has received literary fellowships from The Fine Arts Work Center, 
the National Endowment for the Arts, Stanford University and the MacDowell 
Colony. He lives in Missoula with his wife, writer Caroline Patterson, and their two 
children.
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Hagedorn, Ann. Beyond the River: The Untold Story of the Heroes of the 
Underground Railroad. New York. 2003. Simon & Schuster. 2nd Printing. Very Good
in Dustjacket. 0684870657. 333 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Kai Chu. Jacket
illustration: Getty Images. Inventory # 34299. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Beyond the River brings to brilliant life the dramatic story
of the forgotten heroes of the Ripley, Ohio, line of the Underground Railroad. The 
decades preceding the Civil War were rife with fierce sectarian violence along the 
borders between slave and free states. The Ohio River was one such border. Here 
in the river towns of Ohio and Kentucky, abolitionists and slave chasers confronted 
each other during the ‘war before the war.’ Slave masters and bounty hunters 
chased runaway slaves from Kentucky into Ohio, hoping to catch their quarry before
the slaves disappeared on the underground path to freedom. In the river town of 
Ripley, the slave hunters inevitably confronted John Rankin and his determined, 
courageous colleagues. One of the early abolitionist leaders, Rankin began his 
career when he wrote a series of letters denouncing his brother's recent purchase of
a slave in Virginia. The letters were collected and published as Letters on American
Slavery and influenced William Lloyd Garrison, among others. Rankin, a 
Presbyterian minister and a farmer, bought property on a high hilltop overlooking 
Ripley and the Ohio River. His house was visible for miles into Kentucky, and he 
hung a lantern at night to help guide runaways. He and his fellow abolitionists, both
black and white, formed the front line of freedom, and some of them paid a high 
price for it.

Ann Hagedorn was born in Dayton, Ohio. An author and journalist, she has written 
for several newspapers, including The Wall Street Journal, The San Jose Mercury 
News, and The Washington Post.
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Hagedorn, Jessica Tarahata. Dangerous Music. San Francisco. 1975. Momo's 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Very Slightly Worn Wrappers. 
unpaginated. paperback. Signed by the Author. The cover photo is by Adal. 
Inventory # 7568. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Jessica Tarahata Hagedorn’s work was first heralded by
Kenneth Rexroth in the now well-known McGraw-Hill book, FOUR YOUNG 
WOMEN: POEMS. Her childhood in the Philippines and addiction to popular rock ‘n
roll and black soul music made for the tense lyric beauty in poems about her 
ambiguous arrival and coming of age in America. DANGEROUS MUSIC moves 
back and forth between the Philippines, San Francisco and New York. It, too, is a 
celebration of music, this time Latin soul and avantgarde jazz as a way into the 
exploration of ancestral roots, love, mysticism, sex & drugs. The Blossoming of 
Bong Bong, the one story in the book, is the tragi-comic adventure of a young man
who comes from Manila to San Francisco and finds himself totally unable to relate to
the culture, but becomes mystically addicted to one very specific attraction. Jessica
continues to live in San Francisco. She is writing a novel, PET FOOD, and working
with her new band, The West Coast Gangster Choir. The band, developed in 
collaboration with the trombonist and composer Julian Priester (formerly of the 
Herbie Hancock Organization), specializes in a highly urban, rhythmic synthesis of 
poetry and sound.

Jessica Tarahata Hagedorn (born 1949) is an American playwright, writer, poet, and
multimedia performance artist. Hagedorn was born in Manila to a Scots-Irish-
French-Filipino mother and a Filipino-Spanish father with one Chinese ancestor.
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Hagedorn, Jessica Tarahata. Pet Food & Tropical Apparitions. San Francisco. 1981.
Momo's Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Hardcover.No Dustjacket. 0917672151. 90
pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Inventory # 15455. $100

FROM THE PUBLISHER - PET FOOD AND TROPICAL APPARATIONS collects 
examples of Hagedorn’s sexually-charged poetry, including a depiction of a 
transvestite with a blue wig, an earthy hymn to reggae singer Bob Marley, and a 
sado-masochistic declaration of female liberation. The collection also presents the 
comic novella Pet Food, which follows George Sand, a Filipino American teenager 
who lives a bohemian lifestyle in San Francisco, surrounded by street denizens, 
artists, pornographers, and drug abusers.

Jessica Tarahata Hagedorn (born 1949) is an American playwright, writer, poet, and
multimedia performance artist. Hagedorn was born in Manila to a Scots-Irish-
French-Filipino mother and a Filipino-Spanish father with one Chinese ancestor.
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Hagedorn, Jessica. Dogeaters. New York. 1990. Pantheon Books. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394574982. 251 pages. hardcover. Signed by the
Author. Inventory # 13914. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - 'As sharp and fast as a street boy's razor' (The New York
Times Book Review), Dogeaters is an intense fictional portrayal of Manila in the 
heyday of Marcos, the Philippines' late dictator. In the center of this maelstrom is 
Rio, a feisty schoolgirl who will grow up to live in America and look back with longing
on the land of her youth.

Jessica Tarahata Hagedorn (born 1949) is an American playwright, writer, poet, and
multimedia performance artist. Hagedorn was born in Manila to a Scots-Irish-
French-Filipino mother and a Filipino-Spanish father with one Chinese ancestor.
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Hagedorn, Jessica. Dream Jungle. New York. 2003. Viking Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670884588. 329 pages. hardcover. Jacket art - 
Visayan Woman, 1903/Jonathan Best. Jacket design by Michelle Ishay. Inventory #
33985. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Two seemingly unrelated events occur in the Philippines-
the discovery of the Taobo, an ancient lost tribe living in a remote mountainous area,
and the arrival of an American, celebrity-studded film crew, there to make an epic 
Vietnam War movie. But the 'lost tribe' just might be a clever hoax masterminded by
a brooding wealthy iconoclast-and the Hollywood movie seems doomed as the cast
and crew continue to self-destruct in a cloud of drugs and their own egos. As the 
consequences of these events play out, four unforgettable characters find 
themselves drawn together, sometimes passionately, sometimes violently. The 
iconoclast playboy, Zamora de Legazpi, renowned for being the first outsider to 
make contact with the Taobo tribe, cannot escape the boredom and frustration of his
corrupt class. Rizalina, Zamora's resourceful and intelligent young servant, flees 
Zamora's estate, only to get trapped in the seedy underworld of sex tourism. The 
American actor Vincent Moody, whose personal demons cause him to feel detached
from the other actors and the film crew, becomes entangled and then obsessed with
Rizalina. Paz Marlowe, a writer, returns to the Philippines from Los Angeles when 
her mother dies, and stays to witness the fate of Zamora, the movie, and the 
country.

Jessica Tarahata Hagedorn (born 1949) is an American playwright, writer, poet, and
multimedia performance artist. Hagedorn was born in Manila to a Scots-Irish-
French-Filipino mother and a Filipino-Spanish father with one Chinese ancestor.
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Hagedorn, Jessica. The Gangster of Love. Boston. 1996. Houghton Mifflin. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0395754127. 311 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Michaela Sullivan. Front jacket art: ‘Time’ (1965) by Mati Klarwein. 
Inventory # 22678. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Jessica Hagedorn's first novel, Dogeaters, was 
nominated for the National Book Award and hailed by Robert Stone as ' the 
definitive novel of the encounter between the Philippines and America.' Hagedorn's 
long-awaited second novel, The Gangster of Love, is equally compelling as she 
continues to illuminate flamboyantly that intersection where American pop culture 
and local Filipino tradition commingle. Alternating between the Philippines and the 
United States, The Gangster of Love is the story of Rocky Rivera, who plays in a 
dissolute rock band with her on-again, off-again boyfriend, Elvis Chang. Rocky's 
spirited and deeply traditional mother, Milagros, her troubled and bedeviled brother,
Voltaire, her wonderfully eccentric uncle, Marlon, and her best friend, the wildly 
unpredictable and enigmatic Keiko, along with other characters real and imagined, 
create a story that spans generations and cultures.

Jessica Tarahata Hagedorn (born 1949) is an American playwright, writer, poet, and
multimedia performance artist. Hagedorn was born in Manila to a Scots-Irish-
French-Filipino mother and a Filipino-Spanish father with one Chinese ancestor.
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Haizlip, Shirlee Taylor. The Sweeter the Juice: A Family Memoir in Black & White. 
New York. 1994. Simon & Schuster. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0671792350. 271 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 27822. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Growing up in Connecticut in the 1940s and 1950s, the 
daughter of a prominent black Baptist minister, Shirlee Taylor Haizlip enjoyed a 
position of privilege and security in her identity that for many years she took for 
granted. For her mother, Margaret, and the rest of the Morris family, fair skin had 
been a double-edged legacy, a contrast to the Reverend Taylor's dark, proud, and 
successful clan. Light enough to 'pass,' Margaret's father and surviving siblings, 
descendants of an Irish immigrant and a mulatto slave, had disappeared into the 
white world, abandoning her and cutting themselves off from their tangled roots. 
Shirlee grew to adulthood moving easily between the black world and the white, but
with an unfulfilled dream of discovering what had become of her mother's family. As
Margaret approached eighty, her daughter determined to realize that dream. What 
she unearthed in dusty archives, letters, journals, and other records, is a tale of 
journeys - physical, emotional, racial, and social - that continues even today. Across
the boundaries of race and time, the story spans six generations of both sides of 
Shirlee's family, ranging form Ireland, North Carolina, Virginia, and Washington, D.
C., to Connecticut, New York, Ohio, the Virgin Islands, and finally California. There,
with the help of a private detective, Shirlee tracked down her mother's only surviving
sibling and reunited two sisters - one who called herself white and the other who 
called herself blackafter seventy-six years. She also uncovered a history of 
desertion, redemption, and betrayal set in motions by the charged, complicated 
meaning that color has carried in our society. The different choices the members of
her multihued family made, and the different lives each of them led as a result, raise
questions of identity and allegiance common to us all.

Shirlee Taylor Haizlip is an American non-fiction author. She has written three 
books: The Sweeter the Juice, A Memoir in Black and White, In the Garden of Our 
Dreams, co-authored with her husband, Harold C. Haizlip, and Finding Grace.
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Haldeman, H. R. The Haldeman Diaries: Inside the Nixon White House. New York. 
1994. Putnam. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0399139621. 698 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by One Plus One Studio. Inventory # 22586. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When H.R. Haldeman died, he left behind a chronicle of 
the four years he was Chief of Staff for President Nixon. His diaries offer a 
fascinating portrait of the major events of this era, including the Cambodia 
bombings, the Kent State killings, the fall of Spiro Agnew, the Watergate scandal 
and new insights on Richard Nixon. 8-page photo insert.

Harry Robbins "Bob" Haldeman (October 27, 1926 – November 12, 1993) was an 
American political aide and businessman, best known for his service as White 
House Chief of Staff to President Richard Nixon and his consequent involvement in 
the Watergate Affair.
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Hale, Janet Campbell. Bloodlines: Odyssey of a Native Daughter. New York. 1993.
Random House. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. Remainder Mark On Bottom
Edge. 0679415270. 187 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 18282. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - These autobiographical essays by a member of the 
Coeur d'Alene tribe interweave personal experiences with striking portraits of 
relatives, both living and dead, to form a rich tapestry of history, storytelling, and 
remembrance. Hale's is a story of intense and resonant beauty. Breathtaking in its 
range and authority, Bloodlines is an important addition to the literature of women of
color. 'In this set of eight brooding but brave essays, she confronts the painful facts 
not only of her life but of the tragically difficult lives of several generations of her 
female relatives. As Hale delves into her past, she perceives the deep roots of her 
struggle for survival and achievement, and recognizes the unseverable bond that 
connects her to her culture.' -Booklist.

Janet Campbell Hale (born January 11, 1946, Riverside, California) is a Native 
American writer. Her father was a full-blood Coeur d'Alene, and her mother was of 
Kootenay, Cree and Irish descent. In a sparse style that has been compared to 
Hemingway, Hale's work often explores issues of Native American identity and 
discusses poverty, abuse, and the condition of women in society. She wrote 
Bloodlines: Odyssey of a Native Daughter (1993), which includes a discussion of the
Native American experience as well as stories from her own life. She also wrote The
Owl's Song (1974), The Jailing of Cecelia Capture (which was nominated for the 
Pulitzer Prize in 1985), Women on the Run (1999), and Custer Lives in Humboldt 
County & Other Poems (1978). Janet Campbell Hale has taught at Northwest Indian
College, Iowa State University, College of Illinois, and University of California at 
Santa Cruz, and has served as resident writer at University of Oregon and University
of Washington. Hale currently lives on the Coeur d'Alene Reservation in De Smet, 
Idaho.
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Hale, Janet Campbell. Bloodlines: Odyssey of a Native Daughter. New York. 1993.
Random House. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679415270. 187 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 22753. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - These autobiographical essays by a member of the 
Coeur d'Alene tribe interweave personal experiences with striking portraits of 
relatives, both living and dead, to form a rich tapestry of history, storytelling, and 
remembrance. Hale's is a story of intense and resonant beauty. Breathtaking in its 
range and authority, Bloodlines is an important addition to the literature of women of
color. 'In this set of eight brooding but brave essays, she confronts the painful facts 
not only of her life but of the tragically difficult lives of several generations of her 
female relatives. As Hale delves into her past, she perceives the deep roots of her 
struggle for survival and achievement, and recognizes the unseverable bond that 
connects her to her culture.' -Booklist.

Janet Campbell Hale (born January 11, 1946, Riverside, California) is a Native 
American writer. Her father was a full-blood Coeur d'Alene, and her mother was of 
Kootenay, Cree and Irish descent. In a sparse style that has been compared to 
Hemingway, Hale's work often explores issues of Native American identity and 
discusses poverty, abuse, and the condition of women in society. She wrote 
Bloodlines: Odyssey of a Native Daughter (1993), which includes a discussion of the
Native American experience as well as stories from her own life. She also wrote The
Owl's Song (1974), The Jailing of Cecelia Capture (which was nominated for the 
Pulitzer Prize in 1985), Women on the Run (1999), and Custer Lives in Humboldt 
County & Other Poems (1978). Janet Campbell Hale has taught at Northwest Indian
College, Iowa State University, College of Illinois, and University of California at 
Santa Cruz, and has served as resident writer at University of Oregon and University
of Washington. Hale currently lives on the Coeur d'Alene Reservation in De Smet, 
Idaho.
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Haley, Alex and Stevens, David. Mama Flora's Family. New York. 1998. Scribner. 
Uncorrected Proofs. Very Good in Wrappers. 0684834715. 393 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 25650. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - She vowed to find a better world for her children.  Even if
she had to make it herself. A sweeping epic of contemporary history by Pulitzer 
Prize-winning author Alex Haley, this magnificent novel weaves an unforgettable 
story of one family, three generations, and their search for the American dream. She
is the heart and soul of her family who, through faith and courage, drives herself, her
children, and her grandchildren onward, determined to propel them to a better place.
Mama Flora, born to poor sharecroppers in Tennessee, is forced to raise her 
children alone after the murder of her husband. But it will not be Willie, her son, who
fulfills her ambitions, but Ruthana, the niece she raises as her own. Inspired by her 
love for the radical poet Ben, Ruthana seeks her soul in Africa even as Willie's son 
and daughter embrace Black Power and drugs in their embattled coming-of-age. 
Throughout all the seasons of their lives, it is Mama Flora who prevails, whose quiet
determination and love bring them back, as she leads her own quest for justice in 
tumultuous times.

Alexander Murray Palmer "Alex" Haley (August 11, 1921 – February 10, 1992) was
an American writer and the author of the 1976 book Roots: The Saga of an 
American Family. ABC adapted the book as a television miniseries of the same 
name and aired it in 1977 to a record-breaking audience of 130 million viewers. In 
the United States the book and miniseries raised the public awareness of African 
American history and inspired a broad interest in genealogy and family history. 
David Stevens (born 1940 in Palestine) is an Australian writer and director, best 
known for his work on The Sum of Us, A Town Like Alice, and Breaker Morant.
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Haley, Alex and Stevens, David. Mama Flora's Family. New York. 1998. Scribner. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684834715. 394 pages. hardcover.
Jacket design & illustration by Honi Werner. Inventory # 25801. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - She vowed to find a better world for her children.  Even if
she had to make it herself. A sweeping epic of contemporary history by Pulitzer 
Prize-winning author Alex Haley, this magnificent novel weaves an unforgettable 
story of one family, three generations, and their search for the American dream. She
is the heart and soul of her family who, through faith and courage, drives herself, her
children, and her grandchildren onward, determined to propel them to a better place.
Mama Flora, born to poor sharecroppers in Tennessee, is forced to raise her 
children alone after the murder of her husband. But it will not be Willie, her son, who
fulfills her ambitions, but Ruthana, the niece she raises as her own. Inspired by her 
love for the radical poet Ben, Ruthana seeks her soul in Africa even as Willie's son 
and daughter embrace Black Power and drugs in their embattled coming-of-age. 
Throughout all the seasons of their lives, it is Mama Flora who prevails, whose quiet
determination and love bring them back, as she leads her own quest for justice in 
tumultuous times.

Alexander Murray Palmer "Alex" Haley (August 11, 1921 – February 10, 1992) was
an American writer and the author of the 1976 book Roots: The Saga of an 
American Family. ABC adapted the book as a television miniseries of the same 
name and aired it in 1977 to a record-breaking audience of 130 million viewers. In 
the United States the book and miniseries raised the public awareness of African 
American history and inspired a broad interest in genealogy and family history. 
David Stevens (born 1940 in Palestine) is an Australian writer and director, best 
known for his work on The Sum of Us, A Town Like Alice, and Breaker Morant.
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Hall, Rodney. Captivity Captive. New York. 1988. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.Remainder Mark. 0374118892. 214 
pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Frank Gargiulo. Jacket design by Carin 
Goldberg. Inventory # 9286. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - CAPTIVITY CAPTIVE, an extraordinary combination of 
drama and ideas, is the second novel by Rodney Hall to appear in this country. It is
built on a fragment of historical information: a triple murder, committed in Australia in
1898, was never solved. While using the real names of the victims, plus details from
the rural scene of the crime, the author has allowed his imagination free rein. In 
Hall’s rendition, a large, self-enclosed family turns in on itself, providing the grist for
dark and utterly compelling events. Narrated by Patrick Murphy. the most bookish 
member of his varied household, the story is, on one level, a mystery. Meanwhile, 
Hall sees brilliantly to the development of underlying themes. The focus of the tale is
widened to illuminate the origins and nature of the colonial system and, beyond that,
the whole world gearing up for the great war of 1914. Another theme is developed 
through the use of language itself—the more barbaric the secrets this first-person 
narrator lays bare, the richer his language and the more he exploits the high cultural
tone of a European inheritance. This verbal fluency both counter-balances the horror
of Patrick Murphy’s telling and adds to the resonance and fascination of this singular
book.

Rodney Hall (born 18 November 1935) is an Australian writer. Born in Solihull, 
Warwickshire, England, Hall came to Australia as a child after World War II and 
studied at the University of Queensland (1971). In the 1960s Hall began working as
a freelance writer, and a book and film reviewer. He also worked as an actor, and 
was often engaged by the Australian Broadcasting Commission in Brisbane. 
Between 1967 and 1978 he was the Poetry Editor of The Australian. He began 
publishing poetry in the 1970s and has since published thirteen novels, including 
Just Relations and The Island in the Mind. He lived in Shanghai for a period in the 
late 1980s. From 1991-1994, he served as chair of the Australia Council.
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Hall, Rodney. Just Relations. New York. 1983. Viking Press. 1st American Edition. 
Slight Wear to Top Edge Of Boards,Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0670411140. 502 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 4362. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - JUST RELATIONS is set in the town of Whitey's Fall, a 
declining former gold town peopled by a set of aging eccentrics, whose only religion
is ‘Remembering.’ The townspeople include - Felicia Brinsmead, a seventy-three-
year old spinster who has never had her hair cut so that it hangs over her like a 
huge, dirty web and who believes that she is the mother of a twelve-year-old boy, 
Fido; The narcissistic Mr. Ping, who willfully destroys his fading beauty; And there is
the spirit of Kel McAlon, who has killed himself. Into this community comes beautiful
thirty-four-year-old Vivien Lang, with whom the teenager Billy Swan falls in love, to 
the scandal of some of the town. To it also comes Senator Frank Halloran to inform 
the community that a highway is being built through to bring the town to life. All but 
one of the forty-nine residents are outraged.

Rodney Hall (born 18 November 1935) is an Australian writer. Born in Solihull, 
Warwickshire, England, Hall came to Australia as a child after World War II and 
studied at the University of Queensland (1971). In the 1960s Hall began working as
a freelance writer, and a book and film reviewer. He also worked as an actor, and 
was often engaged by the Australian Broadcasting Commission in Brisbane. 
Between 1967 and 1978 he was the Poetry Editor of The Australian. He began 
publishing poetry in the 1970s and has since published thirteen novels, including 
Just Relations and The Island in the Mind. He lived in Shanghai for a period in the 
late 1980s. From 1991-1994, he served as chair of the Australia Council.
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Hall, Rodney. Kisses of the Enemy. New York. 1988. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374181586. 622 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 11096. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Set in the near future, this Australian writer's thrid novel 
begins with a referendum to declare independence for Australia. It is a warning of 
sorts, an expansive book about the seductions and dissatisfactions of power and its 
intangible but transforming effect on character.

Rodney Hall (born 18 November 1935) is an Australian writer. Born in Solihull, 
Warwickshire, England, Hall came to Australia as a child after World War II and 
studied at the University of Queensland (1971). In the 1960s Hall began working as
a freelance writer, and a book and film reviewer. He also worked as an actor, and 
was often engaged by the Australian Broadcasting Commission in Brisbane. 
Between 1967 and 1978 he was the Poetry Editor of The Australian. He began 
publishing poetry in the 1970s and has since published thirteen novels, including 
Just Relations and The Island in the Mind. He lived in Shanghai for a period in the 
late 1980s. From 1991-1994, he served as chair of the Australia Council.
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Hall, Rodney. The Second Bridegroom. New York. 1991. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. Remainder Mark On Bottom Edge. 
0374256683. Remainder Mark On Bottom Edge. 214 pages. hardcover. Cover: Honi
Werner. Inventory # 23299. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The first novel in a trilogy by the winner of the Miles 
Franklin Award, Australia's most presitigious literary prize, who has been compared 
to Joyce, Faulkner and Marquez. Set in the early nineteenth century, it tells the story
of a young English convict transported to an Australian colony, where he escapes 
into the bush and becomes the adopted member of an Aborigine clan.

Rodney Hall (born 18 November 1935) is an Australian writer. Born in Solihull, 
Warwickshire, England, Hall came to Australia as a child after World War II and 
studied at the University of Queensland (1971). In the 1960s Hall began working as
a freelance writer, and a book and film reviewer. He also worked as an actor, and 
was often engaged by the Australian Broadcasting Commission in Brisbane. 
Between 1967 and 1978 he was the Poetry Editor of The Australian. He began 
publishing poetry in the 1970s and has since published thirteen novels, including 
Just Relations and The Island in the Mind. He lived in Shanghai for a period in the 
late 1980s. From 1991-1994, he served as chair of the Australia Council.
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Halliday, Brett. Framed in Blood: A Mike Shayne Mystery. New York. 1957. Dell 
Publishing Company. 1st Printing of This New Dell Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers.
192 pages. paperback. 958. Inventory # 37130. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The young reporter was sitting on a powder keg and it 
exploded right in Mike Shayne’s face. The kid had stumbled on a juicy story He 
planned to use it for blackmail, but a bullet put an end to his scheme. The whole 
rotten mess was none of Mike Shayne’s business. until a mob that played dirty 
made it his affair. Then Mike had to hit back with his own brand of dynamite—and 
murder was the only fuse he had.

Brett Halliday (July 31, 1904 - February 4, 1977) was the pseudonym of Davis 
Dresser, who was born in Chicago, Illinois, but mostly grew up in West Texas. Here
he lost an eye to barbed wire as a boy, and thus had to wear an eye patch for the 
rest of his life. The first Shayne novel was rejected by 21 publishers before being 
accepted by Henry Holt & Co. in 1939. The Shayne series went on to be highly 
successful, reprinted in many editions and translated into French, Spanish, Italian, 
German, Swedish, Japanese and Hebrew. A radio series based on the Shayne 
character was heard during the 1940s.
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Halliday, Brett. Marked For Murder. New Yorl. 1951. Dell. Paperback Edition. Good 
in Wrappers. 192 pages. paperback. 503. Cover by Robert Stanley. Inventory # 
35547. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Two slugs stop a crime-busting reporter - involving 
Michael Shayne in a case featuring too many blondes and too many guns.

Brett Halliday (July 31, 1904 - February 4, 1977) was the pseudonym of Davis 
Dresser, who was born in Chicago, Illinois, but mostly grew up in West Texas. Here
he lost an eye to barbed wire as a boy, and thus had to wear an eye patch for the 
rest of his life. The first Shayne novel was rejected by 21 publishers before being 
accepted by Henry Holt & Co. in 1939. The Shayne series went on to be highly 
successful, reprinted in many editions and translated into French, Spanish, Italian, 
German, Swedish, Japanese and Hebrew. A radio series based on the Shayne 
character was heard during the 1940s.
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Halliday, Brett. Michael Shayne's Long Chance. New York. 1946. Dell. Paperback 
Edition. Good in Wrappers. 192 pages. paperback. 112. Inventory # 35531. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Murder in the French Quarter.

Brett Halliday (July 31, 1904 - February 4, 1977) was the pseudonym of Davis 
Dresser, who was born in Chicago, Illinois, but mostly grew up in West Texas. Here
he lost an eye to barbed wire as a boy, and thus had to wear an eye patch for the 
rest of his life. The first Shayne novel was rejected by 21 publishers before being 
accepted by Henry Holt & Co. in 1939. The Shayne series went on to be highly 
successful, reprinted in many editions and translated into French, Spanish, Italian, 
German, Swedish, Japanese and Hebrew. A radio series based on the Shayne 
character was heard during the 1940s.
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Halliday, Brett. Murder and the Married Virgin: A Mike Shayne Mystery. New York. 
1957. Dell. New Dell Paperback Edition. Some Wear to Bottom Spine, Otherwise 
Good in Wrappers. 192 pages. paperback. 960. Inventory # 41518. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - OPEN LETTER TO A KILLER. YOU thought you were 
pretty smart hanging that murder frame around my neck. But I sweet-talked the 
police into giving me a few hours grace to produce the real killer—namely, you. I’ve
got twelve grand riding on this case, and I don’t like being played for a sucker. So, 
I’m warning you. if you want to keep breathing, you’d better confess. Because if I get
to you before the police do, I’ll work you over from head to toe. And when I’m 
through with you, I’ll turn you over to the D.A. - on a marble slab.

Brett Halliday (July 31, 1904 - February 4, 1977) was the pseudonym of Davis 
Dresser, who was born in Chicago, Illinois, but mostly grew up in West Texas. Here
he lost an eye to barbed wire as a boy, and thus had to wear an eye patch for the 
rest of his life. The first Shayne novel was rejected by 21 publishers before being 
accepted by Henry Holt & Co. in 1939. The Shayne series went on to be highly 
successful, reprinted in many editions and translated into French, Spanish, Italian, 
German, Swedish, Japanese and Hebrew. A radio series based on the Shayne 
character was heard during the 1940s.
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Halliday, Brett. Weep For a Blonde: A Mike Shayne Mystery. New York. 1958. Dell 
Publishing Company. 1st Dell Paperback Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers With a 
Piece Coming Off Near The Bottom Spine. 159 pages. paperback. 978. Inventory #
37136. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - MIAMI DETECTIVE IN NITE-CLUB BRAWL - In the 
exclusive Martinique, last night, a private tete-a-tete between private detective 
Michael Shayne and luscious Lydia Kane was interrupted when the lady's husband
made a surprise appearance. A violent exchange of words between the two men 
was followed by an equally violent exchange of blows. From the beginning, Lydia 
Kane was nothing but trouble for Mike Shayne. And the ending (Lydia’s, that is) was
worse. It was murderous.

Brett Halliday (July 31, 1904 - February 4, 1977) was the pseudonym of Davis 
Dresser, who was born in Chicago, Illinois, but mostly grew up in West Texas. Here
he lost an eye to barbed wire as a boy, and thus had to wear an eye patch for the 
rest of his life. The first Shayne novel was rejected by 21 publishers before being 
accepted by Henry Holt & Co. in 1939. The Shayne series went on to be highly 
successful, reprinted in many editions and translated into French, Spanish, Italian, 
German, Swedish, Japanese and Hebrew. A radio series based on the Shayne 
character was heard during the 1940s.  
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Hamby, Barbara. On the Street of Divine Love. Pittsburgh. 2014. University of 
Pittsburgh Press. Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822962885. 6 x
9. 144 pages  . paperback. Inventory # 40648. $8.475

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Perhaps Paul Kareem Taylor said it best in his piece 
called On the Road Again: Barbara Hamby's American Odyssey: ‘Reading Barbara
Hamby's poetry is like going on a road trip, one where the woman behind the wheel 
lets you ride shotgun as she speeds across the open highways of an America where
drive-in movie theaters still show Janet Leigh films on Friday nights, hardware stores
have not been driven out of business by soulless corporate titans, and where long 
poetic lines first introduced by Walt Whitman and resurrected by Ginsberg are 
pregnant with a thousand reasons to marvel at the world we inhabit.’

Barbara Hamby is the author of four poetry collections, including All-Night Lingo 
Tango and Babel, winner of the Donald Hall Prize in Poetry. Her book of linked 
stories, Lester Higata's 20th Century, received the 2010 Iowa Short Fiction 
Award/John Simmons Award. She also coedited an anthology of poetry, Seriously 
Funny, with her husband David Kirby. Hamby is the recipient of a Guggenheim 
Fellowship, a Kate Tufts Award, and numerous other honors. Her poems have been
widely anthologized, including The Best American Poetry 2000, 2009, and 2010. 
She is a Distinguished University Scholar at Florida State University, specializing in
poetry and fiction.
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Hamby, Barbara. Bird Odyssey. Pittsburgh. 2018. University of Pittsburgh Press. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822965251. Pitt Poetry Series. 6 x 
9. 88 pages. paperback. Inventory # 43465. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Travel has always been Barbara Hamby's muse, and in
Bird Odyssey she hits the road hard, riding a train across Siberia, taking a car trip 
from Memphis to New Orleans on Highway 61, and following The Odyssey from 
Troy to Ithaka. The concatenation of images released include Elvis and Tolstoy 
cruising through the sky in a pink Cadillac, Homer and Robert Johnson discussing 
their art in the Underworld, and the women in The Odyssey telling their side of the 
story, because what's a woman to do in this world of men? She has to strike out on
her own, ask the right questions, and tell her own story, translating the world into her
own bright lie.

Barbara Hamby is the author of six books of poems, most recently On the Street of
Divine Love: New and Selected Poems. She was a 2010 Guggenheim fellow in 
poetry and her book of short stories, Lester Higata’s 20th Century, won the 2010 
Iowa Short Fiction Award. Her poems have appeared in many magazines, including
The New Yorker, Poetry, American Poetry Review, Ploughshares, and Yale Review.
Hamby has also coedited an anthology of poems, Seriously Funny. She is 
Distinguished University Scholar at Florida State University.
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Hamby, Barbara. Bird Odyssey. Pittsburgh. 2018. University of Pittsburgh Press. 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822965251. Pitt Poetry Series. 6 x
9. 88 pages. paperback. Inventory # 43466. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Travel has always been Barbara Hamby's muse, and in
Bird Odyssey she hits the road hard, riding a train across Siberia, taking a car trip 
from Memphis to New Orleans on Highway 61, and following The Odyssey from 
Troy to Ithaka. The concatenation of images released include Elvis and Tolstoy 
cruising through the sky in a pink Cadillac, Homer and Robert Johnson discussing 
their art in the Underworld, and the women in The Odyssey telling their side of the 
story, because what's a woman to do in this world of men? She has to strike out on
her own, ask the right questions, and tell her own story, translating the world into her
own bright lie.

Barbara Hamby is the author of six books of poems, most recently On the Street of
Divine Love: New and Selected Poems. She was a 2010 Guggenheim fellow in 
poetry and her book of short stories, Lester Higata’s 20th Century, won the 2010 
Iowa Short Fiction Award. Her poems have appeared in many magazines, including
The New Yorker, Poetry, American Poetry Review, Ploughshares, and Yale Review.
Hamby has also coedited an anthology of poems, Seriously Funny. She is 
Distinguished University Scholar at Florida State University.
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Hamer, Forrest. Call & Response: Poems. Farmington. 1995. Alice James Books. 
1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 1882295064. Paperback Original. 68 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 22547. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Yusef Komunyakaa calls CALL & RESPONSE a tightly 
woven tapestry of impulses and life rituals, a tribute to what keeps us whole and true
to human complexity. In essence, this wonderful collection is about bridges: between
cultures, individuals, genders, parts of oneself, human beings and nature, family, 
etc. Hamer isn't afraid of those everyday feelings. His best poems are calls into our
modern wilderness that demand heartfelt responses: they are challenges to us to 
connect through the acceptance of our personal and public histories. CALL & 
RESPONSE unearths myths with such fluidity , we don't realize that we've been 
transported to a place where we can earn transcendence. Southern, American, 
universal-the voices cohere into a seamless, symphonic bravo for human 
endurance. Seldom do we witness such a poetic surety in a first book.

Forrest Hamer (born 1956) is an American poet, psychologist, and psychoanalyst. 
He is the author of three poetry collections, most recently Rift (Four Way Books, 
2007). His first collection, Call & Response, (Alice James Books) won the Beatrice 
Hawley Award, and his second, Middle Ear (Roundhouse Press), received the 
Northern California Book Award. He has received fellowships from the Bread Loaf 
Writers’ Conference and the California Arts Council, and he has taught at the 
Callaloo Creative Writing Workshops. His poetry has been anthologized in Poet’s 
Choice: Poems for Everyday Life, The Geography of Home: California’s Poetry of 
Place, The Ringing Ear: Black Poets Lean South, Blues Poems, Word of Mouth: An
Anthology of Gay American Poetry, and three editions of The Best American Poetry;
and has appeared in many magazines and literary journals including The American
Poetry Review, Beloit Poetry Journal, Kenyon Review, Callaloo, Ploughshares, 
Shenandoah, TriQuarterly, and ZYZZYVA. He was educated at Yale University and 
the University of California - Berkeley. He lives in Oakland, California.
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Hamilton, Alex. Town Parole. London. 1964. Hutchinson & Company. 1st British 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 231 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Peter 
Edwards. Inventory # 28110. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A novel in which Maxie is on parole and roams London 
trying to locate an important area of his past.

Alex Hamilton (5 November 1930 - 2 November 2016) was a novelist, journalist, and
former Guardian travel editor. As he struggled to become a writer he had many 
setbacks which led to a mental breakdown. After a stint in Warneford hospital 
Hamilton took a succession of jobs ranging from swimming instructor to airport 
announcer, that left him time to write and gave him raw material. In 1956 he even 
worked as an offal salesman in Smithfield market, London, cutting up hearts, livers,
stomachs, tongues, brains and other elements. Hew continued to write novels and 
took increasingly to literary journalism, reviewing thousands of books. For several 
years he contributed a Saturday column to the Times about authors and publishing,
under the heading Pooter. Hamilton also conducted scores of interviews with 
important literary figures, including Graham Greene, Muriel Spark, Günter Grass, 
Chinua Achebe and Jorge Luis Borges.
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Hamilton, Donald. Murderers' Row. New York. 1962. Fawcett Gold Medal. Fawcett
Gold Medal Paperback Printing. Good in Wrappers. 144 pages. paperback. k1391. 
Inventory # 37140. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - NAME: MATTHEW HELM. CODE NAME: ERIC. 
MISSION: #5 – Murderers’ Row. REMARKS: The department is gravely concerned
about Helm. He is on a brutal mission, it is true – but his own callousness seems to
have reached a point of absolute savagery. He has apparently murdered one of our
own agents. Helm is on or near Chesapeake Bay. He is armed and dangerous, and
must be kept under surveillance, and possibly removed from active service.

Donald Bengtsson Hamilton was a United States writer of novels, short stories, and
non-fiction about the outdoors. His novels consist mostly of paperback originals, 
principally spy fiction but also crime fiction and Westerns such as The Big Country.
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Hamilton, Ian. In Search of J. D. Salinger. New York. 1988. Random House. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394534689. 223 pages. hardcover. June 1988. 
Jacket design by Robert Aulicino. Inventory # 10085. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The highly controversial study of J.D. Salinger which 
sparked a landmark Supreme Court ruling on questions of fair use and the right of 
privacy.

Robert Ian Hamilton (24 March 1938 – 27 December 2001) was a British literary 
critic, reviewer, biographer, poet, magazine editor and publisher.
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Hammett, Dashiell. Woman in the Dark. London. 1988. Headline. 1st British Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0747200866. Introduction by Robert B. Parker. 75 pages.
hardcover. Inventory # 29690. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A young, frightened, foreign woman appears at the door
of an isolated house. The man and woman inside take her in. Other strangers 
appear in pursuit of the girl. Menace is in the air. Originally published in 1933, 
Hammett's Woman in the Dark shows the author at the peak of his narrative powers.
With an introduction by Robert B. Parker, the author of the celebrated Spenser 
novels.

Samuel Dashiell Hammett (May 27, 1894 – January 10, 1961) was an American 
author of hard-boiled detective novels and short stories, a screenplay writer, and 
political activist. Among the enduring characters he created are Sam Spade (The 
Maltese Falcon), Nick and Nora Charles (The Thin Man), and the Continental Op 
(Red Harvest and The Dain Curse). In addition to the significant influence his novels
and stories had on film, Hammett 'is now widely regarded as one of the finest 
mystery writers of all time' and was called, in his obituary in The New York Times, 
'the dean of the. 'hard-boiled' school of detective fiction.' Time magazine included 
Hammett's 1929 novel Red Harvest on a list of the 100 best English-language 
novels published between 1923 and 2005.
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Hampton, Bruce. Children of Grace: The Nez Perce War of 1877. New York. 1994.
Henry Holt. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 080501991x. 416 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Russell Gordon. Inventory # 20222. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - As friends of the white American, the Nez Perce (Nee-
Me-Poo) Indians aided the exhausted explorers Lewis and Clark during their epic 
journey westward to the Pacific in 1805. Over much of the next seventy years, 
however, the Nez Perce found themselves continually provoked and misled by white
treaties and encroachment upon their ancestral lands. In June 1877, a handful of 
renegade warriors struck back by massacring eighteen settlers in Idaho. The 
murders quickly escalated into one of the bloodiest and most tragic Indian wars of 
the century, resulting in a dramatic twelve-hundred-mile chase as some eight 
hundred Nez Perce men, women, and children attempted to fight their way to 
freedom in Canada. Drawing upon original documents - letters, diaries, manuscripts,
and previously overlooked oral histories - author Bruce Hampton has created a 
richly detailed narrative history in this enthralling account, a triumph of research, 
passion, and fine writing. Flesh-and-blood characters emerge from both sides of the
war - including Looking Glass, White Bird, and the legendary Chief Joseph, who led
fewer than three hundred warriors against the world's most modern army, 
commanded by such famous generals as William Sherman, Philip Sheridan, Oliver
Otis Howard, and Nelson Miles. From eyewitness accounts and close study of the 
rugged terrain - the author has traveled the entire war route through Idaho, Montana,
and Wyoming - Bruce Hampton has re-created scenes of such immediacy that 
readers can almost feel the ground tremble under the hooves of thousands of 
horses and hear the anguished cries of women and children who fell to U.S. Army 
bullets. This story captures the plight of the common soldier, largely foreign-born 
and inexperienced, a reluctant instrument of a government policy gone wrong; and 
the reason behind the indecisiveness of General Howard, who quickly became the 
scapegoat of Washington and the press.

Bruce Hampton is a former instructor with NOLS and the author of several books on
natural history and the western United States. He lives in Lander, Wyoming.
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Hamsun, Knut. Pan. New York. 1975. Avon/Bard. 1st Bard Paperback Edition. Very
Good in Wrappers. 0380004828. Translated from the Norwegian by James W. 
MacFarlane. 160 pages. paperback. Inventory # 12668. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - OF NATURE AND DESIRE. Set in a dense, wild forest 
on the Norwegian seacoast, PAN is the intense, passionate chronicle of a doomed 
and all-consuming love affair. Lieutenant Thomas Glahn, a man possessed by the 
magnificence of sea, sky, and forest, spends dreamlike days hunting and fishing - 
until he encounters the beautiful Edvarda. At first their passionate affair mirrors the 
supreme ecstasy of the Nordland summer. But when Edvarda spurns him, Glahn 
becomes a frenzied, desperate thing. and the lovers idyl turns to tragedy. From its 
first publication in the late 19th century to the present, PAN has received strong 
critical acclaim. Written with Freudian insight years before the Freudian 
subconscious became widely known, this novel has been praised in Commonweal 
as ‘a significant document in the history of romanticism. beautiful and true, bringing 
joy with the fear and wonder.’ To Library Journal, PAN ‘has a timeless quality. One 
feels in these people of a hundred years ago a deep humanity.'

KNUT HAMSUN was born in 1859 in the Gudbransdal Valley of central Norway, and
died in 1952, at the age of ninety-three. In 1920 he was awarded the Nobel Prize.
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Hamsun, Knut. Victoria. New York. 1975. Avon Bard. 1st Avon Bard Paperback 
Edition. Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 038000545x. Translated from the 
Norwegian by Oliver Stallybrass. 160 pages. paperback. Inventory # 40926. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - LOVE IN FRAGMENTS. In VICTORIA, Knut Hamsun has
fashioned a lovers’ idyll which is both deceptively simple and as complex as the 
workings of the human psyche. The lovers, Victoria and Johannes, are from different
worlds: Johannes is a young peasant boy with literary ambitions; Victoria is daughter
of the lord of the manor. Each, though passionately in love with the other, must 
pursue a separate destiny, until the barriers between them fall. and the moment of 
truth arrives. Novelist Henry Miller has said, ‘Hamsun is the author I deliberately 
tried to imitate, obviously without success. I am not alone in this fatuous worship of
Hamsun. He seems to have been to those of my generation what Dickens was to 
the readers of his time. We read everything he wrote and panted for mores’ Library 
Journal calls VICTORIA ‘a passionately lyrical tale deeply saturated with the 
brooding melancholy so characteristic of Hamsun’s fiction.’

KNUT HAMSUN was born in 1859 in the Gudbransdal Valley of central Norway, and
died in 1952, at the age of ninety-three. Among his best-known works are HUNGER,
MYSTERIES, PAN, and GROWTH OF THE SOIL. In 1920 he was awarded the 
Nobel Prize.
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Handal, Nathalie. The Republics. Pittsburgh. 2015. University of Pittsburgh Press. 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822963325. Pitt Poetry Series. 88
pages. paperback. Inventory # 41397. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘The Republics is a startling piece of work. It’s tight and 
lyrical and surprising and, when it needs to be, heartbreaking. Nathalie Handal’s 
signature comes through loud and clear. It’s one of the most inventive books I’ve 
read by one of today’s most diverse writers.’—Patricia Smith ‘These ‘flash 
reportages’ by Nathalie Handal offer us new ways to think about both poetry and 
journalistic documentation. A dialogue of observers as they share a voice for the 
space of the poem. I love how it is the constant questioning that seems to hold the 
narratives together. Entrancing.’ —Noam Scheindlin, in Warscapes. ‘Nathalie 
Handal is a singular creature: An international nomad whose work explores the 
innermost quadrants of the self and has a genius for letting all voices, however 
discordant, be heard. This is poetry of the most original and rigorous kind.’—
Lorraine Adams. ‘The Republics is a massively brilliant new work, a leap in literature
we have not seen. It’s gripping, harrowing, and at times horrific while its form 
paradoxically is fresh, luscious, and original. Bypassing pity and transforming pain 
into language Handal stars. She has recorded like Alice Walker, Paul Celan, John 
Hershey, and Carolyn Forché some of the worst civilization has offered humankind 
and somehow made it art.’—Sapphire.

Nathalie Handal (born 29 July 1969) is an American award-winning poet, writer, and
playwright. Nathalie Handal was born in Haiti to parents of Palestinian descent, and
grew up in Pétionville. Having also lived in Europe, the United States, Latin America,
and the Caribbean, the writer-poet-playwright is acutely aware of the commonality of
the human experience and of the fact that ‘we don't exist in the jointed way that we 
should.’
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Handke, Peter. Once Again For Thucydides. New York. 1998. New Directions. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0811213889. Translated from the 
German by Tess Lewis. 90 pages. hardcover. Jacket photo by Michael Spring. 
Jacket design by Sylvia Frezzolini Severance. Inventory # 22954. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ONCE AGAIN FOR THUCYDIDES is a collection of 
seventeen ‘micro-epics’ written by Peter Handke on trips around the world, from the
Balkans to the Pyrenees, from Salzburg to the sea of Hokkaido in Japan. In each 
journal, Handke concentrates on small things he observes, trying to capture their 
essence, their ‘simple, unadorned validity.’ What results is a work of remarkable 
precision, in which he uncovers the general appearance of random objects - an ash 
tree, a shoeshine man, hats in a crowd, a boat loading on a pier - and discovers 
their inner workings and mystery. Always, his writing hints at the unknown. 
Describing the snow melting in a garden or falling during a train ride through inland 
Japan, the glowworms illuminating the plains in Friuli, the tidal waters flowing and 
receding off the Atlantic coast of Spain, these amazing little ‘epics’ reveal a narrator
obsessed with the wonders of detail and marveling, as are we, at the scope and 
variety of the natural world.

Peter Handke (born 6 December 1942) is a Nobel laureate novelist, playwright, 
translator, poet, film director, and screenwriter from Austria. Handke was awarded 
the Nobel Prize in Literature in 2019.
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Handy, Jim. Gift of the Devil: A History of Guatemala. Boston. 1984. South End 
Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 0896082474. 319 pages. 
paperback. Cover design by Goodness Graphics. Inventory # 36880. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Guatemalan history has been dominated by a long string
of revolts punctuated by periods of exploitation and suppression. It is a history of 
sharp contrasts, of violent conflict between an oppressive elite and a majority Indian
population. The first full history of Guatemala to appear in several decades, this 
volume reveals that the country's current traumas are a bitter but logical extension of
a past based on harsh colonial institutions, dispossession and racial and economic 
oppression.

Jim Handy is a Professor of History in the College of Arts and Science at the 
University of Saskatchewan. He joined the University of Saskatchewan in 1986 as 
an Assistant Professor of History. His research is explicitly interdisciplinary and 
cross-cultural. He works collaboratively with local organizations and universities 
throughout Central America on environmental history, indigenous movements and 
international relations.
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Hankiss, Agnes. A Hungarian Romance. Columbia. 1992. Readers International. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Faded Dustjacket. 0930523814. Translated from the
Hungarian by Emma Roper-Evans. 210 pages. hardcover. Cover illustration by the 
16th century Hapsburg court painter Giuseppe Arcimboldo. Inventory # 35702. $6.25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The stories of Susanna Forgach’s desire for freedom 
from her abusive marriage, and Hungarian hero Istvan Illeshazy’s struggle with the
Hapsburg rulers of Hungary, are intertwined in this powerful, intricately constructed 
novel. As the narratives alternate and then merge, they simultaneously ask the 
question: ‘. is there really any such thing as freedom? Is it not merely the ghost of 
denial and yearning. ?’ The tangled triangle of the beautiful Susanna, her violent, 
impotent husband Ferenc Revay and her worldly lover Peter Bakics culminates in a
divorce trial as ludicrous and complicated as Illeshazy’s sham treason trial. 
Hankiss’s elegant and ironic writing skillfully blends fact and fiction as she exposes 
the myriad layers of corruption and deceit in politics and in the human soul. Despite 
the explanatory introduction, the complex political situation can occasionally be 
confusing, but we are drawn in and captivated by the human side of this first novel, 
by the tender, knowing treatment of the age-old love triangle and the awakening of a
woman’s sense of herself. - PUBLISHES WEEKLY.

Ágnes Hankiss (orig. Ágnes Erdős born 7 March 1950, in Budapest) is a Hungarian
politician and elected Member of the European Parliament with Fidesz, a member of
the European People's Party.
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Hanlon, Noël. Trusting Distance. County Clare. 2017. Salmon Poetry. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781910669945. 100 pages. paperback. Inventory
# 41959. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - “Like letters from a cherished friend, Noël Hanlon’s 
poems are intimate and generous, unconcealing, deeply observant of loss, of family,
of love. Her connection to the natural world runs deep.”—Molly Gloss. Born in 1956,
Noël Hanlon farms on thirty acres in the Willamette Valley, Oregon. Her poetry has 
been published in both Ireland and the United States. Noël’s first collection of 
poems, Blue Abundance, was published by Salmon Poetry in 2010.

Born in 1956, Noël Hanlon farms on thirty acres in the Willamette Valley, Oregon, 
with her husband, where they raised their two children. Noël is a fourth generation 
Irish-American, and travels often to the West of Ireland for a farmer’s vacation. Her 
poetry has been published in both Ireland and the United States. Noël’s first 
collection of poems, Blue Abundance, was published by Salmon Poetry in 2010.
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Hannah, Barry. Bats Out of Hell. Boston. 1993. Houghton Mifflin. 1st Printing. Very
Good in Dustjacket With Crease On The Front Flap. 0395488834. 382 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket art by Glennray Tutor. Inventory # 17842. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Love and torment, lunacy and desire, tenderness and 
war—the stories in ‘Bats Out of Hell’ provide a brilliant, dazzling odyssey into 
American life. A man is possessed by the spirit of an eighteenth-century 
noblewoman every time he plays chess; a crippled boy yearns for brotherhood; 
dreaming and spinning lies to one another, a group of old men wait for death. No 
one but Barry Hannah could create this vivid world—and explore the nature of lust, 
captivity, and love in marriage. Hannah’s reputation as a master of the short story, 
first established in 1978 with the publication of ‘Airships,’ is magnified in this new 
collection. Astonishing in range and in portrayal of the human heart, these stories 
give us individuals in whom hilarity and pain combine with true and startling clarity.

Howard Barry Hannah (April 23, 1942 – March 1, 2010) was an American novelist 
and short story writer from Mississippi. The author of eight novels and five short 
story collections (some sites list it as nine novels and four short story collections), 
Hannah worked with notable American editors and publishers such as Gordon Lish,
Seymour Lawrence, and Morgan Entrekin. His work was published in Esquire, The
New Yorker, The Oxford American, Southern Review, and a host of American 
magazines and quarterlies.
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Hannah, Barry. Boomerang. Boston. 1989. Houghton Mifflin. 1st Edition. Very Good
in Dustjacket. 0395488826. 150 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 14313. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A boomerang that flies from the author's hand returns 
bearing strange Southern gifts: lust of the most awesome proportions, beloved 
friend, hated enemies, music and mayhem and love.

Howard Barry Hannah (April 23, 1942 – March 1, 2010) was an American novelist 
and short story writer from Mississippi. The author of eight novels and five short 
story collections (some sites list it as nine novels and four short story collections), 
Hannah worked with notable American editors and publishers such as Gordon Lish,
Seymour Lawrence, and Morgan Entrekin. His work was published in Esquire, The
New Yorker, The Oxford American, Southern Review, and a host of American 
magazines and quarterlies.
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Hannah, Barry. Never Die. Boston. 1991. Houghton Mifflin. 1st Printing. Very Good 
in Dustjacket. 0395515602. 152 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 5357. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - NEVER DIE is an outrageous dark comedy of lust and 
revenge in a corrupt frontier town inhabited by a bizarre circus of characters. The 
time is 1910. Fernando, a gunfighter with a university education, grows tired of his 
miserable town of Nitburg - rife with corruption - and resolves to burn it to the 
ground. His girlfriend Stella serenades him with love for his character and 
manliness, but with difficulty, since she has tuberculosis. The malevolent Judge 
Nitburg, who controls the town he renamed for himself, dispatches a dwarf into the 
night to break Fernando's kneecaps. Unable to walk, Fernando sinks into a 
morphine stupor of self-pity. NEVER DIE is the story of his recovery and his 
determination to cleanse the town of evil. Classic Hannah, this novel is an 
outrageous, dark comedy featuring gays, money, the West, the South, and most of
modern America, all in a corrupt 1910 frontier town. Larry McMurtry says, 'Barry 
Hannah is the best fiction writer in the South since Flannery O'Connor.’

Howard Barry Hannah (April 23, 1942 – March 1, 2010) was an American novelist 
and short story writer from Mississippi. The author of eight novels and five short 
story collections (some sites list it as nine novels and four short story collections), 
Hannah worked with notable American editors and publishers such as Gordon Lish,
Seymour Lawrence, and Morgan Entrekin. His work was published in Esquire, The
New Yorker, The Oxford American, Southern Review, and a host of American 
magazines and quarterlies.keywords
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Hannah, Barry. Yonder Stands Your Orphan. New York. 2001. Atlantic Monthly 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0871138115. 320 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 30240. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Yonder Stands Your Orphan opens with the 
establishment of a camp for indigent orphans and the discovery of an abandoned 
car with two skeletons in the trunk. These events unleash a season of madness, 
violence, and sin upon the Mississippi community surrounding Eagle Lake. Man 
Mortimer, a pimp and casino prettyboy who resembles dead country singer Conway
Twitty, has just discovered that the only woman who's ever truly moved him is also 
being moved by another. What begins as revenge quickly becomes a vicious spree 
that gives vent to Mortimer's infantile pride and lifelong fascination with knives.' 'The
young sheriff, a pompous Northerner who fakes a local accent, is confounded by 
Mortimer and less interested in solving the crimes than in pursuing his two passions,
amateur theater and Melanie Wooten, a beautiful, patrician widow more than twice 
his thirty-four years. This means Mortimer's only challengers are Max Raymond, a 
disgraced doctor and eccentrically Christian saxophonist; Byron Egan, an ex-biker 
and speed freak and now a pastor; John Roman, an African-American Vietnam 
veteran whose wife is ill with cancer; and Peden, an alcoholic lay preacher who 
plays electrified fiddle and lives in a junkyard. But Mortimer has a hold on each and
every one of them-a long-standing debt, a forgotten crime, or responsibilities they 
cannot yet desert.

Howard Barry Hannah (April 23, 1942 – March 1, 2010) was an American novelist 
and short story writer from Mississippi. The author of eight novels and five short 
story collections (some sites list it as nine novels and four short story collections), 
Hannah worked with notable American editors and publishers such as Gordon Lish,
Seymour Lawrence, and Morgan Entrekin. His work was published in Esquire, The
New Yorker, The Oxford American, Southern Review, and a host of American 
magazines and quarterlies.
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Hansen, Martin A. Against the Wind. New York. 1979. Frederick Ungar. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0804423423. Translated from the 
Danish by H. Wayne Schow. 276 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Jacqueline 
Schuman. Inventory # 28475. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Martin A. Hansen (1909-1955), the greatest Danish 
writer of his generation, has only slowly come to the attention of the reading public in
English-speaking countries. These arresting stories, here in English for the first time,
should bring Hansen the international audience he richly deserves. His stories, often
autobiographical, are powerful, sometimes disturbing. The reader is drawn in quickly
and held, to often startling conclusions. All the stories are very effective when read 
aloud, which is the way Hansen tested them himself. Even more than the novels-two
of which have been published in English - the stories show Hansen’s versatility and
his encompassing humor. ‘The Soldier and the Girl’ is amusing but ultimately 
mysterious, as a young man spiritually scarred by war seeks a private appointment
with death. In ‘The Birds,’ a playful yet serious tale of an inept priest, strength 
emerges from a certain kind of weakness. Like Thomas Mann, Martin A. Hansen felt
a responsibility both to society and to the artist’s calling. He was a distinguished 
editor, an influential teacher, and an active resistance fighter in the Danish 
underground during World War II. Hansen’s stories beat, with the pulse of Denmark,
but they touch on universal themes. They will stay in the reader’s memory. H. 
Wayne Schow supplies an informative introduction on Hansen as a prelude to his 
fine translations Professor Schow, whose great-grandfather was Danish, has lived in
Denmark and earlier wrote on Hansen’s novel THE LIAR, He is now Director of 
English Graduate Studies at Idaho State University.

Martin A. Hansen was born on August 20, 1909 in a small village called Strøby in 
Denmark. He was a writer, known for The Liar (1970). He died on June 27, 1955 in
Copenhagen, Denmark.
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Hansen, Ron. Hitler's Niece. New York. 1999. Harper Collins. Advance Reader's 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0060996277. 310 pages. paperback. Signed by the
Author. Inventory # 26682. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a carefully researched historical novel that is haunting,
unflinching, shocking, profound, and as compulsively readable as a psychological 
thriller, Ron Hansen presents Adolf Hitler as he has never before been seen in 
fiction, but as his intimates must have seen him. And through the eyes of a favorite 
niece who has been all but lost to history, we see the frightening rise in prestige and
political power of a vain, vulgar, sinister man who thrived on hate and cruelty and 
would stop at nothing to keep the horror of his inner life hidden from the world.

Ron Hansen (born December 8, 1947) is an American novelist, essayist, and 
professor. Hansen's first novel, Desperadoes (1979), reimagines the story of the 
Dalton Gang. The Assassination of Jesse James by the Coward Robert Ford, a 
1983 novel chronicling the life and death of the iconic outlaw, was Hansen's most 
popular work and brought him wide critical acclaim, as well as his being a finalist for
the PEN/Faulkner Award.
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Hansen, Ron. Hitler's Niece. New York. 1999. Harper Collins. 2nd Printing. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0060194197. 310 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. 
Inventory # 27652. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a carefully researched historical novel that is haunting,
unflinching, shocking, profound, and as compulsively readable as a psychological 
thriller, Ron Hansen presents Adolf Hitler as he has never before been seen in 
fiction, but as his intimates must have seen him. And through the eyes of a favorite 
niece who has been all but lost to history, we see the frightening rise in prestige and
political power of a vain, vulgar, sinister man who thrived on hate and cruelty and 
would stop at nothing to keep the horror of his inner life hidden from the world.

Ron Hansen (born December 8, 1947) is an American novelist, essayist, and 
professor. Hansen's first novel, Desperadoes (1979), reimagines the story of the 
Dalton Gang. The Assassination of Jesse James by the Coward Robert Ford, a 
1983 novel chronicling the life and death of the iconic outlaw, was Hansen's most 
popular work and brought him wide critical acclaim, as well as his being a finalist for
the PEN/Faulkner Award.
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Hansen, Ron. Isn't It Romantic?: An Entertainment. New York. 2002. Harpercollins.
1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0060517662. 198 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
photograph by Philip Lee Harvey. Inventory # 36851. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘In this charming entertainment, mistaken identities, 
botched schemes, and hilarious misunderstandings all play a part as Parisian 
sophistication collides with the affability and simple pleasures of the Great 
Plains.’ ‘Touring America was Natalie’s idea. But she had not planned on being 
accompanied on a crosscountry bus by her playboy fiance, Pierre. Nor had they 
anticipated being stranded in Seldom, Nebraska, population 395.’ ‘But that is exactly
what happens to this French couple, and they quickly find themselves being taken in
by the obliging citizens of Seldom: Natalie by Mrs. Christiansen, a retired high 
school teacher who runs a rooming house for women, and Pierre by Owen, a gas 
station owner and ambitious winemaker in an unlikely part of the world.’ ‘And here 
also, the separated couple become enchanted by the locals. Natalie is soon being 
wooed by Dick Tupper, a handsome and honest rancher with a rambling farmhouse
and lots of wide open space. Pierre falls quickly for Iona, a beautiful, no-nonsense 
waitress in the local diner.’ Soon everyone is hatching plots to get what they want: 
Owen needs help from Pierre’s world-class wine business if he is ever going to sell 
his Nebraska vintage; Pierre wants Iona; Natalie thinks she wants Dick Tupper, but
maybe it’s Dick who wants Iona, and Natalie who wants Pierre?

Ron Hansen (born December 8, 1947) is an American novelist, essayist, and 
professor. Hansen's first novel, Desperadoes (1979), reimagines the story of the 
Dalton Gang. The Assassination of Jesse James by the Coward Robert Ford, a 
1983 novel chronicling the life and death of the iconic outlaw, was Hansen's most 
popular work and brought him wide critical acclaim, as well as his being a finalist for
the PEN/Faulkner Award.
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Hansen, Ron. Mariette in Ecstasy. New York. 1991. Harper Collins. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0060182148. Edward Burlingame Books. 179 
pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket illustration by Honi Werner. 
Inventory # 4138. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1906 a beautiful seventeen-year-old postulant enters 
the convent of the Sisters of the Crucifixion in upstate New York. When she begins 
to bleed from hands, feet, and side, the entire community is thrown into turmoil. Is 
Mariette a cunning sham, or sexually hysterical, or does God stalk her like a pitiless 
lover? MARIETTE IN ECSTASY is a stunning immersion into the society of a small 
convent at the turn of the century, where a mysterious and ultimately harrowing 
world lies beneath the lovely, placid surface of everyday life. With MARIETTE IN 
ECSTASY, critically acclaimed author Ron Hansen again powerfully demonstrates 
his gift for brilliantly recreating a time and place. As intriguing as THE NAME OF 
THE ROSE, as sensually hypnotic as Marguerite Duras’s THE LOVER, this is an 
intimate portrait of a fascinating young woman in the grip of an intractable fate, and it
raises provocative questions about the complex nature of passionate faith. 
Exquisitely crafted, MARIETTE IN ECSTASY is a spellbinding novel that marks a 
new level of achievement in one of our most gifted writers.

Ron Hansen (born December 8, 1947) is an American novelist, essayist, and 
professor. Hansen's first novel, Desperadoes (1979), reimagines the story of the 
Dalton Gang. The Assassination of Jesse James by the Coward Robert Ford, a 
1983 novel chronicling the life and death of the iconic outlaw, was Hansen's most 
popular work and brought him wide critical acclaim, as well as his being a finalist for
the PEN/Faulkner Award.
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Hansen, Ron. Nebraska. New York. 1989. Atlantic Monthly Press. 1st Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0871132524. 193 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. 
Inventory # 11346. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The resonant diction of his earlier work echoes through 
NEBRASKA, while the stories comprise a stunning diversity, revealing new 
dimensions of the author's talent. In the final and title story of this collection, the 
author walks us through the streets and history of the quintessential, nameless 
Nebraska town, by the railroad tracks, the pickup trucks, the Dairy Queen and the 
grain silos, and to the room of the man who lies awake, listening: ‘and over the 
sighing industry of the train, he can hear the train saying, 'Nebraska, Nebraska, 
Nebraska, Nebraska.' And he cannot sleep.’

Ron Hansen (born December 8, 1947) is an American novelist, essayist, and 
professor. Hansen's first novel, Desperadoes (1979), reimagines the story of the 
Dalton Gang. The Assassination of Jesse James by the Coward Robert Ford, a 
1983 novel chronicling the life and death of the iconic outlaw, was Hansen's most 
popular work and brought him wide critical acclaim, as well as his being a finalist for
the PEN/Faulkner Award.
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Hansen, Ron. The Shadowmaker. New York. 1987. Harper & Row. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0060222026. Illustrated by Margot Tomes. 66 
pages. hardcover. Cover illustration by Margot Tomes. Inventory # 9189. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A cunning little girl named Drizzle rescues her town from
the bedlam created by the mysterious Shadowmaker, a wizard who makes new 
shadows for people. I replace old shadows with new ones, plump shadows with lean
ones, shabby shadows with spiffy ones, the Shadowmaker tells the townspeople. 
Soon everyone is parading around with brand-new shadows — everyone, that is, 
except Drizzle and her grouchy brother, Soot, who can’t afford them. Then Drizzle 
decides to do a little investigating to learn the Shadowmaker’s secrets. But the 
Shadowmaker is a wily old magician, and his shadows aren’t exactly what he 
promised. Drizzle must use a little magic of her own to set things right again.

Ron Hansen (born December 8, 1947) is an American novelist, essayist, and 
professor. Hansen's first novel, Desperadoes (1979), reimagines the story of the 
Dalton Gang. The Assassination of Jesse James by the Coward Robert Ford, a 
1983 novel chronicling the life and death of the iconic outlaw, was Hansen's most 
popular work and brought him wide critical acclaim, as well as his being a finalist for
the PEN/Faulkner Award.
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Harbury, Jennifer K. Searching For Everardo: A Story of Love, War, & the CIA in 
Guatemala. New York. 1997. Warner Books. 1st American Printing. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0446520365. 344 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 29875. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Harvard-educated attorney Jennifer Harbury went to 
Guatemala to help refugees, and found herself drawn into a political drama that 
would test her beliefs, courage, and moral strength. She fell in love and married 
Efrain Bamaca Velasquez, better known as Commander Everardo, a Mayan Indian 
resistance leader. Soon after, he vanished in combat. This is the story of Harbury's 
search for Everardo, one that grew into an impassioned crusade to expose those 
responsible for the human rights abuses suffered upon the victims of Guatemala - 
one woman's heroic stand against the Guatemalan oligarchy, the U.S. State 
Department, and the CIA. A headline-making story of love, war, and courage, this is
the personal account of an American woman and her unrelenting fight to uncover 
the truth behind the disappearance of her husband, a Guatemalan guerrilla leader.

Jennifer K. Harbury is an American lawyer, author, and human rights activist. She 
has been instrumental in forcing the revelation of the complicity of the United States
CIA in human rights abuses, particularly in Guatemala and other countries of Central
America during the 1980s and 1990s.
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Harbury, Jennifer K. Searching For Everardo: A Story of Love, War, & the CIA in 
Guatemala. New York. 1997. Warner Books. 1st American Printing. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0446520365. 344 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 23879. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Harvard-educated attorney Jennifer Harbury went to 
Guatemala to help refugees, and found herself drawn into a political drama that 
would test her beliefs, courage, and moral strength. She fell in love and married 
Efrain Bamaca Velasquez, better known as Commander Everardo, a Mayan Indian 
resistance leader. Soon after, he vanished in combat. This is the story of Harbury's 
search for Everardo, one that grew into an impassioned crusade to expose those 
responsible for the human rights abuses suffered upon the victims of Guatemala - 
one woman's heroic stand against the Guatemalan oligarchy, the U.S. State 
Department, and the CIA. A headline-making story of love, war, and courage, this is
the personal account of an American woman and her unrelenting fight to uncover 
the truth behind the disappearance of her husband, a Guatemalan guerrilla leader.

Jennifer K. Harbury is an American lawyer, author, and human rights activist. She 
has been instrumental in forcing the revelation of the complicity of the United States
CIA in human rights abuses, particularly in Guatemala and other countries of Central
America during the 1980s and 1990s.
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Hardy, Thomas. Far From the Madding Crowd. New York. 1984. Signet/New 
American Library. Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 0451521153. Afterword By James Wright. 384 pages. paperback. 
CE2115. Cover: Gustave Dore-'Ruin By The Scottish Coast'. Inventory # 31093. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - There is in England no more real or typical district than 
Thomas Hardy's imaginary Wessex, the scattered fields and farms of which were 
first discovered in far From the madding crowd. It is here that Gabriel Oak observes
Bathsheba, the young mistress of Weatherbury Farm, fall victim to her amorous 
caprices. He serves her through one marriage to a handsome, corruptly sentimental
sergeant. Selflessly altruistic, he sees her through another betrothal to her 
compulsive, puritanical neighbor - as unaware as she of the stroke of Fate that will 
effect their ultimate union. Published anonymously and first attributed to George 
Eliot, FAR FROM THE MADDING CROWD won Hardy immediate success; it 
combines an architecturally perfect plot with the philosophical overtones that were to
set the theme for all his later works. The text of this Signet Classic is set from 
Hardy's revised final version of FAR FROM THE MADDING CROWD, published in 
1912 in the authoritative Wessex edition.

Thomas Hardy (June 2, 1840 - January 11, 1928) was an English novelist and poet.
A Victorian realist in the tradition of George Eliot, he focused on a declining rural 
society.
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Hardy, Thomas. Jude the Obscure. New York. Signet/New American Library. 
Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 
Afterword by A. Alvarez. 416 pages. paperback. CE1394. Cover: Milton Glaser. 
Inventory # 38975. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Thomas Hardy's deterministic art achieves fanatic 
intensity and raw perfection in the char. acterization of Jude Fawley, an 
impoverished stonemason who aspires to the ministry. Throughout his agonized 
existence, the cloistered halls and facades of Christminster, where Jude would 
study, sadistically invite him to rid himself of ignorance. His failure to fulfill the 
opposite expectations of the two women he loves and the violent deaths of his 
children thwart him in his ideal and point his destruction. Concerned with the 
annihilation of innocence, Jude the Obscure is a raging indictment of Victorian 
society. The censure attending its appearance was almost without precedent in the
history of English literature. D. H. Lawrence detected 'a constant revelation. , a great
background, vital and vivid. This is the wonder of Hardy's. novels, and gives them 
their beauty.'

Thomas Hardy (June 2, 1840 - January 11, 1928) was an English novelist and poet.
A Victorian realist in the tradition of George Eliot, he focused on a declining rural 
society.
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Hardy, Thomas. Tess of the D'Urbervilles. New York. 1980. Signet/New American 
Library. Reprinted Signet Classic Movie Tie-In Paperback Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 0451519248. Afterword By Donald Hall. 432 pages. paperback. CE1924.
Inventory # 31094. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A ne'er-do-well exploits his gentle daughter's beauty for 
social advancement in this masterpiece of tragic fiction. Hardy's 1891 novel defied 
convention to focus on the rural lower class for a frank treatment of sexuality and 
religion. Then and now, his sympathetic portrait of a victim of Victorian hypocrisy 
offers compelling reading.

Thomas Hardy (June 2, 1840 - January 11, 1928) was an English novelist and poet.
A Victorian realist in the tradition of George Eliot, he focused on a declining rural 
society.
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Hardy, Thomas. The Mayor of Casterbridge. New York. 1962. Signet/New American
Library. Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
Afterword By Walter Allen. 336 pages. paperback. CD110. Cover: Max?. Inventory #
30825. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The blind energies and defiant acts that bring an 
ambitious man to power can also destroy him. This is the theme that Thomas Hardy
explores through his portrait of his greatest and most tragic hero - Michael 
Henchard, the self - driven grain merchant of Casterbridge. From his drunken sale of
his wife and baby at a country fair to his subjugation of a farming village, Henchard's
life is an epic attempt to bring the world to heel as he hides, even from himself, all 
vestiges of emotional vulnerability. 'Michael Henchard dominates the novel, is the 
novel, to an extent unparalleled by any character in Hardy's other fiction,' writes 
Walter Allen. 'He is a figure of commanding stature. He seems to contain all nature
within himself, as a great bull might be said to do. This almost animal impercipience
separates him from Shakespeare's tragic heroes, though in one respect he has 
affinities with Macbeth. External nature seems to join in the fight against him, but it is
nature interpreted by superstition. The superstition is made credible by its poetic 
quality; and the poetry enhances our apprehension of Henchard's tragic fate.' And T.
S. Eliot wrote, 'The work of Thomas Hardy represents. a powerful personality 
uncurbed by any institutional attachment or by submission to any objective beliefs. 
at times his style touches sublimity.

Thomas Hardy (June 2, 1840 - January 11, 1928) was an English novelist and poet.
A Victorian realist in the tradition of George Eliot, he focused on a declining rural 
society.
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Hardy, Thomas. The Return of the Native. New York. 1959. Signet/New American 
Library. Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
Afterword By Horace Gregory. 415 pages. paperback. CD7. Inventory # 31505. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The rural tranquillity of the heather - covered English 
countryside is the setting for this moving novel of conflicting aspirations and tragic 
destiny. Clym Yeobright returns from Paris to the village of his birth, idealistically 
inspired to improve the life of the men and women of Egdon Heath. But his plans are
upset when he falls in love 'with a passionately beautiful, darkly discontented girl, 
Eustacia Vye, who longs to escape from her provincial surroundings. Their stormy 
marriage explodes in a violent tragedy which eventually frees Yeobright to pursue 
his dream of service. A book of classic dimension and heroic design, THE RETURN
OF THE NATIVE is the forerunner of the twentieth - century psychological novel - 
poetic, compassionate, vivid in its associations, universal in its meanings.

Thomas Hardy (June 2, 1840 - January 11, 1928) was an English novelist and poet.
A Victorian realist in the tradition of George Eliot, he focused on a declining rural 
society.
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Hardy, Thomas. The Return of the Native. New York. [1959]. Signet/New American
Library. Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
Afterword by Horace Gregory. 415 pages. paperback. CY869. Inventory # 39001. 
$12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - 'O deliver my heart from this fearful gloom and 
loneliness,' prays the passionate Eustacia Vye, who detests her life amid the dreary
environs of Egdon Heath. With the return of Clym Yeobright from Paris, her escape 
from the heath and its brooding isolation appears to be at hand. Clym finds in 
Eustacia the same dark mystery of his native heath, and his irresistible attraction to 
them both leads to a clash of idealism and realism. Thomas Hardy's timeless tale of
a romantic misalliance embodies his view of character as fate and underscores the 
tragic nature of ordinary human lives. Despite his grim outlook, Hardy charms 
readers with the warmth and vitality of his characters, his loving portraits of the 
English countryside, and his realistic recreations of local dialect. Shakespearian in 
its intricate plotting and deft irony, The Return of the Native ranks among the 
author's greatest works.

Thomas Hardy (June 2, 1840 - January 11, 1928) was an English novelist and poet.
A Victorian realist in the tradition of George Eliot, he focused on a declining rural 
society.
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Hardy, Thomas. The Return of the Native. New York. [1959]. Signet/New American
Library. Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0451517962. Afterword by Horace Gregory. 415 pages. paperback. CJ1796. 
Inventory # 39006. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - 'O deliver my heart from this fearful gloom and 
loneliness,' prays the passionate Eustacia Vye, who detests her life amid the dreary
environs of Egdon Heath. With the return of Clym Yeobright from Paris, her escape 
from the heath and its brooding isolation appears to be at hand. Clym finds in 
Eustacia the same dark mystery of his native heath, and his irresistible attraction to 
them both leads to a clash of idealism and realism. Thomas Hardy's timeless tale of
a romantic misalliance embodies his view of character as fate and underscores the 
tragic nature of ordinary human lives. Despite his grim outlook, Hardy charms 
readers with the warmth and vitality of his characters, his loving portraits of the 
English countryside, and his realistic recreations of local dialect. Shakespearian in 
its intricate plotting and deft irony, The Return of the Native ranks among the 
author's greatest works.

Thomas Hardy (June 2, 1840 - January 11, 1928) was an English novelist and poet.
A Victorian realist in the tradition of George Eliot, he focused on a declining rural 
society.
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Hareven, Shulamith. Prophet. San Francisco. 1990. North Point Press. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0865474230. Translated from the Hebrew by Hillel
Halkin. 98 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 25558. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The prophet Hivai flees his native city of Gibeon when 
his gifts fail to be adequate to the crisis it faces as an opposing army approaches the
city. He joins a small camp of nomadic Hebrews, seeking the protection of the new 
god, although he cannot understand the absence of images and altars inthe camp.
Cast out and disillusioned after seven years, he is resigned to solitude until he finds
unexpected but comforting companionship.

Shulamith Hareven (February 14, 1930, Warsaw, Poland - November 25, 2003, 
Jerusalem, Israel) was an Israeli author and essayist. She was born in Warsaw, 
Poland, to a Zionist family. She immigrated to Mandate Palestine with her parents in
1940.
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Harper, Kenn. Give Me My Father's Body: The Life of Minik, the New York Eskimo. 
Frobisher Bay. 1986. Blacklead Books. 1st Canadian Edition. A Few Pen Marks On
The Bottom Corner Of The Front Free Endpaper, Otherwise very Good in Slightly 
Worn Wrappers. 0920245781. 275 pages. paperback. Inventory # 28707. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In his search for the North Pole at the turn of the 
twentieth century, the renowned Robert E. Peary, long celebrated as an icon of 
modern exploration, used the Eskimos of northwestern Greenland as the human 
resources for his expeditions. Sailing aboard a ship called Hope in 1897, Peary 
entered New York harbor with six Eskimos as his cargo. Depositing them with the 
American Museum of Natural History as live ‘specimens’ to be poked, measured, 
and observed by the paying public, Peary abruptly abandoned any responsibility for 
their care. Four of the Eskimos died within a year. One managed to gain passage 
back to Greenland. Only the sixth, a boy of six or seven with a precociously solemn
smile, remained, orphaned and adrift in a bewildering metropolis. His name was 
Minik. Here, a century after the fact, is his story. A searing true tale of extraordinary
darkness told with intensity and vigilance, GIVE ME MY FATHER’S BODY is Kenn
Harper’s absorbing, intricately documented account of ruthless imperialism in the 
name of science, of cruel deceptions and false burials, and of the short, strange, and
tragic life of the boy known as the New York Eskimo.

Kenn Harper is a Canadian writer, historian and former businessman. He is the 
author of Give Me My Father's Body, an account of Greenland Inuk Minik Wallace, 
had a regular column on Arctic history in Nunatsiaq News.keywords
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Harper, Kenn. Give Me My Father's Body: The Life of Minik,The New York Eskimo.
South Royalton. 2000. Steerforth Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 1883642531. Foreword by Kevin Spacey. 277 pages. hardcover. Jacket
design by Louise Fili. Inventory # 28256. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In his search for the North Pole at the turn of the 
twentieth century, the renowned Robert E. Peary, long celebrated as an icon of 
modern exploration, used the Eskimos of northwestern Greenland as the human 
resources for his expeditions. Sailing aboard a ship called Hope in 1897, Peary 
entered New York harbor with six Eskimos as his cargo. Depositing them with the 
American Museum of Natural History as live ‘specimens’ to be poked, measured, 
and observed by the paying public, Peary abruptly abandoned any responsibility for 
their care. Four of the Eskimos died within a year. One managed to gain passage 
back to Greenland. Only the sixth, a boy of six or seven with a precociously solemn
smile, remained, orphaned and adrift in a bewildering metropolis. His name was 
Minik. Here, a century after the fact, is his story. A searing true tale of extraordinary
darkness told with intensity and vigilance, GIVE ME MY FATHER’S BODY is Kenn
Harper’s absorbing, intricately documented account of ruthless imperialism in the 
name of science, of cruel deceptions and false burials, and of the short, strange, and
tragic life of the boy known as the New York Eskimo.

Kenn Harper is a Canadian writer, historian and former businessman. He is the 
author of Give Me My Father's Body, an account of Greenland Inuk Minik Wallace, 
had a regular column on Arctic history in Nunatsiaq News.keywords
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Harrington, Kent. Dark Ride. New York. 1996. St Martin's Press. 1st Printing. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0312139551. 241 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. 
Jacket design by Henry Sene Yee. Inventory # 22737. $42.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A former University of California football player and the 
son of the previous mayor of Clarksville, Jimmy Rogers was once the Golden Boy 
who could do no wrong. He could have had it all - but instead he's ended up, at the 
age of thirty-three, an ordinary life insurance salesman, stuck in a dead-end job, 
screwing his boss's wife, with no payoff in sight. That is, until his beautiful, 
dangerous lover, Eve Stack, proposes that they murder her husband, and Jimmy is 
just desperate enough to take the chance. For a while, things are looking rosy again:
The police believe Jimmy's story, Eve keeps things hot in the sex den on Love 
Street, and the Street of Dreams is paved with money. But then the dead man's 
brother gets out of jail and start to blackmail Jimmy. And he is forced to play 
hardball. This is unrelenting suspense, a dizzying spiral of greed, lust, and violence 
in a story of just how far one man is willing to go to get what he wants. A powerful 
novel of spiraling greed, lust, and violence. Former football star Jimmy Rogers was 
once the Golden Boy who could do no wrong. Now, down on his luck, selling 
insurance and sleeping with his boss' wife, he agrees to her proposal that they kill 
her husband for his money.

Kent Harrington is a fourth generation San Franciscan. He is a graduate of San 
Francisco State University. He has recently returned from an extended trip to 
Central America and is currently working on a novel about Guatemala. He lives in 
Northern California with his wife.
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Harrington, Kent. Dia De Los Muertos. Tucson. 1997. Dennis McMillan Publications.
1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0939767309. 244 pages. hardcover. Signed by
the Author. Inventory # 24693. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - DEA Agent Vincent Calhoun’s luck, his suerte, has been
golden. Then, on Tijuana’s Dia de los Muertos, a girl gets off a bus and Calhoun’s 
luck heads south with a vengeance. Noir all the way, Dia is the day all of Vincent’s 
past sins come for him, his own personal Day of the Dead.

Kent Harrington is a fourth generation San Franciscan. He is a graduate of San 
Francisco State University. He has recently returned from an extended trip to 
Central America and is currently working on a novel about Guatemala. He lives in 
Northern California with his wife.
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Harrington, Kent. Dia De Los Muertos. Tucson. 1997. Dennis McMillan Publications.
1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0939767309. 244 pages. hardcover. Inventory
# 24837. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - DEA Agent Vincent Calhoun’s luck, his suerte, has been
golden. Then, on Tijuana’s Dia de los Muertos, a girl gets off a bus and Calhoun’s 
luck heads south with a vengeance. Noir all the way, Dia is the day all of Vincent’s 
past sins come for him, his own personal Day of the Dead.

Kent Harrington is a fourth generation San Franciscan. He is a graduate of San 
Francisco State University. He has recently returned from an extended trip to 
Central America and is currently working on a novel about Guatemala. He lives in 
Northern California with his wife.
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Harrington, Kent. The American Boys. Tucson. 2000. Dennis McMillan Publications.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 093976735x. 226 pages. hardcover.
Cover: Scott Musgrove. Inventory # 28358. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Career spy Alex Law, after 20 years working in major 
cities around the world far away from his patrician family and their banking fortune, 
is unceremoniously drawn into a frightening conspiracy close to home.

Kent Harrington is a fourth generation San Franciscan. He is a graduate of San 
Francisco State University. He has recently returned from an extended trip to 
Central America and is currently working on a novel about Guatemala. He lives in 
Northern California with his wife.
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Harrington, Michael. Toward a Democratic Left. New York. 1968. Macmillan. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 314 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 18554. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In TOWARD A DEMOCRATIC LEFT, Michael Harington 
identifies major social deformities dynamically evolving within the American system,
and demands that they be radically comprehended, radically analyzed, and attacked
by a radical program of action. ‘Our social irrationality,’ Harrington contends, ‘is not a
product of the presidential psyche nor of faulty logic but a coherent, consistent 
feature of our social structure. There are powerful, organized, and, I am sure, 
sincere forces committed to the maintenance of the injustices chronicled by the 
Government. They are not the bloated Wall Street plutocracy of Leftist myth, and 
that is why it is all the more difficult, and all the more imperative, to recognize them.’
Mr. Harrington eloquently indicts the evils that reflect and perpetuate our dilemma, 
among them the fact that our government finances the crises it denounces, that 
corporations are ‘socializing’ themselves out of fear of a future they can’t predict, 
that wealthy suburbs receive more public subsidies than desperate slums. He 
asserts that our widely hailed affluence is, in reality, a myth, that there is a tacit, if 
half-innocent, megalomania implicit in America’s relations to the rest of the world, 
and that being ‘economical’ is a luxury America and the world can no longer afford 
when ‘uneconomic’ investments in human beings must be made to increase the 
equality of society.

Edward Michael ‘Mike’ Harrington (February 24, 1928 - July 31, 1989) was an 
American democratic socialist, writer, political activist, professor of political science,
radio commentator and founder of the Democratic Socialists of America. He was the
most well-known socialist in the United States during his lifetime. In the 1970s he 
coined the term neoconservatism.
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Harris, Eddy L. South of Haunted Dreams. New York. 1993. Simon & Schuster. 1st
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0671748963. 254 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Mary Bess Engel. Inventory # 18286. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - For American blacks, crossing into the South has always
been a meaningful transition, a journey weighted with all the burdens of history and
oppression. Now, a remarkable young writer sets forth, via motorcycle, on a new 
journey into 'slavery's old back yard,' a territory where old hurts and troubled 
memories linger around every corner. Eddy Harris's first two books, Mississippi Solo
and Native Stranger, generated the kind of attention and praise that attends the rise
of only the finest talents. In South of Haunted Dreams he has created a modern 
classic that combines the lively detail of travel writing with a brilliant exploration of 
race in America, then and now. Like Roots, 'South' captures the feelings that define
a generation and a moment in history. Yet Harris writes personally - with real 
emotion and a twist of irony. 'I did not travel across Africa to find my roots,' he writes.
'I traveled the South to find them. For the South, not Africa, Selma. Nashville. 
Memphis. All the old locales speed by as the feelings rise, the feelings that Eddy 
Harris must confront for himself and for all Americans. Ultimately, however, South of
Haunted Dreams is neither a tale of recrimination nor a rehashing of old sorrows. It 
is for a new generation a journey into what may still be America's most powerful 
landscape. No one who accompanies Eddy Harris will be left unchanged.

EDDY HARRIS graduated from Stanford University and went on to study in London.
He has been a screenwriter and a journalist. His first book was the critically 
acclaimed MISSISSIPPI SOLO. Harris calls St. Louis, Missouri, home.
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Harris, Eddy L. Still Life in Harlem. New York. 1996. Henry Holt. 2nd Printing. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0805048510. 276 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 28471. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A deeply affecting memoir, Still Life in Harlem is Eddy L.
Harris's insightful look at a neighborhood - both real and metaphorical. He reveals 
the magic of Harlem, as it becomes home and spirit in his masterful hands. Through
his keen perceptions we enter the images and passions Harlem has always 
conjured, coming to understand its significance to those who live there and to those
who only yearn to come to it. Unforgettably moving, this book chronicles how the 
world we know as Harlem came to be - from its pastoral days as a New York suburb
to its days as the mecca of the black universe to its decline into a symbol of urban 
despair. Harris is torn over what this community has become and remorseful for 
having abandoned it. Lured back by Harlem's enchanting whispers in the ear of his 
imaginings, he returns in reverie. With amazing emotional depth and candor, he 
explores issues of identity through Harlem's sturdy people - folks with eyes dimmed 
from too few chances and with life worries burdensome enough to bend backs. He 
also examines his taut relationship with his father, juxtaposing a generation that 
aspired to do everything in its power to ensure that their sons and daughters would 
enjoy a better life against a recent generation cornered by resignation and 
surrender. Through it all, in what can be seen as only a stretch toward grace, Harris
discovers his need for Harlem and Harlem's need for him, locating the life in this rich
community that still harbors the embers of hope.

EDDY HARRIS graduated from Stanford University and went on to study in London.
He has been a screenwriter and a journalist. His first book was the critically 
acclaimed MISSISSIPPI SOLO. Harris calls St. Louis, Missouri, home.
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Harris, Fran. About My Sister's Business: The Black Woman's Road Map To 
Successful Entrepreneurship. New York. 1996. Fireside/Simon & Schuster. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 0684818396. 252 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
26958. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Sure, as a woman and an African American starting your
own business, you will encounter boulders in your path. But black women in America
have always had to be tenacious and resourceful. Don't even think about allowing 
age, the economy, racism, sexism and all those pesky irritants to stop you. The best
argument against them is excellence. Young, gifted and disciplined, Fran Harris is 
leading the way for all of us. In About My Sister's Business, she has shared her 
knowledge and experience with you, and it comes straight from the heart. This book
is full of concrete advice on how to start your own business, create a business plan,
raise capital, be your own marketing and publicity firm, run your business from your
home, and much, much more! She has also asked other entrepreneuring sisters to 
share their experiences with you. Allow their examples to lift, guide and inspire you. 
It's knowing that we're not alone that pulls us through. We're on this planet to 
support each other. We must keep the cycle going. That's why this book is 
invaluable.

Fran Harris, author of About My Sister's Business, is the former president of 
Nouveau Sports Marketing. A member of the WNBA's 1997 championship 
basketball team, the Houston Comets, she has been a speaker, actor, screenwriter,
and ESPN color analyst. Featured in Essence and Emerge, Harris was a 1995 
nominee for Inc.'s Entrepreneur of the Year and Austin's Most Powerful Woman 
awards.
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Harris, Fran. In the Black: The African-American Parent's Guide To Raising 
Financially Responsible Children. New York. 1998. Fireside/Simon & Schuster. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0684843382. Paperback Original. 203 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 27584. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - If you want your kids to grow up financially fit, here's the
book for you! Fran Harris, an entrepreneur since age nine, shows you how to help 
your children become better savers, smarter spenders, and more informed 
consumers. Packed with exercises teaching fundamental financial skills, In the Black
covers all the basics of money management, including: Credit and debt; The 
banking system; Saving for college and much more! In the Black is a road map full 
of ideas and tools that enable you to learn with your children. Harris's tips, 
anecdotes, and time-honed financial know-how guarantee a learning process filled 
with hours well spent and money well saved!

Fran Harris, author of About My Sister's Business, is the former president of 
Nouveau Sports Marketing. A member of the WNBA's 1997 championship 
basketball team, the Houston Comets, she has been a speaker, actor, screenwriter,
and ESPN color analyst. Featured in Essence and Emerge, Harris was a 1995 
nominee for Inc.'s Entrepreneur of the Year and Austin's Most Powerful Woman 
awards.
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Harris, Joel Chandler (Read by Danny Glover). Brer Rabbit and The Wonderful Tar
Baby. New York. Rabbit Ears/Simon & Schuster. Hardcover book with audio 
cassette. Very Good in Hardcover and Slipcase. 0887081452. Illustrated by Henrik
Drescher. Music by Taj Mahal. 5 - 8 years. 32 pages. hardcover with cassette. 
Inventory # 43715. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Brer Fox tries to outsmart the sassiest critter in 10 
counties, Brer Rabbit.

Joel Chandler Harris (December 9, 1848 – July 3, 1908) was an American journalist,
fiction writer, and folklorist best known for his collection of Uncle Remus stories. 
Harris was born in Eatonton, Georgia, where he served as an apprentice on a 
plantation during his teenage years. He spent most of his adult life in Atlanta working
as an associate editor at the Atlanta Constitution. Harris led two professional lives: 
as the editor and journalist known as Joe Harris, he supported a vision of the New 
South with the editor Henry W. Grady (1880–1889), stressing regional and racial 
reconciliation after the Reconstruction era. As Joel Chandler Harris, fiction writer and
folklorist, he wrote many 'Brer Rabbit' stories from the African-American oral tradition
and helped to revolutionize literature in the process.
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Harris, Peter (translator). Monkey and the Three Wizards. Scarsdale. 1977. 
Bradbury Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0878881107. 
Illustrated by Michael Foreman. unpaginated. hardcover. Cover art by Michael 
Foreman. Inventory # 6587. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - MONKEY AND THE THREE WIZARDS is based on a 
single episode from the epic adventure JOURNEY TO THE WEST, written in China
about 400 years ago. Still the best-read novel in the Far East, JOURNEY TO THE 
WEST is also well-known in English by the name given to its main character, 
Monkey.

Born and raised in England, Peter Harris is the Senior Fellow of the New Zealand 
Contemporary China Research Centre at Victoria University of Wellington, and an 
Honorary Member of the China Studies Centre at the University of Sydney, 
Australia.
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Harris, Thomas. Red Dragon. New York. 1981. Putnam. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Price Clipped Dustjacket. 039912442x. 349 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by
Ron Walotsky. Inventory # 21267. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the realm of psychological suspense, Thomas Harris 
stands alone. exploring both the nature of human evil and the nerve-racking 
anatomy of forensic investigation, Harris unleashes a frightening vision of the dark 
side of our well-lighted world. In this extraordinary tale — which preceded The 
Silence of the Lambs and Hannibal, Harris introduced the unforgettable character 
Dr. Hannibal Lecter. And in it, Will Graham — the FBI man who hunted Lecter down
— risks his sanity and his life to duel a killer called. The Red Dragon A quiet summer
night.a neat suburban house.and another happy family is shattered — the latest 
victims of a grisly series of hideous sacrificial killings that no one understands, and 
no one can stop. Nobody lives to tell of the unimaginable carnage. Only the blood-
stained walls bear witness. All hope rests on the Special Agent Will Graham, who 
must peer inside the killer’s tortured soul to understand his rage, to anticipate and 
prevent his next vicious crime. Desperate for help, Graham finds himself locked in a
deadly alliance with the brilliant Dr. Hannibal Lecter — the infamous mass murderer
who Graham put in prison years ago. As the imprisoned Lecter tightens the reins of 
revenge, Graham’s feverish pursuit of the Red Dragon draws him inside the warped
mind of a psychopath,, into an unforgettable world of demonic ritual and violence, 
beyond the limits of human terror.

Thomas Harris (born April 11, 1940) is an American author and screenwriter, best 
known for a series of suspense novels about his most famous character, Hannibal 
Lecter. All of his works have been made into films, the most notable being the multi-
Oscar winning The Silence of the Lambs, which became only the third film in 
Academy Award history to sweep the Oscars in major categories.
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Harris, Timothy. Good Night and Goodbye. New York. 1979. Delacorte Press. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0440032342. 289 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
illustration by Martin Hoffman. Inventory # 4421. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Thomas Kyd is an unlikely mystery hero. Of course, so 
were Sam Spade and Philip Marlowe, with whom Kyd has been compared. But 
although his debut adventure, KYD FOR HIRE, was hailed as a novel in the great 
Hammett and Chandler tradition, Thomas Kyd is an original: a detective as bitingly 
contemporary as the glamorous, tacky, tempting city he works in. a private eye with
a hard-boiled exterior, and an unfortunate genius for lost causes and heroic 
gestures. At first, Kyd views his encounter with Laura Cassidy as a strictly private 
problem: she has the kind of face you don’t want anything to happen to, no matter 
what she’s done. But Kyd’s impulsive attempt to get Laura out of trouble promptly 
gets him into it. Private problem becomes professional disaster when Laura’s 
arrogant celebrity-screenwriter fiancé is murdered - and Kyd is hired to track down 
the valuable movie script that has vanished with the murderer. Inevitably the trail 
leads back to Laura - but first Kyd must tangle with the murdered man’s cynical 
ghostwriter and his passionately protective wife. a mysterious Vietnam veteran 
whose mind is programmed to be a weapon of war. and a pair of syndicate hoods 
who remind Kyd that sometimes ‘the light at the end of the tunnel’ is only the glare of
an on-rushing train.

Timothy Hyde Harris (born July 21, 1946) is an American author, screenwriter and 
producer. He has been publishing works of fiction since the late 1960s and has been
involved in filmmaking since the early 1980s. For his work in film, Harris has been 
nominated for a BAFTA Award for Best Original Screenplay as well as an Annie 
Award for Writing in a Feature Production.
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Harris, Wilson. Resurrection at Sorrow Hill. London. 1993. Faber & Faber. 1st British
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0571169783. 244 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
illustration by Chris Brown. Inventory # 19831. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The image of a perilous voyage up-river, portaging past 
rapids deep into the heart of the South American rain-forest, will be a sign to Wilson
Harris’s readers that his new novel encompasses artistic concerns which have 
preoccupied him throughout his writing life, from the dazzling Palace of the Peacock
onwards. His story is one of exploration, quest, danger, adultery, breakdown and 
violent death and the location the Guyana of the Quartet. Of that work the critic 
Wilfred Cartey has written: ‘Harris imbues the immediate landscape with a quality of
the marvellous, transforming history into fable, fable into myth and legend. Thus, the
whole novelistic canvas takes on emblematic qualities and, trembling through the 
transformative process, merges together the real, the marvellous, the mythic and the
legendary.’ The same applies here and throughout his oeuvre.

Sir Theodore Wilson Harris (born 24 March 1921) is a Guyanese writer. He initially 
wrote poetry, but has since become a well-known novelist and essayist. His writing 
style is often said to be abstract and densely metaphorical, and his subject matter 
wide-ranging. Harris is considered one of the most original and innovative voices in
postwar literature in English.
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Harrison, Jamie. An Unfortunate Prairie Occurrence: A Mystery. New York. 1998. 
Hyperion. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0786862602. 369 pages.
hardcover. Jacket illustration by Lisa Desimini. Inventory # 25110. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It’s mid-October in Blue Deer, and Jules is up to his 
crooked grin in trouble. A camper’s discovery of old bones threatens to rip open 
secrets that have been long and deliberately buried in the hearts and minds of Blue
Deer’s oldest citizens. Jules begins a casual investigation that mushrooms into a 
nightmare of long-simmering enmities, love affairs, arson, and murder. Jules must 
query the local judge, his obnoxious daughter and power-hungry grandson, and 
even his own family. Served up with the intrigue is Jamie Harrison’s eye for local 
humor and for finely drawn characters: there are Alice, the sharp-tongued director of
the ladies’ historical society, and Peter, her recalcitrant attorney husband. There’s 
the enigmatic Edie, with whom Jules continues an on-again, off-again affair; and the
beauteous Caroline, a new deputy who both intimidates and fascinates Jules. The 
sexual tension makes the intrigue even more suspenseful, and events culminate in a
remarkably surprising climax.

Jamie Harrison has lived with her family in Livingston, Montana for thirty years. She
has worked as a magazine, book, and script editor, a cook and caterer, and a 
technical editor and researcher. The daughter of writer Jim Harrison, she is the 
author of four previous books, and she persists in trying to garden despite the 
climate.
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Harrison, Jamie. Going Local: A Mystery. New York. 1996. Hyperion. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0786861088. 323 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
illustration by Lisa DeSimini. Inventory # 22484. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Jamie Harrison’s first novel, THE EDGE OF THE 
CRAZIES, gained her many devoted readers and rave reviews. Now, in GOING 
LOCAL, her lively and hilarious cast of characters from Blue Deer, Montana, is back
- featuring Jules Clement, the conscience and unlikely protector of the local 
populace. The novel begins as Blue Deer inhabitants are gearing up for the annual 
Fourth of July rodeo, with out-of-towners descending upon the town ‘in a kind of 
berserk westward ho.’ As Jules helps the hapless bar owners and other local 
merchants gear up for the onslaught, a shocking murder is discovered - that of a 
well-known environmental lawyer, who, while camping out with his younger lover, 
was run over by a truck and dumped into a lake, still wrapped in his tent. As Jules 
begins to investigate the murder, he uncovers a suspicious land development deal 
involving the dead lawyer and many others, including Hugh, a suave British director
who’s planning a movie that threatens to bring all of Blue Deer to a complete stop; 
Sylvia, the dead lawyer’s ex, who’s having an affair with Hugh; Everett, a local boy 
who left town and made good; and Diane, a sexy blonde to whose dubious charms 
Jules succumbs: ‘She’s like a mob car - you get in, and all the locks go down.’.

Jamie Harrison has lived with her family in Livingston, Montana for thirty years. She
has worked as a magazine, book, and script editor, a cook and caterer, and a 
technical editor and researcher. The daughter of writer Jim Harrison, she is the 
author of four previous books, and she persists in trying to garden despite the 
climate.
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Harrison, Jim. Farmer (DUSTJACKET ONLY). New York. 1976. Viking Press. Very
Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0670308382. DUSTJACKET ONLY. Inventory # 
 44253. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET

James ‘Jim’ Harrison (born December 11, 1937) is an American author known for 
his poetry, fiction, reviews, essays about the outdoors, and writings about food. He 
has been called ‘a force of nature’, and his work has been compared to that of 
William Faulkner and Ernest Hemingway. Harrison's characters tend to be rural by 
birth and to have retained some qualities of their agrarian pioneer heritage in spite of
their intelligence and some formal education. They attune themselves to both the 
natural and the civilized world, surrounded by excesses but determined to live their 
lives as well as possible.
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Harsch, Rick. Billy Verite. South Royalton. 1998. Steerforth Press. 1st Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 1883642922. 263 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 25785. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Skunk Lane Forhension - a man of pure evil who bears a
striking resemblance to Lee Harvey Oswald and has an uncanny knack for 
accurately diagnosing the physical ailments of everyone he encounters - arrives in 
La Crosse, Wisconsin to take charge of an outlaw motorcycle gang. Ugly Billy Verite,
former snitch and failing gumshoe, soon finds himself at the top of Skunk's hit list 
and must go on the lam. So, for her separate reasons, must the sexy and lascivious
Lola, and the pair, like Huck and Jim before them, hide out on a deserted island in 
the Mississippi, a few miles offshore from La Crosse. As Billy and Lola set about 
fortifying their sanctuary, something like a love story is played out, while back in the
city their friend Gerard is doing battle with the dark forces of Skunk, now in league 
with two corrupt undercover cops, familiar characters to readers of Rick Harsch's 
first novel, The Driftless Zone. 'As this action unfolds in its dizzying and often violent
fashion, the narrator himself turns private eye, and in a novel within the novel he 
attempts to unravel the mystery of the cracked skull of a pretty bar slut and to come 
to terms with the death of one of his best friends (and favorite characters).

Rick Harsch hit the literary scene in 1997 with his cult classic The Driftless Zone, 
which was followed by Billy Verite and Sleep of the Aborigines (all by Steerforth 
Press) soon after to form The Driftless Trilogy. Harsch migrated to the Slovene 
coastal city of Izola in 2001, just as the Driftless books were published in French 
translation by a French publisher that went out of business a few years later. Rick is
also the author of Arjun and the Good Snake (2011, Amalietti & Amalietti), 
Wandering Stone: the Streets of Old Izola (2017, Mandrac Press), Voices After 
Evelyn (2018, Maintenance Ends Press), Skulls of Istria (2018, corona/samizdat), 
The Manifold Destiny of Eddie Vegas (2020, corona/samizdat) and Walk Like a 
Duck: A Season of Little League Baseball in Italy (2020, corona/samizdat). Rick 
currently lives in Izola still with his wife and two children.
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Harstad, Donald. Eleven Days. New York. 1998. Doubleday. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0385488947. 291 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by
Larry Lurin. Inventory # 26038. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a mesmerizing debut, cop-turned-author Donald 
Harstad uses real-life events to paint a jarring picture of crime in America’s heartland
—where two-stoplight towns no longer offer refuge from modern-day brutality. Life in
Maitland, Iowa, is usually predictable, even for a cop. But all that changes the day 
Deputy Sheriff Carl Houseman’s dispatcher receives the terrifying 911 call. The day
cops find the mutilated bodies at a remote farmhouse. The first of eleven days Carl
will never forget. As hotshot investigators fly in from New York, Carl and his fellow 
cops use old-fashioned detective work to piece together clues. But to turn suspicions
into suspects, Carl must search among his closest friends to find a killer who has 
shocked and bewildered cops who’d thought they’d seen it all. And before it’s over,
Carl will be forced into an unrelenting spiral of chaos, coming face-to-face with evil 
he never dreamed could exist in Maitland. or anywhere else.

Donald Harstad is an American novelist and former police officer specializing in 
crime fiction and police procedurals. Prior to taking up writing, he had a 26-year 
career with the Sheriff's Department of Clayton County, Iowa, retiring as a Deputy 
Sheriff.
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Harstad, Donald. The Big Thaw. New York. 2000. Doubleday. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0385495692. 356 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by
Jason Fulford. Inventory # 28610. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A killer is placing his cross hairs over the American 
heartland. The pair of frozen corpses were found under a tarp in the machine shed 
of an empty farmhouse. Two males -- brothers -- both killed by bullets from a 
Russian automatic fired at close range. The cops have a suspect: a man Deputy 
Sheriff Carl Houseman busted five years earlier and the county's lead suspect in a 
series of recent robberies. Houseman knows they have the wrong guy. He also 
knows they've got something bigger than a burglary gone bad. especially when the 
FBI starts showing up in Maitland. The brutal double homicide is just the tip of the 
iceberg in a case where a killer's trail keeps disappearing like footprints in freshly 
fallen snow, and where one bad break can send a good cop into a deep freeze.

Donald Harstad is an American novelist and former police officer specializing in 
crime fiction and police procedurals. Prior to taking up writing, he had a 26-year 
career with the Sheriff's Department of Clayton County, Iowa, retiring as a Deputy 
Sheriff.
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Hart, John Mason. Empire and Revolution: The Americans in Mexico Since the Civil
War. Berkeley. 2002. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket.Remainder Marking. 0520223241. 678 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 36420. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Combining economic and historical analysis with 
personal memoirs and vivid descriptions of key episodes and players, Empire and 
Revolution is based on substantial amounts of previously unexplored source 
material. Hart excavated recently declassified documents in the archives of the 
United States government and traveled extensively in rural Mexico to uncover the 
rich sources for this gripping story of 135 years of intervention, cooperation, and 
corruption. Beginning just after the American Civil War, Hart traces the activities of 
an elite group of financiers and industrialists who, sensing opportunities for wealth to
the south, began to develop Mexico’s infrastructure. He charts their activities 
through the pivotal regime of Porfirio Díaz, when Americans began to gain 
ownership of Mexico’s natural resources, and through the Mexican Revolution, when
Americans lost many of their holdings in Mexico. Hart concentrates less on 
traditional political history in the twentieth century and more on the hidden 
interactions between Americans and Mexicans, especially the unfolding story of 
industrial production in Mexico for export to the United States. Throughout, this 
masterful narrative illuminates the development and expansion of the American 
railroad, oil, mining, and banking industries. Hart also shows how the export of the 
‘American Dream’ has shaped such areas as religion and work attitudes in Mexico.
Empire and Revolution reveals much about the American psyche, especially the 
compulsion of American elites toward wealth, global power, and contact with other 
peoples, often in order to ‘save’ them. These characteristics were first expressed 
internationally in Mexico, and Hart shows that the Mexican experience was and 
continues to be a prototype for U.S. expansion around the world. His work 
demonstrates the often inconspicuous yet profoundly damaging impact of American 
investment in the underdeveloped countries of Latin America, Asia, and Africa.

John Mason Hart is Professor of History at the University of Houston. His previous 
books include Revolutionary Mexico: The Coming and Process of the Mexican 
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Harte, Bret. Bret Harte's California: Letters To the Springfield Republican & Christian
Register, 1866-67. Albuquerque. 1990. University Of New Mexico Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With A Small Piece 
Missing From the Top Back. 0826312225. Edited & With An Introduction by Gary 
Scharnhorst. 170 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 27579. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1866 Bret Harte had been in California for twelve 
years s. He had gained a local reputation as a writer of stories, poems, and 
newspaper articles. This book contains the essays he wrote for two Massachusetts
newspapers. It was largely through these pieces that he came to the attention of 
Eastern audiences. In just five years he would become the highest paid author in 
America. The letters, most of them never reprinted since their initial publication, 
bring a fresh perspective to Harte scholarship and to the study of Western American
literature. Harte adopts the tone of an expatriate in a strange land and largely 
undercuts the California paradise mythology. His comments on disasters, weather, 
politics, racism, and religious and cultural affairs provide a vivid record of daily life in
San Francisco, whose hardness and skepticism typified the too material culture of 
California. This volume will be of importance to all readers with an interest in the 
history and literature of the West.

Francis Bret Harte (August 25, 1836 – May 5, 1902) was an American author and 
poet, best remembered for his short fiction featuring miners, gamblers, and other 
romantic figures of the California Gold Rush. In a career spanning more than four 
decades, he wrote poetry, fiction, plays, lectures, book reviews, editorials, and 
magazine sketches in addition to fiction. As he moved from California to the eastern
U.S. to Europe, he incorporated new subjects and characters into his stories, but his
Gold Rush tales have been most often reprinted, adapted, and admired.
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Harte, Bret. The Outcasts of Poker Flat and Other Tales. New York. 1961. 
Signet/New American Library. Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Good in
Wrappers. Introduction By Wallace Stegner. 301 pages. paperback. CD72. Inventory
# 31368. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The glorious fringe - inhabitants of Gold Rush California -
the slick gamblers, the impetuous but soft - hearted dance - hall girls, the mining 
camp eccentrics - are immortal - ized in these classic chronicles of the Far West of 
the nineteenth century. Includes - The Right Eye of the Commander, M'liss: an Idyl 
of Red Mountain, The Luck of Roaring Camp, The Outcasts of Poker Flat, 
Tennessee's Partner, The Idyl of Red Gulch, Brown of Calaveras, Miggles, How 
Santa Claus Came to Simpson's Bar, Mrs. Skaggs's Husbands, Wan Lee the 
Pagan, A Passage In the Life of Mr. John Oakhurst, An Ingenue of the Sierras, & A
Protégée of Jack Hamlin's.

Francis Bret Harte (August 25, 1836 – May 5, 1902) was an American author and 
poet, best remembered for his short fiction featuring miners, gamblers, and other 
romantic figures of the California Gold Rush.
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Harte, Bret. The Outcasts of Poker Flat and Other Tales. New York. Signet/New 
American Library. Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers with Small Tear on Bottom Front Cover. Introduction by Wallace Stegner.
301 pages. paperback. CQ563. Inventory # 39011. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The glorious fringe - inhabitants of Gold Rush California -
the slick gamblers, the impetuous but soft - hearted dance - hall girls, the mining 
camp eccentrics - are immortal - ized in these classic chronicles of the Far West of 
the nineteenth century. Includes - The Right Eye of the Commander, M'liss: an Idyl 
of Red Mountain, The Luck of Roaring Camp, The Outcasts of Poker Flat, 
Tennessee's Partner, The Idyl of Red Gulch, Brown of Calaveras, Miggles, How 
Santa Claus Came to Simpson's Bar, Mrs. Skaggs's Husbands, Wan Lee the 
Pagan, A Passage In the Life of Mr. John Oakhurst, An Ingenue of the Sierras, & A
Protégée of Jack Hamlin's.

Francis Bret Harte (August 25, 1836 – May 5, 1902) was an American author and 
poet, best remembered for his short fiction featuring miners, gamblers, and other 
romantic figures of the California Gold Rush.
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Hartman, Chester. City For Sale: Transformation of San Francisco. Berkeley. 2002.
University Of California Press. 1st Printing of this Revised & Updated Edition. Very
Good in Wrappers. 0520086058. 501 pages. paperback. Inventory # 35125. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - San Francisco is perhaps the most exhilarating of all 
American cities—its beauty, cultural and political avant-gardism, and history are 
legendary, while its idiosyncrasies make front-page news. In this revised edition of 
his highly regarded study of San Francisco’s economic and political development 
since the mid-1950s, Chester Hartman gives a detailed account of how the city has
been transformed by the expansion—outward and upward—of its downtown. His 
story is fueled by a wide range of players and an astonishing array of events, from 
police storming the International Hotel to citizens forcing the midair termination of a 
freeway. Throughout, Hartman raises a troubling question: can San Francisco’s 
unique qualities survive the changes that have altered the city’s skyline, 
neighborhoods, and economy? Hartman was directly involved in many of the events
he chronicles and thus had access to sources that might otherwise have been 
unavailable. A former activist with the National Housing Law Project, San 
Franciscans for Affordable Housing, and other neighborhood organizations, he 
explains how corporate San Francisco obtained the necessary cooperation of city 
and federal governments in undertaking massive redevelopment. He illustrates the 
rationale that produced BART, a subway system that serves upper-income suburbs
but few of the city’s poor neighborhoods, and cites the environmental effects of 
unrestrained highrise development, such as powerful wind tunnels and lack of 
sunshine. In describing the struggle to keep housing affordable in San Francisco 
and the seemingly intractable problem of homelessness, Hartman reveals the 
human face of the city’s economic transformation.

Chester Hartman is President and Executive Director of the Poverty & Race 
Research Action Council in Washington, D.C. He is author of Between Eminence 
and Notoriety: Four Decades of Radical Urban Planning (2001), and editor of 
Challenges to Equality: Poverty and Race in America (2001) and Housing Issues of 
the 1990s (1989).
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Harvey, John. Easy Meat: A Crime Novel. New York. 1996. Henry Holt. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0805041486. 388 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket photograph by Lonnie Duka/Tony Stone Images. Author photograph by 
Barbara Hall. Jacket design by Raquel Jaramillo. Inventory # 22718. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Norma Snape knew damn well what her youngest was 
doing. Caught with her purse in his hand, the last of her money clutched between his
fingers, Nicky Snape was adding to a long list of petty crimes and misdemeanors. 
But before she could reach him, Nicky was out the door, quickstepping across the 
rubble-strewn yard, waving the bills as he disappeared down the alley and into the 
street. Doris Netherfield was cradling her husband, still trying to shield him as the 
intruder brought the iron bar down like a club, smashing Doris’s skull as if it were a 
piece of overripe fruit, turning a simple job of breaking and entering into a question 
of murder. Nicky had scrubbed everywhere, and still the water in the bowl ran red. 
‘Who’d have thought the old girl had as much blood in her?’ he whispered to himself
over the sound of the running water. It wasn’t the first time the cops had paid a call 
on the Snape household. For Nicky, this time it was no petty crime or misdemeanor.
The call came two days after they had put him in custody, at a little before 6 A.M. 
Nicky Snape had been found hanging from the shower in the children’s home where
he was being held. Nicky had just turned fifteen. In the most deeply textured and 
richly peopled of his novels, John Harvey confronts some of the most intractable 
social issues of our age. Here is crime fiction so close to the bone you might think 
you were reading the newspapers—except that Harvey’s artistry with words brings 
their ugly events and insoluble problems stunningly alive, transforming bare 
headlines into the stuff of human passion.

John Harvey (born 21 December 1938 in London) is a British author of crime fiction
most famous for his series of jazz-influenced Charlie Resnick novels, based in the 
City of Nottingham.
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Harvey, Miles. The Island of Lost Maps: A True Story of Cartographic Crime. New 
York. 2000. Random House. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0375501517. 206 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Andy Carpenter. Inventory # 
28563. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Island of Lost Maps tells the story of a curious crime
spree: the theft of scores of valuable centuries-old maps from some of the most 
prominent research libraries in the United States and Canada. The perpetrator was
Gilbert Joseph Bland, Jr., an enigmatic antiques dealer from South Florida, whose 
cross-country slash-and-dash operation had gone virtually undetected until he was 
caught in 1995 -- and was unmasked as the most prolific American map thief in 
history. As Miles Harvey unravels the mystery of Bland’s life, he maps out the world
of cartography and cartographic crime, weaving together a fascinating story of 
exploration, craftsmanship, villainy, and the lure of the unknown.

Miles Harvey began reporting on Gilbert Bland in 1996 for Outside magazine. He 
has worked for UPI and In These Times, and he was the book-review columnist for
Outside. A graduate of the University of Illinois at Champaign-Urbana and the 
University of Michigan, he has had a lifelong fascination with maps.
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Harvor, Elisabeth. If Only We Could Drive Like This Forever. New York. 1989. 
Penguin Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 014010383x. 
Paperback Original. 234 pages. paperback. Cover illustration by Lisa Crouch. 
Inventory # 31938. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - These six stories and novella introduce the reader to an 
immediately recognizable world - a world of unremarkable people and their struggle 
for comfort and happiness. Shining moments of insight point us to the comedy at the
heart of sorrow and increase our knowledge of very real people: an adolescent torn
between worry for his mother's obviously failing health and his increasing need for 
independence; a young woman who introduces her new lover to her family and finds
herself engaged with her own mother in a competition for the lover's affections; an 
endearing health freak frantically trying just one more cure.

Erica Elisabeth Arendt Harvor is a Canadian novelist and poet who lives in Ottawa,
Ontario. She was born in Saint John, New Brunswick, she grew up in Saint John and
on the Kingston Peninsula. Harvor enrolled at Concordia University in 1983, 
receiving an MA in Creative Writing in 1986.
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Hasford, Gustav. The Short-Timers. New York. 1979. Harper & Row. 1st Edition. 
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0060117826. 154 pages. hardcover. Jacket
design by John Sposato. Inventory # 4440. $450

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From its opening pages in Marine boot camp on Parris 
Island to the excruciating Suspense of its climatic finale during the jungle battle for 
Khe Sanh, The Short Timers is a brilliant and savage reenactment of the descent 
into barbarism that formed the bottom line of the American intervention in Viet Nam.
Terse and brief as a scream, The Short-Timers traces the career of a sardonic 
narrator (‘Joker’) through the organized sadism of basic training into a distasteful 
assignment as a combat reporter, and finally to the command of a platoon of ‘grunts’
in the chaos that followed the Tet Offensive. It is a story about some of the most 
harrowing experiences Americans have ever been made to endure, the story of a 
gallery of young Americans who are turned into violence freaks while still remaining 
individuals – comic, pathetic, repellent, proud and caring. Sometimes surreal 
sometimes all too realistic and, without warning, funny, here is a novel that is - like 
its subject – as incongruous and undeniable as an exploding booby trap. It is a 
brutal novel because it is about the brutality of men trained to violence; but it is a 
book filled with the very rare and great compassion available to men who have 
survived the loss of their humanity in combat. This is a truly remarkable 
accomplishment for a first novel - which it is - or a tenth.

Gustav Hasford (November 28, 1947 – January 29, 1993) was an American 
journalist, novelist, and poet. His semi-autobiographical novel The Short-Timers 
(1979) was the basis of the film Full Metal Jacket (1987). He was also a United 
States Marine Corps veteran, who served during the Vietnam War.
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Hass, Robert and Lehman, David (editors). The Best American Poetry 2001. New 
York. 2001. Scribner. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0743203836. 
287 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Julie Metz. Inventory # 31008. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The annual publication of The Best American Poetry is 
an eagerly awaited event among poetry fans across the country. This year’s volume
in the critically acclaimed series presents American poetry in all its dazzling variety 
at a moment of extraordinary richness and originality. Guest editor Robert Hass, a 
former Poet Laureate and a central figure in the poetry world, brings his passionate 
intelligence to The Best American Poetry 2001. In his engaging introduction, Hass 
writes that after sifting through dozens of literary magazines, he ‘found that there 
were large numbers of poems that gave me pleasure, seemed to have inventive 
force, or intellectual passion or surprise.’ The works he selected are diverse in every
way and have only their excellence in common. Ranging from the traditional to the 
innovative, the book features important new poems from Anne Carson, Robert 
Creeley, Michael Palmer, Robert Pinsky, and Adrienne Rich; rare posthumous works
by Elizabeth Bishop and James Schuyler; and poems by marvelous newcomers like
Amy England, Olena Kalytiak Davis, and Rachel Zucker. With comments from the 
poets illuminating their work, and series editor David Lehman’s always entertaining 
foreword assessing the current state of the art, The Best American Poetry 2001 is a
book every reader of poetry will want to have.

ROBERT HASS served as U.S. Poet Laureate from 1995 to 1997. He is the author 
of SUN UNDER WOOD (1996), HUMAN WISHES (1989), PRAISE (1979), FIELD 
GUIDE (1973), and a book of essays, TWENTIETH CENTURY PLEASURES, which
won the National Book Critics Circle Award for Criticism. Robert Hass teaches at the
University of California at Berkeley. David Lehman is the series editor of The Best 
American Poetry.
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Hathaway, Stephen. A Kind of Redemption: Stories. Baton Rogue. 1991. Louisiana
State University Press. 1st Printing. very Good in Dustjacket. 0807116114. 110 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 24310. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In these eleven sharply realized stories, Stephen 
Hathaway skillfully weaves a tapestry that has the Viet Nam conflict at its center, 
memories of earlier wars at its left fringe, and postwar trauma at the other. 
Hathaway writes with unflinching honesty and clarity about soldiers caught up in a 
conflict they cannot comprehend. In the title story a young man contrasts his own 
military experience with that of his father, who proudly served in World War II. In 
‘The Colonial,’ an unnamed interrogator becomes something he despises when he 
is obliged to shoot a Vietnamese garbage collector trying to kill him. Simmons, the 
protagonist of ‘Freedom Bird,’ is given the news that his father has been killed in a 
freeway accident and must confront the bitter irony that his father’s death will insure
his transfer out of Viet Nam. A central character in many of the stories is Timothy 
Grote, a college graduate and former Peace Corps volunteer who has been trained
by the Army to be a translator. Older and better-educated than many of his fellow 
soldiers, he is in a unique position to observe what is happening around him. 
‘Welcome to the Hothouse’ features Grote on his arrival in Viet Nam, nervous and 
tense as he tries to calculate his chances of surviving the ordeal ahead of him. Other
stories focus on Grote as he attempts to adjust to postwar life. He has a soldier’s 
nightmares, and his drinking, haunted memories, and general estrangement from 
society fracture his marriage. Only with the passage of time is he able to come to 
terms with his seemingly meaningless war experience and to heal his lingering 
mental wounds. Collectively, the stories in A KIND OF REDEMPTION represent a 
metaphorical tour of duty that readers will not soon forget.

Stephen Hathaway is associate professor of English at Wichita State University. His
stories have appeared in Quarterly West, the Kansas Quarterly, and other 
publications.
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Hatto, A. T. (translator). The Nibelungenlied. Baltimore. 1969. Penguin Books. 
Reprinted Penguin Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn 
Wrappers. Translated from the German by A. T. Hatto. 404 pages. paperback. L137.
The cover shows a detail from the Hundeshagen Codex, the only surviving 
Nibelungen manuscript with illustrations. Inventory # 29072. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Composed nearly eight hundred years ago by an 
unnamed poet, THE NIBELUNGENLIED is the principal literary expression of those
heroic legends of which Richard Wagner made such free use in The Ring. This great
German epic poem of murder and revenge recounts with peculiar strength and 
directness the progress of Siegfried’s love for the peerless Kriemnhild, the wedding
of Gunther and Brunhild, the quarrel between the two queens, Hagen’s treacherous
murder of Siegfried, and Kriemhild’s eventual revenge. A. T. Hatto’s new translation
transforms an old text into a story as readable and exciting as Homer’s ILIAD.

Arthur Thomas Hatto (11 February 1910 – 6 January 2010) was an eminent 
translator and scholar of German studies at the University of London and is best 
known for his translations of Tristan, Parzival, and The Nibelungenlied and his 
theory of epic heroic poetry. He retired in 1977, and in 1991 the British Academy 
elected him as a Senior Fellow.
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Hauptman, Laurence M. Between Two Fires: American Indians in the Civil War. New
York. 1995. Free Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 002914180x. 30 
photos. 304 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 21287. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In histories of Native Americans, until now, the Civil War
has been considered at most an interruption in what otherwise was an unbroken, 
genocidal war by the U.S. government against the Indians. Nothing could be further 
from the truth. In fact, some 20,000 Indians enlisted, joining both sides of the 
conflict, serving as generals, infantrymen, sharpshooters, guides, guerrillas, and 
spies. They joined the war on every front. All told, several hundred thousand Indians
were affected by the war, either as their lands were taken or lives destroyed, or 
afterwards, when the newly militarized and industrialized government turned its war
machine against the Indians in the West. In Between Two Fires, Hauptman tells the
Civil War stories of nine different tribal groups, in all parts of the country. He shows 
us that the tragic story of the decline of the American Indian is incomplete without 
the Civil War, and that the war was an even greater tragedy for the Indians than for 
the North and South. Desperately seeking legitimacy, autonomy, or simply the 
retention of their land, the Indians were devastated by the war in what became S. 
last, missed opportunity to stem the tide of American expansion. Against this tragic 
backdrop, the author highlights both the lives of everyday Indian foot soldiers as well
as the military exploits of such great Indian commanders as Confederate General 
Stand Watie. He describes the Indians' extraordinary military roles and courage at 
the Battles of Antietam, Chattanooga, and Second Cabin Creek, and in the 
Petersburg and Carolina campaigns. There were Indians with General Grant in the 
Army of the Potomac, General Lee in the Army of Northern Virginia, and with 
General Sherman in the Grand Army of the West. They served in integrated units, all
Indian outfits, as well as with the United States Colored Troops. From the 
evacuation of Indian Territory in the spring of 1861, to General Lee's surrender of 
Appomattox.

Laurence M. Hauptman is Distinguished Professor Emeritus of History in the State 
University of New York, College at New Paltz, and the author of several books on 
the Iroquois in New York state.
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Haut, Woody. Neon Noir: Contemporary American Crime Fiction. New York. 1999. 
Serpent's Tail. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 1852425474. 256 
pages. paperback. Signed by the Author. Inventory # 28076. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - NEON NOIR, the follow-up to Woody Haut's highly 
regarded PULP CULTURE, brings the story of American crime fiction and the 
related films up to date. From the Kennedy assassination to the Vietnam War and 
Watergate, through Reaganomics to Irangate and Whitewater, NEON NOIR is a 
roller-coaster ride through the American nightmare. Haut investigates the dark side 
of America through the work of writers such as James Ellroy, Elmore Leonard, 
Walter Mosley, James Lee Burke, Lawrence Block, James Sallis, George P. 
Pelecanos, Charles Willeford, Jerome Charyn, Sara Paretsky, Vicki Hendricks, KC 
Constantine, George V Higgins and James Crumley.

Born in Detroit in 1945, Woody Haut grew up in Pasadena, CA, attended San 
Francisco State University, and has lived in the UK since the early 1970's. Presently
a London journalist, he has worked as a college lecturer, cab driver and cinema 
programmer. He is the author of Heartbreak and Vine: The Fate of Hardboiled 
Writers in Hollywood, Pulp Culture: Hardboiled Fiction and the Cold War and Neon
Noir.
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Hautman, Pete. Mrs. Million. New York. 1999. Simon & Schuster. 1st Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0684832437. 283 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. 
Jacket design by Michael Accordino. Inventory # 26352. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Barbaraannette Quinn loved her husband, Bobby, right 
up until the day he got in his Jeep, left their home in Cold Rock, Minnesota, and 
never returned. She’s waited six years for him either to turn up dead or walk through
her door with a crooked smile and a pocketful of lies. Everything changes when 
Barbaraannette wins the lottery. Bobby Quinn is alive, well, and watching TV when 
Barbaraannette suddenly appears on-screen waving a snapshot of him and offering
a million dollars to anyone who can find her runaway husband and drag him back to
Cold Rock. Bobby and his girlfriend, Phlox, decide that she will turn him in, collect 
the million bucks, and then they’ll both hightail it back to Arizona to live happily ever
after. Unfortunately, everybody wants a piece of Bobby - including a pair of hulking 
good ole boys, who figure Bobby owes them, and a sociopathic pretty-boy fresh out
of St. Cloud Correctional, who notices that Barbaraannette’s offer doesn’t require 
that Bobby arrive alive. Toss in a shy, marathon-running banker, a lovestruck 
humanities professor, and Barbaraannette’s kleptomaniac mother, and things start 
getting a little hot in Cold Rock.

Peter Murray Hautman (born September 29, 1952) is an American author of novels 
for young adults. One of them, Godless, won the 2004 National Book Award for 
Young People's Literature. The National Book Foundation summary is, 'A teenage 
boy decides to invent a new religion with a new god - the town's water tower.' Under
the name Peter Murray, Hautman has written more than 50 short books for the 
schools market beginning in 1992 with the titles Beavers, Black widows, Dogs, 
Rhinos, Snakes, and Spiders.
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Hautman, Pete. Rag Man. New York. 2001. Simon & Schuster. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0743205596. 254 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Bradford Foltz. Inventory # 30987. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Acclaimed for his sparkling dialogue, laugh-out-loud 
funny descriptions, and suspenseful, brilliantly drawn plots, Pete Hautman asks 
tough questions about the nature of good and evil—and offers some unexpected 
answers in this blackly comic page-turner. Mack MacWray’s clothing company was
wildly successful—until his smooth-talking partner, Lars Larson, disappeared with all
the assets, leaving Mack with nothing but debts and shattered dreams. Devastated,
he thinks he has nothing left to live for until, on the cliffs of a remote Mexican resort,
he finds his wayward partner. After push literally comes to shove, Mack has a 
sudden revelation: Maybe he’s not such a nice guy after all. Mack returns to the 
States minus his moral compass—and discovers a world of opportunity. Without the
ball and chain of guilt and accountability, his success is all but guaranteed. He 
transforms himself from bankrupt loser to hard-nosed success story—but at what 
cost? His wife wants the old Mack back; her best friend wants Mack in bed; Lars’s 
widow wants money (or revenge); and Detective Jerry Pleasant wants some 
answers.

Peter Murray Hautman (born September 29, 1952) is an American author of novels 
for young adults. One of them, Godless, won the 2004 National Book Award for 
Young People's Literature. The National Book Foundation summary is, 'A teenage 
boy decides to invent a new religion with a new god - the town's water tower.' Under
the name Peter Murray, Hautman has written more than 50 short books for the 
schools market beginning in 1992 with the titles Beavers, Black widows, Dogs, 
Rhinos, Snakes, and Spiders.
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Hautman, Pete. Rash. New York. 2006. Simon & Schuster. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780689868016. 249 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by
Greg Stadnyk. Inventory # 37667. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Consumption of alcohol: Illegal. Football and other 
‘violent’ sports: Illegal. Ownership of guns, chain saws, and/or large dogs: Illegal. 
Body piercings, tattoos: Illegal. It's late in the twenty-first century, and the United 
Safer States of America (USSA) has become a nation obsessed with safety. For Bo
Marsten, a teenager who grew up in the USSA, it's all good. He knows the harsh 
laws were created to protect the people. But when Bo's temper flares out of control 
and he's sentenced to three years of manual labor, he's not so down with the law 
anymore. Bo's forced to live and work in a factory in the Canadian tundra. The 
warden running the place is totally out of his mind, and cares little for his inmates' 
safety. Bo will have to decide what's worse: a society that locks people up for road 
rage, or a prison where the wrong move could make you polar bear food.

Peter Murray Hautman (born September 29, 1952) is an American author of novels 
for young adults. One of them, Godless, won the 2004 National Book Award for 
Young People's Literature. The National Book Foundation summary is, 'A teenage 
boy decides to invent a new religion with a new god - the town's water tower.' Under
the name Peter Murray, Hautman has written more than 50 short books for the 
schools market beginning in 1992 with the titles Beavers, Black widows, Dogs, 
Rhinos, Snakes, and Spiders.
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Hautman, Pete. Ring Game. New York. 1997. Simon & Schuster. 1st Printing. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0684847183. 319 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author With
A Stamp That Reads 'Believe'. Jacket illustration by John Weiman. Inventory # 
24492. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Joe Crow has hit rock bottom. First, he misplaces his 
girlfriend overseas and can’t even find her phone number. Then, he loses his nest 
egg in Las Vegas. And to top it all off, he burns out his Jaguar and ends up in a 
screaming yellow Pontiac GTO, feeling not at all like the man he wants to be. This is
all dismaying enough to make Joe think about giving up the gambling life. Joe had 
gotten on the bad side of his father’s best friend, Axel Speeter. This happened when
he unwittingly introduced Axel’s almost-daughter, Carmen Roman, to Hyatt Hilton, a
one-time coke dealer who claims to be walking the straight and narrow these days.
Axel, who’s always been suspicious of Hyatt, makes it clear that Joe had better 
make sure that Hy the Guy is on the level before anyone walks down the aisle. 
Crow’s closer look at Hyatt shoves him into the middle of a dispute between Hilton 
and the self-styled we’ll-never-die cult Hilton helped to found. They call themselves 
the Amaranthines, and they seem willing to do anything to extend their life spans - 
including planting Joe Crow in a Dumpster.

Peter Murray Hautman (born September 29, 1952) is an American author of novels 
for young adults. One of them, Godless, won the 2004 National Book Award for 
Young People's Literature. The National Book Foundation summary is, 'A teenage 
boy decides to invent a new religion with a new god - the town's water tower.' Under
the name Peter Murray, Hautman has written more than 50 short books for the 
schools market beginning in 1992 with the titles Beavers, Black widows, Dogs, 
Rhinos, Snakes, and Spiders.
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Hautman, Pete. Short Money. New York. 1995. Simon & Schuster. 1st Printing. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0684802112. 288 pages. hardcover. Jacket design & illustration
by Corsillo/Manzone. Inventory # 21029. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - His career dead-ended, his marriage failing, and his 
supply of controlled substances rapidly dwindling, Joe Crow thinks his life has 
bottomed out - until he discovers he still has a long way to fall. When his ambulance-
chasing brother-in-law does him the dubious favor of recommending him for a job as
a bodyguard, Crow is sucked into a black comedy of unrequited greed and 
misplaced vengeance. He finds himself caught in the midst of a deadly dispute when
his new employer, a fast-fingered, trophy-hunting plastic surgeon named Dr. 
Bellweather, runs afoul of George and Ricky Murphy, owners of Talking Lake 
Ranch, a canned-hunt operation. For a hefty fee, the Murphys will arrange a hunt for
anything from Aardvark to Zebra - right there on their Minnesota ranch. Even 
George’s pet is for sale: a 600-pound Bengal tiger. For no apparent reason, the 
Murphys have suddenly decided to eliminate Dr. Bellweather - their number one 
customer - permanently. The hunter becomes the hunted, and the frightened doctor
turns to Crow to find out why. With his usual stylish blundering, Crow discovers layer
after layer of deception, madness, and fraud. Along the way, as he struggles to drag
his estranged wife back from the brink of the New Age, he learns how to be friends
with the spike-haired, leather-clad Laura Debrowski, and goes ice fishing with Sam
O’Gara, his cantankerous old man, who offers his unique brand of crusty wisdom - 
just in time to propel Crow deeper yet into the morass of other people’s problems. 
The odds say Crow is in over his head. But he’s got nothing to lose, and that makes
him the most dangerous in this deadly game of lies, deceit, and violence. By the end
of Short Money’s roller coaster plot, you may even learn the secret to the last 
unsolved mystery in DRAWING DEAD: How did Crow wind up owning that pink 
Jaguar?

Peter Murray Hautman (born September 29, 1952) is an American author of novels 
for young adults.
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Hautman, Pete. Stone Cold. New York. 1998. Simon & Schuster. 1st Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0689817592. Young Adult Novel. 163 pages. hardcover. Jacket
design by Paul Zakris. Inventory # 25898. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When Denn joins a poker game in his neighborhood, he
puts everything at stake-- his family, his friends, his girlfriend. With humor, insight, 
drama, and suspense, Pete Hautman looks at the world of high-stakes gambling and
how one teenager tries to fit in.

Peter Murray Hautman (born September 29, 1952) is an American author of novels 
for young adults. One of them, Godless, won the 2004 National Book Award for 
Young People's Literature. The National Book Foundation summary is, 'A teenage 
boy decides to invent a new religion with a new god - the town's water tower.' Under
the name Peter Murray, Hautman has written more than 50 short books for the 
schools market beginning in 1992 with the titles Beavers, Black widows, Dogs, 
Rhinos, Snakes, and Spiders.
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Hautman, Peter. Short Money. New York. 1995. Simon & Schuster. Advance 
Uncorrected Reader's Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 0684802112. 287 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 20994. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - His career dead-ended, his marriage failing, and his 
supply of controlled substances rapidly dwindling, Joe Crow thinks his life has 
bottomed out - until he discovers he still has a long way to fall. When his ambulance-
chasing brother-in-law does him the dubious favor of recommending him for a job as
a bodyguard, Crow is sucked into a black comedy of unrequited greed and 
misplaced vengeance. He finds himself caught in the midst of a deadly dispute when
his new employer, a fast-fingered, trophy-hunting plastic surgeon named Dr. 
Bellweather, runs afoul of George and Ricky Murphy, owners of Talking Lake 
Ranch, a canned-hunt operation. For a hefty fee, the Murphys will arrange a hunt for
anything from Aardvark to Zebra - right there on their Minnesota ranch. Even 
George’s pet is for sale: a 600-pound Bengal tiger. For no apparent reason, the 
Murphys have suddenly decided to eliminate Dr. Bellweather - their number one 
customer - permanently. The hunter becomes the hunted, and the frightened doctor
turns to Crow to find out why. With his usual stylish blundering, Crow discovers layer
after layer of deception, madness, and fraud. Along the way, as he struggles to drag
his estranged wife back from the brink of the New Age, he learns how to be friends
with the spike-haired, leather-clad Laura Debrowski, and goes ice fishing with Sam
O’Gara, his cantankerous old man, who offers his unique brand of crusty wisdom - 
just in time to propel Crow deeper yet into the morass of other people’s problems. 
The odds say Crow is in over his head. But he’s got nothing to lose, and that makes
him the most dangerous in this deadly game of lies, deceit, and violence. By the end
of Short Money’s roller coaster plot, you may even learn the secret to the last 
unsolved mystery in DRAWING DEAD: How did Crow wind up owning that pink 
Jaguar?

Peter Murray Hautman (born September 29, 1952) is an American author of novels 
for young adults.
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Havemann, Ernst. Bloodsong and Other Stories of South Africa. Boston. 1987. 
Houghton Mifflin. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0395432960. 134 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket photograph by Four by Five. Inventory # 8094. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An extraordinary voice tells these 11 stories, making use
of familiar words in unfamiliar order and adding details so pungent that time and 
place are pinned in a sentence. In A Farm at Raraba a white South African soldier 
captures one of those yellow Hottentot types, with spaces between his peppercorns
of hair, and they shelter together for the night. In the morning they go their separate
ways, a pattern repeated in Death of the Nation, when the white boy from Natal 
takes leave of his black companion, Fakwes. The latter shares everything he knows
with his white master, which bees sting and which merely buzz, how to salute the 
praying mantis and the white boy in turn teaches the unschooled black to read and
write, presenting him with a New Testament, in Zulu. I will be a preacher, but not a 
believer, Fakwes says, and proceeds to preach revolution. Excursions into unknown
cultural country abound, especially in the captivating title story, when a young farm 
boy defies his father and joins streams of natives bound for a tribal ceremony at the
chieftain’s kraal. The 68-year-old author, once a mining engineer in South Africa, is
a marvelously gifted writer. - PUBLISHERS WEEKLY.

Ernst Havemann (born July 10, 1918, South Africa) was a South African writer.
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Hawkes, John. The Beetle Leg. New York. 1951. New Directions. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good. No Dustjacket. 159 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Gertrude Huston. Inventory # 32391. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE BEETLE LEG is John Hawkes's intensely 
surrealistic second novel concerns a construction worker buried alive during the 
building of an irrigation dam in the West. According to the reviewer of the Saturday
Review, ‘The avant garde has now taken over the western story and I'm afraid it will
never be quite the same again.’

John Hawkes, born John Clendennin Talbot Burne Hawkes, Jr. (August 17, 1925 –
May 15, 1998), was a postmodern American novelist, known for the intensity of his
work, which suspended some traditional constraints of narrative fiction. Born in 
Stamford, Connecticut, and educated at Harvard University. Although he published 
his first novel, The Cannibal, in 1949, it was The Lime Twig (1961) that first won him
acclaim. Thomas Pynchon is said to have admired the novel. His second novel, The
Beetle Leg (1951), an intensely surrealistic Western set in a Montana landscape, 
came to be viewed by many critics as one of the landmark novels of 20th-century 
American literature. Hawkes took inspiration from Vladimir Nabokov and considered
himself a follower of the Russian-American translingual author. Nabokov's story 
"Signs and Symbols" was on the reading list for Hawkes's writing students at Brown
University. Hawkes died in Providence, Rhode Island.
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Hawkes, John. Travesty. New York. 1976. New Directions. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0811205975. 128 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Gertrude Huston. Inventory # 4447. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - TRAVESTY is John Hawkes’s most extreme vision of 
eroticism and comic terror. In the south of France, an elegant sportscar is speeding 
through the night, bearing a man, his daughter, and his best friend toward a fatal 
crash. As he drives, the ‘privileged man’ justifies, in sustained monologue, his firm 
persuasion that willed destruction is the ultimate act of poetic imagination. ‘What I 
have in mind is an ‘accident’ so perfectly contrived that it will be unique, spectacular
and instantaneous, a physical counterpart to that vision in which it was in fact 
conceived.’ This is the final work in a triad of novels concerned with sex, myth, the 
imagination, and the absurd. THE BLOOD ORANGES (1971) is the acting out of a 
lyric dream; DEATH, SLEEP & THE TRAVELER (1974) a descent into the depths of
psychic darkness to the edge of death; and TRAVESTY an icily comic portrait of the
poet as suicide and murderer. It is one of the most cruelly and brilliantly ironic works
to be found in contemporary literature.

John Hawkes, born John Clendennin Talbot Burne Hawkes, Jr. (August 17, 1925 –
May 15, 1998), was a postmodern American novelist, known for the intensity of his
work, which suspended some traditional constraints of narrative fiction. Born in 
Stamford, Connecticut, and educated at Harvard University. Although he published 
his first novel, The Cannibal, in 1949, it was The Lime Twig (1961) that first won him
acclaim. Thomas Pynchon is said to have admired the novel. His second novel, The
Beetle Leg (1951), an intensely surrealistic Western set in a Montana landscape, 
came to be viewed by many critics as one of the landmark novels of 20th-century 
American literature. Hawkes took inspiration from Vladimir Nabokov and considered
himself a follower of the Russian-American translingual author. Nabokov's story 
"Signs and Symbols" was on the reading list for Hawkes's writing students at Brown
University. Hawkes died in Providence, Rhode Island.
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Hawthorne, Nathaniel. The Celestial Railroad and Other Stories. New York. 1963. 
Signet/New American Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in
Wrappers. Afterword By R.P. Blackmur. 301 pages. paperback. CP153. Inventory #
32850. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The daydreams which edge toward nightmare; toward 
our desire to be pursued, cast out. demolished, damned' is how R. P. Blackmur 
describes the 'mode' of the eighteen stories in this Signet Classic collection By 
means of weird, yet inescapably convincing fables Hawthorne explores the 
corroding desires of superior men and women. Thwarted in their pursuit of 
perfection, endeavoring to escape the reality of their existence, they fall prey to a 
sudden lust for the Ideal and are unwittingly compelled to commit evils in the name 
of pride. Of the author's insights into the Puritan's simultaneous need for fulfillment 
and self - destruction D. H. Lawrence wrote, 'That blue - eyed darling Nathaniel 
knew disagreeable things in his inner soul. He was careful to send them out in 
disguise.' Hawthorne's contemporary, Edgar Allan Poe, said of his writing that 'Every
word tells, and there is not a word which does not tell.'

Nathaniel Hawthorne (born Nathaniel Hathorne; July 4, 1804 – May 19, 1864) was 
an American novelist and short story writer. Much of Hawthorne's writing centers on
New England, many works featuring moral allegories with a Puritan inspiration.
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Hawthorne, Nathaniel. The House of Seven Gables. New York. 1961. Signet/New 
American Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Some Discoloration Marks
On Back Cover,Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. Afterword By Edward C. 
Sampson. 287 pages. paperback. CD58. Cover: Lambert. Inventory # 33525. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - 'God will give him blood to drink!' An evil house, cursed 
through the centuries by a man who was hanged for witchcraft, haunted by the 
ghosts of its sinful dead, wracked by the fear of its frightened living. Four Pyncheons
play a part inside the blighted house: Hepzibah, an elderly recluse; Clifford, her 
feeble-minded brother; Phoebe, their young country cousin. and Jaffrey, a devil 
incarnate whose greedy quest for secret wealth is marked by murder and terrible 
vengeance from a restless grave. Nathaniel Hawthorne's works are imbued with a 
mixture of the actual and the imaginary, and THE HOUSE OF THE SEVEN 
GABLES is an enduring example. The puritanical Colonel Pyncheon is the 
embodiment of Hawthorne's own great grandfather, a judge at the Salem witch trials;
the gloomy, gabled house typifies his own depressing home. It is this masterful 
blending of the spiritual and symbolic that allows Hawthorne's haunted house to 
stand firm where many a weaker one has fallen.

Nathaniel Hawthorne (born Nathaniel Hathorne; July 4, 1804 – May 19, 1864) was 
an American novelist and short story writer. Much of Hawthorne's writing centers on
New England, many works featuring moral allegories with a Puritan inspiration.
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Hawthorne, Nathaniel. The Marble Faun. New York. 1961. Signet/New American 
Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Afterword By
Murray Kreiger. 346 pages. paperback. CD112. Cover: Lambert. Inventory # 31065.
$7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Henry James wrote of The Marble Faun: 'Hawthorne has
done few things more beautiful than the picture of the unequal complicity of guilt 
between his immature and dimly - puzzled hero, with his clinging, unquestioning, 
unexacting devotion, and the dark, powerful, more widely - seeing feminine nature of
Miriam. If the book contained nothing else noteworthy but. the murder committed by
Donatello under Miriam's eyes and the ecstatic wandering, afterward, of the guilty 
couple through the 'bloodstained streets of Rome,' it would still deserve to rank high
among the imaginative productions of our day.' The cosmopolitanism of this novel 
foreshadows one of the most important themes in our literature - the 'international 
theme' which was 40 later dominate the work of Henry James. Of all Hawthorne's 
fiction, The Marble Faun clearly dispels the myth of Hawthorne's unwavering Puritan
morality. It projects the author's fascination with the eternal struggle between, in 
Murray Krieger's words, 'the unfeeling virtue of moral severity and the yielding grace
of faulty humanity. the profound conflict between the limited claims of American 
moralism and of European aestheticism.'

Nathaniel Hawthorne (born Nathaniel Hathorne; July 4, 1804 – May 19, 1864) was 
an American novelist and short story writer. Much of Hawthorne's writing centers on
New England, many works featuring moral allegories with a Puritan inspiration.keywords
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Hawthorne, Nathaniel. The Scarlet Letter. New York. 1946. Heritage Press. 
Reprinted Edition. Very Good in Hardcover. Illustrated by W. A. Dwiggins. 280 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37533. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘He has the purest style, the finest taste, the most 
available scholarship, the most delicate humor, the most touching pathos, the most 
radiant imagination, the most consummate ingenuity,’ wrote Poe of Hawthorne, 
whose novel, THE SCARLET LETTER (1850), is generally regarded as the first 
great work of American fiction. It is the story of a ‘fallen woman’-fallen, that is, in the
eyes of the Calvinist-Puritan society of Boston - and of her daughter and the 
unacknowledged father. Hawthorne fiercely attacks this society for its persecution of
those who have broken none of Nature’s laws, yet sympathizes with it enough to be
able to regard his ‘romance’ as ‘a tale of human frailty and sorrow’. Of the ‘family’ he
writes with warmth and understanding and on them lavishes the artistic charms that
so delighted Henry James.

Nathaniel Hawthorne (born Nathaniel Hathorne; July 4, 1804 – May 19, 1864) was 
an American novelist and short story writer. Much of Hawthorne's writing centers on
New England, many works featuring moral allegories with a Puritan inspiration.
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Hawthorne, Nathaniel. The Scarlet Letter. New York. 1959. Signet/New American 
Library. Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn 
Wrappers. Foreword By Leo Marx. 259 pages. paperback. CD8. Inventory # 31640.
$6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An ardent young woman, her cowardly lover and her 
aging, vengeful husband - these are the central characters in this stark drama of the
conflict between passion and convention in the harsh, Puritan world of seventeenth -
century Boston. Tremendously moving, rich in psychological insight, this tragic novel
of shame and redemption reveals Hawthorne's concern with the New England past 
and its influence on American attitudes. From his dramatic illumination of the 
struggles between mind and heart, dogma and self - reliance, he fashioned one of 
the masterpieces of fiction. 'The one American literary work which comes as near to
perfection as is granted a man to bring his achievements.' - Arnold Bennett.

Nathaniel Hawthorne (born Nathaniel Hathorne; July 4, 1804 – May 19, 1864) was 
an American novelist and short story writer. Much of Hawthorne's writing centers on
New England, many works featuring moral allegories with a Puritan inspiration.
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Hawthorne, Nathaniel. The Scarlet Letter and the House of Seven Gables. New 
York. 1981. Signet/New American Library. Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 0451519086. Introduction by James
R. Mellow. 278 pages. paperback. CE1908. Inventory # 39053. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE SCARLET LETTER - An ardent young woman, her
cowardly lover, and her aging, vengeful husband - these are the central characters 
in this stark drama of the conflict between passion and convention in the harsh 
Puritan world of seventeenth - Century Boston. Tremendously moving, rich in 
psychological insight, this tragic novel of shame and redemption reveals 
Hawthorne's concern with the New England past and its influence on American 
attitudes. From his dramatic illumination of the struggles between mind and heart, 
dogma and self - reliance, he fashioned one of the masterpieces of fiction. THE 
HOUSE OF THE SEVEN GABLES - An evil house, cursed by a man hanged for 
witchcraft, haunted by the ghosts of its sinful dead, wracked by the fear of its 
frightened living - this is Nathaniel Hawthorne's THE HOUSE OF THE SEVEN 
GABLES. Within its walls dwell the Pyncheons: Hepzibah, an elderly recluse; 
Clifford, her feebleminded brother; Phoebe, their young country cousin. and Jaffrey,
a devil incarnate. Both the people and the place are drawn from a mixture of the 
actual and the imaginary. Colonel Pyncheon is based on Hawthorne's great 
grandfather, the gloomy, gabled house on his own home. This masterful blending of
the spiritual and symbolic allows Hawthorne's haunted house to stand firm where 
many a weaker one has fallen.

Nathaniel Hawthorne (born Nathaniel Hathorne; July 4, 1804 – May 19, 1864) was 
an American novelist and short story writer. Much of Hawthorne's writing centers on
New England, many works featuring moral allegories with a Puritan inspiration.
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Hayduke, George. Getting Even: The Complete Book of Dirty Tricks. Secaucus. 
1981. Lyle Stuart. 1st Paperbound Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0818403144. 
208 pages. paperback. Inventory # 37787. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Don't get mad--get even! This is a humorous compilation
of the most ingenious tricks cooked up by Hayduke and his friends. Don't get mad--
get even! This is a humorous compilation of the most ingenious tricks cooked up by
Hayduke and his friends.

George Hayduke is the pen name of a prolific anonymous author of prank books. 
The name is believed to be based on the character George Washington Hayduke III,
created by Edward Abbey in his 1975 book The Monkey Wrench Gang, and 1990 
book Hayduke Lives.
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Hayes-Bautista, David E. El Cinco de Mayo: An American Tradition. Berkeley. 2012.
University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9780520272132. 25 b/w photographs, 1 line illustration, 3 maps. 303 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 38235. $26.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Why is Cinco de Mayo—a holiday commemorating a 
Mexican victory over the French at Puebla in 1862—so widely celebrated in 
California and across the United States, when it is scarcely observed in Mexico? As
David E. Hayes-Bautista explains, the holiday is not Mexican at all, but rather an 
American one, created by Latinos in California during the mid-nineteenth century. 
Hayes-Bautista shows how the meaning of Cinco de Mayo has shifted over time—it
embodied immigrant nostalgia in the 1930s, U.S. patriotism during World War II, 
Chicano Power in the 1960s and 1970s, and commercial intentions in the 1980s and
1990s. Today, it continues to ref lect the aspirations of a community that is engaged,
empowered, and expanding.

David E. Hayes-Bautista is Professor of Medicine and Director of the Center for the
Study of Latino Health and Culture at the David Geffen School of Medicine at the 
University of California, Los Angeles. He is the author of La Nueva California: 
Latinos in the Golden State (UC Press).
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Hayes, Derek. Historical Atlas of the United States. Berkeley. 2006. University of 
California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780520250369. 
hardcover. Inventory # 40489. $47.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Using more than five hundred historical maps from 
collections around the world, this stunning book is the first to tell the story of 
America's past from a unique geographical perspective. Covering more than half a
millennium in U.S. history--from conception to colonization to Hurricane Katrina--this
atlas documents the discoveries and explorations, the intrigue and negotiations, the
technology and the will that led the United States to become what it is today. Richly
detailed, visually breathtaking maps are accompanied by extended captions that 
elucidate the stories and personalities behind their creation. Coasts and mountains,
rivers and lakes, and peaks and plains are described by explorers encountering 
them for the first time. These maps can convey explorers' ideas of what lay over the
mountains ahead, their notions about what was discovered, and their explanations 
of the land's potential for sponsors back home. The maps can also show a 
promoter's attempt to sell his project to settlers or a general's assessment of a 
coming battle. They chart the wars that created and molded the country: the French
and Indian War and the War for Independence; the Mexican and Civil Wars; the 
numerous Indian wars; as well as more localized battles of conquest and survival. 
Readers can follow the progression of map creation and design as more knowledge
was gained about the American continent. Distilling an enormous amount of 
information into one handsome volume, the Historical Atlas of the United States 
highlights the evolution of geographical knowledge at the same time that it presents
a fascinating chronicle of the expansion and development of a nation. Copub: 
Douglas & McIntyre.

Derek Hayes is the author of Historical Atlas of the United States, Historical Atlas of
California, and Historical Atlas of the Pacific Northwest, among other books.
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Hayes, Kevin J. The Two-Wheeled World of George B. Thayer. Lincoln. 2015. 
University of Nebraska Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
9780803255258. 257 pages. hardcover. Inventory #  44411. $28.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Cyclotourism has recently risen to prominence with 
growing national media coverage and thousands of participants taking to America’s 
roadways on two wheels and under their own pedal power. But the concept is not 
new. More than a century ago, George B. Thayer took his own first “century,” or one-
hundred-mile bicycle ride. The Two-Wheeled World of George B. Thayer brings to 
life the experience of late nineteenth-century cycling through the heartfelt story of 
this important cycling pioneer. In 1886, just two years after his first century, Thayer 
rode his high wheeler across the United States, traveling from his home in 
Connecticut to California and back. Thayer took an indirect route without any intent 
to set speed records, but his trip was full of adventure nonetheless. Thayer loved 
going downhill, his legs over the handlebars, risking life and limb atop the large 
wheel on often rough and muddy roads. With aplomb and humor, he dealt with the 
countless other hazards he encountered, including dogs, mule teams, and wild 
hogs. Even bad weather and poor sleeping conditions could not keep Thayer down.
After his epic tour across the United States, Thayer had the urge to cycle abroad 
and eventually toured England, Germany, Belgium, and Canada on his bike. His 
later travels were in part aided by his hometown of Hartford, Connecticut, which was
the epicenter of American bicycle manufacturing in the late 1890s. In addition to 
telling Thayer’s cycling story, Kevin J. Hayes brings to life the culture of cycling and 
its rise at the end of the nineteenth century, when bikes became more affordable 
and the nation’s riding craze took off.

Kevin J. Hayes is the author of several books concerning American literature, 
history, and culture, including An American Cycling Odyssey, 1887 (Nebraska, 
2002).
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Hayman, Ronald. Hitler & Geli. New York. 1998. Bloomsbury Books. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1582340080. 246 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
26659. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Few people know of the affair Adolf Hitler had with his 
niece, Geli Raubal. The couple shared a strangely intense, passionate relationship,
but it was always dogged by Hitler's intolerance, his chauvinistic attitude to 
womanhood and his possessive jealousy. In 1931, aged 23, Geli Raubal was found
dead in the Munich flat she shared with Hitler, his revolver on the floor and an 
unfinished letter on the table. Hitler was shattered by his niece's death, and for the 
rest of his life couldn't speak of her without becoming emotional. Hitler and Geli is 
the remarkable and little-known story of the most important relationship in Hitler's 
life.

Ronald Hayman (born 4 May 1932) is a British critic, dramatist, and writer best 
known for his biographies.
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Haynes, David. Heathens. Minneapolis. 1996. New Rivers Press. 1 of 100 Copies 
Numbered & Signed By The Author On A Tipped-In Leaf. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0898231663. 182 pages. hardcover. Cover photograph: Skyline view of St. Paul at 
night, ca. 1955, Minnesota Historical Society. Inventory # 24929. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Meet the Gabriel family: LaDonna, an entrepreneur of 
prodigious creativity, has been sentenced to a term in the Shakopee Women's 
Detention Center, that is extended when she puts a hex on the judge. Undaunted, 
she creates a line of cosmetic products from her cell. Marcus, LaDonna's significant
other, spends his days pining for LaDonna, teaching his classes at Hawthorne 
Elementary School, and hanging out with Ali, their teen-age son. Verda, Marcus's 
mother, seizes the opportunity to find someone suitable to replace LaDonna. She 
sets about hiring a maid to infiltrate the household and capture Marcus's affections.
During this trying time one woman - Dr. Ione Wilson Simpson, a teacher at Mid 
North Bible College - remains loyal to LaDonna. Ali, and the other teen-agers in the
book, view all the machinations from a safe distance, with typical teen-age aplomb.
Haynes deftly portrays his characters using dialogue that is scrupulously faithful to 
each of them. He escorts the reader on a tour of a community bursting with 
memorable people who hold remarkable points of view. Haynes carries this off with
ease, while revealing the humor of close relationships.

David Haynes is the author of five novels for adults and two for children. His other 
adult titles include LIVE AT FIVE, HEATHENS, SOMEBODY ELSE’S MAMA, and 
RIGHT BY MY SIDE, selected by the American Library Association as one of the 
Best Books for Young Adults of that year. In 1996 David Haynes was named by 
Granta magazine as one of the Best Young American Novelists. Haynes has taught
middle-school students in the inner city for fourteen years, has served on the 
leadership team at the experimental Saturn School of Tomorrow, and is currently a 
teacher-in-residence at the National Board for Professional Teaching Standards in
Washington, D. C.
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Haynes, David. Live at Five. Minneapolis. 1996. Milkweed Editions. 1st Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 1571310096. 267 pages. hardcover. Jacket art by Doug 
Oudekerk. Jacket design by sally Wagner. Inventory # 23286. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Sparks fly when a black television anchorman looking for
'real life' (and higher ratings) hooks up with a spunky young woman from the inner 
city in this 'touching and wickedly funny novel' (Publishers Weekly) by one of 
Granta's Best Young American Novelists.

David Haynes is the author of five novels for adults and two for children. His other 
adult titles include LIVE AT FIVE, HEATHENS, SOMEBODY ELSE’S MAMA, and 
RIGHT BY MY SIDE, selected by the American Library Association as one of the 
Best Books for Young Adults of that year. In 1996 David Haynes was named by 
Granta magazine as one of the Best Young American Novelists. Haynes has taught
middle-school students in the inner city for fourteen years, has served on the 
leadership team at the experimental Saturn School of Tomorrow, and is currently a 
teacher-in-residence at the National Board for Professional Teaching Standards in
Washington, D. C.
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Haynes, David. Somebody Else's Mama. Minneapolis. 1995. Milkweed Editions. 2nd
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1571310037. 340 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
22566. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - As she struggles to move from antagonism to common 
ground with Miss Xenobia Kezee, her sick, elderly, cantankerous mother-in-law, 
Paula Johnson confronts her own mother's death and her husband's detachment 
from the emotional life of his family.

David Haynes is the author of five novels for adults and two for children. His other 
adult titles include LIVE AT FIVE, HEATHENS, SOMEBODY ELSE’S MAMA, and 
RIGHT BY MY SIDE, selected by the American Library Association as one of the 
Best Books for Young Adults of that year. In 1996 David Haynes was named by 
Granta magazine as one of the Best Young American Novelists. Haynes has taught
middle-school students in the inner city for fourteen years, has served on the 
leadership team at the experimental Saturn School of Tomorrow, and is currently a 
teacher-in-residence at the National Board for Professional Teaching Standards in
Washington, D. C.
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Haywood, Gar Anthony. Bad News Travels Fast. New York. 1995. Putnam. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0399140174. 244 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
25009. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Joe and Dottie Loudermilk find their long-anticipated 
trailer trip to Washington, D.C., taking an unexpected detour, when their political 
extremist son, Eddie, is accused first of stealing an ex-confederate's girlfriend and 
then of murder.

Gar Anthony Haywood is the award-winning author of three Aaron Gunner novels: 
YOU CAN DIE TRYING, FEAR OF THE DARK, and NOT LONG FOR THIS 
WORLD, as well as the Loudermilk series. He lives in Venice, California, with his 
two daughters.
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Hazen, Barbara Shook. The Knight Who Was Afraid of the Dark(Pictures By Tony 
Ross). New York. 1989. Dial Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0803706677. Illustrated by Tony Ross. unpaginated. hardcover. Cover art by Tony 
Ross. Inventory # 11619. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Unless Sir Fred overcomes his knee-bumping, heart-
thumping fear of the dark, he may lose the lovely Lady Wendylyn to dastardly Melvin
the Miffed.

Barbara Shook Hazen, a former editor at Golden Books, is the author of more than 
80 books for young readers, including the popular Little Golden Book The Please 
and Thank You Book. She lives in Massachusetts and in New York City.
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Hazen, Don and Winokur, Julie (editors). We the Media: A Citizen's Guide To 
Fighting For Media Democracy. New York. 1997. New Press. 1st Printing. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 1565843800. 222 pages. paperback. Inventory # 24606. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Filled with up-to-the-minute facts, figures, and 
commentary, the book features over 100 of the leading journalists, media critics, and
experts in the country on: who owns and controls the media; how the rapidly 
expanding empires of Disney, Time Warner, Rupert Murdoch's NewsCorp, and other
media conglomerates affect what you see, hear and read; how political 
considerations and the radical right influence what gets on the air and who gets left
out of the picture; and how advertising pervades virtually every second of your life.
We the Media also highlights the alternatives - organizations, leaders, and the media
makers who are successfully fighting the conglomerates and demanding that media
and democracy go together. Our media system has been transformed and our lives
will be changed in ways we don't even know yet. But we can do something about it.
We the Media is a survival guide to navigating the brave new media landscape.

Don Hazen, former publisher of Mother Jones, is the director of the Institute for 
Alternative Journalism in San Francisco. Julie Winkour is a freelance writer and 
editor.
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Head, Bessie. Tales of Tenderness and Power. Oxford. 1990. Heinemann. 1st 
African Writers Series Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0435905791. 144 pages. 
paperback. Cover design by Keith Pointing Cover illustration by Sunita Singh Author
photograph by George Hallett. Inventory # 17929. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - During her lifetime (1937-86), Bessie Head was hailed as
one of Africa’s greatest writers. This anthology of stories, personal observations and
historic legends - some previously unpublished — is a fitting tribute to her versatility
and power as a story-teller and commentator. TALES OF TENDERNESS AND 
POWER draws on writings which have roots in the author’s own experience in 
Botswana. It reflects her fascination with the country’s people and their history and 
her identification with individuals and their conflicting emotions. ‘She enjoyed 
observing, smiling, forgiving or raging and then recording.’ These tales reveal her 
affinity with human goodness and tenderness and her fear and resentment of the 
misuse of power. Bessie Head has been described as writing with ‘an extraordinary
simplicity and breadth of vision’. This collection will honour her vision and 
posthumously reinforce her literary status. ‘It should be widely read for it confirms 
the stature and rich complexity of Head’s literary legend.’ Andries Walter Oliphant, 
New Nation ‘TALES OF TENDERNESS AND POWER is a good book which 
reasserts Head as one of Africa’s great writers, and pays a deserved tribute to a 
woman who gave the best part of her life to literature.’ Kaizer M Nyatsumba, Tribute.

Bessie Emery Head (6 July 1937 – 17 April 1986) is usually considered Botswana's
most influential writer. In 2003 she was awarded the South African ‘Order of 
Ikhamanga in Gold’ for her ‘exceptional contribution to literature and the struggle for
social change, freedom and peace.’
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Head, Matthew. The Cabinda Affair. New York. 2017. Felony & Mayhem. Reprinted
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781631941108. 204 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 43350. $14.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - World War II is over but Hooper Taliaferro is still in 
Africa, typing up Uncle Sam's loose ends. The latest end is in Cabinda, a tiny 
Portuguese colony with gaily painted buildings and a history of slave-trading. Hoop 
should have a pleasant stay at the home of the local administrator - the beer, after 
all, is cold, and the women beautiful - but the other guests are an unpleasant mix of
hangers-on, including a shady lawyer and an overly chummy Brit on constant look-
out for a loan. When one of them is murdered, Hoop calls in Dr. Mary Finney, the 
Miss Marple of the tropics. As usual, Hoop is a bit fuzzy on the details, but the 
formidable Dr. Finney has both stellar sleuthing skills and a .45 in her "necessaries 
bag." Both will come in handy if she's to sort through the tangled threads of the 
Cabinda Affair.

John Edwin Canaday (February 1, 1907 – July 19, 1985) was a leading American art
critic, author and art historian.
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Head, Matthew. The Devil in the Bush. New York. 2017. Felony & Mayhem. 
Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781631941085. paperback.
Inventory # 43349. $12.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The first in the Dr. Mary Finney quartet World War II is 
raging, but in this dusty backwater of the Belgian Congo the most pressing problem 
is finding a cold beer. That's the case at least for Hooper Taliaferro, a genial U.S. 
government flunkey sent to Africa on a vague errand related to the war effort. What
he finds at the failing Congo-Ruizi plantation won't help the Allies much. Like 
colonialism itself, the owner is dying of a slow poison, and neither his bitter, round-
heeled wife nor the plantation's manager, drowning in booze and mysterious guilt, 
can muster the energy to care. But along with Hooper arrives Dr. Mary Finney, a 
formidable missionary with both moral outrage and sleuthing skills to spare. A cross
between Chekhov and Agatha Christie, Devil in the Bush introduces Dr. Finney as a
sort of blunt-spoken Yankee Miss Marple, with likeable, lightweight Hooper - the 
series narrator - standing by as her faithful scribe.

John Edwin Canaday (February 1, 1907 – July 19, 1985) was a leading American art
critic, author and art historian.
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Healy, Dermot. The Bend For Home: A Memoir. New York. 1998. Harcourt Brace. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0151003041. 307 pages. hardcover.
Jacket design by Vaughn Andrews. Inventory # 16791. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - One day, years after he’s moved away from his 
childhood home in rural Ireland, Dermot Healy returns to care for his ailing mother.
Out of the blue she hands him the forgotten diary he had kept as a fifteen-year-old.
He is amazed to find the makings of the writer he has become, as well as taken 
aback at the changes his memory has wrought upon the events of the past. Here is 
the seed of his story-the vision of the boy meets the memory of the man - which 
creates a stunning, illusory effect. The strange silhouettes who have haunted his 
past come back to inhabit these pages: his father, a kind policeman who guides him
back to bed when he stumbles down the stairs sleepwalking; his mother, whose 
stories young Dermot has heard so often that he believes they are his own; or Aunt
Masie, whose early disappointment in love has left her both dreamy and cynical. In 
this billowing and expansive series of recollections, Healy has traced the very shape
of human memory.

Dermot Healy (18 July 1947 – 29 June 2014) was an Irish novelist, playwright, poet
and short story writer. A member of Aosdána, Healy was also part of its governing 
body, the Toscaireacht. Born in Finnea, County Westmeath, he lived in County 
Sligo, and was described variously as a 'master', a 'Celtic Hemingway' and as 
'Ireland's finest living novelist'.
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Heard, Alex. Apocalypse Pretty Soon: Travels in End-Time Amerca. New York. 
1999. Norton. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0393046893. 360 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 26657. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The inspired madness of America's apocalyptic and pre-
millennial organizations may have reached a fever pitch with the turn of the twenty-
first century, but intrepid cultural traveler Alex Heard spent a ten-year period 
witnessing the crescendo firsthand. Heard's enthusiasm led him on errands as 
diverse as being a voyeur at a Republic of Texas militia standoff, accompanying an
expectant UFO ‘greeting party’ to a remote field in Minnesota, and enacting the grief
of the California quail at an ad-hoc therapy group for fierce environmentalists who 
believe the earth is an actual living entity that's preparing to kill off its human 
population--and soon. .or at least pretty soon. Amazing as it may seem, however, 
throughout this trenchant subcultural travelogue, Heard never stoops to ridicule his 
subjects. As one reviewer puts it, ‘Heard's real achievement may be that he makes 
us care--in a way that is more than voyeuristic--about the colorful characters he 
meets on the road to the new millennium. He takes these people seriously, allows 
his assumptions to be challenged, and lets himself find that some of their beliefs and
fears reflect his own’ (San Jose Mercury News). Apocalypse Pretty Soon will appeal
to science fiction fans and students of subcultures, as well as anybody interested in
way-out alternatives to the brave new world.

Alexander S. Heard is editorial director of Outside magazine and the author of 
Apocalypse Pretty Soon, a book about millennial subcultures in the United States. 
His book, The Eyes of Willie McGee: A Tragedy of Race, Sex, and Secrets in the 
Jim Crow South, about the 1951 execution of Willie McGee (convict), was published
in 2010. Prior to his work with Outside, he was the executive editor for Wired 
magazine. He has also edited and written for The New York Times Magazine, The 
New Republic,The Washington Post and Slate. He is not related to G. Alexander 
Heard, who was chancellor of Vanderbilt University. Heard is a graduate of 
Vanderbilt University and attended during Chancellor Heard's tenure.
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Heath, Roy A. K. Kwaku Or the Man Who Could Not Keep His Mouth Shut. London.
1982. Allison & Busby. 1st British Edition. Very Good in Worn Dustjacket With A 
Large Tear On The Front Top Spine. 0850314704. 254 pages. hardcover. Inventory
# 18079. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is the tale of Kwaku, who was reduced to a state of 
idiocy by intelligent men, but made a spontaneous recovery. KWAKU tells of the 
outrageous adventures of a unique character, part con-man, part Everyman, part 
Holy Fool, and is by far the best and funniest novel Roy Heath has yet written. It is a
picaresque saga that follows Kwaku from his childhood dreams of a glorious destiny
to his search for the ideal wife, the ideal job and the easy life. He pursues his 
dreams of wealth, happiness and position with a fanaticism that is only defeated by
his own magnificent failings. Roy Heath is already acknowledged as an outstanding
novelist. But in KWAKU his writing really begins to sing and he reaches new heights.
It is brilliantly conceived and constructed — but above all, it is hugely enjoyable.

Roy A(ubrey) K(elvin) Heath (13 August 1926 - 14 May 2008) was a Guyanese 
writer, most noted for his ‘Georgetown Trilogy’ of novels (also published in an 
omnibus volume as THE ARMSTRONG TRILOGY, 1994), consisting of FROM THE
HEAT OF THE DAY (1979), ONE GENERATION (1980), and GENETHA (1981). 
Heath said that his work was ‘intended to be a dramatic chronicle of twentieth-
century Guyana’. He was awarded the Guyana Literature Prize in 1989.
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Heath, Roy. Orealla. London. 1984. Allison & Busby. 1st British Edition. Very Good 
in Slightly Chipped Dustjacket. 085031528x. 255 pages. hardcover. Jacket design 
by Mick Keates and Wendy Taylor. Illustration by Michael O’Brien. Inventory # 643.
$20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Human desires, yearnings and mysteries run close to the
surface in Orealla, set in the sultry atmosphere of Guyana's capital, Georgetown, 
where decadence and the promise of excitement flourish among avenues of 
jacaranda and secret back yards. This is the world of Ben, who is suspended 
between the poles of two women of contrasting dispositions but is unable to find 
peace with either. Haunted by a restlessness born of being able and educated yet 
having to submit to the humiliation of serving a man he does not respect, he 
glimpses the tantalizing vision of a different way of life through his strange friendship
with the aboriginal Indian Carl from Orealla - a village which seems doomed to lose 
its battle against the advance of an alien civilization. Ben finds his situation 
increasingly intolerable and his revenge, when it comes, is devastating. But is it 
revenge on his master and on the world, or on himself? Roy Heath, acknowledged 
for his skill at portraying human psychology at its most profound, knows his 
characters on a level where they hardly know themselves, and in this brimming but 
brilliantly controlled new novel he presents a community of people who respond 
fervently and with humour to life's ironies and passions.

Roy A(ubrey) K(elvin) Heath (13 August 1926 - 14 May 2008) was a Guyanese 
writer, most noted for his ‘Georgetown Trilogy’ of novels (also published in an 
omnibus volume as THE ARMSTRONG TRILOGY, 1994), consisting of FROM THE
HEAT OF THE DAY (1979), ONE GENERATION (1980), and GENETHA (1981). 
Heath said that his work was ‘intended to be a dramatic chronicle of twentieth-
century Guyana’. He was awarded the Guyana Literature Prize in 1989.
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Heath, Roy. The Ministry of Hope. New York. 1997. Marion Boyars. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0714530158. 320 pages. hardcover. Cover: Susi
Mawani. Inventory # 23944. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Kwaku is back; a small-time chiseller and ineffective 
healer in a village in Guyana but now down in the dumps: his wife has gone blind, 
his twin sons brutalize him, he is toppled from his perch as a healer and becomes 
once again the laughing stock of all and sundry. But fate intervenes, and Kwaku's 
fortunes are resurrected as he makes his way to Georgetown to become a dealer in 
'antique' chamber pots. With a recommendation and some borrowed cash from an 
old woman whose son has become a government minister, he embarks on an 
odyssey in search of riches, only to find himself a lowly servant of the corrupt 
minister who steals his ideas and sends him on demeaning errands designed to 
further the minister's financial scams, sexual peccadillos and political intrigues. 
Kwaku now faces the dilemma of going under - the fate of so many who migrate 
from the country to the town - or adapting his character to suit his urban existence.
What distinguishes this novel is the closely observed psychological metamorphosis
of Kwaku. Just barely escaping from a murderous gang, he finally succeeds in 
establishing himself as a respected, wealthy citizen - whilst remaining, of course, his
own inimitable, infuriating, brilliantly engaging self. In this bright and comic novel, 
Roy Heath deals vividly with the social and political conflicts and conundrums facing
the nouveaux riches in the third world and the staggeringly poor, emerging into 
independence and unheard-of prospects. The colourful language of the characters is
perfectly captured, and their shenanigans and valour are depicted with wit and 
compassion.

Roy A(ubrey) K(elvin) Heath (13 August 1926 - 14 May 2008) was a Guyanese 
writer, most noted for his ‘Georgetown Trilogy’ of novels (also published in an 
omnibus volume as THE ARMSTRONG TRILOGY, 1994), consisting of FROM THE
HEAT OF THE DAY (1979), ONE GENERATION (1980), and GENETHA (1981). 
Heath said that his work was ‘intended to be a dramatic chronicle of twentieth-
century Guyana’. He was awarded the Guyana Literature Prize in 1989.
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Hecht, Ben. Count Bruga. New York. 1929. Avon Books. Paperback Edition. Tape-
Repair To Page 29,Otherwise Good in Wrappers. 319 pages. paperback. #11. 
Inventory # 35426. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - COUNT BRUGA as a novel is as insensitive as a 
hangman, as vain as a monkey and as absurd as Sinbad. It recites what is intended
to be the unreal and ironical history of a preposterous creature called Count Hippolyt
Bruga. You will find it full of murders, terse seductions, amiable magicians, poets, 
fair though somewhat idiotic Ladies and a Grand Passion; all of which have been 
introduced into the narrative with Ben Hecht’s customary respect for the noble art of
fiction.

Ben Hecht (February 28, 1894 – April 18, 1964) was an American screenwriter, 
director, producer, playwright, journalist, and novelist. A journalist in his youth, he 
went on to write thirty-five books and some of the most entertaining screenplays and
plays in America. He received screen credits, alone or in collaboration, for the 
stories or screenplays of some seventy films.
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Hecht, Peter. Weed Land: Inside America’s Marijuana Epicenter and How Pot Went
Legit. Berkeley. 2014. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 9780520275430. 6 x 9. 268 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
40733. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Early in the morning September 5, 2002, camouflaged 
and heavily-armed Drug Enforcement Administration agents descended on a 
terraced marijuana garden—and a medicinal and spiritual refuge for the sick and 
dying. The DEA raid on the Wo/Men’s Alliance for Medical Marijuana, a sanctuary 
for severely ill patients using marijuana as medicine stirs the opening of Weed Land,
an up-close journalistic narrative that chronicles a transformative epoch for 
marijuana in America. From the passage of California’s Proposition 215, the nation’s
first medical marijuana law, through law enforcement raids and emergence of a 
lucrative cannabis industry, Weed Land reveals the changing political, legal, 
economic and social dynamic for pot. It offers an independent, meticulously reported
account on clashes and contradictions of a burgeoning California cannabis culture 
that stoked pot liberalization elsewhere, including marijuana legalization votes in 
Colorado and Washington. Written by Peter Hecht, an award-winning journalist from
The Sacramento Bee, Weed Land takes readers into laboratories of researchers 
who challenged federal drug policy with clinical studies revealing medical benefits 
for cannabis. It also explores an exploding marijuana marketplace that pitches 
compassionate healing with the pure joy of pot. And it takes readers inside the law 
enforcement backlash—and unfolding consequences of a federal crackdown on 
America’s largest marijuana economy.

Peter Hecht is a senior writer who covers California issues for The Sacramento Bee
and McClatchy Newspapers. In 2010, as an initiative to legalize marijuana in 
California was put on the ballot, Hecht’s blog for the Bee, ‘Weed Wars’ covered the
news, trends, and people behind the California marijuana story.
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Heffer, Jean. The United States and the Pacific: History of a Frontier. Notre Dame. 
2002. University Of Notre Dame Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0268043086. Translated from the French by W. D. Wilson. 510 pages. 
hardcover. Cover: Juanita Dix. Inventory # 32770. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This work offers a history of the Pacific as a frontier of 
the United States using economics, politics, and culture as its central areas of 
consideration. While many studies have analyzed specific regions within the Pacific,
this work considers the whole of this vast ocean and its coasts as a single unit of 
study. In broadening the scope of analysis, one of the author s primary aims is to 
expand American understanding of the term frontier to include the Pacific and its 
nations. It covers periods stretching from 1784, the year the first ship flying the 
American flag reached China, to 1867, the eve of the Civil War. During this period, 
America s presence was expanding throughout the entire ocean. It also covers the 
period from 1868 to Pearl Harbour in 1941, witnessing a simultaneous contraction of
the area within which various American interests were active, and a gradual 
integration of the frontier region. Finally, World War II marks the beginning of the 
period which concludes in 1994, during which, Heffer argues, the entire Pacific 
becomes an American lake and the former frontier begins to disappear.

Jean Heffer is well known in France as an interpreter of U.S. history.
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Hegi, Ursula. Salt Dancers. New York. 1995. Simon & Schuster. 1st Printing. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0684802090. 235 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. 
Jacket design by Julie Metz. Inventory # 23567. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Unmarried and pregnant at forty-one, Julia returns home
to Spokane, Washington, to the father she hasn’t seen in twenty-three years, and to
the memories of secrecy, betrayal, abuse, and abandonment that haunt her still. She
is determined to understand, before her child is born, how her family unraveled. 
What made her mother disappear without a word one day, leaving Julia to face the 
terror of her father’s desperate, alcohol-fueled outbursts? How did the loving father,
who taught Julia the salt dance to chase away her fears, turn into the punishing 
father who could never be pleased?

Ursula Hegi (born May 23, 1946) is a German-born American writer. She is currently
an instructor in the MFA program at Stony Brook Southampton. She was born 
Ursula Koch in 1946 in Düsseldorf, Germany, a city that was heavily bombed during
World War II. Her perception growing up was that the war was avoided as a topic of
discussion despite its evidence everywhere, and The Holocaust was a particularly 
taboo topic. This had a strong effect on her later writing and her feelings about her 
German identity.
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Hegi, Ursula. Salt Dancers. New York. 1995. Simon & Schuster. 1st Printing. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0684802090. 235 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Julie 
Metz. Inventory # 23480. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Unmarried and pregnant at forty-one, Julia returns home
to Spokane, Washington, to the father she hasn’t seen in twenty-three years, and to
the memories of secrecy, betrayal, abuse, and abandonment that haunt her still. She
is determined to understand, before her child is born, how her family unraveled. 
What made her mother disappear without a word one day, leaving Julia to face the 
terror of her father’s desperate, alcohol-fueled outbursts? How did the loving father,
who taught Julia the salt dance to chase away her fears, turn into the punishing 
father who could never be pleased?

Ursula Hegi (born May 23, 1946) is a German-born American writer. She is currently
an instructor in the MFA program at Stony Brook Southampton. She was born 
Ursula Koch in 1946 in Düsseldorf, Germany, a city that was heavily bombed during
World War II. Her perception growing up was that the war was avoided as a topic of
discussion despite its evidence everywhere, and The Holocaust was a particularly 
taboo topic. This had a strong effect on her later writing and her feelings about her 
German identity.
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Hegi, Ursula. Stones From the River. New York. 1994. Poseidon Press. 1st 
American Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0671780751. 509 pages. hardcover. 
Signed by the Author. Jacket design by Carin Goldberg. Inventory # 23479. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Trudi Montag is born during World War I in the small 
town of Burgdorf on the Rhein river. She is a Zwerg - a dwarf - short, squat, 
undesirable, different. All her life Trudi yearns to stretch and grow to be like 
everyone else. But as she matures to become the town’s librarian and its unofficial 
historian, conscience, and purveyor of gossip, she comes to learn that - like the 
stones at the bottom of the river, which are seen only when one dives deep beneath
its surface - being different is a secret everyone shares: her mother, who flees a 
betrayal into madness and early death; her widowed, celibate father, lame from one
war, who attracts the fantasies of many townswomen; her friend Georg, whose 
mother pretends he’s a girl; Hans Malter, the man who cannot acknowledge his 
feelings for Trudi; his daughter Hanna, who Trudi believes should have been her 
child; and especially the Jews and other ‘undesirables’ Trudi harbors in her cellar 
during the Nazi regime. These secrets, which Trudi chooses to tell or to withhold like
a master storyteller, reveal the truths of human existence in a complex and 
tumultuous period. The story of Trudi and the town of Burgdorf is timeless and 
unforgettable - the story of people both ‘good’ and ‘bad,’ ordinary people living in an
unforgiving time during which their actions, or inaction, will mark them forever. Trudi
is the collective voice of all women who have tried to belong, to fit in. She is the 
grotesque in all of us, the courageous in all of us. STONES FROM THE RIVER is a
moving novel about life during wartimes as well as the years in between.

Ursula Hegi (born May 23, 1946) is a German-born American writer. She is currently
an instructor in the MFA program at Stony Brook Southampton. She was born 
Ursula Koch in 1946 in Düsseldorf, Germany, a city that was heavily bombed during
World War II. Her perception growing up was that the war was avoided as a topic of
discussion despite its evidence everywhere, and The Holocaust was a particularly 
taboo topic. This had a strong effect on her later writing and her feelings about her 
German identity.
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Hegi, Ursula. Tearing the Silence: On Being German in America. New York. 1997. 
Simon & Schuster. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684829967. 302 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 23943. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ursula Hegi uses the art of the interview to see deeply 
into the personal histories of fifteen women and men as they confront at last the 
terrible and pervasive silence that made any mention of the Holocaust taboo in their
homes and schools while they were growing up. For many of them this is the first 
time they’ve spoken of these memories and feelings. They share their pain with us, 
their guilt, their anger, and their compassion as they take us into the world of their 
parents and try to sort out the impact of the war on their own lives. The more specific
these life stories are, the more universal they become. Included in TEARING THE 
SILENCE is Hegi’s personal journey of leaving in Germany as an eighteen-year-old.
She approaches the interviews as a novelist - not a historian - searching for the 
connecting themes within each story, and then lifting these themes to the surface by
selecting significant material, much in the way she would write a story or novel. A 
huge difference, though, is that the words are entirely those of the women and men,
who tell her about their lives with such amazing openness. A skillful interviewer, 
Ursula Hegi focuses on understanding the character and story of the individuals in 
all their complexity. While some genuinely attempt to understand their cultural 
heritage and feel a deep responsibility to be aware of the Holocaust and pass that 
awareness on to future generations, others have stayed within the familiar silence 
that manifests itself in denial, evasion, justification, and an inability to mourn - not all
that different from the response of their parents’ generation.

Ursula Hegi (born May 23, 1946) is a German-born American writer. She is currently
an instructor in the MFA program at Stony Brook Southampton. She was born 
Ursula Koch in 1946 in Düsseldorf, Germany, a city that was heavily bombed during
World War II. Her perception growing up was that the war was avoided as a topic of
discussion despite its evidence everywhere, and The Holocaust was a particularly 
taboo topic. This had a strong effect on her later writing and her feelings about her 
German identity.
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Hegi, Ursula. The Vision of Emma Blau. New York. 2000. Scribner. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684829975. 432 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
illustration by Gordon Gagliano. Inventory # 27438. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE VISION OF EMMA BLAU is the luminous epic of a 
bicultural family filled with passion and aspirations, tragedy and redemption. At the 
beginning of the twentieth century, Stefan Blau, whom readers will remember from 
STONES FROM THE RIVER, flees Burgdorf, a small town in Germany, and comes 
to America in search of the vision he has dreamed of every night. The novel closes 
nearly a century later with Stefan’s granddaughter, Emma, and the legacy of his 
dream: the Wasserburg, a once-grand apartment house filled with the hidden truths
of its inhabitants both past and present. Ursula Hegi creates a fascinating picture of 
immigrants in America: their dreams and disappointments, the challenges of 
assimilation, the frailty of language and its transcendence, the love that bonds 
generations and the cultural wedges that drive them apart.

Ursula Hegi (born May 23, 1946) is a German-born American writer. She is currently
an instructor in the MFA program at Stony Brook Southampton. She was born 
Ursula Koch in 1946 in Düsseldorf, Germany, a city that was heavily bombed during
World War II. Her perception growing up was that the war was avoided as a topic of
discussion despite its evidence everywhere, and The Holocaust was a particularly 
taboo topic. This had a strong effect on her later writing and her feelings about her 
German identity.
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Hegi, Ursula. Unearned Pleasures & Other Stories. Moscow. 1988. University Of 
Idaho Press. 1st Printing. Very Good. No Dustjacket. 0893011258. 119 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 27098. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this stunning collection of stories, bestselling author 
Ursula Hegi focuses on the problems of love-familial, parental, conjugal, and 
emergent. With compassion and her ‘unfailing immediacy of language,’ she raises 
the struggles of her characters to a plane of recognition that enables them to 
transcend despair. Life and death, age and youth, attained hopes and unearned 
pleasures, provide the human settings for a brilliant exploration of life at its most 
pointed and significant.

Ursula Hegi (born May 23, 1946) is a German-born American writer. She is currently
an instructor in the MFA program at Stony Brook Southampton. She was born 
Ursula Koch in 1946 in Düsseldorf, Germany, a city that was heavily bombed during
World War II. Her perception growing up was that the war was avoided as a topic of
discussion despite its evidence everywhere, and The Holocaust was a particularly 
taboo topic. This had a strong effect on her later writing and her feelings about her 
German identity.
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Hegi, Ursula. Unearned Pleasures and Other Stories. Moscow. 1988. University Of 
Idaho Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With A Small Tear
On The Top Front Cover. 0893011258. 119 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author.
Cover illustration by Linda Dillard, 'Kristina in the Orchard'. Inventory # 23780. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this stunning collection of stories, bestselling author 
Ursula Hegi focuses on the problems of love-familial, parental, conjugal, and 
emergent. With compassion and her ‘unfailing immediacy of language,’ she raises 
the struggles of her characters to a plane of recognition that enables them to 
transcend despair. Life and death, age and youth, attained hopes and unearned 
pleasures, provide the human settings for a brilliant exploration of life at its most 
pointed and significant.

Ursula Hegi (born May 23, 1946) is a German-born American writer. She is currently
an instructor in the MFA program at Stony Brook Southampton. She was born 
Ursula Koch in 1946 in Düsseldorf, Germany, a city that was heavily bombed during
World War II. Her perception growing up was that the war was avoided as a topic of
discussion despite its evidence everywhere, and The Holocaust was a particularly 
taboo topic. This had a strong effect on her later writing and her feelings about her 
German identity.
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Hegi, Ursula. Unearned Pleasures and Other Stories. Moscow. 1988. University Of 
Idaho Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket W/A Few Small 
Tears. 0893011258. 119 pages. hardcover. Cover illustration by Linda Dillard, 
'Kristina in the Orchard'. Inventory # 25271. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this stunning collection of stories, bestselling author 
Ursula Hegi focuses on the problems of love-familial, parental, conjugal, and 
emergent. With compassion and her ‘unfailing immediacy of language,’ she raises 
the struggles of her characters to a plane of recognition that enables them to 
transcend despair. Life and death, age and youth, attained hopes and unearned 
pleasures, provide the human settings for a brilliant exploration of life at its most 
pointed and significant.

Ursula Hegi (born May 23, 1946) is a German-born American writer. She is currently
an instructor in the MFA program at Stony Brook Southampton. She was born 
Ursula Koch in 1946 in Düsseldorf, Germany, a city that was heavily bombed during
World War II. Her perception growing up was that the war was avoided as a topic of
discussion despite its evidence everywhere, and The Holocaust was a particularly 
taboo topic. This had a strong effect on her later writing and her feelings about her 
German identity.
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Heilemann, John and Halperin, Mark. Game Change: Obama and the Clintons, 
McCain and Palin, and he Race of a Lifetime. New York. 2010. Harper. Reprinted 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780061733635. 448 pages. hardcover. Inventory
# 41637. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - 'This s*** would be really interesting if we weren’t in the
middle of it.'--Barack Obama, September 2008. In 2008, the presidential election 
became blockbuster entertainment. Everyone was watching as the race for the 
White House unfolded like something from the realm of fiction. The meteoric rise 
and historic triumph of Barack Obama. The shocking fall of the House of Clinton--
and the improbable resurrection of Hillary as Obamas partner and Americas face to 
the world. The mercurial performance of John McCain and the mesmerizing 
emergence of Sarah Palin. But despite the wall-to-wall media coverage of this 
spellbinding drama, remarkably little of the real story behind the headlines has yet 
been told. In Game Change, John Heilemann and Mark Halperin, two of the 
countrys leading political reporters, use their unrivaled access to pull back the 
curtain on the Obama, Clinton, McCain, and Palin campaigns. How did Obama 
convince himself that, despite the thinness of his resume, he could somehow beat 
the odds to become the nations first African American president? How did the 
tumultuous relationship between the Clintons shape--and warp--Hillary's supposedly
unstoppable bid? What was behind her husbands furious outbursts and devastating
political miscalculations? Why did McCain make the novice governor of Alaska his 
running mate? And was Palin merely painfully out of her depth--or troubled in more 
serious ways? Game Change answers those questions and more, laying bare the 
secret history of the 2008 campaign.

John Heilemann, national political correspondent and columnist for New York, is an
award-winning journalist and the author of Pride Before the Fall: The Trials of Bill 
Gates and the End of the Microsoft Era. Mark Halperin is editor-at-large and senior 
political analyst for Time. He is also senior political analyst for MSNBC, the author of
The Undecided Voter’s Guide to the Next President, and the co-author of The Way 
to Win: Taking the White House in 2008.
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Heinlein, Robert A. Double Star. New York. 1957. Signet/New American Library. 1st
Signet Paperback Printing. Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 159 pages. paperback.
Inventory # 31561. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - DOUBLE STAR is a science fiction novel by Robert A. 
Heinlein, first serialized in Astounding Science Fiction (February, March, April 1956)
and published in hardcover the same year. At the 1957 Worldcon it received the 
Hugo Award for Best Novel of the previous year. The story, which is told in the first 
person, centers on down-and-out actor Lawrence Smith (stage name Lorenzo 
Smythe, a.k.a. ‘The Great Lorenzo’). A brilliant actor and mimic, he is down to his 
last coin when a spaceman hires him to double for a public figure. It is only when he
is on his way to Mars that he finds out how deeply he has been deceived: he will 
have to impersonate one of the most prominent politicians in the solar system (and 
one with whose views Smythe deeply disagrees): John Joseph Bonforte. Bonforte is
the leader of the Expansionist coalition, currently out of office but with a good 
chance of changing that at the next general election. Bonforte has been kidnapped 
by his political opponents, and his aides want Smith to impersonate Bonforte while 
they try to find him. Bonforte is rescued, but he is in poor health due to the treatment
inflicted on him during his imprisonment. This forces Smith to extend his 
performance, even to becoming temporary Supreme Minister and running in an 
election.

Robert Anson Heinlein (July 7, 1907 – May 8, 1988) was an American science 
fiction writer. Often called the ‘dean of science fiction writers’, he was one of the 
most influential and controversial authors of the genre in his time. He set a standard
for scientific and engineering plausibility, and helped to raise the genre's standards 
of literary quality. He was one of the first science fiction writers to break into 
mainstream magazines such as The Saturday Evening Post in the late 1940s.
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Heinlein, Robert. Glory Road (DUSTJACKET ONLY). New York. Putnam. Worn 
Dustjacket With Multiple Internal Tape Repairs. DUSTJACKET ONLY. Jacket art by
Irv Doktor. Inventory #  44298. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET
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Hejinian, Lyn. The Unfollowing. Oakland. 2016. Omnidawn Publishing. Advance 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430151. 6 x 9. 96 pages. 
paperback. Covert art by Sofie Ramos. Inventory # 42515. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Unfollowing is a sequence of elegies, mourning 
public and personal loss. The poems are composed entirely of non sequiturs, 
demonstrating a refusal to follow aesthetic proprieties, and a rejection of the logic of
mortality and capitalism. Outrage, hilarity, anxiety, and ribaldry are not easily 
separated. And they are all the proper anarchic medium for staying alive. “Lyn 
Hejinian’s poetic investigations of the non- sequential have familiarized readers with
stops or endings that are not closure. Her work has experimented with our 
perception of the beginning of conscious attention across the gap between stop and
start. Now, with her new poem, she is guiding us into experiencing this gap as a 
present.” - Ed Roberson, author of To See the Earth Before the End of the World.

Lyn Hejinian is a poet, essayist, teacher, and translator, focusing on modernist, 
postmodern, and contemporary poetry. She is John F. Hotchkis Professor of English
at the University of California, Berkeley.
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Heller, Erich. The Ironic German: A Study of Thomas Mann. Boston. 1958. Atlantic
Monthly Press/Little Brown. 1st American Edition. Very Good.No Dustjacket. 298 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 34523. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A study of the mind and work of Thomas Mann. In this 
book, which was first published in 1958 and reissued in 1981, Professor Heller sees
Mann as the late heir of the central tradition of modern German literature and also 
as one of the most ironic writers within that tradition. He offers a detailed study of the
major works of fiction, Buddenbrooks, Tonio Kröher, Death in Venice, The Magic 
Mountain, Joseph and His Brothers, Doctor Faustus and Felix Krull, as well as a 
discussion of Mann's most significant political essay, 'Meditations of a Non-Political
Man'. Beyond this, Heller's book is a profound commentary on Mann by a mind 
attuned to (and mouded by) precisely the intellectual and cultural traditions which 
are so much part of Mann's creative make-up.

Erich Heller (27 March 1911 – 5 November 1990) was a British essayist, known 
particularly for his critical studies in German-language philosophy and literature of 
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
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Heller, Joseph. Closing Time. New York. 1994. Simon & Schuster. 1 of 750 Copies
Numbered & Signed By The Author. Fine in Hardcover & Slipcase. 0671517120. 
465 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 23364. $150

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a novel as darkly comic and audaciously ambitious as
was CATCH-22, Joseph Heller has dared to write the sequel to his American 
classic, using many of CATCH-22’s characters, now older if not wiser, to deftly 
satirize the realities and the myths of America in the half century since they fought 
World War II. In 1961, Joseph Heller’s remarkable first novel made its way 
immediately into the American psyche and came to symbolize the absurdity of war 
and of life. CATCH-22 was recognized overnight as a classic and has sold nearly 
ten million copies in the United States alone. It remains perhaps the funniest-and the
most serious-novel ever written about war, ‘an apocalyptic masterpiece,’ in the 
words of one reviewer. Now, thirty-three years later, Joseph Heller has written the 
sequel. You don’t have to have read CATCH-22 (But then, who on earth hasn’t?) to
enjoy CLOSING TIME, which is a fully independent companion work, a comic 
masterpiece in its own right, in which Heller spears the inflated balloons of our 
national consciousness-the absurdity of our politics, the decline of society and our 
great cities, the greed and hypocrisy of our business and culture-with the same 
ferocious humor that he used against the conventional view of warfare. His 
characters are those of CATCH-22, coming to the end of their lives and the century,
as is the entire generation that fought in World War II: Yossarian, and Milo 
Minderbinder, the chaplain, and such newcomers as little Sammy Singer and giant 
Lew, all linked, this time in uneasy peace and old age, fighting, not the Germans this
time, but The End. CLOSING TIME is outrageously funny and totally serious, and as
brilliant and successful as CATCH-22 itself, a fun-house mirror that captures, at 
once grotesquely and accurately, the truth about ourselves.

Joseph Heller (May 1, 1923 – December 12, 1999) was an American satirical 
novelist, short story writer, and playwright.
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Heller, Steven and Guarnaccia, Steven. School Days. New York. 1992. Abbeville 
Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Hardcover. No Dustjacket. 1558593977. 
Photography by William Whitehurst. 96 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 4672. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A book to evoke nostalgia for old school days, this 
volume is illustrated with objects from school life: pencils, pencil boxes, notebooks, 
rubbers, globes, blackboards, lunchboxes, school bags and photographs of the 
head's office, class plays and many others.

Steven Heller, author and editor of over 130 books on graphic design, satiric art and
popular culture, is the co-founder and co-chair of the MFA Designer as Author 
program at the School of Visual Arts, New York. He is also co-founder of the MFA in
Design Criticism, MFA in Interaction Design, MFA Social Documentary Film and 
MPS Branding programs. Although he does not hold an undergraduate or graduate
degree he has devoted much of his career to fostering design education venues, 
opportunities and environments.
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Helvarg, David. The War Against the Greens. San Francisco. 1994. Sierra Club 
Books. 1st Printing. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0871564599. 502 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Big Fish Books. Inventory # 24396. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A reign of violence and intimidation, including arson, 
bombings, rape, assault and even murder has been unleashed against 
environmental activists and government employees by proponents of the so-called 
‘Wise Use’ movement. The War Against the Greens rips the veneer of legitimacy off
this right-wing backlash that stretches from armed Militias to the halls of Congress, 
exposing the public lands corporations, political operatives and fringe groups who 
have set out to destroy America’s environmental protections by any means 
necessary.

David Helvarg is an American journalist and environmental activist. He is the 
founder and president of the marine conservation lobbying organization Blue 
Frontier Campaign, a part of the Seaweed rebellion, which arose from his second 
book Blue Frontier.
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Hemingway, Ernest. The Fifth Column & Four Unpublished Stories of the Spanish 
Civil War. New York. 1969. Scribners. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly 
Worn Dustjacket. 151 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Michele Maldeau. 
Inventory # 2821. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The three-act play and the hitherto uncollected stories 
contained in this book represent the first literary fruits of the active months (1937
-1939) Ernest Hemingway spent in Spain covering the Spanish Civil War as a 
correspondent for the North American Newspaper Alliance and helping to film battle
scenes for the motion picture THE SPANISH EARTH. Although based directly on 
first-hand experiences at the Hotel Florida and Chicote’s bar in Madrid and on his 
visits to the various fronts, all five works show the effects of a great writer’s creative 
imagination transforming ephemeral raw material into the timelessness of literature. 
In THE FIFTH COLUMN, Hemingway conveys the feverish life in Madrid under 
siege: the daily horrors of the Rebel bombardment, the incongruous humor, the 
contest in duplicity and brutality between Loyalist counter-espionage agents and the
fascist enemy within the city, the futility of trying to establish between a man and 
woman any relationship deeper or more permanent than casual sexual adventure. 
Each of the four stories depicts a different aspect of the war. In the first, the narrator
recaptures the remorse of helping to have an old acquaintance picked up as a spy; 
in the second, he tells a tragic-comic little tale about the callous slaying of an 
exuberant wedding guest by a group of soldiers in Chicote’s bar. The third story 
describes his efforts to entertain and distract an American tank officer on the eve of
an obviously doomed Loyalist offensive. The last dramatizes the deep hatred of a 
Spanish soldier for all the foreigners involved in the war. These were themes that 
Hemingway was to orchestrate fully in his great masterpiece FOR WHOM THE 
BELL TOLLS. Taken by themselves they have produced four shorter works of 
incomparable poignancy and brilliance.

Ernest Miller Hemingway (July 21, 1899 – July 2, 1961) was an American author 
and journalist. His economical and understated style had a strong influence on 20th-
century fiction, while his life of adventure and his public image influenced later 
generations.
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Hemingway, Ernest. True at First Light: A Fictional Memoir. New York. 1999. 
Scribner. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684849216. 320 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket photograph by Joan Baron. Inventory # 26770. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Both revealing self-portrait and dramatic fictional 
chronicle of his final African safari, Ernest Hemingway’s last unpublished work was
written when he returned from Kenya in 1953. Edited by his son Patrick, who 
accompanied his father on the safari, TRUE AT FIRST LIGHT offers rare insights 
into the legendary American writer in the year of the hundredth anniversary of his 
birth. A blend of autobiography and fiction, the book opens on the day his close 
friend Pop, a celebrated hunter, leaves Ernest in charge of the safari camp and 
news arrives of a potential attack from a hostile tribe. Drama continues to build as 
his wife, Mary, pursues the great black-maned lion that has become her obsession.
Spicing his depictions of human longings with sharp humor, Hemingway captures 
the excitement of big-game hunting and the unparalleled beauty of the scenery - the
green plains covered with gray mist, zebra and gazelle traversing the horizon, cool 
dark nights broken by the sounds of the hyena’s cry. As the group at camp help 
Mary track her prize, she and Ernest suffer the ‘incalculable casualties of marriage,’
and their attempts to love each other well are marred by cruelty, competition and 
infidelity. Ernest has become involved with Debba, an African girl whom he 
supposedly plans to take as a second bride. Increasingly enchanted by the local 
African community, he struggles between the attraction of these two women and the
wildly different cultures they represent.

Ernest Miller Hemingway (July 21, 1899 – July 2, 1961) was an American author 
and journalist. His economical and understated style had a strong influence on 20th-
century fiction, while his life of adventure and his public image influenced later 
generations.
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Hemingway, Ernest. True at First Light: A Fictional Memoir of His Last African 
Safari. New York. 1999. Scribner. Uncorrected galleys. Photocopied & bound with 
black binding tape. 8 1/2 x 11 inches. Very Good in Wrappers With A Few Small 
Tears At The Top Of The First Few Pages. 0684849216. A Fictional Memoir Of His
Last African Safari. These were distributed in very limited quantities mainly for the 
Scribner sales force. 400 pages. paperback. Inventory # 35262. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Both revealing self-portrait and dramatic fictional 
chronicle of his final African safari, Ernest Hemingway’s last unpublished work was
written when he returned from Kenya in 1953. Edited by his son Patrick, who 
accompanied his father on the safari, TRUE AT FIRST LIGHT offers rare insights 
into the legendary American writer in the year of the hundredth anniversary of his 
birth. A blend of autobiography and fiction, the book opens on the day his close 
friend Pop, a celebrated hunter, leaves Ernest in charge of the safari camp and 
news arrives of a potential attack from a hostile tribe. Drama continues to build as 
his wife, Mary, pursues the great black-maned lion that has become her obsession.
Spicing his depictions of human longings with sharp humor, Hemingway captures 
the excitement of big-game hunting and the unparalleled beauty of the scenery - the
green plains covered with gray mist, zebra and gazelle traversing the horizon, cool 
dark nights broken by the sounds of the hyena’s cry. As the group at camp help 
Mary track her prize, she and Ernest suffer the ‘incalculable casualties of marriage,’
and their attempts to love each other well are marred by cruelty, competition and 
infidelity. Ernest has become involved with Debba, an African girl whom he 
supposedly plans to take as a second bride. Increasingly enchanted by the local 
African community, he struggles between the attraction of these two women and the
wildly different cultures they represent.

Ernest Miller Hemingway (July 21, 1899 – July 2, 1961) was an American author 
and journalist. His economical and understated style had a strong influence on 20th-
century fiction, while his life of adventure and his public image influenced later 
generations.
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Hemingway, Ernest. Winner Take Nothing. New York. 1933. Scribners. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good.No Dustjacket. 244 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
32069. $125

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ernest Hemingway’s first new book of fiction since the 
publication of ‘A Farewell to Arms’ in 1929 contains fourteen stories of varying 
length. Some of them have appeared in magazines but the majority have not been 
published before. The characters and backgrounds are widely varied. ‘A Clean, 
Well-Lighted Place’ is about an old Spanish Beggar. ‘Homage to Switzerland’ 
concerns various conversations at a Swiss railway-station restaurant. ‘The Gambler,
the Nun, and the Radio’ is laid in the accident ward of a hospital in Western United 
States, and so on. Ernest Hemingway made his literary start as a short-story writer.
He has always excelled in that medium, and this volume reveals him at his best.

Ernest Miller Hemingway (July 21, 1899 – July 2, 1961) was an American author 
and journalist. His economical and understated style had a strong influence on 20th-
century fiction, while his life of adventure and his public image influenced later 
generations. Hemingway produced most of his work between the mid-1920s and the
mid-1950s, and won the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1954. He published seven 
novels, six short story collections, and two non-fiction works. Additional works, 
including three novels, four short story collections, and three non-fiction works, were
published posthumously. Many of his works are considered classics of American 
literature.
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Hemmings, Kaui Hart. House of Thieves: Stories. New York. 2005. Penguin Press. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. Remainder Mark On Bottom Edge. 
1594200483. 341 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by Greg Vaughn. Inventory
# 35732. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In her debut collection of short stories, House of Thieves,
Kaiu Hart Hemmings has set the islands of Hawaii as a backdrop - indeed, a foil - to
describe bold, frustrated adolescents and adults as they wrestle with themselves 
and each other over the age-old issues of deprived freedom, misguided love, being
cool, and being true; and as they experience together the loneliness of feeling 
miserable in paradise. The nine stories in House of Thieves are told from varied 
points of view - a father, a child, a young woman, an adolescent boy, and more. 
Rooted in the circumstances and situations of island people, they reveal the 
mundane cycle of small triumphs and tragedies that make up the lives of ordinary 
people everywhere. A single mother’s discovery of a pornographic magazine in her 
thirteen-year-old son’s room sends her down a spiral of jealousy that ultimately 
guarantees her loss of him. A middle-aged man struggles with his secret hatred for 
his brother and finds a way to enact a revenge whose absolute destructiveness 
promises to heal him. A white man who is left by his native Hawaiian wife struggles 
to understand why he and his daughter, abandoned together, feel such deep 
resentment for each other. A boy who insists on the illusion of his happy family 
suddenly recognizes his father’s lack of real love and comes to ‘the understanding 
that certain things are severed and they can’t grow again, the sorrow that comes 
from loving a place that doesn’t love you back. Hemmings’s tart, confident voice 
plunges headfirst into the unfamiliar world of a Hawaii far from the tourist track, 
providing glimpses of the islands’ divisive racial and class issues, as well as the 
proud heritage of kings and warriors and the legacy of colonialist and missionaries.

Kaui Hart Hemmings grew up in Hawaii and has degrees from Colorado College and
Sarah Lawrence College. A former Wallace Stegner fellow, she now lives in Hawaii.
House of Thieves is her collection of stories. The Descendants is her first novel.
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Hemon, Aleksandar. Nowhere Man. New York. 2002. Doubleday. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0385499248. 243 pages. hardcover. Cover: Gene
Mollica/Evgenji Pick. Inventory # 32922. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Aleksandar Hemon, author of The Question of Bruno, 
one of the most celebrated debuts in recent American fiction, returns with the mind-
and language-bending adventures of his endearing protagonist Jozef Pronek. This is
what we know about Jozef Pronek: He is a young man from Sarajevo who left to visit
the United States in 1992, just in time to watch war break out at home on TV. 
Stranded in the relative comfort of Chicago, he proves himself a charming and 
frankly perceptive observer of-and participant in-American life. With Nowhere Man,
Pronek, accidental urban nomad, gets his own book. Aleksandar Hemon lovingly 
crafts Pronek into a character who is sure to become an enduring literary icon. From
the grand causes of his adolescence-principally, fighting to change the face of rock 
and roll and, hilariously, struggling to lose his virginity-up through a fleeting 
encounter with George Bush (the first) in Kiev, to enrollment in a Chicago ESL class
and the glorious adventures of minimum-wage living, Pronek's experiences are at 
once touchingly familiar and bracingly out-of-the-ordinary. But the story of his life is 
not so simple as a series of global adventures. Pronek is continually haunted by an
unseen observer, his movements chronicled by narrators with dubious motives-all of
which culminates in a final episode that upends many of our assumptions about 
Pronek's identity, while illustrating precisely what it means to be a Nowhere Man. 
With all the literary verve of The Question of Bruno, but with an engrossing narrative,
engaging warmth, and refreshing humor, Nowhere Man brings to life a protagonist 
whose very way of looking at and living in the world provokes an exhilarating sense
of seeing everything new again. And all the while, the inspired freshness of the 
prose reminds the reader why Aleksandar Hemon earned such extraordinary 
recognition after just one book. Nominated for the 2002 National Book Critics Circle
Award, Fiction.

Aleksandar Hemon (born September 9, 1964) is a Bosnian American fiction writer, 
essayist, and critic.
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Henderson, Jennifer Morag. Josephine Tey: A Life. Ross-Shire. 2016. Sandstone 
Press. 1st Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781910985373. 482 pages.
paperback. Cover design by Raspberry Creative Type. Inventory # 43003. $18

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Josephine Tey was the pen-name of Elizabeth 
MacKintosh (1896-1952). Born in Inverness, MacKintosh lived several ‘lives’: best 
known as Golden Age of Crime Fiction writer ‘Josephine Tey’, she was also 
successful novelist and playwright ‘Gordon Daviot’. At one point, she had plays 
performed simultaneously in the West End in London and on Broadway, and even 
wrote for Hollywood – all from her home in the north of Scotland. Foreword by Val 
McDermid. ‘Jennifer Morag Henderson presents us with an intelligent, industrious, 
and interesting woman who knew her own mind. She has written a sympathetic, 
well-researched biography.’—The Times Literary Supplement.

Jennifer Morag Henderson has had articles, short stories and poems published in 
magazines and anthologies, including Riptide (Two Ravens Press), Northwords 
Now, The Dalhousie Review, Gutter, by the BBC and others. As a playwright her 
work has been performed for the National Theatre of Scotland’s Five Minute Theatre
project, and elsewhere. She holds an MA in English Language and Sociology from 
the University of Glasgow, and a Graduate degree from Dalhousie University, Nova
Scotia, Canada.
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Hendricks, Tyche. The Wind Doesn’t Need a Passport: Stories from the U. S. -
Mexican Borderlands. Berkeley. 2010. University of California Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780520252509. 264 pages. hardcover. Inventory
# 37590. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Based on extensive fieldwork on the border, Borderlands
presents a wide-ranging and eye-opening journalistic look at the current US-Mexican
border. A vastly expanded and reworked version of a series in the San Francisco 
Chronicle, which won a Hearts award for exemplary journalism, Borderlands 
explores, from the ground up, a panoply of issues, including the Mexican immigrant 
journey, the phenomenon of the Minutemen, the maquiladora economy, Tejano 
cultural exchanges, energy and environmental concerns, the cross-border AIDS 
epidemic near Tijuana, drug cartels and water politics. This is very much a work of 
investigative journalism; while not a theoretical book, Borderlands does 
conceptualize the border as a region of its own. Hendricks focuses the cultural, 
social and economic interdependence of both sides of this border region. This book
affords a broad, accessible view of this region for the general reader.

Tyche Hendricks covered immigration and demographics for many years at the San
Francisco Chronicle. She is an editor at KQED public radio and a lecturer at the 
Graduate School of Journalism at the University of California at Berkeley.
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Hendricks, Vicki. Miami Purity. New York. 1995. Pantheon Books. 1st Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0679439889. 199 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. 
Inventory # 27974. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Her name is Sherise Parlay. She's just dried out after a 
three-month bender, and she's decided that it's going to be her last. At thirty-six 
(looking thirty), she figures she's still got time to cash in on the promise of the good 
clean life that Miami can offer, still got time to get herself 'out of the dark bars and 
into the daylight'. The problem for Sherri is that daylight turns out to be only another
guidelight on her downward spiral.

Vicki (Due) Hendricks is an American author of crime fiction, erotica, and a variety of
short stories.
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Hendricks, Vicki. Voluntary Madness. London. 2000. Serpent's Tail. 1st Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 1852426667. 215 pages. hardcover. Cover photograph by 
Bekah O'Neill. Inventory # 28325. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Punch is a beautiful man in his forties, slowly dying from
alcohol abuse and diabetes. Juliette is his adoring girlfriend, in her twenties, and 
willing to do absolutely anything for him. Together they have made a twisted pact: to
live a wild life in Key West, collecting material for the book Punch is compelled to 
write before they end it all a year later. Punch and Juliette’s craziness quickly 
accelerates. She flashes at strangers; he pretends to be blind in public; they break 
into Hemingway’s house to have sex. But the games quickly turn dangerous when a
guard at the house interrupts them and dies in the assault. With money running out,
Punch and Juliette get a gun and stage a series of restaurant heists in elaborate 
disguises. They’re known and loved by the restaurants, whose customers thrill to the
safe danger of the notorious duo’s antics. But finally the danger escalates, and 
Juliette has to decide whether she’ll keep her part of the pact.

Vicki (Due) Hendricks is an American author of crime fiction, erotica, and a variety of
short stories.
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Hendrickson, Robert. Salty Words. New York. 1984. Hearst Marine Books. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket W/Some Tears. 0688035507. 224 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 27504. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From ‘Adamaster’ and ‘Albatross’ to ‘Zephyr’ and ‘Zig 
Zag’, the origin and definition of more than 500 seafaring words and expressions 
that have enriched our language.

Robert Hendrickson is the author of more than twenty-five books including American
Literary Anecdotes and God Bless America: The Origins of Over 1,500 Patriotic 
Words and Phrases. He has a deep-rooted love for the English language. He lives in
Peconic, New York.
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Henkes, Kevin. Lilly's Purple Plastic Purse. New York. 1996. Greenwillow Books. 
Reprinted Hardcover Edition. Very Good in Hardcover. No Dustjacket. 0688128971.
32 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37975. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Lilly loves school. She loves the pointy pencils. She 
loves the squeaky chalk. Most of all, she loves her teacher, Mr Singer. Lilly the 
irrepressible mouse-child wants to wow Mr Singer, so she brings her treasures to 
school - with hilarious and disastrous results!

Kevin Henkes is an American writer and illustrator of children's books. As an 
illustrator he won the Caldecott Medal for Kitten's First Full Moon. Two of his books
were Newbery Medal Honor Books, Olive's Ocean in 2004 and The Year of Billy 
Miller in 2014.
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Henriksen, Margot A. Dr. Strangelove's America: Society & Culture in the Atomic 
Age. Berkeley. 1997. University Of California Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0520083105. 469 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 24510. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Did America really learn to 'stop worrying and love the 
bomb,' as the title of Stanley Kubrick's 1964 film, Dr. Strangelove, would have us 
believe? Does that darkly satirical comedy have anything in common with Martin 
Luther King Jr.'s impassioned 'I Have a Dream' speech or with Elvis Presley's 
throbbing 'I'm All Shook Up'? In Margot Henriksen's vivid depiction of the decades 
after World War II, all three are expressions of a cultural revolution directly related to
the atomic bomb. Although many scientists and other Americans protested the 
pursuit of nuclear superiority after World War II ended, they were drowned out by 
Cold War rhetoric that encouraged a 'culture of consensus.' Nonetheless, Henriksen
says, a 'culture of dissent' arose, and she traces this rebellion through all forms of 
popular culture. At first, artists expressed their anger, anxiety, and despair in familiar
terms that addressed nuclear reality only indirectly. But Henriksen focuses primarily
on new modes of expression that emerged, discussing the disturbing themes of film
noir (with extended attention to Alfred Hitchcock) and science fiction films, Beat 
poetry, rock 'n' roll, and Pop Art. Black humor became a primary weapon in the 
cultural revolution while literature, movies, and music gave free rein to every 
possible expression of the generation gap. Cultural upheavals from 'flower power' to
the civil rights movement accentuated the failure of old values. Filled with fascinating
examples of cultural responses to the Atomic Age, Henriksen's book is a must-read 
for anyone interested in the United States at mid-twentieth century.

Margot A. Henriksen is Associate Professor of History at the University of Hawaii.
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Henry, Neil. American Carnival: Journalism Under Siege in An Age of New Media. 
Berkeley. 2007. University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 9780520243422. 326 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36476. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this vividly written, compelling narrative, award-
winning journalist Neil Henry confronts the crisis facing professional journalism in 
this era of rapid technological transformation. American Carnival combines elements
of memoir with extensive media research to explore critical contemporary issues 
ranging from reporting on the Iraq War, to American race relations, to the 
exploitation of the image of journalism by advertisers and politicians. Drawing on 
significant currents in U.S. media and social history, Henry argues that, given the 
amount of fraud in many institutions in American life today, the decline of journalistic
professionalism sparked by the economic challenge of New Media poses especially
serious implications for democracy. As increasingly alarming stories surface about 
unethical practices, American Carnival makes a stirring case for journalism as a 
calling that is vital to a free society, a profession that is more necessary than ever in
a digital age marked by startling assaults on the cultural primacy of truth.

A former correspondent for the Washington Post, Neil Henry is Associate Professor 
in the Graduate School of Journalism at the University of California, Berkeley. He is 
the author of a racial history, Pearl’s Secret (UC Press).
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Henry, O. Cabbages and Kings. New York. 1946. Signet/New American Library. 1st
Penguin Paperback Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 184 pages. 
paperback. 595. Inventory # 41519. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Best-known for the ‘sharp, unlooked-for twist’ at the end
of his stories, O. Henry has had a strong influence on the writers of his own and 
succeeding generations, both here and in Europe. O. Henry, of course, was the pen-
name of William Sydney Porter, born at Greensboro, North Carolina, on September
11, 1862. He left school at the age of fifteen and a few years later went to Texas to 
learn the cattle business on a ranch belonging to a friend of his family’s. His next 
stop was Austin, where he held a variety of jobs, and for a year was the owner and 
editor of a small newspaper. It was at about this time that his first sketches appeared
in the Detroit Free Press and in the Houston Daily Post. From Texas, he drifted to 
Central America where he ‘knocked around mostly among refugees and consuls’ 
and other odd characters who figure large in Cabbages and Kings. Not long after he
returned to the States, O. Henry came to New York on the invitation of a magazine 
editor. In New York his life centered around Madison Square and Irving Place, 
where he haunted the streets and parks, the bars and restaurants. One of the 
highest paid and most prolific of writers, O. Henry turned out some 600 pieces of 
fiction during his lifetime. He died in New York of tuberculosis, on June 5, 1910. 
Eight years later, the Society of Arts and Sciences founded the O. Henry Memorial 
award for the best short story published each year.

William Sydney Porter (September 11, 1862 – June 5, 1910), known by his pen 
name O. Henry, was an American writer. O. Henry's short stories are known for their
wit, wordplay, warm characterization, and clever twist endings.
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Henwood, Doug. The State of the U. S. A. Atlas. New York. 1994. Simon & 
Schuster/Touchstone. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0671796968. 127 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 21525. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here is a fascinating, completely up-to-date reference 
guide that illustrates, demographically and geographically, the facts behind 
America's most closely watched and hotly argued issues, bringing the condition of 
our nation into sharp focus. 34 four-color maps, inset maps, and charts.

Doug Henwood (born December 7, 1952) is an American journalist, economic 
analyst, and financial trader who writes frequently about economic affairs. He 
publishes a newsletter, Left Business Observer, that analyzes economics and 
politics from a left-wing perspective, is co-owner and co-editor, along with Phillipa 
Dunne, of The Liscio Report, an independent newsletter focusing on 
macroeconomic analysis, and is a contributing editor at The Nation.
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Herbert, Zbigniew. Mr. Cognito: Poems. New York. 1993. Ecco Press. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0880013303. Translated from the Polish by John
& Bogdana Carpenter. 62 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by Sheena Land. 
Jacket design by Chip Kidd. Inventory # 19103. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - MR. COGNITO is the long-awaited English translation of
Zbigniew Herbert’s fifth collection of poetry, Pan Cogito (Warsaw, 1974). Published
now for the first time in the U.S, MR. COGNITO presents the full sequence of forty 
poems from the original, expertly rendered into English by long-time Herbert 
translators John and Bogdana Carpenter. As a member of the Polish underground 
resistance during World War II and a spiritual leader of the anticommunist 
movement in Poland, Zbigniew Herbert has been uniquely situated to articulate the 
position of the late-twentieth century intellectual. In this collection, he uses the 
persona of Mr. Cogito to speak to the specific history of his Polish inheritance as 
well as the intellectual tradition of western Civilization, always with his 
characteristically strange and wonderful mixture of sly wit, nobility, and innocence. 
‘The poet of a certain age,’ he writes, ‘in the middle of an uncertain age.’ The 
sequence introduces us to Mr. Cogito piece by piece, exploring his relationships with
the world —from his body, to his family, to the intellectual and spiritual tradition of 
the West. Here we find, as Herbert writes, ‘the marble greenness of Veronese. 
paleolithic hunger and fear. the body linked to the chain of species.’ Taken as a 
whole, these poems offer us a multi-dimensional portrait of ourselves as thinking 
beings in the late twentieth century, and remind us that we are already and have 
always been creatures of the history of humankind.

ZBIGNIEW HERBERT was born in Lwów, Poland in 1924. In his late teens he 
fought in the underground resistance against the Nazis. Herbert studied law, 
economics, and philosophy at the universities of Krakow, Torun, and Warsaw. His 
books include SELECTED POEMS, REPORT FROM THE BESIEGED CITY AND 
OTHER POEMS, MR COGITO, STIIL LIFE WITH A BRIDLE, THE KING OF THE 
ANTS, LABYRINTH ON THE SEA, and THE COLLECTED POEMS. He died in 
1998.
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Herbert, Zbigniew. The King of the Ants: Mythological Essays. New York. 1999. 
Ecco Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. Remainder Mark On 
Bottom Edge. 0880016183. Translated from the Polish by John & Bogdana 
Carpenter. 86 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Michaela Sullivan. Inventory # 
36834. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This new prose collection from the late Zbigniew Herbert,
available for the first time in English, is a witty, sage retelling of myths and tales 
‘simple and as old as the world’ (‘Endymion’). ‘Herbert never simply retells a myth; 
instead, he presents a re-creation of it and emphasizes a narrative,’ explain 
translators John and Bogdana Carpenter in their foreword. ‘The old story or 
fragmentary text serves as a canvas for a new story that he carries quite far from its
original point of departure. It is a springboard for a broader exploration of human 
behavior. The `mythological essay’ becomes a twentieth-century philosophical 
parable.’ Hybrids of the short story and the essay, the eleven pieces in The King of 
the Ants present Herbert’s very different ‘apocryphal’ views of the mythological past.
The volume’s title story considers the tension between humankind’s ‘solemn 
idleness’ and ‘progress—that treacherous force.’ Other essays include a short tragic
tale (‘Hecuba’), an ode to the mythic suffering of ‘the catatonic of 
mythology’ (‘Atlas’), and a droll look at the violent struggle between Heracles and the
multiheaded beast Cerberus (‘The Infernal Dog’). The renowned poet/essayist 
Zbigniew Herbert interprets, with characteristic irony and sanity, the contemporary 
experience through the perspective of myth in this final prose collection.

ZBIGNIEW HERBERT was born in Lwów, Poland in 1924. In his late teens he 
fought in the underground resistance against the Nazis. Herbert studied law, 
economics, and philosophy at the universities of Krakow, Torun, and Warsaw. His 
books include SELECTED POEMS, REPORT FROM THE BESIEGED CITY AND 
OTHER POEMS, MR COGITO, STIIL LIFE WITH A BRIDLE, THE KING OF THE 
ANTS, LABYRINTH ON THE SEA, and THE COLLECTED POEMS. He died in 
1998.
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Hercules, Frank. On Leaving Paradise. New York. 1980. Harcourt Brace & 
Jovanovich. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0151699216. 312 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Fred Marcellino. Inventory # 25280. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is the dazzling, exuberant, hilarious story of Johnny
Sebastian Alexander Caesar Octavian de Paria. Despite the aphrodisiac climate of 
Trinidad, despite oceans of rum, tons of spices, scores of carnivals, and hordes of 
ardent young ladies, Johnny is still resolutely a virgin at the age of twenty-one. It is 
also the story of Aunt Jocasta, a woman of great dignity and Himalayan proportions;
Professor Wolfgang von Buffus zu Damnitz, the world’s leading authority on 
urinometrics and everything else; Joe Caldeira, a Portuguese bartender by 
occupation, a sweetman in his leisure; and Marcellin Gros-Caucaud, a magnificent 
African of awesome sexual power. In the town of San Fernando, Trinidad, from a 
swaying hammock under a graceful palm to the smoky interior of the Black Cat Bar, 
life is joyous for Johnny and his friends. But not for long. A crime of passion, a failed
business venture, a venomous snake, and they are all forced to leave paradise. 
Their chosen route of escape is a sea voyage to England. On the high seas, too, 
despite the persistent advances of a radish-faced Englishwoman whose rigidity of 
spine extends to her upper lip, Johnny still preserves his virginity. The ocean liner 
docks in transit at Madeira, and by grand design Johnny and his entourage 
converge upon a whorehouse, where they are presented to the cream of local 
society: a Catholic prelate, a chief rabbi, the prefect of police, a pimp. Now the 
action really gets rolling. ON LEAVING PARADISE is an elegantly written fable, a 
pungent satire of colonialism, a sunlit mockery of manners, and above all a grand 
celebration of youth and sex, lone, and life.

A fixture of intellectual life for several decades in the New York City neighborhood of
Harlem, Frank Hercules was uniquely situated to understand the American racial 
dilemma. Born on the Caribbean island of Trinidad, he arrived in New York as a 
young man after a turbulent life that had already been touched by the racism of 
British colonialism.
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Hercules, Frank. On Leaving Paradise. New York. 1980. Harcourt Brace & 
Jovanovich. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. Remainder Mark. 
0151699216. 312 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Fred Marcellino. Inventory # 
27619. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is the dazzling, exuberant, hilarious story of Johnny
Sebastian Alexander Caesar Octavian de Paria. Despite the aphrodisiac climate of 
Trinidad, despite oceans of rum, tons of spices, scores of carnivals, and hordes of 
ardent young ladies, Johnny is still resolutely a virgin at the age of twenty-one. It is 
also the story of Aunt Jocasta, a woman of great dignity and Himalayan proportions;
Professor Wolfgang von Buffus zu Damnitz, the world’s leading authority on 
urinometrics and everything else; Joe Caldeira, a Portuguese bartender by 
occupation, a sweetman in his leisure; and Marcellin Gros-Caucaud, a magnificent 
African of awesome sexual power. In the town of San Fernando, Trinidad, from a 
swaying hammock under a graceful palm to the smoky interior of the Black Cat Bar, 
life is joyous for Johnny and his friends. But not for long. A crime of passion, a failed
business venture, a venomous snake, and they are all forced to leave paradise. 
Their chosen route of escape is a sea voyage to England. On the high seas, too, 
despite the persistent advances of a radish-faced Englishwoman whose rigidity of 
spine extends to her upper lip, Johnny still preserves his virginity. The ocean liner 
docks in transit at Madeira, and by grand design Johnny and his entourage 
converge upon a whorehouse, where they are presented to the cream of local 
society: a Catholic prelate, a chief rabbi, the prefect of police, a pimp. Now the 
action really gets rolling. ON LEAVING PARADISE is an elegantly written fable, a 
pungent satire of colonialism, a sunlit mockery of manners, and above all a grand 
celebration of youth and sex, lone, and life.

A fixture of intellectual life for several decades in the New York City neighborhood of
Harlem, Frank Hercules was uniquely situated to understand the American racial 
dilemma. Born on the Caribbean island of Trinidad, he arrived in New York as a 
young man after a turbulent life that had already been touched by the racism of 
British colonialism.
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Hercules, Frank. Where the Hummingbird Flies. New York. 1961. Harcourt Brace &
Company. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With A 
Small Piece Missing From the Top Spine. 212 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Ellen Raskin. Inventory # 7578. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When Mrs. Napoleon Walker, the wife of a wealthy 
Negro doctor in Port of Spain, selects guests for her famous parties, she uses only 
one measuring rod - the color of their skins. When Mervyn Herrick, a brilliant Negro 
lawyer, contemplates a Trinidad governed by the Trinidadians, he wishes the British
would rule forever. When Dr. Ivor Griffiths, the eccentric Welsh physician, thinks of 
the island’s British population, he wishes them all at the bottom of the sea. And 
when the Governor’s aide-de-camp, who has been having an affair with the 
Governor’s wife, tells his superior of the alliance, the old boy secretly relishes the 
thought of what is in store for his young subordinate. Frank Hercules combines 
these characters with humor and insight in his highly readable novel. To him 
Trinidad is its people, and his compassion for their ambitions, shortcomings, and 
human foibles is evident in every situation he creates. In WHERE THE 
HUMMINGBIRD FLIES, the West Indian island of Trinidad ceases to be the 
paradise it is often pictured, and becomes Trinidad as it really is - an island anxious 
for independence but fearful of cutting itself adrift in what might prove to be not 
merely an unknown but a stormy sea.

FRANK HERCULES was born in Port of Spain, Trinidad, and educated in London at
the University Tutorial College and at the well-known school of law the Middle 
Temple. From 1946 to 1956 he was a business executive; his full-time occupation 
now is writing. Mr. Hercules became an American citizen in 1959, and lives in New 
York City. WHERE THE HUMMINGBIRD FLIES is his first novel.
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Herder, Johann Gottfried. Sculpture: Some Observations On Shape & Form From 
Pygmalion's Creative Dream. Chicago. 2002. University of Chicago Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0226327558. Translated from the 
German by Jason Gaiger. 141 pages. paperback. Cover - 'Gaul Committing Suicide
with His Wife (Arria and Paetus)', marble. Inventory # 36663. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘The eye that gathers impressions is no longer the eye 
that sees a depiction on a surface; it becomes a hand, the ray of light becomes a 
finger, and the imagination becomes a form of immediate touching.’ - Johann 
Gottfried Herder. Long recognized as one of the most important eighteenth-century
works on aesthetics and the visual arts, Johann Gottfried Herder’s Plastik 
(Sculpture, 1778) has never before appeared in a complete English translation. In 
this landmark essay, Herder combines rationalist and empiricist thought with a wide
range of sources - from the classics to Norse legend, Shakespeare to the Bible - to 
illuminate the ways we experience sculpture. Standing on the fault line between 
classicism and romanticism, Herder draws most of his examples from classical 
sculpture, while nevertheless insisting on the historicity of art and of the senses 
themselves. Through a detailed analysis of the differences between painting and 
sculpture, he develops a powerful critique of the dominance of vision both in the 
appreciation of art and in our everyday apprehension of the world around us. One of
the key articulations of the aesthetics of Sturm und Drang, SCULPTURE is also 
important as an anticipation of subsequent developments in art theory. Jason 
Gaiger’s translation of SCULPTURE includes an extensive introduction to Herder’s 
thought, explanatory notes, and illustrations of all the sculptures discussed in the 
text.

Johann Gottfried von Herder (25 August 1744 – 18 December 1803) was a German
philosopher, theologian, poet, and literary critic. He is associated with the periods of
Enlightenment, Sturm und Drang, and Weimar Classicism.
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Herman, Edward S. Beyond Hypocrisy: Decoding the News in an Age of 
Propaganda, including the Doublespeak Dictionary. Boston. 1992. South End Press.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0896084353. Illustrations by Matt 
Wuerker. 239 pages. paperback. Covefr illustration by Matt Wuerker. Inventory # 
40699. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this highly original volume that includes satirical 
essays, cartoons, and a cross-referenced lexicon of doublespeak terms with 
examples of their all too frequent usage, Herman and Wuerker highlight the 
deception and hypocrisy contained in the U.S. government’s favorite buzzwords. 
This spirited book offers abundant examples of duplicitous terminology, ranging from
the crimes of free enterprise celebrated in the boardrooms of Wall Street and the 
press coverage of elections in El Salvador and Nicaragua to George Bush’s use of 
the famous ‘smart bombs’ to prevent ‘collateral damage’ in the war against Iraq.

Edward Samuel Herman (April 7, 1925 – November 11, 2017) was an American 
economist, media scholar and social critic. Often associated with Noam Chomsky, 
Herman is best known for his media criticism, in particular his Propaganda model 
developed in conjunction with Chomsky. He held an appointment as Professor 
Emeritus of finance at the Wharton School of Business of the University of 
Pennsylvania and a media analyst with a specialty in corporate and regulatory 
issues as well as political economy. He also taught at Annenberg School for 
Communication at the University of Pennsylvania. Ideologically Herman has been 
described as a "dedicated radical democrat", an ideology which opposes corporate 
control in favor of direct democracy while distancing itself from other radical 
movements.
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Hernandez, David. Dear, Sincerely. Pittsburgh. 2016. University of Pittsburgh Press.
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822964070. Pitt Poetry Series. 64
pages. paperback. Inventory # 42528. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Do not let the fact that David Hernandez is one of the 
funniest poets at work today mislead you into thinking ‘comic’ poets can’t also be 
learned, wise, socially aware, and capable of deep pathos. Hernandez possesses all
these qualities—in abundance; his new book is nothing short of dazzling.’ —David
Wojahn. Dear, Sincerely is an exploration into the relationship between the Self, the
collective We, and the cosmos, as well as the murky division that separates one 
from the other. These interconnections, are also central to Elizabeth Bishop’s work,
and one of her poems in particular (‘In the Waiting Room’) was particularly influential
to this work. An approach that Hernandez uses to investigate these interconnections
is the epistolary poem. Some of the epistolaries in the collection pins the Self to the
speaker, whereas others place a different speaker at the front of the stage, turning 
the tables on the Self: the addressee has now become the addressed. This 
approach has evolved into situations in which two or more speakers are 
communicating in a single poem.

David Hernandez’s most recent book of poetry, Hoodwinked, won the Kathryn A. 
Morton Prize in Poetry. His other books include Always Danger and A House 
Waiting for Music. He is also the author of two YA novels, No More Us for You and 
Suckerpunch. David teaches creative writing at California State University, Long 
Beach.keywords

Poetry
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Price $15.95
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Hernandez, David. Dear, Sincerely. Pittsburgh. 2016. University of Pittsburgh Press.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822964070. Pitt Poetry Series. 
64 pages. paperback. Inventory # 45060. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Do not let the fact that David Hernandez is one of the 
funniest poets at work today mislead you into thinking ‘comic’ poets can’t also be 
learned, wise, socially aware, and capable of deep pathos. Hernandez possesses all
these qualities—in abundance; his new book is nothing short of dazzling.’ —David
Wojahn. Dear, Sincerely is an exploration into the relationship between the Self, the
collective We, and the cosmos, as well as the murky division that separates one 
from the other. These interconnections, are also central to Elizabeth Bishop’s work,
and one of her poems in particular (‘In the Waiting Room’) was particularly influential
to this work. An approach that Hernandez uses to investigate these interconnections
is the epistolary poem. Some of the epistolaries in the collection pins the Self to the
speaker, whereas others place a different speaker at the front of the stage, turning 
the tables on the Self: the addressee has now become the addressed. This 
approach has evolved into situations in which two or more speakers are 
communicating in a single poem.

David Hernandez’s most recent book of poetry, Hoodwinked, won the Kathryn A. 
Morton Prize in Poetry. His other books include Always Danger and A House 
Waiting for Music. He is also the author of two YA novels, No More Us for You and 
Suckerpunch. David teaches creative writing at California State University, Long 
Beach.keywords
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Herr, Richard. Tocqueville and the Old Regime. Princeton. 1962. Princeton 
University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good.No Dustjacket. 142 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 15603. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Alexis-Charles-Henri Clérel de Tocqueville (29 July 1805
– 16 April 1859) was a French political thinker and historian best known for his 
works Democracy in America (appearing in two volumes: 1835 and 1840) and The
Old Regime and the Revolution (1856). In both of these, he analyzed the improved 
living standards and social conditions of individuals, as well as their relationship to 
the market and state in Western societies. Democracy in America was published 
after Tocqueville's travels in the United States, and is today considered an early 
work of sociology and political science. Tocqueville was active in French politics, first
under the July Monarchy (1830–1848) and then during the Second Republic (1849–
1851) which succeeded the February 1848 Revolution. He retired from political life 
after Louis Napoléon Bonaparte's 2 December 1851 coup, and thereafter began 
work on The Old Regime and the Revolution. He argued that the importance of the 
French Revolution was to continue the process of modernizing and centralizing the
French state which had begun under King Louis XIV. The failure of the Revolution 
came from the inexperience of the deputies who were too wedded to abstract 
Enlightenment ideals. Tocqueville was a classical liberal who advocated 
parliamentary government, but was skeptical of the extremes of democracy. 
Distressed by the despotism of the Second Empire in France, Alexis de Tocqueville
wrote his historical masterpiece, The Old Regime and the French Revolution. 
Richard Herr's critical interpretation of the ideas in Old Regime constitutes a 
sensitive study of Tocqueville's last eight years.

Richard Herr is professor of history, emeritus, at the University of California, 
Berkeley.
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Herrigel, Eugen. Zen in the Art of Archery. New York. 1999. Vintage Books. 
Reprinted Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0375705090. Translated from the 
German by R. F. C. Hull. 96 pages. paperback. Inventory # 28655. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The author of this illuminating little book on Zen doctrine 
is a professor of philosophy who taught at the University of Tokyo in the nineteen-
thirties. At this time, he took a six years’ course of instruction in archery, with one of 
the great masters of this ‘chivalrous art.’ The Japanese understand archery not as a
sport but as a religious ritual. It presupposes a spiritual attitude taught by Dhyana 
Buddhism, which in Japan is known as ‘Zen.’ ‘Zen’ is not speculation but immediate
experience of a mystical character. The author’s lessons in archery therefore were 
actually mystical exercises. He describes his training step by step, recollecting in 
detail all the resistances and inhibitions he had to overcome before he succeeded in
penetrating into the spirit of Zen doctrine. A doctrine as elusive as Zen is not so 
much explained as demonstrated in the process of training. The very fact that the 
teachings of the master are not theoretical but bound up with something as tangible
as bow, arrow, and target, make it possible for the Western reader to get more than
a glimpse of a fascinating realm of spiritual life - perhaps the strangest the Far East
has to offer.

Eugen Herrigel (20 March 1884 in Lichtenau, Baden – 18 April 1955 in 
Partenkirchen, Bavaria) was a German philosopher who taught philosophy at 
Tohoku Imperial University in Sendai, Japan, from 1924 to 1929 and introduced Zen
to large parts of Europe through his writings. While living in Japan from 1924 to 
1929, he studied kyūdō, traditional Japanese archery, under Awa Kenzô (1880
-1939), a master of the art, in the hope of furthering his understanding of Zen. Volker
Zotz revealed in his book on Buddhism and German Culture that Eugen Herrigel 
was a strong supporter of the Nazi party. For his involvement in Nazism he was 
forbidden to teach at the University for three years after 1945.
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Herron, Carolivia. Thereafter Johnnie. New York. 1991. Random House. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394576446. 243 pages. hardcover. 
Cover photograph by Marc Tauss. Jacket design by Susan Shapiro. Inventory # 
15321. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Its formal intricacy balanced by an unyielding interiority,
THEREAFTER JOHNNIE is a remarkable achievement. Herron sweeps into our 
literary tradition like a fourth Fury. and leaves very few things untouched.’ - HENRY
LOUIS GATES, JR. In language that astonishes, Carolivia Herron has written a 
masterful first novel that is as brilliant and daring in its thematic reaches as it is in its
narrative design. Based on a classical epic structure of twenty-four books, Herron’s
work cuts into the heart of the institutions we have come to revere - family, religion,
history - as well as what it means to appropriate a racial identity for black or white in
America. On its most basic level, THEREAFTER JOHNNIE tells of the fall of a 
family, the discovery of incest, and the birth of a child. Johnnie is the daughter of an 
incestuous union between her mother and her grandfather. Mute and sheltered from
the world outside until the age of seventeen, when her mother succumbs to a 
maddening vision and drowns herself, Johnnie embarks on an Odyssean journey to
recover her story. By novel’s end we learn that this is a story passed down through 
generations, a ballad in which shattered myths and the issues of race, xenophobia, 
love, and consolation transcend the narrative to become a parable with a global 
message that is both controversial and enlightening. THEREAFTER JOHNNIE 
heralds a stunning new literary talent.

CAROLIVIA HERRON is an associate professor of English at Mount Holyoke 
College, a Bunting Fellow at Radcliffe College, and a fellow at the Folger 
Shakespeare Library and the Beinecke Library at Yale University. A Fulbright 
Fellow, she is the director of the Epicenter for the Study of Comparative Epics at 
Harvard. She was born in Washington, D.C., and currently lives in Massachusetts.
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Herron, Don. Willeford. Tucson. 1997. Dennis McMillan Publications Publications. 
1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0939767260. 469 pages. hardcover. Signed by
Both the Author And the Publisher. Front cover photograph by David Poller. 
Inventory # 24722. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - WILLEFORD is the first extensive critical appreciation of
the life and writing of Charles Willeford (1919-1988), author of MIAMI BLUES, THE
BURNT ORANGE HERESY and COCKFIGHTER. From his early Depression-era 
experiences as a teen-age hobo, through his twenty-year enlistment in the Army and
Air Force (including his role as a tank commander with Patton’s Third Army, fighting 
in the Battle of the Bulge), his years of struggle in the paperback original jungle, to a
final triumph with his series of crime novels about Miami homicide inspector Hoke 
Moseley, this book tells his story. Don Herron provides the fascinating background 
to all of Willeford’s books, from PROLETARIAN LAUGHTER (1948) through the fifth
Hoke Moseley novel, left unfinished at the time of his death. Herron also relates 
Willeford’s long-term avocation as a prankster, recording many of his hilarious 
routines, to which he himself fell victim more than once! WILLEFORD also features 
the most complete bibliography of Willeford’s ever assembled, both primary and 
secondary, as well as his longest interview - over one hundred pages of never-
before-published conversations with the author of MIAMI BLUES.

Don Herron, Grand Mysteriarch of the Hammett Cult in San Francisco, has led the 
Dashiell Hammett Tour in that city since 1977. Among his previous books are sundry
editions of THE LITERARY WORLD OF SAN FRANCISCO and the DASHIELL 
HAMMETT TOUR. He also edited the critical collections REIGN OF FEAR, on the 
fiction and film of Stephen King, and THE DARK BARBARIAN, on the writings of 
Robert E. Howard, and he prepared and finally saw into print Charles Willeford’s 
long novel THE SHARK-INFESTED CUSTARD.
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Hertsgaard, Mark. On Bended Knee: The Press and the Reagan Presidency. New 
York. 1988. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st American Edition. Some Foxing On Top Edge,
Otherwise Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0374251975. 408 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Tom Stvan. Jacket photograph by Dirk 
Halstead/Gamma-Liaison. Inventory # 12066. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In ON BENDED KNEE: THE PRESS AND THE 
REAGAN PRESIDENCY, Mark Hertsgaard presents a history and an indictment of 
the relations between the major news media and the Reagan Administration. Based
on more than 175 interviews with most of the key figures in the White House and the
press, and on a comprehensive analysis of newspaper and television coverage of 
such stories as the Iran-Contra Affair, the invasion of Grenada, the arms talks, and
Reaganomics, this book exposes one of the great scandals of recent U.S. politics - 
how the press, both through government manipulation and through voluntary self-
censorship, abdicated its responsibility to report on what was really going on. 
Indeed, as Hertsgaard reveals, there were many instances of network and press 
executives at CBS, The New York Times, and elsewhere, stifling their own reporters.
ON BENDED KNEE is a sobering, important book. For seven years, the news from
Washington has been presented in such a way as to make it virtually impossible for
a citizen to make sense of what has really been going on in America: the 
collaboration of White House ‘spin control’ and the press’s own subservience has 
seen to that. And this trend will not simply dissipate with a new administration. The 
lasting value of Mark Hertsgaard’s work is his exposure of this unhappy 
collaboration to a public that will need to think very skeptically indeed about the 
news from Washington in the years ahead.

MARK HERTSGAARD is an investigative journalist living in Washington, D.C. He is 
the author of NUCLEAR INC.: THE MEN AND MONEY BEHIND NUCLEAR 
ENERGY, and his writing has appeared in Esquire, The New Yorker, The New York
Times, the Los Angeles Times, The Village Voice, and the Columbia Journalism 
Review, among other publications.
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Hess, Debra. Thurgood Marshall: The Fight for Equal Justice (The History of the 
Civil Rights Movement). Englewood Cliffs. 1990. Silver Burdett Press. Reprinted 
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0382240588. 122 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 40686. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Examines the life of the first black man to be appointed 
an associate justice to the United States Supreme Court.

Debra joined Highlights for Children as a Senior Editor in June 2009. She is the 
author of numerous fiction and nonfiction books for children, including Thurgood 
Marshall, the Fight for Equal Justice, a NY Public Library Best Books for the 
Teenage, and Wilson Sat Alone, an acclaimed picture book that was made into a 
PBS Storytime Special. Debra was Editorial Director of Weekly Reader Custom 
Publishing, Editor of Scholastic News, and Senior Editor at Scholastic Library 
Publishing. She has been published by Simon and Schuster, Harper Collins, 
Hyperion, and Harcourt.
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Hess, Joan. Misery Loves Maggody: An Arly Hanks Mystery. New York. 1999. 
Simon & Schuster. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684845628. 285 pages. 
hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket illustartion by Ben Pernini. Inventory # 
26134. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Murder and mayhem have never been so hilarious as in 
the sleepy little town of Maggody, Arkansas. Population 755. And in this newest 
entry to the Joan Hess series, there’s twice the fun when some of Maggody’s most 
beloved inhabitants venture out of state. Meanwhile, all manner of unrest also 
unfolds on the familiar Maggody home front. When beleaguered chief of police Arly
Hanks hears that her mother, Ruby Bee, and best friend, Estelle Oppers, are 
headed for Memphis on a four-day Elvis Pilgrimage, she thinks she may be getting a
break that is long overdue. But before the ‘pilgrims’ are past the airport on the way 
out of Faberville, the fur starts flying, and soon the trip is completely stalled by a 
variety of deadly doings. Estelle calls home to report that Ruby Bee has collapsed 
and is in the local hospital, and even before Arly’s seen the delta dawn, one of the 
other clients on the tour is found dead beneath the eighth-floor balcony of the hotel.
Worse still, the balcony from which she plunged turns out to be none other than the 
room of a prominent Maggody citizen, who has been hauled off to the local jail. 
What’s more, Estelle’s pretty darn sure the tour van is being followed by thugs in an
ominous black car - and another body’s about to be laid to rest in Graceland. Back 
home things aren’t much better and certainly no quieter, so Arly Hanks will have to 
be at her most resourceful to restore the peace once again to the inhabitants of 
Maggody - both those at home and those who have roamed beyond the town limits.

Joan Hess (born 1949) is an American mystery writer, the author of two popular 
mystery series: The Claire Malloy Mysteries and The Maggody Mysteries (also 
called The Arly Hanks Mysteries).
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Hesse, Hermann and Mann, Thomas. The Hesse/Mann Letters. New York. 1975. 
Harper & Row. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0060106425. Edited
by Anni Carlsson and Volker Michels. Translated from the German by Ralph 
Manheim. Foreword by Theordore Ziolkowski. 196 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Dorothy Schmiderer. Inventory # 4529. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is a collection of the letters of two of the giants of 
twentieth-century German literature. Beginning with a letter from Mann to Hesse in 
1910 and ending with Hesse’s poignant memorial essay to Mann, the letters reflect 
the course of their slowly developing relationship through the turbulent years of their
time. At first glance, two men more different in background, tastes and style of work
and life can hardly be imagined. Mann, from the north of Germany, the cultured 
cosmopolitan of patrician parentage, writer of epic prose, and Hesse, the southerner
from the Black Forest region, fiercely protective of his privacy, a writer of poetry and
deeply introspective lyrical fiction. They were both past fifty before they came to a 
recognition of their common bond as representatives of a humanist tradition which 
was under severe attack in Germany. The subjects of the letters are political as well
as literary, to be expected of two men, both of whom, for political reasons, became 
exiles-Hesse in 1918, at the time of World War I, and Mann in 1933, during the Nazi
era.

Hermann Karl Hesse (2 July 1877 – 9 August 1962) was a German-born Swiss poet,
novelist, and painter. His best-known works include Demian, Steppenwolf, 
Siddhartha, and The Glass Bead Game, each of which explores an individual's 
search for authenticity, self-knowledge and spirituality. In 1946, he received the 
Nobel Prize in Literature. Paul Thomas Mann (6 June 1875 – 12 August 1955) was a
German novelist, short story writer, social critic, philanthropist, essayist, and the 
1929 Nobel Prize in Literature laureate. His highly symbolic and ironic epic novels 
and novellas are noted for their insight into the psychology of the artist and the 
intellectual. His analysis and critique of the European and German soul used 
modernized versions of German and Biblical stories, as well as the ideas of Johann
Wolfgang von Goethe, Friedrich Nietzsche, and Arthur Schopenhauer.
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Hesse, Hermann. Autobiographical Writings. New York. 1972. Farrar Straus Giroux.
1st American Edition. Previous Owner’s Name Penned in Front, Otherwise Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0374107335. Translated from the German by Denver Lindley. 
Edited, & with an introduction by Theodore Ziolkowski. 291 pages. hardcover. Jacket
design by Milton Glaser. Inventory # 11938. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Rarely have biography and art been more complexly 
interwoven than in the life and works of Hermann Hesse. An intensely introspective
man, Hesse was obsessed from first to last-from PETER CAMENZIND to The 
GLASS BEAD GAME-with the spiritual crises of his life and the broader meanings 
they suggested for his generation. Inevitably, his readers become as fascinated with
the man as with the works themselves. Yet Hesse’s autobiographical writings, which
comprise some of his finest prose and stand in explicit counterpoint to the fiction, 
have not been previously available in English. The present volume includes twelve 
revealing pieces arranged so that Hesse narrates his own life in roughly 
chronological sequence. The first three, dealing primarily with the portrait of the artist
as a young man, suggest the experiences that underlie DEMIAN, BENEATH THE 
WHEEL, and the other novels of youth. In the next group, Hesse describes his 
journey to India, from which SIDDHARTHA eventually emerged, as well as the 
trauma of the war years. The two long central pieces, A Guest at the Spa and 
Journey to Nuremberg, recapitulate the process of maturing that turned the 
mountain recluse of Montagnola into the ironic witness of the twenties, who could 
write with such humorous detachment about the spiritual torments of the 
Steppenwolf. The later writings, which move closer and closer to the reflective 
essay, render in a classically paradigmatic form an account of the highly ordered, 
virtually Castalian existence that assumed fictional shape in THE GLASS BEAD 
GAME.

Hermann Karl Hesse (2 July 1877 – 9 August 1962) was a German-born Swiss poet,
novelist, and painter. His best-known works include Demian, Steppenwolf, 
Siddhartha, and The Glass Bead Game, each of which explores an individual's 
search for authenticity, self-knowledge and spirituality. In 1946, he received the 
Nobel Prize in Literature.
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Hesse, Hermann. Narcissus and Goldmund. New York. 1969. Noonday/Farrar 
Straus Giroux. 8th Printing. Previous Owner's Name in Front, Otherwise Very Good 
in Slightly Worn Wrappers. Translated from the German by Ursule Molinaro. 
paperback. Inventory # 29810. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - NARCISSUS AND GOLDMUND is the story of a 
passionate yet uneasy friendship between two men of opposite character. 
Narcissus, an ascetic instructor at a cloister school, has devoted himself solely to 
scholarly and spiritual pursuits. One of his students is the sensual, restless 
Goldmund, who is immediately drawn to his teacher’s fierce intellect and sense of 
discipline. When Narcissus persuades the young student that he is not meant for a 
life of self-denial, Goldmund sets off in pursuit of aesthetic and physical pleasures, a
path that leads him to a final, unexpected reunion with Narcissus.

Hermann Karl Hesse (2 July 1877 – 9 August 1962) was a German-born Swiss poet,
novelist, and painter. His best-known works include Demian, Steppenwolf, 
Siddhartha, and The Glass Bead Game, each of which explores an individual's 
search for authenticity, self-knowledge and spirituality. In 1946, he received the 
Nobel Prize in Literature.
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Hesse, Hermann. Peter Camenzind. New York. 1970. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st 
American Printing. Previous Owner's Name Penned n Front,Otherwise Very Good in
Slightly Worn Dustjacket With Some Tears. 201 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by
Milton Glaser. Inventory # 4526. $32.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘In the beginning was the myth’ is the opening sentence
of PETER CAMENZIND, Hesse’s first novel, originally published with great success 
in 1904 and now published for the first time in America. It is the prototype of all the 
lyric works of fiction by Hermann Hesse that new generations of readers are 
discovering for themselves. It tells the story of the adolescence and early manhood
of a writer who leaves the Swiss mountain village where he was born and takes to 
the road to encounter the great world. In Italy, the country of his idol, St. Francis of 
Assisi, Camenzind feels at home for the first time. He makes one great friend, who is
killed, falls in love first with Rösi, then Erminia, then Elizabeth, lives in dissipation in
Paris, and turns more and more to drink as an escape from the pain of living. He 
finally finds peace of mind caring for a helpless cripple, Boppi. At the end 
Camenzind has returned to the village where he was born. ‘Almost all the prose 
works I have written are biographies of the soul,’ Hermann Hesse has written, 
‘monologues, in which a single individual is observed in relation to the world and to 
his own ego.’ In PETER CAMENZIND Hesse’s principal themes are man’s 
rootedness in nature and the ideal of serving man in the spirit of St. Francis. 
Camenzind’s self-love and his love of man coalesce, leading his restless spirit to 
inner tranquillity.

Hermann Karl Hesse (2 July 1877 – 9 August 1962) was a German-born Swiss poet,
novelist, and painter. His best-known works include Demian, Steppenwolf, 
Siddhartha, and The Glass Bead Game, each of which explores an individual's 
search for authenticity, self-knowledge and spirituality. In 1946, he received the 
Nobel Prize in Literature.
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Hesse, Karen. Dear America - a Light in the Storm: The Civil War Diary of Amelia 
Martin, Fenwick Island, Delaware, 1861. New York. 1999. Scholastic. 1st American
Edition. Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front, Otherwise Very Good in 
Hardcover. No Dustjacket. 0590567330. 174 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37919. 
$6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1861, Amelia Martin's father is stripped of his post as a
ship's captain when he is caught harboring the leader of a slave rebellion. Now he is
an assistant lighthouse keeper on Fenwick Island, off the coast of Delaware-a state
wedged between the North and the South, just as Amelia is wedged between her 
constantly arguing parents. Amelia's mother blames her abolitionist husband for their
living conditions, which she claims are taking a toll on her health. As the Civil War 
rages on, Amelia slowly learns that she cannot stop the fighting, but by keeping 
watch in the lighthouse each day, lighting the lamps, cleaning the glass, and 
rescuing victims of Atlantic storms, she can make a difference.

Karen Hesse is the award-winning and critically acclaimed author of many books for
children. Her titles include the Newbery Medal winner Out of the Dust, Witness, and
The Cats in Krasinski Square, among many others. She lives in Vermont with her 
husband and two teenaged daughters.
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Hesse, Karen. Stowaway. New York. 2000. Margaret K. McElderry Books. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0689839871. Illustrated by Robert 
Andrew Parker. 320 pages. hardcover. Dustajcet map illustration by Rodica Prato, 
based on a 17th-century original. Inventory # 28716. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It is known that in the summer of 1768, Captain James 
Cook sailed from England on H.M.S Endeavour, beginning a three-year voyage 
around the world on a secret mission to discover an unknown continent at the 
bottom of the globe. What is less known is that a boy by the name of Nicholas 
Young was a stowaway on that ship. Newbery winner Karen Hesse re-creates 
Cook’s momentous voyage through the eyes of this remarkable boy, creating a 
fictional journal filled with fierce hurricanes, warring natives, and disease, as Nick 
discovers new lands, incredible creatures, and lifelong friends.

Karen S. Hesse is an American author of children's literature and literature for young
adults, often with historical settings. She won the Newbery Medal for Out of the 
Dust.
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Heung-Gil, Yun. The House of Twilight. Columbia. 1989. Readers International. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0930523598. Edited & With An 
Introduction by Martin Holman. 32 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 25028. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - First english collection by Korea's most original and 
stylish young writer.

Yun Heunggil (born 14 December 1942) is a South Korean novelist known for his 
treatment of conflicts between the individual and society. He received his degree in
Korean literature from Wonkwang University in 1973. In 1977 he won the Korean 
Literature Writers Award.
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Heyer, Marilee. The Weaving of a Dream. New York. 1986. Viking Press/ Kestrel. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670805556. Illustrated by Marilee 
Heyer. Full-color illustrations. unpaginated. hardcover. Inscribed by the Author. 
Cover art by Marilee Heyer. Inventory # 2468. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Marile Heyer retells an engrossing Chinese folktale about
an old woman who weaves exquisite brocades.

Marilee Heyer lives in California. She earned her B.A. at the Art Center College of 
Design in Los Angeles and continued her art studies at the San Francisco Institute 
of Art.
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Heylin, Clinton. Anarchy in the Year Zero: The Sex Pistols, The Clash and The 
Class of ‘76. Pontefract. 2017. Route. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 9781901927665. 352 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 41958. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is the story of the birth of Punk, with a capital P, in 
the UK, the only country where it was a mainstream movement. Told entirely by eye-
witnesses (Heylin included) whose words, then and now, have been held up to the 
light of history’s hindsight. It looks at the foundation of The Sex Pistols and how the
movement they began in 1977 changed music and culture forever. But most of all, it
is the story of a handful of British youths who were inspired to raise their voice in 
song, and allow it to echo around the world. Praise for Heylin’s previous work on 
rock music history: “Heylin, one of the world’s foremost Dylanologists, breathes new
life into the story with the help of 18 recently unearthed soundboard recordings from
Dylan’s 1966 tour with the Hawks.”— Rolling Stone.

Clinton Heylin (born 8 April 1960) is an English author who has written extensively 
about popular music and the work of Bob Dylan.
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Hiaasen, Carl. Basket Case. New York. 2002. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0375411070. 321 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by 
Charles Burns. Inventory # 32121. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The adventures of Jack Tagger, down-on-his-luck 
journalist relegated to the obit beat at a smalltown Florida daily.

Carl Hiaasen (born March 12, 1953) is an American writer, author and journalist. A 
long-time columnist for the Miami Herald and Tribune Content Agency, Hiaasen has
also written more than 20 novels which can generally be classified as humorous 
crime fiction and often feature themes of environmentalism and political corruption in
his native Florida. He began his career as a news reporter and by the late 1970s 
had begun writing novels in his spare time. In 2002, he also started publishing books
for young readers.
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Hiaasen, Carl. Flush. New York. 2005. Knopf Books for Young Readers. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0375821821. 263 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 37976. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Noah's dad, Paine, is a kind but slightly irresponsible 
fisherman, passionate about saving the local Florida aquatic life. When Paine 
discovers that a local businessman is running a scam from his casino boat, he takes
the law into his own hands, sinks the boat and ends up in jail. The scam involves 
releasing the effluent from the boat's toilets directly into the water, to avoid the cost 
of disposing of it safely. Noah and Abby, his sister, take up the fight on Dad's behalf
and enlist the help of Shelly, former girlfriend of Dodgy Businessman. Shelly knows 
that DB is up to no good and comes up with a plan to prove it. She gets a job as a 
barmaid back on the casino boat and plans to sneak a huge load of colored dye into
the toilets. Meanwhile. .Noah and his sister have never known their paternal 
grandfather but have always been told that he died in mysterious circumstances in 
South America. As they delve deeper into the mystery, an elderly stranger turns up 
and seems to be watching over them, even intervening to save Noah when he's 
being beaten up by DB's horrible son. .On the night planned for Shelly's mission, 
Noah and Abby are watching from a small rowing boat. Unfortunately they are 
spotted from the deck of the casino boat by a violent thug who works for DB. As he 
raises his gun to take a shot at the kids, he is pushed aside by the mysterious old 
man. When the toilets are flushed that night, the bay turns orange, the coastguard 
are called and the terrible scam revealed. Dad gets let out of prison and of course 
the stranger turns out to be their grandpa!

Carl Hiaasen (born March 12, 1953) is an American writer, author and journalist. A 
long-time columnist for the Miami Herald and Tribune Content Agency, Hiaasen has
also written more than 20 novels which can generally be classified as humorous 
crime fiction and often feature themes of environmentalism and political corruption in
his native Florida. He began his career as a news reporter and by the late 1970s 
had begun writing novels in his spare time. In 2002, he also started publishing books
for young readers.
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Hiaasen, Carl. Kick Ass: Selected Columns of Carl Hiaasen. Gainesville. 1999. 
University Press Of Florida. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0813017173. Edited by Diane Stevenson. 447 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 28330.
$35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Readers who eagerly anticipate each new Carl Hiaasen
novel will relish this selection of his Miami Herald columns, written with the same 
dark humor and satirical edge as TOURIST SEASON, STRIP TEASE, STORMY 
WEATHER, and the rest of Hiaasen’s brilliant and nationally acclaimed fiction. 
Known for evoking the disastrously flawed paradise of modern South Florida, 
Hiaasen proves in these columns that facts can indeed be stranger than the fiction 
they inspire. In addition to South Florida color and world-class journalism, readers of
KICK ASS will find one of Florida’s staunchest defenders in action, and they’ll take 
great pleasure in watching him work.

Carl Hiaasen (born March 12, 1953) is an American writer, author and journalist. A 
long-time columnist for the Miami Herald and Tribune Content Agency, Hiaasen has
also written more than 20 novels which can generally be classified as humorous 
crime fiction and often feature themes of environmentalism and political corruption in
his native Florida. He began his career as a news reporter and by the late 1970s 
had begun writing novels in his spare time. In 2002, he also started publishing books
for young readers.
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Hiaasen, Carl. Kick Ass: Selected Columns of Carl Hiaasen. Gainesville. 1999. 
University Press Of Florida. 3rd Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0813017173. 
Edited by Diane Stevenson. 447 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 35708. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Readers who eagerly anticipate each new Carl Hiaasen
novel will relish this selection of his Miami Herald columns, written with the same 
dark humor and satirical edge as TOURIST SEASON, STRIP TEASE, STORMY 
WEATHER, and the rest of Hiaasen’s brilliant and nationally acclaimed fiction. 
Known for evoking the disastrously flawed paradise of modern South Florida, 
Hiaasen proves in these columns that facts can indeed be stranger than the fiction 
they inspire. In addition to South Florida color and world-class journalism, readers of
KICK ASS will find one of Florida’s staunchest defenders in action, and they’ll take 
great pleasure in watching him work.

Carl Hiaasen (born March 12, 1953) is an American writer, author and journalist. A 
long-time columnist for the Miami Herald and Tribune Content Agency, Hiaasen has
also written more than 20 novels which can generally be classified as humorous 
crime fiction and often feature themes of environmentalism and political corruption in
his native Florida. He began his career as a news reporter and by the late 1970s 
had begun writing novels in his spare time. In 2002, he also started publishing books
for young readers.
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Hiaasen, Carl. Lucky You. New York. 1997. Knopf. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0679454446. 353 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket 
design by Barbara de Wilde. Inventory # 24476. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Grange, Florida, is, famous for its miracles-the weeping 
fiberglass Madonna, the Road-Stain Jesus, the stigmata man. And now it has 
JoLayne Lucks, unlikely winner of the state lottery. Unfortunately, JoLayne’s winning
ticket isn’t the only one. The other belongs to Bodean Gazzer and his raunchy 
sidekick, Chub, who want the whole $28 million jackpot to start their own 
underground militia.

Carl Hiaasen (born March 12, 1953) is an American writer, author and journalist. A 
long-time columnist for the Miami Herald and Tribune Content Agency, Hiaasen has
also written more than 20 novels which can generally be classified as humorous 
crime fiction and often feature themes of environmentalism and political corruption in
his native Florida. He began his career as a news reporter and by the late 1970s 
had begun writing novels in his spare time. In 2002, he also started publishing books
for young readers.
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Hiaasen, Carl. Lucky You. New York. 1997. Knopf. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0679454446. 353 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Barbara de Wilde.
Inventory # 24595. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Grange, Florida, is, famous for its miracles-the weeping 
fiberglass Madonna, the Road-Stain Jesus, the stigmata man. And now it has 
JoLayne Lucks, unlikely winner of the state lottery. Unfortunately, JoLayne’s winning
ticket isn’t the only one. The other belongs to Bodean Gazzer and his raunchy 
sidekick, Chub, who want the whole $28 million jackpot to start their own 
underground militia.

Carl Hiaasen (born March 12, 1953) is an American writer, author and journalist. A 
long-time columnist for the Miami Herald and Tribune Content Agency, Hiaasen has
also written more than 20 novels which can generally be classified as humorous 
crime fiction and often feature themes of environmentalism and political corruption in
his native Florida. He began his career as a news reporter and by the late 1970s 
had begun writing novels in his spare time. In 2002, he also started publishing books
for young readers.
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Hiaasen, Carl. Sick Puppy. New York. 2000. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0679454454. 341 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Ross
MacDonald. Jacket design by Barbara de Wilde. Inventory # 27499. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Independently wealthy eco-terrorist Twilly Spree teaches
a flagrant litterbug a lesson--and leaves the offender's precious Range Rover 
swarming with hungry dung beetles. When he discovers the litterer is one of the 
most powerful political fixers in Florida, the real Hiaasen-style fun begins.

Carl Hiaasen (born March 12, 1953) is an American writer, author and journalist. A 
long-time columnist for the Miami Herald and Tribune Content Agency, Hiaasen has
also written more than 20 novels which can generally be classified as humorous 
crime fiction and often feature themes of environmentalism and political corruption in
his native Florida. He began his career as a news reporter and by the late 1970s 
had begun writing novels in his spare time. In 2002, he also started publishing books
for young readers.
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Hiaasen, Carl. Team Rodent: How Disney Devours the World. New York. 1998. 
Library Of Contemporary Thought/Ballantine. 1st Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0345422805. Paperback Original. 96 pages. paperback. Inventory # 25377. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - 'Disney is so good at being good that it manifests an evil;
so uniformly efficient and courteous, so dependably clean and conscientious, so 
unfailingly entertaining that it's unreal, and therefore is an agent of pure wickedness.
Disney isn't in the business of exploiting Nature so much as striving to improve upon
it, constantly fine-tuning God's work.' - from TEAM RODENT TEAM RODENT How
Disney Devours America 'Revulsion is good. Revulsion is healthy. Each of us has 
limits, unarticulated boundaries of taste and tolerance, and sometimes we forget 
where they are. Peep Land is here to remind us; a fixed compass point by which we
can govern our private behavior. Because being grossed out is essential to the 
human experience; without a perceived depravity, we'd have nothing against which 
to gauge the advance or decline of culture; our art, our music, our cinema, our 
books. Without sleaze, the yardstick shrinks at both ends. Team Rodent doesn't 
believe in sleaze, however, nor in old-fashioned revulsion. Square in the middle is 
where it wants us all to be, dependable consumers with predictable attitudes. The 
message, never stated but avuncularly implied, is that America's values ought to 
reflect those of the Walt Disney Company, and not the other way around.'

Carl Hiaasen (born March 12, 1953) is an American writer, author and journalist. A 
long-time columnist for the Miami Herald and Tribune Content Agency, Hiaasen has
also written more than 20 novels which can generally be classified as humorous 
crime fiction and often feature themes of environmentalism and political corruption in
his native Florida. He began his career as a news reporter and by the late 1970s 
had begun writing novels in his spare time. In 2002, he also started publishing books
for young readers.
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Hibbett, Howard. The Floating World in Japanese Fiction. London/New 
York/Toronto. 1959. Oxford University Press. 1st American Edition. Bookseller 
Sticker in Front, Otherwise Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With Some Tears
Marks. 232 pages. hardcover. Inventory #  44632. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Among the most delightful genres of Japanese literature 
is that of the ukiyo-zoshi, or 'tales of the floating world'. These gay stories and 
novels reflect the milieu of the familiar ukiyo-e prints, to which they offer the best 
possible introduction. In them we find an unsurpassed view of the manners and 
customs, arts and affectations, of the multifarious city life of Tokugawa Japan. That 
view is focused on the search for pleasure that was the obsession of the age: like 
the authors themselves, most ukiyo-zoshi characters belong to the café society of 
courtesans, entertainers, and their patrons which flourished during the brilliant 
Genroku era (c. 1680—1740). It was a time of innovations in popular literature, as 
well as in music, the kabuki theatre, and the graphic arts; and the excitement of this 
'Japanese renaissance', together with its satirical wit and its sense of style, is vividly
displayed in the fiction of the floating world. The author, a member of the 
Department of Far Eastern Languages at Harvard University, has divided his book 
into three parts. The first gives an account of the social background; the second is 
devoted to translations of tales by Kiseki; and the third is a translation of 
approximately half of Saikaku's The Woman Who Spent Her Life In Love, an early 
picaresque novel set in an environment of merchants.

Howard Hibbett (July 27, 1920 – March 13, 2019) was a translator and professor 
emeritus of Japanese literature at Harvard University. He held the Victor S. Thomas
Professorship in Japanese Literature.
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Hickman, Mary. Rayfish. Richmond. 2017. Omnidawn Publishing. Advance 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430311. 6 x 9. 80 pages. 
paperback. Inventory #  44207. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Mary Hickman’s James Laughlin Award–winning second
book, Rayfish, masterfully adopts and synthesizes the genre conventions of lyric 
poetry, nonfiction, and criticism, and extends the possibilities of each. Haunted by 
the implications of making, Rayfish brings the thinking of the collective into even 
greater alignment with the intimacy of the lyric, seeking a global space of 
communication and contact in a world increasingly at risk. ‘With lyric momentum 
swift as the eponymous rayfish whose swimming is a variety of flight, Hickman’s 
powerful and personal collection of ekphrastic prose poems explores the thrilling art
of self-invention, engaging not only the endless involutions of representation but also
the spiritual implications of making art.’ Robyn Schiff, author of A Woman of 
Property.

Mary Hickman was born in Idaho and grew up in China and Taiwan. She is the 
author of This Is the Homeland and teaches creative writing at Nebraska Wesleyan
University and in the University of Iowa International Writing Program’s Between the
Lines exchange program.
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Hicks, Jeremy. First Films of the Holocaust: Soviet Cinema and the Genocide of the
Jews, 1938-1946. Pittsburgh. 2012. University of Pittsburgh Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822962243. Pitt Russian East European. 300
pages. paperback. Cover photograph from 'The Unvanquished' (Nepoorennye), 
1945. Cover design by Ann Walston. Inventory # 40577. $28.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In First Films of the Holocaust, Jeremy Hicks presents a
pioneering study of Soviet contributions to the growing public awareness of the 
horrors of Nazi rule. Even before the war, the Soviet film Professor Mamlock, which
premiered in the United States in 1938 and coincided with the Kristallnacht pogrom,
helped reinforce anti-Nazi sentiment. Yet, Soviet films were often dismissed or even
banned in the West as Communist propaganda. Ironically, in the brief 1939-1941 
period of Nazi and Soviet alliance, such films were also banned in the Soviet Union,
only to be reclaimed after the Nazi attack on the Soviet Union in 1941, and 
suppressed yet again during the Cold War. Jeremy Hicks recovers much of the 
major film work in Soviet depictions of the Holocaust and views them within their 
political context, both locally and internationally. Overwhelmingly, wartime films were
skewed to depict Soviet resistance, 'Red funerals,' and calls for vengeance, rather 
than the singling out of Jewish victims by the Nazis. Almost no personal testimony of
victims or synchronous sound was recorded, furthering the disconnection of the 
viewer to the victims. Hicks examines correspondence, scripts, reviews, and 
compares edited with unedited film to unearth the deliberately hidden Jewish 
aspects of Soviet depictions of the German invasion and occupation. To Hicks, it's in
the silences, gaps, and ellipses that the films speak most clearly. Additionally, he 
details the reasons why Soviet Holocaust films have been subsequently erased from
collective memory in the West and the Soviet Union: their graphic horror, their use 
as propaganda tools, and the postwar rise of the Red Scare in the United States and
anti-Semitic campaigns in the Soviet Union.

Jeremy Hicks is senior lecturer in the School of Languages, Linguistics, and Film at
Queen Mary University of London. He is the author of Mikhail Zoshchenko and the 
Poetics of Skaz and Dziga Vertov: Defining Documentary Film.
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Hicok, Bob. This Clumsy Living. Pittsburgh. 2007. University of Pittsburgh Press. 
Later Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822959533. Pitt Poetry Series. 101 
pages. paperback. Cover art by Carol Es, 'Wrong Mom,' oil on canvas. Cover design
by Ann Walston. Inventory # 40606. $14

FROM THE PUBLISHER - 'At his best, [Hicok] has always fused deeply wounded 
moments of pathos with an oddly welcome levity, much like everybody's favorite 
uncle who's never afraid to tell a good joke at a funeral, even if it's his wife lying in 
the casket. And the same can be said of 'This Clumsy Living', perhaps Hicok's most
obscure and mature book to date. Most notably, and with a heightened political 
consciousness in tow, these poems meditate on the tyranny of the human condition 
in the early twenty-first century.' --Barn Owl Review.

Bob Hicok is associate professor of English at Virginia Tech University. He is the 
author of This Clumsy Living, Insomnia Diary, Animal Soul (a finalist for the National
Book Critics Circle Award,) Plus Shipping, and The Legend of Light. Hicok is the 
recipient of a Guggenheim Fellowship, two NEA Fellowships, the Rebekah Johnson
Bobbitt National Poetry Prize from the Library of Congress, the Felix Pollak Prize, 
the Jerome J. Shestack Prize, and four Pushcart Prizes. His poems have appeared 
in five volumes of Best American Poetry.
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Hicok, Bob. Words for Empty and Words for Full. Pittsburgh. 2010. University of 
Pittsburgh Press. Later Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822960775. Pitt 
Poetry Series. 119 pages. paperback. Cover art by iStockphoto. Cover design by 
Ann Walston. Inventory # 40613. $14.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - As always with a Bob Hicok book, fascinating and a book
you sort of can't help but pick up and suddenly, two hours later, find yourself having 
read straight through. I can think of just about no contemporary poets who publish 
such consistently great work.' --Corduroy Books 'Bob Hicok's poetry is a fleeting 
comfort, a temporary solace from the chaos of the world. Smart, honest, powerfully 
inventive, his writing asks the biggest questions while acknowledging that there are
no answers beyond the imposed structure of the page.' --Los Angeles Times on This
Clumsy Living 'The most potent ingredient in virtually every one of Bob Hicok's 
compact, well-turned poems is a laughter as old as humanity itself, a sweet waggery
that suggests there's almost no problem that can't be solved by this poet's gentle 
humor.' --New York Times Book Review on Insomnia Diary.

Bob Hicok is associate professor of English at Virginia Tech University. He is the 
author of This Clumsy Living, Insomnia Diary, Animal Soul (a finalist for the National
Book Critics Circle Award,) Plus Shipping, and The Legend of Light. Hicok is the 
recipient of a Guggenheim Fellowship, two NEA Fellowships, the Rebekah Johnson
Bobbitt National Poetry Prize from the Library of Congress, the Felix Pollak Prize, 
the Jerome J. Shestack Prize, and four Pushcart Prizes. His poems have appeared 
in five volumes of Best American Poetry.keywords
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Higgins, George V. At End of Day. New York. 2000. Harcourt. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0151003580. 383 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by
Danny Bright. Inventory # 27848. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An explosive secret about the reality of crime and justice
in America forms the heart of a first-class crime novel inspired by a true story. Every
state police officer in Boston knows that Arthur McKeach and Nick Cistaro are the 
most prolific and ruthless practitioners of extortion, fraud, theft, bribery, assault, and
murder in the area. What none of them know is how to stop these Michelangelos of
crime, who for thirty years have eluded jail-and even arrest. Their secret is at the 
heart of George Higgins’s most searing and shocking dissection of the criminal life 
yet. At End of Day lays bare not only the inner workings of a criminal empire, but 
also reveals the corruption at the heart of American law enforcement. Few writers 
have mapped the intricate highways and byways of crime with equal vividness and 
elegance, and with AT END OF DAY, Higgins has created a cast of characters to 
match his unique gifts. McKeach and Cistaro stand shoulder-to-shoulder with any of
Eddie Coyle’s friends, and their story solidifies George Higgins’s place in the 
forefront of novelists who write about crime in America.

George V. Higgins (November 13, 1939 – November 6, 1999) was an American 
author, lawyer, newspaper columnist, and college professor. He is best known for 
his bestselling crime novels.
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Higgins, George V. Digger's Game. New York. 1973. Knopf. 1st American Edition. 
Remainder H Stamp On Bottom Corner Of Front Free Endpaper, Otherwise Very 
Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0394483162. 218 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Hal Siegel. Inventory # 28198. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With all his brilliance of suspense, verisimilitude, and 
‘dialogue so authentic it spits,’ George V. Higgins floodlights the murky area of the 
city—his setting once more is Boston—where the borders between legitimate and 
criminal enterprise vanish in a fog of greed, and violence is just around the corner. 
This is how a slick (Beacon Street) setup like the Regent Sportsmen’s Club, Inc., 
works. It’s an air charter operation: package tours to top casinos. What its clients—
respectable businessmen hooked on gambling—don’t know is that in addition to the
front man, a seemingly respectable ex-stockbroker, one of the partners is a Mafia 
connection and the third, put in by the Mob, is ‘the Greek,’ the loan shark who 
collects the markers. A smooth enterprise, neat, profitable, until. That’s where the 
Digger comes in. The Digger is Jerry Doherty, proprietor of a workingman’s bar, who
supplements his income with occasional odd jobs like stealing live checks or picking
up hot goods. He contrives to stay out of jail (his brother, a priest, has political clout).
But they’ve hooked the not-so-respectable Digger with a bargain fare on a half-
empty plane to Vegas, and now he owes $18,000 and the Greek is crowding him. 
The partners are scared the Creek isn’t up to tangling with a tough proposition like 
the Digger. The Don himself is nervous. The smooth enterprise gets rough— and 
one thing seems more and more certain: whether it’s the Digger or the Greek or the
ex-broker or the Mafia man, someone’s going to die. In scene after scene—as the 
novel rushes toward its violent climax—Higgins makes overwhelmingly real the 
world of the loan shark, the world of the Mafia-connected businessman, the 
machinery of their operations, and the inevitable semi-pros who, like the Digger, 
grease, and sometimes jam, the gears.

George V. Higgins (November 13, 1939 – November 6, 1999) was an American 
author, lawyer, newspaper columnist, and college professor. He is best known for 
his bestselling crime novels.
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Higgins, George V. Digger's Game. New York. 1973. Knopf. 1st Edition. Previous 
Owner's Name Penned in Front, Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394483162. 
214 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 4537. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With all his brilliance of suspense, verisimilitude, and 
‘dialogue so authentic it spits,’ George V. Higgins floodlights the murky area of the 
city—his setting once more is Boston—where the borders between legitimate and 
criminal enterprise vanish in a fog of greed, and violence is just around the corner. 
This is how a slick (Beacon Street) setup like the Regent Sportsmen’s Club, Inc., 
works. It’s an air charter operation: package tours to top casinos. What its clients—
respectable businessmen hooked on gambling—don’t know is that in addition to the
front man, a seemingly respectable ex-stockbroker, one of the partners is a Mafia 
connection and the third, put in by the Mob, is ‘the Greek,’ the loan shark who 
collects the markers. A smooth enterprise, neat, profitable, until. That’s where the 
Digger comes in. The Digger is Jerry Doherty, proprietor of a workingman’s bar, who
supplements his income with occasional odd jobs like stealing live checks or picking
up hot goods. He contrives to stay out of jail (his brother, a priest, has political clout).
But they’ve hooked the not-so-respectable Digger with a bargain fare on a half-
empty plane to Vegas, and now he owes $18,000 and the Greek is crowding him. 
The partners are scared the Creek isn’t up to tangling with a tough proposition like 
the Digger. The Don himself is nervous. The smooth enterprise gets rough— and 
one thing seems more and more certain: whether it’s the Digger or the Greek or the
ex-broker or the Mafia man, someone’s going to die. In scene after scene—as the 
novel rushes toward its violent climax—Higgins makes overwhelmingly real the 
world of the loan shark, the world of the Mafia-connected businessman, the 
machinery of their operations, and the inevitable semi-pros who, like the Digger, 
grease, and sometimes jam, the gears.

George V. Higgins (November 13, 1939 – November 6, 1999) was an American 
author, lawyer, newspaper columnist, and college professor. He is best known for 
his bestselling crime novels.
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Higgins, George V. On Writing. New York. 1990. Henry Holt. 1st Edition. Very Good
in Dustjacket. 0805011803. 227 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by James 
Steinberg. Inventory # 24406. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here is a nuts-and-bolts, hands-on approach for the 
practical and talented but inexperienced writer, telling how to anticipate the likely 
reaction of a distracted editor to what steps the writer can take to make that first 
reading work in his favor. On Writing is for every writer who thinks it’s high time 
something sold.

George V. Higgins (November 13, 1939 – November 6, 1999) was an American 
author, lawyer, newspaper columnist, and college professor. He is best known for 
his bestselling crime novels.
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Higgins, George. Bomber's Law. London. 1994. Little Brown. 1st British Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0805023291. 296 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 27885. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Bob Brennan is an old-school Boston cop who knows a 
lot about Short Joey Mossi, a mob hit man who's neatly taken care of at least eleven
competitors. In fact, as Harry Dell'Appa, a hotshot detective recalled from 
banishment in the sticks, discovers, Brennan not only knows a lot, but he talks a lot,
too-about who Joey's killed, and about how and why. So why won't Brennan bring 
Joey in? That's what Harry has to find out.

George V. Higgins (November 13, 1939 – November 6, 1999) was an American 
author, lawyer, newspaper columnist, and college professor. He is best known for 
his bestselling crime novels. His full name was George Vincent Higgins II, after an 
uncle living in Randolph, but he dropped the numeric (unofficially) in mid life. His 
books were all published as by George V. Higgins.
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Higham, Charles. The Civilization of Angkor. Berkeley. 0. University Of California 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0520234421. 207 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 35129. $27.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the late sixteenth century a mythical encounter was 
reported during an elephant hunt in the dense north of the Tonle Sap, or Great Lake
of central Cambodia. King Satha of Cambodia and his retainers were beating a path
through the undergrowth when they were halted by stone giants and a massive wall.
The King, the fable reported, ordered six thousand men to clear away the forest 
overgrowth around the wall, thereby exposing the city of Angkor—’lost’ for over a 
century. Subsequent reports from Portuguese missionaries described its five 
gateways, with bridges flanked by stone figures leading across a moat. There were 
idols covered in gold, inscriptions, fountains, canals, and a ‘temple with five towers,
called Angor.’ For four centuries, this huge complex has inspired awe among visitors
from all over the world, but only now are its origins and history becoming clear. This
book begins with the development of the prehistoric communities of the area and 
draws on the author’s recent excavations to portray the rich and expansive 
chiefdoms that existed at the dawn of civilization. It covers the origins of early states,
up to the establishment, zenith, and decline of this extraordinary civilization, whose
most impressive achievement was the construction of the gilded temple mausoleum
of Angkor Wat in the twelfth century, allegedly by 70,000 people. Drawing on the 
latest research on prehistoric archaeology, epigraphy, and art history, Charles 
Higham has written a clear and concise history of this remarkable civilization.

Charles Higham (18 February 1931 – 21 April 2012) was an English author, editor 
and poet.
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Highsmith, Patricia. A Game for the Living (DUSTJACKET ONLY). New York. 1958.
Harper & Brothers. Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket With Small Pieces Missing
and Some Brown Discoloration to Both Front and Rear Inside Flaps. DUSTJACKET
ONLY. Jacket design by Polly Cameron. Inventory #  44254. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER -
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Highsmith, Patricia. Deep Water. London. 1958. Heinemann. Second Edition. Foxing
to Edges and a Small Stain Mark On Back Boards Near the Bottom, Otherwise 
Good. No Dustjacket. 259 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 42027. $125

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Victor Van Allen didn't like dancing. His wife, Melinda, 
did. Melinda was gay and attractive. Victor was quiet. Perhaps it was this special 
quietness that made Melinda's men friends increasingly uneasy in Victor's presence.
The trouble started when Victor casually remarked to one of Melinda's friends, "If I 
really don't like someone, I kill him. Remember Malcolm McRae?" The friend, 
remembering that Malcolm had been killed, mysteriously, left town. But Melinda 
found a new friend, and a succession of others. Through it all, Victor drew sympathy
and admiration from his community. Everyone admired and respected his patience
with his wife. No one would believe that Victor's patience would ever wear thin no 
one but Melinda, who found herself being mysteriously deprived of her admirers, 
one after the other. But who would believe Melinda? Patricia Highsmith's Strangers
on a Train won praise as a novel and as a Hitchcock film. In 1956 her The Talented
Mr. Ripley was awarded an Edgar Allan Poe scroll from the Mystery Writers of 
America. She has again written an unusual and chilling novel, set against a 
background of penetrating character study.
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Highsmith, Patricia. Found in the Street. New York. 1987. Atlantic Monthly Press. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0871132087. 277 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket illustration by Marc Tauss. Inventory # 28239. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Highsmith is best known for STRANGERS ON A TRAIN,
basis for the prizewinning Hitchcock film, one of her 19 eerie novels. The new one 
pulses with the beat of Greenwich Village where chance brings ill-assorted people 
together. Ralph Linderman, a middle-aged security guard, finds a wallet and takes it
to its owner, artist Jack Sutherland who lives nearby with his wife Natalia and their 
small daughter. Meeting young Elsie Tyler, a waitress, Jack learns that Ralph 
harasses her continually, warning her away from ‘bad company.’ The girl’s vivid 
beauty attracts Jack and bisexual Natalia, who team up with their bohemian friends
and create a modeling career for Elsie, practically overnight. Trouble develops both 
from Ralph and from the girl’s lesbian lovers, along with several curiously unrelated 
incidents that leave the reader vaguely unsatisfied. The story’s intoxicating flavor 
and promise beg for a sounder structure than the ambiguous ending provides. - 
PUBLISHERS WEEKLY.

Patricia Highsmith (January 19, 1921 – February 4, 1995) was an American novelist
and short story writer best known for her psychological thrillers, including her series
of five novels featuring the character Tom Ripley. She wrote 22 novels and 
numerous short stories throughout her career spanning nearly five decades, and her
work has led to more than two dozen film adaptations. Her writing derived influence 
from existentialist literature, and questioned notions of identity and popular morality.
She was dubbed "the poet of apprehension" by novelist Graham Greene.
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Highsmith, Patricia. Nothing That Meets the Eye: The Uncollected Stories of Patricia
Highsmith. New York. 2002. Norton. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.
0393051870. 256 pages. hardcover. Cover: Jerry Bauer. Inventory # 32783. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - NOTHING THAT MEETS THE EYE is a brilliant 
collection of 28 psychologically penetrating stories, a great majority of which have 
never been seen before. Separated into two parts, Early Stories (1938-1949) and 
Middle and Later Stories (1952-1982), this volume of previously uncollected work 
spans almost fifty years of Highsmith’s career and allows us to see how the author 
evolved from a struggling freelance writer in New York City in the early 1940s to an
American expatriate in Switzerland. Highsmith’s extraordinary talent is reflected in 
the early stories in this collection, including three first published when she was an 
undergraduate at Barnard College. As she continued writing, many of her stories 
proved too frank or radical for the American public of the 1940s and early 1950s - 
much less for standard women’s publications of her day ill at ease with shocking 
themes like alcoholism and child molestation. Highsmith, filled with doubts about the
commercial viability of her writing, secretly hid these stories away. Quite aware that 
they would be found, as it were, in a linen closet after her death, Highsmith 
frequently worked on revisions and even destroyed over 300 pages of short fiction 
that she deemed unworthy for posthumous publication. Highsmith proved to be her 
own harshest critic. Many of these early stories reveal her remarkable gifts of 
stylistic economy and poise as well as a mature understanding of human nature. In 
fact, her early stories are complex psychological tales, suffused with a characteristic
mix of irony, humor and sadness.

Patricia Highsmith (January 19, 1921 – February 4, 1995) was an American novelist
and short story writer best known for her psychological thrillers, including her series
of five novels featuring the character Tom Ripley. She wrote 22 novels and 
numerous short stories throughout her career spanning nearly five decades, and her
work has led to more than two dozen film adaptations. Her writing derived influence 
from existentialist literature, and questioned notions of identity and popular morality.
She was dubbed "the poet of apprehension" by novelist Graham Greene.
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Highsmith, Patricia. Tales of Natural and Unnatural Catastrophes. New York. 1989.
Atlantic Monthly Press. 1st American Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0871132516. 189 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Marc Tauss. Inventory # 
12383. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Master storyteller Highsmith ( Mermaids on the Golf 
Course ) offers an eerily up-to-date collection of modern horror tales. On the cutting
edge of technology are ‘Operation Balsam; Or Touch Me Not,’ about the 
government’s problems in disposing of nuclear waste and an ingenious bureaucrat’s
solution, and ‘Rent-a-Womb vs. the Mighty Right,’ where surrogate mothers unionize
and take on the religious fundamentalists. ‘President Buck Jones Rallies and Waves
the Flag’ culminates with the end of the world, while ‘Trouble at Jade Towers’ 
embodies one of the city dweller’s worst nightmares enormous, unkillable roaches.
Most of the stories take current trends to their logical and horrific conclusions, as in 
‘Sweet Freedom! And a Picnic on the White House Lawn,’ which concerns the 
wholesale release of ‘harmless’ patients from mental institutions. Highsmith looks at
our civilization with a remorseless eye. Almost anyone trying to change things for the
better is destroyed, even the Pope in ‘Sixtus VI, Pope of the Red Slipper,’ who is 
martyred trying to bring justice to the poor. - PUBLISHERS WEEKLY.

Patricia Highsmith (January 19, 1921 – February 4, 1995) was an American novelist
and short story writer best known for her psychological thrillers, including her series
of five novels featuring the character Tom Ripley. She wrote 22 novels and 
numerous short stories throughout her career spanning nearly five decades, and her
work has led to more than two dozen film adaptations. Her writing derived influence 
from existentialist literature, and questioned notions of identity and popular morality.
She was dubbed "the poet of apprehension" by novelist Graham Greene.
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Hijuelos, Oscar. The Fourteen Sisters of Emilio Montez O'Brien. New York. 1993. 
Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374158150. 
484 pages. hardcover. Inscribed by the Author. Jacket design by Fred Marcellino. 
Inventory # 9844. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In The Fourteen Sisters of Emilio Montez O’Brien, Oscar
Hijuelos brings to life the rambunctious Montez O’Brien family. In a small 
Pennsylvania town, Nelson O’Brien runs the Jewel Box Movie Theater, raising 14 
daughters and a son with his wife, Mariela Montez. Through the eyes of Margarita, 
the eldest daughter, the lives, loves and tragedies of the Montez O’Briens and their 
complex family relationships unfold. While reflecting on the life of Emilio, her 
doggedly masculine brother, Margarita also ruminates on the nature of femininity, 
family, sex, love and earthly happiness. Her musings recall exhilarating adventures,
eliciting tears and laughter, and tenderly reveal the bounteous heart of a warm, 
passionate family. At once lush, erotic and gorgeously written, The Fourteen Sisters
of Emilio Montez O’Brien is a masterwork by one of America’s greatest writers.

Oscar Jerome Hijuelos (August 24, 1951 – October 12, 2013) was an American-
born novelist of Cuban descent. During a year-long convalescence from a childhood
illness spent in a Connecticut hospital he lost his knowledge of Spanish, his parents'
native language. For his second novel, adapted for the movie The Mambo Kings, he
became the first Hispanic to win a Pulitzer Prize for fiction. Hijuelos died at age 62 in
2013 after collapsing with a heart attack while playing tennis in New York.
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Hijuelos, Oscar. The Mambo Kings Play Songs of Love. New York. 1989. Farrar 
Straus Giroux. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374201250. 407 
pages. hardcover. Inscribed by the Author. Cover design by Fred Marcellino. 
Inventory # 12645. $62.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It’s 1949 and two young Cuban musicians make their 
way up from Havana to the big arena of New York, where they are workers by day, 
stars of dance halls by night. Hijuelos’s marvelous portrait of the Castillo brothers, 
their families, their fellow musicians and lovers, their triumphs and tragedies, re-
creates the sights and sounds of an era in music and an unsung moment in 
American life.

Oscar Jerome Hijuelos (August 24, 1951 – October 12, 2013) was an American-
born novelist of Cuban descent. During a year-long convalescence from a childhood
illness spent in a Connecticut hospital he lost his knowledge of Spanish, his parents'
native language. For his second novel, adapted for the movie The Mambo Kings, he
became the first Hispanic to win a Pulitzer Prize for fiction. Hijuelos died at age 62 in
2013 after collapsing with a heart attack while playing tennis in New York.
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Hijuelos, Oscar. The Mambo Kings Play Songs of Love. New York. 1989. Farrar 
Straus Giroux. Advance Reading Copy Produced From Uncorrected Proofs. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 0374201250. 405 pages. paperback. Inscribed by the Author. 
Cover design by Fred Marcellino. Inventory # 18156. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It’s 1949 and two young Cuban musicians make their 
way up from Havana to the big arena of New York, where they are workers by day, 
stars of dance halls by night. Hijuelos’s marvelous portrait of the Castillo brothers, 
their families, their fellow musicians and lovers, their triumphs and tragedies, re-
creates the sights and sounds of an era in music and an unsung moment in 
American life.

Oscar Jerome Hijuelos (August 24, 1951 – October 12, 2013) was an American-
born novelist of Cuban descent. During a year-long convalescence from a childhood
illness spent in a Connecticut hospital he lost his knowledge of Spanish, his parents'
native language. For his second novel, adapted for the movie The Mambo Kings, he
became the first Hispanic to win a Pulitzer Prize for fiction. Hijuelos died at age 62 in
2013 after collapsing with a heart attack while playing tennis in New York.
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Hilden, Patricia Penn. When Nickels Were Indians: An Urban, Mixed-Blood Story. 
Washington DC. 1995. Smithsonian Institution. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.
1560986018. Photos and illustrations. 304 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 7973. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Born in Los Angeles, a blue-eyed descendant of the Nez
Perce band once led by Chief Joseph, Patricia Penn Hilden never looked the part - 
but she knew its contours. Escorted by her mother to the local natural history 
museums to view Indian artifacts under glass and even the preserved bodies of little
girls, Penn Hilden nonetheless passed in white society, a 'vanished Indian, and 
safe.' In this memoir of her urban, mixed-blood experience, the author recalls her 
grandfather, a lingering presence and connection to traditions and people that rarely
figure in mainstream American culture's notions of Indian identity. Born in Los 
Angeles, a blue-eyed descendant of the Nez Perce band, Patricia Penn Hilden 
passed in white society, a 'vanished Indian, and safe.' In this memoir of her urban, 
mixed-blood experience, she recalls her grandfather, a lingering presence and 
connection to traditions and people that rarely figure in mainstream American 
culture's notions of Indian identity.

Patricia Penn Hilden is Professor of Native American History and Comparative 
Ethnic Studies at the University of California, Berkeley. She has published several 
works about gender, race, and politics, most recently the semi-autobiographical 
When Nickels Were Indians (Smithsonian Institution Press).
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Hildesheimer, Wolfgang. The Collected Stories of Wolfgang Hildesheimer. New 
York. 1987. Ecco Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0880011319. Translated from the German by Joachim Neugroschel. 197 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Francine Kass. Inventory # 8095. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When the Marchesa Montetristo (née Waterman, from 
Little Gidding, Ohio) gives a musical soirée on her island, the guests arrive by 
gondola. Although the crossing is lengthy and treacherous by this method of 
transportation, only a barbarian would consider using another. As only a barbarian 
would interrupt the concert when the island begins to sink, dooming all. But of 
course a barbarian would not find himself among the assembled company. Except, 
that is, for the narrator, who compromises the unwritten rules of the Marquesa’s 
world, saving himself to relate the tale. The funny and bittersweet stories of 
Wolfgang Hildesheimer are peopled with delightful eccentrics: an insomniac who 
makes a midnight visit to his bird dealer to purchase an owl (not gift-wrapped) that 
he might carry it to Athens; a world-famous pianist whose lifelong dream is to be an 
insurance agent; a retired magician who with his last conjure turns himself into a 
nightingale. Here also are accounts of unlikely historical figures such as Theodor 
Pilz, a man whose ‘contribution to the history of Western civilization was expressed 
in the nonexistence of works which never came into being thanks to his courageous,
self-sacrificing interference,’ and Rudolf Westcotte who at twenty-two ‘placed the 
final and decisive accents on easel painting in his time, after which he picked up the
chisel, using a few well. aimed strokes to correct the-by his lights, imperfect-state of
sculpture.’ Having mastered the more traditional arts, Westcotte turns next to topiary
and finally, in what proves to be a fatal decision, to tattooing to express his genius. 
The book concludes with the masterful ‘Missives to Max,’ an epistolary meditation on
age and the modern age, on quotidian and universal existence.

Wolfgang Hildesheimer (9 December 1916 – 21 August 1991) was a German author
who incorporated the Theatre of the Absurd. He originally trained as an artist, before
turning to writing.
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Hill, Donna. Rhythms: A Novel. New York. 2001. St Martin's. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312272995. 320 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 43429. 
$7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It all began in 1927, in the small town of Rudell, 
Mississippi, after the sudden and tragic death of Cora Harvey's parents. She has 
nothing left except her burning desire to become a singer. But her dream will never 
come true in Rudell, especially if she marries the man she adores, Dr. David 
Mackey. So when she sets out for Chicago, everyone in the close knit community, 
including David believes that the next time they see Cora, her name will be in lights.
However, it's not long before Cora finds herself back in Rudell and back in David's 
arms harboring a secret she dare not reveal. .A secret that will cause her daughter,
Emma to flee Rudell with no intention of ever looking back. And even when Emma 
finds the perfect man and happiness at last, she is determined to do whatever it 
takes to keep her family's shameful past at bay. Then the dream that began with 
Cora comes full circle with her beloved granddaughter Parris whose melodic voice 
fills the dimly lit nightclubs of New York City. Yet, when tragedy strikes, opening a 
door to the past, Parris discovers the hidden truths that have ripped the family 
apart---but which may ultimately bind them together at last. From the dusty roads of 
the Delta to the pulsing metropolis of New York City, Rhythms is a rich, 
unforgettable tale about loss and healing, redemption and love.

Donna Hill began her career in 1987 writing short stories for the confession 
magazines. Since that time she has more than fifty published titles to her credit 
since her first novel was released in 1990, and is considered one of the early 
pioneers of the African American romance genre.
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Hill, Ernest. A Life For a Life. New York. 1998. Simon & Schuster. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684822784. 233 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Michelle Keller. Inventory # 25731. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From the acclaimed author of Satisfied with Nothin' 
comes a searing and unsparing story of the unlikely bond between an African-
American father and the teenager who killed his son, a tale of violent self-destruction
reclaimed by the inexhaustible power of love and forgiveness. In A Life for a Life, 
Ernest Hill explores the volatile emotional terrain of a black youth's coming of age in
rural Louisiana. When a local drug dealer threatens to kill D'Ray Reid's kid brother 
unless he comes up with $100 within an hour, D'Ray decides to hold up a 
convenience store in a nearby town. The young clerk at the cash register attempts to
foil the robbery and in the scuffle D'Ray shoots and kills him. What follows is an 
absorbing drama in which D'Ray becomes a fugitive with a lengthening resume of 
violent crime. Yet it is ultimately in the person of Henry Earl, the slain boy's father, 
that D'Ray sees his future. When he is forced to reckon with his destruction of the 
boy's family, D'Ray finds that Henry Earl is his only advocate and the person who 
will ask of him what no one, not even his family, had ever asked before. A Life for a
Life witnesses the resuscitation of two lives by love, forgiveness, and gratitude. The
relationship that develops between D'Ray Reid and Henry Earl is nothing short of 
miraculous: Their discovery of humanity and harmony in the most unlikely place will
reverberate in readers' memories.

Ernest Hill was born in Oak Grove, Louisiana. He holds degrees from the University
of California at Berkeley, Cornell University, and UCLA. He is the author of five 
novels, including A Life for a Life, Cry Me a River, It's All About the Moon When the
Sun Ain't Shining, and A Person of Interest.
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Hill, Ernest. Satisfied With Nothin'. Los Angeles. 1992. Pickaninny Productions. 1st
Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 0963082701. 297 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
2653. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is the story of Jamie Ray Griffin, a young black man
who, by virtue of his talent on the football field, finds himself suddenly thrust into a 
white world full of privilege, temptation, and never-before-imagined possibility. 
Encouraged by the facade of acceptance from the white community, Jamie strives to
succeed, but finds himself thwarted at every turn - by whites and blacks alike. 
Satisfied with Nothin' chronicles Jamie's development from a naive, unsophisticated
teen to a hard-driving, cynical adult determined to succeed despite the opposition of
whites, the complacency of blacks, and his own tragic fate. In doing so, it provides a
powerful and important portrait of the black experience in post-segregation America.

Ernest Hill was born in Oak Grove, Louisiana. He holds degrees from the University
of California at Berkeley, Cornell University, and UCLA. He is the author of five 
novels, including A Life for a Life, Cry Me a River, It's All About the Moon When the
Sun Ain't Shining, and A Person of Interest.
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Hill, Ernest. Satisfied With Nothin'. New York. 1996. Simon & Schuster. 1st 
American Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684822598. Previously Published As
A Small Press Paperback Original In 1992. 316 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by
Calvin Chu. Inventory # 22520. $8.75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is the story of Jamie Ray Griffin, a young black man
who, by virtue of his talent on the football field, finds himself suddenly thrust into a 
white world full of privilege, temptation, and never-before-imagined possibility. 
Encouraged by the facade of acceptance from the white community, Jamie strives to
succeed, but finds himself thwarted at every turn - by whites and blacks alike. 
Satisfied with Nothin' chronicles Jamie's development from a naive, unsophisticated
teen to a hard-driving, cynical adult determined to succeed despite the opposition of
whites, the complacency of blacks, and his own tragic fate. In doing so, it provides a
powerful and important portrait of the black experience in post-segregation America.

Ernest Hill was born in Oak Grove, Louisiana. He holds degrees from the University
of California at Berkeley, Cornell University, and UCLA. He is the author of five 
novels, including A Life for a Life, Cry Me a River, It's All About the Moon When the
Sun Ain't Shining, and A Person of Interest.
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Hill, Steven. Europe's Promise: Why the European Way Is the Best Hope in an 
Insecure Age. Berkeley. 2009. University of California Press. Reprinted Paperback 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520261372. 488 pages. paperback. Inventory
# 37632. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A quiet revolution has been occurring in post-World War 
II Europe. A world power has emerged across the Atlantic that is recrafting the rules
for how a modern society should provide economic security, environmental 
sustainability, and global stability. In Europe's Promise, Steven Hill explains 
Europe's bold new vision. For a decade Hill traveled widely to understand this 
uniquely European way of life. He shatters myths and shows how Europe's 
leadership manifests in five major areas: economic strength, with Europe now the 
world's wealthiest trading bloc, nearly as large as the U.S. and China combined; the
best health care and other workfare supports for families and individuals; 
widespread use of renewable energy technologies and conservation; the world's 
most advanced democracies; and regional networks of trade, foreign aid, and 
investment that link one-third of the world to the European Union. Europe's Promise
masterfully conveys how Europe has taken the lead in this make-or-break century 
challenged by a worldwide economic crisis and global warming.

Steven Hill is Director of the Political Reform Program for the New America 
Foundation and author of 10 Steps to Repair American Democracy and other books
on politics. His articles have appeared in the New York Times, Washington Post, 
Los Angeles Times, Wall Street Journal, The Nation, International Herald Tribune, 
The Guardian, Prospect, and many other publications and websites.
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Hill, Steven. Europe's Promise: Why the European Way Is the Best Hope in an 
Insecure Age. Berkeley. 2009. University of California Press. Uncorrected Page 
Proof. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 9780520261372. 488 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 28382. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A quiet revolution has been occurring in post-World War 
II Europe. A world power has emerged across the Atlantic that is recrafting the rules
for how a modern society should provide economic security, environmental 
sustainability, and global stability. In Europe's Promise, Steven Hill explains 
Europe's bold new vision. For a decade Hill traveled widely to understand this 
uniquely European way of life. He shatters myths and shows how Europe's 
leadership manifests in five major areas: economic strength, with Europe now the 
world's wealthiest trading bloc, nearly as large as the U.S. and China combined; the
best health care and other workfare supports for families and individuals; 
widespread use of renewable energy technologies and conservation; the world's 
most advanced democracies; and regional networks of trade, foreign aid, and 
investment that link one-third of the world to the European Union. Europe's Promise
masterfully conveys how Europe has taken the lead in this make-or-break century 
challenged by a worldwide economic crisis and global warming.

Steven Hill is Director of the Political Reform Program for the New America 
Foundation and author of 10 Steps to Repair American Democracy and other books
on politics. His articles have appeared in the New York Times, Washington Post, 
Los Angeles Times, Wall Street Journal, The Nation, International Herald Tribune, 
The Guardian, Prospect, and many other publications and websites.
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Hillerman, Tony (editor). The Spell of New Mexico. Albuquerque. 1976. University Of
New Mexico Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket With A Small 
Piece Missing From The Bottom Back. 0826304206. 105 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Dan Stouffer. Inventory # 4564. $150

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A rich gathering of essays that evoke the unique and 
mysterious appeal New Mexico has had for some of the twentieth century's best-
known writers. Included are selections by Mary Austin, Oliver La Farge, Conrad 
Richter, D.H. Lawrence, C.G. Jung, Winfield Townley Scott, John DeWitt McKee, 
Ernie Pyle, Harvey Fergusson, and Lawrence Clark Powell. Hillerman's preface and
introduction are choice specimens of his incisive humor and his own deep love of 
the state.

Tony Hillerman (May 27, 1925 – October 26, 2008) was an award-winning American
author of detective novels and non-fiction works best known for his Navajo Tribal 
Police mystery novels. Several of his works have been adapted as big-screen and 
television movies.
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Hillerman, Tony. A Thief of Time. New York. 1988. Harper & Row. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0060159383. 209 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
illustration & design by Peter Thorpe. Inventory # 10193. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A noted anthropologist vanishes at a moonlit Indian ruin
where ‘thieves of time’ ravage sacred ground for profit. When two corpses appear 
amid stolen goods and bones at an ancient burial site, Navajo Tribal Policemen Lt. 
Joe Leaphorn and Officer Jim Chee must plunge into the past to unearth the 
astonishing truth behind a mystifying series of horrific murders.

Tony Hillerman (May 27, 1925 – October 26, 2008) was an award-winning American
author of detective novels and non-fiction works best known for his Navajo Tribal 
Police mystery novels. Several of his works have been adapted as big-screen and 
television movies.
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Hillerman, Tony. Coyote Waits. New York. 1990. Harper & Row. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0060163704. 292 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Peter Thorpe. Inventory # 14333. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The car fire didn’t kill Navajo Tribal Policeman Delbert 
Nez, a bullet did. Officer Jim Chee’s good friend Del lies dead, and a whiskey-
soaked Navajo shaman is found with the murder weapon. The old man is Ashie 
Pinto. He’s quickly arrested for homicide and defended by a woman Chee could 
either love or loathe. But when Pinto won’t utter a word of confession or denial, Lt. 
Joe Leaphorn begins an investigation. Soon, Leaphorn and Chee unravel a complex
plot of death involving an historical find, a lost fortune. and the mythical Coyote, who
is always waiting, and always hungry.

Tony Hillerman (May 27, 1925 – October 26, 2008) was an award-winning American
author of detective novels and non-fiction works best known for his Navajo Tribal 
Police mystery novels. Several of his works have been adapted as big-screen and 
television movies.
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Hillerman, Tony. Dance Hall of The Dead (DUSTJACKET ONLY). New York. 1973.
Harper & Row. Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0060118989. DUSTJACKET 
ONLY. Jacket design by Gail Burwen. Inventory #  44255. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET - Two Native-
American boys have vanished into thin air, leaving a pool of blood behind them. 
Lieutenant Joe Leaphorn of the Navajo Tribal Police has no choice but to suspect 
the very worst, since the blood that stains the parched New Mexican ground once 
flowed through the veins of one of the missing, a young Zuni. But his investigation 
into a terrible crime is being complicated by an important archaeological dig. and a 
steel hypodermic needle. And the unique laws and sacred religious rights of the Zuni
people are throwing impassable roadblocks in Leaphorn’s already twisted path, 
enabling a craven murderer to elude justice. or, worse still, to kill again.

Tony Hillerman (May 27, 1925 – October 26, 2008) was an award-winning American
author of detective novels and non-fiction works best known for his Navajo Tribal 
Police mystery novels. Several of his works have been adapted as big-screen and 
television movies.
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Hillerman, Tony. Listening Woman (DUSTJACKET ONLY). New York. 1978. Harper
& Row. Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0060119012. DUSTJACKET ONLY. 
Jacket design by Frank Bozzo. Inventory #  44256. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET - The state police 
and FBI are baffled when an old man and a teenage girl are brutally murdered. The
blind Navajo Listening Woman speaks of ghosts and of witches. But Lieutenant 
Leaphorn of the Navajo Tribal Police knows his people as well as he knows cold-
blooded killers. His incredible investigation carries him from a dead man's secret to a
kidnap scheme, to a conspiracy that stretches back more than one hundred years. 
Leaphorn arrives at the threshold of a solution-and is greeted with the most violent 
confrontation of his career. The state police and FBI are baffled when an old man 
and a teenaged girl are brutally murdered. The blind Navajo Listening Woman 
speaks of ghosts and witches. But Lieutenant Joe Leaphorn knows his people and 
begins an investigation that leads to the most violent confrontation of his career.

Tony Hillerman (May 27, 1925 – October 26, 2008) was an award-winning American
author of detective novels and non-fiction works best known for his Navajo Tribal 
Police mystery novels. Several of his works have been adapted as big-screen and 
television movies.
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Hillerman, Tony. Sacred Clowns. New York. 1993. Harper Collins. 1st Printing. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 006016767x. 305 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 25026. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Hillerman’s long-awaited new novel shows how amply he
deserves such high praise, as it reunites Navajo Tribal Policemen Joe Leaphorn and
Jim Chee in an effort to unravel a treacherous web of tribal politics and murder. 
Yesterday a teacher was killed at a mission school on the Navajo Reservation, but 
today in the Tano Indian pueblo murder seems inconceivable as a tribal ceremony 
unfolds. The sacred kachinas have danced into the ancient plaza, and the koshare 
in their grotesque disguises have tumbled down from the rooftops to ape the 
foolishness of humankind. At first, the crowd welcomes this troupe of sacred clowns
with laughter. But something in one clown’s red wagon hushes the crowd. And then
murder strikes at Tano. To Officer Chee and Lieutenant Leaphorn, now working as 
an uneasy team, the solution to the killing at the mission school seems 
straightforward, and the death at Tano seems to be out of their jurisdiction. But the 
odd behavior of a runaway student connects the two crimes and shows that neither 
is what it seems. Chee and Leaphorn’s search for the truth propels them into a 
realm where battles as old as humanity’s foibles and as new as its high technology 
are fought to the death. Sacred Clowns brims with subtly drawn personalities, 
revealing glimpses into proud, ancient cultures, crystalline evocations of the 
Southwest’s stark beauty, and taut yet lyrical prose. It is, simply, Tony Hillerman at 
his best.

Tony Hillerman (May 27, 1925 – October 26, 2008) was an award-winning American
author of detective novels and non-fiction works best known for his Navajo Tribal 
Police mystery novels. Several of his works have been adapted as big-screen and 
television movies.
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Hillerman, Tony. Seldom Disappointed: A Memoir. New York. 2001. Harper Collins.
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 0060194456. paperback. Inventory # 
30345. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Seldom Disappointed is an affectionate and unvarnished
recollection of the life on one of America's best-loved writers. Beginning with his 
upbringing in Depression-era Oklahoma, it spans his tour of duty in France during 
World War II, his newspaper career, and his now legendary years as an author. 
Tony also talks about the poverty of his early life, and his adoption, with wife Marie,
of several children. Using the gifts of a talented novelist and reporter, Hillerman 
draws a brilliant portrait not just of his life, but of the world around him. Relating his 
life story with generous intelligence, gritty honesty, and above all, a lack of 
sentimentality, he has written about an era rich in context and anecdote.

Tony Hillerman (May 27, 1925 – October 26, 2008) was an award-winning American
author of detective novels and non-fiction works best known for his Navajo Tribal 
Police mystery novels. Several of his works have been adapted as big-screen and 
television movies.
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Hillerman, Tony. Skinwalkers. New York. 1986. Harper & Row. 1st American Edition.
Spine Very Slightly Cocked,Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 0060156953. 216 
pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket design by Peter Thorpe. Inventory #
9917. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Three shotgun blasts explode into the trailer of Officer 
Jim Chee of the Navajo Tribal Police. But Chee survives to join partner Lt. Joe 
Leaphorn in a frightening investigation that takes them into a dark world of ritual, 
witchcraft, and blood-all tied to the elusive and evil 'skinwalker.' Brimming with 
Navajo lore and sizzling suspense, Skinwalkers brings Chee and Leaphorn, 
Hillerman's bestselling detective team, together for the first time.

Tony Hillerman (May 27, 1925 – October 26, 2008) was an award-winning American
author of detective novels and non-fiction works best known for his Navajo Tribal 
Police mystery novels. Several of his works have been adapted as big-screen and 
television movies.
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Hillerman, Tony. Talking God. New York. 1989. Harper & Row. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0060161183. 239 pages. hardcover. Signed by the
Author. Jacket design by Peter Thorpe. Inventory # 13136. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A grave robber and a corpse force Navajo Tribal Police 
Lt. Joe Leaphorn and Officer Jim Chee to enter the dangerous land of superstition 
and ancient ceremony.

Tony Hillerman (May 27, 1925 – October 26, 2008) was an award-winning American
author of detective novels and non-fiction works best known for his Navajo Tribal 
Police mystery novels. Several of his works have been adapted as big-screen and 
television movies.
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Hillerman, Tony. Talking God. New York. 1989. Harper & Row. 1st Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0060161183. 239 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Peter 
Thorpe. Inventory # 23829. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A grave robber and a corpse force Navajo Tribal Police 
Lt. Joe Leaphorn and Officer Jim Chee to enter the dangerous land of superstition 
and ancient ceremony.

Tony Hillerman (May 27, 1925 – October 26, 2008) was an award-winning American
author of detective novels and non-fiction works best known for his Navajo Tribal 
Police mystery novels. Several of his works have been adapted as big-screen and 
television movies.
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Hillerman, Tony. The Boy Who Made Dragonfly. New York. 1972. Harper & Row. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Reinforced Library Binding & Price-Clipped 
Dustjacket With A Very Small Piece Missing From The Bottom Back. 0060223111. 
Illustrated by Laszlo Kubinyi. 86 pages. hardcover. Jacket art by Laszlo Kubinyi. 
Inventory # 2783. $250

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A one-hundred-year-old Zuni myth that teaches the 
history and morality, of the Zuni people. For children ages 5-8.

Tony Hillerman (May 27, 1925 – October 26, 2008) was an award-winning American
author of detective novels and non-fiction works best known for his Navajo Tribal 
Police mystery novels. Several of his works have been adapted as big-screen and 
television movies.
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Hillerman, Tony. The Dark Wind. New York. 1982. Harper & Row. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0060149361. 214 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Myers & Noftsinger. Inventory # 622. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A corpse whose palms and soles have been ‘scalped’ is
only the first in a series of disturbing clues: an airplane’s mysterious crash in the 
nighttime desert, a bizarre attack on a windmill, a vanishing shipment of cocaine. 
Sgt. Jim Chee of the Navajo Tribal Police is trapped in the deadly web of a cunningly
spun plot driven by Navajo socery and white man’s greed.

Tony Hillerman (May 27, 1925 – October 26, 2008) was an award-winning American
author of detective novels and non-fiction works best known for his Navajo Tribal 
Police mystery novels. Several of his works have been adapted as big-screen and 
television movies.
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Hillerman, Tony. The Fallen Man. New York. 1996. Harper Collins. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Price-Clipped Dustjacket. 006017773x. 294 pages. hardcover.
Jacket design & illustration by Peter Thorpe. Inventory # 25044. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Legions of devotees will cheer the return of Joe 
Leaphorn and Jim Chee in Tony Hillerman’s most intricate and atmospheric novel 
yet. The Navajo policemen whose exploits are now published in sixteen languages 
are brought together by the need to know how a man met his death on Ship Rock, 
almost seventeen hundred feet above the desert floor. Why had he climbed this 
mountain sacred to Navajos and why had he been killed there - or, even worse, left 
to die a lonely death? The fallen man lay sprawled on a ledge under the peak of 
Ship Rock mountain for eleven years - visited only by the ravens that had picked his
bones clean and scattered his rock-climbing gear. That peaceful period ended, 
appropriately, on Halloween, when a climbing party stumbled upon his bones and 
began a chain of events that would ultimately link Leaphorn and Chee. As Chee and
Leaphorn join to investigate why the fallen man fell, they set off across the high 
desert landscape of the Navajo reservation and into the lives of a rookie cop who is
smarter than anyone thinks, a lonely woman who takes up her father’s hobby of 
watching a mountain, a cattle-brand inspector who demonstrates that cows are even
more curious than cats, a banker who knows her depositors’ private lives as well as 
their balance sheets, a widow who loves one man too many, and the people who 
defy death on the towering cliffs of a sacred peak.

Tony Hillerman (May 27, 1925 – October 26, 2008) was an award-winning American
author of detective novels and non-fiction works best known for his Navajo Tribal 
Police mystery novels. Several of his works have been adapted as big-screen and 
television movies.
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Hillerman, Tony. The Ghostway. New York. 1985. Harper & Row. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0060153962. 213 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by David Myers. Inventory # 9888. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Old Joseph Joe sees it all, Two strangers spill blood at 
the Shiprock Wash-O-Mat. One dies. The other drives off into the dry lands of the 
Big Reservation, but not before he shows the old Navajo a photo of the man he 
seeks. This is enough to send Tribal Policeman Jim Chee after a killer. and on an 
odyssey of murder and revenge that moves from an Indian hogan and its trapped 
ghost, to the dark underbelly of L.A., to a healing ceremony whose cure could be 
death.

Tony Hillerman (May 27, 1925 – October 26, 2008) was an award-winning American
author of detective novels and non-fiction works best known for his Navajo Tribal 
Police mystery novels. Several of his works have been adapted as big-screen and 
television movies.
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Hillmer, Timothy. The Hookmen. Niwot. 1994. University Press Of Colorado. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 087081348x. Advance Sample Copy. Winner Of
The Colorado Fiction Award. 244 pages. hardcover. Cover design & illustration by 
Jeff Ramsey. Inventory # 28499. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Not since James Dickey’s classic DELIVERANCE has 
there been a novel that succeeds in capturing the violent and beautiful world of the 
river and those who dare to travel down its turbulent waters. THE HOOKMEN, 
winner of the 1993 Colorado Fiction Award, is a haunting adventure set against the
backdrop of the rugged Kern River in southern California. It is the story of nineteen-
year-old Roy Cruz, who struggles to care for his alcoholic father, and the summer he
takes a dangerous job with the Forest Service to make ends meet. Taught by old 
Crawdad, Cruz becomes a ‘hookman’ and learns the grim craft of searching for the 
drowned, then dragging them from their watery grave with metal hooks. He falls in 
love with Rita, a tough woman with a mysterious past, and befriends Walker, a 
masterful kayaker and burned-out Vietnam vet, whose presence will eventually 
threaten to destroy everything Cruz has ever loved or trusted. More than anything, 
THE HOOKMEN is a novel of survival. As Cruz attempts to navigate the treacherous
rapids in the high mountain canyons of the Kern, he also tries to salvage his own 
doomed relationship with his father and his love affair with Rita.

Timothy Hillmer has been a teacher and mentor in the Boulder Valley School District
for the past twenty-four years. He is the author of the award winning novel The 
Hookmen. He lives in Louisville, Colorado, with his wife and two daughters.keywords

Literature America
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Hills, Jaimee. How to Avoid Speaking. Baltimore. 2016. Waywiser. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781904130840. 92 pages. paperback. Inventory #
42751. $19

FROM THE PUBLISHER - How to Avoid Speaking is the latest winner of the 
prestigious Anthony Hecht Poetry Prize, and was selected by the English poet, 
editor, critic, and anthologist, Anthony Thwaite. The collection is an exploration of 
speech, of sound and strange noises, which begins with the first confrontation with 
language and ends with a voice beyond the dead. Through verse forms both 
innovative and traditional, Jaimee Hills’s debut collection explores a philosophy of 
the awkward, and the memento mori, in an investigation of what it means to own a 
body and speak through it.

Jaimee Hills was born in Plainfield, New Jersey and earned her BA and MA in 
Writing Seminars from The Johns Hopkins University, and her MFA from The 
University of North Carolina at Greensboro. A former editor of Backwards City 
Review, she now lives and writes in Durham, North Carolina. Her poems have 
appeared in Blackbird, Best New Poets, the Mississippi Review, and elsewhere.
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Hills, Patricia. Painting Harlem Modern: The Art of Jacob Lawrence. Berkeley. 2010.
University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
9780520252417. 355 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 38306. $55

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Jacob Lawrence was one of the best-known African 
American artists of the twentieth century, but his work has never been the focus of 
an in-depth study. In Painting Harlem Modern, Patricia Hills renders a vivid 
assessment of Lawrence's long and productive career. She argues that his complex,
cubist-based paintings developed out of a vital connection with a modern Harlem 
that was filled with artists, writers, musicians, and social activists. She also uniquely
positions Lawrence alongside such important African American writers as Langston
Hughes, Richard Wright, and Ralph Ellison. Drawing from a wide range of archival 
materials and artists' interviews, Hills interprets Lawrence's art as distilled from a life
of struggle and perseverance. She brings insightful analysis to his work, beginning 
with the 1930s street scenes that provided Harlem with its pictorial image. She 
follows each decade chronologically, including his impressions of Southern Jim 
Crow segregation and a groundbreaking discussion of Lawrence's symbolic use of
masks and masking during the 1950s Cold War era. An absorbing book that is likely
to become the definitive work on this seminal figure in American art, Painting Harlem
Modern highlights Lawrence's heroic efforts to meet his many challenges while 
remaining true to his humanist values and artistic vision.

Patricia Hills is Professor of Art History at Boston University and is the author of 
Modern Art in the USA: Issues and Controversies of the Twentieth Century and 
contributed to Over the Line: The Art and Life of Jacob Lawrence.
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Hillyard, Paul. The Private Life of Spiders. Princeton. 2008. Princeton University 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780691135526. 160 pages.
hardcover. Inventory # 36269. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With more than 100 different families and 40,000 
individual species, spiders are among the most successful creatures on Earth. 
Highly adaptable, they live almost everywhere, from equatorial rainforest to Arctic 
tundra. And they come in a huge range of shapes and sizes, from the tiny Patu 
digua, measuring less than half a millimeter, to the immense bird-eating tarantula, 
which can reach a span of eleven inches. In The Private Life of Spiders, spider 
expert Paul Hillyard takes the reader on a fascinating and richly illustrated tour of the
lives of some of the world’s most remarkable spiders. The Private Life of Spiders 
reveals the intriguing behaviors of these complex creatures, from their extraordinary
web-spinning skills and hunting strategies to their courtship displays and devoted 
care for their young. The book also describes other surprising skills of some spiders,
such as the ability to cross vast stretches of open water. Written in an engaging 
style, The Private Life of Spiders also looks at why people are scared of spiders, 
explains why such fear is generally misplaced, and shows why more needs to be 
done to protect endangered spiders. FEATURES - Features spiders from a vast 
range of habitats around the world; Includes more than 100 stunning color 
photographs that capture the beauty and diversity of spiders; Covers spider 
anatomy, behavior, reproduction, social organization, and hunting and web 
construction techniques.

Paul Hillyard is a leading authority on spiders and a former curator at London’s 
Natural History Museum. He has traveled around the world to observe spiders in 
their natural habitats. His previous books include Spiders (Collins) and The Book of 
the Spider: From Arachnophobia to the Love of Spiders (Hutchinson).
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Hilton, James. Nothing So Strange. New York. 1951. Avon Publications. Avon 
Paperback Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers. 249 pages. paperback. 387. Inventory
# 37142. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - She was ready to give him anything he asked. But there
was something strange, impenetrable about him - something that he dared not tell -
something that would horrify anyone to whom it was revealed!

ames Hilton (9 September 1900 – 20 December 1954) was an English novelist best
remembered for several best-sellers, including Lost Horizon and Goodbye, Mr. 
Chips. He also wrote Hollywood screenplays.
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Himerius. Man and the Word: The Orations of Himerius. Berkeley. 2007. University
Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
9780520250932. 328 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36319. $55

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This fully annotated volume offers the first English 
translation of the orations of Himerius of Athens, a prominent teacher of rhetoric in 
the fourth century A.D. Man and the Word contains 79 surviving orations and 
fragments of orations in the grand tradition of imperial Greek rhetoric. The speeches,
a rich source on the intellectual life of late antiquity, capture the flavor of student life 
in Athens, illuminate relations in the educated community, and illustrate the ongoing
civic role of the sophist. This volume includes speeches given by Himerius in various
cities as he traveled east to join the emperor Julian, customary declamations on 
imaginary topics, and a noteworthy monody on the death of his son. Extensive 
introductory notes and annotations place these translations in their literary and 
historical contexts.

Himerius (ca. 315-386) was a Greek sophist and rhetorician. 24 of his orations have
reached us complete, and fragments of 12 others survive. Robert J. Penella is 
Professor of Classics at Fordham University and author of The Private Orations of 
Themistius (UC Press), among other books.
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Himes, Chester. Cast the First Stone. New York. 1952. Coward-McCann. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Boards.No Dustjacket. 346 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 26871. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Jim looks between the cold-gray bars of his cell seeing 
the red sun flashing through the naked branches of a distant tree. It is all that he can
see of the outside from the small cell he shares with three others who, like himself, 
are going to spend many years in a single room. A prisoner knows upon his first 
arrival in prison that he is losing time. Time is the one thing that can never be 
replaced; the element that can never be compensated for by any little victories 
lurking in the imagination. He knows, or thinks that he knows, that his prison is a 
place where normal men of normal appetites and desires are shut off from their 
natural yearnings as a punishment for attacks on a cruel, uninterested society. He 
thinks that he will be a normal man shut off from intercourse with normal human 
beings. It is here that he is wrong. For it will be only after time - something quite 
different in prison than out - has passed that he slowly awakens to the fact that he is
not simply a man locked up. Prison is not only keeping him from contact with his 
fellow humans; it is making him into something else. A man - if a prisoner can be 
called a man - who thinks, feels, and loves differently from other men. Jim Munroe is
the prisoner in CAST THE FIRST STONE. In prison for twenty years, he tells his 
own story in this powerful novel - a novel that is big, brutal, and vicious, startlingly 
revealing, and, best of all perhaps, enormously compassionate. Jim Munroe shows 
you how a prisoner faces years, years to think, to live, to suffer, to yearn, to strive for
what he considers good. Mostly good is outside of the walls, for inside are only the 
dreams that germinate in the dark corners of his mind - dreams that come to a 
fulfillment that is even worse than frustration.

Chester Bomar Himes (July 29, 1909 - November 12, 1984) was an American writer.
His works include If He Hollers Let Him Go and a series of Harlem Detective novels.
In 1958 he won France's Grand Prix de Littérature Policière.
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Himes, Chester. The Big Gold Dream. New York. 1975. Signet/New American 
Library. 1st Signet Paperback Printing. Good in Worn Wrappers. 205 pages. 
paperback. Y6638. Inventory # 28730. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - SOMEBODY WAS GIVING A BLOODY NEW TWIST TO
THAT OLD-TIME RELIGION. The case started in a gigantic Harlem revival meeting
where the assembled sinners suddenly discovered that one of them was a corpse. It
led to a hellish fight in a pitch-black building where no one was sure who was killing
whom. It took a wild detour in a swank apartment house where an old man was 
seduced by a teen-aged hooker, his young wife was led astray by a handsome 
stranger, and a killer made hay while the others made love. And following every step
of the way through sin city were Coffin Ed Johnson and Grave Digger Jones, two 
black supercops who preached their sermons with long-barreled pistols and big. 
hard fists. Coffin Ed Johnson and Grave Digger Jones are in hard-hitting action in 
FOR LOVE OF IMABELLE, THE REAL COOL KILLERS and THE CRAZY KILL, and
will be again in future Signet editions of this great Chester Himes series! ‘Wild, sexy,
fast!’ - Kansas City.

Chester Bomar Himes (July 29, 1909 - November 12, 1984) was an American writer.
His works include If He Hollers Let Him Go and a series of Harlem Detective novels.
In 1958 he won France's Grand Prix de Littérature Policière.
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Himes, Chester. The Heat's On. New York. 1966. Putnam. 1st Edition. Very Good.
No Dustjacket. 220 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 8516. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The uproar started that hot night in Harlem when 
$3,000,000 worth of heroin went astray and Pinky, the giant albino, turned in a false
fire alarm. Fire engines rolled. Tempers flared. Cops blew their tops. And Coffin Ed 
Johnson and Grave Digger got suspended. For brutality, it was alleged. The heat 
rose a beat. Then an African got his throat cut. And Grave Digger got shot. The heat
really was turned on. And before the chips are down, Coffin Ed swings into action, 
moving from joint to joint, brothel to brothel, revealing a monstrous downtown racket
that put the heat on the whole of the melting pot.

Chester Bomar Himes (July 29, 1909 - November 12, 1984) was an American writer.
His works include If He Hollers Let Him Go and a series of Harlem Detective novels.
In 1958 he won France's Grand Prix de Littérature Policière.
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Himes, Chester. The Third Generation. Cleveland. 1954. World Publishing 
Company. 1st Edition. Front Free Endpaper Replaced, Otherwise Very Good.No 
Dustjacket. 351 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 18169. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Out of these pages steps an American family dominated
by a beautiful woman, almost white. LILLIAN TAYLOR was blessed with the good 
things that add up to happiness. Hers was the kind of beauty that strikes the eye —
and caresses it. She married a man who was wise and patient, tender and loving, 
successful and respected. They had three sons, dear as three sons can be. Her 
undoing was love. a strange, warped love that focussed on her youngest boy. and it
drove all of them’ step by step, toward disaster. The setting of this extraordinary 
novel is every-day America. Covering a quarter century in the life of one family, and
ranging from the Mississippi countryside to Augusta and St. Louis and Cleveland, it 
is in turn deeply tragic and gently idyllic, brutal and tender, and always, and on every
page, relentlessly gripping. Since earliest times the classic theme of this novel has 
beckoned to the greatest of writers. Few have answered the challenge it poses as 
thrillingly as has Chester Himes. In THE THIRD GENERATION, fulfilling the promise
that critics praised in his earlier work, he has written a major novel. The power that
marks all his writing is under masterly control and its impact is unforgettable. And 
perhaps his greatest achievement is that he has written a story peopled by Negro 
whom the reader, regardless of color, becomes identified.

Chester Bomar Himes (July 29, 1909 - November 12, 1984) was an American writer.
His works include If He Hollers Let Him Go and a series of Harlem Detective novels.
In 1958 he won France's Grand Prix de Littérature Policière.
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Himmelstein, David U. and Woolhandler, Steffie. The National Health Program 
Book: A Source Guide for Advocates. Monroe. 1993. Common Courage Press. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 1567510183. 288 pages. paperback. Cover design
by Matt Wuerker. Inventory # 36745. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The multibillion-dollar health insurance industry is fighting
for its life by spreading lies about the Canadian health care system and keeping 
information from the public. Here is the information you need to fight back.

Steffie Woolhandler and David U. Himmelstein are primary care physicians and 
professors in urban public health at the City University of New York Hunter College 
and lecturers in Medicine at Harvard Medical School.
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Hinman, Doug. The Kinks: All Day and All of the Night: Day-by-Day Concerts, 
Recordings and Broadcasts, 1961-1996. San Francisco. 2004. Backbeat Books. 1st
American Edition. Small Tear at the Top Corner of the Spine, Otherwise Very Good 
in Wrappers. 087930765x. 352 pages. paperback. Inventory # 42758. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This book tells the true story of The Kinks, one of the 
greatest pop bands of all time, through the facts about their daily professional lives 
as they wrote songs, appeared on stage, signed deals, performed for TV and radio 
stations, and made records in the studio. Why at the height of their Sixties success 
did The Kinks have to go on tour without Ray Davies? When did the band start 
playing 'Stop You're Sobbing' and 'David Watts' as The Pretenders and The Jam 
revived these vintage Kinks songs? Why did Ray Davies have to fly thousands of 
miles to change just one word in his song 'Lola'? Where in 1981 did the four original
Kinks reunite on stage for the first time since bassist Pete Quaife left the band in 
1969? Which Kink wife provided backing vocals on many of their 1960s hit 
recordings? Which famous US record company owner did not at first want to release
'Come Dancing' as a single? ALL DAY AND ALL OF THE NIGHT answers these 
and many other questions as it covers four decades of Kinks history in fascinating 
detail, revealing new stories and fresh insights into the band started by brothers Ray
Davies and Dave Davies. Included in its 352 fact-packed pages are hundreds of gig 
locations and on-the-spot reviews, detailed examinations of every known recording 
session, and thorough information about all the band's major record releases. 'There
are researchers and researchers, but Doug Hinman is in a class of his own. His 
research on The Kinks takes popular music scholarship to a plateau of virtually 
unprecedented integrity.' – Johnny Rogan, author of noted books on The Kinks, the
Byrds, Neil Young and others.

Doug Hinman is the author of You Really Got Me, the award-winning, definitive 
discography of the Kinks.
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Hinojosa, Rolando. Claros Varones De Belken/Fair Gentlemen of Belken County. 
Tempe. 1986. Bilingual Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0916950646. Translated from the Spanish by Julia Cruz. Bilingual. 223 pages. 
paperback. Cover design by David Mazur/Jennifer Bethke. Inventory # 32805. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Jehu Malacara, Rafa Buenrostro, and their humorous 
and tragicomic cohorts are back again and up to their inimitable andanzas in Claros
Varones de Belken, the long-awaited continuation of Rolando Hinojosa’s Klail City 
Death Trip Series. Once again he does not disappoint us with this multifaceted gem
that singularly reproduces a landscape, an era, and a cornucopia of unforgettable 
characters.

Rolando Hinojosa (born 1929) is an American novelist, essayist, poet and the Ellen
Clayton Garwood professor in the English Department at the University of Texas at
Austin.
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Hinton, Leanne. Flutes of Fire: Essays On California Indian Languages. Berkeley. 
1994. Heyday Books. 1st Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 0930588622. 270 pages.
paperback. Cover painting by Frank Day. Cover design by Diana Howard. Inventory
# 19119. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Before outsiders arrived, about 100 distinct Indian 
languages were spoken in California, many of them alive today. Each of these 
languages represents a unique way of understanding the world and expressing that
understanding. FLUTES OF FIRE captures the range, beauty, and delight of this 
great heritage.

Leanne Hinton is an emerita professor of linguistics at the University of California at
Berkeley. She specializes in American Indian languages, sociolinguistics, and 
language revitalization.
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Hinton, Stephen. Weill's Musical the ater: Stages of Reform. Berkeley. 2012. 
University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
9780520271777. 7 b/w photographs, 2 tables, 78 music examples. 600 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 38196. $55

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the first musicological study of Kurt Weill’s complete 
stage works, Stephen Hinton charts the full range of theatrical achievements by one
of twentieth-century musical theater’s key figures. Hinton shows how Weill’s 
experiments with a range of genres—from one-act operas and plays with music to 
Broadway musicals and filmopera— became an indispensable part of the reforms he
promoted during his brief but intense career. Confronting the divisive and erroneous
notion of ‘two Weills’—one European, the other American—Hinton adopts a broad 
and inclusive perspective, establishing criteria that allow aspects of continuity to 
emerge, particularly in matters of dramaturgy. Tracing his extraordinary journey as a
composer, the book shows how Weill’s artistic ambitions led to his working with a 
remarkably heterogeneous collection of authors, such as Georg Kaiser, Bertolt 
Brecht, Moss Hart, Alan Jay Lerner, and Maxwell Anderson.

Stephen Hinton is Avalon Professor of the Humanities at Stanford University and the
author of Kurt Weill: The Threepenny Opera.
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Hirschfield, Ted. Middle Mississippians: Encounters With the Prehistoric 
Amerindians. Gainesville. 1996. University Press Of Florida. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Hardcover. No Dustacket. 0813013992. 72 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 30926. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ted Hirschfield, amateur archaeologist and historian of 
the culture of the Mound People of the Midwest, opens up a new world for us, a 
world that is almost gone. His poems tell the story of the once-mighty, now eroded 
or leveled earthworks of the Indians of this region. It is a melancholy tale of the 
insensitivity and greed of the white man, from de Soto to modern real estate 
developers. 'Temple Mound, Memphis, Tennessee' begins: When de Soto rode his 
horses to the top Of the mounds at Chucalissa on the bluffs, Looking westward in 
long Spanish miles, The endless miasmal swamps beneath him, He did not know 
that his horse's hooves Had already killed the power in that place. 'Temple Mound,
Cape Girardeau, Missouri' ends: A few million basketloads of earth Carried here for
a hundred years, Divided up by the foot and dollar And bulldozed down by a 
Caterpillar? Without a signal marker or a sign And fences are not cost-effective. To 
leave it standing as a local park Would mean the cost of maintenance, The cost of 
leaving anything alone. But Middle Mississippians is more than a precise recital of 
depredation. Through his passion for unearthing, examining, describing, and actually
holding the artifacts of these ancient people, Hirschfield makes them leap to life for 
us. In poem after poem, he pays tribute to the builders of these mounds, which he 
has studied, climbed, and combed for years, and gives us treasures that were once 
the common objects of work and play and worship for these vanished people.

Theodore (Ted) Hirschfield, who retired in 1995 from the English Department at 
Southeast Missouri State University, is the author of two previous books of poetry, 
Human Weather and German Requiem. He lives with his wife in Lehigh Acres, 
Florida.
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Hirson, Dennis. The House Next Door To Africa. Manchester. 1987. Carcanet. 1st 
British Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0856357200. 99 pages. hardcover. Cover 
design by Stephen Raw. Inventory # 8997. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The story of one man’s family, from it’s flight from Tsarist
Russia with its pogroms to the South of Africa and the changes the family and the 
country struggle through to the Sharpeville incident.

Denis Hirson is the author of the prose memoir The House Next Door to Africa and a
coeditor of The Heinemann Book of South African Short Stories. He lives in Paris.
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Hitchens, Bert and Hitchens, Dolores. F. O. B. Murder. New York. 1956. Perma 
Books. 1st Perma Books Paperback Edition. Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 183 
pages. paperback. M-3051. Inventory # 37145. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A curious blonde, a suspicious brunette and a 
psychopathic killer. A BUM, A BLONDE, and A BRUNETTE. The bum fell or was 
thrown off a freight. He died. Hardly worth investigating. The blonde reported the 
loss of two bags. Value: about $75. Small potatoes. The brunette was different. She
claimed the bum was her father, that he owned a uranium mine and that he'd been
murdered. Then the blonde confessed that the missing baggage had contained 
$60,000 worth of diamonds. The two cases merged and the railroad dicks found 
themselves in the middle. When the killer struck again, they knew they'd have to 
close in fast or have still more corpses to bury.

Julia Clara Catherine Maria Dolores Robins Norton Birk Olsen Hitchens, better 
known as Dolores Hitchens, was an American mystery novelist who wrote prolifically
from 1938 until her death. She also wrote as D. B. Olsen, a version of her first 
married name, and under the pseudonyms Dolan Birkley and Noel Burke.
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Hix, H. L. Ley Lines. Waterloo. 2015. Wilfrid Laurier University Press. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781771120326. 38 colour illus. 6 x 9. 160 pages.
paperback. Inventory # 41426. $9.995

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ley lines mark alignments of sacred sites such as 
ridgetops and ancient megaliths and create pathways between them. This book too
marks alignments and creates pathways, but its sacred sites are not monuments, 
they’re artworks and poems. Its various forms of exchange between writers and 
artists offer unique access to contemporary art, poetry, and the creative process. In 
this unique anthology, working poets respond to questions about their recent books,
painters and other artists offer statements about their work, and writers respond to 
artworks. These offerings and exchanges are juxtaposed so as to speak to one 
another in a capacious, resonant dialogue. The result is a broad-minded and 
inclusive poetics, a vision of creative work as a constituent of personal and civic life.
Anyone who nurtures the creative impulse will enjoy Ley Lines and return to it again
and again. Writing students, art students, and any reader engaged in artistic practice
will find in Ley Lines not a how-to manual or step-by-step instruction but an 
inexhaustible vein of instructive reflection on imaginative work and the creative life.

H.L. Hix is the author or editor of more than two dozen books. His most recent 
poetry collection is As Much As, If Not More Than. He lives with the poet Kate 
Northrop in an 1880s railroad house in the mountain west, and writes in a studio that
once was a barn.
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Hjortsberg, William. Nevermore. New York. 1994. Grove/Atlantic Monthly Press. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket That Sports Some 
Wrinkling At The Top Back. 0871135795. 289 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Rick Pracher. Inventory # 29515. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Jazz Age heralds the dawn of swinging music, sexy 
flappers, bathtub gin and gruesome murder. Though vaudeville is dying, Houdini still
dazzles audiences-and wages war with corrupt mediums. At the same time, Sir 
Arthur Conan Doyle arrives in America to lecture on the occult, only to face frequent
visits from what appears to be the restless spirit of Edgar Allen Poe. But soon 
Houdini and Doyle find their lives irrevocably linked by dark, earthly forces. When 
mutilated bodies begin turning up around New York City, a shocking pattern 
emerges: the killings mirror the grisly murders found in Poe’s chilling stories. Now 
Houdini and Doyle must outwit a clever killer, before they themselves become 
history.

William 'Gatz' Hjortsberg (born 1941 in New York City, New York) is a novelist and 
screenwriter best known for writing the screenplays of the movies Legend and Angel
Heart. His novel Falling Angel was the basis for the film Angel Heart (1987).
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Hoagland, Edward. Cat Man. Boston. 1956. Houghton Mifflin. 1st American Edition.
Top Corner Of Both Front & Rear Free Endpapers Clipped,Otherwise Very Good in
Worn Dustjacket With Some Small Pieces Missing. 310 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by George F. Kelly. Inventory # 4626. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Fiddler, an intelligent young man, has joined the circus 
because he is broke. He becomes the Cat Man, keeper of the big cats, and his 
hands have the sears to prove it. The cats—the panther, the jaguar, the cheetah, the
tigers, the enormous lazy male lion named Joe, and Rita, the killer leopard—all 
become intriguing characters in their own right, brilliantly populating the novel along
with their freakish human cohorts, who include the animal department head, the 
prop men, the train crew, the winos and the townies. Etched in exquisite detail, Cat
Man is a crystalline portal into the bizarre and fascinating world beneath the big top.

Edward Hoagland (born December 21, 1932 in New York) is an author best known 
for his nature and travel writing.
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Hoban, Russell. Arthur's New Power. New York. 1978. Crowell. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0690013701. Illustrated by byron 
Barton. 40 pages. hardcover. Cover art by Byron Barton. Inventory # 8525. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A crocodile family tries to conserve energy at home.

Russell Conwell Hoban (February 4, 1925 – December 13, 2011) was an American
expatriate writer. His works span many genres, including fantasy, science fiction, 
mainstream fiction, magical realism, poetry, and children's books. He lived in 
London, England, from 1969 until his death.
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Hoban, Russell. Lavinia Bat. New York. 1984. Holt Rinehart & Winston. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good. No Dustjacket. 0030695031. Illustrated by Martin 
Baynton. unpaginated. hardcover. Cover art by Martin Baynton. Inventory # 2917. 
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Lavinia Bat teaches her baby how to move and hunt in 
the spring night.

Russell Conwell Hoban (February 4, 1925 – December 13, 2011) was an American
expatriate writer. His works span many genres, including fantasy, science fiction, 
mainstream fiction, magical realism, poetry, and children's books. He lived in 
London, England, from 1969 until his death.
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Hoban, Russell. The Serpent Tower. London. 1981. Methuen & Company. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Hardcover.No Dustjacket. 0416056008. Illustrated by David 
Scott. hardcover. Cover by David Scott. Inventory # 2467. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Mystery and adventure are combined in this highly 
original story about a boy who builds a tower from some old iron weights.

Russell Conwell Hoban (February 4, 1925 – December 13, 2011) was an American
expatriate writer. His works span many genres, including fantasy, science fiction, 
mainstream fiction, magical realism, poetry, and children's books. He lived in 
London, England, from 1969 until his death.
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Hobsbawm, Eric (in conversation with Antonio Polito). On the Edge of the New 
Century. New York. 2000. New Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 1565846036. Translated from the Italian by Allan Cameron. 176 pages.
hardcover. Inventory # 27796. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The sequel to The Age of Extremes by 'the best-known 
living historian in the world' (The Times, London). Eric Hobsbawm's The Age of 
Extremes was a remarkable phenomenon, a book of serious and challenging 
historical analysis that became a worldwide bestseller. Now, On the Edge of the 
New Century continues Hobsbawm's 'magisterial' (The New York Times Book 
Review) analysis of the twentieth century, asking crucial questions about our 
inheritance from the century of conflict and its meanings for the years to come. 
Looking back over the last decade, Hobsbawm finds the distinctions between 
internal and international conflicts and between the state of war and the state of 
peace disappearing. He goes on to analyze the crisis of the multi-ethnic state and 
shows the distortions of history involved in the creation of its myths. He expresses 
his anxiety over the system of international relations between states that have so far
ruled by colonialism and nuclear terror. Hobsbawm then assesses the impact that a
popular global culture has had on every aspect of life, from happiness and social 
hierarchy to nutrition and the environment. Published this year throughout the world,
On the Edge of the New Century is a concise summary of the thinking of one of the
century's preeminent historians.

Born in 1917, Eric Hobsbawm (June 9, 1917, Alexandria, Egypt - October 1, 2012, 
Royal Free Hospital, London, United Kingdom) was educated in Austria, Germany, 
and England. Emeritus Professor of history at Birkbeck College, University of 
London, and Emeritus University Professor of politics and society at the New School
for Social Research, Hobsbawm is the author of more than fourteen books.
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Hobsbawm, Eric and Rude, George. Captain Swing. New York. 1969. Pantheon 
Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket W/A Tear At 
The Rear Spine. 384 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 21883. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A study of English agricultural labor in the 19th century. 
Two of the world's leading historians of revolution examine the movements of social
protest that swept the English countryside during the period from 1790 to 1850, 
concentrating on the great uprising of 1830.

Born in 1917, Eric Hobsbawm (June 9, 1917, Alexandria, Egypt - October 1, 2012, 
Royal Free Hospital, London, United Kingdom) was educated in Austria, Germany, 
and England. Emeritus Professor of history at Birkbeck College, University of 
London, and Emeritus University Professor of politics and society at the New School
for Social Research, Hobsbawm is the author of more than fourteen books. 
GEORGE RUDE (February 8, 1910, Oslo, Norway - January 8, 1993, Battle, United
Kingdom) is the author of many books on modern European history, among the 
most notable being The Crowd in the French Revolution, Wilkes and Liberty, 
Captain Swing, and Debate on Europe, 1815-1830. Born in 1910 in Oslo, he was 
educated at Cambridge and London universities, and was Professor of History at 
Concordia University in Montreal.
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Hobsbawm, Eric. Uncommon People: Resistance, Rebellion, & Jazz. New York. 
1998. New Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1565844661. 360
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 25806. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This engaging collection features twenty-six Hobsbawm
essays covering the history of working men and women between the late eighteenth
century and today, bringing back into print Hobsbawm's pioneering studies in labor 
history along with more recent, previously unpublished pieces. Uncommon People 
shows the range of Hobsbawm's work, on such subjects as the formation of the 
British working class, revolution and sex, and socialism and the avant garde. From 
essays on Mario Puzo and the mafia, to the Sicilian bandit Salvatore Giuliano and 
the cultural consequences of Christopher Columbus, Hobsbawm's passionate 
concern for the lives and struggles of ordinary men and women shines through.

Born in 1917, Eric Hobsbawm was educated in Austria, Germany, and England. 
Emeritus Professor of history at Birkbeck College, University of London, and 
Emeritus University Professor of politics and society at the New School for Social 
Research, Hobsbawm is the author of more than fourteen books.
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Hoeppe, Gotz. Why the Sky Is Blue: Discovering the Color of Life. Princeton. 2007.
Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
9780691124537. 336 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36475. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Why is the sky blue? Parents don’t know what to say 
when their children ask. Why the Sky Is Blue answers this ancient and surprisingly 
complex question in a more entertaining and accessible way than ever before. Götz
Hoeppe takes the reader on a historical and scientific journey to show the various 
ways people in different times and places have explained why the sky looks blue. 
The richly illustrated story begins with ancient myths and philosophy and ends with 
the cutting-edge science of optics, statistical physics, and ozone depletion. Most 
importantly, it is the story of how scientists discovered that the sky’s blue depends 
on life on Earth and the makeup of our planet’s ozone layer. Without microbial life’s 
impact on the composition of the atmosphere, the clear daytime sky would probably 
lack its distinctive color. And without the ozone, the twilight sky’s color would also be
very different—not the sapphire tone of l’heure bleue, but rather a yellowish or 
greenish hue. Why the Sky Is Blue shows that skylight can be viewed from a 
surprising variety of vantage points. We learn how our physiology and cognitive 
capacities govern our perception of the sky’s color. And we discover why this 
everyday experience has been such a source of fascination and controversy over 
the centuries. Delightful and intriguing, Why the Sky Is Blue shows how the attempt 
to answer this age-old and deceptively simple question only enhances the magic of 
the blue sky we see above us.

Götz Hoeppe is an editor of the popular German science magazine Spektrum der 
Wissenschaft and a lecturer in social anthropology at Heidelberg University. He is 
the author of Conversations on the Beach: Fishermen’s Knowledge, Metaphor and 
Environmental Change in South India.
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Hoffer, Peter Charles. The Devil's Disciples: Makers of the Salem Witchcraft Trials.
Baltimore. 1996. Johns Hopkins University Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0801852005. 296 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 22403. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Mention the term witch hunt, and Salem, Massachusetts,
springs to mind - and with it the power of superstition, the danger of mob mentality, 
and our natural fear of gross injustice. For more than a year, between January 1692
and May 1693, the men and women of Salem village lived in heightened fear of 
witches and their master, the Devil. Hundreds were accused of practicing witchcraft.
Many suspects languished in jail for months. Nineteen men and women were 
hanged; one was pressed to death. Neighbors turned against neighbors, children 
informed on their parents, and ministers denounced members of their 
congregations. How could a settled community turn so viciously against itself? Why
were certain persons accused and condemned while others were not? And why did 
the incidents of Salem occur where and when they did? Approaching the subject as
a legal and social historian, Peter Charles Hoffer offers a fresh look at the Salem 
outbreak based on recent studies of panic rumors, teen hysteria, child abuse, and 
intrafamily relations. He brings to life a set of conversations - in taverns and 
courtrooms, at home and work - which took place among suspected witches, 
accusers, witnesses, and spectators. The accusations, denials, and confessions of 
this legal story eventually resurrect the tangled internal tensions that lay at the 
bottom of the Salem witch hunts.

Peter Charles Hoffer is a Distinguished Research Professor at the University of 
Georgia, where he has taught since 1978. He teaches and writes on early American
history, legal history, and historical methods. A graduate student of Bernard Bailyn 
while at Harvard University, Hoffer has also taught at Ohio State University, the 
University of Notre Dame, and Brooklyn College.
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Hoffer, Richard. Something in the Air: American Passion and Defiance in the 1968 
Mexico City Olympics. Lincoln. 2018. University of Nebraska Press. 1st Nebraska 
Paperback Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781496211774. 6 x 9 • index. With a
new afterword by the author. Studies in the Anthropology of North American Indians
Raymond J. DeMallie and Douglas R. Parks, series editors. 270 pages. paperback. 
Inventory #  44119. $19.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Something in the Air is Richard Hoffer’s gripping sports 
narrative that tells the individual stories of the athletes who gathered in Mexico City 
in 1968, a year of dramatic upheaval around the world. Racial tensions were high on
the U.S. Olympic team, where inflamed black athletes had to choose between 
demands for justice, on the one hand, and loyalty to country, on the other. Although
basketball star Lew Alcindor (later to become the great Kareem Abdul-Jabbar) 
decided not to participate, heavyweight boxer George Foreman not only competed 
and won a gold medal but waved a miniature American flag at foreign judges. 
Sprinters Tommie Smith and John Carlos became as famous for their raised-fist 
gestures of protest as for their speed on the track. No one was prepared for Bob 
Beamon’s long jump, which broke the world record by a staggering twenty-two 
inches. And then there was Dick Fosbury, the goofball high jumper whose backward,
upside-down approach to the bar (the “Fosbury Flop”) baffled his coaches while 
breaking records. Filled with human drama, Something in the Air is a powerful, 
unforgettable tale that will resonate with sports fans and readers of social history 
alike. This edition features a new afterword by the author on the fiftieth anniversary 
of the Olympics.

Richard Hoffer was a senior writer at Sports Illustrated for nineteen years and is the
author of A Savage Business: The Comeback and Comedown of Mike Tyson, 
Jackpot Nation, and Bouts of Mania: Ali, Frazier, and Foreman—and an America on
the Ropes.
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Hoffman, Alice (editor). Scribner's Best of the Fiction Workshops 1997. New York. 
1997. Scribner. 1st Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 068483314x. Paperback 
Original. 400 pages. paperback. Jacket design by Rick Pracher. Inventory # 23278.
$10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Culled from nearly one hundred prestigious writing 
programs around the United States and Canada, these twenty-two new and 
groundbreaking stories represent the finest output of the next generation of North 
American fiction writers. The pieces, selected by best-selling guest editor Alice 
Hoffman, range from the comic to the macabre and encompass such themes as 
family loyalty, substance abuse, and religious identity. There are coming-of-age 
stories and stories about death and dying in such varied settings as rural farmland, 
post-Communist Prague, and a Japanese high-speed train. SCRIBNER’S BEST OF
THE FICTION WORKSHOPS is a must not only for students and teachers of writing,
but for all short story lovers who are looking for fresh, stimulating, and unpredictable
storytelling.

Alice Hoffman is an American novelist and young-adult and children's writer, best 
known for her 1995 novel Practical Magic, which was adapted for a 1998 film of the
same name. Many of her works fall into the genre of magic realism and contain 
elements of magic, irony, and non-standard romances and relationships.
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Hoffman, William. By Land, By Sea. Baton Rogue. 1988. Louisiana State University
Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0807113905. 174 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 16050. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The stories deal with the clash between old and new 
values, with ties to the land and the lure of the sea, with the struggle to maintain 
relationships-between parents and children, husbands and wives, community and 
individual.

Henry William Hoffman (May 16, 1925 – September 12, 2009) was an American 
writer who published thirteen novels and four books of short stories and two plays. 
He was born he lived in West Virginia but spent his formative years in southwestern
Virginia. William Hoffman was the recipient of the 1992 Dos Passos Prize|John Dos
Passos Prize For Literature, an O'Henry for the sort story and a Dasheill Hammett 
award for his mystery writing. In 1996 he was awarded the O. Henry Prize. In 1999 
he received The Dashiell Hammett Award for the book Tidewater Blood. He wrote 
mysteries towards the end of his career. His finest novel, "The Trumpet Unblown" 
reflected his horrific experiences as a medic in World War II. His short story 
"Dancer," published in The Sewanee Review, won the 1989 Andrew Lytle Prize.
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Hoffman, William. Tidewater Blood: A Novel of Suspense. Chapel Hill. 1998. 
Algonquin Books. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1565121782. 290 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket photo by Valerie Shaff. Inventory # 25247. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - For two hundred and fifty years, the LeBlancs of 
Tidewater Virginia - landed, rich, and proud of it - have been celebrating their French
Huguenot ancestry. Each year, over an extravagant lunch and in period costume 
dress, they relive the beginnings of the LeBlanc line, reminding everyone of their rise
from meager beginnings to a position of great stature, wealth, and privilege. But this
year’s celebration goes horribly wrong. At the stroke of one, a deafening explosion 
brings down the massive plantation house columns, crushing every member of the 
family present. As the dust settles, all fingers point to the black sheep of the family, 
the youngest brother, Charles LeBlanc. Long estranged from his family and living in
a makeshift cabin on a spit of land off the Chesapeake, Charley has managed to 
make more enemies than friends - he was dishonorably discharged from the army, 
and then served time in prison. Facing prison, if not execution, Charley takes off on 
the fugitive run of his life. With the police at his back, he makes his way through the
mountains of West Virginia to find the real killer. What he didn’t mean to discover 
were the even darker secrets about the LeBlanc blood.

Henry William Hoffman (May 16, 1925 – September 12, 2009) was an American 
writer who published thirteen novels and four books of short stories and two plays. 
He was born he lived in West Virginia but spent his formative years in southwestern
Virginia. William Hoffman was the recipient of the 1992 Dos Passos Prize|John Dos
Passos Prize For Literature, an O'Henry for the sort story and a Dasheill Hammett 
award for his mystery writing. In 1996 he was awarded the O. Henry Prize. In 1999 
he received The Dashiell Hammett Award for the book Tidewater Blood. He wrote 
mysteries towards the end of his career. His finest novel, "The Trumpet Unblown" 
reflected his horrific experiences as a medic in World War II. His short story 
"Dancer," published in The Sewanee Review, won the 1989 Andrew Lytle Prize.
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Hofmann, Michael. K. S. in Lakeland: New & Selected Poems. New York. 1990. 
Ecco Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0880011971. 112 
pages. hardcover. Cover photograph of the author by Charlie Waite. Inventory # 
20665. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - KS. IN LAKELAND marks the U.S. literary debut of one 
of Britain’s finest young poets. Michael Hofmann’s work is informed by intelligence 
and passion, with a level of urgency and precision to which we have become 
unaccustomed. His poems are parabolas of seemingly haphazard and vulnerable 
observations—masking musical and imagistic strengths, and a characteristic strong-
mindedness—that enforce surprising connections between the disparate subjects 
they take in. Hofmann’s alert intensity, his highly individual turn of phrase, and 
lurking, mournful wit make these immediately compelling poems to be read again 
and again. At only thirty-two, Michael Hofmann has caught the attention of poets and
critics on the international scene with his first two collections of poems, NIGHTS IN
THE IRON HOTEL and ACRIMONY. K. S. IN LAKELAND contains the best of these
volumes, along with new poems not yet published in Britain or America.

Michael Hofmann received the Geoffrey Faber Memorial Prize in 1988. He is 
currently teaching at the University of Florida at Gainesville.
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Hogan, Desmond. A Curious Street. New York. 1984. George Braziller. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0807610992. 194 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by John Clementson. Inventory # 23546. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘2 September 1977. I go into a newsagent’s on the Falls
Road, Belfast. I pickup a Southern Irish newspaper. In a paragraph on the bottom 
lefthand side of the front page I see that Alan Mulvanney, a bachelor, has been 
found shot in the head beside the Shannon in Althone, No foul play is suspected.’ 
Alan Mulvanney has intrigued Jeremy Hitchens, son of an Irish mother and English 
father, from childhood. Alan was his mother’s would—be lover, a tormented 
romantic, and now a suicide. His shadow brings people together, links events from 
different times and places, and eventually forces Jeremy to write his memoir, A 
CURIOUS STREET, in a military barracks in Belfast where he has ended up a 
soldier. Fragment by fragment, Jeremy unfolds the personal histories of his 
characters’ lives in a mosaic inlaid into the history of Ireland itself. Every character 
merges with a previous incarnation, and every historical moment - Cromwell’s rule of
terror, 1916, Belfast in the 1976s - is haunted by its causes and effects. Jeremy’s 
progress is a halting and fitful retreat into ancestral darkness, with only the energy 
and urgency of his quest to guide him. ‘But now in a military barracks I, Sergeant 
Jeremy Hitchens, can see I went much further. until I saw him, more clearly than 
before, Alan Mulvanney, that unwreathed laureate of Ireland, his world, his 
innocence—and I felt the tremors, but inherited this, a chaos which will go on and 
on, which nothing will stop, neither journeys, nor movement, nor change of role, 
nothing except a gesture of love.’

Desmond Hogan (born 10 December 1950) is an Irish writer. Awarded the 1977 
Rooney Prize for Irish Literature and 1980 John Llewellyn Rhys Prize, his oeuvre 
comprises novels, plays, short stories and travel writing.
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Hogan, Desmond. A Link With the River: Stories. New York. 1989. Farrar Straus 
Giroux. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374184615. Preface by 
Louise Erdrich. 336 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 25322. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - One of Ireland's most important writers at his finest. 
Written over a period of twelve years, these stories seem to move nowehere with 
relentless, slow precision, yet each is as fulfilling and rich with suggestion as a full-
scale novel.

Desmond Hogan (born 10 December 1950) is an Irish writer. Awarded the 1977 
Rooney Prize for Irish Literature and 1980 John Llewellyn Rhys Prize, his oeuvre 
comprises novels, plays, short stories and travel writing.
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Hogan, Desmond. The Diamonds at the Bottom of the Sea. New York. 1980. 
George Braziller. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 
080760934x. 181 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Mary Mietzelfeld. Inventory #
4665. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - These stories are essays in mood, portraits of people 
society thinks mad, but who are in fact driven by an intense imagination and an 
unheeding recklessness of tribal conventions and taboos. A multitude of characters
of all ages take on flesh and its complex burdens and are placed in precisely those 
situations that best reveal the truth of their selves. The settings range from Italy to 
America, although at the heart of it all is Ireland, that strange, myth-ridden land that 
‘devours her own.’ In ‘Afternoon,’ an old Irish tinker woman lies on her deathbed 
recalling her wanderings through Europe and the innumerable lovers and offspring 
deposited in her wake; ‘Jimmy’ driven into exile and a dissolute life on the streets of
London by an innocent misunderstanding, returns to seek absolution from his family
in Dublin, and is driven back to his purgatory; in ‘The Last Time’ a young exile is 
shattered by the sudden recognition of her first and only love; and ‘The Birth of 
Laughter’ tells a poignant tale of love and childbirth. The collection is a kaleidoscope
of unsettling images that merge into a vision of the world that is compelling, haunting
and fresh.

Desmond Hogan (born 10 December 1950) is an Irish writer. Awarded the 1977 
Rooney Prize for Irish Literature and 1980 John Llewellyn Rhys Prize, his oeuvre 
comprises novels, plays, short stories and travel writing.keywords

Literature Ireland
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Hogan, Desmond. The Ikon Maker. New York. 1979. George Braziller. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0807609293. 150 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Nancy Kirsch. Inventory # 26017. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘These days were waiting days. The fact was she hadn’t
heard from him for weeks now. Here she was a widow with an only son in England.
The year was 1972.’ Thus we meet Susan O’Hallrahan, age 50, of Galway, Ireland 
and mother of Diarmaid, age 18. Very much alone and quite without purpose, since 
the departure of the son whom she has nurtured by herself, Susan boasts to her 
neighbors of Diarmaid and his exploits in England; what he is actually doing she 
does not know. When Diarmaid suddenly arrives for a visit, Susan’s joy is 
unbounded. But their old closeness is now balanced by a certain unbridgeable 
distance between them. And there is so much about Diarmaid that must remain a 
mystery: Why does he make those tortured collages? What terrible memories haunt
his sleep? What does he do in England? These are the questions that Susan 
determines to answer as she sets out on a quest that takes her through the 
subculture of English cities to a discovery that she has not anticipated: an 
understanding of herself as well as of another generation. THE IKON MAKER is a 
short, intense, precisely imagined account of a relationship between a mother and 
her son. Like Diarmaid’s collages, it is carefully constructed yet shot with tension 
and suffering, lyricism and grace. It brings Desmond Hogan into the front ranks of 
writers of fiction.

Desmond Hogan (born 10 December 1950) is an Irish writer. Awarded the 1977 
Rooney Prize for Irish Literature and 1980 John Llewellyn Rhys Prize, his oeuvre 
comprises novels, plays, short stories and travel writing.
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Hogan, Linda. Mean Spirit. New York. 1990. Atheneum. 1st Printing. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0689121016. Chickasaw Poet & Novelist. 374 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 21282. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Extraordinary. .If you take up no other novel this year, or
next, this one will suffice to hold, to disturb, to enlighten and to inspire you.' 
NEWSDAY Early in this century, rivers of oil were found beneath Oklahoma land 
belonging to Indian people, and beautiful Grace Banket became the richest person 
in the Territory. But she was murdered by the greed of white men, and the 
Graycloud family, who cared for her daughter, began dying mysteriously. Letters 
sent to Washington, D.C. begging for help went unanswered, until at last a Native 
American government official, Stace Red Hawk, traveled west to investigate. What 
he found has been documented by history: rampant fraud, intimidation, and murder.
But he also found something truly extraordinary--his deepest self and abiding love 
for his people, and their brave past.

Linda K. Hogan (born 1947 Denver) is a Native American poet, storyteller, 
academic, playwright, novelist, environmentalist and writer of short stories. She is 
currently the Chickasaw Nation's Writer in Residence.
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Hogan, Linda. Power. New York. 1998. Norton. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.
0393046362. 235 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 25189. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The novel opens on the night of an ominous storm. 
Omishto witnesses her Aunt Ama kill a panther - an animal considered to be a 
sacred ancestor of the Taiga people. That single act will have profound 
consequences for Omishto. Suddenly, she is torn between her loyalties to her 
Westernized mother, who wants her to reject the ways of the tribe, and to Ama and
her traditional people, for whom the killing of the panther takes on grave importance.
But Omishto's quest in this timeless, lyrical novel goes far deeper. As she tries to 
understand the mystery that lies behind Ama's actions, she must reckon with her 
own spiritual connection to her people, to nature, and to the world itself.

Linda K. Hogan (born 1947 Denver) is a Native American poet, storyteller, 
academic, playwright, novelist, environmentalist and writer of short stories. She is 
currently the Chickasaw Nation's Writer in Residence.
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Hogan, Linda. Solar Storms. New York. 1995. Scribner. 1st Printing. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0684812274. 351 pages. hardcover. Jacket painting - ‘West’ (1987) by 
Frank LaPena. Jacket design by Mary Schuck. Inventory # 21558. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Angela's search for her birth family takes her to a remote
region of the Boundary Waters between Canada and Minnesota. Her she finds Bush
who raised her during her early years. Angela's exultation is short-lived as she is 
caught in a fierce battle with developers, a battle which threatens everyone.

Linda K. Hogan (born 1947 Denver) is a Native American poet, storyteller, 
academic, playwright, novelist, environmentalist and writer of short stories. She is 
currently the Chickasaw Nation's Writer in Residence.
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Hogan, Michael. Imperfect Geographies. Hayward. 1998. Qtrips. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0966336429. 64 pages. paperback. Cover: Lucinda
Mayo-'Ojos del Lobo'. Inventory # 32593. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Michael Hogan's newest collection of poems are precise,
clear, and powerful. The book is divided into two parts, one entitled North and the 
other South, with a mainly Mexican setting for the latter. One by one they create a 
web of very personal images, thoughts, conversations, experiences, and dreams 
which will move the reader to reflect upon his own life, his own thoughts, and the 
deeper emotions of his own experiences.

Michael Hogan was born in Newport, Rhode Island. He earned both a BA and an 
MFA from the University of Arizona and a PhD in Latin American studies from the 
University of Guadalajara and the Institute of Advanced Studies. He is the author of
six books of poetry, including Making Our Own Rules (1989), Imperfect Geographies
(1998), and Winter Solstice: Selected Poems 1975-2012. He has also published the
novel A Death in Newport (2011), essays on teaching in Latin America, and the 
history The Irish Soldiers of Mexico (1997), among other volumes. His honors and 
awards include a PEN Award, a fellowship from the National Endowment for the 
Arts, the Benjamin Franklin Award, the Grace Stoddard Literary Fellowship, and a 
gold medal from the Mexican Geographical Society. Hogan is an international 
educator and a former consultant for the National Endowment for the Arts. The 
recipient of the Robert Shafer Memorial Award from the NCTE for outstanding 
contributions to international education, he is a former nominee for the Singer Prize 
in Excellence in Secondary Teaching from Harvard University and received a 
citation for meritorious service from the Office of Overseas Schools in the US State
Department. He currently lives in Colonia Providencia, Guadalajara, Mexico, with his
wife, the artist Lucinda Mayo.
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Högstrand, Olle. On the Prime Minister's Account. New York. 1972. Pantheon 
Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0394479041. 
Translated from the Swedish by Elina Levy. 217 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
25277. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An exciting new writer has grounded this macabre 
kidnapping mystery in the politically volatile setting of present-day Stockholm. The 
result is a high-tension suspense story that is first- to the rate reading. When a 
militant leftist hurls a hand grenade into the automobile of the American ambassador
and hits his mark, the Swedish prime minister is called back to Stockholm. No 
sooner does be arrive than his young daughter is kidnapped, along with her 
governess, by two people wearing Walt Disney masks (Goofy, Donald Duck), and a 
third wearing a pig mask. In exchange for the hostages, the kidnappers demand the
safe return of the assassin plus a sum of money embarrassingly large for a Social 
Democratic politician to pay in the midst of his election campaign. As the police step
in, the scene shifts from the poll-watching, soul-searching prime minister to the 
assassin in his cell; meanwhile, in a country hideaway the hostages are caught up in
the psychological battles of the kidnappers – a prostitute, her pimp, and a would-be 
lover. Finally, a multitude of different motives intersect in an ending that is awesome,
complex, and strangely compelling, with an unexpected new twist in the last page. 
ON THE PRIME MINISTER’S ACCOUNT is a winner of an award by Expressen, a
major Stockholm newspaper, for the best crime story of 1971.

Olle Högstrand (September 18, 1933, Sweden - March 16, 1994, Stockholm, 
Sweden) was a reporter for the National Swedish News Agency, for which he has 
traveled widely in North America and Europe. This is his first book. He was also 
employed as a social worker and male nurse, and served for several years in the 
Swedish UN Force, in the Gaza Strip and the Congo.
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Holden, Craig. Four Corners of Night. New York. 1999. Delacorte Press. 1st Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0385316259. 369 pages. hardcover. Cover: Craig 
Holden/Phil Rose. Inventory # 31646. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A twelve-year-old girl is snatched from the street where 
she lives. And for two cops, Mack Steiner and Bank Arbaugh--partners, best friends,
fathers themselves--the girl's disappearance will hurtle them back through layers of 
friendship, memory, and loss. Because seven years before, Bank's own daughter 
vanished without a trace. And now, as police descend on the small midwestern city,
as witnesses are grilled and evidence mounts, one case begins to illuminate the 
other. And for two men, a harrowing journey has begun--one that will test their long,
complicated friendship and uncover a chilling truth about two missing girls, two 
shattered families, and at least one heartbreaking lie.

Craig Holden is the author of four previous novels: The Jazz Bird, The River Sorrow,
The Last Sanctuary, and Four Corners of Night. He lives in Michigan.
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Holden, Craig. The Jazz Bird. New York. 2001. Simon & Schuster. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0743212967. 314 pages. hardcover. Cover: Jackie
Seow. Inventory # 31251. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An exquisitely written novel of love and betrayal, of 
money and power, set at the apex of that time of glitz and innocence known as the 
Jazz Age. CINCINNATI, 1927. Lawyer George Remus became the country's biggest
bootlegger, grossing over $80 million until his arrest. Upon his release from prison, 
he learns that his beautiful wife, Imogene, has left him and that his bank accounts 
are empty. On the morning of their divorce, he runs her car off the road in the middle
of rush hour in Eden Park and shoots her to death. Shocked and fascinated by this 
horrible crime, the country gears up for a sensational trial pitting the man known as 
‘‘the king of the bootleggers’’ against Chief Prosecutor Charlie Taft, the youngest 
son of the former president. The trial is a national spectacle, a lens focused on the 
fabulous rise and fall of the Remus empire and the tragic love story within it, and an
attempt to answer some tantalizing questions: What actually happened to the 
fortune? What are the motives of the federal agent who brought Remus down? What
complex emotions and desires, leading ultimately to the ruin of three men, really lie
within the heart of the woman known as the Jazz Bird? Based on a true story, The 
Jazz Bird is at once a love story, a crime novel, and the tale of the courtroom battle
between two powerful men whose respective futures hang in the balance.

Craig Holden is the author of four previous novels: The Jazz Bird, The River Sorrow,
The Last Sanctuary, and Four Corners of Night. He lives in Michigan.keywords
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Holden, Craig. The Last Sanctuary. New York. 1996. Delacorte Press. 1st Edition. 
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0385312091. 372 pages. hardcover. Cover 
design by Susan Koski Zucker. Inventory # 26358. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - At once a heart-pounding , chillingly realistic thriller and a
dark plunge into the human psyche, THE LAST SANCTUARY is the tale of an 
innocent man accused of murder. When a killing is falsely blamed on Joe Curtis, a 
Gulf War veteran living on the edge of society, he hides in a dark underworld of 
armed militias and terrorist cults, running from the cops, federal agents, and from his
own tortured soul. In a cat-and-mouse chase across soaring mountains and vast 
glaciers of Alaska, the complex relationship between the fugitive and his nemesis, a
female Native American ATF agent, is rendered unpredictably and superbly.

Craig Holden is the author of four previous novels: The Jazz Bird, The River Sorrow,
The Last Sanctuary, and Four Corners of Night. He lives in Michigan.
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Holden, Craig. The River Sorrow. New York. 1994. Delacorte Press. 1st Printing. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0385312075. 1st Novel. 387 pages. hardcover. Cover 
photograph by S. Sakakibara. Inventory # 26317. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In one of the most unique and powerfully realized debut
novels of the decade, Craig Holden creates a page-turning drama that is both 
emotionally shattering and harrowingly plausible. When a fatally burned victim is 
brought into the Morgantown General Hospital emergency room, a young doctor’s 
life is changed irrevocably. For Dr. Adrian Lancaster, the arrival of ‘John Doe’ is only
the first of a bizarre and bloody series of events that will force him to relive his 
violent past and put him on the run. On the road and underground, accused and 
accuser, Lancaster’s only hope for survival lies in facing the terrifying truth.

Craig Holden is the author of four previous novels: The Jazz Bird, The River Sorrow,
The Last Sanctuary, and Four Corners of Night. He lives in Michigan.
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Holden, Craig. The River Sorrow. New York. 1994. Delacorte Press. 2nd Printing. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0385312075. 387 pages. hardcover. Cover photograph by
S. Sakakibara. Inventory # 20923. $6.25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In one of the most unique and powerfully realized debut
novels of the decade, Craig Holden creates a page-turning drama that is both 
emotionally shattering and harrowingly plausible. When a fatally burned victim is 
brought into the Morgantown General Hospital emergency room, a young doctor’s 
life is changed irrevocably. For Dr. Adrian Lancaster, the arrival of ‘John Doe’ is only
the first of a bizarre and bloody series of events that will force him to relive his 
violent past and put him on the run. On the road and underground, accused and 
accuser, Lancaster’s only hope for survival lies in facing the terrifying truth.

Craig Holden is the author of four previous novels: The Jazz Bird, The River Sorrow,
The Last Sanctuary, and Four Corners of Night. He lives in Michigan.
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Holding, Elisabeth Sanxay. The Innocent Mrs. Duff. New York. 1946. Dell Publishing
Company. Dell Paperback Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers. Keyhole mystery. 240 
pages. paperback. 194. Inventory # 37147. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE INNOCENT MRS. DUFF, set in New York City and
a Westchester suburb, centers on an unraveling alcoholic widower newly remarried 
to a 21-year-old model. The author, Elisabeth Sanxay Holding was admired by 
Raymond Chandler.

Elisabeth Sanxay Holding (1889–1955) was an American novelist and short story 
writer. She primarily authored fiction in the hardboiled subgenre of detective novels.
Born June 18, 1889 in Brooklyn, New York, Sanxay attended Miss Whitcombe's and
other schools for young ladies before marrying British diplomat George E. Holding in
1913. The couple had two daughters and traveled widely in South America and the
Caribbean before living in Bermuda for a number of years, where Mr. Holding was a
government official. After Mr. Holding's retirement, the couple lived in the Bronx 
section of New York City, where Elisabeth Sanxay Holding died on February 7, 
1955. Elisabeth Sanxay Holding wrote romantic novels during the 1920s, but, after 
the stock market crash in 1929, she turned to the more lucrative genre of the 
detective novel. From 1929 through 1954, she wrote eighteen detective novels, 
which sold well and earned her praise for her style and character development. Her
series character for these novels was Lieutenant Levy. Holding also authored many
short stories. Her novel The Blank Wall (1947) was popular enough to inspired the 
film adaptation The Reckless Moment in 1949. It was adapted again into the 2001 
The Deep End starring Tilda Swinton. It was republished by Persephone Books in 
2003 and again in 2009. A number of Holding's crime novels have been more 
recently reprinted by Stark House Press and other publishers and made available to
new readers. It appeared in 2015 as part of the Library of America's omnibus 
Women Crime Writers: Four Suspense Novels of the 1940s. Holding was much 
admired during her day.
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Holdsclaw, Chamique (with Jennifer Frey). Chamique: On Family, Focus, & 
Basketball. New York. 2000. Scribner. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0743202201. 189 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Michelle Keller. 
Inventory # 28234. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - She has been called the best woman basketball player 
ever, the player with the power to decide the direction of the WNBA. But the 
popularity of twenty-three-year-old Chamique Holdsclaw is rooted not only in her 
basketball status but also in her remarkable and inspiring life. Here, Chamique takes
us on her journey, revealing her unstable and anxiety-ridden childhood with her 
parents and the escape she ultimately found by moving to her grandmother's 
housing project, where she discovered the restorative comforts of structure, focus, 
and basketball. As she finishes her first full year playing for the Washington Mystics
and training for the 2000 Olympics, Chamique describes her ambitions, insecurities,
frustrations, drives, and dreams, and credits a good part of her success and well-
being to her disciplined, humble youth in Astoria, Queens—a background that 
inspires in her fierce loyalty and pride. In these pages, Chamique relates what it felt 
like the first time she ever held a basketball in her hands, how she practiced dunking
at age thirteen on a hidden court overlooking New York's East River, her four 
seasons playing at Tennessee and her transformative relationship with Coach Pat 
Summit, and her exhausting and exhilarating first year playing professionally and 
living on her own. She also looks inside to examine her strengths and weaknesses;
what motivates her; why she doesn't drink; and how she thinks, both on and off the 
court. The unparalleled confidence she drew from discovering and nurturing her 
talent and her lifelong need for focus and discipline have infused both her adult 
personality and her basketball playing. She reveals her complicated and turbulent 
relationship with her parents; her total devotion to her younger brother, Davon; her 
complete admiration for and gratitude to her grandmother. Along the way, she 
shows the impact all of this has had on who she is and how she lives and plays.

Chamique Shaunta Holdsclaw is a former professional basketball player in the 
Women's National Basketball Association most recently under a contract with the 
San Antonio Silver Stars.
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Hollander, Andrea. Blue Mistaken for Sky. Pittsburgh. 2018. Autumn House Press. 
1st American Edition. Misbound 1st page, Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. 
9781938769337. 5 x 9. 72 pp. paperback. Inventory # 43949. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Award-winning author Andrea Hollander’s fifth full-length
poetry collection explores a mature woman’s life after divorce. The poems are 
unselfconscious, and they detail with grace the pleasures and difficulties of aging, 
and the evolution of personal relationships through a life. “Andrea Hollander’s Blue
Mistaken for Sky braids the complicated issues of facing loss while searching for 
balance and new beginnings. Her poetry is raw, fierce, yet tender and has an 
incredible authenticity. Whether she’s writing of the natural world or those she’s lost,
every word rings true. Read this book. Cherish its amazing poems.” Susan Terris.

andrea hollander is the author of four previous full-length poetry collections and 
three chapbooks. Since her retirement after twenty-two years as the writer-in-
residence at Lyon College in Arkansas, she has lived in Portland, Oregon, where 
she conducts creative writing tutorials, seminars, and workshops. Her website is 
www.andreahollander.net.
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Hollander, John and Lehman, David (editors). The Best American Poetry 1998. New
York. 1998. Scribner. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684814536. 332 pages.
hardcover. Jacket design by Julie Metz. Inventory # 25686. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The 1998 edition of the ‘year’s worth of the very 
best’ (‘People’) in poetry features stunning poems from such esteemed writers as 
Anthony Hecht, Richard Wilbur, Robert Pinsky, and Rosanna Warren. Local reading
with the contributors. .’True poetry has always striven for, and has in the last twenty
years come to perfect, a nobility of expression that is of vital importance for our 
democratic esthetic, moral, and political culture.’ So writes John Hollander in the 
notably cheerful introduction to his selection of The Best American Poetry 1998. 
Highlights of the nobly constructed anthology include an excerpt from John Bricuth’s
forthcoming Just Let Me Say This About That, Thylias Moss’s ‘The Right 
Empowerment of Light,’ John Koethe’s ‘The Secret Amplitude’ and Jacqueline 
Osherow’s ‘La Leggenda della Vera Croce.’ As always in this David Lehman edited
series, each poet contributes a short note on his or her anthologized poem. - 
PUBLISHERS WEEKLY.

John Hollander was an American poet and literary critic. At the time of his death, he
was Sterling Professor Emeritus of English at Yale University, having previously 
taught at Connecticut College, Hunter College, and the Graduate Center, CUNY. 
David Lehman, the series editor of The Best American Poetry, is also the editor of 
the Oxford Book of American Poetry. His books of poetry include Poems in the 
Manner Of, New and Selected Poems, Yeshiva Boys, When a Woman Loves a Man,
and The Daily Mirror. His most recent nonfiction book is Sinatra’s Century. He 
teaches at The New School and lives in New York City and Ithaca, New York.
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Hollander, Lee M. (translator). The Sagas of Kormak and the Sworn Brothers. 
Princeton/New York. 1949. Princeton University Press for the American-
Scandinavian Foundation. 1st American Edition. Very Good. No Dustjacket. 
Translated from the Old Icelandic & With An Introduction & Notes by Lee Hollander.
218 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 33566. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - These two sagas from 13th century Iceland are here 
linked together as an interesting contrast in biographic sagas. One is a saga of love,
the other of revenge; both are rich in the lore and practice of olden times, yet 
strangely modern in their insights and in their concern with character study. 
KORMAK'S SAGA, a love tale amazingly fiery for an age notably clear-eyed and 
unsentimental, illustrates the truth of the Old Norse adage that a man's character is
his fate; it is Kormak's problematic character which is the core and substance of this
curious saga. This is indeed a problem tale for the psychologists, of a passionate 
lifetime love repeatedly frustrated by what we call superstition. THE SAGA OF THE
SWORN BROTHERS, the saga of revenge, centers around the fate and character of
Thormod, the loyal scorn brother, adventurer. lover and poet. We cannot commend
his violence, but we can admire his loyalty to his friend Thorgeir and to his king, 
Saint Olaf. The saga is excellent storytelling, both from local tradition and in the 
invention of the narrator.

Lee M. Hollander, who was professor of Germanic languages at the University of 
Texas, is the author of several books in the Scandinavian field, as well as the 
translator of other skaldic poetry.keywords
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Holm, Sven (editor). The Devil's Instrument and Other Danish Stories. London. 
1971. Peter Owen. 1st English Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0720603803. 266 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Olivia Johns. Inventory # 26891. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This selection of the best post-war Danish writing ranges
from the literary veteran Albert Dam to the most talented young writers. The themes
of the stories-with their parallel elements of fantasy and realism-are diverse. Among
them are modern fairy tales and those that explore erotic and psychological 
obsessions and conflicts, providing a broad picture of an interesting and little-known
literature, For this volume the editor, Sven Holm, himself a young Danish writer, has
chosen twenty-one stories which he thinks will give a representative impression of 
some of the important trends in Danish literature today. UNESCO Collection of 
Contemporary Works. Contributors to this volume: Benny Andersen, Anders 
Bodelsen, Cecil Bodker, Jorgen Gustava Brandt, Leif E. Christensen, Albert Dam, 
Tove Ditlevsen, Sven Holm, Knud Holst, Frank Jaeger, Hans Lyngby Jepsen, 
Christian Kampmann, Sven Aage Madsen, Paul Orum, Leif Panduro, Klaus Rifberg,
Peter Ronild, Ulla Ryum, Peter Seeberg, Villy Sorensen, Dorritt Willumsen.

Sven Holm, (born April 4, 1940, Copenhagen, Denmark) is a Danish novelist and 
short-story writer, a participant in the political movement in Danish literature of the 
1960s. In the title story of his first collection, Den store fjende (1961; “The Great 
Enemy”), Holm described how a village church on a precipice is gradually crumbling
and falling into the sea; the village is a metaphor for a society that has become 
warped by politics and in which the urge to prosper has become man’s central 
fulfillment. In Det private Liv (1974; “The Private Life”) the realization dawns upon 
the main character during a marriage crisis that material things have usurped the 
central meaning in his life. In most of Holm’s novels he dealt with different forms of 
social exploitation—poverty in Syg og munter (1972; “Sick and Happy”), corruption 
of language in Jomfrutur (1966; “Maiden Voyage”), and ignorance in Termush, 
Atlanterkysten (1967; Eng. trans. 1969). In his intense prose poem on the theme of
human suffering, Syv passioner (1971; “Seven Passions”), Holm offered a utopian 
alternative to the psychological breakdown and envisioned collapse of the Western
way of life.
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Holman, John. Squabble & Other Stories. New York. 1990. Ticknor & Fields. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0899199356. 153 pages. hardcover. Front jacket
photo by Benno Friedman. Inventory # 8167. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The narrator of ‘I Did That,’ one of the 11 stories in 
Holman’s first collection, aptly describes the numb voyeurism that overtakes many of
this Southern writer’s characters: ‘I was convinced that I could disappear if I was 
silent. I would walk the most dangerous streets—skim them hushed. I discovered 
other invisibles. I moved among them.’ In Holman’s quirky, tragicomic suburban 
world, people are poised on the periphery of action and transformed reluctantly into
participants in contemporary dramas of racism, crime, desire, love and death. The 
main character in ‘On Earth’ flees his home to avoid witnessing his parents’ demise
—only to come to terms with his own life amid the drama of a landlady’s unforeseen
death. In ‘The Story of Art History,’ a character’s chance encounter with a bum later
provides a moment of revelation in a listless, banal existence. Dreams and fantasies
merge with the sluggish reality of everyday life, forming a murky realm where 
personal strength is more often imagined than realized. While Holman’s blend of the
conscious and unconscious struggles for a balance at times, often he is able to wed
fantasy and reality into a delightful, coherent narrative enhanced by carefully crafted
images. - PUBLISHERS WEEKLY.

John William Holman (born 1951 Durham, North Carolina) is an American short 
story writer, novelist, and academic. He graduated from the University of North 
Carolina in 1973, from North Carolina Central University with an MA in 1977, and 
from the University of Southern Mississippi with a PhD in 1983. He teaches at 
Georgia State University. His work appeared in The New Yorker, Crescent Review,
and Mississippi Review, Appalachee Quarterly, Carolina Quarterly, Oxford 
American, and Alabama Literary Review.
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Holmes, Martha and Gunton, Michael. Life: Extraordinary Animals, Extreme 
Behaviour. Berkeley. 2009. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780520265370. 312 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
43770. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Life, the spectacular companion volume to the new 
Discovery Channel/BBC series, tells a majestic and compelling story of survival and
of the amazing behaviors animals and plants adopt to stay alive and pass their 
genes to a new generation. Beautifully written and illustrated with more than 300 
high-definition color photographs, Life focuses on the most exciting examples of the
millions of species to demonstrate the harrowing and very different challenges that 
all living things must overcome to prevail and to procreate. In 60 concise and 
captivating vignettes, intriguingly grouped in categories like Extraordinary Sea 
Creatures, Fabulous Fish, Irrepressible Plants, Hot-blooded Hunters, and Intellectual
Primates, the authors provide the most up-to-date science. Each chapter parallels 
an episode of the television series, making the book a must-have addition to any 
interested viewer’s library. From the familiar to the rare—polar bears, Japanese 
snow macaques, monarch butterflies, and fish-catching bats, a mega-roost of 10 
million fruit bats in Zambia, capuchin monkeys that use stone tools, marine life 
beneath and upon the ice of Antarctica, and tiny goby fish that climb Hawaiian 
waterfalls—this sumptuous volume brims with information and unforgettable images
of the spectacular, the dangerous, and the bizarre.

Martha Holmes, producer for the BBC television production of Life, completed her 
doctorate in marine biology at the University of York. Michael Gunton, executive 
editor of Life, is a zoologist who received his training at Cambridge University.
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Holmes, Oliver Wendell. Elsie Venner. New York. 1961. Signet/New American 
Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Afterword By
Miriam R. Small. 367 pages. paperback. CT78. Cover: Lambert. Inventory # 29083.
$7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Elsie Venner is seized by maniacal angers, sudden 
trances, fits of loneliness, and the compulsion to wander on The Mountain. She is 
pitied, mistrusted, or sullenly accepted by those who attribute her nature to the 
snake bite her mother received before her birth. It is this lack of understanding, plus
the confused reactions shown by Bernard Langdon, the young and withdrawn 
schoolmaster who becomes her single passion, that cause her to struggle fiercely, 
pathetically, against her illness. Dr. Holmes's novel has become the acknowledged 
prototype of the Brahmin's rational indictment of Predestination. It is an eerie Gothic
tale of old New England, a treasury of half - true, twilit conjectures about the psyche
before the time of Freud.

Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr. (March 8, 1841 – March 6, 1935) was an American jurist
who served as an Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States from
1902 to 1932, and as Acting Chief Justice of the United States January–February 
1930. Noted for his long service, his concise and pithy opinions and his deference to
the decisions of elected legislatures, he is one of the most widely cited United States
Supreme Court justices in history.
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Holmes, Oliver Wendell. The Autocrat of the Breakfast-Table. New York. 1961. 
Signet/New American Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in
Wrappers. Afterword By Eleanor M. Tilton. 285 pages. paperback. CD53. Cover: 
Lambert. Inventory # 29082. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - What is love? beauty? human communication? What is 
important in life and where should it be sought? These are the issues - the 
underlying themes - set forth by the Autocrat each morning on Beacon Hill. With wit
and deviltry, he teases and lectures his fellow breakfasters on such varied subjects
as quacks, the simple pleasures, mutual admiration societies, the poverty of logic, 
the evils of specialized learning, the superiority of aristocrats over self - made men.
Dr. Holmes was the most brilliant conversationalist in Boston, the 'Hub of the 
Universe,' and his essays explored the limitless range of his freethinking mind. He 
provided an elaborate portrait of the New England liberal intelligence in reaction 
against itself, the first such self - examination in American letters. This collection, 
The Autocrat of the Breakfast - Table, made its initial appearance in the first issues 
of the Atlantic Monthly and was largely responsible for that magazine's early 
success.

Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr. (March 8, 1841 – March 6, 1935) was an American jurist
who served as an Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States from
1902 to 1932, and as Acting Chief Justice of the United States January–February 
1930. Noted for his long service, his concise and pithy opinions and his deference to
the decisions of elected legislatures, he is one of the most widely cited United States
Supreme Court justices in history.
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Holmes, Richard. The Western Front: Ordinary Soldiers & the Defining Battles of 
World War I. New York. 2000. TV Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 1575001470. 224 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 29821. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It was on the Western Front, the trench line stretching 
from the Swiss Frontier to the North Sea, that the majority of nearly nine million 
British and Dominion soldiers who enlisted for service during the First World War 
served, and where most of the 947,000 who were killed met their deaths. This 
detailed but accessible account covers everything from how the front was created 
and the experiences of the British Army in France, to the battle of Verdun and the 
last hundred days of the war. Holmes’s concise and heartfelt narrative is illustrated
with photographs, diagrams, maps and quotations that bring that inhuman four years
of history to life. Richard Holmes is Professor of Military and Security Studies at 
Cranfield University and the Royal Military College of Science. He presented the 
BBC television series The Western Front; War Walks; Battlefields; and In the 
Footsteps of Churchill, and wrote the accompanying books.

Edward Richard Holmes, CBE, TD, VR, JP (29 March 1946 – 30 April 2011), known
as Richard Holmes, was a British soldier and military historian, known for his many 
television appearances. He was co-director of Cranfield University's Security and 
Resilience Group from 1989 to 2009 and became Professor of Military and Security
Studies at Cranfield in 1995.
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Holroyd, Michael. Augustus John: A Biography. New York. 1975. Holt Rinehart & 
Winston. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0030138264. 677 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 4735. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A detailed account of the passionate and unruly life of 
the British painter, Augustus John, and his circle. Born in Tenby in 1878, Augustus 
John studied at the Slade with his sister Gwen, and in Paris. He lived a passionate 
and unruly life and died in 1961. Michael Holroyd tells the stories behind the life of 
this archetypal bohemian and artist-reprobate.

Michael Holroyd (born 27 August 1935) is an English biographer. Holroyd was born 
in London, the son of Basil de Courcy Fraser Holroyd and his wife, Ulla Knutsson-
Hall. He was educated at Eton College, though he has often claimed Maidenhead 
Public Library as his alma mater. In 1964 he published his first book, a biography of
writer Hugh Kingsmill, but his reputation was consolidated in 1967-68 with the 
publication of his life of Lytton Strachey (which playwright Christopher Hampton later
used extensively when writing the screenplay for the 1995 film Carrington). Holroyd
has also written biographies of Augustus John and, in four volumes, of George 
Bernard Shaw. His latest book, A Book of Secrets: Illegitimate Daughters, Absent 
Fathers (2010), concerns the Villa Cimbrone on the Gulf of Salerno and the 
Edwardian literary and society figures who lived there such as Ernest Beckett, 2nd 
Baron Grimthorpe. Holroyd acted as Chairman of the Society of Authors, 1973–83, 
and from 1985 to 1988 was president of the English branch of PEN. His awards 
include the 2001 Heywood Hill Literary Prize and the 2005 David Cohen Prize for 
literature. In 2006, he was awarded the Golden PEN Award by English PEN for ‘a 
Lifetime's Distinguished Service to Literature’. He was President of the Royal 
Society of Literature from 2003 to 2008 and was knighted in the 2007 New Years' 
Honours List. Holroyd is a Patron of Dignity in Dying. Holroyd is married to author 
Dame Margaret Drabble.
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Holroyd, Michael. Bernard Shaw: 1. the Search For Love 1856-1898. London. 1988.
Chatto & Windus. 1st British Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0701133325. 496 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 12561. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In The Search for Love biographer Michael Holroyd takes
Shaw from his birth in 1856, through a series of poignant and tantalizing love affairs,
to his marriage in 1898. Holroyd counterpoints the private and public Shaw with 
humor, compassion and originality. Listening to the subtle mind behind Shaw's 
laughter and divesting Shaw of his pantomime clothing, he reveals the man who 
orphaned himself from his parents to become the child of his own writings. Michael
Holroyd was born in London, the son of Basil de Courcy Fraser Holroyd and his wife,
Ulla Knutsson-Hall. He was educated at Eton College, though he has often claimed
Maidenhead Public Library as his alma mater. In 1964 he published his first book, a
biography of writer Hugh Kingsmill, but his reputation was consolidated in 1967-68 
with the publication of his life of Lytton Strachey (which playwright Christopher 
Hampton later used extensively when writing the screenplay for the 1995 film 
Carrington). Holroyd has also written biographies of Augustus John and, in four 
volumes, of George Bernard Shaw.

Michael Holroyd (born 27 August 1935) is an English biographer. Holroyd was born 
in London, the son of Basil de Courcy Fraser Holroyd and his wife, Ulla Knutsson-
Hall. He was educated at Eton College, though he has often claimed Maidenhead 
Public Library as his alma mater. In 1964 he published his first book, a biography of
writer Hugh Kingsmill, but his reputation was consolidated in 1967-68 with the 
publication of his life of Lytton Strachey (which playwright Christopher Hampton later
used extensively when writing the screenplay for the 1995 film Carrington). Holroyd
has also written biographies of Augustus John and, in four volumes, of George 
Bernard Shaw. Holroyd is married to author Dame Margaret Drabble.
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Holroyd, Michael. Lytton Strachey and the Bloomsbury Group: His Work, Their 
Influence. Baltimore. 1971. Penguin Books. 1st Penguin Paperback Edition. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 0140031995. 400 pages. paperback. Cover design by David 
Pelham. Inventory # 29427. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Michael Holroyd’s two-volume study of the century’s 
most controversial biographer is based on the vast mass of his personal letters and
papers. In this revised edition the text has been reorganized, and the chapters which
mainly or entirely concern Strachey’s life, family and friends will be found in LYTTON
STRACHEY: A BIOGRAPHY, published simultaneously. In this volume are 
assembled the chapters of critical analysis and comment on EMINENT 
VICTORIANS, QUEEN VICTORIA, ELIZABETH AND ESSEX and his other writings.

Michael Holroyd (born 27 August 1935) is an English biographer. Holroyd was born 
in London, the son of Basil de Courcy Fraser Holroyd and his wife, Ulla Knutsson-
Hall. He was educated at Eton College, though he has often claimed Maidenhead 
Public Library as his alma mater. In 1964 he published his first book, a biography of
writer Hugh Kingsmill, but his reputation was consolidated in 1967-68 with the 
publication of his life of Lytton Strachey (which playwright Christopher Hampton later
used extensively when writing the screenplay for the 1995 film Carrington). Holroyd
has also written biographies of Augustus John and, in four volumes, of George 
Bernard Shaw. Holroyd is married to author Dame Margaret Drabble.
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Holub, Miroslav. Interferon,Or On the ater. Oberlin. 1982. Field Translation 
Series/Oberlin College. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0932440126. Translated from the Czech by David Young & Dana Habova. 158 
pages. hardcover. Cover design by Stephen J. Farkas Jr. from a Miro painting. 
Inventory # 5009. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - What Europe’s populations have had to endure in this 
century, as David Young’s Introduction notes, ‘has inevitably shaped their literature
by forcing it to a crisis of identity and function: in a world of war, of holocaust, of 
political oppression, what value does language have? What sense can literature 
make? How can art apply to, let alone enhance, life? Finding answers to these 
difficult questions has produced a literature that is often outer-directed, with an 
attachment to objects and an impersonal manner. A preference has developed for 
what Holub has described as ‘the fully exposed poem,’ one whose structure and 
manner are so direct that weak or naïve content simply can’t survive in it.’ Among 
the masters of this new literature is Miroslav Holub. This book may mark him as THE
master. Miroslav Holub has been hailed as a major figure in east European literature
and praised for a sensibility, permeated by scientific thought, that bridges dangerous
gaps and specious divisions in human knowledge. This new collection, built on the 
twin metaphor of theater and immunology, marks a new level of achievement for this
remarkable poet, both in the quality of individual poems and stage pieces and in its 
overall unity of design. This is its first appearance anywhere, in any language. 
INTERFERON, OR ON THEATER was completed and translated during Holub’s 
1982 residency at Oberlin as Fulbright Writer-in-Residence, and some of the ‘stage
poems’ were first written and performed during a similar visit in 1979.

Miroslav Holub (13 September 1923 – 14 July 1998) was a Czech poet and 
immunologist. Miroslav Holub's work was heavily influenced by his experiences as 
an Immunologist, writing many poems using his scientific knowledge to poetic effect.
His work is almost always unrhymed, so lends itself easily to translation.
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Holub, Miroslav. Sagittal Section. Oberlin. 1980. Field Translation Series 3/Oberlin 
College. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0932440045.
Translated from the Czech by Stuart Friebert & Dana Habova. 148 pages. 
hardcover. Cover design by Stephen J. Farkas Jr. Inventory # 9935. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Miroslav Holub, who has been called the most important
poet working in Europe today, is chief research immunologist at the Institute for 
Clinical and Experimental Medicine in Prague. He writes about everyday life and 
integrates scientific thought into his poetry, ‘so that,’ as he has noted, ‘logical, 
analytical thinking about the human condition, and not abstract idealism, will result.’
Ewald Osers has said in London Magazine that ‘Holub brings to poetry a way of 
thinking previously associated only with scientific thought and thus tries to break 
down the wall between C.P. Snow’s ‘two cultures.’ Miroslav Holub has published 
thirteen books of poetry and four books of prose and essays. While three collections
of his poems have appeared in England, SAGITTAL SECTION is his first American
book. Many of the poems in this new volume were written or reconceived while 
Holub was Guest-Writer-in-Residence at Oberlin College during spring, 1979. The 
foreword was contributed by Dr. Lewis Thomas, the renowned author of LIVES OF A
CELL and THE MEDUSA AND THE SNAIL.

Miroslav Holub (13 September 1923 – 14 July 1998) was a Czech poet and 
immunologist. Miroslav Holub's work was heavily influenced by his experiences as 
an Immunologist, writing many poems using his scientific knowledge to poetic effect.
His work is almost always unrhymed, so lends itself easily to translation.keywords
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Homer. The Odyssey. New York. 1979. Penguin Books. Reprinted Penguin Classic
Paperback Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers. 0140440011. Translated from the 
Greek & With An Introduction by E. V. Rieu. 367 pages. paperback. Cover shows a
bronze relief of Odysseus. Inventory # 35361. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The ODYSSEY (Greek: Odysseia) is one of two major 
ancient Greek epic poems attributed to Homer. It is, in part, a sequel to the ILIAD, 
the other work traditionally ascribed to Homer. The poem is fundamental to the 
modern Western canon. Indeed it is the second - the ILIAD being the first - extant 
work of Western literature. It was probably composed near the end of the 8th 
century BC, somewhere in Ionia, the Greek-speaking coastal region of what is now
Turkey. The poem mainly centers on the Greek hero Odysseus (or Ulysses, as he 
was known in Roman myths) and his long journey home following the fall of Troy. It 
takes Odysseus ten years to reach Ithaca after the ten-year Trojan War. In his 
absence, it is assumed he has died, and his wife Penelope and son Telemachus 
must deal with a group of unruly suitors, the Mnesteres or Proci, competing for 
Penelope's hand in marriage. It continues to be read in the Homeric Greek and 
translated into modern languages around the world. The original poem was 
composed in an oral tradition by an aoidos (epic poet/singer), perhaps a rhapsode 
(professional performer), and was more likely intended to be sung than read. The 
details of the ancient oral performance, and the story's conversion to a written work 
inspire continual debate among scholars. The ODYSSEY was written in a regionless
poetic dialect of Greek and comprises 12,110 lines of dactylic hexameter. Among 
the most impressive elements of the text are its non-linear plot, and that events 
seem to depend as much on the choices made by women and serfs as on the 
actions of fighting men. In the English language as well as many others, the word 
odyssey has come to refer to an epic voyage.

Homer is best known as the author of the Iliad and the Odyssey. He was believed by
the ancient Greeks to have been the first and greatest of the epic poets. Author of 
the first known literature of Europe, he had a lasting effect on the Western canon. 
Whether and when he lived is unknown.
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Hooker, John. Jacob's Season. New York. 1986. Penguin Books. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0140088326. Paperback Original. 188 pages. 
paperback. Cover illustration by Melanie Marder-Parks. Cover design by Neil Stuart.
Inventory # 369. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - MEET JACOB SMALL. He’s behind on the rent; his 
future at a secondhand bookseller’s looks dim; and to make matters worse, his wife
wants to leave him; his best friend wants his wife; and his mistress wants to know 
what he’s doing with the girl in the tobacco store. Set against a background of 
provincial New Zealand pubs, winter landscapes, booze, and bric-a-brac, this is a 
very funny, very sad, and very bawdy book in the tradition of Dylan Thomas and J. 
P. Donleavy.

John Hooker received an MA from the University of Auckland, and was publishing 
director at both Penguin and Collins. In addition to fiction, Hooker wrote about 
history and the military, and in 1989 published Korea: The Forgotten War. Elements
of landscape and characters' psychology feature prominently in Hooker's fictional 
work, which also focuses on such themes as murder, violence, corruption, racism 
and love.
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Hooker, John. Standing Orders. New York. 1987. Viking Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670813397. 284 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Melissa Jacoby. Jacket painting, Soldiers (An Australian War Memorial), by 
Sydney Nolan.
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Hooker, John. The Bush Soldiers. New York. 1984. Viking Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670197513. 439 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Nell Stuart. Jacket painting by Hodges Soileau, 1984. Inventory # 2969. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It is August 1943. The Japanese have invaded Australia
and are holding its eastern coastal cities. In the deserted interior moving from one 
desolate outpost to another, are a group of men united by little more than their 
bravery and common plight. Two of them are English and the rest Australian; some
of them are old - the hero, Geoffrey Sawtell, saw action In World War I as a raw 
Australian recruit in the trenches - and some very young; some of them are 
experienced and one is nothing but a drifter. Yet in this inhospitable landscape they
are in certain respects all equal. After sabotaging a mine held by the Japanese, the
bush soldiers retreat into central Australia, looking constantly for their pursuers, 
seeing nothing but the infrequent smoke of a campfire. Chapters recounting their 
adventures alternate with flashbacks about the heroic Sawtell - his love, his work, 
his inarticulate deep search for an ideal of progressive Australian life. But as the 
men move deeper into the country not even Sawtell, the one most attuned to the 
land essential beauty can escape the truth that they are all foreigners and 
newcomers in this ancient, aboriginal place. And the cruel terrain and their own 
weaknesses suggest that the Japanese nightmare is not, perhaps, the principal one.
The tension mounts as the enemy continually eludes them; the final tragedy is 
played out when - their supplies depleted, their way uncertain, their destiny clouded
- the implacable truth of the Australian bush brings the soldiers to their knees and all
but two of them to their certain death.

John Hooker received an MA from the University of Auckland, and was publishing 
director at both Penguin and Collins. In addition to fiction, Hooker wrote about 
history and the military, and in 1989 published Korea: The Forgotten War.Elements
of landscape and characters' psychology feature prominently in Hooker's fictional 
work, which also focuses on such themes as murder, violence, corruption, racism 
and love.
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hooks, bell and West, Cornel. Breaking Bread: Insurgent Black Intellectual Life. 
Boston. 1991. South End Press. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 0896084140. 174 pages. paperback. Cover design by Shelia Walsh, 
Tanya Mckinnon, G. Watkins. Inventory # 36877. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this provocative and captivating dialogue, hooks and
West grapple with the dilemmas, contradictions, and joys of Black intellectual life. 
Creating a spiritual, progressive, feminist, and ultimately organic definition of Black 
intellectuality, they passionately discuss issues ranging in subject matter from 
theology and the Left, to contemporary music, film, and fashion. Speaking to the 
critically thinking masses inside and outside of academe, hooks and West call for 
greater politicization and critical engagement in the process of transforming 
contemporary culture and politics.

bell hooks is the author of YEARNING: RACE, GENDER, AND CULTURAL 
POLITICS and a Professor of English and Women’s Studies at Oberlin College. 
Cornel West is the author of PROPHETIC FRAGMENTS and Professor of Religion 
and Director of the Afro-American Studies Program at Princeton University.
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hooks, bell. Wounds of Passion: A Writing Life. New York. 1997. Henry Holt. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 080504146x. 260 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
photograph by Barry David Marcus. Inventory # 24597. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - WOUNDS OF PASSION is a memoir about writing, love,
and sexuality. With her customary boldness and insight, bell hooks critically reflects
on the impact of birth control and the women’s movement on our lives. She explores
the way her sexuality is influenced by her radical political consciousness. Resisting 
the notion that love and writing don’t mix, she begins a fifteen-year relationship with
a gifted poet and scholar, who inspires and encourages her. Writing the acclaimed 
book AIN’T I A WOMAN: BLACK WOMEN AND FEMINISM at the age of nineteen, 
she begins to emerge as a brilliant social critic and public intellectual. WOUNDS OF
PASSION describes a woman’s struggle to devote herself to writing, sharing the 
difficulties, the triumphs, the pleasure, and the danger. Eloquent and powerful, this 
book lets us see the ways one woman writer works to find her voice while creating a
love relationship based on feminist thinking. With courage and wisdom she reveals 
intimate details and provocative ideas, offering an illuminating vision of a writer’s life.

bell hooks is the author of fifteen books, including KILLING RAGE, AIN’T I A 
WOMAN: BLACK WOMEN AND FEMINISM, and BONE BLACK: MEMORIES OF 
GIRLHOOD. A Distinguished Professor of English at City College in New York, she 
lives in Greenwich Village.
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Hoover, Paul. Idea. Great Barrington. 1987. The Figures. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Wrappers. 0935724230. 98 pages. paperback. Cover: Walter Robinson-'His
Black Ambition'. Inventory # 32641. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - IDEA won the 1987 Carl Sandburg Award. "Paul Hoover 
is an important sustainer of the comic tradition and one of our linguistic champions.
He presents such a fresh and heightened choice of language, it makes reading feel 
like wind-surfing. He comes replete; he has as many parts of speech as there are 
events in the world. Always drama, always the shock of encounter. Phrases of equal
brilliance glare at each other (it's we who are speechless). This volumes containes 
the best movie poem ('Tribal Item') since Frank O'Hara's 'To the Film Industry in 
Crisis' or 'Ave Maria, ' only written for a VCR generation. 'Heart of Darkness' and 
'After Cotton Mather' are among the most vigorous reexaminations of language 
we've got. There is the affirmative 'Urge, ' the sustained scintillation of 'Sunlight in 
Vermont, ' the luxurious virtuosity of 'From a Gazebo.' Hoover takes language out for
a walk and exercises it. He offers the wisdom of wit. That's his accomplishment no 
matter how entertaining, he's also clinchingly true" George F. Butterick.

Paul Hoover (born 1946) is an American poet and editor born in Harrisonburg, 
Virginia. His work has been associated with the New York School poets and 
innovative practices such as New York School and language poetry. A
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Hoover, Paul. Somebody Talks a Lot. Chicago. 1982. Yellow Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0916328171. 54 pages. paperback. Cover: Miles 
DeCoster. Inventory # 33022. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘. it was with SOMEBODY TALKS A LOT, 1983, that my
poetry got its idiomatic tone, changes of pace, and off-handed philosophical 
qualities.’ – from an interview with Paul Hoover.

Paul Hoover (born 1946) is an American poet and editor born in Harrisonburg, 
Virginia. His work has been associated with the New York School poets and 
innovative practices such as New York School and language poetry.
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Hope, Anthony. The Prisoner of Zenda. New York. 1974. Signet/New American 
Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 170 pages. 
paperback. CY724. Cover: Hall. Inventory # 29086. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A perilous impersonation, a forbidden romance, a bold 
rescue, and a battle to the death against a malevolent foe in his ancient lair - these 
form the key elements in one of the greatest and most irresistible novels of 
adventure ever written. The time is the golden sunset of the Victorian era. The place
is the beautifully imagined mythical kingdom of Ruritania. The hero is a young, high -
spirited English gentleman, Rudolf Rassendyll, who suddenly is called upon to take 
the place of the abducted heir to the Ruritanian throne, and who finds himself 
engaged to a beautiful princess whom he can love only while living a lie. From the 
moment Rudolf first realizes he is the virtual twin of the future King of Ruritania, to 
his climactic struggle with the sinister Grand Duke Michael in the fortresslike castle 
of Zenda, the breakneck pace and taut suspense never slacken. Here in all its vivid
emotion and unflagging action is the ultimate experience for those who treasure 
reading as a sublime and supreme escape into a world of danger, daring and noble
deeds.

Sir Anthony Hope Hawkins, better known as Anthony Hope (9 February 1863 – 8 
July 1933), was an English novelist and playwright. He was a prolific writer, 
especially of adventure novels but he is remembered best for only two books: The 
Prisoner of Zenda (1894) and its sequel Rupert of Hentzau (1898).
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Hope, Christopher. A Separate Development. New York. 1981. Scribner's. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684173085. 1st Novel by Prize 
Winning Poet. Banned In South Africa At Publication Time. 199 pages. hardcover. 
Cover: David Gatti. Inventory # 4742. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Harry Moto must pass as a 'coloured' on the underside of
society, following a sexual escapade with the rich which forces to live as a fugitive. 
This is the first novel of Christopher Hope, who is better known for his poetry and as
a winner of the Cholmondeley Award.

Christopher Hope was born in Johannesburg, South Africa, grew up in Pretoria, and
moved to London in 1975. He is the author of two children's books, three volumes of
poetry, and four other works of fiction, including KRUGER’S ALP, which won the 
Whitbread Prize, and, THE HOTTENTOT ROOM.
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Hope, Christopher. Black Swan. New York. 1987. Harper & Row. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0060158468. 127 pages. hardcover. Jacket & 
inside illustrations by Gillian Barlow. Inventory # 13146. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Swan Lake is brought to the surreal landscape of a 
South African township in this darkly lyrical tale of two innocents: a young German 
woman and a black youth named Lucky. The time is 1965, but Lucky’s superstitious
grandmother still believes he’s been touched by witchcraft, for Lucky is a mimic who
talks in voices he’s heard on the radio, a dreamer who escapes his harsh 
surroundings by letting his mind fly away to the Europe and America of his 
imagination. When the head of a local clinic manages to convince the old woman to
send Lucky to a special school for disturbed adolescents, Lucky is taken in hand by 
Ilse, who has just fled her own demons in Stuttgart. It is a striking combination: a 
dreamy black boy of seventeen with the mind of a child and a repressed, naive 
young German. Ilse, who once dreamed of being a dancer, intuits that the way to 
reach Lucky is to enter his fantasies, and in an extraordinary scene Lucky is 
transported by a film she shows him of the ballet. It is the beginning of a catastrophic
odyssey for each of them that takes Lucky away from his township, out of his home
country altogether, and into a guerrilla training camp in East Germany before he is 
returned to face what awaits him on the Highveld. But through it all Lucky carries 
with him a special dream of freedom, one that scandalizes the township and 
outrages the authorities - a vision of a place where anyone may become a swan, 
and death itself is outdanced.

Christopher Hope was born in Johannesburg, South Africa, grew up in Pretoria, and
moved to London in 1975. He is the author of two children's books, three volumes of
poetry, and four other works of fiction, including KRUGER’S ALP, which won the 
Whitbread Prize, and, THE HOTTENTOT ROOM.
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Hope, Christopher. The Hottentot Room. New York. 1987. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374172846. 217 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 8429. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Hottentot Room, an exclusive club for African exiles 
in Earl's Court, is ruled over by the eccentric and beautiful Frau Katie, a refugee 
from Nazi Germany. Now lying on her deathbed, she is surrounded by her 
increasingly restless subjects who find their old divisions rising to the surface.

Christopher Hope was born in Johannesburg, South Africa, grew up in Pretoria, and
moved to London in 1975. He is the author of two children's books, three volumes of
poetry, and four other works of fiction, including KRUGER’S ALP, which won the 
Whitbread Prize, and, THE HOTTENTOT ROOM.
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Hope, Christopher. The Hottentot Room. New York. 1987. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0374172846. 217 pages.
hardcover. Inventory # 27990. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Hottentot Room, an exclusive club for African exiles 
in Earl's Court, is ruled over by the eccentric and beautiful Frau Katie, a refugee 
from Nazi Germany. Now lying on her deathbed, she is surrounded by her 
increasingly restless subjects who find their old divisions rising to the surface.

Christopher Hope was born in Johannesburg, South Africa, grew up in Pretoria, and
moved to London in 1975. He is the author of two children's books, three volumes of
poetry, and four other works of fiction, including KRUGER’S ALP, which won the 
Whitbread Prize, and, THE HOTTENTOT ROOM.
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Hope, Christopher. White Boy Running. New York. 1988. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374289255. 273 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 27896. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1987, after a twelve year absence, Christopher Hope 
returned to South Africa to report on the run up to that year's whites-only election. 
The nature of the election campaign and the bitter defeat of the liberals lead him to
write this satirical, evocative portrait of what it looked and felt like growing up in a 
country gripped by an absurd, racist insanity. Full of exquisite and despairing 
descriptions of the landscape the White Boy is running through, this mordantly witty
account of escape, displacement and disillusionment is a modern classic of 
journalistic memoir.

Christopher Hope was born in Johannesburg, South Africa, grew up in Pretoria, and
moved to London in 1975. He is the author of two children's books, three volumes of
poetry, and four other works of fiction, including KRUGER’S ALP, which won the 
Whitbread Prize, and, THE HOTTENTOT ROOM.
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Hopkins, Keith. A World Full of Gods: The Strange Triumph of Christianity. New 
York. 2000. Free Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0743200101. 402 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Katheleen Digrado. Inventory
# 28378. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this provocative, irresistibly entertaining book, Keith 
Hopkins takes readers back in time to explore the roots of Christianity in ancient 
Rome. Combining exacting scholarship with dazzling invention, Hopkins challenges
our perceptions about religion, the historical Jesus, and the way history is written. 
He puts us in touch with what he calls 'empathetic wonder'-imagining what Romans,
pagans, Jews, and Christians thought, felt, experienced, and believed-by employing
a series of engaging literary devices. These include a TV drama about the Dead Sea
Scrolls; the first-person testimony of a pair of time-travelers to Pompeii; a meditation
on Jesus' apocryphal twin brother; and an unusual letter on God, demons, and 
angels.

Morris Keith Hopkins (20 June 1934 – 8 March 2004) was a British historian and 
sociologist. He was professor of ancient history at the University of Cambridge from
1985 to 2000. Hopkins had a relatively unconventional route to the Cambridge 
professorship. After Brentwood School, he graduated in classics at King's College, 
Cambridge in 1958.
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Hopkinson, Deborah. A Band of Angels: A Story Inspired By the Jubilee Singers. 
New York. 1999. Atheneum. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0689210628. 
Illustrated by Raul Colon. unpaginated. hardcover. Cover art by Raul Colon. 
Inventory # 26521. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The daughter of a slave forms a gospel singing group 
(the Jubilee Singers) after the Civil War and goes on tour to raise money to save 
Fisk University.

Deborah Hopkinson is an American writer of children's books, primarily historical 
fiction, nonfiction and picture books. She was born in Lowell, Massachusetts.
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Hornblum, Allen M. American Colossus: Big Bill Tilden and the Creation of Modern 
Tennis. Lincoln. 2018. University of Nebraska Press. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 9780803288119. Foreword by John Newcombe. 6 x 9. 30 
photographs, index. 520 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 43452. $39.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The indisputable force behind the emergence of 
professional tennis as a popular and lucrative sport, Tilden’s on-court 
accomplishments are nothing short of staggering. The first American-born player to
win Wimbledon and a seven-time winner of the U.S. singles championship, he was 
the number 1 ranked player for ten straight years. A tall, flamboyant player with a 
striking appearance, Tilden didn’t just play; he performed with a singular style that 
separated him from other top athletes. Tilden was a showman off the court as well.
He appeared in numerous comedies and dramas on both stage and screen and was
a Renaissance man who wrote more than two dozen fiction and nonfiction books, 
including several successful tennis instructions books. But Tilden had a secret—one
he didn’t fully understand himself. After he left competitive tennis in the late 1940s, 
he faced a lurid fall from grace when he was arrested after an incident involving an 
underage boy in his car. Tilden served seven months in prison and later attempted 
to explain his questionable behavior to the public, only to be ostracized from the 
tennis circuit. Despite his glorious career in tennis, his final years were much 
constrained and lived amid considerable public shunning. Tilden’s athletic 
accomplishments remain, as he is arguably the best American player ever. 
American Colossus is a thorough account of his life, bringing a much-needed look 
back at one of the world’s greatest athletes and a person whose story is as relevant
as ever.

Allen M. Hornblum is a former criminal justice administrator and college professor. 
He is the author of several books, including The Invisible Harry Gold: The Man Who
Gave the Soviets the Atom Bomb and Acres of Skin: Human Experiments at 
Holmesburg Prison. John Newcombe is a former tennis great from Australia who 
won twenty-six Grand Slam championships, including singles titles in three 
Wimbledons, two U. S. Opens, and two Australian Opens.
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Hornby, Nick. A Long Way Down. New York. 2005. Riverhead Books. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1573223026. 335 pages. hardcover. Signed by the
Author. Jacket design by Archie Ferguson. Inventory # 35563. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In his eagerly awaited fourth novel, New York Times-
bestselling author Nick Hornby mines the hearts and psyches of four lost souls who
connect just when they’ve reached the end of the line. Meet Martin, JJ, Jess, and 
Maureen. Four people who come together on New Year’s Eve: a former TV talk 
show host, a musician, a teenage girl, and a mother. Three are British, one is 
American. They encounter one another on the roof of Topper’s House, a London 
destination famous as the last stop for those ready to end their lives. In four distinct
and riveting first-person voices, Nick Hornby tells a story of four individuals 
confronting the limits of choice, circumstance, and their own mortality. This is a tale
of connections made and missed, punishing regrets, and the grace of second 
chances. Intense, hilarious, provocative, and moving, A LONG WAY DOWN is a 
novel about suicide that is, surprisingly, full of life.

Journalist and bestselling novelist Nick Hornby is best known for his portraits of 
dysfunctional Peter Pans -- clueless postmodern males in various stages of arrested
development who discover, often to their chagrin, that growing up is a process 
involving far more than the passage of time.
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Hornby, Nick. About a Boy. New York. 1998. Riverhead Books. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1573220876. 307 pages. hardcover. Signed by the
Author. Jacket design y Archie Ferguson. Inventory # 25418. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Will is thirty-six and doesn't really want children. Why 
does it bother people that he lives so happily alone in a fashionable, Lego-free flat,
with massive speakers and a mammoth record collection, hardwood floors, and an 
expensive cream-colored rug that no kid has ever thrown up on? Then Will meets 
Angie. He's never been out with anyone who was a mom. And it has to be said that
Angie's long blond hair and big blue eyes are not irrelevant to Will's reassessment of
his attitude toward children. Then it dawns on Will that maybe Angie goes out with 
him because of the children. That maybe children democratize beautiful, single 
women. That single mothers -- bright, attractive, available women - were all over 
London. Marcus is twelve and he knows he's weird. It was all his mother's fault, 
Marcus figured. She was the one who made him listen to Joni Mitchell instead of 
Nirvana, and read books instead of play on his Gameboy. Then Marcus meets Will.
Will belongs to his mother's SPAT group (Single Parents, Alone Together), and Will 
is cool. Marcus needs someone who knows what kind of sneakers he should wear, 
and who Kurt Cobain is. And Marcus's mother needs a husband. They could all 
move in together! Marcus and his mother, Will and his son, Ned. Then Marcus 
follows Will home to his flat, where there are no toys or diapers, no second 
bedroom, even -- and certainly no Ned. This was valuable stuff. If Marcus went 
home and told his mother about this right away, that would be the end of it. But 
something tells Marcus that he should hang on to this information until he knows 
what it's worth.

Journalist and bestselling novelist Nick Hornby is best known for his portraits of 
dysfunctional Peter Pans -- clueless postmodern males in various stages of arrested
development who discover, often to their chagrin, that growing up is a process 
involving far more than the passage of time.
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Hornby, Nick. How To Be Good. New York. 2001. Riverhead Books. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1573221937. hardcover. Inventory # 29931. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - How to Be Good is a story for our times-a humorous but
uncompromising look at what it takes, in this day and age, to have the courage of 
our convictions. In his third novel, Nick Hornby, whom The New Yorker named 'the
maestro of the male confessional,' has reinvented himself as Katie-the consummate
liberal, urban mom-a doctor from North London whose world is being turned on its 
ear by the outrageous spiritual transformation of her husband, David. How to Be 
Good has the ironic, funny, startlingly accurate take on our modern selves and our 
modern world that has become Hornby's turf as a chronicler of our popular culture-
but this time he tackles it all with more richness and depth, and carries his readers 
beyond the comic confines of the novel to a bigger truth about themselves. It's a 
story about how to wreck your marriage, how to help the homeless, how not to raise
your kids, how to find religion. and how to be good.

Journalist and bestselling novelist Nick Hornby is best known for his portraits of 
dysfunctional Peter Pans -- clueless postmodern males in various stages of arrested
development who discover, often to their chagrin, that growing up is a process 
involving far more than the passage of time.
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Hornby, Nick. How To Be Good. New York. 2001. Riverhead Books. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1573221937. 305 pages. hardcover. Signed by the
Author. Jacket design by Archie Ferguson. Inventory # 29932. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - How to Be Good is a story for our times-a humorous but
uncompromising look at what it takes, in this day and age, to have the courage of 
our convictions. In his third novel, Nick Hornby, whom The New Yorker named 'the
maestro of the male confessional,' has reinvented himself as Katie-the consummate
liberal, urban mom-a doctor from North London whose world is being turned on its 
ear by the outrageous spiritual transformation of her husband, David. How to Be 
Good has the ironic, funny, startlingly accurate take on our modern selves and our 
modern world that has become Hornby's turf as a chronicler of our popular culture-
but this time he tackles it all with more richness and depth, and carries his readers 
beyond the comic confines of the novel to a bigger truth about themselves. It's a 
story about how to wreck your marriage, how to help the homeless, how not to raise
your kids, how to find religion. and how to be good.

Journalist and bestselling novelist Nick Hornby is best known for his portraits of 
dysfunctional Peter Pans -- clueless postmodern males in various stages of arrested
development who discover, often to their chagrin, that growing up is a process 
involving far more than the passage of time.
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Hornby, Nick. Songbook. San Francisco. 2002. McSweeney’s. 1st American Edition.
Some Wear to Edges, Otherwise Very Good in Pictorial Hardcover Boards. No 
Dusstjacket as Issued. Includes CD in the back. 0971904774. 151 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 35461. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - McSweeney's is excited to release Songbook \226 a 
brand-new collection of short, personal essays by Nick Hornby on 31 of his favorite 
songs and songwriters. This hardcover book has 4-color illustrations by Marcel 
Dzama throughout and comes complete with a CD featuring 11 songs discussed 
within.

Journalist and bestselling novelist Nick Hornby is best known for his portraits of 
dysfunctional Peter Pans -- clueless postmodern males in various stages of arrested
development who discover, often to their chagrin, that growing up is a process 
involving far more than the passage of time.
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Hornung, Rick. One Nation Under the Gun: Inside the Mohawk Civil War. New York.
1991. Pantheon Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0679412654. 304 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by John Kenny/The 
Gazette, Montreal. Jacket design by Henry Sene Yee. Inventory # 17308. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Over a period of 16 months, from 1989 to 1990, bitterly 
divided Mohawks fought each other, the New York State Police, the FBI, the 
provincial police of Ontario and Quebec. At various times, the Canadian Forces 
were put on alert. In Mohawk lands in New York and Quebec, barricades, 
roadblocks, arson, and gun battles became part of the daily routine. At the St. Regis
reserve in New York, anti-gamblers split the councils established by white authorities
when they appealed for a police invasion that could shut down the casinos and 
stamp out the Warriors. Claiming betrayal, the armed Warriors openly resisted. The
escalating violence hit a climax in April and May, when the Mohawks were accused
of shooting down a National Guard helicopter and gun battles led to the killing of two
Mohawks in southern Quebec. The deaths prompted a cooling-off period that 
elapsed during the first days of July, when the simmering dispute between the Oka
Golf Club in Quebec and local Mohawks inflamed passions. On July 11, the Quebec
provincial police heeded the request of local citizens and politicians, launching a 
heavily armed attack. The Warriors were ready and fired on the advancing police. 
One officer was shot in the side, the bullet passing through a crack in his protective
vest and killing him. The shot triggered approximately 80 days of armed siege and 
intensive negotiations that split the Mohawks as well as the white authorities. When 
the police attempted to seal off the territory, Mohawks took the Mercier Bridge and 
threatened to blow it up. This threat prompted the provincial police to seek the help 
of federal officials, including Prime Minister Brian Mulroney, who ordered the military
to join the dispute. Expecting a bloody confrontation if their troops invaded the 
Mohawk land, the military commanders agreed to swear off a first strike, a position 
that angered the Quebec officials. Over the next few weeks, the troops surrounded 
the Mohawks with barbed wire, artillery, and tanks, forcing them into submission. In 
the months before and following the armed uprising at Oka, Rick Hornung covered 
the hostilities on the Mohawk reserves for The Village Voice.
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Horwitz, Tony. A Voyage Long & Strange: Rediscovering the New World. New York.
2008. Henry Holt. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780805076035.
445 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Lisa Fyfe. Inventory # 9129. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The bestselling author of BLUE LATITUDES takes us on
a thrilling and eye-opening voyage to pre-Mayflower America. On a chance visit to 
Plymouth Rock, Tony Horwitz realizes he’s mislaid more than a century of American
history, from Columbus’s sail in 1492 to Jamestown’s founding in 16-oh-something.
Did nothing happen in between? Determined to find out, he embarks on a journey of
rediscovery, following in the footsteps of the many Europeans who preceded the 
Pilgrims to America. An irresistible blend of history, myth, and misadventure, A 
VOYAGE LONG AND STRANGE captures the wonder and drama of first contact. 
Vikings, conquistadors, French voyageurs—these and many others roamed an 
unknown continent in quest of grapes, gold, converts, even a cure for syphilis. 
Though most failed, their remarkable exploits left an enduring mark on the land and
people encountered by late-arriving English settlers. Tracing this legacy with his own
epic trek - from Florida’s Fountain of Youth to Plymouth’s sacred Rock, from desert
pueblos to subarctic sweat lodges - Tony Horwitz explores the revealing gap 
between what we enshrine and what we forget. Displaying his trademark talent for 
humor, narrative, and historical insight, A VOYAGE LONG AND STRANGE allows 
us to rediscover the New World for ourselves.

Anthony Lander Horwitz (June 9, 1958 – May 27, 2019) was an American journalist
and author who won the 1995 Pulitzer Prize for National Reporting. His books 
include One for the Road: a Hitchhiker's Outback (1987), Baghdad Without a Map 
(1991), Confederates in the Attic (1998), Blue Latitudes (AKA Into the Blue) (2002),
A Voyage Long and Strange: Rediscovering the New World (2008), Midnight Rising:
John Brown and the Raid That Sparked the Civil War (2011), and Spying on the 
South: An Odyssey Across the American Divide (2019)
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Horwitz, Tony. Blue Latitudes: Boldly Going Where Captain Cook Has Gone Before.
New York. 2002. Henry Holt. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0805065415. 481 pages. hardcover. Cover: Michael Brennan. Inventory # 32776. 
$13

FROM THE PUBLISHER - James Cook’s three epic journeys in the eighteenth 
century were the last great voyages of discovery. When he embarked for the Pacific
in 1768, a third of the globe remained blank. By the time he died in 1779, during a 
bloody clash in Hawaii, the map of the world was substantially complete. Cook 
explored more of the earth’s surface than anyone in history-sailing from the Arctic to
the Antarctic, from Tahiti to Siberia, from Easter Island to the Great Barrier Reef-and
introduced the West to an exotic world of taboo and tattoo, of cannibalism and ritual
sex. Yet the impoverished farmboy, who broke the bounds of social class to become
Britain’s greatest navigator, remains as mysterious today as the uncharted seas he 
sailed more than two centuries ago. In BLUE LATITUDES, Tony Horwitz sets off on
his own voyage of discovery. Adventuring in Cook’s wake, he relives the captain’s 
journeys and explores their legacy in the farflung lands Cook opened to the West. At
sea, aboard a replica of Cook’s ship, he works atop a hundred- foot mast, sleeps in
a narrow hammock, and recaptures the rum-and-lash world of eighteenth- century 
seafaring. On land, he meets native people-Aboriginal and Aleut elders, Maori gang
members, the king of Tonga-for whom Cook is alternately a heroic navigator and a 
villain who brought syphilis, guns, and greed to the unspoiled Pacific. Accompanied
by a carousing Australian mate, he meets Miss Tahiti, visits the roughest bar in 
Alaska, and uncovers the secret behind the red-toothed warriors of Savage Island. 
Throughout, Horwitz also searches for Cook the man: a restless prodigy who fled his
peasant boyhood, and later the luxury of Georgian London, for the privation and peril
of sailing off the edge of the map.

Anthony Lander Horwitz (June 9, 1958 – May 27, 2019) was an American journalist
and author who won the 1995 Pulitzer Prize for National Reporting. His books 
include One for the Road: a Hitchhiker's Outback (1987), Baghdad Without a Map 
(1991), Confederates in the Attic (1998), Blue Latitudes (AKA Into the Blue) (2002),
A Voyage Long and Strange: Rediscovering the New World (2008), Midnight Rising:
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Hoskyns, Barney. Beneath the Diamond Sky: Haight-Ashbury 1965-1970. New York.
1997. Simon & Schuster Editions. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0684841800. 221 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 24665. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This electrifying portrait by the acclaimed author of 
'Waiting for the Sun' recounts the story of the psychedelic culture that galvanized the
Bay Area during that mythic time when 'The Haight' emerged as the mecca of the 
counterculture. 150 illustrations, many in full color.

Barney Hoskyns (born 5 May 1959) is a British music critic and editorial director of 
the online music journalism archive Rock's Backpages. Hoskyns graduated from 
Oxford with a First Class degree in English. He began writing about music for 
Melody Maker and New Musical Express, quitting his job as staff writer at NME to 
research a book about soul music. The result was Say It One Time For The 
Brokenhearted (1987). He went on to write more than fifteen books on musicians 
and music history. Hoskyns has written regularly on pop culture and the arts for 
British Vogue, where for five years he was a Contributing Editor, and for The Times,
The Guardian, The Independent, The Observer and Arena magazine. He has also 
contributed to Harper's Bazaar, Interview magazine, Spin magazine and Rolling 
Stone, as well as to Amazon.com and CDNOW. Between 1993 and 1999, Hoskyns
worked as Associate Editor and then U.S. Editor of Mojo magazine. Hoyskyns' book
Glam! Bowie, Bolan & The Glitter Rock Revolution was published in 1998, tying in 
with Todd Haynes’ Velvet Goldmine. Haynes provided an introduction. In 2000, 
Hoskyns became Senior Editor of CDNOW in London. He left the magazine to co-
found Rock's Backpages, an online library of classic rock journalism. Hoskyns has 
been a regular broadcaster and pundit on both radio and television in the UK, 
appearing on the Top Ten series (CHANNEL 4), the I Love The 80s/90s series (BBC
2), Walk On By (BBC 2), Behind The Music (VH1) and Classic Albums (BBC2). He
was the consultant on the acclaimed 2005 series Soul Deep (BBC 2). A BBC 
documentary based on his 2005 book Hotel California: Singer-Songwriters & 
Cocaine Cowboys In The L.A. Canyons was broadcast in 2007.
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Hospital, Janette Turner. Borderline. New York. 1985. Dutton. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 052524350x. 287 pages. hardcover. Signed By the Author.
Jacket illustration by Stephen Alcorn.Jacket design by Kenneth Alcorn. Inventory # 
455. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In BORDERLINE, Janette Turner Hospital has written a 
novel covering bold new terrain, with the eloquence and lyrical beauty that 
distinguished her previous works, THE IVORY SWING and THE TIGER IN THE 
TIGER PIT. Felicity had been missing for months. An unusually beautiful and 
independent woman, curator of an art gallery in Boston, she is sought by the son of
her ex-lover who knew only of a border incident that Felicity had told him about 
some time ago. Through Jean-Marc’s narrative we trace the story of Felicity’s 
disappearance and the frightening events that led up to it: she had been driving into
Canada from Boston and, at the border, met Gus, an insurance salesman from 
Ontario. They were both detained when a refrigerator meat truck was stopped and 
discovered to hold a group of illegal Salvadoran aliens trying to cross the border 
undetected. In a split-second decision Felicity and Gus decide to help one of the 
women escape, and from that point on they are caught up in the frustrating and 
hallucinatory spiral of conspiracy surrounding the missing refugee. Felicity begins to
question even the basic understandings she has taken for granted; all the 
boundaries she knew had been changed in that moment when she allowed her life 
to be touched by a complete outsider to society. Now Jean-Marc must find her, for 
he is convinced that by helping Dolores Marquez she has become one of the hunted
herself. BORDERLINE is a novel about people living on the edge, a gripping, 
emotionally absorbing story with an unforgettable lesson about what happens when
day-to-day borders are removed.

JANETTE TURNER HOSPITAL, born in Australia in 1942, is adjunct professor of 
English at La Trobe University, in Melbourne, but divides her time between Australia,
Canada, and the United States. Hospital’s first novel, The Ivory Swing, received 
Canada’s $50,000 Seal Award.
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Hospital, Janette Turner. Charades. New York. 1989. Bantam Books. 1st American
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0553053469. 291 pages. hardcover. Signed By 
the Author. Jacket art by Gary Kelley. Inventory # 11446. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Janette Turner Hospital, acclaimed author of THE IVORY
SWING, THE TIGER IN THE TIGER PIT, BORDERLINE, and DISLOCATIONS, has
now written a brilliantly crafted novel of passion and obsession. Moving from the 
Australian rainforest to Canada to the hallowed hall of MIT, CHARADES unravels an
extraordinary story as a young woman with a murky past searches desperately for 
her elusive father. Imagine for a moment Bea Ryan, the Slut of Tamborine Mountain,
Australia - Queen Bea, Honey Bea, that Bloody Breeder Bea: she’s a sexy, beautiful
woman with no husband and ten children by ten different men. What is at the center
of her life out in the Australian rainforest? Nicholas Truman. Handsome, well-
educated, well-bred Nicholas is her motivating force, her fantasy, her hope for the 
future. Yet when he disappears with Verity Ashkenazy, an aloof, brilliant woman 
rumored to be a Jewish refugee, Bea reconciles herself to a life without Nicholas, 
even though she has had a daughter by him – Charade (pronounced Sha-rahd). And
when Charade grows up, she is just as obsessed by Nicholas Truman, by this man 
she’s never met, this father who never appeared. So she sets out to discover the 
truth about her past - and in doing so finds that truth has different versions. For 
Charade learns that three women (her intellectual aunt Kay, the earthy Bea, and the
haunted Verity) all loved Nicholas - and each had reason to believe he loved her. 
But which of their accounts of the past is true? A complex story unfolds, a tale that 
reveals that people who are absent from one’s life sometimes have a greater impact
than those who are present. As Charade sorts through the various versions of the 
past, she discovers more than she wants to know - about herself, about Bea. and 
about Nicholas. A novel about the games we play with our own memories, about the
ways we fictionalize and mythicize our own pasts, CHARADES is Janette Turner 
Hospital’s most provocative and compelling novel to date.

JANETTE TURNER HOSPITAL, born in Australia in 1942, is adjunct professor of 
English at La Trobe University, in Melbourne, but divides her time between Australia,
Canada, and the United States. Hospital’s first novel, The Ivory Swing, received 
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Hospital, Janette Turner. Isobars: Stories. Baton Rogue. 1991. Louisiana State 
University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0807117102. 177
pages. hardcover. Signed By the Author. Jacket design & illustration by Robert 
Anderson. Inventory # 28578. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In ISOBARS, Janette Turner Hospital presents fifteen 
stories of lives precariously balanced between the past and the present, between 
the real and the imagined, between the steamy tropical rain forests and beaches of
Australia and the urban landscapes of North American cities. The title story is a kind
of cubist meditation on violence against women, refracted through years of 
fragmented memories into a stunning locus of dread. Indeed, each of the stories is 
in its own way a fugue on the evanescence of time and distance. In ‘The Second 
Coming of Come-by-Chance,’ the apocalyptic resurfacing of a submerged city during
a drought prompts the reemergence of an old woman’s memory of her rape as a 
fledgling schoolteacher some forty years earlier. Throughout these stories the real 
and the imaginary collide again and again under the pressures of passion, 
loneliness, and grief. In ‘The Loss of Faith,’ a middle-aged professor ‘sees’ his first 
wife on a New York subway the day she dies in Australia. In ‘A Little Night Music,’ a
young woman’s brief sexual encounter with a stranger on an airplane turns into to a
drug-induced fantasy - perhaps. As the consciousness of her characters flickers 
between Queensland and Ontario, Sydney and Manhattan, Hospital skillfully blurs 
the lines between the quotidian and mythic, between the real and surreal. At the 
haunting conclusion of ‘Uncle Seaborn,’ a man returning to Australia after the death
of his parents finds himself drawn by a talismanic coin and an almost atavistic 
longing to a mysterious rendezvous in the sea. And in the chilling piece ‘Queen of 
Pentacles, Nine of Swords,’ the Tarot is the means by which a fortune-teller’s life 
becomes entangled with that of a brilliantly doomed Indian woman. Yet even the 
most somber of the stories pulls back at the edge of despair, and there are moments
of dazzling illumination, tenderness, and transcendence. In ‘I Saw Three Ships,’ an 
alcoholic veteran haunted by a friend’s death in World War II seeks redemption 
through a ‘visitation’ by a young woman he meets on the beach, and comes close to
self-forgiveness in a final heart-wrenching tableau of misunderstanding. Profound, 
compassionate, powerful, these stories explore the outermost boundaries of 
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Hospital, Janette Turner. The Ivory Swing. New York. 1983. Dutton. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket That Is Slightly Faded Along The Spine. 
0525241701. 252 pages. hardcover. Signed By the Author. Jacket design by David
Gatti. Inventory # 12270. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Winner of the $50,000 Seal First Novel Award, THE 
IVORY SWING is an evocative story of a Canadian couple caught in personal and 
cultural conflict in the lush and volatile climate of contemporary South India. Seeking
to escape the stultifying atmosphere of a small university town in Ontario, Juliet 
accompanies her husband David on a research sabbatical to southern India. There,
the relentless swelter of life near the equator seizes them in a timeless drift; they 
become part of the life process. And, divested of familiar defences, they are 
vulnerable and raw. Their past experiences become reorchestrated in memory, and 
their life together is called into question. Their confrontation with an alien and 
tradition-bound culture becomes critical when they befriend Yashoda, a beautiful 
young widow whose life is made intolerable by the austerity of family law. Yashoda’s
seductive helplessness engages David and Juliet in separate but compelling ways, 
and their involvement in her plight draws them into a situation of terrifying 
consequence. Janette Turner Hospital is a superb stylist with unusual insight and a 
skill for sensuous description. Based on first-hand knowledge, her portrait of India is
exotic and often disturbing. She has written a novel full of passion, atmosphere, and
the drama of human interaction.

JANETTE TURNER HOSPITAL, born in Australia in 1942, is adjunct professor of 
English at La Trobe University, in Melbourne, but divides her time between Australia,
Canada, and the United States. Hospital’s first novel, The Ivory Swing, received 
Canada’s $50,000 Seal Award.
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Hospital, Janette Turner. The Ivory Swing. Toronto. 1982. McClelland & Stewart. 1st
Canadian Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0771042205. 252 pages.
hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket design & illustration by Fernley Hesse Ltd. 
Inventory # 13735. $42.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Winner of the $50,000 Seal First Novel Award, THE 
IVORY SWING is an evocative story of a Canadian couple caught in personal and 
cultural conflict in the lush and volatile climate of contemporary South India. Seeking
to escape the stultifying atmosphere of a small university town in Ontario, Juliet 
accompanies her husband David on a research sabbatical to southern India. There,
the relentless swelter of life near the equator seizes them in a timeless drift; they 
become part of the life process. And, divested of familiar defences, they are 
vulnerable and raw. Their past experiences become reorchestrated in memory, and 
their life together is called into question. Their confrontation with an alien and 
tradition-bound culture becomes critical when they befriend Yashoda, a beautiful 
young widow whose life is made intolerable by the austerity of family law. Yashoda’s
seductive helplessness engages David and Juliet in separate but compelling ways, 
and their involvement in her plight draws them into a situation of terrifying 
consequence. Janette Turner Hospital is a superb stylist with unusual insight and a 
skill for sensuous description. Based on first-hand knowledge, her portrait of India is
exotic and often disturbing. She has written a novel full of passion, atmosphere, and
the drama of human interaction.

JANETTE TURNER HOSPITAL, born in Australia in 1942, is adjunct professor of 
English at La Trobe University, in Melbourne, but divides her time between Australia,
Canada, and the United States. Hospital’s first novel, The Ivory Swing, received 
Canada’s $50,000 Seal Award.
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Hospital, Janette Turner. The Last Magician. New York. 1992. Henry Holt. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0805020977. 309 pages. hardcover. 
Signed By the Author. Jacket design by Raquel Jaramillo.Jacket photograph by Nick
Vaccaro. Inventory # 17141. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - To all the world, Charlie is a successful adult, an in-
demand photographer. But he is stalked by a cruel childhood secret which he shares
with three others--one shrouded in silence. until now. 'An ambitious, intense and 
satisfying book'.--New York Times Book Review.

JANETTE TURNER HOSPITAL, born in Australia in 1942, is adjunct professor of 
English at La Trobe University, in Melbourne, but divides her time between Australia,
Canada, and the United States. Hospital’s first novel, The Ivory Swing, received 
Canada’s $50,000 Seal Award.
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Hospital, Janette Turner. The Tiger in the Tiger Pit. New York. 1983. Dutton. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0525242236. 242 pages.
hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket design by David Gatti. Inventory # 26882. 
$25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Janette Turner Hospital's gifts for memorable characters,
startling insights and poetic prose are amply displayed in this intense psychological
drama. A family reunion to celebrate a wedding anniversary is the scene of painful 
confrontation as fragments of past and present collide.

JANETTE TURNER HOSPITAL, born in Australia in 1942, is adjunct professor of 
English at La Trobe University, in Melbourne, but divides her time between Australia,
Canada, and the United States. Hospital’s first novel, The Ivory Swing, received 
Canada’s $50,000 Seal Award.
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Hove, Chenjerai. Bones. Oxford. 1990. Heinemann. 2nd Printing. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 0435905767. 113 pages. paperback. Cover design by Keith Pointing. 
Cover illustration by Maggie Smith. Illustrated by Paula Cox. Inventory #  44696. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - WINNER OF THE 1989 NOMA AWARD. First published 
in Zimbabwe, where it received wide praise, Bones is a confident and convincing 
extended prose poem. In this novel, Chenjerai Hove has successfully engaged 
language which is marvellously rich in Shona idiom to give Zimbabwean peasants a
voice, a means of conveying their struggle for liberation in an essentially white man's
world. The psychological and physical struggle of Marita, a farm labourer on a white
commercial farm, is a powerful central thread within a complex but accessible poetic
tapestry. Memories of those who knew this influential woman throw up images of the
determination she had to bring her son safely back from the freedom fighters and 
liberation war, and of how she stood strong against oppression whilst others tended
towards subservience. Marita's story powerfully illustrates how attitudinal change is
a vital ingredient in the fight for freedom. Janita, Marita's disciple and her son's lover,
reiterates this strength, keeping the fighting spirit against the oppressors alive. 'His 
village is the world and its simple and unsophisticated peasants are actors who 
portray our roles under oppression today.'

Chenjerai Hove (9 February 1956 – 12 July 2015) was a Zimbabwean poet, novelist
and essayist who wrote in both English and Shona. Modernist in their formal 
construction, but making extensive use of oral conventions, Hove's novels offer an 
intense examination of the psychic and social costs - to the rural population, 
especially, of the war of liberation in Zimbabwe.
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Hovey, Kate. Arachne Speaks. New York. 2001. McElderry Books. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0689829019. Paintings by Blair Drawson. 
unpaginated. hardcover. Cover art by Blair Drawson. Inventory # 28661. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Orb weavers! Weavers of tangled nets! All eight-legged 
ones. Cast to the four winds my story's thread. Arachne, classical literature's most 
famous weaver exhorts her spider minions in this epic adaptation of a famous Greek
myth. The talented, rebellious teenage Arachne here tells her own story in 
unforgettable words. She speaks of her impoverished childhood and lonely, 
steadfast pursuit of excellence in a bold, passionate voice. Her unshakable belief in
herself and persistent questioning of divine authority lead to a dramatic confrontation
with the goddess Athena, a fateful weaving contest, and an unexpected 
transformation. Poet Kate Hovey's lyrical verse and Blair Drawson's stunning 
artwork together create a timeless rendering of the ancient struggle between the 
headstrong Arachne and the powerful Athena.

Kate Hovey lives in Northridge, California, with her husband Grant Gullickson, 
daughters Ivy and Ellie, and son Glen. "Arachne Speaks" is her first book.
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Hoving, Kirsten. Joseph Cornell & Astronomy: A Case For the Stars. Princeton. 
2008. Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
9780691134987. 60 color illus. 81 halftones. 336 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
36786. $49.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - JOSEPH CORNELL AND ASTRONOMY provides an in-
depth look at one artist's intense fascination with the science of astronomy. Joseph
Cornell (1903-72) has often been viewed as a recluse, isolated in his home on 
Utopia Parkway, lost in the fairy tales and charming objects of his collages and 
assemblage boxes. Less commonly known has been Cornell's vested and serious 
interest in the history of astronomy and the cutting-edge discoveries made during his
own lifetime. An avid reader, he amassed a library of books and articles about 
science and astronomy, and his reflections about these subjects had a direct impact
on his art. This book explores why astronomy captivated Cornell, and considers 
hundreds of his works--found-footage films, three-dimensional space-object boxes, 
enigmatic collages, and cosmic ephemera--that contain references to astronomical 
phenomena. Kirsten Hoving considers Cornell's enormous collection of astronomy 
materials, ranging from eighteenth-century books to recent works; newspaper and 
magazine articles that Cornell clipped and sorted; and diary entries of his 
observations while stargazing in his backyard. She examines how Cornell explored
many dimensions of astronomy through his identities as a Christian Scientist and 
surrealist artist. Unfolding Cornell's work with depth and breadth, Joseph Cornell and
Astronomy offers a convincing and original appreciation of this intriguing American 
artist.

Kirsten Hoving is the Charles A. Dana Professor of the History of Art and 
Architecture at Middlebury College. She is the author of FABLES IN FRAMES: LA 
FONTAINE AND VISUAL CULTURE IN NINETEENTH-CENTURY FRANCE.
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Howard, Richard and Lehman, David (editors). The Best American Poetry 1995. 
New York. 1995. Scribner. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684801507. 302
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Julie Metz. Inventory # 21548. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The eighth volume in the popular series widely regarded
as America’s best poetry anthology, this outstanding series—the only collection 
which features the 75 best poems of the year—‘has taken its place alongside 
America’s most prestigious annuals’ (Cleveland Plain Dealer). This year’s edition 
boasts more newcomers and more women contributors than previous volumes. 
‘Howard’s selection of 75 poems for this annual series edited by David Lehman will
delight fans of formal traditions but may disappoint readers looking for poetry of 
socially conscious engagement, L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E-school experimentation or 
non-white experience. While the works range widely in subject, in style the influence
of New Formalism is pervasive-a cerebral tone and Latinate word choice give many
poems a self-conscious, overwritten feel. Painful subjects, such as breast cancer, 
are often buried in obscure references that distance emotional response; even 
poems drawing from pop culture demonstrate an insular aspect. Where formal 
constraint combines with authentic voice, we are rewarded with powerful works: the
radical brilliance of Molly Peacock, Grace Schulman’s intelligent tenderness and 
David Wojahn’s complex insight. J.D. McClatchy addresses mortality with candor 
and humor in ‘My Mammogram, and Rafael Campo infuses biting political indictment
with personal sorrow in ‘The Battle Hymn of the Republic. A brief commentary by 
each of the writers on his/her poem gives a captivating glimpse into the writer’s mind
and an index lists poems and poets represented in the previous seven volumes of 
the series.’ - PUBLISHERS WEEKLY.

Richard Joseph Howard (born October 13, 1929; adopted as Richard Joseph 
Orwitz) is an American poet, literary critic, essayist, teacher, and translator. David 
Lehman, the series editor of The Best American Poetry, is also the editor of the 
Oxford Book of American Poetry.
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Howden, Keith. Jolly Roger: Hans Holbein’s Dance of Death. Middlesbrough. 2012.
Smokestack Books. 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780956814463. 68 
pages. paperback. Inventory # 45073. $18

FROM THE PUBLISHER - 'Pleased to meet you, hope you guessed my name. But
what's troubling you is the nature of my game. .' The Devil has had many names 
throughout history - Lucifer, Beelzebub, Old Nick. These days he likes to call himself
Roger. Jolly Roger is an epic series of 12-line stanzas, written to accompany Hans
Holbein's sixteenth-century woodcuts, The Dance of Death. From Genesis to the 
Last Judgment, all are brought low by Roger - the Great and the Good, the rich and 
the poor. He hides in speak-your-weight machines, NATO bombing missions and a
bag of Semtex. He is a political survivor, a pornographer and a merchant banker; a 
democrat, a Humanist and the enemy of humanity. Ribald, ironic and irreverent, he 
hands out justice, denounces greed and the abuses of power in an age where Death
is a statistic and everyone gets rogered. Strictly Come Dancing meets Horace 
McCoy.

Keith Howden was born near Burnley in 1932. After National Service and work as a 
laboratory assistant, he taught English and modern European fiction at Nottingham
Trent University. Among his many poetry pamphlets are Joe Anderson, Daft Jack's 
Ideal Republics, Pauper Grave, Hanging Alice Nutter and Barlow Agonistes. He has
published two full-length collections, Marches of Familiar Landscape (Peterloo, 
1978) and Onkonkay (Peterloo, 1984) and two poetry-music collaborations with his 
son the composer Matt Howden, The Matter of Britain (2009) and Barley Top (2011),
both published by PRE (Rome), His paintings have been exhibited in galleries in 
Nottinghamshire, Lancashire and Yorkshire. He lives in Clitheroe, Lancashire.
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Howes, Barbara (editor). Eye of the Heart: Short Stories From Latin America. New 
York. 1974. Avon/Bard. Reprinted Avon Bard Paperback Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 0380001632. 576 pages. paperback. Inventory # 9957. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here in a single volume are forty-two short stories from 
the finest writers in Latin American literature. The contributors include not only highly
respected names (Neruda, Borges, Cortazar, Mistral, Fuentes, Asturias, Amado, 
Paz) but also the most controversial and experimental storytellers, some of whom 
have emerged only in the last few years (Donoso, de Assis, Novas-Calvo, Bosch, 
Reyes, and dozens more). The Minneapolis Tribune describes THE EYE OF THE 
HEART as ‘a substantial sampling. gifts of truth. Their authors saw with the heart.’ 
And Jorge Luis Borges calls this book ‘quite impressive. All of the important writers 
are there and the stories are all good. I know nothing like it now.’

Barbara Howes (May 1, 1914 New York City - February 24, 1996 Bennington, 
Vermont) was an American poet. She was adopted by well-to-do Massachusetts 
family, and reared chiefly in Chestnut Hill, where she attended Beaver Country Day
School. She graduated from Bennington College in 1937. She worked briefly for the
Southern Tenant Farmers Union in Mississippi, and then edited the literary 
magazine, Chimera, from 1943 to 1947 and lived in Greenwich Village. In 1947 she
married the poet William Jay Smith, and they lived for a time in England and Italy. 
They had two sons, David Smith, and Gregory. They divorced in the mid-1960s, and
she lived in Pownal, Vermont. In 1971, she signed a letter protesting proposed cuts 
to the School of the Arts, Columbia University. Her work was published in, Atlantic,
Chicago Review, New Directions, New Republic, New Yorker, New York Times 
Book Review, Saturday Review, Southern Review, University of Kansas Review, 
Virginia Quarterly Review, and Yale Review.
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Howes, Barbara (editor). From the Green Antilles. New York. 1966. Macmillan. 1st 
American Printing. Very Good. No Dustjacket. 368 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
34052. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A landmark anthology of contemporary Caribbean 
literature. Includes selections of short stories, novel excerpts, and poems by such 
writers as: Derek Walcott, V. S. Naipaul, John Hearne, Daniel Samaroo Joseph, V.
S. Reid, Frank Collymore, Roger Mais, Austin Clarke, George Lamming, Karl Sealy,
A.N. Forde, Alejandro Carpentier, Aime Cesaire and Samuel Selvon, just to name a
few. The book is divided up into an English section, a Dutch section, a French 
section and a Spanish section.

Barbara Howes (May 1, 1914 New York City - February 24, 1996 Bennington, 
Vermont) was an American poet. She was adopted by well-to-do Massachusetts 
family, and reared chiefly in Chestnut Hill, where she attended Beaver Country Day
School. She graduated from Bennington College in 1937. She worked briefly for the
Southern Tenant Farmers Union in Mississippi, and then edited the literary 
magazine, Chimera, from 1943 to 1947 and lived in Greenwich Village. In 1947 she
married the poet William Jay Smith, and they lived for a time in England and Italy. 
They had two sons, David Smith, and Gregory. They divorced in the mid-1960s, and
she lived in Pownal, Vermont. In 1971, she signed a letter protesting proposed cuts 
to the School of the Arts, Columbia University. Her work was published in, Atlantic,
Chicago Review, New Directions, New Republic, New Yorker, New York Times 
Book Review, Saturday Review, Southern Review, University of Kansas Review, 
Virginia Quarterly Review, and Yale Review.
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Hoyt, Erich. The Earth Dwellers: Adventures in the Land of Ants. New York. 1996. 
Simon & Schuster. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684810867. 319 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Julie Metz. Inventory # 21921. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Uninvited guests at the world’s picnics, ants inhabit a 
world all their own, a world that is fantastic, alien, yet at times oddly familiar. They 
plant underground gardens and harvest crops, raise other insects as livestock, build
their own roadways and bridges, and communicate using a complex system of 
chemical and tactile messages. They also make war, stage bizarre tournaments, 
and display such feats of altruism and loyalty to their mates that when Darwin 
learned of ant behavior he thought his theory of evolution by natural selection was in
trouble. In The Earth Dwellers, Erich Hoyt invites us to enter this world and to see it 
in a unique way - from the ant’s point of view. Hoyt takes us along as two of the 
world’s most renowned field biologists, Edward O. Wilson and William L. Brown, Jr.,
embark on their first expedition together in thirty years to go ‘ant treasure-hunting’ in
the tropical jungle. Set in the nature reserve of La Selva in Costa Rica, THE EARTH
DWELLERS illuminates the lives of individual ants, allowing them to lead us into 
their vivid and complex world. There is the leafcutter scout whose daily journeys we 
follow until she sacrifices her life for the virgin leafcutter queen; the big swarm raider
male ant who persuades an alien group of ants to accept him, through his scent, 
thereby granting him access to their queen; the giant bullet ant worker, who leads 
her sister to a food source only to die alone, high up in the rain forest canopy; and 
the little fire ants, washed out to sea on a log and carried thousands of miles on their
mission to conquer the world. These stories alternative with Wilson and Brown’s 
adventures as they identify new species of ants, pursue their quest for the rarely 
seen ‘miracle’ ant, and share two lifetimes of wonder at their tiny subjects.

Erich Hoyt (born 28 September 1950) is a whale and dolphin (cetacean) researcher,
conservationist, lecturer and author of 22 books and more than 600 reports, articles
and papers.
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Høeg, Peter. Borderliners. New York. 1994. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374115540. Translated from the Danish by 
Barbara Haveland. 277 pages. hardcover. Jacket art by Marc Tauss. Inventory # 
26983. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Peter Høeg’s SMILLA’S SENSE OF SNOW was 
published to enormous critical acclaim in 1993. It was chosen by both Time 
magazine and Entertainment Weekly as their best novel of the year, and it appeared
on bestseller lists around the country for months, including eleven weeks on the 
New York Times bestseller list. Now comes an equally compelling, tightly wound 
new novel from this extraordinary writer – a novel with psychological tension that 
makes it hard to put down. BORDERLINERS is set in a sealed-off world of an elite 
private school in Copenhagen in the 1970s. Peter, the narrator, has grown up in 
institutions and is given a last chance to join ‘normal’ society when he is accepted at
Biehl’s Academy. Of course, he is drawn to the school’s outsiders: Katarina, a 
recently orphaned young woman with whom he falls in love; and August, a psychotic
boy who has murdered his parents after years of abuse. Together they discover that
the school is using them in an experiment in controlling children, an experiment that,
almost inevitably, has tragic consequences. A disturbing, sometimes brutal book, 
BORDERLINERS challenges our notions of education, childhood, and the nature of 
time itself.

Peter Høeg, born in 1957 in Denmark, followed various callings-dancer, actor, sailor,
fencer, and mountaineer-before turning seriously to writing. His work has been 
published in thirty-three countries.
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Høeg, Peter. Smilla's Sense of Snow. New York. 1993. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374266441. Translated from the 
Danish by Tiina Nunnally. 453 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Honi Werner. 
Inventory # 18778. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - SMILLA’S SENSE OF SNOW presents one of the 
toughest heroines in modern fiction. Smilla Qaavigaaq Jaspersen is part Inuit, but 
she lives in Copenhagen. She is thirty-seven, single, childless, moody, and she 
refuses to fit in. Smilla’s six-year-old Inuit neighbor, Isaiah, manages only with a 
stubbornness that matches her own to befriend her. When Isaiah falls off a roof and 
is killed, Smilla doesn’t believe it’s an accident. She has seen his tracks in the snow,
and she knows about snow. She decides to investigate and discovers that even the
police don’t want her to get involved. But opposition appeals to Smilla. As all of 
Copenhagen settles down for a quiet Christmas, Smilla’s investigation takes her 
from a fervently religious accountant to a tough-talking pathologist and an alcoholic 
shipping magnate and into the secret files of the Danish company responsible for 
extracting most of Greenland’s mineral wealth - and finally onto a ship with an 
international cast of villains bound for a mysterious mission on an uninhabitable 
island off Greenland. To read SMILLA’S SENSE OF SNOW is to be taken on a 
magical, nerve-shattering journey - from the snow-covered streets of Copenhagen to
the awesome beauty of the Arctic ice caps. A mystery, a love story, and an elegy for
a vanishing way of life, SMILLA’S SENSE OF SNOW is a breathtaking achievement,
an exceptional feat of storytelling.

Peter Høeg, born in 1957 in Denmark, followed various callings-dancer, actor, sailor,
fencer, and mountaineer-before turning seriously to writing. His work has been 
published in thirty-three countries.
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Høeg, Peter. Smilla's Sense of Snow. New York. 1994. Farrar Straus Giroux. 7th 
Printing. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0374266441. Translated from the 
Danish by Tiina Nunnally. 453 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Honi Werner. 
Inventory # 30716. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - SMILLA’S SENSE OF SNOW presents one of the 
toughest heroines in modern fiction. Smilla Qaavigaaq Jaspersen is part Inuit, but 
she lives in Copenhagen. She is thirty-seven, single, childless, moody, and she 
refuses to fit in. Smilla’s six-year-old Inuit neighbor, Isaiah, manages only with a 
stubbornness that matches her own to befriend her. When Isaiah falls off a roof and 
is killed, Smilla doesn’t believe it’s an accident. She has seen his tracks in the snow,
and she knows about snow. She decides to investigate and discovers that even the
police don’t want her to get involved. But opposition appeals to Smilla. As all of 
Copenhagen settles down for a quiet Christmas, Smilla’s investigation takes her 
from a fervently religious accountant to a tough-talking pathologist and an alcoholic 
shipping magnate and into the secret files of the Danish company responsible for 
extracting most of Greenland’s mineral wealth - and finally onto a ship with an 
international cast of villains bound for a mysterious mission on an uninhabitable 
island off Greenland. To read SMILLA’S SENSE OF SNOW is to be taken on a 
magical, nerve-shattering journey - from the snow-covered streets of Copenhagen to
the awesome beauty of the Arctic ice caps. A mystery, a love story, and an elegy for
a vanishing way of life, SMILLA’S SENSE OF SNOW is a breathtaking achievement,
an exceptional feat of storytelling.

Peter Høeg, born in 1957 in Denmark, followed various callings-dancer, actor, sailor,
fencer, and mountaineer-before turning seriously to writing. His work has been 
published in thirty-three countries.
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Høeg, Peter. The History of Danish Dreams. New York. 1995. Farrar Straus Giroux.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374171386. Translated from the 
Danish by Barbara Haveland. 356 pages. hardcover. Jacket art 'One of the Small 
Towers on Frederiksborg Castle', by Christen Kobke. Inventory # 30560. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a Danish feudal castle, 1520, a count believes he has
pinpointed the center of the universe--a patch of land on his estate. But when his 
discovery is met with disbelief, he walls off his mansion and has all of the clocks 
stopped. Four centuries pass instantaneously, and the count's young secretary, 
Carl, emerges from isolation to find a world bursting with war, innovation, love, 
sexuality, danger, and all the values of the sixteenth century turned upside down as 
though by supernatural forces--namely, the force of history. From one of our most 
gifted international writers comes a dazzling epic fairy tale, a tough fable about the 
gifts and iniquities of progress.

Peter Høeg, born in 1957 in Denmark, followed various callings-dancer, actor, sailor,
fencer, and mountaineer-before turning seriously to writing. His work has been 
published in thirty-three countries.
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Høeg, Peter. The History of Danish Dreams. Toronto. 1995. Doubleday Canada. 
Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0385255497. Translated from
the Danish by Barbara Haveland. 356 pages. paperback. Jacket art 'One of the 
Small Towers on Frederiksborg Castle', by Christen Kobke. Inventory # 14764. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a Danish feudal castle, 1520, a count believes he has
pinpointed the center of the universe--a patch of land on his estate. But when his 
discovery is met with disbelief, he walls off his mansion and has all of the clocks 
stopped. Four centuries pass instantaneously, and the count's young secretary, 
Carl, emerges from isolation to find a world bursting with war, innovation, love, 
sexuality, danger, and all the values of the sixteenth century turned upside down as 
though by supernatural forces--namely, the force of history. From one of our most 
gifted international writers comes a dazzling epic fairy tale, a tough fable about the 
gifts and iniquities of progress.

Peter Høeg, born in 1957 in Denmark, followed various callings-dancer, actor, sailor,
fencer, and mountaineer-before turning seriously to writing. His work has been 
published in thirty-three countries.
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Huberman, Leo and Sweezy, Paul M. Cuba: Anatomy of a Revolution. New York. 
1960. Monthly Review Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Worn Dustjacket. 176 pages.
hardcover. Inventory # 12443. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - On April 21, 1960, Herbert Matthews, a member of the 
editorial board of The New York Times, told the American Society of Newspaper 
Editors: ‘In my thirty years on The New York Times I have never seen a big story so
misunderstood, so badly handled and so misinterpreted as the Cuban revolution. Mr.
Matthews was not exaggerating. Because the American press, radio, and TV have 
fallen down so badly on their job, the American people have a completely distorted 
idea of what has been happening in Cuba. This book aims to set the record straight.
It is an attempt to combine the methods of journalism and scholarship to present a 
rounded analysis of one of the most original and important social transformations of
our time.

The authors, Leo Huberman and Paul M. Sweezy, have long and distinguished 
records in both journalism and scholarship. Since 1949, they have been co-editors 
of MONTHLY REVIEW, America’s leading socialist magazine. Both have been 
university teachers of social science. Among their published works are Leo 
Huberman’s Man’s Worldly Goods and We, The People, and Paul M. Sweezy’s The
Theory of Capitalist Development and Socialism.
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Hudson, Cheryl Willis. What Do You Know? Snow!. New York. 2004. Scholastic. 
Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 043956851x. Illustrated by 
Sylvia Walker. 32 pages. paperback. Inventory # 42205. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - What would you do if you woke up one morning and 
found everything covered with snow? The JUST FOR YOU! series features 24 
beginning readers written and illustrated by people of color. Young readers will see 
themselves and their experiences reflected in these delightful books. They will read
about how the characters spend their time with family and friends-at home, in 
school, at the park or barber shop, and other places in their community. These age-
appropriate stories include books at three different reading levels. Plus, each book 
contains instructional-and fun-material for caregivers that targets comprehension 
and key vocabulary. For use with Grade 1.

Cheryl Willis Hudson is editorial director of Just Us Books, Inc., an independent 
publishing company that focuses on Black interest books for children and young 
adults. She and her husband Wade Hudson, founded Just Us Books in 1988 to 
address the need for more African American children’s books in the market place. In
2003 Ms. Hudson was inducted into the International Literary Hall of Fame for 
Writers of African Descent. She is a frequent speaker on the topic of diversity in 
literature and has served as an parenting expert for ClubMom. She is also a 
member of PEN America’s Children Book Committee. Hudson lives in New Jersey 
with her husband and frequent collaborator, Wade Hudson.
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Huerwitz, Daniel. Bohemian Los Angeles and the Making of Modern Politics. 
Berkeley. 2007. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0520249259. 377 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36400. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Bohemian Los Angeles brings to life a vibrant and all-but
forgotten milieu of artists, leftists, and gay men and women whose story played out 
over the first half of the twentieth century and continues to shape the entire 
American landscape. It is the story of a hidden corner of Los Angeles, where the 
personal first became the political, where the nation’s first enduring gay rights 
movement emerged, and where the broad spectrum of what we now think of as 
identity politics was born. Portraying life over a period of more than forty years in the
hilly enclave of Edendale, near downtown Los Angeles, Daniel Hurewitz considers 
the work of painters and printmakers, looks inside the Communist Party’s intimate 
cultural scene, and examines the social world of gay men. In this vividly written 
narrative, he discovers why and how these communities, inspiring both one another
and the city as a whole, transformed American notions of political identity with their 
ideas about self-expression, political engagement, and race relations. Bohemian Los
Angeles, incorporating fascinating oral histories, personal letters, police records, and
rare photographs, shifts our focus from gay and bohemian New York to the west 
coast with significant implications for twentieth-century U.S. history and politics.

Daniel Hurewitz is Assistant Professor of History at Hunter College, City University 
of New York, and author of Stepping Out: Nine Walks through New York’s Gay and
Lesbian Past.keywords
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Hughes, Langston. Simple’s Uncle Sam. New York. 1965. Hill & Wang. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With Some Tears. 180 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Saul Lambert. Inventory # 35266. $150

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this new collection of forty-six stories, all of them 
appearing in book form for the first time, Jesse B. Semple of Harlem, U.S.A., 
comments wisely and wittily on American life today as seen through his eyes. 
Typical of the delightful insight with with which Langston Hughes has endowed his 
creation, Simple wryly remarks: ‘Uncle Sam. if you is really my blood uncle, prove it.
Are we is or are we ain’t related? If so, how come you are so white and I am so 
black?’ Simple discusses the law: ‘When it is not on the side of civil rights, then the 
law is not right, it is white’; haircuts: ‘If white Americans can learn how to fly past 
Venus, go into orbit and make Telestar, it looks to me like white barbers in Ohio 
could learn how to cut colored hair’: beatniks: ‘Go south, my boy, go south. Let the 
fiery cross singe the beard off your beatnik chin’; miscegenation (as seen by his wife
Joyce): ‘To me it is living in sin for a colored person to marry anybody related to 
Talmadge, Wallace, Eastland, Sheriff Clark.’ Simple invites his white boss, who is 
sympathetic toward Negroes, to ‘come Uptown with me and reintegrate.’ He dreams
of a South in which ‘Mammy Faubus’ serves him mint juleps on his plantation 
veranda and where crackers like ‘Mammv Eastland’ know their place; of sailing 
clown the Harlem River in his yacht and throwing a party for all his friends.

Langston Hughes (1902-1967) was born in Joplin, Missouri, and grew up in Kansas,
Illinois, and Ohio. He moved to New York City when he was 19 years old to attend 
Columbia University. He was one of the most versatile writers of the artistic 
movement known as the Harlem Renaissance. Though known primarily as a poet, 
Hughes also wrote plays, essays, novels, and a series of short stories that featured
a black Everyman named Jesse B. Semple. His writing is characterized by simplicity
and realism and, as he once said, ‘people up today and down tomorrow, working 
this week and fired the next, beaten and baffled, but determined not to be wholly 
beaten.’
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Hughes, Richard. A High Wind in Jamaica or the Innocent Voyage. New York. 
[1961]. Signet/New American Library. Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. 
Very Good in Wrappers. Foreword By Vernon Watkins. 192 pages. paperback. 
CQ545. Cover: Lambert. Inventory # 39074. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The eternally fascinating theme of children captured by 
pirates gains a new psychological dimension in the nightmarish, sometimes weirdly
amusing, novel A High Wind in Jamaica. What do the young prisoners think and 
feel, how do they react when one of their group is coerced by the pirate captain? 
When one falls to his death by accident? When another murders a hostage from a 
plundered vessel? Who are the victors and who the victims? The values dividing the
world of children and adults are cast in an ever more eerie light as Richard Hughes 
charts the amorality inherent among the innocent on this macabre and desperate 
voyage. Rebecca West called A High Wind in Jamaica 'a hot draught of mad, primal
fantasy and poetry.' Ford Madox Ford considered it 'the best thing that has come out
of Wales or the British Empire since the [first] war.'

Richard Arthur Warren Hughes (19 April 1900 – 28 April 1976) was a British writer of
poems, short stories, novels and plays. He wrote only four novels, the most famous
of which is The Innocent Voyage (1929), or A High Wind in Jamaica, as Hughes 
renamed it soon after its initial publication.
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Hughes, Sean. It's What He Would've Wanted. New York. 2001. Scribner. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0743201590. 291 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design & photography by David J. High & Ralph C. Del Pozzo. Inventory # 
28748. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Sean Hughes is an award-winning Irish comic turned 
bestselling writer whom the British Independent has compared to the likes of Irvine
Welsh, James Kelman, and Will Self. Now, the popular comedian delivers IT’S 
WHAT HE WOULD’VE WANTED, a brutally funny, highly charged, and moving 
novel about a directionless thirty-year-old man’s belated transition into adulthood. 
Our narrator and protagonist is Shea Hickson, a commitment-phobic just-turned-
thirty-year-old with somewhat adolescent leanings. Shea lives off lottery winnings 
and spends his time blindly serving a secret organization whose stated duty is to 
‘seek truth,’ which, though Shea doesn’t quite realize it, turns out to be a small-time 
terrorist gig. Shea’s parents appear to be a quintessentially comfortable, suburban 
middle-class couple, and when sons Shea and Orwell (named after Che Guevara 
and George, their father having been something of a nostalgic radical) arrive for 
Christmas Eve, all seems as it should be. But when Shea turns a corner to find his 
father, a BBC weatherman, hanging from the light fixture, the son’s disaffected 
existence is turned upside down. Worse, Shea’s discovery of an encoded journal his
father had been keeping uncovers shocking revelations about his father’s 
disappointed life as a parent, husband, and disillusioned minor celebrity. Jolted from
his emotional ennui, Shea determines to figure out what drove his father to his death
and, in the process of unraveling the Hickson family’s increasingly distasteful 
secrets, comes to better understand himself. With wry humor and savage 
undercurrents, the story winds through the seamier side of London life - skirting the
worlds of television, newspapers, and small-scale urban terrorism.

Sean Hughes (November 10, 1965, London, United Kingdom - October 16, 2017, 
Whittington Hospital, London, United Kingdom) was an English-born Irish stand-up 
comedian, writer and actor. He starred in his own Channel 4 television show Sean's
Show and was one of the regular team captains on the BBC Two musical panel 
game Never Mind the Buzzcocks.
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Hugo, Richard. 31 Letters and 13 Dreams. New York. 1977. Norton. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0393044815. 71 pages. hardcover. Jacket Design
By Jay J. Smith. Jacket Photograph By John Benedict. Inventory # 4793. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Richard Hugo, whom Carolyn Kizer has called ‘one of the
most passionate, energetic, and honest poets living,’ here offers an extraordinary 
collection of new poems, each one a ‘letter’ or a ‘dream.’ Both letters and dreams 
are special manifestations of aloneness; Hugo’s special senses of aloneness, of 
places, and of other people are the forces behind his distinctively American and 
increasingly authoritative poetic voice. Each letter is written from a specific place 
that Hugo has made his own (a triggering town,’ as he has called it elsewhere) to a 
friend, a fellow poet, an old love. We read over the poet’s shoulder as the town 
triggers the imagination, the friendship is re-opened, the poet’s selfhood is explored
and illuminated. The ‘dreams’ turn up unexpectedly (as dreams do) among the 
letters; their haunting images give further depth to the poet’s exploration. Are we 
overhearing them? Who is the ‘you’ that dreams? Hugo’s most recent book, WHAT
THOU LOVEST WELL REMAINS AMERICAN, was awarded the Theodore Roethke
Memorial Poetry Prize; this volume and THE LADY IN KICKING HORSE 
RESERVOIR (both published by Norton) were National Book Award nominees.

Richard Hugo (December 21, 1923 – October 22, 1982), born Richard Hogan, was 
an American poet. Primarily a regionalist, Hugo's work reflects the economic 
depression of the Northwest, particularly Montana.
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Hugo, Richard. Good Luck in Cracked Italian. New York. 1969. Meridian Books. 1st
Meridian Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 94 pages. paperback. Inventory # 13761.
$50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Italian themes and settings form the subject matter for 
this volume of poetry by one of America's leading poets. Of Richard Hugo's two 
earlier collections of poetry, A Run of Jacks and Death of the Kapowsin Tavern, 
critics have written: "His poems startle with fresh perceptions. Richard Hugo is a 
poet worth keeping an eye on. And an ear.' —The New York Times Book Review. 
"Richard F. Hugo is a poet with a good present and a bright future.' —The Hudson 
Review. "His discovery of beauty in violence and ugly disaster is the vision of a poet
of intense insight; Richard F. Hugo, too, is a poet of skill matching that vision.' —
Virginia Quarterly Review. ". a courage and an imaginative ruthlessness that is 
startling. a tough, observant, passionate restraint." —The Times Literary 
Supplement.
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Hugo, Richard. Making Certain It Goes On: The Collected Poems of Richard Hugo.
New York. 1984. Norton. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0393017842. 456 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 4799. $85

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Richard Hugo, who died suddenly in 1982, was, in 
James Wright’s words, ‘a great poet, true to our difficult life.’ MAKING CERTAIN IT
GOES ON brings together, as Hugo wished, the poems published in book form 
during his lifetime, together with the moving and courageous new poems he wrote in
his last years. This, then, is the definitive collection of a major American poet’s 
enduring work. ‘In the area of his strength he is unsurpassed-sympathy, human 
perception, glimpses of the epic dimensions of the individual life,’ William Stafford 
wrote. ‘Whatever your trouble, whatever your fear, Hugo has been there, and his 
poems will not let you feel forsaken any more.’ Hugo’s first book of poetry was 
published in 1961; his last, in 1980. During those years he moved from a job at 
Boeing Aircraft to the directorship of the creative writing program at the University of
Montana; with his wife, Ripley, he created there a strong and warm environment for
writers in the Northwest. In 1977 he became editor of the Yale Younger Poets 
Series. He received numerous fellowships and awards, including the Theodore 
Roethke Memorial Poetry Prize. He also published chapbooks, including 
SELECTED POEMS and THE TRIGGERING TOWN: LECTURES AND ESSAYS 
ON POETRY AND WRITING.

Richard Hugo (December 21, 1923 – October 22, 1982), born Richard Hogan, was 
an American poet. Primarily a regionalist, Hugo's work reflects the economic 
depression of the Northwest, particularly Montana.
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Hugo, Richard. Road Ends at Tahola. Pittsburgh. 1978. Slow Loris Press. 1st 
Edition. 1 of 1000 Copies. Very Good in Wrappers. 0918366070. 28 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 4370. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - First publication in book form for a number of the poems.

Richard Hugo (December 21, 1923 – October 22, 1982), born Richard Hogan, was 
an American poet. Primarily a regionalist, Hugo's work reflects the economic 
depression of the Northwest, particularly Montana.
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Hugo, Richard. Selected Poems. New York. 1979. Norton. 1st Edition. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 0393045188. 161 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Jay J. Smith. 
Inventory # 4795. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The poems in this volume were selected by the poet in 
1978 from his first three books - A Run of Jacks, Death of the Kapowsin Tavern, and
Good Luck in Cracked Italian - and from his three more recent books, The Lady in 
Kicking Horse Reservoir, What Thou Lovest Well Remains American, and 31 Letters
and 13 Dreams.The result easily demonstrated, then as now, the massive 
achievement of the writer whom Carolyn Kizer called 'one of the most passionate, 
energetic, and honest poets living.'

Richard Hugo (December 21, 1923 – October 22, 1982), born Richard Hogan, was 
an American poet. Primarily a regionalist, Hugo's work reflects the economic 
depression of the Northwest, particularly Montana.
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Hugo, Richard. The Right Madness On Skye. New York. 1980. Norton. 1st Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0393013537. 63 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 4797. $80

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In September of 1977 Richard Hugo and his family went 
to live for several months on the Isle of Skye, off the coast of Scotland. One of the 
results of that experience is this new and impressive volume of poems. In an essay
on Richard Hugo, poet James Wright called him ‘one of the precious few poets of 
our age. who has, and sustains, an abiding vision.’ Hugo took that vision to Skye 
with him: he makes Scottish history, legends, and ‘triggering towns’ his own in these
new poems, just as he has earlier done in poems of the American West. And in 
making them his own, he makes them our own as well. He continues-to he, in 
Wright’s words, ‘a great poet, true to our difficult life.’ Richard Hugo was director of 
the creative writing program at the University of Montana and editor of the Yale 
Younger Poets series. He won the Theodore Roethke Memorial Poetry Prize for 
WHAT THOU LOVEST WELL REMAINS AMERICAN; this book and THE LADY IN
KICKING HORSE RESERVOIR were finalists for the National Book Award.

Richard Hugo (December 21, 1923 – October 22, 1982), born Richard Hogan, was 
an American poet. Primarily a regionalist, Hugo's work reflects the economic 
depression of the Northwest, particularly Montana.
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Hugo, Richard. What Thou Lovest Well, Remains American. New York. 1975. 
Norton. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket With Tear on Front Cover. 
0393044106. 71 pages. hardcover. Jacket Design By Jay J. Smith Jacket 
Photograph By John Benedict. Inventory # 4792. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here is a new collection of poems by a writer whom the 
poet Carolyn Kizer calls ‘one of the most passionate, energetic, and honest poets 
living.’ Hugo’s most important subject is the American West; as William Stafford said
of The Lady in Kicking Horse Reservoir, ‘A part of the West belongs to Hugo. By 
telling over and over again its places and people he reclaims it from the very 
bleakness he confronts; and it all begins to loom as a great intense abode that we 
can’t neglect, that we can’t bear to let go.’ In the present volume, people, places, 
dreams, memories are explored again-always in search of the poet’s self. Here is 
Hugo describing his own work: ‘For years I thought a poet required some profound 
literary reason to write. Since I didn’t have one, I assumed I was a private poet, a 
hermetic with need but no meaningful purpose. Thanks to reviewers and critics, and
I owe them much, I now believe my poems demonstrate a conviction that my life is 
important just by virtue of being a life and being mine. And by extension, for the 
same reason, your life is important, too. ‘For a long time I couldn’t believe in the 
importance of my affections even as they were showing in my poems, even as the 
poems themselves hinted at, in lucky moments revealed, the necessity of self-
acceptance. Today I think what we love well remains because our love keeps it 
alive.’ Mr. Hugo taught creative writing at the University of Colorado; he also taught
at Montana, Iowa, and Washington. .

Richard Hugo (December 21, 1923 – October 22, 1982), born Richard Hogan, was 
an American poet. Primarily a regionalist, Hugo's work reflects the economic 
depression of the Northwest, particularly Montana.
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Hugo, Richard. White Center: Poems. New York. 1980. Norton. 1st Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0393013014. 70 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 4796. $65

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘That Richard Hugo’s poetry creates in his readers an 
almost indistinguishable desire for more,’ writes the critic and poet Dave Smith, ‘is 
the mark of his ability to reach those deep pools in us where we wait for passionate
engagement.’ What Hugo gives us is the chance to begin again and a world where 
that beginning is ever possible. Here, for his ever-growing body of readers, are more
of those opportunities. Richard Hugo was a poet of the Pacific Northwest, yet his 
renown attests to a stature greater than that of most "regional" poets. He is noted for
the tight, rhythmic control of his language and lines and for the sharp sense of place
evoked in his poems. Hugo's images are urgent and compelling; he imbues the 
many minute or seemingly irrelevant details found in his poems with a subtle 
significance, thereby creating a tension between the particular and the universal. 
Even though many of Hugo's poems address failed towns, isolated people and 
communities imprisoned in walls of boredom and rage, there is also a pervading 
sense of optimism, of an uplifting hope that humanity will always survive civilization.

Richard Hugo (December 21, 1923 – October 22, 1982), born Richard Hogan, was 
an American poet. Primarily a regionalist, Hugo's work reflects the economic 
depression of the Northwest, particularly Montana.
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Hugo, Victor. Les Miserables (DUSTJACKET ONLY). New York. New American 
Library. Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0453005799. DUSTJACKET ONLY. 
Photographs of the Broadway theatrical production of ‘Les Miserable’. copyright 
1987 by Michael Le Poer Trench. Inventory #  44299. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET
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Hugo, Victor. The Hunchback of Notre Dame. New York. Signet/New American 
Library. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Complete and 
unabridged. Translated from the French by Walter J. Cobb. Afterword by Andre 
Maurois. 512 pages. paperback. CQ460. Inventory # 34538. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The setting of this extraordinary historical novel is 
medieval Paris: a city of vividly intermingled beauty and grotesquerie, surging with 
violent life under the twin towers of its greatest structure and supreme symbol, the 
cathedral of Notre - Dame. Against this background Victor Hugo unfolds the 
haunting drama of Quasimodo, the monstrous hunch back; Esmera Ida, the gypsy 
dancer; and Claude Frollo, the priest tortured by the specter of his own damnation. 
Shaped by a profound sense of tragic irony, it is a work which gives full play to the 
author's brilliant historical imagination, his remarkable powers of description. 
Whether depicting the frenzy of a brutish mob or the agony of a solitary soul, 
whether capturing the drunken blaze of sunlight or dungeon darkness, Victor Hugo's
art never fails in its quest for the immediacy of felt experience. Immensely popular 
from its original publication to the present day, The Hunchback of Notre - Dame 
stands as an unsurpassed and enduring literary triumph. As André Maurois writes: 
'Hugo's characters were to live in the minds of men of all countries and all races. 
They are unforgettable because they possess the elemental grandeur of myths and
epics.'

Victor Marie Hugo (26 February 1802 – 22 May 1885) was a French poet, novelist, 
and dramatist of the Romantic movement. He is considered one of the greatest and
best known French writers. In France, Hugo's literary fame comes first from his 
poetry but also rests upon his novels and his dramatic achievements.
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Hui, Wei. Shanghai Baby. New York. 2001. Pocket Books. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0743421566. Translated from the Chinese by Bruce 
Humes. 263 pages. hardcover. Cover design by Lisa Litwack. Inventory # 30999. 
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Although it caused an uproar in the author’s native 
China, Western readers will find 27-year-old Wei Hui’s semiautobiographical offering
reminiscent of fiction by the brat pack writers of the ‘80s, though more clich?d and 
less edgy. Waitress Nikki ‘but my friends call me Coco after Coco Chanel’ is in love
with Tian Tian, a melancholy and impotent artist who falls prey to narcotics. Coco 
loves him madly, but not so madly that she wants to give up sex, and this is why 
she’s also been seeing Mark, a married German businessman. Coco’s deceptions, 
Tian Tian’s problems with his wealthy mother (who he suspects killed his father) and
the intertwining worlds of art and fashion are all fodder for Coco’s upcoming slice-of-
lifestyle novel, in which Shanghai’s privileged 20-somethings are shown in their 
natural habitat of clubs and coffeehouses. Beneath the techno beat, though, the 
sore subject of Western imperialism its avatars, this time, multinational managers 
still lurks. Among Coco’s friends, one known as Madonna stands out in particular: 
she earned a fortune first as a madam and then as the widow of a rich man. Wei Hui
evidently wants to imitate her heroes, the beats and Henry Miller, and relishes 
observations like our bodies were already tarnished, and our minds beyond help. 
But she spends more time analyzing people by the brands they use and the cars 
they drive, thus giving the book an odd air of beat fluff, as if Jack Kerouac had 
mated with Judith Krantz. The book is as alluring as a gossip column, but, alas, as 
shallow as one, too. Forty thousand copies of SHANGHAI BABY were burned by the
Chinese government. Proving censors make the best publicists, rights were 
subsequently sold in 19 countries 200,000 copies are in print in Japan alone. - 
PUBLISHERS WEEKLY.

Zhou Wei Hui, known simply by her Chinese given name Wei Hui, is a Chinese Post
70s Generation writer, living and working in Shanghai and New York City. Her novel
Shanghai Baby was banned in the People's Republic of China as "decadent".
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Huizinga, Johan. The Autumn of the Middle Ages. Chicago. 1996. University Of 
Chicago Press. 1st Printing of This New Translation. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0226359921. Translated from the Dutch by Rodney J. Payton & Ulrich Mammitzsch.
490 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 21974. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Autumn of the Middle Ages is Johan Huizinga's 
classic portrait of life, thought, and art in fourteenth- and fifteenth-century France 
and the Netherlands. Few who have read this book in English realize that The 
Waning of the Middle Ages, the only previous translation, is vastly different from the
original Dutch, and incompatible will all other European-language translations. For 
Huizinga, the fourteenth- and fifteenth-century marked not the birth of a dramatically
new era in history - the Renaissance - but the fullest, ripest phase of medieval life 
and thought. However, his work was criticized both at home and in Europe for being
'old-fashioned' and 'too literary' when The Waning of the Middle Ages was first 
published in 1919. In the 1924 translation, Fritz Hopman adapted, reduced and 
altered the Dutch edition - softening Huizinga's passionate arguments, dulling his 
nuances, and eliminating theoretical passages. He dropped many passages 
Huizinga had quoted in their original old French. Additionally, chapters were 
rearranged, all references were dropped, and mistranslations were introduced. This 
translation corrects such errors, recreating the second Dutch edition which 
represents Huizinga's thinking at its most important stage. Everything that was 
dropped or rearranged has been restored. Prose quotations appear in French, with 
translations preprinted at the bottom of the page, mistranslations have been 
corrected.

Johan Huizinga (7 December 1872 – 1 February 1945) was a Dutch historian and 
one of the founders of modern cultural history.
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Hulme, Keri. Te Kaihau/The Windeater. New York. 1987. George Braziller. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0807611689. 240 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
illustration by Karen Katz. Inventory # 7764. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Representing the author’s writing over the last ten years,
TE KAIHAU—THE WINDEATER is a richly varied collection of stories by the author
of the highly-acclaimed novel, THE BONE PEOPLE, winner of the 1985 Booker 
Prize. An author of Maori descent, Ken Hulme has brought the foreign and melodic 
traditions of that culture and language to an international audience, seen here in ‘He
Tauware Kawa, He Kawa Tauware’ and ‘Te Kaihau The Windeater.’ Other stories 
concern the mysteries of the natural world, the strong ties that bind families together,
and a sense of inevitable loss. The story ‘Hooks and Feelers,’ which portrays a 
mother who has inadvertently maimed her son, won the Katherine Mansfield Award
and has been made into a television play. Throughout, she experiments with 
language and the components of style, and she reveals herself a writer of sympathy,
deftness, and extreme virtuosity. TE KAIHAU—THE WINDEATER is ‘rich in 
language and ideas and a must for all who are interested in the development of New
Zealand literature’ (Herald-Tribune).

KERI HULME is of Nga Tahu, Orkney Scots, and Lancashire ancestry. Her first 
work, a volume of poetry, THE SILENCES BETWEEN (Moeraki Conversations) was
published in 1982. Her novel THE BONE PEOPLE, which had been submitted to a 
succession of publishers over the course of six years, was published in 1984 by a 
women’s press, The Spiral Collective. It won the New Zealand Prize for Literature, 
the Pegasus Prize, and Britain’s prestigious Booker Prize. Ken Hulme describes 
herse1f: ‘I am: a rather reticent and timid person who gets fierce about deliberate 
ignorance, cruelty and intolerance, unnecessary waste, and any threat to any of my 
family. One day I hope to develop gills.’ She lives in Okarito on the West Coast of 
New Zealand, in a house she built herself, where she makes her living as a writer, 
painter, and whitebaiter.
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Hulme, Keri. The Bone People. Baton Rouge. 1985. Louisiana State University 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0807112844. Winner Of Both
Booker & Pegasus Prizes. 450 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 280. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Integrating both Maori myth and New Zealand reality, 
The Bone People became the most successful novel in New Zealand publishing 
history when it appeared in 1984. Set on the South Island beaches of New Zealand,
a harsh environment, the novel chronicles the complicated relationships between 
three emotional outcasts of mixed European and Maori heritage. Kerewin Holmes is
a painter and a loner, convinced that 'to care for anything is to invite disaster.' Her 
isolation is disrupted one day when a six-year-old mute boy, Simon, breaks into her
house. The sole survivor of a mysterious shipwreck, Simon has been adopted by a
widower Maori factory worker, Joe Gillayley, who is both tender and horribly brutal 
toward the boy. Through shifting points of view, the novel reveals each character's 
thoughts and feelings as they struggle with the desire to connect and the fear of 
attachment. Compared to the works of James Joyce in its use of indigenous 
language and portrayal of consciousness, The Bone People captures the soul of 
New Zealand as it continues to astonish and enrich readers around the world. 
Winner of the 1985 Booker Prize.

KERI HULME is of Nga Tahu, Orkney Scots, and Lancashire ancestry. Her first 
work, a volume of poetry, THE SILENCES BETWEEN (Moeraki Conversations) was
published in 1982. Her novel THE BONE PEOPLE, which had been submitted to a 
succession of publishers over the course of six years, was published in 1984 by a 
women’s press, The Spiral Collective. It won the New Zealand Prize for Literature, 
the Pegasus Prize, and Britain’s prestigious Booker Prize. Ken Hulme describes 
herse1f: ‘I am: a rather reticent and timid person who gets fierce about deliberate 
ignorance, cruelty and intolerance, unnecessary waste, and any threat to any of my 
family. One day I hope to develop gills.’ She lives in Okarito on the West Coast of 
New Zealand, in a house she built herself, where she makes her living as a writer, 
painter, and whitebaiter.
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Hulme, Keri. The Windeater/Te Kaihau. London. 1987. Hodder & Stoughton. 2nd 
Impression. Very Good in Price-Clipped Dustjacket. 0340401745. 237 pages. 
hardcover. Front cover painting by Debra Bustin. Inventory # 9446. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ken Hulme’s highly acclaimed novel, THE BONE 
PEOPLE, won literary prizes in her native New Zealand and went on to make 
publishing history by winning the 1985 Booker Prize for Fiction. THE WINDEATER is
her first book of short stories, a brilliant and sometimes disturbing collection written 
over a period of more than ten years. Many are published here for the first time and
amongst them is one, A Drift in Dream, giving a pre-BONE PEOPLE glimpse of 
Simon and his parents. In this voiume, Keri Hulme returns again to the powerful 
themes that informed her novel: violence against man and nature; alienation and 
solitude; the usual and unusual problems which can mar human relationships. But 
overlying the harshness of the natural world and the small cruelties that people inflict
on one another is her almost mystic tenderness for animals and an acutely felt 
sense of place. Each story bears the stamp of the author’s unique and intensely 
personal style, and will confirm her reputation as one of the most exciting talents 
writing in the English language today.

Of Maori, Scots and English ancestry, Keri Hulme was born in Christchurch and now
makes her home on the West Coast of New Zealand – in a house she built herself. 
In the past she has worked at many jobs, ranging from tobacco picker to 
pharmacist’s assistant, but now she is a full-time writer, painter and whitebaiter. Her
poems and short stories have been published in many magazines and broadcast on
radio and television; THE SILENCES BETWEEN: MOERAKI CONVERSATIONS —
a book of poetry and prose - was published in 1982 by Auckland University Press 
and THE BONE PEOPLE, first published in 1984 by the Spiral Collective, has won 
both the Pegasus Prize for Maori Literature and the Booker Prize for Fiction.
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Hulsman, John C. and Mitchell, A. Wess. The Godfather Doctrine: A Foreign Policy
Parable. Princeton. 2009. Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Hardcover. No Dustjacket As Issued. 9780691141473. 96 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 37382. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Godfather Doctrine draws clear and essential 
lessons from perhaps the greatest Hollywood movie ever made to illustrate 
America's changing geopolitical place in the world and how our country can best 
meet the momentous strategic challenges it faces. In the movie The Godfather, Don
Corleone, head of New York's most powerful organized-crime family, is shockingly 
gunned down in broad daylight, leaving his sons Sonny and Michael, along with his
adopted son, consigliere Tom Hagen, to chart a new course for the family. In The 
Godfather Doctrine, John Hulsman and Wess Mitchell show how the aging and 
wounded don is emblematic of cold-war American power on the decline in a new 
world where our enemies play by unfamiliar rules, and how the don's heirs uncannily
exemplify the three leading schools of American foreign policy today. Tom, the left-
of-center liberal institutionalist, thinks the old rules still apply and that negotiation is 
the answer. Sonny is the Bush-era neocon who shoots first and asks questions later,
proving an easy target for his enemies. Only Michael, the realist, has a sure feel for 
the changing scene, recognizing the need for flexible combinations of soft and hard
power to keep the family strong and maintain its influence and security in a 
dangerous and rapidly changing world. Based on Hulsman and Mitchell's 
groundbreaking and widely debated article, ‘Pax Corleone,’ The Godfather Doctrine
explains for everyone why Francis Ford Coppola's epic story about a Mafia dynasty
holds key insights for ensuring America's survival in the twenty-first century.

John C. Hulsman is the Alfred von Oppenheim Scholar in Residence at the German
Council on Foreign Relations in Berlin. He is the coauthor, with Anatol Lieven, of 
Ethical Realism. A. Wess Mitchell is cofounder and director of research at the 
Center for European Policy Analysis (CEPA) in Washington, D.C.
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Hume, Angela. Middle Time. Oakland. 2016. Omnidawn Publishing. Advance 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430168. 6 x 9. 96 pages. 
paperback. Cover art by Mary Burger, 'Optical Occlusions #7'. Inventory # 42516. 
$17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A meditation on the body amidst a crisis of environment,
Middle Time imagines the limits (or non-limits) of bodies at a time when our 
attachments and our ecologies are increasingly administered, exploited, and 
degraded. At times choral lament, at times lyric trace of individual witness, the 
book’s voices question what it means to be in “the middle,” pushing back against the
often totalizing rhetoric of “end times.” Middle Time reaches toward a lyric of 
resurgent desire for a dire yet resilient present. “Mid-stream, mid-era, mid-
construction of an Anthropocene extending into a multitude of future absences, 
Hume’s poetry is both symptom and diagnosis. Querying vocabularies of mitigation,
of damage, of ‘rage’s junk effects,’ these intelligent, acute fragments set forth an 
almost impossible lyric of a ‘possible earth/capsizing toward you’ or, rather, us.” - 
Evelyn Reilly, author of Styrofoam.

Angela Hume lives in Oakland. She is the author of the chapbook Second Story of 
Your Body (Portable Press at Yo-Yo Labs, 2011). Poems are forthcoming or have 
appeared in such journals as Little Red Leaves, Mrs. Maybe, RealPoetik, 
eccolinguistics, Zoland Poetry, and Spinning Jenny. Critical work appears or will 
appear in ISLE: Interdisciplinary Studies in Literature and Environment, Evental 
Aesthetics, Jacket2, The Volta, and ecopoetics. Angela holds an MFA from St. 
Mary's College of California and is currently working toward a PhD in English at 
University of California, Davis. Her critical project examines the transformation of 
lyric poetry under the environmental crisis conditions of the 20th and 21st centuries.
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Hume, Angela. Middle Time. Oakland. 2016. Omnidawn Publishing. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430168. 6 x 9. 96 pages. paperback. 
Cover art by Mary Burger, 'Optical Occlusions #7'. Inventory # 42763. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A meditation on the body amidst a crisis of environment,
Middle Time imagines the limits (or non-limits) of bodies at a time when our 
attachments and our ecologies are increasingly administered, exploited, and 
degraded. At times choral lament, at times lyric trace of individual witness, the 
book’s voices question what it means to be in “the middle,” pushing back against the
often totalizing rhetoric of “end times.” Middle Time reaches toward a lyric of 
resurgent desire for a dire yet resilient present. “Mid-stream, mid-era, mid-
construction of an Anthropocene extending into a multitude of future absences, 
Hume’s poetry is both symptom and diagnosis. Querying vocabularies of mitigation,
of damage, of ‘rage’s junk effects,’ these intelligent, acute fragments set forth an 
almost impossible lyric of a ‘possible earth/capsizing toward you’ or, rather, us.” - 
Evelyn Reilly, author of Styrofoam.

Angela Hume lives in Oakland. She is the author of the chapbook Second Story of 
Your Body (Portable Press at Yo-Yo Labs, 2011). Poems are forthcoming or have 
appeared in such journals as Little Red Leaves, Mrs. Maybe, RealPoetik, 
eccolinguistics, Zoland Poetry, and Spinning Jenny. Critical work appears or will 
appear in ISLE: Interdisciplinary Studies in Literature and Environment, Evental 
Aesthetics, Jacket2, The Volta, and ecopoetics. Angela holds an MFA from St. 
Mary's College of California and is currently working toward a PhD in English at 
University of California, Davis. Her critical project examines the transformation of 
lyric poetry under the environmental crisis conditions of the 20th and 21st centuries.
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Humphrey, Nicholas. Soul Dust: The Magic of Consciousness. Princeton. 2011. 
Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
9780691138626. 256 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37848. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A RADICALLY NEW VIEW ON THE NATURE AND 
PURPOSE OF CONSCIOUSNESS. How is consciousness possible? What 
biological purpose does it serve? And why do we value it so highly? In Soul Dust, 
the psychologist Nicholas Humphrey, a leading figure in consciousness research, 
proposes a startling new theory. Consciousness, he argues, is nothing less than a 
magical-mystery show that we stage for ourselves inside our own heads. This self-
made show lights up the world for us and makes us feel special and transcendent. 
Thus consciousness paves the way for spirituality, and allows us, as human beings,
to reap the rewards, and anxieties, of living in what Humphrey calls the ‘soul niche.’
Tightly argued, intellectually gripping, and a joy to read, Soul Dust provides answers
to the deepest questions. It shows how the problem of consciousness merges with 
questions that obsess us all—how life should be lived and the fear of death. Resting
firmly on neuroscience and evolutionary theory, and drawing a wealth of insights 
from philosophy and literature, Soul Dust is an uncompromising yet life-affirming 
work—one that never loses sight of the majesty and wonder of consciousness. 
‘Nicholas Humphrey is. an intellectual tightrope walker.’ —Daniel C. Dennett, Brain 
‘Scientists sometimes stand accused of missing the magic as they reduce nature to
explanations. In this surprising and poetic book, Nicholas Humphrey does the 
opposite: he delves into the brain and discovers that the magic is the whole point of
consciousness.’ —Matt Ridley, author of The Red Queen: Sex and the Evolution of
Human Nature.

Nicholas Humphrey has held posts at Oxford and Cambridge universities, and is 
now professor emeritus of psychology at the London School of Economics. His 
many books include A History of the Mind and Seeing Red.
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Humphreys, Rob. The Real Guide: Czechoslovakia. New York. 1991. Prentice Hall
Press. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0137666357. 406 
pages. paperback. Cover photo by Michael Pasdzior. Inventory # 38073. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - See Czechoslovakia For What It Is - Here’s a new voice 
in travel: Concise, critical, and bong up-to-date. THE REAL GUIDE: 
CZECHOSLOVAKIA will surprise the experienced traveler and enrich the first-time 
visitor. From the Baroque gables and Cubist villas of Prague to the youthful Slovak 
capital of Bratislava, from the isolated wooden hamlets of the eastern beech forests 
to the smoky beer cellars of South Bohemia, THE REAL GUIDE: 
CZECHOSLOVAKIA has it all.

Rob Humphreys has been writing for Rough Guides since 1989. He has traveled 
extensively, writing Pocket Rough Guide London (with S. Cook), Pocket Rough 
Guide Prague, and The Rough Guide to London (with S. Cook). Rob is also the 
coauthor of The Rough Guide to Scotland, The Rough Guide to Scottish Highlands
& Islands, and The Great Glen Rough Guides Snapshot Scotland.
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Hundert, Gershon David. Jews in Poland-Lithuania in the Eighteenth Century: A 
Genealogy of Modernity. Berkeley. 2004. University Of California Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0520238443. 305 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 35131. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Missing from most accounts of the modern history of 
Jews in Europe is the experience of what was once the largest Jewish community in
the world–an oversight that Gershon David Hundert corrects in this history of 
Eastern European Jews in the eighteenth century. The experience of eighteenth-
century Jews in the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth did not fit the pattern of 
integration and universalization–in short, of westernization–that historians tend to 
place at the origins of Jewish modernity. Hundert puts this experience, that of the 
majority of the Jewish people, at the center of his history. He focuses on the 
relations of Jews with the state and their role in the economy, and on more ‘internal’
developments such as the popularization of the Kabbalah and the rise of Hasidism.
Thus he describes the elements of Jewish experience that became the basis for a 
‘core Jewish identity’–an identity that accompanied the majority of Jews into 
modernity.

Gershon David Hundert is Professor of Jewish Studies and History at McGill 
University. He is the author of The Jews in a Polish Private Town: The Case of 
Opatów in the Eighteenth Century (1992), the coauthor of The Jews in Poland and 
Russia: Bibliographical Essays (1984), and the editor of Jews in Early Modern 
Poland (1997) and Essential Papers on Hasidism: Origins to Present (1991).keywords
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Huneven, Michelle. Round Rock. New York. 1997. Random House. 1st Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0679454373. 296 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by 
Jonnie Miles/Photonica. Inventory # 24243. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a small town among the citrus groves in the Santa 
Bernita Valley, so the locals claim, nothing ever goes according to plan. ‘It’s a great
place to live, they say, if you like surprises: it’s just like life, only different.’ Certainly a
number of Rito’s inhabitants-fewer than a hundred in all-are surprised to be living 
here. Red Ray, for instance, a wildly alcoholic lawyer who bought a dilapidated 
Victorian mansion in an attempt to rehabilitate his marriage and regain the affections
of his wife and young son. After destroying those hopes with a spectacular final 
binge, Red established a drunk farm, Round Rock, on the ruins. There, one day at a
time, he follows his new, unexpected calling. Many months after her husband 
decamped (almost immediately) for Los Angeles, Libby Daw still lives alone in their 
trailer, and finds herself even more rooted to the valley she dreams of escaping. And
there’s Lewis Fletcher, a sometime graduate student whose keen intelligence is 
sorely tested by his erratic behavior and current predicament. Without exactly 
knowing why, and entirely against his wishes-or by default and sheer good luck-he 
finds himself placed in Ray’s care at Round Rock. As these people seek out or 
maintain their various niches in the valley, the peculiar history of the place asserts 
itself. An heiress descended from the original settlers, Billie Fitzgerald still acts as 
though she owns it all; devoted to her father and son, she obscures her mercurial 
emotions from even her closest friends. The past also returns with David Ibañez, 
whose family had harvested the groves for generations-and whose talents and 
secrets (and thus, he discovers, his future) are inextricably bound to the complex, 
close-knit town he thought he had left behind.

Michelle Huneven is an American novelist and journalist. Huneven was born and 
raised in a Jewish family in Altadena, California, where she returned to live in 2001.
She received an MFA from the Iowa Writers Workshop at the University of Iowa and
attended the Methodist Claremont School of Theology.
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Hunt, Howard. The Violent Ones. New York. 1951. Fawcett Gold Medal. 3rd Fawcett
Gold Medal Paperback Printing. Spine Slightly Cocked, Otherwise Good in Worn 
Wrappers. 160 pages. paperback. 113. Inventory # 37149. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It was a red fury that drove Paul Cameron to Paris, into a
maelstrom of intrigue and violence. In the center of that whirlpool he found a flaming
night-club singer, a fortune in illegal gold - and quick death on every side. A novel 
that carries you with breathless speed in the most exciting adventure yet written by 
the author of STRANGER IN TOWN.

Everette Howard Hunt Jr. (October 9, 1918, Hamburg, NY - January 23, 2007, 
Miami, FL), better known as E. Howard Hunt, was an American intelligence officer 
and published author of 73 books. From 1949 to 1970, Hunt served as an officer in 
the Central Intelligence Agency.
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Hunt, Marsha. Repossessing Ernestine. New York. 1996. Harper Collins. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0060174439. 290 pages. hardcover. 
Cover design by Lisa Beth Cohen. Inventory # 22258. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Not a typical family memoir, yet a quintessentially 
American story, REPOSSESSING ERNESTINE recounts one woman's impassioned
attempt to unravel the dramatic story of her long-lost grandmother. On her journey, 
she explores the crucial role that color plays in the dysfunction of an American 
family. Marsha Hunt, an African-American novelist, actress, and singer, returns to 
this country from her home in Europe to visit - and meet for the first time - a light-
skinned, blue-eyed grandmother, all but abandoned by her family. Ernestine has 
spent some fifty years of her adult life in mental hospitals and is now more than 
ninety years old and living in a run-down nursing home in Memphis, her hometown.
As Marsha Hunt investigates the heartbreaking story of her family, she discovers 
ancestors like a German-Jewish slaveowner and his black mistress; Ernestine's 
redoubtable mother, Mattie - the only dark child among her thirteen brothers and 
sisters - who raised her daughter's sons when Ernestine was committed; Blair T. 
Hunt, Marsha's grandfather, a prominent minister and educator in Memphis whose 
‘child’ bride, Ernestine, was also his high school pupil; and she even learns more 
about her own father, a Harvard-educated psychiatrist who commits suicide weeks 
after a second marriage. Reclaiming Ernestine as she enters the middle period of 
her own life, Marsha Hunt uncovers an intimate history of race in this country. More 
timely than ever, Repossessing Ernestine is a book about the inextricably 
intertwined lives of black and white in American history, and about the powerful and 
inevitable links that bind together the two races and the members of a single family.

Marsha Hunt (born April 15, 1946) is an American actress, novelist, singer and 
former model, who has lived mostly in Britain and Ireland. She achieved national 
fame when she appeared in London as Dionne in the long-running rock musical 
Hair. She enjoyed close relationships with Marc Bolan and Mick Jagger, who is the 
father of her only child Karis. According to Hunt, The Rolling Stones' controversial hit
song "Brown Sugar" was based on her.
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Hunt, Tristram. Building Jerusalem: The Rise & Fall of the Victorian City. New York.
2005. Metropolitan Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0805080260. 577 pages. hardcover. Jacket art - ‘The Rhinebeck Panorama of 
London,’ - The Bridgeman Art Library. Jacket design by Raquel Jaramillo. Inventory
# 33147. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From Manchester's deadly cotton works to London's 
literary salons, a brilliant exploration of how the Victorians created the modern city. 
Since Charles Dickens first described Coke-town in Hard Times, the Victorian city, 
born of the industrial revolution, has been a byword for deprivation, pollution, and 
criminality, depicted to this day as a monstrous landscape of factories, tenements, 
and disease. Yet, as historian Tristram Hunt argues in this powerful new history, the
Coketowns of the 1800s were far more than uncontrolled industrial sprawl. By 1851,
more than half of Britain's population lived in cities, and even as these urban 
pioneers confronted an often terrifying new way of life, they produced an incredible 
flowering that would influence the shape of cities around the world for generations to
come. Drawing on private diaries, provincial newspapers, and classic works of 
fiction, Hunt documents the Victorians' great energy and aspirations and shows how
their ambition translated into an astonishingly grand vision of the utopian city on a 
hill—the new Jerusalem. He surveys the great civic creations, from town halls to city
squares, sidewalks, and even sewers, to reveal a story of middle-class power and 
prosperity and the liberating mission of city life. Vowing to emulate the great city-
states of Renaissance Italy with an ethos of civic pride and spurred by municipal 
rivalry, the Victorians did their best to turn even the smokestacks of Manchester and
Birmingham into sites of hard work, freedom, and they succeeded—until the 
twentieth when the loss of civic pride and the collapse of urban confidence 
transformed wealthy metropolises into dangerous inner cities.

Born in 1974, TRISTRAM HUNT teaches modern British history at Queen Mary, 
University of London. He writes political and cultural commentary for the Los 
Angeles Times and TIME magazine, and has authored numerous radio and 
television series for the BBC and Channel 4.
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Hunt, Tristram. Building Jerusalem: The Rise & Fall of the Victorian City. New York.
2005. Metropolitian Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0805080260. 577 pages. hardcover. Jacket art – ‘The Rhinebeck Panorama of 
London,’ from The Bridgeman Art Library. Jacket design by Raquel Jaramillo. 
Inventory # 11572. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From Manchester's deadly cotton works to London's 
literary salons, a brilliant exploration of how the Victorians created the modern city. 
Since Charles Dickens first described Coke-town in Hard Times, the Victorian city, 
born of the industrial revolution, has been a byword for deprivation, pollution, and 
criminality, depicted to this day as a monstrous landscape of factories, tenements, 
and disease. Yet, as historian Tristram Hunt argues in this powerful new history, the
Coketowns of the 1800s were far more than uncontrolled industrial sprawl. By 1851,
more than half of Britain's population lived in cities, and even as these urban 
pioneers confronted an often terrifying new way of life, they produced an incredible 
flowering that would influence the shape of cities around the world for generations to
come. Drawing on private diaries, provincial newspapers, and classic works of 
fiction, Hunt documents the Victorians' great energy and aspirations and shows how
their ambition translated into an astonishingly grand vision of the utopian city on a 
hill—the new Jerusalem. He surveys the great civic creations, from town halls to city
squares, sidewalks, and even sewers, to reveal a story of middle-class power and 
prosperity and the liberating mission of city life. Vowing to emulate the great city-
states of Renaissance Italy with an ethos of civic pride and spurred by municipal 
rivalry, the Victorians did their best to turn even the smokestacks of Manchester and
Birmingham into sites of hard work, freedom, and they succeeded—until the 
twentieth when the loss of civic pride and the collapse of urban confidence 
transformed wealthy metropolises into dangerous inner cities.

Born in 1974, TRISTRAM HUNT teaches modern British history at Queen Mary, 
University of London. He writes political and cultural commentary for the Los 
Angeles Times and Time magazine, and has authored numerous radio and 
television series for the BBC and Channel 4.
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Hunter-Gault, Charlayne. In My PlaceHunter-Gault, Charlayne. New York. 1992. 
Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374175632. 257 pages.
hardcover. Inventory # 27818. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this direct, winning memoir, Charlayne Hunter-Gault 
tells the story of her life from her birth in a Deep South still living out the legacy of 
the Civil War to her historic role in desegregating the University of Georgia, a high 
point in the Civil Rights Movement. Charlayne’s father, an army chaplain from a 
family of preachers, was away more than he was home, so she was raised by her 
mother as part of a lively, affectionate extended family. From Due West they moved
to Covington, Georgia, and eventually to ‘L. A.’ - Lovely Atlanta, as it was known in 
the Black community - where Charlayne began to show signs of the leadership that
would characterize her later career. A year on an army base in Alaska provided her 
first full exposure to the white world. But it was in 1961, when she was one of two 
students to desegregate the University of Georgia and make that place hers, too, 
that she found herself calling fully on the reserves of courage, fortitude, and 
conviction instilled in her by her parents. In My Place is a resonant success story a 
story of triumph over obstacles, of recognition and empowerment - but even more it 
is a testament to the strength of family love, self-reliance, and self-esteem. 
Generous, witty, warmhearted, and dynamic, it tells how a remarkable woman 
became remarkable.

Charlayne Hunter-Gault is an American journalist and former foreign correspondent 
for National Public Radio, and the Public Broadcasting Service.keywords
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Hunter, Latoya. The Diary of Latoya Hunter: My First Year in Junior High. New York.
Crown Publishers. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0517585111. Line 
drawings. 131 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 41024. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The innermost thoughts of a 12-year-old girl as she 
experiences her first year at a junior high school in the Bronx. Latoya's voice rings 
through the despair that surrounds much of public education in America today, 
reminding readers of the vulnerability, humanity, and potential talent of the children
who depend upon it for so much.

In 1990, Latoya Hunter, a twelve-year-old girl whose family had moved to this 
country from Jamaica some years earlier, began her first year of junior high school 
in the Bronx. She also began keeping a diary. What made the diary unusual was 
that it had been specially commissioned by a book editor who had read about 
Latoya in an article in The New York Times. The paper had covered the graduation
of her sixth-grade class the previous June, and Latoya had been singled out by her 
teacher for her "incredible writing talent." Latoya’s diary is clearly the work of a very
gifted—and extraordinarily candid—writer, who records her experience with 
freshness, sincerity, a wealth of anecdote and detail, and a precocious insight into 
her own character and the characters of her family and friends.
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Hurlimann, Thomas. The Couple Couple. New York. 1991. Fromm International. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0880641258. Translated from the 
German by Edna Mccown. 135 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Richard 
Adelson. Inventory # 23818. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - What begins as an interesting if somewhat eccentric 
portrait of a couple shattered by the death of their only son quickly turns into parody,
with the sketchiest of plots and a sometimes off-putting, tongue-in-cheek tone. 
Although her husband, ‘The Colonel,’ would have preferred to plant a rosebush, 
Lucienne has placed a massive tombstone on their son’s grave, an extravagant 
gesture that both divides and unites the couple. They visit the cemetery daily, 
Lucienne to care for the plot, the Colonel to feed surreptitiously a wild cat he’s found
lurking nearby. The Colonel, whose thoughts often stray to his WW II army service, 
conducts a military campaign against his wife. He hides raw meat for the cat in an 
unused bedroom, drawing Lucienne out of the house with transparent ploys when he
needs to move his ‘supplies.’ Lucienne is outraged when she discovers his real 
reason for visiting the cemetery. But her feelings of anger pass as the couple, finally,
if uneasily, become reconciled to their son’s death and their own mortality. - 
PUBLISHERS WEEKLY.

Thomas Hürlimann is a Swiss playwright and novelist. His 1989 novel Das 
Gartenhaus was published as The Couple in the United States in 1991. In 2011, he
was awarded the Großer Literaturpreis der Bayerischen Akademie der Schönen 
Künste.keywords
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Hurst, Fannie. Lummox. New York. 1923. Popular Library. Reprinted Popular Library
Paperback Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers. 288 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
37150. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Fannie Hurst was born in Hamilton, Ohio, educated at 
Washington University in St. Louis and at Columbia. She began writing while at 
college and by the time she was a senior the Saturday Evening Post had already 
rejected thirty-five of her stories. When her success did come, however, it was 
startling and instantaneous. Publishers and the public began clamoring for her work.
Her brilliant short story career was followed by an equally successful debut as a 
novelist. To date she has written eleven novels, seven books of short stories, and 
four plays. Her books have been translated into fourteen languages and six of them
have been made into highly popular screenplays.

Fannie Hurst (October 19, 1885, Hamilton, OH - February 23, 1968, New York City,
NY) was an American novelist and short-story writer whose works were highly 
popular during the post-World War I era. Her work combined sentimental, romantic 
themes with social issues of the day, such as women's rights and race relations.
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Hurston, Zora Neale. Jonah's Gourd Vine. New York. 1990. Harper Perennial. 1st 
Printing of This Harper Perennial Paperback Edtion. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9780061350191. Foreword by Rita Dove. Afterword by Henry Louis Gates Jr. 229 
pages plus 38 pages of additional material. paperback. Cover design by Gregg 
Kulick. Cover illustration by Scott McKowen. Inventory # 40545. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - JONAH’S GOURD VINE was Zora Neale Hurston’s first
novel, published in 1934. Typical of the enthusiasm with which it was received was
Hal Borland’s statement: ‘A novel with compelling beauty and deep compassion.’ 
This is the story of John Pearson, a big, exuberant, lovable black man. Maybe he’s 
too lovable. Even after he marries Lucy Potts there are women eager to have him - 
and John is always eager to be had. As pastor of the Zion Hope, he preaches, 
prays, sings, and sins. He loves his spunky little wife and the infant sons and 
daughters who come along, but women are irresistible. First Mehaly, then Big 
‘Oman, then others. They are his downfall. These are the elements which Miss 
Hurston has made into an extraordinary novel. It is a fast-moving, racy tale, full of 
wit, folklore, symbolism, and the rich speech of rural Southerners during the early 
part of the 20th century. More important, Miss Hurston has written about her people 
in a way that few other black writers ever have and no white author ever could. Here
the spirit, the dialect, and the poetry of the black culture are captured for all time in a
story of men and women, loving and hating, dreaming and dying, as men and 
women do everywhere in the natural ebb and flow of life - regardless of the color of 
their skin.

Zora Neale Hurston (January 7, 1891, Notasulga, AL - January 28, 1960, Fort 
Pierce, FL) was a novelist, folklorist, and anthropologist whose fictional and factual 
accounts of black heritage remain unparalleled. Her many books include DUST 
TRACKS ON A ROAD; THEIR EYES WERE WATCHING GOD; JONAH'S GOURD
VINE; MOSES, MAN OF THE MOUNTAIN; MULES AND MEN; and EVERY 
TONGUE GOT TO CONFESS.
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Hurston, Zora Neale. Moses, Man of the Mountain. Philadelphia. 1939. Lippincott. 
1st American Edition. Very Good. No Dustjacket. 351 pages. hardcover. Inventory #
22443. $500

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this 1939 novel based on the familiar story of the 
Exodus, Zora Neale Hurston blends the Moses of the Old Testament with the Moses
of black folklore and song to create a compelling allegory of power, redemption, and
faith. Narrated in a mixture of biblical rhetoric, black dialect, and colloquial English, 
Hurston traces Moses's life from the day he is launched into the Nile river in a reed 
basket, to his development as a great magician, to his transformation into the heroic
rebel leader, the Great Emancipator. From his dramatic confrontations with Pharaoh
to his fragile negotiations with the wary Hebrews, this very human story is told with 
great humor, passion, and psychological insight - the hallmarks of Hurston as a 
writer and champion of black culture.

Zora Neale Hurston (1891-1960) was a novelist, folklorist, and anthropologist whose
fictional and factual accounts of black heritage remain unparalleled. Her many books
include DUST TRACKS ON A ROAD; THEIR EYES WERE WATCHING GOD; 
JONAH'S GOURD VINE; MOSES, MAN OF THE MOUNTAIN; MULES AND MEN; 
and EVERY TONGUE GOT TO CONFESS.
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Hurtado, Albert L. Herbert Eugene Bolton: Historian of the American Borderlands. 
Berkeley. 2012. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 9780520272163. 22 b/w photographs, 1 table. 360 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 38180. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This definitive biography offers a new critical assessment
of the life, works, and ideas of Herbert E. Bolton (1870–1953), a leading historian of
the American West, Mexico, and Latin America. Bolton, a famous pupil of Frederick
Jackson Turner, formulated a concept—the borderlands—that is a foundation of 
historical studies today. His research took him not only to the archives and libraries
of Mexico but out on the trails blazed by Spanish soldiers and missionaries during 
the colonial era. Bolton helped establish the reputation of the University of California
and the Bancroft Library in the eyes of the world and was inf luential among 
historians during his lifetime, but interest in his ideas waned after his death. Now, 
more than a century after Bolton began to investigate the Mexican archives, Albert 
L. Hurtado explores his life against the backdrop of the cultural and political 
controversies of his day.

Albert L. Hurtado is Travis Chair in Modern American History at the University of 
Oklahoma. He is the author of John Sutter: A Life on the North American Frontier, 
winner of the Caughey Prize from the Western Historical Association, among other 
books.
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Hustvedt, Siri. The Blindfold. New York. 1992. Poseidon Press. 1st Printing. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0671759531. 1st Novel. 224 pages. hardcover. Jacket design 
by Carin Goldberg. Inventory # 16354. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - As a confused woman struggles to define herself, she 
becomes fascinated with four New York City characters - a photographer, an urban 
recluse, an old woman, and a professor - who try to alter the shape of her identity.

Siri Hustvedt is the author five novels, The Blindfold, The Enchantment of Lily Dahl,
What I Loved,and The Summer Without Men, as well as three collections of essays,
A Plea for Eros, Mysteries of the Rectangle: Essays on Painting, and Living, 
Thinking, Looking, as well as the nonfiction work: The Shaking Woman or A History
of My Nerves. What I Loved and The Summer Without Men were international 
bestsellers. Her work has been shortlisted for numerous awards, including the 
Femina Etranger in France, and she is the recipient of the 2012 International 
Gabarron Prize for Thought and Humanities.
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Hustvedt, Siri. The Enchantment of Lily Dahl. New York. 1996. Henry Holt. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0805049207. 288 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
22992. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - At the heart of Webster, Minnesota, on Division Street, 
lies the shabby but hospitable Ideal Cafe, where young Lily Dahl works as a waitress
and also lives above it. Lily's story is also the haunting story of a small town where 
people are brought together by a powerful sense of place both geographical and 
spiritual.

Siri Hustvedt is the author five novels, The Blindfold, The Enchantment of Lily Dahl,
What I Loved,and The Summer Without Men, as well as three collections of essays,
A Plea for Eros, Mysteries of the Rectangle: Essays on Painting, and Living, 
Thinking, Looking, as well as the nonfiction work: The Shaking Woman or A History
of My Nerves. What I Loved and The Summer Without Men were international 
bestsellers. Her work has been shortlisted for numerous awards, including the 
Femina Etranger in France, and she is the recipient of the 2012 International 
Gabarron Prize for Thought and Humanities.
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Hutchinson Ph. D. , Earl Ofari. The Assassination of the Black Male Image. New 
York. 1996. Simon & Schuster. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684831007.
Previously Published As A Small Press Paperback Original. 207 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 22698. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Assassination of the Black Male Image, Hutchinson 
counters the popular racial and sexual stereotypes of black men. He argues that the
black male image has been maligned and assaulted by academics, the press, and 
Hollywood, as well as some black rappers, comedians, feminists, filmmakers, and 
novelists. He accuses them of reinforcing and profiting from the stereotypes. 
Hutchinson traces the racial and sexual typecasting of African-American men during
the past century, demonstrating that the perpetual crime-drugs-violence-dereliction 
image of African-American men has deep historic roots in America's racial past. He
contends that racial and sexual stereotypes have frequently been skillfully 
minipulated by America's political and economic power brokers to deny rights and 
opportunities to African Americans.

Earl Ofari Hutchinson (born October 8, 1945) is an American author and media 
critic.
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Hutner, Gordon (editor). Immigrant Voices: Twenty-Four Voices on Becoming an 
American. New York. Signet/New American Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0451526988. 400 pages. paperback. 2698. Cover
painting: Jean Francois Millet, ‘Potato Planters’, 1861-1862. Inventory # 16776. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This wonderful anthology recreates the past from the 
voices of those who struggled to adapt to the ‘new world.’ Facing such adversity as
assimilation, prejudice, poverty, homesickness, and identity, these newcomers were
able to persevere and their inspiring stories are full of hope, faith, and conviction. 
Gathering together narratives from the eighteenth to the twentieth century, this one-
of-a-kind collection provides both a historical and uniquely personal perspective on 
the struggles and successes of immigrants - and illuminates for readers the difficult,
rewarding experience of becoming an American.

Gordon Hutner is professor of English at the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign and founding editor of the journal American Literary History.
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Huxley, Aldous. After Many a Summer Dies the Swan. New York. 1954. Avon 
Books. 2nd Avon Paperback Printing. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 254 
pages. paperback. T-75. Inventory # 25968. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A million dollar mansion built of stone and greed and the
false glitter of Hollywood are the backgrounds for this gripping, novel of a man’s 
desperate search for a secret that is forbidden to mankind. Huxley, famed author of
BRAVE NEW WORLD, probes deeply into turbulent emotions — man’s need for 
love, a woman’s need for security, and the burning urge to do that which is better left
undone. The result is one of the most fascinating novels of our time. ‘This is Mr. 
Huxley’s Hollywood novel. the story is outrageously good.’ - N.Y. Times.

Aldous Huxley was born on 26th July 1894 near Godalming, Surrey. He began 
writing poetry and short stories in his early twenties, but it was his first novel, 
CROME YELLOW (1921), which established his literary reputation. This was swiftly 
followed by ANTIC HAY (1923), THOSE BARREN LEAVES (1925) and POINT 
COUNTER POINT (1928) - bright, brilliant satires in which Huxley wittily but 
ruthlessly passed judgment on the shortcomings of contemporary society. His most 
famous work BRAVE NEW WORLD (1932) warned against the dehumanizing 
aspects of scientific and material 'progress.' Huxley died in California on 22nd 
November 1963.
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Huxley, Elspeth. A Man From Nowhere. New York. 1965. Morrow. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket W/Some Tears. 311 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 28549. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Dick Heron journeys from a war-torn, newly independent
African nation to an English country village to assassinate the man he believes is 
responsible for his wife's suicide.

Elspeth Joscelin Huxley (nee Grant; 23 July 1907 - 10 January 1997) was a 
polymath, writer, journalist, broadcaster, magistrate, environmentalist, farmer, and 
government advisor. She wrote 30 books; but she is best known for her lyrical books
THE FLAME TREES OF THIKA and THE MOTTLED LIZARD which were based on
her experiences growing up in a coffee farm in Colonial Kenya.
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Huxley, Thomas Henry. Evolution & Ethics. Princeton. 2009. Princeton University 
Press. 1st Printing of This Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780691141305. Edited
& With A New Introduction by Michael Ruse. 176 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
37384. $16.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Thomas Henry Huxley (1825-1895) was one of the most
prominent evolutionists of the late nineteenth century. A close companion of Charles
Darwin, Huxley developed a reputation as ‘Darwin's Bulldog’ for his relentless 
defense of evolutionary theory. Huxley was also an ardent supporter of social 
reform, particularly in his call for quality education at all levels. Evolution and Ethics,
widely considered to be his greatest lecture, distilled a lifetime's wisdom and 
sensitive understanding of the nature and needs of humankind. Arguing that the 
human psyche is at war with itself, that humans are alienated in the cosmos, and 
that moral societies are necessarily in conflict with the natural conditions of their 
existence, Huxley nevertheless saw moral dictates as the key to future human 
happiness and success. This new edition features an introduction by renowned 
historian and philosopher of biology Michael Ruse, placing Huxley's lecture in its 
original context while showing its even deeper relevance for our own time.

Thomas Henry Huxley (4 May 1825 – 29 June 1895) was an English biologist 
specialising in comparative anatomy. He is known as "Darwin's Bulldog" for his 
advocacy of Charles Darwin's theory of evolution. Huxley's famous debate in 1860 
with Samuel Wilberforce was a key moment in the wider acceptance of evolution 
and in his own career. Huxley had been planning to leave Oxford on the previous 
day, but, after an encounter with Robert Chambers, the author of Vestiges, he 
changed his mind and decided to join the debate. Wilberforce was coached by 
Richard Owen, against whom Huxley also debated about whether humans were 
closely related to apes. Huxley was slow to accept some of Darwin's ideas, such as
gradualism, and was undecided about natural selection, but despite this he was 
wholehearted in his public support of Darwin. Instrumental in developing scientific 
education in Britain, he fought against the more extreme versions of religious 
tradition.
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Ibarguengoitia, Jorge. The Lightning of August. London. 1986. Chatto & Windus. 1st
British Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0701139501. Translated from the Spanish
by Irene Del Corral. 117 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by John Clementson. 
Inventory # 15407. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE UNEXPURGATED MEMOIRS OF A TRUTHFUL 
MAN. Major General Lupe Arroyo prided himself on being a man of integrity. Not 
above stealing or killing or extortion or betrayal. But truthful about it, because all he
did was for the glory of the revolution (or, when necessary, to save his own neck). 
The year is 1928; the country is Mexico; and the revolution about to take place 
becomes, in the general’s account, an uproarious farce of allegiances changing 
paces as fast as musical chairs, of battles won by bumbling, of power grabbed at 
any cost. But as his tale begins to reflect an unmistakable reality, our laughter at 
Jorge Ibarguengoitia’s masterful mock epic suddenly catches in the throat-for this is
political truth that penetrates our heart with the sureness of a stiletto. TRANSLATED
BY IRENE DEL CORRAL.

Jorge Ibargüengoitia Antillón (Guanajuato, Mexico, January 22, 1928 - Madrid, 
November 27, 1983), was a Mexican novelist and playwright who achieved great 
popular (though not always critical) success with his satires, three of which have 
appeared in English: Las Muertas (The Dead Girls), Dos Crimenes (Two Crimes), 
and Los Relámpagos de Agosto (The Lightning of August).
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Ibarguengoitia, Jorge. Two Crimes. Boston. 1984. Godine. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0879235209. Translated from the Spanish by Asa Zatz. 
201 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Teresa Fasolino. Jacket calligraphy by
Richard Lipton. Author photograph by Jerry Bauer. Inventory # 4802. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘The story I am going to tell begins on a night the police 
violated the Constitution. ‘ From this opening sentence, it is clear we are in 
Ibarguengoitia country, a world of seduction, repression, deception, and, 
surprisingly, humor. Marcos, a Mexico City radical, is on the run, escaping the anti-
terrorist net. He heads for the provincial town of Muérdago and the home of his rich 
invalid uncle, Ramón Tarragona. To the intense suspicion of his cousins, all of 
whom are counting on the riches the old man’s death will bring, Marcos is welcomed
with open arms by Ramón. And there are other arms in the household even more 
welcoming. So begins a game of bluff and counter-bluff in which nothing is ever 
what it seems, a dangerous game in which the two crimes the title leads us to 
expect become more inevitable with each move. TWO CRIMES is a thriller, and an 
exciting one, but it is more than that as well: a novel of greed and passion, told with 
the dark, laconic irony that marks this most original of writers.

Jorge Ibarguengoitia was born in 1928 in Guanajuato, a small mining town in the 
center of Mexico. When he was a child, his family moved to Mexico City, where he 
spent most of his life. From 1953 to 1960, he wrote ten plays, which were only 
modestly successful. In 1961, his play based on the 1929 assassination of a 
Mexican president by a militant Catholic received an international award from the 
Casa de las Americas, but was officially condemned by the Mexican authorities. The
author wrote his first novel in 1963. A satire on the Mexican Revolution, it has been
published in nine countries and seven languages. He followed this success with a 
book of short stories, two successful plays, and five novels, one of which won the 
National Prize for a Novel in Mexico. THE DEAD GIRLS was his first book published
in English; TWO CRIMES is his second. Ibarguengoitia also taught Spanish 
literature at American universities and, for eight years, had a byline in Excelsior. He 
lived in Paris with his wife until his death in a plane crash in 1983.
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Ibsen, Henrik. Eleven Plays of Henrik Ibsen. New York. [no date]. Modern Library. 
Hardcover Edition. Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front, Otherwise Very Good 
in Red Boards.No Dustjacket. Introduction by H. L. Mencken. hardcover. Inventory #
29533. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - INCLUDES THE PLAYS: The Master Builder; Pillars of 
Society; Hedda Gabler; Ghosts; An Enemy of the People; A Doll's House; John 
Gabriel Borkman; The Wild Duck; The League of Youth; Rosmersholm; Peer Gynt.

Henrik Ibsen (20 March 1828 – 23 May 1906) was a major 19th-century Norwegian
playwright, theatre director, and poet. He is often referred to as ‘the father’ of 
modern theater and is one of the founders of Modernism in the theatre. His plays 
were considered scandalous to many of his era, when European theater was 
required to model strict mores of family life and propriety. Ibsen's work examined the
realities that lay behind many façades, revealing much that was disquieting to many
contemporaries. It utilized a critical eye and free inquiry into the conditions of life and
issues of morality. Ibsen is often ranked as one of the truly great playwrights in the 
European tradition. Many consider him the greatest playwright since Shakespeare.
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Ibsen, Henrik. Four Plays by Ibsen. New York. [no date]. Grosset and Dunlap. 
Grosset’s Universal Library Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Introduction
by Carl Van Doren. 432 pages. paperback. Inventory # 41376. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An Enemy of the People. The Wild Duck. Hedda Gabler.
The Lady from the Sea. Each of these plays is a magnificent example of Ibsen, the
master dramatist. They are powerful tales in which the characters are alive with a 
vivid realism that is as rare in the theater of today, as it was when it broke like a 
storm over Ibsen’s audience. Over the years so much emphasis has been placed on
Ibsen as a social commentator that Ibsen the storyteller has been woefully 
neglected. Yet his plays have certainly proved to be more than just vehicles for the 
challenging of 19th century social rigidity. Yesteryear’s issues have perhaps lost 
much of their sensationalism or have long since been resolved. Yet Ibsen’s plays 
still retain all of their urgency and importance, and continue as vibrant theater, rather
than as relics of another era. Certainly nothing can diminish the complexities and 
ruthlessness of Hedda Gabler, or the desperation of Ellida’s search for her illusive 
freedom in The Lady from the Sea, while The Wild Duck holds in it as much bitter 
irony today as it did in 1884. This is perhaps best expressed by Carl Van Doren in 
his Introduction to FOUR PLAYS OF IBSEN when he observes that Ibsen’s 
‘dramatic stories still have the vitality which lasts, in spite of time, in all truthful 
stories of realistic human beings.’

Henrik Ibsen (20 March 1828 – 23 May 1906) was a major 19th-century Norwegian
playwright, theatre director, and poet. He is often referred to as ‘the father’ of 
modern theater and is one of the founders of Modernism in the theatre. His plays 
were considered scandalous to many of his era, when European theater was 
required to model strict mores of family life and propriety. Ibsen's work examined the
realities that lay behind many façades, revealing much that was disquieting to many
contemporaries. It utilized a critical eye and free inquiry into the conditions of life and
issues of morality. Ibsen is often ranked as one of the truly great playwrights in the 
European tradition. Many consider him the greatest playwright since Shakespeare.
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Ibsen, Henrik. Hedda Gabler and Other Plays. Baltimore. 1963. Penguin Books. 
Reprinted Penguin Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Translated 
from the Norwegian & With An Introduction by Una Ellis-Fermor. 368 pages. 
paperback. L16. Inventory # 8386. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Includes the plays - Hedda Gabler, The Pillars of the 
Community, & The Wild Duck. The three plays in this volume cover the period during
which Ibsen (1828-1906) was preoccupied with realistic problems of personal and 
social morality. In THE PILLARS OF THE COMMUNITY, partly by means of 
symbolism, he exposes the effects of a lie told to preserve a man’s public reputation.
The solution - to admit the truth - scarcely seemed so simple seven years later, 
when Ibsen completed THE WILD DUCK in apparent disillusionment. HEDDA 
GABLER, the latest of these plays, is both a drama of individual conflict and a partial
return to social themes.

Henrik Ibsen (20 March 1828 – 23 May 1906) was a major 19th-century Norwegian
playwright, theatre director, and poet. He is often referred to as ‘the father’ of 
modern theater and is one of the founders of Modernism in the theatre. His plays 
were considered scandalous to many of his era, when European theater was 
required to model strict mores of family life and propriety. Ibsen's work examined the
realities that lay behind many façades, revealing much that was disquieting to many
contemporaries. It utilized a critical eye and free inquiry into the conditions of life and
issues of morality. Ibsen is often ranked as one of the truly great playwrights in the 
European tradition. Many consider him the greatest playwright since Shakespeare.keywords
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Ibsen, Henrik. Peer Gynt. New York. 1964. Signet/New American Library. 1st Signet
Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. Newly Translated
From The Norwegian & With A Foreword by Rolf Fjelde. 253 pages. paperback. 
CP215. Cover: Seymour Chwast. Inventory # 33564. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The central theme of this epic drama is the search for 
self amid moral chaos. Opportunistic and unscrupulous, Peer Gynt wanders the 
earth, from the supernatural kingdom of the trolls to the desert wastes of Africa. In 
the roles of son, lover, businessman, prophet, and philosopher, he deceives, 
betrays, and exploits - only to be duped and victimized in turn. Yet, as he passes 
from youth to maturity to old age, the mercurial fluctuations of his fortunes yield only
an inner emptiness and desperate fear of a final reckoning. Rooted in folklore, 
transformed by poetic imagination, illumined throughout by the clear northern light of
Ibsen's searching moral vision, Peer Gynt represents a truly profound exploration of
modern man's existential dilemma, justifying Pirandello's remark: 'After 
Shakespeare, without hesitation, I put Ibsen first.' As RoIf Flelde writes: 'In this anti -
romantic work that employs the full resources of the romantic theater, the nonheroic
hero is the pilot model of the hollow man of our own time, rendered perplexed and 
anxious by problems of identity and direction.'

Henrik Johan Ibsen (20 March 1828 – 23 May 1906) was a major 19th-century 
Norwegian playwright, theatre director, and poet. He is often referred to as 'the 
father of realism' and is one of the founders of Modernism in theatre. His major 
works include Brand, Peer Gynt, An Enemy of the People, Emperor and Galilean, A
Doll's House, Hedda Gabler, Ghosts, The Wild Duck, Rosmersholm, and The Master
Builder.
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Ibsen, Henrik. Plays. New York. 1980. Penguin Books. Reprinted Penguin 
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0140441468. Translated from the 
Norwegian & With An Introduction by Peter Watts. 336 pages. paperback. Cover 
shows a detail from Munch's 'Agony'. Inventory # 33973. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Includes the plays - The League Of Youth, A Doll’s 
House, & The Lady From The Sea. This volume contains three plays representative
of different stages in Ibsen’s development. The political comedy, THE LEAGUE OF
YOUTH (1869), is among the earliest of his realistic social plays and a forerunner of
the great dramas of his maturity, of which A DOLL’S HOUSE (1879) is one of the 
most famous. THE LADY FROM THE SEA (1888), which, like A DOLL’S HOUSE, is
a play about women and freedom, is a later work in which the symbolism and poetry
which are latent in most of Ibsen’s plays come nearest to the surface.

Henrik Ibsen (20 March 1828 – 23 May 1906) was a major 19th-century Norwegian
playwright, theatre director, and poet. He is often referred to as ‘the father’ of 
modern theater and is one of the founders of Modernism in the theatre. His plays 
were considered scandalous to many of his era, when European theater was 
required to model strict mores of family life and propriety. Ibsen's work examined the
realities that lay behind many façades, revealing much that was disquieting to many
contemporaries. It utilized a critical eye and free inquiry into the conditions of life and
issues of morality. Ibsen is often ranked as one of the truly great playwrights in the 
European tradition. Many consider him the greatest playwright since Shakespeare.
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Ibsen, Henrik. The Wild Duck. London. 1980. Faber & Faber. 1st Paperback Edition
of This Translation. Very Good in Wrappers. 0571116019. Translated from the 
Norwegian by Christopher Hampton. 120 pages. paperback. Cover by Zoe Dominic.
Inventory # 31357. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The idealistic son of a corrupt merchant exposes his 
father’s duplicity, but in the process destroys the very people he wishes to save. 
Gregers Werle forces his friends, the Ekdals, to confront the truth about their lives—
but the truth only serves to wound them further.

Henrik Ibsen (20 March 1828 – 23 May 1906) was a major 19th-century Norwegian
playwright, theatre director, and poet. He is often referred to as ‘the father’ of 
modern theater and is one of the founders of Modernism in the theatre. His plays 
were considered scandalous to many of his era, when European theater was 
required to model strict mores of family life and propriety. Ibsen's work examined the
realities that lay behind many façades, revealing much that was disquieting to many
contemporaries. It utilized a critical eye and free inquiry into the conditions of life and
issues of morality. Ibsen is often ranked as one of the truly great playwrights in the 
European tradition. Many consider him the greatest playwright since Shakespeare.
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Ibuse, Masuji. Lieutenant Lookeast and Other Stories. London. 1971. Secker & 
Warburg. 1st British Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0436217767. Translated from
the Japanese by John Bester. 247 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 4806. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The ten stories in this volume cover a wide range of 
moods and subjects, from cattle breeding to tomb robbery, from satire to fable. The 
title story tells of a local eccentric, a demented martinet who returns from the war 
with symptoms of brain damage. Is it shell shock, the villagers wonder, or - a more 
exciting possibility - congenital syphilis? The truth which emerges is more squalid, 
yet curiously moving. This bathetic figure, a scruffy clown, becomes a symbol for the
higher lunacy of war. ‘Pilgrim’s Inn’ is a sharply etched vignette of society’s 
callousness towards the individual, while ‘Old Ushitora’, a story about the delicate 
sensibility of the son of a stud-farmer, is bucolic comedy with a cutting edge. 
Through concentration on the patterns of Japanese rural existence, Ibuse probes 
into human reaction and motives - and regards his discoveries with a wry 
astonishment. His style is elusive, dry, and ironic, but the apparent diffidence of his 
narrative technique is deceptive. The observation is acute and the approach oblique,
but the voice that emerges is among the most powerful in contemporary literature. 
This volume confirms that Ibuse, virtually unknown in the West until the publication 
of his masterpiece BLACK RAIN, is a major artist of international stature.

Masuji Ibuse was born in Hiroshima in 1898. He studied French at Waseda 
University and joined the School of Fine Arts to purse his constant interest in 
painting. His first story, ‘Salamander,’ was published in 1923, when Ibuse was still a
student, and by the early 1930s his eloquent use of dialect and his unique prose 
style had established him as one of the leading figures in the Japanese literary 
world. In the years since 1938 he has been awarded almost every major literary 
prize in Japan, and on the publication of BLACK RAIN Ibuse was presented with 
both the Cultural Medal and Japan’s highest literary award, the Noma Prize.
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Ikezawa, Natsuki. A Burden of Flowers. Tokyo. 2001. Kodansha. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 4770026862. Translated from the Japanese by 
Alfred Birnbaum. 240 pages. hardcover. Cover: Lester C. Pancoast. Inventory # 
32367. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An intelligent, cosmopolitan novel set in the exotic 
surroundings of Bali and alive with suspense, drug intrigue, courtroom drama, and 
political tension, A BURDEN OF FLOWERS is based on a true story of the 1980s. 
The action centers on Asia-traveling Japanese artist ‘Tez’ Nishijima and his 
Europhile sister Kaoru. When Tez is arrested in Bali on charges of heroin trafficking
and faces the death penalty, his parents are paralyzed with shame, leaving his 
Paris-based sister to come to the rescue. She enlists the help of an old expert on 
Indonesia and two of his friends, and - ‘like Dorothy with the Tin Man, Cowardly 
Lion, and Scarecrow’ - sets off to challenge a shadowy and, to her, very alien 
situation. Her brother, languishing in Jail, thinks back over his journeys in Thailand,
Cambodia, and Vietnam, to the two women - one sweet, one sinister - who changed
his life there, to his subsequent slow spiral into drug addiction. and to the day a 
police stooge planted a cigarette carton filled with heroin in his room in the Kuta 
Beach ‘backpack territory’ of Bali. Tez’s life hangs in the balance, tipped one way by
the maneuverings of a dangerous senior police officer, and the other way by the 
investigative efforts of an undercover agent who, in a powerful climax, is shot and 
left for dead. A BURDEN OF FLOWERS is both a Pan-Asian adventure that will 
appeal to readers familiar with The Beach, and a cutting-edge portrait of the ‘New 
Asia’ in which Japan - the long-lost, economically spoiled child of the region - is still
struggling to find itself.

Natsuki Ikezawa, born in 1945 and regarded as one of the best serious writers in 
Japan, is known for his love of islands, and lives on one in the far south of the 
Japanese archipelago. Since his debut as a novelist at the age of thirty-nine, Pacific
islands have provided the setting for seven of his major works.
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Ikezawa, Natsuki. Still Lives. Tokyo. 1997. Kodansha. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 4770021852. Translated from the Japanese by Dennis Keene. 
227 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 24911. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ikezawa has been described as one of the best short 
story writers in the world today. he won his country's highest literary award ten years
ago, readers hailed the arrival of a new voice in Japanese fiction: clear, unerring, 
and resonant. As the title itself suggests, all four of the stories in this collection are in
some way about people moving away from ordinary life, seeing things from a 
distance, as though looking at their world through the window of a spaceship moving
into orbit. In the last and most daring piece of all, an international team is sent to 
explore a ruined site in northern Afghanistan. A helicopter crash reduces their 
number to two, a Japanese and a French- man, who decide to press on. Watched 
by a high, circling eagle, they find what appears to be a ruined citadel, among whose
stones they hear a form of music so strange it seems to call to them from another 
world. And the longer they stay the deeper they are drawn into it, until they're forced
to choose: to return, or to go beyond. Here, and we hope in other collections to 
come, readers will encounter a rare writer whose work attains the highest level of 
imagination, yet remains always anchored in a reassuring normality. Welcome to "a
brave new lyrical world."

Natsuki Ikezawa, born in 1945 and regarded as one of the best serious writers in 
Japan, is known for his love of islands, and lives on one in the far south of the 
Japanese archipelago. Since his debut as a novelist at the age of thirty-nine, Pacific
islands have provided the setting for seven of his major works.
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Illich, Ivan. Toward a History of Needs. New York. 1978. Pantheon Books. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394410408. 145 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Bob Cuevas. Inventory # 22394. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here are essays on how technology and professional 
elites create artificial desires and can help us regain dignity, freedom, and creativity.

Ivan Illich (4 September 1926 – 2 December 2002) was an Austrian philosopher, 
Roman Catholic priest, and 'maverick social critic' of the institutions of contemporary
Western culture and their effects on the provenance and practice of education, 
medicine, work, energy use, transportation, and economic development.
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Illy, Franceso and Illy, Riccardo. The Book of Coffee: A Gourmet's Guide. New York.
1992. Abbeville Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket.
1558593217. 191 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 3533. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A lavishly illustrated guide to coffee. (original title: Nog 
Pas Gisteren - Holland).

Francesco Illy (1892 - 1956) was a Hungarian accountant, bookkeeper, 
businessman, philanthropist. He founded illy and invented various coffee machinery.
In 1933 Illy founded illycaffè, which invented the first automatic coffee machine that
substituted pressurized water for steam. The Illetta became the predecessor of 
today's espresso machine.
His son, the food chemist Ernesto Illy (1925–2008) took over the management of the
coffee company, which is now in the hands of the third generation Illys.
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Indridason, Arnaldur. Arctic Chill. New York. 2009. St. Martin's Press. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780312381035. Translated from the Icelandic by
Bernard Scudder & Victoria Cribb. 352 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Ervin 
Serrano. Inventory # 8058. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - On an icy January day, the Reykjavik police are called to
a block of flats where a body of the young boy has been found in the garden, frozen
to the ground in a pool of his own blood. Erlendur and his team embark on an 
investigation but have little to go on. In this new extraordinary thriller from Gold 
Dagger Award winner Arnaldur Indridason, the Reykjavik police are called on an icy
January day to a garden where a body has been found: a young, dark-skinned boy 
is frozen to the ground in a pool of his own blood. Erlendur and his team embark on 
their investigation and soon unearth tensions simmering beneath the surface of 
Iceland's outwardly liberal, multicultural society. Meanwhile, the boy's murder forces
Erlendur to confront the tragedy in his own past. Soon, facts are emerging from the 
snow-filled darkness that are more chilling even than the Arctic night.

Arnaldur Indridason was born in 1961. He worked at an Icelandic newspaper, first as
a journalist and then for many years as a film reviewer. He won the Glass Key 
Award for Best Nordic Crime Novel for both Jar City and Silence of the Grave, and in
2005 Silence of the Grave also won the Golden Dagger Award. Indriaason lives in 
Reykjavik, Iceland; he and J.K. Rowling are the only authors to simultaneously hold 
the top three spots on the Icelandic bestseller list.
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Indridason, Arnaldur. Hypothermia: An Icelandic Thriller. New York. 2010. 
Minotaur/St. Martin’s. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
9780312569914. Translated from the Icelandic by Victoria Cribb. 314 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Ervin Serrano based on a series design by Henry Sene
Yee. Inventory # 24737. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Arnaldur Indridason has already established himself as 
one of the most accomplished of the Nordic crime writers, and he’s in top form in 
HYPOTHERMIA. Inspector Erlunder has spent his entire career struggling to evade 
the ghosts of his past. But ghosts are visiting him, both in the form of a séance 
attended by a dead woman and also in the reemerging puzzle of two young people
who went missing 30 years ago. And there’s the ghost of the detective’s disastrous
marriage, which, despite the pleas of his drug-addled daughter, he is unwilling to 
confront. In addition, he’s still obsessed with the disappearance of his brother, who 
vanished without a trace when they were boys. He can only run from his ghosts for 
so long, and, when they finally catch up with him, Erlunder is forced to face the heart
shattering truth of his past. One of the most haunting crime novels readers are likely
to encounter this year or any other, this is classic story that belongs on the shelf of 
every serious reader of suspense fiction. HYPOTHERMIA will chill you to the bone.

Arnaldur Indridason was born in 1961. He worked at an Icelandic newspaper, first as
a journalist and then for many years as a film reviewer. He won the Glass Key 
Award for Best Nordic Crime Novel for both JAR CITY and SILENCE OF THE 
GRAVE, and in 2005 SILENCE OF THE GRAVE also won the CWA Gold Dagger 
Award for best crime novel of the year. (The film of JAR CITY, now available on 
DVD, was Iceland’s entry for the 2008 Academy Award for Best Foreign Film.) 
Indridason lives in Iceland, and his next novel in the series is forthcoming soon from
Thomas Dunne Books/St. Martin’s Minotaur.
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Indridason, Arnaldur. Jar City: A Reykjavik Thriller. New York. 2005. St Martin's 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312340702. Translated from
the Icelandic by Bernard Scudder. 275 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by 
Michael Trevillion. Inventory # 35751. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Jar City introduces American readers to a new crime 
writer from Iceland whose work has created an international sensation. Arnaldur 
Indridason has been compared to such luminaries in the field as Henning Mankell, 
Georges Simenon, Per Wahloo and Maj Sjowall; everyone agrees that here is a 
world-class writer. When a lonely old man is found murdered in his Reykjavík flat, 
the only clues are a cryptic note left by the killer and a photograph of a young girl’s 
grave. Inspector Erlendur, who heads the investigation team, discovers that many 
years ago the victim was accused, though not convicted, of an unsolved crime. Did 
the old man’s past come back to haunt him? As the team of detectives reopen this 
very cold case, Inspector Erlendur uncovers secrets that are much larger than the 
murder of one old man—secrets that have been carefully guarded by many people 
for many years. As he follows a fascinating trail of unusual forensic evidence, 
Erlendur also confronts stubborn personal conflicts that reveal his own depth and 
complexity of character. Like all great crime fiction, Jar City is about much more than
murder, and avid suspense fans are about to discover a first-rate writer who has 
already received rave reviews around the world.

Arnaldur Indridason was born in 1961. He worked at an Icelandic newspaper, first as
a journalist and then for many years as a film reviewer. He won the Glass Key 
Award for Best Nordic Crime Novel for both Jar City and Silence of the Grave, and in
2005 Silence of the Grave also won the Golden Dagger Award. Indriaason lives in 
Reykjavik, Iceland; he and J.K. Rowling are the only authors to simultaneously hold 
the top three spots on the Icelandic bestseller list.
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Indridason, Arnaldur. Operation Napoleon. New York. 2011. Monotaur/St Martin’s. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. Small Remainder Dot
on Top Edge. 9780312659103. Translated from the Icelandic by Victoria Cribb. 328
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 16486. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A mesmerizing international thriller that sweeps from 
modern Iceland to Nazi Germany. In 1945, a German bomber crash-lands in Iceland
during a blizzard. Puzzlingly, there are both German and American officers on 
board. One of the senior German officers claims that their best chance of survival is
to try to walk to the nearest farm. He sets off, a briefcase handcuffed to his wrist, 
only to disappear into the white vastness. Flash forward to the present. The U.S. 
Army is clandestinely trying to remove the wreck of an air plane from an Icelandic 
glacier. A young Icelander, Elias, inadvertently stumbles upon the excavation and 
then promptly disappears. Before he vanishes, though, he manages to contact his 
sister, Kristin. She embarks on a thrilling and perilous adventure, determined to 
discover the truth of her brother’s fate. Kristin must solve the riddle of Operation 
Napoleon, even if it means losing her own life. Arnaldur Indridason has proven 
himself to be a master of the mystery genre with his critically acclaimed Inspector 
Erlender series, which has sold more than 6 million copies. Now, world-class writing
and nonstop action meet in this spellbinding page-turner, which catapults Arnaldur 
Indridason to the top ranks of international thriller writers.

Arnaldur Indridason was born in 1961. He worked at an Icelandic newspaper, first as
a journalist and then for many years as a film reviewer. He won the Glass Key 
Award for Best Nordic Crime Novel for both Jar City and Silence of the Grave, and in
2005 Silence of the Grave also won the Golden Dagger Award. Indriaason lives in 
Reykjavik, Iceland; he and J.K. Rowling are the only authors to simultaneously hold 
the top three spots on the Icelandic bestseller list.
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Indridason, Arnaldur. Outrage: An Inspector Erlendur Novel. New York. 2012. 
Minotaur/St Martin’s. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
9780312659110. Translated from the Icelandic by Anna Yates. 281 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Keith Hayes. Inventory # 18231. $12.495

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Arnaldur Indridason has proven himself to be a master of
the mystery genre with his critically acclaimed Inspector Erlendur series, which has 
sold more than 7 million copies worldwide. Now, in Outrage, this superlative crime 
writer author has written his best book to date, with exceptional prose, heart 
pounding suspense, and a mystery that is not solved until the last page. Haunted by
personal demons, Detective Erlendur decides to take a short leave of absence, 
putting a female detective, Elínborg, in charge while he is gone. When a troubling 
case lands on Elínborg’s desk, she’s quickly thrust into a violent and volatile 
situation with extremely high stakes. Soon, her investigation uncovers a twisted tale
of double lives that may be connected to the unsolved disappearance of a young 
girl. The clock is ticking to solve the case before a serial rapist strikes again. 
Reviewers everywhere rave about Indridason’s smart and fast-paced Reykjavík 
thrillers, which exemplify the very best in international crime fiction. Perfect for the 
many devoted fans of this series as well as for the reader who’s never visited 
Iceland through Indridason’s books, OUTRAGE will lead you down a trail of hidden 
violence, psychological brutality, and wrongs that may never fully be righted.

Arnaldur Indridason was born in 1961. He worked at an Icelandic newspaper, first as
a journalist and then for many years as a film reviewer. He won the Glass Key 
Award for Best Nordic Crime Novel for both Jar City and Silence of the Grave, and in
2005 Silence of the Grave also won the CWA Gold Dagger Award for best crime 
novel of the year. (The film of Jar City, now available on DVD, was Iceland’s entry 
for the 2008 Academy Award for Best Foreign Film.) Indridason lives in Iceland.
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Indridason, Arnaldur. Silence of the Grave. New York. 2006. St Martin's/Minotaur. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312340710. Translated from the 
Icelandic by Bernard Scudder. 280 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph of birds 
and sky by Eugene Kuo. Inventory # 32220. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Downtrodden Detective Erlendur and his team must once
again investigate Reykjavik’s hidden past to unravel a case of human nastiness. 
Construction work in an expanding Reykjavik uncovers a shallow grave. Years 
before, this part of the city was all open hills, and Erlendur and his team hope this is
a typical Icelandic missing person scenario; perhaps someone once lost in the snow,
who has lain peacefully buried for decades. But things are never that simple. While
Erlendur struggles to hold together the crumbling fragments of his own family, his 
case unearths many other tales of family pain. The hills have more than one tragic 
story to tell: tales of failed relationships and heartbreak; of anger, domestic violence
and fear; of family loyalty and family shame. Few people are still alive who can tell 
the story, but even secrets taken to the grave cannot remain hidden forever. Alive 
with tension and atmosphere, and disturbingly real, this is an outstanding 
continuation of the Reykjavik Murder Mysteries.

Arnaldur Indridason was born in 1961. He worked at an Icelandic newspaper, first as
a journalist and then for many years as a film reviewer. He won the Glass Key 
Award for Best Nordic Crime Novel for both Jar City and Silence of the Grave, and in
2005 Silence of the Grave also won the Golden Dagger Award. Indriaason lives in 
Reykjavik, Iceland; he and J.K. Rowling are the only authors to simultaneously hold 
the top three spots on the Icelandic bestseller list.
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Indridason, Arnaldur. Silence of The Grave. New York. 2006. St Martin's/Minotaur. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. Remainder Mark on Bottom Edge. 
0312340710. Translated from the Icelandic by Bernard Scudder. 280 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket photograph of birds and sky by Eugene Kuo. Inventory # 41611. 
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Downtrodden Detective Erlendur and his team must once
again investigate Reykjavik’s hidden past to unravel a case of human nastiness. 
Construction work in an expanding Reykjavik uncovers a shallow grave. Years 
before, this part of the city was all open hills, and Erlendur and his team hope this is
a typical Icelandic missing person scenario; perhaps someone once lost in the snow,
who has lain peacefully buried for decades. But things are never that simple. While
Erlendur struggles to hold together the crumbling fragments of his own family, his 
case unearths many other tales of family pain. The hills have more than one tragic 
story to tell: tales of failed relationships and heartbreak; of anger, domestic violence
and fear; of family loyalty and family shame. Few people are still alive who can tell 
the story, but even secrets taken to the grave cannot remain hidden forever. Alive 
with tension and atmosphere, and disturbingly real, this is an outstanding 
continuation of the Reykjavik Murder Mysteries.

Arnaldur Indridason was born in 1961. He worked at an Icelandic newspaper, first as
a journalist and then for many years as a film reviewer. He won the Glass Key 
Award for Best Nordic Crime Novel for both Jar City and Silence of the Grave, and in
2005 Silence of the Grave also won the Golden Dagger Award. Indriaason lives in 
Reykjavik, Iceland; he and J.K. Rowling are the only authors to simultaneously hold 
the top three spots on the Icelandic bestseller list.
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Indridason, Arnaldur. The Draining Lake. New York. 2008. St. Martin's Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780312358730. Translated from the 
Icelandic by Bernard Scudder. 320 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by David 
Baldeosingh Rotstein. Inventory # 3740. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the wake of an earthquake, the water level of an 
Icelandic lake drops suddenly, revealing the skeleton of a man half-buried in its 
sandy bed. It is clear immediately that it has been there for many years. There is a 
large hole in the skull. Yet more mysteriously, a heavy communication device is 
attached to it, possibly some sort of radio transmitter, bearing inscriptions in 
Russian. The police are called in and Erlendur, Elinborg and Sigurdur Oli begin their
investigation, which gradually leads them back to the time of the Cold War when 
bright, left-wing students would be sent from Iceland to study in the ' heavenly State '
of Communist East Germany. The Draining Lake is another masterfully written 
Indridason mystery about passions and shattered dreams, the fate of the missing 
and the grief of those left behind.

Arnaldur Indridason was born in 1961. He worked at an Icelandic newspaper, first as
a journalist and then for many years as a film reviewer. He won the Glass Key 
Award for Best Nordic Crime Novel for both Jar City and Silence of the Grave, and in
2005 Silence of the Grave also won the Golden Dagger Award. Indriaason lives in 
Reykjavik, Iceland; he and J.K. Rowling are the only authors to simultaneously hold 
the top three spots on the Icelandic bestseller list.
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Indridason, Arnaldur. The Shadow District: A Thriller. New York. 2017. Minotaur 
Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9781250124029. Translated
from the Icelandic by Victoria Cribb. 341 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 43374. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A deeply compassionate story of old crimes and their 
consequences, The Shadow District is the first in a thrilling new series by 
internationally bestselling author Arnaldur Indridason. THE PAST: In wartime 
Reykjavik, Iceland, a young woman is found strangled in 'the shadow district', a 
rough and dangerous area of the city. An Icelandic detective and a member of the 
American military police are on the trail of a brutal killer. THE PRESENT: A 90-year-
old man is discovered dead on his bed, smothered with his own pillow. Konrad, a 
former detective now bored with retirement, finds newspaper cuttings reporting the
WWII shadow district murder in the dead man’s home. It’s a crime that Konrad 
remembers, having grown up in the same neighborhood. A MISSING LINK: Why, 
after all this time, would an old crime resurface? Did the police arrest the wrong 
man? Will Konrad's link to the past help him solve the case and finally lay the ghosts
of WWII Reykjavik to rest?

Arnaldur Indridason was born in 1961. He worked at an Icelandic newspaper, first as
a journalist and then for many years as a film reviewer. He won the Glass Key 
Award for Best Nordic Crime Novel for both Jar City and Silence of the Grave, and in
2005 Silence of the Grave also won the Golden Dagger Award. Indriaason lives in 
Reykjavik, Iceland; he and J.K. Rowling are the only authors to simultaneously hold 
the top three spots on the Icelandic bestseller list.keywords

Literature Iceland 
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Indridason, Arnaldur. Voices. New York. 2007. St Martin's/Minotaur. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780312358716. Translated from the Icelandic by
Bernard Scudder. 313 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by David Baldeosingh 
Rotstein. Inventory # 33912. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘A commanding new voice. .puts Iceland on the map as a
major destination for enthusiasts of Nordic crime fiction.’ - Marilyn Stasio, The New
York Times Book Review on Silence of the Grave. ARNALDUR INDRIDASON took 
the international crime fiction scene by storm after winning England's CWA Gold 
Dagger Award for Silence of the Grave. Now, with the highly anticipated Voices, this
world-clan sensation treats American readers to another extraordinary Inspector 
Erlendur Sveinsson thriller. The Christmas rush is at its peak in a grand Reykjavik 
hotel when Inspector Erlendur Sveinsson is called in to investigate a murder. The 
hotel Santa has been stabbed, and Erlendur and his detective colleagues have no 
shortage of suspects between hotel staff and the international travelers staying for 
the holidays. But then a shocking secret surfaces. As Christmas Day approaches, 
Erlendur must deal with his difficult daughter, pursue a possible romantic interest, 
and untangle, a long-buried web of malice and greed to find the murderer. One of 
Indridason's most accomplished works to date, Voices is sure to win him a multitude
of new American suspense fans.

Arnaldur Indridason was born in 1961. He worked at an Icelandic newspaper, first as
a journalist and then for many years as a film reviewer. He won the Glass Key 
Award for Best Nordic Crime Novel for both Jar City and Silence of the Grave, and in
2005 Silence of the Grave also won the Golden Dagger Award. Indriaason lives in 
Reykjavik, Iceland; he and J.K. Rowling are the only authors to simultaneously hold 
the top three spots on the Icelandic bestseller list.
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Ingalls, Rachel. Be My Guest: Two Novellas. New York. 1992. Turtle Bay Books. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679413006. 239 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket photo by Arthur Tress.Jacket design by /Susan Mitchell. Inventory # 16589. 
$10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The two novellas in this eighth book from Ingalls ( Mrs. 
Caliban , The Pearlkillers ) per usual style? depend less on outright fantasy than her
previous works do, though her maverick imagination has supplied an intriguing 
premise for each of them. Be My Guest seems odd to call it title story when there 
are only two stories in book concerns a rather bland young woman, Sandra, who 
impulsively decides to marry a man with a spooky, eccentric son. Though Ingalls 
establishes Sandra as a closet romantic who is waiting for life to fulfill her dreams, 
she does not convince the reader that Sandra would let herself be swept 
precipitously into marriage even after discovering that her fiance was accused of 
killing his first wife. Sis and Bud chronicles the sibling protagonists’ emotional 
trauma when they learn they were adopted. Alma and Bruce eventually seek out or 
‘seek out’ their natural parents, but Bud’s obsession with exacting revenge on the 
mother who abandoned him leads to an unconvincingly melodramatic denouement.
Though carefully contructed and well thought-out, the stories are essentially inert. 
The characters’ aberrant behavior is suitably explained, but not conveyed with the 
rising tension that Joyce Carol Oates, for example, brings to her works of 
psychological suspense. And the ambiguous endings of both tales are less 
provocatively teasing than frustrating. - PUBLISHERS WEEKLY.

Rachel Holmes Ingalls (13 May 1940 – 6 March 2019) was an American-born author
who had lived in the United Kingdom from 1965 onwards. She won the 1970 
Authors' Club First Novel Award for Theft. Her novella Mrs. Caliban was published in
1982, and her book of short stories Times Like These in 2005.
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Ingalls, Rachel. Theft & the Man Who Was Left Behind. Boston. 1970. Gambit. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 163 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 11255. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Two brief but major works of fiction by a new American 
writer. Two novels by a young American writer. Theft: Two men locked together in a
municipal jailhouse: one for stealing a plough horse, the other a loaf of bread. Petty
crimes in both instances; but the times are turbulent, there has been rioting in the 
streets, and the authorities have declared a state of martial law. gradually, even the 
relative security of the prison walls crumbles away and the two men find themselves
exposed to a frighteningly enigmatic and impersonal form of Justice, whose laws are
preserved in the darker regions of the human consciousness. The man who was left
behind: A retired lawyer and respected senior citizen of a small Southern community
prepares himself for death by methodically stripping away the remnants of his past 
existence, only to find himself confronted with a new life.

Rachel Holmes Ingalls (13 May 1940 – 6 March 2019) was an American-born author
who had lived in the United Kingdom from 1965 onwards. She won the 1970 
Authors' Club First Novel Award for Theft. Her novella Mrs. Caliban was published in
1982, and her book of short stories Times Like These in 2005.
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Inglis, Fred. A Short History of Celebrity. Princeton. 2010. Princeton University 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780691135625. 311 pages.
hardcover. Inventory # 37718. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Love it or hate it, celebrity is one of the dominant 
features of modern life--and one of the least understood. Fred Inglis sets out to 
correct this problem in this entertaining and enlightening social history of modern 
celebrity, from eighteenth-century London to today’s Hollywood. Vividly written and 
brimming with fascinating stories of figures whose lives mark important moments in 
the history of celebrity, this book explains how fame has changed over the past two-
and-a-half centuries. Starting with the first modern celebrities in mid-eighteenth-
century London, including Samuel Johnson and the Prince Regent, the book traces 
the changing nature of celebrity and celebrities through the age of the Romantic 
hero, the European fin de siècle, and the Gilded Age in New York and Chicago. In 
the twentieth century, the book covers the Jazz Age, the rise of political celebrities 
such as Mussolini, Hitler, and Stalin, and the democratization of celebrity in the 
postwar decades, as actors, rock stars, and sports heroes became the leading 
celebrities. Arguing that celebrity is a mirror reflecting some of the worst as well as 
some of the best aspects of modern history itself, Inglis considers how the lives of 
the rich and famous provide not only entertainment but also social cohesion and, like
morality plays, examples of what--and what not--to do. This book will interest anyone
who is curious about the history that lies behind one of the great preoccupations of 
our lives.

Fred Inglis is Honorary Professor of Cultural History at the University of Warwick and
a former member of the School of Social Science at the Institute for Advanced Study
in Princeton. He is the author of more than twenty books, including The Cruel 
Peace: Everyday Life in the Cold War (Basic).
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Inglis, Fred. History Man: The Life of R. G. Collingwood. Princeton. 2009. Princeton
University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780691130149. 
400 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37385. $39.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is the first biography of the last and greatest British 
idealist philosopher, R. G. Collingwood (1889-1943), a man who both thought and 
lived at full pitch. Best known today for his philosophies of history and art, 
Collingwood was also a historian, archaeologist, sailor, artist, and musician. A figure
of enormous energy and ambition, he took as his subject nothing less than the 
whole of human endeavor, and he lived in the same way, seeking to experience the
complete range of human passion. In this vivid and swiftly paced narrative, Fred 
Inglis tells the dramatic story of a remarkable life, from Collingwood's happy 
Lakeland childhood to his successes at Oxford, his archaeological digs as a 
renowned authority on Roman Britain, his solo sailing adventures in the English 
Channel, his long struggle with illness, and his sometimes turbulent romantic life. In
a manner unheard of today, Collingwood attempted to gather all aspects of human 
thought into a single theory of practical experience, and he wrote sweeping accounts
of history, art, science, politics, metaphysics, and archaeology, as well as a highly 
regarded autobiography. Above all, he dedicated his life to arguing that history--not 
science--is the only source of moral and political wisdom and self-knowledge. 
Linking the intellectual and personal sides of Collingwood's life, and providing a rich
history of his milieu, History Man also assesses Collingwood's influence on 
generations of scholars after his death and the renewed recognition of his 
importance and interest today.

Fred Inglis is the author of more than twenty books, including People's Witness: The
Journalist in Modern Politics and The Cruel Peace: Everyday Life and the Cold War
(Basic). He is professor emeritus of cultural studies at the University of Sheffield.
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Inglot, Joanna. Figurative Sculpture of Magdalena Abakanowicz: Bodies, 
Environments, and Myths. Berkeley. 2004. University Of California Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0520231252. 176 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 35134. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Since the early 1980s, the Polish artist Magdalena 
Abakanowicz (b. 1930) has gained worldwide acclaim for her role in the revival of 
figuration in late-twentieth-century sculpture. Her cycles of headless, hollow, and 
crude burlap crowds of the mid-1970s and the 1980s, exhibited in major museums 
across America, Europe, and Asia, are roundly praised for their expressive power 
and innovative form. In this first scholarly art historical analysis of Abakanowicz’s 
figurative sculpture, Joanna Inglot penetrates the myth of isolation that surrounds 
and obscures this internationally celebrated artist to disclose the artistic, 
sociopolitical, and cultural context in which Abakanowicz has lived and worked. 
Examining Abakanowicz’s representations of the human body from the fiber works 
of the 1960s known as Abakans through her War Games and outdoor environments
of the 1980s and early 1990s, Inglot shows how these works engage the 
international art scene and the figurative sculpture of postwar Poland, and how they
reflect a particular generation’s experience of war and communism. With reference 
to Abakanowicz’s use of national symbols and ceremonies drawn from the public 
and political discourse of the 1970s and 1980s, Inglot explains the complexity of the
artist’s attitudes toward contemporary politics and the troubled history of her native 
country. Inglot clearly locates Abakanowicz as a major contemporary sculptor whose
works have embodied innovations in style and media and reflected important 
sociopolitical issues.

Joanna Inglot is Associate Professor of Art History at the College of St. Catherine in
St. Paul, Minnesota.
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Innes, Michael. The Case of the Journeying Boy. New York. 1950. Pocket Books. 
1st Pocket Books Paperback Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 374 pages. 
paperback. 741. Inventory # 37154. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - WARNING: To HUMPHREY PAXTON, the journeying 
boy - RUN with all your strength. RUN from the boy who looks just like you. RUN 
from the danger that threatens your famous father and his scientific genius. RUN 
from the strange hands ready to snatch you away. RUN, RUN, RUN from DEATH 
stalking you at every railroad station, every pier, every crossroad!

Professor John Innes Mackintosh Stewart (30 September 1906 – 12 November 
1994) was a Scottish novelist and academic. He is equally well known for the works
of literary criticism and contemporary novels published under his real name and for 
the crime fiction published under the pseudonym of Michael Innes.
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Inoue, Yasushi and Ikeda, Daisaku. Letters of Four Seasons. Tokyo. 1980. 
Kodansha. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0870114131. Translated from the 
Japanese by Richard L. Gage. 123 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 4820. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An exchange of letters between two prominent Japanese
men of letters - Daisaku Ikeda, an educator and writer, and Yasushi Inoue, a 
journalist and novelist. In this exchange of letters, covering one year, beginning in 
April, 1975, Ikeda (Japanese novelist) and Inoue (Buddhist poet) write of their 
travels and work, of close friends, of writers, artists and public figures they have 
known, of seasons and places, impressions and reflections. Their themes are 
universal: life and death, health and sickness, aging and the vitality of youth, 
teaching and learning, the past present and future.

Yasushi Inoue (May 6, 1907 – January 29, 1991) was a Japanese writer of poetry, 
essays, short fiction, and novels. He was originally from Asahikawa, Hokkaido. 
Inoue is famous for his serious historical fiction of ancient Japan and the Asian 
continent, including Wind and Waves, Tun-huang, and Confucius, but his work also 
included semi-autobiographical novels and short fiction of great humor, pathos, and
wisdom like Shirobamba and Asunaro Monogatari, which depicted the setting of the
author's own life — Japan of the early to mid twentieth century — in revealing 
perspective. Daisaku Ikeda (born January 2, 1928) is a Buddhist philosopher, 
educator, author, and nuclear disarmament advocate. He has served as the third 
president and then honorary president of the Soka Gakkai, the largest of Japan's 
new religious movements.keywords
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Inoue, Yasushi. Chronicle of My Mother. Tokyo. 1982. Kodansha. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0870115332. Translated from the Japanese by 
Jean Oda Moy. 164 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 4821. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In CHRONICLE OF MY MOTHER (1975) Inoue tells 
without sentimentality about his strained relationship with his father, and his mother's
illness, when she declines into senility. His father's attempt to reach his son with a 
simple gesture, shaking hands, ends sadly: ‘Just that – two hands gently holding 
onto each other. Then in the next instant I felt my hand being softly pushed away. It
was a sensation similar to the slight jerk of the tip of a fishing rod.’ In his mother's 
fate the author examines the themes of loss, resignation, and loneliness – she 
forgets her marriage and husband and sinks into a timeless world of childhood 
images.

Yasushi Inoue (May 6, 1907 – January 29, 1991) was a Japanese writer of poetry, 
essays, short fiction, and novels. He was originally from Asahikawa, Hokkaido. 
Inoue is famous for his serious historical fiction of ancient Japan and the Asian 
continent, including Wind and Waves, Tun-huang, and Confucius, but his work also 
included semi-autobiographical novels and short fiction of great humor, pathos, and
wisdom like Shirobamba and Asunaro Monogatari, which depicted the setting of the
author's own life — Japan of the early to mid twentieth century — in revealing 
perspective. 'Inoue, who is one of Japan's most prolific writers today, started 
relatively late as a novelist. He was forty-two when he published in 1949 his first 
works, the two novelettes Ryoju and The Bullfight, which the following year won for 
him the top literary prize in Japan, the Akutagawa Prize. His longer The Roof Tile of
Tempyo deals both with art and ancient China; Lou-Lan and The Flood are short 
historical novels of China. Whether he is writing full novels, novelettes, or short-
stories, however, Inoue's penchant for detailed, exhaustive research and historical 
accuracy give his stories a flavor of authenticity. Even the characters in his stories 
can often be traced back to historical individuals.
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Inoue, Yasushi. The Counterfeiter and Other Stories. Rutland. 1965. Tuttle. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. Translated from the Japanese by Leon
Picon. 124 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 14022. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE WORKS of Yasushi Inoue, one of Japan’s most 
important contemporary writers and chroniclers of his society, translate extremely 
well into works that will interest and appeal to Westerners, These three stories, 
rendered into English by Leon Picon, are certainly not exceptions. The translator’s 
excellent introduction gives the reader a good insight into these short stories and 
into the author himself. Human pathos and suffering, loneliness and isolation, 
Oriental fatalism and Buddhistic concepts of predestination form dominant strands in
the fabric of these stories, as they do in virtually all of Inoue’s work. These stories, 
however, also show us the reverse side of the author—his tremendous compassion 
for his fellow human being. In THE COUNTERFEITER, a writer is commissioned to
write the biography of a famous painter but becomes fascinated by a man who 
produced forgeries of the artist’s work. OBASUTE concerns a man s obsession with
a legend of old women being taken to a mountain and abandoned and his 
interpretation of the actions of members of his family in light of this legend. THE 
FULL MOON is a story of company politics, particularly the rise and fall of the firm’s
president, told largely through the incidents at annual company parties. Inoue has 
had training in aesthetics and experience as a newspaper reporter, and both would 
seem to have had marked influences on his style as a writer, Just as his work as a 
reporter is probably responsible for his lengthy research into detailed data before 
writing his stories, his exposure to Oriental art shows through in his descriptive 
powers. His economy of language enables him to present intense drama and 
complex human involvement even in his short stories, But, even more, his 
characters ring true and are made vivid through just the slightest possible 
descriptive statements. YASUSHI INOUE (born 1997) is one of Japan’s most 
important and prolific contemporary writers. His first works, THE BULL FIGHT and 
THE HUNTING GUN (also published in the Tuttle Library of Japanese Literature 
Series), won for him the most coveted literary prize in Japan, the Akutagawa Prize,
He has also received the Ministry of Education Prize for Literature for his TILES OF
THE TEMPYO ERA (1957) and the Mainichi Press Prize for his TUNHAUNG (1959).
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Irvine, Janice M. Talk About Sex: The Battle Over Sex Education in the U.S. 
Berkeley. 2003. University Of California Press. 1st Printing of this revised edition. 
Very Good in Wrappers. 0520243293. New Preface. 294 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 35135. $16.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this lively book, Janice M. Irvine offers not only the first
comprehensive history of the culture wars over sex education but also an important
examination of the politics of sexual speech in the United States. Exploring the clash
between professional sex education advocates on the one hand and the politicized
Christian Right on the other, Irvine vividly demonstrates the crucial role that sexual 
speech plays in cultural politics. Examining a range of issues played out in living 
rooms and schools since the 1960s, she shows how a newly emerging Christian 
Right chose sex education as one of its first battlegrounds, then went on to dominate
the public conversation on the subject. Talk about Sex is a rich and fascinating 
consideration of American sex education’s strategic place in the long history of 
efforts to regulate sexual morality by controlling sexual speech. Irvine’s original 
argument shows how sex education served as a bridge issue between the Old Right
and the New Right. Exploring the political uses of emotion as it relates to sexuality, 
Irvine demonstrates how this movement draws on the tenacious power of sexual 
shame and fear in order to galvanize opposition to sex education. This book skillfully
demonstrates how–by framing sex education as radical, dangerous, and immoral–
the Right has fostered a climate in which it is risky, as former Surgeon General 
Joycelyn Elders found, to speak out in support of sexuality education.

Janice M. Irvine is Associate Professor of Sociology at the University of 
Massachusetts, Amherst, and author of Disorders of Desire: Sex and Gender in 
Modern American Sexology (1990).
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Irving, Washington (Read by Glenn Close). The Legend of Sleepy Hollow. New 
York. Rabbit Ears/Simon & Schuster. Hardcover book with audio cassette. Very 
Good in Hardcover and Slipcase. A Rabbitt Ears minibook and cassette. 
0689802021. Illustrated by Robert Van Nutt. Music by Tim Story. 7 Years. 36 pages.
hardcover with cassette. Inventory # 43738. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - “The Legend of Sleepy Hollow” is a short story by 
American author Washington Irving, contained in his collection of 34 essays and 
short stories entitled The Sketch Book of Geoffrey Crayon, Gent. Written while Irving
was living abroad in Birmingham, England, "The Legend of Sleepy Hollow" was first
published in 1820. Along with Irving's companion piece "Rip Van Winkle", "The 
Legend of Sleepy Hollow" is among the earliest examples of American fiction with 
enduring popularity.

Washington Irving (April 3, 1783 – November 28, 1859) was an American author, 
essayist, biographer, historian, and diplomat of the early 19th century. He is best 
known for his short stories 'Rip Van Winkle' (1819) and 'The Legend of Sleepy 
Hollow' (1820).
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Irving, Washington. The Sketch Book. New York. 1961. Signet/New American 
Library. Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
Afterword by Perry Miller. 381 pages. paperback. CT282. Cover: Tsao. Inventory # 
32834. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Published in 1820, Washington Irving's celebrated 
SKETCH BOOK has proved as enduring as the enchanted Kaatskill Mountains he 
immortalized. From these masterpieces in miniature have emerged such universal 
figures of American fiction and fantasy as Rip Van Winkle, Ichabod Crane, and the 
Headless Horseman of Sleepy Hollow. Sage, storyteller, wit, Washington Irving 
touched on many subjects and treated each with a master's hand. Included in his 
volume are tales of romance, vignettes on bygone English customs, travel pictures, 
reflections on historic landmarks, essays on the American Indian, biographical 
discourses, and literary musings. Fresh in theme, bewitching in style, and superb in
craftsmanship, his stories earned Washington Irving his place as father of American
literature. Thackeray called Washington Irving the 'first ambassador whom the New
World of Letters sent to the Old.'

Washington Irving (April 3, 1783 – November 28, 1859) was an American author, 
essayist, biographer, historian, and diplomat of the early 19th century. He is best 
known for his short stories 'Rip Van Winkle' (1819) and 'The Legend of Sleepy 
Hollow' (1820).
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Isegawa, Moses. Abyssinian Chronicles. New York. 2000. Knopf. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0375406131. 465 pages. hardcover. Cover: John
Casado/Susan Carroll. Inventory # 28100. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Like Salman Rushdie's Midnight's Children and Gabriel
Garcia Marquez's One Hundred Years of Solitude, Moses Isegawa's Abyssinian 
Chronicles tells a riveting story of twentieth-century Africa that is passionate in vision
and breathtaking in scope. At the center of this unforgettable tale is Mugezi, a young
man who manages to make it through the hellish reign of Idi Amin and experiences 
firsthand the most crushing aspects of Ugandan society: he withstands his distant 
father's oppression and his mother's cruelty in the name of Catholic zeal, endures 
the ravages of war, rape, poverty, and AIDS, and yet he is able to keep a hopeful 
and even occasionally amusing outlook on life. Mugezi's hard-won observations 
form a cri de coeur for a people shaped by untold losses.

Moses Isegawa, also known as Sey Wava (born 10 August 1963), is a Ugandan 
author. He has written novels set against the political turmoil of Uganda, which he 
left in 1990 for the Netherlands. His debut novel, Abyssinian Chronicles, was first 
published in Amsterdam in 1998, selling more than 100,000 copies and gaining him
widespread national attention. It was also very well reviewed when published in 
English in the United Kingdom and United States, in 2001. Isegawa became a 
naturalized Dutch citizen, but he returned to live in Uganda in 2006.
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Ishay, Micheline R. History of Human Rights: From Ancient Times to the 
Globalization Era. Berkeley. 2004. University Of California Press. 1st Paperback 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0520234979. 469 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
35136. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Micheline Ishay recounts the dramatic struggle for 
human rights across the ages in a book that brilliantly synthesizes historical and 
intellectual developments from the Mesopotamian Codes of Hammurabi to today’s 
era of globalization. As she chronicles the clash of social movements, ideas, and 
armies that have played a part in this struggle, Ishay illustrates how the history of 
human rights has evolved from one era to the next through texts, cultural traditions,
and creative expression. Writing with verve and extraordinary range, she develops a
framework for understanding contemporary issues from the debate over 
globalization to the intervention in Kosovo to the climate for human rights after 
September 11, 2001. The only comprehensive history of human rights available, the
book will be essential reading for anyone concerned with humankind’s quest for 
justice and dignity. Ishay structures her chapters around six core questions that 
have shaped human rights debate and scholarship: What are the origins of human 
rights? Why did the European vision of human rights triumph over those of other 
civilizations? Has socialism made a lasting contribution to the legacy of human 
rights? Are human rights universal or culturally bound? Must human rights be 
sacrificed to the demands of national security? Is globalization eroding or advancing
human rights? As she explores these questions, Ishay also incorporates notable 
documents–writings, speeches, and political statements–from activists, writers, and 
thinkers throughout history.

Micheline R. Ishay is Professor and Director of the International Human Rights 
Program at the Graduate School of International Studies at the University of Denver.
She is the author of Internationalism and Its Betrayal (1995), editor of The Human 
Rights Reader: Major Speeches, Essays, and Documents from the Bible to the 
Present (1997), and coeditor of The Nationalism Reader (1995).
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Ishiguro, Kazuo. When We Were Orphans. New York. 2000. Knopf. Advance 
Reader's Edition. Very Good in Slightly Scuffed Wrappers. 0375410546. 352 pages.
paperback. Inventory # 30884. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A masterful novel from one of the most admired writers 
of our time. Christopher Banks, an English boy born in early-20th-century Shanghai,
is orphaned at age nine when both his mother and father disappear under 
suspicious circumstances. He grows up to become a renowned detective, and more
than 20 years later, returns to Shanghai to solve the mystery of the disappearances.
Within the layers of the narrative told in Christopher's precise, slightly detached 
voice are revealed what he can't, or wont, see: that the simplest desires-a child's for
his parents, a man's for understanding-may give rise to the most complicated truths.
A feat of narrative skill and soaring imagination, When We Were Orphans is Kazuo 
Ishiguro at his brilliant best.

Kazuo Ishiguro (born 8 November 1954) is a British novelist. Born in Nagasaki 
Japan, his family moved to England in 1960 when he was five. Ishiguro obtained his
Bachelor's degree from the University of Kent in 1978 and his Master's from the 
University of East Anglia's creative-writing course in 1980. Ishiguro is one of the 
most celebrated contemporary fiction authors in the English-speaking world, having 
received four Man Booker Prize nominations, and winning the 1989 award for his 
novel The Remains of the Day. In 2008, The Times ranked Ishiguro 32nd on their list
of 'The 50 greatest British writers since 1945'.
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Ishiguro, Kazuo. When We Were Orphans. New York. 2000. Knopf. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0375410546. 352 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
28209. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A masterful novel from one of the most admired writers 
of our time. Christopher Banks, an English boy born in early-20th-century Shanghai,
is orphaned at age nine when both his mother and father disappear under 
suspicious circumstances. He grows up to become a renowned detective, and more
than 20 years later, returns to Shanghai to solve the mystery of the disappearances.
Within the layers of the narrative told in Christopher's precise, slightly detached 
voice are revealed what he can't, or wont, see: that the simplest desires-a child's for
his parents, a man's for understanding-may give rise to the most complicated truths.
A feat of narrative skill and soaring imagination, When We Were Orphans is Kazuo 
Ishiguro at his brilliant best.

Kazuo Ishiguro (born 8 November 1954) is a British novelist. Born in Nagasaki 
Japan, his family moved to England in 1960 when he was five. Ishiguro obtained his
Bachelor's degree from the University of Kent in 1978 and his Master's from the 
University of East Anglia's creative-writing course in 1980. Ishiguro is one of the 
most celebrated contemporary fiction authors in the English-speaking world, having 
received four Man Booker Prize nominations, and winning the 1989 award for his 
novel The Remains of the Day. In 2008, The Times ranked Ishiguro 32nd on their list
of 'The 50 greatest British writers since 1945'.
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Ishikawa, Tatsuzo. Resistance at Forty-Eight. Tokyo. 1960. Hokuseido Press. 1st 
Edition. Very Good. No Dustjacket. Translated from the Japanese by Kazuma 
Nakayama. 343 pages. hardcover. Inscribed by the Translator. Inventory # 36802. 
$32.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - RESISTANCE AT FORTY-EIGHT is a novel by veteran 
Japanese writer Ishikawa Tatuzo and first published serially in the national 
newspaper, YOMIURI from November 1955 to April 1956. The book portrays a 
white-collar worker’s struggles with his own marginalization. Nishimura Kotaro, 
having served for two dozen years as a minor executive in a Tokyo insurance 
company, hungers for an escape from his conventional daily routine. Just once he 
wants to fulfill his vision of kaisho, or virility, by having an affair with a younger 
woman. He confronts however a decline in his vigour and resulting heartbreak 
before realizing that he must begin to try to accept his place in the universe 
graciously.

Tatsuzō Ishikawa (July 2, 1905—January 31, 1985) was a Japanese author. He was
the winner of the first Akutagawa Prize. Born in Yokote, Akita Prefecture, Japan, 
Ishikawa was raised in several places, including Kyoto and Okayama Prefecture. He
entered Waseda University's literature department but left before graduating. In 
1930 he left Japan for Brazil and worked on a farm. Ishikawa won the first 
Akutagawa Prize in 1935 for Sōbō, a novel based on his experiences in Brazil. In 
December 1937, Ishikawa was dispatched to Nanjing as a special reporter by the 
Chūō Kōron publishing company. After landing in Shanghai, he arrived in Nanjing in
January 1938, weeks after the fall of the city to the Imperial Japanese Army. 
Embedded in a squadron later connected to the Nanking Massacre, Ishikawa wrote
a fictional account of the atrocities suffered by Chinese civilians as well as the 
widespread pessimism of the Japanese soldiers. Due to its controversial subject 
matter, nearly one-fourth of its contents was censored even before it was scheduled
to be serialized in Chūō Kōron.
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Iskandar, Adel and Rustom, Hakem (editors). Edward Said: Emancipation and 
Representation. Berkeley. 2010. University of California Press. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520258907. 548 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
37747. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is conceived of as an indispensable resource on, 
and most rigorous account of, Edward Said's contribution to knowledge through the
prism of the world's top scholars, critics, writers, and activists. This objective in itself
sets this volume apart from all other books published about Said. Since this book will
be the first to be both conceived and published after his death looking at his career 
in its entirety, both within and beyond the academy.Divided into several thematic 
sections, this volume includes at least one contribution about/from disciplines that 
were cultivated by Said's writings. Further, one section discusses his contribution to
activism, an area that has not been adequately explored in academic books that 
review Said's work. Said's last project was the formation of Eastern/Western Divan
with Daniel Barenboim. A chapter of the book examins his views on rapprochement 
in the Middle East conflict, and will include special interviews with artists, such as 
Barenboim, one of the world’s leading conductors. There is also an original interview
about Said with Noam Chomsky, the world-renown linguist and activist.

Adel Iskandar is Visiting Scholar at the Center for Contemporary Arab Studies 
(CCAS), Georgetown University. He is the author of Al-Jazeera: The Story of the 
Network that is Rattling Governments and Redefining Modern Journalism. Hakem 
Rustom is a doctoral candidate in the Department of Anthropology at the London 
School of Economics.
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Islas, Arturo. Migrant Souls. New York. 1990. Morrow. 1st Printing. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0688074103. 249 pages. hardcover. Jacket design & illustration by 
Bascove. Inventory # 21375. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When iron-willed Josie Salazar’s husband walks out on 
her and their two daughters, she flees California and returns to her Texas hometown
just above the Mexican border. It seems her husband, Harold Newman, had good 
reason to dissolve their marriage, but this masterly novel’s winding, nonlinear plot 
only gradually divulges the secrets of Josie’s sprawling clan, introduced in Islas’s 
well-received first novel, THE RAIN GOD. The second installment in a projected 
trilogy vigorously portrays three generations of Mexican-Americans fighting prejudice
while struggling to achieve self-definition. Their adaptive responses to Anglo culture
vary sharply: Josie’s proud, atheistic father, Sancho, is easygoing; her pious aunt 
Jesus Maria sees sin everywhere; her favorite cousin, Miguel Chico, a closet 
homosexual, becomes a writer and is labeled an ‘ethnic novelist’. - PUBLISHERS 
WEEKLY.

Arturo Islas, Jr. (May 25, 1938 – February 15, 1991) was an English professor and 
novelist from El Paso, Texas, whose writing focused on the experience of Chicano 
cultural duality. He received three degrees from Stanford: a B.A. in 1960, a Masters 
in 1963 and a Ph.D. in 1971, when he joined the Stanford faculty. Islas was one of 
the first Chicanos in the United States to earn a Ph.D. in English. In 1976, he 
became the first Chicano faculty member to receive tenure at Stanford. Islas died on
February 15, 1991 from complications related to AIDS.keywords

Literature Ethnic 
America Hispanic
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Ismail, Barbara. Shadow Play. New York. 2017. Felony & Mayhem. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781631941139. 219 pages. paperback. Inventory
# 43351. $14.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Shadow Play is the first in a series set in rural Malaysia 
during the 1970s. At the center of the series is Mak Cik Maryam, one of the middle-
aged "aunties" who sell batiks in the local market and offer advice on any subject 
that might cross their paths. Of course, not everyone is grateful for the advice. The 
new police chief, for example, seems to imagine that he could solve this terrible 
murder on his own, without Maryam's help. She soon puts him straight, and sets out
sleuthing. But solving the murder will take Maryam into some hidden corners of a 
community she thought she knew well. It will introduce her to some ugly aspects of 
the Shadow Play -- the traditional Malyasian theater and the performers who 
specialize in it. And it will require her to acknowledge that jealousy, rivalries and 
even black magic run like a dark river through a world she had imagined was simple
and sunlit.

Barbara Ismail is an American author and anthropologist who spent time in Malaysia
in the 1970s and 1980s, learning the local languages and getting to know the 
people. She has drawn on that knowledge for this series of Malaysian mysteries. 
Ismail lives in Brooklyn.
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Ivins, Molly. You Got To Dance With the m What Brung You: Politics in the Clinton 
Years. New York. 1998. Random House. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0679404465. 248 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by Wyatt McSpadden. 
Inventory # 24963. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - YOU GOT TO DANCE WITH THEM WHAT BRUNG 
YOU brings together a first-class collection of smart, spirited, and fiercely funny 
writings. From the wild and woolly politics of her native Texas to the waffling in the 
Oval Office, Molly Ivins exposes the fatuous and hypocritical at all levels of public 
life. Whether she’s writing about the 1996 presidential candidates (‘Dole contributed
perhaps the funniest line of the year with his immortal observation that tobacco is 
not addictive but that too much milk might be bad for us. The check from the dairy 
lobby must have been late that week’), conspiracy theorists (‘Twenty-five years in 
the newspaper bidness have given me a fairly strong faith in the proposition that if 
you haven’t read about it in The Daily Disappointment or seen it on the network 
news, it’s probably not true’), or cultural trends (‘I saw a restaurant in Seattle that 
specialized in latte and barbecue. Barbecue and latte. I came home immediately’), 
Molly takes on the issues of the day with her trademark good sense and inimitable 
wit.

Mary Tyler "Molly" Ivins (August 30, 1944 – January 31, 2007) was an American 
newspaper columnist, author, political commentator, and humorist. Born in California
and raised in Texas, Ivins attended Smith College and the Columbia University 
Graduate School of Journalism. She began her journalism career at the Minneapolis
Tribune where she became the first female police reporter at the paper. Ivins joined 
the Texas Observer in the early 1970s and later moved to The New York Times. 
She became a columnist for the Dallas Times Herald in the 1980s, and then the Fort
Worth Star-Telegram after the Times Herald was sold and shuttered. The column 
was subsequently syndicated by Creators Syndicate and carried by hundreds of 
newspapers. A biography of Ivins, Molly Ivins: A Rebel Life, was co-written in 2010 
by PEN-USA winning presidential biographer Bill Minutaglio and W. Michael Smith.
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Iyer, Pico. Cuba and the Night. New York. 1995. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0679440526. 239 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by 
Richard Bickel. Inventory # 21015. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Having captivated readers with such gems of travel 
writing as VIDEO NIGHT IN KATHMANDU, Pico Iyer now presents a novel whose 
central character is another place: the melancholy, ebullient, and dazzlingly 
inconsistent island that is Castro’s Cuba. The setting is Havana. The story is a love 
story, one as odd and passionate as the place it’s set in. Richard is an American 
photographer at an emotional dead end. Lourdes is a vivacious young Cuban riding
on dreams. Amid a confusion of motives, they are drawn together.

Siddharth Pico Raghavan Iyer (born 11 February 1957), known as Pico Iyer, is a 
British-born essayist and novelist of Indian origin. He is the author of numerous 
books on crossing cultures including Video Night in Kathmandu, The Lady and the 
Monk and The Global Soul. An essayist for Time since 1986, he also publishes 
regularly in Harper's, The New York Review of Books, The New York Times, and 
many other publications.
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Iyer, Pico. Sun After Dark: Flights Into the Foreign. New York. 2004. Knopf. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0375415068. 223 pages. paperback. 
Jacket photograph: (insets, top to bottom) S.I.N./Corbis; K. Plunket Versuly/Getty 
Images; (background) Glen Allison/Getty Images. Jacket design Abby Weintraub. 
Inventory # 12388. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Pico Iyer - one of our most compelling and profoundly 
provocative travel writers - invites us to accompany him on an array of exotic 
explorations, from L.A. and Yemen to Haiti and Ethiopia, from a Bolivian prison to a
hidden monastery in Tibet. He goes to Cambodia, where the main tourist attraction 
is a collection of skulls from the Khmer Rouge killing fields, and travels through 
southern Arabia in the weeks before September 11, 2001. He practices meditation 
with Leonard Cohen and discusses geopolitics with the Dalai Lama, travels to Easter
Island and through the imaginative terrains of W. G. Sebald and Kazuo Ishiguro, 
weaving physical and psychological challenges together into a seamless narrative. 
Throughout his travels, the familiar thrill of adventure is haunted by the unsettling 
questions that arise for Iyer everywhere he goes: How do we reconcile suffering with
the sunlight often found around it? How does the foreign instruct the traveler, 
Precisely by discomfiting him? And how does travel take us more deeply into reality,
both within us and without? Intensely affecting, Iyer’s explorations are a road map of
thinking in new ways about our changing world.

Siddharth Pico Raghavan Iyer (born 11 February 1957), known as Pico Iyer, is a 
British-born essayist and novelist of Indian origin. He is the author of numerous 
books on crossing cultures including Video Night in Kathmandu, The Lady and the 
Monk and The Global Soul. An essayist for Time since 1986, he also publishes 
regularly in Harper's, The New York Review of Books, The New York Times, and 
many other publications.
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Jack, Ian (editor). Granta 62: What Young Men Do. New York. 1998. Penguin 
Books. 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0140141545. 255 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 31358. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The newest GRANTA annual features an interview with
Martha Gellhorn on the subject of marriage; civil war and economic collapse in 
Indonesia; a photographic essay on Jakarta's last boom; a humorous piece by Todd
McEwen on the fetish of high heels; a look at the Northern soul (opposite the 
Southern soul?); and a timely article entitled 'The Mistress', about a young woman 
entangled in lies.

Ian Jack is a British journalist and writer who has edited the Independent on Sunday
and the literary magazine Granta and now writes regularly for The Guardian.
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Jackson, Brian Keith. The Queen of Harlem. New York. 2002. Doubleday. Advance
Bound Galley. Very Good in Wrappers. 0385502958. 239 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 32189. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Mason Randolph, a black preppie of impeccable 
Southern pedigree, is bound for Stanford Law School after graduating from college.
Before embarking on the path to his golden future, however, he takes a detour 
through Harlem, where he intends to live 'authentically' with 'real black people.' 
Mason takes the name 'Malik' and moves into the orbit of the ever-fabulous Carmen,
uptown diva and doyenne of Harlem. Carmen, always ready to have a handsome 
young man at her fabulous soirees and to add to her devoted entourage, happily 
takes him under her wing. Fueled by his parents' money and dodging the people 
who remember him as Mason Randolph, 'Malik' masquerades as a 'ghettonian,' 
exploring the wonders and pleasures of a Harlem in the midst of a second 
Renaissance. But his odyssey takes a different turn when he meets Kyra, whose 
world mirrors the one he has abandoned. As he contemplates the choices Kyra has
made, and begins to reexamine his own presumptions about identity and 
authenticity, Mason realize that everyone has something to hide and that to get what
we want, we have to be willing to let go of our secrets.

Brian Keith Jackson (b. 1968), is an American novelist, essayist and culture writer 
based in Harlem, New York. Jackson was raised in Monroe, Louisiana, the only child
of a middle class family. He and was influenced by the compassion and wisdoms 
bequeathed to him by his great-grandmother, whom he knew personally and who 
survived the end of slavery.
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Jackson, Brian Keith. Walking Through Mirrors. New York. 1998. Pocket Books. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0671568930. 258 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Jeanne M. Lee. Inventory # 26057. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In his breathtaking debut, The View From Here, Brian 
Keith Jackson took us inside the heart of black family life in the rural South. Now, in
a novel that resonates with pure emotion, he sends photographer Jeremy Bishop 
back to Elsewhere, Louisiana, for the funeral that marks the end of his father's life -
and the true beginning of his own. His grandmother, Mama B, called him Patience. 
Jeremy was, she said, the most agreeable child. He would have liked to tell her that,
even while growing up, his hidden wants festered deep inside him. His mother died 
just hours after his birth, and he was raised by Mama B and his Aunt Jess after his 
father disappeared. Even after his dad returned one day with his new family, Jeremy
kept his distance. But it is a decade later, and Jeremy, now a successful New York 
photographer, gets a phone call from Louisiana. It is time for Jeremy Bishop to 
journey the long way home to help bury his father. In the graveyard where his 
father's body will be laid to rest; in a stranger's appearance at the wake; in a suicide;
a murder; and finally inside a cardboard box that had belonged to his father, Jeremy
will find himself in ways he never imagined. Conjuring Jeremy's youth in flashbacks
as textured as the denim patch on his grandmother's rocking chair, Jackson weaves
together past and present in a novel at once astonishing and universally human.

Brian Keith Jackson (b. 1968), is an American novelist, essayist and culture writer 
based in Harlem, New York. Jackson was raised in Monroe, Louisiana, the only child
of a middle class family. He and was influenced by the compassion and wisdoms 
bequeathed to him by his great-grandmother, whom he knew personally and who 
survived the end of slavery.
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Jackson, Brooks. Honest Graft: Big Money and the American Political Process. New
York. 1988. Knopf. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394564529. 339 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Mark Falls. Inventory # 22589. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this well-researched study, Wall Street Journal 
reporter Jackson describes how special interests often influence election results by
providing needed funds when campaign contributions within legal limits prove 
insufficient. Moreover, with TV ads, polling services, post-free ‘franked’ newsletters,
professional staff work, etc., incumbent members of Congress can overwhelm a 
challenger, notes the author, and therefore frequently run unopposed, thus in effect
disenfranchising the American voter. The heavy cost of campaigning, Jackson finds,
can lead to ‘soft’ or indirect money benefits for a candidate: fund-raising events, 
‘appearance’ fees, investment suggestions and so on. Such measures, he argues, 
are instituted in many cases by political action committees (PACs) representing 
business, labor, banking, real estate and other groups or individuals likely to be 
affected by pending legislation. Jackson details little-known, extra-legal money-
raising devices and names names reaching high up into party leaderships in this 
overlong but eye-opening look at American politics. - PUBLISHER WEEKLY.

Brooks Jackson runs FactCheck.org and was previously an investigative reporter for
the Associated Press, The Wall Street Journal, and CNN. He is the author of Honest
Graft: Big Money and the American Political Process and Broken Promise: Why the
Federal Election Commission Failed. Jackson lives in Washington, D.C.
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Jackson, Jon A. Go By Go. Tucson. 1998. Dennis McMillan Publications. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0939767317. 277 pages. hardcover. 
Signed by the Author. Inventory # 26219. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Pinkerton, a notorious strike-breaking detective agency,
was widely believed to be culpable of the infamous murder in 1917 of I.W.W. 
organizer Frank Little in Butte, Montana. And it appears that Dashiell Hammett may
have been in Butte about that time. Hammett had more than once told people at 
Hollywood cocktail parties that a ‘high ranking officer’ of the Anaconda Copper 
Company had offered him $5000 to kill Little. Based on historic events,’ this novel of
violence is set in 1917 Butte, Montana during period of labor strife following 
catastrophic explosion of the Spectator mine.

Jon A. Jackson (born November 5, 1938) grew up in northern Michigan and now 
lives in the Montana Rockies. He is a devoted jazz fan, an avid angler and a 
carpenter. His Mulheisen novels have been translated into half a dozen European 
languages.
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Jackson, Jon A. La Donna Detroit: A Detective Sergeant Mulheisen Mystery. New 
York. 2000. Atlantic Monthly Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.
0871138107. 284 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket design by David
High. Inventory # 28634. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Newark Star-Ledger has written that Jon A. Jackson
is ‘full of surprises. worth reading, keeping, and rereading.’ In a starred review, 
Publishers Weekly called the Mulheisen books ‘one of the wildest and wittiest crime
series going’ and La Donna Detroit ‘a vastly enjoyable caper.’ It opens as mob boss
Humphrey DiEbola has tracked femme fatale Helen Sedlacek to Montana, where 
she fled after killing Humphrey’s predecessor and running off with millions in Mafia 
cash. Unexpectedly, rather than take vengeance, he offers her redemption. 
Humphrey has also set about drastically downsizing old hands, even turning over his
illegal cigar factory to Helen to make some legitimate, Cuban-quality cigars. Is he 
grooming her to become La Donna Detroit? When a quiet poker party in Humphrey’s
basement leaves all hands dead, Mulheisen smells a rat--and he’s not the only one.
Wry and note-perfect, LA DONNA DETROIT brings Mulheisen up close to the mob’s
most intimate face and confirms Jon A. Jackson’s stature as a master.

Jon A. Jackson (born November 5, 1938) grew up in northern Michigan and now 
lives in the Montana Rockies. He is a devoted jazz fan, an avid angler and a 
carpenter. His Mulheisen novels have been translated into half a dozen European 
languages.
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Jackson, Jon A. Man With An Ax: A Detective Setgeant Mulheisen Mystery. New 
York. 1998. Atlantic Monthly Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0871137089. 234 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 25083. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It's springtime in Detroit and Detective Sergeant 'Fang' 
Mulheisen has settled in for a period of repose - he thinks. But when a young kid 
arrives with an E-mail cartoon message addressed to Mulheisen depicting a murder
and an alluring young historian suddenly wants to know all about Grootka, 
Mulheisen begins a scavenger hunt to uncover the notebooks Grootka left behind. It
turns out that Grootka knew a lot more than he ever told Mulheisen, or anyone. Such
as what happened to Jimmy Hoffa one lonely weekend in an isolated African-
American resort town on the Great Lakes, and the advice Grootka gave him: 'When
push comes to shove, kick is better.' Mulheisen soon discovers that neither the 
young historian nor modern jazz's rising star is what he seems.

Jon A. Jackson (born November 5, 1938) grew up in northern Michigan and now 
lives in the Montana Rockies. He is a devoted jazz fan, an avid angler and a 
carpenter. His Mulheisen novels have been translated into half a dozen European 
languages.
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Jackson, Jon A. Man With An Ax: A Detective Setgeant Mulheisen Mystery. New 
York. 1998. Atlantic Monthly Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0871137089. 234 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Inventory # 25084. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It's springtime in Detroit and Detective Sergeant 'Fang' 
Mulheisen has settled in for a period of repose - he thinks. But when a young kid 
arrives with an E-mail cartoon message addressed to Mulheisen depicting a murder
and an alluring young historian suddenly wants to know all about Grootka, 
Mulheisen begins a scavenger hunt to uncover the notebooks Grootka left behind. It
turns out that Grootka knew a lot more than he ever told Mulheisen, or anyone. Such
as what happened to Jimmy Hoffa one lonely weekend in an isolated African-
American resort town on the Great Lakes, and the advice Grootka gave him: 'When
push comes to shove, kick is better.' Mulheisen soon discovers that neither the 
young historian nor modern jazz's rising star is what he seems.

Jon A. Jackson (born November 5, 1938) grew up in northern Michigan and now 
lives in the Montana Rockies. He is a devoted jazz fan, an avid angler and a 
carpenter. His Mulheisen novels have been translated into half a dozen European 
languages.
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Jackson, Jon A. The Blind Pig. Missoula. 1988. Dennis McMillan Publications. 1st 
Paperback Edition. Good in Wrappers. 0939767074. 228 pages. paperback. Cover:
S. Clay Wilson. Inventory # 31745. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Blind Pig opens as a cop kills an armed intruder and
two hit men shoot a jukebox. It would seem an open-and-shut case, but the 
deceased turns out to have been a hit man for the mob, and Mul finds himself smack
in the middle of a gun-running plot. Meanwhile, a 'delicious kumquat' of a woman is
using her own brand of ammo on Mulheisen in the after-hours world of Detroit jazz,
and Mulheisen has figured out that the shootings revolve around a young man who'd
struck it rich in trucking--and then everything explodes when someone pulls off a 
million-dollar heist. The take? Sleek, beautiful guns--enough to start a war. Guns. 
Everyone has one. The good guys. The bad guys. The guys in between. Mulheisen
can't see the fascination, but he's made a career of cleaning up the messes. Now 
he's on a case that began when a cop shot a prowler, two hit men shot a jukebox, 
and a 'delicious kumquat' of a woman used her own brand of ammo on Mulheisen in
the after-hours world of blind pigs and jazz joints.

Jon A. Jackson (born November 5, 1938) grew up in northern Michigan and now 
lives in the Montana Rockies. He is a devoted jazz fan, an avid angler and a 
carpenter. His Mulheisen novels have been translated into half a dozen European 
languages.
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Jackson, Jon A. The Diehard. New York. 1977. Random House. 1st American 
Edition. Small Tear Mark On Rear Bottom Boards Near the Spine, Otherwise Very 
Good.No Dustjacket. 0394410300. 217 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 28200. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE DIEHARD begins in Indian Village, an exclusive 
enclave in Mulheisen’s crumbling Detroit precinct, when a gorgeous young heiress is
shot and stabbed, apparently during a robbery, and expires on a neighbor’s 
doorstep. Her husband was the only executive of Fidelity Trust Insurance to escape
blame for an embezzlement scandal worth some $20 million. But what is the 
connection, where is the money, and who is the suntanned stranger who is tracking
down the same leads, one step ahead of Mulheisen?

Jon A. Jackson (born November 5, 1938) grew up in northern Michigan and now 
lives in the Montana Rockies. He is a devoted jazz fan, an avid angler and a 
carpenter. His Mulheisen novels have been translated into half a dozen European 
languages.
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Jackson, Kevin. Lawrence of Arabia. London. 2007. British Film Institute. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781844571789. 127 pages. paperback.
Inventory # 36279. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Lawrence of Arabia is widely considered one of the ten 
greatest films ever made—though more often by film goers and filmmakers than by 
critics. This study argues that the film is a unique blend of visionary image-making, 
narrative power, mythopoetic charm and psychological acuteness; far from being a
Boy’s Own Tale, it is one of popular cinema’s greatest tragedies. This volume brings
together a critical analysis of the film and an account of its tangled production history
—combining these elements with the story of attempts by Alexander Korda and 
others to bring Lawrence’s story to the screen.

Kevin Jackson is a Fellow of the Royal Society of Arts and a Companion of the Guild
of St George. His previous publications include Withnail & I (2004).
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Jackson, Lawrence. Ralph Ellison: Emergence of Genius. New York. 2002. Wiley. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0471354147. 498 pages. hardcover.
Jacket Design: Susan Olinsky. Jacket Photograph: (c) Gordon Parks (1952). 
Inventory # 31868. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Author, intellectual, and social critic, Ralph Ellison (1914
-1994) was a pivotal figure in American literature and history and arguably the father
of African American modernism. Universally acclaimed for his first novel, Invisible 
Man, a masterpiece of modern fiction, and, more recently, for JUNETEENTH, Ellison
was recognized with a stunning succession of honors, including the 1953 National 
Book Award. Yet, despite rich literary accomplishment and important friendships, 
political activism, and historical impact, Ellison’s life has never been the subject of a
biography. He has received surprisingly sparse treatment by biographers of other 
leading American literary figures, historians, and social critics. Here, for the first 
time, is a thoroughly researched biography that tells the coming-of-age story of one
of the most gifted and influential writers of our time. Powerfully enhanced by rare 
photographs of Ellison, this long-deserved examination draws from archives, literary
correspondence, and interviews with Ellison’s relatives, friends, and associates. 
Tracing his path from poverty in Dustbowl Oklahoma to his rise among the literary 
elite, Lawrence Jackson explores the author’s relationships with other stars, 
particularly Langston Hughes and Richard Wright, and examines his never-before-
documented involvement in the Socialist Left of the 1930s and ‘40s, the black radical
rights movement of the same period, and the League of American Writers. The 
result is a fascinating portrait of a fraternal cadre of important black writers and 
critics - and the singularly complex and intriguing man at its center. The critical 
success of INVISIBLE MAN would bring a flood of honors: the 1955 Prix de Rome 
from the American Academy of Arts and Letters, the Medal of Freedom, bestowed 
by Richard Nixon in 1969, an honorary doctorate from Harvard in 1974, and election
to both the National Institute of Arts and Letters and the American Academy of Arts
and Letters.

LAWRENCE JACKSON is Assistant Professor of English at Howard University, 
where he specializes in African American literature and criticism.
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Jackson, Michael and Piette, Albert (editors). What is Existential Anthropology?. 
Brooklyn. 2017. Berghahn Books. 1st Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9781785337437. 2 illus., bibliog., index. 280 pages. paperback. Inventory # 41804. 
$34.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - What is existential anthropology, and how would you 
define it? What has been gained by using existential perspectives in your fieldwork 
and writing? Editors Michael Jackson and Albert Piette each invited anthropologists
on both sides of the Atlantic to address these questions and explore how various 
approaches to the human condition might be brought together on the levels of 
method and of theory. Both editors also bring their own perspective: while Jackson 
has drawn on phenomenology, deploying the concepts of intersubjectivity, lifeworld,
experience, existential mobility, and event, Piette has drawn on Heidegger’s Dasein-
analysis, and developed a phenomenographical method for the observation and 
description of human beings in their singularity and ever-changing situations.

Michael Jackson is Distinguished Professor of World Religions at Harvard Divinity 
School. He has done fieldwork among the Kuranko of Sierra Leone, the Warlpiri of 
Central Australia, the Kuku-Yalanji of Cape York Peninsula, and with African 
migrants in Europe. He is the author of over thirty books of ethnography, poetry, and
fiction. Albert Piette is Professor of Anthropology at Paris West University Nanterre 
and researcher at Centre for Ethnology and Comparative Sociology. In fieldwork, he
has observed carnivals and festivals in Belgium, and quotidian life in Catholic 
parishes of France. He is author of over fifteen books in French about the 
epistemology and observation of details, religious phenomena, and rituals.
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Jackson, Sheneska. Blessings. New York. 1998. Simon & Schuster. 1st Printing. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684850354. 295 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Jackie Seow. Inventory # 25161. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - There is no place quite like the local beauty salon, and 
Sheneska Jackson deftly uses this intimate setting as a backdrop for four women 
and their concerns about men, motherhood, and parenting. Patricia, the owner of 
Blessings, has come to terms with her infertility only to discover that her attempt to 
adopt a child brings its own pains and disappointments. Zuma, independent and 
financially secure, is plagued by regrets about an abortion in her past and, with her 
biological clock ticking, resolves to become a mother through artificial insemination.
Faye, a widow and single mother trying her best to provide for her family, struggles 
to control a wild daughter on the brink of womanhood. For Sandy, motherhood is an
unwelcome burden, and she blatantly mistreats her children -- until a crisis leads her
to make a mother's ultimate sacrifice.

Sheneska Jackson was born in South Central Los Angeles and currently lives in the
San Fernando Valley. She teaches fiction writing for UCLA's extension program. 
She is the author of Caught Up in the Rapture and Li'l Mama's Rules.
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Jackson, Sheneska. Caught Up in the Rapture. New York. 1996. Simon & Schuster.
1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684814870. 270 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Mary Schuck. Inventory # 22105. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE #1 BLACKBOARD BESTSELLER. Meet Jazmine 
Deems: she's twenty-six, steppin' out from under her overprotective preacher father,
and determined to escape the streets of South Central and realize her dream of 
making it in the music business. Meet X-Man: he's embroiled in the violence of the 
streets, and seems destined for a life spent hangin' with his homies -- until his talent
as a tapper attracts the attention of a big-lime record producer. Fate brings Jazmine
and X-Man together as promising young stars for the same record company. They 
thrive on the excitement of their new careers and passionate love, until a power-
hungry executive pits them against each other, jeopardizing both their musical 
careers and romantic future. Follow Jazmine and X-man as they discover that with 
the right mix of love and determination, it doesn't matter where you're from, it's 
where you're at.

Sheneska Jackson was born in South Central Los Angeles and currently lives in the
San Fernando Valley. She teaches fiction writing for UCLA's extension program. 
She is the author of Caught Up in the Rapture and Li'l Mama's Rules.
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Jackson, Sheneska. Caught Up in the Rapture. New York. 1996. Simon & Schuster.
Advance Reading Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 0684814870. 270 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 1802. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE #1 BLACKBOARD BESTSELLER. Meet Jazmine 
Deems: she's twenty-six, steppin' out from under her overprotective preacher father,
and determined to escape the streets of South Central and realize her dream of 
making it in the music business. Meet X-Man: he's embroiled in the violence of the 
streets, and seems destined for a life spent hangin' with his homies -- until his talent
as a tapper attracts the attention of a big-lime record producer. Fate brings Jazmine
and X-Man together as promising young stars for the same record company. They 
thrive on the excitement of their new careers and passionate love, until a power-
hungry executive pits them against each other, jeopardizing both their musical 
careers and romantic future. Follow Jazmine and X-man as they discover that with 
the right mix of love and determination, it doesn't matter where you're from, it's 
where you're at.

Sheneska Jackson was born in South Central Los Angeles and currently lives in the
San Fernando Valley. She teaches fiction writing for UCLA's extension program. 
She is the author of Caught Up in the Rapture and Li'l Mama's Rules.
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Jackson, Sheneska. Li'l Mama's Rules. New York. 1997. Simon & Schuster. 
Advance Reader's Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 0684818426. Author Of Caught 
Up In The Rapture. 269 pages. paperback. Inventory # 23329. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Meet Madison Maguire -- a modern-day heroine to 
embrace and admire. She's feisty, gorgeous, smart, and savvy; on the surface, she
appears to have it all. She's single and loving it, playing the field and sticking to the 
rules of dating she's learned through life's tough breaks. Madison holds her own as 
she fends off advances from two-bit actors, old flames, and a secret admirer who is
determined to bring love into her life. The rules of the game change, however, when
Mr. Right appears on the scene. But just as Madison is ready to follow the proddings
of her heart, her life turns upside-down, forcing her to learn a whole new set of rules
about love, loss, and trust.

Sheneska Jackson was born in South Central Los Angeles and currently lives in the
San Fernando Valley. She teaches fiction writing for UCLA's extension program. 
She is the author of Caught Up in the Rapture and Li'l Mama's Rules.
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Jackson, Sheneska. Li'l Mama's Rules. New York. 1997. Simon & Schuster. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684818426. Author Of Caught Up In The 
Rapture. 269 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Mary Schuck. Inventory # 23831.
$7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Meet Madison Maguire -- a modern-day heroine to 
embrace and admire. She's feisty, gorgeous, smart, and savvy; on the surface, she
appears to have it all. She's single and loving it, playing the field and sticking to the 
rules of dating she's learned through life's tough breaks. Madison holds her own as 
she fends off advances from two-bit actors, old flames, and a secret admirer who is
determined to bring love into her life. The rules of the game change, however, when
Mr. Right appears on the scene. But just as Madison is ready to follow the proddings
of her heart, her life turns upside-down, forcing her to learn a whole new set of rules
about love, loss, and trust.

Sheneska Jackson was born in South Central Los Angeles and currently lives in the
San Fernando Valley. She teaches fiction writing for UCLA's extension program. 
She is the author of Caught Up in the Rapture and Li'l Mama's Rules.
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Jacob, Margaret C. (editor). The Politics of Western Science 1640-1990. Atlantic 
Highlands. 1994. Humanities Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers.
0391038346. 241 pages. paperback. Inventory # 41036. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Science has never been conducted with quite the cold 
objectivity of popular imagination. On the contrary, as the authors in The Politics of
Western Science set out to show, science has always been carried out within a 
relationship which maintains a dialogue with the political issues of its particular time.
The collection provides an overview for the nonspecialist showing just how political 
choices have influenced scientific ideas and their uses, and the ways in which 
national styles of science, as well as beliefs and ideologies, have shaped the 
contours of science over three hundred years.

Margaret Jacob was born on June 9, 1943, and raised in New York City. Her 
mother, of Irish ancestry, was a domestic worker; her father, of German ancestry, 
was a mechanic. Among her early influences Jacob counts her Irish ancestry, the 
political interests of her parents, her participation in church, her school experience 
studying science, and her aunt, who was a teacher. Jacob was motivated to become
a historian because of an interest in Irish-English conflict and a fascination with the 
past as it shaped the present.
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Jacobs, Barbara. The Dead Leaves. Willimantic. 1993. Curbstone Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 188068408x. Winner Of Mexico's Xavier
Villaurrutia Prize. Translated from the Spanish by David Unger. 126 pages. 
paperback. Cover design by Les Kanturek. Inventory # 18389. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - At the heart of this poetic, biographical novel is a 
poignant, often hilarious recollection of an unusual father, a literate, reflective, gentle
man with quixotic devotion to political principle. In Jacob’s rich and lyrical novel, 
memory affirms the redemptive values of his lonely sacrifices and idealism as they 
surface in a daughter’s memory and reflection.

Bárbara Jacobs (born 19 October 1947) is a Mexican writer, poet, essayist and 
translator. Born in Mexico City in 1947, Jacobs grew up in a home where five 
languages were spoken. Her grandparents were Lebanese Jewish Maronites. After
attending school in Montreal, Quebec, Canada, she returned to Mexico and received
a degree in psychology from the National Autonomous University of Mexico. From 
1974 to 1977, Jacobs taught and conducted research at the College of Mexico. 
Beginning in 1970, Jacobs has published stories and essays in literary magazines 
and supplements. Her novel, Las hojas muertas (Dead leaves; 1987), received the 
Xavier Villaurrutia Award, and has been translated into English, Italian and 
Portuguese. It was also a selection of the Secretariat of Public Education. Some of 
Jacobs' works have been published in collective anthologies in Castilian, English, 
French, Italian and German. Her books have been published in Mexico, US, Spain,
Portugal, Argentina and Italy. Jacobs was married to the writer Augusto Monterroso
(died, 2003), who was the Prince of Asturias Award for Literature laureate in 2000. 
She donated his work to the University of Oviedo.
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Jacobs, Barbara. The Dead Leaves. Willimantic. 1993. Curbstone Press. 
Uncorrected Page Proofs. Very Good in Wrappers. 188068408x. Winner Of 
Mexico's Xavier Villaurrutia Prize. Translated from the Spanish by David Unger. 126
pages. paperback. Cover design by Les Kanturek. Inventory # 19089. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - At the heart of this poetic, biographical novel is a 
poignant, often hilarious recollection of an unusual father, a literate, reflective, gentle
man with quixotic devotion to political principle. In Jacob’s rich and lyrical novel, 
memory affirms the redemptive values of his lonely sacrifices and idealism as they 
surface in a daughter’s memory and reflection.

Bárbara Jacobs (born 19 October 1947) is a Mexican writer, poet, essayist and 
translator. Born in Mexico City in 1947, Jacobs grew up in a home where five 
languages were spoken. Her grandparents were Lebanese Jewish Maronites. After
attending school in Montreal, Quebec, Canada, she returned to Mexico and received
a degree in psychology from the National Autonomous University of Mexico. From 
1974 to 1977, Jacobs taught and conducted research at the College of Mexico. 
Beginning in 1970, Jacobs has published stories and essays in literary magazines 
and supplements. Her novel, Las hojas muertas (Dead leaves; 1987), received the 
Xavier Villaurrutia Award, and has been translated into English, Italian and 
Portuguese. It was also a selection of the Secretariat of Public Education. Some of 
Jacobs' works have been published in collective anthologies in Castilian, English, 
French, Italian and German. Her books have been published in Mexico, US, Spain,
Portugal, Argentina and Italy. Jacobs was married to the writer Augusto Monterroso
(died, 2003), who was the Prince of Asturias Award for Literature laureate in 2000. 
She donated his work to the University of Oviedo.
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Jacobs, Diane. Her Own Woman: The Life of Mary Wollstonecraft. New York. 2001.
Simon & Schuster. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 068481093x. 335
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Jennifer Heisey. Inventory # 29480. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Pioneering eighteenth-century feminist Mary 
Wollstonecraft lived a life as radical as her vision of a fairer world. She overcame 
great disadvantages — poverty (her abusive, sybaritic father squandered the family 
fortune), a frivolous education, and the stigma of being unmarried in a man’s world.
Her life changed when Thomas Paine’s publisher, Joseph Johnson, determined to 
make her a writer. Wollstonecraft’s great feminist document, A VINDICATION OF 
THE RIGHTS OF WOMAN, which brought her fame throughout Europe, insisted that
women reap all the new liberties men were celebrating since the fall of the Bastille in
France. Wollstonecraft lived as fully as a man would, socializing with the great 
painters, poets, and revolutionaries of her era. She traveled to Paris during the 
French Revolution; fell in love with Gilbert Imlay, a fickle American; and, unmarried,
openly bore their daughter, Fanny. Wollstonecraft at last found domestic peace with
the philosopher William Godwin but died giving birth to their daughter, Mary, who 
married Percy Bysshe Shelley, wrote the classic FRANKENSTEIN, and carried on 
her mother’s bold ideas. Wollstonecraft’s first child, Fanny, suffered a more tragic 
fate. This definitive biography of Mary Wollstonecraft gives a balanced, thorough, 
freshly sympathetic view. Diane Jacobs also continues Wollstonecraft’s story by 
concluding with those of her daughters. Her Own Woman is distinguished by the 
author’s use of new first sources, among which are Joseph Johnson’s letters, 
discovered by an heir in the late 1990s, and rare letters referring to Wollstonecraft’s 
lover Gilbert Imlay. Jacobs has written an absorbing narrative that is essential to 
understanding Mary Wollstonecraft’s life and the importance it has had on women 
throughout history.

Diane Jacobs is the author of Her Own Woman: The Life of Mary Wollstonecraft, 
Christmas in July: The Life and Art of Preston Sturges, But We Need the Eggs: The
Magic of Woody Allen, and Hollywood Renaissance: The New Generation of 
Filmmakers and Their Works. Jacobs has taught at Dartmouth College, the 
Columbia University School of the Arts, and the NYU School of Continuing and 
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Jacobsen, J. P. Niels Lyhne. New York. 1967. Twayne Publishers. Hardcover 
Edition. Very Good in Worn Dustjacket With The Remains Of Tape On Both Inside 
Flaps. Translated from the Danish by Hanna Astrup Larsen. 244 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 4846. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - One of the masterworks of Danish literature, Niels Lyhne
is the moving story of a young dreamer and fantast who dabbles with an atheistic 
philosophy of life and in the end is defeated by reality. His failure to cope with life 
and to make a forceful impression on his environment is made plain by his abortive
attempts at literary creativity as well as by his inability to hold the affection of the 
three women in his life. Its motif the conflict between the world of reality and the 
world of dreams, Niels Lyhne is one of the earliest novels of naturalism, and 
embodies many of the important ideas of its time: self-realization, heredity, and 
religion. It is also a psychological novel in which an esthetic view of life and the 
material world is implicit. Jacobsen's writings, particularly in their stylistic perfection,
have inspired a great many Scandinavian novelists. They have also influenced a 
number of Continental writers, notably Thomas Mann. Hanna Astrup Larsen has 
achieved a beautiful English rendition of Jacobsen's style and idiom.

Jens Peter Jacobsen (1847-1885) was a Danish novelist, poet, and scientist, in 
Denmark often just written as J. P. Jacobsen and pronounced as I. P. Jacobsen. He
began the naturalist movement in Danish literature and was a part of the Modern 
Break-Through. The fine literary work of Jacobsen is small: two novels, seven short-
stories, and one volume of posthumous poems, but it places him as one of the most
influential Danish writers. In spite of his not very extensive work Jacobsen s 
international influence is rather strong. In Germany both his novels and poems were
widely read and they are known to have influenced both Rilke and Thomas Mann 
just as it has probably made impression on Lawrence. His works include: Marie 
Grubbe (1876), Niels Lyhne (1880), and Mogens and Other Stories (1882).
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Jacobsen, Rolf. Night Open. Fredonia. 1993. White Pine Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 1877727334. Translated from the Norwegian by 
Olav Grinde. 221 pages. paperback. Cover photograph of Northern Lights by Trym 
Ivar Bergsmo. Inventory # 19010. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Considered the father of modern Norwegian poetry, 
Jacobsen’s work records the extraordinary changes that take place as we move 
from an agrarian to an industrial society. This book gathers work from all his 
published books. ‘Jacobsen is not an idylic poet, but a voice that warns against all 
that which threatens human joy. The poems, translated by Grinde, are splendid.’ - 
Choice.

Rolf Jacobsen (8 March 1907 – 20 February 1994) could be said to be the first 
modernist writer in Norway. Jacobsen's career as a writer spanned more than fifty 
years. He is one of Scandinavia’s most distinguished poets, who launched poetic 
modernism in Norway with his first book, Jord og jern (Earth and Iron) in 1933. 
Jacobsen's work has been translated into over twenty languages. The central theme
in his work is the balance between nature and technology – he was called 'the 
Green Poet' in Norwegian literature.
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Jacobsen, Rolf. The Roads Have Come To An End Now: Selected & Last Poems. 
Port Townsend. 2001. Copper Canyon Press. 2nd Printing. Some Wrinkling to the 
Upper Edges Of The First Few Pages, Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. 
1556591659. Translated from the Norwegian by Robert Bly, Roger Greenwald, & 
Robert Hedin. 171 pages. paperback. Cover art by Art Hansen - 'Vashon 
Farm' (2000). Inventory # 14666. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An early champion of modernism, Norwegian poet Rolf 
Jacobsen 1907-1994) published a body of work that earned him international 
recognition and established him as one of Europe's great poets. His work has been 
translated into twenty languages, enjoying universal appeal in part because his 
clear, direct poetry so amply rewards re-reading. This bilingual collection spans 
Jacobsen's fifty-year career and includes, for the first time in English, his final 
poems. ‘Rolf Jacobsen is one of the West's greatest twentieth-century poets, who 
may be ranked on a par with Auden, Eliot and Montale.’—Stand Magazine.

Rolf Jacobsen (8 March 1907 – 20 February 1994) could be said to be the first 
modernist writer in Norway. Jacobsen's career as a writer spanned more than fifty 
years. He is one of Scandinavia’s most distinguished poets, who launched poetic 
modernism in Norway with his first book, Jord og jern (Earth and Iron) in 1933. 
Jacobsen's work has been translated into over twenty languages. The central theme
in his work is the balance between nature and technology – he was called 'the 
Green Poet' in Norwegian literature.
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Jacobson, Alan. The Hunted. New York. 2001. Pocket Books. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0671026801. 404 pages. hardcover. Inscribed by the 
Author. Cover design by Lisa Litwack. Inventory # 28803. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - How well do you really know the person you love? How 
far would you go to find out? If there was one person in the world Dr. Lauren 
Chambers was sure she could rely on, it was her beloved husband, Michael. 
Recovering from an agoraphobic depression and prone to episodes of blinding 
anxiety, Lauren is a gifted psychologist for whom her husband’s love and support 
mean everything. So when Michael suddenly and mysteriously vanishes, Lauren 
once again finds herself balancing on a knife’s edge, haunted more than ever by an
all-too-familiar paranoia. Is there more to it than paranoia, though? Private 
investigator Nick Bradley believes so. As the pair takes off on a cross-country 
journey in search of answers—a search that yields a series of unsettling truths about
the husband Lauren believed she knew so well—bestselling author Alan Jacobson 
sets into motion a page-turning tale of concealed identities, an assassin’s vendetta,
and murderous revenge. Once again proving his mastery of the shocking twist and 
the ingenious turn, Jacobson leads readers on an exhilarating road thriller built for 
hairpin turns and unexpected detours as Lauren heads for a face-off with the most 
dangerous secret of all: the truth.

Alan Jacobson is an American author of mystery, suspense, thriller and action 
novels. Among his works are the FBI profiler Karen Vail series and the OPSIG Team
Black series, as well as stand alone books and short stories.keywords

Mystery Thriller 
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Jacobson, Dan. No Further West: California Revisited. New York. 1961. Macmillan.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. hardcover. Inventory #
4852. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A series of brilliant, often caustic essays on the 
British/South African author's experiences in California as a fellow at Stanford 
University.

Professor Dan Jacobson was born on 7 March 1929 in Johannesburg, South Africa,
and was educated at Kimberley Boys' High School and the University of 
Witwatersrand, Johannesburg. After the publication of his first two novels, The Trap
(1955) and A Dance in the Sun (1956), he was awarded a one-year Creative Writing
Fellowship at Stanford University (1956-7). From 1965-6 he was Visiting Professor 
at Syracuse University, New York, and he was Reader in English at University 
College London between 1979 and 1986, and Professor of English until 1994 
(Professor Emeritus since 1994). A Long Way from London, a collection of short 
stories published in 1958, won the Mail on Sunday/John Llewellyn Rhys Prize and 
his collection Time of Arrival and Other Essays (1963) won a Somerset Maugham 
Award. His novels include The Evidence of Love (1960), The Beginners (1966), The
Rape of Tamar (1970), The Confessions of Joseph Baisz (1977), which won the 
Jewish Quarterly Literary Prize for Fiction, Hidden in the Heart (1991), and The God-
Fearer (1992). His volume of autobiography, Time and Time Again: Autobiographies
(1985), won the J. R. Ackerley Prize. His books, The Electronic Elephant: A 
Southern African Journey (1994) and Heshel's Kingdom (1998), are eclectic in form,
combining public history, private memoir and accounts of journeys made in southern
Africa and Lithuania respectively.
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Jacobson, Dan. The Beginners. New York. 1966. Macmillan. 1st Printing. Very Good
in Dustjacket. 469 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 4853. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Novel of a Jewish family in Lithuania, South Africa, 
England and Israel.

Professor Dan Jacobson was born on 7 March 1929 in Johannesburg, South Africa,
and was educated at Kimberley Boys' High School and the University of 
Witwatersrand, Johannesburg. After the publication of his first two novels, The Trap
(1955) and A Dance in the Sun (1956), he was awarded a one-year Creative Writing
Fellowship at Stanford University (1956-7). From 1965-6 he was Visiting Professor 
at Syracuse University, New York, and he was Reader in English at University 
College London between 1979 and 1986, and Professor of English until 1994 
(Professor Emeritus since 1994). A Long Way from London, a collection of short 
stories published in 1958, won the Mail on Sunday/John Llewellyn Rhys Prize and 
his collection Time of Arrival and Other Essays (1963) won a Somerset Maugham 
Award. His novels include The Evidence of Love (1960), The Beginners (1966), The
Rape of Tamar (1970), The Confessions of Joseph Baisz (1977), which won the 
Jewish Quarterly Literary Prize for Fiction, Hidden in the Heart (1991), and The God-
Fearer (1992). His volume of autobiography, Time and Time Again: Autobiographies
(1985), won the J. R. Ackerley Prize. His books, The Electronic Elephant: A 
Southern African Journey (1994) and Heshel's Kingdom (1998), are eclectic in form,
combining public history, private memoir and accounts of journeys made in southern
Africa and Lithuania respectively.keywords

Literature South Africa
Jewish
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Jacobson, Dan. The Price of Diamonds. New York. 1958. Knopf. 1st American 
Edition. Good in Wrappers. 209 pages. paperback. Inventory # 19754. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Price of Diamonds (1958) makes skilful use of 
humour in its depiction of corruption and morally questionable business dealings.

Professor Dan Jacobson was born on 7 March 1929 in Johannesburg, South Africa,
and was educated at Kimberley Boys' High School and the University of 
Witwatersrand, Johannesburg. After the publication of his first two novels, The Trap
(1955) and A Dance in the Sun (1956), he was awarded a one-year Creative Writing
Fellowship at Stanford University (1956-7). From 1965-6 he was Visiting Professor 
at Syracuse University, New York, and he was Reader in English at University 
College London between 1979 and 1986, and Professor of English until 1994 
(Professor Emeritus since 1994). A Long Way from London, a collection of short 
stories published in 1958, won the Mail on Sunday/John Llewellyn Rhys Prize and 
his collection Time of Arrival and Other Essays (1963) won a Somerset Maugham 
Award. His novels include The Evidence of Love (1960), The Beginners (1966), The
Rape of Tamar (1970), The Confessions of Joseph Baisz (1977), which won the 
Jewish Quarterly Literary Prize for Fiction, Hidden in the Heart (1991), and The God-
Fearer (1992). His volume of autobiography, Time and Time Again: Autobiographies
(1985), won the J. R. Ackerley Prize. His books, The Electronic Elephant: A 
Southern African Journey (1994) and Heshel's Kingdom (1998), are eclectic in form,
combining public history, private memoir and accounts of journeys made in southern
Africa and Lithuania respectively.keywords

South Africa Literature
Jewish
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Jacobson, Dan. The Rape of Tamar. New York. 1970. Macmillan. 1st American 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 224 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 4854. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Savagely funny and tragic novel of the rape of Kind 
David's only daughter by her brother Amnon.

Professor Dan Jacobson was born on 7 March 1929 in Johannesburg, South Africa,
and was educated at Kimberley Boys' High School and the University of 
Witwatersrand, Johannesburg. After the publication of his first two novels, The Trap
(1955) and A Dance in the Sun (1956), he was awarded a one-year Creative Writing
Fellowship at Stanford University (1956-7). From 1965-6 he was Visiting Professor 
at Syracuse University, New York, and he was Reader in English at University 
College London between 1979 and 1986, and Professor of English until 1994 
(Professor Emeritus since 1994). A Long Way from London, a collection of short 
stories published in 1958, won the Mail on Sunday/John Llewellyn Rhys Prize and 
his collection Time of Arrival and Other Essays (1963) won a Somerset Maugham 
Award. His novels include The Evidence of Love (1960), The Beginners (1966), The
Rape of Tamar (1970), The Confessions of Joseph Baisz (1977), which won the 
Jewish Quarterly Literary Prize for Fiction, Hidden in the Heart (1991), and The God-
Fearer (1992). His volume of autobiography, Time and Time Again: Autobiographies
(1985), won the J. R. Ackerley Prize. His books, The Electronic Elephant: A 
Southern African Journey (1994) and Heshel's Kingdom (1998), are eclectic in form,
combining public history, private memoir and accounts of journeys made in southern
Africa and Lithuania respectively.keywords
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Jacobson, Dan. Through the Wilderness and Other Stories. New York. 1968. 
Macmillan. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 214 pages. hardcover. Inventory #
11252. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A collection of stories from the English South African 
writer.

Professor Dan Jacobson was born on 7 March 1929 in Johannesburg, South Africa,
and was 7 March 1929educated at Kimberley Boys' High School and the University
of Witwatersrand, Johannesburg. After the publication of his first two novels, The 
Trap (1955) and A Dance in the Sun (1956), he was awarded a one-year Creative 
Writing Fellowship at Stanford University (1956-7). From 1965-6 he was Visiting 
Professor at Syracuse University, New York, and he was Reader in English at 
University College London between 1979 and 1986, and Professor of English until 
1994 (Professor Emeritus since 1994). A Long Way from London, a collection of 
short stories published in 1958, won the Mail on Sunday/John Llewellyn Rhys Prize
and his collection Time of Arrival and Other Essays (1963) won a Somerset 
Maugham Award. His novels include The Evidence of Love (1960), The Beginners 
(1966), The Rape of Tamar (1970), The Confessions of Joseph Baisz (1977), which
won the Jewish Quarterly Literary Prize for Fiction, Hidden in the Heart (1991), and
The God-Fearer (1992). His volume of autobiography, Time and Time Again: 
Autobiographies (1985), won the J. R. Ackerley Prize. His books, The Electronic 
Elephant: A Southern African Journey (1994) and Heshel's Kingdom (1998), are 
eclectic in form, combining public history, private memoir and accounts of journeys
made in southern Africa and Lithuania respectively.
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Jacobson, Jennifer Richard and Raymer, Dottie. How Is My Fourth Grader Doing in
School?: What to Expect and How to Help. New York. 2000. Fireside. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0684857197. 192 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
40667. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - As the parent of a fourth-grader, you may be asking 
yourself: How can I stop the battles over doing math homework? My child used to 
love to read. Now I have to force her to pick up a book. Help! What can I do to make
sure my child is prepared for the pressures of middle school? You may have 
breathed a sigh of relief when your child entered fourth grade, thinking that you no 
longer needed to coach your child in basic reading and math skills. But parental 
involvement is more important than ever for the fourth grader. Academics are getting
tougher. Expectations are higher. Children who have glided through school up until 
now may run into unexpected difficulties. Don't worry. How Is My Fourth Grader 
Doing in School? will help you find out what your child knows, what your child needs
to know, and how to work with your child to ensure success in school.

Jennifer Richard Jacobson received her BS in Education in 1980 from Lesley 
College and her master's in Education from Harvard Graduate School of Education.
She has taught preschool through sixth grade and has served in a variety of 
administrative positions in several New England schools. She has written over 
twenty books for classroom use. She lives in Maine with her husband and two 
children.
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Jacobson, Jennifer Richard. How Is My Fifth Grader Doing in School?: What to 
Expect and How to Help. New York. 2000. Fireside. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 0684847140. 208 pages. paperback. Inventory # 40666. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - As the parent of a fifth grader, you may be asking 
yourself: My child says she's too busy to read. Is there anything I can do? My child is
learning pre-algebra, but he doesn't know his times tables! Help! What can I do to 
make sure my child is prepared for middle school and beyond? When your child 
entered fifth grade, you may have breathed a sigh of relief, thinking that you no 
longer needed to coach your child in basic reading and math skills. But parental 
involvement is more important than ever for the fifth grader. Academics are getting 
tougher. Expectations are higher. Children who have glided through school up until 
now may run into difficulties. Don't worry. How Is My Fifth Grader Doing in School?
will help you find out what your child knows, what your child needs to know, and how
to work with your child to ensure success in school.

Jennifer Richard Jacobson received her BS in Education in 1980 from Lesley 
College and her master's in Education from Harvard Graduate School of Education.
She has taught preschool through sixth grade and has served in a variety of 
administrative positions in several New England schools. She has written over 
twenty books for classroom use. She lives in Maine with her husband and two 
children.
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Jacobson, Jennifer Richard. How Is My Sixth Grader Doing in School?: What to 
Expect and How to Help. New York. 2000. Fireside. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 0684847159. 224 pages. paperback. Inventory # 40663. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - How can I help my child in math if I don't understand the
problems myself? I know my child is old enough to take responsibility for her own 
schoolwork, but she seems more disorganized than ever. What can I do? What can I
do to make sure my child is prepared for middle school and beyond? When your 
child entered sixth grade, you may have breathed a sigh of relief, thinking that you 
no longer needed to coach your child in basic reading and math skills. But parental 
involvement is more important than ever for the sixth grader. Academics are getting 
tougher. Expectations are higher. Children who have glided through school up until 
now may run into difficulties. A good reader begins to groan when given a reading 
assignment. A fine math student dissolves into tears over a sheet of division 
problems. Don't worry. How Is My Sixth Grader Doing in School? will help you find 
out what your child knows, what your child needs to know, and how to work with 
your child to ensure success in school.

Jennifer Richard Jacobson received her BS in Education in 1980 from Lesley 
College and her master's in Education from Harvard Graduate School of Education.
She has taught preschool through sixth grade and has served in a variety of 
administrative positions in several New England schools. She has written over 
twenty books for classroom use. She lives in Maine with her husband and two 
children.keywords
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Jacobson, Matthew Frye. Barbarian Virtues: The United States Encounters Foreign
Peopless at Home & Abroad, 1876-1917. New York. 2000. Hill & Wang. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0809028085. 324 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket photograph of postcard - 'All Kinds of Little Trouble' courtesy of Louise 
Newman. Jacket design by Abby Kagan. Inventory # 33987. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - How a new American identity was forged by immigration
and expansion a century ago. In Barbarian Virtues, Matthew Frye Jacobson offers a
keenly argued and persuasive history of the close relationship between immigration
and America's newly expansionist ambitions at the turn of the twentieth century. 
Jacobson draws upon political documents, novels, travelogues, academic treatises,
and art as he recasts American political life. In so doing, he shows how today's 
attitudes about 'Americanism' -- from Border Watch to the Gulf War -- were set in 
this crucial period, when the dynamics of industrialization rapidly accelerated the 
rate at which Americans were coming in contact with foreign peoples.

Matthew Frye Jacobson is a historian whose research concerns politics and race in
all eras of American history. He is the William Robertson Coe Professor of American
Studies & History and a professor of African American Studies at Yale University. 
From 2012–2013 he was president of the American Studies Association.
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Jaffe, Sherril. Sparrow 9: Young Lust & Others. Los Angeles. 1973. Black Sparrow 
Press. 2nd Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. unpaginated. paperback. Inventory # 
14415. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Sparrow appeared monthly. It printed poetry, fiction, 
essays, criticism, commentaries and reviews. Each issue presents the work of a 
single author.

Sherril Jaffe is the PEN Award winning author of ten books. A MacDowell fellow, she
holds an MFA from Bennington. Jaffe works as a professor of creative writing and 
literature at Sonoma State University and lives in San Francisco, CA.
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James, C. L. R. C. L. R. James and Revolutionary Marxism: Selected Writings of C.
L. R. James. Atlantic Highlands/New Jersey. 1994. Humanities Press. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0391037862. Edited by Scott McLemee & Paul Le
Blanc. 252 pages. hardcover. Designed by Suzanne G. Bennett. Inventory # 19449.
$150

FROM THE PUBLISHER - C. L. R. James (1901-1989). a prominent black 
Trinidadian intellectual, has been increasingly recognized as a social critic, historian,
and cultural commentator of central importance. During the late 1930s and 1940s, 
James played a key role in the revolutionary socialist current associated with Leon 
Trotsky. This volume provides an in-depth look at James’s ‘Trotskyist years,’ 
presenting writings by James on Trotsky’s life and work that are unavailable in other
collections. The volume also includes essays by James on the work of Edmund 
Wilson and Richard Wright, on the impact of European colonialism on Africa, on the 
interrelationship between U.S. and international labor history, and on African-
American history. Substantial essays by the editors, as well as by Paul Buhle, John
Bracey, Martin Glaberman, and Charles van Gelderen, contextualize the actual 
contributions by James himself, which form the heart of the book.

Cyril Lionel Robert James (4 January 1901–19 May 1989) was an Afro-Trinidadian 
journalist, socialist theorist and writer. Born in Trinidad and Tobago, then a British 
Crown colony, James attended Queen’s Royal College in Port of Spain before 
becoming a cricket journalist, and also an author of fiction. He would later work as a
school teacher, teaching among others the young Eric Williams. Together with Ralph
de Boissière, Albert Gomes and Alfred Mendes, James was a member of the anti-
colonialist Beacon Group, a circle of writers associated with The Beacon magazine.
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James, C. L. R. The Nobbie Stories For Children & Adults. Lincoln. 2006. University
Of Nebraska Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 080322608x. 
Edited & Introduced by Constance Webb. Foreword by Anna Grimshaw. 119 pages.
hardcover. Jacket photo - C.L.R. James with his son, courtesy of Anna Grimshaw. 
Inventory # 35798. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - After more than a decade in the United States, the 
Caribbean writer C. L. R. James ran afoul of McCarthyism in 1953 and was 
deported. In exile in London, he began to write stories in the form of letters to his 
four-year-old son ‘Nobbie,’ who remained in the States. Through a distinctive, 
imaginary, and sometimes absurd cast of characters-Good Boongko, Bad boo-boo-
loo, Moby Dick, and Nicholas the worker, among others-these stories explore 
questions of friendship, conflict, community, ethics, and power in humorous and 
often ingenious ways; they also stand as a moving testament to a father’s struggle to
be a vivid presence in the life of his son despite separation and distance. Attesting to
James’s remarkable gifts as a writer and his unusual talent for engaging wide and 
diverse audiences, these witty and poignant stories, published here for the first time,
are not just for James aficionados. Each story is a delight in its own way, making the
book irresistible for children and adults alike.

Cyril Lionel Robert James (4 January 1901–19 May 1989) was an Afro-Trinidadian 
journalist, socialist theorist and writer. Born in Trinidad and Tobago, then a British 
Crown colony, James attended Queen’s Royal College in Port of Spain before 
becoming a cricket journalist, and also an author of fiction. He would later work as a
school teacher, teaching among others the young Eric Williams. Together with Ralph
de Boissière, Albert Gomes and Alfred Mendes, James was a member of the anti-
colonialist Beacon Group, a circle of writers associated with The Beacon magazine.
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James, David E. Most Typical Avant-Garde: History and Geography of Minor 
Cinemas in Los Angeles. Berkeley. 2005. University of California Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0520242580. 548 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 36202. $31.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Los Angeles has nourished a dazzling array of 
independent cinemas: avant-garde and art cinema, ethnic and industrial films, 
pornography, documentaries, and many other far-flung corners of film culture. This 
glorious panoramic history of film production outside the commercial studio system 
reconfigures Los Angeles, rather than New York, as the true center of avant-garde 
cinema in the United States. As he brilliantly delineates the cultural perimeter of the 
film business from the earliest days of cinema to the contemporary scene, David 
James argues that avant-garde and minority filmmaking in Los Angeles has in fact 
been the prototypical attempt to create emancipatory and progressive culture. 
Drawing from urban history and geography, local news reporting, and a wide range
of film criticism, James gives astute analyzes of scores of films-many of which are to
found only in archives. He also looks at some of the most innovative moments in 
Hollywood, revealing the full extent of the cross-fertilization the occurred between 
the studio system and films created outside it. Throughout, he demonstrates that 
Los Angeles has been in the aesthetic and social vanguard in all cinematic periods-
from the Socialist cinemas of the early teens and 1930s; to the personal cinemas of
psychic self-investigation in the 1940s; to attempts in the 1960s to revitalize the 
industry with the counterculture’s utopian visions; and to the 1970s, when African 
Americans, Asian Americans, Latinos, women, gays, and lesbians worked to create
cinemas of their own. James takes us up to the 1990s and beyond to explore new 
forms of art cinema that are now transforming the representation of Southern 
California’s geography.

David E. James, Professor in the School of Cinema-Television at the University of 
Southern California, is author of Power Misses: Essays across (Un)Popular Culture 
(1996) and Allegories of Cinema: American Film in the Sixties (1989), among other 
books.
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James, Harold. Krupp: A History of the Legendary German Firm. Princeton. 2012. 
Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
9780691153407. 38 halftones, 3 line illustrations 3 tables. 360 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 38183. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The history of Krupp is the history of modern Germany. 
No company symbolized the best and worst of that history more than the famous 
steel and arms maker. In this book, Harold James tells the story of the Krupp family
and its industrial empire between the early nineteenth century and the present, and
analyzes its transition from a family business to one owned by a nonprofit 
foundation. Krupp founded a small steel mill in 1811, which laid the basis for one of 
the largest and most important companies in the world by the end of the century. 
Famously loyal to its highly paid workers, it rejected an exclusive focus on profit, but
the company also played a central role in the armament of Nazi Germany and the 
firm’s head was convicted as a war criminal at Nuremberg. Yet after the war Krupp
managed to rebuild itself and become a symbol of Germany once again—this time 
open, economically successful, and socially responsible. Books on Krupp tend to 
either denounce it as a diabolical enterprise or celebrate its technical ingenuity. In 
contrast, James presents a balanced account, showing that the owners felt 
ambivalent about the company’s military connection even while becoming more and
more entangled in Germany’s aggressive politics during the imperial era and the 
Third Reich. By placing the story of Krupp and its owners in a wide context, James 
also provides new insights into the political, social, and economic history of modern
Germany.

Harold James is professor of history and international affairs and the Claude and 
Lore Kelly Professor of European Studies at Princeton University. His books include
The Creation and Destruction of Value, The End of Globalization, and Family 
Capitalism. He was awarded the 2004 Helmut Schmidt Prize for Economic History, 
and the 2005 Ludwig Erhard Prize for economics writing. He is also the Marie Curie
Visiting Professor at the European University Institute.
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James, Henry. In the Cage. Chicago & New York. 1898. Herbert S. Stone & 
Company. 1st American Edition. Bookplate in Front & Some Tearing To The Gutter
Of The Front Endpapers, Otherwise Very Good. No Dustjacket. 229 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 38032. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - IN THE CAGE is a novella by Henry James, first 
published as a book in 1898. This long story centers on an unnamed London 
telegraphist. She deciphers clues to her clients' personal lives from the often cryptic 
telegrams they submit to her as she sits in the ‘cage’ at the post office. Sensitive and
intelligent, the telegraphist eventually finds out more than she may want to know.

Henry James (15 April 1843 – 28 February 1916) was an Anglo-American writer who
spent most of his writing career in Britain. He is regarded as one of the key figures of
19th-century literary realism.
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James, Henry. Selected Short Stories. Baltimore. 1975. Penguin Books. Reprinted 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0140019197. Edited & With An Introduction by 
Michael Swan. Includes-The Last Of The Valerii, The Real Thing, The Lesson Of 
The Master, Daisy Miller. 192 pages. paperback. Cover: Berthe Morisot-'Young 
Woman Seated on a Sofa'. Inventory # 31384. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The four stories in this volume provide excellent 
introductions to the themes and styles of the author’s three periods and also to that 
‘long short story’ (‘the dear, the blessed nouvelle) in which James found he could get
the best of both worlds. ‘The Last of the Valerii’ is an early example of those 
supernatural stories which culminated most perfectly in ‘The Turn of the Screw’. 
‘Daisy Miller’ is based on what James called the ‘international situation’; this 
delightful portrait of an American girl all at sea in the manners of Europe is probably
his most famous short story. When he came to publish ‘The Lesson of the Master’ 
and ‘The Real Thing’ the crisis of his continental conflict was over and he had opted
for the Old World. The former deals with the recurrent artist-disciple theme, while the
latter probes the question of reality in art in a peculiarly poignant story. This 
selection is edited and introduced by Michael Swan.

Henry James (15 April 1843 – 28 February 1916) was an Anglo-American writer who
spent most of his writing career in Britain. He is regarded as one of the key figures of
19th-century literary realism.
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James, Henry. The Ambassadors. New York. Signet/New American Library. 
Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Afterword by
R. W. Stallman. 384 pages. paperback. CT571. Inventory # 31372. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Henry James considered this book to be his most perfect
work of art. The ambassadors of the title are the emissaries sent by Mrs. Newsome,
a wealthy New England widow, to restore to the home town and the family business
her son Chad who has lingered too long in Paris, reputedly detained by a sordid 
liaison. Lambert Strether, the first of the envoys and the novel’s strait-laced hero, 
embarks on the mission only to find himself caught up in a romantic intrigue, the 
outcome of which will radically change the direction and purpose of his life. Since its
publication in 1903, The Ambassadors has come to be regarded as a masterpiece of
American fiction because of its remarkable technical structure, its profound moral 
significance, and its perceptive contrast of New World conscience and Old World 
culture.

Henry James (15 April 1843 – 28 February 1916) was an Anglo-American writer who
spent most of his writing career in Britain. He is regarded as one of the key figures of
19th-century literary realism.
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James, Henry. The Bostonians. New York. 1984. Bantam Books. Reprinted 
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0553211536. Introduction by Josephine
Hendin. 398 pages. paperback. Cover painting - 'Daylight, Lamplight' (1911) by 
William McGregor Paxton. Inventory # 32826. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘I wished to write a very American tale, a tale very 
characteristic of our social conditions, and I asked myself what was the most salient
and peculiar point in our social life. The answer was: the situation of women, the 
decline of the sentiment of sex, the agitation on their behalf.’ - Henry James, April 
18,1883, on writing THE BOSTONIANS. A failure when it first appeared in 1885, 
THE BOSTONIANS is one of James’s most widely read novels today. Filled with 
cool irony and brilliant satire from its opening scene to its famous last sentence, the
novel portrays the struggle between a southern gentleman and a Boston feminist to
control and possess the affections of young Verena Tarrant. James wrote that he 
intended the relationship of Bostonian Olive Chancellor and her prodigy, Verena, to
be ‘a study of one of those friendships between women which are so common in 
New England.’ His intentions became a psychological portrait full of subtlety and 
acute perceptions, as well as an incisive criticism of American life - a complex, 
penetrating work of which Leon Edel has said, ‘In its picture of Bostonian moeurs 
and its wit and irony, it is the most substantial American novel of the nineteenth 
century.’

Henry James (15 April 1843 – 28 February 1916) was an Anglo-American writer who
spent most of his writing career in Britain. He is regarded as one of the key figures of
19th-century literary realism.
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James, Henry. The Bostonians. New York. 1980. Signet/New American Library. 1st
Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0451512855. 
Introduction by Louis Auchincloss. 372 pages. paperback. CE1285. Cover: John 
Singer Sargent-'The Wyndham Sisters'. Inventory # 31441. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - I wished to write a very American tale, a tale - very 
characteristic of our social conditions, and I asked myself what was the most salient
and peculiar point in our social life. The answer was: the situation of women. the 
agitation in their behalf' Thus Henry James described the genesis of The 
Bostonians. Set against the ferment of the 19th - century struggle for women's 
suffrage, this bitingly witty, sharp - eyed work places Olive Chancellor, a man - 
hating feminist leader, and Basil Ransom, a handsome Southern gentleman, in 
competition for possession of a beautiful and gifted young woman, Verena Tarrant. 
In The Bostonians one of America's supreme literary artists shows himself totally at
home in areas commonly thought alien to him. The result, as Louis Auchincloss 
comments in his Introduction, is 'a great novel about sex, the only one in the 
Jamesian canon, a novel that critic Irving Howe has acclaimed as a masterpiece.

Henry James (15 April 1843 – 28 February 1916) was an Anglo-American writer who
spent most of his writing career in Britain. He is regarded as one of the key figures of
19th-century literary realism.
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James, Henry. The Europeans. New York. 1964. Signet/New American Library. 1st
Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Afterword By Richard 
Poirier. 192 pages. paperback. CP232. Cover: Milton Glaser. Inventory # 29380. 
$7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A departure from the familiar Jamesian theme of 
Americans astray in Europe, this novel centers upon a pair of Europeans - a 
captivating woman and her engaging brother - who have come to seek their fortunes
in America. They are polished in manner, refined in sensibility, wise in the ways of 
the world. But nothing in their Old World experience has prepared them for the 
Wentworths, a clan personifying the supreme provincialism of nineteenth - century 
New England. From this confrontation, depicted with lucidity, grace, and objectivity,
emerges a sharply etched, double - edged comedy of manners and morals. Steadily
gaining in reputation, The Europeans has come to be recognized as one of James's
finest performances, a delightful fable of cultures in collision, with a heroine who, in 
the words of Richard Poirier, 'is meant to escape our customary moral evaluations 
and to claim our admiration for her mode of being, her style. ' As F. R. Leavis noted:
'This small book, written so early in James's career, is a masterpiece of major 
quality.'

Henry James (15 April 1843 – 28 February 1916) was an Anglo-American writer who
spent most of his writing career in Britain. He is regarded as one of the key figures of
19th-century literary realism.
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James, Henry. The Europeans. New York. 1978. Penguin Books. Reprinted Penguin
Modern Classic Paperback Edition. Previous Owner's Embossed Plate in Front, 
Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. 0140020705. Penguin Modern Classic. 173 
pages. paperback. The cover shows a detail from 'Croquet Scene' by Winslow 
Homer, in the Friends of American Art Collection.(The Art Institute of Chicago). 
Inventory # 30640. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The graceful irony and firm construction of THE 
EUROPEANS proclaim the influence of Jane Austen on the early Henry James. 
This, his fourth novel, was based on a situation which must have been familiar to 
James himself when returning home from Europe. Significantly, perhaps, ‘the 
Europeans’ whom he introduces into a new England home – Baroness Munster and
her brother, Felix – are not Europeans in fact, but American cousins born and 
brought up in various European countries. Through them – the one morganatically 
married to a German princeling and the other a light-hearted artist – the sober, 
dutiful life of the Wentworths and their circle is ‘exposed to peculiar influences.’

Henry James (15 April 1843 – 28 February 1916) was an Anglo-American writer who
spent most of his writing career in Britain. He is regarded as one of the key figures of
19th-century literary realism.
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James, Henry. The Golden Bowl. Middlesex. 1973. Penguin Books. Reprinted 
Penguin Paperback Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 0140024492. 
Penguin Modern Classic series. 547 pages. paperback. Cover: John Singer 
Sargent-'Repose'. Inventory # 33104. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This story of the alliance between Italian aristocracy and
American millionaires is 'a work unique among all [James's] novels: it is [his] only 
novel in which things come out right for his characters. .he had finally resolved the 
questions, curious and passionate, that had kept him at his desk on his inquiries into
the process of living. He could now make his peace with America--and he could now
collect and unify the work of a lifetime.'

Henry James (15 April 1843 – 28 February 1916) was an Anglo-American writer who
spent most of his writing career in Britain. He is regarded as one of the key figures of
19th-century literary realism.
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James, Henry. The Madonna of the Future and Other Early Stories. New York. 
1962. Signet/New American Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very 
Good in Wrappers. Foreword By Willard Thorp. 284 pages. paperback. CD105. 
Inventory # 29098. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Includes the stories - THE MADONNA OF THE 
FUTURE, The Story of a Year, My Friend Bingham, The Story of a Masterpiece, A 
Light Man, At Isella, The Last of the Valerii, Four Meetings. The 'work sheet' of 
James's maturation into one of the most polished stylists of world literature, these 
stories reveal the author's early concern with artists, travelers, idealists - here and 
abroad - who act out of guilt and renunciation, perversity, or a deeply private 
amorality. The eight stories that comprise this Signet Classic collection are printed 
here as they appeared in their first magazine publication, as the early readers of 
James's fiction first saw them. The Nation wrote of Henry James when he had 
published his first six stories, '[He is] the best writer of short stories in America. He is
never common place, never writes without knowing what he wants to do, and never
has an incident or character that is not in some way necessary to the production of 
such effects as he aims at.' Ezra Pound commented that 'there was emotional 
greatness. titanic volume, weight, in the masses he sets in opposition within his 
work. He uses forces no whit less specifically powerful than the proverbial 'doom of 
the house' - Destiny, Deus ex machina - of great traditional art.'

Henry James (15 April 1843 – 28 February 1916) was an Anglo-American writer who
spent most of his writing career in Britain. He is regarded as one of the key figures of
19th-century literary realism.
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James, Henry. The Portrait of a Lady. New York. 1967. Heritage Press. Reprinted 
Edition. Very Good in Hardcover & Slipcase. Introduction by R. W. Stallman. 
Illustrations by Colleen Browning. 516 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37550. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The heroine of this novel is a young American, Isabel 
Archer. Blessed by nature and fortune, high-spirited and independent, she arrives in
Europe to seek the full realization of her potential, In the cultured brilliance of 
international society, she enters a seemingly charmed existence, An English 
aristocrat and an aggressive American woo her; her sensitive, ironic cousin, the 
invalid Ralph, becomes her adoring adviser. But it is only after the ingenuous Isabel
falls prey to and suffers from the machinations of a sophisticated and infinitely 
calculating older woman that she achieves final dimension as a woman and 
profound triumph as a human being.

Henry James (15 April 1843 – 28 February 1916) was an Anglo-American writer who
spent most of his writing career in Britain. He is regarded as one of the key figures of
19th-century literary realism.
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James, Henry. The Portrait of a Lady. New York. Signet/New American Library. 
Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Afterword by
Oscar Cargill. 559 pages. paperback. CQ358. Cover art by Milton Glaser. Inventory
# 39124. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - 'No other American and few Europeans can match [the] 
superb feminine creations of the chief American master of the art of fiction.' Thus 
writes Oscar Cargill in his appreciation of The Portrait of a Lady, which many critics
consider Henry James's supreme achievement. The heroine of this novel is a young
American, Isabel Archer. Blessed by nature and fortune, high - spirited and 
independent, she arrives in Europe to seek the full realization of her potential, In the
cultured brilliance of international society, she enters a seemingly charmed 
existence, An English aristocrat and an aggressive American woo her; her sensitive,
ironic cousin, the invalid Ralph, becomes her adoring adviser. But it is only after the 
ingenuous Isabel falls prey to and suffers from the machinations of a sophisticated 
and infinitely calculating older woman that she achieves final dimension as a woman
and profound triumph as a human being.

Henry James (15 April 1843 – 28 February 1916) was an Anglo-American writer who
spent most of his writing career in Britain. He is regarded as one of the key figures of
19th-century literary realism.
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James, Henry. Washington Square. New York. 1964. Signet/New American Library.
Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Worn Wrappers. 
Afterword By Donald Hall. 192 pages. paperback. CP222. Inventory # 31151. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - 'Everyone likes Washington Square. Even the 
denigrators of Henry James,' writes Donald Hall in his appreciative Afterword. One 
of the few' Jamesian novels set in his native land, its style is direct and economical; 
its plot - centering upon an heiress favored by neither beauty nor brilliance, her 
proud and pitiless father, her fortune - hunting suitor - has the simplicity of a classic
drama. Henry James portrays the shifting relationships of his characters through a 
series of confrontations and self - revelations. And from this depiction there emerges
a view of love and cruelty, innocence and treachery, singularly shaped by his 
intense moral vision. Clifton Fadiman has written of the novel's 'almost Mozartian 
combination of sweetness and depth.' While F. W. Dupee has deemed it 'a first - 
rate novel of James's early period, or of any of his periods. its surfaces are so fine, 
the writing so perfect, and the fusion of humor and pathos so inevitable.'

Henry James (15 April 1843 – 28 February 1916) was an Anglo-American writer who
spent most of his writing career in Britain. He is regarded as one of the key figures of
19th-century literary realism.
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James, Henry. Washington Square. New York. 1964. Signet/New American Library.
1st Printing of This Signet Classic Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Afterword By 
Donald Hall. 192 pages. paperback. CP222. Inventory # 25361. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - 'Everyone likes Washington Square. Even the 
denigrators of Henry James,' writes Donald Hall in his appreciative Afterword. One 
of the few' Jamesian novels set in his native land, its style is direct and economical; 
its plot - centering upon an heiress favored by neither beauty nor brilliance, her 
proud and pitiless father, her fortune - hunting suitor - has the simplicity of a classic
drama. Henry James portrays the shifting relationships of his characters through a 
series of confrontations and self - revelations. And from this depiction there emerges
a view of love and cruelty, innocence and treachery, singularly shaped by his 
intense moral vision. Clifton Fadiman has written of the novel's 'almost Mozartian 
combination of sweetness and depth.' While F. W. Dupee has deemed it 'a first - 
rate novel of James's early period, or of any of his periods. its surfaces are so fine, 
the writing so perfect, and the fusion of humor and pathos so inevitable.'

Henry James (15 April 1843 – 28 February 1916) was an Anglo-American writer who
spent most of his writing career in Britain. He is regarded as one of the key figures of
19th-century literary realism.
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James, Henry. Washington Square. New York. 1979. Penguin Books. Reprinted 
Penguin Paperback Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. Penguin Modern
Classic series. 174 pages. paperback. The cover shows a detail from 'Rainy Day' by
Frank Weston Benson by courtesy of the Art Institute of Chicago Friends of 
American Art Collection. Inventory # 40880. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Set in New York this closely constructed novel belongs to
Henry James’s early period. Like THE PORTRAIT OF A LADY it studies the plight of
an innocent heiress who is deceived by the good looks and the charm of a worthless
suitor; at the same time she is striving to be loyal to a cold and forbidding father. 
‘The delicate, feline WASHINGTON SQUARE, perhaps the only novel in which a 
man has successfully invaded the feminine field and produced work comparable to 
Jane Austen’s’ - Graham Greene in THE LOST CHILDHOOD. ‘WASHINGTON 
SQUARE is a ‘tale of silent suffering’ that very obviously recalls EUGENIE 
GRANDET - to say which doesn’t mean that it isn’t a very original and very 
characteristic creation, fine in a way that is beyond Balzac’ - F. R. Leavis in The 
Great Tradition.

Henry James (15 April 1843 – 28 February 1916) was an Anglo-American writer who
spent most of his writing career in Britain. He is regarded as one of the key figures of
19th-century literary realism.
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James, Russell. Payback. Woodstock. 1993. Foul Play Press. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. Small Remainder Dot On Top Edge. 0881502677. 218 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 25081. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A fast, violent drama of a man's attempt to rise above his
surroundings--in this case the squalor and hopelessness of Deptford, a London 
suburb tourists never see. It introduces to American readers a distinctive new voice 
in British crime fiction. Floyd Carter returns to London for the funeral of his brother.
Was Albie's death an accident or did somebody kill him? Discovering the truth isn't 
easy. A gang leader demands Floyd cough up the ten grand he claims Albie owed; 
another wants Floyd to join his network of drug pushers. Only Floyd's childhood 
friend, Suzie, provides a haven. Even then, her daughter is developing some 
dangerous habits. Plunged into a world of drugs and violence, Floyd grapples with 
the facts surrounding Albie's death as bodies start to pile up. Black humor underpins
the action of this fast-moving, hard-hitting thriller. Russell James ‘writes a muscular,
undecorated prose’ (Sunday Times) which perfectly captures London's criminal 
underworld. A typically tough and thoroughly compelling read from the author of ten
novels, including SLAUGHTER MUSIC and NO ONE GETS HURT. ‘A first-class 
story of London gangland, told with a considerable amount of panache’- Philip Kerr.

RUSSELL JAMES followed up seven years of military education with a succession 
of diverse jobs, including dawn shift on a Mediterranean radio station and backstage
work at the Old Vic. He subsequently founded his own business consultancy, 
handling special projects in consumer and charity marketing. He is the author of 
three earlier crime novels, including PAYBACK, and has been called by one critic, 
writing in The Face, ‘an unholy cross between Len Deighton and the great American
noir novelist David Goodis.’ Mr. James is married with two children, and lives in 
Gloucestershire, England.
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James, Russell. Slaughter Music. Woodstock. 1995. Foul Play Press. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0881503339. 285 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
illustration by Bob Korn. Inventory # 25067. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Tim Hawk is a young man starting out in his chosen 
profession. He plans his moves well in advance, then rehearses them with cool 
detachment. His emotions, normally reserved for baroque music (Handel is his god),
are closely held in reserve. His one clear goal is to become indispensable to his 
employer, powerful London mobster Al Kazan. Kazan has just returned proudly 
abroad with a young Ukrainian bride, Irena: beautiful, naive, and entirely vulnerable.
When Hawk proves his mettle by presenting his mentor with the corpse of rival 
gangster Clive Darren at the wedding feast, Kazan appoints him to organize the care
and protection of the impressionable Irena, his prize possession. Seemingly 
overlooked is the fact that Kazan’s hit man and surrogate son is the same age as his
new bride, which is nearly half his own. As Hawk begins to rise within Kazan’s 
empire, signs of internal instability begin to appear. Kazan’s hold on a key 
development project, the Limehouse Piazza, is undermined when a crooked 
surveyor is won over by a rival gang. As threats multiply and violence escalates, 
Kazan is abandoned by his men to finally stand alone, with only Hawk and Irena to 
call upon as a full-scale mob war breaks out around him. SLAUGHTER MUSIC 
builds swiftly and with operatic intensity toward a wild and deadly climax as the sky 
erupts with fireworks on Guy Fawkes Night. Both a suspenseful tale of betrayal and
a moving study of the fragility of loyalty, it more than meets expectations aroused by
Russell James’s critically acclaimed PAYBACK and further demonstrates the 
author’s total mastery of the hard-edged urban crime novel.

RUSSELL JAMES followed up seven years of military education with a succession 
of diverse jobs, including dawn shift on a Mediterranean radio station and backstage
work at the Old Vic. He subsequently founded his own business consultancy, 
handling special projects in consumer and charity marketing. He is the author of 
three earlier crime novels, including PAYBACK.
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Janes, J. Robert. Mannequin: A Jean-Louis St-Cyr & Hermann Kohler Investigation.
New York. 1994. Soho Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
1569471290. 258 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Cheryl L. Cipriani. Inventory #
26103. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A St-Cyr and Kohler investigation set in Occupied Paris 
during World War II. St-Cyr of the Sûreté and Kohler of the Gestapo are ordered to 
investigate a bank robbery, but they would prefer to look for a missing neighbor, 
Joanne LaBelle. She responded to an advertisement seeking a beautiful girl 
between the ages of 18 and 22, with long hair and brown eyes, to be a model l-- 
mannequin. Now Joanne has vanished. The robbery of the Crédit Lyonnais and the
case of the missing girl begin to dovetail. Was Joanne kidnapped because she 
witnessed the theft? Or is there something even more sinister involved? 
Photographs scattered in the attic of an empty house overlooking the Palais Royal 
gardens show many girls similar to Joanne, naked, tortured, murdered. And do 
these crimes relate to Hermann Göring’s imminent auction of looted art at the Jeu de
Paume? Or to a mutilated World War I veteran who once lived in the abandoned 
house and who was rejected and betrayed by his fiancée, a beautiful brown-eyed 
model?

Joseph Robert Janes (born May 23, 1935) is a Canadian author born in Toronto. A
mining engineer by profession, he taught geology, geography and high school 
mathematics and later geology at Brock University until he dedicated himself to 
writing full-time in 1970. Janes has published 17 adult novels, five mystery novels for
young adults, and textbooks on geology. His series of mysteries set in Occupied 
France during World War II, and featuring Chief Inspector Jean-Louis St-Cyr of the 
Sûreté and Hermann Kohler of the Gestapo, are his most popular works and have 
been critically acclaimed by The Wall Street Journal, amongst others, for their 
historical accuracy. The U.S.-based Western Society for French History used his 
writings as a study of the convergence of fiction with history.
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Jankowski, Martin Sanchez. Islands in the Street: Gangs & American Urban Society.
Berkeley. 1991. University Of California Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0520072642. 400 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 16540. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - 'Vivid, lively, and yet theoretically informed, a triumph of
patient and sustained fieldwork. Jankowski presents the gang and its members not 
as pathological departures from social norms, but as shrewd and resourceful 
operators.' - Michael Lipsky, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 'Islands in the 
Street fills a wide gap in the literature on gangs. Jankowski's innovative model of 
gang participation and organization is important and elegant, guaranteeing that this
will be the book on gangs for the next ten years, if not longer.' - Ruth Horowitz, 
University of Delaware.

Martín Sánchez-Jankowski who directs the Institute for the Study of Societal Issues
and is Chair of the Center for Ethnographic Research has taught at Berkeley since 
1984. He received his Ph.D. from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 
political science. His research has focused on inequality in advanced and 
developing societies with a particular interest in the sociology of poverty. He has 
done field work with gangs, in poor neighborhoods, schools, and the illicit 
underground economy, and is currenttly engaged in a ten year study of social 
change among indigenous peoples in India, the Fiji Islands, and the US. His 
research has been directed toward understanding the social arrangements and 
behavior of people living in poverty and he has published a number of books on the 
topic including: City Bound: Urban Life and Political Attitudes Among Chicano Yourth
(1986); Islands in the Street: Gangs and American Urban Society (1991); Cracks in 
the Pavement: Social Change and Resilience in Poor Neighborhoods (2008); 
Burning Dislike: Ethnic Violence in Schools (2016); co-authored with five Berkeley 
colleagues Inequality By Design: Cracking the Bell Curve Myth (1996); and co-
edited The Management of Purpose: Lewis Anthony Dexter (2010); and Children in
Crisis: Ethnographic Studies in Interanational Contexts (2013). He is in the process
of finishing two books that report the findings from
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Japrisot, Sebastien. A Very Long Engagement. New York. 1993. Farrar Straus 
Giroux. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0374283354.
Translated from the French by Linda Coverdale. 327 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Carol Devine Carson. Inventory # 31829. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Set during and after the First World War, A VERY LONG
ENGAGEMENT tells the story of a young woman’s search for her fiance, whom she
believes might still be alive despite having officially been reported as ‘killed in the 
line of duty.’ Unable to walk since childhood, fearless Mathilde Donnay is undeterred
in her quest as she scours the country for information about five wounded French 
soldiers who were brutally abandoned by their own troops. A Very Long 
Engagement is a mystery, a love.

Sébastien Japrisot (4 July 1931 – 4 March 2003) was a French author, screenwriter
and film director, born in Marseille. His pseudonym was an anagram of Jean-
Baptiste Rossi, his real name. Japrisot has been nicknamed 'the Graham Greene of
France'. Famous in the Francophony, he is little known in the English-speaking 
world, though a number of his novels have been translated into English and have 
been made into films.
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Japrisot, Sebastien. Trap For Cinderella. New York. 1965. Pocket Books. 1st Pocket
Books Paperback Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. Translated from the French by
Helen Weaver. Winner of Le Grand Prix de la Litterature Policiere. 157 pages. 
paperback. 50145. Inventory # 29661. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Was she the murderer or the murdered? At a French 
resort, two young girls share a house on the beach. When fire guts the house, only 
one of them survives. Either of them might have said this: ‘I am twenty years old. I 
am about to tell a story. It is a story of murder. I am the murderer. I am the victim. I 
am the witness. I am the inquisitor. I am all of these. But who am I?’

Sébastien Japrisot (4 July 1931 – 4 March 2003) was a French author, screenwriter
and film director, born in Marseille. His pseudonym was an anagram of Jean-
Baptiste Rossi, his real name. Japrisot has been nicknamed 'the Graham Greene of
France'. Famous in the Francophony, he is little known in the English-speaking 
world, though a number of his novels have been translated into English and have 
been made into films.
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Jarnot, Lisa. Robert Duncan: The Ambassador from Venus: A Biography. Berkeley.
2012. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.
9780520234161. 19 b/w illustrations. 481 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 40391. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This definitive biography gives a brilliant account of the 
life and art of Robert Duncan (1919–1988), one of America’s great postwar poets. 
Lisa Jarnot takes us from Duncan’s birth in Oakland, California, through his 
childhood in an eccentrically Theosophist household, to his life in San Francisco as
an openly gay man who became an inspirational figure for the many poets and 
painters who gathered around him. Weaving together quotations from Duncan’s 
notebooks and interviews with those who knew him, Jarnot vividly describes his life
on the West Coast and in New York City and his encounters with luminaries such as
Henry Miller, Anaïs Nin, Tennessee Williams, James Baldwin, Paul Goodman, 
Michael McClure, H.D., William Carlos Williams, Denise Levertov, Robert Creeley, 
and Charles Olson.

Lisa Jarnot is a poet and an independent scholar. She has taught at Brooklyn 
College and the Naropa Institute and is the author of four books of poetry.
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Jayawardhana, Ray. Strange New Worlds: The Search for Alien Planets and Life 
beyond Our Solar System. Princeton. 2011. Princeton University Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780691142548. 288 pages. hardcover.
Inventory # 37849. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Strange New Worlds, renowned astronomer Ray 
Jayawardhana brings news from the front lines of the epic quest to find extrasolar 
planets—and alien life—beyond our solar system. Only in the last fifteen years, after
millennia of speculation, have astronomers begun to discover planets around other 
stars—hundreds in fact, but the hunt to find a true Earth-like world goes on. In this 
book, Jayawardhana vividly recounts the stories of the scientists and the remarkable
breakthroughs that ushered in this extraordinary age of exploration. He describes 
the latest findings—including his own—that are challenging our view of the cosmos
and casting new light on the origins and evolution of planets and planetary systems.
He reveals how technology is rapidly advancing to support direct observations of 
Jupiter-like gas giants and super-Earths—rocky planets several times the mass of 
our own planet—and how astronomers use biomarkers to seek possible life on other
worlds. Strange New Worlds provides an insider’s look at the cutting-edge science 
of today’s planet hunters, our prospects for discovering alien life, and the debates 
and controversies at the forefront of extrasolar-planet research.

Ray Jayawardhana is professor and Canada Research Chair in Observational 
Astrophysics at the University of Toronto as well as an award-winning science writer.
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Jelloun, Tahar Ben. The Sacred Night. San Diego. 1989. Harcourt Brace 
Jovanovich. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0151791503. 
Translated from the French by Alan Sheridan. 160 pages. hardcover. Jacket photo 
courtesy of Denis Stock/Magnum. Inventory # 12802. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Sacred Night continues the remarkable story Tahar
Ben Jelloun began in The Sand Child. Mohammed Ahmed, a Moroccan girl raised 
as a boy in order to circumvent Islamic inheritance laws regarding female children, 
remains deeply conflicted about her identity. In a narrative that shifts in and out of 
reality moving between a mysterious present and a painful past, Ben Jelloun relates
the events of Ahmed's adult life. Now calling herself Zahra, she renounces her role 
as only son and heir after her father's death and journeys through a dreamlike 
Moroccan landscape. A searing allegorical portrait of North African society, The 
Sacred Night uses Arabic fairy tales and surrealist elements to craft a stunning and
disturbing vision of protest and rebellion against the strictures of hidebound 
traditions governing gender roles and sexuality.

Tahar ben Jelloun (born in Fes, French Morocco, 1 December 1944) is a Moroccan
writer. The entirety of his work is written in French, although his first language is 
Arabic.
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Jelloun, Tahar Ben. The Sand Child. San Diego. 1987. Harcourt Brace Jovanovich.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0151792879. Translated by Alan 
Sheridan. 165 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Victor Hugo Zayas. Jacket 
design by Vaughn Andrews. Inventory # 9900. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this lyrical, hallucinatory novel set in Morocco, Tahar 
Ben Jelloun offers an imaginative and radical critique of contemporary Arab social 
customs and Islamic law. The Sand Child tells the story of a Moroccan father's effort
to thwart the consequences of Islam's inheritance laws regarding female offspring. 
Already the father of seven daughters, Hajji Ahmed determines that his eighth child
will be a male. Accordingly, the infant, a girl, is named Mohammed Ahmed and 
raised as a young man with all the privileges granted exclusively to men in traditional
Arab-Islamic societies. As she matures, however, Ahmed's desire to have children 
marks the beginning of her sexual evolution, and as a woman named Zahra, Ahmed
begins to explore her true sexual identity. Drawing on the rich Arabic oral tradition, 
Ben Jelloun relates the extraordinary events of Ahmed's life through a professional 
storyteller and the listeners who have gathered in a Marrakesh market square in the
1950s to hear his tale. A poetic vision of power, colonialism, and gender in North 
Africa, The Sand Child has been justifiably celebrated around the world as a daring
and significant work of international fiction.

Tahar ben Jelloun (born in Fes, French Morocco, 1 December 1944) is a Moroccan
writer. The entirety of his work is written in French, although his first language is 
Arabic.keywords
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Jelloun, Tahar Ben. With Downcast Eyes. Boston. 1993. Little Brown. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0316460591. Translated by Joachim Neugroschel.
249 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Steve Snider. Inventory # 42904. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Hailed internationally as the acclaimed North African 
novelist Tahar Ben Jelloun's finest work to date, With Downcast Eyes recounts the 
powerful story of a young Moroccan girl's confrontation with the twin challenges of 
exile and immigration. Jelloun’s young heroine, who with her family has fled from an
impoverished Berber village to the extravagant city of Paris, finds herself 
disoriented, torn between the sophistication of an unfamiliar society and the vibrant,
mystical culture that is her true spiritual inheritance. Born under the weight of a great
and chilling prophecy - that the salvation of her Berber community depends on her 
alone - and raised in a credulous, intransigent world of responsibility and honor, she
decides to leave Paris at last and return to North Africa to fulfill her destiny. Tahar 
Ben Jelloun's tale, written in fluid, lyrical prose and set against the majestic backdrop
of North Africa and Europe, is at once an unforgettable account of the trials of 
deracination and a stirring tribute to the meaning of heritage and home.

Tahar ben Jelloun (born in Fes, French Morocco, 1 December 1944) is a Moroccan
writer. The entirety of his work is written in French, although his first language is 
Arabic.
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Jen, Gish. Mona in the Promised Land. New York. 1996. Knopf. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679445897. 307 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Chip Kidd. Inventory # 22483. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It is 1968, the dawn of the age of ethnicity: African 
Americans are turning Chinese, Jews are turning black, and though some nice 
Chinese girls are turning more Chinese, teenaged Mona Chang is turning Jewish, 
much to her parents’ chagrin. The Chang family has just moved to posh Scarshill, 
New York, where the rhododendrons are as big as the Chang family’s old bathroom,
and no one trims the forsythia into little can shapes. This takes some getting used 
to, especially since there’s also a new social landscape, with a hot line, a mystery 
caller, and a Temple Youth Group full of radical ideas. Mona quickly bleaches her 
bell-bottoms; then it’s off with her friends to reform race relations. They find a cause 
in Alfred, the handsome black number-two cook at Mona’s parents’ pancake house,
and pretty soon there is a mansion hideout with an underground railroad and a 
utopia called Camp Gugelstein. Certain love affairs run into trouble, though. And by 
the end, for better or for worse, unforeseen truths of contemporary America have 
been memorably revealed.

Gish Jen, born Lillian Jen (August 12, 1955, is a contemporary American writer and
speaker. Gish Jen is a second generation Chinese American. Her parents emigrated
from China in the 1940s, her mother was from Shanghai and her father was from 
Yixing. Born in Long Island, New York, she grew up in Queens, then Yonkers, then
Scarsdale. Her works include four novels: Typical American, Mona in the Promised
Land, The Love Wife, and World and Town. She has also written a collection of 
short fiction, Who's Irish?
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Jen, Gish. Typical American. Boston. 1991. Houghton Mifflin. 1st Printing. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0395546893. 296 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 23894. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From the beloved author of Mona in the Promised Land 
and The Love Wife comes this comic masterpiece, an insightful novel of immigrants
experiencing the triumphs and trials of American life. Gish Jen reinvents the 
American immigrant story through the Chang family, who first come to the United 
States with no intention of staying. When the Communists assume control of China 
in 1949, though, Ralph Chang, his sister Theresa, and his wife Helen, find 
themselves in a crisis. At first, they cling to their old-world ideas of themselves.  But
as they begin to dream the American dream of self-invention, they move poignantly
and ironically from people who disparage all that is 'typical American' to people who
might be seen as typically American themselves. With droll humor and a deep 
empathy for her characters, Gish Jen creates here a superbly engrossing story that 
resonates with wit and wisdom even as it challenges the reader to reconsider what a
typical American might be today.

Gish Jen, born Lillian Jen (August 12, 1955, is a contemporary American writer and
speaker. Gish Jen is a second generation Chinese American. Her parents emigrated
from China in the 1940s, her mother was from Shanghai and her father was from 
Yixing. Born in Long Island, New York, she grew up in Queens, then Yonkers, then
Scarsdale. Her works include four novels: Typical American, Mona in the Promised
Land, The Love Wife, and World and Town. She has also written a collection of 
short fiction, Who's Irish?keywords
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Jenkins, Edith A. Against a Field Sinister. San Francisco. 1991. City Lights Books. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0872862631. 136 pages. paperback.
Cover by John Miller/Big Fish Books. Inventory # 33403. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - These memoirs and autobiographical stories trace the 
life of Edith Arnstein Jenkins, who at an early age chose the passionate, committed 
life of a political activist. Against a Field Sinister is a searching and lyrical 
examination of the intersecting worlds of San Francisco Bay Area intellectuals, 
writers, and radicals over a seventy-five year period. Jenkins is an especially 
eloquent witness of the perceived opportunities and limitations that have faced 
women through the years; her remembrances illuminate the triumphs and tragedies
of special friends, some famous some unknown. Here is a record of a remarkable 
woman’s life, wherein there is a refusal to separate the personal and the political.

Edith Arnstein Jenkins was a poet and retired teacher. She became active in 
progressive causes as a student at UC Berkeley in the 30's. Her interest in the world
of art and ideas was accompanied by her passionate devotion to social justice. A 
forth-generation San Franciscan, her German Jewish grandparents came to San 
Francisco in the 1850s seeking refuge from the anti Semitism of Europe. In her late
20s she married Dave Jenkins, a longshoreman, labor organizer and political 
consultant.
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Jennings, Christian. Flashpoint Trieste: The First Battle of the Cold War. Lebanon. 
2017. ForeEdge. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9781512601725. 
24 illus., 6 x 9. 302 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 41834. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is the inside story of how Trieste found itself poised
on a knife edge at the end of World War II. Situated near the boundaries of Italy, 
Austria, and Yugoslavia, this pivotal port city was caught in May 1945 between 
advancing Allied, Russian, and Yugoslav armies on the strategically vital front lines
of the nascent Cold War. Germany lay defeated, and now there were new enemies-
Russia and Communism. Told through the stories of twelve men and women from 
seven different countries, Flashpoint Trieste chronicles, on a human scale, the 
beginning of the Cold War. A British colonel from the Special Operations Executive,
a Maori officer from a New Zealand infantry battalion and a young Yugoslav partisan
captain race for the city on May 1, 1945, with the Allies determined to beat Tito's 
forces and the Russians to the vital port. An American infantry general, decorated in
combat in Italy, then holds the line as Trieste is divided between the American and 
British armies, and the Yugoslav Communist partisans of Marshal Josip Broz Tito. 
An American intelligence officer tracks wanted Nazis. An Italian woman Communist
walks back to her native city from Auschwitz. An Austrian SS chief goes on the run 
to escape justice for the atrocities he committed in the city. Having survived the war,
everyone is now desperate to make it through the liberation. American investigators
hunt for priceless artifacts looted by the Germans. British intelligence will stop at 
nothing to hold the line against encroaching Communism, and Italian partisans hunt
down fascist collaborators. Life is fast and violent, as former warring parties make 
common cause against the Russians. As the postwar world order unfolds, the 
borders of the new Europe are being hammered out.

Christian Jennings is a British freelance foreign correspondent and the author of five
works of non-fiction. Since 1988, across twenty-three countries, he has been writing
books and journalism on international current affairs, history, science and such 
areas as war crimes investigations, for publications ranging from The Economist and
Reuters to Wired, The Daily Telegraph, and The Scotsman.
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Jenny, Zoe. The Pollen Room. New York. 1999. Simon & Schuster. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684854589. Translated from the German by 
Elizabeth Gaffney. 143 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 26355. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the half-lit world of a broken home, Jo grows up afraid
of the shadows and desperate for company. By age seventeen, she has learned to 
build her own happiness, and her fantasies of love fuel perilous experiments with 
drugs and sex, and a search for the mother who abandoned her years earlier. 
Ultimately, it is Jo's revelation about her mother's own demons that brings a 
bittersweet reconciliation of childhood dreams and adult reality.

Zoë Jenny is a Swiss writer. Her first novel, The Pollen Room, was published in 
German in 1997 and has been translated into 27 languages. Since 2003 she has 
been living in London. In 2008 she married Matthew Homfray, a British veterinary 
surgeon and pharmaceuticals consultant.
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Jensen, Carl and Project Censored. 20 Years of Censored News. New York. 1997.
Seven Stories Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 1888363525. 
Introduction by Michael Parenti. 352 pages. paperback. Inventory # 24723. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Based on the work of Project Censored, the nation's 
longest running media research project, 20 Years of Censored News reveals, year 
by year, the news stories neglected by the mass media when they were timely and 
lets us know what has happened to them since. From 1976 to 1995, the book 
provides an of the most censored news stories and issues of the past two decades.
Of the 200 stories presented, less than 25 percent ever received the attention they 
deserve in the press. A disturbing report card of the media's long-term performance,
one which the media did not pass, 20 Years of Censored News is a fierce indictment
of the national news media's failure to keep the public informed.

DR. CARL JENSEN (1929 - 2015) was a professor emeritus of Sociology and 
Communications Studies at Sonoma State University in California and the author of
Censored-The News That Didn't Make the News and Why from 1976 to 1996, and 
20 Years of Censored News, in 1997. He founded Project Censored, the 
internationally recognized media research project, in 1976.
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Jensen, Carl and Project Censored. Censored: The News That Didn't Make The 
News and Why - The 1995 Project Censored Yearbook. New York. 1997. Seven 
Stories Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 1568580304. Introduction by 
Michael Crichton. Cartoons by Tom Tomorrow. 332 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
41648. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - READ ALL ABOUT IT: • the deadly secrets of the 
Occupational Safety Agency • the ultra-conservative group with secret plans for your
future • the secret Pentagon plan to subsidize defense contractor mergers • toxic 
incinerators • the latest on the ozone crisis • the AEC memo that shows why 
information about human radiation experiments was censored • 60 billion pounds of 
fish that is wasted each year • the return of tuberculosis • the Pentagon’s mysterious
HAARP project • how the news media masks spousal violence in the ‘language of 
love.’ The 25 top censored stories of the year, including the top ten mentioned 
above, were compiled by Carl Jensen, Project Censored, and a national panel of 20
leading media scholars and critics. CENSORED 1995 contains 25 stories that affect
each and every one of us, stories which you probably didn’t hear about, because 
they were underreported. In addition to the top 25 Censored stories, CENSORED 95
features: • CENSORED DÉJÀ VU, Censored stories from past years that have since
received mainstream media coverage • JUNK FOOD NEWS, what the oceans of ink
covered at the expense of real news. AN ECLECTIC CHRONOLOGY OF 
CENSORSHIP since 605 B.C. • TOP CENSORED BOOKS of the year • 
CENSORED RESOURCE GUIDE, a directory of alternative media and 
organizations active in censorship issues • ALTERNATIVE WRITER’S MARKET, 
publishing outlets for the underexposed • CENSORED REPRINTS, unexpurgated 
reprints of the top ten Censored stories.

DR. CARL JENSEN (1929 - 2015) was a professor emeritus of Sociology and 
Communications Studies at Sonoma State University in California and the author of
Censored-The News That Didn't Make the News and Why from 1976 to 1996, and 
20 Years of Censored News, in 1997. He founded Project Censored, the 
internationally recognized media research project, in 1976.
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Jensen, Joan M. Army Surveillance in America, 1775-1980. New Haven. 1991. Yale
University Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0300046685. 328 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 16122. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Since the Revolution, Americans have debated what 
action the military should take toward civilians suspected of espionage, treason, or 
revolutionary activity. This important book-the first to present a comprehensive 
history of military surveillance in the United States-traces the evolution of America's 
internal security policy during the past two hundred years. Joan M. Jensen 
discusses how the federal government has used the army to intervene in domestic 
crises and how Americans have protested the violation of civil liberties and applied 
political pressure to limit military intervention in civil disputes. Although movements 
to expand and to constrain the military have each dominated during different periods
in American history, says Jensen, the involvement of the army in internal security 
has increased steadily. Jensen describes a wide range of events and individuals 
connected to this process. These include Benedict Arnold's betrayal of West Point; 
the colonial wars in Cuba, where Lt. Andrew Rowan, the nation's first officer spy, 
won a medal for carrying a 'Message for Garcia'; the development of 'War Plans 
White' in the 1920s to guide the army's response in the event of domestic rebellion; 
the activities of J. Edgar Hoover and the FBI in the 1950s and 1960s; the use of the
National Guard in the South at the height of the civil rights movement; and the 
surveillance of and violence against protesters during the Vietnam War. Scrutinizing
the historic workings of the American government at closer range than has ever 
been done before, Jensen creates a vivid picture of the growing invisible intelligence
empire within the United States government and of the men who created it.

Joan M. Jensen (born December 9, 1934 St. Paul, Minnesota) is an American 
historian. She attended Pasadena City College, and earned a master’s degree and a
Ph.D at the University of California at Los Angeles. From 1962 to 1971, she taught 
at U.S. International University, in San Diego, California. She left her job to join a 
farming commune in southern Colorado. From 1974 to 1975, she taught at Arizona
State University, and from 1975 to 1976 she taught at UCLA. She taught history at 
New Mexico State University 1976-1993 and holds the rank of Professor Emerita. In
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Jensen, Sara E. and McPherson, Guy R. Living with Fire: Fire Ecology and Policy 
for the Twenty-first Century. Berkeley. 2008. University Of California Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780520255890. 8 b/w photographs, 3 
line illustrations. 192 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 35904. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Fire, both inevitable and ubiquitous, plays a crucial role 
in North American ecosystems. But as necessary as fire is to maintaining healthy 
ecosystems, it threatens human lives and livelihoods in unacceptable ways. This 
volume explores the rich yet largely uncharted terrain at the intersection of fire 
policy, fire science, and fire management in order to find better ways of addressing 
this pressing dilemma. Written in clear language, it will help scientists, policy 
makers, and the general public, especially residents of fire-prone areas, better 
understand where we are today in regard to coping with wildfires, how we got here,
and where we need to go. Drawing on abundant historical and analytic information 
to shed new light on current controversies, Living with Fire offers a dynamic new 
paradigm for coping with fire that recognizes its critical environmental role. The book
also tells how we can rebuild the important ecological and political processes that 
are necessary for finding better ways to cope with fire and with other complex policy
dilemmas.

Sara E. Jensen is Private Lands Conservation Associate with Defenders of Wildlife.
Guy R. McPherson, Professor of Natural Resources and Ecology and Evolutionary 
Biology at the University of Arizona, is author of Applied Ecology and Natural 
Resource Management among other books.keywords
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Jersild, P. C. The Animal Doctor. New York. 1975. Pantheon Books. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394494644. Translated from the Swedish by 
David Mel Paul & Margareta Paul. 267 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 23731. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Set in an imaginary medical institute, The Animal Doctor
(Djurdoktorn) describes a not unforeseeable world dominated by administrative 
science and social technology. The human beings and the research animals face 
the same predicament: both can be observed, controlled, and thrown into mazes. 
When Evy Beck joins the institute as a veterinarian she innocently enters into 
combat with a wily and impenetrable bureaucracy. She has the considerable help of
P. C. Jersild. His first novel, published in Sweden in 1973, has not lost its bite in this
English translation by David Mel Paul and Margareta Paul.

Per Christian Jersild, better known as P. C. Jersild, (born 1935) is a Swedish author
and physician. He also holds an honorary doctorate in medicine from Uppsala 
University, and another one in engineering from the Royal Institute of Technology 
(1999). P. C. Jersild was born in Katrineholm in a middle-class family, his first book
was Räknelära which he released 1960 at the age of 25, although he had already 
been writing for 10 years at that time. Until now he has written 35 books, usually 
focused on social criticism. His most famous work is Barnens ö (Children's Island), 
which tells the story of a young boy, on the verge of adulthood, who runs off from a 
children's summer camp to spend time alone in the big city, Stockholm. Another 
book worth mentioning is Babels hus (The House of Babel) which gives an account
of the inhuman treatment of patients at a large modern hospital, said to be modeled
on the Karolinska Hospital in Huddinge, outside Stockholm. Aside from his literary 
production, Jersild has also been a columnist for Dagens Nyheter since the mid
-1980s. In 1999, he was elected a member of the Royal Swedish Academy of 
Sciences.
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Jessup, Richard. The Deadly Duo. New York. 1959. Dell Publishing Company. 1st 
American Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers With a Piece Coming Off Near The 
Bottom Spine. 159 pages. paperback. A194. Inventory # 37156. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - They were sister: one was as bad as the other was good
- and the combination was murder.

Richard Jessup (January 2, 1925 in Savannah, Georgia - October 22, 1982 in 
Nokomis, Florida) was a prolific American author and screenwriter. He also wrote 
under the name of Richard Telfair. Jessup was raised by his mother, Annie Jessup,
until at the age of 16, he join the United States Merchant Marine. He was a 
merchant seaman and junior officer for 11 years during which time he said he read a
book every day. He learned to be a writer by copying War and Peace on a typewriter
whilst afloat, corrected all the errors, then threw the work over the side. His first 
published novel was The Cunning and the Haunted published in 1954 based on his
experiences in orphanages. In the same year, Jessup wrote a teleplay for Tom 
Corbett, Space Cadet. The novel was filmed as The Young Don't Cry in 1957 with 
Jessup writing the screenplay for the film with Sal Mineo as the lead. He began 
writing Westerns in 1957 with Cheyenne Saturday and finishing with Chuka where 
he wrote the screenplay for the film of the same name for actor and producer Rod 
Taylor. Jessup wrote a series of five Westerns featuring Wyoming Jones under the 
name Richard Telfair. With his Western series ending, in the same year he wrote 
again as Telfair for a series of spy novels featuring Montgomery Nash. He used the
name Telfair for an original novel based on the TV series Danger Man (the half-hour
precursor to 'Secret Agent', as it was known in the US) called Target for Tonight in 
1962. Inspired by The Hustler, Jessup wrote a novel of poker playing called The 
Cincinnati Kid that was filmed with Steve McQueen. Another of his novels, The 
Deadly Duo, was also filmed. In 1969, he wrote Sailor based on his experiences as
a merchant seaman. Otto Preminger bought the rights to his novel Foxway for 
filming, but the movie was never made. His final work was Threat published in 1981.
He died of cancer in 1982.
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Jewinski, Ed. Michael Ondaatje: Express Yourself Beautifully-A Biography. Toronto.
1994. ECW Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 1550221892. 144 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 22365. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Michael Ondaatje's life is as intense - and at times as 
dramatic - as his poetry and fiction. His writing is usually inspired by a single 
persistent image or vision - and no wonder, for as Ed Jewinski's biography reveals,
much of Ondaatje's life has been a series of intense moments followed by ruptures 
and dislocations. This illustrated biography links Ondaatje's relationships with his 
family to the later mature works, such as Running in the Family and The English 
Patient (for which he won the Booker Prize).

Ed Jewinski was born in Oberammergau, Germany. A Professor of English and 
Creative Writing at Wilfrid Laurier University in Waterloo, Ontario, Jewinski is the 
author of The Cage in the Open Air, No Place To Go To, and Any Morning May Start
the Revolution. Jewinski has been an editor for such publications as The English 
Quarterly, Poetry WLU and The New Quarterly. He has conducted several creative
writing workshops for the Waterloo County Board of Education, for schools in South
Western Ontario and for the Shad Valley Summer Program at the University of 
Waterloo. He has also taught creative writing at the Three Schools in Toronto.
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Jha, Raj Kamal. The Blue Bedspread. New York. 2000. Random House. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0375503129. 211 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Krista Vossen. Jacket photo by Peter Beavis. Inventory # 34723. 
$10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A midnight phone call awakens a man to inform him that
his sister has died in childbirth. He is told he must keep the orphaned baby girl 
overnight, until her new, adopting parents can collect her. Over the course of that 
hot night in Calcutta, the man hurriedly writes stories to the baby sleeping on a blue
bedspread in the next room: stories of the family she was born into, stories of the 
mother she will never know, Painting half-remembered scenes, he flits between past
and present, recounting tales of the shared childhood of a boy and his sister, who 
muffled their fears in the blueness of that very same bedspread. As the hours pass, 
the man gradually divulges a layered and transfixing confession of the darkest of 
family secrets. Described by John Fowles as remarkable, almost a coming-of-age of
the Indian novel, this powerful, penetrating debut by a young New Delhi journalist 
has already been recognized as an international literary event, In prose that is 
breathtaking and precise, Raj Kamal Jha discovers the hidden violence and twisted
eroticism of an exotic, overcrowded old city. Unlike the lush prose of Salman 
Rushdie and Arundhati Roy, Jhas spare, straight-forward style has prompted 
comparisons to the American realism of Raymond Carver and Don DeLillo, The Blue
Bedspread is a searingly honest story about the love and hope that can survive in 
the midst of family violence, It is a first novel of extraordinary power and humanity.

Raj Kamal Jha was born in 1966 and grew up in Calcutta, After graduating with a 
degree in mechanical engineering from the Indian Institute of Technology, 
Kharagpur, he received his master’s in journalism from the University of Southern 
California, He lives in New Delhi, where he is an editor at The Indian Express, 
India’s largest national newspaper. THE BLUE BEDSPREAD is his first novel.
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Jhabvala, R. Prawer. Get Ready For Battle. New York. 1963. Norton. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket with a Small Piece Missing From The
Bottom. 224 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 23937. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A witty portrait of contemporary middle class life in Delhi
and a delightful handling of the interplay of family relationships, the hidden dramas, 
the absurdity of individual foibles, told with wit and irony, sharp yet merciful. ‘A 
touching and delightfully funny book, this sheds a cool, clear light on the new India.’
- Punch.

Ruth Prawer Jhabvala, (7 May 1927 – 3 April 2013) was a German-born British and
American Booker prize-winning novelist, short story writer and two-time Academy 
Award-winning screenwriter. She is perhaps best known for her long collaboration 
with Merchant Ivory Productions, made up of director James Ivory and producer 
Ismail Merchant. After moving to India in 1951, she married Cyrus S. H. Jhabvala, 
an Indian-Parsi architect. The couple lived in New Delhi and had three daughters. 
Jhabvala began then to elaborate her experiences in India and wrote novels and 
tales on Indian subjects. She wrote a dozen novels, 23 screenplays, and eight 
collections of short stories and was made a CBE in 1998 and granted a joint 
fellowship by BAFTA in 2002 with Ivory and Merchant. She is the only person to 
have won both a Booker Prize and an Oscar.
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Jhally, Sut and Lewis, Justin. Enlightened Racism: The Cosby Show, Audiences, 
and the Myth of the American Dream Cultural Studies. Boulder. 1992. Westview 
Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0813314186. 152 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 17281. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Cosby Show needs little introduction to most people
familiar with American popular culture. It is a show with immense and universal 
appeal. Even so, most debates about the significance of the program have failed to 
take into account one of the more important elements of its success - its viewers. 
Through a major study of the audiences of The Cosby Show, the authors treat two 
issues of great social and political importance - how television, America's most 
widespread cultural form, influences the way we think, and how our society in the 
post-Civil Rights era thinks about race, our most widespread cultural problem.This 
book offers a radical challenge to the conventional wisdom concerning racial 
stereotyping in the United States and demonstrates how apparently progressive 
programs like The Cosby Show, despite good intentions, actually help to construct 
'enlightened' forms of racism. The authors argue that, in the post-Civil Rights era, a
new structure of racial beliefs, based on subtle contradictions between attitudes 
toward race and class, has brought in its wake this new form of racial thought that 
seems on the surface to exhibit a new tolerance. However, professors Jhally and 
Lewis find that because Americans cannot think clearly about class, they cannot, 
after all, think clearly about race.This groundbreaking book is rooted in an empirical
analysis of the reactions to The Cosby Show of a range of ordinary Americans, both
black and white. Professors Jhally and Lewis discussed with the different audiences
their attitudes toward the program and more generally their understanding and 
perceptions of issues of race and social class.Enlightened Racism is a major 
intervention into the public debate about race and perceptions of race - a debate, in 
the 1990s, at the heart of American political and public life. This book is 
indispensable to understanding that debate.

Sut Jhally and Justin Lewis are associate professors in the Department of 
Communication at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst.
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Jimenez, Juan Ramon. Canta pajaro lejano (Spanish language edition). Madrid. 
1991. Editorial Espasa-Calpe. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 8423927016. 121 pages. paperback. Inventory # 45115. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - IN SPANISH - This volume contains 45 poems by Nobel
Prize winner Juan Ramon Jimenez. His poetry evokes the beauty of our feelings and
perceptions. The poetic images, filled with color, sound, aroma, and rhythm, are 
captured in the illustrations.

Juan Ramón Jiménez Mantecón (24 December 1881 – 29 May 1958) was a 
Spanish poet, a prolific writer who received the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1956. 
One of Jiménez's most important contributions to modern poetry was his advocacy 
of the French concept of ‘pure poetry.
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Jimenez, Juan Ramon. Platero and I. New York. 1960. Signet/New American 
Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Translated 
From The Spanish By William H. and Mary M. Roberts. Introduction By William H. 
Roberts. 128 pages. paperback. CD17. Cover: James Hill. Inventory # 29101. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - He's the children's playmate, the gray goat's companion,
and the poet's cherished friend. Small and downy soft, the donkey named Platero 
romps through the pages of a book that has captured the hearts of readers 
everywhere. Written by Juan Ramón Jiménez, the 1956 winner of the Nobel Prize 
for Literature, Platero and I has been translated into the main languages of Western
Europe as well as Hebrew and Basque. Like the great Spanish classic Don Quixote,
it has found favor with the young, who delight in the adventures of the merry little 
donkey and the sad poet, and with their elders, who look beyond the narrative to see
what the writer has to say about man and his world. Drawings by Baltasar Lobo.

Juan Ramón Jiménez Mantecón (24 December 1881 – 29 May 1958) was a 
Spanish poet, a prolific writer who received the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1956. 
One of Jiménez's most important contributions to modern poetry was his advocacy 
of the French concept of ‘pure poetry.’
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Jimenez, Juan Ramon. Platero and I. Austin. 1971. University Of Texas Press. 8th 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0292733283. Translated from the Spanish by 
Eloise Roach. Drawings by Jo Alys Downs. 218 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 7948.
$15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This lyric portrait of life - and the little donkey, Platero - in
a remote Andalusian village is the masterpiece of Juan Ramón Jiménez, the 
Spanish poet awarded the 1956 Nobel Prize for Literature.

Juan Ramón Jiménez Mantecón (24 December 1881 – 29 May 1958) was a 
Spanish poet, a prolific writer who received the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1956. 
One of Jiménez's most important contributions to modern poetry was his advocacy 
of the French concept of ‘pure poetry.
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Jimenez, Juan Ramon. Time and Space: A Poetic Autobiography. New York. 1988.
Paragon House. 1st American Edition. Mark From A Price Sticker On Top Corner Of
Front Free Endpaper, Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 091372971x. Translated 
from the Spanish by Antonio T. De Nicolas. 183 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
13684. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Written while in exile in the United States, ‘Time’ and 
‘Space’ were originally intended to appear together in a single volume. Not until 
1986, however, did they appear so in Spanish - and not until 1988 were they 
published together in English. By presenting them together, Jimenez had wanted 
them to convey the same continuity of emotion, the same philosophical intensity, 
that he had experienced while writing them. ‘All My Life,’ he wrote in his introduction,
‘I have toyed with the idea of writing a continuous poem. .with no concrete theme, 
sustained only by its own surprise, its rhythm, its discoveries, its light, its successive
joys; that is, its intrinsic elements, its essence.’ That continuous poem is TIME AND
SPACE the last book Jimenez wrote. Presented here in a bilingual edition, TIME 
AND SPACE will take readers of both English and Spanish on the longest and most
sustained ride on the crest of poetry they will ever enjoy. ‘The greatest poem in this
Century. .’ - Octavio Paz.

Juan Ramón Jiménez Mantecón (24 December 1881 – 29 May 1958) was a 
Spanish poet, a prolific writer who received the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1956. 
One of Jiménez's most important contributions to modern poetry was his advocacy 
of the French concept of ‘pure poetry.keywords
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Jippensha, Ikku. Hizakurige Or Shanks' Mare. Tokyo. 1972. Tuttle. 8th Printing. Very
Good in Wrappers. 0804805245. Translated from the Japanese by Thomas Satchell.
415 pages. paperback. Jacket design by M. Kuwata. Inventory # 4887. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A pair of irrepressible scoundrels are the heroes of this 
madcap chronicle of adventure, full of earthy humor, along the great highway from 
Tokyo to Kyoto. The lusty tale of their disreptuable doings is Japan’s most 
celebrated comic novel. SHANK’S MARE was originally issued serially beginning in
1802, and was so successful that the author wrote numerous sequels, appearing 
year by year, until 1822. This novel portrays all the varied colors in Japan’s 
Tokugawa era.

Jippensha Ikku was the pen name of Shigeta Sadakazu, a Japanese writer active 
during the late Edo period of Japan. He lived primarily in Edo in the service of 
samurai, but also spent some time in Osaka as a townsman.
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Joe, Yolanda (writing as Ardella Garland). Hit Time: A Mystery. New York. 2002. 
Simon & Schuster. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684873761. 223
pages. hardcover. Cover art by Sergio Barradat. Inventory # 32118. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Daredevil TV reporter Georgia Barnett returns in another
witty, wild, and heart-stopping mystery by Ardella Garland -- pen name of bestselling
novelist Yolanda Joe. Georgia Barnett’s live broadcast during an outdoor charity 
event isn’t the only thing making news. Her report is interrupted by a grim discovery:
floating in Lake Michigan is the body of Fab Weaver, head of Hit Time Records, one
of the most renowned and cutthroat companies on Chicago’s Record Row. When 
suspicion falls on Jimmy Flamingo, a close family friend and down-on-his-luck blues
guitarist, Georgia and her twin sister Peaches, nightclub owner and blues singer 
extraordinaire, quickly get on the case. While hunting for evidence that will clear 
Jimmy, Georgia, Peaches, and Georgia’s handsome love interest, Detective Doug 
Eckart, uncover a history of incredible artistry and devastating exploitation in the 
Chicago music business. Their investigation transports them into a bygone era, 
when Chicago was the hub of the African-American music scene and Record Row 
was even more prominent than Motown, giving the world such legends as Etta 
James and Curtis Mayfield. But while their songs ruled the airwaves and sold 
millions, many R&B artists of that era -- including Flamingo -- never made millions. 
As Georgia continues her search for the truth, the legacy of this inequity becomes 
shockingly apparent. Clever, fast-paced, and endlessly absorbing, HIT TIME is a 
roller-coaster ride of a mystery and an eye-opening look at a controversial slice of 
America’s musical past.

A graduate of Yale and the Columbia School of Journalism, Yolanda Joe works in 
the newsroom at CBS in Chicago. Her first novel, Falling Leaves of Ivy, hit the 
Blackboard bestseller list in 1992.
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Joe, Yolanda. He Say She Say. New York. 1996. Doubleday. Advance Reading 
Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 0385485077. 262 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
23469. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Sandy is a twentysomething executive on the fast track 
at work and looking for love in her personal life. T.J. is the object of her affection, a 
jazz pianist who prefers to keep his romances casual-but who may be facing the real
deal in Sandy. Bebe is Sandy's confidante, a bank supervisor who is struggling 
through her self-imposed 'sex sabbatical'. Speed is T.J.'s father and best friend, a 
man who isn't too old to learn a few things from his son. Together these four weave
a funny, touching, and vivid tale of coping with the ups and downs of everyday life in
Chicago that readers won't soon forget.

A graduate of Yale and the Columbia School of Journalism, Yolanda Joe works in 
the newsroom at CBS in Chicago. Her first novel, Falling Leaves of Ivy, hit the 
Blackboard bestseller list in 1992.
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Johansen, Bruce E. Life & Death in Mohawk Country. Golden. 1993. North American
Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1555919065. 189 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 18937. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This book offers important insights into the internal 
procedures and values of a modern tribe divided against itself. Living in a land 
stripped and poisoned by the local industries, the Mohawks of Akwesasne turned to
gambling in order to survive. Yet it soon became evident that only certain people 
were profiting, and the traditional Mohawks began to fear for their values, their 
safety, and for the future of their children.

Bruce Elliott Johansen is an American academic and author. He is the Frederick W.
Kayser Professor of Communication at the University of Nebraska at Omaha and is 
the author or editor of many books and articles, notably on environmental and Native
American issues.
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Johnson Jr., Earvin Magic and Johnson, Roy S. Magic's Touch. Reading. 1989. 
Addison Wesley. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0201517949. Foreword by 
Jerry West. 237 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Mike Stromberg. Inventory # 
12807. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The story of the NBA’s finest all-around player in his own
words. For youngsters, it’s a very solid grounding in basketball fundamentals.

Earvin "Magic" Johnson Jr. is an American retired professional basketball player and
current president of basketball operations of the Los Angeles Lakers of the National
Basketball Association. He played point guard for the Lakers for 13 seasons.
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Johnson-Coleman, Lorraine. Just Plain Folks: Original Tales of Living, Loving, 
Longing, and Learning, As Told by a Perfectly Ordinary, Quite Commonly Sensible,
and Absolutely Awe-Inspiring Colored Woman. Boston. 1998. Little Brown. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0316460842. 241 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket illustration - 'Quitting Time' by Jonathan Green, 1990. Inventory # 25784. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Sometimes black history doesn’t march, Sometimes 
black history doesn’t shout, Sometimes black history just comes wearily down a dirt 
road, dragging a cotton sack and wearing a head rag. ‘ So proclaims Lorraine 
Johnson-Coleman in this heartwarming collection of short stories and essays, 
written as a tribute to rural African Americans. After returning to the cotton fields, 
tobacco barns, and humble dwelling places of her ancestral home in North Carolina,
Johnson-Coleman learned firsthand what is missing from the history books about 
African American culture: the experiences of ordinary people who have led 
extraordinary lives. From the front porch to the shanty steps, Johnson-Coleman 
introduces us to the kinfolks and the home folks, the caretakers and the way 
makers. Her characters come to life, bringing with them lessons about worship, 
courtships, politics, naming practices, and burial traditions. Ultimately, JUST PLAIN
FOLKS is about folk culture as a continuum, a link to the past to discover the 
essence of who African Americans are today. More important, it is a beautiful thank-
you note from one African American woman to some pretty awe-inspiring colored 
folks, who taught her that it isn’t so much where we are that matters but where we 
have come from.

A frequent commentator on NPR’s Morning Edition as well as a popular lecturer and
workshop leader, Lorraine Johnson-Coleman has worked with some of our country’s
most prestigious organizations, including the 1996 Olympics, the Association of 
African American Museums, the Southeastern Museums Association, African 
American Heritage Preservation, the National Park Service, the Aspen Writers’ 
Conference, and the National Writing Project.
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Johnson, Charles R. Black Humor. Chicago. 1970. Johnson Publishing Company. 
1st Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. Early Collection Of Cartoons by The Author Of
Middle Passage. unpaginated. paperback. Signed by the Author. Inventory # 15438.
$190

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Charles Richard Johnson first manifested his creativity in
the graphic arts, which he parlayed into a job as an editorial cartoonist and then into
two collections of drawings - BLACK HUMOR (1970) and HALF-PAST NATION 
TIME (1972).

Charles R. Johnson (born April 23, 1948) is an American scholar and author of 
novels, short stories, and essays. Johnson, an African-American, has directly 
addressed the issues of black life in America in novels such as MIDDLE PASSAGE
and DREAMER. Johnson was born in 1948 in Evanston, Illinois. He first came to 
prominence in the 1960s as a political cartoonist, at which time he was also involved
in radical politics. In 1970, he published a collection of cartoons, and this led to a 
television series about cartooning on PBS. Johnson's first novel, FAITH AND THE 
GOOD THING was published in 1974. In 1990, he was awarded the National Book
Award for MIDDLE PASSAGE. Johnson received his B.S. and M.A. from Southern 
Illinois University in 1971 and 1973, respectively; he got his Ph.D. in philosophy from
SUNY-Stony Brook in 1988. In 1976, Johnson was hired to teach at the University of
Washington in Seattle, Washington. In 1977, Johnson became a Buddhist. 
Johnson's mentor, early in his writing career, was the writer John Gardner. Recently
retired, Johnson was the S. Wilson and Grace M. Pollock Endowed Professor of 
English at the University of Washington and is a MacArthur Fellow. He is also the 
recipient of a Guggenheim Fellowship. In 2003 he published TURNING THE 
WHEEL, a collections of essays about his experiences as an African-American 
Buddhist. In the updated 1995 introduction to his novel OXHERDING TALE, 
Johnson engendered a political firestorm when he seemed to criticize Alice Walker's
THE COLOR PURPLE for its negative portrayal of African-American males. Quoth 
Johnson: ‘I leave it to readers to decide which book pushes harder at the boundaries
of convention, and inhabits most confidently the space where fiction and philosophy
meet.’ Such candor and criticism came as a shock to some in academia, who felt 
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Johnson, Charles. Dreamer. New York. 1998. Scribner. 1st Printing. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 068481224x. Author Of The Award Winning Middle Passage. 236 
pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket design by Andy Carpenter, Jacket 
illustration by Mark Hess. Inventory # 25099. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Political visionary, human rights leader, preacher, 
scholar, martyr, Martin Luther King Jr. remains one of the most fascinating and 
significant historical figures. Now, Charles Johnson, a National Book Award—
winning novelist, uses his keen insight into the end of the King years to produce a 
work of historical fiction that dares to change the very nature of the genre. Set 
against the racial turbulence of the Civil Rights era. DREAMER is the first work of 
fiction to explore King’s life. Yet the story, told by Matthew Bishop, one of King’s 
devoted followers, is also a tale of doubles, warring brothers, envy, and inequality. 
The novel introduces us to Chaym Smith, a man whose startling physical 
resemblance to King wins him the job of official stand-in. In the course of training 
Chaym to shield King from danger, Matthew comes to realize the philosophical 
magnitude of our greatest civil rights leader and the ambiguities within the 
Movement itself, and he - and we – are irreversibly changed. What makes one man
great and the other just a mirror for greatness? What does it mean to be of African 
descent in America? What does it take to change the face of a country forever? 
DREAMER is a magisterial homage to the man who answered those questions for 
us. Readers will come away from this astonishing, multilayered novel with a 
knowledge of King, not only as a triumphant political leader, but as a father, 
husband, friend - and man. DREAMER is a dramatic tour de force that is personal, 
profound and deeply inspiring.

CHARLES JOHNSON received the National Book Award for MIDDLE PASSAGE in
1990. Currently the Pollock Professor of English at the University of Washington, he
lives in Seattle with his wife, Joan, and their two children.
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Johnson, Charles. Dreamer. New York. 1998. Scribner. Uncorrected Advance Proof.
very Good in Wrappers. 068481224x. Author Of The Award Winning Middle 
Passage. 236 pages. paperback. Signed by the Author. Inventory # 25309. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Political visionary, human rights leader, preacher, 
scholar, martyr, Martin Luther King Jr. remains one of the most fascinating and 
significant historical figures. Now, Charles Johnson, a National Book Award—
winning novelist, uses his keen insight into the end of the King years to produce a 
work of historical fiction that dares to change the very nature of the genre. Set 
against the racial turbulence of the Civil Rights era. DREAMER is the first work of 
fiction to explore King’s life. Yet the story, told by Matthew Bishop, one of King’s 
devoted followers, is also a tale of doubles, warring brothers, envy, and inequality. 
The novel introduces us to Chaym Smith, a man whose startling physical 
resemblance to King wins him the job of official stand-in. In the course of training 
Chaym to shield King from danger, Matthew comes to realize the philosophical 
magnitude of our greatest civil rights leader and the ambiguities within the 
Movement itself, and he - and we – are irreversibly changed. What makes one man
great and the other just a mirror for greatness? What does it mean to be of African 
descent in America? What does it take to change the face of a country forever? 
DREAMER is a magisterial homage to the man who answered those questions for 
us. Readers will come away from this astonishing, multilayered novel with a 
knowledge of King, not only as a triumphant political leader, but as a father, 
husband, friend - and man. DREAMER is a dramatic tour de force that is personal, 
profound and deeply inspiring.

CHARLES JOHNSON received the National Book Award for MIDDLE PASSAGE in
1990. Currently the Pollock Professor of English at the University of Washington, he
lives in Seattle with his wife, Joan, and their two children.
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Johnson, Charles. Dreamer. New York. 1998. Scribner. Uncorrected Advance Proof.
Very Good in Wrappers. 068481224x. Author Of The Award Winning Middle 
Passage. 236 pages. paperback. Inventory # 25088. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Political visionary, human rights leader, preacher, 
scholar, martyr, Martin Luther King Jr. remains one of the most fascinating and 
significant historical figures. Now, Charles Johnson, a National Book Award—
winning novelist, uses his keen insight into the end of the King years to produce a 
work of historical fiction that dares to change the very nature of the genre. Set 
against the racial turbulence of the Civil Rights era. DREAMER is the first work of 
fiction to explore King’s life. Yet the story, told by Matthew Bishop, one of King’s 
devoted followers, is also a tale of doubles, warring brothers, envy, and inequality. 
The novel introduces us to Chaym Smith, a man whose startling physical 
resemblance to King wins him the job of official stand-in. In the course of training 
Chaym to shield King from danger, Matthew comes to realize the philosophical 
magnitude of our greatest civil rights leader and the ambiguities within the 
Movement itself, and he - and we – are irreversibly changed. What makes one man
great and the other just a mirror for greatness? What does it mean to be of African 
descent in America? What does it take to change the face of a country forever? 
DREAMER is a magisterial homage to the man who answered those questions for 
us. Readers will come away from this astonishing, multilayered novel with a 
knowledge of King, not only as a triumphant political leader, but as a father, 
husband, friend - and man. DREAMER is a dramatic tour de force that is personal, 
profound and deeply inspiring.

CHARLES JOHNSON received the National Book Award for MIDDLE PASSAGE in
1990. Currently the Pollock Professor of English at the University of Washington, he
lives in Seattle with his wife, Joan, and their two children.
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Johnson, Charles. Faith and the Good Thing. New York. 1974. Viking Press. 1st 
Edition. A Few Grease Pen Marks On Top Corner Of Front Free Endpaper, 
Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670305693. 196 pages. hardcover. Signed by
the Author. Jacket design by Abner Graboff. Inventory # 9826. $150

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘It is time to tell you of Faith and the Good Thing.’ Faith 
Cross, only child of Lavidia and the late Todd Cross (a storyteller who lived in a 
world full of magic and fabulous fictions) of Hatten County, Georgia, saved at a 
prayer meeting at the age of twelve, is a beauty, a brown-sugared soul sister turning
eighteen on the day her mother breathes her last breath. ‘Momma,’ Faith says, ‘I 
called for Reverend Brown. ’ Lavidia says, ‘Girl, you get yourself a good thing,’ then
gulps once and dies. Faith doesn’t know what that means, but she hungers to find 
out. She wants – needs - that Good Thing on earth, that really Good Thing. Can 
anyone show her the way? The Swamp Woman, the werewitch who dwells in the 
bogs, tells her she’s a Number One - needs direction to avoid disaster. Faith, she 
says, should leave the Southern backwoods and head for Chicago. Life on earth 
without the Good Thing, she tells Faith, is marked by famine and misery. It is not 
much to go on, but it propels sweet Faith Cross away from her rural Dixie and her 
lost love Alpha Omega Holmes to the lower depths of the Windy City, and from a 
soulless middle-class existence to the interior of her memories and her hopes. Here,
in this quest for the Good Thing, we have the human adventure. We also have the 
story of Faith Cross - a metaphysical yarn spun from pure feeling; from sex, love, 
suffering, beauty, and truth. Set to the music of the spheres, haunted by a 
philosopher’s spirit, conjured up from dreams and disasters, the adventure-strewn 
path to Faith’s Good Thing lies before us and powerfully beckons us to follow. Trust
Charles Johnson, a storyteller with a sorcerer’s touch, to realize the moment of truth.

CHARLES JOHNSON received the National Book Award for MIDDLE PASSAGE in
1990. Currently the Pollock Professor of English at the University of Washington, he
lives in Seattle with his wife, Joan, and their two children.
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Johnson, Charles. Faith and The Good Thing (DUSTJACKET ONLY). New York. 
1974. Viking Press. Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0670305693. 
DUSTJACKET ONLY. Jacket design by Abner Graboff. Inventory # 40325. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET

CHARLES JOHNSON received the National Book Award for MIDDLE PASSAGE in
1990. Currently the Pollock Professor of English at the University of Washington, he
lives in Seattle with his wife, Joan, and their two children.
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Johnson, Charles. Middle Passage. New York. 1991. Plume/New American Library.
1st Plume Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0452266386. 209 pages. 
paperback. Cover art by Francoise Auguste Biard. Inventory # 17780. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From the beginning of his career, Charles Johnson has 
been acclaimed for the richness of his imagination, the virtuosity of his style, and the
boldness of his ideas. Now in MIDDLE PASSAGE, he gives us his finest work to 
date, a relentlessly suspenseful adventure novel about the sea and the nineteenth-
century slave trade. The year is 1830 and at the center of our story is Rutherford 
Calhoun, a newly freed slave leading a dissolute life in New Orleans. Rutherford 
finds himself forced into marriage with Isadora Bailey, a proper yet severe Boston 
schoolteacher, and, to quickly escape both wedlock and his Louisiana debts, he 
stows away on the first available ship. To his shock and horror, Rutherford learns 
that the vessel, the Republic, is a slave ship bound for Africa. Its captain is the 
American soldier of fortune, Ebenezer Falcon, a buccaneer and empire-builder, its 
crew the most palpable gallery of misfits and degenerates in the annals of seafaring.
The Republics mission is to transport the last survivors of a nearly legendary tribe, 
the Allmuseri, from their devastated homeland to the New World. And Rutherford, 
with no escape possible, must undergo a perilous voyage of discovery — about his 
fellow sailors, about the mysterious African cargo they transport through the Middle
Passage, and, above all, about himself — with only small hope of returning home. 
Precise in its historical detail, vivid in its characters and scenes, nimble in its 
interplay of (surprising) comedy and serious ideas, MIDDLE PASSAGE is one of the
most daring and compassionate works of American fiction in recent years.

CHARLES JOHNSON received the National Book Award for MIDDLE PASSAGE in
1990. Currently the Pollock Professor of English at the University of Washington, he
lives in Seattle with his wife, Joan, and their two children.
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Johnson, Charles. Oxherding Tale. Bloomington. 1982. Indiana University Press. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0253166071. 176 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket drawing by Sharon Sklar. Inventory # 34308. $150

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Andrew Hawkins’ birth is the result of a huge 
misunderstanding. His story begins on an evening in 1837. Jonathan Polkinghorne,
master of the Cripplegate plantation, and his dutiful butler, George Hawkins, drink a
bit too much and decide they can’t go home to their own wives—so they go home to
each others’. Disaster ensues. Their wives never quite recover, George is banished 
to the fields, and nine months later Anna Polkinghorne gives birth to the fated 
narrator of OXHERDING TALE. As a youth, Andrew is caught in the perpetual battle
of the sexes; as he matures, he becomes a social chameleon, who tastes life fully in
both the white and the black worlds, never truly belonging to either. Charles 
Johnson’s comic philosophical novel takes the form of a picaresque, first-person 
narrative. It is the story of Andrew’s desperate flight from slavery, but in 
OXHERDING TALE bondage is spiritual as well as physical, sexual as well as racial.
Andrew’s adventures cover not only the landscape of the antebellum South—the 
horrors of the ‘peculiar institution,’ black suicide, and death in the mines—but also 
timeless questions of identity and the nature of the self. Like John Fowles in The 
French Lieutenant’s Woman, John Barth in The Sotweed Factor, and E. L. Doctorow
in Ragtime, Charles Johnson has created a narrative voice that bridges present-day
and past sensibilities. The form of OXHERDING TALE—at once a celebration and 
an exploration of a traditional genre—underscores its meaning: a fiction that fully 
treats slavery and liberation on every level of experience.

CHARLES JOHNSON received the National Book Award for MIDDLE PASSAGE in
1990. Currently the Pollock Professor of English at the University of Washington, he
lives in Seattle with his wife, Joan, and their two children.
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Johnson, Denis. Tree of Smoke. New York. 2007. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780374279127. 614 pages. hardcover.
Jacket design & art by Susan Mitchell. Inventory # 30404. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is the story of Skip Sands - spy-in-training, engaged
in Psychological Operations against the Vietcong - and the disasters that befall him 
thanks to his famous uncle, a war hero known in intelligence circles simply as the 
Colonel. This is also the story of the Houston brothers, Bill and James, young men 
who drift out of the Arizona desert into a war in which the line between 
disinformation and delusion has blurred away. In its vision of human folly, and its 
gritty, sympathetic portraits of men and women desperate for an end to their 
loneliness, whether in sex or death or by the grace of God, this is a story like nothing
in our literature. TREE OF SMOKE is Denis Johnson’s first full-length novel in nine 
years, and his most gripping, beautiful, and powerful work to date.

Denis Hale Johnson (July 1, 1949, Munich, Germany - May 24, 2017, Gualala, CA)
was an American writer best known for his short story collection Jesus' Son (1992) 
and his novel Tree of Smoke (2007), which won the National Book Award for Fiction.
He also wrote plays, poetry and non-fiction.
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Johnson, Denis. Tree of Smoke. New York. 2007. Farrar Straus Giroux. Advance 
Reader's Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 0374979855. 614 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 10793. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is the story of Skip Sands - spy-in-training, engaged
in Psychological Operations against the Vietcong - and the disasters that befall him 
thanks to his famous uncle, a war hero known in intelligence circles simply as the 
Colonel. This is also the story of the Houston brothers, Bill and James, young men 
who drift out of the Arizona desert into a war in which the line between 
disinformation and delusion has blurred away. In its vision of human folly, and its 
gritty, sympathetic portraits of men and women desperate for an end to their 
loneliness, whether in sex or death or by the grace of God, this is a story like nothing
in our literature. TREE OF SMOKE is Denis Johnson’s first full-length novel in nine 
years, and his most gripping, beautiful, and powerful work to date.

Denis Hale Johnson (July 1, 1949, Munich, Germany - May 24, 2017, Gualala, CA)
was an American writer best known for his short story collection Jesus' Son (1992) 
and his novel Tree of Smoke (2007), which won the National Book Award for Fiction.
He also wrote plays, poetry and non-fiction.
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Johnson, Diane. Dashiell Hammett: A Life. New York. 1983. Random House. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394505018. 345 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Richard Adelson. Inventory # 4892. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is the definitive biography of one of America’s most 
important, most fascinating and enigmatic twentieth-century writers. It is the first and
only book on Hammett written with the full cooperation of his longtime friend Lillian 
Hellman, Hammett’s late wife Josephine and his daughters. It is based on a great 
deal of material that has never been available before, including many Hammett 
letters and Ms. Hellman’s recollections. A surprising and deeply moving portrait of 
Hammett emerges from this biography. Dashiell Hammett’s great original 
contribution to American literature was the creation of the hard-boiled detective - the
Continental Op and Sam Spade. Diane Johnson traces the origins of these 
characters in Hammett’s own experience as A Pinkerton agent in the West and 
shows how his vision of the world was shaped by this lonely, hard and often amoral
existence. After serving in the army in World War I and contracting tuberculosis, 
Hammett married and moved to San Francisco. In the 1920s and early thirties he 
finished, in a prodigious burst of creativity, the works that made him rich and 
famous: RED HARVEST, THE DAIN CURSE, THE MALTESE FALCON and THE 
GLASS KEY. After writing THE THIN MAN in 1934 he never finished another novel.
In 1930 he met Lillian Hellman, who remained his lifelong companion and supporter
and on whom the character of Nora in THE THIN MAN is based. During World War 
II he volunteered immediately and served in the Aleutians although he was already 
in his mid-forties. In 1951 Hammett went to prison because he refused to answer the
questions of the court during a communist witch-hunt. After he was released, he 
continued his work for causes he believed in. When he died in 1961, he was still 
working on his unfinished novel, TULIP, and trying, like one of his fictional heroes, to
live as an honest man in a corrupt world.

Diane Johnson (born April 28, 1934) is an American-born novelist and essayist 
whose satirical novels often feature American heroines living abroad in 
contemporary France.
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Johnson, Dolores. Seminole Diary: Remembrances of a Slave. New York. 1994. 
Macmillan. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0027478483. Illustrated by 
Dolores Johnson. unpaginated. hardcover. Cover illustration by Dolores Johnson. 
Inventory # 21363. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A family of escaped slaves finds refuge with the 
Seminole Indians and journeys with them to the Oklahoma Territory along the Trail 
of Tears.

Dolores Johnson is the talented author-illustrator of many books for children, 
including Now Let Me Fly, What Will Mommy Do When I'm in School, and Seminole
Diary, which was an American Bookseller Pick of the List. She writes, "My editor was
the first person to suggest to me that I write a book about Kwanzaa, and I am so 
glad she did. In writing this book, I was able to explore new territory other than my 
usual fiction stories. I was able to examine history, design crafts, experiment with 
recipes, as well as offer all children a way to participate in a fascinating cultural 
celebration." A graduate of Boston University, Ms. Johnson was born and raised in 
New Britain, Connecticut. She now lives in Inglewood, California
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Johnson, Dolores. What Will Mommy Do When I'm at School?. New York. 1990. 
Aladdin Books/Simon & Schuster. 1st Paperbound Edition. Very Good in Wrappers.
0689821336. unpaginated. paperback. Illustrated by Dolores Johnson. Inventory # 
37788. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An African American girl worries how her mother will live
without her when she goes to school.

Dolores Johnson was a journalist who worked on newspapers in Oregon, California,
Wyoming and Colorado. Her experience as a field reporter for American Dry Cleaner
magazine helped her write the Mandy Dyer Mystery series. Her first novel, Taken to
the Cleaners, was published in 1997. She died in April 2010.
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Johnson, E. Richard. Blind Man's Bluff. New York. 1987. St Martin's Press. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket W/Some Tears. 0312009992. 168 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 28165. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Walter Sullivan lost his eyesight in Vietnam; after that, he
didn't have many legitimate prospects in life. He did, however, know the location of a
multimillion-dollar stash of pure Chinese heroine that could put him on easy street if
only he had the means to extract it from its hiding place and put it on the market. 
Unfortunately for Sullivan, others know about the stash, and they're willing to kill for 
it. That's the end of the line for Sullivan and the entrance cue for Tony Lonto, a 
middle-aged, but still tough, homicide detective, who almost ended up as a hood 
himself before deciding that being a cop was easier than being chased by one. The
author, an inmate at Stillwater Prison in Minnesota, won the 1968 Edgar Award for 
his last novel, SILVER STREET, receiving it in his cell.

Emil Richard Johnson (born 1938 in Prentice, Wisconsin ; died December 1997 ) 
was an American writer of crime fiction. When Johnson left the army in 1960, he had
trouble integrating into civilian life. With no fixed abode, he entered into a life of 
crime. In 1962 during a robbery in Minnesota Johnson shot a security guard. He 
already had two convictions and as a result was sentenced to forty years in prison at
the State Prison of Stillwater in Minnesota. In prison, Johnson began writing out of 
boredom. His debut novel, Death on Silver Street ( Silver Street ), proved to be his 
literary breakthrough. Audiences and critics alike were enthusiastic, and the novel 
won an Edgar from the Mystery Writers of America in 1969.keywords

Mystery America
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Johnson, E. Richard. Cage Five Is Going To Break. New York. 1970. Harper & Row.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 149 pages. hardcover. Jacket photo
by Vince Alosa. Inventory # 25158. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - His name was Stacy Tate, and he’d left a string at forty 
robberies around the country and had been convicted on only four of them, which 
had been enough to put him in Murphy Farm. Stacy was a solid-looking man, as 
hard and as tough as any man the steel-mill slums of Pittsburgh had ever put on the
pistol circuit. He had the fight-scarred hands and snake-quick temper to prove it, and
he’d had to prove it a few times during his first year at Murphy. That, plus his ability 
to keep his guts intact, had made him cage boss. A Yankee cage boss in a Southern
prison. A prison that hadn’t much going for it-cockroaches, bean fields, shotgun 
guards, and the ‘Smith & ‘Wesson Line.’ And Captain Hans Hartmann and his 
Hundred - who were as tough as Stacy or tougher. In spite at which, Stacy had 
made a Plan. a plan that would, he hoped, get him out at Murphy Farm. Him and his
five cell mates. He supposed that if everything worked right, absolutely right, all six 
of them might make it. But that was a pretty big ‘if’ to be tossing around. E. 
RICHARD JOHNSON, whose earlier novels have won him the respect of critics and
the growing interest of readers across the country (and overseas), has written a 
rough, exciting novel which pulls the reader into and along with it-and which might 
just shake up a few people and places in our Southern prison system. .

Emil Richard Johnson (born 1938 in Prentice, Wisconsin ; died December 1997 ) 
was an American writer of crime fiction.keywords
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Johnson, E. Richard. Cage Five Is Going To Break. New York. 1970. Harper & Row.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket W/A Faded Spine. 149
pages. hardcover. Jacket photo by Vince Alosa. Inventory # 4893. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - His name was Stacy Tate, and he’d left a string at forty 
robberies around the country and had been convicted on only four of them, which 
had been enough to put him in Murphy Farm. Stacy was a solid-looking man, as 
hard and as tough as any man the steel-mill slums of Pittsburgh had ever put on the
pistol circuit. He had the fight-scarred hands and snake-quick temper to prove it, and
he’d had to prove it a few times during his first year at Murphy. That, plus his ability 
to keep his guts intact, had made him cage boss. A Yankee cage boss in a Southern
prison. A prison that hadn’t much going for it-cockroaches, bean fields, shotgun 
guards, and the ‘Smith & ‘Wesson Line.’ And Captain Hans Hartmann and his 
Hundred - who were as tough as Stacy or tougher. In spite at which, Stacy had 
made a Plan. a plan that would, he hoped, get him out at Murphy Farm. Him and his
five cell mates. He supposed that if everything worked right, absolutely right, all six 
of them might make it. But that was a pretty big ‘if’ to be tossing around. E. 
RICHARD JOHNSON, whose earlier novels have won him the respect of critics and
the growing interest of readers across the country (and overseas), has written a 
rough, exciting novel which pulls the reader into and along with it-and which might 
just shake up a few people and places in our Southern prison system. .

Emil Richard Johnson (born 1938 in Prentice, Wisconsin ; died December 1997 ) 
was an American writer of crime fiction.keywords
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Johnson, E. Richard. Cage Five Is Going To Break (DUSTJACKET ONLY). New 
York. 1970. Harper & Row. Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket with a Faded 
Spine. DUSTJACKET ONLY. Jacket photo by Vince Alosa. Inventory #  44303. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET
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Johnson, E. Richard. The Judas. New York. 1971. Harper & Row. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0060122129. 177 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Peter McKenzie. Inventory # 22929. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - They called him Judas. He killed people for a living. He 
was a gun for the Mafia, or the Mafiosi, or Costra Nostra,or the Brotherhood - call it
anything you like, it was an organization that found an internal assassin useful, and
Judas was useful. His real name was Jericho Jones, and Kansas City was his 
hometown. He’d been in prison. Now he had served his five-year term and he was 
just out free. And Candoli wanted to see him at once. If you read the newspapers 
you know that Candoli was the ‘reformed’ racket boss in Chicago, a man who got a 
lot of good publicity from the press by his acts of charity, a man who got a cut of 
every piece of crime profit squeezed from the city. But, lately - the word was around
- Candoli was slipping; there were internal family troubles. And Candoli was a sick 
man, Judas saw that at once, when they met in the old man’s Chicago apartment. 
Candoli offered Judas a job. ‘I want you on this job,’ he said, ‘because you’ve proved
you can be trusted and you work alone.’ Judas said, ‘Maybe I’m not ready to carry a
gun for you. Maybe I’m not going to carry one at all anymore, Right now I want to eat
a decent meal, sleep with a woman, and get drunk.’ But Candoli got his way. He 
usually did. Judas wound up in Kansas City, trying to find out about Johnny-
Candoli’s son and heir. It was a rough search-rough and deadly dangerous. There 
were a lot of people in Kansas City who didn’t want Judas to find out anything, not 
about Johnny, and not too much about Peggy Allen-who’d been the old man’s 
property before she attracted his son’s attention. Or about the other girls, and the 
men around them-dying men, deadly men, and dead men. E. RICHARD JOHNSON
has won himself a host of readers across the country and around the world. This 
powerful story should win him many more.

Emil Richard Johnson (born 1938 in Prentice, Wisconsin ; died December 1997 ) 
was an American writer of crime fiction.
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Johnson, Earvin Magic and Levin, Richard. Magic. New York. 1983. Viking Press. 
1st Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0670448044. 231 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket photograph by Andy Bernstein. Inventory # 9530. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is the off-court story of Earvin ‘Magic’ Johnson, 
basketball's youngest superstar. Twice named the Most Valuable Player in the NBA
playoffs, Magic was, at the age of twenty-two, already a basketball legend. Born one
of seven children in Lansing, Michigan, young Earvin showed early signs of good 
size - and great talent. He was recruited by dozens of colleges but finally chose to 
stay home and play for the Michigan State Spartans. After his sophomore year, 
Magic opted for the pros in 1979. becoming the highest-paid rookie in basketball 
history up to that time. He was an instant success with the Los Angeles Lakers, 
playing alongside the matchless Kareem Abdul-Jabbar. Last year, Magic signed a 
long-term contract for S25 million. It hasn't all been gravy: Johnson has been 
seriously injured and was at the eve of the hurricane when Laker coach Paul 
Westhead was fired in November 1981. Through it all, Magic has stood taller than 
his 6 feet 9 inches - a man with a huge smile and as strong a competitive drive as 
the game has ever seen.

Earvin "Magic" Johnson Jr. is an American retired professional basketball player and
current president of basketball operations of the Los Angeles Lakers of the National
Basketball Association. He played point guard for the Lakers for 13 seasons.
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Johnson, R. M. Father Found. New York. 2000. Simon & Schuster. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684844710. 381 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Michelle Keller. Inventory # 27714. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Is there such a thing as too much dedication? Zale 
Rowen is no ordinary nine-to-fiver. His job is an all-consuming, round-the-clock 
obsession, propelling him through the underside of Chicago in search of homeless 
youths. As the founder of an organization called Father Found, Zale is fiercely 
devoted to a single mission in life: to track down deadbeat dads and hold them 
accountable to the children they've walked out on. Though Zale's heart is in the right
place, something is very wrong. The more his determination builds, the more he 
spirals out of control, ruining his most valued relationships, destroying his health, 
and jeopardizing his life. Now on the brink of undermining the very organization for 
which he's sacrificed everything, Zale is forced to take a step back and consider his
behavior. But just as he finally begins to face the dark, long-repressed secrets 
motivating him, he is blindsided by a shocking revelation that challenges everything
he holds true -- one that will change his life forever. With the same passion and 
insight he brought to The Harris Men, RM Johnson weaves a stirring and deeply 
engaging novel of family and self-sacrifice. A testament to the power of forgiveness
and trust, Father Found is an illuminating look at a pressing social emergency and a
rare window into the contemporary male psyche.

RM Johnson is an American writer, the author of nine adult urban fiction novels and
one young adult fiction novel. He is best known for stories dealing with love, sex and
the various challenges faced by African Americans. Johnson's works have appeared
on the Essence magazine's bestselling books list.
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Johnson, R. M. The Harris Family. New York. 2001. Simon & Schuster. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0743216008. 349 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket illustration by Cathleen Toelke. Inventory # 31048. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The unforgettable crew of characters that made RM 
Johnson's debut novel The Harris Men a bestseller return in this riveting story of 
love, loss, and second chances. Life hasn't been easy for Julius Harris since he 
walked out on his wife and three sons twenty-five years ago. He may be blessed 
with the love of a wonderful new woman and a beautiful home in California, but not a
moment passes that he isn't filled with regret for the fateful choice he made so many
years ago. What's worse, he's now fighting for his life against an illness that leaves 
him with little hope of ever rebuilding the family lost to him. Julius has learned the 
hard way that there's nothing more precious than family -- and nothing more painful 
than being estranged from those you love. But suddenly Julius receives news that 
gives him fresh hope of making his family whole again: his cancer has gone into 
remission. Overjoyed, Julius is grateful for this miracle and the time it affords him to
make up for his past mistakes. Fulfilling his dream won't be easy, however. Across 
the country in Chicago, life isn't exactly simple for his three grown sons -- now in 
their thirties and busy with families and romantic entanglements of their own. The 
oldest son, Austin, a handsome and successful attorney, struggles to be a good 
father to his two children despite his ex-wife's determination to turn them against 
him. Marcus, the middle son, a self-employed graphic designer, wrestles with a fear
of commitment that leads him to drive away the woman he loves. And Caleb, the 
youngest, just released from prison for armed robbery, tries desperately to rebuild 
his life and win back the wife and son lost to him as a result of his past mistakes. 
Between the struggles of romance and career, these three brothers have a difficult 
enough time being there for one another -- let alone a father they haven't seen in so
many years. Nor are they so sure they're ready to let him back into their lives.

RM Johnson is an American writer, the author of nine adult urban fiction novels and
one young adult fiction novel. He is best known for stories dealing with love, sex and
the various challenges faced by African Americans.
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Johnson, R. M. The Harris Men. New York. 1999. Simon & Schuster. Advance 
Uncorrected Reader's Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 0684844702. 335 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 26247. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - RM Johnson's extraordinary debut is a stirring family 
portrait that resonates with emotion and wit, as a father faces death - and the three 
sons he abandoned so many years before. 'Mr. Harris, I'm sorry, but you have 
cancer.' Although devastated to learn he has just one year to live, fifty-five-year-old 
Julius Harris has always known that the day would come when he would pay for 
walking out on his wife and three children twenty years earlier. Now, with a sudden 
and passionate determination to make his family whole again, Julius begins trying to
find a way back to his sons. Caleb, the youngest, struggling to support a son and 
make his way in arelentless world, couldn't care less about his own absentee father.
Middleson Marcus can't abide even his father's memory, which gets in the wayof his
committing to the one woman who has turned his life around. And Austin, Julius' 
eldest child, so adores what he remembers of his father that he's following in his 
footsteps, abandoning his wife and children justas Julius had done. Inspired by RM 
Johnson's own fragile family history, The Harris Men is his poignant exploration of 
the increasing problem of absentee fathers - and of the compromises made by the 
families they leave behind. As the Harris men grapple with their fears and their 
choices, Johnson gets to the very heart of what it means to be a man.

RM Johnson is an American writer, the author of nine adult urban fiction novels and
one young adult fiction novel. He is best known for stories dealing with love, sex and
the various challenges faced by African Americans. Johnson's works have appeared
on the Essence magazine's bestselling books list.
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Johnson, R. M. The Harris Men. New York. 1999. Simon & Schuster. 1st Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684844702. 1st Novel. 336 pages. hardcover. Cover: 
Michelle Keller. Inventory # 26484. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - RM Johnson's extraordinary debut is a stirring family 
portrait that resonates with emotion and wit, as a father faces death - and the three 
sons he abandoned so many years before. 'Mr. Harris, I'm sorry, but you have 
cancer.' Although devastated to learn he has just one year to live, fifty-five-year-old 
Julius Harris has always known that the day would come when he would pay for 
walking out on his wife and three children twenty years earlier. Now, with a sudden 
and passionate determination to make his family whole again, Julius begins trying to
find a way back to his sons. Caleb, the youngest, struggling to support a son and 
make his way in arelentless world, couldn't care less about his own absentee father.
Middleson Marcus can't abide even his father's memory, which gets in the wayof his
committing to the one woman who has turned his life around. And Austin, Julius' 
eldest child, so adores what he remembers of his father that he's following in his 
footsteps, abandoning his wife and children justas Julius had done. Inspired by RM 
Johnson's own fragile family history, The Harris Men is his poignant exploration of 
the increasing problem of absentee fathers - and of the compromises made by the 
families they leave behind. As the Harris men grapple with their fears and their 
choices, Johnson gets to the very heart of what it means to be a man.

RM Johnson is an American writer, the author of nine adult urban fiction novels and
one young adult fiction novel. He is best known for stories dealing with love, sex and
the various challenges faced by African Americans. Johnson's works have appeared
on the Essence magazine's bestselling books list.
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Johnson, Victoria and Davis, Megan. Victoria Johnson's Attitude. New York. 1993. 
Penguin Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0140175377. 256 
pages. paperback. Inventory # 40675. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Victoria Johnson, who once carried an incredible 170 
pounds on her tiny 5'3' frame, waged a war against her own childhood insecurities, 
compulsive eating, and poor health and fitness--and won. Now she shares her 
inspirational story and shows others how they, too, can break unhealthy patterns to 
live a more vital and energetic life. Photos throughout.

Victoria Johnson spent her humble beginnings as a child of family that traveled 
extensively, she struggled with eating disorders; including obesity, anorexia and 
bulimia to become the nation's premier Fitness Celebrity & Professional Trainer, 
teacher's teacher of dance movement, and sports training and fitness icon. Victoria 
is the most notably endorsed Fitness Celebrity in the world. She is the only legend to
hold a contract with every major shoe company, including Spokes Model and 
Endorsed Athlete for Nike, Adidas, LA Gear and Adidas. 21st Century Trendsetter.
When the trend-setting Chicken Soup for the Soul publishers went on a search to 
find the next pioneering author for their Lifestyle division, they chose Victoria 
Johnson. Victoria is a fitness and business visionary who leads her field as a critical
thinker, mentor and coach. Victoria works with professional athletes, Business 
CEOs, Entrepreneurs. She is an internationally acclaimed professional speaker, 
lecturer, trainer, and business consultant to entrepreneurs, corporations, trade 
associations and professionals worldwide. Her passion for ancient wisdom and 
futuristic thinking abilities earned her a place in "Common Ground", a book that 
features "People to watch", as one of the most influential cultural women of the 
decade.
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Johnson, Wayne. Don't Think Twice. New York. 1999. Harmony Books. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0609604600. 304 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 26765. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Deep in the magnificent landscape of northwest 
Minnesota, near the Chippewa reservation where he grew up, Paul Two Persons 
owns a resort lodge on fourteen thousand acres of pristine forests and lakes. 
Haunted by the death of his young son and his disintegrating relationship with his 
beautiful wife, Paul is on the verge of losing the land he loves due to an unpaid loan
to his childhood friend Al. When he is called on to identify Al's body at the morgue, 
he knows his troubles have just begun. Not only are shady developers eyeing his 
property with escalating delight, but his best friend is putting moves on his mourning
wife, and he's getting the dizzying sense that these occurrences are related to his 
son's death and Al's 'suicide.' It's not just the fire that damages half the lodge or the
potshots that somebody takes at him on a dark night; it's the left boot missing from 
Al's body and the Chippewa burial markings misplaced on his dead friend's flesh. 
These oddities lead Paul into a staggering game of deceit and murder even as his 
family and friends go to great lengths to save him. Wayne Johnson has crafted a 
complex novel propelled by the mysterious circumstances of a man's downfall and 
the pride and misfortunes of his people. This riveting literary thriller captures the soul
of a people and the beauty of their land, while calculating the price of true friendship
and the enduring power of love.

Wayne Johnson is the author of five critically-acclaimed novels: The Snake Game 
(Knopf), Don’t Think Twice (Crown/Harmony), Six Crooked Highways 
(Crown/Harmony), and The Devil You Know (Shaye Areheart Books). Under the 
pseudonym Albertine Strong, Johnson published Deluge (Crown/Harmony). 
Johnson grew up in the Twin Cities and studied microbiology at the University of 
Minnesota before discovering the pleasures of hang gliding near Bozeman, 
Montana, where he finished his undergraduate degrees in English and Philosophy.
A Teaching-Writing Fellow of the Iowa Writers’ Workshop and a former Wallace 
Stegner Fellow at Stanford, Johnson lives and skis in Utah, where he does 
emergency outdoor medical rescue for the Park City Ski Patrol. He is a long-time 
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Johnson, Wayne. The Snake Game. New York. 1990. Knopf. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394583353. 258 pages. hardcover. Jacket design & art 
by Archie Ferguson & Carol Devine Carson. Inventory # 26747. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In his first novel, Johnson evokes a community of 
disenfranchised Indians, the Ojibway and Chippewa, as its members slowly leave 
their cultural enclave over 30 years from the ‘50s to the ‘80s. Chronicling the 
defeatism, desperation and the violence of the neglected poor, using unabashedly 
spare language—a style that stringently avoids any excesses of emotion—Johnson
creates an odd tension. Racism, murder, genocide and sexual passions are related
as straightforwardly as sections detailing fishing, welding, the molding of love 
charms and baseball games. Each chapter is in fact like a powerful short story that 
could stand on its own. In ‘Coots,’ an Indian boy receives a gun for his birthday and,
venting his long pent-up rage, starts shooting uneatable birds as the white man 
does, just for the fun of killing. In ‘Bear, Dancing,’ a young man, Bear, is asked to 
play Santa Claus before members of his tribe. Suddenly, his ho-ho-ho’s 
metamorphose into a tribal chant and dance—to the priest’s consternation. In 
‘Arrival,’ a white girl attempts to seduce her father’s Indian employee, whom she 
previously found repugnant, while not far off the same Indian’s brother lies dead, his
head blown apart in a ‘hunting accident’ by a known bigot. A provocative, potent 
debut. - PUBLISHERS WEEKLY.

Wayne Johnson is the author of five critically-acclaimed novels: The Snake Game 
(Knopf), Don’t Think Twice (Crown/Harmony), Six Crooked Highways 
(Crown/Harmony), and The Devil You Know (Shaye Areheart Books). Under the 
pseudonym Albertine Strong, Johnson published Deluge (Crown/Harmony). 
Johnson grew up in the Twin Cities and studied microbiology at the University of 
Minnesota before discovering the pleasures of hang gliding near Bozeman, 
Montana, where he finished his undergraduate degrees in English and Philosophy.
A Teaching-Writing Fellow of the Iowa Writers’ Workshop and a former Wallace 
Stegner Fellow at Stanford, Johnson lives and skis in Utah, where he does 
emergency outdoor medical rescue for the Park City Ski Patrol. He is a long-time 
faculty member of the Iowa Summer Writing Festival in Iowa City.
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Johnston, George (translator). The Saga of Gisli. Toronto. 1963. J.M. Dent & Sons 
Ltd./University of Toronto Press. 1st Canadian Edition. A Few Penned Notes on 
Page 49, Otherwise Very Good.No Dustjacket. Translated from the Icelandic by 
George Johnston. Notes & An Essays On The Saga Of Gisli by Peter Foote. 146 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 4900. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Saga of Gisli was written early in the thirteenth 
century. It offers an imaginative reconstruction of the story of a man and his family 
who came to Iceland from Norway about A.D. 950. Soon after 960 Gisli, the central 
figure, was outlawed for killing his brother-in-law, and then, for thirteen years or 
more, he lived in hiding in remote parts of the northwest of Iceland until he was 
finally caught and killed by his enemies. Around this historical core the author has 
spun a web of conflicting passions - love, hate and jealousy between man and wife,
brother and sister, brother-in-law - intricate emotional bonds which are here seen 
ironically patterned against a background of inevitable fate. Gisli, the hero, is 
portrayed not only as a man of strength and courage but also as a poet and 
dreamer, tormented in his outlawry by nightmarish visions which seem gradually to 
sap his will to resist. The author's probing into the emotional depths of his 
characters, the superbly effective architecture of his narrative leading to the central 
climax, his sense of the dramatic, and his cool, compelling style, all combine to 
make this one of the most memorable of all the Icelandic sagas. The saga is now 
presented, first and foremost as an outstanding piece of medieval literature, in a new
translation by Professor George Johnston of Carleton University, Ottawa. In a style
which in no way affects the quaint or archaic he seeks to give the English reader an
awareness of the movement and texture of the Icelandic original. The translation is 
followed by some notes, lively and informative, which should benefit both the reader
for pleasure and the serious student. ILLUSTRATED WITH MAPS.

George Benson Johnston (October 7, 1913 – August 2004) was a Canadian poet 
(who published as George Johnston), translator, and academic "best known for lyric
poetry that delineates with good-humoured wisdom the pleasures and pains of 
suburban family life."
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Johnston, Paul. The House of Dust. London. 2001. New English Library. 1st British
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0340766131. 463 pages. paperback. 
Cover photograph by Stewart Larking. Inventory # 34636. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It's April 2028. Youth gangs roam the streets of 
independent Edinburgh, forcing the ruling Council of City Guardians to seek advice.
Experts from the utopian university-state of New Oxford recommend a maximum 
security prison alongside the central tourist zone, but at the prison opening 
ceremony an Edinburgh guardian is shot. Quint gathers evidence linking New 
Oxford to the assassination. Sent there to close the case, he finds a ruthless 
administration beneath the glossy hi-tech veneer, and a conspiracy which leads from
New Oxford's mysterious heart to his home city.

Paul Johnston was born in Edinburgh, studied Greek at Oxford, and now divides his
time between the UK and a small Greek island. His highly-acclaimed Quintilian 
Dalrymple series won the John Creasey Memorial Dagger for best first crime novel.
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Johnston, William. Get Smart!. New York. 1965. Tempo Books/Grosset & Dunlap. 
1st Edition. Some Water-Staining Along Bottom Of The Last Few Pages,Otherwise
Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. Paperback Original TV novelization about 
NBC television's hottest, most hilarious super-spy, MAxwell Smart, Agent 86 for 
CONTROL. 159 pages. paperback. T-103. 4803. Inventory # 31667. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When Max Smart, that intrepid secret agent for Control, 
gets assigned to the Computer Caper, it’s the start of a laugh-out-loud adventure 
through a confusing labyrinth of international spies, UN delegates, Greenwich 
Village coffee house denizens, and a couple of beautiful girls who don’t do much to
help him but do liven up the nutty goings-on. How Max foils the diabolical plot 
against the Free World makes a zany tale that no self-respecting spy lover can 
afford to miss.

William Johnston (who also wrote undeer the pseudonyms Susan Claudia, Willa 
Jay, Heather Sinclair, Ed Garth, Alex Steele, and William Howard) joined the Navy in
1942 and served in the Pacific. He worked as a disc jockey, advertising executive, 
magazine editor, and PR man before his writing career took off in 1960 with The 
Marriage Cage, a comic mystery that earned him a Best First Novel Edgar Award 
nomination from the Mystery Writers of America. He followed that book with a slew 
of pulp titles for Monarch Books, ranging from light comedy (The Power of Positive 
Loving) to medical romance (the Doctor Starr trilogy) to soft-core erotica (Save Her 
for Loving, Teen Age Tramp, Girls on the Wing). Johnston’s medical novels 
dovetailed with his first tie-in assignments -- original novels based on the TV series
The Nurses, Doctor Kildare and Ben Casey.
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Jollimore, Troy. At Lake Scugog: Poems. Princeton. 2011. Princeton University 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780691149431. 88 pages. 
paperback. Cover art: Akseli Gallen-Kallela, ‘Lake Keitele’ (1905). Inventory # 
30389. $16.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is an eagerly awaited collection of new poems from 
the author of TOM THOMSON IN PURGATORY, which won the National Book 
Critics Circle Award and was hailed by the New York Times as a ‘snappy, 
entertaining book.’ A triumphant follow-up to that acclaimed debut, AT LAKE 
SCUGOG demonstrates why the San Francisco Chronicle has called Troy Jollimore
‘a new and exciting voice in American poetry.’ Jollimore is a professional 
philosopher, and in witty and profound ways his formally playful poems dramatize 
philosophical subjects--especially the individual's relation to the larger world, and the
permeable, constantly shifting border between ‘inner’ and ‘outer.’ For instance, the 
speaker of ‘The Solipsist,’ suspecting that the entire world ‘lives inside of your skull,’
wonders ‘why / God would make ear and eye / to face outward, not in.’ And Tom 
Thomson--a character who also appeared in Jollimore's first book--finds himself 
journeying like an astronaut through the far reaches of the space that fills his head, 
an experience that prompts him to ask that a doorbell be installed ‘on the inside,’ so
that he can warn the world before ‘intruding on't.’

Troy Jollimore's first book of poetry, TOM THOMSON IN PURGATORY, won the 
2006 National Book Critics Circle Award. His poems have appeared in the New 
Yorker, McSweeney's, and The Believer, among other publications. He teaches 
philosophy at California State University, Chico.
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Jones, Graham M. Trade of the Tricks: Inside the Magician’s Craft. Berkeley. 2011.
University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9780520270473. 15 b/w photographs. 312 pages. paperback. Inventory # 38121. 
$26.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From risqué cabaret performances to engrossing after-
hours shop talk, Trade of the Tricks offers an unprecedented look inside the 
secretive subculture of modern magicians. Entering the flourishing Paris magic 
scene as an apprentice, Graham M. Jones gives a firsthand account of how 
magicians learn to perform their astonishing deceptions. He follows the day-to-day 
lives of some of France’s most renowned performers, revealing not only how secrets
are created and shared, but also how they are stolen and destroyed. In a book 
brimming with humor and surprise, Jones shows how today’s magicians marshal 
creativity and passion in striving to elevate their amazing skill into high art. The 
book’s lively cast of characters includes female and queer performers whose work is
changing the face of a historically masculine genre.

Graham M. Jones is Assistant Professor of Anthropology at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology.
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Jones, Jacqueline. The Dispossessed: America's Underclass From the Civil War To
the Present. New York. 1992. Basic Books. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0465001270. 399 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Louise Fili. Inventory # 16180.
$15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - he specter of the ‘underclass’ haunts the American 
imagination. Many books focus on a piece of the problem: either the North or South,
blacks or whites, industrial or agricultural workers. Jacqueline Jones’s sweeping 
chronicle of the roots of poverty reveals for the first time the full contours of this 
American tragedy. In a moving evocation of what it has meant to be down and out in
America, this prizewinning historian explores the wrenching displacement of millions
of rural Americans, both blacks and whites, beginning with the Civil War, and follows
their great trek into the industrial centers and urban ghettos of the North. Through 
the stories of ordinary families, The Dispossessed systematically dismantles the 
myth of the ‘culture of poverty,’ challenging the central tenets of the underclass 
debate. Jones shows how family members of both sexes and all ages struggled 
mightily on cotton plantations, in coal mining camps, and in factory towns to piece 
together a livelihood through wage work, farming, and foraging. These families were
determined to resist enforced dependency at the hands of cotton farmers and 
agents of the welfare state. The book argues that:. Poverty cannot be defined 
exclusively in racial or cultural terms. Poverty has a history encompassing political 
as much as economic forces. Place—not only a physical location but also a network
of kin and neighbors—is a major theme in the history of poverty. While many 
scholars and most politicians continue to relegate poor people to a position outside 
the ‘mainstream,’ here is a brilliant work that restores America’s dispossessed to a 
central place in the country’s history.

Jacqueline Jones (born 17 June 1948), is an American social historian. She held the
Walter Prescott Webb Chair in History and Ideas from 2008 to 2017 and is Mastin 
Gentry White Professor of Southern History at the University of Texas at Austin.
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Jones, Mervyn. Chances: An Autobiography. New York. 1987. Verso. 1st American
Edition. Small Stain At The Top Of The Front Free Endpaper, Otherwise Very Good 
in Dustjacket. 0860911675. 311 pages. hardcover. Cover design by Valerie 
Hawthorne. Inventory # 22857. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Memoirs by the British journalist, critic, novelist , Labour
Party activist, & cofounder of the CND movement. An eyewitness to the events of 
May 1968, this book provides a vivid picture of the left culture of the 50s & 60s.

Mervyn Jones (27 February 1922 – 23 February 2010) was a British novelist, 
journalist and biographer, the son of psychoanalyst Ernest Jones. Mervyn Jones 
wrote 29 novels (five unpublished), including John and Mary (1966), the basis for the
1969 film, and Holding On (1973), which was adapted for television in 1977. Jones 
also wrote non-fiction, reportage and biography, including a fictional biography of 
Joseph Stalin in 1970 and a biography of his friend Michael Foot, the former Labour
Party leader, in 1994. A former Communist, Jones wrote for the Daily Worker, and 
later the New Reasoner and Tribune; he was later assistant editor at the New 
Statesman.
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Jones, R. S.
. Force of Gravity. New York. 1991. Viking Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good 
in Dustjacket. 0670835919. 321 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration & design By 
Fred Marcellino. Inventory # 9413. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Paranoid yet judiciously reasonable, innocent yet 
calculating, strange yet strangely endearing, Emmet Barfield finds the world around
him looming larger and larger the more he struggles to make his way within it. With
Emmet as our guide, Force of Gravity transforms the world through a solitary 
consciousness until the reader’s perceptions become as inverted as if seen through
a modern version of Alice’s looking glass. Emmet’s world is a place where shopping
in a market requires the cunning of a carefully considered crime, where a bustling 
city street in summer appears as desolate as a forgotten wasteland, where a stray 
cat adopted for company becomes as menacing as one’s darkest foe, and where a
mother and son riding a ski lift suddenly find themselves dizzy with the threat of 
death. Through his eyes, the world becomes newly alive with the terrible vividness 
and weird beauty of an undiscovered territory.

Robert S. Jones (March 3, 1954 – August 13, 2001) was an American novelist, and
editor. He was born in Santa Monica, California. Jones grew up in southern 
California and northern New Jersey. Jones began work as an editor at HarperCollins
(then Harper & Row) in 1985, and at the time of his death in 2001 was Editor in 
Chief. In 1992 Jones received the Whiting Award for emerging writers. The award 
was presented by Ralph Ellison, the author of Invisible Man. In addition to his work 
as an editor, Jones published two novels and a number of short stories. His first 
novel Force of Gravity was described by Iris Murdoch as "a beautiful, terrifying tale 
of a quiet descent into insanity." His second novel, Walking on Air “examines all the
psychological nuances of the dying and their caretakers.” Jones' shorter work 
appeared in Q and in Best American Gay Fiction 1996.
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Jones, Robert F. Tie My Bones To Her Back. New York. 1996. Farrar Straus Giroux.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket With Traces of a Price Sticker on The
Bottom Back and a Small Tear Mark. 0374277591. 271 pages. hardcover. Inventory
# 22569. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1873, Jenny Dousmann heads west to build a new life
for herself and her older brother, Otto, only to be savagely raped while her brother is
crippled during a blizzard, but, with the help of Two Shields, a half-Cheyenne, they 
find refuge for themselves among the Cheyenne.

Robert F. Jones (1934–2002) was a novelist and an outdoor writer for Sports 
Illustrated and Field & Stream. Many of his novels contain fantastic and/or 
surrealistic elements, causing some critics to label his work slipstream. Jones' 
archive resides at the Albert and Shirley Small Special Collections Library at the 
University of Virginia. He died December 18, 2002, of natural causes in Bennington,
VT at age 68.
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Jones, Stan. White Sky, Black Ice: A Nathan Active Mystery. New York. 1999. Soho
Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1569471525. 264 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 26632. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An Alaskan State trooper must satisfy both Eskimo and 
'white man's' justice. Trooper Nathan Active, child of a fifteen-year-old unmarried 
Inupiat Eskimo girl, was given up for adoption and raised in Anchorage, where he 
graduated from the university. Now that he has been posted to his remote birth 
village, Chukchi, he longs to return to civilization. Before that happens, he is 
confronted with atypical suicides. Eskimos are notoriously at risk for self-slaughter, 
but never has one man after another shot himself in the Adam's apple. Can a 
shaman's curse really be at work? Lucy Generous is a beautiful villager who is 
enlivening Nathan's tour of duty. Nathan's mother tells him to beware; she wants him
to find a girl who went to college and has a good job. But with Lucy's help, the 
nalauqmiiyaak (almost white) state trooper begins to understand his Eskimo 
heritage, which provides him with the solution to the crimes that he is confronted 
with. This is the first in a series of Nathan Active mysteries.

Stan Jones (born 1947) is an American writer of mystery and science fiction novels,
and is co-author of a non-fiction oral history book. Jones was born in Anchorage, 
Alaska, where he lives today. All of his books to date are set in Alaska.
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Jones, Stephen Graham. All the Beautiful Sinners. New York. 2003. Rugged Land. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1590710088. 487 pages. hardcover.
Jacket photograph by Jason Fulford. Inventory # 34237. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Nazareth, Texas Deputy Sheriff Jim Doe plunges into a 
renegade manhunt after the town's sheriff is gunned down. But unbeknownst to him,
the suspect--an American Indian--holds chilling connections to the disappearance of
Doe's sister years before. And the closer Doe gets to the fugitive's trail, the more he
realizes that his own involvement in the case is hardly coincidental. A descendant of
the Blackfeet Nation himself, Doe keeps getting mistaken for the killer he's chasing.
And when the FBI's finest three profilers descend on the case, Doe suspects the 
hunt has only just begun. But beneath the novel's pyrotechnic plotting, the deeper 
psychic cadences of Stephen Graham Jones's prose take hold. His specific imagery
and telling detail coalesce into the literary equivalent of an Edward Hopper painting.
But like the other seminal works in the genre (Fight Club, Red Dragon), All The 
Beautiful Sinners will unnerve you, and it will then send you back to page one to 
experience its mysteries all over again.

Stephen Graham Jones is a Blackfeet Native American author of experimental 
fiction, horror fiction, crime fiction, and science fiction. He shares a fan base with 
fellow authors Will Christopher Baer and Craig Clevenger known as "The Velvet".
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Jones, Thom. The Pugilist at Rest: Stories. Boston. 1993. Little Brown. 1st Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0316473022. 230 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 18502. 
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Thom Jones's stories strike with a profound and 
devastating impact. HIs vision of the human condition is almost brutal, for in ithe 
world of Jones's fiction there is such a preponderance of darkness that light itself 
becomes a form of torture. Yet each story in this collection is infused with the 
surprising, perhaps even ennobling grace of the spirit that ought to collapse, but 
cannot.

Thomas Douglas "Thom" Jones (January 26, 1945 – October 14, 2016) was an 
American writer, primarily of short stories. His first book, published in 1993, was the
short-story collection The Pugilist at Rest. The stories deal with common themes of
mortality and pain, with characters who often find a kind of solace in the rather 
pessimistic philosophy of Schopenhauer. Boxing, absent or mentally ill fathers, 
physical trauma, and the Vietnam War are also recurring motifs. The collection was
a National Book Award finalist. Jones published two other collections of short 
stories, Cold Snap (1995) and Sonny Liston Was a Friend of Mine (1999).
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Jonke, Gert. Geometric Regional Novel. Normal. 1994. Dalkey Archive Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1564780481. Translated from the 
German by Johannes W. Vazulik. 131 pages. hardcover. Cover art: Georg Scholtz, 
‘Industriebauern’ (Industrial Peasants), 1920. Inventory # 20398. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The first time in paperback for the English-language 
debut of this leading Austrian writer. Geometric Regional Novel is an innovative 
satire on the process by which bureaucracy and official regimentation insidiously 
pervade society. In a deadpan, pseudo-scientific tone, the nameless narrator takes 
us on a tour of a bizarre village whose inhabitants lead such habitual, regulated lives
that they resemble elements in a mathematical equation. The traditional leaders of 
village life - the mayor, the priest, the teacher - uphold the status quo with comically
exaggerated attention to ceremony and trivia, and other villagers perform roles 
identical to those of the generations who preceded them. That nearly every aspect 
of village life has been codified in some way is suggested by the intrusive presence
of warnings, instructions, aphorisms, diagrams, historical records, ordinances, and 
forms - including a hilarious 6-page one for anyone wishing to take a stroll in the 
forest that makes the IRS's long form look user-friendly by comparison. Contrasting
with the mathematical descriptions of village life are flashes of colorful, surrealistic 
writing, exemplifying the life of the imagination so often smothered beneath the 
monotonous routine of traditional rural existence. The stifling conservatism of such 
life has rarely been exposed as mercilessly as Jonke does here.

Gert Jonke (8 February 1946 – 4 January 2009) was an Austrian poet, playwright 
and novelist.
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Joravsky, Ben. Hoop Dreams: A True Story of Hardship & Triumph. Atlanta. 1995. 
Turner Publishing Company. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1570361533. 
Introduction by Charles Barkley. 301 pages. hardcover. Cover illustration by J. Stoll
& Marty Moore. Inventory # 21335. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - To Arthur Agee and William Gates, basketball means 
literally everything. Their only escape from the grim streets of Chicago's West Side 
is onto the neighborhood courts, where they and their friends dream of playing in the
NBA. For most it's just a forlorn hope, but Arthur and William are different: barely out
of grade school, they already display the raw potential that just might make their 
dreams come true. Hoop Dreams began as a documentary film that tracked these 
two young men for almost five years as they struggled to turn their playground skills 
into the kind of basketball mastery that could earn them college scholarships - and
maybe even a place in the pros. Critics from coast to coast hailed the film as one of 
the finest documentaries ever made, both a superb portrait of two gifted teenagers 
working their way through the tough, often cruel basketball machine, and a searing 
look at the harsh realities of inner-city life. In this remarkable book, award-winning 
journalist Ben Joravsky chronicles Arthur and William's battle to reach the top and 
tells the story that could not be told on film. His vivid prose evokes the experience of
being plucked from the projects and offered a glittering future. He captures not only 
the moments of basketball glory at suburban St. Joseph High School, which 
produced superstar Isiah Thomas, but also the loneliness of being poor and black in
an affluent, mostly white school and the overwhelming pressure to perform both on 
the court and in the classroom.

Ben Joravsky is a prize winning journalist whose piece about Chicago's Roosevelt 
High School was chosen as one of 1992's outstanding sports articles. Co-author of
Race and Politics in Chicago,he is a resident of Chicago, Illinois.
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Jordan, June. I Was Looking at the Ceiling & the n I Saw the Sky-
Earthquake/Romance. New York. 1995. Scribners. Uncorrected Advance Proof. 
Very Good in Wrappers. 0684813017. This Is The Libretto For An Opera Directed by
Peter Sellars With Music Composed by John Adams. 95 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 21004. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘June Jordan is as courageous, as rebellious, as 
compassionate as she is original. [She] is an inhabitant of the entire universe,’ says
Alice Walker, From her coverage of the 1964 Harlem riots to her activism against the
Persian Gulf War to her essays championing the rights of the poor, June Jordan’s 
work transcends traditional commentary by pursuing a conscious optimism for 
equality, justice, and tenderness. Best known as a political activist and an essayist,
and hailed by Library Journal as ‘one of the most important poets today,’ Jordan has
now written the libretto and the lyrics for an American opera. The music is composed
by John Adams. I WAS LOOKING AT THE CEILING AND THEN I SAW THE SKY 
mixes the drama of poetry and song to construct a brilliant earthquake/romance. In 
the context of the timeless issues of love, the opera, set in South Central Los 
Angeles, explores such contemporary questions as immigration, birth control, and 
criminal law. A white cop, a black Baptist minister, and an El Salvadoran mother are
among the young Americans cast in this heartfelt portrayal of a day in the life of an 
L.A. neighborhood. The original production of I WAS LOOKING AT THE CEILING 
AND THEN I SAW THE SKY is directed by Peter Sellars. The libretto was co-
commissioned by Cal Performances, The Regents of the University of California. 
Berkeley: New York’s Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts, Inc.: Thalia Theater in
Hamburg; and Bobigny Theatre in Paris.

June Jordan (1936-2002) was a professor of African American studies at U.C. 
Berkeley, and author of 11 books of poetry, five children's books, a novel, three 
plays, a memoir, and five volumes of political essays.
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Jordan, June. Technical Difficulties: African-American Notes On the State of the 
Union. New York. 1992. Pantheon Books. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0679406255. 228 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration and design by Royce Becker.
Inventory # 26147. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Distinguished African-American poet, activist, essayist, 
and teacher, June Jordan gives us an extraordinary new collection of essays on a 
rich variety of contemporary American themes, like Barbara Ehrenreich’s THE 
WORST YEARS OF OUR LIVES or Angela Davis’s WOMEN, RACE, AND CLASS,
TECHNICAL DIFFICULTIES offers a bracing account of life as it is lived in America 
today. Whether she is discoursing on growing up in Brooklyn with immigrant parents
searching for the American dream; the myths of race and class so pervasive in the 
American psyche; her formation as a writer confronting the romance of the individual
artist; Martin Luther King. Jr. and Jesse Jackson; the poverty of American education;
the fall of Mike Tyson; or Anita Hill’s testimony before the Senate Judiciary 
Committee, June Jordan is always incendiary. Her writing is all of it remarkable for 
its preternatural clarity. Here are essays that constitute a major writer’s manifesto of
hope, anger, and visionary power.

June Jordan (1936-2002) was a professor of African American studies at U.C. 
Berkeley, and author of 11 books of poetry, five children's books, a novel, three 
plays, a memoir, and five volumes of political essays.
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Jordan, Neil. A Neil Jordan Reader. New York. 1993. Vintage Books. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0679748342. 267 pages. paperback. Cover design
by Marc J. Cohen. Inventory # 18544. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the fiction of Neil Jordan, Irish romanticism joins with 
the sultry fatalism of 1940s film noir to evoke states of desire that are at once 
spellbinding and treacherous. This volume includes the complete screenplay for the
Oscar-nominated film The Crying Game, as well as NIGHT IN TUNISIA, a stunning
collection of stories that won Jordan the prestigious Guardian Fiction Prize, and the
novella THE DREAM OF A BEAST, in which Jordan locates the terrible ecstasy that
accompanies losing one’s humanity. Enigmatic, lyrical, feverishly erotic, these works
offer not just one but several tour de forces by a writer of incandescent talent.

Neil Patrick Jordan is an Irish film director, screenwriter, novelist and short-story 
writer. His first book, Night in Tunisia, won a Somerset Maugham Award and the 
Guardian Fiction Prize in 1979. He won an Academy Award for The Crying Game.
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Jordan, Neil. Night in Tunisia. Dublin. 1976. Irish Writers' Co-Operative. 1st Irish 
Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers. 0090544101. 124 pages. paperback. Cover photo
by Bill Hastings. Inventory # 11833. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - First published when Neil Jordan was barely twenty-five,
these stories reveal an author already confident in the highly visual, tragic, dreamlike
idiom that marks his later writing and films. The unforgettable characters include a 
young builder in despair as he enters the primeval atmosphere of a public bath; 
teenage boys lolling about seaside resorts, boasting about their exploits with 
women; a young man and an older woman playing out the last movement of their 
affair; and an adolescent musician who prostitutes his talent. This book, which has 
won raves from the time of its first publication, shows all the hallmarks of the writer 
who became the award-winning film director so well known today. .

Neil Patrick Jordan is an Irish film director, screenwriter, novelist and short-story 
writer. His first book, Night in Tunisia, won a Somerset Maugham Award and the 
Guardian Fiction Prize in 1979. He won an Academy Award for The Crying Game.
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Jordan, Neil. Nightlines. New York. 1995. Random House. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679444394. 196 pages. hardcover. Jacket photo by Bill 
Doyle. Inventory # 21579. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - As Donal Gore awaits his execution in a Madrid prison 
during the Spanish Civil War, he is sustained by memories of setting fishing lines on
the beach with his father back home in Ireland. Gradually, as he remembers, the 
events that brought him to a foreign cell emerge: the personal and political betrayals
that are his heritage - and, it seems, his destiny. Released from prison by a German
officer, who expects political intelligence in return, Donal returns to his windswept 
home on the Irish coast to find his once powerful father dramatically changed. The 
moving and magical heart of the novel explores the hopeless inability of Donal and 
his father to communicate with each other - until the father is literally beyond 
language. At the same time NIGHTLINES centers on the poignant, intolerable 
triangular relationship that develops between father, son, and Rose, Donal’s 
beautiful young stepmother.

Neil Patrick Jordan is an Irish film director, screenwriter, novelist and short-story 
writer. His first book, Night in Tunisia, won a Somerset Maugham Award and the 
Guardian Fiction Prize in 1979. He won an Academy Award for The Crying Game.
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Jose, F. Sionil. Sin: A Novel. Manila. 1994. Solidaridad Publishing House. 1st 
Philippine Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9718845240. 172 pages. paperback. 
Cover: J. Elizalde Navarro. Inventory # 31679. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - SIN: A NOVEL, also known as SINS, is a 1973 politico-
historical novel written by Filipino National Artist F. Sionil José. This particular work
of literature features the History of the Philippines, for the most part spanning the 
twentieth century, through the eyes of the ‘amoral‘ Don Carlos Corbello, a wealthy 
patriarch also known by the moniker ‘C.C.’. Being a part of that era, Corbello reaps
most of what he sowed when he was already on his ‘deathbed’. During this time, 
Corbello recalled the loves of his life, those that he had lost and longed for. The 
novel is a narrative that challenges the well-established moral codes in the 
Philippines through the literary use of story lines equipped with ‘adulterous and 
incestuous’ affairs, a genre that created an ‘artifice of sexual tension’ within the 
pages of the book. SIN is a work of literature that serves as an ‘upsetting threat’ to 
the foundations of ‘traditional Filipino mores‘ and the ‘infallibility of fundamental 
Christianity‘, the mainstay of the psyche of the majority and ‘epistemic and spiritual 
strength’ of many Filipinos. From a larger perspective, José’s SIN is a novel that 
galvanises the call to ‘mass consciousness’ due to its exposé of ‘vanity and greed’ 
entrenched in the elite configuration of supremacy and control in countries 
worldwide. José also presented in SIN the contrasting inequity between the wealthy
and the poverty-stricken, making the book an assault on the unending control of 
wealth, resources, and social capital by Filipino aristocrats. It also assails on the 
theme of racial discrimination committed by the landed, mestizo gentry against the 
Indios or the indigenous Malay race of Filipino society, who were victims of the same
prejudice beginning with the arrival of the Spanishs in the 1521. The narration in 
José’s SIN had been compared to the novels written by Milan Kundera.

Francisco Sionil José is one of the most widely read Filipino writers in the English 
language. His novels and short stories depict the social underpinnings of class 
struggles and colonialism in Filipino society.
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Josephson, Matthew. The Money Lords. New York. 1972. Weybright & Talley. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 374 pages. hardcover. Photograph by 
Inge Morath. Jacket design by Paul Bacon. Inventory # 19537. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Matthew Josephson’s classic THE ROBBER BARONS 
became one of the most widely read books of our time. Now, in an equally 
fascinating journey of exploration, the noted author takes the reader into the next 
important period in American corporate and financial life: the day of the money lords,
the chieftain and the charlatans who merged and pyramided gigantic holding 
companies and immense personal wealth during unfettered capitalism’s last hurrah,
the 1920s and 1930s. The most awesome, and acquisitive, of these outsized men 
are all here: Samuel Insull of Chicago: the Van Sweringen brothers of Cleveland: A.
P. Giannini of San Francisco: Robert R. Young of Texas and New York, among 
others. Matthew Josephson knew the era and its great finance grandees well, and 
he illuminates from personal knowledge as well as from public record the lives of 
these gifted and driven magnates and manipulators. Men of consummate greed and
not a little grandeur, heirs to the robber barons, though with differing attributes and 
styles, the money lords made a widely opportunistic era their bailiwick and their 
instrument. No one quite like them remains today. Or do they?

Born in Brooklyn in 1899, the son of a banker, Matthew Josephson began a long 
and extraordinarily productive career in American letters at Columbia University. The
need to support a wife and family brought Mr. Josephson to Wall Street in the mid-
Twenties, a career he left several years later in order to write articles for the leading
magazines. The first of his many full-length historical narratives and biographies, 
frequent award winners, soon followed. All reflect his preoccupation with the worlds
of literature and finance. STENDHAL, VICTOR HUGO, JEAN-JACQUES 
ROUSSEAU, ZOLA AND HIS TIMES, and LIFE AMONG THE SURREALISTS 
represent the former. EDISON, AL SMITH, THE PRESIDENT MAKERS, THE 
POLITICOS, INFIDEL IN THE TEMPLE, and particularly, THE ROBBER BARONS 
exemplify the latter.
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Josephy Jr., Alvin M. Now That the Buffalo's Gone: A Study of Today’s American 
Indians. New York. 1982. Knopf. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394466721.
304 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Janet Odgis. Inventory # 4909. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Now That The Buffalo's Gone, one of America's 
leading writers of Indian history examines the aspirations and feelings of today's 
Indians--what they most want and why they want it--and how those attitudes came to
be. Using the particular histories of seven tribes or groups of Indians, Alvin Josephy
analyzes seven of the principal issues in the long and continuing face-off between 
Indians and Whites.

Alvin M. Josephy Jr. (May 18, 1915 – October 16, 2005) was an American historian
who specialized in Native American issues. New York Times reviewer Herbert 
Mitgang called him in 1982 the "leading non-Indian writer about Native Americans".
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Joshi, S. T. H. P. Lovecraft and Lovecraft Criticism: An Annotated Bibliography. 
Kent. 1981. Kent State University Press. 1st Edition. Some Check Marks Next to 
Entries Throughout, Otherwise Very Good in Hardcover. No Dustjacket. 
087338248x. Serif Series Number 38. 473 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 7842. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Lovecraft scholar S. T. Joshi's definitive annotated 
bibliography to works by and about H.P. Lovecraft.

S. T. Joshi (b. 1958) is a leading authority on H. P. Lovecraft, Ambrose Bierce, H. L.
Mencken, and other writers, mostly in the realms of supernatural and fantasy fiction.
He has edited corrected editions of the works of Lovecraft, several annotated 
editions of Bierce and Mencken, and has written such critical studies as The Weird 
Tale (1990) and The Modern Weird Tale (2001). His award-winning biography, H. P.
Lovecraft: A Life (1996), has already become a collector's item. An expanded and 
updated version, I Am Providence: The Life and Times of H. P. Lovecraft, was 
published in 2 volumes in 2010. But critical, biographical, and editorial work on weird
fiction is only one aspect of Joshi's multifaceted output. A prominent atheist, Joshi 
has published the anthology Atheism: A Reader (2000) and the anti-religious 
polemic, God's Defenders: What They Believe and Why They Are Wrong (2003). He
has also compiled an important anthology on race relations, Documents of American
Prejudice (1999). Joshi has compiled bibliographies of H. P. Lovecraft (1981; 
revised 2009), Lord Dunsany (1993), Ramsey Campbell (1995), Ambrose Bierce 
(1999), Gore Vidal (2007), and H. L. Mencken (2009). He has edited Supernatural 
Literature of the World: An Encyclopedia (2005), Icons of Horror and the 
Supernatural (2006), and Icons of Unbelief (2008). His recent monographs include 
The Angry Right (2006), Junk Fiction: America’s Obsession with Bestsellers (2009),
and The Unbelievers: The Evolution of Modern Atheism (2011). He has also 
published two works of detective fiction and has written a supernatural novel 
centering around H. P. Lovecraft, The Assaults of Chaos.
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Joyce, James. Stephen Hero. New York. 1944. New Directions. 1st American 
Edition. Some Discoloration to Boards Along The Top and Bottom Edge, Otherwise
Very Good in Worn Boards. No Dustjacket. Edited from the manuscript in the 
Harvard College Library, and introduction and editorial note, by Theodore Spencer.
234 pages. hardcover. Frontispiece portrait by Augustus John. Inventory # 4916. 
$22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - STEPHEN HERO is an early version of Joyce’s 
PORTRAIT OF THE ARTIST AS A YOUNG MAN, probably completed about 1906. 
It is said that when the manuscript came back to Joyce after rejection by the 
twentieth publisher, he threw it into the fire, from which his wife was able to rescue 
only a portion. The 383 pages which first came to light were edited by the late 
Theodore Spencer and published by New Directions in 1944 through the courtesy of
the Harvard College Library; they gave a long, connected section of the original – a
sequence complete in itself. The first printing was immediately exhausted and a 
second, very large one lasted only several years. When twenty-five additional 
manuscript pages, forming a complete short incident, were found, New Directions 
held up reprinting so that they could be included. Edited by John J. Slocum and 
Herbert Cahoon, the Joyce bibliographers, who also contribute an interesting 
foreword, the new section is here printed with the permission of the Yale University 
Library. It throws new light on Joyce’s attitudes and, like the rest, makes excellent 
reading in itself.

James Augustine Aloysius Joyce (2 February 1882 – 13 January 1941) was an Irish
novelist and poet, considered to be one of the most influential writers in the 
modernist avant-garde of the early 20th century. Joyce is best known for Ulysses 
(1922), a landmark work in which the episodes of Homer's Odyssey are paralleled in
an array of contrasting literary styles, perhaps most prominent among these the 
stream of consciousness technique he perfected.
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Joyce, James. The Portable James Joyce. New York. 1955. Viking Press. 6th 
Printing. Very Good.No Dustjacket. With An Introduction & Notes by Harry Levin. 
760 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 4922. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE PORTABLE JAMES JOYCE, edited and with an 
introduction by Harry Levin, includes four of the six books on which Joyce's 
astonishing reputation is founded: A PORTRAIT OF THE ARTIST AS A YOUNG 
MAN; HIS COLLECTED POEMS (including CHAMBER MUSIC); EXILES, Joyce's 
only drama; and his volume of short stories, DUBLINERS. In addition, there is a 
generous sampling from ULYSSES and FINNEGANS WAKE, including the famous 
‘Anna Livia Plurabelle’ episode.

James Augustine Aloysius Joyce (2 February 1882 – 13 January 1941) was an Irish
novelist and poet, considered to be one of the most influential writers in the 
modernist avant-garde of the early 20th century. Joyce is best known for Ulysses 
(1922), a landmark work in which the episodes of Homer's Odyssey are paralleled in
an array of contrasting literary styles, perhaps most prominent among these the 
stream of consciousness technique he perfected.
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Joyce, William. A Day With Wilbur Robinson. New York. 1990. Harper & Row. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0060229675. Illustrated by William 
Joyce. unpaginated. hardcover. Cover art by William Joyce. Inventory # 14833. 
$17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - No need to knock, just step right in. You’re just in time to
two-step with Grandfather Robinson and his dancing frog band. Cousin Laszlo is 
demonstrating his new antigravity device. And Uncle Art’s flying saucer is parked out
back. It seems like all the Robinson relatives are here, so be prepared. And keep 
your head down. Uncle Gaston is testing out the family cannon.

William Joyce lives in Shreveport, Louisiana, with his lovely wife, Elizabeth, and their
children, Mary Katherine and Jack. They also have a dachshund named Rose and 
something else named Rex. Mr. Joyce has produced two animated television shows
based on his books: Rolie Polie Olie and George Shrinks. He also produced and 
designed the animated feature film Robots. Every once in a while he does a cover 
for The New Yorker. His alarmingly optimistic picture books include Dinosaur Bob 
and His Adventures with the Family Lazardo, Santa Calls, The Leaf Men and the 
Brave Good Bugs, and Bently & Egg.He is currently futzing around on several books
and stories that embrace the alleged healing power of heroically scaled silliness.
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Joyce, William. Bently & Egg. New York. 1992. Harper Collins. 1st Printing. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0060203854. Illustrated by William Joyce. unpaginated. 
hardcover. Cover art by William Joyce. Inventory # 16375. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Bently Hopperton is an artistic frog, pressed into egg-
sitting by his friend Kack Kack the Duck. Bently can't resist painting Kack Kack's 
egg, and thanks to his dazzling brushwork, his charge is soon mistaken for an 
Easter egg and kidnapped. How Bently gets the egg back to the nest, and what 
happens when Kack Kack returns, proves to be an adventure of a lifetime for a 
young frog.'Bently is miffed when his friend Kack Kack the duck ignores him to brood
in her nest. After she leaves him in charge of her single egg, Bently decides to paint
it. [But] when a boy mistakes it for an Easter egg and runs off with it, Bently knows 
his duty.

William Joyce lives in Shreveport, Louisiana, with his lovely wife, Elizabeth, and their
children, Mary Katherine and Jack. They also have a dachshund named Rose and 
something else named Rex. Mr. Joyce has produced two animated television shows
based on his books: Rolie Polie Olie and George Shrinks. He also produced and 
designed the animated feature film Robots. Every once in a while he does a cover 
for The New Yorker. His alarmingly optimistic picture books include Dinosaur Bob 
and His Adventures with the Family Lazardo, Santa Calls, The Leaf Men and the 
Brave Good Bugs, and Bently & Egg.He is currently futzing around on several books
and stories that embrace the alleged healing power of heroically scaled silliness.
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Joyce, William. Dinosaur Bob & His Adventures With the Family Lazardo. New York.
1988. Harper & Row. 1st American Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0060230487. 
Illustrated by William Joyce. unpaginated. hardcover. Cover art by William Joyce. 
Inventory # 10539. $42.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - While on safari in Africa with his family, young Scotty 
Lazardo finds a dinosaur who looks a lot like his great-uncle Bob. Dinosaur Bob 
blows a mean trumpet, dances, and plays baseball. But most important, Dinosaur 
Bob is a pal. His adventures with the eccentric Lazardos will entertain children for a 
long time to come. William Joyce made his debut with the magical and funny 
GEORGE SHRINKS, a Best Book of 1985 (School Library Journal) and a 1986 
Reading Rainbow Review Book.

William Joyce lives in Shreveport, Louisiana, with his lovely wife, Elizabeth, and their
children, Mary Katherine and Jack. They also have a dachshund named Rose and 
something else named Rex. Mr. Joyce has produced two animated television shows
based on his books: Rolie Polie Olie and George Shrinks. He also produced and 
designed the animated feature film Robots. Every once in a while he does a cover 
for The New Yorker. His alarmingly optimistic picture books include Dinosaur Bob 
and His Adventures with the Family Lazardo, Santa Calls, The Leaf Men and the 
Brave Good Bugs, and Bently & Egg.He is currently futzing around on several books
and stories that embrace the alleged healing power of heroically scaled silliness.
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Joyce, William. Rolie Polie Olie. New York. 1999. Harper Collins. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0060271639. Illustrated by William Joyce. 
unpaginated. hardcover. Cover art by William Joyce. Inventory # 27127. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Rolie Polie Olie lives way up high in the Rolie Polie sky 
with his mom, his pop, his sister, Zowie, and his dog, Spot. Follow Olie as he spends
his day having fun under the Rolie Polie sun. Spend a day with the Emmy-award 
winning robots in Rolie Polie Olie's family, complete with the Rolie Polie Rumba 
Dance done in underpants!

William Edward Joyce is an American writer, illustrator and filmmaker. His 
illustrations have appeared on numerous covers of The New Yorker and his 
paintings are displayed nationwide.
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Judd, Alan. Short of Glory. New York. 1985. Viking Press. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 067080438x. 319 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 3883. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A satirical romp through the corridors of the Foreign 
Office as Patrick Stubbs is posted as third secretary in the British Embassy in Lower
Africa. Mayhem awaits him - an absent-minded ambassador, a bullying first 
secretary with a dipsomaniac wife, and a crush on the police chief's wife! The author
won the 1981 Royal Society of Literature Award for 'A Breed of Heroes'. In 1983 he
was chosen as one of the Best of Young British Novelists.

Alan Judd is a pseudonym used by Alan Edwin Petty. Born in 1946, he is a former 
soldier and diplomat who now works as a security analyst and writer in the United 
Kingdom. He writes both books and articles, regularly contributing to a number of 
publications, including The Daily Telegraph and The Spectator.
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Jueds, Kasey. Keeper. Pittsburgh. 2013. University of Pittsburgh Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822962564. Pitt Poetry Series. 78 
pages. paperback. Cover art by Sarah Masters, 'Cave Light,' 2009, oil stick on 
paper. Cover design by Joel W. Coggins. Inventory # 40583. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The poems in Keeper explore, and long for, intimacy: 
with nature, with others, with the unknown. They delve into purely dark spaces (the 
insides of birdhouses and mailboxes, caves of prehistoric paintings) and in-between
places, searching out, as Paul Eluard put it, the other world inside this one, pointing 
to the pervasive sensuality that connects all beings, and to the fact that essential 
goodness and sorrow often walk hand in hand.

Kasey Jueds's poetry has appeared in numerous publications, including Beloit 
Poetry Journal, Prairie Schooner, Manhattan Review, Salamander, Crab Orchard 
Review, Women's Review of Books, and 5AM. She has been awarded residencies 
at the Virginia Center for the Creative Arts, Soapstone, and the Ucross Foundation.
A native of Coral Gables, Florida, she lives in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
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Julian. The Works of the Emperor Julian - 3 Volumes. Cambridge. 19621969. 
Harvard University Press. Hardcover Editions. Some Slight Foxing to Top Edge, 
Otherwise Very Good in Dustjackets. Loeb Classical Library. Translated by W. C. 
Wright. 511 pages + 519 pages + 448 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 4928. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Julian (331/332 – 26 June 363), also known as Julian the
Apostate, as well as Julian the Philosopher, was Roman Emperor from 361 to 363 
and a noted philosopher and Greek writer. A member of the Constantinian dynasty,
Julian became Caesar over the western provinces by order of Constantius II in 355
and in this role campaigned successfully against the Alamanni and Franks. Most 
notable was his crushing victory over the Alamanni in 357 at the Battle of 
Argentoratum despite being outnumbered. In 360 in Lutetia (Paris) he was 
acclaimed Augustus by his soldiers, sparking a civil war between Julian and 
Constantius. Before the two could face each other in battle, however, Constantius 
died, after naming Julian as his rightful successor. In 363, Julian embarked on an 
ambitious campaign against the Sassanid Empire. Though initially successful, Julian
was mortally wounded in battle and died shortly thereafter. Julian was a man of 
unusually complex character: he was ‘the military commander, the theosophist, the 
social reformer, and the man of letters’. He was the last non-Christian ruler of the 
Roman Empire, and it was his desire to bring the Empire back to its ancient Roman
values in order to save it from dissolution.[5] He purged the top-heavy state 
bureaucracy and attempted to revive traditional Roman religious practices at the 
cost of Christianity. His rejection of Christianity in favour of Neoplatonic paganism 
caused him to be called Julian the Apostate (Apostates, ‘a person who has 
abandoned their religion, principles’) by the church. He was the last emperor of the
Constantinian dynasty, the empire's first Christian dynasty.

Julian, also known as Julian the Apostate, was Roman Emperor from 361 to 363, as
well as a notable philosopher and author in Greek. A member of the Constantinian 
dynasty, Julian was orphaned as a child.
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Jurca, Catherine. Hollywood 1938: Motion Pictures' Greatest Year. Berkeley. 2012.
University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9780520271807. A Fletcher Jones Foundation Humanities Book. 15 b/w 
photographs, 1 table. 288 pages. paperback. Inventory # 38207. $26.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Catherine Jurca brings to light a tumultuous year of crisis
that has been neglected in histories of the studio era. Drawing on the records of 
studio personnel, independent exhibitors, moviegoers, and the motion pictures 
themselves, she analyzes what was wrong—and right—with Hollywood at the end of
a heralded decade.

Catherine Jurca is Professor of English at California Institute of Technology.
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Just, Ward. A Dangerous Friend. Boston. 1999. Houghton Mifflin. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0395856981. 256 pages. hardcover. Cover: 
Corbis/Owen Franklin. Inventory # 32115. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this, his twelfth novel, Ward Just penetrates more 
deeply into America's role in the world than he has ever done before. This beautifully
constructed large-canvas novel of Saigon in 1965 can be justly compared to Joseph
Conrad's NOSTROMO or Graham Greene's THE QUIET AMERICAN. A 
DANGEROUS FRIEND is a thrilling narrative roiling with intrigue, mayhem, and 
betrayal. Here is the story of conscience and its consequences among those for 
whom Vietnam was neither the right fight nor the wrong fight but the only fight. The 
exotic tropical surroundings, the coarsening and corrupting effects of a colonial 
regime, the visionary delusions of the American democratizers, all play their part. In
A DANGEROUS FRIEND, a few civilians with bright minds and sunny intentions 
want to reform Vietnam--but the Vietnam they see isn't the Vietnam that is. Sydney
Parade, a political scientist, has left home and family in an effort to become part of 
something larger than himself, a foreign-aid operation in Saigon. Even before he 
arrives, he encounters French and Americans who reveal to him the unsettling 
depths of a conflict he thought he understood--and in Saigon, the Vietnamese add 
yet another dimension. Before long, the rampant missteps and misplaced ideals trap
Parade and others in a moral crossfire.

Ward S. Just (born September 5, 1935 in Michigan City, Indiana) is an American 
writer. He is the author of 17 novels and numerous short stories.keywords
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Justice, Donald. Compendium: A Collection of Thoughts on Prosody. Richmond. 
2017. Omnidawn Publishing. Advance Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9781632430328. 6 x 9. Edited by David Koehn and Alan Soldofsky. 216 pages. 
paperback. Inventory #  44208. $19.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Justice’s insights serve as a sort of de facto taxonomy 
that he uses to present his lecture on each respective aspect of the evolution of 
poetic form. There is no formal thesis here, but rather a scrapbook that has a 
broader motive. The material possesses no hidden secrets; the treasures lie in plain
sight and simply need be discerned to open the artist’s mind to their possibilities. 
‘This unique and fascinating book offers at once a goldmine of insights from one of 
our great thinkers on prosody, and a poignantly revealing time capsule of American
poetics fifty years ago. This book is a must-have for anyone who wants to 
understand both the roots of contemporary poetics and those aspects of the art of 
poetry that will never go out of date.’ Annie Finch, author of A Poet’s Ear and Spells:
New and Selected Poems.

Donald Justice’s students at Iowa, and later at the University of Florida, included 
Mark Strand, Jorie Graham, James Tate, and Rita Dove. Justice was a chancellor of
the Academy of American Poets and was offered the position of poet laureate, 
declining only because of ill health. He received the Lamont Award, the Bollingen 
Prize, and the Pulitzer Prize.
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Kaaberbol, Lene. Shamer's Daughter. New York. 2004. Henry Holt. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0805075410. Translated from the Danish by The 
Author. 235 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 34385. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Dina has unwillingly inherited her mother’s gift: the ability
to elicit shamed confessions simply by looking into someone’s eyes. To Dina, 
however, these powers are not a gift but a curse. Surrounded by hostility and fear, 
she longs for simple friendship. But when her mother is called to Dunark Castle to 
uncover the truth about a bloody triple murder, Dina must come to terms with her 
Shamer’s eyes-or let her mother fall prey to the vicious and revolting dragons of 
Dunark. And one of those dragons is human.

Lene Kaaberbøl is a Danish writer born in Copenhagen, Denmark. Her work 
primarily consists of children's fantasy series and crime fiction for adults. She 
received the Nordic Children's Book Prize in 2004.
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Kabal, A. M. (Pseudonym of H. S. Bhabra). The Adversary. New York. 1987. Walker
& Company. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0802709524. 224 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 8441. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Charles Winterton is a brash and intrepid, though broke,
archaeologist. His twin appetites for fame and fortune grow prodigiously when he 
unexpectedly makes the discovery of a lifetime, indeed a millennia, certain to 
establish his name and blow the lid off two thousand years of religious history. 
Winterton has found the last will and testament of the architect of the early Christian
church, the founder of the apostolic line leading to the papacy, and the locator of the
young movement in the heart of the Roman Empire: none other than Saint Peter, 
long presumed buried in Vatican City. Compounding the enormity of the find, the 
words on the weathered scroll (which was not even excavated, but found nestled 
among the holy books of a Coptic monastery in the Egyptian desert) promise to turn
Roman Christianity on its head, validating the Coptic faith (ironically labeled heretical
by Rome in the seventh century), and showing Africa to have been the intended seat
and source of the early Christian movement. Before he can ‘go public’ with his 
treasure, Winterton must first have the document authenticated by scholars other 
than himself. For this he needs money, to buy the silence of the scientists working 
on the artifact. Winterton’s penniless state brings him to the door of David Medina, a
secretive millionaire, whose price for his unseen influence and capital is simple: 
ownership of the will after its contents are made public. Having no option, though 
secretly hoping to retain his hold on the precious parchment, Charles agrees to the 
pact. His agreement is doubtless influenced by the presence of Medina’s 
companion, the beautiful woman Carfax, whose every glance suggests pleasures 
more inviting than he can resist. Is she lover, bodyguard, or traitor to Medina? Which
will she be for Winterton? He can’t be sure, but is determined to find out.

Hargurchet Singh Bhabra (June 7, 1955 - June 1, 2000) was a British Asian writer 
and broadcaster who settled in Canada. On 1 June 2000, a week before his 45th 
birthday, he killed himself by jumping off the Prince Edward Viaduct on Toronto's 
Bloor Street. Alas, none around him knew of his debilitating writer's block.
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Kadare, Ismail. The File On H. New York. 1998. Arcade Publishing. 1st American 
Edition. Some Dings to the Bottom Boards, Otherwise Good in Dustjacket With 
Some Fading Along the Edges. 1559704012. Translated from the French by Jusuf 
Vrioni & David Bellos. 192 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 24859. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the mid 1930s, two young Irish-American scholars 
voyage to the Albanian highlands with an early model of a marvelous invention, the 
tape recorder, in hand. Their mission? To discover how Homer could have 
composed works as brilliant and as long as the Iliad and the Odyssey without ever 
writing them down. The answer, they think, can be found only in Albania, the last 
remaining natural habitat of the oral epic. But immediately on their arrival the 
scholars' seemingly arcane research puts them at the center of ethnic strife in the 
Balkans. Mistaken for foreign spies, they are placed under the surveillance of a 
nearsighted informer with a prodigious gift for reproducing conversations he has 
overheard. He is soon generating a stream of floridly written reports about the 
visitors' puzzling activities. News of their presence in the provincial town of N - sets 
gossip to flying, and while the town's governor speculates on their imminent capture,
his pretty wife, from her bath, plots her delivery from a marital ennui worthy of 
Madame Bovary. Research and intrigue proceed apace, but it isn't until a fierce-eyed
monk from the Serbian side of the mountains makes his appearance that the 
scholars glimpse the full political import of their search for the key to the Homeric 
question.

Ismail Kadare (born 28 January 1936) is a best-selling Albanian writer. He is known 
for his novels, although he was first noticed for his poetry collections. He has been a
leading literary figure in his own country since the 1960s. In the 1960s he focused 
on short stories until the publication of his first novel, The General of the Dead Army.
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Kadohata, Cynthia. The Floating World. New York. 1989. Viking Press. 1st Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670826804. 1st Novel. 196 pages. hardcover. Inscribed 
by the Author. Cover: Karen Katz. Inventory # 16656. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Olivia, the young narrator of this beautiful novel, and her
Japanese-American family are constantly on the road, looking for a home in the 
1950s. Then traveling becomes a kind of home, a place for her parents to work out 
their difficulties, in towns that barely linger in memory, hanging in the air among 
them as the part of a family history that reaches further back than they care to recall,
but can't help remembering.

Cynthia Kadohata is the author of the novel The Floating World. Her short stories 
have appeared in The New Yorker and Grand Street. She is the recipient of a 1991
Whiting Writers Fellowship and lives in Los Angeles.
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Kadohata, Cynthia. The Floating World. New York. 1989. Viking Press. 1st Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670826804. 196 pages. hardcover. Cover: Karen Katz. 
Inventory # 23708. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Olivia, the young narrator of this beautiful novel, and her
Japanese-American family are constantly on the road, looking for a home in the 
1950s. Then traveling becomes a kind of home, a place for her parents to work out 
their difficulties, in towns that barely linger in memory, hanging in the air among 
them as the part of a family history that reaches further back than they care to recall,
but can't help remembering.

Cynthia Kadohata is the author of the novel The Floating World. Her short stories 
have appeared in The New Yorker and Grand Street. She is the recipient of a 1991
Whiting Writers Fellowship and lives in Los Angeles.
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Kafka, Franz. The Trial. New York. 1969. Vintage Books. Reprinted Paperback 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0394704843. Revised & With Additional Materials.
Translated by E. M. Butler. Illustrated by George Salter. Translated from the German
by Willa & Edwin Muir. 343 pages. paperback. Inventory # 30834. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Written in 1914, THE TRIAL is one of the most important
novels of the twentieth century: the terrifying tale of Josef K., a respectable bank 
officer who is suddenly and inexplicably arrested and must defend himself against a
charge about which he can get no information. Whether read as an existential tale, a
parable, or a prophecy of the excesses of modern bureaucracy wedded to the 
madness of totalitarianism, Kafka’s nightmare has resonated with chilling truth for 
generations of readers.

The son of a well-to-do merchant, FRANZ KAFKA was born in Prague in 1883 and 
died of tuberculosis in a sanitorium near Vienna in 1924. After earning a law degree 
in 1906, he worked most of his adult life at the Workers Accident Insurance 
Company for the Kingdom of Bohemia in Prague. Only a small portion of his writings
were published during his lifetime; most of them, including the three unfinished 
novels, AMERIKA, THE TRIAL, and THE CASTLE, were published posthumously.
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Kafka, Kimberly. True North. New York. 2000. Dutton. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 052594530x. 273 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Tom 
McKeveny. Inventory # 28635. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A remarkable debut novel, evoking the harsh beauty of 
the Alaskan wilderness and the passions of its maverick inhabitants. True North is a
literary adventure novel-lean and elegantly lyrical-that showcases Kimberly Kafka's 
intimate knowledge of life in Alaska. Bailey Lockhart flees a tragedy in Maine to 
become a bush pilot in Alaska, where she buys the only piece of land not owned by 
the Native American Ingalik tribe among thousands of acres in the area. The tribe's 
center and the home of Bailey's closest neighbors is a village eighty miles downriver,
governed by fellow bush pilot and Dartmouth-educated Ingalik activist Kash. Kash 
and Bailey are inexorably drawn to each other, but are kept apart by habits of 
solitude and a political hornets' nest of racial division. Racial mistrust builds when a
young white couple arrive for a 'wilderness adventure.' The couple's deceit and 
hubris will cost a life, force Kash to face the conflicts in the tribe and in his heart, and
destroy Bailey's carefully constructed refuge in a head-on crash with the past she 
had fought to escape.

Kimberly Kafka, a direct descendant of Franz Kafka, is a certified wilderness 
emergency medical technician who has taught writing and literature at the University
of Michigan, and has conducted writing workshops at Bennington College and the 
University of Southern Maine. She is also the author of the novel True North.
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Kahin, Audrey R. and Kahin, George McTurnan. Subversion As Foreign Policy: The
Secret Eisenhower and Dulles Debacle in Indonesia. New York. 1995. New Press. 
1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1565842448. 318 pages. hardcover. Inventory
# 21256. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Based on access to secret documents and interviews 
with many of the participants, Subversion as Foreign Policy is an extraordinary 
account of civil war in Indonesia provoked by President Eisenhower and Secretary 
of State John Foster Dulles, and resulting in the killing of thousands of Indonesians
and the destruction of much of the country’s air force and navy. This startling new 
book reveals a covert intervention by the United States in Indonesia in the late 
1950s involving, among other things, the supply of thousands of weapons, the 
creation and deployment of a secret CIA air force and logistical support from the 
Seventh Fleet. The intervention occurred on such a massive scale that it is difficult 
to believe it has been kept almost totally secret from the American public for nearly 
40 years. And this CIA operation proved to be even more disastrous than the Bay of
Pigs. -- San Francisco ChronicleAn exemplary study of an ignominious chapter of 
the Cold War in Southeast Asia. -- Journal of Asian Studies. Subversion as Foreign
Policy is a remarkable book. The Kahins have provided a rare insight into the 
workings of U. S. policy towards Indonesia, both clandestine and official. -- London 
Times Literary Supplement.

Audrey Kahin was managing editor of Southeast Asia publications at Cornell and co-
editor then editor of the journal Indonesia from 1978 to 1995. She has also written 
extensively on Indonesia and Southeast Asia and visits the region frequently. Her 
current research deals with the problem of national integration in Indonesia. George
McTurnan Kahin (January 25, 1918 – January 29, 2000) was an American historian
and political scientist. He was one of the leading experts on Southeast Asia and a 
critic of United States involvement in the Vietnam War. After completing his 
dissertation, which is still considered a classic on Indonesian history, Kahin became
a faculty member at Cornell University. At Cornell, he became the director of its 
Southeast Asia Program and founded the Cornell Modern Indonesia Project.
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Kahn, David. Kahn On Codes: Secrets of the New Cryptoloigy. New York. 1983. 
Macmillan. 1st Edition. Foxing To Top Edge, Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0025606409. 343 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 4934. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Kahn on Codes, David Kahn, America's foremost 
authority on codes, ciphers, and spies, gives us a far-ranging look at the new 
cryptology - from its standard use in warfare to its growing impact on industry. 
'Cryptology has gone public,' Kahn writes. 'A field that was once the exclusive 
domain of governments has become a concern of businesses and individuals.' In 
this absorbing and eclectic collection, Kahn expertly explores the crytographer's 
world, leading us into and through its dark labyrinths. We learn about the legendary
Herbert O. Yardley's 'lost manuscript,' investigate the origins of polyalphabetic 
substitution, and follow the adventures of Hans-Thilo Schmidt- whom Kahn calls the
greates spy of World War II. Among the other fascinating sections in Kahn on 
Codes: * Codebreaking in World Wars I and II: Their Major Successes and Failures,
Their Causes and Effects * Lgcn Otuu Wllwgh W1 Etfown, or, 'They Will Attack at 
Midway' * Ciphers and Computers * The Soviet Spy Ciphers used by Reino 
Hayhanen and Rudolf Abel * Public Versus Private Cryptology * Codes in Context *
Opportunities in Cryptology Kahn on Codes also includes a list of cryptological 
terms, endnotes, and index.

David Kahn is a US historian, journalist and writer. He has written extensively on the
history of cryptography and military intelligence. Kahn's first published book, The 
Codebreakers - The Story of Secret Writing, has been widely considered to be a 
definitive account of the history of cryptography.
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Kaiko, Takeshi. ‘Panic’ and ‘The Runaway’. Tokyo. 1977. University Of Tokyo Press.
1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0860081966. Translated from the Japanese by
Charles Dunn. 122 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 4938. $85

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Available for the first time in English translation are two 
best-selling stories by Takeshi Kaiko, a popular contemporary Japanese writer. The
stories presented here deal with a theme often found in Kaiko’s work - the plight of 
the individual struggling against the overwhelming pressures of the system. ‘Panic,’
written in 1957, relates the story of Shunsuke, a hardworking young bureaucrat, as 
he tries to steer his own course through a corrupt world of officialdom. An employee
of the forestry department of a local government, Shunsuke predicts a plague of rats
and submits a detailed report outlining countermeasures against the pending 
disaster. First the report is snubbed; then, when the plague becomes reality and the
town begins to panic, Shunsuke’s superiors react in stereotypically bungling 
bureaucratic fashion. ‘The Runaway,’ published two years after ‘Panic,’ is set in 
Ch’in China in the third century B.C., a brief peaceful period following unification of 
the country under the first emperor. The narrator, a Chinese peasant, is abruptly 
wrenched from his quiet life, one of hundreds of thousands of men conscripted into a
ruthless corvée system to build the Great Wall in an effort to keep out the barbaric 
Central Asian Hsiung-nu from the newly established empire. The historic events of 
the time are visible only in dim outline, as they affect the life of the narrator. Both 
‘Panic,’ revealing modern man in his everyday situation, and ‘The Runaway,’ a 
historical novel of sustained imagination, are thoroughly good stories.

Takeshi Kaikō (30 December 1930 – 9 December 1989) was a prominent post-
World War II Japanese novelist, short-story writer, essayist, literary critic, and 
television documentary writer. He was distinguished by his knowledge, intellect, 
sense of humor and conversational skills, and although his style has been criticized
as wordy and obtuse, he was one of the more popular Japanese writers in the late 
Showa period.
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Kaiko, Takeshi. Darkness in Summer. New York. 1973. Knopf. 1st American Edition.
Some Foxing On Bottom Edge,Otherwise Very Good in Worn Dustjacket with some 
tears. 039448441x. Translated from the Japanese by Cecilia Segawa Seigle. 212 
pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Elias Dominguez. Jacket design by Lidia 
Ferrara. Inventory # 4937. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - DARKNESS IN SUMMER is the first work of a major new
Japanese writer to be translated into English-Kaiko is ranked by Japanese critics, 
with Kobo Abe, as one of the country’s two most important novelists of the 
generation since Mishima. It is, as well, the first serious work of Japanese fiction to 
focus on the Japanese experience in the West. A man and a woman-separated for 
ten years -meet again, traveling together in Germany. They had been lovers long 
ago, in Tokyo; now, incapable of love, they are brought together again by sexual 
desire and by their mutual desperation. No new passion, but their old obsession, 
may give them back the key to their lives, release them from their terrors, their 
rootlessness. The woman is a scholar who has come to hate the Japan that allowed
her no seriousness, forcing her to pursue a career in the West; the man is a novelist-
reporter, lethargic, an uncommitted observer of other people’s wars, sunk into 
detachment by his professional familiarity with tragedy and chaos. They need each 
other. and yet cannot fulfill each other’s needs. They savor their world together with
urgency, stunning their senses with sex, with food and drink, with all the sights and 
sounds of city streets and country landscapes as they move restlessly from place to
place, fighting to escape the fear of ultimate disintegration, finally parting again, to 
survive separately as best they may.

Takeshi Kaikō (30 December 1930 – 9 December 1989) was a prominent post-
World War II Japanese novelist, short-story writer, essayist, literary critic, and 
television documentary writer. He was distinguished by his knowledge, intellect, 
sense of humor and conversational skills, and although his style has been criticized
as wordy and obtuse, he was one of the more popular Japanese writers in the late 
Showa period.
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Kaiko, Takeshi. Five Thousand Runaways. New York. 1987. Dodd Mead. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0396091083. Translated from the 
Japanese by Cecelia Segawa Seigle. 191 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Elissa
Ichiyasu. Inventory # 9304. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A collection of eight short stories from the winner of 
Japan’s highest literary awards, this covers twenty years of Kaiko’s career from 
1959 to 1979. Set in Vietnam, in the South China Sea, and in the cities and 
mountains of Japan, the stories introduce a variety of fascinating, obsessive 
characters strangely different yet immediately familiar. Kaiko is a sensual writer, 
capturing the smell, taste, sound, and touch of all he describes.

Takeshi Kaikō (30 December 1930 – 9 December 1989) was a prominent post-
World War II Japanese novelist, short-story writer, essayist, literary critic, and 
television documentary writer. He was distinguished by his knowledge, intellect, 
sense of humor and conversational skills, and although his style has been criticized
as wordy and obtuse, he was one of the more popular Japanese writers in the late 
Showa period.
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Kaiko, Takeshi. Five Thousand Runaways. New York. 1987. Dodd Mead. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0396091083. Translated 
from the Japanese by Cecelia Segawa Seigle. 191 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Elissa Ichiyasu. Inventory # 28530. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A collection of eight short stories from the winner of 
Japan’s highest literary awards, this covers twenty years of Kaiko’s career from 
1959 to 1979. Set in Vietnam, in the South China Sea, and in the cities and 
mountains of Japan, the stories introduce a variety of fascinating, obsessive 
characters strangely different yet immediately familiar. Kaiko is a sensual writer, 
capturing the smell, taste, sound, and touch of all he describes.

Takeshi Kaikō (30 December 1930 – 9 December 1989) was a prominent post-
World War II Japanese novelist, short-story writer, essayist, literary critic, and 
television documentary writer. He was distinguished by his knowledge, intellect, 
sense of humor and conversational skills, and although his style has been criticized
as wordy and obtuse, he was one of the more popular Japanese writers in the late 
Showa period.
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Kakar, Sudhir. The Ascetic of Desire. Woodstock. 2000. Overlook Press. 
Uncorrected Proofs. Very Good in Wrappers. 1585670073. 1st Novel. 301 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 27394. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Kama Sutra is the most widely read treatise on sex 
ever written, though the man who chronicled all there was to experience between 
men and women remains, for the most part, a mystery. In The Ascetic of Desire, 
called 'A literary achievement of the highest order,' by The Times (India), acclaimed
author Suhir Kakar tells the story of the man who is believed to be the author of the
Kama Sutra, Vatsyayana, and the time in which he lived-the fourth century A.D., 
considered the golden age of Indian history-in a sensual and psychologically 
penetrating first novel. In 'The Ascetic of Desire,' the elusive sage Vatsyayana 
recounts his youth to a young pupil, the son of a Brahmin scholar, who is embarking
on his first exploration of the sensual life. The young man, planning to write 
Vatsyayana's biography, listens dutifully as Vatsyayana shares stories of a 
childhood spent largely in the brother where his favorite aunt worked. There, 
Vatsyayana gained his first, indelible impressions of sexual artifice and the arousal 
of desire. As Vatsyayana's story unfolds, the story of a young man's coming of age, 
the pupil finds, to his consternation, that his own life has begun to reflect and parallel
the ascetic's narrative. At the point where their stories intersect, the unexpected 
happens. Weaving a powerful narrative together with erotic wisdom from the Kama
Sutra, The Ascetic of Desire plumbs the depths of kinds, queens and sages at 
various stages of discovering their sexual identities.

Sudhir Kakar is an Indian psychoanalyst, novelist and author in the fields of cultural
psychology and the psychology of religion.
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Kakonis, Tom. Criss Cross. New York. 1990. St Martin's Press. 1st Printing. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0312037287. 323 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Punz
Wolff. Inventory # 23572. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When the State of Michigan let Milo ‘Meat’ Pitts out of 
prison, they opened the door on a world of trouble. Eight years locked in a center of
higher criminal learning has given Meat the outline of a plan to deplete the city of 
Grand Rapids by $300,000 in armored-car receipts, in just twenty minutes of 
violence and daring. It’s the score of a lifetime, an urgent help-wanted situation, and
Meat’s former cellmate, Ducky, signs on with a devotedness that almost makes up 
for his shaky reliability. Meat also lets in a veteran planner to work out the 
complicated logistics and assemble the paperwork for an international escape. But 
this addition—the gentlemanly ‘Doc’ Kasperson, who knows how to quarterback an
armed robbery but is a con man to his very bones—starts the possibilities of double
and triple crosses silently multiplying in everyone’s mind. What they need is an 
inside man, and Meat forces his sexually irresistible ex-wife, Starla Hudek, to find 
one. Her catch, and just possibly her savior, is one Mitchell Morse, a former Detroit 
cop with a lot of history, now working security for the chain of stores the group plans
to hit on Christmas Eve. As time grows short, as Morse raises the stakes to nearly 
$3 million, as Ducky’s bungled try for walking-around money puts them on 4ie most-
wanted list, as Kasperson readies his ultimate con, and with Meat and Morse 
planning to cancel each other out at the crime scene, each man counting on Starla 
to help him do it, the crisscrossing loyalties erupt into a falling-out among thieves like
nothing you’ve ever read.

Tom Kakonis was born in California, squarely at the onset of the Depression. He has
worked variously as a railroad section laborer, lifeguard, pool hall and beach idler, 
army officer, technical writer, and professor at several colleges in the Midwest. He 
published six crime novels before retiring for over a decade, then resumed fiction 
writing with the novel TREASURE COAST. Currently he makes his home in Grand 
Rapids, Michigan.
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Kakonis, Tom. Shadow Counter. New York. 1993. Dutton. 1st American Printing. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0525936335. 325 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author.
Jacket design by Jack Ribik. Inventory # 24856. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - While in Las Vegas, gambler Timothy Waverly stumbles 
into his latest mystery as he runs into a basketball point-shaving scam and sees his
sister becoming involved with a psychopath, who wants to make a killing with the 
fixed games.

Tom Kakonis was born in California, squarely at the onset of the Depression. He has
worked variously as a railroad section laborer, lifeguard, pool hall and beach idler, 
army officer, technical writer, and professor at several colleges in the Midwest. He 
published six crime novels before retiring for over a decade, then resumed fiction 
writing with the novel TREASURE COAST. Currently he makes his home in Grand 
Rapids, Michigan.
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Kakonis, Tom. Shadow Counter. New York. 1993. Dutton. 1st Printing. Very Good in
Dustjacket. Remainder Mark On Bottom Edge. 0525936335. Remainder Mark On 
Bottom Edge. 325 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Jack Ribik. Inventory # 
24038. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - While in Las Vegas, gambler Timothy Waverly stumbles 
into his latest mystery as he runs into a basketball point-shaving scam and sees his
sister becoming involved with a psychopath, who wants to make a killing with the 
fixed games.

Tom Kakonis was born in California, squarely at the onset of the Depression. He has
worked variously as a railroad section laborer, lifeguard, pool hall and beach idler, 
army officer, technical writer, and professor at several colleges in the Midwest. He 
published six crime novels before retiring for over a decade, then resumed fiction 
writing with the novel TREASURE COAST. Currently he makes his home in Grand 
Rapids, Michigan.
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Kaku, Michio. Hyperspace: A Scientific Odyssey Through Parallel Universes, Time
Warps, & the 10th Dimension. New York. 1994. Oxford University Press. Reprinted
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0195085140. 359 pages. hardcover. Cover 
photograph by Fred Sieb. Inventory # 28058. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In HYPERSPACE, Michio Kaku, a leading theoretical 
physicist, offers the first book-length tour of the most exciting (and perhaps most 
bizarre) work in modern physics, work which includes research on the tenth 
dimension, time warps, black holes, and multiple universes. The theory of 
hyperspace (or higher dimensional space) - and its newest wrinkle, superstring 
theory - stand at the center of this revolution, with adherents in every major research
laboratory in the world, including several Nobel laureates. Beginning where 
Hawking’s Brief History of Time left off, Kaku paints a vivid portrayal of the 
breakthroughs now rocking the physics establishment. Why all the excitement? As 
the author points out, for over half a century, scientists have puzzled over why the 
basic forces of the cosmos - gravity, electromagnetism, and the strong and weak 
nuclear forces - require markedly different mathematical descriptions. But if we see 
these forces as vibrations in a higher dimensional space, their field equations 
suddenly fit together like pieces in a jigsaw puzzle, perfectly snug, in an elegant, 
astonishingly simple form. This may thus be our leading candidate for the Theory of
Everything. If so, it would be the crowning achievement of 2,000 years of scientific 
investigation into matter and its forces. Already, the theory has inspired several 
thousand research papers, and has been the focus of over 200 international 
conferences. Many leading scientists believe the theory will unlock the deepest 
secrets of creation and answer some of the most intriguing questions of all time, 
such as what happened before the Big Bang, whether the past can be altered, and if
gateways to other universes exist.

Michio Kaku (born January 24, 1947) is an American communicator and popularizer
of science, futurist, theoretical physicist, and Henry Semat Professor of Theoretical
Physics at the City College of New York. He has written several books about physics
and related topics, has made frequent appearances on radio, television, and film, 
and writes extensive online blogs and articles.
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Kalfus, Ken. PU-239 & Other Russian Fantasies. Minneapolis. 1999. Milkweed 
Editions. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1571310290. hardcover. Inventory #
28008. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this new book of fiction, Ken Kalfus plucks individual 
lives from the stew of a century of Russian history and serves them up in tales that 
range from hair-raising to comic to fabulous. The title story follows a nuclear power 
plant worker as he hawks a most unusual package on the black market - a canister
of weapons-grade plutonium (Pu-239). 'Budyonnovsk' skewers the relationship 
between Moscow and Chechnya. 'Salt' is an economic fairy tale, featuring kings, 
princesses, and swiftly melting currencies. The novella 'Peredelkino' traces the 
fortunes of an editor and critic during the liberalizing 1960s who faces, among other 
things, the prospect of reviewing historical fiction by one 'L. I. Brezhnev.'

Ken Kalfus (born April 9, 1954 in New York City) is an American author and 
journalist. Three of his books have been named New York Times Notable Books of 
the Year. He was born in the Bronx, and grew up in Plainview, Long Island. Kalfus 
started college at Sarah Lawrence College, Bronxville, but dropped out after the first
year. Kalfus began his career by publishing short stories and now writes novels.
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Kalfus, Ken. Thirst. Minneapolis. 1998. Milkweed Editions. 1st Edition. Very Good in
Hardcover. No Dustjacket As Issued. 1571310185. 205 pages. hardcover. Inventory
# 25610. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Kalfus is most successful when he mixes his different 
approaches into the original sort of magic realism he creates in the title tale, which 
concerns an erotically charged encounter between a virginal Irish au pair, Nula, and
a Moroccan student, Henri Tatahouine, in Paris. The hallucinatory quality of Henri's
account of his life leaves Nula emotionally blistered, as though she had been in the
Sahara. The comic, horrifying 'Cats in Space,' which tells the tale of a group of kids
who use helium balloons to launch a kitten into the air, is similarly effective. Though
uneven, Kalfus's collection is ambitious and daring, with smart, fluid prose and an 
abundance of surprises.

Ken Kalfus (born April 9, 1954 in New York City) is an American author and 
journalist. Three of his books have been named New York Times Notable Books of 
the Year. He was born in the Bronx, and grew up in Plainview, Long Island. Kalfus 
started college at Sarah Lawrence College, Bronxville, but dropped out after the first
year. Kalfus began his career by publishing short stories and now writes novels.
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Kalinak, Kathryn. How the West Was Sung: Music in the Westerns of John Ford. 
Berkeley. 2007. University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in
Wrappers. 9780520252349. 271 pages. paperback. Inventory # 36512. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - James Stewart once said, ‘For John Ford, there was no 
need for dialogue. The music said it all.’ This lively, accessible study is the first 
comprehensive analysis of Ford’s use of music in his iconic westerns. 
Encompassing a variety of critical approaches and incorporating original archival 
research, Kathryn Kalinak explores the director’s oft-noted predilection for American
folk song, hymnody, and period music. What she finds is that Ford used music as 
more than a stylistic gesture. In fascinating discussions of Ford’s westerns—from 
silent-era features such as Straight Shooting and The Iron Horse to classics of the 
sound era such as My Darling Clementine and The Searchers—Kalinak describes 
how the director exploited music, and especially song, in defining the geographical 
and ideological space of the American West.

Kathryn Kalinak is Professor of English and Film Studies at Rhode Island College 
and author of Settling the Score: Music and the Classical Hollywood Film.
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Kamau, Kwadwo Agymah. Flickering Shadows. Minneapolis. 1996. Coffee House 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1566890497. 302 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket art/design by Jinger Peissig. Inventory # 23234. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Deeply engrossing and beautifully written, this debut 
novel marks the stunning arrival of a major new talent. Set on a fictional Caribbean 
island, Flickering Shadows is the story of the colorful and compelling inhabitants of a
small ex-colony, a village called the Hill. Cephus’s grandfather - one of the most 
intriguing narrators to appear in fiction in some time - draws the reader into the lives
and vivid dramas of the whole community. Cephus, Doreen, Boysie, Inez, young 
Kwame, the ghost, Dolphus, and an array of vibrantly-depicted characters form a 
rich and hypnotic tale of love and betrayal, selflessness and honor, lust and dignity.
Played out against a backdrop of political chicanery and religious corruption, this 
entrancing novel captivates from its first sentence to its breathtaking and 
unforgettable conclusion. ‘People have been asking for some time now: where are 
the Bajan griot voices to succeed George Lamming, Paule Marshall, Austin Clark?
Well, look in vain no further. Here, fresh & young in the spirit-fields of that nearest-
to-Africa Caribbean island, is my namesake Kwadwo Agymah Kamau’s first novel, 
Flickering Shadows, continuing the great coral/choral-calling tradition of Barbados.’ -
Kamau Brathwaite.

Kwadwo Agymah Kamau is an Barbadian American novelist. He is a native of 
Barbados, moved to New York in 1977. He studied at Virginia Commonwealth 
University. He graduated from Baruch College of CUNY with a bachelor's degree in 
finance and a master's degree (1985) in quantitative economics. He served first as a
statistician at the New York City Department of Investigations, then as a senior 
economist at the New York State Department of Taxation & Finance. He studied 
with Paule Marshall at Virginia Commonwealth University in the MFA program. His 
work has appeared in Callaloo, Caribbean Vibes, Gumbo, InSyte Magazine, He 
teaches creative writing at the University of Oklahoma.
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Kaminski, Marek M. Games Prisoners Play: The Tragicomic Worlds of Polish Prison.
Princeton. 2004. Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0691117217. 248 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 34947. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - On March 11, 1985, a van was pulled over in Warsaw for
a routine traffic check that turned out to be anything but routine. Inside was Marek 
Kaminski, a Warsaw University student who also ran an underground press for 
Solidarity. The police discovered illegal books in the vehicle, and in a matter of hours
five secret police escorted Kaminski to jail. A sociology and mathematics major one
day, Kaminski was the next a political prisoner trying to adjust to a bizarre and 
dangerous new world. This remarkable book represents his attempts to understand 
that world. As a coping strategy until he won his freedom half a year later by faking 
serious illness, Kaminski took clandestine notes on prison subculture. Much later, he
discovered the key to unlocking that culture—game theory. Prison first appeared an 
irrational world of unpredictable violence and arbitrary codes of conduct. But as 
Kaminski shows in riveting detail, prisoners, to survive and prosper, have to master
strategic decision-making. A clever move can shorten a sentence; a bad decision 
can lead to rape, beating, or social isolation. Much of the confusion in interpreting 
prison behavior, he argues, arises from a failure to understand that inmates are 
driven not by pathological emotion but by predictable and rational calculations. 
Kaminski presents unsparing accounts of initiation rituals, secret codes, caste 
structures, prison sex, self-injuries, and of the humor that makes this brutal world 
more bearable. This is a work of unusual power, originality, and eloquence, with 
implications for understanding human behavior far beyond the walls of one Polish 
prison.

Marek M. Kaminski is Assistant Professor of Political Science and Mathematical 
Behavioral Science at the University of California, Irvine. Between 1982 and 1989 he
managed Solidarity's underground publishing house STOP.
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Kane, Frank. Crime of Their Life: A Johnny Liddell Thriller. New York. 1962. Dell 
Publishing Company. 1st Dell Paperback Edition. Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers
With a Piece Coming Off Near The Bottom Spine. 192 pages. paperback. 1557. 
Cover illustration by R. Lesser. Inventory # 37158. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The name's Liddell,' he told the blonde - 'cabin 321, and
don't bother to knock.' A ROUGH TRIP - Johnny Liddell was traveling with a fast 
crowd - the kind that kept the bars open twenty-four hours a day and played quick 
games of musical beds. Liddell joined the fun, but someone in the crowd was too 
fast for him - fast enough to almost get away with murder. A smashing new caper in
the fast-action career of America's toughest private eye.

Author Frank Kane (July 19, 1912, Brooklyn, New York City, NY - November 29, 
1968, Manhasset, NY) was born in Brooklyn in 1912, and spent his life in New York
working in a number of fields including corporate public relations, journalism, and 
radio and film, before devoting full-time to writing fiction. Mr. Kane is best known as
a prolific writer of many mystery crime books between the 1940s and 1960s. His 
best known books were the hard-boiled and racy Private Eye Johnny Liddell Mystery
Crime series. Kane died unexpectedly in 1968 at the young age of 56.
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Kane, Frank. Time To Prey: A Johnny Liddell Mystery. New York. 1960. Dell 
Publishing Company. 1st Dell Paperback Edition. The Remains Of A Sticker On The
Front Cover Partially Obscuring The Cover Art, Otherwise Good in Slightly Worn 
Wrappers. 192 pages. paperback. B159. Cover painting by Harry Bennett. Inventory
# 37159. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An oriental doll gets shanghaied by murder as Liddell 
untangles a deadly smuggling racket. IT WASN’T HIS CASE. HIS GIRL. OR HIS 
PROBLEM. but Johnny Liddell had a personal interest in this little caper. He didn't 
ask to be the Feds' ‘receiver’ on a pass of inside info on the smuggling racket, but he
was. He didn't ask to have a couple of hoods beat the living daylights out of him to 
get the info back, but they did. As a matter of fact, for the first time in his life, Johnny
Liddell wasn't asking for trouble. But when a lovely doll invited him to see her later, 
and murder turned later into never again, Johnny asked in - in to the bloody end.

Author Frank Kane (July 19, 1912, Brooklyn, New York City, NY - November 29, 
1968, Manhasset, NY) was born in Brooklyn in 1912, and spent his life in New York
working in a number of fields including corporate public relations, journalism, and 
radio and film, before devoting full-time to writing fiction. Mr. Kane is best known as
a prolific writer of many mystery crime books between the 1940s and 1960s. His 
best known books were the hard-boiled and racy Private Eye Johnny Liddell Mystery
Crime series. Kane died unexpectedly in 1968 at the young age of 56.
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Kane, Henry. Laughter Came Screaming. New York. 1954. Avon Publications. Avon
Paperback Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers With a Piece Coming Off Near The 
Bottom Spine. 156 pages. paperback. 572. Inventory # 37160. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - They lived in the shadow of violence and murder.

Often confused with another ubiquitous paperback-writing Kane, the unrelated 
Frank, Henry had a livelier imagination and more flexibility within the hard-boiled 
private eye genre in which they both labored. Henry Kane wrote the adventures of 
two-fisted Manhattan PI. Peter Chambers in the hero’s own voice, which could bob 
and weave from the conventional style of Raymond chandler to something closer to 
the pixilated voice of Robert Leslie bellem’s Dan Turner. Here, for example, is the 
opening sentence of Report for a Corpse (1948): It was crazier than seven Picassos
upside down in the greenest light of early morning and you’re drunk on rumba, rum,
and remembrance and fresh from your only-beloved—except that five thousand 
dollars, banked along the edge of the desk in small-heaped hundreds, gave it the 
unreal aspect of normalcy. In later years, Kane would tweak the series to keep up 
with supposed market conditions and made the Peter Chambers stories into highly 
sexualized mysteries somewhat in the vein of Ted Mark’s The Man from O.R.G.Y (or
Bellem’s early tales published in Spicy Detective magazine). Kane was a lawyer for
some years before he wrote his first novel, A Halo for Nobody (1947), which 
launched the crime-solving career of Peter Chambers. The first topics in the series 
were published in hardcover by the prestigious house of Simon & Schuster, but 
beginning with Laughter Came Screaming in 1954, the rest appeared as soft-cover 
originals brought out by Avon, Popular Library, and other paperback houses. Kane’s
attempts to establish another series character besides Chambers were not 
successful. In the 1970s, after interest in Peter Chambers had petered out, Kane 
tried to reinvent himself as a writer of contemporary thrillers and melodramas in the
manner of a Robert Ludlum or Sidney Sheldon.
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Kane, Henry. My Business is Murder. New York. 1954. Avon Publications. 1st Avon
Paperback Printing. Wear To Bottom Spine, Otherwise Good in Slightly Worn 
Wrappers. 176 pages. paperback. 602. Inventory # 41528. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Peter Chambers tangles with blackmail and murder! First
there was ANABEL - tall, tempting and in some way tied in with a $250,000 
blackmail racket. Then there was OLGA - a beautiful blonde who mixed mink with 
murder. Peter Chambers got to know them both very intimately - along with an 
assortment of racketeers, petty hoodlums and musclemen - when he forgot a private
investigator’s oldest adage, that ‘dames are dynamite!’

Often confused with another ubiquitous paperback-writing Kane, the unrelated 
Frank, Henry Kane (May 18, 1908, New York City, NY - October 10, 1988, Lido 
Beach, NY) had a livelier imagination and more flexibility within the hard-boiled 
private eye genre in which they both labored. Henry Kane wrote the adventures of 
two-fisted Manhattan PI. Peter Chambers in the hero’s own voice, which could bob 
and weave from the conventional style of Raymond chandler to something closer to 
the pixilated voice of Robert Leslie bellem’s Dan Turner. Here, for example, is the 
opening sentence of Report for a Corpse (1948): It was crazier than seven Picassos
upside down in the greenest light of early morning and you’re drunk on rumba, rum,
and remembrance and fresh from your only-beloved—except that five thousand 
dollars, banked along the edge of the desk in small-heaped hundreds, gave it the 
unreal aspect of normalcy. In later years, Kane would tweak the series to keep up 
with supposed market conditions and made the Peter Chambers stories into highly 
sexualized mysteries somewhat in the vein of Ted Mark’s The Man from O.R.G.Y (or
Bellem’s early tales published in Spicy Detective magazine). Kane was a lawyer for
some years before he wrote his first novel, A Halo for Nobody (1947), which 
launched the crime-solving career of Peter Chambers.
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Kane, Henry. Until You Are Dead. New York. 1960. Signet/New American Library. 
1st Signet Paperback Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers. 144 pages. paperback. 
S1835. Inventory # 37161. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When tough, hard-drinking Pete Chambers gets involved
in blackmail, he winds up with a blonde, a brunette, a redhead. And murder! Lovely
and lethal. She was a brunette with sullen lips and the sexy kind of curves. When 
she threw them in at close range, Pete Chambers, hardboiled private richard, just 
couldn’t say no. Not even when her proposition included BLACKMAIL!

Often confused with another ubiquitous paperback-writing Kane, the unrelated 
Frank, Henry had a livelier imagination and more flexibility within the hard-boiled 
private eye genre in which they both labored. Henry Kane wrote the adventures of 
two-fisted Manhattan PI. Peter Chambers in the hero’s own voice, which could bob 
and weave from the conventional style of Raymond chandler to something closer to 
the pixilated voice of Robert Leslie bellem’s Dan Turner. Here, for example, is the 
opening sentence of Report for a Corpse (1948): It was crazier than seven Picassos
upside down in the greenest light of early morning and you’re drunk on rumba, rum,
and remembrance and fresh from your only-beloved—except that five thousand 
dollars, banked along the edge of the desk in small-heaped hundreds, gave it the 
unreal aspect of normalcy. In later years, Kane would tweak the series to keep up 
with supposed market conditions and made the Peter Chambers stories into highly 
sexualized mysteries somewhat in the vein of Ted Mark’s The Man from O.R.G.Y (or
Bellem’s early tales published in Spicy Detective magazine). Kane was a lawyer for
some years before he wrote his first novel, A Halo for Nobody (1947), which 
launched the crime-solving career of Peter Chambers.
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Kane, Joan Naviyuk. Hyperboreal. Pittsburgh. 2013. University of Pittsburgh Press.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822962625. Pitt Poetry Series. 
65 pages. paperback. Cover photo by Seth Kantner. Cover design by Joel W. 
Coggins. Inventory # 40581. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Winner of the 2012 Donald Hall Prize in Poetry Selected
by Arthur Sze. Hyperboreal originates from diasporas. It attempts to make sense of
change and to prepare for cultural, climate, and political turns that are sure to 
continue. The poems originate from the hope that our lives may be enriched by the 
expression of and reflection on the cultural strengths inherent to indigenous culture. 
It concerns King Island, the ancestral home of the author's family until the federal 
government's Bureau of Indian Affairs forcibly and permanently relocated its 
residents. The poems work towards the assembly of an identity, both collective and
singular, that is capable of looking forward from the recollection and impact of an 
entire community's relocation to distant and arbitrary urban centers. Through 
language, Hyperboreal grants forum to issues of displacement, lack of access to 
traditional lands and resources and loss of family that King Island people--and all 
Inuit--are contending with.

Joan Naviyuk Kane is Inupiaq with family from King Island and Mary's Igloo, Alaska.
Her recent honors include the 2013 Native Arts and Cultures Foundation Literature 
Fellowship, a Creative Vision Award from United States Artists, and a Rasmuson 
Foundation Artist Fellowship. Kane is on the faculty of the MFA program at the 
Institute of American Indian Arts and received the 2014 Indigenous Writer in 
Residence fellowship at the School for Advanced Research. She also received the
Whiting Writers' Award for her first poetry collection, The Cormorant Hunter's Wife.
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Kane, Joan Naviyuk. Milk Black Carbon. Pittsburgh. 2017. University of Pittsburgh 
Press. Unocrrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822964513. Pitt Poetry 
Series. 72 pages. paperback. Inventory # 45059. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Milk Black Carbon is at once a brilliant work of lyric art 
and a decoding of knowledges written ‘in the dark cursive of a wolf/circling on sea 
ice.’ Kane’s is a vertiginous sensibility, chiseled into language in a precarious time, 
as the rising seas ‘rephrase us.’ She writes in English and Inupiaq Eskimo, toward a
horizon of radical futurity, against nostalgia, with awareness that there is no turning
back. This is a twenty-first century poetry, urgent, necessary, and of its time.’ —
Carolyn Forché. ‘The black ink of a strong, strong hand. A rare and real word-world,
mind-muscled into serious relief, stopped into dream and meaning.’ —Olena 
Kalytiak Davis.

Joan Naviyuk Kane is the author of The Cormorant Hunter’s Wife, Hyperboreal, 
and The Straits. Her awards include the Whiting Writer’s Award, the Donald Hall 
Prize in Poetry, the American Book Award, the Alaska Literary Award, and 
fellowships from the Rasmuson Foundation, the Native Arts and Cultures 
Foundation, and the School for Advanced Research. Kane is a faculty mentor in the
MFA program at the Institute of American Indian Arts in Santa Fe, New Mexico. She
is Inupiaq with family from King Island and Mary’s Igloo, and lives in Anchorage, 
Alaska.
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Kane, Joe. Running the Amazon. New York. 1989. Knopf. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394553314. 277 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 21899. 
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The voyage began in the lunar terrain of the Peruvian 
Andes, where coca leaf is the only remedy against altitude sickness. It continued 
down rapids so fierce they could swallow a raft in a split second. It ended six months
and 4,200 miles later, where the Amazon runs gently into the Atlantic. Joe Kane's 
personal account of the first expedition to travel the entirety of the world's longest 
river is a riveting adventure in the tradition of Joseph Conrad, filled with death-
defying encounters: with narco-traffickers and Sendero Luminoso guerrillas and 
nature at its most unforgiving. Not least of all, Running the Amazon shows a polyglot
group of urbanized travelers confronting their wilder selves - their fear and egotism,
selflessness and courage. A personal account of the first expedition to travel the 
entirety of the world's longest river.

Joe Kane is an American author of two books and is also a journalist who writes for
numerous publications such as The New Yorker, National Geographic, and Esquire.
Kane is best known for his book Running the Amazon (1989), a firsthand account of
the only expedition ever to travel the entire 4,200-mile Amazon River from its source
in Peru to the Atlantic Ocean, which took place between August 1985 and February
1986. The book is listed on Outside Magazine's "25 Best Adventure Books of the 
Last 100 Years" and National Geographic's "The 100 Greatest Adventure Books of
All Time". In 1991, Kane traveled to Ecuador to learn about the Huaorani Indians 
and their struggles with international oil companies who were exploiting the Amazon
with poor environmental practices such as setting off explosive charges, building 
new roads and oil rigs, and causing oil spills. Based on his experiences there he 
wrote Savages (1995).
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Kane, Joe. Savages: A Firsthand Account of How One Small Band of Amazonian 
Warriors Defended Their Territory Against Hell-Bent Oil Companies. Dogged 
Missionaries. and Starry-Eyed Environmentalists. New York. 1995. Knopf. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679411917. 273 pages. hardcover. 
Signed by the Author. Inventory # 21717. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Joe Kane, author of Running the Amazon, returns to the
river to search for the Huaorani, a nation of 1,300 nomadic Indians so isolated they 
speak a language unrelated to any other on earth, so fierce that for millennia they 
have defended a territory the size of Massachusetts against all comers. But theirs is
a territory rich in oil, and now, suddenly, the Huaorani find themselves besieged by a
wave of aggressors the likes of which they have never seen: hell-bent oil 
companies, dogged missionaries, unscrupulous indigenous bureaucrats, and starry-
eyed environmentalists - all claiming to represent the Huaorani's best interests. 
Kane's story of how the Huaorani attempt to vault from Stone Age to Petroleum Age
on their own terms, to outwit and outfight the forces of change, exposes one of the 
best-hidden consequences of our relentless drive to 'develop' the world. And just as 
important, it brings us face-to-face with the spirit of the jaguar - the spirit that inspires
the Huaorani to call themselves 'the bravest people in the Amazon.'

Joe Kane is an American author of two books and is also a journalist who writes for
numerous publications such as The New Yorker, National Geographic, and Esquire.
Kane is best known for his book Running the Amazon (1989), a firsthand account of
the only expedition ever to travel the entire 4,200-mile Amazon River from its source
in Peru to the Atlantic Ocean, which took place between August 1985 and February
1986. The book is listed on Outside Magazine's "25 Best Adventure Books of the 
Last 100 Years" and National Geographic's "The 100 Greatest Adventure Books of
All Time". In 1991, Kane traveled to Ecuador to learn about the Huaorani Indians 
and their struggles with international oil companies who were exploiting the Amazon
with poor environmental practices such as setting off explosive charges, building 
new roads and oil rigs, and causing oil spills. Based on his experiences there he 
wrote Savages (1995).
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Kant, Immanuel. Observations On the Feeling of the Beautiful and Sublime. 
Berkeley. 2003. University of California Press. 1st Printing of The 2nd Paperback 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0520240782. Translated from the German by John
T. Goldthwait. 124 pages. paperback. Inventory # 36174. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When originally published in 1960, this was the first 
complete English translation since 1799 of Kant’s early work on aesthetics. More 
literary than philosophical, Observations shows Kant as a man of feeling rather than
the dry thinker he often seemed to readers of the three Critiques. Immanuel Kant 
(1724-1804) published his Critique of Pure Reason in 1781, the Critique of Practical
Reason in 1788, and the Critique of Judgment in 1790. John T. Goldthwait was 
Professor of Philosophy at the State University of New York, Plattsburgh, and the 
author of Values: What They Are and How We Know Them (1996).

Immanuel Kant (22 April 1724 – 12 February 1804) was a German philosopher who 
is widely considered to be a central figure of modern philosophy. He argued that 
fundamental concepts structure human experience, and that reason is the source of
morality. His thought continues to have a major influence in contemporary thought, 
especially the fields of metaphysics, epistemology, ethics, political philosophy, and 
aesthetics. Kant's major work, the Critique of Pure Reason (Kritik der reinen 
Vernunft, 1781), aimed to explain the relationship between reason and human 
experience.
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Kaplan, David E. and Dubro, Alec. Yakuza: Japan's Criminal Underworld, Expanded
Edition. Berkeley. 2003. University Of California Press. Reprint of an Expanded 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0520215621. 422 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
35142. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Known for their striking full-body tattoos and severed 
fingertips, Japan’s gangsters comprise a criminal class eighty thousand strong–more
than four times the size of the American Mafia. Despite their criminal nature, the 
yakuza are accepted by fellow Japanese to a degree guaranteed to shock most 
Westerners. Here is the first book to reveal the extraordinary reach of Japan’s Mafia.
Originally published in 1986, Yakuza was so controversial in Japan that it could not
be published there for five years. But in the West it has long served as the standard
reference on Japanese organized crime, inspiring novels, screenplays, and criminal 
investigations. David E. Kaplan and Alec Dubro spent nearly two decades 
conducting hundreds of interviews with everyone from street-level hoodlums and 
police to Japan’s most powerful godfathers. The result is a searing indictment of 
corruption in the world’s second-largest economy. This updated, expanded, and 
thoroughly revised edition of Yakuza tells the full story of Japan’s remarkable crime
syndicates, from their feudal start as bands of medieval outlaws to their emergence
as billion-dollar investors in real estate, big business, art, and more.

David E. Kaplan covers organized crime and terrorism for U.S. News & World 
Report. He is coauthor of The Cult at the End of the World: The Terrifying Story of 
the Aum Doomsday Cult (1996) and author of Fires of the Dragon: Politics, Murder 
and the Kuomingtang (1992). Alec Dubro is a freelance journalist and 
communications consultant for labor and non-profit groups. He is past president of 
the National Writers Union.
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Kaplan, Erin Aubry. I Heart Obama. Lebanon. 2016. ForeEdge. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket With Internal Water-Stain Marking. 
9781611685367. 6 x 9. 240 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 42616. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In I Heart Obama, journalist Erin Aubry Kaplan offers an
unapologetic appreciation of our first African-American President and what he 
means to black Americans. In the process, she explores the critiques of those in the
black community who charge that he has not done enough, been present enough, 
been black enough to motivate real change in America. His impossible task as an 
individual and as a president is nothing less than this: To reform the entire racist 
culture of the country he leads. Black people know he can’t do it, but will support his
effort anyway. Obama’s is a noble and singular story that will be told for generations.
I Heart Obama takes a compelling look at the story so far.

Erin Aubry Kaplan has been a journalist covering black issues for twenty-five years, 
including for LA Weekly and the Los Angeles Times. She is the recipient of a PEN 
Center West award for literary journalism and is the author of Black Talk, Blue 
Thoughts, and Walking the Color Line.
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Kaplan, Eugene H. Sensuous Seas: Tales of a Marine Biologist. Princeton. 2006. 
Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0691125600. 150 line illus. 288 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36070. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Learning marine biology from a textbook is one thing. But
take readers to the bottom of the sea in a submarine to discover living fossils or to 
coral reefs to observe a day in the life of an octopus, and the sea and its splendors 
come into focus, in brilliant colors and with immediacy. In Sensuous Seas, Eugene 
Kaplan offers readers an irresistibly irreverent voyage to the world of sea creatures,
with a look at their habitats, their beauty and, yes, even their sex lives. A marine 
biologist who has built fish farms in Africa and established a marine laboratory in 
Jamaica, Kaplan takes us to oceans across the world to experience the lives of their
inhabitants, from the horribly grotesque to the exquisitely beautiful. In chapters with 
titles such as ‘Fiddler on the Root’ (reproductive rituals of fiddler crabs) and ‘Size 
Does Count’ (why barnacles have the largest penis, comparatively, in the animal 
kingdom), Kaplan ventures inside coral reefs to study mating parrotfish; dives 740 
feet in a submarine to find living fossils; explains what results from swallowing a 
piece of living octopus tentacle; and describes a shark attack on a friend. The book 
is a sensuous blend of sparkling prose and 150 beautiful illustrations that clarify the
science. Each chapter opens with an exciting personal anecdote that leads into the 
scientific exploration of a distinct inhabitant of the sea world—allowing the reader to
experience firsthand the incredible complexity of sea life. A one-of-a-kind memoir 
that unfolds in remarkable reaches of ocean few of us can ever visit for ourselves, 
Sensuous Seas brings the underwater world back to living room and classroom 
alike. Readers will be surprised at how much marine biology they have learned while
being amused. Eugene H. Kaplan is Axinn Distinguished Professor of Conservation
and Ecology at Hofstra University. A recipient of the Herman Melville award for 
writing on marine subjects, he is the author of nine books, including Problem Solving
in Biology and two Peterson Field Guides, one on coral reefs of the Caribbean and 
the other on seashores of the Southeastern United States and the Caribbean.

Eugene H. Kaplan is the Donald E. Axinn Endowed Distinguished Professor of 
Ecology and Conservation (emeritus) at Hofstra University. His many books include
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Kaplan, Eugene H. What's Eating You?: People and Parasites. Princeton. 2010. 
Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
9780691141404. 30 b&w plates. 320 pages. hardcover. 0. Inventory # 37609. 
$26.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In What’s Eating You? Eugene Kaplan recounts the true
and harrowing tales of his adventures with parasites, and in the process introduces 
readers to the intimately interwoven lives of host and parasite. Kaplan has spent his
life traveling the globe exploring oceans and jungles, and incidentally acquiring 
parasites in his gut. Here, he leads readers on an unforgettable journey into the 
bizarre yet oddly beautiful world of parasites. In a narrative that is by turns 
frightening, disgusting, and laugh-out-loud funny, Kaplan describes how drinking 
contaminated water can cause a three-foot-long worm to burst from your arm; how 
he 'gave birth' to a parasite the size and thickness of a pencil while working in Israel;
why you should never wave a dead snake in front of your privates; and why fleas are
attracted to his wife. Kaplan tells stories about leeches feasting on soldiers in 
Vietnam; sea cucumbers with teeth in their anuses that seem to encourage the entry
of symbiotic fish; the habits of parasites that cause dysentery, river blindness, and 
other horrifying diseases--and much, much more. Along the way, he explains the 
underlying science, including parasite evolution and host-parasite physiology. 
Informative, frequently lurid, and hugely entertaining, this beautifully illustrated book 
is a must-read for health-conscious travelers, and anyone who has ever wondered if
they picked up a tapeworm from that last sushi dinner.

Eugene H. Kaplan is the Donald E. Axinn Endowed Distinguished Professor of 
Ecology and Conservation (emeritus) at Hofstra University. His many books include
Sensuous Seas: Tales of a Marine Biologist (Princeton) and A Field Guide to 
Southeastern and Caribbean Seashores (Peterson Field Guides).
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Kaplan, Justin and Bernays, Anne. The Language of Names: What We Call 
Ourselves and Why It Matters. New York. 1997. Simon & Schuster. 1st Printing. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684807416. 256 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Michael Accordino. Inventory # 23239. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Sparkling with wit and filled with eye-opening, humorous
facts and stories, this exploration of the social history, psychology, and role of 
names and naming process will delight readers intrigued by the mysteries of identity
and the quirks of language.

Justin Daniel "Joe" Kaplan was an American writer and editor. The general editor of
Bartlett's Familiar Quotations, he was best known as a biographer, particularly of 
Samuel Clemens, Lincoln Steffens, and Walt Whitman. Anne Bernays (born 
September 14, 1930, in New York City, United States) is an American novelist, 
editor, and teacher. She was married to the biographer and editor Justin Kaplan until
his death in 2014; they lived in Cambridge, and Truro, Massachusetts.
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Kaplan, Robert D. The Arabists: The Romance of An American Elite. New York. 
1993. Free Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 002916786x. 333 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by REM Studio, Inc. Inventory # 20690. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A tight-knit group closely linked by intermarriage as well
as class and old school ties, the ‘Arabists’ were men and women who spent much of
their lives living and working in the Arab world as diplomats, military attaches, 
intelligence agents, scholar-adventurers, and teachers. As such, the Arabists 
exerted considerable influence both as career diplomats and as bureaucrats within 
the State Department from the early 19th century to the present. But over time, as 
this work shows, the group increasingly lost touch with a rapidly changing American
society, growing both more insular and headstrong and showing a marked tendency
to assert the Arab point of view. Drawing on interviews, memoirs, and other official 
and private sources, Kaplan reconstructs the 100-year history of the Arabist elite, 
demonstrating their profound influence on American attitudes toward the Middle 
East, and tracing their decline as an influx of ethnic and regional specialists has 
transformed the State Department and challenged the power of the old elite.

Robert David Kaplan (born June 23, 1952) is an American author. His books are on
politics, primarily foreign affairs, and travel. His work over three decades has 
appeared in The Atlantic, The Washington Post, The New York Times, The New 
Republic, The National Interest, Foreign Affairs and The Wall Street Journal, among
other newspapers and publications.
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Kapleau, Roshi Philip. Awakening To Zen: The Teachings of Roshi Philip Kapleau.
New York. 1997. Scribner. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684829738. 256
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Honi Werner. Inventory # 23423. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When Roshi Philip Kapleau returned to the United States
in 1966, after thirteen years of training in Japan with two of the country's greatest 
masters of Zen, he 'did not come home empty-handed -- he brought us a living word
of Zen,' Kenneth Kraft has said. The first Westerner fully and naturally at home with
Zen, Roshi Kapleau has made it his life's work to translate Zen Buddhism into an 
American idiom, to take Zen's essence and plant it in American soil. Four decades 
later, the seeds of Zen that Roshi Kapleau planted have blossomed. Zen flourishes
and Roshi Kapleau continues to help people find enlightenment and fulfillment 
within, not outside, their daily lives. 'True awakening,' Roshi Kapleau has said, 'is not
a 'high' that keeps one in the clouds of an abstract oneness, but a realization that 
brings one solidly down to earth into the world of toil and struggle.' Kapleau has 
written a number of books in his lifetime, The Three Pillars of Zen the most well 
known among them, but the heart of his work, his teachings to his students, has 
never before been made available. Awakening to Zen extracts the vital threads of 
Roshi Kapleau's teachings and braids them into a strong yet supple cord that 
readers may follow toward a deeper understanding of the enlightened life. Roshi 
Kapleau's warm, sometimes humorous but always grounded lessons touch on every
aspect of daily reality; they capture his power, too, to transform the lives of not just 
practicing Buddhists, but all people who seek to experience in a more authentic way
the bond they share with the world around them. One way or another, Roshi 
Kapleau has spent the past forty-three years of his life helping make Zen practice 
and its fruits accessible to anyone of sincere intent. Awakening to Zen offers a 
crucial and never-before-published aspect of his life's work.

Philip Kapleau (August 20, 1912 – May 6, 2004) was a teacher of Zen Buddhism in 
the Sanbo Kyodan tradition, a blending of Japanese Sōtō and Rinzai schools.
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Kapuscinski, Ryszard. I Wrote Stone: The Selected Poetry of Ryszard Kapuscinski.
Emeryville, Canada. 2007. Biblioasis. 1st Canadian Edition. Very Good in Wrappers.
9781897231371. Translated from the Polish by Diana Kuprel & Marek Kusiba. 96 
pages. paperback. Cover photograph by Ryszard Kapuscinski. Inventory # 36651. 
$25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ryszard Kapuscinski is considered among the most 
important journalists of the 20th century. Several of his titles, including THE 
SOCCER WAR, SHAH OF SHAHS, IMPERIUM and THE SHADOW OF THE SUN 
are considered part of the modern canon, His `reportages’ bore the marks of the 
highest literary craftsmanship, characterized by sophisticated narrative techniques,
metaphor and unusual imagery. What was not known in the English-speaking world,
however, was that Ryszard Kapuscinski was also a poet. I WROTE STONE brings 
together a selection of poems from his two previously published collections, offering
to English readers for the first time. Kapuscinski’s is a thoughtful, philosophical 
verse, often aphoristic in tone and structure, and as one would expect, engaged 
politically, morally and viscerally with the world around him.

Ryszard Kapuscinski, Poland’s most celebrated foreign correspondent, was born in
1932 in Piñsk (in what is now Belarus) and spent four decades reporting on Asia, 
Latin America, and Africa. He is also the author of IMPERIUM, ANOTHER DAY OF
LIFE, and THE SOCCER WAR. His books have been translated into twenty-eight 
languages. Kapuscinski died in 2007.
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Kapuscinski, Ryszard. The Shadow of the Sun. New York. 2001. Knopf. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679454918. Translated from the Polish
by Klara Glowczewska. 336 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 29512. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ryszard Kapuscinski arrived in Africa in 1957, at the 
beginning of the end of colonial rule - the ‘sometimes dramatic and painful, 
sometimes enjoyable and jubilant’ rebirth of a continent. The Shadow of the Sun 
sums up the author’s experiences (‘the record of a forty-year marriage’) in this place
that became the central obsession of his remarkable career. From the hopeful years
of independence through the bloodcurdling disintegration of nations such as Nigeria,
Liberia, Rwanda, and Angola, Kapuscinski recounts great social and political 
changes as seen through the prism of the ordinary African. He looks at the rough-
and-ready physical world and identifies the true geography of Africa - a little-
understood spiritual universe, an African way of being. And he offers a moving 
portrait of Africa in the wake of two epoch-making changes: the arrival of AIDS and 
the definitive departure of the white man. Kapuscinski’s rare humanity invests his 
subject with a dignity and grandeur unmatched by any other writer on the Third 
World, and his unique ability to discern the universal in the particular has never been
more powerfully displayed than in this work. The Shadow of the Sun is a 
masterpiece from a modern master

Ryszard Kapuscinski, Poland’s most celebrated foreign correspondent, was born in
1932. After graduating with a degree in history from Warsaw University, he was sent
to India, Pakistan, and Afghanistan to report for the Polish news, which began his 
lifelong fascination with the Third World. During his four decades reporting on Asia,
Latin America, and Africa, he befriended Che Guevara, Salvador Allende, and 
Patrice Lumumba; witnessed twenty-seven coups and revolutions; and was 
sentenced to death four times. His earlier books—Shah of Shahs (about the Iranian
Revolution), The Emperor (about the fall of Ethiopia’s Haile Selassie), Imperium 
(about the fall of the Soviet Union), Another Day of Life (about the last days of 
Portuguese Angola), and The Soccer War (a compendium of reportage from the 
Third World)—have been translated into nineteen languages.
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Karinthy, Frigyes. Voyage To Faremido/Capillaria. Budapest. 1965. Corvina Press. 
1st English Language Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn and Chipped Dustjacket.
Translated from the Hungarian & With An Introduction by Paul Tabori. 127 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Lilla Lorant. Inventory # 16782. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Frigyes Karinthy (1887-1938), humorist, poet, playwright,
and essayist, was one of the most prolific and popular but also one of the most 
original and versatile Hungarian writers of his age. In the short novel VOYAGE TO 
FAREMIDO Karinthy presents a startlingly prophetic vision of a planet ruled by 
machines, the solasis whose language is music and who have achieved the utmost
of automation and cybernetic superiority. Through the eyes of these inorganic and 
immortal beings, Man is only an unimportant and irritating rather than dangerous 
disease; an infestation, a parasitic germ. His wars, his ideals, his dreams and beliefs
are ridiculously short-lived and unimportant. Yet the story is told without bitterness 
and pessimism. The Swiftian hero is only symbolic; Gulliver only serves as the 
spokesman of Karinthy’s restless mind and scathing satire. Though the language is
deliberately old-fashioned and mannered, the viewpoint and the conclusions of the 
book arc utterly contemporary and vividly valid. ‘How miraculous is the effect of 
music!’ Karinthy writes in his epigraph. ‘As if someone pounded on the door of our 
soul from outside, from the world of Beauty and Reality; but we no longer 
understand the voice. It is this language they speak in Faremido. Gulliver, the 
wanderer, believed for a moment that he almost understood it. And that was when 
he wrote this book.’ CAPILLARIA, the ‘eighth journey of Gullivér’ presents with 
mordant humour and inexhaustible inventiveness the ancient ‘war of the sexes.’ This
country at the bottom of the sea is ruled by women, the dominant sex; and as the 
oihas are completely uninhibited, free from intellectual complexes, moral hesitations
and collective responsibilities, their domination cannot be challenged by the thumb-
sized bullpops, the Capillarian males. No misogynist, Karinthy strips away the 
illusions Man has created about the ‘female of the species’ and the result is a 
disturbingly true and quite extraordinary book.

Frigyes Karinthy (1887-1938), humorist, poet, playwright, and essayist, was one of 
the most prolific and popular but also one of the most original and versatile 
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Karlins, Mark. Narrative of the Broken Winter. Berkeley. 1987. North Atlantic Books.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 1556430264. 62 pages. paperback.
Cover: Paula Morrison. Inventory # 32152. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Karlins dares to open a door in music and risk what 
comes up the dark stairs. What is strong here is innocent soft heroic willingness to 
let myth be born anew in him as image, the myth of love to which all others yield. 
Karlins strongly, cleanly gives us a book with a self that can find itself only in the 
things around us.’ - Robert Kelly.

Mark Karlins was born in Brooklyn in 1947, and presently lives in Massachusetts 
with his wife and two children. He is currently completing a book of fairy tales, THE
GHOST OWL & OTHER STORIES.
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Karlstrom, Paul J. Peter Selz: Sketches of a Life in Art. Berkeley. 2012. University of
California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780520269354. 
27 b/w photographs. A Simpson Book in the Humanities. 321 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 38137. $34.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Sketches of a Life in Art, it’s clear that Peter Selz 
uniquely sees painting as if from within the artist himself, not as an outside observer
(as when he describes the ‘internal look’ of a Mark Rothko painting). And a moving 
Life it is.' - Lawrence Ferlinghetti, Poet Laureate of San Francisco and author of How
to Paint Sunlight. This absorbing biography, often conveyed through Peter Selz’s 
own words, traces the journey of a Jewish-German immigrant from Hitler’s Munich to
the United States and on to an important career as a pioneer historian of modern art.
Paul J. Karlstrom illuminates key historical and cultural events of the twentieth 
century as he describes Selz’s extraordinary career—from Chicago’s Institute of 
Design (New Bauhaus), to New York’s Museum of Modern Art during the 
transformative 1960s, and as founding director of the University Art Museum at UC
Berkeley. Karlstrom sheds light on the controversial viewpoints that at times isolated
Selz from his colleagues but nonetheless affirmed his conviction that significant art
was always an expression of deep human experience. The book also links Selz’s 
long life story—featuring close relationships with such major art figures as Mark 
Rothko, Dore Ashton, Willem de Kooning, Sam Francis, and Christo—with his 
personal commitment to political engagement.

Paul J. Karlstrom, former West Coast Regional Director of the Smithsonian’s 
Archives of American Art, is the editor of On the Edge of America: California 
Modernist Art, 1900–1950 (UC Press) and a coeditor of Asian American Art: A 
History, 1860–1970.
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Karodia, Farida. A Shattering of Silence. Portsmouth. 1993. Heinemann. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0435905937. 288 pages. paperback. 
Cover illustration by Paul Catherall. Cover design by Touchpaper. Inventory # 
18612. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Eight-year-old Faith's life is shattered when she 
witnesses a massacre in her village in rural Mozambique. She escapes, but loses 
everything - her parents, her home, her identity - and her voice. A Shattering of 
Silence charts Faith's quest to find a place for herself in war-torn Mozambique, 
where she is caught between the white colonials and the local resistance. Karodia's 
fast-moving novel undermines traditional views of the role of women and the nature
of resistance. It is a spirited response to the brutalising effects of war.

Farida Karodia (born 1942) is a South African novelist and short-story writer. Farida
Karoida was born in the eastern Cape province, a location that inspired the setting 
for her first novel, Daughters of Twilight (1986). She taught in Johannesburg, South
Africa, Zambia, Swaziland. In 1968 the government of South Africa withdrew her 
passport. Facing forced interment in South Africa, she emigrated to Canada. She 
remained there, where she published her first novel and wrote in multiple mediums, 
including film, television, and CBC radio dramas. She returned to South Africa in 
1994. She now works as a free-lance writer and divides her time between Canada 
and South Africa. Her first novel was Daughters of the Twilight was published in 
1986, and was a runner up for the Fawcett Literature Prize. Although she was living 
in Canada at the time, the book concerns what difficulties non-whites faced in 
getting an education under apartheid.
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Karr, Mary. Viper Rum. New York. 1998. New Directions. 1st Edition. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 081121382x. 79 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by Tim Davis. 
Inventory # 25491. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In her third collection of poetry, Viper Rum, Mary Karr 
delves into autobiographical subject matter; various beloveds are birthed and buried
in these touching lyrics, some of which, as the title suggests, deal with drink. Precise
and surprising, Karr’s poems ‘take on the bedevilments of fate and grief with a 
diabolical edge of their own’ (Poetry). Also included is Karr’s controversial and prize-
winning essay ‘Against Decoration,’ in which she took aim against the verbal 
ornaments that too often pass for poetry these days-the ‘new formalism’ that 
elevates form to an end itself.

Mary Karr (born January 16, 1955) is an American poet, essayist and memoirist. 
She rose to fame in 1995 with the publication of her bestselling memoir The Liars' 
Club. She is the Peck Professor of English Literature at Syracuse University.
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Kaschock, Kirsten. The Dottery. Pittsburgh. 2014. University of Pittsburgh Press. 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822963196. 6 x 9. 88 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 40867. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Winner of the 2013 Donald Hall Prize in Poetry. The 
Dottery is a tale of dotters before they are born. In this series of prose poems you 
meet their would-be-mutters, the buoys they will know, their inner warden, and the 
mutterers who cannot have them. The Dottery itself is a sort-of pre-purgatory, a 
finishing school for the fetal feminine. The five sections correspond to the conceptual
set-ups interrogated within. In “wound,” The Dottery is described, as are its 
inhabitants and their difficulties. In ‘Dual,’ a gender binary is introduced and 
(hopefully) eviscerated. ‘Triage’ establishes the issues that plague both the dotters 
and those who would bring them out into the world—specifically into the idea of 
America (I’m Erica and I can prefer a hummer to the rose parade”). In ‘Fear,’ failed 
dotters (out in the world) are described in obit fashion. Finally, in ‘Thief’ one mutterer
recounts how she stole her dotter (’a snatched piece’) to become a mutter and 
chronicles both her desires and regrets.

Kirsten Kaschock is the author of two previous books of poetry: Unfathoms and A 
Beautiful Name for a Girl. She is also the author of a novel, Sleight, and the 
chapbook WindowBoxing. Kaschock teaches at Drexel University and lives in 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
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Kast, Verena. Nature of Loving: Patterns of Human Relationship. Wilmette. 1986. 
Chiron Publications. 1st Edition. Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 0933029063. 107
pages. paperback. Inventory # 36845. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A study of six different types of couple’s relationships 
presented through an understanding of psychological phenomena by way of the 
patterns or types presented by myths.

Verena Kast is a professor of psychology at the University of Zurich in Switzerland.
She has written many books, including The Nature of Loving, A Time to Mourn, and
The Creative Leap.
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Kastenbaum, Robert. On Our Way: The Final Passage Through Life and Death. 
Berkeley. 2004. University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0520218809. 460 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 35144. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - How do our ideas about dying influence the way we live?
Life has often been envisioned as a journey, the river of time carrying us inexorably 
toward the unknown country–and in our day we increasingly turn to myth and magic,
ritual and virtual reality, cloning and cryostasis in the hope of eluding the reality of 
the inevitable end. In this book a preeminent and eminently wise writer on death and
dying proposes a new way of understanding our last transition. A fresh exploration of
the final passage through life and perhaps through death, his work deftly 
interweaves historical and contemporary experiences and reflections to demonstrate
that we are always on our way. Drawing on a remarkable range of observations–
from psychology, anthropology, religion, biology, and personal experience–Robert 
Kastenbaum re-envisions life’s forward-looking progress, from early-childhood 
bedtime rituals to the many small rehearsals we stage for our final separation. Along
the way he illuminates such moments and ideas as becoming a ‘corpsed person,’ 
going down to earth or up in flames, respecting or abusing (and eating) the dead, 
coping with ‘too many dead,’ conceiving and achieving a ‘good death,’ undertaking 
the journey of the dead, and learning to live through the scrimmage of daily life fully
knowing that Eternity does not really come in a designer flask. Profound, insightful, 
often moving, this look at death as many cultures await it or approach it enriches our
understanding of life as a never-ending passage.

Robert Kastenbaum was Professor Emeritus, Arizona State University. He is the 
author of many works, including The Psychology of Death (now in its third edition, 
2001), Death, Society, and Human Experience (now in its eighth edition, 2004), and
Dorian, Graying: Is Youth the Only Thing Worth Having? (1995).
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Katai, Tayama. Country Teacher. Honolulu. 1984. University Of Hawaii Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With Some Tears. 
082480869x. Translated from the Japanese by Kenneth Henshall. 210 pages. 
hardcover. Frontpiece by Okamoto Tanga. Inventory # 2748. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - COUNTRY TEACHER, published in 1909, was Tayama
Katai’s most popular work, surpassing in this respect even his epochmaking 
confessional of two years before, THE QUILT. It is essentially a true story, based 
upon the diaries of a young schoolteacher named Kobayashi with whom Katai was 
indirectly acquainted. The diaries reveal a sad and moving story of a young man 
attempting to make his way in the adult world, of the compromises he is obliged to 
make as he comes to realize his own limitations, of the disappointments he suffers 
in love as well as in his career, and of the ironic fate that cuts him down just when he
seems to be on the verge of a happiness of sorts. The popularity of this novel in 
Japan, which continues to this day, is due not to the raising of any profound social 
issues but to its simple depiction of the life of a common man, one of the vast 
legions of nobodies who are the substance of real life. It is for its unpretentiousness,
and for its lyric evocation of the countryside, that the novel is still praised and 
admired. As readers of English will discover in this fluent translation, Katai’s quiet 
scenes of nature have a timeless appeal and would be notable in any language. In 
his later years, enjoying a reputation as one of Japan’s most significant modern 
writers, Katai himself said that COUNTRY TEACHER was one of his most satisfying
works. For the foreign reader the novel also contains a fascinating depiction of life in
Japan at the turn of the century, and in particular of the literary and scholastic worlds
to which Kobayashi aspired in vain.

Katai Tayama (22 January 1872 – 13 May 1930, born Tayama Rokuya) was a 
Japanese author. His most famous works include Inaka Kyōshi "Rural Teacher," 
also translated "Country Teacher") and Futon (also translated "The Quilt"). He is 
noted for establishing the Japanese literary genre of naturalistic I novels which 
revolve around the detailed self-examinations of an introspective author.
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Kattan, Naim. Farewell, Babylon. New York. 1980. Taplinger. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0800825985. Translated from the French by Shelia 
Fischman. 192 pages. hardcover. Cover: Ivy Strick. Inventory # 26980. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A captivating description of a boy’s precarious yet 
exuberantly optimistic journey through adolescence - a journey that recalls in part A
PORTRAIT OF THE ARTIST AS A YOUNG MAN. In what is something between a
memoir and a novel, the author explores his boyhood in as an Iraqi Jew in his native
Baghdad.

Naïm Kattan, (born August 26, 1928) is a Canadian novelist, essayist and critic of 
Iraqi Jewish origin. Born in Baghdad, Iraq, Kattan spent the first years of his life 
growing up in Jewish Baghdad. He studied at the University of Baghdad from 1945 
until 1947 and at the Sorbonne from 1947 until 1951. He emigrated to Montreal in 
1954. He is the author of more than 30 books, translated into several languages. 
Those years of his life are explored throughout his novel Farewell, Babylon. First 
published in French as Adieu, Babylone in 1975, his novel was translated by Sheila
Fischman and published in English in 2005. The early years of Kattan’s life were 
complicated. Kattan recalls in Farewell, Babylon the experiences of growing up in a
community torn between Jewish and Arab nationalisms, the horrors of the 1941 
farhoud, and anti-Semitism, but also Jewish successes in the cosmopolitan Arab 
city. In 1947, Kattan was awarded a scholarship from the government of France, and
left Iraq to study literature at the Sorbonne in Paris. After taking an unplanned trip to
New York City in 1952, Kattan planned to move to Montreal, Quebec, because of its
status as a French speaking metropolis. He arrived in Montreal in 1954. In 
partnership with the Canadian Jewish Congress, Naim Kattan founded Le Cercle 
Juif, a publication dedicated to building cultural ties between Jewish and French 
Canada in the 1950, which was the first non-Catholic French-language periodical 
published in Montreal. Kattan went on to write a literary column in Le Devoir, and for
close to 25 years he headed the writing and publishing division of the Canada 
Council for the Arts Writing and Publication program.
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Katz, Jon. Virtuous Reality: How America Surrendered Discussion of Moral Values 
To Opportunists, Nitwits & Blockheads Like William Bennett. New York. 1997. 
Random House. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679449132. 214 
pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Anna McMillan. Inventory # 23717. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This book is for nervous parents, neo-Luddites, kids, 
journalists, rappers, intellectuals, digital wanna-bes, Webheads, MTV users and 
banners, Beavis & Butt-head fans, survivors of the 1996 presidential election and 
buyers of William Bennett’s moral fables. Here’s some of what it’s about:. Public 
discussions of culture and new media are hysterical, confusing and irrational. We 
have to start over. We blame our ascending, technologically distributed culture - 
music, TV shows, movies, computers - for crime, civic apathy and other social woes,
while their complex causes and expensive solutions are ignored. Journalism has lost
its moral moorings. Its new corporate owners have taken it far from its original 
purpose, as practiced by Thomas Paine and Thomas Jefferson, and transformed it 
into a timid, stuffy, ‘objective’ and increasingly destructive entity. We need to 
understand the good things the information revolution is bringing and not just wring 
our hands over the bad. Consider the way interactivity is democratizing the spread 
of information. How the Internet is transforming science and research. How 
individuals can now carry on their own dialogues, instead of submitting to the 
suffocating dictates of three networks and a few newspapers. How citizens have the
machinery to join in the discussions of political life. Children need more, not less, 
access to technology, culture and information. We have been led into a false choice
- the old culture versus the new - by shallow politicians and manipulable journalists.
Sensible people can pick what they want and need from both cultures, each offering
vast amounts of both excellence and garbage.

Jon Katz (born August 8, 1947) is an American journalist, author, and photographer.
He was a contributor to the online magazine HotWired, the technology website 
Slashdot, and the online news magazine Slate.
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Kauffmann, Jean-Paul. The Arch of Kerguelen: Voyage To the Islands of Desolation.
New York. 2000. Four Walls Eight Windows. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 1568581688. Translated from the French by Patricia Clancy. 288 pages.
hardcover. Inventory # 28482. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Kerguelens - isolated French islands in the southern
Indian Ocean - were the home of the Arch of Kerguelen, a 1,000-foot-tall stone vault
that had confounded navigators for centuries. Jean-Paul Kauffmann finds poetry in 
the isolation and strangely serene beauty of this land far from the hustle of 'civilized'
life, where the vast ocean dominates, where the wind reigns and solitude is 
interrupted only by animals scrambling in the windswept fields by the graves of 
those who journeyed there before.

Jean-Paul Kauffmann (8 August 1944, Saint-Pierre-la-Cour, Mayenne) is a French 
journalist and writer, a former student of the École supérieure de journalisme de Lille
(40th class).An amateur of Bordeaux wines, he has published several books on this
subject. With Courlande (Fayard, 2009), the story of a journey is the plot of several 
quests including that of the identity of a country, Courland. He was awarded the Prix
de la langue française in 2009 for all his work.
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Kaufman, Barry Neil. Son Rise: The Miracle Continues. Tiburon. 1994. H J Kramer.
1st Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0915811537. 320 pages. 
hardcover. Signed by the author. Inventory # 40668. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Son-Rise: The Miracle Continues recounts the story of 
Barry and Samahria Kaufman's successful effort to reach their 'unreachable' child. 
Part one is an expanded and updated journal, originally documented in the classic 
best-seller, Son-Rise, of Raun Kaufman's astonishing development from a lifeless, 
autistic, retarded child into a highly verbal, lovable youngster with no traces of his 
former condition. Part two details Raun's extraordinary progress from the age of four
into young adulthood. Part three shares moving accounts of five families that 
successfully used the Son-Rise Program to reach their own special children. An 
awe-inspiring reminder that love moves mountains. A must for any parent, teacher 
or student of personal growth.

Barry Neil Kaufman teaches a uniquely self-accepting and empowering process 
(The Option Process(R)), which has both educational and therapeutic applications.
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Kaufmann, David. Telling Stories: Philip Guston ‘s Later Works. Berkeley. 2010. 
University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9780520265769. 128 pages. paperback. 0. Inventory # 37624. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - What Guston was up to was 'something else, which 
resembled neither Guston’s own earlier abstract canvases, almost ethereally 
beautiful with their shimmering colors, nor other art then being produced in New 
York. The critics, perceiving these works according to a narrow view of the avant-
garde and a rigid view of art history, felt something was distinctly wrong with the new
works Guston showed in the 1970s, though they did not agree on what it was. But 
Guston, after painting the Klansman-like cartoon figures he called Hoods, changed 
direction in 1972, and the critics responded more favorably to his new efforts. In 
about 1974 Guston’s reputation began to revive, and his stock rose in the late 
1970s. Samuel Beckett’s works became a touchstone in the reviews of Guston’s 
works (earlier it had been those of R. Crumb), as the critics turned their attention 
from style to content. By the time of his death, in 1980, Guston had BECOME 
modern art.

David Kaufmann is Associate Professor of English at George Mason University and 
is the author of The Business of Common Life: Novels and Classical Economics 
between Revolution and Reform.
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Kavan, Anna. The House of Sleep. Garden City. 1947. Doubleday. 1st American 
Edition. Some Slight Water-Staining to the Rear Boards at the Bottom, Otherwise 
Good. No Dustjacket. 223 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 45065. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is writing which probes far into the mysterious world
of dreams and night shadows. It is the story of a girl who has rejected normal 
relationships for what seemed to her the greater realities - a borderline world she 
inhabits at night. Exploring this new world of symbols she relives parts of her past 
life: Her childhood and the mother who died when she was young: Herr relations 
with her father who was always too busy to answer the questions she was afraid to 
ask; Her days at school when she found herself unable to accept authority; The 
stupidity of the family doctor who was not equipped to understand or prescribe a 
cure for her problems; Her days at the university where people were kinder to her, 
but where she was unable to accept friends because she had grown to mistrust all 
kindness. Anna Kavan is acknowledged in England as one of the most significant 
writers of her generation. As a lay worker in the field of mental illness, she speaks 
from something very akin to personal experience.

Anna Kavan (10 April 1901-5 December 1968; born Helen Emily Woods) was a 
British novelist, short story writer and painter. Kavan was addicted to heroin for most
of her adult life, a dependency which was generally undetected by her associates, 
and for which she made no apologies. She is popularly supposed to have died of a 
heroin overdose. In fact she died of heart failure, though she had attempted suicide
several times during her life. An inveterate traveler, Kavan spent twenty-two months
of World War II in New Zealand, and it was that country's proximity to the 
inhospitable frozen landscape of Antarctica that inspired the writing of ICE. This 
post-apocalyptic novel brought critical acclaim, earning Kavan the Brian Aldiss 
Science Fiction Book of the Year award in 1967, the year before Kavan's death. She
died at her home in Kensington on 5 December 1968.
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Kavan, Rosemary. Love and Freedom: My Unexpected Life in Prague. New York. 
1988. Hill & Wang. 1st American Edition. Previous Owner's Bookplate in Front, 
Otherwise Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0809046806. Foreword by Arthur
Miller. Introduction by William Shawcross. Epilogue by Jan Kavan. 288 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Royce Becker. Inventory # 27936. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1945 Rosemary Kavan married a Czech communist in
England and went to live in Prague. Her husband, Pavel, became a diplomat and 
was implicated in the Slánsky show trials of the early fifties and sentenced to twenty-
five years in prison. He died soon after his release in 1957. Branded as a traitor’s 
wife, Kavan struggled to support herself and her two sons. She worked as a 
translator, a drill operator in a factory, and a tracer of blueprints for the state 
railroads, and remained in her adopted country to experience the elation of the 
Prague Spring. The Russian invasion on August 21,1968 drove both her politically 
active sons into exile, and finally she herself was forced to escape after working with
the underground movement. As an outsider, Kavan had a unique view of social and
political life in Czechoslovakia during the massive upheavals of the fifties and sixties.
Her courage and wry humor make her book a remarkable human document as well.
Kavan copes fearlessly with Czech bureaucracy; learns the language (‘Though 
liberal with declensions, Czech is grudging with its vowels: the spoken language 
resembles a series of coughs, splutters, and hiccoughs’); and remains loyal to a 
difficult husband (‘the man for whom I’d given up family and homeland, not to 
mention Marmite and marmalade!’). Love and Freedom provides a fascinating, often
funny, and ultimately tragic look at life under socialism. Rosemary Kavan died in 
1981 in England.

Rosemary Kavan was born in Islington, London in 1923. Having graduated from a 
Teachers' Training College she taught in a school in Leicester. Towards the end of 
the Second World War she married Pavel Kavan, then an officer in the 
Czechoslovak Army fighting alongside the Allies.
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Kavanagh, Dan (Pseudonym of Julian Barnes). Duffy. New York. 1986. Pantheon 
Books. 1st Pantheon Paperback Edition. Pantheon International Crime Series. Very
Good in Wrappers. 039474442x. 183 pages. paperback. Cover illustration by John
Martinez. Cover design by Louise Fili. Inventory # 8202. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Heathrow Airport, known as ‘Thiefrow’ and ‘Fiddle City,’ 
is like a city in itself, even to its own community of crime. And it's a city Duffy - Dan 
Kavanagh's bilious and bisexual private detective - must become familiar with before
he can find out who's been nicking shipments from Hendricks, a Freight company 
near the terminal, and why, during his first day on the job, someone has left a wad of
pound notes in his locker. Is he being bought - or has he been sold? ‘Scary insider's
data on the airport subworld, Customs knowhow and smugglers' more sickening 
dodges are marvelously aerated by bubbles of Mr. Kavanagh's very dry, sly, wide-
ranging and eighties humor.’ - Sunday Times. ‘The characterization is exact, the 
action gripping, and the writing pleasantly ironic.’ - Times (London).

Julian Barnes is the author of several books of stories, essays, a translation of 
Alphonse Daudet's In the Land of Pain, and numerous novels, including the 2011 
Man Booker Prize winning novel The Sense of an Ending and the acclaimed The 
Noise of Time. His other recent publications include Levels of Life and Keeping an 
Eye Open: Essays on Art.
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Kavanagh, Dan (Pseudonym of Julian Barnes). Going To the Dogs. New York. 
1988. Pantheon Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0394563220. 208 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by John Martinez. Inventory #
27827. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - GOING TO THE DOGS is Dan Kavanagh’s third thriller 
to be published by Pantheon featuring the street-smart, cynical, neurotic, bisexual 
Duffy. This time Duffy is tempted away from his normal low-life London beat by a 
telephone call from the country mansion of Vic Crowther, an old and dubious 
acquaintance. A body has been found in the library. A body in the library? That 
sound familiar. But neither the body nor the library nor the country mansion are at all
what they seem. This is not the world of Agatha Christie and genteel murder among
the cucumber sandwiches. Dan Kavanagh’s thriller is firmly set in the on-the-make 
Britain of the 1980s, where new money talks loud, old vices flourish, and the people
you run into during a country-house weekend are the sort you might very well not 
want to ask home to meet your mother. As Duffy’s stay at Braunscombe Hall is 
prolonged, he finds himself with an epidemic of crime on is hands and a houseful of
suspects, who don’t always take to Duffy. Even their legal behavior isn’t always very
nice. Duffy begins to worry that the country is going to the dogs.

Julian Barnes is the author of several books of stories, essays, a translation of 
Alphonse Daudet's In the Land of Pain, and numerous novels, including the 2011 
Man Booker Prize winning novel The Sense of an Ending and the acclaimed The 
Noise of Time. His other recent publications include Levels of Life and Keeping an 
Eye Open: Essays on Art.
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Kay, Jackie. Trumpet. New York. 1999. Pantheon Books. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0375405097. 278 pages. hardcover. Jacket photo by Mary 
Javorek.Jacket design by Barbara De Wilde. Inventory # 31796. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In her starkly beautiful and wholly unexpected tale, 
Jackie Kay delves into the most intimate workings of the human heart and mind and
offers a triumphant tale of loving deception and lasting devotion. The death of 
legendary jazz trumpeter Joss Moody exposes an extraordinary secret, one that 
enrages his adopted son, Colman, leading him to collude with a tabloid journalist. 
Besieged by the press, his widow Millie flees to a remote Scottish village, where she
seeks solace in memories of their marriage. The reminiscences of those who knew 
Joss Moody render a moving portrait of a shared life founded on an intricate lie, one
that preserved a rare, unconditional love.

Jackie Kay (born 9 November 1961) is a Scottish poet and novelist. She is the third
modern Makar, the Scottish poet laureate but now lives in England. Jackie Kay was
born in Edinburgh, Scotland, in 1961, to a Scottish mother and a Nigerian father. 
She was adopted as a baby by a white Scottish couple, Helen and John Kay, and 
grew up in Bishopbriggs, a suburb of Glasgow. Kay is openly lesbian. In her twenties
she gave birth to a son, Matthew (whose father is the writer Fred D'Aguiar) and later
she had a 15-year relationship with poet Carol Ann Duffy. During this relationship, 
Duffy gave birth to a daughter, Ella, whose biological father is fellow poet Peter 
Benson.
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Kaye, John. Stars Screaming. New York. 1997. Atlantic Monthly Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.Remainder Mark On Bottom Edge. 
0871136910. 326 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Rue Woods. Inventory # 
34416. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - At the center of STARS SCREAMING is Ray Burk, a 
network censor struggling to break into The Business as a screenwriter. As his wife
begins to lose her mind, Burk spends entire days in his car, circling Los Angeles on
an endless path, worrying about the future of his five-year-old son and remembering
all the friends, enemies, and lovers he has known. Through his seemingly aimless 
wandering, a searing picture of Los Angeles emerges. John Kaye’s vision of 
Hollywood does not convey the alluring promise of stardom, but the acrid 
disappointments of the damaged souls that inhabit L.A.’s underside. Alongside the 
gleaming stars set in the sidewalk of Hollywood Boulevard, a volatile mix of pimps 
and winos eke out their existence. Far from the power lunches where deals get 
made, washed-up B-movie actors drink away the afternoon, desperately trying to 
recapture the glory days that evaded them. And, as Burk slowly loses his grip on his
own life, stories from his past converge with the present, uncovering dark secrets 
and restaging the most shattering events of his life. Spanning the arc from the 
golden 1940s to the bitter 1970s, Stars Screaming captures the moment when the 
American dream fell apart. In this gritty portrait of a lost era, Kaye has created a 
strange and heartbreaking gallery of characters and unflinchingly tells their 
unforgettable stories.

JOHN KAYE has been a journalist, playwright, and screenwriter on films including 
American Hot Wax and Where the Buffalo Roam. He recently made his directorial 
debut with Forever Lulu, released on video as Along for the Ride, and is also the 
author of Stars Screaming. John Kaye lives in Los Angeles.
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Kaye, John. The Dead Circus. New York. 2002. Atlantic Monthly Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0871138492. 325 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Automatic Art and Design. Author photograph by Caroline Davies
Photography. Inventory # 32371. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Of John Kaye’s first novel, Newsday wrote, ‘An utterly 
original L.A. novel. the fiction debut of the year.’ Now, with THE DEAD CIRCUS, 
Kaye again shows us another side of Los Angeles - a city of rockers and private 
eyes, script girls and wiseguys, whose golden orbit is pierced by a streak of 
American evil named Manson. It’s 1986. Gene Burk is an ex-cop, a fanatical record
collector and private eye. Devastated by the death of his fiancee, a flight attendant, 
in a plane crash, Gene becomes obsessed with an unsolved mystery from his days
with the LAPD: the death of up-and-coming rockabilly star Bobby Fuller. As Gene 
attempts to reconstruct the circumstances that led to Fuller’s demise, he is 
unexpectedly contacted by a woman from his fiancee’s hometown, a survivor of the
Manson Family who needs Gene’s help to escape her past. Her last link to Manson 
is a startling body of evidence of the Family’s evil and madness - evidence that 
several depraved individuals, including Gene’s corrupt ex-partner, would love to get 
their hands on at any cost. As Gene travels back in history to the moment Manson 
partied alongside Bobby Fuller and the Beach Boys, he lays bare Los Angeles in the
sixties, its relative innocence, and its seedy underbelly, and uncovers how those 
currents have shaped not just history but his own life and those of the people he 
loves. With infallible storytelling instinct and great heart, John Kaye spins a 
masterful, disturbing portrait of twenty years in Los Angeles, of the uniquely 
American compulsions of drugs, alcohol, and fame, and of the promise of the sixties
and the bitter realities of the morning after. A native of southern California,

JOHN KAYE has been a journalist, playwright, and screenwriter on films including 
American Hot Wax and Where the Buffalo Roam. He recently made his directorial 
debut with Forever Lulu, released on video as Along for the Ride, and is also the 
author of Stars Screaming. John Kaye lives in Los Angeles.
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Kazantzakis, Nikos. Japan China: A Journal of Two Voyages to the Far East 1935 
and 1957. New York. 1963. Simon & Schuster. 1st American Printing. Previous 
Owner’s Name Penned in Front, Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. Translated 
from the Greek by George C. Pappageotes. 382 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by
Seymour Chwast. Inventory # 4970. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The people, the philosophies and the arts of the Far East
had a special place in Nikos Kazantzakis' mind and a profound influence over his 
thoughts and work. In Japan-China he writes with passion and understanding of his
experiences in Hong Kong, Kobe, Tokyo, Kyoto, Peking and Shanghai. The poverty
and misery of China in the thirties; the menace of Japan, arming for war; the color,
music, architecture, theater and literature of these two great nations - all come 
vividly to life through Kazantzakis' words. His first trip to the Orient was made in 
1935, during the time of revolution and war, when the two countries were beginning 
the long struggle that ended, more than ten years later, in Japan's defeat and 
China's violent reformation. His second trip was made in 1957, in the company of his
wife Helene Kazantzakis, who supplemented her husband's diary entries with her 
own journal of their last trip together. Japan-China is a brilliant panorama of the 
Orient, before and after World War Two, as seen through the eyes of a great writer 
and a uniquely perceptive observer.

Nikos Kazantzakis (18 February 1883 – 26 October 1957) was a Greek writer and 
philosopher, celebrated for his novel Zorba the Greek, considered his magnum 
opus. He became known globally after the 1964 release of the Michael Cacoyannis 
film Zorba the Greek, based on the novel. He gained renewed fame with the 1988 
Martin Scorsese adaptation of his book The Last Temptation of Christ.
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Keating, H. R. F. Asking Questions: An Inspector Ghote Mystery. New York. 1997. 
St Martin's Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312150571. 282
pages. hardcover. Jacket design & illustration by Alan Dingman. Inventory # 27000.
$7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The legendary Bombay inspector returns in his most 
perplexing and surprising case yet, sparked by an unexpected early-morning visit to
Ghote’s home by the Commissioner of Police. The commissioner, on behalf of 
India’s reigning film star, would like Ghote to make discreet inquiries into a nearby 
institute for medical research. It appears that someone there is smuggling out a 
dangerous drug made from the venom of highly poisonous snakes. Ghote’s 
interview with a talented young female scientist points him toward one obvious 
suspect - the snake handler. But when that man is found dead in the locked Reptile
Room, a deadly viper slithering across his back, Ghote must battle the intricacies 
and foibles of international science to find a killer. His list of suspects includes an 
overanxious researcher, his overzealous disciples, and a national celebrity with a 
desperate interest in the scientists’ secret project. Once Inspector Ghote starts 
asking questions, he finds it difficult to stop, and with every question, he grows 
closer to a fiendishly dangerous answer.

Henry Reymond Fitzwalter "Harry" Keating (31 October 1926 – 27 March 2011) was
an English crime fiction writer most notable for his series of novels featuring 
Inspector Ghote of the Bombay CID. He received the George N. Dove Award in 
1995. In 1996 the CWA awarded him the Cartier Diamond Dagger for outstanding 
services to crime literature. He also wrote screenplays, was a reviewer and wrote a
biography of Dame Agatha Christie entitled Agatha Christie: First Lady of Crime. He
died on 27 March 2011, aged 84.
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Keating, H. R. F. Cheating Death: An Inspector Ghote Novel. New York. 1994. 
Mysterious Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0892965126. 172
pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Earl Kelleny. Inventory # 27452. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the both casual and cutthroat world of Indian higher 
education, today’s student virtually demands the right to cheat, as a necessary and
even commendable ruse. Nevertheless, the theft and sale of crucial exam papers in
statistical techniques from the most deplorable of the outlying colleges of Bombay 
University has given New Delhi more than ample grounds for concern - and the 
consequent need for the practiced inquisitorial hand of Inspector Ghote. At the 
outset, the inspector must consider two seemingly imponderable facts. One, the 
room that stored the tests had been securely locked at all times, with the sole key in
the possession of the principal himself. Two, the chief suspect, a student, is in a 
coma, apparently the result of an aborted suicide attempt. As Ghote follows what 
leads he can, he finds himself embroiled in the often farcical world of academic 
politics - and watching revolutionary student protests spark a high-level kidnapping 
and raise the specter of murder. Yet paradoxically, the ultimate solution to the case
may well lie in its mounting mystifications. All Ghote needs are his instincts, luck, the
insights of his ever intrusive wife, Protima, to get an A on his report. The trick is to 
do it before cheaters turn into killers.

Henry Reymond Fitzwalter "Harry" Keating (31 October 1926 – 27 March 2011) was
an English crime fiction writer most notable for his series of novels featuring 
Inspector Ghote of the Bombay CID. He received the George N. Dove Award in 
1995. In 1996 the CWA awarded him the Cartier Diamond Dagger for outstanding 
services to crime literature. He also wrote screenplays, was a reviewer and wrote a
biography of Dame Agatha Christie entitled Agatha Christie: First Lady of Crime. He
died on 27 March 2011, aged 84.
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Keating, H. R. F. Inspector Ghote Goes By Train. Garden City. 1971. Doubleday. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. Remainder Marking On 
Bottom Edge. 234 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 4982. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - INSPECTOR GHOTE GOES BY TRAIN is a crime novel
by H. R. F. Keating. It is the seventh novel in the Inspector Ghote series. Inspector
Ghote's latest assignment is simple and offers the chance for well-deserved rest. He
is to escort an infamous confidence trickster from Calcutta to Mumbai by railway. 
Ghote is looking forward to relaxing in air-conditioned comfort on the Calcutta Mail 
train as it passes through the beautiful Indian scenery, but his travelling companions
make the journey far from restful.

Henry Reymond Fitzwalter "Harry" Keating (31 October 1926 – 27 March 2011) was
an English crime fiction writer most notable for his series of novels featuring 
Inspector Ghote of the Bombay CID. He received the George N. Dove Award in 
1995. In 1996 the CWA awarded him the Cartier Diamond Dagger for outstanding 
services to crime literature. He also wrote screenplays, was a reviewer and wrote a
biography of Dame Agatha Christie entitled Agatha Christie: First Lady of Crime. He
died on 27 March 2011, aged 84.
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Keating, H. R. F. Inspector Ghote Plays a Joker. New York. 1969. Dutton. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 224 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 5228. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - INSPECTOR GHOTE PLAYS A JOKER is a crime novel
by H. R. F. Keating. It is the fifth novel in the Inspector Ghote series. Inspector 
Ghote is summoned by the Deputy Superintendent of Police and charged with what
at first seems to be a fool's errand: To prevent the shooting of a red flamingo in 
Bombay Zoo, the last of four birds presented by the American Console. The 
flamingo is just the start of a long and difficult investigation for Ghote, which includes
a donkey substituted for a prize racehorse at the start of a race, a scientist with a 
ruined reputation, and a cold blooded murder. The majority of the novel's plot 
concerns Ghote's pursuit of a monstrous practical joker.

Henry Reymond Fitzwalter "Harry" Keating (31 October 1926 – 27 March 2011) was
an English crime fiction writer most notable for his series of novels featuring 
Inspector Ghote of the Bombay CID. He received the George N. Dove Award in 
1995. In 1996 the CWA awarded him the Cartier Diamond Dagger for outstanding 
services to crime literature. He also wrote screenplays, was a reviewer and wrote a
biography of Dame Agatha Christie entitled Agatha Christie: First Lady of Crime. He
died on 27 March 2011, aged 84.
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Keating, H. R. F. Inspector Ghote's Good Crusade (DUSTJACKET ONLY). New 
York. 1966. Dutton. Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket. DUSTJACKET ONLY. 
Inventory #  44257. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET
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Keating, H. R. F. The Sheriff of Bombay. Garden City. 1984. Doubleday. 1st Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. Remainder Markings. 0385194617. 180 pages. hardcover.
Inventory # 3829. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When Inspector Ghote is asked to escort an ageing 
British film hero round Bombay’s notorious red-light district, The Cages, at first he is
just embarrassed. But then he is confronted with a tricky problem – murder. And the
suspect is none other than the highly respectable Sheriff of Bombay, ex-Rajah and 
former captain of the Indian cricket team. How can a mere policeman cope with all 
that?

Henry Reymond Fitzwalter "Harry" Keating (31 October 1926 – 27 March 2011) was
an English crime fiction writer most notable for his series of novels featuring 
Inspector Ghote of the Bombay CID. He received the George N. Dove Award in 
1995. In 1996 the CWA awarded him the Cartier Diamond Dagger for outstanding 
services to crime literature. He also wrote screenplays, was a reviewer and wrote a
biography of Dame Agatha Christie entitled Agatha Christie: First Lady of Crime. He
died on 27 March 2011, aged 84.
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Keating, H. R. F. The Soft Detective. New York. 1998. St Martin's Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312193351. 268 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 27015. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Detective Chief Inspector Phil Benholme has been 
accused of being too soft. But this same fault has also enabled him to see both 
sides of every story - to observe in each crime committed the hidden motive, the 
unspoken intent, the unbridled emotion. With a sympathetic heart, he has excelled 
as an investigator but, some would say, failed as a man. It is not until the death of 
famed Professor Unwala, in the study of his cluttered King's Hampton home, that 
Detective Benholme finds his trait most treacherous. For although the professor's 
death was recorded as a tragic accident, Benholme soon discovers the cause to be
murder. Was the Nobel Prize winner a victim of violent robbery? A racist assault by
Britforce troopers? Or did the professor know something about the Hampton Hoard,
a collection of mysterious Celtic coins worth a small fortune and thought to be buried
somewhere nearby?

Henry Reymond Fitzwalter "Harry" Keating (31 October 1926 – 27 March 2011) was
an English crime fiction writer most notable for his series of novels featuring 
Inspector Ghote of the Bombay CID. He received the George N. Dove Award in 
1995. In 1996 the CWA awarded him the Cartier Diamond Dagger for outstanding 
services to crime literature. He also wrote screenplays, was a reviewer and wrote a
biography of Dame Agatha Christie entitled Agatha Christie: First Lady of Crime. He
died on 27 March 2011, aged 84.keywords
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Keay, John. Empire's End: A History of the Far East From High Colonialism To Hong
Kong. New York. 1997. Scribner. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0684815923. 384 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 23675. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - To the haunting notes of a lone bugle playing 'The Last 
Post,' the sole remaining Western flag is lowered. With Hong Kong's return to China
on June 30, 1997, an era of empire ends, exactly five hundred years after Vasco de
Gama first sailed to the Asian mainland. As recently as 1930, half of the world's 
population was somewhere subject to American, British, French or Dutch colonial 
rule; two generations later, the West's empires in the East are extinct. In the 
process, the Orient, once a byword for things sleepy, mysterious and decadent, has
become a catchphrase for all things modern and dynamic. What happened? What 
are the legacies left by five hundred years of colonial presence? For legacies there 
are - deep ones - and ignoring them is perilous for anyone who hopes to understand
modern-day Asia. European or American troops are no longer stationed in the 
Pacific by right. Culturally and economically, though, the East and the West have 
never been more closely tied. No book has ever explored the relationship between 
the two so fully as John Keay's Empire's End, a magnificent work of history that 
takes the first full measure of a powerful evolutionary process that has pulled the 
world from the Age of Empire into the Asian Century.

John Stanley Melville Keay, widely known as John Keay, (pronounced 'Kay') is a 
British historian, journalist, radio presenter and lecturer specialising in popular 
histories of India, the Far East and China, often with a particular focus on their 
colonisation and exploration by Europeans. In particular, he is widely seen as a pre-
eminent historian of British India. He is known both for stylistic flair and meticulous 
research into archival primary sources, including centuries-old unpublished sources.
The author of over some twenty-five books, he also writes regularly for a number of
prominent publications in Britain and Asia.
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Keay, John. The Spice Route: A History. Berkeley. 2006. University of California 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0520248961. 288 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 36398. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Spice Route is one of history’s greatest anomalies: 
shrouded in mystery, it existed long before anyone knew of its extent or 
configuration. Spices came from lands unseen, possibly uninhabitable, and almost 
by definition unattainable; that was what made them so desirable. Yet more 
livelihoods depended on this pungent traffic, more nations participated in it, more 
wars were fought for it, and more discoveries resulted from it than from any other 
global exchange. Epic in scope, marvelously detailed, laced with drama, The Spice
Route spans three millennia and circles the world to chronicle the history of the 
spice trade. With the aid of ancient geographies, travelers’ accounts, mariners’ 
handbooks, and ships’ logs, John Keay tells of ancient Egyptians who pioneered 
maritime trade to fetch the incense of Arabia, Graeco-Roman navigators who found 
their way to India for pepper and ginger, Columbus who sailed west for spices, de 
Gama, who sailed east for them, and Magellan, who sailed across the Pacific on the
exact same quest. A veritable spice race evolved as the west vied for control of the 
spice-producing islands, stripping them of their innocence and the spice trade of its
mystique. This enthralling saga, progressing from the voyages of the ancients to the
blue-water trade that came to prevail by the seventeenth century, transports us from
the dawn of history to the ends of the earth. John Keay’s recent books include 
Sowing the Wind: the Mismanagement of the Middle East 1900-1960 and Last Post:
The End of Empire in the Far East.

John Stanley Melville Keay, widely known as John Keay, (pronounced 'Kay') is a 
British historian, journalist, radio presenter and lecturer specialising in popular 
histories of India, the Far East and China, often with a particular focus on their 
colonisation and exploration by Europeans. In particular, he is widely seen as a pre-
eminent historian of British India. He is known both for stylistic flair and meticulous 
research into archival primary sources, including centuries-old unpublished sources.
The author of over some twenty-five books, he also writes regularly for a number of
prominent publications in Britain and Asia.
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Keegan, John. The First World War. New York. 1999. Knopf. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0375400524. With 24 pages of photographs, 2 endpaper
maps, and 15 maps in text. 478 pages. hardcover. Front-of-jacket photograph: 
Imperial War Museum/Archive Photos. Back-of-jacket photographs: Hulton 
Getty/Liaison Agency. Jacket design by John Gall. Inventory # 26701. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With THE FIRST WORLD WAR, John Keegan, one of 
our most eminent military historians, fulfills a lifelong ambition to write the definitive 
account of the Great War for our generation. Probing the mystery of how a 
civilization at the height of its achievement could have propelled itself into such a 
ruinous conflict, Keegan takes us behind the scenes of the negotiations among 
Europe’s crowned heads (all of them related to one another by blood) and ministers,
and their doomed efforts to defuse the crisis. He reveals how, by an astonishing 
failure of diplomacy and communication, a bilateral dispute grew to engulf an entire
continent. But the heart of Keegan’s superb narrative is, of course, his analysis of 
the military conflict. With unequalled authority and insight, he re-creates the 
nightmarish engagements whose names have become legend – Verdun, the 
Somme and Gallipoli among them - and sheds new light on the strategies and 
tactics employed, particularly the contributions of geography and technology. No 
less central to Keegan’s account is the human aspect. He acquaints us with the 
thoughts of the intriguing personalities who oversaw the tragically unnecessary 
catastrophe - from heads of state like Russia’s hapless tar, Nicholas II, to renowned
warmakers such as Haig, Hindenburg and Joffre. But Keegan reserves his most 
affecting personal sympathy for those whose individual efforts history has not 
recorded - ’the anonymous millions, indistinguishably drab, undifferentially deprived
of any scrap of the glories that by tradition made the life of the man-at-arms 
tolerable.’

Sir John Desmond Patrick Keegan (15 May 1934 – 2 August 2012) was an English
military historian, lecturer, writer and journalist. He was the author of many published
works on the nature of combat between the 14th and 21st centuries concerning 
land, air, maritime, and intelligence warfare, as well as the psychology of battle.
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Keelan, Claudia. Truth of My Songs: Poems of the Trobairitz. Richmond. 2015. 
Omnidawn Publishing/University Press of New England. Advance Uncorrected 
Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430021. 6 x 9’. 136 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 41406. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Truth of My Songs is a translation of poems written by 
the women troubadours, known as trobairitz, whose poems disappeared after the 
Albigensian crusade of 1129. Together, the poems present a profound argument—
for and against— the notion of fin’ amor, the pure or fine notion of love, invented by 
their male counterparts. Tragic, raucous, vulgar, silly, and strange, the poems of the
trobairitz prove that women’s history has been recorded since the first woman raised
her voice and lifted a pen. ‘While the troubadours have been the focus of 
considerable scholarly and aesthetic attention, their female counterparts are much 
less known, particularly among contemporary poets. Truth of My Songs opens a 
wide window onto the ways in which medieval women of this particular class and 
place managed power and desire—and also gives us an evanescent sense of a 
dramatically distant world, one with radically different logics, senses, and songs. 
Through Keelan’s translations and her historically evocative annotations, we get to 
re-inhabit it in vivid glimpses that defy time.’ - Cole Swensen, co-editor of the Norton
anthology American Hybrid.

Claudia Keelan is the author of six books of poetry, most recently O, Heart. Her 
honors include the Beatrice Hawley Award from Alice James Books and The Jerome
Shestack Prize from the American Poetry Review. Truth of My Songs: The Poems of
the Trobairitz is her first book of translation. She is professor of English and director
of creative writing at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas, where she edits Interim.
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Keele, Luqman and Pinkwater, Daniel. Java Jack. New York. 1980. Crowell. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Price-Clipped Dustjacket. 0690039956. 152 pages.
hardcover. Jacket design by Amelia Lau. Inventory # 10690. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When Jack travels to the Indonesian island of 
Maggasang to search for his missing anthropologist parents, he begins a series of 
incredible adventures which take him outside the universe.

Luqman Keele is Luqman Lateef Keele McKingley (17 June 1944 - 3 October 2012),
an American devotee of an obscure Indonesian spiritual movement known as 
Subud. His main claim to fame is his pioneering work in the Indonesian animation 
industry: he started Anima Indah, the first animation studio in Indonesia. Daniel 
Manus Pinkwater (born November 15, 1941) is an American author of children's 
books and young adult fiction. His books include Lizard Music, The Snarkout Boys 
and the Avocado of Death, Fat Men from Space, Borgel, and the picture book The 
Big Orange Splot. He has also written an adult novel, The Afterlife Diet, and essay 
collections derived from his talks on National Public Radio.
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Keeley, Edmund. The Libation. New York. 1958. Scribners. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 310 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Robert Galster. Inventory # 42869. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This remarkable novel vividly portrays the modern Greek
scene as a curious combination of old and new, pagan and Christian. Edmund 
Keeley projects upon this scene the conflict, and occasionally the interfusion, of the
contrasting backgrounds and beliefs of his major characters. There is Thomas 
Gammon, the son of an American missionary in Turkey, who moves to Salonika in 
1923, becomes a wealthy businessman, and dies on a hunting trip early in 1950. His
son, Timothy, brought up in Salonika, is educated in the United States, and, as the 
novel opens, has returned to Greece after his father's death. Achilles and Cassandra
are husband and wife living in Salonika. Achilles acts as helper and caretaker for 
Thomas Gammon. Cassandra's daughter, Helen, is a childhood friend of Timothy's.
Finally, there is Armenian, deaf and dumb, mentally retarded, brought as a baby 
from a gypsy band and raised to adulthood by Cassandra. Timothy returns to 
Greece in 1950 in order to claim his inheritance and to discover the truth about his 
father. In the process, he discovers what appears to him to be a startling record of 
deceit and irresponsibility, and he learns, too, much that previously he has not 
known about himself.

Edmund Keeley, who lives in Princeton, NJ, is the author of seven novels, fifteen 
volumes of poetry and fiction in translation, and ten volumes of non-fiction. His work
in fiction, history, and criticism often makes use of the culture and landscape of 
Greece, where he lived for three years immediately before the Second World War 
and where, since 1949, he has normally spent his summers.
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Keene, Donald. Dawn To the West: Japanese Literature in the Modern Era: Poetry,
Drama, Criticism. New York. 1984. Holt Rinehart & Winston. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0030628164. 685 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
David Gatti. Inventory # 4996. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The two volumes that comprise Dawn to the West are 
part of Donald Keene’s projected four-volume study of the whole of Japanese 
literature. DAWN TO THE WEST concerns itself with the modern period, when a 
tremendous revitalization of writing in all genres began with the Meiji Restoration of
1868 as Japan was opened to the West. The first volume discusses fiction, while the
second volume covers poetry, drama, and criticism. This comprehensive history is a
landmark work of literary scholarship, an achievement in range and depth probably 
beyond any other Western author. Professor Keene’s clear and expressive text 
sheds light on the Japanese literature written in the century or so since 1868, a body
of work that exceeds in volume all of the Japanese literature that survives from the 
preceding millennium. This study is invaluable for the serious scholar, but has also 
been written for the curious lay reader unfamiliar with Japanese literature; no 
previous knowledge of Japanese writing and culture is required to appreciate and 
enjoy the history and insights in these pages. Dawn to the West is the wise, 
engrossing treasure of a lifetime’s reflection and will certainly be the definitive work 
on its subject for years to come.

Donald Lawrence Keene (born June 18, 1922) is an American-born Japanese 
scholar, historian, teacher, writer and translator of Japanese literature. Keene is 
University Professor Emeritus and Shincho Professor Emeritus of Japanese 
Literature at Columbia University, where he taught for over fifty years. Soon after the
2011 Tōhoku earthquake and tsunami, he retired from Columbia, moved to Japan 
permanently, and acquired citizenship under the name Kīn Donarudo.
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Keene, Donald. Japanese Literature: An Introduction for Western Readers. Tokyo. 
1955. Tuttle. 1st Printing. Penned Notes Throughout, Otherwise Good. No 
Dustjacket. 114 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 4992. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A little book that attempts to provide the Western reader
with an introduction to some of the things that Donald Keene found most beautiful 
and remarkable in Japanese literature. Neither a systematic outline nor a work of 
reference, it is a highly personal appreciation of certain aspects of Japanese 
literature.

Donald Lawrence Keene (born June 18, 1922) is an American-born Japanese 
scholar, historian, teacher, writer and translator of Japanese literature. Keene is 
University Professor Emeritus and Shincho Professor Emeritus of Japanese 
Literature at Columbia University, where he taught for over fifty years. Soon after the
2011 Tōhoku earthquake and tsunami, he retired from Columbia, moved to Japan 
permanently, and acquired citizenship under the name Kīn Donarudo.
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Keene, Donald. Japanese Literature: An Introduction For Western Readers. New 
York. 1955. Grove Press. 1st Edition. Very Good. No Dustjacket. 114 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 2499. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A little book that attempts to provide the Western reader
with an introduction to some of the things that Donald Keene found most beautiful 
and remarkable in Japanese literature. Neither a systematic outline nor a work of 
reference, it is a highly personal appreciation of certain aspects of Japanese 
literature.

Donald Lawrence Keene (born June 18, 1922) is an American-born Japanese 
scholar, historian, teacher, writer and translator of Japanese literature. Keene is 
University Professor Emeritus and Shincho Professor Emeritus of Japanese 
Literature at Columbia University, where he taught for over fifty years. Soon after the
2011 Tōhoku earthquake and tsunami, he retired from Columbia, moved to Japan 
permanently, and acquired citizenship under the name Kīn Donarudo.
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Keene, Donald. The Old Woman,The Wife,And the Archer: Three Modern Japanese
Short Novels. New York. 1961. Viking Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Slightly Worn Dustjacket W/Some Tears. Translated from the Japanese & With An 
Introduction by Donald Keene. 172 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Kazue 
Mizumura. Inventory # 38210. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The three short novels collected in this book can be read
separately, on an enrichment reading list, in a thematic unit, or for genre. ‘The 
Songs of Oak Mountain’ by Shichiro Fukasawa tells the story of Orin, an old woman
in a poor village that is ever on the edge of starvation. As her 70th birthday nears, 
she prepares, though healthy and active, to follow an ancient tradition that leaves 
the precious rice for the young: she will be carried on her son’s back to Oak 
Mountain to die. Orin’s attitude will provide much to discuss about old age, tradition,
family ties, acceptance, social pressure, and necessity. It is a deep and gentle story
for students and the classroom. ‘Ohan’ by Chiyo Uno seems to be a story of the 
traditional long-suffering Japanese wife; however, since the wayward husband tells 
the tale, it really centers on him. Students will want to analyze the self-centered 
narrator as he vacillates between his wife and his mistress, while the teacher will 
find it useful as an example of point-of-view. Rewriting the story from Ohan’s and the
mistress’ point-of-view would be a good assignment. ‘Asters’ by Jun Ishikawa reads
more like an old Greek myth than a modern story. A young man, Muneyori, loves to
hunt but his arrows, though they hit the prey, do not kill.until he aims at men. A fox 
turns into a beautiful woman, flowers are planted where men are slain, and huge 
Buddhas carved into rock intersect in a story that tries to unravel the mystery of 
good and evil, and of life and death. A good story for students who like myth and 
mystery.

Donald Lawrence Keene (born June 18, 1922) is an American-born Japanese 
scholar, historian, teacher, writer and translator of Japanese literature.
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Keene, Donald. The Pleasures of Japanese Literature. New York. 1988. Columbia 
University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket With Faded Spine.
0231067364. 133 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration from the Album of the Thirty-
Six Immortal Poets by Sumiyoshi Gukeri (16310-1705). Color on silk. Seventeenth 
century, Edo Period. Inventory # 10991. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Perhaps no one is more qualified to write about 
Japanese culture than Donald Keene, considered the leading interpreter of that 
nation's literature to the Western world. The author, editor, or translator of nearly 
three dozen books of criticism and works of literature, Keene now offers an 
enjoyable and beautifully written introduction to traditional Japanese culture for the 
general reader. The book acquaints the reader with Japanese aesthetics, poetry, 
fiction, and theater, and offers Keene's appreciations of these topics. Based on 
lectures given at the New York Public Library, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, and
the University of California, Los Angeles, the essays -though written by a renowned
scholar- presuppose no knowledge of Japanese culture. Keene's deep learning, in 
fact, enables him to construct an overview as delightful to read as it is informative. 
His insights often illuminate aspects of traditional Japanese culture that endure 
today. One of these is the appreciation of 'perishability.' this appreciation os seen in
countless little bits of Japanese life: in temples made of wood instead of durable 
materials; in the preference for objects -such as pottery- that are worn, broken, or 
used rather than new; and in the national love of the delicate cherry blossom, which
normally falls after a brief three days of flowering. Keene quotes the fourteenth-
century Buddhist monk Kenko, who wrote that 'the most precious thing about life is 
its uncertainty.' Throughout the volume, Keene demonstrates that the rich artistic 
and social traditions of Japan can indeed be understood by readers from our culture.
This book will enlighten anyone interested in Japanese literature and culture.

Donald Lawrence Keene (born June 18, 1922) is an American-born Japanese 
scholar, historian, teacher, writer and translator of Japanese literature.
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Keene, Donald. Travelers of a Hundred Ages: The Japanese As Revealed Through
1,000 Years of Diaries. New York. 1989. Henry Holt. 1st American Printing. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0805007512. 468 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Dave 
Gatti. Inventory # 12426. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Donald Keene presents here a collection of premodern 
Japanese diaries that is both a literary history of this genre and a source of insight 
into Japanese life of the last thousand years. Ranging from objective to 
confessional, selections such as ‘The Poetic Memoirs of Lady Dalbu’ and ‘Diaries of
Seventeenth-Century Courtiers’ offer unparalleled glimpses into the lives of diverse
writers from the Kamakura dynastic period to the Tokugawa period. Illuminating the
hidden and largely unknown worlds of imperial courts, Buddhist monasteries, 
country inns, and merchants’ houses, TRAVELERS OF A HUNDRED AGES is an 
intimate account of the diarists’ lives and a testimony to the struggles and advances
of Japanese culture.

Donald Lawrence Keene (born June 18, 1922) is an American-born Japanese 
scholar, historian, teacher, writer and translator of Japanese literature. Keene is 
University Professor Emeritus and Shincho Professor Emeritus of Japanese 
Literature at Columbia University, where he taught for over fifty years. Soon after the
2011 Tōhoku earthquake and tsunami, he retired from Columbia, moved to Japan 
permanently, and acquired citizenship under the name Kīn Donarudo.
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Kees, Weldon. Fall Quarter. Brownsville. 1990. Story Line Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0934257434. 244 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
25223. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Only surviving novel by poet, painter and composer, 
written in late 1930s and never before published. A satire of academia that finds a 
young professor struggling to find his place in a small Midwestern university.

Harry Weldon Kees (February 24, 1914 - July 18, 1955) was an American poet, 
painter, critic, novelist, and short story writer. According to the critic Ian Hamilton, 
though Kees functioned as a painter, photographer, film-maker and musician it was
poetry that really mattered to him. On July 19, 1955, Kees's Plymouth Savoy was 
found on the north side of the Golden Gate Bridge with the keys in the ignition. He 
had told a friend that he wanted, like Ambrose Bierce, to start a new life in Mexico.
When his friends went to search his apartment, all they found were the cat he had 
named Lonesome and a pair of red socks in the sink. His sleeping bag and savings
account book were missing. He left no note. No one is sure if Weldon Kees jumped
off the Golden Gate Bridge that day or if he went to Mexico, although suicide is 
presumed. Before he disappeared, Kees quoted Rilke to friend Michael Grieg, 
ominously saying that sometimes a person needs to change his life completely.
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Keller, Gottfried. The Misused Love Letters/Regula Amrain and Her Youngest Son.
New York. 1974. Frederick Ungar. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0804424608. Translated from the German by Michael Bullock & Anne Fremantle. 
Introduction by Michael Bullock. 151 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Tim 
Gaydos. Inventory # 37523. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Another rewarding visit with people of Seldville, or 
Seldwyla, the mythical town created by Gottfried Keller, Switzerland’s beloved writer.
Keller is best known in English-speaking countries for his masterly short novel A 
VILLAGE ROMEO AND JULIET. In ‘The Misused Love Letters’ a rather ordinary 
shopkeeper has pretensions to a literary career; he writes third-rate novels and 
stories under a nom de plume. To further his literary career he induces his charming
wife, Gritli, to exchange with him a series of overblown love letters, which he intends
ultimately to publish. In a desperate attempt to keep up with this witless scheme, 
Gritli inveigles the local schoolmaster into writing her love letters, which she sends 
on to her husband as her own. Thus is woven a web of deceit and pretense which 
wrecks the marriage and sets all concerned on unexpected new paths. This 
charming and, at times, wickedly funny story is told with Keller’s unerring eye for the
literary snobbishness of his day, and is embellished with the love of nature at her 
best, so typical of this Swiss writer. ‘Regula Amrain and Her Youngest Son’ is in 
many ways an imaginative re-creation of Keller’s own relationship with his mother. 
Frau Amrain is forced to rear her three sons alone. Her youngest, Fritz, unknowingly
saves her from yielding to the amorous advances of her overseer, and Frau Amrain,
seeing this as a decisive moment, thenceforth devotes her major s energy to the 
upbringing of her third son. Many of Keller’s own ideas on the education of children
and the duties of citizens are incorporated into this famous story. The complex 
psychic strains and ambivalences underlying the relationship between mother and 
son lend special import to ‘Regula Amrain,’ which tells more about Keller than any 
other of his short fiction.

Gottfried Keller (19 July 1819 – 15 July 1890) was a Swiss poet and writer of 
German literature. Best known for his novel Green Henry (German: Der grüne 
Heinrich), he became one of the most popular narrators of literary realism in the late
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Keller, Nora Okja. Comfort Woman. New York. 1997. Viking Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670872695. 1st Novel. 215 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 24085. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘On the fifth anniversary of my father’s death, my mother
confessed to his murder/’ Thus begins Nora Okja Keller’s breathtaking first novel, 
which follows Beccah, a young Korean-American girl growing up in Hawaii, as she 
uncovers the secret of her mother’s past. Completely ignorant of her mother Akiko’s
history – she was sold into prostitution in the Japanese ‘recreation camps’ of World
War II for her oldest sister’s dowry – Beccah understands that her mother lives in a 
spirit wor1d she cannot share, and that clearly marks her as ‘other.’ Narrated in two
voices, Beccah’s and Akiko’s, Keller reveals the story of Akiko’s extraordinary 
dislocation - the savagery of the camps, the death of her first child, her unhappy 
marriage to an American missionary - which Beccah understands only after her 
mother’s death. In language that is both harsh and lyrical, Keller explores the 
universally complicated relationship between mother and daughter. She shows us 
both Akiko’s way of survival, sustained by her remarkable strength and her love for 
her daughter, and Beccah’s acceptance of her mother and her own place in a world
her mother no longer physically inhabits.

Nora Okja Keller (born 22 December 1965, Seoul, South Korea) is a Korean 
American author. Her 1997 breakthrough work of fiction, Comfort Woman, and the 
2002 sequel, Fox Girl, focus on multigenerational trauma resulting from Korean 
women's experiences as sex slaves, euphemistically called comfort women, for 
Japanese troops during World War II. Keller’s novels explore her own complex 
ethnic identity in the context of Hawaii’s multi-ethnic society and her relationship with
her mother (upon whom ‘some details’ of characters in her fiction are based).
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Kellerman, Jonathan. Blood Test. New York. 1986. Atheneum. 1st Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0689116349. 259 pages. hardcover. Inscribed by the Author. 
Jacket design by Paul Bacon. Inventory # 3354. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It is a case unlike any psychologist Dr. Alex Delaware 
has ever encountered. Five-year-old Woody Swope is ill, but the real problem is his
parents. They refuse to agree to the one treatment that could save this boy’s life. 
Alex sets out to convince Mr. and Mrs. Swope—only to find that the parents have left
the hospital and taken their son with them. Worse, the sleazy motel room where the
Swopes were staying is empty—except for the ominous bloodstain. The Swopes 
and their son have vanished into the sordid shadows of the city. Now Alex and his 
friend, homocide detective Milo Sturgis, have no choice but to push the law to the 
breaking point. They’ve entered an amoral underworld where drugs, dreams, and 
sex are all for sale. where fantasies are fulfilled at any price—even at the cost of a 
young boy’s life.

Jonathan Kellerman (born August 9, 1949) is an American psychologist, and Edgar
and Anthony Award-winning author of numerous bestselling suspense novels. His 
writings on psychology (and specifically psychopathology) include Savage Spawn: 
Reflections on Violent Children. Most of his fictional stories feature the character of
Alex Delaware, a child psychologist who consults for the police, assisted in his 
investigations by LAPD detective Milo Sturgis, who is what Kellerman describes as 
"gay, but so what?" He has also written numerous essays, an art book on vintage 
guitars entitled With Strings Attached and two children's books that he illustrated. In
2015 he received the APA Award for Lifetime Contributions to Psychology.
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Kellerman, Jonathan. Devil's Waltz. New York. 1993. Bantam Books. 1st Printing. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0553092057. 416 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author.
Inventory # 17889. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The doctors call it Munchausen by proxy, the  terrifying 
disease that causes parents to induce  illness in their own children. Now, in his 
most  frightening case, Dr. Alex Delaware may have to prove  that a child's own 
mother or father is making her  sick. Twenty-one-month-old Cassie Jones  is bright,
energetic, the picture of health. Yet  her parents rush her to the emergency room 
night  after night with medical symptoms no doctor can  explain. Cassie's parents 
seem sympathetic and  deeply concerned. Her favorite nurse is a model 
of  devotion. Yet when child psychologist Alex  Delaware is called in to investigate, 
instinct tells him  that one of them may be a monster. Then  a physician at the 
hospital is brutally murdered.  A shadowy death is revealed. And Alex and his  friend
LAPD detective Milo Sturgis have only hours  to uncover the link between these 
shocking events  and the fate of an innocent child.

Jonathan Kellerman (born August 9, 1949) is an American psychologist, and Edgar
and Anthony Award-winning author of numerous bestselling suspense novels. His 
writings on psychology (and specifically psychopathology) include Savage Spawn: 
Reflections on Violent Children. Most of his fictional stories feature the character of
Alex Delaware, a child psychologist who consults for the police, assisted in his 
investigations by LAPD detective Milo Sturgis, who is what Kellerman describes as 
"gay, but so what?" He has also written numerous essays, an art book on vintage 
guitars entitled With Strings Attached and two children's books that he illustrated. In
2015 he received the APA Award for Lifetime Contributions to Psychology.
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Kellerman, Jonathan. Over the Edge. New York. 1987. Atheneum. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0689116357. 374 pages. hardcover. Inscribed by 
the Author. Jacket design by Peter Thorpe. Inventory # 7841. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When the phone rings in the middle of the night, child 
psychologist Alex Delaware does not hesitate. Driving through the dream-lit San 
Fernando Valley, Alex rushes to Jamey Cadmus, the patient he had failed five years
before-and who now calls with a bizarre cry for help. But by the time Alex reaches 
Canyon Oaks Psychiatric Hospital, Jamey is gone, surfacing a day later in the hands
of the police, who believe Jamey is the infamous Lavender Slasher, a psychotic 
serial killer. Wooed by a high-powered attorney to build a defense, Alex will get a 
chance to do what he couldn't five years ago. And when he peers into a family's 
troubled history and Jamey's brilliant, tormented mind, the psychologist puts himself
at the heart of a high-profile case. Because Alex knows that in a realm of money, 
loss, and madness, something terrible pushed Jamie over the edge-or else 
someone is getting away with murder.

Jonathan Kellerman (born August 9, 1949) is an American psychologist, and Edgar
and Anthony Award-winning author of numerous bestselling suspense novels. His 
writings on psychology (and specifically psychopathology) include Savage Spawn: 
Reflections on Violent Children. Most of his fictional stories feature the character of
Alex Delaware, a child psychologist who consults for the police, assisted in his 
investigations by LAPD detective Milo Sturgis, who is what Kellerman describes as 
"gay, but so what?" He has also written numerous essays, an art book on vintage 
guitars entitled With Strings Attached and two children's books that he illustrated. In
2015 he received the APA Award for Lifetime Contributions to Psychology.
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Kellerman, Jonathan. Private Eyes. New York. 1991. Bantam Books. Advance 
Reading Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 055308013x. 475 pages. paperback. 
Inscribed by the Author. Inventory # 15498. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The voice belongs to a woman, but Dr. Alex  Delaware 
remembers a little girl. It is eleven  years since seven-years-old Melissa Dickinson 
dialed  a hospital help line for comfort--and found it in  therapy with Alex Delaware.
Now the lovely young  heiress is desperately calling for psychologist's  help once 
more. Only this time it looks like  Melissa's deepest childhood nightmare is 
really  coming true. .  Twenty years ago, Gina Dickinson, Melissa's  mother, suffered
a grisly assault that left the budding  actress irreparably scarred and 
emotionally  crippled. Now her acid-wielding assailant is out of  prison and back in L.
A.--and Melissa is terrified  that the monster has returned to hurt Gina again.  But 
before Alex Delaware  can even begin to soothe his former patient's  fears, Gina, a 
recluse for twenty, disappears. And  now, unless Delaware turns crack detective 
to  uncover the truth, Gina Dickinson will be just one  more victim of a cold fury that
has already spawned  madness--and murder.

Jonathan Kellerman (born August 9, 1949) is an American psychologist, and Edgar
and Anthony Award-winning author of numerous bestselling suspense novels. His 
writings on psychology (and specifically psychopathology) include Savage Spawn: 
Reflections on Violent Children. Most of his fictional stories feature the character of
Alex Delaware, a child psychologist who consults for the police, assisted in his 
investigations by LAPD detective Milo Sturgis, who is what Kellerman describes as 
"gay, but so what?" He has also written numerous essays, an art book on vintage 
guitars entitled With Strings Attached and two children's books that he illustrated. In
2015 he received the APA Award for Lifetime Contributions to Psychology.
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Kellerman, Jonathan. Savage Spawn: Reflections On Violent Children. New York. 
1999. Library of Contemporary Thought/Ballantine. Reprinted Paperback Edition. 
Very Good in Wrappers. 0345429397. 135 pages. paperback. Cover: Roy 
McMahon. Inventory # 32249. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ethically and morally, kids are works in progress. Throw 
in psychopathy and you've got a soul that will never be complete.' In this powerful, 
disturbing book, bestselling author and noted child psychologist Jonathan Kellerman
shines a penetrating light on antisocial youth--kids who kill without remorse--
asserting that 'psychopathic tendencies begin very early in life, as young as three, 
and they endure.' Criticizing our quick impulse to blame violent movies or a 'morally
bankrupt' society, Kellerman convinces us that it is the kids themselves who need to
be examined. Carefully. How do children become cold-blooded killers? Kellerman 
warns that today's aggressive bully is tomorrow's Mafia don, cult leader, or 
genocidal dictator. Violently psychopathic youths possess an overriding need for 
power, control, and stimulation, and all display a complete lack of regard for the 
humanity of others. He examines the origins of psychopathy and the ever-shifting 
debate between nurture and nature, offering some controversial solutions to dealing
with homicidal tendencies in children.

Jonathan Kellerman (born August 9, 1949) is an American psychologist, and Edgar
and Anthony Award-winning author of numerous bestselling suspense novels. His 
writings on psychology (and specifically psychopathology) include Savage Spawn: 
Reflections on Violent Children. Most of his fictional stories feature the character of
Alex Delaware, a child psychologist who consults for the police, assisted in his 
investigations by LAPD detective Milo Sturgis, who is what Kellerman describes as 
"gay, but so what?" He has also written numerous essays, an art book on vintage 
guitars entitled With Strings Attached and two children's books that he illustrated. In
2015 he received the APA Award for Lifetime Contributions to Psychology.
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Kellerman, Jonathan. Silent Partner. New York. 1989. Bantam Books. 1st Printing. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0553053701. 404 pages. hardcover. Inscribed by the 
Author. Jacket illustration by Andy Hoyos. Inventory # 12832. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The bestselling author of When The  Bough Breaks, 
Blood Test,  and Over The Edge delivers the  most stunning novel yet and 
featuring  psychologist-detective Dr. Alex Delaware. At a party for a  controversial 
Los Angeles sex therapist, Alex  encounters a face from his own past--Sharon 
Ransom, an  exquisite, alluring lover who left him abruptly more  than a decade 
earlier. Sharon now hints that he  desperately needs help, but Alex evades her. 
The  next day she is dead, an apparent suicide. Driven by  guilt and sadness, Alex 
plunges into the maze of  Sharon's life--a journey that will take him through  the 
pleasure palaces of California's ultra-rich,  into the dark closets of a family's 
disturbing  past, and finally into the alleyways of the mind,  where childhood terrors 
still hold sway.

Jonathan Kellerman (born August 9, 1949) is an American psychologist, and Edgar
and Anthony Award-winning author of numerous bestselling suspense novels. His 
writings on psychology (and specifically psychopathology) include Savage Spawn: 
Reflections on Violent Children. Most of his fictional stories feature the character of
Alex Delaware, a child psychologist who consults for the police, assisted in his 
investigations by LAPD detective Milo Sturgis, who is what Kellerman describes as 
"gay, but so what?" He has also written numerous essays, an art book on vintage 
guitars entitled With Strings Attached and two children's books that he illustrated. In
2015 he received the APA Award for Lifetime Contributions to Psychology.
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Kelley, Robin D. G. Race Rebels: Culture, Politics, and the Black Working Class. 
New York. 1994. Free Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 002916706x. 
351 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Diedra Harris-Kelley. Inventory # 22903.
$30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In an unprecedented tour through a previously hidden 
layer of history, RACE REBELS demonstrates exactly how the cultural world can be
a political one. Robin D. G. Kelley makes visible hidden streams of black working-
class resistance in the United States, and sheds new light on aspects of black 
politics and culture that most scholars have dismissed as marginal to the ‘main 
events.’ Examining the words and deeds of African Americans who often found 
themselves at odds with the black middle class as well as with racist whites, Kelley 
argues that these men and women created strategies of resistance, and even entire
subcultures, that have remained outside mainstream African American politics. They
rebelled against both racist oppression and middle-class ‘race politics’, and - in the 
South, in particular – did so in a way that made them appear less threatening than 
they really were. Whether they were masking acts of industrial sabotage with Sambo
imitations, or loud-talking a white conductor from the back of a segregated trolley, 
they encoded their strategies of resistance in order to cover their tracks. Here, for 
the first time, black America’s ‘race rebels’ are given the historiographical attention 
they deserve, from the Jim Crow era to the present. From movements like 
communism and civil rights: to places such as work, home, and the public sphere; to
cultural arenas such as fashion in Malcolm X’s time and gangsta rap in our own, 
Kelley finds black working-class people fighting battles many of us never imagined,
using weapons many of us never knew existed.

ROBIN D. C. KELLEY, a frequent contributor to The New York Times, is professor of
history and Africana studies at New York University and author of the award-winning
HAMMER AND HOE, RACE REBELS, and YO’ MAMA’S DISFUNKTIONAL!
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Kelly, Thomas. Payback. New York. 1997. Knopf. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0679450513. 1st Novel Highly Praised by Frank McCourt & James 
Ellroy. 273 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 23415. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - As the wild building boom of the 1980s galvanizes the 
construction rackets, both the Mafia and the feds stake out territory in New York 
City's eternally explosive Hell's Kitchen, longtime turf of the Irish mob. At the center
of the story: two Irish brothers, Paddy and Billy Adare. One is an enforcer for the 
mob. The other, about to enter law school, works as a sandhog in the tunnels below
Manhattan. Important to each other since childhood, they are caught in a crossfire of
greed and savage violence that puts their loyalties - to family, neighborhood, and 
each other - to a brutal test.

Thomas Kelly worked in construction, graduated from Fordham & Harvard, then 
served as Mayor David N. Dinkins' liaison the labor unions. A Teamster, he writes 
for "Esquire" & the "Daily News". His first novel, "Payback", has been adapted by 
David Mamet for a feature film.
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Kelman, James. Greyhound For Breakfast. New York. 1988. Farrar Straus Giroux. 
1st American Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374166870. 230 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket photograph by Harvey Kerr. Inventory # 9362. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Writing in tough, sometimes grim language, Glasgow 
native Kelman (A CHANCER, THE BUSCONDUCTOR HINES) conveys the streets,
pubs and tenements of Glasgow, Manchester and London. This collection of 47 
stories is an uneven assortment; to read them together is like finding a precious 
stone under one rock and an unsavory object under the next. A unifying voice 
throughout the stories lulls with a gentle lilting wit, but that same voice can turn into
a nasty snarl. And even at its mildest, there is hardly a page in the book without 
several obscene words. Some of the stories are only a paragraph long, while others
are rambling monologues of several pages. Perhaps the best writing lies in the 
affecting third-person narratives in which Kelman deftly evokes a mood, a place, a 
character or a situation without relying on the gimmicks of some of the more 
experimental pieces. Powerful to the end, this novel is distinctly kin to Hubert Selby’s
Last Exit to Brooklyn in its raw and disturbing evocation of working-class existence. -
PUBLISHERS WEEKLY.

James Kelman (born 9 June 1946) is a Scottish novelist, short story writer, 
playwright and essayist. His novel A Disaffection was shortlisted for the Booker 
Prize and won the James Tait Black Memorial Prize for Fiction in 1989. Kelman won
the 1994 Booker Prize with How Late It Was, How Late. In 1998 Kelman was 
awarded the Glenfiddich Spirit of Scotland Award. His 2008 novel Kieron Smith, Boy
won both of Scotland's principal literary awards: the Saltire Society's Book of the 
Year and the Scottish Arts Council Book of the Year.
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Kelman, James. How Late It Was,How Late. New York. 1995. Norton. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0393038173. 1994 Booker Prize Winner. 374 
pages. hardcover. Jacket illustrations by Colum Leith. Inventory # 20638. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Winner of the 1994 Booker Prize, this witty, controversial,
and brilliant bestselling novel has been compared to the works of Joyce, Beckett, 
and many other masters. A raw, wry vision of human survival in a bureaucratic 
world, HOW LATE IT WAS, HOW LATE opens one Sunday morning in Glasgow, 
Scotland, as Sammy, an ex-convict with a penchant for shoplifting, awakens in a 
lane and tries to remember the two-day drinking binge that landed him there. Then, 
things only get worse. Sammy gets in a fight with some soldiers, lands in jail, and 
discovers that he is completely blind. His girlfriend disappears, the police probe him
endlessly, and his stab at Disability Compensation embroils him in the Kafkaesque 
red tape of the welfare system. A masterpiece of black humor, subtle political 
parody, and Scottish lower-class vernacular HOW LATE IT WAS, HOW LATE is a 
classic-to-be from one of today’s most talented novelists.

James Kelman (born 9 June 1946) is a Scottish novelist, short story writer, 
playwright and essayist. His novel A Disaffection was shortlisted for the Booker 
Prize and won the James Tait Black Memorial Prize for Fiction in 1989. Kelman won
the 1994 Booker Prize with How Late It Was, How Late. In 1998 Kelman was 
awarded the Glenfiddich Spirit of Scotland Award. His 2008 novel Kieron Smith, Boy
won both of Scotland's principal literary awards: the Saltire Society's Book of the 
Year and the Scottish Arts Council Book of the Year.keywords
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Kemal, Yashar. Anatolian Tales. London. 1968. Collins/Harvill. 1st British Edition. 
Very Good in Worn Dustjacket With Some Pieces Missing. Translated from the 
Turkish by Thilda Kemal. 160 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Kenneth Farnhill. 
Inventory # 33672. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In these powerful, passionate stories Yashar Kemal, 
regarded as Turkey’s most brilliant writer, describes the savage, pitiful lives of 
peasants, victims of oppression and corruption in whom all hope of justice has been
extinguished; the unavailing efforts of a young and innocent commissioner to outwit 
the brutal rice planters intent on robbing the peasants of their small share of the 
crop; and the violence, cruelty and lust which disease and hunger breed. The dark 
texture of these tales is shot through not only with hot indignation, but also with 
compassion at the survival of human love and emotions that no tyranny or cruelty 
can kill. Brilliant and vivid, indelibly etched, a protest against the oppression of all the
helpless, these stories will not quickly be forgotten.

Yaşar Kemal (born Kemal Sadık Gökçeli; 6 October 1923 – 28 February 2015) was
a Turkish writer and human rights activist of Kurdish origin. He was one of Turkey's 
leading writers. He received 38 awards during his lifetime and had been a candidate
for the Nobel Prize in Literature on the strength of Memed, My Hawk. An outspoken 
intellectual, he often did not hesitate to speak about sensitive issues, especially 
those concerning the oppression of the Kurdish people.
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Kemal, Yashar. Anatolian Tales (DUSTJACKET ONLY). London. 1968. 
Collins/Harvill. Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket With Some Pieces Missing. 
Translated from the Turkish by Thilda Kemal. DUSTJACKET ONLY. Jacket design 
by Kenneth Farnhill. Inventory #  44258. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET

Yaşar Kemal (born Kemal Sadık Gökçeli; 6 October 1923 – 28 February 2015) was
a Turkish writer and human rights activist of Kurdish origin. He was one of Turkey's 
leading writers. He received 38 awards during his lifetime and had been a candidate
for the Nobel Prize in Literature on the strength of Memed, My Hawk. An outspoken 
intellectual, he often did not hesitate to speak about sensitive issues, especially 
those concerning the oppression of the Kurdish people.
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Kemal, Yashar. Iron Earth, Copper Sky. New York. 1979. Morrow. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0688034438. Translated from the Turkish by 
Thilda Kemal. 220 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Lydia Rosier. Inventory # 
1240. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The influence of mysticism and the occult upon the 
unsophisticated mind is a major theme in this powerful novel depicting a terrible 
winter endured by the Yalak villagers of THE UNDYING GRASS. After a bad cotton
harvest, they are unable to pay their creditor, the shopkeeper, Adil Effendi; and such
a break with age-old tradition overwhelms them with shame and guilt. They wait in 
terror for Adil to come, but he fails to appear and in his inexplicable absence his 
figure swells until it fills their minds and they become sick with apprehension, sure 
that some terrible disaster will befall them. In their extremity they turn to Tashbash, a
brave man and one of their own, who has always stood up for them against the 
tyranny of Sefer, their Headman. They invest Tashbash with all the virtues, and to 
these miraculous power is gradually added. What this does to Tashbash, his 
innocent doubts and mental torment, and the fate that comes upon him result in a 
moving and eloquent story combining acute observation of human nature, lyrical 
beauty, and deep compassion.

Yaşar Kemal (born Kemal Sadık Gökçeli; 6 October 1923 – 28 February 2015) was
a Turkish writer and human rights activist of Kurdish origin. He was one of Turkey's 
leading writers. He received 38 awards during his lifetime and had been a candidate
for the Nobel Prize in Literature on the strength of Memed, My Hawk. An outspoken 
intellectual, he often did not hesitate to speak about sensitive issues, especially 
those concerning the oppression of the Kurdish people.
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Kemal, Yashar. Iron Earth,Copper Sky. New York. 1979. Morrow. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0688034438. Translated from the 
Turkish by Thilda Kemal. 220 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Lydia Rosier. 
Inventory # 34147. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The influence of mysticism and the occult upon the 
unsophisticated mind is a major theme in this powerful novel depicting a terrible 
winter endured by the Yalak villagers of THE UNDYING GRASS. After a bad cotton
harvest, they are unable to pay their creditor, the shopkeeper, Adil Effendi; and such
a break with age-old tradition overwhelms them with shame and guilt. They wait in 
terror for Adil to come, but he fails to appear and in his inexplicable absence his 
figure swells until it fills their minds and they become sick with apprehension, sure 
that some terrible disaster will befall them. In their extremity they turn to Tashbash, a
brave man and one of their own, who has always stood up for them against the 
tyranny of Sefer, their Headman. They invest Tashbash with all the virtues, and to 
these miraculous power is gradually added. What this does to Tashbash, his 
innocent doubts and mental torment, and the fate that comes upon him result in a 
moving and eloquent story combining acute observation of human nature, lyrical 
beauty, and deep compassion.

Yaşar Kemal (born Kemal Sadık Gökçeli; 6 October 1923 – 28 February 2015) was
a Turkish writer and human rights activist of Kurdish origin. He was one of Turkey's 
leading writers. He received 38 awards during his lifetime and had been a candidate
for the Nobel Prize in Literature on the strength of Memed, My Hawk. An outspoken 
intellectual, he often did not hesitate to speak about sensitive issues, especially 
those concerning the oppression of the Kurdish people.
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Kemal, Yashar. Salman the Solitary. London. 1997. Harvill Press. 1st British Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 1860463894. Translated from the Turkish by Thilda Kemal.
311 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Chris Corr. Inventory # 28169. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Fleeing invading Russian troops with his family, Ismail 
Agha, a Kurdish peasant in Turkey, comes upon Salman, a small child left for dead
at the roadside. At the urgings of his mother, who treats Salman’s wounds, Ismail 
agrees to take Salman with the family. When the family settles in a small village, 
Ismail raises Salman as his own son. Salman idolizes Ismail and imitates him in 
every way. Ismail dotes on the foundling, until his wife, Zero, becomes pregnant and
bears him Mustafa. Suddenly, Salman is no longer the beloved only son, and a 
vicious rivalry blossoms between the boys. Salman’s obsessive devotion to Ismail 
grows; at the same time, his anger at being replaced in his father’s affections drives
him to violence, first against Mustafa and, finally, against the very father whose love
and approval he desperately needs. Chilling, bloody, relentlessly real, this highly 
emotional examination of the father-son bond and of jealousy between brothers is 
the work of a major Turkish novelist.

Yaşar Kemal (born Kemal Sadık Gökçeli; 6 October 1923 – 28 February 2015) was
a Turkish writer and human rights activist of Kurdish origin. He was one of Turkey's 
leading writers. He received 38 awards during his lifetime and had been a candidate
for the Nobel Prize in Literature on the strength of Memed, My Hawk. An outspoken 
intellectual, he often did not hesitate to speak about sensitive issues, especially 
those concerning the oppression of the Kurdish people.keywords
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Kemal, Yashar. The Lords of Akchasaz: Murder in the Ironsmiths Market. New York.
1980. Morrow. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0688036082. 
Translated from the Turkish by Thilda Kemal. 448 pages. hardcover. Jacket design 
by Lydia Rosier. Inventory # 1241. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this independent first part of a new trilogy, Yashar 
Kemal returns to the scene of many of his earlier novels: the fertile, cotton-producing
Chukurova Plain of his native Turkey. The action is focused around two powerful 
and noble feudal lords, or Beys, their families and dependents. According to 
tradition, the lives of Dervish Bey and Mustafa Bey are governed by a blood feud 
that began generations ago with a long-forgotten offense. Indeed, as their world 
changes under the impact of industry and modernization, the blood feud is one of 
the last remnants of the proud traditions of the Beys from the days when they were 
the fiercely independent chieftains of nomadic Turcoman tribes. The sons of Mustafa
Bey and Dervish Bey are more interested in tractors and income than in upholding a
faded ideal of honor, and the old men know that the feud will die with them. While 
they live, however, it is everything, and so their days and nights are filled with 
feverish, frightening dreams of revenge, and sometimes bloody skirmishes, as this 
powerful, lyrical story from Turkey’s most distinguished modern novelist builds to a 
shattering climax.

Yaşar Kemal (born Kemal Sadık Gökçeli; 6 October 1923 – 28 February 2015) was
a Turkish writer and human rights activist of Kurdish origin. He was one of Turkey's 
leading writers. He received 38 awards during his lifetime and had been a candidate
for the Nobel Prize in Literature on the strength of Memed, My Hawk. An outspoken 
intellectual, he often did not hesitate to speak about sensitive issues, especially 
those concerning the oppression of the Kurdish people.
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Kemal, Yashar. The Sea-Crossed Fisherman. New York. 1985. George Braziller. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0807611220. Translated from the 
Turkish by Thilda Kemal. 288 pages. hardcover. Cover illustration by Paul Wearing. 
Inventory # 545. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A violent chance encounter in a small Turkish fishing 
village results in a murder, for which Fisherman Selim is unfairly blamed. This tale of
violence and obsession has been written by one of Turkey's leading contemporary 
novelists, the recipient of the Varlik Prize for 'Memed, My Hawk'.

Yaşar Kemal (born Kemal Sadık Gökçeli; 6 October 1923 – 28 February 2015) was
a Turkish writer and human rights activist of Kurdish origin. He was one of Turkey's 
leading writers. He received 38 awards during his lifetime and had been a candidate
for the Nobel Prize in Literature on the strength of Memed, My Hawk. An outspoken 
intellectual, he often did not hesitate to speak about sensitive issues, especially 
those concerning the oppression of the Kurdish people.
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Kemal, Yashar. The Undying Grass. New York. 1978. Morrow. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0688033067. Translated from the Turkish by
Thilda Kemal. 322 pages. hardcover. Cover: Lydia Rosier. Inventory # 1287. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The first volume of a trilogy called 'Beyond the Mountain',
which describes the Yalak villagers, who come down from the Taurus mountains 
each year to pick cotton on the hot Chukurova plain.

Yaşar Kemal (born Kemal Sadık Gökçeli; 6 October 1923 – 28 February 2015) was
a Turkish writer and human rights activist of Kurdish origin. He was one of Turkey's 
leading writers. He received 38 awards during his lifetime and had been a candidate
for the Nobel Prize in Literature on the strength of Memed, My Hawk. An outspoken 
intellectual, he often did not hesitate to speak about sensitive issues, especially 
those concerning the oppression of the Kurdish people.
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Kemal, Yashar. The Wind From the Plain. New York. 1969. Dodd Mead. 1st 
American Edition. Mark From The Remains Of A Price Sticker On Both Top Corner
Of Front Free Endpaper & On Front Endpaper, Otherwise Good in Slightly Worn 
Dustjacket. Translated from the Turkish by Thilda Kemal. 286 pages. hardcover. 
Cover: Salem Tamer. Inventory # 31488. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Each year when the wind brings the news to old Halil’s 
keen senses that the cotton is ripe for picking in the Anatolian plain, the entire 
population of his remote village in the Taurus Mountains set out on the arduous trek
to earn by their toil enough to buy the necessities of life for the bitter highland winter.
This year Halil finds himself too old to go on foot; so does Long Ali’s mother 
Meryemdje, and both clamor for a place on the back of her son’s broken-down nag.
Halil’s determination to stay on and Meryemdje’s to get him off lead to a war of 
words and cunning which brightens with comedy the sombre drama of the march. 
But when the animal dies and the group falls behind the rest of the villagers, it is Ali
who has to bear the burden of reconciling love for his mother with compassion for 
the old rogue Halil, while pressing doggedly on to reach the cotton fields before they
are picked bare. Within this narrative, Yashar Kemal evokes the simple passions of 
the true folk novel and evidences why he is considered the greatest living Turkish 
writer.

Yaşar Kemal (born Kemal Sadık Gökçeli; 6 October 1923 – 28 February 2015) was
a Turkish writer and human rights activist of Kurdish origin. He was one of Turkey's 
leading writers. He received 38 awards during his lifetime and had been a candidate
for the Nobel Prize in Literature on the strength of Memed, My Hawk. An outspoken 
intellectual, he often did not hesitate to speak about sensitive issues, especially 
those concerning the oppression of the Kurdish people.
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Kemal, Yashar. They Burn the Thistles. London. 1973. Collins & Harvill. 1st British 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With Some Small Tears & Small 
Pieces Missing. 000261507x. Translated from the Turkish by Margaret E. Platon. 
412 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 32400. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THEY BURN THE THISTLES is the story of a bitter war 
between the poor Turkish peasants of the Taurus Mountains of Anatolia and the 
greedy Aghas who covet their land and are prepared to go to any lengths including 
theft, arson and murder to get it. Ali Safa has determined to take possession of the 
village of Vayvay but its inhabitants will not sell, Then one named Hassan weakens,
he is prepared to part with his few acres, though only in exchange for the Agha’s 
best stallion, The deal is agreed but Ali Safa cannot forgive Hassan for having taken
his much prized stallion and his men set fire to Hassan’s house and stable, The 
horse escapes and Hassan is driven from the village. Ali Safa orders Adem, a crack
shot, to pursue and kill the stallion who is now running wild, On the few occasions 
that Adem sees him, the stallion seems to be invulnerable to bullets, Adem loses his
pride in his marksmanship and nearly his sanity; he begins to believe that the 
stallion must be under some supernatural protection. Parallel with the fate of the 
stallion is that of Slim Memed, a village boy who, as told in MEMED, MY HAWK, is 
the defender of the poor and the scourge of their oppressors. Having rid the country
of a wicked Agha, he is now an outcast and, like the stallion, pursued by men who 
intend to kill him, The villagers did not have the heart to resist Ali Safa, but when 
they know that Memed is among them they take courage for he has become a 
legend. While hidden in a melon garden, recovering from a wound, doubts begin to 
assail Memed-was it of any use to kill a wicked Agha if one even more wicked 
succeeded him? He recovers his health and falls in love with the girl who has nursed
him; his doubts vanish, The stallion, whose fate is so like his own, appears and 
becomes the mount on which he goes out with renewed faith to accomplish his 
destiny. The book has all the quality of a great epic, the lives of simple people are 
invested with grandeur and their problems are seen as those which confront all 
humanity. The writing is superb, not surprisingly, for Kemal’s style has beep 
compared to that of Thomas Hardy and critics have described him as the first 
Turkish author to break the language barrier and become an international figure.
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Kemp, Martin. Leonardo Da Vinci: Experience, Experiment and Design. Princeton. 
2007. Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
9780691129051. 224 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36468. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here, the world’s leading authority on Leonardo da Vinci
takes us to the heart of the Renaissance master’s genius—his visual thinking. 
Probing the mystery of how da Vinci thought graphically, on paper, Martin Kemp 
traces not only his approach to modeling but also fascinating efforts by modern 
engineering to build his inventions. Could these inventions have worked? We see da
Vinci visualizing mighty ideas from the arts of peace to the science of war—great 
visions of the earth, the mystery of mathematical proportion in the design of the 
universe, detailed observations on the motion of waters, and meticulous 
reconstructions of how heart valves function, as well as his flying machine, tank, and
giant crossbow. No one ever used paper as a laboratory for thinking on the scale of
Leonardo da Vinci. No one graced pages with such an impetuous cascade of 
observations, visualized thoughts, brainstormed alternatives, theories, polemics, and
debates concerning virtually every branch of knowledge about the visible world. This
lavishly illustrated and elegantly written book examines 200 extraordinary pages 
from da Vinci’s notebooks, some virtually unknown, to illuminate the most 
fundamental aspect of his work. Published on the occasion of an exhibition at 
London’s Victoria and Albert Museum, Leonardo da Vinci: Experience, Experiment,
and Design provides unrivaled insight into the workings of the artist’s visual mind. 
Leonardo da Vinci never lost his sense of awe over the wonders of natural design.
With this book, we can experience a comparable sense of awe when faced with the
enduring grandeur and freshness of his vision.

Martin Kemp is Professor of the History of Art at the University of Oxford. His 
numerous books include the biography Leonardo and The Oxford History of Western
Art, and he is the originator of the Universal Leonardo project, which is generating 
exhibitions and events across Europe in 2006.
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Kempadoo, Oonya. Buxton Spice. New York. 1999. Dutton. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket.Remainder Mark. 0525945067. 170 pages. hardcover. 
Cover: Sharon Smith/Photonica. Inventory # 33781. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Told in the voice of a girl as she moves from childhood 
into adolescence, Buxton Spice is the story the town of Tamarind Grove: its 
eccentric families, its sweeping joys, and its sudden tragedies. The novel brings to 
life 1970s Guyana-a world at a cultural and political crossroads-and perfectly 
captures a child's keen observations, sense of wonder, and the growing complexity
of consciousness that marks the passage from innocence to experience.

Oonya Kempadoo (born 1966) is a novelist who was born in the UK of Guyanese 
parentage, her father being the writer Peter Kempadoo. Born in Sussex, England, 
"of mixed Indian, African, Scottish, and Amerindian descent", Oonya Kempadoo was
brought up in Guyana from the age of five. She has studied art in Amsterdam, and 
has also lived in Trinidad, St. Lucia, and Tobago. She now lives in St. George's, 
Grenada.
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Kennedy, A. L. Original Bliss. New York. 1999. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0375402721. 216 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by Mary
Javorek. Inventory # 26362. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Helen Brindle thinks she has lost God - but it is simply 
love that she’s missing. She certainly can’t find it at home, with the violent, deadly 
Mr. Brindle: trapped in an abusive marriage, tormented by existential and personal 
doubt, she suffers from insomnia, emotional paralysis, and pathological inhibition. 
Until she meets Edward E. Gluck. Edward Gluck is a public personality, a renowned
genius and group mental healer, guru to people like Helen through his famous self-
help process; privately, he is painfully obsessed with masturbation and self-
punishment, unable to employ his own fatuous self-help techniques to overcome his
personal disgust and psychological anemia. ORIGINAL BLISS tells the story of an 
excruciatingly awkward courtship between two soul-sick people - the one brutally 
shy, the other an exhibitionist - searching for a way to break out of their isolation. By
turns acerbic and tender, and with remarkable economy and precision, A. L. 
Kennedy writes about the attempt to close emotional distances and fill physical 
voids, and the aching need for completion and healing.

Alison Louise "A. L." Kennedy (born 22 October 1965) is a Scottish writer of novels,
short stories and non-fiction, academic and stand-up comedian. She is known for 
her characteristically dark tone, a blending of realism and fantasy, and for her 
serious approach to her work. She contributes columns and reviews to European 
newspapers.keywords
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Kennedy, A. L. So I Am Glad. New York. 2000. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0375407316. 279 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by 
Michael Gesinger. Inventory # 27449. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Jennifer Wilson is by vocation a disembodied voice, a 
radio announcer hiding from her life in a job that perfectly suits her constitution by 
allowing her to remain audible but invisible, protected by an invincible wall of 
anonymity. Then one day a new boarder appears at the house she shares in 
Glasgow, a stranger who she discovers is - preposterously, impossibly - Cyrano de
Bergerac back from the dead. With terrific wit and compassion, Kennedy’s novel 
tracks their painful movement towards connection, the progress of an improbable 
but deeply passionate love affair between a lost soul wandering the world trying to 
remember who he is - longing to be a hero, longing to be known - and a comically 
self-protected young woman who is equally unable to inhabit her own life, unable to 
feel anything at all, until she surrenders herself to the apparition of a great love.

Alison Louise "A. L." Kennedy (born 22 October 1965) is a Scottish writer of novels,
short stories and non-fiction, academic and stand-up comedian. She is known for 
her characteristically dark tone, a blending of realism and fantasy, and for her 
serious approach to her work. She contributes columns and reviews to European 
newspapers.
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Kennedy, Roger G. Burr, Hamilton, and Jefferson: A Study in Character. New York.
1999. Oxford University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0195130553. 476 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Jon Valk. Inventory # 27097.
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This book restores Aaron Burr to his place as a central 
figure in the founding of the American Republic. Abolitionist, proto-feminist, friend to
such Indian leaders as Joseph Brant, Burr was personally acquainted with a wider 
range of Americans, and of the American continent, than any other Founder except
George Washington. He contested for power with Hamilton and then with Jefferson
on a continental scale. The book does not sentimentalize any of its three 
protagonists, neither does it derogate their extraordinary qualities. They were all 
great men, all flawed, and all three failed to achieve their full aspirations. But their 
struggles make for an epic tale. Written from the perspective of a historian and 
administrator who, over nearly fifty years in public life, has served six presidents, this
book penetrates into the personal qualities of its three central figures. In telling the 
tale of their shifting power relationships and their antipathies, it reassesses their 
policies and the consequences of their successes and failures. Fresh information 
about the careers of Hamilton and Burr is derived from newly-discovered sources, 
and a supporting cast of secondary figures emerges to give depth and irony to the 
principal narrative.

Roger George Kennedy (August 3, 1926 – September 30, 2011) was an American 
polymath whose career included banking, television production, historical writing, 
and museum administration, the last as director of the Smithsonian Institution's 
National Museum of American History, before the Clinton administration selected 
him to head the National Park Service in 1993.
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Kennedy, William and Kennedy, Brendan. Charlie Malarkey and the Belly-Button 
Machine. New York. 1986. Atlantic Monthly Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good
in Dustjacket. 0871131048. Illustrated by Glen Baxter. 40 pages. hardcover. Cover 
art by Glen Baxter. Inventory # 10500. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When Charlie and his friend Iggy lose their belly buttons 
they investigate and discover an insidious plot to steal and resell belly buttons.

William Joseph Kennedy (born January 16, 1928) is an American writer and 
journalist born and raised in Albany, New York, to William J. Kennedy and to Mary 
E. McDonald. Kennedy was raised a Catholic. Many of his novels feature the 
interaction of members of the fictional Irish-American Phelan family, and make use 
of incidents of Albany's history and the supernatural. Kennedy's works include The 
Ink Truck (1969), Legs (1975), Billy Phelan's Greatest Game (1978), Ironweed 
(1983, winner of 1984 Pulitzer Prize for Fiction; film, 1987), and Roscoe (2002).
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Kennedy, William. Billy Phelan's Greatest Game. New York. 1978. Viking Press. 1st
Edition. Very Small Yellow Mark At Top Corner Of Front Free Endpaper, Otherwise
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670166677. 282 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 20130. 
$37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Billy Phelan, small-time bookie, pool hustler, and poker 
player becomes an unlikely go-between in the 1938 kidnapping of an Albany political
boss's son.

William Joseph Kennedy (born January 16, 1928) is an American writer and 
journalist born and raised in Albany, New York, to William J. Kennedy and to Mary 
E. McDonald. Kennedy was raised a Catholic. Many of his novels feature the 
interaction of members of the fictional Irish-American Phelan family, and make use 
of incidents of Albany's history and the supernatural. Kennedy's works include The 
Ink Truck (1969), Legs (1975), Billy Phelan's Greatest Game (1978), Ironweed 
(1983, winner of 1984 Pulitzer Prize for Fiction; film, 1987), and Roscoe (2002).
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Kennedy, William. O Albany!. New York. 1983. Viking Press. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 067052087x. 402 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author.
Jacket design by Anthony Russo. Inventory # 3372. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - William Kennedy’s celebrated cycle of novels has put 
Albany on the literary map. In this marvelous book, Kennedy offers an eloquent 
history of his colorful and turbulent hometown. O ALBANY! is part journalism, part 
memoir, all infused with love and lyricism. We visit the city’s ethnic and social 
neighborhoods. We meet the uncommon characters who tread on Kennedy’s stage -
Erastus Corning, America’s longest-running mayor (forty-three years in office); the 
Prohibition celebrity gangster Jack ‘Legs’ Diamond; the back matriarch Olivia Rorie,
who transformed Albany’s slums; Nelson Rockefeller and the ‘greatest marble 
project in the history of the world’; the political boss Dan O’Connell, who took City 
Hall in 1921 and never let go, even after he died. Embellished with fifty-five vintage 
photographs and eleven maps drawn for this book, O ALBANY! is a historical love 
letter from Kennedy to his native city.

William Joseph Kennedy (born January 16, 1928) is an American writer and 
journalist born and raised in Albany, New York, to William J. Kennedy and to Mary 
E. McDonald. Kennedy was raised a Catholic. Many of his novels feature the 
interaction of members of the fictional Irish-American Phelan family, and make use 
of incidents of Albany's history and the supernatural. Kennedy's works include The 
Ink Truck (1969), Legs (1975), Billy Phelan's Greatest Game (1978), Ironweed 
(1983, winner of 1984 Pulitzer Prize for Fiction; film, 1987), and Roscoe (2002).keywords
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Kennedy, William. Quinn's Book. New York. 1988. Viking Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670804371. 289 pages. hardcover. Signed by the
Author. Jacket art: view of Albany, New York, from Greenbush, 1851. Inventory # 
15869. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From the author of the Pulitzer Prize winning Ironweed. 
The narration is by Daniel Quinn, orphan, of his adventure ridden quest for true love
and the answer to the elusive riddle of his own fate.

William Joseph Kennedy (born January 16, 1928) is an American writer and 
journalist born and raised in Albany, New York, to William J. Kennedy and to Mary 
E. McDonald. Kennedy was raised a Catholic. Many of his novels feature the 
interaction of members of the fictional Irish-American Phelan family, and make use 
of incidents of Albany's history and the supernatural. Kennedy's works include The 
Ink Truck (1969), Legs (1975), Billy Phelan's Greatest Game (1978), Ironweed 
(1983, winner of 1984 Pulitzer Prize for Fiction; film, 1987), and Roscoe (2002).
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Kennedy, William. Roscoe. New York. 2002. Viking Press. Advance Uncorrected 
Proofs. Very Good in Wrappers. 0670030295. 291 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
30962. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The first novel from William Kennedy in more than five 
years and universally acclaimed as his most powerful work since the Pulitzer Prize-
winning Ironweed, Roscoe shows Kennedy at his very best. It's V-J Day, the war is 
over, and Roscoe Conway, after twenty-six years as the second in command of 
Albany's notorious political machine, decides to quit politics forever. But there's no 
way out, and only his Machiavellian imagination can help him cope with the erupting
disasters. Every step leads back to the past-to the early loss of his true love, the 
takeover of city hall, the machine's fight with FDR and Al Smith to elect a governor, 
and the methodical assassination of gangster Jack 'Legs' Diamond. 'Thick with 
crime, passion, and backroom banter' (The New Yorker), Roscoe is an odyssey of 
great scope and linguistic verve, a deadly, comic masterpiece from one of America's
most important writers.

William Joseph Kennedy (born January 16, 1928) is an American writer and 
journalist born and raised in Albany, New York, to William J. Kennedy and to Mary 
E. McDonald. Kennedy was raised a Catholic. Many of his novels feature the 
interaction of members of the fictional Irish-American Phelan family, and make use 
of incidents of Albany's history and the supernatural. Kennedy's works include The 
Ink Truck (1969), Legs (1975), Billy Phelan's Greatest Game (1978), Ironweed 
(1983, winner of 1984 Pulitzer Prize for Fiction; film, 1987), and Roscoe (2002).keywords
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Kennedy, William. The Flaming Corsage. New York. 1996. Viking Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670858722. 209 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket photograph by Robert Lewis. Inventory # 22244. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE FLAMING CORSAGE opens in a Manhattan hotel 
room, two women and a man present. Into the room bursts a second man, who 
transforms the scene into what the tabloids come to call ‘The Love Nest Killings of 
1908.’ The mystery of that carnage will not come fully unraveled until destiny 
enwraps the novel’s principal and most memorable characters, Katrina Taylor and 
Edward Daugherty. He is a first-generation Irish American who will break out beyond
Albany as a playwright. She is a high-born Protestant, a beautiful and seductive 
woman with complex attitudes towards life. Theirs is a passionate attachment from 
the first, simple and unrestrained on Edward’s part, more indecisive for Katrina, who,
remembering her poet Baudelaire, regards love as apposite to death, ‘the divine 
elixir that gives us the heart to follow the endless night.’ But when the great stalker 
strikes close to her family in the central event of the novel, a cataclysmic hotel fire, 
the marriage changes into something else altogether. With virtuosic skill, Kennedy 
moves The Flaming Corsage back and forward in time from 1884 to 1912, following 
the fates of Katrina and Edward as other lives impact upon theirs. These others 
range from their socially opposed families to Katrina’s lover, Francis Phelan; 
Edward’s flirtatious actress paramour, Melissa Spencer; the rashly extroverted 
physician Giles Fitzroy and his wife, Felicity; and Edward’s unnerving friend, the 
cynical journalist Thomas Maginn.

William Joseph Kennedy (born January 16, 1928) is an American writer and 
journalist born and raised in Albany, New York, to William J. Kennedy and to Mary 
E. McDonald. Kennedy was raised a Catholic. Many of his novels feature the 
interaction of members of the fictional Irish-American Phelan family, and make use 
of incidents of Albany's history and the supernatural. Kennedy's works include The 
Ink Truck (1969), Legs (1975), Billy Phelan's Greatest Game (1978), Ironweed 
(1983, winner of 1984 Pulitzer Prize for Fiction; film, 1987), and Roscoe (2002).
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Kennedy, William. The Ink Truck (DUSTJACKET ONLY). New York. 1969. Dial 
Press. Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket. DUSTJACKET ONLY. Inventory # 
 44259. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET

William Joseph Kennedy (born January 16, 1928) is an American writer and 
journalist born and raised in Albany, New York, to William J. Kennedy and to Mary 
E. McDonald. Kennedy was raised a Catholic. Many of his novels feature the 
interaction of members of the fictional Irish-American Phelan family, and make use 
of incidents of Albany's history and the supernatural. Kennedy's works include The 
Ink Truck (1969), Legs (1975), Billy Phelan's Greatest Game (1978), Ironweed 
(1983, winner of 1984 Pulitzer Prize for Fiction; film, 1987), and Roscoe (2002).
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Kennedy, William. Very Old Bones. New York. 1992. Viking Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670834572. 292 pages. hardcover. Signed by the
Author. Jacket photograph - Edmund Kesting, 'Self-Portrait', 1927. Inventory # 
16585. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - For William Kennedy fans, Albany conjures up a tapestry
of great beauty and complexity in which the lives of an Irish American family are 
woven. Earlier Albany novels, including Ironweed, a Pulitzer Prize-winner, whetted 
our appetites. Now VERY OLD BONES treats us to one last look at the odd and 
turbulent Phelans, circa 1958. Stretching the boundaries of life as the Phelans know
it, this powerful work flows back and forth in time, riding on the melody of its 
language. Its great theme is the promise of redemption for those who seek it.

William Joseph Kennedy (born January 16, 1928) is an American writer and 
journalist born and raised in Albany, New York, to William J. Kennedy and to Mary 
E. McDonald. Kennedy was raised a Catholic. Many of his novels feature the 
interaction of members of the fictional Irish-American Phelan family, and make use 
of incidents of Albany's history and the supernatural. Kennedy's works include The 
Ink Truck (1969), Legs (1975), Billy Phelan's Greatest Game (1978), Ironweed 
(1983, winner of 1984 Pulitzer Prize for Fiction; film, 1987), and Roscoe (2002).
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Kenney, David Ngaruri and Schrag, Philip G. Asylum Denied: A Refugee's Struggle 
for Safety in America. Berkeley. 2008. University Of California Press. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780520255104. 360 pages. hardcover. Inventory
# 36289. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Asylum Denied is the gripping story of political refugee 
David Ngaruri Kenney’s harrowing odyssey through the world of immigration 
processing in the United States. Kenney, while living in his native Kenya, led a 
boycott to protest his government’s treatment of his fellow farmers. He was 
subsequently arrested and taken into the forest to be executed. This book, told by 
Kenney and his lawyer Philip G. Schrag from Kenney’s own perspective, tells of his
near-murder, imprisonment, and torture in Kenya; his remarkable escape to the 
United States; and the obstacle course of ordeals and proceedings he faced as U.S.
government agencies sought to deport him to Kenya. A story of courage, love, 
perseverance, and legal strategy, Asylum Denied brings to life the human costs 
associated with our immigration laws and suggests reforms that are desperately 
needed to help other victims of human rights violations.

David Ngaruri Kenney came to the United States after he was persecuted in Kenya.
He continues to pursue a career in public service and currently works at the 
Montgomery County State ‘s Attorney’s Office in Maryland, USA. Philip G. Schrag is
Professor of Law and Director of the Center for Applied Legal Studies at 
Georgetown University Law Center. He is the author of many books including Ethical
Problems in the Practice of Law, with Lisa G. Lerman, and A Well-Founded Fear: 
The Congressional Battle to Save Political Asylum in America.
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Kephart, Beth. A Slant of Sun: One Child's Courage. New York. 1998. Norton. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0393027422. 256 pages. hardcover. 
Cover: Lauren Graessle. Inventory # 31849. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Named a Best Book of the Year by Salon magazine and
The Philadelphia Inquirer, A Slant of Sun was praised for its incandescent prose 
about the experience of loving a child who brings tremendous frustration and 
incalculable rewards and for its extraordinary resonance. Like Operating Instructions
and The Liars' Club, A Slant of Sun is a contemporary classic.Nearly one in five 
children grow up facing a developmental or behavioral challenge, and like them, 
Beth Kephart's son, Jeremy, showed early signs of being different: language eluded
him, he preferred playing alone to an afternoon on the jungle gym. Doctors 
diagnosed Jeremy with a mild form of autism called Pervasive Developmental 
Disorder-Not Otherwise Specified. A Slant of Sun is a passionate memoir about how
Kephart, guided by the twin tools of intuition and imagination, helped lead her son 
toward wholeness. Pulsing with the questions, 'Is normal possible? Definable?' A 
Slant of Sun speaks to everyone-not just parents-of the redemptive power of love.

Beth Kephart is an American author of non-fiction, poetry and young adult fiction for
adults and teens. Kephart has written and published over ten books and has 
received several grants and awards for her writing. She was a National Book Award
Finalist for her book "A Slant of the Sun: One Child’s Courage."
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Kerouac, Jack. On The Road. Middlesex. 1999. Penguin Books. Reprinted Penguin
Great Books of the 20th Century Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0140283293. 293
pages. paperback. Inventory # 45511. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - And there was Dean in Denver. In San Francisco and 
New York. And Mexico. Riding the rails, hitching lifts, driving borrowed cars at a 
crazy hundred miles an hour. An unholy innocent abroad. Wild parties, girls, drink, 
drugs. Uncertainty, loneliness and dreams synthesized by bop. The beats roam 
America with irrepressible abandon. The narrator, Sal Paradise. His fabulous hero,
Dean Moriarty. Problems, wives, problems, stars, longings sadness and love. ‘The 
beat generation’ the post-war ‘counter-culture’ and the ‘youth rebellion’ begin with 
Jack Kerouac (‘a strange, solitary, Catholic mystic) who was its chronicler – ON THE
ROAD is its classic expression, its required text.

Jack Kerouac (March 12, 1922 – October 21, 1969) was an American novelist and 
poet. He is considered a literary iconoclast and, alongside William S. Burroughs and
Allen Ginsberg, a pioneer of the Beat Generation. Kerouac is recognized for his 
method of spontaneous prose. Thematically, his work covers topics such as Catholic
spirituality, jazz, promiscuity, Buddhism, drugs, poverty, and travel. He became an 
underground celebrity and, with other beats, a progenitor of the hippie movement, 
although he remained antagonistic toward some of its politically radical elements. In
1969, at age 47, Kerouac died from internal bleeding due to long-term alcohol 
abuse. Since his death Kerouac's literary prestige has grown and several previously
unseen works have been published. All of his books are in print today, among them:
The Town and the City, On the Road, Doctor Sax, The Dharma Bums, Mexico City 
Blues, The Subterraneans, Desolation Angels, Visions of Cody, The Sea Is My 
Brother, and Big Sur.
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Kerouac, Jan. Baby Driver. New York. 1981. St Martin's Press. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Worn Dustjacket With Some Tears. 0312063768. 208 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket painting by Jim Cherry. Inventory # 5028. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Just as Jack Kerouac captured the beat generation, his 
daughter captures the rhythm of the generation that followed. From an adolescence
of LSD, detention homes, probation, and a pregnancy at the age of 15 to peace in 
Haight-Ashbury and Washington state and traveling by bus through Central 
America, this memoir moves with the force of a tropical storm.

Janet Michelle "Jan" Kerouac (February 16, 1952 – June 5, 1996) was an American
writer and the only child of beat generation author Jack Kerouac and Joan Haverty 
Kerouac. Encouraged by Kerouac biographer Gerald Nicosia, she entered into a 
lawsuit in the 1990s that proposed the will of Jack's mother, Gabrielle Kerouac, was
a forgery, in the hope winning could expand her legal rights to her father's works and
physical property. Eventually a court ruled that the will was indeed a forgery, 
although in practical terms this ruling changed nothing concerning control of the 
Kerouac estate. Kerouac published two semi-autobiographical novels, Baby Driver 
in 1981, and Trainsong in 1988. On June 5, 1996, Kerouac died in Albuquerque, 
New Mexico a day after her spleen was removed. She had suffered kidney failure 
five years earlier and was on dialysis.
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Kerouac, John. The Town and the City. New York. 1950. Harcourt Brace & 
Company. 1st American Edition. Previous Owner's Inscription, Otherwise Very 
Good.No Dustjacket. 499 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 5024. $175

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Although Jack Kerouac is best known for the 
experimental, jazz-like prose and the rebel heroes of ON THE ROAD, his classic 
coming-of-age novel, THE TOWN AND THE CITY, is no less compelling. It is a 
highly autobiographical work, large in scope and charged with energy, clearly 
conveying Kerouac’s view of himself as a visionary artist and a member of a new 
generation. Inspired by his idol, Thomas Wolfe, Kerouac explores the emotional 
territory of his boyhood through the five sons and three daughters of the Martin 
family. Growing up in a dying Massachusetts mill town, the young Martins must 
come to terms with their father’s bankruptcy and World War II as they search for 
their own identities in the post-war years. Kerouac’s own portrait is apparent in three
of the sons: Joe, the wild risk taker; Francis, the intellectual and cynic; and Peter, 
the football player and independent thinker. In the end, it is Peter who drops out of 
college and begins a trip across America, a harbinger of ON THE ROAD.

Jack Kerouac (1922-1969), was born Jean-Luis Lebris de Kerouac and grew up in 
Lowell, Massachusetts. A novelist and poet with eighteen books to his credit, 
Kerouac’s unique voice is most clearly heard in his second book, ON THE ROAD, 
whose rebel heroes are also immortalized IN DHARMA BUMS, BIG SUR, DOCTOR
SAX, LONESOME TRAVELER, and THE SUBTERRANEANS. He is widely 
considered the preeminent prose stylist of the Beat generation.keywords
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Kerr, Baine. Jumping-Off Place. Columbia. 1981. University Of Missouri Press. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Hardcover. No Dustjacket. 0826203116. 64 pages. hardcover.
Inventory # 26002. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Drawing on the timeless theme of journeys into terrae 
incognitae, on a Melvillian concept of the elemental incarnated in nature, the four 
masterfully crafted stories in Baine Kerr's Jumping-Off Place create a compelling 
fiction of the modern American west.

Baine Kerr is a medical malpractice lawyer who spent a year as a war-crimes 
journalist in The Hague and as a supervisor in the Serb Republic of Bosnia’s first 
democratic municipal elections. The recipient of a Fiction Fellowship from the 
National Endowment for the Arts and the Editors’ Prize from the Missouri Review, he
is the author of JUMPING-OFF PLACE and HARMFUL INTENT. He has also been 
published in the Best American Short Stories anthology. He lives in Boulder, 
Colorado.
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Kerr, Philip. Hitler’s Peace: A Novel of the Second World War. New York. 2005. 
Putnam. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0399152695. 448 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by High Design NYC. Inventory # 13727. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Autumn 1943. Since Stalingrad, Hitler has known that 
Germany cannot win the war. The upcoming Allied conference in Teheran will set 
the ground rules for their second front-and for the peace to come. Realizing that the
unconditional surrender FDR has demanded will leave Germany in ruins, Hitler has
put out peace feelers. (Unbeknownst to him, so has Himmler, who is ready to stage
a coup in order to reach an accord.) FDR and Stalin are willing to negotiate. Only 
Churchill refuses to listen. At the center of this high-stakes game of deals and 
double-dealing is Willard Mayer, an OSS operative who has been chosen by FDR to
serve as his envoy. He is the perfect foil for the steamy world of deception, 
betrayals, and assassinations that make up the moral universe of realpolitik. A cool,
self-absorbed, emotionally distant womanizer with a questionable past, Mayer has 
embraced the stylish philosophy of the day, in which no values are fixed. In the 
course of the novel, his beliefs will be put to the ultimate test. But as compelling as
Mayer is, the key players in this drama-FDR, Stalin, Churchill, and Hitler, as well as
Himmler, Bormann, Molotov, and Schellenberg (with marvelous walk-ons by Kim 
Philby, Anthony Blunt, and Evelyn Waugh)-are astonishingly true-to-life. HITLER'S 
PEACE is Philip Kerr in top form. With his sure hand for pacing, his firm grasp of 
historical detail, and his explosively creative imagination about what might have 
been, he has fashioned a totally convincing thinking man's thriller in the great 
tradition of Eric Ambler and Graham Greene.

Philip Ballantyne Kerr (22 February 1956 – 23 March 2018) was a British author, 
best known for his Bernie Gunther series of historical detective thrillers. Kerr was 
born in Edinburgh, Scotland, where his father was an engineer and his mother 
worked as a secretary. He was educated at a grammar school in Northampton. He 
studied at the University of Birmingham from 1974 to 1980, gaining a master's 
degree in law and philosophy. Kerr worked as an advertising copywriter for Saatchi
and Saatchi before becoming a full-time writer in 1989. A writer of both adult fiction 
and non-fiction, he is known for the Bernie Gunther series of historical thrillers set in
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Kerr, Philip. Prague Fatale: A Bernie Gunther Novel. New York. 2012. Putnam. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780399159022. 401 pages. hardcover.
Jacket design by David J. High. Inventory # 12444. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - AUTUMN, 1941: Bernie Gunther is back from the 
carnage of the eastern front, still wrapped in his Berliner cynicism but now carrying a
burden of nightmares and guilt. He is back working homicide at Kripo. But this is the
Kripo taken hostage by the Nazis, and, by 1941, it answers to Reinhard Heydrich. 
And so Bernie Gunther is now unhappily reunited with a man he both fears and 
hates. Newly appointed Reichsprotector of what was, until 1938, Czechoslovakia, 
Heydrich believes he is the target of an assassination plot orchestrated within the 
top echelons of the Reich, and he orders Gunther to Prague to watch his back. To 
celebrate his new position, Heydrich has invited a carefully chosen assortment of 
high-ranking Party members for a weekend gathering, it soon becomes clear these
men loathe one another. Each has the personal backing of a member of Hitler’s 
High Command, themselves a jealous and fractious bunch. Each carries his own 
baggage, best left buried. With such an odious collection of egos clustered in one 
place, it will be the weekend from hell. Before the first night ends, a murder does 
occur - the victim found dead in his room, the door and windows bolted shut from 
inside - and Heydrich hands it over to Gunther to solve. Because Philip Kerr is a 
master of deception, PRAGUE FATALE is a tense political thriller wrapped inside a 
locked-room mystery. A coiling tale of spies, partisans, terrorists, and torturers, of 
vicious Party infighting and a turncoat traitor in the upper reaches of the Third Reich,
it is also a chilling journey into the twisted psyches of the men who willingly carried 
out the orders of their Führer. PRAGUE FATALE is Philip Kerr at his best, 
performing sleights of hand that blindside us again and again until its stunning 
climax.

Philip Ballantyne Kerr (22 February 1956 – 23 March 2018) was a British author, 
best known for his Bernie Gunther series of historical detective thrillers. Kerr was 
born in Edinburgh, Scotland, where his father was an engineer and his mother 
worked as a secretary. He was educated at a grammar school in Northampton. He 
studied at the University of Birmingham from 1974 to 1980, gaining a master's 
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Kesavan, Mukul. Looking Through Glass. New York. 1995. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket W/Creased Front Inside 
Flap. 0374190852. 374 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 26019. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Suddenly transported back to India in 1942, where he 
journeys through Muslim neighborhoods, Hindu wrestling academies, and splendid 
colonial enclaves, an ambitious young photographer meets a change-mongering 
nationalist, a pioneering pornographer, and his own grandmother. A first novel.

Mukul Kesavan is an Indian historian, novelist and political and social essayist. He 
was schooled at St. Xaviers' in Delhi and then went on to study History at St. 
Stephen's College, and at the University.
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Kesey, Ken. Demon Box. New York. 1986. Viking Press. 1st American Edition. 
Pages 357-384 Bound Upside Down, Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket.
Remainder Mark On Bottom Edge. 0670809128. 384 pages. hardcover. Signed by 
the Author. Jacket illustration & design by Neil Stuart. Inventory # 3244. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - DEMON BOX is a 1986 collection of works by Ken 
Kesey. The book includes nonfiction and fiction short stories as well as some of 
Kesey's essays. In this collection Kesey challenges public and private demons with
a wrestler's brave and deceptive embrace, making it clear that the energy of 
madness must live on.

Kenneth Elton ‘Ken’ Kesey (September 17, 1935 – November 10, 2001) was an 
American author, best known for his novel ONE FLEW OVER THE CUCKOO'S 
NEST (1962), and as a counter-cultural figure who considered himself a link 
between the Beat Generation of the 1950s and the hippies of the 1960s. ‘I was too 
young to be a beatnik, and too old to be a hippie,’ Kesey said in a 1999 interview 
with Robert K. Elder.
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Kesey, Ken. Sailor Song. New York. 1992. Viking Press. Advance Uncorrected 
Proofs. Very Good in Wrappers. 0670835218. 535 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
16459. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - After writing two books in the early 1960s, both now 
established as American classics, Ken Kesey abandoned the novel in its established
form. Over the past twenty-five years he has written many shorter pieces, but only 
now, with Sailor Song, brings his considerable powers once again to bear on a full-
scale undertaking, giving us a unique and powerful novel about America. Set in the
near future, the story takes us to the Alaskan village of Kuinak, a rundown fishing 
community of Deaps (Descendants of Early Aboriginal Peoples) and Lower Forty-
eight refugees perched on the Western Edge of history. It’s a scene rich with 
characters, like Alice the Angry Aleut, Ike Sallas (known as ‘the Bakatcha Bandit’ 
during the environmental wars of the nineties), the town’s indispensable ‘scoot’ 
runner Billy the Squid, and the Loyal Order of Underdogs, who meet monthly for the
Full Moon Howl. Into their peculiar midst sails a mighty ship of last hopes, loaded to 
the gunwales with a big-bucks Hollywood film company. This famous studio/yacht 
has come north to film a classic childrenás book, The Sea Lion. Unscripted 
transformations abound as the project stirs a new mix into the community, including
a tribe brought down from the remote north. Sailor Song is an epic novel that 
revolves around the question: Does love make any sense at the end of the world? 
It’s about things that endure and come around again - back at you, and back to you.

Kenneth Elton ‘Ken’ Kesey (September 17, 1935 – November 10, 2001) was an 
American author, best known for his novel ONE FLEW OVER THE CUCKOO'S 
NEST (1962), and as a counter-cultural figure who considered himself a link 
between the Beat Generation of the 1950s and the hippies of the 1960s. ‘I was too 
young to be a beatnik, and too old to be a hippie,’ Kesey said in a 1999 interview 
with Robert K. Elder.
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Kesey, Ken. Sailor Song. New York. 1992. Viking Press. 1st American Edition. Small
Bump At The Top Of The Spine, Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670835218. 
535 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 16945. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - After writing two books in the early 1960s, both now 
established as American classics, Ken Kesey abandoned the novel in its established
form. Over the past twenty-five years he has written many shorter pieces, but only 
now, with Sailor Song, brings his considerable powers once again to bear on a full-
scale undertaking, giving us a unique and powerful novel about America. Set in the
near future, the story takes us to the Alaskan village of Kuinak, a rundown fishing 
community of Deaps (Descendants of Early Aboriginal Peoples) and Lower Forty-
eight refugees perched on the Western Edge of history. It’s a scene rich with 
characters, like Alice the Angry Aleut, Ike Sallas (known as ‘the Bakatcha Bandit’ 
during the environmental wars of the nineties), the town’s indispensable ‘scoot’ 
runner Billy the Squid, and the Loyal Order of Underdogs, who meet monthly for the
Full Moon Howl. Into their peculiar midst sails a mighty ship of last hopes, loaded to 
the gunwales with a big-bucks Hollywood film company. This famous studio/yacht 
has come north to film a classic childrenás book, The Sea Lion. Unscripted 
transformations abound as the project stirs a new mix into the community, including
a tribe brought down from the remote north. Sailor Song is an epic novel that 
revolves around the question: Does love make any sense at the end of the world? 
It’s about things that endure and come around again - back at you, and back to you.

Kenneth Elton ‘Ken’ Kesey (September 17, 1935 – November 10, 2001) was an 
American author, best known for his novel ONE FLEW OVER THE CUCKOO'S 
NEST (1962), and as a counter-cultural figure who considered himself a link 
between the Beat Generation of the 1950s and the hippies of the 1960s. ‘I was too 
young to be a beatnik, and too old to be a hippie,’ Kesey said in a 1999 interview 
with Robert K. Elder.
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Kessler, Brad (Read by Danny Glover). Moses in Egypt. New York. Rabbit 
Ears/Simon & Schuster. Hardcover book with CD. Very Good in Hardcover and 
Dustjacket with CD in the back. 0689802269. Illustrated by Phil Huling.Music by The
Sounds of Blackness. 32 pages. hardcover with CD. Inventory # 43753. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Tells how Moses grew up in the Egyptian Pharaoh's 
court, was chosen by God to be the leader of the enslaved Israelites, and called 
down plagues to convince the Pharaoh to let the Israelites go free.

Brad Kessler's novel Birds in Fall won the 2006 Dayton Literary Peace Prize and 
was named by the Los Angeles Times one of the top ten books of the year. He is the
author of another novel, Lick Creek, and his non-fiction has appeared in numerous 
publications including The New Yorker, The Nation, Kenyon Review, and Bomb. 
Kessler is the recipient of the Rome Prize from the American Academy of Arts and 
Letters, and a Whiting Writer's Award. He lives with his wife, the photographer Dona
Ann McAdams, in Vermont, where they raise a small herd of dairy goats and 
produce cheese.
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Kessler, Brad (Read by Susan Sarandon). The Firebird. New York. Rabbit 
Ears/Simon & Schuster. Hardcover book with audio cassette. Very Good in 
Hardcover and Slipcase. 0689802404. Illustrated by Robert Van Nutt. Music by Mark
Isham. 4 - 8 years. 40 pages. hardcover with cassette. Inventory # 43735. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The adventures of Ivan begin when he travels to court to
present the czar with a golden feather from the Firebird. Instead of rewarding him, 
however, the greedy ruler sends the young archer on a series of quests. Ivan's 
toughest challenge of all comes when he falls in love with the czar's betrothed, 
whom he has been ordered to kidnap. Full color.

Brad Kessler's novel Birds in Fall won the 2006 Dayton Literary Peace Prize and 
was named by the Los Angeles Times one of the top ten books of the year. He is the
author of another novel, Lick Creek, and his non-fiction has appeared in numerous 
publications including The New Yorker, The Nation, Kenyon Review, and Bomb. 
Kessler is the recipient of the Rome Prize from the American Academy of Arts and 
Letters, and a Whiting Writer's Award. He lives with his wife, the photographer Dona
Ann McAdams, in Vermont, where they raise a small herd of dairy goats and 
produce cheese.
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Kessler, Cristina. Jubela. New York. 2001. Simon & Schuster. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0689818955. Illustrated by JoEllen McAllister Stammen. 
unpaginated. hardcover. Cover art by JoEllen McAllister Stammen. Inventory # 
29525. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Baby rhino played. He tossed and turned, squiggled and
squirmed in the cooling mud. His mother, huge head hung low, grazed nearby to 
protect her baby. But shots ring out, and suddenly, baby rhino Jubela must face the
world on his own. He roams the plain until an old female rhino adopts him. Once 
again Jubela can feel secure. Based on a true story from Swaziland, Jubela is a 
heartwarming story of love and a stirring wake-up call to protect our wildlife.

Cristina Kessler, an author, photographer, and world traveler, has written both fiction
and nonfiction books for children, all set in Africa, where she lived for many years.
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Khedairi, Betool. A Sky So Close. New York. 2001. Pantheon Books. Uncorrected 
Bound Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 0375420967. 1st Novel. Translated from the
Arabic by Dr. Muhayman Jamil. 245 pages. paperback. Cover: Mark Wright/Lisa 
Hamilton. Inventory # 28648. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A rare look at contemporary Iraq from the inside out - a 
stunning re-creation of the surreality of life during wartime and the story of a young
women coming to terms with two seemingly unbridgeable cultures from which she 
has been formed, English and Iraqi.

Betool Khedairi (born 27 November 1965 in Baghdad, Iraq) is a novelist born to an 
Iraqi father and Scottish mother. She is most known for her debut novel, A Sky So 
Close which has been published in numerous languages such as Arabic, English, 
Italian, French and Dutch. The novel was first published in Lebanon in 1999 and is 
often used as the subject of literary critique studies in various international 
universities. She received a BA in French literature in 1988 from the University of 
Mustansiriya in Baghdad, and then she used to divide her time between Iraq, Jordan
and the United Kingdom while working in her family’s business; in the food industry.
She lived in Iraq until she was 24 and now resides in Amman, Jordan.
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Kidron, Michael and Segal, Ronald. The New State of the World Atlas. New York. 
1984. Pluto Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0671506641. 
unpaginated. paperback. Inventory # 5032. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE NEW STATE OF THE WORLD ATLAS, 
reconceived and transformed to reflect the dynamics of a world of constant change 
and turmoil, highlights the pressure points we face in the middle 1980s. This new 
edition sets forth is visual frames the movements of troops, money, food, business, 
terror, resources, weapons. These vivid and elegant maps dramatize a world in 
which unemployment and financial instability are intensifying, where the threats to 
life and the environment are becoming more and more acute; and where the 
differences between rich and poor are becoming more and more pronounced. THE
STATE OF THE WORLD ATLAS first appeared in January 1981 and sold nearly half
a million copies.

Michael Kidron was a revolutionary thinker and cartographer. He was one of the 
early founders of the International Socialists through the 1960s and 1970s. He is 
perhaps best remembered for writing The State Of The World Atlas. Ronald Segal 
(1932-2008) was a South African activist, writer and editor, founder of the anti-
apartheid magazine Africa South and the Penguin African Library. Ronald Segal was
born on 14 July 1932, into a rich South African Jewish family. He was educated at 
Sea Point Boys' High School. After failing to gain entry to Oxford University, he then
studied at Cape Town University and Trinity College, Cambridge. Returning to South
Africa in 1956, Segal founded the anti-apartheid magazine Africa South. After the 
1960 Sharpeville Massacre he went into exile with Oliver Tambo, and settled in 
England, where he continued his anti-apartheid political activity and pursued activity
as a writer. After Segal was unbanned from South Africa, he visited the country 
several times, receiving a hero’s welcome on stage alongside Mandela, Tambo and
Slovo in 1992. He died 23 February 2008.
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Kidron, Michael and Smith, Dan. The New State of War and Peace: An International
Atlas. New York. 1991. Touchstone/ Simon & Schuster. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0671705210. 128 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Henrietta Condak.
Inventory # 15363. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The New State of War and Peace charts the 
development of military power and political might in our troubled world. Combining 
thirty-seven full- color maps with stunning graphics, this all-new Atlas is a vivid 
presentation of where the world’s armies are, who is fighting whom, and what it all 
means for our common future From military bases, dictators, protesters, and 
casualties to refugees, mercenaries, and spies, and including a complete chronology
of all wars fought since 1945, The New State of War and Peace is an invaluable 
guide to understanding the world of war and peace from a 1990s perspective.

Michael Kidron was a revolutionary thinker and cartographer. He was one of the 
early founders of the International Socialists through the 1960s and 1970s. He is 
perhaps best remembered for writing The State Of The World Atlas. Dan Smith is 
Secretary-General of International Alert and former Director of the International 
Peace Research Institute, Oslo. He is author of The State of the World Atlas and 
The Atlas of War and Peace.
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Kidron, Michael and Smith, Dan. The War Atlas. New York. 1983. Simon & 
Schuster. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0671472496. hardcover. 
Inventory # 5031. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The forty full-colour maps and cartograms that provides 
information on war, including - the export of civil war through international terrorism;
the use of proscribed weapons; the growth of anti-war movements; the assimilation
of China into the international military order; the frequency of nuclear 'near misses'.
A fascinating and very easy to understand graphic picture of contemporary conflict 
and its human consequences.

Michael Kidron was a revolutionary thinker and cartographer. He was one of the 
early founders of the International Socialists through the 1960s and 1970s. He is 
perhaps best remembered for writing The State Of The World Atlas. Dan Smith is 
Secretary-General of International Alert and former Director of the International 
Peace Research Institute, Oslo. He is author of The State of the World Atlas and 
The Atlas of War and Peace.
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Kiely, Benedict. In a Harbour Green. New York. 1950. Dutton. 1st American Edition.
Very Good.No Dustjacket. 256 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 5033. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Kiely has been called ‘Ireland’s Balzac,’ and with his rich
casts of characters it is a title he deserves. His stories, however, are not what one 
would call polished or ‘well-crafted’ in the traditional Chekovian sense. Kiely’s stories
tend to be filled with long, packed sentences and have the quality of a spun yarn. 
His is certainly a distinctive style, but it is one that sometimes demands a bit from 
the reader, particularly non-Irish ones, given the author’s soft spot for colloquialisms.
Those willing to do the work, however, will be glad they did, because at his best, 
Kiely is up there with the 20th-century’s top short story writers.

Benedict 'Ben' Kiely (15 August 1919 – 9 February 2007) was an Irish writer and 
broadcaster from Omagh, County Tyrone.
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Kiely, Benedict. Nothing Happens in Carmincross. Boston. 1985. Godine. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0879235853. 279 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
307. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - At the height of the Troubles, Mervyn returns from 
America to his native Ulster, only to find the specter of bombs and political murder 
hanging over his idyllic Carmincross. This is the timely reissue of Benedict Kiely's 
novel about a land riven by terrorism. Benedict Kiely was one of the most celebrated
Irish writers of the twentieth century. He died in February 2007.

Benedict 'Ben' Kiely (15 August 1919 – 9 February 2007) was an Irish writer and 
broadcaster from Omagh, County Tyrone.
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Kierkegaard, Søren. Letters and Documents: Kierkegaard's Writings, XXV. 
Princeton. 2009. Princeton University Press. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 9780691140834. Edited and Translated by Henrik Rosenmeier.
546 pages. paperback. Inventory # 37458. $65

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This volume provides the first English translation of all 
the known correspondence to and from Søren Kierkegaard, including a number of 
his letters in draft form and papers pertaining to his life and death. These fascinating
documents offer new access to the character and lifework of the gifted philosopher, 
theologian, and psychologist. Kierkegaard speaks often and openly about his desire
to correspond, and the resulting desire to write for a greater audience. He 
consciously recognizes letter-writing as an opportunity to practice composition. 
Unlike most correspondence, Kierkegaard's letters expressly ‘do not require a 
reply’--he insists on this as a principle, while he clearly and earnestly yearns for a 
response to his efforts. Among his other principles are purposefulness, directness, 
and the equality of a letter to a visit with a friend (Kierkegaard preferred the former to
the latter). Perhaps more than anything else in print, Kierkegaard's Letters and 
Documents reveal his love affair with the written word.

Søren Aabye Kierkegaard (5 May 1813 – 11 November 1855) was a Danish 
philosopher, theologian, poet, social critic and religious author who is widely 
considered to be the first existentialist philosopher. He wrote critical texts on 
organized religion, Christendom, morality, ethics, psychology and the philosophy of 
religion, displaying a fondness for metaphor, irony and parables. Much of his 
philosophical work deals with the issues of how one lives as a 'single individual', 
giving priority to concrete human reality over abstract thinking and highlighting the 
importance of personal choice and commitment.
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Kiernan, V. G. The Lords of Human Kind: Black Man, Yellow Man, and White Man in
an Age of Empire. Boston. 1969. Little Brown. 1st Edition. Very Good in Slightly 
Worn Dustjacket. 336 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 20125. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Best known for THE LORDS OF HUMAN KIND (1969), 
V. G. Kiernan created a work ‘concerned with the impressions and opinions of 
Europeans and non-Europeans about one another, their attitudes and behaviour 
towards one another, in the century or century and a half before the First World War,
the epoch when Europe's importance in the world was greatest.’ The Palestinian 
intellectual Edward Said regarded it as a central influence in developing his modern-
day classic Orientalism (1978). Kiernan's work has many haunting themes, including
the contrast between liberty at home and tyrannical oppression abroad: ‘It did not 
escape comment that the Dutch were no sooner gaining their freedom at home than
they were depriving other people of theirs, an inconsistency repeated by several 
European nations later on.’ The techniques of oppression abroad brought a pack of
plagues back to Europe, observed Kiernan, whether in Lord Salisbury's crass 
judgment that the Irish were no more fit for home rule than Hottentots or in the 
imperial manner of warfare that relied on hard-charging offensive techniques 
designed ‘to hypnotize and paralyze the enemy by asserting the firmer will and 
higher morale of the attacker.’ As millions of Europeans were later slaughtered in 
World War I, the military officers failed to see ‘that machine guns and barbed wire 
were not so easily hypnotized as half-armed’ Asians and Africans. The generals 
doggedly stuck to the bayonet-charging techniques that once worked for them in 
their youth on the campaign grounds in the overseas colonies. Kiernan's work also 
examined a variety of racial hierarchies on display in European literature, perhaps 
most graphically in Conan Doyle's The Poison Belt (1913).

Victor Gordon Kiernan (4 September 1913 – 17 February 2009) was professor 
emeritus of modern history at Edinburgh University and recognized as one of the 
most wide-ranging of global historians.
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Kiesselbach, Dore. Albatross. Pittsburgh. 2017. University of Pittsburgh Press. 
Uncorrected Proofs. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822965176. Pitt Poetry Series. 80
pages. paperback. Inventory # 42058. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Dore Kiesselbach’s second collection Albatross views 
the events of September 11th as a physicist might examine high-energy particles in
a supercollider. In the book’s central section, Kiesselbach, who worked three blocks
from the World Trade Center and was an eyewitness, deconstructs the cultural 
hyperbole of that extraordinary day in a series of intimate portraits that dovetail 
elsewhere with a wider examination of violence in the everyday lives of individuals, 
families, and nations. While neither blaming victims, nor succumbing to despair, the
book urges reflection on the roles we each play in our own harm. Like its namesake,
the human-powered aircraft flown across the English Channel in 1979, Albatross 
invites readers to push forward into headwinds—public and private—and make for 
the far shore.

Dore Kiesselbach’s first collection, Salt Pier, won the Agnes Lynch Starrett Poetry 
Prize and contains work honored by the Robert H. Winner Memorial Award from the
Poetry Society of America and Britain’s Bridport International Writing Prize in poetry.
Kiesselbach has published poetry and prose in many magazines and anthologies, 
including AGNI, Antioch Review, FIELD, Plume, and Poetry.
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Kiesselbach, Dore. Salt Pier. Pittsburgh. 2012. University of Pittsburgh Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822962175. Pitt Poetry Series. 78 
pages. paperback. Cover photograph by Robert Campbell, 'Salt Pond Aerial.' Cover
design by Ann Walston. Inventory # 40591. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - '[T]he poems in this debut. .open up to show startling 
verbal skills, intellectual depths, and sensory complications. Marital love in the 
present (Kiesselbach has a particular talent for love poems), what looks like abuse 
in the past, the cycle of green growing things, the cold of the north, and the warmth
of the animal world all inform these investigations of confession and its discontents,
of commitments given and withheld, sometimes through stark life story but more 
often, in a wonderful involution, through symbols contemplated at short remove.' --
Publishers Weekly.

Dore Kiesselbach studied English and creative writing at Oberlin College and the 
University of Iowa then practiced law in New York City for a number of years before 
turning back to poetry post 9/11. He places work in magazines such as FIELD, 
Antioch Review, Poetry and Stand. His first collection, Salt Pier (Pittsburgh, 2012), 
won the Agnes Lynch Starrett Prize. He has also received Britain's Bridport Prize. 
He lives in Minneapolis.
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Kilbourne, Jean. Deadly Persuasion: Why Women and Girls Must Fight the Addictive
Power of Advertising. New York. 1999. Free Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good
in Dustjacket. 0684865998. 366 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by Tony 
Stone. Jacket design by Tom Stvan. Inventory # 27153. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The average American views three thousand ads in one
day. Yet remarkably, most of us believe we are not influenced by advertising. In this
lively and shocking expose, Jean Kilbourne reveals how deeply advertisers insinuate
themselves into our daily lives. Advertisers do far more than influence our taste - 
they manipulate our desires so that their products will become our closest friends.

Jean Kilbourne, Ed.D. is an author, speaker, and filmmaker who is internationally 
recognized for her work on the image of women in advertising and her critical 
studies of alcohol and tobacco advertising.
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Killens, John Oliver. 'Sippi. New York. 1964. Trident Press/Simon & Schuster. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 434 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Charles & Cuffari. Inventory # 36904. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When the Supreme Court, in 1954, made its historic 
decision declaring segregation in public schooling unconstitutional, most Negroes 
felt that Jim Crow had finally been buried. Yet today there is more bitterness among
Negroes toward whites, and among whites more ill-feeling toward Negroes, than 
ever before. Moreover, there has been a radical change both in the strategy and the
attitudes of the Negro, regardless of geographic location, age grouping, economic 
outlook, or political affiliation. 'SIPPI is the first novel to explore fully the whole 
background that has motivated these changes, not in terms of statistics and human
deprivation, but by exploring a wide cross section of human beings, both white and 
colored, reacting to their environment and to the stresses of changing times. The 
action is centered mainly in Mississippi, but it shifts to the campus of a Negro 
university in the South, then to New York, and finally back to where it began, in a 
shattering and terrifying climax. John Oliver Killens, of course, will be remembered 
for his two fine novels, YOUNGBLOOD and AND THEN WE HEARD THE 
THUNDER. His newest novel will bring to any reader an uncanny insight into what 
lies behind the headlines and into the minds and hearts of both Negroes and whites.
It may not please you; it may even shock you. But once you have read it you will 
never again be complacent about what is happening to America's largest minority 
group.

John Oliver Killens (January 14, 1916 – October 27, 1987) was an American fiction
writer from Georgia. His novels featured elements of African-American life. He also
wrote plays, short stories and essays, and published articles in a range of outlets.
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Killens, John Oliver. Cotillion Or One Good Bull Is Half the Herd. New York. 1971. 
Trident Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 
0671270729. 256 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 28178. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Beautiful, young Yoruba of Harlem has been invited to 
participate in a cotillion thrown annually by the African American high society of 
Queens. Caught between the indifference of her father, the excitement of her 
mother, and her prodigal boyfriend's militancy, Yoruba persuades her sister 
debutantes to challenge the aging doyennes in one of the most sidesplitting scenes 
in American literature.

John Oliver Killens (January 14, 1916 – October 27, 1987) was an American fiction
writer from Georgia. His novels featured elements of African-American life. He also
wrote plays, short stories and essays, and published articles in a range of outlets.
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Kilpatrick, Jacquelyn. Celluloid Indians: Native Americans and Film. Lincoln. 1999. 
University Of Nebraska Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0803277903. 
261 pages. paperback. Inventory # 28026. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Native American characters have been the most 
malleable of metaphors for filmmakers. The likeable Doc of Stagecoach (1939) had
audiences on the edge of their seats with dire warnings about 'that old butcher, 
Geronimo.' Old Lodgeskins of Little Big Man (1970) had viewers crying out against 
the demise of the noble, wise chief and his kind and simple people. In 1995 Disney 
created a beautiful, peace-loving ecologist and called her Pocahontas. Only 
occasionally have Native Americans been portrayed as complex, modern characters
in films like Smoke Signals. Celluloid Indians is an accessible, insightful of Native 
American representation in film over the past century. Beginning with the birth of the
movie industry, Jacquelyn Kilpatrick carefully traces changes in the cinematic 
depictions of Native peoples and identifies cultural and historical reasons for those 
changes. In the late twentieth century, Native Americans have been increasingly 
involved with writing and directing movies about themselves, and Kilpatrick places 
appropriate emphasis on the impact that Native American screenwriters and 
filmmakers have had on the industry. Celluloid Indians concludes with a valuable, in-
depth look at influential and innovative Native Americans in today's film industry. E.
Donald Two-Rivers 'Any filmmaker seeking to present images draped in honesty 
should read this book. It is an absolute must.'-E. Donald Two-Rivers, author of 
Survivor's Medicine.

Jacquelyn Kilpatrick, of Choctaw, Cherokee, and Irish descent, is a professor of 
English at Governor's State University in University Park, Illinois. Her articles have 
appeared in Creative Screenwriting and Cineaste.
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Kincaid, Jamaica. A Small Place. New York. 1988. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374266387. 96 pages. hardcover. 
Signed by the Author. Jacket design by Cynthia Krupat. Inventory # 10242. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘If you go to Antigua as a tourist, this is what you will see.
If you come by airplane, you will land at the V. C. Bird International Airport. Vere 
Cornwall (V.C.) Bird is the Prime Minister of Antigua. You may be the sort of tourist
who would wonder why a Prime Minister would want an air- port named after him—
why not a school, why not a hospital, why not some great public monument. You are
a tourist and you have not yet seen. .’ So begins Jamaica Kincaid's new book, which
shows us what we have not yet seen of the place where she grew up—a ten-by-
twelve-mile island in the British West Indies. First, there is the perhaps familiar aerial
view of this longed-for place, the disproportionately large airport, the careening drive
over bad roads in a Japanese taxi, the dilapidated school and hospital, the mockery
of a library. Then there is the sea: ‘That water—have you ever seen anything like it?
Far out, to the horizon, the color of the water is navy blue; nearer, the water is the 
color of the North American sky. Oh, what beauty!’ What follows is less familiar, a 
new point of view, for it is unlikely that, on vacation, you have had the time to think 
clearly about the people you are visiting— their colonial history, their government, 
their manners, their sense of time—or about their opinion of you. You are English or
European or American, escaping the banality and corruption of your large place; 
they are Antiguan, formerly British, and unable to escape the same drawbacks of 
their own little realm. This expansive essay—lyrical, sardonic, and forthright by 
turns, in a Swiftian mode—cannot help but amplify our vision of one small place and
all that it signifies.

Jamaica Kincaid (born May 25, 1949) is an Antiguan-American novelist, essayist, 
gardener, and gardening writer. She was born in St. John's, Antigua, which is part of
the twin-island nation of Antigua and Barbuda. She lives in North Bennington, 
Vermont, during the summers and teaches at Claremont McKenna College in 
Claremont, California.
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Kincaid, Jamaica. Annie John. New York. 1985. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st Printing. 
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket W/A Small Tear At The Bottom. 0374105219.
148 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration 'Kept In' by Edward Lamson. Inventory # 
1629. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a piece about Jamaica Kincaid’s work, Derek Walcott
wrote: ‘Genius has many surprises, and one of them is geography. While we settle 
in the tradition of expecting art to be made only in certain places on the map-in those
fixed points of culture that make us as assured of our position as the geometry of the
stars-some cell, in the least predictable place, is accreting things to itself. ‘ With 
ANNIE JOHN, Kincaid makes us privy to the particular accretions gathered during a
coming of age in Antigua, transforming those realities into the structure of a short 
fictional narrative. While the poetic abstractions that marked many of the stories in 
her previous book, AT THE BOTTOM OF THE RIVER, are grounded in detail here, 
their theme of the loss of childhood, on many levels, remains constant. Annie’s 
childhood is suffused with doting attention from her elders; her passage to 
adolescence is fraught with events and alliances that lead her away from 
complacent mutual acceptance.

Jamaica Kincaid (born May 25, 1949) is an Antiguan-American novelist, essayist, 
gardener, and gardening writer. She was born in St. John's, Antigua, which is part of
the twin-island nation of Antigua and Barbuda. She lives in North Bennington, 
Vermont, during the summers and teaches at Claremont McKenna College in 
Claremont, California.keywords
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Kincaid, Jamaica. At The Bottom of The River. New York. 1983. Farrar Straus 
Giroux. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374106606. 96 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Cynthia Krupat. Jacket illustration, 'Green Summer' by Sir Edward
Coley Burne-Jones, 1868. Inventory # 42547. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Reading Jamaica Kincaid is to plunge, gently, into 
another way of seeing both the physical world and its elusive inhabitants. Her voice 
is, by turns, naïvely whimsical and biblical in its assurance, and it speaks of what is
partly remembered, partly divined, The memories often concern a childhood in the 
Caribbean - family, manners, and landscape - as distilled and transformed by 
Kincaid’s special style and vision. ‘Girl,’ the first story in this collection of ten pieces,
plays with a particular but typical upbringing: ‘Wash the white clothes on Monday 
and put them on the stone heap; wash the color clothes on Tuesday and put them 
on the clothesline to dry always eat your food in such a way that it won’t turn 
someone else’s stomach; on Sundays, try to walk like a lady and not like the slut you
are so bent on becoming.’ The catalogue of demands is varied, the refrain repeated,
as in a song. In ‘Holidays,’ a trip to the country is related with the same light touch. 
The title story, ‘At the Bottom of the River,’ is a culmination of the themes and 
imagery that inform most of this short but seemingly limitless book. Kincaid leads her
readers to consider, as if for the first time, the powerful ties between mother and 
child; the beauty and destructiveness of nature; the gulf between the masculine and
the feminine; the significance of familiar things-a house, a cup, a pen. Transfiguring
our human form and our surroundings-shedding skin, darkening an afternoon, 
painting a perfect place-these stories tell us something we didn’t know, in a way we
hadn’t expected.

Jamaica Kincaid (born May 25, 1949) is an Antiguan-American novelist, essayist, 
gardener, and gardening writer. She was born in St. John's, Antigua, which is part of
the twin-island nation of Antigua and Barbuda. She lives in North Bennington, 
Vermont, during the summers and teaches at Claremont McKenna College in 
Claremont, California.
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Kincaid, Jamaica. Lucy. New York. 1990. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374194343. 164 pages. hardcover. Signed by the
Author. Jacket illustration by Paul Gauguin, ‘Poemes Barbares’, 1896. Jacket design
by Cynthia Krupat. Inventory # 14848. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Lucy, a teenage girl from the West Indies, comes to 
North America to work as an au pair for Lewis and Mariah and their four children. 
Lewis and Mariah are a thrice-blessed couple-handsome, rich, and seemingly 
happy. Yet, alomst at once, Lucy begins to notice cracks in their beautiful facade. 
With mingled anger and compassion, Lucy scrutinizes the assumptions and verities
of her employers' world and compares them with the vivid realities of her native 
place. Lucy has no illusions about her own past, but neither is she prepared to be 
deceived about where she presently is. At the same time that Lucy is coming to 
terms with Lewis's and Mariah's lives, she is also unravelling the mysteries of her 
own sexuality. Gradually a new person unfolds: passionate, forthright, and 
disarmingly honest. In Lucy, Jamaica Kincaid has created a startling new character
possessed with adamantine clearsightedness and ferocious integrity-a captivating 
heroine for our time.

Jamaica Kincaid (born May 25, 1949) is an Antiguan-American novelist, essayist, 
gardener, and gardening writer. She was born in St. John's, Antigua, which is part of
the twin-island nation of Antigua and Barbuda. She lives in North Bennington, 
Vermont, during the summers and teaches at Claremont McKenna College in 
Claremont, California.keywords
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Kincaid, Jamaica. My Brother. New York. 1997. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374216819. 197 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
photograph by Jamaica Kincaid. Inventory # 42548. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Jamaica Kincaid's brother Devon Drew died of AIDS on 
January 19, 1996, at the age of thirty-three. The youngest of four children, highly 
intelligent, well read, and a gifted athlete, he had been involved in a murder at the 
age of fourteen, lived as a Rastafarian, and was heavily immersed in the drug 
culture. A dreamer who aroused both love and anger, he died painfully and alone in
his mother's house. Kincaid's incantatory, poetic, and often shockingly frank 
recounting of her brother's life is also the story of her family on the island of Antigua,
a constellation centered on the powerful, sometimes threatening figure of the writer's
mother. Kincaid's unblinking record of a life that ended too early speaks volumes 
about the difficult truths at the heart of all families.

Jamaica Kincaid (born May 25, 1949) is an Antiguan-American novelist, essayist, 
gardener, and gardening writer. She was born in St. John's, Antigua, which is part of
the twin-island nation of Antigua and Barbuda. She lives in North Bennington, 
Vermont, during the summers and teaches at Claremont McKenna College in 
Claremont, California.
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Kincaid, Jamaica. Talk Stories. New York. 2001. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374272395. Foreword by Ian Frazier. 247 pages.
hardcover. Jacket design by Chin-Yee Lai. Inventory # 28593. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From 'The Talk of the Town,' Jamaica Kincaid's first 
impressions of snobbish, mobbish New York. Talk Stories is a collection of Jamaica
Kincaid's original writing for The New Yorker's 'Talk of the Town,' composed from 
1978 to 1983, after she first came to the United States from Antigua. Kincaid found a
unique voice, at once in sync with William Shawn's tone for the quintessential elite 
insider's magazine and (though unsigned) all her own - wonderingly alive to the 
ironies and screwball details that characterized her adopted city. She meets Miss 
Jamaica, visiting from Kingston, and escorts the reader to the West Indian Day 
parade in Brooklyn; she sees Ed Koch don his 'Cheshire-cat smile' and watches 
Tammy Wynette autograph a copy of Lattimore's Odyssey; she learns the worlds of
publishing and partying, of fashion and popular music, and how to call cauliflower a
cruditT. The book also records Kincaid's development as a young writer - the 
newcomer who sensitively records her impressions here takes root to become one 
of our most respected authors. Jamaica Kincaid was born in St. John's, Antigua. Her
books include At the Bottom of the River, Annie John, A Small Place, The 
Autobiography of My Mother, and My Brother, as well as My Garden (Book). She 
lives with her family in Vermont.

Jamaica Kincaid (born May 25, 1949) is an Antiguan-American novelist, essayist, 
gardener, and gardening writer. She was born in St. John's, Antigua, which is part of
the twin-island nation of Antigua and Barbuda. She lives in North Bennington, 
Vermont, during the summers and teaches at Claremont McKenna College in 
Claremont, California.
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Kincaid, Jamaica. The Autobiography of My Mother: A Novel. New York. 1996. 
Farrar Straus Giroux. Advance Reading Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0374107319. 228 pages. paperback. Signed by the Author. Inventory # 24798. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - JAMAICA KINCAID's new novel is the haunting, deeply 
charged story of a woman's life on the island of Dominica. Xuela Claudette 
Richardson, daughter of a Carib mother and a half-Scottish, half- African father, was
delivered to his laundress as an infant, bundled up like his clothes: ‘It is possible that
he would have expected better care for one than the other, but which one I do not 
know, because he was a very vain man.’ Kincaid takes us from Xuela's childhood in
a home where she could hear the song of the sea - ’sometimes as a soft swish, a 
lapping of waves against the shore of black stones, sometimes with the anger of 
water boiling in a cauldron resting unsteadily on a large fire' ' - to the tin-roofed room
where she lives as a schoolgirl in the house of Jack LaBatte, who becomes her first 
lover. We learn about her passion for Roland, a stevedore who steals bolts of Irish 
linen for her from the ships he unloads, and her eventual marriage to an English 
doctor, Philip Bailey. Xuela's is an intensely physical world, redolent of overripe fruit,
gentian violet, sulfur, and rain on the road, and it seethes with her sorrow, her deep
sympathy for those who share her history, her fear of her father, her desperate 
loneliness. But underlying all is ‘the black room of the world’ that is Xuela's 
barrenness and motherlessness. The Autobiography of My Mother is a story of love,
fear, loss, and the forging of a character, an account of one woman's inexorable 
evolution evoked in startling and magical poetry.

Jamaica Kincaid (born May 25, 1949) is an Antiguan-American novelist, essayist, 
gardener, and gardening writer. She was born in St. John's, Antigua, which is part of
the twin-island nation of Antigua and Barbuda. She lives in North Bennington, 
Vermont, during the summers and teaches at Claremont McKenna College in 
Claremont, California.
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Kincaid, Jamaica. The Autobiography of My Mother: A Novel. New York. 1996. 
Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374107319. 
228 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 3596. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - JAMAICA KINCAID's new novel is the haunting, deeply 
charged story of a woman's life on the island of Dominica. Xuela Claudette 
Richardson, daughter of a Carib mother and a half-Scottish, half- African father, was
delivered to his laundress as an infant, bundled up like his clothes: ‘It is possible that
he would have expected better care for one than the other, but which one I do not 
know, because he was a very vain man.’ Kincaid takes us from Xuela's childhood in
a home where she could hear the song of the sea - ’sometimes as a soft swish, a 
lapping of waves against the shore of black stones, sometimes with the anger of 
water boiling in a cauldron resting unsteadily on a large fire' ' - to the tin-roofed room
where she lives as a schoolgirl in the house of Jack LaBatte, who becomes her first 
lover. We learn about her passion for Roland, a stevedore who steals bolts of Irish 
linen for her from the ships he unloads, and her eventual marriage to an English 
doctor, Philip Bailey. Xuela's is an intensely physical world, redolent of overripe fruit,
gentian violet, sulfur, and rain on the road, and it seethes with her sorrow, her deep
sympathy for those who share her history, her fear of her father, her desperate 
loneliness. But underlying all is ‘the black room of the world’ that is Xuela's 
barrenness and motherlessness. The Autobiography of My Mother is a story of love,
fear, loss, and the forging of a character, an account of one woman's inexorable 
evolution evoked in startling and magical poetry.

Jamaica Kincaid (born May 25, 1949) is an Antiguan-American novelist, essayist, 
gardener, and gardening writer. She was born in St. John's, Antigua, which is part of
the twin-island nation of Antigua and Barbuda. She lives in North Bennington, 
Vermont, during the summers and teaches at Claremont McKenna College in 
Claremont, California.
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Kincaid, Jamaica. The Autobiography of My Mother: A Novel. New York. 1996. 
Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374107319. 
228 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Inventory # 22166. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - JAMAICA KINCAID's new novel is the haunting, deeply 
charged story of a woman's life on the island of Dominica. Xuela Claudette 
Richardson, daughter of a Carib mother and a half-Scottish, half- African father, was
delivered to his laundress as an infant, bundled up like his clothes: ‘It is possible that
he would have expected better care for one than the other, but which one I do not 
know, because he was a very vain man.’ Kincaid takes us from Xuela's childhood in
a home where she could hear the song of the sea - ’sometimes as a soft swish, a 
lapping of waves against the shore of black stones, sometimes with the anger of 
water boiling in a cauldron resting unsteadily on a large fire' ' - to the tin-roofed room
where she lives as a schoolgirl in the house of Jack LaBatte, who becomes her first 
lover. We learn about her passion for Roland, a stevedore who steals bolts of Irish 
linen for her from the ships he unloads, and her eventual marriage to an English 
doctor, Philip Bailey. Xuela's is an intensely physical world, redolent of overripe fruit,
gentian violet, sulfur, and rain on the road, and it seethes with her sorrow, her deep
sympathy for those who share her history, her fear of her father, her desperate 
loneliness. But underlying all is ‘the black room of the world’ that is Xuela's 
barrenness and motherlessness. The Autobiography of My Mother is a story of love,
fear, loss, and the forging of a character, an account of one woman's inexorable 
evolution evoked in startling and magical poetry.

Jamaica Kincaid (born May 25, 1949) is an Antiguan-American novelist, essayist, 
gardener, and gardening writer. She was born in St. John's, Antigua, which is part of
the twin-island nation of Antigua and Barbuda. She lives in North Bennington, 
Vermont, during the summers and teaches at Claremont McKenna College in 
Claremont, California.
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Kincaid, Nanci. Crossing Blood. New York. 1992. Putnam. 1st Edition. Very Good in
Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 039913719x. 285 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration & 
design by Honi Werner. Inventory # 27005. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Although coming-of-age tales set in the 1960s South are
in no short supply, Kincaid’s adept characterization, blend of humor and pathos and
ear for dialogue mark this promising debut novel. Adolescent narrator Lucy 
Conyers’s white family lives ‘right on the dividing line’ between all-white and all-black
areas of Tallahassee, Fla. The Conyers’s next-door neighbor is Melvina Williams, a
black woman struggling with six ornery kids and a violent, alcoholic husband. Lucy’s
generous mother tries to compensate for white racism with kindness while Lucy’s 
stepfather sides with whites on racial issues. The children of both families tease 
each other about skin color, but they are more curious than antagonistic; as the civil
rights movement intensifies, Lucy develops a forbidden crush on Melvina’s son 
Skippy. Lucy’s ignorance, innocence and notions of privilege are credibly conveyed 
through her candid observations, and if readers wince when a black girl proudly 
rejects Lucy’s ‘ceremonious’’ offer of sweets or when Lucy’s mother forgives her 
husband his opinions simply to win him back, these scenes serve to remind them of
the prejudices that prevail in our society. A skillfully written if sometimes predictable 
look at race and family relations. – PUBLISHERS WEEKLY.

Nanci Kincaid is an American novelist who wrote a short story collection titled 
Pretending the Bed Is a Raft, as well as novels Crossing Blood, Balls, Verbena, and
As Hot As It Was You Ought to Thank Me. The film My Life Without Me was based 
on the title story in Pretending the Bed Is a Raft.
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King, Martin Luther Jr. Papers of Martin Luther King, Jr. Volume VI: Advocate of the
Social Gospel, September 1948-March 1963. Berkeley. 2007. University of 
California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0520248740. 
Senior Editor: Clayborne Carson Volume Editors: Susan Carson, Susan Englander,
Troy Jackson, and Gerald L. Smith. Martin Luther King Papers, 6. 755 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 36396. $90

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Dedicated to documenting the life of America’s best-
known advocate for peace and justice, The Papers of Martin Luther King, Jr. breaks
the chronology of its series to present King’s never-before-published sermon file. In
1997 Mrs. Coretta Scott King granted the King Papers Project permission to 
examine papers kept in boxes in the basement of the Kings’ home. The most 
significant finding was a battered cardboard box that held more than two hundred 
folders containing documents King used to prepare his celebrated sermons. This 
private collection that King kept in his study sheds considerable light on the theology
and preaching preparation of one of the most noted orators of the modern era. 
These illuminating papers reveal that King’s concern about poverty, human rights, 
and social justice was clearly present in his earliest handwritten sermons, which 
conveyed a message of faith, hope, and love for the dispossessed. His enduring 
message can be charted through his years as a seminary student, as pastor of 
Dexter Avenue Baptist Church, as a leader of the Montgomery bus boycott, and, 
ultimately, as an internationally renowned proponent of human rights who saw 
himself mainly as a preacher and ‘advocate of the social gospel.’ Ten of the original
and unedited sermons King submitted for publication in the 1963 book Strength to 
Love and audio versions of King’s most famous sermons are the culmination of this
groundbreaking work.

Martin Luther King Jr. (January 15, 1929 – April 4, 1968) was an American Baptist 
minister and activist who became the most visible spokesperson and leader in the 
civil rights movement from 1954 through 1968. He is best known for his role in the 
advancement of civil rights using the tactics of nonviolence and civil disobedience 
based on his Christian beliefs and inspired by the nonviolent activism of Mahatma 
Gandhi.
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King, Martin Luther Jr. Papers of Martin Luther King, Jr. Volume VII: To Save the 
Soul of America, January 1961-August 1962. Berkeley. 2014. University of California
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780520282698. Senior 
Editor: Clayborne Carson Volume Editors: Susan Carson, Susan Englander, Troy 
Jackson, and Gerald L. Smith. Martin Luther King Papers, 6. 709 pages. hardcover.
Inventory #  44687. $90

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Following Kennedy’s inauguration in January 1961, 
King’s high expectations for the new administration gave way to disappointment as 
the president hesitated to commit to comprehensive civil rights legislation. As the 
initial Freedom Ride catapulted King into the national spotlight in May, tensions with
student activists affiliated with the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee 
(SNCC) were exacerbated after King refused to participate in subsequent freedom 
rides. These tensions became more evident after King accepted an invitation in 
December 1961 to help the SNCC-supported Albany Movement in southwest 
Georgia. King’s arrests in Albany prompted widespread national press coverage for 
the protests there, but he left with minimal tangible gains. During 1962 King worked
diligently to improve the effectiveness of the Southern Christian Leadership 
Conference (SCLC) by hiring new staff and initiating grassroots outreach. King also 
increased his influence by undertaking an overcrowded schedule of appearances, 
teaching a course at Morehouse College, and participating in an additional round of
protests in Albany during July 1962. As King confronted these difficult challenges, he
learned valuable lessons that would later impact his efforts to desegregate 
Birmingham, Alabama, in 1963.

Martin Luther King Jr. (January 15, 1929 – April 4, 1968) was an American Baptist 
minister and activist who became the most visible spokesperson and leader in the 
civil rights movement from 1954 through 1968. He is best known for his role in the 
advancement of civil rights using the tactics of nonviolence and civil disobedience 
based on his Christian beliefs and inspired by the nonviolent activism of Mahatma 
Gandhi.
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King, Martin Luther Jr. The Papers of Martin Luther King, Jr. , Volume V: Threshold
of a New Decade, January 1959-December 1960. Berkeley. 2005. University of 
California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0520242394. 674 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36197. $90

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Threshold of a New Decade, Volume V of the planned 
fourteen-volume series, illustrates the growing sophistication and effectiveness of 
King and the organizations he led while providing an unparalleled look into the 
surprising emergence of the sit-in protests that sparked the social struggles of the 
1960s. During this pivotal period of his career, King traveled to India in early 1959 to
meet with Prime Minister Nehru and other associates of Mahatma Gandhi. After 
returning to Montgomery, King confronted the continuing ineffectiveness of his 
Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) by demanding personnel 
changes and agreeing to relocate to Atlanta at the beginning of 1960. King’s move 
took place just before African American students in the South reclaimed the energy
of the Montgomery bus boycott with their bold sit-in protests, which King predicted 
would become ‘an integral part of the history which is reshaping the world, replacing
a dying order with modern democracy.’ He was arrested in October after 
participating in a sit-in protest in Atlanta. His resulting imprisonment led presidential
candidate John F. Kennedy to phone his sympathies to King’s wife, Coretta, a move
many credit for providing the margin of victory in the close election of 1960. 
Clayborne Carson is Director and Senior Editor of the Martin Luther King, Jr., 
Papers Project and Professor of History at Stanford University. Tenisha Armstrong,
Associate Editor, is a graduate of the University of California, Santa Cruz. A former
King research fellow, she joined the Project staff in 1998. Susan Carson, Managing
Editor, holds an M.L.S. from San Jose State University. She joined the Martin Luther
King, Jr., Papers Project in 1987 and is a coeditor of Volumes III and IV. Adrienne 
Clay is a graduate of Colby College and a coeditor of Volume IV. Kieran Taylor, 
Contributing Editor, is a Ph.D. candidate at the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill and coeditor of Volume IV.

Martin Luther King Jr. (January 15, 1929 – April 4, 1968) was an American Baptist 
minister and activist who became the most visible spokesperson and leader in the 
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King, Thomas. Green Grass, Running Water. Boston. 1993. Houghton Mifflin. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good IN Dustjacket. 0395623049. 360 pages. hardcover. 
Cover: Jose Conde. Inventory # 28436. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Strong, Sassy women and hard-luck hardheaded men, 
all searching for the middle ground between Native American tradition and the 
modern world, perform an elaborate dance of approach and avoidance in this 
magical, rollicking tale by Cherokee author Thomas King. Alberta is a university 
professor who would like to trade her two boyfriends for a baby but no husband; 
Lionel is forty and still sells televisions for a patronizing boss; Eli and his log cabin 
stand in the way of a profitable dam project. These three--and others--are coming to
the Blackfoot reservation for the Sun Dance and there they will encounter four Indian
elders and their companion, the trickster Coyote--and nothing in the small town of 
Blossom will be the same again. With a totally fresh voice--carefully controlled yet 
without artifice--Thomas King presents a complex web of character, myth, folklore, 
and very contemporary experience. Green Grass, Running Water is a rich tale that 
ranges from a Blackfoot reservation to Hollywood, weaving magical humor, 
revisionist history, nostalgia and sacred humanity into one bright fabric.

Thomas King is a Native writer of Cherokee, Greek and German descent. He is a 
member of the Native Studies department at the University of Lethbridge and is 
currently teaching in American Studies at the University of Minnesota. His short 
stories and poems have appeared in journals in Canada and the U.S. He has co-
edited a volume of critical essays on the Native in literature and has edited an 
anthology of short fiction by Native writers in Canada.
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King, Thomas. Medicine River. New York. 1990. Viking Press. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670829625. 288 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by
John Fraser. Inventory # 14551. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When Will returns to Medicine River, he thinks he is 
simply attending his mother’s funeral. He doesn’t count on Harlen Bigbear and his 
unique brand of community planning. Harlen tries to sell Will on the idea of returning
to Medicine River to open shop as the town’s only Native photographer. And 
somehow or other; that’s exactly what happens. Through Will’s gentle and humorous
narrative we come to know Medicine River; a small Albertan town that lies just 
outside a Blackfoot reserve. And we meet its people: Floyd, Elwood, Frankie, Leroy
and the rest of the all-Native basketball team; Louise Heavyman and her daughter 
South Wing. Martha Oldcrow, the marriage doctor; Joe Bigbear, Harlen’s world-
traveling, storytelling brother; Bertha Morley who has a short fling with a Calgary 
dating service; David Plume who went to Wounded Knee. And at the centre of it all 
is Harlen, advising and pestering annoying and entertaining gossiping and 
benevolently interfering in the lives of his friends and neighbours. Interspersed 
among the tales of Medicine River are Will’s memories of his childhood and the 
years that eventually lead him back to his home and his people.

Thomas King is a Native writer of Cherokee, Greek and German descent. He is a 
member of the Native Studies department at the University of Lethbridge and is 
currently teaching in American Studies at the University of Minnesota. His short 
stories and poems have appeared in journals in Canada and the U.S. He has co-
edited a volume of critical essays on the Native in literature and has edited an 
anthology of short fiction by Native writers in Canada.
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Kingdon, Jonathan. The Kingdon Pocket Guide To African Mammals. Princeton. 
2005. Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0691122393. 115 color plates. 400 color illus. 250 maps. 272 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 36053. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - is an essential guide for anyone with an interest in 
wildlife who visits Africa—from the tourist on safari to the more experienced 
naturalist. Compact and beautifully illustrated, it is ideal for use in the field, while its 
coverage is the most comprehensive for any book of its size. FEATURES - First 
pocket guide to cover every species of terrestrial African mammal; Adapted from the
highly acclaimed Kingdon Field Guide to African Mammals; Fully illustrated with the
author’s superb color artwork; Easy-to-read distribution maps; Concise text and 
clear layout for quick, easy reference; Practical format makes it ideal for use in the 
field.

Jonathan Kingdon is one of the world’s foremost authorities on the mammals of 
Africa, and also a highly acclaimed artist. American Scientist listed Kingdon’s East 
African Mammals: An Atlas of Evolution in Africa as ‘one of a hundred books that 
shaped science in the twentieth century.’ This pocket guide has been adapted from
his classic Kingdon Field Guide to African Mammals.
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Kingsmill, Hugh. Johnson Without Boswell. New York. 1941. Knopf. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good.No Dustjacket. 318 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 5051. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Probably no celebrity of modern times has had to depend
on another for his fame as much as Samuel Johnson, the crusty dictator of 
eighteenth-century English letters. It has become almost axiomatic never to mention
that mammoth of wit and wisdom without linking him at least in thought with his great
biographer, James Boswell. But there were others who knew him well, and who set
down what they knew - among them Johnson himself in his letters and 
autobiographical fragments, his great friend Mrs. Thrale in her Anecdotes, and Sir 
John Hawkins in his Life. From these and others, excerpted and skillfully pieced 
together in this volume by Hugh Kingsmill, there emerges a portrait of Johnson more
domestic and less alarming than Boswell’s - of a little boy who cried when he was 
moved to the upper school; an undergraduate joining in chasing the servant the 
servant about Pembroke College, with noise and candlesticks and hunting songs; a
susceptible young man addressing Miss Lucy Porter as ‘dear sweet’; a husband who
always called his elderly wife ‘my charming love’; a host who never suffered a lady 
to walk from his house through Bolt Court to her carriage unattended by himself; a 
preacher of industry who became very idle himself when his pension relieved him 
from providing food and shelter for himself and the objects of his charity; and above
all, a man who needed and took a great deal of feminine sympathy. But something 
of a curmudgeon still, who could terrorize his table-companions by brandishing a 
knife and bellowing that by God he could not eat a bit more, and could hate a man 
who had seen a larger bull than his friend’s. Thus there emerges from these pages a
figure far more moving than that made familiar by Boswell; and, though the unique 
humor of Boswell’s own relations to the Doctor is lacking, the wit and humor of 
Johnson himself are abundantly present. The result is a volume richly readable and 
informative, which can be read with pleasure either wholly or in part – in short, a 
pretty perfect bedside book. ‘Boswell’s LIFE OF JOHNSON is in some respects a 
first draft of Boswell’s autobiography. Some say that Boswell resurrected Johnson; 
others that Johnson lies imprisoned in Boswell’s book. How Boswell posthumously 
possessed Johnson and, like a great theatrical director, produced him for an 
audience of readers as a tremendous John Bull character, was brilliantly indicated 
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Kingston, Maxine Hong. To Be the Poet. Cambridge. 2002. Harvard University 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0674007913. 111 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket illustration by the author. Inventory # 36727. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - To Be the Poet is Kingston’s manifesto, the avowal and 
declaration of a writer who has devoted a good part of her sixty years to writing 
prose, and who, over the course of this spirited and inspiring book, works out what 
the rest of her life will be, in poetry. Taking readers along with her, this celebrated 
writer gathers advice from her gifted contemporaries and from sages, critics, and 
writers whom she takes as ancestors. She consults her past, her conscience, her 
time - and puts together a volume at once irreverent and deeply serious, playful and
practical, partaking of poetry throughout as it pursues the meaning, the possibility, 
and the power of the life of the poet.’ A manual on inviting poetry, on conjuring the 
elusive muse, To Be the Poet is also a harvest of poems, from charms recollected 
out of childhood to bursts of eloquence, wonder, and waggish wit along the way to 
discovering what it is to be a poet.

Maxine Hong Kingston is a Chinese American author and Professor Emerita at the
University of California, Berkeley, where she graduated with a BA in English in 1962.
Kingston has written three novels and several works of non-fiction about the 
experiences of Chinese Americans.
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Kingston, Maxine Hong. To Be the Poet. Cambridge. 2002. Harvard University 
Press. Uncorrected Galley. Very Good in Wrappers. 0674007913. 98 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 36854. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - To Be the Poet is Kingston’s manifesto, the avowal and 
declaration of a writer who has devoted a good part of her sixty years to writing 
prose, and who, over the course of this spirited and inspiring book, works out what 
the rest of her life will be, in poetry. Taking readers along with her, this celebrated 
writer gathers advice from her gifted contemporaries and from sages, critics, and 
writers whom she takes as ancestors. She consults her past, her conscience, her 
time - and puts together a volume at once irreverent and deeply serious, playful and
practical, partaking of poetry throughout as it pursues the meaning, the possibility, 
and the power of the life of the poet.’ A manual on inviting poetry, on conjuring the 
elusive muse, To Be the Poet is also a harvest of poems, from charms recollected 
out of childhood to bursts of eloquence, wonder, and waggish wit along the way to 
discovering what it is to be a poet.

Maxine Hong Kingston is a Chinese American author and Professor Emerita at the
University of California, Berkeley, where she graduated with a BA in English in 1962.
Kingston has written three novels and several works of non-fiction about the 
experiences of Chinese Americans.
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Kingston, Maxine Hong. Tripmaster Monkey: His Fake Book. New York. 1989. 
Knopf. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394568311. 344 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Barbara deWilde. Inventory # 11965. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Young Chinese American Wittman Ah Sing, a recent 
Berkley graduate and student of the sixties, is an absolutely extraordinary fictional 
creation. He’s skinny, hip, six feet tall, an unstoppable playwright, a poet, a genius, 
and a nut.

Maxine Hong Kingston is a Chinese American author and Professor Emerita at the
University of California, Berkeley, where she graduated with a BA in English in 1962.
Kingston has written three novels and several works of non-fiction about the 
experiences of Chinese Americans.
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Kinnunen, Mary (editor). Red White & a Paler Shade of Blue: Poems On the Finnish-
American Experience. Rhinelander. 1996. FinnFest USA '96. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Wrappers. 1886698074. 64 pages. paperback. Cover: Mary Kinnunen.
Inventory # 32981. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An anthology of Finnish-American poetry.

Mary Kinnunen (May 7, 1957 - April 14, 2016) was a poet and editor.
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Kinsella, W. P. Box Socials. New York. 1992. Ballantine Books. 1st American 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0345377494. 225 pages. hardcover. Signed by 
the Author. Cover art by Wendell Minor. Inventory # 15587. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Set in the small towns, ball fields, barns and bedrooms of
Alberta, Canada, and populated by some of the quirkiest, rowdiest, hottest-blooded 
folks in fiction, Box Socials paints a brilliantly comic, full-color portrait of North 
American life in the 1940s. Here’s the story of how Truckbox Al McClintock, a small-
town greaser whose claim to fame was hitting a baseball clean across the Pembina
River, almost got a tryout with the genuine St. Louis Cardinals - but instead ended 
up batting against Bob Feller of Cleveland Indian fame in Renfrew Park, Edmonton,
Alberta. Along the way to Al’s moment of truth at the plate, we learn about the 
bizarre, touchingly hilarious lives and loves of just about anyone who ever passed 
through New Oslo, Fark, or Venusberg. Narrator Jamie O’Day, the young wide-eyed
offspring of downwardly mobile hillbillies, plunks us down in the middle of the wild 
six-day Ukrainian wedding of Lavonia Lakustra and her Little American Soldier. He 
introduces us to the luscious Velvet Bozniak, who knows more about sex than any 
girl has a right to and who is determined to share all her wisdom with Jamie. And of
course he attends a slew of box socials, whist drives, and community dances, where
the women gossip and flirt while the men tank up on Heathen’s Rapture and haul off
to engage in the only sport they know aside from baseball - fistfights.

William Patrick Kinsella (born May 25, 1935) is a Canadian novelist and short story
writer who is well known for his novel Shoeless Joe (1982), which was adapted into 
the movie Field of Dreams in 1989. His work has often concerned baseball, First 
Nations people, and other Canadian issues.
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Kinsella, W. P. Box Socials. New York. 1992. Ballantine Books. Uncorrected Proof.
Very Good in Wrappers. 0345377494. 225 pages. paperback. Cover art by Wendell
Minor. Inventory # 23495. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With the award-winning, bestselling, universally 
acclaimed SHOELESS JOE (the basis for the movie ‘Field of Dreams’), W.P. 
Kinsella established himself as a storyteller of unsurpassed wit and an unforgettably
whimsical voice. But Kinsella’s new novel, BOX SOCIALS, is easily the best book of
his career. Set in the small towns, ball fields, barns and bedrooms of Alberta, 
Canada, and populated by some of the quirkiest, rowdiest, hottest-blooded folks in 
fiction, Box Socials paints a brilliantly comic, full-color portrait of North American life 
in the 1940s. Here’s the story of how Truckbox Al McClintock, a small-town greaser
whose claim to fame was hitting a baseball clean across the Pembina River, almost
got a tryout with the genuine St. Louis Cardinals - but instead ended up batting 
against Bob Feller of Cleveland Indian fame in Renfrew Park, Edmonton, Alberta. 
Along the way to Al’s moment of truth at the plate, we learn about the bizarre, 
touchingly hilarious lives and loves of just about anyone who ever passed through 
New Oslo, Fark, or Venusberg. Narrator Jamie O’Day, the young wide-eyed 
offspring of downwardly mobile hillbillies, plunks us down in the middle of the wild 
six-day Ukrainian wedding of Lavonia Lakustra and her Little American Soldier. He 
introduces us to the luscious Velvet Bozniak, who knows more about sex than any 
girl has a right to and who is determined to share all her wisdom with Jamie. And of
course he attends a slew of box socials, whist drives, and community dances, where
the women gossip and flirt while the men tank up on Heathen’s Rapture and haul off
to engage in the only sport they know aside from baseball - fistfights. Full of the 
crackle of down-home folk tales, by turns randy, riveting and heart-breaking, BOX 
SOCIALS is the triumph of Kinsella’s career.

William Patrick Kinsella (born May 25, 1935) is a Canadian novelist and short story
writer who is well known for his novel Shoeless Joe (1982), which was adapted into 
the movie Field of Dreams in 1989. His work has often concerned baseball, First 
Nations people, and other Canadian issues.
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Kinsella, W. P. Five Stories. Vancouver. 1986. William Hoffer/Tanks. 1st Edition. 
Very Good in Wrappers With Horizontal Discoloration Mark Across the Back Cover.
0919758215. Illustrated by Carel Moisewitsch. 57 pages. paperback. Inscribed by 
the Author. Inventory # 8333. $42.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Five stories, including: Frank Pierce, Iowa; Oh, Marley; 
Diehard; A Hundred Dollars Worth of Roses; Homer.

William Patrick Kinsella (born May 25, 1935) is a Canadian novelist and short story
writer who is well known for his novel Shoeless Joe (1982), which was adapted into 
the movie Field of Dreams in 1989. His work has often concerned baseball, First 
Nations people, and other Canadian issues.
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Kinsella, W. P. Red Wolf Red Wolf. Toronto. 1987. Collins. 1st Canadian Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0002231832. 182 pages. hardcover. Inscribed by the 
Author. Jacket design by Patrick Sayers. Inventory # 9418. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In these thirteen stories, Kinsella creates a rich 
panorama of personalities and predicaments, where laughter vies with sorrow and 
the sordid gives way to unexpected beauty. This story collection contains: 
Something to Think About; Lieberman in Love; Driving Patterns; Elvis Bound; Oh 
Marley; Truth and History; Evangeline's Mother; Billy in Trinidad; Apartheid; Butterfly
Winter; For Zoltan Who Sings; Mother Tucker's Yellow Duck; and Red Wolf Red 
Wolf.

William Patrick Kinsella (born May 25, 1935) is a Canadian novelist and short story
writer who is well known for his novel Shoeless Joe (1982), which was adapted into 
the movie Field of Dreams in 1989. His work has often concerned baseball, First 
Nations people, and other Canadian issues.
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Kinsella, W. P. Shoeless Joe. Boston. 1982. Houghton Mifflin. 1st Printing. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 039532047x. 265 pages. hardcover. Inscribed by the Author. 
Jacket design by Wendell Minor. Inventory # 5056. $200

FROM THE PUBLISHER - SHOELESS JOE, winner of the Houghton Muffin Literary
Fellowship Award, is a warm-hearted, hilarious, outrageous novel about the power 
of dreams to move people, to make them come alive again. The narrator and 
protagonist, Ray Kinsella, an Iowa insurance agent turned farmer, is a charming 
combination of dreamer, clown, and hero. His love of baseball is symbolic of 
people’s love for any ritual that enchants them, gives their lives a sense of wonder 
and delight. One summer evening, while sitting on his porch, Ray hears the 
disembodied voice of a baseball announcer saying, ‘If you build it, he will 
come.’ ‘He,’ Ray somehow knows, is Shoeless Joe Jackson, his hero, who was 
thrown out of professional baseball as a result of the 1919 ‘Black Sox’ scandal. ‘It’ is
a baseball stadium, to be built in Ray’s cornfield. He builds the stadium and 
anxiously awaits Shoeless Joe’s appearance. But Ray’s adventures have just 
begun. Next, the voice tells him to ‘ease his pain,’ and he knows the pain is that of J.
D. Salinger, the famous reclusive author. Ray discovers that Salinger is a baseball 
fan and realizes that his mission is to kidnap Salinger and take him to a baseball 
game at Fenway Park in Boston. Ray heads east and, after a series of outlandish 
encounters, he returns to his cornfield stadium with a motley crew of fellow-
dreamers. There, under the glow of the lights, each of them works out his 
redemption through the magic of love and baseball.

William Patrick Kinsella (born May 25, 1935) is a Canadian novelist and short story
writer who is well known for his novel Shoeless Joe (1982), which was adapted into 
the movie Field of Dreams in 1989. His work has often concerned baseball, First 
Nations people, and other Canadian issues.
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Kinsella, W. P. The Alligator Report. Minneapolis. 1985. Coffee House Press. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0918273102. Paperback Original. 125 pages. 
paperback. Inscribed by the Author. Inventory # 286. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE ALLIGATOR REPORT is a collection of short 
stories written by W. P. Kinsella and was published in 1985. THE ALLIGATOR 
REPORT contains 26 short stories written by W. P. Kinsella and is 134 pages long.
THE ALLIGATOR REPORT also includes another short story written by Kinsella 
called ‘The Last Pennant Before Armageddon’ and also introduces the character 
Trout Fishing in America Shorty, a character from Richard Brautigan's novel TROUT
FISHING IN AMERICA. Richard Brautigan's TROUT FISHING IN AMERICA was a
major influence for Kinsella to write THE ALLIGATOR REPORT. This collection 
contains: The Post Office Octopus; The Vancouver Chapter of the Howard G. 
Scharff Memorial Society; Gabon; Syzygy; The Secret; The Silver Porcupine; Books
by the Pound; The End End Umbrella Company Endowment for the Arts; A Page 
from the Marriage Manual for Songhees Brides; How I Missed the Million Dollar 
Round Table; The Job; The Redemption Center; Marco in Paradise; Voyeur; King of
the Street; The Resurrection of Trout Fishing in America Shorty; The Letter Writer; 
Preserving Fireweed for the White Pass and Yukon Railroad; Strawberry Stew; 
Electrico Utensilio; The Book Buyers; Doves and Proverbs; I Am Airport; The Gerbil 
that Ate Los Angeles; The History of Peanut Butter; and The Alligator Report - with
Questions for Discussion.

William Patrick Kinsella (born May 25, 1935) is a Canadian novelist and short story
writer who is well known for his novel Shoeless Joe (1982), which was adapted into 
the movie Field of Dreams in 1989. His work has often concerned baseball, First 
Nations people, and other Canadian issues.
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Kinsella, W. P. The Dixon Cornbelt League & Other Baseball Stories. New York. 
1995. Harper Collins. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. Remainder Mark. 
006017188x. 180 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 23062. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE DIXON CORNBELT LEAGUE AND OTHER 
BASEBALL STORIES is a short story collection written by W. P. Kinsella. It was 
published in 1993. These nine stories from Kinsella all have the same general 
themes, centering around baseball, human nature, and the mystical. The title story is
about an undrafted college player's attempt to go pro. He catches on with a minor 
league team in a small Iowa town, where the atmosphere is light and the citizens 
welcoming. However, something isn't right about the new team. Other stories in the
collection are more surreal. For example, in ‘Eggs,’ an old pitcher is kept in his in-
laws' home by some mysterious force.

William Patrick Kinsella (born May 25, 1935) is a Canadian novelist and short story
writer who is well known for his novel Shoeless Joe (1982), which was adapted into 
the movie Field of Dreams in 1989. His work has often concerned baseball, First 
Nations people, and other Canadian issues.
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Kinsella, W. P. The Moccasin Telegraph and Other Tales. Boston. 1984. David 
Godine. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0879235101. 186 pages. hardcover. 
Inscribed by the Author. Jacket photograph by Roswell Angier/Archive. Inventory # 
5057. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Two early short-story collections about the Ermineskin 
Indian Reserve in Alberta from the author of SHOELESS JOE.

William Patrick Kinsella (born May 25, 1935) is a Canadian novelist and short story
writer who is well known for his novel Shoeless Joe (1982), which was adapted into 
the movie Field of Dreams in 1989. His work has often concerned baseball, First 
Nations people, and other Canadian issues.
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Kipling, Rudyard (Read by Jack Nicholson). How the Camel Got His Hump. New 
York. Rabbit Ears/Simon & Schuster. Hardcover book with audio cassette. Very 
Good in Hardcover and Slipcase. 0887080979. Illustrated by Tim Raglin. Music by 
Bobby McFerrin. 5 and up. 24 pages. hardcover with cassette. Inventory # 43720. 
$35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A lazy camel falls under the spell of the Djinn.

Joseph Rudyard Kipling (30 December 1865 – 18 January 1936) was an English 
short-story writer, poet, and novelist. He wrote tales and poems of British soldiers in
India and stories for children. He was born in Bombay, in the Bombay Presidency of
British India, and was taken by his family to England when he was five years old. 
Kipling's works of fiction include The Jungle Book (1894), Kim (1901), and many 
short stories, including 'The Man Who Would Be King' (1888).
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Kipling, Rudyard (Read by Jack Nicholson). How the Rhinoceros Got His Skin. New
York. Rabbit Ears/Simon & Schuster. Hardcover book with audio cassette. Very 
Good in Hardcover and Slipcase. 0887080839. Illustrated by Tim Raglin. Music by 
Bobby McFerrin. 4 - 11 Years. 40 pages. hardcover with cassette. Inventory # 
43721. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The rude Rhinoceros steals the Parsee man's cake and
gets his wrinkly, itchy comeuppance.

Joseph Rudyard Kipling (30 December 1865 – 18 January 1936) was an English 
short-story writer, poet, and novelist. He wrote tales and poems of British soldiers in
India and stories for children. He was born in Bombay, in the Bombay Presidency of
British India, and was taken by his family to England when he was five years old. 
Kipling's works of fiction include The Jungle Book (1894), Kim (1901), and many 
short stories, including 'The Man Who Would Be King' (1888). '
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Kipling, Rudyard (Read by Jack Nicholson). How the Rhinoceros Got His Skin. New
York. Rabbit Ears/Simon & Schuster. Hardcover book with audio cassette. A Rabbitt
Ear Minibook and cassette. Very Good in Hardcover and Slipcase. 0887082548. 
Illustrated by Tim Raglin. Music by Bobby McFerrin. 4 - 11 Years. 40 pages. 
hardcover with cassette. Inventory # 43747. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The rude Rhinoceros steals the Parsee man's cake and
gets his wrinkly, itchy comeuppance.

Joseph Rudyard Kipling (30 December 1865 – 18 January 1936) was an English 
short-story writer, poet, and novelist. He wrote tales and poems of British soldiers in
India and stories for children. He was born in Bombay, in the Bombay Presidency of
British India, and was taken by his family to England when he was five years old. 
Kipling's works of fiction include The Jungle Book (1894), Kim (1901), and many 
short stories, including 'The Man Who Would Be King' (1888).’
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Kipling, Rudyard. Captains Courageous. New York. 1964. Signet/New American 
Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Previous Owner's Name Penned in 
Front,Otherwise Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers With Some Tears. Afterword By C.
A. Bodelsen. 172 pages. paperback. CD252. Inventory # 33665. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - One of Rudyard Kipling's most enduringly popular works,
Captains Courageous is both a stirring tale of the sea and a fable of a boy's initiation
into the world of men. The boy in question is Harvey Cheyne, pampered son of an 
American millionaire; his initiation commences when he is saved from drowning by a
New England fishing schooner and forced to prove his worth in the only way the 
captain and crew will accept: through the slow and arduous mastery of skills upon 
which common survival depends. Depicted with what C. A. Bodelsen terms 'Kipling's
brilliant impressionism. his almost infallible sense of the right word,' the voyage of 
the We're Here is one of both physical and moral adventure; it serves to give 
memorable, dramatic definition to the author's rigorous concept of the laws 
governing human existence. As C. A. Bodelsen goes on to write: 'Kipling is making 
the same point here as he did in The Jungle Books: that the basic conditions of 
human life are those of Nature, and that the civilization we have created is only a 
thin screen between us and immutable forces only disregarded at our peril.'

Joseph Rudyard Kipling (30 December 1865 – 18 January 1936) was an English 
short-story writer, poet, and novelist. He wrote tales and poems of British soldiers in
India and stories for children. He was born in Bombay, in the Bombay Presidency of
British India, and was taken by his family to England when he was five years old. 
Kipling's works of fiction include The Jungle Book (1894), Kim (1901), and many 
short stories, including 'The Man Who Would Be King' (1888).’
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Kipling, Rudyard. The Mark of the Beast and Other Stories. New York. 1964. 
Signet/New American Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in
Wrappers. Foreword By Roger Burlingame. 352 pages. paperback. CD246. 
Inventory # 29117. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Throughout his lifetime Kipling roamed the world widely, 
recording its infinite variety with unique insight and unsurpassed artistry. No writer 
was more sensitive to the complex conflict of races and cultures in the colonial East
or more finely keyed to the new tempos of the Age of the Machine; and none 
combined so knowledgeable an eye for colorful surface detail with so keen a sense
of the loneliness, terror, and deprivation underlying human existence. These, his 
finest tales - set in India and England, America and Europe - are both vividly realistic
and darkly shadowed, of their time yet timeless. They combine to offer a memorable
introduction to a writer praised by T. S. Eliot for ‘an immense gift for using words, an
amazing curiosity and power of observation with his mind and all his senses.’ 
INCLUDES the stories - The Mark of the Beast; Without Benefit of Clergy; Georgie 
Porgie; The Brushwood Boy; ‘They’; Baa Baa, Black Sheep; An Habitation Enforced;
Brother Square-Toes; .007; The Gardener; The Man Who Was; The Incarnation of 
Krishna Mulvaney; The Man Who Would Be King; Garm-A Hostage; The Strange 
Ride of Morrowbie Jukes.

Joseph Rudyard Kipling (30 December 1865 – 18 January 1936) was an English 
short-story writer, poet, and novelist. He wrote tales and poems of British soldiers in
India and stories for children. He was born in Bombay, in the Bombay Presidency of
British India, and was taken by his family to England when he was five years old. 
Kipling's works of fiction include The Jungle Book (1894), Kim (1901), and many 
short stories, including 'The Man Who Would Be King' (1888).’
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Kippenhahn, Rudolf. Code Breaking: A History and Exploration. Woodstock. 1999. 
Overlook Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0879519193. 283 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Michael Ian Kaye. Inventory # 26676. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The achievements of cryptography-the art of writing and
deciphering coded messages-have become a part of everyday life, especially in our
age of electronic banking and the Internet. In this provocative work, Rudolf 
Kippenhahn offers readers both an exciting chronicle of cryptography and a lively 
exploration of the cryptographer’s craft. Rich with vivid anecdotes from a history of 
coding and decoding, CODE BREAKING brings the often abstruse art of deciphering
coded messages to the general reader and reveals the relevance of codes to our 
everyday high-tech society. A stylishly written, meticulously researched adventure, it
will enthrall everyone who wants to know more about the ways in which 
communication can be obscured and, like magic, made clear again.

Rudolf Kippenhahn (born 24 May 1926, in Pernink, Czechoslovakia) is a German 
astrophysicist and science author. Rudolf Kippenhahn originally studied 
mathematics and physics at the University of Erlangen-Nuremberg before changing 
to Astronomy. From 1975 to 1991, Kippenhahn was director of the Max Planck 
Institute For Astrophysics in Garching, Munich, Germany. Since 1991, Kippenhahn 
has been an active published author in Göttingen, trying to popularise astronomical
science research, in the same vein as Stephen Hawking's writing, for which he won 
the Bruno H. Bürgel prize. His books cover such diverse topics as astronomy, 
cryptology and atomic physics. In the year 2005, Kippenhahn was honoured by the
Royal Astronomical Society with the Eddington medal for his scientific research into 
the computation of the structure of star and of stellar evolution.
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Kirsch, George B. Baseball in Blue & Gray: The National Pastime During the Civil 
War. Princeton. 2007. Princeton University Press. 1st American Paperback Edition.
Very Good in Wrappers. 9780691130439. 15 halftones. 168 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 35997. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - George Kirsch gives us a color commentary of the 
growth and transformation of baseball during the Civil War. He shows that the game
was a vital part of the lives of many a soldier and civilian—and that baseball’s 
popularity had everything to do with surging American nationalism. By 1860, 
baseball was poised to emerge as the American sport. Clubs in northeastern and a 
few southern cities played various forms of the game. Newspapers published 
statistics, and governing bodies set rules. But the Civil War years proved crucial in 
securing the game’s place in the American heart. Soldiers with bats in their 
rucksacks spread baseball to training camps, war prisons, and even front lines. As 
nationalist fervor heightened, baseball became patriotic. Fans honored it with the 
title of national pastime. War metaphors were commonplace in sports reporting, and
charity games were scheduled. Decades later, Union general Abner Doubleday 
would be credited (wrongly) with baseball’s invention. The Civil War period also saw
key developments in the sport itself, including the spread of the New York-style of 
play, the advent of revised pitching rules, and the growth of commercialism. Kirsch 
recounts vivid stories of great players and describes soldiers playing ball to relieve 
boredom. He introduces entrepreneurs who preached the gospel of baseball, 
boosted female attendance, and found new ways to make money. We witness 
bitterly contested championships that enthralled whole cities. We watch African 
Americans embracing baseball despite official exclusion. And we see legends spring
from the pens of early sportswriters. Rich with anecdotes and surprising facts, this 
narrative of baseball’s coming-of-age reveals the remarkable extent to which 
America’s national pastime is bound up with the country’s defining event.

George B. Kirsch is Professor of History at Manhattan College and the author of 
several books, including The Creation of American Team Sports. He is the editor of 
two volumes of Sports in North America: A Documentary.
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Kismaric, Carole and Heiferman, Marvin. The Mysterious Case of Nancy Drew & the
Hardy Boys. New York. 1998. Fireside/Simon & Schuster. 1st Edition. Very Good in
Wrappers. 0684846896. Paperback Original. 133 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
25897. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Discover how and why the plucky blonde Nancy Drew 
and the fearless, energetic Frank and Joe Hardy have entertained and influenced 
American teenagers for seventy years and solved hundreds of page-turning 
mysteries along the way. When the sunny, tree-lined streets of River Heights and 
Bayport are threatened by an endless lineup of colorful thugs, smugglers, thieves, 
and villainous rogues, these crime-busting teens make sure that justice prevails and
good always wins out over evil. Nancy, Frank, and Joe were breakthrough 
characters, the first teenage detectives to star in their own book series and 
personalities who were tough enough to face dozens of literary competitors. Kids 
stumbling through the obstacle course of adolescence couldn't get enough of Nancy
Drew and the Hardy Boys. The young sleuths survived countless revolutions in 
teenage taste, jumped from books to movies to television, and found themselves 
employed by merchandisers to sell a range of products, from jigsaw puzzles to 
Halloween costumes. This book tracks the growth of teen power, too -- from 
screaming bobby-soxers to antiwar protesters -- and shows how the rise of a youth 
culture redefined values and transformed American life. For anyone who grew up 
reading the classic mysteries, which have been published since 1972, The 
Mysterious Case of Nancy Drew and the Hardy Boys offers an absorbing way to 
connect once again with the hyperactive teen sleuths who taught young readers that
being a teenager could be a thrill-a-minute adventure.

Carole Kismaric was a photography editor, an author, and a curator. Marvin 
Heiferman (born 1948) is an American curator and writer, who originates projects 
about the impact of photographic images on art, visual culture, and science for 
museums, art galleries, publishers and corporations. Carole Kismaric and Marvin 
Heiferman are the authors of Growing Up with Dick and Jane.
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Kistler, William. In the Middle of Things. Philadelphia. 2013. Zig Zag Press/Millichap
Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780989091213. 6 x 9. 92 
pages. paperback. Inventory # 41221. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The fifth collection from a unique American poet 
Originality and intellectual fervor are at the heart of William Kistler’s work. In these 
64 ‘studies,’ the range of form and content—lyric, philosophical, political, cosmic—
rivals the most accomplished contemporary poetry.

William Kistler attended Stanford University, where he studied Literature and 
Philosophy. He was on the board of Poets and Writers and was president from 1980
to 1985. He co-founded Poets House (New York) and served as treasurer. He is the
author of four earlier volumes of poetry: The Elizabeth Sequence, America February,
Poems of the Known World, and Notes Drawn from the River of Ecstasy. He was the
co-editor for Buying America Back, a collection of essays on America’s social and 
economic issues. A strong supporter since his university days of a balanced, 
democratic society, human rights and environmental integrity, Kistler continues his 
commitment. He lives in New York City. zig zag PRESS study sixty-two immediately
it rolls and tumbles out of the tap spreading over the plates stacked in the sink, 
reminding me of the sea washing over the boardwalk and houses of the Jersey 
shore, essence and substance that divides but doesn’t break, that driven against a 
small space can lift anything. Think of it — lifting hundreds, thousands of times your
weight without effort, think of it able to roll, break apart, re-join, roll on, cover 
continents of deep land, send evaporations to the deep sky, re-form, fall back as rain
into yourself, think of it as if your children went out from you, grew, changed, came 
back, went out again, came back, no older, no weaker, still possessed of every 
ability. Remarkable — yes? Grandly flexible — yes? Can shed accumulations of 
waste and also common earth, can return to clarity on the moment, as if an angelic 
presence had passed by heightening the color of berries and leaves, paint, even 
coal as it is washed. What might you name some- thing which can fit every shape, 
wake any color?.
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Kita, Morio. The House of Nire. Tokyo. 1984. Kodansha. 1st American Edition. A 
Few Very Slight Traces Of A Stain Mark On The Side Edge,Otherwise Very Good in
Slightly Worn Dustjacket With A Few Small Holes On The Back. 0870115928. 
Translated from the Japanese by Dennis Keene. 519 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
designed by T. Miyashita. Inventory # 34741. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - First published in 1963, Kita’s book has been hailed by 
critics as a comic masterpiece. Loosely based on his own relatives, Kita tells the 
story of several generations of the Nire family and the mental hospital they run from 
the end of the World War I to the end of World War II. Kita introduces us to the 
pompous Kichiro Nire, who founded not only the hospital, but also the reputation of 
the family after changing the family name to something he thought would sound 
more sophisticated. The kooky clan and an assortment of odd friends, including an 
unsuccessful sumo wrestler, offer a satirical look at Japanese society during the first
half of this century.

Morio Kita was the pen name of Sokichi Saitō (May 1, 1927 – October 24, 2011), a 
Japanese novelist, essayist, and psychiatrist. Motivated by the collections of his 
father's poems and the books of German author Thomas Mann, he decided to 
become a novelist.
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Kitchen, Bert. Gorilla/Chinchilla. New York. 1990. Dial Press. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0803707703. Illustrated by Bert Kitchen. unpaginated. 
hardcover. Cover art by Bert Kitchen. Inventory # 14016. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Rhymed text and illustrations decribe a variety of animals
whose names rhyme but are of very different habits and appearance.

Nature books for children are Bert Kitchen's specialty. He illustrated all the titles in 
Kingfisher's award-winning Animal Lives series.
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Kitchen, Martin. The Dominici Affair: Murder and Mystery in Provence. Lincoln. 
2017. University of Nebraska Press/Potomac Books. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 9781612349459. 344 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 42014. 
$34.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The spectacular murder of a distinguished British 
scientist, his wife, and their young daughter in the depths of rural France in 1952 
was one of the most notorious criminal cases in postwar Europe. It is still a matter of
passionate debate in France. Sir Jack Drummond, with his wife, Lady Anne, and 
their ten-year-old daughter, Elizabeth, were on holiday on the French Riviera when 
they stopped to make camp just off the road near a farm called La Grand' Terre in 
Provence. The family was found murdered the next morning. More than two years 
later, the barely literate, seventy-five-year-old proprietor of La Grand' Terre, Gaston
Dominici, was brought to trial, convicted, and condemned to death by guillotine. 
When Dominici was convicted, there was general agreement that the ignorant, 
pitiless, and depraved old peasant had gotten what he deserved. At the time, he 
stood for everything backward and brutish about a peasantry left behind in the wake
of France's postwar transformation and burgeoning prosperity. But with time 
perspectives changed. Subsequent inquiries coupled with widespread doubts and 
misgivings prompted President de Gaulle to order his release from prison in 1960, 
and by the 1980s many in France came to believe--against all evidence--that Gaston
Dominici was innocent. He had become a romanticized symbol of a simpler, 
genuine, and somehow more honest life from a bygone era. Reconstructing the facts
of the Drummond murders, The Dominici Affair redefines one of France's most 
puzzling crimes and illustrates the profound changes in French society that took 
place following the Second World War.

Martin Kitchen is a historian and the author of numerous books on European history.
His most recent books include Speer: Hitler’s Architect and Rommel’s Desert War:
Waging World War II in North Africa, 1941–1943. 
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Kiteley, Brian. I Know Many Songs But I Cannot Sing. New York. 1996. Simon & 
Schuster. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684809052. 190 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Julie Metz. Inventory # 21847. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Cairo, an American named Ib encounters an Armenian
named Gamal-Leon, who begins to follow Ib as a joke one evening toward the end 
of Ramadan, the period when Muslims fast by day and feast by night. As the two 
strangers roam the night, the readers swim with Ib against a tide of mistranslation 
and rumor thst submerges them in an almost hallucinatory experience of 
foreignness.

Brian Kiteley is an American novelist, and writing teacher. He grew up in 
Northampton, Massachusetts. He has had residencies from the MacDowell Colony,
Millay, Yaddo, and the Fine Arts Work Center. He has taught at the American 
University in Cairo, Ohio University. He teaches at the University of Denver.
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Kitto, H. D. F. The Greeks. Baltimore. 1958. Pelican Books. Reprinted Pelican 
Paperback Edition. Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 256 pages. paperback. A220. 
Inventory # 42607. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The author has tried to write something like a biography
and a character-sketch of the Greek people than yet another book on 'the Greek 
achievement'. To attempt the latter in a book of this size would have been foolish; 
the Greeks did so much of outstanding quality and interest. Other peoples may have
surpassed them in any one or two of the major activities of humanity - in philosophy,
literature, social and political organization, science, art, commerce, what you will - 
but no one can rival them all along the line. The theme of this book therefore is not 
what the Greeks did, but what they were; in particular, what were the habits of mind
and way of life that made their civilization and culture what it was. This civilization 
has often been called 'a miracle'. Perhaps it was a miracle, but the author hopes to 
have shown that it was a perfectly natural one. As this is not a catalogue, some of 
the finest products of the Greek genius - Greek art, for example - are barely 
mentioned; the author selected those topics which he found most congenial, and 
which seemed to him to bring out most clearly what he wanted to bring out. Also, he
wanted the Greeks to explain themselves, so far as possible; he has therefore given
considerable prominence to their literature. Some of his readers may demur; the 
Greeks would not have done. The material is arranged on a substructure of Greek 
political history. This should enable those to read the book in comfort who might find
it difficult to say offhand who came first, Solon or Pericles.

Humphrey Davy Findley Kitto (6 February 1897 – 21 January 1982) was a British 
classical scholar of Cornish ancestry. He concentrated on studies of Greek tragedy,
especially translations of the works of Sophocles. His early book, "In the Mountains
of Greece", describes his journeys in that country, with no more than incidental 
reference to antiquity. His 1952 general treatment The Greeks covered the whole 
range of ancient Greek culture, and became a standard text. After his retirement, he
taught at College Year in Athens (CYA), a study abroad program for foreign students
in Athens, Greece.
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Kittredge, William. The Van Gogh Field and Other Stories. Columbia. 1978. 
University Of Missouri Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Green Boards. No
Dustjacket. 0826202489. Author's first book. 147 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
9035. $800

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A collection of eight stories exploring life in the America
West.

WILLIAM KITTREDGE grew up on the MC Ranch in southeastern Oregon, farmed 
until he was 35, studied in the Writer’s Workshop at the University of Iowa, and was
Regents Professor of English and Creative Writing at the University of Montana until
he retired in the spring of 1997. Kittredge has held a Stegner Fellowship at Stanford
(1973-74), received two Writing Fellowships from the National Endowment for the 
Arts (1974, 1982), and two Pacific Northwest Bookseller’s Awards for Excellence 
(1984, 1987). He was winner of the Montana Governor’s Award for the Arts (1986), 
co-winner of the Montana Committee for the Humanities Award for Humanist of the
Year (1989), and winner of the PEN West Award for non-fiction book of the year 
(1992). He was co-winner of the Neil Simon Award from American Playhouse for his
work on the script for Heartland, coeditor of The Last Best Place: a Montana 
Anthology, and co-producer of A River Runs Through It. In June, 1993, he was 
elected to the American Academy of Achievement, and in October of 1994, he was a
co-winner of the National Endowment for the Humanities’ prize for service to the 
humanities. Kittredge has published in more than fifty magazines and newspapers, 
among them the Atlantic, Harper’s , Esquire, Time, Newsweek, TriQuarterly, 
Outside, Anteaus, The Paris Review, the Washington Post, the New York Times, 
and the Los Angeles Times. He co-authored the nine novels in the Cord series of 
Westerns, published short fiction in two collections.
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Kjaerstad, Jan. The Conqueror. Rochester. 2009. Open Letter. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Hardcover. No Dustjacket As Issued. 9781934824030. Translated 
from the Norwegian by Barbara Haveland. 487 pages. hardcover. Cover design by
Milan Bozic. Inventory # 37420. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Jonas Wergeland is in prison for the murder of his wife. 
The most beloved and celebrated television personality in Norway, Wergeland’s 
programs on the history of Norway held the country in his thrall. The spectacle of his
downfall has done the same. A professor is hired to write the definitive biography of
Wergeland, but finds himself unable to process the astonishing volume of 
contradictory information he unearths—until a mysterious woman appears on his 
doorstep. Possessing innumerable intimate stories about Jonas, the woman details 
the dark side of his rise to prominence, and through her stories tries to explain what
made him a murderer. Told in a series of short, interconnected, self-referential, and
constantly evolving passages—each shooting off from the last like light from a prism
and moving indifferently from the past to the present—Jan Kjaerstad has 
constructed a wonder of a novel whose form and subject explore what, in the 
apparent absence of simple cause and effect, makes life coherent.

Jan Kjaerstad made his debut as a writer in 1980 with a short story collection, The 
Earth Turns Quietly. The three books making up the Wergeland trilogy—The 
Seducer, The Conqueror, and The Discoverer—have achieved huge international 
success, and led to Kjaerstad receiving the Nordic Prize for Literature in 2001. He 
has also received Germany’s Henrik Steffen Prize for Scandinavians who have 
significantly enriched Europe’s artistic and intellectual life. Barbara Haveland was 
born in Scotland, and now lives in Denmark with her Norwegian husband and 
teenage son. She has translated works by several leading Danish and Norwegian 
authors, including Peter Høeg, Linn Ullmann, and Leif Davidsen.
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Klein, Daniel. Kill Me Tender: A Murder Mystery Featuring the Singing Sleuth Elvis 
Presley. New York. 2000. St Martin's/Minotaur. 1st American Edition. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 031226187x. 227 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Steve Snider. 
Inventory # 28227. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The King is back! With his fan club presidents dying 
mysteriously, Elvis steps in to find the killer. Back from his tour of duty in Germany-
and desperately missing his Mamma-Elvis Aron Presley just isn't turned on by the 
music anymore. Not the way he used to be. Between dealing with his Machiavellian
manager, the hangers-on and childhood pals crowding his Graceland mansion, and
his own propensity for gobbling down fried peanut butter and banana sandwiches, 
the King tries desperately to get his heart back into Rock and Roll. But how can the
King sing when young girls-the presidents of his fan clubs-are dying all over 
Tennessee? Elvis suspects foul play. To prove it, and to find the killer, he'll need to 
navigate the resentment, squareness, and bigotry that hound-dog him at every turn.
Only by allying himself with a self-taught doctor in a small black community, his 
alluring-and forbidden-nurse, and a mysterious early Elvis impersonator, can Presley
hope to Take Care of Business in time to save the next victim.

Daniel Klein has authored the medical thrillers, Embryo, Wavelengths, and
Beauty Sleep. His mysteries starring Elvis are Kill Me Tender, Blue Suede Clues 
and Viva Las Vengeance. He lives in Massachusetts.
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Klima, Ivan. Judge On Trial. New York. 1993. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0394589777. Translated from the Czech by A. G. Brain. 549 
pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Josef Sudek-'Air Mail Memories,for Dr. 
Brumlik'. Inventory # 18605. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An epic novel set in Prague after the Soviet invasion. In 
one of the city’s working-class districts, a landlady and her granddaughter have 
been found gassed. Their lodger, a pathetic mess of a man with a record of petty 
felonies and psychiatric disorders, has been arrested and has confessed to the 
murders. The death penalty is to be invoked, and Adam Kindl has been designated
as the judge who will conduct the proceedings. The authorities, for unfathomable 
reasons of their own, have allowed Kindl to continue in his post, though in his 
uninhibited way he is as compromised by the events of 1968 as are his dissident 
friends. Now, however, when he is given an emotional powerhouse of a case to try,
and is flooded with painful memories of his childhood in a concentration camp, 
Kindl’s conscience cannot remain unscathed, and it becomes clear that it is his own
trial that will be taking place, in more ways than one. Early in his career, Kindl had 
called for repeal of the death penalty. No longer a party member, and fully cognizant
that his allegiance to the official party line is increasingly in question, Kindl gradually
becomes aware that he himself is being forced into the spotlight, and that the 
imminent trial is one in which - being as much a defendant as a judge - he will have 
to submit totally to the will of the party or risk the ruin of his career. As Kindl takes 
stock of the growing contradictions of his family and love life - evoked here with 
Klima’s characteristic wit and passion - he wonders what chance he has in the face
of his steadily increasing inner turmoil. First published underground in Prague in 
1978 and then reworked by the author in 1986, JUDGE ON TRIAL is generally 
regarded as Klima’s masterpiece. It is a novel that echoes Kafka and Dostoevsky, 
but as a portrait of a man and his times it is startlingly original.

Ivan Klíma (born 14 September 1931, Prague, born as Ivan Kauders) is a Czech 
novelist and playwright. He has received the Magnesia Litera Award and the Franz
Kafka Prize, among other honors.
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Klima, Ivan. Judge On Trial. New York. 1993. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket.Remainder Mark On Top Edge. 0394589777. 
Translated from the Czech by A. G. Brain. 549 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration
by Josef Sudek-'Air Mail Memories,for Dr. Brumlik'. Inventory # 31622. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An epic novel set in Prague after the Soviet invasion. In 
one of the city’s working-class districts, a landlady and her granddaughter have 
been found gassed. Their lodger, a pathetic mess of a man with a record of petty 
felonies and psychiatric disorders, has been arrested and has confessed to the 
murders. The death penalty is to be invoked, and Adam Kindl has been designated
as the judge who will conduct the proceedings. The authorities, for unfathomable 
reasons of their own, have allowed Kindl to continue in his post, though in his 
uninhibited way he is as compromised by the events of 1968 as are his dissident 
friends. Now, however, when he is given an emotional powerhouse of a case to try,
and is flooded with painful memories of his childhood in a concentration camp, 
Kindl’s conscience cannot remain unscathed, and it becomes clear that it is his own
trial that will be taking place, in more ways than one. Early in his career, Kindl had 
called for repeal of the death penalty. No longer a party member, and fully cognizant
that his allegiance to the official party line is increasingly in question, Kindl gradually
becomes aware that he himself is being forced into the spotlight, and that the 
imminent trial is one in which - being as much a defendant as a judge - he will have 
to submit totally to the will of the party or risk the ruin of his career. As Kindl takes 
stock of the growing contradictions of his family and love life - evoked here with 
Klima’s characteristic wit and passion - he wonders what chance he has in the face
of his steadily increasing inner turmoil. First published underground in Prague in 
1978 and then reworked by the author in 1986, JUDGE ON TRIAL is generally 
regarded as Klima’s masterpiece. It is a novel that echoes Kafka and Dostoevsky, 
but as a portrait of a man and his times it is startlingly original.

Ivan Klíma (born 14 September 1931, Prague, born as Ivan Kauders) is a Czech 
novelist and playwright. He has received the Magnesia Litera Award and the Franz
Kafka Prize, among other honors.
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Klima, Ivan. Love and Garbage. New York. 1991. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0394589769. Translated from the Czech by Ewald Osers. 224 
pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph & design by Archie Ferguson. Inventory # 
15307. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From one of Czechoslovakia’s most important writers—
already a rising international star—a wonderfully evocative (and romantic) novel 
about life in Prague just before the Velvet Revolution. Unable to earn a living 
because his manuscripts are systematically suppressed by the state, a Czech artist 
joins a street-sweeping gang. Demeaning and endlessly repetitive, his job 
nevertheless has its compensations: the lively irreverence and eccentricity of his 
crew, and a strikingly new perspective from which to observe the underside of a 
society that denies him the right to follow his true calling. Harder to bear are his 
painful memories of the past—particularly the reliving of his passionate, doomed 
affair with Dana, a sculptor, and the agonizing but unavoidable choice between her 
and his wife. Drawing on the author’s own experience as a banned writer in his 
native land, and told with humanity and wit, Love and Garbage is a novel of many 
facets: savage political satire, ardent love story, compelling meditation on the nature
of freedom and guilt. It is a brilliant author’s brilliant interweaving of the threads that
attach every individual to the world through the grace of human contact; and it is, 
above all, a devastating evocation of the fate of the creative artist under an 
oppressive regime. Ivan Klima was born in 1931 in Prague, where he lives today. He
was the editor of the journal of the Czech Writers’ Union during the Prague Spring. 
In 1969 he was a visiting professor at the University of Michigan, but he returned to
Czechoslovakia in 1970. He is the author of plays, stories and novels, all of which 
were published outside his own country, where his work was banned until recently. .

Ivan Klíma (born 14 September 1931, Prague, born as Ivan Kauders) is a Czech 
novelist and playwright. He has received the Magnesia Litera Award and the Franz
Kafka Prize, among other honors.
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Klima, Ivan. Lovers For a Day: New & Collected Stories. New York. 1999. Grove 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0802116515. Translated from
the Czech by Gerald Turner. 229 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by Ebby 
May/Tony Stone Images. Inventory # 27216. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ivan Klima has been called a ‘Czech genius’ by the Los
Angeles Times Book Review. In these stories spanning his long career from the 
1960s to the present, he gives us a gallery of people searching, in love, for escape: 
factory girls on their day off and assembly-line workers lost in Walter-Mittyesque 
fantasies; a young woman on a honeymoon with the man she did not marry; a 
divorce-court judge whose mistress cannot understand his affection for the routines
of his marriage; a young wife who falls into a passionate affair with an elderly 
bookbinder crippled by war. LOVERS FOR A DAY is a book stamped with Klima’s 
unique wisdom, a personal history of a national evolution and an acute and moving
examination of our attempts to find freedom in love.

Ivan Klíma (born 14 September 1931, Prague, born as Ivan Kauders) is a Czech 
novelist and playwright. He has received the Magnesia Litera Award and the Franz
Kafka Prize, among other honors.
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Klima, Ivan. My First Loves. New York. 1988. Harper & Row. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0060158662. Translated from the Czech by Ewald Osers.
165 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Julie Metz. Inventory # 9226. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A collection of four stories about love, obsession, and 
disillusionment, My First Loves is banned in the author’s native Czechoslovakia, as
are all his works. Each of these sensuous and lyrical stories portrays a different 
stage in the young narrator’s emotional life, while at the same time revealing the 
profound political and social changes in Czechoslovakia since the Second World 
War. As the narrator travels from a difficult childhood in a Czech ghetto through 
student days under a Communist regime and finally into the young adulthood of an 
aspiring writer, the women who capture his imagination and awaken his desire are 
inextricably linked to the ideas that obsess him. ‘Miriam,’ the story of a young girl in
a ghetto soup kitchen who secretly gives the narrator more than his allotted share of
precious milk, opens with a description of the stolen food at his aunt’s engagement 
party and closes with that aunt and her new husband being sent to a concentration 
camp. In ‘The Truth Game,’ the hero wrestles with a duplicitous Communist Party, 
while remaining emotionally entangled with an exciting woman who lies to him 
constantly, unpredictably, and for no apparent reason. Inaccessibility fuels the young
man’s passion - a tightrope walker is his ultimate symbol of desire - but in the end he
can’t avoid the dangerous reality of adult, reciprocated love. An immensely 
appealing collection of stories with a quirky sense of humor and a light touch when 
evoking even the most intimate feelings of coming of age, MY FIRST LOVES 
introduces an original and important voice in contemporary Eastern European 
fiction.

Ivan Klíma (born 14 September 1931, Prague, born as Ivan Kauders) is a Czech 
novelist and playwright. He has received the Magnesia Litera Award and the Franz
Kafka Prize, among other honors.
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Klima, Ivan. My Golden Trades: Stories. New York. 1994. Scribners. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684197278. Translated from the Czech by Paul
Wilson. 284 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Paul Garmarello/Eye Tooth Design
Inc. Inventory # 14885. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The title MY GOLDEN TRADES comes from a Czech 
proverb: ‘For him with nine trades, the tenth is poverty.’ The narrator of these 
stories, however, does not have the option of perfecting his trade as a writer. 
Forbidden to publish by his country’s repressive government (like Klima himself), he
must instead work a number of odd jobs to survive.

Ivan Klíma (born 14 September 1931, Prague, born as Ivan Kauders) is a Czech 
novelist and playwright. He has received the Magnesia Litera Award and the Franz
Kafka Prize, among other honors.
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Klima, Ivan. My Merry Mornings. New York. 1985. Readers International. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0930523040. Translated from the Czech
by George Theiner. 154 pages. hardcover. Cover design & illustration by Jan 
Brychta. Barbed wire motif based on poster by Michel Granger. Inventory # 600. 
$7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - MY MERRY MORNINGS is a collection of short stories,
one for each morning of the week. Seven witty stories, one for each day of the week,
give a vivid picture of Prague before the Velvet Revolution. These stories from the 
mid-1980s were smuggled out of Czechoslovakia, where Ivan Klima’s work has 
been banned since 1970. They include ‘A Thief’s Tale,’ ‘A Christmas Conspiracy 
Tale,’ and ‘A Foolish Tale.’. Immediately after the revolution, Klima’s books, 
unearthed after twenty years in the underground, were a sensation. My Merry 
Mornings had a press run of 155,000--enormous in a country of 15 million people 
(that was before Czechoslovakia split in two in 1993). Love and Garbage sold 
100,000 copies; My Golden Trades, 80,000. Ivan Klima published his first collection
of stories in 1960, followed by essays, novels, plays, children’s books and five more
collections of stories, none of which have been able to be published in 
Czechoslovakia since 1970. His works have been translated into German, but only 
one group of stories entitles A SHIP NAMED HOPE has been published in English 
(1970, now out of print). While Klima was still able to work openly at his profession 
of writing in Czechoslovakia, has was a journalist on a popular magazine, then an 
editor in the Ceskoslovensky spisovatel publishing house. From 1964 to 1968 has 
was on the staff of Literarni noviny, the weekly journal of the Writers Union, the most
prestigious and outspoken intellectual publication in the country. In May 1969, after 
the crushing of the Czech reform movement, most of the dozen or so Writers Union
publications, including its weekly, were closed.

Ivan Klíma (born 14 September 1931, Prague, born as Ivan Kauders) is a Czech 
novelist and playwright. He has received the Magnesia Litera Award and the Franz
Kafka Prize, among other honors.
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Klima, Ivan. The Ultimate Intimacy. New York. 1998. Grove Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0802116256. Translated from the Czech by A. G.
Brain. 387 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by Susan Daboll. Inventory # 
24819. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Pastor Daniel Vedra has a good wife, three children, a 
full life. He preaches, cares for his family and his congregation, ministers to 
prisoners, and is a sought-after commentator on the problems facing the rapidly 
changing society of the Czech Republic. But privately he struggles with the 
knowledge that he has never recaptured the depth of intimacy he had with his first 
wife, Jitka, who died suddenly and young. On the day that his mother dies, a 
beautiful married stranger comes to hear him preach. As their relationship 
reintroduces him to the intimacy he knew with his lost Jitka, Daniel finds his heart 
reawakening. But their affair will lead him to betray everything he has lived for: his 
family, his vocation, and his future. Set in a Czech Republic in the throes of 
complete social and economic upheaval, the order that had underpinned Daniel’s life
falls apart, his intimacy with God splintered by that which he has found with another
man’s wife.

Ivan Klíma (born 14 September 1931, Prague, born as Ivan Kauders) is a Czech 
novelist and playwright. He has received the Magnesia Litera Award and the Franz
Kafka Prize, among other honors.
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Klima, Ivan. Waiting For the Dark, Waiting For the Light. New York. 1995. Grove 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjackete. 0802115748.
235 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by Bjorn Keller. Inventory # 35696. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ivan Klima was in the United States when Russian tanks
entered Prague in 1968 but, against the advice of friends, he returned home. He 
became a dissident, writing books (never published) that were invariably inspired by
Czechoslovakia’s repressive regime. But what happens to a rebel artist when there 
is nothing left to rebel against? This question informs Klima’s powerful novel, 
WAITING FOR THE DARK, WAITING FOR THE LIGHT, which describes life before,
during, and after the Velvet Revolution of 1989. It is the story of Pavel, a middle-
aged television cameraman working uneasily within the boundaries set by the 
regime, who dreams of one day making a film—a searing portrait of his times—that 
the authorities will never allow. But after the collapse of communism, Pavel finds he 
is unprepared for this new world of unlimited freedoms. He never quite gets around 
to making that film; his time is taken up instead with lucrative small jobs—a TV spot,
a commercial, a porn film. This is a masterful novel that focuses on the most 
pressing issue confronting the individual in the former Soviet bloc countries today: 
how to live one’s life when one is truly free.

Ivan Klíma (born 14 September 1931, Prague, born as Ivan Kauders) is a Czech 
novelist and playwright. He has received the Magnesia Litera Award and the Franz
Kafka Prize, among other honors.
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Knight, Amy. Beria: Stalin's First Lieutenant. Princeton. 1995. Princeton University 
Press. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0691010935. 338 
pages. paperback. Jacket photo: Beria in uniform, early 1940s (Courtesy of the 
Library of Congress). Jacket design: Donald Hatch. Inventory # 34967. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is the first comprehensive biography of Lavrentii 
Beria, Stalin’s notorious police chief and for many years his most powerful 
lieutenant. Beria has long symbolized all the evils of Stalinism, haunting the public 
imagination both in the West and in the former Soviet Union. Yet because his 
political opponents expunged his name from public memory after his dramatic arrest
and execution in 1953, little has been known about his long and tumultuous career,
Now, drawing on sources made available since glasnost, Amy Knight describes in 
chilling detail the story of Beria’s climb to the top of the Stalinist system, his complex
relationship with Stalin, and his bitter struggle with Khrushchev after Stalin’s death.
Born in 1899, twenty years after Stalin, Beria was not part of Stalin’s generation of 
revolutionaries, who fought against the Tsar. But he was, like Stalin, a Georgian, 
and as police chief and later party chief of Georgia and Transcaucasia, he won 
Stalin’s confidence. Moving to Moscow in 1938 to head the dreaded NKVD, Beria 
became responsible for all intelligence, counter-intelligence, and domestic security 
during the prewar and war years. He also commanded the vast slave labor network
of the GULAG, oversaw the evacuation of defense industries as the Germans 
advanced and eventually took charge of the Soviet atomic bomb project. Knight 
sees Beria’s skill of psychological manipulation as the key to his relationship with 
Stalin. Insecure even among his closest associates, Stalin surrounded himself 
mostly with malleable bureaucrats who lacked the insight to decipher his peculiar 
psychopathology. Beria was an exception to this rule. Playing on knowledge of their
shared Georgian background, he flattered Stalin endlessly while feeding his ready 
suspicions with material from his police files.

Amy Knight is a Senior Research Analyst at the library of Congress and a former 
Woodrow Wilson Fellow. She is the author of THE KGB: POLICE AND POLITICS IN
THE SOVIET UNION (Unwin Hyman).
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Knight, Margy Burns. Talking Walls. Gardiner. 1992. Tilbury House. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket With A Small Tear At The Bottom Spine. 
0884481026. Illustrated by Anne Sibley O'Brien. unpaginated. hardcover. Cover art
by Anne Sibley O'Brien. Inventory # 28697. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Talking Walls introduces young readers to different 
cultures by exploring the stories of walls around the world and how they can 
separate or hold communities together. American Bookseller 'Pick of the Lists; ' 
Boston GLobe Top 25 Non-Fiction Children's Books, 1992; ALA Booklist, Starred 
Review; Horn Book, Noteworthy Book, 1993. Full-color illustrations.

MARGY BURNS KNIGHT received the National Education Association’s Author-
Illustrator Human & Civil Rights Award for her work with Anne Sibley O’Brien and the
Children’s Africana Book Award for Africa Is Not a Country. She is the author of 
Talking Walls, which has sold more than 200,000 copies. She writes a blog, 
“Discover Your World,” and is a Service Learning Coordinator, an English teacher, 
and a Peace Corps veteran.
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Knightley, Phillip. The First Casualty: From the Crimea To Vietnam-The War 
Correspondent As Hero,Propagandist, and Myth Maker. New York. 1975. Harcourt 
Brace Jovanovich. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0151312648. 465
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Paul Bacon. Inventory # 16258. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The war correspondent is comparatively new to history.
Generals preferred to report their own victories and resented a civilian snooping 
around the battlefield, as William Howard Russell of The Times of London quickly 
discovered in the Crimea. But the hunger for news in the American Civil War 
changed that, and soon the correspondent – gold in one pocket and pistol in the 
other – was setting off for wars all over the world. By 1914-1918, when a rotting 
corpse on barbed wire became a symbol of a world gone mad, the war 
correspondent was so much a part of the military machine that he kept quiet about 
the extent of the slaughter until the war was over. Not until Vietnam did the war 
correspondent begin to emerge as a partisan for truth and compassion – and then 
the struggle became bitter and frequently unrewarding. In war-time the 
correspondent is the people’s source of news. How good a source is he? THE 
FIRST CASUALTY looks critically at the major wars of the past 120 years, tries to 
distinguish fact from myth, and examines to what extent the war correspondent has
been responsible for myths. The author has not confined himself to Britain and the 
United States; German, Japanese, Russian, French, and Italian correspondents, 
and the systems for controlling them, are all described and assessed. The 
conclusions are startling. THE FIRST CASUALTY is a disturbing book because it 
suggests that our attitudes to history are moulded by what we read in war-time and 
that what we read too often bears little resemblance to reality.

Phillip George Knightley (23 January 1929 – 7 December 2016) was an Australian 
journalist, critic, and non-fiction author. He became a visiting Professor of 
Journalism at the University of Lincoln, England, and was a media commentator on 
the intelligence services and propaganda.
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Knowlson, James. Damned To Fame: The Life of Samuel Beckett. New York. 1996.
Simon & Schuster. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 
0684808722. 800 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 22786. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Damned to Fame is the brilliant and insightful portrait of
Nobel Prize-winning author Samuel Beckett, mysterious and reclusive master of 
twentieth-century literature. Professor James Knowlson, Beckett's chosen 
biographer and a leading authority on Beckett, vividly re-creates Beckett's life from 
his birth in a rural suburb of Dublin in 1906 to his death in Paris in 1989, revealing 
the real man behind the literary giant. Scrupulously researched and filled with 
previously unknown information garnered from interviews with the author and his 
friends, family, and contemporaries, Knowlson's unparalleled work is the definitive 
Beckett biography of our time.

James Knowlson is Emeritus Professor of French at the University of Reading where
he founded the Beckett Archive (now the Beckett International Foundation). He was
a friend of Samuel Beckett for twenty years and is his authorised biographer, 
publishing Damned to Fame: The Life of Samuel Beckett with Bloomsbury in 1996.
He has written or edited many other books and essays on Beckett and modern 
drama, including most recently Images of Beckett with theatre photographer John 
Haynes.
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Ko Un. The Three Way Tavern: Selected Poems. Berkeley. 2006. University of 
California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0520246136. 
Translated from the Korean by Clare You and Richard Silberg. Foreword by Gary 
Snyder. 154 pages. paperback. Inventory # 36241. $16.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ko Un, the preeminent Korean poet of the twentieth 
century, embraces Buddhism with the versatility of a master Taoist sage. A beloved
cultural figure who has helped shape contemporary Korean literature, Ko Un is also
a novelist, literary critic, ex-monk, former dissident, and four-time political prisoner. 
His verse-vivid, unsettling, down-to-earth, and deeply moving-ranges from the short 
lyric to the vast epic and draws from a poetic reservoir filled with memories and 
experiences ranging over seventy years of South Korea’s tumultuous history from 
the Japanese occupation to the Korean war to democracy. This collection, an 
essential sampling of his poems from the last decade of the twentieth century, offers
in deft translation, as lively and demotic as the original, the off-beat humor, mystery,
and mythic power of his work for a wide audience of English-speaking readers. It 
showcases the work of a man whom Allen Ginsberg has called ‘a magnificent poet,
a combination of Buddhist cognoscente, passionate political libertarian, and 
naturalist historian,’ who Gary Snyder has said is ‘a real-world poet!’ who ‘outfoxes 
the Old Masters and the young poets both,’ and who Lawrence Ferlinghetti has 
described as ‘no doubt the greatest living Korean Zen poet today.’

Ko Un is author of Beyond Self: 108 Korean Zen Poems and The Sound of My 
Waves: Selected Poems of Ko Un as well as more than 100 volumes of poetry, short
stories, fiction, criticism, essays, and children’s literature, many of which have been
best-sellers. His many awards include the Korean Literary Writers Award, Manhae 
Literary Award, and the Daesan Literary Award.
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Kocbek, Edvard. Nothing Is Lost: Selected Poems. Princeton. 2004. Princeton 
University Press. 1st American Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
069111840x. Translated from the Slovenian by Michael Scammell & Veno Taufer. 
Foreword by Charles Simic. 166 pages. paperback. Inventory # 34968. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is the first comprehensive English-language 
collection of verse by the most celebrated Slovenian poet of modern times and one
of Europe’s most notable postwar poets, Edvard Kocbek (1904-1981). The 
selections introduce the reader to the full spectrum of Kocbek’s long and 
distinguished career, starting with the pantheist and expressionist nature poems of 
his early period and continuing through the politically engaged poetry written during
and after World War II, to the philosophical and metaphysical meditations of his 
fecund late period. Readers will be struck by the originality and freshness of 
Kocbek’s sinewy and intense vision, rendered into fluid and idiomatic English by two
experienced translators. The Slovenian texts appear on the facing pages.

Edvard Kocbek (27 September 1904 – 3 November 1981) was a Slovenian poet, 
writer, essayist, translator, member of Christian Socialists in the Liberation Front of 
the Slovene Nation and Slovene Partisans. He is considered as one of the best 
authors who have written in Slovene, and one of the best Slovene poets after 
Prešeren. His political role during and after World War II made him one of the most 
controversial figures in Slovenia in the 20th century.
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Koch, C. J. The Doubleman. New York. 1986. McGraw Hill. 1st Edition. Very Good 
in Dustjacket. 0070352216. 326 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 685. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A novel set in Sydney and Tasmania by the author of 
THE YEAR OF LIVING DANGEROUSLY. Clive Broderick, guitar-teacher and 
occultist - the Doubleman of the title of this acclaimed novel - is speaking of power, 
and of a realm beyond reality. This is a fable of the sixties, when shared belief-
systems crumbled, and the spiritual bazaars of today opened up. Christopher Koch's
theme is illusion; and all his characters are bound by it. The Rymers are an electric 
folk group enjoying mounting success in Sydney. Their producer, Richard Miller, 
came under Broderick's spell during his youth in Tasmania; so did the guitarists 
Brady and Burr. Now, years after his death, Broderick's presence remains with all 
three. Through his disciple, Burr, it will lead to nightmare. THE DOUBLEMAN was 
winner of the 1985 Miles Franklin Award.

Christopher John Koch (16 July 1932 – 23 September 2013) was an Australian 
novelist, known for his 1978 novel The Year of Living Dangerously, which was 
adapted into an award-winning film. He twice won the Miles Franklin Award (for The
Doubleman in 1985, and Highways to a War in 1996). In 1995, he was made an 
Officer of the Order of Australia for contribution to Australian literature, and was 
awarded an honorary Doctor of Letters from his alma mater, the University of 
Tasmania, in 1990.
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Kochan, Lionel. The Making of Modern Russia. Middlesex. 1967. Pelican/Penguin 
Books. Reprinted Pelican Paperback Edition. Previous Owner's Name Stamped in 
Front & On Top and Bottom Edge, Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. 335 pages. 
paperback. A529. Inventory # 29392. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is a history of Russia from the earliest times up to 
the outbreak of the Second World War. However, in keeping with his choice of title,
Mr Kochan has concentrated on the modern period, devoting about as many pages 
to the eighty years following the Emancipation of the Serfs in 1861 as to the 
preceding 800-odd years. The result is a straightforward account of a complicated 
story. A successful balance has been held between such conflicting themes as 
foreign policy. foreign influences and native intellectual trends. His book could be a 
valuable introduction to the general reader in search of guidance. a commendable 
book’ — Sunday Times. ‘He handles his material with skill and sympathy. I cannot 
think of a better short book for acquainting the general reader with the broad outlines
of Russian history. I hope many will read it’ — Edward Crankshaw in the Observer. 
‘Gives proper weight to economic, geographical, and cultural, as well as political and
military factors, and which, while giving long-term trends their place, manages very 
often to convey a sense of real events happening to real people’ — Wright Miller in 
the Guardian. ‘It reads easily, it is the ideal book for the general reader’ — The 
Economist.

Lionel Edmond Kochan (20 August 1922 – 25 September 2005) was a British 
historian, journalist and publisher. He is best known for his work in Jewish history, 
having become an academic historian in his 30s and formerly specialising in 
European history.
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Kociancich, Vlady. The Last Days of William Shakespeare. New York. 1991. 
Morrow. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. Red Remainder Dot On 
Bottom Edge. 0688104320. Translated from the Spanish by Margaret Jull Costa. 
298 pages. hardcover. Jacket design and illustration by Jim McMullen. Inventory # 
23295. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE LAST DAYS OF WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE is a 
novel set in the capital of an unnamed South American country during the so-called
Campaign of Cultural Reconstruction. A foreign journalist, writing an article on the 
acclaimed National Theater, finds that although the authorities stress the 
magnificence of the building and the quality of the plays, no one knows where the 
theater is. He eventually discovers it in a decaying basement in a vegetable market;
a peeling notice on the wall reads: HAMLET-LAST FEW DAYS-BY WILLIAM 
SHAKESPEARE. The article he writes has dramatic consequences, for the 
government pledges to restore the lost glory of the nation and its culture. What 
begins as a farcical struggle for power backstage takes over the streets, the city, 
and, finally and tragically, in an explosion of violence, the country itself. Vlady 
Kociancich is at the forefront of Argentina’s new generation of writers. Powerful, 
funny, and fiercely ironic, The Last Days of William Shakespeare explores with 
exceptional wit and imagination the peculiar madness of South American politics.

VLADY KOCIANCICH was born in Argentina in 1941. At age seventeen, she 
became the first member of her family to attend the university, where she was taught
and befriended by the renowned Argentinian writer Jorge Luis Borges. She has 
been a journalist and a literary critic and has published three novels, all of which 
have been well received in Spain and Argentina. This is the first of her works to be 
published in English. Her collection of short stories, Todos los Caminos, recently 
won the Gonzalo Torrent Ballester Prize, a literary award in Spain. She lives in 
Buenos Aires.
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Koehl, Mimi. Wave-Swept Shore: The Rigors of Life On a Rocky Coast. Berkeley. 
2006. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.
0520238125. Photographs by Anne Wertheim Rosenfeld. 180 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 36158. $39.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Take a close look at a wave-battered coast and you will 
discover a rich, fascinating, and remarkably brutal environment. Here, animals and 
plants exposed to wind, sun, and rain at low tide must cope with crashing waves as 
the seas rise to submerge them each day at high tide. How do living things survive 
in this harsh zone? With 87 stunning color photographs and an engaging text written
for those with little or no knowledge of marine biology or physics, this book tells the 
story of one stretch along the Pacific coast of North America-introducing the 
mussels, limpets, crabs, grasses, starfish, kelp, and other animals and plants that 
live there, and explaining how they function and flourish in an environment of waves,
sand, and rocks. In pictures and words, Wave-Swept Shore explains complex 
phenomena, such as wave action, using simple, intuitive analogies. It explores how 
the forms of animals and plants affect their survival in this harsh environment, 
considers their distribution on the shore, and looks at their seasonal variations, 
focusing on what can be easily observed by visitors to the coast. Revealing the rich
variety of habitats woven into what may at first look like a fairly uniform environment,
the book, an effective and beautiful tool for learning about the edge of oceans 
everywhere, opens our eyes to the wonders of rocky shores and introduces a whole
new way of looking at the natural world.

Mimi A. R. Koehl is an American marine biologist and Professor at University of 
California, Berkeley, and head of the Koehl Lab.
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Koestenbaum, Wayne. The Anatomy of Harpo Marx. Berkeley. 2012. University of 
California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520269019. An
Ahmanson Foundation Book in the Humanities. 388 b/w photographs. 336 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 38188. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Anatomy of Harpo Marx is a luxuriant, detailed play-
by-play account of Harpo Marx’s physical movements as captured on screen. 
Wayne Koestenbaum guides us through the thirteen Marx Brothers films, from The
Cocoanuts in 1929 to Love Happy in 1950, to focus on Harpo’s chief and yet 
heretofore unexplored attribute—his profound and contradictory corporeality. 
Koestenbaum celebrates the astonishing range of Harpo’s body—its kinks, sexual 
multiplicities, somnolence, Jewishness, ‘cute’ pathos, and more. In a virtuosic 
performance, Koestenbaum’s text moves gracefully from insightful analysis to 
cultural critique to autobiographical musing, and provides Harpo with a host of odd 
bedfellows, including Walter Benjamin and Barbra Streisand.

Wayne Koestenbaum is Distinguished Professor of Literature at the CUNY- 
Graduate Center. He is the author of the acclaimed The Queen’s Throat: Opera, 
Homosexuality, and the Mystery of Desire, among other books.
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Koestenbaum, Wayne. The Pink Trance Notebooks. New York. 2015. Nightboat 
Books. 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781937658403. 397 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 45078. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE PINK TRANCE NOTEBOOKS is the product of the
year Wayne Koestenbaum stopped keeping the traditional journal he had 
maintained for three decades and began a series of "trance notebooks" as a way to
reflect an intensified, unmoored consciousness. The resulting sequence of 34 
assemblages reflects Koestenbaum's unfettered musings, findings, and obsessions.
Freed from the conventions of prose, this concatenation of the author's intimate 
observations and desires lets loose a poetics of ecstatic praxis—voiced with aplomb
and always on point. "Wayne Koestenbaum is one of the most original and 
relentlessly obsessed cultural spies writing today. His alarmingly focused attention to
detail goes beyond lunacy into hilarious and brilliant clarity."—John Waters.

WAYNE KOESTENBAUM is a poet and cultural critic. His recent books include My 
1980s & Other Essays, Humiliation, The Anatomy of Harpo Marx, and the poetry 
collection Blue Stranger with Mosaic Background. He lives in New York City.
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Koestler, Arthur and Koestler, Cynthia. Stranger on the Square. New York. 1984. 
Random House. 1st Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0394538889. 
242 pages. hardcover. Jacket design: Neil Stuart front of jacket photograph: Sam 
Haskins. Inventory # 36765. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In March 1983, in an act that shocked people 
everywhere and resulted in front-page headlines around the world, Arthur and 
Cynthia Koestler committed double suicide in their house on Montpelier Square in 
London. It was understandable why Mr. Koestler had taken his life—he suffered 
from two increasingly painful and debilitating illnesses—but Mrs. Koestler was 
twenty-two years younger and in perfect health. This haunting, poignant book 
explains why she chose to end her life as well. Like the earlier volumes of Koestler’s
autobiography, ARROW IN THE BLUE and THE INVISIBLE WRITING, STRANGER
ON THE SQUARE is one of those rare books that does not contain a single dull 
word. It is the enthralling record of the social and intellectual life of one of the most 
extraordinary figures of the twentieth century—a man who combined in a unique 
way the life of action, the life of the mind and the deep and rich enjoyment of other 
people. In one sense this book differs completely from anything else Koestler wrote,
for it was written jointly, in alternate chapters, by himself and his wife Cynthia. In 
1949, after answering an advertisement, Cynthia Jefferies went to work as a 
temporary secretary to Arthur Koestler, and continued to do so on and off for the 
next six years in France, England and the United States. There is little doubt that 
she fell in love with Koestler almost at their first meeting, and in 1955, in response to
a telegram from him, she left her job in New York to go work for him permanently 
From that reunion until their deaths, their lives were shared. In 1965 they were 
married. STRANGER ON THE SQUARE is unfinished, covering only the years from
1940 to 1956. The manuscript was found among Koestler’s papers after their 
deaths,

Arthur Koestler (5 September 1905, Budapest – 3 March 1983, London) was an 
author of essays, novels and autobiographies. Koestler was born in Budapest but, 
apart from his early school years, was educated in Austria. His early career was in 
journalism. In 1931 Koestler joined the Communist Party of Germany but, 
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Koestler, Arthur. Arrival and Departure. New York. 1960. Berkley Medallion. 1st 
Berkley Medallion Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 173 pages. 
paperback. G442. Inventory # 31205. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE (1943) is the third novel of
Arthur Koestler's trilogy concerning the conflict between morality and expediency (as
described in the postscript to the novel's 1966 Danube Edition). The first volume, 
The Gladiators, is about the subversion of the Spartacus revolt, and the second, 
Darkness at Noon, is the celebrated novel about the Soviet Show trials. ARRIVAL 
AND DEPARTURE was Koestler's first full length work in English, THE 
GLADIATORS was originally written in Hungarian and DARKNESS AT NOON in 
German. It is often considered to be the weakest of the three. Written during the 
middle of World War II, ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE reflects Koestler's own plight 
as a Hungarian refugee. Like Koestler, the main character is a former member of the
Communist party. He escapes to 'Neutralia', a neutral country based on Portugal, 
where Koestler himself had gone, and flees from there. (Stephen Spender had 
supposedly said of Neutralia, ‘Names like that should not be allowed in novels!’) 
Reflecting Koestler's later life relationship with science, and particularly his 
disagreement with various movements within psychiatry, the main character 
emerges from treatment psychically neutered, and the critical question of the novel 
is how much of his later trauma and political activity is merely due to a small incident
in his childhood.

Arthur Koestler (5 September 1905, Budapest – 3 March 1983, London) was an 
author of essays, novels and autobiographies. Koestler was born in Budapest but, 
apart from his early school years, was educated in Austria. His early career was in 
journalism. In 1931 Koestler joined the Communist Party of Germany but, 
disillusioned by Stalinist atrocities, he resigned from it in 1938 and in 1940 published
a devastating anti-totalitarian novel, DARKNESS AT NOON, which propelled him to 
international fame.
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Koestler, Arthur. Arrow in the Blue: An Autobiography. New York. 1952. Macmillan.
1st American Edition. Very Good.No Dustjacket. 353 pages. hardcover. Inventory #
15310. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ARROW IN THE BLUE is the first volume of Arthur 
Koestler’s autobiography. It covers the first 26 years of his life and ends with his 
joining the Communist Party in 1931, an event he felt to be second only in 
importance to his birth in shaping his destiny. In the years before 1931, Arthur 
Koestler lived a tumultuous and varied existence. He was a member of the dueling 
fraternity at the University of Vienna; a collective farm worker in Galilee; a tramp and
street vendor in Haifa; the editor of a weekly paper in Cairo; the foreign 
correspondent of the biggest continental newspaper chain in Paris and the Middle 
East; a science editor in Berlin; and a member of the North Pole expedition of the 
Graf Zeppelin. Written with enormous zest, jole de vivre and frankness, ‘Arrow in the
Blue’ is a fascinating self-portrait of a remarkable young man at the heart of the 
events that shaped the twentieth century. The second volume of Arthur Koestler’s 
autobiography is THE INVISIBLE WRITING.

Arthur Koestler (5 September 1905, Budapest – 3 March 1983, London) was an 
author of essays, novels and autobiographies. Koestler was born in Budapest but, 
apart from his early school years, was educated in Austria. His early career was in 
journalism. In 1931 Koestler joined the Communist Party of Germany but, 
disillusioned by Stalinist atrocities, he resigned from it in 1938 and in 1940 published
a devastating anti-totalitarian novel, DARKNESS AT NOON, which propelled him to 
international fame.
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Koestler, Arthur. The Age of Longing. New York. 1951. Macmillan. 1st American 
Printing. Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front,Otherwise Very Good. No 
Dustjacket. 362 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 32127. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The last of his political works, THE AGE OF LONGING 
examines the political landscape of post-war Europe and the problems facing 
Europe.

Arthur Koestler (5 September 1905, Budapest – 3 March 1983, London) was an 
author of essays, novels and autobiographies. Koestler was born in Budapest but, 
apart from his early school years, was educated in Austria. His early career was in 
journalism. In 1931 Koestler joined the Communist Party of Germany but, 
disillusioned by Stalinist atrocities, he resigned from it in 1938 and in 1940 published
a devastating anti-totalitarian novel, DARKNESS AT NOON, which propelled him to 
international fame.
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Koestler, Arthur. The Call Girls. New York. 1973. Random House. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394484355. 167 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
13043. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Off they go, the distinguished members of the 
international academic call-girl circuit, to yet another cultural congress, scientific 
congress or interdisciplinary symposium. The hothouse milieu of this stimulating 
novel of ideas is the Alpine village where these discussions on Approaches to 
Survival take place, and the author has filled his stage set with a motley band of 
eccentric geniuses The time is the present, and the task of the oddly assorted group
of experts is no less than to diagnose the human condition, to examine the reasons
why the species is bent on self-destruction, and to propose remedies before the 
rumbles of war explode and engulf the world.

Arthur Koestler (5 September 1905, Budapest – 3 March 1983, London) was an 
author of essays, novels and autobiographies. Koestler was born in Budapest but, 
apart from his early school years, was educated in Austria. His early career was in 
journalism. In 1931 Koestler joined the Communist Party of Germany but, 
disillusioned by Stalinist atrocities, he resigned from it in 1938 and in 1940 published
a devastating anti-totalitarian novel, DARKNESS AT NOON, which propelled him to 
international fame.
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Koestler, Arthur. The Invisible Writing: Autobiography. New York. 1954. Macmillan. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 432 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Philip Grushkin. Inventory # 35289. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Invisible Writing follows on from Arrow in the Blue, 
published a mere two years earlier, and which described his life from his birth in 
1905, to 1931, and deals with a much shorter period, a mere eight years (as 
opposed to the twenty six of the previous volume). This was nonetheless, a highly 
significant period in Koestler's life, as it involved his membership and subsequent 
alienation from the Communist movement. As well as his relationship with 
Communism, The Invisible Writing is also interesting for its documentation of Europe
in the years leading up to World War II, both his native Hungary and Austria, 
Germany, and also the west, such as Spain, France and England.

Arthur Koestler (5 September 1905, Budapest – 3 March 1983, London) was an 
author of essays, novels and autobiographies. Koestler was born in Budapest but, 
apart from his early school years, was educated in Austria. His early career was in 
journalism. In 1931 Koestler joined the Communist Party of Germany but, 
disillusioned by Stalinist atrocities, he resigned from it in 1938 and in 1940 published
a devastating anti-totalitarian novel, DARKNESS AT NOON, which propelled him to 
international fame.
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Koestler, Arthur. The Trail of the Dinosaur and Other Essays. New York. 1955. 
Macmillan. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With A Few
Small Pieces Missing. 253 pages. hardcover. jacket design by Push Pin Studios. 
Inventory # 35290. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Arthur Koestler's publications manifest a wide range of 
political, scientific and literary interests. The Trail of the Dinosaur gathers some of 
his best-known essays and speeches. The Trail of the Dinosaur , first published in 
1955, contains a great deal of Koestler's thinking for the first ten years after the war
a 'farewell to arms' as he wrote in his preface. These essays deal with the political 
questions that obsessed him for the best part of a quarter of a century. The essays 
in 'The Trail of the Dinosaur' cover the decade 1946 55-the early or classical period
of the Cold War. In that confrontation the West was on the defensive, and the 
majority of its progressive intellectuals were still turning a benevolently blind eye on
Soviet foreign policy and the facts of life behind the Iron Curtain. In the dramatic 
contest between Whitaker Chambers and Alger Hiss, which has been called the 
Dreyfus Affair of our century, progressive opinion stood firmly behind Hiss. And 
when, in the New York Times, I took Chambers' part, I became, if possible, even 
more unpopular among self-styled progressives than I had been before. In 1937, 
during the Civil War in Spain, I spent three months under sentence of death as a 
suspected spy, witnessing the executions of my fellow prisoners and awaiting my 
own. These three months left me with a vested interest in capital punishment-rather 
like 'half-hanged Smith', who was cut down after fifteen minutes and lived on.

Arthur Koestler (5 September 1905, Budapest – 3 March 1983, London) was an 
author of essays, novels and autobiographies. Koestler was born in Budapest but, 
apart from his early school years, was educated in Austria. His early career was in 
journalism. In 1931 Koestler joined the Communist Party of Germany but, 
disillusioned by Stalinist atrocities, he resigned from it in 1938 and in 1940 published
a devastating anti-totalitarian novel, DARKNESS AT NOON, which propelled him to 
international fame.
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Kohl, Herbert. I Won't Learn From You & Other Thoughts On Creative Management.
New York. 1994. New Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 156584095x. 
153 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 23858. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - 'I won't learn from you' is Herb Kohl's now-classic essay
about the phenomenon of 'not-learning,' or refusing to learn, which takes place when
a student's intelligence, dignity, or integrity is compromised by a teacher, an 
institution, or a larger social mindset. Available in book form for the first time, 'I Won't
Learn from You' serves here as a starting point for four new, groundbreaking essays
by one of the country's leading thinkers on education. 'The Tattooed Man: 
Confessions of a Hopemonger' is about the importance of teaching hope, and is 
Kohl's first autobiographical effort to discover in his own ghettoized childhood 
attitudes that let him recognize 'not-learning' when he saw it among his students 
decades later. 'Creative Maladjustment and the Struggle for Public Education' is 
inspired by Martin Luther King, Jr.'s call for creative maladjustment to an unjust 
society, and deals with the ways in which one can lead a positive life and learn new
ways of maintaining opposition and resistance. 'Excellence, Equality, and Equity' 
explores the relationship between these three crucial - and often confused - 
concepts. 'Uncommon Differences' is about the way in which notions such as 
political correctness have been used to distract us from the central concerns of 
public education, including educating the poor, developing cultural diversity within 
the schools, and undoing the stigmatization of students who do not conform. It is 
about what public education in America can become. Written in Kohl's hallmark 
conversational style and employing the case examples that make his writing so 
compelling, these essays are at the forefront of current thinking on urban education.

Herbert R. Kohl is an educator best known for his advocacy of progressive 
alternative education and as the author of more than thirty books on education. He 
founded the 1960s Open School movement and is credited with coining the term 
"open classroom."
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Kohl, Herbert. The Discipline of Hope: Learning From a Lifetime of Teaching. New 
York. 1998. Simon & Schuster. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684814129.
350 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Rick Pracher. Inventory # 24920. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Veteran educator Herbert Kohl’s love affair with teaching
began forty years ago with his first encounter, which he chronicled in his now-classic
36 CHILDREN. Starting with his years in New York’s public schools and during four
decades of working with students from kindergarten through college across the 
country, Kohl has been an ardent and vocal advocate of the notion that every 
student can learn and every teacher must find creative ways to facilitate that 
learning. In THE DISCIPLINE OF HOPE he distills the major lessons of an attentive 
lifetime in the classroom.

Herbert R. Kohl is an educator best known for his advocacy of progressive 
alternative education and as the author of more than thirty books on education. He 
founded the 1960s Open School movement and is credited with coining the term 
"open classroom."
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Kohout, Pavel. I Am Snowing: The Confessions of a Woman of Prague. New York. 
1994. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0374174008. Translated from the Czech by Neil Bermel. 308 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Iacone Ink. Inventory # 24532. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - I AM SNOWING is one of the first major novels to come
out of the new Eastern Europe. Set in today’s Prague, it offers a vivid portrait of a 
nation in transition. When Professor Victor Kral - who had left Czechoslovakia during
the Communist years and has returned to lead an economic reform program - is 
accused of collaborating with the secret police, he turns to his lover, Petra Marova, 
for help. Petra, who never left the country and has tried to shut out its realities with a
long series of lovers, happens to have had an affair with Josef Benes, the man who
supposedly recruited Victor into the secret police. Petra is easily able to make Josef
disavow the connection. But he makes her doubt Victor’s innocence and sets her off
on a complex and ill-fated investigation - aimed half at vindicating Victor, half at 
unmasking him. A stylish combination of political allegory and whodunit, I Am 
Snowing poses the paramount question of post-totalitarian Eastern Europe: After 
forty years of terror and submission, who are we now and how much does it matter
who we were before?

PAVEL KOHOUT, a native of Prague, is one of the foremost writers of 
Czechoslovakia. He worked as a journalist and reporter for radio and television and 
later entered the Czech diplomatic service as cultural attaché in Moscow. Since 
1955 he has devoted himself to writing. He is the author of two collections of poetry,
18 plays and stage adaptations, including POOR MURDERER which premiered in 
English on Broadway in October 1976 and was described by Clive Barnes in The 
New York Times as ‘a strange, dazzling and intellectual play that zigzags across the
stage and ricochets across the mind.’ In addition, he has to his credit ten screen 
plays and two works of prose, one of which, FROM THE DIARY OF A 
COUNTERREVOLUTIONARY, was published in this country to wide critical acclaim.
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Kohout, Pavel. White Book. New York. 1977. George Braziller. 1st American 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0807608610. Czech Novel. Translated from the 
German by Alex Page. 215 pages. hardcover. Jacket design - Ross Studio. 
Inventory # 5067. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Pavel Kohout’s WHITE BOOK is an elegantly written 
chronicle of the absurd, the story of Adam Juracek, a teacher of physical education
and drawing in a Bohemian spa, who becomes the first person to break the law of 
gravity by rising gently in his own dwelling and planting his feet firmly on the ceiling.
Comrade Juracek’s private levitation becomes public, challenging the work of 
Comrade Isaac Newton and bringing down on himself the outraged and outrageous
reactions of the state and the guardians of psychiatric dogma. Pavel Kohout has 
constructed an elaborate satire, documenting Adam Juracek’s adventures from the 
imaginary future of the 21st century. There is a ‘springtime’ of high hopes when all 
the young people are on his side—a pamphlet issued on Juracek’s behalf recalls 
those May days in 1968 when the youth of Prague were conjuring up the memory of
the Reformation martyr, Jan Hus. Then the government declares a national 
emergency, and Juracek is tried and turned over to a succession of psychiatrists, all
of whom he baffles—all that is, but one. He emerges in the year 2000, following a 
United Nations amnesty, knowing only his identification number and reciting 
Newton’s formula

PAVEL KOHOUT, a native of Prague, is one of the foremost writers of 
Czechoslovakia. He worked as a journalist and reporter for radio and television and 
later entered the Czech diplomatic service as cultural attaché in Moscow. Since 
1955 he has devoted himself to writing. He is the author of two collections of poetry,
18 plays and stage adaptations, including POOR MURDERER which premiered in 
English on Broadway in October 1976 and was described by Clive Barnes in The 
New York Times as ‘a strange, dazzling and intellectual play that zigzags across the
stage and ricochets across the mind.’ In addition, he has to his credit ten screen 
plays and two works of prose, one of which, FROM THE DIARY OF A 
COUNTERREVOLUTIONARY, was published in this country to wide critical acclaim.
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Kolchin, Peter. Unfree Labor: American Slavery and Russian Serfdom. Cambridge.
1987. Belknap Press Of Harvard University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good
in Dustjacket. 067492097x. 534 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 27632. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Two massive systems of unfree labor arose, a world 
apart from each other, in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. The 
American enslavement of blacks and the Russian subjection of serfs flourished in 
different ways and varying degrees until they were legally abolished in the mid-
nineteenth century. Historian Peter Kolchin compares and contrasts the two systems
over time in this magisterial book, which clarifies the organization, structure, and 
dynamics of both social entities, highlighting their basic similarities while pointing out
important differences discernible only in comparative perspective. These differences
involved both the masters and the bondsmen. The independence and resident 
mentality of American slaveholders facilitated the emergence of a vigorous crusade 
to defend slavery from outside attack, whereas an absentee orientation and 
dependence on the central government rendered serfholders unable successfully to
defend serfdom. Russian serfs, who generally lived on larger holdings than 
American slaves and faced less immediate interference in their everyday lives, 
found it easier to assert their communal autonomy but showed relatively little 
solidarity with peasants outside their own villages; American slaves, by contrast, 
were both more individualistic and more able to identify with all other blacks, both 
slave and free. Kolchin has discovered apparently universal features in master-
bondsman relations, a central focus of his study, but he also shows their basic 
differences as he compares slave and serf life and chronicles patterns of resistance.
If the masters had the upper hand, the slaves and serfs played major roles in 
shaping, and setting limits to, their own bondage. This truly unprecedented 
comparative work will fascinate historians, sociologists, and all social scientists, 
particularly those with an interest in comparative history and studies in slavery.

Peter Kolchin (born June 3, 1943) is an American historian. He has specialized in 
slavery and labor in the American South before and after the Civil War, and in 
comparisons with Russian serfdom and other forms of labor.
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Kolko, Gabriel. Anatomy of War: Vietnam, the United States and the Modern 
Historical Experience. New York. 1985. Pantheon Books. 1st Edition. Marking On 
Top Edge, Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394538749. 628 pages. hardcover.
Inventory # 23042. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Kolko's groundbreaking and widely cited study of the 
Vietnam War, with a new postscript by the author. “A book that goes far beyond the
ambitions of earlier writers by synthesizing the difficult story of United States 
intervention with the yet more complicated internal dynamic of the Vietnamese 
Revolution. A stylish, passionate, stimulating, and provocative work that needs to be
read by anyone concerned about the overweening role of the United States in the 
world.” - Richard Gott, Manchester Guardian. “For those seriously interested in 
understanding the underlying political and social structures that predetermined 
significant elements of the Vietnam War—social structures that the U.S. government
chose to ignore—reading this book is an absolute necessity. There is simply no 
other book of its scope available today, and there is not likely to be another like it for
a long time.” - Martin J. Sherwin, Dartmouth College. “This is one of the most 
comprehensive examinations of the Vietnam war yet written. Gabriel Kolko has gone
far beyond the obvious military, political, and economic aspects of the war to explore
in-depth causative factors leading to the end result. Of interest to anyone wishing to
study the Vietnam War in all of its ramifications.” - Military Review. “Kolko's grand 
synthesis deftly balances the three sides in the protracted struggle: the Communist
Party, the Republic of Vietnam, and the U.S. This meticulously documented work will
become a pivotal starting point for all future discussion of the Vietnam War.” - Kirkus
Reviews.

Gabriel Morris Kolko (August 17, 1932; Died: May 19, 2014) was an American-born
Canadian historian and author. His research interests included American capitalism
and political history, the Progressive Era, and US foreign policy in the 20th century.
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Kometani, Foumiko. Passover. New York. 1989. Carroll & Graf. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0881845094. Winner Of Japan's Akutagawa 
Award. Translated from the Japanese by The Author. 148 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 12752. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Contain two novellas - 'Passover' and 'A Guest from 
Afar.' Winner of the Japan’s 1986 Akutagawa Award. These two linked novellas 
concern Michi, a Japanese woman with a brain-damaged son, Ken, and her 
husband Al, a Jewish writer, and mother of a brain- damaged son, Ken.

Fumiko Kometani, born in Osaka, Japan in 1930, is a Japanese author and artist 
and a longtime resident of the United States. Kometani moved to the U.S. in 1960 
when she was working as an abstract painter, spending time at the MacDowell 
Colony in New Hampshire where she met her husband, Josh Greenfeld.
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Kon, Igor S. The Sexual Revolution in Russia: From the Age of the Czars To Today.
New York. 1995. Free Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0029175410. 
Translated from the Russian by James Riordan. 337 pages. hardcover. Cover: Jack
Ribik. Inventory # 21288. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Russian movies are rife with nudity, contraception has 
replaced abortion as the primary method of birth control, and prostitution has 
become a lucrative profession. By now, Kon believes,’in such fundamental social 
dimensions as sexual tolerance, sex education, and contraceptive culture, the 
contrast between the Netherlands and the United States may be greater than that 
between the United States and Russia’.

Igor Semyonovich Kon (May 21, 1928, Saint Petersburg, Russia - April 27, 2011, 
Moscow, Russia) was a Soviet and Russian philosopher, psychologist, and 
sexologist. His scientific publications have been translated into many languages, 
such as English, German, and French.
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Konrad, George. A Feast in the Garden. San Diego. 1992. Harcourt Brace 
Jovanovich. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. Remainder Mark. 
015130548x. Translated from the Hungarian by Imre Goldstein. 394 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket illustration - 'The Mysterious Life of Objects' by Miriam Wosk, 
1986. Inventory # 22143. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘I am writing my most hazardous hook,’ says George 
Konrád. ‘I have been have sentenced to examine myself.’. This is the first novel in 
more than ten years, and a major work, by Hungary’s most distinguished writer. It is
the rich, poetic story of a man, a family, and a country. David Kobra’s enchanted 
childhood in a small town in the heart of Central Europe comes to an abrupt end. As
the Jews of the town are being put on trains to concentration camps, young Kobra 
escapes to Budapest. He survives the war years in a ‘protected house,’ grows up 
with death and violence, witnesses Soviet liberation, lives under Soviet oppression.
David Kobra is a writer; he remembers, and he creates. Sharp images of the past 
alternate with the confused present. He is Antal, a film director with the strength of a
bear; János, a rebel and Don Juan who swims the Adriatic to freedom; Melinda, who
cannot part with either husband Antal or lover János. And they all, with parents, 
uncles, aunts, and children from every union, gather around the table in the garden 
in Budapest, the city they love and to which they always return. A FEAST IN THE 
GARDEN is a novel as full of vitality and sensuousness as the people and the 
country it portrays. George Konrád, born 1933 in Hungary, was a social worker, 
editor, and sociologist before turning to fiction. His first novel, THE CASE WORKER,
brought him worldwide recognition. In 1990, Konrád was elected president of 
International P. E. N., the first Central European to hold this position.

György (George) Konrád (born 2 April 1933) is a Hungarian novelist and essayist, 
known as an advocate of individual freedom. Konrad studied literature at the 
University of Budapest. He worked as an editor, librarian, and sociologist, publishing
a number of essays on both literature and sociology.
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Konrad, George. Hotel Room. New York. 1976. Bantam. 1st Bantam Paperback 
Edition. Previous Owner’s Name Penned in Front, Otherwise Very Good in 
Wrappers. 0553087029. Edited by Philip Roth. Translated by Paul Aston. 183 
pages. paperback. T8702. Inventory # 39854. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The scene is Hungary, the time is now. This powerful, 
authentic, extraordinary novel brings piercingly home to the reader the word that 
human problems - Budapest or Texas - tend to be universal. The narrator is the 
case worker, reporting on his daily work of taking care of children. His files teem with
neglected, abandoned, orphaned, retarded, delinquent children who come from 
broken homes where stupidity, poverty and perversion are the rule. The cases pour 
relentlessly across the functionary’s desk, besieging him and tormenting him into 
action. ‘A BEAUTIFULLY WRITTEN BOOK succeeds where others have failed,’ - 
Houston Chronicle. ‘A WRITER OF AUTHENTIC POWER.’ - Newsweek. ‘AN 
EXTRAORDINARY BOOK, A TORRENT OF WORDS pouring out in such 
wrenching, agonizing beauty he will undoubtedly be placed in the forefront of today’s
writers.’ - Nashville Tennessean.

György (George) Konrád (born 2 April 1933) is a Hungarian novelist and essayist, 
known as an advocate of individual freedom. Konrad studied literature at the 
University of Budapest. He worked as an editor, librarian, and sociologist, publishing
a number of essays on both literature and sociology. His first novel, The Case 
Worker; was translated into many languages and brought him worldwide acclaim. 
Konráds other works include THE CITY BUILDER Aand THE INTELLECTUALS ON
THE ROAD TO CLASS POWER (the latter written with Ivan Szelényi).
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Konwicki, Tadeusz. Moonrise, Moonset. New York. 1987. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0374212414. Translated 
from the Polish by Richard Lourie. 344 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Bascove.
Inventory # 8754. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Tadeusz Konwicki’s new book, MOONRISE, MOONSET,
is a personal journal, a memoir, a confession spiced with gossip, a speculative 
essay on Poland’s love-hate relationship with Russia—all woven into a ‘real-life 
novel’ whose narrator and hero is Konwicki himself. The story of Konwicki’s 
‘personal patented 1981’ begins when, after the first, euphoric days of Solidarity, the
union enters a painful and frustrating period of struggle for survival. It ends in 
December 1981, with the declaration of martial law and a police summons for 
Konwicki. Right at the start, Konwicki claims he can no longer write fiction. However,
diaries can always be kept, especially in such dramatic times. As he reflects on 
recent events in his usual droll fashion—an account fascinating for its documentary
aspects alone—the narrative darts back and forth between the present and his 
magical childhood in Lithuania, his participation in the anti-Nazi (later anti-
Communist) underground, his halfhearted conversion to Communism in the fifties, 
and his equally skeptical involvement in dissident activities in the seventies. 
Interspersed are fragments of two unpublished novels; portraits of such figures as 
science-fiction writer Stanislaw Lem and Zbigniew Cybulski, the James Dean of 
Polish cinema; and a record of the obstacles to Konwicki’s adaptation for the screen
of compatriot Czeslaw Milosz’s ISSA VALLEY. In this dazzling new work bristling 
with strong opinions, Konwicki is trying to ferret out, or invent, some meaning for the
history of his generation and for the bitter fate of his country.

Tadeusz Konwicki (22 June 1926 – 7 January 2015) was a Polish writer and film 
director, a member of the Polish Language Council. Konwicki was born in 1926 in 
Nowa Wilejka, where he spent his early childhood. He spent his adolescence in 
Wilno (Vilnius), attending a local gymnasium. Immediately following the outbreak of
World War II, Wilno was occupied by the Soviet Union and subsequently by Nazi 
Germany, and all education for Poles was discontinued. Konwicki continued his 
studies underground. In 1944, he joined the ranks of a local Home Army partisan 
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Koontz, Dean R. Cold Fire. New York. 1991. Putnam. 1st Printing. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0399135790. 382 pages. hardcover. Author Signed Bookplate On Front
Free Endpaper. Inventory # 26120. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Reporter Holly Thorne is intrigued by Jim Ironheart, who
has saved 12 lives in the past three months. Holly wants to know what kind of power
drives him, why terrifying visions of a churning windmill haunt his dreams, and just 
what he means when he whispers in his sleep that an enemy who will kill everyone 
is coming. 'A master storyteller, sometimes humorous, sometimes shocking, but 
always riveting. His characters sparkle with life. And his fast-paced plots are 
wonderfully fiendish, taking unexpected twists and turns.' - The San Diego Union-
Tribune.

Dean Ray Koontz is an American author. His novels are broadly described as 
suspense thrillers, but also frequently incorporate elements of horror, fantasy, 
science fiction, mystery, and satire.
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Koontz, Dean R. Hideaway. New York. 1992. Putnam. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0399136738. 384 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket 
illustration by Don Brautigam. Inventory # 17258. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - He was clinically dead after the accident-but was 
miraculously revived. Now Hatch Harrison and his wife approach each day with a 
new appreciation for life. But something has come back with Hatch from the other 
side. A terrible presence that links his mind to a psychotic’s, so that a force of 
murderous rage courses through him.

Dean Ray Koontz is an American author. His novels are broadly described as 
suspense thrillers, but also frequently incorporate elements of horror, fantasy, 
science fiction, mystery, and satire.
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Koontz, Dean. Dark Rivers of the Heart. New York. 1994. Knopf. 1st Trade Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679425241. 487 pages. hardcover. Inscribed by the 
Author. Inventory # 21946. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A man and a woman meet by chance in a bar. Suddenly
they are fleeing the long arm of a clandestine and increasingly powerful renegade 
government agency -- the woman hunted for the information she possesses, the 
man mistaken as her comrade in a burgeoning resistance movement. The architect
of the chase is a man of uncommon madness and cruelty -- ruthless, possibly 
psychotic, and equipped with a vast technological arsenal. He is the brazen face of 
an insidiously fascistic future. And he is virtually unstoppable. But he has never 
before come up against the likes of his current quarry. Both of them are survivors of
singularly horrific pasts. Both have long been emboldened by their experiences to 
fight with reckless courage for their own freedom. Now they are plunged into a 
struggle for the freedom of their country, and for the sanctity of their own lives. Dark
Rivers of the Heart is an electrifying thriller that steers us along the razor edge of a 
familiar, terrifying reality.

Dean Ray Koontz is an American author. His novels are broadly described as 
suspense thrillers, but also frequently incorporate elements of horror, fantasy, 
science fiction, mystery, and satire.
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Kooser, Ted. Flying at Night: Poems 1965-1985. Pittsburgh. 2005. University of 
Pittsburgh Press. Later Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822958772. Pitt 
Poetry Series. 142 pages. paperback. Cover art by Catherine Drabkin, 'Red Lamp 
with Flowers.' Cover design by Ann Walston. Inventory # 40578. $14.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Named U.S. Poet Laureate for 2004-2006, Ted Kooser is
one of America's masters of the short metaphorical poem. Dana Gioia has remarked
that Kooser has written more perfect poems than any poet of his generation. In 
Flying at Night: Poems 1965-1985, Kooser has selected poems from two of his 
earlier works, Sure Signs and One World at a Time (1985). Taken together or read 
one at a time, these poems clearly show why William Cole, writing in the Saturday 
Review, called Ted Kooser 'a wonderful poet,' and why Peter Stitt, writing in the 
Georgia Review, proclaimed him 'a skilled and cunning writer. An authentic 'poet of 
the American people.'

Ted Kooser (born April 25, 1939) was named U.S. Poet Laureate for 2004-2006. He
was born in Ames, Iowa, in 1939. Kooser was educated in the Ames public schools,
at Iowa State University, and the University of Nebraska. His awards include two 
National Endowment for the Arts Fellowships, the Stanley Kunitz Prize from 
Columbia magazine, and the 1981 Society of Midland Authors Award for Poetry for
Sure Signs.
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Kopacsi, Sandor. In the Name of the Working Class: Budapest's Police Chief During
the Hungarian Revolution Tells the Extraordinary & Terrible Story of 1956. New 
York. 1987. Grove Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0802100104. Translated from the Hungarian by Daniel & Judy Stoffman. 320 pages.
hardcover. Jacket design by Carin Goldberg. Jacket photograph by Erich Lessing. 
Inventory # 11590. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Sandor Kopacsj was Budapest’s chief of police when the
Hungarian Revolution erupted on October 23, 1956. In a dramatic shift of allegiance
Kopacsi – once a Communist true believer – refused to obey orders to disperse the
demonstrators demanding liberalization of the regime and the withdrawal of Russian
troops from Hungary. ‘I’ll have you hanged from the highest tree in Budapest,’ 
promised Ivan Serov head of the KGB. Kopacsi threw in his lot with the new 
government of reformist prime minister Imre Nagy and was elected deputy 
commander of the revolutionary militia. On November 4, after promising to recall 
their troops, the Soviets sent in eight armored divisions and brutally crushed the 
revolution. Arrested and convicted of mutiny, Kopacsi survived to write this eloquent
memoir of Hungary’s heroic bid for freedom, and to honor the wish of the gallant, 
doomed Nagy.

Sandor Kopacsi (March 5, 1922, Miskolc, Hungary - March 2, 2001, Toronto, 
Canada) was born in Miskoic, Hungary in 1922. He fought in the anti-Nazi 
Communist underground during World War II and, like many of his countrymen, 
welcomed the Soviets as liberators at the end of the war. As a third-generation 
metalworker, Kopacsi had excellent proletarian credentials and became a rising star
of the postwar Hungarian Communist Party, which appointed him police chief of 
Budapest in 1952, at age thirty. For his participation in the Hungarian revolution, he 
received a life sentence and served seven harsh years before being released under
a general amnesty in 1963. After twelve more years of harassment and surveillance,
he was finally allowed to emigrate to Canada.
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Kopf, Gerhard. Papa’s Suitcase. New York. 1995. George Braziller. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0807613428. Translated from the German by A. 
Leslie Willson. 239 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by John Atwood. Inventory # 
20134. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The hero of PAPA’S SUITCASE, ‘Hemingstein,’ is a 
gentle young man who has a great love for books and the stories they contain. His 
favorite stories are those written by his hero and namesake, Ernest Hemingway 
‘Papa.’ After reading and re-reading all of Hemingway’s works, Hemingstein’s 
insatiable desire for stories by the great author is stronger than ever. In search of 
more material, he embarks on a quixotic trip for a long lost suitcase full of original 
Hemingway manuscripts that Hemingway’s first wife, Hadley, had lost while 
boarding a train in Paris in 1922. Hemingstein’s quest brings him around the world, 
from Mt. Kilimanjaro to Key West to the dusty Parisian salon of Marlene Dietrich. 
Kopf’s comic tale juxtaposes Hemingway’s sparse writing and titanic personality with
the sympathetic Hemingstein, at once lionizing and demythologizing Hemingway 
and his writing. Funny, irreverent and intelligent, PAPA’S SUITCASE is a declaration
of love for books and for reading.

Gerhard Kopf is Professor of Comparative Literature at the University of Duisberg.
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Kopf, Gerhard. There Is No Borges. New York. 1993. George Braziller. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0807613266. Translated from the German by 
Leslie Willson. 196 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration: Artist’s book by Marielle 
Bancou. Inventory # 18865. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - There Is No Borges might be described as an epic 
mystery, for the elusive subject of the narrator's quest is the great Argentine writer 
Jorge Luis Borges, creator of brilliant imaginary worlds. To the narrator, the world of
literature means more than reality, a sentiment echoed by Borges: 'Nothing is more
precise than fiction.' If this is true, perhaps Borges is one of his own fictive creations.
The narrator, a German professor of 'Lusitanics,' both the science of loss and the 
history of Portugal, is invited to Macao for a lecture tour; professionally and 
emotionally at life's end, he travels under the auspices of Borges, Cervantes, 
Conrad's Almayer, and other more or less esoteric and imaginary literary figures. If 
Borges is fiction, then how much of the future is, as Borges self-consciously writes, a
series of memories of the past? As the professor considers the Lusitania, sunk by 
German torpedoes in 1915, he wonders about the limits of governmental greed, 
about Tiananmen Square, and World War II. In the inverted mirror of his own 
Borgesian vision, the professor confronts his country's past, his family's past, and 
the degree to which we are condemned to repeat history. 'Every book is a mirror of 
the face bent over it,' writes Kopf's professor. There Is No Borges, written with 
kaleidoscopic brilliance and wonder, is full of conclusions and suggestions, leads 
and dead ends. Among the many questions it poses is whether we should not 
examine the ghosts that lie as much in books as in our own histories.

Gerhard Kopf is Professor of Comparative Literature at the University of Duisberg.
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Kopkind, Andrew. America: The Mixed Curse. Middlesex. 1969. Penguin Books. 1st
Penguin Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Paperback Original. 300 pages. 
paperback. S272. Inventory # 29400. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Since the Statue of Liberty came under fire from the 
home shore, deep cracks have appeared in the plinth. Inextricable involvement in 
Vietnam, the rising temperature of racial strife, the assassination of public figures 
have combined with other factors to breed a mood of resistance to the 'system' 
which was once a 'way of life'. Andrew Kopkind's trenchant comments on American
politics - the reflection of a human attitude rather than of any hard-and-fast theory - 
are already known in England through his articles in the New Statesman, Some of 
these, linked with others which have been printed in American periodicals, form the
body of this Penguin Special. They yield a recognizable picture of American society
at a crucial moment in its evolution - a picture sharply focused through the eyes of 
one of the most incisive young political commentators in the States, These pieces on
American political leaders, the party conventions, the race war, and the precarious 
American empire were mostly written 'on the road' by a working journalist, who has 
added a consldered analysis of the Presidential election. Often assertive, always 
graphic, they forcefully convey the sense of social fragmentation which pervades 
America today.

Andrew Kopkind (August 24, 1935 – October 23, 1994) was an American journalist.
He was renowned for his reporting during the tumultuous years of the late 1960s; he
wrote about the anti-Vietnam War protests, American Civil Rights Movement, 
Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, Students for a Democratic Society, the
Black Panther Party, the Weathermen, President Johnson's "Great Society" 
initiatives, and California gubernatorial campaign of Ronald Reagan.
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Korda, Michael. Another Life: A Memoir of Other People. New York. 1999. Random
House. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679456597. 530 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Gabrielle Bordwin. Jacket photography by Andrew 
Bordwin. Inventory # 26613. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In his remarkable new memoir, at once frank, audacious,
canny, and revealing, Michael Korda, the author of Charmed Lives and Queenie, 
does for the world of books what Moss Hart did for the theater in Act One, and 
succeeds triumphantly in making publishing seem as exciting (and as full of great 
characters) as the stage. Here is a memoir that reads like a novel, sweeping the 
reader into another life on a tide of energy, wit, and a seemingly inexhaustible flow 
of marvelous anecdotes. Another Life is not just an adventure--the engaging and 
often hilarious story of a young man making his career--but the insider's story of how
a cottage industry metamorphosed into a big business, with sometimes alarming 
results for all concerned. Korda writes with grace, humor, and a shrewd eye, not 
only about himself and his rise from a lowly (but not humble) assistant editor reading
the ‘slush pile’ of manuscripts to a famous editor in chief of a major publishing 
house, but also about the celebrities and writers with whom he worked over four 
decades. Here at last, entertaining and provocative and always hugely readable, is 
the whole story--a book as engaging and full of life as Korda's highly acclaimed 
memoir of his family, Charmed Lives.

Michael Korda (born 8 October 1933) is an English-born writer and novelist who was
editor-in-chief of Simon & Schuster in New York City.keywords
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Korten, David C. When Corporations Rule the World. West Hartford. 1995. 
Kumarian/Berrett-Koehler. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1887208003. 378 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Charles Rue Woods. Inventory # 21991. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A deep gap is growing between the promises of the new
global capitalism and the reality of the social breakdown, inequality, insecurity, 
spiritual emptiness, and environmental destruction left in its wake. What went wrong,
and why? In The Post-Corporate World, David C. Korten makes a well-documented
case that the new global capitalism is delivering a fatal blow not only to life but to 
democracy and the market. But rather than simply presenting a doomsday scenario,
Korten shows that it isn’t too late for change. Drawing on the new biology and a 
growing understanding of living systems, the book argues that the most promising 
alternative is a world of healthy market economies that function as extensions of 
healthy local ecosystems to meet the needs of people and communities.

David C. Korten is an American author, former professor of the Harvard Business 
School, political activist, prominent critic of corporate globalization, and "by training 
and inclination a student of psychology and behavioral systems". His best-known 
publication is When Corporations Rule the World.
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Korzenik, Diana. Objects of American Art Education: Highlights from the Diana 
Korzenik Collection. San Marino. 2005. Huntington Library Press. 1st of This 
Particular Reprinted Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0873282043. Introduction by 
Cathy Cherbosque. 48 pages. paperback. Inventory # 35967. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This extensively illustrated book explores materials--
many of them three-dimensional objects that virtually jump off of the page--used in 
art teaching from 1770 to 1950. In the course of gathering her collection, Diana 
Korzenik traced the methods and materials used to teach artists and amateurs to 
draw and to see the world around them. The illustrations provide an extensive 
sampling of these objects, depicting drawing books, crayons, promotional booklets,
and three-dimensional teaching aids. Stochastic screening, used in the color printing
of the book, gives striking resolution and fidelity to the illustrations. The essays 
provide evidence of the changing interpretations of art making in the period covered
by the collection and offer new perspectives on material culture, art and design, 
education, and American Studies.

Diana Korzenik (born March 15, 1941), Professor Emerita, Massachusetts College 
of Art, is the author of Drawn to Art: A Nineteenth-Century American Dream and, 
with Maurice Brown, Art Making and Education. She amassed her collection of more
than 1,500 artifacts, books, and printed ephemera over the course of several 
decades. In 1997, she donated this collection to the Huntington Library. Cathy 
Cherbosque is Curator of Historical Prints and Ephemera at the Huntington Library.
She is a doctoral student in American History at Claremont Graduate University.keywords
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Kosinski, Jerzy. Being the re. New York. 1970. Harcourt Brace & Jovanovich. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0151117004. 142 pages. hardcover. Inscribed by 
the Author. Jacket design by Hal Siegel. Inventory # 3152. $250

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Chauncey Gardiner is the great enigma: a hero of the 
American media. TV loves him; print pursues him. He is a household face; the one 
everybody is talking about. Nobody knows what he is talking about or where he has
come from, but everybody knows he has come to money, power and sex. Was he 
led to all this by the lovely, well-connected wife of a dying Wall Street tycoon? Or is
Chauncey Gardiner riding the waves all by himself because, like a TV image, he 
floated into the world buoyed up by a force he did not see and could not name? 
Does he know something we don’t? Will he fail? Will he ever be unhappy? The 
reader must decide.

Jerzy Kosiński (June 14, 1933 – May 3, 1991), born Józef Lewinkopf, was a Polish-
American novelist and two-time President of the American Chapter of P.E.N., who 
wrote primarily in English. Born in Poland, he survived World War II and, as a young
man, immigrated to the U.S., where he became a citizen. He was known for various
novels, among them The Painted Bird (1965) and Being There (1970), which was 
adapted as a film (1979).
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Kosinski, Jerzy. Blind Date. Boston. 1977. Houghton Mifflin. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0395257816. 237 pages. hardcover. Jacket painting by 
Sanford Kossin. Inventory # 5095. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - BLIND DATE is the story of the adventures of George 
Levanter - an idea man, a small investor, a traveler who spans continents and 
cultures from Moscow to New York, the Alps to Los Angeles, city to small town, free-
wheeling in free enterprise. As a businessman, he takes risks, sets traps, turns 
profits, lives off his wits. As a gamesman, he invents laughter for the delight of 
children, and death for those over- looked by justice. As a lover, he engages the 
beautiful and the deformed, the innocent and the depraved. An explorer in the world
of complex moral choices and emotional shocks, Levanter finds himself enmeshed
with heads of state, petty bureaucrats, industrial tycoons, sex scavengers, renowned
scientists, jet-setters, and national heroes. Each encounter plays a unique role in 
altering the mysterious destiny of George Levanter. The novel moves with the 
powerful thrust of a thriller, propelling the reader from one blind date to the next, 
through events that are in turn touching, terrifying, and explosive.

Jerzy Kosiński (June 14, 1933 – May 3, 1991), born Józef Lewinkopf, was a Polish-
American novelist and two-time President of the American Chapter of P.E.N., who 
wrote primarily in English. Born in Poland, he survived World War II and, as a young
man, immigrated to the U.S., where he became a citizen. He was known for various
novels, among them The Painted Bird (1965) and Being There (1970), which was 
adapted as a film (1979).keywords
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Kosinski, Jerzy. Passing By: Selected Essays 1960-1991. New York. 1992. Random
House. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679413898. 256 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 17576. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A collection of essays by the late author of The Painted 
Bird features pieces about polo and skiing, levitation, the streets of New York, 
present-day Poland, the Cannes film festival, celebrities, and more. Jerzy Kosinski's
suicide in 1991 shocked the literary world. A Polish emigre who had survived 
unspeakable horrors as a child during World War II, Kosinski was a flamboyant 
figure whose death only added to the aura of mystery that surrounded him. Passing
By is Kosinski's legacy, a collection of writings, never before published in book form,
that answers many of the questions about Kosinski and his work - a revealing and 
provocative self-portrait by an author whose life was shrouded in enigma.

Jerzy Kosiński (June 14, 1933 – May 3, 1991), born Józef Lewinkopf, was a Polish-
American novelist and two-time President of the American Chapter of P.E.N., who 
wrote primarily in English. Born in Poland, he survived World War II and, as a young
man, immigrated to the U.S., where he became a citizen. He was known for various
novels, among them The Painted Bird (1965) and Being There (1970), which was 
adapted as a film (1979).
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Kosinski, Jerzy. Passion Play. New York. 1979. St Martin's Press. 1st Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0312597835. 273 pages. hardcover. Inscribed by the Author. 
Jacket design by Lydia Rosier. Inventory # 5096. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a masterpiece of love and loss by one of the world's 
greatest writers, Fabian travels in his VanHome from one end of the country to the 
other, searching, judging, and testing--himself most of all.

Jerzy Kosiński (June 14, 1933 – May 3, 1991), born Józef Lewinkopf, was a Polish-
American novelist and two-time President of the American Chapter of P.E.N., who 
wrote primarily in English. Born in Poland, he survived World War II and, as a young
man, immigrated to the U.S., where he became a citizen. He was known for various
novels, among them The Painted Bird (1965) and Being There (1970), which was 
adapted as a film (1979).
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Kosinski, Jerzy. Pinball. New York. 1982. Bantam Books. 1st Printing. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 0553050079. 289 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 2808. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here, at last, is Jerzy kosinski’s eagerly awaited, forceful
new novel of genius and evil. Ricocheting with humor, bursting with sensuality and 
exploding with violence-it is a game as intricate, unpredictable and complex as life.
Goddard. He is a rock superstar. Year after year his records top the charts. His 
name is a household word, but no one knows who he is. The Goddard sound has 
seduced millions, but no one knows what he looks like. His identity a secret even 
from his most intimate friends, his lovers, his own father, Goddard has managed to 
remain a voice without a face. Obsessed with finding Goddard, a beautiful young 
woman stalks him relentlessly, driven by her secret goal which justifies all means. 
Thus begins both the hunt and the mystery in what is without doubt Kosinski’s most
powerful contemporary drama, a story of music and suspense and violence set in 
New York, California, and Tijuana.

Jerzy Kosiński (June 14, 1933 – May 3, 1991), born Józef Lewinkopf, was a Polish-
American novelist and two-time President of the American Chapter of P.E.N., who 
wrote primarily in English. Born in Poland, he survived World War II and, as a young
man, immigrated to the U.S., where he became a citizen. He was known for various
novels, among them The Painted Bird (1965) and Being There (1970), which was 
adapted as a film (1979).
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Kosinski, Jerzy. Steps. New York. 1968. Random House. 1st Printing. Very Good in
Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 149 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Muriel Nasser. 
Inventory # 2807. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From the esteemed author of the classics The Painted 
Bird and Being There comes this award-winning novel about one man's sexual and 
sensual experiences, the fabric from which his life has been woven. Jerzy Kosinski's
classic vision of moral and sexual estrangement brilliantly captures the disturbing 
undercurrents of modern politics and culture. In this haunting novel, distinctions are
eroded between oppressor and oppressed, perpetrator and victim, narcissism and 
anonymity. Kosinski portrays men and women both aroused and desensitized by an
environment that disdains the individual and seeks control over the imagination in 
his unforgettable and immensely provocative work.

Jerzy Kosiński (June 14, 1933 – May 3, 1991), born Józef Lewinkopf, was a Polish-
American novelist and two-time President of the American Chapter of P.E.N., who 
wrote primarily in English. Born in Poland, he survived World War II and, as a young
man, immigrated to the U.S., where he became a citizen. He was known for various
novels, among them The Painted Bird (1965) and Being There (1970), which was 
adapted as a film (1979).
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Kosinski, Jerzy. The Devil Tree. New York. 1973. Harcourt Brace & Jovanovich. 1st
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0151253285. 209 pages. hardcover. Inscribed by 
the Author. Jacket design by Paul Bacon. Inventory # 5093. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Jonathan Whalen's life has been determined from the 
start by the immense fortune of his father, a steel tycoon. Whalen's childlike delight 
in power and status mask a greater need, a desire to feel life intensely, through 
drugs, violence, sex, and attempts at meaningful connection with other people - 
whether lovers or the memory of his dead parents. But the physical is all that feels 
real to him, and as he embarks on a journey to Africa with his godparents, Whalen's
embrace of amoral thrill accelerates toward ultimate fulfillment.

Jerzy Kosiński (June 14, 1933 – May 3, 1991), born Józef Lewinkopf, was a Polish-
American novelist and two-time President of the American Chapter of P.E.N., who 
wrote primarily in English. Born in Poland, he survived World War II and, as a young
man, immigrated to the U.S., where he became a citizen. He was known for various
novels, among them The Painted Bird (1965) and Being There (1970), which was 
adapted as a film (1979).
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Kosinski, Jerzy. The Hermit of 69th Street. New York. 1988. Seaver/Holt. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0805006117. 531 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Jon Valk. Inventory # 10219. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This ‘autofiction’ by Norbert Korsky, a 55-year-old 
Holocaust survivor from the Poland-like country of ‘Ruthenia,’ is presented by 
Kosinski as the ‘working papers’ of a deceased writer whose life and times mirror 
Kosinski’s own. Set in New York and Hollywood, the story is hobbled by its form, a 
relentless homage to Vladimir Nabokov. Almost every page is studded with 
footnotes and documentation, some consisting of newspaper leads and some culled
from imaginary sources. Quotes from a panoply of writers are strewn throughout the
text. It is as if Kosinski is obsessed with proving that in the hands of a gifted writer 
anything can be given meaning and relevance. There is much mystical hocus-pocus
over the recurrence of the number 69 throughout these pages; the conceit includes 
incessant asides to the printer and the reader, signed N. K and J. K. Kosinski makes
thousands of allusions. In a reference to the Charles Manson murders, for example,
he calls Sharon Tate Ophelia and the other victims Rosencrantz and Mr. and Mrs. 
Guildenstern. This is a clever tour de force, but difficult to define as a novel, not to 
be compared with THE PAINTED BIRD, STEPS or BEING THERE for sheer quality
of writing. It’s a self-conscious demonstration of technique, delivered with a wink and
a smirk. - PUBLISHERS WEEKLY.

Jerzy Kosiński (June 14, 1933 – May 3, 1991), born Józef Lewinkopf, was a Polish-
American novelist and two-time President of the American Chapter of P.E.N., who 
wrote primarily in English. Born in Poland, he survived World War II and, as a young
man, immigrated to the U.S., where he became a citizen. He was known for various
novels, among them The Painted Bird (1965) and Being There (1970), which was 
adapted as a film (1979).
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Kosinski, Jerzy. The Painted Bird. Boston. 1976. Houghton Mifflin. 1st Printing of 
Revised Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0395242916. 234 pages. hardcover. 
Inscribed by the Author. Jacket art by Roy R. Behrens. Inventory # 3187. $225

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A harrowing story that follows the wanderings of a boy 
abandoned by his parents during World War II, this classic novel, originally 
published in 1965, is a dark masterpiece that examines the proximity of terror and 
savagery to innocence and love. It is the first, and the most famous, novel by one of
the most important and original writers of this century.

Jerzy Kosiński (June 14, 1933 – May 3, 1991), born Józef Lewinkopf, was a Polish-
American novelist and two-time President of the American Chapter of P.E.N., who 
wrote primarily in English. Born in Poland, he survived World War II and, as a young
man, immigrated to the U.S., where he became a citizen. He was known for various
novels, among them The Painted Bird (1965) and Being There (1970), which was 
adapted as a film (1979).
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Kott, Jan. The the ater of Essence. Evanston. 1984. Northwestern University Press.
1st Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With Some Tears. 0810106647. 
Introduction by Martin Esslin. 218 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 16323. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The sixteen essays collected in The Theater of Essence
define the point of view of one of the most influential theater critics of our time. Jan 
Kott's subjects extend from Tadeusz Borowski, Ibsen, Ionesco, and Gogol to 
Bunraku theater in Japan, Yiddish theater in New York, and Grotowski's theater in 
Poland. "Kott is the best guide I know to the theatrical innovators of our time. Even 
the erudite scholarship is illuminated in the end by his own historical destiny as an 
exiled intellectual; if he looks backward to read Ibsen anew, or examines the 
perverse heart of Kabuki, his discoveries are still filtered through the consciousness
and experience of Kott our contemporary." --Philip Roth. "Criticism these days in 
usually dull, dehydrated, and pompous. But not Jan Kott's criticism. It is startling, 
juicy, informal, jazzy. Even those who think Jan a little mad will concede that there is
no methodology in the madness." --Eric Bentley.

Jan Kott (October 27, 1914 – December 23, 2001) was a Polish political activist, 
critic and theoretician of the theatre. A leading proponent of Stalinism in Poland for 
nearly a decade after the Soviet takeover, Kott renounced his Communist Party 
membership in 1957 following the anti-Stalinist Polish October of 1956. He defected
to the United States in 1965. He is regarded as having considerable influence upon
Western productions of Shakespeare in the second half of the 20th century. Jan Kott
was born in Warsaw, Poland in 1914. In 1964, he co-signed "The Letter of the 
Thirty-Four" protesting Polish censorship, and in 1969 he was official dismissed from
the University of Warsaw where he was Professor of Polish Literature. Leaving 
Poland, he came to the United States and taught at the State University of New York
at Stony Brook from 1969 until his death in 2001.
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Kozol, Jonathan. Amazing Grace: The Lives of Children and the Conscience of a 
Nation. New York. 1995. Crown. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0517799995.
286 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Lauren Dong. Inventory # 26129. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The children in this book defy the stereotypes of urban 
youth too frequently presented by the media. Tender, generous and often religiously
devout, they speak with eloquence and honesty about the poverty and racial 
isolation that have wounded but not hardened them. The book does not romanticize
or soften the effects of violence and sickness. One fourth of the child-bearing 
women in the neighborhoods where these children live test positive for HIV. 
Pediatric AIDs, life-consuming fires and gang rivalries take a high toll. Several 
children die during the year in which this narrative takes place. A gently written work,
Amazing Grace asks questions that are at once political and theological. What is the
value of a child’s life? What exactly do we plan to do with those whom we appear to
have defined as economically and humanly superfluous? How cold -- how cruel, how
tough -- do we dare be?

Jonathan Kozol (born September 5, 1936) is an American writer, educator, and 
activist, best known for his books on public education in the United States.
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Kozol, Jonathan. Prisoners of Silence: Breaking the Bonds of Adult Illiteracy in the 
United States. New York. 1980. Continuum. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0826400051. 113 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket design by Vikki 
Sheatsley. Inventory # 23637. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - PRISONERS OF SILENCE is a book about those 
millions of American adults who cannot read or write. The very fact that estimates as
to the number of such victims of mass ignorance and miseducation range from a 
minimum of twenty million to a high of sixty-four million serves only to emphasize the
dimensions of our national indifference to a problem which is incalculable in terms of
private grief, personal anguish, and economic waste. Jonathan Kozol-who first came
to national attention with the publication of DEATH AT AN EARLY AGE, winner of a
National Book Award in 1968-now turns his attention from the children of poverty to 
the parents of these children, from those who have been prisoners of inferior and 
archaic public schools to those who are locked into a far more frustrating, more final,
and more formidable bondage by their inability to write or understand the printed 
word. Unlike many others who have merely described the problem of adult illiteracy,
Kozol here offers a number of specific, original, and workable recommendations. In 
the final event, his book is nothing less than a full-scale plan of battle which would 
mobilize, when fully implemented, as many as five million ‘literacy workers,’ some of
them no older than fifteen, others well over sixty-five. In its earlier drafts, the book 
has been the subject of prolonged discussion and debate within community 
agencies, literacy centers, academic study groups, and national conferences of 
concerned citizens. In this sense PRISONERS OF SILENCE is a group-effort 
reflecting a consensus of people of all ages, races, and socioeconomic 
backgrounds; and it is an effort that will enlist and command the attention of all 
Americans concerned for the future of their country.

Jonathan Kozol (born September 5, 1936) is an American writer, educator, and 
activist, best known for his books on public education in the United States.
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Kozol, Jonathan. Savage Inequalities: Children in America's Schools. New York. 
1991. Crown. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 051758221x. 262 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Peter A. Davis. Inventory # 15530. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A searing, eye-opening exposé of the inequality built into
America’s public education system, written by Jonathan Kozol, the National Book 
Award-winning author of DEATH AT AN EARLY AGE. Traveling the most blighted 
neighborhoods of our country, Kozol discovers a separate and unequal school 
system for America’s less fortunate.

Jonathan Kozol (born September 5, 1936) is an American writer, educator, and 
activist, best known for his books on public education in the United States.
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Kozol, Jonathan. The Fume of Poppies. Boston. 1958. Houghton Mifflin. 1st Printing.
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket W/A Small Piece Missing From The Top 
Spine. 1st Novel From The Famed Educator. 181 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
25043. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE FUME OF POPPIES, a account of a love affair 
between two affluent undergraduates, written while Jonathan Kozol was an English
major at Harvard, was his first book and only novel to date. It was published shortly
after Kozol's graduation to encouraging reviews.

Jonathan Kozol (born September 5, 1936) is an American writer, educator, and 
activist, best known for his books on public education in the United States.
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Krakauer, Jon. Into Thin Air: A Personal Account of the Mt. Everest Disaster. New 
York. 1997. Villard. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679457526. 
295 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Daniel Rembert. Inventory # 23703. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Reeling from the brain-altering effects of oxygen 
depletion, Jon Krakauer reached the summit of Mt. Everest in the early afternoon of
May 10, 1996. He hadn’t slept in fifty-seven hours. As he turned to begin the 
perilous descent from 29,028 feet (roughly the cruising altitude of an Airbus jetliner),
twenty other climbers were still pushing doggedly to the top, unaware that the sky 
had begun to roil with clouds. ‘This is the terrifying story of what really happened that
fateful day at the top of the world, during what would be the deadliest season in the
history of Everest. In this harrowing yet breathtaking narrative, Krakauer takes the 
reader along with his ill-fated expedition, step by precarious step, from Katmandu to
the mountain’s pinnacle where, plagued by a combination of hubris, greed, poor 
judgment, and plain bad luck, they would fall prey to the mountain’s unpredictable 
fury.

Jon Krakauer is an American writer and mountaineer, primarily known for his 
writings about the outdoors, especially mountain climbing.
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Kramer, Gudrun. A History of Palestine: From the Ottoman Conquest to the 
Founding of the State of Israel. Princeton. 2008. Princeton University Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780691118970. Translated from the 
German by Graham Harman & Gudrun Kr?mer. 376 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
36266. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It is impossible to understand Palestine today without a 
careful reading of its distant and recent past. But until now there has been no single
volume in English that tells the history of the events—from the Ottoman Empire to 
the mid-twentieth century—that shaped modern Palestine. The first book of its kind,
A History of Palestine offers a richly detailed interpretation of this critical region’s 
evolution. Starting with the prebiblical and biblical roots of Palestine, noted historian
Gudrun Krämer examines the meanings ascribed to the land in the Jewish, 
Christian, and Muslim traditions. Paying special attention to social and economic 
factors, she examines the gradual transformation of Palestine, following the history 
of the region through the Egyptian occupation of the mid-nineteenth century, the 
Ottoman reform era, and the British Mandate up to the founding of Israel in 1948. 
Focusing on the interactions of Arabs and Jews, A History of Palestine tells how 
these connections affected the cultural and political evolution of each community 
and Palestine as a whole.

Gudrun Krämer is professor of Islamic studies at Free University Berlin and a 
member of the Berlin-Brandenburg Academy of Sciences. Her books include A 
History of Islam and The Jews in Modern Egypt.keywords
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Kramer, Kathryn. A Handbook For Visitors From Outer Space. New York. 1984. 
Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394523741. 1st Novel. 341
pages. hardcover. Jacket art by Rob Wynne. Inventory # 28529. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A sharply fresh vision of our time conveyed through the 
experiences of a boy filled with classic yearnings for family wholeness and national 
honesty, on a quest to uncover his elders’ secrets. Beginning with a mysterious, 
unlocatable war and concluding with a battle on the New Jersey Turnpike, this is a 
‘mad fairy tale that unexpectedly turns out to be true’ by ‘such an engaging 
storyteller that we willingly submit, believing the impossible.’ (The New York Times 
Book Review) A ‘combination of inspired tenderness and brilliant technique. it reads
as if it were written by a very witty angel.’ (The Boston Herald).

Kathryn Kramer is the author of two previous novels, A Handbook for Visitors from 
Outer Space and Rattlesnake Farming. She teaches at Middlebury College in 
Vermont.
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Kramer, Kathryn. Rattlesnake Farming. New York. 1992. Knopf. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679404287. 547 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Archie Ferguson. Inventory # 17211. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The author of the greatly acclaimed A Handbook for 
Visitors from Outer Space now gives us an equally astonishing work of fiction, a 
novel about original sin (complete with serpent) and redemption, through three 
generations of an American family. Large, fascinating, at once realistic and magical,
the novel opens as the central figure, twenty-six-year-old Zoe Carver, arrives in a 
Southwestern city to spend Christmas with her brother, who conducts biochemical 
research with snake venom. Zoe does not speak. Though she can laugh and cry 
and sign, she has been mute since the time, ten years before, when her high school
boyfriend Rob claimed to have intentionally caused his father’s death. Now, just as
Rob is released from the mental hospital in which he has been confined, Zoe’s own 
father vanishes, and this fateful coincidence triggers in her an urgent need to find 
out the truth of Rob’s long-ago confession. And, she is secretly in search of a father 
for the baby she wants to have. Zoe’s story, with its excursions into her family’s past
- a family descended from the ‘last witch tried in America,’ a family abounding in 
secrets - culminates in the discovery (with the help of her brother’s snakes) of a 
brilliant solution to her problems. and a way to start history all over again. 
Rattlesnake Farming is rich, crowded, and exciting - a novel that explores in fresh 
and invigorating ways the possibility of the miraculous in all our lives.

Kathryn Kramer is the author of two previous novels, A Handbook for Visitors from 
Outer Space and Rattlesnake Farming. She teaches at Middlebury College in 
Vermont.
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Kramer, Kathryn. Sweet Water. New York. 1998. Knopf. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0375400834. 308 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Abby Weintraub. Inventory # 36754. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In her powerfully engrossing novel, Kathryn Kramer 
explores the American way of love via two romantic triangles. One is taking place 
now (a skeptical horsewoman, a passionate biographer, an international financier) 
and the other a hundred years ago, at the same Vermont resort hotel. As the plot 
unfolds, the secrets embedded in the two romances work their way to the surface: 
newly discovered love letters, addressed in the last century to an earlier proprietress
of the hotel, a Miss Lucinda Dearborn, not only turn out to be from America’s 
greatest expatriate novelist but also point to Lucinda’s unsuspected lifelong affair 
with another man. In the present, mysterious events that occurred the winter the 
current owners of the hotel, Ned and Greta Dene, met as teenagers, threaten to 
overwhelm their lives once again when Greta’s first and greatest love disappears in
a plane crash and the priest who brought about their meeting reappears, as if on 
cue. As the story progresses, the distance between what happened in the past and
what is happening now begins to close, and Lucinda Dearborn’s amazing and 
ultimately tragic story illuminates Greta and Ned’s summer of crisis. Sweet Water is
a spacious novel, rich in event and the feel of America—Civil War boys returning 
from the fighting, the hotel’s famous water cures, a woman galloping her horse 
across the hills, a Catholic priest who presides over a miracle he doesn’t believe in,
an old-fashioned diviner who goes looking for water and turns up the letters that set
everything in motion. It is also a literary detective story, a brilliant and gripping novel
about the ways in which love can be fueled or destroyed by secrets, about the 
distances between men and women, and about the extraordinary and unexpected 
ways in which faith between them is engendered.

Kathryn Kramer is the author of two previous novels, A Handbook for Visitors from 
Outer Space and Rattlesnake Farming. She teaches at Middlebury College in 
Vermont.
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Kramnick, Isaac and Sheerman, Barry. Harold Laski: A Life On the Left. New York. 
1993. Allen Lane/Penguin. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0713991062. 669 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Alkie Dalkmann. Inventory
# 19121. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Tireless apostle of democratic socialism, prolific 
journalist, British Labour Party activist, Zionist and London School of Economics 
political science professor, Harold Laski (1893-1950) for a time was the most 
influential socialist thinker in the English-speaking world, yet his reputation is in 
eclipse today. This vigorous, balanced biography depicts an electric personality 
‘riven by contradictions.’ Fiercely egalitarian yet personally prone to elitism and 
cultural snobbery, Laski positioned himself as an alienated outsider while cultivating
friendships with Franklin Roosevelt, Felix Frankfurter, Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr. and
Edward R. Murrow, among others. The authors perceptively discuss Laski’s 
marriage to Fabian socialist Frida Kerry, his sensational 1946 political libel suit 
against a British newspaper, which he lost, and his attempt to fuse Marxism with a 
commitment to civil liberties, a decentralized economy and pluralist politics in an 
egalitarian society. Kramnick is a Cornell professor of government, Sheerman a 
Labour Member of Parliament. Photos. - Publishers Weekly.

Isaac Kramnick (born March 6, 1938) is an American historian, social scientist and 
the Richard J. Schwartz Professor of Government at Cornell University. He is a 
subject-matter expert on English and American political thought and history. Barry 
John Sheerman (August 17, 1940) is a British Labour Co-operative politician who 
has been the Member of Parliament for Huddersfield since the 1979 general 
election.
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Kraus, Karl. Dicta and Contradicta. Urbana and Chicago. 2001. University of Illinois
Press. Reprinted Edition. Very Good in Hardcover. No Dustjacket. 9780252026485.
Translated from the German by Jonathan McVity. 191 pages. hardcover. Cover 
photo from the Historical Museum of the City of Vienna, courtesy of the City of 
Vienna. Cover design by Erin Kirk New. Inventory # 20622. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From the decadent turn of the century to the Third Reich,
the acerbic satirist Karl Kraus was one of the most famous and feared intellectuals in
Europe. Uniquely combining humor with profundity and venom with compassion, 
DICTA AND CONTRADICTA is a bonanza of scandalous wit from Vienna’s answer 
to Oscar Wilde. Through the polemical and satirical magazine Die Fackel (The 
torch), which he founded in 1899, Kraus launched wicked but unrelentingly witty 
attacks on literary and media corruption, sexual repression, militarism, and the social
hypocrisy of fin-de-siècle Vienna. His barbed aphorisms were an essential part of his
running commentary on Viennese culture. For DICTA AND CONTRADICTA, 
originally published in 1909 and revised in 1923, Kraus selected nearly 1,000 of the
scathing aphorisms that had appeared in Die Fackel. In this new translation, 
Jonathan McVity masterfully renders Kraus’s multilayered meanings, preserving the
clever wordplay of the German in readable colloquial English. He also provides an 
essay on Kraus’s life and milieu and annotations that clarify many of Kraus’s literary
and socio-historical allusions.

Karl Kraus (1874-1936) was the editor of and chief contributor to the journal Die 
Fackel, the author of dramatic works including The Last Days of Mankind, and a 
translator of many foreign masterpieces into German. Jonathan McVity holds a 
bachelor’s degree in English from Oxford University.
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Kraus, Karl. The Last Days of Mankind. New York. 1974. Frederick Ungar Publishing
Company. 1st American Edition of this Abridged Translation. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 0804463662. Translated from the German by Alexander Gode and Sue 
Ellen Wright. Abridged and edited by Frederick Ungar. Introduction by the editor. 
Critical analysis by Franz H. Mautner. 263 pages. paperback. Cover design by Tim
Gaydos. Inventory # 10453. $62.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE LAST DAYS OF MANKIND is Kraus’s masterpiece,
with half of Europe as its stage. It is presented here in English for the first time, in an
abridged version that preserves the essence of the 800-page original. Its influence 
on Brecht, Ionesco, and other playwrights is acknowledged. Mingling actual 
quotations, news reports, and government orders with Kraus’s own satiric dialogue, 
this immense drama (never meaning to be performed) offers a vast fresco of events
at the front and at home during, as it prophesied, the last days of the Austro-
Hungarian Empire. Indeed, Kraus anticipated the development of atomic warfare 
and its threat to all mankind. Some of Kraus is untranslatable, but, as Stanley 
Kauffmann wrote in his New Republic review, ‘Ungar has done us a benefit at least
by bringing us a bit closer to this sharp-eyed, angry, prickly, lover-hater of mankind.’

KARL KRAUS (1874-1936) was a major influence on the intellectual life of Vienna, 
whose seminal thinkers and artists have profoundly changed twentieth-century 
thought. On some of them Kraus’s influence was fundamental. Kraus is difficult to 
classify in any category; he stands unique in world literature. Many critics believe 
him to be the greatest satirist since Swift; he was also one of the most brilliant 
aphorists. As a critic of society, in violent opposition to the all-pervading corruption of
the spirit in public life, he was without equal.
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Krause, Ute. Pig Surprise. New York. 1989. Dial Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0803707142. Illustrated by Ute Krause. hardcover. Cover: Ute Krause. 
Inventory # 12071. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Despite Herman's attempt to be a well-behaved pig, his 
owner Nina must recognize the fact that he will be happier living outdoors with other
pigs.

Ute Krause was born in Berlin but grew up in many countries, including Turkey, 
Nigeria, India, and the United States as well as Germany. She is the author of more
than sixty children s books published in Germany and throughout the world.
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Krauss, Ruth. When I Walk I Change the Earth. Providence. 1978. Burning Deck. 
1st American Edition. Small Tear On Front Cover,Otherwise Very Good in 
Wrappers. 1 of 500 Numbered Copies. paperback. Cover: Keith Waldrop. Inventory
# 33038. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Poetry from the noted children’s book author 
characterized by Maurice Sendak as ‘a giant’ in the world of children's literature. 
‘Prior to the commercialization of children's books, there was Ruth Krauss.’

Ruth Krauss (born July 25, 1901, Baltimore, Maryland d. July 10, 1993, Westport, 
Connecticut) was an author of children's books, one of the most well known being 
The Carrot Seed, and an author of theatrical poems for an adult audience. Krauss 
was a graduate of the Parson School of Design. She was a member of the Writers' 
Laboratory at the Bank Street College of Education in New York during the 1940s. 
Ruth Krauss married children's book author Crockett Johnson in 1941. They 
collaborated on many books, among them THE CARROT SEED, HOW TO MAKE 
AN EARTHQUAKE, IS THIS YOU? and THE HAPPY EGG.
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Krech III, Shepard. The Ecological Indian: Myth and History. New York. 1999. 
Norton. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0393047555. 318 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 27141. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A startling look at historical truths and romantic 
falsehoods about Native Americans and their relationship to nature. The idea of the
Native American living in perfect harmony with nature is one of the most cherished 
contemporary myths. It has provided an important corrective to individual and 
corporate carelessness towards the natural world. But is there truth in this larger-
than-life image? Not very much, according to Shepard Krech. The Ecological Indian
surveys North American environmental history to explore the relation between 
humans and the rest of nature before and after the arrival of Europeans, addressing
such fascinating questions as: Were Pleistocene-era humans responsible for the 
extinction of large mammals like the mastodon? Did the Hohokam of Arizona 
destroy their society by overirrigating and ultimately oversalinating their crops? What
role did Native Americans play in the near-extinctions of the deer, the beaver, and 
the buffalo? How did they use fire? Was the natural 'Eden' that awed the first 
European visitors just a feature of very low-population density? Shedding invaluable
light both on conservation and ecology in Native America and on fierce 
contemporary debates, this groundbreaking book is essential reading for all who 
care about the environment, humans, and their history together.

Shepard Krech III is a professor of anthropology at Brown University. He lives in 
Providence, Rhode Island, and in Maine.keywords
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Krige, Uys. The Dream and the Desert. London. 1953. Collins. 1st British Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 223 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 8846. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is Uys Krige’s second book in English. His first, THE
WAY OUT, was one of the earliest escape stories of the Second World War and was
widely acclaimed. In THE DREAM Mr. Krige takes up an entirely new theme, a study
of a little Afrikaans boy and the effect which the birth and death of a young brother 
has on his ordered, self-absorbed existence. In the course of under a hundred 
pages he contrives to present an experience complete in its effect on the young 
Jannie, while carefully portraying the whole world of his boyhood, from the zest of 
the rugger tackle to his calm and strange death-dream. There are other stories, too:
TWO DAUMIERS touches ironically on a burning racial question: DEATH OF A 
ZULU, which appeared in an earlier form in Harper’s Magazine, gives another slant 
to the psychological effects of war. The book ends with a moving and brilliant one-
act play. Uys Krige is a distinguished writer and poet, already famous in his native 
South Africa, and an acknowledged master of Afrikaans poetry and prose. THE 
DREAM AND THE DESERT, we are confident, will establish and confirm his 
reputation as an interesting and unusual writer.

Mattheus Uys Krige (4 February 1910 – 10 August 1987) was a South African writer
of novels, short stories, poems and plays in both Afrikaans and English.
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Krim, Seymour (editor). Manhattan: Stories From the Heart of a Great City. New 
York. 1954. Bantam Books. 1st Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. A 
Bantam Giant. 215 pages. paperback. A1201. Inventory #  44190. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here’s the raucous, sinful, fabulous city of eight million - 
the Savage City of Pietro di Donato, the Whimsical City of Ludwig Bemelmans, the
Ghostly City of Truman Capote, the Play-Girl’s City of Dorothy Parker, the Bizarre 
City of Ben Hecht, the Get-it-Wholesale City of Jerome Weidman, the Inspirational 
City of Paul Gallico. Here are the swank hotels, brassy nightclubs, 3rd Avenue 
saloons, and Bowery flophouses. The models and bookies, stockbrokers and 
pawnbrokers: HERE’S NEW YORK! Also includes storeis by F. Scott Fitzgerald, 
Damon Runyon, Stephen Crane, Edith Wharton, John O’Hara, Irwin Shaw and 
others.

Seymour Krim (May 11, 1922 – August 30, 1989) was an American author, editor 
and literary critic. He is often categorized with the writers of the Beat Generation. He
wrote for the Village Voice, Playboy, New York Element and International Times, 
among many other publications. He worked for a time at The New Yorker, where 
Brendan Gill recalled he was often "stripped to the waist."
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Kristjansdottir, Bergljot S. (editor). The Saga of the People of Laxardal and Bolli 
Bollason's Tales. New York. 2008. Penguin Books. 1st Penguin Classic Paperback
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780140447750. Translated from the Icelandic by
Keneva Kunz. 223 pages. paperback. Cover - Detail from Oseberg wood carving 
depicting woman appearing to restrain one man from striking another. Norwegian, 
9th century. Inventory # 36674. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Gudrun is headstrong, proud and the most beautiful 
woman in Iceland. The tragic story of how she comes to betray and destroy the only
man she has ever truly loved lies at the heart of this forceful family saga, which 
traces the passions and blood feuds of three generations of strong women, wise 
leaders and hotheaded warriors. Written around 1245 but telling of earlier centuries,
when magic rites and sorcery clashed with the spread of Christianity throughout a 
rapidly changing Viking world, this tale of revenge slayings and sacrifice, desire and
regret, is one of the best-loved works of Icelandic literature. The accompanying 
sequel tells of Bolli Bollason, Gudrun’s adored son, and his fortune-seeking exploits.
Keneva Kunz’s authoritative translation is accompanied by an introduction by 
Bergljot S. Kristjandottir, which unravels the fascinating structure of the saga, 
considers the religious values underpinning the story and examines the intriguing 
narrative -voice of the tale’s unknown author. This edition also contains notes and a
chronology, graphical representations of the story, maps, an index of characters and
suggestions for further reading.

Bergljót S Kristjánsdóttir is a professor in the School of Humanities - Faculty of 
Icelandic and Comparative Cultural Studies at the University of Iceland, specializing
in the teaching of Icelandic literature after 1700.
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Kruger, Michael. The Man in the Tower. New York. 1993. George Braziller. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0807612979. Translated from the 
German by Leslie Willson. 176 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Semadar 
Megged. Inventory # 35699. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Following Michael Kruger’s THE END OF THE NOVEL 
(George Braziller, 1992), THE MAN IN THE TOWER expands and deepens 
Krueger’s insightful and often ironic investigation of the artist in society. In beautifully
crafted prose, The Man in the Tower blends two literary forms: the artist’s 
monologue and the suspense novel. The narrator is a lonely German painter who 
rents an isolated tower in the South of France in order to paint the seasonal changes
in nature. Plagued by exhaustive introspection and chronic artist’s block, he finds 
comfort in translating Dante’s Divine Comedy. Soon, though, an enigmatic woman 
interrupts his lofty reflections and entangles him in the web of a chilling murder 
mystery. Where did the woman go after she disappeared in the painter’s car? Did 
Fat Peter, the woman’s ‘colleague,’ murder the Toulouse policeman? No one knows.
Condemned by the locals as guilty by association, the painter flees to Florence in 
search of the woman. In the course of this Dantesque journey, he encounters motley
characters - including an art-collecting sausage maker and an ex-CIA agent - that 
compel him to reflect on his own motivations. At once satirical and subtle, gripping 
and intelligent, The Man in the Tower takes readers on a turbulent journey through 
an interior labyrinth.

Michael Krüger is a German writer, publisher and translator. Michael Krüger grew up
in Berlin. After the graduating he was apprenticed to a publisher and later studied 
philosophy and literature. From 1962 to 1965 he worked as a bookseller in London.
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Krystal, Arthur (editor). A Company of Readers: Uncollected Writings of W. H. 
Auden, Jacques Barzun, and Lionel Trilling From the Reader's Subscription & Mid-
Century Book Clubs. New York. 2001. Free Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good
in Dustjacket. 0743202627. 289 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Kathleen 
Digrado. Inventory # 31012. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1951, Jacques Barzun, W. H. Auden, and Lionel 
Trilling joined together to form the editorial board of the Readers’ Subscription Book
Club. Thus began a venture unique in the annals of American culture. Never before
or since have three such eminent intellectuals collaborated to bring books to the 
attention of the general public. Now, a half century later, A COMPANY OF 
READERS tells the story of this extraordinary partnership and presents for the first 
time a selection of essays from the publications of the Readers’ Subscription Book 
Club and its successor, the Mid-Century Book Society. As they composed their 
comments to club members, these distinguished editors freely shared with each 
other their notes and drafts. The result is criticism of the highest order: smart, 
humane, learned - in short, stuff that makes for damn good reading. And because 
these pieces were written for the general public by men who knew that books still 
mattered, perhaps no other collection of essays gives so natural and vivid a picture
of the cultural landscape at midcentury. Together, Auden, Barzun, and Trilling would
plunge into a pile of books and pick out what they liked, what they thought would 
instruct and delight. What they chose may surprise you. Here is Auden on J. R. R. 
Tolkien’s THE FELLOWSHIP OF THE RING, Barzun on Virginia Woolf’s WRITER’S
DIARY, and Trilling on Kenneth Grahame’s THE WIND IN THE WILLOWS. Each 
book, whether weighty or light, summoned from the editors a spirited appraisal, in 
language that welcomed any kind of reader. The Mid-Century club disbanded in 
1963, but its legacy lives on in these pages.

Arthur Krystal is an American essayist, editor, and screenwriter. He has written for 
The New Yorker, Harper's, The New York Times Book Review, and many other 
publications.
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Kumar, Shiv K. Nude Before God. New York. 1983. Vanguard. 1st American Edition.
Red fading to front and rear boards and endpapers, otherwise good in dustjacket. 
0814908764. 192 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 3166. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A Hindu painter, convinced that his Christian wife has 
taken a lover, imagines his own murder, funeral, and self-awakening conversations
with Yama, the god of death.

Shiv K. Kumar (16 August 1921, Lahore, British India – 1 March 2017, Hyderabad, 
India) was an Indian English poet, playwright, novelist, and short story writer.
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Kumin, Maxine. Quit Monks Or Die!. Ashland. 1999. Story Line Press. 1st Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 1885266774. 185 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Lysa McDowell. Inventory # 27082. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Set in a small town that houses little more than a 
research lab and an engineering school, the body of the lab’s director is found in a 
pit used for maternal deprivation experiments with monkeys. A few days later, a 
graduate student is found murdered as well. Are these deaths connected? And 
who’s responsible for these murders? Written by one of America’s greatest poets, 
this mystery is a scathing social commentary with a criminal twist.

Maxine Kumin (June 6, 1925 – February 6, 2014) was an American poet and author.
She was appointed Poet Laureate Consultant in Poetry to the Library of Congress in
1981–1982. Kumin's many awards include the Eunice Tietjens Memorial Prize for 
Poetry (1972), the Pulitzer Prize for Poetry (1973) for Up Country, in 1995 the Aiken
Taylor Award for Modern American Poetry, the 1994 Poets' Prize (for Looking for 
Luck), an American Academy and Institute of Arts and Letters Award for excellence 
in literature (1980), an Academy of American Poets fellowship (1986), the 1999 Ruth
Lilly Poetry Prize, and six honorary degrees.
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Kundera, Milan. Identity. New York. 1998. Harper Flamingo. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0060175648. Translated from the French by Linda Asher.
168 pages. hardcover. Jacket painting by Kristjan Davidsson. Inventory # 25241. 
$10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - There are situations in which we fail for a moment to 
recognize the person we are with, in which the identity of the other is erased while 
we simultaneously doubt our own. That also happens with couples - indeed, above 
all with couples, because lovers fear more than anything else ‘losing sight’ of the 
loved one. With artfulness in expanding and playing variations on the meaningful 
moment, Milan Kundera has made this situation - and the vague sense of panic it 
inspires - the very fabric of his new novel. Here brevity goes hand in hand with 
intensity, and a moment of bewilderment marks the start of a labyrinthine journey 
during which the reader repeatedly crosses the border between the real and the 
unreal, between what occurs in the world outside and what the mind creates in its 
solitude.

Milan Kundera (born 1 April 1929) is a Czech writer who went into exile in France in
1975, becoming a naturalised French citizen in 1981. Kundera's Czechoslovak 
citizenship was revoked in 1979. He was given a Czech citizenship in 2019. He 
"sees himself as a French writer and insists his work should be studied as French 
literature and classified as such in book stores". Kundera's best-known work is The
Unbearable Lightness of Being. Prior to the Velvet Revolution of 1989 the socialist 
régime in Czechoslovakia banned his books. He lives virtually incognito and rarely 
speaks to the media. A perpetual contender for the Nobel Prize in Literature, he is 
believed to have been nominated on several occasions.
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Kundera, Milan. Life Is Elsewhere. New York. 1974. Knopf. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With Some Tears. 0394480104. Translated 
from the Czech by Peter Kussi. 293 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Frank A.
Fitzgerald. Inventory # 36987. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘It a necessary to be absolutely modern.’ – Rimbaud. The
Poet - From his birth he is willed to be Artist by his romantic, disappointed mother, 
who praises his first stumble into rhyme (‘Ugly Anna stole banana’ - she, 
immemorial-Mama-editor, transcribes it as ‘Our dear Anna loves a banana’). As a 
boy, he is stung when his schoolmates contradict the image she has imposed on 
him: Prodigy. As a youth, he escapes her - in search of his own authentic self. To be
modern, to be radical, to change the world - this is his compulsion, his idea of the 
artist's place in the cosmic scheme. At last, at the University of Prague, as the 
Communists rally the students to their cause (this is 1948), he is endowed with a 
persona that both he and the rest of the world can accept: People's Literary Hero, an
identity validated by the rousing applause given his poems by the assembled 
members of the poetry circle of the Police Academy. This is Jaromil, protagonist of
Milan Kundera's brilliant, unsparing, and high-comic novel - a portrait of the self-
deluded poet defining himself through abstract cliche yet determined to stand out as
Hero, whose naive and frenzied venture into the real blood and guts of politics 
preordains his emergence as fool and informer, setting in motion a tragedy of errors.

Milan Kundera (born 1 April 1929) is a Czech writer who went into exile in France in
1975, becoming a naturalised French citizen in 1981. Kundera's Czechoslovak 
citizenship was revoked in 1979. He was given a Czech citizenship in 2019. He 
"sees himself as a French writer and insists his work should be studied as French 
literature and classified as such in book stores". Kundera's best-known work is The
Unbearable Lightness of Being. Prior to the Velvet Revolution of 1989 the socialist 
régime in Czechoslovakia banned his books. He lives virtually incognito and rarely 
speaks to the media. A perpetual contender for the Nobel Prize in Literature, he is 
believed to have been nominated on several occasions.
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Kundera, Milan. Slowness. New York. 1996. Harper Collins. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0060173696. Translated from the French by Linda Asher.
156 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration - Giandomenico Tiepolo, 'Passeggiata in 
Villa'. Inventory # 22290. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - SLOWNESS is Kundera’s lightest novel, a divertimento,
an opera buffa, with, as the author himself says, ‘not a single serious word in it’; 
then, too, it is the first of his novels to have been written in French (in the eyes of the
French public, turning him definitively into a ‘French writer’). Disconcerted and 
enchanted, the reader follows the narrator of Slowness through a midsummer’s night
in which two tales of seduction, separated by more than two hundred years, 
interweave and oscillate between the sublime and the comic. In the eighteenth-
century narrative, the marvelous Madame de T. summons a young nobleman to her
château one evening and gives him an unforgettable lesson in the art of seduction 
and the pleasures of love. In the same château at the end of the twentieth century, a
hapless young intellectual experiences a rather less successful night. Distracted by
his desire to be the center of public attention at a convention of entomologists, 
Vincent loses the beautiful Julie—ready and willing though she is to share an 
evening of intimacy and sexual pleasure with him—and suffers the ridicule of his 
peers. A ‘morning-after’ encounter between the two young men from different 
centuries brings the novel to a poignant close: Vincent has already obliterated the 
memory of his humiliation as he prepares to speed back to Paris on his motorcycle,
while the young nobleman will lie back on the cushions of his carriage and relive the
night before in the lingering pleasure of memory. Underlying this libertine fantasy is
a profound meditation on contemporary life: about the secret bond between 
slowness and memory, about the connection between our era’s desire to forget and
the way we have given ourselves over to the demon of speed.

Milan Kundera (born 1 April 1929) is a Czech writer who went into exile in France in
1975, becoming a naturalised French citizen in 1981. Kundera's Czechoslovak 
citizenship was revoked in 1979. He was given a Czech citizenship in 2019.
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Kundera, Milan. The Curtain: An Essay in Seven Parts. New York. 2007. Harper 
Collins. 2nd Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780060841867. Translated from the
French by Linda Asher. 168 pages. hardcover. Jacket art - 'Portrait of Maria 
Adelaide of France in Turkish Costume', 1753 by Jean-Etienne Liotard. Jacket 
design by Carl Hanser Verlag. Inventory # 14115. $11.475

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this thought-provoking, endlessly enlightening, and 
entertaining essay on the art of the novel, renowned author Milan Kundera suggests
that ‘the curtain’ represents a ready-made perception of the world that each of us 
has—a pre-interpreted world. The job of the novelist, he argues, is to rip through the
curtain and reveal what it hides. Here an incomparable literary artist cleverly 
sketches out his personal view of the history and value of the novel in Western 
civilization. In doing so, he celebrates a prose form that possesses the unique ability
to transcend national and language boundaries in order to reveal some previously 
unknown aspect of human existence.

Milan Kundera (born 1 April 1929) is a Czech writer who went into exile in France in
1975, becoming a naturalised French citizen in 1981. Kundera's Czechoslovak 
citizenship was revoked in 1979. He was given a Czech citizenship in 2019. He 
"sees himself as a French writer and insists his work should be studied as French 
literature and classified as such in book stores". Kundera's best-known work is The
Unbearable Lightness of Being. Prior to the Velvet Revolution of 1989 the socialist 
régime in Czechoslovakia banned his books. He lives virtually incognito and rarely 
speaks to the media. A perpetual contender for the Nobel Prize in Literature, he is 
believed to have been nominated on several occasions.
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Kundera, Milan. The Curtain: An Essay in Seven Parts. New York. 2007. Harper 
Collins. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780060841867. Translated
from the French by Linda Asher. 168 pages. hardcover. Jacket art - 'Portrait of Maria
Adelaide of France in Turkish Costume', 1753 by Jean-Etienne Liotard. Jacket 
design by Carl Hanser Verlag. Inventory # 37303. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this thought-provoking, endlessly enlightening, and 
entertaining essay on the art of the novel, renowned author Milan Kundera suggests
that ‘the curtain’ represents a ready-made perception of the world that each of us 
has—a pre-interpreted world. The job of the novelist, he argues, is to rip through the
curtain and reveal what it hides. Here an incomparable literary artist cleverly 
sketches out his personal view of the history and value of the novel in Western 
civilization. In doing so, he celebrates a prose form that possesses the unique ability
to transcend national and language boundaries in order to reveal some previously 
unknown aspect of human existence.

Milan Kundera (born 1 April 1929) is a Czech writer who went into exile in France in
1975, becoming a naturalised French citizen in 1981. Kundera's Czechoslovak 
citizenship was revoked in 1979. He was given a Czech citizenship in 2019. He 
"sees himself as a French writer and insists his work should be studied as French 
literature and classified as such in book stores". Kundera's best-known work is The
Unbearable Lightness of Being. Prior to the Velvet Revolution of 1989 the socialist 
régime in Czechoslovakia banned his books. He lives virtually incognito and rarely 
speaks to the media. A perpetual contender for the Nobel Prize in Literature, he is 
believed to have been nominated on several occasions.
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Kundera, Milan. The Joke. New York. 1982. Harper & Row. 1st Edition of This New
Translation. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0060149876. Newly Translated from the 
Czech by Michael Henry Heim. 267 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Fred 
Marcellino. Inventory # 2745. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - All too often, this brilliant novel of thwarted love and 
revenge miscarried has been read for its political implications. Now, a quarter 
century after THE JOKE was first published and several years after the collapse of 
the Soviet-imposed Czechoslovak regime, it becomes easier to put such 
implications into perspective in favor of valuing the book (and all Kundera ‘s work) as
what it truly is: great, stirring literature that sheds new light on the eternal themes of
human existence. The present edition provides English-language readers an 
important further means toward revaluation of THE JOKE. For reasons he describes
in his Author’s Note, Milan Kundera devoted much time to creating (with the 
assistance of his American publisher-editor) a completely revised translation that 
reflects his original as closely as any translation possibly can: reflects it in its fidelity
not only to the words and syntax but also to the characteristic dictions and tonalities
of the novel’s narrators. The result is nothing less than the restoration of a classic.

Milan Kundera (born 1 April 1929) is a Czech writer who went into exile in France in
1975, becoming a naturalised French citizen in 1981. Kundera's Czechoslovak 
citizenship was revoked in 1979. He was given a Czech citizenship in 2019. He 
"sees himself as a French writer and insists his work should be studied as French 
literature and classified as such in book stores". Kundera's best-known work is The
Unbearable Lightness of Being. Prior to the Velvet Revolution of 1989 the socialist 
régime in Czechoslovakia banned his books. He lives virtually incognito and rarely 
speaks to the media. A perpetual contender for the Nobel Prize in Literature, he is 
believed to have been nominated on several occasions.
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Kundera, Milan. The Joke. New York. 1992. Harper & Row. 1st American Printing of
This Definitive Version. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0060190302. Fully Revised by The
Author & Newly Translated from the Czech by Michael Henry Heim. 317 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket art by Fred Marcellino. Inventory # 16740. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - All too often, this brilliant novel of thwarted love and 
revenge miscarried has been read for its political implications. Now, a quarter 
century after THE JOKE was first published and several years after the collapse of 
the Soviet-imposed Czechoslovak regime, it becomes easier to put such 
implications into perspective in favor of valuing the book (and all Kundera ‘s work) as
what it truly is: great, stirring literature that sheds new light on the eternal themes of
human existence.

Milan Kundera (born 1 April 1929) is a Czech writer who went into exile in France in
1975, becoming a naturalised French citizen in 1981. Kundera's Czechoslovak 
citizenship was revoked in 1979. He was given a Czech citizenship in 2019. He 
"sees himself as a French writer and insists his work should be studied as French 
literature and classified as such in book stores". Kundera's best-known work is The
Unbearable Lightness of Being. Prior to the Velvet Revolution of 1989 the socialist 
régime in Czechoslovakia banned his books. He lives virtually incognito and rarely 
speaks to the media. A perpetual contender for the Nobel Prize in Literature, he is 
believed to have been nominated on several occasions.
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Kunstler, James Howard. Davy Crockett: The Legendary Frontiersman. New York. 
1995. Rabbit Ears/Simon & Schuster. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Pictorial 
Hardcover Boards. No Dustjacket. No audio included. 0689801890. Illustrated by 
Steve Brodner. 32 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 43756. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - James Howard Kunstler describes various episodes of 
Davy Crockett's life, from his boyhood confrontation with a hungry bear to his 
campaign for Congress to his heroic role at the battle of the Alamo. This lively tale 
shows how an early frontiersman became a true American legend. Full color.

James Howard Kunstler (born October 19, 1948) is an American author, social critic,
public speaker, and blogger. He is best known for his books The Geography of 
Nowhere (1994), a history of American suburbia and urban development, The Long
Emergency (2005), and most recently, Too Much Magic (2012). In The Long 
Emergency, he argues that declining oil production is likely to result in the end of 
industrialized society as we know it and force Americans to live in smaller-scale, 
localized, agrarian (or semi-agrarian) communities. Starting with World Made by 
Hand in 2008, Kunstler has written a series of science fiction novels about such a 
culture in the future. Kunstler gives lectures on topics related to suburbia, urban 
development, and the challenges of what he calls "the global oil predicament", and a
resultant change in the "American Way of Life." He has lectured at the TED 
Conference, the American Institute of Architects, the National Trust for Historic 
Preservation, the International Council of Shopping Centers, the National 
Association of Science and Technology, as well as at numerous colleges and 
universities, including Yale, MIT, Harvard, Cornell, University of Illinois, DePaul, 
Texas A & M, the USMA, and Rutgers University. As a journalist, Kunstler continues
to write for The Atlantic Monthly, Slate.com, RollingStone, The New York Times 
Sunday Magazine, and its op-ed page where he often covers environmental and 
economic issues. Kunstler is also a leading supporter of the movement known as 
"New Urbanism.
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Kunstler, James Howard (Read by John Hurt). Aladdin and the Magic Lamp. New 
York. Rabbit Ears/Simon & Schuster. Hardcover book with audio cassette. Very 
Good in Hardcover and Slipcase. 0689800630. Illustrated by Greg Couch. Music by
Mickey Hart. 6 Years. 32 pages. hardcover with cassette. Inventory # 43749. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With the aid of a genie from a magic lamp, Aladdin fights
an evil magician and wins the hand of a beautiful princess.

James Howard Kunstler (born October 19, 1948) is an American author, social critic,
public speaker, and blogger. He is best known for his books The Geography of 
Nowhere (1994), a history of American suburbia and urban development, The Long
Emergency (2005), and most recently, Too Much Magic (2012). In The Long 
Emergency, he argues that declining oil production is likely to result in the end of 
industrialized society as we know it and force Americans to live in smaller-scale, 
localized, agrarian (or semi-agrarian) communities. Starting with World Made by 
Hand in 2008, Kunstler has written a series of science fiction novels about such a 
culture in the future. Kunstler gives lectures on topics related to suburbia, urban 
development, and the challenges of what he calls "the global oil predicament", and a
resultant change in the "American Way of Life." He has lectured at the TED 
Conference, the American Institute of Architects, the National Trust for Historic 
Preservation, the International Council of Shopping Centers, the National 
Association of Science and Technology, as well as at numerous colleges and 
universities, including Yale, MIT, Harvard, Cornell, University of Illinois, DePaul, 
Texas A & M, the USMA, and Rutgers University. As a journalist, Kunstler continues
to write for The Atlantic Monthly, Slate.com, RollingStone, The New York Times 
Sunday Magazine, and its op-ed page where he often covers environmental and 
economic issues. Kunstler is also a leading supporter of the movement known as 
"New Urbanism.
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Kunstler, James Howard (Read by Keith Carradine). Annie Oakley. New York. 
Rabbit Ears/Simon & Schuster. Hardcover book with audio cassette. Very Good in 
Hardcover and Slipcase. 0689806051. Illustrated by Fred Warter. Music by Los 
Lobos. 5 and up. 40 pages. hardcover with cassette. Inventory # 43714. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Actor Keith Carradine narrates this lively biography of 
American sharpshooter Annie Oakley, from her modest beginnings on a small farm 
to her stardom with Buffalo Bill's Wild West show. Music by Los Lobos.

James Howard Kunstler (born October 19, 1948) is an American author, social critic,
public speaker, and blogger. He is best known for his books The Geography of 
Nowhere (1994), a history of American suburbia and urban development, The Long
Emergency (2005), and most recently, Too Much Magic (2012). In The Long 
Emergency, he argues that declining oil production is likely to result in the end of 
industrialized society as we know it and force Americans to live in smaller-scale, 
localized, agrarian (or semi-agrarian) communities. Starting with World Made by 
Hand in 2008, Kunstler has written a series of science fiction novels about such a 
culture in the future. Kunstler gives lectures on topics related to suburbia, urban 
development, and the challenges of what he calls "the global oil predicament", and a
resultant change in the "American Way of Life." He has lectured at the TED 
Conference, the American Institute of Architects, the National Trust for Historic 
Preservation, the International Council of Shopping Centers, the National 
Association of Science and Technology, as well as at numerous colleges and 
universities, including Yale, MIT, Harvard, Cornell, University of Illinois, DePaul, 
Texas A & M, the USMA, and Rutgers University. As a journalist, Kunstler continues
to write for The Atlantic Monthly, Slate.com, RollingStone, The New York Times 
Sunday Magazine, and its op-ed page where he often covers environmental and 
economic issues. Kunstler is also a leading supporter of the movement known as 
"New Urbanism.
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Kunstler, James Howard. Home From Nowhere: Remaking Our Everyday World For
the 21st Century. New York. 1996. Simon & Schuster. 1st Printing. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0684811960. 318 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 25540. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Home from Nowhere Kunstler explores the growing 
movement across America to restore the physical dwelling place of our civilization. 
Picking up where The Geography of Nowhere left off, Kunstler describes precisely 
how the American Dream of a little cottage in a natural landscape mutated into 
today's sprawling automobile suburb in all its ghastliness, and why 'we are going to 
run shrieking from it to a better world.' He locates in our national psychology the 
origin of Americans' traditional dislike for city life, and what this implies about our 
ability to get along with one another. Most important, Home from Nowhere offers real
hope for a nation yearning to live in authentic places worth caring about. Kunstler 
calls for a wholehearted restoration of traditional architecture and town planning 
based on enduring principles of design. He declares that the public realm matters, 
and that it must be honored and embellished in order to make civic life possible. He
argues that the idea of beauty must be readmitted to intellectual respectability. From
Seaside on the Florida panhandle, a bold experiment to create a radically better 
form of land development, to the reclamation of inner city neighborhoods, Kunstler 
documents the movement to revive American communities and a shared sense of 
place - presenting the crisis of our landscape and townscape that is at the center of 
the debate about this nation's future.

James Howard Kunstler is an American author, social critic, public speaker, and 
blogger. He is best known for his books The Geography of Nowhere, a history of 
American suburbia and urban development, The Long Emergency, and most 
recently, Too Much Magic.
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Kunstler, William M. First Degree. New York. 1960. Oceana Publications. 1st 
Edition. Boards Slightly Worn, Otherwise Very Good. No Dustjacket. 239 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 24650. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This book has selected 18 murder prosecutions and 
translated them into fascinating narratives. From Dr. John White Webster, who killed
his chief creditor more than a century ago, to the 8 boys indicted for the murder of 
15yr. old Michael Farmer in 1958, the author describes the give and take of the 
homicide trials he has recreated. In each one, the stakes were high, with life and 
death often depending on the jury's interpretation of highly conflicting evidence. 
Whether the verdict was guilty or innocent, the uneasy spectator was, in most cases,
never quite sure that justice had triumphed or gone awry. Features amongst others :
Hauptmann, Lisenba, Gillette, Snyder and Gray, Sheppard, Caruso, Birch et al, 
Borden, Leyra, Becker, Buchalter, Stephenson, Patterson, Hall and Stevens, 
Webster, Gibbs, Noxon, Leopold and Loeb.

William Moses Kunstler (July 7, 1919 – September 4, 1995) was an American self-
described "radical lawyer" and civil rights activist, known for his politically unpopular
clients. Kunstler was an active member of the National Lawyers Guild, a board 
member of the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) and the co-founder of the Law
Center for Constitutional Rights (CCR), the "leading gathering place for radical 
lawyers in the country". Kunstler's defense of the "Chicago Seven" from 1969–1970 
led The New York Times to label him "the country's most controversial and, perhaps,
its best-known lawyer". Kunstler is also well known for defending members of the 
Catonsville Nine, Black Panther Party, Weather Underground Organization, the 
Attica Prison rioters, and the American Indian Movement. He also won a de facto 
segregation case regarding the District of Columbia's public schools and 
"disinterred, singlehandedly" the concept of federal removal jurisdiction in the 1960s.
Kunstler refused to defend right-wing groups such as the Minutemen, on the 
grounds that: "I only defend those whose goals I share. I'm not a lawyer for hire. I 
only defend those I love."
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Kunzru, Hari. The Impressionist. New York. 2002. Dutton. Advance Uncorrected 
Manuscript For Limited Distribution. Very Good in Wrappers. 052594642x. 381 
pages. paperback. Inventory # 30961. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Fathered, through circuitous circumstances, by an 
Englishman, Pran Nath Razdan, the boy who will become the Impressionist, was 
passed off by his Indian mother as the child of her husband, a wealthy man of high 
caste. Growing up spoiled in a life of luxury just down river from the Taj Mahal, at 
fifteen the news of Pran’s true parentage is revealed to his father and he is tossed 
out into the street—a pariah and an outcast. Thus begins an extraordinary, near-
mythical journey of a young man who must reinvent himself to survive—not once, 
but many times. Imprisoned by a brothel and dressed in women’s clothes, his 
sensuous beauty is exploited as he is made to become Rukhsana, a pawn in a 
game between colony and empire. To a depraved British Major he becomes Clive, 
an object of desire taught to be a model English schoolboy. Escaping to Bombay he
begins a double life as Robert, dutiful foster child to a Scottish missionary couple 
and as Pretty Bobby, errand boy and sometime pimp to the tawdry women of the 
city’s most notorious district. But as political unrest begins to stir, Pran finds himself 
in the company of a doomed young Englishman—an orphan named Jonathan 
Bridgeman. Having learned quickly that perception is a ready replacement for reality,
Pran soon finds himself on a boat bound for Southampton where, with Bridgeman’s
passport, he will begin again. First in London, then at Oxford, the Impressionist 
hones his chameleon-like skills, making himself whoever and whatever he needs to
be to obtain what he desires. From Victorian India to Edwardian London, from an 
expatriate community of black Americans in Paris to a hopeless expedition to study
a lost tribe of Africa,

Born in London and raised in Essex, Hari Kunzru is a freelance journalist and editor.
He has written for a variety of English and international publications, including The 
Guardian, Daily Telegraph, The Economist, and Wired and was named ‘Young 
Travel Writer of the Year’ by the Observer in 1999. This is his first novel.
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Kureishi, Hanif. Gabriel's Gift. New York. 2001. Scribner. Advance Uncorrected 
Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 074321711x. paperback. Inventory # 30229. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Gabriel’s father, a washed-up rock musician, has been 
chucked out of the house by Gabriel’s mother, who works nights and sleeps days. 
Lonely Gabriel finds solace in a mysterious connection to his deceased twin, Archie,
and in his gift for producing real objects simply by drawing them. Then a chance visit
with rock star Lester Jones, his father’s former band mate, provides Gabriel with a 
tool that might help mend his family. All he has to do is figure out how to use it. Hanif
Kureishi portrays Gabriel’s naive hope and artistic aspirations with the same insight 
that he brought to the Anglo-Indian experience in THE BUDDHA OF SUBURBIA and
to infidelity in INTIMACY. GABRIEL’S GIFT is a tender meditation on failure, talent,
and the power of imagination, and offers a humorous portrait of a generation that 
only started to think about growing up when its children did.

Hanif Kureishi (born 5 December 1954) is a British playwright, screenwriter, 
filmmaker and novelist of Pakistani and English descent. In 2008, The Times 
included Kureishi in their list of "The 50 greatest British writers since 1945".
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Kureishi, Hanif. Gabriel's Gift. New York. 2001. Scribner. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 074321711x. 223 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Brian
Rae. Inventory # 30988. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Gabriel’s father, a washed-up rock musician, has been 
chucked out of the house by Gabriel’s mother, who works nights and sleeps days. 
Lonely Gabriel finds solace in a mysterious connection to his deceased twin, Archie,
and in his gift for producing real objects simply by drawing them. Then a chance visit
with rock star Lester Jones, his father’s former band mate, provides Gabriel with a 
tool that might help mend his family. All he has to do is figure out how to use it. Hanif
Kureishi portrays Gabriel’s naive hope and artistic aspirations with the same insight 
that he brought to the Anglo-Indian experience in THE BUDDHA OF SUBURBIA and
to infidelity in INTIMACY. GABRIEL’S GIFT is a tender meditation on failure, talent,
and the power of imagination, and offers a humorous portrait of a generation that 
only started to think about growing up when its children did.

Hanif Kureishi (born 5 December 1954) is a British playwright, screenwriter, 
filmmaker and novelist of Pakistani and English descent. In 2008, The Times 
included Kureishi in their list of "The 50 greatest British writers since 1945".
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Kurlansky, Mark. The Basque History of the World. New York. 1999. Walker & 
Company. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0802713491. 400 pages.
hardcover. Jacket illustration by Nikolai Punin. Jacket handlettering by Jon Volk. 
Jacket design by Krystyna Skalski. Inventory # 27086. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Basque History of the World is the illuminating story
of an ancient and enigmatic people. Signs of their civilization existed well before the
arrival of the Romans in 218 B.C., and though theories abound, no one has ever 
been able to determine their origins. Their ancient tongue, Euskera, is equally 
mysterious: It is the oldest living European language, and is related to no other 
language on Earth. 'Yet despite their obscure origins and small numbers (2.4 million
people today), the Basques have had a profound impact on Europe and the world 
for more than 2,000 years. Never seeking more land, they have nonetheless fiercely
defended their own against invaders ranging from the Celts and Visigoths to 
Napoleon and Franco. They have always been a paradoxical blend of inbred 
tradition and worldly ambition, preserving their indigenous legal code, cuisine, 
literature - even their own hat and shoe - while at the same time striving immodestly
to be leaders in the world.

Mark Kurlansky (born December 7, 1948 in Hartford, Connecticut) is an American 
journalist and writer of general interest non-fiction. During the '70s he worked as a 
correspondent in Western Europe for the Miami Herald, The Philadelphia Inquirer, 
and eventually the Paris-based International Herald Tribune. He moved to Mexico in
1982 where he continued to do journalism. He wrote his first book, A Continent of 
Islands, in 1992 and went on to write several books throughout the 1990s.
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Kurlansky, Mark. The White Man in the Tree & Other Stories. New York. 2000. 
Washington Square Press/Pocket Books. Advance Reading Copy. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 067103605x. 303 pages. paperback. Cover: Christian Clayton/Brigid 
Pearson. Inventory # 28206. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘THE WHITE MAN IN THE TREE is a comedy of cultural
misunderstandings set in the Caribbean, New York, and Paris, a novella and eight 
stories about people who, because of their differences - between men and women, 
blacks and whites, Caribbeans and visitors, Jews and Christians, rich and poor - 
misjudge each other.’

Mark Kurlansky (born December 7, 1948 in Hartford, Connecticut) is an American 
journalist and writer of general interest non-fiction. During the '70s he worked as a 
correspondent in Western Europe for the Miami Herald, The Philadelphia Inquirer, 
and eventually the Paris-based International Herald Tribune. He moved to Mexico in
1982 where he continued to do journalism. He wrote his first book, A Continent of 
Islands, in 1992 and went on to write several books throughout the 1990s.
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Kurlansky, Mark. The White Man in the Tree and Other Stories. New York. 2000. 
Washington Square Press/Pocket Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 067103605x. 303 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Cover 
illustration by Christian Clayton.Design by Brigid Pearson. Inventory # 28278. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE WHITE MAN IN THE TREE is a comedy of cultural
misunderstandings set in the Caribbean, New York, and Paris, a novella and eight 
stories about people who, because of their differences- between men and women, 
blacks and whites, Caribbeans and visitors, Jews and Christians, rich and poor- 
misjudge each other. As celebrated a nonfiction writer he is, Mark Kurlansky was 
born to write fiction aas well: he has an ability to unmask our foibles and write about
love with wit and outright humor.

Mark Kurlansky (born December 7, 1948 in Hartford, Connecticut) is an American 
journalist and writer of general interest non-fiction. During the '70s he worked as a 
correspondent in Western Europe for the Miami Herald, The Philadelphia Inquirer, 
and eventually the Paris-based International Herald Tribune. He moved to Mexico in
1982 where he continued to do journalism. He wrote his first book, A Continent of 
Islands, in 1992 and went on to write several books throughout the 1990s.
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Kurzke, Hermann. Thomas Mann: Life As a Work of Art. a Biography. Princeton. 
2002. Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0691070695. Translated from the German by Leslie Willson. 752 pages. hardcover.
Inventory # 34971. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This vivid, sometimes tragic, and often humorous literary
biography brings to life as never before the extraordinary talent and complex person
who was Thomas Mann. Engrossing vignettes enable us to enter Mann’s life and 
work from unique angles. We meet the difficult, even unsavory private man: 
hypochondriac and nervous, narcissistic and vainglorious, isolated and greedy for 
love, shy and often ungenerous. But we are also introduced to a man who lived an 
eventful life, was capable of great kindness, loved dogs, doted on his daughters, and
listened to Jack Benny. We experience Mann’s tragedy as the quintessential 
German forced by the rise of National Socialism first into inner exile and then into 
real exile in Switzerland, Princeton, and California. His letters from this time reveal 
the torment that exile represented for a writer whose work, indeed whose very self,
was inextricably bound up with the German language. The book provides fresh and
sometimes startling insights into both famous and little-known episodes in Mann’s 
life and into his writing—the only realm in which he ever felt free. It shows how love,
death, religion, and politics were not merely themes in Buddenbrooks, The Magic 
Mountain, and other works, but were woven into the fabric of his existence and 
preoccupied him unrelentingly. It also teases out what is known about what Mann 
considered his celibate homoeroticism and what others have labeled closeted 
homosexuality. In particular, we learn about his affection for the young man who 
inspired the character of Tadzio in Death in Venice. And, against the unfocused 
accusations of anti-Semitism that have been leveled at Mann, the book examines in
human detail his relationships with Jewish writers, friends, and family members. This
is the richest available portrait of Thomas Mann as man and writer—the place to 
start for anyone wanting to know anything about his life, work, or times.

Hermann Kurzke is Professor of Literature at the University of Mainz and the author
of several books. He is the editor of Thomas Mann's collected essays.
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Kusniewicz, Andrzej. The King of the Two Sicilies. New York. 1980. Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket W/A Small
Tear At The Bottom Front. 0151472718. Translated from the Polish by Celina 
Wieniewska. 197 pages. hardcover. Cover: Krystyna Skalski. Inventory # 27422. 
$7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is a masterly rich novel of the disintegration of the 
Hapsburg Empire, of the decay of a civilization as reflected in the life of a young 
officer in the Austro-Hungarian army. It is the story of Emil, a delicate product of the
privileged bourgeois society of Vienna at the turn of the century. Emil, a refined poet,
an esthete with sadomasochistic tendencies, is entangled in an incestuous 
relationship with his elder sister, Elizabeth, a capricious dominating creature, the 
essence of the poisonous child/woman. Kusniewicz unravels the perverse and erotic
life of Emil – Emil, a blond, angelic child, victim and willing participant in Elizabeth’s
vicious games; Emil, an anemic schoolboy reading Nietzsche, deliberating suicide 
and murder; Emil, a pious Catholic tormented by his passion for his sister, 
condemned to eternal damnation. As a backdrop to the accelerating psychological 
drama of Emil and Elizabeth, the setting shifts from the assassination of Archduke 
Franz Ferdinand in Sarajevo, to the mobilization of the Imperial Sicilian Lancers, to 
their brawling and treachery in a Hungarian garrison town, to the mysterious death 
of a young gypsy prostitute, strangled by her necklace of stolen corals strung On a 
wire. The continuous thread in this magnificent novel is Kusniewicz’s vision of the 
intricate and rigid web of the past, of the subtle and far-reaching imperatives of 
cause and effect.

ANDRZEJ KUSNIEWICZ (November 30, 1904, Kovynychi, Ukraine - May 15, 1993,
Warsaw, Poland) was born in Poland in 1904. During World War II he was a 
member of the French Resistance, and afterward served as Poland’s consul general
in France. He published his first book at the age of fifty-two, a volume of poetry. He 
is the author of two additional collections of poetry and five novels, for which he has
twice been awarded the National Prize for Literature in Poland.
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Kusniewicz, Andrzej. The King of the Two Sicilies. New York. 1980. Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 
Remainder Mark on Bottom Edge. 0151472718. Translated from the Polish by 
Celina Wieniewska. 197 pages. hardcover. Cover: Krystyna Skalski. Inventory # 
32697. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is a masterly rich novel of the disintegration of the 
Hapsburg Empire, of the decay of a civilization as reflected in the life of a young 
officer in the Austro-Hungarian army. It is the story of Emil, a delicate product of the
privileged bourgeois society of Vienna at the turn of the century. Emil, a refined poet,
an esthete with sadomasochistic tendencies, is entangled in an incestuous 
relationship with his elder sister, Elizabeth, a capricious dominating creature, the 
essence of the poisonous child/woman. Kusniewicz unravels the perverse and erotic
life of Emil – Emil, a blond, angelic child, victim and willing participant in Elizabeth’s
vicious games; Emil, an anemic schoolboy reading Nietzsche, deliberating suicide 
and murder; Emil, a pious Catholic tormented by his passion for his sister, 
condemned to eternal damnation. As a backdrop to the accelerating psychological 
drama of Emil and Elizabeth, the setting shifts from the assassination of Archduke 
Franz Ferdinand in Sarajevo, to the mobilization of the Imperial Sicilian Lancers, to 
their brawling and treachery in a Hungarian garrison town, to the mysterious death 
of a young gypsy prostitute, strangled by her necklace of stolen corals strung On a 
wire. The continuous thread in this magnificent novel is Kusniewicz’s vision of the 
intricate and rigid web of the past, of the subtle and far-reaching imperatives of 
cause and effect.

ANDRZEJ KUSNIEWICZ (November 30, 1904, Kovynychi, Ukraine - May 15, 1993,
Warsaw, Poland) was born in Poland in 1904. During World War II he was a 
member of the French Resistance, and afterward served as Poland’s consul general
in France. He published his first book at the age of fifty-two, a volume of poetry. He 
is the author of two additional collections of poetry and five novels, for which he has
twice been awarded the National Prize for Literature in Poland.
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Kutler, Stanley I. (editor). Abuse of Power: The New Nixon Tapes. New York. 1997.
Free Press. 1st American Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684841274. 675 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Marc Cohen. Inventory # 24625. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Richard Nixon said he wanted his administration to be 
‘the best chronicled in history.’ But when Alexander Butterfield disclosed the 
existence of a voice-activated taping system to a Senate committee in July 1973, 
Nixon’s White House and its recordings quickly became the most infamous in 
American history. The tapes dominated the final two years of Nixon’s presidency, 
and almost single-handedly forced his resignation. But only 60 hours were actually
made public in the 1970s. Many thousands of hours remained secret and in Nixon’s
hands, and he fought fiercely to keep them that way right up to his death. Finally, 
thanks to a lawsuit brought by historian Stanley I. Kutler with the advocacy group 
Public Citizen, a landmark 1996 settlement with the Nixon estate and the National 
Archives is bringing over 3,000 hours of tapes to light. The initial release in 
November 1996 of over 200 hours of material comprised all those conversations 
concerning abuse of power-every Watergate-related tape, as well as those 
concerning many other campaign misdeeds and some Pentagon Papers 
discussions. Finally, the full story of Nixon’s downfall can be told. Packed with 
revelations on almost every page, the ABUSE OF POWER tapes offer a spellbinding
portrait of raw power and a Shakespearean depiction of a king and his court. Never
have the personalities of Haldeman, Ehrlichman, Colson, Haig, Kissinger, Dean, and
Mitchell been so vividly captured with the spoken word. And never has an American
President offered such a revealing record of his darkest self.

Stanley Ira Kutler (August 10, 1934 – April 7, 2015) was an American historian, best
known for his lawsuit against the National Archives and Richard Nixon that won the 
release of tape recordings Nixon made during his White House years, particularly 
those in relation to the Watergate scandal.
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Kwitny, Jonathan. Shake-Down. New York. 1977. Putnam. 1st Edition. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 0399119159. 287 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Mike Stromberg. 
Inventory # 15004. $8.75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The heart of this wonderfully suspenseful caper is a 
fantastic multimillion-dollar fraud. The brilliant young author of THE MULLENDORE
MURDER CASE, Jonathan Kwitny, here tells the tale of master swindler Michael 
Carmody in a shakedown so ingeniously achieved the reader is more inclined to 
marvel than condemn. Besides, in the end, Carmody gets his just deserts. En route
we are held in thrall by the puzzles and threats Carmody poses for Frank Scanlon, 
newspaperman turned FBI agent, then private sleuth. What Scanlon confronts - and
the reader can relish his adventures as the novel’s chapters alternate between 
Scanlon’s story of pursuit and the actual events - is the swindling of the Quincy 
Corporation, a company perfectly set up for Carmody’s larcenous skills. Stanley 
Timmons, treasurer of the New York State construction company is $80,000 in debt 
to the underworld – and too desperate a man to refuse the embezzlement scheme 
Carmody proposes. As Timmons issues scores of checks to a bogus company, 
Carmody finds an obscure rural southern Georgia bank whose president is willing to
cash them - to the tune of nearly five million dollars! Scanlon, however – and 
Carmody’s hoodlum pals - are not far behind. SHAKEDOWN boasts a cast of 
fascinating characters, including Carmody’s beautiful but estranged wife, Sybil, and
some sinister Appalachian moonshiners whose rich bootlegging operation is 
financed by the corrupt banker. In a beautiful surprise ending, hero Scanlon prevails
and we heave a sigh of satisfaction. Mr. Kwitny has himself pulled off the neatest 
trick of all - a perfect beaut of a suspense novel.

Jonathan Kwitny (March 23, 1941 – November 26, 1998) was an American 
investigative journalist. His awards included the George Polk Award for television 
investigative reporting and the University of Missouri School of Journalism's honor 
medal for career achievement.
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Kwitny, Jonathan. The Crimes of Patriots: A True Tale Dope, Dirty Money, & the 
CIA. New York. 1987. Norton. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0393023877. Errata sheet with author's note laid-in. 424 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 8892. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Exposes the crimes committed against American citizens
in pursuit of the anti-communist based foreign policy. Shows how some of the 
biggest names in American defense and intelligence were involved in an operation 
that promoted the dope trade, tax evasion, and gun running, and swindled American
citizens, and citizens of allied countries, out of millions of dollars. Kwitny lays out a 
mystery filled with questions whose answers - so far - have stayed locked in the US
government's vault of secrets. The story behind the story revealed in the Iran-contra
investigation. It is a chilling glimpse into the workings of the secret government that
has operated ruthlessly in this country and around the world for the last forty years,
unchecked, answerable only to itself.

Jonathan Kwitny (March 23, 1941 – November 26, 1998) was an American 
investigative journalist. His awards included the George Polk Award for television 
investigative reporting and the University of Missouri School of Journalism's honor 
medal for career achievement.
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Kwitny, Jonathan. Vicious Circles. New York. 1979. Norton. 1st Edition. Foxing To 
Top Edge, Otherwse Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0393011887. 432 pages. 
hardcover. Signed by the Author. Inventory # 14089. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Think of it as a kind of tax. Every time you buy a pizza, or
a hamburger, or new clothes, or use a product that has traveled in a truck, the odds
are that you are paying a tribute to one of America's crime families.' this book shows
that the Mafia, and the larger crime syndicate that it dominates, has control over 
much of what the public regards as legitimate business. And when the Dons 
dominate the marketplace, they bring murder, arson, and violence with them. 
Through tape recordings of the conversations of businessmen and underworld 
figures, through police reports, public records, trial transcripts, and personal 
interviews, this book reconstructs Mob takeovers of the meat industry, the lunch-
wagon business, cheese-processing plants, garment factories, banks, 
stockbrokerages, and teamsters', butchers', and longshoremen's unions. This is also
the story of the frustration of 2 policemen who listened for years to wiretapped 
discussions or murder, contaminated food, and Mafia infiltration of the unions, only 
to see government prosecutors and judges let the wrongdoers slip through the 
clumsy fingers of the law. The public has been urged to believe that when criminals 
invest dirty money in legitimate business they operate by marketplace rules. This 
book replaces these myths with the facts. With Notes on Libel, Accuracy, Style and
Gratitude + Index.

Jonathan Kwitny (March 23, 1941 – November 26, 1998) was an American 
investigative journalist. His awards included the George Polk Award for television 
investigative reporting and the University of Missouri School of Journalism's honor 
medal for career achievement.
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Kyne, Peter B. Jim the Conqueror. New York. 0. Dell. Paperback Edition. Very Good
in Wrappers. A Dell Western Keyhole Edition. 240 pages. paperback. 294. Cover art
by F. Kenwood Giles. Inventory # 31585. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The romance of Don Jaime Miguel Higuenes, rancher, 
and Roberta Antrim, red haired society girl from the East.

Peter B. Kyne (October 12, 1880 – November 25, 1957) was an American novelist 
who published between 1904 and 1940. He was born and died in San Francisco, 
California. Many of his works were adapted into screenplays starting during the 
silent film era, particularly his first novel, The Three Godfathers, which was 
published in 1913 and proved to be a huge success. More than 100 films were 
adapted from his works between 1914 and 1952, many of the earliest without 
consent or compensation. Kyne also created the character of Cappy Ricks in a 
series of novels. Kyne's "The Widow's Mite", the first story in his "Tib Tinker" series,
was cover-featured on the November 1916 issue of Blue Book.
The son of cattle rancher John Kyne and Mary Cresham, young Kyne worked on his
father's ranch then attended a business college where he decided to become a 
writer. When still younger than 18 years old, he lied about his age and enlisted with
Company L, 14th U.S. Infantry nicknamed "the Golden Dragons", which served in 
the Philippines from 1898 to 1899. The Spanish–American War and the following 
insurrection of General Emilio Aguinaldo provided background for many of Kyne's 
later stories.[3] During World War I, he served as a captain of Battery A of the 
California National Guard 144th Field Artillery Regiment, known as the "California 
Grizzlies".
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La Botz, Dan. Democracy in Mexico. Boston. 1995. South End Press. 2nd Printing.
Very Good in Cloth. No Dustjacket As Issued. 0896085074. 274 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 22988. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Placing this book in the context of NAFTA and Mexican
movements for social change, journalist and historian Dan La Botz unveils the forces
behind Marcos and the Zapatista Rebellion of January 1994 and re-examines the 
circumstances surrounding the assasination of presidential candidate Luis Donaldo
Colosio. Contains a detailed analysis of how Ernesto Zedillo and the PRI won the 
August 21, 1994 elections and includes an examination of widespread electoral 
fraud. La Botz provides a first-hand account of the founding of National Democratic
Converntion (CND), the new force for democracy and social justice in Mexico led by
Rosario Ibarra. Ibarra is Mexico's leading human rights activist and first woman 
presidential candidate.

Daniel H. La Botz is a prominent American labor union activist, academic, journalist,
and author. He was a co-founder of Teamsters for a Democratic Union and has 
written extensively on worker rights in the United States and Mexico.
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La Botz, Dan. Mask of Democracy: Labor Suppression in Mexico Today. Boston. 
1992. South End Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 089608437x.
223 pages. paperback. Cover by Dione Brooks & Todd Jailer. Inventory # 35777. 
$10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Incorporating scores of interviews with workers, union 
officials, women’s organizations, lawyers and human rights activists, Dan LaBotz 
illustrates the [history] of Mexican workers and looks at their post-NAFTA prospects.

Daniel H. La Botz is a prominent American labor union activist, academic, journalist,
and author. He was a co-founder of Teamsters for a Democratic Union and has 
written extensively on worker rights in the United States and Mexico.
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La Farge, Oliver. Laughing Boy. Boston. 1929. Houghton Mifflin. 1st Edition. Good.
No Dustjacket. 302 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 5125. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This Pulitzer Prize - winning novel captures the essence
of the Southwest in the early 1900s - and depicts a young Native American couple 
experiencing all the uncertainties and joys of first love. Laughing Boy is one of the 
most powerful novels in American fiction.

Oliver Hazard Perry La Farge II (December 19, 1901, New York City, NY - August 2,
1963, Santa Fe, NM) was an American writer and anthropologist. During 1925 he 
explored early Olmec sites in Mexico, and later studied additional sites in Central 
America and the American Southwest.
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La Fontaine, Jean de. Selected Fables. New York. 1982. Penguin Books. 1st 
Penguin Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0140443762. 
Translated from the French by James Michie. Introduction by Geoffrey Grigson. 142
pages. paperback. The cover shows The Fox and the Stork by Jean-Baptiste Oudry
in the Musee National de Versailles (Photo: Giraudon). Inventory # 36927. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Jean de La Fontaine (1621-95) is celebrated for his 
charm, his absent-mindedness and, above all, his wonderful books of fables. 
Plundering Aesop, Phaedrus, Bidpai and the Persians, Italians and French, he 
reinvented the fable in a verse full of irresistible brio and freshness. His tales of 
speaking animals are always rooted firmly in the human world, and collectively they 
represent one of the high points of European civilization, achieving, over three 
centuries, an almost proverbial familiarity. ‘How inquisitive La Fontaine was, how 
indefatigable. transforming the familiar and the instructive into poems replete with 
his grace, his wit, his gaiety, his melancholy, his taste for the classics, or the classic
myths, his amused experience of life, low, high and medium’ — from the Introduction
by Geoffrey Grigson.

Jean de La Fontaine (8 July 1621 – 13 April 1695) was the most famous French 
fabulist and one of the most widely read French poets of the 17th century. He is 
known above all for his Fables, which provided a model for subsequent fabulists 
across Europe and numerous alternative versions in France, and in French regional
languages. According to Flaubert, he was the only French poet to understand and 
master the texture of the French language before Victor Hugo. A set of postage 
stamps celebrating La Fontaine and the Fables was issued by France in 1995.
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La Force, Thessaly (editor). My Ideal Bookshelf. New York. 2012. Little Brown. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780316200905. Art by Jane Mount. 
226 pages. hardcover. Cover art by Jane Mount. Inventory # 40495. $12.495

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The books that we choose to keep --let alone read-- can
say a lot about who we are and how we see ourselves. In MY IDEAL BOOKSHELF,
dozens of leading cultural figures share the books that matter to them most; books 
that define their dreams and ambitions and in many cases helped them find their 
way in the world. Contributors include Malcolm Gladwell, Thomas Keller, Michael 
Chabon, Alice Waters, James Patterson, Maira Kalman, Judd Apatow, Chuck 
Klosterman, Miranda July, Alex Ross, Nancy Pearl, David Chang, Patti Smith, 
Jennifer Egan, and Dave Eggers, among many others. With colorful and endearingly
hand-rendered images of book spines by Jane Mount, and first-person commentary
from all the contributors, this is a perfect gift for avid readers, writers, and all who 
have known the influence of a great book.

Thessaly La Force is a writer and editor who has worked at The Paris Review, The
New Yorker, and the New York Public Library. She is currently attending the Iowa 
Writer's Workshop and is working on a collection of short stories about objects and 
aesthetics. Thessaly divides her time between Iowa City and New York City; she 
also has two cats and shares a birthday with Jane. Jane Mount is an artist and 
illustrator. Her paintings of bookshelves have caught the eye of media outlets like 
The New Yorker, The Paris Review, Daily Candy, and InStyle, among others. She 
lives in northern California with her husband and two cats.keywords
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Laabi, Abdellatif. Rue Du Retour. Columbia. 1989. Readers International. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0930523644. Translated from the 
French by Jacqueline Kaye. 180 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 25029. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - RUE DU RETOUR is about a poet's return - to home and
family, to himself, and to the eternal values of love and hope.

Poet, novelist, playwright, and essayist Abdellatif Laabi is one of the most prolific 
and critically acclaimed of contemporary North African writers. He was born in 1942 
in Fes (Morocco). In 1966 he founded the magazine Souffles which would play an 
important role in the renewal of Moroccan cultural life. He created the publishing 
house Atlantes and also the Association de Recherche Culturelle - the activities of 
which did not please the Moroccan government of the time. Abdellatif Laabi was 
arrested and spent eight years in jail from 1972 to 1980. He settled in France in 
1985. He has published Le Soleil se Meurt in 1992, L’Etreinte du Monde in 1993 and
Le Spleen de Casablanca in 1996. His novel, RUE DU RETOUR, has been 
translated into English and published by Readers International. In 1999 he was 
awarded the Fonlon Nichols Prize by the African Literature Association and the 
Wallonie-Bruxelles poetry prize. THE WORLD’S EMBRACE: THE SELECTED 
POEMS OF ABDELLATIF LAABI (City Lights Books, 2003) consists of poems 
selected by Laabi from three books published in French over the past ten years. A 
novel, Le Fond de la Jarre, was published by Gallimard in 2002. THE WORLD’S 
EMBRACE from City Lights, is his latest book in English.
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Laclos, Pierre Choderlos de. Les Liaisons Dangereuses. New York. 1962. 
Signet/New American Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in
Wrappers. Translated From The French By Richard AldingtonForeword By Harry 
Levin. 384 pages. paperback. CT127. Inventory # 29125. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The systematic corruption of the innocent by two 
partners - in - jealousy is the theme of Les Liaisons Dangereuses, the great French
novel that crystallizes the tragedy of the highly civilized society where the intellect 
reigns supreme in every facet of life, especially love. Revealed through their 
intimate, wickedly detached correspondence.; the conquests effected by the 
Marquise de Merteuil and the libertine Valmont, her former lover, are, on the 
surface, motivated by revenge. In a deeper sense, they are seen to be the results of
a power struggle between the pair for sexual supremacy. Laclos has likened their 
exposure and eventual ruin to the doom of the hyperrational eighteenth - century 
regime whose immoralities he had observed so closely. André Gide wrote of the 
author and his masterpiece: 'There is no doubt as to his being hand in glove with 
Satan. Yet this book, diabolical as its inspiration is, turns out, like every work of 
profound observation and exact expression, to contain, without the author's desire,
much more instruction on morals than many a well - intentioned treatise.'

Pierre Ambroise François Choderlos de Laclos (18 October 1741 – 5 September 
1803) was a French novelist, official and army general, best known for writing the 
epistolary novel Les Liaisons Dangereuses (Dangerous Liaisons). A unique case in
French literature, he was for a long time considered to be as scandalous a writer as 
the Marquis de Sade or Nicolas-Edme Rétif.
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Ladd, Florence. Sarah's Psalm. New York. 1996. Scribner. 1st Printing. Very Good 
in Dustjacket. 0684804107. 1st Novel From The Director Of The Bunting Institute At
Radcliffe. 319 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 22519. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This searing first novel is the story of Sarah Stewart, a 
young black Harvard graduate in the 1960s whose growing interest in Africa-- and 
down a path of self-discovery, love, and the choice between loyalty and truth. This is
at once the story of the emerging civil rights movement and the beginning of Afro-
centrism. Lyrical. Lyrical, moving, and ultimately uncompromising, 'Sarah's Psalm' is
also a powerful story of love and coming of age.

Florence Ladd, author, social critic, and psychologist, is a fiction writer. Her novel 
Sarah's Psalm (Scribner, 1996) received the 1997 Literary Award for Fiction from the
American Library Association's Black Caucus. Ladd's short stories have appeared in
The Golden Horn and Ragtime. She also has written several nonfiction and research
works. She co-authored the book Different Strokes (Westview Press, 1979). Her 
recent nonfiction works are included in A Stranger in the Village (Griffin and Fish, 
eds.), Grandmothers: Granddaughters Remember (Marguerite Bouvard, ed.), and 
Dutiful Daughters (Jean Gould, ed.). She was a consultant for the School for 
International Training's Zimbabwe projects. From 1989 to 1997, she was director of 
the Bunting Institute at Harvard University, a multidisciplinary center for women in 
higher education. In 1998, she taught a fiction writing workshop at the Women's 
Institute for Continuing Education in Paris. She has held fellowships at the Bunting 
Institute and the W.E.B. DuBois Institute at Harvard University; has been a resident 
fellow at the MacDowell Colony; and has been awarded several honorary degrees.
She lives in Cambridge, Massachusetts, and Flavigny-sur-Ozerain in Burgundy.
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Ladd, Florence. Sarah's Psalm. New York. 1997. Scribner. 1st Scribner Paperback
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0684832798. 320 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
40685. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This searing first novel is the story of Sarah Stewart, a 
young black Harvard graduate in the 1960s whose growing interest in Africa-and 
down a path of self-discovery, love, and the choice between loyalty and truth. This is
at once the story of the emerging civil rights movement and the beginning of Afro-
centrism. Lyrical. Lyrical, moving, and ultimately uncompromising, Sarah's Psalm is
also a powerful story of love and coming of age.

Florence Ladd, author, social critic, and psychologist, is a fiction writer. Her novel 
Sarah's Psalm (Scribner, 1996) received the 1997 Literary Award for Fiction from the
American Library Association's Black Caucus. Ladd's short stories have appeared in
The Golden Horn and Ragtime. She also has written several nonfiction and research
works. She co-authored the book Different Strokes (Westview Press, 1979). Her 
recent nonfiction works are included in A Stranger in the Village (Griffin and Fish, 
eds.), Grandmothers: Granddaughters Remember (Marguerite Bouvard, ed.), and 
Dutiful Daughters (Jean Gould, ed.). She was a consultant for the School for 
International Training's Zimbabwe projects. From 1989 to 1997, she was director of 
the Bunting Institute at Harvard University, a multidisciplinary center for women in 
higher education. In 1998, she taught a fiction writing workshop at the Women's 
Institute for Continuing Education in Paris. She has held fellowships at the Bunting 
Institute and the W.E.B. DuBois Institute at Harvard University; has been a resident 
fellow at the MacDowell Colony; and has been awarded several honorary degrees.
She lives in Cambridge, Massachusetts, and Flavigny-sur-Ozerain in Burgundy.
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Ladd, Florence. Sarah's Psalm. New York. 1996. Scribner. Uncorrected Proofs. Very
Good in Wrappers. 0684804107. 1st Novel From The Director Of The Bunting 
Institute At Radcliffe. 319 pages. paperback. Inventory # 43946. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This searing first novel is the story of Sarah Stewart, a 
young black Harvard graduate in the 1960s whose growing interest in Africa-- and 
down a path of self-discovery, love, and the choice between loyalty and truth. This is
at once the story of the emerging civil rights movement and the beginning of Afro-
centrism. Lyrical. Lyrical, moving, and ultimately uncompromising, 'Sarah's Psalm' is
also a powerful story of love and coming of age.

Florence Ladd, author, social critic, and psychologist, is a fiction writer. Her novel 
Sarah's Psalm (Scribner, 1996) received the 1997 Literary Award for Fiction from the
American Library Association's Black Caucus. Ladd's short stories have appeared in
The Golden Horn and Ragtime. She also has written several nonfiction and research
works. She co-authored the book Different Strokes (Westview Press, 1979). Her 
recent nonfiction works are included in A Stranger in the Village (Griffin and Fish, 
eds.), Grandmothers: Granddaughters Remember (Marguerite Bouvard, ed.), and 
Dutiful Daughters (Jean Gould, ed.). She was a consultant for the School for 
International Training's Zimbabwe projects. From 1989 to 1997, she was director of 
the Bunting Institute at Harvard University, a multidisciplinary center for women in 
higher education. In 1998, she taught a fiction writing workshop at the Women's 
Institute for Continuing Education in Paris. She has held fellowships at the Bunting 
Institute and the W.E.B. DuBois Institute at Harvard University; has been a resident 
fellow at the MacDowell Colony; and has been awarded several honorary degrees.
She lives in Cambridge, Massachusetts, and Flavigny-sur-Ozerain in Burgundy.
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Ladoo, Harold Sonny. No Pain Like This Body. London. 1987. Heinemann. 1st of 
This Heinemann Paperback Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 
0435988743. Caribbean Writers Series. 141 pages. paperback. Cover design by 
Keith Pointing. Cover illustration by Janet Milner. Inventory # 16892. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Set in a Hindu community in the Eastern Caribbean, NO
PAIN LIKE THIS BODY is one of the most distinctive, powerful novels in the 
Caribbean Writers Series. In vivid unsentimental prose, it describes the life of a poor
rice-growing family during the August rainy season. Their struggle to cope with 
illness, a drunken and unpredictable father, and the violence of the elements, is set
against a sharply drawn village community. With brilliant economy and originality, 
Ladoo creates a surreal, terrifying world in which the struggle to survive engenders a
courageous, almost religious, relationship with fate. Harold Sonny Ladoo was born 
and brought up in Trinidad. Like many writers of his generation, he went abroad, 
emigrating to Canada where he published No Pain Like This Body and Yesterdays.
The considerable vigour and promise evident in these two novels and in his other 
short stories was cut short by his tragic early death, when he was only 28.

Harold Sonny Ladoo (1945–1973) was a Caribbean novelist and author of two 
books documenting the struggles of living in poverty in the Hindu communities of 
Trinidad and Tobago. Ladoo was born and grew up in an environment much like the
world of his novels. He was born in Trinidad into extreme poverty and immigrated to
Toronto, Canada, with his wife and son in 1968 to study English at the University of
Toronto. It was during this time that he wrote his first and most notable novel, No 
Pain Like This body, published in 1972. His second book, Yesterdays, was a much
more upbeat book about a young man attempting to launch a Hindu Mission to 
Canada. Ladoo's third book was intended to be the last part of a trilogy; however, in
1973, while on a visit home to his Calcutta Settlement, he was mysteriously killed 
and his body was found on the side of a road in Trinidad.
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Laduke, Winona. Last Standing Woman. Stillwater. 1997. Voyageur Press. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0896582787. 303 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
24686. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Based on a tragic history and presenting a hopeful vision
of the future, Last Standing Woman, a powerful and poignant first novel tracing the 
lives of seven generations of Anishinaabe (Ojibwe/Chippewa), is now available in 
paperback! Beginning in the 1860s, the story chronicles a Native American Indian 
reservation and its people's struggle to restore their culture. Battling alcoholism, 
sexual abuse, and fighting to regain their land, the characters are living heroes 
breathing with hope and vision.

Winona LaDuke, of the White Earth Reservation in Minnesota, is an internationally 
renowned Native American Indian activist. She was one of Ms. Magazine's 'Women
of the Year' for 1997, and was the recipient of the Women's Actions for New 
Directions (WAND) award in 1998. She has been profiled in People, Sierra, E, 
Minnesota Monthly, and Utne Reader magazines and was selected by Time 
magazine as one of the '50 For the Future: America's most promising leaders age 
40 and under.' She was Ralph Nader's vice-presidential candidate on the Green 
Party ticket in the 1996 presidential election. From the Anishinaabe nation 
(Ojibwe/Chippewa), Winona lives on the White Earth Reservation in Minnesota.
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Lafarge, Paul. Haussmann or the Distinction. New York. 2001. Farrar Straus Giroux.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374168334. 384 pages. hardcover.
Inventory # 30973. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A stunning, imaginative novel about the great architect of
Paris Baron Georges-Eugène Haussmann, who demolished and rebuilt Paris in the
middle of the nineteenth century, was the first urbanist of the modern era--and 
perhaps the greatest. He presided over two decades of riches, peace, and progress
in a city the likes of which no one had ever seen before, with boulevards 
monumentally conceived and brilliantly lit, clean water, public transportation, and 
sewers that were the envy of every nation in the world. Yet there is a story that, on 
his deathbed, Haussmann wished all his work undone. 'Would that it had died with 
me!' he is supposed to have said. What is the secret of the baron's last regret? To 
answer this question, Haussmann tells the story of Madeleine, a foundling who grew
up in the magical, chaotic world that Haussmann destroyed; of de Fonce, one of the
great artistes démolisseurs who tore Paris down and sold its rubble as antiques; and
of a three-sided affair that pits love against ambition, architecture against flesh, and 
the living Parisians against Haussmann's unbuilt masterpiece, the Railroad of the 
Dead. Although steeped in history, the novel is not bound by fact; it is an account of
the hidden, sometimes fantastical life of the nineteenth century, a work that will 
make readers think of Borges as well as Balzac; it is a view of cities, of love, and of
history itself from the other side of the mirror.

Paul B. La Farge is an American novelist, essayist and academic. As of 2017, he 
has published five novels: The Artist of the Missing, Haussmann, or the Distinction,
The Facts of Winter, Luminous Airplanes and The Night Ocean, all of which, 
particularly Haussmann, have earned positive critical attention.
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Lafarge, Paul. The Artist of the Missing. New York. 1999. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0374525803. Paperback Original. 
Illustrations by Stephen Alcorn. 245 pages. paperback. Cover: Stephen Alcorn. 
Inventory # 31780. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Frank, a young artist, arrives in the city hoping to unravel
the mystery of his parents' disappearance. He begins working as a washer of robes
at a hotel for itinerant judges. There he meets and falls in love with Prudence, a 
forensic photographer whose pictures reveal the secrets of the dead. When 
Prudence disappears, Frank sets out in search of her, a quest that leads him into the
shadowy world of a revolutionary salon, then to prison, and finally to discover the 
city's strange secrets and the secrets of his own heart. A haunting novel that recalls 
the early work of Paul Auster and Steven Millhauser, The Artist of the Missing is a 
stunning debut, both a richly imagined evocation of another world and a piercing 
examination of the mystery of love, and beautifully illustrated by the acclaimed artist
Stephen Alcorn. A visionary novel about love, loss, imagination, and despair.

Paul B. La Farge is an American novelist, essayist and academic. As of 2017, he 
has published five novels: The Artist of the Missing, Haussmann, or the Distinction,
The Facts of Winter, Luminous Airplanes and The Night Ocean, all of which, 
particularly Haussmann, have earned positive critical attention.
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LaFeber, Walter. Michael Jordan & the New Global Capitalism. New York. 1999. 
Norton. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0393320375. 191 pages. 
paperback. Cover: Geoff Spear. Inventory # 33440. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With Michael Jordan and the New Global Capitalism, 
Walter LaFeber has written a biography, a social history, and a far-ranging economic
critique. From basketball prodigy to international phenomenon to seductive 
commercial ideal, Michael Jordan is the supreme example of how American 
corporations have used technology in a brave, massively wired new world to sell 
their products in every corner of the globe. LaFeber's examination of Nike and its 
particular dominion over the global marketplace is often scathing, while his 
fascinating mini-biography of Michael Jordan and the commercial history of 
basketball reveal much about American society. For this new paperback edition, 
LaFeber has added a chapter on globalization in a changed world, after mass 
protests and since September 11.

Walter "Walt" LaFeber is the Marie Underhill Noll Professor Emeritus of History and
a Stephen H. Weiss Presidential Fellow in the Department of History at Cornell 
University.
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Lagerkvist, Par. The Dwarf. New York. 1945. Hill & Wang. 4th Paperback Printing. 
Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. Translated from the Swedish by Alexandra 
Dick. 228 pages. paperback. Inventory # 18070. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The narrator of this novel is a dwarf at the court of an 
Italian Renaissance prince-his master’s favorite, mascot, plaything, and evil genius.
He is a kind of articulate, clever Caliban, whose intuition for evil in others brings him
great power and finally causes his downfall. A great antagonism develops between 
the dwarf and Maestro Bernardo, a painter and inventor reminiscent of Leonardo da
Vinci, who seeks to encourage the prince’s humanistic leanings. The story reaches a
climax when the prince’s enemies, with whom he has at last made peace, are 
treacherously murdered at a banquet, and the licentious princess turns away from 
her sins to the religious life: in both these events, the dwarf plays a sinister part. This
drama of the conflict in man’s soul between good and evil, idealism and expediency,
is enacted against the background of a Renaissance court-brilliant, extravagant, 
wanton, darkened by intrigue and cruelty. Par Lagerkvist, winner of the 1951 Nobel
Prize for Literature and a member of the Swedish Academy, was born in 1891 in the
south of Sweden. A playwright, poet, essayist and novelist, he has over thirty-five 
books to his credit.

Pär Fabian Lagerkvist (23 May 1891 – 11 July 1974) was a Swedish author who 
received the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1951. Lagerkvist wrote poems, plays, 
novels, stories, and essays of considerable expressive power and influence[citation
needed] from his early 20s to his late 70s. One of his central themes was the 
fundamental question of good and evil, which he examined through such figures as
Barabbas, the man who was freed instead of Jesus, and Ahasuerus, the Wandering
Jew. As a moralist, he used religious motifs and figures from the Christian tradition 
without following the doctrines of the church.
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Lam, Dickson. Paper Sons. Pittsburgh. 2018. Autumn House. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Wrappers. 9781938769283. 256 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
43402. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This memoir details a first-generation Chinese immigrant
growing up in the projects of San Francisco. In this collection, we learn about 
Chinese history, gangs, graffiti, and the secret violence that can occur within a 
family.

DICKSON LAM’s work has appeared in StoryQuarterly, the Kenyon Review Online,
Hyphen Magazine, The Normal School, PANK, The Good Men Project, The 
Rumpus, and Kartika Review. He holds MFA degrees in creative writing from the 
University of Houston and Rutgers-Newark. Currently, Lam is an Assistant Professor
of English at Contra Costa College
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Lamadrid, Enrique R. and Del Valle, Mario (editors). Un Ojo En El Muro/An Eye 
Through the Wall: Mexican Poetry 1970-1985. Santa Fe. 1986. Tooth Of Time 
Books. 1st American Edition. Slightly Water Marking To Top Page Cotners,
Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. 0940510146. An edition of 3000 copies set in 11
point Barcelona Roman & Italic design by Wendy Welsh & John Brandi printed by 
Thomson-Shore. Bilingual texts in Spanish and English. 225 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 15095. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - POETS INCLUDED: Luis Miguel Aguilar; Gaspar 
Aguilera Diaz; Homero Aridjis; Alejandro Aura; José Carlos Becerra; Coral Bracho;
Ricardo Castillo; Elsa Cross; Mario del Valle; Raul Garduño; Orlando Guillén; 
Francisco Hernández; David Huerta; Elizabeth Hulverson; Eduardo Langagne; Elva
Maclas; Hector Manjárrez; Gilberto Meza; José Emilio Pacheco; Jaime Reyes; Jose
Luis Rivas; Rafael Torres Sanchez; Ricardo Yañez.

Dr. Enrique R. Lamadrid teaches folklore, literature, and cultural history in the 
University of New Mexico’s Dept. of Spanish and Portuguese. His research interests
include ethnopoetics, folklore and music, Chicano literature, contemporary Mexican
poetry, and literary translation. His field work centers in NM, but ranges as well into
Mexico, Spain, the Andes and the Caribbean. His research on the IndoHispanic 
traditions of New Mexico charts the influence of indigenous cultures on the Spanish 
language and imagination. His literary writings explore the borderlands between 
cultures, their natural environments, and between popular traditions and literary 
expression.keywords
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Lamantia, Philip. Collected Poems of Philip Lamantia. Berkeley. 2013. University of
California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780520269729. 
Edited By Garrett Caples, Andrew Joron, and Nancy Joyce Peters, with a Foreword
By Lawrence Ferlinghetti. 6 x 9. 8 b/w photos. 500 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
40487. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Collected Poems of Philip Lamantia represents the 
lifework of the most visionary poet of the American postwar generation. Philip 
Lamantia (1927-2005) played a major role in shaping the poetics of both the Beat 
and the Surrealist movements in the United States. First mentored by the San 
Francisco poet Kenneth Rexroth, the teenage Lamantia also came to the attention of
the French Surrealist leader André Breton, who, after reading Lamantia’s youthful 
work, hailed him as a voice that rises once in a hundred years. Later, Lamantia went
on the road with Jack Kerouac and shared the stage with Allen Ginsberg at the 
famous Six Gallery reading in San Francisco, where Ginsburg first read Howl. 
Throughout his life, Lamantia sought to extend and renew the visionary tradition of 
Romanticism in a distinctly American vernacular, drawing on mystical lore and drug
experience in the process. The Collected Poems gathers not only his published work
but also an extensive selection of unpublished or uncollected work; the editors have
also provided a biographical introduction.

Surrealist poet Philip Lamantia (October 23, 1927, San Francisco, CA - March 7, 
2005, North Beach, San Francisco, CA) was born in San Francisco in 1927, the son
of Sicilian immigrants. Largely self-taught, he started writing in elementary school 
and became interested in surrealism after seeing the work of Joan Miró and 
Salvador Dalí at the San Francisco Museum of Art. He dropped out of high school 
and moved to New York City, where he eventually became assistant editor at View
magazine. Interested in poetry and jazz, Lamantia was a member of a jazz and 
poetry group with Jack Kerouac, Howard Hart, and David Antrim in the 1950s. In his
later years, he returned to the Catholicism of his youth, writing poetry that reflected 
his rediscovered faith. Lamantia lectured at San Francisco State University and the
San Francisco Art Institute and was married to Nancy Peters, his editor at City 
Lights Books. He died in 2005.
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Lamming, George. The Emigrants. New York. 1954. McGraw Hill. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 282 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Denis Williams. Inventory # 11207. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE EMIGRANTS begins in a sense where Mr. 
Lamming’s first prose narrative, IN THE CASTLE OF MY SKIN, left off. The 
emigrants are a group of West Indians who have set out for England in a blind 
search for a ‘better break.’ In three sections — ‘A Voyage,’ ‘Rooms and Residents,’
and ‘Another Time’ — Mr. Lamming describes their voyage over and their settlement
in the mother country. He shows us the small world of the emigrants, torn loose from
their native moorings, within the larger world of England. Writing lyrically and with 
imagination, he reveals their aspirations and doubts, their bewilderment and lonely 
isolation as they seek to find roots in an unfamiliar society whose complex terms 
elude them. Perhaps never before in recent literature has the feeling of lack of 
contact between human beings been so sensitively and beautifully evoked as in this
book. In exploring his theme, Mr. Lamming has again made brilliant use of the 
richness of the English language. Combining dramatic dialogue with passages of 
dialect, wit, and pure poetic description, he has created a story of great poignancy 
and power. Above everything else THE EMIGRANTS is a stirring statement about 
man’s life and the human condition. To read it is to recognize that George Lamming 
is a writer of unusual talent, an innovator who has full command of his style and is 
breaking new ground in his writing.

George Lamming (born 8 June 1927) is a Bajan novelist, essayist and poet and an 
important figure in Caribbean literature, who first won critical acclaim with his debut
novel, In the Castle of My Skin (1953). He has held academic posts including as a 
distinguished visiting professor at Duke University and a visiting professor in the 
Africana Studies Department of Brown University, and has lectured extensively 
around the world.
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Landau, Paul S. and Kaspin, Deborah D. (editors). Images and Empires: Visuality in
Colonial and Postcolonial Africa. Berkeley. 2002. University of California Press. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0520229495. 380 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 36422. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Figurative images have long played a critical, if largely 
unexamined, role in Africa–mediating relationships between the colonizer and the 
colonized, the state and the individual, and the global and the local. This pivotal 
volume considers the meaning and power of images in African history and culture. 
Paul S. Landau and Deborah Kaspin have assembled a wide-ranging collection of 
essays dealing with specific visual forms, including monuments, cinema, cartoons, 
domestic and professional photography, body art, world fairs, and museum exhibits.
The contributors, experts in a number of disciplines, discuss various modes of 
visuality in Africa and of Africa, investigating the interplay of visual images with 
personal identity, class, gender, politics, and wealth. Integral to the argument of the
book are over seventy contextualized illustrations. Africans saw foreigners in 
margarine wrappers, Tintin cartoons, circus posters, and Hollywood movies; 
westerners gleaned impressions of Africans from colonial exhibitions, Tarzan films, 
and naturalist magazines. The authors provide concrete examples of the 
construction of Africa’s image in the modern world. They reveal how imperial 
iconographies sought to understand, deny, control, or transform authority, as well as
the astonishing complexity and hybridity of visual communication within Africa itself.

Paul S. Landau is Associate Professor of History at the University of Maryland at 
College Park, and author of The Realm of the World: Language, Gender, and 
Christianity in a Southern African Kingdom (1995). Deborah D. Kaspin is an 
independent scholar.
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Landauer, Susan. California Impressionists. Berkeley. 1996. University Of California
Press. 1st Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0915977257. 103 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 35150. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The years around the turn of the century were a dynamic
time in American art. Different and seemingly contradictory movements were 
evolving, and the dominant style that emerged during this period was 
Impressionism. Based in part on the broken brushwork and high-keyed palette of 
Claude Monet, it was a form especially suited to the dramatic landscape and 
shimmering light of California. American Impressionism grew in popularity as artists 
from across the nation migrated to the Golden State. There they created a 
remarkable style, often referred to as California plein-air painting, combining several
aspects of American and European art and capturing the brilliant mix of color and 
light that defined California. This book celebrates forty Impressionist painters who 
worked in California from 1900 through the beginning of the Great Depression. A 
joint effort of The Irvine Museum and the Georgia Museum of Art, it includes widely 
recognized California artists such as Maurice Braun and Guy Rose, less well known
artists such as Mary DeNeale Morgan and Donna Schuster, and eastern painters 
who worked briefly in the region, such as Childe Hassam and William Merritt Chase.
The contributors’ essays examine the socioeconomic forces that shaped this art 
movement, as well as the ways in which the art reflected California’s self-cultivated 
image as a healthful, sun-splashed arcadia. Beautifully illustrated, with 72 full-color 
plates, California Impressionists recreates the vibrant splendor of a unique period in
American art.

Susan Landauer is an independent scholar specializing in the art of California. Her 
previous publications include The San Francisco School of Abstract Expressionism 
(California, 1996). She lives in Oakland, California.
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Landolfi, Tommaso. Gogol's Wife and Other Stories. New York. 1963. New 
Directions. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. Translated from the 
Italian by Raymond Rosenthal. John Longrigg & Wayland Young. 183 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by David Ford. Inventory # 15414. $100

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The title story in this collection is claimed by its narrator 
to be a chapter in his biography of the Russian writer, Nikolai Gogol. He begins by 
saying he knows some intimate details of Gogol’s life and that as his biographer he 
feels obligated to reveal them, though as his friend he might have kept all this to 
himself. After setting the reader up for some perhaps prurient ‘facts,’ the narrator 
tells us that Gogol’s wife was a life-sized balloon, anatomically correct and quite 
voluptuous. Claiming to be the only person besides Gogol who has ever seen this 
creation, the narrator goes on to tell us an occasion where he heard her speak. He 
describes how she developed her own personality, in spite of the fact that she was a
balloon, and that she even contracted syphilis, which subsequently infected Gogol. 
The narrator and Gogol are celebrating the silver anniversary of Gogol and his wife
when the novelist gets insanely irritated with her, inserts a bicycle pump into her, 
and inflates her until she explodes. Gogol then throws the rubber pieces into the fire
(much as he had burned his manuscripts earlier). He also throws into the fire a 
balloon baby boy. The story closes with the narrator again defending his position of
biographer, providing the truth about Gogol to the reader.

Tommaso Landolfi (August 9, 1908–1979) was an Italian author and translator. Born
in Pico, province of Frosinone, he wrote numerous grotesque tales and novels, 
sometimes on the border of speculative fiction, science fiction and realism. He 
focused his translation efforts upon Russian and German authors such as Fyodor 
Dostoevsky, Aleksandr Pushkin, Nikolai Gogol and Hugo von Hofmannsthal.
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Landolfi, Tommaso. Words in Commotion & Other Stories. New York. 1986. Viking 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Worn Dustjacket.Remainder Mark. 
0670805181. Translated from the Italian by Kathrine Jason. 275 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket illustration by Ralph Masiello. Inventory # 26008. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Little known in this country when he died in 1979, 
Landolfi is scarcely better recognized today, a situation this collection of 24 stories,
with an introduction by Italo Calvino, is intended to remedy. Landolfi did not aspire to
amuse or entertain in the usual sense; he preferred to confound and mystify. Even in
his relatively conventional stories he scarcely bothered to inquire into motive or seek
resolution. In ‘Uxoricide,’ for example, a wife-murderer sets out to kill the shrew for 
reasons that do not seem quite sufficient, so that the act itself appears brutal and 
sadistic. In ‘A Woman’s Breast,’ a man lusts after that part of a stranger until he 
attains it, is thereupon sickened by the sight and discovers odd morbidities within 
himself. Landolfi’s overriding interests in language and its literary possibilities, 
metaphysics, literary criticism necessarily limit his audience. He saw the writer as 
one who spits words (see the title story), and he set himself against the critics who 
accused him of being ‘utterly indecipherable and mysterious.’ That is, however, a 
challenge hurled at the reader. - PUBLISHERS WEEKLY.

Tommaso Landolfi (August 9, 1908–1979) was an Italian author and translator. Born
in Pico, province of Frosinone, he wrote numerous grotesque tales and novels, 
sometimes on the border of speculative fiction, science fiction and realism. He 
focused his translation efforts upon Russian and German authors such as Fyodor 
Dostoevsky, Aleksandr Pushkin, Nikolai Gogol and Hugo von Hofmannsthal.
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Lane, Mark. Rush To Judgment. New York. 1966. Holt Rinehart Winston. 2nd 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 478 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 27916. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The first book to challenge the Warren Commission 
findings presents case after case of ignored or twisted evidence to offer a scathing 
indictment of the Commission's handling of the assassination of President Kennedy.

Mark Lane (February 24, 1927, New York City, NY - May 10, 2016, Charlottesville, 
VA) was an American attorney, New York state legislator, civil rights activist, and 
Vietnam war-crimes investigator. He is best known as a leading researcher, author,
and conspiracy theorist on the assassination of U.S. President John F. Kennedy.
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Lanter, Wayne. A Season of Long Taters: Baseball Poems. O'Fallon. 2006. Snark 
Publishing. 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 1933222069. 106 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 45075. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Wayne Lanter played minor league baseball for a 
number of years in the Chicago White Sox and Cleveland Indians' organizations.

Wayne Lanter has published five books of poetry, including The Waiting Room, 
Threshing Time, At Float on the Ohta Gawa, and Cannonical Hours. He has also 
published a novel, The Final Days, and co-edited an anthology, New Century North
American Poets. His work has appeared in magazines on both sides of the Atlantic.
He founded and edited The River King Poetry Supplement for ten years, and has 
been a recipient of numerous literary awards and grants, He played minor league 
baseball for a number of years in the Chicago White Sox and Cleveland Indians' 
organizations. 
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Lanter, Wayne. In This House of Men: Poems. Freeburg. 2009. River King Press. 
1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780965076425. 148 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 45076. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A series of poems exploring the importance of memory.

Wayne Lanter has published five books of poetry, including The Waiting Room, 
Threshing Time, At Float on the Ohta Gawa, and Cannonical Hours. He has also 
published a novel, The Final Days, and co-edited an anthology, New Century North
American Poets. His work has appeared in magazines on both sides of the Atlantic.
He founded and edited The River King Poetry Supplement for ten years, and has 
been a recipient of numerous literary awards and grants, He played minor league 
baseball for a number of years in the Chicago White Sox and Cleveland Indians' 
organizations. 
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Larreta, Antonio. The Last Portrait of the Duchess of Alba. Bethesda. 1988. Adler &
Adler. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0917561422. Translated from
the Spanish by Pamela Carmell. 216 pages. hardcover. Cover: Francisco Goya-'The
Naked Maja'. Inventory # 10247. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - On July 23, 1802, the Duchess of Alba, one of Spain’s 
most beautiful and notorious ladies, died in her bed at the age of forty. To this day, 
her death remains a mystery. Was she poisoned by Manuel Godoy, first minister to 
the royal family and her sometime lover? Or did she die by the hand of Francisco 
Goya, court painter of humble origins, whose affair with the Duchess shocked 
Spanish society? Perhaps it was suicide, prompted by her fading beauty and her 
addiction to the ‘powder of the Andes.’ Did the Queen, whose jealous venom knew 
no bounds, have a hand in the Duchess’s end? Or did Prince Fernando, whose bid 
for the throne became the ruin of Spain, take part in the crime? Written in the form of
a personal memoir by Godoy, the official who was charged with investigating the 
affair, this daring historical novel brings to life the drama and intrigue of eighteenth-
century Madrid while it focuses on the mysterious death of one of the city’s great 
femmes fatales. Confidante and lover to several aristocrats, including Godoy, the 
Duchess had scandalous affairs with men beneath her rank, the most famous of 
which was a long-term Liaison with Goya, who immortalized her in his best-known 
works. We hear the fictional voices both of Godoy, now enduring a lonely political 
exile in Italy, and of Goya, living out his remaining years in Bordeaux, as they 
narrate their differing versions of the events surrounding Alba’s death. With the fine
observation of a great artist, Goya describes the noblewoman who tormented him in
his passion-seductive, impulsive, manipulative, ravishing. And Godoy, glancing back
on his days of glory shapes the facts to fit his preferred version of history. Each has
his own, equally believable, notion of what occurred that night. But who knows what
really happened in this crime with no witnesses? Only a letter, received decades 
after the event, provides the answer.

Gualberto José Antonio Rodríguez Larreta Ferreira (14 December 1922 – 19 August
2015), better known as Antonio Larreta or Taco Larreta, was a Uruguayan writer, 
critic and actor.
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Lasar, Matthew. Pacifica Radio: The Rise of An Alternative Network. Philadelphia. 
1998. Temple University Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1566396603. 
277 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 27018. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Pacifica Radio traces the cultural and political currents 
that shaped America's first listener-supported, public radio network, which began 
with KPFA-FM in Berkeley. For fifty years, Pacifica has introduced diverse and 
controversial programs, while struggling against social and political conformity.' 'In 
this expanded paperback edition, Lasar provides a postscript ('A Crisis of 
Containment') that examines the external pressures and organizational problems 
within the Pacifica Foundation that led to the police shutdown of network station 
KPFA. Lasar, an admittedly pro-KPFA partisan in the conflict, gives a first-person 
account, calling it 'the worst crisis in the history of community radio.'

Matthew Lasar, PhD, holds a doctorate in history from the Claremont Graduate 
School and teaches history and media courses at the University of California at 
Santa Cruz.
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Lasch, Christopher. The New Radicalism in America 1889-1963. New York. 1965. 
Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 349 pages + 
index. hardcover. Typography, binding, and jacket design by Guy Fleming. Inventory
# 18052. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘A bold and superbly written book with many fresh, 
shrewd perceptions about figures we thought we knew well. Lasch writes as one 
deeply engaged with contemporary ideas and issues, and promises to become one
of our major commentators on America.’ - RICHARD HOFSTADTER. This is an 
absorbing history of social reform in America. Around the turn of the century a great
change swept over the liberal tradition. Progressivism had been for the most part a 
political movement, whereas those whom Christopher Lasch distinguishes as the 
new radicals were more interested in the reform of education, culture, and sexual 
mores; in the advancement of social reform and women’s rights; and in the 
avoidance of war and the exposure of corruption. Mr. Lasch has chosen to portray 
the new radicals chiefly by means of a series of vivid biographical essays. To 
illustrate the nature and sources of the change in the liberal tradition, he writes about
Jane Addams and the emancipation of women; some eccentric feminists; Randolph
Bourne, ‘the first culture hero of the revolt of youth’; Mabel Dodge Luhan and her 
uses of sex as politics; Walter Lippmann and the early New Republic; Lincoln 
Colcord and Colonel House; Lincoln Steffens, and a whole clutch of contemporary 
intellectuals.

Christopher (Kit) Lasch (June 1, 1932 – February 14, 1994) was an American 
historian, moralist, and social critic. Mentored by William Leuchtenburg at Columbia
University, Lasch was a professor at the University of Rochester. Lasch sought to 
use history as a tool to awaken American society to the pervasiveness with which 
major institutions, public and private, were eroding the competence and 
independence of families and communities. He strove to create a historically 
informed social criticism that could teach Americans how to deal with rampant 
consumerism, proletarianization, and what he famously labeled the 'culture of 
narcissism.'
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Lash, Jennifer. Blood Ties. New York. 1997. Bloomsbury Books. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 158234003x. 376 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
photograph by Clarissa Leahy. Jacket design by William Webb. Inventory # 27927. 
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Set mainly in Ireland, Jennifer Lash’s dark, exhilarating 
novel is about the redemptive power of love. It tells of Violet Farr and her loveless 
marriage, her wild, unfathomable son and his illegitimate son, all of them bound 
together in a repeating pattern of exile and homecoming, rejection and, finally, 
acknowledgement and love. As Elizabeth Buchan wrote in the London Times, 
‘Jennifer Lash is a Lawrentian in so far as she mines her material for the blood and 
thunder roaring between spouses, and between parents and children.’

Jennifer Anne Mary Alleyne Lash (27 February 1938 – 28 December 1993; also 
known as Jini Fiennes) was an English novelist and painter. In 1961, she published
The Burial, her first novel, at the age of 23. Lash was regarded as one of the most 
promising young people among England's artists at the time.
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Lasky, Kathryn. Dear America - a Journey to the New World: The Diary of 
Remember Patience Whipple, Mayflower, 1620. New York. 1996. Scholastic. 
Reprinted Hardcover Edition. Very Good in Hardcover. No Dustjacket. 059050214x.
176 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37918. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The diary of a young Pilgrim girl who makes the 
dangerous journey on the Mayflower to America is filled with her thoughts about her
new friends, her contact with Native Americans, and her love for her new land.

Kathryn Lasky is the Newbery Honor-winning and national bestselling author of 
many books for children and adults. She has created picture books: ‘Porkenstein’, 
‘Sugaring Time’, and ‘Lunch Bunnies’; novels: ‘Blood Secret’, ‘The Bone wars’, 
‘Beyond the Burning Time’, and ‘A Voice of Her Own’; and the bestselling series 
Guardians of Ga'Hoole. When she's not writing, she and her husband, Christopher 
Knight, enjoy sailing the world aboard a boat named ‘Alice’. Kathryn Lasky lives in 
Cambridge, Massachusetts.
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Lasky, Kathryn. Dear America - Dreams in the Golden Country: The Diary of 
Zipporah Feldman, a Jewish Immigrant Girl, New York City, 1903. New York. 1998.
Scholastic. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Hardcover. No Dustjacket. 
0590029738. 192 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37927. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Twelve-year-old Zippy, a Jewish immigrant from Russia,
keeps a diary account of the first eighteen months of her family's life on the Lower 
East Side of New York City in 1903-1904.

Kathryn Lasky is the Newbery Honor-winning and national bestselling author of 
many books for children and adults. She has created picture books: ‘Porkenstein’, 
‘Sugaring Time’, and ‘Lunch Bunnies’; novels: ‘Blood Secret’, ‘The Bone wars’, 
‘Beyond the Burning Time’, and ‘A Voice of Her Own’; and the bestselling series 
Guardians of Ga'Hoole. When she's not writing, she and her husband, Christopher 
Knight, enjoy sailing the world aboard a boat named ‘Alice’. Kathryn Lasky lives in 
Cambridge, Massachusetts.
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Lasky, Kathryn. The Royal Diaries - Marie Antoinette: Princess of Versailles, Austria-
France, 1769. New York. 2000. Scholastic. Reprinted Hardcover Edition. Very Good
in Hardcover. No Dustjacket. 0439076668. 238 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
37937. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Maria Antonia of Vienna has her whole life mapped out 
ahead of her. She is to marry Dauphin Louis Auguste, eldest grandson of King Louis
XV. As his wife, she will be called Marie Antoinette, and will be the highest princess
of France. Upon the death of the King, she will become Queen Marie Antoinette. But
she dreads both new roles. 'I am just thirteen. .I am not yet ready to be a dauphine, 
let alone Queen', she writes.

Kathryn Lasky is the Newbery Honor-winning and national bestselling author of 
many books for children and adults. She has created picture books: ‘Porkenstein’, 
‘Sugaring Time’, and ‘Lunch Bunnies’; novels: ‘Blood Secret’, ‘The Bone wars’, 
‘Beyond the Burning Time’, and ‘A Voice of Her Own’; and the bestselling series 
Guardians of Ga'Hoole. When she's not writing, she and her husband, Christopher 
Knight, enjoy sailing the world aboard a boat named ‘Alice’. Kathryn Lasky lives in 
Cambridge, Massachusetts.
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Latour, Jose. Outcast. New York. 1999. Akashic Books. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Wrappers. 1888451076. 219 pages. paperback. Cover & author photo by 
Ernesto Monteavaro. Inventory # 28373. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The first Cuban crime novel to be written in English and 
published in the United States, OUTCAST is a smart, multi-voiced, savagely 
unsentimental tale that blends cultural critique, personal discovery, and explosive 
violence to reveal the callous, impersonal dysfunction of both contemporary Cuban 
socialism and its self-congratulatory free-market alternative In Miami. The son of a 
Cuban mother and a U.S. laborer stationed on the island before the revolution, the 
novel’s protagonist, Elliot Steil, is a down-and-out school teacher in Havana. Quietly
resigned to the tedium and simplicity of his life, Elliot has, like many of his fellow 
Havanans, systematically distanced himself from all aspirations for a better future. 
His hopes suddenly resurface when he is offered a ‘once-in-a-lifetime’ chance to 
escape his current situation by a mysterious visitor to the island who claims to be a 
friend of Elliot’s late father. When the stranger quickly turns from savior to would-be
assassin, Elliot finds himself perilously immersed in the waters of the Florida Straits
and in the images of a past that he had spent most of his adult life trying to forget. 
He survives the ordeal, but his journey to find the man who betrayed him and to 
discover the mystery of his bicultural past lure him into a tangle of deceit and 
corruption in the underworld of Miami.

JOSE LATOUR is the author of eight previous books. Havana World Series is his 
third novel written in English. The translation of his novel Outcast into Spanish won 
the 2002 Hammett Prize for Best Crime Novel in that language. Latour is Cuban by
birth and was the vice president for Latin America of the International Association of
Crime Writers between 1998 and 2002. He moved to Spain in 2002.
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Lauber, Lynn. 21 Sugar Street. New York. 1993. Norton. 1st Printing. Very Good in
Dustjacket. Remainder Mark. 0393034496. 239 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by
Barbara de Wilde, Jacket photographs by Melissa Hayden. Inventory # 23772. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Critically acclaimed in the New York Times Book Review,
Chicago Tribune, and Los Angeles Times, Lynn Lauber's first book, White Girls, 
announced the debut of a new and distinctive voice in American fiction. Now, in 21 
Sugar Street, Lauber returns to Loretta Dardio and Luther Biggs, a white girl and a 
black boy whose brief but powerfully affecting love affair irrevocably changed their 
lives and those of their families in the racially divided town of Union, Ohio. Lauber 
paints a portrait of Union as mythic and resonant as Sherwood Anderson's 
Winesburg, Ohio. In the twenty years that have passed since Loretta and Luther's 
high school affair, Loretta has given up their illegitimate daughter for adoption and 
escaped to New York, while Luther has continued to make a life for himself in Union.
Through multiple perspectives we meet this long-divided couple and others: Junior 
Johnson, the town's black mortician and Luther's father-in-law; Louis Dardio, 
Loretta's straight-laced younger brother, who is at once charmed and appalled by his
sister's independence and willfulness; Annie Biggs, Luther's warm-hearted mother,
who remains faithful to Loretta and her child; Marcia Milner, the disturbed adoptive 
brother; and finally Kay, the fruit of Loretta and Luther's union, who as a young 
woman returns to bridge their divided world, a reminder in these racially troubled 
times of love's capacity to transform and heal.

Lynn Lauber grew up in northwestern Ohio and attended Ohio State University. Her
stories have appeared in such literary magazines as Stories and Fiction Network as
well as in several anthologies. One of her stories was broadcast on the BBC World
Service Short Story series. She currently works as a book abridger, editor, and 
teacher. She lives in Piermont, New York.
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Lauber, Lynn. 21 Sugar Street. New York. 1993. Norton. 1st Printing. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 0393034496. 239 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Barbara de Wilde,
Jacket photographs by Melissa Hayden. Inventory # 23758. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Critically acclaimed in the New York Times Book Review,
Chicago Tribune, and Los Angeles Times, Lynn Lauber's first book, White Girls, 
announced the debut of a new and distinctive voice in American fiction. Now, in 21 
Sugar Street, Lauber returns to Loretta Dardio and Luther Biggs, a white girl and a 
black boy whose brief but powerfully affecting love affair irrevocably changed their 
lives and those of their families in the racially divided town of Union, Ohio. Lauber 
paints a portrait of Union as mythic and resonant as Sherwood Anderson's 
Winesburg, Ohio. In the twenty years that have passed since Loretta and Luther's 
high school affair, Loretta has given up their illegitimate daughter for adoption and 
escaped to New York, while Luther has continued to make a life for himself in Union.
Through multiple perspectives we meet this long-divided couple and others: Junior 
Johnson, the town's black mortician and Luther's father-in-law; Louis Dardio, 
Loretta's straight-laced younger brother, who is at once charmed and appalled by his
sister's independence and willfulness; Annie Biggs, Luther's warm-hearted mother,
who remains faithful to Loretta and her child; Marcia Milner, the disturbed adoptive 
brother; and finally Kay, the fruit of Loretta and Luther's union, who as a young 
woman returns to bridge their divided world, a reminder in these racially troubled 
times of love's capacity to transform and heal.

Lynn Lauber grew up in northwestern Ohio and attended Ohio State University. Her
stories have appeared in such literary magazines as Stories and Fiction Network as
well as in several anthologies. One of her stories was broadcast on the BBC World
Service Short Story series. She currently works as a book abridger, editor, and 
teacher. She lives in Piermont, New York.
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Lauber, Lynn. White Girls. New York. 1990. Norton. 1st Printing. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0393027171. 187 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Catherine 
Hopkins. Jacket design by Debra Morton Hoyt. Inventory # 23993. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Meet Loretta Dardio, warm-hearted, bold, mischievous, 
and curious, trying to grow up too fast in Union, Ohio, during the 1950s and 1960s. 
To Loretta, Union is a world that seems split in two: the dull, predictable lives of 
whites like her family, and the magical world of blacks on the other side of the 
tracks. She’s mystified by the black janitor at Marcus Aurelius school and by her 
neighborhood garbagemen, who despite their position in Union carry themselves 
with an abiding grace. Follow Loretta downtown to Gregg’s department store as she
befriends the bag lady in the ladies’ room; to Westgate Lanes for her mother’s 
Methodist bowling league; to the stadium for the homecoming procession. Let her 
take you inside homes where families retire to their porches or backyards for 
barbecues, ‘sit like a giant herd’ in front of televisions - to the heart of small-town 
America, the setting of this absorbing work of fiction. Watch as Loretta, the keen 
observer, chronicles the multiple failures and fumbles of her family and those around
her: You’ll meet Loretta’s mother, Betty Lou Dardio, as she invites the object of her 
secret desire, the Sealtest milkman, to dinner; and Mr. Dardio, Loretta’s nearly 
invisible father, who sells insurance. In situations both funny and heartbreaking, 
Loretta longs to escape the insular lives of her parents and neighbors. And finally 
you’ll meet the Biggs family of Sugar Street, as Loretta observes how they rise 
above the challenges of their hard lives. There’s troubled Luther, a black boy she 
defiantly falls in love with; his unmarried sister Netty, a single parent who works in 
the factory during the day and glues on false eyelashes before going dancing at 
night; and Annie, Luther’s mother, a woman who possesses the kind of strength 
Loretta senses is lacking in the white housewives of her neighborhood.

Lynn Lauber grew up in northwestern Ohio and attended Ohio State University. Her
stories have appeared in such literary magazines as Stories and Fiction Network as
well as in several anthologies.
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Lauck, Jennifer. Blackbird: A Childhood Lost & Found. New York. 2000. Pocket 
Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0671042556. 406 pages. 
hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket photo by David Sacks. Inventory # 28205. 
$10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With the startling emotional immediacy of a fractured 
family photo album, Jennifer Lauck’s incandescent memoir is the story of an 
ordinary girl growing up at the turn of the 1970s and the truly extraordinary 
circumstances of a childhood lost. Wrenching and unforgettable, BLACKBIRD will 
carry your heart away. The house on Mary Street was home to Jennifer; her older 
brother B.J.; their hardworking father, who smelled like aftershave and read her 
Snow White; and their mother, who called her little daughter Sunshine and 
embraced Jackie Kennedy’s sense of style. Through a child’s eyes, the skies of 
Carson City were forever blue, and life was perfect-a world of Barbies, Bewitched, 
and the Beatles. Even her mother’s pain from her mysterious illness could be patted
away with hairspray, powder, and a kiss on the cheek. But soon, everything Jennifer
has come to love and rely on begins to crumble, sending her on a roller coaster of 
loss and loneliness. In a world unhinged by tragedy, where beautiful mothers die 
and families are warped by more than they can bear, a young girl must transcend a 
landscape of pain and mistreatment to discover her richest resource: her own 
unshakable will to survive.

Jennifer Lauck (born December 15, 1963) is an American fiction and non-fiction 
author, essayist, speaker and writing instructor.keywords
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Lauck, Jennifer. Blackbird: A Childhood Lost & Found. New York. 2000. Pocket 
Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0671042556. 406 pages. 
hardcover. Inscribed by the Author. Jacket photo by David Sacks. Inventory # 
28233. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With the startling emotional immediacy of a fractured 
family photo album, Jennifer Lauck’s incandescent memoir is the story of an 
ordinary girl growing up at the turn of the 1970s and the truly extraordinary 
circumstances of a childhood lost. Wrenching and unforgettable, BLACKBIRD will 
carry your heart away. The house on Mary Street was home to Jennifer; her older 
brother B.J.; their hardworking father, who smelled like aftershave and read her 
Snow White; and their mother, who called her little daughter Sunshine and 
embraced Jackie Kennedy’s sense of style. Through a child’s eyes, the skies of 
Carson City were forever blue, and life was perfect-a world of Barbies, Bewitched, 
and the Beatles. Even her mother’s pain from her mysterious illness could be patted
away with hairspray, powder, and a kiss on the cheek. But soon, everything Jennifer
has come to love and rely on begins to crumble, sending her on a roller coaster of 
loss and loneliness. In a world unhinged by tragedy, where beautiful mothers die 
and families are warped by more than they can bear, a young girl must transcend a 
landscape of pain and mistreatment to discover her richest resource: her own 
unshakable will to survive.

Jennifer Lauck (born December 15, 1963) is an American fiction and non-fiction 
author, essayist, speaker and writing instructor.keywords
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Laughton, Roger (Introduction). River Journeys. New York. 1985. Hippocrene. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0870521403. Contributions by Russell 
Braddon, Christina Dodwell, Germaine Greer, William Shawcross, Brian Thompson,
Michael Wood. hardcover. Inventory # 9074. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This book describes what is like to travel along six very 
different rivers – the Congo, the Sepik, the Mekong, the Sao Francisco, the Murray,
and the Nile Rivers. It is based on the television series of the same name.

Roger Froome Laughton CBE FRTS (born 19 May 1942) is a BAFTA-winning 
television producer and former Chief Executive of Meridian Television. Laughton 
attended the state boys' grammar school King Edward VII School, Sheffield (KES).
He studied at Merton College, Oxford, gaining a degree in History, and a DipEd from
the Institute of Education in Oxford. He was a television producer for the BBC from 
1965–90, working on programmes such as Michael Wood's In Search of the Dark 
Ages and Great Railway Journeys of the World. On 27 October 1986 he launched 
the BBC Daytime service. In November 2006 he produced the Laughton Report, 
which found that the local BBC television services were disruptive to local 
newspapers, but employed fewer journalists. From 1991-96 he was the Chief 
Executive of Meridian Broadcasting (now ITV Meridian). He received the CBE in the
2000 New Year Honours for services to regional broadcasting. He became a Fellow
of the Royal Television Society in 1994. He married Suzanne Taylor in 1967, and 
they have one daughter.
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Laurentiis, Rickey. Boy With Thorn. Pittsburgh. 2015. University of Pittsburgh Press.
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822963813. Pitt Poetry Series. 91
pages. paperback. Inventory # 9109. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Winner of the 2016 Levis Reading Prize, Winner of the 
2014 Cave Canem Poetry Prize. Finalist for the 2017 Kate Tufts Discovery Award. 
Rickey Laurentiis is a winner of a 2018 Whiting Writers Prize. In a landscape at once
the brutal American South as it is the brutal mind, Boy with Thorn interrogates the 
genesis of all poetic creation—the imagination itself, questioning what role it plays in
both our fascinations with and repulsion from a national history of racial and sexual 
violence. The personal and political crash into one language here, gothic as it is 
supple, meditating on visual art and myth, to desire, the practice of lynching and 
Hurricane Katrina. Always at its center, though, is the poet himself—confessing a 
double song of pleasure and inevitable pain.

Rickey Laurentiis, winner of a 2018 Whiting Award, is a Cave Canem Graduate 
Fellow, is the recipient of a Ruth Lilly Fellowship from the Poetry Foundation, as well
as fellowships from the Civitella Ranieri Foundation in Italy, the National Endowment
for the Arts, and Washington University in St. Louis. His poems appear or are 
forthcoming in Boston Review, Fence, Kenyon Review, New England Review, New
Republic, Poetry, and elsewhere. Born in New Orleans, Louisiana, he currently lives
in Brooklyn, New York.
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Laurie, Hugh. The Gun Seller. London. 1996. William Heinemann. 1st British Edition.
Slight Foxing to Top Edge, Otherwise Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. Pen 
Mark On Bottom Edge. 0434002976. 339 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 24203. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Thomas Lang used to be an officer of the Scots Guard, 
now he is unemployed and drifting. The only commodity he has to sell is himself. But
when he is offered a contract to murder a wealthy businessman he politely declines.
He goes to warn the target, is attacked by a tough already on the premises and 
defends himself. When the most beautiful girl he's ever seen appears, he tells her a
series of lies. And in no time, Lang, who would rather be riding his Kawasaki ZZR 
1100, finds himself caught up in international intrigue, spying, violence, murder. .and
love. Lang seems helpless, but confronted by the minions of the British Secret 
Service, the CIA and assorted local and international villains, he manages 
singlehandedly to orchestrate a high adrenaline caper involving a prototype military
helicopter capable of going 500 miles per hour, a sinister arms dealer, international 
terrorists, beautiful girls and just enough sex.

James Hugh Calum Laurie (born 11 June 1959) is an English actor, director, 
musician, comedian, and author. Laurie first gained recognition for his work as one 
half of the comedy double act Fry and Laurie with friend and comedy partner 
Stephen Fry, whom he met through mutual friend Emma Thompson whilst attending
Cambridge University, where Laurie was president of the Cambridge Footlights. The
duo acted together in a number of projects during the 1980s and 1990s, including 
the sketch comedy series A Bit of Fry & Laurie and the P. G. Wodehouse adaptation
Jeeves and Wooster. Laurie's other roles during the period include the period 
comedy series Blackadder (in which Fry also appeared) and the films Sense and 
Sensibility, 101 Dalmatians, The Borrowers and Stuart Little. Laurie portrayed the 
title character in the U.S. medical drama series House (2004–12) on Fox, for which
he won a Golden Globe Award.He also played the lead role of forensic psychiatrist
Dr. Eldon Chance in the Hulu series Chance (2016–17). Outside acting, Laurie has 
released two blues albums, Let Them Talk (2011) and Didn't It Rain (2013), both to 
favourable reviews, and has authored a novel, The Gun Seller, published in 1996. 
Among his honours, Laurie has won three Golden Globe Awards, two Screen Actors
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Law-Yone, Wendy. Irrawaddy Tango. New York. 1993. Knopf. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679421920. 289 pages. hardcover. Jacket painting is 
from the Victoria and Albert Museum, London. Inventory # 23730. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A novel of love, vengeance and political unrest in South
East Asia. Irrawaddy Tango, a pepper-tongued, tango-dancing Asian beauty rises 
from a village girlhood to become the wife of her country's dictator and then a leader
of the rebel forces arrayed against him. Tango captures the attention of an ambitious
colonel --the self-proclaimed Supremo--while dancing at a talent contest. Once 
married, she is forced to endure the cruelties of a ruthless and foolish husband, is 
kidnapped by rebel forces, recaptured and brutally punished by her husband's 
military clique, and eventually exiled to America. Her return to the fictional Republic
of Daya (clearly Burma) brings about the destruction of her husband and his 
dictatorship. Irrawaddy Tango tells the unsettling tale of powerful men and 
powerless women. It evokes as well the harshness of exile, revealing the 
misunderstandings between East and West and by doing so captures the intensity of
living between the two.

Wendy Law-Yone (born 1947) is a critically acclaimed Burmese- born American 
author. She wrote novels and short stories. Though she did not settle in the United 
States until she was an adult, she is identified as an Asian American writer. Her 
novels, The Coffin Tree (1983) and Irrawaddy Tango (1993), were critically well 
received, with the latter nominated in 1995 for the Irish Times Literary Prize. Her 
third novel, ‘The Road to Wanting,’ (2010) is set in Burma, China and Thailand.keywords
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Lawrence, D. H. Kangaroo. New York. 1923. Seltzer. 1st American Edition. Previous
Owners Names Penned in Front,Otherwise Very Good.No Dustjacket. 421 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 5177. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - KANGAROO is D. H. Lawrence’s eighth novel, set in 
Australia. He wrote the first draft in just forty-five days while living south of Sydney, 
in 1922, and revised in three months later in New Mexico. The descriptions of the 
country are among the most vivid and sympathetic ever penned, and the book fuses
lightly disguised autobiography with an exploration of political ideas at an immensely
personal level. His anxiety about the future of democracy, caught as it was in the 
turbulent cross currents of fascism and socialism, is only partly appeased by his 
vision of a new bond of comradeship between men based on their unique 
separateness. Lawrence’s alter ego Richard Somers departs for America to continue
his search.

David Herbert Lawrence (11 September 1885 – 2 March 1930) was an English 
novelist, poet, playwright, essayist, literary critic and painter who published as D. H.
Lawrence. His collected works, among other things, represent an extended 
reflection upon the dehumanising effects of modernity and industrialization. In them,
some of the issues Lawrence explores are emotional health, vitality, spontaneity and
instinct. Lawrence's opinions earned him many enemies and he endured official 
persecution, censorship, and misrepresentation of his creative work throughout the 
second half of his life, much of which he spent in a voluntary exile which he called 
his ‘savage pilgrimage.’ At the time of his death, his public reputation was that of a 
pornographer who had wasted his considerable talents. E. M. Forster, in an obituary
notice, challenged this widely held view, describing him as, ‘The greatest 
imaginative novelist of our generation.’ Later, the influential Cambridge critic F. R. 
Leavis championed both his artistic integrity and his moral seriousness, placing 
much of Lawrence's fiction within the canonical ‘great tradition’ of the English novel.
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Lawrence, D. H. Lady Chatterley's Lover. New York. Signet/New American Library.
Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 299 pages. 
paperback. CY820. Inventory # 33060. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - LADY CHATTERLEY’S LOVER is one of the most 
beautiful and tender love stories of modern fiction. The summation of D. H. 
Lawrence’s artistic achievement, it is an incisive statement of the themes which 
occupied this great author’s work: his belief that materialism robbed life of its vitality
and purpose. that tenderness and passion were the only weapons which would save
man from self - destruction. This Signet Modern Classic edition of LADY 
CHATTERLEY’S LOVER is D. H. Lawrence’s masterpiece just as he wrote if. It is 
the complete unexpurgated text of the original Orioli edition first published in Italy in
1928, the last approved by Lawrence himself. ‘This Signet Modern Classic edition is
the only complete unexpurgated version of LADY CHATTERLEY’S LOVER 
authorized by the estate of Frieda Lawrence for U.S. publication. No other edition is
entitled to make this claim.’ — Laurence Pollinger, Literary Executor to the Estate of
the late Mrs. Frieda Lawrence.

David Herbert Lawrence (11 September 1885 – 2 March 1930) was an English 
novelist, poet, playwright, essayist, literary critic and painter who published as D. H.
Lawrence. His collected works, among other things, represent an extended 
reflection upon the dehumanising effects of modernity and industrialization.
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Lawrence, D. H. Lady Chatterley's Lover: Complete and Unexpurgated 1928 Orioli 
Edition. New York. 1987. Bantam Books. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good 
in Wrappers. 0553212621. 360 pages. paperback. Cover painting - 'A Letio' by F. 
Zandomeneghi. Inventory # 36738. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - One of the most extraordinary literary works of the 
twentieth century, Lady Chatterley’sLover was banned in England and the United 
States after its initial publication in 1928. The unexpurgated edition did not appear in
America until 1959, after one of the most spectacular legal battles in publishing 
history.

David Herbert Lawrence (11 September 1885 – 2 March 1930) was an English 
novelist, poet, playwright, essayist, literary critic and painter who published as D. H.
Lawrence. His collected works, among other things, represent an extended 
reflection upon the dehumanising effects of modernity and industrialization. In them,
some of the issues Lawrence explores are emotional health, vitality, spontaneity and
instinct. Lawrence's opinions earned him many enemies and he endured official 
persecution, censorship, and misrepresentation of his creative work throughout the 
second half of his life, much of which he spent in a voluntary exile which he called 
his ‘savage pilgrimage.’ At the time of his death, his public reputation was that of a 
pornographer who had wasted his considerable talents. E. M. Forster, in an obituary
notice, challenged this widely held view, describing him as, ‘The greatest 
imaginative novelist of our generation.’ Later, the influential Cambridge critic F. R. 
Leavis championed both his artistic integrity and his moral seriousness, placing 
much of Lawrence's fiction within the canonical ‘great tradition’ of the English novel.
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Lawrence, D. H. Love Among the Haystacks. New York. 1933. Viking Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good.No Dustjacket. 111 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 627.
$37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - LOVE AMONG THE HAYSTACKS AND OTHER 
STORIES gathers together all of Lawrence’s short stories not collected in the 
Prussian Officer volume. It offers a range of work from Lawrence’s earliest surviving
published story, ‘A Prelude’, to ‘New Eve and Old Adam’ written at the height of his 
early maturity in 1913. Each story in this edition appears in a new, authoritative text
based on the manuscripts, typescripts, corrected proofs and early printings drawn 
from libraries and private collections in England, Italy and America. All the stories 
have thus been stripped of the layers of errors introduced by typists, editors and 
printers in their previous publication. John Worthen’s introduction sets out the 
composition and publication history of each story, and gives a full account of the 
context in which it was created. A textual apparatus records all variant readings and
explanatory notes explain allusions, dialect forms and foreign words.

David Herbert Lawrence (11 September 1885 – 2 March 1930) was an English 
novelist, poet, playwright, essayist, literary critic and painter who published as D. H.
Lawrence. His collected works, among other things, represent an extended 
reflection upon the dehumanising effects of modernity and industrialization. In them,
some of the issues Lawrence explores are emotional health, vitality, spontaneity and
instinct. Lawrence's opinions earned him many enemies and he endured official 
persecution, censorship, and misrepresentation of his creative work throughout the 
second half of his life, much of which he spent in a voluntary exile which he called 
his ‘savage pilgrimage.’ At the time of his death, his public reputation was that of a 
pornographer who had wasted his considerable talents. E. M. Forster, in an obituary
notice, challenged this widely held view, describing him as, ‘The greatest 
imaginative novelist of our generation.’ Later, the influential Cambridge critic F. R. 
Leavis championed both his artistic integrity and his moral seriousness, placing 
much of Lawrence's fiction within the canonical ‘great tradition’ of the English novel.
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Lawrence, D. H. The Plumed Serpent. New York. 1926. Knopf. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good. No Dustjacket. 445 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 5178. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The story of a European woman's self-annihilating 
plunge into the intrigues, passions, and pagan rituals of Mexico. Lawrence's 
mesmerizing and unsettling 1926 novel is his great work of the political imagination.
In this novel, symptomatic of Lawrence's later work, Kate Leslie, an Irish widow 
visiting Mexico, finds herself equally repelled and fascinated by what she sees as 
the primitive cruelty of the country. As she becomes involved with Don Ramon and
General Cipriano, her perceptions change. Caught up in the plans of these two men
to revive the old Aztec religion and political order, she submits to the 'blood-
consciousness' and phallic power that they represent. ‘All of Mexico is here, evoked
clearly with the fervor of things remembered out of impressions that filled the mind to
bursting. ’ - Katherine Anne Porter.

David Herbert Lawrence (11 September 1885 – 2 March 1930) was an English 
novelist, poet, playwright, essayist, literary critic and painter who published as D. H.
Lawrence. His collected works, among other things, represent an extended 
reflection upon the dehumanising effects of modernity and industrialization. In them,
some of the issues Lawrence explores are emotional health, vitality, spontaneity and
instinct. Lawrence's opinions earned him many enemies and he endured official 
persecution, censorship, and misrepresentation of his creative work throughout the 
second half of his life, much of which he spent in a voluntary exile which he called 
his ‘savage pilgrimage.’ At the time of his death, his public reputation was that of a 
pornographer who had wasted his considerable talents. E. M. Forster, in an obituary
notice, challenged this widely held view, describing him as, ‘The greatest 
imaginative novelist of our generation.’ Later, the influential Cambridge critic F. R. 
Leavis championed both his artistic integrity and his moral seriousness, placing 
much of Lawrence's fiction within the canonical ‘great tradition’ of the English novel.
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Lawrence, D. H. The Rainbow. New York. 1991. Signet/New American Library. 1st 
Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0451525299. 
Introduction By Louise DeSalvo. 522 pages. paperback. CE2529. Inventory # 33052.
$7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘She saw in the rainbow the earth’s new architecture, the
old brittle corruption of houses and factories swept away, the world built up in a 
living fabric of Truth, fitting to the over - arching heaven. ‘ Set in the rural in midlands
of England, D. H. Lawrence’s THE RAINBOW explores the lives of three 
generations of the Brangwen family, conveying how their rural existence is gradually
but profoundly changed by the influx of industry and urbanism. But it is young Ursula
Brangwen, discovering herself through her sexual awakening, who becomes the 
focus of Lawrence’s classic work, which was banned by court order when it was first
published in London in 1915. This edition reprints that original, unexpurgated text. 
Using both religious and metaphysical imagery, Lawrence stunningly evokes the 
erotic lives of his characters. In the union of Tom and Lydia, Anita and Will, and in 
Ursula’s passionate relationships with a Polish soldier and her school mistress, 
Lawrence exposes the complex dynamics of marriage and physical love - inevitably
a sexual tug - of - war that is both formidable and inescapable. A brilliantly rendered
work of art, Lawrence’s THE RAINBOW is a masterpiece of modern fiction - one that
is both visionary and prophetic.

David Herbert Lawrence (11 September 1885 – 2 March 1930) was an English 
novelist, poet, playwright, essayist, literary critic and painter who published as D. H.
Lawrence. His collected works, among other things, represent an extended 
reflection upon the dehumanising effects of modernity and industrialization.
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Lawrence, T. E. Revolt in the Desert. New York. 1927. Doran. 1st Printing In 
America. Very Good. No Dustjacket. 335 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 5184. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An epic account of the Great War in the Middle East. T.
E. Lawrence’s renowned work about his experiences with King Feisal's Arab army 
as it fought its campaign to Damascus, THE SEVEN PILLARS OF WISDOM, has 
become a classic of twentieth century English literature. REVOLT IN THE DESERT 
is not a work of literature, or even a history of the campaign. It is an account of the 
experiences of one remarkable British officer's war from his own perspective, a war
of lightning raids, of blown up railway tracks and trains, ambuscade and-towards the
end-of open battle as the defeated Ottoman Turkish Army were harried as they 
retreated northwards. Here are the Imperial Camel Corps, armoured car squadrons,
daring RAF pilots and their aircraft, Ghurkha and Indian infantry and a bevy of 
'specialists' who are the forerunners of today's special forces like the SAS. It is, of 
course, unlike any other straightforward military memoir. Lawrence had an affection 
for the land, for nature and for the cause of the Arab people that went far beyond the
mere liaison his task required. This permeates his writing which, though it provides a
linear narrative of the campaign, is nevertheless a work of finely crafted penmanship
which is a delight to read not only for military historians, but for everyone who 
appreciates great writing.

Colonel Thomas Edward Lawrence (16 August 1888 – 19 May 1935) was a British 
archaeologist, military officer, diplomat, and writer. He was renowned for his liaison 
role during the Sinai and Palestine Campaign and the Arab Revolt against the 
Ottoman Empire during the First World War. The breadth and variety of his activities
and associations, and his ability to describe them vividly in writing, earned him 
international fame as Lawrence of Arabia—a title used for the 1962 film based on his
wartime activities.
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Laxalt, Robert. A Lean Year and Other Stories. Reno. 1994. University of Nevada 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0874172411. 189 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Richard Hendel. Inventory # 37670. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this collection of sixteen short stories, Robert Laxalt 
evokes the Nevada of the 1950s with illuminating insight. Written when Laxalt was in
his twenties, the stories are as fresh as if they were penned yesterday. Humanity 
good and bad, humor and cruelty, satire and adventure are found in these early 
stories of a Nevada poised on the brink of change. In the lead story, Cowboy Clint 
Hamilton laments that the town is ‘getting more like a big city every day’ as the 
traditional gambling joints of earlier times give way to the gaudy casinos that will 
soon become modern glitz. In another story, set in the remote rangelands of 
northern Nevada where livestock is king, Old Button can only fantasize about being 
‘the best buckaroo that ever lived’. On a Paiute Indian reservation only sixty miles 
from Reno, a citified lawyer learns how thin civilization's veneer can be for two 
Indian youths who revert to primitive ways of killing without a twinge of remorse. 
Laxalt finds poignancy in the last of the old timers in small-town Carson City. On a 
winter's night, Tom walks from his shack to the town's shabby pool hall. There, he 
finds familiar warmth from the pot-bellied stove and the company of two childhood 
friends. The friends exist only in ghostly form, but that is enough for old Tom. 
Dilapidated Virginia City of old silver boom days is determined not to become a 
ghost town. A mingling of descendants of Cornish miners, a one-time desperado, 
artists and writers who have found a refuge, and a marshal reincarnated from the 
Old West provide the author with the ingredients for a delightful spoof. Sobering 
experiences from his days as a reporter give Laxalt an insight into murderers and 
prison life andlethal gas chambers. In a chilling short story, ‘The Snake Pen’, we find
the seed of Robert Laxalt's celebrated novel, A Man In the Wheatfield.

Robert Laxalt (September 25, 1923 – March 23, 2001) was a Basque-American 
writer from Nevada.
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Laxalt, Robert. A Man in the Wheatfield. New York. 1964. Harper Row. Later 
Printing. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 179 pages. hardcover. Inventory #
37671. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Robert Laxalt's first novel, A Man in the Wheatfield, was
published to critical acclaim when it was released in 1964. Time magazine lauded it
as ‘a fascinating, ambiguous allegory of men's various ways of confronting fear,’ and
The Cleveland Plain Dealer proclaimed it ‘an emotional experience and a 
memorable one.’ Nearly four decades later, Laxalt's deeply moving story of a small 
community in the high deserts of Nevada still resonates with readers. ‘I realize now 
that while I was writing this book, I was exploring for myself the meanings of such 
overused words as good, envy, ego, hypocrisy, innocence, symbol, myth. We all 
know the meanings of these words. We learned the meanings early-at home, 
school, church. They were taught to us by our culture. And like all the meanings of 
words describing the human condition, we don't know them at all, until we have to 
discover them all over again for ourselves,’ said Robert Laxalt about his motivation 
for writing A Man in the Wheatfield. Laxalt relays his shocking story simply and 
concisely. Father Savio Lazzaroni is obsessed with a vision of evil. Mayor Manuel 
Cafferata is only concerned with his own standing in a tiny village peopled with 
Italian immigrants. Into their isolated town comes Smale Calder, the first outsider to
set up business in the tightly knit society. The events that befall these three men and
the villagers reveal the chilling ways in which people deal with fear and prejudice. 
When Calder's secret passion for rattlesnakes is discovered, the lives of all involved
are changed in a dramatic sequence of emotions and events. Laxalt's quiet, build-up
of suspense and violence will sneak up on readers and leave them questioning the
meaning of good and innocence.

Robert Laxalt (September 25, 1923 – March 23, 2001) was a Basque-American 
writer from Nevada.
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Laxalt, Robert. A Man in the Wheatfield. Reno. 1987. University of Nevada Press. 
1st Printing of This New Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 087417130x. 178 pages.
hardcover. Jacket illustration by Deborah Haeffele. Jacket design by Richard 
Hendel. Inventory # 37672. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Robert Laxalt's first novel, A Man in the Wheatfield, was
published to critical acclaim when it was released in 1964. Time magazine lauded it
as ‘a fascinating, ambiguous allegory of men's various ways of confronting fear,’ and
The Cleveland Plain Dealer proclaimed it ‘an emotional experience and a 
memorable one.’ Nearly four decades later, Laxalt's deeply moving story of a small 
community in the high deserts of Nevada still resonates with readers. ‘I realize now 
that while I was writing this book, I was exploring for myself the meanings of such 
overused words as good, envy, ego, hypocrisy, innocence, symbol, myth. We all 
know the meanings of these words. We learned the meanings early-at home, 
school, church. They were taught to us by our culture. And like all the meanings of 
words describing the human condition, we don't know them at all, until we have to 
discover them all over again for ourselves,’ said Robert Laxalt about his motivation 
for writing A Man in the Wheatfield. Laxalt relays his shocking story simply and 
concisely. Father Savio Lazzaroni is obsessed with a vision of evil. Mayor Manuel 
Cafferata is only concerned with his own standing in a tiny village peopled with 
Italian immigrants. Into their isolated town comes Smale Calder, the first outsider to
set up business in the tightly knit society. The events that befall these three men and
the villagers reveal the chilling ways in which people deal with fear and prejudice. 
When Calder's secret passion for rattlesnakes is discovered, the lives of all involved
are changed in a dramatic sequence of emotions and events. Laxalt's quiet, build-up
of suspense and violence will sneak up on readers and leave them questioning the
meaning of good and innocence.

Robert Laxalt (September 25, 1923 – March 23, 2001) was a Basque-American 
writer from Nevada.
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Laxalt, Robert. Child of the Holy Ghost. Reno. 1992. University of Nevada Press. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket With A Small Tear At The Top Front. 
0874171962. 153 pages. hardcover. Inscribed by the Author. Inventory # 37673. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘You're our mother and this is your country,’ I shouted at
her, anything to stop her pain. ‘We don't care about that Middle Ages nonsense over
there.’ But ‘over there’ in his mother's natal Basque village, Pete finds himself 
stepping back into a medieval morality, into the rigid and unrelenting code of his 
ancestors, older and stronger than reason. Denied by his own blood kin, cold anger 
forges his determination to pierce the silence of the villagers and learn the 
circumstances of his mother's birth. One by one the ghosts rise up. Jeanne, beautiful
and headstrong, who carried her head too high and invited a disaster she would 
defiantly embrace. Garat, her father, solid and unyielding as the stone of his 
ancestral house. Maitia, the golden child who would be Pete's mother, born to the 
hellish accompaniment of rough music that was the village's supreme censure for 
her mother's violation of the moral code. On the day of her First Communion, 
Maitia's cold baptism into the realm of shame killed forever her smile of innocence 
and stiffened a resolve that would last her lifetime. All her passion would be distilled
toward one end - gaining the respect that, finally, could only be found across the 
sea, in America. Interwoven is the story of Petya, Pete's father, forced by accident to
flee the high Pyrenees and find a new life as a lonely sheepherder in the northern 
deserts of Nevada. His struggles with loneliness and the temptations of emerging 
manhood provide a background for the stark reality of a young immigrant whose 
pain and growing sense of self-determination transform him into the essential being
we know as American. In Robert Laxalt's earlier works he has written hauntingly of 
the beauty of his ancestral Basque homeland. Now, in the second volume of his 
Basque family trilogy, he lifts the veil that conceals the subtle cruelties of those 
fierce guardians of private scandal, the villagers who will keep from the world what is
dear to them.

Robert Laxalt (September 25, 1923 – March 23, 2001) was a Basque-American 
writer from Nevada.
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Laxalt, Robert. In a Hundred Graves. Reno. 1986. University of Nevada Press. 3rd 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0874170354. 146 pages. hardcover. Jacket art by
Nestor Basterretxea. Inventory # 37674. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Basques of Europe are legendary for the curtain of 
privacy they have always presented to the visitor from the outside world. As a result,
accounts of the inner workings of Basque village life are almost nonexistent. In this 
unique book, author Robert Laxalt has managed to penetrate the deep reserve of 
Basque village folk. An American born of Basque parents, he unveils the Basque 
character with warmth, wry humor, and above all, honesty. Shepherds, troubadours,
merchants, and smugglers parade before the reader as they are caught up in the 
panorama of village life. They are portrayed against a backdrop of green rugged 
mountains and stone buildings typical of the Basque provinces between France and
Spain. ‘A very real, moving, memorable world emerges from the total, and one that,
so far as I know, is altogether new to English.’ So wrote the late Walter Van Tilburg
Clark of In A Hundred Graves.

Robert Laxalt (September 25, 1923 – March 23, 2001) was a Basque-American 
writer from Nevada.
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Laxalt, Robert. Nevada: A History. Reno. 1991. University of Nevada Press. 1st 
Printing of This New Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0874171792. 146 pages. 
paperback. Cover design by Ann Lowe. Cover photo: William Albert Allard. Inventory
# 37675. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With a preface to the new edition by the author. ‘This 
book is beautifully written, and is filled with many of the most expressive unattributed
quotations you have ever read. I would unreservedly recommend it to anyone who 
enjoys reading books and who likes to hold to the faith that somewhere in the world,
or beyond, there actually is an Oz or a Shangri-la or a Never-Never Land or a 
Nevada.’—Gilman M. Ostrander. Sagebrush and neon, shepherds and gangsters, a
crossroads and a refuge, Nevada is a state that ‘didn't deserve to be.’ But it became
one, and through a turbulent history, it has searched for an identity to call its own. 
How well it succeeded is the subject of Nevada: A History, Robert Laxalt's evocative
portrait of the state and its people first published in 1977 and now reprinted with 
sixteen new photographs. Fourteen years ago Laxalt predicted ‘economic 
soundness and quality of life’ in the future of Nevada. In the preface to this new 
edition he reexamines this prediction and reflects on the changes that have occurred
in Nevada over the past decade and a half—the urban plight of Las Vegas and 
Reno; the monumental strides women have made in politics; the renewed 
appreciation of the land by both conservationists and opportunists; and the 
continued growth of the tourism and gaming industries. He finds what is left of the 
Nevada he knows in the small towns where ‘it is possible to look for a hundred miles
without any signs of habitation, range upon range of desert mountains in hues of 
rose, gray, and purple following one upon the other into the interminable distance.’

Robert Laxalt (September 25, 1923 – March 23, 2001) was a Basque-American 
writer from Nevada.
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Laxalt, Robert. Sweet Promised Land. New York. 1957. Harper Row. Later Printing.
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 176 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37676. 
$7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Sweet Promised Land, Laxalt paints an affectionate 
portrait of his father and, simultaneously, tells the story that connects immigrant 
families everywhere in the United States. Dominique Laxalt, a Basque-American 
sheepherder, is persuaded by his family to return home for a long-planned visit after
living nearly half a century on the ranges of the American West. Accompanied by his
son Robert, Dominique travels to his native Basque Country in the French Pyrenees.
His return to the village and mountain trails of his youth evokes ambiguous feelings
as he describes to his relatives the life of hardship he has endured in the United 
States. The nostalgic trip to his native land ends poignantly as the elder Laxalt 
realizes that America has become his true home. Told with compelling sensitivity, 
this story portrays a family whose members share a strength of character drawn 
from their peasant ancestors and yet remain separated by diverse cultures on 
different continents.

Robert Laxalt (September 25, 1923 – March 23, 2001) was a Basque-American 
writer from Nevada.
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Laxalt, Robert. The Basque Hotel. Reno. 1989. University of Nevada Press. 2nd 
Printing. Fraying To Top Spine, Otherwise Good in Worn Dustjacket With Some 
Tears & Pieces Missing. 0874171458. 124 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37677. 
$12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The time is the 1930s and the setting is a western 
frontier town of a few thousand people, with one dubious distinction. Carson City, 
Nevada, is the smallest capital in the United States. Pete's world is circumscribed by
Main Street - shops and stores, a pool hall, boarding-house hotels, and a capitol 
whose main contribution is as a place of liquid shade and precious green grass in 
blistering summers. By far the most important event of the day is when the steam 
whistle of the V & T sounds, signaling thee passage of the shortline railway on its 
journey from Virginia City to Reno, ‘that impossibly big town of 20,000 people 30 
miles away.’ Pete's immigrant parents run the Basque Hotel, bed and meals, 
whiskey and wine in Prohibition time for sheepherders and town characters. Pete is 
indifferent to his heritage except for disquiet about his parents' ignorance of such 
American traditions as Christmas trees. The heroes that figure in the boy Pete's 
growing up consist of a motley collection as delightful as the reader will ever meet: 
Buckshot Dooney, the town drunk who ‘travels from trouble to trouble’; Hallelujah 
Bob, who pursues his demons with a shotgun when he has imbibed too much; Irish
prospector Mickey McCluskey; Mizoo, the cowboy with a ten-gallon hat; Pansy 
Gifford, the handyman who always wears a suit with a flower in his lapel; and 
George Washington Lopez, who swamps out the local whorehouse a block away 
from the capitol. Pete, too prone to dreams, undergoes his rites of passage - cruelty
and kindness, disillusionment, love and terror, pathos and hilarious adventure, and 
finally, a cautious understanding of his world.

Robert Laxalt (September 25, 1923 – March 23, 2001) was a Basque-American 
writer from Nevada.
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Laxness, Halldor. Paradise Reclaimed. New York. 1962. Thomas Y. Crowell. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With A Few Small Pieces
Missing. Translated from the Icelandic by Magnus Magnusson. 254 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Riki. Inventory # 19792. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Mormons, as everyone knows, are great 
proselytizers, but not everyone knows that they have made numerous conversions 
in Iceland. Yet this is the fact, and it explains the encounter of Steinar Steinsson and
the Mormon bishop. Now Steinar Steinsson of Hlidar Farm was a simple man. 
Money had never been seen on his farm, but there were certain things of which he 
was justly proud: he could trace his lineage back to the saga kings; his dry walls and
dikes were shown as examples to aspiring farmers; and his magical white foal was 
the finest and most coveted pony in the country. The pony he gave to the king, and 
then it was that he met Bishop Didrik, a traveling Mormon preacher. Eventually the 
Bishop persuaded Steinar to leave the dubious blessings of Iceland and seek the 
tangible blessings of an earthly paradise in Utah. So, as one might guess, Steinar 
had many adventures in Iceland, Denmark, and the Mormon territory, and his family
had many ordeals before they were finally all reunited. Their tale related in this book
is a delicious mixture of wit, wisdom, and innocence. Hand& Laxness well deserves
his laurels; he is a subtle and fascinating writer. Here is a story of his homeland and
its rugged people, but the truths it presents transcend all boundaries. Indeed, one 
may gather that the loose Mormonism of the nineteenth century was infinitely more 
humane than the straight-laced, upright society in Iceland.

HALLDOR LAXNESS winner of the Nobel Prize for literature in 1955. Born in 
Reykjavik, the capital of Iceland, his college education was begun in his homeland 
and continued abroad with the French Benedictines in Luxembourg and the Jesuits 
in London. Mr. Laxness is the author of twelve full-scale novels. Many of these have
been published in twenty-five to thirty languages and have been best sellers in many
different countries.
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Laxness, Halldor. Paradise Reclaimed. New York. 2002. Vintage Books. 1st Vintage
International Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0375727582. Translated 
from the Icelandic by Magnus Magnusson. Introduction by Jane Smiley. 304 pages.
paperback. Cover design by Ingsu Liu. Cover painting by Louisa Matthiasdottir. 
Inventory # 21010. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An idealistic Icelandic farmer journeys to Mormon Utah 
and back in search of paradise in this captivating novel by Nobel Prize winner 
Halldór Laxness. The quixotic hero of this long-lost classic is Steinar of Hlidar, a 
generous but very poor man who lives peacefully on a tiny farm in nineteenth-
century Iceland with his wife and two adoring young children. When he impulsively 
offers his children’s beloved pure-white pony to the visiting King of Denmark, he sets
in motion a chain of disastrous events that leaves his family in ruins and himself at 
the other end of the earth, optimistically building a home for them among the devout
polygamists in the Promised Land of Utah. By the time the broken family is reunited,
Laxness has spun his trademark blend of compassion and comically brutal satire 
into a moving and spellbinding enchantment, composed equally of elements of fable
and folklore and of the most humble truths.

Halldor Laxness was born near Reykjavik, Iceland, in 1902. His first novel was 
published when he wsa seventeen. The undisputed master of contemporary 
Icelandic fiction, and one of the outstanding novelists of the century, he has written
more than sixty books, including novels, short stories, essays, poems, plays, and 
memoirs. In 1955 he was awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature. He died in 1998.keywords
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Laye, Camara. A Dream of Africa. London. 1971. Collier/Macmillan. 1st Collier 
Books Paperback Edition. On Instance of Underlining on Page 19. Otherwise Very 
Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. Translated from the French by James Kirkup. 
Introduction by Emile Snyder. Cillier African/American Library. 190 pages. 
paperback. 05274. Inventory # 42875. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A DREAM BETRAYED - After six years in Paris, 
Fatoman returns to his beloved Guinea which is now distorted by revolution, 
exploitation, fear and a hedonistic, neo-Colonial black bourgeoisie. A stranger to this
new Africa, he observes with horror the erosion of his native land its religion, magic
and ancient skills, which have yielded to naïve political violence and “progress.” In a
bizarre and prophetic nightmare, Fatoman sees Guinea as a wasteland: a 
Kafkaesque future revealed with a poetic intensity that is as immediate, terrifying 
and unavoidable as fate itself. Strongly autobiographical in tone, this courageous 
and uncompromising novel unveils the political and cultural plight of Africa and her 
peoples today. A tragic, ugly independence is frozen in all its spiritual bankruptcy 
and waste by one of Africa’s most sensitive and gifted writers. CAMARA LAYE was
born into the magic of French Guinea. Both his parents were believed to possess 
supernatural powers. He is the author of The Radiance of the King, published by 
Collier Books. He now lives in exile in Senegal.

Camara Laye (January 1, 1928—February 4, 1980) was an African writer from 
Guinea. He was the author of The African Child (L'Enfant noir), a novel based 
loosely on his own childhood, and The Radiance of the King (Le Regard du roi). 
Both novels are among the earliest major works in Francophone African literature. 
Camara Laye later worked for the government of newly independent Guinea, but 
went into voluntary exile over political issues.
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Laye, Camara. The Radiance of the King. New York. 1971. Collier/Macmillan. 1st 
Collier Books Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Translated from the 
French by James Kirkup. Introduction by Albert S. Gerard. Collier African /American
Library. 253 pages. paperback. 05273. Cover art by Jack Wolf. Inventory # 2704. 
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A black writer penetrates the heart of a white man in this
brilliant tragicomic parable of two Africas - a literary and symbolic masterpiece 
exposes as never before the mind and spirit of a white pilgrim and his black 
counterparts. One glimpse of the magnificent black King of Kings, and the white man
Clarence realizes that only in his service will he ever find peace. Down and out but 
arrogant, he assumes that his color will automatically gain him an audience. But his
appeal is denied, and he becomes obsessed with the desire to confront the King at 
any cost. And so begins Clarence’s odyssey. Fleeing from gambling debts, corrupt 
justice, and the contempt of his fellow whites, he begins a grueling trek to the 
savage South, accompanied by a roguish beggar and two boys. The overwhelming 
jungle and its many false trails finally give way to the South, ‘provocative and cruel, 
lascivious and unmentionable,’ where Clarence comes to the end of a bizarre 
hallucinatory quest for ‘soul’ and redemption in THE RADIANCE OF KING.

Camara Laye (January 1, 1928—February 4, 1980) was an African writer from 
Guinea. He was the author of The African Child (L'Enfant noir), a novel based 
loosely on his own childhood, and The Radiance of the King (Le Regard du roi). 
Both novels are among the earliest major works in Francophone African literature. 
Camara Laye later worked for the government of newly independent Guinea, but 
went into voluntary exile over political issues.
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Layman, Richard. The Shadow Man: The Life of Dashiell Hammett. New York. 1981.
Harcourt Brace & Jovanovich. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0151814597. 
285 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Rubin Pfeffer. Inventory # 5237. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The first full account of the life and career of the 
enigmatic mystery writer who transformed the detective novel into a uniquely 
American art form. Forced by ill health to give up working as a Pinkerton detective at
the age of 28, Dashiell Hammett began writing mystery fiction to support himself. 
Turning his back on the so-called Golden Age of mystery fiction, with its amateur 
sleuths, convoluted puzzlelike plots, and country-manor settings, Hammett 
developed a style of hard realism and sharp characterization, drawing on his 
experiences as a detective to portray the ‘mud and blood and death and deceit’ of 
the real criminal world. As Raymond Chandler observed, Hammett ‘gave murder 
back to the people who commit it for reasons, not just to provide a corpse.’ When he
submitted his first novel, RED HARVEST, to Alfred A. Knopf, Inc. in 1928, Hammett 
told Blanche Knopf that his ambition was to elevate mystery fiction to the level of art.
Six years and four novels later, it was widely acknowledged that he had done just 
that. At 39, Hammett stopped writing fiction. He had achieved literary celebrity, along
with the earning power it brought, and saw no reason to deny himself the fruits of his
success. He lived flamboyantly on Hollywood money for half a decade before 
fervently dedicating himself to an array of left-wing causes. The depth of his political
commitment was demonstrated in 1951, when he chose to go to prison rather than 
testify before a United States District Court about his political activities. He was 
jailed for 155 days. When he was released, his money and his health were gone 
forever, and he spent the last years before his death, in 1961, as a virtual recluse. 
The facts of Hammett’s life have often been distorted. SHADOW MAN sets the 
record straight. Army records, veterans’ records, FBI files, and court proceedings 
form the solid foundation for this book, amplified by letters from Hammett’s 
associates and interviews with people who knew him - or thought they did.

RICHARD LAYMAN, the author or editor of fourteen books, was born in Louisville, 
Kentucky. He has been managing editor of Bruccoli Clark Publishers, in Columbia, 
South Carolina, since 1976.
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Lazar, David. I'll Be Your Mirror: Essays and Aphorisms. Lincoln. 2017. University of
Nebraska Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781496202062. 
224 pages. paperback. Inventory # 42006. $22.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In his third book of essays, David Lazar blends personal
meditations on sex and death with considerations of popular music and coping with
anxiety through singing, bowling, and other distractions. He sets his work apart as 
both in the essay and of the essay by throwing himself into the form's past--
interviewing or speaking to past masters and turning over rocks to find lost gems of 
the essay form. I'll Be Your Mirror further expands the dimensions of contemporary 
nonfiction writing by concluding with a series of aphorisms. Surreal, comical, and 
urban moments of being, they are part Cioran, part Kafka, and part Lenny Bruce. 
These are accompanied by Heather Frise's illustrations, whose looking-glass visions
of motherhood--funny and grotesque--meet the vision of the aphorist in this most 
unusual nonfiction book.

David Lazar is a professor of creative writing and English at Columbia College 
Chicago. His books include Occasional Desire (University of Nebraska Press), The
Body of Brooklyn and Truth in Nonfiction (both Iowa), Powder Town (Pecan Grove);
Michael Powell: Interviews and Conversations with M.F.K. Fisher (both Mississippi).
Forthcoming are After Montaigne (University of Georgia Press) and Essaying the 
Essay (Welcome Table Press). His essays and prose poems have appeared widely 
in anthologies such as Bending Genre, Understanding the Essay, Metawritings: 
Toward a Theory of Nonfiction, An Introduction to the Prose Poem (Sentence), and
Like Thunder: Poets Respond to Violence in America, and magazines such as Gulf
Coast, Black Clock, Sentence, Denver Quarterly, Best of the Prose Poem, 
Southwest Review. Five of his essays have been "Notable Essays of the Year" 
according to Best American Essays. He created the undergraduate and Ph.D. 
programs in Nonfiction writing at Ohio University, and directed the creation of the 
undergraduate and M.F.A. programs in Nonfiction Writing at Columbia College 
Chicago.
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Le Carre, John. The Constant Gardener. New York. 2000. Scribner. Advance 
Uncorrected Proofs. Very Good in Wrappers. 0743215052. 492 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 28371. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE CONSTANT GARDENER is a magnificent 
exploration of the new world order by one of the most compelling and elegant 
storytellers of our time. The novel opens in northern Kenya with the gruesome 
murder of Tessa Quayle-young, beautiful, and dearly beloved to husband Justin. 
When Justin sets out on a personal odyssey to uncover the mystery of her death, 
what he finds could make him not only a suspect among his own colleagues, but a 
target for Tessa’s killers as well. A master chronicler of the betrayals of ordinary 
people caught in political conflict, John le Carré portrays the dark side of unbridled 
capitalism as only he can. In THE CONSTANT GARDENER he tells a compelling, 
complex story of a man elevated through tragedy, as Justin Quayle-amateur 
gardener, aging widower, and ineffectual bureaucrat-discovers his own natural 
resources and the extraordinary courage of the woman he barely had time to love.

David John Moore Cornwell (born 19 October 1931), pen name John le Carré, is a 
British author of espionage novels. During the 1950s and the 1960s, Cornwell 
worked for the British intelligence services MI5 and MI6, and began writing novels 
under a pen name. His third novel The Spy Who Came in from the Cold (1963) 
became an international best-seller, and it remains one of his best-known works. 
Following the success of this novel, he left MI6 to become a full-time author. Le 
Carré has established himself as a writer of espionage fiction. In 2008, The Times 
ranked le Carré 22nd on its list of ‘The 50 greatest British writers since 1945’. In 
2011, he won the Goethe Medal, a yearly prize given by the Goethe Institute.
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Le Carre, John. The Constant Gardener. New York. 2000. Scribner. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0743215052. 496 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
28470. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE CONSTANT GARDENER is a magnificent 
exploration of the new world order by one of the most compelling and elegant 
storytellers of our time. The novel opens in northern Kenya with the gruesome 
murder of Tessa Quayle-young, beautiful, and dearly beloved to husband Justin. 
When Justin sets out on a personal odyssey to uncover the mystery of her death, 
what he finds could make him not only a suspect among his own colleagues, but a 
target for Tessa’s killers as well. A master chronicler of the betrayals of ordinary 
people caught in political conflict, John le Carré portrays the dark side of unbridled 
capitalism as only he can. In THE CONSTANT GARDENER he tells a compelling, 
complex story of a man elevated through tragedy, as Justin Quayle-amateur 
gardener, aging widower, and ineffectual bureaucrat-discovers his own natural 
resources and the extraordinary courage of the woman he barely had time to love.

David John Moore Cornwell (born 19 October 1931), pen name John le Carré, is a 
British author of espionage novels. During the 1950s and the 1960s, Cornwell 
worked for the British intelligence services MI5 and MI6, and began writing novels 
under a pen name. His third novel The Spy Who Came in from the Cold (1963) 
became an international best-seller, and it remains one of his best-known works. 
Following the success of this novel, he left MI6 to become a full-time author. Le 
Carré has established himself as a writer of espionage fiction. In 2008, The Times 
ranked le Carré 22nd on its list of ‘The 50 greatest British writers since 1945’. In 
2011, he won the Goethe Medal, a yearly prize given by the Goethe Institute.
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Le Carre, John. The Mission Song. New York/Boston. 2006. Little Brown. Advance
Reading Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780316016742. 344 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 15765. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Hailed everywhere as a masterpiece of suspense, John 
le Carré’s return to Africa is the story of Bruno Salvador (aka Salvo), the 25-year-old
orphaned love child of an Irish missionary and a Congolese woman. Quickly rising to
the top of his profession as an interpreter, Salvo is dispatched by British Intelligence
to a top-secret meeting between Western financiers and East Congolese warlords,
where he hears things not meant for his ears - and is forced to interpret matters 
never intended for his reawoken African conscience. By turns thriller, love story, and
comic allegory of our times, THE MISSION SONG recounts Salvo’s heroically naïve
journey out of the dark of Western hypocrisy and into the heart of lightness.

David John Moore Cornwell (born 19 October 1931), pen name John le Carré, is a 
British author of espionage novels. During the 1950s and the 1960s, Cornwell 
worked for the British intelligence services MI5 and MI6, and began writing novels 
under a pen name. His third novel The Spy Who Came in from the Cold (1963) 
became an international best-seller, and it remains one of his best-known works. 
Following the success of this novel, he left MI6 to become a full-time author. Le 
Carré has established himself as a writer of espionage fiction. In 2008, The Times 
ranked le Carré 22nd on its list of ‘The 50 greatest British writers since 1945’. In 
2011, he won the Goethe Medal, a yearly prize given by the Goethe Institute.
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Le Carre, John. The Secret Pilgrim. New York. 1991. Knopf. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394588428. 337 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by R.D.
Scudellari. Inventory # 26928. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Cold War is over. The rules of the spying game have
changed. But to train new spies for this uncertain future, one must first show them 
the past. Enter the man called Ned, the loyal and shrewd veteran of the Circus. With
the inspiration of his inscrutable mentor George Smiley, Ned thrills all as he recounts
forty exhilarating years of Cold War espionage across Europe and the Far East.

David John Moore Cornwell (born 19 October 1931), pen name John le Carré, is a 
British author of espionage novels. During the 1950s and the 1960s, Cornwell 
worked for the British intelligence services MI5 and MI6, and began writing novels 
under a pen name. His third novel The Spy Who Came in from the Cold (1963) 
became an international best-seller, and it remains one of his best-known works. 
Following the success of this novel, he left MI6 to become a full-time author. Le 
Carré has established himself as a writer of espionage fiction. In 2008, The Times 
ranked le Carré 22nd on its list of ‘The 50 greatest British writers since 1945’. In 
2011, he won the Goethe Medal, a yearly prize given by the Goethe Institute.
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Le Carre, John. The Tailor of Panama. New York. 1996. Knopf. Advance Reader's 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0679454462. 331 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
22909. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Le Carre’s Panama - the young country of 2.5 million 
souls which, on December 31, 1999, will gain full control of the Panama Canal—is a
Casablanca without heroes, a hotbed of drugs, laundered money and corruption. 
Seldom has the weight of global politics descended so heavily on such a tiny and 
unprepared nation. And seldom has the hidden eye of British Intelligence selected 
such an unlikely champion as Harry Pendel—a charmer, a dreamer, an evader, a 
fabulist and presiding genius of the house of Pendel & Braithwaite Co. Limitada, 
Tailors to Royalty, formerly of London and presently of Panama City. Yet there is a 
logic to the spies’ choice. Everybody who is anybody in Central America passes 
through Pendel’s doors. He dresses the Panamanian President, and the General in
Charge of U.S. Southern Command. He dresses politicos and crooks and conmen.
His fitting room hears more confidences than a priest’s confessional. And when 
Harry Pendel doesn’t hear things as such—well, he hears them anyway, by other 
means. For what is a tailor for, if not to disguise reality with appearance? What is 
truth if not the plaything of the artist? And what are spies and politicians and 
journalists if not themselves selectors and manipulators of the truth for their own 
ends? In a thrilling, hilarious novel, le Carre has provided us with a satire about the 
fate of truth in modern times. Once again, he has effortlessly expanded the borders
of the spy story to bring us a magnificent entertainment straight out of the pages of 
tomorrow’s history.

David John Moore Cornwell (born 19 October 1931), pen name John le Carré, is a 
British author of espionage novels. During the 1950s and the 1960s, Cornwell 
worked for the British intelligence services MI5 and MI6, and began writing novels 
under a pen name. His third novel The Spy Who Came in from the Cold (1963) 
became an international best-seller, and it remains one of his best-known works. 
Following the success of this novel, he left MI6 to become a full-time author. Le 
Carré has established himself as a writer of espionage fiction. In 2008, The Times 
ranked le Carré 22nd on its list of ‘The 50 greatest British writers since 1945’. In 
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Le Carre, John. The Tailor of Panama. New York. 1996. Knopf. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Price-Clipped Dustjacket. 0679454462. 339 pages. hardcover.
Jacket design by Carol Devine Carson. Inventory # 25023. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Le Carre’s Panama - the young country of 2.5 million 
souls which, on December 31, 1999, will gain full control of the Panama Canal—is a
Casablanca without heroes, a hotbed of drugs, laundered money and corruption. 
Seldom has the weight of global politics descended so heavily on such a tiny and 
unprepared nation. And seldom has the hidden eye of British Intelligence selected 
such an unlikely champion as Harry Pendel—a charmer, a dreamer, an evader, a 
fabulist and presiding genius of the house of Pendel & Braithwaite Co. Limitada, 
Tailors to Royalty, formerly of London and presently of Panama City. Yet there is a 
logic to the spies’ choice. Everybody who is anybody in Central America passes 
through Pendel’s doors. He dresses the Panamanian President, and the General in
Charge of U.S. Southern Command. He dresses politicos and crooks and conmen.
His fitting room hears more confidences than a priest’s confessional. And when 
Harry Pendel doesn’t hear things as such—well, he hears them anyway, by other 
means. For what is a tailor for, if not to disguise reality with appearance? What is 
truth if not the plaything of the artist? And what are spies and politicians and 
journalists if not themselves selectors and manipulators of the truth for their own 
ends? In a thrilling, hilarious novel, le Carre has provided us with a satire about the 
fate of truth in modern times. Once again, he has effortlessly expanded the borders
of the spy story to bring us a magnificent entertainment straight out of the pages of 
tomorrow’s history.

David John Moore Cornwell (born 19 October 1931), pen name John le Carré, is a 
British author of espionage novels. During the 1950s and the 1960s, Cornwell 
worked for the British intelligence services MI5 and MI6, and began writing novels 
under a pen name. His third novel The Spy Who Came in from the Cold (1963) 
became an international best-seller, and it remains one of his best-known works. 
Following the success of this novel, he left MI6 to become a full-time author. Le 
Carré has established himself as a writer of espionage fiction. In 2008, The Times 
ranked le Carré 22nd on its list of ‘The 50 greatest British writers since 1945’. In 
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Le Rouge, Gustave. Prisoner of the Vampires of Mars. Lincoln. 2015. University of 
Nebraska Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780803218963. 
Translated by David Beus and Brian Evenson. Introduction by William Ambler. 398 
pages. paperback. Inventory #  44539. $28

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Robert Darvel, a young and penniless French engineer 
at the turn of the twentieth century, is an amateur astronomer obsessed with the 
planet Mars. Transported by a combination of science and psychic powers to Mars,
Robert must navigate the dangers of the Red Planet while trying to return to his 
fiancée on Earth. Through his travels, we discover that Mars can not only support 
life but is also home to three different types of vampires. This riveting combination of
science fiction and the adventure story provides a vivid depiction of an imagined 
Mars and its strange, unearthly creatures who might be closer to earthly humans 
than we would care to believe. Originally published in French as two separate 
volumes, translated as The Prisoner of the Planet Mars (1908) and The War of the 
Vampires (1909), this vintage work is available to English-language audiences 
unabridged for the first time and masterfully translated by David Beus and Brian 
Evenson.

Gustave Le Rouge (1867–1938) was a French writer of early science fiction. His 
masterpiece vampire novels charted an innovative course for early science fiction. 
David Beus is an assistant professor of international cultural studies at Brigham 
Young University–Hawai‘i. He translated, with Brian Evenson, Christian Gailly’s 
novel Red Haze (Nebraska, 2005). Brian Evenson is the Royce Professor of 
Excellence in Teaching in the Department of Literary Arts at Brown University. He is
the author of more than a dozen novels and translations, including Immobility, 
Windeye, and Altmann’s Tongue (Nebraska, 2002). William Ambler lives and writes 
in Rhode Island. His work can be found at the Huffington Post and Word and Film.
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Lebo, Harlan. The Godfather Legacy. New York. 1997. Fireside/Simon & Schuster. 
1st Printing. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 0684836475. Paperback 
Original. The Untold Story Of The Making Of The Classic Godfather Trilogy 
Featuring Never-Before-Published Production Stills. 283 pages. paperback. Cover 
design by Clavin Chu. Inventory # 23425. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here is the official companion to Francis Ford Coppola’s
masterful trilogy, revised and updated, and packed with more than 100 photographs.
The director was a renegade filmmaker who’d never made a profitable picture. The 
producer was hired because he could stay below budget. The star had a reputation 
for being difficult. A formula for disaster? No, the makings of one of the greatest 
films of all time. THE GODFATHER LEGACY explores the fascinating behind-the-
scenes intrigue and uproar during the making of all three films: The clashes between
Coppola and the studio chiefs during the filming of The Godfather, the pressurized 
production schedule, and the project’s near cancellation; The real story behind the 
cooperation of the Mafia in the creation of The Godfather; The worldwide acclaim 
and stunning financial success following the release of The Godfather — a triumph 
that set the stage for the film industry’s renaissance; The production of The 
Godfather Part II and the rise of Coppola, Al Pacino, and others to the loftiest 
heights of power in Hollywood; The creation of The Godfather Part III two decades 
after the original film and the completion of video projects that unified the three films
for the first time. Featuring production records, credits, reviews, and interviews with
many of the principals involved, THE GODFATHER LEGACY is a rare and vivid 
peek into the making of three of the most compelling films in Hollywood history.

Harlan Lebo is a senior fellow at the Center for the Digital Future in the USC 
Annenberg School for Communication and Journalism. He has written books about
The Godfather, Casablanca, and a coffee-table photo book on Citizen Kane, and 
served as a historical consultant to Paramount Pictures for the 50th anniversary of 
the theatrical release of Citizen Kane. He lives in California.
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Lebuhn, Gretchen. Field Guide to the Common Bees of California. Berkeley. 2013.
University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9780520272842. CNHG. 4-1/2 x 7-1/4. 57 color illus. 4 b/w photos. 5 line illus. 5 
tables. 188 pages. paperback. Inventory # 40479. $21.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Illustrations By Noel Pugh. This engaging and easy-to-
use natural history guidebook provides a thorough overview of native and honey bee
biology and offers tools for identifying the most common bees of California. Full-
color illustrations introduce readers to more than #0 genera of native bees, noting 
each one’s needs and habits and placing them in their wider context. The author 
highlights bees’ ties to our own lives, the food we eat, and the habitat we provide, 
and suggests ways to support bees in our own backyards. In addition to helping 
readers understand and distinguish among major groups of bees, this guide reveals
how bees are an essential part of healthy ecosystem and how many plants, 
including important crop plants, depend on the pollination they provide. Thoroughly 
researched and full of new insights, Field Guide to the Common Bees of California is
invaluable for the window it opens onto the biodiversity of invertebrate communities.
California Natural History Guides, 107.

Gretchen LeBuhn is Professor of Biology at San Francisco State University and the
Director of the Great Sunflower Project, a national citizen science program designed
to gather information about bee diversity and activity and pollinators more generally.
Noel Pugh is a scientific illustrator.
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Leclair, Tom and McCaffery, Larry (editors). Anything Can Happen: Interviews With
Contemporary American Authors. Urbana. 1983. University Of Illinois Press. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0252009703. 320 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
5242. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An engaging series of interviews with eighteen of the 
most influential American fiction writers to emerge and establish themselves during 
the l970s. These writers include a wide diversity of talents: men and women, realists
and experimentalists, moralists and metafictionists In conversations which mirror 
their personalities, the authors reflect on life, the writing of fiction, and themselves. 
By turns combative, confessional, witty, and profound, these interviews provide a 
very personal look into the lives, thoughts, and fiction of contemporary American 
novelists. Between 1965 and 1980, American fiction turned sharply away from 
conventional realism to develop a variety of highly experimental forms. We came to
expect (and still do) that in these new fictions ‘anything can happen.’ By the mid
-1970s this experimental fervor had abated somewhat, with renewed attempts to 
merge non-traditional methods with more familiar forms. Today the debate between
realism and postmodernism, between invisible and visible artistry, is contested in 
works and words as vigorously as ever - something to which these interviews all 
attest. The aesthetic and moral issues involved in these literary cross-currents are 
here addressed with a consistency and depth of vision that surpass previous works
on the subject.

TOM LeCLAIR has been a professor of English at the University of Cincinnati and a
Fulbright Lecturer in American literature at the University of Athens and is on 
occassion the ping pong sparring partner of the well-known novelist Jerome Charyn.
LARRY MCCAFFERY has been a professor of English at San Diego State 
University. Their essays, reviews, and interviews have appeared in such places as 
the New York Times Book Review, Washington Post Book World, The New 
Republic, Saturday Review, Partisan Review, Paris Review, Chicago Review, 
Contemporary Literature, Critique, Modern Fiction Studies, and fiction international.
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Ledbetter, James. Made Possible By. : The Death of Public Broadcasting in the 
United States. New York. 1997. Verso. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 1859849040. 280 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Alan Hill. 
Inventory # 24757. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An engrossing history of public broadcasting, from its 
initial idealist attempt toreshape the vast wasteland of television, to its current 
lamentable state - as safe, consistently mediocre and dependent on corporate 
financing as its commercial counterparts.

James Ledbetter is a staff writer at New York's Village Voice where he writes the 
Press Clips column. He has contributed to Rolling Stone, The Nation, The 
Washington Post, Newsday, The New Republic and many other publications. GQ 
Magazine called him 'one of the more astute media annotators'. He lives in New 
York City.
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Ledwidge, Francis. A Little Book of Ledwidge: A Selection of the Poems and Letters
of Francis Ledwidge. Dublin. 2017. Veritas. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 9781847307835. Edited by John Quinn. 120 pages. paperback. Inventory
# 42085. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A collection of poems, diary entries, and letters by and 
about Irish war poet, Francis Ledwidge. It covers his life from budding poet in 
County Meath to soldier facing the horrors of the battle on the western front. 
Featuring an assessment by Seamus Heaney, this book will make a fine addition to
any poetry and history lover’s collection.

Francis Edward Ledwidge (19 August 1887 – 31 July 1917) was an Irish war poet 
from County Meath. Sometimes known as the "poet of the blackbirds", he was killed
in action at the Battle of Passchendaele during World War I.
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Lee, Bill. Chinese Playground: A Memoir. San Francisco. 1999. Rhapsody Press. 
1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0967002303. 277 pages. hardcover. Inscribed
by the Author. Inventory # 26594. $87.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This stark and unsentimental recollection of childhood 
and coming of age in the back alleys and bustling streets of San Francisco's 
Chinatown reveals the sinister and pervasive influences of organized crime. 
Delivering an almost-casual exposé into the underworld of an urban Chinatown, 
Chinese Playground: A Memoir traces author Bill Lee's maturation from innocent 
child in a troubled family to a street punk, gang member, and college graduate 
struggling to break free of his involvement in escalating violence. In a dark journey 
spanning forty years, Lee fights an ongoing battle against relentless childhood 
demons and nightmares, acknowledging a spiritual guardian throughout his life, 
ultimately coming to terms with his past and peace with himself. Lee's personal 
accounts of two high-profile murder incidents are engrossing. The 1977 Golden 
Dragon Massacre in San Francisco that left five dead and eleven wounded, was 
carried out by his blood-brothers who were engaged in the most violent Asian gang
war in U.S. history. A decade later, a mad gunman killed seven and injured four at 
ESL, a high-tech firm in Sunnyvale, California where Lee was employed. An unlikely
hero emerges as he accepts his fate, employing his street instincts to save co-
workers during the murderous rampage. Startling details on both crimes are 
revealed for the first time. A moving look at the murky histories of Lee's parents-both
Chinese immigrants-adds depth to this story and poignantly points to typical family 
dysfunctions that contribute to confusion, fear and aggression in young people. This
true story is a provocative read providing valuable insight into the Chinese-American
culture, organized crime, distressed families, at-risk youths, personal recovery, Bay
Area history, and Silicon Valley.

William "Bill" Lee (born October 8, 1954) is an American writer. He is the author of 
three books. He is a former member of the San Francisco Chinatown gang that was
responsible for the 1977 Golden Dragon massacre.
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Lee, Dennis. The Ice Cream Store. New York. 1992. Scholastic. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0590458612. Illustrated by David McPhail. 
unpaginated. hardcover. Inventory # 13592. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Dennis Lee's rhyme and unreason returns in a wonderful
new reissue of his bestselling children's title The Ice Cream Store. In demand since 
its first release in 1991, this book has sold more than 75,000 copies in combined 
hardcover and paperback sales. A winner of the Mr. Christie Book Award for Best 
Canadian Children's Book, it, along with runaway favourites Alligator Pie, Jelly Belly
and Garbage Delight, established Dennis Lee as Canada's best loved children's 
poet. Dishing up a celebration of both the silly and serious wonders of childhood, 
Lee and internationally renowned illustrator David McPhail, know just how to tickle 
small funny bones. Partnered with McPhail's warmly illustrated confections, the 
poems in The Ice Cream Store are guaranteed to attract a whole new generation of
enthralled kids-- and their parents.

Dennis Beynon Lee (born August 31, 1939) is a Canadian poet, teacher, editor, and
critic born in Toronto, Ontario. He is also a children's writer, well known for his book
of children's rhymes, Alligator Pie.
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Lee, Helen Elaine. The Serpent's Gift. New York. 1995. Scribner. 1st Scribner 
Paperback Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 0684801604. 374 pages. paperback. 
cover design by Mary Schuck. Cover Painting by Jacob Lawrence. ‘The Migration of
the Negro Series, Panel No.3, 1940-41’. Inventory # 40422. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - One of the most striking and heartening developments in
American letters in recent years has been the flowering and attendant celebration of
African-American writers and of books that have introduced to readers everywhere 
people, situations, and events that have, hitherto, largely been ignored, denied, or 
unknown. Now comes Helen Elaine Lee's supremely assured The Serpent's Gift, a 
first novel that gives to us-with the fullest emotional resonance, humor, and 
exultation in the novelist's art-the intertwined stories of two families from early in this
century to our own times. Central to this haunting (and sometimes haunted) novel 
are the mothers, a study in contrast in strength and rigidity, Ruby Staples and Eula 
Smalls, and their children: LaRue Smalls, adventurer, storyteller, and chronicler of 
his people; his sister Vesta, intimidated by life from an early age, yet determined, 
valiant even, to hold her disparate family together; and Ouida Staples, a rare beauty
who elects, in the face of convention, to spend her life with another woman. Each 
will face trials and challenges and sometimes be transformed, shedding like the 
serpent, an old skin, reborn by the art of invention. From its opening pages, which 
recount in eerily compelling detail, the death that will bring these people together, to
its almost pastoral conclusion, The Serpent's Gift creates a world that is both 
realistic in its detail and lyrical in its presentation-it is a superb, triumphant debut. A 
lyrical, multigenerational story about two African-American families, written by a 
writer who captivates in the tradition of Toni Morrison and Gloria Naylor. Tracing the
lives of the highly memorable matriarchs of the Staples and Smalls families over 
nearly a century, Lee creates a world that is starkly real and magically haunting.

Helen Elaine Lee was born and raised in Detroit and educated at Harvard College 
and Harvard Law School. She lives in Washington, D.C.
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Lee, Helen Elaine. Water Marked. New York. 1999. Scribner. Uncorrected Proof. 
Very Good in Wrappers. 0684838435. 319 pages. paperback. Jacket design and 
image montaging by Honi Werner. Jacket photograph by Jacqueline 
Alpers/Swanstock/TIB. Inventory # 26547. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A richly textured novel about two estranged African-
American sisters who reunite in a search to understand their father and their family 
history. A note in the mail announcing, ‘He’s been alive. He died last week,’ 
summons painter Sunday Owens from Chicago to her native town. It has been five 
years since she has been back to see her sister, Delta, who has never left Salt 
County, where the local river routinely overflows its banks, taking bits and pieces of
people’s lives when the waters recede. But more draws her to their childhood home 
than a desire for reconciliation with Delta; Sunday returns to claim her story and to 
unearth the secrets that have shaped her since her father, Mercury, left his shoes by
the river and disappeared before she was born. Now nearing midlife, with their 
troubled mother and matriarchal grandmother, Nana, both buried, Sunday and Delta
learn that Mercury did not commit suicide as believed; he had lived another life as 
someone other than their father. Looking for clues to their father’s past, they comb 
through the accumulated mementos of their old house, trade stories and childhood
memories, and talk to the few living Bread Ladies, a group of Nana’s friends who 
convened weekly to gossip, to comfort, and to make bread. A new portrait of the 
Owens family - and their town - gradually emerges as Sunday and Delta grapple 
with why their father chose to abandon them. Meanwhile, they confront their own 
personal struggles arid work to repair the tattered bonds of sisterhood. A novel 
about how family can both heal and hurt, about how the past reaches out for you no
matter where you are.

Helen Elaine Lee was born and raised in Detroit and educated at Harvard College 
and Harvard Law School. She lives in Washington, D.C.
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Lee, Helen Elaine. Water Marked. New York. 1999. Scribner. 1st Edition. Very Good
in Dustjacket. 0684838435. 319 pages. hardcover. Jacket design and image 
montaging by Honi Werner. Jacket photograph by Jacqueline Alpers/Swanstock/TIB.
Inventory # 26697. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A richly textured novel about two estranged African-
American sisters who reunite in a search to understand their father and their family 
history. A note in the mail announcing, ‘He’s been alive. He died last week,’ 
summons painter Sunday Owens from Chicago to her native town. It has been five 
years since she has been back to see her sister, Delta, who has never left Salt 
County, where the local river routinely overflows its banks, taking bits and pieces of
people’s lives when the waters recede. But more draws her to their childhood home 
than a desire for reconciliation with Delta; Sunday returns to claim her story and to 
unearth the secrets that have shaped her since her father, Mercury, left his shoes by
the river and disappeared before she was born. Now nearing midlife, with their 
troubled mother and matriarchal grandmother, Nana, both buried, Sunday and Delta
learn that Mercury did not commit suicide as believed; he had lived another life as 
someone other than their father. Looking for clues to their father’s past, they comb 
through the accumulated mementos of their old house, trade stories and childhood
memories, and talk to the few living Bread Ladies, a group of Nana’s friends who 
convened weekly to gossip, to comfort, and to make bread. A new portrait of the 
Owens family - and their town - gradually emerges as Sunday and Delta grapple 
with why their father chose to abandon them. Meanwhile, they confront their own 
personal struggles arid work to repair the tattered bonds of sisterhood. A novel 
about how family can both heal and hurt, about how the past reaches out for you no
matter where you are.

Helen Elaine Lee was born and raised in Detroit and educated at Harvard College 
and Harvard Law School. She lives in Washington, D.C.
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Lee, Spike (with Lisa Jones). Mo' Better Blues. New York. 1990. Fireside/Simon & 
Schuster. 1st Printing. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 067172570x. 304 
pages. paperback. Cover photograph by William Claxton/Tony Barboza. Inventory #
14403. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Millions have seen Spike Lee's films - She's Gotta Have 
It, School Daze, and the most provocative film of 1989, Do the Right Thing - and 
read the companion books - Spike Lee's Gotta Have It, Uplift the Race, and Do the
Right Thing. Spike launched his career with a romantic comedy, and now returns to 
romance, set against the backdrop of the music world, with Mo' Better Blues. 
Academy Award-winning Denzel Washington plays a musician torn between two 
beautiful women and his ambition to be a star. In this unique document Spike 
speaks of the people and the events that created the film, including the thoughts and
feelings of the musicians, actors, and crew. The book is illustrated with storyboards
and 150 photographs that reveal the behind-the-scenes drama of Mo' Better Blues.

Shelton Jackson "Spike" Lee (born March 20, 1957) is an American film director, 
producer, writer, and actor. His production company, 40 Acres and a Mule 
Filmworks, has produced over 35 films since 1983. Lisa Victoria Chapman Jones 
(born August 15, 1961) is an American playwright, essayist, and journalist. Jones 
grew up in New York City and Newark, New Jersey. She is the daughter of poets 
Hettie Jones and Amiri Baraka (formerly known as LeRoi Jones).
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Lefebvre, Georges. The Coming of the French Revolution. Princeton. 1988. 
Princeton University Press. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0691007519. Translated by R. R. Palmer. 235 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
18433. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From the translator’s preface - ‘The present book was 
written long enough ago to have become a classic. It concerns only the beginning of
the French Revolution. Its author, Georges Lefebvre, published it early in 1939 in 
honor of the sesquicentennial of the Revolution of 1789. A few months later the 
Second World War began. The French Republic collapsed before the assault of 
Hitlerite Germany, and was succeeded by the Vichy regime that governed France 
until the liberation in 1945. No sympathetic understanding of the French Revolution
was desired by the authorities of Vichy France, which drew their strongest support 
from anti-republican elements that were then significant in French political life. The 
Vichy government therefore suppressed the book and ordered some 8,000 copies 
burned, so that it remained virtually unknown in its own country until reprinted there 
in 1970, after its author’s death. The present English translation appeared in 1947, 
as soon as possible after the Second World War. It has been widely read in English-
speaking countries, where it is better known than in France itself. This new edition 
presents the translation of 1947 unchanged, but with a revised translator’s preface 
and a few small changes in the translator’s notes. What Lefebvre intended to mark 
the sesquicentennial of 1789 may now signalize its bicentennial fifty years later.’

Georges Lefebvre (6 August 1874 – 28 August 1959) was a French historian, best 
known for his work on the French Revolution and peasant life. He coined the term 
'history from below', which was later popularised by the British Marxist Historians.
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Lefebvre, Georges. The Coming of the French Revolution. Princeton. 1989. 
Princeton University Press. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Some Red Penned 
Marking Inside, Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. 0691007519. Translated from 
the French by R. R. Palmer. 325 pages. paperback. Inventory # 40724. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - To commemorate the bicentennial of the French 
Revolution. Princeton University Press presents the celebrated work ‘The Coming of
the French Revolution with a new preface by the translator, R. R. Palmer. FROM 
THE TRANSLATOR’S PREFACE - ‘The present book was written long enough ago 
to have become a classic. It concerns only the beginning of the French Revolution. 
Its author, Georges Lefebvre. published it early in 1939 in honor of the 
sesquicentennial of the Revolution of 1789. A few months later the Second World 
War began. The French Republic collapsed before the assault of Hitlerite Germany,
and was succeeded by the Vichy regime that governed France until the liberation in
1945. No sympathetic understanding of the French Revolution was desired by the 
authorities of Vichy France, which drew their strongest support from anti-republican
elements that were then significant in French political life. The Vichy government 
therefore suppressed the book and ordered some 8,000 copies burned, so that it 
remained virtually unknown in its own country until reprinted there in 1970, after its 
author’s death. The present English translation appeared in 1947, as soon as 
possible after the Second World War. It has been widely read in English-speaking 
countries, where it is better known than in France itself. This new edition presents 
the translation of 1947 unchanged, but with a revised translator’s preface and a few
small changes in the translator’s notes. What Lefebvre intended to mark the 
sesquicentennial of 1781 may now signalize its bicentennial fifty years later.’

Georges Lefebvre (6 August 1874 – 28 August 1959) was a French historian, best 
known for his work on the French Revolution and peasant life. He coined the term 
'history from below', which was later popularised by the British Marxist Historians.
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Legaspi, Joseph O. Threshold. Fort Lee. 2017. Cavankerry. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Wrappers. 9781933880631. 88 pages. paperback. Inventory # 41822.
$16

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Threshold enters a landscape of seemingly perpetual in-
between, crossing from conventionality to queerness; exploring the fluidity of 
gender; and translating the hard hold of family. The collection meditates on 
passageways and what it means to arrive at, and pierce through, thresholds-
between countries, past and future, and the threat and security of love.

Poet Joseph Legaspi was born and raised in the Philippines; his family immigrated 
to Los Angeles when he was 12. He earned a BA at Loyola Marymount University 
and an MFA from New York University. Legaspi’s collections of poetry include 
Threshold (2017), Imago (2007), which won a Global Filipino Literary Award, and the
chapbook Subways (2013). His honors and awards include a poetry fellowship from
the New York Foundation for the Arts. With Sarah Gambito, Legaspi cofounded 
Kundiman, a nonprofit organization that promotes and serves Asian American 
writers and writing. He lives in Queens, New York, with his husband.
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Leguin, Ursula K. Solomon Leviathan's Nine Hundred and Thirty-First Trip Around 
the World. New York. 1988. Philomel Books. 1st Impression. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0399214917. Illustrated by Alicia Austin. 32 pages. hardcover. Jacket art
by Alicia Austin. Inventory # 24487. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A giraffe and a boa constrictor go to sea in a small boat 
and are swallowed by Solomon Leviathan, the ancient whale who swallowed Jonah
and Pinocchio.

Ursula Kroeber Le Guin (October 21, 1929 – January 22, 2018) was an American 
novelist. She worked mainly in the genres of fantasy and science fiction. She also 
authored children's books, short stories, poetry, and essays. Her writing was first 
published in the 1960s and often depicted futuristic or imaginary alternative worlds in
politics, the natural environment, gender, religion, sexuality, and ethnography. In 
2016, The New York Times described her as "America's greatest living science 
fiction writer", although she said that she would prefer to be known as an "American
novelist". She influenced Booker Prize winners and other writers, such as Salman 
Rushdie and David Mitchell, and science fiction and fantasy writers including Neil 
Gaiman and Iain Banks. She won the Hugo Award, Nebula Award, Locus Award, 
and World Fantasy Award, each more than once. In 2014, she was awarded the 
National Book Foundation Medal for Distinguished Contribution to American Letters.
In 2003, she was made a Grandmaster of Science Fiction, one of a few women 
writers to take the top honor in the genre.
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Lehane, Dennis. A Drink Before the War. New York. 1994. Harcourt Brace. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. Remainder Mark On Bottom Edge. 015100093x. 
288 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Inventory # 23397. $67.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Patrick Kenzie and Angela Gennaro are tough private 
investigators who know the blue-collar neighborhoods and ghettos of Boston's 
Dorchester section as only natives can. Working out of an old church belfry, Kenzie
and Gennaro take on a seemingly simple assignment for a prominent politician: 
uncover the whereabouts of Jenna Angeline, a black cleaning woman who has 
allegedly stolen confidential Statehouse documents. But finding Jenna proves easy
compared to staying alive once they have. The investigation escalates, implicating 
members of Jenna's family and rival gang leaders, while uncovering extortion, 
assassination, and child prostitution extending from bombed-out ghetto streets to the
highest levels of state government. This highly acclaimed first novel introduces an 
intrepid pair of tough Boston private investigators, Patrick Kenzie and Angela 
Gennaro. The duo are confronted by a cadre of powerful Boston politicos offering 
big money to locate a missing cleaning woman. As the investigation unfolds, the 
partners are soon drawn into the deadly crossfire among warring political factions.

DENNIS LEHANE’S A DRINK BEFORE THE WAR won the Shamus Award 
presented by the Private Eye Writers of America for Best Private Investigator First 
Novel and vas a Boston Globe best-seller. Lehane was born and raised in 
Dorchester, Massachusetts, and still lives in the Boston area. He holds an M.F.A. in
creative writing.keywords

Mystery Boston 
Literature America
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Lehane, Dennis. Darkness, Take My Hand. New York. 1996. Morrow. 1st Printing. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0688143806. 336 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author.
Jacket design by Bradford Foltz. Jacket photograph by Photonica. Inventory # 
22543. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Gritty and thoroughly engaging, DARKNESS, TAKE MY
HAND is the electrifying sequel to Dennis Lehane’s award-winning and best-selling
debut novel, A DRINK BEFORE THE WAR. Lehane’s stunning thriller sees the 
return of tough-talking, hard-playing Boston private detectives Patrick Kenzie and 
Angela Gennaro. The detectives are enjoying Indian summer in their office in an old
church belfry in Dorchester - the blue-collar, racially and ethnically diverse but 
troubled part of Boston where they grew up - when they are called to their next case.
Dr. Diandra Warren, a prominent psychiatrist, believes she has inadvertently 
angered a powerful member of the Boston Irish Mafia and asks Patrick and Angie to
protect her vulnerable son from retribution. Can the detectives shield him from the 
thug who is not only right-hand man to the head of the Irish Mafia but who grew up 
with Patrick and Angie? Can Dr. Warren’s ex-husband, the most powerful district 
attorney in the Boston area, help to protect his estranged son? As the detectives are
drawn deeper into the case, bodies begin piling up around them. The clues begin to
point unaccountably to an unlikely suspect - a serial killer who has been in prison for
twenty years of a life sentence. Patrick and Angie must find out if he has indeed 
inexplicably resurfaced and what, if anything, his connection is to the people from 
their neighborhood. With DARKNESS; TAKE MY HAND, Lehane once again creates
a world sizzling with sex and violence and an undercurrent of black humor. Lehane’s
first-rate mystery and smartly written novel solidifies his status as one of the leading
voices of contemporary private-eye writers.

DENNIS LEHANE’S A DRINK BEFORE THE WAR won the Shamus Award 
presented by the Private Eye Writers of America for Best Private Investigator First 
Novel and vas a Boston Globe best-seller. Lehane was born and raised in 
Dorchester, Massachusetts, and still lives in the Boston area. He holds an M.F.A. in
creative writing.
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Lehane, Dennis. Darkness,Take My Hand. New York. 1996. Morrow. 1st Printing. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0688143806. Winner Of The Shamus Award For A Drink 
Before The War. 336 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket design by 
Bradford Foltz. Jacket photograph by Photonica. Inventory # 38171. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Gritty and thoroughly engaging, DARKNESS, TAKE MY
HAND is the electrifying sequel to Dennis Lehane’s award-winning and best-selling
debut novel, A DRINK BEFORE THE WAR. Lehane’s stunning thriller sees the 
return of tough-talking, hard-playing Boston private detectives Patrick Kenzie and 
Angela Gennaro. The detectives are enjoying Indian summer in their office in an old
church belfry in Dorchester - the blue-collar, racially and ethnically diverse but 
troubled part of Boston where they grew up - when they are called to their next case.
Dr. Diandra Warren, a prominent psychiatrist, believes she has inadvertently 
angered a powerful member of the Boston Irish Mafia and asks Patrick and Angie to
protect her vulnerable son from retribution. Can the detectives shield him from the 
thug who is not only right-hand man to the head of the Irish Mafia but who grew up 
with Patrick and Angie? Can Dr. Warren’s ex-husband, the most powerful district 
attorney in the Boston area, help to protect his estranged son? As the detectives are
drawn deeper into the case, bodies begin piling up around them. The clues begin to
point unaccountably to an unlikely suspect - a serial killer who has been in prison for
twenty years of a life sentence. Patrick and Angie must find out if he has indeed 
inexplicably resurfaced and what, if anything, his connection is to the people from 
their neighborhood. With DARKNESS; TAKE MY HAND, Lehane once again creates
a world sizzling with sex and violence and an undercurrent of black humor. Lehane’s
first-rate mystery and smartly written novel solidifies his status as one of the leading
voices of contemporary private-eye writers.

DENNIS LEHANE’S A DRINK BEFORE THE WAR won the Shamus Award 
presented by the Private Eye Writers of America for Best Private Investigator First 
Novel and vas a Boston Globe best-seller. Lehane was born and raised in 
Dorchester, Massachusetts, and still lives in the Boston area. He holds an M.F.A. in
creative writing.
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Lehane, Dennis. Gone Baby Gone. New York. 1998. Morrow. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0688153321. 374 pages. hardcover. Inscribed by the 
Author. Jacket photograph by K. Schermerhorn/Photonica. Jacket design by 
Bradford Foltz. Inventory # 25775. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The neighborhood is no place for the innocent, the 
young, the defenseless or the pure. This is a territory of broken families, bitter cops,
whacked out ex-cons, and a mother who watches herself on the nightly news as her
missing child floats further and further into the unkown. Boston private investigators,
Patrick Kenzie and Angela Gennaro, don’t want this case. But after pleas from the 
child’s aunt, they embark upon an investigation and ultimately risk losing everything-
their relationship, their sanity, and even their lives-to find this little-girl-lost. Capturing
the voices that echo within blue collar Boston, Dennis Lehane is a master storyteller,
who weaves together embittered people, tattered emotions, and brutal crime to 
create relentless, heart-pounding novels of suspense. Gritty and evocative, the 
novels of Dennis Lehane are ones you will never forget.

DENNIS LEHANE’S A DRINK BEFORE THE WAR won the Shamus Award 
presented by the Private Eye Writers of America for Best Private Investigator First 
Novel and vas a Boston Globe best-seller. Lehane was born and raised in 
Dorchester, Massachusetts, and still lives in the Boston area. He holds an M.F.A. in
creative writing.
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Lehane, Dennis. Prayers For Rain. New York. 1999. Morrow. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 068815333x. 337 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author.
Jacket photograph by Sigrid Estrada. Inventory # 26755. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - What if a total stranger was watching your every move?
What if he read your mail, listened in on your phone calls, knew what you spoke of 
only to your most trusted confidants? What if he learned Your routines? Your 
weaknesses? And, most important, what if he discovered those things you love and
cling to. and then he stripped you of them? And sat back to watch while you self-
destructed? Boston private investigator Patrick Kenzie is about to anger such a man.
When Patrick first meets Karen Nichols, she strikes him as the kind of woman who 
irons her socks—an innocent from a protected upbringing, untouched by tragedy. 
But six months later Karen commits suicide by leaping from one of Boston’s most 
cherished monuments. Patrick finds himself wondering what can alter someone so 
drastically, so quickly, that suicide seems her only option. Yet what begins as idle 
curiosity soon becomes obsessive as Patrick suspects that the tragic events that 
befell Karen during the last months of her life—an ‘accident’ that destroyed her 
fiancé; the loss of her job, her apartment, and eventually her mind—may not have 
been as random as they first appeared. Enlisting the aid of his ex-partner and ex-
flame, Angela Gennaro, as well as that of his friend, the lethally unbalanced Bubba
Rogowski, Patrick enters into a treacherous game of cat-and-mouse with a man 
who, instead of merely killing his victims, prefers to make them wish they were dead.
Through the final weeks of a stifling summer, Patrick, Angie, and Bubba wage 
psychological warfare with this brilliant, depraved sociopath—a war that will bring 
them face-to-face with the sordid secrets of an affluent family, a brutal Mafioso, a 
cabal of twisted kidnappers, and a perilous encounter in the misty dark of a 
cranberry bog.

DENNIS LEHANE’S A DRINK BEFORE THE WAR won the Shamus Award 
presented by the Private Eye Writers of America for Best Private Investigator First 
Novel and vas a Boston Globe best-seller. Lehane was born and raised in 
Dorchester, Massachusetts, and still lives in the Boston area. He holds an M.F.A. in
creative writing.
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Lehane, Dennis. Sacred. New York. 1997. Morrow. 1st Printing. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0688143814. 288 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket 
photograph by Jose Azel/Aurora. Inventory # 24167. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The master of the new noir, Dennis Lehane brilliantly 
interweaves beauty and violence, integrity and evil in this thrilling, powerfully 
resonant novel. A beautiful, grief-stricken woman has vanished without a trace. So 
has the detective hired to find her. And a lot of money. Enter saavy, tough-nosed 
private investigators Patrick Kenzie and Angela Gennaro. Rooted in the no-
nonsense streets of Boston’s blue-collar Dorchester, they’ve seen it all -- and 
survived. But this case leads them into unexpected territory where nothing is sacred
-- a land of lies and corruption where trusting anyone could get them killed. where 
taking any step could be their last.

DENNIS LEHANE’S A DRINK BEFORE THE WAR won the Shamus Award 
presented by the Private Eye Writers of America for Best Private Investigator First 
Novel and vas a Boston Globe best-seller. Lehane was born and raised in 
Dorchester, Massachusetts, and still lives in the Boston area. He holds an M.F.A. in
creative writing.
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Leighton, Ralph. Tuva Or Bust!: Richard Feynman's Last Journey. New York. 1991.
Norton. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0393029530. 256 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 15681. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - As a stamp-collecting boy always fascinated by remote 
places, Nobel Prize-winning physicist Richard Feynman was particularly taken by 
the diamond-shaped stamps from a place called Tannu Tuva deep within Outer 
Mongolia. He hoped, someday, to travel there. In 1977, Feynman and his sidekick - 
fellow drummer and geography enthusiast Ralph Leighton - set out to make 
arrangements to visit Tuva, doing noble and hilarious battle with Soviet red tape, 
befriending quite a few Tuvans, and discovering the wonders of Tuvan throat-
singing. Their Byzantine attempts to reach Tannu Tuva would span a decade, 
interrupted by Feynman's appointment to the committee investigating the Challenger
disaster, and his tragic struggle with the cancer that finally killed him. Tuva or Bust! 
chronicles the deepening friendship of two zany, brilliant strategists whose love of 
the absurd will delight and instruct. It is Richard Feynman's last, best adventure. A 
hilarious and moving tale of renowned physicist Richard Feynman's last adventure -
a journey of the mind and spirit to the lost country of Tannu Tuva, a mysterious land
recalled from his childhood stamp collecting. 'Animated by irrepressible high spirits, 
this serendipitous saga is a tale of adventure, heartbreak and rare friendship.' - 
Publishers Weekly.

Ralph Leighton (born 1949) is an American biographer, film producer, and friend of 
the late physicist Richard Feynman. He recorded Feynman relating stories of his life.
Leighton has released some of the recordings as The Feynman Tapes. These 
interviews became the basis for the books Surely You're Joking, Mr. Feynman! and
What Do You Care What Other People Think?
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Leithauser, Brad. The Mail From Anywhere: Poems. New York. 1990. Knopf. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394585860. 73 pages. hardcover. Cover: Mark 
Leithauser. Inventory # 14798. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Award-winning poet’s third collection. The scenery of 
Iceland, the South seas, and the American South, the awakening of first love, and 
the meaning of speech are some of the topics treated in this collection of poems by 
the novelist and critic

Brad E. Leithauser (born February 27, 1953) is an American poet, novelist, essayist,
and teacher. After serving as the Emily Dickinson Lecturer in the Humanities at 
Mount Holyoke College and visiting professor at the MFA Program for Poets & 
Writers at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst, he is now on faculty at The 
Johns Hopkins University in the writing seminars department. Leithauser was born in
1953 in Detroit, Michigan. He is an alumnus of the Cranbrook Kingswood School 
and a graduate of Harvard College and Harvard Law School. He worked for three 
years as a research fellow at the Kyoto Comparative Law Center in Japan. 
Leithauser has lived in Japan, Italy, England, Iceland, and France. His wife, the poet
Mary Jo Salter, is also a professor at Mount Holyoke. As of January, 2007, both 
Leithauser and his wife will have permanently joined the faculty of Johns Hopkins 
University in Baltimore, Maryland. Leithauser's work has appeared in The New York
Times, The New York Review of Books, Time, and The New Yorker.
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Leja, Michael. Looking Askance: Skepticism and American Art from Eakins to 
Duchamp. Berkeley. 2004. University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0520238079. 333 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 35157. 
$49.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Looking Askance, Michael Leja conducts a dazzling 
tour from fine art to mass culture and back again to chart the emergence of a new 
skepticism about seeing and to assess the roles played by the visual arts, both fine
and commercial, in this cultural transformation. A lively exploration of the 
relationship between modern art, truth, and deception, Looking Askance offers a 
new paradigm for understanding American visual culture, from the art of Thomas 
Eakins, William Harnett, and Marcel Duchamp to such fascinating historical 
episodes as the trial of spirit photographer William Mumler, scientist Helen Abbott’s 
interpretation of Monet’s Impressionism, the myriad illusions featured at the Buffalo
World’s Fair of 1901, and William James’s analysis of automatic drawing. Leja 
traces the roots of skeptical seeing in the culture of modernity and in national values
of entrepreneurship, invention, competition, and unregulated marketing. This 
brilliantly pluralistic study will resonate with a broad spectrum of multidisciplinary 
interests. Tracking the way questions about the nature of seeing inform self-
constructions of the modern subject, Leja moves flexibly through a wide range of 
surprisingly diverse materials, linking spirit photography, world fairs, circuses, 
automatic drawing, realist painting, and Marcel Duchamp. In true skeptical fashion, 
Leja trains his eye on the ambiguities of his materials, refusing to let them settle into
either a celebratory or a cynical narrative. Opposites are revealed as similar (P. T. 
Barnum’s humbug and George Washington’s truth-telling both play on the motif of 
deception), while humbugs manifest difference (a radical fear of dishonesty versus a
source of delight). The final illuminating shift in this complex study is thus from the 
modern need to negotiate multiple and layered realities to the manifold optical 
lenses of Leja’s own kaleidoscopic approach.

Michael Leja is Professor of the History of Art at the University of Pennsylvania and 
the author of Reframing Abstract Expressionism: Subjectivity and Painting in the 
1940s (1993).
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Lem, Stanislaw. Memoirs of a Space Traveler. New York. 1982. Harcourt Brace 
Jovanovich. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0151588562. 
Translated from the Polish by Joel Stern & Maria Swiecicka-Ziemianek. 153 pages.
hardcover. Inventory # 1624. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ijon Tichy is an ordinary space traveler who always 
follows his extraordinary curiosity, especially when it leads him to scientists working
on the fringes of knowledge. Their plans are grandiose, and the bargains they make
too often Faustian, for the ends they pursue concern humanity's greatest 
obsessions: immortality, artificial intelligence, and consumer goods. By turn 
philosophical, satirical, and absurd, Lem's stories find Tichy both a participant in and
an observer of strange experiments, One scientist has created artificial 
consciousness in black boxes, fooling machines into thinking they're human; another
has created a gelatinous substance that shows disturbing signs of free will; still 
another has fallen victim to his own doppelgänger. But there are triumphs, however 
temporary. The revolution in laundry brought on by rival manufacturers of intelligent
washing machines gives way to chaos as ever more sophisticated machines seduce
their owners or turn to crime. Faulty time machines, intergalactic tourists, intelligent 
(but suicidal) potatoes-Ijon Tichy navigates them all with common sense and 
resourcefulness and in so doing shows why he endures as one of Lem's most 
popular characters.

Stanislaw Lem (12 September 1921 – 27 March 2006) was a Polish writer of science
fiction, philosophy and satire. His books have been translated into 41 languages and
have sold over 27 million copies. He is known as the author of the 1961 novel 
Solaris, which has been made into a feature film three times. In 1976 Theodore 
Sturgeon wrote that Lem was the most widely read science-fiction writer in the 
world.
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Lemann, Nancy. Sportsman's Paradise: A Novel. New York. 1992. Knopf. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679403043. 225 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
16523. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Her Lives of the Saints was one of the notable debuts of
1985. Now, in Sportsman's Paradise, Lemann shifts her special mix of comic and 
poignant vision from New Orleans to Long Island's Orient Point. It is to this weekend
outpost that Storey Collier comes in search of relief from the cruelties of Manhattan.

Nancy Lemann has written LIVES OF THE SAINTS, RITZ OF THE BAYOU , 
SPORTSMAN'S PARADISE, THE FIERY PANTHEON, and MALAISE. She is a 
visiting writer and instructor at The Johns Hopkins University graduate writing 
program and recently judged the first Walker Percy Prize in fiction for Loyola 
University and New Orleans Review.
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Lemann, Nancy. The Fiery Pantheon. New York. 1998. Scribner. 1st Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0684841142. 256 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Susan 
Mitchell. Inventory # 24862. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Acclaimed for her ‘gleeful and contagious love of 
language’ (Los Angeles Times), Nancy Lemann evokes the tattered glamour of 
fading traditional Southern society like no other writer. Now she introduces the 
aristocratic Stewart clan of New Orleans, in particular, the self-effacing Grace, who 
is vacationing with her family at a rambling old resort in Virginia and mulling over her
recent engagement to Monroe Collier, her ideal Southern gentleman. When she 
spots the crazed but brilliant Walter, she pegs him as a likely candidate for a 
nervous breakdown, but he determinedly attaches himself to Grace and begins to 
work his charms on her. Will Grace remain true to laconic Monroe and the ideals of
her homeland or will she fall for the strangely charismatic Walter? Who will gain 
entry into the Fiery Pantheon, Grace's personal gallery of beloved and honored 
heroes? In the tradition of Evelyn Waugh and Walker Percy, 'The Fiery Pantheon' is
a witty and rapturous novel about the weight of past glory, the attachment to place, 
and the love of a man.

Nancy Lemann has written LIVES OF THE SAINTS, RITZ OF THE BAYOU , 
SPORTSMAN'S PARADISE, THE FIERY PANTHEON, and MALAISE. She is a 
visiting writer and instructor at The Johns Hopkins University graduate writing 
program and recently judged the first Walker Percy Prize in fiction for Loyola 
University and New Orleans Review.keywords
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Lemann, Nancy. The Ritz of the Bayou: The New Orleans Adventures of a Young 
Novelist Covering the Trials of the Governor of Louisiana With Digressions On 
Smoldering Nightclubs. Jazz-Crazed Bars. & Other Aspects of Life in the Tropic 
Zone. New York. 1987. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Worn Dustjacket
With A Few Tears. 039456037x. 163 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Sara 
Eisenman. Inventory # 40454. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Send Nancy Lemann to cover a frog-jumping contest and
she will come back with a poetic of flight and affianced to the frog that came last, or
at least be willing to go steady with him until he proves able to find one of his own 
kind. She will also come back with hot copy, the hot test copy, copy sizzling with the
furiously alive brio of the born witness. It sometimes even seems that the human 
spectacle was invented just for Nancy Lemann to go take a look at it for us and then
to come back and tell us what one crazy curiosity qualifies this human spectacle as 
the Greatest Human Spectacle There Ever Was. Such must have been the principle
journalism that informed the deliberations the editors of The New Republic and of 
Vanity Fair when they credentialed Nancy Lemann as a reporter (after all, isn’t she 
supposed to be a crack young novelist, author of the outrageously original LIVES 
OF THE SAINTS, and no crack young reporter?) and dispatched her to her home 
state (Louisiana) to bring back an account of the very public legal difficulties of the 
Governor of that state (Edwin Edwards by name). Well, the fact of the matter is that 
the Governor was in a lot of hot water - with no few of his confederates in it with him,
right up to their roseate necks. But wait! Enter Nancy Lemann (and the about-to-be-
world-famous Southern Correspondents Assoc.) equipped with a goodsome supply
of reporter-style pads and pencils, an infinite assortment of lavishly metaphoric 
distractions (even gin and rum and bourbon), and the wryest, shrewdest, winningest
array of off-the-wall insights going - and presto chango! - the passing news of the 
day is gorgeously transmuted into a durable parable of the age, not to mention a 
one-of-a-kind, do-it-again hilarity and a half.

Nancy Lemann is a visiting writer and instructor at The Johns Hopkins University 
graduate writing program and recently judged the first Walker Percy Prize in fiction 
for Loyola University and New Orleans Review.
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Lemm, Jeffrey M. Amphibians and Reptiles of the San Diego Region. Berkeley. 
2006. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers.
0520245741. 344 pages. paperback. Inventory # 36442. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With its varied topography of coast, mountains, and 
desert, the San Diego region, considered one of the world’s biodiversity hotspots, 
boasts a rich variety of amphibians and reptiles—from the arboreal salamander to 
the green sea turtle to the secretive San Diego banded gecko and the red diamond 
rattlesnake. More than a field guide, this up-to-date, authoritative, conservation-
oriented book is the first comprehensive resource on the herpetofauna of the region,
which is unfortunately also known for its high number of endangered species. Jeffrey
M. Lemm gives information on identification, habitats, biology, and the conservation
status of all 88 amphibian and reptile species found in the San Diego region. Many 
of these animals can also be found in a wide area of Southern California and 
Northern Baja California, making this valuable guide useful for a wide geographic 
area and a must-have for outdoor enthusiasts, nature-lovers, and professionals 
alike. FEATURES - Includes a special venom section written by Sean Bush of 
Animal Planet’s ‘Venom ER’; 160 color photographs illustrate the major habitats and
all 88 amphibians and reptiles found in the region; 70 range maps pinpoint the 
locations of each subspecies; A new, easy-to-use taxonomic key by renowned 
herpetologist Jay Savage as well as line drawings of tadpoles and amphibian egg 
masses help make species identification simple.

Jeffrey M. Lemm is Research Animal Coordinator at Conservation and Research for
Endangered Species (CRES) at the Zoological Society of San Diego.
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Lemonick, Michael D. Other Worlds: The Search For Life in the Universe. New York.
1998. Simon & Schuster. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684832941. 272 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Calvin Chu. Inventory # 25206. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In OTHER WORLDS, Michael Lemonick introduces us to
the pioneering researchers who are using brand-new technology to explore the 
universe, looking for elusive signs of life. OTHER WORLDS takes us inside the 
observatories, from the world’s most powerful telescopes, situated at the top of a 
volcanic mountain in Hawaii, to the giant radio antennas in a bucolic West Virginia 
valley, used to listen for alien signals. It is in these places that scientists like Paul 
Butler and Geoff Marcy analyze the data that led to their discovery of new planets 
trillions of miles away, and where astronomer Seth Shostak helps run Project 
Phoenix for the SETI (Search for Extra-Terrestrial Intelligence) Institute. Even NASA
has now begun its Origins Program, hoping the search for extraterrestrial life will do 
for the agency what the mission to put a man on the moon did in the 1960s.

Michael Lemonick is an opinion editor at Scientific American, a former senior staff 
writer at Climate Central and a former senior science writer at Time. He has also 
written for Discover, Yale Environment 360, Scientific American, and others, and has
written a number of popular-level books on science and astrophysics, including The
Georgian Star: How William and Caroline Herschel Revolutionized Our 
Understanding of the Cosmos, Echo of the Big Bang, Other Worlds: The Search For
Life in the Universe, and Mirror Earth: The Search for Our Planet's Twin. Son of 
Princeton University physics professor and administrator Aaron Lemonick and native
of Princeton, New Jersey, Lemonick graduated from Princeton High School, and 
then earned degrees at Harvard University and the Columbia University Graduate 
School of Journalism. He teaches communications and journalism at Princeton 
University. He currently resides in Princeton with his wife Eileen Hohmuth-Lemonick,
a photographer and photography instructor at Princeton Day School.
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Lent, Jeffrey. In the Fall. New York. 2000. Atlantic Monthly Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0871137658. 1st Novel. 560 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 27802. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Spanning the post-Civil War era to the edge of the Great
Depression, In the Fall is a richly layered rendering of a rapidly evolving America 
from life on the farm, through the final years of Prohibition and bootlegging, to the 
advent of modern times. Jeffrey Lent illumines the ineluctable connections that exist
between black and white, North and South, past and present, as well as the violent 
collisions they give rise to. In the Fall is a vision of an American landscape and 
history, and a portrait of an American family.

Jeffrey Lent was born in Vermont and grew up there and in western New York State,
on dairy farms powered mainly by draft horses. He studied Literature and 
Psychology at Franconia College in New Hampshire and SUNY Purchase. He lived 
for many years in North Carolina, an enriching and formative experience. Lent 
currently resides with his wife and two daughters in central Vermont. His novel In the
Fall was a national bestseller reprinted four times in its first month of publication, 
was a New York Times Book Review Notable Book for 2000, and earned Jeffrey 
placement in both Barnes & Noble’s and Borders’ new writer programs; his follow-
up, Lost Nation, was a summer reading pick of The Washington Post and USA 
Today. Both novels were BookSense picks, Book of the Month main selections, 
have been widely translated and are currently under film option. A Peculiar Grace is
his third novel.keywords

Literature America Civil
War
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Lent, Jeffrey. In the Fall. New York. 2000. Atlantic Monthly Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0871137658. 1st Novel. 560 pages. hardcover. 
Signed by the Author. Inventory # 27871. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Spanning the post-Civil War era to the edge of the Great
Depression, In the Fall is a richly layered rendering of a rapidly evolving America 
from life on the farm, through the final years of Prohibition and bootlegging, to the 
advent of modern times. Jeffrey Lent illumines the ineluctable connections that exist
between black and white, North and South, past and present, as well as the violent 
collisions they give rise to. In the Fall is a vision of an American landscape and 
history, and a portrait of an American family.

Jeffrey Lent was born in Vermont and grew up there and in western New York State,
on dairy farms powered mainly by draft horses. He studied Literature and 
Psychology at Franconia College in New Hampshire and SUNY Purchase. He lived 
for many years in North Carolina, an enriching and formative experience. Lent 
currently resides with his wife and two daughters in central Vermont. His novel In the
Fall was a national bestseller reprinted four times in its first month of publication, 
was a New York Times Book Review Notable Book for 2000, and earned Jeffrey 
placement in both Barnes & Noble’s and Borders’ new writer programs; his follow-
up, Lost Nation, was a summer reading pick of The Washington Post and USA 
Today. Both novels were BookSense picks, Book of the Month main selections, 
have been widely translated and are currently under film option. A Peculiar Grace is
his third novel.keywords
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Lentricchia, Frank. The Gaiety of Language: An Essay On the Radical Poetics of W.
B. Yeats and Wallace Stevens. Berkeley. 1968. University Of California Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 213 pages. hardcover. #19. Inventory #
33812. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Frank Lentricchia's THE GAIETY OF LANGUAGE: AN
ESSAY ON THE RADICAL POETICS OF W. B. YEATS AND WALLACE STEVENS,
Lentricchia states that the ‘Yeatsian poetic of will’ is ‘a poetics framed in tragic 
awareness’.

Frank Lentricchia (born 1940) is an American literary critic, novelist, and film 
teacher. He received his Ph.D. and M.A. from Duke University in 1966 and 1963 
respectively after receiving a B.A. from Utica College in 1962. Lentricchia is currently
a literature and film studies professor at Duke University.
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Lentz, Joan Easton. Introduction To Birds of the Southern California Coast. 
Berkeley. 2006. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Hardcover. No Dustjacket As Issued. 0520237803. Principal Photograhy by Don 
DesJardin. Illustraed by Peter Gaede. 319 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36157. $55

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This easy-to-use, concise, informative guide is a must for
anyone who wants to leave behind Southern California’s noisy freeways and 
crowded beaches in search of the wild places where birds can be found. An 
excellent introduction, an indispensable regional guide, and a perfect companion for
excursions from San Luis Obispo County to the Mexican border, it is designed to 
familiarize birdwatchers, hikers, naturalists, residents, and travelers with the 
appearance and behavior of 120 of the most common coastal birds. Features - 120
superb color plates and lifelike habitat drawings that depict birds in their natural 
surroundings; Sixteen maps show numerous birding sites accompanied by detailed
directions; Species accounts include information on the abundance and seasonal 
status of each bird and give intriguing natural history details; Introductory sections 
describe the coastal habitats of Southern California, provide tips for beginning 
birdwatchers, and discuss the basics of bird behavior.

Joan Easton Lentz is a Research Associate with the Santa Barbara Museum of 
Natural History. She also teaches bird classes for the Santa Barbara Community 
College Continuing Education Division and is author of Great Birding Trips of the 
West (1989) and Birdwatching: A Guide for Beginners (1985).
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Lentz, Joan Easton. Introduction To Birds of The Southern California Coast. 
Berkeley. 2006. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 0520243218. Principal Photograhy by Don DesJardin. Illustraed by Peter
Gaede. 319 pages. paperback. Inventory # 41587. $26.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This easy-to-use, concise, informative guide is a must for
anyone who wants to leave behind Southern California’s noisy freeways and 
crowded beaches in search of the wild places where birds can be found. An 
excellent introduction, an indispensable regional guide, and a perfect companion for
excursions from San Luis Obispo County to the Mexican border, it is designed to 
familiarize birdwatchers, hikers, naturalists, residents, and travelers with the 
appearance and behavior of 120 of the most common coastal birds. Features - 120
superb color plates and lifelike habitat drawings that depict birds in their natural 
surroundings; Sixteen maps show numerous birding sites accompanied by detailed
directions; Species accounts include information on the abundance and seasonal 
status of each bird and give intriguing natural history details; Introductory sections 
describe the coastal habitats of Southern California, provide tips for beginning 
birdwatchers, and discuss the basics of bird behavior.

Joan Easton Lentz is a Research Associate with the Santa Barbara Museum of 
Natural History. She also teaches bird classes for the Santa Barbara Community 
College Continuing Education Division and is author of Great Birding Trips of the 
West (1989) and Birdwatching: A Guide for Beginners (1985).
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Leo, Teresa. Bloom in Reverse. Pittsburgh. 2014. University of Pittsburgh Press. 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822962977. 6 x 9. 104 pages  . 
paperback. Inventory # 40645. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Bloom in Reverse chronicles the aftermath of a friend's 
suicide and the end of a turbulent relationship, working through devastation and loss
while on a search for solace that spans from local bars to online dating and beyond 
to ultimately find true connection and sustaining love. Things move backwards, from
death to life, like a reverse time-lapse video of a dead flower morphing from brittle, 
scorched entity to floral glory to nacsent bud. The poems seek to find those places 
where the natural world connects to and informs experiences at the core of human 
relationships, and at times call upon principles and theories from physics and 
mathematics to describe the complexities of love and loss. It's a book where grief, 
melancholy, heartbreak, and disillusionment intersect with urban romanticism, hope,
possibility, and love. Bloom is all of it, the terrible and the beautiful.

Teresa Leo is the author of the poetry collection The Halo Rule, which won the Elixir
Press Editors’ Prize. She is the recipient of a Pew fellowship, a Leeway Foundation
grant, two Pennsylvania Council on the Arts fellowships, and the Richard Peterson 
Poetry Prize from Crab Orchard Review. Her poems have appeared in the American
Poetry Review, Poetry, Ploughshares, and elsewhere. She serves on the board of 
Musehouse, a center for the literary arts in Philadelphia, and works at the University
of Pennsylvania.
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Leon, Luis D. La Llorona's Children: Religion, Life, and Death in the U. S. -Mexican
Borderlands. Berkeley. 2004. University Of California Press. 1st Paperback Edition.
Very Good in Wrappers. 0520223519. 331 pages. paperback. Inventory # 35158. 
$25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Luis D. León’s compelling, innovative exploration of 
religion in the U.S.-Mexican borderlands issues a fundamental challenge to current 
scholarship in the field and recharts the landscape of Chicano faith. La Llorona’s 
Children constructs genealogies of the major traditions spanning Mexico City, East 
Los Angeles, and the southwestern United States: Guadalupe devotion, 
curanderismo, espiritualismo, and evangelical/ Pentecostal traditions. León 
theorizes a religious poetics that functions as an effective and subversive survival 
tactic akin to crossing the U.S.-Mexican border. He claims that, when examined in 
terms of broad categorical religious forms and intentions, these traditions are 
remarkably alike and resonate religious ideas and practices developed in the ancient
Mesoamerican world. León proposes what he calls a borderlands reading of La 
Virgen de Guadalupe as a transgressive, border-crossing goddess in her own right,
a mestiza deity who displaces Jesus and God for believers on both sides of the 
border. His energetic discussion of curanderismo shows how this indigenous 
religious practice links cognition and sensation in a fresh and powerful technology of
the body–one where sensual, erotic, and sexualized ways of knowing emphasize 
personal and communal healing. La Llorona’s Children ends with a fascinating study
of the rich and complex world of Chicano/a Pentecostalism in Los Angeles, a 
tradition that León maintains allows Chicano men to reimagine their bodies into a 
unified social body through ritual performance. Throughout the narrative, the 
connections among sacred spaces, saints, healers, writers, ideas, and movements 
are woven with skill, inspiration, and insight.

Luis D. Leon is visiting assistant professor in Ethnic Studies and Religious Studies at
the University of California, Berkeley.
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Leonard, Elmore. Bandits. New York. 1987. Arbor House. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0877958416. 345 pages. hardcover. Jacket
design by Gerard Huerta. Inventory # 7510. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Set in New Orleans. The bandits are an ex-nun, an ex-
con, and an ex-cop. They've stumbled onto a private fund-raising scheme to aid the
Contras in Nicaragua. And they've decided that the several million dollars raised 
should not leave New Orleans. Of course, a lot of other people have their eyes on 
the money too.

Elmore John Leonard Jr. (October 11, 1925 – August 20, 2013) was an American 
novelist, short story writer, and screenwriter. His earliest novels, published in the 
1950s, were Westerns, but he went on to specialize in crime fiction and suspense 
thrillers, many of which have been adapted into motion pictures. Among his best-
known works are Get Shorty, Out of Sight, Swag, Hombre, Mr. Majestyk, and Rum 
Punch (adapted as the movie Jackie Brown). Leonard's writings include short stories
that became the films 3:10 to Yuma and The Tall T, as well as the FX television 
series Justified.
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Leonard, Elmore. Be Cool. New York. 1999. Delacorte Press. 1st Printing. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0385333919. 292 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Chip 
Kidd. Inventory # 26468. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Be Cool takes readers on a back-side tour of 
Tinseltown's other big business--the music industry. Chili Palmer's follow-up to his 
smash hit film Get Leo bombed, and in Hollywood, you're considered only as hot as
your last project. Once again outside the system, Chili is exploring an idea for his 
third film by lunching with a former ‘associate’ from his Brooklyn days who's now a 
record label executive. When lunch begins with iced tea and ends in a mob hit, Chili
soon finds himself in an unlikely alliance with one of the LAPD's finest, Detective 
Darryl Holmes, and the very likely next target of Russian gangsters. With a hit man 
on his trail, Chili tries to pull together his next movie, the story of Linda Moon, a real-
life singer with dreams that go further than her current gig with Chicks International, 
just doing Spice Girls songs. She's desperate to tear loose from her current 
manager, an erstwhile pimp named Raji. Orchestrating his movie as he goes along,
Chili wrests the reins of Linda's singing career away from Raji, basing the plot of his
new film on the action that unfolds as a result. As he fakes his way to success in the
music business with his trademark aplomb, Chili manipulates his adversaries and 
advances his friends, showing all how to be cool when the heat's on. With his unique
combination of the good, the bad, and the unexpected, Elmore Leonard has written
a novel that twists and turns to the last page. From screen tests to rock sessions, 
from the Hills and the Valley to Hollywood and Vine, Be Cool is all new, all clever 
and, most definitely, all that.

Elmore John Leonard Jr. (October 11, 1925 – August 20, 2013) was an American 
novelist, short story writer, and screenwriter. His earliest novels, published in the 
1950s, were Westerns, but he went on to specialize in crime fiction and suspense 
thrillers, many of which have been adapted into motion pictures. Among his best-
known works are Get Shorty, Out of Sight, Swag, Hombre, Mr. Majestyk, and Rum 
Punch (adapted as the movie Jackie Brown). Leonard's writings include short stories
that became the films 3:10 to Yuma and The Tall T, as well as the FX television 
series Justified.
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Leonard, Elmore. Cat Chaser. New York. 1982. Arbor House. 1st American Printing.
Very Good in Dustjacket W/Some Small Holes On The Front Side Edge. 
0877953988. 283 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Antler & Baldwin. Inventory #
28043. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The last time Florida motel owner George Moran was in 
the Dominican Republic he was in a uniform and people were shooting at him. Years
later he's back looking for a girl he lost -- and finding one he'd be better off without.
But that doesn't matter to George while he's sleeping with beautiful Mary de Boya --
only when he discovers his lover is the wife of a former death squad general in exile
with solid mob connections. Now George is bringing big trouble back with him to the
Sunshine State -- as his nostalgic trip down memory lane has tangled him up in a 
cat's cradle of drug deals, swindles, vengeance and murder. and a love that's not 
only blind but lethal.

Elmore John Leonard Jr. (October 11, 1925 – August 20, 2013) was an American 
novelist, short story writer, and screenwriter. His earliest novels, published in the 
1950s, were Westerns, but he went on to specialize in crime fiction and suspense 
thrillers, many of which have been adapted into motion pictures. Among his best-
known works are Get Shorty, Out of Sight, Swag, Hombre, Mr. Majestyk, and Rum 
Punch (adapted as the movie Jackie Brown). Leonard's writings include short stories
that became the films 3:10 to Yuma and The Tall T, as well as the FX television 
series Justified.
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Leonard, Elmore. City Primeval: High Noon in Detroit. New York. 1980. Arbor 
House. 1st American Edition. Penned Notes On Rear Endpapers, Otherwise Good 
in Worn Dustjacket With Numerous Tears. 0877952825. 275 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Antler & Baldwin. Inventory # 30089. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ride down Woodward Avenue into the Motor City, 
toward a deadly show-down between dedicated homicide detective Raymond Cruz 
and a psychopathic murderer, 'Oklahoma Wildman' Clement Mansell, who picked 
the wrong town to kill someone, even if it was only a crooked judge.

Elmore John Leonard Jr. (October 11, 1925 – August 20, 2013) was an American 
novelist, short story writer, and screenwriter. His earliest novels, published in the 
1950s, were Westerns, but he went on to specialize in crime fiction and suspense 
thrillers, many of which have been adapted into motion pictures. Among his best-
known works are Get Shorty, Out of Sight, Swag, Hombre, Mr. Majestyk, and Rum 
Punch (adapted as the movie Jackie Brown). Leonard's writings include short stories
that became the films 3:10 to Yuma and The Tall T, as well as the FX television 
series Justified.
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Leonard, Elmore. Out of Sight. New York. 1996. Delcorte Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0385308485. 296 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
illustration by Artparts Studio. Inventory # 26435. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Deputy U.S. marshal Karen Sisco is just stopping off to 
serve a summons and complaint on Florida’s Glades Prison. She’s all decked out in
her black Chanel suit and heels, but ready with her pump-action shotgun when the 
breakout begins, minutes after she pulls into the prison parking lot. But she’s not 
ready for Jack Foley, the celebrity con who disarms her, invites her to climb into the 
trunk of her own car, and then joins her as his pal Buddy guns the blue Caprice onto
the highway, heading for freedom. Squeezed into a trunk littered with handcuffs and
tactical gear, the escapee bank robber is a perfect gentleman who shares her 
passion for movies and wonders if it would be different if they’d met in a bar. Karen 
escapes and they do meet again. Only this time she’s part of the federal task force 
hunting the escapees. This time she’s sitting in the bar of the Detroit Westin, nursing
a sour mash and watching a blizzard outside. This time Foley finds her. First come 
cocktails and conversation. Then Time Out. In Karen’s suite. ‘You like taking risks,’ 
she says. ‘So do I.’ Next morning Foley’s gone and Karen’s out to get him. She 
cruises Detroit’s mean streets and boxing hangouts looking for Foley, Buddy, and a
hard case named Maurice, one step behind them as they plot the biggest heist of 
their careers - and a double cross that will leave only one man holding the goods. 
This time Karen means business as she races toward a hair-raising climax that 
careens pell-mell into suspense-writing history.

Elmore John Leonard Jr. (October 11, 1925 – August 20, 2013) was an American 
novelist, short story writer, and screenwriter. His earliest novels, published in the 
1950s, were Westerns, but he went on to specialize in crime fiction and suspense 
thrillers, many of which have been adapted into motion pictures. Among his best-
known works are Get Shorty, Out of Sight, Swag, Hombre, Mr. Majestyk, and Rum 
Punch (adapted as the movie Jackie Brown). Leonard's writings include short stories
that became the films 3:10 to Yuma and The Tall T, as well as the FX television 
series Justified.
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Leonard, Elmore. Pagan Babies. New York. 2000. Delacorte Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0385333927. 263 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Chip Kidd. Inventory # 31433. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This novel begins in Rwanda with a priest named Terry 
Dunn. It is a few years after the genocide of the Tutsis by the Hutus and Father 
Terry Dunn lives in Rwanda with his girlfriend Chantelle. He doesn't have qualms 
about substituting punishment for penance. If that means killing four Hutu murderers
who slaughtered his Tutsi congregation, so be it. After being an instrument of divine
wrath Dunn breaks camp and heads for Detroit. He wants to raise money for ‘Pagan
Babies’ - the children orphaned during the genocide. Dunn's brother Fran 
specializes in lawsuits for personal injuries. He is helping Debbie, a woman who 
spent three years in jail for deliberately hitting her ex-husband Randy with a Ford 
Escort. Debbie is trying to have a career as a comedian. In the meantime we learn
more about Terry's past and his problems with the IRS, which was the reason for his
fleeing to Rwanda to help his uncle. Debbie's ex-husband Randy now owns a 
restaurant and is involved with some of the same gangsters that Terry once knew. 
Debbie and Terry begin a relationship. Randy stole sixty-seven thousand dollars 
from Debbie and now it's only a matter of time before Debbie's desire for cold, hard
cash and Dunn's fundraising for Rwandan orphans join forces in a carefully plotted 
financial assault on Randy. They want to receive a donation of 250.000 dollars from
Tony Amilia, the local wise guy for the 'Pagan Babies'. Now in the Randy's 
restaurant all of the local wise guys, hit man, scam artists twist and twirl around each
other for the money and for their lives. Who will survive?

Elmore John Leonard Jr. (October 11, 1925 – August 20, 2013) was an American 
novelist, short story writer, and screenwriter. Among his best-known works are Get 
Shorty, Out of Sight, Swag, Hombre, Mr. Majestyk, and Rum Punch (adapted as the
movie Jackie Brown). Leonard's writings include short stories that became the films
3:10 to Yuma and The Tall T, as well as the FX television series Justified.
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Lepenies, Wolf. The Seduction of Culture in German History. Princeton. 2006. 
Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0691121311. Wolf Lepenies, winner of the 2006 Peace Prize of the German 
Booksellers' Association. 270 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36051. $26.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - During the Allied bombing of Germany, Hitler was more 
distressed by the loss of cultural treasures than by the leveling of homes. 
Remarkably, his propagandists broadcast this fact, convinced that it would reveal 
not his callousness but his sensitivity: the destruction had failed to crush his artist’s 
spirit. It is impossible to begin to make sense of this thinking without understanding
what Wolf Lepenies calls The Seduction of Culture in German History. This 
fascinating and unusual book tells the story of an arguably catastrophic German 
habit—that of valuing cultural achievement above all else and envisioning it as a 
noble substitute for politics. Lepenies examines how this tendency has affected 
German history from the late eighteenth century to today. He argues that the 
German preference for art over politics is essential to understanding the peculiar 
nature of Nazism, including its aesthetic appeal to many Germans (and others) and 
the fact that Hitler and many in his circle were failed artists and intellectuals who 
seem to have practiced their politics as a substitute form of art. In a series of 
historical, intellectual, literary, and artistic vignettes told in an essayistic style full of 
compelling aphorisms, this wide-ranging book pays special attention to Goethe and
Thomas Mann, and also contains brilliant discussions of such diverse figures as 
Novalis, Walt Whitman, Leo Strauss, and Allan Bloom. The Seduction of Culture in
German History is concerned not only with Germany, but with how the German 
obsession with culture, sense of cultural superiority, and scorn of politics have 
affected its relations with other countries, France and the United States in particular.

Wolf Lepenies is one of Germany’s foremost intellectuals. He served as Rector of 
the Wissenschaftskolleg, the German Institute for Advanced Study in Berlin (1986
-2001), where he is now a Permanent Fellow.
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Lepore, Jill. The Story of America: Essays on Origins. Princeton. 2012. Princeton 
University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780691153995. 
416 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Karl Spurzzem. Inventory # 14665. $27.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A LITERARY AND POLITICAL HISTORY OF 
AMERICAN ORIGIN STORIES, FROM CELEBRATED WRITER JILL LEPORE. ‘Jill
Lepore is one of America’s most interesting scholars—a distinguished historian and
a brilliant essayist. This prolific collection of articles and essays is a remarkable body
of work that moves from early America to our present, contentious age. It will 
entertain and challenge anyone who wants to take an engaging walk through 
American life.’ —Alan Brinkley, author of The Publisher: Henry Luce and His 
American Century. In The Story of America, Harvard historian and New Yorker staff
writer Jill Lepore investigates American origin stories— from John Smith’s account 
of the founding of Jamestown in 1607 to Barack Obama’s 2009 inaugural address—
to show how American democracy is bound up with the history of print. Over the 
centuries, Americans have read and written their way into a political culture of ink 
and type. Part civics primer, part cultural history, The Story of America excavates 
the origins of everything from the paper ballot and the Constitution to the I.O.U. and 
the dictionary. Along the way it presents fresh readings of Benjamin Franklin’s Way 
to Wealth; Thomas Paine’s Common Sense; ‘The Raven,’ by Edgar Allan Poe; and 
‘Paul Revere’s Ride,’ by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow; as well as histories of lesser-
known genres, including biographies of presidents, novels of immigrants, and 
accounts of the Depression. From past to present, Lepore argues, Americans have
wrestled with the idea of democracy by telling stories. In this thoughtful and 
provocative book, Lepore offers at once a history of origin stories and a meditation 
on storytelling itself.

Jill Lepore is the David Woods Kemper ’41 Professor of American History at Harvard
University and a staff writer at the New Yorker. Her books include The Mansion of 
Happiness, The Whites of Their Eyes (Princeton), New York Burning, and The 
Name of War.
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Lepore, Jill. The Whites of Their Eyes: The Tea Party’s Revolution and the Battle 
Over American History. Princeton. 2010. Princeton University Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780691150277. 210 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
photo and design by Karl Spurzem. Inventory # 9292. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Jill Lepore, Harvard historian and New Yorker staff writer,
offers a wry and bemused look at American history according to the far right, from 
the ‘rant heard round the world,’ which launched the Tea Party, to the Texas School
Board’s adoption of a social-studies curriculum that teaches that the United States 
was established as a Christian nation. Along the way, she provides rare insight into 
the eighteenth-century struggle for independence—the real one, that is. Lepore 
traces the roots of the far right’s reactionary history to the bicentennial in the 1970s,
when no one could agree on what story a divided nation should tell about its unruly 
beginnings. Behind the Tea Party’s Revolution, she argues, lies a nostalgic and 
even heartbreaking yearning for an imagined past - a time less troubled by 
ambiguity, strife, and uncertainty - a yearning for an America that never was. THE 
WHITES OF THEIR EYES reveals that the far right has embraced a narrative about
America’s founding that is not only a fable but is also, finally, a variety of 
fundamentalism - anti- intellectual, antihistorical, and dangerously antipluralist.

Jill Lepore (born August 27, 1966) is the David Woods Kemper ’41 Professor of 
American History at Harvard University and a staff writer at the New Yorker. Her 
books include NEW YORK BURNING: LIBERTY, SLAVERY, AND CONSPIRACY IN
EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY MANHATTAN, a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize; and THE 
NAME OF WAR: KING PHILIP’S WAR AND THE ORIGINS OF AMERICAN 
IDENTITY, winner of the Bancroft Prize.
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Lermontov, M. I. A Hero of Our Time. New York. 1977. Penguin Books. Reprinted 
Penguin Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Translated from the 
Russian & With An Introduction by Paul Foote. paperback. Inventory # 29134. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘People have been fed on sweets too long’, wrote 
Lermontov. ‘Bitter medicines and harsh truths are needed now.’ A HERO OF OUR 
TIME was published in 1839/40 and ranks as one of the earliest of the great Russian
novels. Pechorin, the ‘hero, was offered to the public not as a model hut as a 
condemnation of the period. Restless, cynical, disillusioned, sometimes cruel, he 
shares with many nineteenth-century Russian heroes a sense of superfluousness. 
Nevertheless Pechorin is a Romantic figure and belongs to the world of Byron and 
Pushkin rather than that of Chekhov.

Mikhail Yuryevich Lermontov (October 15, 1814 – July 27, 1841), a Russian 
Romantic writer, poet and painter, the most important Russian poet after Alexander
Pushkin's death in 1837 and the greatest figure in Russian Romanticism. His 
influence on later Russian literature is still felt in modern times, not only through his
poetry, but also through his prose, which founded the tradition of the Russian 
psychological novel.
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Lermontov, M. I. A Hero of Our Time. New York. 1981. Penguin Books. Reprinted 
Penguin Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 014044176x. 
Translated from the Russian & With An Introduction by Paul Foote. paperback. 
Inventory # 31199. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘People have been fed on sweets too long’, wrote 
Lermontov. ‘Bitter medicines and harsh truths are needed now.’ A HERO OF OUR 
TIME was published in 1839/40 and ranks as one of the earliest of the great Russian
novels. Pechorin, the ‘hero, was offered to the public not as a model hut as a 
condemnation of the period. Restless, cynical, disillusioned, sometimes cruel, he 
shares with many nineteenth-century Russian heroes a sense of superfluousness. 
Nevertheless Pechorin is a Romantic figure and belongs to the world of Byron and 
Pushkin rather than that of Chekhov.

Mikhail Yuryevich Lermontov (October 15, 1814 – July 27, 1841), a Russian 
Romantic writer, poet and painter, the most important Russian poet after Alexander
Pushkin's death in 1837 and the greatest figure in Russian Romanticism. His 
influence on later Russian literature is still felt in modern times, not only through his
poetry, but also through his prose, which founded the tradition of the Russian 
psychological novel.
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LeSeur, Geta. Ten Is the Age of Darkness: The Black Bildungsroman. Columbia and
London. 1995. University Of Missouri Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0826210112. 231 pages. hardcover. Jacket photographs courtesy The 
Hutchinson Library, London. Inventory # 25950. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In TEN IS THE AGE OF DARKNESS, Geta LeSeur 
explores how black authors of the United States and the English-speaking 
Caribbean have taken a European literary tradition and adapted it to fit their own 
needs for self-expression. LeSeur begins by defining the European genre of the 
bildungsroman, then shows how the circumstances of colonialism, oppression, race,
class, and gender make the maturing experiences of selected young black 
protagonists different from those of their white counterparts. Examining the parallels
and differences in attitudes toward childhood in the West Indies and the United 
States, as well as the writers’ individual perspectives in each work, LeSeur reaches 
intriguing conclusions about family life, community participation in the nurturing of 
children, the timing and severity of the youngsters’ confrontation of adult society, 
and the role played by race in the journey toward adulthood. LeSeur’s readings of 
African American novels provide new insights into the work of Langston Hughes, 
James Baldwin, Toni Morrison, Paule Marshall, and Richard Wright, among others.
When read as examples of the bildungsroman rather than simply as chronicles of 
black experiences, these works reveal an even deeper significance and have a more
powerful impact. LeSeur convincingly demonstrates that such African American 
novels as Baldwin’s GO TELL IT ON THE MOUNTAIN, Wright’s BLACK BOY, and
Morrison’s THE BLUEST EYE concentrate to a large extent on protest, while such 
African West Indian works as George Lamming’s IN THE CASTLE OF MY SKIN, 
Austin Clarke’s AMONGST THISTLES AND THORNS, and Jamaica Kincaid’s 
ANNIE JOHN reflect a more naive, healthy re-creation of what childhood can and 
should be, despite economic and physical impoverishment.

Geta LeSeur is Associate Professor of English and Women Studies at the University
of Missouri-Columbia.
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Lesley, Craig. River Song. Boston. 1989. Houghton Mifflin. 1st Printing. Very Good 
in Dustjacket. 0395430836. 352 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Anthony 
Russo. Inventory # 12205. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - River Song rejoins Danny Kachiah, the Oregonian Nez 
Perce drifter and failed rodeo rider first introduced in Craig Lesley's award-winning 
novel, Winterkill. Danny is determined to get closer to his son, Jack, to teach him 
traditional ways to steer him away from rodeoing. Danny and Jack survive a forest 
fire, make a go of it as migrant workers, then finally settle down to salmon fishing on
the Columbia River. There they join forces with Willis Salwish, a mysterious old 
Yakima Indian who clings to traditional fishing sites despite opposition from white 
fisherman. Danny's friendship with Willis draws him into the dispute over fishing 
rights, and it's Willis who brings him face to face with ghosts from his past, and leads
him to his lost heritage.

Craig Lesley is a memoirist and novelist of the modern American west. He has been
nominated twice for the Pulitzer Prize, first for his novel The Sky Fisherman in 1996,
and again for Storm Riders in 2001. He has received three Pacific Northwest 
Booksellers Association Awards, and an Oregon Book Award.
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Lester, Julius. Falling Pieces of the Broken Sky. New York. 1990. Arcade Publishing.
1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1559700599. 276 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Robert Reed. Inventory # 20116. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this work, Julius Lester charts his political and spiritual
odyssey over the past decade. Brilliant, provocative, and inevitably controversial, the
pieces in this collection are tinged throughout with wry humor and self-deprecation. 
Julius Lester has sometimes — at least on the surface — been out of step with his 
times — but never with himself. He was one of the earliest proponents of black 
pride, and his writings and broadcasts in the 1960s found wide and ready 
audiences. His LOOK OUT, WHITEY! BLACK POWER’S GON’ GET YOUR MAMA
was an immediate best-seller and established him as a major voice. But it also soon
became apparent that Lester would never fit into any easy category, that he was 
very much his own person. If whites feared his early militancy on behalf of blacks, he
also outraged fellow blacks when he decried their increasing anti-Semitism. When 
many in the 1960s and 1970s urged violence, he opted for reason and racial 
tolerance. Such fierce independence informs everything Lester writes, as this 
important volume attests throughout. His homage to Henry Miller is eloquent and 
moving. His essay on Thomas Merton attests as much to his own profound 
spirituality as it does to that of his subject. His pieces on Jesse Jackson and Louis 
Farrakhan are sure to sow displeasure in certain quarters, as will his loving but not 
always laudatory assessment of the life and works of James Baldwin. Julius Lester,
one senses, never sets out to provoke, yet his own fierce honesty and refusal to 
accept stereotypical attitudes in any form or phase make controversy his constant 
companion.

Julius Lester grew up in the Midwest and South, and graduated from Fisk University.
He is the author of seventeen books, both children’s and adult, including the novel 
DO LORD REMEMBER ME and the memoir LOVE-SONG. He has been awarded 
the Newbery Honor Medal and Lewis Carroll Shelf Award for children’s books. He is
currently Professor of Judaic and Far Eastern Studies at the University of 
Massachusetts — Amherst.
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Lester, Julius. Revolutionary Notes. New York. 1969. Richard W. Baron. 1st Printing.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 210 pages. hardcover. Jacket Design by Helen Reddick. 
Inventory # 42559. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - If Eldridge Cleaver is the soul and Rap Brown the fist, 
then surely Julius Lester is the mind of the Black Revolution. REVOLUTIONARY 
NOTES collects for the first time Lester's writings syndicated to a quarter-million 
readers of the underground press during the year of blood, 1968. Lucid, barbed, 
unpredictable as ghetto fire, they are a seismic shock to readers of above-ground 
newspapers, liberals and red- necks. Here's the reason why the New York rabbis 
want to close down station WBAI, where Lester broadcasts. And why a lynch mob in
Tampa, Florida, is sweating to meet him. Lester on some familiar faces: ‘One need 
only look at the face of comrade Che and the face of Lyndon Johnson to know who 
represents Life and who represents Death.’ Lester on the assassination of Robert 
Kennedy: ‘And America wonders why while we say now and the President appoints
a Commission on Violence while the Vietnamese show us how. The martyr is not he
who was killed, but he who fired the gun.’ Lester on the battle of Cleveland: ‘July 23,
1968, will have to go down in the history of the black revolutionary struggle as a day
of even more importance than July 25, 1967 (Detroit), and August 11, 1965 (Watts).
It was on Tuesday night, July 23, that a small group of black men set up an ambush
for the police in the streets of Cleveland, Ohio. They set it well and carefully. .’

Julius Lester grew up in the Midwest and South, and graduated from Fisk University.
He is the author of seventeen books, both children’s and adult, including the novel 
DO LORD REMEMBER ME and the memoir LOVE-SONG. He has been awarded 
the Newbery Honor Medal and Lewis Carroll Shelf Award for children’s books. He is
currently Professor of Judaic and Far Eastern Studies at the University of 
Massachusetts — Amherst.
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Lester, Valerie Browne. Giambattista Bodoni: His Life and His World. Boston. 2015.
David Godine. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9781567925289. 8.75 × 11.75.
24 pages of full color. 400 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 22842. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is the first English-language biography of the 
relentlessly ambitious and incomparably talented printer Giambattista Bodoni (1740
-1813). Born to a printing family in the small foothill town of Saluzzo, he left his 
comfortable life to travel to Rome in 1758 where he served as an apprentice of 
Cardinal Spinelli at the Propaganda Fide press. There, under the sponsorship of 
Ruggieri, his close friend, mentor, and protector, he learned all aspects of the 
printing craft. Even then, his real talent, indeed his genius, lay in type design and 
punchcutting, especially of the exotic foreign alphabets needed by the papal office to
spread the faith. His life changed when in 1768 at age 28 he was invited by the 
young Duke of Parma to abandon Rome for that very French city to establish and 
direct the ducal press. He remained in Parma, overseeing a vast variety of printing, 
some of it pedestrian, but much of it glorious. And all of it making use of the 
typefaces he personally designed and engraved. This fine book goes beyond 
Bodoni's capacity as a printer; it examines the life and times in which he lived, the 
turbulent and always fragile political climate, the fascinating cast of characters that 
enlivened the ducal court, the impressive list of visitors making the pilgrimage to 
Parma, and the unique position Parma occupied, politically Italian but very much 
French in terms of taste and culture. Even the food gets its due (and in savory 
detail). The illustrations—of the city, of the press, of the types and matrices—are 
compelling enough, but most striking are the pages from the books he designed. 
And especially, pages from his typographic masterpiece, the Manuale Tipografico, 
painstakingly prepared by his wife Ghitta, posthumously published in two volumes, 
and displaying the myriad typefaces in multiple sizes that Bodoni had designed and
engraved over a long and prolific career.

Valerie Browne Lester is an independent scholar, writer, and translator living in 
Boston.
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Lethem, Jonathan. Girl in Landscape. New York. 1998. Doubleday. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0385485182. 280 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by David J. High. Inventory # 24997. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The heroine is fourteen-year-old Pella Marsh, whose 
mother dies just as her family flees a postapocalyptic Brooklyn for the frontier of a 
recently discovered planet. Hating her ineffectual father, and troubled by a powerful
attraction to the virile but dangerous loner who holds sway over the little colony, 
Pella sets out on a course of discovery that will have tragic and irrevocable 
consequences for the humans in the community, as well as the odd and exotic 
natives. GIRL IN LANDSCAPE is a daring exploration of the violent nature of sexual
awakening, a meditation on language and perception, and a homage to the great 
American tradition of the western.

Jonathan Allen Lethem (born February 19, 1964) is an American novelist, essayist 
and short story writer. His first novel, Gun, with Occasional Music, a genre work that
mixed elements of science fiction and detective fiction, was published in 1994. It was
followed by three more science fiction novels.
In 1999, Lethem published Motherless Brooklyn, a National Book Critics Circle 
Award-winning novel that achieved mainstream success. In 2003, he published The
Fortress of Solitude, which became a New York Times Best Seller. In 2005, he 
received a MacArthur Fellowship.
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Lettau, Reunhard. Obstacles. New York. 1965. Pantheon Books. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Worn Dustjacket. Translated from the German by Ursule 
Molinaro. 183 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Gunter Grass. Inventory # 23471.
$20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This book of sketches introduces to American readers a
young German writer whose charm and wit have recently captured the delighted 
attention of the European literary scene. Perhaps best described as pantomime on 
paper, Reinhard Lettau’s work evokes, in beautifully controlled language and often 
on less than a page, visual pictures of people dominated by their activities and by 
the objects their activities create. Much as a silent film selects and exaggerates, the
pieces directly expose the essential qualities of life, having caught them, so to 
speak, in mid-air, with all the exact harshness, humor, and naked truth of the 
camera’s eye. Originally published in Germany as two separate volumes, the books
have been brought together here under one cover, forming a prose sketchbook of 
human behavior, The sketches are drawn in the first half against a detailed 
background of familiar activities and situations; in the second they become 
extractions, the barest outlines, highly condensed moments of actions or 
encounters, They might well be scripts for a Charlie Chaplin or a Marcel Marceau. 
Here, then, is something genuinely different which presents an exciting new talent,
With a freshness and vitality that are immediately appealing, Reinhard Lettau has 
given us a work of extraordinary invention and artistry.

Reinhard Lettau (10 September 1929, Erfurt – 17 June 1996, Karlsruhe) was a 
German-American writer. He never used his middle name, Adolf, if he could avoid it.
He emigrated to the US in the middle of the 1950s and was a professor of German 
Literature at the University of California, San Diego from 1967 to 1991. He was an 
active member of the Group 47. He gave incendiary speeches at the Freie 
Universität Berlin denouncing the Springer Press. He was thereupon expelled from
West Germany because he was a foreigner—he carried an American passport. He 
returned to Germany in 1991 after German reunification. He received the War Blind
Prize for radio plays in 1979, the Berlin Literature Prize in 1993, and the Bremen 
Literature Prize in 1995.
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Leung, Henry Wei. Goddess of Democracy: A n Occupy lyric. Richmond. 2017. 
Omnidawn. Advance Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430403.
Omnidawn 1st/2nd Book Contest. 128 pages. paperback. Inventory # 43338. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Selected by Cathy Park Hong as winner of the 
Omnidawn 1st/2nd Poetry Book Prize Written in and of the protest encampments of
one of the most sophisticated Occupy movements in recent history, Goddess of 
Democracy attempts to understand the disobedience and desperation implicated in
a love for freedom. Part lyric, part autoethnography, part historical document, these
poems orbit around the manifold erasures of the Umbrella protests in Hong Kong in
2014. Leung, who was in those protests while on a Fulbright grant, navigates the 
ethics of diasporic dis-identity, of outsiderness and passing, of privilege and the 
pretension of understanding, in these poems that ask: "what is / freedom when 
divorced from / from?"

Henry Wei Leung was born in the Pearl River Delta and raised first in Honolulu, then
the San Francisco Bay Area. He earned his B.A. from Stanford and his M.F.A. from
Michigan. He has been the recipient of Kundiman, Soros, and Fulbright Fellowships,
and is currently the Managing Editor of the Hawai'i Review. His chapbook, Paradise
Hunger, was awarded the Swan Scythe Press Prize in 2012. His first collection, 
Goddess of Democracy, was selected by Cathy Park Hong for the Omnidawn 
1st/2nd Book Contest in 2017. He is also the translator of Wawa's book of poems, 
Pei Pei the Monkey King (Tinfish, 2016).
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Levi, Mark. Why Cats Land on Their Feet and 76 Other Physical Paradoxes and 
Puzzles. Princeton. 2012. Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 9780691148540. 100 line illustrations. 240 pages. paperback 
with French folds. Inventory # 38265. $19.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - HOW TO USE PHYSICAL REASONING TO SOLVE 
SURPRISING PARADOXES. Ever wonder why cats land on their feet? Or what 
holds a spinning top upright? Is it possible to feel the Earth’s rotation in an airplane?
Why Cats Land on Their Feet is a compendium of paradoxes and puzzles like these
that readers can solve using their own physical intuition. And the surprising answers
to virtually all of these astonishing paradoxes can be arrived at with no formal 
knowledge of physics. Mark Levi introduces each physical problem, sometimes 
gives a hint or two, and then fully explains the solution. Here readers can test their 
critical-thinking skills against a whole assortment of puzzlers and paradoxes 
involving floating and diving, sailing and gliding, gymnastics, bike riding, outer 
space, throwing a ball from a moving car, centrifugal force, gyroscopic motion, and 
of course, falling cats. Want to figure out how to open a wine bottle with a book? Or
how to compute the square root of a number using a tennis shoe and a watch? Why
Cats Land on Their Feet shows you how, and all that’s required is a familiarity with 
basic highschool mathematics. This lively collection also features an appendix that 
explains all physical concepts used in the book, from Newton’s laws to the 
fundamental theorem of calculus. ‘Why Cats Land on Their Feet is a collection of fun
physical puzzles that will be attractive to a wide spectrum of readers, from teachers 
to those looking simply for good reading and educational entertainment. Levi’s 
sense of humor and friendly, informal style add to the pleasure of the book. Each of 
these puzzles, without exception, kept my attention.’ —Paul J. Nahin, author of 
Number-Crunching: Taming Unruly Computational Problems from Mathematical 
Physics to Science Fiction.

Mark Levi is professor of mathematics at Pennsylvania State University. He is the 
author of The Mathematical Mechanic: Using Physical Reasoning to Solve Problems
(Princeton).
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Levi, Peter. Edward Lear: A Biography. New York. 1995. Scribners. 1st Scribners 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684196883. 362 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Julie Metz. Inventory # 21092. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Edward Lear was an English eccentric and an admirable
poet whose nonsense verse has endeared him to generations of Americans. He was
also a brilliant watercolorist and an intrepid traveler. To this lively study of the life 
and work of one of the most eminent Victorians, the distinguished biographer Peter
Levi brings poetic sensitivity and wide-ranging erudition.

Peter Chad Tigar Levi (16 May 1931, Ruislip – 1 February 2000, Frampton-on-
Severn), was a poet, archaeologist, Jesuit priest, travel writer, biographer, academic
and prolific reviewer and critic. He was Professor of Poetry at the University of 
Oxford (1984–1989).
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Levi, Peter. Tennyson. New York. 1994. Scribner. 1st American Edition. Very Good 
in Dustjacket. 068419662x. 370 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 21524. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This critical biography analyzes Tennyson's poetic 
development and his place in literature. It describes his influences, both classical 
and personal, and illuminates his working methods, for example: a constant revision
of earlier material and an emphasis on oral rather than written poetry. Levi gives 
detailed textual criticism of some poems, but also shows acute psychological 
understanding of, for example, how Tennyson's famous friendship with Arthur 
Hallam affected his poetry over a long lifetime. Tennyson's relationships, often 
stormy but also affectionate, with other important figures of the Victorian era such as
Gladstone, Carlyle and Queen Victoria herself, are vividly described, as are his 
attitudes towards other poets such as Wordsworth, whom he succeeded as Poet 
Laureate in 1850, and the same year that he married Emily Sellwood after an 
extraordinary 17-year engagement.

Peter Chad Tigar Levi (16 May 1931, Ruislip – 1 February 2000, Frampton-on-
Severn), was a poet, archaeologist, Jesuit priest, travel writer, biographer, academic
and prolific reviewer and critic. He was Professor of Poetry at the University of 
Oxford (1984–1989).
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Levi, Primo. The Monkey's Wrench. New York. 1986. Summit Books. 1st American
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. Remainder Mark. 0671622145. Translated from 
the Italian by William Weaver. 175 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration & design by
Bascove. Inventory # 3648. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this exuberant novel, one of Italy’s greatest living 
writers celebrates the art of storytelling and the spirit of work through weaving the 
mesmerizing tales of an itinerant construction worker, Libertini Faussone, and a 
writer-chemist, the true and fictional Primo Levi.

Primo Michele Levi (31 July 1919 – 11 April 1987) was an Italian Jewish chemist 
and writer. He was the author of several books, novels, collections of short stories, 
essays, and poems. His best-known works include If This Is a Man (1947) (U.S.: 
Survival in Auschwitz), his account of the year he spent as a prisoner in the 
Auschwitz concentration camp in Nazi-occupied Poland; and his unique work, The 
Periodic Table (1975), linked to qualities of the elements, which the Royal Institution
of Great Britain named the best science book ever written. A chemist by training, 
Primo Levi (1919-87) was arrested as an anti-fascist partisan during World War 
Two, and deported to Auschwitz in 1944. His books include THE DROWNED AND 
THE SAVED, IF THIS IS A MAN and THE PERIODIC TABLE.
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Levin, Christoph. The Old Testament: A Brief Introduction. Princeton. 2005. 
Princeton University Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0691113947. 216
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36020. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - No other book has influenced the religion and culture of 
the Western world like the Bible and its largest component, the Old Testament, 
which is shared by Jews and Christians alike. This groundbreaking work by noted 
biblical scholar Christoph Levin is the most current and concise introduction to the 
Old Testament available today. The book fully explains the development of the Old 
Testament canon, as well as the editorial history underlying its various parts, 
including the five books of Moses, the prophetic books, and the Psalms. Examining 
the Old Testament in its historical context, it also sheds new light on many of the 
shorter books, including Jonah, Job, Ruth, the Song of Solomon, Ecclesiastes, 
Esther, and Daniel. Levin surveys fundamental changes that have taken place in Old
Testament scholarship, noting that the accepted view of this part of the Bible has 
been called into question both by literary scholars and by archaeologists. He points
out that many of the Old Testament writings are thought to have originated later than
previously believed, and argues that our knowledge about the exodus from Egypt, 
the Israelite conquest of Palestine, and the opposition between belief in Yahweh and
Canaanite religion can no longer be seen as securely established. While the book 
treats the Old Testament as part of the cultural and religious history of the Ancient 
Near East, it also reminds readers that it emerged not as a history of ancient Israel 
but as the Holy Scripture of Judaism. Clear and engaging, it will prove a compelling 
read for anyone interested in the history of religion and the history of ancient Israel.

Christoph Levin is Professor of Old Testament Studies at the University of Munich. 
He has published numerous books and articles on the Old Testament.
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Levin, Harry. James Joyce. New York. 1941. New Directions. Reprinted Edition. 
Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front,Otherwise Good in Worn & Faded 
Dustjacket. 240 pages. hardcover. Cover design by Lustig. Inventory # 18029. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This guidebook to the works of James Joyce is generally
acknowledged to be the definitive book on the subject. It is now in its fourth edition 
and has been translated into a number of foreign languages. Clifton Fadiman called 
it ‘the best critical appraisal of Joyce I have come across,’ while Time’s reviewer said
of it: ‘the best guidebook and the most brilliant criticism to date.’ Professor Levin, 
who is head of the Department of Comparative Literature at Harvard and the author
of important monographs on Stendahl and Balzac, analyzes in detail each of Joyce’s
principal books, traces his evolution as an artist from the simple prose of 
DUBLINERS to the highly complex structure of FINNEGANS WAKE, and fills in the
biographical background that is necessary for a thorough understanding of Joyce’s 
great contribution to world literature.

Harry Levin (July 18, 1912, Minneapolis, MN - May 29, 1994, Cambridge, MA) was 
Irving Babbitt Professor of Comparative Literature Emeritus at Harvard University 
and author of The Gates of Horn: A Study of Five French Realists, The Question of
Hamlet, and Shakespeare and the Revolution of the Times.
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Levin, Harry. Refractions: Essays in Comparative Literature. New York. 1966. 
Oxford University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Worn Dustjacket 
W/Pieces Missing From Both The Bottom Front & The Spine. hardcover. Inventory #
27607. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A collection of essays in comparative literature.

Harry Tuchman Levin (July 18, 1912 – May 29, 1994) was an American literary critic
and scholar of modernism and comparative literature. Born in Minneapolis, Harry 
Levin was educated at Harvard University (where he was a contemporary of M. H. 
Abrams), graduated in 1933, and began teaching there in 1939, the same year he 
married Elena Zarudnaya. He became Irving Babbitt Professor of Comparative 
Literature at Harvard in 1960, and retired in 1983. He continued to live near campus
in Cambridge, Massachusetts until his death in 1994. He was survived by his widow
Elena and their daughter Marina. His course in ‘Comedy on the Stage’ inspired 
Leonard Lehrman to write the paper, ‘The Threepenny Cradle,’ comparing the 
Brecht-Weill Threepenny Opera to Marc Blitzstein's The Cradle Will Rock. In the fall
of 1969, in a production of Cradle directed by Lehrman, Levin was the sole patron. 
In 1970-1971 he encouraged, advised, and became a patron for two other Harvard 
productions by Lehrman: the U.S. premiere of Brecht's The Days of the Commune, 
and a triple-bill in memory of Blitzstein, which was attended by Leonard Bernstein. It
was at that production that Levin invited Bernstein to become Norton Lecturer at 
Harvard, which he did, a year later. In 1985, the American Comparative Literature 
Association began awarding the Harry Levin Prize for books on literary history or 
criticism and in 1997, Harvard University endowed the new chair (position) of Harry
Levin Professor of Literature.
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Levine, Lawrence W. and Levine, Cornelia R. The Fireside Conversations: America
Responds to FDR during the Great Depression. Berkeley. 2010. University of 
California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520265547. 
Foreword by Michael Kazin. 268 pages. paperback. Inventory # 12195. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Beginning with FDR’s closing of all of America’s banks 
two days after his inauguration The Fireside Conversations cover the dark days of 
the 1930s and culminate with FDR’s 'Economic Bill of Rights' just before he died. 
With a preface by bestselling historian Michael Kazin, who highlights the economic 
situation and populist politics both then and now, and an introduction by leading 
historian Lawrence Levine which reveals how the new media of radio brought the 
White House to Americans (echoing the Internet now), the bulk of the book presents
a fascinating and previously unexplored range of letters from Americans to FDR. 
Prompted by the Fireside Chat where FDR invited Americans to 'tell me your 
troubles,'letter-writers range from the young to the old, men to women, from the 
President of Wells Fargo to homeless black sharecroppers, from the crippled and 
destitute to oil executives, from staunch Republicans to ardent Socialists (with many
Democrats inbetween). Along with the short and readable introductions to each of 
FDR’s addresses by the Levines, The Fireside Conversations offers not only a 
survey of the Great Depression and the New Deal but an insight on popular opinion
and political will in America’s last disastrous economic times.

Lawrence W. Levine is the author of Black Culture and Black Consciousness, 
Highbrow/Lowbrow, and The Opening of the American Mind. He was Professor of 
History at University of California, Berkeley, and died in 2006. Cornelia R. Levine is
an independent scholar. Michael Kazin is Professor of History at Georgetown 
University and coeditor of Dissent. He is the author of A Godly Hero: The Life of 
William Jennings Bryan; The Populist Persuasion: An American History and other 
books.
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Levine, Michael & Kavanau, Laura. Triangle of Death. New York. 1997. Dell. 1st Dell
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0440223679. 490 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 36761. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Rene Villarino, Levine's closest friend and fellow deep 
cover agent, has disappeared while working on a top secret assignment. His mission
was to find the source of a dangerous new drug making rare but deadly 
appearances among the young hip club crowds of Los Angeles, New York, and 
Paris. The drug, known as the White Queen, is genetically engineered to affect the 
sexual centers of the brain with an intensity that makes it one of the most addictive 
substances ever to hit the streets. When Levine finds Rene's brutally tortured body 
in the Argentine Pampas, he sets off on a personal mission of vendetta and 
retribution, a path from which he vows not to sway until he brings Rene's killers to 
justice - even if it means he must singlehandedly take on the largest criminal 
organization in the world. For Levine suspects that Rene's killer - and the source of 
the White Queen - is the Triangle of Death, a criminal organization of terrorists, Nazi
war criminals, and mafiosi. Levine must penetrate the secret organization, working 
alone and in secret, since the Triangle of Death appears to have infiltrated the 
intelligence services of both the United States and France. With the help of the 
Israeli Mossad, Levine takes over the identity of Arab gangster Omar Legassi. In his
new identity, armed only with his wits and martial arts skills, he sets out to follow his
friend's last known footsteps. His single-minded quest for revenge will lead him from
the back alleys of Miami to hidden jungle laboratories in the Amazon and then deep 
into the covert world of spies and terrorists of Europe and the Middle East. Levine's 
turbulent, action-packed mission ultimately leads to a breathtaking face-to-face 
confrontation with the head of the Triangle, a woman known as the Queen of 
Cocaine: the exotic Nadia, whose beauty is matched only by her capacity for evil.

Michael Levine, called "America's top undercover agent for 25 years," by 60 
Minutes, is the New York Times bestselling author of Deep Cover, The Big White Lie
and Triangle of Death.
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Levine, Michael. Deep Cover: The Inside Story of How DEA Infighting. 
Incompetence & Subterfuge Lost Us the Biggest Battle of the Drug War. New York.
1990. Delacorte Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0385301286. 319 
pages. hardcover. Cover design by Designed To Print. Inventory # 24055. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘A fascinating, exciting, and sometimes horrifyingly comic
tale of an investigation that. had startlingly little effect on the flow of drugs into this 
country.’ - The New York Times Book Review.

Michael Levine, called "America's top undercover agent for 25 years," by 60 
Minutes, is the New York Times bestselling author of Deep Cover, The Big White Lie
and Triangle of Death.
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Levine, Michael. The Big White Lie: The CIA & the Cocaine/Crack Epidemic. New 
York. 1993. Thunder's Mouth Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
156025064x. Former DEA Agent Tells His Story. 472 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Mike Stromberg. Inventory # 23956. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This ‘shocking expose’ (Publishers Weekly) by the author
of the New York Times bestseller DEEP COVER probes what Michael Levine calls 
the ‘deadliest lie’ ever perpetrated on U.S. citizens by the government--the War on 
Drugs. Former drug enforcement officer Levine reveals the truth about this failed 
‘war.’

Michael Levine, called "America's top undercover agent for 25 years," by 60 
Minutes, is the New York Times bestselling author of Deep Cover, The Big White Lie
and Triangle of Death.
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Levine, Michael. Triangle of Death. New York. 1996. Delacorte Press. Advance 
Reading Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 0385314752. A Novel From The Author Of
Deep Cover. 397 pages. paperback. Inventory # 24018. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From the man 60 Minutes called ‘America’s top 
undercover cop’ comes a gripping-and fast-paced companion to his bestselling 
expos~, Deep Cover. Triangle of Death is an explosive roller-coaster ride of a novel 
inspired by the most dangerous deep cover mission of Michael Levine’s illustrious 
career. Levine’s best friend, deep cover agent Rene Villarino, has vanished while on
a top secret mission: to find the source of a deadly new form of cocaine genetically 
engineered to induce prolonged sexual orgasm—a drug which, if mass produced, 
would wreak havoc on society. After Levine finds Rene’s tortured body in Argentina
he sets out on a mission of revenge, following his friend’s last known footsteps deep
into an organization of terrorists, Nazi war criminals, and mafiosi: the Triangle of 
Death. MICHAEL LEVINE, the DEA’s highest decorated deep cover agent, is the 
veteran of twenty-five years of undercover work for four federal agencies and is the 
recipient of many justice and treasury awards. After he retired, he blew the lid off 
federal corruption, bungling, and incompetence in his bestselling expose, DEEP 
COVER.

Michael Levine, called "America's top undercover agent for 25 years," by 60 
Minutes, is the New York Times bestselling author of Deep Cover, The Big White Lie
and Triangle of Death.
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Levis, Larry and John, David St. The Selected Levis: Revised Edition. Pittsburgh. 
2003. University of Pittsburgh Press. Later Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9780822957935. Edited and with an Afterword by David St. John. Pitt Poetry Series.
229 pages. paperback. Cover design by Kachergis Book Design. Inventory # 40604.
$17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When Larry Levis died suddenly in 1996, Philip Levine 
wrote that he had years earlier recognized Levis as 'the most gifted and determined
young poet I have ever had the good fortune to have in one of my classes. His early
death is a staggering loss for our poetry, but what he left is a major achievement that
will enrich our lives.' Each of his books was published to wide critical acclaim, and 
David St. John has collected together the best of his work from his first five books:
Wrecking Crew (1972), Afterlife (1976), The Dollmaker's Ghost (1981), Winter Stars
(1985) and The Widening Spell of the Leaves (1991). 'It is not an exaggeration to 
say that the death of Larry Levis in 1996--of a heart attack at 49--sent a shock wave
through the ranks of American poetry. Not only was Levis a good friend to many 
poets (not simply of his own generation but of many poets older and younger as 
well), his poetry had become a kind of touchstone for many of us, a source of 
special inspiration and awe. With Larry Levis' death came the sense that an 
American original had been lost. It is not at all paradoxical that he saw both the most
intimate expressions of poetry and the grandest gestures of art, of language, as 
constituting individual acts of courage. One can only hope that, like such courage, 
Larry Levis's remarkable poems will continue to live far into our literature.'--from the
Afterword, by David St. John.

Larry Levis was born in Fresno, California, in 1946. His first book of poems, 
Wrecking Crew, won the United States Award from the International Poetry Forum, 
and was published in the Pitt Poetry Series in 1972. His second book, The Afterlife,
won the Lamont Award from the American Academy of Poets in 1976. In 1981, The
Dollmaker's Ghost was a winner of the Open Competition of the National Poetry 
Series. Among his other awards were three fellowships in poetry from the National 
Endowment for the Arts, a Fulbright Fellowship, and a Guggenheim Fellowship. 
Larry Levis died in 1996.
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Levy, Deborah. Beautiful Mutants. New York. 1989. Viking Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670828920. 90 pages. hardcover. Front cover 
photo by Anthony Loew. Inventory # 12998. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Deborah Levy’s powerfully imaginative and disturbing 
first novel the demon-summoning, manipulative, and magical Russian exile, 
Lapinski, reveals a city inhabited by the dispossessed, the successful, and the 
damned, as she records their broken dreams and self-destructive desires. A prophet
or a liar, a seer or a fake, Lapinski calls forth a number of highly contemporary and 
lost pilgrims - The Poet, The Prostitute, The Banker, The Golden Slut, The Anorexic
Anarchist. Lust merges with violence, disillusionment with revenge, and male with 
female as the characters’ lives converge. Before wreaking destruction at the London
Zoo, The Banker confidently declares her amoral superiority: ‘I own a prestige 
apartment facing the sparkle of the river, with south-facing views, a private carpark,
porter, video security, entry phone, swimming pool, and a sauna to nurture my 
health, which is after all, my wealth. I am given all this for a good reason. I am 
valued; I am the advance guard of the new revolution. We are exhausted and wide 
awake, beserk, full of radioactivity, the first generation of beautiful mutants. And we,
Lapinski, have won the moral freedom to wound.’ In the age of ‘the migrant and the
missile,’ from a writer whose work Mary Gaitskill described as ‘delicate, mysterious,
both playful and terribly sad,’ BEAUTIFUL MUTANTS confronts emotional and 
geographical displacement, the great unease and anxiety pervading the eighties 
with a voice that’s wise, haunting, and unforgettable.

DEBORAH LEVY was born in 1959. She has written seven plays, two of which were
commissioned by the Royal Shakespeare Company. She has had poetry and fiction
published in several anthologies, as well as in literary magazines in England. Her 
most recent book was a collection of short stories entitled OPHELIA AND THE 
GREAT IDEA. Deborah Levy lives in London.
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Levy, Deborah. Ophelia and the Great Idea. New York. 1989. Viking Press. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670826057. 112 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Neil Stuart. Jacket illustration by Marilyn Montgomery. Inventory # 12042.
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Science after all is only relative,’ says the Heretic, 
throwing a honey-colored pear up into the air and noticing that it doesn’t fall down. 
‘First we must locate the vision, the imagination that helps us to see.’ Throughout 
Deborah Levy’s extraordinary first collection of stories, knowledge and intuition, 
science and love ore vividly juxtaposed as conflicting Sources of motivation. Each 
character embodies a dilemma and enacts his or her drama in settings that vary 
from Ibiza to London, from rural Spain to a precarious rowboat. Connie and Owen 
envelop themselves in a ‘cream-cake’ house, filled with birds and orange trees, 
unaware that an agent of destruction is prowling within; having just sneezed out her
soul in the form of a white mouse, Mamita prepares for the life of her daughters. A 
scientist, devoted to understanding the intricate language of both his work and his 
love, is ineffectual, while his broken-hearted daughters, Ophelios I and II, show what
could have become of Hamlet’s lover. Deborah Levy is concerned with chaos and 
loss of hope, with corruption and commitment to finding a truth. She takes our world
as it is, as it has been, and life as it could be, producing fictions that are unique and
spellbinding literary experiences.

DEBORAH LEVY was born in 1959. She has written seven plays, two of which were
commissioned by the Royal Shakespeare Company. She has had poetry and fiction
published in several anthologies, as well as in literary magazines in England. Her 
most recent book was a collection of short stories entitled OPHELIA AND THE 
GREAT IDEA. Deborah Levy lives in London.
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Levy, Justine. The Rendezvous. New York. 1997. Scribner. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684825791. Translated from the French by Lydia Davis. 
142 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by Susie Cushner.Jacket design by 
Susan Mitchell. Inventory # 24098. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a first novel that blurs the boundaries between memoir
and fiction, sophisticated eighteen-year-old Louise recalls her unusual past as she 
sits in a cafe awaiting a rendezvous with her unpredictable mother. Louise’s parents
split up when she was small and she has since lived mostly with her reassuring, 
stable, loving father, a world-renowned conductor. After the divorce, her mother, a 
former popular high-fashion model in the sixties, descended into a chaotic world of 
drugs and seamy liaisons. Resurfacing after months of international travel, she 
makes an appointment with her daughter for lunch in a cafe. As Louise waits and 
hopes for her mother to appear, she reflects on the many letdowns she has 
experienced at the hand of this woman she adores and who is so startlingly - yet 
never maliciously - self-absorbed and irresponsible. Hour after hour, waiting for her
mother, Louise digs deeper into her store of memories, pulling up incidents that 
typify the powerful devotion she feels for her mother and the inevitable heartbreak 
that follows.

Justine-Juliette Lévy (born 1974) is a French book editor and author. Lévy is the 
eldest daughter of Isabelle Doutreluigne and French philosopher, writer, and 
intellectual, Bernard-Henri Lévy. Her 1995 debut novel "Le Rendez-vous" (The 
Rendezvous) was translated from French into English and published in the United 
States in 1997.
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Lewallen, Constance M and Seid, Steve. Ant Farm 1968-1978. Berkeley. 2004. 
University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0520240294. With Additional essays by Chip Lord, Caroline Maniaque, and Michael
Sorkin and a timeline by Ant Farm. 201 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 35161. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This richly illustrated book, created to accompany the 
traveling exhibition of the same name, provides a fascinating critical overview of Ant
Farm, the radical architecture collective that brought us Cadillac Ranch, Media Burn,
and The Eternal Frame. Established by several young renegade architects in 1968,
Ant Farm was a collaborative art and design group eager to bring to its practice a 
revolutionary spirit more consistent with the times. Its vision encompassed creations
for a nomadic lifestyle, including inflatable structures and radical environments that 
culminated in projects such as the organically appointed House of the Century and 
the unrealized aquatic edifice The Dolphin Embassy. Ant Farm 1968-1978 explores 
the sweeping career of this inspired and inspiring visionary collective as its 
architectural projects broadened to embrace a range of undertakings that challenged
the visual architecture of image, icon, and power. Constance Lewallen provides an 
in-depth, anecdotally rich interview with founding members Chip Lord, Doug 
Michels, and Curtis Schreier. An essay by Michael Sorkin gives the multivalent 
cultural context for Ant Farm’s radical architecture. Steve Seid takes a 
comprehensive look at Ant Farm’s influential videotapes. Caroline Maniaque’s 
‘Searching for Energy’ details the group’s inflatable structures in relationship to 
contemporaneous architects working in a similar vein. The catalog also includes a 
substantial excerpt from Chip Lord’s 1976 meditation on car culture, with a new 
epilogue; a graphically playful timeline recounting Ant Farm’s essential art projects;
and a rich montage of images and ephemera capturing the humor, originality, and 
prescience of this feisty enterprise. A joint publication with the Berkeley Art Museum.

Constance M. Lewallen is Senior Curator for Exhibitions at the Berkeley Art Museum
and Pacific Film Archive. Steve Seid is Video Curator at the Pacific Film Archive.
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Lewallen, Constance M. 500 Capp Street: David Ireland’s House. Oakland. 2015. 
University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Pictorial 
Hardcover Boards. No Dustjacket As Issued. 9780520280281. Foreword by Jock 
Reynolds. Introduction by John Ashbery. 6 x 8. Illustrations: 25-35 color illustrations,
50 b/w photographs. 120 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 41692. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - 500 Capp Street tells the story of David Ireland’s house,
a rundown Victorian in the Mission District of San Francisco that the artist 
transformed into an environmental artwork, taking the detritus of his restoration 
labors as well as objects left behind by previous owners and refashioning them into
sculptures. Author Constance M. Lewallen begins by recounting the history of the 
house from 1886, when it was built, until Ireland acquired it in 1975. She then details
Ireland’s renovation and continuing engagement with the site that served 
simultaneously as his residence, studio, and evolving artwork; the house’s influence
on his own work and that of artists who followed him; and its relationship to other 
house museums. An introduction by Jock Reynolds, who was close to the artist for
many years, chronicles the social scene that developed around 500 Capp Street in 
the 1980s. The book also includes a 1983 article on the house by renowned poet 
John Ashbery. Illustrated with a generous selection of photographs taken over the 
years by the artist and his many visitors, this is an invaluable and intimate record of 
Ireland’s best-known work. 500 Capp Street is essential reading for anyone 
interested in the artistic and cultural history of the San Francisco Bay Area and the 
California conceptual art movement.

Constance M. Lewallen is Adjunct Curator at University of California Berkeley Art 
Museum and Pacific Film Archive. As Senior Curator at BAM/PFA from 1999 
through 2007, she organized many major exhibitions that toured nationally and 
internationally, including The Dream of the Audience: Theresa Hak Kyung Cha 
(1951–1982); Everything Matters: Paul Kos, a Retrospective; Ant Farm, 1968–1978
(with co-curator Steve Seid); A Rose Has No Teeth: Bruce Nauman in the 1960s; 
and State of Mind: New California Art circa 1970 (with co-curator Karen Moss).
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Lewallen, Constance M. and Moss, Karen. State of Mind: New California Art circa 
1970. Berkeley. 2011. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good. No Dustjacket as Issued. 9780520270619. 123 b/w photographs, 64 color 
illustrations. Copub: University of California, Berkeley Art Museum and Orange 
County Museum of Art. State of Mind is part of Pacific Standard Time: Art in L.A. 
1945–1980, an initiative of the Getty Foundation. 320 pages. hardcover. Inventory #
38113. $39.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With additional essays by Julia Bryan-Wilson and Anne
Rorimer There is not a trace of the provincial nor the apologetic in the tone of the 
State of Mind texts. Rather there is a justified claim for the sophisticated originality of
this Californian art. Moira Roth, editor and contributor, The Amazing Decade An 
essential overview of the rich and complex moment when California assumed its role
as a leading center for the kind of adventurous and progressive art that has come to
define a generation and a region. An unmatched source of hard-to-find primary 
images combined with thought-provoking critical essays. David Ross, chairman of 
the MFA program in Art Practice at the School of Visual Arts State of Mind, the 
lavishly illustrated companion book to the exhibition of the same name, investigates
California’s vital contributions to Conceptual art—in particular, work that emerged in
the late 1960s among scattered groups of young artists. The essays reveal 
connections between the northern and southern California Conceptual art scenes 
and argue that Conceptualism’s experimental practices and an array of then-new 
media—performance, site-specific installations, film and video, mail art, and artists’ 
publications—continue to exert an enormous influence on artists working today. 
Exhibition dates: Orange County Museum of Art, October 9, 2011—January 22, 
2012. UC Berkeley Art Museum and Pacific Film Archive, February 29—June 17, 
2012.

Constance M. Lewallen is adjunct curator at the UC Berkeley Art Museum and 
Pacific Film Archive and the author of several UC Press titles, including Ant Farm 
1968–1978 and A Rose Has No Teeth: Bruce Nauman in the 1960s. Karen Moss is
adjunct curator at the Orange County Museum of Art.
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Lewis, Charles. The Buying of the President. New York. 1996. Avon Books. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 0380784203. Paperback Original. 272 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 21977. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The 1996 race to the presidential finish line is on. News 
coverage has long focused on the campaign gurus and spin doctors who busy 
themselves selling the American public on their candidates. Meanwhile, crucial 
information remains inaccessible: who finances each candidate and how will their 
investments pay off? Based on data carefully culled from mountains of public 
records, THE BUYING O THE PRESIDENT is an incisive, unbiased guide to the real
power behind the candidates. Which candidate is in the NRA’s holster? Who is one
of the White House’s favorite bankers, and what did the president do for him? How 
did one candidate turn a $1.00 investment into a S620,000.00 profit? Illustrated with
eye-opening charts, here are the facts you absolutely must know about every 
politician presently seeking our nation’s highest office.

THE CENTER FOR PUBLIC INTEGRITY is a nonprofit, nonpartisan, ‘watchdog’ 
research group located in Washington. D.C. Its founder and Executive Director, 
CHARLES LEWIS, was a former investigative reporter for ABC, as well as a 
producer for the CBS news program ‘60 Minutes.’
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Lewis, Edith. Willa Cather Living: A Personal Record. New York. 1953. Knopf. 1st 
American Edition. Very Small Stamp in Front With The Previous Owner's Name, 
Otherwise Very Good. No Dustjacket. 198 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 29459. 
$22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Edith Lewis met Willa Cather in 1903 and remained her 
close friend and traveling companion until Cather's death in 1947. In this 
straightforward and affectionate biography Lewis illuminates the human side of the 
great American novelist.

Edith Lewis (December 22, 1881–August 11, 1972) was a magazine editor at 
McClure's Magazine, the managing editor of Every Week Magazine, and an 
advertising copywriter at J. Walter Thompson Co. Lewis was Willa Cather's domestic
partner and was named executor of Cather's literary estate in Willa Cather's will. 
After Cather's death, Lewis published a memoir of Willa Cather in 1953 titled Willa 
Cather Living. Lewis graduated from Smith College in 1902. Following her 
graduation, she relocated to her hometown, Lincoln, Nebraska, to teach for a year.
While in Lincoln, she met Willa Cather for the first time at the home of the publisher
of the Lincoln Courier, Sarah Harris. Although historically scholarship concerning 
Edith Lewis in the context of Willa Cather's career have painted her as a mere copy
editor or secretary, recent work has indicated that Edith Lewis had a rich editorial 
and professional career that had a significant impact upon Willa Cather's creative 
process. Lewis shared a home with Willa Cather in New York City for almost 40 
years. When Edith Lewis acquired a summer cottage on the island of Grand Manan 
in New Brunswick, Canada in 1926, the two shared a summer home there. Lewis 
died on August 11, 1972 and is buried beside Willa Cather in Jaffrey, New 
Hampshire.
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Lewis, J. Patrick. A Hippopotamusn't. New York. 1990. Dial Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0803705182. Illustrated by Victoria Chess. 
unpaginated. hardcover. Cover art by Victoria Chess. Inventory # 14015. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A humorous collection of animal verses for ages 4 – 8.

After nearly three decades as a professor of economics, J. Patrick Lewis turned to 
poetry. He is the author of more than 75 children's books including A 
Hippopotamusn't (1990), BoshBlobberBosh (1998), Please Bury Me in the Library 
(2004), First Dog (2009), Spot the Plot (2009), and The House (2009). He has 
recently been named the third U.S. Children's Poet Laureate (2011-2013) by the 
Poetry Foundation. His books have been published by Creative Editions, Knopf, 
Atheneum, Dial, Harcourt, Little, Brown, National Geographic, Chronicle Books, 
Scholastic, Candlewick, Schwartz & Wade, Holiday House, Sleeping Bear Press, 
Wordsong/Boyds Mills Press, Dawn Publications, and others. Gulls Hold Up the Sky,
his first book of adult poems, was published by Laughing Fire Press (2010). Pat's 
children's poems have also appeared in CRICKET (26 times), SPIDER, LADYBUG,
CICADA, ODYSSEY, RANGER RICK, HIGHLIGHTS FOR CHILDREN, Ms. 
Magazine, YOUR BIG BACKYARD, CREATIVE CLASSROOM, STORYTIME, 
STORYWORKS, CHICKADEE, AHOY, LANGUAGE ARTS, JOURNAL OF 
CHILDREN'S LITERATURE, BOOKBIRD, READING TODAY and over 100 
anthologies. He wrote the 1992 National Children's Book Week poem, printed on 
one million bookmarks and distributed nationally. Lewis has received numerous 
awards from the American Library Association, the Society of Children's Book 
Writers and Illustrators, and others. He was the recipient of the 2010-11 National 
Council of Teachers of English (NCTE) Excellence in Children's Poetry Award, 
presented every two years.
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Lewis, Naomi. Puffin. New York. 1984. Lothrop Lee & Shepard. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0688037836. Illustrated by Deborah King. 
unpaginated. hardcover. Cover illustration by Deborah King. Inventory # 27206. 
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Traces the life of a young sea bird born on an island off 
the northern coast of Scotland.

Naomi Lewis (3 September 1911 – 5 July 2009) was a British poet, essayist, literary
critic, anthologist and reteller of stories for children. She is particularly noted for her 
translations of the Danish children's author, Hans Christian Andersen, as well as for
her critical reviews and essays. Her first published work, A Visit to Mrs. Wilcox 
(1957) included a selection of these articles and won immediate acclaim, becoming
a Book Society recommendation. Over the sixty years of her literary career, Naomi 
Lewis produced a vast number of works; as a reviewer, an anthologist and as a poet
in her own right. Deborah King was born in Dorset and studied at the Hornsey 
School of Art in London. After working free-lance as an illustrator for several years, 
her first book, ‘Rook’ was published in 1980 to much critical acclaim, breaking new 
ground as a non-fiction picture book with an environmental message. Over the next 
twenty years, she became an established author with eleven more titles to her 
name.
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Lewis, Norman. Cuban Passage. New York. 1982. Pantheon Books. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394520696. 251 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
illustration by Fred Marcellino. Inventory # 25549. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Young Englishman David Fraser kills Juan Stilson, his 
mother’s lover. Arrested and put in prison in the final days of the Batista regime, he 
is ultimately saved by the Castro rebels.

Norman Lewis (28 June 1908–22 July 2003) was a prolific British writer best known 
for his travel writing. Though not widely known, ‘Norman Lewis is one of the best 
writers, not of any particular decade, but of our century’, according to Graham 
Greene.
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Lewis, Norman. The Man in the Middle. New York. 1984. Pantheon Books. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394535642. 186 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Fred Marcellino. Inventory # 27560. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The scene is Cairo in the early 1980s. The Egyptians, 
the NATO bloc, and especially the Americans are worrying about the balance of 
power in Arab North Africa. The president of Egypt is threatened by increased 
militarism in Soviet-armed Libya and by the fanatical leadership of Libya’s colonel/ 
dictator Something must be done to protect the Egyptian leader. In Tripoli, British 
journalist Kemp writes a benign article about a new beach planned to attract tourists.
Within days, Kemp’s life is turned upside down. He’s offered £8,600 for the exact 
location of the beach. He has an acute attack of botulism-or is it poison? A lovely 
Lebanese nurse falls into his arms, then gets framed. And an innocent costume 
party turns into a stage for suicide and blackmail. Norman Lewis’s Libya is a county
of bewildering contrasts. Oil money buys the most dazzling technical innovations, 
but Moslem law still punishes drinking with imprisonment, and adultery with death. 
Kemp is caught between both worlds-a pawn in the sophisticated political conflict, a
victim of archaic justice. He plays a crucial role in the assassination with 
repercussions far beyond North Africa, but not until long after the shots have been 
fired does he even know he’s involved. In THE MAN IN THE MIDDLE, Norman 
Lewis has created a devastatingly plausible tale of political terror.

Norman Lewis (28 June 1908–22 July 2003) was a prolific British writer best known 
for his travel writing. Though not widely known, ‘Norman Lewis is one of the best 
writers, not of any particular decade, but of our century’, according to Graham 
Greene.
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Lewis, Norman. The Missionaries: God Against the Indians. New York. 1988. 
McGraw Hill. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket With Slightly Faded Spine. 
0070376131. 256 pages. hardcover. Jacket photo by Don McCullin. Jacket design 
by Renee O’Brien. Inventory # 13755. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This book will make you angry. It is about genocides 
practiced today, against helpless people - in the name of God. These ‘benevolent’ 
destroyers, most of them from the United States, call themselves Christians. Since 
the very first sighting of Indians in the New World, the exploitation of indigenous 
tribal peoples by resource-hungry invaders has amounted to a persecution of the 
most ruthless and relentless kind, including the theft of the Indians’ land, the 
stripping of their forests, the destruction of their cultures, and the wholesale 
enslavement of their populace. This exploitation continues without abatement by the
evangelizing ambassadors of Christianity - the missionaries. In this powerful book, 
Norman Lewis takes us among the Indians of Central and Latin America, Indochina,
and the Pacific Islands. We journey in bandit country, in the deep forests and the 
mountains. He describes the vividness of these threatened cultures, brilliantly 
evoking the color and sound of the people and the landscape. With deceptive 
simplicity he puts straight questions to the missionaries, and the conclusions that he
draws from their answers are uncompromising and demand attention. This is an 
outstanding new work from one of the best writers of our age.

Norman Lewis (28 June 1908–22 July 2003) was a prolific British writer best known 
for his travel writing. Though not widely known, ‘Norman Lewis is one of the best 
writers, not of any particular decade, but of our century’, according to Graham 
Greene.
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Lewis, Norman. The Tenth Year of the Ship. New York. 1962. Harcourt Brace & 
World. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 256 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Jim McMullan. Inventory # 5302. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Tur's fortune had been used to buy up as much of Vedra,
a small Canaries Island, as he possibly could - and to create a kind of old fashioned
utopia where progress was kept out, but ten years after the steamships came into 
the harbor Tur realized he was fighting his own war and had his back to the wall.

Norman Lewis (28 June 1908–22 July 2003) was a prolific British writer best known 
for his travel writing. Though not widely known, ‘Norman Lewis is one of the best 
writers, not of any particular decade, but of our century’, according to Graham 
Greene.
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Lewis, Philip. Life of Death. Boulder and Normal. 1993. Fiction Collective Two. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0932511759. 253 pages. paperback. 
Jacket design by Dave LaFleur. Inventory # 38164. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - LIFE OF DEATH is a potent, poisonous powerhouse of 
rage, desperation, and desire laced with maniacal comedy. In one long delirious 
outburst, narrator Louie Phillips takes aim at life in a crumbling suburb of 
Washington, D.C., and skewers the bourgeois attitudes that keep him from 
succeeding as an artist. Phillips, living in a state of rock-bottom exasperation, plots 
to escape his parents and the education at a black college that he believes is 
designed to whiten him up. Determined to make enough money to launch his 
European art career, Phillips accepts a job for low wages at the Dummheit Cafe, a 
branch of a worldwide corporation with investments in South Africa. There his co-
workers’ petty politics and hysterically erotic lifestyle ensnare him. Although he 
resents his exploitation, the need for money daily lures him back, and fear of his 
parents’ and bosses’ reprisals tempers any expression of his true feelings. Finally, 
when his mother steals the pittance he saved from his wages, he retaliates by 
swiping her jewelry and all the money from Dummheit’s safe and fleeing to Istanbul.
LIFE OF DEATH creates a stunning narration of a young black man’s initiation into 
adult life and the American workplace. It is a remarkable debut from a writer unafraid
of exploding the comforting myths masquerading as contemporary American culture.

Phil Henderson, aka Philip Lewis or P. Lewis (born November 2, 1967 in Atlanta, 
Georgia) is an American novelist, illustrator, essayist, and poet. His literary work is 
known for its relentless, caustic satire of contemporary American culture.
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Lewis, Sinclair. Arrowsmith. New York. 1964. Signet/New American Library. 
Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Some Underlining, Otherwise Good in
Worn Wrappers. Afterword By Mark Schorer. 440 pages. paperback. CT92. Cover: 
Lambert. Inventory # 31152. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Martin Arrowsmith's singular, if somewhat ascetic, 
devotion to science affords Sinclair Lewis his most dramatic opportunity to portray 
an American whose work becomes his life. Forced to give up successive sinecures -
instructor in medicine, small - town doctor, research pathologist - by obstacles 
ranging from public ignorance to the publicity - mindedness of a great foundation, 
Arrowsmith becomes virtually isolated as a seeker after truth. Even so, Lewis' 
poignant thesis would seem to be that American idealism cannot beget true tragedy,
because its adherents lack a sympathetic audience and their stumbling - blocks are,
for the most part, petty. Observing the Nobel Prize - winning author's double gifts for
satire and realism, E. M. Forster said, 'He has lodged a piece of a Continent in the 
world's imagination' and André Maurois proclaimed him 'a great novelist.'

Harry Sinclair Lewis (February 7, 1885 – January 10, 1951) was an American 
novelist, short-story writer, and playwright. In 1930, he became the first writer from 
the United States to receive the Nobel Prize in Literature, which was awarded ‘for 
his vigorous and graphic art of description and his ability to create, with wit and 
humor, new types of characters.’ His works are known for their insightful and critical
views of American capitalism and materialism between the wars.
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Lewis, Sinclair. Arrowsmith. New York. 1964. Signet/New American Library. 
Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Previous Owner’s Name Penned in 
Front, Otherwise Good in Wrappers. Afterword By Mark Schorer. 440 pages. 
paperback. CT92. Cover: Lambert. Inventory # 31707. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Martin Arrowsmith's singular, if somewhat ascetic, 
devotion to science affords Sinclair Lewis his most dramatic opportunity to portray 
an American whose work becomes his life. Forced to give up successive sinecures -
instructor in medicine, small - town doctor, research pathologist - by obstacles 
ranging from public ignorance to the publicity - mindedness of a great foundation, 
Arrowsmith becomes virtually isolated as a seeker after truth. Even so, Lewis' 
poignant thesis would seem to be that American idealism cannot beget true tragedy,
because its adherents lack a sympathetic audience and their stumbling - blocks are,
for the most part, petty. Observing the Nobel Prize - winning author's double gifts for
satire and realism, E. M. Forster said, 'He has lodged a piece of a Continent in the 
world's imagination' and André Maurois proclaimed him 'a great novelist.'

Harry Sinclair Lewis (February 7, 1885 – January 10, 1951) was an American 
novelist, short-story writer, and playwright. In 1930, he became the first writer from 
the United States to receive the Nobel Prize in Literature, which was awarded ‘for 
his vigorous and graphic art of description and his ability to create, with wit and 
humor, new types of characters.’ His works are known for their insightful and critical
views of American capitalism and materialism between the wars.
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Lewis, Sinclair. Babbitt. New York. 1961. Signet/New American Library. Reprinted 
Signet Classic Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. Foreword By Eleanor M. Tilton. 328
pages. paperback. CT91. Cover: Lambert. Inventory # 31246. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With his portrait of George F. Babbitt, the conniving, 
prosperous real - estate man from Zenith, Sinclair Lewis created one of the ugliest, 
but most convincing, figures in American fiction - the total conformist. Babbitt's 
demons are power in his community and the self - esteem he can only receive from
others. In his attempts to reconcile these aspirations, he is loyal to whoever serves 
his need of the moment: time and again he proves an opportunist in business 
practice and in domestic affairs. Outwardly he conforms with 'zip and zowie,' is a 'big
booster' before the public eye; inwardly he converges day by day upon the utter 
emptiness of his soul - too filled with rationalizations and sentimentality to sense his
own corruption. Babbitt gives consummate expression to the glibness and 
irresponsibility of the hardened, professional social climber. H. G. Wells said of this 
novel: 'I wish I could have written Babbitt.'

Harry Sinclair Lewis (February 7, 1885 – January 10, 1951) was an American 
novelist, short-story writer, and playwright. In 1930, he became the first writer from 
the United States to receive the Nobel Prize in Literature, which was awarded ‘for 
his vigorous and graphic art of description and his ability to create, with wit and 
humor, new types of characters.’ His works are known for their insightful and critical
views of American capitalism and materialism between the wars.
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Lewis, Sinclair. Babbitt. New York. 1946. Bantam Books. Paperback Edition. Good 
in Wrappers. 408 pages. paperback. 22. Inventory # 35482. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - BABBITT, first published in 1922, is a novel by Sinclair 
Lewis. Largely a satire of American culture, society, and behavior, it critiques the 
vacuity of middle-class American life and its pressure on individuals toward 
conformity.

Harry Sinclair Lewis (February 7, 1885 – January 10, 1951) was an American 
novelist, short-story writer, and playwright. In 1930, he became the first writer from 
the United States to receive the Nobel Prize in Literature, which was awarded ‘for 
his vigorous and graphic art of description and his ability to create, with wit and 
humor, new types of characters.’ His works are known for their insightful and critical
views of American capitalism and materialism between the wars. He is also 
respected for his strong characterizations of modern working women. H.L. Mencken
wrote of him, ‘[If] there was ever a novelist among us with an authentic call to the 
trade. it is this red-haired tornado from the Minnesota wilds.’
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Lewis, Sinclair. Main Street. New York. [1961]. Signet/New American Library. 
Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Afterword by
Mark Schorer. 440 pages. paperback. CW753. Cover: Lambert. Inventory # 39246.
$12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The lonely predicament of Carol Kennicott, caught 
between her desires for social reform and individual happiness, reflects the position 
in which America's turn - of - the - century, 'emancipated woman' found herself. 
Carol's dilemma is intensified by the fact that lives in the small, self - satisfied, 
Midwestern town of Gopher Prairie. An allegory of exile and return, Main Street 
attacks the drab complacency and ingrown mores of those who resist change, who 
are under the illusion that they have chosen their tradition. Carol's ostracism, 
however, results more from her own guilt at 'crusading' than from her rejection by 
those whom she would have changed. Maxwell Geismar lauded this work as 'a 
remarkable diary of the middle- class mind in America.' Its author was hailed by 
John Galsworthy for having written 'a most searching and excellent piece of work; a 
feather in the cap of literature

Harry Sinclair Lewis (February 7, 1885 – January 10, 1951) was an American 
novelist, short-story writer, and playwright. In 1930, he became the first writer from 
the United States to receive the Nobel Prize in Literature, which was awarded ‘for 
his vigorous and graphic art of description and his ability to create, with wit and 
humor, new types of characters.’ His works are known for their insightful and critical
views of American capitalism and materialism between the wars.keywords
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Lewis, Wyndham. A Soldier of Humor and Selected Writings. New York. 1966. 
Signet/New American Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in 
Slightly Worn Wrappers. Edited & With An Introduction By Raymond Rosenthal. 461
pages. paperback. CQ319. Inventory # 29138. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This Signet Classic volume is the first anthology to cover
the full spectrum of Wyndham Lewis' writings. Spanning more than fifty years, these
selections offer a creative self - portrait of one of the great, multifaceted talents of 
our century - a writer who received high critical acclaim but whose work, until now, 
has not, been readily accessible to the general reader. Included here are such 
superlative tales as 'A Soldier of Humor,' 'The Death of the Ankou' and others; the 
play, The Enemy of the Stars; the author's classic studies of Hemingway, Sartre and
Malraux; and his boldly original essays on modern art, politics and society. Here, 
too, are vivid recollections 0ff World War I battlefields, and of the brilliant artistic 
circle who, with Lewis, set a decisive new course for modern literature. Ever on 
display are the enormous wit and honesty of an intellect constantly engaged with the
problem of human individuality in the world of the machine and mass man. Saul 
Bellow called Wyndham Lewis 'a brilliant critic and observer,' and T. S. Eliot 
described him as 'the only writer among my contemporaries to create a new, an 
original prose style. the most fascinating personality of our time.' As Raymond 
Rosenthal writes, Wyndham Lewis 'discovered and described the absurd, the 
anguish of being caught between being and the void, long before these ideas 
reached us as an intellectual fashion. There is a prophetic quality to all of Lewis' 
writing.’

Percy Wyndham Lewis (18 November 1882 – 7 March 1957) was an English painter
and author (he dropped the name 'Percy', which he disliked). He was a co-founder 
of the Vorticist movement in art, and edited the literary magazine of the Vorticists, 
BLAST.
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Lewis, Wyndham. Creatures of Habit and Creatures of Change: Essays on Art, 
Literature and Society 1914-1956. Santa Rosa. 1989. Black Sparrow Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0876857691. Edited, with an afterword 
and notes by Paul Edwards. 429 pages. paperback. Inventory # 41720. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From the Introduction - In the course of his career as a 
prolific writer and painter, Wyndham Lewis published many essays and articles. 
Some of these he later incorporated into books. But some of the liveliest and most 
important were not republished. Creatures of Habit and Creatures of Change now 
presents many of these for the first time since their original publication. Lewis 
collected some of his writings on art in 1939, in Wyndham Lewis the Artist, from 
Blast to Burlington House, but the only articles he reprinted were from his own 
magazines, Blast and Tyro.

Percy Wyndham Lewis (18 November 1882 – 7 March 1957) was an English painter
and author (he dropped the name 'Percy', which he disliked). He was a co-founder 
of the Vorticist movement in art, and edited the literary magazine of the Vorticists, 
BLAST. His novels include his pre-World War I-era novel Tarr (set in Paris), and The
Human Age, a trilogy comprising The Childermass (1928), Monstre Gai and Malign
Fiesta (both 1955), set in the afterworld. A fourth volume of The Human Age, The 
Trial of Man, was begun by Lewis but left in a fragmentary state at the time of his 
death. He also wrote two autobiographical volumes, Blasting and Bombardiering 
(1937) and Rude Assignment: A Narrative of my Career Up-to-Date (1950).
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Lewis, Wyndham. Self Condemned. Santa Barbara. 1983. Black Sparrow Press. 1st
American Edition. 1 of 500 cloth trade copies. Very Good in Wrappers. 0876855761.
Afterword by Rowland Smith. 439 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 41721. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Self Condemned, originally published in 1954, tells the 
story of Professor Rene Harding and his wife, Essie, as they find themselves in 
Momaco, a fictionalized version of Toronto, following Rene’s resignation as an 
academic in London, England. Reduced to a position at the second-rate University 
of Momaco, Rene and Essie suffer through a bleak and oppressive isolation in a 
dreary and alien city. The novel, a devastating, disturbing satire of life in wartime 
Canada, explores the difficulty individuals face as they struggle to adapt to new 
surroundings while preserving their sense of wholeness, as well as the bond that 
develops between people during a shared experience of isolation.

Percy Wyndham Lewis (18 November 1882 – 7 March 1957) was an English painter
and author (he dropped the name 'Percy', which he disliked). He was a co-founder 
of the Vorticist movement in art, and edited the literary magazine of the Vorticists, 
BLAST. His novels include his pre-World War I-era novel Tarr (set in Paris), and The
Human Age, a trilogy comprising The Childermass (1928), Monstre Gai and Malign
Fiesta (both 1955), set in the afterworld. A fourth volume of The Human Age, The 
Trial of Man, was begun by Lewis but left in a fragmentary state at the time of his 
death. He also wrote two autobiographical volumes, Blasting and Bombardiering 
(1937) and Rude Assignment: A Narrative of my Career Up-to-Date (1950).
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Lewis, Wyndham. The Apes of God. New York. 1932. Robert M. McBride. 1st 
American Edition. Bookstore Sticker in Back,Otherwise Very Good.No Dustjacket. 
626 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 18074. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Acknowledged by the critics to be one of the most 
devastating books in our language, THE APES OF GOD strips bare the social 
affectations and malaise that made the British culture of his time so hateful to 
Wyndham Lewis. The period of the late 1920s, described later by Lewis as ‘the 
insanitary trough between the two great wars.’ Lewis’s mock-picaresque hero is Dan
Boleyn, a 20-year-old Irish innocent. Tutored by a 60-year-old albino dilettante 
named Horace Zagreus, Dan travels reluctantly through the London art world. He is
horrified (and confused, and bored half to death) by the false, contrived ‘broadcasts’
of the ‘Apes’ - a series of pseudo-artists who resemble, on the one hand, absurd 
mechanical dolls, and on the other, very specific personages of the era (like Sir 
Osbert Sitwell). Lewis’s version of a world in which habitual falsehood has created 
general paralysis is fierce, unrelieved, and prophetic of an even more mediocre 
future. At the time of its publication, British poet and critic Richard Aldington called 
THE APES OF GOD ‘one of the most tremendous forces ever conceived in the mind
of man. For comparisons one must fall back to Rabelais and Aristophanes.

Percy Wyndham Lewis (18 November 1882 – 7 March 1957) was an English painter
and author (he dropped the name 'Percy', which he disliked). He was a co-founder 
of the Vorticist movement in art, and edited the literary magazine of the Vorticists, 
BLAST. His novels include his pre-World War I-era novel Tarr (set in Paris), and The
Human Age, a trilogy comprising The Childermass (1928), Monstre Gai and Malign
Fiesta (both 1955), set in the afterworld. A fourth volume of The Human Age, The 
Trial of Man, was begun by Lewis but left in a fragmentary state at the time of his 
death. He also wrote two autobiographical volumes, Blasting and Bombardiering 
(1937) and Rude Assignment: A Narrative of my Career Up-to-Date (1950).
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Leys, Simon. The Death of Napoleon. New York. 1992. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374135657. Translated from the 
French by Patricia Clancy & The Author. 130 pages. hardcover. Jacket art - Detail 
from 'War: The Exile and the Rock Limpet (1842) by J.M.W. Turner. Jacket design 
by Cybthia Krupat. Inventory # 17344. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Napoleon has escaped St. Helena, but the impersonator
he left in his place has unexpectedly passed away. Travelling incognito through the
Continent, he experiences a series of bizarrre adventures that bring him face to face
with the myth of Napoleon as it is disconcertingly played out in everyday life. 
Awarded the London Indepedent Foreign Fiction Award in 1991, this truculent, 
delightful fable tells of Napoleon's series of bizarre adventures which bring him face-
to-face with his own myth, as it disconcertingly plays out his everyday life. A rare 
work of fiction that continually surprises.

Pierre Ryckmans (28 September 1935 – 11 August 2014), who also used the pen-
name Simon Leys, was a Roman Catholic Belgian-Australian writer, essayist and 
literary critic, translator, art historian, sinologist, and university professor. His work 
particularly focused on the politics and traditional culture of China, calligraphy, 
French and English literature, the commercialization of universities, and the sea in 
literary works. Through the publication of his trilogy Les Habits neufs du président 
Mao (1971), Ombres chinoises (1974) and Images brisées (1976), he was one of 
the first intellectuals to denounce the Cultural Revolution in China and the idolizing 
of Mao in the West.keywords
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Lian, Yang. Narrative Poem. Hexham. 2017. Bloodaxe. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Wrappers. 9781780373515. Translated by Brian Holton. 272 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 41817. $32

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A new collection of poems from Chinese poet Yang Lian,
who has lived in exile since the Tiananmen Square massacre of 1989. His most 
personal work to date draws on family photographs from the 1950s through to the 
1970s, when he was sent to be “re-educated through labour”, digging graves in rural
China. He now divides his time between London and Berlin. Chinese-English 
bilingual edition. Praise for Lian’s previous work: “Yang Lian is perhaps the foremost
of the new generation of Chinese poets.”—Kirkus Reviews. “There is a great 
pleasure in thinking about the quizzical nature of such a book, especially when the 
kind of uncertain unknowing at work on both sides of the page seems quite 
intentional.”—Rain Taxi. “The poems in this collection show that the self never 
leaves home because it finds home everywhere.”—The Bloomsbury Review.

Yang Lian was one of the original Misty Poets who reacted against the strictures of 
the Cultural Revolution. Born in Switzerland, the son of a diplomat, he grew up in 
Beijing and began writing when he was sent to the countryside in the 1970s. On his 
return he joined the influential literary magazine Jintian (Today). His work was 
criticised in China in 1983 and formally banned in 1989 when he organised memorial
services for the dead of Tiananmen while in New Zealand. He was a Chinese poet in
exile from 1989 to 1995, finally settling in London in 1997. Translations of his poetry
include four collections with Bloodaxe, Where the Sea Stands Still (1999), 
Concentric Circles (2005), Lee Valley Poems (2009) and Narrative Poem 
(forthcoming in 2017), as well as his long poem Yi (Green Integer, USA, 2002) and
Riding Pisces: Poems from Five Collections (Shearsman, 2008), a compilation of 
earlier work. He is co-editor with W.N. Herbert of Jade Ladder: Contemporary 
Chinese Poetry (Bloodaxe Books, 2012), and was awarded the International Nonino
Prize in 2012. Both Where the Sea Stands Still and Narrative Poem are Poetry Book
Society Recommended Translations.
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Lieder, Michael and Page, Jake. Wild Justice: The People of Geronimo Vs. the 
United States. New York. 1997. Random House. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0679451838. 318 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 24283. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the long, anguished history of the American Indian, the
events comprising the resistance of the Chiricahua Apaches against European 
encroachment and their subsequent punishment at the hands of the United States 
were the most heroic, violent, expensive. .and tragic. As settlers swarmed into the 
Southwest, the Apaches were forced off their ancestral lands. Led by the infamous
warrior Geronimo and outnumbered by five hundred to one, a small group of 
renegade Apaches waged a fierce rebellion against the U.S. Army for more than a 
year. Finally surrendering in 1886, Geronimo and the rest of the Chiricahuas - 
including those who didn't participate in the insurrection and even those who actively
assisted the Army - were held as prisoners of war for twenty-three years in far-off 
Florida, Alabama, and, later, Oklahoma. After World War II, Congress felt obliged to
establish a forum specifically to hear and remedy the complaints of Indian tribes 
against the United States, and, in 1947, Harry S. Truman signed into law the Indian
Claims Commission. The Chiricahua were represented by an unlikely pair of 
lawyers: Israel Weissbrodt, born to illiterate Jewish emigrants from Poland, educated
at Columbia University, and trained by William O. Douglas; and David Cobb, a 
Mayflower descendant and Harvard graduate. When the government misdated the 
taking of the Apache lands and left an opening for legal wrangling, this odd couple 
pounced. The result was a $22 million settlement, forty times what the tribe had 
asked for - a spectacular sum in total, but, divided among several thousand 
Apaches, it proved slim atonement, and it was at best a bittersweet victory. Rather 
than negotiating the Indian claims and considering present needs, the United States
insisted on battling over ancient grievances in the inherently adversarial Anglo-
American legal system, which was incapable of grasping the Indians' way of life.

Michael Lieder has been a lawyer since graduating from Georgetown University Law
Center in 1984. Now working in Washington, D.C., he has taught at the University of
Toledo College of Law and published several articles in legal journals, including 
Analyses of American Indian Law. Jake Page, a former editor of Smithsonian 
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Lifshin, Lyn. Malala. Madera. 2014. Poetic Matrix Press. 1st Paperback Edition. Very
Good in Wrappers. 9780986060021. 131 pages. paperback. Inscribed by the author.
Inventory # 41737. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The story of Malala and her struggles is gripping; this 
account is a work of poetry by Lyn Lifshin, an important American poet. This is not 
journalism, rather it is a work that is best suited for poetry, a deeply personal work 
where the poet reveals, through compassion and insight, some moments of 
revelation. The people it discusses are real, but the insights and details are poetic. 
The events in this book are contemporary and sometimes controversial and it is the
poet's mandate to present the depth of her understanding and then allow the work to
speak for itself.

Lyn Lifshin has published over 130 books, including three from Black Sparrow. She
has edited three anthologies of women's writing including Tangled Vines, now in 
print for over twenty years. She is the subject of the documentary film, Not Made of
Glass. Other recent books include: All The Poets Who Touched Me, Knife Edge & 
Absinthe, KATRINA (Poetic Matrix Press, 2010), A GIRL GOES INTO THE WOODS
(NYQ Books, 2013), and MALALA (Poetic Matrix Press, 2014).
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Lifshin, Lyn. Secretariat: The Red Freak, The Miracle. Huntsville. 2014. Texas 
Review Press. 1st Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781937875619. 154
pages. paperback. Inscribed by the author. Inventory # 41738. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - 'This full arc of life—bigger than imagination in a raging 
fire—is set on paper by a poet obsessed with beauty, hooves, and the passion of 
flight. In Lifshin’s language, spare yet metaphorically profound, we enter into that 
animal grace that only a true poet can convey, as we race on from poem to poem, 
joining Secretariat in triumph—'not for a win but a coronation.'” --Laura Chester

Lyn Lifshin has published over 130 books, including three from Black Sparrow. She
has edited three anthologies of women's writing including Tangled Vines, now in 
print for over twenty years. She is the subject of the documentary film, Not Made of
Glass. Other recent books include: All The Poets Who Touched Me, Knife Edge & 
Absinthe, KATRINA (Poetic Matrix Press, 2010), A GIRL GOES INTO THE WOODS
(NYQ Books, 2013), and MALALA (Poetic Matrix Press, 2014).
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Lightfoot, Kent G. and Parrish, Otis. California Indians and Their Environment: An 
Introduction. Berkeley. 2009. University Of California Press. Reprinted Paperback 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520256903. 130 color illustrations, 3 line 
illustrations, 8 maps. California Natural History Guides, 96. 512 pages. paperback. 
Cover design by Barbara Haines. Inventory # 41584. $31.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Capturing the vitality of California's unique indigenous 
cultures, this major new introduction incorporates the extensive research of the past
thirty years into an illuminating, comprehensive synthesis for a wide audience. 
Based in part on new archaeological findings, it tells how the California Indians lived
in vibrant polities, each boasting a rich village life including chiefs, religious 
specialists, master craftspeople, dances, feasts, and ceremonies. Throughout, the 
book emphasizes how these diverse communities interacted with the state's varied 
landscape, enhancing its already bountiful natural resources through various 
practices centered around prescribed burning. A handy reference section, illustrated
with more than one hundred color photographs, describes the plants, animals, and
minerals the California Indians used for food, basketry and cordage, medicine, and
more. At a time when we are grappling with the problems of maintaining habitat 
diversity and sustainable economies, we find that these native peoples and their 
traditions have much to teach us about the future, as well as the past, of California.

Kent G. Lightfoot, Professor of Anthropology at the University of California, Berkeley,
is author of INDIANS, MISSIONARIES, AND MERCHANTS: THE LEGACY OF 
COLONIAL ENCOUNTERS ON THE CALIFORNIA FRONTIERS (UC Press), 
among other books. Otis Parrish is a member of the Kashaya Pomo Tribe.
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Liguori, Jerry. Hawks at a Distance: Identification of Migrant Raptors. Princeton. 
2011. Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9780691135595. 425 color plates. 450 halftones. 192 pages. paperback. Inventory #
17720. $19.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The ultimate must-have guide for identifying migrant 
raptors, Hawks at a Distance is the first volume to focus on distant raptors as they 
are truly seen in the field. Jerry Liguori, a leading expert on North American raptors,
factors in new information and approaches for identifying twenty-nine species of 
raptor depicted in various lighting situations and settings. The field guide’s nineteen 
full-color portraits, 425 color photos, and 450 black-and-white images portray 
shapes and plumages for each species from all angles. Useful flight identification 
criteria are provided and the accompanying text discusses all aspects of in-flight 
hawk identification including flight style and behavior. Concentrating on features that
are genuinely observable at a distance, this concise and practical field guide is ideal
for any aspiring or experienced hawk enthusiast. FEATURES - The first guide to 
focus on distant raptors as they are viewed in the field; New information and 
approaches for identifying distant raptors; Twenty-nine species in various lighting 
situations and settings; 425 color photos and 450 black-and-white images depicting
plumage and shape characteristics; All aspects of in-flight hawk identification 
including flight style and behavior.

Jerry Liguori has been studying raptors throughout North America since 1984. He 
has conducted hawk migration counts at spring and fall migration sites, such as 
Cape May Point, Sandy Hook, Derby Hill, Braddock Bay, Whitefish Point, Dinosaur
Ridge, and the Goshute, Wasatch, and Sandia mountains. He is the author of 
Hawks from Every Angle (Princeton).
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Liguori, Jerry. Hawks from Every Angle. Princeton. 2005. Princeton University Press.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0691118256. Foreword by David A. 
Sibley. 339 color photos. 32 b/w photos. 2 maps. 144 pages. paperback. Inventory #
36030. $19.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Identifying hawks in flight is a tricky business. Across 
North America, tens of thousands of people gather every spring and fall at more 
than one thousand known hawk migration sites—from New Jersey’s Cape May to 
California’s Golden Gate. Yet, as many discover, a standard field guide, with its 
emphasis on plumage, is often of little help in identifying those raptors soaring, 
gliding, or flapping far, far away. Hawks from Every Angle takes hawk identification 
to new heights. It offers a fresh approach that literally looks at the birds from every 
angle, compares and contrasts deceptively similar species, and provides the 
pictures (and words) needed for identification in the field. Jerry Liguori pinpoints 
innovative, field-tested identification traits for each species from the various angles 
that they are seen. Featuring 339 striking color photos on 68 color plates and 32 
black & white photos, Hawks from Every Angle is unique in presenting a host of 
meticulously crafted pictures for each of the 19 species it covers in detail—the 
species most common to migration sites throughout the United States and Canada.
All aspects of raptor identification are discussed, including plumage, shape, and 
flight style traits. For all birders who follow hawk migration and have found 
themselves wondering if the raptor in the sky matches the one in the guide, Hawks 
from Every Angle—distilling an expert’s years of experience for the first time into a 
comprehensive array of truly useful photos and other pointers for each species—is 
quite simply a must.

Jerry Liguori, a raptor conservation biologist, has studied hawk identification 
throughout North America since 1984. He has published many articles on raptors 
and has consulted on numerous field guides and raptor-related projects.
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Liles, John. Following the Dog Down: Poems. Oakland. 2017. Omnidawn. Advance
Uncorrected Proof. Verry Good in Wrappers. 9781632430366. 48 pages. paperback.
Inventory # 39695. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is a study of parasitic intimacy, of unregressable 
cohabitation – when an animal finds its one true other and survives consuming 
them. To be the entire world for another, where we are eaten raw by this need, and 
the constant effort of a companion to keep our harms small, forgivable. This work 
lays claim to who ‘we’ are, and new ways speak about ‘us’. This is poetry founded in
the biological study of parasitic roundworms and the language through which we 
have come to understand them. There is something here for all of us—a way of 
knowing that we are not alone—and the lifelong care that we must attempt for each
other.

John Liles is a poet, science writer, and living mammal. His work is predicated on 
academic and archival research – a writing process that necessitates achieving an 
organic/animal understanding of the present surviving phenomenon. Aiming to 
establish new interdisciplinary space between the arts and sciences, Liles holds to a
self-established canon where the scientific must remain true.
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Limon, Martin. Buddha's Money. New York. 1998. Bantam Books. 1st American 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0553104446. 328 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Larry Lurin. Inventory # 25385. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Sueno and Bascom work the neon alleys of Itaewon - 
Seoul’s supermarket of cheap thrills, where brightly painted girls promise a little 
piece of paradise in exchange for a few pieces of silver. But in Itaewon, the path to 
paradise can take some wicked turns. Herman ‘the German’ Burkowicz retired from 
the U.S. Army for a more lucrative career smuggling Korean artifacts. But the price 
of one such rarity may be paid by his kidnapped nine-year-old foster daughter, Mi-ja.
Sueno and Bascom advise him to pay the ransom: a priceless skull carved out of 
jade. Working feverishly in a race against time, the two CID investigators discover 
that the coveted skull is much more than a hunk of jade: It’s a long-lost relic of 
Genghis Khan. But more crucially, it’s the key to the destiny of the entire Pacific 
Rim, from Beijing to Bangkok.

Martin Limón retired from military service after twenty years in the US Army, 
including ten years in Korea. He is the author of six previous books in the Sergeant
George Sueño series: JADE LADY BURNING, SLICKY BOYS, BUDDHA'S MONEY,
THE DOOR TO BITTERNESS, THE WANDERING GHOST, and GI BONES. He 
lives in Seattle.
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Limon, Martin. G. I. Bones: A Sergeants Sueno & Bascom Mystery. New York. 2009.
Soho Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 
9781569476031. 266 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Elsas Design. Inventory #
20967. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A Korean fortune-teller is being bothered by a dead 
American soldier who wants his bones found and buried. An underage officer's 
daughter is missing together with a Latino soldier. Several of the leading Korean 
gangsters who own the bars in the ville have been killed. Sueno and Bascom of 
Military Intelligence must go back to the founding of Itaewon, Seoul's red-light 
district, in order to learn who killed the soldier, who's taking revenge on the gang 
lords, and where to find the missing girl.

Martin Limon is the author of numerous stories about his army police duo as well as
five previous novels, Jade Lady Burning (a New York Times Notable Book of the 
Year), Slicky Boys, Buddha's Money, The Door to Bitterness, and The Wandering 
Ghost, all available from Soho Crime. He lives near Seattle.
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Limon, Martin. Jade Lady Burning. New York. 1992. Soho Press. 1st Printing. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0939149710. 1st Novel. 225 pages. hardcover. Signed by the 
Author. Cover art bu Allison Hunter. Inventory # 24620. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The bizarre killing of Miss Pak should have belonged to 
the Korean police. But her amorous associations with American servicemen in Seoul
also made her death the business of the U.S. Army’s criminal investigation arm, of 
which Sgt. Ernie Bascom and Sgt. George Sueno were prized digits. George is from
East L.A., Ernie is from another planet. In the army, going after the truth is usually 
seen as a criminal waste of time, so they are well suited to the case. The Eighth 
Army command is anxious only to squelch the bad press, and the boys are really 
only interested in enjoying their tour of duty. The two of them know Korea, they like
Korea (George even speaks the language), and they are all too happy to check the 
tawdry dives the woman had trawled for customers. Even if they don’t find the 
perpetrator, the consequences are minimal. There is something odd about the 
Korean cops’ nervousness. Also, the actual killing is pretty heinous; the oddly 
trussed-up victim is little more than a youngster. Nobody can’t die but there are ways
no one should. The case gets to George and Ernie. They even work on it after 
hours. In their line, though, getting involved with a victim isn’t smart because you 
increase tremendously the odds of becoming one.

Martin Limón retired from military service after twenty years in the US Army, 
including ten years in Korea. He is the author of six previous books in the Sergeant
George Sueño series: JADE LADY BURNING, SLICKY BOYS, BUDDHA'S MONEY,
THE DOOR TO BITTERNESS, THE WANDERING GHOST, and GI BONES. He 
lives in Seattle.
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Limon, Martin. Jade Lady Burning. New York. 1992. Soho Press. 1st Printing. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0939149710. 1st Novel. 225 pages. hardcover. Cover art by 
Allison Hunter. Inventory # 24159. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The bizarre killing of Miss Pak should have belonged to 
the Korean police. But her amorous associations with American servicemen in Seoul
also made her death the business of the U.S. Army’s criminal investigation arm, of 
which Sgt. Ernie Bascom and Sgt. George Sueno were prized digits. George is from
East L.A., Ernie is from another planet. In the army, going after the truth is usually 
seen as a criminal waste of time, so they are well suited to the case. The Eighth 
Army command is anxious only to squelch the bad press, and the boys are really 
only interested in enjoying their tour of duty. The two of them know Korea, they like
Korea (George even speaks the language), and they are all too happy to check the 
tawdry dives the woman had trawled for customers. Even if they don’t find the 
perpetrator, the consequences are minimal. There is something odd about the 
Korean cops’ nervousness. Also, the actual killing is pretty heinous; the oddly 
trussed-up victim is little more than a youngster. Nobody can’t die but there are ways
no one should. The case gets to George and Ernie. They even work on it after 
hours. In their line, though, getting involved with a victim isn’t smart because you 
increase tremendously the odds of becoming one.

Martin Limón retired from military service after twenty years in the US Army, 
including ten years in Korea. He is the author of six previous books in the Sergeant
George Sueño series: JADE LADY BURNING, SLICKY BOYS, BUDDHA'S MONEY,
THE DOOR TO BITTERNESS, THE WANDERING GHOST, and GI BONES. He 
lives in Seattle.
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Limon, Martin. Jade Lady Burning. New York. 1992. Soho Press. 1st Paperback 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 1569470200. 225 pages. paperback. Cover design
by Cheryl L. Cipriani. Inventory # 18933. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The bizarre killing of Miss Pak should have belonged to 
the Korean police. But her amorous associations with American servicemen in Seoul
also made her death the business of the U.S. Army’s criminal investigation arm, of 
which Sgt. Ernie Bascom and Sgt. George Sueno were prized digits. George is from
East L.A., Ernie is from another planet. In the army, going after the truth is usually 
seen as a criminal waste of time, so they are well suited to the case. The Eighth 
Army command is anxious only to squelch the bad press, and the boys are really 
only interested in enjoying their tour of duty. The two of them know Korea, they like
Korea (George even speaks the language), and they are all too happy to check the 
tawdry dives the woman had trawled for customers. Even if they don’t find the 
perpetrator, the consequences are minimal. There is something odd about the 
Korean cops’ nervousness. Also, the actual killing is pretty heinous; the oddly 
trussed-up victim is little more than a youngster. Nobody can’t die but there are ways
no one should. The case gets to George and Ernie. They even work on it after 
hours. In their line, though, getting involved with a victim isn’t smart because you 
increase tremendously the odds of becoming one.

Martin Limón retired from military service after twenty years in the US Army, 
including ten years in Korea. He is the author of six previous books in the Sergeant
George Sueño series: JADE LADY BURNING, SLICKY BOYS, BUDDHA'S MONEY,
THE DOOR TO BITTERNESS, THE WANDERING GHOST, and GI BONES. He 
lives in Seattle.
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Limon, Martin. Slicky Boys. New York. 1997. Bantam Books. 1st Printing. Very Good
in Dustjacket. 0553104438. 377 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Larry Lurin. 
Inventory # 26813. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - George Sueno rose out of the barrios of East L.A. His 
partner, Ernie Bascom, escaped the mean streets of Detroit. And both have found a
home in the U.S. Army - the Criminal Investigation Division (CID) in Korea. Their 
beat is Itaewon, the red-light district of Seoul. Together they’ve looked into every bar
and brothel, making sure the bourbon is chilled. and the women hot. When a 
working girl offers them a hundred bucks to deliver a note to Cecil Whitcomb, a 
British member of the U.N. Honor Guard, Sueno and Bascom are happy to oblige. 
They figure not only is it a good deed, it’s also easy money. But reality hits the next
morning - in the form of Whitcomb’s brutally mutilated corpse. Sueno and Bascom 
thought they were playing Cupid, but they were played for suckers. It cost one 
soldier his life, and it could land them in Leavenworth if they fail to find the killer. 
Suddenly the neon streets they once loved are a lurid and deadly labyrinth. For 
Whitcomb wasn’t the first victim. nor will he be the last. Defying their superiors, the 
two CID agents plunge into a world of deception, betrayal, and paranoia. Their sole
source of information is a thriving black market run by a ruthlessly efficient criminal 
network: the slicky boys.

Martin Limón retired from military service after twenty years in the US Army, 
including ten years in Korea. He is the author of six previous books in the Sergeant
George Sueño series: JADE LADY BURNING, SLICKY BOYS, BUDDHA'S MONEY,
THE DOOR TO BITTERNESS, THE WANDERING GHOST, and GI BONES. He 
lives in Seattle.
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Limon, Martin. Slicky Boys. New York. 1997. Bantam Books. 1st Printing. Very Good
in Dustjacket. 0553104438. 377 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket 
design by Larry Lurin. Inventory # 23955. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - George Sueno rose out of the barrios of East L.A. His 
partner, Ernie Bascom, escaped the mean streets of Detroit. And both have found a
home in the U.S. Army - the Criminal Investigation Division (CID) in Korea. Their 
beat is Itaewon, the red-light district of Seoul. Together they’ve looked into every bar
and brothel, making sure the bourbon is chilled. and the women hot. When a 
working girl offers them a hundred bucks to deliver a note to Cecil Whitcomb, a 
British member of the U.N. Honor Guard, Sueno and Bascom are happy to oblige. 
They figure not only is it a good deed, it’s also easy money. But reality hits the next
morning - in the form of Whitcomb’s brutally mutilated corpse. Sueno and Bascom 
thought they were playing Cupid, but they were played for suckers. It cost one 
soldier his life, and it could land them in Leavenworth if they fail to find the killer. 
Suddenly the neon streets they once loved are a lurid and deadly labyrinth. For 
Whitcomb wasn’t the first victim. nor will he be the last. Defying their superiors, the 
two CID agents plunge into a world of deception, betrayal, and paranoia. Their sole
source of information is a thriving black market run by a ruthlessly efficient criminal 
network: the slicky boys.

Martin Limón retired from military service after twenty years in the US Army, 
including ten years in Korea. He is the author of six previous books in the Sergeant
George Sueño series: JADE LADY BURNING, SLICKY BOYS, BUDDHA'S MONEY,
THE DOOR TO BITTERNESS, THE WANDERING GHOST, and GI BONES. He 
lives in Seattle.
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Limon, Martin. The Door To Bitterness. New York. 2005. Soho Press. Advance 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 1569474044. 278 pages. paperback. 
Cover design by Cheryl L. Cipriani/Brooklyn Bauhaus. Inventory # 20530. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The pair of G.I. cops Martin Limon first introduced in 
JADE LADY BURNING (a New York Times Notable Book of the Year) are back with
a vengeance in their latest adventures in Seoul and the sin cities surrounding the 
capital in the 1970s. North Korea is menacing, Vietnam is burning as these two 
weave through the back alleys and bordellos, as they try to tip back the scales of 
justice in the right direction. This time they are not only pursuing criminals, they’re 
chasing themselves in a way, too. Homicidal thieves have gotten hold of Sueno’s 
badge, and are using it to lull their victims just long enough to strike-with his gun. 
That they are murderous makes it all that much worse for the dynamic duo. The 
army wants its equipment accounted for, the I.D. and weapon recovered. George 
and Ernie want to recover their reputation and catch the culprits.

Martin Limón retired from military service after twenty years in the US Army, 
including ten years in Korea. He is the author of six previous books in the Sergeant
George Sueño series: JADE LADY BURNING, SLICKY BOYS, BUDDHA'S MONEY,
THE DOOR TO BITTERNESS, THE WANDERING GHOST, and GI BONES. He 
lives in Seattle.
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Limon, Martin. The Wandering Ghost: A Sergeants Sueno & Bascom Mystery. New
York. 2007. Soho Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
9781569474815. 314 pages. hardcover. Jacket photo by Kim Kyung-
Hoon/Reuters/Corbis. Jacket design by Elsas Design. Inventory # 22809. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The only female MP assigned to a base in the DMZ is 
missing. Has she become ill, been abducted, or gone AWOL? The investigative 
team of George Sueno and Ernie Bascom is dispatched from 8th Army headquarters
in Seoul to help the 2nd Infantry Division locate her. Speculation is that attractive Jill
Matthewson has been raped and killed, and Division suggests a lust-crazed Korean 
is the culprit. But there are other possibilities, as Sueno and Bascom soon discover.
The murder of another soldier has been concealed. They are confronted, as well, by
rampant black marketeering and corruption, crooked officers, rioting Korean 
civilians, and the wandering ghost of a schoolgirl run down by a speeding army 
truck. They must risk their lives and careers to right egregious wrongs and save a 
lost soul. ‘Martin Limon does what the best storytellers do; take you away to & brand
new world. The Wandering Ghost is that world, a fully engrossing story that pins you
to your seat until the last page is turned.’ —Michael Connelly. Martin Limon has 
written numerous short stories starring his army police duo as well as four novels. 
THE WANDERING GHOST is the fifth in the Sueno and Bascom series which 
includes JADE LADY BURNING, a New York Times Notable Book, SLICKY BOYS,
BUDDHA’S MONEY and THE DOOR TO BITTERNESS. He lives near Seattle, 
Washington.

Martin Limón retired from military service after twenty years in the US Army, 
including ten years in Korea. He is the author of six previous books in the Sergeant
George Sueño series: JADE LADY BURNING, SLICKY BOYS, BUDDHA'S MONEY,
THE DOOR TO BITTERNESS, THE WANDERING GHOST, and GI BONES. He 
lives in Seattle.
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Lin, Maya. Boundaries. New York. 2000. Simon & Schuster. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684834170. 224 pages. hardcover. Cover: Victor 
Schrager. Inventory # 28211. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Walking through this park-like area, the memorial 
appears as a rift in the earth -- a long, polished black stone wall, emerging from and
receding into the earth. Approaching the memorial, the ground slopes gently 
downward, and the low walls emerging on either side, growing out of the earth, 
extend and converge at a point below and ahead. Walking into the grassy site 
contained by the walls of this memorial, we can barely make out the carved names 
upon the memorial's walls. These names, seemingly infinite in number, convey the 
sense of overwhelming numbers, while unifying these individuals into a whole. .’ So
begins the competition entry submitted in 1981 by a Yale undergraduate for the 
design of the ‘Vietnam Veterans Memorial’ in Washington, D.C. -- subsequently 
called ‘as moving and awesome and popular a piece of memorial architecture as 
exists anywhere in the world.’ Its creator, Maya Lin, has been nothing less than 
world famous ever since. From the explicitly political to the unashamedly literary to 
the completely abstract, her simple and powerful sculpture -- the Rockefeller 
Foundation sculpture, the Southern Poverty Law Center ‘Civil Rights Memorial,’ the
Yale ‘Women's Table, Wave Field’ -- her architecture, including The Museum for 
African Art and the Norton residence, and her protean design talents have defined 
her as one of the most gifted creative geniuses of the age. ‘Boundaries’ is her first 
book; an eloquent visual/verbal sketchbook produced with the same inspiration and
attention to detail as any of her other artworks. Like her environmental sculptures, it 
is a site, but one which exists at a remove so that it may comment on the personal 
and artistic elements that make up those works. In it, sketches, photographs, 
workbook entries, and original design are held together by a deeply personal text.

Maya Ying Lin (born October 5, 1959) is an American designer and artist who is 
known for her work in sculpture and landscape art. She first came to fame at the age
of 21 as the designer of the Vietnam Veterans Memorial in Washington, D.C.
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Lincoln, C. Eric. The Avenue, Clayton City. New York. 1988. Morrow. 1st Printing. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0688077021. 288 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 10399. 
$15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Avenue in C. Eric Lincoln's fictional town is the 
principal residential street of the black community in Clayton City, a prototypical 
southern town languishing between the two world wars. Unpaved and marked by 
ditches full of frogs, snakes, and empty whiskey bottles on one side of town, it is the
same street, though with a different name, that originates downtown. Only when it 
reaches the black section of Clayton City do the paving stop and the trash-filled 
ditches begin. On one side, it provides a significant address for the white people 
who live there. On the other, despite its rundown air, it is still the best address 
available to the town's black population. Some of them, in fact, are willing to go to 
any extreme, including murder, to get there. In this novel, originally published in 
1988, Lincoln creates with deft skill the drama that rises from the lives of the people
of Clayton City. In turn amusing, disgusting, enraging, wistful, and, as one hears the
secrets hidden deep in their hearts, shocking, they exist in a place whose vibrant 
personality is itself a unique configuration of geography, relationships, patterns of 
behavior, and events. It is also a place whose unspoken and hidden power lies in its
crushing compulsion to maintain itself as it already is-a power that forces everyone 
to succumb to an inflexible social order.

C. Eric Lincoln (June 23, 1924–May 14, 2000) was an African-American scholar. C.
Eric Lincoln was born in Athens, Alabama on June 23, 1924. He was abandoned by
his father, then by his mother, and raised by his grandmother. At age 13, he picked 
cotton to support his family. He graduated a valedictorian from high school.His 
novel, The Avenue, Clayton City, won the Lillian Smith Book Award for Best 
Southern Fiction in 1988 and the International Black Writers' Alice Browning Award 
in 1989. He was an elected member of the Fellowship of Southern Writers. He was 
friends with Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Malcolm X, and Alex Haley.
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Lind, Jakov. Landscape in Concrete. New York. 1966. Grove Press. 1st American 
Printing. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With Some Tears. Translated From
German by Ralph Manheim. 190 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 5317. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Sergeant Gauthier Bachmann is the perfect Nazi soldier.
But after a horrifying defeat at Voroshenko, where most of his Eighth Hessian 
Infantry Regiment was slaughtered in a single instant, Bachmann was declared 
mentally unfit to serve. Incapable of accepting this judgment, and of returning to his
girlfriend and a quiet life as a gold- and silversmith, Bachmann wanders the war-
ravaged countryside, trying to find a way to rejoin his regiment, or any regiment, and
return to the front. While trying to find his regiment and come to terms with the 
horrors he has seen and committed, the increasingly unstable Bachmann is 
manipulated by a series of figures from the underbelly of war’s underbelly—
deserters and collaborators, corrupt officers and sexual predators—who induce him 
to carry out their venal missions, which they’ve justified against the background of 
institutionalized murder going on all around them. Containing dark echoes of 
Jaroslav Hašek's The Good Soldier Švejk, Jakov Lind's Landscape in Concrete is an
‘astonishing and highly original imagining of (the) dimensions of evil including 
sadistic cruelty, of the condition of being a victim and the madness abroad which 
constitutes the virtual victory of Hitler if we fail to translate survival into 
freedom’ (Anthony Rudolf).

Jakov Lind (1926–2007) was born Heinz Jakov Landwirth in Vienna in 1927 to an 
assimilated Jewish family. Arriving in the Netherlands as a part of the 
Kindertransport in 1939, Lind survived the Second World War by fleeing into 
Germany, where he disguised himself as a Dutch deckhand on a barge on the 
Rhine. Following the war, he spent several years in Israel and Vienna before finally 
settling in London in 1954. It was in London that he wrote, first in German and later 
in English, the novels, short stories, and autobiographies that made his reputation, 
including his masterpieces: Landscape in Concrete, Ergo (forthcoming from Open 
Letter), and Soul of Wood. Regarded in his lifetime as a successor to Beckett and 
Kafka, Lind was posthumously awarded the Theodor Kramer Prize in 2007.
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Linde, Paul R. , MD. Danger to Self: On the Front Line with an ER Psychiatrist. 
Berkeley. 2010. University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 9780520249844. 280 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37482. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The psychiatric emergency room, a fast-paced combat 
zone with pressure to match, thrusts its medical providers into the outland of human
experience where they must respond rapidly and decisively in spite of uncertainty 
and, very often, danger. In this lively first-person narrative, Paul R. Linde takes 
readers behind the scenes at an urban psychiatric emergency room, with all its 
chaos and pathos, where we witness mental health professionals doing their best to
alleviate suffering and repair shattered lives. As he and his colleagues encounter 
patients who are hallucinating, drunk, catatonic, aggressive, suicidal, high on drugs,
paranoid, and physically sick, Linde examines the many ethical, legal, moral, and 
medical issues that confront today's psychiatric providers. He describes a profession
under siege from the outside—health insurance companies, the pharmaceutical 
industry, government regulators, and even ‘patients' rights’ advocates—and from the
inside—biomedical and academic psychiatrists who have forgotten to care for the 
patient and have instead become checklist-marking pill-peddlers. While lifting the 
veil on a crucial area of psychiatry that is as real as it gets, Danger to Self also 
injects a healthy dose of compassion into the practice of medicine and psychiatry.

Paul R. Linde is Clinical Professor of Psychiatry in the School of Medicine, 
University of California, San Francisco and the author of Of Spirits and Madness: An
American Psychiatrist in Africa.keywords
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Lins Do Rego, Jose. Plantation Boy. New York. 1966. Knopf. 1st American Edition.
Remainder Stamp On Front Free Endpaper, Otherwise Very Good in Worn 
Dustjacket. Translated from the Portuguese by Emmi Baum. 533 pages. hardcover.
TYPOGRAPHY, BINDING, AND JACKET DESIGN BY Warren Chappell. Inventory
# 15381. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The three autobiographical novels (or, alternatively, 
fictionalized memoirs) here translated as Plantation Boy are wholly characteristic 
works of José Lins do Rêgo (1901-57), a key figure in modern Brazilian literature. 
They tell the story of Carlos de Melo and his growing up on his grandfather’s sugar-
cane plantation in northeastern Brazil early in the present century; his experiences 
at a boarding school; and his final, futile effort to adjust himself-after being 
graduated from law school-to adult life back on the plantation. The three consecutive
novels (Men mo de Engenho, Doidinho, and Ban güê) are, as a Brazilian critic said, 
‘about all Brazil and, a little, about the whole world.’ They present not only the 
education and evolution of a neurotic young man, but also a wonderfully immediate
and believable picture of the sugar-cane culture and economy of the 1900-30 era in
Brazil’s always problematical Northeast Heartland. In Menino de Engenho 
(Plantation Boy), Carlos de Melo tells the story of his own life on the plantation from 
the day when his father murdered his mother until his grandfather is ready to send 
him to boarding school after his twelfth birthday. Doidinho (roughly Little Fool) takes
Carlos through his school years and his pathetic, often amusingly sharp, efforts to 
achieve self-respect in a sometimes severely hostile environment in which, naturally,
several varieties of sex burgeon. Ban güê (Little Sugar Plantation) shows Carlos as
an educated man who loves his land but is lured by the city, who is nervously and 
sexually afflicted, and who finally is unable to carry on either the plantation or his 
own life in the patriarchal tradition of his grandfather. Regarded by many Brazilians 
as a national classic, the present trilogy provides an intimate, authentic account of 
the sort of growing up and environment which produced many of Brazil’s leading 
writers and other intellectuals.

José Lins do Rego Cavalcanti (July 3, 1901 in Pilar Paraíba - September 12, 1957 in
Rio de Janeiro) was a Brazilian novelist most known for his semi-autobiographical 
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Lins, Osman. Avalovara. New York. 1980. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very Good 
in Dustjacket. Remainder Mark. 0394498518. Translated from the Portuguese by 
Gregory Rabassa. 337 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Paul Gamarello. Front-
of-jacket art, silk on silk, detail. Mandarin Square -(Crane, early Ming dynasty). 
Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, Fletcher Fund, 1936. Inventory # 5323.
$7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The first appearance in English of the critically acclaimed
Brazilian writer Osman Lins, AVALOVARA is a modem epic on a grand scale, a rich
and lyrical novel of quest that considers the difficulties of love and celebrates its 
pleasures. Abel, a Brazilian, a man of our time, seeks Paradise through his courtship
of three women: Roos, sophisticated, inaccessible, and remote, whom he pursues 
across Europe; Cecilia, who is carnal, compassionate-and hermaphroditic; and 
finally, a woman known only by an ideogram, ‘0’, whose tender and erotic alliance 
with Abel precipitates the apocalyptic fulfillment of his quest. An extraordinary novel,
in an elegant translation by Gregory Rabassa, AVALOVARA has a prophetic, 
puzzle-like architecture whose unraveling has its own satisfactions beyond the 
wonders of the tale itself.

Osman Lins (July 5, 1924, Vitória de Santo Antão, Pernambuco, Brazil – July 8, 
1978, São Paulo, Brazil) was a Brazilian novelist and short story writer. He is 
considered to be one of the leading innovators of Brazilian literature in the mid 20th
century. He graduated from the University of Recife in 1946 with a degree in 
economics and finance, and held a position as bank clerk from 1943 until 1970. 
From 1970 to 1976 he taught literature. His first novel, 0 Visitante ('The Visitor'), was
published in 1955. His later publications would bring him international recognition 
and establish his reputation—Nove, Novena (1966; 'Nine, Ninth'), a collection of 
short stories, Avalovara (1973), a novel, and A Rainha dos Cárceres da Grécia 
(1976; 'The Queen of the Grecian Jails'), a novel/essay. Lins was the recipient of 
three major Brazilian literary awards, which included the Coelho Neto Prize of the 
Brazilian Academy of Letters.
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Lins, Osman. Avalovara. New York. 1980. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very Good 
in Slightly Worn Dustjacket W/ Some Tears. 0394498518. Translated from the 
Portuguese by Gregory Rabassa. 337 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Paul 
Gamarello. Front-of-jacket art, silk on silk, detail. Mandarin Square -(Crane, early 
Ming dynasty). Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, Fletcher Fund, 1936. 
Inventory # 27966. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The first appearance in English of the critically acclaimed
Brazilian writer Osman Lins, AVALOVARA is a modem epic on a grand scale, a rich
and lyrical novel of quest that considers the difficulties of love and celebrates its 
pleasures. Abel, a Brazilian, a man of our time, seeks Paradise through his courtship
of three women: Roos, sophisticated, inaccessible, and remote, whom he pursues 
across Europe; Cecilia, who is carnal, compassionate-and hermaphroditic; and 
finally, a woman known only by an ideogram, ‘0’, whose tender and erotic alliance 
with Abel precipitates the apocalyptic fulfillment of his quest. An extraordinary novel,
in an elegant translation by Gregory Rabassa, AVALOVARA has a prophetic, 
puzzle-like architecture whose unraveling has its own satisfactions beyond the 
wonders of the tale itself.

Osman Lins (July 5, 1924, Vitória de Santo Antão, Pernambuco, Brazil – July 8, 
1978, São Paulo, Brazil) was a Brazilian novelist and short story writer. He is 
considered to be one of the leading innovators of Brazilian literature in the mid 20th
century. He graduated from the University of Recife in 1946 with a degree in 
economics and finance, and held a position as bank clerk from 1943 until 1970. 
From 1970 to 1976 he taught literature. His first novel, 0 Visitante ('The Visitor'), was
published in 1955. His later publications would bring him international recognition 
and establish his reputation—Nove, Novena (1966; 'Nine, Ninth'), a collection of 
short stories, Avalovara (1973), a novel, and A Rainha dos Cárceres da Grécia 
(1976; 'The Queen of the Grecian Jails'), a novel/essay. Lins was the recipient of 
three major Brazilian literary awards, which included the Coelho Neto Prize of the 
Brazilian Academy of Letters.
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Lipman, Jana K. Guantanamo: A Working-Class History Between Empire & 
Revolution. Berkeley. 2008. University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520255401. 324 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
36694. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Guantánamo has become a symbol of what has gone 
wrong in the War on Terror. Yet Guantánamo is more than a U.S. naval base and 
prison in Cuba, it is a town, and our military occupation there has required more than
soldiers and sailors—it has required workers. This revealing history of the women 
and men who worked on the U.S. naval base in Guantánamo Bay tells the story of 
U.S.-Cuban relations from a new perspective, and at the same time, shows how 
neocolonialism, empire, and revolution transformed the lives of everyday people. 
Drawing from rich oral histories and little-explored Cuban archives, Jana K. Lipman
analyzes how the Cold War and the Cuban revolution made the naval base a place
devoid of law and accountability. The result is a narrative filled with danger, intrigue,
and exploitation throughout the twentieth century. Opening a new window onto the 
history of U.S. imperialism in the Caribbean and labor history in the region, her book
tells how events in Guantánamo and the base created an ominous precedent likely 
to inform the functioning of U.S. military bases around the world.

Jana K. Lipman is Assistant Professor of History at Tulane University.
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Lispector, Clarice. Family Ties. Austin. 1972. University Of Texas Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Worn & Faded Dustjacket with a Number of Pieces
Missing. 0292724047. Translated from the Portuguese by Giovanni Pontiero. 156 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 12620. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Since the publication of her first novel in 1944, Clarice 
Lispector has been recognized as a Brazilian writer of great talent and originality. It 
is generally agreed among her critics, however that her best writing is in shorter 
fiction, where her personal style, with its brilliant flashes of insight, works more 
coherently. The stories in FAMILY TIES, originally published in 1960, are among her
most important contribution to Brazilian fiction, They show her preoccupation with 
human suffering and failure, and critics have detected in them, as in all of her work,
echoes of Kierkegaard, Heidegger, and the French existentialist writers Camus and
Sartre. But if her stories are concerned with the metaphysical anguish that results 
from the sudden recognition of the human condition, which Camus called Absurdity,
the reader will find that anguish treated in an original way that reveals the complexity
of the experience. The characters created by Clarice Lispector cannot be described
as ‘types’, even in a psychological context. They are more appropriately seen as 
images of different states of mind, and this applies also to her settings, the gardens
and parks in ‘Love’ and ‘The Buffalo’, the urban scenes in ‘Preciousness’ and ‘The 
Daydreams of a Drunk Woman’, and the jungle setting of ‘The smallest Woman in 
the World’; all exist outside of time and space. Lispector is a writer who is not 
interested primarily in the individuals and their individual contexts but in the passions
that dominate and usually defeat them. Like Sartre and Camus, she subscribes to 
the acts that acts alone are important - and isolation and violence become the two 
salient features of human experience. CONTENTS: Acknowledgements; 
Introduction; Daydreams of a Drunken Woman; Love; The Chicken; The Imitation of
the Rose; Happy Birthday; The Smallest Woman in the World; The Dinner; 
Preciousness; Family Ties; The Beginnings of a Fortune; Mystery in Sao Cristovao;
The Crime of the Mathematics Professor; The Buffalo.

Clarice Lispector (December 10, 1920 – December 9, 1977) was a Brazilian novelist
and short story writer acclaimed internationally for her innovative novels and short 
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Lithgow, John. The Remarkable Farkle McBride. New York. 2000. Simon & 
Schuster. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0689833407. Illustrated by
C. F. Payne. unpaginated. hardcover. Cover illustration by C.F. Payne. Inventory # 
28692. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Freckle-faced musical genius, Farkle McBride can’t 
figure it out -- he masters all instruments, but still he is not satisfied. Something is 
missing. In his first book, actor and musician John Lithgow introduces a memorable
character, a fickle yet lovable child prodigy who brings the sounds and rhythms of an
orchestra to sprawling visual life.

John Arthur Lithgow is an American actor, musician, comedian, poet, author, and 
singer. He has received two Tony Awards, six Emmy Awards, two Golden Globe 
Awards, three Screen Actors Guild Awards, an American Comedy Award, four 
Drama Desk Awards, and has been nominated for two Academy Awards and four 
Grammy Awards.
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Littell, Robert. Sweet Reason. Boston. 1974. Houghton Mifflin. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0395182808. 210 pages. hardcover. Jacket by Wendell 
Minor. Inventory # 3713. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A Vietnam era Catch-22 by the author of The Company.
Robert Littell is often compared to John le Carre, Alan Furst, and Len Deighton. But 
in Sweet Reason, this master of the spy genre takes a dramatic departure to 
brilliantly satirize career militarists and other absurdities of war. Somewhere off the 
coast of Southeast Asia, the U.S.S. Eugene F. Ebersole-a rusted World War II relic
whose best days are far past- patrols the waters on a mission to protect American 
values in this suddenly-not-so-Cold War. The decrepit destroyer's mission is to 
apprehend or annihilate anything suspicious, but someone on board is preaching 
peace and the ship's motley crew is not quite as motivated as its ambitious 
commander. Robert Littell, a bestselling novelist and a former Newsweek journalist, 
lives in France.

Robert Littell (born January 8, 1935) is an American novelist and journalist who 
resides in France. He specializes in spy novels that often concern the CIA and the 
Soviet Union. Littell was born in Brooklyn, New York, to a Jewish family, of Russian
Jewish origin. He is a 1956 graduate of Alfred University in western New York. He 
spent four years in the U.S. Navy and served at times as his ship's navigator, 
antisubmarine warfare officer, communications officer, and deck watch officer. Later
Littell became a journalist and worked many years for Newsweek during the Cold 
War. He was a foreign correspondent for the magazine from 1965 to 1970. Littell is 
an amateur mountain climber and is the father of award-winning novelist Jonathan 
Littell.
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Littell, Robert. The Amateur. New York. 1981. Simon & Schuster. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. Remainder Mark On Bottom Edge. 0671418734. 
252 pages. hardcover. Cover: One Plus One Studio. Inventory # 2940. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Amateur is Charlie Heller, a modest man, a back-
room functionary employed by the CIA. His specialty, and his private intellectual 
obsession, is cryptology - encoding and decoding with the aid of sophisticated 
computers the thousands of messages that link East and West in their continual 
efforts to read each other’s minds. But Charlie Heller is no Cold Warrior. not yet. 
Untangling codes for the CIA is Heller’s way of paying the rent and of gaining access
to the CIA’s immense computer, through which he pursues his gentleman’s hobby: 
searching all of Shakespeare’s works to find the elusive cryptogram he believes will
reveal their true author. It’s a quest Charlie pursues with all the dogged, sometimes
brilliant inspiration of a dedicated amateur until, suddenly, his calm life is shattered 
forever. Summoned one day by his superiors at the CIA, Charlie is informed that 
during an attack on the American Embassy in West Germany, a terrorist has brutally
and senselessly murdered his fiancée, a hostage in the Embassy Heller’s shock and
grief turn to unbearable bitterness when he is led to understand that for some 
incomprehensible reason there has been a high-level decision within the Agency not
to pursue the terrorist responsible, Horst Schiller, or to avenge the murder. 
Obsessed by the necessity of seeking revenge, Charlie ingeniously - and at 
enormous risk - blackmails his Agency superiors into training and outfitting him to 
surreptitiously slip behind the Iron Curtain to find, and kill, Schiller. After a grudgingly
granted crash course in stealth and murder at the Agency’s training school, Heller is
deposited on the Czechoslovakian border. Simultaneously the Agency professionals
-for whom it was only a matter of time - defuse Heller’s blackmail scheme and 
determine with complete ruthlessness that Heller, no longer a threat to security and
now somewhat of an embarrassment, is to be eliminated immediately. permanently
Alone now and deep in Communist Czechoslovakia, Heller faces two highly skilled 
and deadly opponents - the terrorist Horst Schiller and the CIA.

Robert Littell (born January 8, 1935) is an American novelist and journalist who 
resides in France. He specializes in spy novels that often concern the CIA and the 
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Littell, Robert. The Company: A Novel of the CIA. Woodstock. 2002. Overlook 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1585671975. 894 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket illustration John Tenniel. Inventory # 32128. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - For his thirteenth novel, Robert Littell creates an 
engrossing, mulitgenerational, wickedly nostalgic yet utterly candid saga bringing to 
life, through a host of characters—historical and imagined—the nearly 50 years of 
this secretive, complex and powerful organization. At the heart of the novel, a 
stunningly conceived mole hunt involving such rivals and allies as the MI6, KGB, 
and Mossad concentrates the action. Racing across a canvas that spans the 
legendary Berlin Base in the 1950s—the front line of the simmering Cold War—to 
the Soviet invasion of Hungary, the Bay of Pigs, the Afghan war, the Gorbachev 
putsch, and other major theatres of operation for the CIA, The Company tells a 
thrilling story of the passions and frailties of agents imprisoned in doublelives, the 
heartache of those who know terrible secrets and dreaded terrible scenarios, and 
the rightheadedness and wrongheadedness of incredibly dedicated men and women
fighting an enemy that was amoral, elusive, formidable. In a style that is intelligent, 
ironic and saturated with fascinating insider detail, Littell tells it like it was: CIA 
agents, fighting not only the good fight against foreign enemies, but sometimes the 
bad one as well, with the ends justifying such means as CIA-organized 
assassinations, covert wars, kidnappings, and toppling of legitimate governments. 
Littell also brilliantly lays bare the warring within The Company to add another 
dimension to the spy vs. spy game that absorbed the lifetimes of countless agents: 
the battles between the counterintelligence agents behind the desks in Washington,
like the utterly obsessive real-life mole hunter James Angleton, and the covert action
boys in the field, like The Company’s Harvey Torriti—the Sorcerer—a brilliant and 
brash rule breaker and dirty tricks expert who fights fire with fire, and his Apprentice,
Jack McAuliffe, recruited fresh out of Yale, who learns both tradecraft and the hard 
truths of life in the field.

Robert Littell (born January 8, 1935) is an American novelist and journalist who 
resides in France. He specializes in spy novels that often concern the CIA and the 
Soviet Union.
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Littell, Robert. The Debriefing. New York. 1979. Harper & Row. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0060126566. 202 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by One + One Studio. Inventory # 3716. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘The Debriefing is a terrifying excursion into the 
ambiguous world of deceit, illusion, and treachery that is espionage.’ Stone (first 
name unknown) is the head of an elite arm of the Joint Chiefs of Staff - and a master
of the sophisticated art of debriefing. When Oleg Kulakov defects from Russia, 
handcuffed to a sealed diplomatic pouch, it’s Stone’s job to find out if he’s genuine.
He must uncover every detail of Kulakov’s life, ‘until we know more about you than
God does.’ And as Stone uncovers Kulakov’s every secret, probing the darkest 
reaches of Kulakov’s heart, he penetrates Russia itself to learn the chilling truth. a 
truth that tears his own world apart.

Robert Littell (born January 8, 1935) is an American novelist and journalist who 
resides in France. He specializes in spy novels that often concern the CIA and the 
Soviet Union. Littell was born in Brooklyn, New York, to a Jewish family, of Russian
Jewish origin. He is a 1956 graduate of Alfred University in western New York. He 
spent four years in the U.S. Navy and served at times as his ship's navigator, 
antisubmarine warfare officer, communications officer, and deck watch officer. Later
Littell became a journalist and worked many years for Newsweek during the Cold 
War. He was a foreign correspondent for the magazine from 1965 to 1970. Littell is 
an amateur mountain climber and is the father of award-winning novelist Jonathan 
Littell.keywords
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Little, Benilde. Good Hair. New York. 1996. Simon & Schuster. Advance 
Uncorrected Reader's Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 0684801760. 1st Novel by 
Former Essence Writer. 239 pages. paperback. Inventory # 22458. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Alice Andrews has her hands full living in Manhattan, 
working as a reporter in Newark, and trying to forget the smooth-talking investment 
banker she thought was Mr. Right. When she meets Jack Russworm, a handsome,
Harvard-educated doctor, it seems as though things are finally falling into place. But
as their romance starts to heat up, their differences start bubbling to the surface. Will
they sizzle together, or will Alice get burned? A delicious, eye-opening look at the 
world of upper-class Black Manhattanites.

Benilde Little is the bestselling author of the novels Good Hair (selected as one of 
the ten best books of 1996 by the Los Angeles Times), The Itch, Acting Out, and 
Who Does She Think She Is? A former reporter for People and senior editor at 
Essence, she lives in Montclair, New Jersey, with her husband and son. Her 
daughter is away at college.
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Little, Benilde. Good Hair. New York. 1996. Simon & Schuster. 1st Printing. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0684801760. 1st Novel by Former Essence Writer. 237 pages.
hardcover. Inventory # 22725. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Alice Andrews is living in Manhattan, working as a 
reporter in Newark, and trying to forget the smooth-talking investment banker she 
thought was Mr. Right. When she meets Jack Russworm, a handsome, Harvard-
educated doctor, things start looking up. But as their romance heats up, their 
differences bubble to the surface. Benilde Little offers us a delicious, closely 
observed, eye-opening look at the world of upper-class Black Manhattan in a novel 
that is alternately humorous and touching, sexy and bold.

Benilde Little is the bestselling author of the novels Good Hair (selected as one of 
the ten best books of 1996 by the Los Angeles Times), The Itch, Acting Out, and 
Who Does She Think She Is? A former reporter for People and senior editor at 
Essence, she lives in Montclair, New Jersey, with her husband and son. Her 
daughter is away at college.
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Little, Benilde. The Itch. New York. 1998. Simon & Schuster. 1st Edition. Very Good
in Dustjacket. 0684838346. 286 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 25396. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From the author of the smashing debut bestseller Good
Hair comes The Itch, the stirring story of a crisis-torn woman who discovers a depth
of character and a sense of self she never knew she possessed. Abra Lewis Dixon 
is the envy of the fashionable, professional women of her well-heeled social circle. 
She leads a charmed life -- having attended all the right schools, married the right 
man, and started a successful film production company with her best friend, Natasha
Coleman -- and seems like an ambassador from the world of perfection. It is only 
when her impeccable marriage turns suddenly shaky that her utopia is left in pieces.

Benilde Little is the bestselling author of the novels Good Hair (selected as one of 
the ten best books of 1996 by the Los Angeles Times), The Itch, Acting Out, and 
Who Does She Think She Is? A former reporter for People and senior editor at 
Essence, she lives in Montclair, New Jersey, with her husband and son. Her 
daughter is away at college.
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Little, Eddie. Another Day in Paradise. New York. 1998. Viking Press. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670872172. 1st Novel. 263 pages. hardcover. 
Signed by the Author. Jacket design by Gail Belenson. Inventory # 25076. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Eddie Little's debut novel traces the outlaw life of a 
young Irish American. A teenage speed freak and petty thief, Bobbie and his Puerto
Rican girlfriend, Rosie, are taken under the wing of an all-round criminal opportunist
named Mel, who is old enough to be Bobbie's father, and Mel's girlfriend, Syd. 
Bobbie's chance to get back on his feet begins as the inside man in a 
pharmaceutical company break-in. The ensuing crime spree takes the foursome 
across the Midwest and California of the early '70s - and deeper into the dark world
of heroin addiction.

Eddie Little (August 25, 1954 – May 20, 2003) was a widely acclaimed American 
author. He wrote Another Day in Paradise, later made into a film of the same name
directed by Larry Clark. Little was also the author of "Outlaw LA" an ongoing article 
published in LA Weekly. His writings were a rugged portrayal of coming of age in the
underbelly of society and heroin addiction. His books were largely autobiographical,
and although his supporting characters tended to be fictional, the narrators were 
almost parallel with himself. Little died of a heart attack in a Los Angeles motel 
room, at the age of 48.
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Little, Margaree. Rest. New York. 2018. Four Way. 1st American Edition. Very Good
in Wrappers. 9781945588105. Stahlecker Selections. 60 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 43499. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Rest is a vivid, powerful collection examining the human
cost of crossing the border. in 2010, Margaree Little was working for a humanitarian
mission near Tucson when, along with a group of volunteers, she found the 
unidentified dead body of a man, who a medical examiner would later estimate died
at least six months before. This discovery serves as the jumping-off point to a 
stunning, elegiac series of poems commemorating an imagined, unknown life. 
Anchored by Little’s keen eye and unsparing self-reflection, this collection asks us to
examine how a single life can affect so many others.

MARGAREE LITTLE received her BA from Brown University and MFA from Warren
Wilson College. The recipient of a 2013 Rona Jaffe Foundation Writers’ Award and 
various fellowships, scholarships and residencies, Little teaches creative writing at 
Kenyon College.
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Littledale, Freya. Peter and the North Wind. New York. 1988. Scholastic. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0590407562. Illustrated by Troy Howell. 32 
pages. hardcover. Jacket art by Troy Howell. Inventory # 9596. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The North Wind's magical gifts to Peter, recompense for
blowing away the flour needed to feed him and his poor mother, mysteriously lose 
their magic before Peter gets them home.

Freya Littledale (born 1929) is a published adapter, author, and an editor of 
children's books. Some of the published credits of Freya Littledale include Peter and
the North Wind, Elves and the Shoemaker, The Magic Fish (Easy-To-Read 
Folktale), and Frankenstein.
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Liu, Eric. The Accidental Asian: Notes of a Native Speaker. New York. 1998. 
Random House. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679448624. 209 
pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket design by Calvin Chu. Inventory # 
25566. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - What is race for? That bracing question animates every 
page of THE ACCIDENTAL ASIAN, a powerful work from one of the nation’s leading
young voices. In these personal and poignant reflections on assimilation, Eric Liu 
articulates a vision of American identity that will provoke and inspire. Weaving 
narrative and analysis into a series of elegant essays, Liu addresses a broad range
of questions: Is whiteness America’s fundamental race problem? Are Asian 
Americans really the New Jews? Should we fear the rising might of China? What 
does a journey through Chinatown reveal about our own lives? What might 
intermarriage mean for Asian Americans - and for the future of race itself?

Eric P. Liu (born 1968) is an American writer and founder of Citizen University. Liu 
served as Deputy Assistant to President Clinton for Domestic Policy at the White 
House between 1999 and 2000. He served as Speechwriter and Director of 
Legislative Affairs for the National Security Council at the White House from 1993 to
1994. Liu is currently a Senior Law Lecturer at the University of Washington School
of Law. President Obama nominated him in January 2015 to serve on the board of 
directors of the federal Corporation for National and Community Service; his term 
has expired in December 2017.
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Lively, Penelope. Uninvited Ghosts. New York. 1985. Dutton. 3rd Printing. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0525441654. 119 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 10177. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Part of the BANANA BOOKS series, now available in a 
new format with a sewn binding designed for use in the classroom, a ghost story 
suitable for Key Stages 3 and 4. Illustrated by Frank Rodgers.

Dame Penelope Margaret Lively, DBE, FRSL (born 17 March 1933) is a prolific, 
popular and critically acclaimed writer of fiction for both children and adults. She has
won both the Booker Prize (Moon Tiger, 1987) and the Carnegie Medal for British 
children's books (The Ghost of Thomas Kempe, 1973).
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Livesey, Margot. Criminals. New York. 1996. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0679444874. 271 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Chip 
Kidd. Inventory # 22397. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With dark poetry and domestic acuity, the author of 
Homework shows how families pull together, form themselves anew, and 
occasionally fly apart at the seams. Ranging from Scotland to America to Italy - and 
to a novel-within-a-novel - Criminals brilliantly captures the stories of complicated, 
sympathetic people who try to do right but turn somehow wrong.

Margot Livesey is a Scottish born writer. She is the author of eight novels, numerous
short stories, and essays on the craft of writing fiction. Livesey came to North 
America during the 1970s where she worked to get her fiction published, reportedly
because her boyfriend at the time was also a writer.
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Lloyd, Seton. Early Anatolia. Baltimore. 1956. Pelican Books. 1st Pelican Paperback
Edition. Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 231 pages. paperback. A336. Inventory #
42606. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Asia Minor is a land-bridge between two continents. On a
score of occasions in historical times it has seen the passage of invading armies: 
Europeans bent upon the conquest of the East or oriental conquerors marching 
against Europe. Earlier it had been populated by migrations from both continents, 
and in our own time much light has been thrown upon the character and behaviour 
of its ancient inhabitants by excavations archaeological exploration. From the 
establishment in the Stone Age of the first settled communities, the progress of 
human achievement has been traced in detail, through a period of increasing 
sophistication in the third millennium B.C., to the pomp or squalor of the Bronze Age
kingdoms, and the advent of enlightenment from Greece. Schliemann, unearthing 
the predecessors of Homeric Troy; Woolley and Lawrence among the sculptures 
and hieroglyphs of Carchemish; Turkish archaeologists recovering strange emblems
of gold and bronze from the tombs of Alaja, or tablets from of Assyrian merchants at
Kultepe: all these have contributed to the creation of a historical saga, in which the 
rise and fall of a Hittite dynasty was no more than an isolated incident. This book 
presents in a comprehensible pattern the raw material of archaeological discovery, 
from which the ancient history of Anatolia is now being painstakingly reconstructed.

Seton Howard Frederick Lloyd, CBE (30 May 1902, Birmingham, England – 7 
January 1996, Faringdon, England), was an English archaeologist. He was 
President of the British School of Archaeology in Iraq, Director of the British Institute
of Archaeology at Ankara (President, 1948–1961), Professor of Western Asiatic 
Archaeology in the Institute of Archaeology, University of London (1962–1969).
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Lloyd, Seton. Foundations in the Dust: A Story of Mesopotamian Exploration. 
Baltimore. 1955. Pelican Books. 1st Pelican Paperback Edition. A Few Penned 
Notes On Very Last Page of Index, Otherwise Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 256
pages. paperback. A336. Inventory # 42605. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is the story of archaeological exploration in 
Mesopotamia. Skillfully knitted together into a single narrative are the lives and 
accomplishments of the great pioneer Assyriologists, Rich, Rawlinson, Layard, and
many other explorers of the last century. The epic of discovery thus created is 
extended to include the excavations of more recent times, and brings the thread of 
historical research down to the present day. It presents a picture of many great 
personalities, both British and foreign, in which the courage and perseverance of the
early adventurers is matched by the patient ingenuity of their successors m a less 
hazardous age.

Seton Howard Frederick Lloyd, CBE (30 May 1902, Birmingham, England – 7 
January 1996, Faringdon, England), was an English archaeologist. He was 
President of the British School of Archaeology in Iraq, Director of the British Institute
of Archaeology at Ankara (President, 1948–1961), Professor of Western Asiatic 
Archaeology in the Institute of Archaeology, University of London (1962–1969).
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Lockman, Zachary and Beinin, Joel (editors). Intifada: The Palestinian Uprising 
Aganst Israeli Occupation. Boston. 1989. South End Press. Later Printing. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 0896083632. 423 pages. paperback. Cover photo by George 
Azar. Inventory # 8164. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This collection of critical essays includes eyewitness 
accounts from the West Bank and Gaza, discussions of Palestinian society and 
politics, and analyses of the role of the United States.

Zachary Lockman is Professor of Middle Eastern and Islamic Studies and of History
at New York University. He is the author of Contending Visions of the Middle East: 
The History and Politics of Orientalism (2004, 2010). Joel Beinin (born November 
21, 1948) is Donald J. McLachlan Professor of History and Professor of Middle East
History at Stanford University. From 2006 to 2008 he served as Director of Middle 
East Studies and Professor of History at the American University in Cairo.
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Lockridge, Frances and Lockridge, Richard. Murder Out of Turn: A Mr. & Mrs. North
Mystery. New York. 1946. Pocket Books. 1st Pocket Books Paperback Printing. 
Good in Worn Wrappers. 198 pages. paperback. 376. Inventory # 37170. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - WEEK-END WITH CORPSES - The week-end at Mr. and
Mrs. North's cabin at Lone Lake started out to be a pleasant holiday Detective 
Lieutenant Weigand had come to be their guest. The neighbors and their guests, 
including lovely Dorian Hunt, who didn't like policemen, were charming, and the 
autumn woods were beautiful. It was all harmonious and peaceful—until Weigand 
stumbled upon the body of a young girl, a girl who had been beautiful and popular.
With excitement at 'a fever pitch, another victim met a horrible death. The killer could
have been any one of a dozen people at the lake. In her usual unorthodox and 
slightly confused way, Pam North managed once again to see that she and Jerry 
were in the thick of the murder. investigation. Then, by a surprising maneuver, she 
helped to trap the murderer - probably the last person, despite a completely give-
away due, whom you will suspect.

With his wife, Frances, Richard Lockridge wrote 27 books of the book series, "Mr. 
And Mrs. North" from 1942 to 1955. In 1946 the series was made into a television 
show.he wrote 27 books of the book series, "Mr. And Mrs. North" from 1942 to 1955.
In 1946 the series was made into a television show.
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Lockridge, Frances and Lockridge, Richard. The Norths Meet Murder. New York. 
1942. Pocket Books. 1st Pocket Books Paperback Printing. Good in Worn Wrappers
With Much Of The Spine Peeled Off. 234 pages. paperback. 166. Inventory # 37172.
$6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - MURDER AND A WOMAN'S INTUITION! Mrs. North was
going to have a party. When she brings Mr. North up to the vacant studio she plans
on using, they find a corpse. And it wasn't there when she had been up before! 
There are no clues but Mrs. North has a marvelous intuition! She insists she knows
who the murderer is because he rang her bell to get in. Of course Detective' 
Lieutenant Weigand and. Mr. North tolerate this with superior smiles - but more often
than not Mrs. North is right! Her greatest hunch is that they can bring the criminal to 
light by having her party after all and inviting all the suspects. Little does she realize
that this is almost an invitation to death for her because the murderer thinks Mrs. 
North knows too much. THEN—well, you'll just have• to read it and see.

With his wife, Frances, Richard Lockridge wrote 27 books of the book series, "Mr. 
And Mrs. North" from 1942 to 1955. In 1946 the series was made into a television 
show.he wrote 27 books of the book series, "Mr. And Mrs. North" from 1942 to 1955.
In 1946 the series was made into a television show.
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Lodge, David. Paradise News. London. 1991. Secker & Warburg. Reprinted Edition.
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With Some Wrinkling At The Bottom Spine. 
0436256681. 294 pages. hardcover. Jacket Design by Chris Shamwana. Jacket 
illustration by Paul Cox. Inventory # 40443. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The pale, unaccompanied man paddling in the blue 
Pacific on a thronged Waikiki Beach is obviously a stranger in this tourist paradise, 
and, to judge by his very British rolled-up trousers, a long way from home. Not far, 
though, from relations. Bernard Walsh has a kind of professional interest in 
paradise, but he is in Hawaii on family business, escorting a querulous parent to the
bedside of a long-forgotten aunt. It is a mission that transports him from quiet 
obscurity in Rummidge to a lush tropical playground, from cloistered solitude into 
bright sunlight on the other side of all the worlds he knows. The interminable flight 
from Heathrow thrusts him into unfamiliar company, all consumers or connoisseurs
of the package tour: honeymooners and second honeymooners, businessmen active
and retired, young women looking for Mr Nice, families nuclear and fissile. But it is 
the island itself that holds the most astonishing surprises, as an accidental 
encounter opens up to Bernard possibilities of life, and love, never dreamed of in his
normal overcast habitat. Bernard, whose expedition began from a sense of duty, is 
subjected to a series of disconcerting revelations about his family and about himself,
but the greatest discovery of all is that he can rise to the challenge. He has come a 
long way from his childhood role as thurible bearer at Our Lady of Perpetual 
Succour. But then Waikiki is a long way from Rummidge. In this enchanting, wittily 
framed portrait of the late flowering of an honest man, David Lodge continues to 
expand the boundaries of comedy.

David John Lodge is an English author and literary critic. A professor of English 
Literature at the University of Birmingham until 1987, he is known for novels 
satirising academic life, notably the "Campus Trilogy" – Changing Places: A Tale of
Two Campuses, Small World: An Academic Romance, and Nice Work.
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Lodge, David. Therapy: A Novel. New York. 1996. Penguin Books. Reprinted 
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0140253580. 321 pages. paperback. 
Cover illustration by Paul Cox. Inventory # 40446. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A successful sitcom writer with plenty of money, a stable
marriage, a platonic mistress and a flash car, Laurence ‘Tubby’ Passmore has more
reason than most to be happy. Yet neither physiotherapy nor aromatherapy, 
cognitive-behaviour therapy or acupuncture can cure his puzzling knee pain or his 
equally inexplicable mid-life angst. As Tubby’s life fragments under the weight of his
self—obsession, he embarks - via Kierkegaard, strange beds from Rummidge to 
Tenerife to Beverly Hills, a fit of literary integrity and memories of his 1950s South 
London boyhood - on a picaresque quest for his lost contentment. ‘Lodge remains 
one of the very best English comic novelists of the post—war era: and Therapy is 
good for you’ — TIME OUT. ‘Energetic, comic. a highly ingenious games—board of
moves and counter—moves’- SUNDAY TELEGRAP. ‘David Lodge’s latest novel is a
real treat. It’s a Bumper Book or Hit Parade of all his comic devices. The result is a 
joy - a sobering joy, but a joy none the less’ – OBSERVER. ‘Takes off on wings of 
humour and pathos which would not have disgraced Lodge’s great hero Dickens. a 
splendid novel’ – DAILY EXPRESS.

David John Lodge is an English author and literary critic. A professor of English 
Literature at the University of Birmingham until 1987, he is known for novels 
satirising academic life, notably the "Campus Trilogy" – Changing Places: A Tale of
Two Campuses, Small World: An Academic Romance, and Nice Work.keywords
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Loewen, James W. The Mississippi Chinese: Between Black & White. Cambridge. 
1971. Harvard University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Worn 
Dustjacket With Some Tears & Small Pieces Missing. 0674576608. 237 pages. 
hardcover. Harvard East Asian Series, 63. Inventory # 35849. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Harvard East Asian Series, 63. During Reconstruction, 
white plantation owners in the Mississippi Delta imported Chinese sharecroppers in 
the hope of replacing their black laborers. Though a vast social and economic gulf 
still separates black from white, the Chinese have made an astounding transition: 
originally classed with Negroes, they are now viewed as essentially white. As 
outsiders, their alternate system of values gave them a basis for self-esteem that 
made them immune to the cultural oppression visited upon blacks and even upon 
non-planter whites in the Delta. Therefore they were able to rise through the Delta’s
rigidly stratified social hierarchy. James W. Loewen focuses on the causes and 
processes of this change in status and on the opposition it engendered. In so doing,
he reveals the almost invisible nuances of segregation and sheds new light on the 
nature of blackness and whiteness in the American South. Mr. Loewen is Associate
Professor of Sociology at Tougaloo College. .

James W. Loewen is the bestselling author of LIES MY TEACHER TOLD ME and 
LIES ACROSS AMERICA. He taught race relations for twenty years at the 
University of Vermont and gives workshops for teacher groups around the United 
States. He has been an expert witness in more than 50 civil rights, voting rights, and
employment cases.keywords
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Loewinsohn, Ron. Sparrow 38: Eight Fairy Tales. Los Angeles. 1975. Black Sparrow
Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. unpaginated. paperback. Inventory # 
1236. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Sparrow appeared monthly. It printed poetry, fiction, 
essays, criticism, commentaries and reviews. Each issue presents the work of a 
single author.

Ronald William Loewinsohn (December 15, 1937 – October 14, 2014) was an 
American poet and novelist who was associated with the poetry of the San 
Francisco Renaissance since his inclusion in Donald Allen's 1960 poetry anthology,
The New American Poetry 1945–1960. He was Professor Emeritus of English at the
University of California, Berkeley. Born in Iloilo, Philippines, Loewinsohn and his 
family relocated Los Angeles in the United States in 1945. They later lived in The 
Bronx and then settled in San Francisco, where he lived until 1967. Loewinsohn 
credits this proximity to North Beach with his own development as a poet: 'I 
graduated from Abraham Lincoln High School in 1955, with the Beat generation 
happening all around me. I met all of the principals, heard Ginsberg, Snyder, 
Whalen and McClure read in Berkeley in April, 1956, and continued to write, mostly
poetry, in that vernacular and (I thought) oracular mode.' Loewinsohn then traveled,
married in 1957, and worked as a lithographer for 12 years. In 1959, he published 
his first collection of poetry, Watermelons which contained an introduction by Allen 
Ginsberg and a prefatory letter by William Carlos Williams. He also co-edited the 
little magazine Change with Richard Brautigan. The poets who were most influential
on his work included William Carlos Williams, Allen Ginsberg, Robert Duncan, Jack
Spicer, Richard Brautigan, Philip Whalen, Gary Snyder, Charles Olson, Robert 
Creeley, Denise Levertov. In the early 1960s, Loewinsohn taught a poetry workshop
at San Francisco State University Extension, an experience which made him realize
that he wanted to be a teacher. He received a B.A. from the University of California,
Berkeley in 1967 and Ph.D. from the Harvard University in 1971 (his dissertation 
was on William Carlos Williams). He joined the faculty of the department of English 
at University of California, Berkeley in 1970 and retired in 2005.
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Loewinsohn, Ron. Watermelons. New York. 1959. Totem Press. 1 of 1000 Copies. 
Very Good in Wrappers. 30 pages. paperback. Cover design by Basil King. 
Inventory # 35771. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Ron Loewinsohn’s first verse five years ago was vague.
Then something happened: ‘The Daisy made recognisable/suddenly/by a flash 
of/magic light, the tongue/of fire, Pentecost.’ The first original poem I saw was a 
description of his gaiety with an Arizona waitress. If he could write for real like that I
decided I would too-looked around & wrote a poem about working at Greyhound, I 
owe him that. His verse began to sharpen into hard fact images, humane detail; his
epiphanous Daisies & Seagulls recurred into poems. He fitted his prosody to what 
he wanted to say, began reading Williams to pick up on the half-century old tradition
of American measure. It prepared a usable classical medium for him, & he saw it in 
time to eliminate bullshit. It’s a rare thing for anyone to get anywhere, but he makes 
it. He picked up on the technical competence abounding in 1956-San Francisco, and
the local trust in Poetry. He’s a romantic visionary, not afraid of his own senses can 
transcribe his breakthroughs even if they come from his ‘own body in the shower.’ 
Not scared of a verbal jump-the Ox waking in the cellar ‘rusty and contemplative.’ 
Rusty, that’s good. Eerie universal ear at moments: The Stillness of the Poem, 
‘Portent, like/ the sudden halt of great machines/ Silence. ‘ Exit from the Occasional
Room-you can see he gets hung up on his actual experience and writes about it, 
wife, young job, & mystic melons. The Thing Made Real, a kid walking down the 
street dreaming of life, ‘Till it thunders into/ the consciousness/ in all its pure and 
beautiful/ absurdity/ like a White Rhinoceros’ This is innate poetic understanding 
already, (age 21, almost a miracle) expressed without affectation (really a miracle).
A great wave of Poetry is breaking over America now & Loewinsohn’s early hip 
beauty helps wet everybody.’ - From the introduction by Allen Ginsberg, New York, 
1959.

Ronald William Loewinsohn (December 15, 1937 – October 14, 2014) was an 
American poet and novelist who was associated with the poetry of the San 
Francisco Renaissance since his inclusion in Donald Allen's 1960 poetry anthology,
The New American Poetry 1945–1960.
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Lofgren, Orvar. On Holiday: A History of Vacationing. Berkeley. 1999. University Of
California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0520217675. 321 
pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration - Detail from Atlantic Greyhound Lines travel 
brouchure, Florida via Dixie shortcuts, 1945. Inventory # 27081. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When it comes to holidays, some talk about ‘seeing the
world’, others about ‘getting away from it all’. These two basic philosophies of travel
are elaborated in this investigation of ‘elsewhereness’ as a human pursuit. Whether
we set out in search of a mountainscape that will take our breath away, artifacts of 
the past to enrich our minds, the purest sand on the most unspoiled beach, or a 
summer place to know and cherish, we follow inner itineraries as time-honoured and
various as the routes we take. Beginning his cultural journey among some 18th-
century pioneers of tourism, Lofgren takes us on a tour of the Western holiday world
and shows how two centuries of ‘learning to be a tourist’ have shaped our own ways
of vacationing. We see how fashions in destinations have changed through the 
years, with popular images (written, drawn, painted, and later photographed) 
teaching the tourist what to look for and how to experience it. The means of travel 
have bred their own expectations and rewards. Faster and more affordable 
transportation, besides permitting more than a small elite to go ‘on holiday’, has led 
to the package tour and the globalization of tourism.

Orvar Löfgren is a Swedish professor emeritus of ethnology at Lund University in 
Sweden. Löfgren received his Ph.D. in European ethnology in 1978 for his 
dissertation, "Maritime hunters in industrial society: the transformation of a Swedish 
fishing community 1800-1970."
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Logan, Onnie Lee (as told to Katherine Clark). Motherwit: An Alabama Midwife's 
Story. New York. 1991. Plume. 1st Plume Paperback Printing. Good in Wrappers. 
0452265568. 192 pages. paperback. Inventory # 40677. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Born the fourteenth child in a family of sixteen, Onnie 
Lee Logan decided early that midwifery would be her life's work. The experiences 
she gained from the hundreds of babies she birthed during 40 years makes for a 
biography that is rich and compelling.

Onnie Lee Logan was an extraordinarily gifted midwife, and at the end of her more 
than fifty years of service, she was also one of a vanishing breed. After years of 
suspicion of, regulation of, and legal prohibitions against non-professional midwives,
the practice regained its popularity in the 1990s. Logan’s story, in particular, 
attracted the interest of many people, professionals and nonspecialists alike. When
still quite young, she knew that she wanted to be a midwife. Her mother was a 
midwife, and her grandmother was a midwife even while she was a slave.
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London, Jack. Radical Jack London: Writings on War and Revolution. Berkeley. 
2008. University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers.
9780520255463. 5 b/w photographs. 304 pages. paperback. Inventory # 35911. 
$24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Big things are happening secretly all around,’ says Jack
London’s prescient hero Ernest Everhard in the 1908 novel The Iron Heel, excerpted
in this timely anthology of London’s writings about war and revolution. Besides 
illuminating his surprising literary range, The Radical Jack London establishes the 
iconic American author as both a product of his own era and a significant voice for 
ours. The book features works by London that have been unavailable for decades. 
In his insightful introduction, editor Jonah Raskin lays out the social, economic, and
political contexts for London’s polemical writings and shows London to be America’s
leading revolutionary writer at the turn of the twentieth century.

John Griffith ‘Jack’ London (born John Griffith Chaney, January 12, 1876 – 
November 22, 1916) was an American author, journalist, and social activist. He was
a pioneer in the then-burgeoning world of commercial magazine fiction and was one
of the first fiction writers to obtain worldwide celebrity and a large fortune from his 
fiction alone. He is best remembered as the author of The Call of the Wild and White
Fang, both set in the Klondike Gold Rush, as well as the short stories ‘To Build a 
Fire‘, ‘An Odyssey of the North’, and ‘Love of Life’. London was a passionate 
advocate of unionization, socialism, and the rights of workers and wrote several 
powerful works dealing with these topics such as his dystopian novel The Iron Heel,
his non-fiction exposé The People of the Abyss, and The War of the Classes. Jonah
Raskin is Chair of Communications at Sonoma State University.
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London, Jack. Revolution: Stories & Essays. London/West Nyack. 1979. 
Journeyman Press. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0904526291. 164 pages. paperback. Inventory # 38072. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘I think of all the assassins in Russia as comrades. 
Remember that when the embattled farmers of Lexington fired upon British soldiers,
their acts were no worse than what assassins and revolutionaries are doing today.’ –
Jack London.

John Griffith ‘Jack’ London (born John Griffith Chaney, January 12, 1876 – 
November 22, 1916) was an American author, journalist, and social activist. He was
a pioneer in the then-burgeoning world of commercial magazine fiction and was one
of the first fiction writers to obtain worldwide celebrity and a large fortune from his 
fiction alone. He is best remembered as the author of The Call of the Wild and White
Fang, both set in the Klondike Gold Rush, as well as the short stories ‘To Build a 
Fire‘, ‘An Odyssey of the North’, and ‘Love of Life’. London was a passionate 
advocate of unionization, socialism, and the rights of workers and wrote several 
powerful works dealing with these topics such as his dystopian novel The Iron Heel,
his non-fiction exposé The People of the Abyss, and The War of the Classes.
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London, Jack. The Call of the Wild & Selected Stories. London. 1955. Heinemann. 
Reprinted Hardcover Edition. Stamp in Front, Otherwise Good. No Dustjacket. New
Windmill series. 175 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 38079. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Jack London, one of America’s most popular authors, 
drew the inspiration for his robust tales of perilous adventure and animal cunning. 
Swiftly paced, vividly written, the stories included here deal with the main theme of 
London’s work-the law of the club and the fang, man’s instinctive reversal to 
primitive behavior when pitted against the brute force of nature.

John Griffith ‘Jack’ London (born John Griffith Chaney, January 12, 1876 – 
November 22, 1916) was an American author, journalist, and social activist. He was
a pioneer in the then-burgeoning world of commercial magazine fiction and was one
of the first fiction writers to obtain worldwide celebrity and a large fortune from his 
fiction alone. He is best remembered as the author of The Call of the Wild and White
Fang, both set in the Klondike Gold Rush, as well as the short stories ‘To Build a 
Fire‘, ‘An Odyssey of the North’, and ‘Love of Life’. London was a passionate 
advocate of unionization, socialism, and the rights of workers and wrote several 
powerful works dealing with these topics such as his dystopian novel The Iron Heel,
his non-fiction exposé The People of the Abyss, and The War of the Classes.
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London, Jack. The Call of the Wild and Selected Stories. New York. 1961. 
Signet/New American Library. Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very 
Good in Wrappers. Foreword By Franklin Walker. 176 pages. paperback. CD20. 
Inventory # 25366. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Includes: THE CALL OF THE WILD, and Diable - A Dog;
An Odyssey of the North; To the Man on Trail; To Build a Fire; Love of Life. Out of 
the white wilderness, out of the Far North, Jack London, one of America's most 
popular authors, drew the inspiration for his robust tales of perilous adventure and 
animal cunning. Swiftly paced, vividly written, the six stories included here deal with 
the main theme of London's work - the law of the club and the fang, man's instinctive
reversal to primitive behavior when pitted against the brute force of nature.

John Griffith ‘Jack’ London (born John Griffith Chaney, January 12, 1876 – 
November 22, 1916) was an American author, journalist, and social activist. He was
a pioneer in the then-burgeoning world of commercial magazine fiction and was one
of the first fiction writers to obtain worldwide celebrity and a large fortune from his 
fiction alone. He is best remembered as the author of The Call of the Wild and White
Fang, both set in the Klondike Gold Rush.
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London, Jack. The Call of the Wild and Selected Stories. New York. 1960. 
Signet/New American Library. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 0451523903. Foreword by Franklin Walker. 176 pages. paperback. 2390.
Inventory # 38066. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Out of the white wilderness, out of the Far North, Jack 
London, one of America’s most popular authors, drew the inspiration for his robust 
tales of perilous adventure and animal cunning. Swiftly paced, vividly written, the six
stories included here deal with the main theme of London’s work - the law of the club
and the fang, man’s instinctive reversal to primitive behavior when pitted against the
brute force of nature.

John Griffith ‘Jack’ London (born John Griffith Chaney, January 12, 1876 – 
November 22, 1916) was an American author, journalist, and social activist. He was
a pioneer in the then-burgeoning world of commercial magazine fiction and was one
of the first fiction writers to obtain worldwide celebrity and a large fortune from his 
fiction alone. He is best remembered as the author of The Call of the Wild and White
Fang, both set in the Klondike Gold Rush, as well as the short stories ‘To Build a 
Fire‘, ‘An Odyssey of the North’, and ‘Love of Life’. London was a passionate 
advocate of unionization, socialism, and the rights of workers and wrote several 
powerful works dealing with these topics such as his dystopian novel The Iron Heel,
his non-fiction exposé The People of the Abyss, and The War of the Classes.
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Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth. Longfellow. New York. 1967. Dell/Laurel. 2nd Dell 
Laurel Paperback Printing. Some Penned Notes Inside, Otherwise Good in Slightly
Worn Wrappers. Laurel Poetry Series. Selected, with an Introduction and notes by 
Howard Nemerov. General Editor Richard Wilbur. 160 pages. paperback. LB132. 
Cover drawing by Richard Powers. Inventory # 41614. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Front the introduction by Howard Nemerov: ‘My object in
making this selection of Longfellow’s work has been to exhibit a poet somewhat 
different from the one who wrote, e.g., ‘A Psalm of Life,’ ‘Hiawatha,’ ‘The Wreck of 
the Schooner Hesperus.’ Without trying to present him, in the result, as anything like
a great poet (there are fewer of these than formerly thought), I shall claim for some 
of his productions an interest other than historical, scholarly, or biographical - an 
interest truly poetical, and undiminished by time.’

Henry Wadsworth Longfellow (February 27, 1807 – March 24, 1882) was an 
American poet and educator whose works include 'Paul Revere's Ride', The Song of
Hiawatha, and Evangeline. He was also the first American to translate Dante 
Alighieri's The Divine Comedy, and was one of the five Fireside Poets. Longfellow 
was born in Portland, Maine, which was then a part of Massachusetts. He studied at
Bowdoin College. After spending time in Europe he became a professor at Bowdoin
and, later, at Harvard College. His first major poetry collections were Voices of the 
Night (1839) and Ballads and Other Poems (1841). Longfellow retired from teaching
in 1854, to focus on his writing, living the remainder of his life in Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, in a former headquarters of George Washington. His first wife Mary
Potter died in 1835, after a miscarriage. His second wife Frances Appleton died in 
1861, after sustaining burns when her dress caught fire. After her death, Longfellow
had difficulty writing poetry for a time and focused on his translation. He died in 
1882. Longfellow wrote many lyric poems known for their musicality and often 
presenting stories of mythology and legend. He became the most popular American
poet of his day and also had success overseas. He has been criticized, however, for
imitating European styles and writing specifically for the masses.
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Longstreet, Stephen. The Crime. New York. 1961. Fawcett Crest. 1st Fawcett Crest
Paperback Edition. Good in Wrappers. 224 pages. paperback. S423. Inventory # 
37174. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Based on the sensational Hall-Mills case that shook 
America in the Twenties - ’The Hall-Mills story. an orgy of murder, intrigue and 
purple passion was without equal in the lawless decade. .’ - Paul Sann in THE 
LAWLESS DECADE. THE CRIME OF THE CENTURY it was called. the perfect 
murder. unsolved to this day. Now one of America's top novelists rewrites that story 
in this tense and suspenseful novel of love and murder and offers a solution that will
hold you spellbound.

Stephen Longstreet (April 18, 1907, New York City, NY - February 20, 2002, 
Century City, CA) was an American author. Born Chauncey Weiner, he was known
as Stephen Longstreet from 1939. He wrote as Paul Haggard, David Ormsbee and
Thomas Burton, and Longstreet, as well as his birth name. The 1948 Broadway 
musical High Button Shoes was based on Longstreet's semi-autobiographical 1946
novel, The Sisters Liked Them Handsome. Under contract at Warner Bros. in the 
1940s, Longstreet wrote The Jolson Story and Stallion Road, based on his novel of 
the same name and starring Ronald Reagan. He later wrote The Helen Morgan 
Story, and as a television writer in the 1950s and 1960s he wrote for Playhouse 90.
Longstreet's book, Nell Kimball: Her Life as an American Madam, by herself, is a 
hoax biography that was partly plagiarized from the works of Herbert Asbury, as was
his novel The Wilder Shore from Ashbury's The Barbary Coast. Longstreet's 
nonfiction works include San Francisco, '49 to '06 and Chicago: 1860 to 1920, as 
well as A Century on Wheels, The Story of Studebaker and a Jewish cookbook, The
Joys of Jewish Cooking, that he wrote with his wife and occasional collaborator, 
Ethel (Wikidata). The world of jazz was a constant theme throughout Longstreet's 
life. A number of his books dealt with jazz, Including Jazz From A to Z: A Graphic 
Dictionary, his 100th book, published in 1989. He died on February 20, 2002.
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Lopate, Phillip. Notes On Sontag. Princeton. 2009. Princeton University Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780691135700. 256 pages. hardcover.
Jacket photograph by Henri Cartier-Bresson. Inventory # 36946. $19.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - NOTES ON SONTAG is a frank, witty, and entertaining 
reflection on the work, influence, and personality of one of the ‘foremost interpreters
of. our recent contemporary moment.’ Adopting Sontag's favorite form, a set of brief
essays or notes that circle around a topic from different perspectives, renowned 
essayist Phillip Lopate considers the achievements and limitations of his tantalizing,
daunting subject through what is fundamentally a conversation between two writers.
Reactions to Sontag tend to be polarized, but Lopate's account of Sontag's 
significance to him and to the culture over which she loomed is neither hagiography
nor hatchet job. Despite admiring and being inspired by her essays, he admits a 
persistent ambivalence about Sontag. Lopate also describes the figure she cut in 
person through a series of wry personal anecdotes of his encounters with her over 
the years. Setting out from middle-class California to invent herself as a European-
style intellectual, Sontag raised the bar of critical discourse and offered up a model 
of a freethinking, imaginative, and sensual woman. But while crediting her 
successes, Lopate also looks at how her taste for aphorism and the radical high 
ground led her into exaggerations that could do violence to her own common sense,
and how her ambition to be seen primarily as a novelist made her undervalue her 
brilliant essays. Honest yet sympathetic, Lopate's engaging evaluation reveals a 
Sontag who was both an original and very much a person of her time.

Phillip Lopate is the author of many books, including the essay collections GETTING
PERSONAL (Basic), AGAINST JOIE DE VIVRE (Simon & Schuster), PORTRAIT OF
MY BODY (Doubleday), and BACHELORHOOD (Little, Brown), as well as the 
anthology, THE ART OF THE PERSONAL ESSAY (Doubleday). Among his other 
books is Waterfront: A WALK AROUND MANHATTAN (Crown). He teaches writing
at Columbia University, and lives in Brooklyn, New York.
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Lopes, Henri. The Laughing Cry: An African Cock & Bull Story. Columbia. 1987. 
Readers International. 1st English Language Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0930523326. Translated by Gerald Moore. 259 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 7949.
$7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The story of an African dictator as told by his valet. The 
narrator of this tale, known only as ‘Maitre,’ lives in the capital city of a fictional 
African country. After a coup d'etat, Daddy, the thug who becomes president, 
chooses Maitre to become the maitre d'hotel of the presidential palace. However, 
Maitre is a political innocent who would rather be left alone to carry on his adulterous
dalliances, most notably with the fiery Soukali. Still, he is at the center of political 
action in the country, and he chronicles the monomaniacal leader's ‘reforms’ and the
subsequent degeneration of the country. In the end, Maitre's affairs of the heart 
prove to be both his undoing and his salvation: because Soukali phones him from 
her job at the Bulgarian embassy, he is denounced as a communist plotter; but he is
given safe passage into exile by Daddy's wife, who takes fierce pleasure in 
cuckolding her husband with the very willing narrator. A devastating, comic portrait 
of African power politics today.

Henri Lopes was raised in Congo-Brazzaville and is a former Congolese Prime 
Minister, Minister of Education, and Minister for Finance. He is also a winner of the 
French Grand Prix Litteraire de l'Afrique Noire.
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Lopez Jr., Donald S. The Tibetan Book of the Dead: A Biography. Princeton. 2011.
Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
9780691134352. Lives of Great Religious Books. 173 pages. hardcover. Inventory #
37837. $19.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE TIBETAN BOOK OF THE DEAD is the most famous
Buddhist text in the West, having sold more than a million copies since it was first 
published in English in 1927. Carl Jung wrote a commentary on it, Timothy Leary 
redesigned it as a guidebook for an acid trip, and the Beatles quoted Leary's version
in their song ‘Tomorrow Never Knows.’ More recently, the book has been adopted 
by the hospice movement, enshrined by Penguin Classics, and made into an 
audiobook read by Richard Gere. Yet, as acclaimed writer and scholar of Buddhism
Donald Lopez writes, ‘THE TIBETAN BOOK OF THE DEAD is not really Tibetan, it 
is not really a book, and it is not really about death.’ In this compelling introduction 
and short history, Lopez tells the strange story of how a relatively obscure and 
malleable collection of Buddhist texts of uncertain origin came to be so revered--and
so misunderstood--in the West. The central character in this story is Walter Evans-
Wentz (1878-1965), an eccentric scholar and spiritual seeker from Trenton, New 
Jersey, who, despite not knowing the Tibetan language and never visiting the 
country, crafted and named THE TIBETAN BOOK OF THE DEAD. In fact, Lopez 
argues, Evans-Wentz's book is much more American than Tibetan, owing a greater
debt to Theosophy and Madame Blavatsky than to the lamas of the Land of Snows. 
Indeed, Lopez suggests that the book's perennial appeal stems not only from its 
origins in magical and mysterious Tibet, but also from the way Evans-Wentz 
translated the text into the language of a very American spirituality.

Donald S. Lopez, Jr., is the Arthur E. Link Distinguished University Professor of 
Buddhist and Tibetan Studies at the University of Michigan. His many books include
THE STORY OF BUDDHISM (HARPERONE) and PRISONERS OF SHANGRI-LA:
TIBETAN BUDDHISM AND THE WEST. He has also edited a number of books by 
the Dalai Lama.
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Lopez Portillo, Jose. Don Q. New York. 1976. Seabury Press. 1st American Edition.
Trace Of Remains Of A Price Sticker On Front Free Endpaper, Otherwise Very 
Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0816493049. Translated from the Spanish by Eliot
Weinberger & Wilfrido Corral. 149 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Tim McKeen.
Inventory # 23473. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Sr. Lopez Portillo has written two richly mythic, 
imaginative works- Don Q and Quetzalcoatl. DON Q is a fictional ‘memoir’ narrated
by a young lawyer named Pepe Seco of things told to him by the mysterious 
philosopher Don Q. But the reader soon discovers that Don 0’s memoirs are actually
a series of meditations on the human condition and the fate of man. Don Q is 
variously identified as the cousin of Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, later as a nephew of
either Antonio Machado or Miguel de Unamuno. It is also possible that he is Don 
Quixote, or the god-man Quetzalcoatl. Lopez Portillo’s work blends such varied 
moods as those reminiscent of authors as diverse as Cervantes, Montaigne, or 
Borges. Of Quetzalcoatl, Octavio Paz has written that no one will ever understand 
the Spanish conquest of Mexico without first understanding the legend of this ‘white
god-man.’ This re-telling of the Ouetzalcoatl legend synthesizes not only the 
teaching of this most benevolent of Mexican deities but also the legends and 
teachings of all great religious leaders, from Gautama to Christ. And from Lopez 
Portillo’s account we come to a realization of how the Spanish Conquistadores were
able to brutally enslave an entire nation while the Indians, who thought the invasion 
to be the promised Second Coming of their white god-king, made no attempt to 
defend themselves until it was too late.

José Guillermo Abel López Portillo y Pacheco (June 16, 1920 – February 17, 2004)
was a Mexican lawyer and, politician affiliated with Institutional Revolutionary Party 
(PRI) who served as the 51st President of Mexico from 1976 to 1982.
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Lopez-Medina, Sylvia. Cantora. Albuquerque. 1992. University Of New Mexico 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0826313752. 306 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket art by Miguel Martinez - 'Dominiqua'. Inventory # 17330. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This memorable first novel is the story of four 
generations of Mexican - then Mexican American women - who defy and preserve 
the traditions of their often oppressive cultures. Set in Mexico and Southern 
California, the story of the Perez women is pieced together by the U.S.-born 
daughter who accidently stumbles upon a startling family secret. The truth of 
Amparo’s forebears emerges through her recollections of the stories she’s heard all
her life - how her great-grandmother fled first from her domineering father, then the 
raiding Yaqui Indians, and finally the encroaching violence of the Revolution. She 
recalls stories of the family’s restaurant in Hermosillo, Mexico. And, she remembers
tales of the family’s move to California. But CANTORA is much more than the 
chronicle of a family. By coming to know her Mexicana great-grandmother, 
grandmother, and mother, the mestizo woman comes to know herself. Based on the
oral history of the author’s family, this novel reveals Lopez-Medina as a new, strong
voice in the chorus of women reconstructing their own histories. CANTORA is a 
story of love, deceit, and liberation that will help readers look into their own pasts. It 
is a story that will inspire you to remember.

Sylvia Lopez-Medina was born in Modesto on December 5, 1942. She worked 
earlier in her life as a legal assistant, returning to school in the mid-1980s. In 1991 
she received a degree in creative writing and English literature from the University of
California at Santa Cruz. In 1992 the University of New Mexico Press published her 
first novel, "Cantora," based on her family and ancestral heritage. She received 
much critical acclaim and praise for it as a first-time author. It was later published in
paperback. Her second book, "Sigui-riya," was released by Harper Collins last 
September. Her third book, a novel that would have completed her trilogy, was near
completion. She died on March 5, 1998, at age 55.
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Lopez, Erika. Flaming Iguanas: An Illustrated All-Girl Road Novel Thing. New York.
1997. Simon & Schuster Editions. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0684837226. 272 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Erika Lopez. Inventory # 
23888. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Tomato Rodriguez hops on her motorcycle and embarks
on the ultimate sea-to-shining-sea all-girl adventure - a story that combines all the 
best parts of Alice in Wonderland and Easy Rider as Tomato crosses the country in
search of the meaning of life, love, and the perfect post office. By the time Tomato 
rolls into San Francisco, she has visited post offices galore, tried using a mantra to 
give herself a lobotomy, decided to sleep with men, decided not to sleep with men, 
prayed for a bisexual role model, and figured out that who she is is whatever she 
makes up that day. Flaming Iguanas is a hilarious and unique first novel that 
combines text, line drawings, rubber stamp art, and a serious dose of attitude.

Erika Lopez is an American cartoonist, novelist, and performance artist of Puerto 
Rican descent who has published six books and speaks openly of her bisexuality. 
She lives in San Francisco, California.
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Lopez, Erika. Hoochie Mama: The Other White Meat. New York. 2001. Simon & 
Schuster. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684869748. 245 pages. hardcover.
Cover illustration by Erika Lopez. Inventory # 29531. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Fresh from prison, Tomato ‘Mad Dog’ Rodriguez returns 
to find her once-bohemian Mission neighborhood overrun by Latte People trading 
stocks on cell phones while careening down sidewalks in their Ford Explorers. Rents
have multiplied to the square root of horror, forcing the families, elderly artists, and 
hippies - those who didn’t already get run over on the sidewalks - to flee in droves, 
leaving behind only those willing to serve noisy coffees and change the deadly 
Firestone tires.

Erika Lopez is an American cartoonist, novelist, and performance artist of Puerto 
Rican descent who has published six books and speaks openly of her bisexuality. 
She lives in San Francisco, California.
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Lopez, Erika. They Call Me Mad Dog: A Story For Bitter, Lonely People. New York.
1998. Simon & Schuster. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0684849410. 310 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Paul 'Meat Dog' Smith & Erika
'Mad Dog' Lopez. Inventory # 25989. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - What do you do when love goes wrong? If you’re Tomato
Rodriguez, the reigning queen of motorcycle-riding, bicoastal bisexuals, you do 
every wrong thing there is to do. When Tomato’s lover, Hooter Mujer, falls off the 
fidelity wagon, our biker babe starts by dialing 1-800-REVENGE, performs a kinky 
little kidnapping, and ends up getting a GO TO JAIL/GO DIRECTLY TO JAIL card 
while trying to apologize for her bad behavior. What started out as low-rent revenge
complete with whipped cream, Bic ballpoints, and a two-by-four, turns into a murder
charge. Before Tomato knows what’s happening, she’s locked away in the Big 
House with all the rest of the bad, bad, bad girls, hoping Ilsa the Wicked Warden will
think she’s too crazy to be convicted on a murder charge.

Erika Lopez is an American cartoonist, novelist, and performance artist of Puerto 
Rican descent who has published six books and speaks openly of her bisexuality. 
She lives in San Francisco, California.
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Lorca, Federico Garcia. Plays: Three. London. 1994. Eyre Methuen. 1st Printing of 
This Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0413652408. Includes - Mariana 
Pineda. The Public. and Play Without A Title. 208 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
28001. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Mariana Pineda achieved immediate critical success on 
its first performance in Barcelona in 1927. The Public is a powerful and 
uncompromising demand for sexual, and specifically homosexual, freedom - as 
predicted it was never performed in Lorca's time - it was first performed in this 
country by Theatre Royal Stratford East in the 80s. Play Without a Title, an 
unfinished Lorca rarity, realises his wish 'to do something different, including modern
plays on the age we live in'.

Federico del Sagrado Corazón de Jesús García Lorca, known as Federico García 
Lorca (5 June 1898 – 19 August 1936) was a Spanish poet, playwright, and theatre
director. García Lorca achieved international recognition as an emblematic member
of the Generation of '27. He was executed by Nationalist forces during the Spanish
Civil War. In 2008, a Spanish judge opened an investigation into Lorca's death. The
García Lorca family eventually dropped objections to the excavation of a potential 
gravesite near Alfacar, but no human remains were found. According to Spanish 
naming customs, García Lorca is sometimes referred to simply as 'Lorca', his 
second surname, due to García, his first surname, being extremely common. 
However, he should never be alphabetized under that name.
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Lorde, Audre. Our Dead Behind Us: Poems. New York. 1986. Norton. 1st American
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. Remainder Mark On Bottom Edge. 039302329x.
75 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Ann Cammett. Inventory # 38048. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this collection, Audre Lorde gives us poems that 
explore 'differences as creative tensions, and the melding of past strength / pain with
future hope / fear; the present being the vital catalyst, the motivating force - 
activism.'As Marilyn Hacker has written, 'Black, lesbian, mother, cancer survivor, 
urban woman: none of Lorde's selves has ever silenced the others; the counterpoint
among them is often the material of her strongest poems.'

Audre Geraldine Lorde (February 18, 1934 - November 17, 1992) was an American
writer, poet and activist. Lorde was born in New York City to Caribbean immigrants
who settled in Harlem. Frederick Byron Lorde and Linda Gertrude Belmar Lorde. 
Lorde was nearsighted and legally blind. The youngest of three daughters, she grew
up in Harlem, hearing her mother’s stories about the West Indies. She learned to 
talk while she learned to read, at the age of four. Her mother taught her to write 
during this time. She wrote her first poem when she was in the eighth grade. Lorde’s
poetry was published regularly during the 1960s: in Langston Hughes’s 1962 New 
Negro Poets, USA; in several foreign anthologies; and in black literary magazines. 
During this time she was politically active in the civil rights, antiwar, and feminist 
movements. Her first volume of poetry, The First Cities (1968), was published by the
Poet’s Press and edited by Diane di Prima, a former classmate and friend from 
Hunter College High School. In 1980, Audre Lorde, Barbara Smith and several other
lesbians co-founded Kitchen Table: Women of Color Press, the first U.S. publisher 
for women of color. Lorde was named State Poet of New York from 1991 to 1992.
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Lorde, Audre. The Marvelous Arithmetics of Distance: Poems 1987-1992. New York.
1993. Norton. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0393035131. 60 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 23966. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This collection, 39 poems written between 1987 and 
1992, is the final volume by 'a major American poet whose concerns are 
international, and whose words have left their mark on many lives,' in the words of 
Adrienne Rich.

Audre Geraldine Lorde (February 18, 1934 - November 17, 1992) was an American
writer, poet and activist. Lorde was born in New York City to Caribbean immigrants
who settled in Harlem. Frederick Byron Lorde and Linda Gertrude Belmar Lorde. 
Lorde was nearsighted and legally blind. The youngest of three daughters, she grew
up in Harlem, hearing her mother’s stories about the West Indies. She learned to 
talk while she learned to read, at the age of four. Her mother taught her to write 
during this time. She wrote her first poem when she was in the eighth grade. Lorde’s
poetry was published regularly during the 1960s: in Langston Hughes’s 1962 New 
Negro Poets, USA; in several foreign anthologies; and in black literary magazines. 
During this time she was politically active in the civil rights, antiwar, and feminist 
movements. Her first volume of poetry, The First Cities (1968), was published by the
Poet’s Press and edited by Diane di Prima, a former classmate and friend from 
Hunter College High School. In 1980, Audre Lorde, Barbara Smith and several other
lesbians co-founded Kitchen Table: Women of Color Press, the first U.S. publisher 
for women of color. Lorde was named State Poet of New York from 1991 to 1992.keywords
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Loriga, Ray. My Brother's Gun. New York. 1997. St Martin's Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312169477. Translated from the Spanish by 
Kristina Cordero. 119 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Henry Sene Yee. 
Inventory # 24281. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When the eldest son of an attractive family inexplicably 
kills a security guard and promptly takes flight, the brother and mother he leaves 
behind are not - as might be expected - ostracized. Instead the insatiable media 
celebrate their plight, transfixed by their misfortune. They become media darlings. 
When the second murder occurs, they are full-fledged stars. The issues of life and 
death, ethics and morality, notoriety and anonymity - all are deconstructed and 
rebuilt in the form of a brilliant narrative that portrays our society's obsession with 
fame.

Jorge Loriga Torrenova, better known as Ray Loriga, is a Spanish author, 
screenwriter, and director. His first novel Lo Peor de todo, was published in 1992, 
and was followed by Héroes in 1993. Caídos del Cielo is the first of his novels to be
published in English, and he directed a film based on this book in 1997.
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Lotz, Wolfgang. The Champagne Spy. New York. 1972. St Martin's Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket W/A Few Tape-Repaired Tears. 240 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 9178. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Israel's master spy tells his story. Like his fictional 
counterpart James Bond, Secret Agent Wolfgang Lotz lived a charmed and 
extravagant life on his missions, called the Champagne Spy by a superior in Israel 
Intelligence who had to approve his expense account. Under the guise of a wealthy
German horse breeder in Egypt, he mixed in the highest of society and was taken 
into the confidence of Cairo's German Colony and from here he gained military 
information from German military experts advising the Egyptians. Captured in 1965,
he was saved by the Six Day War of 1967 where he was traded for 5000 Egyptian 
prisoners.

Wolfgang Lotz, (January 6, 1921, Mannheim, Germany - May 13, 1993, Munich, 
Germany) who later adopted the Hebrew name Ze'ev Gur-Arie, was an Israeli spy in
Egypt during the 1960s providing intelligence and conducting terror operations 
against Egyptian military scientists. He was arrested by Egypt in 1965, and 
subsequently repatriated to Israel in a prisoner exchange.
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Louie, David Wong. Pangs of Love: Stories. New York. 1991. Knopf. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394589572. 1st Collection Of Stories. 225 pages.
hardcover. Jacket photograph by Ralph Gibson, 1970. Inventory # 5766. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Cultures as well as generations clash in the funny and 
heartbreaking short stories that mark this winner of the Los Angeles Times Book 
Prize for First Fiction and the Ploughshares Award. PANGS OF LOVE explores the
bizarre contradictions inherent in assimilation.

David Wong Louie (December 20, 1954 – September 19, 2018) was a Chinese-
American novelist and short story writer. He received an M.F.A. (Master of Fine Arts)
in Creative Writing from the University of Iowa in 1981 and a BA from Vassar 
College in 1977. He taught at the University of California, Los Angeles. Pangs of 
Love received the 1991 First Fiction Award from the Los Angeles Times and the 
John C. Zacharis First Book Award from Ploughshares. It was also named a Notable
Book by The New York Times and a Voice Literary Supplement Favorite. The 
Barbarians are Coming won the Shirley Collier Prize. In 2001, he was awarded a 
Lannan Literary Fellowship. He has also had a fellowship with the National 
Foundation for the Advancement of Arts. His short story "Displacement" was 
included in 100 Years of the Best American Short Stories, Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
October 6, 2015.
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Louis, Adrian C. Among the Dog Eaters. Albuquerque. 1992. West End Press. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0931122694. 91 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
21769. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Do not crack the pages of Among the Dog Eaters unless
you are ready for the terrible truth of what it means to be Indian in the twentieth 
century. Adrian Louis is a tough, authentic American voice that will both disturb you
and make you want to dance another round in the heart of Indian country.’ - Joy 
Harjo. ‘In Among the Dog Eaters, Adrian Louis blows on the ashes and ignites the 
cinders of language. But it is more than that. He carves language to contain 
experience that is hard to grasp and tell about. He deals with margin-life, the blood 
and betrayals, the bleak joys and raging ecstasies of our lonely, primal dance as 
human beings living in a world insanely intoxicated on our cheap thrills.’ - Jimmy 
Santiago Baca.

Adrian C. Louis (April 24, 1946 – September 9, 2018) was an American author. 
Hailing from Nevada, Louis was a member of Lovelock Paiute tribe who lived on the
Pine Ridge Reservation in South Dakota. He has taught at Oglala Lakota College. 
His novel Skins (1995) discusses reservation life and issues such as poverty, 
alcoholism, and social problems and was the basis for the 2002 film, Skins. He also
published books of poetry and a collection of short stories, Wild Indians and Other 
Creatures (1996). His work was noted for its realism. He died on September 9, 
2018. Louis has ten published books of poetry and two novels. His poetry and fiction
have garnered him much recognition and awards. His work has been praised by 
some of the other notable modern Native American writers, including Sherman 
Alexie, N. Scott Momaday, James Welch and Leslie Marmon Silko. In 1999, he was
added to the Nevada Writer's Hall of Fame.
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Louis, Adrian C. Skins. New York. 1995. Crown. 1st American Edition. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 0517799588. 1st Novel by Native American Poet. 304 pages. hardcover.
Inventory # 21561. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Rudy Yellow Shirt, a full-blooded Oglala Sioux and a 
criminal investigator with the Pine Ridge Public Safety Department, spends most 
nights locking up drunk and disorderly Indians, frequently including his own ciye, his
older brother Mogie. They live on the Pine Ridge Reservation, the home of Crazy 
Horse's tribe, where the Indian wars ended with the massacre at Wounded Knee, 
and where so many Oglala people try to maintain their ancient dignity while living on
welfare checks and cans of surplus commodity foods distributed by the government.
But when Rudy falls and hits his head on a rock, the spirit of Iktomi, the trickster, 
starts messing with his life. Soon Rudy finds himself taking on the alter ego of the 
Avenging Warrior and dispensing swift vigilante justice to unlucky criminals. Then, 
one night, the Warrior decides to firebomb one of the liquor stores that hug the 
border of the reservation, and Iktomi plays his most diabolical trick, starting a chain 
of events that will change Rudy and Mogie's relationship forever. A frank, powerful 
first novel by leading American Indian poet, about two brothers whose bond is tested
by the realities of contemporary life on the 'rez.' Rudy Yellow Shirt is a full-blooded 
Oglala Sioux and a criminal investigator with the Pine Ridge Public Safety 
Department. When he falls and hits his head, a trickster spirit enters his life and has
him dispensing swift justice.

Adrian C. Louis (April 24, 1946 – September 9, 2018) was an American author. 
Hailing from Nevada, Louis was a member of Lovelock Paiute tribe who lived on the
Pine Ridge Reservation in South Dakota. He has taught at Oglala Lakota College. 
His novel Skins (1995) discusses reservation life and issues such as poverty, 
alcoholism, and social problems and was the basis for the 2002 film, Skins. He also
published books of poetry and a collection of short stories, Wild Indians and Other 
Creatures (1996). His work was noted for its realism. He died on September 9, 
2018. Louis has ten published books of poetry and two novels. His poetry and fiction
have garnered him much recognition and awards.
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Louis, Adrian C. Vortex of Indian Fevers. Evanston. 1995. Triquarterly Books. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0810150425. 62 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
21619. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Wordplay, metaphoric brilliance, technical virtuosity, and
a scathingly sardonic critique of self and society fill this new collection by Adrian C. 
Louis. This book is fueled by both anger and irony; Louis excoriates, jests, prays, 
mourns, and marshals his poetic powers to create his most memorable book.

Adrian C. Louis (April 24, 1946 – September 9, 2018) was an American author. 
Hailing from Nevada, Louis was a member of Lovelock Paiute tribe who lived on the
Pine Ridge Reservation in South Dakota. He has taught at Oglala Lakota College. 
His novel Skins (1995) discusses reservation life and issues such as poverty, 
alcoholism, and social problems and was the basis for the 2002 film, Skins. He also
published books of poetry and a collection of short stories, Wild Indians and Other 
Creatures (1996). His work was noted for its realism. He died on September 9, 
2018. Louis has ten published books of poetry and two novels. His poetry and fiction
have garnered him much recognition and awards. His work has been praised by 
some of the other notable modern Native American writers, including Sherman 
Alexie, N. Scott Momaday, James Welch and Leslie Marmon Silko. In 1999, he was
added to the Nevada Writer's Hall of Fame.
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Louis, Adrian C. Wild Indians & Other Creatures. Reno. 1996. University Of Nevada
Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0874172799. 200 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Erin Kirk New. Inventory # 22255. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Wild Indians and Other Creatures is a stunning book that
will startle readers who harbor romantic notions of contemporary Native American 
life. In these interrelated stories, most animals speak and most humans drink. A 
number of these irrelevant stories of Indian life are reworkings of traditional Trickster
talescomplete with horny humanesque coyotes, randy ravens, and mystical bears -
which transcend that form and become something new and arresting. Set on and 
around the Pine Ridge Reservation of South Dakota, these unsettling, often 
politically incorrect stories almost function as a novel. Many are laugh-out-loud 
funny, while others are stark and sad, yet grimly human and powerful. Many more 
stories and lives are interwoven in these sometimes bawdy but always moving and
memorable tales. In Wild Indians and Other Creatures, Adrian C. Louis, one of the 
leading American Indian poets, presents an unblinking look at the social ills of 
reservation life while at the same time speaking of hope and survival for native 
peoples.

Adrian C. Louis (April 24, 1946 – September 9, 2018) was an American author. 
Hailing from Nevada, Louis was a member of Lovelock Paiute tribe who lived on the
Pine Ridge Reservation in South Dakota. He has taught at Oglala Lakota College. 
His novel Skins (1995) discusses reservation life and issues such as poverty, 
alcoholism, and social problems and was the basis for the 2002 film, Skins. He also
published books of poetry and a collection of short stories, Wild Indians and Other 
Creatures (1996). His work was noted for its realism. He died on September 9, 
2018. Louis has ten published books of poetry and two novels. His poetry and fiction
have garnered him much recognition and awards. His work has been praised by 
some of the other notable modern Native American writers, including Sherman 
Alexie, N. Scott Momaday, James Welch and Leslie Marmon Silko. In 1999, he was
added to the Nevada Writer's Hall of Fame.
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Lovelace, Earl. A Brief Conversation and Other Stories. Portsmouth. 1988. 
Heinemann. Reprinted Heinemann Caribbean Writers Series Paperback Edition. 
Very Good in Wrappers. 0435988824. Caribbean Writers Series. A paperback 
original. 141 pages. paperback. Cover design by Keith Pointing. Cover illustration by
Christine Tongue. Inventory # 16337. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A rich and entertaining new collection of short stories 
from Trinidad’s foremost story-teller. With the characteristic skill now expected from 
this writer of international repute, Earl Lovelace paints a sensitive, compassionate 
and often humorous portrait of everyday Trinidad life. Ordinary people like Victory 
the barber, Shoemaker Arnold, Miss Ross - once the most sought after woman in 
Cunaripo - Blues and Joebell, both ambitious to see new lands, are invested with a 
special magic that draws the reader into a rhythmical, colourful and changing world. 
‘His writing is lyrical, reflecting Trinidadian speech habits as well as they have ever 
been reflected.’ - Financial Times.

Earl Lovelace (born 13 July 1935) is an award-winning Trinidadian novelist, 
journalist, playwright, and short story writer. He is particularly recognized for his 
descriptive, dramatic fiction on Trinidadian culture:
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Lovelace, Earl. While Gods Are Falling (DUSTJACKET ONLY). Chicago. 1966. 
Henry Regnery Company. Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket. DUSTJACKET 
ONLY. Inventory #  44260. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET
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Loveless, Dashiell (a. k. a. Jim Pascoe and Tom Fassbender). By the Balls. Los 
Angeles. 1998. Uglytown Productions. 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0966347307. Paperback Original. A Bowling Alley Murder Mystery. Illustrated by 
Paul Pope. 222 pages. paperback. Cover art by Paul Pope. Inventory # 26399. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Hello,’ she said, wearing a skimpy red negligee meant to
barely cover her, and doing a good job of it. ‘Can I help you?’ ‘Yes, probably you 
can.’ I could detect the lust in the air, but that had nothing to do with the fact that I’m
a good detective and everything to do with the fact that I’m a man. When it comes to
emotional distress, there’s nothing like a mourning widow. And let me tell you, Suzi
Biggs was nothing like a mourning widow. She was more like a morning window. I 
could see right through her. ‘I’m Benjamin Drake of the Always Reddy Detective 
Agency. I’d like to speak with you about your husband’s death.’ ‘You mean 
murder!’ ‘Yeah, that’s what I mean.’

In the early 1990s, Jim Pascoe and Tom Fassbender joined forces to form the LA-
based hardboiled publishing company, UglyTown. The company was fueled by 
youthful adrenaline, big ambitions, and darkly-toned ideas. It launched with the cult 
classic novel, By the Balls, which they cowrote under the noir-inspired pen name, 
Dashiell Loveless. Jim and Tom went on to publish then-newcomers Sean Doolittle,
Victor Gischler, Curt Colbert, and Rodney Johnson as well as veterans Eddie Muller,
Gary Phillips, and Nathan Walpow. And, in parallel, their own careers as authors, 
designers, and graphic novelists have made them a fixture in the Los Angeles 
literary scene.keywords
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Loveless, Dashiell (a. k. a. Jim Pascoe and Tom Fassbender). By the Balls: A Novel
by Dashiell Loveless. Los Angeles. 1998. Uglytown Productions. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0966347307. 224 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
37984. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Welcome to Testacy City, a seedy desert town where 
Ben Drake-a detective with a passion for small cigars and Old Grand-Dad and a 
weakness for women in trouble-is hired to dig up the who and why behind the brutal
murder of local bowling hero Gentleman Joe Biggs.

In the early 1990s, Jim Pascoe and Tom Fassbender joined forces to form the LA-
based hardboiled publishing company, UglyTown. The company was fueled by 
youthful adrenaline, big ambitions, and darkly-toned ideas. It launched with the cult 
classic novel, By the Balls, which they cowrote under the noir-inspired pen name, 
Dashiell Loveless. Jim and Tom went on to publish then-newcomers Sean Doolittle,
Victor Gischler, Curt Colbert, and Rodney Johnson as well as veterans Eddie Muller,
Gary Phillips, and Nathan Walpow. And, in parallel, their own careers as authors, 
designers, and graphic novelists have made them a fixture in the Los Angeles 
literary scene.
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Lovell, Mary S. Straight On Till Morning: The Biography of Beryl Markham. New 
York. 1987. St Martin's Press. 1st American Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0312010966. 408 pages. hardcover. Jacket by Louise Fili. Inventory # 9141. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The first biography of Beryl Markham, one of the 
twentieth century's most remarkable women. In 1936 she became the first person 
ever to fly the Atlantic solo the hard way - against the headwinds - from England to
North America; and again in 1983, when her 1942 memoir, WEST WITH THE 
NIGHT, was republished. Markham was raised in as a white settler in Kenya by a 
father whose wife left him in Africa with their daughter when she moved back to 
England. As a teenager and adult, the pioneer aviator made news. She was married
three times, divorced for infidelity, she had many lovers, among them: Bror Blixen, 
her friend Isak (Karen) Dinesen's husband, Karen's lover Denys Finch-Hatton and 
Prince Henry, brother of King George VI. Finch-Hatton and another intimate, Tom 
Campbell-Black, taught Markham to fly and, ironically, they were both to die in plane
crashes. Beryl Markham died in Kenya at age 84 in 1986.

Mary Sybilla Lovell is a British writer. She was an accountant and company director
until she began writing in 1980 following a serious riding accident which left her 
temporarily disabled. She has written biographies of Beryl Markham, Amelia Earhart,
Jane Digby, Richard Francis Burton, Amy Elizabeth Thorpe, the Mitford Girls, Bess 
of Hardwick and The Churchills. Her book on Markham, Straight on Till Morning, 
researched and written in under a year, after weeks of interviews with the subject in
Nairobi, became an immediate international bestseller when it was published in 
1987 and was twelve weeks on the New York Times Best Seller list.
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Low, Alice. Zena and the Witch Circus. New York. 1990. Dial Press. 1st Printing. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0803704046. Illustrated by Laura Cornell. Dial Books for 
Young Readers. 48 pages. hardcover. Cover art by Laura Cornell. Inventory # 
14583. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - All witches can fly. Zena knows that. But she is the 
youngest and smallest in her class and flying is the only magic she knows. Head 
Witch Hilda- grump insists that Zena must come up with something better or she 
won't be allowed to compete in the school witch circus. When Zena rescues a funny
cat named Roger, she discovers she has a special gift. And the other witches are in
for a big surprise! Beginning readers will applaud Zena's humor and spirit, which is 
perfectly captured in Alice Low's charming story and Laura Cornell's comical 
pictures.

Alice Low who was born and grew up in New York City, received her B.A. from 
Smith College. She has reviewed children's books for The New York Times, been 
the editor of the Children's Choice Book Club, taught creative writing to children and
adults, and written and produced educational filmstrips. She is the author of many 
books for children including The Macmillan Book of Gods and Heroes. She and her
husband, the parents of two grown children, live in Briarcliff Manor, New York. Laura
Cornell was born and grew up in Pasadena, California. At California State 
University, Long Beach, she received a B. EA. degree in illustration. She has 
illustrated Annie Bananie and Earl's Too Cool for Me, both written by Leah Komaiko.
Ms. Cornell and her husband and young daughter Lilly live in New York City.keywords
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Lowe, Janet. The Secret Empire: How 25 Multi-Nationals Rule the World. 
Homewood. 1992. Business One Irwin. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
1556235135. 335 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 17397. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The international passion for mergers and acquisitions is
creating corporations of immense dimensions and power. The M and A torrent 
reshaped the world of business, locking it on an irreversible course of oligopoly. 
Many emerging global giants are larger and more influential than the countries in 
which they operate. The Secret Empire shows how these mega-national companies
create perturbing global problems. Janet Lowe explores the dangers of corporate 
leviathans and their ability to wrest control away from governments, manipulate the 
flow of currency, set prices, sway political policy, and change the fundamental 
nature of countries in which they do business. Lowe also tells how these 
corporations spread technology, medical discoveries, and other social advances 
throughout the world. Some even enhance world peace, since countries that have 
friendly trade relations and are economically linked are less likely to go to war. Many
of the world's most influential companies - among them Nestle, Matsushita Electric,
Daimler-Benz, Philip Morris, and Bristol Myers-Squibb - find themselves playing both
roles. The Secret Empire identifies the leading meganationals, describing what they
do, their corporate personalities, and who runs them; shows the impact 
meganationals have on shareholders, workers, consumers, and governments; 
examine the who, what, and why of the M and A trend and tells how it affects global
enterprise. This insightful account explores the compelling question of global 
oligopoly. Who will win? Who will lose? Where will it end? The international passion 
for mergers and acquisitions of the last two decades has created companies that are
larger and more influential than the countries in which they operate. This insightful 
account explores the dangers of these corporate leviathans and their ability to 
manipulate the flow of currency, set prices, and sway political policy.

Janet Lowe's career as a writer has included everything from freelance feature writer
to technical writer, poet, reporter, editor, media spokesperson and author of 18 
books and audiotapes.
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Lowry, Judith Larner. Gardening With a Wild Heart: Restoring California's Native. 
Berkeley. 2007. University Of California Press. 1st printing of this new edition. Very
Good in Wrappers. 9780520251748. 253 pages. paperback. Inventory # 36484. 
$21.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Judith Lowry’s voice and experiences make a rich matrix
for essays that include discussions of wildflower gardening, the ecology of native 
grasses, wildland seed-collecting, principles of natural design, and plant/animal 
interactions. This lyrical and articulate mix of the practical and the poetic combines 
personal story, wildland ecology, restoration gardening practices, and native plant 
horticulture.

For the past twenty-eight years Judith Larner Lowry has been the proprietor of 
Larner Seeds in Marin County, California. Her essays on native plant gardening 
have appeared in numerous magazines and anthologies.
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Lowry, Malcolm. Dark As the Grave Wherein My Friend Is Laid. New York. 1968. 
New American Library. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 257 pages. hardcover.
Jacket design by Paul Bacon. Inventory # 5355. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - About DARK AS THE GRAVE WHEREIN MY FRIEND IS
LAID Douglas Day, Malcolm Lowry’s biographer writes: ‘In early December, 1945, 
Malcolm and Margerie Bonner Lowry flew from Vancouver, British Columbia, to 
Mexico City. They traveled by bus down to Cuernavaca, where Lowry had lived with
his first wife, Jan, in 1936, and where he had begun UNDER THE VOLCANO. On 
New Year’s Eve Lowry heard from Jonathan Cape, to whom the completed 
manuscript of UNDER THE VOLCANO had been sent, that they could not accept 
the novel as it stood; many revisions were needed. For the next two weeks Lowry 
spent most of his time writing one of the most remarkable literary documents of our 
rime: a letter to Cape, in which he dissected and analyzed every chapter of UNDER
THE VOLCANO, explaining why every detail had to be left as it was. This task was 
hardly impeded by the events of the night of January 10, when Lowry made a 
halfhearted and spontaneously conceived attempt to slash his wrists. On January 16
the two set out for Oaxaca, where Lowry hoped to find a Mexican friend from his first
stay in that country. They discovered that the man had been dead for some years; 
and, their reason for being in Oaxaca being nonexistent, they left for Acapulco via 
Mexico City the following day.' This much is the matter of DARK AS THE GRAVE 
WHEREIN MY FRIEND IS LAID. During the entire trip both Lowry and his wife made
notes as they went along—dialogues, descriptions, copies of signs along the way, all
sorts of random observations. After a series of dreadful comic catastrophes in 
Acapulco and Mexico City, which culminated in their deportation from the country 
(and about which Lowry wrote yet another unfinished novel, LA MORDIDA), they 
returned to Canada. Some short time afterwards, Lowry looked through all the notes
of the Mexican journey, exclaimed, ‘By God, we have a novel here!’ and fell to work
on DARK AS THE GRAVE.’

Clarence Malcolm Lowry (28 July 1909 – 26 June 1957) was an English poet and 
novelist who is best known for his 1947 novel Under the Volcano. His first novel, 
ULTRAMARINE, was published in 1933. During half his writing life he lived in a 
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Lowry, Malcolm. Dark As the Grave Wherein My Friend Is Laid. New York. 1968. 
New American Library. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 257 pages. hardcover.
Jacket design by Paul Bacon. Inventory # 28468. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - About DARK AS THE GRAVE WHEREIN MY FRIEND IS
LAID Douglas Day, Malcolm Lowry’s biographer writes: ‘In early December, 1945, 
Malcolm and Margerie Bonner Lowry flew from Vancouver, British Columbia, to 
Mexico City. They traveled by bus down to Cuernavaca, where Lowry had lived with
his first wife, Jan, in 1936, and where he had begun UNDER THE VOLCANO. On 
New Year’s Eve Lowry heard from Jonathan Cape, to whom the completed 
manuscript of UNDER THE VOLCANO had been sent, that they could not accept 
the novel as it stood; many revisions were needed. For the next two weeks Lowry 
spent most of his time writing one of the most remarkable literary documents of our 
rime: a letter to Cape, in which he dissected and analyzed every chapter of UNDER
THE VOLCANO, explaining why every detail had to be left as it was. This task was 
hardly impeded by the events of the night of January 10, when Lowry made a 
halfhearted and spontaneously conceived attempt to slash his wrists. On January 16
the two set out for Oaxaca, where Lowry hoped to find a Mexican friend from his first
stay in that country. They discovered that the man had been dead for some years; 
and, their reason for being in Oaxaca being nonexistent, they left for Acapulco via 
Mexico City the following day.' This much is the matter of DARK AS THE GRAVE 
WHEREIN MY FRIEND IS LAID. During the entire trip both Lowry and his wife made
notes as they went along—dialogues, descriptions, copies of signs along the way, all
sorts of random observations. After a series of dreadful comic catastrophes in 
Acapulco and Mexico City, which culminated in their deportation from the country 
(and about which Lowry wrote yet another unfinished novel, LA MORDIDA), they 
returned to Canada. Some short time afterwards, Lowry looked through all the notes
of the Mexican journey, exclaimed, ‘By God, we have a novel here!’ and fell to work
on DARK AS THE GRAVE.’

Clarence Malcolm Lowry (28 July 1909 – 26 June 1957) was an English poet and 
novelist who is best known for his 1947 novel Under the Volcano. His first novel, 
ULTRAMARINE, was published in 1933. During half his writing life he lived in a 
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Lowry, Malcolm. Hear Us O Lord From Heaven Thy Dwelling Place. London. 1962. 
Jonathan Cape. 1st British Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With 
Chipping Along The Front Side Edge Near the Top. 283 pages. hardcover. Inventory
# 9290. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Malcolm Lowry achieved literary fame for his 
extraordinary novel, UNDER THE VOLCANO. Now in this posthumous collection of 
three short novels and four stories, comes some of the finest writing of our time. Its 
publication in America caused a sensation. ‘He has made a work of art,’ said the 
New York Times, ‘moving, noble, to be received with humility and gratitude.’ In the 
first long story of a sea voyage, Lowry’s particular genius for conveying the feel of 
life, time, mind, is at its most polished and intense. Laced with myths, musical 
themes, scenery, and shot with the magnificent laughter of a mind at grips with itself,
it is told in succinct, diary form interspersed with longer reflections. The middle 
stories show the influence of Henry James in the handling of complex 
consciousness. They deal with writers abroad, and are set among the ruins of 
Pompeii, Rome and personal pasts. Then there are autobiographical accounts of his
life in British Columbia. Lowry’s prose has magnificent flexibility, and his stories read
as if an extraordinarily sensitive mind had been imprinted on the paper. It is a 
remarkable record of the development of a mind and of a writer.

Malcolm Lowry was born in 1909 in New Brighton. He was educated at the Leys 
School, Cambridge, and St Catharine's College. Between school and university he 
went to sea, working as a deckhand and trimmer for about six months. His first 
novel, ULTRAMARINE, was published in 1933. He went to Paris and married his 
first wife in 1934, and wrote several short stories in Paris and Chartres before going
to New York. He then left for Mexico. His first marriage broke up in 1938, and by 
1940 he had remarried and settled in British Columbia. During 1941-4, when he was
living at Dollarton, he worked on the final version of UNDER THE VOLCANO. In 
1954 he finally returned to England. During half his writing life he lived in a squatter's
shack, built largely by himself, near Vancouver. His SELECTED LETTERS, edited 
by H. Breit and Margerie Lowry, appeared in 1967 and Lunar Caustic, part of a 
large, uncompleted work, appeared in 1963. He died in England in 1957.
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Lowry, Malcolm. Hear Us O Lord From Heaven Thy Dwelling Place (DUSTJACKET
ONLY). London. 1962. Jonathan Cape. Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 
DUSTJACKET ONLY. Inventory #  44261. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET
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Lowry, Malcolm. Lunar Caustic. London. 1968. Jonathan Cape. 1st Edition In 
English. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0224613391. Edited by Earle Birney & Margerie 
Lowry. Originally Published In Paris In French In 1963. 78 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 14678. $100

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Staring out at the river his agony was like a great lidless
eye'. In this stark, compelling and greatly autobiographical novella, Malcolm Lowry 
tells the story of Bill Plantagenet, a piano player and ex-sailor who has lost his band
and his mind drinking in New York. As Plantagenet commits himself to a psychiatric
hospital to suffer his recovery, Lowry writes with eloquent ferocity on the delusions 
of madness, and the true meaning of sanity.

Malcolm Lowry was born in 1909 in New Brighton. He was educated at the Leys 
School, Cambridge, and St Catharine's College. Between school and university he 
went to sea, working as a deckhand and trimmer for about six months. His first 
novel, ULTRAMARINE, was published in 1933. He went to Paris and married his 
first wife in 1934, and wrote several short stories in Paris and Chartres before going
to New York. He then left for Mexico. His first marriage broke up in 1938, and by 
1940 he had remarried and settled in British Columbia. During 1941-4, when he was
living at Dollarton, he worked on the final version of UNDER THE VOLCANO. In 
1954 he finally returned to England. During half his writing life he lived in a squatter's
shack, built largely by himself, near Vancouver. His SELECTED LETTERS, edited 
by H. Breit and Margerie Lowry, appeared in 1967 and Lunar Caustic, part of a 
large, uncompleted work, appeared in 1963. He died in England in 1957.keywords
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Lowry, Malcolm. Lunar Caustic. London. 1968. Jonathan Cape. 1st Edition In 
English. Very Good in Dustjacket That Has A Small Black Pen Mark On The Spine.
0224613391. Edited by Earle Birney & Margerie Lowry. Originally Published In Paris
In French In 1963. 78 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 19320. $62.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Staring out at the river his agony was like a great lidless
eye'. In this stark, compelling and greatly autobiographical novella, Malcolm Lowry 
tells the story of Bill Plantagenet, a piano player and ex-sailor who has lost his band
and his mind drinking in New York. As Plantagenet commits himself to a psychiatric
hospital to suffer his recovery, Lowry writes with eloquent ferocity on the delusions 
of madness, and the true meaning of sanity.

Malcolm Lowry was born in 1909 in New Brighton. He was educated at the Leys 
School, Cambridge, and St Catharine's College. Between school and university he 
went to sea, working as a deckhand and trimmer for about six months. His first 
novel, ULTRAMARINE, was published in 1933. He went to Paris and married his 
first wife in 1934, and wrote several short stories in Paris and Chartres before going
to New York. He then left for Mexico. His first marriage broke up in 1938, and by 
1940 he had remarried and settled in British Columbia. During 1941-4, when he was
living at Dollarton, he worked on the final version of UNDER THE VOLCANO. In 
1954 he finally returned to England. During half his writing life he lived in a squatter's
shack, built largely by himself, near Vancouver. His SELECTED LETTERS, edited 
by H. Breit and Margerie Lowry, appeared in 1967 and Lunar Caustic, part of a 
large, uncompleted work, appeared in 1963. He died in England in 1957.keywords
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Lowry, Malcolm. Malcolm Lowry: Psalms and Songs. New York. 1975. Plume/New 
American Library. 1st American Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. Edited by 
Margerie Lowry. 308 pages. paperback. Z5110. Inventory # 26881. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - At the time of his death in 1957, Malcolm Lowry was 
known to but a handful of readers for his extraordinarily powerful and brilliant novel,
UNDER THE VOLCANO. Since then, the reputation of this magnificent work and its
complex, often tormented author has steadily grown. And, with the posthumous 
publication of Lowry’s other writings, including OCTOBER FERRY TO GABRIOLA, 
he has taken his place as one of the major figures of twentieth-century literature. 
Through the vivid memories of those who knew him, through probing examinations 
of his themes and techniques, through the early stories that marked his 
apprenticeship and the final stories that signaled his mastery, we encounter the 
living man rather than the legend.

Clarence Malcolm Lowry (28 July 1909 – 26 June 1957) was an English poet and 
novelist who is best known for his 1947 novel Under the Volcano. His first novel, 
ULTRAMARINE, was published in 1933. During half his writing life he lived in a 
squatter's shack, built largely by himself, near Vancouver. He died in England in 
1957.
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Lowry, Malcolm. October Ferry To Gabriola. New York. 1970. World Publishing 
Company. 1st Printing. Very Good in Slightly Worn & Wrinkled Dustjacket. Edited by
Margerie Lowry. 338 pages. hardcover. Designed by Jacqueline Schuman. 
Inventory # 33885. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - OCTOBER FERRY TO GABRIOLA is a novel by 
Malcolm Lowry and edited by his widow Margerie Bonner. It was posthumously 
published in 1970. OCTOBER FERRY TO GABRIOLA is an existential love story 
featuring the Lowry-like character, Ethan Lleweyllen, and his wife in their never fully
consummated journey to Gabriola, an island near Vancouver in British Columbia. 
The themes: Living, loving, drinking, travel mysticism, and literature in the 1940s.

Malcolm Lowry was born in 1909 in New Brighton. He was educated at the Leys 
School, Cambridge, and St Catharine's College. Between school and university he 
went to sea, working as a deckhand and trimmer for about six months. His first 
novel, ULTRAMARINE, was published in 1933. He went to Paris and married his 
first wife in 1934, and wrote several short stories in Paris and Chartres before going
to New York. He then left for Mexico. His first marriage broke up in 1938, and by 
1940 he had remarried and settled in British Columbia. During 1941-4, when he was
living at Dollarton, he worked on the final version of UNDER THE VOLCANO. In 
1954 he finally returned to England. During half his writing life he lived in a squatter's
shack, built largely by himself, near Vancouver. His SELECTED LETTERS, edited 
by H. Breit and Margerie Lowry, appeared in 1967 and Lunar Caustic, part of a 
large, uncompleted work, appeared in 1963. He died in England in 1957.keywords

Literature England
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Price $17.50
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Lowry, Malcolm. October Ferry To Gabriola. New York. 1970. World Publishing 
Company. 1st Printing. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. Edited by Margerie 
Lowry. 338 pages. hardcover. Designed by Jacqueline Schuman. Inventory # 5356.
$25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - OCTOBER FERRY TO GABRIOLA is a novel by 
Malcolm Lowry and edited by his widow Margerie Bonner. It was posthumously 
published in 1970. OCTOBER FERRY TO GABRIOLA is an existential love story 
featuring the Lowry-like character, Ethan Lleweyllen, and his wife in their never fully
consummated journey to Gabriola, an island near Vancouver in British Columbia. 
The themes: Living, loving, drinking, travel mysticism, and literature in the 1940s.

Malcolm Lowry was born in 1909 in New Brighton. He was educated at the Leys 
School, Cambridge, and St Catharine's College. Between school and university he 
went to sea, working as a deckhand and trimmer for about six months. His first 
novel, ULTRAMARINE, was published in 1933. He went to Paris and married his 
first wife in 1934, and wrote several short stories in Paris and Chartres before going
to New York. He then left for Mexico. His first marriage broke up in 1938, and by 
1940 he had remarried and settled in British Columbia. During 1941-4, when he was
living at Dollarton, he worked on the final version of UNDER THE VOLCANO. In 
1954 he finally returned to England. During half his writing life he lived in a squatter's
shack, built largely by himself, near Vancouver. His SELECTED LETTERS, edited 
by H. Breit and Margerie Lowry, appeared in 1967 and Lunar Caustic, part of a 
large, uncompleted work, appeared in 1963. He died in England in 1957.keywords

Literature England
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Price $25.00
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Lowry, Malcolm. Selected Letters of Malcolm Lowry. Philadelphia. 1965. Lippincott.
1st Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. Edited by Harvey Breit & 
Margerie Bonner Lowry. 459 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 5353. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Lowry's widow and literary critic Breit have gathered 
those of Lowry's letters that are of the greatest literary and biographical values: 
among them to Conrad Aiken, John Davenport, and James Stern. FROM THE 
FOREWORD – ‘To MY MIND, the letters of Malcolm Lowry are remarkable in at 
least two major ways. They reflect with agonizing completeness the artist at bay, 
cornered as it were by poverty, the world's indifference, and his apparently savage 
inclination for alcohol. And they also reflect, to a degree I find unparalleled in any 
other writer, an awareness, a minute knowledge, of what he was up to in his work. 
But this plight and this gift may seem familiar enough: writers are invariably hounded
by this or that; and they are, of course, highly conscious of what they are doing. With
such a notion I cannot agree. Reality breaks off from this obsolescent or classic 
sense we continue to hold of the fate and wisdom of the artist. Since the Thirties he
has rarely been so harassed as Lowry by a lack of money and an absence of 
opportunity; and most writers are in truth only partly conscious of the meanings in 
their work. There are too many times, one will see in the letters, when a five-dollar 
bill was crucial. And the letter to his English publisher is a document, a masterpiece
of self-analysis as well as an extraordinary critique of his own masterpiece, Under 
the Volcano.

Clarence Malcolm Lowry (28 July 1909 – 26 June 1957) was an English poet and 
novelist who is best known for his 1947 novel Under the Volcano. His first novel, 
ULTRAMARINE, was published in 1933. During half his writing life he lived in a 
squatter's shack, built largely by himself, near Vancouver. He died in England in 
1957.
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Lowry, Malcolm. Ultramarine. Philadelphia. 1962. Lippincott. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 203 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Triangle. Inventory # 11383. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ULTRAMARINE, the first novel of one of the most 
remarkable prose writers of our time, was published in England in the 1930s, when
Malcolm Lowry was in his early twenties. It was revised by the author before his 
death in 1957, and with this edition makes its first appearance in the United States.
ULTRAMARINE is the story of Dana Hilliot’s first voyage, as mess boy on the 
freighter Oedipus Tyrannus, out of Liverpool for Singapore and Bombay. Anxious to
win the approval of his shipmates, a rough, derisive lot, and to match their example 
in the bars and bordellos of the Chinese ports, Dana struggles at the same time to 
remain faithful to his first love, Janet, back in England. Serio-comic in manner, yet 
deeply romantic, the novel depicts - often uproariously - the pangs and pratfalls of a
boy’s initiation into the company of men. Based on a journal Lowry kept on his own 
first voyage, at eighteen, to the Far East, ULTRAMARINE is very much a young 
man’s book – but that of a young man who was unquestionably a born writer. 
Beneath the ribald humor and colorful language of the seamen’s talk runs Dana’s 
interior monologue, whose haunting prose prefigures the grand style of Lowry’s later
masterpiece UNDER THE VOLCANO. And the themes sounded in this first novel - 
including the obsession with the sea and the fatal attraction to drink - are those that
were to occupy Malcolm Lowry throughout his writing life.

Clarence Malcolm Lowry (28 July 1909 – 26 June 1957) was an English poet and 
novelist who is best known for his 1947 novel Under the Volcano. His first novel, 
ULTRAMARINE, was published in 1933. During half his writing life he lived in a 
squatter's shack, built largely by himself, near Vancouver. He died in England in 
1957.
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Lowry, Malcolm. Ultramarine (DUSTJACKET ONLY). Philadelphia. 1962. Lippincott.
Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket. DUSTJACKET ONLY. Jacket design by 
Triangle. Inventory #  44262. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET
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Loyd, Anthony. My War Gone By, I Miss It So. New York. 2000. Atlantic Monthly 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0871137690. 321 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket photograph by Gilles Peress/Magnum. Inventory # 27581. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An extraordinary, personal look at modern war by a 
young correspondent who saw its horrors firsthand, MY WAR GONE BY, I MISS IT
SO is already being compared to the classics of war literature. Born into a 
distinguished family steeped in military tradition, from his youth Anthony Loyd longed
to experience the fury of war from the front lines. Driven by suicidal despair and drug
dependence, the former soldier left his native England at the age of twenty-six to 
cover the bloodiest conflict that Europe had seen since the Second World War-the 
war in Bosnia. Nothing can prepare you for the account of war that Loyd gives. His 
harrowing stories from the battlefields show humanity at its worst and best, 
witnessed through the grim tragedies played out daily in the city, streets, and 
mountain villages of Bosnia and Chechnya. Profoundly shocking, violent, poetic, and
ultimately redemptive, MY WAR GONE BY, I MISS IT SO is an uncompromising 
look at the terrifying brutality of war. It is a breathtaking, soul-shattering book, an 
intense and moving piece of reportage that you won’t put down and will never be 
able to forget.

Anthony William Vivian Loyd (born 12 September 1966) is an English journalist, a 
noted war correspondent.
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Lubell, Samuel. White & Black: Test of a Nation. New York. 1966. Harper Colophon.
Revised 2nd Edition. Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front, Otherwise Very 
Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. paperback. Inventory # 27685. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Since the signing of the Empancipation Proclamation the
United States has been living on borrowed time, time bought through legalistic, 
political and social machinations in an attempt to postpone the inevitable racial 
showdown that we now must face. (1964). poses the agonizing question at the heart
of the conflict. Has time, as we have rigged its workings, brought into being the 
conditions that will overcome the racial crisis or has time aggravated the problem 
and, in fact, robbed us of our ability ever to solve this conflict?

Samule Lubell was an American writer and public opinion analyst. He pioneered 
door-bell-ringing technique of voter interviews that led him to successful predictions
of winning candidates and issues in the 1950's and '60's.
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Lubin, David M. Shooting Kennedy: JFK and the Culture of Images. Berkeley. 2003.
University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0520229851. 355 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 35165. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Jack and Jackie sailing at Hyannis Port. President 
Kennedy smiling and confident with the radiant first lady by his side in Dallas shortly
before the assassination. The Zapruder film. Jackie Kennedy mourning at the 
funeral while her small son salutes the coffin. These images have become larger 
than life; more than simply photographs of a president, or of celebrities, or of a tragic
event, they have an extraordinary power to captivate–today as in their own time. In
Shooting Kennedy, David Lubin speculates on the allure of these and other iconic 
images of the Kennedys, using them to illuminate the entire American cultural 
landscape. He draws from a spectacularly varied intellectual and visual terrain–
neoclassical painting, Victorian poetry, modern art, Hollywood films, TV sitcoms–to 
show how the public came to identify personally with the Kennedys and how, in so 
doing, they came to understand their place in the world. This heady mix of art 
history, cultural history, and popular culture offers an evocative, consistently 
entertaining look at twentieth-century America. Marilyn Monroe, Sylvia Plath, Donna
Reed, Playboy magazine, Jack Ruby, the Rosenbergs, and many more 
personalities, little-known events, and behind-the-scenes stories of the era enliven 
Lubin’s account as he unlocks the meaning of these photographs of the Kennedys.
Elegantly conceived, witty, and intellectually daring, Shooting Kennedy becomes a 
stylish meditation on the changing meanings of visual phenomena and the ways 
they affect our thinking about the past, the present, and the process of history.

David M. Lubin, Charlotte C. Weber Professor of Art at Wake Forest University, is 
author of Titanic (1999), Picturing a Nation: Art and Social Change in Nineteenth-
Century America (1994), and Act of Portrayal: Eakins, Sargent, James (1985).
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Ludwig, Emil. Napoleon. New York. 1953. Modern Library. Hardcover Edition. Very
Good in Red Cloth & Slightly Worn Dustjacket. Translated from the French by Eden
& Cedar Paul. 703 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 31612. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Born seven years before the American Revolution, 
Napoleon Bonaparte changed the face the Europe, and the world. Ludwig's classic 
biography traces in scrupulous detail the man, the society, and the historical events
—writing during the very next era, a proximity that affords both clarity in focus and a
refreshing lack of twentieth century misinterpretation.

Emil Ludwig (25 January 1881 – 17 September 1948) was a German-Swiss author,
known for his biographies and study of historical "greats."
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Luft, Lya. The Island of the Dead. Athens. 1986. University Of Georgia Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0820308366. Translated from the 
Portuguese by Carmen Chaves McClendon & Betty Jean Craige. 106 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket illustration: Arnold Bocklin, 'The Island of the Dead', oil on canvas,
1880. Gottfried- Keller-Stiftung, Kunstmuseum, Basel. Inventory # 7996. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The body of the dead boy lies in a coffin at the center of 
the living room. The air in the room is heavy with the reek of death, candles, flowers,
and suffering bodies. The mother, a former concert pianist, absently caresses an 
imaginary keyboards shrinks from the embraces of the mourners. The father paces 
the room angrily. Upstairs the dead boy’s twin sister lies naked, grieving, folded 
upon herself like a penknife or an oyster. And in the closed room at the end of the 
upstairs hallway lies Ella, once a beautiful girl but for many years a shapeless 
mound of tormented flesh, half alive and half dead. The first work by the Brazilian 
novelist, poet, and critic Lya Luft to be translated into English, THE ISLAND OF THE
DEAD is the story of a household cloistered from the outside world, of a family 
racked by longing for love and fear of their own perverse passions, by a desire for 
death, for the afterlife, and terror at the thought of bodily decay. As they contemplate
the beautiful corpse in the living room and the repulsive accretion of flesh in the 
closed room upstairs, the members of the family consider their own pasts and 
dreams, and their ultimate fates.

LYA LUFT has published three volumes of poetry, a collection of essays, and four 
novels. THE ISLAND OF THE DEAD was originally published in Brazil in 1984 as 0
Quarto Fechado (The Closed Room), and it went on to become a bestseller in that 
country. As a translator, Luft has rendered into Portuguese works by authors 
including Virginia Woolf, Thomas Mann, Günter Grass, and Norman Mailer.
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Lukacs, Georg. Georg Lukacs: The Man.His Work & His Ideas. New York. 1970. 
Random House. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. Edited by G. H. R. Parkinson.
256 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 18873. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The work of the philosopher Georg Lukãcs has been little
known in the United States, although his attempt to create a system of aesthetics 
within a Marxist framework has been influential in Western Europe, and has 
provoked major controversies in the Soviet Union, as well as in Lukács’ native 
Hungary. This volume is the first in English which tries to deal with Lukács’ work as
a whole. A long introduction by the editor gives a sketch of Lukács’ writings in the 
context of his political activity and attitudes. István Mészãros, formerly Lukács’ 
assistant at the University of Budapest, writes about Lukács’ concept of the dialectic,
and six other distinguished scholars discuss in depth Lukãcs as sociologist, literary 
critic, and philosopher.

György Lukács (13 April 1885 – 4 June 1971) was a Hungarian Marxist philosopher
and literary critic. He is a founder of the tradition of Western Marxism. He 
contributed the ideas of reification and class consciousness to Marxist philosophy 
and theory, and his literary criticism was influential in thinking about realism and 
about the novel as a literary genre. He served briefly as Hungary's Minister of 
Culture as part of the government of the short-lived Hungarian Soviet Republic. G. 
H. R. PARKINSON has been Senior Lecturer of Philosophy at the University of 
Reading. He is the author of SPINOZA’S THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE and LOGIC 
AND REALITY IN LEIBNIZ’S METAPHYSICS and has edited and translated 
LEIBNIZ: SELECTED LOGICAL PAPERS. He is the editor of THE THEORY OF 
MEANING in the ‘Oxford Readings in Philosophy’ series.
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Lukács, György. Gyorgy Lukacs: His Life in Pictures & Documents. Budapest. 1981.
Corvina Kiado. Hardcover Edition. Some Wrinkling Of First Few Pages,Otherwise 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 9631307751. Edited by Eva Fekete and Eva Karadi. 265 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 20121. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The course of the famous philosopher’s life, one that was
demonstrably so eventful, is set forth by means of a montage of contemporary 
photographs, letters and memoirs; it shows a progression from the movements of 
the radical intelligentsia at the beginning of our century, through the lives of the 
Heidelberg philosophers, right up to the revolutionary workers’ movement with which
it became finally so closely interwoven. Gyorgy Lukãcs was one of those few who 
were always present when and wherever something was happening; he exercised a
magnetic attraction on the most outstanding philosophers and aestheticians of our 
era. As the reader follows the course of Lukács’s development, friendships and love-
affairs, he will find himself at the very centre of events and in the company of justly 
celebrated contemporaries. The documents related to the writing, publication and 
reception of Lukács’s books, provide essential means for approaching the life-work 
of one of the most outstanding Marxist philosophers of the era.

György Lukács (13 April 1885 – 4 June 1971) was a Hungarian Marxist philosopher,
aesthetician, literary historian, and critic. He was one of the founders of Western 
Marxism, an interpretive tradition that departed from the Marxist ideological 
orthodoxy of the USSR. He developed the theory of reification, and contributed to 
Marxist theory with developments of Karl Marx's theory of class consciousness. He
was also the philosopher of Leninism. He ideologically developed and organised 
Lenin’s pragmatic revolutionary practices into the formal philosophy of vanguard-
party revolution (Leninism). As a literary critic Lukács was especially influential, 
because of his theoretical developments of realism and of the novel as a literary 
genre. In 1919, he was the Hungarian Minister of Culture of the government of the 
short-lived Hungarian Soviet Republic (March–August 1919).
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Lukeman, Noah. The First Five Pages: A Writer's Guide To Staying Out of the 
Rejection Pile. New York. 2000. Fireside/Simon & Schuster. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Wrappers. 068485743x. Paperback Original. 208 pages. paperback. 
Cover photograph by Doug Whyte. Inventory # 27415. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Whether you are a novice writer or a veteran who has 
already had your work published, rejection is often a frustrating reality. Literary 
agents and editors receive and reject hundreds of manuscripts each month. While 
it’s the job of these publishing professionals to be discriminating, it’s the job of the 
writer to produce a manuscript that immediately stands out among the vast 
competition. And those outstanding qualities, says New York literary agent Noah 
Lukeman, have to be apparent from the first five pages. THE FIRST FIVE PAGES 
reveals the necessary elements of good writing, whether it be fiction, nonfiction, 
journalism, or poetry, and points out errors to be avoided, such as: A weak opening
hook; Overuse of adjectives and adverbs; Flat or forced metaphors or similes; 
Melodramatic, commonplace or confusing dialogue; Undeveloped characterizations
and lifeless settings; Uneven pacing and lack of progression. With exercises at the 
end of each chapter, this invaluable reference will allow novelists, journalists, poets
and screenwriters alike to improve their technique as they learn to eliminate even 
the most subtle mistakes that are cause for rejection. THE FIRST FIVE PAGES will
help writers at every stage take their art to a higher-and more successful-level. .

Noah Lukeman is an American literary agent, actor, script-writer and author of works
about writing and literature. A number of his books are widely used in creative 
writing programmes. Lukeman also contributes to a number of newspapers and 
journals, including The Wall Street Journal and The New York Times.
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Lupoff, Richard A. The Comic Book Killer. Martinez. 1988. Offspring Press. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket & Slipcase. 300 pages. hardcover. Signed by the 
Author. Inventory # 27296. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Thirty-five rare comic books, valued at a quarter of a 
million dollars of rare comic books (including the first appearance of Superman, 
Batman, Marvel Mystery Comics No 1.), have been stolen. Insurance claim adjuster
Hobart Lindsey at first can only laugh, but that is before he finds that he must follow
a dangerous path from the backstabbing and dangerous world of big-time comic 
book collectors to the kinky streets of Berkeley to the holographic wonders of a 
computer millionaire.

Richard Allen Lupoff is an American science fiction and mystery author, who has 
also written humor, satire, non-fiction and reviews. In addition to his two dozen 
novels and more than 40 short stories, he has also edited science-fantasy 
anthologies.
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Lurie, Alison. The Truth About Lorin Jones. Boston. 1988. Little Brown. 1st Trade 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0316537209. 328 pages. hardcover. Signed by the
Author. Inventory # 22759. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Lorin James was a beautiful young painter who made a 
name for herself in the 50's, and then disappeared from the New York art world and
died somewhat mysteriously. What is the truth about Lorin Jones?

Alison Lurie (born September 3, 1926) is an American novelist and academic. She 
won the Pulitzer Prize for her 1984 novel Foreign Affairs. Although better known as
a novelist, she has also written numerous non-fiction books and articles, particularly
on children's literature and the semiotics of dress. Lurie was born in Chicago but 
grew up in White Plains, New York, the daughter of Bernice (Stewart) and Harry 
Lawrence Lurie, a Latvian-born professor. She graduated from Radcliffe College in 
1947. The next year she married Jonathan Peale Bishop, then a graduate student at
Harvard. Bishop was a critic and essayist who, in the 1970s and later, became a 
writer of autobiographically-inflected books about Catholic Christianity. He taught at
Amherst College, in Massachusetts (1957–61), and then at Cornell University 
(1961-). Lurie moved along with him. Lurie and Bishop have three sons; they 
divorced in 1985 after a long separation. She is currently married to the writer 
Edward Hower. She spends part of her time in London, part at Cornell, and part in 
Key West. In 1970, Lurie began to teach in the English Department at Cornell, 
where she was tenured in 1979. She taught Children’s Literature (a new field in the
1970s) and writing. In 1989 she was named the F. J. Whiton Professor of American
Literature at Cornell. She is now emerita.
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Lustig, Arnost. Diamonds of the Night. Evanston. 1986. Northwestern University 
Press. 1st Printing of This Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0810107058. 
Translated from the Czech by Jeanne Nemcova. 287 pages. hardcover. Inventory #
17991. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - DIAMONDS OF THE NIGHT is a landmark in the history
of writing about the Jewish catastrophe of the Twentieth Century. The nine stories 
collected here span the entire cataclysmic experience of the war years from ghetto 
internment to deathcamp to liberation and the Prague uprising of 1945. Lustig 
explores the nature of personal identity and the search for meaning in a world in 
which all conventional symbols and signs have been emptied of value and the only 
certainty is that of destruction. Like Faulkner, Lustig enmeshes his men and women,
young boys and girls, in a chaotic tangle of desire, fear, cowardice, and heroism 
through which each must fight his way toward realizing his particular identity and 
fate. Lustig’s concern is always for the individual as an active maker of his own 
destiny, not as victim. What distinguishes these stories is precisely Lustig’s refusal 
to see his characters in the typical role of passive victim. Rather, each is vividly 
rendered as a distinct, complex individual whose humanity cannot, even at the 
ultimate moment of defeat, be utterly stripped away. Lustig’s style is akin to that of 
Chekhov, in which precise and unsentimental naturalism is blended with 
extraordinary psychological penetration-into the minds both of the Jews and their 
Nazi captors. In these stories, Lustig crosses the threshold separating history from 
fiction. What he provides is perhaps the best kind of history which reveals the lives 
of the actors in intimate detail but also the patterns which rule them. These stories, 
to be sure, question the nature of the Nazi horror, but again and again Lustig asks 
‘what is the nature of justice?’ ‘what is the meaning of truth?’ ‘what is loyalty?’ ‘what 
is the body? the mind?’ Most fundamentally, these stories question the nature of 
human nature as it reveals itself in extreme situations and critical moments of 
unparalleled risk.

Arnošt Lustig (21 December 1926 – 26 February 2011) was a renowned Czech 
Jewish author of novels, short stories, plays, and screenplays whose works have 
often involved the Holocaust.
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Luthin, Herbert W. (editor). Surviving Through the Days: A California Indian Reader.
Berkeley. 2002. University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Hardcover. No Dustjacket.Remainder Marking. 0520222695. 631 pages. hardcover.
Inventory # 11538. $65

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This anthology of treasures from the oral literature of 
Native California, assembled by an editor admirably sensitive to language, culture, 
and history, will delight scholars and general readers alike. Herbert Luthin’s 
generous selection of stories, anecdotes, myths, reminiscences, and songs is drawn
from a wide sampling of California’s many Native cultures, and although a few 
pieces are familiar classics, most are published here for the first time, in fresh 
literary translations. The translators, whether professional linguists or Native 
scholars and storytellers, are all acknowledged experts in their respective 
languages, and their introductions to each selection provide welcome cultural and 
biographical context. Augmenting and enhancing the book are Luthin’s engaging, 
informative essays on topics that range from California’s Native languages and oral-
literary traditions to critical issues in performance, translation, and the history of 
California literary ethnography.

Herbert W. Luthin is an Associate Professor in the English Department at Clarion 
University.
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Lyford, Amy. Surrealist Masculinities: Gender Anxiety and the Aesthetics of Post-
World War I Reconstruction in France. Berkeley. 2007. University Of California 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780520246409. 103 b/w 
illustrations. 251 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 23017. $49.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Surrealist Masculinities offers a fresh exploration of how
surrealist visual production was shaped by constructions of gender and sexuality, 
particularly masculinity, in the 1920s and early 1930s. Amy Lyford builds on feminist
critical approaches to surrealism, which have viewed the female body in surrealism
as symptomatic of male misogyny; yet she also departs from such work by arguing 
that representations of an anxious, ambivalent, or perverse masculinity were integral
to the movement’s critique of France’s ‘return to order’ in the years following World
War I. This book analyzes surrealist work in relation to the history of surrealism and 
investigates how surrealist artists and writers appropriated contemporary medical 
science, advertising, and sexology in their quest to undermine the status quo.

Amy Lyford is Associate Professor of Art History at Occidental College.
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Lynch, Paul. Red Sky in Morning. New York. 2013. Little Brown. Advance Reading 
Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780316230254. 279 pages. paperback. Inventory #
41662. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A tense, thrilling debut novel that spans two continents, 
from ‘a writer to watch out for’ (Colum McCann). It's 1832 and Coll Coyle has killed 
the wrong man. The dead man's father is an expert tracker and ruthless killer with a
single-minded focus on vengeance. The hunt leads from the windswept bogs of 
County Donegal, across the Atlantic to the choleric work camps of the Pennsylvania
railroad, where both men will find their fates in the hardship and rough country of the
fledgling United States. Language and landscape combine powerfully in this tense 
exploration of life and death, parts of which are based on historical events. With 
lyrical prose balancing the stark realities of the hunter and the hunted, RED SKY IN
MORNING is a visceral and meditative novel that marks the debut of a stunning new
talent.

Paul Lynch is an Irish writer living in Dublin, Ireland. He was born in Limerick in 1977
and grew up in County Donegal. His first novel Red Sky in Morning won him acclaim
in the United States and France, where the book was a finalist for France's Prix du
Meilleur Livre Etranger.
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Lynch, Thomas. Skating With Heather Grace: Poems. New York. 1988. Knopf. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394554809. 60 pages. hardcover. 
Signed by the Author. Inventory # 27696. $200

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Often his subjects are commonplace his wife, dog and 
children, his work and the poems are set at home in Michigan and abroad, in Ireland
and Italy. (Several of the pieces are about Argyle, a mythic Irish character.) Like his 
father, Lynch is an undertaker, and the poems that address death here are 
sagacious and overcome the risk of morbidity by embracing life while facing death.
Other standouts are his tender meditation on his daughter, "Skating with Heather 
Grace," and the heartfelt, gritty perceptions of "Tatyana." Most of the pieces are 
composed in pentameters, the majority written in a capricious blank verse.’- 
Publishers Weekly

Thomas Lynch is the author of five collections of poems and four books of essays. 
He lives in Milford, Michigan where he has been the funeral director since 1974, and
in Moveen, Co. Clare, Ireland where he keeps an ancestral cottage.
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Lynch, Thomas. Still Life in Milford: Poems. New York. 1998. Norton. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0393046591. 139 pages. hardcover. Signed by the
Author. Inventory # 26040. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A collection of poems by the highly acclaimed author of 
The Undertaking: Life Studies from the Dismal Trade, a National Book Award 
finalist. In Still Life in Milford Thomas Lynch tenders poems on life and death, history
and memory, the local and the larger geographies. "[Lynch] evinces a steady 
wisdom drawn from years of passionate attention to daily experience."―Seattle 
Weekly.

Thomas Lynch is the author of five collections of poems and four books of essays. 
He lives in Milford, Michigan where he has been the funeral director since 1974, and
in Moveen, Co. Clare, Ireland where he keeps an ancestral cottage.
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Lynd, Staughton. Intellectual Origins of American Radicalism. New York. 1968. 
Pantheon Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 184 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 18053. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Intellectual Origins of American Radicalism was the first
book to explore this alternative current of American political thought. Stemming back
to the seventeenth-century English Revolution, many questioned private property, 
the sovereignty of the nation-state, and slavery, and affirmed the common man s 
ability to govern. By the time of the American Revolution, Thomas Paine was the 
great exemplar of the alternative intellectual tradition. In the nineteenth century, the
antislavery movement took hold of Thomas Paine s ideas and fashioned them into 
an ideology that ultimately justified civil war.

Staughton Craig Lynd (born November 22, 1929) is an American conscientious 
objector, Quaker, peace activist and civil rights activist, tax resister, historian, 
professor, author and lawyer. His involvement in social justice causes has brought 
him into contact with some of the nation's most influential activists, including Howard
Zinn, Tom Hayden and Daniel Berrigan. Lynd's contribution to the cause of social 
justice and the peace movement is chronicled in Carl Mirra's biography, The 
Admirable Radical: Staughton Lynd and Cold War Dissent, 1945-1970, published in
2010 by Kent State University Press.
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Lynes, Barbara Buhler and Weinberg, Jonathan (editors). Shared Intelligence: 
American Painting and the Photograph. Berkeley. 2011. University of California 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Hardcover. No Dustjacket As Issued. 
9780520269064. 274 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37847. $39.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Shared Intelligence, companion catalog to the exhibition
of the same name, explores the stimulating and productive relationship between 
painting and photography in American art. The essays in this beautifully illustrated 
book describe how this dynamic developed, beginning in the nineteenth century and
continuing to the twenty-first—from Thomas Eakins to the Stieglitz circle and 
Georgia O’Keeffe to contemporary art. The book shows that while the initial 
proponents of photography were struggling to secure its place among the fine arts, 
photography’s inherent expressiveness was leading painters to use the camera in 
their work. And as cameras and photographs became part of American culture, 
photographic seeing—how a photograph freezes, flattens, enlarges, and crops its 
subject—began to affect artists’ visual representations. This gorgeous volume, 
which also includes interviews with artists Robert Bechtle, Barkley Hendricks, and 
Sherrie Levine, documents the complex ways in which painting and photography 
have influenced each other—not to undermine each’s originality, but to celebrate the
deep, continuing connections between them. Exhibition dates: Columbus Museum of
Art, Columbus, ohio, February 4–April 24, 2011 Georgia o’Keeffe Museum, Santa 
Fe, May 20–September 11, 2011.

Barbara Buhler Lynes, Curator of the Georgia O’Keeffe Museum and Emily Fisher 
Landau Director of the Museum Research Center, is the author of Georgia O’Keeffe:
Catalogue Raisonné. Jonathan Weinberg is the author of several books, including 
Male Desire: The Homoerotic in American Art.
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Lynes, Barbara Buhler/ Poling-Kempes, Leslie / Turner, Frederick W. Georgia 
O'Keeffe & New Mexico: A Sense of Place. Princeton. 2004. Princeton University 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0691116598. 66 color I 
plates. 10 halftones. 144 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 34976. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When Georgia O’Keeffe first visited New Mexico in 1917,
she was instantly drawn to the stark beauty of its unusual architectural and 
landscape forms. In 1929, she began spending part of almost every year painting 
there, first in Taos, and subsequently in and around Alcalde, Abiquiu, and Ghost 
Ranch, with occasional excursions to remote sites she found particularly compelling.
Georgia O’Keeffe and New Mexico is the first book to analyze the artist’s famous 
depictions of these Southwestern landscapes. Beautifully illustrated and gracefully 
written, the book accompanies an exhibition of the same name at the Georgia 
O’Keeffe Museum in Santa Fe, New Mexico. It reproduces the exhibition’s 50 
paintings and includes striking photographs of the sites that inspired them as well as
diagrams of the region’s distinctive geology. The book examines the magnificence of
O’Keeffe’s work through essays by three noted authors. Barbara Buhler Lynes, 
Curator of the Georgia O’Keeffe Museum and organizer of the exhibition, discusses 
the relationship of the artist’s paintings to the places that inspired her. Frederick 
Turner offers an illuminating essay contrasting O’Keeffe’s fabled aloofness from the
well-established art colony in Santa Fe with her intense closeness to the local 
landscape she so fiercely loved. Lesley Poling-Kempes furnishes a fascinating 
chronicle of O’Keeffe’s years in the region as well as a useful explanation of the 
geological forces that produced the intense colors and dramatic shapes of the 
landscapes O’Keeffe painted.

Barbara Buhler Lynes is Curator, Georgia O'Keeffe Museum. Lesley Poling-Kempes
is an independent writer and historian currently at work on a book devoted to Ghost
Ranch, 1900-1980. Frederick W. Turner, an independent writer, is the author of 
Spirit of Place: The Making of an American Literary Landscape.
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Lynn, Kenneth S. Charlie Chaplin and His Times. New York. 1997. Simon & 
Schuster. 1st American Printing. Small Water Stain On Top Corner of the Front 
Boards, Otherwise Good in Dustjacket With Internal Stain In Corresponding Location
to the Book. 068480851x. 607 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Jackie Seow. 
Inventory # 23240. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With the psychologically penetrating insight that marked
his award-winning Hemingway, Kenneth Lynn probes beneath the mystique of the 
‘Little Tramp,’ the first true worldwide celebrity, whose unmatched comic genius 
masked a complex, sometimes tragic life. Charlie Chaplin’s closest English friend, 
the short-story writer Thomas Burke, once said: ‘He is first and last an actor. He 
lives only in a role, and without it he is lost. As he cannot find the inner Chaplin, 
there is nothing for him, at grievous moments, to retire into.’ In this landmark, full-
scale biography of Chaplin, Lynn reveals the inner man, who used comedy to keep 
tragedy at bay, and brings a keen, critical intelligence to the meanings of Chaplin’s 
films.

Kenneth Schuyler Lynn (c. 1923 – June 24, 2001) was an author, historian, and 
professor who was known for his biographical studies of famous people such as 
Mark Twain, Charlie Chaplin, Ernest Hemingway, Theodore Dreiser, William Dean 
Howells, and Harriet Beecher Stowe. He also taught at Johns Hopkins University for
20 years.
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Lyon, David and Zureik, Elia (editors). Computers, Surveillance, & Privacy. 
Minneapolis. 1996. University Of Minnesota Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 0816626537. Cloth Edition Also Available. 296 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 22638. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Computers, Surveillance, and Privacy was first published
in 1996. Minnesota Archive Editions uses digital technology to make long-
unavailable books once again accessible, and are published unaltered from the 
original University of Minnesota Press editions. From computer networks to grocery
store checkout scanners, it is easier and easier for governments, employers, 
advertisers, and individuals to gather detailed and sophisticated information about 
each of us. In this important new collection, the authors question the impact of these
new technologies of surveillance on our privacy and our culture. Although 
surveillance-literally some people 'watching over' others-is as old as social 
relationships themselves, with the advent of the computer age this phenomenon has
acquired new and distinctive meanings. Technological advances have made it 
possible for surveillance to become increasingly global and integrated-both 
commercial and government-related personal data flows more frequently across 
national boundaries, and the flow between private and public sectors has increased
as well. Addressing issues of the global integration of surveillance, social control, 
new information technologies, privacy violation and protection, and workplace 
surveillance, the contributors to Computers, Surveillance, and Privacy grapple with 
the ramifications of these concerns for society today. Timely and provocative, this 
collection will be of vital interest to anyone concerned with resistance to social 
control and incursions into privacy.

David Lyon is professor of sociology at Queen's University, Canada. His previous 
books include The Electronic Eye: The Rise of Surveillance Society (Minnesota, 
1994). Elia Zureik is also professor of sociology at Queen's University, Canada, and
coedited (with Dianne Hartling) The Social Context of the New Information and 
Communication Technologies (1987).
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Lyon, David. The Electronic Eye: The Rise of Surveillance Society. Minneapolis. 
1994. University Of Minnesota Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0816625158. Also available in cloth. 290 pages. paperback. Inventory # 22666. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this book David Lyon analyzes the various contexts of
surveillance activity and offers a balanced account of the influence electronic 
information systems have on the social order today.

David Lyon is Professor and Head of Department of Sociology at Queen's 
University, Ontario, Canada. He is the author of several books including The 
Information Society (Polity, 1988).
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Lyons, Arthur. Hard Trade. New York. 1981. Holt Rinehart & Winston. 1st Edition. 
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0030536219. 253 pages. hardcover. Jacket
desing and illustration by Myers and Nofsinger. Inventory # 5364. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Arthur Lyons’ Los Angeles detective, Jacob Asch, has 
been called ‘the very composite of the species, genus Californiensis (New York 
Times Book Review), and the five mystery novels featuring him have enjoyed 
increasing acclaim and recognition as being among the best detective fiction 
published today. Now, with HARD TRADE, Mr. Lyons has written his most brilliantly
conceived and exciting Asch novel yet, a spellbinding tale of California political 
corruption. It begins when a troubled woman comes to Asch with a commonplace 
domestic case - she needs to know the truth about the man she is about to marry 
and hires Asch to surveil him. When Asch discovers the man to be homosexual, and
the woman is run down and killed on her way to a hastily called meeting with Asch, it
becomes clear that much more is at stake. The complexities and big-money 
schemes of Los Angeles real estate development are at the heart of the picture - 
with extensions into the tawdry ‘chickenhawk’ world of Sunset Boulevard gays and 
deep into the California political arena, reaching ultimately to the state capitol in 
Sacramento. When Asch is framed for the murder of a Hollywood art dealer, he finds
his career at stake and himself at the center of a large political scandal. The plot 
moves swiftly through a remarkable chain of revelations and scenes, but far more 
than surface solutions are at play in this consistently gripping novel of detection and
intrigue.

Arthur Lyons (December 6, 1946, Los Angeles - March 21, 2008, Palm Springs) was
an American writer of detective fiction. He studied at the University of California in 
Santa Barbara where he obtained a degree in Political Science. He then worked in 
the restaurant business, taking over the family restaurant from his father in Palm 
Springs. He is the author of seventeen novels, eleven of which feature Jacob Ash, a
private detective living in Los Angeles. In 2000, Arthur Lyons co-founded the Black 
Palm Springs Festival, devoted to noir films.
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Lyons, John. Noam Chomsky. New York. 1970. Viking Press. 1st Edition. Very Good
in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 067051473x. Part Of The Modern Masters Series 
Editied by Frank Kermode. 143 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 22492. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the arena of political debate, Noam Chomsky has in 
recent years become renowned for his radical critiques of American foreign policy. 
But it is his work in linguistics that first gained Chomsky his influential position, for 
his pioneering theories have revolutionized the scientific study of language. John 
Lyons offers here a lucid and complete account of Chomsky’s central theses, along
with an analysis of their impact other disciplines.

John Lyons has taught extensively in the United States. He is Professor of General
Linguistics at the University of Edinburgh. and his previous work includes Structural
Semantics and Introduction to Theoretical Linguistics.
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Lyons, John. Noam Chomsky. London. 1972. Fontana/Collins. Reprinted Paperback
Edition. Marking Pen marks On Bottom Edge, Otherwise Very Good in Slightly 
Wrappers. Part Of The Fontana Modern Masters Series editied by Frank Kermode.
121 pages. paperback. 2377L. Cover painting by Oliver Bevan. Inventory # 30765. 
$6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the arena of political debate, Noam Chomsky has in 
recent years become renowned for his radical critiques of American foreign policy. 
But it is his work in linguistics that first gained Chomsky his influential position, for 
his pioneering theories have revolutionized the scientific study of language. John 
Lyons offers here a lucid and complete account of Chomsky’s central theses, along
with an analysis of their impact other disciplines.

John Lyons has taught extensively in the United States. He is Professor of General
Linguistics at the University of Edinburgh. and his previous work includes Structural
Semantics and Introduction to Theoretical Linguistics.
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Lystra, Karen. Dangerous Intimacy: The Untold Story of Mark Twain's Final Years. 
Berkeley. 2004. University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0520233239. 363 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 35166. $27.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The last phase of Mark Twain’s life is sadly familiar: 
Crippled by losses and tragedies, America’s greatest humorist sank into a deep and
bitter depression. It is also wrong. This book recovers Twain’s final years as they 
really were–lived in the shadow of deception and prejudice, but also in the light of 
the author’s unflagging energy and enthusiasm. Dangerous Intimacy relates the 
story of how, shortly after his wife’s death in 1904, Twain basked in the attentions of
Isabel Lyon, his flirtatious–and calculating–secretary. Lyon desperately wanted to 
marry her boss, who was almost thirty years her senior. She managed to exile 
Twain’s youngest daughter, Jean, who had epilepsy. With the help of Twain’s 
assistant, Ralph Ashcroft, who fraudulently acquired power of attorney over the 
author’s finances, Lyon nearly succeeded in assuming complete control over 
Twain’s life and estate. Fortunately, Twain recognized the plot being woven around
him just in time. So rife with twists and turns as to defy belief, the story nonetheless
comes to undeniable, vibrant life in the letters and diaries of those who witnessed it 
firsthand: Katy the housekeeper, Jean, Lyon, and others whose own distinctive, 
perceptive, often amusing voices take us straight into the heart of the Clemens 
household. Just as Twain extricated himself from the lies, prejudice, and self-
delusion that almost turned him into an American Lear, so Karen Lystra liberates the
author’s last decade from a century of popular misunderstanding. In this gripping 
book we at last see how, late in life, this American icon discovered a deep kinship 
with his youngest child and continued to explore the precarious balance of love and
pain that is one of the trademarks of his work.

Karen Lystra is Professor of American Studies at California State University at 
Fullerton. She is the author of Searching the Heart: Women, Men, and Romantic 
Love in Nineteenth-Century America (1989).
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Mac, Bernie (with Darrell Dawsey). I Ain't Scared of You: Bernie Mac on How Life Is.
New York. 2001. Pocket Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0743428218. 178 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 43424. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - "My granddaddy would get mad at all of us. He couldn't 
just get mad at one of us. 'Ain't nobody got. You know what? Go to bed! All y'all, go 
to bed!' It'd be like two o'clock in the afternoon. 'Go to bed!'"Bernie Mac, the royal 
king of the Original Kings of Comedy, is salty and pissed off. The Chicago-bred 
performer has issues to get off his chest, and he doesn't mince words when he lets 
loose. No surprise, his live appearances have earned him a reputation as perhaps 
the truest voice of modern humor. Now, Mac has captured his comedic genius in 
print with his hilarious debut book.Tearing through a wide range of topics with equal
parts insight and irreverence, Bernie Mac shares views that may not sit well with 
everyone -- especially if you're caught in the crosshairs of his rants ("Kids today 
don't get the kind of injuries we used to get as children -- cut, bruised. Now, these lil'
muh'fuckas just continuously get shot"). Still, his way of looking at the world will 
probably make you think and it's all but guaranteed to make you laugh. Taking on 
superstar athletes, the movie business, his fellow comedians, his marriage, and his 
friends and family ("You always knew when your grandmother was at home because
her wig was on that little Styrofoam stand"), Mac unleashes side-splitting riffs on sex,
religion, hygiene, money, and more.Nobody is safe; nothing is sacred. Not even 
Bernie himself. Throughout "I Ain't Scared Of You, Mac turns his humor inward, 
firing off self-deprecating salvos about his golf game, his own personal hypocrisies,
even his sexual prowess -- "Women got toys. .You can't compete with no 
dildo."Mac's insights have earned him critical acclaim andinternational popularity. 
Now, "I Ain't Scared Of You captures Bernie Mac's humor whole -- unadorned, 
unpretentious, and unafraid.

Bernard Jeffrey McCullough (October 5, 1957 – August 9, 2008), better known by 
his stage name Bernie Mac, was an American stand-up comedian, actor, and voice
actor. Born and raised on Chicago's south side, Mac gained popularity as a stand-up
comedian.
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MacCormack, Sabine. On the Wings of Time: Rome, the Incas, Spain and Peru. 
Princeton. 2006. Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0691126747. 50 halftones. 342 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36078. 
$60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Historians have long recognized that the classical 
heritage of ancient Rome contributed to the development of a vibrant society in 
Spanish South America, but was the impact a one-way street? Although the Spanish
destruction of the Incan empire changed the Andes forever, the civil society that did
emerge was not the result of Andeans and Creoles passively absorbing the wisdom
of ancient Rome. Rather, Sabine MacCormack proposes that civil society was born
of the intellectual endeavors that commenced with the invasion itself, as the 
invaders sought to understand an array of cultures. Looking at the sixteenth- and 
seventeenth-century people who wrote about the Andean region that became Peru,
MacCormack reveals how the lens of Rome had a profound influence on Spanish 
understanding of the Incan empire. Tracing the varied events that shaped Peru as a
country, MacCormack shows how Roman and classical literature provided a 
framework for the construal of historical experience. She turns to issues vital to Latin
American history, such as the role of language in conquest, the interpretation of civil
war, and the founding of cities, to paint a dynamic picture of the genesis of renewed
political life in the Andean region. Examining how missionaries, soldiers, native 
lords, and other writers employed classical concepts to forge new understandings of
Peruvian society and history, the book offers a complete reassessment of the ways 
in which colonial Peru made the classical heritage uniquely its own.

Sabine MacCormack (1941–2012) was a German-American historian of Late 
Antiquity and Colonial Latin America.
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Macdonald, Ann-Marie. Fall On Your Knees. New York. 1997. Simon & Schuster. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684833204. The Author Is A 
Winner Of The Governor's General Award In Canada. 511 pages. hardcover. Jacket
painting - detail from Thomas Cole-'Frenchman's Bay,Mt.Desert Island,Maine'. 
Inventory # 23533. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Following the curves of history in the first half of the 
twentieth century, Fall on Your Knees takes us from haunted Cape Breton Island, 
Nova Scotia, through the battlefields of World War I, to the emerging jazz scene in 
New York City, and into the lives of four unforgettable sisters. The mythically 
charged family—James, a father of intelligence and immense ambition; Materia, his
Lebanese child-bride; and their daughters: Kathleen, the eldest, a beautiful talent 
preparing for a career as an opera diva; Frances, incorrigible liar and hell-bent bad 
girl; Mercedes, obsessive Catholic and protector of the flock; and Lily, the adored 
invalid who takes us on a quest for truth and redemption—is supported by a richly 
textured cast of characters. FALL ON YOUR KNEES is a story of inescapable family
bonds, of terrible secrets, of miracles, racial strife, attempted murder, birth and 
death, and forbidden love.

Ann-Marie MacDonald is a Canadian playwright, novelist, actress and broadcast 
host who lives in Toronto, Ontario, Canada. The daughter of a member of Canada's
military, she was born at an air force base near Baden-Baden, West Germany. She 
is of Lebanese descent through her mother.
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Macdonald, J. Fred. One Nation Under Television: The Rise & Decline of Network 
TV. New York. 1990. Pantheon Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0394580184. 337 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Archie Ferguson.
Inventory # 14236. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Since commercial television emerged in the late 1940s, it
has been on the cutting edge of social, political, economic, and cultural 
developments in the United States and the world. This book is a provocative history
of how the major networks schemed to gain ratings and power, and to keep the FCC
at bay. The result was the creation of limited and rigidly standardized television 
offerings. Professor MacDonald examines how the introduction of cable TV in the 
1980s has weakened the power of the networks and reshaped the industry.

John Frederick MacDonald (14 March 1941 – 9 April 2015) was a professor of 
history at Northeastern Illinois University, and an archivist of historical films. 
MacDonald was born in New Waterford, Nova Scotia, Canada a small coal-mining 
town on Cape Breton Island (March 14, 1941). His parents, Murray Dodd 
MacDonald and Caroline Pinkerton MacDonald, migrated to the United States in 
1944: first to Boston, then in 1946 to Hawthorne, California, a suburb of Los 
Angeles. He was educated in local public schools, graduating from Leuzinger High 
School (in neighboring Lawndale, California) in 1959. He received a BA in history in
1963 and a MA in 1964, both from the University of California at Berkeley. He joined
the Peace Corps in 1964 and was trained at Columbia Teachers College for 
educational service in Nigeria. Returning to California, he entered the University of 
California at Los Angeles as a graduate student in European history. In 1967 he was
granted a Fulbright Fellowship, and was the first American scholar to have access to
the personal papers of Théophile Delcassé, the French Minister of Foreign Affairs 
1898-1905. This resulted in his doctoral thesis, "Camille Barrère and the Conduct of
Delcassian Diplomacy in Italy 1898-1902." He received his Ph.D. from UCLA in 
1969.
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MacDonald, John D. Murder in the Wind. New York. 1956. Fawcett Gold Medal. 
Fawcett Crest Paperback Edition. Spine Slightly Cocked, Otherwise Good in 
Wrappers. 192 pages. paperback. d1543. Inventory # 37175. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘MURDER IN THE WIND is, beyond a doubt, one of the
most compelling and suspenseful of all the novels of John D. MacDonald. An 
awesomely described hurricane literally drives his fascinating cast of characters 
together. Their refuge from the driving wind and rising water becomes a sort of 
grand (and grisly) hotel.’ - THE EDITORS.

John Dann MacDonald (July 24, 1916 – December 28, 1986) was an American 
writer of novels and short stories, known for his thrillers. MacDonald was a prolific 
author of crime and suspense novels, many of them set in his adopted home of 
Florida. His best-known works include the popular and critically acclaimed Travis 
McGee series, and his novel The Executioners, which was adapted into the film 
Cape Fear. In 1972, MacDonald was named a grandmaster of the Mystery Writers 
of America, and he won a 1980 U.S. National Book Award in the one-year category
Mystery. Stephen King praised MacDonald as 'the great entertainer of our age, and
a mesmerizing storyteller.' Kingsley Amis said, MacDonald 'is by any standards a 
better writer than Saul Bellow, only MacDonald writes thrillers and Bellow is a 
human-heart chap, so guess who wears the top-grade laurels?'
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MacDonald, John D. Murder in the Wind. Greenwich. 1956. Fawcett/Gold Medal. 
Reprinted Paperback Edition. Good in Wrappers. 192 pages. paperback. d1543. 
Inventory # 35533. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘MURDER IN THE WIND is, beyond a doubt, one of the
most compelling and suspenseful of all the novels of John D. MacDonald. An 
awesomely described hurricane literally drives his fascinating cast of characters 
together. Their refuge from the driving wind and rising water becomes a sort of 
grand (and grisly) hotel.’ - THE EDITORS.

John Dann MacDonald (July 24, 1916 – December 28, 1986) was an American 
writer of novels and short stories, known for his thrillers. MacDonald was a prolific 
author of crime and suspense novels, many of them set in his adopted home of 
Florida. His best-known works include the popular and critically acclaimed Travis 
McGee series, and his novel The Executioners, which was adapted into the film 
Cape Fear. In 1972, MacDonald was named a grandmaster of the Mystery Writers 
of America, and he won a 1980 U.S. National Book Award in the one-year category
Mystery. Stephen King praised MacDonald as 'the great entertainer of our age, and
a mesmerizing storyteller.' Kingsley Amis said, MacDonald 'is by any standards a 
better writer than Saul Bellow, only MacDonald writes thrillers and Bellow is a 
human-heart chap, so guess who wears the top-grade laurels?'
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MacDonald, John D. On the Run. New York. 1963. Fawcett Gold Medal. Fawcett 
Gold Medal Paperback Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 144 pages. paperback. 
T2706. Inventory # 37178. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Who the hell did she think she was, plunging into his 
present life, pleading with him to forget his past, promising him the impossible? 
FREE AND UNEASY - Sid Shanley couldn't stay in one place very long. He had to 
keep on the run, changing towns, changing jobs, changing women. He worked out 
the perfect setup - no attachments, no trails, no explanations. But now a girl had 
caught up with him. Her name was Paula - and a million dollars lay behind her 
strange invitation.

John Dann MacDonald (July 24, 1916 – December 28, 1986) was an American 
writer of novels and short stories, known for his thrillers. MacDonald was a prolific 
author of crime and suspense novels, many of them set in his adopted home of 
Florida. His best-known works include the popular and critically acclaimed Travis 
McGee series, and his novel The Executioners, which was adapted into the film 
Cape Fear. In 1972, MacDonald was named a grandmaster of the Mystery Writers 
of America, and he won a 1980 U.S. National Book Award in the one-year category
Mystery. Stephen King praised MacDonald as 'the great entertainer of our age, and
a mesmerizing storyteller.' Kingsley Amis said, MacDonald 'is by any standards a 
better writer than Saul Bellow, only MacDonald writes thrillers and Bellow is a 
human-heart chap, so guess who wears the top-grade laurels?'
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MacDonald, John D. The Brass Cupcake. New York. 1950. Fawcett Gold Medal. 
Fawcett Gold Medal Paperback Edition. Good in Wrappers. 174 pages. paperback.
k1566. Inventory # 37179. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With a girl like Letty, a guy never knew whether he was 
getting the brass cupcake, the gold ring, the wooden nickel, or the lead slug. Until it
was too late. Take a hard-boiled ex-cop named Cliff Bartells. Take a beautiful girl 
with the unlikely name of Melody Chance. Add the death of one Elizabeth Stegman
of Boston, Massachusetts. Plus her missing jewels, insured for seven hundred and 
fifty thousand dollars. What have you got? Murder for profit, of course. Cold-blooded
premeditated murder.

John Dann MacDonald (July 24, 1916 – December 28, 1986) was an American 
writer of novels and short stories, known for his thrillers. MacDonald was a prolific 
author of crime and suspense novels, many of them set in his adopted home of 
Florida. His best-known works include the popular and critically acclaimed Travis 
McGee series, and his novel The Executioners, which was adapted into the film 
Cape Fear. In 1972, MacDonald was named a grandmaster of the Mystery Writers 
of America, and he won a 1980 U.S. National Book Award in the one-year category
Mystery. Stephen King praised MacDonald as 'the great entertainer of our age, and
a mesmerizing storyteller.' Kingsley Amis said, MacDonald 'is by any standards a 
better writer than Saul Bellow, only MacDonald writes thrillers and Bellow is a 
human-heart chap, so guess who wears the top-grade laurels?'
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MacDonald, Ross. The Chill. New York. 1964. Knopf. 1st Edition. Previous Owner's
Name Penned in Front,Otherwise Very Good in Worn Dustjacket. 280 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Arthur Hawkins. Inventory # 3303. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In The Chill a distraught young man hires Archer to track
down his runaway bride. But no sooner has he found Dolly Kincaid than Archer finds
himself entangled in two murders, one twenty years old, the other so recent that the
blood is still wet. What ensues is a detective novel of nerve-racking suspense, 
desperately believable characters, and one of the most intricate plots ever spun by 
an American crime writer.

Ross Macdonald is the pseudonym of the American-Canadian writer of crime fiction
Kenneth Millar (December 13, 1915 – July 11, 1983). He is best known for his series
of hardboiled novels set in southern California and featuring private detective Lew 
Archer. Brought up in Ontario, he eventually settled in California, where he died in 
1983.
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MacDonald, Ross. The Galton Case. New York. 1970. Bantam Books. 12th Bantam
Paperback Printing. Good in Wrappers. 186 pages. paperback. N6796. Inventory # 
37182. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Galton Case looked clean-cut and routine to me in 
the beginning. I was wrong. The simple search for a missing heir had taken me 
across the country from pretty suburban homes to grim furnished rooms. I'd met 
people so corroded with hatred they weren't human anymore. I'd taken enough 
beatings to be a medical miracle of survival. I'd seen the bloody remains of thee of 
the foulest murders on record. By the time I'd finished the case, I was lucky my 
name wasn't permanently engraved on a tombstone.

Ross Macdonald is the pseudonym of the American-Canadian writer of crime fiction
Kenneth Millar (December 13, 1915 – July 11, 1983). He is best known for his series
of hardboiled novels set in southern California and featuring private detective Lew 
Archer. Brought up in Ontario, he eventually settled in California, where he died in 
1983.
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MacDonald, Ross. The Goodbye Look (DUSTJACKET ONLY). New York. 1969. 
Knopf. Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket With Some Tears. 243 pages. 
DUSTJACKET ONLY. Jacket design by Summit Studios. Inventory # 42133. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET - Lew Archer is hired
to investigate a burglary at the mansion of Irene and Larry Chalmers. The prime 
suspect is their son, Nick, who has a real talent for disappearing. As Archer zeros in
on Nick, he discovers a troubled blonde, a stash of wartime letters, and a mysterious
hobo. Then a dead body turns up in a car on an empty beach. And then Nick turns 
up with a Colt 45!.

Ross Macdonald is the pseudonym of the American-Canadian writer of crime fiction
Kenneth Millar (December 13, 1915 – July 11, 1983). He is best known for his series
of hardboiled novels set in southern California and featuring private detective Lew 
Archer. Brought up in Ontario, he eventually settled in California, where he died in 
1983.
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Macgregor, Stuart. The Sinner. London. 1973. Calder & Boyars. 1st British Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0879449039. hardcover. Inventory # 5427. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A novel by a Scottish physician-novelist-playwright about
the search for love, identity and inner peace between two lovers, and two brothers.

Stuart MacGregor (September 1, 1935, Edinburgh, United Kingdom - January 25, 
1973, Jamaica) was a Scottish poet, novelist and songwriter. MacGregor attended 
medical school in Edinburgh and practised as an anaesthesiologist. He later taught 
social medicine, both in Scotland and the West Indies. In 1958, with Hamish 
Henderson, MacGregor co-founded the Edinburgh University Folk Society and was 
its first President. He wrote a number of widely recorded folk songs about Edinburgh
life including the humorous ‘Sandy Bell's Man’ about dating medical students and 
the romantic ‘Coshieville.’ MacGregor's poetry appeared in a collection published by
Reprographia in 1970, The Four Points of a Saltire. This featured the work of four 
Scottish poets, the others being Sorley MacLean, George Campbell Hay and William
Neill. MacGregor's two novels were THE MYRTLE AND THE IVY (1967) and THE 
SINNER (1973), both set in the Edinburgh folk scene. MacGregor died in a car crash
in 1973, aged thirty-seven.
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Machale, D. J. (Read by Max von Sydow). East of the Sun West of the Moon. New 
York. Rabbit Ears/Simon & Schuster. Hardcover book with audio cassette. Very 
Good in Hardcover and Slipcase. 0689803613. Illustrated by Vivienne Flesher. 
Music by Lyle Mays. 4 - 8 years. 36 pages. hardcover with cassette. Inventory # 
43716. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Traces the fortunes of a young girl sacrificed to a life of 
slavery by her peasant family in exchange for wealth

Donald James "D.J." MacHale (born March 11, 1956) is an American writer, director,
and executive producer. He has been affiliated with shows such as Are You Afraid of
the Dark?, Flight 29 Down and Seasonal Differences. MacHale is also the author of 
the popular young adult book series, Pendragon and Morpheus Road.
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Machale, D. J. (Read by Max von Sydow). East of the Sun, West of the Moon (We 
all have tales). New York. Rabbit Ears/Simon & Schuster. Hardcover book with 
audio cassette. Very Good in Hardcover and Slipcase. 0887081932. Illustrated by 
Vivienne Flesher. Music by Lyle Mays. 4 - 8 years. 40 pages. hardcover with 
cassette. Inventory # 43717. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A poetic version of the beloved Norwegian folk tale 
traces the fortunes of a young girl sacrificed to a life of slavery by her peasant family
in exchange for wealth.

Donald James "D.J." MacHale (born March 11, 1956) is an American writer, director,
and executive producer. He has been affiliated with shows such as Are You Afraid of
the Dark?, Flight 29 Down and Seasonal Differences. MacHale is also the author of 
the popular young adult book series, Pendragon and Morpheus Road.
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Machiavelli, Niccolo. Florentine Histories. Princeton. 2007. Princeton University 
Press. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780691008639. 
Translated from the Italian by Laura F. Banfield and Harvey C. Mansfield Jr. 
Introduction by Harvey Mansfield, Jr. 416 pages. paperback. Inventory # 36261. 
$29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘This translation. of Machiavelli's thoughts on his native 
city is meant to be less colloquial and closer to the original than the typical 
translation. This highlights how Machiavelli used words (and thought) differently from
us. Machiavelli is too often remembered merely as the realist who took the morality
out of `virtue.' As the Histories demonstrate, he was also a gifted writer and 
historian.’--Virginia Quarterly Review. ‘Banfield and Mansfield's new rendition of the
Renaissance humanist's study of Florentine history aims to supply contemporary 
readers with a literal, exact, and readable version of the original. Machiavelli's 
concept of history and his purpose in charting the story of Florence and its leading 
families are thoroughly examined before the translators lead their readers into the 
substance of the social philosopher's arguments and into a work of literature that 
once again comes alive.’--Booklist.

Niccolò di Bernardo dei Machiavelli (3 May 1469 – 21 June 1527) was a Florentian 
historian, politician, diplomat, philosopher, humanist, and writer during the 
Renaissance. He was for many years an official in the Florentine Republic, with 
responsibilities in diplomatic and military affairs. He was a founder of modern 
political science, and more specifically political ethics.keywords
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Machiavelli, Niccolo. The Prince. New York. 1981. Penguin Books. Reprinted 
Penguin Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0140441077. 
Translated from the Italian & With An Introduction by George Bull. 154 pages. 
paperback. The cover shows a portrait of Machiavelli by Santi di Tito, in the Palazzo
Vecchio, Florence (photo: Scala). Inventory # 29146. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE PRINCE is the Bible of realpolitik. This famous 
treatise on statecraft holds such power to shock ‘men of goodwill’ that at one time 
Niccolo Machiavelli (1469-1527) was identified with Satan himself. In his own 
turbulent times, however, Machiavelli was concerned, not with lofty ideals, but with 
government that would last. He drew on his own experience of office under the 
Florentine Republic. Here he states uncompromisingly what, in some degree, most 
governments do but none profess to do, and the tough realities of Machiavelli’s 
Italian are well preserved in the clear, unambiguous English of George Bull’s 
translation.

Niccolò di Bernardo dei Machiavelli (3 May 1469 – 21 June 1527) was a Florentian 
historian, politician, diplomat, philosopher, humanist, and writer during the 
Renaissance. He was for many years an official in the Florentine Republic, with 
responsibilities in diplomatic and military affairs. He was a founder of modern 
political science, and more specifically political ethics.
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Mackay, Richard. The Atlas of Endangered Species. Berkeley. 2008. University Of 
California Press. 1st Printing of This Revied Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9780520258624. 7 color illustrations, 1 b/w photograph, 60 maps, 5 tables. 128 
pages. paperback. Inventory # 36615. $19.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With twenty percent of the earth’s species facing 
extinction by 2030, this striking atlas brings up to date the data on those that have 
been lost already, those that are threatened, and those that are surviving today. 
Vividly illustrated with full-color maps and detailed graphics, The Atlas of 
Endangered Species catalogs the inhabitants of a wide variety of ecosystems, 
including forests, mangroves, and coral reefs. It examines the major threats to 
biodiversity, from loss of habitat to hunting, and describes the steps being taken 
toward conservation.

Richard Mackay is a specialist in environmental-impact assessment and an 
environmental policy maker for major companies. He is coauthor of the World Health
Organization’s award-winning Inherit the Wind: The Atlas of Children’s Health and 
the Environment.
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Mackenzie, Angus. Secrets: The CIA's War at Home. Berkeley. 1997. University Of
California Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0520200209. Foreword by 
David Weir. 260 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 24534. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This eye-opening exposé, the result of fifteen years of 
investigative work, uncovers the CIA's systematic efforts to suppress and censor 
information over several decades. An award-winning journalist, Angus Mackenzie 
waged and won a lawsuit against the CIA under the Freedom of Information Act and
became a leading expert on questions concerning government censorship and 
domestic spying. In Secrets, he reveals how federal agencies - including the 
Department of Defense, the executive branch, and the CIA - have monitored and 
controlled public access to information. Mackenzie lays bare the behind-the-scenes
evolution of a policy of suppression, repression, spying, and harassment. Secrecy 
operations originated during the Cold War as the CIA instituted programs of 
domestic surveillance and agent provocateur activities. As antiwar newspapers 
flourished, the CIA set up an 'underground newspaper' desk devoted, as Mackenzie
reports, to various counterintelligence activities - from infiltrating organizations to 
setting up CIA-front student groups. Mackenzie also tracks the policy of requiring 
secrecy contracts for all federal employees who have contact with sensitive 
information, insuring governmental review of all their writings after leaving 
government employ. Drawing from government documents and scores of interviews,
many of which required intense persistence and investigative guesswork to obtain, 
and amassing story after story of CIA malfeasance, Mackenzie gives us the best 
account we have of the government's present security apparatus. This is a must-
read book for anyone interested in the inside secrets of government spying, 
censorship, and the abrogation of First Amendment rights.

Angus Mackenzie was born in 1950. He worked as an investigative journalist and 
had articles published in Rolling Stone, Mother Jones, Washington Post, San 
Francisco Examiner and the Columbia Journalism Review.
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Mackworth, Cecily. The Destiny of Isabelle Eberhardt. New York. 1975. Ecco Press.
1st Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0912946229. 228 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design: Abner Graboff. Inventory # 18256. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is the fascinating biography of Isabelle Eberhardt, 
born in 1877 and raised by her half-mad father, an ex-pope of the Orthodox Church.
Tragedy after tragedy marked her childhood till she escaped to Algeria and became
a Moslem, living the life of an Arab nomad, disguised as a man, accepting 
unbelievable hardship and poverty, and finally obtaining initiation into the esoteric 
religious life of Islam. She died at twenty-seven in a flash flood in the Sahara. Her 
life is a great adventure story, but it is also a riddle: How did this woman who lived 
constantly in the disguise of a man remain so essentially a woman? How can the 
artist be reconciled with the adventuress, the rebel? And how could the genuine 
mystic who yearned for sainthood, live a life that earned her the reputation of a 
drunkard arid a profligate? In order to write this biography Ms. Mackworth traveled 
deep into the Sahara, talked with people who still remembered the ‘Good Nomad,’ 
and unearthed correspondence that shed new light on this astonishing and brief 
career.

Cecily Joan Mackworth (15 August 1911 – 22 July 2006) was a Welsh author and 
explorer.
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MacNeil, Neil. Death Takes An Option. New York. 1958. Fawcett Gold Medal. 1st 
American Edition. Water Stain On Side Edge, Otherwise Good in Worn Wrappers. 
Paperback Original. 160 pages. paperback. 807. Inventory # 37183. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - They were dangerous men playing a dangerous game 
against a hidden killer! THEIR NAMES: Tony Costaine and Bert McCall. THEIR 
DESCRIPTIONS: Devil-may-care and dangerous men in Ivy League suits. THEIR 
PROFESSION: Private detectives with, incidentally, the biggest asking price in New
York. THEIR ASSIGNMENT: A highly respectable businessman hires them to check
on a puzzling suicide and a missing fortune.

Willis Todhunter Ballard (December 13, 1903 – December 27, 1980) was a 
Cleveland, Ohio-born American author, known for his Westerns and mystery novels.
Ballard was a prolific pulp writer, most notably for the legendary mystery magazine 
Black Mask under the name W. T. Ballard. He also authored several mystery and 
crime novels under that name. Between 1959 and 1966 Black Mask veteran Willis 
Todhunter Ballard penned seven books as Neil McNeil for the Gold Medal line of 
paperback originals about a pair of private eyes named Tony Costaine and Bert 
McCall. Ballard wrote western novels as Todhunter Ballard and the following 
pseudonyms: Jack Slade, Hunter D'Allard, Clay Turner, John Hunter, Sam Bowie, 
Parker Bonner, Brian Fox, and Clint Reno. He wrote numerous teleplays for shows 
such as Death Valley Days and Shannon. Ballard attended schools in Cleveland and
Westtown, Pennsylvania. In 1926 he graduated from Wilmington College, 
Wilmington, Ohio. He was married to Phoebe Dwiggins, daughter of Clare Victor 
Dwiggins, the popular American cartoonist known as "Dwig." Ballard wrote 
thousands of magazines stories and over fifty television scripts. Almost all of these 
stories were in the mystery or western genre. Ballard died on December 27, 1980 in
Mount Dora, Florida.
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MacPherson, Myra. All Governments Lie!: The Life and Times of Rebel Journalist I.
F. Stone. New York. 2006. Scribner. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.
9780684807133. A Lisa Drew Book. 564 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by John 
Fulbrook III. Inventory # 9887. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the world of Washington political journalism, notorious
for trading independence for access. I. F. ‘Izzy’ Stone was so unique as to be a 
genuine wonder. Always skeptical – ‘All governments lie, but disaster lies in wait for
countries whose officials smoke the same hashish they give out.’ he memorably 
quipped - Stone was ahead of the pack on the most pivotal twentieth-century trends:
the rise of Hitler and Fascism, disastrous Cold War foreign policies, covert actions of
the FBI and CIA, the greatness of the Civil Rights movement, the horror of Vietnam,
the strengths and weaknesses of the antiwar movement, the disgrace of Iran-contra,
and the class greed of Reaganomics. His constant barrage against J. Edgar Hoover
earned him close monitoring by the FBI from the Great Depression through the 
Vietnam War, and even an investigation for espionage during the fifties. After 
making his mark on feisty New York dailies and in The Nation - scoring such scoops
as the discovery of American cartels doing business with Nazi Germany - Stone 
became unemployable during the dark days of McCarthyism. Out of desperation he
started his four-page I. F. Stone’s Weekly, which ran from 1953 to 1971. The first 
journalist to label the Gulf of Tonkin affair a sham excuse to escalate the Vietnam 
War, Stone garnered worldwide fans, was read in the corridors of power, and 
became wealthy. Later, the ‘world’s oldest living freshman’ learned Greek to write 
his bestseller THE TRIAL OF SOCRATES. Here, for the first time, acclaimed 
journalist and author Myra MacPherson brings the legendary Stone into sharp focus.
Rooted in fifteen years of research, this monumental biography includes information
from newly declassified international documents and Stone’s unpublished five-
thousand-page FBI file, as well as personal interviews with Stone and his wife, 
Esther; with famed modern thinkers; and with the best of today’s journalists.

MYRA MACPHERSON is the author of three previous books, including the Vietnam
War classic LONG TIME PASSING. She was a highly regarded journalist at the 
Washington Post for many years, and has also written for the New York Times and 
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Maddox, John. What Remains To Be Discovered. New York. 1998. Free Press. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 068482292x. 434 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Calvin Chu. Inventory # 25910. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a book for anyone who yearns to answer the most 
important question for all of us--How shall we learn what we cannot yet imagine?--
physicist John Maddox shows that what remains to be discovered about science far
outweighs what is already known.

Sir John Royden Maddox, (27 November 1925 – 12 April 2009) was a British 
biologist and science writer. He was an editor of Nature for 22 years, from 1966–
1973 and 1980–1995.
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Madison, Charles A. Critics & Crusaders: A Century of American Protest. New York.
1947. Henry Holt. 1st Printing. Very Good in Worn Dustjacket. 572 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 20110. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An overall view of the political, social and economic 
protest movements and their leaders in American history, including biographical 
portraits of American anarchists, utopians, radicals, socialists - Edward Bellamy, 
Altgeld, John Brown, William Lloyd Garrison, Eugene V. Debs, John Reed, Thorstein
Veblen, Emma Goldman, Randolph Bourne, Benjamin Tucker, and more.

Charles Allan Madison (1895-1985) was a publishing executive and author of 
several books on labor, liberal and progressive leaders, publishing history and 
Jewish topics. Born in Kiev, he emigrated to the United States in 1906 and 
graduated from Harvard University in 1922. He first worked with the American Book
Company (1922-1924) and then moved to Henry Holt and Company where he 
remained for the next 38 years.
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Madrick, Jeff. The Case for Big Government. Princeton. 2008. Princeton University
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780691123318. 224 pages.
hardcover. Inventory # 35920. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Political conservatives have long believed that the best 
government is a small government. But if this were true, noted economist Jeff 
Madrick argues, the nation would not be experiencing stagnant wages, rising health
care costs, increasing unemployment, and concentrations of wealth for a narrow 
elite. In this perceptive and eye-opening book, Madrick proves that an engaged 
government--a big government of high taxes and wise regulations--is necessary for 
the social and economic answers that Americans desperately need in changing 
times. He shows that the big governments of past eras fostered greatness and 
prosperity, while weak, laissez-faire governments marked periods of corruption and
exploitation. The Case for Big Government considers whether the government can 
adjust its current policies and set the country right. Madrick explains why politics and
economics should go hand in hand; why America benefits when the government 
actively nourishes economic growth; and why America must reject free market 
orthodoxy and adopt ambitious government-centered programs. He looks critically at
today’s politicians--at Republicans seeking to revive nineteenth-century principles, 
and at Democrats who are abandoning the pioneering efforts of the Great Society. 
Madrick paints a devastating portrait of the nation’s declining social opportunities 
and how the economy has failed its workers. He demonstrates that the government
must correct itself to address these serious issues. A practical call to arms, The 
Case for Big Government asks for innovation, experimentation, and a willingness to 
fail. The book sets aside ideology and proposes bold steps to ensure the nation’s 
vitality.

Jeff Madrick’s most recent book is Why Economies Grow. He is a regular contributor
to the New York Review of Books and a former economics columnist for the New 
York Times. He is editor of Challenge magazine and senior fellow at the New 
School’s Schwartz Center for Economic Policy Analysis.
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Magill, Frank N. (editor). Masterpieces of African-American Literature. New York. 
1992. Harper Collins. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0062700669. 
593 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by One Plus One Studios. Jacket illustration: 
(left) Phyllis Wheatley (1753?-1784), engraved frontpiece to her POEMS, London, 
1773; (right) ‘Langston Hughes’, (1902-1967), Winold Reiss. Inventory # 17389. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - 149 Literary Classics. from Maya Angelou’s ALL GOD’S
CHILDREN NEED TRAVELING SHOES to Ishmael Reed’s YELLOW BACK RADIO
BROKE DOWN. MASTERPIECES OF AFRICAN-AMERICAN LITERATURE 
features critical summaries and descriptions of the greatest works of literature by 
African-Americans. All the important facts and dates of authorship - along with 
analyses of characters, settings, themes and plots - are included for works in every
genre, including autobiographies, novels, poetry, plays, essays and short stories. 
Covering over 200 years of African-American writings, this book includes vital 
information on major works by well-known authors such as James Baldwin, Claude
Brown, Eldridge Cleaver, W. E. B Du Bois, Lorraine Hansberry, Martin Luther King, 
Jr., and Alice Walker, as well as works by many lesser-known writers. The only 
reference of its kind, MASTERPIECES OF AFRICAN-AMERICAN LITERATURE is 
an indispensable guide for students and anyone interested in African-American 
history and culture.

Dr. Frank N. Magill has written and edited distinguished literary reference for forty 
years, including this companion volume, MASTERPIECES OF WORLD 
LITERATURE. Distinguished professors of literature from universities nationwide 
have contributed essays to this work.
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Maharaj, Clem. The Dispossessed. Portsmouth. 1992. Heinemann. 1st Edition. Very
Good in Wrappers. 0435989286. Caribbean Writers Series. A Paperback Original. 
137 pages. paperback. Cover design by Keith Pointing. Cover illustration by Cathy
Morley. Author photograph by Val Wilmer. Inventory # 17871. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘We is cane people and notting else and when de cane is
done we finish.’ Yet with the bankruptcy of the sugar plantation, the labourers have 
to face the loss of their livelihood. In this elegiac novel, Clem Maharaj goes to the 
heart of a dying community, where fear and despair co-exist with robust laughter 
and sustaining friendship. With poignant clarity he unfolds the lives that have been 
bound together by the estate and extends a sensitive understanding to all those 
bound up in its history: the betrayed and the betrayers, the rum-soaked and the sex-
obsessed, the fighters and the losers. It is a tribute to the humanity of all the 
dispossessed.

CLEM MAHARAJ was born in Chaguanas, Trinidad. He grew up on a sugar estate 
near Princes Town and attended a Catholic secondary school in Port of Spain. In 
1960 he came to England and in 1967 he began working for C.L.R. James, the 
philosopher, and developed an interest in writing. He has organised several groups
and campaigns around social and political issues. In recent years he has 
concentrated more on writing, and continues to work at an inner London law centre.
THE DISPOSSESSED is his first novel.
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Mahfouz, Naguib. Palace of Desire. New York. 1991. Doubleday. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0385264674. Translated from the Arabic by 
William Maynard Hutchins. Lorne M. Kenny & Olive E. Kenny. 425 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket photograph - Culver Pictures. Jacket design by Carin Goldberg. 
Inventory # 9197. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With PALACE OF DESIRE, the eagerly awaited second
volume of the trilogy, the master storyteller spins a sensual, provocative tale, 
following the family into the awakening world of the 1920s, where increased 
freedoms prove as troubling as domination and repression once did. Here we find al-
Sayyid Ahmad, the stern and aging patriarch, pursuing the sexually alluring dancer 
Zanuba - only to find that she has secretly married his son Yasin. His long-suffering
wife Amina, and daughters Khadija and the radiant Aisha, test the loosening reins of
societal and paternal control, even as they protect and nurture their own children. 
And Kamal, the idealistic youngest son, ardently courts the sophisticated daughter of
a rich Europeanized family, in one of the most moving portrayals of unrequited love 
in literature. Like PALACE WALK, PALACE OF DESIRE affords a fascinating look at
a period of modern Egyptian history by lovingly and painstakingly examining the 
day-to-day lives of a single family. More important, however, is that it is a deeply 
human, enormously entertaining novel that takes us to the very heart of a family’s 
existence; ‘we get to know these people,’ wrote the Chicago Tribune, ‘as we know 
few people in our own lives.’ Filled with compelling drama and earthy humor, and as
lyrically evocative as the street that gives the novel its title, PALACE OF DESIRE is
an unforgettable story of the sometimes violent clash between ideals and longings, 
dreams and realities.

Naguib Mahfouz (11 December 1911 – 30 August 2006) was an Egyptian writer who
won the 1988 Nobel Prize for Literature. He published 34 novels, over 350 short 
stories, dozens of movie scripts, hundreds of op-ed columns for Egyptian 
newspapers, and five plays over a 70-year career.
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Mahfouz, Naguib. The Journey of Ibn Fattouma. New York. 1992. Doubleday. 1st 
Doubleday Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0385423233. Translated from the 
Arabic by Denys Johnson-Davies. 149 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by 
Steven Rydberg. Inventory # 17053. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - First published in Arabic in 1983, this brief but powerful 
parable is set in a mythical, timeless Middle East. It is presented as the journal of a
wanderer known as Ibn Fattouma, whose boyhood tutor had extolled the virtues of 
travel as a way of finding the true meaning of life. He joins a caravan and sets out to
explore the world, his ultimate destination the enigmatic land of Gebel. Raised in an
Islamic society, Ibn Fattouma finds to his surprise that many of the countries he 
visits, though heathen, are in some ways superior to his own. His first stop results in
marriage to a non-believer, and children. However, war with another country and a 
clash with a city official cause him to lose his family, and he is forced to leave. In 
another country he is imprisoned for twenty years, accused of crimes against the 
state. Civil war frees him, and he moves on again, always seeking an intangible he 
is never able to find, always vulnerable to the winds of social and political change. 
Finally, he joins a caravan bound for Gebel-a country so distant and mysterious that
no one has ever been known to reach it and return to tell the tale. The Swedish 
Academy of Letters in awarding Naguib Mahfouz the 1988 Nobel prize for literature
noted that Mahfouz ‘through works rich in nuance-now clear-sightedly realistic, now
evocatively ambiguous-has formed an Arabic narrative art that applies to all 
mankind.’Naguib Mahfouz was born in 1911 in the crowded Cairo district of 
Gamaliyya, an area on which he has drawn heavily for the setting of many of his 
novels. He worked in various government ministries until his retirement in 1971. He
began writing at the age of seventeen, and his first novel, set in ancient Egypt, was
published in 1939. Since then he has written over thirty novels and more than a 
hundred short stories, many of which have been made into successful films. Today
Naguib Mahfouz lives in the Cairo suburb of Agouza with his wife and two 
daughters. The Swedish Academy of Letters in awarding Naguib Mahfouz the 1988
Nobel Prize for literature noted that Mahfouz ‘through works rich in nuance--now 
clear-sightedly realistic, now evocatively ambiguous--has formed an Arabic narrative
art that applies to all mankind.’.
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Mahfouz, Naguib. The Time and the Place and Other Stories. New York. 1991. 
Doubleday. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0385264712. Translated
from the Arabic by Denys Johnson-Davies. 175 pages. hardcover. Jacket Illustration
By Anthony Russ.Jacket Design By Robbin Schiff. Inventory # 8013. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Since Naguib Mahfouz was awarded the Nobel Prize for
Literature in 1988, his novels been received with great enthusiasm and excitement 
by English-language readers around the world. His vivid and deeply affecting tales 
of life in twentieth-century Cairo have won him widespread critical acclaim. The 
author of more than thirty novels, the ‘Dickens of the Cairo cafes’ (Newsweek) has 
published fourteen volumes of short stories in his native Arabic. Now, available for 
the first time in English, comes this collection, THE TIME AND THE PLACE AND 
OTHER STORIES. These twenty stories represent nearly thirty years of Mahfouz’s 
career, the earliest having first appeared in Arabic in 1962 and the most recent in 
1988. Well known as a writer who prefers familiar surroundings, Mahfouz has set all
but one of these stories in Cairo, while the other takes place in Alexandria. Sixteen 
of the stories have not previously appeared in English. Selected and translated by 
the distinguished scholar Denys Johnson-Davies, these stories have all the 
celebrated and distinctive characters and qualities found in Mahfouz’s novels: the 
denizens of the dark narrow alleyways of Cairo who struggle to survive their poverty;
dark ruminations on death; experiments with the supernatural; and witty excursions 
into Cairene middle-class life. Unquestionably, this collection serves as a worthy and
welcome addition to the distinguished oeuvre of this world-class writer.

Naguib Mahfouz (11 December 1911 – 30 August 2006) was an Egyptian writer who
won the 1988 Nobel Prize for Literature. He published 34 novels, over 350 short 
stories, dozens of movie scripts, hundreds of op-ed columns for Egyptian 
newspapers, and five plays over a 70-year career.
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Maier, Jennifer. Now, Now. Pittsburgh. 2013. University of Pittsburgh Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822962632. Pitt Poetry Series. 65 
pages. paperback. Cover art by Edward Hopper (1882-1967), 'Gas.' Cover design 
by Ann Walston. Inventory # 40588. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Now, Now, Jennifer Maier's second poetry collection, 
time is of the essence. Moving with quantum ease through the porous membranes 
of the past, present, and future, the speaker wonders: What is each moment but the
swirling confluence (or shy first meeting) of past and future--of what happened, and
what-has-not-yet-happened but will? Such phenomenological questions are sparked
by ordinary events: a friend's passion for jigsaw puzzles; an imagined conversation
with a neighbor's dog; a meditation on the uses of modern poetry. Here, in language
at once elegant and agile, intimate and universal, the author probes beneath the 
surface of happenstance, moving with depth, humor, and compassion into the heart
of our shared predicament: that of loving what we cannot keep. But if time in these 
poems is relative, it bends toward grace--even, as the title suggests, towards 
consolation. Taken together, the poems invite us to raise a glass to the way we're 
each 'held light and golden in Time's mouth,' and to savor something of the eternal--
distilled, sparkling, already lost--inside every now.

Jennifer Maier is professor of English at Seattle Pacific University and associate 
editor of the arts quarterly IMAGE. Her other poetry collection Dark Alphabet won 
the Crab Orchard Review Series in Poetry First Book Award and was named one of
the Ten Remarkable Books of 2006 by the Academy of American Poets. Maier's 
poetry has appeared in numerous literary journals, including Poetry, New Letters, 
Smartish Pace, American Poetry Review, and has been featured on Public Radio 
International's The Writer's Almanac.
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Maine, Charles Eric. Fire Past the Future. New York. 1959. Ballantine Books. 1st 
American Edition. Good in Wrappers. Paperback Original. 160 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 31563. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - KALUIKIUU, An island-name destined to become a 
household word, along with the names of eight courageous people - Farrant, Strang,
Hoevler, Earl, MacClennon, Youd and the two women, Kay Kinley and Hilde Bartok -
if ‘the project’ could he brought off successfully. It took three days to warm the 
reactor up to the critical point of zero hour, and meanwhile, some strange insanity 
had been let loose on the security-bound island. How long would it take to kill eight 
people? How tang before some of them panicked or shut themselves uselessly in 
the safety of a locked room? The tension grew unbearable as the inexorable hours 
ticked by and the small farce of scientists was reduced one by one, until the final 
explosion revealed an answer not even the scientists had thought of—an answer 
written in time, and speed, and blood.

David McIlwain (21 January 1921 – 30 November 1981) better known by his pen 
name, Charles Eric Maine, was an English writer best known for several science 
fiction serials published in the 1950s and 1960s. He also wrote detective thrillers 
under the pen names Richard Rayner and Robert Wade.
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Major, Clarence. Dirty Bird Blues. San Francisco. 1996. Mercury House. 1st Printing.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 1562790838. 279 pages. hardcover. Front jacket design 
by Sharon Smith. Jacket illustration: ‘Country Boogie’ by Clarence Major. Inventory #
22551. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - DIRTY BIRD BLUES tells the story of Manfred Banks, a
Chicago blues musician and blue-collar worker, who drifts from Chicago to Omaha 
in the early 1950s. Caught between the casual comfort of a relationship with a male
buddy and the domestic responsibilities of a wife and child in a racist America that 
assaults him at every turn, Manfred seeks easy answers in ‘Dirty Bird’ (Old Crow 
whiskey) and in moving on. But the blues in his soul and the dreams in his mind 
keep bringing him back to face himself. After a nightmarish descent into his own 
depths, Manfred emerges with fresh awareness and possibility. Through Manfred we
witness and experience the process by which modern American English has been 
vitalized and strengthened by the poetry and the poignancy of the African-American
experience. As Manfred struggles with the constraints of society and his private 
turmoil, his rich inner voice resonates with the blues.

The author of nine novels, nine books of poetry, and many nonfiction works, 
Clarence Major was a 1999 finalist for the National Book Award in Poetry for 
CONFIGURATIONS. His anthologies of African American short stories and poetry 
have proven to be crucial texts in the study and reevaluation of American literature.
He teaches at the University of California in Davis.
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Major, Clarence. Dirty Bird Blues. San Francisco. 1996. Mercury House. 1st Printing.
Very Good in Dustjacket W/A Small Tear On The Front. 1562790838. 279 pages. 
hardcover. Front jacket design by Sharon Smith. Jacket illustration: ‘Country Boogie’
by Clarence Major. Inventory # 26991. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - DIRTY BIRD BLUES tells the story of Manfred Banks, a
Chicago blues musician and blue-collar worker, who drifts from Chicago to Omaha 
in the early 1950s. Caught between the casual comfort of a relationship with a male
buddy and the domestic responsibilities of a wife and child in a racist America that 
assaults him at every turn, Manfred seeks easy answers in ‘Dirty Bird’ (Old Crow 
whiskey) and in moving on. But the blues in his soul and the dreams in his mind 
keep bringing him back to face himself. After a nightmarish descent into his own 
depths, Manfred emerges with fresh awareness and possibility. Through Manfred we
witness and experience the process by which modern American English has been 
vitalized and strengthened by the poetry and the poignancy of the African-American
experience. As Manfred struggles with the constraints of society and his private 
turmoil, his rich inner voice resonates with the blues.

The author of nine novels, nine books of poetry, and many nonfiction works, 
Clarence Major was a 1999 finalist for the National Book Award in Poetry for 
CONFIGURATIONS. His anthologies of African American short stories and poetry 
have proven to be crucial texts in the study and reevaluation of American literature.
He teaches at the University of California in Davis.
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Makanin, Vladimir. Escape Hatch & the Long Road Ahead: Two Novellas. Dana 
Point. 1996. Ardis Publishers. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0875011101. Translated from the Russian & With An Afterword by Mary Ann 
Szporluk. 193 pages. hardcover. Cover: Marat Kim. Inventory # 31844. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Vladimir Makanin, the most acclaimed writer of post-
Soviet Russia, examines the fates of ordinary people of the future - or is it present? -
in these two brilliant novellas. These characters are caught in surreal situations 
which test their ability to retain their humanity. Makanin's world is one of deliberate 
ambiguity, where nothing, not even the story itself, is as it seems, and haunting 
imagery is used to appeal directly to a reader's subconscious.

Vladimir Semyonovich Makanin (13 March 1937 in Orsk, Orenburg Oblast, RSFSR,
Soviet Union – 1 November 2017 in Krasny (ru), Aksaysky District, Rostov Oblast, 
Russia) was a Russian writer of novels and short stories. He graduated from the 
Faculty of Mechanics and Mathematics at Moscow State University and worked as a
teacher in the Military Academy until the early 1960s. In 1963 he took the High 
Courses for Scriptwriters and Film Directors at the Gerasimov Institute of 
Cinematography, then worked for the publishing house Sovietskiy Pisatel (The 
Soviet Writer). He published his first book in 1965. In 1985, he became a board 
member at the Union of Soviet Writers and, two years later, joined the editorial staff
at Znamya. He spent most of his later years in Krasny, near Rostov-on-Don. In 
2007, he headed the jury for the Big Book award. The following year, he was the 
recipient. Makanin's writing style may be categorized as realist. His forte lies in 
depicting the psychological impact of everyday life experiences.
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Malamud, Bernard. A New Life. London. 1962. Eyre & Spottiswoode. 1st British 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 350 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Ann 
Reason. Inventory # 11379. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘S. Levin, formerly a drunkard, after a long and tiring 
transcontinental journey, got off the train. toward evening of the last Sunday in 
August. .’ So begins this book about a man’s attempt to make something of his 
future out of the ruin of his past. A New Life is a novel of comedy and pity, full of 
funny scenes and ironic consequences. Levin’s desire is to use life as ‘stuff’, to 
make with it what he has failed to in the past. But he is his own worst enemy, with 
interesting consequences: when he is engaged, for instance, in a crusade to reform 
the college in which he is teaching, or when he is about to make love to a girl in the 
romantic darkness of a barn (‘In front of cows, he thought. Now I belong to the 
ages’). He is the victim of all those miniature disasters which frustrate every man’s 
grand designs for life far more effectively than the major reverses that we admit to 
without embarrassment. However, in the end, Levin is more than just the sum of his
parts, or experience. Amusing as it is, this book is also deeply serious, lit by that 
compassionate irony of which Bernard Malamud is a master. His previous books, 
THE ASSISTANT and THE MAGIC BARREL, have won him exceptionally high 
praise from all sides. With A NEW LIFE he establishes himself firmly both as one of 
the subtlest and as one of the most enjoyable writers of the present time.

Bernard Malamud (April 26, 1914 – March 18, 1986) was an author of novels and 
short stories. Along with Saul Bellow and Philip Roth, he was one of the great 
American Jewish authors of the 20th century. His baseball novel, THE NATURAL, 
was adapted into a 1984 film starring Robert Redford. His 1966 novel THE FIXER, 
about antisemitism in Tsarist Russia, won the both the National Book Award and the
Pulitzer Prize for Fiction.
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Malamud, Bernard. Pictures of Fidelman. New York. 1969. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st
Printing. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 208 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Catherine Smolich. Inventory # 5474. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is the story in art of the painter Arthur Fidelman, 
born in the Bronx and spending years of his life in Italy – Rome, Milan, Florence and
Venice - pursuing his tumultuous career through adventure and misadventure. What
perhaps saved him from disaster (Fidelman is a comic hero whose every next step 
is a trap sprung by bad luck as though his luck were good) is that he kept his finger 
in art, perhaps without knowing it seeking ‘perfection of the life’ as well as the work.
Six pictures of Fidelman comprise an exhibition. Bernard Malamud wrote over the 
course of a dozen years as Arthur Fidelman, for a longer nine, furiously painted and
sculptured. Three adventures appeared in somewhat different form in THE MAGIC 
BARREL and IDIOTS FIRST, but PICTURES OF FIDELMAN is a new entity, a 
delightful picaresque novel.

Bernard Malamud (April 26, 1914 – March 18, 1986) was an author of novels and 
short stories. Along with Saul Bellow and Philip Roth, he was one of the great 
American Jewish authors of the 20th century. His baseball novel, THE NATURAL, 
was adapted into a 1984 film starring Robert Redford. His 1966 novel THE FIXER, 
about antisemitism in Tsarist Russia, won the both the National Book Award and the
Pulitzer Prize for Fiction.
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Malamud, Bernard. Rembrandt's Hat. New York. 1973. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374249091. 204 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
5476. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A collection featuring two very long stories, ‘The Silver 
Crown’ which is about a young teacher's search for a miracle cure for a father dying
of cancer, and 'Man in the Drawer ' which is about a visiting American writer's 
meeting with a Soviet writer who requests from him help in publication in his work. 
The title story 'Rembrandt's Hat' deals with the strange quarrel which develops 
between a sculptor and art critic. After his wife leaves him, Rubin, the sculptor, takes
to wearing various odd hats. Now, at age forty-six, he favors a visorless, soft, round
white cap. Arkin, the art historian at the New York City art school where Rubin also 
teaches, thinks that the hat ‘illumines a lonely inexpressiveness arrived at after 
years of experience.’ He tells Rubin that the hat resembles Rembrandt's hat - the 
one that Rembrandt wears in the profound self-portraits of his middle age. The day 
after Arkin makes this remark, Rubin stops wearing the hat and begins to avoid him.
This collection of Malamud short stories is full of humorous and ironic observations 
of the moral dilemmas confronted in everyday human relationships. Includes the 
stories - The Silver Crown, Man in the Drawer, The Letter, In Retirement, 
Rembrandt's Hat, Notes from a Lady at a Dinner Party, My Son the Murderer, and 
Talking Horse.

Bernard Malamud (April 26, 1914 – March 18, 1986) was an author of novels and 
short stories. Along with Saul Bellow and Philip Roth, he was one of the great 
American Jewish authors of the 20th century. His baseball novel, THE NATURAL, 
was adapted into a 1984 film starring Robert Redford. His 1966 novel THE FIXER, 
about antisemitism in Tsarist Russia, won the both the National Book Award and the
Pulitzer Prize for Fiction.
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Malamud, Bernard. The Stories of Bernard Malamud. New York. 1983. Farrar Straus
Giroux. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374270376. 349 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 5478. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A collection with stories from THE MAGIC BARREL, 
IDIOTS FIRST and REMBRANDT'S HAT as well as two new stories. A a varied and
generous collection of great examples of the modern short story, which Malamud 
perfected, and an ideal introduction to the work of this great American writer.

Bernard Malamud (April 26, 1914 – March 18, 1986) was an author of novels and 
short stories. Along with Saul Bellow and Philip Roth, he was one of the great 
American Jewish authors of the 20th century. His baseball novel, THE NATURAL, 
was adapted into a 1984 film starring Robert Redford. His 1966 novel THE FIXER, 
about antisemitism in Tsarist Russia, won the both the National Book Award and the
Pulitzer Prize for Fiction.
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Malamud, Bernard. The Tenants. New York. 1971. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0374272905. 230 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 9388. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Tenants is the sixth novel of Bernard Malamud, 
published in 1971. Malamud began the initial composition of the novel in 1969 and 
completed it in 1971. Its plot concerns a rivalry between two writers—one of them a
Jew and the other an African-American— who are the last two persons remaining in
a soon to be condemned apartment building. Before Malamud began writing this 
novel, he'd already "published two short stories treating relationships between 
blacks and Jews": "Angel Levine" (1955) and "Black Is My Favorite Color" (1963). 
And in at least one other story, "The Mourners" (1955), he had examined the fraught
relationship between a tenant and a landlord. After he'd completed the novel, 
Malamud himself described The Tenants as a "tight, tense book, closer to the quality
of short fiction."

Bernard Malamud (April 26, 1914 – March 18, 1986) was an author of novels and 
short stories. Along with Saul Bellow and Philip Roth, he was one of the great 
American Jewish authors of the 20th century. His baseball novel, THE NATURAL, 
was adapted into a 1984 film starring Robert Redford. His 1966 novel THE FIXER, 
about antisemitism in Tsarist Russia, won the both the National Book Award and the
Pulitzer Prize for Fiction.
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Malaparte, Curzio. The Skin. New York. 1954. Signet/New American Library. 1st 
Signet Paperback Edition. Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. Translated from the 
Italian by David Moore. 288 pages. paperback. S1098. Inventory # 26793. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - WAR AND PEACE! This bitter, beautiful book is an 
astounding portrait of Italy, invaded and liberated by the U.S. Army - an intimate, 
gripping revelation of the human heart, caught between war and peace, torn by love
and hatred for the stranger who is at once conqueror and savior. ‘The peculiar talent
of Malaparte gleams with a light that is not of every day.’ — Vincent Sheean, N.Y. 
Herald Tribune. CURZIO MALAPARTE was born in Italy in 1898. Jailed in 1933 for 
anti-fascist activities, he served during World War II as a newspaper correspondent
on the Russian front, an experience that resulted in his widely acclaimed book 
KAPUTT. After Mussolini’s arrest, Malaparte returned to Italy as Italian Liaison 
Officer for the U.S. High Command. The original edition of this book was published 
by Houghton Mifflin.

Curzio Malaparte (9 June 1898 – 19 July 1957), born Kurt Erich Suckert, was an 
Italian journalist, dramatist, short-story writer, novelist and diplomat. His chosen 
surname, which he used from 1925, means ‘evil/wrong side’ and is a play on 
Napoleon's family name ‘Bonaparte‘ which means, in Italian, ‘good side’. Born in 
Prato, Tuscany, to a Lombard mother and a German father, he was educated at 
Collegio Cicognini and at the La Sapienza University of Rome. In 1918 he started 
his career as a journalist. Malaparte fought in World War I, earning a captaincy in 
the Fifth Alpine Regiment and several decorations for valor, and in 1922 took part in
Benito Mussolini's March on Rome. In 1924, he founded the Roman periodical La 
Conquista dello Stato (‘The Conquest of the State’, a title that would inspire Ramiro
Ledesma Ramos' La Conquista del Estado). As a member of the Partito Nazionale 
Fascista, he founded several periodicals and contributed essays and articles to 
others, as well as writing numerous books, starting from the early 1920s, and 
directing two metropolitan newspapers. In 1926 he founded with Massimo 
Bontempelli (1878–1960) the literary quarterly ‘900’. Later he became a co-editor of
Fiera Letteraria (1928–31), and an editor of La Stampa in Turin. His polemical war 
novel-essay, Viva Caporetto! (1921), criticized corrupt Rome and the Italian upper 
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Malaparte, Curzio. The Skin. Boston. 1952. Houghton Mifflin. 1st American Edition.
Wear leading to slight fraying at head and heel of spine and to bit worn corners. 
Pages show some general soiling. Sticker shadow to half title page with some bleed
through to page facing title page where, it appears, a previous owner’s address 
sticker was removed. But the most significant flaw is at the final printed page where 
the book appears to have been opened too wide at one time leading to some 
cracking along the gutter. There appears to be evidence of glue residue along the 
gutter where repairs at been tried at one time. While the binding is still solid, you can
see through to the mull (cheesecloth-like backing). No Dustjacket. Translated from 
the Italian by David Moore. 344 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 40514. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE SKIN is the savage account of the American 
occupation of Naples, first European city to be liberated in World War II. Malaparte’s
bestseller is the famous tale of the orgiastic riot of licentiousness, debauchery, and 
sensuality which took place when the conquered Italians, men, women and children,
long under the Fascist and Nazi boot, hastened to prostitute themselves to their 
American conquerors, the U.S. Army.

Curzio Malaparte (9 June 1898 – 19 July 1957), born Kurt Erich Suckert, was an 
Italian journalist, dramatist, short-story writer, novelist and diplomat. His chosen 
surname, which he used from 1925, means ‘evil/wrong side’ and is a play on 
Napoleon's family name ‘Bonaparte‘ which means, in Italian, ‘good side’. Born in 
Prato, Tuscany, to a Lombard mother and a German father, he was educated at 
Collegio Cicognini and at the La Sapienza University of Rome. In 1918 he started 
his career as a journalist. Malaparte fought in World War I, earning a captaincy in 
the Fifth Alpine Regiment and several decorations for valor, and in 1922 took part in
Benito Mussolini's March on Rome. In 1924, he founded the Roman periodical La 
Conquista dello Stato (‘The Conquest of the State’, a title that would inspire Ramiro
Ledesma Ramos' La Conquista del Estado). As a member of the Partito Nazionale 
Fascista, he founded several periodicals and contributed essays and articles to 
others, as well as writing numerous books, starting from the early 1920s, and 
directing two metropolitan newspapers. In 1926 he founded with Massimo 
Bontempelli (1878–1960) the literary quarterly ‘900’. Later he became a co-editor of
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Malaurie, Jean. The Last Kings of Thule. New York. 1982. Dutton. 1st Printing. Very
Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0525030522. 608 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Mary Gale Moyes. Inventory # 8547. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1950, Jean Malaurie was granted permission to 
conduct an expedition around the North Pole. There he would be living among the 
northernmost people of the world, the Polar Eskimos of Thule, Greenland. The men
of Thule were a race apart. Through geographical isolation and the social planning 
of Greenlandic Eskimo explorer Knud Rasmussen, they had managed for decades 
to maintain an advanced, self-sufficient Inuit culture independent of their colonial 
masters, the Danes. They were truly kings: strong individualists, heroic hunters. Yet
they continued to maintain a form of pure communalism, sharing food, property, 
labor - even offspring and sexual mates. Thievery was practically unknown among 
them. In all of Greenland there was no jail. This is the society into which Jean 
Malaurie was granted intimate entry for one historic year. His experience was the 
last of a kind, for at the end of that year the U.S. government built a huge military 
base in the middle of Thule Eskimo territory. The isolation was over: the modern 
world bad won. Rarely has a book come to the English-speaking public with such 
advance status: translated into sixteen languages. with encomiums from 
adventurers, naturalists, and scholars alike, with worldwide sales in the hundreds of
thousands of copies. Some readers have hailed the anecdotal side of Eskimo life 
depicted here; others the harrowing adventures such as the crossing to Canada by 
dogsled; still others the profound understanding of the Inuit character or the stirring 
account of Eskimo regeneration in the seventies and eighties. Jean Malaurie’s 
portrait is not only a lesson and inspiration for the 100,000 Eskimos in the United 
States. Canada, Greenland, and the USSR but a human model for all mankind.

JEAN MALAURIE was trained as a geomorphologist, but after his experience with 
the Polar Eskimos he turned to authorship, publishing, research, and exploration. In
1967 he recorded on film the disintegrating culture of Thule, and from 1974 to 1977
he produced a multipart film documentary on all of the world’s Eskimos.
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Malcolm, Janet. The Crime of Sheila McGough. New York. 1999. Knopf. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0375405089. 164 pages. hardcover. 
Cover art - Sandro Botticelli-'Nastagio's Vision of the Ghostly Pursuit in the Forest'. 
Inventory # 31830. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The task of lawyers is not a simple one -- they are paid to
create a narrative, one that will hoodwink juries and judges into believing what the 
people on the other side of the podium are telling them. One lawyer, Sheila 
McGough, fell victim to the tales spun by members of her own profession. The 
Crime of Sheila McGough, by New Yorker writer Janet Malcolm, presents 
McGough’s case, and shows how the law can work against the tenets of justice it 
claims to stand for.

Janet Malcolm (born 1934) is an American writer, journalist on staff at The New 
Yorker magazine, and collagist. She is the author of Psychoanalysis: The Impossible
Profession (1981), In the Freud Archives (1984) and The Journalist and the 
Murderer (1990). Craig Seligman wrote of her: 'Like Sylvia Plath, whose not-
niceness she has laid open with surgical skill, she discovered her vocation in not-
niceness. Malcolm's blade gleams with a razor edge. Her critics tend to go after her
with broken bottles.' The influential critic Harold Bloom has praised her 'wonderful 
exuberance,' writing that Malcolm's books, 'transcend what they appear to be: 
superb reportage.'
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Malcolm, Noel. Kosovo: A Short History. New York. 1998. New York University 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0814755984. 544 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 25817. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A contested region of Serbia bordered by Albania and 
Macedonia, Kosovo was left out of the Bosnian peace agreement of 1995. For the 
2.2 million Albanians living in Kosovo, this sparked the abandonment of a nonviolent
independence movement in favor of armed struggle. The tinderbox Balkan province
of Kosovo thus remains in limbo as Albanians urgently rally their forces against 
Serbian rule. Exemplifying once again the best of narrative, analytical history, Noel
Malcolm here provides the definitive story of Kosovo, from its origins to its current 
state of unrest. Kosovo clarifies the troubled past and present of this crucial region in
a readable and neatly compressed style.

Sir Noel Robert Malcolm is an English political journalist, historian and academic. A
King's Scholar at Eton College, Malcolm read history at Peterhouse, Cambridge and
received his Doctorate in History from Trinity College, Cambridge.
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Maleuvre, Didier. The Horizon: A History of Our Infinite Longing. Berkeley. 2011. 
University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
9780520267435. 363 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37830. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - What is a horizon? A line where land meets sky? The 
end of the world or the beginning of perception? In this brilliant, engaging, and 
stimulating history, Didier Maleuvre journeys to the outer reaches of human 
experience and explores philosophy, religion, and art to understand our struggle and
fascination with limits—of life, knowledge, existence, and death. Maleuvre sweeps 
us through a vast cultural landscape, enabling us to experience each stopping place
as the cusp of a limitless journey, whether he is discussing the works of Picasso, 
Gothic architecture, Beethoven, or General Relativity. If, as Aristotle said, philosophy
begins in wonder, then this remarkable book shows us how wonder—the urge to 
know what is beyond the conceivable—is itself the engine of culture.

Didier Maleuvre is Professor of Comparative Literature at the University of 
California, Santa Barbara. He is the author of The Religion of Reality: Inquiry into the
Self, Art, and Transcendence. b/w photographs.
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Mallea, Eduardo. All Green Shall Perish & Other Novellas and Stories. New York. 
1969. Knopf. 1st Borzoi Edition. Very Good. No Dustjacket. Translated from the 
Spanish by John B. Hughes & Others. 433 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Muriel Nasser. Inventory # 25222. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This volume contains three novels and four shorter 
pieces of fiction by the distinguished Argentine writer Eduardo Mallea. The novels 
are FIESTA IN NOVEMBER, ALL GREEN SHALL PERISH, and CHAVES; the 
novellas and stories are ‘Anguish,’ ‘The Lost Cause of Jacob Uber,’ ‘The Heart’s 
Reason,’ and ‘The Shoes.’ Each is of surpassing interest in itself; together, the 
seven stories present a panoramic view of Mallea’s writing over a period of more 
than three decades. In his Introduction to this book, John B. Hughes says: ‘Mallea’s 
fundamental concern as a writer and the core of his art are based upon man’s 
conflict with himself, his inner drama’; what he has called in a recent essay ‘the inner
war.’ This is extended from within the individual to man’s conflict with nature and 
society, the battle of the sexes, and the writer’s struggle for meaning and 
expression. Baldly stated, the effort to communicate, to go beyond oneself, to love, 
is committed to a ‘losing’ battle with spiritual isolation and stagnation, man’s capacity
for self-destruction and the destruction of others in an ‘alien’ and corrosive world. 
‘Like their creator, the central characters of Mallea’s fiction struggle with all the 
means at their disposal to transcend their ‘fate’: themselves. In each, hope is pitted
against despair, life against death, ‘immanent charity’ against ‘betrayal.’ The final 
outcome is never really in doubt. Sooner or later, ‘they,’ and by implication ‘we,’ are
all ‘losers.’ Individual ‘losses’ along the way may be large or small but they are 
nonetheless ‘losses.’ ‘Victories’ are won at great cost, are in some obscure way 
defeats. Mallea’s characters are alive to the extent that they are aware of their plight
and struggle against it. Above all, they are alive to the extent that they are capable 
of suffering. The capacity to suffer as men and women is equated with authenticity 
and, as such, emerges as the supreme human value in Mallea’s art. ‘This is a grim 
‘truth’ for a writer to confront honestly, hopefully, and with compassion-in the best 
sense, naïvely-over a period of forty years. But this is precisely what Mallea has 
done since the publication of his first book of stories in 1926 through the more than 
thirty volumes-novels, essays, plays, stories, and novellas-which go to make up his
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Mallea, Eduardo. The Bay of Silence. New York. 1944. Knopf. 1st American Edition.
Roughened Paper Running in A Verticle Line Along The Front Free Endpaper Near 
the Spine,Otherwise Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With Some Pieces 
Missing. Translated from the Spanish by Stuart Edgar Grummon. 339 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 3233. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The scene of THE BAY OF SILENCE is Buenos Aires, in
the second quarter of the century. The characters are people named Tregua, 
Acevedo, Gloria Bambil, Anselmi; one of them, the woman whose fortitude and 
nobility of spirit give meaning to Tregua’s days and direction to his story, has no 
name at all. For this is Tregua’s story - the story of an eager young student feeling 
his way through the uncertainties and questionings of youth to the profound. 
illusionless wisdom of a cultured maturity. It is also the story of his friends and his 
opponents, of the women who loved him, and the one woman to whom he could not
aspire. Simply as a story it is a moving and satisfying experience. But beyond that it
presents a remarkably full and human picture of the life of the Argentine metropolis: 
its talkative, arguing students; its conservative governing class clinging tight to the 
reins 0f power; its new-rich seeking to climb the social ladder; its self-absorbed 
middle groups; its inarticulate workers; its o1d Creole families. Yet, in a sense, 
Argentina is only by chance its setting, for Mallea is concerned with the fundamental
problems of our century - problems 0f individual freedom, of man’s responsibility to
man, of political power and its sources and limits, of nationalism and 
internationalism.

Eduardo Mallea (14 August 1903, Bahía Blanca – 12 November 1982, Buenos 
Aires) was an Argentine essayist, cultural critic, writer and diplomat. In 1931 he 
became editor of the literary magazine of La Nación.
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Malraux, Andre. Anti-Memoirs. New York. 1968. Holt Rinehart Winston. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With Some Tears. 
Translated from the French by Terence Kilmartin. 420 pages. hardcover. Cover: 
Chermayeff & Geismar Associates. Inventory # 31806. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ANTI-MEMOIRS (Antimémoires, 1967) is the first in a 
series of semi-autobiographical works, by the French writer Andre Malraux. One of 
these, LAZARUS, is a reflection on death after he suffered a serious illness. La Tete
d'obsidienne (1974) (translated as PICASSO'S MASK) concerns Picasso, and visual
art more generally. Malraux's novels, especially La Condition Humaine, are very 
impressive; his Antimemoirs (the series as a whole is entitled Miroir des limbes 
(MIRROR OF LIMBO) are equally fascinating. His works on the theory of art, such 
as THE VOICES OF SILENCE, contain a revolutionary approach to art that 
challenges the Enlightenment aesthetics tradition and views art as much more than
a source of ‘aesthetic pleasure’.

André Malraux (3 November 1901 – 23 November 1976) was a French adventurer,
award-winning author, and statesman. Having traveled extensively in Indochina and
China, Malraux was noted especially for his novel entitled La Condition Humaine 
(MAN'S FATE) (1933), which won the Prix Goncourt. He was appointed by General
Charles de Gaulle as Minister of Information (1945–1946), then as Minister of State 
(1958–1959), and the first Minister of Cultural Affairs, serving during De Gaulle's 
entire presidency (1959–1969).
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Mamet, David and Crouse, Lindsay. The Owl: A Story For Children. New York. 
1988. Kipling Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0943718015. 
Illustrated by Stephen Alcorn. 39 pages. hardcover. Cover art by Stephen Alcorn. 
Inventory # 11205. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Stephen lives on a farm with his father One afternoon he
is awakened from his nap to find that his father has sold his pet ducks to a 
slaughterhouse. That night, accompanied by the mysterious owl, Stephen goes to 
rescue his pets.

DAVID MAMET is one of Americas finest living playwrights. Among his best- known
works are AMERICAN BUFFALO, and HIS GLENGARRY GLEN ROSS won the 
Pulitzer Prize and the New York Critics Circle Award as Best American Play of 1984.
LINDSAY CROUSE is an actress whose film credits include The Verdict and The 
Iceman. STEPHEN ALCORN is a young painter/printmaker who, while born in the 
United States, spent a large part of his childhood in Florence, Italy He works in a 
variety of media ranging from tempera to lithography etching, woodcut and linoleum
block printing. He, his wife Sabina, and their daughter Lucrezia now live and work in
a large old house in Cambridge, New York.
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Mamet, David. A Life in the the atre: A Play. New York. 1978. Grove Press. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. Remainder Mark On Top Edge. 0394501586. 95
pages. hardcover. GP-806. Cover design by Milton Glaser. Inventory # 10484. $150

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a series of short, spare, and increasingly raw 
exchanges, we see the estrangement of youth from age and the wider, inevitable, 
endlessly cyclical rhythm of the world.

David Alan Mamet (November 30, 1947) is an American playwright, essayist, 
screenwriter, and film director. As a playwright, Mamet has won a Pulitzer Prize and
received Tony nominations for Glengarry Glen Ross (1984) and Speed-the-Plow 
(1988). As a screenwriter, he has received Oscar nominations for The Verdict (1982)
and Wag the Dog (1997). Mamet's books include: The Old Religion (1997), a novel 
about the lynching of Leo Frank; Five Cities of Refuge: Weekly Reflections on 
Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deuteronomy (2004), a Torah 
commentary with Rabbi Lawrence Kushner; The Wicked Son (2006), a study of 
Jewish self-hatred and antisemitism; Bambi vs. Godzilla, a commentary on the 
movie business; The Secret Knowledge: On the Dismantling of American Culture 
(2011), a commentary on cultural and political issues; and Three War Stories (2013),
a trio of novellas about the physical and psychological effects of war.
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Mamet, David. A Life in the the atre: A Play. New York. 1978. Grove Press. 1st 
Printing. Inscription On Front Endpaper Under The Dustjacket Flap That Reads - ‘81
Dear Duffy, I hope this little play brings a smile and reminds you of working with us 
on Cuckoo’s Nest -thanks for devotion to the theatre. Love, Eileen’. Otherwise Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0394501586. 95 pages. hardcover. GP-806. Cover design by 
Milton Glaser. Inventory # 38169. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a series of short, spare, and increasingly raw 
exchanges, we see the estrangement of youth from age and the wider, inevitable, 
endlessly cyclical rhythm of the world. .

David Alan Mamet (November 30, 1947) is an American playwright, essayist, 
screenwriter, and film director. As a playwright, Mamet has won a Pulitzer Prize and
received Tony nominations for Glengarry Glen Ross (1984) and Speed-the-Plow 
(1988). As a screenwriter, he has received Oscar nominations for The Verdict (1982)
and Wag the Dog (1997). Mamet's books include: The Old Religion (1997), a novel 
about the lynching of Leo Frank; Five Cities of Refuge: Weekly Reflections on 
Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deuteronomy (2004), a Torah 
commentary with Rabbi Lawrence Kushner; The Wicked Son (2006), a study of 
Jewish self-hatred and antisemitism; Bambi vs. Godzilla, a commentary on the 
movie business; The Secret Knowledge: On the Dismantling of American Culture 
(2011), a commentary on cultural and political issues; and Three War Stories (2013),
a trio of novellas about the physical and psychological effects of war.
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Mamet, David. Bar Mitzvah. Boston. 1999. Bulfinch/Little Brown. 1st Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0821225464. Drawings by Donald Sultan. 45 pages. hardcover.
Inventory # 26599. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - On the eve of his Bar Mitzvah, a boy learns about life 
from an old man in whose hands an antique watch reveals clues to mans relation to
God. This brief tale, written with the familiar cadences of the best Mamet dialogue,
moves in a mysterious journey from the intricacies of watchmaking to the horrors of
Europe in the Holocaust, as the old man shares his understanding of lifes struggles
and what it means to him to be a good Jew. Sultans striking images provide a 
counterpoint to Mamets story as gilded clocks and elaborate timepieces yield to 
blank watch faces, barbed wire, empty windows, and stark architectural renderings.
David Mamet is one of the most esteemed and highly acclaimed playwrights. Donald
Sultan is an artist who has held major exhibitions of his work including one at the 
Museum of Modern Art in New York.

David Alan Mamet (November 30, 1947) is an American playwright, essayist, 
screenwriter, and film director. As a playwright, Mamet has won a Pulitzer Prize and
received Tony nominations for Glengarry Glen Ross (1984) and Speed-the-Plow 
(1988). As a screenwriter, he has received Oscar nominations for The Verdict (1982)
and Wag the Dog (1997). Mamet's books include: The Old Religion (1997), a novel 
about the lynching of Leo Frank; Five Cities of Refuge: Weekly Reflections on 
Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deuteronomy (2004), a Torah 
commentary with Rabbi Lawrence Kushner; The Wicked Son (2006), a study of 
Jewish self-hatred and antisemitism; Bambi vs. Godzilla, a commentary on the 
movie business; The Secret Knowledge: On the Dismantling of American Culture 
(2011), a commentary on cultural and political issues; and Three War Stories (2013),
a trio of novellas about the physical and psychological effects of war.
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Mamet, David. Goldberg Street: Short Plays & Monologues. New York. 1985. Grove
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket That Has A Large Piece 
Missing From The Upper Spine & Back Area. 0394546105. 199 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Roy Colmer. Inventory # 10203. $42.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From the Pulitzer Prize- winning author of ‘Glengarry 
Glen Ross’, here is a collection of thirty-two one-act plays and short dramatic pieces
that David Mamet himself considers to be some of the best writing he has ever 
done. .

David Alan Mamet (November 30, 1947) is an American playwright, essayist, 
screenwriter, and film director. As a playwright, Mamet has won a Pulitzer Prize and
received Tony nominations for Glengarry Glen Ross (1984) and Speed-the-Plow 
(1988). As a screenwriter, he has received Oscar nominations for The Verdict (1982)
and Wag the Dog (1997). Mamet's books include: The Old Religion (1997), a novel 
about the lynching of Leo Frank; Five Cities of Refuge: Weekly Reflections on 
Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deuteronomy (2004), a Torah 
commentary with Rabbi Lawrence Kushner; The Wicked Son (2006), a study of 
Jewish self-hatred and antisemitism; Bambi vs. Godzilla, a commentary on the 
movie business; The Secret Knowledge: On the Dismantling of American Culture 
(2011), a commentary on cultural and political issues; and Three War Stories (2013),
a trio of novellas about the physical and psychological effects of war.
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Mamet, David. Jafsie and John Henry: Essays. New York. 1999. Free Press. 
Advance Uncorrected Proofs. Very Good in Wrappers. 0684841207. 171 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 26308. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - David Mamet has said that if he hadn’t found a life in the
theater, it is very likely he would have become a criminal. In Jafsie and John Henry 
the master improviser takes on a range of roles and personae in a lively and 
personal way. Mamet in this diverse collection turns his unique lens on subjects 
ranging from houses to Hollywood producers. As the writer turns fifty, he not only 
shares his reflections on the nature of creativity and the challenges and rewards of 
aging but delves into his most intimate obsessions. From a description of the 
labyrinthine psychology of poker to sharp sallies on moviemaking gibberish and the
meaning of macho, Jafsie and John Henry is knit together by Mamet’s unique 
perspective and inimitably spare wit. The perennial outsider, David Mamet gives us
an inside look at the unique world of an American icon and an unromantic 
perspective on the changing nature of creativity in an artist’s life.

David Alan Mamet (November 30, 1947) is an American playwright, essayist, 
screenwriter, and film director. As a playwright, Mamet has won a Pulitzer Prize and
received Tony nominations for Glengarry Glen Ross (1984) and Speed-the-Plow 
(1988). As a screenwriter, he has received Oscar nominations for The Verdict (1982)
and Wag the Dog (1997). Mamet's books include: The Old Religion (1997), a novel 
about the lynching of Leo Frank; Five Cities of Refuge: Weekly Reflections on 
Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deuteronomy (2004), a Torah 
commentary with Rabbi Lawrence Kushner; The Wicked Son (2006), a study of 
Jewish self-hatred and antisemitism; Bambi vs. Godzilla, a commentary on the 
movie business; The Secret Knowledge: On the Dismantling of American Culture 
(2011), a commentary on cultural and political issues; and Three War Stories (2013),
a trio of novellas about the physical and psychological effects of war.
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Mamet, David. Jafsie and John Henry: Essays. New York. 1999. Free Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684841207. 173 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Chin-Yee Lai. Inventory # 26418. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - David Mamet has said that if he hadn’t found a life in the
theater, it is very likely he would have become a criminal. In Jafsie and John Henry 
the master improviser takes on a range of roles and personae in a lively and 
personal way. Mamet in this diverse collection turns his unique lens on subjects 
ranging from houses to Hollywood producers. As the writer turns fifty, he not only 
shares his reflections on the nature of creativity and the challenges and rewards of 
aging but delves into his most intimate obsessions. From a description of the 
labyrinthine psychology of poker to sharp sallies on moviemaking gibberish and the
meaning of macho, Jafsie and John Henry is knit together by Mamet’s unique 
perspective and inimitably spare wit. The perennial outsider, David Mamet gives us
an inside look at the unique world of an American icon and an unromantic 
perspective on the changing nature of creativity in an artist’s life.

David Alan Mamet (November 30, 1947) is an American playwright, essayist, 
screenwriter, and film director. As a playwright, Mamet has won a Pulitzer Prize and
received Tony nominations for Glengarry Glen Ross (1984) and Speed-the-Plow 
(1988). As a screenwriter, he has received Oscar nominations for The Verdict (1982)
and Wag the Dog (1997). Mamet's books include: The Old Religion (1997), a novel 
about the lynching of Leo Frank; Five Cities of Refuge: Weekly Reflections on 
Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deuteronomy (2004), a Torah 
commentary with Rabbi Lawrence Kushner; The Wicked Son (2006), a study of 
Jewish self-hatred and antisemitism; Bambi vs. Godzilla, a commentary on the 
movie business; The Secret Knowledge: On the Dismantling of American Culture 
(2011), a commentary on cultural and political issues; and Three War Stories (2013),
a trio of novellas about the physical and psychological effects of war.
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Mamet, David. Lakeboat. New York. 1981. Grove Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 0394519523. 111 pages. hardcover. GP-845. Jacket design by Roy 
Colmer. Inventory # 7903. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In LAKEBOAT, eight crew members aboard a merchant
ship exchange their wild fantasies about sex, gambling, and violence.

David Alan Mamet (November 30, 1947) is an American playwright, essayist, 
screenwriter, and film director. As a playwright, Mamet has won a Pulitzer Prize and
received Tony nominations for Glengarry Glen Ross (1984) and Speed-the-Plow 
(1988). As a screenwriter, he has received Oscar nominations for The Verdict (1982)
and Wag the Dog (1997). Mamet's books include: The Old Religion (1997), a novel 
about the lynching of Leo Frank; Five Cities of Refuge: Weekly Reflections on 
Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deuteronomy (2004), a Torah 
commentary with Rabbi Lawrence Kushner; The Wicked Son (2006), a study of 
Jewish self-hatred and antisemitism; Bambi vs. Godzilla, a commentary on the 
movie business; The Secret Knowledge: On the Dismantling of American Culture 
(2011), a commentary on cultural and political issues; and Three War Stories (2013),
a trio of novellas about the physical and psychological effects of war.
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Mamet, David. Make-Believe Town: Essays and Remembrances. Boston. 1996. 
Little Brown. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0316543403. 207 
pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by Brigitte LaCombe. Inventory # 22252. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - MAKE-BELIEVE TOWN brings together David Mamet’s 
acute insights into everyday life, the arts, and politics. These pieces evidence 
Mamet’s love of language, particularly the introductory essay, ‘Eight Kings,’ which 
celebrates the private languages of carpenters, carnival workers, and all crafts and 
trades, and ‘The Northern Novel,’ which propounds Mamet’s affection for the line of
American fiction exemplified by Willa Cather and Theodore Dreiser. Some of the 
essays are prose portraits from Mamet’s life: ‘Deer Hunting’ and ‘The Diner’ 
delineate worlds far from the public eye. Make-Believe Town also contains 
beautifully written recollections of Mamet’s early days as a writer (‘Girl Copy’), his 
start in the theater (‘Memories of Off Broadway’), his education as a gambler (‘Gems
From a Gambler’s Bookshelf’), and bygone days on Broadway (‘Delsomma’s’). 
Mamet’s incisive thoughts about public issues - support for the arts, nudity in films, 
the roles given Jewish characters, even the posthumous rehabilitation of Richard 
Nixon - round out a far-reaching collection.

David Alan Mamet (November 30, 1947) is an American playwright, essayist, 
screenwriter, and film director. As a playwright, Mamet has won a Pulitzer Prize and
received Tony nominations for Glengarry Glen Ross (1984) and Speed-the-Plow 
(1988). As a screenwriter, he has received Oscar nominations for The Verdict (1982)
and Wag the Dog (1997). Mamet's books include: The Old Religion (1997), a novel 
about the lynching of Leo Frank; Five Cities of Refuge: Weekly Reflections on 
Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deuteronomy (2004), a Torah 
commentary with Rabbi Lawrence Kushner; The Wicked Son (2006), a study of 
Jewish self-hatred and antisemitism; Bambi vs. Godzilla, a commentary on the 
movie business; The Secret Knowledge: On the Dismantling of American Culture 
(2011), a commentary on cultural and political issues; and Three War Stories (2013),
a trio of novellas about the physical and psychological effects of war.
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Mamet, David. Some Freaks. New York. 1989. Viking Press. 1st Edition. Very Good
in Dustjacket. 0670829331. 180 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Neil Stuart. 
Jacket illustration by Donald Sultan. Inventory # 13138. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In personal, intimate recollections of his childhood, and in
clear-sighted observations on the public scene, David Mamet reflects on his (and 
our) world and tries to make sense of it. He returns to the days of his youth and the
beginning of his love of literature when he devoured the novels of Dreiser, 
Anderson, Cather, Lewis-vast, long novels ‘about prairies that never end, about an 
emptiness in the stomach, about a certain feeling, almost a love, of pain.’ He probes
into the meaning of being a Jew in America today from two diverse perspectives: the
emptiness of Reform Judaism as it was offered to him as a child, and the pride he 
developed as an adult in the face of anti-Semitism arisen in this country Mamet 
admits to pride about being one of the ‘freaks’ privileged to live in the world of the 
Arts. But he is ever willing to dissect and analyze exactly what that privilege entails:
he writes on directing his first film, House of Games, and discovering that his usual 
pattern - ‘I’ve always been more comfortable sinking while clutching a good theory 
than swimming with an ugly fact’-didn’t translate to on-the-job demands. And in a 
brilliant essay on the influence of Stanislavsky on the American theater, Mamet 
reminds us that it is the job of the true artist to not merely supersede, but to ignore 
the accepted standard of artistic excellence.

David Alan Mamet (November 30, 1947) is an American playwright, essayist, 
screenwriter, and film director. As a playwright, Mamet has won a Pulitzer Prize and
received Tony nominations for Glengarry Glen Ross (1984) and Speed-the-Plow 
(1988). As a screenwriter, he has received Oscar nominations for The Verdict (1982)
and Wag the Dog (1997). Mamet's books include: The Old Religion (1997), a novel 
about the lynching of Leo Frank; Five Cities of Refuge: Weekly Reflections on 
Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deuteronomy (2004), a Torah 
commentary with Rabbi Lawrence Kushner; The Wicked Son (2006), a study of 
Jewish self-hatred and antisemitism; Bambi vs. Godzilla, a commentary on the 
movie business; The Secret Knowledge: On the Dismantling of American Culture 
(2011), a commentary on cultural and political issues; and Three War Stories (2013),
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Mamet, David. The Cabin: Reminiscence and Diversions. New York. 1992. Turtle 
Bay Books. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679415580. 159 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Charles Rue Woods. Inventory # 17448. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Taken as a whole, the essays in The Cabin present the 
closest we have yet to come to a memoir from the Pulitzer Prize-winning playwright
of Glengarry Glen Ross, American Buffalo, and Speed-the-Plow. The pieces in this 
volume are spare and pointed: episodes, both terrifying and thrilling, from childhood;
impressions of a romantic young man; the strangely familiar tales of a traveler; and 
eerily exotic moments of retrospection.

David Alan Mamet (November 30, 1947) is an American playwright, essayist, 
screenwriter, and film director. As a playwright, Mamet has won a Pulitzer Prize and
received Tony nominations for Glengarry Glen Ross (1984) and Speed-the-Plow 
(1988). As a screenwriter, he has received Oscar nominations for The Verdict (1982)
and Wag the Dog (1997). Mamet's books include: The Old Religion (1997), a novel 
about the lynching of Leo Frank; Five Cities of Refuge: Weekly Reflections on 
Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deuteronomy (2004), a Torah 
commentary with Rabbi Lawrence Kushner; The Wicked Son (2006), a study of 
Jewish self-hatred and antisemitism; Bambi vs. Godzilla, a commentary on the 
movie business; The Secret Knowledge: On the Dismantling of American Culture 
(2011), a commentary on cultural and political issues; and Three War Stories (2013),
a trio of novellas about the physical and psychological effects of war.
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Mamet, David. The Hero Pony: Poems. New York. 1990. Grove Weidenfeld. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0802112218. 55 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Teresa Masset. Inventory # 14948. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A collection of poetry from the notable American 
dramatist.

David Alan Mamet (November 30, 1947) is an American playwright, essayist, 
screenwriter, and film director. As a playwright, Mamet has won a Pulitzer Prize and
received Tony nominations for Glengarry Glen Ross (1984) and Speed-the-Plow 
(1988). As a screenwriter, he has received Oscar nominations for The Verdict (1982)
and Wag the Dog (1997). Mamet's books include: The Old Religion (1997), a novel 
about the lynching of Leo Frank; Five Cities of Refuge: Weekly Reflections on 
Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deuteronomy (2004), a Torah 
commentary with Rabbi Lawrence Kushner; The Wicked Son (2006), a study of 
Jewish self-hatred and antisemitism; Bambi vs. Godzilla, a commentary on the 
movie business; The Secret Knowledge: On the Dismantling of American Culture 
(2011), a commentary on cultural and political issues; and Three War Stories (2013),
a trio of novellas about the physical and psychological effects of war.
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Mamet, David. The Old Religion: A Novel. New York. 1997. Free Press. 1st Printing.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684841193. 195 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Amy
E. McHenry. Inventory # 24504. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here is Pulitzer Prize-winner’s David Mamet’s brilliant 
exploration of the Leo Frank case, ‘handled with great assurance and dramatized 
with a scorching anger’ (The Daily Telegraph). In 1913, a young woman was found
murdered in the National Pencil Factory in Atlanta. The investigation focused on the
Jewish manager of the factory, Leo Frank, who was subsequently forced to stand 
trial for the crime he didn’t commit and railroaded to a life sentence in prison. Shortly
after being incarcerated, he was abducted from his cell and lynched in front of a 
gleeful mob. In vividly re-imagining these horrifying events, Pulitzer Prize-winner 
David Mamet inhabits the consciousness of the condemned man to create a novel 
whose every word seethes with anger over prejudice and injustice. Frank’s internal
monologues and dialogues with his defense attorney, the Rabbi appointed as his 
spiritual counselor, and the imaginary interlocutor who serves as foil for his 
desperate attempts to come to terms with his terrible predicament, are all infused 
with the dynamic force and the remarkable ear that have made David Mamet one of
the most acclaimed voices of our time.

David Alan Mamet (November 30, 1947) is an American playwright, essayist, 
screenwriter, and film director. As a playwright, Mamet has won a Pulitzer Prize and
received Tony nominations for Glengarry Glen Ross (1984) and Speed-the-Plow 
(1988). As a screenwriter, he has received Oscar nominations for The Verdict (1982)
and Wag the Dog (1997). Mamet's books include: The Old Religion (1997), a novel 
about the lynching of Leo Frank; Five Cities of Refuge: Weekly Reflections on 
Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deuteronomy (2004), a Torah 
commentary with Rabbi Lawrence Kushner; The Wicked Son (2006), a study of 
Jewish self-hatred and antisemitism; Bambi vs. Godzilla, a commentary on the 
movie business; The Secret Knowledge: On the Dismantling of American Culture 
(2011), a commentary on cultural and political issues; and Three War Stories (2013),
a trio of novellas about the physical and psychological effects of war.
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Mamet, David. The Village. Boston. 1994. Little Brown. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0316545724. 238 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by David 
Mamet. Jacket design by Steve Snider. Inventory # 4493. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - David Mamet's work as a playwright, essayist, director, 
and screenwriter has earned him a reputation as one of the most adventurous 
creative figures of our day. Now he turns his hand to fiction for the first time with The
Village, a novel written with the explosive force and ferocious insight for which all 
Mamet's work is renowned. The Village brings to life a remote New England 
community full of dark undercurrents and brooding silences. One after another, the 
inhabitants of the village reveal themselves to us even as they conceal themselves 
from each other. Alternating vivid dialogue with the most private thoughts, the author
takes us deep inside their secret selves, unfolding in particular the unspoken forces 
that shape relationships between men and women. These are unforgettable figures:
an old hunter whose knowledge of the place is bone deep; a newcomer who chops 
firewood as his marriage expires; a slinky young woman whose every step unsettles
the local males; a store owner fretting his way toward bankruptcy. Through a year 
the novel traces their lives, unfolding not one but a multitude of stories, revealing the
profound interior drama of every human consciousness and the extraordinarily 
complex interconnections that animate the spirit of a place.

David Alan Mamet (November 30, 1947) is an American playwright, essayist, 
screenwriter, and film director. As a playwright, Mamet has won a Pulitzer Prize and
received Tony nominations for Glengarry Glen Ross (1984) and Speed-the-Plow 
(1988). As a screenwriter, he has received Oscar nominations for The Verdict (1982)
and Wag the Dog (1997). Mamet's books include: The Old Religion (1997), a novel 
about the lynching of Leo Frank; Five Cities of Refuge: Weekly Reflections on 
Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deuteronomy (2004), a Torah 
commentary with Rabbi Lawrence Kushner; The Wicked Son (2006), a study of 
Jewish self-hatred and antisemitism; Bambi vs. Godzilla, a commentary on the 
movie business; The Secret Knowledge: On the Dismantling of American Culture 
(2011), a commentary on cultural and political issues; and Three War Stories (2013),
a trio of novellas about the physical and psychological effects of war.
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Mamet, David. The Water Engine and Mr. Happiness. New York. 1978. Grove 
Press. 1st American Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394501209. 1 of 1000 
copies. 87 pages. hardcover. GP-811. Cover design by Kenneth R. Deardoff. 
Inventory # 17183. $100

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE WATER ENGINE and MR. HAPPINESS are set in 
the studio of a radio station in 1934, during ‘The Century of Progress Exposition’ at 
the Chicago World’s Fair. Set as a classic melodrama, THE WATER ENGINE is the
story of Charles Lang, a poor young factory worker who invents an engine that runs
on water. Big business interests try to force him to sell the rights to his engine and, 
failing that, put his life in jeopardy. MR. HAPPINESS was written as a companion 
piece for the 1978 Broadway production of THE WATER ENGINE. The play 
revolves around its only character, Mr. Happiness, who is the host of a radio show in
which he attempts to answer the many letters sent him by his listeners about their 
personal problems.

David Alan Mamet (November 30, 1947) is an American playwright, essayist, 
screenwriter, and film director. As a playwright, Mamet has won a Pulitzer Prize and
received Tony nominations for Glengarry Glen Ross (1984) and Speed-the-Plow 
(1988). As a screenwriter, he has received Oscar nominations for The Verdict (1982)
and Wag the Dog (1997). Mamet's books include: The Old Religion (1997), a novel 
about the lynching of Leo Frank; Five Cities of Refuge: Weekly Reflections on 
Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deuteronomy (2004), a Torah 
commentary with Rabbi Lawrence Kushner; The Wicked Son (2006), a study of 
Jewish self-hatred and antisemitism; Bambi vs. Godzilla, a commentary on the 
movie business; The Secret Knowledge: On the Dismantling of American Culture 
(2011), a commentary on cultural and political issues; and Three War Stories (2013),
a trio of novellas about the physical and psychological effects of war.
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Mamet, David. The Woods. New York. 1979. Grove Press. 1st Printing. Very Good 
in Dustjacket. 0394505190. 103 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Moira Brown. 
Inventory # 17182. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A portrait of two young lovers spending a night in his 
family's cabin in the woods offers insight into the actions and emotions of people in 
love. The Woods was described by the Chicago Daily News as a ‘beautifully 
conceived love story.

David Alan Mamet (November 30, 1947) is an American playwright, essayist, 
screenwriter, and film director. As a playwright, Mamet has won a Pulitzer Prize and
received Tony nominations for Glengarry Glen Ross (1984) and Speed-the-Plow 
(1988). As a screenwriter, he has received Oscar nominations for The Verdict (1982)
and Wag the Dog (1997). Mamet's books include: The Old Religion (1997), a novel 
about the lynching of Leo Frank; Five Cities of Refuge: Weekly Reflections on 
Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deuteronomy (2004), a Torah 
commentary with Rabbi Lawrence Kushner; The Wicked Son (2006), a study of 
Jewish self-hatred and antisemitism; Bambi vs. Godzilla, a commentary on the 
movie business; The Secret Knowledge: On the Dismantling of American Culture 
(2011), a commentary on cultural and political issues; and Three War Stories (2013),
a trio of novellas about the physical and psychological effects of war.
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Mamet, David. Writing in Restaurants. New York. 1986. Viking Press. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670811408. 160 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
illustration by Roberta Ludlow. Inventory # 5981. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Temporarily putting aside his role as playwright, director,
and screenwriter, David Mamet digs deep and delivers thirty outrageously diverse 
vignettes. On subjects ranging from the vanishing American pool hall, family 
vacations, and the art of being a bitch, to the role of today’s actors, his celebrated 
contemporaries and predecessors, and his undying commitment to the theater, 
David Mamet’s concise style, lean dialogue, and gut-wrenching honesty give us a 
unique view of the world as he sees it.

David Alan Mamet (November 30, 1947) is an American playwright, essayist, 
screenwriter, and film director. As a playwright, Mamet has won a Pulitzer Prize and
received Tony nominations for Glengarry Glen Ross (1984) and Speed-the-Plow 
(1988). As a screenwriter, he has received Oscar nominations for The Verdict (1982)
and Wag the Dog (1997). Mamet's books include: The Old Religion (1997), a novel 
about the lynching of Leo Frank; Five Cities of Refuge: Weekly Reflections on 
Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deuteronomy (2004), a Torah 
commentary with Rabbi Lawrence Kushner; The Wicked Son (2006), a study of 
Jewish self-hatred and antisemitism; Bambi vs. Godzilla, a commentary on the 
movie business; The Secret Knowledge: On the Dismantling of American Culture 
(2011), a commentary on cultural and political issues; and Three War Stories (2013),
a trio of novellas about the physical and psychological effects of war.keywords
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Mancini, J. M. Pre-Modernism: Art-World Change & American Culture From the. 
Princeton. 2005. Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 9780691118130. 256 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 35971. $47.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Speaking of the emergence of modernism, author 
Virginia Woolf famously said: ‘On or about December 1910, human character 
changed.’ But was the shift to modernism really so revolutionary? J. M. Mancini 
argues that it was not. She proposes that the origins of the movement can in fact be
traced well into the nineteenth century. Several cultural developments after the Civil
War gradually set the stage for modernism, Mancini contends. New mass art media
appeared on the scene, as did a national network of museums and groundbreaking 
initiatives in art education.These new institutions provided support for future 
modernists and models for the creators of the avant-garde. Simultaneously, art 
critics began to embrace abstraction after the Civil War, both for aesthetic reasons 
and to shore up their own nascent profession. Modernism was thus linked, Mancini 
argues, to the emergence of cultural hierarchy. A work of impeccable scholarship 
and unusual breadth, the book challenges some of the basic ideas about both the 
origins of twentieth-century modernism and the character of Gilded-Age culture. It 
will appeal not only to art historians but also to scholars in American history and 
American studies.

J. M. Mancini is Lecturer in Modern History at the National University of Ireland, 
Maynooth. She has published extensively on nineteenth and twentieth-century 
American history and culture.keywords
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Mander, Jerry and Goldsmith, Edward (editors). The Case Against the Global 
Economy. San Francisco. 1996. Sierra Club Books. 1st Printing. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0871563525. 550 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Amy Evans. 
Inventory # 23072. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A great political debate has emerged over the many 
unexpected and profound consequences of the rush toward the global economy. 
The world's political and corporate leaders are restructuring the planet's economy 
and political arrangements in ways that will affect humans and the environment 
more than anything since the Industrial Revolution. Global institutions such as 
GATT, the World Trade Organization, NAFTA, and the World Bank, created with 
scant public debate or scrutiny, have moved real power away from citizens and 
nation states to global bureaucracies, with grave results. The Case Against the 
Global Economy is the first comprehensive point-by-point analysis of the global 
economy, its premises, and its social and environmental implications. The work 
gathers forty-three leading economic, agricultural, and environmental experts who 
charge that free trade and economic globalization are producing exactly the opposite
results from what has been promised. Contributors include: William Greider, Jeremy
Rifkin, Ralph Nader, Vandana Shiva, David Korten, Wendell Berry, Kirkpatrick Sale,
Herman E. Daly, Richard Barnet, Helena Norberg-Hodge, and more than thirty other
analysts of the global economy.

Jerry Irwin Mander (born May 1, 1936) is an American activist and author, best 
known for his 1978 book, Four Arguments for the Elimination of Television. Edward
Goldsmith is the founder of The Ecologist, Europe's leading environmental 
magazine, and author of numerous books, including A Blueprint for Survival, A 
Stable Society and the Way: An Ecological Worldview.
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Manea, Norman. On Clowns: The Dictator and the Artist. New York. 1992. Grove 
Weidenfeld. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0802114156. 179 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Krystyna Skalski. Inventory # 16551. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The overthrow of Nicolae Ceausescu revealed to the 
world a regime whose grim despotism was so powerful and pervasive that it almost
defies comprehension. For Norman Manea, who left Romania in 1986, the terror the
regime imposed on its citizens was matched, on another level, by the irrevocable 
choices it forced upon its artists. In On Clowns: The Dictator and the Artist, Manea 
explores the realm of pain, anger and fear that confronts the creative mind in a 
tyranny. Patiently, carefully, and precisely, with a sense of humor and humanity 
made all the more powerful for the seething anger that lies just beneath, he catalogs
the techniques with which a malevolent power binds the artist to itself: the subtle 
torture of censorship, the politics of substitution, the opiates of nationalism and 
ideology. With equal passion, Manea catalogs what the artist must rely on to survive
under such circumstances: the masterful disguise of the buffoon, an aesthetic 
inseparable from ethics, a hatred of mediocrity, and, whenever the opportunity 
arises, a healthy raspberry to the dictator. Like Kundera, Milosz, and Kis, Manea is
Central European not only because of where he was born but because of his 
spiritual outlook and his cultural horizons. In the formulation of Danilo Kis that 
Manea cites, ‘Consciousness of belonging to Central Europe is itself in the end a 
kind of dissidence!’ In On Clowns, as in his fiction, Manea shows how artistic 
creativity and intellectual freedom go far beyond dissidence: they are a morality, 
anathema to the ‘captive mind’ of the Communist dictatorship, that enable artists to 
survive and resist oppression.

Norman Manea is a Jewish Romanian writer and author of short fiction, novels, and
essays about the Holocaust, daily life in a communist state, and exile. He lives in the
United States, where he is a Professor and writer in residence at Bard College.
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Maney, Patrick J. The Roosevelt Presence: The Life and Legacy of FDR. Berkeley.
1998. University of California Press. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 9780520216372. 255 pages. paperback. Inventory # 38259. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Franklin D. Roosevelt is the only twentieth-century 
president consistently ranked by historians with the Founding Fathers and Abraham
Lincoln. His leadership in the dark hours of the Depression and the Second World 
War has endowed him in the eyes of many with an aura of greatness, and his 
presidency has been the explicit or implicit model for all of his successors, from 
Truman to Clinton. In this concise biography, Patrick J. Maney provides an original 
and insightful reexamination of Roosevelt's life and legacy, carefully sifting fact from
myth and showing how the Roosevelt legend--for good and for ill--has shaped the 
modern presidency.

Patrick J. Maney is professor of history at Boston College. He is the author of The 
Roosevelt Presence: The Life and Legacy of FDR and Young Bob: A Biography of 
Robert M. La Follette, Jr.
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Manguel, Alberto. A History of Reading. New York. 1996. Viking Press. 2nd Printing.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670843024. 372 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 23001. 
$10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - At one magical instant in your early childhood, the page
of a book - that string of confused, alien ciphers - shivered into meaning. Words 
spoke to you, gave up their secrets; at that moment, whole universes opened. You 
became, irrevocably, a reader. Noted essayist Alberto Manguel moves from this 
essential moment to explore the 6000-year-old conversation between words and 
that magician without whom the book would be a lifeless object: the reader. Manguel
lingers over reading as seduction, as rebellion, as obsession, and goes on to trace 
the never-before-told story of the reader's progress from clay tablet to scroll, codex 
to CD-ROM.

Alberto Manguel (born 1948 in Buenos Aires) is an Argentine Canadian anthologist,
translator, essayist, novelist and editor. He is the author of numerous non-fiction 
books such as The Dictionary of Imaginary Places (co-written with Gianni Guadalupi
in 1980), A History of Reading (1996), The Library at Night (2007) and Homer's Iliad
and Odyssey: A Biography (2008); and novels such as News From a Foreign 
Country Came (1991). Though almost all of Manguel's books were written in 
English, two of his novels (El regreso and Todos los hombres son mentirosos) were
written in Spanish, and El regreso has not yet been published in English. Manguel 
has also written film criticism such as Bride of Frankenstein (1997) and collections of
essays such as Into the Looking Glass Wood (1998). In 2007, Manguel was 
selected to be that year's annual lecturer for the prestigious Massey Lectures. For 
over twenty years, Manguel has edited a number of literary anthologies on a variety
of themes or genres ranging from erotica and gay stories to fantastic literature and
mysteries.
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Manicka, Rani. The Rice Mother. New York. 2003. Viking Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670031925. 432 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
photograph by Jen Fong. Inventory # 35332. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Nothing in Lakshmi’s childhood, running carefree and 
barefoot on the sun-baked earth amid the coconut and mango trees of Ceylon, could
have prepared her for what life was to bring her. At fourteen, she finds herself traded
in marriage across the ocean to a stranger in the fascinating land of Malaysia. 
Duped into thinking her new husband is wealthy, she instead finds herself struggling
to raise a family with a man too impractical to face reality and a world that is, by 
turns, unyielding and amazing, brutal and beautiful. Undaunted, she becomes a 
formidable matriarch, determined to wrest from the world a better life for her 
daughters and sons and to face every new challenge with almost mythic strength. A
multigenerational narrative that spans the nightmare of World War II and the 
Japanese occupation, The Rice Mother gorgeously evokes a world of exotic beauty
and vivid characters, where small pleasures offset unimaginable horrors. It is a 
powerful story of laughter and loss, love and betrayal, in a world where ghosts and 
gods walk hand-in-hand. Perfect for readers of Amy Tan, Isabel Allende, and 
Arundhati Roy, The Rice Mother marks the luminous debut of a writer whose 
universal themes will touch readers, especially women, the world over.

Rani Manicka is an international bestselling novelist, born and educated in Malaysia;
she grew up in Terengganu and attended the University of Malaysia, where she 
received a business degree. Infused with her own Sri Lankan Tamil family history, 
The Rice Mother is her first novel, and it won the Commonwealth Writers' Prize in 
2003 for South East Asia and South Pacific region. Her second novel, Touching 
Earth, was published in 2005 followed by The Japanese Lover released in 2009. 
She is currently putting the finishing touches to her latest work titled 'Black Jack.'
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Mankell, Henning. Firewall: A Kurt Wallander Mystery. New York. 2002. New Press.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1565847679. Translated from the 
Swedish by Ebba Segerberg. 405 pages. hardcover. Cover by Zubin Shroff. 
Inventory #  44125. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - YSTAD, SWEDEN. A man stops at an ATM during his 
evening walk and inexplicably falls dead to the ground. Two teenage girls brutally 
murder a taxi driver They are quickly apprehended, shocking local policemen with 
their compete lack of remorse. One girl escapes police custody and disappears 
without a trace. A few days later a blackout cuts power to a large swath of the 
country When a serviceman arrives at the malfunctioning power substation, he 
maces a grisly discovery. Inspector Kurt Wallander knows these events must be 
linked, but he has to figure out how and why His endeavors are made all the more 
difficult when he discovers personal and professional betrayals within his own team.
Lonely and frustrated, he begins to doubt the worth of continuing his work as a 
detective. The search for answers eventually leads Wallander dangerously close to
a shadowy group of anarchic terrorists, hidden by the anonymity of cyberspace. 
Somehow, these criminals a ways seem to know the police’s next move. How can a
small group of detectives unravel a plot designed to wreak havoc on a worldwide 
scale? And will they solve the riddle in time? FIREWALL, the latest book in Henning
Mankell’s critically acclaimed and internationally bestselling series, is a thrilling 
police procedural about our increasing vulnerability in the modern digitized world.

Henning Mankell (3 February 1948 – 5 October 2015) is author of the internationally
bestselling Kurt Wallander series and the critically acclaimed Chronicler of the 
Winds. Henning Mankell’s books have been published in thirty-six countries with 
over 25 million copies in print worldwide.
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Mankell, Henning. The Pyramid & Four Other Kurt Wallander Mysteries. New York.
2008. New Press. Advance Reading Copy of Two of The Five Mysteries in THE 
PYRAMID. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781565849945. Translated from the Swedish
by Ebba Segerberg & Laurie Thompson. 138 pages. paperback. Inventory # 34819.
$20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The long-awaited new Kurt Wallander book – the story of
Wallander’s beginnings, told in five gripping short mysteries ‘What happened to 
Wallander before the series began?. Several years ago, right when I was done with 
the fifth book, SIDETRACKED, I realized that I had started to write stories in my 
head that took place long before the start of the series.’ - from Henning Mankell’s 
foreword. At last, a key addition to the Kurt Wallander mystery series: the book of 
short mysteries that takes us back to the beginning. ‘Wallander’s First Case’ 
introduces us to the twenty-one-year-old patrolman on his first criminal investigation;
in ‘The Man with the Mask’, Wallander is a young father facing an unexpected 
danger on Christmas Ere; in ‘The Man on the Beach’, he is on the brink of middle 
age trying to understand why a lonely man was poisoned; in ‘The Death of the 
Photographer,’ the newly separated Wallander investigates the brutal murder of a 
local photographer; and in the title story, ‘The Pyramid,’ he is a veteran detective 
uncovering unexpected connections between a downed mystery plane and the 
assassination of a pair of spinster sisters. Over the course of these five mysteries, 
he comes into his own as a murder detective, defined by his simultaneously 
methodical and instinctive work, but finds himself increasingly haunted from 
witnessing the worst aspects of an atomized society. Written from the unique 
perspective of an author looking back upon his own creation to discover his origins, 
these mysteries are vintage Mankell.

Henning Mankell (3 February 1948 – 5 October 2015) is author of the internationally
bestselling Kurt Wallander series and the critically acclaimed Chronicler of the 
Winds. Henning Mankell’s books have been published in thirty-six countries with 
over 25 million copies in print worldwide.
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Mankell, Henning. The Troubled Man: A Kurt Wallander Novel. New York. 2011. 
Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780307593498. Translated 
from the Swedish by Laurie Thompson. 373 pages. hardcover. Front-of-jacket 
photograph by Mark Dye. Jacket design by Barbara de Wilde. Inventory # 42564. 
$17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The much-anticipated return of Henning Mankell's 
brilliant, brooding detective, Kurt Wallander. On a winter day in 2008, Håkan von 
Enke, a retired high-ranking naval officer, vanishes during his daily walk in a forest 
near Stockholm. The investigation into his disappearance falls under the jurisdiction
of the Stockholm police. It has nothing to do with Wallander-officially. But von Enke 
is his daughter's future father-in-law. And so, with his inimitable disregard for normal
procedure, Wallander is soon interfering in matters that are not his responsibility, 
making promises he won't keep, telling lies when it suits him-and getting results. But
the results hint at elaborate Cold War espionage activities that seem inextricably 
confounding, even to Wallander, who, in any case, is troubled in more personal 
ways as well. Negligent of his health, he's become convinced that, having turned 
sixty, he is on the threshold of senility. Desperate to live up to the hope that a new 
granddaughter represents, he is continually haunted by his past. And looking toward
the future with profound uncertainty, he will have no choice but to come face-to-face
with his most intractable adversary: himself.

Henning Mankell (3 February 1948 – 5 October 2015) is author of the internationally
bestselling Kurt Wallander series and the critically acclaimed Chronicler of the 
Winds. Henning Mankell’s books have been published in thirty-six countries with 
over 25 million copies in print worldwide.
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Mankoff, Bob (editor). The New Yorker Book of Literary Cartoons. New York. 2000.
Pocket Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0671035576. 105 
pages. hardcover. Cover illustration by Michael Witte. Inventory # 28420. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Welcome to The New Yorker Book of Literary Cartoons,
a timeless tribute to the peerless power of the literary landscape. In 104 drawings, 
each of them certified by experts to be worth a thousand words (and some of them 
quite amusing), the essence of reading, writing, publishing, and shelving books is 
explored in all its glory and absurdity, from the stunning and sublime to the purple 
and pretentious. Here is Emma Bovary shrugging off those pesky bouts with 
existential boredom (on the tennis court), Dickens' fateful encounter with a martini 
(olive or twist?), and T.S. Eliot's 'The Waste Land' thoughtfully rewritten for the 
Beavis and Butt-Head market ('April sucks'). Here is a long-awaited and wholly 
unprecedented comic takedown of that loftiest of all cultural arenas, the world of 
belles lettres. It is a world where books stamped with promises from Oprah stand 
alongside others arranged by the attention span they require, a world where the 
Bible can now be found in the self-help section. Here, finally, are dead-on portraits 
and eye-opening ruminations on all things bookish, writerly, and readerly, courtesy 
of The New Yorker's renowned stable of cartoonists, from Charles Barsotti to Roz 
Chast, Ed Koren to J.B. Handelsman, and Jack Ziegler to Victoria Roberts. In the 
bestselling tradition of such classics as The New Yorker Book of Lawyer Cartoons 
and The New Yorker Book of Cat Cartoons -- THE NEW YORKER BOOK OF 
LITERARY CARTOONS is manna straight from bookworm heaven.

Bob Mankoff became The New Yorker's cartoon editor in 1997. He is also the 
founder and president of Cartoonbank, a division of The New Yorker, which 
maintains the Internet's only searchable cartoon archive. He has published four 
collections of his own work and has edited five other New Yorker cartoon collections,
most recently The New Yorker's 75th Anniversary Cartoon Collection.
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Mann, Klaus. Siblings and the Children’s Story. London. 1992. Marion Boyars. 1st 
British Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0714529397. Translated from the German
and with an introduction by Tania Alexander and Peter Eyre. 143 pages. hardcover.
Jacket design by Susi Mawani. Front: Photograph of Suzanna Hamilton and Simon
Cutter by Mark Lebon. Back: Klaus Mann February, 1926. Inventory # 22182. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘(Siblings) offers the rare instance of a melt-down 
between, literature, personal life and secret fantasy.’ - The Times. In a Germany 
inexorably slipping towards Nazi domination, initial public reaction to SIBLINGS was
one of moral disgust. Meanwhile Klaus and his sister Erika were feted by the world 
as ‘the Literary Twins’ and their father Thomas Mann was at the height of his career.
The play (first produced in Munich in 1930), a weird and unsettling portrayal of incest
inspired by Cocteau’s Les Enfants Terribles and set in pre-war Paris, reflects Klaus
Mann’s own life with Erika - an intimate world of private games cultivated against 
their overpowering father. In SIBLINGS, however, the participants are no mere 
adolescents but adults whose rituals and games are sinister and desperate attempts
to exclude the encroaching totalitarian conformity of the ‘outside’ world. The play 
was given both its English language and British premiere in this version in 1989 at 
the Lyric Hammersmith under the direction of Peter Eyre. As a companion piece the
evocative novella THE CHILDREN’S STORY, written in 1926 when Klaus Mann was
nineteen, presents a complementary view of childhood. Here the more carefree 
games and fantasies of the children are played out beneath the shadows cast by 
adult passions and conflicts.

Klaus Mann (November 18, 1906 – May 21, 1949) was a German writer. Born in 
Munich, Klaus Mann was the son of German writer Thomas Mann and his wife, 
Katia Pringsheim. Klaus Mann published his first book in 1924. His writings include 
the novels Symphonie Pathétique, Der Vulkan and, best known, Mephisto, whose 
monstrous hero was a thinly disguised portrayal of Gustav Grundgens, the favourite
actor of the Third Reich and husband of Erika Mann.
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Mann, Klaus. The Pious Dance. New York. 1987. PAJ Publications. 1st American 
Printing. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 1555540171. Translated from the 
German by Laurence Senelick. 181 pages. hardcover. Jacket design & illustration by
Victoria Lowe. Inventory # 9113. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Klaus Mann's first novel, this 'adventure story' of the 
young Andreas Magnus, unfolds in the gay underworld of an impoverished Weimar
Berlin. Artist, cabaret performer, writer, he is a portrait of disaffected, floating youth,
alienated from the old Europe. Mann referred to his autobiographical Andreas as 'an
intellectual vagabond and ecstatic tramp.'

Klaus Mann (November 18, 1906 – May 21, 1949) was a German writer. Born in 
Munich, Klaus Mann was the son of German writer Thomas Mann and his wife, 
Katia Pringsheim. Klaus Mann published his first book in 1924. His writings include 
the novels Symphonie Pathétique, Der Vulkan and, best known, Mephisto, whose 
monstrous hero was a thinly disguised portrayal of Gustav Grundgens, the favourite
actor of the Third Reich and husband of Erika Mann.
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Mann, Thomas. Buddenbrooks: 2 Volumes. New York. 1924. Knopf. 1st American 
Edition. Bookplates in The Front Of Each Book.Small Tear On Title Page Of Volume
2,Otherwise Good.No Dustjackets. Translated from the German by H. T. Lowe-
Porter. 748 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 33654. $200

FROM THE PUBLISHER - BUDDENBROOKS, first published in Germany in 1900,
when Mann was only twenty-five, has become a classic of modern literature - the 
story of four generations of a wealthy bourgeois family in northern Germany. With 
consummate skill, Mann draws a rounded picture of middle- class life: births and 
christenings; marriages, divorces, and deaths; successes and failures. These 
commonplace occurrences, intrinsically the same, vary slightly as they recur in each
succeeding generation. Yet as the Buddenbrooks family eventually succumbs to the
seductions of modernity - seductions that are at variance with its own traditions - its
downfall becomes certain. In immensity of scope, richness of detail, and fullness of 
humanity, BUDDENBROOKS surpasses all other modern family chronicles; it has, 
indeed, proved a model for most of them. Judged as the greatest of Mann’s novels 
by some critics, it is ranked as among the greatest by all. THOMAS MANN was 
awarded the Nobel Prize for literature in 1929.

Thomas Mann (6 June 1875 – 12 August 1955) was a German novelist, short story
writer, social critic, philanthropist, essayist, and 1929 Nobel Prize laureate, known 
for his series of highly symbolic and ironic epic novels and novellas, noted for their 
insight into the psychology of the artist and the intellectual.
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Mann, Thomas. Death in Venice & Other Stories. New York. 1999. Signet/New 
American Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0451526090. Translated From The German & With An Introduction By Jefferson S.
Chase. 304 pages. paperback. 2609. Cover: Venetian Doorway,after 1900.
Metrpolitan Museum of Art'. Inventory # 33042. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Thomas Mann's haunting novella DEATH IN VENICE 
tells the tragic and ironic story of a man who falls into foolish love, only to reap his 
own ruin. Gustav von Aschenbach, a serious, dignified, lonely, and elderly writer, is
enjoying a Venetian holiday when he notices the taut, lean figure of a Polish boy. 
The boy's name is Tadzio, and he comes to represent the sleek perfection of youth.
Aschenbach finds himself completely, hopelessly obsessed with this ideal. Rich in 
mythical imagery, and exploring the themes of beauty and decay, passion and 
pestilence, DEATH IN VENICE is a disturbing, memorable work. This new 
translation of Nobel laureate Thomas Mann's work bu Jefferson S. Chase includes 
several additional short stories: 'Tristan', 'Tonio Kruger', 'Man and Dog: An Idyll', 
'Hour of Hardship','Tobias Mindernickel', and 'The Child Prodigy'.

Thomas Mann (6 June 1875 – 12 August 1955) was a German novelist, short story
writer, social critic, philanthropist, essayist, and 1929 Nobel Prize laureate, known 
for his series of highly symbolic and ironic epic novels and novellas, noted for their 
insight into the psychology of the artist and the intellectual.
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Mann, Thomas. Joseph the Provider. New York. 1944. Knopf. 1st American Edition.
Slight Tearing To Top Spine,Otherwise Good.No Dustjacket. Translated from the 
German by H. T. Lowe-Porter. 615 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 20732. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Thomas Mann regarded his monumental retelling of the
biblical story of Joseph as his magnum opus. He conceived of the four parts–The 
Stories of Jacob, Young Joseph, Joseph in Egypt, and Joseph the Provider–as a 
unified narrative, a ‘mythological novel’ of Joseph’s fall into slavery and his rise to be
lord over Egypt. Deploying lavish, persuasive detail, Mann conjures for us the world
of patriarchs and pharaohs, the ancient civilizations of Egypt, Mesopotamia, and 
Palestine, and the universal force of human love in all its beauty, desperation, 
absurdity, and pain. The result is a brilliant amalgam of humor, emotion, 
psychological insight, and epic grandeur.

Thomas Mann (6 June 1875 – 12 August 1955) was a German novelist, short story
writer, social critic, philanthropist, essayist, and 1929 Nobel Prize laureate, known 
for his series of highly symbolic and ironic epic novels and novellas, noted for their 
insight into the psychology of the artist and the intellectual.
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Mann, Thomas. Royal Highness. Berkeley. 1992. University Of California Press. 
Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0520076737. Translated from
the German by A. Cecil Curtis. With A Preface , translated by H. T. Lowe-Porter. 
Introduction by Alan Sica. 360 pages. paperback. Inventory # 35170. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Royal Highness is the delightfully ironic tale of a small, 
decadent German duchy and its invigoration by the intellect and values of an 
independent-minded American woman. Peopled with a range of characters from 
aristocrat to artisan, Royal Highness provides a microcosmic view of Europe before 
the Great War. Thomas Mann (1875-1955), winner of the Nobel Prize for Literature 
in 1929, wrote essays as well as some of the great novels of the twentieth century, 
including Buddenbrooks, The Magic Mountain, Death in Venice, Joseph and His 
Brothers, and Doctor Faustus. Russell A. Berman is the author of The Rise of the 
Modern German Novel. Alan Sica is the author of Weber, Irrationality, and Social 
Order.

Thomas Mann (6 June 1875 – 12 August 1955) was a German novelist, short story
writer, social critic, philanthropist, essayist, and 1929 Nobel Prize laureate, known 
for his series of highly symbolic and ironic epic novels and novellas, noted for their 
insight into the psychology of the artist and the intellectual.
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Mann, Thomas. Six Early Stories. Los Angeles. 1997. Sun & Moon Press. 2nd 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1557132984. Translated from the German With A
Note by Peter Constantine. Edited With An Introduction by Burton Pike. 129 pages.
hardcover. 109. Cover: Oskar Schlemmer-'Romisches, 1925'. Inventory # 33632. 
$7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Newly out in paperback from Sun & Moon Classics, 
Peter Constantine translates six early stories from the German Modernist.

Thomas Mann (6 June 1875 – 12 August 1955) was a German novelist, short story
writer, social critic, philanthropist, essayist, and 1929 Nobel Prize laureate, known 
for his series of highly symbolic and ironic epic novels and novellas, noted for their 
insight into the psychology of the artist and the intellectual.
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Mann, Thomas. The Black Swan. New York. 1954. Knopf. 1st American Edition. 
Previous Owner's Stamp in Front,Otherwise Very Good.No Dustjacket. Translated 
from the German by Willard R. Trask. 141 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 34754. 
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Thomas Mann's bold and disturbing novella, written in 
1952, is the feminine counterpart of his masterpiece DEATH IN VENICE. Written 
from the point of view of a woman in what we might now call mid-life crisis, THE 
BLACK SWAN evinces Mann's mastery of psychological analysis and his compelling
interest in the intersection of the physical and the spiritual in human behavior. It is 
startlingly relevant to current discussions of the politics of the body, male inscriptions
of the feminine, and discourse about and of women.

Thomas Mann (6 June 1875 – 12 August 1955) was a German novelist, short story
writer, social critic, philanthropist, essayist, and 1929 Nobel Prize laureate, known 
for his series of highly symbolic and ironic epic novels and novellas, noted for their 
insight into the psychology of the artist and the intellectual.
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Mann, Thomas. The Black Swan. Berkeley. 1990. University Of California Press. 
Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0520070097. Translated from
the German by Willard R. Trask. Introduction by Nina Pelikan Straus. 155 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 35167. $18

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Thomas Mann’s bold and disturbing novella, written in 
1952, is the feminine counterpart of his masterpiece Death in Venice. Written from 
the point of view of a woman in what we might now call mid-life crisis, The Black 
Swan evinces Mann’s mastery of psychological analysis and his compelling interest 
in the intersection of the physical and the spiritual in human behavior. It is startlingly
relevant to current discussions of the politics of the body, male inscriptions of the 
feminine, and discourse about and of women. The new introduction places this 
dramatic novella in the context of contemporary feminist and literary concerns, 
bringing it to the attention of a new generation of readers.

Thomas Mann (6 June 1875 – 12 August 1955) was a German novelist, short story
writer, social critic, philanthropist, essayist, and 1929 Nobel Prize laureate, known 
for his series of highly symbolic and ironic epic novels and novellas, noted for their 
insight into the psychology of the artist and the intellectual.
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Mann, Thomas. The Holy Sinner. Berkeley. 1992. University Of California Press. 
Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0520076710. Translated from
the German byH. T. Lowe-Porter. Introduction by Russell A. Berman. 336 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 35168. $19

FROM THE PUBLISHER - First published in 1951, The Holy Sinner explores a 
subject that fascinated Thomas Mann to the end of his life–the origins of evil and 
evil’s connection with magic. Here Mann uses a medieval legend about ‘the 
exceeding mercy of God and the birth of the blessed Pope Gregory’ as he used the
Biblical account of Joseph as the basis for Joseph and His Brothers–illuminating 
with his ironic sensibility the notion of original sin and transcendence of evil.

Thomas Mann (6 June 1875 – 12 August 1955) was a German novelist, short story
writer, social critic, philanthropist, essayist, and 1929 Nobel Prize laureate, known 
for his series of highly symbolic and ironic epic novels and novellas, noted for their 
insight into the psychology of the artist and the intellectual.
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Manolis, Tim. Dragonflies and Damselflies of California. Berkeley. 2003. University
Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0520235673. 
295 pages. paperback. Inventory # 35172. $16.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Exclamation Damsel, Bison Snaketail, Powdered 
Dancer, Black Meadowhawk, and Sedge Sprite are just a few of the dragonflies and
damselflies identified in this complete guide to California’s abundant Odonates. 
FEATURES - Species accounts discuss identification in the field and in the hand, 
behavior, habitat associations, geographic distribution, and flight season; Includes 
40 vivid full-color plates and supplemental black-and-white drawings; Provides a 
general overview of dragonfly anatomy, behavior, life history, and a complete set of 
range maps.

Timothy D. Manolis is an artist, illustrator, and biological consultant. From 1986 to 
1990, he was the editor and art director of the magazine Mainstream. His papers on
birds and his bird illustrations have appeared in many journals and magazines.
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Manrique, Jaime. Latin Moon in Manhattan. New York. 1992. St Martin's Press. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312071000. 212 pages. hardcover. 
Cover: Cary Henrie. Inventory # 15698. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Exuberant and colorful, LATIN MOON IN MANHATTAN
paints a stunning portrait of New York City as the land of El Dorado for today’s 
Latino immigrants. From Little Colombia in Queens to 42nd Street in Manhattan, the
vibrant life of Latino New York offers an extraordinary cast of characters: Hot Sauce,
a midget hooker; Simon Bolivar, a parrot who croons Julio Iglesias songs; Ben Ami
Burztyn, a rich Venezuelan gourmand and would-be biographer of Edgar Allen Poe;
Rebecca Allavant, a librarian from Alabama in love with a South American 
hairdresser who doesn’t speak English, and the Urrutias, a family rich from cocaine
smuggling. And, of course, our protagonist, Santiago Martinez, loner and would- be
poet, who thinks he will spend the summer months watching his ancient cat, Mr. 
O’Donnell, die of an enlarged heart. Instead, his life explodes with a profusion of 
plots and subplots involving cocaine smuggling, romance, literary politics among the
middle-class ladies in Queens, the death of his best boyhood friend from AIDS, and 
the efforts of his own family and the Urrutias to marry him off to their youngest 
daughter, a beautiful, well-educated motorcycle fanatic who happens to be a 
lesbian. LATIN MOON IN MANHATTAN presents a pulsing portrait of Latin life in the
urban heart of America, a lyrical homage to city living in the capital of the present.

JAIME MANRIQUE was born in Barranquilla, Colombia, and moved to New York 
when he was seventeen. His first book of poems received his country’s National 
Poetry Award. In Spanish, he has published a novella and a collection of short 
stories, a volume of film criticism, and the novel Colombian Gold, which was 
translated into many languages. Forthcoming is Christopher Columbus on His 
Deathbed, an epic poem (Vehicle Editions). Manrique teaches creative writing and 
Latin American literature and cinema at the Eugene Lang College of The New 
School for Social Research. He lives in Manhattan.
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Manuel, Frank E. A Requiem For Karl Marx. Cambridge. 1995. Harvard University 
Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0674763262. 272 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 21570. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - As Karl Marx the icon has fallen along with so many 
communist regimes, we are left with the mystery of Karl Marx the man, the 
complexities of a life that has profoundly affected millions. A Requiem for Karl Marx 
is Frank Manuel's searching meditation on that life, a learned and elegantly written 
engagement with the man and his work. Manuel gives us a psychological portrait 
rendered with sympathy and critical detachment, a probing look at the connections 
between the private drama of Marx's life and his revolutionary ideas. Manuel 
pursues these connections from Marx's adolescence and education in Trier through
his university studies, marriage to a German baroness, and early affiliation with 
French and German radical groups. Here we see Marx in moments of youthful 
rapture, in periods of despair, in maneuvers of blatant hypocrisy, in outbursts of self-
mockery. We follow his involuted response to his status as a converted Jew, 
observe the psychic toll of debilitating bouts of illness, and witness the shattering 
effects of his aggressive, often brutal conduct toward friend and foe alike. Manuel 
analyzes in intricate detail the central role of Marx's enduring relationship with 
Friedrich Engels, which appears to transcend the bounds of friendship, and his 
changing behavior toward his wife, Jenny, the neurotic and tragic figure who shared
his dismal London exile. What becomes clear in this narrative is the link between 
Marx's personal life and his ideas about class struggle, revolutionary strategy, and 
utopia - as well as the impact of his personal vision and political tactics on the 
movements that followed him, down to our day.

Frank Edward Manuel (12 September 1910 – 2003) was an American historian, 
Kenan Professor of History, emeritus, at New York University and Alfred and Viola 
Hart University Professor, emeritus, at Brandeis University. He was known for his 
work on the idea of utopia.
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Manz, Beatriz. Paradise in Ashes: A Guatemalan Journey of Courage, Terror. 
Berkeley. 2004. University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0520240162. 330 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 35173. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Paradise in Ashes is a deeply engaged and moving 
account of the violence and repression that defined the murderous Guatemalan civil
war of the 1980s. In this compelling book, Beatriz Manz–an anthropologist who 
spent over two decades studying the Mayan highlands and remote rain forests of 
Guatemala–tells the story of the village of Santa María Tzejá, near the border with 
Mexico. Manz writes eloquently about Guatemala’s tortured history and shows how 
the story of this village–its birth, destruction, and rebirth–embodies the forces and 
conflicts that define the country today. Drawing on interviews with peasants, 
community leaders, guerrillas, and paramilitary forces, Manz creates a richly 
detailed political portrait of Santa María Tzejá, where highland Maya peasants 
seeking land settled in the 1970s. Manz describes these villagers’ plight as their 
isolated, lush, but deceptive paradise became one of the centers of the war 
convulsing the entire country. After their village was viciously sacked in 1982, 
desperate survivors fled into the surrounding rain forest and eventually to Mexico, 
and some even further, to the United States, while others stayed behind and fell into
the military’s hands. With great insight and compassion, Manz follows their flight and
eventual return to Santa María Tzejá, where they sought to rebuild their village and 
their lives.

Beatriz Manz, born in Chile, is Professor of Geography and Ethnic Studies at the 
University of California, Berkeley. She is the author of Refugees of a Hidden War: 
The Aftermath of Counterinsurgency in Guatemala (1988).
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Maor, Eli. Pythagorean the orem: A 4,000-Year History. Princeton. 2007. Princeton
University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780691125268. 8
color plates. 141 line illus. 2 tables. 286 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36558. 
$24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - By any measure, the Pythagorean theorem is the most 
famous statement in all of mathematics, one remembered from high school 
geometry class by even the most math-phobic students. Well over four hundred 
proofs are known to exist, including ones by a twelve-year-old Einstein, a young 
blind girl, Leonardo da Vinci, and a future president of the United States. Here—
perhaps for the first time in English—is the full story of this famous theorem. 
Although attributed to Pythagoras, the theorem was known to the Babylonians more
than a thousand years before him. He may have been the first to prove it, but his 
proof—if indeed he had one—is lost to us. Euclid immortalized it as Proposition 47 in
his Elements, and it is from there that it has passed down to generations of students.
The theorem is central to almost every branch of science, pure or applied. It has 
even been proposed as a means to communicate with extraterrestrial beings, if and
when we discover them. And, expanded to four-dimensional space-time, it plays a 
pivotal role in Einstein’s theory of relativity. In this book, Eli Maor brings to life many
of the characters that played a role in the development of the Pythagorean theorem,
providing a fascinating backdrop to perhaps our oldest enduring mathematical 
legacy.

Eli Maor teaches the history of mathematics at Loyola University in Chicago. He is 
the author of Venus in Transit, Trigonometric Delights, e: The Story of a Number, 
and To Infinity and Beyond: A Cultural History of the Infinite (all Princeton).
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Mapanje, Jack. The Chattering Wagtails of Mikuyu Prison. Portsmouth. 1993. 
Heinemann. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0435911988. 99 pages.
paperback. Cover illustration by Janie Coath. Inventory # 18610. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Only now, with freedom, can Jack Mapanje speak of his
harrowing ordeal in Mikuyu Prison, where ‘desperate voices of fractured souls’ 
clamour to be heard. In poems of uncommon power and unflinching description 
Mapanje condemns a Yet in these poems Mapanje also affirms the enduring love of
family and friends and the spirit of his fellow detainees. Today, living in England, he
celebrates the hope kept alive by those who fight for human rights. `Protest can take
many forms, and in Jack Mapanje’s pen it can even take on the form of beauty.’ – 
KUNAPIPI.

Jack Mapanje is a poet, linguist, editor and human rights activist. He received the 
1988 Rotterdam Poetry International Award for his first book of poems, Of 
Chameleons and Gods (1981) and the USA’s Fonlon-Nichols Award for his 
contribution to poetry and human rights. He was head of the Department of English
at the University of Malawi where the Malawi authorities arrested him in 1987 after 
his first book of poems had been banned, and he was released in 1991 after 
spending three years, seven months and sixteen days in prison, following an 
international outcry against his incarceration. He has since published five poetry 
books, The Chattering Wagtails of Mikuyu Prison (1993) from Heinemann, and 
Skipping Without Ropes (1998), The Last of the Sweet Bananas: New & Selected 
Poems (2004), Beasts of Nalunga (2007) and Greetings from Grandpa (2016) from
Bloodaxe, as well as his prison memoir And Crocodiles Are Hungry at Night (Ayebia
Clarke Publishing, 2011); he co-edited three anthologies, Oral Poetry from Africa 
(1983), Summer Fires: New Poetry of Africa (1983) and The African Writers’ 
Handbook (1999); and edited the acclaimed Gathering Seaweed: African Prison 
Writing (2002). Beasts of Nalunga was shortlisted for the Forward Prize for Best 
Collection in 2007. Mapanje has held residences in the Netherlands, the Republic of
Ireland and throughout Britain, including two years with the Wordsworth Trust at 
Dove Cottage in Cumbria. He lives in exile in York with his family, and is a visiting 
professor in the faculty of art at York St John University. He was awarded an 
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Marable, Manning. Black America: Multicultural Democracy in the Age of Clarence 
Thomas & David Duke. Westfield. 1992. Open Magazine Pamphlet Series. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 16 pages. paperback. Pamphlet # 16. Inventory #
31272. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From This Pamphlet: ‘. As President, Bush continues to 
pursue a racist agenda while employing a public style and discourse of racial 
harmony. He openly courts black middle class leaders. He invites them to the White
House for lunch. He said, OK. Thurgood Marshall, the only African-American, on the
Supreme Court, is leaving the court, but I believe in racial equality. I’m going to give
you another black justice. So he produces a black justice who’s against women’s 
right of choice. It’s a black justice, Clarence Thomas, who clearly is antithetical and
hostile towards the civil rights agenda. This is a black justice who is opposed to 
affirmative action, opposed to workers’ rights and trade union rights, a so-called 
black justice who has carried out in his personal and private and public life an 
attitude of contempt for women and particularly for African-American women! But 
that’s the one Bush has given us. This is a kind of “slick” racism, as one of my 
students once put it. In fact, Malcolm X developed a term for it: he called it 
tricknology. It gives us something without giving us anything— an appearance that 
diverts attention away from the real and malignant social impact. .’

Manning Marable was M. Moran Weston and Black Alumni Council Professor of 
African American Studies and professor of history and public affairs at Columbia 
University. He was founding director of African American Studies at Columbia from 
1993 to 2003. Since 2002, he has directed Columbia's Center for Contemporary 
Black History. The author of fifteen books, Marable was also the editor of the 
quarterly journal Souls. Manning Marable died in April 2011.
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Marable, Manning. On Malcolm X: His Message & Meaning. Westfield. 1992. Open
Magazine Pamphlet Series. 1st Edition. Pamphlet # 22. Very Good in Wrappers. 
paperback. Inventory # 31273. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Malcolm X: ‘When the puppet starts talking back to the 
puppeteer the puppeteer is in bad shape. .’ January 7, 1965.

Manning Marable was M. Moran Weston and Black Alumni Council Professor of 
African American Studies and professor of history and public affairs at Columbia 
University. He was founding director of African American Studies at Columbia from 
1993 to 2003. Since 2002, he has directed Columbia's Center for Contemporary 
Black History. The author of fifteen books, Marable was also the editor of the 
quarterly journal Souls. Manning Marable died in April 2011.
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Marahimin, Ismail. And the War Is Over. Baton Rouge. 1986. Louisiana State 
University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0807113409. 
Winner Of The Pegasus Prize For Literature. Translated from the Indonesian by 
John H. McGlynn. 173 pages. hardcover. Cover: Charles Shaw. Inventory # 23856.
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Winner of the prestigious Pegasus Prize for Literature, 
And the War Is Over is a taut novel set in and around an Indonesian village as news
of Japan's surrender gradually makes its way to her far-flung army. War has 
transformed the quiet Sumatran village of Teratakbuluh, bringing with it the officious,
often incomprehensible members of the Japanese army and a camp where Dutch 
internees are put to hard labor. Some of the Dutch are plotting escape, and the 
Sumatrans in the village are divided on whether to help or to avoid involvement. The
Japanese officer Lieutenant Ose struggles with his conscience -- how to handle the 
love he feels both for his Javanese servant and his wife, who has betrayed him for a
powerful general, and how to cope with the impending end of a war he never wanted
to be involved in. As the Dutch escape and the news of surrender loom nearer, 
tensions between the Japanese and the Sumatrans, within the Dutch camp and 
within the life of the village, explode into a final, heartbreaking act of violence.

Ismail Marahimin (23 April 1934 – 26 December 2008) was an Indonesian writer. He
was born in Medan, North Sumatra. His only novel, Dan Perang Pun Usai (And the
War is Over) was published in 1977, and was named best novel of the year in the 
annual Jakarta Arts Council Novel Competition. Further acclaim came in 1984 when
the novel was named recipient of the Pegasus Prize for Literature, a literary award 
established by the Mobil Corporation (now Exxon Mobil). The prize was presented to
him by Subagio Sastrowardoyo, a well-known Indonesian author, in New York.
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Marahimin, Ismail. And the War Is Over. Baton Rouge. 1986. Louisiana State 
University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket With A Small Tear
On The Upper Back Flap. 0807113409. Winner Of The Pegasus Prize For 
Literature. Translated from the Indonesian by John H. McGlynn. 173 pages. 
hardcover. Cover: Charles Shaw. Inventory # 31794. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Winner of the prestigious Pegasus Prize for Literature, 
And the War Is Over is a taut novel set in and around an Indonesian village as news
of Japan's surrender gradually makes its way to her far-flung army. War has 
transformed the quiet Sumatran village of Teratakbuluh, bringing with it the officious,
often incomprehensible members of the Japanese army and a camp where Dutch 
internees are put to hard labor. Some of the Dutch are plotting escape, and the 
Sumatrans in the village are divided on whether to help or to avoid involvement. The
Japanese officer Lieutenant Ose struggles with his conscience -- how to handle the 
love he feels both for his Javanese servant and his wife, who has betrayed him for a
powerful general, and how to cope with the impending end of a war he never wanted
to be involved in. As the Dutch escape and the news of surrender loom nearer, 
tensions between the Japanese and the Sumatrans, within the Dutch camp and 
within the life of the village, explode into a final, heartbreaking act of violence.

Ismail Marahimin (23 April 1934 – 26 December 2008) was an Indonesian writer. He
was born in Medan, North Sumatra. His only novel, Dan Perang Pun Usai (And the
War is Over) was published in 1977, and was named best novel of the year in the 
annual Jakarta Arts Council Novel Competition. Further acclaim came in 1984 when
the novel was named recipient of the Pegasus Prize for Literature, a literary award 
established by the Mobil Corporation (now Exxon Mobil). The prize was presented to
him by Subagio Sastrowardoyo, a well-known Indonesian author, in New York.
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Marai, Sandor. Casanova in Bolzano. New York. 2004. Knopf. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0375413375. Translated from the Hungarian by George 
Szirtes. 295 pages. hardcover. Jacket painting: Secrets (detail), 1887, by C. 
Zachorski. San Carlos Museum, Mexico. City/Dagli Orti/The Art Archive. Jacket 
design by Peter Mendelsund. Inventory # 35277. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Another rediscovered masterpiece from the author of 
EMBERS: an erotically charged novel-written within the framework of historical 
reality-about Casanova’s fateful encounter with the woman who finally defeats him. 
In 1756 Giacomo Casanova escaped from the dreaded cells of Venice’s most 
infamous jail: it is at this moment that Sándor Márai begins his story. Stopping to 
rest at the Italian village of Bolzano, Casanova secures a loan to rebuild his life, and
resumes his art of seduction. But there is another reason he has come to this 
particular village: the memory of a duel he fought long ago with the duke of Parma 
over a girl named Francesca. Casanova lost the fight; Francesca became the duke’s
wife; and the duke spared Casanova’s life on condition that he never set eyes on her
again. The village of Bolzano is part of the duke’s lands. Now an old man, the duke
arrives at the inn with a love letter he has intercepted from his wife to Casanova, He
could kill Casanova on the spot but instead makes him an irresistible offer, one that
will ultimately be the downfall of the notorious lover. Brimming with the richness and
psychological tension that made Embers an international best seller, CASANOVA IN
BOLZANO is further proof that Sándor Márai stands among the twentieth century’s 
greatest literary voices.

Sándor Márai was born in Kassa, in the Austro-Hungarian Empire, in 1900, and died
in San Diego, California, in 1989. He rose to fame as one of the leading literary 
novelists in Hungary in the 1930s. Profoundly antifascist, he survived World War II, 
but persecution by the Communists drove him from the country in 1948. He went 
into exile, first in Italy, then in the United States.
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Marai, Sandor. Embers. New York. 2001. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 0375407561. Translated from the Hungarian by Carol Brown Janeway. 
217 pages. hardcover. Jacket painting by Alexandre Cabanel - Portrait of Countess
de Keller, 1873. Jacket design by Susan Carroll. Inventory # 30967. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The rediscovery of a masterpiece of Central European 
literature originally published in Budapest in 1942 and known to modern readers 
until last year. An extraordinary novel about a triangular relationship, about love, 
friendship, and fidelity; about betrayal, pride, and true nobility. In a castle at the foot
of the Carpathian Mountains, an old aristocrat waits to greet the friend he has not 
seen for forty-one years. In the course of this one night, from dinner until dawn, the 
two men will fight a duel of words and silences, of stories, of accusations and 
evasions, that will encompass their entire lives and that of a third person, missing 
from the candlelit dining hall-the now dead chatelaine of the castle. The last time the
three of them sat together was in this room, after a stag hunt in the forest, The year
was 1900. No game was shot that day but the reverberations were cataclysmic. And
the time of reckoning has finally arrived. Already a great international best-seller, 
EMBERS is a magnificent addition to world literature in the English language. 
Sandor Márai was born in Kassa, in the Austro-Hungarian Empire, in 1900. He rose
to fame as one of the leading literary novelists in Hungary in the 1930s. Profoundly 
antifascist, he survived World War II, but persecution by the Communists drove him 
from the country in 1948, first to Italy and then to the United States. Mârai committed
suicide in San Diego in 1989. He is the author of a significant body of work, which 
Knopf is translating into English.

Sandor Márai was born in Kassa, in the Austro-Hungarian Empire, in 1900. He rose
to fame as one of the leading literary novelists in Hungary in the 1930s. Profoundly 
antifascist, he survived World War II, but persecution by the Communists drove him 
from the country in 1948, first to Italy and then to the United States. Mârai committed
suicide in San Diego in 1989.
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March, Joseph Moncure. Wild Party (Drawings By Art Spiegelman). New York. 
1994. Pantheon Books. 1st of This Illustrated Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0679424504. Illustrated by Art Spiegelman. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Art 
Spiegelman. Jacket design by Art Spiegelman and Louise Fili. Inventory # 20643. 
$10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ART SPIEGELMAN’S sinister and witty black-and-white
drawings give charged new life to Joseph Moncure March’s WILD PARTY, a lost 
classic from 1928. The inventive and varied page designs offer perfect counterpoint 
to the staccato tempo of this hard-boiled jazz-age tragedy told in syncopated 
rhyming couplets. Here is a poem that can make even readers with no time for 
poetry stop dead in their tracks. Once read, large shards of this story of one night of
debauchery will become permanently lodged in the brain. When THE WILD PARTY
was first published, Louis Untermeyer declared: ‘It is repulsive and fascinating, 
vicious and vivacious, uncompromising unashamed. and unremittingly powerful. It is
an amazing tour de force.’

JOSEPH MONCURE MARCH (July 27, 1899, New York City, NY - February 14, 
1977, Los Angeles, CA) was a poet, journalist and screenwriter best known for his 
two verse narratives, THE WILD PARTY and THE SET-UP, the story of a washed-
up black boxer. An editor for The New Yorker in the 1920s, he died in 1977. ART 
SPIEGELMAN is the author of MAUS, A SURVIVOR’S TALE, for which he received
a special Pulitzer Prize in 1992. He was co-founder and editor of RAW, the 
acclaimed magazine of avant-garde comics, and is currently a contributing editor 
and artist for The New Yorker. He lives in New York City with his wife, Françoise 
Mouly, and their two children, Nadja and Dashiell.
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Marco Polo. The Travels of Marco Polo. New York. 1961. Signet/New American 
Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. A Modern 
Version Of The Famous Marsden-Wright Translation From The Italian.Edited & With
An Introduction By Milton Rugoff. 302 pages. paperback. CD97. Cover: Kessler. 
Inventory # 29155. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Perhaps the longest and most remarkable journey ever 
undertaken was that of young Marco Polo, who set out from Venice in 1271 and 
wandered into the unknown East as far as Cathay. When he returned twenty - five 
years later he told such a tale - of the vast empire and dazzling court of Kublai Khan,
of terrible deserts and great mountain ranges, of yogis and pearl divers and 
cannibals, of men who offered their wives to visitors, of the Old Man of the Mountain
with his hashish - drugged 'Assassins,' of stones that burned and streams of jade -. 
that few believed him. Today we know that Marco's account is not only an amazing 
narrative of strange experiences, but the richest and most reliable picture of the 
Near East, India, and the Orient of the Middle Ages. This Signet Classic edition is 
the most thoroughly annotated popular edition ever published of The Travels of 
Marco Polo. The text is a complete1y modern version of the famous Marsden - 
Wright translation.

Marco Polo (September 15, 1254 – January 8–9, 1324) was a Venetian merchant 
traveller whose travels are recorded in Livres des merveilles du monde (Book of the
Marvels of the World, also known as The Travels of Marco Polo, c. 1300), a book 
that introduced Europeans to Central Asia and China.keywords
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Margalit, Avishai. On Compromise and Rotten Compromises. Princeton. 2009. 
Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
9780691133171. 221 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Lorraince Betz Doneker. 
Inventory # 37520. $26.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When is political compromise acceptable--and when is it
fundamentally rotten, something we should never accept, come what may? What if a
rotten compromise is politically necessary? Compromise is a great political virtue, 
especially for the sake of peace. But, as Avishai Margalit argues, there are moral 
limits to acceptable compromise even for peace. But just what are those limits? At 
what point does peace secured with compromise become unjust? Focusing attention
on vitally important questions that have received surprisingly little attention, Margalit
argues that we should be concerned not only with what makes a just war, but also 
with what kind of compromise allows for a just peace. Examining a wide range of 
examples, including the Munich Agreement, the Yalta Conference, and Arab-Israeli
peace negotiations, Margalit provides a searching examination of the nature of 
political compromise in its various forms. Combining philosophy, politics, and history,
and written in a vivid and accessible style, On Compromise and Rotten 
Compromises is full of surprising new insights about war, peace, justice, and 
sectarianism.

Avishai Margalit's most recent book (with Ian Buruma) is ‘Occidentalism: The West 
in the Eyes of Its Enemies’ (Penguin). His other books include ‘The Ethics of 
Memory’ and ‘The Decent Society’. A professor emeritus of philosophy at the 
Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Margalit is the George F. Kennan Professor at the 
Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton.
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Margolin, Malcolm (editor). Mourning Dove: A Yurok/English Tale. Berkeley. 1993. 
Heyday Books. Published By The University of California Press As Volume XV of Its
Publications In Linguistics Series. Very Good in Wrappers. 0930588630. A bilingual
chapbook. unpaginated. paperback. Inventory # 25833. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - FROM THE INTRODUCTION by Malcolm Margolin, 
Series Editor - The Yurok Indians live in northwestern California, their traditional 
territory being along the lower course of the Klamath River and the adjacent coast. 
Their language, today spoken by fewer than two dozen elders, belongs to the 
Algonkin language group. The tale of mourning dove is still told among the Yurok; as
recently as Spring, 1993, I heard a version of it recounted spontaneously by an 
elder. And the story is, of course, still being told by mourning dove, whose plaintive 
cry was established at the beginning of time to remind all beings of our need to fulfill
essential obligations. The version reprinted in this chapbook is that of the late 
Florence Shaughnessy. It was transcribed and translated by R.H. Robins in The 
Yurok Language: Grammar, Texts, and Lexicon, published in 1958 by University of
California Press as Volume XV of its 'Publications in Linguistics' series.
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Margolin, Malcolm. Remembering Fred Cody: Bookseller and Friend. Berkeley. 
2014. Heyday. A 7-page pamphlet presented as a gift to friends of the press. Very 
Good in Wrappers. A 7-page pamphlet presented as a gift to friends of the press. 7
pages. paperback. Inventory # 43774. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A brief remembrance of a Bay Area bookselling legend 
by a legendary Bay Area book publisher.

Malcolm Margolin is founder and executive director of Heyday, and the author/editor
of several books including The East Bay Out and The Way We Lived: California 
Indian Stories, Songs, and Reminiscences. He has received dozens of awards 
including lifetime achievement awards from the San Francisco Bay Area Book 
Reviewers Association and the California Studies Association, a Community 
Leadership Award from the San Francisco Foundation, and a Cultural Freedom 
Award from the Lannan Foundation. In 2012 he received the Chairman’s 
Commendation from the National Endowment for the Humanities, the second person
in the United States to be so honored.
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Markandaya, Kamala. Shalimar. New York. 1983. Harper & Row. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0060390220. 341 pages. hardcover.
Inventory # 5522. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - First published in Great Britain as PLEASURE CITY. 
Where once the West flowed East to build empires, now it sets out, strictly by 
invitation of the developing nations, to construct nuclear piles. Hilton-type hotels, 
and pleasure resorts in the style of Xanadu. Tully is engaged on one such mission.
A descendant of the consuls who once ruled India, he is now on the Board of 
AIDCORP, a transcontinental consortium that is building a luxury holiday resort on a
hitherto untouched stretch of coastline. HE comes, sees, and is enchanted. But 
India, as he has been warned, and is to discover for himself, is both enchantress 
and minx. Rikki is sixteen, a fisherboy who has no notion of the grandeur of empire.
Yet he is no stranger to the riches of the imagination: a process sparked in 
childhood by an old missionary couple, and soaring to blissful heights with the arrival
of Tully. Rikki responds to the visionary in Tullv, while Tully acknowledges in the boy
- in his perceptions of beauty and his naked and devastating honesty qualities of 
infinite appeal. Meanwhile the pleasure city grows, affecting all who come in contact:
from Apu, headman of the coastal settlement, to the Englishwoman who comes for a
visit and stays on for life, to Carmen the Spanish dancer, to Valli, the local belle, to 
Corinna, Tully’s ravishing wife. All are shown up under the burning glass that is 
India. This is a story not of empire but of its overspill; and more than that, the 
haunting story of the impact of progress on a fishing colony, widening to take in a 
land and its people.

Kamala Markandaya (January 1, 1924 - May 16, 2004) was a pseudonym used by 
Kamala Purnaiya Taylor, an Indian novelist and journalist. A native of Mysore, India,
Markandaya was a graduate of Madras University, and afterwards published several
short stories in Indian newspapers. After India declared its independence, 
Markandaya moved to Britain, though she still labeled herself an Indian expatriate 
long afterwards. Known for writing about culture clash between Indian urban and 
rural societies, Markandaya's first published novel, NECTAR IN A SIEVE, was a 
bestseller and named a notable book of 1955 by the American Library Association.
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Markandaya, Kamala. The Golden Honeycomb. New York. 1977. Crowell. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 069001208x. 469 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 25263. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Kamala Markandaya's ninth novel, THE GOLDEN 
HONEYCOMB, (1977) is a saga of princely life in India that portrays the life of a 
Maharajah who is merely a puppet in the hands of the British. Rabi the illegitimate 
son of Maharajah, becomes a revolutionary since his education is supervised by his
mother Mohini and by his grandmother who instil in him the patriotic feelings. Under
their influence from head to toe, Rabi can't tolerate his father bowing to the English
Viceroy.

Kamala Markandaya (January 1, 1924 - May 16, 2004) was a pseudonym used by 
Kamala Purnaiya Taylor, an Indian novelist and journalist. A native of Mysore, India,
Markandaya was a graduate of Madras University, and afterwards published several
short stories in Indian newspapers. After India declared its independence, 
Markandaya moved to Britain, though she still labeled herself an Indian expatriate 
long afterwards. Known for writing about culture clash between Indian urban and 
rural societies, Markandaya's first published novel, NECTAR IN A SIEVE, was a 
bestseller and named a notable book of 1955 by the American Library Association.
Other novels include SOME INNER FURY (1955), A SILENCE OF DESIRE (1960),
POSSESSION (1963), A HANDFUL OF RICE (1966), THE NOWHERE MAN 
(1972), TWO VIRGINS (1973), THE GOLDEN HONEYCOMB (1977), and 
PLEASURE CITY (1982/1983). Kamala Markandaya belonged to that pioneering 
group of Indian women writers who made their mark not just through their subject 
matter, but also through their fluid, polished literary style. NECTAR IN A SIEVE was
her first published work, and its depiction of rural India and the suffering of farmers
made it popular in the West. This was followed by other fiction that dramatized the 
Quit India movement in 1942, the clash between East and West and the tragedy that
resulted from it, or the problems facing ordinary middle-class Indians - making a 
living, finding inner peace, coping with modern technology and its effects on the 
poor. Markandaya died in London on May 16, 2004.
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Markham, Beryl. The Splendid Outcast: Beryl Markham's African Stories. San 
Francisco. 1987. North Point Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.
0865473013. 139 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by David Bullen. Inventory # 
8704. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Written in the '40s for magazines such as Ladies' Home
Journal and Collier's, these eight stories belong both to their time and to their author,
the aviatrix, horse-trainer, and author of WEST WITH THE NIGHT detailing her 1936
solo flight east to west across the Atlantic. The stories range in subject matter from 
horses to flying to romance. The early autobiographical stories in particular are vivid
with details of African custom and landscape gleaned from the author's early life in 
Kenya.

Beryl Markham (26 October 1902 – 3 August 1986) was a British-born Kenyan 
aviator (one of the first bush pilots), adventurer, racehorse trainer and author. During
the pioneer days of aviation, she became the first woman to fly solo across the 
Atlantic from east to west. She is now primarily remembered as the author of the 
memoir West with the Night. She also had an affair with Prince Henry, Duke of 
Gloucester.
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Markle, Sandra. Growing Up Wild: Wolves. New York. 2001. Simon & Schuster. 1st
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0689818866. 32 pages. hardcover. Jacket front 
photo coutesy of Erwin & Peggy Bauer. Inventory # 19856. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Why does the entire wolf pack help to raise the young of 
its strongest male and female? What kinds of toys do wolf cubs play with? How do 
mother wolves carry their cubs in their mouths without hurting them? Sandra Markle
answers these questions and more as she invites readers into the world of gray wolf
cubs growing up in the wild. Her clear, accessible text and the striking color 
photographs capture the cubs as they explore, play, hunt, and learn the rules of their
new world.

Sandra Markle is an American author of children's books. She has published more 
than 200 non-fiction books for children. She worked on a project for the National 
Science Foundation called Kit & Kaboodle which helped students to understand 
science better. She has won many awards for her books.
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Marks, Leo. Between Silk & Cyanide: A Codemaker's War, 1941-1945. New York. 
1999. Free Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684864223. 624
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 26578. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1942, with a black-market chicken tucked under his 
arm by his mother, Leo Marks left his father's famous bookshop, 84 Charing Cross 
Road, and went off to fight the war. He was twenty-two. Soon recognized as a 
cryptographer of genius, he became head of communications at the Special 
Operations Executive (SOE), where he revolutionized the codemaking techniques of
the Allies and trained some of the most famous agents dropped into occupied 
Europe. As a top codemaker, Marks had a unique perspective on one of the most 
fascinating and, until now, little-known aspects of the Second World War. This 
memoir provides a unique inside picture of the extraordinary SOE organization at 
work and reveals for the first time many unknown truths about the conduct of the 
war. Between Silk and Cyanide chronicles Marks's obsessive quest to improve the 
security of agents' codes and how this crusade led to his involvement in some of the
war's most dramatic and secret operations. Among the astonishing revelations is his
account of the code war between SOE and the Germans in Holland. He also reveals
for the first time how SOE fooled the Germans into thinking that a secret army was 
operating in the Fatherland itself, and how and why he broke the code that General
de Gaulle insisted be available only to the Free French.

Leopold Samuel "Leo" Marks (24 September 1920 – 15 January 2001) was an 
English writer, screenwriter, and cryptographer. During the Second World War he 
headed the codes office supporting resistance agents in occupied Europe for the 
secret Special Operations Executive organisation. After the war, Marks became a 
playwright and screenwriter, writing scripts that frequently utilised his war-time 
cryptographic experiences. He wrote the script for Peeping Tom, the controversial 
film directed by Michael Powell which had a disastrous effect on Powell's career, but
was later described by Martin Scorsese as a masterpiece.
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Marks, Paula Mitchell. In a Barren Land: American Indian Dispossession and 
Survival. New York. 1998. Morrow. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0688141439. 451 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 25119. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Marks dramatically illustrates how, across the nation and
over the course of nearly four centuries, America's original inhabitants were stripped
of both their land and their way of life by a series of broken promises and bloody 
persecutions. Here, of course, are such well-known events as the Battle of Little Big
Horn, the Trail of Tears, and the massacre at Wounded Knee. And here, too, are 
such equally well-known personalities as Chief Joseph, Geronimo, Cochise, and 
Andrew Jackson, a president whose perfidies to the Indians still retain the power to 
shock and dismay. But also recounted are such comparable but less famous 
episodes as the Navajos' Long Walk of removal from their homelands in the last half
of the nineteenth century, the fervent Snake Indian resistance to the allotting of 
Indian lands early in this century, and the disastrous effects of government dam 
projects on Indian communities in the 1950s, as well as a discussion of the benefits
and draw-backs of legalized gambling on Indian reservations in the past decade. 
Among the forgotten figures the book brings to life are William McIntosh, who sold 
the land out from under his fellow Creeks and was subsequently executed by them;
John Ross, who led the Cherokee nation throughout its removal and reconstruction,
only to see it split apart by the Civil War; and the Oglala Sioux warrior Red Cloud, 
who forced the U.S. government to abandon its Bozeman Trail forts within his tribe's
territory.

Paula Mitchell Marks is Associate Professor of American Studies emerita at St. 
Edward's University. She is the author of Turn Your Eyes Toward Texas and 
Precious Dust: The North American Gold Rush Era 1848-1900. She has served on 
the boards of the Western Writers of America and the Texas Institute of Letters.
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Marlowe, Christopher. Doctor Faustus. New York. 1969. Signet/New American 
Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Edited By 
Sylvan Barnet. 207 pages. paperback. CQ452. Cover: Milton Glaser. Inventory # 
33647. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Unique Features of the Signet Classic DOCTOR 
FAUSTUS - Introduction to the play by the editor, Sylvan Barnet, Professor of 
English, Tufts University. The full text, with detailed footnotes at the bottom of each
page keyed to the numbered lines. Textual Note. The Source of DOCTOR 
FAUSTUS from THE HISTORY OF THE DAMNABLE LIFE AND DESERVED 
DEATH OF DOCTOR JOHN FAUSTUS. Commentaries by: Richard B. Sewall, The
Tragic Form; C. K. Hunter, Five Act Structure in 'Doctor Faustus'; John Russell 
Brown, 'Doctor Faustus' at Stratford - on - Avon, 1968. Short biography of 
Christopher Marlowe. Extensive Bibliography.

Christopher Marlowe (baptised 26 February 1564 – 30 May 1593) was an English 
playwright, poet and translator of the Elizabethan era. Marlowe was the foremost 
Elizabethan tragedian of his day. He greatly influenced William Shakespeare, who 
was born in the same year as Marlowe and who rose to become the pre-eminent 
Elizabethan playwright after Marlowe's mysterious early death.
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Marnau, Alfred. Free Among the Dead. New York. 1950. Pellegrini & Cudahy. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With Some Tears. 
Translated from the German. 279 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 13742. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - FREE AMONG THE DEAD tells the story of men and 
one woman, in the Europe that was torn to pieces in the localized aggressions that 
led to World War II. Its theme is the courageous struggle of decent, idealistic - even 
romantic - young people against the mechanized powers of evil, the political 
obscenities of our time. With this book American readers are introduced to an 
important new writer, a novelist of extraordinary insight and dramatic power, perhaps
the greatest to come out of Central Europe since the thirties. Of Alfred Marnau and 
FREE AMONG THE DEAD Gerald Hopkins writes: ‘Merely as a tale of life 
immediately before the last war, this can hold its own, but aspiring (not without 
reason) to great art, it does more than tell us of events and character. There is about
it an air of symbolism which is never intrusive, always apt, and, finally, comforting. 
Mr. Marnau believes passionately that only a new spiritual awareness can save 
civilization. This, his message to the contemporary world (beautifully rendered into 
an easy and evocative English} is what the world needs. It is never safe to prophesy
the fate of books. Perhaps this story will capture the imagination, and stir the 
intelligence of thousands. Whether it does so or not - it should.’

ALFRED MARNAU (April 24, 1918, Bratislava, Slovakia - June 15, 1999, Greater 
London) was born in 1918 at Pressburg on the Danube - pre-war Czechoslovakia. 
His first book of poems was published in 1936, when he was eighteen - and was 
promptly banned by the police for its too realistic prophecy of the coming war. 
Shortly thereafter Marnau left Pressburg for more cosmopolitan Prague, which he 
made his headquarters for several years of traveling through Central Europe. In the
summer of 1939, just before the outbreak of hostilities, he escaped to England, 
where he published two books of poetry, THE WOUNDS OF THE APOSTLES and
DEATH OF THE CATHEDRAL, which won praises from such critics as Stephen 
Spender, Victoria Sackville-West, and Herbert Read. For two years Marnau was 
editor of New Road, an annual anthology of art and literature. He is also well known
as a writer of short stories and essays.
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Marric, J. J. Gideon's Night. New York. 1958. Pyramid Books. 1st Pyramid Books 
Paperback Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers With a Piece Coming Off Near The 
Bottom Spine. 160 pages. paperback. G335. Cover Painting by Harry Schoore. 
Inventory # 37185. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From his Scotland Yard office, police commander 
George Gideon could see the heavy London fog. He knew the creatures who would
be out under the thickening shroud - the thief, the kidnapper, the murderer. Most of 
all, this was the kind of weather the Prowler liked — he could creep close behind an
unsuspecting woman, then spring. Any moment now, Gideon would get word of the
night's first crimes — the signal for his return to the never-ending fight against the 
criminal dregs of the giant city. His phone shrilled. Now it would begin.

John Creasey (17 September 1908 – 9 June 1973) was an English crime and 
science fiction writer who wrote more than six hundred novels using twenty-eight 
different pseudonyms, including J. J. Marric. He created several characters which 
are now famous, such as The Toff (The Honourable Richard Rollison), Commander
George Gideon of Scotland Yard, Inspector Roger West, The Baron (John 
Mannering), Doctor Emmanuel Cellini and Doctor Stanislaus Alexander Palfrey. The
most popular of these was Gideon of Scotland Yard, who was the basis for the 
television series Gideon's Way and for the John Ford movie Gideon of Scotland 
Yard (1958), also known by its British title Gideon's Day.
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Marsa, Linda. Prescription For Profits: How the Pharmaceutical Industry Bankrolled 
the. New York. 1997. Scribner. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684800020. 
304 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Marc Cohen. Inventory # 23676. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the years following the Second World War, as Europe 
lay in charred ruins, a new spirit of discovery and knowledge began to stir in the 
United States. Nurtured by an influx of emigre scientists, this spirit took root in our 
leading academic communities-from Cambridge and Chicago to Pasadena and Palo
Alto and ushered in a golden age of American science. Eventually, however, many 
of these great minds were seduced by the benefits of capitalism, and the golden age
seemed destined for collapse. In PRESCRIPTION FOR Profits, science writer Linda
Marsa tracks the rise and fall of research science as told through the spectacular 
growth of the pharmaceutical industry. As Marsa shows, the achievements of 
American science during the postwar era were stellar: the cure for polio, the 
cracking of the genetic code, the pioneering drug therapies. In the early 1970s, 
though, such scientists as Herbert Boyer discerned the rewards of launching their 
own companies. He led an exodus of his colleagues into the burgeoning 
biotechnology industry-first a trickle, then a flood. The major companies grew rich 
and politically powerful, particularly because of deregulation during the Reagan 
administration. The lure of huge profits dramatically changed medical research, with
ramifications that continue to affect our lives profoundly. From Nixon’s war on cancer
to the current AIDS crisis to the future of human gene therapy, this marriage 
between medical research and corporate money has transformed our nation’s 
health, and not always for the public’s good.

Linda Marsa is a contributing editor at Discover and a former Los Angeles Times 
reporter who covers medicine, health, science and the environment. Her work has 
been anthologized in "Best American Science Writing" and has appeared in 
Newsweek, U.S. News & World Report, Nautilus, Men’s Journal, Playboy, Parade, 
High Country Times, Pacific Standard and Aeon, among others.
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Marsh, Ngaio. Death and the Dancing Footman. New York. 1961. Berkley Medallion.
1st Berkley Paperback Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers. 254 pages. paperback. 
F564. Inventory # 37186. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A grand house party,but unfortunately a murder puts a 
damper on the affair, and the party died along with the victim. Inspector Alleyn 
recieved a late invitation, to a party where the guest played a deadly game of 
charades.

Dame Ngaio Marsh (April 23, 1895 – February 18, 1982), born Edith Ngaio Marsh, 
was a New Zealand crime writer and theatre director. She was made a Dame 
Commander of the Order of the British Empire in 1966. Internationally Marsh is 
known primarily for her creation Inspector Roderick Alleyn, a gentleman detective 
who works for the Metropolitan Police (London). Thus she is one of the 'Queens of 
Crime' alongside Agatha Christie, Dorothy L. Sayers, and Margery Allingham.
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Marsh, Ngaio. Death in a White Tie. New York. 1942. Pocket Books. 1st Pocket 
Book Paperback Printing. Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 343 pages. paperback. 
137. Inventory # 35465. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - BLACKMAIL AND MURDER IN LONDON SOCIETY - A
small jolly man, a case of blackmail, and Chief Inspector Alleyn of Scotland Yard. 
this combination plus Ngaio Marsh’s clever pen makes DEATH IN A WHITE TIE the
‘best mystery story we have read in a month of Sundays,’ says Will Cuppy of the 
New York Herald Tribune. A well-known society woman comes to Alleyn with a story
of blackmail. In order to get evidence, Alleyn employs the services of his friend, Lord
Robert ‘Bunchy’ Gospell. Lord Robert moves in the highest social circles managers 
to work up quite a case. But just after he telephones Alleyn from a party to report on
his progress, he is murdered and left at Scotland Yard! Then follows a thrilling hunt 
through the various strat of London society, with a startling denouement.

Dame Ngaio Marsh (April 23, 1895 – February 18, 1982), born Edith Ngaio Marsh, 
was a New Zealand crime writer and theatre director. She was made a Dame 
Commander of the Order of the British Empire in 1966. Internationally Marsh is 
known primarily for her creation Inspector Roderick Alleyn, a gentleman detective 
who works for the Metropolitan Police (London). Thus she is one of the 'Queens of 
Crime' alongside Agatha Christie, Dorothy L. Sayers, and Margery Allingham.
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Marsh, Ngaio. Death in Ecstasy. New York. 0. Berkley Medallion. Berkley Paperback
Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers. 192 pages. paperback. F640. Inventory # 37188. 
$6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The House in Knocklatchers Row. There are many 
strange places of worship in London and many remarkable sects. Perhaps the most
strange of all was the group that met at the House of the Sacred Flame on 
Knocklatchers Row every Sunday evening. At one of the special monthly meetings
Cara Quayne was chosen to drink the wine that was passed around. The cup went 
around the circle of Initiates and finally came to Cara who tipped her head back, 
drained the cup and, in that ecstatic moment, fell to the ground —dead. Chief 
Detective-Inspector Roderick Alleyn and his able assistants, Fox and Bailey, were 
called in to sift the facts in this unusual case which combined devotion and murder.

Dame Ngaio Marsh (April 23, 1895 – February 18, 1982), born Edith Ngaio Marsh, 
was a New Zealand crime writer and theatre director. She was made a Dame 
Commander of the Order of the British Empire in 1966. Internationally Marsh is 
known primarily for her creation Inspector Roderick Alleyn, a gentleman detective 
who works for the Metropolitan Police (London). Thus she is one of the 'Queens of 
Crime' alongside Agatha Christie, Dorothy L. Sayers, and Margery Allingham.
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Marsh, Ngaio. Died in the Wool. New York. 1961. Berkley Medallion. Berkley 
Paperback Edition. Spine Slightly Cocked, Otherwise Good in Slightly Worn 
Wrappers. 224 pages. paperback. BG529. Inventory # 37189. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A baffling murder high in the mountains of New Zealand.
When a long police investigation proved futile, Inspector Roderick Alleyn was called 
in - this time to solve the riddle of who had murdered dynamic, voluble Florence 
Rubrick, M.P., and stuffed her body in a bale of-wool. Could it have been a crime of
passion. crime of international intrigue. a crime of revenge? All were possible, and 
Inspector Alleyn finds himself hard-pressed to track down the right clue. ‘Miss Marsh
outdoes most of her rivals in such fundamental matters as style and character, 
leading you into her web with all the arts of her trade.’ - New York Herald Tribune. 
This is a strikingly adult novel. I recommend it highly.’ - Victor P. Hass, Chicago 
Tribune.

Dame Ngaio Marsh (April 23, 1895 – February 18, 1982), born Edith Ngaio Marsh, 
was a New Zealand crime writer and theatre director. She was made a Dame 
Commander of the Order of the British Empire in 1966. Internationally Marsh is 
known primarily for her creation Inspector Roderick Alleyn, a gentleman detective 
who works for the Metropolitan Police (London). Thus she is one of the 'Queens of 
Crime' alongside Agatha Christie, Dorothy L. Sayers, and Margery Allingham.
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Marsh, Ngaio. Enter a Murderer. New York. 1941. Pocket Books. 3rd Printing. Some
Slight Water-Staining On The Bottom Corner Of The First few Pages, Otherwise 
Good in Wrappers. 244 pages. paperback. Inventory # 27316. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The script of the Unicorn Theatre's new play uncannily 
echoes a quarrel in the star's dressing room. And the stage drama gets all too real 
when charming Felix Gardener shoots his blustering rival, Arthur Surbonardier, dead
– with a gun Arthur himself loaded with blanks. Or did he? How the live bullets got 
there, and why, make for a convoluted case that pits Inspector Roderick Alleyn 
against someone who rates an Oscar for a murderously clever performance.

Dame Ngaio Marsh (April 23, 1895 – February 18, 1982), born Edith Ngaio Marsh, 
was a New Zealand crime writer and theatre director. She was made a Dame 
Commander of the Order of the British Empire in 1966. Internationally Marsh is 
known primarily for her creation Inspector Roderick Alleyn, a gentleman detective 
who works for the Metropolitan Police (London). Thus she is one of the 'Queens of 
Crime' alongside Agatha Christie, Dorothy L. Sayers, and Margery Allingham.
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Marsh, Ngaio. Final Curtain. New York. 1961. Berkley Medallion. Berkley Paperback
Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers With a Piece Coming Off Near The Bottom Spine.
254 pages. paperback. BG521. Inventory # 37190. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Troy Alleyn, beautiful and talented wife of the famous 
Chief Inspector, is pleased when she is commissioned to paint the portrait of Sir 
Henry Ancred, renowned Shakespearian actor, while her husband is away on 
business. However, the events that occur when Troy goes to live among the actors 
family to complete her assignment lead her to believe that Sir Henry is playing the 
last role of his life! Roderick Alleyn returns on the scene, summoned by Tray's cue, 
to assist her in a bewildering plot os of murder and intrigue. ‘Miss Marsh has done it
again. Another positively dazzling puzzle from her box of tricks.’ - New York Herald
Tribune.

Dame Ngaio Marsh (April 23, 1895 – February 18, 1982), born Edith Ngaio Marsh, 
was a New Zealand crime writer and theatre director. She was made a Dame 
Commander of the Order of the British Empire in 1966. Internationally Marsh is 
known primarily for her creation Inspector Roderick Alleyn, a gentleman detective 
who works for the Metropolitan Police (London). Thus she is one of the 'Queens of 
Crime' alongside Agatha Christie, Dorothy L. Sayers, and Margery Allingham.
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Marsh, Ngaio. Singing in the Shrouds. New York. 1960. Berkley Medallion. Berkley
Paperback Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers. 190 pages. paperback. G438. 
Inventory # 37192. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ONE FOGGY NIGHT. in the gloom of the London docks,
a policeman hears some strange singing and comes upon the dead body of a 
beautiful girl. She is clutching a piece an embarkation notice for the Cape Farewell,
bound for South Africa. As the ship heads seaward, Superintendent Alleyn - that 
suave and observant gentleman from Scotland Yard - comes quietly aboard in 
search of the killer. The 'pleasure’ cruise that follows is calculated to keep any 
reader on the very edge of his deck chair for suspicion is widely scattered among a 
fascinating set of characters. Suspense mounts sharply and in order to finally solve 
the puzzle, Alleyn is forced into one last desperate play when – HE SETS THE 
STAGE FOR THE MURDERER TO ATTEMPT ANOTHER KILLING.

Dame Ngaio Marsh (April 23, 1895 – February 18, 1982), born Edith Ngaio Marsh, 
was a New Zealand crime writer and theatre director. She was made a Dame 
Commander of the Order of the British Empire in 1966. Internationally Marsh is 
known primarily for her creation Inspector Roderick Alleyn, a gentleman detective 
who works for the Metropolitan Police (London). Thus she is one of the 'Queens of 
Crime' alongside Agatha Christie, Dorothy L. Sayers, and Margery Allingham.
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Marshall Edward. Tres junto al mar (Spanish Edition). madrid. 1983. Ediciones 
Alfauara, S.A. Spanish Language Edition. Very Good in Wrapperes. 8420430625. 
Illustrated by James Marshall. unpaginated. paperback. Cover art by James 
Marshall. Inventory # 43778. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Three friends relax after their picnic lunch at the beach 
by each telling his or her best story.

James Edward Marshall (October 10, 1942 – October 13, 1992) was an American 
illustrator and writer of children's books, probably best known for the George and 
Martha series of picture books (1972–1988).
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Marshall III, Joseph M. The Day the World Ended at Little Bighorn: A Lakota History.
New York. 2007. Viking Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
9780670038534. 262 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 17240. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The 1876 battle of the Little Bighorn, or ‘Custer’s Last 
Stand,’ as it is also known, captured the American imagination. In the press 
coverage of the time and even in today’s history books, the telling and retelling have
emphasized that Custer and his gallant troop of soldiers went down valiantly in a 
final blaze of glory when they battled Lakota fighters. News of Custer’s defeat came 
just as the United States was celebrating its centennial. ‘MASSACRE!’ screamed the
headlines of newspapers around the country. And with that, history has remembered
Native American fighters in this battle as heartless savages impeding the progress 
of white soldiers who simply wanted to settle uncharted territory. Only now is this 
story being rewritten. In THE DAY THE WORLD ENDED AT LITTLE BIGHORN, 
award-winning Lakota historian Joseph M. Marshall III reveals a view of the battle 
that has been available only in the Lakota oral tradition. Marshall explores the 
nuances and complexities that led up to and followed the battle. He examines the 
customs and community of the Lakota and the importance of honor and bravery in 
the culture. He explores the significance of the battle, illuminating why and how the 
Lakota fought so fiercely, even as they acknowledged the inevitability of change. 
And finally he considers the consequences of the battle as part of a tragic fight that 
changed the scope of both America and the American landscape.

Joseph M. Marshall III is a historian, writer, teacher, craftsman, administrator, actor,
and public speaker. He was a founding board member in 1971 of Sinte Gleska 
University, the tribal college at the Rosebud Indian Reservation.
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Marshall, Edison. Castle in the Swamp: A Tale of Old Carolina. New York. 1948. 
Dell Publishing Company. 1st Signet Paperback Printing. Wear To Bottom Spine, 
Otherwise Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 320 pages. paperback. 487. Inventory #
41531. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A tale of old Carolina, in which two lovers defy an evil 
master. Sinister was the swamp, deep was the well of evil, terrible was the aura of 
death, and Cleo was strangely beautiful through it all.

Edison Tesla Marshall (August 28, 1894 - October 29, 1967) was an American short
story writer and novelist. Marshall was born on August 28, 1894 in Rensselaer, 
Indiana. He grew up in Medford, Oregon, and attended the University of Oregon 
from 1913 to 1916. He served in the U.S. Army with the rank of second lieutenant. 
His 1917 World War I draft registration card indicated he was a 'professional writer' 
employed by The American Magazine and The Saturday Evening Post, and that he
was missing his thumb on his left hand. He married Agnes Sharp Flythe; they had 
two children, Edison and Nancy. In 1926, they moved to Augusta, Georgia. For 
some of his work, he used the pseudonym Hall Hunter. His novel Benjamin Blake 
was adapted into a film in 1942, Son of Fury, starring Tyrone Power; another one 
Yankee Pasha-The Adventures of Jason Starbuck was adapted into the film Yankee
Pasha, starring Mamie Van Doren in 1954 as was The Vikings, starring Kirk 
Douglas, in 1958.He held the Gold Cross, Order of Merit from the University of 
Miami. He died on October 29, 1967 in Augusta.
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Marshall, Jack. Millennium Fever. Minneapolis. 1996. Coffee House Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 1566890543. 108 pages. paperback. 
Cover: Richard L. Ehman. Inventory # 33346. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From a critically acclaimed poet, politically and 
environmentally hot poems for the next millennium.

Jack Marshall (born 1936 in Brooklyn, United States) is an American poet and 
author born to an Iraqi father and a Syrian mother of Jewish heritage. He grew up 
speaking Arabic in a Sephardic Jewish household, ruled by traditional Arab Jewish 
culture. He attended public school as well as a Hebrew school in his neighbourhood.
He is the author of numerous books and poems which reflect and explore his 
cultural heritage. Two examples, From Baghdad to Brooklyn: Growing Up in a 
Jewish-Arabic Family in Midcentury America, along with Millennium Fever:Poems, 
proved very successful. He was awarded the PEN West Award and was also a 
finalist for the National Book Critics Circle Award, for From Baghdad to Brooklyn. He
is the recipient of two Bay Area Book Reviewers Awards. He was awarded a 
Guggenheim Fellowship in 2008. Jack discovered his love for literature at the New 
York Public Library, where he used to attend night classes in poetry with poets 
Robert Lowell and Stanley Kunitz. He cites History, Geography and Literature as the
subjects he is interested in. He has lived in El Cerrito, California since the early 
2000s.
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Marshall, Paule. Daughters. New York. 1992. Plume/New American Library. 
Paperback Reprint. Starbuck Stamp in Front, Otherwise Good in Slightly Worn 
Wrappers. 0452269121. 408 pages. paperback. Cover: Maria Stroster/Melissa 
Jacoby. Inventory # 18595. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ursa Mackenzle is a black woman caught between two 
cultures - the USA and the Caribbean. Rejecting the lure of success, Ursa turns her
back on a well-paid corporate research job and a stable, if loveless, relationship with
a black academic. Instead, she seeks power and solace in her friendship with Viney.
Remaining true to herself involves returning to Triunion, her Caribbean Island, where
she is forced to confront the moral and political ambiguities that underpin the 
charisma of her father, a leading politician. With compassion and honesty, Paule 
Marshall shows how the past always intrudes on the present. For Ursa, this means 
accepting that her life in the United States is bound by events that took place a long
time ago in another wing of the black Diaspora.

Paule Marshall (born April 9, 1929) is an American author. She was born Valenza 
Pauline Burke in Brooklyn to Barbadian parents and educated at Girls High School,
Brooklyn College (1953) and Hunter College (1955). Early in her career, she wrote 
poetry, but later returned to prose. She was chosen by Langston Hughes to 
accompany him on a world tour in which they both read their work, which was a 
boon to her career.Marshall has taught at Virginia Commonwealth University, the 
University of California, Berkeley, the Iowa Writers' Workshop, and Yale University 
before holding the Helen Gould Sheppard Chair of Literature and Culture at New 
York University. In 1993 she received an honorary L.H.D. from Bates College. She 
lives in Richmond, VA. She is a MacArthur Fellow and is a past winner of the Dos 
Passos Prize for Literature. She was designated as a Literary Lion by the New York
Public Library in 1994. Marshall was inducted into the Celebrity Path at the Brooklyn
Botanic Garden in 2001.
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Marshall, Paule. Daughters. New York. 1991. Atheneum. 1st Edition. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 0689121393. 408 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 19627. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ursa Mackenzle is a black woman caught between two 
cultures - the USA and the Caribbean. Rejecting the lure of success, Ursa turns her
back on a well-paid corporate research job and a stable, if loveless, relationship with
a black academic. Instead, she seeks power and solace in her friendship with Viney.
Remaining true to herself involves returning to Triunion, her Caribbean Island, where
she is forced to confront the moral and political ambiguities that underpin the 
charisma of her father, a leading politician. With compassion and honesty, Paule 
Marshall shows how the past always intrudes on the present. For Ursa, this means 
accepting that her life in the United States is bound by events that took place a long
time ago in another wing of the black Diaspora.

Paule Marshall (born April 9, 1929) is an American author. She was born Valenza 
Pauline Burke in Brooklyn to Barbadian parents and educated at Girls High School,
Brooklyn College (1953) and Hunter College (1955). Early in her career, she wrote 
poetry, but later returned to prose. She was chosen by Langston Hughes to 
accompany him on a world tour in which they both read their work, which was a 
boon to her career.Marshall has taught at Virginia Commonwealth University, the 
University of California, Berkeley, the Iowa Writers' Workshop, and Yale University 
before holding the Helen Gould Sheppard Chair of Literature and Culture at New 
York University. In 1993 she received an honorary L.H.D. from Bates College. She 
lives in Richmond, VA. She is a MacArthur Fellow and is a past winner of the Dos 
Passos Prize for Literature. She was designated as a Literary Lion by the New York
Public Library in 1994. Marshall was inducted into the Celebrity Path at the Brooklyn
Botanic Garden in 2001.
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Marshall, Paule. Reena & Other Stories. Old Westbury. 1983. Feminist Press. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 0935312242. Paperback Original. 
210 pages. paperback. Inventory # 21095. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This collection of Paule Marshall's short works illustrates
the growth of a remarkable writer. Introducing the volume is Marshall's much-
acclaimed autobiographical essay, 'From the Poets in the Kitchen,' in which she 
pays homage to the hard-working, storytelling West Indian women who serve as her
muses - women who fought back against oppression and invisibility using the only 
weapon at their command: the spoken word. Such women appear in her luminous 
short stories, which travel from Brooklyn to Barbados and back again; and the title 
character of the novella 'Merle' is one of the most memorable women in 
contemporary fiction.

PAULE MARSHALL is the author of the novels The Chosen Place, The Timeless 
People; Praisesong for the Widow; and Daughters. She is Hellen Gould Sheppard 
Professor of Literature and Culture at New York University.
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Marshall, Paule. Soul Clap Hands and Sing. New York. 1961. Atheneum. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Worn Dustjacket With A Piece Missing From The Bottom 
Spine. 177 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Susan Foster. Inventory # 21464. 
$60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The strong talent of Paule Marshall has matured in this, 
her second book. Woven through these four diverse and fascinating short novels is
a theme that unifies them despite sharp differences of character and background. In
each a man moving toward the later reaches of life experiences a climactic 
confrontation. In each a woman is involved as both a creative and a destructive 
force. In each the man is reaching out desperately to grasp at his life before it is 
gone. None succeeds, but the moment involved presented with such vividness and
dramatic force that it reveals and illumines depths of human experience. Paule 
Marshall writes a singing, effortless prose. Her insights into men and women are 
extraordinary: whether she is dealing with a small landowner in Barbados and the 
girl who is little more than a domestic slave; with a discredited college professor in 
Brooklyn and the lovely student he wants as consolation for a wasted life; with the 
last of a proud family of mixed blood in British Guiana and the woman who he feels 
robbed him of a crucial opportunity to prove his manhood; or with a famous nightclub
comedian and his woman partner in Brazil. Here is a really original young talent.

Paule Marshall (April 9, 1929 – August 12, 2019) was an American writer, best 
known for her 1959 debut novel Brown Girl, Brownstones. In 1992, at the age of 63,
Marshall was awarded a MacArthur Fellowship grant.keywords
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Marshall, Paule. The Chosen Place, the Timeless People. New York. 1969. Harcourt
Brace & World. 1st American Edition. Very Good. No Dustjacket. 472 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Wendell Minor. Inventory # 31728. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The chosen place of Paule Marshall’s powerful new 
novel is Bournehills, a near-wasteland of eroded hills at the remote end of a West 
Indian island. It is a place that stubbornly refuses to forgo its past, the long wounding
history of slavery that has shaped it. The timeless people of her title are its 
inhabitants - black, poor and as mysteriously committed to that past era as the 
place. Into this world that seems scarcely real at times comes the advance team for
a large American research development project - the director, who is a Jew, his 
Main Line Philadelphia wife and his young assistant. The impact upon them of 
Bournehills and its people is profound. Moreover, in the complex relationships that 
evolve between stranger and native, and especially between the visitors and the 
black woman, Merle Kinbona, who stands at the center of the story, is reflected the 
larger confrontation of black and white, haves and have-nots, that is taking place in 
the world today. The microcosm of Bournehills extends by implication to the struggle
of the oppressed everywhere, and the prevailing vision of the book is of the world of
darker peoples that is to come. At its deepest level, this is an intensely political novel
of great strength, thoughtfulness and anger. But it is anger firmly rooted in art. The 
author’s foremost concern remains the human condition, the individual heart. This, 
together with her remarkable gift for characterization, her sense of place, and the 
spectacularly vivid scenes of ritual and encounter that move the novel toward its 
inevitable climax, makes for an immensely exciting book. Finally, what Paule 
Marshall has to say about the nature of power and human struggle and the suicidal
bent of the present technological age is of the utmost importance to us today.

Paule Marshall born in Brooklyn in 1929. After graduating from Brooklyn College, 
where she was elected to Phi Beta Kappa, she worked in New York libraries and 
wrote for a magazine, traveling on assignment to South America and the West 
Indies. She later spent considerable time living in various of the Caribbean islands.
Her first novel was partly written in Barbados, the birthplace of her parents. She and
her young son make their home in New York.
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Marshall, Paule. The Fisher King. New York. 2000. Scribner. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684872838. 222 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 29860. 
$20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1949, Sonny-Rett Payne, a black jazz pianist, fled 
New York for Paris to escape both his family’s disapproval of his art and the racism 
that shadowed his career. His spectacular success in Europe and his subsequent 
death there form the dramatic background of Paule Marshall’s gorgeous fifth novel,
a moving and revelatory story of jazz, love, family conflict, and the artist’s struggles 
in society. Decades after Sonny-Rett left, his eight-year-old Parisian grandson is 
brought to his old Brooklyn neighborhood to attend a memorial concert in Payne’s 
honor. The child’s visit reveals the persistent rivalries within the family and the 
community that drove his grandfather into exile. Will the young boy be a harbinger of
change and reconciliation or a pawn in the power struggle of those who now wish to
claim him in Sonny-Rett’s name? Marshall, who grew up in Brooklyn and set her first
novel there - the classic BROWN GIRL, BROWNSTONES - deftly makes the 
neighborhood itself a protagonist. With characters of astonishing depth and 
complexity, she chronicles the myths, betrayals, and angers that can alienate people
for decades. Yet THE FISHER KING offers hope in the healing and redemptive 
power of one memorable boy.

Paule Marshall (born April 9, 1929) is an American author. She was born Valenza 
Pauline Burke in Brooklyn to Barbadian parents and educated at Girls High School,
Brooklyn College (1953) and Hunter College (1955). Early in her career, she wrote 
poetry, but later returned to prose. She was chosen by Langston Hughes to 
accompany him on a world tour in which they both read their work, which was a 
boon to her career. Marshall has taught at Virginia Commonwealth University, the 
University of California, Berkeley, the Iowa Writers' Workshop, and Yale University 
before holding the Helen Gould Sheppard Chair of Literature and Culture at New 
York University. In 1993 she received an honorary L.H.D. from Bates College. She 
lives in Richmond, VA.
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Marshall, Paule. The Fisher King. New York. 2000. Scribner. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684872838. 222 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author.
Inventory # 28243. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1949, Sonny-Rett Payne, a black jazz pianist, fled 
New York for Paris to escape both his family’s disapproval of his art and the racism 
that shadowed his career. His spectacular success in Europe and his subsequent 
death there form the dramatic background of Paule Marshall’s gorgeous fifth novel,
a moving and revelatory story of jazz, love, family conflict, and the artist’s struggles 
in society. Decades after Sonny-Rett left, his eight-year-old Parisian grandson is 
brought to his old Brooklyn neighborhood to attend a memorial concert in Payne’s 
honor. The child’s visit reveals the persistent rivalries within the family and the 
community that drove his grandfather into exile. Will the young boy be a harbinger of
change and reconciliation or a pawn in the power struggle of those who now wish to
claim him in Sonny-Rett’s name? Marshall, who grew up in Brooklyn and set her first
novel there - the classic BROWN GIRL, BROWNSTONES - deftly makes the 
neighborhood itself a protagonist. With characters of astonishing depth and 
complexity, she chronicles the myths, betrayals, and angers that can alienate people
for decades. Yet THE FISHER KING offers hope in the healing and redemptive 
power of one memorable boy.

Paule Marshall (born April 9, 1929) is an American author. She was born Valenza 
Pauline Burke in Brooklyn to Barbadian parents and educated at Girls High School,
Brooklyn College (1953) and Hunter College (1955). Early in her career, she wrote 
poetry, but later returned to prose. She was chosen by Langston Hughes to 
accompany him on a world tour in which they both read their work, which was a 
boon to her career. Marshall has taught at Virginia Commonwealth University, the 
University of California, Berkeley, the Iowa Writers' Workshop, and Yale University 
before holding the Helen Gould Sheppard Chair of Literature and Culture at New 
York University. In 1993 she received an honorary L.H.D. from Bates College. She 
lives in Richmond, VA.
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Marshall, Paule. The Fisher King. New York. 2000. Scribner. Advance Uncorrected
Proofs. Very Good in Wrappers. 0684872838. 222 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
27710. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1949, Sonny-Rett Payne, a black jazz pianist, fled 
New York for Paris to escape both his family’s disapproval of his art and the racism 
that shadowed his career. His spectacular success in Europe and his subsequent 
death there form the dramatic background of Paule Marshall’s gorgeous fifth novel,
a moving and revelatory story of jazz, love, family conflict, and the artist’s struggles 
in society. Decades after Sonny-Rett left, his eight-year-old Parisian grandson is 
brought to his old Brooklyn neighborhood to attend a memorial concert in Payne’s 
honor. The child’s visit reveals the persistent rivalries within the family and the 
community that drove his grandfather into exile. Will the young boy be a harbinger of
change and reconciliation or a pawn in the power struggle of those who now wish to
claim him in Sonny-Rett’s name? Marshall, who grew up in Brooklyn and set her first
novel there - the classic BROWN GIRL, BROWNSTONES - deftly makes the 
neighborhood itself a protagonist. With characters of astonishing depth and 
complexity, she chronicles the myths, betrayals, and angers that can alienate people
for decades. Yet THE FISHER KING offers hope in the healing and redemptive 
power of one memorable boy.

Paule Marshall (born April 9, 1929) is an American author. She was born Valenza 
Pauline Burke in Brooklyn to Barbadian parents and educated at Girls High School,
Brooklyn College (1953) and Hunter College (1955). Early in her career, she wrote 
poetry, but later returned to prose. She was chosen by Langston Hughes to 
accompany him on a world tour in which they both read their work, which was a 
boon to her career. Marshall has taught at Virginia Commonwealth University, the 
University of California, Berkeley, the Iowa Writers' Workshop, and Yale University 
before holding the Helen Gould Sheppard Chair of Literature and Culture at New 
York University. In 1993 she received an honorary L.H.D. from Bates College. She 
lives in Richmond, VA.
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Marshall, William. Head First. New York. 1986. Henry Holt. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0030080347. 186 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Saksa Art & Design. Inventory # 27991. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A novel in the Yellowthread Street Mystery series. Chief 
Inspector Harry Feiffer of Yellowthread Street Police Station tackles a mystery that 
threatens to disrupt the fragile peace as the British and Chinese negotiate the future
of Hong Kong. Grave-robbers are uprooting the coffins of the poor and, when it is 
discovered that all the victims died in accidents on mainland China, a ripple of unrest
passes through the nervous Colony.

William Marshall (or William Leonard Marshall, 1944-2003) was an Australian 
author, best known for his Hong Kong-based 'Yellowthread Street' mystery novels, 
some of which were used as the basis for a British TV series. In the Yellowthread 
Street series, the detectives of the Yellowthread Street police station in fictitious 
Hong Bay, Hong Kong – DCI Harry Feiffer, a European born and raised in Hong 
Kong; Senior Inspector Christopher O'Yee, half-Chinese, half-Caucasian American,
and all neurotic; and the ever-bickering team of Inspectors Auden and Spencer – 
attempt to find the rational basis for inexplicable and seemingly bizarre crimes. The
Yellowthread novels show the influence of Ed McBain in their overlapping plotlines,
snappy dialogue, world-weary detectives and often-difficult civilians. Marshall's 
novels manage to juggle violence, suspense, and slapstick humor in his twist on the
police procedural form. He has also written two mystery series based in Manila and 
late-19th-century New York City, the latter featuring City Detective Virgil Tillman – 
New York City's 'first thinking detective' – and his partner, patrolman Ned Muldoon of
the Strong Arm Squad.
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Marshall, William. Sci Fi. New York. 1981. Holt Rinehart Winston. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0030474868. 202 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
5548. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Hong Kong was used to strange sights, but none as 
extraordinary as these. Helium-filled Death Stars and the launch of the Thing From
Beneath The Sea, overflowing jails and chaos in the streets, $1 million cash 
displayed temptingly in a hotel lobby - these were just a few of life's new challenges 
for Detective Chief Inspector Harry Feiffer and his crew at Yellowthread Street 
Station during the annual All-Asia Science Fiction and Horror Movie festival.

William Marshall (or William Leonard Marshall, 1944-2003) was an Australian 
author, best known for his Hong Kong-based 'Yellowthread Street' mystery novels, 
some of which were used as the basis for a British TV series. In the Yellowthread 
Street series, the detectives of the Yellowthread Street police station in fictitious 
Hong Bay, Hong Kong – DCI Harry Feiffer, a European born and raised in Hong 
Kong; Senior Inspector Christopher O'Yee, half-Chinese, half-Caucasian American,
and all neurotic; and the ever-bickering team of Inspectors Auden and Spencer – 
attempt to find the rational basis for inexplicable and seemingly bizarre crimes. The
Yellowthread novels show the influence of Ed McBain in their overlapping plotlines,
snappy dialogue, world-weary detectives and often-difficult civilians. Marshall's 
novels manage to juggle violence, suspense, and slapstick humor in his twist on the
police procedural form. He has also written two mystery series based in Manila and 
late-19th-century New York City, the latter featuring City Detective Virgil Tillman – 
New York City's 'first thinking detective' – and his partner, patrolman Ned Muldoon of
the Strong Arm Squad.
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Marshall, William. Yellowthread Street. New York. 1975. Holt Rinehart & Winston. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0030168368. 122 pages. hardcover.
Inventory # 5542. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Hong Bay district of Hong Kong is seediness writ 
large, a spectacularly chaotic warren of cut-rate brothels and betting shops and 
other less wholesome enterprises. Keeping the peace - sort of - are the cops of the
Yellowthread Street Station, under the jaundiced eye of Detective Chief Inspector 
Harry Feiffer. They're an intrepid (if foul-mouthed) bunch, but even their formidable 
skills are taxed by the Bay's latest series of little mishaps, which begins with a fellow
near the fishmarket chopping up his wife with an axe. Meanwhile, notorious madam
Hot Time Alice Ping and her leg-breaker, Osaka the Disemboweler, are plotting 
revenge on the Mongolian, a giggling, freelance extortionist whose glee at hacking 
off fingers and other non-essential bits is terrifying the neighborhood shopkeepers. It
all adds up to a breathless night, culminating in a frenzied three-way battle against 
Hong Kong's neon backdrop. And then there's the tourist from New Jersey who 
seems to have misplaced his wife. The 1st Yellowthread Street mystery.

William Marshall (or William Leonard Marshall, 1944-2003) was an Australian 
author, best known for his Hong Kong-based 'Yellowthread Street' mystery novels, 
some of which were used as the basis for a British TV series. In the Yellowthread 
Street series, the detectives of the Yellowthread Street police station in fictitious 
Hong Bay, Hong Kong – DCI Harry Feiffer, a European born and raised in Hong 
Kong; Senior Inspector Christopher O'Yee, half-Chinese, half-Caucasian American,
and all neurotic; and the ever-bickering team of Inspectors Auden and Spencer – 
attempt to find the rational basis for inexplicable and seemingly bizarre crimes. The
Yellowthread novels show the influence of Ed McBain in their overlapping plotlines,
snappy dialogue, world-weary detectives and often-difficult civilians. Marshall's 
novels manage to juggle violence, suspense, and slapstick humor in his twist on the
police procedural form.
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Marszalek, John F. The Petticoat Affair: Manners, Mutiny, & Sex in and rew 
Jackson's White House. New York. 1997. Free Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0684828014. 320 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 24760. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A stubborn man of deep principles, Andrew Jackson 
always reacted violently to what he saw as political or social injustice. The rumors 
surrounding the timing of his marriage, which had devastating effects on his wife 
Rachel - she died after the election and before his inauguration - drove him to 
distraction. But nothing tested Jackson's resolve - and eventually his presidency - 
quite so much as the scandals surrounding Margaret 'Peggy' Eaton, the brash and 
unconventional wife of his secretary of war. Branded a 'loose woman' and snubbed
by Washington society, Margaret lived a public life that was considered 
inappropriate for any woman: she was combative and outspoken, the daughter of a
Washington innkeeper who socialized with her father's guests. Margaret attributed 
the scandals surrounding her name to the small-minded jealousy of other women. 
Andrew Jackson, however, saw it as conspiratorially motivated: by defending 
Margaret's honor he was also defending his choice of John Henry Eaton for 
secretary of war and, ultimately, defending himself and his presidency. 
Unfortunately, Jackson's quixotic actions turned a social scandal into an 
extraordinary political catastrophe. Before it was over, Jackson forced the 
resignation of his entire Cabinet, duels were threatened, assassinations were 
alleged, and Vice President John Calhoun's hopes for the White House were 
dashed. Andrew Jackson's first term was nearly a failure. The Eaton imbroglio was a
model scandal, complete with media manipulation, quicksand coalitions, and rumors
piled so high that their airy density became crushing.

A graduate of Buffalo's Canisius College and the University of Notre Dame, JOHN F.
MARSZALEK, Ph.D. taught for five years at Gannon University in Erie, PA. before 
coming to Mississippi State University in 1973 where he became a W. L. Giles 
Distinguished Professor of History in 1994, retiring as Giles Distinguished Professor
Emeritus in 2002. A specialist in the U. S. Civil War, the Jacksonian Period, and 
race relations, he is the author or editor of thirteen books and over 300 articles and 
book reviews.
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Martin Gaite, Carmen. Behind the Curtains. New York. 1990. Columbia University 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0231068883. Translated from
the Spanish by Frances M. Lopez-Morillas. 279 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
14480. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Carmen Martin Gaite’s Entre Visillos (Behind the 
Curtains) was awarded the 1957 Nadal Prize - the oldest and most prestigious of all
Spanish literary prizes. Set in a provincial town, it focuses on the lives of several 
young women, their relationships with each other and with their families, their 
courtships, and their ambitions. The scenes, set in private homes, cafes, the casino,
the church, the movies, the streets, and the main square, give a clear depiction of 
small town existence in an authoritarian society. The stifling mores of Franco’s Spain
catapult the young women into marriage at all costs - spinsterhood is a constant 
threat and a career is a serious deviation from the norm. Only a very few of the 
women manage to fight back against these restrictions and become independent. 
This is a realistic, feminist novel which depicts Franco’s Spain through beautifully 
crafted characterizations It is a place where there is no transcendence of 
convention. In Entre Visillos the individual must privately affirm an identity for herself
‘behind the curtains.’

Carmen Martín Gaite (8 December 1925 – 22 July 2000) was one of Spain's leading
novelists. She is the author of numerous works of fiction and criticism, including 
Variable Clouds and, most recently, The Farewell Angel. The Back Room was the 
first of her novels to appear in Spain after the death of Franco, and the first of her 
novels to be translated into English. In 1978 it was awarded Spain's National Prize 
for Literature. She also wrote screenplays. Born in Salamanca, over the course of 
her life she won various awards, including the Prince of Asturias Awards in 1988, the
Award Premio Castilla y León de las Letras in 1992, and the Premio Acebo de 
Honor awarded to her life work. She was married to fellow writer Rafael Sánchez 
Ferlosio.
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Martin Gaite, Carmen. The Back Room. New York. 1983. Columbia University 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0231054580. 210 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket drawing by Guillermo Delgrado. Jacket design by Ken Venezio. 
Inventory # 4026. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the middle of the night she awakens to find a stranger 
in her bedroom. His identity - even his existence – is in question. Yet the woman is 
drawn into a colloquy with her unexpected guest. What she has to say becomes the
story of a woman coming of age in the repressive Spain of the Franco era. In THE 
BACK ROOM Carmen Martin Gaite spins out a hypnotic evocation of one woman’s 
life counterpointed against the social history of modern Spain. The growth of a 
personal identity and the terrors of Fascism are woven together within the delicate 
fabric of this dreamlike narrative. The result is a chamber work of literature - part 
autobiography, part fiction. In direct and simple language, Martin Gaite envisions life
within a world besieged. This, her finest work, explores the back room of memory 
with a quiet but irresistible power.

Carmen Martín Gaite (8 December 1925 – 22 July 2000) was one of Spain's leading
novelists. She is the author of numerous works of fiction and criticism, including 
Variable Clouds and, most recently, The Farewell Angel. The Back Room was the 
first of her novels to appear in Spain after the death of Franco, and the first of her 
novels to be translated into English. In 1978 it was awarded Spain's National Prize 
for Literature. She also wrote screenplays. Born in Salamanca, over the course of 
her life she won various awards, including the Prince of Asturias Awards in 1988, the
Award Premio Castilla y León de las Letras in 1992, and the Premio Acebo de 
Honor awarded to her life work. She was married to fellow writer Rafael Sánchez 
Ferlosio.
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Martin, Dannie M. and Sussman, Peter Y. Committing Journalism: The Prison 
Writings of Red Hog. New York. 1993. Norton. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket.
0393035743. 341 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by Peter Sussman. 
Inventory # 26044. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A collection of more than fifty essays by famed convict 
writer Dannie Martin, a.k.a. ‘Red Hog’- hard-hitting, eloquent reports on the racism, 
brutality, inadequate health care, harassment, and other conditions of life behind the
prison walls.

Dannie "Red Hog" Martin wrote more than 50 dispatches about life behind bars for 
The Chronicle from 1986 to 1992, and then collaborated with his editor at the paper,
Peter Sussman, on a best-selling book about his life as a convicted bank robber and
their fight for his right to write. Mr. Martin and The Chronicle took a federal lawsuit all
the way to the U.S. Supreme Court in pursuit of a prisoner's journalistic rights and 
ultimately lost. But along the way, Mr. Martin gained worldwide support and picked 
up a slew of press awards. His reputation as a First Amendment figure was such 
that after he died of heart failure at home in Montgomery, Alabama on December 24,
2013 at age 74. Peter Y. Sussman spent 29 years as an editor at the San Francisco
Chronicle, leaving in 1993 to pursue an independent career writing and editing. He 
has continued to devote much of his time to journalism, as a freelance writer and 
editor, as a teacher and mentor, and – often through professional organizations – as
an expert and advocate on issues related to press freedom and journalism ethics 
and diversity.keywords
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Martin, Dannie M. The Dishwasher. New York. 1995. Norton. 1st Printing. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0393037908. 252 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Debra 
Morton Hoyt. Inventory # 23556. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Dishwasher’ of the title is Bill Malone, a stoic, tough-
as-nails ex-con who has just finished a stretch of fourteen hard years in prison for 
bank robbery. What he wants more than anything is peace and refuge from the 
chaos and mortal danger of penitentiary life. Released in Fresno, he quickly finds a 
room at the Star Motel on the edge of town and a job as a dishwasher at Ferraro’s 
restaurant. The motel owner is Gail, a retired exotic dancer and the wife of Tough 
Tony, Malone’s friend from the joint. Gail and her ravingly nubile thirteen-year-old 
daughter, June, take Malone under their wing; Leona, a bluntly sensual black 
waitress, ministers to Malone’s aching need for sex. He seems finally to have arrived
at a safe place. The safety disappears at once when Malone is forced to take brutal 
revenge against a Mexican drug dealer who rapes June. That moment of explosive 
violence sets him on an inexorable collision course with the Sandinos, a 
dysfunctional Mafia family in stark decline. Somebody is going down - and Malone is
determined to stand his ground.

Dannie "Red Hog" Martin wrote more than 50 dispatches about life behind bars for 
The Chronicle from 1986 to 1992, and then collaborated with his editor at the paper,
Peter Sussman, on a best-selling book about his life as a convicted bank robber and
their fight for his right to write. Mr. Martin and The Chronicle took a federal lawsuit all
the way to the U.S. Supreme Court in pursuit of a prisoner's journalistic rights and 
ultimately lost. But along the way, Mr. Martin gained worldwide support and picked 
up a slew of press awards. His reputation as a First Amendment figure was such 
that after he died of heart failure at home in Montgomery, Alabama on December 24,
2013 at age 74.
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Martin, Dannie. In the Hat. New York. 1997. Simon & Schuster. 1st Printing. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0684833352. 272 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by John 
Gall. Inventory # 24219. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Dannie Martin went to the toughest writing school on the
planet - jail. Now, he writes to tell us stories from that world he left behind, the hard 
but somehow brutally honest world of the career criminal. Martin offers the story of 
Vernon Coy, a pimp and small-time bank robber who’s living the easy life with two 
girls and a rooster. Of course, the easy life never stays easy for long. What Vern 
doesn’t know is that he’s in the hat. There’s a little ritual unique prison gangs. When
someone crosses your gang, his name gets put in the hat with a bunch of blank slips
of paper. Whoever draws the slip with the name on it is expected to make sure that 
this someone ends up dead before the next lockdown. Since Vern’s on the outside,
killing him won’t be that simple or that quick, but if the Duboce White Boys have their
way, it won’t be long before Vern is just another body with tag on its toe.

Dannie "Red Hog" Martin wrote more than 50 dispatches about life behind bars for 
The Chronicle from 1986 to 1992, and then collaborated with his editor at the paper,
Peter Sussman, on a best-selling book about his life as a convicted bank robber and
their fight for his right to write. Mr. Martin and The Chronicle took a federal lawsuit all
the way to the U.S. Supreme Court in pursuit of a prisoner's journalistic rights and 
ultimately lost. But along the way, Mr. Martin gained worldwide support and picked 
up a slew of press awards. His reputation as a First Amendment figure was such 
that after he died of heart failure at home in Montgomery, Alabama on December 24,
2013 at age 74.
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Martin, David. Lie To Me. New York. 1990. Random House. 1st Edition. Very Good 
in Dustjacket. 0394584910. 273 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Scott 
Reynolds. Inventory # 14285. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A tense, gripping psychological thriller about a cop's 
pursuit of a serial killer by the author of The Crying Heart Tattoo. Jonathan and Mary
Gaetan were the essence of elegance. He was a powerful businessman; she was 
beautiful, sexy & young. Then, in a night of terror, a madman broke into their 
suburban Washington mansion. When it was over, Jonathan Gaetan lay dead and 
mutilated in a bathtub of his own blood. Mary told the police nothing about an 
intruder. Instead, she claimed her husband had killed himself. What happened in 
that house? Detective Teddy Camel is determined to find the truth, even if the truth 
is too horrifying to speak

David Lozell Martin's previous novels include international bestsellers Lie to Me and
Tap, Tap and the critically acclaimed The Crying Heart Tattoo, The Beginning of 
Sorrows, and Crazy Love. Facing Rushmore is his eleventh book. Martin lives in the
Washington, D.C. area.
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Martin, David. Tethered. New York. 1979. Holt Rinehart Winston. 1st Printing. Very
Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0030482410. 1st Novel. 265 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket illustration by Manny Haller. Inventory # 26538. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Author's first novel. Martin's fiction, on the other hand, 
speaks to a raw truth as it is known to and lived by people in the real world of tough 
jobs, mental anguish, and crazy love. The tragically mismatched marriage between
a brutal man with a deep need for stability and a romantic woman given to erratic 
mood swings slowly destroys their son, who rejects their conflicting claims on him.

David Lozell Martin's previous novels include international bestsellers Lie to Me and
Tap, Tap and the critically acclaimed The Crying Heart Tattoo, The Beginning of 
Sorrows, and Crazy Love. Facing Rushmore is his eleventh book. Martin lives in the
Washington, D.C. area.
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Martin, Lee. Telling Stories: The Craft of Narrative and the Writing Life. Lincoln. 
2017. University of Nebraska Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers.
9781496202024. 246 pages. paperback. Inventory # 42002. $19.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A prolific and award-winning writer, Lee Martin has put 
pen to paper to offer his wisdom, honed during thirty years of teaching the oh-so-
elusive art of writing. Telling Stories is intended for anyone interested in thinking 
more about the elements of storytelling in short stories, novels, and memoirs. Martin
clearly delineates helpful and practical techniques for demystifying the writing 
process and provides tools for perfecting the art of the scene, characterization, 
detail, point of view, language, and revision--in short, the art of writing. His 
discussion of the craft in his own life draws from experiences, memories, and stories
to provide a more personal perspective on the elements of writing. Martin provides 
encouragement by sharing what he's learned from his journey through frustrations, 
challenges, and successes. Most important, Telling Stories emphasizes that you are
not alone on this journey and that writers must remain focused on what they love: 
the process of moving words on the page. By focusing on that purpose, Martin 
contends, the journey will always take you where you're meant to go.

Lee Martin is a distinguished professor of English and teaches creative writing at 
Ohio State University. He is the author of several books, including Such a Life 
(Nebraska, 2012), From Our House (Nebraska, 2009), The Bright Forever (finalist 
for the 2006 Pulitzer Prize for fiction), and Turning Bones (Nebraska, 2003).
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Martin, Steve. Pure Drivel. New York. 1998. Hyperion. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0786864672. 104 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by Andrew 
Eccles. Inventory # 25914. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From a wildly imaginative meditation on who Lolita would
be at age fifty, to a send-up of the warning labels on medicine bottles, these pieces,
many of which first appeared in The New Yorker, hilariously and intelligently skewer
the topics at hand.

Steve Martin is one of today’s most talented performers. He has had huge success 
as a film actor, with such credits as Roxanne, Father of the Bride, Parenthood, The
Spanish Prisoner, L.A. Story, and Bowfinger (for which he wrote the screenplay). In
addition to his bestselling collection of comic pieces, Pure Drivel, and bestselling 
novel The Pleasure of My Company, he has also written a play, Picasso at the Lapin
Agile. His work appears frequently in The New Yorker and the New York Times. He 
lives in Los Angeles.
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Martin, Steve. Shopgirl: A Novella. New York. 2000. Hyperion. Special Signed 
Edition. Very Good. No Dustjacket As Issued. 0786866586. 131 pages. hardcover. 
Signed by the author. Cover design by Richard Oriolo. Inventory # 28411. $62.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Mirabelle is the ‘shopgirl’ of the title, a young woman, 
beautiful in a wallflowerish kind of way, who works behind the glove counter at 
Neiman Marcus ‘selling things that nobody buys anymore. .’ Mirabelle captures the 
attention of Ray Porter, a wealthy businessman almost twice her age. As they 
tentatively embark on a relationship, they both struggle to decipher the language of 
love - with consequences that are both comic and heartbreaking. Filled with the kind
of witty, discerning observations that have brought Steve Martin critical success, 
SHOPGIRL is a work of disarming tenderness.

Steve Martin is one of today’s most talented performers. He has had huge success 
as a film actor, with such credits as Roxanne, Father of the Bride, Parenthood, The
Spanish Prisoner, L.A. Story, and Bowfinger (for which he wrote the screenplay). In
addition to his bestselling collection of comic pieces, Pure Drivel, and bestselling 
novel The Pleasure of My Company, he has also written a play, Picasso at the Lapin
Agile. His work appears frequently in The New Yorker and the New York Times. He 
lives in Los Angeles.
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Martinez Moreno, Carlos. El Infierno. Columbia. 1988. Readers International. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0930523474. Translated from the 
Spanish by Ann Wright. 266 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 10422. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - EL INFIERNO, the author's tenth and last work of fiction
was published originally in Mexico in 1981, with this edition being the first of his 
novels to appear in English. When this was published earlier in Uruguay it won the
Ministry of Culture prize from the democratic government. The story, or novel, EL 
INFIERNO chronicles the rise and fall of Uruguay's Tupamaro urban guerrillas, and
as democracy re-established a hold on the southern cone of Latin America, the 
guerrillas and the decade of state terror that followed were just being fully assessed,
with this controversial novel being considered an important document in this debate.
Set in a 1970s Uruguay that evokes Dante's Hades, EL INFIERNO is a collage of 
stories about people caught up in political turmoil. Martinez Moreno, both the Virgil 
and Dante of this living Inferno, tells the stories he learned working as a lawyer 
defending political prisoners: stories of bankers and military advisers, their 
kidnappers, the desparecidos and their families, army officers, and innocent 
bystanders.

Carlos Martinez Moreno (September 1, 1917, Colonia del Sacramento, Uruguay - 
February 21, 1986, Mexico City, Mexico) was a writer, journalist and Uruguayan 
lawyer. His childhood was spent in Cologne, then in Melo, and finally in Montevideo.
At age 19 he entered the Law School of the University of the Republic and 
graduated in 1948. In 1949, he was appointed Public Defender for civil and criminal
matters. Although Carlos Martinez Moreno was a renowned criminal defense 
attorney, he also developed a reputation as an important writer. At the age of 20, he
was a theatrical critic, first for El País and El Diario, and then in 1942 for the weekly
Marcha. His first stories were published in a variety of student magazines, and later 
in Mundo Uruguayo. Most of the stories were published under the pseudonym of 
Alejandro Tour.
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Martinez-Serros, Hugo. The Last Laugh & Other Stories. Houston. 1988. Arte 
Publico Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0934770891. 198 pages. 
paperback. Cover art & design by Mark A. Pinon. Inventory # 12056. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A collection of short stories which illustrates life in the 
Mexican-American community of South Chicago, The Last Laugh and Other Stories
takes a humorous and satirical look at such themes as culture and language conflict,
dehumanizing work in the steel mills and the Catholic church in an ethnic 
community.

Born in South Chicago, Hugo Martínez-Serros holds degrees from the University of
Chicago and Northwestern University. A Professor Emeritus at Lawrence University,
Appleton, Wisconsin, he currently resides in Madison, Wisconsin. Three women 
stand at the heart of ENAMORED DUST, a tale of loves in Los Tecolotes, a fictitious
village in central Mexico. The village lives in peace and safety, far from the explosive
violence that is beginning to sweep over parts of the country. It is the early 1900s. 
When the violence turns to Revolution and armed horsemen arrive in the village, 
lives and loves are battered and wrecked, but not the stubborn will to stand up to 
disaster. STEELING CHICAGO: SOUTH SIDE STORIES is set in the ethnic 
neighborhoods where the author grew up. He brings to life the hostility, joy and irony
of that world and its challenges through the lens of his Mexican-American heritage.
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Martinez, Carole. The Castle of Whispers. New York. 2014. Europa Editions. 
Uncorrrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781609451820. Translated from the 
French by Howard Curtis. 181 pages. paperback. Inventory # 41625. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A richly imagined work of fiction from one of France’s 
best-loved authors. In 1187, on the day of her wedding, the beautiful 15-year-old 
Esclarmonde scandalizes the court when she refuses to accept the knight chosen by
her father, the Lord of the Domain of Whispers. She disobeys her father and vows 
instead to give herself to God, an act of defiance for which she is imprisoned in a 
cell beside the castle’s chapel. There she encounters a mystical crossroads where 
the living and the dead meet and she begins to exert a mysterious and pervasive 
power over the kingdom. The virgin sorceress reaches a saint-like status as men 
and women journey from far and wide to hear her speak to them through the bars of
her prison. This is a must-read for those who enjoy the novels of Isabel Allende.

Carole Martinez (10 November 1966 in Créhange) is a French contemporary 
novelist. She was at a time tempted by theater and created her troupe at age 20. 
She is a teacher of French. Her first novel, Le Cœur cousu (fr), released discreetly in
February 2007, received thereafter numerous prizes. Her second novel, Du domaine
des Murmures (fr), is short listed for the prix Goncourt (the prize eventually went to 
L'Art français de la guerre by Alexis Jenni with five votes, and three to Carole 
Martinez). She finally was awarded the prix Goncourt des lycéens.
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Martinez, Tomas Eloy. The Peron Novel. New York. 1988. Pantheon Books. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394558383. Translated from the 
Spanish by Asa Zatz. 359 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Julian Allen. 
Jacket design by Louise Fili. Inventory # 33765. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE PERÓN NOVEL tells the story of the return home 
from exile of Argentina’s most charismatic and enigmatic leader. Perón dominated 
Arqentinian political and public life for over thirty years. But by June 20, 1973, the 
day of his flight home to resume power, the general is biologically and mentally in 
decline, ‘an old vegetarian lion.’ Tomás Eloy Martinez makes us witness to the 
macabre situation of a tyrant losing control over his own life and mind in the same 
way that he is losing control over the forces in his own camp, becoming the prey of 
his own henchmen. Somewhere between fact and fiction, THE PERON NOVEL is ‘a
novel where everything is true.’ The book makes use of real names and events 
(Mario Vargas Llosa told Martinez that if he didn’t use real names, no one would 
believe him), masterfully juxtaposed with newspaper articles, memoirs, interviews, 
and purely fanciful writing. The cast of characters includes Evita’s body lying in state
in the attic, Perón’s third wife (an ex-go-qo dancer dressed up to look like [vita), a 
witch doctor who also happens to be Perón’s closest advisor, communists, 
anarchists, Peronists, and the Virgin Mary. The end result is a revealing portrait of 
an intriguing personality, a suspenseful political thriller, and a wonderfully readable
work of fiction from a major new voice of Latin America.

Tomás Eloy Martínez (July 16, 1934 – January 31, 2010) was an Argentine 
journalist and writer. Born in San Miguel de Tucumán, Martínez obtained a degree in
Spanish and Latin American literature from the University of Tucumán, and an MA at
the University of Paris. From 1957 to 1961 he was a film critic in Buenos Aires for 
the La Nación newspaper, and he then was editor in chief (1962-69) of the 
magazine Primera Plana. From 1969 to 1970 he worked as a reporter in Paris. In 
1969 Martínez interviewed former Argentine President Juan Domingo Perón, who 
was exiled in Madrid. These interviews were the basis for two of his more celebrated
novels: La Novela de Perón (1985) and Santa Evita (1995).
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Martinez, Tomas Eloy. The Tango Singer. New York. 2006. Bloomsbury Books. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket With A Small Tear Mark On The Front 
Cover. 1582346011. Translated from the Spanish by Anne McLean. 248 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 37438. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A hypnotic novel in which an American student’s quest to
find the greatest living tango singer leads him deep into the labyrinth of Argentina’s 
past. It is 2001, and inflation is spiraling out of control in Argentina as Bruno 
Cadogan, an American graduate student specializing in Borges, arrives in Buenos 
Aires. Cadogan is on the trail of Julio Martel, an elusive tango singer rumored to be
even better than Carlos Gardel, the greatest singer of the 1920s and ‘30s. Martel 
has never recorded and his strange, powerful performances, at seemingly arbitrary 
sites around the city, are always unannounced. Cadogan finds lodging in a boarding
house rumored to be the setting of the famous Borges story ‘The Aleph,’ and soon 
finds himself drawn into the tangle of legends surrounding the singer’s life. As the 
economic tension grows and the city hovers on the verge of riots, Bruno begins to 
believe that Martel’s increasingly rare performances are in fact far from random—
that they instead form a map of the darkest moments in the city’s past.

Tomás Eloy Martínez (July 16, 1934 – January 31, 2010) was an Argentine 
journalist and writer. Born in San Miguel de Tucumán, Martínez obtained a degree in
Spanish and Latin American literature from the University of Tucumán, and an MA at
the University of Paris. From 1957 to 1961 he was a film critic in Buenos Aires for 
the La Nación newspaper, and he then was editor in chief (1962-69) of the 
magazine Primera Plana. From 1969 to 1970 he worked as a reporter in Paris. In 
1969 Martínez interviewed former Argentine President Juan Domingo Perón, who 
was exiled in Madrid. These interviews were the basis for two of his more celebrated
novels: La Novela de Perón (1985) and Santa Evita (1995).
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Martinez, Victor. Caring For a House. San Jose. 1992. Chusma House Publications.
1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0962453641. 1st Book Of Poetry From The 
National Book Award Winning Author Of A Parrot In The Oven. 65 pages. 
paperback. Signed by the Author. Cover by Ramiro Martinez. Inventory # 23438. 
$30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In June 1984, when Victor Martinez first began writing 
the poems that would coalesce into ‘Caring for a House,’ he wrote in his journal: 
‘Nothing is breathing between me and a cloud. Yesterday I wrote a poem I believe is
about how everything is superimagined by everything else, how a bird’s flight in 
Mexico may very well be written in me, in my soul, or mind, or whatever it is that 
gets both our wings started. I’m looking for a staring off point, a platform or branch 
that will be both source and propellant of my poetry. When I address a poem, for 
instance, when I talk about why I am made up of time ‘and’ letters, am I supposed to
know if the future is a big hole I’m going to fall into, a place I will never return from, 
or whether the future has already happened and the past incomplete? When I begin
to talk, should I assume there are gods or a God? Should I premise a false one or 
uncover one? Should I confirm it’s death or try to kill it? Achieving a starting off, 
without dragging out any costumes, or stories about being poor or abused. is what 
I’ve been accomplishing lately. Like everyone else, I’ve been thrown into the world, 
the same as that bird in Mexico, literally hurled into this house of beauty and horror,
and I want to value what I’ve already done and what has been done to me and 
others, and write it down. for something. for the bird and for me.’ ‘Caring for a 
House’ is the result of that ‘starting off.’ ‘Caring for a House’ is the long anticipated 
first book of poems by Victor Martinez.

Victor L. Martinez (February 21, 1954 – February 18, 2011) was a Mexican 
American poet and author. He won the 1996 U.S. National Book Award for Young 
People's Literature for his first novel, Parrot in the Oven: Mi Vida. Martinez was the 
born in Fresno, California to migrant agricultural field workers of the Central Valley.
He was one of twelve children. Victor attended California State University at Fresno
and later obtained a graduate degree from Stanford University on a Wallace Stegner
Creative Writing Fellowship.
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Martinez, Victor. Parrot in the Oven: Mi Vida. New York. 1996. Harper Collins. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0060267062. Very Small 1st Printing. 
Winner of the first National Book Award for Young Adult Fiction. Uncommon library 
binding bound in green cloth, rather than red and with the printed 'library' notice on 
the bar code. 216 pages. hardcover. Jacket photo by Theo 
Westenberger/Graphistock.Author photo by Ruben Guzman.Jacket design by Steve
Scott. Inventory # 23646. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Manny relates his coming of age experiences as a 
member of a poor Mexican American family in which the alcoholic father only adds 
to everyone's struggle. Winner of the National Book Award for Young People's 
Literature, PARROT IN THE OVEN tells the story of a Mexican American boy's 
coming-of-age in the face of poverty, abuse, and cultural discrimination.

Victor L. Martinez (February 21, 1954 – February 18, 2011) was a Mexican 
American poet and author. He won the 1996 U.S. National Book Award for Young 
People's Literature for his first novel, Parrot in the Oven: Mi Vida. Martinez was the 
born in Fresno, California to migrant agricultural field workers of the Central Valley.
He was one of twelve children. Victor attended California State University at Fresno
and later obtained a graduate degree from Stanford University on a Wallace Stegner
Creative Writing Fellowship.
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Marton, Kati. The Polk Conspracy: Murder & Cover-Up in the Case of CBS 
Correspondent George Polk. New York. 1990. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374135533. 371 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
14837. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In an era when foreign correspondents were among the
most celebrated American figures, the body of CBS correspondent George Polk was
found floating in Greece's Salonika Bay on May 16, 1948. His hands and feet were 
bound and there was a bullet hole in his head. A protege of Edward R. Murrow, Polk
was famed for his fearless reporting from the Middle East and from Greece, which 
was then in the throes of civil war. To the members of the royalist Greek regime, 
dependent on military and financial aid from the United States, the murder of George
Polk posed a threat greater than any generated by his broadcast reports of their 
corruption. For the United States, which under the Truman Doctrine had decided to
draw the line in Greece against Communism, the murder also created a crisis. If it 
had been ordered by the royalists, how could the United States continue to support 
them, even against Communist guerrillas? Several investigations were launched, 
including one by American journalists, headed by Walter Lippmann and directed by
General William (’Wild Bill’) Donovan, founder of the OSS. Ultimately the Greek 
government produced a suspect - Salonika journalist Gregory Staktopoulos - and a 
confession attributing the crime to Communist guerrillas. A dramatic trial and 
conviction ensued, and there the matter rested. But serious questions have 
persisted over the years, underscored by Staktopoulos' recantation of his confession
in 1968. The author has constructed a vivid, convincing account of who ordered the
assassination of George Polk - and the motive behind it.

Kati Marton, an award-winning former NPR and ABC News correspondent, is the 
author of Hidden Power: Presidential Marriages That Shaped Our History, a New 
York Times bestseller, as well as Wallenberg, The Polk Conspiracy, A Death in 
Jerusalem, and a novel, An American Woman. Mother of a son and a daughter, she
lives in New York with her husband, Richard Holbrooke.
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Martone, Michael. Safety Patrol. Baltimore. 1988. Johns Hopkins University Press. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0801836026. 130 pages. hardcover.
Jacket illustration & design by Chris L. Smith. Inventory # 11846. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In his second collection, Martone focuses on our lack of 
safety, equating it with our loss of innocence. He accents the fragility of our 
arrangements, the randomness of disaster, the vulnerability of anyone crossing the 
road. Thus in ‘King of Safety the narrator, whose father worked for the phone 
company, recalls in childhood being chosen King of Safety to ride the company’s 
float in their annual parade. Grown and gone from home, the young man calls his 
parents when he travels from ‘the observation decks of tall buildings.’ The story is a
subtle meditation on what keeps you safe: perhaps memory, the memory of 
childhood. Martone’s prose is calm and untheatrical, but he writes as if his 
characters, all of us, were really perfoming on a high wire without a safety net 
beneath. - LIBRARY JOURNAL.

Michael Martone is currently a Professor of English and Director of the Creative 
Writing Program at the University of Alabama where he has been teaching since 
1996. Martone is the author of five books of short fiction including Seeing Eye 
published in September of 1995 by Zoland Books as well as Pensées: The Thoughts
of Dan Quayle (Broad Ripple Press, 1994), Fort Wayne Is Seventh on Hitler’s List 
(Indiana University Press, 1990), Safety Patrol (The Johns Hopkins University 
Press, 1988), and Alive and Dead in Indiana (Alfred A. Knopf, 1984). He has edited 
two collections of essays about the Midwest: A Place of Sense: Essays in Search of
the Midwest and Townships: Pieces of the Midwest (University of Iowa Press, 1988
and 1992). He edits Story County Books, and his newest book, The Flatness and 
Other Landscapes (University of Georgia Press, 2000), a collection of his own 
essays about the Midwest, won the AWP Prize for Creative Nonfiction in 1998.
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Martorell, Joanot and De Glaba, Marti Joan. Tirant Lo Blanc. New York. 1984. 
Schocken Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 
0805238522. Translated from the Catalan by David H. Rosenthal. 642 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Jane Byers Bierhorst. Jacket illustration courtesy of The
Pierpont Morgan Library, manuscript 775, folio 277v. The illustration depicts a duel 
between Felip Boyl and the English Knight John Astley. Endpaper map by Catherine
Stock. Inventory # 2492. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here is a recovered Renaissance classic, a Catalan 
novel of chivalry done into English for the first time by a gifted poet and translator. 
Cervantes singles out TIRANT LO BLANC for very special praise in DON QUIXOTE-
in the scene in which the don’s friends, eager to save his sanity, are making a 
bonfire of the romances of chivalry which have constituted his sole intellectual and 
spiritual nourishment, Cervantes makes a pointed exception of this work, putting into
the mouth of a character the suggestion that the book deserves to remain in print 
throughout the ages. So it has-and now it can be read in David H. Rosenthal’s lively
English. TIRANT LO BLANC presents the life of the Renaissance nobility: politics, 
lovemaking, and war. The hero participates in all these activities with a great deal of
dash and good humor, there is much excellent conversation along the way, and by 
the time the story has come to its satisfying conclusion, the modern reader is 
convinced that life was quite as complex 500 years ago as it is today-and, for the 
European nobility, perhaps a good deal more entertaining.

Joanot Martorell (Valencia, 1410ca – 1465) was a Valencian knight and the author 
of the novel Tirant lo Blanch, written in the Valencian vernacular (Martorell calls it 
vulgar llengua valenciana) and published at Valencia in 1490. It deals with the 
adventures of a knight in the Byzantine Empire.
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Marty, Martin E. Dietrich Bonhoeffer’s Letters & Papers From Prison: A Biography. 
Princeton. 2011. Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 9780691139210. Lives of Great Religious Books. 275 pages. hardcover.
Jacket photograph: Prison cell in Tegel. Inventory # 19171. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A Lutheran pastor and theologian, Bonhoeffer spent two
years in Nazi prisons before being executed at age thirty-nine, just a month before 
the German surrender, for his role in the plot to kill Hitler. The posthumous Letters 
and Papers from Prison has had a tremendous impact on both Christian and secular
thought since it was first published in 1951, and has helped establish Bonhoeffer's 
reputation as one of the most important Protestant thinkers of the twentieth century.
In this, the first history of the book's remarkable global career, National Book Award-
winning author Martin Marty tells how and why Letters and Papers from Prison has 
been read and used in such dramatically different ways, from the cold war to today. 
In his late letters, Bonhoeffer raised tantalizing questions about the role of 
Christianity and the church in an increasingly secular world. Marty tells the story of 
how, in the 1960s and the following decades, these provocative ideas stirred a wide
range of thinkers and activists, including civil rights and antiapartheid campaigners, 
‘death-of-God’ theologians, and East German Marxists. In the process of tracing the
eventful and contested history of Bonhoeffer's book, Marty provides a compelling 
new perspective on religious and secular life in the postwar era.

Martin E. Marty (born February 5, 1928 in West Point, Nebraska) is professor 
emeritus of religious history at the University of Chicago. He is the winner of the 
National Book Award and the author of more than fifty books. His recent books 
include MARTIN LUTHER: A LIFE (Viking) and THE CHRISTIAN WORLD: A 
GLOBAL HISTORY (Modern Library).
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Maruya, Saiichi. A Mature Woman. Tokyo. 1995. Kodansha. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 4770018649. Translated from the Japanese by Dennis 
Keene. 322 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 43277. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A big new novel by a writer Anthony Burgess hailed as 'a
major comic novelist', A Mature Woman was first published in Japanese in 1993 and
sold almost half a million copies before the year's end. A film version of it was also a
box office hit. As usual, the author takes a serious theme and serves it up in a highly
entertaining form. The central character is a bright, attractive, and strong-willed 
single woman working in the male-dominated environment of a major daily 
newspaper. One of her editorials angers a powerful supporter of the ruling political 
party; the government puts pressure on her through the newspaper; and the woman
retaliates, using a network of friends and relatives—including an actress who was 
once closely involved with the prime minister, and a fellow journalist with writer's 
block—to defend herself. The result is a slyly accurate picture of contemporary 
Japan that not only tells us about the role of women there in the 1990s, and about 
bribery and coercion at the highest levels of society, but treats us to the sort of 
brilliant gossip that makes a good novel great fun to read. "A first-rate piece of 
writing, penned with skill and style." - Kenzaburo Oe, 1994 Nobel Prize winner.

Saiichi Maruya (August 27, 1925-October 13, 2012) was an award-winning and 
highly popular novelist, translator, and critic. He was born in the town of Tsuruoka, 
Japan in 1925, and was conscripted into the army at the age of nineteen during 
World War II. His novel SINGULAR REBELLION was published in English in 1986 to
critical acclaim, with the New York Times Review celebrating it for being ‘funny, light
on its feet, and providing exceptional insight into the ways of the Japanese.’ 
Maruya’s translation of James Joyce’s ULYSSES is considered the definitive 
Japanese edition. He lived in Tokyo.
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Maruya, Saiichi. Grass For My Pillow. New York. 2002. Columbia University Press. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0231126581. Translated from the 
Japanese by Dennis Keene. 345 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Linda 
Secondari. Jacket image: Atomic Bomb. Inventory # 34608. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Set in Japan during and after the Second World War, 
GRASS FOR MY PILLOW is the story of Shokichi Hamada, a conscientious objector
who dodges military service by simply disappearing from society, taking to the 
country as an itinerant peddler until the end of the war in 1945. Twenty years later, 
Hamada works as a clerk at a conservative university, his war resistance a dark 
secret of the past that present-day events force into the light, confronting him with 
unexpected consequences of his refusal to conform. Maruya’s masterpiece is an 
unusual story of a deeply taboo subject in twentieth-century Japanese society: 
resistance to the draft in World War II. First published in Japanese in 1966, this 
debut novel by the critically acclaimed author of SINGULAR REBELLION creates an
unparalleled portrait of a man at odds with his society, and with himself.

Saiichi Maruya (August 27, 1925-October 13, 2012) was an award-winning and 
highly popular novelist, translator, and critic. He was born in the town of Tsuruoka, 
Japan in 1925, and was conscripted into the army at the age of nineteen during 
World War II. His novel SINGULAR REBELLION was published in English in 1986 to
critical acclaim, with the New York Times Review celebrating it for being ‘funny, light
on its feet, and providing exceptional insight into the ways of the Japanese.’ 
Maruya’s translation of James Joyce’s ULYSSES is considered the definitive 
Japanese edition. He lived in Tokyo.
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Maruya, Saiichi. Rain in the Wind: Four Stories. Tokyo. 1990. Kodansha. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0870119400. Translated from the 
Japanese by Dennis Keene. 234 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 14184. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A middle-aged businessman reliving a murderous punch-
up that happened in his youth; a chatterbox bar girl cheerfully describing her 
involvement in a customer’s fantasy life; a novelist puzzling over an obsession with 
tree shadows; and a scholar dabbling irresponsibly in the biography of a famous 
modern poet. This is the rich and varied world into which you are invited, a world of
only half-solved puzzles for its inhabitants: the scholar, for example, discovers a 
tragedy in his own past in place of the impersonal facts he sought; the novelist, in 
his search for the origins of his strange preoccupation, encounters a woman who 
improbably claims to be his mother. It is a world of brilliant surfaces: satirical, at 
times to the point of parody; incisive, at times to the point of cruelty. A world also of 
sudden depths, the mind at last confronting truths it prefers not to acknowledge. 
These two short stories and two novellas (‘Tree Shadows’ was awarded the 1988 
Kawabata Prize) make up the second volume of Maruya’s fiction to appear in 
English. His novel was acclaimed internationally as ‘a superb piece of urban fiction.’
This new collection should serve both to confirm his reputation and to give readers a
better idea of the scope of his writing.

Saiichi Maruya (August 27, 1925-October 13, 2012) was an award-winning and 
highly popular novelist, translator, and critic. He was born in the town of Tsuruoka, 
Japan in 1925, and was conscripted into the army at the age of nineteen during 
World War II. His novel SINGULAR REBELLION was published in English in 1986 to
critical acclaim, with the New York Times Review celebrating it for being ‘funny, light
on its feet, and providing exceptional insight into the ways of the Japanese.’ 
Maruya’s translation of James Joyce’s ULYSSES is considered the definitive 
Japanese edition. He lived in Tokyo
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Maruya, Saiichi. Singular Rebellion. Tokyo. 1986. Kodansha. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0870117637. Translated from the Japanese by Dennis 
Keene. 412 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Hoitsu Sakai. Inventory # 2756.
$17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A brilliant--and internationally acclaimed--novel about a
man abandoning the comforts of middle-aged convention for life with a sexy, 
feckless model half his age, and the company of her grandmother, fresh out of jail 
for murder.

Saiichi Maruya (August 27, 1925-October 13, 2012) was an award-winning and 
highly popular novelist, translator, and critic. He was born in the town of Tsuruoka, 
Japan in 1925, and was conscripted into the army at the age of nineteen during 
World War II. His novel SINGULAR REBELLION was published in English in 1986 to
critical acclaim, with the New York Times Review celebrating it for being ‘funny, light
on its feet, and providing exceptional insight into the ways of the Japanese.’ 
Maruya’s translation of James Joyce’s ULYSSES is considered the definitive 
Japanese edition. He lived in Tokyo.
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Marvell, Andrew. The Selected Poetry of Marvell. New York. 1967. Signet/New 
American Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
Edited By Frank Kermode. 189 pages. paperback. CQ363. Inventory # 29156. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - UNIQUE FEATURES OF THE SELECTED POETRY OF
MARVELL: Features almost the entire canon - political, pastoral, satirical, lyric and 
philosophical - of the great seventeenth - century poet's work. Includes An Horatian
Ode upon Cromwell's Return from Ireland, The First Anniversary of the Government
under 0. C., The Garden, Upon Appleton House, The Nymph Complaining for the 
Death of her Fawn, To his Coy Mistress, Dialogue between the Resolved Soul and
Created Pleasure, The Definition of Love. and the 'Mower' poems. General 
Introduction to the special quality and character of Marvell's poetry by Frank 
Kermode, Professor of English at the University of Bristol, England, and author of 
Romantic Image, John Donne, and The Living Milton. Chronology of Marvell's life. 
Text printed in the clearest, most readable type. Footnotes at the bottom of page 
keyed to the text. Extensive bibliography.

Andrew Marvell (31 March 1621 – 16 August 1678) was an English metaphysical 
poet and politician who sat in the House of Commons at various times between 
1659 and 1678.
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Marx, Karl. On Revolution. New York. 1971. McGraw Hill. 1st Printing. Good in 
Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0070480796. Newly Translated from the German by Saul
K. Padover. The Karl Marx Library series. Jacket design by Roger Ferriter. 
Illustrated and with a complete bibliography and biographical and subject indexes. 
682 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 18939. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The first in a distinguished new series, The Karl Marx 
Library, this volume contains in full all the major and classic Marx works on the 
subject of revolution from the revolutions of 1848 to the Paris Commune - THE 
COMMUNIST MANIFESTO, THE CLASS STRUGGLES IN FRANCE, THE 
EIGHTEEN BRUMAIRE, THE CIVIL WAR IN FRANCE, and articles on revolution in
Spain and Germany. All are edited and annotated from the best modern translations
available. But what gives this collection unique contemporary value for students, 
scholars and general readers is that more than half the volume consists of Professor
Padover’s new translations of letters, journalism and major articles on the 
revolutionary movement, many of them never before published in English. Of special
interest are the letters – to Engels, Proudhon, Liebknecht, the American socialist 
Weydemeyer, and dozens of other men and women of the time, many of them 
friends, family, and close comrades in the revolutionary movement. In addition to 
Marx’s theoretical writings on revolution, this volume includes his practical, specific,
day-to-day comments on men and events.

Karl Marx (5 May 1818 – 14 March 1883) was a German philosopher, economist, 
sociologist, and revolutionary socialist. Marx's work in economics laid the basis for 
much of the current understanding of labour and its relation to capital, and 
subsequent economic thought. He is one of the founders of sociology and social 
science. He published numerous books during his lifetime, the most notable being 
The Communist Manifesto (1848) and Das Kapital (1867–1894).
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Mary Crow Dog (with Richard Erdoes). Lakota Woman. New York. 1990. Grove 
Weidenfeld. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0802111017. 272 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 14189. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Mary Brave Bird grew up fatherless in a one-room cabin,
without running water or electricity, on the Rosebud Indian Reservation in South 
Dakota. Rebelling against the aimless drinking, punishing missionary school, narrow
strictures for women, and violence and hopeless of reservation life, she joined the 
new movement of tribal pride sweeping Native American communities in the sixties
and seventies. Mary eventually married Leonard Crow Dog, the American Indian 
Movement's chief medicine man, who revived the sacred but outlawed Ghost Dance.
Originally published in 1990, Lakota Woman was a national best seller and winner of
the American Book Award. It is a unique document, unparalleled in American Indian
literature, a story of death, of determination against all odds, of the cruelties 
perpetuated against American Indians, and of the Native American struggle for 
rights. Working with Richard Erdoes, one of the twentieth century's leading writers 
on Native American affairs, Brave Bird recounts her difficult upbringing and the path
of her fascinating life. It is a life intertwined with signal events; Mary took part in the
Trail of Broken Treaties, the cross-country protest caravan that ended in Washington
D.C. with the takeover of the Bureau of Indian Affairs building, as well as the 
occupation of Wounded Knee. Lakota Woman is a deeply moving account of one 
woman's triumphant struggle to survive in a hostile world, essential reading for 
anyone interested in Native American life and history.

Mary Brave Bird, also known as Mary Brave Woman Olguin, Mary Crow Dog 
(September 26, 1954 – February 14, 2013) was a Sicangu Lakota writer and activist
who was a member of the American Indian Movement during the 1970s and 
participated in some of their most publicized events, including the Wounded Knee 
Incident when she was 18 years old. Brave Bird lived with her youngest children on 
the Rosebud Indian Reservation, South Dakota. She died in 2013.
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Marzan, Julio. The Spanish American Roots of William Carlos Williams. Austin. 
1994. University Of Texas Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.
Remainder Mark. 0292751605. Foreword by David Ignatow. 288 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 33806. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - William Carlos Williams wrote from an all-encompassing
American vision that recalls the spirit of Walt Whitman. Paradoxically, though, this 
most-American poet sprang from foreign roots--a Puerto Rican mother and a father
who was an English-born Caribbean islander. In this poetically evocative work, Julio
Marzan explores the Latin American roots of Williams' poetry. In particular, he 
focuses on the dualities and contradictions between Williams' public, North 
American persona, 'Bill,' and his private, poetically encrypted Latin persona, 'Carlos.'
He shows how Williams' poetry draws on Latin American and Spanish sources, 
particularly the poetry of Spaniard Luis de Gongora, to encode a Latin subtext in 
poems that ostensibly present a mainstream, Anglo vision. These explorations 
uncover a wealth of complexity in Williams and his poetry. Reflecting the experience
of many immigrants, his life and work embody the unreconcilable desires to 
assimilate and win acceptance in a new land while remaining separate and 
immersed in the beloved culture of one's birth.

As poet Julio Marzan has published two books of poetry, one in English, 
Translations without Originals (I. Reed Books), and one in Spanish Puerta de Tierra.
(U. of Puerto Rico Press) as well as poems translated for his Selected Poems: Luis
Palés Matos (Arte Público Press, 2001) and in Inventing a Word: Twentieth-Century
Puerto Rican Poetry. His poems have appeared in numerous journals, among them,
Parnassus: Poetry in Review, The Massachusetts Review, Tin House, New Letters,
and Harper’s Magazine.
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Masini, Donna. That Kind of Danger. Boston. 1994. Beacon Press. 1st American 
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0807068233. Introduction by Mona Van
Duyn. 106 pages. paperback. Cover: Dennis Farber. Inventory # 33036. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Winner of the 1993 Barnard New Women Poets Prize. 
Stark and sensual, energetic and intimate, That Kind of Danger explores the 
dangers, histories, and passions of the life of the city - from its violences to its 
surprising occasions of beauty. Donna Masini writes frankly, sometimes painfully, 
about sex, about working-class roots and immigrant experience, about the dangers
and failures of family life, the architecture of desire, the dynamics of our erotic lives.
With a driving music and often startling power, these poems are about the way lives
are broken and rebuilt, the layers of history we are often oblivious to, the redemptive
and transforming power of memory and imagination. Urgent, unwavering, this 
provocative debut volume ultimately celebrates the tentative yet joyful moments of 
transcendence and grace that seeing and naming render possible.

Donna Masini is a poet and novelist who was born in Brooklyn and lives in New York
City.
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Mason, Bobbie Ann. In Country. New York. 1985. Harper & Row. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0060154691. 247 pages. hardcover. Signed by the
Author. Jacket illustration by Matt Mahurin. Inventory # 741. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The bestselling novel and deeply affecting story of a 
young girl who comes to terms with her father’s death in Vietnam two decades 
earlier.

Bobbie Ann Mason (born May 1, 1940) is an American novelist, short story writer, 
essayist, and literary critic from Kentucky. With four siblings Mason grew up on her 
family's dairy farm outside of Mayfield, Kentucky. As a child she loved to read, so 
her parents, Wilburn and Christina Mason, always made sure she had books. These
books were mostly popular fiction about the Bobbsey Twins and the Nancy Drew 
mysteries. She would later write a book about these books that she loved to read as
an adolescent titled The Girl Sleuth: A feminist guide to the Bobbsey Twins, Nancy
Drew, and Their Sisters. After high school, Mason went on to major in English at the
University of Kentucky. After graduating in 1962, she took several jobs in New York
City with various movie magazines, writing articles about various stars who were in 
the spotlight. She wrote about Annette Funicello, Troy Donahue, Fabian, and other 
teen stars. She earned her master's degree at the State University of New York at 
Binghamton in 1966. Next she went to graduate school at the University of 
Connecticut, where she subsequently received her Ph.D. in literature with a 
dissertation on Vladimir Nabokov's Ada in 1972. Her dissertation was published in 
paperback form as Nabokov's Garden two years later. By the time she was in her 
later thirties, Bobbie Ann started to write short stories. In 1980 The New Yorker 
published her first story. Mason then went on to write a collection of short stories, 
Shiloh and Other Stories. In 1985 she wrote her first novel, In Country, which 
eventually was made into a feature film. She followed In Country with another novel 
in 1988, Spence and Lila. She has since published several more short story 
collections.
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Mason, Van Wyck. Secret Mission To Bangkok. New York. 1961. Pocket Books. 1st
Pocket Books Paperback Printing. Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 231 pages. 
paperback. 6065. Inventory # 37193. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE REDS WOULD GIVE A SPIRE OFF THE KREMLIN
to lay hands on Dr. Hans Bracht, America's foremost missile genius. And here he 
was on a Bangkok-bound plane with only G-2's Colonel North to guard him. The 
plane's passenger list made North sweat – MARY HOLLBERG, a shapely Fraulein 
who said she was a concert pianist but obviously wasn’t; CHU HOONG, 
multimillionaire manufacturer of Dragon’s Tooth Elixir; LITA NALINE, an exotic, sloe-
eyed film star who developed a sudden affection for Colonel North; BORIS 
SALENKOV, who resembled Stalin in more ways than his mustache; LEX ROSE, a
Hollywood executive and once a card-carrying Commie. Looking at them, Colonel 
North knew that murder would be the least of his troubles.

Francis Van Wyck Mason (November 11, 1901 – August 28, 1978) was an American
historian and novelist. He had a long and prolific career as a writer spanning 50 
years and including 78 published novels, many of which were best sellers and well 
received.
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Massey, Joseph. To Keep Time. Richmond. 2014. Omnidawn Publishing. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781890650971. 6 x 9’. 92 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 41292. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Spare, vivid lyrics on the microclimate of coastal 
California Joseph Massey’s third collection, To Keep Time, limns the microclimate of
coastal Humboldt County, California. These poems live where modern life—radio 
static, a space heater, traffic—collides with the so-called natural world. With spare, 
vivid imagery, Massey builds brilliantly on concerns familiar to readers of his earlier
works. Here ‘The near-silence / rattles me // to attention;’ here the vagaries of 
language itself—what’s been left out as much as what’s been written in—penetrate 
the heart of these stealthy, aching poems. To Keep Time stops the world’s chatter 
for a moment and listens to its loneliness and longing, and hears the grace in the 
relentlessness of days. ‘Massey’s images are so clear, so lucid, so adamantly, 
palpably there, that you begin to wonder if this young man isn’t, in fact, a walking 3D
camera. But the wonder of it is, it isn’t merely the images that so astonish: he’s got 
what I call the ‘Niedecker knack,’ the capacity to bring sharp linguistic play to an 
éclat of exquisite clarity, precision to a blossoming of speech, transcendence to a 
piece of string.’ John Olson, author of Larynx Galaxy: Prose Poems.

Joseph Massey lives in the Pioneer Valley of Massachusetts and is the author of 
Areas of Fog and At the Point, and a dozen chapbooks. His work has appeared in 
various journals, including The Nation, American Poet, Verse; and in the anthologies
Visiting Dr. Williams: Poems Inspired by the Life and Work of William Carlos 
Williams, Haiku in English: The First Hundred Years, and Please Excuse This Poem:
100 New Poems for the Next Generation.
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Masson, Jeffrey Monssaieff. The Assault On Truth: Freud's Suppression of the 
Seduction the ory. New York. 1984. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st Printing. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 0374106428. 308 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Sam Salant. 
Inventory # 5563. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1981, J. M. Masson was fired from his position as 
Projects Director of the Sigmund Freud Archives, shortly after suggesting in a talk in
New Haven that a key theory Freud had developed in 1895 and later repudiated - 
the so- called seduction theory - may have been valid after all. This talk scandalized
the Freudian orthodoxy, as reported in Time, Newsweek, and The New York Times.
Here for the first time are the letters from Freud, long kept from public view, which 
stirred this controversy. On the basis of these letters and other new information 
Masson discovered at the Archives and elsewhere in Europe, he has written a 
devastating and highly controversial exposé of the origins of psychoanalysis. In 
1895, Sigmund Freud formulated what was perhaps his most profound theory: that 
emotional disturbances in adults stem from actual early traumatic experiences, the 
knowledge of which has been repressed. But Freud eventually renounced this 
theory in favor of a new view, that his women patients had ‘fantasized’ their early 
memories of rape and seduction—a view on which the whole of the budding science
of psychoanalysis would be based. Masson makes available previously unpublished
letters from Freud to his closest friend, Wilhelm Fliess, which reveal that Freud had
grave doubts about abandoning the ‘seduction theory.’ Masson discovered that not 
only had Freud read the contemporary literature documenting the high incidence of 
sexual abuse of children, he had in all likelihood witnessed autopsies of children 
who had been raped and murdered. That he abandoned his seduction theory, 
Masson argues, was a failure of courage rather than a clinical or theoretical insight.
As a result, most psychiatrists and psychoanalysts have in effect been reluctant to 
trust the memories of their patients, women in particular, about the traumas they 
experienced in childhood.

Jeffrey Moussaieff Masson (born March 28, 1941 as Jeffrey Lloyd Masson) is an 
American author best known for his conclusions about Sigmund Freud and 
psychoanalysis.
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Masson, Jeffrey Moussaieff. Lost Prince: The Unsolved Mystery of Kaspar Hauser.
New York. 1996. Free Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684822962. 
254 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Tom Stvan. Inventory # 21891. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Kept in a dungeon for his entire childhood, Kaspar 
Hauser turned up in Nuremberg in 1828 when he was sixteen, barely able to talk or
walk, a ‘wild child.’ Within a few years, his gentleness, simplicity, and profundity 
captured the interest of all Europe. Hauser was murdered just a few years later, in 
1833. Who was Kaspar Hauser? Was he German royalty as many have believed?
Why was he kept in a dungeon all those years, and who murdered him? Jeffrey 
Masson, whose work on the reality of child abuse in Freud’s time created an 
explosion in the world of psychoanalysis, has discovered the earliest document on 
the Kaspar Hauser story - Georg Friedrich Daumer’s notes of Kaspar Hauser’s first 
two years in Daumer’s house, long thought to be lost. On the basis of these notes 
and other documents, some previously unpublished, Masson provides the first 
complete English translation of one of the great works of German literature, Anselm
von Feuerbach’s story of Kaspar Hauser. Along with this translation, Masson 
includes a lengthy essay in which he explores many of the fascinating issues raised
by the case. In this essay, Masson not only sheds light on Kaspar Hauser’s identity
and murder, but also provides new insights concerning language development, 
man’s innate nature, and the long-term effects of trauma and abuse.

Jeffrey Moussaieff Masson (born March 28, 1941 as Jeffrey Lloyd Masson) is an 
American author. Masson is best known for his conclusions about Sigmund Freud 
and psychoanalysis. In his book The Assault on Truth, Masson argues that Freud 
may have abandoned his seduction theory because he feared that granting the truth
of his female patients' claims (that they had been sexually abused) would hinder the
acceptance of his psychoanalytic methods. Masson is a vegan and has written 
about animal rights. Most of his books since 1997 are about animals.
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Massumi, Brian (editor). The Politics of Everyday Fear. Minneapolis. 1993. 
University of Minnesota Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0816621632. 336 pages. paperback. Cover illustration by Robert Prenovault. Cover
design by Tara Christopherson. Inventory # 40698. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The contemporary consumer is bombarded with fear-
inducing images and information. This media shower of imagery is equaled only by 
the sheer quantity of fear, assuaging products offered for our consumption. THE 
POLITICS OF EVERYDAY FEAR addresses questions raised by the saturation of 
social space by capitalized fear. Emphasizing the relatively neglected domain of 
what might be called ‘ambient’ fear - continually rekindled, low-level fear that 
insinuates itself into people s daily routine, subtly reshaping their lives - THE 
POLITICS OF EVERYDAY FEAR approaches fear less as a psychological fixation 
than as a fluid mechanism for the social control order of late capitalism. The aim of 
the contributors, including Kathy Acker, Guillermo Gomez-Peña, and Charles 
Manson, is as much to enact fear as to analyze it. If fear is the enemy that is us, 
there is no way around it. The only way out is through. BRIAN MASSUMI is 
associate professor in literature program at McGill University. He is the author and 
translator of numerous books and has written many essays on contemporary 
discourses.

Brian Massumi (born 1956) is a Canadian philosopher and social theorist. 
Massumi's research spans the fields of art, architecture, cultural studies, political 
theory and philosophy. His work explores the intersection between power, 
perception, and creativity to develop an approach to thought and social action 
bridging the aesthetic and political domains. He is a retired professor in the 
Communications Department of the Université de Montréal.
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Masters, Roger D. Fortune Is a River: Leonardo da Vinci and Niccolo Machiavelli's
Magnificent Dream To Change the Course of Florentine History. New York. 1998. 
Free Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684844524. 278 pages. 
hardcover. Cover: Museo di Firenze Com'era,Florence,Italy/Tom Stvan. Inventory #
25416. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Few people know that Leonardo da Vinci and Niccolo 
Machiavelli crossed paths when Leonardo worked - ostensibly as an engineer, 
possibly as a spy - in Cesare Borgia's court and Machiavelli was Florence's 
ambassador there. Soon thereafter, they formed a friendship and an alliance. 
Astonishingly, during the rich first decade of the sixteenth century, the pair joined 
together under the inspiration of one of Leonardo's most fantastic dreams: to build a
system of canals that would make the Arno River navigable from Florence to the 
sea. Under Machiavelli's supervision, the Florentine government tried - and 
ultimately failed - to realize a portion of this plan in 1504. Roger Masters's account of
the friendship between two of history's greatest geniuses starts with this tale of a 
magnificent lost dream and spirals outward to the art, politics, intrigue, and sexual 
scandals of Florence. Leonardo's preoccupation with the Arno project explains many
of the tantalizing mysteries of his work. It is the reason for the startling bird's-eye 
view of the valley in the background of the Mona Lisa; it is part and parcel of both his
obsession, in the Notebooks, with understanding the dynamics of water, and his 
work on canals and swamp drainage in Milan, Rome, and France. As for 
Machiavelli, were it not for his time spent in prison, he might never have been 
compelled to write The Prince. Fortune Is a River is at once a study of genius and a
rich and delightful introduction to the wonders of the Renaissance.

Roger Davis Masters studied at Harvard, served in the U.S. Army and completed his
M.A. and Ph.D. at the University of Chicago. After teaching at Yale, he has been on 
the faculty at Dartmouth College as well as Cultural Attaché at the American 
Embassy in Paris.
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Mastretta, Angeles. Lovesick. New York. 1997. Riverhead Books. Uncorrected 
Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 1573220620. Translated from the Spanish by 
Margaret Sayers Peden. 292 pages. paperback. Inventory # 23701. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A charmed young woman with the good fortune to have 
been born into a privileged, freethinking class of fin-de-siecle Puebla society, Emilia
Sauri is the product of a family of progressive eccentrics: Diego, her father, is a 
Mayan curandero equally fluent in his knowledge of folk remedies and European 
medicine, and possessed of an incurable addiction to armchair politics; Josefa, her
mother, is Diego's perfect counterpart - a devoted wife with a passion for the novels
of Zola, an aversion to politics, and a soup to cure every form of emotional distress;
and her aunt, Milagros, is a beautiful, fiery radical who leaves a string of heartbroken
lovers in her wake rather than relinquish an ounce of her prized independence. It is
Milagros, most of all, who schools Emilia in the way of the world, the art of politics, 
and the wars of the heart. Emilia's heart is captured early on by her childhood 
playmate Daniel Cuenca - Milagros's godson and the son of a gentlemanly doctor 
whose weekly salons provide genteel covers for Puebla's activists and intellectuals.
As his country is drawn into a civil war, Daniel heeds the call of his party and takes 
off after whomever he believes the most promising leader of the moment, beginning
a series of brutal partings and passionate reunions that leave Emilia feeling 
abandoned, angry, and in spite of herself, ever more ardent. Emilia discovers her 
own gift for healing and pursues the study of medicine, learning the mysterious 
science of herbs in her father's apothecary, apprenticing with Dr. Cuenca, and later,
traveling north to Chicago to receive her formal training. It is during one of Daniel's 
prolonged absences that Emilia meets Antonio Zavalza, a physician who returns to
Puebla to open a small hospital with his inherited wealth. Working side by side, 
Emilia and Dr. Zavalza fall in love, to no one's surprise, as Zavalza has been smitten
with Emilia since he first heard the sound of her voice and has been a patient and 
steadfast suitor.

Ángeles Mastretta (born October 9, 1949, in Puebla) is a Mexican author and 
journalist. She is well known for creating inspirational female characters and fictional
pieces that reflect the social and political realities of Mexico in her life.
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Masur, Harold Q. Suddenly a Corpse. New York. 1950. Pocket Books. 1st Bantam 
Paperback Edition. Good in Wrappers. 225 pages. paperback. 704. Front cover 
illustration by Barye Phillips. Inventory # 41516. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘TROUBLE came to my door when the fat man with the 
frightened eyes entered my life and simultaneously departed from his own. My 
doorbell rang. I went to the door and pulled it open. The fat man leaned toward me 
and I jumped back in alarm. He crump led to the floor. I looked down and saw the 
hole in his back. It was still leaking.’ Scott Jordan had a corpse on his doorstep and
a big case on his hands. Add to this a pulchritudinous shoplifter, a sultry private 
nurse, a jealous racketeer and a husband seeking revenge and you have a mad 
marathon of mayhem and murder.

Harold Q. Masur (January 29, 1909 New York City - September 16, 2005 Boca 
Raton, Florida) was an American lawyer and author of mystery novels. He 
graduated from the New York University School of Law in 1934 and practiced law 
between 1935 and 1942. Then he joined the U.S. Air Force. In the late 30s he 
started writing Pulp Fiction. In 1973 he was President of the Mystery Writers of 
America.
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Matera, Lia. Last Chants: A Willa Jansson Mystery. New York. 1996. Simon & 
Schuster. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684810859. 255 pages. 
hardcover. 0684810859. Inventory # 22335. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Attorney Willa Jansson is on her way to a new job at a 
firm specializing in very-nineties multimedia law. Battling rush-hour foot traffic on her
way to her first day on the new job, Willa is sidetracked by the spectacle of a close, 
longtime family friend brandishing a gun on the street. She knows Arthur Kenna, the
famous mythology scholar, too well to believe he means any harm, so when she 
spots a policeman running to arrest him, Willa acts on her instinct to 'rescue' him. 
Pretending to be Arthur's hostage, Willa engineers their getaway through San 
Francisco's Financial District. Arthur explains to Willa that a passerby had pressed 
the gun into his hand, but she knows the police aren't likely to believe him, especially
now that they think she's been taken hostage. And if they discover Willa is Arthur's 
friend, she'll no doubt be arrested as well. Worse, when a body turns up later the 
same morning and the police consider Arthur a prime suspect, to Willa's chagrin she
and Arthur are forced to hide out in the mountain cabin of her old flame, Edward 
Hershey. Realizing that their only way out of hiding is to figure out who actually is 
responsible for the murder, Willa and Arthur enter a bizarre netherworld in which 
they meet high-tech software designers who claim that the murder victim was 
helping to develop a cybernetic shaman. or was he performing shamanic psychiatry
on a real computer nut? Barely eluding the police, Willa must cope with the 'demigod
Pan,' survivalists in ersatz Indian abodes, and a host of other forest eccentrics - 
some of whom may be computer spies. and one of whom is about to kill again.

Lia Matera is a graduate of Hastings College of the Law, where she was editor in 
chief of the Constitutional Law Quarterly. She was also a Teaching Fellow at 
Stanford Law School before becoming a full-time writer of legal mysteries. Prior 
Convictions and A Radical Departure were nominated for Edgar Allan Poe awards. 
The Good Fight and Where Lawyers Fear to Tread were nominated for Anthony and
Macavity Awards. She has written nine novels, including the critically acclaimed 
Face Value. Matera lives in Santa Cruz, California.
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Mathabane, Mark. Miriam's Song: A Memoir By Miriam Mathabane As Told To Mark
Mathabane. New York. 2000. Simon & Schuster. Advance Uncorrected Proof. Very
Good in Wrappers. 0684833034. 315 pages. paperback. Inventory # 27613. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Mark Mathabane first came to prominence with the 
publication of Kaffir Boy, which became a New York Times bestseller. His story of 
growing up in South Africa was one of the most riveting accounts of life under 
apartheid. Mathabane's newest book, Miriam's Song, is the story of Mark's sister, 
who was left behind in South Africa. It is the gripping tale of a woman - 
representative of an entire generation - who came of age amid the violence and 
rebellion of the 1980s and finally saw the destruction of apartheid and the birth of a 
new, democratic South Africa. Mathabane writes in Miriam's voice based on stories
she told him, but he has re-created her unforgettable experience as only someone 
who also lived through it could. The immediacy of the hardships that brother and 
sister endured - from daily school beatings to overwhelming poverty - is balanced by
the beauty of their childhood observations and the true affection that they have for 
each other.

Mark Mathabane (born Johannes Mathabane, 18 October 1960) is a South African 
author, lecturer, and a former collegiate tennis player and college professor.
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Mathabane, Mark. Miriam's Song: A Memoir By Miriam Mathabane As Told To Mark
Mathabane. New York. 2000. Simon & Schuster. 1st American Edition. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 0684833034. 315 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 27921. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Mark Mathabane first came to prominence with the 
publication of Kaffir Boy, which became a New York Times bestseller. His story of 
growing up in South Africa was one of the most riveting accounts of life under 
apartheid. Mathabane's newest book, Miriam's Song, is the story of Mark's sister, 
who was left behind in South Africa. It is the gripping tale of a woman - 
representative of an entire generation - who came of age amid the violence and 
rebellion of the 1980s and finally saw the destruction of apartheid and the birth of a 
new, democratic South Africa. Mathabane writes in Miriam's voice based on stories
she told him, but he has re-created her unforgettable experience as only someone 
who also lived through it could. The immediacy of the hardships that brother and 
sister endured - from daily school beatings to overwhelming poverty - is balanced by
the beauty of their childhood observations and the true affection that they have for 
each other.

Mark Mathabane (born Johannes Mathabane, 18 October 1960) is a South African 
author, lecturer, and a former collegiate tennis player and college professor.
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Matthews, Greg. Little Red Rooster. New York. 1987. New American Library. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0453005365. 247 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design: Susan Bissett. Inventory # 8067. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this coming-of-age novel fifteen-year-old Burris 
Weems from suburban Indiana decides to dictate his secret thoughts into a stolen 
tape recorder. For the most part, his entries are a litany of what is wrong with the 
world in general and Burris in particular. He is short, he limps, he failed every 
subject last semester, he shares a tiny house with his chain-smoking mother and 
sister, and his sex-life is nonexistent. Things pick up for Burris when he gets a 
summer job stacking cartons and is befriended by a co-worker, Lee and others. The
suicide of one of his new friends sends Burris on a funny and harrowing roadtrip 
across the U.S.

GREG MATTHEWS is an Australian-born writer who has distinguished himself as a
unique and compelling voice in contemporary fiction. He is the author of the critically
acclaimed novels The Further Adventures of Huckleberry Finn and Heart of the 
Country. He currently makes his home in Indiana.
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Matthews, Greg. Little Red Rooster (DUSTJACKET ONLY). New York. 1987. New 
American Library. Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0453005365. 
DUSTJACKET ONLY. Jacket design: Susan Bissett. Inventory #  44264. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET
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Matthews, Greg. The Gold Flake Hydrant (DUSTJACKET ONLY). New York. 1988.
New American Library. Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket. DUSTJACKET ONLY.
Inventory #  44265. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET
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Matthews, Rupert O. Tropical Rainforests of the World. Godalming. 1990. Ted 
Smart/BookPeople. 1st Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 
0856130185. 192 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 30371. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A photographic look at the rainforest of the world.

Rupert Matthews has written over 170 books, appearing on television and radio as a
presenter and consultant. These have mostly been on history or military subjects, 
though in recent years he has been writing about ghosts, cryptozoology, UFOs and
other paranormal subjects.
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Matthiessen, Peter and Porter, Eliot. The Tree Where Man Was Born. New York. 
1972. Dutton. 1st Edition. Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0525222650. Photos by
Eliot Porter. 247 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 1900. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this classic volume, Matthiessen exquisitely combines
both nature and travel writing to bring East Africa to vivid life. He skillfully portrays 
the daily lives of herdsmen and hunter-gatherers; the drama of the predator kills; the
hundreds of exotic animals; the breathtaking landscapes; and the area's turbulent 
natural, political, and social histories.

Peter Matthiessen (May 22, 1927 – April 5, 2014), born in New York City) was a two-
time National Book Award-winning American novelist and nonfiction writer as well as
an environmental activist. Eliot Furness Porter (December 6, 1901 – November 2, 
1990) was an American photographer best known for his color photographs of 
nature.
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Matthiessen, Peter. African Silences. New York. 1991. Random House. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679400214. 225 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 5138. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - African Silences is a powerful and sobering account of 
the cataclysmic depredation of the African landscape and its wildlife. In this critically
acclaimed work Peter Matthiessen explores new terrain on a continent he has 
written about in two previous books, A Tree Where Man Was Born -- nominated for 
the National Book Award -- and Sand Rivers. Through his eyes we see elephants, 
white rhinos, gorillas, and other endangered creatures of the wild. We share the 
drama of the journeys themselves, including a hazardous crossing of the continent 
in a light plane. And along the way, we learn of the human lives oppressed by 
bankrupt political regimes and economies, and threatened by the slow ecological 
catastrophe to which they have only begun to awaken.

Peter Matthiessen (May 22, 1927 – April 5, 2014), born in New York City) was a two-
time National Book Award-winning American novelist and nonfiction writer as well as
an environmental activist.
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Matthiessen, Peter. At Play in the Fields of the Lord. New York. 1965. Random 
House. 1st Printing. Trace Of Removed Bookplate On Front Free Endpaper, 
Otherwise Very Good in Worn & Tape-Repaired Dustjacket. 373 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 3263. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Set in the South American jungle, this thriller follows the
clash between two misplaced gringos--one who has come to convert the Indians to
Christianity, and one who has been hired to kill them.

Peter Matthiessen (May 22, 1927 – April 5, 2014), born in New York City) was a two-
time National Book Award-winning American novelist and nonfiction writer as well as
an environmental activist.
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Matthiessen, Peter. Blue Meridian. New York. 1971. Random House. 1st Edition. 
Very Good in Worn Dustjacket With Some Tears & A Few Small Pieces Missing. 
0394462165. 204 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 189. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Bestselling author Peter Matthiessen takes readers on 
an expedition to find the most dangerous predator on Earth--the legendary great 
white shark. On a trek that lasts 17 months and takes him from the Caribbean to the
whaling grounds off South Africa, across the Indian Ocean to the South Australian 
coast, Matthiessen records the beauties of strange seas and landscapes and 
encounters with sharks and other sea life. of photos.

Peter Matthiessen (May 22, 1927 – April 5, 2014), born in New York City) was a two-
time National Book Award-winning American novelist and nonfiction writer as well as
an environmental activist.
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Matthiessen, Peter. Bone By Bone. New York. 1999. Random House. 1st Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0375501029. 410 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 26636. 
$15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Bone by Bone, Peter Matthiessen speaks in the 
extraordinary voice of the enigmatic and dangerous E. J. Watson, whom we first 
saw, obliquely, through the eyes of his early twentieth-century Everglades 
community in Killing Mister Watson. This astonishing new novel, calling to account 
the violence, virulent racism, and destruction of the land that fueled the so-called 
American Dream, points an accusing finger straight into the burning eyes of Uncle 
Sam. Here is the bloodied child of the Civil War and Reconstruction who dreams of 
recovering the family plantation. He becomes the gifted cane planter nearing 
success on a wilderness river when he gives in fatally to his accumulating demons.
Powerfully imagined, prodigiously detailed, Bone by Bone is a literary tour de force 
as bold and ambitious as Watson himself. 'Like a true tragic figure, [Watson] knows
and understands; he does not wriggle to save his own skin,' said The New York 
Times. 'This is a work of genuine dignity.' 'Watson's voice is an artistic triumph. .
[Bone by Bone] may well come to be regarded as a classic.' --San Francisco 
Chronicle Book Review.

Peter Matthiessen (May 22, 1927 – April 5, 2014), born in New York City) was a two-
time National Book Award-winning American novelist and nonfiction writer as well as
an environmental activist.
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Matthiessen, Peter. In the Spirit of Crazy Horse. New York. 1983. Viking Press. 1st
Edition. Bottom Corners Rubbed, Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670397024.
628 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 22971. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A look at the events surrounding the incarceration of 
native American activist Leonard Peltier elucidates the traditional Indian concept of 
the sacred inviolability of the earth and presents new evidence supporting Peltier's 
claims of innocence, arguing for a new trial.

Peter Matthiessen (May 22, 1927 – April 5, 2014), born in New York City) was a two-
time National Book Award-winning American novelist and nonfiction writer as well as
an environmental activist.
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Matthiessen, Peter. In the Spirit of Crazy Horse. New York. 1991. Viking Press. 1st
Printing of This New Edition With A New Epilogue By The Author. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0670836176. 645 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 15404. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - On a hot June morning in 1975, a fatal shoot-out took 
place between FBI agents and American Indians on a remote property near 
Wounded Knee, South Dakota. Four members of the American Indian Movement 
were indicted on murder charges for the deaths of two federal agents killed that day.
Leonard Peltier, the only one to be convicted, is now serving consecutive life 
sentences in a federal penitentiary. Behind this violent chain of events lie issues of 
great complexity and profound historical resonance. In this controversial book, Peter
Matthiessen brilliantly explicates the larger issues behind the shoot-out, including 
the Lakota Indians' historical struggle with the U.S. government, from Red Cloud's 
war and Little Big Horn in the nineteenth century to the shameful discrimination that 
led to the new Indian wars of 1970s.

Peter Matthiessen (May 22, 1927 – April 5, 2014), born in New York City) was a two-
time National Book Award-winning American novelist and nonfiction writer as well as
an environmental activist.
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Matthiessen, Peter. Indian Country. New York. 1984. Viking Press. 1st Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0670397873. 320 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 5579. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An exploration of the encroachment of whites on the 
sacred grounds of the native Americans discusses such tribes as the Miccosukee, 
Hopi, Cherokee, Mohawk, Urok, Karuk, Lakota, Chumsah, Paiute, Shoshone, Ute, 
and Navajo.

Peter Matthiessen (May 22, 1927 – April 5, 2014), born in New York City) was a two-
time National Book Award-winning American novelist and nonfiction writer as well as
an environmental activist.
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Matthiessen, Peter. Killing Mister Watson. New York. 1990. Random House. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394554000. 327 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
14361. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Drawn from fragments of historical fact, Matthiessen's 
masterpiece brilliantly depicts the fortunes and misfortunes of Edgar J. Watson, a 
real-life entrepreneur and outlaw who appeared in the lawless Florida Everglades 
around the turn of the century.

Peter Matthiessen (May 22, 1927 – April 5, 2014), born in New York City) was a two-
time National Book Award-winning American novelist and nonfiction writer as well as
an environmental activist.
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Matthiessen, Peter. Lost Man's River. New York. 1997. Random House. 1st Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679403779. 539 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 24511. 
$15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The second novel in Peter Matthiessen's Watson trilogy,
a project that has been nearly twenty years in the writing. A story of epic scope and
ambition, Lost Man's River confronts the primal relationship between a dangerous 
father and his desperate sons and the ways in which his death has shaped their 
lives. Lucius Watson is obsessed with learning the truth about his father. Who was 
E. J. Watson? Was he a devoted family man, an inspired farmer, a man of progress
and vision? Or was he a cold-blooded murderer and amoral opportunist? Were his 
neighbors driven to kill him out of fear? Or was it envy? And if Watson was a killer, 
should the neighbors fear the obsessed Lucius when he returns to live among them
and ask questions? The characters in this tale are men and women molded by the 
harsh elements of the Florida Everglades-an isolated breed, descendants of 
renegades and pioneers, who have only their grit, instinct, and tradition to wield 
against the obliterating forces of twentieth-century progress: Speck Daniels, 
moonshiner and alligator poacher turned gunrunner; Sally Brown, who struggles to 
escape the racism and shame of her local family; R. B. Collins, known as Chicken,
crippled by drink and rage, who is the custodian of Watson secrets; Watson Dyer, 
the unacknowledged namesake with designs on the remote Watson homestead 
hidden in the wild rivers; and Henry Short, a black man and unwilling member of the
group of armed island men who awaited E. J. Watson in the silent twilight. Only a 
storyteller of Peter Matthiessen's dazzling artistry could capture the beauty and 
strangeness of life on this lawless frontier while probing deeply into its underlying 
tragedy: the brutal destruction of the land in the name of progress, and the racism 
that infects the heart of New World history.

Peter Matthiessen (May 22, 1927 – April 5, 2014), born in New York City) was a two-
time National Book Award-winning American novelist and nonfiction writer as well as
an environmental activist.
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Matthiessen, Peter. On the River Styx and Other Stories. New York. 1989. Random
House. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394553993. 208 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 11841. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The first collection of Peter Matthiessen's stories spans 
the entire career of the writer. These works brilliantly showcase more than three 
decades of the inimitable writing of one of the most distinctive and important literary
voices of our time.

Peter Matthiessen (May 22, 1927 – April 5, 2014), born in New York City) was a two-
time National Book Award-winning American novelist and nonfiction writer as well as
an environmental activist.
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Matthiessen, Peter. Partisans. New York. 1955. Viking Press. 1st Edition. Very 
Good. No Dustjacket. 206 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 5574. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A novel of partisan politics in Paris in the early 1950s and
loosely based on Matthiessen's own brief experience with the CIA, in which he was
asked to keep tabs on a young French communist leader during the period when 
Matthiessen was living in Paris and co-founded the Paris Review.

Peter Matthiessen (May 22, 1927 – April 5, 2014), born in New York City) was a two-
time National Book Award-winning American novelist and nonfiction writer as well as
an environmental activist.
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Matthiessen, Peter. Race Rock. New York. 1954. Harper & Brothers. 1st Edition. 
Very Good.No Dustjacket. 306 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 390. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The author’s first novel, published just after he returned 
from Paris, where he helped found the Paris Review. Race Rock follows the exploits
and moral degeneration of four young New Englanders.

Peter Matthiessen (May 22, 1927 – April 5, 2014), born in New York City) was a two-
time National Book Award-winning American novelist and nonfiction writer as well as
an environmental activist.
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Matthiessen, Peter. Raditzer. New York. 1961. Viking Press. 1st Edition. Very Good
in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 152 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 5575. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Technically Matthiessen's neatest explication of 
character occurs in RADITZER. The figure who gives his name to the book is a 
passive-aggressive, physically weak and socially a parasite, yet able to strike 
through the mask of civilized respectability and mastery to reveal in those he 
victimizes a deep-seated guilt and bewildering remorse. The kinship Raditzer insists
he shares with the respectable Navy men whose tenuous security he undermines 
conveys, as in RACE ROCK, Matthiessen's perception of the split between thought
and action that manifests itself in the indecisiveness of American men. The tight 
narrative construction enforcing psychological parallels goes beyond the earlier 
novel, however, making it evident in RADITZER through the substance of style that 
the leading characters of the book amalgamate into a general type.’ -John M. Reilly.

Peter Matthiessen (May 22, 1927 – April 5, 2014), born in New York City) was a two-
time National Book Award-winning American novelist and nonfiction writer as well as
an environmental activist.
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Matthiessen, Peter. The Cloud Forest. New York. 1961. Viking Press. 1st Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 280 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 5576. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Peter Matthiessen crisscrossed 10,000 miles of the 
South American wilderness, from the Amazon rain forests to Machu Picchu, high in 
the Andes, down to Tierra del Fuego and back. He followed the trails of old 
explorers, encountered river bandits, wild tribesmen, and the evidence of ancient 
ruins, and discovered fossils in the depths of the Peruvian jungle. THE CLOUD 
FOREST is his incisive, wry report of his expedition into this vast world to the south.

Peter Matthiessen (May 22, 1927 – April 5, 2014), born in New York City) was a two-
time National Book Award-winning American novelist and nonfiction writer as well as
an environmental activist.
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Matthiessen, Peter. The Cloud Forest (DUSTJACKET ONLY). New York. 1961. 
Viking Press. Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 280 pages. DUSTJACKET 
ONLY. Jacket design by Jean Zallinger. Inventory # 42139. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET
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Matthiessen, Peter. Under the Mountain Wall. New York. 1962. Viking Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Scuffed & Price-Clipped Dustjacket. 256 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Chermayeff & Geismar Associates. Inventory #
5577. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the Baliem Valley in central New Guinea lived a Stone
Age tribe which survived into the twentieth century - the Kurelu. Matthiessen joined 
the Harvard-Peabody Expedition of 1961which set out to study the tribe as 
unobtrusively as possible, living among the Kurelu for two seasons. The result was 
this classic account, not of the expedition but of a lost culture; the Kurelu's timeless 
rhythms of work and play, of warriorship, feasting and funerals. In Under the 
Mountain Wall Matthiessen illuminates the lives of the Kurelu's with respect and 
sympathy, capturing a culture untouched by civilisation and vanishing along with the
wilderness lying beneath the dramatic peaks of the Snow Mountains.

Peter Matthiessen (May 22, 1927 – April 5, 2014), born in New York City) was a two-
time National Book Award-winning American novelist and nonfiction writer as well as
an environmental activist.
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Mattison, Chris. Frogs and Toads of the World. Princeton. 2011. Princeton 
University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With
A Small Tear On The Front Cover. 9780691149684. 200 color photos. 192 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 14617. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A COMPREHENSIVE PHOTOGRAPHIC GUIDE TO 
THE WORLD’S FROGS AND TOADS. With nearly 6,000 species currently 
identified, frogs and toads are the most familiar and abundant amphibians on the 
planet. Frogs and Toads of the World is a comprehensive guide to the natural 
history of this large and diverse group of creatures. Stunningly illustrated throughout
with 200 color photographs, this one-of-a-kind book traces the evolution and 
classification of frogs and toads, providing detailed information about each of the 49
unique families and highlighting distinctive and notable species. It vividly describes 
their remarkable diversity in shape, color, and markings; anatomy and development;
life cycle; habitats; the various methods they use to attract mates and hunt for food;
and the physiological and behavioral tricks they use to survive and thrive around the
world. This indispensable guide also explores frogs’ interaction with humans, from 
modern-day collection for the meat trade, scientific research, and the trade in exotic
pets to how their survival is being threatened by habitat destruction, climate change,
and disease. FEATURES - A comprehensive guide to the natural history of frogs 
and toads; Features 200 stunning color photographs; Covers each of the 49 unique 
frog families; Describes anatomy, life cycle, habitats, survival tricks, and more.

Chris Mattison is a natural history writer and photographer who specializes in 
reptiles and amphibians. His many books include The New Encyclopedia of Snakes
(Princeton). His photography regularly appears in books and magazines throughout 
the world.
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Matto de Turner, Clorinda. Torn From the Nest. New York. 1998. Oxford University
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0195110056. Edited & With A
Foreword and Chronology by Antonio Cornejo Polar. Translated from the Spanish by
John H. R. Polt. Library of Latin America series. 174 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Kathleen M. Lynch. Jacket painting by Johann Rugendas, 'View in the 
Environs of Lima.'. Inventory # 29466. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this tragic tale, Clorinda Matto de Turner explores the 
relationship between the landed gentry and the indigenous peoples of the Andean 
mountain communities. While unfolding as a love story rife with secrets and dashed
hopes, Torn from the Nest in fact reveals a deep and destructive class disparity, and
criticizes the Catholic clergy for blatant corruption. When Lucia and Don Fernando 
Mann settle in the small hamlet of Killac, the young couple become advocates for 
the local Indians who are being exploited and oppressed by their priest and governor
and by the gentry allied with these two. Considered meddling outsiders, the couple
meet violent resistance from the village leaders, who orchestrate an assault on their
house and pursue devious and unfair schemes to keep the Indians subjugated. After
a romance blossoms between a member of the gentry and the peasant girl that 
Lucia and Don Fernando have adopted, a dreadful secret prevents their marriage 
and brings to a climax the novel’s exposure of degradation. TORN FROM THE 
NEST was first published in Peru in 1889 amidst much enthusiasm and outrage. 
This fresh translation-the first since 1904-preserves one of Peru’s most distinctive 
and compelling voices. Clorinda Matto de Turner was a major literary figure in 
nineteenth-century Peru. She was a crucial figure in the shift from Romanticism to 
Naturalism in Peru.

Clorinda Matto de Turner (11 September 1852 in Cusco – 25 October 1909) was a 
Peruvian writer who lived during the early years of Latin American independence. 
Her own independence inspired women throughout the region as her writings 
sparked controversy in her own culture.
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Maugham, W. Somerset. Cakes and Ale. Garden City. 1930. Doubleday Doran. 1st
American Edition. Previous Owner's Name in Front & Slightly Cocked Spine,
Otherwise Good.No Dustjacket. 308 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 1760. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Cakes and Ale is a delicious satire of London literary 
society between the Wars. Social climber Alroy Kear is flattered when he is selected
by Edward Driffield’s wife to pen the official biography of her lionized novelist 
husband, and determined to write a bestseller. But then Kear discovers the great 
novelist’s voluptuous muse (and unlikely first wife), Rosie. The lively, loving heroine
once gave Driffield enough material to last a lifetime, but now her memory casts an
embarrassing shadow over his career and respectable image. Wise, witty, deeply 
satisfying, Cakes and Ale is Maugham at his best.

William Somerset Maugham CH (25 January 1874 – 16 December 1965) was a 
British playwright, novelist and short story writer. He was among the most popular 
writers of his era and reputedly the highest paid author during the 1930s. After losing
both his parents by the age of 10, Maugham was raised by a paternal uncle who 
was emotionally cold. Not wanting to become a lawyer like other men in his family,
Maugham eventually trained and qualified as a medical doctor (physician). The first 
run of his first novel, Liza of Lambeth (1897), sold out so rapidly that Maugham gave
up medicine to write full-time. During the First World War, he served with the Red 
Cross and in the ambulance corps, before being recruited in 1916 into the British 
Secret Intelligence Service, for which he worked in Switzerland and Russia before 
the October Revolution of 1917. During and after the war, he travelled in India and 
Southeast Asia; all of these experiences were reflected in later short stories and 
novels.
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Maugham, W. Somerset. For Services Rendered: A Play in 3 Acts. Garden City. 
1933. Doubleday Doran & Company. 1st American Edition. Very Good. No 
Dustjacket. 87 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 16997. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - FOR SERVICES RENDERED is a play that lays bare the
horror, futility and misery of the First World War.

William Somerset Maugham CH (25 January 1874 – 16 December 1965) was a 
British playwright, novelist and short story writer. He was among the most popular 
writers of his era and reputedly the highest paid author during the 1930s. After losing
both his parents by the age of 10, Maugham was raised by a paternal uncle who 
was emotionally cold. Not wanting to become a lawyer like other men in his family,
Maugham eventually trained and qualified as a medical doctor (physician). The first 
run of his first novel, Liza of Lambeth (1897), sold out so rapidly that Maugham gave
up medicine to write full-time. During the First World War, he served with the Red 
Cross and in the ambulance corps, before being recruited in 1916 into the British 
Secret Intelligence Service, for which he worked in Switzerland and Russia before 
the October Revolution of 1917. During and after the war, he travelled in India and 
Southeast Asia; all of these experiences were reflected in later short stories and 
novels.
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Maugham, W. Somerset. The Mixture As Before. New York. 1940. Doubleday 
Doran. 1st American Edition. Very Good. No Dustjacket. 310 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 12273. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A collection of ten short stories by one of the 20th 
century's most accomplished and elegant tellers, including two fine psychological 
horror stories: ‘Lord Mountdrago’ and ‘An Official Position.’ STORIES INCLUDE: 
The Three Fat Women of Antibes, A Man With A Conscience, The Treasure, The 
Lotus Eater, The Lion's Skin, Lord Mountdrago, Gigolo and Gigolette, The Voice of 
the Turtle, An Official Position, The Facts of Life.

William Somerset Maugham CH (25 January 1874 – 16 December 1965) was a 
British playwright, novelist and short story writer. He was among the most popular 
writers of his era and reputedly the highest paid author during the 1930s. After losing
both his parents by the age of 10, Maugham was raised by a paternal uncle who 
was emotionally cold. Not wanting to become a lawyer like other men in his family,
Maugham eventually trained and qualified as a medical doctor (physician). The first 
run of his first novel, Liza of Lambeth (1897), sold out so rapidly that Maugham gave
up medicine to write full-time. During the First World War, he served with the Red 
Cross and in the ambulance corps, before being recruited in 1916 into the British 
Secret Intelligence Service, for which he worked in Switzerland and Russia before 
the October Revolution of 1917. During and after the war, he travelled in India and 
Southeast Asia; all of these experiences were reflected in later short stories and 
novels.keywords
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Maupassant, Guy de. Bel-Ami. New York. 1975. Penguin Books. Reprinted Penguin
Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 0140443150. 
Translated from the French & With An Introduction by Douglas Parmee. 416 pages.
paperback. The cover shows a detail of Louis Pascal by Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec,
in the Musée Toulouse-Lautrec, Albi (photo: Giraudon, Paris). Inventory # 43793. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Written when Maupassant was at the height of his 
powers, but already under sentence of death from syphilis, Bel-Ami explores the 
extremes of splendour and squalor, life and death. Georges Duroy, 'Bel-Ami', is a 
provincial determined to succeed in the corrupt Paris of the Third Republic. At first 
naive, he soon begins to understand the truth behind the scenes — the sleaziness,
manipulation and mediocrity which underlie the facade of elegant salons and 
tantalizing conversations — and learns that the exploitation of women and sex 
attains quicker results than mere talent and hard work. In this analysis of power and
its corrupting influence, Maupassant captures the shifting nuances of the Parisian 
belle époque and depicts every scene and every character with wit, sensitivity and 
humanity.

Henri René Albert Guy de Maupassant (5 August 1850 – 6 July 1893) was a popular
French writer, considered one of the fathers of the modern short story and one of the
form's finest exponents. Maupassant was a protégé of Flaubert and his stories are 
characterized by economy of style and efficient, effortless dénouements (outcomes).
Many are set during the Franco-Prussian War of the 1870s, describing the futility of
war and the innocent civilians who, caught up in events beyond their control, are 
permanently changed by their experiences. He wrote some 300 short stories, six 
novels, three travel books, and one volume of verse. His first published story, 'Boule
de Suif' ('Ball of Fat', 1880), is often considered his masterpiece.
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Maupassant, Guy de. Boule De Suif and Selected Stories. New York. 1964. 
Signet/New American Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in
Wrappers. Newly Translated From The French By Andrew R. MacAndrew.Foreword
By Edward D. Sullivan. 285 pages. paperback. CD240. Inventory # 29162. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Maupassant is universally regarded as one of the true 
masters of the short story, unsurpassed in his swift economy of style and sense of 
narrative form. In this collection, - which ranges from 'Boule de Suif,' his first and 
most famous tale, to the stories that belong to his last great creative outpouring - the
reader is offered a sampling of. his finest work. These stories are set in farm, town, 
or city; their characters include grand ladies and prostitutes, peasants and 
aristocrats, workingmen and members of the bourgeoisie - but all are shaped by the
same intensity of vision. It is a vision that tears away the blinders of official morality;
a vision that accepts only the evidence of the senses; a vision that invests each of 
these tautly written tales with the force of truth. As Edward D. Sullivan writes: 
'[Maupassant's] dread of being deluded drove him to depict the world as it is and not
as it purports to be. People protect themselves with masks; society screens itself by
hypocrisy. The task of a writer, as he saw it, was to lift those masks and remove that
screen.'

Henri René Albert Guy de Maupassant (5 August 1850 – 6 July 1893) was a popular
French writer, considered one of the fathers of the modern short story and one of the
form's finest exponents.
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Maupassant, Guy de. Selected Short Stories. New York. 1987. Penguin Books. 
Reprinted Penguin Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn 
Wrappers. 014044243x. Translated from the French & With An Introduction by 
Roger Colet. 368 pages. paperback. The cover shows a detail from 'After the Bath' 
by Edgar Degas, in the Louvre, Paris. Inventory # 43792. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ranging in subject from murder, adultery and war to the
simple pleasures of eating and drinking, Maupassant's short stories are his greatest
achievements. Before he died in an asylum at the age of forty-two, he had (helped 
by his friend and mentor, Flaubert) raised the art of story-telling to a pitch rarely 
equalled. Maupassant's instinctive insight into the vices and passions of 
'respectable' men and women is tempered by a sensual appreciation of the good 
things in life and a robust humour - qualities that resulted in his work being 
bowdlerized for the English speaking public of the day. The full flavour of his 
extraordinary talent is represented in this unexpurgated selection, which includes the
famous Boule de Suif, the story of a prostitute from Rouen; The Horla, a devastating
portrayal of madness; and Mouche, a nostalgic idyll recalling Maupassant's boating
days on the Seine.

Henri René Albert Guy de Maupassant (5 August 1850 – 6 July 1893) was a popular
French writer, considered one of the fathers of the modern short story and one of the
form's finest exponents. Maupassant was a protégé of Flaubert and his stories are 
characterized by economy of style and efficient, effortless dénouements (outcomes).
Many are set during the Franco-Prussian War of the 1870s, describing the futility of
war and the innocent civilians who, caught up in events beyond their control, are 
permanently changed by their experiences. He wrote some 300 short stories, six 
novels, three travel books, and one volume of verse. His first published story, 'Boule
de Suif' ('Ball of Fat', 1880), is often considered his masterpiece.
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Maxwell, Robin. The Queen's Bastard. New York. 1999. Arcade Publishing. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1559704756. 436 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Abby Kagan. Inventory # 26505. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Historians have long whispered that Elizabeth ‘the Virgin
Queen's’ passionate lifelong affair with Robin Dudley, Earl of Leicester, may have 
led to the birth of a son, Arthur Dudley. In this sequel to The Secret Diary of Anne 
Boleyn, Robin Maxwell fashions a believable fictional account of the child switched 
at birth by a lady-in-waiting who foresaw the dangerous political consequences of a 
royal bastard. Set against the sweeping, meticulously rendered backdrop of court life
from London to Madrid, and England's battle against the Spanish Armada, The 
Queen's Bastard deftly juxtaposes Elizabeth and Leicester's tumultuous relationship
with the memoirs of the adventurous son lost to them—yet ultimately discovered.

Robin Maxwell is an American historical novelist who specializes in the Tudor 
period. She is also a screenwriter and political blogger. Maxwell was raised in 
Plainfield, New Jersey, and graduated from Tufts University. She and her husband
Max, live in Pioneertown, California.
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Maybury-Lewis, David (introducition). Peoples of the World: TheTheir Cultures, Their
Traditions, and Ways of Life. Washington DC. 2001. National Geographic Society. 
1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0792264002. Afterword by Wade Davis. 204 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 34779. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Expert at documenting the peoples of the world, National
Geographic has drawn together a notable international team of anthropologists to 
compile this first-of-its-kind, illustrated volume of the traditions and ways of life of 
ethnic groups around the globe. Now, as never before, cultures are faced with 
extinction as globalization overtakes them. But Peoples of the World offers 
compelling essays and stunning photographs that capture the astounding array of 
cultures still surviving on Earth and shows how the people in these cultures define 
themselves and their worlds through their customs, religions, livelihoods, even their 
food, clothes, and shelter. The book will feature chapters on eight world regions: 
North and South America, Europe, Africa, the Middle East, Asia, Oceania, and the 
Arctic. Each region will begin with an insightful general essay on the cultural mix of 
the region as a whole and will be followed by smaller essays on individual ethnic 
groups within the region. Several topical essays by well-known anthropologists will 
also cover ethnicity and its impact on history and people's lives; immigration and 
how it reinvents ethnic identities, and cultural survival of marginal ethnic groups now
threatened with extinction. Extensive, specially commissioned maps will show the 
topography of small areas of the world and how the lay of the land has impacted 
cultures. A comprehensive list of the hundreds of ethnic groups in the world and 
where they are found will be part of the front matter.

David Henry Peter Maybury-Lewis (5 May 1929 – 2 December 2007) was a British 
anthropologist, ethnologist of lowland South America, activist for indigenous peoples'
human rights, and professor emeritus of Harvard University.
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Mayer-Schonberger, Viktor. Delete: The Virtue of Forgetting in the Digital Age. 
Princeton. 2009. Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 9780691138619. 256 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37459. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Delete looks at the surprising phenomenon of perfect 
remembering in the digital age, and reveals why we must reintroduce our capacity to
forget. Digital technology empowers us as never before, yet it has unforeseen 
consequences as well. Potentially humiliating content on Facebook is enshrined in 
cyberspace for future employers to see. Google remembers everything we've 
searched for and when. The digital realm remembers what is sometimes better 
forgotten, and this has profound implications for us all. In Delete, Viktor Mayer-
Schönberger traces the important role that forgetting has played throughout human
history, from the ability to make sound decisions unencumbered by the past to the 
possibility of second chances. The written word made it possible for humans to 
remember across generations and time, yet now digital technology and global 
networks are overriding our natural ability to forget--the past is ever present, ready 
to be called up at the click of a mouse. Mayer-Schönberger examines the 
technology that's facilitating the end of forgetting--digitization, cheap storage and 
easy retrieval, global access, and increasingly powerful software--and describes the
dangers of everlasting digital memory, whether it's outdated information taken out of
context or compromising photos the Web won't let us forget. He explains why 
information privacy rights and other fixes can't help us, and proposes an ingeniously
simple solution--expiration dates on information--that may. Delete is an eye-opening
book that will help us remember how to forget in the digital age.

Viktor Mayer-Schönberger is director of the Information and Innovation Policy 
Research Centre at the National University of Singapore's Lee Kuan Yew School of
Public Policy. He is the coeditor of Governance and Information Technology: From 
Electronic Government to Information Government.
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Mayer, Henry. All On Fire: William Lloyd Garrison and the Abolition of Slavery. New
York. 1998. St Martin's Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0312187408. 705 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 26036. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Henry Mayer's absorbing All On Fire, William Lloyd 
Garrison (1805-1879) emerges as an American hero, arguably on par with Abraham
Lincoln, who forced the nation to confront the explosive issue of slavery. Mayer 
maintains that Garrison, a self-made man of scanty formal education who founded 
and edited the abolitionist newspaper The Liberator, not only served as the catalyst 
for the abolition of slavery, but inspired two generations of activists in civil rights and
the women's movement. Through Garrison, tragically torn between pacifism and 
abolitionist advocacy, we also meet a rich pageant of great 19th-century historical 
figures, including Frederick Douglass, John Quincy Adams, and Harriet Beecher 
Stowe. Mayer's consequential biography should be read for generations to come.

Henry Mayer was a National Book Award finalist for All on Fire and is the author of A
Son of Thunder: Patrick Henry and the American Republic. He died in 2000.
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Mayer, Martin. Making News: The People, the Industry, the Influence of the News. 
Garden City. 1987. Doubleday. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn 
Dustjacket. 0385189834. 348 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Lawrence 
Ratzkin. Inventory # 16533. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From CNN's live coverage of the Gulf War to televised 
images of the Soviet Union's collapse,the news has a profound effect on how we 
perceive and respond to world events. Acclaimed investigative journalist Martin 
Mayer helps us understand the evolution of today's major news organizations,how 
they operate and their pervasive influence on our lives. Now available in an updated,
paperback edition,Making News is a vivid,comprehensive exploration of the news 
industry. A veteran reporter,Mayer tells an insider's story of the history,goals,and 
current operations of the print and broadcast media. He cites disturbing trends in the
way mainstream broadcast news organizations cover events,from the irresponsible
use of spin-controllers to the blurred boundaries between entertainment and news.
He offers fresh analyses of such controversial subjects as the reporting on the Gulf
War,the coverage of the Clarence Thomas hearings,and the coverage of recent 
banking debacles-the S&L disaster,Banca Nazionale del Lavoro,and BCCI.

Martin Prager Mayer (born January 14, 1928, New York City) is the writer of 35 non-
fiction books, including Madison Avenue, U.S.A. (1958), The Schools (1961), The 
Lawyers (1967), About Television (1972), The Bankers (1975), The Builders (1978),
Risky Business: The Collapse of Lloyd's of London (1995), The Bankers: The Next
Generation (1997), The Fed (2001), and The Judges (2005). Mayer's books 
describe and criticize American industries or professional groups. His book on 
Madison Avenue was described by Cleveland Amory as "The first complete story on
the. advertising industry". Mayer wrote a music column for Esquire from 1952 to 
1975. He was a guest scholar at the Brookings Institution. He is married to Revenue
Watch Institute President Karin Lissakers.
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Mayerson, Charlotte. The Death Cycle Machine: Poems. New York. 1996. Crown. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0517702797. 75 pages. hardcover.
Cover: chiaroscuro. Inventory # 32791. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Written in response to the death of the author's son to 
AIDS, these 31 poems are stark, without sentimentality or pathos, but alive with 
anger and sorrow, trerror and pity.

A writer, poet, and editor, Charlotte Mayerson grew up in New York City and was 
educated in its public schools. Her B.A. is from Queens College. In addition to her 
writing career, Ms. Mayerson was Research Director of Book-of-the-Month Club, 
Senior Editor at Holt, Rhinehart and Winston, and then at Random House where she
eventually became an Executive Editor. Her books include: Shadow and Light, Two
Blocks Apart, An Easy Life, Home Fires, Goin’ to the Chapel, and The Death Cycle
Machine. She has just completed a new novel called Personal Property, and is 
working on Outlaws, a collection of poems. Of Two Blocks Apart, one of Ms. 
Mayerson's earliest books, Marshall McLuhan wrote "The story of these two boys,
splendidly told. is a blazing icon of hope. "
Martin Duberman wrote, "Charlotte Mayerson. has done a real service in making the
two separate worlds of these boys alive and concrete, and in showing us how much
both might profit if only allowed to join." In the years since the publication of Two 
Blocks Apart, Mayerson's books have continued to garner enthusiastic reviews and
a loyal following.
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Mayfield, Julian. The Hit. New York. 1957. Vanguard Press. 1st American Edition. 
Bookstore Tag in Front & Spine Slightly Cocked, Otherwise Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 212 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 18176. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE HIT is a magnificently dramatic novel of a universal
dream - the dream of sudden riches. In Harlem, that dream centers about the 
numbers game. Harlem! A world within a world. Never has its hot temper and furious
passion, its color, excitement, pathos, sounds, smells, been so captured as in Julian
Mayfield’s spell-binding story. Harlem was Hubert Cooley’s world - and the numbers
game was his obsession. This is the story of one day in the life of Hubert and his 
family - a day that started quietly enough but ended in a crescendo of conflict, 
violence, disillusion, and – for Hubert’s son – the understanding that comes from 
maturity. Hubert would beg, borrow, even steal for the money to play the numbers. 
To him a ‘hit’ would mean escape - escape forever from the confines of Harlem, 
from the confines of family, from the confines of reality. Gertrude, his wife; James, 
his son; all the friends, neighbors, people of Harlem are so sharply drawn by Mr. 
Mayfield, so compassionately yet so honestly presented that the reader is 
inextricably involved in their lives and in the passions of this single day. The taut 
suspense, the compelling story, and Mr. Mayfield’s virile style combine to give THE
HIT a driving force and a strength rare in today’s fiction. And yet this is not a sordid 
story nor a bitter one – it is a story for everyone who loves the drama of people, the
surge of life.

Julian Hudson Mayfield (June 6, 1928 – October 20, 1984) was an American actor,
director, writer, lecturer and civil rights activist. In November 1971, Mayfield 
relocated to Guyana at the invitation of Tom Feelings, an artist and friend from 
Ghana, who had recently relocated as a planning officer in the Guyanese Ministry of
Education. His first marriage having ended in divorce, Mayfield married Joan 
Cambridge, a Guyanese writer and colleague in the Ministry of Information and 
Culture, in 1973. He won a Fulbright Fellowship and taught in West Germany and 
Turkey in 1976. From 1975 to 1978, he worked as a visiting professor at the 
University of Maryland, College Park, and for his last six years the writer-in-
residence at Howard University.
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Mayo, Wendell. Centaur of the North. Houston. 1996. Arte Publico Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 1558851658. 127 pages. paperback. 
Cover: Nivia Gonzalez. Inventory # 33142. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The author’s first collection of 9 stories (winner of the 
Premio Aztlán and finalist in the Associated Writing Programs Competition) is a 
montage, evoking a sense of the border regions of South Texas by exploring the 
importance family lore, legends, and cultural origins on personal identity.

WENDELL MAYO is also author of three more full-length story collections: Centaur
of the North; B. Horror and Other Stories; and a novel-in-stories, In Lithuanian 
Wood. He's recipient of the Premio Aztlán, an NEA fellowship, and a Fulbright to 
Lithuania. Over one-hundred of his short stories have appeared widely in magazines
and anthologies, including Yale Review, Harvard Review, New Letters, Missouri 
Review, Prism International, and others.
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Mazza, Cris. Former Virgin: Short Fiction. Normal. 1997. FC2. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Wrappers. 1573660337. 145 pages. paperback. Cover: Mike Cockrill. 
Inventory # 32431. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This new collection of stories explores problems and 
situations caused only by the ordinary people who suffer through them. The stories 
in Former Virgin circle a question many women have begun asking themselves 
lately: What have I DONE to myself?

Cris Mazza is also the author of Something Wrong With Her, a hybrid memoir 
published by Jaded Ibis Press in 2014, a companion piece to Various Men Who 
Knew Us As Girls. She has authored over a dozen other books, mostly novels and 
collections of short fiction. Mazza now lives in the Midwest and is a professor in the
Program for Writers at the University of Illinois Chicago.
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McAllester, Matt (editor). Eating Mud Crabs in Kandahar: Stories of Food during 
Wartime by the World's Leading Correspondents. Berkeley. 2011. University of 
California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780520268678. 
California Studies in Food and Culture, 31. 226 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
37982. $27.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - These sometimes harrowing, frequently funny, and 
always riveting stories about food and eating under extreme conditions feature the 
diverse voices of journalists who have reported from dangerous conflict zones 
around the world during the past twenty years. A profile of the former chef to Kim 
Jong Il of North Korea describes Kim's exacting standards for gourmet fare, which 
he gorges himself on while his country starves. A journalist becomes part of the 
inner circle of an IRA cell thanks to his drinking buddies. And a young, 
inexperienced female journalist shares mud crab in a foxhole with an equally young
Hamid Karzai. Along with tales of deprivation and repression are stories of 
generosity and pleasure, sometimes overlapping. This memorable collection, 
introduced and edited by Matt McAllester, is seasoned by tragedy and violence, 
spiced with humor and good will, and fortified, in McAllester's words, with 'a little 
more humanity than we can usually slip into our newspapers and magazine stories.'

Matt McAllester is a Pulitzer Prize–winning journalist and a contributing editor at 
Details magazine. He is the author of Bittersweet: Lessons from My Mother’s 
Kitchen and Blinded by Sunlight: Surviving Abu Ghraib and Saddam’s Iraq.
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McArdle, Phil and McArdle, Karen. Fatal Fascination: Where Fact Meets Fiction in 
Police Work. Boston. 1988. Houghton Mifflin. 1st Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0395467896. 228 pages. paperback. Cover design by Marcia Bujold. Inventory # 
32335. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A humorous eye-opener about crime and the way the 
police really work; a mini-encyclopedia of police work for mystery and detective 
buffs.

Phil McArdle is a technical writer, formerly for the Army and now for the Oakland 
Police Department. Karen McArdle was a consultant to the Berkeley Police 
Department. Together they now run an editorial consulting firm in Berkeley, 
California. Fatal Fascination grew out of their articles on police procedure in Lineup,
a publication of the Northern California Chapter of the Mystery Writers of America.
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McBain, Ed. He Who Hesitates: An 87th Precinct Mystery. New York. 1966. Dell 
Publishing Company. 1st Dell Paperback Edition. Good in Wrappers. 160 pages. 
paperback. 3598. Inventory # 37197. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Roger Broome was a naive, likeable young man. In spite
of his awesome physical size women trusted his gentleness. First there was Molly –
Roger thought he should tell the police about Molly. Then Amelia – beautiful, 
sensual Amelia. Roger hesitated, and. .

Ed McBain (October 15, 1926 – July 6, 2005) was an American author and 
screenwriter. Born Salvatore Albert Lombino, he legally adopted the name Evan 
Hunter in 1952. While successful and well known as Evan Hunter, he was even 
better known as Ed McBain, a name he used for most of his crime fiction, beginning
in 1956.
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McCall, Nathan. Makes Me Wanna Holler: A Young Black Man in America. New 
York. 1994. Random House. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0679412689. 407 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Robbin Schiff. Inventory # 
28576. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An explosive, true-life Native Son for the 1990s--a black
Washington Post reporter who served time recounts his life and brilliantly shows why
prison has become a rite of passage for many young black men. McCall’s accounts
of the hidden prejudice encountered in seemingly liberal, integrated bastions of the 
newsroom are eye-opening.

Nathan McCall (born 1955) is an African-American author who grew up in the 
Cavalier Manor section of Portsmouth, Virginia. As the stepson of a Navy man, 
McCall also grew up in various locations, such as Morocco and Norfolk, Virginia. 
After serving three years in prison, he studied journalism at Norfolk State University.
He reported for The Virginian Pilot-Ledger Star and The Atlanta Journal-Constitution
before moving to The Washington Post In 1989. In his first book, Makes Me Wanna
Holler, McCall provides a detailed story of his life and the hardships he experienced
growing up with racial profiling, class differences and peer pressure. His second 
book, What's Going On, used personal essays to discuss some larger issues such 
as social, cultural, and political tensions that affect the modern day United States. 
After the success of his books, McCall was in demand as a speaker. He left The 
Washington Post for the lecture circuit. Today he continues to write, and holds the 
post of lecturer in the Department of African-American Studies at Emory University 
in Atlanta, Georgia. His first novel Them: A Novel, dealing with issues of 
gentrification in an Atlanta neighborhood, was published in 2007. Them tells the 
story of Barlowe Reed, a single, forty-something African-American man, who has to
come to terms with the gentrification of his neighborhood, in particular the influx of 
white people to the area. In an April 2014 interview with Ebony magazine, McCall 
stated that he was amazed that Makes Me Wanna Holler was still selling after 20 
years.
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McCall, Nathan. Makes Me Wanna Holler: A Young Black Man in America. New 
York. 1995. Vintage Books. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0679740708. 432 pages. paperback. 0679740708. Inventory # 40693. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Examining the complexities of the problems of black 
youths from an insider's perspective, an African-American journalist recalls his own 
troubled childhood, his rehabilitation while in prison, and his successful Washington
Post career.

Nathan McCall (born 1955) is an African-American author who grew up in the 
Cavalier Manor section of Portsmouth, Virginia. As the stepson of a Navy man, 
McCall also grew up in various locations, such as Morocco and Norfolk, Virginia. 
After serving three years in prison, he studied journalism at Norfolk State University.
He reported for The Virginian Pilot-Ledger Star and The Atlanta Journal-Constitution
before moving to The Washington Post In 1989. In his first book, Makes Me Wanna
Holler, McCall provides a detailed story of his life and the hardships he experienced
growing up with racial profiling, class differences and peer pressure. His second 
book, What's Going On, used personal essays to discuss some larger issues such 
as social, cultural, and political tensions that affect the modern day United States. 
After the success of his books, McCall was in demand as a speaker. He left The 
Washington Post for the lecture circuit. Today he continues to write, and holds the 
post of lecturer in the Department of African-American Studies at Emory University 
in Atlanta, Georgia. His first novel Them: A Novel, dealing with issues of 
gentrification in an Atlanta neighborhood, was published in 2007. Them tells the 
story of Barlowe Reed, a single, forty-something African-American man, who has to
come to terms with the gentrification of his neighborhood, in particular the influx of 
white people to the area. In an April 2014 interview with Ebony magazine, McCall 
stated that he was amazed that Makes Me Wanna Holler was still selling after 20 
years.
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McCall, Nathan. What's Going On: Personal Essays. New York. 1997. Random 
House. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679455892. 219 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Henry Sene Yee. Inventory # 24517. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With the same personal authority and exhilarating 
directness he brought to his account of his passage from a prison cell to the 
newsroom of The Washington Post, Nathan McCall delivers a series of front-line 
reports on the state of the races in today’s America. The resulting volume is 
guaranteed to shake the assumptions of readers of every pigmentation and political
allegiance. In WHAT’S GOING ON, McCall adds up the hidden costs of the 
stereotype of black athletic prowess, which tells African American teenagers that 
they can only succeed on the white man’s terms. He introduces a fresh perspective 
to the debates on gangsta rap and sexual violence. He indicts the bigotry of white 
churches and the complacency of the black suburban middle class, celebrates the 
heroism of Muhammad Ali, and defends the truth-telling of Alice Walker. Engaging, 
provocative, and utterly fearless, here is a commentator to reckon with, addressing 
our most persistent divisions in a voice of stinging immediacy.

Nathan McCall (born 1955) is an African-American author who grew up in the 
Cavalier Manor section of Portsmouth, Virginia.
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McCann, Colum. Songdogs. New York. 1995. Metropolitan Books. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.Remainder Mark. 0805041044. 1st Novel. 212 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 24313. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - For years, Conor Lyons has searched in vain for his 
mother. Now, at the age of twenty-three, he returns to his native Ireland, to find his 
dying father fishing obsessively in the polluted waters of a local stream. Driven to 
continue his search by tantalizingly incomplete family stories, Conor begins to plumb
the mystery of his parents’ lives. With unreliable memories and scraps of 
photographs as his only clues, he follows in the tracks of his father - a rootless 
photographer - as he moved from war-torn Spain, where he accompanied the 
Fascists, to the barren plains of Mexico, where he met and married Conor’s mother,
to the American West, and finally back to Ireland, where the marriage and the story 
reach their heartrending climax. As the narratives of Conor’s quest and his parents’ 
tragedy twine and untwine, Colum McCann creates a mesmerizing evocation of the
gulf between memory and imagination, love and loss, past and present.

Colum McCann (born 28 February 1965) is an Irish writer of literary fiction. He was 
born in Dublin, Ireland and now lives in New York. He is a Distinguished Professor of
Creative Writing in the Master of Fine Arts program at Hunter College, New York 
with fellow novelists Peter Carey and Tea Obreht, and has visited many universities
and colleges all over the world. His work has been published in 35 languages and 
has appeared in the New Yorker, Esquire, and the Paris Review, among other 
publications. He has written for The New York Times, Esquire, Paris Review, and 
The Atlantic Monthly, as well as many other international publications. McCann has
written six novels, including TransAtlantic and the National Book Award-winning Let 
the Great World Spin. He has also written three collections of short stories.
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McCann, Colum. This Side of Brightness. New York. 1998. Metropolitan 
Books/Henry Holt. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0805054529. 292
pages. hardcover. Cover photo by Frieder Blickle. Inventory # 25658. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the early years of the century, Nathan Walker leaves 
the Okefenokee swamps of his native Georgia for New York City and the most 
dangerous job in America. A sandhog, he burrows beneath the East River, digging 
the underground tunnel that will carry trains between Brooklyn and Manhattan. In the
bowels of the riverbed the sandhogs - black, white, Irish, Italian - dig together; above
ground, though, the men keep their distance until a spectacular accident welds a 
bond between Walker and his fellow sandhogs that will bless and curse the next 
three generations. Years later, Treefrog, a homeless man driven below by a 
shameful secret, endures a punishing winter deep in his subway nest. In tones 
ranging from bleak to dark to disturbingly funny, Treefrog recounts his strategies of 
survival - killing rats, scavenging for soda cans, washing in the snow, sleeping 
through the cold - in New York’s netherworld. Between Nathan Walker and Treefrog
stretch seventy years of ill-fated loves, unintended crimes, and social taboos. The 
two stories fuse to form a tale of family, race, and redemption.

Colum McCann (born 28 February 1965) is an Irish writer of literary fiction. He was 
born in Dublin, Ireland and now lives in New York. He is a Distinguished Professor of
Creative Writing in the Master of Fine Arts program at Hunter College, New York 
with fellow novelists Peter Carey and Tea Obreht, and has visited many universities
and colleges all over the world. His work has been published in 35 languages and 
has appeared in the New Yorker, Esquire, and the Paris Review, among other 
publications. He has written for The New York Times, Esquire, Paris Review, and 
The Atlantic Monthly, as well as many other international publications. McCann has
written six novels, including TransAtlantic and the National Book Award-winning Let 
the Great World Spin. He has also written three collections of short stories.
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McCarthy, Cormac. The Crossing. New York. 1994. Knopf. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394574753. 426 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by
Melanie Acevedo.Jacket design by Chip Kidd. Inventory # 20111. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In The Crossing, Cormac McCarthy fulfills the promise of
All the Pretty Horses and at the same time give us a work that is darker and more 
visionary, a novel with the unstoppable momentum of a classic western and the 
elegaic power of a lost American myth. In the late 1930s, sixteen-year-old Billy 
Parham captures a she-wolf that has been marauding his family's ranch.  But 
instead of killing it, he decides to take it back to the mountains of Mexico.  With that
crossing, he begins an arduous and often dreamlike journey into a country where 
men meet ghosts and violence strikes as suddenly as heat-lightning-a world where 
there is no order 'save that which death has put there.' An essential novel by any 
measure, The Crossing is luminous and appalling, a book that touches, stops, and 
starts the heart and mind at once.

Cormac McCarthy (born Charles McCarthy; July 20, 1933) is an American novelist,
playwright, and screenwriter. He has written ten novels, spanning the Southern 
Gothic, Western, and post-apocalyptic genres.
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McCarthy, Cormac. The Stonemason: A Play in Five Acts. New York. 1994. Ecco 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0880013591. 133 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Chip Kidd. Inventory # 19553. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE STONEMASON is a profoundly moving drama set 
in Louisville, Kentucky in the 1970s, concerning several generations of a black 
family. McCarthy’s narrator, Ben, reveals a painful episode in his family’s history, 
grounding us at the same time in the beautiful dynamic between him and his 
grandfather, Papaw. Ben, Ben’s father, and Papaw are all stonemasons, but in 
descriptions of ‘the trade’ we learn as much about this family’s capacity for love as 
we do about constructing sound foundations for houses, barns and bridges. Papaw’s
knowledge about stonemasonry is analogous to his deep spiritual wisdom, and Ben
recognizes both as he looks back on his apprenticeship in the ‘trade at which I 
thought myself a master and of which I stood in darkest ignorance. And as I came to
know him.As I came to know him. Oh I could hardly believe my good fortune. I swore
then I’d cleave to that old man like a bride. I swore he’d take nothing to his grave.’ 
Papaw’s son Big Ben and great-grandson Soldier do not respond as whole-
heartedly to the old man’s wealth of knowledge and patient guidance and the 
tragedy of the story is largely rooted in this fact. Both of these characters have lost 
connection with the work of their hands and by association with the earth, their 
family, and themselves. They are profoundly dissatisfied. Of his father, Ben later 
wonders, ‘Why could he not see the worth of that which he had laid aside and the 
poverty of all he hungered for? Why could he not see that he too was blest?’ THE 
STONEMASON reveals afresh the mastery of character, plot, pathos, and the poetic
facility for language that distinguishes Cormac McCarthy’s fiction, and which recently
earned him the National Book Award for his bestselling novel, ALL THE PRETTY 
HORSES.

Cormac McCarthy (born Charles McCarthy; July 20, 1933) is an American novelist,
playwright, and screenwriter. He has written ten novels, spanning the Southern 
Gothic, Western, and post-apocalyptic genres.
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McCaslin, Richard B. Tainted Breeze: The Great Hanging at Gainesville, Texas 
1862. Baton Rogue. 1994. Louisiana State University Press. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0807118257. 264 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 30249. 
$22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the early morning hours of October 1, 1862, state 
militia arrested more than two hundred alleged Unionists from five northern Texas 
counties and brought them to Gainesville, the seat of Cooke County. In the ensuing
days at least forty-four prisoners were hanged, and several other men were lynched
in neighboring communities. This event proved to be the grisly climax of a tradition 
of violence and vigilantism in North Texas that began before the Civil War and lasted
long afterward. For this first full-scale history of the Great Hanging, Richard B. 
McCaslin has consulted a vast array of manuscript collections and government 
archives, assembling a trove of information on a remote corner of the Confederacy.
He offers an account that is both rich in detail and illuminating of the broader 
contexts of this dramatic event. The irony of the Great Hanging, McCaslin maintains,
is that the vigilantes and their victims shared a concern for order and security. When
perennial fears of slave insurrection and hostile Indian attacks in North Texas were 
exacerbated by the turmoil of the Civil War, those residents who saw a return to 
Federal rule as the way to restore stability were branded as sowers of discord by 
those who remained loyal to the Confederacy, the manifest symbol of order through 
legal authority. McCaslin follows the course of mounting tensions and violence that 
erupted into the massive, hysterical roundup of suspected Union sympathizers. He 
provides a virtual day-by-day report of the deliberations of the 'Citizens Court,' a 
body that became in effect an instrument for mob violence, which spread far beyond
Gainesville. In Tainted Breeze, McCaslin moves past the details of why individual 
participants acted as they did in the Great Hanging and examines the influence of 
such factors as economic conditions and family relationships.

RICHARD B. McCASLIN, TSHA Endowed Professor of Texas History at the 
University of North Texas, is the author of Tainted Breeze: The Great Hanging at 
Gainesville, Texas, October 1862; Lee in the Shadow of Washington; and Fighting 
Stock: John S. "Rip" Ford in Texas.
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McCaughrean, Geraldine. Starry Tales. New York. 2001. McElderry Books. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0689830157. Illustrated by Sophy 
Williams. 111 pages. hardcover. Cover art by Sophy Williams. Inventory # 29537. 
$10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - For thousands of years, all around the world, people 
have seen shapes and pictures in the night sky and created stories to account for 
them. What one culture sees as a plow, another sees as a saucepan, another as a 
bear; what to one is a circle of chiefs sitting at powwow, another calls a bride’s 
crown of flowers. STARRY TALES brings together fifteen of these myths about the 
sun, the moon, and the stars from different cultures and countries. Here you can 
read about how night was created, about the Giant who stole the sun, and about the
‘saucepan’ in the sky. One of today’s most talented storytellers, Geraldine 
McCaughrean brings these myths to fresh life. With Sophy Williams’s glowing 
illustrations, this is a book to enjoy, to share, and to treasure.

Geraldine McCaughrean is a British children's novelist. She has written more than 
160 books, including Peter Pan in Scarlet, the official sequel to Peter Pan 
commissioned by Great Ormond Street Hospital, the holder of Peter Pan's copyright.
Her work has been translated into 45 languages worldwide.
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McClain, Molly. Ellen Browning Scripps: New Money and American Philanthropy. 
Lincoln. 2017. University of Nebraska Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 9780803295957. 32 images, index. 6 x 9. 366 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 41995. $34.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Molly McClain tells the remarkable story of Ellen 
Browning Scripps (1836–1932), an American newspaperwoman, feminist, suffragist,
abolitionist, and social reformer who used her fortune to support women’s education,
the labor movement, and public access to science, the arts, and education. Born in 
London, Scripps grew up in rural poverty on the Illinois prairie. She went from rags 
to riches, living out that cherished American story in which people pull themselves 
up by their bootstraps with audacity, hard work, and luck. She and her brother, E.W.
Scripps, built America’s largest chain of newspapers, linking Midwestern industrial 
cities with booming towns in the West. Less well known today than the papers 
started by Joseph Pulitzer and William Randolph Hearst, Scripps newspapers 
transformed their owners into millionaires almost overnight. By the 1920s Scripps 
was worth an estimated $30 million, most of which she gave away. She established 
the Scripps Institution of Oceanography in La Jolla, California, and appeared on the
cover of Time magazine after founding Scripps College in Claremont, California. She
also provided major financial support to organizations worldwide that promised to 
advance democratic principles and public education. In Ellen Browning Scripps 
McClain brings to life an extraordinary woman who played a vital role in the history 
of women, California, and the history of the American West.

MOLLY MCCLAIN is a professor of history at the University of San Diego. She is the
author of Beaufort: The Duke and His Duchess, 1657–1715 and Schaum’s Quick 
Guide to Writing Great Essays. She also coedits the Journal of San Diego History.
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McClatchy, J. D. Ten Commandments: Poems. New York. 1998. Knopf. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0375401377. 107 pages. hardcover. 
Cover: David Graham/Chip Kidd. Inventory # 33135. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ten Commandments is a book-length sequence of 
poems that plot the rules we were raised on, rules we forget but can't evade. Here is
the whole underworld of desire, its tasks and perversions. Here are the iron laws 
and the way the heart is shaped by them, even as it prefers betrayal, adultery, 
murder, or greed. J. D. McClatchy draws on intimate authobiographical details, and
on a range of historical incidents that includes an eerie account of Proust in a brothel
and a chilling glimpse of Eichmann in Argentina. Sideshow freaks, snipers in 
Vietnam, Auden's dictionary, whirling dervishes, motel and mammogram, slave and
saint--this book is a cabinet of moral curiosities, a collage of emotional 
astonishments. When McClatchy's previous book, The Rest of the Way, was 
published in 1990, he was given an Award in Literature by the American Academy 
and Institute of Arts and Letters, whose citation concluded, 'it may be that no more 
eloquent poet will emerge in his American generation.' With Ten Commandments, 
there can be no question of his mastery. Here is that rare eloquence indeed, 
charged with passion and raised to a remarkable new power.

J. D. "Sandy" McClatchy (August 12, 1945 – April 10, 2018) was an American poet 
and literary critic. He was editor of the Yale Review and president of The American
Academy of Arts and Letters.
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McClellan, Edwin. Woman in the Crested Kimono: The Life of Shibue Io and Her 
Family Drawn From Mori Ogai's Shibue Chusai. New Haven. 1985. Yale University
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0300034849. 192 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket illustration is a detail of a brocaded robe, Japan, Edo Period. 
Inventory # 484. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Daughter of a merchant family in nineteenth- century 
Japan and wife of a distinguished scholar-doctor of the samurai class, Shibue Io was
a woman remarkable in her own right for her exceptionally keen mind and fearless 
spirit. Edwin McClellan has chosen Jo as the heroine of his new book, telling her 
story from childhood through her years of service in a daimyo household, her 
marriage and early widowhood, her exile to the provinces at the time of the collapse
of the Tokugawa Shogunate, and her last days back in her native city of Tokyo, 
which she had known earlier as Edo. McClellan’s narrative is based on the 
biography of Shibue Chusai written by Mori Ogai, one of the great literary figures of
modem Japan. Translating the parts of Ogai’s book that deal with Jo and deftly 
interveaving them with his own comments and narrations, McClellan presents Io as
a warmly human figure, while illuminating her society and tints, Io’s story reveals 
intimate details of the daily concerns, activities, and values of a well-placed Edo 
family, of the intricacies of family alliances and succession complicated by marriages
and adoptions, of the human problems of choosing sides and surviving a civil war, 
More than that, it gives an unparalleled view of the waxing and waning of power and
responsibility of a Japanese woman as she moves through life. We meet Io as an 
independent minded child in her father’s house, later glimpse her fiercely protecting
her husband from thieves, We see her assuming responsibility for the domestic 
affairs of her innumerable family members and ‘houseguest? and, at the end, 
passing her leadership role to her son, allowing herself to become dependent on hint
Shibue Io is a memorable character who participates in and helps define an era of 
dramatic political, social, and cultural change.

Edwin McClellan (October 24, 1925 – April 27, 2009) was a British Japanologist. He
was an academic—a scholar, teacher, writer, translator and interpreter of Japanese 
literature and culture.
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McClelland, J. S. A History of Western Political Thought. New York. 1996. 
Routledge. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0415119618. 810 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 22488. $62.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A History of Western Political Thought traces the 
development and consolidation of a tradition of Western political thought from 
ancient Greece through to the development of the modern state, the American 
Enlightenment, the rise of liberalism and the very different reactions it engendered.
McClelland’s definition of politics encompasses both power wielded from above and
power threatened from below. The sustained pursuit of this theme leads him to 
present an original and often controversial view of the theorists of the recieved 
canon and to add some writers to that canon whom he feels have been unjustly 
neglected.

J. S. McClelland is Senior Lecturer in Politics at the University of Nottingham. He 
has held visiting posts at the University of Indiana at Bloomington and Sacramental
State University, California. His previous publications include The French Right: 
From De Maistre to Maurras and The Crowd: From Plato to Canetti.
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McClure, James. Rogue Eagle. New York. 1976. Harper & Row. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Worn Dustjacket With Tears. 0060129492. 234 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by John Clarke. Inventory # 5189. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - South Africa today-very possibly, even probably, about to
explode! And against this highly explosive background a talented novelist has set his
moving and exciting story. As this book goes to press young blacks are 
demonstrating in Soweto and the South African police are shooting and killing them.
But a small ray of light on the horizon-leading South African industrialists are 
beginning to pressure the Government for important concessions to the majority 
black population. In this major new book the reader is given an extraordinary inside 
look at the secret forces working in South Africa-forces that could well affect our own
lives now that West is meeting East in a dangerous confrontation on the Dark 
Continent.

James Howe McClure (October 9, 1939, Johannesburg, South Africa - June 17, 
2006, Oxford, England) was a British author and journalist best known for his 
Kramer and Zondi mysteries set in South Africa.
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McClure, James. Snake. New York. 1976. Harper & Row. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0060128844. 216 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Pat
Warner. Inventory # 5190. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Tromp Kramer, Africaner police detective, and Mickey 
Zondi, Bantu police sergeant, in Trekkersburg, South Africa, are featured in this 
fourth detective novel by the Gold and Silver Dagger Award-winning author who was
born in Johannesburg, South Africa. Exotic dancer Eve’s sensual act features a five-
foot royal python. When she is discovered in her dressing room dead of 
strangulation, her dancing partner turns out to be the murder weapon. And once 
again Tromp Kramer and Mickey Zondi are thrown into a maelstrom of violence, 
disorder, and duplicity. A second case comes up involving armed robberies and 
murders in the black township. The detectives encounter criminal characters and 
cover-up used by the South African system of apartheid. Witch doctors, nightclub 
owners, and Portuguese immigrants are suspected and interrogated. The culprits 
are finally collected by the policemen, and Zondi gets to save his white partner’s life 
in the process. McClure creates a gripping story that shows deep insight into the 
lives, both high and low, of individuals living in an apartheid society.

James Howe McClure (October 9, 1939, Johannesburg, South Africa - June 17, 
2006, Oxford, England) was a British author and journalist best known for his 
Kramer and Zondi mysteries set in South Africa.
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McClure, James. The Artful Egg. New York. 1985. Pantheon Books. 1st American 
Edition. Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front,Otherwise Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0394534727. 284 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Robert 
Goldstrom. Inventory # 23733. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Someone out there is crazy. Crazy enough to kill a world-
famous novelist and then strew her naked body with flowers and herbs. Or is there
method in this madness? That’s the question South African Police Lieutenant Tromp
Kramer and his Zulu partner, Sergeant Mickey Zondi, must answer in James 
McClure’s most gripping story yet. Naomi Stride was a wealthy woman, and her 
death has left several people richer-none more so than her twenty-six-year-old son 
Theo, with whom she had long had bitter ‘differences over money: ’ She was also a
controversial woman, a writer whose novels had been banned in South Africa. But 
was it for money, politics, or some other, unknown reason that Naomi Stride was 
killed? That is what Kramer and Zondi must discover-a task that becomes much 
more difficult, perhaps impossible, when Kramer is unexpectedly taken off the case.
Ordered by his superiors to discreetly ‘wrap up’ a fatal accident that has 
embarrassing implications for the South African police, he is plunged into a second 
investigation, and (fighting to keep it free of a political whitewash) he and Zondi find 
themselves moving inexorably toward a haunting and horrifying climax.

James Howe McClure (October 9, 1939, Johannesburg, South Africa - June 17, 
2006, Oxford, England) was a British author and journalist best known for his 
Kramer and Zondi mysteries set in South Africa.keywords

Mystery South Africa
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McClure, James. The Artful Egg. New York. 1985. Pantheon Books. 1st American 
Edition. Spine Very Slightly Cocked, Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. Remainder
Mark On Top Edge. 0394534727. 284 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by 
Robert Goldstrom. Inventory # 24380. $8.75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Someone out there is crazy. Crazy enough to kill a world-
famous novelist and then strew her naked body with flowers and herbs. Or is there
method in this madness? That’s the question South African Police Lieutenant Tromp
Kramer and his Zulu partner, Sergeant Mickey Zondi, must answer in James 
McClure’s most gripping story yet. Naomi Stride was a wealthy woman, and her 
death has left several people richer-none more so than her twenty-six-year-old son 
Theo, with whom she had long had bitter ‘differences over money: ’ She was also a
controversial woman, a writer whose novels had been banned in South Africa. But 
was it for money, politics, or some other, unknown reason that Naomi Stride was 
killed? That is what Kramer and Zondi must discover-a task that becomes much 
more difficult, perhaps impossible, when Kramer is unexpectedly taken off the case.
Ordered by his superiors to discreetly ‘wrap up’ a fatal accident that has 
embarrassing implications for the South African police, he is plunged into a second 
investigation, and (fighting to keep it free of a political whitewash) he and Zondi find 
themselves moving inexorably toward a haunting and horrifying climax.

James Howe McClure (October 9, 1939, Johannesburg, South Africa - June 17, 
2006, Oxford, England) was a British author and journalist best known for his 
Kramer and Zondi mysteries set in South Africa.keywords
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McClure, James. The Gooseberry Fool. New York. 1974. Harper & Row. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0060128984. 192 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Edward Soyka. Inventory # 5188. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Hugo Swart, a pillar of the church and inoffensive 
bachelor, is found murdered in his kitchen on the hottest night of the year. He was 
mixing himself a nice cold vodka and orange juice when it happened. His last words
were ‘Jesus wept.’ Looks like a case for the Afrikaner Lieutenant Tromp Kramer and
his Zulu assistant, Sergeant Mickey Zondi.

James Howe McClure (October 9, 1939, Johannesburg, South Africa - June 17, 
2006, Oxford, England) was a British author and journalist best known for his 
Kramer and Zondi mysteries set in South Africa.
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McClure, James. The Gooseberry Fool. New York. 1974. Harper & Row. 1st 
American Edition. Previous Owner's Inscription in Front, Otherwise Very Good in 
Slightly Worn Dustjacket W/A Few Small Tears. 0060128984. 192 pages. hardcover.
Inventory # 26277. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Hugo Swart, a pillar of the church and inoffensive 
bachelor, is found murdered in his kitchen on the hottest night of the year. He was 
mixing himself a nice cold vodka and orange juice when it happened. His last words
were ‘Jesus wept.’ Looks like a case for the Afrikaner Lieutenant Tromp Kramer and
his Zulu assistant, Sergeant Mickey Zondi.

James Howe McClure (October 9, 1939, Johannesburg, South Africa - June 17, 
2006, Oxford, England) was a British author and journalist best known for his 
Kramer and Zondi mysteries set in South Africa.
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McClure, James. The Steam Pig. New York. 1972. Harper & Row. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn & Wrinkled Dustjacket. 0060128968. 247 pages.
hardcover. Jacket design by Patricia Stetson. Inventory # 349. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the debut mystery featuring Lieutenant Kramer and 
Detective Sergeant Mickey Zondi set in South Africa, a beautiful blonde has been 
killed by a bicycle spoke to the heart, Bantu gangster style. Why? James McClure 
was born in Johannesburg. He published eight wildly successful books in the 
Kramer and Zondi series. He died on June 17, 2006. 'James McClure's first novel 
arrives like a slam in the kidneys. a gripping style, real characters, and an exotic 
locale. The Steam Pig will not only keep the reader's nose to the page, it will also 
make [him] think.'-The New York Times Book Review.

James Howe McClure (October 9, 1939, Johannesburg, South Africa - June 17, 
2006, Oxford, England) was a British author and journalist best known for his 
Kramer and Zondi mysteries set in South Africa.
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McClure, James. The Steam Pig. New York. 1972. Harper & Row. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0060128968. 247 pages. hardcover.
Jacket design by Particia Stetson. Inventory # 28024. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the debut mystery featuring Lieutenant Kramer and 
Detective Sergeant Mickey Zondi set in South Africa, a beautiful blonde has been 
killed by a bicycle spoke to the heart, Bantu gangster style. Why? James McClure 
was born in Johannesburg. He published eight wildly successful books in the 
Kramer and Zondi series. He died on June 17, 2006. 'James McClure's first novel 
arrives like a slam in the kidneys. a gripping style, real characters, and an exotic 
locale. The Steam Pig will not only keep the reader's nose to the page, it will also 
make [him] think.'-The New York Times Book Review.

James Howe McClure (October 9, 1939, Johannesburg, South Africa - June 17, 
2006, Oxford, England) was a British author and journalist best known for his 
Kramer and Zondi mysteries set in South Africa.
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McClure, James. The Sunday Hangman. New York. 1977. Harper & Row. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0060128593. 262 pages.
hardcover. Jacket design by Bob Korn. Inventory # 5191. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Lt. Tromp Kramer of Trekkersburg Murder and Robbery
Squad knew that sudden and violent death was capable of many tricks, in South 
Africa, certainly. And when he and his Zulu assistant, Sergeant Mickey Zondi, were
sent to investigate a hanging they were prepared for anything.

James Howe McClure (October 9, 1939, Johannesburg, South Africa - June 17, 
2006, Oxford, England) was a British author and journalist best known for his 
Kramer and Zondi mysteries set in South Africa.
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McCluskey Jr., John. Mr. America's Last Season Blues. Baton Rogue. 1983. 
Louisiana State University Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket.
0807111201. 243 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Albert Crochet. Inventory
# 25696. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Three mornings a week, Roscoe Americus, Jr. - 
determined, persistent, but twenty pounds overweight and short of breath - runs the 
three-mile path around Union City’s park. As he runs, the sweet memories of his 
triumphs as a college football standout barely keep pace with the troubles and 
disappointments of the present; his glorious hopes for a future comeback finish in a
dead heat with the awareness that he is past his prime. MR. AMERICA’S LAST 
SEASON BLUES is the story of Roscoe’s attempt to make a comeback, his last run
at becoming a superstar. He had once been a hero to the black community of Union
City in his years as an offensive and defensive tackle for Ohio State, but his career 
ended in disappointment when a knee injury kept him on the sidelines during his 
rookie season with the Cleveland Browns. Released by the pros, Roscoe drifted into
the Canadian Football League, then into the lucrative carnival of professional 
wrestling. When he tired of a life of sideshow athletics, Roscoe returned to Union 
City - an ex-hero whose achievements had already begun to fade into the distance.
So, Roscoe trains for a comeback, for superstardom, not just on the gridiron, but 
also as a family man and member of the community. His marriage heading for 
divorce, Roscoe hopes to reach an understanding with his wife, to keep the love of 
his daughters, and to gain the trust of his new lover’s troubled son. With his parents
dead and his family dispersed around the globe, he hopes to gather all his brothers
and sisters together for a reunion. Haunted by his murdered father’s ghost, Roscoe 
tries to live up to the standards of success and courage laid out for him. With the 
black community Union City in decline, he works to give it a sense of unity and 
commitment,, to retrieve its lost hope and dreams.

John McCluskey, Jr., is the author of LOOK WHAT THEY DONE TO MY SONG. He
is associate professor of Afro-American Studies at Indiana University.
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McCormack, John E. and Cherry, Lynne. Rabbit Travels. New York. 1984. Dutton. 
1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0525440879. Illustrated by Lynne Cherry. 24 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 4350. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A very fast rabbit and a very slow hare, the best of 
friends, ride in a sailwagon, put up only so long with a know-it-all frog, and build a 
riverboat.

JOHN E. McCORMACK is the author of Rabbit Tales, another book of rabbit stories.
He lives with his family in Abington, Massachusetts. LYNNE CHERRY has illustrated
many books, including The Snail's Spell by Joanne Ryder (Warne), which won the 
1983 New York Academy of Science Annual Children's Book Award.
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McCourt, Frank. Angela's Ashes: A Memoir. New York. 1996. Scribner. Advance 
Reader's Copy. Small Bump At Bottom Of Rear Wrappers,Otherwise Very Good in
Wrappers. 0684874350. 358 pages. paperback. Signed by the Author. Inventory # 
22454. $150

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘When I look back on my childhood I wonder how I 
managed to survive at all. It was, of course, a miserable childhood: the happy 
childhood is hardly worth your while. Worse than the ordinary miserable childhood is
the miserable Irish childhood, and worse yet is the miserable Irish Catholic 
childhood.’ So begins the luminous memoir of Frank McCourt, born in Depression-
era Brooklyn to recent Irish immigrants and raised in the slums of Limerick, Ireland.
Frank’s mother, Angela, has no money to feed the children since Frank’s father, 
Malachy, rarely works, and when he does he drinks his wages. Yet Malachy -- 
exasperating, irresponsible and beguiling -- does nurture in Frank an appetite for the
one thing he can provide: a story. Frank lives for his father’s tales of Cuchulain, who
saved Ireland, and of the Angel on the Seventh Step, who brings his mother babies.
Perhaps it is story that accounts for Frank’s survival. Wearing rags for diapers, 
begging a pig’s head for Christmas dinner and gathering coal from the roadside to 
light a fire, Frank endures poverty, near-starvation and the casual cruelty of relatives
and neighbors -- yet lives to tell his tale with eloquence, exuberance and remarkable
forgiveness. ANGELA’S ASHES, imbued on every page with Frank McCourt’s 
astounding humor and compassion, is a glorious book that bears all the marks of a 
classic.

Francis McCourt (August 19, 1930 – July 19, 2009) was an Irish-American teacher 
and writer. He won a Pulitzer Prize for his book Angela's Ashes, a tragicomic 
memoir of the misery and squalor of his childhood.
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McCourt, Frank. Angela's Ashes: A Memoir. New York. 1996. Scribner. 1st Printing.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684874350. 364 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
John Fontana. Inventory # 22694. $150

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘When I look back on my childhood I wonder how I 
managed to survive at all. It was, of course, a miserable childhood: the happy 
childhood is hardly worth your while. Worse than the ordinary miserable childhood is
the miserable Irish childhood, and worse yet is the miserable Irish Catholic 
childhood.’ So begins the luminous memoir of Frank McCourt, born in Depression-
era Brooklyn to recent Irish immigrants and raised in the slums of Limerick, Ireland.
Frank’s mother, Angela, has no money to feed the children since Frank’s father, 
Malachy, rarely works, and when he does he drinks his wages. Yet Malachy -- 
exasperating, irresponsible and beguiling -- does nurture in Frank an appetite for the
one thing he can provide: a story. Frank lives for his father’s tales of Cuchulain, who
saved Ireland, and of the Angel on the Seventh Step, who brings his mother babies.
Perhaps it is story that accounts for Frank’s survival. Wearing rags for diapers, 
begging a pig’s head for Christmas dinner and gathering coal from the roadside to 
light a fire, Frank endures poverty, near-starvation and the casual cruelty of relatives
and neighbors -- yet lives to tell his tale with eloquence, exuberance and remarkable
forgiveness. ANGELA’S ASHES, imbued on every page with Frank McCourt’s 
astounding humor and compassion, is a glorious book that bears all the marks of a 
classic.

Francis McCourt (August 19, 1930 – July 19, 2009) was an Irish-American teacher 
and writer. He won a Pulitzer Prize for his book Angela's Ashes, a tragicomic 
memoir of the misery and squalor of his childhood.
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McCourt, Frank. Tis: A Memoir. New York. 1999. Scribner. Advance Uncorrected 
Reader's Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 0684848783. 367 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 26854. $150

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The sequel to the Pulitzer Prize-winning ANGELA’S 
ASHES,’TIS is the story of Frank McCourt’s American journey from impoverished 
immigrant to brilliant teacher and raconteur. Frank lands in New York at age 
nineteen, in the company of a priest he meets on the boat. He gets a job at the 
Biltmore Hotel, where he immediately encounters the vivid hierarchies of this 
‘classless country,’ and then is drafted into the army and is sent to Germany to train
dogs and type reports. When Frank returns to America in 1953, he works on the 
docks, always resisting what everyone tells him, that men and women who have 
dreamed and toiled for years to get to America should ‘stick to their own kind’ once 
they arrive. Somehow, Frank knows that he should be getting an education, and 
though he left school at fourteen, he talks his way into New York University. There, 
he falls in love with the quintessential Yankee, long-legged and blonde, and tries to 
live his dream. But it is not until he starts to teach—and to write—that Frank finds his
place in the world.

Francis McCourt (August 19, 1930 – July 19, 2009) was an Irish-American teacher 
and writer. He won a Pulitzer Prize for his book Angela's Ashes, a tragicomic 
memoir of the misery and squalor of his childhood.
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McCourt, Frank. Tis: A Memoir. New York. 1999. Scribner. Advance Uncorrected 
Reader's Proof. Crease At Bottom Corner Of Rear Wrappers,Otherwise Very Good 
in Wrappers. 0684848783. 367 pages. paperback. Signed by the Author. Inventory #
27258. $100

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The sequel to the Pulitzer Prize-winning ANGELA’S 
ASHES,’TIS is the story of Frank McCourt’s American journey from impoverished 
immigrant to brilliant teacher and raconteur. Frank lands in New York at age 
nineteen, in the company of a priest he meets on the boat. He gets a job at the 
Biltmore Hotel, where he immediately encounters the vivid hierarchies of this 
‘classless country,’ and then is drafted into the army and is sent to Germany to train
dogs and type reports. When Frank returns to America in 1953, he works on the 
docks, always resisting what everyone tells him, that men and women who have 
dreamed and toiled for years to get to America should ‘stick to their own kind’ once 
they arrive. Somehow, Frank knows that he should be getting an education, and 
though he left school at fourteen, he talks his way into New York University. There, 
he falls in love with the quintessential Yankee, long-legged and blonde, and tries to 
live his dream. But it is not until he starts to teach—and to write—that Frank finds his
place in the world.

Francis McCourt (August 19, 1930 – July 19, 2009) was an Irish-American teacher 
and writer. He won a Pulitzer Prize for his book Angela's Ashes, a tragicomic 
memoir of the misery and squalor of his childhood.
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McCourt, Frank. Tis: A Memoir. New York. 1999. Scribner. Advance Uncorrected 
Reader's Proof. Small Paper Slice At Back Edge Of The Wrappers, Otherwise Very
Good in Wrappers. 0684848783. 367 pages. paperback. Inventory # 27259. $62.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The sequel to the Pulitzer Prize-winning ANGELA’S 
ASHES,’TIS is the story of Frank McCourt’s American journey from impoverished 
immigrant to brilliant teacher and raconteur. Frank lands in New York at age 
nineteen, in the company of a priest he meets on the boat. He gets a job at the 
Biltmore Hotel, where he immediately encounters the vivid hierarchies of this 
‘classless country,’ and then is drafted into the army and is sent to Germany to train
dogs and type reports. When Frank returns to America in 1953, he works on the 
docks, always resisting what everyone tells him, that men and women who have 
dreamed and toiled for years to get to America should ‘stick to their own kind’ once 
they arrive. Somehow, Frank knows that he should be getting an education, and 
though he left school at fourteen, he talks his way into New York University. There, 
he falls in love with the quintessential Yankee, long-legged and blonde, and tries to 
live his dream. But it is not until he starts to teach—and to write—that Frank finds his
place in the world.

Francis McCourt (August 19, 1930 – July 19, 2009) was an Irish-American teacher 
and writer. He won a Pulitzer Prize for his book Angela's Ashes, a tragicomic 
memoir of the misery and squalor of his childhood.
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McCourt, Frank. Tis: A Memoir. New York. 1999. Scribner. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684848783. 367 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author.
Inventory # 27114. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The sequel to the Pulitzer Prize-winning ANGELA’S 
ASHES,’TIS is the story of Frank McCourt’s American journey from impoverished 
immigrant to brilliant teacher and raconteur. Frank lands in New York at age 
nineteen, in the company of a priest he meets on the boat. He gets a job at the 
Biltmore Hotel, where he immediately encounters the vivid hierarchies of this 
‘classless country,’ and then is drafted into the army and is sent to Germany to train
dogs and type reports. When Frank returns to America in 1953, he works on the 
docks, always resisting what everyone tells him, that men and women who have 
dreamed and toiled for years to get to America should ‘stick to their own kind’ once 
they arrive. Somehow, Frank knows that he should be getting an education, and 
though he left school at fourteen, he talks his way into New York University. There, 
he falls in love with the quintessential Yankee, long-legged and blonde, and tries to 
live his dream. But it is not until he starts to teach—and to write—that Frank finds his
place in the world.

Francis McCourt (August 19, 1930 – July 19, 2009) was an Irish-American teacher 
and writer. He won a Pulitzer Prize for his book Angela's Ashes, a tragicomic 
memoir of the misery and squalor of his childhood.
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McCoy, Karen Kawamoto. A Tale of Two Tengu. Morton Grove. 1993. Albert 
Whitman & Company. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0807577480. Illustrated
by Koen Fossey. unpaginated. hardcover. Inventory # 18718. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this traditional Japanese folktale, McCoy's first 
children's book, long-nosed goblins called tengu offer up a funny and palatable taste
of the art of cooperation. Kenji and Joji, whose expandable probosces can stretch 
for miles, squabble over whose sniffer is finer. One day Kenji's nose reels in 
Princess Fumiko's beautiful kimonos; jealous Joji tries to top his friend's catch but 
his nose is mistaken for a swing by Prince Isao - with painful consequences for all 
concerned. The contest intensifies.

As a child, Karen Kawamoto McCoy heard many tales of the old country from her 
Japanese grandparents. When she grew up, she began collecting such folktales, 
and A Tale of Two Tengu came from this work. Ms. McCoy lives in Wooster, Ohio, 
with her husband, Ed, and son, Kevin. This is her first children's book. Koen Fossey 
lives in Zonhoven, Belgium, with his wife, Lieve Baeten (also an illustrator), and their
two teenage children. He graduated from the Academy of Fine Arts in Antwerp. 
Among his interests are watching cartoons, playing volleyball, and buying beautiful 
books. This is his first book for Albert Whitman.
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McCray, Carrie Allen. Freedom's Child: The Life of a Confederate General's Black 
Daughter. Chapel Hill. 1988. Algonquin Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 1565121864. 270 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket 
design by Anne Winslow. Inventory # 25482. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When Carrie Allen McCray was a child, she was afraid to
ask about the framed photograph of a white man on her mother's dresser. Years 
later she learned that he was her grandfather, a Confederate general, and that her 
grandmother was a former slave. In her late seventies, Carrie McCray went 
searching for her history and found the remarkable story of her mother, Mary, the 
illegitimate daughter of General J. R. Jones, of Lynchburg, Virginia. Jones would 
later be cast out of Lynchburg society for publicly recognizing his daughter. 
FREEDOM'S CHILD is a loving remembrance of how Mary spent her life beating 
down the kind of thinking that ostracized her father. She was a leader in the 
founding of the NAACP and hosted the likes of Langston Hughes and W.E.B. Du 
Bois as they plotted the war against discrimination at her kitchen table. Carrie 
McCray's memories reward us with an extraordinarily vivid and intimate portrait of a 
remarkable woman. ‘Highly recommended for all readers.’--Library Journal, hot pick;
‘I defy anyone to finish FREEDOM'S CHILD without a tear in their eye, a sense of 
meeting a great spirit, and an inspiration to act with generosity and justice.’--Gloria 
Steinem; A BOOK-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB and QUALITY PAPERBACK BOOK 
CLUB SELECTION.

Carrie Allen McCray (October 4, 1913 – July 25, 2008) was an African-American 
writer born in Lynchburg, Virginia, whose published works include Ajös Means 
Goodbye (1966), The Black Woman and Family Roles (1980), and her memoir, 
Freedom’s Child: The Life of a Confederate General’s Black Daughter (1998) about
seeking out her family history and the stories of her grandfather. Her poems have 
appeared in such magazines as Ms. and The River Styx. Ota Benga Under My 
Mother's Roof was her last collection of poems (edited by Kevin Simmonds) and was
published by University of South Carolina Press.
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McCue, Frances. The Stenographer's Breakfast. Boston. 1992. Beacon Press. 1st 
American Edition. Some Very Slight Spotting On Side Edge,OtherwiseVery Good in
Wrappers. 0807068179. Simultaneous Release In Hardcover. 66 pages. paperback.
Cover: Copenhaver Cumpston. Inventory # 32180. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Frances McCue creates ‘a world where chaos is created
in a language that struggles with imagination bound by emotions, and with 
obedience to accuracy uncorrupted by emotions.’(Collen McElroy).

Frances McCue, an award-winning poet and arts administrator. She graduated from
Columbia University PhD, where she was a Klingenstein Fellow, and the University
of Washington with an MFA. She is an adjunct professor of Education at Seattle 
University and the University of Washington. She co-founded Richard Hugo House 
in 1997. She served ten years as director. Her work has appeared in MS Magazine,
New York Times Book Review, Pittsburgh Post Gazette, The Stranger, The Seattle
Times, Nest Magazine, Teachers College Record and Seattle Social Justice. She 
has received grants and residencies from Centrum, Artist Trust, 4Culture, 
Hedgebrook, Echoing Green Fellowship from 1998-2002.
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McCullers, Carson. Reflections in a Golden Eye. Boston. 1941. Houghton Mifflin. 1st
Edition. Very Good. No Dustjacket. 183 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 5389. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Set on a Southern army base in the 1930s, 'Reflections 
In A Golden Eye' tells the story of Captain Penderton, a bisexual whose life is upset
by the arrival of Major Langdon, a charming womanizer who has an affair with 
Penderton's tempestuous and flirtatious wife, Leonora. Upon the novel's publication 
in 1941, reviewers were unsure of what to make of its relatively scandalous subject
matter. But a critic for Time Magazine wrote, 'In almost any hands, such material 
would yield a rank fruitcake of mere arty melodrama. But Carson McCullers tells her
tale with simplicity, insight, and a rare gift of phrase.' Written during a time when 
McCullers's own marriage was on the brink of collapse, her second novel deals with
her trademark themes of alienation and unfulfilled loves.

Carson McCullers (February 19, 1917 – September 29, 1967) was an American 
writer of novels, short stories, plays, essays and poetry. Her first novel, The Heart Is
a Lonely Hunter, explores the spiritual isolation of misfits and outcasts of the 
American South. Her other novels have similar themes and are all set in the South.
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McCullers, Carson. The Mortgaged Heart. Boston. 1971. Houghton Mifflin. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0395109531. 292 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
photograph: Carson McCullers, 1938, by John Vincent Adams. Inventory # 15826. 
$37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This volume gathers together a large selection of her 
previously uncollected work - short stories, essays and poetry, including eight stories
never before published. These writings span more than thirty years, from ‘Sucker,’ 
written when she was seventeen, to A Hospital Christmas Eve,’ published after her 
death. Several of the pieces appeared in magazines now long out of print and 
almost impossible to obtain. The unpublished stories printed here for the first time 
were found among her papers by her sister and literary executor, Margarita C. 
Smith, who has edited this collection. For the most part, these are very early stories
written before Mrs. McCullers (then Carson Smith) was nineteen, while she attended
writing classes in New York taught by Sylvia Chatfield Bates. (Miss Bates’ wise and
encouraging comments were found attached to three of the manuscripts and 
accompany these stories.) They are, as Miss Smith points out, ‘exercises’ that are 
interesting not only for their startling precocity but because they foreshadow the 
characters, themes, and visions of her later major novels. Also included is her 
working outline of ‘The Mute,’ which was submitted for a Houghton Mufflin Literary 
Fellowship and subsequently evolved into her first novel, THE HEART IS A LONELY
HUNTER, published in 1940. Her nonfiction ranges from occasional pieces on 
Christmas, World War II, and Brooklyn to serious essays on writers and writing, with
sections from ‘The Flowering Dream,’ an autobiographic work-in-progress left 
uncompleted at her death. A group of luminous poems concludes the volume. In 
them, as in everything she wrote, weave her themes of alienation and love, her 
ecclesiastical sense of time. These little-known writings shed new light on aspects of
Carson McCullers’ life and her growth as a writer.

Carson McCullers (February 19, 1917 – September 29, 1967) was an American 
writer of novels, short stories, plays, essays and poetry. Her first novel, The Heart Is
a Lonely Hunter, explores the spiritual isolation of misfits and outcasts of the 
American South. Her other novels have similar themes and are all set in the South.
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McDaniel, Jeffrey. Chapel of Inadvertent Joy. Pittsburgh. 2013. University of 
Pittsburgh Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822962601. 
Pitt Poetry Series. 73 pages. paperback. Cover photo by Miranda Lichtenstein. 
Cover design by Joel W. Coggins. Inventory # 40575. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Reading Jeffrey McDaniel's gorgeously dark and utterly 
compelling Chapel of Inadvertent Joy reminds me that he is probably the most 
important poet in America. The book in your hands was written by a master of 
metaphor and a poet of huge imagination and fierce ingenuity, a fine antidote to 
realism. Get this voice in your head.' --Major Jackson.

Jeffrey McDaniel has published four books of poetry: The Endarkenment, The 
Splinter Factory, The Forgiveness Parade, and Alibi School. His poems have been 
published in numerous anthologies and magazines, including Ploughshares, 
American Poetry Review, and Best American Poetry 1994 and 2010. A recipient of a
fellowship from the National Endowment for the Arts, he teaches creative writing at
Sarah Lawrence College in New York.
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McDermid, Val. A Grave Tattoo. San Diego. 2007. St Martin’s Minotaur. Advance 
Readers’ Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0312339216. Includes a CD audio 
sampler in the back. 467 pages. paperback. Inventory # 30007. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a novel reminiscent of The Rule of Four, The Dante 
Club and The Historian, suspense master McDermid spins a psychological thriller in
which a present-day murder has its roots in the eighteenth century and the mutiny 
on the H.M.S. Bounty. After torrential summer rains uncover a bizarrely tattooed 
body on a Lake District hillside, long discarded old wives' tales takes on a chilling 
new plausibility. For centuries, Lakelanders have whispered that Fletcher Christian 
staged the massacre on Pitcairn so that he could return home. And there, he told his
story to an old friend and schoolmate, William Wordsworth, who turned it into a long
narrative poem--a poem that remained hidden lest it expose Wordsworth to the 
gallows for harboring a fugitive. Wordsworth specialist Jane Gresham, herself a 
native of the Lake District, feels compelled to discover once and for all whether the
manuscript ever existed--and whether it still exists today. But as she pursues each 
new lead, death follows hard on her heels. Suddenly Jane is at the heart of a 200-
year-old mystery that still has the power to put lives on the line. Against the dramatic
backdrop of England's Lake District a drama of life and death plays out, its ultimate 
prize a bounty worth millions.

Val McDermid (born 4 June 1955) is a Scottish crime writer, best known for a series
of suspense novels featuring Dr. Tony Hill. Val McDermid grew up in a Scottish 
mining community and attended Oxford University. She worked as a journalist in 
Scotland for 14 years, becoming National Bureau Chief of a major national Sunday 
tabloid. She quit journalism in 1991 and has since become a full-time writer. She is 
creator of both the Lindsay Gordon and the Kate Brannigan mystery series. Her 
novel, A PLACE OF EXECUTION was recently named by the New York Times Book
Review as one of the notable books of 2000 and won the L.A. Times Book Prize in 
the new murder/mystery category. It was also shortlisted in 2001 for the Edgar 
Award and has been nominated for the 2001 Boucheron Anthony Award.
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McDermid, Val. Beneath the Bleeding. London. 2007. Harper Collins. Reprinted 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780007243266. 404 pages. hardcover. Inventory
# 45066. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The residents of Bradfield are devastated when their star
midfielder dies, the victim of a bizarre, seemingly motiveless murder. In a hospital, 
recovering from injuries, criminal profiler and psychologist Dr. Tony Hill struggles to
make sense of the fragments of information he can gather in order to help his ally, 
Detective Chief Inspector Carol Jordan, bring a killer to justice. Then an explosion 
rips through a soccer stadium, leaving dozens dead and many more injured, and 
Jordan finds herself pushed to the margins of the investigation by the intelligence 
services. Despite the dark places in their relationship, Tony and Carol remain the 
best hope for uncovering the truth about an ever-increasing series of unspeakable 
crimes. Are they terrorist attacks, a personal vendetta. or something even more 
sinister?

Val McDermid (born 4 June 1955) is a Scottish crime writer, best known for a series
of suspense novels featuring Dr. Tony Hill. Val McDermid grew up in a Scottish 
mining community and attended Oxford University. She worked as a journalist in 
Scotland for 14 years, becoming National Bureau Chief of a major national Sunday 
tabloid. She quit journalism in 1991 and has since become a full-time writer. She is 
creator of both the Lindsay Gordon and the Kate Brannigan mystery series. Her 
novel, A PLACE OF EXECUTION was recently named by the New York Times Book
Review as one of the notable books of 2000 and won the L.A. Times Book Prize in 
the new murder/mystery category. It was also shortlisted in 2001 for the Edgar 
Award and has been nominated for the 2001 Boucheron Anthony Award.
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McDermid, Val. Blue Genes: A Kate Brannigan Mystery. New York. 1997. Scribner.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With A Few Tears. 
0684833980. Gold Dagger Winning Author Of The Mermaids Singing. 297 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Marc Cohen. Inventory # 24024. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Kate Brannigan, Manchester’s tough-talking crime-
stalking PI, isn’t just having a bad day. She’s having a bad week. The worst week of
her life, in fact. Her boyfriend’s obituary is in the newspaper, her plans to capture a 
team of heartless crooks are in disarray, and a Celtic neo-punk band under siege 
wants her to rescue them from the saboteurs who are trashing their posters and 
gigs. Kate can’t even cry on her best friend’s shoulder because ace crime reporter 
Alexis has a few worries of her own. Her girlfriend Chris is pregnant, and when 
someone involved in pioneering illegal fertility treatment is murdered, Alexis needs 
Kate as she’s never needed her before. Delving into the alien world of medical 
experimentation and the underbelly of the rock music business, Kate confronts 
betrayal and cold-blooded greed as she fights to save not only her livelihood but her
life.

Val McDermid (born 4 June 1955) is a Scottish crime writer, best known for a series
of suspense novels featuring Dr. Tony Hill. Val McDermid grew up in a Scottish 
mining community and attended Oxford University. She worked as a journalist in 
Scotland for 14 years, becoming National Bureau Chief of a major national Sunday 
tabloid. She quit journalism in 1991 and has since become a full-time writer. She is 
creator of both the Lindsay Gordon and the Kate Brannigan mystery series. Her 
novel, A PLACE OF EXECUTION was recently named by the New York Times Book
Review as one of the notable books of 2000 and won the L.A. Times Book Prize in 
the new murder/mystery category. It was also shortlisted in 2001 for the Edgar 
Award and has been nominated for the 2001 Boucheron Anthony Award.
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McDermid, Val. Clean Break: A Kate Brannigan Mystery. New York. 1995. Scribner.
Uncorrected Proofs. Very Good in Wrappers. 0684804611. 283 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 21856. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Kate Brannigan goes head to head with organized crime
when a routine industrial case starts leaving a trail of bodies across the northwest, 
forcing Kate to confront hard truths in her own life.

Val McDermid (born 4 June 1955) is a Scottish crime writer, best known for a series
of suspense novels featuring Dr. Tony Hill. Val McDermid grew up in a Scottish 
mining community and attended Oxford University. She worked as a journalist in 
Scotland for 14 years, becoming National Bureau Chief of a major national Sunday 
tabloid. She quit journalism in 1991 and has since become a full-time writer. She is 
creator of both the Lindsay Gordon and the Kate Brannigan mystery series. Her 
novel, A PLACE OF EXECUTION was recently named by the New York Times Book
Review as one of the notable books of 2000 and won the L.A. Times Book Prize in 
the new murder/mystery category. It was also shortlisted in 2001 for the Edgar 
Award and has been nominated for the 2001 Boucheron Anthony Award.
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McDermid, Val. Clean Break: A Kate Brannigan Mystery. New York. 1995. Scribner.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684804611. 283 pages. hardcover.
Jacket illustration by Blair Drawson. Inventory # 21607. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Kate Brannigan goes head to head with organized crime
when a routine industrial case starts leaving a trail of bodies across the northwest, 
forcing Kate to confront hard truths in her own life.

Val McDermid (born 4 June 1955) is a Scottish crime writer, best known for a series
of suspense novels featuring Dr. Tony Hill. Val McDermid grew up in a Scottish 
mining community and attended Oxford University. She worked as a journalist in 
Scotland for 14 years, becoming National Bureau Chief of a major national Sunday 
tabloid. She quit journalism in 1991 and has since become a full-time writer. She is 
creator of both the Lindsay Gordon and the Kate Brannigan mystery series. Her 
novel, A PLACE OF EXECUTION was recently named by the New York Times Book
Review as one of the notable books of 2000 and won the L.A. Times Book Prize in 
the new murder/mystery category. It was also shortlisted in 2001 for the Edgar 
Award and has been nominated for the 2001 Boucheron Anthony Award.
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McDermid, Val. Crack Down: A Kate Brannigan Mystery. New York. 1994. 
Scribner's. Uncorrected Advance Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 0684197561. 220 
pages. paperback. Inventory # 23710. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - She’s a rising star in Britain and Europe. Now Americans
have discovered award-winning former journalist Val McDermid and her acclaimed 
Kate Brannigan series set in the northern English industrial city of Manchester. 
There is only one reason private eye Kate Brannigan would let her boyfriend Richard
Barclay, a writer on rock music, help out with an investigation: nothing bad could 
happen to him. While trying to figure out how the dealerships are cheating the 
manufacturers, Richard takes a drive in a luxury car that he and Kate have 
supposedly bought. It’s a beautiful ride, until the police discover that the car is full of
drugs. Richard can’t prove that the stash is not his, so he finds himself behind bars,
with some of Manchester’s most violent criminal element out for his blood. Worse 
still, Kate ends up in charge of his eight-year-old son, who leads her into even more
trouble than his accident-prone father. And if Richard’s ex-wife discovers the 
situation, Richard may never see his child again. It’s not easy, looking after a child 
and investigating a case that takes Kate into the city’s sordid underbelly that leads 
her to a child pornography ring and not-so-innocent stick-on tattoos, all the while 
attempting to learn the truth and clear Richard’s name.

Val McDermid (born 4 June 1955) is a Scottish crime writer, best known for a series
of suspense novels featuring Dr. Tony Hill. Val McDermid grew up in a Scottish 
mining community and attended Oxford University. She worked as a journalist in 
Scotland for 14 years, becoming National Bureau Chief of a major national Sunday 
tabloid. She quit journalism in 1991 and has since become a full-time writer. She is 
creator of both the Lindsay Gordon and the Kate Brannigan mystery series. Her 
novel, A PLACE OF EXECUTION was recently named by the New York Times Book
Review as one of the notable books of 2000 and won the L.A. Times Book Prize in 
the new murder/mystery category. It was also shortlisted in 2001 for the Edgar 
Award and has been nominated for the 2001 Boucheron Anthony Award.
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McDermid, Val. Crack Down: A Kate Brannigan Mystery. New York. 1994. 
Scribners. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684197561. 220 pages.
hardcover. Jacket illustration by Moira Hahn. Inventory # 23359. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - She’s a rising star in Britain and Europe. Now Americans
have discovered award-winning former journalist Val McDermid and her acclaimed 
Kate Brannigan series set in the northern English industrial city of Manchester. 
There is only one reason private eye Kate Brannigan would let her boyfriend Richard
Barclay, a writer on rock music, help out with an investigation: nothing bad could 
happen to him. While trying to figure out how the dealerships are cheating the 
manufacturers, Richard takes a drive in a luxury car that he and Kate have 
supposedly bought. It’s a beautiful ride, until the police discover that the car is full of
drugs. Richard can’t prove that the stash is not his, so he finds himself behind bars,
with some of Manchester’s most violent criminal element out for his blood. Worse 
still, Kate ends up in charge of his eight-year-old son, who leads her into even more
trouble than his accident-prone father. And if Richard’s ex-wife discovers the 
situation, Richard may never see his child again. It’s not easy, looking after a child 
and investigating a case that takes Kate into the city’s sordid underbelly that leads 
her to a child pornography ring and not-so-innocent stick-on tattoos, all the while 
attempting to learn the truth and clear Richard’s name.

Val McDermid (born 4 June 1955) is a Scottish crime writer, best known for a series
of suspense novels featuring Dr. Tony Hill. Val McDermid grew up in a Scottish 
mining community and attended Oxford University. She worked as a journalist in 
Scotland for 14 years, becoming National Bureau Chief of a major national Sunday 
tabloid. She quit journalism in 1991 and has since become a full-time writer. She is 
creator of both the Lindsay Gordon and the Kate Brannigan mystery series. Her 
novel, A PLACE OF EXECUTION was recently named by the New York Times Book
Review as one of the notable books of 2000 and won the L.A. Times Book Prize in 
the new murder/mystery category. It was also shortlisted in 2001 for the Edgar 
Award and has been nominated for the 2001 Boucheron Anthony Award.
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McDermid, Val. The Last Temptation. New York. 2002. St Martin's/Minotaur. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312290896. 432 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Jerry Tood. Inventory # 25510. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Coming to terms over her breakup with criminal profiler 
Dr. Tony Hill, Chief Inspector Carol Jordan plunges into a risky undercover sting: 
track down a European drug trafficker and gain his confidence. But she’s being 
tracked as well-by a serial killer whose psychosexual madness is born out of the 
darkest corners of history. In quiet isolation, Tony Hill is laying to rest the scars of his
past-until he’s recruited back into business on a case he can’t ignore. An evil is 
striking uncomfortably close to home, and casting a killer shadow over the life of his 
long-time colleague and sometimes lover. As the danger closes in, and as Tony and
Carol cross paths to navigate the terrain of a shattered human mind, they have no 
one left to trust but themselves-and fear that there’s no place left to run as a killer 
promises to fulfill his most twisted dreams.

Val McDermid (born 4 June 1955) is a Scottish crime writer, best known for a series
of suspense novels featuring Dr. Tony Hill. Val McDermid grew up in a Scottish 
mining community and attended Oxford University. She worked as a journalist in 
Scotland for 14 years, becoming National Bureau Chief of a major national Sunday 
tabloid. She quit journalism in 1991 and has since become a full-time writer. She is 
creator of both the Lindsay Gordon and the Kate Brannigan mystery series. Her 
novel, A PLACE OF EXECUTION was recently named by the New York Times Book
Review as one of the notable books of 2000 and won the L.A. Times Book Prize in 
the new murder/mystery category. It was also shortlisted in 2001 for the Edgar 
Award and has been nominated for the 2001 Boucheron Anthony Award.
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McDonald, Angela. Write Your Own Egyptian Hieroglyphs. Berkeley. 2007. 
University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9780520252356. 80 pages. paperback. Inventory # 36547. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Egyptian hieroglyphic script is one of the most 
beautiful, fascinating, and expressive writing systems ever invented. In Ancient 
Egypt, only an elite few could read and write hieroglyphs, but now you too can 
recognize and write a selection of names, titles, descriptions, sayings, greetings—
even insults! For the ancient Egyptians, nothing could exist without a name—names
held the spark of life. In this colorful illustrated guide, Angela McDonald explains 
how the Egyptians composed names for the elements of their world and along the 
way opens a fascinating window on their ancient culture—their gods, enemies, 
animals, and more. With practical guides and a lively, informative text, she shows 
how to create many charming and useful phrases in hieroglyphs for yourself, your 
friends, your pets—even your house. There are step-by-step tips on how to draw 
some of the trickier signs and a collection of genuine Egyptian phrases—greetings, 
laments, and insults—for use in your own compositions. In the words of one 
Egyptian papyrus, ‘By day write with your fingers, recite by night. Befriend the scroll
and the palette—it’s more fulfilling than wine!’

Angela McDonald lectures in Egyptology at Glasgow University.
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McDonald, Brian. My Father's Gun: One Family, Three Badges, One Hundred Years
in the NYPD. New York. 1999. Dutton. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
052594396x. 310 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Mary E. O'Boyle. Inventory #
26658. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this memoir about three generations of New York City
policemen, Brian McDonald chronicles a hundred years of dedication and disillusion,
heroism and tragedy behind the ‘blue wall of silence’ that separates a cop from the 
rest of the world. His grandfather, Thomas Skelly, entered the department in 1893, 
when the NYPD was little more than a brutal gang of organized enforcers and the 
city was run by Tammany Hall, a corrupt political machine that could make or break
an honest cop’s career. His father Frank’s career would span from World War II 
through the sixties, taking him from street cop to squad commander of the 41st 
Precinct. Better known as ‘Fort Apache,’ it was a place from which few cops 
emerged whole. His brother, Frank McDonald, Jr., went on to become a decorated 
officer, waging an undercover war on drugs and crime that would ironically lead, in 
1987, to the most agonizing choice a good cop can make. McDonald also talks 
about the women: the mothers, wives, and daughters who took extra jobs to help 
make ends meet - while waiting for the phone call that would tell them the worst. 
And he shares his own struggles with the personal demons that nearly destroyed 
him.

Brian McDonald contributes frequently to New York City newspapers, including The
New York Times. His first book, My Father's Gun, won critical raves and became the
subject of a major History Channel documentary series. McDonald is also the author
of Last Call at Elaine's, Indian Summer, and Safe Harbor: A Murder in Nantucket. He
lives in Manhattan.
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McDonald, James. Wordly Wise: A Book About the Origins of English Words and 
Phrases. New York. 1985. Watts. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0531097722.
293 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 6055. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Hidden away within dictionaries are a vast number of 
unlikely, surprising and even incredible stories about the origin of English words and
phrases. James McDonald has produced a highly entertaining book, with each of 
some thirty chapters devoted to a single topic such as medicine, magic, law, religion,
money, drink and sex. Liberally sprinkled with amusing stories, each chapter shows
how the language associated with these topics has evolved over the ages. The 
chapter on drinks, for example, can tell you not only the origin of ‘groggy’ (suffering 
from the effects of watered-down rum), Codswallop (drink sold in bottles of a type 
patented by Hiram Codd), but also the reason why a ‘Long Slow Comfortable Screw’
should be so-called. Did you know ‘cretin’ and ‘Christian’ shared the same origin or 
that the exclamation ‘strewth’ is really just a shorter form of God’ truth? The Naughty
Bits tells us of such losses to our language as the personal names ‘gildenballokes’ 
and ‘scittebagge’. On a more serious note did you know that a bonfire was originally
a bone-fire or that a hussy used to be no more than a housewife? Or that the phrase
‘to freeze the balls off a brass monkey’ has perfectly respectable naval origins? 
Everyone who delights in the richness of the English language will find much to 
enjoy and learn from this book.

James McDonald is Fellow of the Royal Geographic Society, and holds a number of
professional qualifications. He also holds an MA in mathematics from Oxford 
University, and an MSc in Operational Research from Sussex University. He lives in
the South of France.
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McDonald, Megan. Judy Moody Saves the World!. Cambridge. 2002. Candlewick. 
Reprinted Hardcover Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket with Store 
Autograph Sticker on the Front. 0763614467. Illustrated by Peter Reynolds. 147 
pages. hardcover. Signed by the author. Inventory #  44191. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The mercurial Judy returns - and she’s in a mood to take
on the world! Judy Moody did not set out to save the world. She set out to win a 
contest. A Band-Aid contest. It all started with the Crazy-Strip contest - and the 
dream that she, Judy Moody, might one day see her very own adhesive-bandage 
design covering the scraped knees of thousands. But when her "Heal the World" 
motif merits only an honorable mention, Judy Moody realizes it’s time to set her 
sights on something bigger. Class 3T is studying the environment, and Judy is 
amazed to learn about the destruction of the rain forest, the endangered species 
(not) in her own backyard, and her own family’s crummy recycling habits. Now she’s
in a mood to whip the planet into shape - or her name isn’t Judy Monarch!

Megan Jo McDonald is an American children's literature author. Her most popular 
works is the series of books which concern a third grade girl named Judy Moody. 
McDonald has also written many picture books for younger children and continues to
write.
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McDonnell. Kathleen. Kid Culture: Children & Adults & Popular Culture. Toronto. 
1994. Second Story Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0929005643. 152 
pages. paperback. Jacket art by Barbara Klunder. Inventory # 31801. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Is Saturday morning TV as bad as it seems? Should I 
give my daughter a Barbie? Have I failed as a parent if my son keeps asking for 
military toys? How is the violence they see around them affecting kids today? With 
clarity and humour, McDonnell discusses why pop culture is an irresistable lure to 
kids and why it binds them together in a subculture of their own.

Kathleen McDonnell makers her living writing in a variety of genres, from playwriting
to junior fiction to social criticism. Besides her many books, she writes articles and 
opinion pieces for the Globe and Mail, Toronto Star, Chatelaine, Maclean’s, and 
Utne Reader, and also contributes to CBC Radio and Canada AM. Her plays have 
been produced throughout Canada. McDonnell lives and works in Toronto.
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McDonough, Yona Zeldis. The Barbie Chronicles. New York. 1999. Touchstone/ 
Simon & Schuster. 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0684862751. Paperback 
Original. Contributions by Jane Smiley, Carol Shields, Meg Wolitzer, Anna 
QuinMcDonough, Yona Zeldisdlen, & Others. 240 pages. paperback. Cover design
& photography by Evan Gaffney Design. Inventory # 27026. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - To some she’s a collectible, to others she’s trash. In THE
BARBIE CHRONICLES, twenty-three writers join together to scrutinize Barbie’s forty
years of hateful, lovely disastrous, glorious influence on us all. No other tiny 
shoulders have ever, had to carry the weight of such affection and derision and no 
other book has ever paid this notorious little place of plastic her due. Whether you 
adore her or abhor her, THE BARBIE CHRONICLES will have you looking at her in
ways you never imagined.

Yona Zeldis McDonough grew up in Brooklyn, New York, where she had early 
dreams of becoming a ballerina, but she changed from this when she went to 
college. She attended Vassar College and studied literature, language, and art 
history. After realizing that the graduate program at Columbia University was not 
making her happy, she finished the year out and began freelance writing in every 
possible place, newspapers, book reviews, brochures, until she gained some 
traction and notability when she could publish works that she had began in her time
at Columbia. Her books include THE FOUR TEMPERAMENTS and IN DAHLIA’S 
WAKE---and her third novel, BREAKING THE BANK, will be out in September. She
presently lives in Brooklyn, NY with her husband and her two children and two small,
yappy dogs.
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McElroy, Joseph. The Letter Left To Me. New York. 1988. Knopf. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394571967. 152 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
photograph & design by Barbara de Wilde. Inventory # 10852. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Written by a father to a son almost three years before the
father’s death, the letter comes to light a few days after the funeral. A gift that is 
overwhelming when the boy first opens the envelope, his father’s sober words warn
him against life’s distractions. If grief conditions how we are to judge the letter and 
understand the now absent father himself, the real story is what happens to the 
letter, the disturbing and quite bizarre process by which it is taken over by the family
and disseminated to their friends and even to strangers. Yet the letter becomes a 
point of departure and a core of opportunity from which the son begins to take action
in his own way. The mysterious work of the book is to evoke both the chaos and the
direction of this growth: the son letting things happen; his insights trapped but 
aroused by the family language, in which grief and love disguise control and 
possessiveness. THE LETTER LEFT TO ME is alive with the creative force of a 
young man struggling toward the heart of the matter, finding more than his father, 
beginning to see himself. Thus, the letter that has been found only to be given away
is remade into unforeseen knowledge.

Joseph Prince McElroy (born August 21, 1930) is an American novelist, short story
writer, and essayist. He is noted for writing difficult fiction. McElroy's work often 
reflects a preoccupation with how science functions in American society.
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McElvaine, Robert S. The Great Depression. New York. 1984. Times Books. 1st 
American Edition. Some Foxing to Top edge, Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0812910613. 402 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Marjorie Anderson. Inventory
# 5414. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A unique account of the Great Depression - the fateful 
epoch, 1929 to 1941 - this is the first comprehensive one-volume popular work on 
the entire era. Covering the crucial events leading up to the Depression as well as 
the critically important years following it, Robert McElvaine examines the political 
and economic history and also provides cultural and social perspective on these 
decades. Making use of much new material that has come to light, McElvaine gives
a fresh, convincing analysis of the causes of the Depression, and of how it created a
sea change in American values with a new sense of government’s role - a role of 
direct responsibility for society’s victims. It as an unquestionable rebuke of the 
laissez-faire values of the twenties. Poverty and misery were offset by 
breakthroughs in public policy and the arts. McElvaine has read some 18,000 letters
from ordinary citizens of the time. He has studied Depression-era films and writes 
fascinating analyses of them. He has written incisive portraits of all the key 
personalities of the period - Herbert Hoover, Franklin Roosevelt, Eleanor Roosevelt,
Governor Floyd Olson of Minnesota, Phil and Robert La Follette, Father Coughlin, 
Huey Long, Upton Sinclair, John L. Lewis. He has recreated a poignant, exciting, 
crucially important era. Setting the Great Depression in the context of American 
development, McElvaine examines previous depressions, the preceding age of 
prosperity in the twenties, and the effects of the Depression experience on the 
American character and values in the years since 1941.

Robert S. McElvaine, associate professor of history at Millsaps College in Jackson,
Mississippi, is the editor of Down and Out in the Great Depression: Letters From the
Forgotten Man, which Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., described as ‘a compelling 
contribution to our history.’ Studs Terkel said, ‘McElvaine has captured these voices
as no one else ever has.’
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McEwan, Ian. Black Dogs. New York. 1992. Doubleday. Uncorrected Proofs. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 0385425414. 149 pages. paperback. Inventory # 16881. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Set in late 1980s Europe at the time of the fall of the 
Berlin Wall, Black Dogs is the intimate story of the crumbling of a marriage, as 
witnessed by an outsider. Jeremy is the son-in-law of Bernard and June Tremaine,
whose union and estrangement began almost simultaneously. Seeking to 
comprehend how their deep love could be defeated by ideological differences 
Bernard and June cannot reconcile, Jeremy undertakes writing June's memoirs, only
to be led back again and again to one terrifying encouner forty years earlier--a 
moment that, for June, was as devastating and irreversible in its consequences as 
the changes sweeping Europe in Jeremy's own time. In a finely crafted, compelling 
examination of evil and grace, Ian McEwan weaves the sinister reality of civiliation's
darkest moods--its black dogs--with the tensions that both create love and destroy it.

Ian McEwan was born on 21 June 1948 in Aldershot, England. He studied at the 
University of Sussex, where he received a BA degree in English Literature in 1970.
He received his MA degree in English Literature at the University of East Anglia. 
McEwan's works have earned him worldwide critical acclaim. McEwan lives in 
London.
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McEwan, Ian. Enduring Love. New York. 1998. Doubleday. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0385491123. 247 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 24482. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - On a windy spring day in the Chilterns, the calm, 
organized life of science writer Joe Rose is shattered when he witnesses a tragic 
accident: a hot-air balloon with a boy trapped in its basket is being tossed by the 
wind, and in the attempt to save the child, a man is killed. A stranger named Jed 
Parry joins Rose in helping to bring the balloon to safety. But unknown to Rose, 
something passes between Parry and himself on that day—something that gives 
birth to an obsession in Parry so powerful that it will test the limits of Rose’s beloved
rationalism, threaten the love of his wife, Clarissa, and drive him to the brink of 
murder and madness. Brilliant and compassionate, this is a novel of love, faith, and
suspense, and of how life can change in an instant.

Ian McEwan was born on 21 June 1948 in Aldershot, England. He studied at the 
University of Sussex, where he received a BA degree in English Literature in 1970.
He received his MA degree in English Literature at the University of East Anglia. 
McEwan's works have earned him worldwide critical acclaim. McEwan lives in 
London.
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McEwan, Ian. The Innocent. New York. 1990. Doubleday. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 038541370x. 270 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author.
Inventory # 24804. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Leonard Marnham is assigned to a British-American 
surveillance team in Cold War Berlin. His intelligence work-tunneling under a 
Russian communications center to tap the phone lines to Moscow-offers him a 
welcome opportunity to begin shedding his own unwanted innocence, even if he is 
only a bit player in a grim international comedy of errors. Leonard's relationship with
Maria Eckdorf, an enigmatic and beautiful West Berliner, likewise promises to loosen
the bonds of his ordinary life. But the promise turns to horror in the course of one 
terrible evening-a night when Leonard Marnham learns just how much of his 
innocence he's willing to shed.

Ian McEwan was born on 21 June 1948 in Aldershot, England. He studied at the 
University of Sussex, where he received a BA degree in English Literature in 1970.
He received his MA degree in English Literature at the University of East Anglia. 
McEwan's works have earned him worldwide critical acclaim. McEwan lives in 
London.
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McFadden, Chuck. Trailblazer: A Biography of Jerry Brown. Berkeley. 2013. 
University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
9780520275638. 6 x 9. 17 b/w photos. 249 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Sandy Drooker. Inventory # 22782. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - n this first biography of Edmund Gerald Brown Jr. in 
more than thirty years, Chuck McFadden explores the unique persona of one of the
most idiosyncratic politicians in California history. Son of California political royalty 
who forged his own political style against the tumultuous backdrop of a huge, 
balkanized state—and shoved to and fro by complex currents— Jerry Brown 
plumbed his visionary impulses as well as his grandiose ambitions. McFadden 
traces Brown’s childhood in San Francisco, his time studying for the priesthood, his
unusual political career, and his romances— including a long-term relationship with
singer Linda Ronstadt. He describes Brown’s first two terms as governor advocating
for farm workers, women and minorities, his time roaming the world in a spiritual 
quest, and his return to the gritty world of politics as chairman of the California 
Democratic Party and then mayor of Oakland. Political experts weigh in with 
thoughts about the remarkable 2010 campaign that saw the 72-year-old Brown 
winning his third term in office while being vastly outspent by Republican Meg 
Whitman. Concise, insightful, and enlivened by the events and personalities that 
colored the history of California, Trailblazer provides an intimate portrait of the 
pugnacious, adept politician who has bucked national trends to become a leader of
one of the largest economies in the world.

Chuck McFadden is a veteran AP reporter who covered California politics in 
Sacramento for many years. He was also assistant to former California state 
Superintendent of Public instruction Wilson Riles.
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McFeely, Eliza. Zuni and the American Imagination. New York. 2001. Hill & Wang. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0809027070. 204 pages. hardcover.
Inventory # 28821. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Zuni society existed for centuries before there was a
United States, and it still exists in its desert pueblo in what is now New Mexico. In 
the late nineteenth century, anthropologists-among the first in this new discipline-
came to Zuni to study it and, they believed, to salvage what they could of its tangible
culture before it was destroyed, which they were sure would happen. Matilda 
Stevenson, Frank Hamilton Cushing, and Stewart Culin were the three most 
important of these early students of Zuni, and although modern anthropologists often
disparage and ignore their work-sometimes for good, sometimes for poor reasons-
these pioneers gave us an idea of the power and significance of Zuni life that has 
endured into our time. They did not expect the Zuni themselves to endure, but they 
have, and the complex relation between the Zuni as they were and are and the Zuni
as imagined by these three Easterners is at the heart of Eliza McFeely's important 
new book. Stevenson, Cushing, and Culin are themselves remarkable subjects, not 
just as anthropology's earliest pioneers but as striking personalities in their own 
right, and McFeely gives ample consideration, in her colorful and absorbing study, to
each of them. For different reasons, all three found professional and psychological 
satisfaction in leaving the East for the West, in submerging themselves in an alien 
and little-known world, and in bringing back to the nation's new museums and exhibit
halls literally thousands of Zuni artifacts. Their doctrines about social development, 
their notions of ‘salvage anthropology,’ their cultural biases and predispositions are 
now regarded with considerable skepticism, but nonetheless their work imprinted 
Zuni on the American imagination in ways we have yet to measure.

Eliza McFeely, who earned her Ph.D. at New York University, teaches at the College
of New Jersey in Ewing, where she lives with her husband and two children.
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McGarrity, Michael. Mexican Hat: A Kevin Kerney Novel. New York. 1997. Norton. 
1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0393040631. 316 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
illustration by Peter de la Fuente - 'Abandoned House and Ruin, Ojo de la Vaca'. 
Inventory # 24615. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With his dazzling debut, Tularosa, Michael McGarrity 
was hailed ‘a born storyteller’ (Denver Post) -- and introduced readers to a 
memorable new hero, ex-Santa Fe chief of detectives Kevin Kerney. Now, featuring
his vivid feel for the southwest, McGarrity’s second gripping novel hurls Kerney onto
the toughest case of his life. Taking a job as a seasonal forest ranger in New 
Mexico’s Gila Wilderness, Kevin Kerney is looking forward to a quiet summer high in
the mountains. But the murder of a Mexican tourist, and the discovery of a 
disoriented old man in the wild, thrust Kerney into an investigation that will carry him
back in time to a sixty-year-old feud between two land-rich brothers, Edgar and 
Eugene Cox. Enlisting young state game and fish officer Jim Stiles to help solve the
crimes, Kerney slowly uncovers evidence connecting the ruthless Cox feud with 
another suspicious death—and the radical actions of New Mexico’s present-day 
county militia. But new assistant district attorney Karen Cox—Edgar’s alluring 
daughter—is torn between hiding her father’s long-buried secret and helping Kerney
find the truth. Now someone wants Kerney dead—and the deeper he investigates, 
the more he may be digging his own grave.

Michael McGarrity is a New Mexican author and former law enforcement officer. He
has written a dozen crime novels set in New Mexico and the American West trilogy,
historical novels also set in New Mexico consisting of Hard Country, Backlands and
The Last Ranch.
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McGarrity, Michael. Serpent Gate: A Kevin Kerney Novel. New York. 1998. Scribner.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684853450. 315 pages. hardcover.
Signed by the Author. Jacket illustration by Peter de la Fuente. Inventory # 25300. 
$15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - After receiving a call from the newly appointed chief of 
the New Mexico State Police, ex-Santa Fe chief of detectives Kevin Kerney is 
thrown into an investigation of a small-town cop-killing no one has been able to 
solve. His only lead: a homeless schizophrenic’s ramblings about rape and an 
uncharted place called Serpent Gate. Meanwhile, back in glitzy Santa Fe, priceless
art is stolen from the governor’s offices and a beautiful young blonde is murdered in
a millionaire’s mansion. Restless and thinking perhaps too often of a woman who is,
for him, off-limits, Kerney follows a trail of clues to Mexico, where he comes up 
against an old nemesis with powerful government connections. Unwilling to back 
down, Kerney must use all of his tenacity, raw courage, and knowledge of the 
criminal mind in a showdown with his enemy that could cost him his life.

Michael McGarrity is a New Mexican author and former law enforcement officer. He
has written a dozen crime novels set in New Mexico and the American West trilogy,
historical novels also set in New Mexico consisting of Hard Country, Backlands and
The Last Ranch.
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McGarrity, Michael. Tularosa. New York. 1996. Norton. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0393039226. 304 pages. hardcover. Jacket painting by Peter de
la Fuente. Inventory # 24820. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Tularosa - the place of reddish willows in Spanish - holds
the key to Kevin Kerney’s past and his future. Ex-chief of detectives in the Santa Fe
Police Department, retired early by a shot-up leg, Kerney is drawn back into action 
when Navajo Indian Terry Yazzi, his ex-partner and the man responsible for his 
injuries, asks him to locate his son, reported missing from the high-security White 
Sands Missile Range in southern New Mexico. To find Sammy Yazzi, Kerney must 
track clues that lead deep into the histories of the region - Native American, 
Hispanic, and Anglo - and, surprisingly, into his own family’s ranching past. And he
must deal with the complicated feelings triggered by the army’s investigator, Captain
Sara Brannon, a fiery young officer as formidable as she is attractive.

Michael McGarrity is a New Mexican author and former law enforcement officer. He
has written a dozen crime novels set in New Mexico and the American West trilogy,
historical novels also set in New Mexico consisting of Hard Country, Backlands and
The Last Ranch.
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McGarrity, Michael. Tularosa. New York. 1996. Norton. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0393039226. 304 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. 
Jacket painting by Peter de la Fuente. Inventory # 28203. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Tularosa - the place of reddish willows in Spanish - holds
the key to Kevin Kerney’s past and his future. Ex-chief of detectives in the Santa Fe
Police Department, retired early by a shot-up leg, Kerney is drawn back into action 
when Navajo Indian Terry Yazzi, his ex-partner and the man responsible for his 
injuries, asks him to locate his son, reported missing from the high-security White 
Sands Missile Range in southern New Mexico. To find Sammy Yazzi, Kerney must 
track clues that lead deep into the histories of the region - Native American, 
Hispanic, and Anglo - and, surprisingly, into his own family’s ranching past. And he
must deal with the complicated feelings triggered by the army’s investigator, Captain
Sara Brannon, a fiery young officer as formidable as she is attractive.

Michael McGarrity is a New Mexican author and former law enforcement officer. He
has written a dozen crime novels set in New Mexico and the American West trilogy,
historical novels also set in New Mexico consisting of Hard Country, Backlands and
The Last Ranch.
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McGaughey, Neil. The Best Money Murder Can Buy: A Stokes Moran Mystery. New
York. 1996. Scribner. 1st American Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684197618.
Mystery Critic Turns Private Investigator. 4th In The Series. 240 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design & Illustration by Marc Burkhardt. Inventory # 22450. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Kyle Malachi, better known by his mystery critic 
pseudonym of Stokes Moran, is enjoying a quiet evening at home with his literary 
agent wife Lee Holland and his dog Bootsie when a simple knock on the door 
announces a series of surprises that change Kyle’s life forever. Standing on the 
threshold is Kyle’s spitting image. The visitor, Derek Winslow, claims he is Kyle’s 
twin brother, a twin Kyle never knew existed. Even more shocking to Kyle, Derek 
says Kyle was adopted. Far from welcoming the prodigal brother, Kyle rejects his 
claims and orders him off his property. Surely his assertions could not be true! Or 
could they? Calmed by Lee, Kyle realizes that perhaps he acted too rashly. He 
should give Derek another chance. But it’s too late. When Kyle arrives at Derek’s 
motel, Derek is dead. Who could have wanted to kill the man Kyle now believes may
have been his brother? There is one way to find out: Kyle will assume Derek’s 
identity and move into his world. Won’t the killer be surprised when Kyle/Derek 
reappears on the scene, healthy and vigorous and eager to trap a villain?

Neil McGaughey is the author of "The Best Money Murder Can Buy", "And Then 
There Were Ten", and "Otherwise Known as Murder". A full-time writer and 
nationally known mystery critic, he reviewed mysteries for the Jackson, Mississippi, 
"Clarion-Ledger" for more than ten years.keywords
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McGee, Jim and Duffy, Brian. Main Justice: The Men and Women Who Enforce the
Nation's Criminal Laws & Guards Its Liberties. New York. 1996. Simon & Schuster. 
1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684811359. McGee Shared A Pulitzer Prize 
In 1987 For His Reporting On The Iran-Contra Affair. 399 pages. hardcover. Jacket
design by Michael Accordino. Inventory # 22477. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Jim McGee and Brian Duffy take us behind the walls of
Main Justice, as the department’s headquarters is known to insiders, to show how 
its awesome powers to investigate and punish wrongdoing are used - and 
sometimes abused - in the war on crime. Setting their sights on the department’s 
Criminal Division, and on the anonymous career lawyers whose decisions often 
become the stuff of front-page headlines and congressional hearings, McGee and 
Duffy show how the Justice Department has marshaled its legal firepower against 
Colombia’s murderous Cali cocaine cartel, violent gangs in Shreveport and Chicago,
CIA-agent-turned-traitor Aldrich Ames, and international terrorists. They also expose
cases in which U.S. attorneys - whether to further a political agenda or because of 
excessive zeal - have abused their powers, often with devastating results for 
ordinary Americans. The story of Main Justice is told from several vantage points: 
from the streets of America, where FBI and DEA agents employ sophisticated 
investigative tools to make arrests; from the executive suites in Washington, where 
career lawyers decide which cases will be prosecuted; and from the federal 
courtrooms, where U.S. attorneys spar with defense lawyers and judges to obtain 
guilty verdicts. MAIN JUSTICE also shows how the Clinton administration has 
altered the focus of federal law enforcement by targeting the violent street gangs 
that terrorize our cities and towns, and has established new procedures to safeguard
the public against prosecutorial misconduct. In addition, McGee and Duffy explore 
the intersection of federal law enforcement and the nation’s intelligence operations,
a netherworld in which the constitutional limits on domestic law enforcement are 
increasingly challenged.

Jim McGee was an investigative reporter at the Washington Post and Brian Duffy an
investigations editor at U.S. News & World Report.
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McGilligan, Patrick (editor). Backstory 5: Interviews with Screenwriters of the 1990s.
Berkeley. 2009. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 9780520260399. 252 pages. paperback. Inventory # 38275. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Continuing his long-running series of interviews with 
Hollywood screenwriters, Pat McGilligan finished off cinema's first century with a 
volume on writers active in the 1990s. As with other volumes in the series, there are
writers who began working before the age of the blockbuster (Albert Brooks, Nora 
Ephron), as well as writers who came of age with Spielberg summer flicks and 
Saturday Night Live (David Koepp, the late lamented John Hughes). As with 
previous volumes, these interviews emphasize the craft of writing, the process of 
collaboration, how Hollywood continues to change and evolve under new aconomic
pressures, and (of course) plenty of gossip and war stories. Reflecting changes in 
the industry, there are more writer/directors in this volume (John Sayles, Barry 
Levinson), as well as more writers whose careers encompass theater, TV, and other
genres (Tom Stoppard, Ephron, Eric Roth).

Patrick McGilligan is an Irish American biographer, film historian and writer. His 
biography on Alfred Hitchcock, Alfred Hitchcock: A Life in Darkness and Light was a
finalist for the Edgar Award. He is the author of two New York Times Notable Books,
and he lives in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
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McGinley, Patrick. Foggage. New York. 1983. St Martin's Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312296940. 230 pages. hardcover. Jacket art by
Chris Petersen. Inventory # 5424. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Then Maureen thought she was pregnant-which was 
indeed a complication. It was evident, Kevin realized, that there’d been no 
gentleman calling on Maureen, and he’d have to find one quickly-someone both 
appropriate and willing. Patrick McGinley, who understands and writes about the 
Irish countryside as well as anyone, has in this strong, compassionate novel written
his most powerful book so far, It’s a novel that will encircle the reader. Forty-year-old
Kevin Hurley and his twin sister Maureen live on a farm in Ireland with their 
bedridden ninety-six-year-old father, Kevin is a good, hard- working farmer; Maureen
feeds him plenty of potatoes, mustard, and beef, and life goes along quietly, with a 
few friends and neighbors to vary the routine, including Billy Snoddy and Festus 
O’Flaherty, who are often a bit too fond of drinking and talking. Their way of life suits
Kevin, as sleeping with Maureen suits him, She was the only woman he’d ever slept
with, He didn’t think about it much; he just knew she’d kept him warm through many
a midland winter. Maureen liked to think about it, though. She said to him, ‘I’ll bet the
neighbors see me as an old maid and you as a sapless bachelor. Little do they know
that there’s more heat in this house than in all the other houses of the townland put 
together.’

Patrick McGinley (born 1937) is an Irish novelist, born in Glencolumbkille, Ireland. 
After teaching in Ireland, McGinley moved to England where he pursued a career as
a publisher and author. Among his strongest literary influences is his Irish 
predecessor, author Flann O'Brien, who McGinley emulates most noticeably in his 
novel The Devil's Diary.
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McGinley, Patrick. Foxprints. New York. 1985. St Martin's Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312302169. 282 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
drawing by Richard Ross. Inventory # 555. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An offbeat murder story. McGinley assembles his comic
quartet in a London suburb called Wistwood East. where the illusions or delusions of
the inhabitants are a fit subject for mockery. and a predator is on the loose; three 
young women are done to death in circumstances which lead a Fleet Street 
newspaper to dub the killer ‘The Wistwood Fox’.

Patrick McGinley (born 1937) is an Irish novelist, born in Glencolumbkille, Ireland. 
After teaching in Ireland, McGinley moved to England where he pursued a career as
a publisher and author. Among his strongest literary influences is his Irish 
predecessor, author Flann O'Brien, who McGinley emulates most noticeably in his 
novel The Devil's Diary.
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McGinley, Patrick. Goosefoot. New York. 1982. Dutton. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0525241426. 251 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Jacqueline Schuman. Inventory # 619. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - GOOSEFOOT moves its readers swiftly into a somewhat
dangerous, Irish world, very memorable and magical. Patricia Teeling’s Uncle Lar 
was the first person she told she had passed her Bachelor of Agriculture Science 
exam with first class honors. She told him while she was helping him change a 
tractor wheel. He said, ‘I knew you had it in you.’ And that evening, as the Teeling 
family celebrated, Lar said to Patricia, ‘I long ago decided that I would leave my 
house and farm to you, Patricia. And now I have a proposal to make. I would like 
you to come to live with me and run the farm as if it were already your own. Patricia
said, ‘It’s good of you to think so highly of me, Uncle Lar. But I feel I’m not yet ready
for the farming life. I was thinking of taking a job in Dublin.’ ‘Glory be to God, 
Patricia, but you’re the strange girl,’ said her mother in dismay. Perhaps her mother
was right. Certainly Dublin was a completely foreign place for Patricia. She found a 
job quickly, and an apartment to share, but, though she had come to the city with a 
thirst for experience, at first her experience was one of reservations. She was 
capable and fearless, but it was all somewhat puzzling, and intangible-the city, her 
job, the pubs, Robert Foxley, and the Baggottys downstairs. Perhaps especially the
Baggottys downstairs. And even her home seemed strange when she returned there
for Christmas. Her farm background wasn’t helpful enough. This is a witty novel, 
precise and powerful.

Patrick McGinley (born 1937) is an Irish novelist, born in Glencolumbkille, Ireland. 
After teaching in Ireland, McGinley moved to England where he pursued a career as
a publisher and author. Among his strongest literary influences is his Irish 
predecessor, author Flann O'Brien, who McGinley emulates most noticeably in his 
novel The Devil's Diary.
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McGinley, Patrick. The Devil's Diary. New York. 1988. St Martin's Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312021933. 249 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket illustration by Sandra Dionisi. Inventory # 11473. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A psychological mystery with haunting overtones, this 
novel focuses on a priest tormented by the loss of the Gaelic culture, by the 
increasing worldliness of religion and by his own sexual desires. After a long illness,
Father Jerry McSharry returns home to rural Ireland. The peaceful village he 
remembers no longer exists; his childhood playmate, Arty Brennan, a poor boy who
returned wealthy after 10 years in America, has brought prosperity to the area. To 
Father Jerry, these changes are ‘monstrosities that leapt aggressively to the eye.’ 
Olga, a sculptor to whom Father Jerry is drawn, seems to be attracted to him but 
she also admires Brennan. Then Father Jerry’s brother Hugo comes back to the 
village and purchases a farm coveted by Brennan. Hugo becomes the butt of 
malicious pranks for which he believes Brennan is responsible. Father Jerry doesn’t
quite believe him until he and Hugo narrowly escape a car crash. Later, Brennan is 
found dead, and Father Jerry discovers Hugo’s ‘diary’ and reads the latest entry: a 
compelling, supposedly fictional account of Brennan’s disappearance. The priest 
finds himself drawn into the ambivalent world of the diary, which reflects his deepest,
darkest thoughts and desires. McGinley (THE RED MEN , FOXPRINTS ) tells an 
evocative, disturbing story of a man who wants to pursue a life of ‘work, study, and 
prayer alone’ but who is distracted by the world in which he lives. - PUBLISHERS 
WEEKLY.

Patrick McGinley (born 1937) is an Irish novelist, born in Glencolumbkille, Ireland. 
After teaching in Ireland, McGinley moved to England where he pursued a career as
a publisher and author. Among his strongest literary influences is his Irish 
predecessor, author Flann O'Brien, who McGinley emulates most noticeably in his 
novel The Devil's Diary.
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McGinley, Patrick. The Red Men. New York. 1987. St Martin's Press. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312001800. 297 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
drawing by Richard Ross. Inventory # 7596. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Isolation, spiritual, social, and physical permeates this 
novel. Four brothers in a tiny coastal community in Ireland await the death of their 
father, Gulban. He has ruled his tiny empire of hotel, shop, and farm, and will leave it
to one of them: the one who best meets the test of handling a large sum of money 
for one year. Each brother must also reconcile his love for Pauline, their childhood 
playmate and now bookkeeper of the hotel and Gulban’s right hand. The test is 
further complicated by death, the most isolating event of all. Within this tiny self-
contained world a surprising variety emerges and a dark past before the final death 
that scatters all but one to the four winds. A well-told tale of familial love and conflict,
by the author of FOXPRINTS and THE TRICK OF GA BOLGA. - LIBRARY 
JOURNAL.

Patrick McGinley (born 1937) is an Irish novelist, born in Glencolumbkille, Ireland. 
After teaching in Ireland, McGinley moved to England where he pursued a career as
a publisher and author. Among his strongest literary influences is his Irish 
predecessor, author Flann O'Brien, who McGinley emulates most noticeably in his 
novel The Devil's Diary.
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McGinley, Patrick. The Trick of the Ga Bolga. New York. 1985. St Martin's Press. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312818165. 288 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket art by Bob Korn. Inventory # 2514. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Coote had only lived in Glen for a week, but everyone 
knew him already. And he knew his quarreling next-door neighbors. He first met the
Proker (actually Hugh Donnelly, but the name was rusty from lack of use) and his 
donkey. As he rode, the Proker carried a stick with a nail in it and he wasn’t too keen
about Coote’s other neighbor, Salmo. ‘That nail is for Salmo. I have no quarrel with 
anyone but Salmo. As the poet said, he’s the lump in my stirabout, the stone-bruise
on my foot, But you and me, we’re friends, Mr. Coote.’ His neighbors gave Coote 
concern. When he was talking to the priest over a glass of whiskey and was asked, 
‘What do you think of our Glen?’ he answered, ‘It’s a wild place, and the wild Atlantic
makes it wilder.’ ‘What do you hope to do here?’ the priest asked. ‘I hope to live off 
nine acres of rocky land like everyone else. If all goes well, I may buy a few sheep 
and take up salmon and lobster fishing. There’s so much one can do in a place like 
this.’ There was, including the building of a proper bridge across an inlet, and 
winning a Patrick McGinley horse race, and avoiding being gaffed, grassed, and 
gutted before he had time to say one ‘Our Father,’ In particular, there was the feud-
afight to the death-between Salmo and the Proker. THE TRICK OF THE GA BOLGA
is a novel in which a marvelously talented author displays his talents and his love 
and understanding of Ireland most completely.

Patrick McGinley (born 1937) is an Irish novelist, born in Glencolumbkille, Ireland. 
After teaching in Ireland, McGinley moved to England where he pursued a career as
a publisher and author. Among his strongest literary influences is his Irish 
predecessor, author Flann O'Brien, who McGinley emulates most noticeably in his 
novel The Devil's Diary.
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McGivern, William P. The Big Heat. New York. 1954. Pocket Books. 1st Pocket 
Books Paperback Printing. Good in Worn Wrappers With a Piece Coming Off Near 
The Bottom Spine. 183 pages. paperback. 981. Cover photograph by Bill Hughes. 
Inventory # 37198. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE HEAT WAS ON. It started almost innocently. A cop
committed suicide - worry over ill-health, said his wife. But a B-girl told Detective 
Dave Bannion that the cop, who had been her lover, couldn't have committed 
suicide. He'd been healthy and very happy. THEN THE B-GIRL WAS MURDERED!
Bannion started to investigate. He was ordered to lay off! The mobsters had told the
crooked cops ‘No investigation!’ But Dave Bannion was as honest as he was tough.
He swore to get the truth. The case was hot enough to explode the underworld. To 
crack it Dave Bannion had to wage a singlehanded fight against both the mobsters 
and the crooked cops!

William Peter McGivern (December 6, 1918 - November 18, 1982) was an American
novelist and television scriptwriter. He published more than 20 novels, mostly 
mysteries and crime thrillers, some under the pseudonym Bill Peters. His novels 
were adapted for a number of films, among them Odds Against Tomorrow (1959), a
noir tale of three losers, starring Harry Belafonte; The Big Heat (1953), starring 
Glenn Ford as a cop who will do anything to get his man; Shield for Murder, about 
an honest cop going bad; and Rogue Cop (1954), a film noir directed by Roy 
Rowland, about a crooked cop trying to redeem himself. The Big Heat received an 
Edgar Award in 1954 as Best Motion Picture, which McGivern shared as author of 
the original novel. He also published more than one hundred science fiction stories 
during the 1940s and 1950s. In the 1960s, he moved to Los Angeles, where he 
wrote for television and film.
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McGovern, George. The Third Freedom: Ending Hunger in Our Time. New York. 
2001. Simon & Schuster. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0684853345. 173 pages. hardcover. Cover design by Jennifer Heisey. Inventory # 
28758. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In THE THIRD FREEDOM, McGovern lays out a 
workable and affordable five-point program to end world hunger. The basic facets 
include these steps: the United States should take the lead within the UN in working
toward a universal school lunch program; the American supplemental nutrition 
program for low-income women, infants, and children should go worldwide; the 
United Nations must establish food reserves around the globe; developing countries
must be assisted in improving their own farm production, food processing, and food
distribution; high-yielding, scientific agriculture, including genetically modified crops,
must be further encouraged and developed.’ ‘As someone who grew up on the 
plains of South Dakota during the drought and depression days of 1932, McGovern
saw some of the world’s best farmers flounder under surplus production that they 
could not sell for a break-even price. At the same time, he read of hunger and 
starvation in other parts of the world. In this work, he combines his personal 
experience and political know-how to work toward changing our world.

George Stanley McGovern (July 19, 1922 – October 21, 2012) was an American 
historian, author, U.S. Representative, U.S. Senator, and the Democratic Party 
presidential nominee in the 1972 presidential election. McGovern later served as U.
S. Ambassador to the United Nations Agencies for Food and Agriculture from 1998 
to 2001 and was appointed the first UN Global Ambassador on World Hunger by the
World Food Programme in 2001. The McGovern-Dole International Food for 
Education and Child Nutrition Program has provided school meals for millions of 
children in dozens of countries since 2000 and resulted in McGovern's being named
World Food Prize co laureate in 2008.
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McGrath, Patrick. Asylum. New York. 1997. Random House. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679452281. 257 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author.
Cover art by Hugh Shurley. Inventory # 24857. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Stella Raphael, a cultured and elegant but restless young
woman, lives with her husband, Max, a forensic psychiatrist, and their small son, 
Charlie, at a high-security mental hospital in rural England. Isolated from the urban 
excitement she craves, Stella is unhappy with her husband and her life, and when 
she comes into contact with the brilliant and attractive sculptor Edgar Stark, a patient
who is engaged in rebuilding the asylum’s decrepit Victorian conservatory, she 
begins to fall in love. Her discovery that Edgar was confined to the hospital after he
brutally murdered and disfigured his wife in a psychotic, jealous rage fails to deter 
Stella from her growing passion, and eventually her love for Edgar is pitted against 
her husband, her child, the institution, and the entire fabric of her society. Finally 
Stella makes her choice, precipitating an appalling tragedy and changing the course
of several lives. Gripping and disturbing, always surprising, ASYLUM is an 
unforgettable portrayal of the darker side of romantic love and the terrifying 
extremes to which erotic obsession can take us, told with Patrick McGrath’s dazzling
combination of exquisite artistry and visceral engagement.

Patrick McGrath (born 7 February 1950) is a British novelist, whose work has been 
categorized as gothic fiction. McGrath was born in London and grew up near 
Broadmoor Hospital from the age of five where his father was Medical 
Superintendent. His fiction is principally characterised by the first person unreliable 
narrator, and recurring subject matter in his work includes mental illness, repressed
homosexuality and adulterous relationships.
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McGrath, Patrick. Asylum. New York. 1997. Random House. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679452281. 257 pages. hardcover. Cover art by Hugh 
Shurley. Inventory # 26982. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Stella Raphael, a cultured and elegant but restless young
woman, lives with her husband, Max, a forensic psychiatrist, and their small son, 
Charlie, at a high-security mental hospital in rural England. Isolated from the urban 
excitement she craves, Stella is unhappy with her husband and her life, and when 
she comes into contact with the brilliant and attractive sculptor Edgar Stark, a patient
who is engaged in rebuilding the asylum’s decrepit Victorian conservatory, she 
begins to fall in love. Her discovery that Edgar was confined to the hospital after he
brutally murdered and disfigured his wife in a psychotic, jealous rage fails to deter 
Stella from her growing passion, and eventually her love for Edgar is pitted against 
her husband, her child, the institution, and the entire fabric of her society. Finally 
Stella makes her choice, precipitating an appalling tragedy and changing the course
of several lives. Gripping and disturbing, always surprising, ASYLUM is an 
unforgettable portrayal of the darker side of romantic love and the terrifying 
extremes to which erotic obsession can take us, told with Patrick McGrath’s dazzling
combination of exquisite artistry and visceral engagement.

Patrick McGrath (born 7 February 1950) is a British novelist, whose work has been 
categorized as gothic fiction. McGrath was born in London and grew up near 
Broadmoor Hospital from the age of five where his father was Medical 
Superintendent. His fiction is principally characterised by the first person unreliable 
narrator, and recurring subject matter in his work includes mental illness, repressed
homosexuality and adulterous relationships.
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McGrath, Patrick. Blood and Water and Other Tales. New York. 1988. Poseidon 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.Remainder Mark. 
067164405x. 1st Book. 192 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket design
& painting by Wendell Minor. Inventory # 24854. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Patrick McGrath is a Poe for the ‘80s, the first 
postmodern-gothic storyteller. Drawn from the mind’s most unruly nightmares and 
macabre alcoves, his elegantly bizarre short fiction is laden with shimmering images
of sensuality: a doomed beauty rises from a warm tub surrounded by swirling clouds
of vapor; a mysterious stranger strips naked, revealing the secret of his loneliness-
his kinship with the angels. McGrath’s fictional inquiries move from the bugaboos of
Victorian superstition and Freudian psychology to the curse of human desire, from 
English estates to the dark, savage Congo to the downtown bohemia of Manhattan 
after midnight. In ‘The Black Hand of the Raj,’ set against colonial India’s dizzying 
heat, a young woman finds pain-and pleasure-at the hand of an ancient curse. In 
‘The Skewer,’ an elderly man is haunted by the torments of three miniature 
psychiatrists, including Freud himself In ‘Ambrose Syme,’ a young Jesuit sublimates
his passion with poetry and soothes it. with murder. Touched with subtle humor and 
irony, rich with erudite atmospheric prose, BLOOD AND WATER AND OTHER 
TALES is the extraordinary debut of a writer who stretches the limits of gothic horror-
creating unforgettable literature.

Patrick McGrath (born 7 February 1950) is a British novelist, whose work has been 
categorized as gothic fiction. McGrath was born in London and grew up near 
Broadmoor Hospital from the age of five where his father was Medical 
Superintendent. His fiction is principally characterised by the first person unreliable 
narrator, and recurring subject matter in his work includes mental illness, repressed
homosexuality and adulterous relationships.
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McGrath, Patrick. Dr. Haggard's Disease. New York. 1993. Poseidon Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0671727338. 191 pages. hardcover. 
Signed by the Author. Cover design by Carin Goldberg. Inventory # 24855. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Dr. Haggard addresses his sorry tale to Vaughan, the 
fighter-pilot son of the only woman he ever truly loved. He finds himself incapable of
relinquishing the brief all-consuming months spent with the senior pathologist’s wife,
his dismantled life now little more than a shell of painful melancholia. And yet 
through the curiously androgynous boy there is a rekindling of memory, and a new,
altogether more bizarre passion engulfs the doctor. McGrath’s novel is a love story,
albeit from behind eyes addled by morbid introspection and morphine addiction.

Patrick McGrath (born 7 February 1950) is a British novelist, whose work has been 
categorized as gothic fiction. McGrath was born in London and grew up near 
Broadmoor Hospital from the age of five where his father was Medical 
Superintendent. His fiction is principally characterised by the first person unreliable 
narrator, and recurring subject matter in his work includes mental illness, repressed
homosexuality and adulterous relationships.
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McGrath, Patrick. Spider. New York. 1990. Poseidon Press. 1st American Printing. 
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. Remainder Marking On Bottom Edge. 
0671665103. 221 pages. hardcover. Jacket painting & design by Wendell Minor. 
Inventory # 23757. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Spider is gaunt, threadbare, unnerved by everything from
his landlady to the smell of gas. He tells us his story in a storm of beautiful language
that slowly reveals itself as a fiendishly layered construction of truth and illusion. 
With echoes of Beckett, Poe, and Paul Bowles, Spider is a tale of horror and 
madness, storytelling and skepticism, a novel whose dizzying style lays bare the 
deepest layers of subconscious terror.

Patrick McGrath (born 7 February 1950) is a British novelist, whose work has been 
categorized as gothic fiction. McGrath was born in London and grew up near 
Broadmoor Hospital from the age of five where his father was Medical 
Superintendent. His fiction is principally characterised by the first person unreliable 
narrator, and recurring subject matter in his work includes mental illness, repressed
homosexuality and adulterous relationships.
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McGrath, Patrick. Spider. New York. 1990. Poseidon Press. 1st American Printing. 
Bookplate & Previous Owner's Inscription in Front, Otherwise Very Good in Slightly
Worn Dustjacket With Wrinkled Flaps. 0671665103. 221 pages. hardcover. Cover:
Wendell Minor. Inventory # 31861. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Spider is gaunt, threadbare, unnerved by everything from
his landlady to the smell of gas. He tells us his story in a storm of beautiful language
that slowly reveals itself as a fiendishly layered construction of truth and illusion. 
With echoes of Beckett, Poe, and Paul Bowles, Spider is a tale of horror and 
madness, storytelling and skepticism, a novel whose dizzying style lays bare the 
deepest layers of subconscious terror.

Patrick McGrath (born 7 February 1950) is a British novelist, whose work has been 
categorized as gothic fiction. McGrath was born in London and grew up near 
Broadmoor Hospital from the age of five where his father was Medical 
Superintendent. His fiction is principally characterised by the first person unreliable 
narrator, and recurring subject matter in his work includes mental illness, repressed
homosexuality and adulterous relationships.
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McGrath, Patrick. The Grotesque. New York. 1989. Poseidon Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 067166509x. 187 pages. hardcover. Signed by the
Author. Jacket painting & design by Wendell Minor. Inventory # 24858. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is an exuberantly spooky novel, in which horror, 
repressed eroticism, and sulfurous social comedy intertwine like the vines in an 
overgrown English garden.

Patrick McGrath (born 7 February 1950) is a British novelist, whose work has been 
categorized as gothic fiction. McGrath was born in London and grew up near 
Broadmoor Hospital from the age of five where his father was Medical 
Superintendent. His fiction is principally characterised by the first person unreliable 
narrator, and recurring subject matter in his work includes mental illness, repressed
homosexuality and adulterous relationships.
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McGraw, Milena. After Dunkirk. Boston. 1998. Houghton Mifflin. 1st Printing. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0395868858. 468 pages. hardcover. Jacket design & collage by
Martha Kennedy. Inventory # 25493. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - What is the fate of a just man in a just war? At the onset
of World War II, Wayne Luthie is the leader of an inexperienced British flight 
squadron. While his crew adapts to war from a safe distance, Luthie ponders the 
delights and puzzles of his childhood in India and falls in love with Nim, a WAAF. But
soon the war escalates, with great consequence. Tranquil memories are tinged with
remembered violence; riddles are revealed as insidious secrets.

Milena McGraw grew up in postwar Czechoslovakia, moving to the Uninted States 
as a student. Her writing has been recognized by the Mary Roberts Rinehart 
Foundation and the Ohio Arts Council. She is a library assistant in Portland, Oregon.
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McGregor, Michael N. Pure Act: The Uncommon Life of Robert Lax. New York. 
2015. Fordham University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
9780823268016. 445 pages. jhardcover. Inventory # 39354. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Pure Act tells the story of poet Robert Lax, whose quest 
to live a true life as both an artist and a spiritual seeker inspired Thomas Merton, 
Jack Kerouac, William Maxwell and a host of other writers, artists and ordinary 
people. Known in the U.S. primarily as Merton’s best friend and in Europe as a 
daringly original avant-garde poet, Lax left behind a promising New York writing 
career to travel with a circus, live among immigrants in post-war Marseilles and 
settle on a series of remote Greek islands where he learned and recorded the 
simple wisdom of the local people. Born a Jew, he became a Catholic and found the
authentic community he sought in Greek Orthodox fishermen and sponge divers. In
his early life, as he alternated working at The New Yorker, writing screenplays in 
Hollywood and editing a Paris literary journal with studying philosophy, serving the 
poor in Harlem and living in a sanctuary high in the French Alps, Lax pursued an 
approach to life he called pure act―a way of living in the moment that was both 
spontaneous and practiced, God-inspired and self-chosen. By devoting himself to 
simplicity, poverty and prayer, he expanded his capacity for peace, joy and love 
while producing distinctive poetry of such stark beauty critics called him “one of 
America’s greatest experimental poets” and “one of the new ‘saints’ of the avant-
garde.” Written by a writer who met Lax in Greece when he was a young seeker 
himself and visited him regularly over fifteen years, Pure Act is an intimate look at an
extraordinary but little-known life. Much more than just a biography, it’s a tale of 
adventure, an exploration of friendship, an anthology of wisdom, and a testament to
the liberating power of living an uncommon life.

Michael N. McGregor is a Professor of English and Creative Writing at Portland 
State University. He has lectured at universities, conferences, and community 
events on both Robert Lax and Thomas Merton and is a member of Biographers 
International Organization and the International Thomas Merton Society.
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McGuane, Thomas. The Sporting Club. New York. 1968. Simon & Schuster. 1st 
Printing. Some Foxing & A Few Very Small Stain Marks On Side Edge, Otherwise 
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 220 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Paul Bacon. Inventory # 7545. $90

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE SPORTING CLUB is an extraordinary first novel. It
marks the debut of a young writer of authentic literary gifts - a distinctly American 
writer with a hard; elegant style, a gift for explosive comedy, and the intelligence and
craft of a born novelist. THE SPORTING CLUB has a sense of fable and a feeling 
for American regional color that recall Faulkner, some of the finest descriptive writing
about the outdoor life since Hemingway's early stories, and a comic ferocity that 
goes beyond such modish labels as black, white, absurd. It's an original, fully 
charged, tremendously sly work of art. The scene is a venerable hunting and fishing
club up in Michigan during the summer of its centennial celebration. Two young men
resume a long-standing and destructive competitive friendship. One is something of
a country gentleman recently (and uncertainly) converted to the family business. The
other is a baroque American aristocrat, a renegade, given to fits of diabolical energy.
Their natural and common antagonists are the eminent descendants of the club's 
founding fathers, who pride themselves on a weekend devotion to the blood sports 
and hold the fort against the encroachments of the local riffraff. Into their midst 
comes a red-necked hulking purveyor of fish bait - and his friends, a crew of 
motorcycle hillbilly degenerates. The Rabelaisian catastrophe that ensues lies 
beyond our wildest dreams.

Thomas Francis McGuane III (born December 11, 1939) is an American writer. His
work includes ten novels, short fiction and screenplays, as well as three collections 
of essays devoted to his life in the outdoors. He is a member of the American 
Academy of Arts and Letters, The National Cutting Horse Association Hall of Fame 
and the Flyfishing Hall of Fame.
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McGuffey, William Holmes. McGuffey's Fifth Eclectic Reader-1879 Edition. New 
York. 1962. Signet/New American Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. 
Very Good in Wrappers. Foreword By Henry Steele Commager. 364 pages. 
paperback. CT109. Inventory # 29165. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The influence that McGuffey's Eclectic Readers exerted
on the minds of American schoolchildren for the better part of a century has, in 
recent years, been debated in such diverse quarters a; scholarly treatises and the 
popular press. Extolling the Hamiltonian view of democracy, the Calvinistic approach
to theology, and Blackstone's legal ideas on property, no truer index to the beliefs 
and goals of a generation of aspiring young Americans can be found. Of this famous
selection of moral pronouncements and extracts, Hamlin Garland once said: 'I wish 
to acknowledge my deep obligation to Professor McGuffey for the dignity and literary
grace of his selections. From the pages of his readers. I got my first taste of 
Shakespeare.' This Signet Classic is reprinted from the 1879 edition of McGuffey's 
Fifth Eclectic Reader.

William Holmes McGuffey (September 23, 1800 – May 4, 1873) was a college 
professor president who is best known for writing the McGuffey Readers, the first 
widely used series of elementary school-level textbooks.
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McIlvanney, William. A Gift From Nessus. London. 1968. Eyre & Spottiswoode. 1st
British Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 223 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 9676. 
$37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘One: a salesman who doesn’t sell is a liability. Two: 
don’t charge your private life to our account.’ Cameron knew the interview with 
Morton was going to be sticky, for sales lately had not been good. For that matter his
heart had never been in the job although, he half joked, ulcers were: ‘All the most 
successful men have ulcers. It’s a kind of status symbol. That’s the key to their 
success. That hole in their gut to which they consecrate all their worry and frenetic 
energy. They feed the ulcer with themselves.’ Whatever he said about it, Cameron’s
job was important to him. Morton’s words, therefore, coming as they did from his 
sales manager as well as an old school rival, threatened that stability, just as they 
degraded his love for Margaret Sutton. For his own self-respect, for Margaret’s and 
in justice to his wife Allison and their two children, he must stop drifting, and find out
where and for what he stood. But how would Margaret be able to accept that? 
Would Cameron have to change his job and return to something he enjoyed but 
which paid less well? And if so, how would Allison reconcile herself to losing her 
snobbish suburban Glasgow status? What follows upon Cameron’s inevitable 
decision is strikingly told with dialogue that is often explosively funny; but even more
impressive is the way William McIlvannev describes its effect on Cameron himself 
and on all the other characters involved; for he has the ability, even with his minor 
characters, to create real individuals whose lives have an essential quality and 
importance of their own.

William McIlvanney (born 25 November 1936) was a Scottish writer of novels, short
stories, and poetry. McIlvanney is a champion of gritty yet poetic literature; his works
Laidlaw, The Papers of Tony Veitch, and Walking Wounded are all known for their 
portrayal of Glasgow in the 1970s. He is regarded as ‘the father of 'Tartan Noir.’
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McIlvanney, William. Laidlaw. New York. 1977. Pantheon Books. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With a Few Tears. 0394412532. 224
pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Jack Tulling. Inventory # 18644. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Mcllvanney’s earlier works were set in Glasgow, and he
has not abandoned this regional setting in turning to crime. On the contrary, 
Glasgow itself becomes one of the protagonists of the book. Laidlaw, the other 
protagonist, is far from being a classic English police detective. Indeed, the 
relationship between the police and the criminals, and the alliance they ultimately 
form to find the villain of the book, seem far more American than British. In its 
toughness and realism, LAIDLAW is reminiscent of the Sjowall-Wahloo Martin Beck
series. Yet Glasgow is a drearier and poorer city than Stockholm, its slums and 
underworld much more like our own. But while McIlvanney’s book can be compared
to others, it is very much an original, a promising beginning to a series that will 
replenish the all-too-thin ranks of really first-rate crime novels.

William McIlvanney (born 25 November 1936) was a Scottish writer of novels, short
stories, and poetry. McIlvanney is a champion of gritty yet poetic literature; his works
Laidlaw, The Papers of Tony Veitch, and Walking Wounded are all known for their 
portrayal of Glasgow in the 1970s. He is regarded as ‘the father of 'Tartan Noir.’
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McIlvanney, William. Strange Loyalties. New York. 1992. Morrow. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 068811413x. 281 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
& illustration by Lawrence Ratzkin. Inventory # 16562. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Detective Inspector Jack Laidlaw is back, making his 
third appearance in STRANGE LOYALTIES. As in the earlier books, he is obsessed
by an obscure death and is seen by his colleagues as a man near breaking point, 
driven by a private morality to work at the profession’s outer edges. This time, 
however, the line between investigator and victim is blurred. The dead man is 
Laidlaw’s younger brother, and the investigation takes him back to his roots in 
Ayrshire from which the not-so-grieving widow has departed and where Laidlaw 
learns from others of the breakdown of the marriage and his brother’s increasing 
unpredictability in the months before his death under the wheels of a car. With a 
week’s leave and a bottle of Antiquary, Laidlaw sets himself the task of finding out 
more. To this main plot is added a murder investigation being conducted back in 
Glasgow into the killing of drug pusher Meece Rooney. The linking of plot and 
subplot is achieved with the craft of an experienced novelist. The criminal Eddie 
Foley, for example, is seen in a similar light to the businessman Dave Lyons, who 
regards the law as ‘a set of rules for those who get caught.’ Laidlaw himself is never
more persuasively a policeman than when he is passing judgment: a drug dealer 
gets the thumbs down; an adulterous wife is convicted of lacking the courage of her
sins; he scrutinizes himself constantly for lapses from his own standard of conduct.
To live behind hedges, draw the curtains, shut out others, begins to seem like the 
humanist equivalent of sinning against the Holy Ghost.

William McIlvanney (born 25 November 1936) was a Scottish writer of novels, short
stories, and poetry. McIlvanney is a champion of gritty yet poetic literature; his works
Laidlaw, The Papers of Tony Veitch, and Walking Wounded are all known for their 
portrayal of Glasgow in the 1970s. He is regarded as ‘the father of 'Tartan Noir.’
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McIlvanney, William. Strange Loyalties. New York. 1992. Morrow. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 068811413x. 281 pages. hardcover.
Jacket design & illustration by Lawrence Ratzkin. Inventory # 23399. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Detective Inspector Jack Laidlaw is back, making his 
third appearance in STRANGE LOYALTIES. As in the earlier books, he is obsessed
by an obscure death and is seen by his colleagues as a man near breaking point, 
driven by a private morality to work at the profession’s outer edges. This time, 
however, the line between investigator and victim is blurred. The dead man is 
Laidlaw’s younger brother, and the investigation takes him back to his roots in 
Ayrshire from which the not-so-grieving widow has departed and where Laidlaw 
learns from others of the breakdown of the marriage and his brother’s increasing 
unpredictability in the months before his death under the wheels of a car. With a 
week’s leave and a bottle of Antiquary, Laidlaw sets himself the task of finding out 
more. To this main plot is added a murder investigation being conducted back in 
Glasgow into the killing of drug pusher Meece Rooney. The linking of plot and 
subplot is achieved with the craft of an experienced novelist. The criminal Eddie 
Foley, for example, is seen in a similar light to the businessman Dave Lyons, who 
regards the law as ‘a set of rules for those who get caught.’ Laidlaw himself is never
more persuasively a policeman than when he is passing judgment: a drug dealer 
gets the thumbs down; an adulterous wife is convicted of lacking the courage of her
sins; he scrutinizes himself constantly for lapses from his own standard of conduct.
To live behind hedges, draw the curtains, shut out others, begins to seem like the 
humanist equivalent of sinning against the Holy Ghost.

William McIlvanney (born 25 November 1936) was a Scottish writer of novels, short
stories, and poetry. McIlvanney is a champion of gritty yet poetic literature; his works
Laidlaw, The Papers of Tony Veitch, and Walking Wounded are all known for their 
portrayal of Glasgow in the 1970s. He is regarded as ‘the father of 'Tartan Noir.’
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McIlvanney, William. The Big Man. New York. 1986. Morrow. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0688064051. 256 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Terry Fehr. Inventory # 2. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In his local mining village of Thornbank in northern 
Scotland Dan Scoular is a living legend for his physical prowess. While his friends 
proudly refer to him as ‘the big man,’ Dan has yet to find a way of defining himself. 
As a teenager, he turned his back on the university scholarship that could certainly 
have been his to go down into the mines. He knows that the family of his wife, Betty,
feels that she married beneath her1 and he also knows that, although he loves Betty
their marriage is a deeply troubled one. Whatever he has been seeking, in work, in 
admiration, or in love, has left him unfulfilled. When Matt Mason, an underworld boss
from Glasgow, approaches him with a proposition, Dan listens, If Dan will represent
Matt in a bare-knuckle illegal prizefight to the finish Matt will make it worth his while.
In the money offered him and the bonus that will be his if he wins, Dan sees a way 
of possibly salvaging his marriage. But in the offer itself, in the possible association
with Matt and what he stands for, Dan senses something even more: the challenge
he has been waiting for all his life, How—and if— Dan can handle the self-truths he
seeks to discover provides the novel with a depth of suspense that surpasses even 
the tension of the action itself. Comparisons are always dangerous, Yet, in 
Conradian terms, there is little doubt that what Dan is choosing to do is to immerse 
himself in the destructive element, And like the Conradian hero only after he has 
done so can he discover what measure of man he really is.

William McIlvanney (born 25 November 1936) was a Scottish writer of novels, short
stories, and poetry. McIlvanney is a champion of gritty yet poetic literature; his works
Laidlaw, The Papers of Tony Veitch, and Walking Wounded are all known for their 
portrayal of Glasgow in the 1970s. He is regarded as ‘the father of 'Tartan Noir.’
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McIlvanney, William. The Big Man. New York. 1986. Morrow. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With A Tear At The Top Spine. 0688064051.
256 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Terry Fehr. Inventory # 30273. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In his local mining village of Thornbank in northern 
Scotland Dan Scoular is a living legend for his physical prowess. While his friends 
proudly refer to him as ‘the big man,’ Dan has yet to find a way of defining himself. 
As a teenager, he turned his back on the university scholarship that could certainly 
have been his to go down into the mines. He knows that the family of his wife, Betty,
feels that she married beneath her1 and he also knows that, although he loves Betty
their marriage is a deeply troubled one. Whatever he has been seeking, in work, in 
admiration, or in love, has left him unfulfilled. When Matt Mason, an underworld boss
from Glasgow, approaches him with a proposition, Dan listens, If Dan will represent
Matt in a bare-knuckle illegal prizefight to the finish Matt will make it worth his while.
In the money offered him and the bonus that will be his if he wins, Dan sees a way 
of possibly salvaging his marriage. But in the offer itself, in the possible association
with Matt and what he stands for, Dan senses something even more: the challenge
he has been waiting for all his life, How—and if— Dan can handle the self-truths he
seeks to discover provides the novel with a depth of suspense that surpasses even 
the tension of the action itself. Comparisons are always dangerous, Yet, in 
Conradian terms, there is little doubt that what Dan is choosing to do is to immerse 
himself in the destructive element, And like the Conradian hero only after he has 
done so can he discover what measure of man he really is.

William McIlvanney (born 25 November 1936) was a Scottish writer of novels, short
stories, and poetry. McIlvanney is a champion of gritty yet poetic literature; his works
Laidlaw, The Papers of Tony Veitch, and Walking Wounded are all known for their 
portrayal of Glasgow in the 1970s. He is regarded as ‘the father of 'Tartan Noir.’
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McIlwraith, D. (editor). Weird Tales - November 1940. New York. 1940. Weird Tales.
Pulp Magazine. Good in Worn Wrappers. 128 pages. paperback. Number 1. Cover 
by Margaret Brundage. Inventory # 37686. $62.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Includes stories by - August W. Derleth, Denis Plimmer,
Edith Hurley, Liam Kennedy, Dorothy Quick, H. T. W. Bousfield, Irwin J. Aweill, Z. B.
Bishop, Dulcie Browne, H. Bedford Jones, Seabury Quinn, & Robert Bloch.

Dorothy Stevens McIlwraith (October 14, 1891 – August 23, 1976) was the third 
editor of Weird Tales, the pioneering pulp magazine that specialized in horror fiction
and fantasy fiction. She also edited Short Stories magazine. McIlwraith graduated 
from McGill University in 1914 and became a reader and editor for Doubleday, Page
and Company. She worked as an assistant to Harry E. Maule (1886-1971), the 
editor of Doubleday's Short Stories magazine. In 1936, she became the editor of the
magazine. In 1937, Short Stories Inc purchased the magazine and McIlwrith 
continued as the editor. In 1938, Short Stories Inc purchased Weird Tales magazine.
The magazine's editor, Farnsworth Wright was in poor health and resigned as editor
in 1940. [5] McIlwraith took over as full editor at this point and would remain editor 
until the magazine ceased publication in 1954. Under her editorship authors and 
artists such as Ray Bradbury and Hannes Bok first appeared in the magazine.
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McIlwraith, D. (editor). Weird Tales - November 1942. New York. 1942. Weird Tales.
Pulp Magazine. Good in Worn Wrappers. 128 pages. paperback. Cover by Richard
Bennett. Inventory # 37687. $62.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Includes stories by - Thorne Lee, Stanton A. Coblentz, 
Vita Ray, Fritz Leiber, David H. Keller, Betsy Emmons, Ray Bradbury, Frank Owen,
H. P. Lovecraft, Alice-May Schnirring, Hannes Bok, Clarence Edwin Flynn, Maria 
Moravsky, Irwin J. Weill, & Robert Bloch.

Dorothy Stevens McIlwraith (October 14, 1891 – August 23, 1976) was the third 
editor of Weird Tales, the pioneering pulp magazine that specialized in horror fiction
and fantasy fiction. She also edited Short Stories magazine. McIlwraith graduated 
from McGill University in 1914 and became a reader and editor for Doubleday, Page
and Company. She worked as an assistant to Harry E. Maule (1886-1971), the 
editor of Doubleday's Short Stories magazine. In 1936, she became the editor of the
magazine. In 1937, Short Stories Inc purchased the magazine and McIlwrith 
continued as the editor. In 1938, Short Stories Inc purchased Weird Tales magazine.
The magazine's editor, Farnsworth Wright was in poor health and resigned as editor
in 1940. [5] McIlwraith took over as full editor at this point and would remain editor 
until the magazine ceased publication in 1954. Under her editorship authors and 
artists such as Ray Bradbury and Hannes Bok first appeared in the magazine.
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McKinney-Whetstone, Diane. Tempest Rising. New York. 1998. Morrow. 1st Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. Remainder Mark On Bottom Edge. 0688149944. 280 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 27960. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Set in west Philadelphia in the early sixties, Tempest 
Rising tells the story of three sisters, Bliss, Victoria, and Shern, budding adolescents
raised in a world of financial privilege among the upper-black-class. But their lives 
quickly unravel as their father's lucrative catering business collapses. He disappears
and is presumed dead, and their mother suffers an apparent breakdown. The girls 
are wrenched from their mother, and as the novel opens they are living in foster care
in a working-class neighborhood in the home of Mae, a politically connected card 
shark. Though Mae is filled with syrupy names like 'pudding' and 'doll face' for the 
foster girls, she is abusive to her own child, Ramona, a twenty-something stunning 
beauty. As Ramona struggles with Mae's abuse and her own hatred for the foster 
children, she also tries to keep at bay a powerful attraction she has for her 
boyfriend's father. Diane McKinney-Whetstone richly evokes the early 1960s in west
Philadelphia in this spicy story of loss and healing, redemption and love.

Diane McKinney-Whetstone (born August 14, 1953) is an African American author 
and is a member of the University of Pennsylvania Creative Writing program faculty.
Her works of fiction have won numerous awards, including the BCALA Literary 
Award for Fiction from the Black Caucus of the American Library Association, Inc. in
2005 and 2009. The second of five daughters born to Pennsylvania State Senator 
Paul McKinney and his wife Bessie, with an older brother and sister from her 
mother’s first marriage. Diane received a BA in English from the University of 
Pennsylvania in 1975. She is married to Greg Whetstone and they have twins, 
Taiwo, a daughter and Kehinde, a son. McKinney-Whetstone began writing when 
she was 39, joining the Rittenhouse Writer's Group, founded by University of 
Pennsylvania instructor James Rahn. She won a Pennsylvania Council on the Arts 
grant for a 500-page first draft. Her first novel, Tumbling, was published in 1996 by
William Morrow and Company.
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McKinty, Adrian. Dead I Well May Be. New York. 2003. Scribner. Advance 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 0743246993. 310 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 27965. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This Irish bad-boy thriller—set in the hardest streets of 
New York City—brims with violence, greed, and sexual betrayal. ‘I didn’t want to go 
to America, I didn’t want to work for Darkey White. I had my reasons. But I went.’ So
admits Michael Forsythe, an illegal immigrant escaping the Troubles in Belfast. But 
young Michael is strong and fearless and clever—just the fellow to be tapped by 
Darkey, a crime boss, to join a gang of Irish thugs struggling against the rising 
Dominican powers in Harlem and the Bronx. The time is pre-Giuliani New York, 
when crack rules the city, squatters live furtively in ruined buildings, and hundreds 
are murdered each month. Michael and his lads tumble through the streets, shaking
down victims, drinking hard, and fighting for turf, block by bloody block. Dodgy and 
observant, not to mention handy with a pistol, Michael is soon anointed by Darkey 
as his rising star. Meanwhile Michael has very inadvisably seduced Darkey’s girl, 
Bridget—saucy, fickle, and irresistible. Michael worries that he’s being followed, that
his affair with Bridget will be revealed. He’s right to be anxious; when Darkey 
discovers the affair, he plans a very hard fall for young Michael, a gambit devilish in 
its guile, murderous in its intent. But Darkey fails to account for Michael’s toughness
and ingenuity or the possibility that he might wreak terrible vengeance upon those 
who would betray him. A natural storyteller with a gift for dialogue, McKinty 
introduces to readers a stunning new noir voice, dark and stylish, mythic and violent
—complete with an Irish lilt.

Adrian McKinty is an Edgar Award winning Irish crime novelist and critic. He is a 
two-time winner of the Ned Kelly Award and a winner of the Barry Award, the Audie
Award, the Anthony Award and has been shortlisted for the CWA Ian Fleming Steel
Dagger, the Theakston Old Peculier Crime Novel of the Year Award and the Grand
Prix de Littérature Policière.
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McKissack, Patricia C. Dream America - a Picture of Freedom: The Diary of Clotee,
a Salve Girl, Belmont Plantation, Virginia, 1859. New York. 1997. Scholastic. 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 0590259881. 198 pages.
paperback. Inventory # 27782. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1859 twelve-year-old Clotee, a house slave who must
conceal the fact that she can read and write, records in her diary her experiences 
and her struggle to decide whether to escape to freedom.

Patricia L'Ann Carwell "Pat" McKissack (August 9, 1944 – April 7, 2017) was an 
American children's writer. She was the author of three Dear America books: A 
Picture of Freedom: The Diary of Clotee, a Slave Girl, Color Me Dark: The Diary of 
Nellie Lee Love, The Great Migration North, and Look to the Hills: The Diary of 
Lozette Moreau, a French Slave Girl. She has also written a novel for The Royal 
Diaries series: Nzingha: Warrior Queen of Matamba.
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McKnight, Reginald. Moustapha's Eclipse. Pittsburgh. 1988. University Of Pittsburgh
Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket W/A Small Tear On The 
Top Front Of The Dustjacket. 0822935899. 131 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by
Gary Gore. Inventory # 23664. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Winner of the 1988 Drue Heinz Literature Prize, selected
by Margaret Atwood. Reginald McKnight’s MOUSTAPHA’S ECLIPSE was chosen 
by Margaret Atwood as the winner of the eighth Drue Heinz Literature Prize for short
fiction. His collection of ten short stories was selected from over 300 manuscripts 
submitted by published writers to the contest. The stories of MOUSTAPHA’S 
ECLIPSE are spoken in a true host of voices, savvy guides to the worlds of West 
Africa and black America, through the minefields of adolescence, racism, found and
failed beliefs. Idi, a Senegalese English translator, tells a number of these tales, 
transposing African myths into a language his friend, a visiting black American 
anthropologist, understands enough to mistrust. There is the story of the 
‘snaggletoothed, illiterate’ peddler Moustapha Diole, who would take a knife to his 
own body to sell a protective charm; and of the prosperous and spiritual peanut 
farmer of the title story who would witness an eclipse at the price of blindness. 
Woven among the African voices are native American ones. In ‘First I Look at the 
Purse,’ Walter, a super-smooth high school hood, falls, in spite of himself, for a 
Rosicrucian - turning him on to ‘auras and magnetism,’ and leading him to out-of-
body experiences. ‘Peaches’ explores a black woman’s first romance, a relationship
with a white student that forces her to confront racism and love in the same 
moments, in the same man.

Reginald McKnight teaches English and Black literature at the Arapahoe Community
College and the University of Denver, where in 1987 he received his M.A. in 
English/Creative Writing. In 1981, he was awarded the Thomas I. Watson 
Fellowship to study the folklore and contemporary literature of West Africa, and 
spent a year teaching and writing in Senegal. His fiction has received the Bernice M.
Slote Award from Prairie Schooner magazine, and his work has appeared there, in 
The Massachusetts Review, Leviathan, and other magazines.
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McKnight, Reginald. The Kind of Light That Shines On Texas. Boston. 1992. Little 
Brown. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. Remainder Mark. 
0316560561. 194 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Steve Snider. Jacket 
illustration by Jerry Pinckney. Inventory # 19292. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In voices that are hip and raunchy, bemused and 
sardonic, award-winning writer Reginald McKnight conjures a chorus of narratives 
that reveal the African-American middle class to be a crucible of human experience.
Outrageously inventive, disarmingly comic, and urgently disturbing, this collection 
brings a disparate cast of characters face to face with fault lines of identity and the 
limbo of living between cultures. A military brat, in the title story; stalked by a 
menacing bully in a small Texas town, discovers a greater threat within himself. A 
writer encounters the devouring power of his own creation in ‘The Homunculus.’ 
Roscoe, a young bookworm with social ambitions, OD’s on crack and spends his 
first funky day in hell. A doting grandmother confronts her family’s legacy of violence
in ‘Into Night.’ The young marine in ‘Facetime,’ desperate to lose his virginity, 
entrusts his manhood to a couple of dangerous friends. For each of these 
characters, the world is revealed to be a place of fragile balances, threatened by the
most obvious and terrible truths.

Reginald McKnight teaches English and Black literature at the Arapahoe Community
College and the University of Denver, where in 1987 he received his M.A. in 
English/Creative Writing. In 1981, he was awarded the Thomas I. Watson 
Fellowship to study the folklore and contemporary literature of West Africa, and 
spent a year teaching and writing in Senegal. His fiction has received the Bernice M.
Slote Award from Prairie Schooner magazine, and his work has appeared there, in 
The Massachusetts Review, Leviathan, and other magazines.
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McKnight, Reginald. White Boys: Stories. New York. 1998. Henry Holt. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0805048294. 214 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
Photograph by Dirk Anschutz/nonstock (top) and David Chambers/Tony Stone 
(bottom). Jacket design by Raquel Jaramillo. Inventory # 24773. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With a superb ear for the voices of his characters and a 
discerning eye that pierces beyond simple color coding of the skin, McKnight 
dramatizes the plight of the outsider. He populates these funny, disturbing, and 
lyrical stories with an unforgettable chorus of cultural hybrids. An American 
anthropologist compiling West African proverbs in Senegal; military officers, recruits,
and maintenance staff; two young boys trying to navigate friendship on a Louisiana
army base - all are forced to deal with questions of identity, race, relationship, and 
memory. Racial conflicts blur rather than darken the so-called color line. When 
blacks and whites come together in these stories they discover a sort of vanishing 
point, a white (though not Caucasian) noise that momentarily obliterates distinctions,
if not differences.

Reginald McKnight teaches English and Black literature at the Arapahoe Community
College and the University of Denver, where in 1987 he received his M.A. in 
English/Creative Writing. In 1981, he was awarded the Thomas I. Watson 
Fellowship to study the folklore and contemporary literature of West Africa, and 
spent a year teaching and writing in Senegal. His fiction has received the Bernice M.
Slote Award from Prairie Schooner magazine, and his work has appeared there, in 
The Massachusetts Review, Leviathan, and other magazines.keywords
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McLarin, Kim. Meeting of the Waters. New York. 2001. Morrow. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0688169058. 338 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Michelle Caplan. Jacket photograph by Deborah Jaffe/Stone. Inventory # 37709.
$10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Porter Stockman, a determined white reporter, is 
covering the riots in the streets of South Central Los Angeles for the Philadelphia 
Record on the day that four Los Angeles police officers are acquitted of assaulting 
Rodney King. Lenora Page, a black woman, risks her own safety to come to his aid
when the hostile mob turns on Porter, holding off his assailants and guiding him off 
the block. When she disappears into the chaos, Porter fears he'll never see his 
heroine again. But weeks later their paths intersect once more in the Record's 
newsroom. Lenora, a prominent reporter for the Baltimore Sun, has been extended
an offer from the Philadelphia paper, a position she chooses to accept -- to Porter's
secret delight. For Porter it was love at first sight, or so he thinks. During the course
of the next year, he fights to win the trust and love of a suspicious and deeply 
conflicted Lenora. Porter and Lee are both smart, skeptical journalists, both grown 
up and certain they know how much of a role race plays -- or does not play -- in their
thoughts, feelings, and lives. But as they fall in love, they are forced to reexamine 
their assumptions about race: Lee must decide how much of her life she should 
dedicate to her people and how much she can save for herself, and Porter must 
decide whether his liberal political views and belief in equality really run deep in his 
heart. Ultimately, however, it is not societal disapproval or skepticism about Porter 
and Lee's relationship that threatens to keep them apart, but their own insecurities, 
assumptions, and deeply hidden -- but nevertheless powerful -- fears about their 
union.

Kim McLarin is an American novelist. She is a former staff writer for The New York 
Times, The Philadelphia Inquirer, The Greensboro News & Record and the 
Associated Press. She is an associate professor at Emerson College in Boston.
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McLean, Duncan. Bunker Man. New York. 1997. Norton. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0393041212. 297 pages. hardcover. Jacket photo by Gunnie 
Moberg. Inventory # 33244. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Rob and Karen Catto are a newly married young couple
settling into their lives together on the northeast coast of Scotland. Rob's job as a 
janitor at the local school involves him in both the lives of his students and issues of
security. So he takes sharp notice of a hulking figure in a parka lurking around the 
edges of the school, leering through windows, and squatting in an abandoned 
concrete bunker. As unpleasant and unsettling incidents multiply, Rob's suspicions 
tilt into obsession. It is time for a showdown. Time to confront Bunker Man. A 
powerful, terrifying tale of horror and breakdown from an extraordinarily gifted young
writer a smashing American debut.

Duncan McLean (born 1964) is a Scottish novelist, playwright, and short story writer.
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McLellan, Vin and Avery, Paul. The Voices of Guns: The Definitive and Dramatic 
Story of the Twenty-Two-Month Career of the Symbionese Liberation Army-One of 
the Most Bizarre Chapters in the History of the American Left. New York. 1977. 
Putnam. 1st Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0399117385. 388 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 24681. $90

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Intimate, detailed, definitive - here is the complete 
account, the story behind the headlines, the sensational career of the Symbionese 
Liberation Army, a tiny cult of California revolutionaries, who captured the curiosity 
and imagination of millions and wrote one of the most bizarre chapters in the history
of the American left. Here is an inside look - fleshed out and human - at this strange
band of outsiders. THE VOICES OF GUNS plunges the reader into the emotional 
politics of radical Berkeley and San Francisco; introduces the SLA’s General Field 
Marshall Cinque, his ‘soldiers’ and victims, with intimate and revealing profiles; and
unfolds the stark drama of the Patricia Hearst kidnapping in context. Dogged, 
resourceful reporters McLellan and Avery have done the impossible: they have 
rendered coherent the many paradoxes and contradictions of the SLA. Here are the
never-before-published details of the Symbionese plots in the California prisons, the
prison escapes they engineered, their recruitment and training, the details of their 
daily life, and their plans and dreams for the Revolution. Here is the history of the 
SLA, unexpurgated, from its inception at the Vacaville prison through its first bold, 
violent statement - the assassination of Dr. Marcus Foster - to its even more 
sensational next move: the kidnapping of Patricia Campbell Hearst. Here are the 
Hibernia Bank robbery, the Watts conflagration, the second bank robbery in 
Carmichael, the ‘safe houses’ in Pennsylvania, and the fantastic journeys across 
America. And here is the dramatic denouement in San Francisco - the arrests and 
trials of Bill and Emily Harris, Wendy Yoshimura, and Patty Hearst, feeble remnants
of the ‘Army’ that wanted to change the world.

Vin McLellan was a Boston journalist specializing in political and investigative 
reporting. He is the former city editor of The Phoenix, Boston’s major alternative 
weekly. Paul Avery, a veteran investigative reporter, covered the entirety of the 
SLA/Hearst story for the San Francisco Chronicle.
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McLuhan, Marshall (with Wilfred Watson). From Cliche to Archetype. Berkeley. 
2011. Gingko Press. 1st Printing of This Edition. Very Good in Hardcover With 
Acetate Wrapper. 9781584230663. Edited by W. Terrence Gordon. 181 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 9761. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Six years after the publication of his seminal work, 
Understanding Media, the Extensions of Man, Marshall McLuhan linked his insights 
into media to his love of literature and produced From Cliché to Archetype. ‘In the 
age of electronic retrieval, the entire phenomenal universe is at once junkyard and 
museum’ - cliché and archetype. ‘Every culture now rides on the back of every other
culture.’ In these pages, readers learn how to look at stale clichés with fresh eyes, 
as artists do, and discover that clichés provide the key to understanding Modernism,
from the puns of James Joyce to Ionesco's Theater of the Absurd. McLuhan mines 
the greats of modern literature, such as Yeats, Eliot, and Pound, and points the way
to richer understanding of their work. Discussion ranges over conventional topics of 
literary analysis such as genres, esthetics, rhetoric, paradox, mimesis, and parody, 
though never in conventional fashion, because McLuhan deliberately stakes his turf 
in a manner that draws technology and culture together. As a result, the key terms 
cliché and archetype are not confined to language but are shown to have 
counterparts in the non-linguistic world. The present work reprises themes from 
Understanding Media, such as old media becoming the content of new media, and 
identifies for the first time the typical effect of a new technology retrieving an older 
form of technology. In this new and redesigned publication of McLuhan's neglected
masterpiece, W. Terrence Gordon provides a richer reading with concise chapter 
introductions.

Herbert Marshall McLuhan (July 21, 1911, Edmonton, Canada - December 31, 
1980, Toronto, Canada) was a Canadian professor, philosopher, and public 
intellectual. His work is one of the cornerstones of the study of media theory. Born in
Edmonton, Alberta, McLuhan studied at the University of Manitoba and the 
University of Cambridge.
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McLuhan, Marshall. Marshall McLuhan Unbound. Corte Madera. 1584230517. 
Gingko Press. 1st of This Particular Edition. Very Good in Wrappers and Slipcase. 
1584230517. 200 pages in 20 pamphlets. paperback. Inventory # 40503. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The essay is for exploring; the book, for explaining. Such
was McLuhan's philosophy about these two forms. The essay is the freer form and 
one better suited to exploration than the longer meditation, the book. Traditionally, 
when a writer published a new piece, the publisher would send a couple of copies of
the magazine plus ten or a dozen copies of just the article with the mag's cover 
offprints to be given to friends, students, colleagues. This startling new series puts 
the reader in the place of colleague and co-researcher. Instead of giving the reader 
just another collection of articles and interviews, McLuhan Unbound gives you 
offprints of the original essays. You experience the feel of the ideas when they were
fresh. The offprint is more portable than the book, and so lends itself to being carried
around and read and discussed more easily than books. Here the reader can 
experience the full range of McLuhan's interests, the full scope and application of his
techniques of discovery. See how the two McLuhans, the literary academic and the
public media expert are really one. As a flint when struck produces many sparks 
some of which result in fire, so the essay form contains many sparks some of which
resulted in books and others which ought to have, had the writer had time. Some of 
these articles were written before the subsequent book was envisioned: they are 
preliminary forays into new territory. Some were written after the book and 
encapsulate major themes; some set out additional discoveries or matters left out of
the book; some present material discovered as a result of writing the book. The 
McLuhan Unbound offprints series is not the last word in presenting McLuhan's 
ideas and discoveries, but the first.

Herbert Marshall McLuhan (July 21, 1911, Edmonton, Canada - December 31, 
1980, Toronto, Canada) was a Canadian professor, philosopher, and public 
intellectual. His work is one of the cornerstones of the study of media theory. Born in
Edmonton, Alberta, McLuhan studied at the University of Manitoba and the 
University of Cambridge.
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McMillan, Rosalyn. This Side of Eternity. New York. 2001. Simon & Schuster. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684862883. 306 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
29520. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This Side of Eternity is the tale of an African-American 
family's determination to stay together and to survive in any way they can in a world
of discrimination, limited opportunity, and unendurable poverty. When Anne 
Russell's father is killed in an accident on the job in the late 1960s, her family must 
survive on its own through labor strikes, civil rights protests, and a racial tension that
permeates every aspect of their daily lives. Struggling with the explosive social 
issues around her and the inertia of a family unwilling to seize a better life, Anne 
begins to make it on her own and embody the proud, indefatigable spirit of those 
around her who would succeed in changing the world. Anne grows to learn, 
however, that changing the world can often be easier than changing the people 
around you, including those you love most. As the years pass, and the lessons of 
the movement that so affected Anne's family begin to fade, Anne finds herself 
continually trying to hold everyone together, despite their ongoing attempts to break
everything apart. As children grow into adults, and parents into grandparents, the 
struggle for freedom and opportunity remains as daunting and relevant as when 
Anne was a child. Just as she once fought to save her siblings from the doldrums of
poverty, she must now do the same for her own children.

Rosalyn McMillan (October 14, 1953 - June 13, 2017) was the author of six popular
novels. She was the sister of bestselling writer Terry McMillan whose success has 
led publishing houses to actively recruit new black women writers.
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McMillan, Rosalyn. This Side of Eternity. New York. Free Press. 2nd Printing. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0684862883. 307 pages. Hardcover. Inventory # 41029. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From the bestselling author of Knowing, One Better, Blue
Collar Blues and The Flip Side of Sin, comes this beautiful and evocative story of 
one family's struggle for survival amid the hope and trauma of the civil rights 
movement in Tennessee. In what promises to be her most memorable work to date,
bestselling author Rosalyn McMillan brings to life one of the most extraordinary 
chapters of American history, the civil rights movement. Rich in the tradition of 
Southern storytelling, This Side of Eternity is the story of an African-American 
family's determination to stay together and survive any way they can in a world of 
discrimination and limited opportunity. With powerful, penetrating language and 
richly developed, characters, McMillan deftly weaves historical events into a 
compelling, unforgettable saga. When Anne Russell's father is killed in an accident 
at his job in the late 1960s, her family must survive on its own through strikes, civil 
rights protests, and a racial tension that permeates every aspect of their daily lives.
Struggling with the explosive social issues around her and the inertia of a family 
unwilling to help seize a better life, Anne begins to make it her own and embody the
proud, indefatigable spirit of those around her who would succeed in changing the 
world.

Rosalyn McMillan (October 14, 1953 - June 13, 2017) was the author of six popular
novels. She was the sister of bestselling writer Terry McMillan whose success has 
led publishing houses to actively recruit new black women writers.keywords
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McMillan, Terry. Disappearing Acts. New York. 1989. Viking Press. 1st Edition. 
Bump At Bottom Corner Of Front Boards, Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0670824615. 384 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket design by Neil 
Stuart. Jacket illustration by John Jinks. Inventory # 26131. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Terry McMillan's second novel takes a hard and witty 
look at what makes a relationship tick and what doesn’t. It’s 1982 in Brooklyn, New
York. Franklin works in construction, he’s young, black, separated from his wife, the
father of two, desperately trying to keep himself off the welfare rolls. He’s not 
predisposed to falling in love. ‘A11 I can say is this. I’m tired of women. They’re all 
the same, that’s for damn sure. Want all your time and energy. Want the world to 
revolve around them. Start hearing wedding bells. Start thinking about babies. And
want you to meet their damn family. Well, I don’t play that shit no more. I try to make
it clear from jump street I ain’t serious.’ And then Franklin meets Zora, a struggling 
singer from Ohio - But Zora’s not so sure she’s ready for love either. ‘Off and on in 
my life I’ve mistaken a good lay for love. Who hasn’t? Even though they’re all history
now, I’ve never considered any of these guys to be ‘losers.’ Either they just had a 
long, long way to go and I couldn’t wait, or the direction they wanted to travel wasn’t
on my map.’ Their coming together is unlikely, improbable, and electric. Narrated 
from alternating points of view, DISAPPEARING ACTS is a different kind of love 
story, rare for its lack of sentimentality and guile. As Franklin comes to learn the 
difference between ’maleness’ and ‘manhood,’ and Zora realizes commitment does
not always signal a lack of independence; as the dailiness of earning a living and 
maintaining self-respect confounds and perplexes them both, Terry McMillan’s story,
told with a comic lyricism seemingly discovered in the writing, moves its readers with
an uncommon eloquence and wisdom.

TERRY MCMILLAN has been a fellow at both Yaddo and the MacDowell Colony. 
She has received grants from the PEN American Center, the Authors League, the 
Carnegie Fund, the New York Foundation for the Arts, and the National Endowment
for the Arts.
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McMillan, Terry. How Stella Got Her Groove Back. New York. 1996. Viking Press. 
1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670869902. 368 pages. hardcover. Inventory
# 22261. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Stella Payne is forty-two, divorced, a high-powered 
investment analyst, mother of eleven-year-old Quincy - and she does it all. In fact, if
she doesn't do it, it doesn't get done, from Little League carpool duty to analyzing 
portfolios to folding the laundry and bringing home the bacon. She does it all well, 
too, if her chic house, personal trainer, BMW and her loving son are any indication.
So what if there's been no one to share her bed with lately, let alone rock her world?
Stella doesn't mind too much; she probably wouldn't have the energy for love - and 
all of love's nasty fallout - anyway. But when Stella takes a spur-of-the-moment 
vacation to Jamaica, her world gets rocked to the core not just by the relaxing 
effects of sun and sea and an island full of attractive men, but by one man in 
particular. He's tall, lean, soft-spoken, Jamaican, smells of citrus and the ocean - 
and is half her age. The tropics have cast their spell and Stella soon realizes she 
has come to a cataclysmic juncture: not only must she confront her hopes and fears
about love, she must question all of her expectations, passions, and ideas about life
and the way she has lived it.

TERRY MCMILLAN has been a fellow at both Yaddo and the MacDowell Colony. 
She has received grants from the PEN American Center, the Authors League, the 
Carnegie Fund, the New York Foundation for the Arts, and the National Endowment
for the Arts.keywords
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McMillan, Terry. How Stella Got Her Groove Back. New York. 1996. Viking Press. 
1st Printing. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0670869902. 368 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 29546. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Stella Payne is forty-two, divorced, a high-powered 
investment analyst, mother of eleven-year-old Quincy - and she does it all. In fact, if
she doesn't do it, it doesn't get done, from Little League carpool duty to analyzing 
portfolios to folding the laundry and bringing home the bacon. She does it all well, 
too, if her chic house, personal trainer, BMW and her loving son are any indication.
So what if there's been no one to share her bed with lately, let alone rock her world?
Stella doesn't mind too much; she probably wouldn't have the energy for love - and 
all of love's nasty fallout - anyway. But when Stella takes a spur-of-the-moment 
vacation to Jamaica, her world gets rocked to the core not just by the relaxing 
effects of sun and sea and an island full of attractive men, but by one man in 
particular. He's tall, lean, soft-spoken, Jamaican, smells of citrus and the ocean - 
and is half her age. The tropics have cast their spell and Stella soon realizes she 
has come to a cataclysmic juncture: not only must she confront her hopes and fears
about love, she must question all of her expectations, passions, and ideas about life
and the way she has lived it.

TERRY MCMILLAN has been a fellow at both Yaddo and the MacDowell Colony. 
She has received grants from the PEN American Center, the Authors League, the 
Carnegie Fund, the New York Foundation for the Arts, and the National Endowment
for the Arts.keywords
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McMillan, Terry. How Stella Got Her Groove Back. New York. 1996. Viking Press. 
1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670869902. 368 pages. hardcover. Signed 
by the Author. Inventory # 22425. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Stella Payne is forty-two, divorced, a high-powered 
investment analyst, mother of eleven-year-old Quincy - and she does it all. In fact, if
she doesn't do it, it doesn't get done, from Little League carpool duty to analyzing 
portfolios to folding the laundry and bringing home the bacon. She does it all well, 
too, if her chic house, personal trainer, BMW and her loving son are any indication.
So what if there's been no one to share her bed with lately, let alone rock her world?
Stella doesn't mind too much; she probably wouldn't have the energy for love - and 
all of love's nasty fallout - anyway. But when Stella takes a spur-of-the-moment 
vacation to Jamaica, her world gets rocked to the core not just by the relaxing 
effects of sun and sea and an island full of attractive men, but by one man in 
particular. He's tall, lean, soft-spoken, Jamaican, smells of citrus and the ocean - 
and is half her age. The tropics have cast their spell and Stella soon realizes she 
has come to a cataclysmic juncture: not only must she confront her hopes and fears
about love, she must question all of her expectations, passions, and ideas about life
and the way she has lived it.

TERRY MCMILLAN has been a fellow at both Yaddo and the MacDowell Colony. 
She has received grants from the PEN American Center, the Authors League, the 
Carnegie Fund, the New York Foundation for the Arts, and the National Endowment
for the Arts.keywords
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McMurtry, Larry (editor). Still Wild: Short Fiction of the American West - 1950 To the
Present. New York. 2000. Simon & Schuster. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0684868822. 414 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 28062. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Larry McMurtry, the preeminent chronicler of the 
American West, celebrates the best of contemporary Western short fiction, 
introducing a stellar collection of twenty stories that represent, in various ways, the 
coming-of-age of the legendary American frontier. Featuring a veritable Who's Who
of the century's most distinctive writers, this collection effectively departs from the 
standard superstars of the Western genre. McMurtry has chosen a refreshing range
of work that, when taken as a whole, depicts the evolution and maturation of 
Western writing over several decades. The featured tales are not so concerned with
the American West of history and geography as they are with the American West of 
the imagination - one that is alternately comic, gritty, individual, searing, and 
complex. Contributors include - Wallace Stegner; Dave Hickey; Dao Strom; 
Dagoberto Gilb; William Hauptman; Jack Kerouac; Ron Hansen; Diana Ossana; 
Robert Boswell; Tom McGuane; Louise Erdrich; Max Apple; Mark Jude Poirier; Rick
Bass; Jon Billman; Richard Ford; Raymond Carver; Annie Proulx; Leslie Marmon 
Silko; William H. Gass.

Larry Jeff McMurtry (born June 3, 1936) is an American novelist, essayist, 
bookseller and screenwriter whose work is predominantly set in either the old West
or in contemporary Texas. He is known for his 1975 novel Terms of Endearment, his
1985 Pulitzer Prize-winning novel Lonesome Dove, a historical saga that follows ex-
Texas Rangers as they drive their cattle from the Rio Grande to a new home in the 
frontier of Montana, and for co-writing the adapted screenplay for Brokeback 
Mountain. Lonesome Dove was adapted into a television miniseries and both the 
films of Terms of Endearment and Brokeback Mountain won Academy Awards.
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McMurtry, Larry. Crazy Horse. New York. 1999. Viking Press. 1st Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0670882348. 148 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 26160. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Legends cloud the life of Crazy Horse, a seminal figure 
of American history but an enigma even to his own people in his own day. Yet his 
story remains an encapsulation of the Native American tragedy and the death of the
untamed West. Crazy Horse strips away the tall tales to reveal the essence of this 
brilliant, ascetic warrior-hero. Larry McMurtry's vivid, carefully considered, succinct 
biography will lure not only his own fans but history buffs, Western enthusiasts, 
students of all things Native American, and anyone concerned with the white man's
atonement and restitution to native peoples. In a portrait that only he could render, 
Larry McMurtry captures the poignant passing of a time and offers a vibrant new 
understanding of the mythic Crazy Horse and what he stood for.

Larry Jeff McMurtry (born June 3, 1936) is an American novelist, essayist, 
bookseller and screenwriter whose work is predominantly set in either the old West
or in contemporary Texas. He is known for his 1975 novel Terms of Endearment, his
1985 Pulitzer Prize-winning novel Lonesome Dove, a historical saga that follows ex-
Texas Rangers as they drive their cattle from the Rio Grande to a new home in the 
frontier of Montana, and for co-writing the adapted screenplay for Brokeback 
Mountain. Lonesome Dove was adapted into a television miniseries and both the 
films of Terms of Endearment and Brokeback Mountain won Academy Awards.
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McMurtry, Larry. Paradise. New York. 2001. Simon & Schuster. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0743215656. 159 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Kai Chu. Inventory # 29779. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1999 Larry McMurtry, whose wanderlust had been 
previously restricted to the roads of America, set off for a trip to the paradise of 
Tahiti and the South Sea Islands in an old-fashioned tub of a cruise boat, at a time 
when his mother was slipping toward a paradise of her own. Opening up to her son 
in her final days, his mother makes a stunning revelation of a previous marriage and
sends McMurtry on a journey of an entirely different kind.' 'McMurtry paints a portrait
of his parents' marriage against the harsh, violent landscape of west Texas. It is their
roots - laced with overtones of hard work, bitter disappointment, and the Puritan 
ethic - that McMurtry challenges by traveling to Tahiti, a land of lush sensuality and 
easy living. With fascinating detail, shrewd observations, humorous pathos, and 
unforgettable characters, he begins to answer some of the questions of what 
paradise is, whether it exists, and how different it is from life in his hometown of 
Archer City, Texas.

Larry Jeff McMurtry (born June 3, 1936) is an American novelist, essayist, 
bookseller and screenwriter whose work is predominantly set in either the old West
or in contemporary Texas. He is known for his 1975 novel Terms of Endearment, his
1985 Pulitzer Prize-winning novel Lonesome Dove, a historical saga that follows ex-
Texas Rangers as they drive their cattle from the Rio Grande to a new home in the 
frontier of Montana, and for co-writing the adapted screenplay for Brokeback 
Mountain. Lonesome Dove was adapted into a television miniseries and both the 
films of Terms of Endearment and Brokeback Mountain won Academy Awards.
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McMurtry, Larry. Walter Benjamin at the Dairy Queen: Reflections at Sixty & 
Beyond. New York. 1999. Simon & Schuster. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0684854961. 204 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Chip Kidd. 
Inventory # 27155. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Using as a springboard an essay by the German literary
critic Walter Benjamin that he first read in Archer City’s Dairy Queen, McMurtry 
examines the small-town way of life that big oil and big ranching have nearly 
destroyed. He praises the virtues of everything from a lime Dr Pepper and the lost 
art of oral storytelling to the perfect piece of pie, and describes the brutal effect of 
the sheer vastness and emptiness of the Texas landscape on Texans, the decline of
the cowboy, the significance of small-town rodeos (and rodeo queens), the reality 
and the myth of the frontier. McMurtry writes frankly and with deep feeling about his
own experiences as a writer, a parent, a heart patient, and he deftly lays bare the 
raw material that helped shape his life’s work: the creation of a vast, ambitious, 
fictional panorama of Texas in the past and the present. And throughout, McMurtry 
leaves his readers with constant reminders of his all-encompassing boundless love
of literature and books—for nobody has captured better the romance of the book 
trade, in which McMurtry has famously found an equally ambitious second career, 
gradually transforming his native Archer City into a town of books, like Britain’s Hay-
on-Wye.

Larry Jeff McMurtry (born June 3, 1936) is an American novelist, essayist, 
bookseller and screenwriter whose work is predominantly set in either the old West
or in contemporary Texas. He is known for his 1975 novel Terms of Endearment, his
1985 Pulitzer Prize-winning novel Lonesome Dove, a historical saga that follows ex-
Texas Rangers as they drive their cattle from the Rio Grande to a new home in the 
frontier of Montana, and for co-writing the adapted screenplay for Brokeback 
Mountain. Lonesome Dove was adapted into a television miniseries and both the 
films of Terms of Endearment and Brokeback Mountain won Academy Awards.
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McNamara, Brooks (editor). Plays From the Contemporary American. New York. 
2002. Signet/New American Library. Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. 
Very Good in Wrappers. 0451528379. 496 pages. paperback. 2837. Inventory # 
40924. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Includes eight full-length, award-winning plays: 
Streamers by David Rabe; Marco Polo Sings a Solo by John Guare; Wings by 
Arthur Kopit; Sister Mary Ignatius Explains It All for You by Christopher Durang; 
Crimes of the Heart by Beth Henley; The Dining Room by A.R. Gurney; Painting 
Churches by Tina Howe; Ma Rainey's Black Bottom by August Wilson.

Brooks McNamara (1937–2009) was a notable theater historian, professor, and 
editor of The Drama Review.
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McPherson, James Alan. A Region Not Home: Reflections From Exile. New York. 
2000. Simon & Schuster. Advance Uncorrected Reader's Proof. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 0684834642. 315 pages. paperback. Jacket design by Julie Metz. 
Inventory # 27260. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A Region Not Home: Reflections from Exile is a 
collection of McPherson's essays that cover a broad spectrum of his intellectual 
pursuits. For two decades following his winning the Pulitzer Prize for Elbow Room, 
James Alan McPherson retreated from the literary world while he held a teaching 
position at the University of Iowa Writers' Workshop. Written during this time spent 
teaching, A Region Not Home: Reflections from Exile is a deft collection of 
McPherson's brilliantly composed essays that cover a broad spectrum of his 
intellectual pursuits. They offer poignant and lively interpretations of life that, placed
side-by-side, create a medium through which the sublime speaks to the ordinary -- 
and the ordinary to the sublime. McPherson writes of the longing of the human soul
by unifying thoughts of his deep affection for his daughter and the meaning of 
Disneyland; transcendental meanings in life and the tedium of long waits in airports;
coming to self-knowledge and the cruel rituals of fraternity pledge week. McPherson
combines his past with his present by writing of such people and places as Ralph 
Ellison, a friend and source of inspiration; James O. Freedman, former president of
Dartmouth College and crusader against the conservative Dartmouth Review; 
Rachel, his daughter; Morris Brown College, his alma mater; El Camino Real, the 
main thoroughfare of affluent Palo Alto, California; and Iowa City, a place he holds 
close to his heart. McPherson's prose uncovers his profound understanding of the 
ebb and flow of life's sorrows and delights and reveals his search for connections 
between everyday drudgery and a greater sense of purpose.

James Alan McPherson (September 16, 1943 – July 27, 2016) was an American 
essayist and short-story writer. He was the first African-American writer to win the 
Pulitzer Prize for Fiction, and was included among the first group of artists who 
received a MacArthur Fellowship. At the time of his death, McPherson was a 
professor emeritus of fiction at the Iowa Writers' Workshop.
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McPherson, James Alan. Crabcakes: A Memoir. New York. 1998. Simon & 
Schuster. Advance Uncorrected Reader's Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0684834650. Pulitzer Prize Winning Author Of Elbow Room. 281 pages. paperback.
Jacket design and photograph by Julie Metz. Inventory # 24657. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - McPherson revisits in Crabcakes the years since he first 
left Georgia as a young man, retracing memories of people and relationships in 
moments of startling and searing introspection. His meditations on the past - his 
migration from the deep South of his birth to his travels as a waiter on the Great 
Northern Railroad, his years at Harvard Law School, in Baltimore, and, most 
recently, in Iowa - reflect his deep sensitivity to those who, like himself, experience 
life as outsiders of one kind or another. McPherson, an African American, hungers 
for community, for a secure place in an era characterized by mass migration and 
displacement in a society that subordinates and marginalizes some of its members 
and privileges acquisition over human connection. It is as a lecturer at a university in
Japan that McPherson dramatically discovers a clearing in his oppressive sense of 
dislocation and void. He finds the redemption he has sought in the nearly 
spiritualized Japanese ritual of neighboring - caring for one's neighbor - and he 
embraces the Japanese psychological and emotional habits supporting this web of 
community. The Japanese emphasis on behaving 'naturally' is, he writes, 
fundamentally absent from American racial relations, where one group's 
interpretation of another's gestures toward the outside world is easily distorted and is
often cause for rejection and anger. The rift between black and white Americans is 
especially 'unnatural'; the inability of one to sympathize with the humanity of the 
other has thwarted the formation of genuine community in our culture. McPherson's 
illuminating story offers, time and again, images of binding together, caring, 
consoling, and inclusiveness among individuals whose lives are quite different.

James Alan McPherson (September 16, 1943 – July 27, 2016) was an American 
essayist and short-story writer. He was the first African-American writer to win the 
Pulitzer Prize for Fiction, and was included among the first group of artists who 
received a MacArthur Fellowship. At the time of his death, McPherson was a 
professor emeritus of fiction at the Iowa Writers' Workshop.
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McPherson, William. Testing the Current. New York. 1984. Simon & Schuster. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With Some Tears. 
0671252518. 348 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket art & design by 
Fred Marcellino. Inventory # 34651. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It is 1939, the end of an era. A Midwestern town drowses
by a deep-running river. a town of shimmering lawns and Edwardian formality, of 
grown-up secrets and unspoken passions. Eight-year-old Tommy MacAllister is the
explorer in this current, finding, in the eddies of innocence, sweet and frightening 
truths about the adult world around him - truths about a tranquil world flowing 
inexorably toward change.

William McPherson (March 16, 1933 – March 28, 2017) was an American writer and
journalist. He is the author of two novels, Testing the Current and To the Sargasso 
Sea, and many articles, essays, and book reviews. McPherson was awarded the 
Pulitzer Prize for Distinguished Criticism in 1977.
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McPhilemy, Sean. The Committee: Political Assassination in Northern Ireland. 
Niwot. 1998. Roberts Rinehart. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1570982112.
418 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 25726. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1991, Sean McPhilemy produced ‘The Committee,’ a 
documentary for British television that revealed that a group in Northern Ireland - 
drawn from the Unionist members of the business community, Protestant clergy, the
police (RUC), and the British security forces - was systematically colluding with 
Loyalist terrorists to murder Irish Republicans and other Irish Nationalists. The 
documentary contained exclusive firsthand testimony of a member of the Loyalist 
committee responsible for the murders. This source provided a detailed account of 
how various assassinations had been planned and carried out. The Committee gives
a full account of the murder conspiracy, the making of the documentary, the 
subsequent legal proceedings and, even more importantly, additional evidence that
substantiates the original allegations.

Sean McPhilemy is a journalist, documentary film maker and author of the 1999 
book The Committee which caused considerable controversy and a barrage of libel
suits.
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Mda, Zakes. The Madonna of the Excelsior. New York. 2004. Farrar Straus Giroux.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374200084. 261 pages. hardcover.
Jacket design by Kwasi Osei. Jacket art: Madonna and Child by Tim Ashkar. Author
photograph by NomCebo. Inventory # 34192. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In THE MADONNA OF EXCELSIOR, the new novel by 
the acclaimed South African writer Zakes Mda, a sex scandal in a small town is 
transformed into an emblematic story of a country whose racial history can be 
rendered authoritatively only in art. In 1971, nineteen citizens of Excelsior, a farming
community in South Africa’s rural Free State, were charged with breaking 
apartheid’s Immorality Act, which forbade sexual relations between blacks and 
whites on the pretext of avoiding miscegenation. The women were jailed as they 
awaited trial and their white counterparts were released on bail. In the end, the state
withdrew the charges, but the accused women’s lives, already complicated, became
harder than ever. Mda tells the story of a family at the heart of the scandal, revealing
a country in which apartheid, even as it sought to keep the races apart, concealed 
interracial liaisons of every kind. Niki, the fallen Madonna, transgresses boundaries 
for the sake of love; her choices have profound repercussions in the lives of her 
black son, Viliki, and her mixed-race daughter, Popi, who come of age in the years 
after the end of apartheid, when freedom allows them-indeed compels them-to figure
out their racial identities for themselves. As the story advances to the present, the 
mixed society of Excelsior comes to suggest South Africa today, a society far more 
complex-and more dramatic-than conventional notions of black and white will allow. 
In this, his fourth novel-his first since the acclaimed THE HEART OF REDNESS-
Zakes Mda once more reclaims the troubled history of his country as the terrain of 
the imaginative writer.

ZAKES MDA (born January 1, 1948), a novelist and playwright, has received every
major South African prize for his work. A longtime writer-in-residence at the Market 
Theatre in Johannesburg, he is now a professor of creative writing at Ohio University
in Athens, Ohio.
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Mead, Margaret (editor). The World Ahead: An Anthropologist Anticipates the 
Future. Brooklyn. 2005. Berghahn Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 9781571818188. Margaret Mead: The Study of Contemporary Western 
Culture. Introduction by Robert B. Textor. 376 pages. paperback. Inventory # 41810.
$34.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Born in the first year of the 20th century, it is fitting that 
Margaret Mead should have been one of the first anthropologists to use 
anthropological analysis to study the future course of human civilization. This 
volume collects, for the first time, her writings on the future of humanity and how 
humans can shape that future through purposeful action. For Mead, the study of the
future was born out of her lifelong interest in processes of change. Many of these 
papers were originally published as conference proceedings or in limited-circulation 
journals, testimony before government bodies and chapters in works edited by 
others. They show Mead's wisdom, prescience and concern for the future of 
humanity.

Margaret Mead served as Curator of Ethnology at the American Museum of Natural
History from 1925 to 1969. She began her career with a study of youth and 
adolescence in Samoan society, published as Coming of Age in Samoa (1928). She
published prolifically, becoming a seminal figure in anthropology, and was 
posthumously awarded the Presidential Medal of Freedom in 1979.
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Meagher, Sylvia. Accessories After the Fact: The Warren Commission, the 
Authorities and the Report. New York. 1976. Vintage Books. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 0394716302. Preface by Senator Richard S. Schweiker. Introduction by
Peter Dale Scott. 510 pages. paperback. Inventory # 18959. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘The best documented and most damning of any attacks
on the Warren Report yet.’ - The (London) Sunday Times. ‘Sylvia Meagher may 
know more about the assassination than any other living person. Every reader 
familiar with the controversy will be rewarded by her step-by-step pursuit of the truth;
every newcomer will find what has been lacking in the critical literature - a sober, 
comprehensive summary.’ - Richard J. Whalen, The Chicago Sun-Times Book 
Week. ‘More than a mere compendium of errors, [Accessories After the Fact] is a 
definitive analysis.’ - Edward Jay Epstein, The Washington Post Book World. ‘No 
one with any regard for evidence can read Accessories After the Fact and then 
consider the ‘lone assassin’ theory to be anything better than improbable.’ - Conor 
Cruise O’Brien, The Majority of One. ‘A modern J’Accuse!’ – Playboy.

Sylvia Meagher (July 22, 1921, New York City, NY - January 14, 1989, New York 
City, NY) worked in the field of international public health, both as an administrator 
and as a writer of analytical reports, since 1947. She appeared on radio programs 
and panels and has lectured in various parts of the United States and Canada. Her
writing on the Warren Report appeared in such publications as Esquire , The 
Minority of One , and Studies on the Left. Meagher died in New York City in 1989. 
Richard Schweiker is a formern politician, who served both in the U.S. House of 
Representatives and in the Senate. He also served as the U.S. Secretary of Health
and Human Services for President Ronald Reagan. Peter Dale Scott is a former 
Canadian diplomat and professor of English at the University of California, Berkeley.
He is a poet and author who has published more than a dozen books and collections
of poetry, many revolving around the self-coined concept of "deep politics.
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Meallet, Sandro. Edgewater Angels. New York. 2001. Doubleday. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 038550151x. 326 pages. hardcover. Signed by the
Author. Jacket design by Rodrigo Corral. Inventory # 30241. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - There are neighborhoods where the folly of youth is just
a myth - where adolescence is solely about survival. And there are neighborhoods 
where the sound of firecrackers might be mistaken for gunfire, but never the other 
way around. Neighborhoods where wearing the countenance of an absentminded 
daydream might be mistaken for a silent challenge for turf, and asking someone if 
they have a problem may cost you your life. But even in the harshest places, 
neighborhoods do cultivate a feeling of community. And while the people who live in
those places are invisible and often ignored by the rest of the world, every once in a
while these communities, such as they are, manage to produce a kid who survives.
A young boy whose life is like a single rose growing in a forgotten lot is the narrator
of Edgewater Angels. While his world is ugly from the outside, through him we are 
able to see the beauty, the humor, and the pain of life in a tiny part of San Pedro, 
California.

SANDRO MEALLET grew up in the projects of San Pedro, California, attended the
University of California, Santa Cruz, on a basketball scholarship, and earned an 
MFA from The New School for Social Research and an MFA from Johns Hopkins 
University. He lives in California.
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Medearis, Angela Shelf. The African-American Kitchen. New York. 1997. Plume. 1st
Plume Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0452276381. 258 pages. 
paperback. Cover design by Melissa Jacoby. Cover photograph by Glenn Peterson,
Inc. Inventory # 40444. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘A savory stew of African-American ancestral roots, 
journeying through Africa, the Caribbean, and the United States.’ - BETTY 
FUSSELL, author of THE STORY OF CORN. From the gumbos of Louisiana to the
Carolina rice islands, African-American cooks have left an indelible stamp on 
American food. This delectable collection of more than 250 recipes brings the 
diverse cultures and mouthwatering dishes of the African-American tradition right to
your table. Rich in flavor and history Angela Shelf Medearis’s treasured recipes 
include innovative appetizers breads, main dishes, soups, stews, salads, and 
desserts, such as: Ghanian Kelewele (spicy plantain fritters); Mozambique Shrimp; 
Jamaican ‘Stamp and Go’ (codfish cakes); Haitian Griots (savory chunks of 
marinated pork); Fried Green Tomatoes; Ham with Red-Eye Gravy; Peach Cobbler;
Pecan-Crusted Catfish; Walnut Sweet Potato Pie. Including special holiday and 
celebration menus, as well as time-honored treats from church socials and family 
reunions, THE AFRICAN-AMERICAN KITCHEN brings this rich culinary heritage to 
life. Enlivened with quotations from nineteenth-century cooks’ manuals, African and
Southern proverbs, and personal reminiscences, this unique book is a living history
and a loving testament of pride.

Children’s author and cookbook writer Angela Shelf Medearis was born in 1956 in 
Hampton, Virginia. In 1990, after many rejections, Medearis published her first book,
Picking Peas for a Penny, a picture book counting rhyme. Medearis has gone on to
publish dozens of children’s books about African-Americans with real life themes, as
well as history books geared towards young readers, such as Come This Far to 
Freedom (1993), and brief biographies of Coretta Scott King and Ida B. Wells. 
Medearis routinely visits schools and performs storytelling, has produced Children’s
Radio Bookmobile for the University of Texas at Austin (a brief weekly program 
featuring multi-ethnic children’s literature), and has curated African-American 
exhibits for the George Washington Carver Museum in Austin.
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Meinke, Peter. Lucky Bones: Poems. Pittsburgh. 2014. University of Pittsburgh 
Press. Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822963103. Pitt Poetry 
Series. 83 pages. paperback. Inventory # 40839. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Lucky Bones, Peter Meinke moves fluidly through free
and formal shapes, taking the reader on a tour through America in the 21st century: 
family, politics, love, war and peace, old age and death are looked at in ways that 
are surprising, clear, and warm-hearted. Lit by flashes of anger and laughter as he 
surveys his territory from the vantage point of old age, the poems are, in the end, 
both sane and profound, set to Meinke's own music. Consisting of over sixty new 
poems, the book begins with a house-shaped poem about a family in a beloved old
home, and then moves out into the world with poems about a fire-bug, drive-by 
shootings, and the often violent human condition before circling back to the home 
and a final epitaph. A clear-eyed feeling of loss permeates Lucky Bones, but not 
despair: in the midst of conflict, Meinke's world is full of wonder, and wonderful 
people.

Peter Meinke is emeritus professor of creative writing at Eckerd College. He has 
published numerous books of poetry, including Scars, Zinc Fingers, Liquid Paper, 
and The Contracted World: New & More Selected Poems. Meinke is the recipient of
many awards, including the Olivet Prize, the Paumanok Award, three Poetry Society
of America Awards, the Flannery O'Connor Award, and two NEA Fellowships. In 
2009 he was appointed the first Poet Laureate of St. Petersburg, Florida.
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Melanson, Philip. Who Killed Robert Kennedy?. Berkeley. 1993. Odonian Press. 1st
American Edition. Very Good Wrappers. 1878825127. The Real History series, 
Edited by Sandy Niemann. 94 pages. paperback. Inventory # 18098. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Destruction of key evidence by the Los Angeles police, 
intimidation of witnesses by CIA operatives, and the escape of the ‘woman in the 
polka-dot dress,’ are all crucial elements in the author's argument that Sirhan Sirhan
could not have been the only shooter.

Philip H. Melanson (1944 – September 18, 2006) was a Chancellor Professor of 
Policy Studies at University of Massachusetts Dartmouth and served on the 
Executive Board of the university's Center for Policy Analysis (CFPA) now known as
the Public Policy Center. He served as chair of the Political Science Department for
12 years. He also served as coordinator of the Robert F. Kennedy Assassination 
Archive from April 1988 which is the world's largest collection on the subject. An 
internationally recognized expert on political violence and governmental secrecy, 
Melanson wrote numerous books and articles related to these subjects. He was also
member of the governing board of the Coalition on Political Assassinations. He 
appeared on NPR, BBC, CBS, and CNN news programs. In 2001 he was the 
University of Massachusetts, Dartmouth Faculty Federation Scholar of the Year. The
Philip H. Melanson Memorial Scholarship was established in 2006 by friends, 
colleagues, and former students of Dr. Melanson to provide financial assistance to 
graduate students who are enrolled at UMass Dartmouth and maintain an active 
interest in public policy.keywords
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Melendez, Edwin and Melendez, Edgardo (editors). Colonial Dilemma: Critical 
Perspectives On Contemporary Puerto Rico. Boston. 1993. South End Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0896084118. 255 pages. paperback. 
Cover photo by Juan Sanchez. Inventory # 38076. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A collection of essays exposing and attacking 
misconceptions and ignorance regarding the role of the US and other local issues in
the context of the broader Puerto Rican struggle for self-determination.

Edgardo Meléndez is Assistant Professor, Department of Political Science, 
University of Puerto Rico-Rio Piedras. He is the author of a book and several articles
on the Puerto Rican statehood movement. He is currently doing research on the 
independence and annexationist movements in Cuba and Puerto Rico in the late 
nineteenth century. Edwin Meléndez is Associate Professor of Urban Studies and 
Planning at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Director of the Mauricio
Gaston Institute for Latino Community Development and Public Policy of the 
University of Massachusetts. He is co-editor of Hispanics in the U.S. Labor Force 
and co-author of In the Shadows of the Sun: Caribbean Development Alternatives 
and U.S. Policies, and Mink Coats Don’t Trickle Down: The Economic Assault on 
Women and People of Color. He has published on tie economic crisis in Puerto 
Rico, Latinos' inequality in the U.S. labor markets, and employment strategies for 
Latino workers.
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Melhem, D. H. Blight. New York. 1995. Riverrun Press. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0714542741. Illustrations by Christopher Maynard. 145 pages.
hardcover. Cover art by Henri Rousseau-'Carnival Evening'. Inventory # 32436. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A collection of poetry from ‘the queen of topical poetry. 
the organ voice of the United States.’ (Barbara A. Holland).

D. H. Melhem was the professional name of Diana M. Vogel (1926–2013), an 
American poet, novelist, and editor. She was born in Brooklyn, New York, the 
daughter of Nicholas Melhem and Georgette Deyrataui Melhem, both immigrants 
from Lebanon. She graduated from New York University cum laude and received 
her master's degree and a doctoral degree in English and American Literature from
City College. She was a longtime resident of New York City, where her two children
were born and raised. Melhem moved to Long Beach, California, in 2012, and lived 
there until her death on June 15, 2013. Melhem was a close personal friend of 
Pulitzer Prize-winning Poet Gwendolyn Brooks, about whom she wrote a biography,
Gwendolyn Brooks: Poetry and the Heroic Voice.
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Melville, Herman. Mardi. New York. 1964. Signet/New American Library. 1st Signet
Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Afterword by Henry Popkin. 557
pages. paperback. CT211. Cover: Seymour Chwast. Inventory # 29167. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - MARDI marks the great turning point in Melville's literary
career. The novel begins in the vein of the colorful narrative that had won the author
his early fame. But gradually this tale of a young mariner's adventures on a mythical
Polynesian archipelago takes on a new dimension as his search for his lost love is 
transformed into an entirely different quest - a richly symbolic exploration of man's 
estate on earth. The reader encounters bitingly, satiric commentary on political 
institutions, profound meditations on human morality, and soaring metaphysical 
speculations in a work that baffled its original audience and has won ever greater 
appreciation in modern times. Describing this book, Lewis Mumford has written: 
'[Melville's] thoughts exploded in a succession of great rockets and Roman candles
and flagbombs; and the spectacle was a dazzling and beautiful one. Such wit, such
humor, such starry intelligence. were not known in American literature before.' Henry
Popkin terms MARDI 'Melville's metaphor for the world. the bridge by which he 
crossed over from his first books. to his masterpiece, MOBY DICK.'

Herman Melville (August 1, 1819 – September 28, 1891) was an American novelist,
poet, and writer of short stories. His works includes the whaling novel Moby-Dick 
(1851), Bartleby, the Scrivener (1853), Benito Cereno (1855), and Billy Budd, Sailor
(1924).
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Melville, Herman. Typee. New York. 1964. Signet/New American Library. 1st Signet
Classic Paperback Edition. Some Underlining Inside, Otherwise Very Good in 
Wrappers. Afterword By Harrison Hayford. 320 pages. paperback. CP238. Inventory
# 31179. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Herman Melville's first book, Typee, the work. that won 
him his greatest lifetime fame, is a narrative of a four - month sojourn among 
primitive South Sea Islanders. In it Melville combines his own extraordinary personal
experiences with later intensive research to produce a vivid and imaginative work. 
Shocking his original audience with its frankness, this portrayal of Polynesian tribal 
life endures as one of exotic fascination, given sharp focus by a narrator drawn to 
this primitive pattern of existence, yet forced to remain ever alien to it. In this 
ambivalent vision appears the first evidence of the author's later moral complexities;
but here it is an element that remains below the surface of the vigor and color of this,
Melville's freshest, most high - spirited achievement. Harrison Hayford declares, 
'Typee is no Moby - Dick. - but it is a classic - and not just a children's classic - in its
own right.' As Lewis Mumford has written: 'One reads Typee, and life suddenly 
shows a new vista. Adventure is possible: Eden is real.'

Herman Melville (August 1, 1819 – September 28, 1891) was an American novelist,
poet, and writer of short stories. His works includes the whaling novel Moby-Dick 
(1851), Bartleby, the Scrivener (1853), Benito Cereno (1855), and Billy Budd, Sailor
(1924).
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Melville, Herman. Typee: A Romance of the South Seas. New York. 1963. Heritage
Press. Hardcover Edition. Previous Owner's Name & Date in Front,Otherwise Very
Good.No Dustjacket. Introduction by Raymond Weaver. Illustrations by Miguel 
Covarrubias. 409 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 34317. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - At one time the most popular of Melville’s works, TYPEE
was known as a travelogue that idealized and romanticized a mysterious South Sea
island for readers in the ruthless, industrial, ‘civilized’ world of the nineteenth 
century. But Melville’s story of Tommo, the Yankee sailor who enters the flawed 
Pacific paradise of Nuku Hiva, is also a fast-moving adventure tale, an 
autobiographical account of the author’s own Polynesian stay, an examination of the
nature of good and evil, and a frank exploration of sensuality and exotic ritual. 
‘Melville at his best invariably wrote from a sort of dream self, so that events which 
he relates as actual fact have indeed a far deeper reference to his own soul, his own
inner life.’ — D. H. Lawrence.

Herman Melville (August 1, 1819 – September 28, 1891) was an American novelist,
poet, and writer of short stories. His works includes the whaling novel Moby-Dick 
(1851), Bartleby, the Scrivener (1853), Benito Cereno (1855), and Billy Budd, Sailor
(1924).
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Memmott, David. The Larger Earth: Descending Notes of a Grounded Astronaut. 
San Francisco. 1996. Permeable Press. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Some 
Penned Notes in The Back Of The Book,Otherwise Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers.
1882633180. 103 pages. paperback. Cover: Freddie Baer. Inventory # 33482. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A collection speculative of poetry by the award winning 
author using the figure of a ‘grounded astronaut’ to explore a number of issues and 
topics. ‘. .Memmott has negotiated a place between literature and science fiction, a 
philosophical space from which begins to resonate a lyrical original poetry.’ Brian 
Evanson, Rain Taxi.

David Memmott has published five books of poetry, a novel and a story collection. 
Recent work has been published by Strange Horizons, High Desert Journal, Windfall
and in the anthologies, Deer Drink the Moon: Poems of Oregon, Salt: An Oregon 
Coastal Poetry Anthology, Writers on the Job: Tales of the Non-Writing Life and The
Alchemy of Stars: An Anthology of Rhysling Award Winners. He has an interview as
well as a review of his postcyberpunk novel, Primetime, in the on-line arts magazine,
Perigee, #20 (May 2008). Paul Di Filippo, in his review for Isaac Asimov's SF 
Magazine, wrote that Primetime is ‘philosophic sf at its best.’ Memmott is a Fishtrap
Fellow and has received three Oregon Literary Fellowships from Literary Arts, Inc. in
publishing, most recently in 2006. His newest book is the poetry collection, Giving It
Away. Along with Erik Muller, he organized the East/West Poet Gatherings in 
Madras (2004) and La Grande (2006).
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Menander. The Dyskolos. New York. 1996. Meridian/New American Library. 1st 
Meridian Paperback Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 0452008654. Translated from
the Greek, With An Introduction & Notes by Carroll Moulton. 72 pages. paperback. 
Cover: Megan Greig. Inventory # 32184. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - DYSKOLOS (Greek: translated as The Grouch, The 
Misanthrope, The Curmudgeon, or Old Cantankerous) is an Ancient Greek comedy
by Menander, the only one of his plays, or of the whole New Comedy, that has 
survived in all but complete form. It was first presented at the Lenaian festival in 317
-16 BC, where it won Menander first prize. Long known through fragmentary 
quotations, a papyrus manuscript of the complete Dyskolos dating to the third 
century was recovered and published in 1957.

Menander (c. 341/42 – c. 290 BC) was a Greek dramatist and the best-known 
representative of Athenian New Comedy. He was the author of more than a hundred
comedies, and took the prize at the Lenaia festival eight times. His record at the City
Dionysia is unknown but may well have been similarly spectacular. One of the most
popular writers of antiquity, his work was lost in the Middle Ages and is known in 
modernity in highly fragmentary form, much of which was discovered in the 20th 
century. Only one play, Dyskolos, has survived almost entirely.
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Menard, Andrew. Sight Unseen: How Frémont's First Expedition Changed the 
American Landscape. Lincoln and London. 2012. University of Nebraska Press. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780803238077. 249 pages. hardcover.
Inventory # 41267. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - John C. Frémont was the most celebrated explorer of his
era. In 1842, on the first of five expeditions he would lead to the Far West, Frémont
and a small party of men journeyed up the Kansas and Platte Rivers to the Wind 
River Range in Wyoming. At the time, virtually this entire region was known as the 
Great Desert, and many Americans viewed it and the Rocky Mountains beyond as 
natural barriers to the United States. After Congress published Frémont's official 
report of the expedition, however, few doubted the nation should expand to the 
Pacific. The first in-depth study of this remarkable report, Sight Unseen argues that
Frémont used both a radical form of the picturesque and an imaginary map to create
an aesthetic craving for expansion. Not only did he redefine the Great Desert as a 
novel and complex environment, but on a summit of the Wind River Range he 
envisioned the Continental Divide as a feature that would unify rather than obstruct a
larger nation. In addition to provoking the great migration to Oregon and providing 
an aesthetic justification for the national park system, Frémont's report profoundly 
altered American views of geography, progress, and the need for a transcontinental
railroad. By helping to shape the very notion of Manifest Destiny, the report became
one of the most important documents in the history of American landscape.

Andrew Menard is an independent writer, artist, and critic. His work has appeared in
publications such as Artforum, The Fox, Art-Language, Studio International, Western
American Literature, Journal of American Studies, and The New England Quarterly.
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Menard, Andrew. Sight Unseen: How Frémont's First Expedition Changed the 
American Landscape. Lincoln. 2018. University of Nebraska Press/Bison Books. 1st
Nebraska Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781496205599. 6 x 9 • 2 
photographs, 22 illustrations, 4 maps, index. 288 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
 44118. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - John C. Frémont was the most celebrated explorer of his
era. In 1842, on the first of five expeditions he would lead to the Far West, Frémont
and a small party of men journeyed up the Kansas and Platte Rivers to the Wind 
River Range in Wyoming. At the time, virtually this entire region was known as the 
Great Desert, and many Americans viewed it and the Rocky Mountains beyond as 
natural barriers to the United States. After Congress published Frémont’s official 
report of the expedition, however, few doubted the nation should expand to the 
Pacific. The first in-depth study of this remarkable report, Sight Unseen argues that
Frémont used both a radical form of art and an imaginary map to create an aesthetic
desire for expansion. He not only redefined the Great Desert as a novel and 
complex environment, but on a summit of the Wind River Range, he envisioned the
Continental Divide as a feature that would unify rather than impede a larger nation. 
In addition to provoking the great migration to Oregon and providing an aesthetic 
justification for the National Park system, Frémont’s report profoundly altered 
American views of geography, progress, and the need for a transcontinental 
railroad. By helping to shape the very notion of Manifest Destiny, the report became
one of the most important documents in the history of American landscape.

Andrew Menard is an independent writer, artist, and critic. His work has appeared in
the Georgia Review, Antioch Review, the New England Quarterly, Western 
American Literature, Journal of American Studies, and Oxford Art Journal. He is the
author of Learning from Thoreau. Selected as a 2013 “Favorite Western Read” by 
True West magazine.
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Mendel-Reyes, Meta. Reclaiming Democracy: The Sixties in Politics and Memory. 
New York. 1995. Routledge. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0415911346. 238
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 21767. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Meta Mendel-Reyes provides a critical look at our 
fascination with the sixties, discusses the ways in which democratic participation 
was at the heart of sixties politics, and explores the interrelationship between the 
history and memory of the sixties and contemporary democratic politics. Mendel-
Reyes stresses that if told properly, the story of the sixties could help open our eyes
to the possibility that ordinary people can take democratic action and do have the 
ability to make a difference in nineties politics. In a time of cynicism about the 
American government's ability to solve the crises of inequality, poverty and racism,
Mendel-Reyes puts the decline of political participation in historical context and 
provides hope for the coming decades. of building cummunity and therfore becomes
a a benefit of civic life. matters to reclaim democracy, that it is possible to do, and 
provides some guidance for how it can be done (Heather Booth, President Midwest
Academy and Paul Booth, Director of Organizing, AFSCME (Both former 60's 
activists)) California, Berkeley) As it challenges a wide range of sixties observers - 
from George Will to Oliver Stone - Reclaiming Democracy provides a much-needed
critical look at our fascination with the sixties and colorfully brings to life the 
significant role that our memories of that time play in the politics and culture of 
today.

Dr. Meta Mendel-Reyes is Associate Professor of Peace and Social Justice and 
General Studies at Berea College, and Chair of Division VI, the Interdisciplinary 
division. She received her Ph.D. in Political Science from the University of California
at Berkeley. She has been a labor and community organizer, participating in 
movements with migrant farm workers seeking justice in the fields of California and 
tenants’ group fighting environmental racism in Philadelphia, among many others.
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Menendez, Miguel Angel. Nayar. New York. 1942. Farrar & Rinehart. 1st American
Edition. Scuff Marks On Front Endpaper Where Bookplate Used To Be, Otherwise 
Very Good. No Dustjacket. Translated from the Spanish by Angel Flores. 277 pages.
hardcover. Inventory # 18892. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - NAYAR, one of the winners of the Latin American Prize
Novel Contest, is written by a Mexican about a part of Mexico and a kind of Mexican
life that is unknown to Americans north of the Rio Grande. Nayarit is a province on 
the western coast of Mexico, smaller than most of the others and covered largely by
dense jungle. This novel is the story of the flight of two men through the jungles of 
Nayarit, a flight that has as its goal rest and retribution. In the village of San Blas 
where Ramón Cordoba lived there was a tyrant who ground down and oppressed 
the hard-working men who drew their livelihood from the soil. This man was a 
corrupt judge. Ramón, one day, found him making love to his wife and he killed him
with one swift blow of a machete. Thereupon Ramón was an outcast and a hunted
man. With the only friend he had, Enrique Salerit, a small government official, 
Ramón took flight. Their journey took them through swamps and across rivers, 
plains, and hills and always the thick, heavy, jungles. Here is a book about Mexico, 
its people, its plain things, and its country, written as W. H. Hudson might have 
written it had he been a Mexican. Seen from the inside, this is the story of two men’s
wanderings and of the powerful and simple mysteries the forests reveal to those 
who live in them. Every Latin American republic, with the exception of Uruguay 
whose entry arrived too late, was represented in the contest.

Miguel Angel Menéndez (January 11, 1904, Izamal, Mexico - June 24, 1982, Mexico
City, Mexico) was born in the province of Yucatan, but as a very young man he went
to Mexico City to become a newspaper reporter. He was also active in both the 
political and financial worlds of Mexico and held several important governmental 
offices. Miguel Angel Menéndez wrote several very well-received volumes of poetry,
NAYAR was his first novel.
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Merimee, Prosper. Carmen/Colomba. Baltimore. 1965. Penguin Books. 1st Penguin
Classic Paperback Edition. Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front, Otherwise 
Very Good in Wrappers. Translated from the French & With An Introduction by 
Edward Marielle. 251 pages. paperback. L168. The cover shows a painting by 
Hubert Robert, 'La Robe', in the Musee des Beaux Arts de Pau. Inventory # 31758.
$6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In CARMEN and COLOMBA Prosper Merimee created 
two of the most flamboyant and passionate women of world fiction. COLOMAB 
(1840) was inspired by his acquaintance with a Corsican mother and her daughter: 
this somber story of a young girl obsessed with a family vendetta is an exact 
miniature of Corsican pride, with its rigid loyalty to an ancient code. CARMEN (1845)
is the poignant story on which Bizet based his opera. Thief, Prostitute, and liar she
may be: but Carmen, the fascinating Spanish gypsy, remains one of modern 
literature’s noblest and most tragic heroines.

Prosper Mérimée (September 28, 1803 – September 23, 1870) was a French 
dramatist, historian, archaeologist, and short story writer. He is perhaps best known
for his novella Carmen, which became the basis of Bizet's opera Carmen.
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Meriwether, Louise. Fragments of the Ark. New York. 1994. Pocket Books. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0671799479. Author Of Daddy Was A Number 
Runner. 342 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 23719. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Peter Mango - ship pilot, husband, slave - accomplished
the impossible; he stole and delivered the gunboat Swanee to the Union Navy, 
bringing with a group of resolute runaways united in their flight by love, and by 
painful histories. Set in Charleston, South Carolina from 1861 to 1868, Louise 
Meriwether's rich and deeply moving novel recounts the story of Peter Mango, a 
slave whose daring Civil War escape from Charleston to the Union Navy brings him 
face-to-face with his freedom, and closer still to his own soul.

Louise Meriwether (born May 8, 1923) is an American novelist, essayist, journalist 
and activist, as well as a writer of biographies of historically important African 
Americans for children.
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Mernissi, Fatema. Scheherazade Goes West: Different Cultures, Different Harems.
New York. 2001. Washington Square Press/Pocket Books. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0743412427. 228 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 29714. 
$10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Bursting with the vitality of Mernissi's personality and of 
her rich heritage, Scheherazade Goes West reveals the author's unique experiences
as a liberated, independent Moroccan woman faced with the peculiarities and 
unexpected encroachments of Western culture. Her often surprising discoveries 
about the conditions of and attitudes toward women around the world-and the 
exquisitely embroidered amalgam of clear-eyed autobiography and dazzling meta-
fiction by which she relates those assorted discoveries-add up to a deliciously wry, 
engagingly cosmopolitan, and deeply penetrating narrative. In her previous 
bestselling works, Mernissi-widely recognized as the world's greatest living Koranic 
scholar and Islamic sociologist-has shed unprecedented light on the lives of women 
in the Middle East. Now, as a writer and scholarly veteran of the high-wire act of 
straddling disparate societies, she trains her eyes on the female culture of the West.
For her book's inspired central metaphor, Mernissi turns to the ancient Islamic 
tradition of oral storytelling, illuminating her grandmother's feminized, subersive, and
highly erotic take on Scheherazade's wife-preserving tales from The Arabian Nights-
and then ingeniously applying them to her own lyrically embellished personal 
narrative. Interwoven with vivid ruminations on her childhood, her education, and her
various international travels are the author's piquant musings on a range of deeply 
embedded societal conditions that add up, Mernissi aruges, to a veritable 'Western 
harem.' A provocative and lively challenge to the common assumption that women 
have it so much better in the West than anywhere else in the world, Mernissi's book 
is an entrancing and timely look at the way we live here and now.

Fatema Mernissi (27 September 1940 – 30 November 2015) was a Moroccan 
feminist writer and sociologist.
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Merry, Sally Engle. Colonizing Hawai'i: The Cultural Power of Law. Princeton. 1999.
Princeton University Press. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0691009325. Winner of 2002 Williard Hurst Prize in legal history. 364 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 34985. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - How does law transform family, sexuality, and 
community in the fractured social world characteristic of the colonizing process? The
law was a cornerstone of the so-called civilizing process of nineteenth-century 
colonialism. It was simultaneously a means of transformation and a marker of the 
seductive idea of civilization. Sally Engle Merry reveals how, in Hawai’i, indigenous
Hawaiian law was displaced by a transplanted Anglo-American law as global 
movements of capitalism, Christianity, and imperialism swept across the islands. 
The new law brought novel systems of courts, prisons, and conceptions of discipline
and dramatically changed the marriage patterns, work lives, and sexual conduct of 
the indigenous people of Hawai’i.

Sally Engle Merry is Silver Professor of Anthropology at New York University. She is
also a Faculty Director of the Center for Human Rights and Global Justice at the 
New York University School of Law, and past president of the American Ethnological
Society. Her books include Colonizing Hawai‘i (Princeton, 2000), Human Rights and
Gender Violence (Chicago, 2006), Gender Violence: A Cultural Perspective 
(Blackwell, 2009), The Practice of Human Rights, (co-edited with Mark Goodale; 
Cambridge, 2007), and The Seductions of Quantification: Measuring Human Rights,
Gender Violence, and Sex Trafficking (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2016).
She has co-edited two books on quantification, The Quiet Power of Indicators, with
Kevin Davis and Benedict Kingsbury (Cambridge University Press, 2015) and A 
World of Indicators, with Richard Rottenburg, Song-Joon Park, and Johanna Mugler
(Cambridge University Press 2015). She received the Hurst Prize for Colonizing 
Hawai‘i in 2002, the Kalven Prize for scholarly contributions to sociolegal scholarship
in 2007, and the J.I. Staley Prize for Human Rights and Gender Violence in 2010.
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Merson, Allan. Communist Resistance in Nazi Germany. London. 1986. Lawrence &
Wishart/Humanities Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0853156026. 372 pages. paperback. Cover illustration by Chris Corr. Cover design
by Stephen Devane. Inventory # 3401. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The German Communist Party (KPD) was the Nazis’ first
target following Hitler’s seizure of power in January 1933. In this highly-praised 
history, Allan Merson traces the heroic, yet tragic, struggle of the KPD throughout 
the period of the Third Reich, starting with the fateful early months when the chronic
disunity of the German left frustrated a united opposition to Hitler. Drawing on his 
own research and the extensive German literature on the subject, the author shows
how, in the face of ferocious repression, the KPD regrouped and mounted a 
courageous counter-attack. This led to further heavy losses and compelled a major 
reappraisal of political strategy and tactics. After 1935 the KPD adopted a more 
open, less sectarian attitude towards the Social Democrats, while within Germany it
evolved a three-member underground cell organisation designed for greater security
in the unceasing battle against the Gestapo. Allan Merson establishes the fact of the
KPD’s continuing resistance throughout the war years, including the period of the 
Nazi-Soviet Non-Aggression Pact. This is the first English-language history of the 
Communist Party’s systematic resistance to the Nazi régime. Through a detailed 
study of Communist activity in Düsseldorf, one of the KPD’s electoral and industrial 
strongholds, and the translation of illegal propaganda material, the author presents a
fascinating picture of the only political party to offer continuous resistance to the 
Nazis until their defeat in 1945.

Allan Merson (August 26, 1916 - October 28, 1995, Lyndhurst, United Kingdom) was
Senior Lecturer in History at Southampton University and has contributed to 
publications specialising in the history of opposition to the Nazi régime.
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Merton, Robert K. / Fiske, Marjorie / Kendall, Patricia L. The Focused Interview: A 
Manual of Problems and Procedures. New York. Free Press. 1st Printing of This 
Second Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0029209862. 200 pages. Paperback. 
Inventory # 41008. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here is the classic work that laid the groundwork for 
focus-group research. This new edition features a new preface by Merton and an 
introduction updating developments in the field.

Robert King Merton (born Meyer Robert Schkolnick; 4 July 1910 – 23 February 
2003) was an American sociologist who is considered a founding father of modern 
sociology, and a major contributor to the subfield of criminology. He spent most of 
his career teaching at Columbia University, where he attained the rank of University
Professor. In 1994 he was awarded the National Medal of Science for his 
contributions to the field and for having founded the sociology of science.
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Messadie, Gerald. A History of the Devil. New York. 1996. Kodansha. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1568360819. Translated from the French by Marc
Romano. 377 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Gloria Adelson. Inventory # 
27631. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A HISTORY OF THE DEVIL is a provocative exploration
of the personification of evil through the ages and across cultures. Messadie reveals
that the Satan of Judeo-Christian mythology-the antithesis of God and good-was a 
concept unknown to the Greeks, Romans, Egyptians, Hindus, and Chinese. In fact, 
the devil was probably invented six centuries before the Common Era by Persian 
clergy eager to demonize their political adversaries. And the image of absolute evil 
has been a useful tool of the powerful-both religious and secular-ever since, from 
the Grand Inquisitor Torquemada to Ronald Reagan.

Gerald Messadié (1931 – 5 July 2018) was a French scientific journalist, essayist 
and novelist. His work comprised historical novels, biographies, essays on the 
history of religions, and some science fiction work where esoterism takes a large 
place. Gerald Messadié was an editor of science magazine Science & Vie, for 25 
years, and has published over 60 books on various themes. Interested in history, 
ethnology and theology, he published essays on beliefs, cultures and religions, 
biographies (including a two-volume biography of Moses) and historical novels, such
as Marie-Antoinette — La rose écrasée (Marie-Antoinette: The Crushed Rose, 
2006), aimed at rehabilitating the queen, whom he considered slandered and 
misrepresented.keywords
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Messerschmidt, Jim. The Trial of Leonard Peltier. Boston. 1983. South End Press. 
Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 089608163x. Foreword by 
William Kuntsler. 198 pages. paperback. Cover by Todd Jailer. Inventory # 36757. 
$10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is a book-length anylysis of the 1977 trial against 
Leonard Peltier that brings the duplicity of the prosecution, the questionable 
behavior of the FBI, and the anti-Peltier bias of the judge into stark relief. Even more
evidence of all this came out in the course of Peltier’s appeals process, way after the
publication of Messerschmidt’s book. ‘This book scholarly documents better than 
any other to date the role of the FBI as a political police intent on destroying any 
possibility of social change in this country. The trial of Leonard Peltier, analyzed so
well by Jim Messerschmidt, is a legal outrage of the highest order.’ - Michael Ratner,
President, National Lawyers Guild. ‘The Trial of Leonard Peltier adds a glittering, 
new dimension to the phrase ‘travesty of justice.’ We're glad to see a whole book 
focused on it. It's about time!’ - Akwesasne Notes. ‘The Trial of Leonard Peltier 
should be read and widely distributed. In this well-documented and researched 
study, the author clearly and convincingly presents how U.S. courts and law-
enforcement officers often bend, misuse and break the law when those in power 
perceive real or imagined threats. Leonard Peltier was convicted solely because of 
his race and political beliefs. I hope this book will awaken public awareness and spur
action to correct that gross injustice.’ - Lennox S. Hinds, Permanent UN 
Representative, International Association of Democratic Lawyers, Professor, 
Criminal Justice, Rutgers University. ‘Jim Messerschmidt's The Trial of Leonard 
Peltier is a provocative contribution to the national dialogue about our criminal 
justice system. Every interested citizen should make it a part of his or her 
background reading on the subject.’ - Jon Lindgren, Mayor of Fargo, ND.

Jim Messerschmidt is an assistant professor of sociology and criminology at the 
University of Southern Maine, in Portland. Since his participation in the anti-war 
movement, he has written and spoken on justice issues.
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Metaxas, Eric (Read by Geena Davis). Princess Scargo and the Birthday Pumpkin:
The Native American Legend. New York. Rabbit Ears/Simon & Schuster. Hardcover
book with audio cassette. Very Good in Hardcover and Slipcase. 0689802315. 
Illustrated by Karen Barbour. Music by Michael Hedges. 4 - 8 years. 48 pages. 
hardcover with cassette. Inventory # 43728. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In order to save her tribe, Princess Scargo sacrifices her
most precious possessions .

Eric Metaxas (born 1963) is an American author, speaker, and conservative radio 
host. He is known for three biographies, Amazing Grace: William Wilberforce and 
the Heroic Campaign to End Slavery about William Wilberforce (2007), Bonhoeffer:
Pastor, Martyr, Prophet, Spy about Dietrich Bonhoeffer (2011), and Martin Luther: 
The Man Who Rediscovered God and Changed the World about Martin Luther 
(2017). He has also written humor, children's books, and scripts for VeggieTales. 
Metaxas is the founder and host of the NYC-based event series, "Socrates in the 
City: Conversations on the Examined Life" and the host of the nationally syndicated 
radio program, The Eric Metaxas Show.
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Metaxas, Eric (Read by John Candy). Stormalong: The Legendary Sea Captain. 
New York. Rabbit Ears/Simon & Schuster. Hardcover book with audio cassette. Very
Good in Hardcover and Slipcase. 0689801947. Illustrated by Don Vanderbeek. 
Music by NRBQ. 5 Years. 36 pages. hardcover with cassette. Inventory # 43732. 
$25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Hop on board the biggest ship ever built and hold on tight
for the story of the saltiest sailor to sail the seven seas. The late John Candy 
recounted this outlandish story. Full-color book.

Eric Metaxas (born 1963) is an American author, speaker, and conservative radio 
host. He is known for three biographies, Amazing Grace: William Wilberforce and 
the Heroic Campaign to End Slavery about William Wilberforce (2007), Bonhoeffer:
Pastor, Martyr, Prophet, Spy about Dietrich Bonhoeffer (2011), and Martin Luther: 
The Man Who Rediscovered God and Changed the World about Martin Luther 
(2017). He has also written humor, children's books, and scripts for VeggieTales. 
Metaxas is the founder and host of the NYC-based event series, "Socrates in the 
City: Conversations on the Examined Life" and the host of the nationally syndicated 
radio program, The Eric Metaxas Show.
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Metaxas, Eric (Read by Michael Caine). King Midas and the Golden Touch. New 
York. Rabbit Ears/Simon & Schuster. Hardcover book with audio cassette. Very 
Good in Hardcover and Slipcase. 0887082351. Illustrated by Rodrica Prato. Music 
composed by Ellis Marsalis featuring Yo-Yo Ma. 5 - 7 years. 36 pages. hardcover 
with cassette. Inventory # 43723. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A king who discovers that his wish to turn everything he 
touches into gold has become a curse.

Eric Metaxas (born 1963) is an American author, speaker, and conservative radio 
host. He is known for three biographies, Amazing Grace: William Wilberforce and 
the Heroic Campaign to End Slavery about William Wilberforce (2007), Bonhoeffer:
Pastor, Martyr, Prophet, Spy about Dietrich Bonhoeffer (2011), and Martin Luther: 
The Man Who Rediscovered God and Changed the World about Martin Luther 
(2017). He has also written humor, children's books, and scripts for VeggieTales. 
Metaxas is the founder and host of the NYC-based event series, "Socrates in the 
City: Conversations on the Examined Life" and the host of the nationally syndicated 
radio program, The Eric Metaxas Show.
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Metaxas, Eric (Read by Michael Palin). Jack and the Beanstalk. New York. Rabbit 
Ears/Simon & Schuster. Hardcover book with audio cassette. Very Good in 
Hardcover and Slipcase. 0887081894. Illustrated by Edward Sorel. Music by David
A. Stewart. 4 - 8 years. 40 pages. hardcover with cassette. Inventory # 43722. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A boy climbs to the top of a giant beanstalk where he 
uses his quick wits to outsmart an ogre and make his and his mother's fortune

Eric Metaxas (born 1963) is an American author, speaker, and conservative radio 
host. He is known for three biographies, Amazing Grace: William Wilberforce and 
the Heroic Campaign to End Slavery about William Wilberforce (2007), Bonhoeffer:
Pastor, Martyr, Prophet, Spy about Dietrich Bonhoeffer (2011), and Martin Luther: 
The Man Who Rediscovered God and Changed the World about Martin Luther 
(2017). He has also written humor, children's books, and scripts for VeggieTales. 
Metaxas is the founder and host of the NYC-based event series, "Socrates in the 
City: Conversations on the Examined Life" and the host of the nationally syndicated 
radio program, The Eric Metaxas Show.
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Metaxas, Eric (Read by Raul Julia). The Monkey People: A Colombian Folktale. 
New York. Rabbit Ears/Simon & Schuster. Hardcover book with audio cassette. Very
Good in Hardcover and Slipcase. 0689801912. Illustrated by Diana Bryan. Music by
Lee Ritenour. 9 - 11 Years. 40 pages. hardcover with cassette. Inventory # 43739. 
$30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Veteran jazz guitarist Lee Ritenour creates an 
outstanding musical score that perfectly evokes the traditional folk rhythms of South
America. In this wryly humorous Columbian folktale, a group of lazy villagers remain
dissatisfied even after their every wish is fulfilled. Full-color book.

Eric Metaxas (born 1963) is an American author, speaker, and conservative radio 
host. He is known for three biographies, Amazing Grace: William Wilberforce and 
the Heroic Campaign to End Slavery about William Wilberforce (2007), Bonhoeffer:
Pastor, Martyr, Prophet, Spy about Dietrich Bonhoeffer (2011), and Martin Luther: 
The Man Who Rediscovered God and Changed the World about Martin Luther 
(2017). He has also written humor, children's books, and scripts for VeggieTales. 
Metaxas is the founder and host of the NYC-based event series, "Socrates in the 
City: Conversations on the Examined Life" and the host of the nationally syndicated 
radio program, The Eric Metaxas Show.
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Metaxas, Eric (Read by Robin Williams). The Fool and the Flying Ship. New York. 
Rabbit Ears/Simon & Schuster. Hardcover book with audio cassette. Very Good in 
Hardcover and Slipcase. 0887082297. Illustrated by Henrik Drescher. Music by The
Klezmer Conservatory Band. 5 Years. 36 pages. hardcover with cassette. Inventory
# 43737. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When the Tsar promises his daughter to anyone who can
build a flying ship, it is a goofy country bumpkin and his oddball crew who come up
with a solution, in a zany Russian folktale. Music by The Klezmer Conservatory 
Band. Read by Robin Williams.

Eric Metaxas (born 1963) is an American author, speaker, and conservative radio 
host. He is known for three biographies, Amazing Grace: William Wilberforce and 
the Heroic Campaign to End Slavery about William Wilberforce (2007), Bonhoeffer:
Pastor, Martyr, Prophet, Spy about Dietrich Bonhoeffer (2011), and Martin Luther: 
The Man Who Rediscovered God and Changed the World about Martin Luther 
(2017). He has also written humor, children's books, and scripts for VeggieTales. 
Metaxas is the founder and host of the NYC-based event series, "Socrates in the 
City: Conversations on the Examined Life" and the host of the nationally syndicated 
radio program, The Eric Metaxas Show.
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Metaxas, Eric (Read by Tracey Ullman). Puss in Boots. New York. Rabbit 
Ears/Simon & Schuster. Hardcover book with audio cassette. Very Good in 
Hardcover and Slipcase. 0887082866. Illustrated by Pierre Le-Tan. Music by Jean 
Luc Ponty. 5 - 6 years. 36 pages. hardcover with cassette. Inventory # 43729. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An adaptation of the Perrault tale in which a clever cat 
secures the fortune of his rather dimwitted young owner.

Eric Metaxas (born 1963) is an American author, speaker, and conservative radio 
host. He is known for three biographies, Amazing Grace: William Wilberforce and 
the Heroic Campaign to End Slavery about William Wilberforce (2007), Bonhoeffer:
Pastor, Martyr, Prophet, Spy about Dietrich Bonhoeffer (2011), and Martin Luther: 
The Man Who Rediscovered God and Changed the World about Martin Luther 
(2017). He has also written humor, children's books, and scripts for VeggieTales. 
Metaxas is the founder and host of the NYC-based event series, "Socrates in the 
City: Conversations on the Examined Life" and the host of the nationally syndicated 
radio program, The Eric Metaxas Show.
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Metcalf, Thomas R. Imperial Connections: India in the Indian Ocean Arena. 
Berkeley. 2007. University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 9780520249462. 264 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36486. $39.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An innovative remapping of empire, Imperial 
Connections offers a broad-ranging view of the workings of the British Empire in the
period when the India of the Raj stood at the center of a newly globalized system of 
trade, investment, and migration. Thomas R. Metcalf argues that India itself became
a nexus of imperial power that made possible British conquest, control, and 
governance across a wide arc of territory stretching from Africa to eastern Asia. His
book, offering a new perspective on how imperialism operates, emphasizes 
transcolonial interactions and webs of influence that advanced the interests of 
colonial India and Britain alike. Metcalf examines such topics as law codes and 
administrative forms as they were shaped by Indian precedents; the Indian Army’s 
role in securing Malaya, Africa, and Mesopotamia for the empire; the employment of
Indians, especially Sikhs, in colonial policing; and the transformation of East Africa 
into what was almost a province of India through the construction of the Uganda 
railway. He concludes with a look at the decline of this Indian Ocean system after 
1920 and considers how far India’s participation in it opened opportunities for 
Indians to be a colonizing as well as a colonized people.

Thomas R. Metcalf, Professor of History Emeritus at the University of California, 
Berkeley, is author of Forging the Raj, Ideologies of the Raj, An Imperial Vision: 
Indian Architecture, and Britain’s Raj (UC Press), and, with Barbara Daly Metcalf, A
Concise History of Modern India.
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Mewshaw, Michael. Earthly Bread. New York. 1976. Random House. 1st Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394499255. 212 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by The
Artworks. Inventory # 5622. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Returning from a year in Rome, Father Anthony Anthony
suffers an acute reverse culture shock and cannot decide whether he is crazy, or 
America is. It takes a few weeks in the wastes of Texas, and a harrowing 
entanglement in kidnapping, torture, and death to shake his doubts and force him to
make up his mind. First, he finds the country swept by a craze for the occult - for 
demonology and exorcisms - and wonders why Satan seems a certainty, but God an
absurdity. Wherever he turns religion is treated as an interesting atavism at best, as
evidence of charlatanism or insanity at worst. He still believes, but can’t see how 
that matters in Austin, Texas, where his fellow priests huddle in the air-conditioned 
rectory, watching NFL football or debating whether to advertise for vocations in 
Playboy or Penthouse. When Tony has nearly decided to abandon the Church, a 
woman calls and tells him that Noland Meadlow, a nationally renowned computer 
analyst and physical culturist, has been engaged to kidnap her ‘Jesus Freak’ son 
and deprogram him. She begs him to accompany Meadlow and provide a Catholic 
influence during the proceedings. Despite misgivings, Tony goes along, perhaps to 
test whatever remains of his faith. What follows is a dizzying descent through south
Texas to Billie and Zack’s Adobe Shacks, where Tony tries to fight Meadlow for the
young man’s soul, but ends up struggling to understand the boy’s exaltation and 
zealotry. In the truest tradition of comedy as interrogatory drama, there are spirited 
debates and parallel discussions with Billie and Zack which mine an earthier humor.
But throughout EARTHLY BREAD, comedy is in the service of religion, rather than 
at its expense, probing through the profane toward an affirmation of the sacred.

Michael Mewshaw (born February 19, 1943) is an American author of 11 novels and
8 books of nonfiction, and works frequently as a travel writer, investigative reporter,
book reviewer, and tennis reporter. His novel YEAR OF THE GUN was made into a 
film of the same name by John Frankenheimer in 1991.
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Mewshaw, Michael. Land Without Shadow. Garden City. 1979. Doubleday. 1st 
Edition. A Few Pencil Marks On Front Free Endpaper, Otherwise Very Good in 
Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0385145047. 224 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 14810. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The glamour and wealth of Hollywood come face to face
with the ultimate human horror of starvation in this novel set in an exotic North 
African country. As a film crew on location becomes involved in the political intrigues
of an emerging nation, a powerful drama unfolds against the harsh beauty of the 
desert landscape. And two men confront the most important decisions of their lives.
Tucker Garland and Jack Cordell went back a long way together. But their friendship
had always been tinged with rivalry. and the need to measure up to each other's 
standards. Now quite suddenly - and unexpectedly - their values were on the line. 
Would they participate in a shocking government cover-up that could cost thousands
of human lives? The decision that spelled one's salvation would inevitably destroy 
the other.Michael Mewshaw's fifth novel combines a haunting sense of moral 
urgency with a stunning evocation of place and a realistic look at the Hollywood film 
industry.

Michael Mewshaw (born February 19, 1943) is an American author of 11 novels and
8 books of nonfiction, and works frequently as a travel writer, investigative reporter,
book reviewer, and tennis reporter. His novel YEAR OF THE GUN was made into a 
film of the same name by John Frankenheimer in 1991.
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Mewshaw, Michael. Man in Motion. New York. 1970. Random House. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 248 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
photograph by Derrick Te Paske. Inventory # 8743. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Twenty-six and still in conflict with his family, his 
surroundings, his girl and himself, Walker Hawley moves simply to move, depending
upon motion for release, if not discovery. His sports car acts as an extension of this
urge to escape. Having written, as an undergraduate, one highly praised short story,
Walker has labeled himself ‘writer,’ trusting this meager title to protect him from the 
realization that since he has been out of college, he has produced nothing, written or
otherwise. Although he is a mixture of seriousness and frivolity, sense and 
nonsense, he is perceptive enough to know he is in trouble and to be looking for a 
way out. A large part of the story concerns his trip West in a cozy TR-3 with Lila 
Caine, who answers, first, his advertisement for a driving companion, and then a few
other questions, which Walker was not aware he’d asked. Soon they are spending 
more time in motels than on the road, but after a series of bizarre adventures and 
minor disasters, the sexual marathon ends in Mexico, where Walker, minus his car, 
finally comes to a decision. Michael Mewshaw displays a broad range of talents in 
leading his characters from experiences of low comedy to an aching recognition of 
the delusions of youth and freedom. If there are moments of biting satire, the tone 
remains good-humored, bawdy, even hilarious, as he attempts through laughter to 
find a way of dealing with what Walker has learned.

Michael Mewshaw (born February 19, 1943) is an American author of 11 novels and
8 books of nonfiction, and works frequently as a travel writer, investigative reporter,
book reviewer, and tennis reporter. His novel YEAR OF THE GUN was made into a 
film of the same name by John Frankenheimer in 1991.
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Mewshaw, Michael. Money To Burn: The True Story of the Benson Family Murders.
New York. 1987. Atheneum. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0689118805. 
407 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Robert Anthony,Inc. Inventory # 10479. 
$17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1985, tobacco heiress Margaret Benson and two of 
her children were victims of a car bombing. One year later, her surviving son was 
sentenced to life imprisonment for the murders. Here is the story of what may have 
been a travesty of justice resulting in the conviction of an innocent man.

Michael Mewshaw (born February 19, 1943) is an American author of 11 novels and
8 books of nonfiction, and works frequently as a travel writer, investigative reporter,
book reviewer, and tennis reporter. His novel YEAR OF THE GUN was made into a 
film of the same name by John Frankenheimer in 1991.
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Mewshaw, Michael. Money To Burn: The True Story of the Benson Family Murders.
New York. 1987. Atheneum. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0689118805. 
407 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Robert Anthony,Inc. Inventory # 25262. 
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1985, tobacco heiress Margaret Benson and two of 
her children were victims of a car bombing. One year later, her surviving son was 
sentenced to life imprisonment for the murders. Here is the story of what may have 
been a travesty of justice resulting in the conviction of an innocent man.

Michael Mewshaw (born February 19, 1943) is an American author of 11 novels and
8 books of nonfiction, and works frequently as a travel writer, investigative reporter,
book reviewer, and tennis reporter. His novel YEAR OF THE GUN was made into a 
film of the same name by John Frankenheimer in 1991.
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Mewshaw, Michael. True Crime. New York. 1991. Poseidon Press. 1st Printing. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0671732048. 288 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Lawrence
Ratzkin. Inventory # 15330. $8.75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Tom Heller is a true-crime writer. His specialty: family 
murders. When his own father – poor, alcoholic, and a source of unresolved guilt 
and shame to his successful son - is brutally slain in his rundown Maryland home, 
Tom returns to make his own investigation. Soon there are two more victims: the 
father and son of Tom’s college girlfriend are found murdered on their exclusive 
estate. Tom sees almost immediately what the police can’t: the murders are linked.
And it is this link that will carry Tom twenty years into his past to come face to face 
with the emotional traumas he has run from - his rivalry with his brother whose help
he now needs, the calculated cynicism of his own career, and the impossible love of
a boy from the wrong side of the tracks for a rich and privileged woman. Dangerous
passions are reignited, and as Tom replays his doomed romance he himself 
becomes a suspect in murder. In this masterly story of murder and money, love and
family, Mewshaw brilliantly combines the authenticity and detail of non-fiction with 
the inventive power and range of the novel, and portrays a tidewater region - from 
the Washington D.C., area slums to the posh shores of Chesapeake Bay - as 
immediate and vital as Robert B. Parker’s Boston or Tony Hillerman’s Arizona.

Michael Mewshaw (born February 19, 1943) is an American author of 11 novels and
8 books of nonfiction, and works frequently as a travel writer, investigative reporter,
book reviewer, and tennis reporter. His novel YEAR OF THE GUN was made into a 
film of the same name by John Frankenheimer in 1991.
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Meyer, Carolyn. The Royal Diaries - Isabel: Jewel of Castilla, Spain, 1466. New 
York. 2000. Scholastic. Reprinted Hardcover Edition. Very Good in Hardcover. No 
Dustjacket. 0439078059. 202 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37933. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - While waiting anxiously for others to choose a husband 
for her, Isabella, the future Queen of Spain, keeps a diary account of her life as a 
member of the royal family.

CAROLYN MEYER is the celebrated author of more than forty books for young 
people, many of which have received awards and honors. She lives with her 
husband in Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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Meyer, David N. A Girl and a Gun: The Complete Guide To Film Noir On Video. New
York. 1998. Avon Books. 1st Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 038079067x. 
Paperback Original. 303 pages. paperback. Inventory # 25392. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Entertaining, informative and stylishly written, A GIRL 
AND A GUN is the first comprehensive listing of film noir - both classic and modern,
foreign and domestic - available on video. The book brings together everything there
is to know about noir films and filmmaking. In addition to scores of incisive film 
reviews - including concise plot summaries and complete screen credits - it offers 
canny analysis of psychological and social subtexts in each film, little-known 
production anecdotes, and probing insights into the directors, writers and actors. 
PLUS - A complete roster of the most influential and important noir films ever made;
A critical look at the history of the genre and the themes and techniques that define 
it: An at-a-glance ‘mood guide’ to each film: Indexes to everything from the women 
of noir to the novelists who inspired it: Exhaustive rental sources, including websites
and mail-order resources for hard-to-find films: And much more! Both a 
comprehensive guide and a handy reference, A GIRL AND A GUN is an 
indispensable resource for everyone from new converts to seasoned noir buffs.

David N Meyer is a biographer, film critic, professor in Cinema Studies, screenwriter
and former award-winning copywriter. His most recent book, The Bee Gees: The 
Biography was published in hardcover by Da Capo Books. His Twenty Thousand 
Roads: The Ballad of Gram Parsons and His Cosmic American Music, was chosen 
by the Los Angeles Times as one of the Twenty Best NonFiction Books of the Year;
by Rolling Stone as one of the three Best Books of the Year; and by England’s 
Uncut magazine as Book of the Year. It was named to numerous Top Ten Books of 
the Year lists in the United States and United Kingdom. He was Film Editor and lead
film critic for the arts monthly BROOKLYN RAIL from 2004 to 2011. From 1998-2013
he served as Professor Appointee in Cinema Studies at The New School University 
in New York City.
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Michelsen, G. F. Broadside from TO SLEEP WITH GHOSTS. Berkeley. 1992. 
Bantam Books. 11 1/2 x 6 1/4 inches. Very Good. Broadside. Produced by Okeanos
Press. paperback. Inventory # 19051. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here is a story of Africa, a story about storytelling-and 
the story, recounted in his own words, of Samuel Kimbu, onetime merchant seaman
now confined to land as a customs inspector in a country on the east coast of the 
continent. The old Africa, before the Europeans changed it beyond all recognition, 
was a place of beauty and sadness, power and humor, magic and allegory. The new
Africa is a place of corruption and poverty, sickness and violence. the two worlds 
collide in Samuel Kimbu; he is torn as his land is torn, and he finds resolution, as 
Africa must, in a return to the source of all strength: the power to tell a story. That 
story, 'To Sleep with Ghosts,' becomes its own, third world.

G. F. MICHELSEN is a native-born Cape Codder and the author of eleven novels 
including To Sleep with Ghosts: A Novel of Africa (1992), Hard Bottom (UPNE, 
2001), and The Art and Practice of Explosion (UPNE, 2003), which won honorary 
mention in Foreward's “Best Novel of the Year” competition. The recipient written for
Harper’s Magazine, Rolling Stone,and Men's Journal, and he has worked as a 
merchant marine officer and commercial fisherman.
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Michelson, Bruce. Printer's Devil: Mark Twain and the American Publishing 
Revolution. Berkeley. 2006. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0520247590. 300 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36382. 
$34.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Trained as a printer when still a boy, and thrilled 
throughout his life by the automation of printing and the headlong expansion of 
American publishing, Mark Twain wrote about the consequences of this revolution 
for culture and for personal identity. Printer’s Devil is the first book to explore these 
themes in some of Mark Twain’s best-known literary works, and in his most daring 
speculations-on American society, the modern condition, and the nature of the self.
Playfully and anxiously, Mark Twain often thought about typeset words and 
published images as powerful forces-for political and moral change, personal riches
and ruin, and epistemological turmoil. In his later years, Mark Twain wrote about the
printing press as a center of metaphysical power, a force that could alter the fabric of
reality. Studying these themes in Mark Twain’s writings, Bruce Michelson also 
provides a fascinating overview of technological changes that transformed the 
American printing and publishing industries during Twain’s lifetime, changes that 
opened new possibilities for content, for speed of production, for the size and 
diversity of a potential audience, and for international fame. The story of Mark 
Twain’s life and art, amid this media revolution, is a story with powerful implications 
for our own time, as we ride another wave of radical change: for printed texts, 
authors, truth, and consciousness.

Bruce Michelson is Professor of English and Director of the Campus Honors 
Program at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. He is author of Literary
Wit and Mark Twain on the Loose: A Comic Writer and the American Self, among 
other books.
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Michelson, Richard. More Money than God. Pittsburgh. 2015. University of 
Pittsburgh Press. Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822963332. Pitt
Poetry Series. 80 pages. paperback. Inventory # 41432. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘These poems demonstrate what a pleasure it is to read
a thoroughly social poet. Even when Michelson isn’t laughing, he stands in a noble 
tradition: the Jewish spiritual comedian. An open-hearted, deeply engaged book.’—
Mark Doty. ‘Some poets wrestle with ghosts. Richard Michelson invites them to sit at
the kitchen table, crack jokes, give advice, live and die all over again. By turns 
philosophical, political, tender, outraged, and funny as hell, Richard Michelson is a 
poet to remember.’—Martín Espada. ‘Dramatic encounters with the past, such as 
what you behold here in Michelson’s poetry, often lead to exquisite confessions that
ennoble a life. A sparkling treatise about poetry and memory.’—Major Jackson. 
‘Dazzling, smart, and original, More Money than Godmixes up the angels and devils
of history and hope into realms of greater being. There’s something huge going on 
nearly all the time—as well as something intricately tender too.’—Naomi Shihab 
Nye. ‘Michelson asks with urgent eloquence how the sweetness of life can be 
sheltered from the terrors of our time, and what art can make of such a world as 
ours. His poems are artful, humane, and true.’ —Richard Wilbur, winner of the 
Pulitzer Prize.

Richard Michelson (born July 3, 1953) is the author of the poetry collections Battles
& Lullabies and Tap Dancing for Relatives. His many children’s books have been 
named among the 10 Best Books of the Year by the New York Times, Publishers 
Weekly, and the New Yorker, and among the 12 Best Books of the Decade by 
Amazon.com. Michelson has been a finalist for the Massachusetts Book Award, the
National Jewish Book Award, the Phillis Wheatley Award, and he is the only author 
to receive both the Sydney Taylor Gold and Silver Medal from the Association of 
Jewish Librarians. Michelson owns R. Michelson Galleries, hosts a poetry radio 
program, and is the current Poet Laureate of Northampton Massachusetts.
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Michnik, Adam. In Search of Lost Meaning: The New Eastern Europe. Berkeley. 
2011. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.
9780520269231. edited by Irina Grudzinska Gross, Translated by Roman S. Czarny,
Foreword by Vaclav Havel, Introduction by John Darnton. 224 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 16162. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this new collection of essays, Adam Michnik—one of 
Europe’s leading dissidents—traces the post–Cold War transformation of Eastern 
Europe. He writes again in opposition, this time to post-communist elites and 
European Union bureaucrats. Composed of history, memoir, and political critique, In
Search of Lost Meaning shines a spotlight on the changes in Poland and the 
Eastern Bloc in the post-1989 years. Michnik asks what mistakes were made and 
what we can learn from climactic events in Poland’s past, its literature, and the 
histories of Central and Eastern Europe. He calls attention to pivotal moments in 
which central figures like Lech Walesa and political movements like Solidarity came 
into being, how these movements attempted to uproot the past, and how 
subsequent events have ultimately challenged Poland’s enduring ethical legacy of 
morality and liberalism. Reflecting on the most recent efforts to grapple with 
Poland’s Jewish history and residual guilt, this profoundly important book throws 
light not only on recent events, but also on the thinking of one of their most important
protagonists.

Adam Michnik was a leader of the dissident movement in Poland. He is editor in 
chief of Poland’s largest newspaper, Gazeta Wyborcza, and is the author of Letters 
from Prison and Letters from Freedom.
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Mickelbury, Penny. Night Songs: A Gianna Maglione Mystery. Tallahassee. 1995. 
Naiad Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 1562800973. 217 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 27198. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Someone is killing prostitutes - three to date - and no one
seems to care in crime-weary Washington, except Police Lieutenant Gianna 
Maglione, head of the Hate Crimes unit, and her lover Mimi Patterson, investigative 
journalist.

Penny Mickelbury (born 1948) is an African-American playwright and mystery 
novelist who worked as a print and television journalist for ten years before 
concentrating on fiction writing. After leaving journalism, she taught fiction and script
writing in Los Angeles and saw two of her plays (‘’Waiting for Gabriel’’ and ‘’Hush 
Now’’) produced there. She began writing detective novels with Keeping Secrets, 
published by Naiad Press in 1994, the first of a series featuring 'Gianna Maglione’, a
lesbian chief of a hate-crimes unit based in Washington D.C. and her lover 'Mimi 
Patterson', a journalist. Her second series features ‘Carol Ann Gibson’, a 
Washington D.C attorney who is widowed in the first book and subsequently runs an
investigation agency with 'Jake Graham', the detective who investigated her 
husband’s death. Her third features 'Phil Rodriguez', a Puerto Rican private 
investigator on the Lower Easter Side of New York City.
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Mickelbury, Penny. Paradise Interrupted. New York. 2001. Simon & Schuster. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684859912. Black Woman Mystery Writer. 288 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 28602. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Before Carole Ann Gibson even has a chance to enjoy 
the white sand beaches of Isle de Paix, she senses there's something sinister 
lurking in this tiny Caribbean paradise. She's seen evidence of an international drug
operation taking place, and somewhere on the island there's also a fugitive in hiding
- Denis St. Almain, a drug kingpin on the run from a murder charge. Carole Ann's 
famous smarts, instincts, and raw courage will be tested to the utmost in Paradise 
Interrupted, the latest installment in Penny Mickelbury's acclaimed Carole Ann 
Gibson mystery series. Luckily, this particular sleuth %151; a Washington, D.C., 
lawyer-turned-private detective %151; loves a challenge. The adventure begins as 
C.A. and her partner, ex-cop Jake Graham, are called in to help the new island 
government improve its security and communication systems. Already the new 
president's bodyguards have been shot dead, and soon enough a construction 
foreman is murdered, and a new road to the interior uncovers a secret that threatens
the lives of islanders and cops alike. But that's not all: after heeding a mysterious 
call for help, C.A. finds herself not only working for the island government, but also 
coming to the aid of the island's most wanted criminal. As Carole Ann untangles the
web of social and political ties that binds her suspects, she learns that everyone has
something to hide %151; Viviene and Odile, owners of a popular restaurant and 
sisters of the deposed president; the de Villages, a reclusive, aristocratic family 
protected by armed guards; and of course Denis St. Almain himself, who has the 
unnerving habit of materializing in the most unexpected places. What Carole Ann 
learns about the island's dangerous past leads her all the way back to Washington,
D.C., and threatens her very life. Penny Mickelbury's Paradise Interrupted is the 
most exciting Carole Ann Gibson mystery yet %151; a page-turning tale of 
blackmail, political sacrifice, family secrets, and betrayal.

Penny Mickelbury (born 1948) is an African-American playwright and mystery 
novelist who worked as a print and television journalist for ten years before 
concentrating on fiction writing.
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Middione, Carlo. La Vera Cucina. New York. 1996. Simon & Schuster. 1st Printing.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684812061. 366 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 22322. 
$10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - La Vera Cucina is Carlo Middione's tribute to the dishes
of the Italian home table, created by farmers, fishermen, and housewives, inspired 
by the tastes and smells of fresh, local ingredients, and lovingly prepared from 
tradition and memory. Carlo's voice as a writer is as distinctive as his style as a chef,
and in addition to more than 200 heirloom recipes, he has seasoned La Vera Cucina
with delightful tidbits of culinary history, serving suggestions, anecdotes, and 
personal observations as well as a section on the essential Italian pantry and kitchen
equipment.

Carlo Middione is the chef and owner of the popular San Francisco restaurant 
Vivande Porta Via, and considered an authority on authentic Italian cuisine.
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Middleton, Christopher (editor). German Writing Today. Baltimore. 1967. Penguin 
Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 238 pages. paperback. 2613.
Cover design by John Sewell. Inventory # 41478. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Foreigners still begin at Calais. for most English-
speaking readers. Air travel and telstar may have reduced distances but how many
of us, despite the speed of modern communications, can name the dominant literary
figures of contemporary European, African, or American countries? Or are familiar 
with what is being thought or written in these areas? We are isolated. And 
complacent. This new Penguin series is designed to break this sound-barrier of 
inertia, language, culture, and tradition. German Writing Today contains, in 
translation, poetry, prose, and drama written during the past fifteen years by the best
writers in the German language. These include: Hans Arp, Ingeborg Bachmann, 
Paul Celan, Günter Eich, Günter Grass, Helmut Heissenbüttel, Ernst Jandl, Karl 
Krolow, Wolfdietrich Schnurre, Peter Weiss.

Christopher Middleton (10 June 1926 – 29 November 2015) was a British poet and 
translator, especially of German literature. He was born John Christopher Middleton
in Truro, Cornwall, in 1926. Following four years' service in the Royal Air Force, he 
studied at Merton College, Oxford, matriculating in 1948. He then held academic 
positions at the University of Zürich and King's College London. In 1966 he took up a
position as Professor of Germanic Languages & Literature at the University of 
Texas, Austin, retiring in 1998. Middleton has published translations of Robert 
Walser, Nietzsche, Hölderlin, Goethe, Gert Hofmann and many others. He has 
received various awards, including the Geoffrey Faber Memorial Prize and the 
Schlegel-Tieck Prize for translation. Middleton married Mary Freer in 1953; they had
two daughters and a son. They divorced in 1969. Middleton died on 29 November 
2015.
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Mieville, China. Embassytown. New York. 2011. Ballantine Books/Del Rey. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. Remainder Mark On Bottom Edge. 
9780345524492. 349 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 40887. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - China Miéville doesn’t follow trends, he sets them. 
Relentlessly pushing his own boundaries as a writer—and in the process expanding
the boundaries of the entire field—with Embassytown, Miéville has crafted an 
extraordinary novel that is not only a moving personal drama but a gripping 
adventure of alien contact and war. In the far future, humans have colonized a 
distant planet, home to the enigmatic Ariekei, sentient beings famed for a language
unique in the universe, one that only a few altered human ambassadors can speak.
Avice Benner Cho, a human colonist, has returned to Embassytown after years of 
deep-space adventure. She cannot speak the Ariekei tongue, but she is an indelible
part of it, having long ago been made a figure of speech, a living simile in their 
language. When distant political machinations deliver a new ambassador to Arieka, 
the fragile equilibrium between humans and aliens is violently upset. Catastrophe 
looms, and Avice is torn between competing loyalties—to a husband she no longer 
loves, to a system she no longer trusts, and to her place in a language she cannot 
speak yet speaks through her, whether she likes it or not.

China Tom Miéville (born 6 September 1972) is an English fantasy fiction author, 
comic writer, political activist and academic. He often describes his work as weird 
fiction and allied to the loosely associated movement of writers sometimes called 
New Weird. Miéville has won numerous awards, including the Arthur C. Clarke 
Award (three times), the British Fantasy Award (twice), the Locus Award for Best 
Fantasy Novel (four times) and Best Science Fiction Novel, Locus Awards for Best 
Novelette and Best Young Adult Books, as well as the Hugo, Kitschies and World 
Fantasy Awards. Miéville is active in left-wing politics in the UK and has previously 
been a member of the International Socialist Organization (US), and the short-lived 
International Socialist Network.
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Miles, Josephine. Fields of Learning. Berkeley. 1968. Oyez. 1st Printing. Very Good
in Wrappers. 25 pages. paperback. Inventory # 41151. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Fields of Learning’ is a poem from the the Collected 
Poems of Josephine Miles. "Miles's work is one of the finest and most solid bodies 
of poetry to be found in this country." - A. R. Ammons. Acclaimed as a poet and 
scholar, revered as a teacher, Josephine Miles was widely recognized as a shrewd
and eloquent observer and a perceptive critic. Among numerous awards and honors
for her work, Miles received the Shelley Memorial Award for Poetry (1935), the 
National Institute of Arts and Letters Award for Poetry (1956), the MLA's James 
Russell Lowell Prize (1975), the Academy of American Poets fellowship (1978), and
the first Fred Cody Memorial Award for excellence of a body of work from the Bay 
Area Book Reviewers Association (1984).

Josephine Louise Miles (June 11, 1911 – May 12, 1985) was an American poet and
literary critic; the first woman tenured in the English Department at the University of
California, Berkeley. She wrote over a dozen books of poetry and several works of 
criticism.
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Mill, John Stuart. Autobiography of John Stuart Mill. New York. 1964. Signet/New 
American Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
Foreword By Asa Briggs. 224 pages. paperback. CT269. Cover: Milton Glaser. 
Inventory # 29174. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF JOHN STUART MILL deals with
but one part of a life, the life of the mind - but a mind which ranks as one of the most
remarkable and significant of the nineteenth century. The book memorably depicts 
the emergence of a brilliant child prodigy, the product of an extraordinary education
which both hastened his development and brought him to the brink of suicide by the
age of twenty - one; illumined with equal clarity is the story of John Stuart Mill's 
renewed commitment to life, and of the further conflicts which marked his long 
evolution toward maturity as a major philosopher and social thinker. Superb in its 
dispassionate objectivity, the Autobiography stands as a work of enduring stature 
and relevance, the final testament of a rare and luminous intelligence. As Asa Briggs
Writes: 'Concerned as it is throughout with a remarkable 'age of transition' in English
history and with many of the circles of thinkers who set out to interpret or to mould 
the age, the Autobiography is as important a document for the understanding of the
nineteenth century as it is for the understanding of Mill himself. It will remain of 
profound importance. '

John Stuart Mill, (20 May 1806 – 8 May 1873) was a British philosopher, political 
economist and civil servant. He was an influential contributor to social theory, 
political theory and political economy. He has been called 'the most influential 
English-speaking philosopher of the nineteenth century'.
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Mill, John Stuart. Mill's Ethical Writings. New York. 1965. Collier.Macmillan. 1st 
Collier Paperback Printnig. Very Good in Wrappers. Paperback Original. Edited & 
With An Introduction by J. B. Schneewind. COLLIER CLASSICS IN THE HISTORY
OF THOUGHT. General Editors: Crane Brinton and Paul Edwards. 349 pages. 
paperback. 6643. Inventory # 33385. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This collection of the writings of John Stuart Mill (1806
-1873) contains the entire text of his famous UTILITARIANISM and a rich selection 
of related pieces drawn from his enormous published output. Included are Mill’s OF
LIBERTY AND NECESSITY, ON THE FREEDOM OF THE WILL, REMARKS ON 
BENTHAM’S PHILOSOPHY, COMMENT ON PLATO’S GORGIAS, M. DE 
TOCQUEVILLE IN AMERICA, and excerpts from the letters and journal. Together 
these afford a comprehensive view of the moral philosophy of Utilitarianism and 
convenient access to Mill’s ideas on ethics, society, government, and personal 
liberty—ideas which have influenced liberal thought down to the present day. The 
editor has provided notes for each selection and a bibliography. His introduction is a
review of Mill’s life, the intellectual background of his ethical system, and a critique 
of the philosophy of Utilitarianism and its interpretation through the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries.

John Stuart Mill, (20 May 1806 – 8 May 1873) was a British philosopher, political 
economist and civil servant. He was an influential contributor to social theory, 
political theory and political economy. He has been called 'the most influential 
English-speaking philosopher of the nineteenth century'.keywords
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Millar, Fergus. A Greek Roman Empire: Power & Belief Under the odosius !! 408
-450. Berkeley. 2006. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0520247035. 280 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36247. $49.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the first half of the fifth century, the Latin-speaking part
of the Roman Empire suffered vast losses of territory to barbarian invaders. But in 
the Greek-speaking half of the Eastern Mediterranean, with its capital at 
Constantinople, there was a stable and successful system, using Latin as its official 
language, but communicating with its subjects in Greek. This book takes an inside 
look at how this system worked in the long reign of the pious Christian Emperor 
Theodosius II (408-50), and analyzes its largely successful defense of its frontiers, 
its internal coherence, and its relations with its subjects, with a flow of demands and
suggestions traveling up the hierarchy to the Emperor, and a long series of laws, 
often set out in elaborately self-justificatory detail, addressed by the Emperor, 
through his officials, to the people. Above all, this book focuses on the Imperial 
mission to promote the unity of the Church, the State’s involvement in intensely-
debated doctrinal questions, and the calling by the Emperor of two major Church 
Councils at Ephesus, in 431 and 449. Between the Law codes and the acts of the 
Church Councils, the material illustrating the working of government and the 
involvement of State and church, is incomparably richer, more detailed, and more 
vivid than for any previous period.

Fergus Millar is Emeritus Professor of Ancient History at the University of Oxford. He
is the author of The Roman Republic in Political Thought (2002), The Crowd in 
Rome in the Late Republic (1998), and The Roman Near East 31BC - AD 337 
(1993).
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Millar, Kenneth. Blue City. New York. 1947. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very Good
in A Facsimile Dustjacket. 276 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Philip Grushkin. 
Inventory # 35632. $100

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is a fast-moving tough yarn written by a master of 
the art of the hard-boiled murder mystery. It belongs on the list of which Cain, 
Hammett, and Chandler have long been ornaments. John Weather came back from
the war to find that during his absence his father-one-time mayor of Blue City - had 
been murdered. His stepmother is involved with some pretty unsavory characters. 
The police and local politicos are hardly above reproach, and all in all Weather has a
rough time of it. But of course he wins through in the end.

Ross Macdonald is the pseudonym of the American-Canadian writer of crime fiction
Kenneth Millar (December 13, 1915 – July 11, 1983). He is best known for his series
of hardboiled novels set in southern California and featuring private detective Lew 
Archer. Brought up in Ontario, he eventually settled in California, where he died in 
1983.
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Millar, Kenneth. The Three Roads. New York. 1948. Knopf. 1st Edition. Bookplate in
Front and Dustjacket Flaps Pasted to Rear Endpapers, Otherwise Very Good. No 
Dustjacket. 223 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 10898. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is the tale of a man whose sanity and chance for 
happiness depend on his ability to recapture his unremembered past. "Forget the 
past," cries Paula, who loves him but doesn’t understand. "I've got to remember it 
first," is Bret's grim answer. Any reader who starts back into the past with Bret will 
remain trapped at his side, for lying at the core of the darkness of this man's memory
is a brutal, unsolved murder, Kenneth Millar, who has aptly been likened to James 
M. Cain and his brethren for the fast-moving, hard-boiled quality of his writing, starts
his latest work at a slow, steady pitch that builds up and up till tension and suspense
reach an unbearable high, and then—with all the sudden surefire speed and 
violence of a roller-coaster descent—takes his story into action.

Ross Macdonald is the pseudonym of the American-Canadian writer of crime fiction
Kenneth Millar (December 13, 1915 – July 11, 1983). He is best known for his series
of hardboiled novels set in southern California and featuring private detective Lew 
Archer. Brought up in Ontario, he eventually settled in California, where he died in 
1983.
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Millar, Margaret. Vanish in An Instant. New York. 1952. Random House. 1st Printing.
Very Good.No Dustjacket. 245 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 28669. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Virginia Barkeley, spoiled child of a wealthy family, sat in
a Michigan jail cell and refused to answer her lawyer’s questions. Her husband knew
that she had been out with Claude Margolis. Her mother knew that Virginia was 
capable of killing Margolis with a knife. Even Virginia’s own lawyer, Eric Meecham, 
believed she was guilty in as much as he believed anything at all. Then Meecham 
was approached by a young man with a weirdly distorted body and death in his face.
Earl Duane Loftus brought with him a signed confession which the police were 
unable to disprove. But if Loftus was telling the truth, he had killed a man on 
impulse, a man he had never seen before. Meecham who doubted everything, 
doubted this. So he set out to find the truth, a truth that when he did find it was more
shocking than anything he could have expected.

Margaret Ellis Millar (née Sturm) (February 5, 1915 - March 26, 1994) was an 
American-Canadian mystery and suspense writer. Born in Kitchener, Ontario, she 
was educated at the Kitchener-Waterloo Collegiate Institute and the University of 
Toronto. She moved to the United States after marrying Kenneth Millar (better 
known under the pen name Ross Macdonald). They resided for decades in the city 
of Santa Barbara, which was often utilized as a locale in her later novels under the 
pseudonyms of San Felice or Santa Felicia. The Millars had a daughter who died in
1970.
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Miller Jr., Walter M. The Best of Walter M. Miller Jr. New York. 1980. Pocket Books.
1st Printing. Paperback Original. Very Good in Wrappers. 0671833049. Paperback
Original. 472 pages. paperback. Inventory # 21588. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When Walter M. Miller wrote A CANT1CLE FOR 
LEIBOWITZ, he changed the nature of science fiction, forever. Now, collected 
together for the first time are his most gripping masterpieces, including the Hugo 
Award-winning ‘The Darfstellar’ and ‘Crucifixus Etiam.’ Spellbinding tales, fantastic 
futures, startling realities - the human condition is pushed to its furthest extremes, 
the most vivid frontiers of the human mind are explored.

Walter Michael Miller Jr. (January 23, 1923 – January 9, 1996) was an American 
science fiction writer. He is known primarily for A Canticle for Leibowitz (1959), the 
only novel he published in his lifetime. Prior to its publication he was a writer of short
stories. Miller was born in New Smyrna Beach, Florida. Educated at the University of
Tennessee and the University of Texas, he worked as an engineer. During World 
War II, he served in the Army Air Corps as a radioman and tail gunner, flying more 
than fifty bombing missions over Italy. He took part in the bombing of the 
Benedictine Abbey at Monte Cassino, which proved a traumatic experience for him.
Between 1951 and 1957, Miller published over three dozen science fiction short 
stories, winning a Hugo Award in 1955 for the story "The Darfsteller". He also wrote
scripts for the television show Captain Video in 1953. Late in the 1950s, Miller 
assembled a novel from three closely related novellas he had published in The 
Magazine of Fantasy and Science Fiction in 1955, 1956 and 1957. The novel, 
entitled A Canticle for Leibowitz, was published in 1959. A Canticle for Leibowitz is a
post-apocalyptic novel revolving around the canonisation of Saint Leibowitz and is 
considered a masterpiece of the genre. It won the 1961 Hugo Award for Best Novel.
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Miller, Adam David (editor). Dices Or Black Bones: Black Voices of the Seventies. 
Boston. 1970. Houghton Mifflin. Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front, Otherwise
Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. Paperback Original. paperback. Inventory # 
16968. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Among the very first modern anthologies of newer 
African-American poetry, DICES OR BLACK BONES received the California 
Teachers of English Award for Best Anthology, 1970. This book was precedent 
setting in several ways. The editor was allowed to control the illustrator and thereby
control the cover image, important at the time because so many contemporary 
publications then used lurid and often violent imagery to depict African-American 
experiences. DICES, instead, used art that expressed an African sensibility in 
keeping with the spirit of the movement-era of the early 1970s. The book premiered
poetry by several of the younger Black writers who later became well-known: Al 
Young, Lucille Clifton, Ishmael Reed, Etheridge Knight, Victor Hernandez Cruz, 
David Henderson, Conyus, and Clarence Major, as well as many other writers 
deserving of attention. DICES challenged the prejudice there was no publishable 
Black poetry. Publishers had certainly not discovered it, and had not anticipated a 
market for it. Such thinking excluded Black voices from being heard in anthologies 
and kept them from potential readers. The book was unique in how it expressed the
Afro-experience without extolling typical ideas of ‘Blackness,’ and instead focused 
on the variety and richness in African-American life in ways that had not been 
previously explored or chronicled.

Adam David Miller (born October 8, 1922) is an African-American poet, writer, 
publisher, and radio programmer and producer. Born in Saint George, South 
Carolina, Miller published one of the first collections of modern African-American 
poetry, as well as four books of poetry and a memoir, Ticket to Exile about his life 
growing up in the Jim Crow South.
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Miller, Char. Seeking the Greatest Good: The Conservation Legacy of Gifford 
Pinchot. Pittsburgh. 2013. University of Pittsburgh Press. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Wrappers. 9780822962670. 220 pages. paperback. Cover art: October 20,
1914 cartoon, Gifford Pinchot and Theodore Roosevelt. Cover design by Ann 
Walston. Inventory # 40593. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A pioneer in his field, Pinchot is widely regarded as one 
of the architects of American conservation and an adamant steward of natural 
resources for future generations. Author Char Miller highlights many of the important
contributions of the Pinchot Institute through its first fifty years of operation. As a 
union of the United States Forest Service and the Conservation Foundation, a 
private New York-based think tank, the institute was created to formulate policy and
develop conservation education programs. Miller chronicles the institution's 
founding, a donation of the Pinchot family, at its Grey Towers estate in Milford, 
Pennsylvania. He views the contributions of Pinchot family members, from the 
institute's initial conception by Pinchot's son, Gifford Bryce Pinchot, through the 
family's ongoing participation in current conservation programming. Miller describes 
the institute's unique fusion of policy makers, scientists, politicians, and activists to 
increase our understanding of and responses to urban and rural forestry, water 
quality, soil erosion, air pollution, endangered species, land management and 
planning, and hydraulic franking. Miller explores such innovative programs as 
Common Waters, which works to protect the local Delaware River Basin as a 
drinking water source for millions; EcoMadera, which trains the residents of Cristobal
Colón in Ecuador in conservation land management and sustainable wood 
processing; and the Forest Health-Human Health Initiative, which offers health-care
credits to rural American landowners who maintain their carbon-capturing 
forestlands.

Char Miller is W. M. Keck Professor of Environmental Analysis and director of the 
Environmental Analysis Program at Pomona College.
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Miller, E. Ethelbert. How We Sleep On Nights We Don't Make Love. Willimantic. 
2004. Curbstone Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 1931896046.
75 pages. paperback. Cover art - ;Okomfo, the Musician-Magician' by Edgar H. 
Sorrells-Adewale. Inventory # 34449. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Author of seven previous collections of poetry, in this 
new volume award-winning author E. Ethelbert Miller gives us a rich variety of 
poems dealing with love, family, racism, and the joys and vicissitudes of daily life. 
These poems shine with Miller’s full faith in the transformative powers of love and 
understanding. ‘E. Ethelbert Miller has always been a Gandhi in our national literary
world, and here his poetry matures at that bloody and bluesy crossroads where all 
his earlier poems spent their youth, their lives: love and politics. These poems move
like the movies and are moving, in their exacting emotional turns. They are also a 
great retrieval for the poetry of voice.’ - Liam Rector, author of American Prodigal. 
‘On nights when we don’t make love, it might be helpful to have some of E. Ethelbert
Miller’s alluring and captivating poems nearby. As intimate as they are seductive. 
they should be just as enticing even on nights when we do make love.’ - Edwidge 
Danticat, author of Breath, Eyes, Memory.

Eugene Ethelbert Miller, best known as E. Ethelbert Miller (born November 20, 
1950) is an African-American poet and teacher. He was born in the Bronx, New 
York. He received his B.A. from Howard University. He is the author of nine books of
poetry, two memoirs and is the editor of three poetry anthologies. His work has 
appeared in numerous publications including Beltway Poetry Quarterly, Poet Lore, 
and Sojourners. Miller was the founder and director of the Ascension Poetry 
Reading Series, one of the oldest literary series in the Washington area. Since 1974
he has been director of Howard University's African-American Resource Center.
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Miller, John A. Causes of Action: A Claude McCutcheon Novel. New York. 1999. 
Pocket Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0671023314. 247 
pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket design & illustration by Matt 
Galemmo. Inventory # 26422. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Thirty years after they served in Vietnam together, Jesse
Hamilton reaches out to Claude for help. Jesse works for Sentinel Microsystems - or
did, until he discovered what was really happening behind the company’s placid 
corporate facade. ‘Jesse’s on the run, but he’s left behind a computer disk 
containing an explosive secret that could destroy Sentinel. Now it’s Claude feeling 
the fallout, evidenced by the new bloodstain on his rug, the beautiful FBI agent on 
his trail, and the four year-old boy in his care - Jesse’s orphaned son.

John A. Miller's stories have appeared in North Dakota Quarterly, The Missouri 
Review, The William & Mary Review, Crosscurrents, and other periodicals. His first 
collection, Jackson Street and Other Soldier Stories, was the winner of the 1996 
California Book Award for First Published Work of Fiction. He is also the author of 
Cutdown, the first novel to feature lawyer Claude McCutcheon.
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Miller, John A. Cutdown: A Claude McCutcheon Novel. New York. 1997. Pocket 
Books. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 067156904x. 258 pages. hardcover. 
Signed by the Author. Inventory # 26423. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Hopewell, Virginia, 1943: A mysterious German prisoner
escapes from a nearby POW camp, killing three men as he flees west. The trail 
grows cold in Mississippi, but one stubborn lawman won't forget. San Francisco Bay
Area, 1992: In his scruffy jeans and cowboy boots, Claude McCutcheon doesn't look
much like a lawyer. He doesn't act much like one either, taking only the cases that 
interest him. And he sure as hell doesn't represent Bobby Norton. But that's what 
Bobby's been telling everyone since, hidden from view, he heard the gunshot that 
killed radical environmental attorney Myron Hirsch. McCutcheon, a former 
paratrooper with reflexes honed in Vietnam and a lifetime supply of sordid 
memories, has pared his life down to the bare essentials: a spare but by no means
monastic existence. When Margaret Tikkanen of the Northwestern Lumber 
Company calls on him with a trumped-up story about buying commercial property, 
he's not interested in her business. But he's intrigued by Margaret, a woman who 
knows how to mix elegance and power into a lethally subtle brew. Meanwhile, Bobby
Norton's mating with disaster, and heating up an old sheriff's long-buried obsession.
Through no fault of his own, McCutcheon is being drawn into a dangerous, decades-
old mystery - and a conspiracy from which no one is likely to get out alive

John A. Miller's stories have appeared in North Dakota Quarterly, The Missouri 
Review, The William & Mary Review, Crosscurrents, and other periodicals. His first 
collection, Jackson Street and Other Soldier Stories, was the winner of the 1996 
California Book Award for First Published Work of Fiction. He is also the author of 
Cutdown, the first novel to feature lawyer Claude McCutcheon.
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Miller, John A. Jackson Street and Other Soldier Stories. Berkeley. 1995. Orloff 
Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0964294931. 169 pages.
hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket illustration by Pablo Haz. Inventory # 
25409. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - For many young men and women in rural America, the 
armed services have long represented a ticket to a wider world. The eleven stories 
in John A. Miller's extraordinary debut illuminate the irony that lurks behind that 
tradition: there is no escaping a soldier's life. With a clear voice and stark power, 
Miller draws us into the unexplored lives of these soldiers - and their lovers, 
acquaintances, and kin - revealing the often unexpected consequences of military 
service. Richly evocative and quietly devastating, these stories chronicle a world 
both haunted by sadness, and sustained by hope.

John A. Miller's stories have appeared in North Dakota Quarterly, The Missouri 
Review, The William & Mary Review, Crosscurrents, and other periodicals. His first 
collection, Jackson Street and Other Soldier Stories, was the winner of the 1996 
California Book Award for First Published Work of Fiction. He is also the author of 
Cutdown, the first novel to feature lawyer Claude McCutcheon.
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Miller, Leta E. Music and Politics in San Francisco From the 1906 Quake to the 
Second World War. Berkeley. 2011. University of California Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780520268913. 25 b/w photographs, 3 maps, 13
tables, 30 musical examples. A Roth Family Foundation Music in America Book. 336
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 38110. $49.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This lively history immerses the reader in San 
Francisco’s musical life during the first half of the twentieth century, showing how a 
fractious community overcame virulent partisanship to establish cultural monuments
such as the San Francisco Symphony (1911) and Opera (1923). Leta E. Miller 
draws on primary source material and firsthand knowledge of the music to argue 
that a utopian vision counterbalanced partisan interests and inspired cultural 
endeavors, including the San Francisco Conservatory, two world fairs, and 
America’s first municipally owned opera house. Miller demonstrates that rampant 
racism, initially directed against Chinese laborers (and their music), reappeared 
during the 1930s in the guise of labor unrest as WPA music activities exploded in 
vicious battles between administrators and artists, and African American and white 
jazz musicians competed for jobs in nightclubs.

Leta E. Miller is Professor of Music at the University of California, Santa Cruz.
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Miller, Michael B. Shanghai On the Metro. Berkeley. 1994. University Of California 
Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0520085191. 448 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 24940. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Secret agents, gun runners, White Russians, 
adventurers, and con men - they all play a part in Michael Miller's strikingly original 
study of interwar France. Based on extensive research in security files and a mass 
of printed sources, this book shows how a distinctive milieu of spies and spy 
literature emerged between the two world wars, reflecting the atmosphere and 
concerns of these years. Miller argues that French fascination with intrigue between
the wars reveals a far more assured and playful national mood than historians have
hitherto discerned in the final decades of the Third Republic. But the larger history 
set in motion by World War I and the subsequent reading of French history into 
global history are the true subjects of this work. Reconstituting through his own 
narratives the histories of interwar travel and adventure and the willful turning of 
contemporary affairs into a source of romance, Miller recovers the ambiance and 
special qualities of the age that produced its intrigues and its tales of spies.

Michael B. Miller is Associate Professor of History at Syracuse University and the 
author of The Bon Marché: Bourgeois Culture and the Department Store, 1869-1920
(1981).
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Miller, Moira. The Moon Dragon. New York. 1989. Dial Press. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0803705662. Pictures by Ian Deuchar. 28 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 11792. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The tale of Ling Po, a village braggart, who boasts he 
can do anything better than anyone else.

Moira Miller was born in Clydebank near Glasgow in January 1941 and grew up in 
the seaside town of Ayr. Moving to Glasgow, an administrative job with the BBC led 
to her having short stories broadcast on radio which she then expanded to create 
her first books. Over the next decade she had a successful and prolific publishing 
career while visiting schools and libraries throughout Scotland spreading her 
passion for reading and story telling to a new generation. She died in a road 
accident in April 1990; her stories did not.
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Miller, Richard Lawrence. Drug Warriors & Their Prey: From Police Power To Police
State. Westport. 1996. Praeger. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0275950425.
272 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 22242. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The war on drugs is a war on ordinary people. Using that
premise, historian Richard Lawrence Miller analyzes America's drug war with 
passion seldom encountered in scholarly writing. Miller presents numerous 
examples of drug law enforcement gone amok, as police and courts threaten the 
happiness, property, and even lives of victims - some of whom are never charged 
with a drug crime, let alone convicted of one. Miller not only argues that criminal 
justice zealots are harming the democracy they are sworn to protect, but that 
authoritarians unfriendly to democracy are stoking public fear in order to convince 
citizens to relinquish traditional legal rights. Those are the very rights that thwart 
implementation of an agenda of social control through government power. Miller 
contends that an imaginary drug crisis has been manufactured by authoritarians in 
order to mask their war on democracy. He not only examines numerous civil rights 
sacrificed in the name of drugs, but demonstrates how their loss harms ordinary 
Americans in their everyday lives. Showing how the war on drug users fits into a 
destruction process that can lead to mass murder, Miller calls for an end to the war 
before it proceeds deeper into the destruction process. This is a book for anyone 
who wonders about the value of civil liberties, and for anyone who wonders why 
people seek to destroy their neighbors. Using voluminous examples of drug law 
enforcement victimizing blameless people, this book demonstrates how the loss of 
civil liberties in the name of drugs threatens law-abiding Americans at work and at 
home.

RICHARD LAWRENCE MILLER is an independent scholar. He is the author of 
Heritage of Fear: Illusion and Reality in the Cold War (1988), Truman: The Rise to 
Power (1985), The Case for Legalizing Drugs (Praeger, 1991), and the recently 
published Nazi Justiz: Law of the Holocaust (Praeger, 1995).
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Miller, Robert. The Story of Nat Love. Morristown. 1995. Silver Burdett Press. 1st 
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0382243935. Illustrated by Michael 
Bryant. unpaginated. paperback. Inventory # 37967. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Born a slave in Tennessee, Nat Love was just 15 years 
old when he rode into the raw cowboy town of Dodge City, Kansas, in 1869, yet he
was already a skilled bronco buster with a strong natural talent for roping and 
shooting. He became known as Deadwood Dick, Champion Roper and Best Shot of
the Western Cattle Country. Told as a fast-paced, action-filled story that reads like 
fiction -- but isn't -- this excellent book helps fill the void of information about the role
of African Americans in the Old West.

Robert Miller is a published author of children's books. Some of the published credits
of Robert H. Miller include Reflections of a Black Cowboy: Pioneers (Reflections of a
Black Cowboy), Reflections of a Black Cowboy: Mountain Men (Reflections of a 
Black Cowboy), Buffalo Soldiers (Reflections of a Black Cowboy), and Cowboys 
(Reflections of a Black Cowboy).
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Miller, Tom. Jack Ruby's Kitchen Sink: Offbeat Travels Through America's 
Southwest. Washington DC. 2000. National Geographic Society. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 079227959x. 250 pages. hardcover. Cover 
illustration by John Craig. Inventory # 28483. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Embracing Arizona, New Mexico, and parts of California,
Colorado, Texas, and northern Mexico, the Southwest remains something of an 
undiscovered country-a land imprinted with the hardy spirit of recent pioneers, a 
Hispanic tradition stretching back more than 400 years, and a Native American 
culture that spans many hundreds more. Tom Miller, who moved to this unique 
region in the late 1960s, vividly evokes his Southwestern home with the keen eye 
and sharp wit. Leaving the tourist trail of mock-adobe condos and souvenir Kachina
dolls far behind, this wide- ranging chronicle reveals an extraordinary-and authentic-
corner of the world. Miller’s Southwest is a far cry from the studio of Georgia 
O’Keeffe. It’s a place where black-velvet paintings are ‘handcrafted’ on Tijuana 
assembly lines, the residents of dusty desert towns stage cockfights to pass the 
time, and northbound migrants and drug smugglers play games of cat-and-mouse, 
and life and death-with the border patrol in parched arroyos. Miller takes us to a 
mountaintop fire tower to meet eco-militant Edward Abbey, whose incandescent 
writing sparked a new generation of environmental activists. He also witnesses 
ecotage in a midnight raid on a desert housing development, explores the turbulent
history of mining-town labor struggles, and flirts with Sonia Braga during the filming
of ‘Milagro Beanfield War.’ Hewing to his creed that there is no substitute for original
research, Miller hunts down the origins and variants of the delicious chimichanga. As
Miller wanders from a Texas auction where he nearly buys Jack Ruby’s kitchen sink
to the desert site where a saguaro cactus killed its gun-toting tormentor, it becomes
clear that no other guide to the Southwest combines his moral vision and ability to 
have fun.

Tom Miller is the author of six previous books, among them TRADING WITH THE 
ENEMY: A YANKEE TRAVELS THROUGH CASTRO’S CUBA,THE PANAMA HAT
TRAIL, and ON THE BORDER. He lives in Tucson, Arizona.
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Miller, Wade. The Killer. New York. 1955. Fawcett Gold Medal. 4th Paperback 
Priniting. Good in Worn Wrappers. Paperback Original. 159 pages. paperback. 521.
Inventory # 37201. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A Professional hunter stalks the most dangerous beast.
Man. THE KILLER - Jake Farrow, safari guide to big-game hunters, was brought all 
the way from Africa to kill a killer. He came to track down a man, pit his jungle 
sense, his cold cunning, his deadly gun against a ruthless murderer. He had to 
weave his way not only through tangled wood and trackless swamp but through 
dens of vice in big-city underworlds, and through the denser jungles of women's 
passions, to get at his prey.

Wade Miller was a pseudonym of Robert Wade (1920-2012) and Bill Miller (1920
-61). They also wrote as Whit Masterson, Dale Wilmer, and Will Daemer). All of 
these pseudonyms served as pen names for a partnership of two American authors,
Robert Allison “Bob” Wade and H. Bill Miller. Together they wrote more than thirty 
novels, of which several were adapted for film.
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Miller, William Ian. The Anatomy of Digust. Cambridge. 1997. Harvard University 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0674031547. 320 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 40704. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The title of William Ian Miller's book is a play on Robert 
Burton's 17th-century classic The Anatomy of Melancholy, an examination of human
emotion. In his modern Anatomy, Miller narrows the focus to the function of disgust 
in human life. Disgust, Miller posits, is a kind of protection; just as fear causes us to 
flee danger or loyalty prompts us to support one another, disgust draws boundaries
and insulates the individual from outside incursions - anything from the unhygienic 
hair in our soup to the frightening explosion of homelessness in our cities. Among 
his theories is one that democracy depends on the even distribution of disgust 
across class lines. Mr. Miller is not afraid to explore the darker side of disgust as 
well--the fact that we may feel it in conjunction with contempt toward people, objects,
or concepts that do not warrant it. Nevertheless, disgust serves an important role in
humanity's complex emotional and social makeup, and The Anatomy of Disgust is 
novel in its approach to uncovering just what that role might be.

William Ian Miller is the Thomas G. Long Professor of Law at the University of 
Michigan. He is also Honorary Professor of History at the University of St. Andrews.
His area of specialty is the sagas of medieval Iceland, but he also has written 
extensively on revenge and on various emotions, mostly self-attention.
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Millet, Lydia. George Bush, Dark Prince of Love. New York. 2000. Scribner 
Paperback Fiction. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Paperback 
Original. 0684862743. 160 pages. paperback. Inventory # 27436. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - 'Some women like muscle. Brute strength, or the illusion
of it. Their idea of an attractive man is a craggy meatpacker with a squirrel brain, 
who likes to crush vermin with his bare fist. I call these women Reaganites. 
Personally, I've always preferred the underdog.' Rosemary is an ex-con with no 
viable career prospects, a boyfriend old enough to be her grandfather, and a major 
obsession with our nation's forty-first president, whom she fondly refers to as 'G.B.'
Unexpectedly smitten during his inaugural address, Rosemary is soon anticipating 
G.B.'s public appearances with the enthusiasm she once reserved for all-you-can-
eat breakfast buffets. As her ardor and determination to gain G.B.'s affection grow, 
Rosemary embarks on an increasingly outrageous campaign that escalates from 
personal letters to paid advertising, until at last she reaches the White House. What
happens next is nothing like how Rosemary imagined it would be. Written with razor-
sharp satiric wit and packed with wry observations of our times, our presidents, and
our electorate, George Bush, Dark Prince of Love is a hilarious antidote to the hype
and hypocrisy of America's most hallowed institutions.

Lydia Millet is an American novelist. Her third novel, My Happy Life, won the 2003 
PEN Center USA Award for Fiction, and she has been a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize
and the Los Angeles Times Book Prize.
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Millhauser, Steven. Enchanted Night: A Novella. New York. 1999. Crown. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 060960516x. 111 pages. hardcover. 
Cover: Greg Clarke. Inventory # 28532. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From the Pulitzer Prize-winning author of Martin Dressler
comes a stunningly original new book set in a Connecticut town over one incredible
summer night. The delicious cast of characters includes a band of teenage girls who
break into homes and simply leave notes reading 'We Are Your Daughters,' a young
woman who meets a phantom lover on the tree swing in her back yard, a beautiful 
mannequin who steps down from her department store window, and all the dolls 'no 
longer believed in,' left abandoned in the attic, who magically come to life. With each
new book, Steven Millhauser radically stretches not only the limits of fiction but also
of his seemingly limitless abilities. Enchanted Night is a remarkable piece of fiction,
a compact tale of loneliness and desire that is as hypnotic and rich as the language
Millhauser uses to weave it.

Steven Millhauser (born August 3, 1943) is an American novelist and short story 
writer. He won the 1997 Pulitzer Prize for Fiction for his novel Martin Dressler. Until 
the Pulitzer Prize, Millhauser was best known for his 1972 debut novel, Edwin 
Mullhouse. This novel, about a precocious writer whose career ends abruptly with 
his death at age eleven, features the fictional Jeffrey Cartwright playing Boswell to 
Edwin's Johnson. Edwin Mullhouse brought critical acclaim, and Millhauser followed
with a second novel, Portrait of a Romantic, in 1977, and his first collection of short 
stories, In The Penny Arcade, in 1986. His books include Edwin Mullhouse, From 
the Realm of Morpheus, Portrait of a Romantic, Martin Dressler, and the collections
of stories, The Barnum Museum (1990), Little Kingdoms (1993), and The Knife 
Thrower and Other Stories (1998). Dangerous Laughter: Thirteen Stories made the
New York Times Book Review list of ‘10 Best Books of 2008’. Millhauser lives in 
Saratoga Springs, New York and teaches at Skidmore College.
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Milliken, William Mathewson. Unfamiliar Venice. Cleveland. 1967. Press of Case 
Western Reserve University. 1st Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 
hardcover. Inventory # 25295. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The author's city is not the Venice of the tourist or even 
of the practiced traveler who sees it many times. It is the Venice of the Venetians 
themselves and of the very few others who have, like the author, spent extended 
periods from year to year in the city.

William Mathewson Milliken (1889-1978) was an expert on art, particularly the 
decorative arts, and one of the most eminent museum directors of the mid-twentieth
century in the United States. He served on the staff of the Cleveland Museum of Art
from 1919-1958, and was its director from 1930 until his retirement in 1958.
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Mills, C. Wright. White Collar: The American Middle Classes. New York. 1953. 
Oxford University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn 
Dustjacket With Some Tears. 378 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 17254. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In print for fifty years, White Collar by C. Wright Mills is 
considered a standard on the subject of the new middle class in twentieth-century 
America. This landmark volume demonstrates how the conditions and styles of 
middle class life--originating from elements of both the newer lower and upper 
classes--represent modern society as a whole. By examining white-collar life, Mills 
aimed to learn something about what was becoming more typically "American" than
the once-famous Western frontier character. He painted a picture instead of a 
society that had evolved into a business-based milieu, viewing America instead as a
great salesroom, an enormous file, and a new universe of management.

Charles Wright Mills (August 28, 1916 – March 20, 1962) was an American 
sociologist, and a professor of sociology at Columbia University from 1946 until his 
death in 1962. Mills was published widely in popular and intellectual journals, and is
remembered for several books, among them The Power Elite, which introduced that
term and describes the relationships and class alliances among the U.S. political, 
military, and economic elites; White Collar, on the American middle class; and The 
Sociological Imagination, where Mills proposes the proper relationship in 
sociological scholarship between biography and history. Mills was concerned with 
the responsibilities of intellectuals in post-World War II society, and advocated public
and political engagement over uninterested observation. Mills' biographer, Daniel 
Geary, writes that his writings had a 'particularly significant impact on New Left 
social movements of the 1960s.' In fact, Mills popularized the term 'New Left' in the
U.S. in a 1960 open letter, Letter to the New Left.
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Mills, Magnus. The Restraint of Beasts. New York. 1998. Arcade Publishing. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1559704373. 214 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Sean McDonald. Inventory # 25863. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here is the captivating tale of three men who work for a 
company specializing in high-tension fences, the kind that keep beasts in and 
humans out - or maybe the other way around. Tam and Richie are good Scots lads
at heart (taciturn and suspicious of authority) who have turned loafing and pub-
crawling into an art form. They try the patience of their foreman, the narrator of the 
novel, who has the misfortune of being British. Carefully laid plans go haywire from 
the start. The fence they had built for Mr. McCrindle has gone slack, and while he 
watches them attempt to set things right, things go horribly, terribly wrong. Covering
their tracks as best they can, the hapless trio head south from Scotland to do a job 
in England. But sometimes good fences make disastrous neighbors.

Magnus Mills is an English author of several novels and short stories. Magnus Mills
was born in Birmingham and brought up in Bristol. After graduating with an 
economics degree from Wolverhampton Polytechnic, he started a masters degree at
the University of Warwick but dropped out before completion. Between 1979 and 
1986 he built high-tensile fences for a living, an experience he drew upon for his first
novel, The Restraint of Beasts. In 1986 Mills moved to London and became a bus 
driver, used for his 2009 novel The Maintenance of Headway. Although much was 
made in the British press of Mills' bus-driving background, in reality he had written a
column for The Independent before becoming a novelist.keywords
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Milne, A. A. Now We Are Six. New York. 1988. Dutton. Redesigned Edition. Some 
Foxing Along Top Edge, Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 0525444467. 
Illustrated by Ernest H. Shepard. 101 pages. hardcover. Cover art by Ernest H. 
Shepard. Inventory # 11544. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A collection of poems reflecting the experiences of a little
English boy growing up in the early part of the twentieth century.

A. A. Milne (1882-1956) was a playwright and journalist as well as an author and 
storyteller. Ernest H. Shepard (1879-1976) was a cartoonist and illustrator.
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Milne, A. A. When We Were Very Young. New York. 1988. Dutton. Redesigned 
Edition. Some Foxing Along Top Edge,Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0525444459. Illustrated by Ernest H. Shepard. 100 pages. hardcover. Cover art by
Ernest H. Shepard. Inventory # 11540. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When We Were Very Young, the first of A.A. Milne’s four
world-famous books for children, introduced Christopher Robin to innumerable 
friends, and has probably been read more widely than any other book of verse for 
children published in our time. For sheer delightfulness the children’s rhymes of A.A.
Milne are in a class by themselves, with their charm, humour, and understanding - to
say nothing of their irresistible rhythms. Ernest H. Shepard’s illustrations are an 
important complement to the verses. A.A. Milne has here created a book of proven 
classic quality, a book that goes straight to the heart.

A. A. Milne (1882-1956) was a playwright and journalist as well as an author and 
storyteller. Ernest H. Shepard (1879-1976) was a cartoonist and illustrator.
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Milosz, Czeslaw. A Treatise On Poetry. New York. 2001. Ecco Press. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0060185244. Translated from the Polish by the 
Author & Robert Hass. 125 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Angela Voulangas. 
Inventory # 15488. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Nobel Prize-winning poet Czeslaw Milosz began his
remarkable A TREATISE ON POETRY in the winter of 1955 and finished it in the 
spring of 1956. It was published originally in parts in the Polish émigré journal 
Kultura. Now it is available in English for the first time in this expert translation by the
award-winning American poet Robert Hass. A TREATISE ON POETRY is a great 
poem about some of the most terrible events in the twentieth century. Divided into 
four sections, the poem begins at the end of the nineteenth century as a comedy of
manners and moves with a devastating momentum through World War I to the 
horror of World War II. Then it takes on directly and plainly the philosophical abyss 
into which the European cultures plunged. ‘Author's Notes’ on the poem appear at 
the end of the volume. A stunning literary composition, these notes stand alone as 
brilliant miniature portraits that magically re-create the lost world of prewar Europe.
A TREATISE ON POETRY evokes the European twentieth century, its comedy and 
terror and grief, with the force and expressiveness of a great novel. A tone poem to
a lost time, a harrowing requiem for the century's dead, and a sober meditation on 
history, consciousness, and art: here is a masterwork that confronts the meaning of 
the twentieth century with a directness and vividness that are without parallel.

Czeslaw Milosz was born in Lithuania in 1911. His books of poetry in English include
The Collected Poems, 1931-1987, UNATTAINABLE EARTH, THE SEPARATE 
NOTEBOOKS, PROVINCES, BELLS IN WINTER, and SELECTED POEMS. He 
was a member of the American Academy and Institute of Arts and Letters and was 
awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1980.
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Milosz, Czeslaw. Emperor of the Earth: Modes of Eccentric Vision. Berkeley. 1977.
University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Previous Owner's Name 
Penned in Front, Otherwise Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0520033027. 
Some sections of the present volume were written in English and some in Polish. 
Those written in Polish were translated by the author & Lillian Vallee, Richard 
Lourie, Stanley H. Wallace, Waclaw Lednicki, & Reuel K. Wislon. 253 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by John E. Johnson, Jr. Inventory # 16908. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The volume as a whole is distinguished for its 
combination of intellectual inquiry and the personal reflective quality which is 
Milosz’s hallmark. This stimulating collection of essays, mostly concerned with 
subjects taken from Slavic literatures, is at once scholarly and reflective in a fashion
that has become quite rare. The volume opens with a true story, which is a 
confession of the author’s remorse based on conflict with French intellectuals. 
‘Science Fiction and the Coming of the Antichrist’ concerns Vladimir Solovyov. 
‘Krasifiski’s Retreat’ is another return to the author’s student readings which 
attempts to determine how a Polish romantic poet could write in 1833 a drama on 
the approaching world revolution. ‘On Pasternak Soberly’ is a polemic, not unrelated
to the author’s practice as a poet, with certain poetics of our century represented 
perfectly by the oeuvre of this Russian poet. ‘On Modern Russian Literature and the
West’ raises the old issue of two perspectives radically opposed to one another. 
‘The Importance of Simone Weil’ is a tribute to a thinker who pushed to an extreme
her disagreement with ‘the world’ and the powers that rule over it ‘Shestov or the 
Purity of Despair’ is about a great Russian philosopher akin to Simone Well in his 
refusal to assuage the unbearable character of human existence with vain 
consolations, but the essay also recalls a desperate young woman in Paris who took
great comfort in his books. ‘Swedenborg and Dostoevsky’ is the outcome of 
reflections on the great Swede who has been maligned and often treated as a 
madman - though not by Dostoevsky. The name in the next title — ‘On Thomas 
Mayne Reid’ — does not say anything to the public, and the author relates who he 
was, how he discovered him in his childhood, and why he is known in Slavic 
countries. ‘Joseph Conrad’s Father’ sketches the biography of a poet and 
revolutionary and also throws some light upon the fate of the hero of the last 
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Milosz, Czeslaw. Legends of Modernity: Essays & Letters From Occupied Poland, 
1942-1943. New York. 2005. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st American Edition. Spine 
Slightly Cocked Inside Back, Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374184992. 
Translated from the Polish by Madeline G. Levine. Introduction by Jaroslaw Anders.
269 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Megan Wilson. Inventory # 37901. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - LEGENDS OF MODERNITY, now available in English 
for the first time, brings together some of Nobel laureate Czeslaw Milosz’s early 
essays and letters, composed in German-occupied Warsaw during the winter of 
1942-1943. As relevant today as when they were written, the essays collected in this
volume record the young Milosz’s attempt to answer the question, ‘Why did the 
European spirit succumb to such a devastating fiasco?’ Half a century later, when 
Legends of Modernity saw its first publication in Poland, Milosz said: ‘If everything 
inside you is agitation, hatred, and despair, write measured, perfectly calm 
sentences.’ That concept is applied in these essays to an extended analysis of what
Milosz sees as the inevitable consequences of specific notions as represented in the
writings of Defoe, Stendhal, Balzac, William James, Gide, and Stanislaw Ignacy 
Witkiewicz, among others. While the essays here reflect a ‘perfect calm,’ the 
accompanying contemporaneous exchange of letters between Milosz and Jerzy 
Andrzejewski expresses the raw feelings of ‘agitation, hatred, and despair,’ as 
experienced by these two close friends struggling to understand the proximate 
causes of this debacle of Western civilization, and the relevance, if any, of the 
teachings of the Catholic Church. Passionate, poignant, and compelling, LEGENDS
OF MODERNITY provides deeply moving insight into the mind and emotions of one
of the greatest writers of our time.

Czesław Miłosz (30 June 1911 – 14 August 2004) was a Polish-American poet, 
prose writer, translator, and diplomat. Regarded as one of the great poets of the 
20th century, he won the 1980 Nobel Prize in Literature.
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Milosz, Czeslaw. Provinces: Poems 1987-1991. New York. 1991. Ecco Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0880013176. Translated from the Polish
by The Author & Robert Hass. 72 pages. hardcover. Back cover photo Dennis Wile.
Inventory # 15780. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In PROVINCES, his first book of poetry since THE 
COLLECTED POEMS (1988), Nobel Prizewinner Czeslaw Milosz, with characteristic
vigor and clear-sightedness, continues his investigations into the themes that have 
absorbed his work from the beginning - most importantly, the struggle to give 
expression and meaning to the seeming incomprehensibility of our experience. 
Milosz, from the perspective of his mature years, meditates on youth and mortality 
and the redemptive powers of language and imagination in poems that pulse and 
shimmer with the elemental — fire, earth, ocean, wind, and clouds — and that are 
populated with biblical characters, writers, artists, and scientists. He renews and 
deepens his poetic explorations as he journeys across the borders that hazily 
delineate past and present, sensual and philosophical, contemporary and classical,
visiting monuments to posterity — libraries and museums — as well as fleeting, 
though no less consequential, moments from his earlier years. With a prodigious 
summoning of resources, he writes with the vitality of a man coming to terms with 
his own life, whose meaningful existence depends on the ability to find solace in 
compassion and beauty, to allow memory to bridge the barriers of time, and to 
account for the inherent deficiencies of philosophy and our too-human gods. With 
his trademark clarity and intensity, Milosz examines, challenges, and often rejects 
religious and artistic consolation until finally it is only the poetic voice itself that is 
capable of reconciling ‘the inborn and the perpetual desire. for a God-like domain’ 
with that which ‘lurks in the very brushwood of existence. steel-gray nothingness.’ At
an age when most poets have left their major work behind them, Milosz vigorously 
continues to break new ground. Perhaps it is the nature of his theme — what it 
means, finally, to be human — that makes age and experience so durable and 
enabling a muse, and Provinces his finest book to date.

Czesław Miłosz (30 June 1911 – 14 August 2004) was a Polish-American poet, 
prose writer, translator, and diplomat. Regarded as one of the great poets of the 
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Milosz, Czeslaw. Road-side Dog. New York. 1998. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374251290. Translated from the Polish
by The Author and Robert Haas. 208 pages. hardcover. Jacket art by Brian Cronin.
Jacket design by Rodrigo Corral. Inventory # 26092. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘I went on a journey in order to acquaint myself with my 
province, in a two-horse wagon with a lot of fodder and a tin bucket rattling in the 
back. I have been thinking not only of the people who lived there once but also of 
the generations of dogs accompanying them in their everyday bustle, and one night
—I don't know where it came from—in a pre-dawn sleep, that funny and tender 
phrase composed itself: a road-side dog.’ In this memorable collection of poems and
essays, aphorisms and anecdotes, Czeslaw Milosz addresses a wide range of 
topics with extraordinary insight and a wry sense of humor. From reflections on 
youth and beauty to meditations on growing old, from thoughts on this century's dark
history to the poet’s place at this stage, Milosz reveals an inimitable gift for 
observation in simple, beautiful prose. He ponders falling in love, the illogic of life, 
the belief in one’s own superiority ‘achieved by looking at the accomplishments of 
others as if through a reverse telescope.’ He marvels at the ‘infinite richness’ of 
‘earthly things,’ yet decries affectation and vanity. He ponders the sex of poetry, and
finds himself awestruck by the power of speech. Remarkable for its brevity, 
spontaneity, and generosity of spirit, ROAD-SIDE DDOG is one of the most 
engaging works to date from one of our greatest living poets.

Czesław Miłosz (30 June 1911 – 14 August 2004) was a Polish-American poet, 
prose writer, translator, and diplomat. Regarded as one of the great poets of the 
20th century, he won the 1980 Nobel Prize in Literature.
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Milosz, Czeslaw. Unattainable Earth. New York. 1986. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0880010983. Translated from the Polish
by The Author & Robert Hass. 141 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 98. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In his first collection of new poems since receiving the 
Nobel prize for Literature in 1980, Czeslaw Milosz, with a playfulness and 
passionate restlessness of mind that are entirely characteristic, has changed the 
very idea of what a book of poetry can be. In Unattainable Earth, verse, prose 
poems, prose jottings, pensees, quotations, translations and even fragments from 
personal letters have been gathered into the shape of a writer’s notebook, where 
they form a sustained meditation on sexuality, language, the problems of belief, the 
life of the streets of cities and the mysterious annihilating power of time. And 
beneath all these motifs there is, finally, a single subject - the powerful desire to 
confront the ecstatic experience of life on earth. This is evident not only in Mr. 
Milosz’s own poems, but in the companion poems of Walt Whitman and D. H. 
Lawrence he was translating into Polish, which appear here returned to their original
English renewed by their rather surprising interplay with a contemporary text. The 
structure of UNATTAINABLE EARTH makes it possible for us to experience, with 
unusual intimacy, the play of this central obsession as the poet’s spirit and intellect
move among and strain against his themes. In this movement, the book perhaps 
resembles the poetic diaries of the Japanese, with their free sense of border 
crossings between poetry and prose - although Mr. Milosz’s sense of historical irony
and passion to understand are entirely European. ‘The core of the major themes of
Milosz’s poetry,’ Joseph Brodsky has said, ‘is the unbearable realization that a 
human being is unable to grasp his experience.’ In Unattainable Earth, there is a 
deepening of this theme, and as it is pursued the poet comes to certain 
understandings: if human experience is ungraspable, then the moments of 
tenderness between people, disappearing as they occur, are all the more precious 
and mysterious. This book, for all its range and sobriety and formal inventiveness 
and lyricism, seems, finally, to be a book of love poems, an elegy for and meditation
on the earthly paradise.

Czesław Miłosz (30 June 1911 – 14 August 2004) was a Polish-American poet, 
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Milton, Giles. Big Chief Elizabeth: The Adventures and Fate of the First English 
Colonists in America. New York. 2000. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374265011. 352 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 28485. 
$15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In April 1586, Queen Elizabeth I acquired a new and 
exotic title. A tribe of Native Americans had made her their weroanza - a word that 
meant 'big chief'. The news was received with great joy, both by the Queen and her 
favorite, Sir Walter Ralegh. His first American expedition had brought back a 
captive, Manteo, who caused a sensation in Elizabethan London. In 1587, Manteo 
was returned to his homeland as Lord and Governor, with more than one hundred 
English men, women, and children. In 1590, a supply ship arrived at the colony to 
discover that the settlers had vanished. For almost twenty years the fate of Ralegh's
colonists was to remain a mystery. When a new wave of settlers sailed to America to
found Jamestown, their efforts to locate the lost colony were frustrated by the mighty
chieftain, Powhatan, father of , who vowed to drive the English out of America. Only
when it was too late did the settlers discover the incredible news that Ralegh's 
colonists had survived in the forests for almost two decades before being 
slaughtered in cold blood by henchmen. While Sir Walter Ralegh's 'savage' had 
played a pivotal role in establishing the first English settlement in America, he had 
also unwittingly contributed to one of the earliest chapters in the decimation of the 
Native American population. The mystery of what happened to these colonists who 
seemed to vanish without a trace lies at the heart of this well-researched work of 
narrative history.

Giles Milton (born 15 January 1966) is a writer who specialises in the history of 
exploration. His books have been published in seventeen languages worldwide and
are international best-sellers. He has written eight works of non-fiction, two comic 
novels and two books for young children. He is best known for his 1999 best-selling 
title, Nathaniel's Nutmeg, a historical account of the violent struggle between the 
English and Dutch for control of the world supply of nutmeg in the early 17th century.
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Milton, Giles. The Riddle and the Knight: in Search of Sir John Mandeville, the 
World's Greatest Traveller. New York. 2001. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374249970. 230 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Archie Ferguson. Jacket art - Pilgrims approaching the city gates, Sir John 
Mandeville's Travels, fifteenth century. Inventory # 34021. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Part travelogue/part historical mystery about the most 
famous traveler--and chronicler-- in medieval Europe. Giles Milton's first book, The 
Riddle and the Knight, is a fascinating account of the legend of Sir John Mandeville,
a long-forgotten knight who was once the most famous writer in medieval Europe. 
Mandeville wrote a book about his voyage around the world that became a beacon 
that lit the way for the great expeditions of the Renaissance, and his exploits and 
adventures provided inspiration for writers such as Shakespeare, Milton, and Keats.
By the nineteenth century however, his claims were largely discredited by 
academics. Giles Milton set off in the footsteps of Mandeville, in order to test his 
amazing claims, and to restore Mandeville to his rightful place in the literature of 
exploration. 'Erudite, witty and adventurous' (The Mail on Sunday), The Riddle and 
the Knight is a brilliant piece of detective work.

Giles Milton (born 15 January 1966) is a writer who specialises in the history of 
exploration. His books have been published in seventeen languages worldwide and
are international best-sellers. He has written eight works of non-fiction, two comic 
novels and two books for young children. He is best known for his 1999 best-selling 
title, Nathaniel's Nutmeg, a historical account of the violent struggle between the 
English and Dutch for control of the world supply of nutmeg in the early 17th century.
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Mimouni, Rachid. The Honor of the Tribe. New York. 1992. Morrow. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With A Tear Mark On The Back 
Cover. 0688097464. Translated from the French by Joachim Neugroschel. 175 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Russell Gordon. Jacket illustration by Gerber 
Studio. Inventory # 33936. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the small village of Zitouna, which lies far from the 
political upheavals that shake most of Algeria, an ageless, nameless man recounts 
the history of his people, to uphold the honor of his tribe. Content in their isolated, 
agrarian life structured by the oral traditions of their past, the villagers are surprised
and confused when a group of Westerners arrives to ‘liberate’ them from their 
primitive ways. Soon they watch in horror and disbelief as one of their own catapults
to power in the new destructive order imposed upon them. Retaining the last thread
of tradition, the narrator weaves ancestral anecdotes with present horrors as the 
fabric of the Islamic community is torn.

Rachid Mimouni (November 20, 1945 – February 12, 1995) was an Algerian writer, 
teacher and human rights activist. Rachid Mimouni was born into a family of 
peasants in Boudouaou (Alma), thirty kilometers east of Algiers. Mimouni studied 
science at the University of Algiers before becoming a teacher at the École 
supérieure du commerce (business school) in Algiers. He was president of the 
Kateb Yacine foundation and he also held the position of vice-president at Amnesty 
International. He fled Algeria for France in 1993 to escape the civil war and the 
assassinations of intellectuals. He died in Paris in 1995 of hepatitis. Mimouni wrote 
novels describing Algerian society in a realist style. His first two novels established 
him not only as Algeria’s leading writer, but as an important literary figure of the Arab
world at large (and, to some extent, of French-speaking people). He writes of the 
pain of decolonization with eloquence and courage, revealing to Westerners some of
the raw feeling that is behind the ongoing upheavals in Islamic lands.
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Min, Anchee. Katherine. New York. 1995. Riverhead/Putnam. 1st Printing. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 1573220051. 243 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Lisa 
Amoroso. Front jacket photograph by Anthony Loew based on a photograph by 
Anchee Min. Inventory # 21423. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An American woman comes to China to teach English 
just as that country opens its doors, six years after the death of Chairman Mao. Her
clothes, her hair, her charm - the stories she tells of an American childhood, the 
lessons in casual conversation and pop music - awaken in the men and women she
tutors a yearning for the tantalizing West and an unknowable eroticism. She is a 
witting and unwitting seductress who cannot conceive that when she enters into a 
love triangle with two of her students - one male, one female - its consequences will
be insidious and inexorably tragic. To this tale of passion and sexual awakening, set
amid a generation that came of age during the brutality of the Cultural Revolution, 
Anchee Min brings the same narrative flair and exhilarating prose (‘as delicate as a 
traditional Chinese painting,’ says Newsweek) that won her such extraordinary 
praise for her life story, RED AZALEA. The publication of RED AZALEA was an 
event of both world-class literary and historical significance, for never before had a 
Chinese, much less a Chinese woman, written more honestly and vividly of the 
strangled cry of the heart in that country’s most desperate time. In KATHERINE, Min
writes of the clash of centuries - old mystical traditions and modern American ways,
of love and betrayal, and of both the balm and destruction obsession offers. Anchee
Min’s fiction debut confirms her arrival as a writer of singular importance.

Anchee Min (born January 14, 1957) is a Chinese-American painter, photographer,
musician, and author who lives in San Francisco and Shanghai. Min has published 
two memoirs, Red Azalea and The Cooked Seed: A Memoir, and six historical 
novels. Her fiction emphasizes strong female characters, such as Jiang Qing, the 
wife of chairman Mao Zedong, and Empress Dowager Cixi, the last ruling empress 
of China. She graduated from the School of the Art Institute of Chicago with a B.F.A.
and M.F.A. in Fine Arts. She is married to author Lloyd Lofthouse.
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Min, Anchee. Red Azalea. New York. 1994. Pantheon Books. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 067942332x. 306 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author.
Jacket design by Marjorie Anderson. Inventory # 21425. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - RED AZALEA is the story of a young woman’s emotional
and political education in the last years of Mao’s China. Born in Shanghai in 1957, 
Anchee Min, as a member of the Little Red Guards, was asked to betray and 
publicly humiliate a beloved teacher. At seventeen she was sent to work at a Labor 
collective, the Red Fire Farm, where her education in fear, deprivation, and hardship
continued. And yet, forbidden to speak, to dress, to read, write, or love as she 
pleased, she found a lifeline that enabled her to survive the horrors of her daily 
existence. She fell in love with her company leader, and under a grubby mosquito 
net, always fearful of exposure by a vindictive colleague, the two women found 
emotional solace. Then, from a pool of twenty thousand candidates, Min became a 
finalist for the film version of one of Madame Mao’s political operas. But as shooting
of the film commenced, Chairman Mao suddenly died, taking with him an entire 
world, and changing forever life as Anchee Min had known it. RED AZALEA is a 
revelatory and disturbing impression of China. It gives an intimate and compelling 
portrait of China’s Cultural Revolution and its toll on the lives of the young men and
women caught up in its fatal coils. The story Anchee Min recounts here is 
exceptional for its candor, its poignancy its courage, and for ‘the most stunningly 
beautiful prose you could hope to read’ (London Times).

Anchee Min (born January 14, 1957) is a Chinese-American painter, photographer,
musician, and author who lives in San Francisco and Shanghai. Min has published 
two memoirs, Red Azalea and The Cooked Seed: A Memoir, and six historical 
novels. Her fiction emphasizes strong female characters, such as Jiang Qing, the 
wife of chairman Mao Zedong, and Empress Dowager Cixi, the last ruling empress 
of China. She graduated from the School of the Art Institute of Chicago with a B.F.A.
and M.F.A. in Fine Arts. She is married to author Lloyd Lofthouse.
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Minatoya, Lydia. The Strangeness of Beauty. New York. 1999. Simon & Schuster. 
Advance Reader's Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 0684853620. 380 pages. 
paperback. Jacket art from a poster courtesy of Takamasa Yamada/Illustraor 
unknown. Inventory # 26296. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When Etsuko Sone's sister dies in childbirth in Seattle's 
shabby Japantown, love for the precocious child catapults Etsuko back across the 
Pacific and into the austere samurai household of her mysterious mother, Chie - a 
woman who rejected Etsuko at birth. The dubious reconciliation is for the sake of 
little Hanae, that she might learn her Fuji heritage and the Zen lessons of humility, 
dignity, self-discipline, and grace. In Japan, Etsuko is the ultimate outsider: a 
returning emigrant in a land she left years before; a common woman thrust into a 
house of secrets and riches; a childless mother and a motherless daughter. As 
Etsuko and Hanae do their often quite comic best to adapt to life within Chie's 
samurai household, Japan is changing in dangerous ways. Worldwide economic 
strife strips Japan's people of food and clothing even as wartime preparations strip 
them of information and freedoms. Chie and Etsuko greet the mounting militarism 
with resistance, and when the imperial army cuts cruelly into Chinese Manchuria, 
accusations of treachery, of antipatriotism, begin to rain on the Fuji household. It is 
then that the women realize their separate independence is their common bond. It is
then that Etsuko finds hidden strength to pursue meaning and beauty in a situation 
beyond her control.

LYDIA MINATOYA was born In Albany, New York in 1950. She received her PhD in
psychology from the University of Maryland in 1981 and is currently a college 
professor. She has written about her experiences growing up as an Asian American
and her travels of self-discovery in Asia in Talking to Monks in High Snow: An Asian-
American Odyssey (1993). She has also published a novel, The Strangeness of 
Beauty (1999), about several generations of Japanese Americans who return to 
Japan just before World War II and view the conflict from the perspective of insiders
who are also outsiders.
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Minicucci, Matthew. Small Gods. Kalamazoo. 2017. New Issues Poetry & Prose. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781936970476. Green Rose Series. 80
pages. paperback. Inventory # 41898. $16

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In exquisitely mysterious prose poems ranging from 
epistles to proofs, Small Gods meditates on deeply human questions of faith, 
creating an inward, almost timeless landscape that widens outward from the familial
and the existential and that opens up to the stars. “Small Gods reads like a sacred 
text with a tambourine keeping beat behind each verse. Matthew Minicucci manages
to conjure not only the collective spirit but also the collective yearning that we may 
not give permission to express in our day-to-day lives.” - A. Van Jordan.

Matthew Minicucci is the author of Translation (2015), chosen by Jane Hirshfield for
the 2014 Wick Poetry Prize. He is the recipient of fellowships and awards from the 
Bread Loaf Writers’ Conference, the Wick Poetry Center, and the University of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, where he also
received his MFA. His work has appeared or is forthcoming from numerous journals
and anthologies, including Best New Poets 2014,
Gettysburg Review, Kenyon Review, The Southern Review, and the Virginia 
Quarterly Review, among others. Minicucci lives in Portland, Oregon.
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Miranda, Ana. Bay of All Saints and Every Conceivable Sin. New York. 1992. Viking
Press. Unrevised & Unpublished Proofs. Very Good in Wrappers. 0670834556. 
Translated from the Portuguese by Giovanni Pontiero. paperback. Inventory # 
16784. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A controversial political figure is assassinated. An 
investigation is ordered, questions asked, suspects taken into custody, and factions
gradually emerge, dividing and undermining an already fragile government. The 
story is not an unfamiliar one - it is as old as history itself. And yet the scenario 
continues to fascinate us. In Ana Miranda’s compelling and bewitching novel of 
seventeenth-century colonial Brazil the story of murder, rebellion, and revenge 
unwinds with all the intrigue and mastery of the best contemporary thriller. But 
added to this story are the indelible sights, sounds, and smells of a time and place 
where worlds collide: new and old, rich and poor, religious and secular, powerful and
weak. Fact blends seamlessly with fiction to bring to life the fetid back alley where 
Portuguese Captain General Teles de Menezes is brutally murdered; the luxurious 
antechamber where the province’s corrupt governor plots his revenge; a remote 
Jesuit monastery that harbors the conspirators; and the gaudy brothels which hold 
no distinction between treachery and loyalty. Finding himself in the center of the 
chaos, the ecclesiastical poet Gregório de Matos offers his own brand of social 
commentary. Witty, cunning, and biting, his writings deplore the rampant corruption
and hypocrisy he witnesses as well as the romance and sensuality of the world he 
inhabits. His accounts of his own insatiable lust and painful love of one elusive 
woman provide a tantalizing counterpoint to the mystery and danger in which he 
becomes hopelessly entangled. As we follow Gregório’s pursuit of truth and honesty
in a tainted world we learn more about the complex reality of Portugal’s conquest of 
the Americas than any history book could ever tell us.

Ana Miranda is a Brazilian poet and novelist born in Fortaleza, Ceará in 1951. She 
grew up in Brasilia and has lived in Rio de Janeiro since 1969. Her main work of 
note has been historical, including her award-winning 1989 novel A Boca do Inferno,
which was published in English in 1991.
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Mishima, Yukio. Acts of Worship: Seven Stories. Tokyo. 1989. Kodansha. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0870119370. Translated from the 
Japanese by John Bester. 205 pages. hardcover. Front jacket: detail of a 
photograph by Isao Suzuki (courtesy of the Tominari Photo Agency). Back jacket: 
photograph by Eiko Hosoe, from an album on Mishima entitled Barakei (1962). 
Inventory # 13111. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When Mishima died a ritual death in November 1970, he
was only forty-five. He had written forty novels, eighteen plays, and twenty volumes
of short stories, and was nominated three times for the Nobel Prize. During his 
lifetime, he had seen almost all his major novels appear in English and other 
languages. An actor, a movie and theater director, he had also conducted a 
symphony orchestra, and become an accomplished swordsman and a muscle man.
The flamboyance of his life and the apparent fanaticism of his death have dominated
the public’s perception of his achievement. But now, twenty years later, it is time for
a reassessment, one that asks: does Mishima really have anything to offer the world
that is of lasting value when stripped of the sensationalism associated with his 
name? And the answer is provided in these seven stories, which are important for 
several reasons: Mishima is probably at his best in the shorter forms, and it is the 
flower of these that appears here for the first time in an English collection. They 
span his entire career. They are all consistently interesting as stories, and each has 
its own distinctive atmosphere. The psychological observation, particularly in what it
reveals of the turmoil of adolescence, is meticulous. There is great variety of mood-
from the semi-surrealistic to the historically romantic. The style, with its skillful 
blending of colors and surfaces, its carefully planned set pieces of description, 
shows Mishima in top form. And, unlike much of his compatriots’ fiction which can 
seem curiously haphazard, these pieces are brilliantly organized, yielding deeper 
layers of meaning with repeated readings.

Yukio Mishima is the pen name of Kimitake Hiraoka (January 14, 1925 – November
25, 1970), a Japanese author, poet, playwright, actor, and film director. Mishima is 
considered one of the most important Japanese authors of the 20th century.
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Mishima, Yukio. After the Banquet. New York. 1969. Knopf. 1st American Edition. 
Previous Owner's Name in Front, Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. Translated 
from the Japanese by Donald Keene. 273 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Fumi
Komatsu. Inventory # 14418. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - After the Banquet dramatizes the classical conflict 
between puritan and hedonist against the background of Tokyo’s sophisticated night
life. Kazu, one of the leading figures of the entertainment world, is a woman blazing
with vitality. She is the mistress of the Setsugoan Restaurant, a luxurious refuge for 
leading financiers, politicians, and diplomats. If she is sure of anything as she takes
her morning walks in her cherished garden, it is that she will never becloud her life 
and mind again by falling in love. But she is captivated by the distinction and 
authority of a guest, Noguchi, aristocrat and intellectual, once a cabinet minister. 
Kazu and Noguchi are profoundly drawn to each other at first, and only time and 
spiritual agony teach them how mismatched they are. The rift begins when Noguchi
embarks on a high-minded political campaign, observing all the rules of propriety; 
and when Kazu, a woman of the people and a natural politician, unreservedly throws
herself and her resources into the campaign without his knowledge. When Noguchi
discovers what she has been doing, he is revealed in scene after dramatic scene as
an unbending moralist with the highest ideals-a man who tries to apply his narrow 
sense of rectitude both to politics and to his marriage. Noguchi stands fully revealed
in the climactic scene in which he calls her efforts a betrayal and equates 
unfaithfulness in politics with unfaithfulness in marriage. Kazu is faced with the 
choice of obeying a code of conduct she does not understand, which smells to her of
death, and of losing the Setsugoan, or of going back to her former life in defiance of
her husband.

Yukio Mishima is the pen name of Kimitake Hiraoka (January 14, 1925 – November
25, 1970), a Japanese author, poet, playwright, actor, and film director. Mishima is 
considered one of the most important Japanese authors of the 20th century.
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Mishima, Yukio. The Sound of Waves. New York. 1956. Knopf. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Worn Dustjacket With Interior Taping. Translated from the 
Japanese by Meredith Weatherby. 184 pages. hardcover. Jacket painting by Jose 
de Alameida. Inventory # 2192. $32.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is a story of first love - and of courage. The scene is
a Japanese fishing village, where the air is rich with the salty tang of the sea, the 
fragrance of hemp cordage, and the invisible smoke of charcoal fires. The modern 
world is far away. Nevertheless, like the tales of Daphnis And Chloe and of Aucassin
and Nicolette, it is a universal story that might have happened anywhere. In Japan it
is already regarded as one of the world’s great love stories. It begins when a boy, 
Shinji, falls in love with a girl, Hatsue. Writing with simplicity, delicacy, and restrained
lyricism. Mr. Mishima tells how Hatsue, who had been sent away to be trained as a 
pearl diver on another island, returned to the village in the spring just as the octopus
season was giving way to squid season; and how Shinji caught his first glance of her
remarkable beauty. He saw her in the twilight on the beach, which was still noisy 
with the shouts of fisherman hauling up their boats. The life of a Japanese fishing 
village is very strict. The men work from dawn to dusk: the women, better able to 
stand the cold of the sea, dive naked for precious abalone. The is little time for love.
Yet, Shinji did meet Hatsue - shyly, tenderly, not quite accidentally. He did not meet
her often, but their meetings were memorable. One took place during a storm in an 
old, ruined observation tower on the highest crag on the island. Both were drenched,
and had to strip to dry their clothing. Out of this situation, Mr. Mishima extracts a 
love scene of remarkable purity and beauty. And then tragedy, in the ugly shape of 
gossip, struck at Hatsue and Shinji. The rest of the story unfolds with a depth of 
feeling, a tenderness, a natural emotion all too rare in our own more complicated 
world.

Yukio Mishima is the pen name of Kimitake Hiraoka (January 14, 1925 – November
25, 1970), a Japanese author, poet, playwright, actor, and film director. Mishima is 
considered one of the most important Japanese authors of the 20th century.
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Mishra, Pankaj. The Romantics. New York. 2000. Random House. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0375502742. 1st Novel. 263 pages.
hardcover. Cover: Raghubir Singh/ANA. Inventory # 30259. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE ROMANTICS is a stunning debut.The Romantics 
tell the story of Samar, a young graduate from Allahabad, restless within his 
uncertain society and fracturing cast system, who escapes a future of small time 
jobs to live in the holy city of Benares and loose himself in books and solitude. But 
far from offering him undistracted existence, the city forces all his silent desires into 
the light. Miss West, an English expatriate, introduces him to a world of bewildering
otherness: idealist Americans, Buddhist converts, and Catherine, the Frenchwoman
who will ultimately destroy his isolation and equanimity. With his wonderfully vivid 
and unsentimental prose Mishra capture the inner turmoil of people forced to adjust 
to an ever-changing world.

Pankaj Mishra born 1969 in Jhansi in Uttar Pradesh (North India), is an Indian 
essayist and novelist. He is particularly notable for his book BUTTER CHICKEN IN 
LUDHIANA, a sociological study of small-town India, and his writing for the New 
York Review of Books. His book AN END TO SUFFERING: THE BUDDHA IN THE
WORLD (2004) mixes memoir, history, and philosophy while attempting to explore 
the Buddha's relevance to contemporary times. TEMPTATIONS OF THE WEST: 
HOW TO BE MODERN IN INDIA, PAKISTAN AND BEYOND (2006), describes 
Mishra's travels through Kashmir, Bollywood, Afghanistan, Tibet, Nepal, and other 
parts of South and Central Asia. In 2005, Mishra published an anthology of writing 
on India, INDIA IN MIND (Vintage). His writings have been anthologized in THE 
PICADOR BOOK OF JOURNEYS (2000), THE VINTAGE BOOK OF MODERN 
INDIAN LITERATURE (2004), and AWAY: THE INDIAN WRITER AS EXPATRIATE
(Penguin), among other titles.
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Mistry, Rohinton. Family Matters. New York. 2002. Knopf. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0375403736. 434 pages. hardcover. Jacket photo by 
Sooni Taraporevala. Inventory # 32892. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With FAMILY MATTERS, Mistry gives us a novel that 
confirms him as a writer whose work is ‘worthy of the nineteenth- century 
masters’ (Time). The setting is Bombay, mid-1990s. Nariman Vakeel, suffering from
Parkinson’s disease, is the elderly patriarch of a small, discordant family. In a 
building called Chateau Felicity, he and his two middle-aged stepchildren - Coomy, 
bitter and domineering, and her just - younger brother, Jal, mild mannered and 
acquiescent - occupy a once- elegant apartment whose ruin is progressing as 
rapidly as Nariman’s disease. Coomy has ‘rules to govern every aspect of 
[Nariman’s] shrunken life,’ but even she cannot keep him from his evening walks. 
When he stumbles and breaks an ankle (fulfilling one of Coomy’s nagging 
prophecies), she has hardly said ‘I told you so’ before she is plotting to turn his 
round-the-clock care over to her younger, sweet-tempered half sister. Roxana, her 
husband, and their two sons live in an already overcrowded apartment, but Coomy 
knows that Roxana will not refuse her. What Coomy cannot know is that she has set
in motion a great unraveling (and an unexpected repair) of the family-and a 
revelation of its deeply love-torn past. FAMILY MATTERS is a story of familial love 
and obligation, of memory’s ability to keep truth alive, and of the danger of memory
denied. At once sweeping and intimate, comic and tragic, it is a kaleidoscopic, 
profoundly affecting saga of home and heart.

Rohinton Mistry (born 3 July 1952) is an Indian-born Canadian writer in English. 
Residing in Brampton, Ontario, Canada, Mistry is of Indian origin, and belongs to the
Parsi community. Born in Mumbai, India, Rohinton Mistry immigrated to Canada in 
1975. While attending the University of Toronto he won two Hart House literary 
prizes (the first to win two), for stories which were published in the Hart House 
Review, and Canadian Fiction Magazine's annual Contributor's Prize for 1985.
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Mistry, Rohinton. Such a Long Journey. New York. 1991. Knopf. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679400095. 339 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
27897. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - SUCH A LONG JOURNEY takes place in Mumbai, 
Maharashtra, in the year 1971. The novel's protagonist is a hard-working bank clerk
Gustad Noble, a member of the Parsi community and a devoted family man 
struggling to keep his wife Dilnavaz, and three children out of poverty. But his family
begins to fall apart as his eldest son Sohrab refuses to attend the prestigious Indian
Institute of Technology to which he has gained admittance and his youngest 
daughter, Roshan, falls ill. Other conflicts within the novel involve Gustad's ongoing 
interactions with his eccentric neighbours and his relationship with his close friend 
and co-worker, Dinshawji. Tehmul, a seemingly unimportant and mentally disabled 
character, is essential in Gustad's life, as he brings out the tender side of him and 
represents the innocence of life. A letter that Gustad receives one day from an old 
friend, Major Bilimoria, slowly draws him into a government deception involving 
threats, secrecy and large amounts of money. He then, begins the long journey, that
sheds new light on all aspects of Gustad's personal and political life. The novel not 
only follows Gustad's life, but also India's political turmoil under the leadership of 
Indira Gandhi. When it was published in 1991, it won the Governor General's Award,
the Commonwealth Writers Prize for Best Book, and the W.H. Smith/Books in 
Canada First Novel Award.

Rohinton Mistry (born 3 July 1952) is an Indian-born Canadian writer in English. 
Residing in Brampton, Ontario, Canada, Mistry is of Indian origin, and belongs to the
Parsi community. Born in Mumbai, India, Rohinton Mistry immigrated to Canada in 
1975.
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Mitchell, Greg. Tricky Dick & the Pink Lady: Richard Nixon Vs. Helen Gahagan 
Douglas. New York. 1998. Random House. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0679416218. 319 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 24793. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The year 1950 produced one of the most notorious and 
influential election contests in America's history. In California, two prominent 
members of Congress, Richard Nixon and Helen Gahagan Douglas, squared off for
a seat in the U.S. Senate. He was a dynamic thirty-seven-year-old lawyer of 
moderate means who had just helped send Alger Hiss to jail; she was a rich and 
beautiful former actress turned progressive Democrat - a pioneering female activist 
in Congress who attempted to become one of the first women elected to the Senate.
In a climate of Red hysteria, Nixon's chief election strategy was smearing Douglas 
as a Communist sympathizer. She was, he said, ‘pink right down to her underwear.’
Tricky Dick and the Pink Lady is the first book to present a full-length portrait of the 
campaign widely remembered as one of the dirtiest ever - and pivotal in the history 
of gender politics. Greg Mitchell draws on a wealth of original documents - including
shocking, never-before-published letters and memos by Nixon and his tenacious 
campaign manager Murray Chotiner - that he recently discovered at the National 
Archives. In an engrossing blow-by-blow narrative featuring Earl Warren, Edward G.
Robinson, Eleanor Roosevelt, William Randolph Hearst, Cecil B. De Mille, Melvyn 
Douglas (the candidate's husband), Harry Truman, and future presidents 
Eisenhower, Kennedy, Johnson, and Reagan, Mitchell vividly captures the 
sensational 1950 race: the cunning tactics of a young Nixon that rst earned him the 
indelible nickname ‘Tricky Dick’; the challenges and criticism Douglas faced as a 
woman in politics; and the paralyzing fear that marked the dawn of the McCarthy era
and blacklisting in the movies, television, and radio. The book is full of startling 
anecdotes, humorous incidents, and newly uncovered ‘dirty tricks.’

Greg Mitchell is an American author and journalist who has written twelve non-fiction
books on United States politics and history of the 20th and 21st centuries. His latest
book, published by Crown in October 2016, is The Tunnels: Escapes Under the 
Berlin Wall and the Historic Films the JFK White House Tried to Kill.
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Mitgang, Herbert. Once Upon a Time in New York: Jimmy Walker, Franklin 
Roosevelt, & the Last Great Battle of the Jazz Age. New York. 2000. Free Press. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684855798. 259 pages. hardcover. 
Cover design by Tom Stvan. Inventory # 27373. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ONCE UPON A TIME IN NEW YORK is a real-life fable, 
the story of two towering men in an irrepressible time. It is at once the story of 
Roosevelt’s first great test; the turning point of machine control in New York; and the
battle that marked the end of the Jazz Age way of political life. It is an unforgettable
portrait of Roosevelt’s courage, with a cast of gamblers and gun molls, murderers 
and mistresses. More outrageous than today’s headlines and as lively as the era it 
describes, ONCE UPON A TIME IN NEW YORK reads like a nonfiction novel.

Herbert Mitgang (January 20, 1920 – November 21, 2013) was an American author,
editor, journalist, playwright, and producer of television news documentaries.
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Mittelholzer, Edgar. Shadows Move Among the m. Philadelphia. 1951. Lippincott. 
1st American Edition. Good in Worn Dustjacket. 334 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
3191. $32.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is fare to surprise and delight the most exacting 
reader, a distinguished and original novel by a writer with an unusually fertile mind. 
In the atmosphere of haunted jungles in British Guiana the author has placed a 
group of English characters as strange and almost as terrifying as the jungle fauna
which he so vividly describes. Dictator of this tropical demi-paradise, the highly 
eccentric Reverend Gerald Harmston dispenses his home-brewed religion to 
overawed natives and his own peculiar family. His Sunday sermons are ghost 
stories, he flogs and chains offenders against his laws, while in the background the
memory of Dutch settlers massacred by their Negro slaves lurks as ‘local influence.’
Into this bizarre Eden comes a nerve-racked relative from England, who becomes 
fascinated, as well he might, by the parson’s two precocious and uninhibited 
daughters. There develops a strange and absorbing story, a story like nothing else 
in current fiction. Full of pagan gaiety and bubbling humor, here is a completely 
refreshing book.

Edgar Mittelholzer (16 December 1909 - 5 May 1965) was a Guyanese novelist. He
was the son of William Austin Mittelholzer and his wife Rosamond Mabel, née 
Leblanc. Mittelholzer wrote virtually nothing but fiction and earned his living by it. He
is thus the first professional novelist to come out of the English-speaking Caribbean.
Some of Mittelholzer's novels include characters and situations from a variety of 
places within the Caribbean. They range in time from the earliest period of European
settlement to the present day and deal with a cross section of ethnic groups and 
social classes, not to mention subjects of historical, political, psychological, and 
moral interest. CORENTYNE THUNDER signaled the birth of the novel in Guyana.
Mittelholzer wrote CORENTYNE THUNDER in 1938 at the age of twenty nine. At 
the time he was living and working odd jobs in New Amsterdam. The manuscript 
was sent to England and had a perilous existence until finally it found a publisher in
1941. In December, 1941, Mittelholzer left Guyana for Trinidad as a recruit in the 
Trinidad Royal Volunteer Naval Reserve, and CORENTYNE THUNDER was 
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Mittelholzer, Edgar. Shadows Move Among the m. Philadelphia. 1951. Lippincott. 
1st American Edition. Very Small Stain Mark On Top Edge,Otherwise Good.No 
Dustjacket. 334 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 33897. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is fare to surprise and delight the most exacting 
reader, a distinguished and original novel by a writer with an unusually fertile mind. 
In the atmosphere of haunted jungles in British Guiana the author has placed a 
group of English characters as strange and almost as terrifying as the jungle fauna
which he so vividly describes. Dictator of this tropical demi-paradise, the highly 
eccentric Reverend Gerald Harmston dispenses his home-brewed religion to 
overawed natives and his own peculiar family. His Sunday sermons are ghost 
stories, he flogs and chains offenders against his laws, while in the background the
memory of Dutch settlers massacred by their Negro slaves lurks as ‘local influence.’
Into this bizarre Eden comes a nerve-racked relative from England, who becomes 
fascinated, as well he might, by the parson’s two precocious and uninhibited 
daughters. There develops a strange and absorbing story, a story like nothing else 
in current fiction. Full of pagan gaiety and bubbling humor, here is a completely 
refreshing book.

Edgar Mittelholzer (16 December 1909 - 5 May 1965) was a Guyanese novelist. 
Mittelholzer took his own life near Farnham, Surrey, England, on May 5, 1965. His 
works include - CREOLE CHIPS (1937); CORENTYNE THUNDER (1941); A 
MORNING AT THE OFFICE (1950); SHADOWS MOVE AMONG THEM (1951); 
CHILDREN OF KAYWANA (1952); THE WEATHER IN MIDDENSHOT (1952); THE
LIFE AND DEATH OF SYLVIA (1953); KAYWANA STOCK: THE HARROWING OF
HUBERTUS (1954); THE ADDING MACHINE (a short fable) (1954); MY BONES 
AND MY FLUTE (1955); OF TREES AND THE SEA (1956); A TALE OF THREE 
PLACES (1957); KAYWANA BLOOD (1958); THE WEATHER FAMILY (1958); A 
TINKLING IN THE TWILIGHT (1959); LATTICED ECHOES (1960); 
ELTONSBRODY (1960); THE MAD MACMULLOCHS (1961); THUNDER 
RETURNING (1961); THE PILING OF CLOUDS (1961); THE WOUNDED AND THE
WORRIED (1962); UNCLE PAUL (1963); A SWARTHY BOY (autobiography) 
(1963); THE ALONENESS OF MRS. CHATHAM (1965); THE JILKINGTON DRAMA
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Mo, Timothy. The Redundancy of Courage. London. 1991. Chatto & Windus. 1st 
British Edition. Very Good. No Dustjacket. 0701137487. 408 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 6935. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE REDUNDANCY OF COURAGE is a novel by 
Timothy Mo published in 1991. It is set in the fictitious country of Danu in Southeast
Asia, which is based on East Timor, and is narrated by Adolph Ng, an ethnic 
Chinese businessman educated in Canada. Like East Timor, Danu is a Portuguese
colony, invaded and occupied by its giant neighbour, which is not named, but is 
based on Indonesia. The people of the occupying country are referred to throughout
the book as the malai, similar to ‘malae’ the word for foreigner in Tetum, East 
Timor’s national language. Danu is annexed by the malai and declared their ‘fifty-
eighth province’, over which their green and white flag is raised. (Indonesia declared
East Timor its ‘twenty-seventh province’, and its flag is red and white. In any case, 
by part three of the novel Mo’s description of the malai flag has changed to red and
white too. Although the characters are fictional, they are closely based on people 
involved in events in East Timor during 1975. They include Xavier Ray ‘X Ray’ 
Xaneiros, based on resistance leader Xanana Gusmão (now the country’s 
President), Joaquim Lobato, based on exiled leader José Ramos-Horta (later 
Foreign Minister, Prime Minister and now President), and Bill Mabbely, based on 
Australian journalist Roger East, who was killed by Indonesian troops in Dili on the 
day of the invasion. The date of the malai invasion of Danu, December 7, is the 
same as that of Indonesia’s invasion of East Timor.

Timothy Peter Mo (born 30 December 1950) is a British novelist. Born to a British 
mother and a Hong Kong father, Mo lived in Hong Kong until the age of 10, when he
moved to Britain. Educated at Mill Hill School and St John's College, Oxford, Mo 
worked as a journalist before becoming a novelist. He self-publishes his books 
under the label 'Paddleless Press'
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Moctezuma, Jose-Luis. Place-Discipline. Lebanon. 2018. University Press of New 
England. Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430595. 6 x 9. 
Omnidawn 1st/2nd Book Contest. 120 pages. paperback. Inventory # 43706. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Place-Discipline lyricizes 21st century subjectivity as the
byproduct of, and resistance to, global capitalism’s necropolitics and the 
encroachment of occult financial industries and vectoralism on the human’s right to 
chaotic embodiment and trans-formation. Taking its title from Sun Ra’s 1972 album,
Discipline 27-II, Moctezuma’s book explores hybridity, hyphenation, and heliocentric
bordercrossing as possible alternatives to the darkening “white magic” of cognitive 
capitalism and cultural gentrification. “Moctezuma activates the sonic, the 
polymetric, and the haptic not as a palliative to the incessant, coercive logics of 
empire, but to potentiate futural past present temporalities that mobilize the 
unterritorialized in oneself, in perception itself.” Myung Mi Kim, author of Penury.

Born in San Gabriel, California, jose-luis moctezuma is a Mexican-American poet, 
instructor, and academic researcher currently completing a PhD in English at the 
University of Chicago. His work has been published in Jacket2, Big Bridge, 
FlashPoint, and elsewhere. Selected by Myung Mi Kim as winner of the Omnidawn 
1st/2nd Poetry Book Prize A psycho-geography and metahistory of the formation of
Chicago.
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Modarressi, Taghi. The Pilgrim's Rules of Etiquette. New York. 1989. Doubleday. 1st
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0385238797. 279 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
Photograph by Alex Gotfryd Jacket. Jacket Typography by Casey Koh. Inventory # 
22203. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In THE PILGRIM’S RULES OF ETIQUETTE, Modarressi
has woven an even more beguiling enchantment. Although the novel is not overtly 
political, post-Revolutionary Iran is a prevailing character that both shapes and 
defines the story. Hadi Besharat is an inquisitive pilgrim stumbling down life’s road, a
five-foot-four-inch scholar in a bowler hat. He has taught and lectured around the 
world, yet is tied to his homeland by the deepest roots of passion and history. But 
while he has been pondering the existence of heavenly angels and whether the soul
is superior to the body, his country has undergone seismic changes. Withdrawing 
into his books and studies, Hadi Besharat constructs a fragile world, impervious ever
to the reality under his own roof. His wife longs to escape from the stifling life he has
imposed upon her. His only son lives in America and has no appreciation of his 
father’s concerns. Still, Hadi Besharat’s ivory tower is undisturbed until his prize 
student is killed in the Iran-Iraq War. Then the alien new order intrudes with a violent
force that shatters his fondest illusions and threatens his marriage, his family, even 
the intellectual life he cherishes. Poignant and arresting, THE PILGRIM’S RULES 
OF ETIQUETTE is a provocative story of crisis and faith, change and continuity.

Dr. Taghi Modarressi was a child psychiatrist who was the husband of novelist Anne
Tyler and an accomplished fiction writer in his own right. He was the founder of the
Center for Infant Study at the University of Maryland School of Medicine and a 
pioneer in exploring the psychological makeup of infants. Dr. Modarressi was born in
Tehran, Iran, the son of a lawyer, and grew up in a family of writers and educators.
He earned a medical degree in Iran, where he started writing.
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Moffett, Mark W. Adventures Among Ants: A Global Safari with a Cast of Trillions. 
Berkeley. 2010. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 9780520261990. 288 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37595. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Moffett invites readers to drop to the ground or climb into
trees and enter the amazing world of ants. He provides a fresh look at the foraging 
and other social behavior of several awe-inspiring species: African army ants, Asian
marauder ants, arboreal weaver ants that corral and raise sap-sucking insects like 
miniature livestock, fungus-farming leafcutter ants, and the globally invasive 
Argentine ant, a single genetically identical colony of which occupies most of 
California. He explores how ants coordinate their hunts and foraging missions, how 
they work together to capture prey, conduct raids to enslave other species, build 
nests, defend the colony, coordinate individual actions to form a 'thinking' 
superorganism, and other fascinating aspects of behavior among the most 
ubiquitous creatures on earth. He shows how ants share aspects of human behavior
and societies: as road builders and ecosystem engineers, as farmers and 'ranchers,'
as tactical warriors against their own kind. After reading this text and viewing these 
arresting photos, your perspective on ants will be forever altered.

Mark Moffett (born 7 January 1958) “…has developed a career that combines 
science and photography, in spite of being a high school dropout. Although his 
family was not academic, encouraged by his parents he sought out biologists by the
age of 12.” He continues to travel to conduct research on ecology and behavior, 
photograph and write for National Geographic and other magazines, author books, 
and lecture and appear on television as an ecologist-storyteller. He has been 
compared to Jacques Cousteau and Jane Goodall, and National Geographic has 
called him “the Indiana Jones of Entomology”
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Moix, Ana Maria. Dangerous Virtues. Lincoln. 1997. University Of Nebraska Press. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0803282370. Translated from the 
Spanish by Margaret E. W. Jones. 153 pages. hardcover. Cover: Richard Eckersley.
Inventory # 32123. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ana María Moix is one of the most innovative and 
entertaining writers in Spain today. Her writings include children's literature, poetry, 
novels, and short stories; her work has been praised throughout Europe and the 
Americas for its stylistic innovations, witty, satiric spirit, and feminist themes and 
fervor. The five stories collected in Dangerous Virtues (Las virtudes peligrosas), 
each varying greatly in style and substance, are among Moix's most remarkable 
writings. The title story is a mesmerizing account of the relationship between two 
beautiful women who communicate only by staring at each other. 'Once upon a 
Time' is an ironical exploration of the unhappy life of characters from fairy tales and
children's rhymes. 'The Naive Man' tracks an insufferable young man's downward 
spiral into drunkenness. Other stories in the collection include 'The Problem,' a 
comic tour de force about the troubled sexual relations between a bickering married
couple, and 'The Dead,' the chilling self-analysis of a young wife whose thoughts 
reveal her weakening grasp of everyday reality. Sophisticated and unfailingly 
original, all of the stories are instantly accessible and absorbing. Dangerous Virtues 
is the English-language debut of this collection of stories from a fascinating 
contemporary writer.

Ana María Moix (12 April 1947 - 28 February 2014) was a Spanish poet, novelist, 
short story writer, translator and editor. A member of the Novísimos, she was the 
younger sister of the writer, Terenci Moix. Moix was born in Barcelona and studied 
Philosophy at the University of Barcelona. Active in contemporary Spanish poetry, 
she gained notability by being the only woman included in 1968 by José María 
Castellet in the Novísimos. From 1969 to 1973, she published three books of poetry.
Later, she stopped publishing fiction for more than ten years, except for the 
children's book Los robots. Her second book of short stories won the 1985 City of 
Barcelona Award, after which she published another novel and two collections of 
short stories
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Moldea, Dan E. The Killing of Robert F. Kennedy. New York. 1996. Norton. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0393037916. 342 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
23070. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - On June 5, 1968, Robert F. Kennedy was shot in the 
pantry of the Ambassador Hotel in Los Angeles; his death the following day stunned
a nation still recovering from John F. Kennedys assassination five years earlier. 
Officials insisted, however, that this was not 'another Dallas': this was an open-and-
shut case - Sirhan Sirhan acted alone. Yet behind the official version of the RFK 
assassination lies a story of shadows, controversies, conflicting testimony, and 
missing evidence. Investigative journalist Dan E. Moldea set out to discover the 
truth; what he found suggested a botched investigation, and perhaps something 
worse. Was there strong evidence, as certain police officers and the FBI alleged, 
that too many bullets were fired to have come from Sirhans gun? Could the LAPD 
have suppressed vital evidence in their rush to judgment? Could Sirhan have had an
accomplice? In a fascinating book full of plot twists and intrigue, Moldea turns the 
case inside out, tracking down witnesses and police officers (many of whom had 
never before been interviewed), scrutinizing testimony and official files, questioning
Sirhan in jail, and polygraphing security guard Thane Eugene Cesar, accused by 
many of being the real gunman. New evidence mounts and theories fly until Moldea
reveals what he believes happened that fateful night. Exhaustively researched, 
brilliantly analyzed, this book definitively slams the door shut on the mystery of the 
Robert Kennedy assassination. On June 5, 1968, Robert F. Kennedy was shot and 
killed, stunning a nation still recovering from JFK's assassination five years before.
Officials insisted it was an open-and-shut case - Sirhan Sirhan acted alone. This 
book reveals Moldea's crusade to uncover the truth, turning the supposedly closed 
case inside out to discover the probablity of a second gunman.

Dan E. Moldea (born February 27, 1950) is an American best-selling author and 
investigative journalist who has reported on organized crime and political corruption
since 1974.
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Moliere. Five Plays. Baltimore. 1953. Penguin Books. 1st Penguin Classic 
Paperback Edition. Good in Wrappers With The Top Front Corner Missing and A 
Tear Mark At The Bottom Front Corner. Translated from the French by John Wood.
252 pages. paperback. L36. Inventory # 36623. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Included in this collection are: ‘The Would-Be 
Gentleman’; That Scoundrel Scapin’; The Miser’; Love’s the Best Doctor’; Don 
Juan.’. Moliere (1622-73) during his lifetime lifted comedy, previously confined to 
farce, to the itch of great art, and set standards by which in the western world it has
been judged ever since. Today his plays remain for us as sparklingly shrewd 
commentaries on human life. Of the plays in this volume, three, THE MISER, THE
WOULD-BE-GENTLEMAN, and DON JUAN, are major works. The other two are 
examples of Moliere’s delight in pure entertainment. The vigour and felicity of the 
originals are admirably retained in this translation by John Wood.

Jean-Baptiste Poquelin, known by his stage name Molière (1622–1673), was a 
French playwright and actor who is considered to be one of the greatest masters of
comedy in Western literature. Among Molière's best-known works are The 
Misanthrope, The School for Wives, Tartuffe, The Miser, The Imaginary Invalid, and
The Bourgeois Gentleman.
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Moliere. Tartuffe, or the Hypocrite and the Would-be-Gentleman. New York. 1963. 
Heritage Press. Reprinted Edition. Very Good in Hardcover & Slipcase. Translated 
from the French by H. Baker & J. Miller. With An Introduction by Henri Peyre. 
Illustrations by Serge Ivanoff. 197 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37545. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Moliere (1622-73) during his lifetime lifted comedy, 
previously confined to farce, to the itch of great art, and set standards by which in 
the western world it has been judged ever since. Today his plays remain for us as 
sparklingly shrewd commentaries on human life.

Jean-Baptiste Poquelin, known by his stage name Molière (1622–1673), was a 
French playwright and actor who is considered to be one of the greatest masters of
comedy in Western literature. Among Molière's best-known works are The 
Misanthrope, The School for Wives, Tartuffe, The Miser, The Imaginary Invalid, and
The Bourgeois Gentleman.
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Moliere. Tartuffe and Other Plays. New York. Signet/New American Library. 
Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Translated 
From The French & With An Introduction By Donald Frame. 384 pages. paperback.
CW551. Inventory # 39338. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Includes - TARTUFFE, THE RIDICULOUS 
PRÉCIEUSES, THE SCHOOL FOR HUSBANDS, THE SCHOOL FOR WIVES, DON
JUAN, THE VERSAILLES IMPROMPTU, AND THE CRITIQUE OF THE SCHOOL 
FOR WIVES. 'Moliere is probably the greatest and best - loved French author, and 
comic author, who ever lived. To the reader as well as the spectator, today as well 
as three centuries ago, the appeal of his plays is immediate and durable; they are 
both instantly accessible and inexhaustible.' Thus writes the noted French scholar 
Professor Donald M. Frame, who has selected and given memorable new 
translations to the seven plays in this volume. Representing the many facets of 
Moliere's genius, this Signet Classic collection spans the dramatist's artistic 
development as it offers a superb introduction to the 'comic inventiveness, richness
of fabric, and insight' which comprise Moliere's living legacy to the theater and to 
literature. Henri Peyre of Yale University comments on Donald M. Frame's 
translation: 'His Moliere will be the English Moliere for a long time. His language is 
tact fully colloquial, his style is flowing and varied. He has fully succeeded in giving 
us a true, accurate and poetical Moliere.'

Jean-Baptiste Poquelin, known by his stage name Molière (1622–1673), was a 
French playwright and actor who is considered to be one of the greatest masters of
comedy in Western literature. Among Molière's best-known works are The 
Misanthrope, The School for Wives, Tartuffe, The Miser, The Imaginary Invalid, and
The Bourgeois Gentleman.
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Moliere. The Misanthrope and Other Plays. New York. 1968. Signet/New American
Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Translated 
From The French & With An Introduction By Donald M. Frame. 512 pages. 
paperback. CW434. Inventory # 31420. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - 'His greatest and most complex play' - this is the 
assessment of Moliere's The Misanthrope made by noted French scholar Professor
Donald M. Frame, who has selected and given memorable new translations to the 
seven plays in this volume. Written during the triumphant final years of Moliere's 
career, these works represent the mature flowering of his artistry, and the most 
profound development of his vision of humanity. They are essential to appreciating 
the full genius of the playwright who remains 'the greatest and best - loved French 
author, and comic author, who ever lived. To the reader as well as the spectator, 
today as well as three centuries ago, the appeal of his plays is immediate and 
durable; they are both instantly accessible and inexhaustible.' Henri Peyre of Yale 
University comments on Donald M. Frame's translation: 'His Moliere will be the 
English Moliere for a long time. His language is tactfully colloquial, his style is 
flowing and varied. He has fully succeeded in giving us a true, accurate and poetical
Moliere.' Includes: THE MISANTHROPE, THE DOCTOR IN SPITE OF HIMSELF, 
THE MISER, THE WOULD - BE GENTLEMAN, THE MISCHIEVOUS 
MACHINATIONS OF SCAPIN, THE LEARNED WOMEN, & THE IMAGINARY 
INVALID.

Jean-Baptiste Poquelin, known by his stage name Molière (1622–1673), was a 
French playwright and actor who is considered to be one of the greatest masters of
comedy in Western literature. Among Molière's best-known works are The 
Misanthrope, The School for Wives, Tartuffe, The Miser, The Imaginary Invalid, and
The Bourgeois Gentleman.
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Molinaro, Ursule. Mirrors For Small Beasts. New York. 1960. Noonday Press. 1st 
Edition. Noonday Original. Very Good in Wrappers. Woodcuts by Nancy Webb. 46 
pages. paperback. Inventory # 13332. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ursule Molinaro's first book published in the United 
States was MIRRORS FOR SMALL BEASTS' (Noonday Press) in 1960. That year 
she was also one of the founders of Chelsea magazine, a literary journal.

In a career that spanned five decades, Ursule Molinaro wrote 14 novels, 4 
collections of short fiction and 18 one-act plays. She also translated books and was 
fluent in five languages. Born in Paris, Ms. Molinaro was educated at the Sorbonne
and the University of London, and studied medicine in Florence, Italy. Jailed for 
harboring Jews in Paris during World War II, she escaped and joined the 
Resistance. After the war she became a freelance journalist and soon published her
first book, a collection of fables. She came to New York in the 1950's to work as a 
simultaneous translator at the United Nations and adopted English as her primary 
language.
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Molinaro, Ursule. Thirteen: Stories. Kingston. 1989. McPherson & Company. 1st 
American Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0929701011. 122 pages. 
paperback. Cover: Ursule Molinaro. Inventory # 33009. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In an advance assessment of this collection of short 
stories, novelist Joseph McElroy remarked: ‘As erotic in their energy as they are 
poignantly unpredictable, these fictions challenge us to be as brave and free as any
reincarnation we might imagine. They are mirrors and windows, reflecting a lifetime
of dazzling invention.’ Ursule Molinaro has written more than 200 stories which have
appeared in scores of journals, including Evergreen Review, Denver Quarterly, New
American Review, Bennington Review, Best American Short Stories and 
TriQuarterly. The stories collected here represent some of her most exceptional 
pieces from the past 20 years: An unhappily married woman compulsively 
eavesdrops on her neighbor's daily trysts; a filmmaker photographs the brutal attack
of her psychotic lover; a disincarnated spirit witnesses the charity sale of her worldly
possessions; a rebellious slave is given his freedom--and a rebellious slave of his 
own; a sanguine young career woman ends her Hawaiian holiday in a violent 
collision with the local culture. These are 13 tales of intensely private worlds where 
the bizarre is a quietly insistent force - ‘an unbalanced, violent world,’ writes Kirkus 
Reviews, ‘where the distance between people is always too wide for them to cross.’

In a career that spanned five decades, Ursule Molinaro wrote 14 novels, 4 
collections of short fiction and 18 one-act plays. She also translated books and was 
fluent in five languages. Born in Paris, Ms. Molinaro was educated at the Sorbonne
and the University of London, and studied medicine in Florence, Italy. Jailed for 
harboring Jews in Paris during World War II, she escaped and joined the 
Resistance. After the war she became a freelance journalist and soon published her
first book, a collection of fables. She came to New York in the 1950's to work as a 
simultaneous translator at the United Nations and adopted English as her primary 
language.
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Molloy, Sylvia. Certificate of Absence. Austin. 1989. University Of Texas Press. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0292711220. Translated from the 
Spanish by Daniel Balderston. Texas Pan American Series. 125 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket illustration by Anita M. DeAngelis. Inventory # 17274. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Certificate of Absence is the first novel of the Argentinian
scholar-critic Sylvia Molloy. Innovative in its treatment of women’s relationships and 
in its assertion of woman’s right to author her own text, the novel has won wide 
approval in Latin America and the United States. The novel centers around a woman
writing in a small room. As she writes, remembering a past relationship and 
anticipating a future one, the room becomes a repository for nostalgia, violence, and
desire, a space in which writing and remembering become life-sustaining 
ceremonies. The narrator reflects on the power of love to both shelter and destroy. 
She meditates on the act of writing, specifically on writing as a woman, in a voice 
that goes against the grain of established, canonical voices. Latin American male 
writers are prone to self-portrayal in their texts. CERTIFICATE OF ABSENCE is one
of the few novels by Latin American women that successfully use this technique to 
open new windows on women’s experiences. ‘CERTIFICATE OF ABSENCE is 
significant not only because it is masterfully constructed as a work of fiction, but also
because it seems to go against the grain of a more recognizable, and more 
established, Latin American literary tradition. In that sense, the novel is in the 
tradition of Onetti and Felisberto Hernández, whose works are widely read and 
recognized for their craft, but whose fictional strategies resist the acceptable 
patterns for inclusion in a literary canon.’ - OSCAR MONTERO,LEHMAN 
COLLEGE, CUNY.

Sylvia Molloy is an Argentine writer and critic who has taught at Princeton, Yale and
NYU, from where she retired in 2010. At NYU she held the Albert Schweitzer Chair 
in the Humanities. She is the author of two novels.
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Mondavi, Robert / Mondavi, Margrit Biever / Dille, Caroly. Seasons of the Vineyard.
New York. 1996. Simon & Schuster. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0684807580. 224 pages. hardcover. Signed by Both Robert & Magrit Mondavi. 
Jacket design by Marc Cohen. Inventory # 22392. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Every year, hundreds of thousands of visitors from all 
over the world visit the Robert Mondavi Winery in California’s Napa Valley for tours, 
tastings, concerts, festivals, and other culinary and cultural events. In SEASONS OF
THE VINEYARD. Robert and Margrit Biever Mondavi invite you to share the bounty
of their table with more than 100 glorious dishes from the Mondavi family, the 
Vineyard Room chefs, and the great culinary talents who have cooked at the winery.
The Mondavis live the time-honored traditions that value family and community, with
food and wine as partners that contribute to well-being and happiness. Their 
pleasure and their mission have been to deepen their own understanding of the food
arts and to share their knowledge with as many people as possible. The menus and
more than 100 recipes in this book, beautifully illustrated by more than 75 
photographs, are arranged according to season and use ingredients at the peak of 
their flavor. Any of the recipes in the book can be combined to create meals that suit
you best, with the best ingredients that are available to you. Whether you enjoy the 
lively Seared Sea Scallops with Citrus-Ginger Vinaigrette or homey Apple Tart with
Almond Custard in the autumn, deeply flavorful Lamb Shanks with Red Wine and 
White Beans in the winter, spicy Hot Pineapple Curry and Yellow Rice in the spring,
or the elegantly simple Fusilli with Vinegar-Marinated Zucchini in the summer, the 
food is sophisticated and utterly delicious.

Robert Mondavi, Chairman of the Robert Mondavi Winery, and his wife, Margrit 
Biever Mondavi, director of the vineyard's special events program, live and produce
great wine and meals in California's Napa Valley.
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Monfried, Lucia. The Daddies Boat. New York. 1990. Dutton. 1st Edition. Very Good
in Dustjacket. 0525445846. Illustrated by Michele Chessare. 32 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 14244. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A child looks forward to the weekend when the boat 
brings her mother to their vacation home.

Lucia Monfried is a children’s book author and a senior editor at Dial Books for 
Young Readers/Penguin/Random House.
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Monikova, Libuse. The Facade. New York. 1991. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0394572505. Translated from the German by John E. Woods. 
375 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Donald Keene. Jacket design by Archie
Ferguson. Inventory # 15512. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From Libuse Moniková - one of the first important female
voices from Central Europe - an explosive act of the imagination: a funny and 
picaresque novel whose first part, Inner Bohemia, assembles the players and sets 
the ground rules for the mad romp of the second, Outer Siberia. The players are the
raison d’être behind the novel’s subtitle: M.N.O.P.Q. are the artists Maltzahn, Orten,
and Podol, who’ve shrewdly arranged (in Part One) to undertake the apparently 
unending task of restoring the frescoes of Friedland, Bohemia’s greatest 
Renaissance castle; and Nordanc and Qvietone, two archivists, one charmingly gay,
the other endearingly pedantic; and their lovers, friends, and enemies. As they 
reinvent the intricate frescoes of the grand myths past, these men give their own 
lives and loves historical and artistic meaning. In Outer Siberia, Maltzahn, Orten, 
Podol, Nordanc and Qvietone are on their way to Japan to work on an extremely 
unlikely fresco commission when they are kidnapped (sort of) by bored Russian 
academics of the Siberian Academy of Sciences in Akademgorodok. Their 
subsequent adventures are a study in the art of writing satire, as Russians and 
Czechs recapitulate their furious mutual history against the savage and icy beauty of
the Siberian landscape, simultaneously chronicling Czechoslovakia’s journey into 
the twentieth century and allowing the reader, as well, to rethink Part One, which 
now takes on new meaning and directions. Brilliantly translated by John E. Woods, 
THE FAÇADE comprises politics and romance and hilarity - a triumph of the literary 
imagination and the debut of a wonderful new voice in European literature.

Libuše Moníková (30 August 1945 in Prague – 12 January 1998 in Berlin) was a 
Czech writer, publishing in the German language. In 1968, following the Warsaw 
Pact invasion of Czechoslovakia, she left to Western Germany.
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Monroe, Mary. God Still Don't Like Ugly. New York. 2003. Dafina/Kensington Books.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1575669129. 311 pages. hardcover.
Signed by the Author. Cover illustration by Gary Kelley. Inventory # 34685. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this haunting and powerful novel, national bestselling 
author Mary Monroe revisits Annette Goode, Rhoda Nelson, and the other 
unforgettable characters she introduced in God Still Don't Like Ugly. After five years,
Annette is ready to reach out—cautiously—to her troubled girlhood companion, 
Rhoda. It is a necessary reunion—and one that will change Annette's life forever. 
God Still Don't Like Ugly. Growing up, Annette Goode thought all men were as low-
down as the father who abandoned her. There was Mr. Boatwright, the boarder who
abused her for years—until her best friend Rhoda murdered him. And what about 
the men she slept with to earn the money she needed to run away from her life? 
None of them was exactly the picture of chivalry. But now, after decades of soul 
searching and heartache, Annette has reunited with the father she never really 
knew. She's severed all ties with the dangerously unstable Rhoda. And finally her 
real life has started to take shape. Or so she thinks. Things start to fall apart at—of 
all places—Annette's own pre-wedding celebration, where a guest reveals that the 
beautiful bride-to-be once turned tricks for a living. When her fiancé pulls a 
disappearing act, Annette reunites with Pee Wee Davis—the man who has been her
on-again, off-again sweetheart since childhood. It's not a great life, but it's a pretty 
good one. Yet Annette still holds the secret of her ex-friend Rhoda's murderous past
deep in her heart. She knows it's a burden that will torment her until she can put it to
rest. So when Rhoda suddenly walks back into her life, Annette must decide what 
she should believe—and what she can forgive—as she tries to salvage the one 
relationship that she just can't seem to let go.

Mary Monroe is a New York Times bestselling African-American fiction author. Her 
first novel, The Upper Room, was published by St. Martin's Press in 1985. She is 
best known for her novel God Don't Like Ugly.
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Montague-Smith, Patrick. The Royal Family Pop-Up Book. New York. 1984. Bounty
Books/Crown. Hardcover Edition. Very Good in Hardcover. 0517446502. A Pop-Up
Book. Illustrated by Roger Payne. unpaginated. hardcover. Cover illustration by 
Roger Payne. Inventory # 17618. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Call it a souvenir or a memento, here is a fascinating 
record of one of the most exciting periods in the lives of the Royal Family. Faithfully
depicted in outstanding artwork are six scenes from the past few years to date 
showing the best-loved family in the land in a variety of settings, and moving! Surely
never before has a family been so often photographed or painted, so seldom does 
one see a new image. These ‘pop-up’ scenes supplu several.

Patrick Montague-Smith was born in 1920, the only child of Major Vernon Montague-
Smith and his wife Sybil, daughter of William Bourne. He was educated at Mercers'
School, and served in the RASC from 1940 to 1946, after which he joined Debrett as
Assistant Editor, becoming Editor on his predecessor’s retirement in 1962. Among 
his books are Royal Line of Succession in 1853 and The Royal Wedding of H.R.H. 
Princess Anne and Captain Mark Phillips in 1973 and also Debrett’s Correct Form, 
which has been published in three editions, 1970, 1976, and 1978. He is also well 
known for one other book, Country Life Book of the Silver Jubilee, which was a best
seller in 1977. He also wrote numerous other books and articles for national 
magazines and newspapers and established himself as the ultimate authority on the
Peerage and Baronetage. He was a fellow of the Society of Genealogists and was 
widely regarded as one of the foremost genealogists in Great Britain. He died in 
1986.
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Montale, Eugenio. It Depends: A Poet's Notebook. New York. 1980. New Directions.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0811207730. 
Translated from the Italian & with an introduction by G. Singh. 170 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket photograph courtesy of Arnoldo Mondadori Editore. Design by 
Denise Breslin. Inventory # 9359. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Eugenio Montale's It Depends: A Poet's Notebook 
(Quaderno di quattro anni, 1977) appeared in Italy during the Nobel laureate's 
eighty-second year. The sardonic force of his shrewd observations of the 
contemporary scene remains unblunted even as the poet has become more 
involved with the everyday, more private, more self-revealing. Since the publication
of Ossi di seppia (Cuttlefish Bones, 1925) over fifty years ago, the importance to our
identities of links with the past has been a recurrent theme in Montale's work; here it
gains even greater prominence as the poet attempts to find catchholds and 
constancies in an unstable world, finally to accede to ‘precariousness the muse of 
our time.’ Professor G. Singh, head of the department of Italian language and 
literature at The Queen's University of Belfast, comments in his introduction to this 
bilingual edition: ‘It is the essence of Montale's modernity that in spite of its 
dependence on pun and parody, satire and sarcasm, it is firmly rooted in the 
fundamental sobriety and integrity of his character. He has not only tried, but tried 
supremely well to acquire 'a modern soul,' and what he has paid for so dearly is our
gain as well as his, a lesson for us both morally and poetically.’ As in his widely 
praised edition of Montale's NEW POEMS (published by New Directions in 1976), 
Professor Singh has translated the poems with the collaboration of the poet and 
provided a critical introduction and notes. The Italian originals are printed en face.

Eugenio Montale (October 12, 1896 – September 12, 1981) was an Italian poet, 
prose writer, editor and translator, winner of the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1975. 
He is widely considered the greatest Italian lyric poet since Giacomo Leopardi.
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Montale, Eugenio. New Poems. New York. 1976. New Directions. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With A Few Small Tears. 
0811205983. Translated from the Italian by G. Singh. 124 pages. hardcover. Jacket
photograph by Ralph Gibson. Jacket design by Gertrude Hudson. Inventory # 8158.
$20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Eugenio Montale’s NEW POEMS - a selection in English
translation from Satura (1971) and Diario del ‘71 e del ‘72, the 1975 Nobel Prize-
winning author’s most recent collections - represents a new departure in this major 
poet’s work. After the death of his wife, Mosca, Montale wrote a series of poems, 
Xenia, inspired by his memories of her, which in terms of technique, style, and 
language are unique in Italian literature. In some ways, they will remind the English-
speaking reader of the verse Thomas Hardy composed after the death of his first 
wife, although, as the critic F. R. Leavis points out in his prefatory essay, Montale’s 
is a more subtle and diverse art. In addition to Xenia and other poems evoked by the
poet’s wife, this volume includes witty, ironical, and satirical pieces in which Montale
displays his flair for linguistic innovation as well as his sharp critical intelligence. 
Through the extraordinary invention, formal as well as substantive, in his latest 
verse, Montale makes the Italian language perform in poetry in ways it has never 
done before, thereby demonstrating his right to be considered one of the great 
originators of twentieth-century poetry. The contents of NEW POEMS were chosen 
in close collaboration with Montale himself.

Eugenio Montale (October 12, 1896 – September 12, 1981) was an Italian poet, 
prose writer, editor and translator, winner of the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1975. 
He is widely considered the greatest Italian lyric poet since Giacomo Leopardi.
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Montale, Eugenio. New Poems. New York. 1976. New Directions. 1st American 
Edition. Previous Owner’s Name Penned in Front and Very Good in Worn 
Dustjacket With Some Small Pieces MIssing. 0811205983. Translated from the 
Italian by G. Singh. 124 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by Ralph Gibson. 
Jacket design by Gertrude Hudson. Inventory # 43267. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Eugenio Montale’s NEW POEMS - a selection in English
translation from Satura (1971) and Diario del ‘71 e del ‘72, the 1975 Nobel Prize-
winning author’s most recent collections - represents a new departure in this major 
poet’s work. After the death of his wife, Mosca, Montale wrote a series of poems, 
Xenia, inspired by his memories of her, which in terms of technique, style, and 
language are unique in Italian literature. In some ways, they will remind the English-
speaking reader of the verse Thomas Hardy composed after the death of his first 
wife, although, as the critic F. R. Leavis points out in his prefatory essay, Montale’s 
is a more subtle and diverse art. In addition to Xenia and other poems evoked by the
poet’s wife, this volume includes witty, ironical, and satirical pieces in which Montale
displays his flair for linguistic innovation as well as his sharp critical intelligence. 
Through the extraordinary invention, formal as well as substantive, in his latest 
verse, Montale makes the Italian language perform in poetry in ways it has never 
done before, thereby demonstrating his right to be considered one of the great 
originators of twentieth-century poetry. The contents of NEW POEMS were chosen 
in close collaboration with Montale himself.

Eugenio Montale (October 12, 1896 – September 12, 1981) was an Italian poet, 
prose writer, editor and translator, winner of the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1975. 
He is widely considered the greatest Italian lyric poet since Giacomo Leopardi.
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Montale, Eugenio. Selected Poems. Middlesex. 1969. Penguin Books. 1st Penguin
Modern European Poets Paperback Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers.
0140420991. Penguin Modern European Poets series. Translated from the Italian by
George Kay. 126 pages. paperback. Inventory # 16913. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Since the publication of Ossi di Seppia, his first volume 
of poems, in 1925, Eugenio Montale has come to be seen in Italy as ‘the poet’ of this
century. His reputation is now international. Truth is the only star Montale has 
followed. Leaning neither to the right nor the left, favouring neither the Catholic 
church nor the Communist party, he has stood on his own and kept his perception 
completely clear. His poetry can be difficult, even obscure; but frequently it reflects 
life in a strong, musical diction which has been compared to that of T.S. Eliot.

Eugenio Montale (October 12, 1896 – September 12, 1981) was an Italian poet, 
prose writer, editor and translator, winner of the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1975. 
He is widely considered the greatest Italian lyric poet since Giacomo Leopardi.
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Montemayor, Carlos. Blood Relations. Kaneohe. 1995. Plover Press. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0917635167. Introduction by Carlos Fuentes. 
Translated from the Spanish by Dale Carter & Alfonso Gonzalez. 112 pages. 
hardcover. Cover Illustration by Mirta Toledo. Cover Design by Design etc. Inventory
# 21307. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - BLOOD RELATIONS is the story of Refugio, whose 
family has worked in the mines of Northern Mexico for generations. His grandfather
dies of silicosis, while his father is reduced to part-time work, but Refugio plans to 
follow in their footsteps. He takes it as rejection when his brother, Antonio, refuses to
let him enter the mines. Then Antonio, too, begins spitting blood, and once more the
pageantry of flowers and a black casket repeats itself. Refugio has been saved, but
only to know the agony of watching helplessly as the one who sacrificed himself 
slowly wastes away. To read BLOOD RELATIONS is to know the daily round of the
miners, which runs to such trivia as cigarettes, sex, sleep, food, money, and a sort of
divine communion which occurs in the silence before a blast. A native of the mining 
region of which he writes, Montemayor comments indirectly through parodies of the
sacrament of extreme unction, in which forgiveness is asked for things no ordinary 
human could have possibly avoided doing: preferring the smell of the rain, the grass,
the river to the acrid odor of God. ‘May God forgive you for living,’ he says at one 
point. ‘Had you repented of the life God gave you, He would have given you silence
and repose sooner.’ Implicit in Blood Relations is a view of the human condition as 
predetermined, tragic, and above all self-contradictory. It is a story of social injustice
raised to the level of poetry.

Carlos Montemayor (Parral, Chihuahua, June 13, 1947 – Mexico City, February 28,
2010) was a Mexican novelist, poet, essayist, literary critic, tenor, political analyst, 
and promoter of contemporary literature written in indigenous languages. He was a
Member of the Mexican Academy of the Language. Montemayor died of stomach 
cancer on February 28, 2010.
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Montero, Mayra. Dancing To 'Almendra'. New York. 2007. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374102775. Translated from the 
Spanish by Edith Grossman. 265 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Charlotte 
Strick. Inventory # 19590. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Havana, 1957. On the same day that the Mafia capo 
Umberto Anastasia is assassinated in a barber’s chair in New York, a hippopotamus
escapes from the Havana zoo and is shot and killed by its pursuers. Assigned to 
cover the zoo story, Joaquín Porrata, a young Cuban journalist, instead finds himself
embroiled in the mysterious connections between the hippo’s death and the 
mobster’s when a secretive zookeeper whispers to him that he ‘knows too much.’ In
exchange for a promise to introduce the keeper to his idol, the film star George Raft,
now the host of the Capri Casino, Joaquín gets information that ensnares him in an
ever-thickening plot of murder, mobsters, and, finally, love. The love story is, of 
course, another mystery. Told by Yolanda, a beautiful ex-circus performer now 
working for the famed cabaret San Souci, it interleaves through Joaquín’s 
underworld investigations, eventually revealing a family secret deeper even than 
Havana’s brilliantly evoked enigmas. In Dancing to ‘Almendra,’ Mayra Montero has 
created an ardent and thrilling tale of innocence lost, of Havana’s secret world that is
‘the basis for the clamor of the city,’ and of the end of a violent era of fantastic 
characters and extravagant crimes. Based on the true history of a bewitching city 
and its denizens, Almendra is the latest ‘triumph’ (Library Journal) from one of Latin
America’s most impassioned and intoxicating voices.

Mayra Montero (born 1952) is a well-known Cuban-Puerto Rican writer. Montero's 
first book was a collection of short stories, Twenty-Three and a Turtle. Her second 
book, a novel titled The Braid of the Beautiful Moon, was a finalist for the Herralde 
awards, one of Europe's most prestigious literary awards.
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Montero, Mayra. In the Palm of Darkness. New York. 1997. Harper Collins. Advance
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 0060187034. Translated from the 
Spanish by Edith Grossman. paperback. Inventory # 23789. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The quest for an elusive amphibian in the mountains of 
violence-torn Haiti brings together an unlikely pair of hunters-American herpetologist
Victor Grigg and his Haitian guide Thierry Adrien-whose individual stories unfold and
intertwine in a mesmerizing tale of love, sex, and fraternal rivalry; of the propagation
and extinction of species in the natural world; and of the mysterious forces of nature
that govern the fate of all living creatures. No one can explain the catastrophic 
disappearance of various species of amphibians all over the world, including the 
‘blood frog’ (grenouille du sang) pursued with heartbreaking single-mindedness by 
Victor and Thierry from the bloody Mont des Enfan Perdus-littered with corpses, the
work of Haitian niacoutes (thugs)-to the remote Casetouches. Significantly, Thierry’s
father was also a hunter, but his quarry was another species of fauna, wandering 
packs of the living dead (zombies). The rich and tragic tale of Thierry’s family, his life
and loves, and his curious destiny, informs the obsessive search of the two men 
from different cultures. Thierry’s story opens a window onto another way of 
understanding the world, an Afro-Caribbean perspective at odds with the reason and
logic of Western science represented by Victor. Cuban-born Mayra Montero weaves
a darkly suggestive tapestry of Haitian lore and character in a novel of the 
Caribbean that will intrigue and unsettle.

Mayra Montero (born 1952) is a well-known Cuban-Puerto Rican writer. Montero's 
first book was a collection of short stories, Twenty-Three and a Turtle. Her second 
book, a novel titled The Braid of the Beautiful Moon, was a finalist for the Herralde 
awards, one of Europe's most prestigious literary awards.
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Montgomery, Gayle B. and Johnson, James W. One Step From the White House: 
The Rise and Fall of Senator William F. Knowland. Berkeley. 1999. University Of 
California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0520211944. 361 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 26677. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - During the Cold War years of the 1950s, William F. 
Knowland was one of the most important figures in American politics. As the 
Republican leader of the U.S. Senate, the wealthy California newspaper heir was 
recognized and respected by millions. His influence with President Eisenhower led 
to Earl Warren's appointment as chief justice, and Knowland set in motion a U.S.-
China policy that remains part of our international direction today. Yet he committed
suicide in 1974, following a personal decline that included political humiliation, a 
ruined marriage, and the loss of his family fortune. This is the first full-scale 
biography of Bill Knowland, written by two journalists who came to know him after he
left Washington in 1958. Gayle B. Montgomery was a political editor at the Oakland
Tribune, the newspaper owned by Knowland's father, the power-wielding Joseph R.
Knowland. James W. Johnson was a Tribune editorial writer. Both men worked with
Knowland when he returned to the newspaper after giving up his Senate seat in a 
failed bid to become governor of California. Knowland lost the governorship race to
Edmund G. (Pat) Brown; had he won, many observers felt Knowland would have 
had a clear shot at the White House. This is a book not only about Mr. Republican, 
but also one that illuminates the strengths and deficiencies of Republican party 
politics during the years when the party was at its zenith. In portraying the life of Bill
Knowland, the authors cast a glaring light both on the machinations of political 
power and on the Republican establishment's aspirations in the Warren-Eisenhower
era.

Gayle B. Montgomery is a former political editor of the Oakland Tribune. He now 
lives in Concord, California. James W. Johnson is Associate Professor of Journalism
at the University of Arizona, Tucson.
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Montgomery, L.M. Anne of the Island. New York. 1991. Signet/New American 
Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0451525345.
Afterword By Elizabeth Waterson and Mary Rubio. 248 pages. paperback. CE2534.
Inventory # 30309. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The irrepressible Anne Shirley is dreaming of the woman
she hopes to be when she decides to leave Green Gables and her beloved Prince 
Edward Island for college. Eager for a new adventure, high - spirited Anne still has a
special way of viewing the world and touching our hearts. But now she faces hard 
choices about her secret aspiration to be a writer - and her hopes of finding the right
person to love. Homesickness and a grumpy professor may make Anne doubt she 
should be a Redmond College coed, even if old friends Gilbert Blythe and Priscilla 
Grant are there to share the challenges and the surprises. And when Anne receives
unexpected marriage proposals from the most unlikely young men, she may shock 
friends and Islanders alike with her decision! Then, after tragedy teaches Anne an 
unforgettable lesson, she is ready to make the most important choice off all. as we 
delight in having another warm, wonderful ANNE OF GREEN GABLES story to 
cherish and enjoy.

Lucy Maud Montgomery (November 30, 1874 – April 24, 1942), publicly known as L.
M. Montgomery, was a Canadian author best known for a series of novels beginning
in 1908 with Anne of Green Gables.
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Montgomery, Sy. Journey of the Pink Dolphins: An Amazon Quest. New York. 2000.
Simon & Schuster. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 068484558x. 317
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 27661. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When Sy Montgomery ventured into the Amazon to 
unlock the mysteries of the littleknown pink dolphins, she found ancient whales that
plied the Amazon River at dawn and dusk, swam through treetops in flooded forests,
and performed underwater ballets with their flexible bodies. But she soon found out 
that to know the botos, as the dolphins are locally called, you must also know the 
people who live among them. And so in Journey of the Pink Dolphins, Montgomery-
part naturalist, part poet, part Indiana Jones-winds her way through watery 
tributaries and riverside villages, searching for botos and hearing the tales of locals
who believe these ethereal dolphins are shape-shifters-creatures that emerge from 
the water as splendidly dressed men or women only to enchant their human 
onlookers, capture their souls, and then carry them away.

Sy Montgomery (born February 7, 1958), is a naturalist, author and scriptwriter who
writes for children as well as adults. She is author of more than 20 books, including
The Soul of an Octopus: A Surprising Exploration into the Wonder of 
Consciousness, which was a finalist for the 2015 National Book Award for Nonfiction
and was a New York Times Bestseller. Her most popular book is The Good Good 
Pig, the bestselling memoir of life with her pig, Christopher Hogwood. Her other 
notable titles include Journey of the Pink Dolphins, Spell of the Tiger, and Search for
the Golden Moon Bear. She has been described as "part Indiana Jones, part Emily
Dickinson". Her book for children, Quest for the Tree Kangaroo: An Expedition to the
Cloud Forest of New Guinea was the recipient of the 2007 Orbis Pictus Award and 
was selected as an Honor book for the ALA Sibert Award.
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Moon, Bucklin. Without Magnolias. New York. 1950. Pocket Books. 1st Pocket Book
Paperback Printing. Good in Wrappers. Winner of the George Washington Carver 
Award. 374 pages. paperback. 697. Inventory # 35489. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘I LEAVE ‘EM ALONE. They doan mess with me.’ That 
was how Luther got along with white folks. But his sisters refused to accept his 
‘Uncle Tom’ attitude. Bessie ‘escaped’ by marrying a young college professor of her
own race. But the old taboos returned to taunt her when her husband was forced to 
resign. The white college board didn’t like his out- spoken articles on racial 
discrimination. Alberta fled to New York’s Harlem. There she tried to build a life for 
herself. But she soon learned that even in the ‘liberal North’’ a Negro can go just so 
far. These are the people of WITHOUT MAGNOLIAS. This is their story. Where do 
they go from here?

Bucklin Renssalear Moon was born on May 13, 1911, in Eau Claire, Wisconsin. His
parents were Chester D. Moon, a lumberman in the Midwest, and Edith Bucklin 
Moon. While at Rollins College, he became friendly with Zora Neale Hurston, who 
visited the college's creative writing class regularly and presented her folk plays in 
the college theater. Although he later edited The Doubleday Anthology in 1962, 
Moon's writing career largely ended when the U. S. House of Representatives Un-
American Activities Committee accused him, along with Marlon Brando, Judy 
Holliday, Lee J. Cobb, and others, of being part of the Communist peace initiative. A
fiction editor for Collier's Magazine at the time, he denied the charge and fought it. 
When Collier's fired him in 1953, Commonweal compared him to Joseph K. in 
Kafka's The Trial. Unemployed, divorced, and depressed, he attempted suicide. 
Eventually he returned to editing and married Ann Curtis Brown, but he realized that
his life had changed profoundly. Moon headed for Marco Island. He was an avid 
fisherman and had always been attracted to the water. He returned to New York 
only one more time to collect his dogs, Mumsie and Alice, who were being cared for
by Marion Heldt. Marion, whom he called the Dog Lady, later married Moon after the
death of Ann Curtis Brown. They eventually settled in Tavernier, Florida. Bucklin 
Moon died September 19, 1984 in Plantation Key, Florida.
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Moon, Kamilah Aisha. Starshine & Clay. Lebanon. 2017. Four Way. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781935536956. Stahlecker Selections. 128 
pages. paperback. Inventory # 41836. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - We are making our lives up "here on this bridge / 
between starshine and clay" (Lucille Clifton). Addressing tough circumstances 
tenderly, this book is about life-what we inherit, what we create, what shapes us, 
what's possible.

The recipient of fellowships, awards, and honors, Kamilah Aisha moon holds an 
MFA from Sarah Lawrence College and has taught for many institutions. Her work 
has been featured widely. Moon’s poetry collection She Has a Name (Four
Way Books 2013) was a finalist for the Lambda Literary Award and the Audre Lorde
Award from the Publishing Triangle.
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Moore, Brian. An Answer From Limbo. Boston. 1962. Atlantic/Little Brown. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket With Tear Mark On Back Cover. 322 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Rob Howard. Inventory # 3601. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In AN ANSWER FROM LIMBO, Brendan Tierney, a 
thirty-year-old Irishman who has emigrated to New York City, is supporting himself,
his wife, and their two bratty children by working for a magazine while also trying to
write his first novel. Moved to competitive action by a younger friend's 
announcement that his own novel will soon be published, Brendan hits on what he 
regards as a great solution to speeding his creative career: He brings his mother 
from Belfast to look after the children, encourages his wife, Jane, to take a job, quits
his own, and devotes himself unreservedly to writing.

Brian Moore (25 August 1921 – 11 January 1999), who has been described as 'one
of the few genuine masters of the contemporary novel', was a novelist and 
screenwriter from Northern Ireland who emigrated to Canada and later lived in the 
United States. He was acclaimed for the descriptions in his novels of life in Northern
Ireland after the Second World War, in particular his explorations of the inter-
communal divisions of The Troubles. He was awarded the James Tait Black 
Memorial Prize in 1975 and the inaugural Sunday Express Book of the Year award 
in 1987, and he was shortlisted for the Booker Prize three times (in 1976, 1987 and
1990). Moore also wrote screenplays and several of his books were made into films.
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Moore, Clement Clarke (Read by Meryl Streep). The Night Before Christmas. New 
York. Rabbit Ears/Simon & Schuster. Hardcover book with audio cassette. Very 
Good in Hardcover and Slipcase. 0887082602. Illustrated by William Cone. Music by
Sarah W. Neil. Carols by George Winston, and the Christ Church Cathedral Choir. 5
- 6 years. 40 pages. hardcover with cassette. Inventory # 43740. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Santa and his reindeer make their Christmas eve visit to 
the world's children.

Clement Clarke Moore (July 15, 1779 – July 10, 1863) was a writer and American 
Professor of Oriental and Greek Literature, as well as Divinity and Biblical Learning,
at the General Theological Seminary of the Protestant Episcopal Church, in New 
York City. The seminary was developed on land donated by Moore and it continues
on this site at Ninth Avenue between 20th and 21st streets, in an area known as 
Chelsea Square. Moore's connection with the seminary continued for more than 25 
years. Moore gained considerable wealth by subdividing and developing other parts
of his large inherited estate in what became known as the residential neighborhood
of Chelsea. Before this, the urbanized part of the city ended at Houston Street on 
Manhattan island. For 10 years, Moore also served as a board member of the New
York Institution for the Blind. He is credited and is most widely known as the author
of the Christmas poem "A Visit from St. Nicholas", first published anonymously in 
1823. It later became widely known as "'Twas the Night Before Christmas" and has
been published in numerous illustrated versions in various languages. Scholars 
debate the identity of the author, calling on textual and handwriting analysis as well
as other historical sources.
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Moore, Gerald and Beier, Ulli (editors). Modern Poetry From Africa. Baltimore. 1966.
Penguin Books. Reprinted Penguin African Library. Very Good in Wrappers. 268 
pages. paperback. AP7. Inventory # 33238. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘LEWIS NKOSI, the South African journalist, wrote 
recently in the Observer,’ Black consciousness really begins with the shock of 
discovery that one is not only black but is also non-white.’ The resonance of this 
remark extends in many directions and will find its peculiar echoes in many 
situations. The black South African makes this discovery through being utterly 
rejected by a hostile white-dominated society. But his particular plight, tragic enough
in itself, is not of much significance so far as the origin of the following poems is 
concerned. The discovery may, however, be made in utterly different circumstances.
The French African made it precisely because of his acceptance - on certain terms -
by a metropolitan white society. This society was quite prepared to forgive him his 
colour just so long as he would clothe it decently in the culture, religion, and 
manners of a Western civilization. The effect of this approach was to force upon him
a reappraisal of what it meant to be a non-white in such a situation. Had his colour 
really no more significance than this? Was he not, after all, rather a black man 
existing in his own rich if ruined world than a non-white entering on sufferance into 
another? Thus the effect of the policy of assimilation was to turn the attention of the
assimile back upon the one factor which the colonizer wanted him to forget - his 
blackness. Smothered by the paternal embrace of metropolitan culture, he escaped 
from it to examine his own with fresh eyes and new understanding.’ - from the 
Introduction by the Editors.

Gerald Moore (born 1924) is an independent scholar living in Worthing, England. He
was educated at Emmanuel College, Cambridge. He has taught at many 
universities, including Sussex, Hong Kong, Makerere, Ife, Port Harcourt, Jos and the
University of Wisconsin-Madison. His last teaching post was at Trieste. He is 
primarily a scholar of contemporary African anglophone and francophone poetry. Ulli
Beier, having acted as a catalyst in the publication of Nigerian writers and the 
showing of Nigerian artists, is now in charge of the teaching of literature in English in
the University of Papua and New Guinea.
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Moore, Kevin D. Jacques Henri Lartigue: The Invention of an Artist. Princeton. 2004.
Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0691120021. 70 dutones. 40 halftones. 272 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36039. 
$70

FROM THE PUBLISHER - As a young boy, Jacques Henri Lartigue (1894-1986) set
about passionately recording his life in photographs, first documenting his domestic
circle and later capturing the auto races, air shows, and fashionable watering holes
of the Belle Époque. His images have so bewitched modern viewers that even 
scholars have failed to see them clearly. In Jacques Henri Lartigue: The Invention of
an Artist, Kevin Moore puts to rest the long-held myth of Lartigue as a naïve boy 
genius whose creations were based on instinct alone. Moore begins by exploring the
milieu in which Lartigue became a photographer, examining his father’s crucial role 
in teaching him the latest techniques as well as the larger context of the turn-of-the-
century craze for amateur photography. Two events brought Lartigue before the 
public eye in America and created the Lartigue myth: In the summer of 1963, the 
first exhibition of Lartigue’s work in the United States was held at the Museum of 
Modern Art, which hailed him as an important modernist photographer, a forerunner
of the art-documentary style of the 1960s. That fall, Life magazine published a 
feature presenting his work as an optimistic and sentimental prologue to World War 
I. Both treatments portrayed him as a naïve genius and Lartigue happily participated
in shaping this new persona. In Jacques Henri Lartigue: The Invention of an Artist, 
Moore successfully challenges the Lartigue myth using examples from popular 
magazines and the cinema. Illustrated with more than fifty of Lartigue’s photographs
and drawings as well as press imagery from the period, the book offers a radical 
reassessment of the photographer and his work.

Kevin Moore is Henry Luce Foundation Research Associate in the American Art 
Department at the Fogg Art Museum, Harvard University.
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Moore, Michael. Dude, Where's My Country?. New York. 2003. Warner Books. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0446532231. 251 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by P.R. Brown. Inventory # 12130. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Michael Moore is on a mission in his new book: Regime
Change. The man who slithered into the White House on tracks greased by his 
daddy’s oil buddies is one of many targets in Mike’s blistering follow-up to his smash
#1 hit Stupid White Men, the biggest-selling nonfiction book of the year. Now no one
is safe: corporate barons who have bilked millions out of their employees’ lifetime 
savings, legislators who have stripped away our civil liberties in the name of 
‘homeland security,’ and even that right-wing brother-in-law of yours (yes, we all 
have one) who manages, year after year, through his babbling idiocy, to ruin 
Thanksgiving dinner.

Michael Francis Moore is an American documentary filmmaker, left-wing activist, 
and author, best known for his work on globalization and capitalism. One of his first 
films, Bowling for Columbine, examined the causes of the Columbine High School 
massacre and overall gun culture of the United States.
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Moore, Richard O. Particulars of Place. Richmond. 2015. Omnidawn 
Publishing/University Press of New England. Advance Uncorrected Proof. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 9781632430052. 6 x 9’. 96 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
41407. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Edited by Garrett Caples, Brenda Hillman, and Paul 
Ebenkamp. Introduction by Cedar Sigo. The last living member of the original circle
of Anarcho-pacifist poets at the birth of the San Francisco Renaissance, Richard O.
Moore presents his second book, Particulars of Place. The title poem is a meditation
on life in the twilight of American Empire, posing the question of how to live in an 
age of endless warfare. Throughout, Moore’s commitment to social justice mingles 
with his interest in Wittgenstein’s linguistic philosophy, resulting in a poetic amalgam
unique to Moore himself. Reflecting a lifetime of devotion to the art of poetry, 
Particulars of Place confirms Moore’s paradoxical position as a newly emerging old
master. ‘Richard O. Moore’s poetry holds firm, as Williams put it, while searching out
all corners of the mind with intimacy and conviction, and without adornment or 
brokered sentiment. His ‘Blindness Sonnets’ alone are as moving and searing in 
their even-handed concision as any sense- driven poems I’ve read in recent years, 
and the entirety of Particulars of Place makes for an emphatically real, and 
nonetheless nourishing, world. No other poetry I know of sings from such ground.’ -
Anselm Berrigan, author of Notes From Irrelevance.

One of the early poets centered around Kenneth Rexroth, Richard O. Moore 
(February 26, 1920, San Francisco, CA - March 26, 2015) made a career in 
broadcasting as co- founder of the first U.S. listener-sponsored radio station, KPFA.
He was also an important cinéma vérité filmmaker, having directed such works as 
the 10-part series USA: Poetry (1966). Moore’s first book, Writing the Silences, was
published in 2010 by the University of California.
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Moore, Richard O. Particulars of Place. Richmond. 2015. Omnidawn 
Publishing/University Press of New England. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 9781632430052. 6 x 9’. 96 pages. paperback. Inventory #  44196. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Edited by Garrett Caples, Brenda Hillman, and Paul 
Ebenkamp. Introduction by Cedar Sigo. The last living member of the original circle
of Anarcho-pacifist poets at the birth of the San Francisco Renaissance, Richard O.
Moore presents his second book, Particulars of Place. The title poem is a meditation
on life in the twilight of American Empire, posing the question of how to live in an 
age of endless warfare. Throughout, Moore’s commitment to social justice mingles 
with his interest in Wittgenstein’s linguistic philosophy, resulting in a poetic amalgam
unique to Moore himself. Reflecting a lifetime of devotion to the art of poetry, 
Particulars of Place confirms Moore’s paradoxical position as a newly emerging old
master. ‘Richard O. Moore’s poetry holds firm, as Williams put it, while searching out
all corners of the mind with intimacy and conviction, and without adornment or 
brokered sentiment. His ‘Blindness Sonnets’ alone are as moving and searing in 
their even-handed concision as any sense- driven poems I’ve read in recent years, 
and the entirety of Particulars of Place makes for an emphatically real, and 
nonetheless nourishing, world. No other poetry I know of sings from such ground.’ -
Anselm Berrigan, author of Notes From Irrelevance.

One of the early poets centered around Kenneth Rexroth, Richard O. Moore 
(February 26, 1920, San Francisco, CA - March 26, 2015) made a career in 
broadcasting as co- founder of the first U.S. listener-sponsored radio station, KPFA.
He was also an important cinéma vérité filmmaker, having directed such works as 
the 10-part series USA: Poetry (1966). Moore’s first book, Writing the Silences, was
published in 2010 by the University of California.
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Moore, Richard O. Writing the Silences. Berkeley. 2010. University of California 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520262447. 136 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 37626. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The poems in this selection were chosen from seven full-
length manuscripts spanning nearly 60 years. Moore’s ties w/Rexroth, the Beats, &
Spicer were important to the development of his thought & poetry, but Moore’s voice
is all his own. The poem 'A Reminiscence' records one aspect of his friendship 
w/Rexroth in delicately rhymed quatrains, describing an autumn walk by the Russian
River in the 40s. Although his work from the 50s & 60s shows affinities w/that of 
Duncan & Spicer, in poems like 'The Parachutist’s Annunciation'Moore’s style is 
eclectic, hard to characterize. And in poems describing nature--e.g., 'Driving to Fort
Bragg'--often set along the wild Northern California coast, references to time & 
history open the poems in surprising ways. Moore developed a signature poetic 
style: open, spare verse that foregrounds philosophical enquiry. His poetry reflects 
aspects of his involvement w/the collective consciousness & the idea of language as
the intersection of private & public space. His poetry has continued to reflect the 
values & eclectic free-verse styles of the SF Renaissance writers: a growing interest
in experimental lyric; a blend of traditional rhymes w/unfettered prose-poetry 
('Columbia 1960'); and a growing interest in the philosophy of language as subject &
method.

One of the early poets centered around Kenneth Rexroth, Richard O. Moore made a
career in broadcasting as co- founder of the first U.S. listener-sponsored radio 
station, KPFA. He is also an important cinéma vérité filmmaker, having directed 
such works as the 10-part series USA: Poetry (1966). Moore’s first book, Writing the
Silences, was published in 2010 by the University of California. At age 95, he 
continues to write and lives in Mill Valley, CA.
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Moore, Rod Val. Igloo Among Palms. Iowa City. 1994. University Of Iowa Press. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0877454752. 131 pages. hardcover. 
Signed by the Author. Jacket art by Craig Moore - 'Dog Palm'. Inventory # 24824. 
$35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The stories in this prize-winning volume are set in 
fictional towns, along highways, and in industries on either edge of the Mexico-
California border. The author uses memory and imagination to transform these 
scenes into a defamiliarized frontera, a region of subtle misplacements and cultural
contretemps. In these engaging and extremely human stories, gringos move south 
and Mexicans move north in a search for growth and difference but find that the 
border is much more fluid, much harder to definitively cross, than they imagined.

ROD VAL MOORE was born in Ogden, Utah, but has spent most of his life in 
California, earning degrees in English from UC Berkeley and UC Davis, and a 
masters degree in linguistics from USC. He has published short stories in a variety 
of journals, including The Western Humanities Review and Prairie Schooner. In 
1994 he won the Iowa Fiction Award for his story collection, Igloo Among Palms, 
which was subsequently published by the University of Iowa Press, as well as by 
Hinterlands Press. In 2013 his novel A History of Hands won the Juniper Prize for 
Fiction, sponsored by the University of Massachusetts at Amherst, and was 
published by them in 2014. His novel with What Books Press, Brittle Star, was 
recently nominated for the International IMPAC Dublin Literary Award. Over the last 
few years he has completed residencies at the Millay Colony for the Arts in New 
York, Ragdale in Illinois, the MacDowell Colony in New Hampshire, and the Virginia
Center for Creative Arts in Amherst, Virginia. He currently teaches English, 
linguistics, and creative writing at Los Angeles Valley College, and lives in midcity L.
A. with his wife, the artist Lisa Bloomfield.
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Moore, Rosalie. Gutenberg in Strausbourg. Cedarville. 1995. Floating Island 
Publications. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers With A crease On The 
Cover. 0912449527. 1 of 1000 Copies. 128 pages. paperback. Cover: Michael 
Sykes`. Inventory # 32965. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Rosalie Moore first ventured into poetry as a teenager, 
with a poem protesting--in the grand high flown, ‘poetic’ manner-- the building of the
Golden Gate Bridge. The poem was published in the Oakland Tribune. Since that 
time she has become a widely published poet.

Rosalie Moore, Gertrude Elizabeth Moore (born October 8, 1910 Oakland, California
– 2000) was an American poet. She graduated from the University of California, 
Berkeley magna cum laude with a B.A. in 1932; with an MA in 1934. From 1935 to 
1937 she worked for KLX, and then the Census Bureau. In 1937, she attended the 
poetry-writing classes of Lawrence Hart. She joined the group of poets known as the
Activists. She married William L. Brown in 1942; they have three daughters and 
three grandchildren living in Marin County. From 1965 to 1976, she taught at the 
College of Marin. Kay Ryan was her student. Her work has been published in 
Accent, Furioso, The New Yorker, and Saturday Review. Her papers are held at 
University of Oregon library.
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Moore, Rosalie. The Grasshopper’s Man and Other Poems. New Haven. 1949. Yale
University Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. Volume 47 in 
the Yale Series of Younger Poets. 66 pages. hardcover. Inscribed by the author. 
Inventory # 41152. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘It is a good thing that we should be reminded that a 
poem is not, like a teacher, a bridge between the truth and the ignorant reader, 
which becomes superfluous once the relation between the latter two has been 
established, but is itself the terminus of a relation. It is a good thing t1at poets should
be reminded that, in poetry, only what you really feel and care about, not what you 
think you ought to feel and care about, is of any importance. ‘There are dangers in 
the activist approach, as in any approach. For instance, there is a danger that the 
detail may be cultivated at the expense of the whole poem, or the attempt to 
maintain the maximum intensity at every moment may defeat itself but it saves Miss
Moore from writing poems without a genuine impulse because one wants to write 
some poem, or thinks one ought to write a poem about this subject or that, and 
enables her, when it is successful, to produce lines of great and original beauty.’ - 
From the Foreword by W. H. Auden.

Rosalie Moore, Gertrude Elizabeth Moore (born October 8, 1910 Oakland, California
– 2000) was an American poet. She graduated from the University of California, 
Berkeley magna cum laude with a B.A. in 1932; with an MA in 1934. From 1935 to 
1937 she worked for radio station KLX, and then the Census Bureau. In 1937, she 
attended the poetry-writing classes of Lawrence Hart. She joined the group of poets
known as the Activists. She married William L. Brown in 1942; they have three 
daughters and three grandchildren living in Marin County. From 1965 to 1976, she 
taught at the College of Marin. Kay Ryan was her student. Her work has been 
published in Accent, Furioso, The New Yorker, and Saturday Review. Her papers 
are held at University of Oregon library.
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Moore, Susanna. My Old Sweetheart. Boston. 1982. Houghton Mifflin. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0395325161. 1st Book. 213 pages.
hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket painting by Billy Al Dengston - 'Honolulu 
Watercolor'. Inventory # 21729. $62.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Lily Shields grows up amid the heady atmosphere of her
mother's madness; for if Anna Shields is an island unto herself - fragile, glamorous 
and fearfully needy - Lily is the bridge that connects her to reality.

Susanna Moore (born December 9, 1945) is an American writer. Moore was born in
Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania and grew up in Hawaii. Her memoir, I Myself Have Seen 
It: The Myth of Hawaii gives the reader deep insight into a life in Hawaii other than 
that presented by tourist brochures. In 1999, she received the Academy Award in 
Literature from the American Academy of Arts and Letters; in 2006 she received a 
Fellowship in Literature at the American Academy in Berlin; and in 2007 she 
received a Fellowship in Literature from the Asian Cultural Council. Susanna Moore
was Visiting Lecturer in Creative Writing at Yale University in 1988, 1989 & 1994; 
Visiting Lecturer at New York Graduate School in 1995; Creative Writing Teacher at
Brooklyn Federal Detention Center between 2004 and 2006; and Lecturer of 
Creative Writing at Princeton University between 2007 and 2009. During May to 
August 2009, Susanna Moore will be Writer-in-Residence at Australia's University of
Adelaide. Worked for a while in LA the late 1960s as Warren Beatty's assistant.
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Moore, Susanna. The Whiteness of Bones. New York. 1989. Doubleday. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0385260792. 278 pages. hardcover. 
Signed by the Author. Jacket illustration by Sally Sturman. Inventory # 12699. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In her ravishing and moving second novel, the 
bestselling author of In the Cut tells the story of Mamie Clarke, who sets out to lose
herself in New York City. Having only previously known the fragile, magical world of
her childhood on the lush Hawaiian island of Kaua'i, Mamie leaves college to visit 
her sophisticated aunt in New York. With her beautiful and self-destructive younger 
sister Claire in tow, Mamie must learn to make her way in a world of money, power,
sex, and drugs. Moore's sharp and witty book captures an unforgettable time and 
place-the Manhattan of the early 80s- and the powerful feelings engendered there.

Susanna Moore (born December 9, 1945) is an American writer. Moore was born in
Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania and grew up in Hawaii. Her memoir, I Myself Have Seen 
It: The Myth of Hawaii gives the reader deep insight into a life in Hawaii other than 
that presented by tourist brochures. In 1999, she received the Academy Award in 
Literature from the American Academy of Arts and Letters; in 2006 she received a 
Fellowship in Literature at the American Academy in Berlin; and in 2007 she 
received a Fellowship in Literature from the Asian Cultural Council. Susanna Moore
was Visiting Lecturer in Creative Writing at Yale University in 1988, 1989 & 1994; 
Visiting Lecturer at New York Graduate School in 1995; Creative Writing Teacher at
Brooklyn Federal Detention Center between 2004 and 2006; and Lecturer of 
Creative Writing at Princeton University between 2007 and 2009. During May to 
August 2009, Susanna Moore will be Writer-in-Residence at Australia's University of
Adelaide. Worked for a while in LA the late 1960s as Warren Beatty's assistant.
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Morales, Arqueles. Peace Has Yet To Be Won: Selected Poems From La Paz Aun
No Ganada. Santa Cruz. 1974. Green Horse One. 1st American Edition.One 
Thousand copies printed by Wesley Tanner, Berkeley. Very Good in Wrappers. 
Translated from the Spanish by William Greenwood. 55 pages. paperback. Cover: 
Drawing by Robert Baldock. Inventory # 3612. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An epidemic strikes a nameless western city. No one is 
immune. Like any other disease, it is invisible. We see only the symptom: paleness.
We have become the diagnosticians and the disease isn’t hard to guess. It is a 
clarity that comes by surprise, the clarity of having illusions stripped away. Here 
disease is the first sign of possible health. In his poetry Arqueles Morales takes 
great pains to expose illusion. His own life becomes a laboratory in which he 
questions and searches. One of the first illusions he breaks down is the attitude that
the self can be separated from the world in which it lives. Public events can be the 
terms of inner life. These poems were written between 1965 and 1971 when 
Morales was living in Germany and Cuba, in exile from his native Guatemala. During
that time the Guatemalan government was engaged in a bloody ‘pacification’ 
campaign which resembled the one the U.S. government was waging. The present 
government is a continuation of the U.S.-sponsored military coup him 1954 began 
the reversal of a ten-year period of progressive reform. The Guatemalan writers who
came of age during the past 20 years have been called the ‘Generation of Violence.’
They are part of a poetic tradition that has grown out of struggles for national 
liberation, a tradition in which guerrilla-poets have been an important example.

Arqueles Morales was born in Jutiapa. Guatemala in 1940. He studied cinema in the
German Democratic Republic, where he was a foreign correspondent for three 
years. He worked in the Publications Department of Casa de las Americas, and was
an advisor to Omar Torrijos. He also spent time in Nicaragua during the Sandinista 
era. Arqueles Morales was friends with both Roque Dalton and Otto Rene Castillo.
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Moravia, Alberto. A Ghost at Noon. New York. 1955. Farrar Straus & Young. 1st 
American Edition. Bookplate in Front,Otherwise Very Good.No Dustjacket. 
Translated from the Italian by Angus Davidson. 247 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
12849. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A Ghost at Noon is a subtle book about the death of a 
marriage. Molteni, the narrator, an intellectual who wishes to write for the theater, is
married to Emilia, the beautiful daughter of an old Roman family which has become
poverty-stricken. She is not highly educated and has devoted herself to caring for 
her husband and the one furnished room in which they live. They were blissfully 
happy for two years. Then, Molteni claims, his wife changed, judged him, ceased to 
love him.

Alberto Moravia, born Alberto Pincherle (November 28, 1907 – September 26, 1990)
was an Italian novelist and journalist. His novels explored matters of modern 
sexuality, social alienation, and existentialism. He is best known for his debut novel
Gli indifferenti (published in 1929), and for the anti-fascist novel Il Conformista (The
Conformist), the basis for the film The Conformist (1970) by Bernardo Bertolucci.
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Moravia, Alberto. Bought and Sold. New York. 1973. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st 
American Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374115559. Translated from the 
Italian by Angus Davidson. 222 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Milton Glaser. 
Inventory # 5745. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - All the stories (there are thirty-four of them) are told by 
women. These women tend to pass their time between the bedroom and the car, 
they are likely to be naked under their fur coats, and the weapons with which they 
confront life are make-up, barbiturates and fantasy. Their middle-class ennui breeds,
amid the oppressive clutter of material possessions, sado-masochistic impulses and
uncomfortable insights into the nature of their lives. They are separated from 
themselves: from their bodies by the urban cage, from their spirits by cliché and 
convention. They strive to reconstruct or imitate what they suppose to be reality.

Alberto Moravia, born Alberto Pincherle (November 28, 1907 – September 26, 1990)
was an Italian novelist and journalist. His novels explored matters of modern 
sexuality, social alienation, and existentialism. He is best known for his debut novel
Gli indifferenti (published in 1929), and for the anti-fascist novel Il Conformista (The
Conformist), the basis for the film The Conformist (1970) by Bernardo Bertolucci.
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Moravia, Alberto. Conjugal Love. New York. 1952. Signet/New American Library. 1st
Paperback Printing. Good in Wrappers. Translated from the Italian. 142 pages. 
paperback. 922. Inventory # 34564. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A DARINGLY FRANK NOVEL. Love. ‘I should have liked
to say to her. ‘I love you as you are now, sitting up in bed, calm and serene. And I 
love you as you were a little time ago when you were dancing the dance of desire 
and gnashing your teeth and pulling up your dress and clinging to Antonio. And I 
shall love you always.’ But I said nothing of all this, because I realized that she 
understood that I knew everything and that everything was now settled between us.’
Who is at fault when a husband dedicates himself to his work and his wife finds 
another lover as an outlet for her pent-up emotions? This is a daringly frank novel, 
that searchingly explores a seldom-discussed side of married life. ALBERTO 
MORAVIA is one of the most brilliant contemporary Italian novelists, who has 
achieved international fame with his books THE WOMAN OF ROME (SIGNET 
#8844) TWO ADOLESCENTS and THE CONFORMIST.

Alberto Moravia, born Alberto Pincherle (November 28, 1907 – September 26, 1990)
was an Italian novelist and journalist. His novels explored matters of modern 
sexuality, social alienation, and existentialism. He is best known for his debut novel
Gli indifferenti (published in 1929), and for the anti-fascist novel Il Conformista (The
Conformist), the basis for the film The Conformist (1970) by Bernardo Bertolucci.
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Moravia, Alberto. The Fancy Dress Party. New York. 1954. Signet/New American 
Library. 1st Paperback Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. Translated from the Italian
by Angus Davidson. 143 pages. paperback. #1122. Inventory # 31673. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - WISE AND WICKED – A SPICY RIOT OF LUST AND 
INTRIGUE – MASQUERADE - A Dictator who lusts for power and a Countess who 
pursues passion spend a complicated and comic weekend together in this ironic and
brilliant novel by ‘One of the best writers in the world today.’ (Time). ALBERTO 
MORAVIA is an outstanding modern Italian novelist who has achieved international 
fame with his books, The Conformist (S1071), The Woman of Rome (5844), 
Conjugal Love (Signet #922) and Two Adolescents (Signet #960). The Fancy Dress
Party was originally published by Farrar, Straus and Young.

Alberto Moravia, born Alberto Pincherle (November 28, 1907 – September 26, 1990)
was an Italian novelist and journalist. His novels explored matters of modern 
sexuality, social alienation, and existentialism. He is best known for his debut novel
Gli indifferenti (published in 1929), and for the anti-fascist novel Il Conformista (The
Conformist), the basis for the film The Conformist (1970) by Bernardo Bertolucci.
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Moravia, Alberto. The Fancy Dress Party. New York. 1952. Farrar Straus & Young. 
1st American Edition. Very Good. No Dustjacket. Translated from the Italian by 
Angus Davidson. 299 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 33869. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With sly malice, and an unerring eye for the comic 
inadequacies of human nature, Alberto Moravia relates the adventures of a 
scheming coterie who get involved in high intrigue in the exotic and fascist state of 
Ruritania. A fancy dress party takes place at the estate of the wealthy, raddled 
Duchess of Gorina. The group includes Tereso, the Dictator; Fausta, the woman he
wants to make his mistress; Fausta's two lovers, one of them a golf caddie; an agent
provocateur; a half-witted revolutionary; police spies and a mixed assortment of 
guests and servants. This story of intrigue and attempted assassination begins with 
the air of a comic opera, but moves with increasing momentum to a macabre and 
unsettling climax. Moravia's characters are vivid and highly individual, the women 
uniformly lascivious. They are described with a dry economy of phrase and a 
ruthless eye for the weaknesses and depravities of human character. The result - 
Ruritania and bitters - is a delectably naughty political satire, a sharp-witted 
entertainment with serious political undertones.

Alberto Moravia, born Alberto Pincherle (November 28, 1907 – September 26, 1990)
was an Italian novelist and journalist. His novels explored matters of modern 
sexuality, social alienation, and existentialism. He is best known for his debut novel
Gli indifferenti (published in 1929), and for the anti-fascist novel Il Conformista (The
Conformist), the basis for the film The Conformist (1970) by Bernardo Bertolucci.keywords
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Morehouse, David. Psychic Warrior. New York. 1996. St Martin's Press. 1st Printing.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312147082. 258 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Marc Cohen. Inventory # 23000. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Unwittingly plunged into a paranormal nightmare. David
Morehouse-A highly decorated, exemplary Army officer, special operations 
infantryman, and elite Airborne Ranger Company Commander. Wounded by 
machine-gun fire during a training mission, Morehouse began to have inexplicable 
visions and haunting nighmares-an experience that would redirect his military career
and land him in the government’s top-secret Stargate Program. His life would never
be the same. Stargate-For nearly two decades, the United States military 
intelligence community delved into the dark world of psychic espionage, recruiting a
team of psychic spies to serve as ‘remote viewers,’ individuals who used their 
paranormal gifts to transcend time and space and uncover the highly guarded 
military secrets of other nations. Unable to tell the shocking truth for fear of death-
until now. When David Morehouse walked through the doors of the Stargate 
Program, he had little idea what awaited him: a paranormal hell that would bring him
to the front lines of some of the most horrific disasters in recent history-and nearly 
destroy him. In chilling detail, Morehouse describes his psychic espionage work as a
remote viewer, from the shattering explosion of Pan Am Flight 103 to the choking 
smoke of Desert Storm, even further back in time to Hiroshima and the darkest days
of Nazi Germany. And more startling yet is his account of the U.S. government, an 
organization bent on the destructive use of psychic powers-and on stopping the one
man who was brave enough to blow the lid off their top-secret Stargate Program.

Dr. David Morehouse is the author of Psychic Warrior the story of his life as a former
CIA "psychic spy". He lectures and educates across the spectrum of human 
interests. His students include (but are not limited to) medical doctors, researchers 
in science, medicine and technology, engineers, homemakers, physicists, students,
artists, and alternative practitioners.
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Morgan, Judith and Morgan, Neil. Dr. Seuss & Mr. Geisel: A Biography. New York. 
1995. Random House. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679416862.
348 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Andy Carpenter. Jacket illustration by Ted
Geisel. Inventory # 7835. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The very name Dr. Seuss inevitably provokes a smile 
and some recollection of a beloved character Horton, perhaps, or Thidwick or the 
Cat in the Hat. Yet during his lifetime their creator was an enigma. In his years at 
Dartmouth, Oxford, New York, and Hollywood, mingling with the famous and 
notorious, he remained reclusive and plagued by self-doubts, but never lost his love
of childish playfulness. Was Ted Geisel really a genius, as his publisher Bennett 
Cerf believed, or, as he himself always insisted, just lucky? In forty-seven books of 
nonsensical charm, from AND TO THINK THAT I SAW IT ON MULBERRY STREET
in 1937 to OH, THE PLACES YOU’LL GO! in 1990, his recurring theme was that 
children had an inalienable right to mischief, love, and hope. But many librarians and
teachers considered him a subversive influence when his revolutionary CAT IN THE
HAT signaled the demise of dreary Dick-and-Jane primers. Ted Geisel was a 
dreamer who saw the world ‘through the wrong end of a telescope.’ In his eighty-
seven years, he met seven U.S. presidents, but was more proud of the fact that he 
had seen Halley’s Comet twice. An obsessively private man, he rarely revealed 
anything of his personal and professional agonies or of the bawdy Seussian verses
he wrote for friends. Judith and Neil Morgan knew Ted Geisel in the latter half of his 
life, and here they merge their firsthand insights with scholarly research, drawing 
material from hundreds of letters and interviews, as well as from their subject’s notes
for an unpublished autobiography. They had full access to Geisel’s voluminous 
papers, illuminating his relationship with both of his wives and providing instructive 
glimpses of his creative processes.

JUDITH and NEIL MORGAN are California journalists. His eleven books include 
WESTWARD TILT and THE CALFORNIA SYNDROME; her first book, 
CALIFORNIA, with Dewitt Jones, appeared in 1989. Jointly they have written many
articles for National Geographic and other magazines.
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Morgan, Sally. My Place: An Aborigine's Stubborn Quest For Her Truth, Heritage, &
Origins. New York. 1988. Seaver/Henry Holt. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0805009116. 368 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 10680. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is a historical document which should be on every 
black studies and women's studies course in Australia and round the world. It is also
a book of a novel and the complexity and pace of a mystery not solved until the final
pages. This powerful autobiography of three generations of Aborigines by one of 
their own is an 'historical document which should be on every black studies and 
women's studies course round the world. a wonderfully luminous and entertaining 
prose poem.' - New York Times.

Sally Jane Morgan (born 18 January 1951) is an Australian Aboriginal author, 
dramatist, and artist. Morgan's works are on display in numerous private and public
collections in both Australia and around the world.
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Morgan, Susan. Bombay Anna: The Real Story and Remarkable Adventures of the
King and I Governess. Berkeley. 2008. University Of California Press. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780520252264. 15 b/w photographs. 300 pages.
hardcover. Inventory # 35889. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - If you thought you knew the story of Anna in The King 
and I, think again. As this riveting biography shows, the real life of Anna Leonowens
was far more fascinating than the beloved story of the Victorian governess who went
to work for the King of Siam. To write this definitive account, Susan Morgan traveled
around the globe and discovered new information that has eluded researchers for 
years. Anna was born a poor, mixed-race army brat in India, and what followed is an
extraordinary nineteenth-century story of savvy self-invention, wild adventure, and 
far-reaching influence. At a time when most women stayed at home, Anna 
Leonowens traveled all over the world, witnessed some of the most fascinating 
events of the Age of Empire, and became a well-known travel writer, journalist, 
teacher, and lecturer. She remains the one and only foreigner to have spent 
significant time inside the royal harem of Siam. She emigrated to the United States,
crossed all of Russia on her own just before the revolution, and moved to Canada, 
where she publicly defended the rights of women and the working class. The book 
also gives an engrossing account of how and why Anna became an icon of 
American culture in The King and I and its many adaptations.

Susan Morgan, Distinguished Professor of English at Miami University, is the author
of Place Matters: Gendered Geography in Victorian Women’s Travel Writings about
Southeast Asia, among other books.
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Morgenroth, Kate. Kill Me First. New York. 1999. Harper Collins. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0060192755. 259 pages. hardcover. Jacket art by
PHX/Phil Heffernan. Inventory # 27079. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A jolting thriller, it is the story of Merec and his victim, 
Sarah. A seemingly unstoppable terrorist and human killing machine, Merec has 
recruited, utilized, then exterminated countless personal murder squads. Unaffiliated
with any known political or religious organization, he chooses his jobs for pleasure; 
he is a man who defies any conventional notion of what is human. At Merec's 
command, all the elderly residents of the Willowridge Rest Home - save one - are 
massacred. He releases a detailed video of the slaughter to the media that is aired 
on national television. America is shocked by the carnage - and mesmerized. One 
victim, Sarah, a younger woman recuperating from a car crash, confounds Merec's 
cynical expectations. She offers her life in exchange for another's. Fascinated by her
refusal, Merec kidnaps Sarah to continue the game. Videos of a captive and 
progressively beaten Sarah are released to the media, and Americans are outraged
- and eager to watch. Inspired by her stoicism and bravery, a vigil in her honor is 
planned at New York's St. Patrick's Cathedral to be broadcast nationwide - an 
opportunity for which Merec has made his own arrangements to show off his 
hostage as never before. Unaware that she has become a national celebrity, Sarah
discovers that living on the razor's edge has given her an unexpected purpose - and
an illicit sense of freedom.

Kate Morgenroth is the author of the adult thrillers Kill Me First and Saved. She lives
in New York City.
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Morhardt, Sia and Morhardt, Emil. California Desert Flowers: An Introduction To 
Families, Genera, & Species. Berkeley. 2004. University of California Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0520240030. 284 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 36171. $34.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This easy-to-use guide to the most visible families of 
California desert flowers includes family and genus keys, color photographs of 
nearly 300 species, and a wealth of diagrams. Created as a primer on identification 
to family and genus, California Desert Flowers takes readers to a new level of 
understanding and appreciation of wildflower relationships and their habitats and 
adaptations.

Sia Morhardt is Adjunct Professor of Environmental Studies at Pitzer College. J. 
Emil Morhardt is Roberts Professor of Environmental Biology and Director of the 
Roberts Environmental Center at Claremont McKenna College. He is the author of 
Clean, Green & Read All Over: Ten Rules for Effective Corporate Environmental and
Sustainability Reporting (2002).
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Mori, Ogai. Youth & Other Stories. Honolulu. 1994. University Of Hawaii Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0824816005. Translated from the 
Japanese by Various Translators. Edited by J. Thomas Rimer. 530 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Paula Newcomb. Inventory # 33952. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Mori Ogai’s (1862-1922) stature among modern 
Japanese writers is unparalleled, but until recently his work in translation has 
languished in scholarly monographs and journals. Japan scholar Rimer has 
gathered several of Ogai’s best-known stories and the first complete translation of a
major work, Seinen (Youth). Rimer has chosen the best English translations 
available to accompany ones prepared especially for this anthology. - BOOKNEWS.

Lieutenant-General Mori Ōgai (February 17, 1862 – July 8, 1922) was a Japanese 
Army Surgeon general officer, translator, novelist and poet. Gan (The Wild Geese, 
(1911–13) is considered his major work.
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Morris, James. Places. New York. 1973. Harcourt Brace Jovanovich. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0151720231. 186 pages. hardcover.
Inventory # 25255. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A collection of travel essays from the gifted travel writer 
James Morris (later Jan Morris after a sex change operation). As air travel started to
make far-off countries accessible James Morris visited a number of cities and 
regions, including Alexandria, Basque country, Chicago, Fiji, Iceland, Kashmir, 
Trouville, Wyoming.

Jan Morris (born 2 October 1926, Clevedon, Somerset, England) is a Welsh 
nationalist, historian, author and travel writer. She is known particularly for the PAX
BRITANNICA trilogy, a history of the British Empire, and for portraits of cities, 
notably Oxford, Venice, Trieste, Hong Kong, and New York City. Assigned male at 
birth, Morris began medical transition in 1964. In 1972, Morris traveled to Morocco to
undergo sex reassignment surgery, performed by surgeon Georges Burou, because
doctors in Britain refused to allow the procedure unless Morris and Tuckniss 
divorced, something Morris was not prepared to do at the time. They divorced later,
but remained together and on 14 May 2008 were legally reunited when they formally
entered into a Civil Partnership. Morris lives mostly in Wales, the land of her father.
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Morris, Jan. Hong Kong. New York. 1988. Random House. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394550978. 359 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 25258. 
$10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - On July 1, 1997, a world will come to an end, as one of 
the last outposts of the British empire returns to Chinese rule. No one has depicted 
that world - the dazzlingly modern, obdurately traditional Crown Colony of Hong 
Kong - more faithfully, shrewdly, or affectionately than Jan Morris, who in this 
contemporary classic of travel writing celebrates the city's charm and squalor, 
unravels the tangle of its history, and gives us an informed glimpse into its future. 
Combining firsthand reportage with exemplary research, Morris takes us from Hong
Kong's clamorous back alleys to the luxurious Happy Valley racecourse, where 
taipans place their bets between sips of champagne and bird's nest soup. Morris 
chronicles the exploits of opium traders and pirates, colonists and financiers, and 
shows how their descendants view the prospect of reunification with the Chinese 
mainland. What emerges is an epic tableau, vastly informed and pungently 
evocative.

Jan Morris (born 2 October 1926, Clevedon, Somerset, England) is a Welsh 
nationalist, historian, author and travel writer. She is known particularly for the PAX
BRITANNICA trilogy, a history of the British Empire, and for portraits of cities, 
notably Oxford, Venice, Trieste, Hong Kong, and New York City. Assigned male at 
birth, Morris began medical transition in 1964. In 1972, Morris traveled to Morocco to
undergo sex reassignment surgery, performed by surgeon Georges Burou, because
doctors in Britain refused to allow the procedure unless Morris and Tuckniss 
divorced, something Morris was not prepared to do at the time. They divorced later,
but remained together and on 14 May 2008 were legally reunited when they formally
entered into a Civil Partnership. Morris lives mostly in Wales, the land of her father.
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Morris, Jan. Lincoln: A Foreigner's Quest. New York. 2000. Simon & Schuster. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684855151. 207 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Robert Kester. Inventory # 27585. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Brash and skeptical when she first came to the Unites 
States in the 1950s, Jan Morris cast a decidedly dubious eye on the saintly image of
Abraham Lincoln and the log-cabin-to-the-White-House legend that surrounded him.
Renowned on both sides of the Atlantic as one of the finest writers on history and 
travel in this century, Morris is part of the long tradition of foreigner observers who 
are able to illuminate America for Americans. In Lincoln: A Foreigner’s Quest, she 
looks at Lincoln with her singular perspective, and the result is a historical journey 
free of sentiment and nostalgia. Morris has not only traveled wherever Lincoln 
traveled, from his alleged log cabin birthplace to the box in Ford’s Theater where he
was assassinated, but she has willed herself into his time and, with wit and sagacity,
she brings us as close as she can to the presence of the man. She conjures him in 
both his personal and public capacities-politician and father, commander-in-chief in
a time of national calamity, orator, and husband. With her iconoclasm and humor 
and marvelous sense of place, Morris seamlessly blends travel narrative, history and
biography with transatlantic insights into the origins of the American Empire to reveal
the real Lincoln-maverick, artist, oddball, natural aristocrat.

Jan Morris (born 2 October 1926, Clevedon, Somerset, England) is a Welsh 
nationalist, historian, author and travel writer. She is known particularly for the PAX
BRITANNICA trilogy, a history of the British Empire, and for portraits of cities, 
notably Oxford, Venice, Trieste, Hong Kong, and New York City. Assigned male at 
birth, Morris began medical transition in 1964. In 1972, Morris traveled to Morocco to
undergo sex reassignment surgery, performed by surgeon Georges Burou, because
doctors in Britain refused to allow the procedure unless Morris and Tuckniss 
divorced, something Morris was not prepared to do at the time. They divorced later,
but remained together and on 14 May 2008 were legally reunited when they formally
entered into a Civil Partnership. Morris lives mostly in Wales, the land of her father.
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Morris, Mary. Vanishing Animals & Other Stories. Boston. 1979. Godine. 1st Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0879230862. Author's 1st Book. 176 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 5758. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Morris' highly praised debut collection, contains twelve 
elegant stories featuring narrators in various states of dislocation. Includes the 
stories - Degree of difficulty; Charity; The glass wall; The mark of the Tartars; Idaho
as it seemed; Foolish pleasure; The other moon; The salesman; Holland; Vanishing
animals; On borrowed time; Among the Cuban refugees.

Born in Chicago in 1947, Mary Morris moved East to go to college. Though she 
never returned to the Middle West, she often writes about the region and its tug. 
Morris likes the fact that there is more magnetism around the shores of Lake 
Michigan than the North Pole. She lives in Brooklyn, New York with her husband 
and daughter and teaches writing at Sarah Lawrence College.
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Morris, Wright. Three Easy Pieces. Santa Rosa. 1993. Black Sparrow Press. 1 of 
150 Copies Numbered & Signed By The Author. Fine in Hardcover. 0876859252. 
331 pages. hardcover. Signed by the author. Cover design by Barbara Martin. 
Inventory # 19037. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Three short novels by National Book Award-winning 
author Morris, THE FORK RIVER SPACE PROJECT , FIRE SERMON and A LIFE ,
display his ironic vision of rural life in the American Midwest. - PUBLISHERS 
WEEKLY.

Wright Marion Morris (January 6, 1910 – April 25, 1998) was an American novelist, 
photographer, and essayist. He is known for his portrayals of the people and 
artifacts of the Great Plains in words and pictures, as well as for experimenting with
narrative forms. Wright Morris died April 25, 1998 at the age of 88 years. He is 
buried in the Chapman Cemetery.
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Morris, Wright. Writing My Life: An Autobiography. Santa Rosa. 1993. Black 
Sparrow Press. 1 of 140 Copies Numbered & Signed By The Author. Fine in 
Hardcover. 0876859104. 487 pages. hardcover. Signed by the author. Inventory # 
17485. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The long-awaited autobiography by the great American 
writer (b.1910) whose novel The Field of Vision received the National Book Award in
1956, and whose most recent novel, Plains Song, won the 1981 American Book 
Award for Fiction.

Wright Marion Morris (January 6, 1910 – April 25, 1998) was an American novelist, 
photographer, and essayist. He is known for his portrayals of the people and 
artifacts of the Great Plains in words and pictures, as well as for experimenting with
narrative forms. Wright Morris died April 25, 1998 at the age of 88 years. He is 
buried in the Chapman Cemetery.
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Morrison, Toni. A Mercy. New York. 2008. Knopf. Advance Reader's Edition. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 9780307264237. 169 pages. paperback. Cover photograph by 
Timothy Greenfield-Sanders. Cover design by Carol Devine Carson. Inventory # 
17005. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A powerful tragedy distilled into a jewel of a masterpiece
by the Nobel Prize–winning author of BELOVED and, almost like a prelude to that 
story, set two centuries earlier. In the 1680s the slave trade was still in its infancy. In
the Americas, virulent religious and class divisions, prejudice and oppression were 
rife, providing the fertile soil in which slavery and race hatred were planted and took
root. Jacob is an Anglo-Dutch trader and adventurer, with a small holding in the 
harsh north. Despite his distaste for dealing in ‘flesh,’ he takes a small slave girl in 
part payment for a bad debt from a plantation owner in Catholic Maryland. This is 
Florens, ‘with the hands of a slave and the feet of a Portuguese lady.’ Florens looks 
for love, first from Lina, an older servant woman at her new master’s house, but later
from a handsome blacksmith, an African, never enslaved. There are other voices: 
Lina, whose tribe was decimated by smallpox; their mistress, Rebekka, herself a 
victim of religious intolerance back in England; Sorrow, a strange girl who’s spent 
her early years at sea; and finally the devastating voice of Florens’ mother. These 
are all men and women inventing themselves in the wilderness. A MERCY reveals 
what lies beneath the surface of slavery. But at its heart it is the ambivalent, 
disturbing story of a mother who casts off her daughter in order to save her, and of a
daughter who may never exorcise that abandonment. Acts of mercy may have 
unforeseen consequences.

Chloe Anthony Wofford Morrison (born Chloe Ardelia Wofford; February 18, 1931 –
August 5, 2019), known as Toni Morrison, was an American novelist, essayist, book
editor, and college professor. Her first novel, The Bluest Eye, was published in 1970.
The critically acclaimed Song of Solomon (1977) brought her national attention and
won the National Book Critics Circle Award. In 1988, Morrison won the Pulitzer Prize
for Beloved (1987); she gained worldwide recognition when she was awarded the 
Nobel Prize in Literature in 1993.
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Morrison, Toni. Jazz. New York. 1992. Knopf. 1st Trade Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0679411674. 229 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by R.D. Scudellari. 
Inventory # 16339. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It is winter, barely three days into 1926, seven years after
Armistice; we are in the scintillating City, around Lenox Avenue, ‘when all the wars 
are over and there will never be another one. At last, at last, everything’s ahead. 
Here comes the new. Look out. There goes the sad stuff. The bad stuff. The things-
nobody-could-help stuff.’ But amid the euphoric decisiveness, a tragedy ensues 
among people who had train-danced into the City, from points south and west, in 
search of promise. Joe Trace—in his fifties, door-to-door salesman of Cleopatra 
beauty products, erstwhile devoted husband—shoots to death his lover of three 
months, impetuous, eighteen-year-old Dorcas (‘Everything was like a picture show 
to her’). At the funeral, his determined, hard-working wife, Violet, herself a 
hairdresser—who is given to stumbling into dark mental cracks, and who talks 
mostly to birds—tries with a knife to disfigure the corpse. In a dazzling act of jazz-
like improvisation, moving seamlessly in and out of past, present, and future, a 
mysterious voice—whose identity is a matter of each reader’s imagination—weaves
this brilliant fiction, at the same time showing how its blues are informed by the 
brutal exigencies of slavery. Richly combining history, legend,reminiscence, this 
voice captures as never before the ineffable mood, the complex humanity, of black 
urban life at a moment in our century we assumed we understood. Jazz is an 
unprecedented and astonishing invention, a landmark on the American literary 
landscape—a novel unforgettable and for all time.

Chloe Anthony Wofford Morrison (born Chloe Ardelia Wofford; February 18, 1931 –
August 5, 2019), known as Toni Morrison, was an American novelist, essayist, book
editor, and college professor. Her first novel, The Bluest Eye, was published in 1970.
The critically acclaimed Song of Solomon (1977) brought her national attention and
won the National Book Critics Circle Award. In 1988, Morrison won the Pulitzer Prize
for Beloved (1987); she gained worldwide recognition when she was awarded the 
Nobel Prize in Literature in 1993.
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Morrison, Toni. Love. New York. 2003. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0375409440. 202 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Carol Devine 
Carson. Inventory # 33997. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - May, Christine, Heed, Junior, Vida - even L: all women 
obsessed with Bill Cosey. The wealthy owner of the famous Cosey’s Hotel and 
Resort, he shapes their yearnings for father, husband, lover, guardian, and friend, 
yearnings that dominate the lives of these women long after his death. Yet while he 
is either the void in, or the center of, their stories, he himself is driven by secret 
forces - a troubled past and a spellbinding woman named Celestial. This audacious
exploration into the nature of love - its appetite, its sublime possession, its dread - is
rich in characters, striking scenes, and a profound understanding of how alive the 
past can be. A major addition to the canon of one of the world’s literary masters.

Chloe Anthony Wofford Morrison (born Chloe Ardelia Wofford; February 18, 1931 –
August 5, 2019), known as Toni Morrison, was an American novelist, essayist, book
editor, and college professor. Her first novel, The Bluest Eye, was published in 1970.
The critically acclaimed Song of Solomon (1977) brought her national attention and
won the National Book Critics Circle Award. In 1988, Morrison won the Pulitzer Prize
for Beloved (1987); she gained worldwide recognition when she was awarded the 
Nobel Prize in Literature in 1993.
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Morrison, Toni. Paradise. New York. 1998. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very Good 
in Dustjacket. 0679433740. 321 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Carol Devine 
Carson. Inventory # 24770. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The visit of cruel rage to the Convent frames Paradise, it
literally collects and distills all the rich, churning history of this community, focusing 
the past so that one can say, '[T]he venom is manageable now. Shooting the first 
woman (the white one) has clarified it like butter: the pure oil of hatred on top, its 
hardness stabilized below.' The cruelty called forth at the Convent will hold and 
completely transform Morrison's searing account of Ruby, Oklahoma, transform it for
the reader as well as for the unhinged citizens of this town. And the slaughter will 
transform Ruby's 'true if aloof neighbor,' the mansion-turned-Convent, known, 
among other things, for its delicious pecan pies and its strings of peppers, 'hot as 
hellfire.' Between the bookends of violence, Morrison unfolds her long-reaching 
history of Ruby, an insular black enclave in the flatland fields of Oklahoma, pop. 360.
The town keeps a vivid memory of slavery and the infinite sacrifices of its ancestors
by maintaining a brick oven with a suggestive, oracular grillwork inscription. The 
Oven once read, 'Beware the furrow of His brow,' but time has made the iron grill as
protean as the history of the town itself, as susceptible to revision as any of their 
memories. Chapter by chapter, Morrison patiently spins out the cast of women of the
Convent, Connie, Mavis, Gigi, Seneca, and the intertwined lives of the townspeople:
Soane, Dovey, Patricia, Reverends Pulliam and Misner, the formidable twins 
Deacon and Steward Morgan, who own the town bank.

Chloe Anthony Wofford Morrison (born Chloe Ardelia Wofford; February 18, 1931 –
August 5, 2019), known as Toni Morrison, was an American novelist, essayist, book
editor, and college professor. Her first novel, The Bluest Eye, was published in 1970.
The critically acclaimed Song of Solomon (1977) brought her national attention and
won the National Book Critics Circle Award. In 1988, Morrison won the Pulitzer Prize
for Beloved (1987); she gained worldwide recognition when she was awarded the 
Nobel Prize in Literature in 1993. 
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Morrissy, Mary. A Lazy Eye: Stories. New York. 1996. Scribner. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684196689. Winner Of Both The Hennessey 
Award For Short Fiction & The Lannan Foundation Award. 229 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Calvin Chu. Inventory # 22451. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Mary Morrissy, award-winning author of the highly 
praised first novel Mother of Pearl, offers here a collection of fifteen stories that 
confirms her place among Ireland’s best contemporary writers. Primarily set in the 
bleak landscapes of modern Ireland, these stories peel away the layers of daily 
existence, revealing the devastation wrought by the most ordinary of gestures. With
a deft hand and a discerning eye, Morrissy writes of private battles waged, past 
selves, lives measured and remeasured, and of those rare moments of clarity and 
unobscured vision that grace our lives. In ‘Rosa’, two sisters conspire to perform an
unholy nativity. With a mischievous irony, ‘Divided Attentions’ portrays a woman 
frantically telling her guilty secret to an obscene caller. In the title story, a woman 
bewildered and misunderstood during a trip abroad begins to comprehend the sum 
of the small indignities she has undergone. The characters in these stories act out a
flawed vision of the world, each seeking redemption and understanding.

Mary Morrissy (born 1957 Dublin) is an Irish writer. Morrissy was educated at the 
Rathmines School of Journalism. She worked in Australia, and as a sub-editor of 
The Irish Press. She taught creative writing for the University of Arkansas, and 
University of Iowa creative writing summer programmes. She was a Cullman Fellow
at the New York Public Library, for her work-in-progress, The Duchess, an imagined
autobiography of Bella O'Casey, the sister of Seán O'Casey. She lives in Dublin. In
2008 - 09, she was Jenny McKean Moore 'Writer in Washington' at George 
Washington University, Washington DC. She won a Hennessy Award for short 
fiction in 1984, a Lannan Literary Award in 1995, and was shortlisted for the 
Whitbread Prize in 1996.
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Morse, L. A. The Big Enchillada. New York. 1982. Avon Books. 1st Printing. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 0380776022. Paperback Original. 224 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 5764. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A Sam Hunter mystery. Los Angeles is a hot town. Hot 
women. Hot clubs. And, when private eye Sam Hunter is involved, hot tempers. Sam
doesn’t take kindly to threats, so when a street thug busts up his office and warns 
him to “Stay away from Domingo,” he might as well draw Sam a map pointing where
to swing his fists. Soon, Sam finds himself racing around L.A., dodging bullets and 
spiraling deeper and deeper into a world of sex, drugs and danger. A teenage porn 
star, an heiress and some spoiled rich brat lead Sam to the Black Knight club, a 
place dark enough to hide heroin and sleaze from the bright lights of the law. What
will he find when he finally reaches Domingo? Big rewards or a deadly end? From 
Edgar Award-winning L.A. Morse, author of THE FLESH EATERS and THE OLD 
DICK, comes the thrilling story of pimps, pushers and porn that will hit you in the 
chest like the kickback of a Colt .38 Special.

Larry Alan Morse grew up in Los Angeles. He attended the University of California at
Berkeley and San Francisco State College, and somehow managed to get two 
degrees in English Lit. He moved to Toronto in the late ‘60s, and has had the usual 
variety of jobs, including a brief stint in educational television and five years as an 
administrator at the University of Toronto. Upon returning from extended travels 
through Southeast Asia, he decided to try and write a novel – something delicate 
and sensitive and artistic. He discovered just what he was looking for in the true 
story of Sawney Beane and his family, The Flesh Eaters, the 15th century cannibal 
clan who ate their way through a good part of Scotland. L. A. Morse has written four
other crime novels. The Old Dick won an Edgar from the Mystery Writers of 
America; The Big Enchilada and Sleaze, featuring Sam Hunter, the L. A. private eye.
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Morse, L. A. The Old Dick. New York. 1981. Avon Books. 1st Printing. Very Good in
Wrappers. 0380783290. Paperback Original. 236 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
5763. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Retired private eye Jake Spanner may have gotten old, 
but he hasn't gone soft. When an old gangster Jake put away some forty years ago
shows up at his door, it's time for Jake to grab his hat and Browning automatic and 
get back to work. Old? Sure. Slower to catch his breath? Maybe. But, sharp as a 
tack and with a lifetime of investigating know-how, Jake Spanner has nothing to lose
and everything to prove. Sniffing out leads between Sunset Boulevard and the 
Hollywood Hills, Jake pulls in old friends to help. The work is hard; it's gritty. So is 
Jake. And, with a three quarters of a million dollars ransom at stake, the bad guys 
don't stand a chance.

Larry Alan Morse grew up in Los Angeles. He attended the University of California at
Berkeley and San Francisco State College, and somehow managed to get two 
degrees in English Lit. He moved to Toronto in the late ‘60s, and has had the usual 
variety of jobs, including a brief stint in educational television and five years as an 
administrator at the University of Toronto. Upon returning from extended travels 
through Southeast Asia, he decided to try and write a novel – something delicate 
and sensitive and artistic. He discovered just what he was looking for in the true 
story of Sawney Beane and his family, The Flesh Eaters, the 15th century cannibal 
clan who ate their way through a good part of Scotland. L. A. Morse has written four
other crime novels. The Old Dick won an Edgar from the Mystery Writers of 
America; The Big Enchilada and Sleaze, featuring Sam Hunter, the L. A. private eye.
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Morselli, Guido. Divertimento 1889. New York. 1987. Dutton. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. Remainder Mark On Side Edge. 0525245537. Translated 
from the Italian by Hugh Shankland. 145 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 29878. 
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Written in the early 1970s. An ingenious and somewhat 
archaic fable set at the end of the 19th century, with the Italian king Umberto the 
First of Savoy as its central character. Enticed over the Gotthard pass into 
Switzerland by what he perceives as an opportunity to turn a quick profit, Umberto 
sells off a property of his in Monferrato to an eccentric German lady. He sets off 
incognito with a faithful entourage for the Canton of Uri, and thus begins a light-
hearted Belle -poque adventure whose farcical verve parades its origins in the 
French comic playwrights of the 19th century and whose champagne-like music 
imbues the whole narrative with melodic rhythms.

Guido Morselli (August 15, 1912 - July 30, 1973) was an Italian novelist and 
essayist. Guido managed to obtain life income from his father which enabled him to
devote himself to those activities he really loved: reading, researching, and writing.
He kept writing short essays, and began a diary, which he continued till his death. All
his novels and essays were posthumously published after Morselli committed 
suicide in 1973, due to the rejection of his manuscripts by many publishing houses,
which were unable to assess their literary value.
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Morselli, Guido. Divertimento 1889 (DUSTJACKET ONLY). New York. 1987. Dutton.
Very Good, Slightly Worn and Wrinkled Dustjacket. 0525245537. Translated from 
the Italian by Hugh Shankland. DUSTJACKET ONLY. Jacket illustration by Lynda 
Riess. Inventory #  44282. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET - Written in the early
1970s. An ingenious and somewhat archaic fable set at the end of the 19th century,
with the Italian king Umberto the First of Savoy as its central character. Enticed over
the Gotthard pass into Switzerland by what he perceives as an opportunity to turn a
quick profit, Umberto sells off a property of his in Monferrato to an eccentric German
lady. He sets off incognito with a faithful entourage for the Canton of Uri, and thus 
begins a light-hearted Belle -poque adventure whose farcical verve parades its 
origins in the French comic playwrights of the 19th century and whose champagne-
like music imbues the whole narrative with melodic rhythms.

Guido Morselli (August 15, 1912 - July 30, 1973) was an Italian novelist and 
essayist. Guido managed to obtain life income from his father which enabled him to
devote himself to those activities he really loved: reading, researching, and writing.
He kept writing short essays, and began a diary, which he continued till his death. All
his novels and essays were posthumously published after Morselli committed 
suicide in 1973, due to the rejection of his manuscripts by many publishing houses,
which were unable to assess their literary value.
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Moscaliuc, Mihaela. Immigrant Model. Pittsburgh. 2015. University of Pittsburgh 
Press. Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822963349. Pitt Poetry 
Series. 104 pages. paperback. Inventory #  44209. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘The poems of Immigrant Model embody robust and 
sizzling magic— Mihaela Moscaliuc transports readers through vivid, multilayered 
scenes, richly startling images, and a mesmerizing gift for narrative. Here, a 
haunting world we would never otherwise see—our sense of history and terrain is 
altered forever.’—Naomi Shihab Nye. ‘To paraphrase Norman Mailer, when history 
becomes absurd and fraught the poet must take over for the historian. Moscaliuc is 
such a poet. She takes on Ceaucescu’s Romania as well as the aftermath of 
Chernobyl with a surreal, sensuous ferocity. Mouth, lips, tongue (some of the most 
frequently repeated words in the book) are means of survival; they devour and 
indict. The book’s sustained power is extraordinary.’—Stephen Dunn. Past praise for
Mihaela Moscaliuc: ‘Moscaliuc can compress plot worthy of a novel into a one- to-
two page poem that flaunts that skill often. Most impressively, she manages this 
compression without ever sounding prosaic, sacrificing little of the elegant, studied 
lyricism practiced in most of these poems. It’s a music that seems deceptively plain
at times, but one that lingers, growing fuller and richer with each read.’ —Martin 
Woodside, Poetry International.

Mihaela Moscaliuc is the author of the poetry collection Father Dirt and translator of
Carmelia Leonte’s The Hiss of the Viper. Her poems, reviews, and translations of 
Romanian poetry have appeared in American Poetry Review, the Georgia Review,
New Letters, Prairie Schooner, TriQuarterly, and Mississippi Review, among others.
Moscaliuc is the recipient of two Glenna Luschei Prairie Schooner Awards and a 
fellowship from the New Jersey Arts Council. She is an assistant professor of 
English at Monmouth University and teaches in the lowresidency MFA program in 
poetry and poetry in translation at Drew University.
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Mosley, Nicholas. Natalie Natalia. New York. 1971. Coward McCann Geoghegan. 
1st American Edition. Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front, Otherwise Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 316 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Paul Bacon. Inventory
# 9645. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - NATALIE NATALIA is Nicholas Mosley’s brilliant 
examination of political life. It revolves around Anthony Greville, a conservative 
Member of Parliament who is tormented by his ambivalence toward his career, by 
his religious doubts, and by his adulterous affair with Natalia Jones, the enigmatic 
wife of a colleague. The course of their affair dramatizes love in its most creative 
and perilously destructive aspects, the two facets symbolized in the two names he 
has for his lover: ‘I sometimes called Natalia Natalie instead of Natalia,’ Greville 
says, ‘when she was the ravenous rather than the angelic angel. What Natalie said
was often a code for what Natalia was meaning.’ Ranging in setting from England to
Central Africa, the novel is a remarkable investigation of ethics, with fiction itself as 
an ethical activity.

Nicholas Mosley (25 June 1923 – 28 February 2017), was an English novelist. He 
was born in London in 1923. He was the eldest son of Sir Oswald Mosley, a British 
politician, and his first wife, Lady Cynthia Mosley. In 1932 his father, Sir Oswald 
Mosley, founded the British Union of Fascists and became an open supporter of 
Benito Mussolini. In 1933, when he was only 10, Nicholas's mother, Lady Cynthia, 
died and in 1936 Diana Mitford, one of the Mitford sisters, who was already his 
father's mistress, became his stepmother.keywords
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Mosley, Walter. A Little Yellow Dog: An Easy Rawlins Mystery. New York. 1996. 
Norton. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0393039242. 300 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Richard Poulin, Poulin + Morris. Inventory # 22455. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It's 1964. Easy Rawlins has given up the street life that 
has brought him so much trouble and grief. He's taken on a job as supervising 
custodian of Sojourner Truth Junior High School in Watts. For two years he's been 
getting up early and going off to work. He wears nice clothes and puts all his energy-
and love-into his job and his adopted children. Easy likes his new life, even though 
he feels empty and a little bored sometimes. But all that is about to change. Easy 
comes in early one morning to find one of the teachers already in her classroom. 
She has a dog with her and a story about a husband gone mad. Before Easy knows
what's happening, the teacher is in his arms. Before the day is over the teacher is 
gone, leaving Easy with her dog, and the handsomest corpse Easy has ever seen is
found in the school garden. That night a second corpse turns up. Easy may have left
the streets but he hasn't been forgotten. The world is changing faster than he can 
keep up. The police believe that Easy is involved in the murders. Old enemies are 
waiting to get even. The principal of the school wants to fire him. His old friends 
aren't the same and his new friends might be his death. Easy wants back into his 
careful little life, but that door is closed. A murderer is running loose somewhere. 
And a little yellow dog plots revenge.

Walter Mosley is the author of more than forty books, including eleven previous 
Easy Rawlins mysteries, the first of which, DEVIL IN A BLUE DRESS, was made 
into an acclaimed film starring Denzel Washington. A native of Los Angeles and a 
graduate of Goddard College, he holds an MFA from CCNY and lives in Brooklyn. 
New York. He is the winner of numerous awards, including an O. Henry Award, a 
Grammy, and PEN America’s Lifetime Achievement Award.
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Mosley, Walter. A Red Death. New York. 1991. Norton. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0393029980. 284 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Hugh 
O'Neill, Jacket illustration by John Jinks. Inventory # 21311. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A RED DEATH plunges Easy deep into the political, 
legal, and moral tar pits of Los Angeles in the early fifties, when Red-baiting and 
blacklisting were official policy and racial tensions boiled. Easy is now out of ‘the 
hurting business,’ and into the housing (and the favor) business, on the strength of 
funds dating from his earlier advent ures. He’s a little older, a little wiser - and in a lot
more trouble. He suddenly finds a corrupt, racist IRS agent breathing down his neck
(and reaching for his wallet) about some unpaid taxes. His only out: cut a deal with 
the FBI to infiltrate the First African Baptist Church and spy on a former Polish 
resistance fighter suspected of stealing defense plans. Meanwhile, Easy’s romantic 
life becomes equally complicated and dangerous when he takes in his old flame Etta
Mae Harris. Hard on her heels is Raymond ‘Mouse’ Alexander, her ex-husband, 
Easy’s best friend, a dark, gleefully homicidal angel. Then the murders begin and 
the LAPD decides that Easy is a convenient suspect. His search for the actual 
murderer must be conducted in an ethical mine field, where the stark choice is 
between betrayal and survival. A RED DEATH again displays Walter Mosley’s 
wonderful strengths: a hypnotic narrative voice, crackling dialogue, wonderful 
subsidiary chara cters, the vivid sense of an almost mythical Los Angeles - and a 
hero with a winning combination of hard-boiled attitude and hard-earned 
compassion. It is clearly the work of an emerging master of American crime writing.

Walter Mosley is the author of more than forty books, including eleven previous 
Easy Rawlins mysteries, the first of which, DEVIL IN A BLUE DRESS, was made 
into an acclaimed film starring Denzel Washington. A native of Los Angeles and a 
graduate of Goddard College, he holds an MFA from CCNY and lives in Brooklyn. 
New York. He is the winner of numerous awards, including an O. Henry Award, a 
Grammy, and PEN America’s Lifetime Achievement Award.
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Mosley, Walter. Black Betty. New York. 1994. Norton. 1st Printing. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0393036448. 255 pages. hardcover. Inscribed by the Author. Jacket 
design by Debra Morton Hoyt. Inventory # 19842. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - 1961: For most black Americans, these were times of 
hope. For former P.I. Easy Rawlins, Los Angeles’s mean streets were never 
meaner. or more deadly. Ordinarily, Easy would have thrown the two bills in the 
sleazy shamus’ face - the white man who wanted him to find the notorious Black 
Betty, an ebony siren whose talent for all things rich and male took her from 
Houston’s Fifth Ward to Beverly Hills. There was too much Easy wasn’t being told, 
but he couldn’t resist the prospect of seeing Betty again, even if it killed him.

Walter Mosley is the author of more than forty books, including eleven previous 
Easy Rawlins mysteries, the first of which, DEVIL IN A BLUE DRESS, was made 
into an acclaimed film starring Denzel Washington. A native of Los Angeles and a 
graduate of Goddard College, he holds an MFA from CCNY and lives in Brooklyn. 
New York. He is the winner of numerous awards, including an O. Henry Award, a 
Grammy, and PEN America’s Lifetime Achievement Award.
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Mosley, Walter. Blue Light. Boston. 1998. Little Brown. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0316570982. 296 pages. hardcover. Cover: Michael Ian Kaye. 
Inventory # 25913. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The human race has just begun. In a brilliant departure 
for Walter Mosley, author of the bestselling Easy Rawlins mystery series, BLUE 
LIGHT imagines a world in which human potential is suddenly, amazingly fulfilled - a
change that calls into question the meaning of human differences and the ultimate 
purpose and fate of the human race. From an unknown point in the universe an 
inscrutable blue light approaches our solar system. When it reaches Earth, it 
transforms those it strikes, causing them instantaneously to evolve beyond the 
present state of humanity. Each person imbued with the light becomes the full 
realization of his or her nature and potential, with strengths, understanding and 
communication abilities far beyond our imagining. BLUE LIGHT is the story of these
people and their transformation narrated by Chance, a biracial man whose entire life
has been a struggle for self-definition, the novel traces the desperate conflict of the 
‘Blues’ with one of their own, a man who - struck by the light at the moment he 
expired - has become the living embodiment of death. Written as a kind of gospel in
which Chance describes the wanderings of this tribe and their ultimate, apocalyptic 
battle, the account is also full of his uncertainties - about his own place in this 
strange new world and about whether he may be recording the beginning of the end
of the human race. BLUE LIGHT explores questions about identity, race, and 
humanity - the hallmarks of Walter Mosley’s fiction - but within a mind-stretching new
framework. Written as the prelude to a projected trilogy, BLUE LIGHT is imaginative
fiction of the highest caliber from one at the most adventurous thinkers and 
accomplished novelists at work today.

Walter Mosley is the author of more than forty books, including eleven previous 
Easy Rawlins mysteries, the first of which, DEVIL IN A BLUE DRESS, was made 
into an acclaimed film starring Denzel Washington. A native of Los Angeles and a 
graduate of Goddard College, he holds an MFA from CCNY and lives in Brooklyn. 
New York. He is the winner of numerous awards, including an O. Henry Award, a 
Grammy, and PEN America’s Lifetime Achievement Award.
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Mosley, Walter. Blue Light. Boston. 1998. Little Brown. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. Remainder Mark. 0316570982. 296 pages. hardcover. Cover: 
Michael Ian Kaye. Inventory # 33797. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The human race has just begun. In a brilliant departure 
for Walter Mosley, author of the bestselling Easy Rawlins mystery series, BLUE 
LIGHT imagines a world in which human potential is suddenly, amazingly fulfilled - a
change that calls into question the meaning of human differences and the ultimate 
purpose and fate of the human race. From an unknown point in the universe an 
inscrutable blue light approaches our solar system. When it reaches Earth, it 
transforms those it strikes, causing them instantaneously to evolve beyond the 
present state of humanity. Each person imbued with the light becomes the full 
realization of his or her nature and potential, with strengths, understanding and 
communication abilities far beyond our imagining. BLUE LIGHT is the story of these
people and their transformation narrated by Chance, a biracial man whose entire life
has been a struggle for self-definition, the novel traces the desperate conflict of the 
‘Blues’ with one of their own, a man who - struck by the light at the moment he 
expired - has become the living embodiment of death. Written as a kind of gospel in
which Chance describes the wanderings of this tribe and their ultimate, apocalyptic 
battle, the account is also full of his uncertainties - about his own place in this 
strange new world and about whether he may be recording the beginning of the end
of the human race. BLUE LIGHT explores questions about identity, race, and 
humanity - the hallmarks of Walter Mosley’s fiction - but within a mind-stretching new
framework. Written as the prelude to a projected trilogy, BLUE LIGHT is imaginative
fiction of the highest caliber from one at the most adventurous thinkers and 
accomplished novelists at work today.

Walter Mosley is the author of more than forty books, including eleven previous 
Easy Rawlins mysteries, the first of which, DEVIL IN A BLUE DRESS, was made 
into an acclaimed film starring Denzel Washington. A native of Los Angeles and a 
graduate of Goddard College, he holds an MFA from CCNY and lives in Brooklyn. 
New York. He is the winner of numerous awards, including an O. Henry Award, a 
Grammy, and PEN America’s Lifetime Achievement Award.
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Mosley, Walter. Cinnamon Kiss. New York/Boston. 2005. Little Brown. 2nd Priinting.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0316073024. 314 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Mario J. Pulice. Inventory # 43606. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It is the Summer of Love and Easy Rawlins is 
contemplating robbing an armored car. It's farther outside the law than Easy has 
ever traveled, but his daughter, Feather, needs a medical treatment that costs far 
more than Easy can earn or borrow in time. And his friend Mouse tells him it's a 
cinch. Then another friend, Saul Lynx, offers a job that might solve Easy's problem 
without jail time. He has to track the disappearance of an eccentric, prominent 
attorney. His assistant of sorts, the beautiful Cinnamon Cargill, is gone as well. Easy
can tell there is much more than he is being told-Robert Lee, his new employer, is 
as suspect as the man who disappeared. But his need overcomes all concerns, and
he plunges into unfamiliar territory, from the newfound hippie enclaves to a vicious 
plot that stretches back to the battlefields of Europe.

Walter Mosley is the author of more than forty books, including eleven previous 
Easy Rawlins mysteries, the first of which, DEVIL IN A BLUE DRESS, was made 
into an acclaimed film starring Denzel Washington. A native of Los Angeles and a 
graduate of Goddard College, he holds an MFA from CCNY and lives in Brooklyn. 
New York. He is the winner of numerous awards, including an O. Henry Award, a 
Grammy, and PEN America’s Lifetime Achievement Award.
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Mosley, Walter. Devil in a Blue Dress. New York. 1990. Norton. 1st Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0393028542. 219 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Hugh 
O'Neill. Jacket illustration by John Jinks. Inventory # 17097. $90

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The time is 1948; the town is Los Angeles; the hero is 
Easy Rawlins, a tough black war veteran just out of a job at a defense plant. The 
mortgage payment’s coming due, so Easy takes on some detective work from a 
silkily menacing white gangster, Dewitt Albright. The assignment: find the 
whereabouts of blonde femme fatale Daphne Monet, a singer known to frequent 
black jazz joints not usually hospitable to white patrons. Easy’s quest for the 
bewitching Daphne takes him (and the reader) on a vivid tour of forties L.A., from the
barber shops and raucous clubs of Watts, to the elegant boardrooms and 
residences of a white political establishment with a great deal to hide. Once found, 
Daphne Monet proves an easier woman to locate than to fathom. She incarnates the
promise of love and the threat of violent death. With his sardonic, gleefully 
murderous sidekick Mouse to guide him, Easy enters the dangerously complex 
moral territory of race relations and necessary violence, where questions of right and
wrong depend for their answers on just whose side the law is on. DEVIL IN A BLUE
DRESS mixes the hard-boiled poetry of Raymond Chandler with the social realism 
of Richard Wright. Its narrative swings with the complex rhythms of modern urban 
life. It’s a smashing entertainment - and more. ‘ DEVIL IN A BLUE DRESS is a dark,
delicious tale of post-World War Two L.A., city of sadness and disillusion. Walter 
Mosley weaves his own kind of magic: he’s the chanter of our mean modern times.’ -
Jerome Charyn.

Walter Mosley is the author of more than forty books, including eleven previous 
Easy Rawlins mysteries, the first of which, DEVIL IN A BLUE DRESS, was made 
into an acclaimed film starring Denzel Washington. A native of Los Angeles and a 
graduate of Goddard College, he holds an MFA from CCNY and lives in Brooklyn. 
New York. He is the winner of numerous awards, including an O. Henry Award, a 
Grammy, and PEN America’s Lifetime Achievement Award.
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Mosley, Walter. Fear Itself: A Fearless Jones Novel. Boston. 2003. Little Brown. 
Advance Reading Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 0316591122. 314 pages. 
paperback. Jacket design by Mario Pulice. Jacket photograph by Color Day 
Production/The Image Bank. Author photograph by Anthony Barbosa. Inventory # 
34046. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Another tensely plotted, action-filled thriller from the 
bestselling writer hailed by The Chicago Sun-Times for ‘detective fiction at its best -
bold, breathtaking, and brutal.’ Paris Minton is a man who would just as soon walk 
away from trouble as stand up to it. But in 1950s Los Angeles, sometimes trouble 
just comes and gets you. Fearless Jones shows up at Paris Minton’s door one night
with a simple request: an attractive woman has asked him to help find her husband,
a man Fearless worked for briefly, and Fearless wants Paris to take the case with 
him. The next morning, a suspicious stranger shows up at Paris’s door, and he’s 
asking after Fearless Jones. A few short questions later, Paris is running for his life, 
tangled up with one of the wealthiest women in L.A., and wondering whom he 
should fear more - the people he’s looking for or the people he’s working for. One 
misstep at a time, he tumbles into the most complex and terrifying situation he’s ever
found - one that even his invincible friend Fearless may not be able to save him 
from. Buzzing with energy, excitement, and suspense, FEAR ITSELF is yet another
example of why the New York Times calls Walter Mosley ‘one of America’s best 
mystery writers.’. WALTER MOSLEY is the author of the bestsellers FEARLESS 
JONES and BAD BOY BRAWLY BROWN, the acclaimed Easy Rawlins series of 
novels, and many other works of fiction and nonfiction. He is the recipient of a 
Grammy Award, the Anisfield-Wolf Award, and numerous other honors. He was born
in Los Angeles and lives in New York. .

Walter Mosley is the author of more than forty books, including eleven previous 
Easy Rawlins mysteries, the first of which, DEVIL IN A BLUE DRESS, was made 
into an acclaimed film starring Denzel Washington. A native of Los Angeles and a 
graduate of Goddard College, he holds an MFA from CCNY and lives in Brooklyn. 
New York. He is the winner of numerous awards, including an O. Henry Award, a 
Grammy, and PEN America’s Lifetime Achievement Award.
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Mosley, Walter. Fearless Jones. Boston. 2001. Little Brown. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0316592382. 312 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Kelly Blair. Hand lettering by Brian Rea. Inventory # 30410. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Walter Mosley, ‘one of crime fiction’s brightest 
stars’ (People), returns to mysteries at last! FEARLESS JONES is a dazzling new 
thriller, set in 1950s L.A., and featuring the most engaging hero since Easy Rawlins.
Paris Minton is minding his own business - a small used-book store of which he is 
the proud proprietor - when a beautiful woman named Elana Love walks in and asks
a few questions. Within the next twenty-four hours, Paris has been beaten up, made
love to, shot at, and robbed, and his bookstore has been burned to the ground. He’s
in so much trouble he has no choice but to get his friend Fearless Jones out of jail to
help. Fearless Jones is an army veteran, a man who is proud of his 
accomplishments during World War II and refuses to step into the background now 
that the war is over. Violence dogs Fearless’s every step, and Paris has tried to 
keep his distance. But there’s no friend like the one you need. The two set out to find
the elusive Elana Love, and every step leads them deeper into a bewildering vortex
of money and betrayal. Their questions bring out a ruthless and racist cop, a gang of
vicious ex-cons, and an elderly Jewish woman who is as determined to help the two
friends as others are to harm them. These two black men in 1950s Los Angeles 
have few rights, little money, and no recourse under attack. But they have their 
friends, their wits, and their knowledge of the way the world really works to help 
them prevail. Written with the blazing pace of noir classics like THE MALTESE 
FALCON, FEARLESS JONES also possesses the humor and original insights into 
American places and characters that have made Walter Mosley one of the most 
admired writers of our time.

Walter Mosley is the author of more than forty books, including eleven previous 
Easy Rawlins mysteries, the first of which, DEVIL IN A BLUE DRESS, was made 
into an acclaimed film starring Denzel Washington. A native of Los Angeles and a 
graduate of Goddard College, he holds an MFA from CCNY and lives in Brooklyn. 
New York. He is the winner of numerous awards, including an O. Henry Award, a 
Grammy, and PEN America’s Lifetime Achievement Award.
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Mosley, Walter. Gone Fishin'. Baltimore. 1997. Black Classics Press. Advance 
Reading Copy. Very Good in Yellow Wrappers. 1574780255. 244 pages. paperback.
Inventory # 34600. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The setting: Houston, 1939. Easy and Mouse are young
men just setting out in life. Easy has yet to develop his skill for unraveling the 
secrets of others, and Mouse has yet to kill his first man. All will soon change. 
Although he’s frightened that Mouse may know of his earlier liaison with EttaMae, 
nineteen-year-old Easy Rawlins agrees to drive his friend to Pariah, Texas. 
Traveling in a 1936 Ford Mouse has borrowed, the two begin a journey to retrieve 
money from Mouse’s stepfather, daddyReese - money the volatile Mouse wants to 
use to begin his marriage to EttaMae. They are soon engulfed in a shrouded bayou
world of voodoo, sex, revenge, and death that changes their lives and entwines their
destinies. Easy and Mouse come of age in GONE FISHIN’ as they are compelled to
examine their friendship and other relationships that have shaped their lives. Both 
young men take a closer look at their love and memories of their mothers and are 
forced to deal with the fathers in their lives - Easy yearning for the one he hardly 
knew, Mouse vengeful over the one he was left. Out of these memories and 
interactions, each must somehow forge his own sense of manhood. As Mosley takes
Easy and Mouse - and the reader - on this journey to manhood, he weaves together
a remarkable cast of friends and foes, who are introduced here for the first time and
will later appear in the Easy Rawlins mysteries. For die-hard Mosley fans, here’s a 
chance to unravel some of the mystery surrounding these characters; and for new 
readers, this is the moment to get caught up in the magic.

Walter Mosley is the author of more than forty books, including eleven previous 
Easy Rawlins mysteries, the first of which, DEVIL IN A BLUE DRESS, was made 
into an acclaimed film starring Denzel Washington. A native of Los Angeles and a 
graduate of Goddard College, he holds an MFA from CCNY and lives in Brooklyn. 
New York. He is the winner of numerous awards, including an O. Henry Award, a 
Grammy, and PEN America’s Lifetime Achievement Award.
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Mosley, Walter. Gone Fishin': An Easy Rawlins Novel. Baltimore. 1997. Black 
Classic Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1574780255. 244 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket illustration and design by Laurie Williams.A Street Called Straight.
Inventory # 23272. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The setting: Houston, 1939. Easy and Mouse are young
men just setting out in life. Easy has yet to develop his skill for unraveling the 
secrets of others, and Mouse has yet to kill his first man. All will soon change. 
Although he’s frightened that Mouse may know of his earlier liaison with EttaMae, 
nineteen-year-old Easy Rawlins agrees to drive his friend to Pariah, Texas. 
Traveling in a 1936 Ford Mouse has borrowed, the two begin a journey to retrieve 
money from Mouse’s stepfather, daddyReese - money the volatile Mouse wants to 
use to begin his marriage to EttaMae. They are soon engulfed in a shrouded bayou
world of voodoo, sex, revenge, and death that changes their lives and entwines their
destinies. Easy and Mouse come of age in GONE FISHIN’ as they are compelled to
examine their friendship and other relationships that have shaped their lives. Both 
young men take a closer look at their love and memories of their mothers and are 
forced to deal with the fathers in their lives - Easy yearning for the one he hardly 
knew, Mouse vengeful over the one he was left. Out of these memories and 
interactions, each must somehow forge his own sense of manhood. As Mosley takes
Easy and Mouse - and the reader - on this journey to manhood, he weaves together
a remarkable cast of friends and foes, who are introduced here for the first time and
will later appear in the Easy Rawlins mysteries. For die-hard Mosley fans, here’s a 
chance to unravel some of the mystery surrounding these characters; and for new 
readers, this is the moment to get caught up in the magic.

Walter Mosley is the author of more than forty books, including eleven previous 
Easy Rawlins mysteries, the first of which, DEVIL IN A BLUE DRESS, was made 
into an acclaimed film starring Denzel Washington. A native of Los Angeles and a 
graduate of Goddard College, he holds an MFA from CCNY and lives in Brooklyn. 
New York. He is the winner of numerous awards, including an O. Henry Award, a 
Grammy, and PEN America’s Lifetime Achievement Award.
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Mosley, Walter. Little Scarlet. New York. 2004. Little Brown. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0316073032. 309 pages. hardcover. Cover design by 
Mario J. Pulice. Inventory # 34472. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Easy Rawlins returns to solve a mystery set amid the 
flames of the hottest summer ever. Just after devastating riots tear through Los 
Angeles in 1965 - when anger is high and fear still smolders everywhere - the police
turn up at Easy Rawlins’s doorstep. He expects the worst, as usual. But they’ve 
come to ask for his help. A man was wrenched from his car by a mob at the riots’ 
peak and escaped into a nearby apartment building. Soon afterward, a redheaded 
woman known as Little Scarlet was found dead in that building - and the fleeing man
is the obvious suspect. But the man has vanished. The police fear that their 
presence in certain neighborhoods could spark a new inferno, so they ask Easy 
Rawlins to see what he can discover. The vanished man is the key, but he is only 
the beginning. Easy enlists the help of his longtime friend Mouse to break through 
the shroud. And what Easy finds is a killer whose rage, like that which burned in the
city for weeks, is intrinsically woven around deep-set passions - feelings echoed 
within Easy himself. Rawlins’s hunt for the killer reveals a new city emerging from 
the ashes, with the promise of a new life for Easy, Mouse, and his old friends 
Jackson Blue and Jewelle. Mosley’s lean and musical vernacular captures the heat
and the rhythm of Los Angeles’ heart, where danger is the common currency of 
everyday life. LITTLE SCARLET is further proof that Mosley is ‘a master of
mystery’ (New York Times Book Review).

Walter Mosley is the author of more than forty books, including eleven previous 
Easy Rawlins mysteries, the first of which, DEVIL IN A BLUE DRESS, was made 
into an acclaimed film starring Denzel Washington. A native of Los Angeles and a 
graduate of Goddard College, he holds an MFA from CCNY and lives in Brooklyn. 
New York. He is the winner of numerous awards, including an O. Henry Award, a 
Grammy, and PEN America’s Lifetime Achievement Award.
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Mosley, Walter. RL's Dream. New York. 1995. Norton. 1st Printing. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0393038025. 267 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by: Stark Design, 
Jacket photograph by Barry Marcus. Inventory # 21501. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Walter Mosley’s acclaimed Easy Rawlins mysteries are 
not only best-selling crime thrillers; they are also serious novels of depth and 
complexity that open up the physical, social, and moral landscape of postwar Los 
Angeles to probing examination. So the publication of his first non-genre genre 
novel, RL’S DREAM, is in every way a literary event. RL’S DREAM is a novel about 
the blues - the blues as an expression of black poetry and black tragedy and how 
they sit in judgment on the American experience. In contemporary New York, aging
bluesman Soupspoon Wise is alone, ill, and dying. He has played his music in a 
thousand bars, clubs, and juke joints, but never so memorably as the time he played
with one Robert ‘RL’ Johnson in the Mississippi delta. That brief indelible encounter
with the great genius of country blues haunts Soupspoon, much as Johnson himself
is said to have been possessed by Satan. And so Soupspoon proceeds to tell his 
story to Kiki Waters, the young white woman who has taken him in, another refugee
from a South she can neither deny nor escape. As these two unforgettable 
characters come to terms with the difficult legacy of the past, Walter Mosley shapes
their story into a prose ballad - a blues - of pain and redemption. As in his mysteries,
he breathes life into folks who live on the margins of American life, teaching us that
we can’t know who we are until we remember where we came from. RL’S DREAM 
sings.

Walter Mosley is the author of more than forty books, including eleven previous 
Easy Rawlins mysteries, the first of which, DEVIL IN A BLUE DRESS, was made 
into an acclaimed film starring Denzel Washington. A native of Los Angeles and a 
graduate of Goddard College, he holds an MFA from CCNY and lives in Brooklyn. 
New York. He is the winner of numerous awards, including an O. Henry Award, a 
Grammy, and PEN America’s Lifetime Achievement Award.
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Mosley, Walter. Walkin' the Dog. Boston. 1999. Little Brown. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0316966207. 260 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Amy
Goldfarb. Jacket photographs by Jack Louth. Inventory # 27218. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Socrates Fortlow, an ex-convict forced to define his own
morality in a lawless world, confronts wrongs that most people would rather ignore 
and comes face-to-face with the most dangerous emotion: hope. It has been nine 
years since his release from prison, and he still makes his home in a two-room 
shack in a Watts alley. But he has a girlfriend now, a steady job, and he is even 
caring for a pet, the two-legged dog he calls Killer. These responsibilities make 
finding the right path even harder - especially when the police make Socrates their 
first suspect in every crime within six blocks. ‘In each chapter of WALKIN’ THE 
DOG, Socrates challenges a different conundrum of modern life. In ‘Blue Lightning,’
he is offered a better-paying job but has to consider whether the extra pay is worth 
the freedom he would have to give up. In ‘Promise,’ he keeps a vow made long ago 
to a dying friend, and learns that a promise to one person can mean damage to 
another. In ‘Mookie Kid,’ he gets a telephone and learns that the price of being able 
to reach others is that others can contact him - whether he wants to be reached or 
not. ‘WALKIN’ THE DOG builds to a stunning climax as Socrates takes on a rogue 
cop who has terrorized his neighborhood.

Walter Mosley is the author of more than forty books, including eleven previous 
Easy Rawlins mysteries, the first of which, DEVIL IN A BLUE DRESS, was made 
into an acclaimed film starring Denzel Washington. A native of Los Angeles and a 
graduate of Goddard College, he holds an MFA from CCNY and lives in Brooklyn. 
New York. He is the winner of numerous awards, including an O. Henry Award, a 
Grammy, and PEN America’s Lifetime Achievement Award.
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Mosley, Walter. White Butterfly. New York. 1992. Norton. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 039303366x. 272 pages. hardcover. Jacket painting by John 
Jinks. Jacket design by Hugh O'Neill. Inventory # 23431. $80

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Walter Mosley’s mystery, WHITE BUTTERFLY, the 
time is 1956 and, things being what they are, no one in official Los Angeles is much
bothered as a serial killer proceeds to murder three black bar girls, leaving a 
distinctive mark each time. But when a white stripper, Cyndi Starr, aka ‘The White 
Butterfly’ on stage, is similarly murdered—and she turns out to be a UCLA coed and
the daughter of a politically powerful prosecutor—all hell breaks loose. The heat is 
finally on to find the killer. Which is why Quinten Naylor, a black LAPD detective, 
arrives on Easy Rawlins’s doorstep one morning—for Easy can go places and do 
things the police simply cannot. Easy, married now and a father, initially says no—
until the police finger his cheerfully murderous sidekick Raymond ‘Mouse’ Alexander
as a suspect. So Easy begins an odyssey along the seedy jazz joints of Bone Street
and the furnished rooms of Hollywood Row in search of the killer, in a case that will
put his marriage, his business, and his cunningly constructed secret life in the most
dire jeopardy. WHITE BUTTERFLY crackles with tension arid offers, as the best 
American crime fiction always does, a vivid moral landscape of a particular time and
place. The language swings with the jazz rhythms of the streets, while sounding 
sweet and mournful blues notes underneath. It is the best Easy Rawlins novel yet—
a triumph for Walter Mosley, his creator.

Walter Mosley is the author of more than forty books, including eleven previous 
Easy Rawlins mysteries, the first of which, DEVIL IN A BLUE DRESS, was made 
into an acclaimed film starring Denzel Washington. A native of Los Angeles and a 
graduate of Goddard College, he holds an MFA from CCNY and lives in Brooklyn. 
New York. He is the winner of numerous awards, including an O. Henry Award, a 
Grammy, and PEN America’s Lifetime Achievement Award.
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Mosse, George L. The Image of Man: The Creation of Modern Masculinity. New 
York. 1996. Oxford University Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0195101014. 232 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 22399. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In The Image of Man, noted historian George L. Mosse 
provides the first historical account of the masculine stereotype in modern Western 
culture, tracing the evolution of the idea of manliness to reveal how it came to 
embody physical beauty, courage, moral restraint, and a strong will. This stereotype,
he finds, originated in the tumultuous changes of the eighteenth century, as 
Europe's dominant aristocrats grudgingly yielded to the rise of the professional, 
bureaucratic, and commercial middle classes. Mosse reveals how the new 
bourgeoisie, faced with a bewildering, rapidly industrialized world, latched onto the 
knightly ideal of chivalry. And he shows how the rise of universal conscription 
created a 'soldierly man' as an ideal type. In England, the nineteenth century gave 
rise to an educational system that emphasized athletics, team sports, and physical 
strength, as did the gymnastics movement on the continent. At the same time, ideals
of masculine beauty developed throughout the continent, intertwined with theories of
art and personal comportment. And dueling experienced a renaissance, spreading 
throughout society, though tinged by each country's character (in France, many 
duels were fought, but few ended in death, whereas Germans evolved an almost 
bureaucratic set of rules governing such combats - participants used pistols rather 
than swords, leading to a high fatality rate). Indeed, in the nineteenth century, the 
idea of manliness appeared in so many areas of life and thought that it was 
accepted as a social constant, a permanent endowment granted by nature. Mosse 
shows, however, that it continued to evolve, particularly in contrast to stereotypes of
women and unmanly men - Jews and homosexuals - all considered weak and 
fearful, unable to control their passions.

George Lachmann Mosse (September 20, 1918 – January 22, 1999) was an emigre
from Nazi Germany first to Great Britain and then to the United States who taught 
history as a professor at the University of Iowa, the University of Wisconsin-
Madison, and the Hebrew University.
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Mossotti, Travis. Narcissus Americana: Poems. Fayetteville. 2018. University of 
Arkansas Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781682260555. 94
pages. paperback. Inventory # 43444. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Winner, 2018 Miller Williams Poetry Prize. Narcissus 
Americana sings and scraps and wrestles its way across various landscapes—
abandoned quarries, art museums, lavish homes, and tar pits—in a quest to attain a
more complex vision of what it means to be upwardly mobile. These poems question
the usefulness of wealth and ownership as markers of success. Taking wine fridges
and fake flowers as emblems of capitalism’s failure to assuage human loneliness, 
the speakers in these poems find joy in shared meals and glasses of wine, and use
moments of mutual attention to challenge notions of class in America. Intimacy is on
display in “Cruising Altitude,” where the speaker finds a sublime communion 
between two disparate worldviews during an in-flight conversation with his father: I 
ask if his certainty about humanity’s course gives
his life some kind of purpose. He doesn’t sleep well.
I know this. I quote Yeats. He quotes scripture.
Light balances on the wing and casts its yellow spell. Sharply written, and with an 
eye for form, these poems engage with heavy inquiry but also know better than to 
take themselves too seriously, making it possible for, say, dungeons to share space
with donuts, as in the poem “Rancho La Brea.” Mossotti’s timely book invites the 
reader to traverse America, and see the nation anew, on a journey marked 
simultaneously by critical scrutiny and deep affection.

Travis Mossotti has worked and volunteered over the last decade alongside his wife
(a carnivore biologist) with U.S. government, university and nonprofit organizations 
on data collection, animal captures/ releases and lab work for various endangered 
species recovery efforts all across North America. Mossotti serves as Poet-in-
Residence at the Endangered Wolf Center in St. Louis. He was awarded the 2011 
May Swenson Poetry Award by contest judge Garrison Keillor for his first collection
of poems About the Dead (USU Press, 2011), and his second collection Field Study
won the 2013 Melissa Lanitis Gregory Poetry Prize (Bona Fide Books, 2014). His 
third collection Narcissus Americana was selected by Billy Collins as the winner of 
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Most, Stephen. Stories Make the World: Reflections on Storytelling and the Art of 
the Documentary. Brooklyn. 2017. Berghahn Books. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 9781785335761. 288 pages. paperback. Inventory # 41799. 
$34.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Since the beginning of human history, stories have 
helped people make sense of their lives and their world. Today, an understanding of
storytelling is invaluable as we seek to orient ourselves within a flood of raw 
information and an unprecedented variety of supposedly true accounts. In Stories 
Make the World, award-winning screenwriter Stephen Most offers a captivating, 
refreshingly heartfelt exploration of how documentary filmmakers and other 
storytellers come to understand their subjects and cast light on the world through 
their art. Drawing on the author's decades of experience behind the scenes of 
television and film documentaries, this is an indispensable account of the principles
and paradoxes that attend the quest to represent reality truthfully.

Stephen Most is a writer and filmmaker. He has writing credits on four Academy 
Award "best documentary" nominees and five Emmy-winning films, including 
Wonders of Nature, Promises, and Green Fire: Aldo Leopold and a Land Ethic for 
Our Time. His book River of Renewal: Myth and History in the Klamath Basin was 
published in 2006.
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Mostyn, Trevor (editor). The Cambridge Encyclopedia of the Middle East & North 
Africa. Cambridge. 1988. Cambridge University Press. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0521321905. 504 pages. hardcover. Front jacket photograph: The Old City of 
Jerusalem and Dome of the Rock (Alistair Duncan). Back jacket photographs: 
Jewish children at the Western Wall, Old Jerusalem (Alistair Duncan); Omani 
women at the camel races (David Chappdll); The Lion Gate, Boghaz Kol, Turkey 
(Margaret Drower); Lutfullah Mosque, Isfahan, Iran (Anthony Hutt); Jeddah, Saudi 
Arabia (Trevor Mostyn); The Riafa Gate, Fez, Morocco (R. Turpin). Inventory # 
10823. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The media image of the Middle East today is often that of
sudden oil wealth, war and international terrorism, a sad contrast with the image that
obsessed the nineteenth-century European writers and artists and an even sadder 
one when compared with that of the intense cultural energy that has characterized 
this vast region for millennia. The Cambridge Encyclopedia of the Middle East and 
North Africa analyses the region from its pre-Islamic period to the present day, from 
its golden ages to the contemporary era when it is struggling to retain its roots as it 
copes with regional conflicts and the penetration of modern technology. Academics
and journalists who are international experts in their individual fields are gathered in
this one volume to study the region in great depth and with perceptive and often 
colourful insights. The cultural influences of the three great monotheistic faiths born 
in the Region - Judaism, Christianity and Islam - are covered through all their main 
aspects such as history, the sciences and the arts. Although Islam has clearly had 
the greatest influence on the region, the early religions and Judaism and Christianity
are thoroughly studied by specialist writers. So, too, are minority sects such as the 
Zoroastrians and the Druze and ethnic minority groups such as Berbers, Kurds and
Pushtuns. The Middle East and North Africa, a region that spreads from Morocco in 
the west to Afghanistan in the east, Turkey in the north to Somalia and Djibouti in 
the south, contains many races and many religious groups and sub-groups.

Trevor Mostyn is a member of English PEN’s Writers in Prison Committee.
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Motion, Andrew. Wainewright the Poisoner: The Confessions of Thomas Griffiths 
Wainewright-Regent Author, Painter, Swindler & Probable Murderer. New York. 
2000. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0375402098. 304 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 28226. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a time rich in unlikely characters, Thomas Griffiths 
Wainewright (1794-1847) was one of the strangest of all. A painter, writer, well-
known London dandy and friend of most of the major figures of the Romantic era 
(from Blake to Byron, from John Clare to John Keats, Lamb, De Quincey and 
Hazlitt), he was also almost certainly a murderer, possibly several times over. 
Arrested and convicted of forgery - evidence was lacking to prove the murders - he
was transported for life to the barbarous penal colony of Tasmania, where, years 
later, he died in obscurity. Behind him he left only rumors and fragments of 
documents, and a legend of evil that fascinated such writers as Charles Dickens and
Oscar Wilde. With a brilliant blend of creative imagination and scholarly sleuthing, 
Andrew Motion evokes Wainewright's double life in a tour de force of the 
biographer's art. Cast in the form of a partly fictional 'confession' written by the 
subject himself, buttressed (and sometimes contradicted) by the notes, background
essays and other commentary setting out the known facts, it reveals the man as no
straightforward history could do - his distinctive voice, his wit and charm, his 
callousness and unreliability, his pathos and, perhaps, his capacity for murder. As a
distinguished biographer (of Philip Larkin and John Keats, among others), Andrew 
Motion has been notably successful in pinning down the often-elusive details of 
Wainewright's life. As a first-rate poet (he succeeded Ted Hughes as Britain's Poet 
Laureate), he shows himself equally skilled in the imaginative investigation of 
Wainewright's bizarre psyche. The result is a richly memorable exploration of the 
darkerside of human nature, of the roots of crime, of the nature of biography itself.

Sir Andrew Motion (born 26 October 1952) is an English poet, novelist, and 
biographer, who was Poet Laureate of the United Kingdom from 1999 to 2009.
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Mottram, Eric. Blood On the Nash Ambassador: Investigations in American Culture.
London. 2012. Hutchinson Radius. 1st British Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn 
Dustjacket With Some Small Tears. 0091823641. 279 pages. hardcover. Inventory #
14330. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘An Eric Mottram essay is an extraordinary artifact. He 
ranges widely and deeply, interested in imaginative writing from James Fenimore 
Cooper to Burroughs (Edgar Rice or William) and beyond. Engineers and visionaries
like Buckminster Fuller intrigue him. So does the culture of mass entertainment and 
technology represented by the cinema and the automobile. He is fascinated by 
official pronouncements and what they conceal; by apocalypse and fantasy; by the 
fusion of real and surreal in the scenarios of the United States. Eric Mottram is an 
original and so are his densely documented yet visionary writings.’ - Marcus Cunliffe.
Guns and men in the West; the car as an image of escape, in film, literature and 
everyday life; fears of invasion from underground or outer space; the interaction of 
culture and technology in US history: these are a few of Eric Mottram’s themes, and
on them he brings to bear his encyclopedic knowledge of great American fiction and
pulp novels, B-movies and art films, rock lyrics and poetry. His method is to take one
subject, and in exploring it to penetrate to the heart of American dreams of speed, 
power and destiny. His concern is with the human possibilities that fantasies of 
technologic al domination exclude, and his kaleidoscopic writings — building up a 
rich layer of quotations — are a memorable record of how the American mind has 
responded to the endless innovation of destructive and productive force. Blood on 
the Nash Ambassador is a compulsive and disturbing overview of the world’s most 
dynamic and influential culture.

Eric Mottram (29 December 1924 – 16 January 1995) was a teacher, critic, editor 
and poet who was one of the central figures in the British Poetry Revival.
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Mourier, Pierre-Francois. The Spore. San Francisco. 2010. Martin Muller 
Books/Modernism Inc. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
9780976150992. Translated from the French by Dorna Khazeni. 248 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 41054. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - What can lead a bookish Latin professor to commit ritual
murder? A forgotten crypt, a decomposing mummy, an obscure manuscript, a 
strange confession signed by one of the greatest philosophers of Antiquity. A murder
mystery that reveals the secret history of good and evil. This is the story of the Great
Wound, from the beginning, at the dawn of humanity, before God, before the Devil.
There was only the spore.

Pierre-François Mourier is currently deputy general director of the Center for 
Strategic Analysis, a governmental organization under the direction of the prime 
minister of France. Since his studies at the Ecole normale supérieure de la rue 
d’Ulm and the Sorbonne, he has worked as a cultural attaché, a professor of Latin, a
magazine editor (for Esprit), and on publications for the Ecole nationale supérleure 
du paysage in the King’s Kitchen Garden at Versailles. In 2002 he was appointed to
the Conseil d’Etat (Council of State), the French supreme administrative court, 
working on issues of higher education and research. He has also served as a 
speechwriter and senior adviser to President of the Republic Jacques Chirac, and 
most recently as consul general of France in San Francisco and the Pacific 
Northwest. He is the author of several essays on the future of higher education and 
research in France; Cicero; Balzac; the European Union; and the environmental 
movement. He has published the first two volumes of a comic book trilogy, Le 
Dernier des Mohégans (The Last of the Mohegans). His first novel, The Spore, was
originally published in France.
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Moussa, Sabri. Seeds of Corruption. Boston. 1980. Houghton Mifflin. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0395285410. Winner Pegasus Prize For 
Literature. Translated from the Arabic by Mona N. Mikhail. 169 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket by Danile Earl Thaxton. Inventory # 5771. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Set in the harsh desert of eastern Egypt, Seeds of 
Corruption is the tale of a Ulysses-like hero in search of himself and his ultimate 
salvation. The novel becomes a singularly compelling play between the peace and 
desolation of the desert, the corruption of the dissolute Egyptian king and his court, 
the purity of the hero's daughter, and the simple dignity of the fishermen and desert
Bedouins. Seeds of Corruption eloquently portrays the corruption of the Egyptian 
monarchy and the aristocracy before 1952 as aided by foreign influence. Nicola, a 
mine engineer of European background, must decide his true identity. Is he an 
exploiter, like his bourgeois business partner, or is he more like the people of the 
desert whom he admires so deeply for their ancestral dignity and sense of honor? 
The novel offers a vivid and colorful panorama of the Eastern desert by the Red 
Sea. Such a distant place is a refreshing departure and Moussa's style is rich in 
imagery and metaphors, making this book a masterpiece of fine Arabic writing.

Sabri Moussa was born in 1932 in Dumiyat, Egypt, and lives in Cairo. He started 
writing in 1951 and has published four collections of short stories, three novels, 
three travel books and scripts for ten major Egyptian films, some of which, including
Al-Boustagi [The Postman], are now considered classics.
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Mowry, Jess. Rats in the Trees. New York. 1993. Penguin Books. Unrevised & 
Unpublished Proofs To Penguin Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0140178732. 
paperback. Inventory # 21944. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Robby is a 13-year-old black runaway. He arrives in 
Oakland with his skateboard and his dreams of living by the ocean. What he finds is
the Oakland streets—drugs, pervs, garbage, guns, gang warfare, and a close-knit 
group of friends who make life possible: the Animals. Their culture is based on 
skateboards, beer, rap slang, and danger. RATS IN THE TREES, told in the 
language of inner-city street kids, is dark and frightening. But these stories are 
written with such compassion and vitality that they affirm life. Jess Mowry lives 
writes and counsels kids in Oakland. In July 1988 he bought a used typewriter and 
began writing. Since then he has sold stories to ZYZZYVA, Alchemy, Sequoia, and
Santa Clara Review. RATS IN THE TREES is his first book. ‘Oakland flavored 
through and through, these wayward stories by a new writer, who actually sees and
hears the street life around him, quiver with real life. They breathe, walk, strut, run, 
spin, cry, and laugh. But above all, Mowry’s people hope against hopelessness. 
Readers weary of the hassle-free narcissistic creative writing that has become the 
hallmark of recent fiction will find themselves in the hands of a natural storyteller with
something deeps meaningful, and moving to say about the way we live now.’ - Al 
Young. ‘Jess Mowry is a natural, fiendishly determined, absolutely polished naif who
comes out of the blue fully equipped to devastate. His stories must be accurate - 
they are, after all, right off the street - but how to account for their power and 
perfection? He is a great discovery.’ - Howard Junker, Editor, ZYZZYVA.

JESS MOWRY was born in Mississippi in 1960 and raised in Oakland, where he 
was educated through the eighth grade. In 1988 he bought a used typewriter for ten
dollars and started writing. His first book of stories, RATS IN THE TREES, won the
PEN Oakland/Josephine Miles Award in 1990. He lives in Oakland.
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Mowry, Jess. Rats in the Trees. Santa Barbara. 1990. John Daniel & Company. 1st
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0936784814. 162 pages. paperback. Cover 
photograph by Channing Bates. Inventory # 16542. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Robby is a 13-year-old black runaway. He arrives in 
Oakland with his skateboard and his dreams of living by the ocean. What he finds is
the Oakland streets—drugs, pervs, garbage, guns, gang warfare, and a close-knit 
group of friends who make life possible: the Animals. Their culture is based on 
skateboards, beer, rap slang, and danger. RATS IN THE TREES, told in the 
language of inner-city street kids, is dark and frightening. But these stories are 
written with such compassion and vitality that they affirm life. Jess Mowry lives 
writes and counsels kids in Oakland. In July 1988 he bought a used typewriter and 
began writing. Since then he has sold stories to ZYZZYVA, Alchemy, Sequoia, and
Santa Clara Review. RATS IN THE TREES is his first book. ‘Oakland flavored 
through and through, these wayward stories by a new writer, who actually sees and
hears the street life around him, quiver with real life. They breathe, walk, strut, run, 
spin, cry, and laugh. But above all, Mowry’s people hope against hopelessness. 
Readers weary of the hassle-free narcissistic creative writing that has become the 
hallmark of recent fiction will find themselves in the hands of a natural storyteller with
something deeps meaningful, and moving to say about the way we live now.’ - Al 
Young. ‘Jess Mowry is a natural, fiendishly determined, absolutely polished naif who
comes out of the blue fully equipped to devastate. His stories must be accurate - 
they are, after all, right off the street - but how to account for their power and 
perfection? He is a great discovery.’ - Howard Junker, Editor, ZYZZYVA.

JESS MOWRY was born in Mississippi in 1960 and raised in Oakland, where he 
was educated through the eighth grade. In 1988 he bought a used typewriter for ten
dollars and started writing. His first book of stories, RATS IN THE TREES, won the
PEN Oakland/Josephine Miles Award in 1990. He lives in Oakland.
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Mowry, Jess. Way Past Cool. New York. 1992. Farrar Straus Giroux. Uncorrected 
Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 0374286698. 309 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
21902. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Authentic, dark, suspenseful, inspiring - here is a novel 
about the street gangs of Oakland that brings alive the tension, drama, and pathos 
of America’s urban reality in a totally fresh way. Gordon, age thirteen, is the leader 
of the Friends, a gang of black boys in their very early teens who struggle to hold a 
few blocks of bleak, ragged turf in Oakland - known to the homeboys as Oaktown—
California. Fiercely loyal to their group, they live by a strict unwritten code of honor, 
‘the rules’ that govern their dealings with each other, their world, and the Crew, their
neighboring rival gang. Though they are enemies, the Friends and the Crew share 
many common problems - especially the menacing presence of Deek, a sixteen-
year-old drug dealer who cruises their ‘hoods in his sleek black Trans-Am 
accompanied by his unwilling bodyguard, Ty. Deek obeys no laws other than those
of self-protection. He conquers and controls by intimidation, seduction, and lies - 
until he tries to set the two young gangs against each other. With tremendous fidelity
to the sights, sounds, and smells of the street, with enormous lyric power and heart,
and with an original gift for suspense, Jess Mowry portrays the life-and-death world
of these kids - a world haunted by brutality and fired by fierce hatreds and equally 
fierce love. His is a shocking portrait of young kids living on the slimmest of edges. It
is also an inspiring, even hopeful testament to the renewing power of love.

JESS MOWRY was born in Mississippi in 1960 and raised in Oakland, where he 
was educated through the eighth grade. In 1988 he bought a used typewriter for ten
dollars and started writing. His first book of stories, RATS IN THE TREES, won the
PEN Oakland/Josephine Miles Award in 1990. He lives in Oakland.
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Mphahlele, Es'kia. Renewal Time. Columbia. 1988. Readers International. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0930523555. 215 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
11188. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Es'kia Mphahlele’s 1988 publication RENEWAL TIME, 
contains stories he published previously as well as an autobiographical afterword on
his return to South Africa and a section from AFRIKA MY MUSIC, his 1984 
autobiography. Stories like ‘Mrs. Plum’ and ‘The Living and the Dead’ have received
praise by critics reviewing Mphahlele's work. Charles R. Larson, reviewing the work 
in the Washington Post Book World, says that the stories in the book present ‘almost
ironic images of racial tension under apartheid.’ He cites ‘Mrs. Plum’ as ‘the gem of 
this volume.’ The story is a first-person narrative by a black South African servant 
girl, and through her words, says Larson, ‘Mphahlele creates the most devastating 
picture of a liberal South African white.’ Includes - The Sounds Begin Again, The 
Stories, The Living and the Dead, He and the Cat, The Barber of Bariga, The Ballad
of Oyo, A Point of Identity, Grieg on a Stolen Piano, In Corner B, Mrs Plum and 
Renewal Time.

Es'kia Mphahlele (December 17, 1919 - October 27, 2008) was a South African 
writer, academic, artist and activist. Mphahlele twenty years in exile: first in Nigeria,
and subsequently in Kenya, where he was director of the Chemchemi Cultural 
Centre; Zambia; France and the United States, where he earned a doctoral degree 
from the University of Denver and taught at the University of Pennsylvania. 
Mphahlele returned to South Africa in 1977 and joined the faculty of the University of
the Witwatersrand.
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Mphahlele, Ezekiel. In Corner B: Short Stories. Nairobi. 1967. East Africa Publishing
House. 1st Edition. Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front,Otherwise Very Good 
in Wrappers. 208 pages. paperback. Inventory # 6541. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this exciting collection of short stories he has chiefly 
drawn on his experiences in Nigeria and South Africa. The book ends with a 
disturbing short novel called MRS. PLUM which is one of the most damning and 
bitter indictments of the white ‘liberals’ in South Africa yet printed.

Es'kia Mphahlele (December 17, 1919 - October 27, 2008) was a South African 
writer, academic, artist and activist. Mphahlele twenty years in exile: first in Nigeria,
and subsequently in Kenya, where he was director of the Chemchemi Cultural 
Centre; Zambia; France and the United States, where he earned a doctoral degree 
from the University of Denver and taught at the University of Pennsylvania. 
Mphahlele returned to South Africa in 1977 and joined the faculty of the University of
the Witwatersrand.
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Mphahlele, Ezekiel. The Wanderers. New York. 1971. Macmillan. 1st Printing. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 351 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 22208. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The ‘wanderers’ of the title are political exiles, both black
and white, who have to flee their native countries to survive, who, like the author 
himself was forced to leave South Africa, and taught for several years in Nigeria. 
This is a powerful story about outcasts on their own continent, Africans both black 
and white, in search of a home they cannot find. The second novel, and fifth book, 
by this South African born writer.

Es'kia Mphahlele (December 17, 1919 - October 27, 2008) was a South African 
writer, academic, artist and activist. Mphahlele twenty years in exile: first in Nigeria,
and subsequently in Kenya, where he was director of the Chemchemi Cultural 
Centre; Zambia; France and the United States, where he earned a doctoral degree 
from the University of Denver and taught at the University of Pennsylvania. 
Mphahlele returned to South Africa in 1977 and joined the faculty of the University of
the Witwatersrand.
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Mrabet, Mohammed. Marriage With Papers. Bolinas. 1986. Tombouctou Books. 1 of
100 Copies Numbered & Signed By Both The Author & The Translator. Very Good 
in Hardcover. No Dustjacket As Issued. Translated by Paul Bowles. 79 pages. 
hardcover. Signed By Both Bowles and Mrabet. Inventory # 15006. $100

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Two stories translated by Paul Bowles. Love and the love
of money do battle on the page in Mohammed Mrabet's new book, MARRIAGE 
WITH PAPERS. In the title novella, sanity and a marriage are at stake. In the 
companion story, CHICO, friendship leads to treachery and bloodshed. The settings
are contemporary, urban and Moroccan. What happens might take place on any 
street.

Mohammed Mrabet (real name Mohammed ben Chaib el Hajjem), born on March 8,
1936, is a Moroccan author artist and storyteller of Berber heritage from the Beni 
Ouraaghil tribe in the Rifian Mountains. Mrabet is mostly known in the West through
his association with Paul Bowles, William Burroughs and Tennessee Williams. 
Mrabet is an artist of intricate, yet colorful, felt tip and ink drawings in the style of 
Paul Masson or a more depressive, horror-show Jean Miro, which have been shown
at various galleries in Europe and America. Mrabet's art work is his own: very loud 
and intricate, yet comparable with that of his contemporary, Jillali Gharbaoui (1930
-1971). Mrabet is increasingly being recognized as an important member of a small
group of Moroccan Master Painters who emerged in the immediate post Colonial 
period and his works have become highly sought after, mostly by European 
collectors.keywords
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Mrabet, Mohammed. The Big Mirror. Santa Barbara. 1977. Black Sparrow Press. 1 
of 200 Copies Numbered & Signed By Both Author and Translator. Very Good in 
Hardcover. 0876853696. Taped and Translated from the Moghrebi by Paul Bowles.
81 pages. hardcover. Signed By Both Bowles and Mrabet. Inventory # 5779. $200

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A collaboration between Paul Bowles, who taped and 
then translated these stories of Tangier from the Moghrebi, and Moroccan author 
Mohammed Mrabet.

Mohammed Mrabet (real name Mohammed ben Chaib el Hajjem), born on March 8,
1936, is a Moroccan author artist and storyteller of Berber heritage from the Beni 
Ouraaghil tribe in the Rifian Mountains. Mrabet is mostly known in the West through
his association with Paul Bowles, William Burroughs and Tennessee Williams. 
Mrabet is an artist of intricate, yet colorful, felt tip and ink drawings in the style of 
Paul Masson or a more depressive, horror-show Jean Miro, which have been shown
at various galleries in Europe and America. Mrabet's art work is his own: very loud 
and intricate, yet comparable with that of his contemporary, Jillali Gharbaoui (1930
-1971). Mrabet is increasingly being recognized as an important member of a small
group of Moroccan Master Painters who emerged in the immediate post Colonial 
period and his works have become highly sought after, mostly by European 
collectors.
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Mrabet, Mohammed. The Chest. Bolinas. 1983. Tombouctou Books. 1 of 100 
Copies Signed By Both Author and Translator. Very Good in Hardcover. 
0939180219. Translated from the Arabic by Paul Bowles. 98 pages. hardcover. 
Signed By Both Bowles and Mrabet. Inventory # 12099. $150

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This book of stories takes us into the heart of a timeless 
Islam. Each story presupposes the existence of a world where magic is a part of 
daily life. Much of Mrabet's work has been translated by his friend and fellow 
resident of Tangiers, the noted writer Paul Bowles.

Mohammed Mrabet (real name Mohammed ben Chaib el Hajjem), born on March 8,
1936, is a Moroccan author artist and storyteller of Berber heritage from the Beni 
Ouraaghil tribe in the Rifian Mountains. Mrabet is mostly known in the West through
his association with Paul Bowles, William Burroughs and Tennessee Williams. 
Mrabet is an artist of intricate, yet colorful, felt tip and ink drawings in the style of 
Paul Masson or a more depressive, horror-show Jean Miro, which have been shown
at various galleries in Europe and America. Mrabet's art work is his own: very loud 
and intricate, yet comparable with that of his contemporary, Jillali Gharbaoui (1930
-1971). Mrabet is increasingly being recognized as an important member of a small
group of Moroccan Master Painters who emerged in the immediate post Colonial 
period and his works have become highly sought after, mostly by European 
collectors.
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Mrozek, Slawomir. The Elephant. New York. 1962. Grove Press. 1st American 
Printing. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With A Small Piece Missing From 
The Top Spine. Translated from the Czech by Konrad Syrop. Illustrated by Daniel 
Mroz. 176 pages. hardcover. Cover: Daniel Mroz. Inventory # 6674. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Slawomir Mrozek‘s THE ELEPHANT (1957) is a parody
and satire of Poland under a totalitarian regime in the form of a collection of very 
short stories and sketches. The title story focuses on the ambitious and self-serving
director of the Zoological Gardens in a provincial Polish town. The zoo is 
substandard in this communist society in which appearances mean everything and 
in which major inadequacies are overlooked because they would, if articulated, 
reflect badly on the bureaucracy governing the country. The zoo's animals are 
distinctly inferior. The giraffe has a short neck, the badger has no burrow, and the 
whistlers seldom whistle. Meanwhile, the director cares little about the educational 
function of the zoo, but decides that he can save money by making an elephant out
of rubber, fill it with air, and place it behind railings. He reasons that the money 
saved can be used to purchase a jet plane or ‘the conservation of some church 
monument.’

Slawomir Mrozek (born 29 June 1930) is a Polish dramatist and writer. Mrozek 
joined the Polish United Workers' Party during the reign of Stalinism in the People's
Republic of Poland, and made a living as a political journalist. In the late 1950s 
Mrozek begun writing plays. His first play, Policja (THE POLICE), was published in 
1958. Mrozek emigrated to France in 1963 and then further to Mexico. He traveled 
in France, England, Italy, Yugoslavia and other European countries. In 1996 he 
returned to Poland and settled in Kraków. His first full-length play ‘Tango’ (1964) - a 
family saga - is still along with ‘The Emigrants’ (a bitter and ironic portrait of two 
Polish emigrants in Paris) his best-known work, and continue to be performed 
throughout the world. Director Andrzej Wajda made a theatre production of ‘The 
Emigrants’ in 1975 at the Teatr Stary in Kraków.
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Mudimbe, V. Y. Before the Birth of the Moon. New York. 1989. Simon & Schuster. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0671675664. Translated from the 
French by Marjolijn De Jager. 205 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Jackie Seow-
Pracher. Jacket illustration by Anthony Russo. Inventory # 11486. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - BEFORE THE BIRTH OF THE MOON is a story of 
passion, love and power, of deception and hate. It is a story of the romance of a 
statesman and a prostitute caught in a web of sincere lies and manipulations, a man
and a woman reflecting each other like distorted mirrors. Their complex relationship,
set in the steamy, smoke-filled night world of Kinshasa, Zaire, is a powerful 
metaphor for a society’s struggle to spring from a trap of dependence and regain a 
sense of self-determination. BEFORE THE BIRTH OF THE MOON was published in
France as Le bel immonde. It is V. Y. Mudimbe’s second novel and his fiction debut 
in the United States. An established literary figure in France, this award-winning 
novelist, poet and scholar lays bare the consciousness of post-colonial Africa.

V.Y. Mudimbe (born 8 December 1941, Jadotville) is a philosopher, professor, and 
author of books and articles about African culture, poems, and novels. He was born 
in the Belgian Congo, which became Zaire and is now the Democratic Republic of 
the Congo. As a young man, he joined a monastery, but left in order to study the 
forces that shaped African history. After teaching at Haverford College and Stanford
University, he now teaches at Duke University. Mudimbe focuses most closely on 
phenomenology, structuralism, mythical narratives, and the practice and use of 
language. As a professor, he teaches classes on these topics, as well as on ancient
Greek cultural geography.
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Mudimbe, V. Y. Before the Birth of the Moon. New York. 1989. Simon & Schuster. 
Advance Uncorrected Reader's Proof. Good in Wrappers. 0671675664. Translated 
from the French by Marjolijn De Jager. 203 pages. paperback. Inventory # 22207. 
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - BEFORE THE BIRTH OF THE MOON is a story of 
passion, love and power, of deception and hate. It is a story of the romance of a 
statesman and a prostitute caught in a web of sincere lies and manipulations, a man
and a woman reflecting each other like distorted mirrors. Their complex relationship,
set in the steamy, smoke-filled night world of Kinshasa, Zaire, is a powerful 
metaphor for a society’s struggle to spring from a trap of dependence and regain a 
sense of self-determination. BEFORE THE BIRTH OF THE MOON was published in
France as Le bel immonde. It is V. Y. Mudimbe’s second novel and his fiction debut 
in the United States. An established literary figure in France, this award-winning 
novelist, poet and scholar lays bare the consciousness of post-colonial Africa.

V.Y. Mudimbe (born 8 December 1941, Jadotville) is a philosopher, professor, and 
author of books and articles about African culture, poems, and novels. He was born 
in the Belgian Congo, which became Zaire and is now the Democratic Republic of 
the Congo. As a young man, he joined a monastery, but left in order to study the 
forces that shaped African history. After teaching at Haverford College and Stanford
University, he now teaches at Duke University. Mudimbe focuses most closely on 
phenomenology, structuralism, mythical narratives, and the practice and use of 
language. As a professor, he teaches classes on these topics, as well as on ancient
Greek cultural geography.
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Mudimbe, V. Y. Between Tides. New York. 1991. Simon & Schuster. 1st American 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0671738585. Translated from the French by 
Stephen Becker. 160 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 5063. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In protagonist Pierre Landu, Mudimbe (BEFORE THE 
BIRTH OF THE MOON ) has created a figure layered with all the conflicts of modern
Africa. Having rejected his ancestors-and Africa-to join the Catholic priesthood, 
Landu proceeds to reject the priesthood-hence Europe-to join a ubiquitous and 
anonymous Revolution. But this struggle brings him no closer to his people and 
even in the brutal boot camp, Landu can’t wean himself from theology, Vivaldi and 
Rome. His most natural expression remains Latin prayer. Landu is not a sympathetic
character--insufferable is the word used by another character-and much of Between
Tides is taken up by pompous and often tedious self-examination. In the book’s 
closing pages, Landu goes through a number of incarnations and-though BETWEEN
TIDES was awarded the Grand Prize, International Catholic Literature in 1975--his 
destiny is not a testimonial for the Church. Mudimbe is clear that, torn by such 
divergent extremes, there can be no easy resolution for either Landu or for Africa. -
PUBLISHERS WEEKLY.

V.Y. Mudimbe (born 8 December 1941, Jadotville) is a philosopher, professor, and 
author of books and articles about African culture, poems, and novels. He was born 
in the Belgian Congo, which became Zaire and is now the Democratic Republic of 
the Congo. As a young man, he joined a monastery, but left in order to study the 
forces that shaped African history. After teaching at Haverford College and Stanford
University, he now teaches at Duke University. Mudimbe focuses most closely on 
phenomenology, structuralism, mythical narratives, and the practice and use of 
language. As a professor, he teaches classes on these topics, as well as on ancient
Greek cultural geography.
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Mudrooroo. The Kwinkan. Pymble. 1993. Angus & Robertson. 1st Edition. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 0207179441. 130 pages. paperback. Cover illustration by Greta
Kool. Inventory # 23529. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE KWINKAN is a satirical parable revolving around a
mysterious narrator who is part-politician, part-Queensland property developer, and 
the forces at work in the Asia-Pacific region. It deals with international corporatism, 
political ambitions in an age of decaying colonialism, the clashes of competing 
mythologies, and the play of the dark, atavistic powers which manifest themselves in
sexual disease and violence. These forces act on the characters, sometimes to unite
strange bedfellows and at other times to sever connections either at a personal or 
national level.

Mudrooroo (Colin Thomas Johnson) was born in Narrogin, Western Australia in 
1938 and has since travelled extensively throughout Australia and the world. 
Mudrooroo is active in Aboriginal cultural affairs. He is a member of the Aboriginal 
Arts Unit committee of the Australia Council, and was a co-founder with Jack Davis
of the Aboriginal Writers, Oral Literature and Dramatists’ Association. He has also 
piloted Aboriginal literature courses at Murdoch University, the University of 
Queensland, the University of the Northern Territory and Bond University. 
Mudrooroo is a prolific writer of poetry, prose and criticism. His first novel, Wild Cat 
Falling, was published in 1965. Doin’ Wild Cat was first published in 1988, and 
Wildcat Screaming in 1992.
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Mueller, Marnie. Green Fires. Willimantic. 1994. Curbstone Press. 1st Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 1880684160. 319 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Les 
Kanturek. Inventory # 20226. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the heart of the Ecuadorian rainforest, there is 
currently a battle between native peoples such as the Huaorani, the Quichua and 
the Shuar; and the American oil companies who want to expand the roads and 
pipelines that would end their ancient ways of life. Set in 1969, Green Fires, Assault
on Eden: a Novel of the Ecuadorian Rainforest has as its backdrop, the first clashes
between indigenous peoples and multinational oil companies, a battle that may well
determine the fate of the rainforest. It is the story of Annie Saunders, a disillusioned
Kennedy-era Peace Corps volunteer, returning to Ecuador in 1969, hoping to come 
to terms with her traumatic experiences there years earlier. What she finds instead 
is a menacing and mysterious trail which she determinedly follows - ever deeper into
the jungle - uncovering a sinister secret of international dimensions.

Marnie Mueller (born Tule Lake War Relocation Center) is an American novelist. In 
1963 she joined the Peace Corps, serving two years in Guayaquil, Ecuador. She 
worked for WBAI as Programming Director, but resigned in 1977, over staff cuts. 
She lives in New York City, with her husband Fritz Mueller.
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Mukherjee, Bharati. Jasmine. New York. 1989. Grove/Weidenfeld. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0802110320. 241 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
illustration by Kinuko Craft. Jacket design by Krystyna Skalski. Inventory # 26969. 
$10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Jasmine, widowed at seventeen, and living quietly in the
small Indian Village where she was born, wants more. Her journey from rural 
Hasnapur to southern Florida, to Manhattan and ultimately to Iowa, creates a 
Jasmine in metamorphsis. Her vision and intelligence reveal America to us in new 
ways, while her courage and her exhilarating energy draw us irresistibly through 
pain and tragedy to renewal and hope. 'Mukherjee has eloquently succeeded in 
creating a kind of impressionistic fable, a prose-poem, about being an exile, a 
refugee, a spiritual vagabond in the world today.' - THE NEW YORK TIMES.

Bharati Mukherjee (July 27, 1940 – January 28, 2017) was an American writer and 
professor emerita in the department of English at the University of California, 
Berkeley.
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Mukherjee, Bharati. The Holder of the World. New York. 1993. Knopf. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket W/ Some Slight Stain Marks On Inside. 
0394588460. 285 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 27915. $6.25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is the remarkable story of Hannah Easton, a unique
woman born in the American colonies in 1670, 'a person undreamed of in Puritan 
society.' Inquisitive, vital and awake to her own possibilities, Hannah travels to 
Mughal, India, with her husband, and English trader. There, she sets her own 
course, 'translating' herself into the Salem Bibi, the white lover of a Hindu raja. It is 
also the story of Beigh Masters, born in New England in the mid-twentieth century, 
an 'asset hunter' who stumbles on the scattered record of her distant relative's life 
while tracking a legendary diamond. As Beigh pieces together details of Hannah's 
journeys, she finds herself drawn into the most intimate and spellbinding fabric of 
that remote life, confirming her belief that with 'sufficient passion and intelligence, we
can decontrsuct the barriers of time and geography. ' 'An amazing literary feat and a
masterpiece of storytelling. Once again, Bharati Mukherjee prove she is one of our 
foremost writers, with the literary muscles to weave both the future and the past into
a tale that is singularly intelligent and provocative.' --AMY TAN.

Bharati Mukherjee (July 27, 1940 – January 28, 2017) was an American writer and 
professor emerita in the department of English at the University of California, 
Berkeley.
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Muldoon, Paul. Hay (Poems). New York. 1998. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374168318. 131 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Cynthia Krupat. Hay baled by Tom Wilkin. Inventory # 41311. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Writing of Paul Muldoon’s collection, The Annals of Chile,
for which he won the T. S. Eliot Prize, Seamus Heaney described him as ‘one of the
era’s true originals.’ A. S. Byatt has spoken of Muldoon as ‘an original genius, using
words in a new way, witty and profound.’ That combination of wit and profundity is 
everywhere apparent in Hay, an extraordinarily vital and various new collection that
contains the most open and inviting as well as some of the most satisfying poems 
Muldoon has ever written. They range from a dream-vision in a New Jersey mud- 
room to a poem based on English and American proverbs to another taking the form
of an errata slip to a sequence of thirty sonnets set in a Paris restaurant, where it 
seems a waiter finds a ‘muldoon’ - a stolen credit card - belonging to Mr. Muldoon. 
By turns glorious and gritty, elegant and edgy, this new book is sure to bring even 
wider acclaim for ‘the much-laurelled Irish wonder-poet’ (The Independent on 
Sunday, London) who ‘began as a prodigy and has gone on to become a 
virtuoso’ (Michael Hofmann, The Times, London).

PAUL MULDOON is the author of eight previous books of poetry, recently collected 
in Poems 1968-1998 (FSG, 2001). He teaches at Princeton University and is 
Professor of Poetry at Oxford University.
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Muldoon, Paul. Moy Sand and Gravel: Poems. New York. 2002. Farrar Straus 
Giroux. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374214808. 107 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Gretchen Achilles. Jacket painting: The Fox (1937), by
John Luke (1906-75). Inventory # 38051. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Paul Muldoon's ninth collection of poems, his first since
HAY (1998), finds him working a rich vein that extends from the rivery, apple-heavy
County Armagh of the 1950s, in which he was brought up, to suburban New Jersey,
on the banks of a canal dug by Irish navvies, where he now lives. Grounded, 
glistening, as gritty as they are graceful, these poems seem capable of taking in 
almost anything and anybody, be it a Tuareg glimpsed on the Irish border, Bessie 
Smith, Marilyn Monroe, Elizabeth I, a hunted hare, William Tell, William Butler Yeats,
Sitting Bull, Ted Hughes, an otter, a fox, Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Joscelyne, an 
unearthed pit pony, a loaf of bread, an outhouse, a killdeer, Oscar Wilde, or a flock 
of redknots. At the heart of the book is an elegy for a miscarried child, and that 
elegiac tone predominates, particularly in the elegant remaking of Yeats's ‘A Prayer 
for My Daughter’ with which the book concludes, where a welter of traffic signs and 
slogans, along with the spirits of admen, hardware storekeepers, flimflammers, 
fixers, and other forebears, are borne along by a hurricane-swollen canal, and 
private grief coincides with some of the gravest matter of our age. ‘The most 
significant English-language poet born since the Second World War.’ - The Times 
Literary Supplement. ‘Among the few significant poets of our half-century.’ – Tim 
Kendall, The Guardian.

PAUL MULDOON is the author of eight previous books of poetry, recently collected 
in Poems 1968-1998 (FSG, 2001). He teaches at Princeton University and is 
Professor of Poetry at Oxford University.
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Muldoon, Paul. The Annals of Chile: Poems. New York. 1994. Farrar Straus Giroux.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374105189. 189 pages. hardcover.
Jacket art - potato prints by Paul Muldoon. Jacket design by Cynthia Krupat. 
Inventory # 22333. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Annals of Chile, Paul Muldoon’s first book of new 
poetry since the acclaimed Madoc: A Mystery (1991), confirms the widely held view 
that he is the most talented poet of his generation. The heart of the book is the long
poem ‘Yarrow,’ in which all Muldoon’s powers of insight and wordplay and surprising
association are on exuberant display. Evoking the 1960s, the poet conjures up a 
boundless historical present peopled at once by Davy Crockett and Tristan Tzara 
and Wild Bill Hickok, by Maud Gonne and Michael Jackson, all brought swiftly and 
vividly to life by his fantastical imagination. The book also contains a group of 
shorter poems, including ‘The Birth,’ a delicate lyric which celebrates the arrival of a
baby daughter; ‘Incantata,’ a powerful elegy to a former lover; and Muldoon’s 
inspired adaptation of an episode from Ovid’s Metamorphoses. Art, Muldoon writes, 
‘builds from pain, from misery, from a deep-seated hurt / a monument to the human
heart’; and here, out of strong emotion, in memorable language, Muldoon has once
again fashioned rich and vital poetry.

PAUL MULDOON is the author of eight previous books of poetry, recently collected 
in Poems 1968-1998 (FSG, 2001). He teaches at Princeton University and is 
Professor of Poetry at Oxford University.
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Mullan, John. Anonymity: A Secret History of English Literature. Princeton. 2008. 
Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
9780691139418. 384 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 35868. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Some of the greatest works in English literature were first
published without their authors’ names. Why did so many authors want to be 
anonymous--and what was it like to read their books without knowing for certain who
had written them? In Anonymity, John Mullan gives a fascinating and original history
of hidden identity in English literature. From the sixteenth century to today, he 
explores how the disguises of writers were first used and eventually penetrated, how
anonymity teased readers and bamboozled critics--and how, when book reviews 
were also anonymous, reviewers played tricks of their own in return. Today we have
forgotten that the first readers of Gulliver’s Travels and Sense and Sensibility had to
guess who their authors might be, and that writers like Sir Walter Scott and Charlotte
Brontë went to elaborate lengths to keep secret their authorship of the best-selling 
books of their times. But, in fact, anonymity is everywhere in English literature. 
Spenser, Donne, Marvell, Defoe, Swift, Fanny Burney, Austen, Byron, Thackeray, 
Lewis Carroll, Tennyson, George Eliot, Sylvia Plath, and Doris Lessing--all hid their
names. With great lucidity and wit, Anonymity tells the stories of these and many 
other writers, providing a fast-paced, entertaining, and informative tour through the 
history of English literature.

John Mullan is professor of English at University College London and the author of 
How Novels Work. A broadcaster and journalist as well as an academic, he has 
been described as having ‘a scholar’s knowledge worn with a journalist’s lightness of
touch.’ He writes a weekly column on contemporary fiction for the Guardian 
newspaper.
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Mullen, Harryette. Sleeping with the Dictionary. Berkeley. 2002. University Of 
California Press. 1st American Edition. Some Wear To Bottom Corners Of Boards,
Otherwise Very Good in Hardcover.No Dustjacket. 0520231422. 85 pages. 
hardcover. Cover: Nola Burger. Inventory # 32923. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Harryette Mullen’s fifth poetry collection, Sleeping with 
the Dictionary, is the abecedarian offspring of her collaboration with two of the poet’s
most seductive writing partners, Roget’s Thesaurus and The American Heritage 
Dictionary. In her ménage à trois with these faithful companions, the poet is aware 
that while Roget seems obsessed with categories and hierarchies, the American 
Heritage, whatever its faults, was compiled with the assistance of a democratic 
usage panel that included black poets Langston Hughes and Arna Bontemps, as 
well as feminist author and editor Gloria Steinem. With its arbitrary yet determinant 
alphabetical arrangement, its gleeful pursuit of the ludic pleasure of word games 
(acrostic, anagram, homophone, parody, pun), as well as its reflections on the 
politics of language and dialect, Mullen’s work is serious play. A number of the 
poems are inspired or influenced by a technique of the international literary avant-
garde group Oulipo, a dictionary game called S+7 or N+7. This method of textual 
transformation—which is used to compose nonsensical travesties reminiscent of 
Lewis Carroll’s ‘Jabberwocky’—also creates a kind of automatic poetic discourse. 
Mullen’s parodies reconceive the African American’s relation to the English 
language and Anglophone writing, through textual reproduction, recombining the 
genetic structure of texts from the Shakespearean sonnet and the fairy tale to airline
safety instructions and unsolicited mail. The poet admits to being ‘licked all over by 
the English tongue,’ and the title of this book may remind readers that an intimate 
partner who also gives language lessons is called, euphemistically, a ‘pillow 
dictionary.’

Harryette Mullen (born July 1, 1953), Professor of English at University of California,
Los Angeles is an American poet, short story writer, and literary scholar.
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Mullen, Laura. Dark Archive. Berkeley. 2011. University of California Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520268869. New California Poetry,
32. Editors: Robert Hass, Calvin Bedient, Brenda Hillman, and Forrest Gander. 144
pages. paperback. Inventory # 37841. $22.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Laura Mullen’s fourth collection is a sequence of 
beautifully interrelated poems that explores how to accurately represent the reality of
change and loss. Mullen pinpoints what is at stake: the possibility of communication
and connection—and the hope of intimacy. Invoking Wordsworth’s 'I wandered 
lonely as a cloud,' she pushes experiments in consciousness against their 
boundaries in an array of poetic forms. Poetic tropes, are measured against natural
phenomena as Mullen examines what 'witness' might mean in the context of the 
aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, the failures of capitalism to effect social justice, the
murder of James Byrd in Texas, the personal loss of a mother figure, and a 
disintegrating love affair.

Laura Mullen’s first collection of poems, The Surface, was chosen as a national 
Poetry Series selection. She is also the author of After I Was Dead, Subject (UC 
Press), and two hybrid texts: The Tales of Horror and Murmur.
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Mullen, Laura. Subject. Berkeley. 2005. University of California Press. Uncorrected
Page Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 0520242947. New California Poetry, Editors: 
Robert Hass, Calvin Bedient, Brenda Hillman, and Forrest Gander. 112 pages. 
paperback. Inventory #  44686. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Calvin Bedient calls the poetry in this volume "solid and 
brave and relentlessly inventive." Forrest Gander says, "The obsessive force of this
poetry, ruptured by caesura and stanza, is remarkable. Despite the considerable 
intellectual torque, the poems, concerned always with identity, the borders of the I 
and the Here, are quite funny in passages. The drama of this work is gripping, 
convulsive, and intense." Subject holds the mirror up to language, attempting to find
out (and find ways out of ) the limits of the wor(l)ds we are sentenced to. The lyric 
impulse exists, but the surface is rough, reflecting the violence of the effort to see 
into seeing itself: the voice is ragged, syntax is torn, words have been broken into 
syllable and sound, images dissolve, the page holds out alternate visions and 
versions (in double or triple columns), leaving any would-be univocal truth always in
doubt.

Laura Mullen’s first collection of poems, The Surface, was chosen as a national 
Poetry Series selection. She is also the author of After I Was Dead, Subject (UC 
Press), and two hybrid texts: The Tales of Horror and Murmur.
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Mulligan, John. Shopping Cart Soldiers. Willimantic. 1997. Curbstone Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1880684489. 243 pages. hardcover. 
Signed by the Author. Jacket design by Kystyna Skalski. Inventory # 25433. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Shopping Cart Soldiers is a modern day Odyssean tale 
of the atrocities of war and its even more appalling aftermath. Set against the brutal 
realities of the conflict in Vietnam, John Mulligan tells the story of Finn MacDonald, 
an eighteen-year-old boy who is drafted soon after he emigrates with his family from
Scotland. Upon returning from Vietnam, Finn is plagued by the terrible memories of
all he has seen and is pushed into a haze of self-destructive behavior that tests his
will to survive. Shopping Cart Soldiers chronicles Finn's painful and remarkable 
journey - and his triumphant path to spiritual renewal and recovery.

John Mulligan is an author and playwright who lives in San Francisco, California. He
is the winner of the 1998 PEN-Oakland Josephine Miles Award for Excellence for 
this novel.
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Multatuli. Max Havelaar, or the Coffee Auctions of the Dutch trading Company. 
Leyde/London/New York. 1967. Sijthoff//Heinemann/London House & Maxwell. 1st 
of This Particular Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket W/A Few Small 
Pieces Missing in The Back On The Bottom. Edited & Introduced by Roy Edwards. 
Introduction by D. H. Lawrence. 337 pages. hardcover. Illustration on the bookjacket
- detail of a painting by A.J. Payen (1785-1853). Rijksmuseum voor Volkenkunde, 
Leyden. Inventory # 7987. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - `MAX HAVELAAR created a furore, when it first 
appeared a century ago in Holland. In Germany it was the book of the moment, even
in England it had a liberal vogue. And to this day it remains vaguely in the minds of 
foreigners as the one Dutch classic,' said D. H. Lawrence in his essay on Multatuli in
1927. When it first appeared in 1859 this tempestuous attack on the abuses of the 
Dutch colonial system and on the bourgeois mentality which made such exploitation
possible was shocking. Though, as a direct result of MAX HAVELAAR, many of the
evils attacked in it have since disappeared, it is far from being without relevance 
today; and the struggles of the innocent Max and his tenderhearted Tina to relieve 
the lot of the oppressed Javanese under their care, and the pitiful idyll of poor 
wronged Saijah and his Adinda, belong to all time.

Eduard Douwes Dekker, who wrote under the pseudonym `Multatuli', was born in 
1820 in Amsterdam, the son of a Dutch sea captain. In 1838 he went to Java, where
he entered the East Indian Civil Service. Although he had many disputes with his 
superiors his outstanding capacities seem to have been recognized and he rose 
steadily in rank. In 1856 he took up the appointment of Assistant Resident of Lebak
but within three months he had resigned from. the East Indian Civil Service 
altogether, following the events narrated in MAX HAVELAAR, which he wrote in 
1859 after years of poverty-stricken wandering in Holland, Belgium and Germany 
with his family. He died in exile in 1887.
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Mumford, Lewis. Mumford On Modern Art in the 1930s. Berkeley. 2007. University of
California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0520248589. 277 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36393. $28.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Although Lewis Mumford is widely acknowledged as the
seminal American critic of architecture and urbanism in the twentieth century, he is 
less known for his art criticism. He began contributing to this field in the early 1920s,
and his influence peaked between 1932 and 1937, when he was art critic for the 
New Yorker. This book, for the first time, assembles Mumford’s important art 
criticism in a single volume. His columns bring wit and insight to bear on a range of 
artists, from establishment figures like Matisse and Brancusi to relatively new 
arrivals like Reginald Marsh and Georgia O’Keeffe. These articles provide an 
unusual window onto the New York art scene just as it was casting off provincialism 
in favor of a more international outlook. On a deeper level, the columns probe 
beneath the surface of modern art, revealing an alienation that Mumford believed 
symptomatic of a larger cultural disintegration. Many of the themes Mumford 
addresses overlap with those of his more familiar architectural criticism: the guiding 
role of the past in stimulating creativity in the present, the increasing congestion of 
the modern metropolis, the alarming lack of human control over modern technology,
and the pressing need to restore organic balance to everyday living. Though he was
open to new movements emanating from Europe, Mumford became the chief 
advocate of a progressive American modernism that was both socially aware and 
formally inventive.

Lewis Mumford (October 19, 1895 – January 26, 1990) was an American historian, 
sociologist, philosopher of technology, and literary critic. Particularly noted for his 
study of cities and urban architecture, he had a broad career as a writer. Mumford 
was influenced by the work of Scottish theorist Sir Patrick Geddes and worked 
closely with his associate the British sociologist Victor Branford.
Mumford was also a contemporary and friend of Frank Lloyd Wright, Clarence Stein,
Frederic Osborn, Edmund N. Bacon, and Vannevar Bush.
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Mumolo, Sara. Day Counter. Richmond. 2018. Omnidawn Publishing. Uncorrected 
Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430601. 6 x 9. 80 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 43707. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Day Counter offers snapshots of daily life—in the home,
at work, and within the societal (often politically-charged) meeting-grounds we all 
navigate—that contemplate the concepts of naming, distance between speaker and
experience, and dissonance of reality through a vernacular directness that is 
underwired with formal control. Permeating the work is an awareness of a 
nevercertain next thing, balanced in an architecture poised upon the potential 
premise of its own collapse. “With dangerous intimacy, we experience anger, humor,
the reality of the body, resistance, terror, and economic despair, as well as desire 
and love. This book is a space of struggle for free thought and language, willed into
being.” Matthew Zapruder, author of Why Poetry and Sun Bear.

sara mumolo is the author of Mortar. She serves as the associate director for the 
MFA in Creative Writing program at Saint Mary’s College of California.
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Mundwiler, Leslie. Michael Ondaatje: Word, Image, Imagination. Vancouver. 1984. 
Talonbooks. 1st Canadian Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0889222169. 160 
pages. paperback. Inventory # 8910. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a survey that includes Ondaatje's fiction, poetry and 
films, Mundwiler proposes a pervasive tension in the writing between the filmic and 
the poetic, and an implicit critique of conventional concepts of history.

LESLIE MUNDWILER (June 10, 1944 - November 17, 2013 was born in Galesburg,
Illinois. Les renounced his American citizenship in protest to the Vietnam War, 
becoming a Canadian citizen in 1972. He helped found housing Co-ops in Toronto 
and conducted related research for the Province of Manitoba. At the University of 
Winnipeg he taught English composition 1985 - 1986, and from 1984 to present was
sole proprietor of Highbrow Books, a local book store and publisher. Les studied 
classical music and was active in the Manitoba chess scene, playing at Expert level,
teaching students and competing in tournaments. Les published essays, criticism, 
fiction and poetry, recognized by notable Canadian writers such as David 
McFadden. His literary work, including a 1984 book on Michael Ondaatje, was 
rooted in theoretical interests and a humane, classical sensibility, shaped by 
preoccupations with imagination and Roman satire, tempered by shades of lyricism.
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Mundy, Jennifer (editor). Surrealism: Desire Unbound. Princeton. 2001. Princeton 
University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0691090645. 
Consulting editor, Dawn Ades. Special adviser, Vincent Gille. 352 pages. hardcover.
Inventory # 34987. $65

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The surrealist leader André Breton described desire as 
the ‘only master that man must recognize.’ One of surrealism’s defining themes, 
desire was expressed variously in Dali’s charged landscapes, Miró’s lyric 
abstractions, and Bellmer’s unsettling nudes. Influenced by Freud, the surrealists 
saw sexual desire as a path to self-knowledge—’a theatre of provocations and 
prohibitions in which life’s most profound urges confront one another.’ Published to 
accompany a major transatlantic exhibition of international surrealism, this lavishly 
illustrated catalogue explores desire in surrealist art in both words and images. Key
works by such artists as Duchamp, Magritte, Ernst, Dali, de Chirico, Giacometti, 
Bellmer, Oppenheim, and Cahun are illustrated and discussed, as are surrealist 
films and photographs by Man Ray, Brassaï, and others. The volume also features 
some of the rare and beautiful books produced by the surrealists in their celebration
of love, as well as a selection of fascinating manuscripts, letters, and documentary 
photographs that reveal the personal contexts of the group’s exploration of desire. 
Essays by leading scholars show how the theme of desire was implicated in almost
all aspects of surrealist activity—not only its art and writings, but also its political 
struggles and its ethical stances on issues involving individual liberty and the social
control of sexuality. This attractive and provocative volume illustrates a vision of 
desire that embraces both sublime exaltation and dark carnality. It shows the 
unprecedented intensity with which the surrealists extolled love and the extent to 
which they depicted desire as implicated in every thought, action, event, and 
encounter.

Jennifer Mundy is a Curator at the Tate. Dawn Ades is Professor of Art History and
Theory at the University of Essex. Vincent Gille works at the Pavillon des Arts, Paris.
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Munn, Mark. Mother of the Gods, Athens, & the Tyranny of Asia: A Study of 
Sovereignty in Ancient Religion. Berkeley. 2006. University of California Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0520243498. 453 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 36211. $49.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Among maternal deities of the Greek pantheon, the 
Mother of the Gods was a paradox. She is variously described as a devoted mother,
a chaste wife, an impassioned lover, and a virgin daughter; she is said to be both 
foreign and familiar to the Greeks. In this erudite and absorbing study, Mark Munn 
examines how the cult of Mother of the Gods came from Phrygia and Lydia, where 
she was the mother of tyrants, to Athens, where she protected the laws of the 
Athenian democracy. Analyzing the divergence of Greek and Asiatic culture at the 
beginning of the classical era, Munn describes how Kybebe, the Lydian goddess 
who signified fertility and sovereignty, assumed a different aspect to the Greeks 
when Lydia became part of the Persian empire. Conflict and resolution were played
out symbolically, he shows, and the goddess of Lydian tyranny was eventually 
accepted by the Athenians as the Mother of the Gods, and as a symbol of their own
sovereignty. This book elegantly illustrates how ancient divinities were not static 
types, but rather expressions of cultural systems that responded to historical 
change. Presenting a new perspective on the context in which the Homeric and 
Hesiodic epics were composed, Munn traces the transformation of the Asiatic deity
who was the goddess of Sacred Marriage among the Assyrians and Babylonians, 
equivalent to Ishtar. Among the Lydians, she was the bride to tyrants and the mother
of tyrants. To the Greeks, she was Aphrodite. An original and compelling 
consideration of the relations between the Greeks and the dominant powers of 
western Asia, The Mother of the Gods, Athens, and the Tyranny of Asia is the first 
thorough examination of the way that religious cult practice and thought influenced 
political activities during and after the sixth and fifth centuries B.C.

Mark Munn is Associate Professor of History and Classics and Ancient 
Mediterranean Studies at The Pennsylvania State University.
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Munro, Alice. Too Much Happiness: Stories. New York. 2009. Knopf. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780307269768. 308 pages. hardcover. Front-of-
jacket image - 'Snow Woman, 2000; back-of-jacket image - 'Snow Man, 2000, both 
by Peggy Preheim, pencil on paper. Inventory # 16454. $12.975

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ten superb new stories by one of our most beloved and
admired writers—the winner of the 2009 Man Booker International Prize. In the first
story a young wife and mother receives release from the unbearable pain of losing 
her three children from a most surprising source. In another, a young woman, in the
aftermath of an unusual and humiliating seduction, reacts in a clever if less-than-
admirable fashion. Other stories uncover the ‘deep-holes’ in a marriage, the 
unsuspected cruelty of children, and how a boy’s disfigured face provides both the 
good things in his life and the bad. And in the long title story, we accompany Sophia
Kovalevsky—a late-nineteenth-century Russian émigré and mathematician—on a 
winter journey that takes her from the Riviera, where she visits her lover, to Paris, 
Germany, and, Denmark, where she has a fateful meeting with a local doctor, and 
finally to Sweden, where she teaches at the only university in Europe willing to 
employ a female mathematician. With clarity and ease, Alice Munro once again 
renders complex, difficult events and emotions into stories that shed light on the 
unpredictable ways in which men and women accommodate and often transcend 
what happens in their lives. TOO MUCH HAPPINESS is a compelling, provocative—
even daring—collection.

Alice Ann Munro (née Laidlaw; born 10 July 1931) is a Canadian short-story writer,
winner of the 2009 Man Booker International Prize for her lifetime body of work, 
three-time winner of Canada's Governor General's Award for fiction, and a perennial
contender for the Nobel Prize.
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Munro, Martin. Different Drummers: Rhythm and Race in the Americas. Berkeley. 
2010. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers.
9780520262836. 281 pages. paperback. Inventory # 37752. $27.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Long a taboo subject among critics, rhythm finally takes 
center stage in this book’s dazzling, wide-ranging examination of diverse black 
cultures across the New World. Martin Munro traces the central—and contested— 
role of music in shaping identities, politics, social history, and artistic expression. 
Starting with enslaved African musicians, Munro takes us to Haiti, Trinidad, the 
French Caribbean, and the civil rights era in the United States. Along the way, he 
highlights such figures as Toussaint Louverture, Jacques Roumain, Jean Price- 
Mars, the Mighty Sparrow, Aimé Césaire, Edouard Glissant, Joseph Zobel, Daniel 
Maximin, James Brown, and Amiri Baraka. Bringing to light new connections among
black cultures, Munro shows how rhythm has been both a persistent marker of race
and a dynamic force for change at virtually every major turning point in black New 
World history. Music of the African Diaspora, 14.

Martin Munro is Associate Professor of French and Francophone Literatures at 
Florida State University.
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Munro, Roxie. Blimps. New York. 1989. Dutton. 1st Printing. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0525444416. Illustrated by Roxie Munro. hardcover. Cover: Roxie 
Munro. Inventory # 11551. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Discusses the construction, design, operation, and uses
of blimps and how it feels to ride in one.

Roxie Munro has created more than thirty-five books for young readers and fourteen
covers for thenbsp; New Yorker. She is an artist who embraces both the old and the
new. Her fine art is exhibited in museums and galleries throughout the United 
States, and her innovative apps can be found throughout the virtual world.
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Muntean, Michaela. Monkey's Marching Band. New York. 1984. Dial Press. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Hardcover.No Dustjacket. 0803700474. Illustrated by Nicole 
Rubel. Includes Playing Cards. unpaginated. hardcover. Cover art by Nicole Rubel. 
Inventory # 3892. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - As Monkey gathers his friends together to form a 
marching band, the reader places cards on a board to create a surprise at the end of
the story.

Michaela Muntean has had stints as an editor at Workman Publishing Company, 
Parents" Magazine, and Western Publishing Company for whom she wrote over 
sixty-five Sesame Street and Golden Book titles, including Panda Bear's Paintbox 
and Theodore Mouse Goes to Sea. Michaela Muntean currently lives in Shelter 
Island, New York, with her husband, Nik Cohn.
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Munz, Philip A. Introduction To California Desert Wildflowers. Berkeley. 2004. 
University Of California Press. Reprinted Paperback Revised Edition. Very Good in
Wrappers. 0520236327. Edited by Dianne L. Renshaw & Phyllis M. Faber. 248 
pages. paperback. Inventory # 41583. $23.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Some of the most spectacular and famous spring 
wildflower displays in California occur in the state’s deserts. In fact, California’s 
deserts support a surprisingly rich diversity of plants and animals year-round, 
making them a rewarding destination for outdoor enthusiasts as well as professional
naturalists. First published forty years ago, this popular field guide has never been 
superseded as a guide to the wildflowers in these botanically rich areas. Easy-to-
use, portable, and comprehensive, it has now been thoroughly updated and revised
throughout, making it the perfect guide to take along on excursions into the Mojave 
and Colorado Deserts. FEATURES - Includes 220 new color photographs and 123 
detailed drawings; Now identifies more than 240 wildflowers in informative, engaging
species accounts; Covers such popular destinations as Death Valley, Palm Springs,
and Joshua Tree National Park.

Philip A. Munz (1892-1974), of the Rancho Santa Ana Botanical Garden, was 
Professor of Botany at Pomona College, serving as Dean for three years. Diane L. 
Renshaw is a Consulting Ecologist. Phyllis M. Faber is General Editor of the 
California Natural History Guides.
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Munz, Philip A. Introduction To California Mountain Wildflowers. Berkeley. 2003. 
University Of California Press. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Flex-
Binding. 0520236378. 258 pages. paperback. Inventory # 35185. $23.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Many landscapes in California’s mountains are still 
relatively untouched by human activity and provide excellent opportunities for 
viewing wildflowers. This guidebook describes and illustrates the wildflowers that 
grow from the yellow pine belt up into the natural rock gardens that grow above 
timberline. First published in 1963, this convenient book has introduced thousands 
to California’s mountain wildflowers. Now fully updated and revised, it reflects the 
many advances in botany that have occurred in the past forty years. FEATURES - 
257 species are described and illustrated by a new color photograph, a precise line
drawing, or both; Covers all of California’s mountain ranges–from the Klamath 
Mountains and Cascade Range to the north, through the Coast Ranges and the 
Sierra Nevada, to the peninsular ranges and San Bernardino mountains in southern
California–as well as most of the mountain ranges in between; This new edition 
includes more plants, gives helpful hints for identifying species, and incorporates 
new taxonomic and distribution information.

Philip A. Munz (1892-1974) of the Rancho Santa Ana Botanical Garden was 
Professor of Botany at Pomona College, serving as Dean for three years. Dianne 
Lake is Rare Plant Committee Co-Chair and Unusual Plants Coordinator at the 
California Native Plant Society, East Bay Chapter. Phyllis M. Faber is General Editor
of the California Natural History Guides.keywords
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Munz, Philip A. Introduction to California Spring Wildflowers of the Foothills, Valleys,
and Coast. Berkeley. 2003. University Of California Press. Reprinted Revised 
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0520236343. Edited by Dianne Lake 
and Phyllis M. Faber. 302 pages. paperback. Inventory # 41589. $23.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the spring, California’s rolling hills, green valleys, and
coastal slopes are colored with wildflowers treasured by both residents and visitors 
to the state. First published more than forty years ago, this popular guidebook has 
helped thousands of amateur and intermediate wildflower enthusiasts learn the 
names of the flowers located in some of the state’s loveliest and most accessible 
areas–from below the yellow pine belt in the Sierra Nevada westward to the coast. 
Thoroughly revised and updated throughout, it is now easier to use and more 
accurate–the perfect guide to take along on outdoor excursions in California and 
surrounding regions. FEATURES - Includes 244 new color photographs and 102 
detailed drawings; Now describes more than 400 wildflowers emphasizing the 
species most likely to be encountered in the state today; Plant descriptions now 
include more detail, helpful identifying tips, and locales where flowers are likely to be
seen.

Philip A. Munz (1892-1974), of the Rancho Santa Ana Botanical Garden, was 
Professor of Botany at Pomona College, serving as Dean for three years. Dianne 
Lake is Rare Plant Committee Cochair and Unusual Plants Coordinator at the 
California Native Plant Society, East Bay Chapter. Phyllis M. Faber is General Editor
of the California Natural History Guides.keywords

Natural History Nature
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Muradyan Tannahill, Luisa. American Radiance. Lincoln. 2018. University of 
Nebraska Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781496207753. 6
x 9. 78 pages. paperback. Inventory #  44114. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - American Radiance, at turns funny, tragic, and haunting,
reflects on the author’s experience immigrating as a child to the United States from
Ukraine in 1991. What does it mean to be an American? Luisa Muradyan doesn’t try
to provide an answer. Instead, the poems in American Radiance look for a home in
history, folklore, misery, laughter, language, and Prince’s outstretched hand. 
Colliding with the grand figures of late ’80s and early ’90s pop culture, Muradyan’s 
imagination pushes the reader forward, confronting the painful loss of identity that 
assimilation brings.

Luisa Muradyan is a PhD candidate in poetry at the University of Houston and editor
in chief of Gulf Coast: A Journal of Literature and Fine Arts. Her poems have been 
published in Poetry International, Paris-American, Blackbird, Ninth Letter, West 
Branch, and the Los Angeles Review, among other publications.
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Murakami, Ryu. In the Miso Soup. Tokyo. 2003. Kodansha. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 4770029578. Translated from the Japanese by Ralph 
McCarthy. 182 pages. hardcover. Photo of face, upper half of jacket by 
Yamanaka/Amana Images. Inventory # 16088. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘It looked as though Maki had another mouth below her 
jaw. Oozing from this second, smiling mouth was a thick, dark liquid, like coal tar. 
Her throat had been slit literally from ear to ear and more than halfway through, so 
that it looked as if her head might fall right off. And yet, incredibly, Maki was still on 
her feet and still alive, her eyeballs swiveling wildly and her lips quivering as she 
wheezed foam-flecked blood from the wound in her throat. She seemed to be trying
to say something. ’ It is just before New Year's. Frank, an overweight American 
tourist, has hired Kenji to take him on a guided tour of Tokyo's sleazy nightlife on 
three successive evenings. But Frank's behavior is so strange that Kenji begins to 
entertain a horrible suspicion: that his new client is in fact the serial killer currently 
terrorizing the city. It isn't until the second night, however, in a scene that will shock
you and make you laugh and make you hate yourself for laughing, that Kenji learns
exactly how much he has to fear and how irrevocably his encounter with this great 
white whale of an American will change his life. Kenji's intimate knowledge of 
Tokyo's sex industry, his thoughtful observations and wisecracks about the 
emptiness and hypocrisy of contemporary Japan, and his insights into the 
shockingly widespread phenomena of ‘compensated dating’ and ‘selling it’ among 
Japanese schoolgirls, give us plenty to think about on every page. Kenji is our 
likable, if far from innocent, guide to the inferno of violence and evil into which he 
unwillingly descends-and from which only Jun, his sixteen-year-old girlfriend, can 
possibly save him.

Ryu Murakami, musician, filmmaker, TV talk show host, and novelist, is the author of
ALMOST TRANSPARENT BLUE, 69, and COIN LOCKER BABIES, which the 
Washington Post praised as ‘a knockout. a great big pulsating parable.’. Ralph 
McCarthy is the translator of Murakami’s 69 and two collections of stories by Osamu
Dazai.
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Murasaki Shikibu. The Tale of Genji: 2 Volumes. New York. 1976. Knopf. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good. No Dustjackets. In Slipcase. 0394483286. Translated
from the Japanese by Edward G. Seidensticker. 1090 pages. hardcover. Inventory #
10504. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The greatest classic of Japanese literature, sometimes 
called the world’s first real novel. THE TALE OF GENJI was completed by Lady 
Murasaki in the early years of the eleventh century. It remains a timeless exploration
of human motives and passions in an intricate social world, and will stand 
comparison with the great masterpieces of world fiction. A lady of the Japanese 
imperial court, Lady Murasaki found in that court and its life the subject for a delicate
and detailed study of the essential movements of the human heart, always colored 
or rendered ambiguous by the conventions and forms of the elegant and decadent 
society she pictures. Readers are reminded of Saint-Simon’s memoirs of the court of
Louis XIV and of Marcel Proust’s great novel, which Lady Murasaki’s six-part work 
resembles both in its great scope and in its awareness of the nuances of human 
relationships and of their transformations in time. Lady Murasaki’s novel has the 
prime qualities of Japanese art—subtlety of observation and grace and clarity of 
form. In Arthur Waley’s magnificent translation. THE TALE OF GENJI has become 
an English classic.

Lady Murasaki (Murasaki Shikibu) was born about A.D. 978, and while the exact 
date of her death is unknown, it is presumed to have been between 1026 and 1031.
When her father. who belonged to a minor branch of the Fumiwara clan, became 
Governor of Echizen, he arranged to have his recently widowed daughter appointed
a lady of the court to Empress Akiko.
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Murdoch, Iris. Metaphysics As a Guide To Morals. New York. 1993. Allen Lane/The
Penguin Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 07139941003. 520 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Neil Stuart. Inventory # 17570. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Dame Iris Murdoch who has written several works of 
philosophy as well as twenty-four distinguished novels, now crowns her philosophic
quest with a book that asks many questions and reflects on the essential aspects of
the great subject: moral philosophy. Among her concerns are the roles literature, 
politics, art, and science play in the search for morality in a world that avoids the 
issue. What is morality, after all, Murdoch asks. Is it important? Is it true? Can it be 
taught in schools? Is it the very basis of our existence, or is it just one of many 
peripheral matters? A main theme of this profound work concerns religion and its 
relation to morals, to moral philosophy, and to the great metaphysical systems which
have supported it in the past. These are questions that concern us all, as we are 
driven to reflect upon the relation between religion and morals and upon the various
conceptions of what religion is. Iris Murdoch believes it is time for a dialogue 
between moral philosophy and a demythologizing theology. She casts fresh light on
our great western metaphysicians, Plato and Kant. She writes that philosophy is now
in danger of being fragmented into psychology, sociology, anthropology, and other 
peripheral disciplines. Some universities are closing their philosophy departments. 
Moral philosophy (ethics), if considered at all, tends to be segregated as a small, 
special subject. Technology, so beneficial in innumerable ways, displays to us a 
vast, colorful world of facts within which ‘moral value’ may appear as a little 
particular item. In her lucid and tightly reasoned ‘reflections,’ Dame Iris Murdoch 
constructs a warning that the survival of philosophy with its persistent ever-new 
attempts to seek ‘foundations’ is more than ever essential, when the very question of
‘human being’ is at stake. A grand work by one of the most distinguished thinkers of
our time.

Iris Murdoch (15 July 1919 – 8 February 1999) was an Irish-born British author and
philosopher, best known for her novels about good and evil, sexual relationships, 
morality, and the power of the unconscious.
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Murdoch, Iris. The Fire and the Sun: Why Plato Banished the Artists. New York. 
1977. Oxford University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0198245807. 89 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 5804. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this book, based on her 1976 Romanes Lecture, the 
distinguished novelist and philosopher discusses Plato’s views on art and examines
sympathetically the reasons for his hostility towards it. She offers a coherent and 
fully argued account of Plato’s theories of art and of beauty and of their 
metaphysical background, which shows also that Plato was aware of the dangers of
his own artistry. The argument more widely concerns the place of art in life, and 
includes brief discussion of ideas of many other thinkers, including Kant, Tolstoy, 
Freud, and Kierkegaard. The book also comprises in an accesssible form a general
view of the development of Plato’s thought.

Iris Murdoch (15 July 1919 – 8 February 1999) was an Irish-born British author and
philosopher, best known for her novels about good and evil, sexual relationships, 
morality, and the power of the unconscious. Her first published novel, Under the Net,
was selected in 1998 as one of Modern Library's 100 best English-language novels
of the 20th century. In 1987, she was made a Dame Commander of the Order of the
British Empire. In 2008, The Times ranked Murdoch twelfth on a list of ‘The 50 
greatest British writers since 1945.’
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Murena, Hector A. The Laws of the Night. New York. 1970. Scribners. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. Translated from the Spanish by Rachel Caffyn. 
313 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Menten Inc. Inventory # 13838. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Elsa, the enigmatic protagonist of this deeply 
atmospheric novel, is a destructive yet passive catalyst in an extended series of 
incidents that bring death, sickness or injury to nearly everyone around her. 
Although she herself is incapable of generating evil, she is both victim, witness, and
accessory to the people and the forces surrounding her, all of whom seem marked 
by some form of doom. While she does not appear to guide her own destiny, she is
nevertheless an affecting agent in events and in her relations with various men. 
Possessed of this hapless quality, and incapable of wilfully injuring anyone, she can
still question the puzzling turns of her existence and experience great suffering from
it. The setting of this highly charged story is Buenos Aires in Peronist Argentina. 
Besides turning on Elsa’s enigmatic and fated character, the plot revolves around 
one Achard’s plan to commit the perfect bank robbery. A further theme is Elsa’s 
incipient-yet never consumated-incestuous attachment to her brother. The reader is
drawn to follow her with strange fascination to the end, when chance alone frees 
Elsa of her fates, and she emerges as from a long, bad dream. Hector A. Murena is
well-known as a publisher and author in his native Argentina, and his work has been
published abroad. The Laws of the Night is his first book to appear in the United 
States. The translation is by Rachel Caffyn, an Englishwoman whose rendering of 
The Shipyard (Juan Carlos Onetti) was well received here.

Héctor Alberto Álvarez (February 14, 1923, Buenos Aires, Argentina - May 6, 1975,
Buenos Aires, Argentina), better known under his pen name of H. A. Murena, was 
an Argentine writer and poet. He is perhaps best remembered for Las Leyes de la 
Noche (1958), translated into English as The Laws of the Night.
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Murphy, Jim. Dear America - My Face to the Wind: The Diary of Sarah Jane Price, a
Prairie Teacher, Broken Bow, Nebraska 1881. New York. 2001. Scholastic. 1st 
American Edition. Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front, Otherwise Very Good in
Hardcover. No Dustjacket. 0590438107. 188 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37940. 
$6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the late 1870s, many young teachers traveled West to
earn money and make a new life for themselves, despite the schools being 
inadequate at best. Some returned home, unable to endure the hardships of prairie 
life, but others were more committed to their work. Sarah Jane Price stayed, braving
the rough conditions of the West. Written by Newbery Honor Author Jim Murphy, this
is Sarah Jane Price's story.

Jim Murphy is celebrated for his engaging and carefully researched nonfiction for 
young readers. His more than thirty-five books include two Newbery Honor Books, 
The Great Fire and An American Plague (which also won the Sibert Award), and 
Blizzard!, which was named a Sibert Honor Book. Other awards include three NCTE
Orbis Pictus Awards and three Jefferson Cup Awards.
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Murphy, Jim. Rat's Christmas Party. New York. 1979. Prentice Hall. 1st Edition. Very
Good in Hardcover. 0137531117. Illustrated by Dick Gackenbach. unpaginated. 
hardcover. Cover illustration by Dick Gackenbach. Inventory # 5809. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Who took every pice of Squirrel’s winter firewood? The 
meanest and toughest creature in the forest, that’s who. Rat! and who tgweaked 
Baby Rabbit’s nose just for fun and kicked old Mole’s cane out from undere him? 
Rat strikes again. But these are only warmups to rat’s nastiest scheme - to throw a 
party sure to ruin Chrustmas for all of his neighbors.

Jim Murphy is celebrated for his engaging and carefully researched nonfiction for 
young readers. His more than thirty-five books include two Newbery Honor Books, 
The Great Fire and An American Plague (which also won the Sibert Award), and 
Blizzard!, which was named a Sibert Honor Book. Other awards include three NCTE
Orbis Pictus Awards and three Jefferson Cup Awards.
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Murphy, Jim. West to a Land of Plenty: The Diary of Teresa Angelino Viscardi, New
York to Idaho Territory, 1883. New York. 1998. Scholastic. Reprinted Hardcover 
Edition. Very Good in Hardcover. No Dustjacket. 0590738887. 208 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 37954. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - While traveling in 1883 with her Italian American family 
(including a meddlesome little sister) and other immigrant pioneers to a utopian 
community in Idaho, fourteen-year-old Teresa keeps a diary of her experiences 
along the way.

Jim Murphy is celebrated for his engaging and carefully researched nonfiction for 
young readers. His more than thirty-five books include two Newbery Honor Books, 
The Great Fire and An American Plague (which also won the Sibert Award), and 
Blizzard!, which was named a Sibert Honor Book. Other awards include three NCTE
Orbis Pictus Awards and three Jefferson Cup Awards.
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Murphy, Richard. The Kick: A Memoir of the Poet Richard Murphy. Cork. 2017. Attic
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9781782052340. 384 pages.
hardcover. Inventory # 20820. $29

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A memoir from one of Ireland’s most distinguished poets.
Richard Murphy writes with affectionate lack of sentiment about the Protestant 
gentry from which he comes. The literary milieu in London, Dublin, and New York 
are described with serenely devastating honesty. Here too are disturbing memories
of discrimination against Irish Travelers, and of extreme violence in Sri Lanka. The 
Kick is the record of a lifetime’s engagement with the fracturing tensions of personal
life and with the more obviously violent legacies of Anglo-Irish history.

Richard Murphy (born 6 August 1927 in County Mayo, Ireland) is an Anglo-Irish 
poet. He is a member of Aosdána and currently lives in Sri Lanka. Murphy was born
to an Anglo-Irish family at Milford House, near the Mayo-Galway border, in 1927. He
spent much of his early childhood in Ceylon, now Sri Lanka, where his father served
in the Colonial Service and was active as mayor of Colombo and Governor General
of the Bahamas (in succession to the Duke of Windsor). He first received his 
education at Canterbury School and Wellington College. He won a scholarship to 
Magdalen College, Oxford, at 17, where he studied English under C.S. Lewis. He 
was later educated at the Sorbonne and between 1953 and 1954, he ran a school in
Crete.In his Archaeology of Love (1955), Murphy reflects on his experiences in 
England and the Continent. His childhood in Ireland was documented in the film The
Other Irish Travellers made by his niece, Fiona Murphy.In 1954, he settled at 
Cleggan, on the coast of Galway. Several years later, in 1959, he purchased and 
renovated the Ave Maria, a traditional Galway hooker type boat, from Inishbofin 
fisherman, Michael Schofield, which he used to ferry visitors to the island. In 1969, 
he purchased Ardoileán (High Island), a small island in the vicinity of Inishbofin. 
Murphy married Patsy Strang. Since 1971 he has been a poet-in-residence at nine 
American universities. He lives in Sri Lanka.
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Murray, Albert. South To a Very Old Place. New York. 1971. McGraw Hill. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0070440735. 230 pages.
hardcover. Jacket design by Isadore Seltzer. Photo credit by Hugh Bell. Inventory #
19065. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Home for Mr. Murray is the South; Alabama, specifically -
he spent his early years in Mobile and was educated at the Tuskegee Institute. Two
years ago, a fellow Southerner, Willie Morris, commissioned him to write a couple of
articles for Harper’s ‘Going Home’ series. He was to travel around the South, 
interviewing leading white Southern intellectuals and writers. Mr. Murray took off on 
this journey - revisiting Mobile and Tuskegee as well as Atlanta, Greensboro, New 
Orleans, and Greenville - and suddenly found himself writing this book, In part, it is a
book about one black intellectual’s perspectives on a selected number of white 
Southern writers, but as Mr. Murray says, ‘Perhaps more than that it is simply about
a black intellectual being in direct, personal, man-to-man contact with white 
intellectuals, who after all are neither more Southern than he nor more committed to
literature as a basic discipline. As such, it is also an attempt to shift the emphasis of
the current national dialog from academic theory and news media cliché to the 
texture of personal experience, representative anecdotes of reality, the poetry 
inherent in memory.’ It is the poetry and truth of actual experience that is Mr. 
Murray’s constant preoccupation. He openly declares war on abstraction - whether it
is the language of the sociologists or the rhetoric of certain black power. In form, this
book is wonderfully free and innovative. As the author talks with Robert Penn 
Warren, C. V Woodward, Jonaathan Daniels, Walker Percy, and others, he reflects
on the South past and present; on the intermingled blackness and whiteness of 
American culture; and spins off into recollections of his boyhood and youth.

Albert L. Murray (May 12, 1916 – August 18, 2013) was an American literary and 
jazz critic, novelist, essayist and biographer.
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Murray, Albert. The Spyglass Tree. New York. 1991. Pantheon Books. 1st Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394588878. 207 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by
Lesley Schiff. Jacket design by Marjorie Anderson. Inventory # 26133. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Possessed of ‘the poet’s language, the novelist’s 
sensibiiity, the essayist’s clarity, the jazzsman s imagination, the gospel singer’s 
depth of feeling’ (New Yorker), Albert Murray is one of our preeminent, most widely 
respected and admired African-American men of letters - novelist, memoirist, and 
literary, social, and music critic. In THE SPYGLASS TREE, he gives us the eagerly
anticipated sequel to his highly acclaimed work of fiction TRAIN WHISTLE GUITAR.
If TRAIN WHISTLE GUITAR - the stoty of Scooter’s boyhood in a small Southern 
town in the 1920s - is a blues version of Mark Twain’s Tom Sawyer, then THE 
SPYGLASS TREE – a bildungsroman of Scooter’s growth into manhood at college 
in the deep South in the 1930s - is a riff on James Joyce’s PORTRAIT OF THE 
ARTIST AS A YOUNG MAN. Amidst the excitement of the world of ideas and 
adventures with new friends, Scooter sallies into ‘the territory of the blues,’ where 
recollection becomes legend. Here he learns to deal with the vicissitudes of life - the
complexities of family ties and camaraderie, his sexuality, pride of excellence in 
school, the darker realities of history and human passion - through confrontation and
improvisation, and with style and courage. A novel of elegant, lyrical reminiscence 
and deep sophistication, THE SPYGLASS TREE is informed at once by the folk wit
of Aunt Hagar and the master metaphor-spinning of Uncle Remus.

Albert L. Murray (May 12, 1916 – August 18, 2013) was an American literary and 
jazz critic, novelist, essayist and biographer.
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Murray, James T. and Murray, Karla L. New York Nights. Berkeley. 2012. Gingko 
Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 9781584235033. 300 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 41707. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - James and Karla Murray are the bestselling authors of 
Store Front - The Disappearing Face of New York, a vital and widely applauded 
document of the citys iconic facades. In New York Nights, the Murrays take us on a
new photographic journey: the citys nightlife now and through the years. This 
stunning body of work portrays a Gotham at play in a mythical realm of nocturnal 
pursuits. The Murrays have taken vivid photographs of an outstanding selection of 
bars & pubs, restaurants and cafes, music venues, and shops, all with historical 
significance and enduring after-dark aesthetics. Turning the pages of New York 
Nights, one can easily imagine tripping the light fantastic: perhaps starting with 
drinks at the KGB Bar or a walk through the East Village - window shopping at Trash
and Vaudeville, moving on to an engagement at Radio City Music Hall or the Village
Vanguard, followed maybe by an early morning bite at the Yaffa Cafe. Stories of a 
bygone New York are brought to life by words from the proprietors and employees 
who experienced them.

James & Karla Murray are professional photographers and authors who specialize in
urban and low-light photography using both film and digital formats. They live in New
York City and Miami. They also created the three best-selling books Broken 
Windows Graffiti NYC (2002), Burning New York (2006), and Store Front - The 
Disappearing Face of New York (2009). James & Karla Murray's photographs have
been exhibited at The New York Historical Society in New York City, the Brooklyn 
Historical Society and in galleries throughout the New York metropolitan area and 
Miami. Their work is housed in the permanent collections of the Smithsonian Center
for Folklife and Cultural Heritage in Washington, D.C. and the New York Public 
Library. Their photographs and articles have appeared in numerous publications, 
including Peel Magazine, Mass Appeal and Time Out New York.
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Murray, Max. The Queen and the Corpse. New York. 1949. Dell. Dell Paperback 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 191 pages. paperback. 485. Cover 
art by Robert Stanley. Inventory # 21001. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A desperate killer walks the deck of the luxury liner 
Queen Alexandra as the ship departs from England. Soon the corpse of a pretty girl 
is found in stateroom 27, and the bulging briefcase she carried is missing. As death
strikes again and again, the fear of passengers and crew reaches fever pitch before
the killer is finally apprehended as the ship nears New York.

Max Murray (1901-1956) was born in the Australian bush. He worked as an reporter
on a Sydney paper, then set out to work his way around the world. He spent eight 
years in the USA, working in lumber camps and freight yards, and on a Mississippi 
tugboat. He later worked for the News Chronicle and became a foreign 
correspondent. During WW2 he wrote and edited Radio Newsreel for the BBC. His 
detective stories show a remarkable consistency in titles.
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Murray, Michael T. The Healing Power of Herbs. Rocklin. 1992. Prima Publishing. 
Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 1559581387. 246 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 41025. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Discover the Natural Healing Wonders of Medicinal 
Plants Enlightened consumers of health products want more than just pills that block
out symptoms. Some of the most powerful preventatives for ailments are not located
in prescription drugs but in common herbs found in your kitchen or your local health 
food store. In this up-to-date and carefully researched book on botanical medicine, 
Dr. Michael T. Murray brings you the latest scientific findings about the power and 
efficacy of medicinal herbs. Dr. Murray addresses such topics as: ·The magic of 
common food herbs and spices-onion, garlic, ginger, turmeric ·Hebal tonics-Chinese
or Korean ginseng, Siberian ginseng, angelica ·Herbal sedatives-valerian, St. John's
wort ·Herbs for asthma, hay fever, immune-system enhancement, bladder 
infections, diabetes, herpes, and menopause

Michael T. Murray, N.D. is widely regarded as one of the world's leading authorities
on natural medicine. He is a graduate, faculty member, and serves on the Board of
Trustees of Bastyr University in Seattle, Washington. Dr. Murray is the co-author of
A Textbook of Natural Medicine, the definitive textbook on naturopathic medicine for
physicians, as well as the consumer version - Encyclopedia of Natural Medicine. He
has also written over 20 other books.
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Murray, William. Janet, My Mother, and Me: A Memoir of Growing Up With Janet 
Flanner and Natalia Danesi Murray. New York. 2000. Simon & Schuster. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684809664. 318 pages. hardcover. 
Signed by the Author. Jacket design by Kai Chu. Inventory # 33301. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - JANET, MY MOTHER, AND ME is a charming, 
captivating memoir about a boy growing up in household of two extraordinary 
women. William Murray was devoted to his mother, Natalia Danesi Murray, and to 
his mother’s longtime lover, writer Janet Flanner. Even as a teenager, he accepted 
their unconventional relationship. His portrait of the two most important people in his
life is unforgettable. Janet Flanner was already celebrated as the author of a new 
style of personal journalism for her ‘Letter from Paris: in The New Yorker when she
met the Italian-born Natalia Murray on Fire Island, New York, in 1940. Their 
encounter, writes William Murray, was a ‘coup de foudre, a thunderbolt that instantly
sent them rushing into each other’s arms and forever altered their lives, as well as 
mine.’ Murray was already growing up in two cultures on different continents, in New
York and Rome, when his mother’s life changed so dramatically. He quickly 
accepted Flanner and the unusual household in which he found himself. (Natalia’s 
mother, Mammina Ester, also lived with them in New York.) His memories of the 
women and of his own boyhood and adolescence are touching and often hilarious. 
JANET, MY MOTHER, AND ME offers a look at the world in which gay professional
women moved in the decades before such relationships became more open and 
accepted. Murray’s mother was a publishing executive and a broadcaster, and 
Murray, who originally hoped to become an opera singer and trained for that 
profession, eventually moved into the professions of both his mother and Flanner, 
becoming a novelist and then for many years an editor and writer at The New 
Yorker. This is an exuberant, warm, and often poignant memoir with a memorable 
cast of characters. Beguiling and unusual, it will remain vivid in readers’ minds for 
years to come.

William Murray (April 8, 1926, New York City – March 9, 2005, NYC) was an 
American fiction editor and staff writer at The New Yorker for more than thirty years.
He was the son of Natalia Danesi Murray, editor of Mondadori and Rizzoli, and 
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Murray, Yxta Maya. Locas. New York. 1997. Grove Press. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0802116051. 248 pages. hardcover. Signed
by the Author. Cover: M.L. Lincoln/Peter Casolino. Inventory # 31721. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Locas tells a violent and poignant story set in the heart of
the rough L.A. neighborhood Echo Park. Lucia and Cecilia are the girlfriend and 
sister of the rising young loco whose gun trade is about to explode into the big 
business of drugs. When their world starts to split apart under the vicious pressure 
of gang warfare, Lucia seizes her chance: she builds her own private cadre of Fire 
Girls and rises to become a gangster in her own right. Cecilia, devastated by a 
miscarried pregnancy and bittersweet love for another woman, leaves the gang for 
the Catholic church. Yxta Maya Murray has created a richly textured story from the 
tragedies of Lucia and Cecilia's loves, rages, and betrayals, never once avoiding the
larger tragedy of their entrapment in a feudal and dangerous world. Equally beautiful
and wrenching in its authenticity, Locas is a rhythmic, breathless and terrifyingly raw
plunge into East L.A. gang life. With the potent voices of two teenage girls, Murray 
has created a compelling, richly textured story from the intricate tragedies of their 
loves, rages and betrayals--never once avoiding the larger tragedy of their 
entrapment in this tiny, feudal, senselessly violent world.

Yxta Maya Murray is an American Latina novelist and professor at Loyola 
Marymount School of Law. She graduated cum laude from the University of 
California, Los Angeles and received her JD from Stanford University with 
distinction. She teaches at Loyola Law School. Her work appeared in Buzz, 
Glamour, and Zyzzyva.
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Murray, Yxta Maya. What It Takes To Get To Las Vegas. New York. 1999. Grove 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0802116426. 308 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Charles Rue Woods. Inventory # 26762. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - WHAT IT TAKES TO GET TO VEGAS is an arresting 
novel of desire and ambition set among the gyms and street fights of East L.A.’s 
boxing hopefuls. Growing up, Rita Zapata knows her destiny is not to be a good girl.
In a neighborhood whose heroes are made under the bright lights of the boxing ring,
Rita attaches herself to the circle of wanna-be fighters in hopes that she’ll meet her 
ticket to something better. At eighteen, she’s earned the title ‘Queen of the Street 
Fighters.’ Then she meets Billy, an enigmatic, passionate fighter from Mexico who 
begins systematically clawing his way to the top of the fighting heap. Their 
passionate connection gives Rita two things she’s never had: a love that is real and 
respect in the neighborhood. From the alleys off Cesar Chavez Avenue to the 
carpeted suites of Caesars Palace, Rita learns exactly what it takes to get to Vegas,
as Billy turns out to be the best thing that has ever happened to her - and the worst.

Yxta Maya Murray is an American Latina novelist and professor at Loyola 
Marymount School of Law. She graduated cum laude from the University of 
California, Los Angeles and received her JD from Stanford University with 
distinction. She teaches at Loyola Law School. Her work appeared in Buzz, 
Glamour, and Zyzzyva.
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Musil, Robert. Young Torless. New York. 1964. Signet/New American Library. 1st 
Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Slight Trace Of A Water Stain On The 
Bottom Edge, Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. Translated From The German By
Eithne Wilkins & Ernst Kaiser.Afterword By John Simon. 192 pages. paperback. 
CT266. Inventory # 29366. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - '. there are two worlds within him [Törless] corresponding
to two worlds without him: a quotidian existence of rational, routine activity. , and 
also a dark, exciting realm of violent, often destructive. impulses and adventures. 
Which is more real? Which is to be espoused?' Thus John Simon states the theme
which animates this remarkable novel of sexual and intellectual awakening. Set 
within the confines of a military boarding school, the book has as its center the 
shifting, tension - ridden relationship of Törless and three fellow students. With near
- hallucinatory vividness, the intense conflicts and fevered emotions of adolescence
are evoked; yet always present is a note of cool, analytic detachment, tracing the 
pattern of future destiny as it emerges from this atmosphere of mingled youthful 
idealism and brutal sadism, rigorous discipline and perverse sensuality. A work of 
superb art and prophetic psychological insight, Young Törless offers a memorable 
introduction to a writer who has come to be recognized as one of the singular talents
of the century. It is a novel, as John Simon writes, 'as unique in our day as it was 
sixty years ago.'

Robert Musil (6 November 1880 – 15 April 1942) was an Austrian writer. His 
unfinished novel The Man Without Qualities (German: Der Mann ohne 
Eigenschaften) is generally considered to be one of the most important modernist 
novels.
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Musil, Robert. Young Torless. New York. 1964. Signet/New American Library. 1st 
Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Store Stamp On Bottom Edge & Spine Slightly 
Cocked, Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. Translated From The German By 
Eithne Wilkins & Ernst Kaiser.Afterword By John Simon. 192 pages. paperback. 
CT266. Inventory # 31102. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - '. there are two worlds within him [Törless] corresponding
to two worlds without him: a quotidian existence of rational, routine activity. , and 
also a dark, exciting realm of violent, often destructive. impulses and adventures. 
Which is more real? Which is to be espoused?' Thus John Simon states the theme
which animates this remarkable novel of sexual and intellectual awakening. Set 
within the confines of a military boarding school, the book has as its center the 
shifting, tension - ridden relationship of Törless and three fellow students. With near
- hallucinatory vividness, the intense conflicts and fevered emotions of adolescence
are evoked; yet always present is a note of cool, analytic detachment, tracing the 
pattern of future destiny as it emerges from this atmosphere of mingled youthful 
idealism and brutal sadism, rigorous discipline and perverse sensuality. A work of 
superb art and prophetic psychological insight, Young Törless offers a memorable 
introduction to a writer who has come to be recognized as one of the singular talents
of the century. It is a novel, as John Simon writes, 'as unique in our day as it was 
sixty years ago.'

Robert Musil (6 November 1880 – 15 April 1942) was an Austrian writer. His 
unfinished novel The Man Without Qualities (German: Der Mann ohne 
Eigenschaften) is generally considered to be one of the most important modernist 
novels.
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Musil, Robert. Young Torless. New York. 1964. Signet/New American Library. 1st 
Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front, 
Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. Translated From The German By Eithne Wilkins
& Ernst Kaiser.Afterword By John Simon. 192 pages. paperback. CT266. Inventory
# 31181. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - '. there are two worlds within him [Törless] corresponding
to two worlds without him: a quotidian existence of rational, routine activity. , and 
also a dark, exciting realm of violent, often destructive. impulses and adventures. 
Which is more real? Which is to be espoused?' Thus John Simon states the theme
which animates this remarkable novel of sexual and intellectual awakening. Set 
within the confines of a military boarding school, the book has as its center the 
shifting, tension - ridden relationship of Törless and three fellow students. With near
- hallucinatory vividness, the intense conflicts and fevered emotions of adolescence
are evoked; yet always present is a note of cool, analytic detachment, tracing the 
pattern of future destiny as it emerges from this atmosphere of mingled youthful 
idealism and brutal sadism, rigorous discipline and perverse sensuality. A work of 
superb art and prophetic psychological insight, Young Törless offers a memorable 
introduction to a writer who has come to be recognized as one of the singular talents
of the century. It is a novel, as John Simon writes, 'as unique in our day as it was 
sixty years ago.'

Robert Musil (6 November 1880 – 15 April 1942) was an Austrian writer. His 
unfinished novel The Man Without Qualities (German: Der Mann ohne 
Eigenschaften) is generally considered to be one of the most important modernist 
novels.
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Mustian, Mark T. The Gendarme. New York. 2010. Putnam's. Advance Uncorrected
Proofs. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780399156342. 294 pages. paperback. Inventory
# 38089. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - What would you do if the love of your life, and all your 
memories, were lost- only to reappear, but with such shocking revelations that you 
wish you had never remembered. Emmett Conn is an old man, near the end of his 
life. A World War I veteran, he's been affected by memory loss since being injured 
during the war. To those around him, he's simply a confused man, fading in and out
of senility. But what they don't know is that Emmett has been beset by memories, of
events he and others have denied or purposely forgotten. In Emmett's dreams he's a
gendarme, escorting Armenians from Turkey. A young woman among them, Araxie,
captivates and enthralls him. But then the trek ends, the war separates them. He is 
injured. Seven decades later, as his grasp on the boundaries between past and 
present begins to break down, Emmett sets out on a final journey, to find Araxie and
beg her forgiveness. Mark Mustian has written a remarkable novel about the power
of memory-and the ability of people, individually and collectively, to forget. Depicting
how love can transcend nationalities, politics, and religion, how racism creates 
divisions where none truly exist, and how the human spirit fights to survive even in 
the face of hopelessness, The Gendarme is a transcendent novel.

Mark T. Mustian is an author, attorney, and city commissioner. He lives with his wife
and three children in Tallahassee, Florida.
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Myers, Walter Dean. Fallen Angels. New York. 1988. Scholastic. Reprinted 
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0590409433. 311 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 30859. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A coming-of-age tale for young adults set in the trenches
of the Vietnam War in the late 1960s, this is the story of Perry, a Harlem teenager 
who volunteers for the service when his dream of attending college falls through. 
Sent to the front lines, Perry and his platoon come face-to-face with the Vietcong 
and the real horror of warfare. But violence and death aren't the only hardships. As
Perry struggles to find virtue in himself and his comrades, he questions why black 
troops are given the most dangerous assignments, and why the U.S. is there at all.

Walter Dean Myers (born Walter Milton Myers; August 12, 1937 – July 1, 2014) was
an American writer of children's books best known for young adult literature. He 
wrote more than one hundred books including picture books and nonfiction. He won
the Coretta Scott King Award for African-American authors five times. His 1988 
novel Fallen Angels is one of the books most frequently challenged in the U.S. 
because of its adult language and its realistic depiction of the Vietnam War. He also
sat on the Board of Advisors of the Society of Children's Book Writer's and 
Illustrators (SCBWI)
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Myers, Walter Dean. Malcolm X: By Any Means Necessary. New York. 1993. 
Scholastic. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0590464841. 211 pages.
hardcover. Front photo by John Launois/Black Star. Back photo by Eve 
Arnold/Magnum. Inventory # 17501. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - There are few men in American history as controversial 
as the African-American called Malcolm X. The militant leader of hundre of 
thousands in the Nation of Islam, a Muslim minister, a target of the F.B.I, a guest of
Arab princes, at one time a streetwise, blade-sharp teenager, Malcolm X was many
men. Even years after his assassination young people still listen to his speeches 
and read his autobiography, but who was Malcolm, and how did he become one of 
the most respected, and most feared, men in American history? Walter Dean Myers,
winner of a Newbery Honor and four-time winner of the Coretta Scott King Award, 
has written a forthright and courageous account of a complex man whose life 
reflected the major issues of our times.

Walter Dean Myers (born Walter Milton Myers; August 12, 1937 – July 1, 2014) was
an American writer of children's books best known for young adult literature. He 
wrote more than one hundred books including picture books and nonfiction. He won
the Coretta Scott King Award for African-American authors five times. His 1988 
novel Fallen Angels is one of the books most frequently challenged in the U.S. 
because of its adult language and its realistic depiction of the Vietnam War. He also
sat on the Board of Advisors of the Society of Children's Book Writer's and 
Illustrators (SCBWI)keywords
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Myers, Walter Dean. My Name Is America: The Journal of Joshua Loper, a Black 
Cowboy: The Chisholm Trail, 1871. New York. 1999. Scholastic. Reprinted 
Hardcover Edition. Very Good in Hardcover. No Dustjacket. 0590026917. 160 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37942. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Two-time Newberry Honor-winning author Walter Dean
Myers writes about an African-American boy's struggles with his first cattle drive and
the racial prejudices of the time. A 'Dear America' book.

Walter Dean Myers (born Walter Milton Myers; August 12, 1937 – July 1, 2014) was
an American writer of children's books best known for young adult literature. He 
wrote more than one hundred books including picture books and nonfiction. He won
the Coretta Scott King Award for African-American authors five times. His 1988 
novel Fallen Angels is one of the books most frequently challenged in the U.S. 
because of its adult language and its realistic depiction of the Vietnam War. He also
sat on the Board of Advisors of the Society of Children's Book Writer's and 
Illustrators (SCBWI)
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Myers, Walter Dean. The Righteous Revenge of Artemis Bonner. New York. 1992. 
Harper Collins. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0060208449. 140 
pages. hardcover. Jacket art by Charles Lilly. Inventory # 8244. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘I, Artemis Bonner, in order to explain why I am going to 
kill a low-lifed and sniveling scoundrel called Catfish Grimes, am writing down the 
whole story, and the truth as well.’ In 1880 fifteen-year-old Artemis Bonner sets out 
from New York City to avenge the murder of his uncle Ugly Ned Bonner and find the
gold mine he sketched from memory as he lingered on his deathbed. With only his 
uncle’s map and the strength of True Determination, Artemis travels from Mexico to 
the Alaskan Territory, tracking the murderous scalawag Catfish Grimes and his 
sweet-voiced but equally tough female companion, Lucy Featherdip. In Lincoln, New
Mexico, he teams up with a twelve-year-old half Cherokee with the unlikely name of
Frolic, and together they pursue the gold and the Evildoers. Finally, there is a shoot-
out in front of the Bird Cage Saloon, right where Uncle Ugly met his Untimely 
Demise: ‘When I count to three,’ Catfish called out, go for your gun!’ Soon as he said
‘one,’ both of us drew.’ In this funny novel, Walter Dean Myers takes the reader on a
wild romp through the Old West at a time when, with a little Good Luck, a young 
man’s Honesty and True Determination could overcome almost any obstacle.

Walter Dean Myers (born Walter Milton Myers; August 12, 1937 – July 1, 2014) was
an American writer of children's books best known for young adult literature. He 
wrote more than one hundred books including picture books and nonfiction. He won
the Coretta Scott King Award for African-American authors five times. His 1988 
novel Fallen Angels is one of the books most frequently challenged in the U.S. 
because of its adult language and its realistic depiction of the Vietnam War. He also
sat on the Board of Advisors of the Society of Children's Book Writer's and 
Illustrators (SCBWI)
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Nabokov, Peter (editor). Native American Testimony: A Chronicle of Indian- White 
Relations From Prophecy To the Present, 1492-1992. New York. 1991. Viking 
Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670837040. 474 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 15563. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a series of powerful and moving documents, 
anthropologist Peter Nabokov presents a history of Native American and white 
relations as seen through Indian eyes and told through Indian voices: a record 
spanning more than five hundred years of interchange between the two peoples. 
Drawing from a wide range of sources - traditional narratives, Indian 
autobiographies, government transcripts, firsthand interviews, and more - Nabokov 
has assembled a remarkably rich and vivid collection, representing nothing less than
an alternative history of North America. 'Beginning with the Indian's first encounters
with the earliest explorers, traders, missionaries, settlers, and soldiers and 
continuing to the present, Native American Testimony presents an authentic, 
challenging picture of an important, tragic, and frequently misunderstood aspect of 
American history.

Peter Nabokov is professor of American Indian Studies and World Arts and Cultures
at UCLA. His previous books include A Forest of Time, Native American Testimony,
Native American Architecture (with Robert Easton), Indian Running, Two Leggings:
The Making of a Crow Warrior, and Architecture of Acoma Pueblo.
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Nabokov, Vladimir. Laughter in the Dark. New York. 1966. Berkley Medallion. 3rd 
Berkley Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 160 pages. paperback. S1232.
Inventory # 8724. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Albinus, a respectable, middle-aged man and aspiring 
filmmaker, abandons his wife for a lover half his age: Margot, who wants to become
a movie star herself. When Albinus introduces her to Rex, an American movie 
producer, disaster ensues. What emerges is an elegantly sardonic and irresistibly 
ironic novel of desire, deceit, and deception, a curious romance set in the film world
of Berlin in the 1930s.

VLADIMIR NABOKOV (1899-1977) was one of the twentieth century's greatest 
writers in Russian and English. Poet, novelist, dramatist, memoirist, critic, translator,
essayist, and scientist, he was awarded the National Medal for Literature in 1973. 
He taught creative writing and Russian literature at Wellesley, Stanford, Cornell, and
Harvard. Among his most celebrated works are LOLITA; PALE FIRE; ADA; SPEAK,
MEMORY; and his translation of Pushkin's EUGENE ONEGIN.
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Nabokov, Vladimir. Look at the Harlequins!. New York. 1974. McGraw Hill. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0070457387. 253 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Robert L. Mitchell. Inventory # 21924. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - LOOK AT THE HARLEQUINS! is a fictional 
autobiography narrated by Vadim Vadimovich N. (VV), a Russian-American writer 
with uncanny biographical likenesses to the novel's author, Vladimir (Vladimirovich)
Nabokov. VV is born in pre-revolutionary St. Petersburg and raised by his aunt who
advises him to ‘look at the harlequins’ ‘Play! Invent the world! Invent reality!’. After 
the revolution, VV moves to Western Europe. Count Nikifor Nikodimovich Starov 
become his patron (is he his father?). He meets Iris Black who becomes his first 
wife. After her death - she is killed by a Russian émigré -, he marries Annette (Anna
Ivanovna Blagovo), his long-necked typist. They have a daughter, Isabel, and 
emigrate to the United States. The marriage fails, and, after Annette's death, VV 
takes care of the now pubescent Bel, formerly Isabel. They travel from motel to 
motel. To counter ugly rumors VV marries Louise Adamson while Bel elopes with an
American to Soviet Russia. After the third marriage fails, VV marries again, a Bel 
look-a-like (same birthdate, too), referred to as ‘you’, his final love. VV is an 
unreliable narrator who gives conflicting information (e.g., on the death of his father),
and seems to suffer from some psychological affliction. When making a full turn 
while walking - mentally that is - and tracing his steps back, he is unable to execute 
the reversion of the surrounding vista in his imagination. He also has the notion that
he is a double of another Nabokovian persona.

VLADIMIR NABOKOV (1899-1977) was one of the twentieth century's greatest 
writers in Russian and English. Poet, novelist, dramatist, memoirist, critic, translator,
essayist, and scientist, he was awarded the National Medal for Literature in 1973. 
He taught creative writing and Russian literature at Wellesley, Stanford, Cornell, and
Harvard. Among his most celebrated works are LOLITA; PALE FIRE; ADA; SPEAK,
MEMORY; and his translation of Pushkin's EUGENE ONEGIN.
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Nabokov, Vladimir. Nabokov's Quartet (DUSTJACKET ONLY). New York. 1966. 
Phaedra. Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket. DUSTJACKET ONLY. Inventory # 
 44268. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET - NABOKOV'S 
QUARTET is a collection of four of Vladimir Nabokov's short stories. The collection
was first published by Phaedra, New York in 1966. It contains the following short 
stories: ‘An Affair of Honor‘; ‘Lik‘; ‘The Vane Sisters‘; ‘The Visit to the Museum.‘ The 
latter two were reprinted in 1968 in NABOKOV'S CONGERIES, and ‘Lik’ and ‘The 
Vane Sisters’ are included in TYRANTS DESTROYED AND OTHER STORIES 
(1975). All four stories were published again posthumously within THE STORIES OF
VLADIMIR NABOKOV.

VLADIMIR NABOKOV (1899-1977) was one of the twentieth century's greatest 
writers in Russian and English. Poet, novelist, dramatist, memoirist, critic, translator,
essayist, and scientist, he was awarded the National Medal for Literature in 1973. 
He taught creative writing and Russian literature at Wellesley, Stanford, Cornell, and
Harvard. Among his most celebrated works are LOLITA; PALE FIRE; ADA; SPEAK,
MEMORY; and his translation of Pushkin's EUGENE ONEGIN.
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Nabokov, Vladimir. The Original of Laura. New York. 2009. Knopf. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780307271891. 279 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Chip Kidd. Inventory # 9677. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When Vladimir Nabokov died in 1977, he left instructions
for his heirs to burn the 138 handwritten index cards that made up the rough draft of
his final and unfinished novel, The Original of Laura. But Nabokov's wife, Vera, could
not bear to destroy her husband's last work, and when she died, the fate of the 
manuscript fell to her son. Dmitri Nabokov, now seventy-five--the Russian novelist's
only surviving heir, and translator of many of his books--has wrestled for three 
decades with the decision of whether to honor his father's wish or preserve for 
posterity the last piece of writing of one of the greatest writers of the twentieth 
century. His decision finally to allow publication of the fragmented narrative--dark yet
playful, preoccupied with mortality--affords us one last experience of Nabokov's 
magnificent creativity, the quintessence of his unparalleled body of work. Photos of 
the handwritten index cards accompany the text. They are perforated and can be 
removed and rearranged, as the author likely did when he was writing the novel.

VLADIMIR NABOKOV (1899-1977) was one of the twentieth century's greatest 
writers in Russian and English. Poet, novelist, dramatist, memoirist, critic, translator,
essayist, and scientist, he was awarded the National Medal for Literature in 1973. 
He taught creative writing and Russian literature at Wellesley, Stanford, Cornell, and
Harvard. Among his most celebrated works are LOLITA; PALE FIRE; ADA; SPEAK,
MEMORY; and his translation of Pushkin's EUGENE ONEGIN.keywords
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Nadal, Rafael Martinez. Federico Garcia Lorca and the Public: A Study of An 
Unfinished Play & of Love and Death in Lorca's Work. New York. 1974. Schocken 
Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn and Scuffed Dustjacket 
With Some Tears. 0805235558. 246 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 16380. $32

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The mystery of Lorca’s ‘lost’ unpublished drama THE 
PUBLIC is here disclosed by Rafael Martinez Nadal, the poet’s close friend and the
owner of what would seem to be the first draft of the play. Nadal, who awaits the 
necessary permission to publish the full text, gives here the exact details of the 
manuscript, a scene-by-scene synopsis of the play, and a detailed analysis. Thus, a
new and unified view of Lorca’s work becomes possible. The play is at once the 
most difficult and the most comprehensive of Lorca’s writings, employing themes, 
images, and techniques that pervade the poems and dramatic work. Nadal shows 
that the surrealist quality of the scenes grew out of Lorca’s efforts to bring the most 
intimate problems to the stage, in techniques decades ahead of Genet and Beckett.
But the play is more than the first full-length surrealist drama and the first in which 
homosexual love is openly discussed and defended. It is Lorca’s desperate cry for 
love on all levels and his lament for the utter solitude of man. In Part II, Nadal 
illustrates Lorca’s leading ideas by close reference to his entire body of work and to 
letters. THE PUBLIC, he says, is not unique, but a link in a chain in which 
heterosexual and homosexual love together express love’s power, Lorca’s 
commanding theme. We see the poet’s compassion for Yerma, Dona Rosita, the 
Prodigious Cobbler, Leonardo in BLOOD WEDDING. We see Lorca, the son of a 
rich landowner, declaring himself ‘on the side of those who have nothing,’ as 
demonstrated so vividly in POET IN NEW YORK. This study, in the light of the 
revelations of THE PUBLIC, permits us to approach Lorca’s work with fresh 
understanding and to appreciate anew his stature as one of the giants of twentieth-
century literature.

Rafael Martinez Nadal (28 Dec 1903, Madrid, Spain - 5 Mar 2001, London, 
England), was a close friend of Federico García Lorca. In 1939, he had helped 
Stephen Spender on a translation of Lorca's poems, and in 1972, he finally 
published Lorca's openly sexual, unfinished play El Público.
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Nadas, Peter. A Book of Memories. New York. 1997. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374115435. Translated from the 
Hungarian by Ivan Sanders With Imre Goldstein. 706 pages. hardcover. Jacket art 
courtesy of the author. Jacket design by Barbara de Wilde. Inventory # 24122. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This extraordinary magnum opus seems at first to be a 
confessional autobiographical novel in the grand manner, claiming and extending 
the legacy of Proust and Mann. But it is more: Peter Nadas has given us a superb 
contemporary psychological novel that comes to terms with the ghosts, corpses, and
repressed nightmares of Europe's recent past. A Book of Memories is made up of 
three first-person narratives: the first that of a young Hungarian writer and his fated 
love for a German poet; we also learn of the narrator's adolescence in Budapest, 
when he experiences the downfall of his once-upper-class but now pro-Communist 
family and of his beloved but repudiated father, a state prosecutor who commits 
suicide after the 1956 uprising. A second memoir, alternating with the first, is a novel
the narrator is composing about a refined Belle Epoque aesthete, whose anti-
bourgeois transgressions seem like emotionally overcharged versions of the 
narrator's own experiences. A third voice is that of a childhood friend who, after the 
narrator's return to his homeland, offers an apparently more objective account of 
their friendship. Together these brilliantly colored lives are integrated in a powerful 
work of tragic intensity. The language is sensuous, erotic, and analytic—radical in its
physical intimacy and political candor. A Book of Memories is a radiant, 
unforgettable accomplishment.

PETER NADAS was born in Budapest in 1942. A novelist, playwright, and essayist
who has been accorded great recognition, he is the author of several novels, 
including The End of the Family Novel, and works of nonfiction.
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Nafisi, Azar. Reading Lolita in Tehran: A Memoir in Books. New York. 2003. 
Random House. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0375504907. 351 
pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph : AP/Wide World Photos. Jacket design by 
Allison Saltzman. Inventory # 19145. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - We all have dreams - things we fantasize about doing 
and generally never get around to. This is the story of Azar Nafisi’s dream and of the
nightmare that made it come true. For two years before she left Iran in 1997, Nafisi 
gathered seven young women at her house every Thursday morning to read and 
discuss forbidden works of Western literature. They were all former students whom 
she had taught at university. Some came from conservative and religious families, 
others were progressive and secular; several had spent time in jail. They were shy 
and uncomfortable at first, unaccustomed to being asked to speak their minds, but 
soon they began to open up and to speak more freely, not only about the novels 
they were reading but also about themselves, their dreams and disappointments. 
Their stories intertwined with those they were reading - PRIDE AND PREJUDICE, 
WASHINGTON SQUARE, DAISY MILLER and LOLITA - their LOLITA, as they 
imagined her in Tehran. Nafisi’s account flashes back to the early days of the 
revolution, when she first started teaching at the University of Tehran amid the swirl
of protests and demonstrations. In those frenetic days, the students took control of 
the university, expelled faculty members and purged the curriculum. When a radical
Islamist in Nafisi’s class questioned her decision to teach THE GREAT GATSBY, 
which he saw as an immoral work that preached falsehoods of ‘the Great Satan,’ 
she decided to let him put Gatsby on trial and stood as the sole witness for the 
defense. Azar Nafisi’s luminous tale offers a fascinating portrait of the Iran-Iraq war 
viewed from Tehran and gives us a rare glimpse, from the inside, of women’s lives in
revolutionary Iran. It is a work of great passion and poetic beauty, written with a 
startlingly original voice.

Azar Nafisi is a professor at Johns Hopkins University. She won a fellowship from 
Oxford and taught English literature at the University of Tehran, the Free Islamic 
University and Allameh Tabatabai University in Iran. She was expelled from the 
University of Tehran for refusing to wear the veil and left Iran for America in 1997.
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Nagelberg, Rachel. The Fifth Wall. Boston. 2017. David Godine/Black Sparrow 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781574232288. 132 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 42326. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this debut novel by Rachel Nagelberg, conceptual 
artist Sheila B. Ackerman heeds a mysterious urge to return to her estranged family
home and arrives at the exact moment of her mother's suicide. In an attempt to cope
with and understand her own self destructive tendencies, Sheila plants a camera on
the lawn outside the house to film 24/7 while workers deconstruct the physical object
that encases so many of her memories. Meanwhile, she finds herself hunting a robot
drone through the San Francisco MOMA with a baseball bat, part of a provocative, 
technological show, The Last Art, experiencing more and more frequent blackouts, 
and resuming an affair with her college professor. With a backdrop of post-9/11 San
Francisco, Sheila navigates the social-media-obsessed, draught-ridden landscape of
her life, exploring the frail line between the human impulse to control everything that
takes place around us and the futility of excessive effort to do so. The Fifth Wall 
allows readers to explore from a safe distance the recesses of their own minds, 
leaving the haunting feeling of depths that yet remain unknown.

Rachel Nagelberg, a native Philadelphian, relocated to Los Angeles with her 
otherworldly cat, Fox, after earning her MFA in Creative Writing from the University 
of San Francisco. She spent six weeks at the Lighthouse Works Fellowship on 
Fishers Island, New York, and has published short fiction in Your Impossible Voice,
Specs Journal of Art and Culture, and Pif Magazine. She has illustrated a children's
book, I Remember Mommy's Smile, by Dina Baker. This is her first novel.
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Nahai, Gina B. Moonlight On the Avenue of Faith. New York. 1999. Harcourt Brace.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0151003882. 376 pages. hardcover.
Inventory # 26610. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - One star-studded night, five-year-old Lili witnesses her 
mother, Roxanna the Angel, sprout wings and vanish into the sky, undisturbed by 
the rules of gravity. Roxanna leaves no farewell, no word of explanation, no trace of
her existence. Lili's subsequent search for her mother-spurred by the tireless efforts
of her aunt Miriam the Moon-is at the heart of this mesmerizing epic tale that follows
Roxanna, born as a bad-luck child in the harsh Jewish ghetto of Tehran, through the
opulent world of Iran's aristocracy, to the whorehouses of Turkey and beyond, to 
present-day Los Angeles. At stake are Roxanna's hopes for happiness, for escaping
the bonds of Old World tradition and finding forgiveness for that most egregious of 
sins-desire. Weaving together strands of Persian and Jewish culture, Gina Nahai 
brings to life a courageous circle of women rooted in their homeland but reshaping 
their lives in America, the land of chances and choices.

Gina B. Nahai is the author of Cry of the Peacock, Moonlight on the Avenue of Faith,
Sunday's Silence and Caspian Rain. Her novels have been translated into more 
than a dozen languages. She is a Lecturer in the Master of Professional Writing 
Program at the University of Southern California.
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Nahin, Paul J. Chases and Escapes: The Mathematics of Pursuit and Evasion. 
Princeton. 2007. Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 9780691125145. 270 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36557. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - We all played tag when we were kids. The rules couldn’t
be easier—one player is designated ‘it’ and must try to tag out one of the others. 
What most of us don’t realize is that this simple chase game is in fact an application
of pursuit theory, and that the same principles of games like tag, dodgeball, and 
hide-and-seek are at play in military strategy, high-seas chases by the Coast Guard,
even romantic pursuits. In Chases and Escapes, Paul Nahin gives us the first 
complete history of this fascinating area of mathematics. Writing in an accessible 
style that has been enjoyed by popular-math enthusiasts everywhere, Nahin traces 
the development of modern pursuit theory from its classical analytical beginnings to 
the present day. Along the way, he informs his mathematical discussions with fun 
facts and captivating stories. Nahin invites readers to explore the different 
approaches to solving various chase-and-escape problems. He draws upon game 
theory, geometry, linear algebra, target-tracking algorithms—and much more. Nahin
offers an array of challenging puzzles for beginners on up, providing historical 
background for each problem and explaining how each one can be applied more 
broadly. Chases and Escapes includes solutions to all problems and provides 
computer programs that readers can use for their own cutting-edge analysis. This 
informative and entertaining book is the first comprehensive treatment of the subject,
one that is sure to appeal to anyone interested in the mathematics that underlie the
all-too-human endeavor of pursuit and evasion.

Paul J. Nahin is Professor Emeritus of Electrical Engineering at the University of 
New Hampshire. His books include Dr. Euler’s Fabulous Formula, When Least Is 
Best, and Duelling Idiots and Other Probability Puzzlers (all Princeton).
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Nahin, Paul J. Digital Dice: Computational Solutions to Practical Probability 
Problems. Princeton. 2008. Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 9780691126982. 276 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36256. 
$27.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Some probability problems are so difficult that they 
stump the smartest mathematicians. But even the hardest of these problems can 
often be solved with a computer and a Monte Carlo simulation, in which a random-
number generator simulates a physical process, such as a million rolls of a pair of 
dice. This is what Digital Dice is all about: how to get numerical answers to difficult 
probability problems without having to solve complicated mathematical equations. 
Popular-math writer Paul Nahin challenges readers to solve twenty-one difficult but 
fun problems, from determining the odds of coin-flipping games to figuring out the 
behavior of elevators. Problems build from relatively easy (deciding whether a 
dishwasher who breaks most of the dishes at a restaurant during a given week is 
clumsy or just the victim of randomness) to the very difficult (tackling branching 
processes of the kind that had to be solved by Manhattan Project mathematician 
Stanislaw Ulam). In his characteristic style, Nahin brings the problems to life with 
interesting and odd historical anecdotes. Readers learn, for example, not just how to
determine the optimal stopping point in any selection process but that astronomer 
Johannes Kepler selected his second wife by interviewing eleven women. The book
shows readers how to write elementary computer codes using any common 
programming language, and provides solutions and line-by-line walk-throughs of a 
MATLAB code for each problem. Digital Dice will appeal to anyone who enjoys 
popular math or computer science.

Paul J. Nahin is the author of many best-selling popular-math books, including 
Chases and Escapes, Dr. Euler’s Fabulous Formula, When Least is Best, Duelling 
Idiots and Other Probability Puzzlers, and An Imaginary Tale (all Princeton). He is 
professor emeritus of electrical engineering at the University of New Hampshire.
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Naipaul, Shiva. An Unfinished Journey. New York. 1987. Viking Press. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670813680. 136 pages. hardcover. Cover: 
Robert Silverman. Inventory # 7910. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - AN UNFINISHED JOURNEY is a posthumous collection
of essays by Shiva Naipaul, published by Hamish and Hamilton in 1986. The 
foreword is written by the author's father-in-law, Douglas Stuart, who creates a short
biographical sketch of the author, describing Shiva as a writer who gained in 
discipline but was painfully slow, even at times spending an entire afternoon trying to
finish a sentence. He also asked Naipaul why he had lost the comic tone in his 
writing, and wrote that Naipaul attributed it to the arresting horror of witnessing the 
aftermath of the Jonestown Massacre, part of his research for the book BLACK & 
WHITE. The essays in the collection are in part autobiographical, such as those on
Shiva's relationship with his brother V. S. Naipaul, and his experiences in Australia 
and other countries. The titular essay is the beginning of an unfinished (due to 
death) travel book about South East Asia. Also included is an essay called The 
Illusion of the Third World originally commissioned by Channel 4 Television.

Shiva Naipaul (25 February 1945 – 13 August 1985), born Shivadhar Srivinasa 
Naipaul in Port of Spain, Trinidad and Tobago, was a Trinidadian and British novelist
and journalist. Shiva Naipaul was the younger brother of novelist V. S. Naipaul.
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Naipaul, Shiva. Beyond the Dragon's Mouth. New York. 1985. Viking Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket.Remainder Marking. 
0670803928. 424 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Ann Winslow. Inventory # 
13229. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From the highly praised Shiva Naipaul (‘A novelist of rare
gifts and great authority,’ Newsweek; ‘A masterful writer,’ The New York Times Book
Review; ‘A modern George Orwell,’ the London Sunday Times) comes a brilliant 
collection of pieces-many never before published In America-bringing together 
autobiography, short fiction, and essays. In 1964, at the age of eighteen, Shiva 
Naipaul left Trinidad for England. Ahead lay Oxford and his beginnings as a writer. 
He describes that leavetaking In the opening piece of this book with the clarity and 
keenness of vision provided by his perspective of twenty years. Here too are stories
filled with compassion, humor, and sadness, and a stunning array of essays in which
the author remembers his early encounters with prejudice; explores the rise of the 
Rastaman and the charismatic personality of Sanjay -Gandhi-and-describes-Fez, 
Liverpool, Bombay, Puerto Rico, and the Seychelles, among other places, with 
startling insights and a novelist’s sensibility. Written from 1969 to the present, 
BEYOND THE DRAGON’S MOUTH is both a telling chronicle of the development of
a writer and an incisive account of Third World culture and politics.

Shiva Naipaul (25 February 1945 – 13 August 1985), born Shivadhar Srivinasa 
Naipaul in Port of Spain, Trinidad and Tobago, was a Trinidadian and British novelist
and journalist. Shiva Naipaul was the younger brother of novelist V. S. Naipaul.keywords
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Naipaul, Shiva. Journey To Nowhere. New York. 1981. Simon & Schuster. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0671424718. 336 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
1109. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - BLACK & WHITE is a non-fiction book written by Shiva 
Naipaul and published by Hamish Hamilton in the U.K. in 1980. It was published with
the title JOURNEY TO NOWHERE: A NEW WORLD TRAGEDY in the U.S. The 
book is based on Naipaul's trip to Guyana in the aftermath of the Jonestown 
Massacre, and his subsequent trip to the United States, in which he explored links 
between the People's Temple and other groups and individuals. Naipaul attempted 
to connect Rev. Jim Jones, founder of the People's Temple, with disparate parts of
California's counterculture, and Guyanese and other Third World governments and 
the revolutionary ideologies which supported them. Naipaul was highly critical of 
these and other movements, including the U.S. Civil Rights movement, black 
liberation, and the nascent New Age movement, Including EST, in as much as they
helped, in his analysis, to create fertile ground for the People's Temple to flourish on
the two continents. The book's US paperback cover tagline reads ‘How American 
ideas and ideologies led to the mass suicide of 900 people in Jonestown, Guyana.’
Naipaul would later tell his father-in-law of the arresting effects visiting Jonestown 
had had on him, saying that the dissipation of the earlier comic, lighter tone in his 
work was due to this.

Shiva Naipaul (25 February 1945 – 13 August 1985), born Shivadhar Srivinasa 
Naipaul in Port of Spain, Trinidad and Tobago, was a Trinidadian and British novelist
and journalist. Shiva Naipaul was the younger brother of novelist V. S. Naipaul.
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Naipaul, V. S. An Area of Darkness. New York. 1965. Macmillan. 1st American 
Edition. Slight Trace Of A Water Stain On Front & Rear Boards, Otherwise Very 
Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With Wrinkled Flaps. hardcover. Jacket design by
Janet Halverson. Inventory # 1115. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A dazzling illumination, full of passionate love and 
compassionate anger, written by a man with an Indian heart and a Western mind-
this is V. S. Naipaul’s record of his sojourn in the land of his fathers, to which, 
Trinidad-born, he came as a stranger. His book is naked, heartrending, profound. It
explores, probes, reveals. Throughout, Naipaul’s intense perceptions sweep the 
reader into the turmoil and fabulous richness of the length and breadth of India. For 
this superb book is a challenge to India-an exposé and an appeal. Here is the land 
of poverty and stubborn filth, of conscientious degradation. Here are people of 
arrogant humility and lyrical sweetness. Here is the society that insists that to try to 
rise above one’s caste station is not only hubris but bad taste; that to taint one’s 
wealth with social awareness is an insult to the gods who made one rich. This book 
takes the reader from Bombay to Kashmir, from Delhi to Madras to Calcutta. With 
Naipaul as guide, the reader participates in scenes of anguish and wild comedy that
he would have missed alone. He stands by as an American girl searching for mystic
revelation discovers terrifying passion. He observes the India that has rejected 
Gandhi by making him a saint. ‘It is,’ Naipaul writes, ‘as if in England Florence 
Nightingale [had been] honoured by statues. her name on every lip; and the 
hospitals had remained as she had described them.’ What Naipaul sees, in its 
infinite variety of sense and experience, is spellbinding and extraordinary. But what
he feels about this subcontinent-the aftermath of Empire; the tensions within the 
society-is the miracle of this book. Not only does it involve the reader in an India he
has never before been allowed to experience-a turbulent area of darkness-but it 
compels him to look at the whole vastness of the non-Western world with new, awe-
struck eyes.

Sir Vidiadhar Surajprasad Naipaul (17 August 1932 – 11 August 2018), most 
commonly known as V. S. Naipaul, was an Indo-Trinidadian-born British writer of 
works of fiction and nonfiction in English. He is known for his comic early novels set 
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Naipaul, V. S. Between Father and Son: Family Letters. New York. 2000. Knopf. 
Advance Uncorrected Proof. Small Tear Mark On Bottom Front Cover Near The 
Middle, Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. 0375407308. 297 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 27392. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1950, after winning a scholarship from the government
of Trinidad, V. S. Naipaul, aged seventeen, left home for the first time. Following a 
two-week journey by steamer, he arrived in Oxford, England, a world utterly 
removed from the one he had longed to escape and to which he would never really 
return. This extraordinary collection of letters gives us, as nothing published 
previously has, an intimate view of Naipaul’s formative years. It is a story of family 
members oceans apart, clinging to one another against the sadness of dislocation 
and isolation: The young Naipaul, desperate not for a degree but to become a writer
and make his way in the world. His beloved sister Kamla, anxious and bewildered, 
away at school in India. And his melancholy but loving father, whose own broken 
dream of succeeding as a writer would be realized in the singular achievement of his
son. With the satisfactions of a novel, BETWEEN FATHER AND SON portrays a 
deeply affecting family drama, even as it bears witness to the flowering of one of the
great literary geniuses of the century.

Sir Vidiadhar Surajprasad Naipaul (17 August 1932 – 11 August 2018), most 
commonly known as V. S. Naipaul, was an Indo-Trinidadian-born British writer of 
works of fiction and nonfiction in English. He is known for his comic early novels set 
in Trinidad, his bleaker novels of alienation in the wider world, and his vigilant 
chronicles of life and travels.
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Naipaul, V. S. Guerrillas. New York. 1975. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very Good 
in Dustjacket. 0394498984. 250 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Paul 
Gamarello. Inventory # 1122. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In GUERRILLAS, V. S. Naipaul directly addresses 
himself to his most essential themes: exile, displacement, and the agonizing cruelty
and the pain of colonialism, both for those who rule and those who are their victims.
Set on a troubled Caribbean island, where ‘everybody wants to fight his own little 
war,’ where ‘everybody is a guerrilla,’ the novel centers on an Englishman named 
Roche, once a hero of the South African resistance, who has come to the island - 
subdued now, almost withdrawn - to work and to help. Soon his English mistress 
arrives: casually nihilistic, bored, quickly enticed – excited - by fantasies of native 
power and sexuality, and blindly unaware of any possible consequences of her acts.
At once Roche and Jane are drawn into fatal connection with a young half-breed 
guerrilla leader named Jimmy Ahmed, a man driven by his own raging fantasies of 
power, of perverse sensuality, and of the England he half remembers, half 
sentimentalizes. Against the larger anguish of the world they inhabit, these three act
out a drama of death, hideous sexual violence, and political and spiritual impotence 
that profoundly reflects the ravages history can make on human lives.

Sir Vidiadhar Surajprasad Naipaul (17 August 1932 – 11 August 2018), most 
commonly known as V. S. Naipaul, was an Indo-Trinidadian-born British writer of 
works of fiction and nonfiction in English. He is known for his comic early novels set 
in Trinidad, his bleaker novels of alienation in the wider world, and his vigilant 
chronicles of life and travels.
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Naipaul, V. S. Miguel Street. New York. 1984. Vintage. 1st Vintage Paperback 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0394720652. 174 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
37689. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The vibrant community of Miguel Street is brought to life 
through the eyes of a child. Characters, such as Bogart, Big Foot and Man-man 
refuse to be confined by the limitations of their everyday existence and create a 
more romantic version of reality. The growing boy delights in their humour and 
eccentricity, but he gradually becomes aware that no one can run from reality 
forever. MIGUEL STREET is both a nostalgic view of childhood recalled in exile and
a study of the limitations 'of life in 1940s Trinidad.

Sir Vidiadhar Surajprasad Naipaul (17 August 1932 – 11 August 2018), most 
commonly known as V. S. Naipaul, was an Indo-Trinidadian-born British writer of 
works of fiction and nonfiction in English. He is known for his comic early novels set 
in Trinidad, his bleaker novels of alienation in the wider world, and his vigilant 
chronicles of life and travels.
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Naipaul, V. S. Mr. Stone and the Knights Companion. New York. 1964. Macmillan. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With A Few Small Tear
Marks On The Front Cover. 160 pages. hardcover. Cover: Leonard Rosoman. 
Inventory # 9080. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Anthony Powell has called V. S. Naipaul Britain’s ‘most 
talented and promising young writer’. Mr Stone and the Knights Companion is the 
first of Mr Naipaul’s books to turn away from his native West Indies and to deal with
English characters in an English scene. In this novel he tells the story of Mr Stone’s 
last months before his retirement from his post as librarian in a large commercial 
firm. At such a time, however well regulated a man s life has been, he begins to feel
a chill creeping in from the future. Mr Stone, whose life has been well-regulated to 
the point of eccentricity, becomes so rattled by intimations of mortality that at sixty-
two, in spite of having enjoyed his existence as a bachelor, he gets married. And as
though that were not astonishing enough, he goes on to have an inspiration which 
changes the tenor of his life. The creative spirit seizes him; he conceives an idea, 
embodies it in a plan, and persuades his firm to turn it into fact. In practice this idea
proves to be a success, and incredulously Mr Stone tastes the joys of achievement.
But V. S. Naipaul, the least sentimental of writers, does not cheat. He brings great 
charm to this story, and the humour for which he is already celebrated, but he faces
the truth that no achievement can hold back time. Having been tickled, delighted, 
absorbed and touched, you find when you put this book down that you have been 
persuaded into a ruthless study of the human condition, and you will never forget it.

Sir Vidiadhar Surajprasad Naipaul (17 August 1932 – 11 August 2018), most 
commonly known as V. S. Naipaul, was an Indo-Trinidadian-born British writer of 
works of fiction and nonfiction in English. He is known for his comic early novels set 
in Trinidad, his bleaker novels of alienation in the wider world, and his vigilant 
chronicles of life and travels.
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Naipaul, V. S. The Mimic Men (DUSTJACKET ONLY). New York. 1967. Macmillan.
Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket With Some Tears. 302 pages. DUSTJACKET
ONLY. Jacket design by Rudolph de Harak. Inventory #  44284. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET
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Naipaul, V. S. The Mystic Masseur. New York. 1959. Vanguard. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good. No Dustjacket. 215 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 22009. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here is the astringent wit of an Aubrey Mennen turned 
loose in the rich landscape of a Caribbean isle. V. S. Naipaul is an extraordinary 
storyteller - a voice from Trinidad of today, as contemporary and exciting as Calypso
- and in THE MYSTIC MASSEUR he has created one of the most amusing and 
fascinating characters in contemporary fiction, Ganesh Rasumair. If Ganesh had not
been so unappreciated as a schoolteacher, he would never have become a 
masseur. If he had not lacked talent as an ordinary masseur, he would never have 
blossomed into a mystic one; and, of course, if he had not lived in Trinidad, at first 
an obscure member and finally an ornament of the Hindu community there, none of 
the things that happened to him would have happened in quite that way, for 
Trinidad, seen with the eye of humor, is a most surprising place. This is a story of 
success: a success that resulted, or so it seems, from inspired detachment. 
Achievement was not something at which Ganesh aimed but something that 
overtook him in oblique and unexpected ways, often appearing at first sight to be a 
setback but always advancing his career. Mr. Naipaul, who himself comes of an 
Indian family settled in Trinidad, writes with delicate precision and keeps a poker 
face. He occasionally permits himself a raised eyebrow and a look of wonder at the
charming absurdity of human beings, but it is his reader, not he, who laughs aloud.

Sir Vidiadhar Surajprasad Naipaul (17 August 1932 – 11 August 2018), most 
commonly known as V. S. Naipaul, was an Indo-Trinidadian-born British writer of 
works of fiction and nonfiction in English. He is known for his comic early novels set 
in Trinidad, his bleaker novels of alienation in the wider world, and his vigilant 
chronicles of life and travels.
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Nair, Meera. Video. New York. 2002. Pantheon Books. Uncorrected Bound Galleys.
Very Good in Wrappers. 0375421114. 224 pages. paperback. Inventory # 32066. 
$10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The ten exquisitely crafted stories in VIDEO Introduce a
gifted new writer whose straight-forward, elegant prose and bewitching storytelling 
talent combine in brilliant miniatures of contemporary Indian life. In the title story, an
Indian man’s chance exposure to a Western-style porn film affects not only his 
marriage - his wife hides for hours, then (lays, then weeks at a time from his 
renewed desire - but also his neighborhood, as traditional notions of marriage, 
intimacy, and propriety confront the unspeakable, and the tacitly alluring. In ‘The 
Sculptor of Sands,’ a superbly imagined mystical tale with the depth and resonance
of legend, a slight young man’s sensuous sand sculptures transfix a seaside 
community and, despite their evanescence, leave an indelible impression on the 
women of the town. In ‘My Grandfather Dreams of Fences,’ an aging landlord, 
convinced that his worker is stealing his land, desperately clings to the vestiges of a
rigid class system, erecting fences with fervor while his dignity falls into disrepair. 
And in ‘The Lodger in Room 726,’ a boy who daily brings breakfast to the new tenant
in a rooming house unleashes a cascade of emotions previously unknown to him 
when he pursues his fantasy that the man is a well-known murderer on the lam. An
astonishing debut, written with a wry intelligence and an irresistible blend of humor.
wit, and pathos, VIDEO masterfully evokes traditional Indian culture as it confronts 
the onrush of change. In subtle gestures and keenly observed details, Meera Nair 
reveals an entire world of gleaming particularity and transcendent emotional power.

Mira Nair (born 15 October 1957) is an Indian film maker and actress based in New
York. Her production company, Mirabai Films, specializes in films for international 
audiences that act as 'native informers' on Indian society, whether in the economic,
social or cultural spheres. Among her best known films are Mississippi Masala, 
Monsoon Wedding, and The Namesake.
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Nao, Vi Khi. The Old Philosopher. New York. 2016. Nightboat Books. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781937658489. 72 pages. paperback. Inventory #
42804. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Old Philosopher is enigmatic, sexual, biblical, 
anachronistic, political, and personal all at once. These quiet, implosive poems 
inhabit a nonlinear temporality in which Vi Khi Nao brings biblical time and political 
time together in the same poetic space, allowing current affairs to converse with a 
more ancient and historical reality.

Vi Khi Nao was born in Long Khanh, Vietnam. She holds an MFA in fiction from 
Brown University, where she received the John Hawkes and Feldman Prizes in 
fiction and the Kim Ann Arstark Memorial Awards in poetry. Her work includes 
poetry, fiction, film, and cross-genre collaboration. She is the author of two novellas,
Swans in Half-Mourning and The Vanishing Point of Desire. She lives in Iowa City, 
Iowa.
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Narayan, R. K. A Tiger For Malgudi. New York. 1983. Viking Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670712604. 176 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Carol Lowenstein. Jacket illustration courtesy of The Granger Collection. 
Inventory # 24069. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Raja, the hero and narrator of this wise and humorous 
novel, is a magnificent specimen - eleven feet from tip to tail, and the terror of 
Malgudi. He leads a carefree, if predatory, jungle life until he is lured into captivity by
his own greed. His subsequent career as a circus performer and film star, which 
ends when he inadvertently gains the reputation of a man-eater, provides ample 
opportunity to observe the strange behavior of the bipeds around him. But nothing in
his experience of humans (on whom he casts rather a cool eye) has prepared him 
for his meeting with a holy man known only as the Master, a man whose authority is
based on a profound understanding of the natural and spiritual world rather than on
brute force. Raja becomes his unlikely disciple, and what seemed to be a simple tale
becomes a novel of surprising depth and humanity.

R. K. Narayan (10 October 1906 – 13 May 2001), full name Rasipuram 
Krishnaswami Iyer Narayanaswami, was an Indian writer, best known for his works 
set in the fictional South Indian town of Malgudi. He is one of three leading figures of
early Indian literature in English (alongside Mulk Raj Anand and Raja Rao), and is 
credited with bringing the genre to the rest of the world. Narayan broke through with
the help of his mentor and friend, Graham Greene, who was instrumental in getting
publishers for Narayan’s first four books, including the semi-autobiographical trilogy
of Swami and Friends, The Bachelor of Arts and The English Teacher.
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Narayan, R. K. A Tiger For Malgudi. New York. 1983. Viking Press. 1st American 
Edition. Previous Owner’s Name Penned in Front, Otherwise Very Good in Slightly
Worn Dustjacket. 0670712604. 176 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Carol 
Lowenstein. Jacket illustration courtesy of The Granger Collection. Inventory # 
41649. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Raja, the hero and narrator of this wise and humorous 
novel, is a magnificent specimen - eleven feet from tip to tail, and the terror of 
Malgudi. He leads a carefree, if predatory, jungle life until he is lured into captivity by
his own greed. His subsequent career as a circus performer and film star, which 
ends when he inadvertently gains the reputation of a man-eater, provides ample 
opportunity to observe the strange behavior of the bipeds around him. But nothing in
his experience of humans (on whom he casts rather a cool eye) has prepared him 
for his meeting with a holy man known only as the Master, a man whose authority is
based on a profound understanding of the natural and spiritual world rather than on
brute force. Raja becomes his unlikely disciple, and what seemed to be a simple tale
becomes a novel of surprising depth and humanity.

R. K. Narayan (10 October 1906 – 13 May 2001), full name Rasipuram 
Krishnaswami Iyer Narayanaswami, was an Indian writer, best known for his works 
set in the fictional South Indian town of Malgudi. He is one of three leading figures of
early Indian literature in English (alongside Mulk Raj Anand and Raja Rao), and is 
credited with bringing the genre to the rest of the world. Narayan broke through with
the help of his mentor and friend, Graham Greene, who was instrumental in getting
publishers for Narayan’s first four books, including the semi-autobiographical trilogy
of Swami and Friends, The Bachelor of Arts and The English Teacher.
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Narayan, R. K. Grateful To Life & Death. East Lansing. 1953. Michigan State 
College Press. 1st American Edition. 354' Written in Green Pen On Top Corner Of 
Front Free Endpaper & Remainder Mark On Bottom Edge, Otherwise Very Good in
Dustjacket. 213 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 2715. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In his autobiographical memoir MY DAYS: A MEMOIR 
(1974), R. K. Narayan declared that GRATEFUL TO LIFE AND DEATH was the 
most autobiographical of all of his novels, very little of it, in his account, being fiction.
This novel completes the informal trilogy which began with SWAMI AND FRIENDS 
and THE BACHELOR OF ARTS. The protagonist, Krishna, is an English teacher at 
the same college he had attended as a student. Although Krishna has recently 
married, his wife Susila and their daughter live with his parents-in-law some miles 
away. The story opens with his immediate family deciding to join him in Malgudi. 
Krishna is initially frightened by his new state of affairs, but he soon finds that his 
love for both his wife and child grows deeper than he could have imagined. ‘Mr. 
Narayan has repeatedly been compared with Chekhov. Ordinarily such comparisons
are gratuitous and strained, but in this case there are such clear and insistent 
echoes that any careful reader will be aware of them. There is that sense of 
rightness which transcends mere structure. There is the inexplicable blending of 
tragedy and humor. Most of all, there is a brooding awareness of fate which makes 
the story seem not authored, but merely translated.’—J.F. Muehl, Saturday Review. 
‘[Narayan] does not deal in exemplary fates, and the Western novel's machinery of 
retribution is far too grandiose for him. In Narayan's world, scores are not settled but
dissolved, recycled, restated. 'Both of us will shed our forms soon and perhaps we 
could meet again, who knows? So goodbye for the present.' These are the 
concluding words for the novel A TIGER FOR MALGUDI, but they constitute a 
universal epilogue one could append to most of Narayan's fiction.’—Russell Davies,
Times Literary Supplement.

R. K. Narayan (10 October 1906 – 13 May 2001), full name Rasipuram 
Krishnaswami Iyer Narayanaswami, was an Indian writer, best known for his works 
set in the fictional South Indian town of Malgudi. He is one of three leading figures of
early Indian literature in English (alongside Mulk Raj Anand and Raja Rao), and is 
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Narayan, R. K. Malgudi Days (DUSTJACKET ONLY). New York. 1982. Viking 
Press. Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket With Some Wrinkling to the Flaps. 
0670451789. 224 pages. DUSTJACKET ONLY. Jacket design by Carole 
Lowenstein. Inventory #  44285. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET

R. K. Narayan (10 October 1906 – 13 May 2001), full name Rasipuram 
Krishnaswami Iyer Narayanaswami, was an Indian writer, best known for his works 
set in the fictional South Indian town of Malgudi. He is one of three leading figures of
early Indian literature in English (alongside Mulk Raj Anand and Raja Rao), and is 
credited with bringing the genre to the rest of the world. Narayan broke through with
the help of his mentor and friend, Graham Greene, who was instrumental in getting
publishers for Narayan’s first four books, including the semi-autobiographical trilogy
of Swami and Friends, The Bachelor of Arts and The English Teacher.
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Narayan, R. K. Mr. Sampath. London. 1949. Eyre & Spottiswoode. 1st British 
Edition. Some Internal Foxing,Otherwise Good in Slightly Worn Boards With Some 
Traces Of Glue On The Bottom Front. No Dustjacket. 219 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 34234. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Fresh from the presses of the Truth Printing Works, the
weekly edition of The Banner enjoys a certain distinction. Srinivas, its editor and sole
contributor, concerns himself with artistic and intellectual problems: Mr. Sampath, its
printer, amicably shoulders the financial burdens. When the paper folds - a surprise 
to them both - Mr. Sampath sees a way to save an equable partnership. With 
splendid magnanimity he arranges for Srinivas to write film scripts for Sunrise 
Productions. Unfortunately, the glamor of it all goes to Mr. Sampath’s head, and his
sudden change of fortune leads to sublime, unmitigated chaos.

R. K. Narayan (10 October 1906 – 13 May 2001), full name Rasipuram 
Krishnaswami Iyer Narayanaswami, was an Indian writer, best known for his works 
set in the fictional South Indian town of Malgudi. He is one of three leading figures of
early Indian literature in English (alongside Mulk Raj Anand and Raja Rao), and is 
credited with bringing the genre to the rest of the world. Narayan broke through with
the help of his mentor and friend, Graham Greene, who was instrumental in getting
publishers for Narayan’s first four books, including the semi-autobiographical trilogy
of Swami and Friends, The Bachelor of Arts and The English Teacher.
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Narayan, R. K. Talkative Man. New York. 1987. Viking Press. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670813419. 123 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Robert Silverman. Inventory # 7763. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The TALKATIVE MAN tells the story of a mysterious 
stranger who arrives at the Malgudi train station to pursue a purported U.N. project.
The stranger winds up staying at Talkative Man’s home, where he begins to seduce
the librarian’s daughter.

R. K. Narayan (10 October 1906 – 13 May 2001), full name Rasipuram 
Krishnaswami Iyer Narayanaswami, was an Indian writer, best known for his works 
set in the fictional South Indian town of Malgudi. He is one of three leading figures of
early Indian literature in English (alongside Mulk Raj Anand and Raja Rao), and is 
credited with bringing the genre to the rest of the world. Narayan broke through with
the help of his mentor and friend, Graham Greene, who was instrumental in getting
publishers for Narayan’s first four books, including the semi-autobiographical trilogy
of Swami and Friends, The Bachelor of Arts and The English Teacher.
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Narayan, R. K. The Financial Expert. East Lansing. 1953. Michigan State University
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Worn Dustjacket. Introduction by Graham
Greene. 178 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 16984. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Financial Expert is a 1952 novel by R. K. Narayan. It
takes place, as do many other novels and short stories by this author, in the town of
Malgudi. The central character in this book is the financial expert Margayya, who 
offers advice to his fellow townspeople from under his position at the banyan tree. 
He is a man of many aspirations and this novel delves into some level of 
psychological analysis. The Financial Expert tells the story of the rise and fall of 
Margayya. The theme of the novel is lust for money. But Margayya is no monster of
greed and wickedness. In his depiction of Margayya, Narayan humanises him and 
shows that despite his lust for money, he is still a human being.

R. K. Narayan (10 October 1906 – 13 May 2001), full name Rasipuram 
Krishnaswami Iyer Narayanaswami, was an Indian writer, best known for his works 
set in the fictional South Indian town of Malgudi. He is one of three leading figures of
early Indian literature in English (alongside Mulk Raj Anand and Raja Rao), and is 
credited with bringing the genre to the rest of the world. Narayan broke through with
the help of his mentor and friend, Graham Greene, who was instrumental in getting
publishers for Narayan’s first four books, including the semi-autobiographical trilogy
of Swami and Friends, The Bachelor of Arts and The English Teacher.
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Narayan, R. K. The Guide. New York. 1958. Viking Press. 1st American Edition. 
Previous Owner's Stamp & Penned Name in Front, Otherwise Very Good. No 
Dustjacket. 220 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 13230. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Like most of R. K. Narayan's works, The Guide is based 
in Malgudi, the fictional town in South India. Raju’s phenomenal success as a guide
was based on his unerring perception of what a tourist wished to be guided to — 
whether the tourist had already thought of it or not. So enthusiastically intuitive, so 
exquisitely corrupt, he became known as the most delightful guide in all India, and 
this quite logically resulted in his becoming the consort, lover, and manager – 
successively but not always - of a beautiful and famous dancing girl. The multiple 
talents he brought to this new career naturally culminated in his going to jail. Upon 
being released, an event which plunged the guards and prisoners into gloom, he 
started home to Malgudi. While resting in an abandoned temple he was mistaken by
a peasant for a holy man. The villagers brought food and offerings and allowed Raju
to talk - an occupation always pleasing to him. As the days passed, Raju began to 
understand that, with the exception of himself, everyone was better off in the belief 
that he was a holy man. When the drought came and Raju was faced with the 
problem of what he had become, he made an entirely characteristic decision. In the
setting of his mythical South Indian town of Malgudi, immortalized in his other 
novels, this brilliant narrator of manners and morals has given us the racy and 
colloquial, ironic and beguiling story of Raju, the reluctant holy man.

R. K. Narayan (10 October 1906 – 13 May 2001), full name Rasipuram 
Krishnaswami Iyer Narayanaswami, was an Indian writer, best known for his works 
set in the fictional South Indian town of Malgudi. He is one of three leading figures of
early Indian literature in English (alongside Mulk Raj Anand and Raja Rao), and is 
credited with bringing the genre to the rest of the world. Narayan broke through with
the help of his mentor and friend, Graham Greene, who was instrumental in getting
publishers for Narayan’s first four books, including the semi-autobiographical trilogy
of Swami and Friends, The Bachelor of Arts and The English Teacher.
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Narayan, R. K. The Painter of Signs. New York. 1976. Viking Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn & Wrinkled Dustjacket With Some Small Tears.
0670535672. 183 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Abner Graboff. Inventory # 
24068. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE PAINTER OF SIGNS is R. K. Narayan’s first novel 
in a number of years, and in it he returns again to his enchanting fictional city of 
Malgudi. There, he tells us the story of Raman, a splendid young painter of 
signboards, a bachelor who glories in his old-fashioned independence, whose work 
takes him all over Malgudi and requires him to do business with some of the city’s 
most important, as well as its most absurd, tradesmen. Raman is polite and 
businesslike with everyone—but underneath the small talk he conducts a quizzical 
dialogue with himself about his fellow humans and the meaning of their lives. Enter
Daisy—an unlikely name for the ruthless but very attractive young lady who 
commissions Raman, on behalf of the population clinic she runs, to paint signs 
advocating two-child families. Together they travel around the neighboring country 
villages, where Daisy must propagandize. Raman is appalled by the hard-edged 
zeal she brings to her work, just as he is enthralled by her beauty and mysterious 
independence of spirit. They are obviously made for each other. Or are they? In this
sardonic, bittersweet tale of love in modern India, R. K. Narayan has created two of 
fiction’s most endearing and unique young lovers, and an unsettling story about 
India at its best and worst.

R. K. Narayan (10 October 1906 – 13 May 2001), full name Rasipuram 
Krishnaswami Iyer Narayanaswami, was an Indian writer, best known for his works 
set in the fictional South Indian town of Malgudi. He is one of three leading figures of
early Indian literature in English (alongside Mulk Raj Anand and Raja Rao), and is 
credited with bringing the genre to the rest of the world. Narayan broke through with
the help of his mentor and friend, Graham Greene, who was instrumental in getting
publishers for Narayan’s first four books, including the semi-autobiographical trilogy
of Swami and Friends, The Bachelor of Arts and The English Teacher.
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Narayan, R. K. The Printer of Malgudi. East Lansing. 1957. Michigan State 
University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 276
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 9366. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The artful, ‘I-can-do-anything’ printer of the Truth Printing
Works has the same formula for every customer: ‘Trust Sampath and he will free 
you of all unnecessary worries,’ He promises any. thing just to keep people happy: 
to help the landlord marry off his granddaughter, to search for the beautiful girl a 
bank clerk yearns to find, and, of course, to deliver on time all his printing orders 
(which always were to be the best job the customers could get in all South India). 
One customer to whom the printer gives his most dedicated service is the pensive 
Srinivas, editor of a weekly paper, The Banner, which within its twelve pages of 
foolscap attempts to set the world right. The world, to Srinivas, is like a half-raised 
structure, the other half of which might go up or not. The Banner, thus, has twin work
to do: to attack ruthlessly the pig-headedness of people and to prod them into 
pursuing perfection. When the Truth Printing Works is forced to shut down due to 
lack of funds, Srinivas and a number of others follow the printer into his next ‘great’ 
venture, the making of an epic film that will turn Malgudi into the ‘Hollywood of India.’
In almost typically Hollywood fashion, the company finds a great epic to produce. 
The principals hold numerous story conferences and find ‘great’ stars for their cast, 
to say nothing of being beset with numerous jealousies among the stars and 
directors, Rather inevitably, far from creating a ‘Hollywood of India,’ the venture 
proves to be the undoing of most of the characters involved, As his dream fades 
before his eyes, Mr. Sampath has to go into hiding from his creditors. Only Srinivas
survives the film venture, philosophically going back and re-establishing The 
Banner.

R. K. Narayan (10 October 1906 – 13 May 2001), full name Rasipuram 
Krishnaswami Iyer Narayanaswami, was an Indian writer, best known for his works 
set in the fictional South Indian town of Malgudi. He is one of three leading figures of
early Indian literature in English (alongside Mulk Raj Anand and Raja Rao), and is 
credited with bringing the genre to the rest of the world. Narayan broke through with
the help of his mentor and friend, Graham Greene.
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Narayan, R. K. The World of Nagaraj: A Novel of Malgudi. New York. 1990. Viking 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.Remainder Mark On Top 
Edge. 0670831328. 186 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Graham Lewis 
Evans. Inventory # 27779. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Nagaraj's world is quite and comfortable. Living in his 
family's spacious house with only his wife Sita for company, he fills his day writing 
letters, drinking coffee, doing some leisurely book keeping for his friend Coomar's 
Boeing Sari Company, and sitting on his veranda watching the world and planning 
the book he intends to write about the life of the great sage Narada. But everything 
is disturbed when Tim, the son of his ambitious landowing brother Gopu, decides to 
leave home and come to live with Nagaraj. Forced to take responsibility for the boy,
puzzled by his secret late-night activities and by the strong smell of sprits which 
lingers behind him, Nagaraj finds his days, suddenly filled with unwelcome 
complication and turbulence, which threaten to alter for ever the contented tranquility
of his world.

R. K. Narayan (10 October 1906 – 13 May 2001), full name Rasipuram 
Krishnaswami Iyer Narayanaswami, was an Indian writer, best known for his works 
set in the fictional South Indian town of Malgudi. He is one of three leading figures of
early Indian literature in English (alongside Mulk Raj Anand and Raja Rao), and is 
credited with bringing the genre to the rest of the world. Narayan broke through with
the help of his mentor and friend, Graham Greene, who was instrumental in getting
publishers for Narayan’s first four books, including the semi-autobiographical trilogy
of Swami and Friends, The Bachelor of Arts and The English Teacher.
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Narayan, R. K. Waiting For the Mahatma. East Lansing. 1955. Michigan State 
University Press. 1st American Edition. Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front,
Otherwise Very Good in Worn Dustjacket With Some Small Pieces Missing. 241 
pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph courtesy of INFORMATION SERVICE OF 
INDIA. Inventory # 12556. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - WAITING FOR THE MAHATMA is the story of two of 
Gandhi’s young disciples, who fall in love but are forbidden by the Mahatma to marry
in haste. Here a young man, who has recently come into his inheritance, catches 
sight of a beautiful and fragile young lady collecting contributions to support the 
Mahatma’s work. The young man falls in love, in the time-honored manner, ‘at first 
sight.’ In the beginning it is his fascination with the young lady, rather than his belief 
in Gandhi’s works, which draws him into the circle of Gandhi’s followers. But 
gradually, through the purity of his love, he finds not only the satisfaction of being 
near his adored, but also the spiritual fulfillment of working with the Mahatma 
towards freedom for India. Finally, after many years, with freedom won, the 
Mahatma gives his consent to the marriage of the two young people. No sooner has
this happened, than Gandhi, one tragic evening, goes out to prayers and is 
assassinated. It is doubtful if the Mahatma and all he stood for has ever been so 
clearly interpreted to the Western world as in this novel. This work will appeal not 
only to those who believe in the novel as an art form, but also to those interested in 
the life and times of one of the greatest men ever produced by India.

R. K. Narayan (10 October 1906 – 13 May 2001), full name Rasipuram 
Krishnaswami Iyer Narayanaswami, was an Indian writer, best known for his works 
set in the fictional South Indian town of Malgudi. He is one of three leading figures of
early Indian literature in English (alongside Mulk Raj Anand and Raja Rao), and is 
credited with bringing the genre to the rest of the world. Narayan broke through with
the help of his mentor and friend, Graham Greene, who was instrumental in getting
publishers for Narayan’s first four books, including the semi-autobiographical trilogy
of Swami and Friends, The Bachelor of Arts and The English Teacher.
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Nasar, Sylvia. A Beautiful Mind: A Biography. New York. 1998. Simon & Schuster. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684819066. Biography Of The 
Mathematical Genius. John Nash. 461 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Timothy
Hsu. Inventory # 25419. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A Beautiful Mind traces the meteoric rise of John Forbes
Nash, Jr., from his lonely childhood in West Virginia to his student years at 
Princeton, where he encountered Albert Einstein, John von Neumann, and a host of
other mathematical luminaries. At twenty-one, the handsome, ambitious, eccentric 
graduate student invented what would become the most influential theory of rational
human behavior in modern social science. Nash's contribution to game theory would
ultimately revolutionize the field of economics. As a young professor at MIT, still in 
his twenties, Nash dazzled the mathematical world by solving a series of deep 
problems deemed ‘impossible’ by other mathematicians. At thirty, Nash was poised 
to take his dreamed-of place in the pantheon of history's greatest mathematicians. 
He married an exotic and beautiful MIT physics student, Alicia Larde. They had a 
son. Then, Nash suffered a catastrophic mental breakdown.Nasar details Nash's 
harrowing descent into insanity. Although Nash and his wife were divorced in 1963,
Alicia Nash continued to care for him and for their mathematically gifted son, who 
was diagnosed with schizophrenia as a teenager. Saved from homelessness by his 
loyal ex-wife and protected by a handful of mathematical friends, Nash lived quietly 
in Princeton for many years, a dreamy, ghostlike figure who scrawled numerological
messages on blackboards, all but forgotten by the outside world.His early 
achievements, however, fired the imagination of a new generation of scholars. At 
age sixty-six, twin miracles -- a spontaneous remission of his illness and the sudden
decision of the Nobel Prize committee to honor his contributions to game theory -- 
restored the world to him.

Sylvia Nasar is the author of A Beautiful Mind which inspired the academy award 
winning movie and was translated into 30 languages. She was an economics 
correspondent for the New York Times and is the John S. and James L. Knight 
Professor of Business Journalism at Columbia University. Her work has appeared in
the New Yorker, Vanity Fair, Newsweek and other leading publications, and her new
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Nash, Miriam. All the Prayers in the House. Hexham. 2017. Bloodaxe. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781780373621. 64 pages. paperback. Inventory #
41820. $21

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Runner-up for the Edwin Morgan Poetry Award 2016. 
Miriam Nash spent her early years on the Isle of Erraid off the west coast of 
Scotland, where Robert Louis Stevenson’s family once worked as lighthouse 
engineers. Voices of the island echo through her first collection, All the Prayers in 
the House, which holds at its heart the rupture and re-imagining of a family. Bold, 
honest, playful and inventive, the collection travels far from its coastal beginnings, 
crossing the Atlantic, visiting a women’s prison and a 17th-century ladies dictionary.
Here are poems of ritual and transgression, safety and danger. They take the form 
of songs, letters, fragments, formal verse – many kinds of prayer perhaps, for many
kinds of storm.

Miriam Nash was born in 1985 in Inverness and grew up in Scotland, England and
Wales. She was awarded a Fulbright Scholarship to study poetry at Sarah Lawrence
College in New York, and graduated with an MFA in 2014. She has performed her 
work internationally, and brought poetry into schools, museums, mental health 
organisations and prisons in the UK, USA and Singapore. She was the first Writer in
Residence at Greenway, Agatha Christie’s summer home, as part of Writing Places
with the National Trust, Literature Works and The Poetry Archive. Her poetry has 
appeared in numerous magazines and her pamphlet, Small Change (flipped eye), 
was published in 2013. She received an Eric Gregory from the Society of Authors in
2015, and was runner-up for the Edwin Morgan Poetry Award in 2016. Her first 
book-length collection, All the Prayers in the House, is published by Bloodaxe in 
2017.
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Natwar-Singh, K. (editor). E. M. Forster: A Tribune With Selections From His 
Writings On India. New York. 1964. Harcourt Brace & World. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. Contributions by Ahmed Ali, Mulk Raj 
Anand, Narayana Menon, Raja Rao, & Santha Rama Rau. 145 pages. hardcover. 
Inscribed by the Author. Jacket design by Ronald Clyne. Inventory # 16637. $62.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘In his own way, he has captured ‘The Spirit of Life.’ It is
a life in which love of truth, love of friends, love of beauty, love of music, 
understanding, sympathy, courage, kindness, generosity, tolerance, wit and wisdom
have combined to produce a man at once human and unique.’ So says K. Natwar-
Singh in his introduction to this affectionate tribute to E. M. Forster, composed by six
Indian friends and noted writers, who joined together to honor a man whose life and
work have helped bridge the gap between the cultures of the East and the West. 
Published on E. M. Forster’s eighty-fifth birthday (January 1, 1964) and marking the
year of the fortieth anniversary of the publication of his most enduring novel, A 
PASSAGE TO INDIA, this volume also includes his tribute to Mahatma Gandhi and
selections from ABINGER HARVEST, THE HILL OF DEVI, A PASSAGE TO INDIA,
and TWO CHEERS FOR DEMOCRACY. K. Natwar-Singh is a member of the 
Permanent Mission of India to the United Nations. Other contributors include: 
Santha Rama Rau, noted Indian author now living in New York; Narayana Menon, 
author and Secretary of the Indian National Academy of Music in New Delhi; Raja 
Rao, whose most recent book is THE SERPENT AND THE ROPE; Ahmed All, 
author of, among other books, TWILIGHT IN DELHI; and Mulk Raj, well-known 
novelist and Tagore Professor at Chandigarh University, Punjab.

Kunwar Natwar Singh is an Indian politician, a former senior bureaucrat, a former 
Union cabinet minister, and a writer. Singh was selected into the Indian Foreign 
Service, one of the most competitive and prestigious government services, in 1953.
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Naylor, Gloria. Bailey's Cafe. New York. 1992. Harcourt Brace Jovanovich. Advance
Reading Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 0151104506. 229 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 26816. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Welcome to Bailey’s Café, the most mythically real diner
you’ve ever walked into. Presided over by Bailey and his helpmate, Nadine, it is a 
magnet that draws a wide variety of the ‘colored’ people of 1948, each with a story 
to tell. Bailey tells us about his love for his strong, quiet wife, and shares his 
haunting memories of World War II. Then, one by one, we hear from the café’s 
regulars. There is Sadie, whose addiction to alcohol is second only to her mania for
cleanliness; the oddly maternal Eve, whose bordello accepts only fresh flowers as 
legal tender; Sweet Esther, who takes nothing but white roses for her particular 
favors; Peaches, whose badly mutilated face is a sharp contrast to her beautiful 
body; Jesse Bell, who cannot overcome her lust for heroin; Miss Maple (whose real
name is Stanley); and Mariam, the Ethiopian child who may be the bearer of a 
miracle.characters tell tales of woe and fortitude, prejudice and pride; Naylor has 
transformed the trials of these outcasts into timeless truths about the strengths of 
people everywhere.

Gloria Naylor (January 25, 1950 – September 28, 2016) was an American novelist, 
known for novels including The Women of Brewster Place (1982), Linden Hills 
(1985) and Mama Day (1988). Naylor's work is featured in such anthologies as 
Breaking Ice: An Anthology of Contemporary African-American Fiction (ed. Terry 
McMillan, 1990), Calling the Wind: Twentieth-Century African-American Short 
Stories (ed. Clarence Major, 1992) and Daughters of Africa (ed. Margaret Busby, 
1992). During her career as a professor, Naylor taught writing and literature at 
several universities, including George Washington University, New York University,
Boston University, and Cornell University. Naylor died of a heart attack on 
September 28, 2016, while visiting St. Croix, United States Virgin Islands. She was 
66.
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Naylor, Gloria. Bailey's Cafe. New York. 1992. Harcourt Brace Jovanovich. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0151104506. 229 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design & illustration by Wendell Minor. Inventory # 22649. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Welcome to Bailey’s Café, the most mythically real diner
you’ve ever walked into. Presided over by Bailey and his helpmate, Nadine, it is a 
magnet that draws a wide variety of the ‘colored’ people of 1948, each with a story 
to tell. Bailey tells us about his love for his strong, quiet wife, and shares his 
haunting memories of World War II. Then, one by one, we hear from the café’s 
regulars. There is Sadie, whose addiction to alcohol is second only to her mania for
cleanliness; the oddly maternal Eve, whose bordello accepts only fresh flowers as 
legal tender; Sweet Esther, who takes nothing but white roses for her particular 
favors; Peaches, whose badly mutilated face is a sharp contrast to her beautiful 
body; Jesse Bell, who cannot overcome her lust for heroin; Miss Maple (whose real
name is Stanley); and Mariam, the Ethiopian child who may be the bearer of a 
miracle.characters tell tales of woe and fortitude, prejudice and pride; Naylor has 
transformed the trials of these outcasts into timeless truths about the strengths of 
people everywhere.

Gloria Naylor (January 25, 1950 – September 28, 2016) was an American novelist, 
known for novels including The Women of Brewster Place (1982), Linden Hills 
(1985) and Mama Day (1988). Naylor's work is featured in such anthologies as 
Breaking Ice: An Anthology of Contemporary African-American Fiction (ed. Terry 
McMillan, 1990), Calling the Wind: Twentieth-Century African-American Short 
Stories (ed. Clarence Major, 1992) and Daughters of Africa (ed. Margaret Busby, 
1992). During her career as a professor, Naylor taught writing and literature at 
several universities, including George Washington University, New York University,
Boston University, and Cornell University. Naylor died of a heart attack on 
September 28, 2016, while visiting St. Croix, United States Virgin Islands. She was 
66.
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Naylor, Gloria. The Men of Brewster Place. New York. 1998. Hyperion. Advance 
Reader's Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0786864214. 173 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 24831. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Gloria Naylor burst onto the American literary scene 
fifteen years ago with her first novel, The Women of Brewster Place. Now Ms. 
Naylor has turned her attention to the other side of the story: to the men of Brewster
Place, and in this remarkable new work. Gloria Naylor brings their voices to life with
her characteristic grace, humor, and compassion. Among others you will meet: 
Brother Jerome: who speaks for everyone on Brewster Place when he plays the 
blues; Basil, who repays his debt to his mother as best he can, but in his desire to 
become the man she wanted him to be, becomes instead the victim of his own 
devotion; Eugene, who battles convention and the nearly irresistible pull of his family
while being drawn inexorably toward a new self he does not yet understand; 
Moreland T. Woods, whose service to his fellow man is mocked by his own self-
service; C. C. Baker, whose yearning for power to control the people and streets 
around him eventually renders him powerless; Abshu, who finds that a little bit of 
humor will bring sweetness to the gathering dusk of a neighborhood; and finally, 
Ben, who - from beyond the grave - serves as the Greek chorus; he sees it all and 
comes as close as one can to understanding the men, and women, of Brewster 
Place.

Gloria Naylor (January 25, 1950 – September 28, 2016) was an American novelist, 
known for novels including The Women of Brewster Place (1982), Linden Hills 
(1985) and Mama Day (1988). Naylor's work is featured in such anthologies as 
Breaking Ice: An Anthology of Contemporary African-American Fiction (ed. Terry 
McMillan, 1990), Calling the Wind: Twentieth-Century African-American Short 
Stories (ed. Clarence Major, 1992) and Daughters of Africa (ed. Margaret Busby, 
1992). During her career as a professor, Naylor taught writing and literature at 
several universities, including George Washington University, New York University,
Boston University, and Cornell University. Naylor died of a heart attack on 
September 28, 2016, while visiting St. Croix, United States Virgin Islands. She was 
66.
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Nedreaas, Torborg. Music From a Blue Well. Lincoln. 1988. University Of Nebraska
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0803233159. 
Translated from the Norwegian by Bibbi Lee. hardcover. Inventory # 10163. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - As the rumble of World War I grows louder in Norway, a
girl named Herdis trembles on the brink of adolescence. Home has been wrecked by
divorce, and the world is collapsing around her. Amid the general turmoil she strains
to hear another sound - the strange music rising from a forbidden well, echoing her 
own depths and evocative of her emerging artist’s soul. This first English translation,
by Bibbi Lee, of MUSIC FROM A BLUE WELL (Musik fra en bla bronn), originally 
published in Norway in 1960, will win wide posthumous praise for Torborg 
Nedreaas. The novel portrays Herdis struggling for her own truths about mind, heart,
and body. Increasingly, she is affected by the undercurrents of conflict and 
ambiguities of behavior among the adults who surround her. As Herdis learns more
about herself and her family, confusion becomes her companion. How many ways 
might she grow, and how would she know which to choose? To whom and to what 
does she owe allegiance, and why? Her problems of self-definition and self-worth 
are compounded by her artistic sensibility - for, so endowed, she cannot escape 
isolation, pain, and even mortal danger.

Torborg Nedreaas (13 November 1906 in Bergen, Norway – 30 June 1987) was a 
Norwegian author who debuted with the collection of short stories Bak skapet står 
øksen in 1945. The majority of the stories centered on events and interactions 
during the Second World War. It was not war literature, but an examination of the 
occurrences and situations which the war created for people who were not directly 
involved in the war, but who nonetheless paid a high price because they lived in an
occupied country. Her work was recognized with numerous prizes, including both 
the prestigious Norwegian Critics Prize for Literature (Kritikerprisen) and in 1972 she
was nominated for the Nordic Council's Literature Prize (Nordisk Råds litteraturpris).
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Nee, Victor G. and Nee, Brett De Bary. Longtime Californ': A Documentary Study of
An American Chinatown. New York. 1973. Pantheon Books. 1st Edition. Very Good 
in Dustjacket. 039446138x. 410 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by David Ng. 
Inventory # 22991. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Beginning with the immigrants who left poverty-ridden 
villages in China to try for a better livelihood in America, the narratives and extensive
interviews of Longtime Californ’ tell the true story of the Chinese in America. A 
young Chinese girl tells of being sold into slavery, brought to America, and rescued
by a missionary; men of Chinatown recall the awful conditions and long waits on 
Angel Island before being allowed into the country, and remember the backbreaking
experience of building the railroads that opened the West. The young Chinese are 
also here: some are angry and frustrated, spending their time on street corners and 
in gang fights; other are Marxist radicals trying to create social, political, and 
economic change in Chinatown ghetto. And there are the workers who go back and 
forth each day to the garment factories and the shops, each with his or her own 
story to tell, each contributing his or her share to the country that is San Francisco 
Chinatown. Throughout these and other stories the intricate patterns of Chinese life
emerge as Chinese traditions and American customs combine to create the unique
experience of Chinese-Americas, Longtime Californ’ goes beyond the hand 
laundries and restaurants with which Americans often associate the Chinese and 
unveils the secret societies, the powerful family associations, and the daily lives of 
the people of Chinatown.

Victor G. Nee (born 1945) is an American sociologist and professor at Cornell 
University, known for his work in economic sociology, inequality and immigration. 
Brett de Bary Nee is Victor Nee’s wife. Together they wrote Longtime Californ': A 
Documentary Study of an American Chinatown while Victor was a graduate student 
in sociology.
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Neely, Barbara. Blanche Among the Talented Tenth. New York. 1994. St Martin's 
Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312112483. 232 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Krystyna Skalski and Irene Vandervoort. Jacket illustration by John
Howard. Inventory # 24036. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When Blanche White, black domestic worker 
extraordinaire, moved north to Boston, she thought it would be a better place to 
raise her kids, especially when she managed to get them both into a private school.
But they appear to be getting as much attitude as education, as they start correcting
Blanche's English and acting snotty about homeless people. When Blanche and the
kids are invited to Amber Cove, an exclusive, all-black resort in Maine, she sees it 
as the perfect opportunity to observe her children with their wealthy friends and try to
figure out how to stop them from becoming people she doesn't want to know. Along 
the way, Blanche gets an insider's view of the color and class divisions within the 
black community. Blanche stands out against the light-skinned, college-educated 
residents at Amber Cove, and some of the guests make sure she knows it - 
including her own daughter. But when one of the guests has a fatal accident and the
godson of a famous septuagenarian feminist commits suicide, Blanche is enlisted to
find out if these events are connected. What she discovers is a web of secrets that 
somebody may be willing to kill for, even as she meets a man determined to sweep
her off her feet, no matter how much she weighs.

BarbaraNeely is also the author of BLANCHE ON THE LAM and BLANCHE 
AMONG THE TALENTED TENTH, for which she won awards that include the 
Agatha, the Anthony, and the Macavity. She lives in Jamaica Plain, Massachusetts.
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Negroni, Maria. Night Journey. Princeton. 2002. Princeton University Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0691090971. Translated from the 
Spanish by Anne Twitty. Lockert Library of Poetry in Translation - Richard Howard,
Series Editor. 144 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 34988. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - One of South America’s most celebrated contemporary 
poets takes us on a fantastic voyage to mysterious lands and seas, into the psyche,
and to the heart of the poem itself. Night Journey is the English-language debut of 
the work that won María Negroni an Argentine National Book Award. It is a book of 
dreams—dreams she renders with surreal beauty that recalls the work of her 
compatriot Alejandra Pizarnik, with the penetrating subtlety of Borges and Calvino. 
In sixty-two tightly woven prose poems, Negroni deftly infuses haunting imagery with
an ironic, personal spirituality. Effortlessly she navigates the nameless subject to the
slopes of the Himalayas, to a bar in Buenos Aires, through war, from icy 
Scandinavian landscapes to the tropics, across seas, toward a cemetery in the wake
of Napoleon’s hearse, by train, by taxis headed in unrequested directions, past 
mirrors and birds, between life and death. Night Journey reflects a mastery of a 
traditional form while brilliantly expressing a modern condition: the multicultural, 
multifaceted individual, ever in motion. Displacement abounds: a ‘medieval tabard’ 
where a pelvis should be, a ‘lipless grin,’ a ‘beach severed from the ocean.’ In one 
poem ‘nomadic cities’ whisk past. In another, smiling cockroaches loom in a visiting
mother’s eyes. Anne Twitty, whose elegant translations are accompanied by the 
Spanish originals, remarks in her preface that the book’s ‘indomitable literary 
intelligence’ subdues an unspoken terror—helplessness. Yet, as observed by the 
angel Gabriel, the consoling voice of wisdom, only by accepting the journey for what
it is can one discover its ‘hidden splendor,’ the ‘invisible center of the poem.’

María Negroni was born in Rosario, Argentina. She has published eleven books of 
poetry, three collections of essays, and two novels, as well as works in translation 
from French and English
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Negroni, Maria. Night Journey. Princeton. 2002. Princeton University Press. 1st 
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 069109098x. Translated from the 
Spanish by Anne Twitty. Lockert Library of Poetry in Translation - Richard Howard,
Series Editor. 144 pages. paperback. Inventory # 34989. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - One of South America’s most celebrated contemporary 
poets takes us on a fantastic voyage to mysterious lands and seas, into the psyche,
and to the heart of the poem itself. Night Journey is the English-language debut of 
the work that won María Negroni an Argentine National Book Award. It is a book of 
dreams—dreams she renders with surreal beauty that recalls the work of her 
compatriot Alejandra Pizarnik, with the penetrating subtlety of Borges and Calvino. 
In sixty-two tightly woven prose poems, Negroni deftly infuses haunting imagery with
an ironic, personal spirituality. Effortlessly she navigates the nameless subject to the
slopes of the Himalayas, to a bar in Buenos Aires, through war, from icy 
Scandinavian landscapes to the tropics, across seas, toward a cemetery in the wake
of Napoleon’s hearse, by train, by taxis headed in unrequested directions, past 
mirrors and birds, between life and death. Night Journey reflects a mastery of a 
traditional form while brilliantly expressing a modern condition: the multicultural, 
multifaceted individual, ever in motion. Displacement abounds: a ‘medieval tabard’ 
where a pelvis should be, a ‘lipless grin,’ a ‘beach severed from the ocean.’ In one 
poem ‘nomadic cities’ whisk past. In another, smiling cockroaches loom in a visiting
mother’s eyes. Anne Twitty, whose elegant translations are accompanied by the 
Spanish originals, remarks in her preface that the book’s ‘indomitable literary 
intelligence’ subdues an unspoken terror—helplessness. Yet, as observed by the 
angel Gabriel, the consoling voice of wisdom, only by accepting the journey for what
it is can one discover its ‘hidden splendor,’ the ‘invisible center of the poem.’

María Negroni was born in Rosario, Argentina. She has published eleven books of 
poetry, three collections of essays, and two novels, as well as works in translation 
from French and English
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Nelscott, Kris. A Dangerous Road. New York. 2000. St Martin's/Minotaur. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312262647. 325 pages. hardcover. 
Signed by the Author. Jacket design by Henry Sene Yee. Jacket illustration by 
Joseph Daniel Fiedler. Inventory # 28101. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It's February 1968, and tense race relations in Memphis
are beginning to build into real conflict. The sanitation workers' strike has been going
on for almost three weeks, and marches are beginning to turn into riots. African-
American P.I. Smokey Dalton is hired by Laura Hathaway, a young white woman 
from up north, to look into her mother's reasons for remembering Smokey 
generously in her will. Smokey reluctantly takes the case, as much to satisfy his own
curiosity about these people he never knew as because he needs the work. What he
uncovers is a thirty-year-old secret so powerful it will shatter both their lives. 
Furthermore, this turning point couldn't come at a worse time for Smokey. As 
February turns to March, then April, Smokey must watch his city crumble around him
and deals with the approaching visit of his childhood friend, now estranged from him,
Martin Luther King, Jr. - a visit that turns out to be the very destiny of both men, and
the city itself. This wonderful novel launches a unique and atmospheric series, 
introducing an appealing character in Smokey Dalton and an equally compelling 
time period in our history.

Kristine Kathryn Rusch writes mystery novels, using the pen-name "Kris Nelscott". 
Rusch (born June 4, 1960) is an American writer and editor. She writes under 
various pseudonyms in multiple genres, including science fiction, fantasy, mystery, 
romance, and mainstream.
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Nelscott, Kris. Smoke Filled Rooms: A Smokey Dalton Novel. New York. 2001. St 
Martin's/Minotaur. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312262655. 308
pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Joseph Daniel Fiedler. Jacket design By 
Henry Sene Yee & Emily Mahon. Inventory # 34327. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - August 1968, Chicago: Smokey Dalton and his ten-year-
old friend Jimmy hope to put the past behind them and start a new life in the Windy
City. The pair fled Memphis after Jimmy witnessed the murder of Dr. Martin Luther 
King Jr., and following a nervous summer spent glancing over their shoulders, they 
finally think they can rest easy. Smokey is looking for a place for them to live and a
way to set up shop helping people solve problems - a sort of unlicensed PI business
- as he did in Memphis. But as the city gears up for the 1968 Democratic National 
Convention, Smokey begins to fear that their secret has been revealed. There are 
strangers in the neighborhood, and Smokey can't shake the feeling he's being 
watched. Even when a young neighbor boy goes missing, Smokey can't foresee the
true nature of the violence and chaos that will enter their lives just as the racial 
tension builds and the city reaches its own breaking point.

Kristine Kathryn Rusch writes mystery novels, using the pen-name "Kris Nelscott". 
Rusch (born June 4, 1960) is an American writer and editor. She writes under 
various pseudonyms in multiple genres, including science fiction, fantasy, mystery, 
romance, and mainstream.
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Nelson, Antonya. Family Terrorists. Boston. 1994. Houghton Mifflin. 1st Printing. 
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket W/A Few Tears. 0395686792. 271 pages. 
hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket illustration by Vivienne Flesher. Inventory #
21406. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the dazzling novella that gives this collection its title, a
fractured family gathers for an odd reunion. Six years after their divorce and forty 
years after their first wedding, the parents of the four grown Link children are 
remarrying. Lynnie Link, the youngest sibling, travels with her wastrel brother to 
Montana for the event, and in the family’s gathering their essential fragility becomes
all too apparent. ‘Family terrorism’ is the tactic that undermines them - those small 
acts of emotional blackmail that keep old antagonisms alive. Its consequences are 
sometimes poignant, often hilarious, always devastating. With its vibrant prose and 
deft insight, the novella displays the full range of Antonya Nelson’s remarkable 
talent. It caps a collection that also includes seven superb short stories, each a 
variation on the theme of family terrorism. Three of the stories have appeared in The
New Yorker; one of these, ‘Naked Ladies,’ was included in The Best American Short
Stories 1993, and another, ‘Dirty Words,’ appeared in Prize Stories: The O. Henry 
Awards the same year. All of them offer vivid evidence of Antonya Nelson’s 
generous, rapidly maturing gift.

Antonya Nelson (born January 6, 1961) is an American author and teacher of 
creative writing who writes primarily short stories. She received a BA degree from 
the University of Kansas in 1983 and an MFA degree from the University of Arizona 
in 1986.She lives in Telluride, Colorado; Las Cruces, New Mexico; and Houston, 
Texas. Nelson's short stories have appeared in Esquire, The New Yorker, Quarterly
West, Redbook, Ploughshares, Harper's, and other magazines. They have been 
anthologized in Prize Stories: The O. Henry Awards and Best American Short 
Stories.Several of her books have been New York Times Book Review Notable 
Books: In the Land of Men (1992), Talking in Bed (1996), Nobody's Girl: A Novel 
(1998), Living to Tell: A Novel (2000), and Female Trouble (2002).
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Nelson, Antonya. In the Land of Men: Stories. New York. 1992. Morrow. 1st Printing.
Very Good in Very Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0688106579. 240 pages. hardcover. 
Signed by the Author. Jacket illustration & design by Bascove. Inventory # 24249. 
$37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Nelson’s acclaimed second collection of short stories 
portrays women whose lives have slipped from their moorings and who are unsure 
about what direction to take, and the men who are unable to anchor or touch them.

Antonya Nelson (born January 6, 1961) is an American author and teacher of 
creative writing who writes primarily short stories. Antonya Nelson was born January
6, 1961 in Wichita, Kansas. She received a BA degree from the University of Kansas
in 1983 and an MFA degree from the University of Arizona in 1986.She lives in 
Telluride, Colorado; Las Cruces, New Mexico; and Houston, Texas. Nelson's short 
stories have appeared in Esquire, The New Yorker, Quarterly West, Redbook, 
Ploughshares, Harper's, and other magazines. They have been anthologized in 
Prize Stories: The O. Henry Awards and Best American Short Stories.Several of her
books have been New York Times Book Review Notable Books: In the Land of Men
(1992), Talking in Bed (1996), Nobody's Girl: A Novel (1998), Living to Tell: A Novel
(2000), and Female Trouble (2002). For a 1999 issue on The Future of American 
Fiction, The New Yorker magazine selected Nelson as one of 'the twenty best young
fiction writers in America today'. Nelson teaches in the Warren Wilson College MFA
Program for Writers,as well as in the University of Houston's Creative Writing 
Program.keywords
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Nelson, Antonya. Living To Tell. New York. 2000. Scribner. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684839334. 319 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Raquel Jarmillo. Inventory # 28376. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - After spending five years in prison for killing his beloved
grandmother in a drunk driving accident, thirty-three-year-old Winston Mabie is 
returning to his Wichita, Kansas, childhood home and the sisters and parents he left
behind. Though the surroundings are familiar, Winston’s return suddenly forces the 
five Mabies to reexamine one another. Will they learn to talk of clean slates and new
beginnings? As the Mabies wrestle with pregnancy, broken hearts, obsession, 
redemption, mortality, and forgiveness, Antonya Nelson weaves a rich and true 
tapestry of family.

Antonya Nelson (born January 6, 1961) is an American author and teacher of 
creative writing who writes primarily short stories. Antonya Nelson was born January
6, 1961 in Wichita, Kansas. She received a BA degree from the University of Kansas
in 1983 and an MFA degree from the University of Arizona in 1986.She lives in 
Telluride, Colorado; Las Cruces, New Mexico; and Houston, Texas. Nelson's short 
stories have appeared in Esquire, The New Yorker, Quarterly West, Redbook, 
Ploughshares, Harper's, and other magazines. They have been anthologized in 
Prize Stories: The O. Henry Awards and Best American Short Stories.Several of her
books have been New York Times Book Review Notable Books: In the Land of Men
(1992), Talking in Bed (1996), Nobody's Girl: A Novel (1998), Living to Tell: A Novel
(2000), and Female Trouble (2002). For a 1999 issue on The Future of American 
Fiction, The New Yorker magazine selected Nelson as one of 'the twenty best young
fiction writers in America today'. Nelson teaches in the Warren Wilson College MFA
Program for Writers,as well as in the University of Houston's Creative Writing 
Program.
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Nelson, Antonya. Nobody's Girl. New York. 1998. Scribner. 1st Edition. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 0684839326. 287 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket 
illustration by Raul Colon. Inventory # 24777. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It’s been 19 months since 30-year-old Birdy Stone came
to Pinetop. Birdy spends her days trying to get her students to appreciate the beauty
of literature and her nights getting high with Jesus, her gay colleague and confidant.
Birdy regards Pinetop as merely an escapade. But the desultory quality of her life is 
interrupted when a middle-aged widow asks Birdy to edit her rambling memoir. 
Combining superb storytelling with good humor, Antonya Nelson follows Birdy as 
she helps Mrs. Anthony reconstruct the history surrounding the bizarre and 
mysterious deaths of Mrs. Anthony’s husband and daughter years earlier. As Birdy 
is drawn deeper into her subject’s story, she begins a passionate love affair with 
Mrs. Anthony’s surviving son - a young man who just happens to be one of Birdy’s 
students.

Antonya Nelson (born January 6, 1961) is an American author and teacher of 
creative writing who writes primarily short stories. Antonya Nelson was born January
6, 1961 in Wichita, Kansas. She received a BA degree from the University of Kansas
in 1983 and an MFA degree from the University of Arizona in 1986.She lives in 
Telluride, Colorado; Las Cruces, New Mexico; and Houston, Texas. Nelson's short 
stories have appeared in Esquire, The New Yorker, Quarterly West, Redbook, 
Ploughshares, Harper's, and other magazines. They have been anthologized in 
Prize Stories: The O. Henry Awards and Best American Short Stories.Several of her
books have been New York Times Book Review Notable Books: In the Land of Men
(1992), Talking in Bed (1996), Nobody's Girl: A Novel (1998), Living to Tell: A Novel
(2000), and Female Trouble (2002). For a 1999 issue on The Future of American 
Fiction, The New Yorker magazine selected Nelson as one of 'the twenty best young
fiction writers in America today'. Nelson teaches in the Warren Wilson College MFA
Program for Writers,as well as in the University of Houston's Creative Writing 
Program.
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Nelson, Antonya. The Expendables: Stories. Athens. 1990. University Of Georgia 
Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0820311561. Winner Of The Flannery
O'Connor Award For Short Fiction. 202 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. 
Jacket photograph by Kenneth Josephson - 'Chicago 1961'. Inventory # 24248. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Most of the stories in ‘The Expendables’ are about 
marriages: marriages in process, about to be, about not to be anymore, possibly 
transgressed and decidedly not so. The stories show human destiny determined by
humans, whether resisted, invented, obeyed, or forced.

Antonya Nelson (born January 6, 1961) is an American author and teacher of 
creative writing who writes primarily short stories. Antonya Nelson was born January
6, 1961 in Wichita, Kansas. She received a BA degree from the University of Kansas
in 1983 and an MFA degree from the University of Arizona in 1986.She lives in 
Telluride, Colorado; Las Cruces, New Mexico; and Houston, Texas. Nelson's short 
stories have appeared in Esquire, The New Yorker, Quarterly West, Redbook, 
Ploughshares, Harper's, and other magazines. They have been anthologized in 
Prize Stories: The O. Henry Awards and Best American Short Stories.Several of her
books have been New York Times Book Review Notable Books: In the Land of Men
(1992), Talking in Bed (1996), Nobody's Girl: A Novel (1998), Living to Tell: A Novel
(2000), and Female Trouble (2002). For a 1999 issue on The Future of American 
Fiction, The New Yorker magazine selected Nelson as one of 'the twenty best young
fiction writers in America today'. Nelson teaches in the Warren Wilson College MFA
Program for Writers,as well as in the University of Houston's Creative Writing 
Program.
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Nelson, Kevin. The Golden Game: The Story of California Baseball. Lincoln. 2015. 
University of Nebraska Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9780803283954. 6 x 9. 34 photographs. 464 pages. paperback. Inventory # 42567.
$24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Golden Game presents in words and pictures 150 
years of baseball history, from sandlot ball in the 1850s and the Pacific Coast 
League to the western arrival of the Dodgers, Giants, Angels, Athletics, and Padres.
Here is a stirring, colorfully written narrative about the state that has been the 
birthplace and proving ground for more Major Leaguers than any other, including 
Joe DiMaggio, Ted Williams, and Jackie Robinson. Blending U.S. and California 
history as a backdrop to a narrative rich with anecdotes, The Golden Game reveals 
the significant impact that California has had on baseball history. Written not just for
Californians but for all baseball fans, The Golden Game goes beyond its geographic
boundaries to tell the fascinating saga of California baseball and how it has indelibly
shaped the national pastime. ‘[Nelson’s] wholly charming and endearing book allows
us to see baseball as a kind of benchmark for the birth and growth of California over
the last century and a half. Nelson shows us that baseball was always much more 
than a form of recreation or entertainment—it was a means of self-definition.’ - 
Jonathan Kirsch, Los Angeles Times Book Review. ‘[This is] the rare baseball book 
that transcends its regional emphasis to earn a place on the shelf of anyone who 
loves the game. It reads like a core sample of a polar ice cap, with layer upon 
informative layer the deeper you go.’— David Kipen, San Francisco Chronicle. ‘[An]
excellent history. You don’t have to be a Californian to enjoy these important 
chapters in the game’s history.’— Ron Fimrite, Sports Illustrated.

Kevin Nelson is the award-winning author of nineteen books. He spent three years 
researching and writing The Golden Game, traveling around California to uncover 
the state’s storied baseball past. Hank Greenwald is a former Major League 
Baseball announcer who was for many years the voice of the San Francisco Giants.
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Nemerov, Alexander. Acting in the Night: Macbeth and the Places of the Civil War. 
Berkeley. 2010. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 9780520251861. 300 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37753. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - What can the performance of a single play on one 
specific night tell us about the world this event inhabited so briefly? Alexander 
Nemerov takes a performance of Macbeth in Washington, DC, on October 17, 1863
— with Abraham Lincoln in attendance— to explore this question and illuminate 
American art, politics, technology, and life as it was being lived. Nemerov’s 
inspiration is Wallace Stevens and his poem Anecdote of the Jar, in which a single 
object organizes the wilderness around it in the consciousness of the poet. For 
Nemerov, that evening’s performance of Macbeth reached across the tragedy of civil
war to acknowledge the horrors and emptiness of a world it tried and ultimately 
failed to change. An Ahmanson-Murphy Fine Arts Book 68 b/w photographs

Alexander Nemerov is Professor of Art History at Yale University.
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Nemerov, Howard. The Salt Garden: Poems. Boston. 1955. Atlantic Monthly 
Press/Little Brown. 1st Edition. Very Good in Worn Dustjacket. hardcover. Inventory
# 18308. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE SALT GARDEN (1955) marks a shift in the tone, 
style, and themes of Nemerov's poetry. Although his earlier poems were often 
abstract, esoteric, formal, and derivative of the works of such poets as T. S. Eliot, W.
H. Auden, and Wallace Stevens, the poems in this volume are less rigid, impersonal,
and bitter; they explore such subjects as perception, nature, and the duality of man.
With this volume, Nemerov reached what many critics consider his poetic maturity; 
THE SALT GARDEN was also the first verse collection to bring Nemerov 
widespread critical and popular attention.

Howard Nemerov (1920-1991) was an American poet, critic, novelist, short story 
writer, nonfiction writer, essayist, editor, and playwright. Nemerov is known for a 
diverse body of poetry that has been praised for its technical excellence, 
intelligence, and wit. Writing verse in a variety of forms and styles - including lyrical,
narrative, and meditative - Nemerov examined religious, philosophical, scientific, 
and existential concerns. Although Nemerov frequently has been labeled an 
academic poet because of his detached stance, his firm grounding in formal verse, 
and the moralistic tone of some of his work, he often incorporated irony, satire, and 
colloquial language into his works. In addition to winning numerous prizes for his 
verse, including the Pulitzer Prize and the National Book Award for THE 
COLLECTED POEMS OF HOWARD NEMEROV (1977), Nemerov was appointed 
poet laureate of the United States in 1988.
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Neruda, Pablo. Passions and Impressions. New York. 1983. Farrar Straus Giroux. 
Uncorrected Page Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 0374229945. Translated from the
Spanish by Margaret Sayers Peden. 389 pages. paperback. Jacket design by 
Antonio Frasconi. Inventory # 17888. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In his poetry, Pablo Neruda periodically shed his poetic 
skin to assume new forms. More than one critic has alluded to this ‘protean ability to
be always in the vanguard of change.’ The prose pieces in this posthumous 
collection reflect that versatility, that enormous hunger for new modes of expression,
new adventures, new challenges. Spanning a lifetime, these passions and 
impressions range from early prose poems anticipating Neruda’s first collection of 
poetry to the speech he delivered, two years before his death, on the occasion of his
acceptance of the Nobel Prize. PASSIONS AND IMPRESSIONS is both a sequel to
and an enlargement on Neruda’s Memoirs. It records a lifetime of travel, of 
friendships and enmities, of exile and homecoming, loss and discovery, of history 
both public and personal. In view of Neruda’s reputation as a political activist, his 
courageous pronouncement against President Gonzalez Videla of Chile-his ‘I 
Accuse’ speech ringing with echoes of Zola’s famous letter in the Dreyfus affair -is of
particular interest. Animating this collection is Neruda’s ability to recapture the past, 
to bring to us in vivid detail the people and places and events of his remarkable life: 
reminiscences of friends and lovers, exotic birds and Chilean bandits, colorful 
depictions of Far East seaports, jungle temples, a room in Montmartre, the cities and
countryside of South America. But the overriding impression is of Neruda’s love for
Chile-for his long, narrow native land at ‘the far ends of the earth,’ for its citizens, its 
flora and fauna, its national identity. His abiding devotion pervades these notes on a
life fully lived.

PABLO NERUDA (1904-1973) is regarded as the greatest Latin American poet of 
the 20th century, as well as a controversial political figure. Neruda's breadth and 
vision and wide range of themes are extraordinary, and his work continues to inspire
new generations of writers.
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Nesbit, E. The Book of Beasts. New York. 1988. Dial Press. 1st Edition. Very Good 
in Hardcover. No Dustjacket As Issued. 0803704739. Pictures by Annabel 
Spenceley. 32 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 11174. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An enduring story of the magic to be found in books. 
Young Lionel is very surprised to be made King, but he's delighted to discover the 
world full of books in the Palace library. When Lionel opens one called THE BOOK
OF BEASTS, he's in for an even greater surprise - out of the pages fly a butterfly 
and a blue Bird of Paradise! But when he opens the book again and releases a 
terrible Red Dragon, the trouble really begins. Can Lionel find another beast in this
magical book to help him save his people? First published in 1900, this classic story
by E. Nesbit, known throughout the world for her tales of fantasy and adventure, has
been carefully abridged and beautifully illustrated by Inga Moore. Now published for
the first time as a stand-alone picture book, The Book of Beasts is sure to delight a 
new generation of children. As young King Lionel turns the pages of his magical 
book, a hungry red dragon and other creatures in the illustrations come to life.

Edith Nesbit (married name Edith Bland; 15 August 1858 – 4 May 1924) was an 
English author and poet; she published her books for children under the name of E.
Nesbit. She wrote or collaborated on over 60 books of fiction for children. She was 
also a political activist and co-founded the Fabian Society, a socialist organisation 
later affiliated to the Labour Party.
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Nesbit, E. The Town in the Library. New York. 1988. Dial Press. 1st Edition. Very 
Good in Hardcover. No Dustjacket As Issued. 0803704771. Illustrated by Shirley 
Tourret. 32 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 11183. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Playing in the library of their home, Rosamund and 
Fabian build a huge town out of books, only to find themselves trapped there when 
they go inside.

Edith Nesbit (married name Edith Bland; 15 August 1858 – 4 May 1924) was an 
English author and poet; she published her books for children under the name of E.
Nesbit. She wrote or collaborated on over 60 books of fiction for children. She was 
also a political activist and co-founded the Fabian Society, a socialist organisation 
later affiliated to the Labour Party.
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Nesbit, Edith. The Railway Children. New York. 1992. Signet/New American Library.
1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0451525612. 
Afterword By Elizabeth Janeway. 255 pages. paperback. CE2561. Inventory # 
33461. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - For eighty - five years, THE RAILWAY CHILDREN has 
been a much - loved book because it so truthfully portrays a child’s conception of 
family secrets, morality, and life. At the story’s beginning, Roberta and Phyllis and 
their brother, Peter, are growing up in a comfortable London townhouse. until their 
happy life ends overnight. Their mother’s distress, the servants’ whispers, and a 
rushed relocation to a rundown country cottage tell them that something terrible has
happened, but no one will explain what. Worse, their father has gone away, and now
they are even too poor for a proper teatime. As Mother reminds them, ‘Jam or butter,
dear - not jam and butter. We can’t afford that sort of reckless luxury nowadays.’ But
plucky and curious, the children are drawn to the nearby railway station, where they
befriend the rough - edged station porter and meet the mysterious, kindly ‘Old 
Gentleman’ who rides the 9:15. Wonderful adventures follow, yet throughout, 
Roberta, the oldest child, has one aim - to get her father back. and we discover that
behind this favorite children’s classic is a very grown - up world of harsh injustice, 
risk - taking, and unwavering love.

Edith Nesbit (married name Edith Bland; 15 August 1858 – 4 May 1924) was an 
English author and poet; she published her books for children under the name of E.
Nesbit. She wrote or collaborated on over 60 books of fiction for children. She was 
also a political activist and co-founded the Fabian Society, a socialist organisation 
later affiliated to the Labour Party.
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Nesbø, Jo. Midnight Sun. New York. 2016. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very Good 
in Dustjacket. 9780385354202. Translated from the Norwegian by Neil Smith. 279 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Peter Mendelsund. Inventory # 42729. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The internationally acclaimed author of Blood on Snow 
and the Harry Hole novels now gives us the tightly wound tale of a man running from
retribution, a renegade hitman who goes to ground far above the Arctic circle, where
the never-setting sun might slowly drive a man insane. He calls himself Ulf as good
a name as any, he thinks and the only thing he s looking for is a place where he won
t be found by Oslo s most notorious drug lord: the Fisherman. He was once the 
Fisherman s fixer, but after betraying him, Ulf is now the one his former boss needs 
fixed which may not be a problem for a man whose criminal reach is boundless. 
When Ulf gets off the bus in Kasund, on Norway s far northeastern border, he sees
a flat, monotonous, bleak landscape. the perfect hiding place. Hopefully. The locals
native Sami and followers of a particularly harsh Swedish version of Christianity 
seem to accept Ulf s explanation that he s come to hunt, even if he has no gun and 
the season has yet to start. And a bereaved, taciturn woman and her curious, 
talkative young son supply him with food, the use of a cabin deep in the woods, a 
weapon and companionship that stirs something in him he thought was long dead. 
But the agonizing wait for the inevitable moment when the Fisherman s henchmen 
will show the midnight sun hanging in the sky like an unblinking, all-revealing eye 
forces him to question if redemption is at all possible or if, as he’s always believed, 
‘hope is a real bastard.’

Jo Nesbø’s books have sold more than twenty million copies worldwide, and have 
been translated into forty-seven languages. His Harry Hole novels include The Bat,
The Redbreast, Nemesis, The Devil’s Star, The Redeemer, The Snowman, The 
Leopard, Phantom, and Police, and he is the author of Headhunters and several 
children’s books. He has received the Glass Key Award for best Nordic crime novel.
He is also a musician, songwriter, and economist and lives in Oslo.
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Nesbø, Jo. Nemesis. New York. 2009. Harper. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. Remainder Marking On Bottom Edge. 9780061655500. Translated from
the Norwegian by Don Bartlett. 474 pages. hardcover. Jacket Photograph By 
Premium Stock/Curb's. Jacket Design By Jarrod Taylor. Inventory # 38269. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - GRIPPING AND SURPRISING. NEMESIS is a nail-biting
thriller from one of the biggest stars in crime fiction. Grainy closed-circuit television 
footage shows a man walking into an Oslo bank and putting a gun to a cashier's 
head. He tells the young woman to count to twenty-five. When the robber doesn't get
his money in time, the cashier is executed, and two million Norwegian kroner 
disappear without a trace. Police Detective Harry Hole is assigned to the case, 
While Hole's girlfriend is away in Russia, an old flame decides to get in touch. 
Former girlfriend and struggling artist Anna Bethsen invites Hale to dinner, and he 
can't resist a visit. But the evening ends in an all too familiar way as Hale awakens 
with a thundering headache, a missing cell phone, and no memory of the past 
twelve hours. That same morning, Anna is found shot dead in her bed. Hole begins 
to receive threatening e-mails. Is someone trying to frame him for this unexplained 
death? Meanwhile, the bank robberies continue with unparalleled savagery. As the 
death tall continues to mount, Hole becomes a prime suspect in a criminal 
investigation led by his longtime adversary Tom Wader and Waaler's vigilante police
force. Racing from the cool, autumnal streets of Oslo to the steaming villages of 
Brazil, Hole is determined to absolve himself of suspicion by uncovering all the 
information needed to crack both cases. But the ever-threatening Waaler is not 
finished with his old archenemy quite yet.

Jo Nesbø is a musician, songwriter, economist, and one of Europe's most critically 
acclaimed and successful crime writers. His first novel featuring Police Detective 
Harry Hole was an instant hit in Norway, winning the Glass Key 1998 for Best Nordic
Crime Novel of the Year—the most prestigious crime-writing award in Northern 
Europe. Nesbø lives in Oslo.
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Nesbø, Jo. Nemesis: A Novel. New York. 2009. Harper Perennial. Reprinted 
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780061655517. Translated from the 
Norwegian by Don Bartlett. Harry Hole Series (Book 4). 474 pages. paperback. 
Cover design inspired by Peter Mendelsund. Inventory # 41571. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - 'Nesbø's storytelling abilities are incomparable. Nemesis
is crime novel as art form and great entertainment.' -USA Today. The #1 
international bestseller from one of the most celebrated crime writers in Europe--the
New York Times bestselling author of The Snowman--Jo Nesbø's extraordinary 
thriller Nemesis features Norwegian homicide detective Harry Hole, 'the next in the 
long line of great noir crime detectives,' (San Diego Union-Tribune) in a case as dark
and chilling as an Oslo winter's night. The second Harry Hole novel to be released in
America-following the critically acclaimed publication of The Redbird-Nemesis is a 
superb and surprising nail-biter that places Jo Nesbø in the company of Lawrence 
Block, Ian Rankin, Michael Connelly, and other top masters of crime fiction. Nesbø 
has already received the Glass Key Award and the Booksellers' Prize, Norway's 
most prestigious literary awards. Nemesis is proof that there are certainly more 
honors in this extraordinary writer's future.

Jo Nesbø’s books have sold more than twenty million copies worldwide, and have 
been translated into forty-seven languages. His Harry Hole novels include The Bat,
The Redbreast, Nemesis, The Devil’s Star, The Redeemer, The Snowman, The 
Leopard, Phantom, and Police, and he is the author of Headhunters and several 
children’s books. He has received the Glass Key Award for best Nordic crime novel.
He is also a musician, songwriter, and economist and lives in Oslo.
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Nesbø, Jo. The Redbreast. New York. 2007. Harper. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 9780061133992. Translated from the Norwegian
by Don Bartlett. 521 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Stephen Parker. Inventory
# 2829. $27.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Police Detective Harry Hole has made a terrible mistake.
An embarrassment in the line of duty has pulled him off his usual beat. Reassigned 
to mundane surveillance tasks, he reluctantly agrees to monitor neo-Nazi activities 
in Oslo. But as Hole is drawn into an underground world of illegal gun trafficking, 
brutal beatings, and sexual extortions, he soon learns that he must act fast to 
prevent an international conspiracy from unfolding. Trapped in the crosshairs of the
man with all the answers, Harry Hole plunges headlong into a mystery with roots 
deep in the past. His investigation takes him back to Norway's darkest hour - when
members of the young nation's government collaborated with leaders of Nazi 
Germany. Dredging up a painful history of denial, Hole turns his attention to the 
Norwegian troops who fought for Adolf Hitler on the Eastern front. Branded by their 
countrymen as traitors, the soldiers who survived the brutal Russian winter - the 
hunger, fear, cold, grenades, and snipers - returned home as scapegoats of a 
nation's atonement. Sixty years later, old grudges and betrayals appear to have 
been laid to vest, until Hole realizes that someone has begun to pick off the 
surviving soldiers one by one. With only his troubled, guilt-ridden conscience as a 
guide, Hole must move quickly through the traps and mirrors of a twisted criminal 
mind. But as his sanity slips in a slow burn of anger and alcohol, his mistakes 
continue to pile up. And if he fails to quicken the pace, Norway's darkest hour since
World War II just might lie in the future.

Jo Nesbø is a musician, songwriter, economist, and one of Europe's most critically 
acclaimed and successful crime writers today. His first novel featuring Police 
Detective Harry Hole was an instant hit in Norway, winning the Glass Key Award for
Best Nordic Crime Novel - the most prestigious crime-writing award in Northern 
Europe. In 2004, THE REDBREAST was voted the ‘Best Norwegian Crime Novel 
Ever Written’ by members of Norwegian book clubs. Nesbø lives in Oslo.
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Nesser, Hakan. Borkmann's Point: An Inspector Van Veeteren Mystery. New York. 
2006. Pantheon Books. 1st American Edition. Spine Slightly Cocked, Otherwise 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0375421963. Translated from the Swedish by Laurie 
Thompson. 323 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Brian Barth. Inventory # 35789.
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An ex-con is brutally murdered with an ax in Kaalbringen.
Then the body of a wealthy real estate mogul is found, also the victim of a violent 
attack. There appears to be a serial killer on the loose, and Chief Inspector Van 
Veeteren is called in to help the local police. In his storied career he has only left 
one case unsolved, but he’s never before faced an ax murderer. As details 
surrounding the grisly murders are collected, Van Veeteren finds that there is almost
nothing to go on; nothing links the two victims. But then there’s another murder, and
shortly thereafter one of Van Veeteren’s colleagues, a promising female detective, 
goes missing-perhaps because the criminal knows she has come too close to the 
truth. In this riveting novel, full of fascinating, quirky characters and deep motives, 
Håkan Nesser introduces American readers to a detective who is already beloved by
his European readership, as he spins a story that leaves even the most veteran 
crime-novel readers chilled. Håkan Nesser was awarded the 1993 Swedish Crime 
Writers’ Academy Prize for new authors for his novel THE WIDE-MESHED NET; he
received the best novel award in 1994 for BORKMANN’S POINT and in 1996 for 
WOMAN WITH A BIRTHMARK. In 1999 he was awarded the Crime Writers of 
Scandinavia’s Glass Key Award for the best crime novel of the year for 
CARAMBOLE. Nesser lives in Sweden.

HAKAN NESSER was awarded the 1993 Swedish Crime Writers’ Academy Prize for
new authors for MIND’S EYE (published in Sweden as Det Grovmaskiga Natet); he 
received the best novel award in 1994 for BORKMANN’S POINT and n 1996 for 
WOMAN WITH BIRTHMARK. In 1999 he was awarded the Crime Writers of 
Scandinavia’s Glass Key Award for the best crime novel of the year for 
CARAMBOLE. Nesser lives in Sweden and London.
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Nesser, Hakan. The Return: An Inspector Van Veeteren Mystery. New York. 2007. 
Pantheon Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780375421976. 
Translated from the Swedish by Laurie Thompson. 327 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
photograph by Kaarel Nurk. Inventory # 6482. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The author of Borkmann’s Point spins a story that leaves
even the most veteran crime novel readers chilled. A new case for Chief Inspector 
Van Veeteren - the complicated history of a nearly perfect murder. On a sunny 
August day a man is released from prison. On a rainy April day children at play find
his corpse. The fact that the dead man is Leopold Verhaven only becomes clear 
after some time because the mutilated corpse is without its head, legs and feet. Who
would be interested in killing this man, a double murderer who spent 24 years in 
prison? Determined to let no case go unsolved, Chief Inspector Van Veeteren 
reopens the case. What he discovers is that Verhaven was a star sprinter before he
went to prison for allegedly killing two of his lovers. However, he never confessed to
the murders and spent a lifetime proclaiming his innocence. Was he killed because 
someone thought he had not been punished enough? Or was someone afraid of 
Verhaven’s revenge? A terrible suspicion stalks Van Veeteren: had Verhaven been 
telling the truth? Was he really innocent?

HAKAN NESSER was awarded the 1993 Swedish Crime Writers’ Academy Prize for
new authors for MIND’S EYE (published in Sweden as Det Grovmaskiga Natet); he 
received the best novel award in 1994 for BORKMANN’S POINT and n 1996 for 
WOMAN WITH BIRTHMARK. In 1999 he was awarded the Crime Writers of 
Scandinavia’s Glass Key Award for the best crime novel of the year for 
CARAMBOLE. Nesser lives in Sweden and London.
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Nesser, Hakan. Woman With Birthmark: An Inspector Van Veeteren Mystery. New 
York. 2009. Pantheon. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
9780375425042. Translated from the Swedish by Laurie Thompson. 341 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Brian Barth. Inventory # 37569. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A mother’s dying wish sealed with a deadly promise. 
Four men with a secret they thought they'd buried decades ago. A detective in love.
A man desperate to live despite the shadow of his guilty past. After hearing her 
mother's deathbed confession and following the dreary funeral, Maria Adler realizes
she has no other option but to seize upon her mother's imperative to do something.
Dissolving the life she loathes, Maria changes her appearance and disappears. 
When she emerges, revenge is her sole occupation. Inspector Van Veeteren and his
associates are left bewildered by the curious murder of a man shot twice in the heart
and twice below the belt. He was a quiet, utterly dull man, and the only suspicious 
activity his wife can recall is a series of peculiar phone calls. Repeatedly the 
telephone would ring, offering nothing but the words of an obscure pop song from 
the 1960s. This siren song is linked to an identical murder, but the true link between
these heinous crimes remains unknown, while a daughter's pride grows with the 
satisfaction of vengeance and another detective's lover offers telling insights that 
only an outsider could deduce. With the critical eye and cool observation necessary 
for a successful chess match, Van Veeteren pursues his subject across the country,
wading through the outrageous leads and fruitless tips. A breathless thriller full of 
deception, blackmail, and cold murder, WOMAN WITH BIRTHMARK is a chilling 
read.

HAKAN NESSER was awarded the 1993 Swedish Crime Writers’ Academy Prize for
new authors for MIND’S EYE (published in Sweden as Det Grovmaskiga Natet); he 
received the best novel award in 1994 for BORKMANN’S POINT and n 1996 for 
WOMAN WITH BIRTHMARK. In 1999 he was awarded the Crime Writers of 
Scandinavia’s Glass Key Award for the best crime novel of the year for 
CARAMBOLE. Nesser lives in Sweden and London.
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Nestle, Marion. Safe Food: Bacteria, Biotechnology, and Bioterrorism. Berkeley. 
2003. University Of California Press. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 0520242238. 366 pages. paperback. Inventory # 35188. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Food safety is a matter of intense public concern, and for
good reason. Millions of annual cases of food ‘poisonings’ raise alarm not only about
the food served in restaurants and fast-food outlets but also about foods bought in 
supermarkets. The introduction of genetically modified foods–immediately dubbed 
‘Frankenfoods’–only adds to the general sense of unease. Finally, the events of 
September 11, 2001, heightened fears by exposing the vulnerability of food and 
water supplies to attacks by bioterrorists. How concerned should we be about such
problems? Who is responsible for preventing them? Who benefits from ignoring 
them? Who decides? Marion Nestle, author of the critically acclaimed Food Politics,
argues that ensuring safe food involves more than washing hands or cooking food to
higher temperatures. It involves politics. When it comes to food safety, billions of 
dollars are at stake, and industry, government, and consumers collide over issues of
values, economics, and political power–and not always in the public interest. 
Although the debates may appear to be about science, Nestle maintains that they 
really are about control: Who decides when a food is safe? She demonstrates how 
powerful food industries oppose safety regulations, deny accountability, and blame 
consumers when something goes wrong, and how century-old laws for ensuring 
food safety no longer protect our food supply. Accessible, informed, and even-
handed, Safe Food is for anyone who cares how food is produced and wants to 
know more about the real issues underlying today’s headlines.

Marion Nestle is Professor in the Department of Nutrition, Food Studies, and Public
Health at New York University, and director of public health initiatives. She is the 
author of the prize-winning Food Politics: How the Food Industry Influences Nutrition
and Health (California, 2002) and Nutrition in Clinical Practice (1985). She is also 
coeditor (with L. Beth Dixon) of Taking Sides: Clashing Views on Controversial 
Issues in Nutrition and Food.
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Neumann, Alfred. The Rebels. New York. 1929. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. Translated from the German by Huntley Paterson.
333 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 9496. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The action of this new novel by the author of THE DEVIL
is laid in Tuscany, during the Carbonari uprising of the 1830’s. As in THE DEVILS, 
Neumann is here concerned less with the exterior trappings of the conventional 
historical novel than with the inner souls of his characters. Here again he has written
a story of breathless suspense, complex intrigue, perfectly recreated background, 
and powerfully delineated characters whose reality makes living contemporaries out
of historical personages. Neumann’s method is his own; he is a consummate master
of plot and narrative, the two essentials of the exciting story; but in addition, his 
books are profoundly and psychologically true, which lifts them into the realm of 
enduring literature.

Alfred Neumann (15 October 1895, Lautenburg, Germany (Poland) – 3 October 
1952, Lugano, Switzerland) was a German writer of novels, stories, poems, plays, 
and films, as well as a translator into German. He was a recipient of the Kleist Prize 
in 1926 and his writings were banned during the Third Reich. He became a US 
citizen after moving to Los Angeles in 1941 where he stayed until 1949. His work as
a screenwriter included Conflict, None Shall Escape, and The Return of Monte 
Cristo. Other films, like the French La Tragédie impériale (1938), were based on his
novels and stories. Neumann produced the first successful stage adaptation of War
and Peace in 1942.keywords
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Neumeyer, Peter F. and Gorey, Edward. Donald Has Difficulty. New York. 2004. 
Abrams. 1st Printing of This New Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0810948354. 
Illustrated by Edward Gorey. unpaginated. hardcover. Cover art by Edward Gorey. 
Inventory # 42891. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is the story of a boy named Donald who enlists his
wise mother's aid in removing a splinter. She tells him to think of markets, and 
strings, and battles, and he therefore doesn't feel its removal. However, when she 
calls him back to treat the wound, he forgets to think of those things and feels the 
sting. First published in 1970, this reissue has a new afterword by Neumeyer, 
honoring Gorey who died in 2000.

Edward St. John Gorey (February 22, 1925 – April 15, 2000) was an American writer
and artist noted for his illustrated books. His characteristic pen-and-ink drawings 
often depict vaguely unsettling narrative scenes in Victorian and Edwardian settings.
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Newby, Eric. A Traveller's Life. Boston. 1982. Little Brown. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Slighlty Worn Dustjacket. 0316604216. 302 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 2488. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A chronicle of travels, some homely some exotic, from 
the man who can make a schoolboy holiday in Swanage as colourful as a walk in 
the Hindu Kush. Eric Newby's life of travel began in 1919, on pram-ride adventures
with his mother into the dark streets of Barnes and the chaotic jungles of Harrods, 
and progressed to solo, school-bound adventures around the slums of darkest 
Hammersmith. His interest piqued, Newby's wanderlust snowballed, and his 
adventures multiplied, as he navigated the London sewer system, bicycled to Italy 
and meandered the wilds of New York's Broadway. Whether travelling abroad as a 
high-fashion buyer for a British department store or for pure adventure as a travel 
writer, even when reluctantly participating in a tiger shoot in India, Newby chronicles
his adventures with verve, humour and infectious enthusiasm. After nine years as 
the travel editor for the Observer, Newby reluctantly gave up the post, eschewing 
the new form of human-as-freight travel. However, this change was certainly no pity
for his readers, as the latter-day Newby continued on his unwavering quest for 
fascinating detail and adventure wherever he roamed, whether on two feet or two 
wheels. 'A Traveller's Life' chronicles the incredible adventures of one of the best-
loved tour guides in the history of travel writing.

George Eric Newby (6 December 1919 – 20 October 2006) was an English travel 
author. Newby's best known works include A Short Walk in the Hindu Kush, The 
Last Grain Race, and Round Ireland in Low Gear. From 1963 to 1973, Newby was 
Travel Editor for The Observer newspaper. He was awarded a CBE in 1994 and the
Lifetime Achievement Award of the British Guild of Travel Writers in 2001. His life 
and work was profiled in ITV's The South Bank Show (director Tony Knox) in 1994.
He made travel films for the BBC, returning to Parma with his wife Wanda in The 
Travel Show (director Paul Coueslant, 1994) and visiting one of his favourite cities, 
Istanbul (1996). He died at age 86 in Guildford.
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Newby, Eric. The Big Red Train Ride. New York. 1978. St Martin's Press. 1st 
American Edition. Previous Owner's Name & Marking Pen Mark On Front Endpaper
Underneath The Dustjacket Flap, Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312078498.
267 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 27894. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The only continuous land route between Western Europe
and the Pacific coast of the USSR, the Trans-Siberian Railway covers nearly a 100
degrees of longitude, seven time zones and 5900 miles in a journey lasting 192 
hours and 35 minutes. In 1977 Eric Newby set out with his wife, an official guide and
a photographer to gather a wealth of irreverent and humorous detail about life in the
USSR. Eric Newby has also written 'When the Snow Comes, They Will Take You 
Away', 'The World Atlas of Exploration', 'Great Ascents' and many travel other travel
books.

George Eric Newby (6 December 1919 – 20 October 2006) was an English travel 
author. Newby's best known works include A Short Walk in the Hindu Kush, The 
Last Grain Race, and Round Ireland in Low Gear. From 1963 to 1973, Newby was 
Travel Editor for The Observer newspaper. He was awarded a CBE in 1994 and the
Lifetime Achievement Award of the British Guild of Travel Writers in 2001. His life 
and work was profiled in ITV's The South Bank Show (director Tony Knox) in 1994.
He made travel films for the BBC, returning to Parma with his wife Wanda in The 
Travel Show (director Paul Coueslant, 1994) and visiting one of his favourite cities, 
Istanbul (1996). He died at age 86 in Guildford.
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Newman, Cathy. Women Photographers at National Geographic. Washington DC. 
2000. National Geographic Society. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.
0792276892. 272 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author & All Five Photographers
Featured - Karen Kasmauski, Jodi Cobb, Sisse Brimberg, Maria Stenzel, & Annie 
Griffiths Belt. Cover photograph by Joanna Pinneo. Inventory # 28388. $160

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From Eliza Scidmore, whose 1914 hand-tinted portrait 
immortalizes a Japanese child framed by chrysanthemums on page 18, to such 
famous names as Margaret Bourke-White and Dickey Chapelle, to the most gifted 
eyes of today, Women Photographers at National Geographic is a gallery of some 
40 extraordinary visual talents and their finest work. Cathy Newman's informative 
text chronicles the adventures, achievements, and observations of four generations
of remarkable, resourceful women: Annie Griffiths Belt, who passed herself off as a
boy to capture a ceremony closed to women in Israel; Bourke-White, a figure of such
romance and ?lan that she inspired the television movie Double Exposure; plucky 
Dorothy Hosmer, whose pictures documented her 1937 bicycle tour of Romania -- 
and almost went unpublished because a prim male editor found the very idea 
unladylike. But the piece de resistance is of course the photography, both in rich 
color and evocatively nuanced black and white: Landscapes like Edith Watson's 
view of Cape Breton island early in the century. .portraits like Jodi Cobb's Saudi 
beauty, veiled but for flashing sloe eyes. .scenes of lethal beauty like Dickey 
Chapelle's fiery Vietnamese nightmare, published only after she was killed in the 
field. .and over 140 more, from a majestic quintet of elephants to a long-ago 
schoolroom of solemn, shaven-headed Russian village boys. Interspersed among 
the chapters are showcase portfolios of five superb contemporary women 
photographers, whose personal essays explore their visions and hallmark themes: 
'Women on Women' by Jodi Cobb, Maria Stenzel's 'Art of Adventure,' Annie Griffiths
Belt on 'Intimacy,' Karen Kasmauski's gallery of 'The Human Condition,' and Sisse 
Brimberg's reflections on how one links the gap 'Across Cultures.’

Cathy Newman began her career writing for the Miami News, before joining the staff
of National Geographic Magazine where she was Editor at Large.
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Newman, Kathy M. Radio Active: Advertising and Consumer Activism, 1935-1947. 
Berkeley. 2004. University Of California Press. 1st Paperback Edition. Very Good in
Wrappers. 0520235908. 250 pages. paperback. Inventory # 35189. $21.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Radio Active tells the story of how radio listeners at the 
American mid-century were active in their listening practices. While cultural 
historians have seen this period as one of failed reform–focusing on the failure of 
activists to win significant changes for commercial radio–Kathy M. Newman argues 
that the 1930s witnessed the emergence of a symbiotic relationship between 
advertising and activism. Advertising helped to kindle the consumer activism of 
union members affiliated with the CIO, middle-class club women, and working-class
housewives. Once provoked, these activists became determined to influence–and in
some cases eliminate–radio advertising. As one example of how radio consumption
was an active rather than a passive process, Newman cites The Hucksters, 
Frederick Wakeman’s 1946 radio spoof that skewered eccentric sponsors, neurotic
account executives, and grating radio jingles. The book sold over 700,000 copies in 
its first six months and convinced broadcast executives that Americans were 
unhappy with radio advertising. The Hucksters left its mark on the radio age, 
showing that radio could inspire collective action and not just passive conformity.

Kathy M. Newman is Associate Professor of English at Carnegie Mellon University.
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Newman, Lance (editor). The Grand Canyon Reader. Berkeley. 2011. University of
California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 
9780520270794. 4 b/w drawings. A Simpson Book in the Humanities. 256 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 38014. $19.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - I’ve been on his raft in the Grand Canyon, so I can attest
to the fact that Lance Newman can row through both the currents of the Colorado 
River and the many literary tributaries that have given us great literature on this most
unique of American places. His superb anthology gives us splendid selections that 
carry the reader along on the current of the best and most varied nature writing.' - 
Rebecca Solnit, author of infinite city. 'Demonstrating an impressively refreshing 
range of perspectives and experiences, this is a remarkable anthology of five 
hundred years of human interaction with the canyon.' - Michael Branch, coauthor of
The Height of our Mountains. This superb collection brings together some of the 
most powerful and compelling writing about the Grand Canyon—stories, essays, 
and poems written across five centuries by people inhabiting, surviving, and 
attempting to understand what one explorer called the Great Unknown. The Grand 
Canyon Reader includes traditional stories from native tribes, reports by explorers, 
journals by early tourists, and contemporary essays and stories by such beloved 
writers as John McPhee, Ann Zwinger, Edward Abbey, Terry Tempest Williams, 
Barry Lopez, Linda Hogan, and Craig Childs. Lively tales from unschooled river 
runners, unabashedly popular fiction, and memoirs stand alongside finely crafted 
literary works to represent the full range of human experience in this wild, daunting,
and inspiring landscape.

Lance Newman, Professor of English at Westminster College, has worked as a 
Grand Canyon river guide for twenty years. He is the author of Our Common 
Dwelling: Henry Thoreau, Transcendentalism, and the Class Politics of Nature as 
well as two chapbooks of poems, 3by3by3 and Come Kanab: A Little Red 
Songbook.
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Newman, Leslea. Cats, Cats, Cats. New York. 2001. Simon & Schuster. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0689830777. Illustrated by Erika Oller. 
unpaginated. hardcover. Inventory # 29538. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a big house on the edge of town live Mrs. Brown and 
all of her cats. All day long they lie around and nap while Mrs. Brown does her 
chores. But as soon as Mrs. Brown pets each cat on the head and goes upstairs to 
bed. .it's party time!

Lesléa Newman was born in Brooklyn, NY and grew up there and on Long Island.
Lesléa attended the University of Vermont and graduated in 1977 with a B.S. in 
Education. After graduation, she moved to Boulder, Colorado to attend Naropa 
Institute. In 1980, Lesléa received a Certificate of Poetics from Naropa Institute, 
where she had the great honor of being Allen Ginsberg’s apprentice. Before moving
to Western Massachusetts in 1983, Leslea lived in Boston and New York and had a
variety of jobs including preschool teacher, secretary, waitress, freelance reporter, 
and sales clerk. She now lives in western Massachusetts, and from 2008-2010 
served as the poet laureate of Northampton, MA. Currently she teaches writing for 
children and young adults at Spalding University’s brief-residency MFA in Writing 
program.
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Newton, Eric. European Painting and Sculpture. Baltimore. 1964. Pelican/Penguin 
Books. Reprinted Penguin Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 269 pages. 
paperback. A82. Cover: Giorgione/Henry Moore/Alan Spain. Inventory # 33113. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This short history of European Art is by the then art critic
of the Manchester Guardian and of the Sunday Times who was well known in 
England and America for his writing and lecturing on art. He was himself an artist 
and craftsman in mosaic.

Eric Newton (1893–1965) was an English artist, writer, broadcaster and art critic. He
produced several books in addition to his newspaper and radio work and created 
mosaics for Ludwig Oppenheimer Ltd, mostly on a religious theme. His radio 
broadcasts made him well known to the British public in the 1930s.
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Nexo, Martin A. Under the Open Sky. New York. 1938. Vanguard. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good.No Dustjacket. Translated from the Danish by J. B. C. Watkins. 
The Author Of Pelle The Conqueror Recalls His Early Years. 330 pages. hardcover.
Inventory # 11980. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is the true story, without pretense and without 
posturing, of the life of a little Danish lad, first a sickly infant in the slums of 
Copenhagen and then winning his way to health and self-confidence as a herd boy 
on the island of Bornholm. Even if the reader did not know that young Martin, 
terrorized by a brutal, drunken father, was ultimately to win world-wide fame as an 
author, his attention would be held by the vivid and realistic picture presented on 
one hand of life among the dispossessed and on the other of a rude, vigorous and 
primitive folk eking out an existence from a barren land. The author, his parents, his
elder brother, the farmer who later employs him, the maid servants on the farm who
embarrass him - all these become alive and memorable people. The book ends on a
note of confidence and joy, and when we conclude it we realize that we have been 
in contact with a great writer and a great soul, and that we have imbibed not only of
his knowledge but also of his strength.

Martin Andersen Nexø (26 June 1869 – 1 June 1954) was a Danish writer. He was 
the first significant Danish author to depict the working class in his writings, and the 
first Danish socialist, later communist, writer. Danish police arrested Nexø in 1941 
during Denmark's occupation by the Nazis, for his communist affiliation. Upon his 
release, he traveled to neutral Sweden and then to the Soviet Union, where he 
made broadcasts to Nazi-occupied Denmark and Norway. After World War II, Nexø
moved to Dresden in East Germany, where he was made an honorary citizen. The
Martin-Andersen-Nexø-Gymnasium high school in Dresden was named after him. 
Nexø died in Dresden in 1954.
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Ng, Fae Myenne. Bone. New York. 1993. Hyperion. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 1562829440. 194 pages. hardcover. Cover photograph by 
Genthe. Inventory # 17771. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this profoundly moving novel, Fae Myenne Ng takes 
readers into the hidden heart of San Francisco’s Chinatown, to a world of family 
secrets, hidden shames, and the lost bones of a ‘paper father.’ It is a world in which 
two generations of the Leong family live in an uneasy tension as they try to fathom 
the source of the middle daughter Ona’s sorrow. Fae Myenne Ng’s portraits of the 
everyday heroism of the Leongs--who inflict deep hurt on each other in their 
struggles to survive, yet sustain one another with loyalty and love--have made 
BONE one of the most critically acclaimed novels of recent years and immediately a
classic of contemporary American life.

Fae Myenne Ng is an American novelist, and short story writer. She is a first-
generation Chinese American author whose debut novel Bone told the story of three
Chinese American daughters growing up in her real childhood hometown of San 
Francisco Chinatown.
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Ngcobo, Lauretta. And the y Didn't Die. New York. 1991. George Braziller. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0807612634. 245 pages. hardcover. 
Cover: Maureen O'Brien. Inventory # 25632. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Harsh yet poignant, this novel rescues the experience of
so many whose stories have remained untold.'--Gillian Slovo. 'And They Didn't Die 
brilliantly chronicles the untold predicaments of women caught between custom, 
white law, and the migrant system. Much of its power lies in Ngcobo's talent for 
complication and nuance, and for her refusal of dogma. It explores what happens 
when women start asking questions: about cattle and the land, about female power,
about tradition, about violence, about sex.'--Anne McClintock, Voice Literary 
Supplement. 'Ngcobo writes with grace and compassion about one woman's 
suffering, meanwhile providing insights into. village culture, the injustices of the legal
system, the routines and atmosphere of black prisons, and the indomitable spirit of 
an oppressed people.' --Publishers Weekly. 'Unique in its thoroughness. in 
portraying the scourge of apartheid in South Africa. Certainly, the life of South 
African dispossessed rural people has not been so precisely portrayed in 
literature.'--Sechaba, Journal of the African National Congress.

Lauretta Ngcobo (13 September 1931 – 3 November 2015) was a South African 
novelist and essayist. After being in exile between 1963 and 1994 — in Swaziland, 
then Zambia and finally England, where she taught for 25 years — she returned to 
South Africa and lived in Durban. Her writings between the 1960s and early 1990s 
have been described as offering "significant insights into the experiences of Black 
women of apartheid's vagaries". As a novelist she is best known for And They Didn't
Die (1990), set in 1950s South Africa and portraying "the particular oppress ion of 
women who struggle to survive, work the land and maintain a sense of dignity under
the apartheid system while their husbands seek work in the mines and cities."
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Ngugi wa Thiong'o. Homecoming. London. 1972. Heinemann. 1st Paperbound 
British Edition. Some Foxing Along the Edges and a Small Tear Mark At the Top 
Spine, Otherwise Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 155 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 5850. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘The present collection of essays is an integral part of the
fictional world of THE RIVER BETWEEN, WEEP NOT CHILD, and A GRAIN OF 
WHEAT. Most of them were written at about the same time as the novels; they have
been products of the same moods and touch on similar questions and problems. 
There are differences. In a novel the writer is totally immersed in a world of 
imaginations which is other than his conscious self. At his most intense and creative
the writer is transfigured, he is possessed, he becomes a medium. In the essay the
writer can be more direct, didactic, polemical, or he can merely state his beliefs and 
faith: his conscious self is here more at work. Nevertheless the boundaries of his 
imagination are limited by the writer’s beliefs, experiences in life, by where in fact he
stands in the world of social relations. This must be part of the reason that readers 
are curious about a writer’s opinion on almost everything under the sun - from 
politics and religion to conservation of wild life! The writer is thus forced either by the
public or by the needs of his craft to define his beliefs, attitudes and outlook in the 
more argumentative form of the essay. Two things I might here explain: the 
emphasis, in this collection, is on politics and on West Indian fiction. Literature does
not grow or develop in a vacuum; it is given impetus, shape, direction and even area
of concern by social, political and economic forces in a particular society. The 
relationship between creative literature and these other forces cannot be ignored, 
especially in Africa, where modern literature has grown against the gory background
of European imperialism and its changing manifestations: slavery, colonialism and 
neo-colonialism. Our culture over the last hundred years has developed against the
same stunting, dwarfing background.’ - from the Author’s note.

Ngugi wa Thiong'o (born January 5, 1938) is a Kenyan author, formerly working in 
English and now working in Gikuyu. His work includes novels, plays, short stories, 
and essays, ranging from literary and social criticism to children's literature. He is the
founder and editor of the Gikuyu-language journal, Mutiiri. In 1977, Ngugi embarked
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Ngugi wa Thiong'o. The Black Hermit. Oxford. 1968. Heinemann. Reprinted 
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 043590051x. 77 pages. paperback. 
Cover illustration by Shyam Varma. Inventory # 12527. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Should Remi, the first of his Kenyan tribe to go to 
University, return to his people from the city? Should he return to Thoni, his brother’s
widow, whom he has had to marry under tribal custom? Or should he continue to be
a ‘black hermit’ in the town, visiting the night-clubs with his friend Jane? Should he 
be supporting the Africanist Party when his people feel that colonial oppression has 
just been replaced by another form? These are the dramatic conflicts in this play 
which has been performed at the Uganda National Theatre.

Ngugi wa Thiong'o (born January 5, 1938) is a Kenyan author, formerly working in 
English and now working in Gikuyu. His work includes novels, plays, short stories, 
and essays, ranging from literary and social criticism to children's literature. He is the
founder and editor of the Gikuyu-language journal, Mutiiri.
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Nguyen Van Huy and Kendall, Laurel (editors). Vietnam: Journeys of Body, Mind, 
and Spirit. Berkeley. 2003. University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0520238710. 303 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 35190. $85

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Vietnam: Journeys of Body, Mind, and Spirit takes the 
reader on an informed and engaging journey into the social and ritual life of 
contemporary Vietnam. Created to accompany the first major collaboration between
a Vietnamese museum and an American museum on an exhibition of Vietnamese 
culture, this book moves beyond the troubled wartime history of both nations to a 
deeper portrayal of how Vietnamese of different ages, ethnicities, occupations, and 
circumstances live at the start of the twenty-first century. The contributors–most of 
whom live and work in Vietnam, while others have spent many years in intimate 
association with Vietnamese life–offer a unique perspective on the country and its 
diverse cultural mosaic. The text is complemented by a rich collection of 
photographs and illustrations that capture the complexity and nuance of daily life. 
The journeys portrayed in this volume cut across virtually every domain of 
Vietnamese experience. Some take place on roads, railways, rivers, and footpaths,
as family members come home for the New Year and traders carry goods 
precariously balanced on bicycles. Others are metaphorical: life is a journey marked
by significant rituals, and the year is a journey mapped by a calendar with holidays 
as milestones along the way. Souls travel to the netherworld, while gods and 
ancestors return to the human world during celebrations in their honor. Although the
Vietnam War dominated the consciousness of a generation of Americans, few 
understand the country and few can imagine what it is like today. Copublished with 
the American Museum of Natural History and the Vietnam Museum of Ethnology.

Nguyen Van Huy is Director of the Vietnam Museum of Ethnology and the principal
author of The Cultural Mosaic of Ethnic Groups in Vietnam (1997). Laurel Kendall is
Curator of the Asian Ethnographic Collections at the American Museum of Natural 
History.
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Nguyen, Diana Khoi. Ghost Of. Richmond. 2018. Omnidawn. Advance Uncorrected
Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430526. The Omnidawn Open. 88 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 43415. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ghost Of is a mourning song, not an exorcism or un-
haunting of that which haunts, but attuned attention, unidirectional reaching across 
time, space, and distance to reach loved ones, ancestors, and strangers. By working
with, in, and around the photographs that her brother left behind (from which he cut
himself out before his death), Nguyen wrestles with what remains: memory, physical
voids, and her family captured around an empty space.

Born in Los Angeles, DIANA KHOI NGUYEN is a poet and multimedia artist whose
work has appeared widely in literary journals such as Poetry, American Poetry 
Review, Boston Review, PEN America, and The Iowa Review, among others. A 
winner of the 92Y's Discovery / Boston Review 2017 Poetry Contest, she is a PhD 
candidate in creative writing at the University of Denver.
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Nguyen, Diana Khoi. Ghost Of. Richmond. 2018. Omnidawn. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430526. The Omnidawn Open. 88 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 43546. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ghost Of is a mourning song, not an exorcism or un-
haunting of that which haunts, but attuned attention, unidirectional reaching across 
time, space, and distance to reach loved ones, ancestors, and strangers. By working
with, in, and around the photographs that her brother left behind (from which he cut
himself out before his death), Nguyen wrestles with what remains: memory, physical
voids, and her family captured around an empty space.

Born in Los Angeles, DIANA KHOI NGUYEN is a poet and multimedia artist whose
work has appeared widely in literary journals such as Poetry, American Poetry 
Review, Boston Review, PEN America, and The Iowa Review, among others. A 
winner of the 92Y's Discovery / Boston Review 2017 Poetry Contest, she is a PhD 
candidate in creative writing at the University of Denver.
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Nichols, John. Dick: The Man Who Is President. New York. 2004. New Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1565848403. 250 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Ben Smyth/BAD. Inventory # 34734. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - George Walker Bush may hold the title of Commander-
in-Chief But real power is in the hands of Richard Bruce Cheney, a remarkably 
unexamined and-as this book reveals-extremist politician. Dick Cheney runs the 
country. He staffed the White House. He sets energy policy. He guided the nation 
into war with Iraq and, working closely with Karl Rove, he oversees the political 
infrastructure that allows corporate interests and the religious right to control 
lawmaking, regulation, and the selection of judges. Here is the first biography of the
most powerful vice president in American history. Drawing on ground-breaking 
reporting-including interviews with members of Congress who have tangled with the
vice president and who are now investigating him-DICK: THE MAN WHO IS 
PRESIDENT details Cheney’s history of dodging the draft, his efforts to undermine 
investigations and prosecutions of the worst scandals of the Reagan era, his far-
right congressional career, his (ongoing) relationship with corporate giant 
Halliburton, and his relentless promotion of the Iraq War. The book opens debate on
a fundamental yet, until now, unasked question: On Americans really want Dick 
Cheney to continue running their country?

John Harrison Nichols is a liberal / progressive American journalist and author. He is
the National Affairs correspondent for The Nation and associate editor of The 
Capital Times. Books authored or co-authored by Nichols include The Genius of 
Impeachment and The Death and Life of American Journalism.
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Nickl, Peter and Schroeder, Binette. Crocodile Crocodile. New York. 1989. Crocodile
Books. 1st American Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0940793326. 
Illustrated by Binette Schroeder. unpaginated. paperback. Cover art by Binette 
Schroeder. Inventory # 35660. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Hearing that there is a special shop in Paris for 
crocodiles, a Nile crocodile travels to that city to see it for himself.

Binette Schroeder was born in Hamburg and grew up in Garmisch Partenkirchen, 
Bavaria. After studying graphics at a private school in Munich, she went to 
Switzerland and studied commercial graphics, typography, photography and 
lithography in Basel at what was then the general trade school (now the University of
Design). The school, which at that time was still strictly oriented towards the 
Bauhaus teaching concept, taught her what should be so important for her work as 
an illustrator, the well-founded craft of the graphic artist in all facets of his technical 
expression. Her artistic breakthrough came in 1969 with Lupinchen, her first work. 
Like other of her books, the book has received numerous international awards. Her
books have been translated into a total of twenty languages. For her artistic oeuvre 
she received the special prize of the German Youth Literature Prize in 1997 and the
Great Prize of the Academy for Children's and Youth Literature, Volkach in 2004. 
Since 1971 she has lived near Munich with her husband Peter Nickl.
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Nicol, Mike. The Powers That Be. New York. 1989. Atlantic Monthly Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0871132915. 177 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket illustration by Lisa Desimini. Inventory # 35613. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this novel Nicol, an award-winning poet and journalist,
captures the history South Africa and illuminates the evils of apartheid without ever 
using the word.

Mike Nicol is a journalist and writer, and teacher of online writing courses on creative
writing and non-fiction narrative. He lives in Cape Town. He has had writer-in-
residence positions at UCT and the University of Essen, Germany, and in Berlin 
under the German Academic Exchange Service’s Artists-in-Berlin grant. His crime 
novels are published by Umuzi in South Africa, Old Street in the UK, btb Verlag in 
Germany, Seuil Policiers and Ombres Noires in France, and De Geus in Holland. 
They have all featured in the KrimiZeit top 10 list in Germany, and Payback was 
shortlisted for the VN Thriller of the Year award in Holland (2015) and the Prix SNCF
Du Polar 2016 in France. Out to Score appeared in the US in November 2009 
retitled Cape Greed and under the pseudonym, Sam Cole. Mike Nicol has given 
workshops on writing crime fiction at the University of Cape Town’s Summer School,
Bloody Book Week in Johannesburg, the Franschhoek Literary Festival, the 
Hermanus Fynarts Festival and the Knysna Literary Festival.
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Nicolay, John G. Lincoln's Secretary Goes West. La Crosse. 1965. Sumac Press. 1
of 500 Copies. Very Good in Hardcover. Two Reports by John G. Nicolay On 
Frontier Indian Troubles 1862. Edited by Theodore C. Blegen. 69 pages. hardcover.
Inventory # 14524. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From the introduction by Theodore C. Blegen – In 1862,
on the eve of the Sioux War, President Lincoln sent his private secretary, John G. 
Nicolay, to Minnesota with instructions to meet William P. Dole, United States 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, and to be an observer and perhaps assist the 
Commissioner in the negotiation of a land-cession treaty with the Pembina and Red
Lake bands of Chippewa Indians. The purpose of the expedition was to acquire for 
the United States full rights to the rich Red River Valley — the area north of the 
Sioux-Chippewa boundary line of 1825, south of the British possessions, and on 
both sides of the Red River. The enterprise was a sequel to Governor Alexander 
Ramsey’s Pembina treaty of 1851, which the United States Senate rejected in 1852.
At the same time, because of special circumstances, it was a prologue to the Old 
Crossing Treaty of 1863. This was duly negotiated, but was much revised and in fact
virtually replaced by a treaty in 1864, which the Senate ratified on April 12 of that 
year.’

John George Nicolay (February 26, 1832 – September 26, 1901) was a German-
born American biographer, secretary of US President Abraham Lincoln and member
of the German branch of the Nicolay family. He was born Johann Georg Nicolay in 
Essingen, Rhenish Bavaria. In 1838, he immigrated to the United States with his 
father and attended school in Cincinnati. He later moved to Illinois, where he edited 
the Pike County Free Press at Pittsfield, and became a political power in the state. 
Then he became assistant to the secretary of state of Illinois. While in this position, 
he met Abraham Lincoln and became his devoted adherent. In 1861, Lincoln 
appointed Nicolay as his private secretary, which was the first official act of his new
administration. Nicolay served in this capacity until Lincoln's death in 1865.
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Nielsen, Helen. Dead On the Level. New York. 1951. Dell Publishing Company. Dell
Paperback Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers With a Piece Coming Off Near The 
Bottom Spine. 191 pages. paperback. 747. Inventory # 37203. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The night before was a beaut. But the morning after was
murder! When Helen Nielsen wrote THE KIND MAN, The Saturday Review called it 
‘top first performance’ and asked for ‘more, please.’ Miss Nielsen complied, and 
when DEAD ON THE LEVEL was published the magazine's advice was brief and to
the point: ‘DON’T MISS!’ As in her sensational first offering, Helen Nielsen has again
come up with a fast-paced and remarkably readable mystery. It begin when a 
gorgeous girl makes a incredible proposal, and ends when a would-be fall guy 
unearths some low schemes in high society - while solving a murder to save his own
skin. The action is smooth, tough and colorful all the way.

Helen Nielsen (23 October 1918, Roseville, Illinois – 22 June 2002, Prescott, 
Arizona) was an author of mysteries and television scripts for such television dramas
as Perry Mason and Alfred Hitchcock Presents. She was born in Roseville, Illinois, 
and studied journalism, art and aeronautical drafting at various schools, including 
the Chicago Art Institute. Before her writing career, she worked as a draftsman 
during World War II and contributed to the designs of B-36 and P-80 aircraft. Her 
stories were often set in Laguna Beach and Oceanside, California where she lived 
for 60 years. Some of her novels were reprinted by Black Lizard, including Detour 
and Sing Me a Murder.
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Nigam, Sanjay. The Snake Charmer. New York. 1998. Morrow. Uncorrected Bound
Galleys. Very Good in Wrappers. 0688158099. 223 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
24904. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Snake Charmer tells the story of Sonalal, middle-
aged and unloved by his rapacious wife and disrespectful sons. He is indisputably 
the best snake charmer in all of India, for he has elevated his trade to a delicate art.
One evening, while charming his beloved snake, Raju, Sonalal produces a music so
extraordinary that he feels touched by the gods. But in a moment that will change his
life forever, his rapture turns to rage, and Sonalal destroys the one creature who 
loves him. Consumed by a despair so great that it threatens his very being -- not to
mention his masculinity -- Sonalal embarks on an Odyssean journey in pursuit of 
redemption.

Sanjay Nigam grew up in the United States. Selected by Utne Reader as one of ten
writers who represents the changing face of fiction, he is also a physician. His first 
novel, The Snake Charmer, was published to critical acclaim and nominated for 
several literary awards. 
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Nijo, Lady. Lady Nijo's Own Story: The Candid Diary of a 13th-Century Japanese 
Imperial Concubine. Tokyo. 1974. Tuttle. 1st American Printing. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0804811172. Translated from the Japanese by Wilfrid Whitehouse & 
Eizo Yanagisawa. 395 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 5860. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The candid diary of a 13th century Japanese Imperial 
Concubine. Lady Nijo was a member of the powerful Fujiwara Nijo Family. Her 
father and paternal grandfather held important positions at the imperial court, and 
many of her relatives and ancestors had high reputations for their literary abilities. 
Her real name does not survive. The name ‘Nijo’ was given to her at the court: it was
common practice at the time to designate court ladies by street names, and 
‘Nijo’ (‘Second Avenue’) designates a high rank. According to the Towazugatari, 
Emperor Go-Fukakusa was in love with Nijo's mother, Sukedai. However, she died 
shortly after Nijo was born, and Go-Fukakusa turned his affections to Nijo. She was 
taken to the court at the age of four, and was subsequently raised there. The 
Towazugatari begins in 1271, when Nijo, aged 14, is given by her father to Go-
Fukakusa as a concubine. The novel proceeds to describe Nijo's life at the court, 
which was plagued by numerous troubles. Her father died when she was 15, and 
her relationship with the emperor was strained from the beginning, because she took
several other lovers over the years, including one whom she knew before becoming
a concubine. Matters were complicated further by Nijo's pregnancies: the only child 
she bore to Go-Fukakusa died in infancy, and the other three children she had were
not by the emperor. Go-Fukakusa's consort, Higashi-nijo, was greatly displeased 
with Nijo's behaviour and Go-Fukakusa's apparent affinity for the concubine. 
Ultimately, it was due to Higashi-nijo's request that Nijo was expelled from the court 
in 1283. Nijo's fate is revealed in books 4 and 5 of Towazugatari. Like many women 
in Medieval Japan whose lives met with unfortunate circumstances, Nijo became a 
Buddhist nun. She traveled to sacred and historical places, returning to the capital 
regularly.

Lady Nijō (1258-1307) was a Japanese historical figure. She was a concubine of 
Emperor Go-Fukakusa from 1271 to 1283, and later became a Buddhist nun.
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Nisbet, Jim. Dark Companion. Tucson. 2006. Dennis McMillan Publications 
Publications. 1 of 104 copies Numbered & Signed By The Author. Very Good in 
Dustjacket & Slipcase. 0939767546. 144 pages. hardcover. Cover design & imaging
by Carol Collier. Inventory # 9715. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Banerjhee Rolf was intellectually disposed to appreciate 
the American Dream and, by of it. He’d played by the rules and found that a man 
could go far in this Land of Opportunity — from assuredly modest circumstances to,
for him and his family, the eucalyptus - scented sea breezes of suburban northern 
California. With their only son off at college, Banerjhee and his wife should be living
as close to happily fulfilled lives as any two people could ask for. So, while 
Banerjhee has always suspected that the same system that had let him achieve a 
degree of comfort unimagined by his immigrant parents could also drop him into the
abyss before he so much as felt a draft, it came as a surprise when a hostile 
takeover of the pharmaceutical company to which he had dedicated more than a 
dozen years of hard work put him out on the street. Abruptly, this decent, capable 
man finds himself jobless and adrift in the swiftly-changing society of early 21st 
century America, legally shorn of his hard-earned corporate ‘security.’ But this is just
the beginning. Banerjhee is not yet clear of the dog breath of fate. Indeed, he is 
about to experience one of the main precepts of chaos theory: that very small, 
almost unnoticeable changes in the initial conditions of a system could result in an 
accelerated path from, say, idly watering the flowers in the backyard one pleasant 
morning, directly to, in a few short hours, the spiritual equivalent of jumping off a 
kitchen table onto the surface of a neutron star.

Jim Nisbet is the author of eight previous novels, including LETHAL INJECTION, 
THE PRICE OF THE TICKET and THE SYRACUSE CODEX, and five volumes of 
poetry. Over the past forty years, his work has also appeared in many newspapers,
magazines and anthologies. In addition to works of fiction, he has written 
LAMINATING THE CONIC FRUSTUM, a how-to book about designing and building
retro-futuristic furniture. He lives with his wife in San Francisco.
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Nisbet, Jim. Dark Companion. Tucson. 2006. Dennis McMillan Publications 
Publications. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0939767546. 144 
pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Cover design and imaging by Carol Collier.
Cover photography: NASA, Jupitermages Corporation, Carol Collier. Inventory # 
38211. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Banerjhee Rolf was intellectually disposed to appreciate 
the American Dream and, by of it. He’d played by the rules and found that a man 
could go far in this Land of Opportunity — from assuredly modest circumstances to,
for him and his family, the eucalyptus - scented sea breezes of suburban northern 
California. With their only son off at college, Banerjhee and his wife should be living
as close to happily fulfilled lives as any two people could ask for. So, while 
Banerjhee has always suspected that the same system that had let him achieve a 
degree of comfort unimagined by his immigrant parents could also drop him into the
abyss before he so much as felt a draft, it came as a surprise when a hostile 
takeover of the pharmaceutical company to which he had dedicated more than a 
dozen years of hard work put him out on the street. Abruptly, this decent, capable 
man finds himself jobless and adrift in the swiftly-changing society of early 21st 
century America, legally shorn of his hard-earned corporate ‘security.’ But this is just
the beginning. Banerjhee is not yet clear of the dog breath of fate. Indeed, he is 
about to experience one of the main precepts of chaos theory: that very small, 
almost unnoticeable changes in the initial conditions of a system could result in an 
accelerated path from, say, idly watering the flowers in the backyard one pleasant 
morning, directly to, in a few short hours, the spiritual equivalent of jumping off a 
kitchen table onto the surface of a neutron star.

Jim Nisbet is the author of eight previous novels, including LETHAL INJECTION, 
THE PRICE OF THE TICKET and THE SYRACUSE CODEX, and five volumes of 
poetry. Over the past forty years, his work has also appeared in many newspapers,
magazines and anthologies. In addition to works of fiction, he has written 
LAMINATING THE CONIC FRUSTUM, a how-to book about designing and building
retro-futuristic furniture. He lives with his wife in San Francisco.
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Nisbet, Jim. The Price OF the Ticket. Yucson. 2003. Dennis McMillan Publications. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0939767430. 230 pages. hardcover.
Signed by the Author. Cover art by S. Clay Wilson. Inventory # 10828. $62.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Pauley’s done a few bad things in his life and he’s been
around the block a few times, too; in fact, he’s been inside the Big Block for most of
his life. But now, age 52, he’s got an honest job, making h1gb-class torture racks 
and other exquisite playthings for a gay S&M outfit in San Francisco. He’s also got a
super-hot 25-year-old girlfriend who wears a glow-in-the-dark mood bone in her 
nose and keeps him on the straight and narrow. His only real problem right now is 
that his old Ford Econoline van has finally pooped out, and he’s got to find new 
wheels posthaste. The State Franchise Tax Board is also breathing down his neck 
and the rent is due; but things will work out — they usually do. But, unfortunately for
all concerned, today isn’t usually; it’s the day he’s going to look at a small, used 
Toyota pickup truck advertised by one Martin Seam. Sometimes a ticket to Hell only
costs $600. nonrefundable, of course.

Jim Nisbet is the author of eight previous novels, including LETHAL INJECTION, 
THE PRICE OF THE TICKET and THE SYRACUSE CODEX, and five volumes of 
poetry. Over the past forty years, his work has also appeared in many newspapers,
magazines and anthologies. In addition to works of fiction, he has written 
LAMINATING THE CONIC FRUSTUM, a how-to book about designing and building
retro-futuristic furniture. He lives with his wife in San Francisco.
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Nisbet, Jim. The Syracuse Codex. New York. 2005. Dennis McMillan Publications. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 093976752x. 469 pages. hardcover.
Signed by the Author. Cover design by Carol Collier. Inventory # 14293. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A well-behaved guy finds himself leaving a party with a 
tipsy beauty in an encounter that soon turns hotter than anything he’s known in a 
long, long time. Soon, Danny, the peaceful picture-framer, is mixed up in a grinding
and, delirious comedy of morals. First, a cop practitioner of ‘metaphorical insalata 
mista’ - a new interrogation technique that ‘scars only the psyche’ accuses him of 
rape and murder; next, he is kidnapped and threatened with sodomy by a dildo-
wielding bruiser with a strong cajun accent. Meanwhile, cadavers accumulate, and 
on top of everything else, he discovers that this unfettered violence is attributable to
an ancient manuscript which he has never seen nor heard of, but which his one-
night stand supposedly gave him. Here’s pulp fiction in which a hundred Bozos 
compete in impeccable dialogues (the superrich girlfriend to Danny ‘Honey, why 
would I read Proust when I’m living it?’). ‘It’s as if Nisbet had suddenly digested 
Westlake, Tarantino and the Coen brothers altogether, without ceding anything of 
his stylistic class supple, smooth and flamboyant’ (Sabrina Champenois, Liberation).

Jim Nisbet is the author of eight previous novels, including LETHAL INJECTION, 
THE PRICE OF THE TICKET and THE SYRACUSE CODEX, and five volumes of 
poetry. Over the past forty years, his work has also appeared in many newspapers,
magazines and anthologies. In addition to works of fiction, he has written 
LAMINATING THE CONIC FRUSTUM, a how-to book about designing and building
retro-futuristic furniture. He lives with his wife in San Francisco.
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Niven, Alastair. D. H. Lawrence: The Writer & His Work. New York. 1980. Scribners.
1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684166666. 118 pages. hardcover. Cover by
Jan Juta. Inventory # 5863. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A study of D.H. Lawrence, one of this century’s most 
controversial writers.

Alastair Niven was Principal of Cumberland Lodge from 2001 to 2013. He held the 
unique double of being Director of Literature at the Arts Council of Great Britain 
(later Arts Council England) for 10 years and Director of Literature at the British 
Council for four. He was President of English PEN from 2003 to 2007. He was 
Director General of The Africa Centre from 1978 to 1984. He has been an academic,
with positions at the Universities of Ghana (where he had been a Commonwealth 
Scholar), Leeds and Stirling. He has been a Visiting Professor at the University of 
Aarhus in Denmark and has held honorary positions at the Universities of Exeter, 
Warwick and London. He is the author of four books and over fifty articles on 
aspects of Commonwealth and post-colonial literature, and has also written 
extensively about the welfare of overseas students. A judge of the Booker Prize for
Fiction in 1994 and of the Man Booker Prize in 2014, he was also for twenty years 
Chairman of the Commonwealth Writers’ Prize.
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Niwa, Fumio. The Buddha Tree. London. 1966. Peter Owen. 1st British Edition. Very
Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. Translated from the Japanese by Kenneth Strong.
380 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 12703. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Fumio Niwa’s novel THE BUDDHA TREE uses his 
unhappy childhood at Sogenji as a backdrop. When he was eight years old his 
mother eloped with an actor from the Kansai Kabuki company, an event that greatly
traumatized him; in this novel the story is elaborated fictionally. The author's unusual
insight into human weaknesses, his sensitive sketches of the Japanese countryside,
and his revelation of the materialism of the modern Buddhist Church in Japan makes
this book of unusual distinction.

Fumio Niwa (November 22, 1904 Japan, died April 20, 2005 in Musashino, Tokyo) 
was a Japanese novelist with a long list of works, the most famous in the West being
his novel The Buddha Tree (Japanese Bodaiju, "The Linden", or "The Bodhi Tree", 
1956). After the war Niwa became an extremely prolific author of more than 80 
novels, 100 volumes of short stories, and 10 volumes of essays. His most 
celebrated short story was The Hateful Age (Japanese Iyagarase no Nenrei, 1947, 
literally "The Age of Disgust"), about a family terrorised by a senile grandmother, 
which enjoyed such popularity that the title became a phrase in the language, for a 
time. The novel The Buddha Tree uses his unhappy childhood at Sōgen-ji as a 
backdrop. When he was eight years old his mother eloped with an actor from a 
Kansai Kabuki company; an event that greatly traumatised him. In this novel the 
story is elaborated fictionally. Later works include, from 1969, a five-volume 
biography of Shinran (1173-1262), the founder of the Pure Land sect, and in 1983 
an eight-volume work on Rennyo, a 15th-century monk who died on a pilgrimage to 
India. In 1965 Niwa was elected a member of the Japan Art Academy, and the 
following year he was elected as Chairman of the Japanese Writers' Association, a 
position he held for many years. Niwa encouraged fellow members to play golf, 
organised health insurance, and bought land for a writers' cemetery. He won the 
19th Yomiuri Prize and was awarded the Order of Culture in 1977. He was 
diagnosed with Alzheimer's disease in 1986 and died of pneumonia in 2005.
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Njeri, Itabari. Every Good-Bye Ain't Gone: Family Portraits and Personal Escapades.
New York. 1990. Times Books. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0812918053. 
246 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 13575. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Award-winning African-American journalist Itabari Njeri 
creates in her debut work a gallery of striking portraits of the extraordinary, eccentric
family in which she grew up. EVERY GOOD-BYE AIN’T GONE: FAMILY 
PORTRAITS AND PERSONAL ESCAPADES ‘began as a novel,’ writes the author, 
‘and ends up as literal truth: many might not have believed the portrayals otherwise.
my moll aunt - especially the day she stepped off a plane draped in white ermine 
with her hair dyed green for St. Patrick’s Day. my search through small Southern 
towns to track down my grandfather’s killer. and me: African, East Indian, Amer-
Indian, English and French, the great-great-great- granddaughter of a notorious, 
rum-running English pirate named Sam Lord - his castle now a resort in Barbados.’
Wise and wise-cracking, Njeri vividly evokes the cultural life of middle-class African-
Americans and transplanted West Indians in Brooklyn and Harlem during the fifties 
and sixties; the effects, both hilarious and tragic, of racism on the members of her 
family; and her own awakening identity as a woman of color. She recalls her wild 
days in an all-girls doo-wop group; her heartbreaking affair with a man too good to 
be true - and too selfish to stay away; the anguish of finding a decent hairdresser in
a strange town; and her lifelong love-hate relationship with the New York subway 
system. She brings to life gangsters and Harvard graduates, old-guard Jamaican 
princesses and feminist sexual pioneers, valiant losers and bold new winners, in this
first book, which - by addressing such themes as coming of age, falling in love, 
leaving home, and family conflict - speaks to the humanity in us all.

ITABARI NJERI, a graduate of Boston University and the Columbia University 
School of Journalism, has been the recipient of several major fellowships and 
reporting awards. Before joining the staff of the Los Angeles Times, she was a 
writer, arts critic and essayist for The Miami Herald; prior to that, a reporter for the 
Greenville News and a reporter and producer for National Public Radio in Boston. 
As a professional singer and actress, she has also performed across the U.S. Njeri 
now lives in Los Angeles.
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Nkosi, Lewis. Mating Birds. New York. 1986. St Martin's Press. 1st American 
Edition. Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front Twice, Otherwise Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0312522959. 184 pages. hardcover. Jacket art by Melanie Marder 
Parks. Jacket design by Paolo Pepe. Inventory # 30682. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The story of a young South African black man obsessed
with an English girl whom he encounters on the segregated Durban beachfront is 
told from the narrator's prison cell in this classic African novel. Although no words 
are exchanged, a connection develops between the two mismatched lovers, leading
to an intense and ambiguous sexual encounter. He is charged with rape and 
receives the death sentence. Reconstructing his own history, his obsession with the
girl, and his court proceedings, the narrator offers a powerful examination of the 
warped racial morality and brutality of apartheid.

Lewis Nkosi (5 December 1936 – 5 September 2010) was a South African writer, 
who spent 30 years in exile as a consequence of restrictions placed on him and his
writing by the Suppression of Communism Act and the Publications and 
Entertainment Act passed in the 1950s and 1960s. A multifaceted personality, he 
attempted every literary genre, literary criticism, poetry, drama, novels, short stories,
essays, as well as journalism. Nkosi was born in a traditional Zulu family in a place 
called Embo in KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa. He attended local schools, before 
enrolling at M. L. Sultan Technical College in Durban. Nkosi in his early twenties 
began working as a journalist, first in Durban, joining the weekly publication Ilanga 
lase Natal ("Natal sun") in 1955, and then in Johannesburg for Drum magazine and
as chief reporter for its Sunday newspaper, the Golden City Post, from 1956 to 
1960. He contributed essays to many magazines and newspapers. His essays 
criticised apartheid and the racist state, as a result, the South African government 
banned his works.
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Nobles, Gregory H. American Frontiers: Cultural Encounters & Continental 
Conquest. New York. 1997. Hill & Wang. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0809024713. 286 pages. hardcover. Jacket art courtesy of National Archives of 
Canada. Jacket design by Rodrigo Corral. Inventory # 23783. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With clarity and vigor, Gregory Nobles shows how 
American leaders, beginning with Washington and Jefferson, pursued a policy of 
national expansion and development that enabled the United States to become the
dominant power on the North American continent. Within this broad framework, he 
also explores the settlers' diverse and complex interactions with Indians as enemies,
allies, and trading partners. The result is a sensitive, perceptive account of the 
patterns of contact and conquest on America's frontiers over the course of four 
centuries.

Dr. Gregory Nobles, Professor Emeritus of history, came to Georgia Tech as an 
Assistant Professor in the School of Social Sciences in 1983, and he spent 33 years
at Georgia Tech as a specialist in early American history and environmental history.
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Noel, Christopher (adapter) (Read by Kathleen Turner). Rumpelstiltskin. New York.
Rabbit Ears/Simon & Schuster. Hardcover book with audio cassette. Very Good in 
Hardcover and Slipcase. 0689800614. Illustrated by Peter Sis. 5 and up. 40 pages.
hardcover with cassette. Inventory # 43731. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A good story can take a child on a voyage into the 
imagination and change a life forever. Hear the tale of Rumplestiltskin as read by 
Kathleen Turner. Music is by Tangerine Dream.

Christopher Noel holds a Master's degree in Philosophy from Yale University and 
taught for twenty years at the Vermont College of Fine Arts. He is the author of four
previous books of fiction and nonfiction, including the acclaimed memoir, In the 
Unlikely Event of a Water Landing: A Geography of Grief. A freelance editor and 
writing mentor, Noel also travels to give talks on Sasquatch.
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Noftle, Kelli Aanne. Adam Cannot Be Adam. Richmond. 2017. Omnidawn 
Publishing. Advance Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430335. 6
x 9. 96 pages. paperback. Inventory #  44210. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Adam Cannot Be Adam is a text of constantly refracting
mirrors providing us with insights beyond mere duality. These deft, inquisitive poems
portray two Adams as external characters in an ever-shifting mythos while 
examining the inner double personae locked in self-confrontation. Adam Cannot Be
Adam is a holographic portrait of identity and intimacy; each poem reveals an 
alternate view of the whole, questioning normative ideas about our relationship to 
self and other. ‘Kelli Anne Noftle’s second collection of poems reveals a brilliant 
mind observing a shifting subject, the ‘holographic man,’ doubled in memory’s mirror
and in the magical distance of love. Noftle’s poems are like origami animals, new 
shapes folded out of the ordinary material of life, offering the reader a transcendent
guidebook on ‘how to see/a picture/ made of uncountable/refractions.’’ Molly Brodak,
author of A Little Middle of the Night and Bandit.

Kelli Anne Noftle grew up in Lynchburg, Virginia. She has degrees in Visual Art and
Creative Writing. Her first collection of poems, I WAS THERE FOR YOUR 
SOMNILOQUY, was selected by Pulitzer Prize winner Rae Armantrout for the 2010
Omnidawn Book Prize. Her work has appeared in several literary journals including
Colorado Review, Fence, New Orleans Review, Blackbird, Conduit, and Harvard 
Summer Review among others. Her second poetry collection, ADAM CANNOT BE 
ADAM, is forthcoming from Omnidawn press in 2017. Kelli has collaborated and 
performed with several bands in Southern California. Her singer/songwriter project is
MINIATURE SOAP and her debut solo album, I Don't Like You, was released in 
2011.Kelli Anne Noftle is a visual artist, musician, poet, and business manager who
divides her time between Los Angeles and San Diego.
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Nolan, Tom. Ross Macdonald: A Biography. New York. 1999. Scribner. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket With A Few Small Pieces Missing From
The Top Back. 0684812177. Introduction by Sue Grafton. 496 pages. hardcover. 
Signed by the Author. Jacket design by Susan Mitchell. Inventory # 35711. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When he died in 1983, Ross Macdonald was the best-
known and most highly regarded crime-fiction writer in America. Now, in the first full-
length biography of this extraordinary and influential writer, a much fuller picture 
emerges of a man to whom hiding things came as second nature. While it was no 
secret that Ross Macdonald was the pseudonym of Kenneth Millar - a Santa 
Barbara man married to another good mystery writer, Margaret Millar - his official 
biography was spare. Drawing on unrestricted access to the Kenneth and Margaret
Millar Archives, on more than forty years of correspondence, and on hundreds of 
interviews with those who knew Millar well, author Tom Nolan has done a masterful 
job of filling in the blanks between the psychologically complex novels and the 
author’s life - both secret and overt. We come to a sympathetic understanding of the
Millars’ long, and sometimes rancorous, marriage and of their life in Santa Barbara,
California, with their only daughter, Linda, whose legal and emotional traumas lie at 
the very heart of the story. But we also follow the trajectory of a literary career that 
began in the pages of Manhunt and ended with the great respect of fellow writers.

Tom Nolan, the author of the critically acclaimed and Edgar Award-nominated Ross
Macdonald: A Biography, is a frequent contributor to the Wall Street Journal’s 
Leisure & Arts page. He lives in Los Angeles, California.keywords
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Nolan, William F. Dashiell Hammett: A Casebook. Santa Barbara. 1969. McNally & 
Loftin. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. Introduction by Philip Durham. 189 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 10829. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here is the first full-length study dealing with the dynamic
writer whose characters - from the Continental Op, that fat, nameless San Francisco
sleuth, through private eye Sam Spade and thin man Nick Charles to comic-strip 
hero Secret Agent X-9 - have become part of our national folklore. In creating what
Ellery Queen terms ‘the first one hundred percent American. truly native detective 
story,’ Hammett brilliantly defined the troubled aspects of his age, a period of open 
criminal warfare, poverty and festering political corruption. A critical, moody, stern, 
complex man whose personal code of ethics was as unyielding as the fictional code
his characters lived by, he laid a hard-boiled veneer over the despair of citizens who
were disinherited and disenchanted, and forged an objective prose style which 
revolutionized the genre. Tracing Dashiell Hammett’s violent years as a Pinkerton 
detective, this book tells how Hammett translated his on-the-job experiences into 
realistic crime tales for the pages of Black Mask, bringing the gritty argot of the 
streets into print, honestly portraying thugs, con men, stoolies, cops and 
professional killers. Fighting lung disease and alcoholism, gambling away hit money
in Hollywood, surviving the dark months of a federal prison term as a victim of 
Congressional witchhunting, Samuel Dashiell Hammett nevertheless emerges as a 
vital individual, a man who could be bent but not broken. Of particular value to the 
Hammett reader is an extensive check-list, covering some 250 items by this author:
his books, short stories, articles, poetry, reviews, letters and introductions, as well as
his work for motion pictures and radio. Additionally, there is a detailed listing of over
one hundred items about Hammett and his work, from published books, university 
journals, magazines and newspapers over the past four decades.

WILLIAM F. NOLAN is the author of several biographies, novels (including 
LOGAN’S RUN), and other books, as well as many motion-picture and television 
screenplays. His DASHIELL HAMMETT: A CASEBOOK - called ‘authoritative and 
invaluable’ by the Los Angeles Times - won the Edgar Allan Poe Special Award.
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Nolan, William F. Hammett: A Life at the Edge. New York. 1983. Congdon & Weed.
1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312922817. 276 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
illustration by Bill Nelson. Jacket design by Krystyna Skalski. Inventory # 5868. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - HAMMETT: A LIFE AT THE EDGE goes considerably 
beyond Lillian Hellman’s well-known accounts of her time with Hammett. From fresh
sources it tells of his colorful early years, before Hellman, including his sleuthing 
days as a Pinkerton man assigned to famous cases such as the Fatty Arbuckle 
scandal. Drawing on a long interview with Hammett’s ex-wife, it depicts their love 
affair in an Army tubercular ward, their struggle to make ends meet, Hammett’s early
attempts to find his vocation. Mr. Nolan chronicles Hammett’s development from a 
pulp magazine writer (for H.L. Mencken’s Black Mask magazine) to the foremost 
detective-story author of his time. He gives us Hammett’s wild years in literary New
York and the Hollywood film world - the starlets, the drinking pals (Faulkner, Ben 
Hecht, Charles MacArthur), the unpaid limo bills. He portrays the pyrotechnic yet 
sustaining relationship with Hellman, taking her perspectives into account but 
reaching out to those of others. The book discusses the Hammett myths - that he 
was a Communist. a dupe. that he abandoned his career. In fact, as Mr. Nolan 
shows, Hammett never ceased trying to finish another novel. From these pages 
comes an atmospheric portrait of turbulent times - the thirties, the forties, the sad 
and sinister fifties. Throughout, Dashiell Hammett is the benchmark of character—
intensely honest, true to his vision, courageous as well as self-destructive. He 
emerges as not only a stunningly original writer but the personification of American 
individuality.

WILLIAM F. NOLAN is the author of several biographies, novels (including 
LOGAN’S RUN), and other books, as well as many motion-picture and television 
screenplays. His DASHIELL HAMMETT: A CASEBOOK - called ‘authoritative and 
invaluable’ by the Los Angeles Times - won the Edgar Allan Poe Special Award.
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Nooteboom, Cees. A Song of Truth and Semblance. Baton Rogue. 1984. Louisiana
State University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0807111767.
Translated from the Dutch by Adrienne Dixon. 83 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
5492. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An interweaving of two fictions, two realities, A SONG 
OF TRUTH AND SEMBLANCE is both a meditation on the mysteries of time and 
space and a story of the simple longings of the human heart. Peering beneath the 
conventions and reassurances that structure our lives and our literature, Cees 
Nooteboom writes of the odd insubstantiality of what we accept as the real world 
and of the equally disquieting reality of the fictions that are born in the coils of a 
writer’s mind. The complex, elusive vision of this novel is woven around the lives 
and thoughts of six characters, two of them writers engaged in an uneasy debate 
over the nature of their craft, and a third their publisher. The other characters begin 
their existence in the imagination of one of the writers, evolving from a pair of 
epaulettes and a stethoscope into Lyuben Grigoriev, a colonel, and Stefan Ficev, an
army doctor, both living in the Bulgaria of 1879 and locked in a cordial but often 
heated argument over the glory of their nation’s hard struggle for independence. A 
third element, a simple phrase, appears in the writer’s mind alongside the epaulettes
and the stethoscope - ‘the colonel falls in love with the doctor’s wife’ - and soon 
Laura Ficev, ethereal and somehow modern, alters the terms of the Bulgarians’ 
friendly conflict. As the Bulgarians take on more and more reality in the writer’s 
imagination - revealing their individual passions, prejudices, life histories – they 
begin to overshadow his own life. The impassioned argument between the colonel 
and the doctor has a seriousness and honesty missing from the literary debate of 
the two writers. The contest of the two nineteenth-century men for the same woman
has a drama whose nearest echo in the lives of the two writers is their blandly 
professional relationship with the publisher.

Cees Nooteboom (born 31 July 1933) is a Dutch novelist, poet, and journalist. After 
the attention received by his novel Rituelen (Rituals, 1980), which received the 
Pegasus Prize, it was the first of his novels to be translated into an English edition.
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Nooteboom, Cees. In the Dutch Mountains. Baton Rogue. 1976. Louisiana State 
University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0807114251. 129
pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by David Davies. Inventory # 2620. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Alfonso Tiburon de Mendoza, the narrator of Cees 
Nooteboom’s fifth novel, is Inspector of the Roads in the Spanish province of 
Zaragoza, part of the ancient kingdom of Aragon. Each August, during his holiday, 
Tiburon, retires to an empty, dusty schoolroom, wedges his aging, portly body into a
child’s desk, and indulges in the only luxury of his life: he writes. The story he tells is
not set amid the silver olive trees and loam-colored plains of his native Spain but in 
the Netherlands, which in Tiburon’s imagination becomes a vast country, spreading
southward from Amsterdam to the highest peaks and passes of Europe. Tiburon’s 
story centers on Kai and Lucia, an innocent – one might almost say perfect – couple,
the blameless children of circus performers who themselves become show people, 
basing their act on the magic of illusion. As the story of Kai and Lucia unfolds, it 
takes on an illusive quality of its own, assuming the form of a fairy tale. Kai and 
Lucia are forced to leave their home in the North for less hospitable regions to the 
south. One night Lai is spirited mysteriously from the theatre in which he and Lucia 
are performing by a woman known as the Snow Queen. Lucia then enlists the aid of
a clown in searching for Kai. The final sequence of the tale, in which the two are 
reunited, takes place in a snowy woods outside a remote castle - a scene 
reminiscent of the tales of the Brothers Grimm. As in Nooteboom’s previous novels, 
IN THE DUTCH MOUNTAINS works on a variety of levels. Tiburon, the creator of 
the fable of Kai and Lucia, punctuates his narrative with direct addresses to the 
reader on the relation of art to life, the nature of myth and truth, and the purpose of 
illusion in the world.

Cees Nooteboom (born 31 July 1933) is a Dutch novelist, poet, and journalist. After 
the attention received by his novel Rituelen (Rituals, 1980), which received the 
Pegasus Prize, it was the first of his novels to be translated into an English edition, 
published in 1983 by Louisiana State University Press of the United States. LSU 
Press published his first two novels in English in the following years, as well as other
works through 1990.
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Nooteboom, Cees. Philip and the Others. Baton Rogue. 1988. Louisiana State 
University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 080711376x. 
Translated from the Dutch by Adrienne Dixon. 107 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
illustration by Jeroen Henneman. Inventory # 11044. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - PHILIP AND THE OTHERS, Nooteboom’s first novel, 
was published in the Netherlands in 1953 and was reissued there in a special 
twenty-fifth anniversary edition in 1980. It is now made available for the first time in
English in a splendid translation by Adrienne Dixon. Taking the form of a surreal 
picaresque tale, PHILIP AND THE OTHERS is a profound and experimental work. It
begins when Philip first visits his aging, eccentric uncle, who resides alone in an 
ugly, rambling house. His uncle lives in the past and spends much of his time 
listening to music. When Philip finally leaves his uncle’s home, he begins a 
dreamlike trip through Europe. For Philip, it is a journey of self-discovery. At one 
point Philip hears of, glimpses, and then begins to pursue a mysterious, elusive 
Oriental girl, and in his search for her he meets a gallery of strange, fantastic people
who tell him their own stories. When Philip finally finds the girl, she abandons him 
and he returns to his uncle. Philip’s search for the Oriental girl is a grand quest to 
attain perfection, to transcend the limitations of his existence. In the fairy-tale quality
of its plot and the beauty of its poetic prose, PHILIP AND THE OTHERS displays 
many of the same qualities that have distinguished other Nooteboom novels such as
RITUALS and IN THE DUTCH MOUNTAINS.

Cees Nooteboom (born 31 July 1933) is a Dutch novelist, poet, and journalist. After 
the attention received by his novel Rituelen (Rituals, 1980), which received the 
Pegasus Prize, it was the first of his novels to be translated into an English edition, 
published in 1983 by Louisiana State University Press of the United States. LSU 
Press published his first two novels in English in the following years, as well as other
works through 1990.
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Nooteboom, Cees. The Following Story. New York. 1994. Harcourt Brace. 
Uncorrected Galleys. Very Good in Wrappers. 0151000980. Translated from the 
Dutch by Ina Rilke. 115 pages. paperback. Jacket art - Angoisse d'auteur by Claude
Verlinde. Inventory # 24800. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Herman Mussert went to bed last night in Amsterdam 
and wakes in Lisbon in a hotel room where he slept with another man's wife more 
than twenty years ago. Winner of the European Literary Prize for Best Novel, and a
New York Times Notable Book of the Year.

Cees Nooteboom (born 31 July 1933) is a Dutch novelist, poet, and journalist. After 
the attention received by his novel Rituelen (Rituals, 1980), which received the 
Pegasus Prize, it was the first of his novels to be translated into an English edition, 
published in 1983 by Louisiana State University Press of the United States. LSU 
Press published his first two novels in English in the following years, as well as other
works through 1990.
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Nora, Pierre (director). Realms of Memory: The Construction of the French Past-
Volume 1.Conflicts &. New York. 1996. Columbia University Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0231084048. English Language 
EditionEdited & With A Foreword by Lawrence D. Kritzman. Translated by Arthur 
Goldhammer. 651 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 23073. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - REALMS OF MEMORY is a monumental collective 
endeavor by France’s leading intellectuals, exploring the cathedrals and palaces, the
rituals, legends, and episodes that form the landscape of French consciousness. 
The first volume, Conflicts and Divisions, reflects on symbols of political, religious, 
regional, and generational difference that structure France’s self-definition. The book
begins with the political clashes that have carved a path through French history and
memory, between Franks and Gauls, French and foreigners, Vichy and all other 
regimes. Contributors explore shifting conceptions of political meaning over 
centuries, from the often irreverent portrayals of Gauls in such popular media as the
Asterix comics to nostalgic reimaginings of pre-revolutionary France by modern 
ultranationalists. A second section analyzes sites and events of the religious 
conflicts that underlie French identity. The authors chronicle the manufacture of 
remembrance, as seen in the Protestant festivals held each September to 
commemorate the persecution of Huguenots in the sixteenth-century Wars of 
Religion; and of the processes of forgetting, witnessed in the assimilative tradition 
among French Jews that has hindered, if not prevented, rediscovery of a 
distinctively Jewish past and acknowledgments of the French legacy of anti-
Semitism. Conflicts and Divisions concludes with a section on issues of time and 
place, and analysis of the cleavages that separate Paris and province, north and 
south, and human generations as demarcated by such transformative years as 1789
and 1968.

Pierre Nora is a French historian elected to the Académie française on 7 June 2001.
He is known for his work on French identity and memory. His name is associated 
with the study of new history. He is the brother of the late Simon Nora, former 
French officer.
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Nordgren, Sarah Rose. Best Bones. Pittsburgh. 2014. University of Pittsburgh 
Press. Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822963172. 6 x 9. 88 
pages. paperback. Inventory # 40866. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Winner of the 2013 Agnes Lynch Starrett Poetry Prize. 
Best Bones is a house. When you walk around the rooms of the house, you 
overhear the desires and griefs of a family, as well as the unresolved concerns of 
lingering ghosts. The various voices in the house struggle against the family roles 
and social identities that they must wear like heavy garments—mother, father, wife,
husband, sister, brother, servant, and master. All these voices crave unification; they
want to join themselves into one whole sentient being, into 'a mansion steering 
itself.' The poems in Best Bones also explore the experience of living in a physical 
body, and how the natural world intersects with manmade landscapes and 
technologies. In it, mother has a reset button, servants blend into the furniture, and a
doctor patiently oversees the pregnancy of the earth. In these poems, the body is a
working machine, a repository of childhood myth and archetype, and a window to 
the spiritual world. The poems strive to be visceral on the level of dream, or of a 
story that is half remembered and half fabricated.

Sarah Rose Nordgren’s poems have appeared in Agni, Ploughshares, the Iowa 
Review, the Harvard Review, the Literary Review, the Best New Poets anthology, 
and elsewhere. She is the recipient of two fellowships from the Fine Arts Work 
Center in Provincetown and an Individual Excellence Award from the Ohio Arts 
Council. She lives in Cincinnati, Ohio.keywords
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Nordgren, Sarah Rose. Darwin's Mother. Pittsburgh. 2017. University of Pittsburgh 
Press. Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822965169. Pitt Poetry 
Series. 72 pages. paperback. Inventory # 43263. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Darwin's Mother, curious beasts are excavated in 
archaeological digs, Charles Darwin's daughter describes the challenges of breeding
pigeons, and a forest of trees shift and sigh in their sleep. With a keen sense of irony
that rejects an anthropocentric worldview and an imagination both philosophical and
playful, the poems in this collection are marked by a tireless curiosity about the 
intricate workings of life, consciousness, and humanity's place in the universe.

Sarah Rose Nordgren is the author of Best Bones, winner of the Agnes Lynch 
Starrett Poetry Prize. Her poems and essays appear widely in national journals such
as Agni, Ploughshares, Kenyon Review, and American Poetry Review, and she is 
the recipient of two winter fellowships from the Fine Arts Work Center in 
Provincetown. Nordgren is currently a doctoral candidate in poetry at the University
of Cincinnati.
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Nordgren, Sarah Rose. Darwin's Mother. Pittsburgh. 2017. University of Pittsburgh 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822965169. Pitt Poetry 
Series. 80 pages. paperback. Inventory # 42057. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Darwin's Mother, curious beasts are excavated in 
archaeological digs, Charles Darwin's daughter describes the challenges of breeding
pigeons, and a forest of trees shift and sigh in their sleep. With a keen sense of irony
that rejects an anthropocentric worldview and an imagination both philosophical and
playful, the poems in this collection are marked by a tireless curiosity about the 
intricate workings of life, consciousness, and humanity's place in the universe.

Sarah Rose Nordgren is the author of Best Bones, winner of the Agnes Lynch 
Starrett Poetry Prize. Her poems and essays appear widely in national journals such
as Agni, Ploughshares, Kenyon Review, and American Poetry Review, and she is 
the recipient of two winter fellowships from the Fine Arts Work Center in 
Provincetown. Nordgren is currently a doctoral candidate in poetry at the University
of Cincinnati.
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Norman, Geoffrey. Midnight Water. New York. 1983. Dutton. 1st Edition. Very Good
in Dustjacket. 0525155856. 267 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Roger 
Zimmerman. Inventory # 27907. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Geoffrey Norman's first novel, MIDNIGHT WATER, is set
off the Gulf Coast of the Florida Panhandle. Against a background of drug-trafficking
Norman has created a thriller about the struggles of pirates for control over the 
waters. From the local fishermen to the sleazy waterfront nightlife and the bloody 
clashes between drug-trade mercenaries and local machos, Norman’s dark tale 
rings with the honesty of well-observed truth. In the words of Harry Crews – ‘Here is
a wonderful novel filled with real people and real places, a novel that has some of 
the best dialogue I've read in a very long time.’

Geoffrey Norman’s articles have appeared in Outside, Esquire, Men’s Journal, 
National Geographic, and Sports Illustrated, and he is currently editor-at-large for 
Forbes FYI. His mysteries have earned him an Edgar Award.
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Norman, Howard. The Bird Artist. New York. 1994. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374113300. 289 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket illustration by Ruth Marten. Inventory # 24365. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE BIRD ARTIST, Howard Norman’s spellbinding new
novel, is set in Newfoundland in 1911. Fabian Vas’s story, told with disarming 
simplicity and grace, takes place against a spare and profoundly beautiful landscape
where the most powerful of emotions stand out starkly against naked rock, sea and
sky. At age twenty, Fabian is working at the boat yard, taking a correspondence 
course in bird painting, and sleeping with Margaret Handle, a woman of great 
beauty, intelligence and waywardness - though his parents are determined to marry
him to a distant relation he has never met. Then his father leaves on a long hunting
expedition, his mother takes up with the lighthouse keeper, Botho August, and 
Fabian’s world loses most of its bearings. THE BIRD ARTIST reveals the fire at the
heart of human interactions with a rare and enthralling directness.

HOWARD NORMAN (born 1949) has worked and traveled extensively in the arctic 
and subarctic regions of Canada, writing documentary and ethnographic film scripts,
radio plays, and articles on northern language, culture, and wildlife. He has been 
collecting and working with folktales for twenty years. He has received fellowships 
from the John Simon Guggenheim Foundation and the National Endowment for the
Arts, and was a Hodder Fellow at Princeton University. His first novel, The Northern
Lights, won a Mrs. Giles Whiting Writers' Award and was a final selection for the 
National Book Award in 1987. He is also the author of a collection of short stories, 
KISS IN THE HOTEL JOSEPH CONRAD, and several children's books. He has 
taught and lectured at a number of universities. Currently, he teaches folklore and 
fiction writing at the University of Maryland, and divides his time between 
Washington, D.C., and Vermont. He is at work on a new novel and a number of film
scripts.
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Norman, Howard. The Museum Guard. Toronto. 1998. Knopf of Canada. 1st 
Canadian Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0676971725. The Title Page States 
Alfred A. Knopf Canada, But Both Binding & Dustjacket Read Farrar Straus Giroux.
310 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Ruth Marten. Inventory # 20211. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Halifax, Nova Scotia, 1938. Orphaned at age nine by a 
zeppelin crash, DeFoe Russet grew up in a hotel under the care of his magnetic 
uncle Edward. Now 30, DeFoe works with Edward as a guard in Halifax’s three-
room Glace Museum. By day, he and his uncle break the silence of the museum 
with heated conversations that show them to be ‘opposites at life.’ By night, DeFoe 
spends his time trying to keep the affection of Imogen Linny, the young caretaker of 
the small Jewish cemetery. Their relationship is a most provocative example of 
unrequited love. When the Dutch painting ‘Jewess on a Street in Amsterdam’ arrives
at the museum, Imogen becomes obsessed and abandons her life in favor of the 
ennobled one she imagines for its subject-even though being a Jew in Amsterdam is
becoming more and more perilous as the clouds of World War II begin to gather. As
the true story of the Jewess emerges, Imogen leaves DeFoe and enters the orbit of
Edward and his own fascination with the horrific news being broadcast from Europe.
Drawing together the mysteries of identity and self-determination and the ominous 
aura of the late 1930s, THE MUSEUM GUARD is an examination of the desire to 
step out of the everyday and into action-and of that desire’s often tragic 
consequences.

HOWARD NORMAN (born 1949) has worked and traveled extensively in the arctic 
and subarctic regions of Canada, writing documentary and ethnographic film scripts,
radio plays, and articles on northern language, culture, and wildlife. He has been 
collecting and working with folktales for twenty years. He has received fellowships 
from the John Simon Guggenheim Foundation and the National Endowment for the
Arts, and was a Hodder Fellow at Princeton University. His first novel, The Northern
Lights, won a Mrs. Giles Whiting Writers' Award and was a final selection for the 
National Book Award in 1987. He is also the author of a collection of short stories, 
KISS IN THE HOTEL JOSEPH CONRAD, and several children's books.
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Normark, Don (photographer). The Botanical Gardens at the Huntington. San 
Marino. 2005. Huntington Library Press. 2nd Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0873282159. Updated by the Director and Curators, Principal Photography by Don
Normark. 192 pages. paperback. Inventory # 36453. $12.475

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Huntington Botanical Gardens in San Marino, 
California, are a remarkable showcase of exotic plants from all over the world, and 
this lavishly illustrated volume depicts many of the most unusual and beautiful 
specimens. The introduction tells the fascinating story of Henry E. Huntington’s 
development, during the first two decades of the twentieth century, from railroad and
real-estate magnate to one of Southern California’s leading philanthropists, and the 
transformation of his self-supporting working ranch into a world-class botanical 
garden. Today the 206-acre estate comprises fifteen specialized gardens filled with
20,000 different kinds of plants, with as many as 1,800 rose species and cultivars, 
1,200 camellia cultivars, and 5,000 cacti and succulents. Themed gardens are 
devoted to roses, camellias, subtropical, Australian, and jungle plants, as well as 
palms, bamboo, and water lilies. Especially popular with visitors are the desert and 
Japanese gardens. The book presents a comprehensive look at these astonishingly
diverse plantings, from towering landmark trees to minuscule rare desert succulents,
many pictured in the book’s 270 color photographs.

The photography of Don Normark has appeared for many years in Sunset and other
magazines, and in gallery and museum shows nationwide. His work is also 
represented in many permanent collections, including those of the Brooklyn Museum
and George Eastman House.
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Norris, Frank. McTeague. New York. [1964]. Signet/New American Library. 
Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers with a Small 
Piece Missing from the Bottom Front Corner and A Tear on the Back Cover. 
Afterword By Kenneth Rexroth. 349 pages. paperback. CW957. Inventory # 39611.
$12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Frank Norris' graphic portrayal of the seamy side of 
survival in turn-of-the-century urban America remains shocking and powerful today -
and its conclusion just as harrowing.

Benjamin Franklin Norris, Jr. (March 5, 1870 – October 25, 1902) was an American
novelist during the Progressive Era, writing predominantly in the naturalist genre. His
notable works include McTeague (1899), The Octopus: A Story of California (1901),
and The Pit (1903).
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Norris, Frank. Six Essays On the Responsibilities of the Novelist. New York. 1949. 
Alicat Bookshop Press. 1 of 1000 Copies. Review Copy Slip Pasted To Front 
Endpaper, Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. OUTCAST CHAPBOOKS No. 15. 35
pages. paperback. Inventory # 23122. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - PUBLISHER'S NOTE - These essays by the author of 
McTEAGUE, THE OCTOPUS; and VANDOVER AND THE BRUTE were first 
published by Doubleday in 1903, a year after Frank Norris died of peritonitis in San
Francisco at only thirty-two. Compared to his fiction masterpieces, THE 
RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE NOVELIST is almost completely disregarded or 
unknown, perhaps because so much of that posthumous work is superannuated or 
redundant for the sophisticated reader and-or writer. This reprinting of six essays 
from the whole book omits those sections dealing with the mechanics of the writer's
craft, which data is profusely available in many competent writing manuals today; 
those polemic chapters pleading for an insular and regional literature, which we've 
richly produced since Frank Norris's day; and those other chapters whose ideas are
rendered naive and passe by our subsequent acquisition of psychological data, or 
unfortunately are just trash. What remains and has been included unabridged in this
OUTCAST CHAPBOOK is supremely fresh and still valid, and as important today as
its propaganda was in the year that saw the publication of BREWSTER’S MILLIONS
and DOROTHY VERNON OF HADDON HALL.

Benjamin Franklin Norris, Jr. (March 5, 1870 – October 25, 1902) was an American
novelist during the Progressive Era, writing predominantly in the naturalist genre. His
notable works include McTeague (1899), The Octopus: A Story of California (1901),
and The Pit (1903).
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North, Mark. Act of Treason: The Role of J. Edgar Hoover in the Assassination of 
President Kennedy. New York. 1991. Carroll & Graf. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 088184747x. 671 pages. hardcover. Jacket photo by UPI. Inventory # 
15738. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this meticulously researched classic of the JFK 
conspiracy genre that Library Journal calls "sensational," Mark North argues 
convincingly that President John F. Kennedy died as the result of a plot 
masterminded by Louisiana Mafia chieftain Carlos Marcello—and, more importantly,
that FBI chief J. Edgar Hoover learned early on about the plan but did nothing to 
stop it. Hoover warned no one—not the Dallas police, not the Secret Service. His 
motives, North suggests, stemmed from a fervent hatred of Kennedy and fear that 
the President would eventually fire him. He is documented as a close confidant of 
Vice President Lyndon Johnson—a man Hoover "controlled" due to blackmail and 
scandals. Hoover’s day–to–day running of the FBI, his strange personality, and his 
backroom dealings are brought to life using an extensive collection of press 
clippings, government documents, and other original sources. Act of Treason is a 
must–read for any citizen who believes the Warren Commission failed miserably in 
its attempt to solve one of modern America’s most pressing mysteries: Who killed 
JFK?

Mark North, a degreed historian, Texas attorney, and nationally recognized author of
"Act of Treason: The Role of J. Edgar Hoover in the Assassination of President 
Kennedy" and "Betrayal in Dallas: LBJ, the Pearl Street Mafia, and the Murder of 
President Kennedy", has been investigating the Kennedy assassination for three 
decades. North resides in Austin, Texas.
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North, Oliver L. Taking the Stand: The Testimony of Lieutenant Colonel Oliver L. 
North. New York. 1987. Pocket Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 0671659383. Introduction by Daniel Schorr. 753 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 15925. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘I DID A LOT OF THINGS, AND I WANT TO SAY I’M 
PROUD OF THEM’ - Lieutenant Colonel Oliver L. North. Just a few short days after 
the Fourth of July, 1987, one highly-decorated lieutenant colonel of the United 
States Marines appeared before Congress-and captivated the nation. Lt. Col. Oliver
L. North took the stand before The Select Committee on Secret Military Assistance 
to Iran and the Nicaraguan Opposition to testify about his involvement with and 
knowledge of the events which became known as the Iran-contra affair. Here is the 
complete text of Lt. Cal. North’s testimony before Congress-the full details, the 
explosive revelations, the personal statements-of the man whose actions many 
found outrageous, many found heroic, but which electrified the world.

Oliver Laurence North is an American political commentator, television host, military
historian, author, and retired United States Marine Corps lieutenant colonel. He was
convicted in the Iran-Contra affair of the late 1980s, but his convictions were vacated
and reversed, and all charges against him dismissed in 1991.
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Norton, Augustus Richard. Hezbollah: A Short History. Princeton. 2007. Princeton 
University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780691131245. 
187 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36467. $16.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Most policymakers in the United States and Israel have it
wrong. Hezbollah isn’t a simple terrorist organization—nor is it likely to disappear 
soon. Following Israel’s war against Hezbollah in the summer of 2006, the Shi’i 
group—which combines the functions of a militia, a social service and public works 
provider, and a political party—is more popular than ever in the Middle East while 
retaining its strong base of support in Lebanon. And Hezbollah didn’t merely 
confront Israel and withstand its military onslaught. Hezbollah’s postwar 
reconstruction efforts were judged better than the U.S. government’s response to 
Hurricane Katrina—not by al-Jazeera, but by an American TV journalist. In 
Hezbollah, one of the world’s leading experts on Hezbollah has written the essential
guide to understanding the complexities and paradoxes of a group that remains 
entrenched at the heart of Middle East politics. With unmatched clarity and authority,
Augustus Richard Norton tells how Hezbollah developed, how it has evolved, and 
what direction it might take in the future. Far from being a one-dimensional terrorist 
group, Norton explains, Hezbollah is a ‘janus-faced’ organization in the middle of an
incomplete metamorphosis from extremism to mundane politics, an evolution whose
outcome is far from certain. Beginning as a terrorist cat’s-paw of Iran, Hezbollah has
since transformed itself into an impressive political party with an admiring Lebanese
constituency, but it has also insisted on maintaining the potent militia that forced 
Israel to withdraw from Lebanon in 2000 after almost two decades of occupation. 
The most accessible, informed, and balanced analysis of the group yet written, 
Hezbollah is essential reading for anyone who wants to understand the Middle East.

Augustus Richard Norton, Professor of International Relations and Anthropology at
Boston University, was a military observer for the United Nations in southern 
Lebanon when Hezbollah and rival Shi’i parties were taking form there in the early 
1980s.
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Norton, Mary Beth. Founding Mothers & Fathers: Gendered Power & the Forming of
American Society. New York. 1996. Knopf. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0679429654. 496 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 24222. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this pioneering study of the ways in which the first 
settlers defined the power, prerogatives, and responsibilities of the sexes, one of our
most incisive historians opens a window onto the world of Colonial America. 
Drawing on a wealth of contemporary documents, Mary Beth Norton tells the story of
the Pinion clan, whose two-generation record of theft, adultery, and infanticide may
have made them our first dysfunctional family. She reopens the case of Mistress 
Ann Hibbens, whose church excommunicated her for arguing that God had told 
husbands to listen to their wives. And here is the enigma of Thomas, or Thomasine
Hall, who lived comfortably as both a man and a woman in 17th century Virginia. 
Wonderfully erudite and vastly readable, Founding Mothers & Fathers reveals both 
the philosophical assumptions and intimate domestic arrangements of our colonial 
ancestors in all their rigor, strangeness, and unruly passion.

Mary Beth Norton is an American historian, specializing in American colonial history
and well known for her work on women's history and the Salem witch trials. She is 
the Mary Donlon Alger Professor of American History at the Department of History at
Cornell University.
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Norwich, John Julius (editor). A Taste For Travel: An Anthology. New York. 1987. 
Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394558553. 435 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 8848. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This book is an anthology of extracts from the huge 
diversity of travel literature, written mainly in the English language. Included are 
excerpts from the writings of authors from Homer to Paul Theroux, Chaucer, Mary 
Kingsley, Mark Twain, Henry James, among others. The writers have been chosen 
by the editor, himself a lifelong traveller, who himself proves to be the most 
interesting and amusing of companions. Lord Norwich links the pieces and sets the
scene. There are nearly 400 extracts gripped not in time by country, but according to
aspects or themes of travel. They represent the experiences of leaving and 
homecoming, on encounters and perils, of seasons and terrains -- in short, all the 
many meanings of being abroad.

John Julius Cooper, 2nd Viscount Norwich, CVO, known as John Julius Norwich, 
(15 September 1929 – 1 June 2018) was an English popular historian, travel writer 
and television personality.
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Norwich, John Julius. Shakespeare's Kings: The Great Plays and the History of 
England in the Middle Ages: 1337-1485. New York. 2000. Scribner. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 068481434x. 401 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
27656. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - John Julius Norwich tells the story of what really 
happened in the century and a half between 1337 and 1485 by examining the 
history plays, from the recently authenticated Edward III through to Richard III. He 
establishes just how real Shakespeare's characters and events are and what 
liberties he took with the facts to improve the pace of the plays and to entertain his 
audience. Events include the Wars of the Roses, the death of the Princes in the 
Tower and the Battle of Bosworth.

John Julius Cooper, 2nd Viscount Norwich, CVO, known as John Julius Norwich, 
(15 September 1929 – 1 June 2018) was an English popular historian, travel writer 
and television personality.
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Novak, Jan. The Grand Life. New York. 1987. Poseidon Press. 1st Printing. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0671643541. 251 pages. hardcover. Jacket design & Illustration
by Karen Katz. Inventory # 9222. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE GRAND LIFE is a fiercely original, exuberantly 
humorous novel of American corporate life in the late 20th century. Meet George 
Clifton, guardian of the status quo, bearer of the boardroom smile, small-picture 
manager in a big-picture Chicago utilities company, the man who has mode a 24-
year religion of habit and zero risk. And watch as George, spurred by a single 
managerial gaffe, discovers his ‘inner person’: finding himself in an old army jacket 
in a downtown bar during office hours, embroiled in some healthy embezzling, 
ultimately in bed with a woman not his wife—this despite the $3,500 he has invested
in expanding his wife’s chest to accommodate her burgeoning ‘inner person.’ This 
curveball of a novel, with its thoroughly unique vernacular and its soaring humor, 
lands Jan Novak solidly in a league all his own.

Jan Novák (born April 4, 1953 in Kolín) is a Czech-American writer, screenwriter and
playwright. He writes in both Czech and English, frequently translating his work. He
has received awards in both the United States and the Czech Republic. He has 
worked closely with such figures as Václav Havel and Miloš Forman.
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Novick, Michael. White Lies White Power: The Fight Against White Supremacy and
Reactionary Violence. Monroe. 1995. Common Courage Press. 1st Printing. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 1567510507. 330 pages. paperback. Inventory # 21617. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This compelling primer on contemporary [racism] 
exposes current links between police, the Klan and other white supremacist groups
and urges the reader to stand up against these dangerous right-wing forces.

Michael Novick is a former KPFK Local Station Board chair and treasurer, a former
Pacifica National Board director and treasurer, and current candidate for the LSB. 
He is a long-time anti-racist and trade union activist, a movement journalist and 
published author, editor of Turning The Tide and on the staff of Change Links. He 
has been a listener-sponsor member of Pacifica stations in NY, the Bay Area and 
southern California for decades. He is active in Anti-Racist Action, Interfaith 
Communities United for Justice & Peace, and IfNotNow, as well as around police 
and prison abolition.
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Novo, Salvador. The War of The Fatties and Other Stories From Aztec History. 
Austin. 1994. University Of Texas Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 0292755546. 232 pages. paperback. Frontpiece by Manuel Alvarez 
Bravo. Inventory #  44049. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In ‘The War of the Fatties,’ a campy, tongue-in-cheek 
retelling of an episode from the Mexican ‘Trojan War,’ naked fat women from 
Tlatelolco discombobulate Tenochtitlan’s invading army by squirting them with 
breast milk. Told with satiric allusions to the policies and tactics used by Mexico’s 
current ruling party, PM, to consolidate its power, the play unfolds a history of vain 
rivalry and decadence, intricate political maneuvers, corruption, and unchecked 
ambition that determined the course of Mexican history for two centuries before the
Spanish conquest. Novo’s other works in this collection-’A Few Aspects of Sex 
among the Nahuas,’ ‘Ahuitzotl and the Magic Water,’ ‘Cuauhtémoc: Play in One
Act,’ ‘Cuauhtémoc and Eulalia: A Dialogue,’ ‘Malinche and Carlota: A Dialogue,’ and
‘In Ticitézcatl or The Enchanted Mirror: Opera in Two Acts’-represent nearly all of his
Aztec-related writings. Taken together, they provide a delightful introduction to 
Novo’s later works and a lighthearted, historically accurate introduction to Aztec 
culture. Often unjustly overlooked, these works have never been available in 
English. The text is supplemented by a glossary of Nahuatl terms, notes on the 
historical characters, and an introduction that provides historical background and 
places Novo’s works within their cultural context.

One of the group of talented poets and play- wrights known as Los 
Contemporáneos, Salvador Novo (July 30, 1904, Mexico City, Mexico - January 13,
1974, Mexico City, Mexico) was official historian of Mexico City and theater director
of the Palace of Fine Arts. He received the prestigious Premio Nacional de Literatura
in 1969. The late Michael Alderson was an independent scholar and free-lance 
translator.
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Nowakowski, Marek. The Canary & Other Tales of Martial Law. Garden City. 1984.
Dial Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Worn Dustjacket With Some 
Chipping & Tears. 0385279884. Translated from the Polish by Krystyna 
Bronkowska. 144 pages. hardcover. Jacket painting by Matt Mahurin. Inventory # 
13231. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An inside view of the tragedy of Poland and one of the 
most powerful documents to emerge from Eastern Europe. Within weeks of the 1981
coup in Poland, Marek Nowakowski began publishing these stories under his own 
name and circulating them in typescripts and underground newspapers. These 
stories are fiction, but with the unmistakable ring of truth - Tanks in the streets, 
telephones cut off, patrols of military policemen threatening even the inoffensive, 
informers in plain clothes eavesdropping on buses, and parasitic official inspectors 
preying on the helpless, food shortages, the black market, and the resistance of 
Solidarity activists who have escaped arrest and continue to print illegal literature.

Marek Nowakowski (March 2, 1935, Warsaw, Poland - May 16, 2014, Warsaw, 
Poland) was one of the most prolific post-war authors in Poland. ‘War 
Reports’ (Granta 8) was included in The Canary and Other Tales of Marshal Law 
(1983), a collection of short pieces about Poland. He was the recipient of numerous 
literary awards, including the Kościelski Award (1968) and the Władysław Reymont
Literary Award (2002).
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Nozaka, Akiyuki. The Pornographers. New York. 1968. Knopf. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Slightly Faded Dustjacket. Translated from the Japanese by Michael 
Gallagher. 311 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Larry Ratzkin. Inventory # 2463.
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Subuyan - frantically busy, not quite successful 
professional pornographer of Osaka - is at heart a simple man who wants only to 
make the world a little happier. He is a pornographer with a dream, doing his small 
best to alleviate the sorrows of mankind, at least insofar as they afflict the wealthy 
men and large corporations who are his clients (a humanistic point of view not 
shared by his chief cameraman, Banteki, who is a firm believer in Art for Art’s Sake).
Burdened by the eternal problems of the small businessman (shoddy workmanship,
equipment breakdowns, the difficulty of finding decent help, customers who won’t 
pay their bills), Subuyan and Banteki struggle to maintain their moral and aesthetic 
standards in an immoral and careless world. With ironic humor and a sharp 
compassion, THE PORNOGRAPHERS follows its oddly endearing hero through a 
succession of tragicomic encounters-with the rich and sometimes (continued from 
front flap) treacherous clients to whom he purveys a bewildering diversity of artifacts
and entertainments; with the synthetic schoolgirls he recruits from among Osaka’s 
thirteen Veteran Virgins; with infuriating technical problems (tape recorders more 
sensitive to the interference of ham radios than to the sounds of love-making in the 
adjoining apartment); with idiot film actors incapable of following the simplest script.
But Subuyan’s cheerful humanism prevails against all frustrations-in a novel that is 
rich in comic invention, unflinching in its acceptance of life, a brilliant modem 
extravaganza in a classic tradition.

Akiyuki Nosaka (born October 10, 1930) is a Japanese novelist, singer, lyricist, and 
former member of the House of Councillors. As a broadcasting writer he uses the 
name Yukio Aki and his alias as a chanson singer is Claude Nosaka. His novel, The
Pornographers, was translated into English by Michael Gallagher and published in 
1968. It was also filmed as The Pornographers by Shohei Imamura.
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Nugent, Walter. Into the West: The Story of Its People. New York. 1999. Knopf. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679454799. With 32 pages of 
photographs and 17 maps. 493 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Megan Wilson. 
Inventory # 27450. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is a full-scale history of the people of the American
West, from the ancestral Paleo-Indians, to the Spanish conquistadores and settlers,
to the gold rushers, to the myriads who came from every direction in the twentieth 
century, right up to the late 1990s. Everyone is here -- whites from all over Europe 
and the United States, Latinos, Asians, African-Americans, and Native Americans. 
Some went west to homestead; others to find gold or, later, oil or the wealth of 
Silicon Valley; others followed California dreams, some out of Old West mythology; 
still others simply came to make better lives. This is a story of those millions who 
came -- on foot, on horseback, in wagons, by train, by car, by plane -- into the West.
Walter Nugent offers a new and fascinating perspective on all the groups who 
settled and transformed the region. He explains how California became not only the
most urban state in the West but also the most populous and most ethnically mixed
state in the country. He explores such questions as why African-Americans in the 
early 1900s regarded Oakland and Denver as more tolerant than San Francisco or 
Los Angeles; what happened to the second generation of Mormons after the large 
western migration of the 1840s; who the real 'Dust Bowl migrants' of the 1930s 
were; and how the New Deal, as well as federal laws on homesteading, irrigation, 
defense, and immigration, changed the face of the West. Here as well are the 
tribulations of the many involuntary migrants to, within, or out of the West: Native 
Americans moved in the 1830s and again in the 1870s and 1880s; Mexicans 
'repatriated' between 1929 and 1933; Japanese-Americans interned during World 
War II; and Vietnamese forced to move after 1973. Finally, Nugent examines the 
West of today: why the coastal and Sunbelt West and the interior West are 
experiencing such a radical cultural divergence.

Walter Nugent (January 11, 1935, Watertown, NY - 2012) was a former President of
the Society for Historians of the Gilded Age and Progressive Era and former 
president of the Western History Association.
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Nunn, Kem. Pomona Queen. New York. 1992. Pocket Books. 1st Printing. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0671735284. 224 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Ken 
Joudrey. Inventory # 16560. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Earl Dean wonders if he should bag it. Granted, the 
chain-smoking heifer at the office named Betty swears he’s headed for a hot 
prospect. But lost in a barrio south of Pomona, Earl has a hard time believing there 
is one living soul in this foul-smelling night who wants to be found – let alone 
solicited - by a salesman hawking Cyclone Air Purifiers door-to-door. Fortified by the
code of his calling, however, Earl persists. An address presents itself - a handful of 
painted wooden numbers illuminated by a distant porch light, just as if someone 
were expecting him. What awaits in that faint glow is the world of Dan Brown. Dan 
Brown’s brother has been killed in a knife fight. Dan Brown, dusted psychopath and 
legendary local outlaw, has plans to handle the situation himself – the burial and the
revenge. Blood is about to be spilled and Earl Dean has strayed into the crossfire. 
POMONA QUEEN is the lean, mean, incredibly suspenseful tale of whether or not 
Earl can survive an evening that feels like a lifetime. But because this is a novel by a
writer described by Newsday as ‘a son of Hemingway,’ we do more than watch a 
straight-up, straight-on showdown. More than Buddy Brown lies dead in the 
moonlight. After a half-century of ruination - from a time when the valley was the hub
of the nation’s citrus industry to the defoliated sorry mess of today - it has come 
down to one unimpeachable fact. Earl Dean owns the last single acre of orange 
grove in Pomona. But like his great-grandfather before him, he must come forward -
bread in hand - to claim his rightful inheritance. Before Earl’s long night’s journey 
into day is over, POMONA QUEEN explores that timeless conundrum: In a place of
canceled promises, in a time of visions gone awry, can any one man find something
to hope for, something to do, and someone to love?

Born and raised in Pomona. Kem Nunn is a third-generation Californian. He is the 
author of TAPPING THE SOURCE (one of three nominees for the American Book 
Award’s Best First Work of Fiction) and UNASSIGNED TERRITORY.
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Nunn, Kem. Unassigned Territory. New York. 1987. Delacorte Press. 1st Printing. 
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0385295367. 305 pages. hardcover. 
Inscribed by the Author. Jacket illustration by Jeff Adams. Inventory # 8322. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Kem Nunn’s debut novel, TAPPING THE SOURCE, was
one of the three American Book Award nominees for Best First Work of Fiction in 
1984. Hailed for his natural storytelling ability Nunn now returns with a stunning 
evocation of the Mojave Desert and the unusual people who choose to live in ‘those
terrible miles of nothing.’ Obadiah Wheeler, raised in a strict fundamentalist faith, is 
fast losing his way. To keep his religious draft deferment, he is supposed to be 
preaching and teaching Bible study; instead, he’s been hanging out in a seedy hotel,
thinking up ways to lose his virginity. So, way behind in his quota of teaching hours,
Obadiah agrees to go into unassigned territory - Nye County, Nevada, where there 
are scarcely enough people, let alone Friends, to form a congregation. And as his 
Brothers and Sisters are concerned with not only the quantity but the quality of 
Obadiah’s work, they’ve asked Circuit Rider Harlan Low, a missionary whose 
spiritual strength is legend among the Friends, to go along for the ride. 
UNASSIGNED TERRITORY is the story of Obadiah and Harlan’s exile in the desert.
There Obadiah, craving a woman’s touch, takes up with Delandra, and with her 
steals the Mystery of the Mojave, a terrifying creature that may or may not have 
been the creation of Delandra’s father. And it is in the desert that Harlan, in hopes of
saving Obadiah, endures a trial of the spirit far greater than any he has ever known.
In UNASSIGNED TERRITORY, Kem Nunn has created the kind of suspense that 
caused critics to compare him favorably the first time around with Hammett, 
Chandler, and Ross Macdonald. But in his poetic portrayal of the truths people 
confront in the and emptiness of the American Southwest, Nunn should also be 
compared to the Pulitzer prize-winning playwright Sam Shepard.

KEM NUNN was born in Pomona, California, and has studied at Columbia University
and the University of California at Irvine.
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Nur, Amos and Burgess, Dawn. Apocalypse: Earthquakes, Archaeology, and the 
Wrath of God. Princeton. 2008. Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780691016023. 324 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
36564. $26.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - What if Troy was not destroyed in the epic battle 
immortalized by Homer? What if many legendary cities of the ancient world did not
meet their ends through war and conquest as archaeologists and historians believe,
but in fact were laid waste by a force of nature so catastrophic that religions and 
legends describe it as the wrath of god? Apocalypse brings the latest scientific 
evidence to bear on biblical accounts, mythology, and the archaeological record to 
explore how ancient and modern earthquakes have shaped history--and, for some 
civilizations, seemingly heralded the end of the world. Archaeologists are trained to 
seek human causes behind the ruins they study. Because of this, the subtle clues 
that indicate earthquake damage are often overlooked or even ignored. Amos Nur 
bridges the gap that for too long has separated archaeology and seismology. He 
examines tantalizing evidence of earthquakes at some of the world’s most famous 
archaeological sites in the Mediterranean and elsewhere, including Troy, Jericho, 
Knossos, Mycenae, Armageddon, Teotihuacán, and Petra. He reveals what the 
Bible, the Iliad, and other writings can tell us about the seismic calamities that may 
have rocked the ancient world. He even explores how earthquakes may have helped
preserve the Dead Sea Scrolls. As Nur shows, recognizing earthquake damage in 
the shifted foundations and toppled arches of historic ruins is vital today because the
scientific record of world earthquake risks is still incomplete. Apocalypse explains 
where and why ancient earthquakes struck--and could strike again.

Amos Nur is the Wayne Loel Professor of Earth Sciences and professor of 
geophysics at Stanford University. Dawn Burgess is a writer and editor based in Bar
Harbor, Maine. She earned a PhD in geophysics from Stanford.
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Nye, Robert. Beowulf: A New Telling. New York. 1982. Dell. 1st Dell Paperback 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0440905605. 94 pages. paperback. Jacket 
illustration by John Lawrence. Inventory # 43306. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - He comes out of the darkness, moving in on his victims 
in deadly silence. When he leaves, a trail of blood is all that remains. He is a 
monster, Grendel, and all who know of him live in fear. Hrothgar, the king of the 
Danes, knows something must be done to stop Grendel. But who will guard the 
great hall he has built, where so many men have lost their lives to the monster while
keeping watch? Only one man dares to stand up to Grendel’s fury. Beowulf, the 
Anglo-Saxon classic portrays the triumph of good over evil through Beowulf’s 
destruction of the monsters Grendel, She and the Firedrake In the author’s words, 
‘This is an interpretation, not a translation’ This version of Beowulf has been written
specifically for young readers.

Robert Nye (born 1939) is an English poet who has also written novels and plays as
well as stories for children. His bestselling novel FALSTAFF published in 1976 was
described by Michael Ratcliffe (writing in the Times) as 'one of the most ambitious 
and seductive novels of the decade,' and went on to win both The Hawthornden 
Prize and Guardian Prize for fiction.
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Nye, Robert. Darker Ends. New York. 1969. Hill & Wang. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0809037556. 53 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Ben 
Clarke. Inventory # 16396. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In his native England, Robert Nye is considered ‘one of 
the most startlingly original poets writing today’ (John Horder, London Tribune). 
Darker Ends, the first collection of his poetry to appear in the United States, gives 
American readers a chance to appreciate the justness of this regard. Here are 
poems about two self-adoring people separated in marriage, about a bat in a box, 
buying bread, finding sixpence, and fishing for stars. The visions of these poems are
at times entrancing, at times terrible—but the terror is checked by the mastery with
which it is expressed. Obviously for Robert Nye, as for all good poets, words have a
magic and ultimate power for those with the gift of using them well. Mr. Nye 
published his first poems in The London Magazine when he was sixteen. (One of 
these—’Kingfisher’—is in the present collection.) He has since published poems in 
The Atlantic Monthly, New World Writing, Encounter, and the Times Literary 
Supplement. Two volumes of early work Juvenilia 1 and 2—were published in 1961
and 1963. The second of these won the Gregory Award.

Robert Nye (born 1939) is an English poet who has also written novels and plays as
well as stories for children. His bestselling novel FALSTAFF published in 1976 was
described by Michael Ratcliffe (writing in the Times) as 'one of the most ambitious 
and seductive novels of the decade,' and went on to win both The Hawthornden 
Prize and Guardian Prize for fiction.keywords
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Nye, Robert. Falstaff. Boston. 1976. Little Brown. 1st American Edition. Very Good 
in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0316617385. 450 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Paul Bacon. Inventory # 5892. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Irascible and still lecherous at age 81, Sir John Falstaff, 
one of Shakespeareís greatest characters, spins out these memoirs as an antidote 
to legend, and in so doing manages to recreate his own. Set in an England that was
earthy, violent, superstitious, and brimming with a new sense of national purpose, 
FALSTAFF brings to life not only the man himself but the whole Elizabethan era. 
Here we see what history and the Bard overlooked or purposely left out of his plays:
what really happened that celebrated night when Falstaff and Justice Shallow heard
the chimes at midnight; who killed Hotspur; how many men really fell at Agincourt; 
what actually transpired at the coronation of Henry V (‘Harry the Prig’) and much, 
much more!

Robert Nye (born 1939) is an English poet who has also written novels and plays as
well as stories for children. His bestselling novel FALSTAFF published in 1976 was
described by Michael Ratcliffe (writing in the Times) as 'one of the most ambitious 
and seductive novels of the decade,' and went on to win both The Hawthornden 
Prize and Guardian Prize for fiction.
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Nye, Robert. Faust. New York. 1981. Putnam. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0399126066. 277 pages. hardcover. Jacket Design By Lynn Hollyn and
Mary Mietzelfeld. Jacket Calligraphy by Mary Mietzelfeld. Inventory # 5894. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It is Ash Wednesday, 1540. In a tower halfway up a 
mountain in the Black Forest, Dr. John Faust, diabolist and drunkard, awaits a call 
from Satan and the announcement that his terrible debt to the Devil has fallen due.
But must Faust’s soul be forfeit? Must he be damned? Kit Wagner, Faust’s young 
disciple, tells us the outrageous story of the Doctor’s resistance in a brash, skeptical,
entirely modern style. Faust is not the man to accept his fate with complacency and
with the aid of his companions, lovely girls, each with her own erotic specialty; the 
grey friar Mephistopheles; a monkey called Akercocke; and Helen of Troy - he 
mounts a vigorous, gloriously funny campaign against his immortal enemy. Across 
the Alps and down the Italian peninsula Faust and entourage pursue the Prince of 
Darkness, who is headed for Rome and the Vatican, where he has other, more 
pressing business. In this wry, ribald, exhilarating adventure, Robert Nye offers us a
worthy successor to his Falstaff, of which William Saroyan said, ‘I see this book 
hanging in as a classic,’ and to Merlin, praised by Auberon Waugh as an “ingenious
and enjoyable entertainment - dirty funny, and intriguing in almost equal measure.” 
Serious in theme, Faust still manages to be as moving as it is unpredictable a 
supernatural thriller which is also a very human comedy.

Robert Nye (born 1939) is an English poet who has also written novels and plays as
well as stories for children. His bestselling novel FALSTAFF published in 1976 was
described by Michael Ratcliffe (writing in the Times) as 'one of the most ambitious 
and seductive novels of the decade,' and went on to win both The Hawthornden 
Prize and Guardian Prize for fiction.
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Nye, Robert. Mrs. Shakespeare: The Complete Works. New York. 2000. Arcade 
Publishing. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1559705523. 224 pages.
hardcover. Inventory # 28245. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Writing her memoirs seven years after her husband's 
death, Anne Hathaway reminisces about her now-famous husband, recalling in 
particular that week in April, 1594, when the still-struggling poet and playwright 
invited her to London to celebrate his thirtieth birthday, and what happened to her in
a certain strange bed in his lodgings above a fishmonger's shop. In telling that story,
and any others, she casts a brilliant new light on Shakespeare-a very close look at 
the master by one who shared his bed but never bothered to read him. This is a riot
of scholarship and bawdy writing.

Robert Nye (born 1939) is an English poet who has also written novels and plays as
well as stories for children. His bestselling novel FALSTAFF published in 1976 was
described by Michael Ratcliffe (writing in the Times) as 'one of the most ambitious 
and seductive novels of the decade,' and went on to win both The Hawthornden 
Prize and Guardian Prize for fiction.
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Nye, Robert. Tales I Told My Mother. New York. 1969. Hill & Wang. 1st American 
Edition. Bookplate, Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 0809091062. 173 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket drawing - ‘How They Met Themselves’ by D. G. Rosetti. Inventory
# 6677. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The author says that some of these stories began as 
dreams. Like dreams they are both subtle and crude; they take us along irresistibly 
and seem - however fantastic - incontrovertible. (And the fantastic in these stories, 
as in dreams, is not an occasional peak but the ground underfoot). A pleasure of 
these tales (and of dreaming) is delight in spontaneous ‘storying,’ in an invention so 
free and fertile, a humor so boisterous, that there is never pause for thought. Some
of the characters appear in only one story, others come and go. Among them are 
Currer, who can kill by pointing his finger; Captain Rufus Coate, who keeps his 
books on the shelves with their titles to the wall; Mr. Midshipman Simple, whose 
mission to convert the heathen Fuegians employs two ships (the Is and the Was) 
powered by ‘windword machines’ (which turn words into wind) and ends with the 
extinction of the whole Christian company; and Gerard Benjamin, upon whose 
buttocks, underneath his cyclist’s leathers, is tattooed a letter from the boy-poet 
Thomas Chatterton, with clues to his death at the eighteen. Robert Nye’s style more
than meets the demands of his imaginative gifts. His writing is the work of a devoted
natural: resourceful, precise as poetry, without a slack place in it. And for all its 
finish, there is the feeling of extemporaneity. Robert Nye is a young, important, and
original writer, already well known in his native Britain. TALES I TOLD MY MOTHER
should earn him the admiration of American readers as well. Robert Nye received 
the James Kennaway Memorial Award for his collection of short stories, TALES I 
TOLD MY MOTHER.

Robert Nye (born 1939) is an English poet who has also written novels and plays as
well as stories for children. His bestselling novel FALSTAFF published in 1976 was
described by Michael Ratcliffe (writing in the Times) as 'one of the most ambitious 
and seductive novels of the decade,' and went on to win both The Hawthornden 
Prize and Guardian Prize for fiction.
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Nye, Robert. Tales I Told My Mother. New York. 1969. Hill & Wang. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0809091062. 173 pages. hardcover.
Jacket drawing - ‘How They Met Themselves’ by D. G. Rosetti. Inventory # 5888. 
$15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The author says that some of these stories began as 
dreams. Like dreams they are both subtle and crude; they take us along irresistibly 
and seem - however fantastic - incontrovertible. (And the fantastic in these stories, 
as in dreams, is not an occasional peak but the ground underfoot). A pleasure of 
these tales (and of dreaming) is delight in spontaneous ‘storying,’ in an invention so 
free and fertile, a humor so boisterous, that there is never pause for thought. Some
of the characters appear in only one story, others come and go. Among them are 
Currer, who can kill by pointing his finger; Captain Rufus Coate, who keeps his 
books on the shelves with their titles to the wall; Mr. Midshipman Simple, whose 
mission to convert the heathen Fuegians employs two ships (the Is and the Was) 
powered by ‘windword machines’ (which turn words into wind) and ends with the 
extinction of the whole Christian company; and Gerard Benjamin, upon whose 
buttocks, underneath his cyclist’s leathers, is tattooed a letter from the boy-poet 
Thomas Chatterton, with clues to his death at the eighteen. Robert Nye’s style more
than meets the demands of his imaginative gifts. His writing is the work of a devoted
natural: resourceful, precise as poetry, without a slack place in it. And for all its 
finish, there is the feeling of extemporaneity. Robert Nye is a young, important, and
original writer, already well known in his native Britain. TALES I TOLD MY MOTHER
should earn him the admiration of American readers as well. Robert Nye received 
the James Kennaway Memorial Award for his collection of short stories, TALES I 
TOLD MY MOTHER.

Robert Nye (born 1939) is an English poet who has also written novels and plays as
well as stories for children. His bestselling novel FALSTAFF published in 1976 was
described by Michael Ratcliffe (writing in the Times) as 'one of the most ambitious 
and seductive novels of the decade,' and went on to win both The Hawthornden 
Prize and Guardian Prize for fiction.
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Nye, Robert. The Late Mr. Shakespeare: A Novel. New York. 1999. Arcade 
Publishing. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1559704691. 416 pages.
hardcover. Inventory # 26440. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From 'one of our best living novelists'(Peter Ackroyd) 
comes the most original, exciting, and provocative novel about Shakespeare since 
Anthony Burgess's classic Nothing Like the Sun. Our guide to the life of the Bard is 
an actor called Pickleherring, who asserts that as a boy he was an original member
of Shakespeare's acting troupe. In an attic above a brothel in Restoration London - a
half century after Shakespeare has departed the stage - Pickleherring, now an old 
man, sits down to write the full story of his former friend, mentor, and master. Fond, 
faithful Pickleherring has forgotten nothing over the years, and using sources both 
firsthand and far-fetched he means to set the record straight. Was Shakespeare 
ever actually 'in love'? Did he write his own plays? Who was the Dark Lady of the 
Sonnets? Brilliantly in tune with today's Shakespeare renaissance, Robert Nye gives
us an outrageous, language-loving, and edifying romp through the life and times of 
the greatest writer who ever lived. 'Outrageous and deliciously obscene. Deserves a
place on the same shelf with Shakespeare's plays. Never from a work of scholarship
or criticism have I learned so much about Shakespeare and his art than from this 
novel, nor do I remember reading a more lovable book.' - Marvin Hunt, San 
Francisco Examiner 'Fantastic, poignant, bizarre. Nye skillfully summons up the 
sights, sounds, and language of Pickleherring's time and place.' - Los Angeles 
Times.

Robert Nye (born 1939) is an English poet who has also written novels and plays as
well as stories for children. His bestselling novel FALSTAFF published in 1976 was
described by Michael Ratcliffe (writing in the Times) as 'one of the most ambitious 
and seductive novels of the decade,' and went on to win both The Hawthornden 
Prize and Guardian Prize for fiction.
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Nye, Robert. The Mathematical Princess and Other Stories. New York. 1972. Hill &
Wang. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0809068060. Illustrated by 
Paul Bruner. 125 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 26386. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Robert Nye’s fifth children's book. A collection of stories 
including one about King Cole's daughter.

Robert Nye (born 1939) is an English poet who has also written novels and plays as
well as stories for children. His bestselling novel FALSTAFF published in 1976 was
described by Michael Ratcliffe (writing in the Times) as 'one of the most ambitious 
and seductive novels of the decade,' and went on to win both The Hawthornden 
Prize and Guardian Prize for fiction.
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Nye, Robert. The Voyage of the Destiny. New York. 1982. Putnam. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0399127607. 387 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Craig Dodd. Inventory # 5895. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Sir Walter Raleigh - soldier, explorer, adventurer, lover of
Queen Elizabeth - emerges from the pages of history and myth, full-blooded, 
passionate, and profoundly human. After unjustly languishing for years in the Tower,
Raleigh undertakes one final voyage in search of gold. On his doomed quest he 
contends with Spanish forces, mutiny, pirates, court intrigue, and disease, all under 
the shadow of the executioner's blade awaiting him back home. Along the way, he 
also recounts his storied rise from humble origins into the Virgin Queen's favor and 
courtóand ultimately her bed. This powerful and action-packed novel breathes life 
into the most dazzling yet most enigmatic of Elizabethans.

Robert Nye (born 1939) is an English poet who has also written novels and plays as
well as stories for children. His bestselling novel FALSTAFF published in 1976 was
described by Michael Ratcliffe (writing in the Times) as 'one of the most ambitious 
and seductive novels of the decade,' and went on to win both The Hawthornden 
Prize and Guardian Prize for fiction.
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Nye, Robert. Wishing Gold. New York. 1971. Hill & Wang. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. Remainder Mark On Bottom Edge. 0809097745. Illustrated
by Helen Craig. 109 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Helen Craig. Inventory
# 4079. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Once the King of Ireland drifted in his sailboat to Alone 
Island. He lived With the Queen of the island for a year and a day, dining on kippers
and strawberry ice cream, and left her with a son, Wishing Gold. Before the boy is 
even half grown his manly trials begin: he has to defend Ireland from the White King
of the North and himself from the Queen of Ireland, who is secretly allied with the 
King's enemies and wants the throne for herself and her three cowardly sons. The 
rest of the story, full of druids, witches, and giants, of sinister plotting, complicated 
quests, and magical feats, defies summary. Here instead is a sample to show how 
well it is told: The King and Queen of Ireland had not gone far when they saw a boat.
It was a little boat, painted blue, with a milk-white sail. The King held up his hand 
and the boat sailed in to land. An old man with long tangled hair jumped out of it. He
was so old his eyes were a rusty colour and he had crabs hanging in his beard, 
which was full of seaweed too. 'King,' said the old man, 'it's a wonder to me that a 
great person like yourself is not out sailing on a fine showery sailing day like this. 
'Sailing?' said the King. `Why should I be sailing? Ireland has no wars on.' THIS 
BOOK, dedicated to his six sons and daughters, is Robert Nye's fourth for children.
His first three children's books, all published by Hill and Wang, are MARCH HAS 
HORSE'S EARS, ten tales based on Welsh legends, TALIESIN, a story about the 
semi-mythical poet of ancient Wales, and BEOWULF, a retelling of the old English 
epic.

Robert Nye (born 1939) is an English poet who has also written novels and plays as
well as stories for children. His bestselling novel FALSTAFF published in 1976 was
described by Michael Ratcliffe (writing in the Times) as 'one of the most ambitious 
and seductive novels of the decade,' and went on to win both The Hawthornden 
Prize and Guardian Prize for fiction.
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Nzekwu, Onuora. Highlife For Lizards. London. 1965. Hutchinson & Company. 1st 
British Edition. Previous Owner's Name in Front, Otherwise Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 192 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Peter Edwards. Inventory # 
26285. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - HIGHLIFE FOR LIZARDS is Onuora Nzekwu's third 
novel. It confirms the promise shown by WAND OF NOBLE WOOD and BLADE 
AMONG THE BOYS. Set in the Onitsha district of Nigeria, it tells how Agom, 
daughter of a priest of the ancestral cult, marries Udezue to escape the drudgery 
which home has become. After five years of married life, an accusation of infidelity 
and a glorious night in bed, she steals Udezue's authority in his own home. This 
tastes like gall on Udezue's palate. The taste is made more bitter by Agom's 
apparent sterility. Udezue sets out to retrieve his loss. He abandons his first plan 
when his friend and neighbour assures him it savours of a challenge to the authority
of the elders, a challenge that will eventually destroy the couple. Then he contrives 
to marry Nwadi, Agorn's childhood friend, and sets them each against the other.As 
the story at HIGHLIFE FOR LIZARDS unfolds, the reader is given an insight into the
way of life, aspirations, and ideals of the daughters of this commercial town on the 
Niger.

Onuora Nzekwu, also known as Joseph Onuora Nzekwu (19th February 1928 – 21st
April 2017) was a Nigerian professor, writer and editor from the Igbo people.
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O hEithir, Breandan. Lead Us Into Temptation. London. 1978. Routledge Kegan 
Paul. 1st Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0710000308. 148 pages. 
hardcover. Inscribed by the Author. Inventory # 6066. $125

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This translation of O hEithir’s award-winning Irish novel,
Lig Sinn i gCathu will introduce English readers to a writer who is currently being 
hailed as one of the most original talents to have appeared on the Irish literary scene
for many years. The action of the novel takes place during the weekend of Easter 
1949, when the Republic of Ireland was officially brought into being. The central 
character, Martin Melody, a university student, has his own personal problems: his 
father is dying, his state scholarship is being withheld because of non-attendance at
lectures, his mother and his brother (a priest) are putting pressure on him to return 
to the family business and his girlfriend is pestering him because of his attitude to 
religion and the low company he keeps. Through Martin and his totally disreputable
companion, Billy O’Grady, we get to know the political, social and religious life of the
community. Politics and religion are inextricably mixed up but to most of the 
townspeople both are a charade. The hurling match for the Republican Cup never 
starts for an old feud has to be completed. The Bishop, to avoid taking sides in a 
political argument about the new Republic, preaches a sermon about emigration. 
The official ceremony turns into a farce and the newly-unveiled memorial is blown up
by an IRA hard-liner who blows himself to pieces in the attempt. An old IRA friend of
Martin’s father turns up from America and gives Martin an opportunity of leaving 
Ireland, at least temporarily, but not before he has discovered the joy of physical 
love in the arms of a young and uninhibited barmaid.

Breandan O hEithir (1930–1990) was an Irish writer and broadcaster. He was born 
in Inishmore, County G was born on Inishmore in the Aran Islands, Co. Gaiway, and
is the nephew of the author Liam O’Flaherty. He has worked as a fisherman in 
England, an itinerant bookseller, a publisher’s editor and as the Gaelic Editor on the
Irish Press, Dublin. He has also lived in Germany for two years as a freelance writer
and broadcaster. Mr O hEithir was also a weekly columnist with the Irish Times and
a reporter and scriptwriter with Radio Telefis Eireann.
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O'Brien, Dan. Brendan Prairie. New York. 1996. Scribner. 1st Printing. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 0684803682. 255 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by John Fontana. 
Inventory # 22115. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In BRENDAN PRAIRIE, O’Brien writes with grace and 
eloquence of fractured lives and endangered lands. He tells the story of Bill Malone,
widower, father, lover and hot-tempered man, whose world is unraveling around 
him. Malone’s young wife died mysteriously years ago, and something also died 
within him. Once a great falconer and environmentalist Malone has entered middle 
age a broken man, devoid of the passion and promise of his youth. His aching regret
is the disappearance of his old world and he is infuriated that Brendan Prairie, his 
beloved retreat, is threatened by developers who want to build condominiums on the
land. When the developer Andy Arnold dies in a suspicious accident and Malone’s 
long-ago love, Margaret Adamson, becomes involved in the investigation, old 
emotions are stirred and uncomfortable truths must be confronted.

Daniel Hosler "Dan" O'Brien is an American author, wildlife biologist, and rancher.
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O'Brien, Edna. The Rescue. London. 1983. Hodder & Stoughton. 1st British Edition.
Fine in Hardcover.No Dustjacket. 0340338962. Illustrated by Peter Stevenson. 44 
pages. hardcover. Cover art by Peter Stevenson. Inventory # 2523. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In her third children's book, Edna O'Brien has returned 
again to the delightful world of Tim, the little boy whose friendship with Mattie, the 
mouse the magic ‘dazzle’, leads him into fantastic adventures. This time it is Mattie 
himself who is in mortal danger, and even with the help of a new friends, Minerva, 
Tim fears that all is lost.

Edna O'Brien (born 15 December 1930) is an Irish novelist and short story writer 
whose works often revolve around the inner feelings of women, and their problems 
in relating to men and to society as a whole.
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O'Brien, Geoffrey G. Green and Gray. Berkeley. 2007. University of California Press.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520250192. New California 
Poetry, 20. 102 pages. paperback. Inventory # 36411. $19.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Geoffrey G. O’Brien’s second collection documents the 
‘remorse of the senses’ that attends each moment of experience, the pain and 
pleasure of not exiting a world in which injustice and distraction secure every 
sensual event. Attempting to reestablish experience as something other than 
complicity, these poems insist on ‘desiring that which is as if it were not,’ making 
poetry out of neighborhood flyers, the Patriot Act, and the poverty of presidential 
speech. Given this mandate to stay within limited resources, Green and Gray makes
a virtue of refusing to abandon them, often relying on an emphatic recirculation of 
words and phrases to generate its own system complexities. These are poems 
whose materials remember their former use: the gray of the city and the green it 
used to be. Contents - Acknowledgments; Some Versions of; Paraphrase of Aragon;
Three Seasons; The New; The Bulletin of Lyon; A Difficult Summary; In Re Others; 
Logic of Confession; Realia; Ur; Man of Joy; Fountain; Revaluation of Purple; On the
Phantom Estate; Objects in Portraits; To Be out of Sweden and; Alieniloquy; 
Amorous Poem; Beginnings of Rounds; Deer Isle; At the Changing Villa; A Word 
with a Poem around It; Several Endless Statements; Ajar; False Neutral; A Little 
Object; Spring Struggle; How a Cat Returns; In Gardens Where Saints Meet; Sent 
Past Exhibits; Prior to Assent; A Calendar; Written on a Column; Mixed Mode; They
Met Only in the Evenings; Wall of Men and Women; The Nature of Encounters; This
Partly Imaginary Tale; Hysteron Proteron; To Classes.

Geoffrey G. O’Brien is a Lecturer at the University of California, Berkeley, and the 
author of The Guns and Flags Project (UC Press).
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O’Brien, Geoffrey G. Metropole. Berkeley. 2011. University of California Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520268876. New California Poetry,
33. The neW CALIFORnIA POeTRy SeRIeS presents works by emerging and 
established poets that reflect UC Press’s commitment to innovative and aesthetically
wide-ranging literary traditions. 102 pages. paperback. Inventory # 37815. $21.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Geoffrey G. O’Brien’s third collection opens with a set of 
lyric experiments whose music and mutable syntax explore the social relations 
concealed in material things. O’Brien’s poems measure the 'vague cadence' of daily
life, testing both the value and limits of art in a time of vanishing publics and 
permanent war. The long title poem, written in a strict iambic prose, charts the 
disappearance of the poetic into the prosaic, of meter into the mundane, while 
reactivating the very possibilities it mourns: O’Brien’s prosody invests the prose of 
things with the intensities of verse. In the charged space of this hybrid form, objects
become subjects and sense pivots mid-sentence into song: 'The sun revolves 
around the earth revolves around the sun.'

Geoffrey G. O’Brien teaches in the english Department at the University of 
California, Berkeley, and at San Quentin State Prison. He is the author of Green and
Gray and The Guns and Flags Project, both available from UC Press.
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O'Connell, Jack. Wireless. New York. 1993. Mysterious Press. 1st Printing. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0892965460. 402 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by 
Barry Marcus. Inventory # 25542. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The scene is the decaying New England factory town of
Quinsigamond, a place fixed permanently on the American literary map by Jack 
O'Connell's acclaimed first novel, 'Box Nine.' Now, in 'Wireless,' events spin ever 
further into chaos. The action starts when an activist priest meets a grisly death 
within his own cathedral. The crime has all the earmarks of a gang killing from 
Bangkok Park, congregating point for prostitutes and pimps, musclemen, drug 
sellers, and crack dealers. In fact, the perp is a demented ex-FBI agent named 
Speer, who has arrived in Quinsigamond in search of the 'jammers' who have been
hijacking local radio airwaves with their singular brand of subversive diatribes. 
Succeeding to the overseership of Bangkok Park is Detective Hannah Shaw. She 
tracks Speer's enraged quest leading him to Wireless, the funky retro-radio nightclub
and the epicenter of the diverse jammer subculture. Once again, Jack O'Connell 
provides a terrifying and strangely enthralling glimpse into the dark heart of In the 
decaying New England factory town of Quinsigamond, Detective Hannah Shaw is 
the uncontested overseer of crime-ridden Bangkok Park. When an activist priest is
murdered in his own cathedral, Hannah takes up the pursuit of a psychotic ex-FBI 
agent on a murderous crusade.

Jack O’Connell (born 1959) is the author of five critically acclaimed, New York Times
bestselling crime novels. Born in Worcester, Massachusetts, O’Connell’s earliest 
reading was the dime novel paperbacks and pulp fiction sold in his corner drug 
store, whose hard boiled attitude he carried over to his fiction. He has cited his 
hometown’s bleak, crumbling infrastructure as an influence on Quinsigamond, the 
fictional city where his first four novels were set, and whose decaying industrial 
landscape served as a backdrop for strange thrillers which earned O’Connell the 
nickname of a “cyberpunk Dashiell Hammett.”
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O'Connor, Flannery. Death of a Child. London. 1961. Catholic Book Club. 1st of this
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 121 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
12778. $45.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Stories of pious children,’ writes Flannery O’Connor in 
her introduction to this book, ‘tend to be false.’ She goes on to tell how warily she 
approached a request from the Dominican nuns who run a free cancer home in 
Atlanta, Georgia, to help them in telling the story of a little girl who had lived and 
died in their care. Mary Ann was three when she was admitted with an incurable 
cancer and the doctors doubted that she had more than six months to live. She lived
until she was twelve. This is the story of her nine years in the home and of her 
death.

Mary Flannery O'Connor (March 25, 1925 – August 3, 1964) was an American writer
and essayist, was born in Savannah, Georgia. An important voice in American 
literature, O'Connor wrote two novels and 32 short stories, as well as a number of 
reviews and commentaries. She was a Southern writer who often wrote in a 
Southern Gothic style and relied heavily on regional settings and grotesque 
characters. O'Connor's writing also reflected her own Roman Catholic faith, and 
frequently examined questions of morality and ethics. Her Complete Stories won the
1972 U.S. National Book Award for Fiction and was named the ‘Best of the National
Book Awards’ by internet visitors in 2009. One of her hobbies was raising peacocks.
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O'Connor, Flannery. The Violent Bear It Away. New York. 1960. Farrar Straus & 
Cudahy. 1st American Edition. Honolulu Book Shops Sticker in the Back, Otherwise
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket W/A Few Small Pieces Missing. 243 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Milton Glaser. Inventory # 20934. $420

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE VIOLENT BEAR IT AWAY tells the story of Francis
Marion Tarwater, an orphan who lives backcountry with his great-uncle in 
Powderhead, Tennessee. Before the old man dies, he prophesies Tarwater’s fate: 
the Lord will call him to be a prophet. Another crucial prophecy he makes is to 
Rayber, his nephew, a schoolteacher, about Rayber’s son, Bishop: ‘Either Tarwater
or me is going to baptize that child. If not me in my day, him in his.’ At the old man’s
death, little Bishop, thanks to Rayber’s alert opposition, remains unbaptized, and on
Tarwater falls the burden of baptizing him. A struggle over Bishop begins between 
Tarwater and Rayber. The clash between these two temperaments provides some 
of the funniest episodes in the book, as Rayber exerts himself to the straining point 
in his sincere desire to rescue Tarwater’s mind from darkness. Yet Tarwater, 
interiorly, is undergoing a struggle of his own. He does not want to be either prophet
or baptist; he shows extraordinary strengths within himself in resisting his fate. The 
story moves inexorably to its climax and an outcome which neither Rayber nor 
Tarwater could foresee.

Mary Flannery O'Connor (March 25, 1925 – August 3, 1964) was an American writer
and essayist, was born in Savannah, Georgia. An important voice in American 
literature, O'Connor wrote two novels and 32 short stories, as well as a number of 
reviews and commentaries. She was a Southern writer who often wrote in a 
Southern Gothic style and relied heavily on regional settings and grotesque 
characters. O'Connor's writing also reflected her own Roman Catholic faith, and 
frequently examined questions of morality and ethics. Her Complete Stories won the
1972 U.S. National Book Award for Fiction and was named the ‘Best of the National
Book Awards’ by internet visitors in 2009. One of her hobbies was raising peacocks.
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O'Connor, Joseph. The Salesman. New York. 1999. Picador. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312199988. 393 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 26343. 
$20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This 'gripping and moving' novel, as The Guardian has 
noted, offers 'a taut, expertly crafted plot' while it likewise 'captures brilliantly 
changes of mood and unexpected quirks of behavior.' As The Salesman opens, it is
the hottest summer in Dublin's history, and Billy Sweeney has more than the 
weather on his mind. His daughter lies in a coma in the hospital, the result of a 
mysterious attack at the petrol station where she worked. Devastated by the 
unfolding consequences of that terrible night, frustrated by officialdom, and failed by
the system, Billy finally tires of seeking legal justice. He decides to take the law into
his own hands, but when his plans go spectacularly wrong, the results are terrifying,
often hilarious, and in the end, unforgettable.

Joseph Victor O'Connor is an Irish novelist. His 2002 historical novel Star of the Sea
was an international number one bestseller. Before success as an author, he was a 
journalist with the Sunday Tribune newspaper and Esquire magazine. He is a 
regular contributor to Raidió Teilifís Éireann (RTÉ) and a member of the Irish artists'
association Aosdána. Eldest of four children and brother of singer Sinéad O'Connor,
he is from the Glenageary area of south Dublin.
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O'Connor, Robert. Buffalo Soldiers. New York. 1993. Knopf. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679415084. 323 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Drenttel Doyle Partners. Inventory # 17897. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Set on a luxuriously appointed and hopelessly corrupt 
Army base in Mannheim, Germany, where the soldiers prefer real-life race riots to 
mock combat, Robert O'Connor's viciously funny novel is conclusive proof that 
peace is hell and the U.S. Army is its ninth circle. In that hell, Specialist Ray Elwood
is the ultimate survivor: a high-stakes drug dealer, bureaucratic con artist, and 
shrewd collector of other people's secrets. Elwood is contemplating cleaning up his
act, although doing so will require one last, epic heroin deal. But of course it's then 
that his life will careen totally out of control. With its impeccably rendered cast of 
sycophants, drug burn-outs, and uniformed sociopaths, Buffalo Soldiers give us a 
scabrous, haunting vision of a military idled by the New World Order-and at all-out 
war with itself.

Robert O'Connor is an American novelist, hailed as one of the most promising young
American novelists and the author of a novel, Buffalo Soldiers, the basis for the 
2001 movie of the same name.
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O'Faolain, Nuala. Are You Somebody: The Accidental Memoir of a Dublin Woman.
New York. 1998. Henry Holt. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn 
Dustjacket. 0805056637. 217 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Raquel Jaramillo.
Inventory # 24923. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Are You Somebody is a moving and fascinating portrait 
of both Ireland and one of its most popular and respected commentators. This gem
of honesty and insight had its first life as the introduction to a collection of Nuala 
O'Faolain's Irish Times columns that became a number-one bestseller in Ireland. It 
now stands alone. Ireland has fallen in love with this memoir of an Irish woman of 
letters, and now this country will too.

Nuala O'Faolain (1 March 1940 – 9 May 2008) was an Irish journalist, TV producer,
book reviewer, teacher and writer. She became well known after the publication of 
her memoirs Are You Somebody? and Almost There. She went on to write a 
biography of Irish criminal Chicago May and two novels.
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O'Flaherty, Liam. The Informer. New York. 1961. Signet/New American Library. 
Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. With an 
afterword by Donagh MacDonagh. 189 pages. paperback. CQ407. Inventory # 
39631. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is Liam O'Flaherty's great novel of a troubled Ireland
divided by the chaos of Civil War in the 1920's. It is the story of an informer, damned
with the curse of his country's unforgivable sin, hunted by the shadowy executioners
of an outlawed revolutionary organization. Two characters dominate this tragedy of 
betrayal and retribution: Gypo Nolan, the hulking oaf of a giant who, under stress of
poverty, discloses the whereabouts of the wanted Frankie McPhillip for the paltry 
twenty - pound reward; and Dan Gallagher, the egotistical commandant of the 
militant organization that has sworn to hunt down and kill the unknown informer. 
Through the fogbound Dublin slum streets they re - enact the eternal drama of man
pitted against man. A classic of modern literature, The Informer treats a recurrent 
theme in Irish folklore, ballad, and story. the abhorrent outcast who betrays a cause
or a people to the enemy. The violence of O'Flaherty's own youth is reflected in his 
harshly realistic image of an Irish Republic at war with itself, suffering the birth pangs
of newly gained independence, beset by the self - destructive forces of misguided 
idealism and anarchy.

Liam O'Flaherty (28 August 1896 – 7 September 1984) was a significant Irish 
novelist and short story writer and a major figure in the Irish literary renaissance.
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O'Hagan, Andrew. Our Fathers. New York. 1999. Harcourt Brace. Advance Reading
Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 0151004943. 289 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
27142. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Hugh Provan was a Modernist hero. A dreamer, a 
Socialist, a man of the people, he led Scotland's towerblock programme after the 
war. Now he lies on a bed on the eighteenth floor. The times have changed. His flats
are coming down. The idealism he learned from his mother is gone. And even as his
breath goes out he clings to the old ways. His wife sings her Scots ballads to soothe
him, yet his final months are plagued by memory and loss, by a bitter sense of his 
family and his country, who could not live up to the houses he built for them. 
Meanwhile the corruption hearings bring their hammer down on the past. Hugh's 
grandson, Jamie, comes home to watch over his dying mentor. The old man's final
months bring Jamie to see what is best and worst in the past that haunts them all, 
and he sees the fears of his own life unravel in the land that bred him. He tells the 
story of his own family - a tale of pride and delusion, of nationality and strong drink,
of Catholic faith and the end of the old Left. It is a tale of dark hearts and modern 
houses, of three men in search of Utopia. Andrew O'Hagan has written a story which
is a poignant and powerful reclamation of the past and a clear sighted gaze at our 
relationship with history, personal and public.

Andrew O'Hagan (born 1968) is a Scottish writer and novelist. He was selected by 
the literary magazine Granta for inclusion in their 2003 list of the top 20 young British
novelists. Andrew O'Hagan was born in Glasgow, Scotland, and grew up in 
Kilwinning, North Ayrshire. He is of Irish ethnicity. O'Hagan's debut novel OUR 
FATHERS (1999) was also nominated for several awards, including the Booker 
Prize, the Whitbread First Novel Award, and the IMPAC Literary Award. It won the 
Winifred Holtby Prize for Fiction.
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O'Hara, John. Appointment in Samarra. New York. 1963. Signet/New American 
Library. 10th Printing of This Signet Classic Edition. Previous Owner's Name in 
Front, Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. Afterword By Arthur Mizener. 216 pages.
paperback. CP177. Inventory # 31320. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Handsome, well - born Julian English sits in his Cadillac
with only a fifth of Scotch and a pack of cigarettes to keep him company as he waits
for death. What path has led him to this tragic rendezvous? Is it a fatal flaw of 
character that in three short days has brought his life to ruin? Is he the victim of 
social forces operating as inexorably as the gears in a deadly machine? With a style
as finely honed as a scalpel, John O'Hara lays bare the anguish of a desperately 
driven man and dissects the Pennsylvania town in which he meets his fate. Exposed
is a world of banker and bootlegger, country club and pool hall. Exposed are the 
subtleties that bind humans together, the pressures that separate them, the delicate
and shifting emotional balances that can change love into hate and life into death. 'It
is not Q'Hara's merely factual knowledge but his imaginative grasp of American life 
that makes Appointment in Samarra a remarkable book.' - ARTHUR MIZENER. 
'More than anyone now writing, O'Hara understands the complex, contradictory, 
asymmetrical society in which we live.' - LIONEL TRILLING.

John Henry O'Hara (January 31, 1905 – April 11, 1970) was an American writer who
earned his early literary reputation for short stories and later became a best-selling 
novelist before the age of 30 with Appointment in Samarra and Butterfield 8. His 
work stands out among that of contemporaries for its unvarnished realism.keywords

Signet Classic 
Paperback America 
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Price $6.00
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O'Hara, Nancy. Just Listen: A Guide To Finding Your Own True Voice. New York. 
1997. Broadway Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0767900227. 260 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Roberto de Vicq de Cumptich.
Inventory # 27212. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this wise and inspiring book, Nancy O'Hara will help 
you discover what you really want from life and find the courage to pursue your 
dreams. Adapting Zen principles and practices to modern day life, O'Hara takes you
step-by-step through an entire process of meditation and simple exercises to clear 
your busy mind and make you more a. more »ware and active in living a satisfying 
life. An insightful guide that will teach you to release negativity, understand and face
your fears, reach out to others, and rediscover your true self, Just Listen will take 
you on an enlightening and empowering journey.

Nancy O'Hara worked in publishing and bookselling for more than fourteen years. 
Her first book, Find a Quiet Corner, was a national bestseller. A full time writer, she 
currently conducts Quiet Corner workshops in and around New York City, where she
lives.
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O'Malley, Kevin. Froggy Went A-Courtin'. New York. 1992. Stewart Tabori & Chang.
1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1556702604. Illustrated by Kevin O'Malley. 
unpaginated. hardcover. Cover illustration by Kevin O'Malley. Inventory # 18501. 
$17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A retelling of the traditional Appalachian folk song, but 
with Froggy cast as a gangster and Miss Mousie as the proprietress of a swanky 
nightclub.

Kevin O'Malley has always loved storytelling, especially since his college days when
he began recording and sharing his tales. He is an avid reader of fantasy and 
historical novels. Kevin lives in Wilmington, Massachusetts, with his wife Kate, 
daughter, Lily.
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O'Neill, Eugene. A Moon For the Misbegotten: A Play in Four Acts. New York. 1952.
Random House. 1st Edition. Previous Owner's Bookplate And Penned Name & 
Address in Front. Also The Top Of The Boards Are Slightly Faded. Otherwise Very
Good.No Dustjacket. 177 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 24451. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Eugene O’Neill’s last completed play, A Moon for the 
Misbegotten is a sequel to his autobiographical Long Day’s Journey Into Night. 
Moon picks up eleven years after the events described in Long Day’s Journey Into 
Night, as Jim Tyrone (based on O’Neill’s older brother Jamie) grasps at a last 
chance at love under the full moonlight. This paperback edition features an insightful
introduction by Stephen A. Black, helpful to anyone who desires a deeper 
understanding of O’Neill’s work.

Eugene Gladstone O'Neill (October 16, 1888 – November 27, 1953) was an Irish 
American playwright and Nobel laureate in Literature. His poetically titled plays were
among the first to introduce into American drama techniques of realism earlier 
associated with Russian playwright Anton Chekhov, Norwegian playwright Henrik 
Ibsen, and Swedish playwright August Strindberg. His plays were among the first to 
include speeches in American vernacular and involve characters on the fringes of 
society, where they struggle to maintain their hopes and aspirations, but ultimately 
slide into disillusionment and despair. O'Neill wrote only one well-known comedy 
(Ah, Wilderness!). Nearly all of his other plays involve some degree of tragedy and 
personal pessimism.
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O'Neill, Eugene. Days Without End. New York. 1934. Random House. 1st American
Edition. Very Good.No Dustjacket. 157 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 33822. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - John Loving is engaged in a life and death conflict with 
the sneering, cynical element of his psyche which has poisoned his past life, made 
him prey to false gods, and now seeks to destroy him through suicide. He seeks 
absolution and his tormentor perishes at the foot of the Cross.

Eugene Gladstone O'Neill (October 16, 1888 – November 27, 1953) was an Irish 
American playwright and Nobel laureate in Literature. His poetically titled plays were
among the first to introduce into American drama techniques of realism earlier 
associated with Russian playwright Anton Chekhov, Norwegian playwright Henrik 
Ibsen, and Swedish playwright August Strindberg. His plays were among the first to 
include speeches in American vernacular and involve characters on the fringes of 
society, where they struggle to maintain their hopes and aspirations, but ultimately 
slide into disillusionment and despair. O'Neill wrote only one well-known comedy 
(Ah, Wilderness!). Nearly all of his other plays involve some degree of tragedy and 
personal pessimism.
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O'Rourke, William. Idle Hands. New York. 1981. Delacorte Press. 1st Printing. Very
Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0440040647. 435 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
photograph by James L. McGuire. Inventory # 9136. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Passionate, analytical, witty, and erotic, IDLE HANDS 
reveals the other side of the often told story: What do contemporary young men 
feel? How are they affected by relationships with today’s women? No contemporary
novel has depicted women with the same compassion and lust, bafflement and 
empathy, deference and satirical bite, and at the same time exposed so completely 
the carnal and intellectual life of a modern young man. Covering the turbulent period
between the assassination of JFK and the Bicentennial summer, this richly 
descriptive novel presents us with the premature sexual memoirs of Andrew S. Orr, 
‘last season’s most promising young playwright.’ Through his eyes we are exposed 
to a succession of remarkable women - from the crushes of his adolescence, 
through a variety of thwarted amorous pursuits, to his mature involvements with 
women of the world - and seldom in fiction have we seen them in such luminous 
detail. Though women and erotic adventure occupy the foreground of the novel, its 
dramatic background – the harsh and humorous early career of an aspiring 
playwright, which takes him from a southwestern opera company to his first success
in the New York theater world – provides a vivid, affectionate, and enduring portrait
of our country and the era. Rarely in a novel are time and place and the evocation of
history so brilliantly interwoven with intimate experience. Already hailed as one of 
the finest writers of his generation for his beautifully wrought prose, in IDLE HANDS
William O’Rourke has written an important, powerful, and profoundly moving novel,
a major work.

William O'Rourke is the author of four novels, THE MEEKNESS OF ISAAC, IDLE 
HANDS, CRIMINAL TENDENCIES, and NOTTS, and five works of nonfiction, THE
HARRISBURG 7 AND THE NEW CATHOLIC LEFT, SIGNS OF THE LITERARY 
TIMES, CAMPAIGN AMERICA '96,CAMPAIGN AMERICA 2000, and ON HAVING A
HEART ATTACK: A MEDICAL MEMOIR.
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O'Rourke, William. Notts: A Striking Novel. New York. 1996. Marlowe & Company. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1569248060. 241 pages. hardcover.
Jacket illustration – ‘Untitled’ (Landscape with Figure) by Joseph Cornell. Inventory #
22445. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Two American innocents abroad, one a mild-mannered 
assistant professor of Stereotype on his way to an Orwell conference in Nottingham
commemorating the end of 1984 and the other a fiery graduate student on her way 
to study the National Union of Miners’ ongoing mining strike, meet aboard a 747 as it
wings them to England where they experience Thatcherism at full tide and where 
their romantic entanglement proves disastrous. William O’Rourke’s fourth novel 
illuminates the gap between academic ‘political’ concerns and the realpolitik of labor
disputes and international terrorism, as well as the notions of duplicitous texts and 
fictions within fictions, the novel of manners versus the novel of action. What is 
stereotyping but fear of ambiguity? O’Rourke asks indelibly in this postmodern anti-
thriller thriller.

William O'Rourke is the author of four novels, THE MEEKNESS OF ISAAC, IDLE 
HANDS, CRIMINAL TENDENCIES, and NOTTS, and five works of nonfiction, THE
HARRISBURG 7 AND THE NEW CATHOLIC LEFT, SIGNS OF THE LITERARY 
TIMES, CAMPAIGN AMERICA '96,CAMPAIGN AMERICA 2000, and ON HAVING A
HEART ATTACK: A MEDICAL MEMOIR.
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O'Rourke, William. The Harrisburg 7 and the New Catholic Left. New York. 1972. 
Thomas Crowell. 1st Printing. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 069037271x.
264 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Alan Peckolick. Inventory # 15593. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - No trial in American history has been recorded with the 
unique novelistic perspective that O’Rourke brings to the trial of the Harrisburg 7. As
a member of the working press, with access to the lawyers and Debate Committee 
that surrounded the Seven, he has captured with incisive lyric force not only the 
complex trial itself, but the nuances and rhythms the soul - of the many months in 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, living in a ‘state of trial’ with the defendants, press corps,
and visiting ‘Movement’ figures who gravitated there. ‘The cream of the Catholic Left
‘ - as their FBI informer dubbed them - stood accused of conspiring to raid federal 
offices, bomb heating tunnels, and most spectacularly, to kidnap presidential adviser
Henry Kissinger. Much more was on trial: the Catholic Left’s philosophy of 
nonviolent civil disobedience; protest and dissent during a time of undeclared war; 
the Berrigan brothers’ position as moral leaders of the new Left; and the reputation 
and integrity of the defendants’ pre-trial accuser, J. Edgar Hoover and his Federal 
Bureau of Investigation. Within the courtroom and without, O’Rourke scrutinizes 
every aspect of the case: the FBI informer, Boyd F. Douglas, Jr.; the Berrigan-
McAlister correspondence and ‘kidnap’ letters; the roots from which the Catholic Left
grew; and the reasons for the government’s indictment. Here then, is a stunning 
glimpse at a landmark trial by a gifted young writer.

William O'Rourke is the author of four novels, THE MEEKNESS OF ISAAC, IDLE 
HANDS, CRIMINAL TENDENCIES, and NOTTS, and five works of nonfiction, THE
HARRISBURG 7 AND THE NEW CATHOLIC LEFT, SIGNS OF THE LITERARY 
TIMES, CAMPAIGN AMERICA '96,CAMPAIGN AMERICA 2000, and ON HAVING A
HEART ATTACK: A MEDICAL MEMOIR.
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O'Rourke, William. The Meekness of Isaac. New York. 1974. Crowell. 1st Edition. A
Few Pen Markings On The Top Corner Of Front Free Endpaper, Otherwise Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0690002998. 160 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Judith 
Woracek. Inventory # 14849. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A novel of two boyhood friends, one a Vietnam vet and 
the other a draft resister who meet in New York after the war. There they come of 
age and to terms with the Vietnam War era in which they grew up.

William O'Rourke is the author of four novels, THE MEEKNESS OF ISAAC, IDLE 
HANDS, CRIMINAL TENDENCIES, and NOTTS, and five works of nonfiction, THE
HARRISBURG 7 AND THE NEW CATHOLIC LEFT, SIGNS OF THE LITERARY 
TIMES, CAMPAIGN AMERICA '96,CAMPAIGN AMERICA 2000, and ON HAVING A
HEART ATTACK: A MEDICAL MEMOIR. He is the editor of ON THE JOB: FICTION
ABOUT WORK BY CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN WRITERS and he co-edited the
collection NOTRE DAME REVIEW: THE FIRST TEN YEARS. He has received two
National Endowment for the Arts fellowships and a CAPS grant from the New York 
State Council on the Arts. He was the first James Thurber Writer at the Thurber 
House in Columbus, Ohio, and from 2001-2005 he wrote a weekly political column 
for the Chicago Sun-Times.
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O'Rourke, William. The Meekness of Isaac. New York. 1974. Crowell. 1st Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0690002998. 160 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Judith Woracek. Inventory # 9684. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A novel of two boyhood friends, one a Vietnam vet and 
the other a draft resister who meet in New York after the war. There they come of 
age and to terms with the Vietnam War era in which they grew up.

William O'Rourke is the author of four novels, THE MEEKNESS OF ISAAC, IDLE 
HANDS, CRIMINAL TENDENCIES, and NOTTS, and five works of nonfiction, THE
HARRISBURG 7 AND THE NEW CATHOLIC LEFT, SIGNS OF THE LITERARY 
TIMES, CAMPAIGN AMERICA '96,CAMPAIGN AMERICA 2000, and ON HAVING A
HEART ATTACK: A MEDICAL MEMOIR. He is the editor of ON THE JOB: FICTION
ABOUT WORK BY CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN WRITERS and he co-edited the
collection NOTRE DAME REVIEW: THE FIRST TEN YEARS. He has received two
National Endowment for the Arts fellowships and a CAPS grant from the New York 
State Council on the Arts. He was the first James Thurber Writer at the Thurber 
House in Columbus, Ohio, and from 2001-2005 he wrote a weekly political column 
for the Chicago Sun-Times.
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O'Shea, Mark. Boas and Pythons of the World. Princeton. 2007. Princeton University
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780691131009. 155 color 
plates. 2 maps. 160 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 35998. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Boas and Pythons of the World, renowned snake 
expert Mark O’Shea takes readers on an exciting continent-by-continent journey to 
look at these snakes in their native habitats. Stunning color photographs and 
intriguing stories from O’Shea’s encounters with these snakes in the wild bring these
reptiles to life. There is a tremendous variety of boas and pythons. While the largest
are measured in yards, the smallest, the Javelin Sand Boa, is no longer than thirty-
two inches. And they inhabit a vast range of habitats on five continents, from stony 
desert to lush tropical forest. In more than one hundred detailed species accounts, 
Boas and Pythons of the World examines snakes as different as the cryptically 
patterned Madagascan Ground Boa and Australasia’s beautiful Green Tree Python.
Although some of these snakes are capable of attacking and killing humans, boas 
and pythons are much more likely to be man’s victims. Across the world, these 
snakes are retreating in the face of habitat destruction, hunting, and climate change.
Addressing the dire risks they face, O’Shea discusses what can be done to help 
save what are among our most fascinating reptiles. This book includes - Snake 
expert Mark O’Shea’s tour of the fascinating world of boas, pythons, and basal 
snakes—from primitive blindsnakes to the mighty anaconda; Dramatic accounts of 
O’Shea’s personal encounters with these great snakes in their natural habitats—on 
five continents; Detailed information about the snakes’ habitats and behaviors; Over
150 superb color photographs that capture the diverse beauty of more than 100 
species, including rarely seen and endangered species; Two world maps showing 
the distribution of the various families of boas, pythons, and basal snakes.

Mark O’Shea, Curator of Reptiles at West Midland Safari Park (U.K.), has 
participated in more than sixty fieldwork and filming exhibitions, traveling to every 
continent except Antarctica.
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O'Shea, Mark. Venomous Snakes of the World. Princeton. 2005. Princeton 
University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0691124361. 150 
color plates. 1 map. 160 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36064. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this comprehensive volume, author Mark O’Shea has
combined expertly written, in-depth descriptions of the world’s common and exotic 
venomous snakes, highlighted by previously unpublished gripping accounts of his 
adventures with snakes, including personal observations and several serious 
snakebite episodes. The book begins with a description of the anatomies of 
venomous snakes, along with their diversity and distribution. Also included is a 
unique in-depth look at the various types of snake venom and the ways that each 
type attacks the body. A section on anti-venom, including thoughts on the looming 
anti-venom crisis, is also presented. Information on the adaptations of ocean-
dwelling snakes and issues of snake conservation as well as an examination of 
venomous lizards follow. From bamboo pitvipers to deep-diving seasnakes, and 
from adders and asps to terciopelos and the massasaugas, this book takes an 
original approach to examining these enthralling creatures. Rather than the typical 
taxonomic categorization, the snakes are grouped by geographic location: the 
Americas, Africa, Eurasia, Tropical Asia, Australasia, and the Oceans. Each section
is illustrated with stunning and rare pictures, many of which were taken by the author
himself. Suitable for professional snake handlers and armchair herpetologists alike, 
this extremely accessible book is an enthusiastic celebration of the diversity and 
beauty of venomous snakes worldwide. FEATURES - Explores the secret world of 
venomous snakes, revealing their habitats, characteristics, and hunting and feeding
behaviors; Contains thrilling details of O’Shea’s own encounters with snakes; 
Provides detailed information on venomous snake diversity, venom types, and 
conservation; Includes a world map illustrating venomous snake distribution and 
detailed accounts of more than 170 species; Features over 150 full-color 
photographs, many of them of extremely rare species.

Mark O’Shea, Curator of Reptiles at West Midland Safari Park (U.K.), has 
participated in more than sixty fieldwork and filming exhibitions, traveling to every 
continent except Antarctica.
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Obenzinger, Hilton. Cannibal Eliot and the Lost Histories of San Francisco. San 
Francisco. 1993. Mercury House. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
1562790471. 239 pages. paperback. Inventory # 27640. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a masterful interweaving of historical truths and fiction,
CANNIBAL ELIOT AND THE LOST HISTORIES OF SAN FRANCISCO vividly 
captures San Francisco through ‘found’ historical documents – diaries, memoirs, 
interviews, and other first-hand accounts – in a way no ordinary historical text can. 
From a Spanish sergeant’s diary entry dating from 1776 to the story of San 
Francisco’s first murder trial in 1828, from a fly-on-the-wall recounting of the rough-
and-tumble gold rush era to a bizarre report of looting and romance amid rubble in 
the Great Earthquake of 1906, Obenzinger creates literary art through historical 
insight. Reading Obenzinger’s fictional history is like discovering San Francisco’s 
past for the first time – but the stories are also about America and the emergence of
its western identity. We meet the city’s most colorful characters, both real and 
imagined. None among them is more remarkable than Cannibal Eliot, an educated 
New Englander, who, after having been captured on the island of Hatutu by 
cannibals, was ‘branded with tattoos crossing his eyes like some barbaric mask.’ 
Purported to be collected from the archives of Frances Fuller Victor, a disgruntled 
researcher for historian H. H. Bancroft, the pieces stand on their own as wonderful 
glimpses into San Francisco’s lurid underside; taken as a whole, they comprise a 
fascinating and fantastic glimpse of the city’s hidden history.

Hilton Obenzinger (born 1947 Brooklyn) is an American novelist, poet, history and 
criticism writer. He was raised in Queens, and graduated from Columbia University 
in 1969 and from Stanford University with a Ph.D. in 1997. He was active in the 
Columbia University protests of 1968. He taught at the Yurok Indian reservation 
along the Klamath River in northern California, 1969 - 1970. He teaches at Stanford
University. He writes for OpEdNews.
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Ober, Josiah. Athenian Legacies: Essays On the Politics of Going On Together. 
Princeton. 2005. Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0691120951. 8 halftones. 288 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36047. 
$29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - How do communities survive catastrophe? Using 
classical Athens as its case study, this book argues that if a democratic community 
is to survive over time, its people must choose to go on together. That choice often 
entails hardship and hard bargains. In good times, going on together presents few 
difficulties. But in the face of loss, disruption, and civil war, it requires tragic 
sacrifices and agonizing compromises. Athenian Legacies demonstrates with flair 
and verve how the people of one influential political community rebuilt their 
democratic government, rewove their social fabric, and, through thick and thin, went
on together. The book’s essays address amnesty, civic education, and institutional 
innovation in early Athens, a city that built and lost an empire while experiencing 
plague, war, economic trauma, and civil conflict. As Ober vividly demonstrates, 
Athenians became adept at collective survival. They conjoined a cultural 
commitment to government by the people with new institutions that captured the 
social and technical knowledge of a diverse population to recover from revolution, 
foreign occupation, and the ravages of war. Ober provides insight into notorious 
instances of Athenian injustice, explaining why slaves, women, and foreign residents
willingly risked their lives to support a regime in which they were systematically 
mistreated. He answers the question of why Socrates never left a city he said was 
badly governed. At a time when social scientists debate the cultural grounding 
necessary to foster democracy, Athenian Legacies advances new arguments about 
the role of diversity and the relevance of shared understanding of the past in 
creating democracies that flourish when the going gets rough.

Josiah Ober is the Constantine Mitsotakis Professor of Political Science and 
Classics at Stanford University. His books include Athenian Legacies, Political 
Dissent in Democratic Athens, and Mass and Elite in Democratic Athens (all 
Princeton).
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Obeyesekere, Gananath. Cannibal Talk: The Man-Eating Myth and Human Sacrifice
in the South Seas. Berkeley. 2005. University of California Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0520243080. 321 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
36209. $22.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this radical reexamination of the notion of cannibalism,
Gananath Obeyesekere offers a fascinating and convincing argument that 
cannibalism is mostly ‘cannibal talk,’ a discourse on the Other engaged in by both 
indigenous peoples and colonial intruders that results in sometimes funny and 
sometimes deadly cultural misunderstandings. Turning his keen intelligence to 
Polynesian societies in the early periods of European contact and colonization, 
Obeyesekere deconstructs Western eyewitness accounts, carefully examining their
origins and treating them as a species of fiction writing and seamen’s yarns. 
Cannibalism is less a social or cultural fact than a mythic representation of European
writing that reflects much more the realities of European societies and their 
fascination with the practice of cannibalism, he argues. And while very limited forms
of cannibalism might have occurred in Polynesian societies, they were largely in 
connection with human sacrifice and carried out by a select community in well-
defined sacramental rituals. Cannibal Talk considers how the colonial intrusion 
produced a complex self-fulfilling prophecy whereby the fantasy of cannibalism 
became a reality as natives on occasion began to eat both Europeans and their own
enemies in acts of ‘conspicuous anthropophagy.’

Gananath Obeyesekere is Emeritus Professor of Anthropology at Princeton 
University. In the 1990s he entered into intellectual debate with Marshall Sahlins 
over the rationality of indigenous peoples. At the heart of the debate was how to 
understand the rationality of indigenous people. Obeyesekere insisted that 
indigenous people thought in essentially the same way as Westerners and was 
concerned that any argument otherwise would paint them as 'irrational' and 
'uncivilized'. In contrast Sahlins argued that each culture may have different types of
rationality that make sense of the world by focusing on different patterns and explain
them within specific cultural narratives, and that assuming that all cultures lead to a
single rational view is a form of eurocentrism.
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Oda, Makoto. The Bomb. Tokyo. 1990. Kodansha. 1st American Edition. Very Good
in Dustjacket. 0870119818. Translated from the Japanese by D. H. Whittaker. 217 
pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration is a detail from 'Genius Ioci' by Edgar Ende. 
Inventory # 22331. $18

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In his debut in English, novelist and internationally known
activist Makoto Oda offers us one of the most profound and timely works of 
imaginative fiction to emerge from postwar Japan. Within its impressionistic 
framework exists a universe of people of different racial and ethnic backgrounds - 
American Indians, whites, blacks, Japanese, Koreans - all affected by the 
desecration of social order and the environment symbolized by the first atomic 
bomb. The novel takes place against a constantly changing canvas of time and 
place. It begins in and around a small Southwestern town in the 1940s, when an 
Indian tribe is thrown off sacred tribal land because of a secret government project.
Later the scene shifts to the war zone in the Pacific and to the city of Hiroshima, and
then many years later to a surrealistic cancer ward and a stunning. apocalyptic 
finale. The book is an eloquent passion play, powerful as only a deeply felt work of 
art can be, about a torment that transcends people, place, and time, threatening the
devastation of family, culture, even the world itself, with only the barest hint of 
redemption. At the same time, it is a battle cry for all those committed to resist that 
destruction.

Oda Makoto (June 2, 1932, Osaka-July 30, 2007) graduated from the University of 
Tokyo, where he majored in classical Greek philosophy and literature, then attended
Harvard University on a Fulbright Scholarship. In 1961 he published a book 
describing his travels around the world on a shoe-string budget, which became the 
bestseller of the year among Japan's postwar generation. Widely known as the 
leader of Beheiren (League of Citizens' Movements for Peace in Vietnam) and of 
other major citizens' movements on anti-war and anti-nuclear issues, his numerous
essays and full- length novels reflect his activities both in Japan and abroad.
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Oe, Kenzaburo. A Personal Matter. New York. 1968. Grove Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. Translated from the Japanese by John Nathan. 
214 pages. hardcover. Jacket photo: Design Photographers International. Cover 
design: Kuhlman Associates. Inventory # 5927. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - At thirty-three, Kenzaburo Oe is acknowledged to be the
most dynamic and revolutionary writer to have emerged in Japan since the end of 
the War. Last year, to mark his first decade as a writer, Oe's collected works-to-date
were published in a six-volume edition, which consisted of two volumes of essays, 
primarily political (Oe is an uncompromising spokesman for Japan's New Left), 
dozens of short stories, and no less than eight novels. To date, this Complete Works
has sold an astonishing nine hundred thousand copies, which gives a good 
indication of his popularity. The key to Oe's unprecedented popularity lies in the fact
that he is without doubt the first truly modern Japanese writer. In the brief span of 
ten years Oe has managed a feat which even his talented and prolific elder 
contemporary, Yukio Mishima, was unable to accomplish: he has wrenched 
Japanese literature free of its deeply rooted, inbred tradition and moved it into the 
mainstream of world literature. Oe's influences and literary heroes are less 
Japanese than American and European - Henry Miller, Norman Mailer, and Jean- 
Paul Sartre rank high among them, and Oe's favorite novel, he confesses, is 
Huckleberry Finn.

Kenzaburō Ōe (born January 31, 1935) is a Japanese author and a major figure in 
contemporary Japanese literature. His works, strongly influenced by French and 
American literature and literary theory, deal with political, social and philosophical 
issues including nuclear weapons, nuclear power, social non-conformism and 
existentialism. Ōe was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1994 for creating 'an
imagined world, where life and myth condense to form a disconcerting picture of the
human predicament today'.
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Oe, Kenzaburo. A Quiet Life. New York. 1996. Grove Press. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0802115977. Translated from the Japanese Bny Kunioki 
Yanagishita and William Wetherall. 240 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Stark 
Design. Jacket photograph by Andrea Gentl. Inventory # 23004. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Kenzaburo Oe is one of the most original and important
writers of our time, and nowhere is his genius more evident than in his mastery of 
the Japanese "I"-novel - that uncanny blend of the real with the imagined, memoir 
with fiction, the reconstruction of history with the evocation of the inner life. A Quiet 
Life is narrated by Ma-Chan, a young woman who at the age of twenty finds herself 
in an unusual family situation. Her father is a famous and fascinating novelist; her 
older brother, though mentally handicapped, possesses an almost magical gift for 
musical composition. The lives of both father and son revolve around their work and
each other, and her mother's life is devoted to the care of them both. She and her 
younger brother find themselves emotionally on the outside of this oddly constructed
nuclear family. But when her father leaves Japan to accept a visiting professorship 
from a distinguished American university, Ma-Chan finds herself suddenly the head
of the household and the center of family relationships that she must begin to 
redefine.

Kenzaburō Ōe (born January 31, 1935) is a Japanese author and a major figure in 
contemporary Japanese literature. His works, strongly influenced by French and 
American literature and literary theory, deal with political, social and philosophical 
issues including nuclear weapons, nuclear power, social non-conformism and 
existentialism. Ōe was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1994 for creating 'an
imagined world, where life and myth condense to form a disconcerting picture of the
human predicament today'.
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Oe, Kenzaburo. An Echo of Heaven. Tokyo. 1996. Kodansha. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 4770019866. Translated from the Japanese by Margaret
Mitsutani. 204 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 21986. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A group of Mexicans sit in the desert, gazing up at the 
image of their new saint a seductive woman with a smile like Betty Boop’s - 
projected onto an outdoor screen. The woman is Marie Kuraki, recruited to act the 
part of a "sorrowing mother," to help unite the workers on a cooperative farm in a 
remote village in Mexico. By becoming a "saint," Marie, an unbeliever in search of 
spiritual peace, reaches the end of a long journey induced by a series of personal 
tragedies: above all, by the death of her two sons, which happened when one of 
them was pushing his brother in a wheelchair along a path above a cliff by the sea.
To rebuild her life, Marie leaves her home in Japan to go to a commune in 
California, under the shy guidance of a guru called Little Father; then on to Mexico,
where she falls briefly under the spell of the Dark Virgin of Guadalupe; and finally to
a mountain village in the shadow of an Aztec pyramid. There she offers what's left of
her life to the local people, who come to venerate her, though her own faith remains
as enigmatic as before An Echo of Heaven presents an astonishingly fresh and 
penetrating portrait of a woman of independent character and strong physical 
appetites, looking for a way to understand the mystery of her life. It is a work by a 
Nobel Prize-winning writer at the height of his powers.

Kenzaburō Ōe (born January 31, 1935) is a Japanese author and a major figure in 
contemporary Japanese literature. His works, strongly influenced by French and 
American literature and literary theory, deal with political, social and philosophical 
issues including nuclear weapons, nuclear power, social non-conformism and 
existentialism. Ōe was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1994 for creating 'an
imagined world, where life and myth condense to form a disconcerting picture of the
human predicament today'.
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Oe, Kenzaburo. Nip the Buds Shoot the Kids. New York. 1995. Marion Boyars. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0714529974. Translated from the 
Japanese by Paul St. John Mackintosh & Maki Sugiyama. 189 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Susi Mawani. Inventory # 21254. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The first novel by Japan's most celebrated living writer, 
Nip The Buds, Shoot the Kids recounts the exploits of fifteen teenage reformatory 
boys evacuated to a remote mountain village in wartime. The narrator who acts as 
nominal leader of the small band, his younger brother and their comrades are all 
delinquent outcasts, feared and detested by the local peasants. When plague 
breaks out, their hosts abandon them and flee, then blockade them inside the empty
village, together with a young Korean, an army deserter and a girl evacuee. 
However, the boys' brief, doomed attempt to build autonomous lives of self-respect, 
love and tribal valour inevitably fails with the reflux of death and the adult nightmare
of war. Nip The Buds, Shoot the Kids encapsulates all the qualities that distinguish
Oe's writing: his radical anger; his evocation of myth and archetype and his 
extraordinary poetic style. Distilling a vast range of influences, from Twain and 
Golding to Mailer and Cams, it burns with the agony of the existential hero in a time
and place where any deviancy meets with savage retribution. Indisputably the 
greatest post-war Japanese novelist, Kenzaburo Oe has won every major notional 
literary prize, many international awards, including the 1989 Prix Europalia, and the
Nobel Prize for Literature in 1994. He is also revered as the conscience of Japan's
modern left. His translated works include Teach Us to Outgrow Our Madness, A 
Personal Matter and The Silent Cry.

Kenzaburō Ōe (born January 31, 1935) is a Japanese author and a major figure in 
contemporary Japanese literature. His works, strongly influenced by French and 
American literature and literary theory, deal with political, social and philosophical 
issues including nuclear weapons, nuclear power, social non-conformism and 
existentialism. Ōe was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1994 for creating 'an
imagined world, where life and myth condense to form a disconcerting picture of the
human predicament today'.
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Oe, Kenzaburo. Somersault. New York. 2003. Grove Press. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0802117384. Translated from the Japanese by Philip 
Gabriel. 570 pages. hardcover. Author-signed Bookplate In Front. Jacket design by
Scribble & Tweak. Inventory # 34161. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Kenzaburo Oe is internationally recognized as one of the
world’s finest writers, and his achievements have received the Nobel Prize for 
Literature. Somersault, the first new novel he published since winning the Nobel, 
departs radically from the autobiographical fiction he was known for, in a magnificent
story of the charisma of leaders, the danger of zealotry, and the mystery of faith. A 
decade before the story opens, two men referred to as the Patron and Guide of 
mankind were leaders of an influential religious movement that fell apart when a 
group of their more radical followers plotted an act of terrorism. Now, after ten years
of silence, they are ready to return to religious leadership - but old, new, and 
unexpected problems threaten them. As planning proceeds for the summer 
conference that will launch the new church in the eyes of the world, conflicts 
between various factions threaten to make a mockery of the church’s unity - or 
something far more dangerous. Somersault is an astonishing achievement that 
again confirms Kenzaburo Oe’s place among the world’s most respected writers, 
even as it takes his body of work in fresh and fertile directions.

Kenzaburō Ōe (born January 31, 1935) is a Japanese author and a major figure in 
contemporary Japanese literature. His works, strongly influenced by French and 
American literature and literary theory, deal with political, social and philosophical 
issues including nuclear weapons, nuclear power, social non-conformism and 
existentialism. Ōe was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1994 for creating 'an
imagined world, where life and myth condense to form a disconcerting picture of the
human predicament today'.
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Oe, Kenzaburo. Teach Us To Outgrow Our Madness: Four Short Novels by 
Kenzaburo Oe. New York. 1977. Grove Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket.
0394413385. Translated from the Japanese and with an introduction by John 
Nathan. 261 pages. hardcover. Cover illustration: Mayumi Oda Nathan. Inventory #
5929. $65

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Oe is acknowledged to be the be the most important 
writer to have emerged in in Japan since World War Il, and these four novels explain
why his passionate, original vision, powered by an astonishing energy, speaks for 
the new generation that has grown up in Japan since the War. The earliest of his 
stories included here, Prize Stock, is an extraordinary tale about the strange 
relationship between a Japanese boy and a captured black American flyer in a 
Japanese mountain village during the War. It was for this short novel that Oe won 
the coveted Akutagawa Prize while he was still a student at Tokyo University. The 
short novel which supplies the title for this book, Teach Us To Outgrow Our 
Madness, tells of the close relationship between an outlandishly fat father and his 
mentally defective son named Eeyore - a work which, as John Nathan tells us in his 
introduction, reflects the altered world of Oe after his first child, a baby boy he called
"Pooh," was born with brain damage. Aghwee The Sky Monster is about a young 
man's first job - chaperoning a banker's son, haunted by the ghost of a baby in a 
white nightgown. The Day He Himself Shall Wipe My Tears Away is the longest 
story in this collection and his most disturbing work to date. The narrator lies in a 
hospital bed eagerly waiting to die of liver cancer, probably imagined, wearing a pair
of underwater goggles covered in dark cellophane. It is a work of astonishing power
conveying more of Oe's essence than anything he has ever written.

Kenzaburō Ōe (born January 31, 1935) is a Japanese author and a major figure in 
contemporary Japanese literature. His works, strongly influenced by French and 
American literature and literary theory, deal with political, social and philosophical 
issues including nuclear weapons, nuclear power, social non-conformism and 
existentialism. Ōe was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1994.
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Oe, Kenzaburo. The Silent Cry. Tokyo. 1974. Kodansha. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0870112325. Translated from the Japanese by John Bester. 
274 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by S. Katakura, adapted from the print Face 
(Last Moments before Death) by Tomio Kinoshita. Inventory # 5928. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - For the hero of The Silent Cry, the return of his younger
brother from America is a straw that, half unwittingly, he clutches at to save himself 
from drowning in a flood of disaster. Reeling from a series of shocks that include the
bizarre suicide of his best friend and the birth of a deformed baby that threatens to 
drive his wife to alcoholism, he falls in with his brother's suggestion that they all start
a new life together far from the city. So begins a journey of regression for the 
Nedokoro family, a journey that takes it back not only to its home—to the village set 
in the brooding valley— but also into its own past. As the younger brother sets out to
establish his own and the family's "identity" by reliving for himself the experiences of
ancestors who lived a century ago, past interweaves with present to form a complex
fabric in which ideas and action (suicide, incest, adultery, and mob violence 
included) are skillfully blended. The richness of this fabric allows the author to 
examine a wide range of contemporary problems, yet the novel is first and fbremost
a tale that involves us in the fate of its central triangle of two men and one woman.
With a striking power of imagery, in a succession of memorable scenes and 
atmospheres, it moves inexorably toward its shattering climax. Ultimately, it is Oe's 
ability to awaken echoes in the very depths of the human subconscious that has 
made him one of the best known of Japanese novelists, not only in his own country
but in the West as well. The Silent both imaginatively and formally, is his most daring
and powerful work to date.

Kenzaburō Ōe (born January 31, 1935) is a Japanese author and a major figure in 
contemporary Japanese literature. His works, strongly influenced by French and 
American literature and literary theory, deal with political, social and philosophical 
issues including nuclear weapons, nuclear power, social non-conformism and 
existentialism. Ōe was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1994.
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Offord, Lenore Glen. The Smiling Tiger: Todd & Georgine #3. New York. 2016. 
Felony & Mayhem. 1st Felony and Mayhem Paperback Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 9781631940989. 240 pages. paperback. Cover design by Anthony Wing
Kosner/Wing and Ko. Illustration by Astor Alexander. Inventory # 43013. $14.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It’s 1949, and with the War well and truly in the past, 
Americans are relaxing into the warm bath of suburbia. Even groovy Northern 
California, even sharp-eyed Georgine and Todd McKinon (last seen in The Glass 
Key) have largely succumbed to the lure of comfortable conformity. But the 
McKinons’ pleasant domesticity is shattered by the arrival of a distinctly 
nonconformist young man, who arrives unannounced one night, tells a wild tale, and
dies a short time later. Why did he choose the McKinons to hear him out? Sure, he 
hoped Todd would write a check, eager to turn the strange story into one of the 
thrillers he regularly sells to the pulps. But could there have been another reason? 
One bizarre phone call, and Georgine is all to ready to believe there might have 
been….

Lenore Glen Offord (1905-1991) was a writer and critic who wrote mysteries set in 
and around San Francisco. She was mystery reviewer for the San Francisco 
Chronicle for over thirty years, winning an Edgar award for Outstanding Criticism in
1952. Offord published twelve novels, eight of them mysteries.
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Offutt, Chris. Kentucky Straight: Stories. New York. 1992. Vintage Books. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 067973886x. Paperback Original. 1st 
Book. 167 pages. paperback. Cover design by Lorraine Louie. Cover illustration by
Scott Hunt. Inventory # 30631. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Riveting, often heartbreaking stories that take readers 
through country that is figuratively and literally unmapped. These stories are set in a
nameless community too small to be called a town, a place where wanting an 
education is a mark of ungodly arrogance and dowsing for water a legitimate 
occupation. Offutt has received a James Michener Grant and a Kentucky Arts 
Council Award.

Christopher John ‘Chris’ Offutt (born August 24, 1958) is an American writer. His is
most widely known for his short stories and novels, but he has also published two 
memoirs, nonfiction articles and, in 2005, had a story in a comic book collection by
Michael Chabon and another in the anthology Noir. He has written episodes for the
TV series True Blood and Weeds.
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Offutt, Chris. Kentucky Straight: Stories. New York. 1992. Vintage Books. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 067973886x. Paperback Original. 1st 
Book. 167 pages. paperback. Signed & then Inscribed by the Author - 'this one's for
Andrew, actor, & guitarist, visitor to the prairie, blow me, Chris Offutt'. Cover design
by Lorraine Louie. Cover illustration by Scott Hunt. Inventory # 34328. $100

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Riveting, often heartbreaking stories that take readers 
through country that is figuratively and literally unmapped. These stories are set in a
nameless community too small to be called a town, a place where wanting an 
education is a mark of ungodly arrogance and dowsing for water a legitimate 
occupation. Offutt has received a James Michener Grant and a Kentucky Arts 
Council Award.

Christopher John ‘Chris’ Offutt (born August 24, 1958) is an American writer. His is
most widely known for his short stories and novels, but he has also published two 
memoirs, nonfiction articles and, in 2005, had a story in a comic book collection by
Michael Chabon and another in the anthology Noir. He has written episodes for the
TV series True Blood and Weeds.
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Offutt, Chris. No Heroes: A Memoir of Coming Home. New York. 2002. Simon & 
Schuster. Advance Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 0684865513. 270 
pages. paperback. Inventory # 33832. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In his fortieth year, Chris Offutt returns to his alma mater,
Morehead State University, the only four-year school in the Kentucky hills. He 
envisions leading the modest life of a teacher and father. Yet present-day reality 
collides painfully with memory, leaving Offutt in the midst of an adventure he never 
imagined: the search for a home that no longer exists. Interwoven with this 
bittersweet homecoming tale are the wartime stories of Offutt’s parents-in-law, 
Arthur and Irene. An unlikely friendship develops between the eighty-year-old Polish
Jew and the forty-year-old Kentucky hillbilly as Arthur and Offutt share comfort in 
exile, reliving the past at a distance. With masterful prose, Offutt combines these 
disparate accounts to create No Heroes, a profound meditation on family, home, the
Holocaust, and history.

Christopher John ‘Chris’ Offutt (born August 24, 1958) is an American writer. His is
most widely known for his short stories and novels, but he has also published two 
memoirs, nonfiction articles and, in 2005, had a story in a comic book collection by
Michael Chabon and another in the anthology Noir. He has written episodes for the
TV series True Blood and Weeds.
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Offutt, Chris. Out of the Woods: Stories. New York. 1999. Simon & Schuster. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684825562. 184 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
photography by Lucy Capehart. Inventory # 26137. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The eight new stories in Out of the Woods mark Offutt's 
return to the form in which he first displayed his astonishing talent. In 'Tough 
People,' luck wins out over love in an unconventional prizefight. In 'Barred Owl,' 
when a bird strays too far from home and fatally loses its way, the Kentuckian who 
covets its pelt meets an identical fate. In 'Target Practice,' a man can't earn his 
father's respect until he shoots him with a rifle. These are stories of gravediggers 
and drifters, gamblers and truck drivers a long way from home, tales so full of hard 
edges that they can't help but tell some hard truths.

Christopher John ‘Chris’ Offutt (born August 24, 1958) is an American writer. His is
most widely known for his short stories and novels, but he has also published two 
memoirs, nonfiction articles and, in 2005, had a story in a comic book collection by
Michael Chabon and another in the anthology Noir. He has written episodes for the
TV series True Blood and Weeds.
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Offutt, Chris. The Good Brother. New York. 1997. Simon & Schuster. 1st Printing. 
Very Good in Dustjacket.Remainder Mark On Bottom Edge. 0684809834. Author Of
Kentucky Straight. 317 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket photograph
by Lawrence McParland. Inventory # 32214. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Virgil Caudill has always toed the line of the law, leaving 
the hell-raising to his brother, Boyd. Now Boyd is dead, and everyone - even the 
sheriff and Virgil’s own mother - expects Virgil to avenge the death, fulfilling the old 
unwritten code of the Kentucky hills. Virgil cannot break that code, but he is 
determined to escape the cycle of retaliation. He gives up not only his modest hopes
but his identity and, like countless fugitives before him, heads west. There, among 
people who are as foreign to him as the stark Montana landscape, he finds love, 
purpose, community - all that he left behind. But just when his dreams are within 
reach, the past overtakes him, with devastating consequences.

Christopher John ‘Chris’ Offutt (born August 24, 1958) is an American writer. His is
most widely known for his short stories and novels, but he has also published two 
memoirs, nonfiction articles and, in 2005, had a story in a comic book collection by
Michael Chabon and another in the anthology Noir. He has written episodes for the
TV series True Blood and Weeds.
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Offutt, Chris. The Good Brother. New York. 1997. Simon & Schuster. 1st Printing. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684809834. Author Of Kentucky Straight. 317 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket photograph by Lawrence McParland. Inventory # 23846. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Virgil Caudill has always toed the line of the law, leaving 
the hell-raising to his brother, Boyd. Now Boyd is dead, and everyone - even the 
sheriff and Virgil’s own mother - expects Virgil to avenge the death, fulfilling the old 
unwritten code of the Kentucky hills. Virgil cannot break that code, but he is 
determined to escape the cycle of retaliation. He gives up not only his modest hopes
but his identity and, like countless fugitives before him, heads west. There, among 
people who are as foreign to him as the stark Montana landscape, he finds love, 
purpose, community - all that he left behind. But just when his dreams are within 
reach, the past overtakes him, with devastating consequences.

Christopher John ‘Chris’ Offutt (born August 24, 1958) is an American writer. His is
most widely known for his short stories and novels, but he has also published two 
memoirs, nonfiction articles and, in 2005, had a story in a comic book collection by
Michael Chabon and another in the anthology Noir. He has written episodes for the
TV series True Blood and Weeds.
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Offutt, Chris. The Good Brother. New York. 1997. Simon & Schuster. Advance 
Reader's Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 0684809834. 317 pages. paperback. 
Jacket photograph by Lawrence McParland. Inventory # 25692. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Virgil Caudill has always toed the line of the law, leaving 
the hell-raising to his brother, Boyd. Now Boyd is dead, and everyone - even the 
sheriff and Virgil’s own mother - expects Virgil to avenge the death, fulfilling the old 
unwritten code of the Kentucky hills. Virgil cannot break that code, but he is 
determined to escape the cycle of retaliation. He gives up not only his modest hopes
but his identity and, like countless fugitives before him, heads west. There, among 
people who are as foreign to him as the stark Montana landscape, he finds love, 
purpose, community - all that he left behind. But just when his dreams are within 
reach, the past overtakes him, with devastating consequences.

Christopher John ‘Chris’ Offutt (born August 24, 1958) is an American writer. His is
most widely known for his short stories and novels, but he has also published two 
memoirs, nonfiction articles and, in 2005, had a story in a comic book collection by
Michael Chabon and another in the anthology Noir. He has written episodes for the
TV series True Blood and Weeds.
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Oglesby, Carl. The JFK Assassination: The Fact and the the ories. New York. 1992.
Signet/New American Library. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0451174763. Afterword by Norman Mailer. 319 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
40726. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The assassination of John F. Kennedy was the most 
shocking crime of our time. Was it also the most shocking cover-up? The finding of 
the Warren Commission was simple. A misfit loner, Lee Harvey Oswald, was the 
single assassin who killed John Fitzgerald Kennedy. That should have ended the 
agonizing affair. But it didn’t. New Orleans District Attorney Jim Garrison was just 
one of the dedicated probers who followed loose ends to startling conclusions. Over
the years, published articles and Congressional inquiries have produced a wealth of
evidence that the Warren Commission was either the instrument or the victim of a 
gigantic deception. Now Carl Oglesby, one of the leading figures in this vast inquiry,
analyzes all the telling writings and official reports about the assassination - from the
first questions to the most recent revelations and sensational conjectures made by 
Oliver Stone’s blockbuster film JFK. The result is a book that lets you decide which 
theory is most plausible and convincing - in a case that refuses to stay closed.

Carl Oglesby (July 30, 1935 – September 13, 2011) was an American writer, 
academic, and political activist. He was the President of the leftist student 
organization Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) from 1965 to 1966.
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Ohara, Tomie. A Woman Called En. New York. 1986. Routledge & Kegan Paul. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0863580793. Translated from the 
Japanese by Kazuko Furuhata and Janet Smith. 123 pages. hardcover. Cover 
illustration by Claire Harper. Cover design by Marion Dailey. Inventory # 3951. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Set in seventeenth-century Japan, A WOMAN CALLED
EN tells the moving and dramatic story of a young girl’s confinement. En was 
confined with her family at the age of four when her father lost political power. She 
was finally released forty years later after her brothers had died and she and her 
sisters were too old to bear children. A WOMAN CALLED EN is beautifully written in
the formal classical style of seventeenth-century Japan by a major modern 
Japanese novelist. When EN TU IU ONNA (A Woman Called En) was first published
n 1960 it won two major literary awards.

Tomie Ohara (September 28, 1912, Kōchi Prefecture, Japan - January 27, 2000) 
was born and brought up in a small mountainous village on Shikoku Island in 
Western Japan. She was the author of a number of books and a board member of 
Japan’s Association and Taiko Hirabayashi Literary Society. Her experience of 
recovering from tuberculosis for ten years has made her particularly sympathetic to
En’s confinement.
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Ojaide, Tanure. The Blood of Peace & Other Poems. Oxford/Portsmouth. 1991. 
Heinemann. 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0435911937. 128 pages. 
paperback. Cover design by Vinston Bair. Inventory # 17918. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Tanure Ojaide — 1987 Africa regional winner of the 
African Commonweath Poetry Prize, and 1988 winner of the All-Africa Okigbo Prize 
for poetry and the BBC Arts and Africa Poetry Prize - is a leading member of the 
new generation of African poets. His simple rhythmical poems are presented in three
separate sections — Verdicts, the Blood of Peace and the Warrior's Trail. Ojaide's 
melodic style lends a disguise to a deep-rooted political content, and the collection 
ultimately calls for all Nigerians, and Africans, to stand firm against corruption and 
demand their rights. `strong, supple, various, colorful, moving, invariably
interesting. .' - Hayden Carruth, veteran American poet. `I personally regard him 
(Ojaide) as perhaps the most important voice in the generation of African writers 
following Chinua Achebe and Wole Soyinka.' - Joseph Bruchac, The Greenfield 
Review Literary Center.

Tanure Ojaide (born 1948) is a prolific Nigerian poet and writer. He is noted for his 
unique stylistic vision and for his intense criticism of imperialism, religion, and other 
issues. He is regarded as a socio-political and an ecocentric poet.
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Okamoto, Ariel Rubissow and Wong, Kathleen M. Natural History of San Francisco
Bay. Berkeley. 2011. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good
in Wrappers. 9780520268265. 352 pages. paperback. Inventory # 38003. $26.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This complete primer on San Francisco Bay is a 
multifaceted exploration of an extraordinary, and remarkably resilient, body of water.
Bustling with oil tankers, laced with pollutants, and crowded with forty-six cities, the
bay is still home to healthy eelgrass beds, young Dungeness crabs and sharks, and
millions of waterbirds. Written in an entertaining style for a wide audience, Natural 
History of San Francisco Bay delves into an array of topics including fish and 
wildlife, ocean and climate cycles, endangered and invasive species, and the path 
from industrialization to environmental restoration. 'After experiencing, researching,
and writing about San Francisco Bay over a period of 50 years, I was certain that I 
knew all there was to know about it. I was wrong. Rubissow Okamoto and Wong 
have enabled me to see it in a new dimension--call it 3D or maybe even 4D.' --
Harold Gilliam, author of San Francisco Bay. 'This is an eminently readable account
of the natural and human history of San Francisco Bay.' --Rainer Hoenicke, Director,
San Francisco Estuary Institute.

Ariel Rubissow Okamoto is the author of books and articles about San Francisco 
Bay, California water history, and national parks. Kathleen M. Wong is the science 
writer for the UC natural Reserve System.
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Okihiro, Gary Y. Island World: A History of Hawai'i and the United States. Berkeley.
2008. University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.
9780520252998. 57 b/w photographs, 6 maps. 328 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
35902. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Brilliantly mixing geology, folklore, music, cultural 
commentary, and history, Gary Y. Okihiro overturns the customary narrative in which
the United States acts upon and dominates Hawai’i. Instead, Island World depicts 
the islands’ press against the continent, endowing America’s story with fresh 
meaning. Okihiro’s reconsidered history reveals Hawaiians fighting in the Civil War,
sailing on nineteenth-century New England ships, and living in pre-gold rush 
California. He points to Hawai’i’s lingering effect on twentieth-century American 
culture—from surfboards, hula, sports, and films, to art, imagination, and racial 
perspectives—even as the islands themselves succumb slowly to the continental 
United States. In placing Hawai’i at the center of the national story, Island World 
rejects the premise that continents comprise ‘natural’ states while islands are ‘tiny 
spaces,’ without significance, to be acted upon by continents. An astonishingly 
compact tour de force, this book not only revises the way we think about islands, 
oceans, and continents, it also recasts the way we write about space and time.

Gary Y. Okihiro is Professor of International and Public Affairs and Founding 
Director of the Center for the Study of Ethnicity and Race at Columbia University. 
His most recent books are Common Ground: Reimagining American History and 
Impounded: Dorothea Lange and the Censored Images of Japanese American 
Internment, with Linda Gordon.
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Okihiro, Gary Y. Pineapple Culture: A History of the Tropical & Temperate Zones. 
Berkeley. 2009. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 9780520255135. 272 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37392. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Plucked from tropical America, the pineapple was 
brought to European tables and hothouses before it was conveyed back to the 
tropics, where it came to dominate U.S. and world markets. Pineapple Culture is a 
dazzling history of the world's tropical and temperate zones told through the 
pineapple's illustrative career. Following Gary Y. Okihiro's enthusiastically received 
Island World: A History of Hawai`i and the United States, Pineapple Culture 
continues to upend conventional ideas about history, space, and time with its 
provocative vision. At the center of the story is the thoroughly modern tale of Dole's 
‘Hawaiian’ pineapple, which, from its island periphery, infiltrated the white, middle-
class homes of the continental United States. The transit of the pineapple brilliantly 
illuminates the history and geography of empires—their creations and 
accumulations; the circuits of knowledge, capital, labor, goods, and the cultures that
characterize them; and their assumed power to name, classify, and rule over alien 
lands, peoples, and resources.

Gary Y. Okihiro is Professor of International and Public Affairs and Founding 
Director of the Center for the Study of Ethnicity and Race at Columbia University. 
Among his books are Island World: A History of Hawai'i and the United States (UC 
Press) and Common Ground: Reimagining American History.
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Olcott, Anthony. May Day in Magadan. New York. 1983. Bantam Books. 1st Printing.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0553050419. 318 pages. hardcover. Cover sculpture by 
Hiram Richardson. Inventory # 5941. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An old cleaning woman caught at Magadan airport with 
sacks containing priceless furs. A tragic airline ‘accident’ that kills a woman with a 
devastating secret. A sudden flurrying shift in the Soviet hierarchy. Such are the 
sinister threads which intertwine to thrust Ivan Duvakin into the menacing glare of 
KGM suspicions. Now Duvakin is running for his life, plunged into the vortex of a 
deadly conspiracy that reaches from the top levels of Party command. His only ally 
is Galya, a woman doctor whose sensual charms masks a ferocious heart - and who
may or may not be his ultimate betrayer.

Anthony Olcott is a Senior Fellow at the Center for the Study of Intelligence, and 
was Officer in Residence at Georgetown University's Institute for the Study of 
Diplomacy. While at the Director of National Intelligence's Open Source Center, he 
served as Senior Analyst in the Emerging Media Group, and also as an Expert 
Analyst covering Russia and Central Asia. Olcott has received numerous awards 
and citations from the intelligence community.
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Olcott, Anthony. Murder at the Red October. Chicago. 1981. Academy Chicago. 1st
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 089733048x. 226 pages. hardcover.
Inventory # 3183. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Vanya Duvakin, night security officer at the Red October
Hotel in Moscow, finds a dead guest in one of the rooms. Before he knows it, he is 
drawn into a web of terror and intrigue orchestrated by the colorful Colonel 
Polkovnikov of the KGB. ‘Better [than Gorky Park] on the seedy and sinister 
atmosphere of Moscow, better in its characterizaiton, especially better in its plot.’ - 
CHICAGO TRIBUNE.

Anthony Olcott is a Senior Fellow at the Center for the Study of Intelligence, and 
was Officer in Residence at Georgetown University's Institute for the Study of 
Diplomacy. While at the Director of National Intelligence's Open Source Center, he 
served as Senior Analyst in the Emerging Media Group, and also as an Expert 
Analyst covering Russia and Central Asia. Olcott has received numerous awards 
and citations from the intelligence community.
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Olcott, Anthony. Rough Beast. New York. 1992. Scribner's. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684194066. 245 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by
Bohdan Osyczka. Inventory # 16624. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Transitional chaos throughout the former Soviet Union 
gives rise to narrative confusion in this disappointing tale of intrigue, set amid the oil
fields of Kazakhstan. Shortly after the brutal robbery and murder of his wife, Ivan 
Duvakin leaves Moscow for the barren desert of Novii Uzen on assignment for the 
Russian minister of energy. A conspicuous foreigner sent to topple the city’s 
powerful boss, Duvakin finds himself in a precarious, dangerous position: the 
breakup of the union has led to a deadly power struggle for control of the region’s 
oil, and Duvakin’s predecessor has been murdered. Duvakin tiresomely bluffs his 
way through the novel, trying unsuccessfully to figure out what he should do and 
why he was sent. Aside from some clever similes, Olcott ( Murder at the Red 
October ) writes dreary, careless prose that generates little suspense and glosses 
over some potentially interesting characters. Despite the unusual setting, there is 
little here for any but die-hard fans of the previous Duvakin novels. - PUBLISHERS
WEEKLY.

Anthony Olcott is a Senior Fellow at the Center for the Study of Intelligence, and 
was Officer in Residence at Georgetown University's Institute for the Study of 
Diplomacy. While at the Director of National Intelligence's Open Source Center, he 
served as Senior Analyst in the Emerging Media Group, and also as an Expert 
Analyst covering Russia and Central Asia. Olcott has received numerous awards 
and citations from the intelligence community.
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Olds, Sharon. Satan Says. Pittsburgh. 1980. University of Pittsburgh Press. Later 
Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822953142. 73 pages. paperback. Inventory
# 40592. $14.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - First published in 1980, the classic poetry of Sharon 
Olds’ Satan Says was introduced into college courses twenty years ago, and still 
maintains a wide usage today. Few first books have the power or vigor of design of
Satan Says. Marilyn Hacker described it as 'a daring and elegant first book. This is a
poetry which affirms and redeems the art.'

Sharon Olds's books include Strike Sparks; Selected Poems 1980-2002; The 
Unswept Room, and The Dead and the Living, which received the National Book 
Critics Circle Award. Olds teaches in the graduate creative writing program at New 
York University, and was inducted into the American Academy of Arts and Sciences
in 2004.
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Oleksak, Michael M. and Oleksak, Mary Adams. Beisbol: Latin Americans and the 
Grand Old Game. Grand Rapids. 1991. Masters Press. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0940279355. Foreword by Ernie Harwell. 303 pages. hardcover.
Jacket photograph: collection of Charles Monfort. Back flap photograph: Pearce 
Klevan. Jacket design: Anne Shuart. Jacket photograph: AdoIfo 'Dolf'Luque, Cuban
pitcher who won 27 games with Cincinnati in 1923 and 193 games in the major 
leagues, poses with. Inventory # 15517. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Some of the finest ballplayers in the history of Major 
League Baseball have hailed from Latin America. Their names are etched in our 
memories: superstar Roberto Clemente, high-kicking ace right-hander Juan 
Marichal, sluggers Orlando Cepeda and Tony Perez, colorful Luis Tiant, pitching 
sensation Fernando Valenzuela, and speedsters Bert Campaneris and Luis 
Aparicio. Others, such as Hector Espino, whose dignity and principles kept him in 
Mexico, and Martin Dihigo, whose color barred him from the major leagues, have 
remained outside the spotlight of the U.S. press, yet they hold a place near to the 
hearts of baseball fans in their homelands. Tracing the development of the game in
Cuba, Nicaragua, Mexico, Puerto Rico, Panama, the Dominican Republic, and 
Venezuela, BEISBOL demonstrates why the game has become a source of great 
national and regional pride for Latin Americans. Bêisbol also traces the development
of Latin leagues as a key source of talent for U.S. minor and major league rosters. 
Finally, BEISBOL examines the cultural, racial, and linguistic barriers facing Latin 
Americans trying to survive and thrive in Major League Baseball. Written in an 
informative yet entertaining style and supplemented by two statistical appendices, 
BEISBOL is a welcome celebration of the vital Latin American contribution to 
professional baseball.

Michael and Mary Oleksak met in 1984 while on assignment at two U.S. banks in 
the Dominican Republic. Their combined ten years of living experience in Latin 
America make them uniquely qualified to discuss the rich history of baseball in that 
region. The authors now reside in Winchester, Massachusetts.
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Olinto, Antonio. Theories & Other Poems. London. 1972. Rex Collins. 1st British 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0090172036. Translated from the Portuguese by 
Jean Mcquillen. Bilingual. 71 pages. paperback. Cover based on a drawing by 
Carbye. Inventory # 15412. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This selection of poems was made from a number of 
published works and they have been selected to show the width of his vision and 
interests and the depth of his understanding; they have never appeared in English 
before. Antonio Olinto, the Brazilian poet, novelist and literary critic, has already had
one of his novels, The Water House, published in English and Spanish (a French 
version will be published in 1973). During the last fourteen years Senhor Olinto has
published five volumes of literary criticism, studies ranging from the Victorian 
novelists to modern writers such as Lawrence, Orwell and Graham Greene. The 
translator, Jean McQuillen, lived for some time in Brazil and has a thorough 
knowledge of contemporary Brazilian literature.

Antônio Olinto Marques da Rocha (May 10, 1919 — September 12, 2009) was a 
Brazilian writer, essayist and translator. Among his work are included poetry, novels,
literary criticism, political analysis, children's literature and dictionaries. He occupied
the 8th chair of the Brazilian Academy of Letters from 1997 until his death in 2009.
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Oliver, Maria-Antonia. Antipodes. Seattle. 1989. Seal Press. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Wrappers. 0931188822. Translated from the Spanish by Kathleen 
McNerney. 215 pages. paperback. Jacket design by Jana Rekosh. Inventory # 
32638. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Trafficking in women and drugs always go together, says
private investigator Lonia Guiu in this thriller of greed and exploitation. While flying to
a six-month Australian vacation, Lonia endures the company of Cristina Segura, a 
wealthy and spoiled Majorcan demoiselle. Months later, Cristina reappears in 
Melbourne as a closely guarded prostitute and drug addict, then vanishes. Concern 
for the young woman eventually leads Lonia to engage the assistance (and 
affections) of charming investigator Henry Dhul. He produces information on the 
Melbourne-Majorca criminal network but, regarding Cristina, only a badly beaten 
corpse. Rashly penetrating the ring’s Majorcan connections to find Cristina’s 
murderers, Lonia nearly becomes its victim in a brutal finale. An awkward translation
undercuts the high-action drama of the hunt. Moreover, it diminishes the appeal of 
Lonia, a feisty, impetuous and often vulgar narrator who is capable of some 
stunningly bad decisions, but who usually gives as good as she gets, even in rough
company. Oliver is the author of STUDY IN LILAC. – PUBLISHERS WEEKLY.

Maria Antònia Oliver Cabrer is a Spanish writer of Catalan descent. She is a 
member of the Ofèlia Dracs collective. Her work has been translated into German, 
English, Spanish, Galician, French, Portuguese, and Russian. She has been 
honored with the Premi d'Honor de les Lletres Catalanes in 2016.keywords
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Oliver, Steve. Moody Gets the Blues. Seattle. 1996. Off By One Press. 1st Printing.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0964413876. Illustrations by The Author. 236 pages. 
hardcover. Signed by the Author. Inventory # 23667. $32.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Scott Moody has a few problems. He’s fresh out of a 
mental hospital. His wife has left him. He drives a taxi and occupies a dumpy 
apartment. He lives in the obscure inland city of Spokane, Washington and takes 
frequent doses of Thorazine. He became a private investigator after hallucinations 
about Humphrey Bogart. Now he’s involved with the police who don’t think it was a 
good idea. When this slightly off-center detective tries to find his ex-girlfriend’s 
husband, it becomes clear that the real question is whether he can solve the 
mystery of his own life - the mystery of happiness and sanity. MOODY GETS THE 
BLUES is a compelling, humorous mystery and also a portrait of the pathology of 
madness.

Steve Oliver is a journalist, artist, computer programmer, and former taxi driver. He 
lives in Seattle.
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Olmos, Margarite Fernandez and Paravisini-Gebert, Liz. Pleasure in the Word: 
Erotic Writings By Latin American Women. Fredonia. 1993. White Pine Press. 
Uncorrected Galley. Very Good in Wrappers. 1877727318. Includes Work by 
Bombal, Valenzuela, Castellanos, Allende & Others. 284 pages. paperback. Cover 
painting by Mexican artist Heteo Perez. Inventory # 18454. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - These intensely personal and intimate reflections on 
human sexuality in all its variations - heterosexuality and homosexuality, 
homoeroticism and autoeroticism - trace the erotic thread back to the final decade of
the I 7th century. The quest for power and control over ones sexuality and the 
freedom to explore erotic fantasies are themes which gradually progress from veiled
allusions to frank expression in the candid and direct writing contemporary authors. 
Included in this anthology are Isabel Allende, Luisa Valenzuela, Cristina Peri Rossi,
Silvina Ocampo, Elena Poniatowska, Alejandra Pizarnik, Ana Lydia Vega, Celicia 
Vicuna, and others.

Margarite Fernández Olmos is a professor of Spanish and Latin American literatures
at Brooklyn College, City University of New York. She is the author/coeditor of many
books, including The Latino Reader: An American Literary Tradition from 1542 to the
Present. Lisa Paravisini-Gebert works in the fields of literature and cultural studies, 
specializing in the multidisciplinary, comparative study of the Caribbean. Growing up
in her native Puerto Rico, she became fascinated by the many cultural connections
between Caribbean peoples despite our different histories and languages and has 
made that the subject of her research and teaching.keywords
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Olmstead, Robert. A Trail of Heart's Blood Wherever We Go. New York. 1990. 
Random House. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394575393. 403 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design & illustration by David Tamura. Inventory # 14235. $8.75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Eddie Ryan, haiku poet, Vietnam veteran, and town 
mortician of Inverawe, New Hampshire, spends his days slipping handwritten poems
into the pockets of the departed, keeping lists of bizarre local deaths, and protecting
his wife and children from his own fear and anxiety. Then, one Christmas Eve, a 
gypsy logger named Cody steers his bulldozer onto Ryan’s front lawn - with the 
accidentally bisected corpse of his partner strapped to the front. Cody, garrulous and
grieving, wins Eddie’s sympathy and a place to stay. Soon, Eddy and Cody find 
themselves spending time together fishing, hunting, drinking, and unraveling the 
secrets of their Inverawe neighbors, including the most troubling mystery of all - who
is stealing the hearts from Eddie’s corpses and why. A TRAIL OF HEART’S BLOOD
WHEREVER WE GO is vintage Olmstead: lyrical, heady, and full of hard-won 
wisdom.

Robert Olmstead (born January 3, 1954) is an American novelist and educator. 
Olmstead is the author of the novels AMERICA BY LAND, A TRAIL OF HEART'S 
BLOOD WHEREVER WE GO and SOFT WATER. He is also the author of a memoir
STAY HERE WITH ME, as well as River Dogs, a collection of short stories, and the 
textbook ELEMENTS OF THE WRITING CRAFT. His novel COAL BLACK HORSE
has received national acclaim, including the 2007 Chicago Tribune Heartland Prize 
for Fiction and the 2008 Ohioana Book Award for Fiction. He is currently the Director
of Creative Writing at Ohio Wesleyan University. He has also served as the Senior
Writer in Residence at Dickinson College and as the director of creative writing at 
Boise State University.
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Olmstead, Robert. Soft Water. New York. 1988. Vintage Books. 1st Printing. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 0394757521. Vintage Contemporaries Original. 227 pages. 
paperback. Signed by the Author. Jacket illustration by Rick Lovell. Inventory # 
15538. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Sparkling, tense and gripping, SOFT WATER is an 
exceptional novel of murder, romance and deceit in rural New England. The tale 
begins deep in the Maine woods where Ansel, orphaned and alone since childhood 
lives as a guide and trapper, oblivious to the outside world. His isolation ends in 
violence when he kills two mysterious hunters.

Robert Olmstead (born January 3, 1954) is an American novelist and educator. 
Olmstead is the author of the novels AMERICA BY LAND, A TRAIL OF HEART'S 
BLOOD WHEREVER WE GO and SOFT WATER. He is also the author of a memoir
STAY HERE WITH ME, as well as River Dogs, a collection of short stories, and the 
textbook ELEMENTS OF THE WRITING CRAFT. His novel COAL BLACK HORSE
has received national acclaim, including the 2007 Chicago Tribune Heartland Prize 
for Fiction and the 2008 Ohioana Book Award for Fiction. He is currently the Director
of Creative Writing at Ohio Wesleyan University. He has also served as the Senior
Writer in Residence at Dickinson College and as the director of creative writing at 
Boise State University.
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Olmstead, Robert. Stay Here With Me: A Memoir. New York. 1996. Metropolitan 
Books/Henry Holt. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0805041621. 207 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Raquel Jaramillo. Inventory # 22038. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Robert Olmstead has peopled his fiction with the laconic,
rough-hewn farmers, loggers, and hired hands of rural New England mountain towns
where getting drunk, getting into fights, and getting thrown out of bars are the normal
rites of passage. In STAY HERE WITH ME he draws directly from his own 
experience as he journeys back to his youth on his grandfather’s dairy farm in New
Hampshire to confront the ghosts that continue to afflict him. Authentic, intimate, and
intense, STAY HERE WITH ME is about coming of age and leaving home, about the
acts of rebellion that free the body even as they bind the soul to a place forever. 
Olmstead lays bare the acute pain of his father’s alcoholism and the shattering 
decline of his grandfather, the family patriarch. With delicate sensuality, he traces 
the flowering of his love for a woman who ‘walks like light would walk if it could.’ And
throughout, there is the land where his family has worked and lived and died for six
generations, land at once richly abundant and cruelly demanding.

Robert Olmstead (born January 3, 1954) is an American novelist and educator. 
Olmstead is the author of the novels AMERICA BY LAND, A TRAIL OF HEART'S 
BLOOD WHEREVER WE GO and SOFT WATER. He is also the author of a memoir
STAY HERE WITH ME, as well as River Dogs, a collection of short stories, and the 
textbook ELEMENTS OF THE WRITING CRAFT. His novel COAL BLACK HORSE
has received national acclaim, including the 2007 Chicago Tribune Heartland Prize 
for Fiction and the 2008 Ohioana Book Award for Fiction. He is currently the Director
of Creative Writing at Ohio Wesleyan University. He has also served as the Senior
Writer in Residence at Dickinson College and as the director of creative writing at 
Boise State University.
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Olsen, D. B. (pseudonym of Dolores Hitchens). Dead Babes in the Woods. New 
York. 1952. Dell. Paperback Edition. Good in Wrappers. 192 pages. paperback. 784.
Cover painting by Griffith Foxley. Inventory # 35468. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the eyes of a perverted killer they were too shameless
to live. Terror on a college campus, as the morally corrupt are hunted by a 
psychopathic killer!

Julia Clara Catherine Maria Dolores Robins Norton Birk Olsen Hitchens (December
25, 1907 in San Antonio, Texas – August 1, 1973 in Orange County, California), 
better known as Dolores Hitchens, was an American mystery novelist who wrote 
prolifically from 1938 until her death. She also wrote as D. B. Olsen, a version of her
first married name, and under the pseudonyms Dolan Birkley and Noel Burke. 
Hitchens collaborated on five railroad mysteries—"police procedurals about a squad
of railroad cops"—with her second husband, Bert Hitchens, a railroad detective. She
also branched out into other genres including Western fiction. Many of her mystery 
novels centered on a spinster character named Rachel Murdock. Hitchens wrote 
Fool's Gold, the 1958 novel adapted by Jean-Luc Godard for his film Bande à part 
(Band of Outsiders, 1964). Her novel, The Watcher, was adapted for an episode of 
the TV series "Thriller" which aired November 1, 1960.
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Olsen, Jack. Hastened To the Grave: The Gypsy Murder Investigation. New York. 
1998. St Martin's Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0312183623. 276 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Anne Twomey. Inventory # 
25243. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In June 1994, the ‘Oakland Tribune’ cracked the story of
bizarre deaths in the San Francisco area. The victims were elderly, well-to-do, and 
had been befriended by members of an extended Gypsy family--the Tene Bimbos. 
Olsen chronicles Detective Fanon’s hunt for Danny Tene, his mother Mary Steiner, 
and his beautiful sister Angela--a family of suspected con artists who may have 
been responsible for the deaths of as many as five helpless elderly men and 
women, whose property--and possibly whose lives--the Gypsies allegedly stole.

Jack Olsen (June 7, 1925 – July 16, 2002) was an American journalist and author 
known for his crime reporting. Olsen was Senior Editor-in-Chief for the Chicago Sun-
Times in 1954. He was Midwest bureau chief for Time magazine and a senior editor
for Sports Illustrated in 1961. He was also a regular contributor to other publications,
including Fortune and Vanity Fair.
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Olson, Charles. Selected Letters. Berkeley. 2000. University of California Press. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket With a Small Tear Mark on the Read 
Side Edge. 0520205804. Edited by Ralph Maud. 493 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
illustartion: Olson outside his home in Washington, ca. 1946-1947. Jacket design by
Barbara Jellow. Inventory #  44334. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - For Charles Olson, letters were not only a daily means of
communication with friends but were at the same time a vehicle for exploratory 
thought. In fact, many of Olson's finest works, including Projective Verse and the 
Maximus Poems, were formulated as letters. Olson's letters are important to an 
understanding of his definition of the postmodern, and through the play of mind 
exhibited here we recognize him as one of the vital thinkers of the twentieth century.
In this volume, edited and annotated by Ralph Maud, we see Olson at the height of
his powers and also at his most human. Nearly 200 letters, selected from a known 
3,000, demonstrate the wide range of Olson's interests and the depth of his concern
for the future. Maud includes letters to friends and loved ones, job and grant 
applications, letters of recommendation, and Black Mountain College business 
letters, as well as correspondence illuminating Olson's poetics. As we read through 
the letters, which span the years from 1931, when Olson was an undergraduate, to 
his death in 1970, a fascinating portrait of this complex poet and thinker emerges.

Charles Olson (27 December 1910 – 10 January 1970) was a second generation 
American modernist poet who was a link between earlier figures such as Ezra 
Pound and William Carlos Williams and the New American poets, which includes the
New York School, the Black Mountain School, the Beat poets, and the San 
Francisco Renaissance. Consequently, many postmodern groups, such as the poets
of the language school, include Olson as a primary and precedent figure. He 
described himself not so much as a poet or writer but as 'an archeologist of 
morning.'
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Olsson, Hagar. The Woodcarver and Death. Madison. 1965. University Of 
Wisconsin Press. 1st American Edition. Small Black Marking Pen Mark On Top 
Corner Of Front Free Endpaper, Otherwise Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 
Translated from the Swedish by George C. Schoolfield. hardcover. Inventory # 
27624. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Originally published in 1940 in Swedish, THE 
WOODCARVER AND DEATH is a novel set in the Carelia region of Finland. It is 
both a homage to the lost landscape of a childhood and a tale of an artist obsessed
with death who sets off to find a meaning to life.

Hagar Olsson (1893-1978) was a Finnish-Swedish writer, journalist, critic, friend of 
the poet Edith Södergran. Olsson wrote in both languages. She was among the first
playwrights, who introduced the Expressionistic drama to Finnish public. Olsson's 
theatre works were also visually pioneering. The set design for her drama S.O.S 
(1928) was planned by the famous architect Alvar Aalto. In the 1920s and 1930s, 
Olsson was one of the few major writers in Finland, who was more interested in 
such themes than pacifism, Pan-Europeanism, and collectivism, than national, 
social, or historical issues. Olsson died in Helsinki on February 21, 1978. She never
married. From 1917 to 1920 she was engaged to the poet R.R. Eklund (1895-1946).
Olsson's forbidden play LUMISOTA, which she wrote under the shadow of the 
Winter War (1939-40) and which criticized nationalism and the martial spirit, was not
professionally performed until 1982.
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Ondaatje, Michael. Anil's Ghost. New York. 2000. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0375410538. 311 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. 
Front-of-jacket photograph by Jana Leon. Inventory # 28022. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With his first novel since the internationally acclaimed 
THE ENGLISH PATIENT, Booker Prize winning author Michael Ondaatje gives us a
work displaying all the richness of imagery and language and the piercing emotional
truth that we have come to know as the hallmarks of his writing. ANIL’S GHOST 
transports us to Sri Lanka, a country steeped in centuries of tradition, now forced 
into the late twentieth century by the ravages of civil war. Into this maelstrom steps 
Anil Tissera, a young woman born in Sri Lanka, educated in England and America,
who returns to her homeland as a forensic anthropologist sent by an international 
human rights group to discover the source of the organized campaigns of murder 
engulfing the island. What follows is a story about love, about family, about identity,
about the unknown enemy, about the quest to unlock the hidden past a story 
propelled by a riveting mystery. Unfolding against the deeply evocative background
of Sri Lanka’s landscape and ancient civilization, ANIL’S GHOST is a literary 
spellbinder, Michael Ondaatje’s most powerful novel yet.

MICHAEL ONDAATJE was born in Sri Lanka. He left there at the age of eleven to 
go to school in England. He went to Canada in 1962 and now lives in Toronto, 
where he teaches at Glendon College, York University. His books include a fictional
memoir about his family in Sri Lanka, RUNNING IN THE FAMILY; COMING 
THROUGH SLAUGHTER, a novel based on the life and music of Buddy Bolden; 
and THE COLLECTED WORKS OF BILLY THE KID. His books of poetry include 
THERE’S A TRICK WITH A KNIFE I’M LEARNING TO DO and SECULAR LOVE.
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Ondaatje, Michael. Anil's Ghost. New York. 2000. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0375410538. 311 pages. hardcover. Front-of-jacket photograph
by Jana Leon. Inventory # 27817. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With his first novel since the internationally acclaimed 
THE ENGLISH PATIENT, Booker Prize winning author Michael Ondaatje gives us a
work displaying all the richness of imagery and language and the piercing emotional
truth that we have come to know as the hallmarks of his writing. ANIL’S GHOST 
transports us to Sri Lanka, a country steeped in centuries of tradition, now forced 
into the late twentieth century by the ravages of civil war. Into this maelstrom steps 
Anil Tissera, a young woman born in Sri Lanka, educated in England and America,
who returns to her homeland as a forensic anthropologist sent by an international 
human rights group to discover the source of the organized campaigns of murder 
engulfing the island. What follows is a story about love, about family, about identity,
about the unknown enemy, about the quest to unlock the hidden past a story 
propelled by a riveting mystery. Unfolding against the deeply evocative background
of Sri Lanka’s landscape and ancient civilization, ANIL’S GHOST is a literary 
spellbinder, Michael Ondaatje’s most powerful novel yet.

MICHAEL ONDAATJE was born in Sri Lanka. He left there at the age of eleven to 
go to school in England. He went to Canada in 1962 and now lives in Toronto, 
where he teaches at Glendon College, York University. His books include a fictional
memoir about his family in Sri Lanka, RUNNING IN THE FAMILY; COMING 
THROUGH SLAUGHTER, a novel based on the life and music of Buddy Bolden; 
and THE COLLECTED WORKS OF BILLY THE KID. His books of poetry include 
THERE’S A TRICK WITH A KNIFE I’M LEARNING TO DO and SECULAR LOVE.
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Ondaatje, Michael. Rat Jelly. Toronto. 1979. Coach House Press. 5th Printing. Very
Good in Wrappers. 0889101078. 72 pages. paperback. Signed by the Author. Front
cover - a detail from an old stained glass window which originally decorated a 
nursery school in London, Ontario. Tanks to Anne Garwood who now has it, and 
thanks to the unknown artist. Inventory # 8975. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Michael Ondaatje’s fourth book of poetry. ‘Some of these
poems first appeared in the following magazines: Canadian Forum, Fiddlehead, 
Quarry, Alphabet, Duel, Writing, artscanada, Open Letter, IS, Unicorn portfolio, Ant’s
Forefoot, White Pelican, Tuatara, Blew Ointment, Talon. And in the following 
anthologies: Made in Canada (Oberon), and Fifteen Canadian Poets (Oxford). Most
of them were written in London, Ontario or in the country east or north of Kingston —
around Inverary, Elginburg, Battersea and Gananoque. Some in Toronto. They 
consist of shorter poems written between t 966, when THE DAINTY MONSTERS 
was finished, and the summer of 1972. They were written before during and after 
two longer works - THE MAN WITH SEVEN TOES and THE COLLECTED WORKS
OF BILLY THE KID - when the right hand thought it knew what the left hand was 
doing.’ - Michael Ondaatje.

MICHAEL ONDAATJE was born in Sri Lanka. He left there at the age of eleven to 
go to school in England. He went to Canada in 1962 and now lives in Toronto, 
where he teaches at Glendon College, York University. His books include a fictional
memoir about his family in Sri Lanka, RUNNING IN THE FAMILY; COMING 
THROUGH SLAUGHTER, a novel based on the life and music of Buddy Bolden; 
and THE COLLECTED WORKS OF BILLY THE KID. His books of poetry include 
THERE’S A TRICK WITH A KNIFE I’M LEARNING TO DO and SECULAR LOVE.
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Ondaatje, Michael. Running in the Family. New York. 1982. Norton. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0393016374. 207 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Antonina Krass. Inventory # 8960. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This book is an absorbing autobiographical journey of 
discovery to a far place in another time. Through memory, through imagination, the
author reveals a world of fabulous characters and landscapes as he finds his own 
beginnings in the strange context of his family history. Michael Ondaatje was born in
Ceylon (now Sri Lanka) to a privileged, highly eccentric family of mixed Dutch, 
Sinhalese, and Tamil ancestry. His parents separated, and he left Ceylon when he 
was eleven, eventually settling in Canada. Almost twenty-five years later, he 
returned to sort out the recollected fragments of experience, legend, and family 
scandal, and to reconstruct the fascinating relationship of his parents set against the
exotic background of a colonial empire in decline. Cobras in the garden; 
grandmother Gratiaen swept away in a flood; the humid silence of the tropical 
afternoons; his father burying gin bottles in the flower beds; mad, drunken 
expeditions through the jungle - these are a few of the pieces that the author tries to
fit together in order to understand who his parents were and who he is.

MICHAEL ONDAATJE was born in Sri Lanka. He left there at the age of eleven to 
go to school in England. He went to Canada in 1962 and now lives in Toronto, 
where he teaches at Glendon College, York University. His books include a fictional
memoir about his family in Sri Lanka, RUNNING IN THE FAMILY; COMING 
THROUGH SLAUGHTER, a novel based on the life and music of Buddy Bolden; 
and THE COLLECTED WORKS OF BILLY THE KID. His books of poetry include 
THERE’S A TRICK WITH A KNIFE I’M LEARNING TO DO and SECULAR LOVE.
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Ondaatje, Michael. The English Patient. New York. 1992. Knopf. Uncorrected Proof.
Very Good in Wrappers. 0679416781. Booker Prize Winner. 304 pages. paperback.
Signed by the Author. Inventory # 17256. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With ravishing beauty and unsettling intelligence, Michael
Ondaatje’s Booker Prize-winning novel traces the intersection of four damaged lives
in an Italian villa at the end of World War II. Hana, the exhausted nurse; the maimed
thief, Caravaggio; the wary sapper, Kip: each is haunted by the riddle of the English
patient, the nameless, burned man who lies in an upstairs room and whose 
memories of passion, betrayal,and rescue illuminates this book like flashes of heat 
lightening.

MICHAEL ONDAATJE was born in Sri Lanka. He left there at the age of eleven to 
go to school in England. He went to Canada in 1962 and now lives in Toronto, 
where he teaches at Glendon College, York University. His books include a fictional
memoir about his family in Sri Lanka, RUNNING IN THE FAMILY; COMING 
THROUGH SLAUGHTER, a novel based on the life and music of Buddy Bolden; 
and THE COLLECTED WORKS OF BILLY THE KID. His books of poetry include 
THERE’S A TRICK WITH A KNIFE I’M LEARNING TO DO and SECULAR LOVE.
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Onetti, Juan Carlos. Body Snatcher. London. 1991. Quartet Books. 1st British 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 070432797x. Translated from the Spanish by 
Alfred Macadam. 305 pages. hardcover. Cover: Namara. Inventory # 28176. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - BODY SNATCHER Is a major literary event: the 
masterpiece of Uruguayan Juan Carlos Onetti, who has for decades been 
acknowledged throughout South America and Europe as a world-class writer of 
fiction. Set in Santa Maria, an imaginary provincial town on the banks of the River 
Plate (reminiscent of Faulkner’s Yoknapatawpha County), BODY SNATCHER, a 
tragicomic novel of grotesque ideals and lost illusions, recounts two attempts at self-
fulfillment, two Promethean stories by turns. Larsen, a boldly original pimp of weary
whores, tries to establish the perfect brothel; passionate Julita, a mad widow, 
refuses to accept the death of her husband by taking his younger brother as her 
lover. In their sordid, self- righteous society, which pits stupidity and lust against 
honor and love, both characters are doomed to failure. Informed by the gothic 
sobriety of Faulkner, the desperate cynicism of Céline, hysterically funny avant-
garde nihilism, and the stark precision of Dostoevsky, Body Snatcher is a formidable
work of fiction.

Juan Carlos Onetti (July 1, 1909, Montevideo – May 30, 1994, Madrid) was an 
Uruguayan novelist and author of short stories. A high school drop-out, Onetti's first
novel, El pozo, published in 1939, met with his close friends' immediate acclaim, as
well as from some writers and journalists of his time. 500 copies of the book were 
printed, most of them left to rot at the only bookstore that sold it, Barreiro. The book
was not reprinted until the 60's, with an introduction and preliminary study by Ángel
Rama. At age 30, Onetti was already working as editing secretary of the famous 
weekly Uruguayan newspaper Marcha. He had lived for some years in Buenos 
Aires, where he published short stories and wrote cinema critiques for the local 
media, and met and befriended the notorious novelist and journalist Roberto Arlt. He
went on to become one of Latin America's most distinguished writers, earning 
Uruguay National Literature Prize in 1962. He was considered a senior member of 
the 'Generation of 45', a Uruguayan intellectual and literary movement.
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Onetti, Juan Carlos. The Shipyard. New York. 1968. Scribner's. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. Remainder Mark. Translated from 
the Spanish by Rachel Caffyn. 190 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Greta 
Franzen; background photo by Joan Becker. Jacket quotation from Emir Rodriquez
Monegal in the Spanish edition of LIFE. Inventory # 23853. $62.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - As the first of his novels to appear in the United States, 
The Shipyard introduces to readers in this country a Uruguayan with a literary 
reputation well established in Latin America and increasingly known abroad. Chief 
character in this strongly atmospheric story is one Larsen, an enigmatic figure who 
returns to the town of Santa Maria, from which he had been expelled five years 
earlier. Larsen takes over the managership of Santa Maria’s once-prosperous 
shipyard but soon discovers he has entered a world compounded of the quicksands
of illusion and delusion. Onetti chronicles Larsen’s inexorable yet witting descent 
into the quagmire of meaningless forms and motions with a stylistic detail that lends
the force of an imperative to the course of his actions. The world of the shipyard - a
claustrophobic phantasy which Onetti has made an actuality - not only submerges 
its participants - but immerses the reader as well.

Juan Carlos Onetti (July 1, 1909, Montevideo – May 30, 1994, Madrid) was an 
Uruguayan novelist and author of short stories. A high school drop-out, Onetti's first
novel, El pozo, published in 1939, met with his close friends' immediate acclaim, as
well as from some writers and journalists of his time. 500 copies of the book were 
printed, most of them left to rot at the only bookstore that sold it, Barreiro. The book
was not reprinted until the 60's, with an introduction and preliminary study by Ángel
Rama. At age 30, Onetti was already working as editing secretary of the famous 
weekly Uruguayan newspaper Marcha. He had lived for some years in Buenos 
Aires, where he published short stories and wrote cinema critiques for the local 
media, and met and befriended the notorious novelist and journalist Roberto Arlt. He
went on to become one of Latin America's most distinguished writers, earning 
Uruguay National Literature Prize in 1962. He was considered a senior member of 
the 'Generation of 45', a Uruguayan intellectual and literary movement.
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Oppenheim, E. Phillips. The Great Impersonation. New York. 1943. Pocket Books. 
1st Pocket Paperback Printing. Good in Wrappers. 241 pages. paperback. 224. 
Inventory # 35550. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Love, mystery, and international intrigue!. The trouble 
from which great events were to come began when Everard Dominey, who had 
been fighting his way through the scrub for the last three quarters of an hour towards
those thin, spiral wisps of smoke, urged his pony to a last despairing effort and came
crashing through the great oleander shrub to pitch forward on his head in the little 
clearing.

Edward Phillips Oppenheim (22 October 1866 – 3 February 1946) was an English 
novelist, in his lifetime a major and successful writer of genre fiction including 
thrillers. Edward Phillips Oppenheim was born 22 October 1866 in Leicester, the son
of Henrietta Susannah Temperley Budd and Edward John Oppenheim, a leather 
merchant. He worked in his father's business for almost twenty years. He went to 
Wyggeston Grammar School. Oppenheim's literary success enabled him to buy a 
villa in France and a yacht, then a house in Guernsey, though he lost access to this
during the Second World War. Afterwards he regained the house, le Vanquiédor in 
St. Peter Port, and he died there on 3 February 1946. In 1892 Oppenheim married 
Elise Clara Hopkins. They lived in Evington, Leicestershire until the First World War,
and had one daughter. During the war he worked for the Ministry of Information.
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Orlean, Susan. Saturday Night. New York. 1990. Knopf. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0394573366. 261 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Carol Devine 
Carson. Inventory # 26504. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Tight, clean prose and thoughtful observations make this
series of essays about the Saturday night experience hum with all the vitality and 
activity of its subject. Freelance writer Orlean demonstrates a fine eye for detail as 
she describes an array of Saturday night activities: partying, watching television, 
geriatric polka dancing, working in a missile silo or simply cruising the streets. She 
explores the mystique that has grown up around Saturday night, the one night that 
allows significant variety and opportunity for socialization. Also examined is the 
seemingly random violence that occurs more often on Saturday night than at any 
other time. But whether discussing the social etymology of the phrase ‘Saturday 
Night Special’ or the tribulations of arriving after 9 p.m. at the video store, which 
earlier ‘would probably still have some color movies available,’ the book reveals 
much about ourselves. - PUBLISHERS WEEKLY.

Susan Orlean is an American journalist and author. She has been a staff writer for 
The New Yorker since 1992, and has contributed articles to many magazines 
including Vogue, Rolling Stone, Esquire, and Outside.
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Orman, Suze. The Courage to Be Rich: Creating a Life of Material and Spiritual 
Abundance. New York. 1999. Riverhead. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 1573221252. 384 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 40683. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - 'What would it take for you to change the course of your 
life?' reads the first sentence of The Courage to Be Rich, a book that goes beyond 
the phenomenal success of The 9 Steps to Financial Freedom in challenging and 
inspiring us to realize our full financial potential, and to realize as well that the 
bottom line of life is comprised of much more than money. Why does it take courage
to be rich? Because it takes courage to meet every obstacle and opportunity of life, 
to forgive ourselves and others for past mistakes, to imagine and achieve a future 
rich with possibility. With her signature blend of inspirational and practical advice, 
Suze Orman asks us to look within, asserting her powerful conviction that once we 
achieve a state of emotional clarity regarding money, financial clarity will always 
follow. She guides us through a lifetime of financial issues, from relationships and 
prenuptial agreements to investment options, from the money we spend in daily life 
to the money we need for tomorrow. Finally, Suze takes on the seldom-explored 
subject of money and grace, the rewards it bestows and the responsibilities it 
confers. Suze Orman may be the only financial planner for whom words like 'hope,' 
'acceptance,' and 'courage' are part of her daily lexicon. The Courage to Be Rich is a
book that will change our very definitions of wealth and abundance.

Susan Lynn "Suze" Orman is an American author, financial advisor, motivational 
speaker, and television host. She earned a degree in social work then worked as a 
financial advisor for Merrill Lynch. In 1983, she became a vice president of retail 
customer investments at Prudential Bache Securities.
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Orr, John. The Demons of Modernity: Ingmar Bergman and European Cinema. New
York. 2016. Berghahn Books. 1st Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9781785332036. 134 pages. paperback. Inventory # 42647. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ingmar Bergman's films had a very broad and rich 
relationship with the rest of European cinema, contrary to the myth that Bergman 
was a peripheral figure, culturally and aesthetically isolated from the rest of Europe.
This book contends that he should be put at the very center of European film history
by chronologically comparing Bergman's relationship to key European directors such
as Carl Theodor Dreyer, Jean-Luc Godard, Michelangelo Antonioni, and Andrei 
Tarkovsky, and also looks at Bergman's critical relationship to key movements in film
history such as the French New Wave. In so doing, it demonstrates how Ingmar 
Bergman's films illustrate the demonic struggle in modernity between faith and 
secularity through 'his intense preoccupation with the malaise of intimacy.'

John Orr was Emeritus Professor at the University of Edinburgh where he taught film
studies. He contributed to many film journals, and his books include Cinema and 
Modernity, Contemporary Cinema, The Art and Politics of Film, and Hitchcock and 
Twentieth Century Cinema. His most recent book is Romantics and Modernists in 
British Cinema (Edinburgh UP, 2010).
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Ortega, Julio. Ayacucho, Goodbye & Moscow's Gold. Pittsburgh. 1994. Latin 
American Literary Review Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0935480668. Translated from the Spanish by Edith Grossman & Alita Kelley. 103 
pages. paperback. Cover design by Mary Lisa Pallo. Inventory # 23401. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When Peruvian peasant leader Alfonso Cánepa is 
murdered and mutilated by the police, he sets out to recover his missing bones and
seek Christian burial. During his pilgrimage from his mountain village to the capital, 
the dead man relates a sort of epic mockery in a Peru torn apart by a decade of 
terrorism and government repression. Cánepa finds humor, cynicism and hope in a
nation that has become ‘a graveyard with an airport.’ First published in Spanish in 
1986, AYACUCHO, GOODBYE was adapted for the stage and presented in Lima, 
Rio de Janeiro, Berlin and New York by the Peruvian group Yuyachkani. In 
MOSCOW’S GOLD, another national allegory, a Peruvian teenager’s life is 
unexpectedly disrupted and complicated by the strains and repressions of the Cold
War era.

A native of Peru, Professor Julio Ortega is an accomplished scholar, poet, 
playwright, and novelist, with 15 books as well as several critical editions to his 
credit. After six years of teaching at the University of Texas at Austin, and two years
as professor and chairperson at Brandeis University, Professor Ortega joined 
Brown's Department of Hispanic Studies in 1989. He has also been a visiting 
professor at numerous universities both in the United States and abroad.
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Orton, Joe. Loot. New York. 1968. Grove Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in 
Wrappers. Evergreen Paperback Original. 87 pages. paperback. E-470. Cover photo
by Bert Andrews. Inventory # 10480. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - LOOT is a scathing attack on money, the police, the 
Catholic Church, and several other of our sacred institutions. In a front parlor, the 
principal object of which is a coffin, Mr. Orton has constructed a Wildean drawing-
room comedy of the blackest hue. The corpse in the coffin, who is the mother of a 
young bank robber, is dumped upside down into a closet so that the young thief and
his accomplice, an undertaker’s assistant, can use the coffin as a hiding place for 
their stolen money. The wild adventures that occur among the thieves, a nurse who
was with the dead woman at her death, the widowed husband, and a corrupt and 
brutal police inspector make for a vitriolic, deadly serious black comedy that makes
most other drama in this genre seem genteel. ‘Seethes with black, baleful mirth. 
Cudgels traditional morality.’ - William Glover, Associated Press. JOE ORTON was
born in Leicester in 1933. He left school at sixteen and two years later went to the 
Royal Academy of Dramatic Art. He acted briefly in repertory and held a number of 
varied jobs. His first play to be staged was Entertaining Mr. Sloane, which won the 
London Critics’ ‘Variety’ Award as the best play of 1964. LOOT won the Evening 
Standard Drama Award for the best play of 1966. Mr. Orton was murdered in 1967.

John Kingsley 'Joe' Orton (1 January 1933 – 9 August 1967) was an English 
playwright and author. His public career was short but prolific, lasting from 1964 until
his death three years later. During this brief period he shocked, outraged, and 
amused audiences with his scandalous black comedies. The adjective Ortonesque 
is sometimes used to refer to work characterised by a similarly dark yet farcical 
cynicism.
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Orwell, George. Animal Farm. New York. 1963. Signet/New American Library. 
Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Introduction 
By C.M. Woodhouse. 128 pages. paperback. CP121. Inventory # 30644. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This remarkable book has been described in many ways
- as a masterpiece. a fairy story. a brilliant satire. a frightening view of the future. A 
devastating attack on the pig - headed, gluttonous and avaricious rulers in an 
imaginary totalitarian state, it illuminates the range of human experience from love to
hate, from comedy to tragedy. 'A wise, compassionate and illuminating fable for our 
time. The steadiness and lucidity of Orwell's wit are reminiscent of Anatole France 
and even of Swift.' - NEW YORK TIMES.

Eric Arthur Blair (25 June 1903 – 21 January 1950), known by his pen name George
Orwell, was an English novelist, essayist, journalist and critic. His work is 
characterised by lucid prose, biting social criticism, opposition to totalitarianism, and
outspoken support of democratic socialism. He is best known for the allegorical 
novella Animal Farm (1945) and the dystopian novel Nineteen Eighty-Four (1949). 
His non-fiction works, including The Road to Wigan Pier (1937), documenting his 
experience of working-class life in the north of England, and Homage to Catalonia 
(1938), an account of his experiences soldiering for the Republican faction of the 
Spanish Civil War (1936–1939), are as critically respected as his essays on politics
and literature, language and culture.
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Orwell, George. Burmese Days. New York. 1963. Signet/New American Library. 3rd
Printing of This Signet Classic Edition. Very Good in Wrappers With Two Small 
Tears On The Back Cover. Afterword By Richard Rees. paperback. CQ609. 
Inventory # 29190. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The product of intimate personal knowledge, Burmese 
Days, George Orwell's first novel, offers a scathing indictment of British Imperial 
rule. Against a brilliantly rendered exotic background, the author presents a bitter 
and satiric picture of the corruption spawned by absolute power, a corruption all - 
pervading and inescapable, infecting white man and native alike. His theme is given
sharp focus in the struggle of. John Flory, the novel's English hero, to maintain some
measure of integrity in a debilitating moral climate. As Flory is inexorably driven to 
final tragic defeat, the reader encounters a vividly delineated cross section of Anglo -
Indian society and was an unsurpassed portrayal of an era of history whose effects 
still profoundly trouble the modern world. Burmese Days is a superb example of 
Orwell's literary skill and of the fierce and uncompromising vision that made him, in 
the words of V. S. Pritchett, 'the conscience of his generation.'

Eric Arthur Blair (25 June 1903 – 21 January 1950), known by his pen name George
Orwell, was an English novelist, essayist, journalist and critic. His work is 
characterised by lucid prose, biting social criticism, opposition to totalitarianism, and
outspoken support of democratic socialism. He is best known for the allegorical 
novella Animal Farm (1945) and the dystopian novel Nineteen Eighty-Four (1949). 
His non-fiction works, including The Road to Wigan Pier (1937), documenting his 
experience of working-class life in the north of England, and Homage to Catalonia 
(1938), an account of his experiences soldiering for the Republican faction of the 
Spanish Civil War (1936–1939), are as critically respected as his essays on politics
and literature, language and culture.
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Orwell, George. Dickens, Dali & Others. New York. 1946. Reynal & Hitchcock. 1st 
American Edition. Wear To Corners,Otherwise Very Good in Hardcover.No 
Dustjacket. 243 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 1326. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ten celebrated essays by a man universally regarded as
a master of the essay form. Included are such classics as ‘Charles Dickens’, ‘The 
Art of Donald McGill’, ‘Boys’ Weeklies’, ‘Raffles and Miss Blandish’, and ‘Benefit of 
Clergy: Some Notes on Salvador Dali.’

Eric Arthur Blair (25 June 1903 – 21 January 1950), known by his pen name George
Orwell, was an English novelist, essayist, journalist and critic. His work is 
characterised by lucid prose, biting social criticism, opposition to totalitarianism, and
outspoken support of democratic socialism. He is best known for the allegorical 
novella Animal Farm (1945) and the dystopian novel Nineteen Eighty-Four (1949). 
His non-fiction works, including The Road to Wigan Pier (1937), documenting his 
experience of working-class life in the north of England, and Homage to Catalonia 
(1938), an account of his experiences soldiering for the Republican faction of the 
Spanish Civil War (1936–1939), are as critically respected as his essays on politics
and literature, language and culture.
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Osborne, Mary Pope. Dear America - My Secret War: The World War II Diary of 
Madeline Beck, Long Island, New York 1941. New York. 2000. Scholastic. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Hardcover. No Dustjacket. 0590687158. 190 pages.
hardcover. Inventory # 37943. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Thirteen-year-old Madeline's diaries for 1941 and 1942 
reveal her experiences living on Long Island during World War II while her father is 
away in the Navy.

Mary Pope Osborne is an American author of children's books. She is best known 
for the award-winning and bestselling Magic Tree House series, which has been 
translated into 35 languages and has sold more than 134 million copies worldwide.
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Osofsky, Gilbert. Harlem: The Making of a Ghetto-Negro New York, 1890-1930. 
New York. 1966. Harper & Row. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 259 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Ellen Raskin. Inventory # 24488. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The first social history of Harlem ever written, this is a 
fascinating story of the evolution of an aristocratic upper-class white community into
a crowded Negro ghetto. Gilbert Osofsky has based his narrative on years of 
research among previously unused sources. In the early nineteenth century Harlem
was an idyllic scene of meadows, woods, and brooks. By the end of the century it 
had become Manhattan’s first suburb, an exclusive upper- and upper-middle-class 
community. Its broad, tree-lined streets and spacious homes set a tone of distinction
and elegance. Osofsky describes and analyzes the importance of the migration of 
Negroes into Harlem from the South, Greenwich Village. arid the ‘Terrible 
Tenderloin,’ site of the race riot of 1900, while white residents organized to resist the
‘black hordes,’ of the ‘invaders’ By the 1920’s Harlem had become an appalling 
slum, a community of despair and poverty. It has remained so ever since. HARLEM:
THE MAKING OF A GHETTO is peopled with colorful personalities: ‘Pig Foot Mary,’
one of the wealthiest Negro women in early Harlem; the Reverend Dr. Adam Clayton
Powell. Sr.; Philip A. Pay- ton. Jr., of the Afro-American Realty Comp any; Charlie 
Anderson, Republican ward boss; Mary White Ovington, aristocratic white social 
reformer; Madame C. J. Walker, who made a fortune from beauty care; and many 
others. This book is an important contribution to urban history and to an 
understanding of the emergence of the northern Negro ghetto. With 38 illustrations.

GILBERT OSOFSKY’S interest in the city and in the Negro was acquired early 
through personal experience as a boy growing up in the Williamsburg section of 
Brooklyn, where he was born on March 14. 1935. He attended the New York City 
public schools and earned his BA from Brooklyn College in 1956, his MA from New
York University in 1958, and his Ph.D. from Columbia University in 1963. He was an
instructor at Hunter College from 1961 to 1963 and at Columbia in the summers of 
1962 and 1963. Since 1963 he has been assistant professor of history at the 
University of Illinois at Chicago, where he specializes in American urban and 
American Negro history. HARLEM: THE MAKING OF A GHETTO is based on 
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Ostriker, Alicia Suskin. The Book of Life: Selected Jewish Poems, 1979-2011. 
Pittsburgh. 2012. University of Pittsburgh Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in
Wrappers. 9780822961819. Pitt Poetry Series. 101 pages. paperback. Cover art 
and design: iStock and Ann Walston. Inventory # 40598. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Poet Alicia Ostriker is also a highly original 
scholar/teacher of midrash, the commentary and exegesis of scripture (the same 
root as madrasa, place of study). Here she 'studies' Jewish history, Jewish passion,
Jewish contradictions, in a compendium of learned, crafted, earthy and outward-
looking poems that show how this quest has informed and enriched her whole poet's
trajectory.' --Marilyn Hacker.

Alicia Suskin Ostriker is the author of eleven previous poetry collections, including: 
The Mother/Child Papers; No Heaven; the volcano sequence; and The Little Space:
Poems Selected and New, 1968-1998. She has received the Paterson Poetry Prize,
the William Carlos Williams Award, the San Francisco State Poetry Center Award, 
and has twice been a finalist for the National Book Award. Ostirker is Professor 
Emerita of English at Rutgers University and teaches in the low-residency MFA 
program of Drew University.
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Ostriker, Alicia Suskin. The Book of Seventy. Pittsburgh. 2009. University of 
Pittsburgh Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822960515. 
Pitt Poetry Series. 75 pages. paperback. Cover photograph by J. P. Ostriker. Cover
design by Ann Walston. Inventory # 40599. $14.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Alicia Ostriker seizes the opportunity to take us where 
too few poets have been able to take us: into a domain of what our fabulists like to 
call the 'golden years.' as we live longer, we become inevitably curious about the 
actual texture of these late years, curious about what happens in the soul. Out of 
that curiosity is a new kind of poetry born, an elderstile that has passion and irony, 
wisdom, folly, clarity and tenderness. In her keen engagement with the self and the
world, Ostriker offers us a voice and a perspective that explore the territory of 
seventy and beyond.

Alicia Suskin Ostriker is the author of eleven previous poetry collections, including: 
The Mother/Child Papers; No Heaven; the volcano sequence; and The Little Space:
Poems Selected and New, 1968-1998. She has received the Paterson Poetry Prize,
the William Carlos Williams Award, the San Francisco State Poetry Center Award, 
and has twice been a finalist for the National Book Award. Ostirker is Professor 
Emerita of English at Rutgers University and teaches in the low-residency MFA 
program of Drew University.
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Ostriker, Alicia Suskin. The Old Woman, the Tulip, and the Dog. Pittsburgh. 2014. 
University of Pittsburgh Press. Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9780822962915. 5.5 x 8.25. 80 pages  . paperback. Inventory # 40647. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This book by a major American poet is for poetry readers
at all levels, academic and non-academic. It is a sequence of poems that will 
surprise and delight readers—in the voices of an old woman full of memories, a 
glamorous tulip, and an earthy dog who always has the last word.

Alicia Suskin Ostriker is one of America’s premier poets and critics. She is the 
author of fifteen poetry collections, including The Book of Life: Selected Jewish 
Poems, 1979–2011; The Book of Seventy; The Mother/Child Papers; No Heaven; 
the volcano sequence; and The Little Space: Poems Selected and New, 1968–1998,
as well as several books on the Bible. She has received the Paterson Poetry Prize, 
the Paterson Award for Sustained Literary Achievement, the William Carlos Williams
Award, the San Francisco State Poetry Center Award, the National Jewish Book 
Award, and has twice been a finalist for the National Book Award. Ostriker is 
professor emerita of English at Rutgers University and teaches in the low-residency
MFA program of Drew University.
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Ostriker, Alicia Suskin. The Old Woman, the Tulip, and the Dog. Pittsburgh. 2014. 
University of Pittsburgh Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9780822962915. 5.5 x 8.25. 80 pages  . paperback. Inventory # 40860. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This book by a major American poet is for poetry readers
at all levels, academic and non-academic. It is a sequence of poems that will 
surprise and delight readers—in the voices of an old woman full of memories, a 
glamorous tulip, and an earthy dog who always has the last word.

Alicia Suskin Ostriker is one of America’s premier poets and critics. She is the 
author of fifteen poetry collections, including The Book of Life: Selected Jewish 
Poems, 1979–2011; The Book of Seventy; The Mother/Child Papers; No Heaven; 
the volcano sequence; and The Little Space: Poems Selected and New, 1968–1998,
as well as several books on the Bible. She has received the Paterson Poetry Prize, 
the Paterson Award for Sustained Literary Achievement, the William Carlos Williams
Award, the San Francisco State Poetry Center Award, the National Jewish Book 
Award, and has twice been a finalist for the National Book Award. Ostriker is 
professor emerita of English at Rutgers University and teaches in the low-residency
MFA program of Drew University.
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Ostriker, Alicia Suskin. Waiting for the Light. Pittsburgh. 2017. University of 
Pittsburgh Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822964520. 
Pitt Poetry Series. 80 pages. paperback. Inventory # 42039. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘‘Let us now praise famous cities,’ says Alicia Ostriker in
Waiting for the Light. Indeed, let us now praise these poems, their ferocity, 
tenderness, intelligence, compassion and joy. A seeker and seer in the tradition of
Whitman, Ostriker searches for the ‘light that stabs me with joy’ amid the sidewalks,
schoolyards, marketplaces and many tongues of her beloved New York, spurred by 
‘ancestors who remember tenements.’ A walker in the city and a walker in the world,
she knows about the flow of dollars and blood through the streets, speaking 
fearlessly against whoever crushes the body and the spirit. Wait for the light no 
longer; the light is right here, in the pages of this book.’ —Martín Espada. ‘Ostriker 
so loves the world, its griefs, traumas, praises, mysteries and joys, that she teaches
us to love the world with her—sometimes desperately, heartbrokenly, never 
despairingly. Ostriker is a preeminent poet, writing at the height of her powers.’ - 
Daisy Fried.

Alicia Suskin Ostriker is a major American poet and critic. She is the author of 
numerous poetry collections, including most recently: The Old Woman, the Tulip, 
and the Dog; The Book of Life: Selected Jewish Poems, 1979–2011; and The Book
of Seventy, winner of the National Jewish Book Award. She has received the 
Paterson Poetry Prize, the San Francisco State Poetry Center Award, the William 
Carlos Williams Award, and has twice been a finalist for the National Book Award, 
among other honors. Ostriker teaches in the low-residency MFA program at Drew 
University, and is currently a chancellor of the Academy of American Poets.
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Ostriker, Alicia Suskin. Waiting for the Light. Pittsburgh. 2017. University of 
Pittsburgh Press. Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822964520. Pitt
Poetry Series. 80 pages. paperback. Inventory #  44217. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘‘Let us now praise famous cities,’ says Alicia Ostriker in
Waiting for the Light. Indeed, let us now praise these poems, their ferocity, 
tenderness, intelligence, compassion and joy. A seeker and seer in the tradition of
Whitman, Ostriker searches for the ‘light that stabs me with joy’ amid the sidewalks,
schoolyards, marketplaces and many tongues of her beloved New York, spurred by 
‘ancestors who remember tenements.’ A walker in the city and a walker in the world,
she knows about the flow of dollars and blood through the streets, speaking 
fearlessly against whoever crushes the body and the spirit. Wait for the light no 
longer; the light is right here, in the pages of this book.’ —Martín Espada. ‘Ostriker 
so loves the world, its griefs, traumas, praises, mysteries and joys, that she teaches
us to love the world with her—sometimes desperately, heartbrokenly, never 
despairingly. Ostriker is a preeminent poet, writing at the height of her powers.’ - 
Daisy Fried.

Alicia Suskin Ostriker is a major American poet and critic. She is the author of 
numerous poetry collections, including most recently: The Old Woman, the Tulip, 
and the Dog; The Book of Life: Selected Jewish Poems, 1979–2011; and The Book
of Seventy, winner of the National Jewish Book Award. She has received the 
Paterson Poetry Prize, the San Francisco State Poetry Center Award, the William 
Carlos Williams Award, and has twice been a finalist for the National Book Award, 
among other honors. Ostriker teaches in the low-residency MFA program at Drew 
University, and is currently a chancellor of the Academy of American Poets.
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Otis, James. True Indian Tales From American History in the stirring days of the 
early colonists. Boston. 1923. L. C. Page and Company. New Edition. Good in 
Slightly Worn Boards. No Dustjacket. 432 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 41032. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Includes Defending the Island, Ezra Jordan’s Escape, An
Island Refuge, and When Israel Putnam Served the King.

James Otis Kaler (March 19, 1848 — December 11, 1912) was an American 
journalist and author of children’s literature. He wrote under the name James Otis. 
Kaler was born on March 19, 1848, in Winterport, Maine. He attended public 
schools, then got a job with the Boston Journal at 13, and three years later was 
providing coverage of the American Civil War. Later, he went on to work as a 
journalist or editor for various newspapers, superintendent at schools, and a 
publicity man at a circus. In 1880 he authored his first, and still most famous (largely
by way of a filmed version by Walt Disney), children’s book, Toby Tyler, or Ten 
Weeks with a Circus, a story about an orphan who runs away to join the circus. 
Following the book's success he went on to author numerous other children’s books,
mostly historical and adventure novels. Like most writers of his era, he was 
astonishingly prolific, and a total of nearly 200 books by him have been identified. 
After spending several years in the southeastern states, he returned to Maine in 
1898 to become the first superintendent of schools in South Portland. A school 
named in his honor still stands in that city. He married Amy L. Scamman on March 
19 of that year, and they had two sons, Stephen and Otis. Kaler died of uremia on 
December 11, 1912, in Portland, Maine.keywords
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Otten, Charlotte F. (editor). A Lycanthropy Reader: Werewolves in Western Culture.
Syracuse. 1986. Syracuse University Press. 1st Edition. Some Wear To Bottom 
Edge,Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. 0815623844. 337 pages. paperback. Front
cover from Johannes Geiler von Kaiserberg, 'Die Emeis'. Inventory # 14794. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Our understanding of lycanthropy is limited by our 
association of it with contemporary portrayals of werewolves in horror films and 
gothic fiction. No rational person today believes that a human being can literally be
metamorphosed into a wolf1 therefore, in the absence of an historical context, the 
study of werewolves can appear to be a wayward pursuit of the perversely irrational
and the sensational. This reader provides the historical context. Drawing on primary
sources, it is a comprehensive survey of all aspects of lycanthropy, with a focus on 
the medieval and Renaissance periods. Lycanthropes were on trial in the 
courtrooms of Europe, and on examination in medical offices and mental hospitals1 
they were the objects of communal fear and pity and the subjects of sermons and 
philosophical treatises. In the Introduction to the Reader, Charlotte Otten shows that
the study of lycanthropy uncovers basic issues in human life the significance of 
violence and criminality, the role of the demonic in aberrant behavior, and ultimately
the nature of good and evil. The implications for modern life are immediately 
apparent. The Reader is divided into six sections: (1) Medical Cases, Diagnoses, 
Descriptions; (2) Trial Records, Historical Accounts, Sightings; (3) Philosophical and
Theological Approaches to Metamorphosis; (4) Critical Essays on Lycanthropy 
(Anthropology, History and Medicine); (5) Myths and Legends; and (6) Allegory. 
Each section has an introduction that summarizes and interprets the materials.

Charlotte F. Otten is Professor of English, Calvin College, and the author of 
Environ’d with Eternity: God, Poems, and Plants in Sixteenth and Seventeenth 
Century England. Professor Otten has published widely in journals such as the 
Huntington Library Quarterly, English Literary Renaissance, and Medical Heritage.
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Ottum, Lisa and Reno, Seth T. (editors). Wordsworth and the Green Romantics: 
Affect and Ecology in the Nineteenth Century. Durham. 2016. University of New 
Hampshire Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781611688955. 
Becoming Modern: New Nineteenth-Century Studies. 8 illustrations. 6 x 9. 248 
pages. paperback. Inventory # 42812. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - While critics have traditionally positioned Romantic 
Nature as idealized and illusory, Romantic representations of nature are, in fact, 
ambivalent, scientifically informed, and ethically engaged. They often reflect writers’
efforts to capture the fleeting experience of affect, raising urgent questions about 
how nature evokes feelings, and what demands these sensations place upon the 
feeling subject. By focusing on the affective dimensions of Green Romanticism, 
Wordsworth and the Green Romantics advances a vision of Romantic ecology that 
complicates scholarly perceptions of Romantic Nature, as well as popular 
caricatures of the Romantics as naïve nature lovers.

Lisa Ottum is assistant professor of English at Xavier University. Seth T. Reno is 
assistant professor of English at Auburn University Montgomery.
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Ousmane, Sembene. Xala. New York. 1976. Lawrence Hill & Company. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0882080679. Translated 
from the French by Clive Wake. 114 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 28281. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A biting satire about the downfall of a businessman-
polygamist who assumes the role of the colonializer in French-speaking Africa. 
XALA is the story of a El Hadji Abdou Kader Beye, a rich businessman struck by 
what he believes to be a curse of impotence (‘xala’ in Wolof) on the night of his 
wedding to his beautiful, young third wife. El Hadji grows obsessed with removing 
the curse through visits to marabouts, but only after losing most of his money and 
reputation does he discover the source to be the beggar who lives outside his 
offices, whom he wronged in acquiring his fortune.

Ousmane Sembene, who was born into a Senegalese fishing family in 1923, worked
at a diversity of jobs before writing his first book, THE BLACK DOCKER, in 1956. 
Since then he has written several novels and short story collections, through which 
he tells the saga of his land and its people. He has also gained a reputation for his 
films, particularly BLACK GIRL and THE MONEY ORDER, which were well received
both in the U.S. and abroad.
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Owens, Louis. Bone Game. Norman. 1994. University Of Oklahoma Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0806126647. 243 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket illustration - 'Melting retreat' by Veloy Vigil. Jacket design by Cathy Carney 
Imboden. Inventory # 23293. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Bone Game, Louis Owens's compelling new novel, 
dreams and waking life, past and present, ghosts and living people echo each other
and lock in conflict. From the moment we read that a Spanish priest was murdered 
in 1812 and that the dismembered pieces of a young woman are beginning to wash
ashore in 1993 - both in Santa Cruz - we know that something is profoundly wrong in
the too-beautiful California town. Cole McCurtain is at Bone Game's uneasy, 
dreaming center. Now a mixed-blood professor of Indian Studies at Santa Cruz, 
Cole is haunted by dreams of the murdered priest, a rearing grizzly bear, a black-
and-white painted Indian who offers bones in his extended hands. In his waking life
Cole moves through scenes equally discordant and sinister. Surrounded by 
decadent students, an overly earnest teaching assistant, and a cross-dressing, 
wisecracking Indian colleague, he longs to be back in New Mexico, fly-fishing. Help
comes from Indian country when his beloved daughter Abby appears at his 
doorstep. Even so, the dreams become increasingly urgent and the murders ever 
more frequent. Added support is mobilized. Choctaw oldtimers - Cole's father, Hoey,
his great-uncle, Luther, and an old medicine woman, Onatima - travel west from 
Mississippi, becoming entangled in further stories along the way. They know they 
are needed; as Luther says, 'This story's so big, Cole sees only a little bit of it.'

Louis Owens (Lompoc July 18, 1948 - Albuquerque, July 25, 2002) was a novelist 
and scholar of Choctaw, Cherokee, and Irish-American descent. He is known for a 
series of Native-themed mystery novels and for his contributions to the then-
fledgling field of Native American Studies. Owens committed suicide in 2002.
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Owens, Louis. Mixedblood Messages: Literature, Film, Family, Place. Norman. 
1998. University Of Oklahoma Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0806130512. 263 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 28262. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this challenging and often humorous book, Louis 
Owens examines issues of Indian identity and relationship to the environment as 
depicted in literature and film and as embodied in his own mixedblood roots in family
and land. Powerful social and historical forces, he maintains, conspire to colonize 
literature and film by and about Native Americans into a safe 'Indian Territory' that 
will contain and neutralize Indians. Countering this colonial 'Territory' is what Owens
defines as 'Frontier,' a dynamic, uncontainable, multi-directional space within which
cultures meet and even merge. Owens offers new insights into the works of Indian 
writers ranging from John Rollin Ridge, Mourning Dove, and D'Arcy McNickle to N. 
Scott Momaday, Leslie Silko, James Welch, and Gerald Vizenor.

Louis Owens (Lompoc July 18, 1948 - Albuquerque, July 25, 2002) was a novelist 
and scholar of Choctaw, Cherokee, and Irish-American descent. He is known for a 
series of Native-themed mystery novels and for his contributions to the then-
fledgling field of Native American Studies. Owens committed suicide in 2002.
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Owens, Louis. Nightland. New York. 1996. Dutton. 1st Printing. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0525940731. 217 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 25796. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the hot, dry New Mexico wilderness, Will and Billy, two
half-Cherokee ranchers, discover a corpse and a suitcase containing nearly a million
dollars. As the two friends contemplate what to do with the money, they set into 
motion a series of events that will cost them more than they want to pay.

Louis Owens (Lompoc July 18, 1948 - Albuquerque, July 25, 2002) was a novelist 
and scholar of Choctaw, Cherokee, and Irish-American descent. He is known for a 
series of Native-themed mystery novels and for his contributions to the then-
fledgling field of Native American Studies. Owens committed suicide in 2002.
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Owens, Louis. The Sharpest Sight. Norman. 1992. University Of Oklahoma Press. 
2nd Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0806124040. Volume 1 in the American 
Indian Literature and Critical Studies Series. 263 pages. hardcover. Cover: Bert D. 
Seabourn-'Silent Whispers'. Inventory # 23248. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - 'Louis Owens has the storyteller's gift of cutting to the 
heart of human drama. Wonderfully rich, full of magic and people who are magically
alive, The Sharpest Sight is a fine novel that should be read by all who seek to 
understand the American Indian search for identity.'-James Welch, author of Indian
Lawyer, and Winter in the Blood. 'With The Sharpest Sight, Louis Owens emerges 
as a strong and distinctive voice in contemporary Native American fiction. He writes
with conviction, heart, and insight, and his novel, populated with complicated, 
passionate men and women, provides an insider's view into a rich fictional world.'-
Michael Dorris, author of A Yellow Raft in Blue Water, and The Crown of Columbus,
with Louise Erdrich.

Louis Owens (Lompoc July 18, 1948 - Albuquerque, July 25, 2002) was a novelist 
and scholar of Choctaw, Cherokee, and Irish-American descent. He is known for a 
series of Native-themed mystery novels and for his contributions to the then-
fledgling field of Native American Studies. Owens committed suicide in 2002.
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Owens, Louis. The Sharpest Sight. Norman. 1992. University Of Oklahoma Press. 
2nd Paperback Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 0806125748. 263 pages. 
paperback. Inscribed by the Author. Cover: Bert D. Seabourn-'Silent Whispers'. 
Inventory # 31894. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - 'Louis Owens has the storyteller's gift of cutting to the 
heart of human drama. Wonderfully rich, full of magic and people who are magically
alive, The Sharpest Sight is a fine novel that should be read by all who seek to 
understand the American Indian search for identity.'-James Welch, author of Indian
Lawyer, and Winter in the Blood. 'With The Sharpest Sight, Louis Owens emerges 
as a strong and distinctive voice in contemporary Native American fiction. He writes
with conviction, heart, and insight, and his novel, populated with complicated, 
passionate men and women, provides an insider's view into a rich fictional world.'-
Michael Dorris, author of A Yellow Raft in Blue Water, and The Crown of Columbus,
with Louise Erdrich.

Louis Owens (Lompoc July 18, 1948 - Albuquerque, July 25, 2002) was a novelist 
and scholar of Choctaw, Cherokee, and Irish-American descent. He is known for a 
series of Native-themed mystery novels and for his contributions to the then-
fledgling field of Native American Studies. Owens committed suicide in 2002.
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Owens, Louis. The Sharpest Sight. Norman. 1992. University Of Oklahoma Press. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0806124040. Volume 1 in the 
American Indian Literature and Critical Studies Series. 263 pages. hardcover. 
Cover: Bert D. Seabourn-'Silent Whispers'. Inventory # 33891. $90

FROM THE PUBLISHER - 'Louis Owens has the storyteller's gift of cutting to the 
heart of human drama. Wonderfully rich, full of magic and people who are magically
alive, The Sharpest Sight is a fine novel that should be read by all who seek to 
understand the American Indian search for identity.'-James Welch, author of Indian
Lawyer, and Winter in the Blood. 'With The Sharpest Sight, Louis Owens emerges 
as a strong and distinctive voice in contemporary Native American fiction. He writes
with conviction, heart, and insight, and his novel, populated with complicated, 
passionate men and women, provides an insider's view into a rich fictional world.'-
Michael Dorris, author of A Yellow Raft in Blue Water, and The Crown of Columbus,
with Louise Erdrich.

Louis Owens (Lompoc July 18, 1948 - Albuquerque, July 25, 2002) was a novelist 
and scholar of Choctaw, Cherokee, and Irish-American descent. He is known for a 
series of Native-themed mystery novels and for his contributions to the then-
fledgling field of Native American Studies. Owens committed suicide in 2002.
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Owens, Louis. Wolfsong. Norman. 1995. University Of Oklahoma Press. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 0806127376. 256 pages. paperback. Front cover:
oil painting by Sam English. Inventory # 24087. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the Cascade Range of northwest Washington, Tom 
Joseph, a young Indian who had gone south to attend college, returns for his uncle's
funeral and finds himself caught up in the old man's fight to save the wilderness from
destruction. In his first novel, Louis Owens exposes the raw edge of the current 
American land-rights controversy and poses questions about authenticity and the 
common bonds that American Indians, of very different or mixed backgrounds, are in
the process of discovering today.

Louis Owens (Lompoc July 18, 1948 - Albuquerque, July 25, 2002) was a novelist 
and scholar of Choctaw, Cherokee, and Irish-American descent. He is known for a 
series of Native-themed mystery novels and for his contributions to the then-
fledgling field of Native American Studies. Owens committed suicide in 2002.
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Oyeyemi, Helen. What Is Not Yours Is Not Yours: Stories. New York. 2016. 
Riverhead Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9781594634635.
327 pages. hardcover. Cover design by Helen Yentus and Jason Booher. Jacket art:
Illustration from 'Hands: A Pictorial Archive from Nineteenth-Century Sources,' Jim 
Harter, 1985. Inventory #  44127. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Playful, ambitious, and exquisitely imagined, What Is Not
Yours Is Not Yours is cleverly built around the idea of keys, literal and metaphorical.
The key to a house, the key to a heart, the key to a secret—Oyeyemi’s keys not only
unlock elements of her characters’ lives, they promise further labyrinths on the other
side. In “Books and Roses” one special key opens a library, a garden, and clues to 
at least two lovers’ fates. In “Is Your Blood as Red as This?” an unlikely key opens 
the heart of a student at a puppeteering school. “‘Sorry’ Doesn’t Sweeten Her Tea” 
involves a “house of locks,” where doors can be closed only with a key—with 
surprising, unobservable developments. And in “If a Book Is Locked There’s 
Probably a Good Reason for That Don't You Think,” a key keeps a mystical diary 
locked (for good reason). Oyeyemi’s tales span multiple times and landscapes as 
they tease boundaries between coexisting realities. Is a key a gate, a gift, or an 
invitation? What Is Not Yours Is Not Yours captivates as it explores the many 
possible answers.

Helen Olajumoke Oyeyemi (born 10 December 1984) is a British novelist. In 2013 
she was included in the Granta Best of Young British Novelists list. Oyeyemi wrote 
her first novel, The Icarus Girl, while still at school studying for her A-levels at 
Cardinal Vaughan Memorial School. While studying social and political sciences at
Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, two of her plays, Juniper's Whitening and 
Victimese, were performed by fellow students to critical acclaim and subsequently 
published by Methuen. He other works include The Opposite House (inspired by 
Cuban mythology), White is for Witching (having "roots in Henry James and Edgar 
Allan Poe"), Mr Fox, and Boy, Snow, Bird.
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Oyono, Ferdinand. The Old Man and the Medal. New York. 1971. Collier/Macmillan.
1st Collier Books Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Translated from the 
French by John Reed. Introduction by John Pepper Clark. Collier African /American
Library. 191 pages. paperback. 05319. Inventory # 27059. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A model Christian (black) prepares to meet his Maker 
(white) The news has spread and old Meka is an instant celebrity. After years of 
devoted adherence to the white colonial government and its authorized religion, he 
is about to receive a medal from its Most Distinguished Official, in a ceremony that 
promises to be the biggest social event of the season. The village is bursting with 
excitement. At last, the great day is here! But as he proudly waits in line for his 
medal, a lifetime of sacrifice passes before his eyes—the loss of his lands, his sons
and. his heritage. For what? For whom? For this beefy red-faced bureaucrat who is
about to pin a tin badge on Meka’s second-class chest? What happens to Meka and
his medal after the ceremony is an appallingly funny look at the subtleties of polite 
society and its initiation rites: not only do all blacks look alike to colonial eyes, but, 
with or without medals, some look even more alike than others. Ferdinand Oyono’s
brilliant satire is first-class entertainment.

Ferdinand Léopold Oyono (14 September 1929 – 10 June 2010) was an author from
Cameroon whose work is recognised for a sense of irony that reveals how easily 
people can be fooled. Writing in French in the 1950s, Oyono had only a brief literary
career, but his anti-colonialist novels are considered classics of 20th century African
literature.keywords
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Oz, Amos. Fima. New York. 1993. Harcourt Brace. 1st American Edition. Very Good
in Dustjacket. Remainder Mark On Top Edge. 0151898510. Translated from the 
Hebrew by Nicholas De Lange. 322 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 27832. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Fima's life in Jerusalem always manages to become 
enmeshed in the mundane. With wit and storytelling mastery, Oz portrays a man - 
and a generation - that has dreams but does nothing. Named a New York Times 
Notable Book of the Year.

Amos Oz (born Amos Klausner; 4 May 1939 – 28 December 2018) was an Israeli 
writer, novelist, journalist, and intellectual. He was also a professor of Hebrew 
literature at Ben-Gurion University of the Negev. From 1967 onwards, Oz was a 
prominent advocate of a two-state solution to the Israeli–Palestinian conflict. He was
the author of 40 books, including novels, short story collections, children's books, 
and essays, and his work has been published in 45 languages, more than that of 
any other Israeli writer. He was the recipient of many honours and awards, among 
them the Friedenspreis des Deutschen Buchhandels, the Legion of Honour of 
France, the Israel Prize, the Goethe Prize, the Prince of Asturias Award in Literature,
the Heinrich Heine Prize, and the Franz Kafka Prize. Oz is regarded as one of 
"Israel's most prolific writers and respected intellectuals", as The New York Times 
worded it in an obituary.
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Oz, Amos. Touch the Water,Touch the Wind. New York. 1975. Chatto & Windus. 1st
British Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket With Faded Spine. 0701120509. Translated
from the Hebrew by Nicholas De Lange In Collaboration with Author. 179 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 40406. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Oz has crafted an intricate tale of people constantly 
seeking escape from a hostile world, an escape symbolized on its highest level by 
the watchmaker Pomeranz, a mathematician and musician. By the power of his 
music, he causes the arid earth to turn into a moist womb that receives him and his
wife not in death but in immortality.

Amos Oz (born Amos Klausner; 4 May 1939 – 28 December 2018) was an Israeli 
writer, novelist, journalist, and intellectual. He was also a professor of Hebrew 
literature at Ben-Gurion University of the Negev. From 1967 onwards, Oz was a 
prominent advocate of a two-state solution to the Israeli–Palestinian conflict. He was
the author of 40 books, including novels, short story collections, children's books, 
and essays, and his work has been published in 45 languages, more than that of 
any other Israeli writer. He was the recipient of many honours and awards, among 
them the Friedenspreis des Deutschen Buchhandels, the Legion of Honour of 
France, the Israel Prize, the Goethe Prize, the Prince of Asturias Award in Literature,
the Heinrich Heine Prize, and the Franz Kafka Prize. Oz is regarded as one of 
"Israel's most prolific writers and respected intellectuals", as The New York Times 
worded it in an obituary.
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Oz, Amos. Unto Death. New York. 1975. Harcourt Brace Jovanovich. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0151930953. Translated from the 
Hebrew by Nicholas De Lange In Collaboration W/The Author. 166 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 27325. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - UNTO DEATH contains two novellas by one of Israel's 
most gifted writers. In both Oz explores the atmosphere of hatred in which Jews live,
die, or degenerate into insanity. In CRUSADE a band of Crusaders journeys towards
Jerusalem, attacking and killing Jews along the way. Their initial spirit of triumph 
gives way before depression as disease and deprivation slow their progress. In 
LATE LOVE, set in modern-day Israel, an aged lecturer who willingly ignores his 
deteriorating body cannot ignore his paranoid visions of the destruction of his people
by Soviet Russia.

Amos Oz (born Amos Klausner; 4 May 1939 – 28 December 2018) was an Israeli 
writer, novelist, journalist, and intellectual. He was also a professor of Hebrew 
literature at Ben-Gurion University of the Negev. From 1967 onwards, Oz was a 
prominent advocate of a two-state solution to the Israeli–Palestinian conflict. He was
the author of 40 books, including novels, short story collections, children's books, 
and essays, and his work has been published in 45 languages, more than that of 
any other Israeli writer. He was the recipient of many honours and awards, among 
them the Friedenspreis des Deutschen Buchhandels, the Legion of Honour of 
France, the Israel Prize, the Goethe Prize, the Prince of Asturias Award in Literature,
the Heinrich Heine Prize, and the Franz Kafka Prize. Oz is regarded as one of 
"Israel's most prolific writers and respected intellectuals", as The New York Times 
worded it in an obituary.
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Ozeki, Ruth L. My Year of Meats. New York. 1998. Viking Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670879045. 1st Novel. 432 pages. hardcover. 
Signed by the Author. Inventory # 25680. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Veteran filmmaker Ruth Ozeki's novel has been hailed as
‘one of the heartiest and yes, meatiest debuts in years’ (Glamour). It tells the story of
a year in the lives of two ordinary women on opposite ends of the earth, brought 
together by a convergence of extraordinary circumstances. Jane, a struggling 
filmmaker in New York, is given her big break--a chance to travel through the U.S. to
produce a Japanese television program sponsored by an American meat exporting 
business. But along the way, she discovers some unsavory truths about love, honor,
and a particularly damaging hormone called DES that wreaks havoc with her uterus.
Meanwhile, Akiko, a painfully thin Japanese woman struggling with bulimia, is being
pressured by her child-craving husband to put some meat on her bones - literally. 
How Jane's and Akiko's lives intersect taps into some of the deepest concerns of our
time - how the past informs the present and how we live and love in an ever-
shrinking world.

Amos Oz (born Amos Klausner; 4 May 1939 – 28 December 2018) was an Israeli 
writer, novelist, journalist, and intellectual. He was also a professor of Hebrew 
literature at Ben-Gurion University of the Negev. From 1967 onwards, Oz was a 
prominent advocate of a two-state solution to the Israeli–Palestinian conflict. He was
the author of 40 books, including novels, short story collections, children's books, 
and essays, and his work has been published in 45 languages, more than that of 
any other Israeli writer. He was the recipient of many honours and awards, among 
them the Friedenspreis des Deutschen Buchhandels, the Legion of Honour of 
France, the Israel Prize, the Goethe Prize, the Prince of Asturias Award in Literature,
the Heinrich Heine Prize, and the Franz Kafka Prize. Oz is regarded as one of 
"Israel's most prolific writers and respected intellectuals", as The New York Times 
worded it in an obituary.
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Packer, George. The Village of Waiting. New York. 1988. Vintage Books. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0394757548. Vintage Departures Original. 352 
pages. paperback. Cover design by Carin Goldberg. Inventory # 10538. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This book is a frank, moving, and vivid account of 
contemporary life in West Africa. Stationed as a Peace Corps instructor in the village
of Lavié (the name means 'wait a little more') in tiny and underdeveloped Togo, 
Packer reveals his own schooling at the hands of an unforgettable array of 
townspeople - peasants, chiefs, charlatans, children, market women, cripples, 
crazies, and those who, having lost or given up much of their traditional identity and 
fastened their hopes on 'development,' find themselves trapped between the familiar
repetitions of rural life and the chafing monotony of waiting for change. An account 
of life in a Togolese village that conveys a culture caught betwen the erosion of tribal
traditions and an ever elusive 'development.'

George Packer (born August 13, 1960) is an American journalist, novelist, and 
playwright. He is best known for his writings for The New Yorker about U.S. foreign
policy and for his book The Assassins' Gate: America in Iraq. More recently, he 
wrote The Unwinding: An Inner History of the New America, covering the history of 
America from 1978 to 2012. That book won the National Book Award for Nonfiction 
in November 2013.
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Padilla, Heberto. A Fountain, a House of Stone: Poems. New York. 1991. Farrar 
Straus Giroux. Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 0374157812. Bilingual. 
Translated from the Spanish by Alastair Reid & Alexander Coleman. 109 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 13178. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A Fountain, a House of Stone is a bilingual collection of 
poems by Cuba's foremost living poet, Herbert Padilla, who now lives in exile in the
United States. Padilla's poems constitute a subtle but powerful poetry of domesticity
in exile, in which his characteristically questioning, critical poetics have been not so
much abandoned as subsumed. His lyricism here finds its inspiration largely in the 
quotidian, but the same meditative lyric intelligence infuses his homages to a host of
poetic muses-to Jose Lezama Lima, Octavio Paz, Heinrich Heine, Luis Cernuda, 
Rainer Maria Rilke, and Wallace Stevens, among others. These poems give fierce 
and stirring testimony to a poet finding a new being in the recreation of a lost world.

Heberto Padilla (20 January 1932 – 25 September 2000) was a Cuban poet, and the
center of the so-called 'Padilla affair.' Although Padilla initially supported the 
revolution led by Fidel Castro, by the late 1960s he began to criticize it openly, and 
in 1971 he was imprisoned by the Castro regime. A number of prominent Latin 
American, North American, and European intellectuals, including Mario Vargas 
Llosa, Julio Cortázar, Susan Sontag, and Jean-Paul Sartre, spoke out against 
Padilla's incarceration, and the resulting controversy came to be known as 'the 
Padilla affair.' The reaction of the international intellectual and literary community 
eventually led to Padilla's release from prison, but he was not allowed to leave the 
country until 1980.
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Padilla, Heberto. Heroes Are Grazing in My Garden. New York. 1984. Farrar Straus
Giroux. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374169829. Translated from the 
Spanish by Andrew Hurley. 250 pages. hardcover. Photo (c) 1984 by Joyce Ravid. 
Jacket design (c) 1984 by Fred Marcellino. Inventory # 5988. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Heberto Padilla’s frankly autobiographical novel is the 
story of a writer who refuses to give over to the revolutionary state the power of his 
art. In the process, Heroes Are Grazing in My Garden paints an astonishingly 
realistic portrait of an idealist movement gone sour, and the lives of the men and 
women lost in the somber turn of the tide. A web of people-writers and writers 
manquë, sociologists and philosophers, bureaucrats and spiritualists-struggle to 
maintain some semblance of individualism in a system that is everywhere resistant 
to the individual. Nostalgic, erotic, political, and literary dreams form a counterplot, 
especially for the two central characters, Julio and Gregorio. Julio is a translator 
betrayed by the system he labored to build and by the wife he wooed through the 
revolution. Gregorio Suarez, trapped in a disappointing marriage, struggles to write 
the novel of Cuba while sinking deeper and deeper into a self-destructive 
alcoholism. Their lives touch in a mutual dream of frustration and aggression. 
Heberto Padilla offers here a stunning portrait of the once glamorous city of Havana
in sharp counterpoint to the grinding drabness of its contemporary life.

Heberto Padilla (20 January 1932 – 25 September 2000) was a Cuban poet, and the
center of the so-called 'Padilla affair.' Although Padilla initially supported the 
revolution led by Fidel Castro, by the late 1960s he began to criticize it openly, and 
in 1971 he was imprisoned by the Castro regime. A number of prominent Latin 
American, North American, and European intellectuals, including Mario Vargas 
Llosa, Julio Cortázar, Susan Sontag, and Jean-Paul Sartre, spoke out against 
Padilla's incarceration, and the resulting controversy came to be known as 'the 
Padilla affair.' The reaction of the international intellectual and literary community 
eventually led to Padilla's release from prison, but he was not allowed to leave the 
country until 1980.
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Padilla, Heberto. Heroes Are Grazing in My Garden. New York. 1984. Farrar Straus
Giroux. Proof Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 0374169829. Translated from the 
Spanish by Andrew Hurley. 250 pages. paperback. Photo (c) 1984 by Joyce Ravid.
Jacket design (c) 1984 by Fred Marcellino. Inventory # 8655. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Heberto Padilla’s frankly autobiographical novel is the 
story of a writer who refuses to give over to the revolutionary state the power of his 
art. In the process, Heroes Are Grazing in My Garden paints an astonishingly 
realistic portrait of an idealist movement gone sour, and the lives of the men and 
women lost in the somber turn of the tide. A web of people-writers and writers 
manquë, sociologists and philosophers, bureaucrats and spiritualists-struggle to 
maintain some semblance of individualism in a system that is everywhere resistant 
to the individual. Nostalgic, erotic, political, and literary dreams form a counterplot, 
especially for the two central characters, Julio and Gregorio. Julio is a translator 
betrayed by the system he labored to build and by the wife he wooed through the 
revolution. Gregorio Suarez, trapped in a disappointing marriage, struggles to write 
the novel of Cuba while sinking deeper and deeper into a self-destructive 
alcoholism. Their lives touch in a mutual dream of frustration and aggression. 
Heberto Padilla offers here a stunning portrait of the once glamorous city of Havana
in sharp counterpoint to the grinding drabness of its contemporary life.

Heberto Padilla (20 January 1932 – 25 September 2000) was a Cuban poet, and the
center of the so-called 'Padilla affair.' Although Padilla initially supported the 
revolution led by Fidel Castro, by the late 1960s he began to criticize it openly, and 
in 1971 he was imprisoned by the Castro regime. A number of prominent Latin 
American, North American, and European intellectuals, including Mario Vargas 
Llosa, Julio Cortázar, Susan Sontag, and Jean-Paul Sartre, spoke out against 
Padilla's incarceration, and the resulting controversy came to be known as 'the 
Padilla affair.' The reaction of the international intellectual and literary community 
eventually led to Padilla's release from prison, but he was not allowed to leave the 
country until 1980.
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Padilla, Heberto. Self-Portrait of the Other. New York. 1990. Farrar Straus Giroux. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374260869. Translated from the 
Spanish by Alexander Coleman. 247 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph (c) 1990
by Lee Lockwood/Black Star. Author photograph (c) 1990 by Vasco Szinetar. 
Inventory # 14847. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - HEBERTO PADILLA, Cuba’s foremost living poet as well
as one of the finest twentieth-century writers in the Spanish language, is a man 
whose personal and political destiny has been viewed as a cautionary tale of the 
Cuba of Fidel Castro. Many myths have been created around Padilla-he has been 
extravagantly admired and bitterly vilified - but, even after his immigration to the 
United States in 1980, the poet has guarded his silence. Now, in SELF-PORTRAIT
OF THE OTHER, his long- awaited autobiography, Padilla breaks that silence, 
telling the story of his life and times, in his own words and, artistically and 
intellectually, on his own terms. SELF-PORTRAIT OF THE OTHER is both a poet’s
prose and a memoir of Castro’s Cuba in which the political realities of that regime 
and the personalities of the artists who flocked from all over the world to support it 
are depicted.

Heberto Padilla (20 January 1932 – 25 September 2000) was a Cuban poet, and the
center of the so-called 'Padilla affair.'. He was born in Puerta de Golpe, Pinar del 
Río, Cuba. His first book of poetry, Las rosas audaces (The Audacious Roses), was
published in 1949. After a failed first marriage and three children, he married poet 
Belkis Cuza Malé in 1972. His son, Ernesto Padilla, was born in 1972. Although 
Padilla initially supported the revolution led by Fidel Castro, by the late 1960s he 
began to criticize it openly, and in 1971 he was imprisoned by the Castro regime. A
number of prominent Latin American, North American, and European intellectuals, 
including Mario Vargas Llosa, Julio Cortázar, Susan Sontag, and Jean-Paul Sartre,
spoke out against Padilla's incarceration, and the resulting controversy came to be 
known as 'the Padilla affair.' The reaction of the international intellectual and literary
community eventually led to Padilla's release from prison, but he was not allowed to
leave the country until 1980. He lived in New York, Washington, D.C. and Madrid, 
before finally settling in Princeton, NJ. Padilla was a Fellow at the Woodrow Wilson 
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Padilla, Ignacio. Shadow Without a Name. New York. 2003. Farrar Straus Giroux. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374261903. Translated from the 
Spanish by Peter Bush & Anne McLean. 195 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Lynn Buckley. Jacket photograph of Adolf Eichmann (c) Bettmann/Corbis. Author 
photograph (c) Jerry Bauer. Inventory # 33864. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The winner of Spain’s prestigious Premio Primavera 
Award. In 1916, on a train heading to the Austro-Hungarian Empire’s disastrous 
Eastern Front, Viktor Kretzschmar and Thadeus Dreyer face each other over a 
chessboard. It is a game to the death: the winner will take Kretzschmar’s identity as
a railway signalman and live Out the war in safety. The loser will go to the Front. 
When the game ends, a sequence of events that will span decades as well as 
continents has been set in motion. In 1943, the decorated World War I hero and 
influential Nazi General Thadeus Dreyer is in charge of training doubles to stand in 
for leading Nazis at dangerous public events. But when the Amphitryon Project falls
out of favor with Goering, Dreyer and his team of doubles vanish, and their 
disappearance remains unsolved. In 1960, an escaped Nazi is uncovered in Buenos
Aires, where he has been living under an assumed name. One of the few Nazis to 
be recaptured, he is extradited to Israel and executed. Only an old Polish count 
claims to know his true identity, but he dies before it can be revealed. The clues that
connect these men are concealed in an old encrypted manuscript that the count has
left to his heirs-an unlikely trio of misfits who suddenly find themselves at the center
of a dangerous game as they are compelled to decipher the deceits of decades 
past. Mesmerizing and suspenseful, Shadow Without a Name explores questions of
identity and history against the backdrop of the darkest periods of twentieth-century
Europe, and stands as an impressive introduction to one of Mexico’s most gifted 
contemporary writers.

Ignacio Padilla (born 1968) is a noted Mexican novelist and short story writer whose
works have been translated into several languages. Padilla helped found the Crack
Movement along with fellow Mexican writers Eloy Urroz, Jorge Volpi, and Pedro 
Angel Palou as a means for Mexican authors to find their own voice and write 
beyond Magic Realism.
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Padua, Jose. A Short History of Monsters: Poems. Fayetteville. 2019. University of 
Arkansas Press. Uncorrected Galley. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781682260944. 
Miller Williams Poetry Series. 5 ½ × 8 ½. 60 pages. paperback. Inventory #  44154.
$17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Winner, Miller Williams Poetry Prize. “We are the happy 
riders on the stream of Padua’s consciousness. a smart, sympathetic mind at work.”
—Billy Collins. Drawing on the spirit of New York City in decades past, A Short 
History of Monsters presents the sins and obsessions of a poet nimble in the beat 
and slam traditions. In this first full-length collection, Jose Padua wrestles with an 
American dream interrupted by failure, excess, and other nightmares. Often brash 
and unruly, these poems range from recollections of lost, drunken days to 
unadorned manifestations of hope. Throughout, the speaker redefines his 
relationship to pop culture, praising it, skewering it, and mourning it by turns. The 
poems that make up A Short History of Monsters tend toward both dark humor and 
epiphany, diving deeply into their own despair and rising up again with existential 
absurdity. This is a poetry that gets down into the grit and grime of the real world, 
digging out a space to experience being alive—miraculous in and of itself. This 
project is supported in part by a grant from the Arkansas Humanities Council and the
Miller Williams Poetry Fund.

Jose Padua, a veteran of New York’s spoken-word literary scene, now lives in 
Washington, DC. This is his first book.
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Padua, Jose. A Short History of Monsters: Poems. Fayetteville. 2019. University of 
Arkansas Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781682260944. 
Miller Williams Poetry Series. 5 ½ × 8 ½. 60 pages. paperback. Inventory #  44311.
$17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Winner, Miller Williams Poetry Prize. “We are the happy 
riders on the stream of Padua’s consciousness. a smart, sympathetic mind at work.”
—Billy Collins. Drawing on the spirit of New York City in decades past, A Short 
History of Monsters presents the sins and obsessions of a poet nimble in the beat 
and slam traditions. In this first full-length collection, Jose Padua wrestles with an 
American dream interrupted by failure, excess, and other nightmares. Often brash 
and unruly, these poems range from recollections of lost, drunken days to 
unadorned manifestations of hope. Throughout, the speaker redefines his 
relationship to pop culture, praising it, skewering it, and mourning it by turns. The 
poems that make up A Short History of Monsters tend toward both dark humor and 
epiphany, diving deeply into their own despair and rising up again with existential 
absurdity. This is a poetry that gets down into the grit and grime of the real world, 
digging out a space to experience being alive—miraculous in and of itself. This 
project is supported in part by a grant from the Arkansas Humanities Council and the
Miller Williams Poetry Fund.

Jose Padua, a veteran of New York’s spoken-word literary scene, now lives in 
Washington, DC. This is his first book.
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Page, Marco. Reclining Figure. New York. 1953. Pocket Books. 1st Pocket Books 
Paperback Printing. Good in Worn Wrappers With a Piece Coming Off Near The 
Bottom Spine. 211 pages. paperback. 931. Cover illustration by Verne Tossey. 
Inventory # 37205. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Murder and passion crack the art world wide open! ART,
LOVE. and MURDER! Paul Weldon could paint like a streak. But he had his 
troubles. One was Molly Dann, his lusty, hard-swearing model. Paul needed Molly 
badly, but she had no use for a drunken painter who cried for love. Molly liked her 
men fast, tough and strong. Paul's other trouble was a Reclining Figure. It was 
supposed to be a Renoir worth thousands of dollars. Paul had it first. Then a vicious
pack of characters came after him - and Molly. They wanted that Reclining Figure. 
bad enough to kill for it!

Harry Kurnitz (January 5, 1908 – March 18, 1968) was an American playwright, 
novelist, and prolific screenwriter who wrote swashbucklers for Errol Flynn and 
comedies for Danny Kaye. He also wrote some mystery fiction under the name 
Marco Page.
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Painter, Nell Irvin. The Narrative of Hosea Hudson: His Life As a Negro Communist 
in the South. Cambridge. 1979. Harvard University Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in
Slightly Worn Dustjacket with a Torn Piece On The Top Front. 0674601106. 400 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 24652. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Born into a Georgia sharecropper family in 1898, Hosea
Hudson moved to Birmingham, Alabama, to work in the steel mills in the turbulent 
1930s and 1940s and became an active member of the Communist Party as well as
president of a CIO union local. It was a hard, dangerous life, to be black and 
communist and pro-union, and Hudson talked about that life to Nell Painter, who 
brilliantly recreates it in this collaborative oral autobiography.

Nell Irvin Painter (born Nell Irvin, 1942) is an American historian notable for her 
works on southern history of the nineteenth century. She is retired from Princeton 
University, and served as president of the Organization of American Historians. She
also served as president of the Southern Historical Association. Her family moved 
from Houston, Texas, to Oakland, California when she was ten weeks old. This was
part of the second wave of the Great Migration of millions of African Americans from
the Deep South to urban centers. Some of their relatives had been in California 
since the 1920s. The Irvins went to California in the 1940s with the pull of increasing
jobs in the defense industry. Nell attended the Oakland Public Schools. Painter 
earned her B.A. - Anthropology at the University of California at Berkeley in 1964. 
During her undergraduate years, she studied French medieval history at the 
University of Bordeaux, France, 1962–63. She also studied abroad at the Institute of
African Studies at the University of Ghana, 1965–66. In 1967, she completed an M.
A. at the University of California at Los Angeles. In 1974, she earned an M.A. and 
Ph.D. at Harvard University. She returned to study and earned a B.F.A. at Rutgers 
University in 2009. Painter has received honorary degrees from Dartmouth College,
Wesleyan University, and Yale University, among other institutions.
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Palast, Greg. The Best Democracy Money Can Buy. London. 2002. Pluto Press. 
Reprinted Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0745318460. Forewords by Joe 
Conason & Will Hutton. 211 pages. hardcover. Jacket design: www.anu-design.ie. 
Inventory # 33994. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Award-winning investigative journalist Greg Palast digs 
deep to unearth the ugly facts that few reporters working anywhere in the world 
today have the courage or ability to cover. From Tallahassee to Karachi, Houston to
Santiago, he has exposed some of the most egregious cases of political corruption,
corporate fraud, and financial manipulation, globally. His uncanny investigative skills
as well as his acerbic wit and no-holds-barred style have made him an anathema 
among magnates on four continents and a legend among his colleagues and his 
devoted readership worldwide. Palast is the investigative reporter who first revealed
how Katherine Harris and Jeb Bush removed thousands of Democrats from voter 
rolls before the Presidential election. The explosive stories from Salon.com, the 
Washington Post, and the Guardian are included here, expanded with new 
evidence. There’s also the story behind his undercover operation, ‘Lobbygate,’ of 
corruption at the heart of Tony Blair’s government, which earned him the distinction
of being the first journalist ever personally berated on the floor of Parliament by a 
prime minister. Here is the celebrated series, ‘Sell the Lexus, Burn the Olive Tree,’ in
which Palast, working with a cache of documents from inside the World Bank, IMF 
and WTO shines a light on the dark machinery of the Iron Triangle of Globalization,
what Jude Wanniski of the Wall Street Journal called, ‘Great writing on the Evil 
Empire of the IMF.’ Plus: Palast’s exposes of Pat Robertson (‘Anti-Christ, Inc.’), Wal-
Mart stores (‘What Price a Store-gasm?’) and more.

Greg Palast’s undercover reports and his ‘Inside Corporate America’ column in the
Observer have won him Britain’s top prizes for investigative and business journalism
as well as the Financial Times David Thomas Prize. Salon.com chose his scandal-
busting report on the presidential race in Florida ‘Political Story of the Year’ and his
writings have appeared in the Washington Post, Harper’s and The Nation. Greg 
Palast divides his time between New York and London.
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Palfrey, Evelyn. The Price of Passion. New York. Pocket Books. 1st Pocket Book 
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0671042203. 370 pages. Paperback. 
Inventory # 41027. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - 'Does it have a name?' Vivian asked Walter. What would
be the proper question to ask her husband of nearly twenty years, when he brings 
home his illegitimate baby as casually as a bag of groceries? Although Walter's 
frequent infidelities became increasingly obvious to Vivian, she struggled to accept 
them. After all, she reasoned, they came with the Mercedes, the beautiful house, 
and the prestige of being Mrs. Carlson, the Texas state representative's better half.
Having long since abandoned her attempts at motherhood, Vivian resigned herself 
to her law studies and a lonely existence as the perfect political wife in suburban 
Austin. But Vivian draws the line at her husband's unexpected arrival. And once one
line is drawn, she discovers that she can draw others. Left alone with this tiny, 
helpless bundle that disgusts and fascinates her, Vivian faces some of the hardest 
choices of her life. On the brink of a long-forgotten freedom, she begins the painful,
empowering process of rebuilding her shattered life -- and the reawakening of her 
soul to the possibilities of love. An emotionally charged, razor-sharp take on the 
myriad challenges facing women today, Evelyn Palfrey's witty and suspenseful novel
establishes her as a refreshing new voice in contemporary women's fiction.

Evelyn Palfrey, a native Texan, lives in Austin. She writes for the "marvelously 
mature" and is the author of "The Price of Passion" (a #1 "Essence" bestseller), 
"Everything in Its Place", and "Three Perfect Men", and was a contributor to two 
"Chicken Soup" books.
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Pallottino, Massimo. The Etruscans. Baltimore. 1956. Pelican Books. Reprinted 
Pelican Paperback Edition. Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 295 pages. paperback.
A310. Inventory # 42608. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Before the Romans could establish their empire they had
first to conquer and unify the other cities and peoples in Italy. The most powerful and
highly civilized of these other peoples were the Etruscans. In this study Professor 
Pallottino discusses the origins, culture, religion, and language of this ancient and 
little known civilization which flourished so brilliantly 2,500 years ago, and whose 
history has been neglected for so long. This translation by J. A. Cremona of the third
Italian Edition contains maps and diagrams and an inset of thirty-two plates, showing
some of the wonderful objects that have survived the neglect of succeeding 
generations. 'This is an admirable introduction to the study of a subject little known 
to the general reader.' - The Times Literary Supplement. 'The Etruscans is a good 
introduction to the subject because he can communicate his own interest in it with 
his learning. Professor Pallottino's chapters on the Etruscan language are 
exceptionally good and clear.' - Manchester Guardian Weekly.

assimo Pallottino (9 November 1909 in Rome – 7 February 1995 in Rome) was an 
Italian archaeologist specializing in Etruscan civilization and art. Pallottino was a 
student of Giulio Quirino Giglioli and worked early in his career on the Temple of 
Apollo at Veii. In essence Pallottino created the modern discipline of Etruscology 
and trained many of its leading practitioners. He published a massive corpus of 
material during his career and established a research center in Rome, today known
as C.N.R. per l'Archeologia etrusco-italica. He was also influential in establishing the
Istituto Nazionale di Studi Etruschi e Italici and its journal, Studi Etruschi. His own 
work covered Etruscan art and culture, civilization, and language. One of his most 
influential works was the handbook Etruscologia originally published in 1942 in 
Milan, but today available in numerous languages and still consulted by scholars 
and students alike.
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Palmer, Bryan D. Goodyear Invades the Backcountry: The Corporate Takeover of a
Rural Town. New York. 1994. Monthly Review Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 085345910x. 180 pages. paperback. Cover design by Goodness 
Graphics. Inventory # 35770. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - What happens when a ‘runaway shop’ runs away? The 
abandoned area suffers economic collapse, unemployment, and social decay - but
what about the place the company moves to? Bryan D. Palmer, a leading social 
historian, chronicles the Goodyear Corporation’s building of the ‘world’s most 
modern tire plant’ in Napanee, a backcountry town in Ontario desperate for jobs. He
explores the human dimensions of plant relocation as Napanee’s leaders are bought
off by the giant rubber company’s sordid business practices, and the town’s cultural 
life is reduced to corporate boosterism. Leaving behind a unionized workforce of 
1,500 in its old plant in Toronto, Goodyear set up shop in rural Napanee with a 
nonunion workforce of only 550. Along the way, the company entered into secret 
negotiations with town officials to keep land costs low. It wangled $95 million in 
government subsidies. It drilled its new employees into disciplined industrial ‘teams.’
And it enlisted the high-school principal into holding Goodyear pep rallies and 
adapting the curricula to meet the company’s needs. Palmer’s lively narrative, 
illustrated with photos of the transformation of Napanee, cuts through the myth of 
‘partnership’ to uncover the real costs of corporate penetration of a rural town.

Bryan D. Palmer, a long-time resident of the backcountry, is professor of history at 
Queen’s University in Kingston, Ontario. His many books include DESCENT INTO 
DISCOURSE: THE REIFICATION OF LANGUAGE AND THE WRITING OF 
SOCIAL HISTORY (1990) and, most recently, OBJECTIONS AND OPPOSITIONS:
THE HISTORIES AND POLITICS OF E.P THOMPSON (1994).
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Palmer, Karen. All Saints. New York. 1997. Soho Press. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 1569471053. 260 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by James 
Reyman Studio. Inventory # 24756. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - New Orleans in the 1950s shelters a number of strangers
who will meet in Karen Palmer’s novel of redemptive love. A Cajun named Harlan 
Dessonier is languishing in the Quarter, longing for home but reluctant to go, 
because it means having to face the pain of his wife’s infidelity. Another is Glory 
Wiltz, a white nurse with a young biracial child who will soon be old enough to 
experience segregation. ALL SAINTS is about the spiritual centers of people and the
critical epiphanies that determine destiny.

Karen Palmer, a Los Angeles native, is the author of two novels, All Saints and 
Border Dogs. She has received an NEA fellowship and a Pushcart Prize, and her 
writing has been published in the Bedford/St. Martin’s Introduction to Literature, The
Kenyon Review, Five Points, and The Manifest-Station.
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Palmer, Tim. Field Guide to California Rivers. Berkeley. 2012. University of 
California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520266445. 
California Natural History Guides, 105. 188 color illustrations, 51 line illustrations, 13
maps, 2 tables. 416 pages. paperback. Inventory # 38239. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With illustrations by William E. Avery. Award-winning 
author, naturalist, and conservationist Tim Palmer presents the world of California 
rivers in this practical and inspiring f ield guide. Loaded with tips on where to hike, 
fish, canoe, kayak, and raft, it offers an interpretive approach that reveals geology, 
plant and wild life, hydrologic processes, and other natural phenomena. Palmer 
reports on conservation with a perspective from decades of personal engagement.
More than 150 streams are featured, 50 riparian species are illustrated, and 180 
photos show the essence of California’s rivers. Palmer brings a natural history 
guide, a recreation guide, and an introduction to river ecology together in one 
illuminating volume; it belongs in every river lover’s book collection, boat, and 
backpack.

Tim Palmer is the author of 20 books on nature and the environment. For 35 years 
he has explored and written about California rivers. He is the recipient of Friends of 
the River’s Mark Dubois and Peter Behr Awards, and the National Wildlife 
Federation’s Communicator of the Year Award.
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Palsson, Hermann (editor and translator). Hrafnkel's Saga and Other Stories. New 
York. 1977. Penguin Books. Reprinted Penguin Classic Paperback Edition. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 0140442383. Translated from the Icelandic & With An 
Introduction by Hermann Palsson. 137 pages. paperback. The cover shows a detail 
from a fourteenth-century Icelandic illumination in the Royal Library, Copenhagen. It
depicts St Olaf, the Norwegian King, suffering martyrdom in the battle of Stiklestad,
1030. Inventory # 29193. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - All seven stories in this volume date from the thirteenth 
century, and exemplify the outstanding qualities of realistic fiction in medieval 
Iceland. Falling into two distinctive groups, three of the stories – HRAFNKEL’S 
SAGA, THORSTEIN THE STAFF-STRUCK and ALE HOOD — are set in the 
pastoral society of native Iceland, tire homely touch and stark realism giving the 
incidents a strong feeling of immediacy. The remaining four – HREIDAR THE FOOL,
HALLDOR SORRASON, AUDUN’S STORY, and IVAR’S STORY - were written 
without first-hand knowledge of Scandinavia, and describe the adventures of 
Icelandic poets and peasants at the royal courts of Norway and Denmark. Pagan 
elements tightly woven into the pattern of Christian ethics give these stories their 
distinctive character and cohesion.

Hermann Pálsson (26 May 1921 – 11 August 2002) was an Icelandic language 
scholar and translator, "one of the most distinguished scholars of Icelandic studies of
his generation". Often working in collaboration with others such as Magnus 
Magnusson or Paul Edwards, he translated around 40 works of medieval Icelandic 
literature.
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Palsson, Hermann (translator and editor). Hrafnkel's Saga and Other Stories. 
Baltimore. 1971. Penguin Books. 1st Penguin Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good
in Wrappers. 0140442383. Translated from the Icelandic & With An Introduction by
Hermann Palsson. 137 pages. paperback. The cover shows a detail from a 
fourteenth-century ICELANDIC illumination in the Royal Library, Copenhagen. It 
depicts St Olaf, the Norwegian King, suffering martyrdom in the battle of Stiklestad,
1030. Inventory # 8082. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - All seven stories in this volume date from the thirteenth 
century, and exemplify the outstanding qualities of realistic fiction in medieval 
Iceland. Falling into two distinctive groups, three of the stories – HRAFNKEL’S 
SAGA, THORSTEIN THE STAFF-STRUCK and ALE HOOD — are set in the 
pastoral society of native Iceland, tire homely touch and stark realism giving the 
incidents a strong feeling of immediacy. The remaining four – HREIDAR THE FOOL,
HALLDOR SORRASON, AUDUN’S STORY, and IVAR’S STORY - were written 
without first-hand knowledge of Scandinavia, and describe the adventures of 
Icelandic poets and peasants at the royal courts of Norway and Denmark. Pagan 
elements tightly woven into the pattern of Christian ethics give these stories their 
distinctive character and cohesion.

Hermann Pálsson (26 May 1921 – 11 August 2002) was an Icelandic language 
scholar and translator, "one of the most distinguished scholars of Icelandic studies of
his generation". Often working in collaboration with others such as Magnus 
Magnusson or Paul Edwards, he translated around 40 works of medieval Icelandic 
literature.
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Palsson, Hermann (translator). The Confederates and Hen-Thorir: Two Icelandic 
Sagas. Edinburgh. 1975. Southside Publishers. 1st Edition. Previous Owner's Name
in Front,Otherwise Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 0900025182. Translated 
from the Icelandic by Hermann Palsson. 139 pages. paperback. Inventory # 35782.
$17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This third volume in the New Saga Library presents a 
slightly more sophisticated and cynical view of the world than the earlier volumes. 
The society depicted is rather more civilized, but now corruption is fought with 
corruption, and heroes succeed by trading rather than by killing. In THE 
CONFEDERATES the story is named after eight avaricious chieftains who form a 
league among themselves, for the sole purpose of lining their pockets by unethical, if
not illegal, means. Their attempt is foiled by an impecunious old farmer, who, 
ironically, uses bribery to defeat corruption and secure his son’s rights. One of the 
essential themes of HEN-THORIR is epitomized in the saying ‘Evil comes of evil 
men’. A miserly landowner refuses to sell his spare hay to others in need, and his 
selfishness leads to a series of bloody events, including murder, arson, treachery 
and battle. Hermann Palsson is Reader in Icelandic at the University of Edinburgh 
and General Editor of the New Saga Library.

Hermann Pálsson (26 May 1921 – 11 August 2002) was an Icelandic language 
scholar and translator, "one of the most distinguished scholars of Icelandic studies of
his generation". Often working in collaboration with others such as Magnus 
Magnusson or Paul Edwards, he translated around 40 works of medieval Icelandic 
literature.
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Palsson, Hermann and Edwards, Paul (translators). The Book of Settlements: 
Landnambok. Manitoba. 1972. University of Manitoba Press. 1st Canadian Edition.
Previous Owner’s stamp in Front and Back and a Tiny Stain Mark on the Very Upper
corner of the Front Free Endpaper, otherwise Very Good. No Dustjacket. 
0887551122. 159 pages with fold-out maps in back. hardcover. Inventory # 45615. 
$75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Icelandic Landnamabok, or Book of Settlements is a
unique document in world literature. First compiled early in the twelfth century and 
later expanded, it describes the birth of the Icelandic nation in the Viking Age, some
two centuries earlier. The book is not only an important source for the history of the
period, but also contains many stories of literary value, where antiquarian views of 
the past are seen with an unerring eye for humanising detail. A nineteenth century 
Icelandic scholar once said that the loss of this work alone in some respects have 
weighed more heavily for the history of his country than the loss of all the sagas 
together. The present translation, with an extended Introduction by Hermann 
Palsson and Paul Edwards, is based on the celebrated version of Sturla Thordarson
(1214-1239), one of the greatest historians of medieval Iceland. The text of this 
volume is supplemented by a number of color photographic reproductions of 
Icelandic landscape and thirteen colour maps. It is the intention of the editors that 
this be the first of a series to appear under the general title "University of Icelandic 
Studies." The series will present monographs and translations in both the medieval 
and modern periods dealing with Icelandic literature, history and culture.
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Paludan, Jacob. Jorgen Stein. Madison. 1966. University Of Wisconsin Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. Translated from the 
Danish by Carl Malmberg. 724 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 27621. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘I’ll soon be thirty years old, but I don’t think I’ve ever held
the present moment in my hand, like a smooth, warm stone, and not wanted 
something else.’ As he reflected on the past fifteen years, Jorgen Stein saw an 
endless struggle to formulate a philosophy of life which could sustain him as he grew
older. Misled by the false optimism of a materialistic society, young Jorgen 
abandoned his conservative values and stable family heritage, stumbled through a 
series of unsatisfying jobs and disillusioning personal experiences, and finally turned
to simple farm life in the desperate hope of finding some meaning for his restless 
life. Like all of Danish society-particularly ‘the generation that stumbled at the start’ 
so strikingly interpreted in this novel-Jorgen Stein was unable to adjust to the 
changes resulting from the outbreak of World War I, and through a series of faulty 
decisions, he continued to flounder at every turn. A reader of this novel need not 
look to the critic for explanation and guidance, for the story Jacob Paludan tells is 
lucid, the problems real, and the characters so convincing that its impact has been 
felt for three decades since it first appeared in two parts in 1932 and 1933.

Stig Henning Jacob Puggaard Paludan (February 7, 1896, Copenhagen, Denmark -
September 26, 1975, Birkerød, Denmark), Danish essayist, poet, and novelist, 
whose sceptic view of his times marked his writings. Paludan was trained as a 
pharmacist in Denmark, and spent two years abroad in Ecuador and New York 
where he began to write. Having had two manuscripts rejected by Danish 
publishers, Paludan returned to Copenhagen in 1922 with a third manuscript which 
became his first published novel, De vestlige Veje (The Western Roads). A volume 
of poems followed rapidly along with other books including Sogelys (Searchlight), a
sequel to the first novel, and by 1924 Paludan was able to support himself by his 
writing. With the completion of JORGEN STEIN, he attained full stature as a novelist
and turned to other genres.
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Pamuk, Orhan. Snow. New York. 2004. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 0375406972. Translated from the Turkish by Maureen Freely. 432 
pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph courtesy of the author. Jacket design by Chip
Kidd. Inventory # 34730. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A spellbinding tale of disparate yearnings-for love, art, 
power, and God-set in a remote Turkish town, where stirrings of political Islamism 
threaten to unravel the secular order. Following years of lonely political exile in 
Western Europe, Ka, a middle-aged poet, returns to Istanbul to attend his mother’s 
funeral. Only partly recognizing this place of his cultured, middle-class youth, he is 
even more disoriented by news of strange events in the wider country: a wave of 
suicides among girls forbidden to wear their head scarves at school. An apparent 
thaw of his writer’s curiosity-a frozen sea these many years-leads him to Kars, a far-
off town near the Russian border and the epicenter of the suicides. No sooner has 
he arrived, however, than we discover that Ka’s motivations are not purely 
journalistic; for in Kars, once a province of Ottoman and then Russian glory, now a 
cultural gray-zone of poverty and paralysis, there is also Ipek, a radiant friend of 
Ka’s youth, lately divorced, whom he has never forgotten. As a snowstorm, the 
fiercest in memory, descends on the town and seals it off from the modern, 
westernized world that has always been Ka’s frame of reference, he finds himself 
drawn in unexpected directions: not only headlong toward the unknowable Ipek and
the desperate hope for love-or at least a wife-that she embodies, but also into the 
maelstrom of a military coup staged to restrain the local Islamist radicals, and even 
toward God, whose existence Ka has never before allowed himself to contemplate. 
In this surreal confluence of emotion and spectacle, Ka begins to tap his dormant 
creative powers, producing poem after poem in untimely, irresistible bursts of 
inspiration. But not until the snows have melted and the political violence has run its
bloody course will Ka discover the fate of his bid to seize a last chance for 
happiness.

ORHAN PAMUK won the Nobel Prize for Literature in 2006. His other books include
THE BLACK BOOK, ISTANBUL, THE MUSEUM OF INNOCENCE, MY NAME IS 
RED, THE NAIVE AND THE SENTIMENTAL NOVELIST, OTHER COLORS, 
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Pamuk, Orhan. The Black Book. New York. 1994. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374113947. Translated from the 
Turkish by Guneli Gun. 400 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by Bruno Barbey.
Jacket design by Barbara Dewilde. Inventory # 28283. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With the publication of THE WHITE CASTLE, Orhan 
Pamuk earned, according to The New York Times Book Review, the right to 
comparisons with Borges and Calvino. His second novel to appear in English, THE
BLACK BOOK, is his tour de force, a stunning tapestry of Middle Eastern and 
Islamic culture, which confirms Pamuk’s reputation as a writer of international 
stature. Galip is an Istanbul lawyer, and his wife (as well as first cousin), Ruya, has 
vanished. Could she be hiding out with her half brother (who also happens to be 
Galip’s first cousin), Jelal, a newspaper columnist whose fame Galip envies? And if
so, why isn’t anyone in Jelal’s flat? As Galip plays the part of private investigator, he
assumes the identity of Jelal himself, wearing his clothes, answering his phone calls,
even faking his wry columns, which he passes off as the work of the missing 
journalist. But the amateur sleuth bungles his undercover operation, and with dire 
consequences. Richly atmospheric and Rabelaisian in scope, THE BLACK BOOK is
a labyrinthine novel suffused with the sights, sounds, and scents of Istanbul. An 
unforgettable evocation of the city where East meets West. THE BLACK BOOK is a
boldly unconventional mystery that plumbs the elusive nature of identity, fiction, 
interpretation, and reality.

ORHAN PAMUK won the Nobel Prize for Literature in 2006. His novel MY NAME IS
RED won the 2003 IMPAC Dublin Literary Award. His work has been translated into
more than sixty languages. Orhan Pamuk’s other books include THE BLACK BOOK,
ISTANBUL, THE MUSEUM OF INNOCENCE, MY NAME IS RED, THE NAIVE AND
THE SENTIMENTAL NOVELIST, OTHER COLORS, SNOW, and THE WHITE 
CASTLE.
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Pamuk, Orhan. The White Castle. New York. 1991. George Braziller. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0807612642. Translated from the Turkish by 
Victoria Holbrook. 161 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket design by 
John Atwood.Jacket photograph by Decembre Ingres. Inventory # 23900. $450

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A young Italian scholar sailing from Venice to Naples is 
captured by the Turks, He saves himself from life as a galley slave by claiming to be
a doctor. In Constantinople, he becomes half-astrologer, half-doctor to a Turkish 
savant who is eager to learn about scientific and intellectual advances in the West. 
Set in the seventeenth century The White Castle is the story of these two men. They
are doubles, a fact which intrigues and terrifies them. They work on projects to 
entertain the jaded Sultan and they also raid each other’s minds learning everything
the other knows, appropriating each other’s pasts, sins, and secrets. Then together 
they build an unwieldy war-engine to gain greater favor with the Sultan in his war 
against the Poles. They set off with the Sultan’s army, and attempt to storm the 
White Castle. THE WHITE CASTLE introduces to American readers one of the most
interesting and important younger writers of international fiction. Orhan Pamuk’s 
exploration of identity, of the strained relations between a devout, superstitious East
and a ‘rational’ West, and of the fate of the intellectual as court jester to power and 
wealth is profound and timely. At the same time, the magic of his storytelling makes
THE WHITE CASTLE a highly entertaining and moving novel.

ORHAN PAMUK won the Nobel Prize for Literature in 2006. His novel MY NAME IS
RED won the 2003 IMPAC Dublin Literary Award. His work has been translated into
more than sixty languages. Orhan Pamuk’s other books include THE BLACK BOOK,
ISTANBUL, THE MUSEUM OF INNOCENCE, MY NAME IS RED, THE NAIVE AND
THE SENTIMENTAL NOVELIST, OTHER COLORS, SNOW, and THE WHITE 
CASTLE.
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Pantell, Robert H. and Fries, James F. Taking Care of Your Child - Third Edition. 
Reading. 1992. Addison Wesley. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Good in Wrappers. 
0201518031. 525 pages. paperback. Inventory # 40657. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Taking Care of Your Child offers the most recent 
information on obesity, behavioral issues, and other critical health concerns, along 
with updated immunization schedules and new material on complementary and 
alternative medicine. Taking Care of Your Child is easy to use, even in a crisis. 
Parents can look up a symptom to find a complete explanation of probable causes, 
how serious they are, and how to relieve the problem at home. Easy-to-follow 
decision charts show exactly when to take a child to see a doctor. Covering more 
than 100 common complaints-like injuries, allergies, and childhood diseases-and 
with especially clear advice on handling emergencies, it is the indispensable guide 
for parents.

Robert H. Pantell, MD, is Professor of Pediatrics at the University of California, San
Francisco. He lives in San Francisco. James F. Fries, MD, is Professor of Medicine,
Emeritus, at Stanford University. He lives in Woodside, California. Donald M. 
Vickery, MD, helped develop the first medical decision charts for non-doctors. The 
head of the nonprofit Self-Care Institute, he lives in Evergreen, Colorado.
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Pappe, Ilan. The Rise and Fall of a Palestinian Dynasty: The Husaynis, 1700–1948.
Berkeley. 2011. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 9780520268395. 399 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37832. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ilan Pappé is Israel’s bravest, most principled, most 
incisive historian.' -John Pilger, author of Freedom Next Time: Resisting the Empire.
In this deeply researched political biography, Ilan Pappé traces the rise of the 
Husayni family of Jerusalem, who dominated Palestinian history from the early 
1700s until the second half of the twentieth century. Viewing this sweeping saga 
through the prism of one family, the book sheds new light on crucial events—the 
invasion of Palestine by Napoleon, the decline of the Ottoman Empire, World War I,
western colonialism, and the advent of Zionism—and provides an unforgettable 
picture of the Palestinian tragedy in its entirety. The Rise and Fall of a Palestinian 
Dynasty is the history of Palestinian politics before national movements and political
parties: at the height of the Husaynis’ influence, positions in Jerusalem and 
Palestine could only be obtained through the family’s power base. In telling the story
of one family, the book highlights the continuity between periods customarily divided
into pre-modern and modern, pre-Zionist and Zionist, illuminating history as it was 
actually lived. Copub: Saqi Books. 15 b/w photographs, 2 line illustrations.

Ilan Pappé holds the Chair in History at the University of exeter and is Co-Director of
the exeter Centre for ethno-Political Studies. He is the author of many influential 
books on the Middle east, including A History of Modern Palestine.
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Paral, Vladimir. The Four Sonyas. North Haven. 1993. Catbird Press. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 094577415x. Translated from the Czech by 
William Harkins. 291 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 18869. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Examining the way people manipulate and exploit each 
other, this novel tells of Sonya, a hotel maid who clings to a fairy-tale dream that 
someday a prince will come and save her. Since Sonya is young and beautiful, there
are many princes who share her dream, but the princes are more like frogs, and 
instead of saving Sonya, they flirt with her, kidnap her, and give her mysterious 
directives. Dynamic and darkly comic, this novel's world is one where people will do
almost anything to attain their dreams and where freedom is nothing but another 
fairy tale. In Czechoslovakia, Vladimir Paral has been the most popular serious 
novelist for more than twenty years. His Balzacian comedies of lack of manners, 
mixing farce and pathos, are as entertaining as they are powerful. In The Four 
Sonyas, Paral uses a Perils-of-Pauline story to examine the way people manipulate
and exploit each other. Sonya is a hotel maid whose only possession is a fairy-tale 
dream that someday a prince will come and save her. Since Sonya is young and 
beautiful, there are many princes who share her dream. But the princes are actually
frogs who play with Sonya, kidnap her, and give her mysterious directives. However,
even they are really no more free than Sonya, nor more successful in realizing their
dreams. What makes The Four Sonyas truly special is the mesmerizing dynamism 
of Paral's writing. Paral is one of the greatest stylists among contemporary authors,
and his unique prose works just as well in English as it does in Czech. Although 
Paral's darkly comic vision is of a degraded Communist society, it is in many ways 
just as applicable to ours. His world is one where people will do almost anything to 
attain their dreams, where people long for certainties, and where freedom is nothing
but another fairy tale.

Vladimír Páral (born August 10, 1932) is Czech fiction writer, one of the most 
successful Czech contemporary writers.
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Pardo Bazan, Emilia. The House of Ulloa. New York. 1990. Penguin Books. 1st 
Penguin Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0140445021. 
Translated from the Spanish & With An Introduction by Paul O'Prey & Lucia Graves.
275 pages. paperback. The cover shows Duel with Clubs by Goya in the Prado, 
Madrid (photo: Arxiu MAS). Inventory # 29194. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE HOUSE OF ULLOA is one of the great nineteenth-
century Spanish novels and the finest achievement of Emilia Pardo Bazan. It traces 
the decline of the old aristocracy at the time of the Glorious Revolution in 1868, 
while simultaneously exposing the moral vacuum at the heart of the new democracy.
Its priest-hero, Father Julian, is a genuinely spiritual figure, tragically ineffectual in 
his struggle to prevent the fall of the House of Ulloa. Prolific writer, ardent feminist, 
traveller and intellectual, Pardo Bazan was one of the most dynamic and 
controversial figures in European literary society. This volume also contains extracts
from her ‘Notes Towards an Autobiography’ in a first English translation.

Emilia Pardo Bazán (16 September 1851 – 12 May 1921) was a Galician (Spanish)
novelist, journalist, essayist, critic and scholar from Galicia. Pardo Bazán was born 
into a noble family in A Coruña, Galicia, Spain. The culture of her birthplace was 
incorporated into some of her most popular novels, including Los pazos de Ulloa 
(‘The House of Ulloa’) and its sequel, La madre naturaleza (‘Mother Nature’). She is
known for introducing naturalism to Spanish literature, for her detailed descriptions 
of reality, and for her role in feminist literature of her era.
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Parise, Goffredo. Don Gaston and the Ladies. New York. 1955. Knopf. 1st American
Edition. Very Good. No Dustjacket. Published In England Under The Title The Priest
Among The Pigeons. Translated from the Italian by Stuart Hood. 257 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 12189. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Unsentimental but deeply tender, rowdy, raucous and 
heartbreaking by turns, Don Gastone and the Ladies celebrates the inexhaustible 
theme of all great Italian art: the human condition. The best Italian novels, like the 
best Italian movies, have a quality that is inimitable because it derives as much from
the genius of the people as from the skill of a particular artist. This quality is a 
realism so profound that it embraces tragedy and farce, impropriety and innocence
without the least incongruity. The narrator of this novel is a ten-year-old boy, 
precocious in the ways of the world – the world of back alleys and crowded 
tenements. He accepts his family with affectionate contempt; the one creature he 
loves is his pal and contemporary, Cena; and no detail of the life around them 
escapes the exuberant attention of the two boys: in particular, no detail concerning 
the parish priest, Don Gastone, adored by the old maids of the quarter. But petty 
thievery, perpetual hunger, and an unabashed acquaintance with the sins and vices
of the poor have not brutalized the boys or hardened their hearts. They do not 
despise the priest for his fastidious aversion to the miseries of his flock, and when 
he is tempted beyond his power to resist by the artless enchantments of the 
compassionate Fedora their delight is entirely sympathetic.

Goffredo Parise (Vicenza, 8 December 1929 – Treviso, 31 August 1986) was an 
Italian writer and journalist. He spent his childhood in company with the pauper 
children, beggars, indigent tradesmen, hawkers, prostitutes, and thieves who were 
to inspire the his novel Don Gastone and the Ladies (published as The Priest 
Among The Pigeons in England). Parise earned his living as a reporter, a director of
a public dancehall, an employee in a publishing house, a salesman, and as a 
contributor to major Italian newspapers. He won the Viareggio Prize in 1965 and the
Strega Prize in 1982. 
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Park, David. Oranges From Spain. London. 1991. Jonathan Cape. 1st British 
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0224031562. 191 pages. paperback. 
Jacket photograph by Gilles Peress. Inventory # 33379. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is a first collection of short stories from a new writer
who has lived and worked for most of his life in Belfast. It is not surprising then that 
this collection reflects some of the anguish of that city, and some of its 
preoccupations. With a few precise words David Park builds an image - of a grocer’s
shop in ‘Oranges from Spain’, of a farm in winter in ‘The Trap’, of a city street in ‘The
Apprentice’, of a simple sitting-room in ‘Searching the Shadows’. Drawing his 
pictures from reality he endows them with the conviction of truth and in that lies his 
strength. These stories are about young people. They are about the realities of 
growing up against a background of contradiction and confusion. What will finally 
surprise and disarm the reader is that they are stories of hope, suggesting not a 
solution but a desire to come to terms. David Park is a teacher in a country school in
County Down. He is thirty-six years old, was born in Belfast and lived there till five 
years ago. He is now working on his first novel.

David Park was born in Belfast in 1953, and now lives in County Down, Northern 
Ireland. He was educated at Queen's University Belfast and has had a distinguished
career in secondary education, in particular contributing to the development of 
creativity in the curriculum. He is the author of a collection of short stories and 
several novels. His first novel, The Healing (1992), won the 1992 Authors' Club First
Novel Award and the University of Ulster McCrea Literary Award.keywords
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Park, Jacqueline. The Secret Book of Grazia Dei Rossi. New York. 1997. Simon & 
Schuster. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684816032. 1st Novel. 573 pages.
hardcover. Jacket illustration by Leonardo Giovane Bacco. Inventory # 24220. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE SECRET BOOK OF GRAZIA DEI ROSSI is a 
sweeping tale of intrigue and romance set in a time rife with court politics, papal 
chicanery, religious intolerance, and inviolable social rules. Grazia, private secretary
to the world-renowned Isabella d’Este, is the daughter of an eminent Jewish banker,
the wife of the pope’s Jewish physician, and the lover of a Christian prince. In a 
‘secret book,’ written as a legacy for her son, she records her struggles to choose 
between the seductions of the Christian world and a return to the family, traditions, 
and duties of her Jewish roots. As she re-creates Renaissance Italy in captivating 
detail, Jacqueline Park gives us a timeless portrait of a brave and brilliant woman 
trapped in an unforgiving, inflexible society.

Born Jacqueline Rosen in Winnipeg in 1925, she grew up during the harsh years of 
the Depression. Park has very clear recollections of that uncertain time which left 
deep scars. Park is the founding chairman of the Dramatic Writing Program and 
professor emerita at New York University’s Tisch School of the Arts. Park is an 
acclaimed novelist, currently working on the third installment of a three-part literary 
saga that began with The Secret Book of Grazia dei Rossi, a remarkable 15th-
century Italian Jewish woman, and continues with newly published The Legacy of 
Grazia dei Rossi, about the travails of Grazia’s son in the court of the Ottoman ruler,
Suleiman the Great. The Secret Book of Grazia dei Rossi, published in 1997, 
became an acclaimed, international bestseller. But Park, then 72, was not finished 
writing. “I came from television,” she said, “where the motto is: Always leave room 
for a sequel.” Park lives in Toronto.
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Parker, Alan. Angela's Ashes: Images From the Motion Picture. Hollywood. 1999. 
Paramount Pictures. A Movie Promo Piece for the Alan Parker film. Very Good in 
Wrappers. unpaginated. paperback. Inventory # 40513. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A collection of images from the Alan Parker film based 
on the bestselling book by Frank McCourt. ‘Anyone who has ever read Frank 
McCourt’s beautiful memoir will come away with a thousand images of their own. 
This is always daunting for a filmmaker because every reader has their own movie 
image locked away inside their head. When we finished filming Angela’a Ashes we 
had over twenty thousand stills to sift through, and narrowing them down to the few 
inside this collection was very painful. For those of you who haven’t read the book, I
hope you enjoy the film afresh when it comes out at the end of the year. For those of
you who have, I hope the images here coincide with some of your own.’ – Alan 
Parker.

Sir Alan William Parker is an English film director, producer and screenwriter. 
Parker's early career, beginning in his late teens, was spent as a copywriter and 
director of television advertisements.
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Parker, Gwendolyn M. These Same Long Bones. Boston. 1994. Houghton Mifflin. 
1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0395671728. 260 pages. hardcover. Front 
jacket design by Michaela Sullivan. Front jacket illustration by Steve Johnson and 
Lou Fancher. Inventory # 25016. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Hay-Ti section of Durham, North Carolina - the 
'colored' part of town - is a self-sufficient, middle-class enclave carefully guarding its
fragile independence on the eve of integration. At the center of Hay-Ti's bustling 
prosperity is Sirus McDougald, president of the bank, a man whose integrity and 
warmth are matched by his sense of responsibility to the people he loves. But Sirus
has suffered an unthinkable tragedy: the death of his young daughter, Mattie, in a 
fall from her slide. Mattie was his treasure, his heart, and with her death Sirus has 
lost all his dreams, all his hope, and all his will to fight. And so when Durham's white
power brokers make an ominous incursion into Hay-Ti, endangering its cohesion, 
Sirus must rally himself to act. Strength can come only from one source - the people
who are as much a part of him as his own skin and bones - but they, too, are badly 
shaken. Torn between private sorrow and public duty, Sirus makes a courageous 
decision that turns his grief to grace. Through its intimate glimpse of a close-knit 
black community that presciently viewed integration as both a promise and a threat, 
it poignantly recalls a way of life poised at an irreversible moment of change.

Gwendolyn M. Parker is an author and memoirist whose work has chronicled the 
experience of the black middle class in America. She was born in Durham and lived 
in the Hay-Ti section of Durham until 1960 when she moved with her family to 
Connecticut. Her first novel, These Same Long Bones, was published in 1994. Her
memoir Trespassing: My Sojourn in the Halls of Privilege was published in 1997 and
chronicles her youth, college years, brief career with a Wall Street law firm, and her 
tenure with American Express. The book focuses on her struggles to earn a place in
a corporate culture dominated by white males and her attempts to understand her 
position as a successful African American member of the middle class in the United
States.
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Parker, Gwendolyn M. Trespassing: My Sojourn in the Halls of Privilege. Boston. 
1997. Mariner Books/Houghton Mifflin. 1st Mariner Books Paperback Edition. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 0395926203. 109 pages. paperback. Cover: Lorin Klaris/Resa 
Blatman. Inventory # 32980. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Parker's compelling memoir offers a revealing glimpse 
inside corporate America through the eyes of a black woman 'intruder.' From a 
nurturing childhood in a middle-class black community, Parker rose in the ranks on
Wall Street only to discover that racism and sexism still prevail at the top. Full of 
both outrage and regret, Trespassing is frank and unflinching but leavened with 
humor and compassion. 'An important, keenly observed work that should be read by
everyone who is interested in a good story, as well as by those intrigued by the 
gripping personal drama that comes from extending token access to a few black 
professionals and calling that phenomenon -- integration' (Lani Guinier).

Gwendolyn M. Parker is an author and memoirist whose work has chronicled the 
experience of the black middle class in America. She was born in Durham and lived 
in the Hay-Ti section of Durham until 1960 when she moved with her family to 
Connecticut. Her first novel, These Same Long Bones, was published in 1994. Her
memoir Trespassing: My Sojourn in the Halls of Privilege was published in 1997 and
chronicles her youth, college years, brief career with a Wall Street law firm, and her 
tenure with American Express. The book focuses on her struggles to earn a place in
a corporate culture dominated by white males and her attempts to understand her 
position as a successful African American member of the middle class in the United
States.
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Parkman, Francis. France and England in North America, Volume 2 - Count 
Frontenac and New France Under Louis VIV; a Half-Century of Conflict; Montcalm 
and Wolfe. New York. 1983. Library Of America. 1st Printing. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0940450119. 1620 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 6017. $24

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is the second of two volumes which together 
incorporate all seven titles of Francis Parkman’s monumental account of France and
England’s imperial struggle for dominance on the North American continent. 
Parkman conceived the project in 1841, when he was a Harvard sophomore, and 
persisted in it despite chronic nervous disorders that affected his eyes. The last 
volume of what he called his ‘history of the American forest’ appeared almost thirty 
years after the first. Deservedly compared, as a literary achievement, to Gibbon’s 
The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, Parkman’s accomplishment is hardly 
less awesome than the explorations and adventures he so vividly describes. His 
own indomitable spirit is reflected in two of the history’s most fiercely resolute 
figures: La Salle, obsessed with colonizing the Mississippi Valley, and Frontenac, 
determined to bolster France’s tottering position in the New World. Now for the first 
time Parkman’s complete epic appears in a compact form. It tells a story of great 
empires maneuvering in an unfamiliar and hostile terrain with all the guile, 
sophistication, and ingenuity learned from centuries of European rivalry. Written with
verve, suppleness, and wit, this grand narrative history of political and theological 
conflict, of feats of physical endurance, of courtly manners practiced with comic 
disproportion against the backdrop of a looming wilderness, is itself one of the still 
undiscovered treasures of our national and of world literature.

Francis Parkman, Jr. (September 16, 1823 – November 8, 1893) was an American 
historian, best known as author of The Oregon Trail: Sketches of Prairie and Rocky-
Mountain Life and his monumental seven-volume France and England in North 
America. These works are still valued as historical sources and as literature. He was
also a leading horticulturist, briefly a Professor of Horticulture at Harvard University 
and author of several books on the topic.
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Parkman, Francis. La Salle and the Discovery of the Great West. New York. 1963. 
Signet/New American Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Previous 
Owner's Name On Top Edge,Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. Foreword By John
A. Hawgood. 352 pages. paperback. CT165. Inventory # 29195. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The heroic figure of Cavelier de La Salle and the epic 
scope of his achievements dominate this classic history of conquest and conflict in 
the New World. His is the leading role in a drama of Homeric proportions, set 
against the backdrop of a vast and savage wilderness: a network of lakes, rivers, 
and valleys stretching from New France to the Gulf of Mexico, shaping a dream of 
French empire and glory. Parkman's description of this untamed land is justly 
famous; but equally memorable is his vivid delineation of the indomitable explorer 
whose iron will and fierce pride led him both to triumph and to tragic death - struck 
clown by the forces of intrigue and avarice he so fiercely scorned. The reader is 
plunged into the living stream of the past in a saga not only of man against nature 
but also of man against man; he then emerges with the sense of intensely felt 
experience, which is the mark of history raised to the level of art. Samuel Eliot 
Morison called Francis Parkman 'one of the greatest - if not the greatest - historians 
that the New World has produced.' Frederick Jackson Turner also cited Parkman as
'a great historian' and noted that 'his work will live on because he was even greater 
as an artist.'

Francis Parkman, Jr. (September 16, 1823 – November 8, 1893) was an American 
historian, best known as author of The Oregon Trail: Sketches of Prairie and Rocky-
Mountain Life and his monumental seven-volume France and England in North 
America.
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Parkman, Francis. La Salle and the Discovery of the Great West. New York. 1963. 
Signet/New American Library. 1st Printing of This Signet Classic Edition. Very Good
in Wrappers. Foreword By John A. Hawgood. 352 pages. paperback. CT165. 
Inventory # 33631. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The heroic figure of Cavelier de La Salle and the epic 
scope of his achievements dominate this classic history of conquest and conflict in 
the New World. His is the leading role in a drama of Homeric proportions, set 
against the backdrop of a vast and savage wilderness: a network of lakes, rivers, 
and valleys stretching from New France to the Gulf of Mexico, shaping a dream of 
French empire and glory. Parkman's description of this untamed land is justly 
famous; but equally memorable is his vivid delineation of the indomitable explorer 
whose iron will and fierce pride led him both to triumph and to tragic death - struck 
clown by the forces of intrigue and avarice he so fiercely scorned. The reader is 
plunged into the living stream of the past in a saga not only of man against nature 
but also of man against man; he then emerges with the sense of intensely felt 
experience, which is the mark of history raised to the level of art. Samuel Eliot 
Morison called Francis Parkman 'one of the greatest - if not the greatest - historians 
that the New World has produced.' Frederick Jackson Turner also cited Parkman as
'a great historian' and noted that 'his work will live on because he was even greater 
as an artist.'

Francis Parkman, Jr. (September 16, 1823 – November 8, 1893) was an American 
historian, best known as author of The Oregon Trail: Sketches of Prairie and Rocky-
Mountain Life and his monumental seven-volume France and England in North 
America.
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Parkman, Francis. The Oregon Trail/The Conspiracy of Pontiac. New York. 1991. 
Library Of America. 1st Printing of This Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0940450542. 953 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 31856. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘From boyhood,' wrote Francis Parkman, 'I had a taste for
the woods and the Indians.' His lifelong fascination with these American subjects are
brilliantly recorded in 'The Oregon Trail' and 'The Conspiracy of Pontiac,' his two 
earliest works. Parkman began his travels to the northern wilderness during his 
student years at Harvard in the 1840s, then went west after graduation. His first and
most famous book, 'The Oregon Trail,' is a vivid account of his adventures on the 
open frontier and his encounters with Plains Indians in their last era of free, nomadic
life. 'The Conspiracy of Pontiac and the Indian War after the Conquest of Canada,' 
Parkman's first historical work, portrays the fierce conflict that erupted along the 
Great Lakes in the aftermath of the Seven Years' War and chronicles the defeats in
which both the eastern Indians and their forest 'received their final doom.'

Francis Parkman, Jr. (September 16, 1823 – November 8, 1893) was an American 
historian, best known as author of The Oregon Trail: Sketches of Prairie and Rocky-
Mountain Life and his monumental seven-volume France and England in North 
America. These works are still valued as historical sources and as literature. He was
also a leading horticulturist, briefly a Professor of Horticulture at Harvard University 
and author of several books on the topic. William R. Taylor, editor of this volume, is
a professor of history at the State University of New York at Stony Brook and the 
author of 'Cavalier and Yankee.'keywords
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Parotti, Phillip. The Greek Generals Talk. Urbana. 1986. University Of Illinois Press.
1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0252013042. Illinois Short Fiction series. 190 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 12278. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Decades after the Trojan War, 12 lesser Greek generals
tell their versions of events and comment on the actions of Agamemnon, Achilles, 
Odysseus and others.

Phillip Elliott Parotti (born May 18, 1941) is an American fiction writer and educator.
Parotti was born in Silver City, New Mexico, the son of Abramo Angelo Parotti, a 
college professor, and Jerry Ann (née Elliott), a pianist. He married Shirley Brewer in
1964. A former U.S. naval officer, Dr. Parotti was a literature professor at Sam 
Houston State University in Huntsville, Texas, from 1972 until his retirement in 2004,
and was the fiction editor of Texas Review from 1976-1984. Besides his novels, he 
has had short fiction published in a number of periodicals. His three mytho-historical
novels, The Greek Generals Talk, The Trojan Generals Talk, and Fires in the Sky, 
all relate to the Trojan War, and have all been critically well received.
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Parotti, Phillip. The Trojan Generals Talk. Urbana. 1988. University Of Illinois Press.
1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 025201510x. 184 pages. hardcover. Inventory
# 11641. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Presents dramatic monologues of ten aging Trojan 
generals each offering a different perspective on the ten year siege.

Phillip Elliott Parotti (born May 18, 1941) is an American fiction writer and educator.
Parotti was born in Silver City, New Mexico, the son of Abramo Angelo Parotti, a 
college professor, and Jerry Ann (née Elliott), a pianist. He married Shirley Brewer in
1964. A former U.S. naval officer, Dr. Parotti was a literature professor at Sam 
Houston State University in Huntsville, Texas, from 1972 until his retirement in 2004,
and was the fiction editor of Texas Review from 1976-1984. Besides his novels, he 
has had short fiction published in a number of periodicals. His three mytho-historical
novels, The Greek Generals Talk, The Trojan Generals Talk, and Fires in the Sky, 
all relate to the Trojan War, and have all been critically well received.
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Parry, Abigail. Jinx. Hexham. 2018. Bloodaxe. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 9781780372341. 96 pages. paperback. Inventory # 43950. $22

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Shortlisted for the Forward Prize for Best First Collection
2018. Jinx: a ruinous charm, a quickdraw curse, a knight’s move. Parry’s first 
collection is concerned with spells, and ersatz spells: with semblance and sleight-of-
hand. It takes its formal cues from moth-camouflage and stage magic, from the 
mirror-maze and the masquerade, and from high-stakes games of poker. Jinx asks 
about the equivocal nature of artifice and the real mischief that underwrites the trick.
The poems deal in forms of influence: in seduction and persuasion, infatuation and 
obsession. They want to talk about what we submit to, and what we are compelled 
by.

Abigail Parry spent seven years as a toymaker before completing her doctoral thesis
on wordplay. Her poems have been set to music, translated into Spanish and 
Japanese, broadcast on BBC and RTÉ Radio, and widely published in journals and
anthologies. She has won a number of prizes and awards for her work, including the
Ballymaloe Prize, the Troubadour Prize, and an Eric Gregory Award. Her first 
collection, Jinx, published by Bloodaxe in 2018, is shortlisted for the Forward Prize 
for Best First Collection 2018.
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Parry, Owen. Faded Coat of Blue. New York. 1999. Avon Books. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0380976420. 338 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Mark Stringer. Inventory # 27576. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A recent immigrant to this land — where American has 
taken up arms against American — Abel Jones finds himself mysteriously chosen as
confidential agent to General George McClellan, the ‘savior of the Union.’ No 
stranger to the cruel paradoxes of war, Jones is asked to investigate the death of 
Anthony Fowler, a young volunteer captain shot through the heart outside an 
encampment of raw recruits. Fowler was one of the North’s ‘golden youth,’ envied 
and idolized, an impassioned abolitionist and sole sone of a powerful merchant 
dynasty. Instantly, his murder is blamed on the Confederates — but whispers haunt 
the death of this fallen martyr, leading Abel Jones from the blood of the battlefield 
through the intrigues of Washington, D.C., and into a web of secrets and sinister 
relationships where evil and good intertwine. and where heroes fall prey to those 
who cherished them the most.

Owen Parry (the pen name of Ralph Peters) is the author of a series of critically 
acclaimed, prizewinning novels set during the American Civil War: Faded Coat of 
Blue, Shadows of Glory, Call Each River Jordan, and Honor's Kingdom. He has also
published a collection of holiday tales for adults, Our Simple Gifts. Born in the 
anthracite region of Pennsylvania, Parry lives and writes in northern Virginia.
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Parry, Owen. Shadows of Glory. New York. 2000. Morrow. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0380976439. 311 pages. hardcover. Jacket design & 
illustration by Chin-Yee Lai. Inventory # 28461. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Second in Parry's praised Civil War series (after Faded 
Coat of Blue), this uncommonly engaging historical drama, the second to feature 
Abel Jones - Union officer, reluctant detective, and loyal confidential agent for 
President Lincoln - stirs the imagination with its vivid color, gripping suspense and 
wartime historical accuracy. In the winter of 1862, Major Jones, an immigrant 
Welshman now in the Union Army, is sent to northern New York to investigate 
rumors of an Irish insurrection among those who oppose the war. Two federal 
undercover agents have already been brutally murdered,and Jones knows this will 
be a delicate and dangerous mission. He boldly sets out for the prosperous town of
Penn Yan, N.Y., with no disguise or cover story, proclaiming to all that he is there to
investigate the murders and the rumors of rebellion. His presence is at once feared
and welcomed,and he naturally becomes the target of the Irish troublemakers, 
members of a group called Whiteboys. The Irish insurrection, however, is only the 
front for a larger operation, and Jones soon finds himself in even deeper personal 
and professional danger. Aided by beautiful Nellie Kildare, who is either a 
madwoman or a mystic, and thwarted by the manipulative man who passes as her 
father, Jones and his thieving and conniving friend, Jimmy Molloy, uncover a plot 
that threatens to cripple the North. Jones is an endearing literary character who 
should gracefully weather further sequels. He is a war hero who hates war almost as
much as he hates horses, admits he does not understand women and thinks the 
ancient Greeks were a bad sort. Bright but not brilliant, flawed but not troubled, 
Jones is an ordinary man with an extraordinary sense of duty.

Owen Parry is the author of a series of critically acclaimed, prizewinning novels set 
during the American Civil War: Faded Coat of Blue, Shadows of Glory, Call Each 
River Jordan, and Honor's Kingdom. He has also published a collection of holiday 
tales for adults, Our Simple Gifts. Born in the anthracite region of Pennsylvania, 
Parry lives and writes in northern Virginia.
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Parry, Robert. Fooling America: How Washington Insiders Twist the Truth & 
Manufacture the Conventional Wisdom. New York. 1992. Morrow. 1st Printing. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0688109276. 336 pages. hardcover. Cover: Richard Mantel. 
Inventory # 16826. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Fooling America looks at the trivializing of U.S. decision-
making and its disastrous impact on the nation. Focusing on how Washington's 
Conventional Wisdom distorts the public debate, the book explains why the national
government and news media have failed to address the country's deepening 
problems. The crisis, the book argues, rests with a political-social elite that has lost 
touch with reality. Today's Washington insiders--the image-conscious politicians, the
smug TV pundits, the hip journalists and the socially agile cocktail party set--are 
more interested in who's 'in' and who's 'out,' what's hot and what's not, than in what's
happening to the country. This fascination with superficial trends and the endless 
pronouncements of politically safe insights lie at the heart of the Conventional 
Wisdom, known as CW to the capital's aficionados. Guided by the CW's judgment 
on what is news, the well-paid Washington press corps managed to miss--or 
severely underplay--every major scandal of the past decade. These include such 
catastrophes as the S and L debacle, the Iran-contra affair, the plundering of Wall 
Street, and Saddam Hussein's military buildup (arranged with secret White House 
help). In the hands of government public-relations experts, the Conventional 
Wisdom even functioned as an enforcement mechanism to punish the few 
independent-minded souls left in Washington. During the 1980's, out-of-step 
journalists and politicians discovered that to wander past the CW's boundary cast 
them as outsiders in a city that values, above all else, insiderdom and access.

Robert Parry (June 24, 1949 – January 27, 2018) was an American investigative 
journalist. He was best known for his role in covering the Iran-Contra affair, including
breaking the Psychological Operations in Guerrilla Warfare, and the CIA 
involvement in Contra cocaine trafficking in the U.S. scandal in 1985. He was 
awarded the George Polk Award for National Reporting in 1984 and the I.F. Stone 
Medal for Journalistic Independence by Harvard's Nieman Foundation in 2015.
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Parsons, Julie. The Courtship Gift. New York. 2000. Simon & Schuster. Advance 
Uncorrected Proofs. Very Good in Wrappers. 0684869829. 316 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 27150. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Dubliner Anna Neale arrives home one night and 
discovers her husband, David, dead-apparently from anaphylactic shock induced by
a bee sting. But a peculiar package addressed to her husband and the fact that it's 
not bee season make Anna begin to suspect murder, and she soon learns that 
nothing about her life with David was as it seemed. Matthew Makepiece has been 
watching Anna for months, orbiting her quiet world in increasingly constricting 
circles-and now he makes his move. As she gets to know this handsome, 
sympathetic man, Anna senses danger. But by the time she realizes her life is in 
jeopardy, she is left with only one choice-and it's the very thing of which no one 
believes her capable.

Julie Parsons (born in 1951 near Auckland in New Zealand) was a radio and 
television producer before becoming an author of detective novels. Parsons has won
awards for her work and been the judge on competitions like the Francis McManus
Award and the P.J. O'Connor Radio Drama Award. Parsons lives in Dún Laoghaire.
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Parsons, Russ. How To Read a French Fry & Other Stories of Intriguing Kitchen 
Science. Boston. 2001. Houghton Mifflin. Later Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
039596783x. 334 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by Jim Scherer.Jacket 
design by Michaela Sullivan. Inventory # 34044. $11

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Why can you stick your hand into a 450-degree oven but
not into 212-degree boiling water without burning it? Why does fish taste different 
from meat? Why do you cook pork differently from beef? Why should you always 
start cooking dried beans in cold water, not warm? Why should you never cook a 
Vidalia onion? What's the only kind of marinade that's really an effective tenderizer?
Why is strawberry-rhubarb a good combination, scientifically speaking? And why 
don't potatoes fried in fresh oil ever brown completely, no matter how long they're 
cooked? 'Cooking is full of questions that science can help you answer, questions 
that can make you a better cook,' writes the award-winning Los Angeles Times food
editor, Russ Parsons. In this entertaining book packed with fascinating tidbits, 
Parsons explores the science behind such basic cooking methods as chopping, 
mixing, frying, roasting, boiling, and baking. You'll learn why soaking beans can't 
offset their gaseous effects, why green vegetables shouldn't be cooked under a lid 
for long, which fruits you can buy unripe and which you should buy fully ripened, 
which thickener to choose for your turkey gravy, which piecrust is foolproof for a 
beginner. Along the way, Parsons slips in hundreds of cooking tips, provocative 
trivia, and touches of wit that make his scientific explanations go down smoothly. He
also includes more than a hundred recipes that deliciously exemplify the principles 
he describes, from Tuscan Potato Chips and Crisp-Skinned Salmon on Creamy 
Leeks and Cabbage to Chocolate Pots de Creme and Ultimate Strawberry 
Shortcake.

Russ Parsons is a food writer and columnist. He served as the food editor and 
columnist of the Los Angeles Times for more than 25 years before leaving in 2015.
He has written about food for more than 30 years, including his career at The Times,
where he also served as managing editor and deputy editor.
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Parzybok, Ezra. Cannabis Consulting: Helping Patients, Parents, and Practitioners
Understand Medical Marijuana. Lebanon. 2018. ForeEdge. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Wrappers. 9781512601107. 232 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
43676. $19.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - As the movement for legalization of marijuana spreads 
across the country, it is important to weigh the possible benefits and pitfalls of 
cannabis use. Cannabis Consulting is both a handbook and a report from the front 
lines of medical marijuana use. Writing from the perspective of a parent and veteran
schoolteacher turned professional cannabis consultant, Parzybok tells the often-
inspiring stories of his efforts to assist victims of chronic pain, terminal disease, and
even conditions such as ADHD. This timely volume was written for the patients, 
families, law enforcement, and health professionals all trying to make decisions 
about cannabis at this critical era of transition. It is an honest, clear-eyed exploration
of the marijuana debate that looks beyond the hype and disinformation on both sides
to chart a new path toward rational and safe use of cannabis.

EZRA PARZYBOK is a sculptor, writer, and professional marijuana consultant. He 
advises people on medical marijuana use and runs the website www.ezrahelps.com.
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Pate, Alexs D. Losing Absalom. Minneapolis. 1994. Coffee House Press. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1566890179. 1st Novel. 204 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 26385. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Sonny Goodman may have hopped the 'modern 
underground railroad called education' and arrived in far-flung Minneapolis, but with 
the impending death of his father, North Philadelphia is calling him home. Quicly 
caught in the web that inner-city life has woven around his family's dreams, Sonny 
must find the strength to confront the toll urban corrosion has wrought upon the ones
he loves. Named Best First Novel by the Black Caucus of the American Library 
Association. 'Rings with a truth as immediate as body counts in the headlines, as 
enduring as a classic tragedy'-San Francisco Chronicle.

Alexs D. Pate is the author of five novels including the New York Times Bestseller 
Amistad, commissioned by Steven Spielberg’s Dreamworks/SKG and based on the
screenplay by David Franzoni. Other novels include Losing Absalom, Finding 
Makeba, The Multicultiboho Sideshow and West of Rehoboth. Alexs’s first book of 
nonfiction, In The Heart of the Beat: The Poetry of Rap, which investigates the 
literary history and the quality of rap as a poetic expression, was published by 
Scarecrow Press January 2010.
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Pate, Alexs D. The MultiCultiBoho Sideshow. New York. 1999. Avon/Bard. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0380976781. 241 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 27271. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this provocative and searing satire, young, 
unpublished, African American author Ichabod Word captures and holds hostage 
unsuspecting law officer Bloom. Icky proceeds to regale Bloom with a rambling tale
of anger and woe about Dewitt McMichael, a benefactor of artists of color who is 
now a garbage bag-wrapped corpse in the corner of his living room. Even if it proves
to be his last, desperate act on this earth, Icky is determined to vent in full the 
bizarre circumstances that led to the latter's demise - a mind-boggling chronicle of 
power, immorality, money, political stratification, racial discrimination, brilliant 
creation, and desecration. Alternately sobering and screamingly funny, Alex D. 
Pate's The Multicultiboho Sideshow is a blistering and remarkable work that spares
nothing and no one.

Alexs D. Pate is the author of five novels including the New York Times Bestseller 
Amistad, commissioned by Steven Spielberg’s Dreamworks/SKG and based on the
screenplay by David Franzoni. Other novels include Losing Absalom, Finding 
Makeba, The Multicultiboho Sideshow and West of Rehoboth. Alexs’s first book of 
nonfiction, In The Heart of the Beat: The Poetry of Rap, which investigates the 
literary history and the quality of rap as a poetic expression, was published by 
Scarecrow Press January 2010.
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Paterson, Katherine. The Tale of the Mandarin Ducks. New York. 1990. Lodestar. 
1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0525672834. Illustrated by Leo & Diane 
Dillon. 32 pages. hardcover. Cover art by Leo & Diane Dillon. Inventory # 14621. 
$15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Coveting a mandarin duck for his magnificent plumage, a
greedy Japanese lord captures and cages him for all to admire. But the wild drake 
pines for his mate. Some compassionate servants release the drake to go to his 
mate, but are sentenced to death for it--and the drake comes to their rescue. 
Watercolor and pastel paintings illuminate this Japanese folktale.

Katherine Paterson is the internationally acclaimed author of over 35 books for 
children and young adults. She has twice won both the Newbery Medal and the 
National Book Award. She received the 1998 Hans Christian Andersen Medal as 
well as the 2006 Astrid Lindgren Memorial Award for the body of her work, and was 
the National Ambassador for Children's Literature for the Library of Congress. Two 
of her best-selling books have been made into feature films - "The Bridge to 
Terabithia" and "The Great Gilly Hopkins". An active promoter of reading, education
and literacy, she lives in Barre, Vermont. She has four children and seven 
grandchildren, and her beloved dog, Pixie.
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Patner, Andrew. I. F. Stone: A Portrait. New York. 1990. Anchor Press/Doubleday. 
1st Anchor Books Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0385413823. 175 
pages. paperback. Cover photograph by Nigel Dickson. Inventory # 33325. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Why is so little written about I. F. Stone, who for 60 years
has been America’s most celebrated radical journalist, and whose Weekly was for 
many years required reading, even for those in Washington whom it regularly 
pilloried? That is one of the cogent questions asked, but only partly answered, by 
journalist Patner, who has put together an all-too-slim but entirely engaging portrait 
of his feisty subject. Stone was elusive, to say the least, and was only finally 
persuaded to tolerate a series of fleeting interviews on the run by the combined 
efforts of his wife Esther and Studs Terkel. What he wanted to talk about his long 
passionate interest in ancient Greece and its philosophers and what Patner wanted 
to pursue Stone’s journalistic career and political views mean that we get a great 
deal more of the former than of the latter. But somehow Patner skillfully weaves the
disjunctive material together into a portrait of a formidably self-taught man of clear 
principle, rich enthusiasms and frequent humor, whose impact on American political
life has never been adequately assessed. The book is no substitute for a full-length
biography, but neither is it trivial or superficial; it merely whets one’s appetite for 
more on Stone. - PUBLISHERS WEEKLY.

Andrew Patner (December 17, 1959 – February 3, 2015) was an American Chicago-
based journalist, broadcaster, critic, and interviewer. From 1989-1990, Patner 
served as a staff reporter for the Wall Street Journal. Beginning in 1991, Patner was
a regular contributor of arts criticism to the Chicago Sun-Times. Patner contributed 
over 2,000 pieces of arts criticism covering a broad range of topics including music,
dance, books, and film. Beginning in 2006, he served as the publication’s classical
music and opera critic. Patner worked for Chicago’s National Public Radio affiliate 
WBEZ for eight years as an arts critic, program host, and producer. He also served
as critic-at-large for WFMT Fine Arts Radio, where he hosted a weekly program 
called “Critical Thinking” from 1998 until his death in 2015.
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Pato, Chus. Flesh of Leviathan. Oakland. 2016. Omnidawn Publishing. Advance 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430175. Translated by Erín 
Moure. 6 x 9. 120 pages. paperback. Cover image: Elisa Sampedrin, 'Eye of Oryx'.
Book cover design by Cassandra Smith. Inventory # 42517. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Flesh of Leviathan, Chus Pato alters her cadence to 
record the direct address of a singular voice that seems to emerge from time itself. 
Pato articulates the possibility of thinking, the foreignness of any thinking subject, 
the borders to be crossed to move thinking forward, and thinking’s relation with time
as humanity approaches—or not—time’s end. “Pato evokes the ambiguous, 
mythical body of Leviathan, devouring predator and post-apocalyptic feast, 
suggesting the machinery of state as well as the non-human wilderness. With this 
resonant translation Moure recreates a poetry that can ‘write the voice as a foreign 
country’ as it ‘hovers between music and thought.’ ” - Zoë Skoulding, author of The
Museum of Disappearing Sounds.

Chus Pato’s pentalogy Decrúa broke the poetic mould in Galicia. She teaches 
history and geography. Erín Moure has published seventeen books of poetry, and 
has translated thirteen volumes from French, Spanish, Galician and Portuguese into
English.
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Pato, Chus. Flesh of Leviathan. Oakland. 2016. Omnidawn Publishing. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430175. Translated by Erín Moure. 6 x 9.
120 pages. paperback. Inventory # 42777. $19

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Flesh of Leviathan, Chus Pato alters her cadence to 
record the direct address of a singular voice that seems to emerge from time itself. 
Pato articulates the possibility of thinking, the foreignness of any thinking subject, 
the borders to be crossed to move thinking forward, and thinking’s relation with time
as humanity approaches—or not—time’s end. “Pato evokes the ambiguous, 
mythical body of Leviathan, devouring predator and post-apocalyptic feast, 
suggesting the machinery of state as well as the non-human wilderness. With this 
resonant translation Moure recreates a poetry that can ‘write the voice as a foreign 
country’ as it ‘hovers between music and thought.’ ” - Zoë Skoulding, author of The
Museum of Disappearing Sounds.

Chus Pato’s pentalogy Decrúa broke the poetic mould in Galicia. She teaches 
history and geography. Erín Moure has published seventeen books of poetry, and 
has translated thirteen volumes from French, Spanish, Galician and Portuguese into
English.
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Paton, Alan. Cry, the Beloved Country. London. 1954. Jonathan Cape. 23rd 
Impression. Very Good in Dustjacket. hardcover. Inventory # 6023. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - CRY, THE BELOVED COUNTRY is a novel by South 
African author Alan Paton. It was first published in New York City in 1948 by Charles
Scribner's Sons and in London by Jonathan Cape; noted American publisher 
Bennett Cerf remarked at that year's meeting of the American Booksellers 
Association that there had been ‘only three novels published since the first of the 
year that were worth reading. CRY, THE BELOVED COUNTRY, THE IDES OF 
MARCH, and THE NAKED AND THE DEAD. The protagonist is Stephen Kumalo, a
black Anglican priest from a rural Natal town, who is searching for his son Absalom 
in the city of Johannesburg. Two cinema adaptations of the book have been made, 
the first in 1951 and the second in 1995.

Alan Stewart Paton (11 January 1903 – 12 April 1988) was a South African author 
and anti-apartheid activist.
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Paton, Alan. For You Departed: A Memoir. New York. 1969. Scribners. 1st Edition. 
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. hardcover. Inventory # 1720. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - While at Ixopo Alan Paton met Dorrie Francis Lusted. 
They were married in 1928 and remained together until her death from emphysema 
in 1967. Their life together is documented in Paton's book Kontakion for You 
Departed, published in 1969.

Alan Stewart Paton (11 January 1903 – 12 April 1988) was a South African author 
and anti-apartheid activist.
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Paton, Alan. Hope For South Africa. London. 1958. Pall Mall Press. 1st British 
Edition. Previous Owner's Name Stamped OIn Fornt,Otherwise Very Good in Worn
Dustjacket. 94 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 6025. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - South African novelist's political philosophy and vision of
hope for South Africa during the apartheid era.

Alan Stewart Paton (11 January 1903 – 12 April 1988) was a South African author 
and anti-apartheid activist.
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Patterson, H. Orlando. The Children of Sisyphus. Kingston, Jamaica. 1968. Bolivar
Press. Reprinted Bolivar Press Paperback Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn 
Wrappers. 206 pages. paperback. Inventory # 45508. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This violent book depicts a fight for survival in Kingston’s
shanty town. Abandoned by an apathetic society, the slum dwellers live in a grim 
world that most Jamaicans never see. Dinah a warm hearted prostitute struggles to
escape her past, but in a new tough middle class world she is fettered by her 
ignorance and is gradually drawn back into the carnal wilderness she knows and 
hates. A story to touch the conscience of society; written with realism and 
compassion. WINNER OF THE FIRST PRIZE FOR FICTION DAKAR FESTIVAL OF
NEGRO ARTS 1966. ‘Jamaica with its hypocritical surface of ex-colonial gentility 
and its appalling underside of squalor, violence and vice, has been crying out for 
years for a Caribbean Zola. Now it has found him in the person of H. Orlando 
Patterson’ - Daily Telegraph.

H. Orlando Patterson is one of Jamaica’s Leading young writers. Having taken his 
Ph.D. in Sociology at progressive London School of Economics, he then joined the 
teaching staff for two years, resigning in 1967 to return to Jamaica to teach 
Sociology at the University of the West Indies. His research into prostitution in 
Jamaica leaves the uncanny feeling in his writing that his characters must still exist 
in real life. In 1967 he published two books THE SOCIOLOGY OF SLAVERY and 
AN ABSENCE OF RUINS.
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Patterson, James. Cat and Mouse. New York. 1997. Little, Brown and Company. 
Reprinted Hardcover Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0316693294. 338 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 40672. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Alex Cross is back in a novel with a cast of characters 
more sinister and deadlier than ever. Gary Soneji, a dying prison escapee, is looking
for revenge on Cross, while another insane killer is pursued by Thomas Augustine 
Pierce--a brilliant and relentless detective who may even be better than Cross. As 
the bodies pile up, and Cross is nearly murdered in his own home, the game of cat 
and mouse leads to one final trap, and it's anyone's guess who will survive.

James Brendan Patterson is an American author and philanthropist. Among his 
works are the Alex Cross, Michael Bennett, Women's Murder Club, Maximum Ride,
Daniel X, NYPD Red, Witch and Wizard, and Private series, as well as many stand-
alone thrillers, non-fiction and romance novels.
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Patterson, James. When the Wind Blows. Boston. Little, Brown and Company. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0316693324. 416 pages. Hardcover. Inventory # 
41031. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Frannie O'Neill is a young and talented veterinarian living
in Colorado. Plagued by the mysterious murder of her husband, David, a local 
doctor, Frannie throws herself into her work. It is not long before another bizarre 
murder occurs and Kit Harrison, a troubled and unconventional FBI agent, arrives on
her doorstep. Late one night, near the woods of her animal hospital, Frannie 
stumbles upon a strange, astonishing phenomenon that will change the course of 
her life forever. Her name is Max. With breathtaking energy, eleven-year-old Max 
leads Frannie and Kit to uncover one of the most diabolical and inhuman plots of 
modern science. When the Wind Blows is as unique a story as has ever been told, 
filled with suspense and passion.

James Brendan Patterson is an American author and philanthropist. Among his 
works are the Alex Cross, Michael Bennett, Women's Murder Club, Maximum Ride,
Daniel X, NYPD Red, Witch and Wizard, and Private series, as well as many stand-
alone thrillers, non-fiction and romance novels.
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Patterson, Orlando. Freedom: Freedom in the Making of Western Culture. New 
York. 1991. Harper Collins. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0465025358. 496
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 15745. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This magisterial work traces the history of our most 
cherished value. Patterson links the birth of freedom in primitive societies with the 
institution of slavery, and traces the evolution of three forms of freedom in the West 
from antiquity through the Middle Ages. The National Book Award Winner for 1991 -
a magisterial work that traces the history of our most cherished value. The first 
history of freedom from ancient to modern times, this book links the birth of freedom
in primitive societies with the institution of slavery. 'An extraordinary achievement. 
astonishingly wide ranging.' - Boston Globe. Index. Illustrations.

Orlando Patterson was born June 5, 1940 in Jamaica and educated there and at the
London School of Economics. He is now Professor of Sociology at Harvard 
University.
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Pavese, Cesare. Dialogues With Leuco. Ann Arbor. 1965. University Of Michigan 
Press. 1st American Edition. $35' Marked in Pen At Top Corner Of Front Free 
Endpaper, Otherwise Very Good Very Good in Dustjacket. Translated from the 
Italian by William Arrowsmith & D. S. Carne-Ross. 166 pages. hardcover. Cover: 
William Gilmore. Inventory # 31720. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this book Cesare Pavese, recognized as one of Italy's
finest modern writers, has re-entered the ancient world of Greek myth — with the 
eyes of twentieth-century man. On the hills of Thessaly and the sunlit beaches of 
Mediterranean islands doomed heroes, immortal gods and strange beasts come to 
life again — Orpheus and Eurydice, Leucothea and Ariadne, Prometheus and 
Dionysus, Achilles and Patroclus, satyrs and chimeras, centaurs and werewolves. In
this series of imaginary dialogues Pavese adds new dimensions to the most 
enduring themes of man's experience, revealing, with a completely fresh approach,
how the sufferings, passions and conflicts portrayed in the myths have an 
application for all time. Pavese, with his contemporaries, considered DIALOGUES 
WITH LEUCO to be his finest work. It is certainly among the more beautiful and 
unusual achievements to be found in modern literature.

Cesare Pavese (9 September 1908 – 27 August 1950) was an Italian poet, novelist,
literary critic and translator; he is widely considered among the major authors of the
20th century in his home country. Pavese moved in antifascist circles, and in 1935 
he was arrested and convicted for having letters from a political prisoner. After a few
months in prison he was sent into ‘confino’, internal exile in Southern Italy, the 
commonly used sentence for those guilty of lesser political crimes. Pavese was 
living in Rome when he was called up into the fascist army, but because of his 
asthma he spent six months in a military hospital. When he returned to Turin, 
German troops occupied the streets and most of his friends had left to fight as 
partisans. Pavese fled to the hills around Serralunga di Crea, near Casale 
Monferrato. After the war Pavese joined the Italian Communist Party and worked on
the party's newspaper, L'Unità. The bulk of his work was published during this time.
Depression, the failure of a brief love affair with the actress Constance Dowling, to 
whom his last novel was dedicated, and political disillusionment led him to his 
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Pavese, Cesare. The Devil in the Hills. New York. 1959. Noonday Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. Translated from the Italian
by D. D. Paige. 190 pages. paperback. N152. Inventory # 26213. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘In style and technique,’ wrote the Saturday Review in its
comments on Among Women Only, ‘Pavese combines the violence of Babel with 
the subtle tensions of Colette; but it is not for these gifts that he deserves a wide 
audience. He should be read because he is a profoundly original artist: original in his
methods, in his view of his own society, which had emerged from the war so deeply
disappointed in its expectations, and almost unique in the way he grafted moral and
political intensities onto the traditional psychological novel.’ THE DEVIL IN THE 
HILLS is the story of Poli, rich, self-indulgent, wildly in search of pleasure in an 
atmosphere of debauchery. Aware of the inanity of his life, he makes one desperate
attempt after another to find a way out. The story serves to demonstrate once again
Pavese's powers of perception and his talent for brilliant descriptive prose and 
strong characterization.

Cesare Pavese (9 September 1908 – 27 August 1950) was an Italian poet, novelist,
literary critic and translator; he is widely considered among the major authors of the
20th century in his home country. He was born in Piedmont and studied in Turin, 
where he took his degree in literature with a thesis on Walt Whitman. Between 1936
and 1940 he wrote nine novels, including Among Women Only, which won the 
Strega prize. Arrested in 1935 for anti-Fascist activities and exiled for ten months, he
committed suicide in Turin in 1950.keywords
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Pavese, Cesare. The Selected Works of Cesare Pavese. New York. 1968. Farrar 
Straus Giroux. 1st American Printing. Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front, 
Otherwise Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket Sporting The Remains Of Two 
Stickers. Translated from the Italian by R. W. Flint. 390 pages. hardcover. Cover: 
Patricia de Groot. Inventory # 28469. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Includes - THE BEACH, THE HOUSE ON THE HILL, 
AMONG WOMEN ONLY, and THE DEVIL IN THE HILLS. Isolation of the individual;
betrayal: The typical protagonist in the works of Pavese is a loner, through choice or
through circumstances. His relationships with men and women tend to be temporary
and superficial. He may wish to have more solidarity with other people, but he often
ends up betraying his ideals and friends; for example in THE PRISON, the political 
exile in a village in Southern Italy receives a note from another political confinato 
living nearby, who suggests a meeting. The protagonist rejects a show of solidarity 
and refuses to meet him. The title of the collection of the two novellas is BEFORE 
THE COCK CROWS, a reference to Peter's betrayal of Christ before his death. 
Langhe, the area where he spent his summer holidays as a boy, had a great hold on
Pavese. It is a land of rolling hills covered in vineyards. It is an area where he felt 
literally at home, but he recognised the harsh and brutal lives that poor peasants 
had making a living from the land. Bitter struggles took place between Germans and
partisans in this area. The land became part of Pavese's personal mythology. In 
THE MOON AND THE BONFIRES, the protagonist tells a story of drinking beer in a
bar in America. A man comes in whom he recognizes as being from the valleys of 
Le Langhe by his way of walking and his outlook. He speaks to him in dialect 
suggesting a bottle of their local wine would be better than the beer. After some 
years in America, the protagonist returns to his home village. He explores Le 
Langhe with a friend who had remained in the area. He finds out that so many of his
contemporaries have died in sad circumstances, some as partisans shot by the 
Germans, while a notable local beauty had been executed by partisans as a fascist
spy.

Cesare Pavese (9 September 1908 – 27 August 1950) was an Italian poet, novelist,
literary critic and translator; he is widely considered among the major authors of the
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Pawel, Rebecca C. Death of a Nationalist: A Carlos Tejada Alonso y Leon 
Investigation. New York. 2003. Soho Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket.Remainder Mark. 1569473048. 263 pages. hardcover. Author photo 
credit: (c)Michael A. Pawel. Jacket design: Cheryl L. Cipriani/Brooklyn Bauhaus. 
Jacket photo credits: top: (c)Corbis. bottom (c)W Eugene Smith, courtesy of Time 
Pixs. Inventory # 35328. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Madrid, 1939. Carlos Tejada Alonso y Leon is a sergeant
in the Guardia Civil, a rank rarely attained by a man not yet thirty, but Tejada is an 
unusual recruit. Second son of a conservative Southern family of landowners, he is
an enthusiast for the Catholic Franquista cause, a dedicated, and now triumphant, 
Nationalist. This war has drawn international attention. In a dress rehearsal for 
World War II, fascist regimes in Germany and Italy have supported the Nationalists,
while communists and socialists have come to the aid of the Republicans. Atrocities
have devastated both sides. It is at this moment, when the Republicans have 
surrendered, and the Guardia Civil has begun to impose order in the ruins of Madrid,
that Tejada finds the body of his best friend, a hero of the siege of Toledo, shot to 
death on a street named Amor de Dios. Naturally, a Red is suspected. And it is easy
for Tejada to assume that the woman he sees kneeling over the body, is the killer. 
But later on, when his doubts are aroused, he cannot help seeking justice.

Rebecca Pawel (born 1977, New York City) is an American high school teacher and
author of mystery novels. She is most notable for her series of historical novels set 
in fascist Spain, starring Carlos Tejada Alonso y León, a staunchly anti-Communist
officer in the Guardia Civil. Pawel began to develop an interest in the Iberian 
peninsula while studying flamenco and classical Spanish dance in junior high 
school. Pawel teaches English at the The High School for Enterprise, Business and
Technology in Williamsburg, Brooklyn.
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Paxton, Tom. Birds of a Feather and Other Aesop's Fables. New York. 1993. 
Morrow. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. Remainder Dot On Bottom Edge. 
0688104010. Illustrated by Robert Rayevsky. unpaginated. hardcover. Cover art by
Robert Rayevsky. Inventory # 23636. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Folksinger & celebrated children’s author Paxton 
packages Aesop’s wise and witty fables in some wonderfully spirited verse. An 
illustrated retelling in verse of ten fables by Aesop, including ‘The Laborer and the 
Nightingale,’ ‘The Frogs Choose a King,’ ‘ The Horse and the Donkey,’ ‘The Cat & 
the Fox,’ and ‘The Laborer & the Nightingale.’

Thomas Richard Paxton (born October 31, 1937) is an American folk singer-
songwriter who has had a music career spanning more than fifty years. In 2009, 
Paxton received a Grammy Lifetime Achievement Award. He is noteworthy as a 
music educator as well as an advocate for folk singers to combine traditional songs
with new compositions. Paxton's songs have been widely covered, including modern
standards such as "The Last Thing on My Mind", "Bottle of Wine", "Whose Garden
Was This", "The Marvelous Toy", and "Ramblin' Boy". Paxton's songs have been 
recorded by Pete Seeger, Bob Dylan, The Weavers, Judy Collins, Sandy Denny, 
Joan Baez, Doc Watson, Harry Belafonte, Peter, Paul and Mary, The Seekers, 
Marianne Faithfull, The Kingston Trio, the Chad Mitchell Trio, John Denver, Dolly 
Parton and Porter Wagoner, Willie Nelson, Flatt & Scruggs, The Move, The 
Fireballs, and many others.
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Payne, Laurence. The First Body. New York. 1961. Avon Publications. 1st Avon 
Paperback Edition. Good in Wrappers. Original title: THE NOSE ON MY FACE. 320
pages. paperback. G1225. Inventory # 37207. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A sexy, clue-soaked, reader-proof murder mystery. The 
first body is on the first page. The first body is that of a beautiful redhead, shot once.
Other bodies appear throughout with an alarming regularity. Also appearing 
throughout is Inspector Sam Birkett, who is supposed to find the killer. He does. 
Finally. On the last page.

Laurence Stanley Payne (5 June 1919 – 23 February 2009) was an English actor 
and novelist. After training at the Bristol Old Vic Theatre School in 1939, he was 
exempted from war service as a conscientious objector on condition that he went on
tour with the Old Vic during the war. Payne made his professional debut at the Old 
Vic theatre in 1939 and remained with the company for several years. After more 
work at London theatres, he played leading roles at the prestigious Bristol Old Vic, 
and after that rejoined the London Old Vic company. At the Embassy Theatre in 
London he played Hamlet. He appeared in numerous films and television shows. 
Perhaps his most famous role was as TV's Sexton Blake (1968–71) on ITV in 
Britain. It was while filming an episode of Sexton Blake that he lost the sight in his 
left eye during rehearsal of a sword fighting scene with actor Basil Henson, following
a hard sword blow against the side of his head. After retiring from acting, Payne 
continued to concentrate on writing crime/detective novels (his first novel having 
been published in 1962). By 1993, he had published 11 novels, and he has been 
called "one of the great humorists of the world of crime fiction".
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Paz, Octavio. The Other Mexico: Critique of the Pyramid. New York. 1981. Grove 
Press/Black Cat. 6th Paperback Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 0394177738. 
Translated from the Spanish by Lysander Kemp. 148 pages. paperback. B-359. 
Inventory # 18269. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In THE LABYRINTH OF SOLITUDE: LIFE AND 
THOUGHT IN MEXICO, Octavio Paz, one of the major poets of our time, defined the
character and culture of Mexico in what has now become a modern classic of critical
interpretation. In this book, Paz provides a brilliant supplement and extension to his
earlier work, not only bringing it up to date, but also offering a new attempt to 
decipher the modern Mexican reality. Mexican student unrest came to a climax on 
October 2, 1968 with the massacre in the Plaza of Tlatelolco in Mexico City of more 
than three hundred students. The killings ended an epoch in Mexican history. In The
Other Mexico, Paz traces the ‘invisible history’ of his country which led to the 
bloodshed—the survival, amid the trappings of a modern culture, of the Aztec model
of domination and ritualistic sacrifice. Paz examines the symbol of the truncated 
pyramid of the Aztecs as an image of the world and a projection of the human 
society which continues to rule the development of Mexico even in modern times. 
This important historical and philosophical essay about modern Mexico has 
particular relevance in the light of the political unrest in Latin America. As a 
treatment of the development of today’s Mexico from a political, historical, and 
cultural point of view, this book by a major Latin American writer and poet is without
doubt a seminal contribution to the history of our time.

Octavio Paz Lozano (March 31, 1914 – April 19, 1998) was a Mexican poet-diplomat
and writer. For his body of work, he was awarded the 1981 Miguel de Cervantes 
Prize, the 1982 Neustadt International Prize for Literature, and the 1990 Nobel Prize
in Literature.
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Pazzi, Roberto. Searching For the Emperor. New York. 1988. Knopf. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394559983. Translated from the Italian by M. J. 
Fitzgerald. 195 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 11053. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The story of a Russian regiment lost in Siberia during the
Revolution, in search of the imprisoned Tzar.

Roberto Pazzi is an Italian novelist and poet. His works have been translated into 
twentysix languages. Pazzi graduated in classics in Bologna with a thesis on 
Luciano Anceschi and aesthetics on the poetry of Umberto Saba.
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Pazzi, Roberto. The Princess and the Dragon. New York. 1990. Knopf. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394572556. Translated from the Italian by M. J. 
Fitzgerald. 162 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 14284. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From the author of SEARCHING FOR THE EMPEROR,
a novel about the strange life and death of the beautiful, haunted brother of the last 
tsar of Russia. At the turn of the century in his lonely palace in the Caucasus, young
royal Grand Duke George, sick with tubercular fever, exiled from court for his own 
good to the pure air of the mountains, is driven to rebel. As he feels the century 
dying and the history of the Romanovs pressing down ever darker around him, he 
strikes out for freedom. He will found a new kingdom and summon his beloved 
cousin, Helen, to his side as his consort and wife. His new subjects, the legendary 
Georgians who so often live to be more than one hundred years old, will teach him 
the secret of conquering time and mortality. But his escape into the night is the 
beginning of a journey that will take him dizzyingly into history — into the past and 
into the future, into the reign of the dead and into the equally terrifying world of a 
Georgian monster as yet unknown who will rule Russia when the last Romanovs fall.
Blending the factual and the miraculous, Pazzi’s storytelling has a unique poetry.

Roberto Pazzi was born in Ameglia (La Spezia) in 1946, but has lived in Ferrara for
many years. He has had published several poetry collections and novels. The first of
these to be translated into English was SEARCHING FOR THE EMPEROR (1988). 
In addition, he is a literary critic for Corriere della Serra.
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Pears, Iain. An Instance of the Fingerpost. New York. 1998. Riverhead Books. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 1573220825. 694 pages.
hardcover. Inventory # 31344. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - We are in Oxford in the 1660s - a time, and place, of 
great intellectual, scientific, religious and political ferment. Robert Grove, a fellow of
New College is found dead in suspicious circumstances. A young woman is accused
of his murder. We hear about the events surrounding his death from four witnesses:
Marco da Cola, a Venetian Catholic intent on claiming credit for the invention of 
blood transfusion; Jack Prescott, the son of a supposed traitor to the Royalist cause
determined to vindicate his father; John Wallis, chief cryptographer to both Cromwell
and Charles II, a mathematician, theologican and inveterate plotter; and Anthony 
Wood, the famous Oxford antiquary. Each witness tells their version of what 
happened. Only one reveals the extraordinary truth. An Instance of the Fingerpost is
a magnificent tour de force: an utterly compelling historical mystery story with a plot 
that twists and turns and keeps the reader guessing until the very last page.

Iain Pears (born in 1955) is an English art historian, novelist and journalist. He was 
educated at Warwick School, Warwick, Wadham College and Wolfson College, 
Oxford. Before writing, he worked as a reporter for the BBC, Channel 4 (UK) and 
ZDF (Germany) and correspondent for Reuters from 1982 to 1990 in Italy, France, 
UK and US. In 1987 he became a Getty Fellow in the Arts and Humanities at Yale 
University. His well-known novel series features Jonathan Argyll, art historian, 
though international fame first arrived with his best selling book An Instance of the 
Fingerpost (1998), which was translated into several languages. Pears currently 
lives with his wife and children in Oxford.
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Pears, Iain. An Instance of the Fingerpost. New York. 1998. Riverhead Books. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1573220825. 694 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 24990. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Oxford in the 1660s is a place of intellectual, scientific, 
religious and political ferment. When Robert Grove, a fellow of New College, is 
found dead in suspicious circumstances, a young woman is accused of his murder. 
In An Instance of the Fingerpost we hear accounts of the events surrounding the 
death from four witnesses, Marco da Cola, a Venetian Catholic determined to claim 
the credit for the invention of blood transfusion; Jack Prescott, son of an alleged 
Royalist traitor, intent on clearing his father’s name; John Wallis, chief cryptographer
to both Cromwell and Charles II, mathematician, theologian and inveterate plotter; 
and Anthony Wood, the famous Oxford antiquary. Each witness tells their story: 
which of them is telling the truth?

Iain Pears (born in 1955) is an English art historian, novelist and journalist. He was 
educated at Warwick School, Warwick, Wadham College and Wolfson College, 
Oxford. Before writing, he worked as a reporter for the BBC, Channel 4 (UK) and 
ZDF (Germany) and correspondent for Reuters from 1982 to 1990 in Italy, France, 
UK and US. In 1987 he became a Getty Fellow in the Arts and Humanities at Yale 
University. His well-known novel series features Jonathan Argyll, art historian, 
though international fame first arrived with his best selling book An Instance of the 
Fingerpost (1998), which was translated into several languages. Pears currently 
lives with his wife and children in Oxford.keywords
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Pears, Iain. Death & Restoration: A Jonathan Argyll Mystery. New York. 1998. 
Scribner. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684814617. 224 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Honi Werner. Inventory # 25846. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The monastery of San Giovanni on Rome’s Aventine Hill
has no real treasures, except for one huge and disturbing painting, dubiously 
attributed to Caravaggio, of the breaking of Saint Catherine on the wheel. It’s not a 
subject likely to appeal to many buyers of stolen art. But a Caravaggio is a 
Caravaggio - or is it? Following a recent burglary at the monastery’s chapel, there’s 
little left to steal, so Flavia di Stefano of Rome’s Art Theft Squad is particularly 
puzzled when she receives a tip that thieves plan to raid the building. What is there,
except perhaps the Caravaggio, that professionals could covet? Even stranger is the
sudden arrival in Italy of Mary Verney, an Englishwoman and thief whom Flavia and
her art-expert fiance, Jonathan Argyll, have encountered before. She may be there 
as a tourist, but it’s unlikely. Is Mary after personal riches, or is her trip, and her 
possible involvement in a theft, inspired by more terrifying circumstances? 
Something strange and threatening is occurring both inside and outside the 
monastery, and Jonathan and Flavia feel powerless when they fail either to stop a 
theft or a murder. As the two search for answers through the maze of monastic and
police bureaucracy, they gradually reveal a surprise more shocking than even they 
had imagined. .

Iain Pears (born in 1955) is an English art historian, novelist and journalist. He was 
educated at Warwick School, Warwick, Wadham College and Wolfson College, 
Oxford. Before writing, he worked as a reporter for the BBC, Channel 4 (UK) and 
ZDF (Germany) and correspondent for Reuters from 1982 to 1990 in Italy, France, 
UK and US. In 1987 he became a Getty Fellow in the Arts and Humanities at Yale 
University. His well-known novel series features Jonathan Argyll, art historian, 
though international fame first arrived with his best selling book An Instance of the 
Fingerpost (1998), which was translated into several languages. Pears currently 
lives with his wife and children in Oxford.
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Pears, Iain. Giotto's Hand: A Jonathan Argyll Mystery. New York. 1997. Scribner. 1st
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684814609. 224 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Honi Werner. Inventory # 24000. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - General Taddeo Bottando of Rome’s Art Theft Squad is 
in trouble: his theory that a single master criminal, dubbed ‘Giotto’ - for the 
fourteenth-century Florentine painter about whom little is known - is behind a string 
of major thefts has aroused the scorn of his archenemy and rival, the bureaucrat 
Corrado Argan. Some clever thief has stolen more than two dozen paintings since 
1963, always choosing unphotographed works that would be difficult to identify. 
Bottando thinks he sees a pattern, but a recent arrest means he may be wrong, and
the hated Argan, who clearly wants Bottando’s job, may be right again. Bottando is 
fortunate in his supporters, however - especially in Flavia di Stefano and her friend,
English art dealer Jonathan Argyll. When a strange letter arrives on Bottando’s desk,
he hopes that the confession of a dying woman may provide just the clue he needs 
to find the mysterious Giotto. As Flavia hurries to Florence to interview the writer of 
the letter, the elderly Maria Fancelli, Jonathan sets off for England, where he will 
meet with Geoffrey Arnold Forster, a man who may hold many of the answers if only
he will share them. But when Jonathan arrives in Norfolk, he discovers a body and a
mystery that could lead to the greatest art find of his career.

Iain Pears (born in 1955) is an English art historian, novelist and journalist. He was 
educated at Warwick School, Warwick, Wadham College and Wolfson College, 
Oxford. Before writing, he worked as a reporter for the BBC, Channel 4 (UK) and 
ZDF (Germany) and correspondent for Reuters from 1982 to 1990 in Italy, France, 
UK and US. In 1987 he became a Getty Fellow in the Arts and Humanities at Yale 
University. His well-known novel series features Jonathan Argyll, art historian, 
though international fame first arrived with his best selling book An Instance of the 
Fingerpost (1998), which was translated into several languages. Pears currently 
lives with his wife and children in Oxford.
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Pears, Iain. The Dream of Scipio. New York. 2002. Riverhead Books. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 157322202x. 401 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Royce M. Becker. Inventory # 34070. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the final days of the Roman Empire, in the years of the
Black Death, in the darkest hours of World War II, three men sought refuge from the
madness that surrounded them in the realm of ideas. Set in Provence at three 
different critical moments of Western civilization, THE DREAM OF SCIPIO follows 
the fortunes of these men: Manlius Hippomanes, a Gallic aristocrat obsessed with 
the preservation of Roman civilization; Olivier de Noyen, a poet in the service of a 
powerful cardinal who is engaged in a treacherous plot to restore the papacy to 
Rome; and Julien Barneuve, a disaffected intellectual who joins the Vichy 
government in the hope of rescuing his own sense of humanity. Each man is in love
with an extraordinary woman, and each love affair, because of its era, is ill starred.

Iain Pears (born in 1955) is an English art historian, novelist and journalist. He was 
educated at Warwick School, Warwick, Wadham College and Wolfson College, 
Oxford. Before writing, he worked as a reporter for the BBC, Channel 4 (UK) and 
ZDF (Germany) and correspondent for Reuters from 1982 to 1990 in Italy, France, 
UK and US. In 1987 he became a Getty Fellow in the Arts and Humanities at Yale 
University. His well-known novel series features Jonathan Argyll, art historian, 
though international fame first arrived with his best selling book An Instance of the 
Fingerpost (1998), which was translated into several languages. Pears currently 
lives with his wife and children in Oxford.keywords
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Pears, Iain. The Immaculate Deception. New York. 2000. Scribner. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0743212576. 221 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Honi Werner. Inventory # 28350. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - For newlywed and Italian Art Theft Squad head Flavia di
Stefano, the honeymoon is over when a painting, borrowed from the Louvre and en 
route to a celebratory exhibition, is stolen. Desperate to avoid public embarrassment
—and to avoid paying a ransom—the Italian prime minister leans hard on Flavia to 
get it back quickly and quietly. Across town her husband, art historian Jonathan 
Argyll, begins an investigation of his own tracing the past of a small Renaissance 
painting—an Immaculate Conception—owned by Flavia’s mentor, retired General 
Taddeo Bottando. Soon both husband and wife uncover astonishing and chilling 
secrets, and Flavia’s investigation takes a sudden turn from the search for an art 
thief to the hunt for a murderer.

Iain Pears (born in 1955) is an English art historian, novelist and journalist. He was 
educated at Warwick School, Warwick, Wadham College and Wolfson College, 
Oxford. Before writing, he worked as a reporter for the BBC, Channel 4 (UK) and 
ZDF (Germany) and correspondent for Reuters from 1982 to 1990 in Italy, France, 
UK and US. In 1987 he became a Getty Fellow in the Arts and Humanities at Yale 
University. His well-known novel series features Jonathan Argyll, art historian, 
though international fame first arrived with his best selling book An Instance of the 
Fingerpost (1998), which was translated into several languages. Pears currently 
lives with his wife and children in Oxford.keywords
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Pearson, Ridley. The First Victim. New York. 1999. Hyperion. 1st Edition. Very Good
in Dustjacket. 0786864400. 281 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Inventory
# 26714. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Lou Boldt is back and entering dark new territory in 
Ridley Pearson's gripping thriller. A shipping container washed ashore leads Seattle
television news anchor Stevie McNeal and reporter friend Melissa on the trail of a 
scam involving the importation of illegal aliens. A career stepping-stone for McNeal, 
the investigation puts her at cross-purposes with the Seattle Police Department's 
Lou Boldt and Sergeant John LaMoia. When Melissa disappears, perhaps at the 
hands of the Chinese Triad, McNeal turns from foe to ally and teams up with the 
detectives on an investigation that takes them from Seattle's docklands to the offices
of the INS. With a storyline that mirrors today's headlines, meticulous research, and 
fascinating forensic details, this thriller confirms Pearson's place at the top of the 
genre.

Ridley Pearson is an American author of suspense and thriller novels for adults, and
adventure books for children. Some of his books have appeared on The New York 
Times Best Seller list.
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Peeters, Hans. Field Guide To Owls of California and the West. Berkeley. 2007. 
University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9780520252806. 346 pages. paperback. Inventory # 36507. $26.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Most owls are almost perfectly adapted to life in the dark.
Their vaguely humanoid faces reflect the spectacular evolution of their hearing and 
vision, which has made flight, romance, and predation possible in the near absence
of light. This accessible guide, full of intriguing anecdotes, covers all 19 species of 
owls occurring in North America. More than an identification guide, Field Guide to 
Owls of California and the West describes the biology and behavior of owls to make
finding and identifying them easier and watching them more enjoyable. The guide 
also explores the conservation challenges that owls face and tells how owls provide 
insights to scientists working in fields from technology to health. FEATURES - Color
plates illustrate each species; Range maps show the western distribution of North 
America’s owls, 14 of which occur in California; Offers tips for finding and watching 
owls; Gives information on how to design, place, and maintain nest boxes; 
Describes human attitudes toward owls through history, including in Native 
American cultures of the West.

Hans Peeters, Professor of Biology, Zoology, and Ecology emeritus at Chabot 
College, is coauthor, with Pam Peeters, of Raptors of California (UC Press), with E.
W. Jameson, Jr., of Mammals of California (UC Press) and author of American 
Hawking. His illustrations have appeared in many bird guides including The 
American Bird Conservancy’s All the Birds of North America, Book of North 
American Birds, and Birds of South Asia. An award-winning painter, two of his 
depictions of Golden Eagles have appeared on Mexican stamps.
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Pelecanos, George P. A Firing Offense. London. 1999. Serpent's Tail. Reprined 
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 1852427159. 216 pages. paperback. 
Cover design by Keenan. Inventory # 40496. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - As the advertising director of Nutty Nathan’s, Nick 
Stefanos knows all the tricks of the electronics business. Blow-out sales and shady
deals were his life. When one of the stockboys disappears, it’s not news: just 
another metalhead who went off chasing some dream of big money and easy living.
But the kid reminded Nick of himself twelve years ago: an angry punk hooked on 
speed metal and the fast life. So when the boy’s grandfather begs Nick to find the 
kid, Nick says he’ll try. A Firing Offense, Nick Stefanos’ debut, shows why, as Barry
Gifford puts it, ‘To miss out on Pelecanos would be criminal.’

George P. Pelecanos (born 18 Feb 1957) is an American author. Many of his works
are in the genre of detective fiction and set primarily in his hometown of Washington,
D.C. He is also a film and television producer and a television writer. He worked 
extensively on the HBO series The Wire. Pelecanos, a Greek American, was born in
Washington, D.C. in 1957. Pelecanos's early novels were written in the first person 
voice of Nick Stefanos, a Greek D.C. resident and sometime private investigator. 
After the success of his first four novels, the Stefanos-narrated A Firing Offense, 
Nick's Trip, and Down by the River Where the Dead Men Go, and the non-series 
(though some characters do cross over) Shoedog, Pelecanos switched his narrative
style considerably and expanded the scope of his fiction with his D.C. Quartet.
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Pelecanos, George P. A Firing Offense. London. 1997. Serpent's Tail. 1st British 
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 1852425636. Mask Noir. 204 pages. 
paperback. Cover illustration by Geoff Grandfield. Cover design by PUSH. Inventory
# 41579. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - As the advertising director of Nutty Natham's The Miser 
That Saves You Money, blow-out sales and shady deals were Nick Stefano's life. 
But when one of the stockboys disappears, his grandfather begs Nick to find the kid.
Nick, reminded of himself as an angry punk hooked on speed metal and the fast life,
says he'll try. The debut title of the Nick Stefano series. 'To miss out on Pelecanos 
would be criminal'. -- Barry Gifford.

George P. Pelecanos (born 18 Feb 1957) is an American author. Many of his works
are in the genre of detective fiction and set primarily in his hometown of Washington,
D.C. He is also a film and television producer and a television writer. He worked 
extensively on the HBO series The Wire. Pelecanos, a Greek American, was born in
Washington, D.C. in 1957. Pelecanos's early novels were written in the first person 
voice of Nick Stefanos, a Greek D.C. resident and sometime private investigator. 
After the success of his first four novels, the Stefanos-narrated A Firing Offense, 
Nick's Trip, and Down by the River Where the Dead Men Go, and the non-series 
(though some characters do cross over) Shoedog, Pelecanos switched his narrative
style considerably and expanded the scope of his fiction with his D.C. Quartet.
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Pelecanos, George P. Down By the River Where the Dead Men Go: A Nick Stefanos
Mystery. New York. 1995. St Martin's Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0312130562. 234 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket design by Alan 
Dingman. Inventory # 27430. $62.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Likened to such great novelists as James M. Cain, David
Goodis, and Jim Thompson, George P. Pelecanos proves himself to be a major 
talent in his own right with this knockout new Nick Stefanos novel. After a night of 
heavy drinking, Nick Stefanos passes out in a public park. Some time before dawn, 
the slam of a car door and a steady, frantic moan wake him. He hears a man say, 
‘You already been a punk, and shit. Least you can do is go out a man.’ And then a 
muffled scream. And that’s how Nick Stefanos comes to investigate the murder of 
Calvin Jeter, an investigation that will take him through the heart of Washington D.
C., and into the unlit alleys of the human soul.

George P. Pelecanos (born 18 Feb 1957) is an American author. Many of his works
are in the genre of detective fiction and set primarily in his hometown of Washington,
D.C. He is also a film and television producer and a television writer. He worked 
extensively on the HBO series The Wire. Pelecanos, a Greek American, was born in
Washington, D.C. in 1957. Pelecanos's early novels were written in the first person 
voice of Nick Stefanos, a Greek D.C. resident and sometime private investigator. 
After the success of his first four novels, the Stefanos-narrated A Firing Offense, 
Nick's Trip, and Down by the River Where the Dead Men Go, and the non-series 
(though some characters do cross over) Shoedog, Pelecanos switched his narrative
style considerably and expanded the scope of his fiction with his D.C. Quartet.
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Pelecanos, George P. Hard Revolution. Boston. 2004. Little Brown. Advance 
Reading Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 0316608971. 377 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 33949. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - HARD REVOLUTION is a rich, dramatic, totally 
engrossing story of two brothers - one a rookie police officer, one a recently returned
Vietnam veteran - caught up in the chaos that engulfed D.C. in 1968, when riots 
followed the assassination of the Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr. Derek Strange is
his family’s straight arrow, but his older brother Dennis has always had a harder 
time. Home from the war and in several varieties of trouble, Dennis is in danger of 
making one bad decision too many. While Derek tries to be there for Dennis, no 
amount of brotherly love can save Dennis from Alvin Jones, a local drug dealer who
draws him into his web. An apocalyptic gun battle and an impossible decision collide
in the electrifying climax of the most powerful book yet from George Pelecanos, a 
novelist who ‘writes with intelligence and complexity, as well as with a sober 
recognition of the evil at large in the world.’ (Washington Post).

George P. Pelecanos (born 18 Feb 1957) is an American author. Many of his works
are in the genre of detective fiction and set primarily in his hometown of Washington,
D.C. He is also a film and television producer and a television writer. He worked 
extensively on the HBO series The Wire. Pelecanos, a Greek American, was born in
Washington, D.C. in 1957. Pelecanos's early novels were written in the first person 
voice of Nick Stefanos, a Greek D.C. resident and sometime private investigator. 
After the success of his first four novels, the Stefanos-narrated A Firing Offense, 
Nick's Trip, and Down by the River Where the Dead Men Go, and the non-series 
(though some characters do cross over) Shoedog, Pelecanos switched his narrative
style considerably and expanded the scope of his fiction with his D.C. Quartet.
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Pelecanos, George P. Hell To Pay. Boston. 2002. Little Brown. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0316695068. 344 pages. hardcover. Cover 
photograph by Ed Holub. Inventory # 32721. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Derek Strange and Terry Quinn, the team of 
investigators who made their bestselling debut in RIGHT AS RAIN, are hired to find
a fourteen-year-old girl who’s run away from her home in the suburbs. It’s easy for 
Strange and Quinn to learn that the girl is now working as a prostitute in one of D.
C.’s most brutal neighborhoods. Getting her to leave is harder. The two ex-cops 
think they know this world - but nothing in their experience has prepared them for 
the vengeance of Worldwide Wilson, the ruthless operator whose territory they are 
intruding upon. Their mission is fractured by a violent criminal act against a young 
player from the neighborhood football team that Strange coaches. Tracking down 
the perpetrators becomes a point of honor for Strange and Quinn, and their 
investigation leads them deep inside the city’s labyrinth of crime-and back, again, to
the lethal Worldwide Wilson.

George P. Pelecanos (born 18 Feb 1957) is an American author. Many of his works
are in the genre of detective fiction and set primarily in his hometown of Washington,
D.C. He is also a film and television producer and a television writer. He worked 
extensively on the HBO series The Wire. Pelecanos, a Greek American, was born in
Washington, D.C. in 1957. Pelecanos's early novels were written in the first person 
voice of Nick Stefanos, a Greek D.C. resident and sometime private investigator. 
After the success of his first four novels, the Stefanos-narrated A Firing Offense, 
Nick's Trip, and Down by the River Where the Dead Men Go, and the non-series 
(though some characters do cross over) Shoedog, Pelecanos switched his narrative
style considerably and expanded the scope of his fiction with his D.C. Quartet.
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Pelecanos, George P. Hell To Pay/Right As Rain. Boston. 2002. Little Brown. 
Advance Reading Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 674 pages. paperback. Inventory
# 30286. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - HELL TO PAY - Derek Strange and Terry Quinn, the 
team of investigators who made their bestselling debut in RIGHT AS RAIN, are hired
to find a fourteen-year-old girl who’s run away from her home in the suburbs. It’s 
easy for Strange and Quinn to learn that the girl is now working as a prostitute in 
one of D.C.’s most brutal neighborhoods. Getting her to leave is harder. The two ex-
cops think they know this world - but nothing in their experience has prepared them 
for the vengeance of Worldwide Wilson, the ruthless operator whose territory they 
are intruding upon. Their mission is fractured by a violent criminal act against a 
young player from the neighborhood football team that Strange coaches. Tracking 
down the perpetrators becomes a point of honor for Strange and Quinn, and their 
investigation leads them deep inside the city’s labyrinth of crime-and back, again, to
the lethal Worldwide Wilson. RIGHT AS RAIN - George Pelecanos, ‘one of those 
dangerous writers who aren’t afraid to take risks’ (New York Times], delivers a 
brilliant and blazingly fast-paced novel about family secrets and retribution set on the
dark side of Washington, D.C.—the side that politicians and diplomats never dare to
enter. Derek Strange is an ex-cop who’s making a good living with his own business,
a detective agency called Strange Investigations. A new case hits him close to 
home: A police officer has been slain by another policeman in a confusing late-night
clash, and the dead officer’s mother asks Strange to help her make sense of his 
killing. That mother’s request sends Strange into the darkest chasms of the D.C. 
underworld, where police officers and criminals operate by their own secret laws, 
and where human life is sometimes of less consequence than cash, drugs, and 
other forms of currency. Strange is joined in his quest by Terry Quinn, the officer 
who was exonerated in the police inquiry into the shooting but who is still haunted by
that terrifying night.

George P. Pelecanos (born 18 Feb 1957) is an American author. Many of his works
are in the genre of detective fiction and set primarily in his hometown of Washington,
D.C. He is also a film and television producer and a television writer. He worked 
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Pelecanos, George P. King Suckerman. Boston. 1997. Little Brown. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0316695904. 264 pages. hardcover. Jacket by 
Michael Ian Kaye/Kristian Russell. Inventory # 24358. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - KING SUCKERMAN is a thriller that weaves the 
blaxploitation films, the drug deals, the soul music, and the racial tensions that 
defined the seventies into a story of natural-born killers and two men who risk 
everything to bring them down. Dimitri Karras and Marcus Clay are old friends 
whose affection transcends the barriers of race. Clay is a Vietnam vet trying to make
a go of his own small business, while Karras is drifting, playing pickup basketball 
and supporting himself with small-time drug dealing. When Karras takes Clay with 
him to make a buy from a new supplier, they cross paths with Wilton Cooper - and 
enter a world where merciless, unpredictable violence is the only certainty. Cooper 
cuts a swath of bloody mayhem that leads straight to Karras’s door, and Karras has 
the battle of a lifetime to keep his walk on the wild side from destroying his entire 
world.

George P. Pelecanos (born 18 Feb 1957) is an American author. Many of his works
are in the genre of detective fiction and set primarily in his hometown of Washington,
D.C. He is also a film and television producer and a television writer. He worked 
extensively on the HBO series The Wire. Pelecanos, a Greek American, was born in
Washington, D.C. in 1957. Pelecanos's early novels were written in the first person 
voice of Nick Stefanos, a Greek D.C. resident and sometime private investigator. 
After the success of his first four novels, the Stefanos-narrated A Firing Offense, 
Nick's Trip, and Down by the River Where the Dead Men Go, and the non-series 
(though some characters do cross over) Shoedog, Pelecanos switched his narrative
style considerably and expanded the scope of his fiction with his D.C. Quartet.
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Pelecanos, George P. King Suckerman. Boston. 1997. Little Brown. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0316695904. 264 pages. hardcover. Signed by the
Author. Jacket by Michael Ian Kaye/Kristian Russell. Inventory # 24641. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - KING SUCKERMAN is a thriller that weaves the 
blaxploitation films, the drug deals, the soul music, and the racial tensions that 
defined the seventies into a story of natural-born killers and two men who risk 
everything to bring them down. Dimitri Karras and Marcus Clay are old friends 
whose affection transcends the barriers of race. Clay is a Vietnam vet trying to make
a go of his own small business, while Karras is drifting, playing pickup basketball 
and supporting himself with small-time drug dealing. When Karras takes Clay with 
him to make a buy from a new supplier, they cross paths with Wilton Cooper - and 
enter a world where merciless, unpredictable violence is the only certainty. Cooper 
cuts a swath of bloody mayhem that leads straight to Karras’s door, and Karras has 
the battle of a lifetime to keep his walk on the wild side from destroying his entire 
world.

George P. Pelecanos (born 18 Feb 1957) is an American author. Many of his works
are in the genre of detective fiction and set primarily in his hometown of Washington,
D.C. He is also a film and television producer and a television writer. He worked 
extensively on the HBO series The Wire. Pelecanos, a Greek American, was born in
Washington, D.C. in 1957. Pelecanos's early novels were written in the first person 
voice of Nick Stefanos, a Greek D.C. resident and sometime private investigator. 
After the success of his first four novels, the Stefanos-narrated A Firing Offense, 
Nick's Trip, and Down by the River Where the Dead Men Go, and the non-series 
(though some characters do cross over) Shoedog, Pelecanos switched his narrative
style considerably and expanded the scope of his fiction with his D.C. Quartet.
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Pelecanos, George P. Right As Rain. Boston. 2001. Little Brown. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.Remainder Mark. 0316695262. 332 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket photo by Michael Northrup. Inventory # 34332. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - George Pelecanos, ‘one of those dangerous writers who
aren’t afraid to take risks’ (New York Times], delivers a brilliant and blazingly fast-
paced novel about family secrets and retribution set on the dark side of Washington,
D.C.—the side that politicians and diplomats never dare to enter. Derek Strange is 
an ex-cop who’s making a good living with his own business, a detective agency 
called Strange Investigations. A new case hits him close to home: A police officer 
has been slain by another policeman in a confusing late-night clash, and the dead 
officer’s mother asks Strange to help her make sense of his killing. That mother’s 
request sends Strange into the darkest chasms of the D.C. underworld, where police
officers and criminals operate by their own secret laws, and where human life is 
sometimes of less consequence than cash, drugs, and other forms of currency. 
Strange is joined in his quest by Terry Quinn, the officer who was exonerated in the
police inquiry into the shooting but who is still haunted by that terrifying night. 
Together Strange and Quinn confront the ravages of an unquenchable drug trade, 
the realities of race in the capital police forte, and some of the most implacable, 
dead-eyed killers ever to haunt the pages of a novel.

George P. Pelecanos (born 18 Feb 1957) is an American author. Many of his works
are in the genre of detective fiction and set primarily in his hometown of Washington,
D.C. He is also a film and television producer and a television writer. He worked 
extensively on the HBO series The Wire. Pelecanos, a Greek American, was born in
Washington, D.C. in 1957. Pelecanos's early novels were written in the first person 
voice of Nick Stefanos, a Greek D.C. resident and sometime private investigator. 
After the success of his first four novels, the Stefanos-narrated A Firing Offense, 
Nick's Trip, and Down by the River Where the Dead Men Go, and the non-series 
(though some characters do cross over) Shoedog, Pelecanos switched his narrative
style considerably and expanded the scope of his fiction with his D.C. Quartet.
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Pelecanos, George P. Shame the Devil. Boston. 2000. Little Brown. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0316695238. 300 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Tom Brown.Jacket photograph by Joshua Sheldon/Photonica. Inventory # 34027.
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Farrow Brothers have come to the city with mayhem
on their minds. Setting out to rob a restaurant, they see the job go spectacularly 
wrong: While Frank kills several of the restaurant’s workers, a cop spots Richard in 
the getaway car and kills him in a gunfight. Speeding away, Frank hits and kills a 
young boy out for a walk with his mother. It’s a disturbingly bloody and ruthless 
encounter, even for D.C. DIMITRI KARRAS, the father of the boy, joins a grief-
counseling group for survivors of the murders. But Frank Farrow hears of the group
and joins it in his own way: He vows to take vengeance for his brother by killing 
everyone who had a hand in his death. Karras realizes it’s up to him to stop Farrow -
if he can come up with a plan that will work, and if he can overcome his own fears 
and scruples. SHAME THE DEVIL is the profoundest kind of crime fiction, a story 
with a heart-stopping pace and the most evil killers this side of Elmore Leonard - but
with an eye on the hereafter and the real cost of violence. As it builds to a 
showdown worthy of Sam Peckinpah, SHAME THE DEVIL explores the very 
essence of human nature, the beliefs that give lives meaning, and what people do 
when they see those beliefs broken.

George P. Pelecanos (born 18 Feb 1957) is an American author. Many of his works
are in the genre of detective fiction and set primarily in his hometown of Washington,
D.C. He is also a film and television producer and a television writer. He worked 
extensively on the HBO series The Wire. Pelecanos, a Greek American, was born in
Washington, D.C. in 1957. Pelecanos's early novels were written in the first person 
voice of Nick Stefanos, a Greek D.C. resident and sometime private investigator. 
After the success of his first four novels, the Stefanos-narrated A Firing Offense, 
Nick's Trip, and Down by the River Where the Dead Men Go, and the non-series 
(though some characters do cross over) Shoedog, Pelecanos switched his narrative
style considerably and expanded the scope of his fiction with his D.C. Quartet.
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Pelecanos, George P. The Night Gardener. Boston. 2006. Little Brown. Advance 
Reading Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 0316156507. 373 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 23560. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When the body of a local teenager is found in a 
community garden, homicide detective Gus Ramone relives intense memories of a 
case he worked twenty years earlier. When he was still a rookie, Ramone and his 
partner Dan ‘Doc’ Holiday assisted legendary detective T.C. Cook as he investigated
a series of killings involving young victims left overnight in neighborhood parks. The
killer, dubbed, ‘the Night Gardener,’ was never caught. Since then, Holiday has left 
the force under a cloud of morals charges; he now works as a bodyguard and driver,
taunted by his dreams of what he might have been. Cook retired, but he has never 
stopped agonizing about the unsolved case. Ramone is ‘good police,’ working as a 
homicide detective for the city’s violent-crime division. He is also a devoted husband
and father, and his teenage son, Diego, was a friend of the most recent victim, a boy
named Asa.’ Could the Night Gardener be on the prowl again? Asa’s death draws 
the three men together on a mission to finish the work that has haunted them for 
years. For T.C. Cook, it means solving one of the few cases that eluded him in his 
distinguished career. For Doc Holiday, the Night Gardener case is one last chance 
to prove - to Cook, to Ramone, and to himself - what kind of police officer he once 
was. For Gus Ramone, catching the killer means not only doing his job but knowing 
that his son will not be the next victim. The regret, anger, and fierce sense of 
purpose that once burned between them come rushing back as they race to lay to 
rest the monster who has stalked their dreams.

George P. Pelecanos (born 18 Feb 1957) is an American author. Many of his works
are in the genre of detective fiction and set primarily in his hometown of Washington,
D.C. He is also a film and television producer and a television writer. He worked 
extensively on the HBO series The Wire.
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Pelecanos, George P. The Night Gardener. Boston. 2006. Little Brown. 2nd Printing.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0316156507. 377 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Keith Hayes. Inventory # 24009. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When the body of a local teenager is found in a 
community garden, homicide detective Gus Ramone relives intense memories of a 
case he worked twenty years earlier. When he was still a rookie, Ramone and his 
partner Dan ‘Doc’ Holiday assisted legendary detective T.C. Cook as he investigated
a series of killings involving young victims left overnight in neighborhood parks. The
killer, dubbed, ‘the Night Gardener,’ was never caught. Since then, Holiday has left 
the force under a cloud of morals charges; he now works as a bodyguard and driver,
taunted by his dreams of what he might have been. Cook retired, but he has never 
stopped agonizing about the unsolved case. Ramone is ‘good police,’ working as a 
homicide detective for the city’s violent-crime division. He is also a devoted husband
and father, and his teenage son, Diego, was a friend of the most recent victim, a boy
named Asa.’ Could the Night Gardener be on the prowl again? Asa’s death draws 
the three men together on a mission to finish the work that has haunted them for 
years. For T.C. Cook, it means solving one of the few cases that eluded him in his 
distinguished career. For Doc Holiday, the Night Gardener case is one last chance 
to prove - to Cook, to Ramone, and to himself - what kind of police officer he once 
was. For Gus Ramone, catching the killer means not only doing his job but knowing 
that his son will not be the next victim. The regret, anger, and fierce sense of 
purpose that once burned between them come rushing back as they race to lay to 
rest the monster who has stalked their dreams.

George P. Pelecanos (born 18 Feb 1957) is an American author. Many of his works
are in the genre of detective fiction and set primarily in his hometown of Washington,
D.C. He is also a film and television producer and a television writer. He worked 
extensively on the HBO series The Wire.
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Pelecanos, George P. The Sweet Forever. Boston. 1998. Little Brown. 1st Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0316691097. 300 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author.
Jacket design by Tom Brown.Front jacket photograph by Marina Dodis. Inventory #
25721. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Before you can thrive you have to survive. When cocaine
hit Washington, D.C., in the mid-1980s, the city became nearly unlivable. Gun-
carrying kids turned entire neighborhoods into war zones. Zombies walked the 
sidewalks on weeklong binges. Many police officers and public officials, flush with 
drug money, looked away. Set amid this chaos and danger, THE SWEET 
FOREVER captures an unforgettable fight for survival as two men confront the most
soul-chilling violence ever to visit the city. Marcus Clay is proud of his small chain of
record stores, and proudest of his new store, right in the old neighborhood-now the 
epicenter of the drug trade. But a black man can’t get a break, even on his home 
turf, when the whole town is going crazy. Even his best friend, Dimitri Karras, who 
manages the store, is coming to work with his jaw wired tight from his newly 
acquired cocaine habit. A bad situation turns lethal when a car crashes in front of the
store and Marcus sees someone grab a bag out of the backseat and run. The local 
drug lord wants what’s in that bag-and will do whatever it takes to prove that he is 
the law in this neighborhood. Nobody, certainly not a small-time businessman, is 
going to stand in his way. In searing confrontations, Marcus and Dimitri must defy 
the darkness close to home - fighting for their lives, their livelihoods, for the very soul
of the city.

George P. Pelecanos (born 18 Feb 1957) is an American author. Many of his works
are in the genre of detective fiction and set primarily in his hometown of Washington,
D.C. He is also a film and television producer and a television writer. He worked 
extensively on the HBO series The Wire. Pelecanos, a Greek American, was born in
Washington, D.C. in 1957. Pelecanos's early novels were written in the first person 
voice of Nick Stefanos, a Greek D.C. resident and sometime private investigator. 
After the success of his first four novels, the Stefanos-narrated A Firing Offense, 
Nick's Trip, and Down by the River Where the Dead Men Go, and the non-series 
(though some characters do cross over) Shoedog, Pelecanos switched his narrative
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Pelecanos, George. The Big Blowdown. New York. 1999. Minotaur Books. 1st St 
Martin's Paperback Edition. Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 0312242913. D.C. 
Quartet Series. 320 pages. paperback. Cover design by Scott Levine. Cover 
photograph by Richie Fahey. Inventory # 41578. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - For Joey Recevo and Pete Karras, two kids from one of
Washington's rougher neighborhoods, the easiest work to find after the War is all 
criminal---providing a little muscle for a local boss. But Karris is soft on his fellow 
immigrants, and the boss can't let his mob get soft, so one of his boys gives Karras
a painful lesson. Three years later, it's the same mob that figures big Nick Stefanos's
grill needs protection---and this decision will once again bring Joey and Pete face-to-
face. In this final confrontation, the two of them will find the meaning of friendship, 
the heart of honor, and the cost of both. Powerfully told, elegantly wrought, The Big
Blowdown is a knockout.

George P. Pelecanos (born 18 Feb 1957) is an American author. Many of his works
are in the genre of detective fiction and set primarily in his hometown of Washington,
D.C. He is also a film and television producer and a television writer. He worked 
extensively on the HBO series The Wire. Pelecanos, a Greek American, was born in
Washington, D.C. in 1957. Pelecanos's early novels were written in the first person 
voice of Nick Stefanos, a Greek D.C. resident and sometime private investigator. 
After the success of his first four novels, the Stefanos-narrated A Firing Offense, 
Nick's Trip, and Down by the River Where the Dead Men Go, and the non-series 
(though some characters do cross over) Shoedog, Pelecanos switched his narrative
style considerably and expanded the scope of his fiction with his D.C. Quartet.
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Pelton, Robert Young. Fielding's the World's Most Dangerous Places. Redondo 
Beach. 1997. Fielding Worldwide. 2nd Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
1569521042. 1048 pages. paperback. Inventory # 23542. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - If commando training and outdoor survival are for you, 
this travel guide to the world's hot spots, war zones and forbidden regions just may 
save your life. This totally unique book, filled with ground reports and anecdotes, 
covers everything from land mines, terrorism and crime to wars and drugs. 'One of 
the oddest and most fascinating travel books to appear in a long time.' - New York 
Times.

Robert Young Pelton is a Canadian-American author, journalist and documentary 
filmmaker. Pelton's work usually consists of conflict reporting and interviews with 
military and political figures in warzones.
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Pentecost, Hugh. Shadow of Madness. New York. 1951. Popular Library. 1st 
Popular Library Paperback Edition. Spine Wear At Bottom,Otherwise Good in 
Wrappers. 192 pages. paperback. 377. Inventory # 41488. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THEY HAD SIX DAYS TO LIVE. SIX days to LIVE! 
‘That’s all you’ve got,’ said Mark Douglas. He faced his wife and friends - eight 
people he had known all his life. They saw the machine gun in his hands, the gleam
of madness in his cold eyes. He was ready to kill. Then into the death trap walked 
Dr. John Smith, specialist in criminal insanity. He was the one slim hope of the 
unlucky eight. But could he fathom a sane mind gone murderously haywire? Mark 
was a time bomb, impatient to explode; Dr. Smith a demolition squad, fumbling 
frantically to reach the burning fuse before it flared Into violence. Slowly Dr. Smith 
groped through the maze of jealousy and fear which was driving Mark Douglas to 
mass murder. And as the dread minutes ticked by all their lives hung in the balance.

Judson Pentecost Philips (August 10, 1903 – March 7, 1989) was an American 
writer who wrote more than 100 mystery and detective novels under the 
pseudonyms Hugh Pentecost and Philip Owen, as well as under his own name. As 
Judson Philips, he also wrote numerous pulp sports novels in the 1930s. Philips was
born in Northfield, Massachusetts and traveled widely, before completing his 
education at Columbia University, where he graduated in 1925. Philips started 
writing short stories for pulp fiction magazines in the 1920s and 1930s. He also 
wrote plays and a newspaper column. A number of his mystery novels were 
published under his own name as well as the Hugh Pentecost moniker, all of which
benefited from strong characterization, fair play with the reader, and unstilted 
language to describe interesting situations. In 1973, he received the Grand Master 
Award, the highest honor bestowed by the Mystery Writers of America. Phillips died
of complications resulting from emphysema in 1989, at the age of 85, in Canaan, 
Connecticut
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Perera, Victor. Rites: A Guatemalan Boyhood. San Diego. 1986. Harcourt Brace 
Jovanovich. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0151776784. 194 
pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Karen Barbour. Jacket design by Joy Chu. 
Inventory # 2010. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In vivid, seductive, mysterious Guatemala, young Victor
Perera is an oddity He is Jewish, and although being different has isolated him since
earliest childhood it has also given him a wry and penetrating eye. Guatemala itself
abounds in differences with its whites and Indians, its Catholics and its Mayans, its
warmth and brutality. With its excesses and contradictions, the country proves a 
harsh teacher for a boy to be schooled in alienation, machismo, and violence. 
Perera’s boyhood is a rich and beguiling fabric, hilarious, exquisitely poignant, darkly
menacing. Burlesque are the schoolboy antics: mass masturbation by a classroom 
of boys atop their desks; Perera’s first night in the house of a Catholic friend, a 
mestizo boy whose father provides an outlandish initiation; the gang’s crazed and 
awkward infatuation with a blond, long-legged American teacher. Poignant is the 
depiction of a Jewish family, struggling to hold on to roots yet struggling to feel at 
home, and similarly touching a young friend’s discovery of his homosexuality, which
leaves him suspended between himself and the expectations of a macho 
environment. Dark is the progressive unhinging of minds, the gradual disintegration
of family, the rampant violence - the mala saña, fury in the marrow - that consumes
Guatemala as Perera leaves boyhood and Guatemala for manhood and the North.
When he returns to Guatemala as an adult, the world of Perera’s boyhood is no 
more. The country has undergone a political upheaval that has left its mark on 
everyone and everything. In a chilling last scene, the survivors of the boyhood circle
gather for a final reunion that probes the core of Guatemala’s darkness.

VICTOR PERERA is former editor of the New Yorker and author of two books, a 
novel, THE CONVERSION, and a nonfiction work, THE LAST LORDS OF 
PALENQUE. He teaches writing at the University of California at Santa Cruz.
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Perera, Victor. The Conversion. Boston. 1970. Little Brown. 1st Edition. Very Good.
No Dustjacket. 307 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 15042. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE CONVERSION is the story of Stanley Bendana’s 
great run toward life, a run across Europe and across a young man’s troubled soul,
undertaken by a Don Quixote from Flatbush. Stanley Bendana, an American 
graduate student of Sephardic Jewish background, has come to Spain to study 
Cervantes. But Stanley’s real quest, both spiritual and sensual, is for manhood and 
for expiation of an all but overwhelming sense of guilt - guilt about his dead father, 
for whom he had promised to recite Kaddish once a year; guilt about his deserted 
sister, now languishing in a Long Island mental hospital; and guilt about his 
reluctance to follow tradition and duty. Stanley was the first member of his family to 
set foot in Spain since the Expulsion in 1492. At turns raffish and powerfully 
affecting, The Conversion takes Stanley through a series of bold adventures, vivid 
encounters, foiled and victorious seductions, and other of life’s growing pains and 
pleasures - from an opening joust with a shrewd Spanish priest to whom an 
astonished Stanley pretends to be Catholic, to his final attempt to play protector to a
group of voluble Spanish domestics held in Dickensian bondage in modern London.
In story, THE CONVERSION is straight and true. In theme, it is a mosaic: the pieces
- Spanish Catholic, American Jew, Inquisition and Auschwitz, the healing of a 
haunted soul.

VICTOR PERERA was born of Sephardic Jewish parents in Guatemala City in 1934
and raised in Brooklyn, where he attended Brooklyn College. During postgraduate 
work at the University of Michigan, he was awarded a coveted Avery Hopwood 
award in writing, and he has continued writing at Yaddo and the MacDowell Colony.
Married to an Indian writer, the former Padma Hejmadi, Mr. Perera currently teaches
at Vassar. His stories and articles have appeared in The New Yorker, Vogue, 
Partisan Review and other magazines. A major section of THE CONVERSION was 
first published in Commentary.
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Peres da Costa, Suneeta. Homework. New York. 1999. Bloomsbury Books. 
Advance Uncorrected Bound Galleys. Very Good in Wrappers. 1582340609. 259 
pages. paperback. Inventory # 31909. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Homework, an exquisite first novel by this remarkable 
22-year-old writer, tells the story of Mina Pereira, born with antennae on top of her 
head which reflect all she feels, standing straight up with excitement, or drooping 
with humiliation. With a touch of magical realism, the author paints a lush portrait of
Mina's childhood. Mina Pereira longs for a conventional childhood, but it's no 
wonder- with the barometric protrusions wired to her brain-she feels a bit like the 
outsider. What's worse is her overwhelmingly precocious sister, Deepa (she's read 
all of Dostoevsky by the time she is eight years old), and her younger sister, Shanti,
normal beyond reproach. Mina's mother, whose recent illness leaves her barren and
literally roosting in trees, doesn't help matters. Mina worries for her mom's well being
and while she seeks ways to give her solace, only ends up disappointing her. Mina's
father, a revolutionary at heart, manages to pass along heroic advice, even if it does
preclude Mina from joining the club of girl scouts. Still, he and Mina share a special
bond, although as his wife becomes less and less sane, he retreats from the family,
spending more and more of his time in the basement, tinkering. As madness takes 
hold of Mina's family, the house they live in falls further and further into disrepair until
Dad tinkers one time too many with disastrous results. Through all of Mina's 
experiences, she comes to an understanding about love and family-with not a little 
heartache, but with maturity and clarity and ultimately, a deep humanity.

Suneeta Peres da Costa was 23 years old when her first book, Homework, became
a bestseller. Although Homework is her first major publication, she has been writing 
for years, and her stage and radio plays have been produced in Australia. She won 
the 1997 Ulitara Short Story Competition and was the runner up of the 1998 
HQ/Flamingo Short Story Competition. Peres da Costa is currently on a Fulbright 
scholarship at Sarah Lawrence College, New York.
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Perez, Loida Maritza. Geographies of Home. New York. 1999. Viking Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670868892. 323 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Jesse Marinhoff Reyes. Jacket painting by Thomas Woodruff. 
Inventory # 28159. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From time to time, a writer bursts on the scene with a 
compelling novel of such extraordinary power, maturity, insight that it leaves an 
indelible mark. Such is the case with Loida Maritza Perez, whose luminous 
storytelling is both captivating and heartbreaking. Iliana believed that by attending a
college more than five hours from New York City, she could gain independence and
escape the watchful eyes of her overprotective, religiously conservative parents. 
She soon realizes, however, that familial bonds are impossible to break, and that 
barriers created by time and distance can easily be collapsed. A disembodied voice 
that Iliana believes is her mother’s haunts her nights with disturbing news about her
sisters: Marina is careening toward a mental breakdown; Beatriz has disappeared; 
Rebecca continues in a marriage that has her and her children trapped in a 
brownstone also populated by hundreds of hens. Convinced she might be of help, 
Iliana reluctantly returns to New York City. In this dislocating urban environment, far
from her native country, the Dominican Republic, she confronts all the 
contradictions, superstitions, joys, and pains of someone who is caught between two
cultures but intent on finding ‘home.’ Narrated in electrifying prose and inhabited by
characters who are as boldly imaginative as they are completely believable, 
GEOGRAPHIES OF HOME is a stunningly original debut from a major new literary 
talent.

Loida Maritza Pérez, author of Geographies of Home, was born in the Dominican 
Republic in 1963. At the time of her birth, the Dominican Republic was awash in 
political and economic chaos caused by the ruthless dictatorship of Rafael Trujillo. 
Though he was assassinated two years prior to Pérez's birth, the effects of his 31 
year dictatorship were still being felt throughout this small island nation. Due to the 
economic strain, Pérez's family moved to the United States when she was three 
years old.
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Perez, Robert Andrew. The Field. Richmond. 2016. Omnidawn Publishing. Advance
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430298. 64 pages. paperback.
Inventory # 42857. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Field traces the I across a constellation of lyric 
psychodramas, where the voice navigates the daily traumas of embodiment and the
force majeure of the out-of-body experience. At its center, this first collection from 
Robert Andrew Perez is a curation of the perils of love in an age of persistent angst,
or the virtues of love from a persistently anxious mind. This I in crisis posits itself in a
multitude of lyric containers, vibrating in the tension of terror and ecstasy’s diametric
vectors through the curses of memory, emotion and contemplation.

ROBERT ANDREW PEREZ lives in Berkeley. He is an associate editor for speCt!, a
letterpress imprint based out of Oakland, where he also curates readings. He is a 
recipient of a Lannan prize and a Lambda Literary fellow. Recent work can be found
in The Awl, Omniverse, DIAGRAM, and The Laurel Review.
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Perez, Robert Andrew. The Field. Richmond. 2016. Omnidawn Publishing. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430298. 64 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 42980. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Field traces the I across a constellation of lyric 
psychodramas, where the voice navigates the daily traumas of embodiment and the
force majeure of the out-of-body experience. At its center, this first collection from 
Robert Andrew Perez is a curation of the perils of love in an age of persistent angst,
or the virtues of love from a persistently anxious mind. This I in crisis posits itself in a
multitude of lyric containers, vibrating in the tension of terror and ecstasy’s diametric
vectors through the curses of memory, emotion and contemplation.

ROBERT ANDREW PEREZ lives in Berkeley. He is an associate editor for speCt!, a
letterpress imprint based out of Oakland, where he also curates readings. He is a 
recipient of a Lannan prize and a Lambda Literary fellow. Recent work can be found
in The Awl, Omniverse, DIAGRAM, and The Laurel Review.
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Perry, Phyllis Alesia. Stigmata. New York. 1998. Hyperion. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0786864087. 1st Novel. 235 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by George Cornell. Jacket illustration by Mike Benny. Inventory # 25694. 
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A powerful and imaginative debut novel about the legacy
of slavery, and the psychological mystery surrounding a troubled young woman. 
When Lizzie Du Bose inherits a handmade quilt willed to her by a maternal 
grandmother she has never met, her life is forever changed. The figures sewn into 
the quilt tell the stories of Lizzie's grandmother Grace, and Grace's grandmother 
Ayo, who was abducted from Africa as a girl and sent as a slave to America. As 
Lizzie learns, the quilt seems to hold the key to a past that haunts her, at first 
through terrifyngly lifellike dreams, and finally through visions that seem to take 
Lizzie back in time, fusing her own life with the lives of Grace and Ayo. One night, 
Lizzie awakens to find the quilt soaked in blood, and discovers horrible wounds on 
her wrists and back. Wracked with pain, Lizzie has no memory of having harmed 
herself, but she believes Ayo's manacle scars have appeared on her own body--as 
real an inheritence as Grace's quilt. Now Lizzie must decide whether she has begun
a descent into madness, or made an extraordinary connection to the past. A 
compelling and utterly intriguing tale, Stigmata weaves together the stories of three
women at once blessed with a powerful vision, and cursed by a shared legacy of 
slavery, pain, and struggle.

Phyllis Alesia Perry (born 1961, Atlanta, Georgia) is an African-American writer from
the Southern United States. Phyllis Alesia Perry is the daughter of Harmon Griggs 
Perry, the first African American reporter to be hired by the Atlanta Journal. She 
grew up in Tuskegee, Alabama and graduated with a degree in communications 
from the University of Alabama in 1982. Becoming a journalist, she was among a 
group of Alabama Journal reporters who won the Pulitzer Prize for investigating 
Alabama's high infant mortality rate. Perry's debut novel, Stigmata (1998), received 
international attention in the United States and Europe.
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Perry, Richard. Changes. Indianapolis. 1974. Bobbs-Merrill. 1st Printing. Very Good
in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0672518503. 175 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by
Walter Harper. Inventory # 6115. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - There is something sinister about Bukay, sinister and at 
the same time oddly compelling. He claims that he is an occult scientist; that he has
invented the white race. Surely the man is mad or at least senile. He is old, but he 
cannot possibly be as old as he claims to be. Bill Taylor is convinced that he is 
wasting his time talking to him. There are other problems on Bill’s mind. There are 
the troubles at the school where he is an associate professor. There is his 
relationship with his wife, which has become, at best, shaky. And there is the 
gnawing feeling that his middle-class values have led him to a point of comfort far 
removed from the struggle that most blacks are going through, and perhaps even 
away from black identity. During the long trip home from his first visit with Bukay he
muses about the school and about his wife and his inability to cope effectively with 
her. But thoughts of Bukay keep entering his mind. The man seemed to know him, 
to know what he was thinking and feeling. And then the crazy scheme to turn 
everyone in the world black - why did Bukay say that Bill had to be involved in the 
scheme? Bill can’t get the thoughts of the man out of his mind.

Richard Perry is the author of this darkly sinister fantasy based on an ancient 
Muslim legend. He lives and works in New York City with his wife and family. He has
taught black literature at several colleges.
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Persico, Joseph E. Casey: From the OSS To the CIA. New York. 1990. Viking 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670823422. 601 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket illustration by Daniel Mark Duffy. Inventory # 14718. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The late William Casey’s (1913-1987) multifaceted 
career in law, investment banking, publishing and writing included serving as 
chairman of the SEC and as undersecretary of state for economic affairs. In 1980 he
took over the flagging presidential campaign of Ronald Reagan, later earning an 
appointment as director of the CIA. Working from interviews and exclusive access to
Casey’s papers, Persico ( Edward Murrow ) here writes a detailed, firmly three-
dimensional biography covering each phase of a controversial life. The author 
describes how Casey restored the morale and effectiveness of the CIA, but shows 
that, due to his role in the Iran- contra affair, Casey left the Agency in virtually the 
same demoralized state in which he found it in 1981. The final quarter of the 
biography offers an account that notably clarifies the Iran-contra fiasco. - 
PUBLISHERS WEEKLY.

Joseph E. Persico (July 19, 1930, Gloversville, NY - August 30, 2014, Albany, NY) 
was an author. From 1974 to 1977, he was primary speechwriter to Vice President 
Nelson Rockefeller. At the time of his death, he lived in Guilderland, New York. His 
book Nuremberg: Infamy on Trial tells the story of the Nuremberg Trials; it was 
adapted for television as the docudrama Nuremberg.
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Petaja, Emil. Saga of Lost Earths. New York. 1966. Ace Books. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 124 pages. paperback. F-392. 
Inventory # 29698. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The greater the civilization, the more it was bait for the 
Eater of Minds.

Emil Petaja (12 April 1915 – 17 August 2000) was an American science fiction and 
fantasy writer whose career spanned seven decades. He was the author of 13 
published novels, nearly 150 short stories, numerous poems, and a handful of books
and articles on various subjects. Though he wrote science fiction, fantasy, horror 
stories, detective fiction, and poetry, Petaja considered his work part of an older 
tradition of 'weird fiction.' Petaja was also a small press publisher. In 1995, he was 
named the first ever Author Emeritus by the Science Fiction Writers of America. Of 
Finnish descent, Petaja's best known works are a series of science fiction novels 
based on the Kalevala, the Finnish verse epic. Petaja's series brought him readers 
from around the world, while his particular mythological approach to science fiction 
has been discussed in scholarly publications and included in related anthologies. In
a statement published in Contemporary Authors (Gale Research, 1984), Petaja 
commented, 'My writing endeavors have mainly been to entertain, except for the 
factual material concerning Hannes Bok and fantasy art in general, which serves to 
indicate my enthusiasm for these subjects. My novels about the Finnish legendary 
epic Kalevala: The Land of Heroes spring from a lifelong interest in this fine poetic 
work. I own six translations of the Kalevala, as well as the work in the original. Both
of my parents were Finnish.'
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Peters, Ellis. Brother Cadfael's Penance. New York. 1999. Mysterious Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0892965991. 292 pages. hardcover. 
Author-Signed Bookplate In Front. Jacket design & illustration by Bascove. Inventory
# 26670. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - By rumor and official dispatch, news had come to 
Shrewsbury of a terrible betrayal. Philip FitzRobert, one of the Empress Maud’s 
greatest champions, had turned coat, imprisoning thirty knights and squires who 
held true to the empress. The lucky ones had kin who could afford the dear price for
their freedom; the others had to rot in captivity. Among the missing and unclaimed 
was Olivier de Bretagne, an exceptional knight whose mother had been a woman of
the East - and whose sire, unknown to Olivier himself, was Brother Cadfael. It had 
happened during the Crusades, years before Cadfael had become a monk. Indeed,
Cadfael did not know he had a son until by chance he met Olivier as a young man. 
But the bond is strong, and it is the one claim that can make Cadfael break his vows
and drive him from his cloister, risking the religious way of life he so loves. A father 
first and a brother second, the monk travels to Coventry, where a great conference 
holds faint hope of a settled peace and clues to his son’s whereabouts. Instead, he 
finds Olivier’s hotheaded young brother-in-law Yves, who is also searching for the 
missing knight. And he comes, too, upon the brutal murder of a renegade lord who 
had thrown his support to Philip FitzRobert. Soon Cadfael has a double quest. .to 
save Yves from deadly danger and to find the dungeon where his secret son, and 
final penance, are waiting. .

Edith Mary Pargeter (28 September 1913 – 14 October 1995), also known by her 
nom de plume Ellis Peters, was a British author of works in many categories, 
especially history and historical fiction, and was also honoured for her translations of
Czech classics; she is probably best known for her murder mysteries, both historical
and modern.
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Peters, Ellis. Brother Cadfael's Penance. New York. 1994. Mysterious Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0892965991. 292 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design & illustration by Bascove. Inventory # 27346. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - By rumor and official dispatch, news had come to 
Shrewsbury of a terrible betrayal. Philip FitzRobert, one of the Empress Maud’s 
greatest champions, had turned coat, imprisoning thirty knights and squires who 
held true to the empress. The lucky ones had kin who could afford the dear price for
their freedom; the others had to rot in captivity. Among the missing and unclaimed 
was Olivier de Bretagne, an exceptional knight whose mother had been a woman of
the East - and whose sire, unknown to Olivier himself, was Brother Cadfael. It had 
happened during the Crusades, years before Cadfael had become a monk. Indeed,
Cadfael did not know he had a son until by chance he met Olivier as a young man. 
But the bond is strong, and it is the one claim that can make Cadfael break his vows
and drive him from his cloister, risking the religious way of life he so loves. A father 
first and a brother second, the monk travels to Coventry, where a great conference 
holds faint hope of a settled peace and clues to his son’s whereabouts. Instead, he 
finds Olivier’s hotheaded young brother-in-law Yves, who is also searching for the 
missing knight. And he comes, too, upon the brutal murder of a renegade lord who 
had thrown his support to Philip FitzRobert. Soon Cadfael has a double quest. .to 
save Yves from deadly danger and to find the dungeon where his secret son, and 
final penance, are waiting.

Edith Mary Pargeter (28 September 1913 – 14 October 1995), also known by her 
nom de plume Ellis Peters, was a British author of works in many categories, 
especially history and historical fiction, and was also honoured for her translations of
Czech classics; she is probably best known for her murder mysteries, both historical
and modern.
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Peters, Ellis. The Confession of Brother Haluin. New York. 1989. Mysterious Press.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0892963492. 164 pages. hardcover.
Inventory # 27349. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - On his deathbed, Brother Haluin confesses to a shocking
act in his past--and then recovers. To atone, Haluin determines to make a journey of
expiation with Brother Cadfael and embarks on an arduous journey that leads to 
discoveries of deceit, betrayal, revenge. and murder. 'Each addition to the series is a
joy'.--USA Today.

Edith Mary Pargeter (28 September 1913 – 14 October 1995), also known by her 
nom de plume Ellis Peters, was a British author of works in many categories, 
especially history and historical fiction, and was also honoured for her translations of
Czech classics; she is probably best known for her murder mysteries, both historical
and modern.
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Peters, Ellis. The Heretic's Apprentice. New York. 1990. Mysterious Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0892963816. 186 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 27350. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In her sixteenth chronicle of the medieval monk-detective
Brother Cadfael, Ellis Peters throws a variety of puzzles at her hero. In the summer
of 1143, Brother Cadfael is torn from his herbarium to investigate the deaths of two 
visitors.

Edith Mary Pargeter (28 September 1913 – 14 October 1995), also known by her 
nom de plume Ellis Peters, was a British author of works in many categories, 
especially history and historical fiction, and was also honoured for her translations of
Czech classics; she is probably best known for her murder mysteries, both historical
and modern.
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Peters, Ellis. The Piper On the Mountain. New York. 1966. Morrow. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. hardcover. Inventory # 23753. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The creator of the Brother Cadfael novels presents a 
mystery featuring Detective Dominic Felse, who uses the skills he learned from his 
father, Inspector Felse, to discover the truth about a mountaineering accident.

Edith Mary Pargeter (28 September 1913 – 14 October 1995), also known by her 
nom de plume Ellis Peters, was a British author of works in many categories, 
especially history and historical fiction, and was also honoured for her translations of
Czech classics; she is probably best known for her murder mysteries, both historical
and modern.
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Peters, Ellis. The Summer of the Danes. New York. 1991. Mysterious Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0892964480. 251 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 27348. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the summer of 1144, a strange calm has settled over
England. The armies of King Stephen & Empress Maud, the two royal cousins 
contending for the throne, have temporarily exhausted each other. On the whole, 
Brother Cadfael considers peace a blessing & agrees to accompany a friend to 
Wales. When Cadfael is captured by an army of Danish mercenaries, he finds 
himself in the midst of a brotherly quarrel that could plunge an entire kingdom into 
deadly chaos.

Edith Mary Pargeter (28 September 1913 – 14 October 1995), also known by her 
nom de plume Ellis Peters, was a British author of works in many categories, 
especially history and historical fiction, and was also honoured for her translations of
Czech classics; she is probably best known for her murder mysteries, both historical
and modern.
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Petievich, Gerald. The Quality of the Informant. New York. 1985. Arbor House. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0877956197. 240 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
25642. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In The Quality of the Informant, Charles Carr, T-Man, 
depends heavily on informants in his pursuit of pushers, passers, and makers of 
'paper' - all those in the thriving business of counterfeiting. Informants are as much a
part of the seamy, violent Los Angeles underworld as are the crooks they inform on,
and they are crucial to Carr's effort to track down Paul LaMonica, a smooth thug 
whose skill at manufacturing paper is matched by his murderous amorality. There 
are a great many victims in the bloody chase LaMonica leads Carr, a trail that runs 
from L.A. to Houston to San Diego to Ensenada, Mexico - and the informants are 
among them; informing is a dangerous game. As readers of Gerald Petievich's 
earlier books know, the excitement of the pursuit is matched by the vivid authenticity
of the gritty world he depicts. Conventional morality is irrelevant in this world, 
whether for the crooks or for the lawmen - though this taut novel is indeed a 
powerfully moral tale.

Gerald Petievich has made a career in criminal investigation. He served first as a 
Special Agent in the U.S. Army Intelligence Corps, and, as a Special Agent of the U.
S. Secret Service of the Treasury Department, he spent some time in the Paris 
office where he worked with Interpol, chasing counterfeiters of U.S. currency all over
Europe, Africa and the Middle East. He comes from a family of cops - his father and
brother are both officers in the Los Angeles Police Department, and he has been 
working as Secret Service Representative to the Los Angeles Federal Strike Force 
Against Organised Crime and Racketeering. Gerald Petievich is as intensely 
committed to his job - and as free from illusions about it - as is his protagonist, 
Charles Carr. The authors' experiences intensify the reality of his numerous, and 
critically acclaimed works. His best selling novel, 'To Live and Die in L.A.,' was made
into a major motion picture. Some of his other titles are 'To Die in Beverly Hills,' 
'Paramour,' 'Earth Angels,' 'Money Men,' 'Shakedown,' and 'The Quality of the 
Informant.'.
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Petrie, Graham. Seahorse. New York. 1996. Soho Press. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 1569470774. 169 pages. hardcover. Jacket design & montages
by Ilisha Helfman. Inventory # 27933. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - High on a cliff overlooking this remote fishing village 
stands the institute. Some of the villagers fear that its head, Dr. Daniels, is 
interfering with the nightly journey of their souls to the deserted island a mile off 
shore. At first the narrator, a visitor staying at the hotel, scoffs. But as his stay 
endures, he too, is involved in experiences he cannot explain. Even the villagers’ 
cardgame, Seahorse, a game whose rules he cannot master, seems to presage 
future events, and yet, how can it? The reason for the narrator’s presence in the 
village is itself a mystery as he struggles to make sense of the world from the clues
available, an unwilling participant in the life of a primitive and sinister community.

Graham Petrie (born 1939) is a retired Scottish-Canadian academic and writer, most
notably a literature and film studies professor at McMaster University in Hamilton, 
Ontario. He was born in Penang, Malaya to Scottish parents, and was raised and 
educated primarily in Scotland. He initially joined McMaster as a professor of 
English, with his academic focus evolving toward film during his time with the 
institution. In addition to his academic works he published the novel Seahorse in 
1980, and was a shortlisted nominee for the Books in Canada First Novel Award in 
1981. In 1996, Soho Press published his second novel The Siege simultaneously 
with a reissue of Seahorse. He also published the short story "Village Theatre" in 
John Robert Colombo's 1981 anthology Not to Be Taken at Night.keywords
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Petroski, Henry. Invention By Design: How Engineers Get From Thought To Thing.
Cambridge. 1996. Harvard University Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0674463676. 242 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Mark Schroder. Inventory
# 23071. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Henry Petroski’s previous bestsellers have delighted 
readers with intriguing stories about the engineering marvels around us, from the 
lowly pencil to the soaring suspension bridge. In this book, Petroski delves deeper 
into the mystery of invention, to explore what everyday artifacts and sophisticated 
networks can reveal about the way engineers solve problems. Engineering entails 
more than knowing the way things work. What do economics and ecology, 
aesthetics and ethics, have to do with the shape of a paper clip, the tab of a 
beverage can, the cabin design of a turbojet, or the course of a river? How do the 
idiosyncrasies of individual engineers, companies, and communities leave their mark
on projects from Velcro to fax machines to waterworks? Invention by Design offers 
an insider’s look at these political and cultural dimensions of design and 
development, production and construction. Readers unfamiliar with engineering will 
find Petroski’s enthusiasm contagious, whether the topic is the genesis of the Ziploc
baggie or the averted collapse of Manhattan’s sleekest skyscraper. And those who 
inhabit the world of engineering will discover insights to challenge their customary 
perspective, whether their work involves failure analysis, systems design, or public 
relations. Written with the flair that readers have come to expect from his books, 
INVENTION BY DESIGN reaffirms Petroski as the master explicator of the principles
and processes that turn thoughts into the many things that define our made world.

Henry Petroski (February 6, 1942) is an American engineer specializing in failure 
analysis. A professor both of civil engineering and history at Duke University, he is 
also a prolific author. Petroski has written over a dozen books.
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Petry, Ann. Country Place. Boston. 1947. Houghton Mifflin. 1st American Edition. 
Previous Owner’s Name & Address Penned in front, Otherwise Very Good in Worn
Dustjacket. 266 pages. hardcover. Cover: Paul Sample. Inventory # 38055. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - African American novelist Ann Petry drew on her 
personal experiences of the New England Hurricane of 1938 in her 1947 novel, 
COUNTRY PLACE. Although the novel is set in the immediate aftermath of World 
War II, Petry identified the 1938 storm as the source for the storm that is at the 
center of her narrative of gossip, malice, infidelity and murder amongst whites in a 
small town in America that reveals the ‘hidden evil and menace under the bland, 
innocent externals of a town's life. A dramatic story about a group of New 
Englanders whose commonplace exterior covers many tensions. We see the small,
sleepy town through the eyes of the local druggist, an elderly, kindly man who owns
the respect and confidence of his neighbors. The action takes place during a 
hurricane, and as the storm progresses the novel unfolds the violence beneath the 
surface of the storm, a violence composed of ordinary characters in all too ordinary 
situations.’ (Laura Z. Hobson). Second novel by the author of THE STREET.

Ann Petry (born October 12, 1908, died April 28, 1997) was an African American 
author. She wrote her most popular novel The Street in 1946 and won the Houghton
Mifflin Literary Fellowship. Back in Old Saybrook in 1947, the writer worked on 
Country Place (1947), The Narrows (1953), and some other stories but they have 
never achieved the same success as her first book. Until her death Petry lived in a 
representative 18th century house in her hometown, Old Saybrook. Ann Lane Petry
died at the age of 88 on 28th April 1997.
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Petry, Ann. The Narrows. Boston. 1953. Houghton Mifflin. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Slightly Worn Boards. No Dustjacket. 428 pages. hardcover. Inventory
# 17014. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Originally published in 1953, The Narrows spins the 
unforgettable tale of a forbidden love affair between Link Williams, a college-
educated twenty-six-year-old black man, and Camilo Sheffield, a wealthy married 
white woman. Set in the sleepy New England town of Monmouth, Connecticut, and 
'filled with dramatic force, earthy humor, and tragic intensity' (Boston Globe), this 
classic novel deftly evokes a divisive era in America's not-so-distant past.

Ann Petry (born October 12, 1908, died April 28, 1997) was an African American 
author. She wrote her most popular novel The Street in 1946 and won the Houghton
Mifflin Literary Fellowship. Back in Old Saybrook in 1947, the writer worked on 
Country Place (1947), The Narrows (1953), and some other stories but they have 
never achieved the same success as her first book. Until her death Petry lived in a 
representative 18th century house in her hometown, Old Saybrook. Ann Lane Petry
died at the age of 88 on 28th April 1997.
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Peukert, Detlev J. K. The Weimar Republic. New York. 1992. Hill & Wang. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0809096749. Translated from the 
German by Richard Deveson. 334 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Francine 
Kass. Jacket illustration, 'Friedrichstrasse'' by George Grosz; reprinted by 
permission of the estate of George Grosz, Princeton, New Jersey. Inventory # 
27992. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The nature of Weimar’s terminal crisis—of how a 
politically liberal and culturally progressive society could succumb to fascism—
remains one of the central historical questions of our century. In this major work, 
Detlev J. K. Peukert presents original answers as he traces the rich and complex 
history of Weimar, from the Spartacist revolt of 1918 to the state’s eventual collapse
and transformation into the Third Reich. Interweaving his political narrative with an 
examination of both the socioeconomic developments and the remarkable cultural 
achievements of the period, Peukert illuminates for the first time the relation 
between the two great issues in the study of Weimar: modernist culture and the 
failure of democracy. And he offers a highly stimulating interpretation that not only 
places Weimar in the history of twentieth—century Germany but also reveals it as an
archetype of the ambivalences and pathologies of advanced industrial society. A 
pioneering example of Alltagsgeschichte, the new German ‘history from below,’ THE
WEIMAR REPUBLIC is a fascinating analytic portrait of a society that experienced in
acute form the classic conflicts and crises of modernity.

Detlev Peukert (September 20, 1950 in Gütersloh – May 17, 1990 in Hamburg) was
a German historian, noted for his studies of the relationship between what he called
the "spirit of science" and the Holocaust and in social history and the Weimar 
Republic. Peukert taught modern history at the University of Essen and served as 
director of the Research Institute for the History of the Nazi Period. Peukert was a 
member of the German Communist Party until 1978, when he joined the Social 
Democratic Party of Germany. A politically engaged historian, Peukert was known 
for his unconventional take on modern German history, and in an obituary, the 
British historian Richard Bessel wrote that it was a major loss that Peukert had died
at the age of 39 as a result of AIDS.
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Peyrou, Manuel. Thunder of the Roses. New York. 1972. Herder & Herder. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0665000103. Translated 
from the Spanish by Donald Yates. 170 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 25303. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this exceptional book-an attempt at what Jorge Luis 
Borges has called ‘the pure detective story’ - one of the greatest writers of Latin 
American letters is introduced to American readers for the first time. The book’s 
opening gambit is a stunning one: a dictator is assassinated in public, but it is soon 
revealed that the murdered man was a double. The real leader had been killed the 
night before. On the surface the question is: did the assassin know that he was after
the wrong man? But later events seem to distort all sense of logic and reality, until in
the final moment the circuitous routes of the labyrinth seem to straighten into a short
and too inevitable line. 'I do not hesitate to declare that Manuel Peyrou is one of the 
first storytellers of Hispanic letters.’ - Jorge Luis Borges from the introduction to the 
book.

Manuel Peyrou (May 23, 1902 – January 1, 1974) was an Argentine writer and 
journalist. His short story, La noche incompleta (The Unfinished Night) was 
published by La Prensa in 1935, and Peyrou became an editor of the daily's 
respected literary supplement, eventually becoming the section's chief editor. He 
contributed to literary critic Victoria Ocampo's Sur, and a close friend from his days 
at the university, Jorge Luis Borges, later brought him on as chief film critic for Los 
Anales de Buenos Aires, Borges' literary review. La espada dormida (The Sleeping
Sword), Peyrou's 1944 pulp fiction work, was followed by a satire, El estruendo de 
las rosas, in 1948, which earned him a Municipal Literary Prize; Peyrou's later works
departed from the detective genre and were mainly realist narratives. A number, 
including Las leyes del juego (The Rules of the Game, 1959), El árbol de Judas 
(The Judas Tree, 1963), Marea de fervor (Tide of Fervor, 1967), and El hijo 
rechazado (The Rejected Son, 1969), were also acclaimed by critics. His 1949 work,
El estruendo de las rosas, was translated into English by Donald A. Yates and 
published by Herder Publishers in 1972 as Thunder of Roses: A Detective Novel. 
Peyrou died in Buenos Aires in 1974.
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Philips, Judson. Murder Clear, Track Fast. New York. 1962. Perma Books/Pocket 
Books. 1st Perma Books Paperback Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers. 182 pages. 
paperback. M-4273. Inventory # 37208. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It was the season for horse racing, blackmail and 
murder! In the fabulous setting of Saratoga, called the capital of Thoroughbred 
racing, Don Channing, junior partner in a sedate New York law firm, sets out to solve
the year old murder of Jerome Fails, millionaire sportsman.

Judson Pentecost Philips (August 10, 1903 – March 7, 1989) was an American 
writer who wrote more than 100 mystery and detective novels under the 
pseudonyms Hugh Pentecost and Philip Owen, as well as under his own name. As 
Judson Philips, he also wrote numerous pulp sports novels in the 1930s. Philips was
born in Northfield, Massachusetts and traveled widely before completing his 
education and graduating from Columbia University in 1925. Philips started writing 
short stories for pulp fiction magazines in the 1920s and 1930s. He also wrote plays
and a newspaper column. He was a prolific mystery writer, especially under the 
Hugh Pentecost moniker. His novels benefited from strong characterization, fair play
with the reader, and unstilted language. He created several series characters, most
of them "amateur" sleuths. Perhaps the best known is Pierre Chambrun, the suave
manager of a New York luxury hotel who often has to solve murders among the rich
and famous.
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Phillips, Caryl. Cambridge. New York. 1992. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very Good
in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With A Small Tear At The Top Spine. 0679405321. 184
pages. hardcover. Jacket painting: ‘Brazilian Landscape’ by Frans Jansz. Jacket 
design by Carol Devine Carson. Inventory # 37900. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Two nineteenth-century worlds connected by the insult of
slavery are explored in this powerful and haunting novel: the Caribbean plantation 
hierarchy in all its shades of prejudice, and England at a time when, though slavery
had been officially abolished, ‘bird and beast’ shops in London sold African children 
like pets. To begin: we read the journal of Emily Cartwright, a thirty-year-old spinster,
dispatched by her father to visit his sugar estate in the West Indies. For Emily, a 
model of orderly English womanhood, her finely honed sense of propriety and 
fashionably ‘liberal’ ideas about slavery are little preparation for the ‘tropical 
backwater of the Americas’ In prim, cool prose she describes the island life around 
her, but the controlled surface of her words cannot mask her growing sensual and 
psychological turmoil - the complication of her attraction toward and revulsion from 
the lush, alien, often frightening, and insidiously seductive world she has entered, 
and the profound changes it forces in her. Chief among the agents of change are 
Arnold Brown, the brutal estate manager, who slowly wins Emily’s mind and heart; 
and Cambridge, the unbending slave who fears no one - not the ‘massa’s’ daughter,
and not Brown, with whom he is locked in a vicious struggle for dignity, spirit, and, 
finally, life itself. And it is Cambridge who closes the book, telling the story of his life:
the brief happiness of his childhood before he was sold into slavery; his education, 
Christianisation, and eventual emancipation at the hands of his first master in 
England; his second capture by slave traders, and the events on the island that have
led to the death sentence he now faces. It is the shifting perspective of the brilliantly
realized voices of Emily and Cambridge that reveals not only the dramas of life on 
one particular slave plantation but also the underpinnings of the moral hypocrisy that
allowed such a system to exist.

Caryl Phillips was born in 1958 in St. Kitts, West Indies, and came with his family to
England that same year. He was brought up in Leeds and educated at Oxford. He 
has written numerous scripts for film, radio, and television, and his book THE FINAL
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Phillips, Gary. Perdition,U.S.A. Salem. 1996. John Brown Books. 1st Edition. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 0963905066. The Second Ivan Monk Mystery. 255 pages. 
paperback. Cover art by Mohammad Smith. Inventory # 23376. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When three young black men are gunned down within 
blocks on one another, Ivan Monk investigates for a possible link--and finds himself
on the trail of a racial conspiracy centered in a small Northwestern town.

Gary Phillips (b. 1955) is a critically acclaimed author of mysteries and graphic 
novels. Raised in South Central Los Angeles, Phillips grew up reading comics, 
classic pulp and detective fiction, and the likes of Iceberg Slim and took inspiration 
from all this when he created his first series character, Ivan Monk, in the early 
1990s. A private detective adept at navigating the racial tensions of modern L. A. 
and beyond, Monk has appeared in four novels and one short story collection, 
Monkology (2011). Phillips introduced his second series character, Martha Chainey,
in High Hand (2000), and followed that rollicking tale of a showgirl’s mafia troubles 
with another book and short story. Besides writing several stand alones like The 
Jook and The Underbelly, and editing anthologies such as Orange County Noir, 
Phillips has found success in the field of graphic novels, penning illustrated stories 
such as The Rinse and High Rollers. When not writing, he spends his time smoking 
the occasional cigar and pondering why his poker abilities haven’t improved. Phillips
continues to live and work in Los Angeles.
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Phillips, Gary. Perdition,U.S.A. Salem. 1996. John Brown Books. 1st Edition. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 0963905066. The Second Ivan Monk Mystery. 255 pages. 
paperback. Signed by the Author. Cover art by Mohammad Smith. Inventory # 
23507. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When three young black men are gunned down within 
blocks on one another, Ivan Monk investigates for a possible link--and finds himself
on the trail of a racial conspiracy centered in a small Northwestern town.

Gary Phillips (b. 1955) is a critically acclaimed author of mysteries and graphic 
novels. Raised in South Central Los Angeles, Phillips grew up reading comics, 
classic pulp and detective fiction, and the likes of Iceberg Slim and took inspiration 
from all this when he created his first series character, Ivan Monk, in the early 
1990s. A private detective adept at navigating the racial tensions of modern L. A. 
and beyond, Monk has appeared in four novels and one short story collection, 
Monkology (2011). Phillips introduced his second series character, Martha Chainey,
in High Hand (2000), and followed that rollicking tale of a showgirl’s mafia troubles 
with another book and short story. Besides writing several stand alones like The 
Jook and The Underbelly, and editing anthologies such as Orange County Noir, 
Phillips has found success in the field of graphic novels, penning illustrated stories 
such as The Rinse and High Rollers. When not writing, he spends his time smoking 
the occasional cigar and pondering why his poker abilities haven’t improved. Phillips
continues to live and work in Los Angeles.
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Phillips, James Atlee. Suitable For Framing. New York. 1950. Pocket Books. 1st 
Pocket Book Paperbacl Printing. Good in Wrappers. 141 pages. paperback. 725. 
Front cover illustration by Harry Barton. Inventory # 35510. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THEY PLAYED ROUGH. Where’s the painting?’ asked
Martin. He held his gun by the barrel. Then I knew he was going to slug me, and I 
started to lunge. Martin slashed at both sides of my face with the gun. The afternoon
light exploded like a land mine and my head lolled downward. JESSE BARKER was
learning the hard way that too many people were after the same stolen art treasures.
Mixed up with a vicious crew of gunmen whose impulses were all homicidal, Jesse 
had to face one bitter fact-that he and the hot little masterpiece he was carrying 
were both SUITABLE FOR FRAMING.

James Atlee Phillips wrote a series of detective novels under the name Philip Atlee,
He began his career as a magazine writer under his own name, contributing to 
publications including The Saturday Evening Post, Collier`s and Story magazines. 
Among his early novels were ''The Shivering Chorus Girl'' (1942) and ''Suitable for 
Framing'' (1949). Mr. Phillips is perhaps best known for his ''Contract'' series, written
under his Atlee pseudonym. ''The White Wolverine Contract'' won an Edgar Award 
from the Mystery Writers of America in 1970. In all, he published 29 novels. Most 
recently he was writing his memoirs. In World War II he was operations manager for
China National Airlines in Rangoon, Burma. Later he was hired by the Burmese 
government to run the Burmese National Airlines. He also worked for Cathay Pacific
Airlines. Mr. Phillips was born in Ft. Worth. He attended Texas University, Texas 
Christian University and the University of Missouri.
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Phillips, Kevin. The Cousins' Wars: Religion, Politics, and the Triumph of Anglo-
America. New York. 1999. Basic Books. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0465013694. 707 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by David J. High. Inventory # 
26294. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The question at the heart of THE COUSINS’ WARS is 
this: How did Anglo-America evolve over a mere 300 years from a small Tudor 
kingdom into a global community with such a cultural and linguistic hegemonic grip 
on the world today, while the other European powers - from Spain to Germany - did
not. The answer to this, according to Phillips, can be found in a close examination of
the English-speaking people’s three major internecine conflicts - the English Civil 
War, the American Revolution, and the American Civil War. These wars between 
cousins functioned as crucial anvils on which various religious, ethnic, and political 
alignments and successes were hammered out, setting Great Britain and America 
on a unique two-track path toward world leadership.

Kevin Price Phillips (born November 30, 1940) is an American writer and 
commentator on politics, economics, and history. Formerly a Republican Party 
strategist before becoming an Independent, Phillips became disaffected with the 
party from the 1990s, and became a critic. He is a regular contributor to the Los 
Angeles Times, Harper's Magazine, and National Public Radio, and was a political 
analyst on PBS' NOW with Bill Moyers. Phillips was a strategist on voting patterns 
for Richard Nixon's 1968 campaign, which was the basis for a book, His predictions 
regarding shifting voting patterns in presidential elections proved accurate, though 
they did not extend "down ballot" to Congress until the Republican revolution of 
1994. Phillips also was partly responsible for the design of the Republican "Southern
strategy" of the 1970s and 1980s. The author of fourteen books, he lives in Goshen,
Connecticut.
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Phillips, Peter & Project Censored. Censored 1999: The News That Didn't Make the
News-The Year's Top 25 Censored. New York. 1999. Seven Stories Press. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 1888363797. Introduction by Gary Webb. 
Cartoons by Tom Tomorrow. 368 pages. paperback. Inventory # 26485. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The yearly volumes of Censored, in continuous 
publication since 1976 and since 1995 available through Seven Stories Press, is 
dedicated to the stories that ought to be top features on the nightly news, but that 
are missing because of media bias and self-censorship. The top stories are listed 
democratically in order of importance according to students, faculty, and a national 
panel of judges. Each of the top stories is presented at length, alongside updates 
from the investigative reporters who broke the stories. Beyond the Top 25 stories, 
additional chapters delve further into timely media topics: The Censored News and
Media Analysis section provides annual updates on Junk Food News and News 
Abuse, Censored Déjà Vu, signs of hope in the alternative and news media, and the
state of media bias and alternative coverage around the world. In the Truth 
Emergency section, scholars and journalists take a critical look at the US/NATO 
military-industrial-media empire. And in the Project Censored International section, 
the meaning of media democracy worldwide is explored in close association with 
Project Censored affiliates in universities and at media organizations all over the 
world. A perennial favorite of booksellers, teachers, and readers everywhere, 
Censored is one of the strongest life signs of our current collective desire to get the
news we citizens need - despite what Big Media tells us.

Peter Phillips is a Professor of Political Sociology at Sonoma State University since
1994, former Director of Project Censored 1996 to 2010 and President of Media 
Freedom Foundation 2003 to 2017.
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Phillips, Peter & Project Censored. Censored 2000: The Year's Top 25 Censored 
Stories. New York. 2000. Seven Stories Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Wrappers.
1583220232. Introduction by Mumia Abu-Jamal. Cartoons by Tom Tomorrow. 352 
pages. paperback. Inventory # 27877. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The yearly volumes of Censored, in continuous 
publication since 1976 and since 1995 available through Seven Stories Press, is 
dedicated to the stories that ought to be top features on the nightly news, but that 
are missing because of media bias and self-censorship. The top stories are listed 
democratically in order of importance according to students, faculty, and a national 
panel of judges. Each of the top stories is presented at length, alongside updates 
from the investigative reporters who broke the stories. Beyond the Top 25 stories, 
additional chapters delve further into timely media topics: The Censored News and
Media Analysis section provides annual updates on Junk Food News and News 
Abuse, Censored Déjà Vu, signs of hope in the alternative and news media, and the
state of media bias and alternative coverage around the world. In the Truth 
Emergency section, scholars and journalists take a critical look at the US/NATO 
military-industrial-media empire. And in the Project Censored International section, 
the meaning of media democracy worldwide is explored in close association with 
Project Censored affiliates in universities and at media organizations all over the 
world. A perennial favorite of booksellers, teachers, and readers everywhere, 
Censored is one of the strongest life signs of our current collective desire to get the
news we citizens need - despite what Big Media tells us.

Peter Phillips is a Professor of Political Sociology at Sonoma State University since
1994, former Director of Project Censored 1996 to 2010 and President of Media 
Freedom Foundation 2003 to 2017.
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Phillips, Peter and Project Censored. Censored 1997: The News That Didn't Make 
the News-The Year's Top 25 Censored. New York. 1997. Seven Stories Press. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 188836341x. Introduction by Jim Hightower. 
Cartoons by Tom Tomorrow. 384 pages. paperback. Inventory # 23790. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The yearly volumes of Censored, in continuous 
publication since 1976 and since 1995 available through Seven Stories Press, is 
dedicated to the stories that ought to be top features on the nightly news, but that 
are missing because of media bias and self-censorship. The top stories are listed 
democratically in order of importance according to students, faculty, and a national 
panel of judges. Each of the top stories is presented at length, alongside updates 
from the investigative reporters who broke the stories. Beyond the Top 25 stories, 
additional chapters delve further into timely media topics: The Censored News and
Media Analysis section provides annual updates on Junk Food News and News 
Abuse, Censored Déjà Vu, signs of hope in the alternative and news media, and the
state of media bias and alternative coverage around the world. In the Truth 
Emergency section, scholars and journalists take a critical look at the US/NATO 
military-industrial-media empire. And in the Project Censored International section, 
the meaning of media democracy worldwide is explored in close association with 
Project Censored affiliates in universities and at media organizations all over the 
world. A perennial favorite of booksellers, teachers, and readers everywhere, 
Censored is one of the strongest life signs of our current collective desire to get the
news we citizens need - despite what Big Media tells us. The 1997 edition of 
Censored contains 25 articles judged by America's top journalists and citizen 
advocates as the most important - and most underreported - stories of the year. Also
included is the 'Censored Deja Vu, ' censored stories from past years that finally 
made it into the mainstream press. Illustrations.

Peter Phillips is a Professor of Political Sociology at Sonoma State University since
1994, former Director of Project Censored 1996 to 2010 and President of Media 
Freedom Foundation 2003 to 2017.
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Phillips, Peter and Project Censored. Censored 1998: The News That Didn't Make 
the News-The Year's Top 25 Censored. New York. 1998. Seven Stories Press. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 1888363649. Introduction by Danny Schechter. 
Cartoons by Tom Tomorrow. 368 pages. paperback. Inventory # 25145. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The yearly volumes of Censored, in continuous 
publication since 1976 and since 1995 available through Seven Stories Press, is 
dedicated to the stories that ought to be top features on the nightly news, but that 
are missing because of media bias and self-censorship. The top stories are listed 
democratically in order of importance according to students, faculty, and a national 
panel of judges. Each of the top stories is presented at length, alongside updates 
from the investigative reporters who broke the stories. Beyond the Top 25 stories, 
additional chapters delve further into timely media topics: The Censored News and
Media Analysis section provides annual updates on Junk Food News and News 
Abuse, Censored Déjà Vu, signs of hope in the alternative and news media, and the
state of media bias and alternative coverage around the world. In the Truth 
Emergency section, scholars and journalists take a critical look at the US/NATO 
military-industrial-media empire. And in the Project Censored International section, 
the meaning of media democracy worldwide is explored in close association with 
Project Censored affiliates in universities and at media organizations all over the 
world. A perennial favorite of booksellers, teachers, and readers everywhere, 
Censored is one of the strongest life signs of our current collective desire to get the
news we citizens need - despite what Big Media tells us.

Peter Phillips is a Professor of Political Sociology at Sonoma State University since
1994, former Director of Project Censored 1996 to 2010 and President of Media 
Freedom Foundation 2003 to 2017.
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Phillips, Peter and Project Censored. Censored 2003: The Top 25 Censored Stories.
New York. 2002. Seven Stories Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 1583225153. Robert W. McChesney. Cartoons by Tom Tomorrow. 399 
pages. paperback. Cover: Jordan Silverman/Cindy LaBreacht. Inventory # 32942. 
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The yearly volumes of Censored, in continuous 
publication since 1976 and since 1995 available through Seven Stories Press, is 
dedicated to the stories that ought to be top features on the nightly news, but that 
are missing because of media bias and self-censorship. The top stories are listed 
democratically in order of importance according to students, faculty, and a national 
panel of judges. Each of the top stories is presented at length, alongside updates 
from the investigative reporters who broke the stories. Beyond the Top 25 stories, 
additional chapters delve further into timely media topics: The Censored News and
Media Analysis section provides annual updates on Junk Food News and News 
Abuse, Censored Déjà Vu, signs of hope in the alternative and news media, and the
state of media bias and alternative coverage around the world. In the Truth 
Emergency section, scholars and journalists take a critical look at the US/NATO 
military-industrial-media empire. And in the Project Censored International section, 
the meaning of media democracy worldwide is explored in close association with 
Project Censored affiliates in universities and at media organizations all over the 
world. A perennial favorite of booksellers, teachers, and readers everywhere, 
Censored is one of the strongest life signs of our current collective desire to get the
news we citizens need--despite what Big Media tells us.

Peter Phillips is a Professor of Political Sociology at Sonoma State University since
1994, former Director of Project Censored 1996 to 2010 and President of Media 
Freedom Foundation 2003 to 2017.
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Phillips, Scott. The Ice Harvest. New York. 2000. Ballantine Books. 1st Printing. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0345440188. 217 pages. hardcover. Cover illustration by 
Phil Heffernan. Inventory # 34068. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Lawyer Charlie Arglist is looking to say goodbye to 
Wichita by revisiting the landscape of his used-up life. Yet before the sun rises, 
before he can leave town with a suitcase of stolen money, Charlie's ultimate scam 
explodes, uncovering a world full of twists that offers no mercy and allows few 
survivors.

Scott Phillips is the author of three of the most highly acclaimed crime novels of 
recent years. His debut novel, The Ice Harvest, was a New York Times Notable 
Book of the Year and won the California Book Award, a Silver Medal for Best First 
Fiction, and was a finalist for the Edgar Awards, the Hammett Prize and the Anthony
Award. It is now a major motion picture from Focus Features. Its followup The 
Walkaway continued his success, with The New York Times calling it "wicked fun."
His third novel, Cottonwood, is now out in paperback. Born in Wichita, Kansas, 
where much of his first two books are set, Scott lived for many years in Paris, and 
then in Southern California, where he worked on screenplays. Those who frequent 
Showtime in the middle of the night may see his name on Crosscut (1996). He now 
lives in St. Louis with his wife and daughter.
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Philoctete, Rene. Massacre River. New York. 2005. New Directions. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0811215857. Translated from the French by Linda
Cloverdale. Preface by Edwige Danticat. 238 pages. hardcover. Cover: Sequin art 
by B.K. Epler. Inventory # 35731. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1937 the power-mad racist Generalissimo Trujillo 
ordered the slaughter of thousands of Haitians. At the heart of MASSACRE RIVER 
is the loving marriage of the Dominican Pedro and the Haitian Adele in a little town 
on the Dominican border. Pedro worries that a massacre is in the making; an olive-
drab truck packed with armed soldiers rumbles by. Then soon there is the relentless
voice on the radio everywhere, urging the slaughter of all the Haitians. Operation 
Cabezas Haitianas (Haitian Heads) is underway, the soldiers shout, ‘Perejill 
[Parsley!] Perish! Punish!’ Haitians try to pronounce ‘perejil’ correctly, but fail, and 
weep. Adele is ordered to say ‘perejil’ but stammers. ‘The characters of this book not
only inspired the love and outrage of an extraordinary writer like Philoctète,’ writes 
Edwige Danticat, ‘but continue to challenge the meaning of community and humanity
in all of us.’

René Philoctète (1932–1995) was born in Jérémie, Haiti. Inspired by Rimbaud, he 
published ten poetry collections, four plays, and three novels. In the early 1960s, he
founded the Literary Haiti group, and then a few years later was cofounder of 
spiralism—the most marked movement in Haitian poetry of the 20th century. 
Philoctete’s work is based in Haitian realism, and his writing still has a political 
urgency to it, always fighting against violence and dictatorships. Some of 
Philoctete’s most notable poems are Saison des hommes (1960), which was also 
his first published poem, Les Tambours du Soleil (1962), and Ces Iles qui Marchent
(1969). His novel Massacre River was translated into English by Linda Coverdale 
and published by New Directions in 2005. It is noted for its lucid metaphors and 
experimental prose and features a preface by Edwidge Danticat and an introduction
by Lyonel Trouillot.
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Pianka, Eric R. and Vitt, Laurie J. Lizards: Windows To the Evolution of Diversity. 
Berkeley. 2003. University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0520234014. Foreword by Harry W. Greene. 346 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 35197. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From tiny to gigantic, from drab to remarkably beautiful, 
from harmless to venomous, lizards are spectacular products of natural selection. 
This book, lavishly illustrated with color photographs, is the first comprehensive 
reference on lizards around the world. Accessible, scientifically up-to-date, and 
written with contagious enthusiasm for the subject, Lizards: Windows to the 
Evolution of Diversity covers species evolution, diversity, ecology, and biology. Eric
R. Pianka and Laurie J. Vitt have studied and photographed members of almost all 
lizard families worldwide, and they bring to the book a deep knowledge based on 
extensive firsthand experience with the animals in their natural habitats. Part One 
explores lizard lifestyles, answering such questions as why lizards are active when 
they are, why they behave as they do, how they avoid predators, why they eat what 
they eat, and how they reproduce and socialize. In Part Two the authors take us on
a fascinating tour of the world’s manifold lizard species, beginning with iguanians, an
evolutionary group that includes some of the most bizarre lizards, the true 
chameleons of Africa and Madagascar. We also meet the glass lizard, able to break
its tail into many highly motile pieces to distract a predator from its body; lizards that
can run across water; and limbless lizards, such as snakes. Part Three gives an 
unprecedented global view of evolutionary trends that have shaped present-day 
lizard communities and considers the impact of humans on their future. A definitive 
resource containing many entertaining anecdotes, this magnificent book opens a 
new window to the natural world and the evolution of life on earth.

Eric R. Pianka is Denton A. Cooley Centennial Professor of Zoology at the 
University of Texas, Austin. Laurie J. Vitt is a George Lynn Cross Research 
Professor (Zoology Department) at the University of Oklahoma and Associate 
Director of Collections and Research at the Sam Noble Oklahoma Museum of 
Natural History.
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Piccinnini, Douglas. Blood Oboe. Richmond. 2015. Omnidawn Publishing. Advance
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430090. Introduction by Cal 
Bedient. 6 x 9. 104 pages. paperback. Inventory #  44211. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Terse, provocative poems that question the assertions of
our modern era. Blood Oboe materializes inside the labyrinth of the cosmos. 
Douglas Piccinnini’s poetry recodes the vanishing pastoral and codes the new 
currency of the digital age—of the person forever indebted and on trial. Blood Oboe
moves through an expanse of “clipped moods” that seek “to distinguish time in time.”
“He has done it—written poems of a gnarled toughness that can’t be taken apart, 
chewed up, seen through. Douglas Piccinnini has set the mark for new poems of a 
terrific integrity, unsmiling (their humor is deep down, waiting); poems sharply 
seeing.” - Cal Bedient, co-editor of Lana Turner, author of The Multiple.

Douglas Piccinnini was born in New York. He is the author of Soft and Flag. Story 
Book, a novella, is forthcoming with The Cultural Society.
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Pietrzyk, Leslie. This Angel on My Chest. Pittsburgh. 2015. University of Pittsburgh
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822944423. Drue Heinz
Literature Prize. 5.5 x 8.25. 240 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 41816. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - WINNER OF THE 2015 DRUE HEINZ LITERATURE 
PRIZE - Selected by Jill McCorkle. ‘A powerful and moving collection. These stories
are held together by the experience of grief; a husband dying too soon and a wife 
left to go on. There is an abundance of wit, and wise observations about life. I 
always felt firmly rooted in the emotion, startled again and again by the weight of the
simplest everyday objects and situations, against a backdrop of loss.’ —Jill 
McCorkle, judge. This Angel on My Chest is a collection of unconventionally linked 
stories, each about a different young woman whose husband dies suddenly and 
unexpectedly. Ranging from traditional stories to lists, a quiz, a YouTube link, and 
even a lecture about creative writing, the stories grasp to put into words the ways in
which we all cope with unspeakable loss. Based on the author’s own experience of 
losing her husband at age thirty-seven, this book explores the resulting grief, fury, 
and bewilderment, mirroring the obsessive nature of grieving. The stories examine 
the universal issues we face at a time of loss, as well as the specific concerns of a 
young widow: support groups, in-laws, insurance money, dating, and remarriage. 
This Angel on My Chest ultimately asks, how is it possible to move forward with life
while ‘till death do you part’ rings in your ears—and, how is it possible not to?

Leslie Pietrzyk is the author of two novels, Pears on a Willow Tree and A Year and a
Day. Her short fiction and essays have appeared in many journals, including 
Gettysburg Review, The Sun, Shenandoah, River Styx, Iowa Review, TriQuarterly,
New England Review, and the Washington Post Magazine. She has received 
fellowships from the Bread Loaf Writers Conference and the Sewanee Writers’ 
Conference. Pietrzyk is a member of the core fiction faculty at the Converse low-
residency MFA program and teaches in the M.A. Program in Writing at Johns 
Hopkins University. She lives in Alexandria, Virginia.
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Pinckney, Darryl. High Cotton. New York. 1992. Farrar Straus Giroux. Uncorrected 
Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 0374169985. 309 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
22880. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - What is blackness? Is it an enduring legacy based on the
truth of struggle, handed down from generation to generation? Or is it socially 
defined and hence ever-changing? The unnamed narrator of Darryl Pinckney’s 
pointed, hilarious, and provocative novel raises this existential question again and 
again as he searches for an authentic model for being himself. HIGH COTTON 
evokes a world that has not often been written about before, and never with such 
acuity and finesse. It is the world of upper-middle-class blacks, of ‘nice 
Negroes,’ ‘upper shadies’ obsessed with light skin and good hair, exponents of 
Negro Firsterism and pride in Negro achievement that sometimes turns out to be 
hypocrisy. Our hero’s bumpy progress takes him from a safe childhood in 
conservative Indianapolis to integration and adolescent Anglophilia, to a brief tenure
as minister of information in a local radical organization; later, after student 
wanderings in Harlem and a tour of duty among the urban proletariat, he gets a taste
of the expatriate life in Paris. Yet somehow, as he encounters and tries on various 
contemporary styles of blackness across the social spectrum, the narrator’s 
imagination is increasingly dominated by the powerful figures of his elderly relations
and the lessons of their experiences in the ‘Old Country’ of the South - especially his
eccentric and incorruptible preacher grandfather Eustace. Rich in irony, powerfully 
scenic, and inhabited by indelible characters, HIGH COTTON is a brilliant book, 
elegant, insightful, and remarkably sustained—a debut that establishes Darryl 
Pinckney as a major writer.

Darryl Pinckney (born 1953 in Indianapolis, Indiana) is an American novelist, 
playwright, and essayist. His first novel is High Cotton (1992), a semi-
autobiographical novel about 'growing up black and bourgeois' in 1960s America. He
is also a frequent contributor to the New York Review of Books, Granta, Slate, and 
The Nation. His partner is English poet James Fenton; the couple has been together
since 1989. Pinckney lives in New York City and Oxfordshire, England.
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Pinckney, Darryl. High Cotton. New York. 1992. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374169985. 1st Novel. 309 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket illustration - detail from 'Dawn in Harlem' by Winold Reiss. Inventory # 25621.
$25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - What is blackness? Is it an enduring legacy based on the
truth of struggle, handed down from generation to generation? Or is it socially 
defined and hence ever-changing? The unnamed narrator of Darryl Pinckney’s 
pointed, hilarious, and provocative novel raises this existential question again and 
again as he searches for an authentic model for being himself. HIGH COTTON 
evokes a world that has not often been written about before, and never with such 
acuity and finesse. It is the world of upper-middle-class blacks, of ‘nice 
Negroes,’ ‘upper shadies’ obsessed with light skin and good hair, exponents of 
Negro Firsterism and pride in Negro achievement that sometimes turns out to be 
hypocrisy. Our hero’s bumpy progress takes him from a safe childhood in 
conservative Indianapolis to integration and adolescent Anglophilia, to a brief tenure
as minister of information in a local radical organization; later, after student 
wanderings in Harlem and a tour of duty among the urban proletariat, he gets a taste
of the expatriate life in Paris. Yet somehow, as he encounters and tries on various 
contemporary styles of blackness across the social spectrum, the narrator’s 
imagination is increasingly dominated by the powerful figures of his elderly relations
and the lessons of their experiences in the ‘Old Country’ of the South - especially his
eccentric and incorruptible preacher grandfather Eustace. Rich in irony, powerfully 
scenic, and inhabited by indelible characters, HIGH COTTON is a brilliant book, 
elegant, insightful, and remarkably sustained—a debut that establishes Darryl 
Pinckney as a major writer.

Darryl Pinckney (born 1953 in Indianapolis, Indiana) is an American novelist, 
playwright, and essayist. His first novel is High Cotton (1992), a semi-
autobiographical novel about 'growing up black and bourgeois' in 1960s America. He
is also a frequent contributor to the New York Review of Books, Granta, Slate, and 
The Nation. His partner is English poet James Fenton; the couple has been together
since 1989. Pinckney lives in New York City and Oxfordshire, England.
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Pinder, Polly. Polly Pinder's Party Cakes. Kent. Search Press. Paperback Edition. 
Very Good in Wrappers. 0855327693. 128 pages. Paperback. Inventory # 41020. 
$7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This edition combines the best of 'Decorating Cakes for
Special Occasions' and 'Decorating Cakes for Children's Parties'. It contains 28 
cakes for many different occasions, all with easy step-by-step instructions, and 
made mainly from fondant icing, which is simple to use. The ideas include: 'Sleeping
Beauty's Castle'; a birthday cake for a lazy gardener; a cake for a fast-food addict; 
and cakes for special occasions such as Christmas, a christening and a wedding 
anniversary. Polly Pinder is the author of 'Home-Made and at a Fraction of the Cost',
'Herbs in Pots', 'Polly Pinder's Chocolate Cook Book', 'Decorating Cakes for 
Children's Parties' and 'Decorating Cakes for Special Occasions'.

Polly Pinder studied graphics at Leeds Art College. Her first job was with a Yorkshire
newspaper, and she subsequently worked as a lecturer in graphic design at 
Wakefield District College. She has written and illustrated a number of books on a 
variety of other subjects including cake decoration and growing herbs, papermaking
and paper crafts. Her illustrations in Muck and Magic were commended when that 
book won the 1993 Sir Peter Kent Conservation Book Prize. She has also designed
bed linen and wallpapers, and the graphics for a wallpaper book based on newly-
discovered eighteenth-century wallpapers.
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Pinkwater, Daniel. The Frankenbagel Monster. New York. 1986. Dutton. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 052544260x. Illustrated by Daniel 
Pinkwater. unpaginated. hardcover. Cover art by Daniel Pinkwater. Inventory # 
4352. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When a night-roaming monster is seen in various 
sections of the city, few people suspect that it is the creation of the local bagel 
maker, Harold Frankenbagel.

Daniel Pinkwater is regarded by critics, educators, psychologists, and law 
enforcement agencies as the world's most influential writer of books for children and
young adults. Since 1987, he has been a regular commentator on NPR's All Things
Considered and two collections of his essays have been brought out to the delight of
listeners who can read. He lives in Hyde Park, New York.
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Pinkwater, Daniel. The Worms of Kukumlima. New York. 1981. Dutton. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0525433805. 152 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
illustration by Daniel Pinkwater. Inventory # 8781. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ronald accompanies his grandfather, the salami snap 
magnate, and the world famous explorer Sir Charles Pelicanstein, on an expedition 
to Africa to search for the intelligent worms of Kukumlina.

Daniel Pinkwater is regarded by critics, educators, psychologists, and law 
enforcement agencies as the world's most influential writer of books for children and
young adults. Since 1987, he has been a regular commentator on NPR's All Things
Considered and two collections of his essays have been brought out to the delight of
listeners who can read. He lives in Hyde Park, New York.
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Pinon, Nelida. Caetana's Sweet Song. New York. 1992. Knopf. Uncorrected Proof. 
Very Good in Wrappers. 0394589971. Translated from the Portuguese by Helen 
Lane. 401 pages. paperback. Jacket illustration by Karen Caldicott. Jacket design by
Megan Wilson. Inventory # 17883. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘I left Trindade by train on a Friday long ago. I remember
clearly that it was raining. As soon as the train whistle gave the signal to leave, I 
forced myself to look through the dirty windowpanes. I saw nothing but the 
downpour that blended the landscape with those who were standing in the station, 
frozen to the spot in astonishment, and who, unlike me, would never leave Trindade.
Now, however, it is time to return. I am therefore coming back this June, arriving by 
the same train that I left on. I chose Friday so as to have the illusion that twenty 
years had not gone by. As for the rest, we 11 wait and see. It’s life that whispers the
message in our ear. Signed, Caetana.’ Many years have passed since Caetana and
her traveling carnival swept through Trindade, a small city in the interior of Brazil, 
leaving behind countless hopes and illusions as well as broken hearts. Now she has
decided to return, rekindling myriad old flames-and wounds-among the town’s 
citizens. Set against the backdrop of a thriving Brazil-new economic programs 
promise to make the country a top industrial power in Latin America, and Pelé is 
leading the country to an unprecedented third World Cup championship-this latest 
novel by one of Brazil’s most renowned writers is at once an intimate chronicle of the
torrid intrigues of a provincial town and a grandiose spectacle in which myth and 
reality are inextricably fused. Caetana has spent her life pretending to be one of the
world’s great divas, and she draws into her world and into her fantasy the town’s 
most illustrious citizens-among them, Polidoro, the cattle baron and town patriarch,
whose romantic lust for her is all-consuming; Virgilio, the Greek, a historian and 
poet; Ernesto, the deeply insecure pharmacist; and the town whores, Gioconda and
the Three Graces, who know everybody’s secrets. CAETANA’S SWEET SONG is 
powerfully erotic and brilliantly composed-and resounds with the themes and 
passions of Latin America’s literary tradition.

Nélida Piñon (born May 3, 1937) is a Brazilian writer. Born in Rio de Janeiro of 
Galician immigrants. She is a former President of Academia Brasileira de Letras 
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Pinon, Nelida. The Republic of Dreams. New York. 1989. Knopf. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394555252. Translated from the Portuguese by
Helen Lane. 663 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Steven Rydberg. Jacket 
design by Carol Devine Carson. Inventory # 12540. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This huge, mesmeric novel brings before the reader four
generations of a family torn between its Spanish past and its Brazilian present. It is a
revelation of the complexities and astonishments not only of family life but of Brazil 
itself - a revelation also of the power of storytelling and the nature of dreaming. As 
the novel opens, the matriarch Eulália has begun her final task - the task of dying. 
Long, long ago, when she first came to Brazil from Spain, a young bride with her 
young and already formidable, iron-willed husband, Madruga, they brought with 
them the passion, inspired by Grandfather Xan, for making memories into tales -
tales told as sustenance, proof, and hallmark, tales told as protection against the 
killing rush of time. Now, as both Eulália and her era near their end, that tradition 
achieves its most poignant flowering-in a burst of family lore, recrimination, and 
recollected dreams, as the clan, gathered at Eulália’s side, relives the past and vies 
for the future. Madruga - founder of the family in Brazil - is the central figure not only
of his own stories but of almost everyone else’s, as he is of their lives. His 
reminiscences have the sweep and drama of history. His authority and - equally 
despotic - his love have shaped the lives of all his five children. His granddaughter 
Breta, whom he has chosen as heir to his greatest treasure-his memory-sees the 
family as ‘stubbornly programming the life of its members’ so as to justify Madruga’s
desertion, decades before, of their ancestral Spain. His fellow émigré Venâncio-the
historian, the dreamer (in counterpoint to Madruga’s colonizer- industrialist)-feels 
unfit to live in the reality forged by men like his old friend. Through the recollections-
unfolding in layers, moving backward and forward across the century - of Madruga 
and those connected to him by blood or circumstances, a stunning dynastic drama is
played out.

Nélida Piñon (born May 3, 1937) is a Brazilian writer. Born in Rio de Janeiro of 
Galician immigrants. She is a former President of Academia Brasileira de Letras 
(Brazilian Academy of Letters).
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Pipes, Daniel. Conspiracy: How the Paranoid Style Flourishes and Where It Comes
From. New York. 1997. Free Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0684831317. 258 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Tom Stvan. Inventory # 
24444. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this brilliant and provocative work, Daniel Pipes offers
a fascinating analysis of conspiracy theories in the West and the terrible impact they
have had. He shows how, beginning with the Crusades, Europe developed two 
strands of conspiracism. One took the form of secret societies from the Knights 
Templar through the Freemasons to the Council on Foreign Relations. A second 
insisted that ‘international Jewry’ runs the world. Pipes delineates the fear that one 
or the other of these agents engineered the French and Russian revolutions, two 
world wars, and all other key events of modern history. He shows the staggering 
consequences of conspiracy theories in the era when Hitler and Stalin reached 
power and then, in the aftermath of 1945, the migration of this way of thinking from 
the halls of power in the West to the political and geographic margins. To anyone 
who has ever heard a friend or relative say, ‘Don’t believe what you read in the 
papers,’ CONSPIRACY offers a spellbinding survey - and a wakeup call.

Daniel Pipes (born September 9, 1949) is an American historian, writer, and 
commentator. He is the president of the Middle East Forum, and publisher of its 
Middle East Quarterly journal. His writing focuses on American foreign policy and 
the Middle East. After graduating with a PhD from Harvard in 1978 and studying 
abroad, Pipes taught at a number of universities, including Harvard, Chicago, 
Pepperdine, and the U.S. Naval War College. He then served as director of the 
Foreign Policy Research Institute, before founding the Middle East Forum. He 
served as an adviser to Rudy Giuliani's 2008 presidential campaign.
Pipes has written sixteen books and was the Taube Distinguished Visiting Fellow at
Stanford University's Hoover Institution.
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Pipher, Mary. The Shelter of Each Other: Rebuilding Our Families. New York. 1996.
Grosset/Putnam. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0399141448. 282 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 22359. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Our country is in a profound crisis, of decency, of civility,
of character. Our best instincts are undermined at every turn. And our families, to 
which we turn in crisis, are feeling the strain with great intensity. Mary Pipher 
understands this. She is a good listener, perhaps the best listener in America. And 
what she understands she can express in a manner that goes directly to the heart.
Writing from her immersion in her community, and from her experience as a 
therapist, Pipher has found words to express our innermost feelings. Families today
are experiencing a new set of realities. Working parents are harried, tired, and 
overextended. They are unable to protect their children from the enemy within, the 
inappropriate television they watch for hours, the computer games that keep them 
from playing outside, the virtual reality they tune in to when they should be learning
about the real world. And so, Pipher says, we have houses without walls. 
Compounding this is the fact that our psychological theories don't work anymore, 
because they were developed decades ago, when families were tightly knit, 
relatively monolithic institutions. Pipher argues that Freud is of little help in our 
violent, sexually explicit MTV world. Diagnosing the problem is the first step to curing
it, but in addition Pipher offers ideas for simple actions we can all take to help rebuild
our families and strengthen our communities. Families, the bedrock of our society 
and culture, are today under assault from every side. Parents, struggling under their
own pressures and unmet needs, don't know how to protect their children from 
crime, poverty, abuse, and media violence. In The Shelter of Each Other, the author
of Reviving Ophelia wisely and compassionately challenges readers to find the 
courage to nurture and revivify the families they cherish.

Dr. Mary Pipher is a clinical psychologist and the author of nine books, including 
Reviving Ophelia, Her area of interest is how American culture influences the mental
health of its people.
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Pirandello, Luigi. The Merry-Go-Round of Love and Selected Stories. New York. 
1964. Signet/New American Library. 1st Printing of This Signet Classic Edition. Very
Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. Translated From The Italian By Frances Keene & 
Lily Duplaix.Foreword By Irving Howe. 320 pages. paperback. CT210. Cover: Milton
Glaser. Inventory # 33610. $8

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Pirandello is widely known as one of the great 
playwrights of the twentieth century. Yet before turning to the theater, he wrote a 
vast number of tales of extraordinary quality; this Signet Classic edition provides a 
memorable introduction to this facet of his genius. In settings that range from harsh
Sicilian landscapes to the midnight streets of Rome, these stories deal with the 
frustrations of youth and the despair of age, with couples caught in the tentacles of
marriage, and men and women living in hopeless isolation; they vary in mood from 
the high comedy of The Merry - Go - Round of Love, a novella here rendered into 
English for the first time, to the Chekhovian tragedy of such superbly wrought tales 
as 'Such Is Life.' In them the reader encounters a masterful economy in narrative 
technique, an austere objectivity, and, above all, a consciousness singularly attuned
to the spiritual travails of the modern world. As Irving Howe writes: 'To stay with a 
writer like Pirandello takes strong nerves, a gritted determination to see things as 
they are. The reward, however, is a penetration into truth. His stories live.'

Luigi Pirandello (28 June 1867 – 10 December 1936) was an Italian dramatist, 
novelist, poet, and short story writer whose greatest contributions were his plays. He
was awarded the 1934 Nobel Prize in Literature for "his almost magical power to 
turn psychological analysis into good theatre." Pirandello's works include novels, 
hundreds of short stories, and about 40 plays.
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Pitici, Mircea (editor). The Best Writing on Mathematics 2011. Princeton. 2011. 
Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9780691153155. 15 halftones. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2. 350 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
38140. $19.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE YEAR’S FINEST WRITING on math FROM 
AROUND THE WORLD. Praise for The Best Writing on Mathematics 2010: ‘A 
delight to read. This is a fine volume with lots of terrific articles that are as enticing 
as they are varied. The sum total is simply great.’ —Barry Mazur, Harvard 
University. Foreword by Freeman Dyson. This anthology brings together the year’s 
finest mathematics writing from around the world. Featuring promising new voices 
alongside some of the foremost names in the field, The Best Writing on Mathematics
2011 makes available to a wide audience many articles not easily found anywhere 
else—and you don’t need to be a mathematician to enjoy them. These writings offer
surprising insights into the nature, meaning, and practice of mathematics today. 
They delve into the history, philosophy, teaching, and everyday occurrences of 
math, and take readers behind the scenes of today’s hottest mathematical debates.
Here Philip Davis discusses the ubiquity of mathematics in today’s world, from 
enabling technology to redefining standards of evidence; Doris Schattschneider 
identifies some of the mathematical inspirations of M. C. Escher’s art; Jordan 
Ellenberg describes compressed sensing, a mathematical field that is reshaping the
way people use large sets of data; Carl Bialik reports on the mirage of round 
numbers in public perceptions of benchmarks; and much, much more. In addition to
presenting the year’s most memorable writings on mathematics, this must-have 
anthology includes a foreword by esteemed physicist and mathematician Freeman 
Dyson. This book belongs on the shelf of anyone interested in where math has 
taken us—and where it is headed.

Mircea Pitici is a PhD candidate in mathematics education at Cornell University. He 
teaches mathematics courses and writing seminars at Cornell and Ithaca College.
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Pitt, Leonard and Pitt, Dale. Los Angeles a To Z: An Encyclopedia of the City and 
County. Berkeley. 2000. University Of California Press. 1st Paperback Edition. Very
Good in Worn Wrappers. 0520205308. 600 pages. paperback. Inventory # 35199. 
$24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Few cities captivate the imagination as does Los 
Angeles. It is the locus of spectaculars: movies, earthquakes, freeways, riots, 
sunsets. In this fascinating desk reference, Leonard and Dale Pitt have gathered a 
sweeping array of information on the City of Angels. Bolstering their historical and 
humanistic approach with scientific and technical information, the Pitts include 
alphabetically arranged entries on history, geography, automobile culture, sports, 
movies, current events, architecture, flora, fauna, scandals, biography, the arts, 
politics, neighborhoods, and ethnic, racial, and religious groups. Quotations 
throughout provide provocative and amusing tidbits about the city that has been 
called ‘the fulfillment of the American Dream.’ Copiously illustrated and wonderfully 
anecdotal, this is a book for anyone with a question, large or small, about Los 
Angeles.

Leonard Pitt was Professor Emeritus of History at California State University, 
Northridge, and author of Decline of the Californios: A Social History of the Spanish-
Speaking Californians, 1846-1890 (California, 1966). Dale Pitt is a freelance writer, 
editor, and indexer.
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Plate, Peter. A Kamikaze in Her Eyes. San Francisco. 1994. Pressure Drop Press. 
1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 096270914x. 271 pages. paperback. Cover 
photos & design by Winni Wintermeyer. Inventory # 26681. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Desertvilie is dying slowly until The Operator decides to 
help out. Suddenly California’s geriatric haven and corner of bored youth is in 
danger of becoming a Mecca for those who fear life more than death. The police 
chief and the district attorney want to rule over quiet suburbia, not the euthanasia 
capital of California. The Operator has to be stopped. Death’s not too happy with 
The Operator either. Not even Death’s natty Italian suits can cheer him up when The
Operator ends his monopoly over who stays in the land of the living. Euthanasia is 
nudging him out of a job. And in the midst of death there is life. but not much of one.
Families bore and misunderstand each other into three-meal-a-day comas. The only
thing in Desertville more outrageous than the police chief’s dress sense is his 
penchant for torturing prisoners. The old are trapped in worn out bodies and the 
young are stuck in a city whose main industry is old age. Big business conducts its 
own program when euthanasia starts to threaten its profits. And at the center of 
suburban bedlam a young woman teaches an older man how to fuck, and a divorcee
discovers her lesbianism buried under years of a dull marriage. Love and loyalty are
tested when euthanasia comes to town.

Peter Plate misspent his youth in Southern California. He swapped a life as a drug 
dealer for one as a writer. Along the way he burnt out a San Francisco cop car and 
picked landlords pockets by squatting. During his seven years spent squatting he 
taught himself to write and fight eviction notices. His first three novels BLACK 
WHEEL OF ANGER (1990), DARKNESS THROWS DOWN THE SUN (1991), and 
THE ROMANCE OF THE AMERICAN LIVING ROOM (1993) were published by 
Polygon (Scotland). Peter Plate presently lives in San Francisco and watches his 
back.
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Plate, Peter. Angels of Catastrophe. New York. 2001. Seven Stories Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 1583220631. 218 pages. paperback. 
Cover design by Adam Simon. Inventory # 30808. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A cop is gunned down and unless Ricky Durrutti, a petty
criminal with a short biography and a long rap sheet, can figure out who the real 
shooter is, he's a dead man. From Hunt's Donuts, opposite where the killing took 
place, to his room in the El Capitán Hotel, from the blue grass and steel Federal 
Building off Golden Gate Avenue to the Ritmo Latino record store, and from the 
Roxie Cinema on 16th Street to the Ramshackle Victorian homes of Treat Street 
where Lonely Boy lives--the chase is on. Salvadoreno gangs and Mexicans, cops 
and Jewish gangsters, drag queens and heroin addicts, speed freaks and low rent 
hookers, low-lives rising rising to the challenge of making sense of a murder. Out of 
the twentieth century of Nelson Algren and Charles Bukowski, here is the twenty-first
century world of Peter Plate.

Peter Plate misspent his youth in Southern California. He swapped a life as a drug 
dealer for one as a writer. Along the way he burnt out a San Francisco cop car and 
picked landlords pockets by squatting. During his seven years spent squatting he 
taught himself to write and fight eviction notices. His first three novels BLACK 
WHEEL OF ANGER (1990), DARKNESS THROWS DOWN THE SUN (1991), and 
THE ROMANCE OF THE AMERICAN LIVING ROOM (1993) were published by 
Polygon (Scotland). Peter Plate presently lives in San Francisco and watches his 
back.keywords

Literature Mystery San
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Plate, Peter. Black Wheel of Anger (episodes in history. the ruins of a city. ). San 
Francisco. 1989. Contact. 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 76 pages. 
paperback. Cover graphics by Dana F. Smith. Inventory # 26878. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - BLACK WHEEL OF ANGEL is about a radical activist, 
Tom Mooney by the anarchist writer Peter Plate who distributed his books free of 
charge in the tradition of the Diggers: anonymous radical activist of the sixties who 
use to hand out free goods to people in San Francisco’s Golden Gate Park.

Peter Plate misspent his youth in Southern California. He swapped a life as a drug 
dealer for one as a writer. Along the way he burnt out a San Francisco cop car and 
picked landlords pockets by squatting. During his seven years spent squatting he 
taught himself to write and fight eviction notices. His first three novels BLACK 
WHEEL OF ANGER (1990), DARKNESS THROWS DOWN THE SUN (1991), and 
THE ROMANCE OF THE AMERICAN LIVING ROOM (1993) were published by 
Polygon (Scotland). Peter Plate presently lives in San Francisco and watches his 
back.
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Plate, Peter. Darkness Throws Down the Sun. Edinburgh. 1991. Polygon. 1st British
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0748661174. 135 pages. paperback. Signed by the
Author. Inventory # 27014. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It is 1969 and Sam Melville, a revolutionary in cold war 
America, has a drug habit and all the wrong friends. Plate resurrects a lost figure 
from the annals of struggle and traces Melville’s transformation into a contemporary
anarchist to his death in a prison uprising. The novel is based on the true story of the
Attica State prison revolt, the first to be shown live on U.S. television.

Peter Plate misspent his youth in Southern California. He swapped a life as a drug 
dealer for one as a writer. Along the way he burnt out a San Francisco cop car and 
picked landlords pockets by squatting. During his seven years spent squatting he 
taught himself to write and fight eviction notices. His first three novels BLACK 
WHEEL OF ANGER (1990), DARKNESS THROWS DOWN THE SUN (1991), and 
THE ROMANCE OF THE AMERICAN LIVING ROOM (1993) were published by 
Polygon (Scotland). Peter Plate presently lives in San Francisco and watches his 
back.
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Plate, Peter. One Foot Off the Gutter. San Diego. 1995. Incommunicado Press. 1st
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 1884615111. 199 pages. paperback. Signed by the
Author. Cover design by Gary Hustwit. Inventory # 27012. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The time is1996. Our narrator, Coddy, a policeman, is 
underpaid, sleep-deprived, and overweight. Coddy’s partner, Bellamy, is homeless, 
living out of their shared squad car, littering the back seat with his dirty underwear 
and empty cigarette packs. Free Box and Barbie are squatters who rob Rainbow 
Health Foods at gunpoint for something to eat. From the junkies openly shooting up
on stoops to the homeless men with their fleets of shopping carts piled high with 
garbage, Peter Plate’s Mission District is a catechism in destruction, one that doesn’t
end until someone is apprehended for an unsolved crime. A story about inner-city, 
west coast gentrification at the end of the 20th century.

Peter Plate misspent his youth in Southern California. He swapped a life as a drug 
dealer for one as a writer. Along the way he burnt out a San Francisco cop car and 
picked landlords pockets by squatting. During his seven years spent squatting he 
taught himself to write and fight eviction notices. His first three novels BLACK 
WHEEL OF ANGER (1990), DARKNESS THROWS DOWN THE SUN (1991), and 
THE ROMANCE OF THE AMERICAN LIVING ROOM (1993) were published by 
Polygon (Scotland). Peter Plate presently lives in San Francisco and watches his 
back.
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Plate, Peter. Police & Thieves. New York. 1999. Seven Stories Press. 1st Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 1888363959. 198 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author.
Inventory # 26635. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The narrator of Police and Thieves, Doojie, is a small-
time dealer who lives in a garage behind a laundromat with his two partners in 
crime. They sell dope of questionable quality at reasonable prices. But when one 
night Doojie sees a renegade cop shoot an unarmed Mexican, he knows that things
are about to change. Soon he and his buddies are running for their lives. Fast, 
ferocious, gritty, and bleak, Police and Thieves is contemporary noir at its best, and
one of the most ambitious entries in the Peter Plate canon.

Peter Plate misspent his youth in Southern California. He swapped a life as a drug 
dealer for one as a writer. Along the way he burnt out a San Francisco cop car and 
picked landlords pockets by squatting. During his seven years spent squatting he 
taught himself to write and fight eviction notices. His first three novels BLACK 
WHEEL OF ANGER (1990), DARKNESS THROWS DOWN THE SUN (1991), and 
THE ROMANCE OF THE AMERICAN LIVING ROOM (1993) were published by 
Polygon (Scotland). Peter Plate presently lives in San Francisco and watches his 
back.
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Plate, Peter. Snitch Factory. San Diego. 1997. Incommunicado Press. 1st Edition. 
Very Good in Wrappers. 1888277025. 183 pages. paperback. Signed by the Author.
Cover design by Gary Hustwit. Inventory # 27013. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The media calls it the most unpopular topic in America 
today: welfare. Every other person in San Francisco is on the dole. Pregnant 
teenage welfare mothers in orange nylon vests sweep the streets in ‘work-fare’ 
programs. Developmental disabled couples rob banks. The trickle-down theory has
dried up in the city’s Mission district. Winos. crack hippies, homeless guys with 
shopping carts, and refugees from every other city in the nation are now ‘clients’ 
demanding food stamps at the DSS. Enter Charlene Hassler: social worker. She’s 
become a reluctant middleman in an economic shell game. The clients are going 
postal—but before they’d turn on themselves, they would bite the hand that refused 
to feed them. ‘Plate’s writing brings life to the desert called American publishing.’ —
American Book Review. ‘Plate describes San Francisco with the careful eyes of an 
insider and without judgement. His work includes violence and sex, not gratuitous, 
but always necessary as we go deeper into this human darkness of our 
contemporary struggle. Peter Plate is one of the most intriguing novelists writing 
now.’ - Review of Contemporary Fiction.

Peter Plate misspent his youth in Southern California. He swapped a life as a drug 
dealer for one as a writer. Along the way he burnt out a San Francisco cop car and 
picked landlords pockets by squatting. During his seven years spent squatting he 
taught himself to write and fight eviction notices. His first three novels BLACK 
WHEEL OF ANGER (1990), DARKNESS THROWS DOWN THE SUN (1991), and 
THE ROMANCE OF THE AMERICAN LIVING ROOM (1993) were published by 
Polygon (Scotland). Peter Plate presently lives in San Francisco and watches his 
back.
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Plato. The Last Days of Socrates. New York. 1971. Penguin Books. Reprinted 
Penguin Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0140440372. 
Translated from the Greek & With An Introduction by Hugh Tredennick. 200 pages.
paperback. The cover shows the head of Plato by Silanion, fourth century B.C., in 
the Louvre (Snark International). Inventory # 29211. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The trial and condemnation of Socrates (469-399 B.C.),
on charges of heresy and corrupting the minds of the young, forms one of the most 
tragic episodes in the history of Athens in decline. In the four works which compose 
this volume - EUTHYPHRO, THE APOLOGY, CRITO, and PHAEDO - Plato, his 
most devoted disciple, has preserved for us the essence of his teaching and the 
logical system of question and answer he perfected in order to define the nature of 
virtue and knowledge. The vindication of Socrates and the pathos of his death are 
admirably conveyed in fHugh Tredennick’s modern translation.

Plato (c.427-347 BC) stands with Socrates and Aristotle as one of the shapers of the
whole intellectual tradition of the West. He founded the Athenian Academy, the first
permanent institution devoted to philosophical research and teaching, and the 
prototype of all Western universities.
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Plautus. Rome and the Mysterious Orient: Three Plays By Plautus. Berkeley. 2005.
University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0520242750. Translated from the Latin & With An Introduction & Notes by Amy 
Richlin. 289 pages. paperback. Inventory # 36205. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Still funny after two thousand years, the Roman 
playwright Plautus wrote around 200 B.C.E., a period when Rome was fighting 
neighbors on all fronts, including North Africa and the Near East. These three plays-
originally written for a wartime audience of refugees, POWs, soldiers and veterans,
exiles, immigrants, people newly enslaved in the wars, and citizens-tap into the mix
of fear, loathing, and curiosity with which cultures, particularly Western and Eastern
cultures, often view each other, always a productive source of comedy. These 
current, accessible, and accurate translations have replaced terms meaningful only 
to their original audience, such as references to Roman gods, with a hilarious, 
inspired sampling of American popular culture-from songs to movie stars to slang. 
Matching the original Latin line for line, this volume captures the full exuberance of 
Plautus’s street language, bursting with puns, learned allusions, ethnic slurs, dirty 
jokes, and profanities, as it brings three rarely translated works-Weevil (Curculio), 
Iran Man (Persa), and Towelheads (Poenulus)--to a wide contemporary audience. 
Richlin’s erudite introduction sets these plays within the context of the long history of
East-West conflict and illuminates the role played by comedy and performance in 
imperialism and colonialism. She has also provided detailed and wide-ranging 
contextual introductions to the individual plays, as well as extensive notes, which, 
together with these superb and provocative translations, will bring Plautus alive for a
new generation of readers and actors.

Titus Maccius Plautus (c. 254 – 184 BC), commonly known as 'Plautus', was a 
Roman playwright of the Old Latin period. His comedies are the earliest surviving 
intact works in Latin literature.
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Plimpton, George Arthur. The Education of Chaucer. New York. 1935. Oxford 
University Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Worn Dustjacket W/Some Tears & A 
Small Piece Missing From The Top Spine. 176 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
25598. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This book is based entirely on manuscripts Mr. 
Plimpton’s library. Some of these manuscripts have never been published, and they
throw a good deal of light on conditions in England at the time Chaucer lived – 
geographical knowledge as well as knowledge of the people who ruled Europe at 
that time. There are facsimiles of manuscript primers, arithmetics, and other 
educational manuscripts in use, and of manuscripts referred to in Chaucer’s works, 
showing the sources of his material.

George Arthur Plimpton (July 13, 1855 – July 1, 1936) was an American publisher 
and philanthropist. Plimpton was born in Walpole, Massachusetts, the son of 
Priscilla Guild (Lewis) and Calvin Gay Plimpton. He was the son and grandson of 
iron manufacturers. He graduated from the Phillips Exeter Academy in 1873 and 
Amherst College in 1876. He attended Harvard Law School for a year before joining
the publishing firm of Ginn, Heath & Co., a publisher of educational textbooks later 
known as Ginn & Co., which he would eventually head. In 1928 he was an Invited 
Speaker of the ICM in Bologna. Plimpton was an avid collector of historical books 
and manuscripts, focusing on the history of education. Shortly before his death in 
1936, Plimpton donated numerous items to Columbia University's Butler Library, 
including 317 medieval and Renaissance manuscripts that made Columbia's 
collection in that area one of the most significant in the country. Plimpton was the 
author of The Education of Shakespeare and The Education of Chaucer. Plimpton 
was married to Frances Taylor Pearsons from 1892 until her death in 1900. Their 
son was Francis Taylor Pearsons Plimpton, father of author George Plimpton. In 
1917 he married Fanny Hastings, a descendant of the early colonist Thomas 
Hastings. Their children were Calvin Hastings Plimpton and Emily Plimpton.
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Plunket, Robert. My Search For Warren Harding. New York. 1983. Knopf. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394529812. 1st Novel. 277 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by JaeL Graphics. Inventory # 6148. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - What is Elliot Weiner? Well, to begin with, he’s not a 
Californian! Actually, he’s a perfectly decent, harmless, earnest Eastern fellow who 
happens to be staggering around Los Angeles under the colossal burden of a 
ponderously fatal flaw, the one that goes like this: ‘Gimme!’ And what does Elliot 
Weiner want? The long answer is the recognition of his peers as the nation’s 
foremost scholar specializing in the life and works of our twenty-ninth Chief 
Executive. In other words, three of them, Warren Gamaliel Harding. And the short 
answer? A trunk! You see, Elliot Weiner has conceived the notion that history—not 
to mention the dreary community of other students of WGH - will never forget the 
name Elliott Weiner if only he can get his hands on the contents of that trunk. The 
trouble is, the trunk resides on the floor of the impregnable bedroom of a certain 
Mrs. Rebekah Kinney, an unthinkably ancient personage whose erstwhile 
pulchritude (and irresistibly fetching ways) once brought her into a shameless 
condition of ‘friendship’ with the U.S. President in question. But why the trunk? Of 
course, the trunk! Mustn’t letters have passed between the love-struck parties? 
Letters of an unmentionably revelatory nature? Where else would these—and other
goodies—be hidden away if not in the trunk whose key Elliot Weiner has got to have
or perish trying? But, alas, it is not the once-dishy Mrs. Kinney who creeps to the 
door when Elliot Weiner comes to call, quite frenzied by the mad invention of his 
scheme. Instead, it’s the redoubtable Jonica (WGH’s granddaughter without 
portfolio?), and right behind her, as it were, half the crazies in Los Angeles County, 
all of whom seem squarely stationed between Elliot Weiner and that trunkful of juicy
Hardingiana, between Elliot Weiner and a full professorship somewhere nice like 
Yale, between Elliot Weiner and the last of his cruelly embattled sanity. How does it
all come out?

Robert Plunket is the author of My Search for Warren Harding, which was listed on 
the Guardian’s “1000 Novels Everyone Must Read” and Love Junkie.
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Plutarch. Fall of the Roman Republic. Baltimore. 1958. Penguin Books. 1st Penguin
Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Includes-
Marius/Sulla/Crassus/Pompey/Caesar/Cicero. Translated from the Latin and With an
Introduction by Rex Warner. 320 pages. paperback. L84. Inventory # 29441. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Plutarch has been called the last of the Greek classical 
historians and the first of modern biographers: six of his Lives appear in this volume
Looking back from the turn of the first century AD. he records simply and 
dramatically, in the lives of Marius and Sulla. Crassus and Cicero, Pompey and 
Caesar, that long and bloody period of foreign and civil war which marked the 
collapse of the Roman Republic and ushered in the Empire This volume forms a 
companion to Plutarch’s MAKERS OF HOME and THE RISE AND FALL OF 
ATHENS in the Penguin Classics.

Plutarch (AD c. 50-120) was a Greek writer and thinker whose Parallel Lives 
biographies have been influential since the time of the Renaissance.
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Plutarch. Makers of Rome. New York. 1977. Penguin Books. Reprinted Penguin 
Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0140441581. Includes-
Coriolanus/Fabius Maximus/Marcellus/Cato the Elder/Tiberius Gracchus/Gaius 
Gracchus/Sertorius/Brutus/Mark Antony. Translated from the Latin by Ian Scott-
Kilvert. 366 pages. paperback. The cover shows a detail from Tiepolo's painting 
'Antony and Cleopatra' in the National Gallery of Scotland (Photo Tom Scott). 
Inventory # 29216. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In his LIVES Plutarch showed himself to be not only an 
inspired portrait-painter but a social historian of lasting importance. For MAKERS OF
ROME Ian Scott-Kilvert has selected nine of the Roman lives, from the earliest years
of the Republic to the establishment of the Empire, to illustrate the courage and 
tenacity of the Romans in war and their genius for political compromise. These nine 
include the three Shakespearean heroes, Coriolanus, Brutus, and Mark Antony. This
new translation forms a companion volume to THE RISE AND FALL OF ATHENS 
and FALL OF THE ROMAN REPUBLIC, already in the Penguin Classics.

Plutarch (AD c. 50-120) was a Greek writer and thinker whose Parallel Lives 
biographies have been influential since the time of the Renaissance.
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Poe, Edgar Allan. The Book of Poe. Garden City. 1934. Doubleday Doran. Later 
Printing. Spine Slightly Faded, Otherwise Very Good.No Dustjacket. Edited & With 
Introductions by Addison Hibbard. 519 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 11675. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A book of tales, criticisms, and poems.

Edgar Allan Poe (January 19, 1809 - October 7, 1849) was an American author, 
poet, editor and literary critic, considered part of the American Romantic Movement.
Best known for his tales of mystery and the macabre, Poe was one of the earliest 
American practitioners of the short story and is considered the inventor of the 
detective-fiction genre. He is further credited with contributing to the emerging genre
of science fiction.
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Poe, Edgar Allan. The Fall of the House of Usher and Other Tales. New York. 1960.
Signet/New American Library. Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very 
Good in Wrappers. Afterword By R.P. Blackmur. 383 pages. paperback. CD29. 
Inventory # 31103. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This Signet Classic collection of Edgar Allan Poe's 
macabre stories of men caught in the clutch of mysterious or supernatural forces, 
moving irrevocably toward imminent destruction, includes: Fourteen tales of terror, 
imagination, and suspense - - THE BALLOON - HOAX, MS FOUND IN A BOTTLE,
A DESCENT INTO THE MAELSTROM, THE MURDERS IN THE RUE MORGUE, 
THE PURLOINED LETTER, THE BLACK CAT, THE FALL OF THE HOUSE OF 
USHER, THE PIT AND THE PENDULUM, THE MASQUE OF THE RED DEATH, 
THE CASK OF AMONTILLADO, THE ASSIGNATION, THE TELL - TALE HEART, 
DIDDLING, THE MAN THAT WAS USED UP, and Poe's only full - length novel, 
NARRATIVE OF A. GORDON PYM, herewith making its first appearance in a 
paperback selection of the celebrated author's work.

Edgar Allan Poe (January 19, 1809 - October 7, 1849) was an American author, 
poet, editor and literary critic, considered part of the American Romantic Movement.
Best known for his tales of mystery and the macabre, Poe was one of the earliest 
American practitioners of the short story and is considered the inventor of the 
detective-fiction genre. He is further credited with contributing to the emerging genre
of science fiction.
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Pohl, Frederik. The Case Against Tomorrow. New York. 1956. Ballantine Books. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 152 pages. paperback. 206. Inventory #
41375. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - TOMORROW. Frederik Pohl has a disconcerting habit of
turning the world on itself. In four short stories and two novelettes the results are 
hilarious, biting, provocative and startling—depending on what strange reach of the 
imagination he is exploring. For instance: Have you ever daydreamed about having
anything, absolutely anything, you wanted? Yachts, country estates, swimming-
pools, cars, luxurious foods, gowns, jewels, servants—anything you care to name. 
It’s easier than you suspect. You don’t need money. All you need—all anybody 
needs—is enough worldly goods. If this sounds ridiculous, read what happens when
robot production lines turn the world into a consumers’ paradise. It’s not impossible.
It’s not even too far off. And you’d better be ready. Not that Mr. Pohl has a grudge 
against the future, but he comes at it backwards (so to speak), thereby throwing the
present into high relief. But in any case, whether his subject is consumer goods, 
overpopulation, baseball, segregation, Mars or a wicked little ‘yes-no’ machine, 
Frederik Pohl is practically required reading for any science-fiction fan worthy of the
name, and an excellent reason for becoming one.

Frederik George Pohl, Jr. (November 26, 1919 – September 2, 2013) was an 
American science fiction writer, editor and fan, with a career spanning more than 
seventy-five years—from his first published work, the 1937 poem ‘Elegy to a Dead 
Satellite: Luna’, to the 2011 novel All the Lives He Led and articles and essays 
published in 2012. From about 1959 until 1969, Pohl edited Galaxy and its sister 
magazine If; the latter won three successive annual Hugo Awards as the year's best
professional magazine.
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Pollan, Michael. In Defense of Food: An Eater's Manifesto. New York. 2008. 
Penguin Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9781594201455. 
244 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket design by Gabriele Wilson. 
Inventory # 37693. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The companion volume to The New York Times 
bestseller The Omnivore's Dilemma. Michael Pollan's lastbook , The Omnivore's 
Dilemma, launched a national conversation about the American way of eating; now 
In Defense of Food shows us how to change it, one meal at a time. Pollan proposes
a new answer to the question of what we should eat that comes down to seven 
simple but liberating words: Eat food. Not too much. Mostly plants. Pollan's bracing 
and eloquent manifesto shows us how we can start making thoughtful food choices 
that will enrich our lives, enlarge our sense of what it means to be healthy, and bring
pleasure back to eating.

MICHAEL POLLAN is the author of three previous books: SECOND NATURE, A 
PLACE OF MY OWN, and THE BOTANY OF DESIRE, a New York Times bestseller
that was named a best book of the year by Borders, Amazon, and the American 
Booksellers Association. Pollan is a longtime contributing writer at The New York 
Times Magazine and teaches journalism at Berkeley. He lives in the Bay area with 
his wife, the painter Judith Belzer, and their son, Isaac.
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Pollan, Michael. Omnivore's Dilemma: A Natural History of Four Meals. New York. 
2006. Penguin Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1594200823.
451 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 12969. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - omnivore (n) – 1. an animal that will feed on any kind or
many different kinds of food, including both plants and animals, 2. somebody who 
has very wide interests and will read, study, or generally absorb anything that is 
available. WHAT SHOULD WE HAVE FOR DINNER? For omnivores like ourselves,
this simple question has always posed a dilemma: When you can eat just about 
anything nature (or the supermarket) has to offer, deciding what you should eat will 
inevitably stir anxiety. especially when some of the foods on offer might shorten your
life. Today, buffeted by one food fad after another, America is suffering from what 
can only be described as a national eating disorder. The omnivore's dilemma has 
returned with a vengeance, as the cornucopia of the modern American supermarket
and fast-food outlet confronts us with a bewildering and treacherous food landscape.
What's at stake in our eating choices is not only our own and our children's health, 
but the health of the environment that sustains life on earth. THE OMNIVORE'S 
DILEMMA is a groundbreaking book in which one of America's most fascinating, 
original, and elegant writers turns his own omnivorous mind to the seemingly 
straightforward question of what we should have for dinner. The question has 
confronted us since man discovered fire, but, according to Michael Pollan, the 
bestselling author of THE BOTANY OF DESIRE, how we answer it today, at the 
dawn of the twenty-first century, may well determine our very survival as a species.

MICHAEL POLLAN is the author of three previous books: SECOND NATURE, A 
PLACE OF MY OWN, and THE BOTANY OF DESIRE, a New York Times bestseller
that was named a best book of the year by Borders, Amazon, and the American 
Booksellers Association. Pollan is a longtime contributing writer at The New York 
Times Magazine and teaches journalism at Berkeley. He lives in the Bay area with 
his wife, the painter Judith Belzer, and their son, Isaac.
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Pollard, Tom. Hollywood 9/11: Superheroes, Supervillains, and Super Disasters. 
Boulder and London. 2011. Paradigm Publishers. 1st Paperback Edition. Very Good
in Wrappers. 9781594517600. 6 x 9. 224 pages. paperback. Inventory # 41215. 
$24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, and the 
subsequent U.S.- led invasions of Afghanistan in 2001 and Iraq in 2003 profoundly 
affected all aspects of society, including cinema. Or did they? Even now, years after
those horrific events, debate still rages over their impact on films. At the time many 
expected Hollywood to tamp down graphic movie violence, while others hoped that 
filmmakers would finally lay bare volatile sociopolitical issues fueling terrorist 
attacks. In fact, what has emerged is a thicket of darkly pessimistic genres including
thrillers, combat films, sci-fi, and horror that makes pre-9/11 films appear naïve and
optimistic. The 9/11 attacks affected Hollywood like few other events in U.S. history,
transforming and putting a distinctive stamp on an entire era of film history. This 
book explores this transformation, critically examining more than 100 post-9/11 films
everything from Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince to The Hurt Locker and 
putting them in context with the sociopolitical scene and the history of cinema and 
film making.

Tom Pollard is Professor of social sciences at National University in San Jose and a
documentary filmmaker whose work has appeared on BBC, the discovery channel, 
the Life network, Canadian Broadcasting system, and various PBS channels. his 
most recent book is Sex and Violence: The Hollywood Censorship Wars (Paradigm
2010) and he has coauthored with Carl Boggs The Hollywood War Machine 
(Paradigm 2007).
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Pollock, Mica. Colormute: Race Talk Dilemmas in an American School. Princeton. 
2004. Princeton University Press. 1st Paperback Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0691116954. Winner of the 2005 Critics' Choice Award, American Educational 
Studies Association. Winner of the 2005 Outstanding Book Award, American 
Educational Research Association. 288 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 34998. 
$29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This book considers in unprecedented detail one of the
most confounding questions in American racial practice: when to speak about 
people in racial terms. Viewing ‘race talk’ through the lens of a California high school
and district, Colormute draws on three years of ethnographic research on everyday 
race labeling in education. Based on the author’s experiences as a teacher as well 
as an anthropologist, it discusses the role race plays in everyday and policy talk 
about such familiar topics as discipline, achievement, curriculum reform, and 
educational inequality. Pollock illustrates the wide variations in the way speakers 
use race labels. Sometimes people use them without thinking twice; at other 
moments they avoid them at all costs or use them only in the description of 
particular situations. While a major concern of everyday race talk in schools is that 
racial descriptions will be inaccurate or inappropriate, Pollock demonstrates that 
anxiously suppressing race words (being what she terms ‘colormute’) can also 
cause educators to reproduce the very racial inequities they abhor. The book assists
readers in cultivating a greater understanding of the pitfalls and possibilities of 
everyday race talk and clarifies previously murky discussions of ‘colorblindness.’ By
bridging the gap between theory and practice, Colormute will be enormously helpful 
in fostering ongoing conversations about dismantling racial inequality in America.

Mica Pollock is Assistant Professor at the Harvard Graduate School of Education. 
She previously also worked in the U.S. Department of Education’s Office for Civil 
Rights.
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Polya, G. How To Solve It: A New Aspect of Mathematical Method. Princeton. 2004.
Princeton University Press. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
069111966x. With a New Foreword by John Conway. 288 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 34999. $16.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - How to Solve It, by eminent mathematician G. Polya, will
show anyone in any field how to think straight. In lucid and appealing prose, Polya 
reveals how the mathematical method of demonstrating a proof or finding an 
unknown can be of help in attacking any problem that can be ‘reasoned’ out—from 
building a bridge to winning a game of anagrams. Generations of readers have 
relished Polya’s deft—indeed, brilliant—instructions on stripping away irrelevancies
and going straight to the heart of the problem. In this best-selling classic, George 
Pólya revealed how the mathematical method of demonstrating a proof or finding an
unknown can be of help in attacking any problem that can be ‘reasoned’ out—from 
building a bridge to winning a game of anagrams. Generations of readers have 
relished Pólya’s deft instructions on stripping away irrelevancies and going straight 
to the heart of a problem. How to Solve It popularized heuristics, the art and science
of discovery and invention. It has been in print continuously since 1945 and has 
been translated into twenty-three different languages. Pólya was one of the most 
influential mathematicians of the twentieth century. He made important contributions
to a great variety of mathematical research: from complex analysis to mathematical
physics, number theory, probability, geometry, astronomy, and combinatorics. He 
was also an extraordinary teacher—he taught until he was ninety—and maintained a
strong interest in pedagogical matters throughout his long career. In addition to How
to Solve It, he published a two-volume work on the topic of problem solving, 
Mathematics of Plausible Reasoning, also with Princeton. Pólya is one of the most 
frequently quoted mathematicians.

George Pólya (December 13, 1887 – September 7, 1985) was a Hungarian 
mathematician. He was a professor of mathematics from 1914 to 1940 at ETH 
Zürich and from 1940 to 1953 at Stanford University. He made fundamental 
contributions to combinatorics, number theory, numerical analysis and probability 
theory. He is also noted for his work in heuristics and mathematics education.
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Pomerance, Murray. Michelangelo Red Antonioni Blue: eight Reflections on Cinema.
Berkeley. 2011. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 9780520266865. 12 color illustrations. 304 pages. paperback. Inventory
# 5906. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Michelangelo Antonioni, who died in 2007, was one of 
cinema’s greatest modernist filmmakers. The films in his black and white trilogy of 
the early 1960s - L’avventura, La Notte, L‘eclisse—are justly celebrated for their 
influential, gorgeously austere style. But in this book, Murray Pomerance 
demonstrates why the color films that followed are, in fact, Antonioni’s greatest 
works. Writing in an accessible style that evokes Antonioni’s expansive use of 
space, Pomerance discusses The Red Desert, Blow-Up, Professione: Reporter (The
Passenger), Zabriskie Point, Identification of a Woman, The Mystery of Oberwald, 
Beyond the Clouds, and The Dangerous Thread of Things to analyze the director’s 
subtle and complex use of color. Infusing his open-ended inquiry with both scholarly
and personal reflection, Pomerance evokes the full range of sensation, nuance, and
equivocation that became Antonioni’s signature.

Murray Pomerance is Professor of Sociology and Media Studies at Ryerson 
University.
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Pomerantz, Gary M. Where Peachtree Meets Sweet Auburn. New York. 1996. 
Scribner. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684807173. 656 pages. hardcover.
Jacket design by Evan Gaffney. Jacket photograph by Grant Peterson. Inventory # 
22119. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The intersection of Peachtree Street, historically the 
residential and commercial street of Atlanta’s white elite, and Sweet Auburn, the 
spiritual main street of Atlanta’s black community, mirrors the often separate but 
mutually dependent worlds of whites and blacks in this southern city. In Where 
Peachtree Meets Sweet Auburn, Gary M. Pomerantz, a reporter for the Atlanta 
Journal-Constitution, traces five generations of two families - the Allens, descended 
from slave owners, and the Dobbses, from slaves. These families produced the two
most influential mayors of the modern South, Ivan Allen, Jr., and Maynard Jackson,
Jr. Through hundreds of interviews and five years of painstaking research, 
Pomerantz shows how the families rose to social, economic, and political 
prominence. But he also demonstrates how their intersecting lives paralleled the 
shifting relations between Atlanta’s blacks and whites as the city grew to become the
capital of the New South. It is a representative story of the transformation of a city 
and the entire South.

Gary M. Pomerantz is an American journalist and nonfiction author who lectures in 
the graduate program in journalism at Stanford University
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Ponce De Leon, Napoleon Baccino. Five Black Ships: A Novel of Magellan. New 
York. 1994. Harcourt Brace & Company. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0151562962. Translated from the Spanish by Nick Caistor. 347 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket art: The World Map of Cantino (detail), anonymous, 1502. Inset 
panel: Fragment of a maritime chart by Cuillaume Le Testu, sixteenth century. 
Jacket design by Vaughn Andrews. Inventory # 25635. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In rich, sensuous, robust prose, with earthy humor and 
stunning poetry, Napoleon Baccino Ponce de Leon, a new writer from Uruguay, 
spins a yarn of men and ships. Of fog, jungle mazes, thirst, fear, illness, scorching 
sun, icy winds, bad omens, mutiny, and madness. A tale of the real men behind 
history’s list of names. Of homesickness, loneliness, and the need for women, who 
belong to the land, not the sea. And as Juanillo, the fool of the fleet, jokes and sings
and plays his thousand tricks to beguile the sailors and don Fernando, his master-
making irreverent asides about monarchs and the cruelty of power-he brings to us 
all the sights and sounds and smells of the voyage. The beating of the waves 
against the hull, the creaking of the boards, men hanging from the rigging like rag 
dolls, iron and bronze fittings covered with verdigris, seaweed dark and soft as 
moss, giant crabs that glint blue like sword blades in moonlight, fish like jewels, and 
the sad howling of sea lions on deserted coasts of gray rock. A marvelous novel 
about the first circumnavigation of the globe, about explorers who face suffering and
death, and about the life-giving power of the imagination.

Napoleón Baccino Ponce de León (Montevideo, Uruguay, 1947) is a Uruguayan 
writer. In 1989 he won the Casa de las Américas Prize for his novel Maluco. The 
novel of the discoverers. Napoleón Baccino devoted time to teaching and then 
worked as a columnist.
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Poppick, Daniel. The Police. Richmond. 2017. Omnidawn Publishing. Advance 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430342. 136 pages. 
paperback. Inventory #  44219. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - "We are the coast of technology," and Daniel Poppick's 
debut tracks the signal coming in towards shore. Charged with an electric syntax, 
haunted by lyric history, and "gripped in gravity's mood," the poems in The Police 
ask: How do we navigate the miasma that we call a common language? And what is
the clumsy, mythic force dictating our movement and relations? Who granted it this 
power? As Poppick endeavors to reconcile individual desire with the demands of a 
beloved collective, he finds a radical vulnerability lurking behind the curtain in the 
theater of friendship: the speech passing between us has a life of its own, the root of
our tragicomedy and our only hope.

Daniel Poppick's work has been recognized with fellowships fromYaddo, the 
MacDowell Colony, and the Iowa Writers' Workshop, where he earned his MFA in 
2011. A graduate of Kenyon College, he has taught writing and literature at SUNY 
Purchase College, Coe College, Victoria University (New Zealand), and the 
University of Iowa. He lives in Brooklyn, where he coedits the Catenary Press
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Porcel, Baltasar. Horses Into the Night. Fayetteville. 1995. University Of Arkansas 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 155728332x. Translated from
the Catalan by John L. Getman. 169 pages. hardcover. Cover: Gail Carter. Inventory
# 24224. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Originally published in 1975, Cavalls cap a la fosca was
hailed by the public and critics alike as perhaps the most incisive Catalan novel 
since the Spanish Civil War. It was honored with four prestigious literary prizes, 
including the 1976 Spanish Literary Critics' Award. Horses into the Night, while firmly
set in the postmodernist 'magical realism' strain, remains entertaining and 
accessible; the narrator's search for his roots - especially for his father - among the
myths, stories, lies, and truths of his family and hometown, strikes a universal chord.
As the plot becomes increasingly textured with piracy, smuggling, the Inquisition, 
morbid familial relationships, eroticism, and occult occurrences, it is all but 
impossible to resist this epic story described by El Pais as a 'Mediterranean novel 
flooded with light and bathed in darkness.'

Baltasar Porcel i Pujol (March 14, 1937 – Barcelona, July 1, 2009) was a Spanish 
writer, journalist and literary critic. His enormous legacy credited him as one of the 
greatest authors in Catalan literature from the 20th century. He was born on 14 
March 1937 in Andratx, Majorca. His catalan language works has been translated 
into Spanish, German, English, French, Italian and Vietnamese among others. He 
also won several literary prizes. As a journalist he worked in La Vanguardia, Última
Hora and Catalunya Ràdio. Since 1960 he lived in both Barcelona and Majorca. He
was the president of the Catalan Institute for the Mediterranean since 1989 to 2000.
In 2002 we won the National prize of Literature of Catalonia and in 2007 the Premi 
d'Honor de les Lletres Catalanes. He also received in Italy the Bocaccio Prize, in 
France the Prix Méditerranée and in the United States the Critic's Choice. He was 
married with the Valencian writer Concha Alós, Spanish translator of some of his 
works. Porcel died on 1 July 2009 at the age of 72 after several years battling 
cancer.
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Porcel, Baltasar. Horses Into the Night. Fayetteville. 1995. University Of Arkansas 
Press. 1st American Edition. Price Sticker Mark On Front Endpaper, Otherwise Very
Good in Dustjacket. 155728332x. Translated from the Catalan by John L. Getman. 
169 pages. hardcover. Cover: Gail Carter. Inventory # 29476. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Originally published in 1975, Cavalls cap a la fosca was
hailed by the public and critics alike as perhaps the most incisive Catalan novel 
since the Spanish Civil War. It was honored with four prestigious literary prizes, 
including the 1976 Spanish Literary Critics' Award. Horses into the Night, while firmly
set in the postmodernist 'magical realism' strain, remains entertaining and 
accessible; the narrator's search for his roots - especially for his father - among the
myths, stories, lies, and truths of his family and hometown, strikes a universal chord.
As the plot becomes increasingly textured with piracy, smuggling, the Inquisition, 
morbid familial relationships, eroticism, and occult occurrences, it is all but 
impossible to resist this epic story described by El Pais as a 'Mediterranean novel 
flooded with light and bathed in darkness.'

Baltasar Porcel i Pujol (March 14, 1937 – Barcelona, July 1, 2009) was a Spanish 
writer, journalist and literary critic. His enormous legacy credited him as one of the 
greatest authors in Catalan literature from the 20th century. He was born on 14 
March 1937 in Andratx, Majorca. His catalan language works has been translated 
into Spanish, German, English, French, Italian and Vietnamese among others. He 
also won several literary prizes. As a journalist he worked in La Vanguardia, Última
Hora and Catalunya Ràdio. Since 1960 he lived in both Barcelona and Majorca. He
was the president of the Catalan Institute for the Mediterranean since 1989 to 2000.
In 2002 we won the National prize of Literature of Catalonia and in 2007 the Premi 
d'Honor de les Lletres Catalanes. He also received in Italy the Bocaccio Prize, in 
France the Prix Méditerranée and in the United States the Critic's Choice. He was 
married with the Valencian writer Concha Alós, Spanish translator of some of his 
works. Porcel died on 1 July 2009 at the age of 72 after several years battling 
cancer.
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Porter, Connie. All-Bright Court. Boston. 1991. Houghton Mifflin. 1st Printing. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 039553271x. 1st Novel. 224 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
25641. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Set in a colorfully painted but crumbling housing project 
near a Buffalo, New York, steel mill, this 'novel full of wisdom, grace and 
poetry' (Newsday) traces two decades in the lives of the project's residents. At the 
heart of this collective portrait is the Taylor family: Sam, Mary Kate, and their five 
children. For the Taylors and their neighbors, this is a time of tremendous optimism.
The oldest boy, Mikey, shows special promise at school. Sam eats alongside his 
white coworkers at the local diner after his shift in the mill's inferno. The door to the
white world seems to be opening. But time fades optimism: the steel industry falters,
men lose their jobs. Mikey learns to distrust hope. The miracle of this heartbreaking
story is its warmth in the face of tragic disappointment. All-Bright Court illuminates 
the dignity, faith, and humor that enable people to endure a world bound by 
devastating reality.

Connie Rose Porter is an African-American writer of young-adult books, and a 
teacher of creative writing. Porter is best known for her contribution to the American
Girl Collection Series as the author of the Addy books: six of her Addy books have 
gone on to sell more than 3 million copies.
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Porter, Katherine Anne. Ship of Fools. Boston. 1962. Atlantic/Little Brown. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 497 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Rob Howard. Inventory # 3431. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The title of this book is a translation from the German of
Das Narrenschiff, a moral allegory by Sebastian Brant. The author read it in Basel in
the summer of 1932 when she had still vividly in mind the impressions of her fist 
voyage to Europe. She took for her own this simple almost universal image of the 
ship of this world on its voyage to eternity.

Katherine Anne Porter (May 15, 1890 – September 18, 1980) was a Pulitzer Prize-
winning American journalist, essayist, short story writer, novelist, and political 
activist. Her 1962 novel Ship of Fools was the best-selling novel in America that 
year, but her short stories received much more critical acclaim. She is known for her
penetrating insight; her work deals with dark themes such as betrayal, death and the
origin of human evil.
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Porton, Richard. Film and the Anarchist Imagination. London. 1999. Verso. 1st 
Edition. Fine. No Dustjacket. 1859847021. 320 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
28451. $47.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Bearded bomb-throwers, self-indulgent nihilists, 
dangerous subversives-these characteristic cliches of anarchists in the popular 
imagination are often reproduced in the cinema. In Film and the Anarchist 
Imagination, the first comprehensive survey of anarchism in film, Richard Porton 
deconstructs such stereotypes while offering an authoritative account of films 
featuring anarchist characters and motifs. From the early cinema of Griffith and 
René Clair, to the work of Godard, Lina Wertmuller, Lizzie Borden and Ken Loach, 
Porton analyzes portrayals of anarchism in film, presenting commentaries and 
critiques of such classics as Zéro de Conduite, Vivre sa Vie, and Love and Anarchy.
In addition, he provides an excellent guide to the complex traditions of anarchist 
thought, from Bakunin and Kropotkin to Emma Goldman and Murray Bookchin, 
disclosing a rich historical legacy that encompasses the Paris Commune, the 
Haymarket martyrs, the anarcho-syndicalists of the Spanish Civil War, as well as 
more familiar contemporary avatars like the Situationists and the enragés of May 68.

Richard Porton is one of Cineaste magazine’s editors and has written on film for 
Cinema Scope, The Daily Beast, and Sight & Sound.
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Posner, Gerald L. Warlords of Crime: Chinese Secret Societies-The New Mafia. 
London. 1989. MacDonald/Queen Anne Press. 1st British Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0356175197. 288 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 27425. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A relentless new criminal organization is spreading 
across the United States like a pestilence. They have muscled aside the Mafia and 
now dominate the multi-billion dollar world herion trade. This is the first book to 
expose this startling phenomenon.

Gerald Leo Posner (born May 20, 1954) is an American investigative journalist and 
author of twelve books, including Case Closed: Lee Harvey Oswald and the 
Assassination of JFK (1993), which explores the John F. Kennedy assassination, 
and Killing the Dream: James Earl Ray and the Assassination of Martin Luther King,
Jr. (1998), about the assassination of Martin Luther King, Jr. A plagiarism scandal 
involving his articles and books arose in 2010. In 2015, the Chicago Tribune called 
Posner "a merciless pitbull of an investigator."
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Posse, Abel. Daimon. New York. 1992. Atheneum. 1st American Edition. Very Good
in Dustjacket. 0689121237. Translated from the Spanish by Sarah Arvio. 277 pages.
hardcover. Jacket design (c) 1992 by Gloria Adelson/Lulu Graphics Tr. #1411(3)-
Lienzo de Tlaxcala. Inventory # 25550. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Abel Posse's novel THE DOGS OF PARADISE is about
Columbus, and in DAIMON, Posse continues his trilogy about the early encounters 
between Europeans and his native continent in a book about Lope de Aguirre, one 
of the most rapacious conquistadores. Aguirre was one of Pizarro’s lieutenants in 
the conquest of Peru. At a critical moment on an expedition in the Amazon he threw
over everything that was valuable to him, slaying his comrades (including his fifteen-
year-old daughter), betraying his commander, his king, and even his God to 
establish ‘the first free territory of America,’ the Marañón Empire. From his jungle 
fastness Aguirre dreamed of seizing Peru, reconquering Spain, and taking over the
world. Cruel, amoral, believing ‘solely in the will to power, the revels of war, the heat
of delirium,’ Aguirre in real life was unable to realize his brutal ambitions. But in this
brilliant reimagining of his story, we see an Aguirre who lived on after death, aging 
and suffering in the Eternal Return, with profound implications for both the Old World
and the New. Baroque, erotic, surreal, and profoundly ironic, DAIMON is fully the 
equal of Abel Posse’s The Dogs of Paradise, which the San Francisco Chronicle 
described as ‘astonishing in its inventiveness, richness of historical detail, and 
vividness of description.’

Abel Parentini Posse, born Córdoba, Argentina, on 7 January 1934, is an Argentine
diplomat and writer. He was designated at a diplomatic mission in Venice by 
Alejandro Agustín Lanusse in 1973 and hold similar offices during the following 
Argentine governments, both military and civilian. He was briefly considered as a 
possible foreign minister of Néstor Kirchner by the beginning of his mandate in 2003,
but the role was finally designated to Rafael Bielsa. Posse's 1983 work Los perros 
del paraíso won the Venezuelan Rómulo Gallegos Prize.
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Potter, Beatrix (Read by Meryl Streep). The Tale of Mr. Jeremy Fisher. New York. 
Rabbit Ears/Simon & Schuster. Hardcover book with audio cassette. Very Good in 
Hardcover and Slipcase. 0887080952. Illustrated by David Jorgensen. Music by Lyle
Mays. 4 Years. 32 pages. hardcover with cassette. Inventory # 43742. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A frog fishing from his lily pad boat doesn't catch any 
fish, but one catches him.

Helen Beatrix Potter (28 July 1866 – 22 December 1943) was an English author, 
illustrator, natural scientist and conservationist best known for her imaginative 
children's books, featuring animals such as those in The Tale of Peter Rabbit, which
celebrated the British landscape and country life. Born into a wealthy Unitarian 
family, Potter, along with her younger brother Walter Bertram (1872–1918), grew up
with few friends outside her large extended family. Her parents were artistic, 
interested in nature and enjoyed the countryside. As children, Beatrix and Bertram 
had numerous small animals as pets which they observed closely and drew 
endlessly.
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Potter, Beatrix. Beatrix Potter's Nursery Rhyme Book. New York. 1984. Frederick 
Warne & Company. Reprinted Hardcover Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0723242496. Illustrated by Beatrix Potter. 41 pages. hardcover. Cover iIllustration by
Beatrix Potter. Inventory # 12064. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Beatrix Potter loved traditional rhymes and riddles, and 
she wove them into her Tales whenever she could. This beautifully designed new 
edition features many nursery rhymes taken from her books, and some which were 
intended to be published but which were dropped for reasons of space, or because 
the book itself was never completed. Verses from the privately printed edition of The
Tailor of Gloucester and rhymes for the early 1905 edition of Appley Dapply’s 
Nursery Rhymes which was never finished, rub shoulders with better-known 
favourites from the 1917 edition of Appley Dapply’s Nursery Rhymes, and more 
familiar rhymes and riddles from Cecily Parsley’s Nursery Rhymes, The Tale of Mrs
Tiggy-Winkle, The Tale of Timmy Tiptoes, The Tale of Pigling Bland, and The Tale 
of Squirrel Nutkin. Some of the rhymes are traditional, quoted from Haliwell if Beatrix
Potter’s reference was too scanty; some are Beatrix Potter’s special adaptions; 
others are Beatrix Potter’s originals. Beatrix Potter’s exquisite sketches and 
watercolours perfectly complement the rhymes, and make the book an ideal gift for 
any child. Taking advantage of the latest advances in printing technology` and 
expertise, her artwork is reproduced here with a quality and a degree of authenticity
never before attainable in print.

Helen Beatrix Potter (28 July 1866 – 22 December 1943) was an English author, 
illustrator, natural scientist and conservationist best known for her imaginative 
children's books, featuring animals such as those in The Tale of Peter Rabbit, which
celebrated the British landscape and country life. Born into a wealthy Unitarian 
family, Potter, along with her younger brother Walter Bertram (1872–1918), grew up
with few friends outside her large extended family. Her parents were artistic, 
interested in nature and enjoyed the countryside. As children, Beatrix and Bertram 
had numerous small animals as pets which they observed closely and drew 
endlessly.
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Potter, Dennis. The Singing Detective. London. 1986. Faber & Faber. 1st Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0571146317. 250 pages. hardcover. Cover design by 
Carroll, Dempsey & Thirkell Limited. Photographs of Michael Gambon as Marlow in
The Singing Detective by David Edwards. Inventory # 10277. $100

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is the unabridged original text of Dennis Potter’s six-
part television serial. The narrative counterpoints life in a hospital ward of a writer 
crippled by a horrific skin disease with the plot of his atmospheric thriller to the point
where fantasy and reality seem to exchange places. The result is the most painful 
and disturbing screen drama of 1986. The cast includes Michael Gambon, Bill 
Paterson and Joanne Whalley.

Dennis Christopher George Potter (17 May 1935 – 7 June 1994) was an English 
television dramatist, screenwriter and journalist. His work in television drama began
with contributions to BBC television's The Wednesday Play anthology series from 
1965, and continued for the next thirty years. His BBC TV serial The Singing 
Detective (1986) was particularly well received. This work and many of his television
dramas mixed fantasy and reality, the personal and the social and often used 
themes and images from popular culture. A sufferer from psoriatic arthropathy for 
most of his adult life, Potter made regular public pronouncements on issues dear to
him.
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Potts, Jean. The Man With the Cane. New York. 1961. Berkley Medallion. 1st 
Berkley Paperback Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers With a Piece Coming Off Near
The Bottom Spine. 160 pages. paperback. G530. Inventory # 37210. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Fear gripped their lives the day they met. The fourth 
novel by the author of ‘Go, Lovely Rose,’ which won an Edgar (best first crime novel)
in 1954.

Jean Catherine Potts (November 17, 1910 – November 10, 1999) was an American
award winning mystery novelist. Potts was born in St. Paul, Nebraska, graduated 
from St. Paul High School, studied at the Denver Women’s College, and graduated 
from Nebraska Wesleyan University. Potts worked as a journalist in St. Paul before
moving to New York where she continued her writing. Her stories appeared in 
various magazines including Ellery Queen, Alfred Hitchcock's Mystery Magazine, 
and Woman's Day. She died in New York in 1999.
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Potts, Randall. Collision Center. Oakland. 1994. O Books. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Wrappers. 188202219x. 68 pages. paperback. Signed by the Author.
Cover: Bruce O'Connor. Inventory # 32158. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Poetry. 'In Randall Potts' poems, nature and language 
collide, and then proceed, each having been transformed by the other. The result is
a kind of prayer and a kind of scream, as we witness the newly manifest being 
carried away on the stark clarities of his lines, 'watchlessly dis-figuring/what remains
to be seen.' There is gratitude and there is terror: here they embrace'--Ann 
Lauterbach.

Randall Potts is the author of a previous collection of poems, Collision Center, 
published by O Books in 1994 and a chapbook, Recant: (A Revision), published by 
Leave Books in 1994. His poems have appeared in American Poetry Review, the 
Antioch Review, Colorado Review, Denver Quarterly, Five Fingers Review, Iowa 
Review, Jung Journal: Culture & Psyche, The West Marin Review, Unsplendid and 
other publications. He attended the Iowa Writer’s Workshop and has taught creative
writing at the graduate and undergraduate levels at the University of San Francisco
and California College of the Arts. He volunteered as an intern at a wildlife 
rehabilitation hospital and worked on several oil spill responses. He lives in 
Bellingham, Washington.
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Pound, Ezra. The Letters of Ezra Pound 1907-1941. New York. 1950. Harcourt 
Brace & Company. 1st Edition. Very Good in Slightly Scuffed Boards.No Dustjacket.
Edited By D. D. Paige. hardcover. Inventory # 17747. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Includes letters from Pound William Carlos Williams, 
Alice Corbin Henderson, Harriet Monroe, Amy Lowell, H.L. Mencken, T.E. 
Lawrence, James Joyce, and others.

Ezra Weston Loomis Pound (30 October 1885 – 1 November 1972) was an 
expatriate American poet and critic who was a major figure of the early modernist 
movement. His contribution to poetry began with his development of Imagism, a 
movement derived from classical Chinese and Japanese poetry, stressing clarity, 
precision and economy of language. His best-known works include Ripostes (1912),
Hugh Selwyn Mauberley (1920) and the unfinished 120-section epic, The Cantos 
(1917–69). Working in London in the early 20th century as foreign editor of several 
American literary magazines, Pound helped discover and shape the work of 
contemporaries such as T. S. Eliot, James Joyce, Robert Frost and Ernest 
Hemingway. He was responsible for the 1915 publication of Eliot's ‘The Love Song 
of J. Alfred Prufrock‘ and the serialization from 1918 of Joyce's Ulysses.
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Powell, Patricia. A Small Gathering of Bones. Portsmouth. 1994. Heinemann. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0435989367. Caribbean Writers Series.
137 pages. paperback. Cover illustration by Jane Human. Inventory # 20698. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Dale’s passionate relationship with Nevin is foundering.
Hope and despair, jealousy and yearning battle within him. He must confront the 
antagonism of family, church and society to his homosexuality. A mysterious illness 
is threatening the gay community of late 1970s Jamaica. When Dale’s friends 
succumb to it, his own isolation increases and he is pushed towards desperate 
action. A SMALL GATHERING OF BONES explores the complexity of homosexual
experience with frankness and sensitivity. REVIEW of ME DYING TRIAL: ‘ME 
DYING TRIAL, an impressive, multigenerational first novel, is by an expatriate, still 
in her twenties, who clearly has a brilliant career ahead of her.’ – ISLANDS. 
Jamaican-born Patricia Powell teaches creative writing in the United States. Her first
novel, ME DYING TRIAL, was published in 1993.

Patricia Powell (born 1966) is a Jamaican writer. Born in Jamaica, she moved to the
United States in her late teens. She received her bachelor's degree at Wellesley 
College, and an MFA in creative writing from Brown University, where she studied 
with Michael Ondaatje, among others. She began her teaching career in 1991 in the
English Department at the University of Massachusetts Boston. In 2001, Powell was
the Briggs-Copeland Lecturer in Fiction at Harvard University. In 2003, she was 
announced as the Martin Luther King, Jr. Visiting Professor of Creative Writing at 
MIT. Most of her work is not autobiographical, but explores personal themes of 
rejection, displacement, and healing through the lives of highly varied characters, 
ranging from a gay Jamaican man dying of AIDS, to a cross-dressing Chinese 
woman immigrant to Jamaica, to Nanny, a heroine of Jamaican independence.
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Powell, Patricia. Me Dying Trial. Portsmouth. 1993. Heinemann. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0435989359. Caribbean Writers Series. 192 pages.
paperback. Cover illustration by Jane Human. Inventory # 16649. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Gwennie lives in a sleepy rural Jamaican backwater. 
Weighed down by a wayward brood of children and trapped in her unhappy 
marriage to Walter, she seeks solace in the company of her friends. Soon she is 
faced with a hard choice: does she flee from her past and the everyday cruelties of 
family life, or is she to remain a victim of her sense of duty? ME DYING TRIAL is a 
poignant tale of a woman’s response to sudden change. It combines lightness and 
joie de vivre with an infinite sadness. Jamaican-born Patricia Powell teaches 
creative writing in the United States.

Patricia Powell (born 1966) is a Jamaican writer. Born in Jamaica, she moved to the
United States in her late teens. She received her bachelor's degree at Wellesley 
College, and an MFA in creative writing from Brown University, where she studied 
with Michael Ondaatje, among others. She began her teaching career in 1991 in the
English Department at the University of Massachusetts Boston. In 2001, Powell was
the Briggs-Copeland Lecturer in Fiction at Harvard University. In 2003, she was 
announced as the Martin Luther King, Jr. Visiting Professor of Creative Writing at 
MIT. Most of her work is not autobiographical, but explores personal themes of 
rejection, displacement, and healing through the lives of highly varied characters, 
ranging from a gay Jamaican man dying of AIDS, to a cross-dressing Chinese 
woman immigrant to Jamaica, to Nanny, a heroine of Jamaican independence.keywords
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Powell, Patricia. The Pagoda. New York. 1998. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. Remainder Mark On Bottom Edge. 0679454896. 245 pages. 
hardcover. Cover: Alan Chan Design Company. Inventory # 31549. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Mr. Lowe lives the simple and happy life of a 
shopkeeper. A Chinese immigrant to Jamaica in the 1890s, Lowe revels in the lush
beauty of his adoptive land. But the past confronts Lowe in everything he does, and
so his history reveals itself-the tale of his exile from China, his shipboard 
adventures, an unwanted pregnancy and the arrangement that was made to avoid 
scandal. The arrangement placed Lowe in a marriage of convenience with a 
mysterious widow, Miss Sylvie. Lowe and Sylvie's relationship is complex, vivid, 
erotic, and full of secrets. Sylvie is a light-skinned black woman who, in the course of
their three decades together, gives up three dark-skinned children for adoption. But
Lowe's secret is much more startling, and remarkable-Lowe is actually a woman 
who began cross-dressing to pass as a man because it was illegal for Chinese 
women to emigrate. This is the story of the destruction of a far-away world: the 
burning of Lowe's shop and the demolition of his masks; and the creation of a 
dream: the building of a pagoda where culture and the past are accepted and 
acceptable.

Patricia Powell (born 1966) is a Jamaican writer. Born in Jamaica, she moved to the
United States in her late teens. She received her bachelor's degree at Wellesley 
College, and an MFA in creative writing from Brown University, where she studied 
with Michael Ondaatje, among others. She began her teaching career in 1991 in the
English Department at the University of Massachusetts Boston. In 2001, Powell was
the Briggs-Copeland Lecturer in Fiction at Harvard University. In 2003, she was 
announced as the Martin Luther King, Jr. Visiting Professor of Creative Writing at 
MIT. Most of her work is not autobiographical, but explores personal themes of 
rejection, displacement, and healing through the lives of highly varied characters, 
ranging from a gay Jamaican man dying of AIDS, to a cross-dressing Chinese 
woman immigrant to Jamaica, to Nanny, a heroine of Jamaican independence.
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Powers, Richard Gid. Not Without Honor: The History of American Anticommunism.
New York. 1996. Free Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684824272. 
554 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Mary Schuck. Inventory # 2202. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the first full-scale history of American anticommunism,
Richard Gid Powers - author of a widely praised biography of J. Edgar Hoover - 
reminds us what this struggle was really about. Bringing to life such figures as 
Whitakker Chambers, Sidney Hook, Hamilton Fish, Roy Cohn, and Clare Booth 
Luce, Powers documents the complex history of this volatile movement - with its 
ethnic and religious antagonisms, political warfare, and ideological crusades - and 
reveals it to be not a marginal alliance of eccentrics, superpatriots, and xenophobes
but a mainstream political movement that was as varied as America itself. There 
were Jewish anticommunists, Protestants, blacks, and Catholics; there were 
Socialists, union leaders, businessmen, and conservatives; there were ex-
Communists and former fellow travelers. They quarreled among themselves about 
philosophy, tactics, and everything else except the evil of communism itself. For 
above all, Powers shows, theirs was a movement whose ideas and political 
initiatives were rooted not in ignorance and fear, but in real knowledge and 
experience of the Communist system.

Richard Gid Powers, professor of history at the College of Staten Island and 
Graduate Center, CUNY, is also the author of Secrecy and Power: The Life of J. 
Edgar Hoover.
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Powers, Thomas. The Killing of Crazy Horse. New York. 2010. Knopf. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780375414466. 569 pages. hardcover. Front-of-
jacket image - ‘Retreat of Major Marcus Reno’s Command’ (detail) by Amos Bad 
Heart Bull. Jacket design by Jason Booher. Inventory # 10908. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE KILLING OF CRAZY HORSE pieces together the 
many sources of fear and misunderstanding that resulted in an official killing hard to
distinguish from a crime. A rich cast of characters, whites and Indians alike, passes 
through this story, including Red Cloud, the chief who dominated Oglala history for 
fifty years but saw in Crazy Horse a dangerous rival; No Water and Woman Dress, 
both of whom hated Crazy Horse and schemed against him; the young interpreter 
Billy Garnett, son of a fifteen-year-old Oglala woman and a Confederate general 
killed at Gettysburg; General George Crook, who bitterly resented newspaper 
reports that he had been whipped by Crazy Horse in battle; Little Big Man, who 
betrayed Crazy Horse; Lieutenant William Philo Clark, the smart West Point 
graduate who thought he could ‘work’ Indians to do the Army’s bidding; and Fast 
Thunder, who called Crazy Horse cousin, held him the moment he was stabbed, and
then told his grandson thirty years later, ‘They tricked me! They tricked me!’ At the 
center of the story is Crazy Horse himself, the warrior of few words whom the Crow
said they knew best among the Sioux, because he always came closest to them in 
battle. No photograph of him exists today. The death of Crazy Horse was a 
traumatic event not only in Sioux but also in American history. With the Great Sioux
War as background and context, drawing on many new materials as well as 
documents in libraries and archives, Thomas Powers recounts the final months and
days of Crazy Horse’s life not to lay blame but to establish what happened.

Thomas Powers is a Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist and writer best known for his 
books on the history of intelligence organizations. Among them are INTELLIGENCE
WARS: AMERICAN SECRET HISTORY FROM HITLER TO AL-QAEDA; 
HEISENBERG’S WAR: THE SECRET HISTORY OF THE GERMAN BOMB; and 
THE MAN WHO KEPT THE SECRETS: RICHARD HELMS AND THE CIA.
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Powter, Susan. Hey Mom! I'm Hungry! Great-Tasting, Low-Fat, Easy Recipes to 
Feed Your Family. New York. Fireside/Simon & Schuster. Comb-Bound Paperback
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0684833913. 239 pages. Paperback. Inventory # 
41010. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Susan Powter answers 'What's for breakfast? What's for
dinner? What's for lunch? What can I snack on?' with 100 of the best tasting, high-
volume, low-fat recipes ever! Something sweet. Something chewy. Something for 
those nights when you didn't get to the grocery store or it's dinnertime and you don't
have a clue what to cook. These recipes have all been tested by moms and kids for 
the whole family. They're all low-fat, quick, easy, and taste soooooooo good. 
Everything you need is right here - healthy, hearty, great recipes so you'll always 
have an answer when the kids say, 'Hey, Mom! I'm hungry!'

Susan Powter (born 22 December 1957) is an Australian-born American 
motivational speaker, nutritionist, personal trainer, and author, who rose to fame in 
the 1990s with her catchphrase "Stop the Insanity!", the centerpiece of her weight-
loss infomercial. She hosted her own talk show The Susan Powter Show in the 
1990s.
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Prada, Renato. The Breach (DUSTJACKET ONLY). Garden City. 1971. Doubleday.
Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket. DUSTJACKET ONLY. JACKET BY ENCICA. 
Inventory #  44270. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET
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Prado, Benjamin. Never Shake Hands With a Left-Handed Gunman. New York. 
1999. St Martin's Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn 
Dustjacket. 0312200846. Translated from the Spanish by Kristina Cordero. 176 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Rodrigo Corral. Jacket photograph by Kathryn 
Nehra. Inventory # 26270. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - 'Never shake hands with a left-handed gunman' is one of
the many truisms offered up in this riveting and thoughtful modern noir adventure. 
Set in Barcelona, the story concerns four young people and their cabal-like 
friendship. The group's members trade stories, love, and half-baked plans for 
starting their own business giving underwater tours of the city harbor. Then their 
leader, Israel Lacasa, disappears. Enter Benjamin Prado. Like a detective filing a 
police report, Prado tackles his witnesses one by one. The novel begins just after 
Israel's disappearance as each remaining member of the group gives the author 
(who inserts himself as a character in the novel) his 'testimony' of the events leading
up to the mysterious night in question. Slowly, the life of Israel Lacasa is revealed. 
The son of a cruel and demanding father, he is left to sort out his young life when his
father dies. Bent on total self-destruction, Israel begins his own nihilistic trip toward a
certain but unknowable end. Nevertheless, he is a person who, even in his absence,
maintains a powerful, almost eerie, hold on the three disciples he's left behind. 
Cagey and unreliable, they are unable - or unwilling - to fully reconstruct and solve 
the mystery, leaving the reader, in the end, to separate truth from imagination and 
decide the conclusion of their bizarre tale.

Benjamín Prado is a Spanish novelist, essayist and poet. He was born in Madrid. He
has received several prizes for his work, including the Premio Hiperión, the Premio 
Internacional Ciudad de Melilla, the Premio Internacional Generación del 27 and the
Premio Andalucía de Novela.
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Prados, John. Presidents' Secret Wars: CIA and Pentagon Covert Operations Since
World War II. New York. 1986. Morrow. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
068805384x. 480 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by One Plus One Studio. 
Inventory # 23990. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here, for the first time, is an overview of the abilities of 
the President, the CIA, and the Pentagon to mount secret wars - operations aimed 
at altering the destinies of nations and the course of global politics. In reality, the 
National Security Act of 1947, which created the CIA, nowhere mentions covert 
operations, but merely ‘such other function and duties. affecting the national security
as the National Security Council may from time to time direct.’ In Presidents’ Secret
Wars, we see how ‘such other functions’ has come to include a range of paramilitary
techniques astonishing in both its size and scope. We see how, in the early days 
after World War II, the CIA mounted extensive operations involving partisans in the
Soviet Union and the People’s Republic of China to overthrow those governments. 
There are the successful CIA operations of the 1950s in Iran and Guatemala, where
the governments were actually brought down, but there were also the later 
embarrassing paramilitary fiascos in Cuba and Indonesia. One of the largest 
operations of today is virtually unknown: the CIA effort to aid the Tibetans in their 
struggle against the mainland Chinese. We see the phenomenal role that covert 
activities played in the Vietnam era, in Cambodia and especially in Laos, where CIA
‘paramilitary action and political manipulation attained heights never achieved before
or since.’ Also examined are the controversial actions of the Reagan era in Central 
America and Africa. Using many newly declassified documents, intelligence writer 
John Prados opens a vital window on this most secret aspect of U. S. foreign policy.
Presidents’ Secret Wars is certain to become a landmark book about U.S. 
intelligence agencies in the postwar era.

John Prados received his Ph.D. from Columbia University. He is the author of The 
Soviet Estimate: U.S. intelligence and Russian Military Strength and The Sky Would
Fall: Operation Vulture: The U.S. Bombing Mission in Indochina, 1954. The creator 
of many simulation games, he lives in Washington, D. C.
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Prager, Emily. Clea & Zeus Divorce. New York. 1987. Vintage Books. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 039475591x. 260 pages. paperback. Signed by the
Author. Cover design by Lorraine Louie. Cover illustration by Frank Morris. Inventory
# 31783. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It happened because of an infidelity. the question is 
whether it was his or hers. You never really know. After ten years of marriage and 
acclaim, the great Clea and Zeus are divorcing — and since all their life together has
been turned into art, so will they dramatize their divorce. In their last TV special, they
enact their glittering history and stage their final breakup. It is a brilliant performance
that hauntingly mimics the strange life duet of this famous pair the monstrous crime 
that chases Zeus deeper and deeper into laudanum dreams, the terrible trail that 
leads Clea to a leper colony in the South Pacific their bizarre entourage of Seven 
Golden Lieutenants, a Red Chinese poet and a Xhosa witch doctoress, and, overall,
Clea’s mad obsession that their show will be preempted by an atomic blast. A 
VINTAGE CONTEMPORARIES ORIGINAL.

Emily Prager is an American author and journalist. Prager grew up in Texas, 
Taiwan, and Greenwich Village, NY. She is a graduate of The Brearley School, 
Barnard College and has a Masters Degree in Applied Linguistics.
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Prakash, Gyan. Mumbai Fables: A History of an Enchanted City. Princeton. 2010. 
Princeton University Press. Uncorrected Page Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9780691142845. 50 halftones. 379 pages. paperback. Inventory # 38293. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A place of spectacle and ruin, Mumbai exemplifies the 
cosmopolitan metropolis. It is not just a big city but also a soaring vision of modern 
urban life. Millions from India and beyond, of different ethnicities, languages, and 
religions, have washed up on its shores, bringing with them their desires and 
ambitions. Mumbai Fables explores the mythic inner life of this legendary city as 
visualized by its inhabitants, journalists, planners, writers, artists, filmmakers, and 
political activists. In this remarkable cultural history of one of the world’s most 
important urban centers, Gyan Prakash unearths the stories behind its fabulous 
history, viewing Mumbai through its turning points and kaleidoscopic ideas, comic 
book heroes and famous scandals. Starting from the catastrophic floods and terrorist
attacks of recent years, Prakash reaches back to the sixteenth-century Portuguese 
conquest to reveal the stories behind Mumbai’s historic journey. He looks at 
Mumbai’s nineteenth-century development under British rule, and its twentieth-
century emergence as a fabled city on the sea, to examine its emergence as a 
symbol of opportunity and reinvention. Different layers of urban experience come to 
light as he recounts the narratives of the Nanavati murder trial and the rise and fall 
of the tabloid Blitz, and Mumbai’s transformation from the red city of trade unions 
and communists into the saffron city of the Hindu nationalist Shiv Sena. Starry-eyed
planners and elite visionaries, cynical leaders and violent politicians of the street, 
land sharks and underworld dons, jostle with ordinary citizens and poor immigrants 
as the city copes with the dashed dreams of postcolonial urban life and lurches into 
the seductions of globalization. Shedding light on the city’s past and present, 
Mumbai Fables offers an unparalleled look at this extraordinary metropolis.

Gyan Prakash is the Dayton-Stockton Professor of History at Princeton University. 
He is the author of Bonded Histories and Another Reason (Princeton).
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Prather, Richard S. Bodies in Bedlam. New York. 1958. Fawcett Gold Medal. 6th 
Fawcett Gold Medal Paperback Printing. Considerable Wear to Spine, But Book is 
Still Intact in Wrappers. Paperback Original. 158 pages. paperback. 819. Inventory #
41490. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Even for Shell Scott there were too many BODIES IN 
BEDLAM. THE POWER OF POSITIVE SLINKING - CONSTANZA CARMOCHA was
unarmed - that is, she didn’t have a gun. She didn’t need one, either. She had all the
weapons that have ruined men from time immemorial - or time immoral. One man 
had had his throat slit because of her, another was going to die. She was 
surrounded by a guy who resembled a shaved ape and looked as though he could 
pick himself up with one hand. But the hand isn’t always quicker than the private 
eye, and as sure as my name’s Shell Scott I’ll get to the bottom ‘of this affair with the
deadly dame.

Richard Scott Prather (September 9, 1921 – February 14, 2007) was an American 
mystery novelist, best known for creating the 'Shell Scott' series. He also wrote 
under the pseudonyms David Knight and Douglas Ring. Prather was born in Santa 
Ana, California and spent a year at Riverside Junior College (now Riverside 
Community College). He served in the United States Merchant Marine during World
War II, from 1942 through the end of the war in 1945. That year he married Tina 
Hager and began working as a civilian chief clerk of surplus property at March Air 
Force Base in Riverside, California. He left that job to become a full-time writer in 
1949. The first Shell Scott mystery, 'Case of the Vanishing Beauty' was published in
1950. It would be the start of a long series that numbered more than three dozen 
titles featuring the Shell Scott character. Prather had a disagreement with his 
publisher Pocket Books and sued them in 1975. He gave up writing for several years
and grew avocados.
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Prather, Richard S. Kill Him Twice. New York. 1965. Pocket Books. 1st Pocket 
Books Paperback Printing. Good in Wrappers. 185 pages. paperback. 50123. 
Inventory # 37213. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - IT'S AGAINST THE LAW IN BEVERLY HILLS - She 
drew up her legs a mite, arranged them on the divan, fluffed her skin - that is her 
skin - colored peignoir - and said, ‘I really should change into something more 
hostessy, if you've got the time.’ ‘Baby, I haven't got that much time.’ ‘The reason I 
was taking a nap - usually I don't - was because of all the excitement. Guns, and 
bullets, and a man was killed right outside my door practically.’ ‘If I were you I'd 
move.’ ‘But I'm so comfortable. Why don't you come over here instead? Did you 
hear about it, the man being killed, I mean?’ ‘I was one of the first to know.’ ‘Wasn't it
awful?’ ‘Especially in Beverly Hills,’ she said. ‘I know,’ I replied. ‘It's against the law 
in Beverly Hills!’

Richard Scott Prather (September 9, 1921 – February 14, 2007) was an American 
mystery novelist, best known for creating the 'Shell Scott' series. He also wrote 
under the pseudonyms David Knight and Douglas Ring. Prather was born in Santa 
Ana, California and spent a year at Riverside Junior College (now Riverside 
Community College). He served in the United States Merchant Marine during World
War II, from 1942 through the end of the war in 1945. That year he married Tina 
Hager and began working as a civilian chief clerk of surplus property at March Air 
Force Base in Riverside, California. He left that job to become a full-time writer in 
1949. The first Shell Scott mystery, 'Case of the Vanishing Beauty' was published in
1950. It would be the start of a long series that numbered more than three dozen 
titles featuring the Shell Scott character. Prather had a disagreement with his 
publisher Pocket Books and sued them in 1975. He gave up writing for several years
and grew avocados.
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Prather, Richard S. Strip For Murder. New York. 1956. Fawcett Gold Medal. 3rd 
Paperback Priniting. Good in Worn Wrappers With Pieces Coming Off Along The 
Spine & Tear Mark On Front Cover Near The Bottom Spine. Paperback Original. 
174 pages. paperback. 508. Inventory # 37215. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Shell Scott invades a nudist camp! THIS GORGEOUS 
TOMATO MET ME AT THE GATE. and every time she breathed I nearly went mad.
I'm Shell Scott, the guy with the eye as private as a telescope, and, man, was it 
going to come in handy in this joint! The gorgeous tomato went twitching up a path 
that broke abruptly into a big grassy square—and then my teeth began to rattle. 
Migawd, there were hundreds of them, capering joyfully around on the green. I made
a mental note to call this case The Naked Caper. I'd been hired to find a killer in a 
nudist camp and I was going to look pretty damned silly wearing nothing but my gun!

Richard Scott Prather (September 9, 1921 – February 14, 2007) was an American 
mystery novelist, best known for creating the 'Shell Scott' series. He also wrote 
under the pseudonyms David Knight and Douglas Ring. Prather was born in Santa 
Ana, California and spent a year at Riverside Junior College (now Riverside 
Community College). He served in the United States Merchant Marine during World
War II, from 1942 through the end of the war in 1945. That year he married Tina 
Hager and began working as a civilian chief clerk of surplus property at March Air 
Force Base in Riverside, California. He left that job to become a full-time writer in 
1949. The first Shell Scott mystery, 'Case of the Vanishing Beauty' was published in
1950. It would be the start of a long series that numbered more than three dozen 
titles featuring the Shell Scott character. Prather had a disagreement with his 
publisher Pocket Books and sued them in 1975. He gave up writing for several years
and grew avocados.
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Prather, Richard S. Three's a Shroud. New York. 1960. Fawcett Gold Medal. 4th 
Fawcett Gold Medal Paperback Printing. Good in Wrappers. 156 pages. paperback.
s1060. Inventory # 37216. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Three for the money - three Shell Scotts, that is - and 
each a rip-snorting caper. A torrid-paced collection from America's fastest-selling 
young writer! Man-Oh-Murder, Am I Allergic to Frails! This can be inconvenient when
your name is Shell Scott and you carry a gat and a snooper’s license – and murder 
is always creeping up on you. Take, for instance, Diane. There was a hell of a lot of
Diane for only one dame. But with her came a lot of loose –er – ends that tightened
around my neck like a velvet noose. Or Martita. She sizzled like tortillas frying – only
I’m the guy the bullets singed. An Ilona, The Hungarian Hurricane who looked as if 
she wanted to bite me. But gently. With Abandon. So chunks of me went thataway. 
It’s true what they say – I’m barely alive to tell you. One frail’s ferocious. Two’s 
double trouble. And = pardon me for croaking – THREE’S A SHROUD.

Richard Scott Prather (September 9, 1921 – February 14, 2007) was an American 
mystery novelist, best known for creating the 'Shell Scott' series. He also wrote 
under the pseudonyms David Knight and Douglas Ring. Prather was born in Santa 
Ana, California and spent a year at Riverside Junior College (now Riverside 
Community College). He served in the United States Merchant Marine during World
War II, from 1942 through the end of the war in 1945. That year he married Tina 
Hager and began working as a civilian chief clerk of surplus property at March Air 
Force Base in Riverside, California. He left that job to become a full-time writer in 
1949. The first Shell Scott mystery, 'Case of the Vanishing Beauty' was published in
1950. It would be the start of a long series that numbered more than three dozen 
titles featuring the Shell Scott character. Prather had a disagreement with his 
publisher Pocket Books and sued them in 1975. He gave up writing for several years
and grew avocados.
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Pratolini, Vasco. Two Brothers. New York. 1962. Orion Books. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Worn Dustjacket With Some Internal Stain Marks. Translated from the
Italian by Barbara Kennedy. 154 pages. hardcover. Jacket by Wladislaw Finne. 
Inventory # 23799. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is a tender and sentimental Italian story by One of 
Italy’s most respected and important writers, the author of A TALE OF POOR 
LOVERS. It tells of two brothers brought up - because of their mother’s death - in 
different homes and within diverse social strata, and their efforts to understand and 
love each other before the younger brother’s premature death. The narrator writes 
the book to his brother, evoking with remarkable simplicity and feeling their 
childhood and adolescence and ultimately lamenting that only too late did he learn to
appreciate the special qualities of a brother he long resented. Set in a Florence 
which Pratolini depicts with unusual warmth and love, this short, affectionate novel is
a deeply moving and satisfying work.

VASCO PRATOLINI was born in Florence in 1913. In 1938, together with Alfonso 
Gatto, he founded the review Campo di Marte. At the same time, his first story – 
‘The Green Carpet’ - was published. For several years, Pratolini has been 
considered one of the most important European writers. Among his works published
in the United States are A TALE OF POOR LOVERS, A HERO OF OUR TIME, THE
NAKED STREETS and THE GIRLS OF SAN FREDIANO.
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Pratt, Linda Ray. Great Plains Literature. Lincoln. 2018. University of Nebraska 
Press/Bison Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780803290709.
Discover the Great Plains - RICHARD EDWARDS, series editor. 5 x 8. 16 
photographs, 1 map, index. 174 pages. paperback. Inventory # 43457. $14.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Great Plains Literature is an exploration of influential 
literature of the Plains region in both the United States and Canada. It reflects the 
destruction of the culture of the first people who lived there, the attempts of settlers 
to conquer the land, and the tragic losses and successes of settlement that are still 
shaping our modern world of environmental threat, ethnic and racial hostilities, 
declining rural communities, and growing urban populations. In addition to featuring
writers such as Ole Edvart Rölvaag, Willa Cather, and John Neihardt, who address 
the epic stories of the past, Great Plains Literature also includes contemporary 
writers such as Louis Erdrich, Kent Haruf, Ted Kooser, Rilla Askew, N. Scott 
Momaday, and Margaret Laurence. This literature encompasses a history of 
courage and violence, aggrandizement and aggression, triumph and terror. It can 
help readers understand better how today’s threats to the environment, clashes with
Native people, struggling small towns, and rural migration to the cities reflect the 
same forces that were important in the past.

Linda Ray Pratt is a professor emeritus of English at the University of Nebraska–
Lincoln and the former executive vice president and provost of the University of 
Nebraska system. She is the author of Matthew Arnold Revisited.
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Preiss, Byron (editor). Raymond Chandler's Philip Marlowe: A Centennial 
Celebration. New York. 1988. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.
0394573277. 370 pages. hardcover. Jacket painting by Dennis Ziemienski. 
Inventory # 11055. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Authorized by the estate of the late Raymond Chandler, 
this volume reveals the missing life history and detective adventures of Philip 
Marlowe, one of the 20th century’s most enduring and beloved characters. Marlowe 
is the quintessential American detective: cynical yet idealistic; romantic yet full of 
despair; a gentleman capable of rough violence. The stories are written by some of 
the detective-mystery genre’s leading lights, including Max Allan Collins, Sara 
Paretsky, Roger L. Simon, Stuart M. Kaminsky, Robert Crais, Edward Hoch, Ed 
Gorman, Eric Van Lustbader, Loren Estleman, Simon Brett, and Joyce Harrington. 
The final story in the volume is Raymond Chandler’s last Marlowe adventure: ‘The 
Pencil.’ The stories run chronologically through the career of Marlowe, from 1935 
through 1960. These are classic Marlowe tales of betrayal, mistrust, and double-
dealing on the seamy side of Los Angeles.

Byron Preiss (April 11, 1953 – July 9, 2005) was an American writer, editor, and 
publisher. He founded and served as president of Byron Preiss Visual Publications,
and later of ibooks Inc.
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Prejean C. S. J. , Helen. Dead Man Walking: An Eyewitness Account of the Death 
Penalty in the United States. New York. 1993. Random House. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket With Indentations From A Paper-Clip At The Top 
Front. 0679403582. 192 pages. hardcover. Inscribed by the Author. Inventory # 
23610. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1982, Sister Helen Prejean became the spiritual 
advisor to Patrick Sonnier, the convicted killer of two teenagers who was sentenced
to die in the electric chair of Louisiana's Angola State Prison. In the months before 
Sonnier's death, the Roman Catholic nun came to know a man who was as terrified
as he had once been terrifying. At the same time, she came to know the families of 
the victims and the men whose job it was to execute him - men who often harbored
doubts about the rightness of what they were doing. Out of that dreadful intimacy 
comes a profoundly moving spiritual journey through our system of capital 
punishment. Confronting both the plight of the condemned and the rage of the 
bereaved, the needs of a crime-ridden society and the Christian imperative of love,
Dead Man Walking is an unprecedented look at the human consequences of the 
death penalty, a book that is both enlightening and devastating. In 1982, a Roman 
Catholic nun became the spiritual advisor to a condemned murderer who was soon
executed. Powerfully and persuasively, with a compassion that embraces not only 
the terrified killer but the families of his victims and the men who executed him, 
Prejean narrates Patrick Sonnier's walk to the electric chair.

Helen Prejean, C.S.J. is a Roman Catholic sister, a member of the Congregation of
St. Joseph based in New Orleans, and a leading American advocate for the abolition
of the death penalty. Sr. Prejean has founded the groups SURVIVE, to help families
of victims of murder and related crimes.
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Prescott, William H. The Conquest of Peru. New York. 1957. Heritage Press. 
Reprinted Edition. Very Good in Hardcover With Slightly Discolored Boards. 
Introduction by Samuel Eliot Morison. Illustrations by Everett Gee Jackson. 504 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37560. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Peru's rich culture has long fascinated scholars, with 
stories of ancient civilizations and great conquerors. History of the Conquest of Peru
details Pizarro's ferocious seizure of the Incas as it explores the ‘most brilliant 
passages of Spanish adventure in the New World.’ Published to critical praise in 
1847, this book remains the starting point for all historians -- professional and 
amateur alike.

William Hickling Prescott (May 4, 1796 – January 28, 1859) was an American 
historian and Hispanist, who is widely recognized by historiographers to have been 
the first American scientific historian. Despite suffering from serious visual 
impairment, which at times prevented him from reading or writing for himself, 
Prescott became one of the most eminent historians of 19th century America. He is
also noted for his eidetic memory. After an extensive period of study, during which 
he sporadically contributed to academic journals, Prescott specialized in late 
Renaissance Spain and the early Spanish Empire.
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Pressburger, Giorgio & Nicola. Homage To the Eighth District: Tales From 
Budapest. Columbia. 1990. Readers International. 1st American Edition. Very Good
in Dustjacket. 0930523768. Translated from the Hungarian by Gerald Moore. 134 
pages. hardcover. Cover: Jozsef Rippi-Ronai-'Father and Uncle Piacsek Drinking 
Red Wine'. Inventory # 14675. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The vibrant Jewish quarter of Budapest provides the 
setting for these stories by Hungarian twin brothers, refugees since 1956, that won 
the prestigious Italian Jesolo Prize. The Eighth District is the last great center of 
European Jewry to withstand the Nazis and Stalin as well as the crushing of the 
1957 uprising. The story of its Jews and Gypsies, peasants and marker traders, 
scholars and musicians has remained hidden until now, both to Hungarians and the
rest of the world.

Writer Giorgio Pressburger and journalist Nicola Pressburger (who died in 1985) 
were twin brothers who fled Hungary in 1956 and settled in Italy. Giorgio 
Pressburger (April 21, 1937 – October 5, 2017) was an Italian writer of novels and 
short stories. Born in Budapest, Pressburger settled in Italy in 1956, where he 
worked as a film and theatre director. He later became the Director of the Institute of
Italian Culture in Hungary. His book The Law of White Spaces was shortlisted for the
Independent Foreign Fiction Award in 1992. His other works include the novel Teeth
and Spies and the short story collection Snow and Guilt. Nicola Pressburger was 
born in Budapest in 1937. ‘The Temple of Budapest’ (Granta 32) was included in a 
collection of stories entitled Homage to the Eighth District that was published by 
Readers International in 1990. He died in 1985.
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Prestholdt, Jeremy. Domesticating the World: African Consumerism and the 
Genealogies of Globalization. Berkeley. 2008. University Of California Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520254237. Also available in cloth.
288 pages. paperback. Inventory # 36316. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This book boldly unsettles the idea of globalization as a 
recent phenomenon–and one driven solely by Western interests–by offering a 
compelling new perspective on global interconnectivity in the nineteenth century. 
Jeremy Prestholdt examines East African consumers’ changing desires for material
goods from around the world in an era of sweeping social and economic change. 
Exploring complex webs of local consumer demands that affected patterns of 
exchange and production as far away as India and the United States, the book 
challenges presumptions that Africa’s global relationships have always been 
dictated by outsiders. Full of rich and often-surprising vignettes that outline forgotten
trajectories of global trade and consumption, it powerfully demonstrates how 
contemporary globalization is foreshadowed in deep histories of intersecting and 
reciprocal relationships across vast distances.

Jeremy Prestholdt is Assistant Professor History at the University of California, San
Diego.
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Price, Reynolds. A Perfect Friend. New York. 2000. Atheneum Books For Young 
Readers. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0689830297. 168 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket illustration by Maurice Sendak. Inventory # 28249. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Ben Barks loved elephants long before he’d seen one. 
He sometimes wondered how that love started. ‘ It’s been a whole year since Ben’s
mother died, and nothing has soothed his broken heart - except thinking about 
elephants, those magnificent creatures his mother loved too. Imagining their 
awesome grace always calms him in a way that his sad father and closest friends 
never can. When a one-ring circus comes to Ben’s small town, he discovers Sala, 
an elephant who survived a wicked trainer’s abuses. And soon, their powerful bond
becomes a miraculous healer - and gives Ben renewed hope for the future.

Reynolds Price (February 1, 1933 – January 20, 2011), born Edward Reynolds 
Price, was an American poet, novelist, dramatist, essayist and James B. Duke 
Professor of English at Duke University. Apart from English literature, Price had a 
lifelong interest in Biblical scholarship. He was a member of the American Academy
of Arts and Letters.
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Price, Reynolds. Blue Calhoun. New York. 1992. Atheneum. 1 of 350 Copies 
Numbered & Signed By The Author. Fine in Slipcase. 0689121466. 373 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 20817. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘This starts with the happiest I ever was, though it 
brought down suffering on everybody near me. Short as it lasted and long ago, I’ve 
never laid it all out yet, not start to finish. But if I try and half succeed, you may wind
up understanding things, choosing a better road for yourself and maybe not blaming
the dead past but living for the here and now, each day a clean page.’ April 28, 
1956, was the day Blue Calhoun met a sixteen-year-old girl named Luna. And for 
the next three decades, their love has borne consequences of the most shattering-
and ultimately, perhaps healing-kind for everyone they know. As Blue recounts the 
years and their events for us-fervently, tenderly, knowing full well his own deep 
responsibility-we are made witnesses to a story of classic dimensions, a story of 
love and suffering, family and friendship, death and redemption.

Reynolds Price (February 1, 1933 – January 20, 2011), born Edward Reynolds 
Price, was an American poet, novelist, dramatist, essayist and James B. Duke 
Professor of English at Duke University. Apart from English literature, Price had a 
lifelong interest in Biblical scholarship. He was a member of the American Academy
of Arts and Letters.
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Price, Richard. Freedomland. New York. 1998. Broadway Books. 1st Edition. Very 
Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0767900243. 546 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
photograph by Michael Vitti. Inventory # 25354. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A white woman, her hands gashed and bloody, stumbles
into an inner-city emergency room and announces that she has just been carjacked
by a black man. But then comes the horrifying twist: Her young son was asleep in 
the back seat, and he has now disappeared into the night. So begins Richard Price’s
new novel, a tale set on the same turf - Dempsy, New Jersey - as CLOCKERS. 
Assigned to investigate the case of Brenda Martin’s missing child is detective 
Lorenzo Council, a local son of the very housing project targeted as the scene of the
crime. Under a white-hot media glare, Lorenzo launches an all-out search for the 
abducted boy, even as he quietly explores a different possibility: Does Brenda 
Martin know a lot more about her son’s disappearance than she’s admitting? Right 
behind Lorenzo is Jesse Haus, an ambitious young reporter from the city’s evening
paper. Almost immediately, Jesse suspects Brenda of hiding something. 
Relentlessly, she works her way into the distraught mother’s fragile world, 
befriending her even as she looks for the chance to break the biggest story of her 
career. As the search for the alleged carjacker intensifies, so does the simmering 
racial tension between Dempsy and its mostly white neighbor, Gannon.

Richard Price is an American novelist and screenwriter, known for the books The 
Wanderers, Clockers and Lush Life. Price's novels explore late-20th century urban 
America in a gritty, realistic manner that has brought him considerable literary 
acclaim.
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Prigogine, Ilya. The End of Certainty: Time, Chaos, & the New Laws of Nature. New
York. 1997. Free Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0684837056. 228 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Tom Stvan. Inventory # 
24160. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Prigogine presents to the general reader his profound 
break with the classical description of nature, examining the Western approach to 
time and showing that as we follow the probabilistic processes of the real world, we 
travel far beyond the dead mechanics of determinism. In expounding his argument,
he leads us on a marvelous intellectual adventure beginning with the Greeks, 
through Newtonian trajectory and deterministic chaos, and onward to the heights of
a unified formulation of quantum theory and ‘free lunch’ cosmology. His dramatic 
findings include that quantum mechanics can be extended to demonstrate time’s 
natural irreversibility, and further, he argues that time actually preceded the Big 
Bang. Prigogine deconstructs the deterministic world view, but does not champion 
the idea of an arbitrary universe of pure chance. Instead, he argues, we live in a 
world of definable probabilities where life and matter evolve continuously in the 
direction of time, and certainty itself is the illusion. Notions such as ‘self-organization’
that Prigogine introduced in previous work now take their place within a rigorous and
consistent scientific world view. As this watershed book shows, the end of certainty 
is the birth of a whole new formulation of the natural laws of both science and 
culture.

Viscount Ilya Romanovich Prigogine (25 January 1917 – 28 May 2003) was a 
physical chemist and Nobel laureate noted for his work on dissipative structures, 
complex systems, and irreversibility.
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pringle, kathryn l. obscenity for the advancement of poetry. Richmond. 2017. 
Omnidawn. Advance Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430427.
104 pages. paperback. Inventory # 43339. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - obscenity for the advancement of poetry is both 
manifesto and tragedy. It carves up the shallow misperceptions of being [queer; 
female; human; other] and exposes the viscera of perpetual becoming that is who 
we are and what we mean to each other-as individuals, as citizens, as bodies. 
Sardonic and sincere, obscenity questions your intentions-and your digressions-and
hopes you do, too.

Kathryn L. Pringle is the author of Temper & Felicity Are Lovers, fault tree, and 
RIGHT NEW BIOLOGY. Raised in Southern California and schooled in the Bay 
Area, Kathryn now makes her home in Durham, North Carolina.
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Pritchett, Michael. The Venus Tree. Iowa City. 1988. University Of Iowa Press. 1st 
Edition. Date Stamp On Bottom Edge, Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0877452202. 129 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 18435. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Set in Midwestern states, these 10 stories by the winner
of the 1988 Raymond Carver Short Fiction Award offer perspectives on lives that 
encounter and surmount life's obstacles.

Michael Pritchett is an American author best known for his novel THE 
MELANCHOLY FATE OF CAPT. LEWIS. Pritchett teaches at the University of 
Missouri in Kansas City. He is a graduate of the University of Missouri and holds a 
Masters of Fine Arts in creative writing from Warren Wilson College. He won a Dana
Award in 2000. His fiction has been antholgized in well-known journals, including 
Passages North, Natural Bridge and New Letters.
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Pritchett, V. S. A Man of Letters: Selected Essays. New York. 1986. Random House.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394549821. 305 pages. hardcover.
Inventory # 134. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A selection of his finest work over 40 years ranging from
Smollett and Peacock to Evelyn Waugh and Cyril Connelly. Also included are 
essays in major British and European authors, including Henry Fielding, Samuel 
Richardson, Laurence Sterne, Thomas Day, Walter Scott, and many others.

Sir Victor Sawdon Pritchett (also known as V. S. Pritchett, 16 December 1900 – 20
March 1997) was a British writer and literary critic. Pritchett was known particularly 
for his short stories, collated in a number of volumes. His non-fiction works include 
the memoirs A Cab at the Door (1968) and Midnight Oil (1971), and many 
collections of essays on literary biography and criticism.
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Pritchett, V. S. It May Never Happen Again and Other Stories. New York. 1947. 
Reynal & Hitchcock. 1st American Edition. Very Good. No Dustjacket. 182 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 8440. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - V. S. Pritchett is an acute observer of people and his 
sense that oddity is the norm, not the exception coupled with an understanding that
nothing in life is mundane, is what makes these stories so immensely enjoyable.

Sir Victor Sawdon Pritchett (also known as V. S. Pritchett, 16 December 1900 – 20
March 1997) was a British writer and literary critic. Pritchett was known particularly 
for his short stories, collated in a number of volumes. His non-fiction works include 
the memoirs A Cab at the Door (1968) and Midnight Oil (1971), and many 
collections of essays on literary biography and criticism.
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Pritchett, V. S. Midnight Oil. New York. 1972. Random House. 1st Edition. Very 
Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0394474759. 273 pages. hardcover. Cover design
by Joe Tully. Inventory # 295. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The second volume of V. S. Pritchett’s autobiography, a 
follow-up to A Cab at the Door, finds Pritchett in 1921 with twenty pounds in his 
pocket. The author has arrived in Paris to commence the literary career whose 
development will become the subject of Midnight Oil. The youthful Pritchett - ardent,
sensible, innocent - acquires a hat of green velour and a pair of fancy boots - items
of bohemian gear belonging to the literary generation just past. He finds work in a 
photographer’s shop, then as a salesman of glue and shellac. Later he takes on a 
line of ostrich feathers. In his free time he searches for genius in the cafés of 
Montparnasse. Genius, however, has settled elsewhere - on the Left Bank, with 
Gertude Stein and Ernest Hemingway, Sylvia Beach and James Joyce. ‘I did not 
know,’ Pritchett writes in retrospect, ‘that I was living at the center of a literary 
revolution.’ This skewed connection to the cultural moment is a key to Pritchett’s 
special genius, a consequence partly of his unfashionable upbringing, and a source
of the amazing clarity and good sense which mark his fiction as they do his critical 
writing. From Paris he goes to Ireland to cover the revolution for The Christian 
Science Monitor. There the green velour hat makes for trouble with the authorities. 
They take it to be part of the costume of the Irish Republican Army. In 1924 he 
arrives in Spain. The ingenious and sensible writer of short stories and novels, the 
marvelously lucid and sane critic discovers in the inwardness of Spain a counterpart
to and stimulus for his own inwardness. By the midpoint of his life, the character of 
the writer is established.

Sir Victor Sawdon Pritchett (also known as V. S. Pritchett, 16 December 1900 – 20
March 1997) was a British writer and literary critic. Pritchett was known particularly 
for his short stories, collated in a number of volumes. His non-fiction works include 
the memoirs A Cab at the Door (1968) and Midnight Oil (1971), and many 
collections of essays on literary biography and criticism.
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Pritchett, V. S. On the Edge of the Cliff: Short Stories. New York. 1979. Random 
House. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394504852. 179 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 6195. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A collection of 9 stories many of them dealing with the 
variety of human love in its touching and complex eccentricity. Stories include: ‘A 
Family Man’, ‘The Spanish Bed’, ‘The Wedding’, ‘The Worshippers’, ‘The Vice-
Consul’, ‘The Accompanist’, ‘Tea with Mrs. Bittell’, and ‘The Fig Tree’.

Sir Victor Sawdon Pritchett (also known as V. S. Pritchett, 16 December 1900 – 20
March 1997) was a British writer and literary critic. Pritchett was known particularly 
for his short stories, collated in a number of volumes. His non-fiction works include 
the memoirs A Cab at the Door (1968) and Midnight Oil (1971), and many 
collections of essays on literary biography and criticism.
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Pritchett, V. S. Selected Stories. New York. 1978. Random House. 1st Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0394501284. 332 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 1447. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A selection of 14 short stories, chosen by the author 
himself, from four of his previous collections. The stories in this volume include such
little masterpieces as ‘Blind Love’ and ‘The Key to My Heart’.

Sir Victor Sawdon Pritchett (also known as V. S. Pritchett, 16 December 1900 – 20
March 1997) was a British writer and literary critic. Pritchett was known particularly 
for his short stories, collated in a number of volumes. His non-fiction works include 
the memoirs A Cab at the Door (1968) and Midnight Oil (1971), and many 
collections of essays on literary biography and criticism.
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Pritchett, V. S. The Camberwell Beauty & Other Stories. New York. 1974. Random
House. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394492226. 211 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 6192. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Includes the stories - The Saint; Our Oldest Friend; The
Vice Consul; The Sailor; The Camberwell Beauty; A Debt of Honour; The Spanish 
Bed.

Sir Victor Sawdon Pritchett (also known as V. S. Pritchett, 16 December 1900 – 20
March 1997) was a British writer and literary critic. Pritchett was known particularly 
for his short stories, collated in a number of volumes. His non-fiction works include 
the memoirs A Cab at the Door (1968) and Midnight Oil (1971), and many 
collections of essays on literary biography and criticism.
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Pritchett, V. S. The Gentle Barbarian: The Life & Work of Turgenev. New York. 
1977. Random House. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394497309. 244 
pages. hardcover. Cover: Bob Silverman. Inventory # 6193. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A literary biography of the great Russian writer, Ivan 
Turgenev. According to Pritchett - ‘There has not yet been a definitive biography of 
Turgenev in any language. Much is mysterious and changeable and the life of a 
novelist who dazzled his friends by his conversation and his thousands of engaging 
letters. My own book is a portrait and, having no Russian, I have entirely relied upon
sources in English and French translation.’

Sir Victor Sawdon Pritchett (also known as V. S. Pritchett, 16 December 1900 – 20
March 1997) was a British writer and literary critic. Pritchett was known particularly 
for his short stories, collated in a number of volumes. His non-fiction works include 
the memoirs A Cab at the Door (1968) and Midnight Oil (1971), and many 
collections of essays on literary biography and criticism.
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Pritchett, V. S. The Living Novel. New York. 1947. Reynal & Hitchcock. 1st American
Edition. Penned Notes on Rear Free Endpaper, Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket.
252 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 12141. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a study unparalleled for its wit, geniality, subtlety and 
profound good sense, the distinguished English writer, V. S. Pritchett, here 
considers the novels of the past in terms of their relationships to the present. His 
survey of English writers ranges from Fielding and Smollett to Conrad and D. H. 
Lawrence, with strange and wonderful detours for such minor figures as Sheridan Le
Fanu and Thomas Day. There are also chapters on Balzac, Mérimée and Anatole 
France, and the book closes with a section devoted to Russian writers of the 
nineteenth century. Pritchett’s approach to the novel here is that of the reader, not 
the Critic; and he reveals new aspects of the great novels and the lesser. This is a 
revitalizing study by a discerning writer.

Sir Victor Sawdon Pritchett (also known as V. S. Pritchett, 16 December 1900 – 20
March 1997) was a British writer and literary critic. Pritchett was known particularly 
for his short stories, collated in a number of volumes. His non-fiction works include 
the memoirs A Cab at the Door (1968) and Midnight Oil (1971), and many 
collections of essays on literary biography and criticism.
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Pritchett, V. S. When My Girl Comes Home. New York. 1961. Knopf. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 241 pages. hardcover. Typography,
binding, and jacket design based on originals by Warren Chappell. Inventory # 6190.
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - V. S. Pritchett, an acknowledged master of the fine art of
the short story, now offers us a new collection of his tales. The long title story tells 
what happens when, after a mysterious thirteen-year absence, a dazzling and exotic
stranger returns to her lower-middle-class London home and upsets the quiet 
existence of her family. Among the other characters in Mr. Pritchett’s arrestingly 
vivid world are Charles Peacock, the chartered accountant with personality problems
and an all too famous actor brother; the window cleaner who finds a necklace and 
loses a wife; Effle, an artist, for whom love is ‘the sacred ill- ness’; and Sophie, who 
‘lives by calamity’ and finds happiness at last with an academic bore. Every one of 
these stories demonstrates Mr. Pritchett’s gift for comic invention, his eye for the 
preposterous, his sympathy with the obsessed, and his lively, rewarding curiosity 
about that area of life where respectability and eccentricity, conformity and dissent, 
are bewilderingly confused.

Sir Victor Sawdon Pritchett (also known as V. S. Pritchett, 16 December 1900 – 20
March 1997) was a British writer and literary critic. Pritchett was known particularly 
for his short stories, collated in a number of volumes. His non-fiction works include 
the memoirs A Cab at the Door (1968) and Midnight Oil (1971), and many 
collections of essays on literary biography and criticism.keywords
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Proctor, Maurice. The Pennycross Murders. New York. 1951. Avon Publications. 
Avon Paperback Edition. Internal Tape Repair, Otherwise Good in Worn Wrappers
With a Piece Coming Off Near The Bottom Spine. 190 pages. paperback. 594. 
Inventory # 37219. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Who is the Naked Killer? First one little girl’s body, then 
another, were found on the outskirts of the village. Police speedily blocked off the 
panic-stricken community, sealing in the heart-broken families of the victims along 
with the rest of the inhabitants. From Scotland Yard came Inspector Hunter. He’d 
been sent down after the first murder – and he failed to find the killer. This time he 
could not – would not fail. For the girl he had fallen in love with during that earlier 
investigation would not accept him until the cruel mystery of the murders was 
solved.

Maurice Procter (born 4 February 1906 – 1973) was an English novelist. He was 
born in Nelson, Lancashire, England. In 1927 Maurice joined the police as a 
constable in Halifax, Yorkshire. During the war Maurice was transferred from King 
Cross to Mixenden police station. In those days Mixenden was just a small village, 
so Maurice was the village bobby and he and his wife lived in the police house for 5
years. In total Maurice served in the Halifax police force for 19 years, remaining a 
constable throughout the time. Experiencing police procedure at first hand provided 
the realism in Procter's work, that many reviewers praised. He began writing fiction
whilst a serving police offer, his first book No Proud Chivalry was published in 1947
and as soon as he was earning an income from writing he resigned from the police 
force. Procter is best known for his series of police procedural novels featuring 
Detective Chief Inspector Harry Martineau of the Granchester City Police. In his 
novels Granchester was an industrial city in the north of England. Procter based the
city on Manchester. When his novel Hell Is a City (which was published in the United
States with the title Somewhere in This City) was filmed in 1960 with Stanley Baker
as Martineau, it was shot on-location in Manchester.
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Prose, Francine. Women & Children First. New York. 1988. Pantheon Books. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394565738. 229 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
9784. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Francine Prose's first collection of stories displays her gift
for revealing the mysteries and contradictions at the heart of contemporary life. A 
young woman, disappointed by her lover, discovers that ‘what you'd hoped was the
start of your life could turn out to be a scene from someone else's porn movie.’ A 
college professor is disturbed by his attraction to the physical therapist caring for his
dying father. A Manhattan gallery owner baby-sitting her infant nephew watches 
herself pretending to be her suburban housewife sister. With wit and compassion, 
Prose's collection reminds us that nothing is as we've foreseen. not even our own 
desires.

Francine Prose is the author of ten highly acclaimed works of fiction, including 
BIGFOOT DREAMS, HOUSEHOLD SAINTS, HUNTERS AND GATHERERS, 
PRIMITIVE PEOPLE, and GUIDED TOURS OF HELL. Her work has appeared in 
The New Yorker, the Atlantic Monthly, GQ, and The Paris Review; she is a 
contributing editor at Harper's, and she writes regularly on art for the Wall Street 
Journal. The recipient of numerous grants and awards, including a Guggenheim and
a Fulbright, Francine Prose is a Director's Fellow at the Center for Scholars and 
Writers at the New York Public Library. She has taught at the Iowa Writers' 
Workshop, the Sewanee Writers' Conference, and Johns Hopkins University. She 
lives in New York City.keywords
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Prospere, Susan. Sub Rosa: Poems. New York. 1992. Norton. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0393030954. 90 pages. hardcover. Cover: Sandi 
Fellman/Judith Kazdym Leeds. Inventory # 28581. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Sub Rosa? Of course, for these poems are rich in the 
secrets of emotional survival. The small balances and charms that children learn in 
their long solitude, like a light 'faint but unfailing, ' have been lovingly transformed in 
these poems to the adult world. The resulting poems are beautiful and delicate, and
have terrific resilience and strength.' - William Matthews.

The poet Susan Prospere was born March 28, 1946, in Oak Ridge, Tennessee.
Prospere’s poems have appeared in the New Yorker, The Nation, Poetry Field, 
Antaeus, and the American Scholar. She has been the recipient of the 
Nation/Discovery award, the PEN Southwest Houston Discovery award and an 
Ingram Merrill grant. Today Susan Prospere lives in Houston, Texas, where she is a
consultant/attorney for the Fort Bend County Municipal Utility District No. 25.
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Proulx, Annie. Close Range: Wyoming Stories. New York. 1999. Scribner. 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 0684852217. 283 pages. paperback. 
Cover art by William Matthews. Inventory # 26349. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Pulitzer Prize winning author Annie Proulx is one of the 
literary greats of her generation. Bestselling novels like THE SHIPPING NEWS and
POSTCARDS have been unmatched successes with critics and readers alike. Her 
latest is CLOSE RANGE , a collection of award-winning tales of the Western frontier,
of desolate expanses of land and the vast spaces between people, of love and loss
set against the endless sky. Like THE SHIPPING NEWS, it’s sure to make an 
indelible impression on each of millions of readers. Includes the award-winning 
stories ‘The Half-Skinned Steer’ and ‘Brokeback Mountain.’.

Edna Annie Proulx (born August 22, 1935) is an American journalist and author. She
has written most frequently as Annie Proulx but has also used the names E. Annie 
Proulx and E.A. Proulx. Her second novel, The Shipping News (1993), won both the
Pulitzer Prize for Fiction and the U.S. National Book Award for Fiction and was 
adapted as a 2001 film of the same name. Her short story 'Brokeback Mountain' was
adapted as an Academy Award, BAFTA and Golden Globe Award-winning major 
motion picture released in 2005. She won the PEN/Faulkner Award for Fiction for 
her first novel, Postcards.
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Proulx, E. Annie. Accordion Crimes. New York. 1996. Scribner. 1 of 2500 Copies 
Numbered & Signed By The Author. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684833115. 381 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by John Fontana. Inventory # 22316. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - E. Annie Proulx’s ACCORDION CRIMES is a 
masterpiece of storytelling that spans a century and a continent. Proulx brings the 
immigrant experience in America to life through the eyes of the descendants of 
Mexicans, Poles, Africans, Irish-Scots, Franco-Canadians and many others, all 
linked by their successive ownership of a simple green accordion. The music they 
make is their last link with the past -- voice for their fantasies, sorrows and 
exuberance. Proulx’s prodigious knowledge, unforgettable characters and radiant 
language make ACCORDION CRIMES a stunning novel, exhilarating in its scope 
and originality.

Edna Annie Proulx (born August 22, 1935) is an American journalist and author. She
has written most frequently as Annie Proulx but has also used the names E. Annie 
Proulx and E.A. Proulx. Her second novel, The Shipping News (1993), won both the
Pulitzer Prize for Fiction and the U.S. National Book Award for Fiction and was 
adapted as a 2001 film of the same name. Her short story 'Brokeback Mountain' was
adapted as an Academy Award, BAFTA and Golden Globe Award-winning major 
motion picture released in 2005. She won the PEN/Faulkner Award for Fiction for 
her first novel, Postcards.
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Proulx, E. Annie. Heart Songs and Other Stories. New York. 1988. Scribners. 1st 
American Edition. October 31, 1988' Penned On Front Free Endpaper,Otherwise 
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0684187175. 152 pages. hardcover. Jacket
photograph by Ben Shahn. Inventory # 35835. $62.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Before she wrote her Pulitzer Prize-winning bestseller 
THE SHIPPING NEWS, E. Annie Proulx was already producing some of the finest 
short fiction in the country. Here are her collected stories, including two new works 
never before anthologized. These stories reverberate with rural tradition, the rites of
nature, and the rituals of small-town life. The country is blue-collar New England; the
characters are native families and the dispossessed working class, whose heritage 
is challenged by the neo-rural bourgeoisie from the city; and the themes are as 
elemental as the landscape: revenge, malice, greed, passion. Told with skill and 
profundity and crafted by a master storyteller, these are lean, tough tales of an 
extraordinary place and its people.

Edna Annie Proulx (born August 22, 1935) is an American journalist and author. She
has written most frequently as Annie Proulx but has also used the names E. Annie 
Proulx and E.A. Proulx. Her second novel, The Shipping News (1993), won both the
Pulitzer Prize for Fiction and the U.S. National Book Award for Fiction and was 
adapted as a 2001 film of the same name. Her short story 'Brokeback Mountain' was
adapted as an Academy Award, BAFTA and Golden Globe Award-winning major 
motion picture released in 2005. She won the PEN/Faulkner Award for Fiction for 
her first novel, Postcards.keywords
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Proust, Marcel. Sodom and Gomorrah. New York. 2004. Viking Press. 1st American
Edition of This New Translation. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670033480. Newly 
Translated from the French by John Sturrock. 557 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
photograph by Ra;ph Gibson. Inventory # 26811. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Like its predecessors, this wonderful new translation is 
certain to be hailed as a literary event, bringing us a more rich, comic, and lucid 
Proust than American readers have previously been able to enjoy. In this fourth 
volume, Proust’s novel takes up for the first time the theme of homosexual love and
examines how destructive sexual jealousy can be for those who suffer it. Sodom and
Gomorrah is also an unforgiving analysis of both the decadent high society of Paris
and the rise of a philistine bourgeoisie that will inevitably supplant it.

MARCEL PROUST was born in Auteuil in 1871. In his twenties, following a year in 
the army, he became a conspicuous society figure, frequenting the most fashionable
Paris salons of the day. After 1899, however, his chronic asthma, the death of his 
parents, and his growing disillusionment with humanity caused him to lead an 
increasingly retired life. From 1907 on, he rarely emerged from a cork-lined room in
his apartment on boulevard Haussmann. There he insulated himself against the 
distractions of city life and the effects of trees and flowers-though he loved them, 
they brought on his attacks of asthma. He slept by day and worked by night, writing 
letters and devoting himself to the completion of In Search of Lost Time. He died in 
1922.
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Prucha, Francis Paul. The Indians in American Society: From the Revolutionary War
To the Present. Berkeley. 1988. University OF California Press. Reprinted 
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers.Remainder Mark On Top Edge. 
9780520063440. 127 pages. paperback. Inventory # 37527. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - American Indian affairs are much in the public mind 
today—hotly contested debates over such issues as Indian fishing rights, land 
claims, and reservation gambling hold our attention. While the unique legal status of
American Indians rests on the historical treaty relationship between Indian tribes and
the federal government, until now there has been no comprehensive history of these
treaties and their role in American life. Francis Paul Prucha, a leading authority on 
the history of American Indian affairs, argues that the treaties were a political 
anomaly from the very beginning. The term ‘treaty’ implies a contract between 
sovereign independent nations, yet Indians were always in a position of inequality 
and dependence as negotiators, a fact that complicates their current attempts to 
regain their rights and tribal sovereignty. Prucha's impeccably researched book, 
based on a close analysis of every treaty, makes possible a thorough understanding
of a legal dilemma whose legacy is so palpably felt today.

Francis Paul Prucha (January 4, 1921 – July 30, 2015) was an American Jesuit, 
historian, and professor emeritus of history at Marquette University. His work, The 
Great Father, was nominated for a Pulitzer Prize, and is regarded as a classic 
among professional historians
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Puig, Manuel. Betrayed By Rita Hayworth. New York. 1972. Dutton. 1st American 
Edition. Sticker Mark On Front Endpaper, Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0525066306. Winner Of The Pegasus Prize For Literature. Translated from the 
Indonesian by John H. McGlynn. 223 pages. hardcover. Cover: Charles Shaw. 
Inventory # 28170. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Hailed as one of the most important young writers in 
Latin America today, Manuel Puig, in his widely praised first novel, re-creates with 
wry compassion the provincial world of a middle-class Argentine family. Through a 
series of dialogues and soliloquies, as real and sometimes mysterious as 
conversations overheard, the boy Toto, his relatives and neighbors, servants and 
schoolmates, spring unforgettably to life. For all of them the only escape from the 
dreariness of small-town living is the movies. They are all that give shape and color 
to their existence. Telling of their dreams and fears in language that may parody the
clichés of soap opera or the pseudo-literary style of a term paper, they speak of their
marital troubles, of making ends meet, or getting girls, or finding a husband. Toto’s 
cousin dreams of being a sports star, while a scholarship student hopes one day to
eat North American pan queques (pancakes) - the status symbol of the day. Most of
all, they dream of going to Buenos Aires, where the movies are even better.

Manuel Puig (General Villegas, Argentina, December 28, 1932 - Cuernavaca, 
Mexico, July 22, 1990) was an Argentinian author. Among his best known novels are
La traición de Rita Hayworth (1968) (Betrayed by Rita Hayworth), Boquitas pintadas
(1969) (Heartbreak Tango), and El beso de la mujer araña (1976) (Kiss of the Spider
Woman), which was made into a film by the Argentine-Brazilian Director, Héctor 
Babenco and in 1993 into a Broadway musical.
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Puig, Manuel. Betrayed By Rita Hayworth (DUSTJACKET ONLY). New York. 1972.
Dutton. Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0525066306. Winner Of The Pegasus
Prize For Literature. Translated from the Indonesian by John H. McGlynn. 
DUSTJACKET ONLY. Cover: Charles Shaw. Inventory #  44263. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET
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Puig, Manuel. Blood of Requited Love. New York. 1984. Aventura. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0394724402. Paperback Original. Translated from 
the Spanish by Jan L. Grayson. 202 pages. paperback. Cover design by Keith 
Sheridan. Illustration by Mel Odom. Inventory # 24491. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - And when people look at the sky they remember a lot of
different things, girlfriends, being a lot younger and all the things that were 
happening, they remember their whole lives. And the plans. One of the plans was to
have his own car, which he never had and other important business for him was to 
grow and be very tall. And be well-dressed; and be a progressive guy, a guy who 
struggles and contributes to progress, and who makes a lot of cash. He didn’t 
accomplish any of that, did he?’ These are the sentiments of Josemar Ferreira, a 
Brazilian of the backlands with high ambitions, who is having a hard go at it, what 
with women and the rising cost of construction materials. Told retrospectively in the 
form of a dialogue between two characters - Josemar and Maria da Gloria, a young
blonde of middle-class respectability who has trouble with her nerves as a result of 
some unfortunate developments in her life -BLOOD OF REQUITED LOVE brilliantly
unravels the complexities of Josemar’s twisted life, and reveals the ups and downs 
of a love affair once upon a time. Compassionate yet ruthless, BLOOD OF 
REQUITED LOVE is at once a poignant elegy for an adolescence that perhaps 
never occurred as described, and an unrelenting deconstruction of the fictions adults
create out of their past to deal with the vicissitudes of the present.

Manuel Puig (General Villegas, Argentina, December 28, 1932 - Cuernavaca, 
Mexico, July 22, 1990) was an Argentinian author. Among his best known novels are
La traición de Rita Hayworth (1968) (Betrayed by Rita Hayworth), Boquitas pintadas
(1969) (Heartbreak Tango), and El beso de la mujer araña (1976) (Kiss of the Spider
Woman), which was made into a film by the Argentine-Brazilian Director, Héctor 
Babenco and in 1993 into a Broadway musical.
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Puig, Manuel. Boquitas pintadas (Spanish language edition). Barcelona. 1989. 
Editorial Seix Barral. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
8432230049. 258 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 21953. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The title refers to a fox trot, Rubias de New York, that 
Carlos Gardel sang in a 1934 film, Tango on Broadway. Boquitas pintadas is a novel
in the form of a booklet that talks about the loves, pettiness and small miseries of the
inhabitants of a town through the history of the provincial love affairs of Juan Carlos
Etchepare, a leading man of the thirties marked by the tuberculosis stigma, with 
three women: Mabel, a teacher, Nené, the shop assistant and Elsa, a local widow. 
All this in the midst of interludes and passions of all kinds.

Manuel Puig (General Villegas, Argentina, December 28, 1932 - Cuernavaca, 
Mexico, July 22, 1990) was an Argentinian author. Among his best known novels are
La traición de Rita Hayworth (1968) (Betrayed by Rita Hayworth), Boquitas pintadas
(1969) (Heartbreak Tango), and El beso de la mujer araña (1976) (Kiss of the Spider
Woman), which was made into a film by the Argentine-Brazilian Director, Héctor 
Babenco and in 1993 into a Broadway musical.
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Puig, Manuel. Pubis Angelical. New York. 1986. Aventura. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 0394746643. Paperback Original. Translated
from the Spanish by Elena Brunet. 237 pages. paperback. Cover illustration by Mel
Odum. Cover design by Keith Sheridan Associates Inc. Inventory # 31899. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Writing at the peak of his powers, after the tremendous 
success of KISS OF THE SPIDER WOMAN, Manuel Puig gives us a tour de force of
paranoia and sexual obsession by taking us deep into the unconscious and 
conscious lives of two women. Cunningly crafted, PUBIS ANGELICAL combines 
elements of the espionage and suspense thriller and science fiction, as it tells, by 
turns, two intricately related tales. about a Viennese actress in the late 1930s, ‘the 
most beautiful woman in the world’, married to a German weapons manufacturer, 
who possesses a secret sought by spies from Russia, Germany, America. and about
Ana, a woman of the 1970s, convalescing in a hospital bed in Mexico City, a refugee
from Argentina who is reflecting on her relationships with men.

Manuel Puig (General Villegas, Argentina, December 28, 1932 - Cuernavaca, 
Mexico, July 22, 1990) was an Argentinian author. Among his best known novels are
La traición de Rita Hayworth (1968) (Betrayed by Rita Hayworth), Boquitas pintadas
(1969) (Heartbreak Tango), and El beso de la mujer araña (1976) (Kiss of the Spider
Woman), which was made into a film by the Argentine-Brazilian Director, Héctor 
Babenco and in 1993 into a Broadway musical.
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Puig, Manuel. Tropical Night Falling. New York. 1991. Simon & Schuster. 1st 
American Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0671679961. Translated from the 
Spanish by Suzanne Jill Levine. 189 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Louise Fili.
Jacket illustration by John Martinez. Author photograph by Jerry Bauer. Inventory #
15510. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - TROPICAL NIGHT FAILING, Manuel Puig's last work, 
written just before his premature death in 1990, involves characters at the margins 
of society - in this case, the world of the elderly. Confined by age, and in a country 
not their own, Puig’s characters spin a mesmerizing tale. At the heart of the story are
two aged Argentine sisters, Luci and Nidia, living in self-imposed exile in Brazil. At 
eighty, Luci has outlived her husband, having tended him throughout a debilitating 
illness. Nidia has tragically lost her daughter to cancer. Together they share a life of
gentle gossip against the tropical background of Rio. But through their sisterly 
conversations, Puig reveals the chaos and violence of the world around them. There
is their neighbor, Silvia, a middle-aged psychologist forced to leave Buenos Aires 
during a Peronist purge; having survived a number of skewed love affairs, she 
becomes entangled in a bizarre sexual relationship with a grieving widower. There is
Rinaldo, the smiling, handsome night watchman who wins Nidia’s friendly attentions;
in time she learns he is preying on her thirteen-year-old maid. Then there are the 
seemingly harmless construction workers across the street; by night they engage in
debauched orgies with captive women. These stories become the avenues through
which Luci and Nidia vicariously encounter the vicissitudes of life, isolated as they 
are from the mainstream. The dialogue moves from the banal to the personal and 
then to the most profound questions of dependency and cruelty.

Manuel Puig (General Villegas, Argentina, December 28, 1932 - Cuernavaca, 
Mexico, July 22, 1990) was an Argentinian author. Among his best known novels are
La traición de Rita Hayworth (1968) (Betrayed by Rita Hayworth), Boquitas pintadas
(1969) (Heartbreak Tango), and El beso de la mujer araña (1976) (Kiss of the Spider
Woman), which was made into a film by the Argentine-Brazilian Director, Héctor 
Babenco and in 1993 into a Broadway musical.
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Puig, Manuel. Under a Mantle of Stars: A Play in Two Acts. New York. 1985. Lumen
Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 093082900x. Translated from
the Spanish by Ronald Christ. 64 pages. paperback. Inventory # 11882. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Inverting life’s hourglass by means of memory and 
imagination, UNDER A MANTLE OF STARS tilts past into present, wish into 
fulfillment, and identity into role, only to flip them back again in a shocking conflict of
passion, fantasy, crime, and comedy where ‘everything is legitimate, starting with 
our desires.’ Readers accustomed to Puig’s dramatic novels will find here a play that
reads like a novella. They will also find everything from voyeuristic, Oedipal sex to 
domestic farce in this hilariously stylized drama that pits the psychology of nostalgia
against personal politics-the absurdly pathetic and terrifyingly funny world of Manuel
Puig.

Manuel Puig (General Villegas, Argentina, December 28, 1932 - Cuernavaca, 
Mexico, July 22, 1990) was an Argentinian author. Among his best known novels are
La traición de Rita Hayworth (1968) (Betrayed by Rita Hayworth), Boquitas pintadas
(1969) (Heartbreak Tango), and El beso de la mujer araña (1976) (Kiss of the Spider
Woman), which was made into a film by the Argentine-Brazilian Director, Héctor 
Babenco and in 1993 into a Broadway musical.
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Purcell, Jane. Not of an Age, but for All Time: The Huntington Shakespeare 
Collection. San Marino. 2005. Huntington Library Press. 1st of This Particular 
Reprinted Edition. Very Good in Hardcover.No Dustjacket As Issued. 0873282019. 
80 color illustrations, 17 b/w illustrations. 85 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 35966. 
$8.475

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Huntington Library holds one of the richest 
collections in the world of Shakespeare’s writings in the original published editions. 
This generously illustrated volume introduces readers to Shakespeare the man, the
poet, and the playwright using examples from the Huntington’s quartos, folios, and 
other rare books. The book discusses the first, second, third, and fourth folios, gives
special emphasis to the Library’s collection of quarto copies of many of the plays 
and poems published in Shakespeare’s lifetime, and addresses many other aspects
of Shakespeare scholarship. Illustrated with original paintings, drawings, and 
watercolors in the Huntington collections, many of them never before published, this
splendid volume also features illustrations from the 44-volume extra-illustrated 
Shakespeare compiled by Thomas Turner of Gloucester in 1835.

Jane Purcell has taught Shakespeare to high school students in Claremont, 
California, for 20 years.
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Pushkin, Alexander. The Queen of Spades and Other Tales. New York. 1961. 
Signet/New American Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in
Wrappers. Translated From The Russian By Ivy & Tatiana Litvinov.Foreword By 
George Steiner. 319 pages. paperback. CP70. Inventory # 29226. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Virtually all of the great Russian writers - Tolstoy, 
Dostoyevsky, Turgenev, Chekhov, Gogol, Pasternak - have acknowledged these 
stories among their permanent models. Describing the clash of wills, baroque 
courtships, and lightning chases over the steppes, Pushkin single - handedly 
stormed an age of barbaric and imitative literature. His brooding soldiers, fragile 
ladies, perversely benevolent Cossacks, and paranoid gamblers act out their 
pageants of persecution and lust against the Gothic silence of frontier Russia. In 
Pushkin we have a writer who, brimming over with impressions of life, strove to 
portray them in prose and poetry with the utmost truth and realism, achieving his 
goal with all the brilliancy of genius.' Maxim Gorky. Contains - THE QUEEN OF 
SPADES, THE TALES OF IVAN BELKIN: The Shot, Blizzard, The Undertaker, The
Postmaster, Lady Into Lassie, DUBROVSKY, THE CAPTAIN'S DAUGHTER.

Alexander Sergeyevich Pushkin (6 June 1799 – 10 February 1837) was a Russian 
author of the Romantic era who is considered by many to be the greatest Russian 
poet and the founder of modern Russian literature.
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Pynchon, Thomas. Mason & Dixon. New York. 1997. Henry Holt. 1st Printing. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0805037586. 773 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Raquel 
Jaramillo. Inventory # 23748. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Charles Mason (1728-1786) and Jeremiah Dixon (1733
-1779) were the British surveyors best remembered for running the boundary 
between Pennsylvania and Maryland that we know today as the Mason-Dixon Line.
Here is their story as reimagined by Thomas Pynchon, in an updated 18th-century 
novel featuring Native Americans and frontier folk, ripped bodices, naval warfare, 
conspiracies erotic and political, and major caffeine abuse. Unreflectively entangled 
in crimes of demarcation, Mason and Dixon take us along on a grand tour of the 
Enlightenment’s dark hemisphere from their first journey together to the Cape of 
Good Hope, to pre-Revolutionary America and back to England, into the shadowy 
yet redemptive turns of their later lives, through incongruities in conscience, 
parallaxes of personality, tales of questionable altitude told and intimated by voices 
clamoring not to be lost. Along the way they encounter a plentiful cast of characters,
including Benjamin Franklin, George Washington, and Samuel Johnson, as well as a
Chinese feng shui master, a Swedish irredentist, a talking dog, and a robot duck. 
The quarrelsome, daring, mismatched pair - Mason as melancholy and Gothic as 
Dixon is cheerful and pre-Romantic - pursue a linear narrative of irregular lives, 
observing and managing to participate in, the many occasions of madness 
presented them by the Age of Reason.

Thomas Pynchon is the author of V., THE CRYING OF LOT 49, GRAVITY'S 
RAINBOW, SLOW LEARNER, a collection of short stories, VINELAND and, MASON
& DIXON. He received the national book award for Gravity's Rainbow in 1974.
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Literature America
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Price $25.00
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Pynchon, Thomas. Vineland. Boston. 1990. Little Brown. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0316724440. 385 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Steve 
Snider Jacket photograph: Crescent Camp No. r, by Darius Kinsey, from the D. 
Kinsey Collection, Whatcom Museum of History and Art, Bellingham, Washington. 
Inventory # 13456. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It is 1984 in Northern California, where a group of 
Americans are struggling with the consequences of their lives in the sixties, still run
by the passions of those times, sexual and political, which have refused to die. Zoyd
Wheeler is preparing for his annual act of televised insanity (for which he receives a
government stipend as an official mental degenerate) when an unwelcome face 
appears from out of his past with news that an old nemesis, Federal Prosecutor 
Brock Vond, has come storming into Vineland at the head of a heavily armed strike 
force. Zoyd immediately goes into hiding and sends his daughter, Prairie, off with 
her violence-loving drummer boyfriend on a Mob wedding gig out of town. And 
there’s cause for worry — Brock Vond has a pathological interest in Zoyd’s ex-wife,
Frenesi Gates, and intends to use Prairie as a pawn against the mother she can’t 
even remember. Frenesi is now an easy target because her job as an FBI sting 
specialist has just been cut from the Reagan budget, and she’s out in the cold. 
Meanwhile, at the wedding festivities, Prairie will meet someone in a position to help
uncover her mother’s dark history as the object of Brock’s malevolence and desire.
Combining elements of daytime drama and the political thriller, Vineland becomes a
strange evocation of twentieth-century America — of the times we live in and the 
forces we live by and with — as it follows the orbits of old acquaintances headed for
a less than harmonic convergence.

Thomas Pynchon is the author of V., THE CRYING OF LOT 49, GRAVITY'S 
RAINBOW, SLOW LEARNER, a collection of short stories, VINELAND and, MASON
& DIXON. He received the national book award for Gravity's Rainbow in 1974.
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Queen, Ellery (editor). Ellery Queen's Japanese Golden Dozen: The Detective Story
World in Japan. Rutland. 1978. Tuttle. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0804812543. 288 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration based on an Edo period 
woodblock print by Ichihosai Yoshifuji. Cats are held scared and are much feared 
because of their disposition to do evil!. Inventory # 6241. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The finest contemporary Japanese detective stories 
available in English. Authors include Eitaro Ishizawa (‘Too Much About Too Many’),
Tohru Miyoshi (‘A Letter From the Dead’), Seiichi Mormura (‘Devil of a Boy’), Yoh 
Sano (‘No Proof’), Masako Togawa (‘The Vampire’), Takao Tsuchiya (‘Write in, Rub
Out’), and Yasutaka Tsutsui (‘Perfectly Lovely Ladies’), among others.

Ellery Queen is both a fictional character and a pseudonym used by two American 
cousins from Brooklyn, New York—Daniel Nathan, alias Frederic Dannay (October 
20, 1905 – September 3, 1982) and Emanuel Benjamin Lepofsky, alias Manfred 
Bennington Lee (January 11, 1905 – April 3, 1971) —to write, edit, and anthologize
detective fiction. The fictional Ellery Queen created by Dannay and Lee is a mystery
writer and amateur detective who helps his father, a New York City police inspector,
solve baffling murders.
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Queen, Ellery (editor). Ellery Queen’s Mystery Magazine December 1954. New 
York. 1954. Mercury Publications. Digest Paperback Edition. Good in Slightly Worn
Wrappers. 142 pages. paperback. Inventory # 9194. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Includes stories by - Cornell Woolrich, Phyllis Bentley, 
Margeryu Allingham, Q. Patrick, Ellery Queen, Roy Vickers, Peter B. Kyne, Thomas
Millstead, Liam O’Flaherty, Dorothy Dunn, Robert Lewis, & Robert P. Mills

Ellery Queen is both a fictional character and a pseudonym used by two American 
cousins from Brooklyn, New York—Daniel Nathan, alias Frederic Dannay (October 
20, 1905 – September 3, 1982) and Emanuel Benjamin Lepofsky, alias Manfred 
Bennington Lee (January 11, 1905 – April 3, 1971) —to write, edit, and anthologize
detective fiction. The fictional Ellery Queen created by Dannay and Lee is a mystery
writer and amateur detective who helps his father, a New York City police inspector,
solve baffling murders.
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Magazine Mystery
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Queen, Ellery. Cat of Many Tails. New York. 1951. Pocket Books. 1st Pocket Books
Paperback Printing. Some Wear To Spine Particularly At The Bottom,Otherwise 
Good in Wrappers. 289 pages. paperback. 822. Front over illustration by Maurice 
Thomas. Inventory # 41492. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - FEAR stole through the city of New York like a choking 
fog. Within five months, nine people had been strangled to death! And the unknown
killer was still at large! Like a savage cat, the murderer pounced without warning, 
choosing his victims at random. No one was safe. The city was in a panic! ELLERY
QUEEN, ordered on the case by the mayor, believed that there was an insane 
method to these murders. The facts were clearly laid out like nine neat corpses. But
where did they connect? Queen knew that if he waited long enough a pattern of 
clues would emerge and point straight to the killer. But in the meantime, WHEN 
WOULD THE CAT STRIKE AGAIN? WHO WOULD BE THE NEXT VICTIM?

Ellery Queen is both a fictional character and a pseudonym used by two American 
cousins from Brooklyn, New York—Daniel Nathan, alias Frederic Dannay (October 
20, 1905 – September 3, 1982) and Emanuel Benjamin Lepofsky, alias Manfred 
Bennington Lee (January 11, 1905 – April 3, 1971) —to write, edit, and anthologize
detective fiction. The fictional Ellery Queen created by Dannay and Lee is a mystery
writer and amateur detective who helps his father, a New York City police inspector,
solve baffling murders.
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Mystery Vintage 
Paperbacks
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Queen, Ellery. The Origin of Evil. New York. 1956. Pocket Books. 3rd Pocket Books
Paperback Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers With Pieces Coming Off Both Near The
Top & Bottom Of The Spine. 231 pages. paperback. 2926. Cover painting by Larry 
Newquist. Inventory # 37224. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ellery Queen was sun-bathing in the doorway of his 
Hollywood bedroom when the pretty young girl appeared. She was dressed in 
zebra-striped culottes and bolero over a bra-like doodad of bright green suede. 
Green open-toed sandals on her tiny feet. A small and, slender number, but three-
dimensional where it counted. ‘You are sort of pale, aren't you?’ she said. ’And your
ribs stick out. ’And then: ‘I don't think there's anything funny in a dead dog, do 
you?’ ‘Dogs die all the time,’ Ellery said in a kindly voice. The girl stared down at her
cigaret. ‘He was a. gift, and it killed my father.’ ‘How exactly did a dead dog 'kill' your
father?’ ‘It murdered him.’

Ellery Queen is both a fictional character and a pseudonym used by two American 
cousins from Brooklyn, New York—Daniel Nathan, alias Frederic Dannay (October 
20, 1905 – September 3, 1982) and Emanuel Benjamin Lepofsky, alias Manfred 
Bennington Lee (January 11, 1905 – April 3, 1971) —to write, edit, and anthologize
detective fiction. The fictional Ellery Queen created by Dannay and Lee is a mystery
writer and amateur detective who helps his father, a New York City police inspector,
solve baffling murders.
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Queen, Ellery. The Scarlet Letters. New York. 1961. Pocket Books. 4th Pocket 
Books Paperback Printing. Good in Worn Wrappers With a Piece Coming Off Near 
The Bottom Spine. 178 pages. paperback. 6076. Inventory # 37226. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A tantalizing nymph, a jealous husband - and murder! 
‘LOVERS QUARREL?’ said a voice. Martha Lawrence quivered. Ellery turned. Dirk
Lawrence stood behind the bench. The reek of whisky surrounded him. ‘My little 
Martha,’ Dirk murmured dreamily. ‘My little nymph.’ ‘Martha,’ Ellery said, ‘you'd 
better go.’ ‘Yes, Martha, my love, you do that,’ said Dirk. ‘On account of I'm going to
teach this dirty feist to keep his paws off another man's wife—’ Dirk backhanded 
Martha's face across the bench and she disappeared. Involuntarily, Ellery stooped to
look for her He never reached his knees. The blow nearly tore his head off, and he 
blacked out.

Ellery Queen is both a fictional character and a pseudonym used by two American 
cousins from Brooklyn, New York—Daniel Nathan, alias Frederic Dannay (October 
20, 1905 – September 3, 1982) and Emanuel Benjamin Lepofsky, alias Manfred 
Bennington Lee (January 11, 1905 – April 3, 1971) —to write, edit, and anthologize
detective fiction. The fictional Ellery Queen created by Dannay and Lee is a mystery
writer and amateur detective who helps his father, a New York City police inspector,
solve baffling murders.

keywords

Mystery Vintage 
Paperbacks
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BOOKS FOR SALE

Price $6.00
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Queen, Ellery. The Tragedy of Z. New York. 1946. Pocket Books. 3rd Pocket Books
Paperback Printing. Good in Worn Wrappers With a Piece Coming Off Near The 
Top Spine. 226 pages. paperback. 355. Inventory # 37227. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Detection by Rule of Thumm - Brooding over the quiet 
countryside of Tilden County in upstate New York stand the grim walls of Algonquin
Prison. And on the very day that Senator Fawcett, a man with many enemies, is 
found stabbed to death in his study, a little man is released from that prison. 
Inspector Thumm and his daughter Patience, who have accepted a commission 
from Elihu Clay to look into the affairs of his ‘silent partner,’ try to unravel the web of
circumstantial evidence that has enmeshed an innocent man. But time grows short,
and John Hume, the District Attorney and the Senator's political opponent, finds a 
quick conviction expedient. Patience refuses to be beaten by lack of evidence, and
with the help of her father's old friend, Drury Lane, finally stops an execution and 
brings the true criminal to justice.

Ellery Queen is both a fictional character and a pseudonym used by two American 
cousins from Brooklyn, New York—Daniel Nathan, alias Frederic Dannay (October 
20, 1905 – September 3, 1982) and Emanuel Benjamin Lepofsky, alias Manfred 
Bennington Lee (January 11, 1905 – April 3, 1971) —to write, edit, and anthologize
detective fiction. The fictional Ellery Queen created by Dannay and Lee is a mystery
writer and amateur detective who helps his father, a New York City police inspector,
solve baffling murders.

keywords

Mystery Vintage 
Paperbacks
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Price $6.00
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Queen, Ellery. Where Is Bianca?. New York. 1966. Popular Library. Popular Library
Paperback Edition. Spine Slightly Cocked, Otherwise Good in Slightly Worn 
Wrappers. 127 pages. paperback. 50-447. Inventory # 37228. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - King of the mystery novel, introduces Capt. Tim 
Corrigan, the man with the eye-patch. Several women are missing, one of them 
Bianca, a lovely heiress. then a body turns up wearing her ring, but is it Biancas 
body?

Ellery Queen is both a fictional character and a pseudonym used by two American 
cousins from Brooklyn, New York—Daniel Nathan, alias Frederic Dannay (October 
20, 1905 – September 3, 1982) and Emanuel Benjamin Lepofsky, alias Manfred 
Bennington Lee (January 11, 1905 – April 3, 1971) —to write, edit, and anthologize
detective fiction. The fictional Ellery Queen created by Dannay and Lee is a mystery
writer and amateur detective who helps his father, a New York City police inspector,
solve baffling murders.

keywords

Mystery Vintage 
Paperbacks
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Price $6.00
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Queiroz, Rachel De. Dora, Doralina. New York. 1984. Avon/Bard. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0380848228. Paperback Original. Translated from 
the Portuguese by Dorothy Scott Loos. 281 pages. paperback. Cover art by D. 
Pacinelli. Inventory # 24048. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A TRAGIC BOND - Her mother is the coldly beautiful 
mistress of a rich Brazilian estate. And Dora, nearly crushed by her mother’s 
domination, is about to become a woman in one violent moment of passion. A highly
acclaimed psychological novel, DORA, DORALINA immerses us in an unforgettable
story of love, betrayal, and the bond between mother and daughter which not even 
death can break. Written with extraordinary insight, it lays bare the lives of two 
women, their innermost feelings of pain and fulfillment, and their fatal rivalry for a 
man they both want. As a young woman’s torment drives her from the vast, isolated
fazendas of the provinces to the wildly raucous streets of glittering Rio, there 
emerges a majestic portrait of a colorful, vibrant, and incomparably grand Brazil.

Rachel de Queiroz (November 17, 1910-November 4, 2003) was a Brazilian author
and journalist. She was born in Ceara, in the northeast of Brazil. Rachel de Queiroz
began her career in journalism in 1927 and entered the literary world with the novel
O Quinze in 1930. She further established her literary reputation with JOAO 
MIGUEL, CAMINA DE FEDRAS and AS TRES MARIAS. It was recently made into a
film. In 1964 she became Brazil’s representative to the UN and in 1977 became the 
first woman writer to enter the Academia Brasileira de Letras. De Queiroz won the 
Camões Prize (1993) and the Prêmio Jabuti. Rachel de Queiroz has also written 
children’s literature, drama and television scripts. She was a member of the Brazilian
Academy of Letters. Rachel de Queiroz died of heart disease in her apartment at 
Rio de Janeiro about two weeks before her 93rd birthday.
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Literature Translated 
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Queiroz, Rachel De. The Three Marias. Austin. 1963. University Of Texas Press. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. Translated from the 
Portuguese by Fred P. Ellison. Illustrated by Aldemir Martins. 178 pages. hardcover.
Cover: Aldemir Martins. Inventory # 15406. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Since the 1930’s Rachel de Queiroz has been an 
important public figure in Brazil, noted for the emphatic expression of her 
humanitarian philosophy, her liberal political opinions, and her forthright views on the
status of women in society. As the three Marias - Maria Augusta and her two friends,
Maria Jose and Maria Gloria - approach womanhood, they are forced into an 
unfamiliar world. The narrator, Maria Augusta, struggles with her innocence, 
challenges society, succumbs to her rebellious desire for freedom, and is 
disillusioned by her experiences. As she and her two friends become acquainted 
with aspects of life which were hidden from them at home arid only partially revealed
at school, they are confronted with the complexities that accompany experience. 
The wish to satisfy a ‘virgin’s curiosity’ is coupled with fear and hesitancy. The 
smallest compromise results in conflict and tension. Introspection and judgment, 
however, supplant the child’s naive spontaneity, and the girls slowly gain insight into
the nature of their womanliness. The story of Maria Augusta and her friends is warm
and personal, a story with universal implications.

Rachel de Queiroz (November 17, 1910-November 4, 2003) was a Brazilian author
and journalist. She was born in Ceara, in the northeast of Brazil. Rachel de Queiroz
began her career in journalism in 1927 and entered the literary world with the novel
O Quinze in 1930. She further established her literary reputation with JOAO 
MIGUEL, CAMINA DE FEDRAS and AS TRES MARIAS. It was recently made into a
film. In 1964 she became Brazil’s representative to the UN and in 1977 became the 
first woman writer to enter the Academia Brasileira de Letras. De Queiroz won the 
Camões Prize (1993) and the Prêmio Jabuti. Rachel de Queiroz has also written 
children’s literature, drama and television scripts. She was a member of the Brazilian
Academy of Letters. Rachel de Queiroz died of heart disease in her apartment at 
Rio de Janeiro about two weeks before her 93rd birthday.
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Quennell, Peter. Shakespeare: A Biography. New York. 1963. Avon Books. 
Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 384 pages. paperback. 
V2096. Inventory # 41901. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this outstanding biography, the noted biographer and 
critic Peter Quennell provides an account of Shakespeare’s life and literary 
development against the historical background of his age. In search of 
Shakespeare, Mr. Quennell touches on education, commerce, literature, architecture
and painting, science and exploration. He presents us with a colorful and a 
comprehensive study incorporating all the discoveries made by scholars in the last 
sixty years. Here is Shakespeare - man and work - as he was shaped by and as he
helped to shape the great contemporary historical drama of Elizabethan England. ‘It
can be confidently recommended to all who want a good, up-to-date account of 
Shakespeare, his works and his age.’ - R. C. Bald, Chicago Tribune.

Sir Peter Courtney Quennell (9 March 1905, Bickley, Kent, England – 27 October 
1993, London) was an English biographer, literary historian, editor, essayist, poet, 
and critic.
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Quesada, Roberto. The Ships. New York. 1992. Four Walls Eight Windows. 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 0941423654. Translated from the 
Spanish by Hardie St. Martin. 184 pages. paperback. Author photo: Arne Svenson. 
Jacket and interior design by Martin Moskof. Inventory # 18348. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Nothing is more exciting than the appearance of a new 
writer on the scene, opening new vistas on to a previously untraveled terrain. 
Roberto Quesada, the youngest and freshest new voice from Latin America, has 
been hailed by Latin American critics as ‘one of our most talented and original new
writers’ (Ram(r) Luis Acevedo) and ‘among the most important Latin American 
writers’ (German ~Jargasj A novel of Central America, THE SHIPS describes the 
occasional triumphs of daily life, usually in the form of silent laughter, in a world of 
near poverty It charts the progress of a young writer named Guillermo in the 
Honduran coastal town of La Ceiba. His nights alternate between falling deeply in 
love and loveless sexual escapades. His days are spent harvesting pineapples 
under a hot sun in the employ of the Standard Fruit Company In the background 
there is a workers’ strike at the plantation, a dance in La Ceiba, radio reports of the 
revolution going on in Nicaragua only a few hours’ drive south, and the drone of 
American helicopters overhead. Quesada’s world is topsy-turvy only in the sense 
that here human values of love and friendship dwarf the ostensibly much-larger 
corporate, military and geopolitical issues.

Roberto Quesada was born on April 17, 1962 in Honduras, where he now lives, His
collection of stories, El Desertor, was published in Spanish in 1985. It was followed 
in 1988 by the Spanish-language edition of THE SHIPS (Los barcos). THE SHIPS is
his first book to appear in English.
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Rabe, David. In the Boom Boom Room: A Play. New York. 1975. Knopf. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0394497694. 115 pages.
hardcover. Jacket design by Paul Gamarello. Inventory # 21835. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Full Length, Drama Characters: 6 male, 6 female, 
Exterior set, platform stage. The author of Sticks and Bones and Hurly Burly turns 
his attention to the seedy underbelly of American life. Chrissy is a go-go dancer in 
the squalid 'Boom Boom Room'. Resigned to a life populated by denizens offering 
little more than drugs, sex and violence, she searches for love and beauty against 
this backdrop of nihilistic hedonism. Her desperate need to survive at any cost offers
a glimmer of hope amid the glare of broken neon.

David William Rabe (born March 10, 1940) is an American playwright and 
screenwriter. He won the Tony Award for Best Play in 1972 (Sticks and Bones) and
also received Tony award nominations for Best Play in 1974 (In the Boom Boom 
Room), 1977 (Streamers) and 1985 (Hurlyburly).
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Rabe, Peter. A House in Naples. New York. 1956. Fawcett Gold Medal. 1st 
American Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers With A Large Piece Missing From The 
Bottom Spine. 144 pages. paperback. 547. Cover art by Lu Kimmel. Inventory # 
37229. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Charley’s rope was about frayed out. The carabinieri 
were after him, he had a bullet in his hip and no goddamn passport. Charley needed
a passport bad. He needed that intricate piece of paper-signed, sealed and 
innocent-looking—the way only a G.I. in Italy could need one. A G.I. deserter with a
sweet fortune in blackmail lire and the carabinieri lusting to lay hands on him. 
Charley got it He got it off the body of a dead American drunk, and afterwards he 
weighted the body with metal and put it in the Tiber under an old bridge where the 
water was deep and the smell in the air was very bad. He came up from under the 
bridge bleeding from the hip again, feeling as if his lungs were bursting – and that 
was when he saw her. She was leaning over the side of the bridge looking down at 
him and the way the night shadows hit her and her hair hung down cupping her face
she was very beautiful. Only to Charley she looked like a monster.

Peter Rabe aka Peter Rabinowitsch, (November 3, 1921, Halle, Germany - May 20,
1990, Atascadero, CA), was a German American writer who also used the nom de 
plumes Marco Malaponte and J. T. MacCargo (though not all of the latter's books 
were by him). Rabe was the author of over 30 books, mostly of crime fiction, 
published between 1955 and 1975. Rabe wrote almost exclusively crime fiction, the
exceptions being three soft core books for Beacon in the early sixties, and a 
novelization of the war movie Tobruk for Bantam in 1967.
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Rabe, Peter. A Shroud For Jesso. New York. 1955. Fawcett Gold Medal. 1st 
American Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers With a Piece Coming Off Near The 
Bottom Spine. 160 pages. paperback. 528. Cover art by Lu Kimmel. Inventory # 
37230. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - First he wrote STOP THIS MAN!, the journey into 
nightmare that Erskine Caldwell ‘could not put down.’ Then he wrote BENNY 
MUSCLES IN, the biography of a hoodlum etched in acid. Now here is A SHROUD
FOR LESSO, the third brilliant shocker from Peter Rabe. To encounter Rabe is to 
encounter violence – in the most savagely compelling way you may ever be able to 
remember. It is the story of Jack Jesso, an American gangster, exiled to Europe – 
fighting for his life, for half a million dollars, and for a beautiful woman, against one 
of the world’s most dangerous men. A SHROUD FOR JESSO is the portrait of a 
tough guy, written with sledge-hammer strength – an achievement in suspense that 
ranks with the masters.

Peter Rabe aka Peter Rabinowitsch, (November 3, 1921, Halle, Germany - May 20,
1990, Atascadero, CA), was a German American writer who also used the nom de 
plumes Marco Malaponte and J. T. MacCargo (though not all of the latter's books 
were by him). Rabe was the author of over 30 books, mostly of crime fiction, 
published between 1955 and 1975. Rabe wrote almost exclusively crime fiction, the
exceptions being three soft core books for Beacon in the early sixties, and a 
novelization of the war movie Tobruk for Bantam in 1967.
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Rabe, Peter. Girl in a Big Brass Bed. New York. 1965. Fawcett Gold Medal. 1st 
American Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers With a Piece Coming Off Near The 
Bottom Spine. 144 pages. paperback. k1540. Inventory # 37231. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - MY INSTRUCTIONS CAME: ‘Get out of Paris 
immediately. Ask no questions. Find the painting and bring it at any cost.’ The girl in
the painting was a trollop. She had been much admired by REICHSMARSCHALL 
Goering, who, when the Nazis plundered Rotterdam, ordered that she be seized for
him. For twenty years she had vanished, I learned. Now, inexplicably she turned up
– bringing a barrage of terror in her wake. Already three sadistic murders had been 
committed in her name, and there was more to come. In hard cold cash, she just 
wasn’t worth all that sweat. What was it that made her so valuable, that turned 
rational men into savages? It was my job to find out and bring her home. And it 
almost killed me.

Peter Rabe aka Peter Rabinowitsch, (November 3, 1921, Halle, Germany - May 20,
1990, Atascadero, CA), was a German American writer who also used the nom de 
plumes Marco Malaponte and J. T. MacCargo (though not all of the latter's books 
were by him). Rabe was the author of over 30 books, mostly of crime fiction, 
published between 1955 and 1975. Rabe wrote almost exclusively crime fiction, the
exceptions being three soft core books for Beacon in the early sixties, and a 
novelization of the war movie Tobruk for Bantam in 1967.
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Rabe, Peter. Kill the Boss Good-By. New York. 1956. Fawcett Gold Medal. 1st 
American Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers With a Piece Coming Off Near The 
Bottom Spine. Paperback Original. 126 pages. paperback. 594. Cover art by Barye
Phillips. Inventory # 37232. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - They wanted to feed on the lion's flesh - these jackals of 
the underworld. PANDER wore dark glasses and fancy suspenders and he moved 
into the San Pietro rackets like a sandblaster gone berserk. FELL, the boss, was 
mysteriously away and Pander grabbed the chance to bury his hands in the heavy 
money. Then Fell carne back. At his side was Cripp, the human adding machine 
with the beautiful face and the twisted leg. With them came murder - wholesale. 
Another novel of underworld violence told with the frightening quietness that has 
established Peter Rabe among the masters of suspense.

Peter Rabe aka Peter Rabinowitsch, (November 3, 1921, Halle, Germany - May 20,
1990, Atascadero, CA), was a German American writer who also used the nom de 
plumes Marco Malaponte and J. T. MacCargo (though not all of the latter's books 
were by him). Rabe was the author of over 30 books, mostly of crime fiction, 
published between 1955 and 1975. Rabe wrote almost exclusively crime fiction, the
exceptions being three soft core books for Beacon in the early sixties, and a 
novelization of the war movie Tobruk for Bantam in 1967.
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Rabinow, Paul. Reflections On Fieldwork in Morocco. Berkeley. 1977. University Of
California Press. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0520035291. Foreword by Robert N. Bellah & With An Afterword by Pierre Bourdieu.
170 pages. paperback. Inventory # 13106. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Rarely have anthropologists regarded fieldwork as a 
serious object of study, although it is tacitly accepted as their major activity. How 
valid is the process? To what extent are the cultural data an artifact of the interaction
between anthropologist and informants? Rabinow takes the view that fieldwork is an
independent cultural activity, valuable in its own right and worthy of narrative report.
Having previously published a more standard ethnographic study about Morocco, 
here he describes in straight-forward language a series of encounters with his 
informants, from a French innkeeper holding on to the vestiges of a colonial past to 
the rural descendants of a seventeenth-century saint. The unfolding of these 
encounters over the length of the author’s stay in Morocco develops the book’s main
theme, that the collection of cultural data shapes and informs that material and its 
participant observer as well. The book centers on the mutual (yet always partial) 
construction of fragile commonplaces of activity and communication by the 
anthropologist and the people he works with in the field. Whether or not readers 
adopt the author’s interpretations, these uncommonly perceptive and provocative 
reflections of an ethical-philosophical kind, addressing themselves to a major issue 
in contemporary social science, should interest a broad audience.

Paul Rabinow is Professor of Anthropology at the University of California, Director of
the Anthropology of the Contemporary Research Collaboratory, and former Director
of Human Practices for the Synthetic Biology Engineering Research Center.
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Raddatz, Fritz J. (editor). Karl Marx-Friedrich Engels Selected Letters. Boston. 1980.
Little Brown. 1st of This Particular Edition. Bookstore Stamp Near Top Corner Of 
Front Free Endpaper,Otherwise Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 
0316732117. Translated from the German by Ewald Osers. 194 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Steve Snider. Inventory # 8514. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - For the first time, a selection of the famous 
correspondence between Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels is now available in one 
lively and revealing volume. Judiciously edited by Fritz Raddatz to emphasize the 
more personal correspondence, these are letters Marx and Engels wrote to each 
other between October 1844 and July 1877, while living and working as exiles in 
London and Manchester respectively. As Raddatz points out, the letters divulge 
fascinating details of their forty-year friendship, such as ‘Marx’s incessant financial 
difficulties which gave rise to his almost peremptory demands to Engels - who 
supported him throughout his life - to send him money’ There is family and emigré 
gossip, talk of domestic troubles and political intrigue, of love affairs and adulterous 
liaisons, Engels, after all, lived for a time with two unmarried women, much to the 
chagrin of Marx’s very decorous wife. Among the many, more public, events, and 
ideas covered in the letters are interesting observations on the rise of Napoleon III in
France, and Marx’s criticisms of the French working class. There is argument about 
their practical political activities, and about the ways to establish socialist and 
communist groups and workers’ organizations. Conspicuously, Engels is seen 
pressing Marx to complete his masterwork, DAS KAPITAL, on the grounds that only
through a major piece of published theory would he be taken seriously as a political
man, Typically, we see Marx replying with a thousand excuses, delaying and 
delaying as he would for almost twenty years, though it must be said that the agony
of his home life was heart- rending and very real. ‘I do not believe that ‘money’ has 
ever been written about amidst such a shortage of money’ he despairs.

Fritz J. Raddatz (3 September 1931 – 26 February 2015) was a professor of 
literature at the Technical University of Hanover.
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Rai, Milan. Chomsky's Politics. New York. 1995. Verso. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 1859840116. 226 pages. paperback. Cover designed by the Senate. 
Inventory # 21620. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - For over twenty-five years Noam Chomsky's prolific 
political intervention has enlightened and inspired radicals while enraging their 
opponents in the halls of power. Beginning with a concise biography of his subject,
Milan Rai presents a sympathetic yet probing analysis of Chomsky's critique of US
media and foreign policy and his vision of a libertarian socialist future. Drawing on 
the entire range of Chomsky's prodigious output, including little-known interviews 
and articles, Rai examines Chomsky's assault on journalistic self-censorship and 
business control of the mass media. He shows how Chomsky challenges the US 
view of itself as a defender of democracy and equal rights by uncovering the hidden
motivations of its foreign policy makers. Rai draws out features of Chomsky's 
outlook that are sometimes obscured by a rapid coverage of a wide range of issues.
In particular, he emphasizes the importance of Chomsky's cultural critique in his 
ordering of political priorities. Accessible and comprehensive, Chomsky's Politics 
serves as an excellent introduction for those confronting Chomsky's critique for the 
first time. For those already familiar with his work it corrects some widespread 
misunderstandings, provides new insights, and chronicles the extraordinary 
contribution of a writer described by the New York Times as 'one of the most 
important intellectuals alive.'

Milan Rai is a British writer and anti-war activist from Hastings. Along with fellow 
activist Maya Evans, he was arrested on 25 October 2005 next to the Cenotaph war
memorial in London, for refusing to cease reading aloud the names of civilians by 
then killed in Iraq in the course of the Iraq war.
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Ramachander, Akumal. Little Pig. New York. 1992. Viking Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670843504. Illustrated by Stasys Eidrigevicius. 
29 pages. hardcover. Jacket art by Stasys Eidrigevicius. Inventory # 17349. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Although the owner of Mary’s Pig Farm lavishes attention
on him as he grows up, everyone, except Little Pig, knows what the future holds for
him.

Akumal Ramachander is known primarily for discovering the works of unknown 
Abstract Expressionist painter, Harold Shapinsky, whose vast collection of work 
might not otherwise have been shared with the general public.
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Ramgobin, Mewa. Waiting To Live. New York. 1986. Aventura. 1st Edition. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 0394744322. Paperback Original. 240 pages. paperback. Cover:
Jeffrey Smith. Inventory # 2793. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A strong-willed, young South African black man, Elias 
Mzimande - seduced by technology and the ways of the whites - abandons his 
people and his traditional settlement to make a better life for himself in the city. The 
fate of his ambition dramatizes the frightening tensions and ambiguities, of apartheid
in South Africa. Powerful for the depth of its human drama, WAITING TO LIVE is an
astounding political act of literary imagination.

Mewa Ramgobin (1932 - ) was born in Inanda, Natal. He was President of the Natal
Indian Congress (NIC) that was founded by Gandhi in 1894 and was married to 
Ghandi's granddaughter, Ela. In September 1971 Ramgobin was banned again after
he organised a petition for clemency to political prisoners. He remained under house
arrest until February 1973. In March 1973 he received a parcel bomb, the first time 
in South Africa, which exploded in his office in Durban. The government then 
restricted him, meaning he could no longer work in Durban, so he moved his office 
to Verulam. In 1975 he was banned for another five years, but was unbanned in 
1983. In 1983 he became the treasurer of the United Democratic Front (UDF), and 
was arrested in 1984 and released after 19 days. He went in hiding after his release,
and sought refuge in the British consulate, but was arrested again on 6 October and
accused of high treason after the 1984 people’s riots. He was acquitted in December
of 1985. He continued his work with the UDF. He is presently a Member of 
Parliament for the ANC and Chairperson of the Phoenix Settlement Trust. In 2009, 
Ramgobin's memoir, Prisms of Light: Within My Memory was launched. This 
autobiographical text is Ramgobin's recollections of his experiences in the struggle 
period of the apartheid era. Ramgobin's memoir recounts his role in the release of 
political prisoners in the 1970's, and his continuing role in anti-apartheid politics.
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Ramgobin, Mewa. Waiting To Live. New York. 1986. Aventura. 1st Edition. Very 
Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 0394744322. Paperback Original. 240 pages. 
paperback. Cover: Jeffrey Smith. Inventory # 31910. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A strong-willed, young South African black man, Elias 
Mzimande - seduced by technology and the ways of the whites - abandons his 
people and his traditional settlement to make a better life for himself in the city. The 
fate of his ambition dramatizes the frightening tensions and ambiguities, of apartheid
in South Africa. Powerful for the depth of its human drama, WAITING TO LIVE is an
astounding political act of literary imagination.

Mewa Ramgobin (1932 - ) was born in Inanda, Natal. He was President of the Natal
Indian Congress (NIC) that was founded by Gandhi in 1894 and was married to 
Ghandi's granddaughter, Ela. In September 1971 Ramgobin was banned again after
he organised a petition for clemency to political prisoners. He remained under house
arrest until February 1973. In March 1973 he received a parcel bomb, the first time 
in South Africa, which exploded in his office in Durban. The government then 
restricted him, meaning he could no longer work in Durban, so he moved his office 
to Verulam. In 1975 he was banned for another five years, but was unbanned in 
1983. In 1983 he became the treasurer of the United Democratic Front (UDF), and 
was arrested in 1984 and released after 19 days. He went in hiding after his release,
and sought refuge in the British consulate, but was arrested again on 6 October and
accused of high treason after the 1984 people’s riots. He was acquitted in December
of 1985. He continued his work with the UDF. He is presently a Member of 
Parliament for the ANC and Chairperson of the Phoenix Settlement Trust. In 2009, 
Ramgobin's memoir, Prisms of Light: Within My Memory was launched. This 
autobiographical text is Ramgobin's recollections of his experiences in the struggle 
period of the apartheid era. Ramgobin's memoir recounts his role in the release of 
political prisoners in the 1970's, and his continuing role in anti-apartheid politics.
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Ramke, Bin. Light Wind Light Light. Richmond. 2018. Omnidawn. Advance 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430533. 88 pages. paperback.
Inventory # 43970. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - LIGHT WIND LIGHT LIGHT engages a childhood among
rivers, takes steps into the river-like world at large, and then turns to (hopes for) 
metamorphosis. Transitions are marked with primitive signs, such as the visual 
dimensions of number—a concern that keeps arising as the poems ask how 
abstractions differ from matter. Light and transparency figure in every poem in this 
book, while the book as a whole deals with memory as fluid, transitory, illuminating.
An illusion.

BIN RAMKE grew up in Texas and Louisiana and spent his youth in the bayous and
marshes among Cajun and German-immigrant relatives. Author of over 10 books of
poetry, his first book won the Yale Younger Poets Prize. He teaches at the 
University of Denver where he holds the Phipps Chair in English and is an Evans 
Professor, and where he edited the Denver Quarterly for 17 years. He teaches on 
occasion at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago. He edited over 80 books of 
poems.
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Ramke, Bin. Missing the Moon. Richmond. 2014. Omnidawn Publishing. 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430007. 6 x 9’. 120 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 42125. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Scientific elegies of ambition and failure from this 
esteemed poet Attempts to reach the moon, metaphorically and otherwise, are an 
ancient element of human imagination. With intrusions from mathematics and 
science, these poems are elegiac celebrations of various ambitions that miss the 
mark, but matter anyway. The poems sometimes center on events in the life of the 
poet or members of his family; sometimes on the geography, geology, and the 
histories accrued by local communities, human and otherwise; sometimes they 
center on historical figures reimagined—from Giacinto Scelsi to Alan Turing. But 
these poems are always about boundaries and barriers, crossed sometimes, 
ignored at peril. They are about distances that must be travelled. ‘The poems in Bin
Ramke’s new book enact the ceaseless struggle between containment and flow, 
garden and river, body and time. Fascinating as moving water, these poems allow 
‘particulate sand its say.’ They do what Alfred North Whitehead said literature should
do: they embody what they indicate.’ Rae Armantrout, winner of the Pulitzer Prize for
Poetry.

Bin Ramke grew up in Texas and Louisiana and spent his youth in the bayous and
marshes among Cajun and German-immigrant relatives. Author of over 10 books of
poetry, his first book won the Yale Younger Poets Prize. He teaches at the 
University of Denver where he holds the Phipps Chair in English and is an Evans 
Professor, and where he edited the Denver Quarterly for 17 years. He teaches on 
occasion at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago.
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Ramos, Graciliano. Barren Lives. Austin. 1965. University Of Texas Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. Illustrated by Charles 
Umlauf. Translated from the Portuguese by Ralph Edward Dimmick. 131 pages. 
hardcover. Cover art by Charles Umlauf. Inventory # 15445. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - BARREN LIVES could take place nowhere save in the 
drought-ridden interior of northeastern Brazil. (The literal meaning of the Portuguese
title, Vidas Sécas, ‘Dry Lives,’ reflects both the parched atmosphere of the region 
and the desiccating effect it has on the existence of its inhabitants.) No aspect of the
area has attracted greater attention, doubtless by reason of the dramatic effects it 
offers, than the terrible droughts that periodically visit the backlands. Only a hardy 
breed could survive such trials, especially when prospects of reward are so few. 
Fabiano and his family own little more than the clothes on their backs. Fabiano is a 
good herdsman, and the ranch prospers under his management as long as the rains
come. He gets no thanks from the proprietor, however, whose conversation with his
employee usually takes the form of a dressing-down. By a skillful system of 
advances of money and overcharges for interest, the proprietor sees, moreover, that
little or nothing in the form of wages comes into Fabiano’s hands at the end of the 
year. Tradesmen cheat the ranch hand, townspeople scorn him as a bumpkin, a 
policeman avenges his ill luck at cards by throwing him into jail. Yet Fabiano accepts
all this abuse as his natural lot; so was his father used before him, and he has only 
vague illusions that his sons may know a better life. The height of his wife’s ambition
is ownership of a single piece of furniture, a comfortable bed.

GRACILIANO RAMOS is widely regarded as one of Brazil’s most important writers,
comparable with Machado de Assis. He was born in 1892. the son of a municipal 
judge, and died in 1953. Largely as a result of his background, Ramos developed a
cynical attitude towards human nature and a suspicion of authority which are clearly
reflected in his work. His themes concern man's struggle against his environment 
and the contrast between life in the remote countryside and what he regards as the
corruption of the big cities.
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Ramos, Manuel. The Ballad of Gato Guerrero. New York. 1994. St Martin's Press. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0312109350. 183 
pages. hardcover. Jacket art by Eric Dinyer. Inventory # 26741. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With his debut novel, THE BALLAD OF ROCKY RUIZ, 
Manuel Ramos introduced mystery readers not only to his impressive talents as a 
writer, but also to a fascinating world of Chicano culture and history. In this sequel, 
Denver lawyer Luis Montez is getting his act together, reviving his career and 
steering clear of trouble. But when Felix ‘Gato’ Guerrero, an old friend, asks for 
Luis’s help, Luis finds himself in the middle of more than one mess: There’s Felix’s 
girlfriend’s husband, a local crime lord with a nasty temper; there’s his former father-
in-law, who blames Felix for a family tragedy; and then there’s Felix himself, blithely
unaware of the dangers he faces. Luis’s efforts to help take him from the barrio, 
bars, and courtrooms of Denver to the casinos of Central City, to the rural, traditional
San Luis Valley of southern Colorado, and, finally, to the exuberant celebration of a 
fiesta in New Mexico. Colorful, dramatic, and richly textured, this is a worthy addition
to a welcome new series.

Manuel Ramos, an attorney who also has taught Chicano literature courses at 
Metropolitan State College of Denver, is the author of six crime fiction novels. These
novels have garnered critical and popular recognition such as the Colorado Book 
Award and the Chicano/Latino Literary Award (University of California at Irvine), as
well as an Edgar nomination from the Mystery Writers of America. Five of the books
feature Luis Montez, a Denver attorney who finds himself solving murders because
of his clients, old friends, and even family members. The sixth book, Moony's Road 
to Hell, is a stand-alone, private eye novel. Ramos also has published several short
stories.
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Ramos, Manuel. The Ballad of Rocky Ruiz. New York. 1993. St Martin's Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312092717. Winner of the 1991 
University of California at Irvine Chicano/Latino Literary Contest. 201 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket art by Eric Dinyer. Inventory # 31812. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Author's first book and winner of the University of 
California at Irvine Chicano/Latino Literary Contest. In his debut novel, Ramos 
introduces Luis Montez, a middle-aged Chicano lawyer living in Denver. An 
acquaintance of Luis's old college friends who was active in the Chicano student 
movement has been killed, and now Luis must delve into his past and re-examine 
the past murder of his friend Rocky Ruiz.

Manuel Ramos, an attorney who also has taught Chicano literature courses at 
Metropolitan State College of Denver, is the author of six crime fiction novels. These
novels have garnered critical and popular recognition such as the Colorado Book 
Award and the Chicano/Latino Literary Award (University of California at Irvine), as
well as an Edgar nomination from the Mystery Writers of America. Five of the books
feature Luis Montez, a Denver attorney who finds himself solving murders because
of his clients, old friends, and even family members. The sixth book, Moony's Road 
to Hell, is a stand-alone, private eye novel. Ramos also has published several short
stories.
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Rampersad, Arnold. Jackie Robinson: A Biography. New York. 1997. Knopf. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679444955. 512 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
24423. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The extraordinary life of Jackie Robinson is illuminated 
as never before in this full-scale biography by Arnold Rampersad, who was chosen
by Jack's widow, Rachel, to tell her husband's story, and was given unprecedented
access to his private papers. We are brought closer than we have ever been to the 
great ballplayer, a man of courage and quality who became a pivotal figure in the 
areas of race and civil rights. Born in the rural South, the son of a sharecropper, 
Robinson was reared in southern California. We see him blossom there as a 
student-athlete as he struggled against poverty and racism to uphold the beliefs 
instilled in him by his mother--faith in family, education, America, and God. We 
follow Robinson through World War II, when, in the first wave of racial integration in 
the armed forces, he was commissioned as an officer, then court-martialed after 
refusing to move to the back of a bus. After he plays in the Negro National League,
we watch the opening of an all-American drama as, late in 1945, Branch Rickey of 
the Brooklyn Dodgers recognized Jack as the right player to break baseball's color 
barrier--and the game was forever changed. Jack's never-before-published letters 
open up his relationship with his family, especially his wife, Rachel, whom he 
married just as his perilous venture of integrating baseball began. Her memories are
a major resource of the narrative as we learn about the severe harassment 
Robinson endured from teammates and opponents alike; about death threats and 
exclusion; about joy and remarkable success. We see his business ventures, his 
leading role in the community, his early support of Martin Luther King Jr., his 
commitment to the civil rights movement at a crucial stage in its evolution; his 
controversial associations with Eisenhower, Kennedy, Nixon, Humphrey, Goldwater,
Nelson Rockefeller, and Malcolm X.

Arnold Rampersad is Professor of English at Rutgers: The State University of New 
Jersey and author of THE ART AND IMAGINATION OF W. E. B. DUBOIS and 
numerous essays on American and Afro-American literature.
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Rand, Peter. China Hands: The Adventures and Ordeals of the American Journalists
Who Joined Forces with the Great Chinese Revolution. New York. 1995. Simon & 
Schuster. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684808447. 384 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Calvin Chu. Inventory # 21712. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From the earliest days of the twentieth century, China 
was plunged into chaos and civil war. In the 1920s and 1930s, the nightmare 
quickened with the invasion by the Japanese and the onslaught of war. There to 
experience the darkness and the terror was a small corps of inspired, eccentric 
American writers and reporters. They were the emissaries of their day to the Middle
Kingdom, bringing news of the East to the West in the tradition established by other
great chroniclers like Marco Polo and Rudyard Kipling. Peter Rand skillfully 
interweaves a highly charged narrative of revolution, horror, and political mayhem 
with the dramatic personal adventures of these American originals who set out to 
find fame and fortune in a far-off land and ended up as part of the story they came to
tell. They form a fascinating cast of characters: the brilliant, doomed ‘angel of 
mercy,’ Rayna Prohme; Harold Isaacs, the hot-headed radical from Manhattan’s 
Upper West Side who launched a tabloid in Shanghai; charming Edgar Snow, 
favored by fortune, who made his way to the remote rebel stonghold of Mao Tse-
tung and returned to write an American classic; his strong-willed wife, Helen; the 
irrepressible Theodore H. White, Time-Life’s wizard in wartime China; and Barbara
Stephens, an adventurous, golden-haired beauty who set out by herself to 
investigate Chinese atrocities in central Asia and never returned. This epic saga 
teems with famous figures from history: Chiang Kai-shek, Borodin, Madame Sun 
Yat-sen, and ‘Vinegar Joe’ Stilwell, among others. Rand, whose father was a China
hand, summons forth this lost world with a personal touch of his own.

Peter Rand is the author of six books, including China Hands. A former editor of 
Washington Monthly and a regular reviewer for the New York Times Book Review, 
he has taught at Columbia and Harvard .
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Randall, Alice. The Wind Done Gone. Boston. 2001. Houghton Mifflin. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 061810450x. 210 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Michaela Sullivan. Inventory # 30255. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a brilliant rejoinder and an inspired act of literary 
invention, Alice Randall explodes the world created in Margaret Mitchell’s famous 
1936 novel, the work that more than any other has defined our image of the 
antebellum South. Imagine simply that the black characters peopling that world were
completely different, not egregious, one-dimensional stereotypes but fully alive, 
complex human beings. And then imagine, quite plausibly, that at the center of this
world moves an illegitimate mulatto woman, and that this woman, Cynara, 
Cinnamon, or Cindy -- beautiful and brown -- gets to tell her story. Cindy is born into
a world in which she is unacknowledged by her plantation-owning father and passed
over by her mother in favor of her white charges. Sold off like so much used 
furniture, she eventually makes her way back to Atlanta to take up with a prominent
white businessman, only to leave him for an aspiring politician of her own color. 
Moving from the Deep South to the exhilarating freedom of Reconstruction 
Washington, with its thriving black citizenry of statesmen, professionals, and strivers
of every persuasion, Cindy experiences firsthand the promise of the new era at its 
dizzying peak, just before it begins to slip away. Alluding to events in Mitchell’s novel
but ingeniously and ironically transforming them, THE WIND DONE GONE is an 
exquisitely written, emotionally complex story of a strong, resourceful black woman 
breaking away from the damaging world of the Old South to emerge into her own, a
person capable of not only receiving but giving love, as daughter, lover, and mother.
A passionate love story, a wrenching portrait of a tangled mother-daughter 
relationship, and a book that gives a voice to those history has silenced, THE WIND
DONE GONE is an elegant literary achievement of significant political force and a 
novel whose time has finally come.

Alice Randall is an American author and songwriter of African-American descent. 
She is perhaps best known for her novel The Wind Done Gone, a reinterpretation 
and parody of the popular 1936 novel Gone with the Wind.
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Randall, Willard Sterne and Nahra, Nancy. Forgotten Americans: Footnote Figures
Who Changed American History. Reading. 1998. Addison Wesley. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0201773147. 267 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
25423. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A fascinating look at neglected figures in American 
history, from the pen of one of Americas most popular biographers. Our history was
shaped by many people who have been forgotten in popular histories, and relegated
to footnotes in scholarly ones. Forgotten Americans illuminates our past through 
fifteen portraits of feminists, abolitionists, religious reformers, Indians and Indian-
hunters alike. With these threads Randall and Nahra weave a rich tapestry of 
American life up to the twentieth century. From early settlements to the close of the
nineteenth century, the brief biographies in Forgotten Americans engagingly fill out 
our knowledge of the nations past.

Willard Sterne Randall is the author of award-winning biographies of Washington, 
Jefferson, and other figures from the Revolutionary period. Before taking up history,
he was an investigative journalist, receiving the National Magazine Award for Public
Service. Nancy Nahra earned her doctorate in romance languages from Princeton, 
and now teaches classical civilization and poetry. One of her poems won the John 
Masefield Award from the Poetry Society of America, and a collection was a 
semifinalist in the National Poetry Series Open Competition. Randall and Nahra 
divide their year between Vermont and Rome, where they are visiting professors at 
John Cabot University.keywords
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Randle, Kevin and Estes, Russ. Spaceships of the Visitors: An Illustrated Guide To
Alien Spacecraft. New York. 2000. Fireside/Simon & Schuster. 1st Printing. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 0684857391. Paperback Original. 327 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 28443. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the last decade, the number of reports of alien 
spacecraft sightings has skyrocketed. However, the phenomenon of alien 
encounters is not new. Here, for the first time, two UFO experts, Kevin Randle and 
Russ Estes, cover the history of UFO sightings, from the ancient to the modern, 
using research from many different sources, including the Air Force and private UFO
groups. Each of the more than one hundred entries is based on actual eyewitness 
accounts and includes: A detailed drawing of each spaceship based on photographs
or drawings made by the people who saw it with their own eyes; A concise summary
of the facts: where the sighting took place, names of the witnesses, craft type, and 
such specifics as each craft’s dimensions, color, sound, and exhaust mechanism; A
unique reliability rating, on a scale from 0 to 10; A gripping you-were-there narration
of the encounter, along with meticulous documentation of source material. 
SPACESHIPS OF THE VISITORS is a fascinating and essential reference for 
anyone curious about alien visitation.

Kevin D. Randle is a retired lieutenant colonel who served in Vietnam as a helicopter
pilot and in Iraq as a battalion intelligence officer. He began writing for UFO 
magazines and eventually moved onto books. He is a sought-after expert on UFOs, 
is the author of several books on alien phenomena, including The UFO Casebook 
and Crash at Roswell. He lives in Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
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Rankin, Ian. A Good Hanging. New York. 2002. St Martin's/Minotaur. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.Remainder Mark. 0312280270. 253 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket illustration by Edward Holub. Inventory # 34334. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Twelve remarkable, gritty stories starring Detective 
Inspector John Rebus in his home city of Edinburgh, as only Ian Rankin can portray 
it: not just the tearooms and cobbled streets of the tourist brochures, but a modern 
urban metropolis with a full range of criminals and their victims-blackmailers, 
peeping Toms, and more than one kind of murderer. It’s a city like any other, a city 
that gives birth to crimes of passion, accidents, and long-hidden jealousy, and a city
in which criminal minds find it all too easy to fade into the shadows. As dedicated 
readers of the series well know, nobody is better equipped to delve into Edinburgh’s
back alleys and smoky pubs than Rebus, and no one better able to illuminate his 
world than Ian Rankin.

Ian Rankin is an Edgar Award nominee and the recipient of a Gold Dagger Award 
for Fiction and the Chandler-Fulbright Award. He lives in Edinburgh, Scotland, with 
his wife and their two sons. Winner of the 2004 Edgar Award for Best Novel.
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Rankin, Ian. Dead Souls: An Inspector Rebus Novel. New York. 1999. St Martin's 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312202938. 406 pages. 
hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket art by Ed Holub. Inventory # 27269. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Weary, wary, hard-drinking Detective John Rebus 
returns in author Ian Rankin’s internationally acclaimed, award-winning series. As 
complex and unpredictable as the brooding mists that envelop his Edinburgh beat, 
Rebus is ever resourceful and determined-but this time, vulnerable and challenged 
as never before, with complications in his personal life, and events that shake him to
the depths of his being. A colleague’s suicide. Pedophiles. A missing child. A serial 
killer. You never know your luck, muses Rebus. Driven by instinct and experience, 
he searches for connections, against official skepticism. But at night, unsoothed by
whiskey, Rebus faces his ghosts-and the prospect of his daughter’s possibly 
permanent paralysis. Soldiering through dank, desperate slums and the tony flats of
the Scottish chic, Rebus uncovers a chain of crime, deceit, and hidden sins-knowing
it’s himself he’s really trying to save.

Ian Rankin is an Edgar Award nominee and the recipient of a Gold Dagger Award 
for Fiction and the Chandler-Fulbright Award. He lives in Edinburgh, Scotland, with 
his wife and their two sons. Winner of the 2004 Edgar Award for Best Novel.
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Rankin, Ian. Exit Music. New York. 2008. Little Brown. Advance Reading Copy. Very
Good in Wrappers. 9780316057585. 423 pages. paperback. Inventory # 36618. 
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It’s late in the fall in Edinburgh and late in the career of 
Detective Inspector John Rebus. As he is simply trying to tie up some loose ends 
before his retirement, a new case lands on his desk: a dissident Russian poet has 
been murdered in what looks like a mugging gone wrong. Rebus discovers that an 
elite delegation of Russian businessmen is in town, looking to expand their interests.
And as Rebus’s investigation gains ground, someone brutally assaults a local 
gangster with whom he has a long history. Has Rebus overstepped his bounds for 
the last time? Only a few days shy of the end to his long, inglorious career, will 
Rebus even make it that far?

Ian Rankin is an Edgar Award nominee and the recipient of a Gold Dagger Award 
for Fiction and the Chandler-Fulbright Award. He lives in Edinburgh, Scotland, with 
his wife and their two sons. Winner of the 2004 Edgar Award for Best Novel.
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Rankin, Ian. The Falls: An Inspector Rebus Novella. New York. 2001. St 
Martin's/Minotaur. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.Remainder Mark.
0312206100. 399 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Jerry Todd. Inventory # 
34335. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When the privileged daughter of a merchant banker 
disappears, a search through her e-mails uncovers her secret life-and a bizarre 
correspondence with an on-line game player who delights in macabre puzzles. The 
first game was for the girl. The next one is for Inspector John Rebus, a man haunted
by the impenetrable riddles of his own troubled past. But the lead is soon 
complicated by an unexpected twist. A hand-carved wooden doll in an eight-inch 
coffin is found on the grounds of the victim’s home-a clue that links her vanishing to 
the deaths of four other women, and to a centuries-old offense that still scars the 
grisly history of Edinburgh. From the shadowy world of an Internet stalker to the 
quicksand of lies in the missing girl’s dissolute family, Rebus is led into the soul of 
evil. And to a shattering crime that only he, a man who treads the fine line between 
investigative brilliance and personal oblivion, could ever hope to understand.

Ian Rankin is an Edgar Award nominee and the recipient of a Gold Dagger Award 
for Fiction and the Chandler-Fulbright Award. He lives in Edinburgh, Scotland, with 
his wife and their two sons. Winner of the 2004 Edgar Award for Best Novel.
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Rapping, Elayne. The Looking Glass World of Nonfiction Television. Boston. 1986. 
South End Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0896082814. 201 pages. 
paperback. Cover by Nick Thorkelson. Inventory # 36758. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - As Elaine Rapping points out in THE LOOKING GLASS
WORLD OF NON-FICTION TV, the contrast between the 1950's documentary 
approach of See It Now and that of contemporary reports is telling. As video 
technology grew more sophisticated, the triumph of style over content was 
heightened. This allowed networks to apply a variety of aesthetically moving and 
impressive techniques to serious topics. On the other hand, the range of views 
examined and the depth of the examinations has not changed as much as 
sometimes seems the case. Documentaries now serve the somewhat different 
purpose of expounding on, and so justifying, policies already in place. They rarely 
challenge hegemony; they explain it.

Elayne Antler Rapping (December 24, 1938 – June 7, 2016) was an American critic
and analyst of popular culture and social issues. She authored several books 
covering topics such as media theory, popular culture, women's issues, and the 
portrayal of the legal system on television. As a regular contributor to such 
publications as The Nation, The Progressive, and The New York Times, she wrote 
on a wide variety of cultural issues including film and movie reviews.
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Rashid, Ahmed. Descent Into Chaos: The United States & the Failure of Nation 
Building in Pakistan, Afghanistan, & Central Asia. New York. 2008. Viking Press. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780670019700. 484 pages. hardcover.
Inscribed by the Author. Jacket design - J. Wang. Inventory # 37419. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ahmed Rashid is ‘Pakistan's best and bravest 
reporter’ (Christopher Hitchens). His unique knowledge of this vast and complex 
region allows him a panoramic vision and nuance that no Western writer can 
emulate. His book Taliban first introduced American readers to the brutal regime that
hijacked Afghanistan and harbored the terrorist group responsible for the 9/11 
attacks. Now, Rashid examines the region and the corridors of power in Washington
and Europe to see how the promised nation building in these countries has pro-
gressed. His conclusions are devastating: An unstable and nuclear-armed Pakistan,
a renewed al' Qaeda profiting from a booming opium trade, and a Taliban 
resurgence and reconquest. While Iraq continues to attract most of American media
and military might, Rashid argues that Pakistan and Afghanistan are where the 
conflict will finally be played out and that these failing states pose a graver threat to
global security than the Middle East. Benazir Bhutto's assassination and the crisis in
Pakistan are only the beginning. Rashid assesses what her death means for the 
region and the future. Rashid has unparalleled access to the figures in this global 
drama, and provides up-to-the-minute analysis better than anyone else. Descent 
Into Chaos will do for Central Asia what Thomas Rick's Fiasco did for Iraq — offer a
blistering critique of the Bush administration and an impassioned call to correct our 
failed strategy in the region.

AHMED RASHID is a journalist based in Lahore. He is the Pakistan, Afghanistan, 
and Central Asia correspondent for the Far Eastern Economic Review and the Daily
Telegraph. He also writes for the Wall Street Journal.
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Rashid, Ahmed. Taliban: Militant Islam, Oil & Fundamentalism in Central Asia. New
Haven. 2000. Yale University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.
0300083408. 288 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 30952. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Shrouding themselves and their aims in deepest secrecy,
the leaders of the Taliban movement control Afghan-istan with an inflexible, crushing
fundamentalism. The most extreme and radical of all Islamic organizations, the 
Taliban inspires fascination, controversy, and especially fear in both the Muslim 
world and the West. Correspondent Ahmed Rashid brings the shadowy world of the
Taliban into sharp focus in this enormously interesting and revealing book. It is the 
only authoritative account of the Taliban and modern day Afghanistan available to 
English language readers. Based on his experiences as a journalist covering the 
civil war in Afghanistan for twenty years, traveling and living with the Taliban, and 
interviewing most of the Taliban leaders since their emergence to power in 1994, 
Rashid offers unparalleled firsthand information. He explains how the growth of 
Taliban power has already created severe instability in Russia, Iran, Pakistan, and 
five Central Asian republics. He describes the Taliban' s role as a major player in a 
new 'Great Game'--a competition among Western countries and companies to build
oil and gas pipelines from Central Asia to Western and Asian markets. The author 
also discusses the controversial changes in American attitudes toward the Taliban--
from early support to recent bombings of Osama Bin Laden's hideaway and other 
Taliban-protected terrorist bases--and how they have influenced the stability of the 
region. This book is the only thorough book-length study on the Taliban to date and
sets them in the wider context of world politics. It covers not just the Taliban, but 
also the geo-politics of the region and controversial issues such as Islamic 
fundamentalism, Osama Bin Laden, the Taliban's treatment of women, the drug 
trade, and the oil politics of Central Asia.

AHMED RASHID is a journalist based in Lahore. He is the Pakistan, Afghanistan, 
and Central Asia correspondent for the Far Eastern Economic Review and the Daily
Telegraph. He also writes for the Wall Street Journal.
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Raskin, Jonah. American Scream: Allen Ginsberg's Howl & the Making of Best. 
Berkeley. 2004. University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0520240154. 295 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 35205. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Written as a cultural weapon and a call to arms, Howl 
touched a raw nerve in Cold War America and has been controversial from the day it
was first read aloud nearly fifty years ago. This first full critical and historical study of
Howl brilliantly elucidates the nexus of politics and literature in which it was written 
and gives striking new portraits of Allen Ginsberg, Jack Kerouac, and William 
Burroughs. Drawing from newly released psychiatric reports on Ginsberg, from 
interviews with his psychiatrist, Dr. Philip Hicks, and from the poet's journals, 
American Scream shows how Howl brought Ginsberg and the world out of the closet
of a repressive society. It also gives the first full accounting of the literary figures--
Eliot, Rimbaud, and Whitman--who influenced Howl, definitively placing it in the 
tradition of twentieth-century American poetry for the first time. As he follows the 
genesis and the evolution of Howl, Jonah Raskin constructs a vivid picture of a poet
and an era. He illuminates the development of Beat poetry in New York and San 
Francisco in the 1950s--focusing on historic occasions such as the first reading of 
Howl at Six Gallery in San Francisco in 1955 and the obscenity trial over the poem's
publication. He looks closely at Ginsberg's life, including his relationships with his 
parents, friends, and mentors, while he was writing the poem and uses this material
to illuminate the themes of madness, nakedness, and secrecy that pervade Howl. A
captivating look at the cultural climate of the Cold War and at a great American poet,
American Scream finally tells the full story of Howl--a rousing manifesto for a 
generation and a classic of twentieth-century literature.

Jonah Raskin (born January 3, 1942) is an American writer who left an East Coast 
university teaching position to participate in the 1970s radical counterculture as a 
freelance journalist, then returned to the academy in California in the 1980s to write
probing studies of Abbie Hoffman and Allen Ginsberg and reviews of northern 
California writers whom he styled as "natives, newcomers, exiles and fugitives."
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Raskin, Jonah. The Mythology of Imperialism. New York. 1971. Random House. 1st
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394468376. 335 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
18877. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘We, the readers and students of literature, have been 
hijacked. The literary critics, our teachers, those assassins of culture, have put us up
against the wall and held us captive.’ So begins Jonah Raskin’s THE MYTHOLOGY
OF IMPERIALISM. When first published in 1971, this book was nothing short of a 
call to arms, an open revolt against the literary establishment. In his critique of five 
well–known British writers - Joseph Conrad, Rudyard Kipling, D. H. Lawrence, E. M.
Forster, and Joyce Cary - Raskin not only developed the model for a revolutionary 
anti–imperialist criticism, but, through this book’s influence on Edward Said, helped
usher in the field of postcolonial studies. Nearly four decades later, The Mythology of
Imperialism is all the more relevant. Its readings of British literature still offer bold 
and original insight into the relationship between text, artist, and historical context. 
But, perhaps more crucially, this book sends a revolutionary message to all readers
and students of literature. Against much of today’s postcolonialism - diluted by 
postmodern obfuscation and largely detached from its historical roots - Raskin 
locates the center of his anti–imperialist criticism in the anti–imperialist struggle itself
and takes his cues not from ‘the assassins of culture’ in the academy but from the 
national liberation movements of his time.

Jonah Raskin (born January 3, 1942) is an American writer who left an East Coast 
university teaching position to participate in the 1970s radical counterculture as a 
freelance journalist, then returned to the academy in California in the 1980s to write
probing studies of Abbie Hoffman and Allen Ginsberg and reviews of northern 
California writers whom he styled as "natives, newcomers, exiles and fugitives." 
Beginning as a lecturer in English at Sonoma State University in 1981, he moved to
chair of the Communications Studies Department from 1988 to 2007, while serving 
as a book reviewer for the San Francisco Chronicle and the Santa Rosa Press-
Democrat. He retired from his teaching position in 2011.
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Rasmussen, R. Kent (editor). Dear Mark Twain: Letters from His Readers. Berkeley.
2013. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.
9780520261341. 6 x 9. 25 b/w photos. 296 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Faceout Studio, Charles Brock. Inventory # 7967. $27.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Dear Mark Twain leaves the reader with little doubt as to
the singular and powerful chord that this author struck in the hearts of the American
public. Ron Powers, from the Foreword Kent Rasmussen has done valuable work 
researching for the nuggets in the goldmine of Mark Twain’s work. Hal Holbrook A 
voracious pack-rat, Mark Twain hoarded his readers’ letters as did few of his 
contemporaries. Dear Mark Twain collects 200 of these letters written by a diverse 
cross-section of correspondents from around the world—children, farmers, 
schoolteachers, businessmen, preachers, railroad clerks, inmates of mental 
institutions, con artists, and even a former president. It is a unique and 
groundbreaking book—the first published collection of reader letters to any writer of
Mark Twain’s time. Its contents afford a rare and exhilarating glimpse into the 
sensibilities of nineteenth-century people while revealing the impact Samuel L. 
Clemens had on his readers. Clemens’s own and often startling comments and 
replies are also included. R. Kent Rasmussen’s extensive research provides 
fascinating profiles of the correspondents, whose personal stories are often as 
interesting as their letters. Ranging from gushing fan appreciations and requests for
help and advice to suggestions for writing projects and stinging criticisms, the letters
are filled with perceptive insights, pathos, and unintentional but often riotous humor.
Many are deeply moving, more than a few are hilarious, some may be shocking, few
are dull.

R. Kent Rasmussen is a prolific and widely respected scholar of Mark twain. among
his books are Mark Twain A to Z, The Quotable Mark Twain, Bloom’s How to Write
About Mark Twain and Critical Companion to Mark Twain. He is also the editor of 
the recently published Penguin Classics edition of Mark Twain’s Autobiographical 
Writings. Jumping Frogs: Undiscovered, Rediscovered, and Celebrated Writings of
Mark Twain, 4.
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Ratch, Jerry. Chaucer Marginalia. Berkeley. 1979. Sombre Reptiles/Tombouctou 
Press. 1st American Edition.1 of 200 copies. Previous Owner's Inscription in Front,
Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. unpaginated. paperback. Signed By the Author. 
Inventory # 32135. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Written after discovering the tangy gutter language next 
to the text of Chaucer's poems, translated from the Middle English by the editors of 
the Norton Anthology. How could you not make poems from this juicy material?

Jerry Ratch has published 13 books of poetry, the novel, Wild Dreams of Reality, 
and the memoir, A Body Divided, the story of a one-armed boy growing up in a two-
fisted world.
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Ratch, Jerry. Osiris. Berkeley. 1977. Cloud Marauder Press. 1st American Edition.1
of 750 copies. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. paperback. Cover: Mary Ann 
Hayden. Inventory # 32157. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - from a review in PoetryFlash – ‘This well-designed book
with drawings. integrated into the text is a fine collection of terse lyrics by the author
of Puppet X and Clown Birth. The book is notable also for Ratch's ability to blend 
myths from Egyptian and ancient African sources in order to produce not a scholarly
hodge-podge of erudition, but poetry which is unique and modern in its sensibility. 
Ratch can see his use of myth with humor, assuming the persona of a tomb-robber: 
‘They were looking for tomb-robbers/ & I was one. .’ The theme of the book is 
basically that of death and rebirth, and for this the mythical back-drop of Egypt, with 
its fertility god Osiris (also associated with creativity) is particularly appropriate. The 
final poems in the text suggest the death of the physical Egyptian empire, and the 
permanence of the creative spirit.’

Jerry Ratch has published 13 books of poetry, the novel, Wild Dreams of Reality, 
and the memoir, A Body Divided, the story of a one-armed boy growing up in a two-
fisted world.
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Ratcliffe, Stephen. Mobile/Mobile. Los Angeles. 1987. Echo Park Press. 1st 
American Edition. 1 of 300 Copies. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 
0940261006. 25 pages. paperback. Inventory # 43135. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Stephen Ratcliffe has published more than twenty books
of poetry.

Stephen Ratcliffe (born July 7, 1948 in Boston, Massachusetts) is a contemporary U.
S. poet and critic who has published a number of books of poetry and three books of
criticism. He lives in Bolinas, CA and is the publisher of Avenue B Press. He was the
director of the Creative Writing program at Mills College in Oakland, CA where he 
has been an instructor for more than 25 years, and continues to teach Creative 
Writing (poetry) and Literature (poetry, Shakespeare) courses there. The focus of 
much of Ratcliffe’s recent work from the past decade is on the "long poem / book" 
written in consecutive days, ‘rooted’/ ‘grounded’ in the place where he lives and 
does his work: Bolinas. As of 2010, Ratcliffe has published at least 19 books of 
poetry (21 including the e-editions on Ubuweb[3]) and as the editor and publisher of
Avenue B,
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Rathbone, Julian. A Raving Monarchist. New York. 1978. St Martin's Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312664125. 220 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 3377. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - To help a Basque gain illegal entry into Spain may not 
seem a desperately dangerous thing for a couple of English tourists to attempt; but
when, a week or so later, the same Basque reappears a fugitive now, wounded by 
Guardias in a gun-fight but still in possession of a powerful automatic rifle - Archie 
Connaught is more than a little frightened. And the situation, terrifying as it is, is 
none too clear - is Paco Blas blackmailing Archie’s young friend, Maurice? Is Paco 
really a Basque at all? Just what is going on? It is only as the fireworks and 
cathedral bells spectacularly announce St James’s Day in Santiago de Compostela 
that these questions are answered in what must surely be the most exciting finish 
Julian Rathbone has yet achieved, in this, his ninth novel. A RAVING 
MONARCHIST will stand with CARNIVAL not only as a first-rate thriller, but also as
a novel which brings vividly to life the problems and conflicts of a nation which, since
the death of Franco, has been striving again towards the settlement that has eluded
it for over a hundred years.

Julian Christopher Rathbone (10 February 1935 – 28 February 2008) was an 
English novelist. Various threads run through Rathbone's novels over their forty-year
span. Standing firmly in the 19th Century tradition with its belief in the primacy of the
writer's imagination and its consequent freedom to explore human life in all its 
aspects, Rathbone always refused to be tied to a single genre, time or place or 
character in undertaking this exploration. An ostensible thriller may be just as much
a study of relationships, an apparently mainstream novel an investigation of crime, a
work of historical fiction a meditation on contemporary issues. In blurring and 
blending genres in this way, for three decades or more in which the book market 
became increasingly obsessed with the typecasting and branding of books and their
authors, Rathbone can be seen as having explored and questioned the nature of 
genre itself, its scope and limitations.
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Rathbone, Julian. A Spy of the Old School. New York. 1983. Pantheon Books. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394517962. 272 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket illustration by Susannah Kelly. Inventory # 2566. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Richard Austen is one of England’s leading 
archaeologists, a well-known pillar of the Establishment. He is also a communist spy
- a man who during World War II passed on to the Russians vital information about
British code breaking. Julian Rathbone’s new book blends his talent for writing 
brilliant thrillers - his EUROKILLERS and other books have won international praise
– with the insights that have twice made his works runners-up for Britain’s 
distinguished Booker Prize. Rathbone unravels the fascinating story of a man who 
thinks he has covered his trail, safely juggling his dual loyalties, and then suddenly 
finds himself facing exposure. As the gilded exterior is slowly chipped away, we see
a man trapped both by his present pursuers and by the conflicting loyalties of his 
past. Rathbone has captured perfectly the atmosphere that led so many 
distinguished Englishmen to opt for communism in the thirties and forties, while at 
the same time dramatically portraying the image of a privileged life crumbling before
one’s eyes.

Julian Christopher Rathbone (10 February 1935 – 28 February 2008) was an 
English novelist. Various threads run through Rathbone's novels over their forty-year
span. Standing firmly in the 19th Century tradition with its belief in the primacy of the
writer's imagination and its consequent freedom to explore human life in all its 
aspects, Rathbone always refused to be tied to a single genre, time or place or 
character in undertaking this exploration. An ostensible thriller may be just as much
a study of relationships, an apparently mainstream novel an investigation of crime, a
work of historical fiction a meditation on contemporary issues. In blurring and 
blending genres in this way, for three decades or more in which the book market 
became increasingly obsessed with the typecasting and branding of books and their
authors, Rathbone can be seen as having explored and questioned the nature of 
genre itself, its scope and limitations.
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Rathbone, Julian. Accidents Will Happen. London. 1995. Serpent's Tail. 1st British 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 1852423129. 288 pages. paperback. Cover 
illustration by Oscar Zarate. Inventory # 25269. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Renata Fechter is a strong woman in a man's world. She
heads up the Eco-Cops, a post she's been given to keep her quiet and out of the 
way. But when the Burghaven case turns out to be a lot nastier than anyone ever 
imagined, she swings into action. Faced with corrupt politicians, crooked 
businessmen and toxic waste scandal, it takes Renata all her wits to stay one step 
ahead of her shadowy adversaries in a dangerous game.

Julian Christopher Rathbone (10 February 1935 – 28 February 2008) was an 
English novelist. Various threads run through Rathbone's novels over their forty-year
span. Standing firmly in the 19th Century tradition with its belief in the primacy of the
writer's imagination and its consequent freedom to explore human life in all its 
aspects, Rathbone always refused to be tied to a single genre, time or place or 
character in undertaking this exploration. An ostensible thriller may be just as much
a study of relationships, an apparently mainstream novel an investigation of crime, a
work of historical fiction a meditation on contemporary issues. In blurring and 
blending genres in this way, for three decades or more in which the book market 
became increasingly obsessed with the typecasting and branding of books and their
authors, Rathbone can be seen as having explored and questioned the nature of 
genre itself, its scope and limitations.
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Rathbone, Julian. Base Case. New York. 1981. Pantheon Books. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket W/A Number Of Creases. 
0394509110. 189 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Amy Rowen. Inventory # 
28047. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Still convalescent from mental illness induced by his last
assignment, Jan Argand, the ‘Honest Commissioner’ from Brabt, is sent to the Virtue
Islands to advise on security for IBOBRAS, a Spanish-based construction firm 
contracted by the Americans to build a nuclear base there. A device explodes 
uncomfortably near him at Madrid airport, and on reaching Santa Caridad, Argand 
discovers that his document case has been switched for one containing six kilos of 
heroin. Convinced that he is to be killed, or at least framed, he sets out to track 
down his enemies and unwittingly stumbles into a web of intrigue and corruption, 
involving local government officials, wealthy industrialists, a highly successful gem 
dealer and even a couple of participants in a literary congress, whose events 
curiously overlap with Argand’s activities. In this sequel to THE EURO-KILLERS, 
which was acclaimed by Professor Winks of Yale as one of the most historically 
important thrillers ever written, Julian Rathbone excels again at combining a taut, 
exciting plot with serious topical issues, not the least of which are those that arise 
when a community is asked to support the nuclear weapons of a superpower. In the
age of the cruise missile, BASE CASE may prove closer to home than the exotic 
Virtue Islands where it is set.

Julian Christopher Rathbone (10 February 1935 – 28 February 2008) was an 
English novelist. Various threads run through Rathbone's novels over their forty-year
span. Standing firmly in the 19th Century tradition with its belief in the primacy of the
writer's imagination and its consequent freedom to explore human life in all its 
aspects, Rathbone always refused to be tied to a single genre, time or place or 
character in undertaking this exploration.
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Rathbone, Julian. Carnival. New York. 1976. St Martin's Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 221 pages. hardcover. Jacket by Milas. Inventory
# 3376. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Azure-winged magpies are beautiful and rare. Disturbed
by a pair of them on a Spanish hill-side near the Portuguese frontier, Colin Shedfield
and his beautiful young mistress follow the flight of the birds across a valley — and 
discover four men digging a grave. A Spanish trades unionist is assassinated and, in
the wake, come more killings, betrayals, cross and double-cross, in all of which 
Colin and his friends Weller and Buchan become unwillingly involved as the 
confused politics of Spain and Portugal flare into violence in a small border town. 
Julian Rathbone’s latest book brings the potentially explosive situation in Spain 
today vividly and thrillingly alive, set as it is in a crowded town en fiesta, a pulsating
background which draws the inevitable contrast between the dignity and grace of the
bullfight and the squalor of political murder. And in Weller and Buchan are two 
splendid characters whose courage, humour and zest for life represent qualities 
refreshingly unfashionable. CARNIVAL ranks as one of Rathbone’s best books in 
the same vein as KILL CURE and BLOODY MARVELLOUS.

Julian Christopher Rathbone (10 February 1935 – 28 February 2008) was an 
English novelist. Various threads run through Rathbone's novels over their forty-year
span. Standing firmly in the 19th Century tradition with its belief in the primacy of the
writer's imagination and its consequent freedom to explore human life in all its 
aspects, Rathbone always refused to be tied to a single genre, time or place or 
character in undertaking this exploration.
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Rathbone, Julian. Greenfinger. New York. 1987. Viking Press. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670815888. 246 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Neil
Stuart. Jacket illustration by Russell Farrell. Inventory # 8324. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In an alleyway in San José, Costa Rica, a botanist is shot
to pieces, and the specimens he is carrying are stolen. A primitive but thriving coffee
collective in the mountains runs into sudden opposition from the authorities. An 
agricultural field station in Nicaragua is wiped out in a surprise attack, and three 
years’ worth of research is destroyed. These events and the brutal killings that follow
are the consequences of a covert operation mounted by Greenfinger Inc., a 
subsidiary of the giant Associated Foods International. A contract killer and a 
commando group trained on $5 lines have been given their orders: Destroy ‘Ldt,’ a 
new coffee hybrid, and anyone who has knowledge of it. When Kit Carter, an 
agricultural economist for the United Nations Agricultural and Food Organization, 
fights back to save the collective, he is trapped by the ugly truths of multinational 
greed. It is his beautiful and vibrant wife, Esther, surely one of the most unusual and
provocative characters in recent fiction, who must face the chilling forces of evil 
alone. GREENFINGER is thrilling entertainment, an ingenious adventure that leads 
the reader from the back-alley slums of Central America up into the eerie canopy of 
the tropical rain forest. A novelist of international distinction, Julian Rathbone once 
again proves himself a master of suspense, a writer whom The Daily Telegraph has
called ‘one of the very best storytellers around.’

Julian Christopher Rathbone (10 February 1935 – 28 February 2008) was an 
English novelist. Various threads run through Rathbone's novels over their forty-year
span. Standing firmly in the 19th Century tradition with its belief in the primacy of the
writer's imagination and its consequent freedom to explore human life in all its 
aspects, Rathbone always refused to be tied to a single genre, time or place or 
character in undertaking this exploration.
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Rathbone, Julian. King Fisher Lives (DUSTJACKET ONLY). New York. 1976. St 
Martin's Press. Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 206 pages. DUSTJACKET 
ONLY. Jacket: Chris Yates. Inventory #  44290. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET - Lewis Fisher – wise
man if the sixties, author of THE FUCK HATERS and THE VENUS HIGH. Lewis 
Fisher – shining star of the younger generation of seminal thinkers. Lewis Fisher – 
gunned down by the Civil Guards in an obscure corner of Spain. ‘King Fisher Lives’
say the T-shirts of the young and the myth grow that he was yet another victim of the
CIA and the forces of reaction in Spain. But what really happened on that thirteenth
of December in the lost paradise of Las Batuecas? Here are the journals of his 
English friend Mark Southam, the frank record of Lewis’s ambiguous relationship 
with Mark and Mark’s untamed sister, Nadia; here too is traced the chain of ideas 
and events that led to the ultimate in dropping-out, the breaking of the last taboo, 
and the inevitable retribution. In his latest book, Julian Rathbone breaks new 
ground. To his penetrating study he brings the suspense, the strong narrative line, 
the vigorous descriptions of exotic backgrounds that characterized his thrillers. The 
result is a powerful novel – disturbing and thought-provoking, but above all intensely
gripping, vivid and moving, in its swift progress to an unforgettable climax.

Julian Christopher Rathbone (10 February 1935 – 28 February 2008) was an 
English novelist. Various threads run through Rathbone's novels over their forty-year
span. Standing firmly in the 19th Century tradition with its belief in the primacy of the
writer's imagination and its consequent freedom to explore human life in all its 
aspects, Rathbone always refused to be tied to a single genre, time or place or 
character in undertaking this exploration.
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Rathbone, Julian. Lying in State. New York. 1986. Putnam. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0399131566. 227 pages. hardcover. Jacket design 
Andrew Newman. Inventory # 2011. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The turbulent politics of Latin America and the turmoil of
Spain in 1975 are the background to an intricate, cleverly plotted and highly 
entertaining thriller. Through the icy winter streets of Madrid ranks of mourners make
their way to the palace where their dead leader, General Francisco Franco, lies in 
state. Roberto Fairrie, elderly Peron expert and lifelong opponent of Fascism, tries to
shake off the sinister figures who have shadowed him since he first became involved
with the tapes that many believe are the uncensored reminiscences of the late 
Argentinian dictator Juan Peron. Locked deep in a bank vault in Madrid, these tapes
are rumored to contain sensational revelations - not only about the extent of 
Argentina’s links with the Nazis and the whereabouts of the world’s most wanted war
criminal, Martin Bormann, but also about the whispered incestuous relationship that
Peron’s idolized wife, Evita, had with her brother. The revelation of these secrets 
could both destroy the powerful Peron myth in Argentina and shake the world. 
Called in to help authenticate their provenance by a British journalist who stands to
make enormous gains if he can prove that another set of tapes held by a television 
network is a fraud, Fairrie finds himself trapped in a frightening vortex of conspiracy,
deceit and violent death. As journalists, Spanish aristocrats, the CIA and a 
glamorous Czech refugee with whom he falls in love try to manipulate him by any 
means, Fairrie learns that he is the target for a Nazi-trained killer hired to protect the
most closely guarded secrets of the Fourth Reich and that he has only four days, 
while Franco lies in state, to prove whether the tapes are genuine or a fantastic 
hoax.

Julian Christopher Rathbone (10 February 1935 – 28 February 2008) was an 
English novelist. Various threads run through Rathbone's novels over their forty-year
span. Standing firmly in the 19th Century tradition with its belief in the primacy of the
writer's imagination and its consequent freedom to explore human life in all its 
aspects, Rathbone always refused to be tied to a single genre, time or place or 
character in undertaking this exploration.
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Rathbone, Julian. The Euro-Killers. New York. 1980. Pantheon Books. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394509021. 256 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
illustration by Stanislaw Zagorski. Inventory # 404. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Julian Rathbone, whose many detective stories have 
been highly praised, and whose historical novel, JOSEPH, has just been nominated
for Britain’s prestigious Booker prize, turns in this book to a totally new genre. He 
has written a genuinely intriguing political thriller that deserves the comparisons to 
Sjowall and Wahloo that are bound to be made. Wolfgang Herm, wealthy and 
brilliant creator of multinational EUREAC, disappears on the eve of the fulfillment of
a project that threatens one of the last patches of wilderness in the coastal fens of 
northern Europe. Argand, the honest police commissioner, investigates. Not one but
two ransom demands are delivered; sudden death and assassination follow; and 
through the widening confusion that includes demonstrations, urban terrorism, and 
even a football riot, we glimpse, in the final denouement, an abyss of greed and 
corruption. With deadly conviction Julian Rathbone exposes some of the forces and
contradictions which threaten Western society, and the puny resistance of the 
unorganized few who care—eco-freaks, drop-outs, and ordinary men and women of
good will. The result is a taut, suspense-filled novel which will add to Rathbone’s 
reputation as a writer who produces splendid entertainment, yet who demands to be
taken seriously.

Julian Christopher Rathbone (10 February 1935 – 28 February 2008) was an 
English novelist. Various threads run through Rathbone's novels over their forty-year
span. Standing firmly in the 19th Century tradition with its belief in the primacy of the
writer's imagination and its consequent freedom to explore human life in all its 
aspects, Rathbone always refused to be tied to a single genre, time or place or 
character in undertaking this exploration.
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Rathbone, Julian. The Euro-Killers. New York. 1980. Pantheon Books. 1st American
Edition. Very Small Stain Mark (Smaller Than A Dime) On Front Free Endpaper, 
Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394509021. 256 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
illustration by Stanislaw Zagorski. Inventory # 28780. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Julian Rathbone, whose many detective stories have 
been highly praised, and whose historical novel, JOSEPH, has just been nominated
for Britain’s prestigious Booker prize, turns in this book to a totally new genre. He 
has written a genuinely intriguing political thriller that deserves the comparisons to 
Sjowall and Wahloo that are bound to be made. Wolfgang Herm, wealthy and 
brilliant creator of multinational EUREAC, disappears on the eve of the fulfillment of
a project that threatens one of the last patches of wilderness in the coastal fens of 
northern Europe. Argand, the honest police commissioner, investigates. Not one but
two ransom demands are delivered; sudden death and assassination follow; and 
through the widening confusion that includes demonstrations, urban terrorism, and 
even a football riot, we glimpse, in the final denouement, an abyss of greed and 
corruption. With deadly conviction Julian Rathbone exposes some of the forces and
contradictions which threaten Western society, and the puny resistance of the 
unorganized few who care—eco-freaks, drop-outs, and ordinary men and women of
good will. The result is a taut, suspense-filled novel which will add to Rathbone’s 
reputation as a writer who produces splendid entertainment, yet who demands to be
taken seriously.

Julian Christopher Rathbone (10 February 1935 – 28 February 2008) was an 
English novelist. Various threads run through Rathbone's novels over their forty-year
span. Standing firmly in the 19th Century tradition with its belief in the primacy of the
writer's imagination and its consequent freedom to explore human life in all its 
aspects, Rathbone always refused to be tied to a single genre, time or place or 
character in undertaking this exploration.
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Rathbone, Julian. The Last English King. New York. 1999. St Martin's Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312242131. 400 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket illustration: Harold I (c. 1035-40). Crowned King of England (Bayeux 
Tapestry). Inventory # 27385. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - On the Sussex Downs in 1066, the psychotic William and
his gang of European mercenaries began the process which fragmented a 
civilisation. Walt, the last of King Harold's bodyguard, the one who survived 
Hastings, wanders across Asia Minor in the company of Quint, an intellectual 
renegade monk. On the way he unfolds the events that led up to the battle which 
affected the destinies of every English man and woman. With rare skill, Rathbone 
vividly recreates a civilisation that stubbornly remains alive in the collective memory 
to this day, and so identifies the roots of the still-held belief that every English 
person is born free and should stay free. Tender romance, savage war, courtly 
intrigue and some wry humour combine to make THE LAST ENGLISH KING an 
exhilarating roller-coaster ride into our past.

Julian Christopher Rathbone (10 February 1935 – 28 February 2008) was an 
English novelist. Various threads run through Rathbone's novels over their forty-year
span. Standing firmly in the 19th Century tradition with its belief in the primacy of the
writer's imagination and its consequent freedom to explore human life in all its 
aspects, Rathbone always refused to be tied to a single genre, time or place or 
character in undertaking this exploration.
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Rathbone, Julian. Trip Trap. London. 1972. Michael Joseph. 1st British Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0718109775. 224 pages. hardcover. Jacket by JOHN RILEY. 
Inventory # 8374. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From the furrows the Turkish peasant scratches into the 
thin soil of his bare mountains can come such things as excite men to break all the 
restraints of Law and Civilization. For the peasant’s plough may turn over the 
coveted remains of ancient cultures, and into the furrow he may cast the seed of 
papaver somniferum - the Opium Poppy. Of all this Edward Amberley is unaware - 
indeed this vain, immature but middle-aged English businessman is unaware of 
almost everything except the simpler operations of the market place, and he is an 
easy prey for the mysterious and seductive Lilak Adler: yet she, too, is the tool of 
cunning men. To extricate himself from the indescribably awful mess he gets himself
into is obviously beyond Amberley’s powers, but fortunately he is not alone. He has
allies - the reserved but beautiful Diana Ashington, and Colonel Nur Arslan, the 
incorruptible yet human police chief from Ankara. Yet Colonel Nur is himself faced 
with a terrible dilemma for every lead he follows in his effort to break a new opium 
ring takes him inexorably towards the Paradise Tea-House and his own father’s 
guilt. Readers of DIAMONDS BID and HAND OUT will welcome eagerly the return 
of Colonel Nur in a case which calls for all his skill and tenacity. In TRIP TRAP will 
be found the pace, humour, the solid characterization and the exotic Turkish 
backgrounds which made Rathbone’s first three books so exciting to read.

Julian Christopher Rathbone (10 February 1935 – 28 February 2008) was an 
English novelist. Various threads run through Rathbone's novels over their forty-year
span. Standing firmly in the 19th Century tradition with its belief in the primacy of the
writer's imagination and its consequent freedom to explore human life in all its 
aspects, Rathbone always refused to be tied to a single genre, time or place or 
character in undertaking this exploration.
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Rathbone, Julian. Trip Trap (DUSTJACKET ONLY). New York. 1972. St Martin's 
Press. Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket With Some Internal Tape Markings. 224
pages. DUSTJACKET ONLY. Jacket by JOHN RILEY. Inventory #  44291. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET
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Rathbone, Julian. Watching the Detectives. New York. 1984. Pantheon Books. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394532813. 232 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket illustration by Susannah Kelly. Inventory # 3379. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Commissioner Jan Argond of Brabt, whose integrity has
so often embarrassed his superiors, now heads the Bureau of Advice and 
Investigation, set up to handle complaints against the police themselves. His initial 
inquiries uncover a series of disturbing cases of police brutality, racism, and 
harassment of homosexuals. Mysteriously though, many of the complaints are 
withdrawn, and Argand gradually realizes that suspicions he had originally 
dismissed as products of his own paranoia point to a depth of governmental 
deception almost too bitter for him to accept. The plot widens to include an extreme 
left-wing group that may harbor terrorists; a vast antinuclear demonstration that 
turns into a near massacre when State Troopers move in; the murder of one of 
Argand’s own team; and an attempt on the life of Argand himself. WATCHING THE
DETECTIVES is a highly topical and possibly prophetic novel. Interweaving the most
urgent political concerns of Europe and the United States with his usual skill and 
convincing subtlety, Rathbone has written a gripping story of a nation’s, and an 
individual’s, response to a potently unexpected threat. This is a distinguished 
successor to Rathbone’s two previous Argand novels, the EURO-KILLERS and 
BASE CASE.

Julian Christopher Rathbone (10 February 1935 – 28 February 2008) was an 
English novelist. Various threads run through Rathbone's novels over their forty-year
span. Standing firmly in the 19th Century tradition with its belief in the primacy of the
writer's imagination and its consequent freedom to explore human life in all its 
aspects, Rathbone always refused to be tied to a single genre, time or place or 
character in undertaking this exploration.
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Rathbone, Julian. Watching the Detectives. London. 1983. Michael Joseph. 1st 
British Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0718122496. 232 pages. hardcover. Jacket
design by Chris Yates. Inventory # 6962. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Commissioner Jan Argond of Brabt, whose integrity has
so often embarrassed his superiors, now heads the Bureau of Advice and 
Investigation, set up to handle complaints against the police themselves. His initial 
inquiries uncover a series of disturbing cases of police brutality, racism, and 
harassment of homosexuals. Mysteriously though, many of the complaints are 
withdrawn, and Argand gradually realizes that suspicions he had originally 
dismissed as products of his own paranoia point to a depth of governmental 
deception almost too bitter for him to accept. The plot widens to include an extreme 
left-wing group that may harbor terrorists; a vast antinuclear demonstration that 
turns into a near massacre when State Troopers move in; the murder of one of 
Argand’s own team; and an attempt on the life of Argand himself. WATCHING THE
DETECTIVES is a highly topical and possibly prophetic novel. Interweaving the most
urgent political concerns of Europe and the United States with his usual skill and 
convincing subtlety, Rathbone has written a gripping story of a nation’s, and an 
individual’s, response to a potently unexpected threat. This is a distinguished 
successor to Rathbone’s two previous Argand novels, the EURO-KILLERS and 
BASE CASE.

Julian Christopher Rathbone (10 February 1935 – 28 February 2008) was an 
English novelist. Various threads run through Rathbone's novels over their forty-year
span. Standing firmly in the 19th Century tradition with its belief in the primacy of the
writer's imagination and its consequent freedom to explore human life in all its 
aspects, Rathbone always refused to be tied to a single genre, time or place or 
character in undertaking this exploration.
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Rathbone, Julian. With My Knives I Know I'm Good. New York. 1970. Putnam. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 217 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by
Jay J. Smith. Inventory # 3375. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This dazzlingly, original suspense-adventure stars a new
kind of hero. His name is Aziz Milyutin; he is an Azeri Turk from the Caspian Sea, 
and he is by profession a knife thrower. Currently touring with a carnival through the
Middle East, his great dream is to save enough money to one day own his own 
piece of land in his native Turkey - to regain the dignity of his farming forefathers. 
When he is offered a lucrative job in a nightclub in Beirut, his suspicions are not at 
first aroused, but then too many people become interested in him, watchful and 
questioning. And when among the ruins of Baalbek he witnesses a murder, he 
discovers that he has been dropped into a world of intrigue, seduction and sudden 
death. Bewildered, on alien soil, unable to identify his enemies - or even to 
understand why he is a target - Aziz finds himself completely alone. But on his side
he has a strange assortment of weapons: the luck of the innocent; an unshakable, 
inbred desire for revenge; his own strong character, earthy, but honorable, simple, 
yet cunning - and four gleaming silver knives.

Julian Christopher Rathbone (10 February 1935 – 28 February 2008) was an 
English novelist. Various threads run through Rathbone's novels over their forty-year
span. Standing firmly in the 19th Century tradition with its belief in the primacy of the
writer's imagination and its consequent freedom to explore human life in all its 
aspects, Rathbone always refused to be tied to a single genre, time or place or 
character in undertaking this exploration.
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Rathbone, Julian. Zdt. London. 1986. Heinemann. 1st British Edition. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 0434623911. 246 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Peter Dyer. 
Inventory # 14641. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In an alleyway in San José, Costa Rica, a botanist is shot
to pieces, and the specimens he is carrying are stolen. A thriving coffee cooperative
in the mountains runs into sudden opposition from the authorities. An agricultural 
field station in Nicaragua is wiped out in a surprise attack, and three years’ research
destroyed. These events and the brutal killings that follow are the consequences of
a covert operation mounted by Greenfinger Incorporated, a subsidiary of the giant 
Associated Foods International. A commando group trained on SS lines and an ex-
SAS contract killer have been given their orders: Destroy Zdt, and anyone who bus 
knowledge of it. Kit Coder, an agricultural economist working for the United Nations
Agricultural and Food Organisation, fights to save the coffee cooperative. With his 
beautiful and vibrant black wife Esther, he uncovers ugly truths that put his life in 
mortal danger. In an unbearably thrilling climax it is Esther, with her eight-month-old
daughter, who has to face out the forces of evil alone. ZDT is a thrilling 
entertainment - an ingenious adventure that leads the reader from an English county
town to the beaches of Tenerife and high up into the canopy of the tropical rain 
forest. A novelist of international distinction, twice short-listed for the Booker Prize, 
Julian Rathbone proves himself once more to be a master of suspense.

Julian Christopher Rathbone (10 February 1935 – 28 February 2008) was an 
English novelist. Various threads run through Rathbone's novels over their forty-year
span. Standing firmly in the 19th Century tradition with its belief in the primacy of the
writer's imagination and its consequent freedom to explore human life in all its 
aspects, Rathbone always refused to be tied to a single genre, time or place or 
character in undertaking this exploration.
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Rawle, Graham. Diary of An Amateur Photographer: A Mystery. New York. 1998. 
Penguin/Studio Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Cloth. No Dustjacket As 
Issued. 0670877751. 128 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Inventory # 
25896. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When Michael Whittingham joins his local camera club 
and stumbles across a bizarre photograph from 1959, he is plunged into an 
investigation which takes him through the seedy world of fifties glamour photography
- a world which has surprising connections with his troubled childhood. Before long,
he finds himself in the grip of a dangerous obsession. Michael’s diary, which he 
keeps to record his photographic achievements, also turns into a casebook of 
evidence as he tries to answer some important questions: why has someone ripped
the head off a model from one of his magazines? Will Mrs. Williams agree to pose 
for him in her underwear - as he is certain she has for others in the past? Is the 
woman in the cake shop more than just a pretty face? And what dark secret does 
the old Studio Arts Club hold? In casting himself in the role of amateur photographer
(glamour work a specialty), Michael unwittingly steps into the shoes of the original 
perpetrator of the crime. And it slowly becomes apparent that the final revelation 
could be his undoing.

Graham Rawle is a UK writer and collage artist whose visual work incorporates 
illustration, design, photography and installation. His weekly Lost Consonants series
appeared in the Weekend Guardian for 15 years.
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Rawle, Graham. Wonder Book of Fun. New York. 1994. Harcourt Brace. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0156000946. Paperback Original. 64 
pages. paperback. Signed by the Author. Cover art by Graham Rawle. Inventory # 
25895. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - One of the strangest and funniest of books, here is a 
surreal excursion into the lost world of picture puzzles. With wit, the author has 
devised dazzlingly imaginative--and bizarre color illustrations, situations, and stories
that all pose a riddle or a problem. The solutions at the back of the book are often as
off-center as the puzzles themselves.

Graham Rawle is a UK writer and collage artist whose visual work incorporates 
illustration, design, photography and installation. His weekly Lost Consonants series
appeared in the Weekend Guardian for 15 years.
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Ray, James Earl. Who Killed Martin Luther King?. Washington DC. 1992. National 
Press Books. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0915765934. 285 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 15632. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The man sentenced to a life sentence for murdering 
Martin Luther King, Jr. tells his story in book form, asserting his innocence and 
revealing that Hoover's FBI plotted to kill King. This book may convince you that the
government's case against this book's author, James Earl Ray, was fabricated, that
he was framed, and that he was unwittingly involved in one of the crimes of the 
twentieth century. An eyewitness, who swore Ray was not the gunman was locked 
away in a mental institution for ten years. At the time of writing his book, James Earl
Ray was confined in a penitentiary.

James Earl Ray (March 10, 1928 – April 23, 1998) was a fugitive who assassinated
Martin Luther King Jr. on April 4, 1968, in Memphis, Tennessee. Ray was convicted
on his forty-first birthday after entering a guilty plea to forgo a jury trial. Had he been
found guilty by jury trial, he would have been eligible for the death penalty. 
Sentenced to de facto life imprisonment, he later recanted his confession and tried 
unsuccessfully to gain access to a retrial. In 1998, Ray died in prison of 
complications due to chronic Hepatitis C infection.
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Ray, Satyajit. The Unicorn Expedition and Other Fantastic Tales of India. New York.
1987. Dutton. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Wrinkled Dustjacket. 
0525245448. 190 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Earl Tidwell. Inventory # 
10100. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Satyajit Ray created two very popular characters in 
Bengali children's literature—Feluda, a sleuth, and Professor Shonku, a scientist. He
was a prominent writer of science fiction in Bengali or any Indian language for that 
matter. He also wrote short stories which were published as volumes of 12 stories, 
always with names playing on the word twelve (for example Aker pitthe dui, or 
literally ‘Two on top of one’). Ray's interest in puzzles and puns is reflected in his 
stories, Feluda often has to solve a puzzle to get to the bottom of a case. The 
Feluda stories are narrated by Topshe, his cousin, something of a Watson to 
Feluda's Holmes. The science fictions of Shonku are presented as a diary 
discovered after the scientist himself had mysteriously disappeared. Ray's short 
stories give full reign to his interest in the macabre, in suspense and other aspects 
that he avoided in film, making for an interesting psychological study. Most of his 
writings have now been translated into English, and are finding a new group of 
readers.

Satyajit Ray (2 May 1921 – 23 April 1992) was an Indian Bengali filmmaker. He is 
regarded as one of the greatest auteurs of 20th century cinema.
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Raymond, Linda. Rocking the Babies. New York. 1994. Viking Press. Advance 
Uncorrected Proofs. Very Good in Wrappers. 0670852635. 1st Novel. 260 pages. 
paperback. Jacket design by Robin Locke Monda. Jacket painting: William H. 
Johnson. Inventory # 22878. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the Neonatal Intensive Care unit of an Ohio hospital, 
two black women sit rocking babies who are either too small or too damaged to 
survive without the loving care of volunteer grandmothers. Martha Howard is prim, 
educated, and middle class. She's had many advantages in life, but she's stuck in 
the past, ruminating about the death of her infant son. Nettie Lee Jones is fat, poor,
and caustically outspoken. She's raised five children and two grandchildren, 
including her daughter Yolanda, who's addicted to crack and who, as the novel 
opens, has just given birth to, then abandoned, her premature daughter. Although 
these women at first view each other with suspicion and contempt, they soon 
discover a profound mutual need. What begins as animosity ends in understanding.

LINDA RAYMOND teaches creative writing at the University of California, and has 
published fiction and nonfiction in literary journals, including The Macguffin, where 
portions of this novel appeared. She lives in Orangevale, California.
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Raymond, Linda. Rocking the Babies. New York. 1994. Viking Press. 1st Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670852635. 1st Novel. 260 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Robin Locke Monda. Jacket painting: William H. Johnson. Inventory # 
20756. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the Neonatal Intensive Care unit of an Ohio hospital, 
two black women sit rocking babies who are either too small or too damaged to 
survive without the loving care of volunteer grandmothers. Martha Howard is prim, 
educated, and middle class. She's had many advantages in life, but she's stuck in 
the past, ruminating about the death of her infant son. Nettie Lee Jones is fat, poor,
and caustically outspoken. She's raised five children and two grandchildren, 
including her daughter Yolanda, who's addicted to crack and who, as the novel 
opens, has just given birth to, then abandoned, her premature daughter. Although 
these women at first view each other with suspicion and contempt, they soon 
discover a profound mutual need. What begins as animosity ends in understanding.

LINDA RAYMOND teaches creative writing at the University of California, and has 
published fiction and nonfiction in literary journals, including The Macguffin, where 
portions of this novel appeared. She lives in Orangevale, California.
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Raymond, Linda. Rocking the Babies. New York. 1995. Penguin Books. Reprinted 
Paperback Edition. Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 0140232540. 260 pages. 
paperback. Cover: William Low. Inventory # 32012. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the Neonatal Intensive Care unit of an Ohio hospital, 
two black women sit rocking babies who are either too small or too damaged to 
survive without the loving care of volunteer grandmothers. Martha Howard is prim, 
educated, and middle class. She's had many advantages in life, but she's stuck in 
the past, ruminating about the death of her infant son. Nettie Lee Jones is fat, poor,
and caustically outspoken. She's raised five children and two grandchildren, 
including her daughter Yolanda, who's addicted to crack and who, as the novel 
opens, has just given birth to, then abandoned, her premature daughter. Although 
these women at first view each other with suspicion and contempt, they soon 
discover a profound mutual need. What begins as animosity ends in understanding.

LINDA RAYMOND teaches creative writing at the University of California, and has 
published fiction and nonfiction in literary journals, including The Macguffin, where 
portions of this novel appeared. She lives in Orangevale, California.
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Rayne, Sarah. What Lies Beneath. New York. 2013. Felony & Mayhem. 1st Felony
& Mayhem Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781937384678. 513 
pages. paperback. Inventory # 42052. $14.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Poisoned Village. That’s the grim nickname the 
locals have for Priors Bramley, emptied of its residents when a Cold War experiment
with chemical weapons went badly wrong. But the nightmares in Priors Bramley 
have been festering a lot longer, going back to the long-abandoned Cadence Manor.
What happened there in the years before the first world war? And what is the source
of the eerie music drifting down the crumbling village streets?

Sarah Rayne's first novel was published in 1982, and for several years she juggled
writing books with working in property, pounding an elderly typewriter into the small
hours in order to meet deadlines. Much of the inspiration for her dark psychological 
thrillers comes from the histories and atmospheres of old buildings, a fact that is 
strongly apparent in many of her settings - Mortmain House in A Dark Dividing, 
Twygrist Mill in Spider Light, and the Tarleton Theatre in Ghost Song. She has 
written more than 25 books to date, and her work has met with considerable 
acclaim, with Tower of Silence being long-listed for the 2005 Theakston's Award. 
Her books are also published in America, Germany, Holland, Russia and Turkey. In
2011 she published the first of a series of ghost-themed books, featuring the Oxford
don, Michael Flint, and the antiques dealer, Nell West, who made their debut in 
Property of a Lady. Several years ago Sarah also wrote six contemporary horror 
books, originally under the pen-name of Frances Gordon and recently re-issued in e-
Book format. Her much-loved 'Wolfking' fantasy quartet is also being re-issued in e-
Book format.
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Read, Laura. Instructions for My Mother's Funeral. Pittsburgh. 2012. University of 
Pittsburgh Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822962151. 
Pitt Poetry Series. 89 pages. paperback. Cover photo by Troy Newell. Cover design
by Joel W. Coggins. Inventory # 40582. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This collection is divided into three sections. The first 
opens with the speaker's reflections on her childhood loss of her father and 
subsequent move to a new house and a new life, a life in which she is always alert 
to the absences and danger but also a life in which she begins to see language as a
kind of salvation. This section also develops the speaker's first knowledge of sex, 
primarily in the poems, 'The Goose Girl' and 'A Woman Was Raped Here.' The 
second section follows the speaker into adolescence and young adulthood, and 
these poems further explore the sexual violence in the world in which the speaker 
lives, and how this violence affects her own feelings toward sex and romantic love. 
In the third section, the book finds love, work, and family, and the poems in this 
section about motherhood echo back to the first section as the speaker's own 
parenting is influenced by how difficult it is to love when you know people die.

Laura Read teaches composition, literature, and creative writing courses at Spokane
Falls Community College. She has published poems in a variety of journals, most 
recently in Rattle, Mississippi Review, Third Wednesday, and Bellingham Review. 
Her chapbook, The Chewbacca on Hollywood Boulevard Reminds Me of You, was 
the 2010 winner of the Floating Bridge Chapbook Award.
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Read, Peter. Picasso and Apollinaire: The Persistence of Memory. Berkeley. 2008.
University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
9780520243613. 334 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36321. $49.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Pablo Picasso, the inventor of Cubism, and Guillaume 
Apollinaire, the inventor of Surrealism, met in 1905, forged a close friendship, and 
between them laid the foundations of modernism in twentieth-century art and 
literature. Apollinaire’s death in the 1918 flu epidemic did not diminish his 
importance to Picasso, who continued to draw on the poet for inspiration until his 
own death in 1973. Picasso and Apollinaire is a lively and impeccably researched 
examination of the creative interaction and fraternal complicity between the artist 
and the poet, as reflected in such works as Picasso’s polymorphous portraits of 
Apollinaire, his 1907 drawings for Apollinaire’s Bestiary poems, and the self-portrait
he drew on the night the poet died. Peter Read delves into unpublished archive 
documents to show that many of Picasso’s subsequent drawings, paintings, and 
sculptures were shaped by his response to the poet’s most lyrical and uninhibited 
writing. Along with an authoritative discussion of Apollinaire’s best poetry, prose, and
critical writing, the book opens unexpected pathways through Picasso’s career-his 
early exhibitions in Paris, the fierce iron reliquary Woman in a Garden his 
commemorative, semi-abstract painting The Kitchen, his monument to Apollinaire in
Saint-Germain-des-Prés-and throws new light on the cultural and political context in
which these works were produced.

Peter Read is Professor of French at the University of Kent, Canterbury, England. 
He is the translator of Apollinaire’s The Cubist Painters (UC Press) and the author of
Picasso et Apollinaire: Les métamorphoses de la mémoire, which he has extensively
revised for this English-language edtion.
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Rebolledo, Francisco. Rasero. Baton Rogue. 1995. Louisiana State University 
Press. 1st American Edition. Small Stain Mark On Bottom Edge,Otherwise Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0807120049. Translated from the Spanish by Helen R. Lane. 
Winner Of The Pegagus Prize for Literature. 552 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
32700. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Eighteenth-century Europe, where the neoclassical 
ideals of balance and harmony are in tragic contrast with the squalor and violence of
daily life, where the notion of a social contract emerges against a background of 
public torture and shameless political cynicism, where unprecedented advances in 
the sciences are besieged by militant superstition and religious bigotrythis is the 
Enlightenment, and Francisco Rebolledo's astonishing novel chronicles a soul's 
voyage through its hazards. The soul is that of Fausto Rasero, a young Spaniard 
hungry for wisdom. And what a peculiar hero Rasero is - bald since birth, sexually 
and intellectually precocious at his wet nurse's breast, passionate in manhood, 
tolerant, warmhearted. Strangely enough, Rasero is also orgasmically clairvoyant, 
given at the moment of carnal release to apocalyptic visions in which he beholds 
what we recognize as the horrors of our own century: the Holocaust, the atomic 
bomb, the Vietnam War. Rasero settles in Paris, the hub of European intellectual 
life. As he tries to reconcile the sanguine promises of the Enlightenment with the 
chilling prophecies of his visions, he comes to know virtually every important figure 
of his time. Through him we encounter the Marquise de Pompadour, Voltaire, Hume,
Lavoisier, Diderot, Mozart, Rousseau, and such colorful secondary characters as an
innkeeper's bawdy daughter, a lust-ridden priest, and a political zealot who dies 
accused of attempted regicide.

FRANCISCO REBOLLEDO was born in Mexico City After teaching chemistry for 
many years, he became a full-time writer. He also serves as literature editor for the
Vid Editorial Group of magazine publishers.
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Rebolledo, Francisco. Rasero. New York. 1996. Penguin Books. 1st Penguin 
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0140260536. Translated from the 
Spanish by Helen R. Lane. 552 pages. paperback. Cover design by Merideth Harte.
Inventory # 35345. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Eighteenth-century Europe, where the neoclassical 
ideals of balance and harmony are in tragic contrast with the squalor and violence of
daily life, where the notion of a social contract emerges against a background of 
public torture and shameless political cynicism, where unprecedented advances in 
the sciences are besieged by militant superstition and religious bigotrythis is the 
Enlightenment, and Francisco Rebolledo's astonishing novel chronicles a soul's 
voyage through its hazards. The soul is that of Fausto Rasero, a young Spaniard 
hungry for wisdom. And what a peculiar hero Rasero is - bald since birth, sexually 
and intellectually precocious at his wet nurse's breast, passionate in manhood, 
tolerant, warmhearted. Strangely enough, Rasero is also orgasmically clairvoyant, 
given at the moment of carnal release to apocalyptic visions in which he beholds 
what we recognize as the horrors of our own century: the Holocaust, the atomic 
bomb, the Vietnam War. Rasero settles in Paris, the hub of European intellectual 
life. As he tries to reconcile the sanguine promises of the Enlightenment with the 
chilling prophecies of his visions, he comes to know virtually every important figure 
of his time. Through him we encounter the Marquise de Pompadour, Voltaire, Hume,
Lavoisier, Diderot, Mozart, Rousseau, and such colorful secondary characters as an
innkeeper's bawdy daughter, a lust-ridden priest, and a political zealot who dies 
accused of attempted regicide.

FRANCISCO REBOLLEDO was born in Mexico City After teaching chemistry for 
many years, he became a full-time writer. He also serves as literature editor for the
Vid Editorial Group of magazine publishers.
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Redding, J. Saunders. Stranger and Alone. Boston. 1989. Northeastern University 
Press. 1st of This Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 1555530532. New 
Foreword by Pancho Savery. 308 pages. paperback. Cover: Michael McCurdy. 
Inventory # 33093. $18

FROM THE PUBLISHER - First published in 1950, this powerful novel offers a 
troubling view of black middle-class life during the years between the two world 
wars. Set against the backdrop of the South’s segregated school system, 
STRANGER AND ALONE follows the progress of Shelton Howden, son of a black 
mother and a white father, who wants more than anything else to become somebody
of importance in the world. How Shelton betrays himself and his origins fuels this 
riveting account of the means by which cynicism and self- hatred became 
institutionalized in the pre—civil rights era. J. Saunders Redding was born in 
Wilmington, Delaware, in 1906. Until his death in 1988, he taught Afro- American 
culture at a number of universities, including Cornell and Brown. He is the author of
several groundbreaking works of history and literary criticism, including TO MAKE A
POET BLACK, THEY CAME IN CHAINS, and ON BEING A NEGRO IN AMERICA,
and an autobiographical work, NO DAY OF TRIUMPH. ‘The work of a discriminating
intelligence. Mr. Redding has achieved a vitalization of facts and situations which 
need to be known and understood by members of both races.’ - Priscilla Heath, 
Christian Science Monitor.

J. Saunders Redding (October 13, 1906 - March 5, 1988) was an African American
author and educator. He was born in Wilmington, Delaware. Redding wrote such 
books as To Make a Poet Black (1939), an autobiography, No Day of Triumph 
(1944), Stranger and Alone (1950), They Came in Chains (1950), An American in 
India (1954), and Cavalcade (1970), an African American literature anthology he 
edited with A. P. Davis. In 1970, Redding became the first African American 
professor at Cornell University's College of Arts and Sciences and then retired in 
1975.
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Reddy, Srikanth. Facts for Visitors: Poems. Berkeley. 2004. University of California
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0520240448. New California 
Poetry, 12. Awards - Asian American Literary Award, Asian American Writer's 
Workshop. 62 pages. paperback. Inventory # 36430. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Many of these poems were written while Srikanth Reddy
worked for a rural literacy program in the south of India, a fact reflected in the 
imagined postcolonial world of lyrics such as ‘Monsoon Eclogue’ and ‘Thieves’ 
Market.’ Yet the collection moves beyond the identity politics and ressentiment of 
postcolonial and Asian-American writings by addressing the fugitive dreams of 
shared experience in poems such as ‘Fundamentals of Esperanto.’ Mobilizing 
traditional literary forms such as terza rima and the villanelle while simultaneously 
exploring the poetics of prose and other ‘formless’ modes, Facts for Visitors re-
negotiates the impasse between traditional and experimental approaches to writing 
in contemporary American poetry.

Srikanth Reddy’s poems have appeared in various journals, including APR, Grand 
Street, Fence, and Ploughshares, and his critical writing has been featured in 
publications such as The New Republic, The Chicago Tribune, and American 
Literature. He has held fellowships from the Mellon Foundation, the Whiting 
Foundation (in the Humanities) and the Wisconsin Institute for Creative Writing. A 
graduate of the Iowa Writer’s Workshop and doctoral candidate at Harvard 
University, Reddy is currently the William Vaughan Moody Writer-in-Residence at 
the University of Chicago.keywords
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Redfern, Nicholas. Cosmic Crashes: The Incredible Story of the UFOs That Fell To
Earth. London. 1999. Simon & Schuster. 1st British Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0684870231. 328 pages. hardcover. Jacket image - Science Photo 
Library. Inventory # 27756. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This text presents an examination of how and why the 
British Government has suppressed information about the discovery of UFOs that 
have crashed to Earth, revealing the truth about extra-terrestrial visitors, and the 
threat they pose.

Nicholas "Nick" Redfern is a British best-selling author, journalist, cryptozoologist 
and ufologist. Originally from the Midlands in England, Redfern now resides in 
Dallas, Texas in the United States.
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Redford, Donald B. City of the Ram-Man: The Story of Ancient Mendes. Princeton. 
2010. Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
9780691142265. 240 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37773. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this richly illustrated book, renowned archaeologist 
Donald Redford draws on the latest discoveries--including many of his own--to tell 
the story of the ancient Egyptian city of Mendes, home of the mysterious cult of the 
'fornicating ram who mounts the beauties.' Excavation by Redford and his 
colleagues over the past two decades has cast a flood of light on this strange center
of worship and political power located in the Nile Delta. A sweeping chronological 
account filled with photographs, drawings, and informative sidebars, City of the 
Ram-Man is the first history of Mendes written for general readers. Founded in the 
remote prehistoric past, inhabited continuously for 5,000 years, and abandoned only
in the first-century BC, Mendes is a microcosm of ancient Egyptian history. City of 
the Ram-Man tells the city’s full story--from its founding, through its development of
a great society and its brief period as the capital of Egypt, up to its final decline. 
Central to the story is millennia of worship dedicated to the lascivious ram-god. The
book describes the discoveries of the great temple to the ram and the 'Mansion of 
the Rams,' where the embalmed bodies of the avatars of the god were buried. It also
discusses ancient Greek reports that these ram-gods occasionally ritually fornicated
with women. Vividly written and enriched throughout by Redford’s intimate 
knowledge of the remains of Mendes, City of the Ram-Man is a unique account of a 
long-lost monument of Egyptian history, religion, and culture.

Donald B. Redford is a historian and archaeologist who has worked extensively in 
Egypt since 1975, directing a number of important excavations, notably at Mendes 
and Karnak. A professor at Pennsylvania State University, he is the author of many
books, including Akhenaten: The Heretic King (Princeton). He is also the editor of 
The Oxford Encyclopedia of Ancient Egypt.
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Rediker, Marcus. Outlaws of the Atlantic: Sailors, Pirates, and Motley Crews in the 
Age of Sail. Boston. 2014. Beacon Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 9780807034101. 241 pages. paperback. Cover art: The Pirates by Frantz
Zephirin. Cover design: Bob Kosturko. Inventory #  44313. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This maritime history “from below” exposes the history-
making power of common sailors, slaves, pirates, and other outlaws at sea in the 
era of the tall ship. In Outlaws of the Atlantic, award-winning historian Marcus 
Rediker turns maritime history upside down. He explores the dramatic world of 
maritime adventure, not from the perspective of admirals, merchants, and nation-
states but from the viewpoint of commoners—sailors, slaves, indentured servants, 
pirates, and other outlaws from the late seventeenth to the early nineteenth century.
Bringing together their seafaring experiences for the first time, Outlaws of the 
Atlantic is an unexpected and compelling peoples’ history of the “age of sail.” With 
his signature bottom-up approach and insight, Rediker reveals how the “motley”—
that is, multiethnic—crews were a driving force behind the American Revolution; that
pirates, enslaved Africans, and other outlaws worked together to subvert capitalism;
and that, in the era of the tall ship, outlaws challenged authority from below deck. By
bringing these marginal seafaring characters into the limelight, Rediker shows how
maritime actors have shaped history that many have long regarded as national and 
landed. And by casting these rebels by sea as cosmopolitan workers of the world, 
he reminds us that to understand the rise of capitalism, globalization, and the 
formation of race and class, we must look to the sea.

Marcus Rediker is the Distinguished Professor of Atlantic History at the University of
Pittsburgh and the award-winning author of The Slave Ship. He lives in Pittsburgh.
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Reed, A. W. Aboriginal Myths: Tales of the Dreamtime. Sydney. 1978. A. H. & A. W.
Reed Pty Ltd. 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0589500171. 142 pages. 
paperback. Cover photography by Chris Somers. Inventory # 533. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From the INTRODUCTION – According to the concise 
Oxford Dictionary, a myth is a ‘purely fictitious narrative usually involving 
supernatural persons etc. and embodying popular ideas on natural phenomena’. In 
this collection emphasis has been placed on myths that attempt to explain the 
origins of natural phenomena while a companion volume, Aboriginal Legends, deals
with legends as distinct from myths. The distinction is tenuous. Resorting to the 
dictionary again, we find that a legend is a ‘traditional story popularly regarded as 
historical, myth, such literature or tradition.’

A.W. Reed wrote many books on topics such as myths, language and place names
of both M?ori and Australian Aboriginal culture.
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Reed, Ishmael. Flight To Canada. New York. 1976. Random House. 1st Edition. A 
Few Very Small Stain Marks On Front Free Endpaper, Otherwise Good in Slightly 
Worn Dustjacket. 0394487540. 181 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Mike 
Stromberg. Inventory # 15754. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ishmael Reed proves he's a formidable historical novelist
in this sharp, wildly funny slave's-eye-view of the Civil War. Three slaves infected 
with Dysaethesia Aethipica (a term coined in the nineteenth century for the disease 
that makes Negroes run away) escape from Virginia.

ISHMAEL REED is the author of many books, two of which were nominated for 1973
National Book Awards in poetry and fiction. He does his own ‘Business’ in Berkeley,
California.
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Reed, Ishmael. Shrovetide in Old New Orleans. Garden City. 1978. Doubleday. 1st
Edition. Very Good. No Dustjacket. 0385056885. 292 pages. hardcover. Inventory #
19063. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is the intellectual history of Ishmael Reed conveyed
through essay form. He has extended the boundaries of autobiography as only an 
original like Reed can. The facts within are not ordinary facts; they resonate. Reed, 
the novelist, poet, and professional controversialist roams over a vast range of 
subject matter and style, drawing his inspiration from American culture in all its 
various forms. Alternately sly, serious, and irreverent he moves with ease from a 
philosophical discussion of the political aspects of Afro-American art to the cultural 
implications of hoodoo, and takes his turn with popular heroes from Patty Hearst to
Muhammad Ali. The title essay is a tangy blend of history, mystery folklore, and 
anecdote, a penetrating look at the institution known as Mardi Gras. This is a spirited
and daring anthology, which will astonish the critics and delight Reed’s fans.

Ishmael Scott Reed (born 22 February 1938) is an American poet, essayist, and 
novelist. A prominent African-American literary figure, Reed is known for his satirical
works challenging American political culture, and highlighting political and cultural 
oppression. Reed has been described as one of the most controversial writers. 
While his work has often sought to represent neglected African and African-
American perspectives, his energy and advocacy have centered more broadly on 
neglected peoples and perspectives irrespective of their cultural origins.
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Reed, Ishmael. The Last Days of Louisiana Red. New York. 1974. Random House.
1st American Edition. Previous Owner’s Name Penned in Front, Otherwise Very 
Good in Faded Dustjacket. 0394491882. 179 pages. hardcover. Cover design 
suggested by Ishmael Reed. Inventory # 12533. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Louisiana Red is more than just Tabasco’s chief rival. 
Not only will it burn your tongue, it can kill as well. All over the Americas people do 
each other in because they are full of Louisiana Red, which causes them to slam the
door, fly off at the handle and feel the need to cut somebody. After the murder of a 
‘Business’ associate who made an eloquent attempt to put Louisiana Red into its 
Last Days where it belongs, Papa LaBas, private eye and noonday HooDoo travels 
to Berkeley, California, ‘The City of Many Churches, ‘and runs right smack into 
Louisiana Red and its physical incarnation, Minnie the Moocher, an old rival. Will old
Louisiana Red, this hot-headed, red-eyed monster which provokes people to harm 
each other over a hamburger, prevail? Or will Papa LaBas once again break the 
case wide open by Using his customary techniques of taking a long shot, dropping 
hints, planting leaks and sending out feelers? It’s an eternal question.

ISHMAEL REED is the author of many books, two of which were nominated for 1973
National Book Awards in poetry and fiction. He does his own ‘Business’ in Berkeley,
California.
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Reed, John. Daughter of the Revolution and Other Stories. New York. 1929. 
Vanguard Press. 2nd Printing. Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front, Otherwise
Very Good. No Dustjacket. Edited & With An Introduction by Floyd Dell. 164 pages.
hardcover. Inventory # 31056. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Short stories by the young future Bolshevik, originally 
published in 1927 (seven years after his death). ‘A collection of brilliant tales written 
in 1912-1916, before revolutionary activities claimed his allegiance completely, 
together with some colorful fragments of his revolutionary journalism. They are vivid
contes of things seen and experienced in Mexico, Europe, Russia, and America, 
written from the point of view of a vagabond young revolutionary.’

John Reed (Portland, Oregon, October 22, 1887 – Moscow, October 17, 1920) was
an American journalist, poet, and communist activist, best remembered for his first-
hand account of the Bolshevik Revolution, TEN DAYS THAT SHOOK THE WORLD.
He was married to writer and feminist Louise Bryant.
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Reed, John. The War in Eastern Europe. New York. 1918. Scribners. Reprinted 
Hardcover Edition. Very Good. No Dustjacket. Volume 5 in the War On All Fronts 
series. Pictured by Boardman Robinson. 329 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37295.
$22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - During World War I John Reed worked as a war 
correspondent for the Metropolitan Magazine, where some of his stories were 
rejected on the basis of leftist sympathies. Reed's reports on the fighting in 
Germany, Serbia, Romania, Bulgaria and Russia were published in THE WAR IN 
EASTERN EUROPE (1916). This highly personal account concentrates upon the 
national & racial characteristics of war-torn Eastern Europe in 1915. Reed has 
captured the spirit of the age, reminding us all how deep-seated are the ethnic 
conflicts in the Balkans.

John Silas 'Jack' Reed (October 22, 1887 – October 17, 1920) was an American 
journalist, poet, and socialist activist, best remembered for his first-hand account of 
the Bolshevik Revolution, Ten Days that Shook the World. He was married to writer
and feminist Louise Bryant. Reed died in Russia in 1920, and was buried at the 
Kremlin Wall Necropolis.
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Reed, Philip. Bird Dog. New York. 1997. Pocket Books. 1st Printing. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0671001639. 291 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket 
illustration by Eric Peterson. Inventory # 24622. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Harold Dodge is pushing fifty, going gray, and carrying a
few extra pounds. He’s a good man, always looking to help people out. But in a less-
than-perfect world - that is, Los Angeles - good men sometimes have to do bad 
things. Now Harold’s in a friend’s car - and in a spot. A pair of hired repo men in a 
stolen Buick are trying to run him off the freeway and into an early grave. But the 
cops pull him over first - a blessing, except for one little thing, Harold’s got a dead 
body in the trunk. It all started because Harold has a weakness for killer legs. And in
her spike heels, Marianna Perado is the kind of woman who makes guys like Harold
leap first and look later. When she asks him to help her ‘unwind’ a rip-off deal at Joe
Covo’s dealership, where Harold once bird-dogged suckers into buying used cars, 
he jumps. and lands in a cesspool of corruption.

Philip Reed is a former police reporter who turned to writing mysteries, non-fiction 
books, plays and screenplays. His latest novel, Off & Running, is a darkly funny 
thriller about a desperate biographer who kidnaps his celebrity subject. We can only
wonder how much of the novel was inspired by Reed’s experience writing his first 
book, Candidly Allen Funt, an autobiography of the 1960s TV legend. Reed’s first 
novel, the “car noir” thriller, Bird Dog, was nominated for the Edgar and Anthony 
awards and optioned by Hollywood seven times. His many other books include Low
Rider, Marquis de Fraud, Free Throw, In Search of the Greatest Golf Swing and 
Wild Cards, a non-fiction account of a year spent playing blackjack in casinos across
the country with a professional card counter. He lives in Long Beach, California.
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Reed, Philip. Bird Dog. New York. 1997. Pocket Books. 1st Printing. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0671001639. 291 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Eric Peterson.
Inventory # 24588. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Harold Dodge is pushing fifty, going gray, and carrying a
few extra pounds. He’s a good man, always looking to help people out. But in a less-
than-perfect world - that is, Los Angeles - good men sometimes have to do bad 
things. Now Harold’s in a friend’s car - and in a spot. A pair of hired repo men in a 
stolen Buick are trying to run him off the freeway and into an early grave. But the 
cops pull him over first - a blessing, except for one little thing, Harold’s got a dead 
body in the trunk. It all started because Harold has a weakness for killer legs. And in
her spike heels, Marianna Perado is the kind of woman who makes guys like Harold
leap first and look later. When she asks him to help her ‘unwind’ a rip-off deal at Joe
Covo’s dealership, where Harold once bird-dogged suckers into buying used cars, 
he jumps. and lands in a cesspool of corruption.

Philip Reed is a former police reporter who turned to writing mysteries, non-fiction 
books, plays and screenplays. His latest novel, Off & Running, is a darkly funny 
thriller about a desperate biographer who kidnaps his celebrity subject. We can only
wonder how much of the novel was inspired by Reed’s experience writing his first 
book, Candidly Allen Funt, an autobiography of the 1960s TV legend. Reed’s first 
novel, the “car noir” thriller, Bird Dog, was nominated for the Edgar and Anthony 
awards and optioned by Hollywood seven times. His many other books include Low
Rider, Marquis de Fraud, Free Throw, In Search of the Greatest Golf Swing and 
Wild Cards, a non-fiction account of a year spent playing blackjack in casinos across
the country with a professional card counter. He lives in Long Beach, California.
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Reichs, Kathy. Deadly Decisions. New York. 2000. Scribner. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684859718. 333 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
John Fontana. Inventory # 28193. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Nine-year-old Emily Anne Toussaint is shot dead on a 
Montreal street. A North Carolina teenager disappears from her home and parts of 
what may be her skeleton are found hundreds of miles away. For Dr. Temperance 
Brennan, a forensic anthropologist in both Montreal and North Carolina, the deaths 
kindle deep emotions that propel her on a harrowing journey into the world of outlaw
motorcycle gangs. As a scientist, Tempe should remain dispassionate. As a caring 
individual, she yearns to take the killers off the streets. Emily Anne was cut down in
a biker crossfire. The North Carolina victim, Savannah Osprey, was last seen 
hitching a ride with a transient biker. Tempe's nephew, Kit, is intrigued by 
motorcycles. Does he understand the difference between legitimate riders and 
gangs, or is he too mesmerized to comprehend that outlaw bikers are big trouble?

Kathleen Joan Toelle 'Kathy' Reichs (born July 7, 1948) is an American crime writer,
forensic anthropologist and academic. She is a professor of anthropology at the 
University of North Carolina at Charlotte; as of 2013 she is on indefinite leave. She 
divides her work time between the Laboratoire des Sciences Judiciaires et de 
Médecine Légale for the province of Quebec and her professorship at UNC 
Charlotte. She is one of the eighty-two forensic anthropologists certified by the 
American Board of Forensic Anthropology and is on the Board of Directors of the 
American Academy of Forensic Sciences. Her schedule also involves a number of 
speaking engagements around the world. Reichs has been a producer for the TV 
series Bones, which is loosely based on her novels, which in turn, are inspired by 
her life. She has two daughters, Kerry and Courtney, and one son, Brendan.
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Reichs, Kathy. Death Du Jour. New York. 1999. Scribner. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684841185. 381 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author.
Jacket illustration by Andre Thijssen. Inventory # 26803. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Forensic anthropologist Kathy Reichs exploded onto 
bestseller lists worldwide with her phenomenal debut novel DÉJÀ DEAD-and 
introduced ‘[a] brilliant heroine’ (Glamour) in league with Patricia Cornwell’s Kay 
Scarpetta. Dr. Temperance Brennan, Quebec’s director of forensic anthropology, 
now returns in a thrilling new investigation into the secrets of the dead. In the bitter 
cold of a Montreal winter, Tempe Brennan is digging for a corpse buried more than a
century ago. Although Tempe thrives on such enigmas from the past, it’s a chain of
contemporary deaths and disappearances that has seized her attention-and she 
alone is ideally placed to make a chilling connection among the seemingly unrelated
events. At the crime scene, at the morgue, and in the lab, Tempe probes a mystery 
that sweeps from a deadly Quebec fire to startling discoveries in the Carolinas, and
culminates in Montreal with a terrifying showdown-a nerve-shattering test of both her
forensic expertise and her skills for survival.

Kathleen Joan Toelle 'Kathy' Reichs (born July 7, 1948) is an American crime writer,
forensic anthropologist and academic. She is a professor of anthropology at the 
University of North Carolina at Charlotte; as of 2013 she is on indefinite leave. She 
divides her work time between the Laboratoire des Sciences Judiciaires et de 
Médecine Légale for the province of Quebec and her professorship at UNC 
Charlotte. She is one of the eighty-two forensic anthropologists certified by the 
American Board of Forensic Anthropology and is on the Board of Directors of the 
American Academy of Forensic Sciences. Her schedule also involves a number of 
speaking engagements around the world. Reichs has been a producer for the TV 
series Bones, which is loosely based on her novels, which in turn, are inspired by 
her life. She has two daughters, Kerry and Courtney, and one son, Brendan.
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Reichs, Kathy. Deja Dead. New York. 1997. Scribner. 1st American Printing. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0684841177. 411 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Marc 
Cohen. Inventory # 24242. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It’s June in Montreal, and Tempe, who has left a shaky 
marriage back home in North Carolina to take on the challenging assignment of 
director of forensic anthropology for the province of Quebec, looks forward to a 
relaxing weekend. First, though, she must stop at a newly uncovered burial site in 
the heart of the city. One look at the decomposed and decapitated corpse, stored 
neatly in plastic bags, tells her she’ll spend the weekend in the crime lab. This is 
homicide of the worst kind. To begin to find some answers, Tempe must first identify
the victim. Who is this person with reddish hair and a small bone structure? 
Something about the crime scene is familiar to Tempe: the stashing of the body 
parts, the meticulous dismemberment. One case in particular comes to mind: the 
murder of sixteen-year-old Chantale Trottier, who’d arrived in the morgue naked, 
less than a year before, and packaged in plastic garbage bags. Tempe’s convinced 
there are parallels between the two cases, but it will take more victims to persuade 
her police colleagues. Knowing there is a killer on the streets who may soon find a 
new victim, Tempe calls upon all her forensic skills, including bone, tooth, and 
bitemark analysis and X-ray microfluorescence to try to prove that the cases are 
related and to stop the killer before he strikes again. The next victim may be closer 
to home - Tempe’s longtime friend Gabby, her college-age daughter Katy, or Tempe
herself.

Kathleen Joan Toelle 'Kathy' Reichs (born July 7, 1948) is an American crime writer,
forensic anthropologist and academic. She is a professor of anthropology at the 
University of North Carolina at Charlotte; as of 2013 she is on indefinite leave. 
Reichs has been a producer for the TV series Bones, which is loosely based on her
novels, which in turn, are inspired by her life. She has two daughters, Kerry and 
Courtney, and one son, Brendan.
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Reid, Jamie. Easy Money. New York. 1987. Walker & Company. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0802709990. 305 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
9307. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A novel about the world of horse-racing, relating the story
of a flamboyant Glaswegian self-made millionaire, book maker and gambler.

Jamie Reid is the author of the non-fiction books, A License to Print Money (short 
listed for the 1992 William Hill Sports Book of the Year award), Days Like These, 
The Education of a Racing Lover (short listed for 2004 William Hill gambling Book of
the year award) and Emperors of the Turf as well as the acclaimed novels Easy 
Money and Home on the Range. His true story Doped, about the 1960's racehorse 
doping gangs, was the winner of the 2013 William Hill Sports Book of the Year 
Award. A lifelong punter and racing enthusiast he is also a journalist and regular 
contributor to the Financial Times colour magazine, How To Spend It, for whom he
writes The Smart Money column. He has also written for The Guardian, The 
Independent on Sunday, Harpers and Queen, the New Statesman, Money Observer
and Private Eye.
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Reid, V. S. New Day. New York. 1949. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 374 pages. hardcover. Cover by Joseph Low. Inventory # 6270. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - New Day recounts the story of Jamaica's first outcry 
against the English Crown rule that cemented a socio-economic and political 
framework of oppression three decades post-emancipation. The novel is framed as 
the aged narrator John Campbell's account of the Morant Bay Rebellion of 1865 and
the series of uprisings and negotiations that finally culminates in the creation of the
New Constitution in 1944. Reid employed the Jamaican dialect as a springboard for
creating a distinctive literary variant and for achieving a greater depth in the English 
language. He was motivated to write New Day by his discontentment with how the 
leaders George William Gordon and Paul Bogle of the Morant Bay Rebellion (1865)
were depicted in the foreign press; by reworking as characters in his novel those 
who had been negatively portrayed as rebels, he aimed to refute what he viewed as
unfair misrepresentations of history.

Victor Stafford Reid (1 May 1913 – 25 August 1987) was a Jamaican writer born in 
Kingston, Jamaica, who wrote with an intent of influencing the younger generations.
He was the author of several novels, three of which were aimed towards children, 
one play production, and several short stories. As a writer, Reid aimed to instil an 
awareness of legacy and tradition among the Jamaican people.
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Reid, Victor Stafford. The Leopard. New York. 1958. Viking Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 159 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Roberta
Moynihan. Inventory # 6271. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is a strange, magical tale of the haunted and the 
hunted — the story of a double chase: a black man’s pursuit of a white man with 
whom he has been deeply involved and who is now quite mad, and a leopard’s 
pursuit of the black man. Written by a West Indian, The Leopard evokes the 
mystery, the beauty, and the terror of the African jungle and its human and animal 
inhabitants. The story is told from the point of view of a Kikuyu of Kenya, so that it is
totally unlike any other book dealing with the tangled relationships between the 
natives and the white settlers of that troubled land. What gives this exciting story its
haunting quality is the spirit of primitive animism that informs it. Part of the magic of 
the book comes from the combination of almost lyric prose with the earthy and 
realistic presentation of its scenes and characters. Part of the magic remains 
undefinable. It is a book that totally captures the imagination, and no one can put it 
down without a feeling of sympathy and admiration for its tragic hero, an outlaw who
could have been nothing save what he is.

Victor Stafford Reid (1 May 1913 – 25 August 1987) was a Jamaican writer born in 
Kingston, Jamaica, who wrote with an intent of influencing the younger generations.
He was the author of several novels, three of which were aimed towards children, 
one play production, and several short stories. As a writer, Reid aimed to instil an 
awareness of legacy and tradition among the Jamaican people.keywords
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Reid, Victor Stafford. The Leopard. New York. 1971. Collier. 1st Collier Books 
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Introduction by Gregory Rigsby. Collier
African /American Library. 157 pages. paperback. 5336. Inventory # 7656. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Beneath its animism and naked emotion, this book 
speaks eloquently of the ways of men to one another.’ - New York Herald Tribune 
Book Review. In Kenya at the time of the Mau Mau rebellion a black warrior, Nebu, 
sets out to track down and kill a white man, Bwana Gibson. Gibson’s wife had been
Nebu’s mistress. When she admitted bearing a crippled half-breed son, her husband
killed her and fled, half-mad, into the African jungle. In pursuing his master and 
oppressor, Nebu, with a mortal wound in his side, finds himself pursued—by the 
leopard, waiting to pounce at the first opportunity. From these element~ of brutality 
and terror the author, with a blend of singing lyricism and earthy realism, has evoked
a haunting vision of a man confronting evil at its dangerous level—in the depths of 
his own soul. VICTOR STAFFORD REID, a native of Jamaica, was a correspondent
for the London Daily Express. For his first novel, New Day, he received the 
Musgrave Silver Medal as an outstanding Jamaican in the arts.

Victor Stafford Reid (1 May 1913 – 25 August 1987) was a Jamaican writer born in 
Kingston, Jamaica, who wrote with an intent of influencing the younger generations.
He was the author of several novels, three of which were aimed towards children, 
one play production, and several short stories. As a writer, Reid aimed to instil an 
awareness of legacy and tradition among the Jamaican people.
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Reilly, Helen. All Concerned Notified. Chicago. 1939. Century Publications. 
Paperback Edition. Wear To Spine, Otherwise Good in Wrappers. 127 pages. 
paperback. #29. Inventory # 6173. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The story ALL CONCERNED NOTIFIED began officially
with the discovery of the body of a murdered woman in the Hotel Queensborough. 
For several days the police knew only that she had been murdered. It seemed 
impossible to persuade anyone to come forward and identify her. Then Inspector 
McKee had an inspiration, and as a result a frightened girl was found who was the 
connecting link between the murdered woman and a strange family living in the 
solitude of ‘Clove Court’, in one of the backwashes of the city.

Helen Reilly (1891-1962) was an American novelist. She was born Helen Kieran and
grew up in New York City in a literary family. Her brother, James Kieran, also wrote
a mystery, and two of her daughters, Ursula Curtiss and Mary McMullen, are 
mystery writers. Reilly's early books were police procedurals based on her research 
into the New York Homicide squad. Her most popular character is Inspector 
Christopher McKee. Reilly also used the pseudonym Kieran Abbey.
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Reilly, Helen. The Opening Dorr: An Inspector McKee Murder Story. New York. 
1944. Dell. Reprinted Dell Paperback Edition. Waer to Bottom Sprine, Otherwise 
Good in Wrappers. 192 pages. paperback. 917. Cover painting by Victor Kalin. 
Inventory # 41493. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - I am sitting in my room, my arms folded and my hands 
still, staring at the door. Presently it will open. Someone will enter, bringing with him 
the taint of murder – the past I want to forget and never will. A month has passed 
since that moment, but it is with me still - the black pits, the rancid taste of fear, that
awful figure looming over me. And now the knob is turning, and horror will cross my 
threshold once again.

Helen Reilly was an American novelist. She was born Helen Kieran and grew up in
New York City in a literary family. Her brother, James Kieran, also wrote a mystery,
and two of her daughters, Ursula Curtiss and Mary McMullen, are mystery writers. 
Reilly's early books were police procedurals based on her research into the New 
York Homicide squad. Her most popular character is Inspector Christopher McKee.
Reilly also used the pseudonym Kieran Abbey.
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Reinhard, Andrew. Archaeogaming: An Introduction to Archaeology in and of Video
Games. New York. 2018. Berghahn Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 9781785338731. 22 illustrations, bibliography, index. 240 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 43700. $27.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Video games exemplify contemporary material objects, 
resources, and spaces that people use to define their culture. Video games also 
serve as archaeological sites in the traditional sense as a place, in which evidence 
of past activity is preserved and has been, or may be, investigated using the 
discipline of archaeology, and which represents a part of the archaeological record.
This book serves as a general introduction to "archaeogaming"; it describes the 
intersection of archaeology and video games and applies archaeological method 
and theory into understanding game-spaces as both site and artifact. “This is a 
stellar piece of work that moves beyond disciplines and worlds.” - Anna Foka, Umeå
University.

Andrew Reinhard is the Director of Publications for the American Numismatic 
Society and is currently working towards his PhD in archaeology at the University of
York’s (UK) Centre for Digital Heritage. He coined the term “archaeogaming” and 
runs the archaeogaming.com blog and twitter. In 2014, he and a team of 
archaeologists helped excavate the “Atari Burial Ground” in Alamogordo, New 
Mexico.
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Reinhart, Carmen M. and Rogoff, Kenneth S. This Time Is Different: Eight Centuries
of Financial Folly. Princeton. 2009. Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780691142166. 62 line illus. 30 tables. 496 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 37463. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Throughout history, rich and poor countries alike have 
been lending, borrowing, crashing--and recovering--their way through an 
extraordinary range of financial crises. Each time, the experts have chimed, ‘this 
time is different’--claiming that the old rules of valuation no longer apply and that the
new situation bears little similarity to past disasters. This book proves that premise 
wrong. Covering sixty-six countries across five continents, This Time Is Different 
presents a comprehensive look at the varieties of financial crises, and guides us 
through eight astonishing centuries of government defaults, banking panics, and 
inflationary spikes--from medieval currency debasements to today's subprime 
catastrophe. Carmen Reinhart and Kenneth Rogoff, leading economists whose work
has been influential in the policy debate concerning the current financial crisis, 
provocatively argue that financial combustions are universal rites of passage for 
emerging and established market nations. The authors draw important lessons from
history to show us how much--or how little--we have learned. Using clear, sharp 
analysis and comprehensive data, Reinhart and Rogoff document that financial 
fallouts occur in clusters and strike with surprisingly consistent frequency, duration, 
and ferocity. They examine the patterns of currency crashes, high and 
hyperinflation, and government defaults on international and domestic debts--as well
as the cycles in housing and equity prices, capital flows, unemployment, and 
government revenues around these crises. While countries do weather their 
financial storms, Reinhart and Rogoff prove that short memories make it all too easy
for crises to recur.

Carmen M. Reinhart is professor of economics at the University of Maryland. 
Kenneth S. Rogoff is the Thomas D. Cabot Professor of Public Policy and professor
of economics at Harvard University.
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Reisner, Marc. A Dangerous Place: California's Unsettling Fate. New York. 2003. 
Pantheon Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679420118. 185
pages. hardcover. Cover: Jerry McMillan. Inventory # 33540. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In A Dangerous Place, Marc Reisner leads us through 
California's improbable history and rise from a largely desert land to the most 
populated state in the nation, fueled by an economic engine more productive than all
of Africa. Reisner believes that the achievement of this, the last great desert 
civilization, hinges on California's denial of its own inescapable fate. Both the Los 
Angeles and San Francisco Bay areas sit astride two of the most violently seismic 
zones on the planet. The earthquakes that have already rocked California were, 
according to Reisner, mere prologues to a future cataclysm that will result in 
destruction of such magnitude that the only recourse will be to rebuild from the 
ground up. Reisner concludes A Dangerous Place with a hypothetical but chillingly 
realistic description of such a disaster and its horrifying after effects.

Marc Reisner (September 14, 1948 – July 21, 2000) was an American 
environmentalist and writer best known for his book Cadillac Desert, a history of 
water management in the American West.
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Restrepo, Laura. The Angel of Galilea. New York. 1998. Crown. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0609603264. Translated from the Spanish by 
Dolores M. Koch. 195 pages. hardcover. Jacket painting by Curt Doty. Inventory # 
33882. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A female journalist is sent to a poverty-stricken 
Colombian neighborhood to investigate reported sightings of an angel. Amid the 
slums of Galilea, thê skeptical reporter finds herself falling under the spell of the 
silent young man’s ethereal beauty and sexual power. Newly translated into English,
Laura Restrepo’s THE ANGEL OF GALILEA is a beautiful, enigmatic parable of 
faith, poverty~ politics, and sexuality. ‘Laura Restrepo breathes life into a singular 
amalgam of journalistic investigation and literary creation. Thus, the wretchedness 
and violence which nest in the heart of Colombian society are always present; but 
also there are her fascination with popular culture and the play of her impeccable 
humor, of that biting but at the same time tender irony that saves her novels from 
any temptation toward pathos or melodrama, and infuses them with unmistakable 
reading pleasures: ’ - GABRIEL GARCIA MARQUEZ. ‘We should be accustomed by
now to receiving most of our literary surprises from Latin Americans. The newest is 
Laura Restrepo. In THE ANGEL OF GALILEA she compresses the colors and 
complexities of Latin America into the narrative investigations of a wonderfully clear-
eyed and openhearted woman reporter concerning the appearance of an angel and 
its tangled consequences. Restrepo is a writer to treasure.’ - ALASTAIR REID. ‘This
barrio angel teaches us how to see behind the appearance of things and how to 
embrace reality with all the senses, above all with intuition, imagination, faith, and 
humor.’ - ISABEL ALLENDE.

Laura Restrepo (born in Bogotá, Colombia in 1950) is a Colombian author who 
began writing what were mainly political columns in her mid-twenties. Her first novel,
Isle of Passion, is based on historical deeds that occurred on Clipperton Island.
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Restrepo, Laura. The Dark Bride. New York. 2002. Ecco Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 006008894x. Translated from the Spanish by 
Stephen A. Lytle. 358 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Roberto de Vicq de 
Cumptich. Jacket photograph by Leo Matiz. Author photograph by Nina Subin. 
Inventory # 32784. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Dark Bride is a slyly humorous yet poignant love 
story. It was sparked by a photograph (shown on the jacket) taken by the late 
Colombian master, Leo Matiz, of a sensual woman shrouded in mystery. Restrepo 
discovered the photo unexpectedly during her investigation into the rapacious 
workings of an American-controlled Colombian oil company and was immediately 
compelled to imagine the subject’s life through a novel. Using a series of subtly 
textured interviews, Restrepo’s journalist protagonist mines a rich trove of 
characters-fortune hunters, guerrilla chiefs, refinery workers, and prostitutes - who, 
together with the narrator, attempt to decipher the impulsive and mysterious life of 
the young Sayonara, the unlikely heroine of The Dark Bride. Drawn like an exotic 
moth to work beneath one of the colored lights of La Catunga, the local house of 
prostitution, Sayonara is enigmatic and arrogant beyond her years. Her Indian 
origins a puzzle, she is transformed by her sage madam, the surprisingly maternal 
Todos los Santos, into the queen of her squalid Colombian barrio. Each month, 
Sayonara charms the oil workers of the Tropical Oil Company, who have journeyed
down from the mountains searching for some earthly bliss. But it is not just oil 
workers who are captivated by Sayonara. She is also the flame that draws an 
unpredictable mix of haunting characters into the tragicomic obsession that is her 
life-from Sacramento, the childhood playmate who is determined to rescue 
Sayonara from her unorthodox life, to the stranger Payanés, who is her one true 
love and carries secrets of his own. Sayonara is the Dark Bride who subtly reveals a
personal and political universe forever marked by her passing.

LAURA RESTREPO (born in Bogotá, Colombia in 1950) is a bestselling author and
political activist. She has published several novels, including Leopard in the Sun and
The Angel of Galilea, which was awarded Mexico’s Sor juana Ines de la Cruz Prize
and the Prix France Culture Award.
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Revel, Donald. Essay: A Critical Memoir. Richmond. 2015. Omnidawn 
Publishing/University Press of New England. Advance Uncorrected Proof. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 9781632430014. 6 x 9’. 64 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
41408. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Essay: A Critical Memoir is an experiment of the old 
school and of revived delight in the pleasures of close reading. What if all the poems
are true? What if the allegories of a man or woman’s life are in every way, and 
always, the actual shape of that life? To read is to find oneself again and again at 
the center of a pageant. To write is to call the pageant home. Essay is a memoir of
Dante and Beatrice in New York circa 1968 and of an anti-war movement in 
something very much like Paradise. ‘Revell is a writer of singular talent and 
ambition. .he takes the reader to unfamiliar and strange places and, in the process,
he creates some of the most beautiful poetry in our language.’ - Harvard Review.

Donald Revell is professor of English and Graduate Studies Director at UNLV. 
Tantivy is his twelfth poetry collection. Donald Revell’s translations include The 
Illuminations by Arthur Rimbaud, and A Season in Hell by Arthur Rimbaud, both of 
which were published by Omnidawn. A Season in Hell won the PSA translation 
award. His books of essays include Invisible Green: Selected Prose, published by 
Omnidawn. He serves as poetry editor of Colorado Review. Revell lives in the desert
south of Las Vegas with his wife, poet Claudia Keelan, and their children Benjamin 
Brecht and Lucie Ming.
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Revel, Donald. Essay: A Critical Memoir. Oakland. 2015. Omnidawn Publishing. 2nd
Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430014. 6 x 9’. 64 pages. paperback. 
Cover by Ken Keegan. Inventory # 42509. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Essay: A Critical Memoir is an experiment of the old 
school and of revived delight in the pleasures of close reading. What if all the poems
are true? What if the allegories of a man or woman’s life are in every way, and 
always, the actual shape of that life? To read is to find oneself again and again at 
the center of a pageant. To write is to call the pageant home. Essay is a memoir of
Dante and Beatrice in New York circa 1968 and of an anti-war movement in 
something very much like Paradise. ‘Revell is a writer of singular talent and 
ambition. .he takes the reader to unfamiliar and strange places and, in the process,
he creates some of the most beautiful poetry in our language.’ - Harvard Review.

Donald Revell is professor of English and Graduate Studies Director at UNLV. 
Tantivy is his twelfth poetry collection. Donald Revell’s translations include The 
Illuminations by Arthur Rimbaud, and A Season in Hell by Arthur Rimbaud, both of 
which were published by Omnidawn. A Season in Hell won the PSA translation 
award. His books of essays include Invisible Green: Selected Prose, published by 
Omnidawn. He serves as poetry editor of Colorado Review. Revell lives in the desert
south of Las Vegas with his wife, poet Claudia Keelan, and their children Benjamin 
Brecht and Lucie Ming.
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Revel, Jacques and Hunt, Lynn (editors). Histories: French Constructions of the 
Past-Postwar French Thought Volume 1. New York. 1996. New Press. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1565841956. Translated from the French by 
Arthur Goldhammer & Others. 684 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 22305. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The period from 1945 to the present has been one of the
most intellectually fruitful in French history. Entirely new approaches to a number of 
fields have been developed, and the influence of French thinkers has resonated 
throughout the West, in many ways reformulating our approach to modern 
knowledge. This 654-page volume traces developments in French historiography 
from questions of social history and global history (1945-1960s), structuralism (mid
-1960s through mid-1970s), the territory of the historian (1970s through mid-1980s),
to criticisms and reformulations (1980s to the present). Featuring work by Francois 
Furet, Michel de Certeau, Michelle Perrot, Pierre Nora, Roger Chartier, Ernest 
Labrousse, Fernand Braudel, Claude Lévi-Strauss, Michel Foucault, Jacques Le 
Goff, Pierre Bourdieu, and others, this volume illuminates the most important 
controversies about historical method in the twentieth century.

Jacques Revel is a professor of history at the Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences
Sociales in Paris. He is the author (with Arlette Farge) of Vanishing Children of 
Paris. Lynn Hunt is the Annenberg Professor of History at the University of 
Pennsylvania. She is the author of The Family Romance in the French Revolution 
and editor of The New Cultural History and the Invention of Pornography.
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Rexroth, Kenneth. Classics Revisited. New York. 1969. Avon/Discus. 1st Avon 
Discus Paperback Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 290 pages. paperback. W144. 
Inventory # 34035. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A classic may be defined as a work that endures 
because its concern is with universal and timeless truths; yet because the human 
vantage point changes, the classics must be reinterpreted afresh from time to time. 
In these sixty essays, Kenneth Rexroth has made a significant contribution to our 
generation’s special understanding of these works. At the same time, readers who 
may be approaching these literary landmarks for the first time could find no more 
stimulating introduction than these lively, discerning commentaries. Just a few of the
works are Homer’s THE ILIAD and THE ODYSSEY; Rabelais’ GARGANTUA AND 
PANTAGRUEL; Sophocles’ Theban plays; THE MEDITATIONS of Marcus Aurelius;
Stendhal’s THE RED AND THE BLACK; Dostoevski’s THE BROTHERS 
KARAMAZOV; the works of Karl Marx; DREAM OF THE RED CHAMBER; and THE
TALE OF GENJI. ‘Superb short critiques. delightfully delineated as to substance, 
characters, impact when issued, and present status. A rekindler of interest in books 
read before, a stimulant to those who seek a chart of what was and remains 
important.’ - Saturday Review.

Kenneth Rexroth (December 22, 1905–June 6, 1982) was an American poet, 
translator and critical essayist. He was among the first poets in the United States to
explore traditional Japanese poetic forms such as haiku. He is regarded as a central
figure in the San Francisco Renaissance. Rexroth wrote a large body of literary and
cultural criticism, much of which has been compiled in anthologies. His incisive 
views of topics ranging from D. H. Lawrence to gnosticism testify to his familiarity 
with the world and extensive self-education. He is said to have read the entire 
Encyclopædia Britannica ‘like a novel’ once a year. His books indicate familiarity 
with subjects ranging from political anarchism, painting, and world religions, to 
classical Chinese literature and philosophy. In 1973, Rexroth wrote the 
Encyclopædia Britannica article on ‘literature‘. Despite the value of his critical prose,
he dismissed these works as being financially motivated.
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Rey, Marcos. Memoirs of a Gigolo. New York. 1987. Avon Books. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0380750007. Translated from the Portuguese by 
Clifford E. Landers. Paperback Original. 217 pages. paperback. Inventory # 9185. 
$10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - FROM PIMP TO PREACHER TO PR EXEC. Meet 
Mariano-the willy and ribald mascot of São Paulo’s most infamous bordello. an 
expert in the carnal complexities of love Brazilian-style. Follow his lusty adventures 
as he tumbles from one raucous encounter to another-searching for the virginal 
streetwalker of his dreams. evading his archenemy Esmeraldo. and conning his way
to the top of the corporate ladder only to land on skid row after a crazy turn of 
events. Hilariously rooted in the picaresque, MEMOIRS OF A GIGOLO makes its 
scamp of a hero the most appealing creation since Tom Jones, in a marvelous tale 
that pokes fun at the hungers of the flesh and the foibles of the heart.

Edmundo Donato (February 17th, 1925, in São Paulo, Brazil - April 1st, 1999) was 
one of Brazil’s most popular and critically acclaimed writers, who used the name of
Marcos Rey as a pseudonym. He started writing short stories when he was sixteen 
years old. His first book was a novella which is called Um Gato no Triângulo, in 
1953. His first novel, Break-fust in Bed (1960), was a runaway bestseller and has 
recently been reissued by the Brazilian Book-of-the-Month Club. He has had six 
other novels and six collections of short stories published, one of which, The 
Procuress’s Funeral, won two of Brazil’s most prestigious awards-the Critics Prize 
and the Jabuti Prize-while MEMOIRS OF A GIGOLO has sold over 200,000 copies 
in its Brazilian edition. Marcos Key has also written for radio and television, and a 
number of his stories have been adapted for the cinema both in Brazil and abroad.
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Rey, Marcos. Memoirs of a Gigolo. New York. 1987. Avon Books. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers.Remainder Mark On Bottom Edge. 0380750007. 
Translated from the Portuguese by Clifford E. Landers. Paperback Original. 217 
pages. paperback. Inventory # 28773. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - FROM PIMP TO PREACHER TO PR EXEC. Meet 
Mariano-the willy and ribald mascot of São Paulo’s most infamous bordello. an 
expert in the carnal complexities of love Brazilian-style. Follow his lusty adventures 
as he tumbles from one raucous encounter to another-searching for the virginal 
streetwalker of his dreams. evading his archenemy Esmeraldo. and conning his way
to the top of the corporate ladder only to land on skid row after a crazy turn of 
events. Hilariously rooted in the picaresque, MEMOIRS OF A GIGOLO makes its 
scamp of a hero the most appealing creation since Tom Jones, in a marvelous tale 
that pokes fun at the hungers of the flesh and the foibles of the heart.

Edmundo Donato (February 17th, 1925, in São Paulo, Brazil - April 1st, 1999) was 
one of Brazil’s most popular and critically acclaimed writers, who used the name of
Marcos Rey as a pseudonym. He started writing short stories when he was sixteen 
years old. His first book was a novella which is called Um Gato no Triângulo, in 
1953. His first novel, Break-fust in Bed (1960), was a runaway bestseller and has 
recently been reissued by the Brazilian Book-of-the-Month Club. He has had six 
other novels and six collections of short stories published, one of which, The 
Procuress’s Funeral, won two of Brazil’s most prestigious awards-the Critics Prize 
and the Jabuti Prize-while MEMOIRS OF A GIGOLO has sold over 200,000 copies 
in its Brazilian edition. Marcos Key has also written for radio and television, and a 
number of his stories have been adapted for the cinema both in Brazil and abroad.
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Reyes, Carlos. Along the Flaggy Shore: Poems from West Clare. Cliffs of Moher. 
2018. Salmon. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781912561353. 80 
pages. paperback. Inventory # 43845. $21

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In his tenth volume of poetry, Irish American poet Carlos
Reyes returns once again to Ireland. The poems in this collection capture the stark 
rural life that now has mostly passed, pushed aside and forgotten with the arrival of 
the “Celtic Tiger.” Sitka spruce has supplanted the peat bog, and the slane rusts in 
the barn. The iconic haycocks that dotted the countryside are now replaced with 
huge black bags of sileage. This book paints a lyrical picture of a world gone. As 
Yeats’ said, a way of life “all changed, utterly changed.” Carlos Reyes first came to 
Ireland in the early 1970s, when he purchased a three-hundred-year-old cottage in
County Clare. Acadia National Park and Joshua Tree National Park among others 
have hosted him as poet-in-residence.

Carlos Reyes is a noted poet, writer and translator. His most recent book 
Pomegranate, Sister of the Heart is published by Lost Horse Books (2012). His other
books of poetry are The Book of Shadows; New and Selected Poems (2009), At the
Edge of the Western Wave (2004), and A Suitcase Full of Crows (1995), which was
a Bluestem Prize winner and finalist for 1996 Oregon Book Awards. His books of 
translations is Poemas de la Isla/Island Poems by Josefina de la Torre (Eastern 
Washington University Press, 2000). Reyes’ translation of the Obra poética 
completa (Complete Poetic Works) of the preeminent Ecuadorean poet Jorge 
Carrera Andrade, was published in 2004 in a bilingual edition in Ecuador. He is the 
publisher/editor of Trask House Books, Inc. In 2007 he was awarded a Heinrich Boll
Fellowship to write on Achill Island, Ireland and in 2008 was awarded the Ethel 
Fortner Award from St Andrews College. He was recently the poet-in-Residence in 
the Joshua Tree National Park. Reyes lives in Portland but travels often to Ireland 
and is a frequent visitor to Spain and Ecuador.
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Reyles, Carlos. Castanets. New York. 1929. Longmans Green & Company. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good. No Dustjacket. Translated from the Spanish by 
Jacques Leclercq. 297 pages. hardcover. Cover: Bolegard. Inventory # 26912. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - All that is most typically Spanish is summed up in this 
love story of Paco, the dazzling Andalusian bull fighter, and Puriya, the greatest 
living Spanish dancer. Tragedy, poignant and bitter, comes when Puriya stabs the 
man she loves more than life itself, and that to save the man she hates above all 
others; but neither she nor Paco regret the price of their ecstatic passion.’Others 
manufacture locomotives,’ exclaims the bull fighter, ‘we make castanets. Is it nobler
and more useful to create riches than enjoyment? We think of life as a perpetual 
source of enjoyment, which we seek with passion and at any price.’ Never before 
has the soul of Spain been described more freshly or with more deep insight! is the
opinion of Unamuno, the great Spanish poet and philosopher, and his fellow 
countrymen seem to have agreed with him, for this novel has enjoyed a phenomenal
success throughout Spain. As Cervantes caught once and for all the Quixotic aspect
of the Spanish character, so has Reyles, with lesser genius, undoubtedly, but with 
amazing depth of feeling, portrayed that passionate, carefree, pleasure - loving 
Spain, ever ready to put off until tomorrow whatever interferes with the enjoyment of
today, to hazard the whole future for the ecstasy of a moment - that langorous, 
sensuous, lazy Spain that in the twinkling of an eye can become electrically alive 
and vigorous, the Spain of flower-pots, barred windows and moonlight serenades, 
and of flashing daggers and delirious bull fights.

Carlos Reyles was an Uruguayan writer of realistic psychological novels, writing in 
favor of the accumulation of material wealth, a position rarely found among 
intellectuals of the period. Reyles, the son of Carlos Reyles and Maria Gutierrez, 
was born on October 30, 1868, in Montevideo, where he was educated at the 
Hispano-Uruguayan School (1878-1885). He devoted himself to a literary career 
while still very young. When Reyles was eighteen years old he had a fortune of a 
million pesos left him by his father, who was one of the first to devote himself in 
Uruguay to the improvement of cattle-rearing. To this his son also gave some 
attention, spending a great part of his life improving and enlarging his ranches, 
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Reyles, Carlos. Castanets. New York. 1929. Jacobsen. Reprinted Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. Translated from the Spanish by Jacques Leclercq. 297 pages. 
hardcover. Cover: Bolegard. Inventory # 31457. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - All that is most typically Spanish is summed up in this 
love story of Paco, the dazzling Andalusian bull fighter, and Puriya, the greatest 
living Spanish dancer. Tragedy, poignant and bitter, comes when Puriya stabs the 
man she loves more than life itself, and that to save the man she hates above all 
others; but neither she nor Paco regret the price of their ecstatic passion.’Others 
manufacture locomotives,’ exclaims the bull fighter, ‘we make castanets. Is it nobler
and more useful to create riches than enjoyment? We think of life as a perpetual 
source of enjoyment, which we seek with passion and at any price.’ Never before 
has the soul of Spain been described more freshly or with more deep insight! is the
opinion of Unamuno, the great Spanish poet and philosopher, and his fellow 
countrymen seem to have agreed with him, for this novel has enjoyed a phenomenal
success throughout Spain. As Cervantes caught once and for all the Quixotic aspect
of the Spanish character, so has Reyles, with lesser genius, undoubtedly, but with 
amazing depth of feeling, portrayed that passionate, carefree, pleasure - loving 
Spain, ever ready to put off until tomorrow whatever interferes with the enjoyment of
today, to hazard the whole future for the ecstasy of a moment - that langorous, 
sensuous, lazy Spain that in the twinkling of an eye can become electrically alive 
and vigorous, the Spain of flower-pots, barred windows and moonlight serenades, 
and of flashing daggers and delirious bull fights.

Carlos Reyles was an Uruguayan writer of realistic psychological novels, writing in 
favor of the accumulation of material wealth, a position rarely found among 
intellectuals of the period. Reyles, the son of Carlos Reyles and Maria Gutierrez, 
was born on October 30, 1868, in Montevideo, where he was educated at the 
Hispano-Uruguayan School (1878-1885). He devoted himself to a literary career 
while still very young. When Reyles was eighteen years old he had a fortune of a 
million pesos left him by his father, who was one of the first to devote himself in 
Uruguay to the improvement of cattle-rearing. To this his son also gave some 
attention, spending a great part of his life improving and enlarging his ranches, 
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Rhodes, Martha. The Thin Wall. Pittsburgh. 2017. University of Pittsburgh Press. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822964537. Pitt Poetry Series. 72 
pages. paperback. Inventory # 42045. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘In books that are as demanding as they are beautiful, 
Martha Rhodes has been mapping the psychic terrain of family life and romantic life 
in contemporary America. The way we are betrayed by others, the way we betray 
ourselves, the way love is both harbor and harm, the way memory is both a form of
elation and of wounding—Rhodes looks at our instances of extremity and somehow
turns them into bittersweet lyric utterance. Spare and unsparing, The Thin Wall is 
Rhodes doing her most powerful work so far.’ —Rick Barot. ‘The Thin Wall—
between care and resentment, protectiveness and rage, betrayal and abandonment
—marks the furious, vital poems in Martha Rhodes’ fifth collection. These poems 
enact a fierce reckoning with families rent from within or without, trailing attempts at 
refuge like ripped streamers from a cut-rate lot: no one escapes the creosote of The
Thin Wall’s collapse. Martha Rhodes has long been one of our finest poets, and now
she has written her best and most moving book.’ —Susan Wheeler.

Martha Rhodes is the author of four previous poetry collections: At the Gate, Perfect
Disappearance, Mother Quiet, and The Beds. She teaches in the graduate program
at Sarah Lawrence College and the MFA Program for Writers at Warren Wilson 
College, as well as The Fine Arts Work Center in Provincetown. She directs the 
summer Conference on Poetry at the Frost Place and is the director of Four Way 
Books in New York City.keywords
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Rhodes, Martha. The Thin Wall. Pittsburgh. 2017. University of Pittsburgh Press. 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822964537. Pitt Poetry Series. 72
pages. paperback. Inventory # 45058. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘In books that are as demanding as they are beautiful, 
Martha Rhodes has been mapping the psychic terrain of family life and romantic life 
in contemporary America. The way we are betrayed by others, the way we betray 
ourselves, the way love is both harbor and harm, the way memory is both a form of
elation and of wounding—Rhodes looks at our instances of extremity and somehow
turns them into bittersweet lyric utterance. Spare and unsparing, The Thin Wall is 
Rhodes doing her most powerful work so far.’ —Rick Barot. ‘The Thin Wall—
between care and resentment, protectiveness and rage, betrayal and abandonment
—marks the furious, vital poems in Martha Rhodes’ fifth collection. These poems 
enact a fierce reckoning with families rent from within or without, trailing attempts at 
refuge like ripped streamers from a cut-rate lot: no one escapes the creosote of The
Thin Wall’s collapse. Martha Rhodes has long been one of our finest poets, and now
she has written her best and most moving book.’ —Susan Wheeler.

Martha Rhodes is the author of four previous poetry collections: At the Gate, Perfect
Disappearance, Mother Quiet, and The Beds. She teaches in the graduate program
at Sarah Lawrence College and the MFA Program for Writers at Warren Wilson 
College, as well as The Fine Arts Work Center in Provincetown. She directs the 
summer Conference on Poetry at the Frost Place and is the director of Four Way 
Books in New York City.keywords
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Rhodes, Richard. Dark Sun: The Making of the Hydrogen Bomb. New York. 1995. 
Simon & Schuster. 1st American Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 068480400x. 
731 pages. hardcover. Cover design by Lawrence Ratzkin. Inventory # 21390. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here, for the first time, in a brilliant, panoramic portrait by
the Pulitzer Prize-winning author of THE MAKING OF THE ATOMIC BOMB, is the 
definitive, often shocking story of the politics and the science behind the 
development of the hydrogen bomb and the birth of the Cold War. This sequel to 
THE MAKING OF THE ATOMIC BOMB shows how the failure of the scientists and 
political leaders to understand each other’s realms almost led the world to a nuclear
Armageddon. The narrative begins during World War II with Edward Teller’s work on
the hydrogen bomb and continues into the postwar era with accounts of Soviet 
espionage and how critical information was obtained about U.S. nuclear weapons. 
Finally, it covers the arms race and the production of hydrogen bombs by the 
superpowers. Based on secret files in the United States and the former Soviet 
Union, this monumental work of history discloses how and why the United States 
decided to create the bomb that would dominate world politics for more than forty 
years. The book contains an extensive bibliography.

Richard Lee Rhodes is an American historian, journalist and author of both fiction 
and non-fiction, including the Pulitzer Prize-winning The Making of the Atomic Bomb,
and most recently, Energy: A Human History.
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Rhomberg, Chris. No the re the re: Race, Class, and Political Community in 
Oakland. Berkeley. 2004. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Wrappers. 9780520251663. 328 pages. paperback. Inventory # 36414. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Challenged by Ku Klux Klan action in the ‘20s, labor 
protests culminating in a general strike in the ‘40s, and the rise of the civil rights and
black power struggles of the ‘60s, Oakland, California, seems to encapsulate in one
city the broad and varied sweep of urban social movements in twentieth-century 
America. Taking Oakland as a case study of urban politics and society in the United
States, Chris Rhomberg examines the city’s successive episodes of popular 
insurgency for what they can tell us about critical discontinuities in the American 
experience of urban political community. Awards - Robert E. Park Award, 
Community and Urban Sociology Section, American Sociological Association, 
American Sociological Association, C. Wright Mills Award Finalist, Society for the 
Study of Social Problems.

Chris Rhomberg is Associate Professor of Sociology at Yale University.
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Ribeiro, Joao Ubaldo. An Invincible Memory. New York. 1989. Harper & Row. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0060156228. Translated 
from the Portuguese by The Author. 504 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by William
Graef. Jacket Illustration by Greg Ragland. Author photograph by Jerry Bauer. 
Inventory # 11640. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This vast and panoramic novel set in Brazil is at once a 
national epic, a family saga, a rich tapestry of life of generation upon generation 
covering nearly four hundred years from the arrival of the Portuguese to the present.
In a strikingly diverse prose style, the novel recounts the lives and actions of a large
and memorable cast of characters from all classes and races. Combining history. 
anecdote, and myth, An Invincible Memory ranges in tone and subject from the 
formality and pretense of the rich and powerful to the stark realities of the poor. Full
and rich in its depiction of everything from battles to love stories to drawing room 
society to whaling to macumba ceremonies, the navel is unsparingly honest about 
the lives and actions of its many characters, bringing them vividly to life with humor,
sympathy, and ultimate hope through victory and defeat, joy and sorrow, birth and 
death. A bestseller for nearly a year in Brazil, Ubaldo Ribeiro’s novel is being 
published In England, Germany, France, Italy, Spain, and Finland. Jorge Amado 
says: ‘I don’t know of any Brazilian novel published in the last twenty years more 
beautifully written or more Important. altogether universal.’

João Ubaldo Ribeiro (January 23, 1941 – July 18, 2014) was a Brazilian writer, 
journalist, screenwriter and professor. Several of his books and short stories have 
been turned into movies and TV series in Brazil. Ribeiro was a member of the 
Brazilian Academy of Letters, being elected in 1994. At the time of his death many 
considered him to be Brazil's greatest contemporary novelist.
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Ribeiro, Joao Ubaldo. Sergeant Getulio. London. 1980. Andre Deutsch. 1st British 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0233972269. Foreword by Jorge Amado. 146 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 26211. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this epic saga of the human spirit, set in the harsh 
backlands of Northeastern Brazil, the reader inhabits the unusual mind of Sergeant
Getulio, a hired gunman capable of terrible brutality and brilliant primitive philosophy,
as he fulfills a mission. His boss’s orders: to capture a political enemy and deliver 
him up for retribution. But as Getulio is returning with his captive, federal troops 
intercept him and attempt to rescue the prisoner. Getulio, unable or unwilling to 
understand that he has been betrayed by his own boss, resists them. The only 
morality he knows is to complete his mission. He is a classic hero, rigid in his 
integrity, suddenly brought into conflict with an incomprehensibly modern kind of 
evil. In the end he must choose between his manhood and his life. SERGEANT 
GETULIO is a taut, tightly crafted novel, vivid and raw and bloody, alternately funny
and poignant, but always compelling. When it first appeared in 1971 it was 
immediately hailed as a masterpiece and won the highest literary honor Brazil offers:
the Jabuti Prize for the best novel of the year. It has since been published in 
Portugal and (in translation) in France. ‘Ribeiro’s Getâlió is a revelation. This 
murdering, betrayed thug on a vicious mission becomes before our very eyes a free
man whom we must love and honor. How the reader and unlikely hero come to self-
knowledge on his harrowing trip is an exhilarating mystery, a triumph we have 
forgotten to expect of literature.’ - Jose Yglesias.

João Ubaldo Ribeiro (January 23, 1941 – July 18, 2014) was a Brazilian writer, 
journalist, screenwriter and professor. Several of his books and short stories have 
been turned into movies and TV series in Brazil. Ribeiro was a member of the 
Brazilian Academy of Letters, being elected in 1994. At the time of his death many 
considered him to be Brazil's greatest contemporary novelist.
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Ribeiro, Joao Ubaldo. Sergeant Getulio. Boston. 1977. Houghton Mifflin. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0395257050. Foreword by Jorge 
Amado. 146 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 3920. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this epic saga of the human spirit, set in the harsh 
backlands of Northeastern Brazil, the reader inhabits the unusual mind of Sergeant
Getulio, a hired gunman capable of terrible brutality and brilliant primitive philosophy,
as he fulfills a mission. His boss’s orders: to capture a political enemy and deliver 
him up for retribution. But as Getulio is returning with his captive, federal troops 
intercept him and attempt to rescue the prisoner. Getulio, unable or unwilling to 
understand that he has been betrayed by his own boss, resists them. The only 
morality he knows is to complete his mission. He is a classic hero, rigid in his 
integrity, suddenly brought into conflict with an incomprehensibly modern kind of 
evil. In the end he must choose between his manhood and his life. SERGEANT 
GETULIO is a taut, tightly crafted novel, vivid and raw and bloody, alternately funny
and poignant, but always compelling. When it first appeared in 1971 it was 
immediately hailed as a masterpiece and won the highest literary honor Brazil offers:
the Jabuti Prize for the best novel of the year. It has since been published in 
Portugal and (in translation) in France. ‘Ribeiro’s Getâlió is a revelation. This 
murdering, betrayed thug on a vicious mission becomes before our very eyes a free
man whom we must love and honor. How the reader and unlikely hero come to self-
knowledge on his harrowing trip is an exhilarating mystery, a triumph we have 
forgotten to expect of literature.’ - Jose Yglesias.

João Ubaldo Ribeiro (January 23, 1941 – July 18, 2014) was a Brazilian writer, 
journalist, screenwriter and professor. Several of his books and short stories have 
been turned into movies and TV series in Brazil. Ribeiro was a member of the 
Brazilian Academy of Letters, being elected in 1994. At the time of his death many 
considered him to be Brazil's greatest contemporary novelist.
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Ribeiro, Joao Ubaldo. The Lizard's Smile. New York. 1994. Atheneum. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0689121253. Translated from the Portuguese by
Clifford E. Landers. 357 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Marc Burckhardt. 
Jacket design by Mary Schuck. Inventory # 20103. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE LIZARD’S SMILE is the first novel in five years from
the internationally acclaimed Brazilian novelist João Ubaldo Ribeiro. A best-seller in
his native land, it is a suspenseful, spirited, and very funny novel about a truly 
serious subject-the hazards of genetic engineering-that confirms Ribeiro’s reputation
as one of the masters of the Latin American novel. Set on an island off the coast of
Bahia in northeast Brazil, THE LIZARD’S SMILE centers on one João Pedroso, a 
disenchanted biologist who has given up his profession to become a fishmonger. 
Kindly if a bit enigmatic, given to drink and rumination, João has recently been 
disturbed by a vague but pervasive sense 0f evil, manifesting itself chiefly among 
the island’s animal family. Arrayed around him are such figures as the Secretary of
Health for Bahia, Dr. Angelo Marcos Barreto, a fastidious, compulsive, and corrupt
millionaire who has been diagnosed as having cancer, his much younger wife, Ana
Clara, who has developed an appetite for her husband’s medicinal stash 0f 
marijuana, for the seemingly irresistible João, and for a pseudonymous journal in 
which she records her adventures in high style. Father Monteirinho, the local priest,
who finds it increasingly hard to be confidant and drinking partner to his parishioners
while exercising his churchly duties, and Dr. Lücio Nemésio, surgeon and director 0f
the island’s new, state-of-the-art hospital, an older man, easily worried by the 
behavioral tics he is beginning to witness around him.

João Ubaldo Ribeiro (January 23, 1941 – July 18, 2014) was a Brazilian writer, 
journalist, screenwriter and professor. Several of his books and short stories have 
been turned into movies and TV series in Brazil. Ribeiro was a member of the 
Brazilian Academy of Letters, being elected in 1994. At the time of his death many 
considered him to be Brazil's greatest contemporary novelist.
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Ricci, Steven. Cinema and Fascism: Italian Film and Society, 1922-1943. Berkeley.
2008. University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers.
9780520253568. Also available in cloth. 248 pages. paperback. Inventory # 36292.
$24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This study considers Italian filmmaking during the Fascist
era and offers an original and revealing approach to the interwar years. Steven Ricci
directly confronts a long-standing dilemma faced by cultural historians: while made 
during a period of totalitarian government, these films are neither propagandistic nor
openly ‘Fascist.’ Instead, the Italian Fascist regime attempted to build ideological 
consensus by erasing markers of class and regional difference and by circulating 
terms for an imaginary national identity. Cinema and Fascism investigates the 
complex relationship between the totalitarian regime and Italian cinema. It looks at 
the films themselves, the industry, and the role of cinema in daily life, and offers new
insights into this important but neglected period in cinema history.

Steven Ricci is the Director of the Moving Image Archive Studies program at 
University of California, Los Angeles, where he also teaches in the Department of 
Film, Television and Digital Media and the Department of Information Studies.
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Rice, Anne. Cry To Heaven. New York. 1982. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket With Some Wrinkling At The Top Front. 0394523512. 534 
pages. hardcover. Inscribed by the Author. Jacket design by Muriel Nasser. 
Inventory # 2501. $100

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this mesmerizing novel, the acclaimed author of THE
VAMPIRE CHRONICLES and the LIVES OF THE MAYFAIR WITCHES makes real 
for us the exquisite and otherworldly society of the eighteenth-century castrati, the 
delicate and alluring male sopranos whose graceful bodies and glorious voices 
brought them the adulation of the royal courts and grand opera houses of Europe, 
men who lived as idols, concealing their pain as they were adored as angels, yet 
shunned as half-men. As we are drawn into their dark and luminous story, as the 
crowds of Venetians, Neopolitans, and Romans, noblemen and peasants, 
musicians, prelates, princes, saints, and intriguers swirl around them, Anne Rice 
brings us into the sweep of eighteenth-century Italian life, into the decadence 
beneath the shimmering surface of Venice, the wild frivolity of Naples, and the 
magnetic terror of its shadow, Vesuvius. It is a novel that only Anne Rice could have
written, taking us into a heartbreaking and enchanting moment in history, a time of 
great ambition and great suffering-a tale that challenges our deepest images of the
masculine and the feminine.

Anne Rice (born Howard Allen Frances O'Brien; October 4, 1941) is an American 
author of gothic fiction, Christian literature, and erotica. She is perhaps best known 
for her popular and influential series of novels, The Vampire Chronicles, revolving 
around the central character of Lestat. Books from The Vampire Chronicles were the
subject of two film adaptations, Interview with the Vampire: The Vampire Chronicles
in 1994, and Queen of the Damned in 2002.
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Rice, Anne. Interview With the Vampire. New York. 1976. Knopf. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With Some Chipping & A Few Large
Tears in The Back. 0394498216. 372 pages. hardcover. Inscribed by the Author. 
Jacket desgin by R.D. Scudellari. Inventory # 2494. $420

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is the story of Louis, as told in his own words, of his
journey through mortal and immortal life. Louis recounts how he became a vampire
at the hands of the radiant and sinister Lestat and how he became indoctrinated, 
unwillingly, into the vampire way of life. His story ebbs and flows through the streets
of New Orleans, defining crucial moments such as his discovery of the exquisite lost
young child Claudia, wanting not to hurt but to comfort her with the last breaths of 
humanity he has inside. Yet, he makes Claudia a vampire, trapping her womanly 
passion, will, and intelligence inside the body of a small child. Louis and Claudia 
form a seemingly unbreakable alliance and even "settle down" for a while in the 
opulent French Quarter. Louis remembers Claudia's struggle to understand herself 
and the hatred they both have for Lestat that sends them halfway across the world 
to seek others of their kind. Louis and Claudia are desperate to find somewhere they
belong, to find others who understand, and someone who knows what and why they
are. Louis and Claudia travel Europe, eventually coming to Paris and the ragingly 
successful Theatre des Vampires--a theatre of vampires pretending to be mortals 
pretending to be vampires. Here they meet the magnetic and ethereal Armand, who
brings them into a whole society of vampires. But Louis and Claudia find that finding
others like themselves provides no easy answers and in fact presents dangers they
scarcely imagined. Originally begun as a short story, the book took off as Anne 
wrote it, spinning the tragic and triumphant life experiences of a soul. As well as the
struggles of its characters, Interview captures the political and social changes of two
continents.

Anne Rice (born Howard Allen Frances O'Brien; October 4, 1941) is an American 
author of gothic fiction, Christian literature, and erotica. She is perhaps best known 
for her popular and influential series of novels, The Vampire Chronicles, revolving 
around the central character of Lestat.
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Rice, Anne. Servant of the Bones. New York. 1996. Knopf. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket W/A Few Small Tears. 0676970036. 387 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 25059. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a new and major novel, the creator of fantastic 
universes of vampires and witches takes us now into the world of Isaiah and 
Jeremiah, and the destruction of Solomon's Temple, to tell the story of Azriel, 
Servant of the Bones. He is ghost, genii, demon, angel--pure spirit made visible. He
pours his heart out to us as he journeys from an ancient Babylon of royal plottings 
and religious upheavals to Europe of the Black Death and on to the modern world. 
There he finds himself, amidst the towers of Manhattan, in confrontation with his 
own human origins and the dark forces that have sought to condemn him to a life of
evil and destruction.

Anne Rice (born Howard Allen Frances O'Brien; October 4, 1941) is an American 
author of gothic fiction, Christian literature, and erotica. She is perhaps best known 
for her popular and influential series of novels, The Vampire Chronicles, revolving 
around the central character of Lestat. Books from The Vampire Chronicles were the
subject of two film adaptations, Interview with the Vampire: The Vampire Chronicles
in 1994, and Queen of the Damned in 2002.
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Rice, Anne. The Queen of the Damned. New York. 1988. Knopf. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394558235. 451 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Carol Devine Carson. Inventory # 10826. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a feat of virtuoso storytelling, Anne Rice unleashes 
Akasha, the queen of the damned, who has risen from a six-thousand-year sleep to 
let loose the powers of the night. Akasha has a marvelously devious plan to 'save' 
mankind and destroy the vampire Lestat-in this extraordinarily sensual novel of the 
complex, erotic, electrifying world of the undead.

Anne Rice (born Howard Allen Frances O'Brien; October 4, 1941) is an American 
author of gothic fiction, Christian literature, and erotica. She is perhaps best known 
for her popular and influential series of novels, The Vampire Chronicles, revolving 
around the central character of Lestat. Books from The Vampire Chronicles were the
subject of two film adaptations, Interview with the Vampire: The Vampire Chronicles
in 1994, and Queen of the Damned in 2002.
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Rice, Anne. The Tale of the Body Thief. New York. 1992. Knopf. Advance Reader's
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0679405283. 430 pages. paperback. Jacket design
by Chip Kidd. Inventory # 17195. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a new feat of hypnotic storytelling, Anne Rice 
continues the extraordinary Vampire Chronicles that began with the now classic 
Interview with the Vampire and continued with The Vampire Lestat and The Queen 
of the Damned. Lestat speaks. Vampire-hero, enchanter, seducer of mortals. For 
centuries he has been a courted prince in the dark and flourishing universe of the 
living dead. Lestat is alone. And suddenly all his vampire rationale - everything he 
has come to believe and feel safe with - is called into question. In his overwhelming
need to destroy his doubts and his loneliness, Lestat embarks on the most 
dangerous enterprise he has undertaken in all the danger-haunted years of his long
existence. The Tale of the Body Thief is told with the unique - the mesmerizing - 
passion, power, color, and invention that distinguish the novels of Anne Rice.

Anne Rice (born Howard Allen Frances O'Brien; October 4, 1941) is an American 
author of gothic fiction, Christian literature, and erotica. She is perhaps best known 
for her popular and influential series of novels, The Vampire Chronicles, revolving 
around the central character of Lestat. Books from The Vampire Chronicles were the
subject of two film adaptations, Interview with the Vampire: The Vampire Chronicles
in 1994, and Queen of the Damned in 2002.
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Rice, Anne. The Tale of the Body Thief. New York. 1992. Knopf. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679405283. 430 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Chip Kidd. Inventory # 17322. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a new feat of hypnotic storytelling, Anne Rice 
continues the extraordinary Vampire Chronicles that began with the now classic 
Interview with the Vampire and continued with The Vampire Lestat and The Queen 
of the Damned. Lestat speaks. Vampire-hero, enchanter, seducer of mortals. For 
centuries he has been a courted prince in the dark and flourishing universe of the 
living dead. Lestat is alone. And suddenly all his vampire rationale - everything he 
has come to believe and feel safe with - is called into question. In his overwhelming
need to destroy his doubts and his loneliness, Lestat embarks on the most 
dangerous enterprise he has undertaken in all the danger-haunted years of his long
existence. The Tale of the Body Thief is told with the unique - the mesmerizing - 
passion, power, color, and invention that distinguish the novels of Anne Rice.

Anne Rice (born Howard Allen Frances O'Brien; October 4, 1941) is an American 
author of gothic fiction, Christian literature, and erotica. She is perhaps best known 
for her popular and influential series of novels, The Vampire Chronicles, revolving 
around the central character of Lestat. Books from The Vampire Chronicles were the
subject of two film adaptations, Interview with the Vampire: The Vampire Chronicles
in 1994, and Queen of the Damned in 2002.
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Rice, Anne. The Vampire Lestat. New York. 1985. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0394534433. 481 pages. hardcover. Inscribed by the Author. 
Jacket design by Sara Eisenman. Inventory # 335. $125

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Lestat. The vampire hero of Anne Rice’s enthralling 
novel is a creature of the darkest and richest imagination. Once an aristocrat in the 
heady days of pre-revolutionary France, now a rock star in the demonic, shimmering
1980s, he rushes through the centuries in search of others like him, seeking 
answers to the mystery of his eternal, terrifying existence. His is a mesmerizing 
story–passionate, complex, and thrilling.

Anne Rice (born Howard Allen Frances O'Brien; October 4, 1941) is an American 
author of gothic fiction, Christian literature, and erotica. She is perhaps best known 
for her popular and influential series of novels, The Vampire Chronicles, revolving 
around the central character of Lestat. Books from The Vampire Chronicles were the
subject of two film adaptations, Interview with the Vampire: The Vampire Chronicles
in 1994, and Queen of the Damned in 2002.
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Rice, Patty. Reinventing the Woman: A Novel. New York. Simon & Schuster. 
Advance Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 0684853418. 361 pages. 
Paperback. Inventory # 41021. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From Patty Rice, the acclaimed author of 'Somethin' 
Extra,' comes a redemptive tale of one woman's fight to heal old wounds no matter 
how deep they run. 'Reinventing the Woman' is a novel that celebrates the power of
a woman's spirit to triumph over the most enormous of obstacles. This is the story of
Camille Foster -- a woman who has never understood love or how it is supposed to
make you feel. After a troubled childhood during which she was ostracized by her 
own parents and an adulthood during which she suffered seven years of abuse by 
the man she thought she loved, Camille finally realizes it is time to change. She 
flees to her sister's and turns to a family she has never really known. But before 
Camille can make amends with herself, there are her family and her past to contend
with. When she gets involved with a local women's group, little does she know that 
she has found her road to recovery. Through the group's leader, Camille realizes 
that she must face the truth of who she is and where she came from before she can
find herself. Before she can invent the woman she will become. From its dramatic 
opening to its heartfelt conclusion, 'Reinventing the Woman' is a story that readers 
will find uplifting and wonderfully engrossing. New and old fans alike will not soon 
forget this stunning second novel.

Patty Rice is the author of Somethin' Extra and cofounder of My Sister Writers, a 
writers' group for African-American women. A poet as well, she has published a 
chapbook, Manmade Heartbreak. The author resides with her two daughters in 
Maryland.
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Rice, Patty. Somethin' Extra. New York. 2000. Simon & Schuster. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 068485340x. 1st Novel. 367 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Amy McHenry. Jacket illustration by Cathleen Toelke. Inventory #
27407. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this vibrant, sexy debut novel, a woman meets the one
man who makes her second-guess her life for the first time

Patty Rice is cofounder of My Sister Writers, a writers' group for African-American 
women. A poet as well, she has published a chapbook, Manmade Heartbreak. Ms.
Rice resides with her two daughters in Maryland.
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Rice, Patty. Somethin' Extra. New York. 2000. Simon & Schuster. Advance 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 068485340x. 366 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 27151. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this vibrant, sexy debut novel, a woman meets the one
man who makes her second-guess her life for the first time.

Patty Rice is cofounder of My Sister Writers, a writers' group for African-American 
women. A poet as well, she has published a chapbook, Manmade Heartbreak. Ms.
Rice resides with her two daughters in Maryland.
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Rice, Stephen P. Minding the Machine: Languages of Class in Early Industrial 
America. Berkeley. 2004. University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0520227816. 243 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 35210. $49.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this innovative book, Stephen P. Rice offers a new 
understanding of class formation in America during the several decades before the
Civil War. This was the period in the nation's early industrial development when 
travel by steamboat became commonplace, when the railroad altered concepts of 
space and time, and when Americans experienced the beginnings of factory 
production. These disorienting changes raised a host of questions about what 
machinery would accomplish. Would it promote equality or widen the distance 
between rich and poor? Among the most contentious questions were those focusing
on the social consequences of mechanization: while machine enthusiasts touted the
extent to which machines would free workers from toil, others pointed out that 
people needed to tend machines, and that that work was fundamentally degrading 
and exploitative. Minding the Machine shows how members of a new middle class 
laid claim to their social authority and minimized the potential for class conflict by 
playing out class relations on less contested social and technical terrains. As they 
did so, they defined relations between shopowners -- and the overseers, foremen, or
managers they employed -- and wage workers as analogous to relations between 
head and hand, between mind and body, and between human and machine. Rice 
presents fascinating discussions of the mechanics' institute movement, the manual 
labor school movement, popular physiology reformers, and efforts to solve the 
seemingly intractable problem of steam boiler explosions. His eloquent narrative 
demonstrates that class is as much about the comprehension of social relations as it
is about the making of social relations, and that class formation needs to be 
understood not only as a social struggle but also as a conceptual struggle.

Stephen P. Rice is Associate Professor of American Studies at Ramapo College of
New Jersey.
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Rich, Adrienne and Lehman, David (editors). The Best American Poetry 1996. New
York. 1994. Scribners. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684814552. 318 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Julie Metz. Inventory # 22673. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Now in its ninth year, The Best American Poetry is 
universally acclaimed as the best anthology in the field. The compilation includes a 
diverse abundance of poems published in 1995 in more than 40 publications ranging
from The New Yorker to The Paris Review to Bamboo Ridge. .’Rich has amassed a 
far-flung group to represent her view of America. These poets were born in Jamaica,
China, Mexico, South Africa, Canada, Hawaii and the mainland. There are 
professors and prisoners, a medical student and a jazz critic. Rich embraces both 
the bilingual and the long poem, but what is truly startling is how little these poets 
say of joy and how much of suffering. It is a heavy read. Alicia Ostriker writes of the
Holocaust, Wang Ping of the deaths of Chinese stowaways, Gary Soto of the 
destitute. There are three poets born after 1975, testing human experience and 
response: Deborah Stein, Quentin Rowan and Natasha Le Bel (‘my born body new 
and/ gravid with musical sensuality’). And four poets who passed away last year 
haunt the anthology with meditations on death: William Dickey, Jane Kenyon, James
Merrill and Jean Starr (‘I have felt each living link begin to wither’). David Lehman is 
the series editor.’ - PUBLISHERS WEEKLY.

Adrienne Cecile Rich (May 16, 1929, Baltimore, MD - March 27, 2012, Santa Cruz,
CA) was an American poet, essayist and feminist. She was called "one of the most
widely read and influential poets of the second half of the 20th century", and was 
credited with bringing "the oppression of women and lesbians to the forefront of 
poetic discourse." David Lehman is a poet and the series editor for The Best 
American Poetry. He teaches at The New School in New York City.
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Richards, I. A. Practical Criticism: A Study of Literary Judgment. New York. 1929. 
Harvest/Harcourt Brace. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 362
pages. paperback. HB16. Cover art: Milton Glaser. Inventory # 30573. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Linguist, critic, poet, psychologist, I. A. Richards (1893
-1979) was one of the great polymaths of the twentieth century. He is best known, 
however, as one of the founders of modern literary critical theory. Richards 
revolutionized criticism by turning away from biographical and historical readings as
well as from the aesthetic impressionism. Seeking a more exacting approach, he 
analyzed literary texts as syntactical structures that could be broken down into 
smaller interacting verbal units of meaning. Practical Criticism, first published in 
1929, is a landmark volume in demonstrating this method. Practical Criticism was 
born of an experiment Richards undertook to discern the psychological foundations
of reading and interpretation and a means for readers to discover how they think and
feel about poetry. He submitted thirteen poems for analysis, without date or author 
given, to some four hundred of his Cambridge students. Poets of stature went in 
undifferentiated from obscure and forgotten figures. The results were mixed at best,
with many of the interpretations shockingly bad. These readings were based, in 
large part, not on the texts themselves but on then-current opinions, 
presuppositions, theories, and beliefs. The results led Richards to define a set of 
interrelated mental obstacles to intelligent and accurate reading including ‘irrelevant
associations,’ ‘stock responses,’ ‘sentimentality,’ and a general misunderstanding of
the purpose or ‘doctrine’ of poetry. Richards' concerns in Practical Criticism went 
well beyond the merely formal. In the humanist tradition, he believed that the ability 
to read critically and use language truthfully was culturally regenerative, a necessary
skill in the modern world of mass-produced art and advertising.

vor Armstrong Richards (26 February 1893 – 7 September 1979), known as I. A. 
Richards, was an English educator, literary critic, and rhetorician whose work 
contributed to the foundations of the New Criticism, a formalist movement in literary 
theory, which emphasized the close reading of a literary text, especially poetry, in an
effort to discover how a work of literature functions as a self-contained, self-
referential æsthetic object.
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Richards, Thomas. Zero Tolerance. New York. 1997. Farrar Straus Giroux. 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 0374296626. 245 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 23288. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - November 1973. The war in Vietnam is already lost. The
United States decides to send the Bureau of Reclamation to build a dam on the 
Mekong River near a village called Da Trinh Sanh. The dam will divert the river from
the rice basket of Asia, the Mekong Delta, and destroy the country. It is the biggest 
operation of the war and the largest public-works project ever. Twenty years later, 
four people are trying to put together what happened. Why did the dam fail? How 
close did they come to destroying Vietnam? They were all there, but they all 
remember different things. One was on a gunboat on the river, one was an engineer
on the dam, one was a biologist in Saigon, one was a photographer in the field. 
None of them can quite tell the whole story. Zero Tolerance is the story of their 
contact with the Bureau of Reclamation, which is not merely a government operation
but an agency for turning America into a country of diverted rivers, a nation moving 
against nature itself. An inventive first novel about the psychology of obsession, in 
which the environment becomes an instrument of war and technology the most 
dangerous weapon of all, Zero Tolerance marks an astonishing debut.

Thomas Richards is a former associate professor of English and American Literature
at Harvard University. He is the author of two works of nonfiction as well as a novel,
Zero Tolerance. A Guggenheim fellow, he lives in California.
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Richards, Thomas. Zero Tolerance. New York. 1997. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374296626. 245 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
23341. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - November 1973. The war in Vietnam is already lost. The
United States decides to send the Bureau of Reclamation to build a dam on the 
Mekong River near a village called Da Trinh Sanh. The dam will divert the river from
the rice basket of Asia, the Mekong Delta, and destroy the country. It is the biggest 
operation of the war and the largest public-works project ever. Twenty years later, 
four people are trying to put together what happened. Why did the dam fail? How 
close did they come to destroying Vietnam? They were all there, but they all 
remember different things. One was on a gunboat on the river, one was an engineer
on the dam, one was a biologist in Saigon, one was a photographer in the field. 
None of them can quite tell the whole story. Zero Tolerance is the story of their 
contact with the Bureau of Reclamation, which is not merely a government operation
but an agency for turning America into a country of diverted rivers, a nation moving 
against nature itself. An inventive first novel about the psychology of obsession, in 
which the environment becomes an instrument of war and technology the most 
dangerous weapon of all, Zero Tolerance marks an astonishing debut.

Thomas Richards is a former associate professor of English and American Literature
at Harvard University. He is the author of two works of nonfiction as well as a novel,
Zero Tolerance. A Guggenheim fellow, he lives in California.
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Richardson, James. Willie Brown: A Biography. Berkeley. 1996. University Of 
California Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0520204565. 282 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 23060. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is the first comprehensive biography of Willie Brown,
one of California's most enduring and controversial politicians. Audacious, driven, 
talented - Brown has dominated California politics longer and more completely than
any other public figure. James Richardson, a senior writer for The Sacramento Bee,
takes us from Brown's childhood, through his years as Speaker of the State 
Assembly, to his election as San Francisco's mayor. Along the way we get a riveting,
behind-the-scenes account of three decades of California politics.

James Richardson is a former senior writer for The Sacramento Bee who has 
covered Willie Brown and the California Legislature for the past decade. Currently 
he is Adjunct Professor at the Graduate School of Journalism, University of 
California, Berkeley.
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Richardson, Samuel / Fielding, Henry. Pamela/Shamela. New York. 1980. 
Signet/New American Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in
Wrappers. 0451513665. Introduction By John M. Bullitt. 570 pages. paperback. 
CE1366. Inventory # 31245. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Samuel Richardson's PAMELA, or VIRTUE REWARDED
And Henry Fielding's AN APOLOGY FOR THE LIFE OF MRS. SHAMELA 
ANDREWS. A young woman's defense of her virtue against a handsome, wealthy, 
wily, and ardent gentleman forms the captivating narrative thread of Samuel 
Richardson's PAMELA, one of the earliest novels in the English language. In a 
series of vividly detailed letters, Pamela, a fifteen - year - old girl, describes nor only
the campaign of sexual conquest conducted by her employer, the aristocratic and 
licentious Mr. B., but also her inner confusions in the face of mounting temptation. 
The result is a work that took eighteenth - century England and Europe by storm, 
with a marvelous, multi - dimensional heroine who, in the words of John M. Bullitt of
Harvard University, 'seemed, and still seems, more psychologically real, complex 
and present to our imaginations than any previous (and most subsequent) female 
protagonists in prose fiction'. In this Signet Classic edition, PAMELA is published 
together with SHAMELA, Henry Fielding's delightfully barbed satire (long considered
one of the best parodies in English literature) of Pamela's negotiations for the 
surrender of her prized virginity. The juxtaposition of the two works allows the reader
to enjoy fully both the sincere and the cynical viewpoints of the eternal war between
sensibility and the senses.

Samuel Richardson (19 August 1689 – 4 July 1761) was an 18th-century English 
writer and printer. He is best known for his three epistolary novels: Pamela: Or, 
Virtue Rewarded (1740), Clarissa: Or the History of a Young Lady (1748) and The 
History of Sir Charles Grandison (1753).
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Richer, Clement. Son of Ti-Coyo (DUSTJACKET ONLY). New York. 1954. Knopf. 
Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket. Translated from the French by Gerard 
Hopkins. 245 pges. DUSTJACKET ONLY. Inventory #  44292. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET
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Richer, Clement. Ti-Coyo and His Shark. New York. 1951. Knopf. 1st American 
Edition. Bookstore Sticker in Front, Otherwise Very Good. No Dustjacket. 235 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 6279. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Ti-Coyo and His Shark, an immoral fable for 
sophisticated people, wickedness triumphs because it is charming. The scene is the
exotic Caribbean before, during, and after the famous eruption of Mount Pelée. Ti-
Coyo, a shrewd and winning half-caste boy, rescues a wounded baby shark, which 
becomes his faithful servant as it grows into a monster fearful to everyone but him.
With the help of this behemoth Ti-Coyo becomes rich and wins the flaxen-haired 
princess of his dreams. It is the shark, too, who saves Ti-Coyo, his ill-assorted 
parents, and his sweetheart when Mount Pelée pours destruction over St. Pierre. 
Altogether this book by a martiniquais educated in France (where Ti-Coyo was 
showered with prizes) is an unholy delight.

Clement Richler (born 1914) was a prolific Martinican writer of entertaining tales. 
Although Ti-Coyo and His Shark is the first book by Clement Richer to be published 
in the United States, he is the author of seven novels. Most of his works are focused
in one way or another on the sea, with settings from The West Indies to France, 
Mexico and Spain. Clement Richler was born in Fort-de-France, Martinique, in 1914,
went to college in the little French town of Moulins, and later studied in Paris in the 
Faculté des Lettres (Sorbonne) and the Ecole des Sciences Politiques. In 1937 his 
first novel was published. He won numerous literary prizes in France, among them 
the Prix Paul Flat, awarded to him in 1941, and again in 1948, by the Académie 
Française.
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Richler, Mordecai (editor). Canadian Writing Today. London. 1970. Penguin Books.
1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0140030379. 336 pages. paperback. The cover
shows ‘Imperial Wildcat No.3, Excelsior Field, Near Edmonton’ by Henry George 
Glyde. Inventory # 6282. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - CANADIAN WRITING TODAY includes poems, short 
stories, articles, and extracts from plays, books and novels (some translated from 
French) by over forty writers, predominantly of the younger generation. Among these
are Marie-Claire Blais, Leonard Cohen, Northrop Fry, J. K. Galbraith, Mavis Gallant,
Margaret Lawrence, Brian Moore, Pierre Trudeau, David Wevill, and George 
Woodcock. EDITOR: MORDECAI RICHLER. WRITING TODAY is a series devoted 
to current literature in verse and prose, from countries and continents all over the 
world. ‘Where it seeks to counter the insularities of our taste and the unwillingness, 
in all but a few places, to study literature comparatively, it is an admirable venture.’ –
George Steiner in the New Statesman.

Mordecai Richler (January 27, 1931 – July 3, 2001) was a Canadian author, 
screenwriter and essayist. A leading critic called him 'the great shining star of his 
Canadian literary generation' and a pivotal figure in the country's history. His best 
known works are The Apprenticeship of Duddy Kravitz (1959) and Barney's Version
(1997); his 1989 novel Solomon Gursky Was Here was shortlisted for the Man 
Booker Prize in 1990. He was also well known for the Jacob Two-Two children's 
stories. In addition to his fiction, Richler wrote numerous essays about the Jewish 
community in Canada, and about nationalism as practised by Canadian 
anglophones and the francophone Québécois.
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Richman, Jan. Because the Brain Can Be Talked Into Anything: Poems. Baton 
Rogue. 1995. Louisiana State University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 0807119938. 48 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration: ‘Jack in the Box’ 
by Silvia Poloto, 1994. Inventory # 41149. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In selecting this dazzling first collection of poems as 
winner of the 1994 Walt Whitman Award, Robert Pinsky praised Jan Richman for the
‘rowdy, restless intelligence’ of her work. Indeed, all of the poems in BECAUSE THE
BRAIN CAN BE TALKED INTO ANYTHING are the result of a compulsive, 
unflinching inquisitiveness – a desire to make some sense of modern life by 
scrutinizing the paradoxes and contradictions inherent in our world. Richman 
arranges her poems in two sections. The first, ‘Reasons,’ describes the poet’s 
childhood, often harrowing family entanglements, the death of her mother, and her 
struggle to define herself in relation to her given world. The second section, 
‘Excuses,’ embraces the freedoms and terrors of adulthood. It explores love and 
sex, and rattles the boundaries between people in relationships. It questions 
philosophical ideals such as grace and personal autonomy, and sometimes, as in 
‘Grace,” overtly mocks them. Ultimately, among the surprising turns of language, the
hard edges and twisted aphorisms of an outspoken narrator, the sense of personal 
history re-emerges as haunting and essential. The book offers no formula for self-
knowledge; it winnows and rummages and, finally, finds truth in irony. As in all 
Richman’s poems, the wise-cracking, urban-hip tome gives way to an extremely 
personal world view, and the raw emotional underpinnings are finally revealed. 
These poems announce a fresh and powerful new voice.

Jan Richman is an American poet. She graduated from the NYU Graduate Creative
Writing Program. Richman taught at the City College of San Francisco, and lives in
Oakland, California.
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Ridgeway, James (editor). The March To War: From Day One To War's End and 
Beyond. New York. 1991. Four Walls Eight Windows. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 0941423611. 244 pages. paperback. Cover design by Martin 
Moskof. Inventory # 20895. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - James Ridgeway’s THE MARCH TO WAR features: THE
CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS FROM DAY ONE TO WAR’S END; ANALYSIS OF 
THE POLITICAL FORCES WHICH BROUGHT SADDAM HUSSEIN HEAD-TO-
HEAD WITH GEORGE BUSH (the first); NEW ANSWERS TO THE QUESTION, 
‘WHY DID WE GO TO WAR WITH IRAQ?’. The book includes with contributions by:
Kiren Chaudhry, Noam Chomsky, Alexander Cockburn, Barbara Ehrenreich, 
Anthony Lewis, Fariba Nawa, John B. Oakes, William Satire, Edward Said, Arthur 
Schlesinger, Milton Viorst, Ron Walters, James Webb, Tom Wicker and others. Also
included: Transcript of the April 12,1990 meeting between U.S. senators and 
Saddam Hussein; CIA Director William Webster’s December 5,1990 statement to 
Congress on the effectiveness of sanctions against Iraq; President Bush’s January 
16,1991 announcement of war; General Norman Schwarzkopf on how the war was
won; Maps. James Ridgeway is the ‘Moving Target’ columnist and Washington 
Correspondent of the Village Voice.

James Ridgeway (born 1936) is an American investigative journalist. Ridgeway 
began his career as a contributor to The New Republic, Ramparts, and The Wall 
Street Journal. Later, he was co-founder and editor of the political newsletters 
Mayday, Hard Times and The Elements. Ridgeway became nationally known when
he revealed in The New Republic that General Motors had hired private detectives 
to tail consumer advocate Ralph Nader in an attempt to dig up information that might
discredit him.
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Ridley, John. Love Is a Racket. New York. 1998. Knopf. Uncorrected Proof. Small 
Stain Mark on Front Cover, Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. 0375401423. 295 
pages. paperback. Inventory # 25697. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Everything's a racket for Jeffty Kittridge, a thirty- seven-
year-old ex-wannabe scriptwriter living on the skids in Hollywood-the two-bit cons he
pulls for spending money; the way he convinces himself that he's not a drunk 
between every shot of booze he kicks back; the way he tries to assure Dumas, the 
local shark, that he's just about to pay off his 15K debt. Except he's not good at any
of that. He's been in jail twice (and the state's got a bad attitude about seeing 
someone the third time); that bug he just felt crawling up his neck is most likely the 
first installment of the DTs; and Dumas recently delivered a fairly emphatic payment-
due reminder: a couple of his goons busted two of Jeffty's fingers. The fact is, 
Jeffty's a loser, big as they come, and things aren't about to change up for him 
anytime soon: 'I would've felt. near terminally depressed,' he tells us as his story 
begins to unfold, 'but I was so used to my life all I felt was content.' Then he 
stumbles on salvation: a dirt-caked, street-hardened, exquisitely beautiful young 
homeless woman named Mona-Jeffty prefers to think of her as Angel-who inspires 
both his love and the idea for the perfect con. It's Jeffty's chance to hit it big, and to 
be set for good in his new life with his new love. 'The thing about love,' Jeffty 
declares, 'is no matter how twisted, or wrong, or evil, it never dies.' But as the 
momentum of the con carries him closer and closer to what he imagines will be a 
moment of blissed-out consummation with his angel Mona, Jeffty discovers there 
are some severe exceptions to his rule. Smart, edgy, caustically funny, Love Is a 
Racket puts John Ridley in a darkly comic league of his own.

John Ridley Jr. (born October 1965) is an American screenwriter, film director, 
novelist, television showrunner and writer best known for 12 Years a Slave. He won
an Academy Award in 2013 for Best Adapted Screenplay for 12 Years a Slave.
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Ridley, John. Love Is a Racket. New York. 1998. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0375401423. 295 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Chip 
Kidd. Inventory # 25707. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Everything's a racket for Jeffty Kittridge, a thirty- seven-
year-old ex-wannabe scriptwriter living on the skids in Hollywood-the two-bit cons he
pulls for spending money; the way he convinces himself that he's not a drunk 
between every shot of booze he kicks back; the way he tries to assure Dumas, the 
local shark, that he's just about to pay off his 15K debt. Except he's not good at any
of that. He's been in jail twice (and the state's got a bad attitude about seeing 
someone the third time); that bug he just felt crawling up his neck is most likely the 
first installment of the DTs; and Dumas recently delivered a fairly emphatic payment-
due reminder: a couple of his goons busted two of Jeffty's fingers. The fact is, 
Jeffty's a loser, big as they come, and things aren't about to change up for him 
anytime soon: 'I would've felt. near terminally depressed,' he tells us as his story 
begins to unfold, 'but I was so used to my life all I felt was content.' Then he 
stumbles on salvation: a dirt-caked, street-hardened, exquisitely beautiful young 
homeless woman named Mona-Jeffty prefers to think of her as Angel-who inspires 
both his love and the idea for the perfect con. It's Jeffty's chance to hit it big, and to 
be set for good in his new life with his new love. 'The thing about love,' Jeffty 
declares, 'is no matter how twisted, or wrong, or evil, it never dies.' But as the 
momentum of the con carries him closer and closer to what he imagines will be a 
moment of blissed-out consummation with his angel Mona, Jeffty discovers there 
are some severe exceptions to his rule. Smart, edgy, caustically funny, Love Is a 
Racket puts John Ridley in a darkly comic league of his own.

John Ridley Jr. (born October 1965) is an American screenwriter, film director, 
novelist, television showrunner and writer best known for 12 Years a Slave. He won
an Academy Award in 2013 for Best Adapted Screenplay for 12 Years a Slave.
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Rifkin, Jeremy. The End of Work: The Decline of the Global Labor Force and the 
Dawn of the Post-Market Era. New York. 1995. Tarcher/Putnam. 5th Printing. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0874777798. 350 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Lee 
Fukui. Inventory # 21339. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The most significant domestic issue of the 2004 elections
is unemployment. The United States has lost nearly three million jobs in the last ten
years, and real employment hovers around 9.1 percent. Only one political analyst 
foresaw the dark side of the technological revolution and understood its implications
for global employment: Jeremy Rifkin. The End of Work is Jeremy Rifkin's most 
influential and important book. Now nearly ten years old, it has been updated for a 
new, post-New Economy era. Statistics and figures have been revised to take new 
trends into account. Rifkin offers a tough, compelling critique of the flaws in the 
techniques the government uses to compile employment statistics. The End of Work
is the book our candidates and our country need to understand the employment 
challenges-and the hopes-facing us in the century ahead.

Jeremy Rifkin (born January 26, 1945) is an American economic and social theorist,
writer, public speaker, political advisor, and activist. Rifkin is the author of 20 books
about the impact of scientific and technological changes on the economy, the 
workforce, society, and the environment. His most recent books include The Zero 
Marginal Cost Society (2014), The Third Industrial Revolution (2011), The Empathic
Civilization (2010), and The European Dream (2004).
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Rilke, Rainer Maria. Possibility of Being: A Selection of Poems. New York. 1977. 
New Directions. 1st Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With Some 
Tears. 0811206505. Translated from the German by J. B. Leishman. 122 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket drawing and calligraphy by Ben Shahn. Jacket design by 
Gertrude Huston. Inventory # 6284. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - POSSIBILITY OF BEING is a selection of poems by one
of the most moving and original writers of this century, Rainer Maria Rilke (1875
-1926). The title (taken from one of the SONNETS TO ORPHEUS, ‘This Is the 
Creature’) reflects the central concern of both Rilke’s life and art: the achievement of
‘being,’ which this most spiritual yet least doctrinaire of modern German poets 
defined as ‘the experiencing of the completest possible inner intensity.’ The eighty-
four poems included in this small volume will serve as a sound and inviting 
introduction to Rilke’s strategies in the pursuit of ‘being.’ And just as the unicorn in 
the title poem has an eternal ‘possibility of being’ but only becomes visible in the 
minor held by a virgin, so can our own possibilities become manifest in the mirror 
held by the sensitive artist. The poems are chosen from THE BOOK OF HOURS 
(1899-1903), THE BOOK OF IMAGES (1902 AND 1906), NEW POEMS (1907 AND
1908), REQUIEM (1909), DUINO ELEGIES (1923), SONNETS TO ORPHEUS 
(1923), and the posthumous POEMS 1906-26. This selection was made by 
Professor Theodore Ziolkowski of Princeton University, who drew from the various 
New Directions volumes of Rilke’s work translated by J. B. Leishman.

Rainer Maria Rilke was born on December 4, 1875 in Prague. He published his first
book of poetry in 1894. The lover of Lou Andreas-Salome and secretary to Auguste
Rodin, Rilke went on to become a famous figure in his own right, publishing his great
book, New Poems, in 1907. After WWI, he moved permanently to Switzerland where
he wrote the Duino Elegies and Sonnets to Orpheus in the last years of his life. He 
died of leukemia on December 29, 1926.
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Rilke, Rainer Maria. Selected Poems. Berkeley. 1961. University Of California 
Press. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Translated from the 
German by C. F. MacIntyre. 149 pages. paperback. Inventory # 34693. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - These poems, selected from Das Buch der Bilder and 
the two parts of Neue Gedichte, show Rilke’s deep concern with sculpture and 
painting. Written in his less mystical period (1900-1908), the poems exhibit Rilke’s 
particular artistic and poetic power. Rainer Maria Rilke was one of Germany’s most 
important poets. His influences include the paintings of the Worpswedders and the 
French Impressionists, the sculpture of Rodin (to whom he was both friend and 
secretary), and the poetry of Baudelaire, Verlaine, Mallarmé, and other symbolists.
His poetry is innovative, enigmatic, and entertainingly idiosyncratic. C.F. MacIntyre’s
translations are both true to the original and poetic in their own right, and in each 
book he includes an introduction and notes. German text faces the English 
translation.

Rainer Maria Rilke was born on December 4, 1875 in Prague. He published his first
book of poetry in 1894. The lover of Lou Andreas-Salome and secretary to Auguste
Rodin, Rilke went on to become a famous figure in his own right, publishing his great
book, New Poems, in 1907. After WWI, he moved permanently to Switzerland where
he wrote the Duino Elegies and Sonnets to Orpheus in the last years of his life. He 
died of leukemia on December 29, 1926.
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Rilke, Rainer Maria. Two Stories of Prague. Hanover. 1994. University Press Of 
New England. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket With A Faded Spine. 
0874516617. Translated from the German by Angela Esterhammer. 109 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 36915. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - TWO STORIES OF PRAGUE signifies the maturation of
a poet and of a people. Most readers know Rainer Maria Rilke as a mature, 
cosmopolitan poet prominent among Continental literati of the early 20th century. 
But the protagonists in ‘King Bohush’ and ‘The Siblings,’ who strongly echo 
elements of Rilke's own youth, sketch a different picture. Here we can discern a 
young writer self-consciously exploring his development as a man and his 
emergence as an artist. The result, Angela Esterhammer writes in her introduction, 
is that in symbolic, stylistic, and biographical terms these two stories ‘record the 
process by which Rilke fashions himself into an independent, empowered individual.’
But the stories contribute more than insight into Rilke's personal and artistic 
maturation. ‘The more explicit subject is the city of Prague itself,’ Esterhammer 
asserts. For woven into these two tales is a keen awareness of the political, social, 
and cultural currents swirling through Rilke's native city. Seething tensions between
Germans and Czechs, the influence of Czech nationalism on art, and the isolation 
and artificiality of Prague German culture are themes underlying Rilke's exploration
of a milieu that had driven him into a self-imposed exile by 1899, when he wrote 
these stories. Glimpsed through these early works, the story of Rilke's youth is not 
only a record of one man's artistic evolution but also, Esterhammer concludes, ‘a 
story of domestic, social, and political tensions in a city imbued with a 
consciousness of religion, superstition, and grand but often tragic history.’

Rainer Maria Rilke was born on December 4, 1875 in Prague. He published his first
book of poetry in 1894. The lover of Lou Andreas-Salome and secretary to Auguste
Rodin, Rilke went on to become a famous figure in his own right, publishing his great
book, New Poems, in 1907. After WWI, he moved permanently to Switzerland where
he wrote the Duino Elegies and Sonnets to Orpheus in the last years of his life. He 
died of leukemia on December 29, 1926.
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Rinaldi, Nicholas. We Have Lost Our Fathers and Other Poems. Orlando. 1982. 
University Of Central Florida/University Presses Of Florida. 1st Edition. Very Good.
No Dustjacket. 0813006929. 80 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 26154. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A new book of poetry from Nicholas Rinaldi. ‘Nicholas 
Rinaldi’s new book is hard hitting, direct, forceful, and lively. He adds fantasy to 
realism in swift-moving poems that clench the fist, throw the world away, and 
thereby possess it with characteristic, remarkable energy. Readers will find his 
findings amazing and good.’ - Richard Eberhart. ‘In this wholesome, witty, allegorical
book, Nicholas Rinaldi never forgets the first rule of art: be interesting. Reading 
Rinaldi is like going to a class taught by a mad professor: you know you’ll be 
fascinated and you know you’ll learn something.’ - Richard Hugo. ‘Nicholas Rinaldi’s
deeply concerned and alert poems capture how we live in a continual state of war 
and surrealism and loss. They probe and shake and glide among our many realities.
As he recognizes himself in us, so we become reflected in him. A varied, fascinating
poetry, where the craftsman and the social critic meet.’ - Dick Allen.

Nicholas Rinaldi is an American poet and novelist. Rinaldi is the author of four 
novels and three collections of poetry. His poems and fiction have won numerous 
awards, and he was honored as the 2007 Artist of the Year by the Fairfield Arts 
Council.
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Rinehart, Mary Roberts. Miss Pinkerton. New York. 1932. Dell Publishing Company.
Dell Paperback Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers With a Piece Coming Off Near The
Bottom Spine. 224 pages. paperback. 494. Cover art by Barry Phillips. Inventory # 
37235. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Assigned to danger! Nurse Adams is planted in the eerie
mansion as a police spy and lives up to being called ‘Miss Pinkerton.’

Mary Roberts Rinehart (August 12, 1876 – September 22, 1958) was an American 
writer, often called the American Agatha Christie, although her first mystery novel 
was published 14 years before Christie's first novel in 1920. Rinehart is considered 
the source of the phrase "The butler did it" from her novel The Door (1930), although
the novel does not use the exact phrase. Rinehart is also considered to have 
invented the "Had-I-But-Known" school of mystery writing, with the publication of 
The Circular Staircase (1908).
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Rinehart, Mary Roberts. The Man in Lower Ten. New York. 1959. Dell Publishing 
Company. New Dell Paperback Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers. 192 pages. 
paperback. D276. Inventory # 37236. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The first time Lawrence saw Alizon was in a photo. Her 
face was angelic, her eyes shining , her lips softly smiling. The next time he saw he
was on a express, she was the same girl- yet totally different, her face pale,he eyes
darting evasively, her mouth drawn tight. Something evil hovered about this beautiful
girl. Did it come from within, or without. Lawrence had to find out.

Mary Roberts Rinehart (August 12, 1876 – September 22, 1958) was an American 
writer, often called the American Agatha Christie, although her first mystery novel 
was published 14 years before Christie's first novel in 1920. Rinehart is considered 
the source of the phrase "The butler did it" from her novel The Door (1930), although
the novel does not use the exact phrase. Rinehart is also considered to have 
invented the "Had-I-But-Known" school of mystery writing, with the publication of 
The Circular Staircase (1908).
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Rinehart, Mary Roberts. The State vs. Elinor Norton. New York. 1947. Dell. 1st Dell
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 240 pages. paperback. 203. Inventory #
35427. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A novel of passion and murder at a Montana ranch 
house.

Mary Roberts Rinehart (August 12, 1876 – September 22, 1958) was an American 
writer, often called the American Agatha Christie, although her first mystery novel 
was published 14 years before Christie's first novel in 1920. Rinehart is considered 
the source of the phrase "The butler did it" from her novel The Door (1930), although
the novel does not use the exact phrase. Rinehart is also considered to have 
invented the "Had-I-But-Known" school of mystery writing, with the publication of 
The Circular Staircase (1908).
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Ringgold, Faith. Aunt Harriet's Underground Railroad in the Sky. New York. 1993. 
Crown. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 051758767x. unpaginated. hardcover.
Signed by the Author. Cover art by Faith Ringgold. Inventory # 19123. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the sequel to the 1992 Caldecott Honor Book, Tar 
Beach, Faith Ringgoldn and the Underground Railroad to life for young readers 
through the eyes of Cassie and Be Be. A testament to a great American heroine and
a joyful celebration of freedom. Full color.

Faith Ringgold (born October 8, 1930, in Harlem, New York City) is an African-
American artist, best known for her painted story quilts. Her birth name was Faith 
Willi Jones and she was raised in Harlem and educated at the City College of New 
York, where she studied with Robert Gwathmey and Yasuo Kuniyoshi. After 
receiving a Bachelor's Degree, she taught in the public school system in New York.
She received an M.A. from the college in 1959. In 1970, Ringgold began teaching 
college level courses. She is the professor emeritus in the University of California, 
San Diego visual art department. She has influenced numerous modern artists, 
including Linda Freeman, and known some of the greatest African-American artists
personally, including Romare Bearden, Jacob Lawrence, and Betye Saar.
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Riordan, James. The Three Magic Gifts. New York. 1980. Oxford University Press. 
1st Edition. Very Good.No Dustjacket. 0195201949. Illustrated by Errol Le Cain. 
unpaginated. hardcover. Cover art by Errol Le Cain. Inventory # 26922. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ivan the Poor loses the Wind's magic cloth and the Sun's
magic goat to his brother Ivan the Rich, but then the Frost gives him a magic sack.
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Rios, Alberto Alvaro. The Iguana Killer: Twelve Stories of the Heart. Lewiston. 1984.
Blue Moon & Confluence Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0933188285. Winner Western States Book Award. 120 pages. hardcover. Cover & 
illustrations by Antonio Pazos. Inventory # 6292. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This collection of stories by Alberto Alvaro Ríos originally
won the 1984 Western States Book Award for fiction, making it a classic of Chicano 
fiction. The stories are set along the Southwest border, explore growing up Hispanic,
and weave together three distinct worlds Mexico, the United States, and childhood.

Alberto Álvaro Ríos (born 1952, Nogales, Arizona) is an American author of nine 
books and chapbooks of poetry, three collections of short stories, and a memoir. He
is a Regents' professor of English at Arizona State University in Tempe, Arizona. His
work is regularly taught and translated, and has been adapted to dance to both 
classical and popular music.
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Rios, Alberto. The Lime Orchard Woman. Riverdale-on-Hudson. 1988. Sheep 
Meadow Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0935296778. 94 
pages. paperback. Cover: Wongi Sui. Inventory # 32991. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Born of a Mexican father and a British mother in the 
border city of Nogales, Arizona, Alberto Ríos has lived his life between cultures. He
extends the metaphor of in-betweeness to language, claiming that he speaks three 
languages: Spanish, English, and a combination of the two. This linguistic richness 
gives Ríos’s verse a touch of magical realism, as in his collections WHISPERING 
TO FOOL THE WIND and THE LIME ORCHARD WOMAN.

Alberto Álvaro Ríos (born 1952, Nogales, Arizona) is an American author of nine 
books and chapbooks of poetry, three collections of short stories, and a memoir. He
is a Regents' professor of English at Arizona State University in Tempe, Arizona. His
work is regularly taught and translated, and has been adapted to dance to both 
classical and popular music.
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Rios, Joseph. Shadowboxing: poems & impersonations. Richmond. 2017. 
Omnidawn. Advance Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430434.
88 pages. paperback. Inventory # 43341. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Borrowing the poetic language found in boxing lore and 
in the Rocky films, Shadowboxing pieces together a poetic portrait of Josefo, a 
Chicano adolescent working and becoming a poet in the farm territories of Central 
California. Rios confounds the relationship between author, speaker, and subject 
within various forms and, at times, across genre. He challenges the usefulness of 
poetry and stands upon oral histories to demystify California's overlooked labor 
class. Rios invites the reader to enter Josefo's world of memory, experience, and 
talk, of packinghouse mentors, storytelling grandmothers, parable-sharing plumbers,
smooth talking truck drivers, and infinitely patient literature professors.

Joseph Rios was born in Clovis, California. He is a VONA alumnus, a Macondo 
fellow, and a graduate of the University of California, Berkeley. He lives in Los 
Angeles.
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Rios, Julian. Larva: Midsummer Night's Babel. Elmwood Park. 1990. Dalkey Archive
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 091658366x. Translated from
the Spanish by Richard Alan Francis & Suzanne Jill Levine. 685 pages. hardcover.
Cover design by Antonio Saura. Inventory # 9513. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - First published in Spain in 1983 and proclaimed “an 
instant postmodern classic, without a doubt the most disturbingly original Spanish 
prose of the century” (Encyclopedia Britannica 1985 Book of the Year), Larva is a 
rollicking account of a masquerade party in an abandoned mansion in London. 
Milalias (disguised as Don Juan) searches for Babelle (as Sleeping Beauty) though
a linguistic fun house of polylingual puns and wordplay recalling Joyce’s Finnegans
Wake. A mock-scholarly commentary reveals the backgrounds of the masked 
revelers, while Ríos’s punning and allusive language shows that words, too, wear 
masks, hiding an astonishing range of further meanings and implications. Larva‘s 
tale, a reassessment of the Don Juan myth in our time, is told in single-minded 
pursuit of double meanings, but it is serious play. It revives a Hispanic tradition 
repressed for centuries by introducing the Madhatter English tradition of puns, 
palindromes, and acrostics, by creating Joycean echoes and pushing language to its
maximum connotative capacity. Larva has been praised by such leading Spanish-
language writers as Carlos Fuentes, Juan Goytisolo, and Severo Sarduy, and 
establishes Ríos as the most accomplished successor to Joyce.

JULIAN RIOS was born in Galicia in 1941 and educated primarily in Madrid. His first
two books were coauthored with Octavio Paz (Solo a dos voces and Tearro de 
signos) in 1973 and 1974, at which time he began the Lana series. The first, Babel 
de una noche de San Juan, appeared in 1983, followed by Poundemonium in 1986
and the forthcoming Auto de Fenix. He has also published two collections of essays
and short fiction (La vida sexual de las palabras and Album de Babel) and several 
works in English, French, and Spanish on outstanding contemporary artists, among 
them an ‘essay-fiction’ on American painter R. B. Kitaj (Impresions de Kizaj: la 
novela pintada) and two books on Antonio Saura.
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Rios, Julian. Loves That Bind. New York. 1998. Knopf. Uncorrected Proof. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 0375400583. Translated from the Spanish by Edith Grossman. 
243 pages. paperback. Inventory # 24898. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From one of Spain's most distinguished--and daring--
writers comes this intensely erotic and shamelessly literary adventure through the 
streets of London. Emil, the mysterious narrator, has been abandoned by the 
woman he loves. Filled with doubt and nostalgia, bent on therapy or distraction or 
revenge, he wanders the city in search of her. Driven by the anguish of rejection and
desire, he writes twenty-six letters to his fugitive lover, each an intricately detailed 
account of his affairs with twenty-six women who preceded her. Each of these 
figures bears an uncanny resemblance to a famous literary heroine, from Proust's 
Albertine to Fitzgerald's Daisy to Nabokov's Lolita to Queneau's Zazie. One by one, 
in alphabetical order, Emil's letters adopt the tone, style, and substance of the great
novelists of the twentieth century, while, in recollection, his past love affairs grow 
increasingly extravagant and hallucinatory. As we follow his physical and creative 
journey, we try to unravel fact from fantasy, emotion from delusion, while searching 
for clues to the novel's amorous alphabet, the building blocks of modernist and 
postmodernist literature. A seductive puzzle saturated with wordplay, Loves That 
Bind is a linguistic tour de force of remarkable agility and wit.

JULIAN RIOS was born in Galicia in 1941 and educated primarily in Madrid. His first
two books were coauthored with Octavio Paz (Solo a dos voces and Tearro de 
signos) in 1973 and 1974, at which time he began the Lana series. The first, Babel 
de una noche de San Juan, appeared in 1983, followed by Poundemonium in 1986
and the forthcoming Auto de Fenix. He has also published two collections of essays
and short fiction (La vida sexual de las palabras and Album de Babel) and several 
works in English, French, and Spanish on outstanding contemporary artists, among 
them an ‘essay-fiction’ on American painter R. B. Kitaj (Impresions de Kizaj: la 
novela pintada) and two books on Antonio Saura.
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Ritsos, Yiannis. Epitaphios. Middlesbrough. 2014. Smokestack Books. 1st Edition. 
Very Good in Wrappers. 9780992740962. 65 pages. paperback. Inventory # 45074.
$20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Translated by Rick M. Newton. On 10 May 1936 the 27-
year old Greek poet Yiannis Ritsos saw a newspaper photograph of a woman 
weeping over the body of her son, a Thessaloniki tobacco-factory worker killed by 
police during a strike. Two days later the Communist Party newspaper Rizospastis 
published a long poem by Ritsos. Dedicated `to the heroic workers of Thessaloniki' 
and drawing on the sixth-century Greek Orthodox Epitaphios Thrinos, the poem 
combines Mary's lament at Christ's tomb with popular Greek folk traditions of 
resurrection and Spring to create a universal lament sung by every bereaved 
mother. This is the first time Epitaphios has been published in book form in English. 

Yiannis Ritsos (1 May 1909 – 11 November 1990) was a Greek poet and left-wing 
activist and an active member of the Greek Resistance during World War II. Born to
a well-to-do landowning family in Monemvasia, Ritsos suffered great losses as a 
child. The early deaths of his mother and eldest brother from tuberculosis, his 
father's struggles with a mental disease, and the economic ruin his family marked 
Ritsos and affected his poetry. Ritsos joined the Communist Party of Greece (KKE).
He maintained a working-class circle of friends and published Tractorin 1934. In 
1935, he published Pyramids; these two works sought to achieve a fragile balance 
between faith in the future, founded on the Communist ideal, and personal despair.
The landmark poem Epitaphios, published in 1936, broke with the shape of Greek 
traditional popular poetry and expressed in clear and simple language a message of
the unity of all people. In August 1936, the right-wing dictatorship of Ioannis Metaxas
came to power and Epitaphios was burned publicly at the foot of the Acropolis in 
Athens. Ritsos responded by taking his work in a different direction: he began to 
explore the conquests of surrealism through the domain of dreams, surprising 
associations, explosions of images and symbols, a lyricism illustrative of the anguish
of the poet, and both tender and bitter souvenirs.
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Rivera, Jose Eustasio. La vorágine (Spanish language edition). Mexico City. 1948. 
Editorial Diana. 1st American Edition. Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 263 pages.
hardcover. Inventory # 17534. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - IN SPANISH - THE VORTEX - Most experts agree that 
the accolade, ‘the great South American novel,’ belongs unquestionably to this 
masterpiece, now for the first time translated into English. Literally hundreds of 
thousands of copies have been sold in its many Spanish editions, and it is easy to 
understand why it has achieved its great reputation. Every page has color and 
passion; the scenes vary in a sequence that is highly dramatic - from the cattle 
plains, where events occur that send a group of men and women into exile, to the 
dark mystery, the ‘green hell’, of the impassable jungle.

José Eustasio Rivera Salas (February 19, 1888 - December 1, 1928) was a 
Colombian lawyer and poet primarily known for his national epic The Vortex.
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Rivera, LM. The Drunkards. Richmond. 2018. Omnidawn. Advance Uncorrected 
Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430540. 144 pages. paperback. Inventory #
43971. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When Duchamp's Bride Stripped Bare was 
shattered/damaged/transformed upon being relocated to the Brooklyn Museum, 
through this violent act, this accidental fracture, a new manifestation of the medium
was born. So too in LM Rivera’s The Drunkards is there violence against the body, 
not in and of itself, but the body as symbolic mover; and in the interplay between 
intoxication and violence, in being intoxicated on one’s own violence, so too do 
violence and transformation become habituated in art. This intoxicated personhood 
transcends the divisions of the biological self, elevating consciousness to the 
selfless space of The Book, a constantly unfolding interiority in which the self’s 
unspecialness is allowed to touch the sublime.

LM RIVERA lives in Santa Fe, New Mexico. He co-edits Called Back Books with his
partner, poet Sharon Zetter. His work has appeared in Upstairs at Duroc, Alien 
Mouth, FUZZ, Mannequin Haus, Prelude, Dream Pop Press, and elsewhere. He has
published a chapbook, The Little Legacies. This is his first full-length book.
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Rivers, Caryl. Slick Spins and Fractured Facts: How Cultural Myths Distort the 
News. New York. 1996. Columbia University Press. 1st American Printing. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 023110152x. 250 pages. hardcover. Cover design by Maria T.
Giulani. Inventory # 22641. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This book presents a raucous wealth of examples 
showing how the interests, values, and viewpoints of this close-knit group inform the
stories that appear again and again in the American media.

Caryl Rivers is an American novelist and journalist. Her 1984 novel Virgins was a 
New York Times Best Seller and sold millions of copies around the world. Her 
articles have appeared in major publications such as The Huffington Post, The New
York Times, The Washington Post, The Boston Globe and The Los Angeles Times.
Rivers is a professor of journalism at Boston University. In 1979 she and historian 
Howard Zinn were among a group of Boston University faculty members who 
defended the right of the school's clerical workers to strike and were threatened with
dismissal after refusing to cross a picket line. In 2008 Rivers was awarded The 
Helen Thomas for Lifetime Achievement which is awarded to an individual for a 
lifetime of contribution to the journalism profession.
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Roa Bastos, Augusto. I the Supreme. New York. 1986. Knopf. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0394535359. Translated from the Spanish 
by Helen Lane. 438 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration and design by Bascove. 
Inventory # 2008. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - I THE SUPREME is a book that draws on and re-
imagines the career of the man who was ‘elected’ Supreme Dictator for Life in 
Paraguay in 1814. When we meet José Gaspar Rodriguez de Francia he is in his 
last days, after almost thirty years of absolute rule. Never married, having disavowed
his own family and whatever friends he once had, he has as his only companion his 
longtime secretary, Policarpo Patiño. And it is to this much-abused (and possibly 
treacherous) servant that Francia pours out his deathbed ruminations: about his 
education at a monastery in Spain (and his expulsion therefrom), about his rivalries
with his fellow ‘liberators’ Bolivar and San Martin and his uneasy alliances with his 
Argentine neighbors, about the many-ton meteorite he had chained to his desk as 
punishment for being a runaway deserter from the cosmos. Roa Bastos 
counterpoints this ongoing conversation between master and servant by using 
various devices that enhance (even as they complicate) our vision of Francia: 
extracts from Francia’s private notebook; a running commentary, the official version
of the dictator’s acts and thoughts, from Patiño’s ‘perpetual circular’; and impeccably
verifiable footnotes taken from more than 20,000 documents, supplied by an 
unidentified ‘compiler.’ The effect of these shifting, contradictory perspectives is to 
reveal two Francias, one the intriguingly cunning, minor-league Machiavellian ‘I,’ and
the other the eerily powerful ‘Supreme,’ an almost supernatural being that even 
Francia himself must refer to in the third person. By turns grotesque, comic, and 
strangely moving, I THE SUPREME is a profound meditation on the uses and 
abuses of power-over men, over events, over language itself.

Augusto Roa Bastos, (born Asunción, June 13, 1917 – died Asunción, April 26, 
2005) is undoubtedly one of the greatest Paraguayan novelists of all time, and 
indeed among the most important Latin American writers. As a teenager he fought in
the Chaco War between Paraguay and Bolivia and worked as journalist and a film 
scriptwriter.
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Robbins, Bruce. Upward Mobility and the Common Good: Toward a Literary History
of the Welfare State. Princeton. 2007. Princeton University Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780691049878. 328 pages. hardcover. Inventory
# 36496. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - We think we know what upward mobility stories are 
about—virtuous striving justly rewarded, or unprincipled social climbing regrettably 
unpunished. Either way, these stories seem obviously concerned with the self-
making of self-reliant individuals rather than with any collective interest. In Upward 
Mobility and the Common Good, Bruce Robbins completely overturns these 
assumptions to expose a hidden tradition of erotic social interdependence at the 
heart of the literary canon. Reinterpreting novels by figures such as Balzac, 
Stendhal, Charlotte Brontë, Dickens, Dreiser, Wells, Doctorow, and Ishiguro, along
with a number of films, Robbins shows how deeply the material and erotic desires of
upwardly mobile characters are intertwined with the aid they receive from some sort
of benefactor or mentor. In his view, Hannibal Lecter of The Silence of the Lambs 
becomes a key figure of social mobility in our time. Robbins argues that passionate
and ambiguous relationships (like that between Lecter and Clarice Starling) carry the
upward mobility story far from anyone’s simple self-interest, whether the 
protagonist’s or the mentor’s. Robbins concludes that upward mobility stories have 
paradoxically helped American and European society make the transition from an 
ethic of individual responsibility to one of collective accountability, a shift that made 
the welfare state possible, but that also helps account for society’s fascination with 
cases of sexual abuse and harassment by figures of authority.

Bruce Robbins is Professor of English and Comparative Literature at Columbia 
University. His many books include Feeling Global: Internationalism in Distress and
The Servant’s Hand: English Fiction from Below.
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Robbins, Ken. Boats. New York. 1989. Scholastic. 1st Printing. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0590411578. 32 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 12736. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Describe in text and photographs the characteristic 
features of twenty different ships and boats including tugboats, submarines, 
trawlers, and swamp buggies.

Ken Robbins was born in Brooklyn, New York in 1945. He graduated from Cornell 
University in 1967. He worked as a book editor at Doubleday before becoming a 
children's book author and photographer. He wrote and illustrated more than 20 
children's books including Pumpkins, Apples, and Earth. He primarily took 
photographs of scenery and still lifes. His photographs were reproduced on book 
jackets, record album covers, and in magazines including the cover of Time. They 
were also collected in books including The Hamptons Suite. He died on March 9, 
2017 at the age of 71.
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Robbins, Ken. Thunder On the Plains: The Story of the American Buffalo. New York.
2001. Atheneum. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0689830254. 
unpaginated. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Ken Robbins. Inventory # 30893. 
$17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ken Robbins tells in words and historical photographs 
the amazing yet tragic story of a magnificent and truly American creature: the 
buffalo. It is the story of numbers so vast, it might take days for one herd of buffalo 
to pass a particular point on the prairie. It is the story of a harmonious, balanced 
relationship with Native Americans who revered and even worshiped the huge 
animals that gave them almost everything they needed to survive. And it is the sad 
story of how, in as little as twenty-five years, reckless and wasteful slaughter at the 
hands of newly-arrived settlers drove the buffalo to the very brink of extinction. But 
luckily the story has a somewhat happy ending. The destruction was halted and the
number of buffalo has risen again, although the days when a stampeding herd made
a sound like thunder on the plains are probably gone forever.

Ken Robbins was born in Brooklyn, New York in 1945. He graduated from Cornell 
University in 1967. He worked as a book editor at Doubleday before becoming a 
children's book author and photographer. He wrote and illustrated more than 20 
children's books including Pumpkins, Apples, and Earth. He primarily took 
photographs of scenery and still lifes. His photographs were reproduced on book 
jackets, record album covers, and in magazines including the cover of Time. They 
were also collected in books including The Hamptons Suite. He died on March 9, 
2017 at the age of 71.
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Robbins, Richard G. Overtaken by the Night: One Russian's Journey through Peace,
War, Revolution, and Terror. Pittsburgh. 2017. University of Pittsburgh Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Goodin Dustjacket. 9780822945161. Pitt Russian East 
European. 50 b&w illustrations. 544 pages. hardcover. Inventory #  44647. 
$39.950000000000003

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Vladimir Fedorovich Dzhunkovsky was a witness to 
Russia’s unfolding tragedy—from Tsar Alexander II’s Great Reforms, through world
war, revolution, the rise of a new regime and finally, his country’s descent into terror
under Stalin. But Dzhunkovsky was not just a passive observer—he was an active 
participant in the troubled and turbulent events of his time, often struggling against 
the tide. Highly readable, Overtaken by Night captivates on many levels. It is a 
gripping biography of a man of many faces, a behind-the-curtain look at the inner 
workings of Russian politics at its highest levels, and a chronicle of history as it 
unfolded. Throughout his life, Dzhunkovsky served as a confidant in the tsar’s 
imperial court, a governor in Moscow province during the 1905 revolution, and as 
the empire’s security chief in 1913, with a mandate to reform the practices of the 
Okhrana. Dismissed from office for his opposition to Rasputin, his path then led him
to the trenches of the First World War where he experienced battle and then 
revolution in 1917. Arrested in 1918 and imprisoned until 1921, Dzhunkovsky 
became a “former person” while writing his memoirs. Although he later consulted for
the Soviet secret police, he was tried and executed in 1938 as an enemy of the 
state. Based on Dzhunkovsky’s memoirs and supplemented by extensive archival 
research, Overtaken by Night is the first English-language biography of Vladimir 
Dzhunkovsky. It paints a fascinating picture of an important figure whose incredible 
life reveals so much of a long and crucial period in Russian history.

Richard G. Robbins, Jr. is professor emeritus of history at the University of New 
Mexico. He is the author of Famine in Russia, 1891-1892: The Imperial Government
Responds to a Crisis and The Tsar’s Viceroys: Russian Provincial Governors in the
Last Years of the Empire.
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Roberts, Tom (Read by Anjelica Huston). Rip Van Winkle. New York. Rabbit 
Ears/Simon & Schuster. Hardcover book with audio cassette. Very Good in 
Hardcover and Slipcase. 0689801939. Illustrated by Rick Meyerowitz. Music by Jay
Ungar and Molly Mason. 6 Years. 32 pages. hardcover with cassette. Inventory # 
43748. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Anjelica Huston narrates the entertaining story of Rip 
Van Winkle's expedition into the Catskill Mountains, a trip that turns into one of the 
world's longest naps, in a cassette version featuring music by Jay Ungar and Molly
Mason.

Tom Roberts began his career as a professional actor, storyteller, and author in 
South Dakota. As a performing arts instructor he has worked with tens of thousands
of youths and adults across the state. He is the author of 'Twas the Night Before 
Christ. Tom lives in Sioux Falls, SD.
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Roberts, Tom (Read by Holly Hunter). The Three Billy Goats Gruff. New York. 
Rabbit Ears/Simon & Schuster. Hardcover book with audio cassette. Very Good in 
Hardcover and Slipcase. 0887081185. Illustrated by David Jorgensen. Music by Art
Lande. 6 Years. 32 pages. hardcover with cassette. Inventory # 43743. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Three clever billy goats outwit a big, ugly troll that lives 
under the bridge they must cross on their way up the mountain.

Tom Roberts began his career as a professional actor, storyteller, and author in 
South Dakota. As a performing arts instructor he has worked with tens of thousands
of youths and adults across the state. He is the author of 'Twas the Night Before 
Christ. Tom lives in Sioux Falls, SD.
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Roberts, Tom (Read by Holly Hunter). The Three Little Pigs. New York. Rabbit 
Ears/Simon & Schuster. Hardcover book with audio cassette. Very Good in 
Hardcover and Slipcase. 0887081339. Illustrated by David Jorgensen. Music by Art
Lande. 4 - 6 years. 25 pages. hardcover with cassette. Inventory # 43744. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The adventures of three little pigs who leave home to 
seek their fortunes and how they deal with the big bad wolf.

Tom Roberts began his career as a professional actor, storyteller, and author in 
South Dakota. As a performing arts instructor he has worked with tens of thousands
of youths and adults across the state. He is the author of 'Twas the Night Before 
Christ. Tom lives in Sioux Falls, SD.
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Roberts, Tom (Read by Meg Ryan). Goldilocks. New York. Rabbit Ears/Simon & 
Schuster. Hardcover book with audio cassette. Very Good in Hardcover and 
Slipcase. 0887081479. Illustrated by Laszlo Kubinyi. Music by Art Lande. 5 Years. 
28 pages. hardcover with cassette. Inventory # 43719. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A humorous adaptation of the classic tale in which a tired
and hungry little girl helps herself to the belongings of three bears in the woods

Tom Roberts began his career as a professional actor, storyteller, and author in 
South Dakota. As a performing arts instructor he has worked with tens of thousands
of youths and adults across the state. He is the author of 'Twas the Night Before 
Christ. Tom lives in Sioux Falls, SD.
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Robertson, Michael. Worshipping Walt: The Whitman Disciples. Princeton. 2008. 
Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
9780691128085. 268 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36253. $27.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Despite his protests, Anne Gilchrist, distinguished 
woman of letters, moved her entire household from London to Philadelphia in an 
effort to marry him. John Addington Symonds, historian and theorist of sexual 
inversion, sent him avid fan mail for twenty years. And volunteer assistant Horace 
Traubel kept a record of their daily conversations, producing a nine-volume 
compilation. Who could inspire so much devotion? Worshipping Walt is the first book
on the Whitman disciples—the fascinating, eclectic group of nineteenth-century men
and women who regarded Walt Whitman not simply as a poet but as a religious 
prophet. Long before Whitman was established in the canon of American poetry, 
feminists, socialists, spiritual seekers, and supporters of same-sex passion saw him
as an enlightened figure who fulfilled their religious, political, and erotic yearnings. 
To his disciples Whitman was variously an ideal husband, radical lover, socialist 
icon, or bohemian saint. In this transatlantic group biography, Michael Robertson 
explores the highly charged connections between Whitman and his followers, 
including Canadian psychiatrist R. M. Bucke, American nature writer John 
Burroughs, British activist Edward Carpenter, and the notorious Oscar Wilde. 
Despite their particular needs, they all viewed Whitman as the author of a new 
poetic scripture and prophet of a modern liberal spirituality. Worshipping Walt 
presents a colorful portrait of an era of intense religious, political, and sexual 
passions, shedding new light on why Whitman’s work continues to appeal to so 
many.

Michael Robertson is professor of English at the College of New Jersey. He is the 
author of the award-winning Stephen Crane, Journalism, and the Making of Modern
American Literature and the coeditor of Walt Whitman, Where the Future Becomes
Present. A former freelance journalist, he has written for the Village Voice, the New
York Times, Columbia Journalism Review, and numerous scholarly journals.
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Robin, Ron. Scandals and Scoundrels: Seven Cases That Shook the Academy. 
Berkeley. 2004. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 0520242491. 289 pages. paperback. Inventory # 36435. $21.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ron Robin takes an intriguing look at the shifting nature
of academic and public discourse in this incisive consideration of recent academic 
scandals–including charges of plagiarism against Stephen Ambrose, Derek 
Freeman’s attempt to debunk Margaret Mead’s research, Michael Bellesiles’s 
alleged fabrication of an early America without weapons, Joseph Ellis’s imaginary 
participation in major historical events of the 1960s, Napoleon Chagnon’s creation 
and manipulation of a ‘Stone Age people,’ and accusations that Nobel Peace Prize
winner Rigoberta Menchú’s testimony on the Maya holocaust was in part fiction. 
Scandals and Scoundrels makes the case that, contrary to popular imagery, we’re 
not living in particularly deviant times and there is no fundamental flaw permeating a
decadent academy. Instead, Robin argues, latter-day scandals are media events, 
tailored for the melodramatic and sensationalist formats of mass mediation. In 
addition, the contentious and uninhibited nature of cyberdebates fosters acrimonious
exposure. Ron convincingly demonstrates that scandals are part of a necessary 
process of rule making and reinvention rather than a symptom of the bankruptcy of 
the scientific enterprise.

Ron Robin is Professor of History and Communication Studies and Dean of 
Students at the University of Haifa. He is the author of The Making of the Cold War
Enemy: Culture and Politics in the Military Intellectual Complex (2001), The Barbed
Wire College: Reeducating German POWs in the United States during World War II
(1995), and Enclaves of America: The Rhetoric of American Political Architecture 
Abroad, 1900—1965 (1992).
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Robins, Natalie. Alien Ink: The FBI's War On Freedom of Expression. New York. 
1992. Morrow. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0688068855. 496 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Lawrence Ratzkin. Inventory # 16899. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Alien Ink is the most comprehensive book yet written on
how the Federal Bureau of Investigation waged war against American writers and 
readers from the early years of this century. As Natalie Robins reveals for the first 
time, this assault on freedom of expression began long before iron-fisted J. Edgar 
Hoover joined the Justice Department and made his name synonymous with that of 
the FBI for over forty years. The war carried over into the 1980s, when librarians, as
part of a Library Awareness Program, were recruited to spy on readers. Drawing on
nearly 150 files released to the author under the Freedom of Information Act, Natalie
Robins’s absorbing narrative offers compelling new documentary evidence about the
hounding and intimidation of writers ranging from John Reed to Allen Ginsberg, from
Edna St. Vincent Millay to James Baldwin, and from Walter Winchell to Robert 
Lowell—a virtual Who’s Who of American letters. Alien Ink is the story of hidden 
agendas and hidden powers, and contains many surprises—among them, that 
Hoover, known for his right-wing sympathies, not only inhibited left-wing expression,
but harassed right-wingers as well. Robins shows how the Bureau combed 
newspapers, books, plays, films, and radio broadcasts for ‘alien ink’—anything ‘anti-
American’ or ‘anti-FBI’—and describes how those incriminated endured phone taps,
mail searches, and character assassinations. She reveals the pressure tactics FBI 
agents employed to make them toe the line, as well as the astounding criminal 
lengths (including extortion and entrapment) that the Bureau went to in order to ‘get
something’ on those writers who wouldn’t capitulate.

Natalie Robins is the author of four books of poetry and five works of nonfiction, 
among them Copeland's Cure: Homeopathy and the War Between Conventional and
Alternative Medicine (2005); The Girl Who Died Twice: The Libby Zion Case and the
Hidden Hazards of Hospitals (1995); and Alien Ink: The FBI's War on Freedom of 
Expression (1992), which won the Hugh Hefner First Amendment Award. She lives
with her husband in New York City.
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Robinson III, Charles M. A Good Year To Die: The Story of the Great Sioux War. 
New York. 1995. Random House. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0679430253. 480 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 21975. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It was 1876, The Black Hills, which overlap the boundary
between South Dakota and Wyoming, had become the last important battleground 
of a tragic war against the Indians. The Indians were to be trapped in a three-
pronged attack by General Crook, General Terry, and Colonel Custer, but the 
rugged country - where the temperature could often dip thirty to forty degrees in just
a few hours - thwarted almost every foray. By the time the campaign had ended, the
army had suffered several major reversals: Custer and his troops were massacred 
at the Little Bighorn and General George Crook met with near-disaster at the 
Rosebud; the brilliant Oglala Sioux chief Crazy Horse was dead; Sitting Bull and his
band had been driven to Canada; and the military power of the Sioux and the 
Northern Cheyennes was broken. The government achieved its aims, but the 
casualties both sides had suffered made these wars the most unnecessary ever 
fought between the federal government and the Indians. Much of the dramatic 
narrative is based on first-hand accounts of the participants, diaries and letters of 
American soldiers, and the oral histories of many of the Indians who fought them. 
This is the dramatic story of the most crucial year in the history of the American 
West, 1876, when the wars between the United States Government and the Indian
Nations reached a peak. Telling a great deal about Indian cultures, history, beliefs 
and personality, this is the first book to cover the whole year, rather than simply its 
components. 16-page photo insert. 3 maps.

Charles M. Robinson III (May 25, 1949, Harlingen, TX - September 18, 2012, 
Olmito, TX) was an American author, illustrator, and adventurer. He was a history 
instructor with South Texas College in McAllen, Texas, until early 2012 and was a 
member of the 2010 Oxford Round Table. He was a graduate of St. Edward's 
University and the University of Texas–Pan American.
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Robinson, Leonard Wallace. In the Whale. Daleville. 1983. Barnwood Press. 1st 
American Edition.1 of 1000 Copies. Very Good in Wrappers. 0935306218. 77 
pages. paperback. Cover: Barbara LaRue King. Inventory # 32822. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A collection of poetry from a creative writing teacher at 
the University of Montana.

A native of Malden, Massachusetts, Leonard Wallace Robinson was editor of The 
Columbia Review while at the College. Robinson enjoyed a long career as an editor
as well as a writer.
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Robinson, Paul H. and Robinson, Sarah M. Pirates, Prisoners, & Lepers: Lessons 
from Life Outside the Law. Lincoln. 2015. University of Nebraska Press/Potomac 
Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With Some 
Tears. 9781612347325. 348 pages. hardcover. Inventory #  44722. $32.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It has long been held that humans need government to 
impose social order on a chaotic, dangerous world. How, then, did early humans 
survive on the Serengeti Plain, surrounded by faster, stronger, and bigger predators
in a harsh and forbidding environment? Pirates, Prisoners, and Lepers examines an
array of natural experiments and accidents of human history to explore the 
fundamental nature of how human beings act when beyond the scope of the law. 
Pirates of the 1700s, the leper colony on Molokai Island, prisoners of the Nazis, 
hippie communes of the 1970s, shipwreck and plane crash survivors, and many 
more diverse groups--all existed in the absence of formal rules, punishments, and 
hierarchies. Paul and Sarah Robinson draw on these real-life stories to suggest that
humans are predisposed to be cooperative within limits. What these "communities" 
did and how they managed have dramatic implications for shaping our modern 
institutions. Should today's criminal justice system build on people's shared intuitions
about justice? Or are we better off acknowledging this aspect of human nature but 
using law to temper it? Knowing the true nature of our human character and our 
innate ideas about justice offers a roadmap to a better society.

Paul H. Robinson is Colin S. Diver Professor of Law at the University of 
Pennsylvania and one of the world’s leading criminal law scholars. A prolific writer 
and lecturer, he is the lead editor of Criminal Law Conversations and the author of 
Intuitions of Justice and the Utility of Desert, among other books. Sarah M. Robinson
is a former sergeant in the U.S. Army and a practiced social worker. She currently 
works as an author and researcher.
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Robison, Margaret. Red Creek: A Requiem. Amherst. 1992. Amherst Writers & 
Artists Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0941895084. 50 pages.
paperback. Cover: Barbara Werden. Inventory # 32971. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘It was to Cairo and the many images from my childhood
that I returned to in writing THE NAKED BEAR, my first book of poetry, and much 
later RED CREEK, another book of poetry inspired by images of my hometown.’ – 
Margaret Robinson.

Margaret Robison was born and grew up in Cairo, Georgia, a small rural town 13 
miles from the Florida border. She wrote her first poems when she was in the 5th 
grade. It was only after a dream, followed by a psychotic episode in 1971, that she 
rediscovered herself as a writer. She began to write in earnest in a psychiatric 
hospital and has never stopped. Robinson led many creative writing workshops over
the years, but the workshops that contributed the most to her emotional and spiritual
life were those in which she worked with children as Poet-In-Residence in 
elementary schools in western Massachusetts, especially in the Donahue School in
Holyoke. In addition to her work in the schools, Robinson led a writing workshop for
women in a minimum-security prison, an on-going workshop in her home, and 
summers in the annual Writers’ Workshop at the University of Massachusetts. In 
1989 she had a stroke that paralyzed her left side and shattered her speech. 
Margaret Robinson is the mother of Christopher Robinson - now Augusten 
Burroughs.
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Robotham, Rosemarie. Zachary's Wings. New York. 1998. Scribner. Uncorrected 
Proofs. Very Good in Wrappers. 0684847264. 288 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
43945. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Zachary, the middle son in a loving but chaotic working-
class African-American family, is the guardian of secrets, the one his kin turn to with
their emotional burdens. An unassuming man, he finds social work entirely natural, 
'nothing more than helping some people get through their day.' Korie, a child of 
upper-middle-class professionals in the West Indies, is a more driven soul, but her 
fiercely competent exterior belies emotional storms. When she meets Zach on a 
reporting assignment in Philadelphia, she is immediately drawn to this easygoing 
man in whom so many people place their trust. Zach, equally fascinated, quickly 
fosters a relationship. But what begins as a passionate affair becomes increasingly 
troubled. Zachary's Wings turns on questions of race and sexuality, class and 
culture, and the intricate tangle of secrets that begin to consume Zach and Korie's 
lives.

Rosemarie Robotham was an editor for Shebooks and the former deputy editor of 
Essence magazine. She started her journalism career traveling the globe as a 
footloose reporter for the monthly Life and was also a senior editor at Simon & 
Schuster. A coauthor of the award-winning Spirits of the Passage: The Transatlantic
Slave Trade in the Seventeenth Century, she is the author of Zachary’s Wings, a 
novel, and the editor of two collections of fiction and memoir. A writer-in-residence at
Yaddo Artists’ Community in Sarasota Springs, New York, one charmed November,
Robotham lives with her husband and two children in New York City in the shadow 
of Barnard College and Columbia University’s Graduate School of Journalism, her 
alma maters. She currently writes and edits for print and digital media and works as
a book coach.
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Rock, Chris. Rock This!. New York. 1997. Hyperion. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0786862890. 224 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 40671. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Pegged as the new Eddie Murphy, the new Richard 
Pryor--even the new Lenny Bruce--Chris Rock is one of the smartest, funniest, and
most widely appealing comedians today. With 'an appeal that crosses racial 
boundaries' (Entertainment Weekly), Chris Rock's book 'crawls into the minds of the
lazy, women, blacks, and whites, uncovering driving forces that are all too real in 
modern society' (Variety).

Christopher Julius Rock III is an American comedian, actor, writer, producer, and 
director. After working as a standup comic and appearing in small film roles, Rock 
came to wider prominence as a cast member of Saturday Night Live in the early 
1990s.
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Rockcastle, Mary Francois. Rainy Lake. Saint Paul. 1994. Graywolf Press. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1555972187. 272 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
24563. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This evocative, heart-grabbing novel has all the 
ingredients of an American classic: young people falling in love, a family falling 
apart, tragedy, and survival. In Rainy Lake, Mary Francois Rockcastle invites the 
reader to savor the sights, sounds, and smells of seven summers in a lake 
community where young Danny Fillian's family purchased a lopsided cabin in the 
1960s. From the landscape of her memory, Danny paints a sensitive and wise family
portrait of summers filled with fly-fishing, swimming, waterskiing, friendships, and a 
deepening first love. But things start to go wrong with this American dream as the 
intrusions of the wider world change all their lives forever. Problems that begin with
a stubborn infestation of bats in their new home and culminate with angry 
discussions over Vietnam threaten to tear the Fillian family apart. Danny and her 
brother Bryan share a special bond as they try to cope with their increasingly 
alcoholic father and with tensions within their community. Danny feels helpless to 
change the worsening situation at home, and is compelled to hide her strong 
feelings for a mixed race boy from an adjoining lake. The reader will be heartened 
by Danny's determination in finding her own way through the conflict and tragedy 
that shape her summers at Rainy Lake. This haunting and lyrical account of 
adolescent passage resonates with pain and longing and hope.

Mary François Rockcastleis the author ofRainy Lake. She is the dean of the 
Graduate School of Liberal Studies at Hamline University, and the founding and 
executive editor ofWater~Stone Review. She lives in Minneapolis.
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Rodenbeck, Max. Cairo: The City Victorious. New York. 1999. Knopf. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0679446516. 301 pages. hardcover.
Jacket art by Marc Yankus. Jacket design by. Inventory # 27603. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A dazzling cultural excavation of one of the world's 
greatest cities - from its ancient beginnings, through the heights of medieval 
splendor, to the present day - by a gifted writer who has spent much of his life in 
Cairo. The seat of pharaohs and sultans, the prize of conquerors from Alexander to
Napoleon, Cairo has never stopped reinventing itself. Even in this century, as Max 
Rodenbeck shows us, the city has transformed itself yet again - from a glamorous 
European outpost into the nationalistic capital of the Arab world. And, most recently,
we have been witness to contemporary Cairo grappling with a population explosion 
that strains every aspect of city life beyond capacity. From its vantage atop the 
plateau of Giza, the Sphinx has witnessed it all: forty-five centuries of a city evolving
on the river plain below it. ‘The Victorious’ is what Arabs call Cairo, and its 
indomitable spirit still merits the name. To this richly textured story Rodenbeck 
brings a keen eye for telling detail, gained from years of wandering Cairo's markets,
chatting in its cafés, and burrowing in its dusty libraries. From the hashish dens to 
the salons of contemporary Cairo, Rodenbeck explores the city's stark contrasts. 
Ancient tombs abut skyscrapers and genteel colonial mansions, and the people, 
pulled between the cultural poles of Paris and Mecca, struggle with the double 
burden of an incomparably rich past and a challenging future. With wit and an 
understanding that comes from a deep-seated love of the place, Rodenbeck brings
Cairo to life in all its chaotic beauty. Fusing the excitement of travel with the 
stimulation of history, Cairo: The City Victorious is an epic, resonant work.

Max Rodenbeck is an American journalist and author, based in Cairo. He grew up in
Cairo, having moved there when his father John Rodenbeck took up an academic 
position at the American University in Cairo in the 1960s.
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Roderick, David. The Americans. Pittsburgh. 2014. University of Pittsburgh Press. 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822963127. Pitt Poetry Series. 78
pages. paperback. Inventory # 40849. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - David Roderick's second book, The Americans, pledges 
its allegiance to dirt. And to laptops. And to swimming pools, the Kennedys, a flower
in a lapel, plastic stars hanging from the ceiling of a child's room, churning locusts, a
jar of blood, a gleam of sun on the wing of a plane. His poems swarm with life. They
also ask an unanswerable question: What does it mean to be an American? 
Restless against the borders we build-between countries, between each other-
Roderick roams from place to place in order to dig into the messy, political, idealistic
and ultimately inexplicable idea of American-ness. His rangy, inquisitive lyrics stitch 
together a patchwork flag, which he stakes alongside all the noise of our 
construction, our obsessive building and making, while he imagines the fate of a 
nation built on desire. 'The Americans is a compelling meditation on the ways we go
about our lives at this cultural moment, often unmoored from the facts of history 
though we drift along its shores. Part complicated love letter to suburbia, these 
poems demand that we consider not only what we are drawn to but also what we fail
to see, how the apocryphal feeds our cultural amnesia.

David Roderick's first book of poems, Blue Colonial, won the APR/Honickman Prize.
He has published poetry and fiction in several journals, including the Hudson 
Review, the Georgia Review, Indiana Review, New England Review, Poetry, the 
Southern Review, Slate, and the Virginia Quarterly Review. Roderick is a former 
Wallace Stegner Fellow and was awarded the Amy Lowell Travelling Scholarship, 
among other honors. Poems from this collection have won Shenandoah's James 
Boatwright III Prize and the Campbell Corner Poetry Prize, sponsored by Sarah 
Lawrence College. Roderick is associate professor of English in the MFA program at
the University of North Carolina at Greensboro.
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Rodi, Robert. What the y Did To Princess Paragon. New York. 1994. Dutton. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.Remainder Mark On Bottom Edge. 0525937722. 
281 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Mary Wilshire. Inventory # 23889. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The relentlessly irreverent author of FAG HAG and 
CLOSET CASE is back with a new novel that asks the burning question: Is the world
ready for its first lesbian superhero? Brian Parrish, a brash gay cartoonist, is 
charged with updating the image of Princess Paragon, a creaky and virtuous heroine
whose market share is expressed in decimals. His solution: change her hairdo, 
streamline her Spandex, and haul her out of the closet. It’s a blockbuster idea sure 
to make Brian famous and attract a whole new readership. But for one devoted fan, 
it’s an abomination. Jerome T. Kornacker worships the princess; his bedroom is her
shrine. And for Jerome, the only way to save her from sapphic scandal is to put an 
end to Brian Parrish’s career. With this in mind, he stalks Brian at a Chicago comic-
book convention, where the cartoonist is scheduled to unveil his princess-cum-dyke.
But when the outraged fan confronts his quarry, the result is an odd alliance that 
neither could have predicted - and that plunks their heroine into a creative 
Mixmaster. As if Jerome weren’t enough to deal with, Brian also must contend with 
an editor who has her own plans for a politically correct princess; a lover who’s 
absent without leave; and Jerome’s mother, a malaprop-spouting demoness in 
peach. And only when it’s too late does Brian understand what he’s really done to 
Princess Paragon. Abounding in high camp, low farce, ferocious wit, and a 
perversely insistent morality, WHAT THEY DID TO PRINCESS PARAGON further 
establishes Robert Rodi as one of the most blistering and brilliant satirists of his day.

Robert Rodi is an American novelist, playwright, comic book writer, essayist, and 
performance artist.
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Roditi, Edouard. Delights of Turkey. New York. 1977. New Directions. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0811206696. 184 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Gertrude Huston. Inventory # 30979. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Edouard Roditi’s THE DELIGHTS OF TURKEY is a 
confection that reminds us that short fiction need not be only a relentless probing of
everyday anguish. Here is a score of witty and ingenious stories, set for the most 
part in Asia Minor, where the centuries-long mingling of Turks and Armenians, 
Greeks and Jews has evolved a vibrant culture rich in diversity. The tales are often 
bawdy or fanciful in the manner of the THOUSAND AND ONE NIGHTS, while others
are more poignantly humorous in style, as we meet pasha, princess, and peasant, 
become privy to the intrigues of the Ottoman harem, or follow the merchant 
caravans on their journeys east. The collection itself is arranged thematically in four
parts. ‘A City Built on Seven Hills’ sketches a timeless Istanbul. ‘The Chronicles of 
Bok Koy’ tell of an Anatolian village and the legendary prowess of its young men, the
redoubtable Achmet Hodja most especially. In ‘Orient Express’ baffled European 
meets mysterious Levantine. The last section, ‘The Eternal and Ubiquitous City,’ 
returns once more to Istanbul, this time in its contemporary guise.

Edouard Roditi (1910-1992) was born in Paris 1910 of American parents. In 1929 he
abandoned his studies of the Latin and Greek classics at Oxford and, until 1937, 
was associated with the Surrealist movement in Paris, as contributor to transition 
and as partner in Editions du Sagittaire, which published Andre Breton’s Surrealist 
manifestos and a number of books by Crevel, desnos and Tzara. His books of 
poetry and prose include: THRICE CHOSEN (1981), THE CONFESSIONS OF A 
SAINT (1977), THE DELIGHTS OF TURKEY (1977), MEETING WITH CONRAD 
(1977), EMPEROR OF MIDNIGHT (1974), NEW HIEROGLYPHIC TALES: PROSE
POEMS (1968), DIALOGUES ON ART (1960, 1980), POEMS 1928-1948 (1949), 
OSCAR WILDE (1947), PRISON WITHIN PRISON: THREE HEBREW ELEGIES 
(1941), POEMS FOR F. (1934).
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Roditi, Edouard. Oscar Wilde. Norfolk. 1947. New Directions. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. THE MAKERS OF MODERN LITERATURE
SERIES. 256 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 40927. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Oscar Wilde has been strangely neglected by the critics
of modern literature and its sources. With the exception of one or two of his 
perennially popular plays, little but unsavory gossip is now remembered about the 
man who might be called the originator of both the esoteric estheticism of many of 
our little magazines, and of the blatant paradox of the Broadway and Hollywood gag-
writer. in this perceptive and erudite critical study of Wilde. Mr. Roditi reveals how 
Oscar Wilde’s ingenious, imaginative and dialectical thought was of monumental 
importance in his time, and is still a powerful influence on contemporary literature. 
His detailed analyses of Wilde’s poetry, novels, plays, and critical writings establish,
beyond doubt, the central position that Wilde’s works and ideas occupied in the 
thought and art of his day, and in the shift of English and American literature from 
established and aging Romanticism to what we now call Modernism.

Edouard Roditi (1910-1992) was born in Paris 1910 of American parents. In 1929 he
abandoned his studies of the Latin and Greek classics at Oxford and, until 1937, 
was associated with the Surrealist movement in Paris, as contributor to transition 
and as partner in Editions du Sagittaire, which published Andre Breton’s Surrealist 
manifestos and a number of books by Crevel, desnos and Tzara. His books of 
poetry and prose include: THRICE CHOSEN (1981), THE CONFESSIONS OF A 
SAINT (1977), THE DELIGHTS OF TURKEY (1977), MEETING WITH CONRAD 
(1977), EMPEROR OF MIDNIGHT (1974), NEW HIEROGLYPHIC TALES: PROSE
POEMS (1968), DIALOGUES ON ART (1960, 1980), POEMS 1928-1948 (1949), 
OSCAR WILDE (1947), PRISON WITHIN PRISON: THREE HEBREW ELEGIES 
(1941), POEMS FOR F. (1934).
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Rodman, Selden. South America of the Poets. New York. 1970. Hawthorn Books. 
1st Edition. Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front, Otherwise Very Good in 
Slightly Worn Dustjacket. Illustrated by Bill Negron. 270 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
photo: The author (right) talking with Brazilian novelist Jorge Amado in Bahia (Photo
by Bill Negron). Jacket-cover design by Bill Negron. Inventory # 15003. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Though connected to us physically, South America 
remains the least ‘discovered,’ most mysterious of the continents. It has often been
described in terms of its natural wonders, and more often for its baffling political and
economic flaws, but never for the glorious diversity of its cultures. And yet it is from 
the great South American poets and novelists of today, and the great South 
American sculptors and city-builders of yesterday, that our blander, better 
‘organized’ civilization has most to learn. And it is precisely because we have 
ignored those cultures that our clumsy attempts to impose our own have failed, and 
the idealistic image of the Good Neighbor has yielded to the ugly stereotype of the 
Yanqui Imperialist. No writer is better equipped to help redress this distorted 
perspective than Selden Rodman. As poet, anthologist, and Mexican diarist, he was
among the first to call attention to the young giants of Latin American literature. As 
art critic, he played a key role in the ‘renaissance’ of Haitian art. As political essayist
and later as historian, he made friends with statesmen and revolutionaries. In 
SOUTH AMERICA OF THE POETS he puts these talents together for the first time 
to give a uniquely informal and revealing portrait of the South America the tourist, 
traveling salesman, and diplomat rarely see. The ‘poetry’ evoked goes beyond the 
intimate close-ups of the famous literary figures the author visits, beyond the 
masterpieces of art he communes with; it is in the awesome landscapes, the 
historical confrontations, the indomitable inhabitants of mountain, jungle, and city 
slum-all embraced in grateful humility but without sacrificing the pride and prejudice
of being an American.

Selden Rodman (February 19, 1909 – November 2, 2002) was an American writer 
and poet. Selden Rodman was born to a wealthy family in Manhattan and attended
Yale University. He traveled widely, and published over 40 books in his lifetime.
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Rodriguez Jr. , Abraham. The Boy Without a Flag: Tales of the South Bronx. 
Minneapolis. 1992. Milkweed Editions. 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0915943743. 115 pages. paperback. Cover drawing by R.W. Scholes. Inventory # 
18622. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In an era of multicultural awareness, this collection of 
seven Hispanic short stories will make an impact. The teenagers in Rodriguez’s 
world are not attractive; raised in poverty, they exhibit the problems of the inner city
—teenage pregnancy, drug addiction, and petty crime. But more universal traits 
shine through. In the title story, the narrator , who refuses to salute the American 
flag because his father has taught him to resent U. S. imperialism in Puerto Rico, 
learns that adults don’t have all the answers and that the world is run on 
compromises. Nilsa, in No More War Games, is torn between childhood and sexual
awareness as much as any middle-class 12-year-old. Gritty street language, 
phonetic spelling, and graphic descriptions enliven this as a real-life picture of the 
Bronx and provide the basis for lots of discussion. - SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL.

Abraham Rodriguez Jr. is a Puerto Rican novelist, short story author and musician 
who writes in English about the experience of Latinos in the United States. Although
he has been living in Germany since the mid-90s, Rodriguez continues to set his 
stories in the South Bronx. He is part of the Nuyorican Movement.
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Rodriguez Jr. , Abraham. The Boy Without a Flag: Tales of the South Bronx. 
Minneapolis. 1992. Milkweed Editions. 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0915943743. 115 pages. paperback. Cover art by R.W. Scholes. Inventory # 31906.
$10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In an era of multicultural awareness, this collection of 
seven Hispanic short stories will make an impact. The teenagers in Rodriguez’s 
world are not attractive; raised in poverty, they exhibit the problems of the inner city
—teenage pregnancy, drug addiction, and petty crime. But more universal traits 
shine through. In the title story, the narrator , who refuses to salute the American 
flag because his father has taught him to resent U. S. imperialism in Puerto Rico, 
learns that adults don’t have all the answers and that the world is run on 
compromises. Nilsa, in No More War Games, is torn between childhood and sexual
awareness as much as any middle-class 12-year-old. Gritty street language, 
phonetic spelling, and graphic descriptions enliven this as a real-life picture of the 
Bronx and provide the basis for lots of discussion. - SCHOOL LIBRARY
JOURNAL. .

Abraham Rodriguez Jr. is a Puerto Rican novelist, short story author and musician 
who writes in English about the experience of Latinos in the United States. Although
he has been living in Germany since the mid-90s, Rodriguez continues to set his 
stories in the South Bronx. He is part of the Nuyorican Movement.
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Rodriguez Jr., Abraham. Spidertown. New York. 1993. Hyperion. 1st Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 1562828452. 323 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by Jerry
Bauer. Inventory # 18283. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Miguel is riding high on the streets of the Bronx, satisfied
with his job as a drug runner for Spider--mentor, friend, and small-time crack 
kingpin. Along with his roommate, an arsonist named Firebug, Miguel tries to fit a 
lifetime of partying, casual sex, and high times into a few short years. But when he
meets the beautiful and practical-minded Cristalena, the shallowness and imminent
danger of his world come crashing home. Tense, gritty, and moving, written in the 
fast, rhythmic language of the streets, SPIDERTOWN captures a world where 
children own guns, where death is a part of everyday life, and where, miraculously, 
hope manages to survive.

Abraham Rodriguez Jr. is a Puerto Rican novelist, short story author and musician 
who writes in English about the experience of Latinos in the United States. Although
he has been living in Germany since the mid-90s, Rodriguez continues to set his 
stories in the South Bronx. He is part of the Nuyorican Movement.
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Rogin, Michael. Blackface, White Noise: Jewish Immigrants in the Hollywood Melting
Pot. Berkeley. 1996. University Of California Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in 
Dustjacket With Some Small Discoloration at Bottom Front Corner. 0520204077. 
336 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 22418. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The tangled connections that have bound Jews to 
African Americans in popular culture and liberal politics are at the heart of Michael 
Rogin's arresting and unnerving book. Looking at films from Birth of a Nation to 
Forrest Gump, Rogin explores blackface in Hollywood films as an aperture to 
broader issues: the nature of 'white' identity in America, the role of race in 
transforming immigrants into 'Americans,' the common experiences of Jews and 
African Americans that made Jews key supporters in the fight for racial equality, and
the social importance of popular culture. Rogin's forcefully argued study challenges
us to confront the harsh truths behind the popularity of racial masquerade.

Michael Rogin (Born: June 29, 1937, Mount Kisco, NY - Died: November 25, 2001,
Paris, France) was Robson Professor of Political Science at the University of 
California, Berkeley. His books include ‘Ronald Reagan,’ the Movie, and Other 
Episodes in Political Demonology (California, 1987).
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Rogin, Michael. Ronald Reagan, the Movie and Other Episodes in Political 
Demonology. Berkeley. 1987. University Of California Press. 1st Printing. Very Good
in Dustjacket. 0520059379. 366 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 7878. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The fear of the subversive has governed American 
politics, from the racial conflicts of the early republic to the Hollywood anti-
Communism of Ronald Reagan. Political monsters, the Indian cannibal, the black 
rapist, the demon rum, the bomb-throwing anarchist, the many-tentacled Communist
conspiracy, the agents of international terrorism, are familiar figures in the dream life
that so often dominates American political consciousness. What are the meanings 
and sources of these demons? Why does the American political imagination conjure
them up? Michael Rogin answers these questions by examining the American 
countersubversive tradition.

Michael Rogin (Born: June 29, 1937, Mount Kisco, NY - Died: November 25, 2001,
Paris, France) was Robson Professor of Political Science at the University of 
California, Berkeley. His books include ‘Ronald Reagan,’ the Movie, and Other 
Episodes in Political Demonology (California, 1987).
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Rohan, Criena. The Delinquents. New York. 1986. Penguin Books. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0140075127. Paperback Original. 192 pages. 
paperback. Cover illustrstion & design by Kim Roberts. Inventory # 31918. $9

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Brownie and Lola are young lovers in the 1950s when to
be different is to be delinquent. Despite attempts to separate them, they make their
own life in the city. But are they ready for adult responsibilities?.

Criena Rohan was the pseudonym of Deirdre Cash. She grew up in the inner 
suburbs of Melbourne, and in South Australia. Her mother, Valerie Cash, was a 
professional singer, and her father Leo a minor poet. After a Catholic education, she
studied singing at the Albert Street Conservatorium for a year. Later she worked as
a singer in night clubs and taught ballroom dancing. Rohan married twice, with a 
child from each marriage, before being diagnosed with cancer in 1961. While 
undergoing treatment, Rohan wrote her two novels: The Delinquents (1962) and 
Down by the Dockside (1963), the latter of which was published posthumously after
her death at age thirty-eight. An alleged third novel, The House of the Yellow Door 
was reportedly completed in manuscript, but has never been found. Rohan's novels
depict the lives of young people growing up in the slums and backstreets of 
Melbourne, with elements drawn from her life and those of her parents. She 
experienced a revival in popularity during the 1980s, when The Delinquents was 
made into a major film, and is now considered an important member of the school of
Australian social realism that flourished in the two decades after World War II.
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Rolbein, Seth. Sting of the Bee. New York. 1987. St Martin's Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312006888. 264 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
illustration by Anthony Russo. Inventory # 27910. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Marty Sanders had left Cambridge, Massachusetts, to go
back to Jamaica, to see his father, whom he hadn’t seen for thirteen years.

Seth Rolbein, award-winning journalist, editor, and documentary filmmaker, served 
for the past six years as chief of staff and then senior adviser to Cape and Islands 
Senator Dan Wolf. He recently became the Director of the Fisheries Development 
Trust at the Cape Cod Fishermen's Alliance, the region's premier advocacy group 
for our local fishermen. He has lived and worked on Cape Cod since the 1970s.
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Rolph, C. H. (editor). The Trial of Lady Chatterley: Regina v. Penguin Books Limited.
Baltimore. 1961. Penguin Books. 1st Penguin Edition. Small Tear To Back Bottom 
Cover, Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. The Transcript Of The Trial. 250 pages. 
paperback. S192. Inventory # 30671. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The choice of ‘Lady Chattertey’s Lover’ as the first novel
be prosecuted under the new Obscene Publications Act was a shock to most lovers
of English literature. Some of its language was a shock to the Court, which, unlike 
the jury, never really got used to it. The immense weight of expert evidence as to the
novel’s literary excellence and moral purpose was a palpable shock to the 
prosecution. And the final, unequivocal ‘Not Guilty’ verdict was a shock, mainly one
of pleasure and relief, to lovers both of English literature and moral sanity. For it was
not just a legal tussle, but a conflict of generation and class. This account of the 
historic trial and acquittal of Penguin Books is taken from the official Old Bailey 
transcript of evidence and the speeches - probably the most thorough and 
expensive seminar on Lawrence’s work ever given.

Cecil Rolph ("Bill") Hewitt (August 23, 1901 - March 10, 1994) was a police officer, 
journalist, editor, and author. He served with the City of London Police from 1921 to
1946, rising to the level of Chief Inspector. He then left the force and became a 
journalist, writing on issues such as censorship and capital punishment. Known as 
C.R. Hewitt he also wrote many books and articles, such as Believe What You Like,
under the pen name of C.H. Rolph. As he once told a friend, 'The quickest way to 
get sacked from the police without a pension was to write for the public prints, 
especially to write about police matters, and more especially to do that in a left-wing
weekly, so I had to change my public name. As C.H. Rolph he was a founding 
member of the Homosexual Law Reform Society, of which he served as Chairman in
the 1960s. He was on the editorial staff of the New Statesman (1947–1970), where
he "acquired an outstanding reputation as one of the foremost commentators in the
country on legal and social matters". He also contributed to the Encyclopædia 
Britannica, Chambers Encyclopedia, Punch, The Week-End Book, The New Law 
Journal, The Times Literary Supplement, and The Author.
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Romano, Ray. Everything and a Kite. New York. Bantam Books. 1st Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0553108743. 209 pages. Hardcover. Inventory # 41005. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a books that is at once laugh-out-loud funny and all-
too-true to life, comedy-talent-turned-television-star Ray Romano goes home again,
revealing that the source of his inspiration is heritage, hearth and family. As did his 
stand-up comedy and his present, top-rated CBS-TV program, Romano draws on 
his real-life experience as a husband, a father, a father of twins, a son with parents 
living very very close, and a brother, to make readers laugh and laugh harder.

Raymond Albert Romano (born December 21, 1957) is an American stand-up 
comedian, actor and screenwriter. He is best known for his role on the sitcom 
Everybody Loves Raymond, for which he received an Emmy Award, and as the 
voice of Manny in the Ice Age film series. He created and starred in the TNT 
comedy-drama Men of a Certain Age (2009–11). From 2012 to 2015, Romano had a
recurring role as Hank Rizzoli, a love interest of Sarah Braverman in Parenthood, 
and co-starred in the romantic comedy The Big Sick (2017).
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Romanova, Natalia. Once the re Was a Tree. New York. 1985. Dutton. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0803702353. Pictures by Gennady Spirin. 25 
pages. hardcover. Cover art by Gennady Spirin. Inventory # 321. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An old stump attracts many living creatures, even man, 
and when it is gone, a new tree attracts the same creatures, who need it for a variety
of reasons.

Gennady Spirin (born 25 December 1948) is a Russian painter and children's book 
illustrator. A graduate of the Surikov School of Fine Art in Moscow and the Moscow
Stroganov Institute of Art, he is noted for his unique style of watercolor illustration. 
He has illustrated works by classic authors such as William Shakespeare, Anton 
Chekhov and Leo Tolstoy as well as children's books by contemporary celebrities. 
He is perhaps best known for his illustration of Madonna's Yakov and the Seven 
Thieves and Julie Andrews' Simeon's Gift. His oil paintings hang in public and 
private galleries throughout the world. He has been profiled by The New York Times.
His depiction of The Nutcracker was selected by Saks Fifth Avenue as the 
centerpiece of their famous Christmas display in 1997 and 1998. Following the 
dissolution of the Soviet Union in 1992, Spirin immigrated with his wife and sons to 
the United States, ultimately settling in Princeton, NJ, where he has lived and 
worked since.
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Rombauer, Irma S. / Becker, Marion Rombauer/ Becker, Ethan. Joy of Cooking: All
About Chicken. New York. 2000. Scribner. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
074320204x. 128 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 28344. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The book that taught America how to cook, now 
illustrated with glorious color photography. ALL ABOUT CHICKEN - A fresh and 
original way to put the classic advice of Joy of Cooking to work -- illustrated and 
designed in a beautiful and easy-to-use new book. FEATURES - Organized by 
techinique -- roasting, broiling, baking, braising, grilling, frying, and more; More than
100 of Joy's recipes, including the legendary Chicken Fricassee, Chicken Cordon 
Bleu, and Turned Roasted Chicken. Invaluable techniques and tips for buying, 
storing, preparing, and carving chicken Sixty years after Irma Rombauer advised 
new cooks to 'Stand facing the stove,' America's love affair with Joy of Cooking 
continues unabated. And why not? Joy in hand, tens of millions of people -- from 
novices to professionals -- have learned to do everything from make a meat loaf to 
clean a squid to frost a wedding cake. For decades, Joy of Cooking has taught 
America how to cook, serving as the standard against which all other cookbooks are
judged. All About Chicken upholds that standard.

Irma Rombauer self-published the first Joy of Cooking in 1931 with the small 
insurance payout she received after her husband committed suicide during the 
Great Depression. Marion Rombauer Becker, Irma's daughter, joined the Joy 
dynasty and revised and updated each subsequent edition until 1975. Ethan Becker
is the son of Marion Rombauer Becker and the grandson of Irma S. Rombauer, the
original author of The Joy of Cooking.
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Rommen, Timothy. Mek Some Noise: Gospel Music and the Ethics of Style in 
Trinidad. Berkeley. 2007. University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Wrappers. 9780520250680. 217 pages. paperback. Inventory # 36487. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Mek Some Noise’, Timothy Rommen’s ethnographic 
study of Trinidadian gospel music, engages the multiple musical styles circulating in
the nation’s Full Gospel community and illustrates the carefully negotiated and 
contested spaces that they occupy in relationship to questions of identity. By 
exploring gospelypso, jamoo (‘Jehovah’s music’), gospel dancehall, and North 
American gospel music, along with the discourses that surround performances in 
these styles, he illustrates the extent to which value, meaning, and appropriateness
are continually circumscribed and reinterpreted in the process of coming to terms 
with what it looks and sounds like to be a Full Gospel believer in Trinidad. The local,
regional, and transnational implications of these musical styles, moreover, are read 
in relationship to their impact on belief (and vice versa), revealing the particularly 
nuanced poetics of conviction that drive both apologists and detractors of these 
styles. Rommen sets his investigation against a concisely drawn, richly historical 
narrative and introduces a theoretical approach which he calls the ‘ethics of style’—a
model that privileges the convictions embedded in this context and that emphasizes
their role in shaping the terms upon which identity is continually being constructed in
Trinidad. The result is an extended meditation on the convictions that lie behind the
creation and reception of style in Full Gospel Trinidad. Copub: Center for Black 
Music Research.

Timothy Rommen is Assistant Professor of Ethnomusicology at the University of 
Pennsylvania.
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Romney, Jonathan. Short Orders: Film Writing. London. 1997. Serpent's Tail. 1st 
British Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 1852425121. 239 pages. paperback. Cover
photograph by Klaus Fried. Inventory # 24977. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Short Orders, politically radical and socially aware film
critic Jonathan Romney collects selected film reviews and articles from the New 
Stateman and Society, Sight & Sound, The Guardian and elsewhere. Romney visits
art houses, mulitiplexes, and everything in between to chronicle the end of cinema’s
first century, Hollywood’s entry into the digital age, and the dying reign of the ‘real’ 
on screen. Filmmakers discussed include: Abel Ferrera, Ridley Scott, Brad 
Silberling, Michael Bay, Bernardo Bertolucci, Warren Beatty, James Ivory, Louis 
Malle, Sally Potter, Woody Allen, Martin Scorsese, and more.

Jonathan Romney is Film Critic of the Independent on Sunday and regular 
contributor to Sight and Sound and Film Comment. He is the author of Short Orders,
a book of collected criticism, and co-editor of Celluloid Jukebox (BFI), a survey of 
popular music and the movies.
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Ronell, Avital. Crack Wars: Literature Addiction Mania. Lincoln. 1992. University Of
Nebraska Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0803239033. 175 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 16373. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Avital Ronell asks why ‘there is no culture without drug 
culture.’ Tracing and tracking the zones of modern dependencies, she deals with the
usual drugs and alcohol (and their celebrities: Freud’s cocaine, Baudelaire’s 
hashish, the Victorians’ laudanum), and moves beyond them to addictive mappings 
that are culturally accepted-an insatiable appetite for romance novels, for instance, 
and romance itself as well as the satellite technologies of our everyday existence. It 
is a commonplace of modern culture to presume that there is a subculture or 
counterculture deeply saturated with drugs, but such modern cultures need 
subcultures, and need drugs on every level. Culture defines itself, its classes, its 
power structures, and its economy in terms of how it allows and encourages drugs 
to circulate. If drugs are dangerous and belong to a thinking of the death drive, that 
danger seems to increase their appeal for millions. Where do the mind-altering 
effects of drugs begin? What is art but a kind of drug, a source as Baudelaire and 
Benjamin state of intoxicated destructuring? On a political scale, Ronell investigates
how the so-called drug culture has become the perverted site for state-sanctioned 
ethnocide. Gustave Flaubert’s Madame Bovary takes up the problems of drugs and
addiction in numerous ways, which Ronell unpacks and presents as exemplary of 
the contemporary fascination with extreme danger. For Ronell, Emma Bovary 
represents the first addict, embodying a yearning that calls from the bottom of her 
depleted soul, and which places her in a chronic state of dissatisfaction.

Avital Ronell is an American academic who writes about continental philosophy, 
literary studies, psychoanalysis, feminist philosophy, political philosophy, and ethics.
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Ronk, Martha. Ocular Proof. Richmond. 2016. Omnidawn Publishing. Advance 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430250. 96 pages. paperback.
Inventory # 42854. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Taking its title from Shakespeare’s Othello, a play that 
questions the veracity of what eyes actually see, Ocular Proof explores not only 
what each of us sees, but also how photographs modify sight as they capture, 
distort, frame, and simultaneously encourage discovery. These poems play off 
critical insights about the function of photographs and the power of visual imagery in
the modern world and yet are decidedly personal. They address the unreality of 
one’s own life, the illegibility of the past and future, and our strong attraction to 
focused details such as 'Kertesz photographing stairs extending past the small figure
and out of sight.'

MARTHA RONK is the author of 11 books of poetry, including Transfer of Qualities, 
long-listed listed for the National Book Award, and Vertigo, winner of the National 
Poetry Series. She has won a National Endowment Grant and the Lynda Hull Poetry
Award. She has been a faculty member at Occidental College in Los Angeles and 
during fall 2015 at Otis College of Art and Design.
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Ronk, Martha. Ocular Proof. Richmond. 2016. Omnidawn Publishing. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430250. 96 pages. paperback. Inventory #
42978. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Taking its title from Shakespeare’s Othello, a play that 
questions the veracity of what eyes actually see, Ocular Proof explores not only 
what each of us sees, but also how photographs modify sight as they capture, 
distort, frame, and simultaneously encourage discovery. These poems play off 
critical insights about the function of photographs and the power of visual imagery in
the modern world and yet are decidedly personal. They address the unreality of 
one’s own life, the illegibility of the past and future, and our strong attraction to 
focused details such as 'Kertesz photographing stairs extending past the small figure
and out of sight.'

MARTHA RONK is the author of 11 books of poetry, including Transfer of Qualities, 
long-listed listed for the National Book Award, and Vertigo, winner of the National 
Poetry Series. She has won a National Endowment Grant and the Lynda Hull Poetry
Award. She has been a faculty member at Occidental College in Los Angeles and 
during fall 2015 at Otis College of Art and Design.
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Ronson, Jon. Them: Adventures With Extremists. New York. 2002. Simon & 
Schuster. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0743227077. 331 pages.
hardcover. Inventory # 31515. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - AN EXTRAORDINARY JOURNEY THROUGH THE 
WORLD OF FRINGE-DWELLERS. Islamic fundamentalists, Ku Klux Klansmen, 
Christian separatists, and certain members of British Parliament would seem to have
very little in common, but they do in fact share one crucial belief: that the world is 
secretly controlled by an elite group—in a word, Them. This shadowy elite starts the
wars, elects heads of state, sets the price of oil and the flow of capital, conducts 
bizarre secret rituals, and controls the media. This group is incredibly powerful and
will destroy any investigator who gets too close to the truth. Does this shadowy elite
really exist? Jon Ronson wondered. As a journalist and a Jew, Ronson was often 
considered one of ‘Them,’ but he had no idea if their meetings actually took place 
and, if so, where. Was he the only one not invited? Ronson decided to settle the 
matter himself, seeking out the supposed secret rulers of the world by way of those
who seem to know most about them: the extremists. The result is a riveting journey
around the globe.

Jon Ronson (born 10 May 1967) is a Jewish Welsh journalist, author, documentary 
filmmaker, screenwriter, and radio presenter whose works include the best-selling 
The Men Who Stare at Goats (2004) and The Psychopath Test (2011). He has been
described as a gonzo journalist, becoming a faux-naïf character in his stories.
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Rooke, Leon. The Broad Back of the Angel. New York. 1977. Fiction Collective. 1st
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0914590421. 201 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
6315. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIRTEEN STORIES ABOUT LOVE. In the ‘Magician in
Love’ stories a celebrated performer withdraws from the stage to devote his bizarre
and wonderful talents to the keeping of a good woman's love. In the ‘For Love of’ 
series a mysterious Mexican, descendant of Zapata, dresses up in a white suit to 
conduct purification rites for needy North American females. Elsewhere, a speaker 
for ‘Dangerous Women’ sends out her signals from the love parlor to all potential 
lovers, while a nice guy named Rodin risks his neck struggling for ‘Friendship’ 
through a pair of disarmingly innocent tales. Meantime, back at the nursing home, a
beleaguered young patient discovers the key to ‘Iron Woman’ and unlocks the gate 
for women everywhere. And in the title story a doomed paraplegic abandons his 
wheel chair and his closet philosophy to instruct Death's Messenger in the works of 
love.

Leon Rooke (born September 11, 1934) is a Canadian novelist. He was born in 
Roanoke Rapids, North Carolina in the United States. Educated at the University of
North Carolina, he moved to Canada in 1969. He now lives in Toronto, Ontario. 
Rooke helped to found the Eden Mills Writers' Festival in 1989. In 2002, Rooke 
championed THE STONE ANGEL by Margaret Laurence in that year's edition of 
Canada Reads. Rooke's work also appears in Blackbird: an online journal of 
literature and the arts. In 2007, he was made a Member of the Order of Canada.keywords
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Roosevelt, Theodore. The Rough Riders. New York. 1961. Signet/New American 
Library. 3rd Signet Classic Paperback Printing. Previous Owner’s Name Embossed
on Top Corner of Title Page, Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. Afterword by 
Lawrence Clark Powell. 216 pages. paperback. CD308. Inventory # 38906. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - We Are Coming! There was a war to be fought with 
Spain in 1898,. and so they volunteered. Choctaws, Creeks, Cherokees from the 
newly tamed Indian Territory. Cowpunchers, stage drivers, government scouts from 
the Great Plains states. Riflemen, trappers, miners from the Rocky Mountain West.
As Teddy Roosevelt's Rough Riders they rode and fought to fame and glory at Las
Guasimas, Santiago. and San Juan Hill. More than a chronicle of a war and men in
battle, The Rough Riders endures as a living record of a time, a personality, and a 
legend. Reading it, we become witnesses to a young America emerging as a great 
power. a dynamic Roosevelt rushing to fulfill his destined place in her future. , and 
the cowboy hero's last glorious fling in tribute to her colorful past.

Theodore 'T.R.' Roosevelt Jr. (October 27, 1858 – January 6, 1919) was an 
American politician, author, naturalist, soldier, explorer, and historian who served as
the 26th President of the United States. He was a leader of the Republican Party 
and founder of the Progressive Party insurgency of 1912.
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Rorty, Richard. Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature. Princeton. 1980. Princeton 
University Press. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9780691020167. 424 pages. paperback. Inventory # 35877. $27.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - PHILOSOPHY AND THE MIRROR OF NATURE hit the 
philosophical world like a bombshell. Richard Rorty, a Princeton professor who had
contributed to the analytic tradition in philosophy, was now attempting to shrug off all
the central problems with which it had long been preoccupied. After publication, the
Press was barely able to keep up with demand, and the book has since gone on to 
become one of its all-time best-sellers in philosophy. Rorty argued that, beginning in
the seventeenth century, philosophers developed an unhealthy obsession with the 
notion of representation. They compared the mind to a mirror that reflects reality. In 
their view, knowledge is concerned with the accuracy of these reflections, and the 
strategy employed to obtain this knowledge--that of inspecting, repairing, and 
polishing the mirror--belongs to philosophy. Rorty’s book was a powerful critique of 
this imagery and the tradition of thought that it spawned. He argued that the 
questions about truth posed by Descartes, Kant, Hegel, and modern epistemologists
and philosophers of language simply couldn’t be answered and were, in any case, 
irrelevant to serious social and cultural inquiry. This stance provoked a barrage of 
criticism, but whatever the strengths of Rorty’s specific claims, the book had a 
therapeutic effect on philosophy. It reenergized pragmatism as an intellectual force,
steered philosophy back to its roots in the humanities, and helped to make 
alternatives to analytic philosophy a serious choice for young graduate students. 
Twenty-five years later, the book remains a must-read for anyone seriously 
concerned about the nature of philosophical inquiry and what philosophers can and
cannot do to help us understand and improve the world.

Richard Rorty (1931-2007) was a prolific philosopher and public intellectual who, 
throughout his illustrious career, taught at Princeton, the University of Virginia, and,
until his death, Stanford University.
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Rosca, Ninotchka. Endgame: The Fall of Marcos. New York. 1987. Franklin Watts. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0531150380. 196 pages. hardcover.
Jacket design by Carin Goldberg. Inventory # 14231. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Memory and research combine in this account of the fall
of Ferdinand Marcos and his regime in February of 1986 in the Philippines. Opening
with a description of the ‘spirit of the times,’ ENDGAME proceeds to an historical 
exposition of five major forces that shaped the uprising, from the underground 
revolutionary movement to the moderate reformers to the Washington government.
Hard data interweave with individual reminiscences to portray the growth of 
historical currents that overthrew the Marcos government in a four-day revolution 
that shook the foundations of American foreign policy in the Pacific. Written by a 
distinguished Filipina journalist, ENDGAME is unique in its advocacy that events in 
the Philippines be viewed from the eyes of Filipinos, that they be understood in 
terms of the needs and interests of those directly involved in and most affected by 
the change in regimes. Rosca clarifies for North American readers issues which are
often muddled on account of the polyglot nature of Philippine society. What do 
Filipinos mean when they speak of their country, of democracy, of the imperatives of
change, of religion, of communism? Blending eyewitness accounts, stirring 
testimony, exhaustive research and the author’s personal experience, ENDGAME 
will take the reader inside the events that shaped the most remarkable because 
peaceful assertion of collective will yet carried out in Asia. Here are the rebels, the 
reactionaries, the fifth columnists, the ordinary citizens, the catalysts and the 
demonstrators who reshaped the fate of a nation in less than a week.

Ninotchka Rosca (born in the Philippines in 1946) is a Filipina feminist, author, 
journalist and human rights activist who is active in the Mariposa Center for Change,
Sisterhood is Global and the initiating committee of the MARIPOSA ALLIANCE (Ma-
Al), a multi-racial, multi-ethnic women's activist center for understanding the 
intersectionality of class, race and gender oppressions, toward a more 
comprehensive practice of women's liberation.
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Rosca, Ninotchka. State of War. New York. 1988. Norton. 1st Printing. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 0393025446. 382 pages. hardcover. Jacket design and illustration by 
Antonina Krass. Inventory # 10283. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An endless festival amidst an endless war is the central 
image of this stunning novel about the Philippines of the Marcos era, a time of 
brutality, treachery, and betrayed passion. As the novel opens, our focus, in the 
Book of Acts, is on three young people - Eliza Hansen, Adrian Banyaga, and Anna 
Villaverde – as they arrive on the island of K________ for the annual festival. Adrian
is rich, innocent, handsome - the son of a leading family; Anna has been widowed in
the rebel struggle and was herself detained and tortured by the military; Eliza, the 
beautiful daughter of a courtesan, is now the object of the perverted desires of the 
depraved Colonel Amor, Anna’s tormentor. As the heat of the carnival brio rises, so
do intimations of revolution, for somewhere in the jungle the rebel leader Guevara is
plotting a terrorist act: a bomb will be placed at the speakers’ stand timed to explode
when the governor appears. Anna makes contact with the rebels, while Eliza plots to
kill Amor for what he has done to her friend. And Adrian is captured and drugged by
the colonel. As the tension builds, the novel moves back in time, in the Book of 
Numbers, on a headlong, magical, sometimes hallucinatory reprise of Filipino history
and the history of the families of the three young people. We learn of Japanese 
atrocities, Filipino greed and treachery, American coldness and venality. We learn 
how Adrian’s fortune was made, how Anna became the strange and silent thinker 
she is, how Eliza is distantly related by European blood to Anna. And we meet 
characters whose actions and intents, thoughts and feelings are literally fabulous - a
woman who forces icons to respond to prayers a distillery owner who is also master
of forty-two ways of self-indulgence, a self-contained maid who determines her 
master’s fate, a boy who falls in love with a saxophone, a teenage Chinese girl with
bound feet who dreams of the return of the Manchu Dynasty, a German chemist 
unable to brew beer.

Ninotchka Rosca (born in the Philippines in 1946) is a Filipina feminist, author, 
journalist and human rights activist.
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Rosca, Ninotchka. Twice Blessed. New York. 1992. Norton. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0393030911. 269 pages. hardcover. Jacket design and 
illustration by Bascove. Inventory # 16446. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Born to an impoverished branch of a warlord clan, the 
Basbas Twins, Hector and Katerina, maneuver through labyrinthine political intrigue
and momentary alliances to gain dominance within an aristocracy that despises 
them. For power, they trade what they most value, piece by piece - themselves and
each other - unaware that the process transforms them into an exaggerated image 
of the very aristocracy they set out to conquer. By the time Hector becomes a 
presidential candidate, the Twins are the aristocracy: shrewd, ruthless, with a keen 
instinct for human weakness and corruption, and, tragically for the country they seek
to lead, decidedly insane. A political crisis is precipitated by the incumbent president
who refuses to accept Hector’s election victory. Like roosters in a battle dance, the 
warlord clans cluster into rival factions and arm themselves with the triple currency 
of Philippine politics: guns, goons, and gold. The Twins become entangled in a 
Sisyphean dance wherein every act meant to ensure victory also lays the foundation
for their downfall. A hilarious military mutiny serves as the novel’s climax. Entwined 
in this larger story is the intimate story of Katerina and her lost loves. What begins 
as the story of a man’s drive for power metamorphoses into an account of what 
happens to women trapped in male-directed and male-dominated politics.

Ninotchka Rosca (born in the Philippines in 1946) is a Filipina feminist, author, 
journalist and human rights activist who is active in the Mariposa Center for Change,
Sisterhood is Global and the initiating committee of the MARIPOSA ALLIANCE (Ma-
Al), a multi-racial, multi-ethnic women's activist center for understanding the 
intersectionality of class, race and gender oppressions, toward a more 
comprehensive practice of women's liberation.
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Rose, Joel and Poe, Amos. La Pacifica: Volume 1 of 3. New York. 1994. Paradox 
Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. Illustrated by Tayyar Ozkan. paperback.
Inventory # 26398. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It's a question that haunts Don Cooper after his peaceful
life as the owner of La Pacifica, an idyllic coastal motel, is shattered by a madman's
homicidal rampage. LA PACIFICA, written by Joel Rose and Amos Poe and 
featuring black and white art by Tayyar Ozkan, plays with the conventions of the 
crime genre, especially with the notion of the femme fatale. LA PACIFICA‘s femme 
fatale is mysterious and deadly, and she might even be an incarnation of death 
itself.

Joel Rose is an American journalist and novelist. His novels include The Blackest 
Bird (2007), Kill the Poor (1988), and Kill Kill Faster Faster (1988). He also authored
the urban historical, New York Sawed in Half: An Urban Historical (2001). His 
journalism has appeared in Black Book Magazine, Bomb Magazine, Details, The 
Los Angeles Times, Marie Claire, New York Magazine, New York Newsday, The 
New York Times, and PAPER Magazine, among others. Amos Poe is an American
New York City-based director and screenwriter, described by The New York Times 
as a "pioneering indie filmmaker.
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Rose, Joel. Kill Kill Faster Faster. New York. 1997. Crown. 1st Printing. Very Good 
in Dustjacket. 0517708191. 213 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Whitney 
Cookman. Inventory # 24119. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Joey One-Way says that there is only one way he is 
getting out of prison - in a box. That is, until hot-shot TV and film producer, Markie 
Mann, pulls strings to spring Joey after he'd served seventeen and a half years in 
the joint for murdering his wife. On the outside Joey meets Fleur, Markie's wife, and 
that's when he starts heading for trouble. What he doesn't appreciate is that trouble 
is heading faster for him.

Joel Rose is an American journalist and novelist. His novels include The Blackest 
Bird (2007), Kill the Poor (1988), and Kill Kill Faster Faster (1988). He also authored
the urban historical, New York Sawed in Half: An Urban Historical (2001). His 
journalism has appeared in Black Book Magazine, Bomb Magazine, Details, The 
Los Angeles Times, Marie Claire, New York Magazine, New York Newsday, The 
New York Times, and PAPER Magazine, among others. He also established and co-
edited (with Catherine Texier) the Lower East Side quarterly literary magazine 
Between C & D (1983–1990), and has written for several television shows, including
Kojak and Miami Vice.
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Rose, Joel. Kill the Poor. New York. 1988. Atlantic Monthly Press. 1st Printing. Very
Good in Wrappers. 0871132605. 295 pages. paperback. Cover design by Lorraine 
Louie. Cover photograph by Nancy Crampton. Inventory # 27908. $9

FROM THE PUBLISHER - As incendiary as it is ultimately, tragically humane, KILL
THE POOR is about accommodation, assimilation, and the urban nightmare that is 
fully capable of bending the American dream beyond recognition. Jo-Jo Peltz makes
his living selling papers at his family’s Times Square newsstand. Returning from the
long road of hard drugs and deep confusion, desperate for a place to live, he and his
pregnant wife end up with a piece of a homesteading project. on the Lower East 
Side, on the same block where his grandparents first lived when they immigrated to
America in 1903. It's not a foreign planet to Jo-Jo: he used to buy his dope here, run
the mean streets, even attend the neighborhood synagogue when he was a boy, but
the terms of the once fabled melting pot have been changed by the faces and 
language of a new immigrant people. With Jo-Jo we contend with gentrifiers, 
homeboys, dealers, and police; with family, friends, and neighborhood people simply
bent on staying alive in an urban frontier where killing poverty pits each camp 
against all the others. And in his attempt to make a home for himself, his wife, and 
their newborn daughter, Jo-Jo finally confronts the man who is both his rival and his
double - a conflict that relentlessly leads to arson and death.

Joel Rose is an American journalist and novelist. His novels include The Blackest 
Bird (2007), Kill the Poor (1988), and Kill Kill Faster Faster (1988). He also authored
the urban historical, New York Sawed in Half: An Urban Historical (2001). His 
journalism has appeared in Black Book Magazine, Bomb Magazine, Details, The 
Los Angeles Times, Marie Claire, New York Magazine, New York Newsday, The 
New York Times, and PAPER Magazine, among others. He also established and co-
edited (with Catherine Texier) the Lower East Side quarterly literary magazine 
Between C & D (1983–1990), and has written for several television shows, including
Kojak and Miami Vice.
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Rose, Joel. Kill the Poor. New York. 1988. Atlantic Monthly Press. 1st Printing. Very
Good in Wrappers. 0871132605. 295 pages. paperback. Inventory # 26511. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - As incendiary as it is ultimately, tragically humane, KILL
THE POOR is about accommodation, assimilation, and the urban nightmare that is 
fully capable of bending the American dream beyond recognition. Jo-Jo Peltz makes
his living selling papers at his family’s Times Square newsstand. Returning from the
long road of hard drugs and deep confusion, desperate for a place to live, he and his
pregnant wife end up with a piece of a homesteading project. on the Lower East 
Side, on the same block where his grandparents first lived when they immigrated to
America in 1903. It's not a foreign planet to Jo-Jo: he used to buy his dope here, run
the mean streets, even attend the neighborhood synagogue when he was a boy, but
the terms of the once fabled melting pot have been changed by the faces and 
language of a new immigrant people. With Jo-Jo we contend with gentrifiers, 
homeboys, dealers, and police; with family, friends, and neighborhood people simply
bent on staying alive in an urban frontier where killing poverty pits each camp 
against all the others. And in his attempt to make a home for himself, his wife, and 
their newborn daughter, Jo-Jo finally confronts the man who is both his rival and his
double - a conflict that relentlessly leads to arson and death.

Joel Rose is an American journalist and novelist. His novels include The Blackest 
Bird (2007), Kill the Poor (1988), and Kill Kill Faster Faster (1988). He also authored
the urban historical, New York Sawed in Half: An Urban Historical (2001). His 
journalism has appeared in Black Book Magazine, Bomb Magazine, Details, The 
Los Angeles Times, Marie Claire, New York Magazine, New York Newsday, The 
New York Times, and PAPER Magazine, among others. He also established and co-
edited (with Catherine Texier) the Lower East Side quarterly literary magazine 
Between C & D (1983–1990), and has written for several television shows, including
Kojak and Miami Vice.
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Rose, Phyllis. The Year of Reading Proust: A Memoir in Real Time. New York. 1997.
Scribner. Uncorrected Proofs. Very Good in Wrappers. 0684839849. 268 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 23985. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - You don't have to live through an unhappy childhood or a
celebrity adulthood to write an autobiography. You need patience, an almost 
reckless candor, and a close-to-scientific pursuit of truth. This is what Rose learned 
from Proust, and she puts the hypothesis to the test in The Year of Reading Proust.
Opening with a bravura description of the experience of reading In Search of Lost 
Time - which freed her to write about her own life - she goes on to describe 
experiences as ordinary as channel surfing and as remarkable as a visit to a hermit.
In a work that's striking in its honesty, she writes about marriage, friendship, 
childbirth, and intimations of mortality. She tells the story of a failed romance and 
enduring friendship with a man who happens to be gay; of caring for an elderly 
mother who gets sharper mentally as her body decays; and of giving a dinner party 
for a guest whose identity is unknown. Kaleidoscopically, with wit and insight, Rose
provides a model for the enjoyment of daily life as she writes about her days on a 
college campus, in the city, in a winter writer's roost. Each chapter is keyed to 
another book that was important to the author during her year of reading Proust, and
she moves from daily experience to what she's read and back again in subtle 
celebration of how books can help you live.

Phyllis Rose (born October 26, 1942) is an American literary critic, essayist, 
biographer, and educator.keywords

Literature Memoir 
Proust France Literary
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Rosen, Charley. The Chosen Game: A Jewish Basketball History. Lincoln. 2017. 
University of Nebraska Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9780803255432. 216 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 42005. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A few years after its invention by James Naismith, 
basketball became the primary sport in the crowded streets of the Jewish 
neighborhood on New York's Lower East Side. Participating in the new game was a
quick and enjoyable way to become Americanized. Jews not only dominated the 
sport for the next fifty plus years but were also instrumental in modernizing the 
game. Barney Sedran was considered the best player in the country at the City 
College of New York from 1909 to 1911. In 1927 Abe Saperstein took over 
management of the Harlem Globetrotters, playing a key role in popularizing and 
integrating the game. Later he helped found the American Basketball Association 
and introduced the three-point shot. More recently, Nancy Lieberman played in a 
men's pro summer league and became the first woman to coach a men's pro team,
and Larry Brown became the only coach to win both NCAA and the NBA 
championships. While the influence of Jewish players, referees, coaches, and 
administrators has gradually diminished since the mid-1950s, the current basketball
scene features numerous Jews in important positions. Through interviews and lively
anecdotes from franchise owners, coaches, players, and referees, The Chosen 
Game explores the contribution of Jews to the evolution of present-day pro 
basketball.

Charley Rosen is a writer whose work appears regularly on hoopshype.com 
(USA Today Sports) and Fanragsports.com. He previously worked as an NBA 
analyst for FOXSports.com and is the author of twenty-one sports books, including 
Perfectly Awful: The Philadelphia 76ers’ Horrendous and Hilarious 1972–1973 
Season (Nebraska, 2014) and Crazy Basketball: A Life In and Out of Bounds 
(Nebraska, 2011). He has coauthored two books with NBA coach Phil Jackson.
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Rosen, Charley. The Chosen Game: A Jewish Basketball History. Lincoln. 2017. 
University of Nebraska Press. Advance Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers.
9780803255432. 216 pages. paperback. Inventory # 42005. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A few years after its invention by James Naismith, 
basketball became the primary sport in the crowded streets of the Jewish 
neighborhood on New York's Lower East Side. Participating in the new game was a
quick and enjoyable way to become Americanized. Jews not only dominated the 
sport for the next fifty plus years but were also instrumental in modernizing the 
game. Barney Sedran was considered the best player in the country at the City 
College of New York from 1909 to 1911. In 1927 Abe Saperstein took over 
management of the Harlem Globetrotters, playing a key role in popularizing and 
integrating the game. Later he helped found the American Basketball Association 
and introduced the three-point shot. More recently, Nancy Lieberman played in a 
men's pro summer league and became the first woman to coach a men's pro team,
and Larry Brown became the only coach to win both NCAA and the NBA 
championships. While the influence of Jewish players, referees, coaches, and 
administrators has gradually diminished since the mid-1950s, the current basketball
scene features numerous Jews in important positions. Through interviews and lively
anecdotes from franchise owners, coaches, players, and referees, The Chosen 
Game explores the contribution of Jews to the evolution of present-day pro 
basketball.

Charley Rosen is a writer whose work appears regularly on hoopshype.com 
(USA Today Sports) and Fanragsports.com. He previously worked as an NBA 
analyst for FOXSports.com and is the author of twenty-one sports books, including 
Perfectly Awful: The Philadelphia 76ers’ Horrendous and Hilarious 1972–1973 
Season (Nebraska, 2014) and Crazy Basketball: A Life In and Out of Bounds 
(Nebraska, 2011). He has coauthored two books with NBA coach Phil Jackson.
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Rosen, Kenneth (editor). The Man To Send Rain Clouds: Contemporary Stories By
American Indians. New York. 1975. Vintage Books. Reprinted Paperback Edition. 
Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 0394720164. Illustrations by R. C. Gorman & 
Aaron Yava. 179 pages. paperback. V-2016. Jacket painting courtesy of Paul 
Wesson. Inventory # 3800. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Nineteen stories that reflect the preoccupations of young
Native Americans today. From the title story by Leslie Silko (a 25-year-old Laguna 
Pueblo), which is a beautifully understated celebration of the death of a beloved 
Indian grandfather, to ‘Kaiser and the War: ’ by Simon J. Ortiz (an Acoma Pueblo), in
which a ‘crazy’ Indian brave goes to jail rather than serve in the U.S. Army, the 
stories in this volume all convey the conflict between the Indian heritage, ‘the 
insistent drums of tradition: ’ and the Indian’s inferior status in American society 
today. ‘The subject matter ranges from murder described with icy detachment to an
entanglement of nephew, uncle, and goat, where the comedy is slap-stick and the 
sentiment delicate as a soap bubbles’ - Atlantic Monthly Press.

KENNETH ROSEN, a graduate of Cornell University, received his M.A. from San 
Francisco State College, and his Ph.D. from the University of New Mexico. He 
received two Ford Foundation grants for the purpose of searching out fiction being 
written by young Native Americans. He is currently Professor of English at Dickinson
College, Carlisle, Pennsylvania.
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Rosenbaum, Fred. Cosmopolitans: A Social and Cultural History of the Jews of the
San Francisco Bay Area. Berkeley. 2009. University Of California Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780520259133. 38 b/w photographs. 
462 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37489. $39.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Levi Strauss, A.L. Gump, Yehudi Menuhin, Gertrude 
Stein, Adolph Sutro, Congresswoman Florence Prag Kahn--Jewish people have 
been so enmeshed in life in and around San Francisco that their story is a chronicle
of the metropolis itself. Since the Gold Rush, Bay Area Jews have countered 
stereotypes, working as farmers and miners, boxers and mountaineers. They were
Gold Rush pioneers, Gilded Age tycoons, and Progressive Era reformers. Told 
through an astonishing range of characters and events, Cosmopolitans illuminates
many aspects of Jewish life in the area: the high profile of Jewish women, 
extraordinary achievements in the business world, the cultural creativity of the 
second generation, the bitter debate about the proper response to the Holocaust 
and Zionism, and much more. Focusing in rich detail on the first hundred years after
the Gold Rush, the book also takes the story up to the present day, demonstrating 
how unusually strong affinities for the arts and for the struggle for social justice have
characterized this community even as it has changed over time. Cosmopolitans, set
in the uncommonly diverse Bay Area, is a truly unique chapter of the Jewish 
experience in America.

Fred Rosenbaum is Founding Director of Lehrhaus Judaica and the author, with 
Joseph Pell, of Taking Risks: A Jewish Youth in the Soviet Partisans and his 
Unlikely Life in California and Visions of Reform: Congregation Emanu-El and the 
Jews of San Francisco, among other books.
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Rosenbaum, Jonathan. Discovering Orson Welles. Berkeley. 2007. University Of 
California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520251236. 
336 pages. paperback. Inventory # 36480. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Of the dozens of books written about Orson Welles, most
focus on the central enigma of Welles’s career: why did someone so extravagantly 
talented neglect to finish so many projects? Film critic Jonathan Rosenbaum has 
long believed that to dwell on this aspect of the Welles canon is to overlook the 
wealth of information available by studying the unrealized works. Discovering Orson
Welles collects Rosenbaum’s writings to date on Welles—some thirty-five years of 
them—and makes an irrefutable case for the seriousness of his work, illuminating 
both Welles the artist and Welles the man. The book is also a chronicle of 
Rosenbaum’s highly personal writer’s journey and his efforts to arrive at the truth. 
The essays, interviews, and reviews are arranged chronologically and are 
accompanied by commentary that updates the scholarship. Highlights include 
Rosenbaum’s 1972 interview with Welles about his first Hollywood project, Heart of
Darkness; Rosenbaum’s rebuttal to Pauline Kael’s famous essay ‘Raising Kane’; 
detailed essays and comprehensive discussions of Welles’s major unfinished work, 
including two unrealized projects, The Big Brass Ring and The Cradle Will Rock; 
and an account of Rosenbaum’s work as consultant on the 1998 re-editing of Touch
of Evil, based on a studio memo by Welles.

Jonathan Rosenbaum writes film criticism for the Chicago Reader and has written 
on film for many other publications. He is also the author of many books, including 
Movies as Politics (UC Press, 1997).
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Rosenberg, David (editor). A Poet's Bible: Rediscovering the Voices of the Original 
Text. New York. 1991. Hyperion. 1st Edition. Crease To Top Corner Of Front Free 
Endpaper,Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 1562829882. 410 pages. hardcover.
Jacket illustration by Melanie Marder Parks. Inventory # 20429. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In THE BOOK OF J, Rosenberg’s translations from the 
ancient Hebrew audaciously and authoritatively reclaimed the Bible’s first great 
writer. Now, with A POET’S BIBLE, Rosenberg presents a fresh retelling of the 
Bible’s greatest tales, which introduces 15 new authors and reveals the imaginative
power of the original verse.

David Rosenberg (born August 1, 1943 in Detroit, Michigan) is an American poet, 
biblical translator, editor, and educator.
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Rosenfeld, Richard N. American Aurora: A Democratic-Republican Returns: The 
Suppressed History of Our nation’s Beginnings & the Heroic Newspaper That Tried
To Report It. New York. 1997. St Martin's Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 0312150520. Foreword by Edmund S. Morgan. 989 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket Design by Henry Sene Yee. Inventory # 24154. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - One of the most original and radical works of American 
history in recent years. American Aurora is the absorbing story of the nation’s 
leading opposition newspaper from 1790 through 1800. Richard Rosenfeld’s 
dramatic epic traces the incendiary history of the young American nation in the 
1790s, and chronicles the birth and near-death of civil liberties in that turbulent 
decade. Rosenfeld, who has exhaustively examined the Philadelphia Aurora, has 
chosen as his heroes its two young editors, Benjamin Bache, Benjamin Franklin’s 
grandson, and William Duane, who fearlessly waged a decade-long campaign to 
keep Americas Founding Fathers true to their original mission. They claimed that 
George Washington was not the true ‘father of his country.’ but a completely 
incompetent commander-in-chief, and that John Adams, his presidential successor,
wanted a monarchy and was plotting to be king. As a result of their inflammatory 
articles, both editors were arrested. Bache died awaiting trial, and the paper was 
briefly silenced. Nonetheless, the Aurora was eventually successful in persuading 
the nation to oust Adams and to usher in a Jeffersonian democracy, of which 
Benjamin Franklin, the true father of our country, could only dream. Revisionist, 
daring and brilliantly conceived, this is a work of enormous power that indisputably 
rewrites the early history of our nation and champions the civil liberties on which the
country was founded.

Born in Boston in 1941, the son and grandson of printers, Richard Neil Rosenfeld is
an independent scholar who lives in Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts. He holds degrees
from Yale, Columbia, and Boston Universities, is a Councillor at the American 
Antiquarian Society, and is an Associate Fellow at Yale’s Timothy Dwight College.
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Rosenthal, Daniel. 100 Shakespeare Films. London. 2007. British Film Institute. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781844571703. 272 pages. paperback.
Inventory # 36276. $11.25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Shakespeare’s plays have inspired British Oscar-winners
and spaghetti Westerns, Bollywood thrillers, and Soviet epics. Covering twenty 
plays, Daniel Rosenthal’s selection of 100 Shakespeare films spans a century of 
cinema, from a silent Tempest (1907) to Kenneth Branagh’s As You Like It (2006). 
Fifty of the films retain Shakespeare’s language, among them Laurence Olivier’s 
Henry V and Orson Welles’s Othello. Alongside these are forty genre adaptations 
using modernized dialogue and re-imagined characters: Macbeth as a gangster in 
Joe Macbeth and Maqbool; Othello as a jazz pianist in All Night Long. Rosenthal 
also assesses twenty-five foreign-language titles. Presented alphabetically by 
Shakespeare play, each chapter begins with a synopsis, and the film essays explore
cinematography, design, dialogue, music, and performance.

Daniel Rosenthal is an author, editor, journalist, and lecturer.
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Ross, Ellen (editor). Slum Travelers: Ladies and London Poverty, 1860-1920. 
Berkeley. 2007. University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in
Wrappers. 9780520249066. 342 pages. paperback. Inventory # 36368. $21.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Late-nineteenth-century Britain saw the privileged 
classes forsake society balls and gatherings to turn their considerable resources to 
investigating and relieving poverty. By the 1890s at least half a million women were 
involved in philanthropy, particularly in London. Slum Travelers, edited, annotated, 
and with a superb introduction by Ellen Ross, collects a fascinating array of the 
writings of these ‘lady explorers,’ who were active in the east, south, and central 
London slums from around 1870 until the end of World War I. Contributors range 
from the well known, including Annie Besant, Sylvia Pankhurst, and Beatrice Webb 
(then Potter), to the obscure. The collection reclaims an important group of writers 
whose representations of urban poverty have been eclipsed by better-known male 
authors such as Charles Dickens and Jack London.

Ellen Ross is Professor of History and Women’s Studies at Ramapo College of New
Jersey. She is the author of Love and Toil: Motherhood in Outcast London (1993) 
and many articles on London and women’s history.
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Ross, Margaret. A Timeshare. Richmond. 2015. Omnidawn Publishing. Advance 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430120. 6 x 9". 104 pages. 
paperback. Inventory #  44222. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Winner of the Omnidawn 1st/2nd Poetry Book Prize. 
Margaret Ross’s debut unearths the corporeal in the most desolate reaches of 
corporate speech: Futures exchange. Human resources. Personal life. Lush and 
visceral, A Timeshare knows that questions and crises of individual existence are 
inextricably bound to shared experience, touching the concrete through the 
metaphysical. What time is it? What’s time? Your shadow renders you a human 
sundial. “Countdown,” the book begins. “A Timeshare channels that crepuscular 
space between waking and dreaming. These poems emit the ghostly ambience of 
‘voices wafting past their sentences’ and ‘notes across a promissory silence.’ It’s as 
if someone was singing from the shadows, or the shadows themselves were singing
throughout this stunning, truly singular debut.” - Terrance Hayes.

Margaret Ross is the author of a chapbook, Decay Constant. She has received 
fellowships from the Iowa Writers’ Workshop and the Fulbright Program and lives in
New Haven.
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Ross, Tony. Foxy Fables. New York. 1986. Dial Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0803702914. Illustrated by Tony Ross. unpaginated. hardcover. Cover 
art by Tony Ross. Inventory # 3734. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Contemporary retellings of six fables from Aesop, 
including ‘The Fox and the Crow,’ ‘The Stag and his Mirrors,’ and ‘The Hare and the
Tortoise.’. In his own inimitable style , Ross has ‘modernized’ six of Aesop’s fables 
all but one featuring a fox. In a raucous voice, the audacious crow in ‘The Fox and 
the Crow’ sings ‘Madame Butterfly’ and ‘Tiptoe Through the Tulips’ to a strolling fox 
in gentlemanly garb. A boastful tortoise in a bar vows that he’s more skilled at 
running than the clumsy hare, who, during the arranged race, knocks himself 
unconscious by banging his head on a low tree branch, thus allowing the tortoise to
win the race. Such is the humor that Ross employs in both stories and illustrations a
tactic that will certainly elicit scorn from purists. These fables bear no morals; indeed
they seem to be written purely for entertainment. The visages both wily and foolish 
of the humorous cartoon-like characters that adorn this book (drawn in watercolor 
with pen-and-ink) bear out this feeling.’ - SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL. Grades 1
-3.

Tony Ross (born 10 August 1938) is a British illustrator and author of children's 
picture books.
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Ross, Tony. Hansel & Gretel. Woodstock. 1994. Overlook Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 087951535x. Illustrated by Tony Ross. 
unpaginated. hardcover. Cover illustration by Tony Ross. Inventory # 24410. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A retelling of the well-known tale in which two children 
are left in the woods but find their way home despite an encounter with a wicked 
witch.

Tony Ross (born 10 August 1938) is a British illustrator and author of children's 
picture books. In Britain he may be known best for illustrating the Horrid Henry 
series by Francesca Simon. He has also illustrated the Amber Brown series by 
Paula Danziger, the Dr. Xargle series by Jeanne Willis, and the Harry The 
Poisonous Centipede series by Lynne Reid Banks. For his contribution as a 
children's illustrator he was U.K. nominee for the biennial, international Hans 
Christian Andersen Award in 2004. In 1986 Ross won the Deutscher 
Jugendliteraturpreis, picture books category, for Ich komm dich holen!, the German-
language edition of I'm coming to get you! (Andersen, 1984). For the third Dr. Xargle
book with Willis, Dr. Xargle's book of Earth Tiggers, about cats, he was highly 
commended runner up for the 1990 Kate Greenaway Medal from the Library 
Association, recognising the year's best children's book by a British subject. Among
WorldCat participating libraries, the eight most widely held works by Ross are Amber
Brown books written by Danziger. The most widely held book written and illustrated
by Ross is I Want Two Birthdays (2008), which is represented in ten languages. 
Ross was born in London. He studied at the Liverpool School of Art and Design and
had many jobs, including a cartoonist. In Britain, Ross was a commended runner up
for the annual Greenaway Medal.
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Ross, Tony. I'm Coming To Get You!. New York. 1984. Dial Press. 1st Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0803701195. Illustrated by Tony Ross. unpaginated. hardcover.
Cover art by Tony Ross. Inventory # 2758. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - After eating all the planets in outer space, a horrible 
monster gets a big surprise when it comes to Earth and tries to capture a little boy.

Tony Ross (born 10 August 1938) is a British illustrator and author of children's 
picture books. In Britain he may be known best for illustrating the Horrid Henry 
series by Francesca Simon. He has also illustrated the Amber Brown series by 
Paula Danziger, the Dr. Xargle series by Jeanne Willis, and the Harry The 
Poisonous Centipede series by Lynne Reid Banks. For his contribution as a 
children's illustrator he was U.K. nominee for the biennial, international Hans 
Christian Andersen Award in 2004. In 1986 Ross won the Deutscher 
Jugendliteraturpreis, picture books category, for Ich komm dich holen!, the German-
language edition of I'm coming to get you! (Andersen, 1984). For the third Dr. Xargle
book with Willis, Dr. Xargle's book of Earth Tiggers, about cats, he was highly 
commended runner up for the 1990 Kate Greenaway Medal from the Library 
Association, recognising the year's best children's book by a British subject. Among
WorldCat participating libraries, the eight most widely held works by Ross are Amber
Brown books written by Danziger. The most widely held book written and illustrated
by Ross is I Want Two Birthdays (2008), which is represented in ten languages. 
Ross was born in London. He studied at the Liverpool School of Art and Design and
had many jobs, including a cartoonist. In Britain, Ross was a commended runner up
for the annual Greenaway Medal.
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Ross, Tony. Jack the Giantkiller. London. 1983. Andersen Press. 1st Edition. Fine in
Hardcover.No Dustjacket. 0862640601. Illustrated by Tony Ross. unpaginated. 
hardcover. Cover art by Tony Ross. Inventory # 9771. $6.75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A lad wanders far and wide slaying giants and saving 
defenseless people.

Tony Ross (born 10 August 1938) is a British illustrator and author of children's 
picture books. In Britain he may be known best for illustrating the Horrid Henry 
series by Francesca Simon. He has also illustrated the Amber Brown series by 
Paula Danziger, the Dr. Xargle series by Jeanne Willis, and the Harry The 
Poisonous Centipede series by Lynne Reid Banks. For his contribution as a 
children's illustrator he was U.K. nominee for the biennial, international Hans 
Christian Andersen Award in 2004. In 1986 Ross won the Deutscher 
Jugendliteraturpreis, picture books category, for Ich komm dich holen!, the German-
language edition of I'm coming to get you! (Andersen, 1984). For the third Dr. Xargle
book with Willis, Dr. Xargle's book of Earth Tiggers, about cats, he was highly 
commended runner up for the 1990 Kate Greenaway Medal from the Library 
Association, recognising the year's best children's book by a British subject. Among
WorldCat participating libraries, the eight most widely held works by Ross are Amber
Brown books written by Danziger. The most widely held book written and illustrated
by Ross is I Want Two Birthdays (2008), which is represented in ten languages. 
Ross was born in London. He studied at the Liverpool School of Art and Design and
had many jobs, including a cartoonist. In Britain, Ross was a commended runner up
for the annual Greenaway Medal.
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Ross, Tony. Oscar Got the Blame. New York. 1988. Dial Press. 1st Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0803704976. Illustrated by Tony Ross. unpaginated. hardcover.
Cover art by Tony Ross. Inventory # 9602. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An outrageous story about an imaginary friend. It was 
Oscar’s friend Billy who brought mud into the house, dressed the dog in Dad’s 
clothes and put frogs in Granny’s slippers - so why did Oscar get the blame? No one
ever seemed to be able to see Billy - except Oscar, of course!

Tony Ross (born 10 August 1938) is a British illustrator and author of children's 
picture books. In Britain he may be known best for illustrating the Horrid Henry 
series by Francesca Simon. He has also illustrated the Amber Brown series by 
Paula Danziger, the Dr. Xargle series by Jeanne Willis, and the Harry The 
Poisonous Centipede series by Lynne Reid Banks. For his contribution as a 
children's illustrator he was U.K. nominee for the biennial, international Hans 
Christian Andersen Award in 2004. In 1986 Ross won the Deutscher 
Jugendliteraturpreis, picture books category, for Ich komm dich holen!, the German-
language edition of I'm coming to get you! (Andersen, 1984). For the third Dr. Xargle
book with Willis, Dr. Xargle's book of Earth Tiggers, about cats, he was highly 
commended runner up for the 1990 Kate Greenaway Medal from the Library 
Association, recognising the year's best children's book by a British subject. Among
WorldCat participating libraries, the eight most widely held works by Ross are Amber
Brown books written by Danziger. The most widely held book written and illustrated
by Ross is I Want Two Birthdays (2008), which is represented in ten languages. 
Ross was born in London. He studied at the Liverpool School of Art and Design and
had many jobs, including a cartoonist. In Britain, Ross was a commended runner up
for the annual Greenaway Medal.
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Ross, Tony. Puss in Boots: The Story of a Sneaky Cat. New York. 1981. Delacorte
Press. 1st American Printing. Small Mark From A Price Sticker At Top Of Front Free
Endpaper,Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket.Library Edition. 0440071577. 
Illustrated by Tony Ross. unpaginated. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Tony Ross. 
Inventory # 2554. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Tony Ross lends his devilish humor to the tale of the wily
cat in the bright yellow boots.

Tony Ross (born 10 August 1938) is a British illustrator and author of children's 
picture books. In Britain he may be known best for illustrating the Horrid Henry 
series by Francesca Simon. He has also illustrated the Amber Brown series by 
Paula Danziger, the Dr. Xargle series by Jeanne Willis, and the Harry The 
Poisonous Centipede series by Lynne Reid Banks. For his contribution as a 
children's illustrator he was U.K. nominee for the biennial, international Hans 
Christian Andersen Award in 2004. In 1986 Ross won the Deutscher 
Jugendliteraturpreis, picture books category, for Ich komm dich holen!, the German-
language edition of I'm coming to get you! (Andersen, 1984). For the third Dr. Xargle
book with Willis, Dr. Xargle's book of Earth Tiggers, about cats, he was highly 
commended runner up for the 1990 Kate Greenaway Medal from the Library 
Association, recognising the year's best children's book by a British subject. Among
WorldCat participating libraries, the eight most widely held works by Ross are Amber
Brown books written by Danziger. The most widely held book written and illustrated
by Ross is I Want Two Birthdays (2008), which is represented in ten languages. 
Ross was born in London. He studied at the Liverpool School of Art and Design and
had many jobs, including a cartoonist. In Britain, Ross was a commended runner up
for the annual Greenaway Medal.
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Ross, Tony. Stone Soup. New York. 1987. Dial Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0803704003. Illustrated by Tony Ross. unpaginated. hardcover. Cover 
art by Tony Ross. Inventory # 8091. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A clever hen manages to stall a hungry wolf’s plans to 
make a meal of her by persuading him to taste her stone soup first. Mother Hen is 
going to be in the soup herself unless she can fend off a hungry Big, Bad Wolf with.
Stone Soup.

Tony Ross (born 10 August 1938) is a British illustrator and author of children's 
picture books. In Britain he may be known best for illustrating the Horrid Henry 
series by Francesca Simon. He has also illustrated the Amber Brown series by 
Paula Danziger, the Dr. Xargle series by Jeanne Willis, and the Harry The 
Poisonous Centipede series by Lynne Reid Banks. For his contribution as a 
children's illustrator he was U.K. nominee for the biennial, international Hans 
Christian Andersen Award in 2004. In 1986 Ross won the Deutscher 
Jugendliteraturpreis, picture books category, for Ich komm dich holen!, the German-
language edition of I'm coming to get you! (Andersen, 1984). For the third Dr. Xargle
book with Willis, Dr. Xargle's book of Earth Tiggers, about cats, he was highly 
commended runner up for the 1990 Kate Greenaway Medal from the Library 
Association, recognising the year's best children's book by a British subject. Among
WorldCat participating libraries, the eight most widely held works by Ross are Amber
Brown books written by Danziger. The most widely held book written and illustrated
by Ross is I Want Two Birthdays (2008), which is represented in ten languages. 
Ross was born in London. He studied at the Liverpool School of Art and Design and
had many jobs, including a cartoonist. In Britain, Ross was a commended runner up
for the annual Greenaway Medal.
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Ross, Tony. Super Dooper Jezebel. New York. 1988. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374336601. Illustrated by Tony Ross. 
unpaginated. hardcover. Cover art by Tony Ross. Inventory # 10933. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A perfectly behaved girl who enjoys telling other children
how to behave receives an unwelcome surprise.

Tony Ross (born 10 August 1938) is a British illustrator and author of children's 
picture books. In Britain he may be known best for illustrating the Horrid Henry 
series by Francesca Simon. He has also illustrated the Amber Brown series by 
Paula Danziger, the Dr. Xargle series by Jeanne Willis, and the Harry The 
Poisonous Centipede series by Lynne Reid Banks. For his contribution as a 
children's illustrator he was U.K. nominee for the biennial, international Hans 
Christian Andersen Award in 2004. In 1986 Ross won the Deutscher 
Jugendliteraturpreis, picture books category, for Ich komm dich holen!, the German-
language edition of I'm coming to get you! (Andersen, 1984). For the third Dr. Xargle
book with Willis, Dr. Xargle's book of Earth Tiggers, about cats, he was highly 
commended runner up for the 1990 Kate Greenaway Medal from the Library 
Association, recognising the year's best children's book by a British subject. Among
WorldCat participating libraries, the eight most widely held works by Ross are Amber
Brown books written by Danziger. The most widely held book written and illustrated
by Ross is I Want Two Birthdays (2008), which is represented in ten languages. 
Ross was born in London. He studied at the Liverpool School of Art and Design and
had many jobs, including a cartoonist. In Britain, Ross was a commended runner up
for the annual Greenaway Medal.
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Ross, Tony. The Enchanted Pig. New York. 1983. Peter Bedrick. 1st American 
Edition. Fine in Library Binding.No Dustjacket. 0911745009. Illustrated by Tony 
Ross. hardcover. Cover art by Tony Ross. Inventory # 3206. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - After each of her two elder sisters marries a fine lord, the
youngest princess is devastated when a pig comes to the castle and asks for her 
hand.

Tony Ross (born 10 August 1938) is a British illustrator and author of children's 
picture books. In Britain he may be known best for illustrating the Horrid Henry 
series by Francesca Simon. He has also illustrated the Amber Brown series by 
Paula Danziger, the Dr. Xargle series by Jeanne Willis, and the Harry The 
Poisonous Centipede series by Lynne Reid Banks. For his contribution as a 
children's illustrator he was U.K. nominee for the biennial, international Hans 
Christian Andersen Award in 2004. In 1986 Ross won the Deutscher 
Jugendliteraturpreis, picture books category, for Ich komm dich holen!, the German-
language edition of I'm coming to get you! (Andersen, 1984). For the third Dr. Xargle
book with Willis, Dr. Xargle's book of Earth Tiggers, about cats, he was highly 
commended runner up for the 1990 Kate Greenaway Medal from the Library 
Association, recognising the year's best children's book by a British subject. Among
WorldCat participating libraries, the eight most widely held works by Ross are Amber
Brown books written by Danziger. The most widely held book written and illustrated
by Ross is I Want Two Birthdays (2008), which is represented in ten languages. 
Ross was born in London. He studied at the Liverpool School of Art and Design and
had many jobs, including a cartoonist. In Britain, Ross was a commended runner up
for the annual Greenaway Medal.
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Ross, Tony. The Greedy Litle Cobbler. New York. 1980. Barron's. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Hardcover With Slightly Worn Boards, Mostly Near The Top 
Spine.No Dustjacket. 0812053893. Illustrated by Tony Ross. unpaginated. 
hardcover. Cover art by Tony Ross. Inventory # 2521. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A cobbler who decides to charge lots of money for his 
services instead of bartering learns it doesn't pay to be greedy.

Tony Ross (born 10 August 1938) is a British illustrator and author of children's 
picture books. In Britain he may be known best for illustrating the Horrid Henry 
series by Francesca Simon. He has also illustrated the Amber Brown series by 
Paula Danziger, the Dr. Xargle series by Jeanne Willis, and the Harry The 
Poisonous Centipede series by Lynne Reid Banks. For his contribution as a 
children's illustrator he was U.K. nominee for the biennial, international Hans 
Christian Andersen Award in 2004. In 1986 Ross won the Deutscher 
Jugendliteraturpreis, picture books category, for Ich komm dich holen!, the German-
language edition of I'm coming to get you! (Andersen, 1984). For the third Dr. Xargle
book with Willis, Dr. Xargle's book of Earth Tiggers, about cats, he was highly 
commended runner up for the 1990 Kate Greenaway Medal from the Library 
Association, recognising the year's best children's book by a British subject. Among
WorldCat participating libraries, the eight most widely held works by Ross are Amber
Brown books written by Danziger. The most widely held book written and illustrated
by Ross is I Want Two Birthdays (2008), which is represented in ten languages. 
Ross was born in London. He studied at the Liverpool School of Art and Design and
had many jobs, including a cartoonist. In Britain, Ross was a commended runner up
for the annual Greenaway Medal.
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Ross, Tony. The Three Pigs. New York. 1983. Pantheon Books. 1st American 
Edition. Fine in Library Binding.No Dustjacket. 0394961439. Illustrated by Tony 
Ross. hardcover. Cover art by Tony Ross. Inventory # 3207. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this version of the traditional tale, the three little pigs 
leave a cramped high rise apartment in the city to cast their lots in the country.

Tony Ross (born 10 August 1938) is a British illustrator and author of children's 
picture books. In Britain he may be known best for illustrating the Horrid Henry 
series by Francesca Simon. He has also illustrated the Amber Brown series by 
Paula Danziger, the Dr. Xargle series by Jeanne Willis, and the Harry The 
Poisonous Centipede series by Lynne Reid Banks. For his contribution as a 
children's illustrator he was U.K. nominee for the biennial, international Hans 
Christian Andersen Award in 2004. In 1986 Ross won the Deutscher 
Jugendliteraturpreis, picture books category, for Ich komm dich holen!, the German-
language edition of I'm coming to get you! (Andersen, 1984). For the third Dr. Xargle
book with Willis, Dr. Xargle's book of Earth Tiggers, about cats, he was highly 
commended runner up for the 1990 Kate Greenaway Medal from the Library 
Association, recognising the year's best children's book by a British subject. Among
WorldCat participating libraries, the eight most widely held works by Ross are Amber
Brown books written by Danziger. The most widely held book written and illustrated
by Ross is I Want Two Birthdays (2008), which is represented in ten languages. 
Ross was born in London. He studied at the Liverpool School of Art and Design and
had many jobs, including a cartoonist. In Britain, Ross was a commended runner up
for the annual Greenaway Medal.
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Ross, Tony. Towser and the Terrible Thing. New York. 1984. Pantheon Books. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Hardcover. 0394865413. Illustrated by Tony Ross. 
unpaginated. hardcover. Cover art by Tony Ross. Inventory # 2694. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Meet Towser - intrepid, resourceful, and completely 
lovable - everybody’s favorite mutt!

Tony Ross (born 10 August 1938) is a British illustrator and author of children's 
picture books. In Britain he may be known best for illustrating the Horrid Henry 
series by Francesca Simon. He has also illustrated the Amber Brown series by 
Paula Danziger, the Dr. Xargle series by Jeanne Willis, and the Harry The 
Poisonous Centipede series by Lynne Reid Banks. For his contribution as a 
children's illustrator he was U.K. nominee for the biennial, international Hans 
Christian Andersen Award in 2004. In 1986 Ross won the Deutscher 
Jugendliteraturpreis, picture books category, for Ich komm dich holen!, the German-
language edition of I'm coming to get you! (Andersen, 1984). For the third Dr. Xargle
book with Willis, Dr. Xargle's book of Earth Tiggers, about cats, he was highly 
commended runner up for the 1990 Kate Greenaway Medal from the Library 
Association, recognising the year's best children's book by a British subject. Among
WorldCat participating libraries, the eight most widely held works by Ross are Amber
Brown books written by Danziger. The most widely held book written and illustrated
by Ross is I Want Two Birthdays (2008), which is represented in ten languages. 
Ross was born in London. He studied at the Liverpool School of Art and Design and
had many jobs, including a cartoonist. In Britain, Ross was a commended runner up
for the annual Greenaway Medal.
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Ross, Tony. Towser and the Water Rats. New York. 1984. Pantheon Books. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Hardcover. 0394865405. Illustrated by Tony Ross. 
unpaginated. hardcover. Cover art by Tony Ross. Inventory # 2695. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Meet Towser - intrepid, resourceful, and completely 
lovable - everybody’s favorite mutt!

Tony Ross (born 10 August 1938) is a British illustrator and author of children's 
picture books. In Britain he may be known best for illustrating the Horrid Henry 
series by Francesca Simon. He has also illustrated the Amber Brown series by 
Paula Danziger, the Dr. Xargle series by Jeanne Willis, and the Harry The 
Poisonous Centipede series by Lynne Reid Banks. For his contribution as a 
children's illustrator he was U.K. nominee for the biennial, international Hans 
Christian Andersen Award in 2004. In 1986 Ross won the Deutscher 
Jugendliteraturpreis, picture books category, for Ich komm dich holen!, the German-
language edition of I'm coming to get you! (Andersen, 1984). For the third Dr. Xargle
book with Willis, Dr. Xargle's book of Earth Tiggers, about cats, he was highly 
commended runner up for the 1990 Kate Greenaway Medal from the Library 
Association, recognising the year's best children's book by a British subject. Among
WorldCat participating libraries, the eight most widely held works by Ross are Amber
Brown books written by Danziger. The most widely held book written and illustrated
by Ross is I Want Two Birthdays (2008), which is represented in ten languages. 
Ross was born in London. He studied at the Liverpool School of Art and Design and
had many jobs, including a cartoonist. In Britain, Ross was a commended runner up
for the annual Greenaway Medal.
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Rosser, J. Allyn. Mimi's Trapeze. Pittsburgh. 2014. University of Pittsburgh Press. 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822963158. 6 x 9. 96 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 40869. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - 'It’s a rare pleasure to follow the quick and pointed 
intelligence that animates Rosser’s poems. Some are sonnets, some are long and 
lean, but all have clear, idiosyncratic voices. They come bearing philosophy, 
nostalgia, rabies, chicken soup and the head of Holofernes. They’re funny, tart, 
perceptive—good company. And more than one goes armed with a blackjack 
ending.' —Sarah Lindsay.

J. Allyn Rosser is the author of three previous poetry collections: Foiled Again, 
Misery Prefigured, and Bright Moves. She is the recipient of numerous awards, most
recently the New Criterion Poetry Prize and fellowships from the Guggenheim and 
Lannan Foundations. Rosser is associate professor of English at Ohio University 
and is editor in chief of New Ohio Review.
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Rossi, Cristina Peri. Dostoevsky's Last Night. New York. 1996. Picador. 1st 
American Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0312143222. Translated from
the Spanish by Laura C. Dail. 180 pages. paperback. Cover: Henry Sene Yee. 
Inventory # 31905. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Only in gambling does nothing depend on nothing.’ 
Dostoevsky’s insight into the predicament of the gambler informs this brilliant 
contemporary novel by one of Spain’s most acclaimed authors. For most people, 
gambling is a legal vice, a brief escape from the monotony of everyday life, a small 
adventure in tempting fate. But for the gambler, a game of chance if powerfully 
erotic, even mystical - an enclosed space and time in which he can assume a god’s
ability to master circumstance. Jorge is just such a gambler. Chance is his passion,
his addiction: no woman can match the subtle allure of the gaming tables, the 
palpable smoothness of dice, the siren song of the slot machine, the husky murmur
of the croupier. But his addiction is devouring him, and to kick it he enlists the help of
an analyst - Lucia, who is herself a formidably seductive presence. As the two 
debate, the balance of power begins to shift in a sexually charged battle of wits for 
the soul of a gambler. Erotic, intelligent, resonant with provocative ideas, 
DOSTOEVSKY’S LAST NIGHT introduces American readers to a vibrant 
international voice. CRISTINA PERI ROSSI was born in Uruguay and has lived in 
Spain since 1972. DOSTOEVSKY’S LAST NIGHT is her nineteenth published book;
her essays, short stories, poems, and novels have been translated into nine 
languages. She has recently received a John Simon Guggenheim Memorial 
Foundation grant for her work.

Cristina Peri Rossi (born November 12, 1941) is a Uruguayan novelist, poet, 
translator, and author of short stories. Considered a leading light of the post-1960s 
period of prominence of the Latin-American novel, she has written more than 37 
works. She was born in Montevideo, Uruguay but was exiled in 1972, and moved to
Spain, where she became a citizen in 1975. As of 2005 she lives in Barcelona, 
where she continues to write fiction and work as a journalist. She studied at the 
University of the Republic.
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Rossi, Cristina Peri. The Ship of Fools. Columbia. 1989. Readers International. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0930523539. Translated from the 
Spanish by Pische Hughes. 224 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 11937. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - After generations of aimlessly drifting about the universe,
the Argonos alights on a planet that bears evidence of both a horrible massacre of 
epic proportions and a highly advanced alien civilization.

Cristina Peri Rossi (born November 12, 1941) is a Uruguayan novelist, poet, 
translator, and author of short stories. Considered a leading light of the post-1960s 
period of prominence of the Latin-American novel, she has written more than 37 
works. She was born in Montevideo, Uruguay but was exiled in 1972, and moved to
Spain, where she became a citizen in 1975. As of 2005 she lives in Barcelona, 
where she continues to write fiction and work as a journalist. She studied at the 
University of the Republic.
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Rostand, Edmond. Cyrano de Bergerac. New York. 1972. Signet/New American 
Library. Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
Translated from the French by Lowell Bair. Afterword by Henry Hewes. 220 pages. 
paperback. CQ891. Inventory # 33755. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - CYRANO DE BERGERAC occupies a unique place in 
the modern theater. Deliberately disavowing realism and contemporary relevance, 
Edmond Rostand’s masterpiece represents a turning back in both time and spirit to
an earlier age of high adventure and soaring idealism. Its magnificent hero, Cyrano,
noble of soul and grotesque in appearance, gallant Gaston soldier, brilliant wit and 
timid lover, alternately comic, heroic, and tragic, represents one of the most 
challenging of all acting roles in its complexity and mercurial changes of mood. From
its original production to the present day, CYRANO DE BERGERAC has enjoyed a 
charmed existence on the stage, its unflagging pace of action and eloquence of 
language enchanting critics and public alike. Here, in a superlative new translation, 
is the ultimate triumph of the great French romantic tradition-a work which, in the 
words of the French critic Lemaitre, ‘prolongs, unites and blends., three centuries of
comic fantasy and moral grace.’ A new translation by Lowell Bair. With an afterword
by Henry Hewes. .

Edmond Eugène Alexis Rostand (1 April 1868 – 2 December 1918) was a French 
poet and dramatist. He is associated with neo-romanticism, and is best known for 
his play Cyrano de Bergerac.
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Rostand, Edmund. Cyrano de Bergerac. New York. 1972. Signet/New American 
Library. Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0451524454. A new translation by Lowell Bair. Afterword by Henry Hewes. 220 
pages. paperback. CE2445. Inventory # 39700. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - CYRANO DE BERGERAC occupies a unique place in 
the modern theater. Deliberately disavowing realism and contemporary relevance, 
Edmond Rostand’s masterpiece represents a turning back in both time and spirit to
an earlier age of high adventure and soaring idealism. Its magnificent hero, Cyrano,
noble of soul and grotesque in appearance, gallant Gaston soldier, brilliant wit and 
timid lover, alternately comic, heroic, and tragic, represents one of the most 
challenging of all acting roles in its complexity and mercurial changes of mood. From
its original production to the present day, CYRANO DE BERGERAC has enjoyed a 
charmed existence on the stage, its unflagging pace of action and eloquence of 
language enchanting critics and public alike. Here, in a superlative new translation, 
is the ultimate triumph of the great French romantic tradition-a work which, in the 
words of the French critic Lemaitre, ‘prolongs, unites and blends., three centuries of
comic fantasy and moral grace.’ A new translation by Lowell Bair. With an afterword
by Henry Hewes. .

Edmond Eugène Alexis Rostand (1 April 1868 – 2 December 1918) was a French 
poet and dramatist. He is associated with neo-romanticism, and is best known for 
his play Cyrano de Bergerac.
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Rotella, Sebastian. Twilight On the Line: Underworld & Politics at the U. S. - Mexico
Border. New York. 1997. Norton. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0393041131.
224 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 24720. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It would seem the stuff of a fevered thriller if it were not 
all true: Street gang members from San Diego recruited by a drug cartel are 
embroiled in the murder of a Roman Catholic cardinal at the Guadalajara airport. 
Border guards struggle to resist the relentless temptation, despair, and lawlessness
at the international line, while Mexican federal police ride shotgun for drug lords in 
Chevy Suburbans stolen in San Diego. A tunnel is dug under the U.S.-Mexico 
border to a cannery where cocaine is to be hidden in cans of jalapeño peppers. An 
alliance of Asian and Mexican racketeers smuggle hundreds of Chinese immigrants.
A factory worker assassinates the probable next president of Mexico during a 
campaign rally, and the bosses of his own party are suspected of being the 
masterminds. And in a surreal penal village, inmates live with their wives and 
children, entrepreneurs run businesses, and gangsters live in luxury. This is the U.
S.-Mexico border in the 1990s, in the age of NAFTA-a microcosm of porous borders
everywhere between the worlds of wealth and poverty, legal and illegal business, 
power and corruption, democracy and authoritarianism, hope and despair. 
Sebastian Rotella's masterful portrait of the border is one you will not easily forget.

Sebastian Rotella is an American foreign correspondent, investigative journalist, and
novelist.
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Roth, Philip. Operation Shylock. New York. 1993. Simon & Schuster. Special 
Advance Reader's Edition. Very Good. No Dustjacket. 0671703765. 298 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 21437. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Time Magazine Best American Novel (1993). In this 
fiendishly imaginative book (which may or may not be fiction), Philip Roth meets a 
man who may or may not be Philip Roth. Because someone with that name has 
been touring Israel, promoting a bizarre reverse exodus of the Jews. Roth is intent 
on stopping him, even if that means impersonating his own impersonator. With 
excruciating suspense, unfettered philosophical speculation, and a cast of 
characters that includes Israeli intelligence agents, Palestinian exiles, an accused 
war criminal, and an enticing charter member of an organization called Anti-Semites
Anonymous, Operation Shylock barrels across the frontier between fact and fiction,
seriousness and high comedy, history and nightmare.

Philip Milton Roth (born March 19, 1933) is an American novelist. He first gained 
attention with the 1959 novella Goodbye, Columbus, an irreverent and humorous 
portrait of American-Jewish life for which he received the U.S. National Book Award
for Fiction. Roth's fiction, regularly set in Newark, New Jersey, is known for its 
intensely autobiographical character, for philosophically and formally blurring the 
distinction between reality and fiction, for its 'supple, ingenious style' and for its 
provocative explorations of Jewish and American identity. His profile rose 
significantly in 1969 after the publication of the controversial Portnoy's Complaint, 
the humorous and sexually explicit psychoanalytical monologue of 'a lust-ridden, 
mother-addicted young Jewish bachelor,' filled with 'intimate, shameful detail, and 
coarse, abusive language.' Roth is one of the most awarded U.S. writers of his 
generation: his books have twice received the National Book Award, twice the 
National Book Critics Circle award, and three times the PEN/Faulkner Award. He 
received a Pulitzer Prize for his 1997 novel, American Pastoral.
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Rothenberg, Jerome and Robinson, Jeffrey C. (editors). Poems For the Millennium -
Volume 3: The University of California Book of Romantic & Postromantic Poetry. 
Berkeley. 2008. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 9780520255982. 929 pages. paperback. Inventory # 36773. $34.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The previous two volumes of this acclaimed anthology 
set forth a globally decentered revision of twentieth-century poetry from the 
perspective of its many avant-gardes. Now editors Jerome Rothenberg and Jeffrey
C. Robinson bring a radically new interpretation to the poetry of the preceding 
century, viewing the work of the romantic and post-romantic poets as an 
international, collective, often utopian enterprise that became the foundation of 
experimental modernism. Global in its range, volume three gathers selections from 
the poetry and manifestos of canonical poets, as well as the work of lesser-known 
but equally radical poets. Defining romanticism as experimental and visionary, 
Rothenberg and Robinson feature prose poetry, verbal-visual experiments, and 
sound poetry, along with more familiar forms seen here as if for the first time. The 
anthology also explores romanticism outside the European orbit and includes 
ethnopoetic and archaeological works outside the literary mainstream. The range of
volume three and its skewing of the traditional canon illuminate the process by which
romantics and post- romantics challenged nineteenth-century orthodoxies and 
propelled poetry to the experiments of a later modernism and avant-gardism.

Jerome Rothenberg is an internationally known poet and Professor Emeritus of 
Visual Arts and Literature at the University of California, San Diego. Jeffrey C. 
Robinson is Professor of English at the University of Colorado Boulder.
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Rothman, Hal K. and Davis, Mike. The Grit Beneath the Glitter: Tales From the Real
Las Vegas. Berkeley. 2001. University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Hardcover.No Dustjacket. 0520205294. 388 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 35213. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Grit Beneath the Glitter is the first real look at the 
new Las Vegas from the inside. In it, long-time residents as well as professionals 
reflect on the transformation of one of the fastest-growing and most famous cities on
earth, yet one about which relatively little is known. They offer a lively and 
compelling portrait of the other side of Las Vegas: the people and institutions that 
support the glitter of the gaming and entertainment industry. Examining a range of 
topics—from the city’s commercial history, labor conditions, and environmental 
problems to an analysis of the famous lights of the Strip—the contributors uncover 
the contradictions between the illusion and the reality of the city, the seam between 
fantasy and the life it masks. The essays in this collection explore the world that 
employees experience when they enter gaming palaces from an employee entrance
in a back parking lot rather than through the scripted doors of casino/hotel palaces.
They take readers into the neighborhoods where 1.4 million Americans now live, 
attend school, eat dinner, and go to work.

Hal Rothman is Professor of History at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas. Among
his books are Devil’s Bargains (1998), The Greening of a Nation? (1998), and Neon
Metropolis: How Las Vegas Started the 21st Century (due out in 2002). Mike Davis 
is Professor of History at the State University of New York, Stony Brook. He is the 
author of City of Quartz (1992) and Ecology of Fear (1998), among other books.
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Rothschild, Emma. The Inner Life of Empires: An Eighteenth-Century History. 
Princeton. 2011. Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 9780691148953. 10 halftones. 448 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
37871. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - They were abolitionists, speculators, slave owners, 
government officials, and occasional politicians. They were observers of the 
anxieties and dramas of empire. And they were from one family. The Inner Life of 
Empires tells the intimate history of the Johnstones—four sisters and seven brothers
who lived in Scotland and around the globe in the fast-changing eighteenth century.
Piecing together their voyages, marriages, debts, and lawsuits, and examining their 
ideas, sentiments, and values, renowned historian Emma Rothschild illuminates a 
tumultuous period that created the modern economy, the British Empire, and the 
philosophical enlightenment. One of the sisters joined a rebel army, was imprisoned
in Edinburgh Castle, and escaped in disguise in 1746. Her younger brother was a 
close friend of Adam Smith and David Hume. Another brother was fluent in Persian
and Bengali, and married to a celebrated poet. He was the owner of a slave known 
only as ‘Bell or Belinda,’ who journeyed from Calcutta to Virginia, was accused in 
Scotland of infanticide, and was the last person judged to be a slave by a court in 
the British isles. In Grenada, India, Jamaica, and Florida, the Johnstones embodied 
the connections between European, American, and Asian empires. Their family 
history offers insights into a time when distinctions between the public and private, 
home and overseas, and slavery and servitude were in constant flux. Based on 
multiple archives, documents, and letters, The Inner Life of Empires looks at one 
family’s complex story to describe the origins of the modern political, economic, and
intellectual world.

Emma Rothschild is the Jeremy and Jane Knowles Professor of History at Harvard
University, a fellow of Magdalene College, Cambridge, and director of the Joint 
Center for History and Economics. She is the author of Economic Sentiments: Adam
Smith, Condorcet, and the Enlightenment.
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Roubaud, Jacques. Hortense in Exile. Normal. 1993. Dalkey Archive Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1564780015. Translated from the 
French by Dominic Di Bernardi. 211 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 26999. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - There's something rotten in the Poldevian Principalities!'
writes our beautiful heroine, Hortense, to her (and our) old redheaded friends, Laurie
and Carlotta, from the faraway land of her fiancè, Prince Gormanskoi. 'That dumb 
airhead has gone and landed herself in Hamlet,' Laurie concludes. Or is it, in reality,
Hatmel, the original Poldevian tale scandalously plagiarized by that British author? 
But what's a poor fictional heroine to do, trapped in a foreign land that's actually six 
identical coexisting worlds? Will Blognard and Arapede, our intrepid investigators 
vacationing in Poldevia, rescue Hortense once again? Will Cyrandzoi, the Pony 
Prince, and Alexandre Vladimirovitch, the Cat Prince, be able to foil dastardly 
plagiarized plots of the hero's evil twin? Will even the intervention of the Publisher 
himself rescue us from the Author's tangled web? Perhaps the mysterious 
gentleman 'tall, bald, distinguished, beaming with intelligence,' in a ripped pullover 
and worn corduroy trousers, strangely reminiscent of a certain Jacques Roubaud, 
will come through in the nick of time? Or will Hortense, forlorn in exile, fall victim to 
the machinations recounted in the Author's deftly satiric, madcap prose? Finally, was
Kant's Critique of Pure Reason actually stolen from the work of the great American 
philosopher Margaret Mitchell? Only readers of Hortense in Exile will know for sure.

Jacques Roubaud (born 1932 in Caluire-et-Cuire, Rhône) is a French poet and 
mathematician. Jacques Roubaud is a professor of poetry at the European Graduate
School in Saas-Fee, Switzerland, and he was a professor of Mathematics at 
University of Paris X. He is a retired Poetry professor from EHESS and a member of
the Oulipo group, he has also published poetry, plays, novels, and translated 
English poetry and books into French such as Lewis Carroll's The Hunting of the 
Snark.
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Rousseau, Jean-Jacques. A Discourse On Inequality. New York. 1984. Penguin 
Books. Reprinted Penguin Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0140444394. Translated from the French & With An Introduction by Maurice 
Cranston. 188 pages. paperback. The cover shows Cochin's engraving of Rousseau
delivering his discourse, reproduced by permission of the Bibliotheque Nationale, 
Paris (photo: Bulloz). Inventory # 29240. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A DISCOURSE ON INEQUALITY is one of the most 
revolutionary documents to have come out of eighteenth-century Europe. The 
discourse sets out to demonstrate how the growth of civilization corrupts man’s 
natural happiness and freedom by creating artificial inequalities of wealth, power and
social privilege. Rousseau contends that primitive man is equal to his fellows 
because he can be independent of them, but as societies become more 
sophisticated, the strongest and most intelligent members of the community gain an
unnatural advantage over their weaker brethren, and the constitutions set up to 
rectify these imbalances through peace and justice in fact do nothing but perpetuate
them. Probably the most influential of all Rousseau’s works, the political and social 
arguments were to make the discourse a classic denunciation of the social 
conditions of his time. ‘The translation and introduction by Rousseau’s biographer, 
Maurice Cranston, are admirably authoritative’ - Sunday Times.

Jean-Jacques Rousseau (28 June 1712 – 2 July 1778) was a Genevan philosopher,
writer, and composer of the 18th century. His political philosophy influenced the 
French Revolution as well as the overall development of modern political, 
sociological, and educational thought.
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Rowe, David E. and Schulmann, Robert (editors). Einstein On Politics. Princeton. 
2007. Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
9780691120942. 524 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36349. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The most famous scientist of the twentieth century, 
Albert Einstein was also one of the century’s most outspoken political activists. 
Deeply engaged with the events of his tumultuous times, from the two world wars 
and the Holocaust, to the atomic bomb and the Cold War, to the effort to establish a
Jewish homeland, Einstein was a remarkably prolific political writer, someone who 
took courageous and often unpopular stands against nationalism, militarism, anti-
Semitism, racism, and McCarthyism. In Einstein on Politics, leading Einstein 
scholars David Rowe and Robert Schulmann gather Einstein’s most important public
and private political writings and put them into historical context. The book reveals a
little-known Einstein—not the ineffectual and naïve idealist of popular imagination, 
but a principled, shrewd pragmatist whose stands on political issues reflected the 
depth of his humanity. Nothing encapsulates Einstein’s profound involvement in 
twentieth-century politics like the atomic bomb. Here we read the former militant 
pacifist’s 1939 letter to President Franklin D. Roosevelt warning that Germany might
try to develop an atomic bomb. But the book also documents how Einstein tried to 
explain this action to Japanese pacifists after the United States used atomic 
weapons to destroy Hiroshima and Nagasaki, events that spurred Einstein to call for
international control of nuclear technology. A vivid firsthand view of how one of the 
twentieth century’s greatest minds responded to the greatest political challenges of 
his day, Einstein on Politics will forever change our picture of Einstein’s public 
activism and private motivations.

David E. Rowe is Professor of the History of Mathematics and Natural Sciences at 
Johannes Gutenberg University in Mainz, Germany, and a former member of the 
Einstein Papers Project. Robert Schulmann, a former Boston University history 
professor, is former head of the Einstein Papers Project. He coedited Albert 
Einstein, Mileva Maric: The Love Letters and many volumes of The Collected 
Papers of Albert Einstein.
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Rowling, J. K. Harry Potter & the Chamber of Secrets. New York. 1999. Scholastic.
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Pictoral Wrappers. 0439064864. 342 pages. 
paperback. Cover: Mary Grandpre. Inventory # 32824. $400

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Fans of Harry Potter can now get the second book in this
smaller mass market edition at a great value. When the Chamber of Secrets is 
opened again at the Hogwarts School for Witchcraft and Wizardry, second-year 
student Harry Potter finds himself in danger from a dark power that has once more 
been released on the school.

Joanne ‘Jo’ Rowling, (born 31 July 1965), pen names J. K. Rowling and Robert 
Galbraith, is a British novelist best known as the author of the Harry Potter fantasy 
series.
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Rowling, J. K. Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince. New York. 2005. Scholastic. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0439784549. 655 pages. hardcover.
Jacket art by Mary GrandPre. Inventory # 35657. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The war against Voldemort is not going well; even 
Muggle governments are noticing. Ron scans the obituary pages of the Daily 
Prophet, looking for familiar names. Dumbledore is absent from Hogwarts for long 
stretches of time, and the Order of the Phoenix has already suffered losses. And yet.
As in all wars, life goes on. Sixth-year students learn to Apparate-and lose a few 
eyebrows in the process. The Weasley twins expand their business. Teenagers flirt
and fight and fall in love. Classes are never straightforward, though Harry receives 
some extraordinary help from the mysterious Half-Blood Prince. So it’s the home 
front that takes center stage in the multilayered sixth installment of the story of Harry
Potter. Here at Hogwarts, Harry will search for the full and complex story of the boy
who became Lord Voldemort-and thereby find what may be his only vulnerability.

Joanne ‘Jo’ Rowling, (born 31 July 1965), pen names J. K. Rowling and Robert 
Galbraith, is a British novelist best known as the author of the Harry Potter fantasy 
series.
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Rowling, J. K. Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix. New York. 2003. 
Scholastic. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 043935806x. 870 pages.
hardcover. Cover: Mary Grandpre. Inventory # 34337. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Harry enters his fifth year at Hogwarts as Lord 
Voldemort’s rise has opened a rift in the wizarding world between those who believe
the truth about his return, and those who prefer to believe it’s all madness and lies. 
Looks like more trouble for Harry Potter.

Joanne ‘Jo’ Rowling, (born 31 July 1965), pen names J. K. Rowling and Robert 
Galbraith, is a British novelist best known as the author of the Harry Potter fantasy 
series.
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Rowse, A. L. The England of Elizabeth. New York. 1950. Macmillan. 1st Printing. 
Very Good in Worn Dustjacket With A Number of Pieces Missing. 547 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 6351. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Widely regarded as one of the leading English historians
of his generation, A. L. Rowse has accomplished a task of unusual magnitude. He 
has drawn, with triumphant success, a ‘portrait’ of the small society, tough, vigorous,
pulsating with energy, that made the Elizabethan Age one of the most remarkable 
periods in the history of mankind. Having shown in this volume what that society 
was, Mr. Rowse will show in a succeeding volume what it did. Masterful chapters 
deal with agriculture, economics, the towns, social classes, government, law, the 
church, and education. Throughout these chapters the reader observes the rising 
and falling rhythms of two great themes: the Reformation, at first destructive and 
darkening, and then generating a constantly increasing energy; the rise of the 
gentry, overflowing into so many diverse fields, leaving its imprint on culture and 
commerce, in politics and administration, in the universities and schools. So short a
step is it from the Age of Elizabeth to the founding of the American nation, that the 
reader can clearly trace here the roots that were to astonishing growth in this 
country. The Washingtons, Franklins, Winthrops, John Cotton, Thomas Hooker and
John Harvard – all were products of Elizabethan England, and all find their place in 
this admirable history. With a wealth of such concrete examples Mr. Rowse is able 
to show the strong cultural and spiritual links which reach from Elizabeth’s times 
down to our own. This book is not only a work of historical research, but an 
outstanding example of interpretative sympathy and imaginative insight. Mr. Rowse
has captured the drama, surge and high excitement of the times, epitomized in the 
commanding figure of its great Queen. His book is a superb achievement, admirably
reflecting the vigor and sparkle of the age itself. It will rank as its author’s finest work
and, with its successor, take its place as one of the great historical works of our 
time.

Alfred Leslie Rowse (4 December 1903 – 3 October 1997) was a British historian 
and author, best known for his work on Elizabethan England.
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Roxburgh, Angus. Pravda: Inside the Soviet News Machine. New York. 1987. 
George Braziller. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0807611867. 
Selections From PRAVDA. Translated byy Neilian & Angus Roxburgh. 285 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 31858. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This important book provides a fascinating look at the 
history and inner workings of arguably the most influential newspaper in the world. 
Founded in opposition to the establishment by the Bolsheviks in 1912, Pravda—the
name means truth-is now the official organ of the Soviet Communist Party, with as 
many as thirty-nine million readers. Relying on both Russian printed sources and 
interviews with Pravda correspondents in Moscow and London, the author discusses
the paper’s history and how it is planned and produced, profiles its readership, and 
examines how effective it is in shaping the ‘new Soviet man.’ The main body of the 
book consists of extracts from Pravda never before translated, from recent issues of
the paper. The topics include, among others, the Solidarity movement in Poland, the
Soviet presence in Afghanistan, crime, the economy, the black market, and the 
official response to the nuclear disaster at Chernobyl. Finally, the book traces the 
style of the paper under Soviet leaders from Lenin, Stalin, and Kruschev to Mikhail 
Gorbachov and his call for ‘glasnost’, more openness. Combining an historical 
perspective and a lively sense of immediacy, Pravda affords an unusual window on
Soviet life and a view of the Soviet perception of both international and domestic 
affairs.

Angus Roxburgh (born 1954) is a British journalist, broadcaster, former PR adviser 
to the Russian government, and singer-songwriter.
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Roy, Arundhati. The God of Small Things. New York. 1997. Random House. 
Publisher's Early Uncorrected galley. Photocopied & bound with black binding tape.
8 1/2 x 11 inches. Very Good in Slightly Worn Blue Card Stock Wrappers. 
0679457313. 321 pages. paperback. Inventory # 35263. $100

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Southern India 1969. Here, armed only with the invincible
innocence of children, Rahel and Esthappen fashion a childhood for themselves in 
the shade of the wreck that is their family: their lonely, lovely mother, who loves by 
night the same man her children adore by day.their blind grandmother, who plays 
Handel on her violin.their beloved uncle, A Rhodes Scholar pickle baron, radical 
Marxist, bottom-pincher.their enemy, an ex-nun and incumbent grandaunt.and the 
ghost of an imperial entomologist’s moth. But when their English cousin and her 
mother arrive for a Christmas visit, the twins learn that things can change in an 
instant, thatlives can twist into new, ugly shapes, even cease forever. The brilliantly
plotted story uncoils with an agonizing sense of foreboding and inevitability. Yet 
nothing prepares you for what lies at the heart of it.

Suzanna Arundhati Roy (born 24 November 1961) is an Indian author who is best 
known for the 1998 Man Booker Prize for Fiction-winning novel The God of Small 
Things (1997), which became the biggest-selling book by a nonexpatriate Indian 
author. She is also known as a political activist involved in human rights and 
environmental causes.
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Roy, Lucinda. Lady Moses. New York. 1998. Harper Collins. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket.Remainder Mark. 006018244x. 382 pages. hardcover. 
Cover: Christine Rodin/Honi Werner. Inventory # 33798. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This debut novel is the story of Jacinta Moses, the child 
of a passionate and courageous love. Her father, Simon Moses, is a black African 
writer; her mother, Louise, is a white British actress. Together the family carves out
a vibrant life in South London filled with people drawn to Simon's powerful stories of
the Africa he left behind. But when Simon Moses dies, Jacinta's mother descends 
into madness, leaving her daughter impoverished and alone, her only real friend, an
unemployed thespian, Alfred Russell-Smyth. Jacinta longs for a better life, to 
surround herself with beauty, to run 'high and wide and deep.' As she grows older, 
however, prejudice - her own as well as that of others - leads her to make 
adventurous but damaging choices in her life. In her quest for happiness and 
security, Jacinta flees to the American South and marries a white man. But when her
daughter, Lady, is born with a disability - ruining her hopes for a picture-perfect life -
Jacinta travels with her baby and husband to Africa to search for answers in her 
father's homeland. Her experiences there change her forever, for it is in Africa, a 
land that echoes with her father's stories, that she is forced to draw on her family's 
great strengths and weave something brilliant out of their history of pain.

Lucinda Roy was born on December 19, 1955 in Battersea, South London. Her 
father was Maroon Jamaican artist, sculptor, and writer, Namba Roy. Her mother 
was English--a former actor who went into teaching later in life. Her biracial heritage
and her experiences living and working on three continents have had a profound 
influence on her writing and her art.
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Royster, Charles. The Fabulous History of the Dismal Swamp: A Story of George 
Washington's Time. New York. 1999. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0679433457. 625 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Archie Ferguson.
Inventory # 27220. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this narrative Charles Royster traces the rise and fall 
of the eighteenth-century transatlantic culture that was built on the insatiable 
demand in Europe for Virginia tobacco and the equally insatiable American demand
for European manufactured goods. ‘Professor Royster gives us the story of the 
Dismal Swamp Company, a fantastically delusional enterprise that proposed 
draining and developing a vast morass along the Virginia-North Carolina border. He
writes about the many schemers and dreamers (including George Washington, 
Robert ‘King’ Carter, two William Byrds, Patrick Henry, Thomas Jefferson, and 
Robert Morris) who failed to amass their desired fortunes, and a few realists 
(Samuel Gist, Dr. Thomas Walker, and Anthony Bacon) who succeeded, but at the 
dire expense of others. And we see the breakdown of this culture and the transition 
to a more democratic, though similar, system after the Revolution.

Charles Royster is an American historian, and a retired Boyd Professor at Louisiana
State University.
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Rubel, Nicole. A Cowboy Named Ernestine. New York. 2001. Dial Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0803721528. unpaginated. hardcover. 
Inventory # 30354. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In britches and boots and a broad-brimmed hat to hide 
her long red hair, Ernestine looks as much like a cowboy as any young lass from 
Ireland ever could. Along a dusty trail she meets Texas Teeth and his cowhands, 
who are driving a herd of ornery cows to Abilene. Hoping to earn enough for a ticket
back home, Ernestine signs on for the drive. Though she tends to fall off her horse 
quite a lot, she finds she’s pretty good at lassoing calves. But will her skill be enough
to win her the grand prize at the Abilene Rodeo? Cowpokes and critters alike will 
whoop with delight at Nicole Rubel’s wild and woolly tale of the sassiest lassie west
of the Pecos.

Nicole Rubel is an author/illustrator known for her uniquely colorful illustrations and 
charming stories. She has over fifty books to her credit and is the co-creator of the 
popular Rotten Ralph series. Raised in Coral Gables, Florida, Ms. Rubel received a
Bachelor of Science in Art Teaching from the Boston Museum School in association
with Tufts University. Ms. Rubel's debut book, Rotten Ralph, earned her the 
Children's Book Showcase Award for Outstanding Graphic Design. She has since 
received awards from The American Books Association, The American Institute of 
Graphic Arts, and American Booksellers. She is a finalist for the Oregon Book award
for No More Vegetables 20003. Twice as Nice has won a 2005 Oppenheim Toy 
Portfolio Platinum Book Award and will be featured in the 13th edition of the 
Oppenheim Toy Portfolio. Her first novel for ages 10 and up, ‘It's Hot and Cold in 
Miami,’ was received with glowing reviews in 2007. Ms. Rubel's books It Came From
The Swamp, Pirate Jupiter and the Moondogs, and Goldie have been adapted for 
CD-ROM by Vtech and IBM. Her Rotten Ralph books are the basis of a new 
television series, which began airing on Fox Family channel in 1999. Ms. Rubel's art
style was inspired by the paintings of Henri Matisse and the art deco architecture of
her hometown of Miami.
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Rubel, Nicole. Pirate Jupiter & the Moondogs. New York. 1985. Dial Press. 1st 
Edition. Fine in Hardcover. No Dustjacket. 0803701454. Illustrated by Nicole Rubel.
unpaginated. hardcover. Cover illustration by Nicole Rubel. Inventory # 3721. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Accompanied by his canine crew, a ruthless pirate 
travels from planet to planet in search of buried treasure, but he leaves his mates 
behind, one by one, hoping to have the riches for himself.

Nicole Rubel is an author/illustrator known for her uniquely colorful illustrations and 
charming stories. She has over fifty books to her credit and is the co-creator of the 
popular Rotten Ralph series. Raised in Coral Gables, Florida, Ms. Rubel received a
Bachelor of Science in Art Teaching from the Boston Museum School in association
with Tufts University. Ms. Rubel's debut book, Rotten Ralph, earned her the 
Children's Book Showcase Award for Outstanding Graphic Design. She has since 
received awards from The American Books Association, The American Institute of 
Graphic Arts, and American Booksellers. She is a finalist for the Oregon Book award
for No More Vegetables 20003. Twice as Nice has won a 2005 Oppenheim Toy 
Portfolio Platinum Book Award and will be featured in the 13th edition of the 
Oppenheim Toy Portfolio. Her first novel for ages 10 and up, ‘It's Hot and Cold in 
Miami,’ was received with glowing reviews in 2007. Ms. Rubel's books It Came From
The Swamp, Pirate Jupiter and the Moondogs, and Goldie have been adapted for 
CD-ROM by Vtech and IBM. Her Rotten Ralph books are the basis of a new 
television series, which began airing on Fox Family channel in 1999. Ms. Rubel's art
style was inspired by the paintings of Henri Matisse and the art deco architecture of
her hometown of Miami. Her imaginative, poignant and sometimes comical 
storylines are often derived from growing up with her identical twin sister, Bonnie. As
a child she let her sister speak for her. Through the encouragement of an insightful 
teacher, Ms. Rubel learned to speak and write for herself. Therefore, a significant 
theme in her stories is finding oneself and learning to express one's feelings and 
thoughts. She currently resides with her husband on a farm in Aurora, Oregon. 
Cougar the cat, Fang the dog, their horses Dancer and Hippo and their sheep Lilly 
and Pansy keep them busy with mischief.
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Rubel, Nicole. Uncle Henry & Aunt Henrietta's Honeymoon. New York. 1986. Dial 
Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0803702469. Illustrated by Nicole 
Rubel. 24 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 25643. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - While babysitting their niece and nephew, Uncle Henry 
and Aunt Henrietta, alligators, relate their honeymoon adventures involving fierce 
tropical natives, a trek across Antarctica, and an ascent of Mount Everest.

Nicole Rubel is an Author/illustrator known for her uniquely colorful illustrations and
charming stories. She has over 60 books to her credit and is the co-creator of the 
popular Rotten Ralph series. Raised in Coral Gables Florida, Ms. Rubel Received a
Bachelor of Fine Arts from the Boston Museum School in association with Tufts 
University. Ms. Rubel’s debut book, ‘Rotten Ralph’, earned her the children’s book 
Showcase Award for Outstanding Graphic Design. She has since received awards 
from The American Book Association, The American Institute of Graphic Arts and 
American Booksellers. Ms. Rubel's unique art style was inspired by the paintings of
Henri Matisse and the art deco architecture of her hometown of Miami. Her 
imaginative, poignant and sometimes comical storylines are often derived from 
growing up with her identical twin sister, Bonnie. As a child she let her sister speak 
for her. Through the encouragement of an insightful teacher, Ms. Rubel learned to 
speak and write for herself. Therefore, a significant theme in her stories is finding 
oneself and learning to express one's feelings and thoughts. She currently resides 
with her husband on a farm in Aurora Oregon.
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Rubens, Bernice. Birds of Passage. New York. 1982. Summit Books. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 067144798x. 223 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
6366. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The ‘birds of passage’ are Ellen and Alice, two women 
getting on in years, waiting for their husbands to pass away so that they can achieve
their hearts' desire - a Mediterranean cruise. It happens, but what the brochure does
not mention is that one of the shipboard waiters doubles as a polite rapist.

Bernice Rubens (26 July 1928 – 13 October 2004) was a Booker Prize-winning 
Welsh novelist. She was born in Cardiff, Wales, of Russian Jewish descent. She 
came from a very musical family, both her brothers becoming well-known classical
musicians. She was married to Rudi Nassauer, a wine merchant and novelist. They
had two daughters, Rebecca and Sharon. In the 1960s they owned 10 Compayne 
Gardens, NW3, where the poet Jon Silkin rented the attic storey and sublet rooms to
David Mercer, later a prolific West End and TV playwright, and Malcolm Ross-
Macdonald, later an equally prolific writer of historical novels.
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Rubens, Bernice. Chosen People. New York. 1969. Atheneum. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 275 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
6361. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this 1970 Booker Prize-winning novel, Norman is the 
clever one of a closely-knit Jewish family in London's East End. Infant prodigy, 
brilliant barrister, the apple of his parents' eyes - until at 41 he becomes a drug 
addict, confined to his bedroom, at the mercy of his hallucinations and paranoia.

Bernice Rubens (26 July 1928 – 13 October 2004) was a Booker Prize-winning 
Welsh novelist. She was born in Cardiff, Wales, of Russian Jewish descent. She 
came from a very musical family, both her brothers becoming well-known classical
musicians. She was married to Rudi Nassauer, a wine merchant and novelist. They
had two daughters, Rebecca and Sharon. In the 1960s they owned 10 Compayne 
Gardens, NW3, where the poet Jon Silkin rented the attic storey and sublet rooms to
David Mercer, later a prolific West End and TV playwright, and Malcolm Ross-
Macdonald, later an equally prolific writer of historical novels.
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Rubens, Bernice. Mr. Wakefield's Crusade. New York. 1985. Delacorte Press. 1st 
American Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0385294174. 190 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 291. $6.25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - One day, the man in front of Luke at the post office drops
down dead in line. Instinctively, Luke's hand snakes out and slips the corpse's 
unposted letter into his pocket. With this impulsive act, he begins a search for 
justice.

Bernice Rubens (26 July 1928 – 13 October 2004) was a Booker Prize-winning 
Welsh novelist. She was born in Cardiff, Wales, of Russian Jewish descent. She 
came from a very musical family, both her brothers becoming well-known classical
musicians. She was married to Rudi Nassauer, a wine merchant and novelist. They
had two daughters, Rebecca and Sharon. In the 1960s they owned 10 Compayne 
Gardens, NW3, where the poet Jon Silkin rented the attic storey and sublet rooms to
David Mercer, later a prolific West End and TV playwright, and Malcolm Ross-
Macdonald, later an equally prolific writer of historical novels.
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Rubens, Bernice. Our Father. New York. 1987. Delacorte Press. 1st American 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0385295936. 212 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
9391. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Veronica Smiles is the kind of Englishwoman for whom 
the word intrepid was coined. Heir to an explorer's tradition (her mother was the first
of her gender to scale the Matterhorn, only to meet her Maker in the Himalayas; 
Veronica's grandmother, a Victorian gentlelady, died potholing somewhere in the 
Mendips), Veronica spent the first thirtyseven years of her life pursuing physical 
adventure - if only of a purely nonsexual nature. But in her chance encounter out 
there in the Sahara, Veronica experiences her long-overdue sexual awakening, for it
is God among the wind-rippled dunes who first stirs up long-repressed feelings in 
virginal Veronica. In classic Rubens style, our heroine is torn between carnal love for
Him and familial admiration lor Edward, her respectable wine-merchant husband. 
Veronica's confusion assumes metaphysical --- as well as physical dimensions when
she finds that she is pregnant: Is he father Edward, rendered sterile by the mumps 
at an early age? Or could it be the Other - Our Father - disguised as the Devil in 
plumber's clothing?

Bernice Rubens was awarded the 1970 Booker Prize for her novel The Elected 
Member.
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Rubens, Bernice. The Ponsonby Post. New York. 1978. St Martin's Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312629877. 186 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 6363. $8.75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Bernice Rubens drew on her travels in THE PONSONBY
POST (1977), in which an English gentleman ambassador goes to Indonesia with 
his assumptions of Western superiority, and learns the hard way something of his 
own humanity.

Bernice Rubens (26 July 1928 – 13 October 2004) was a Booker Prize-winning 
Welsh novelist. She was born in Cardiff, Wales, of Russian Jewish descent. She 
came from a very musical family, both her brothers becoming well-known classical
musicians. She was married to Rudi Nassauer, a wine merchant and novelist. They
had two daughters, Rebecca and Sharon. In the 1960s they owned 10 Compayne 
Gardens, NW3, where the poet Jon Silkin rented the attic storey and sublet rooms to
David Mercer, later a prolific West End and TV playwright, and Malcolm Ross-
Macdonald, later an equally prolific writer of historical novels.
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Rubin, Michael. A Trip Into Town. New York. 1961. Harper & Brothers. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With Some Small Tears. This novel 
features a not-too-flattering character based on Saul Bellow, with whom the author 
studied at one time. 216 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 38035. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Away from the confines of Westchester and Long Island,
away from indulgent parents and prosperous homes, come Suki, Esther and Steven
- to savor freedom and explore the city and, incidentally, to attend the university. 
Esther - though her conduct sometimes shocks her mother back in Hartsdale – is 
quietly determined, eventually, to settle for the social standards of her parents. 
Steven demands more: he is, he thinks, earnestly eluding the softly tanned halters of
his father’s thriving export and import business. But Suki Goodman - with her 
extravagant humors, her angry attempts to create life according to her own pattern,
her frenzied affairs that lead sometimes to violence and sometimes to heartbreak - 
cuts both Esther and Steven more completely adrift than either really wants to be. If
Esther and Steven escape from the wild, untidy freedom that Suki offers back to the
safely ordered neatness of the suburbs, the reader sees that Steven, at least, will be
left forever aware of other worlds, where he dared not venture. Vital, compassionate,
humorous, A TRIP INTO TOWN communicates a remarkable and refreshing sense
of aliveness and discovery.

Michael Rubin was born in Brooklyn. After graduation from Brewster High School, 
Mr. Rubin attended Bard College at Annandale-on-Hudson in New York State where
a deep interest in psychology and dramatics ‘was finally beaten into submission by a
more shameful desire to write.’ In 1957 he won a Fulbright Grant to Australia, where
he studied and wrote for sixteen months. On his return to the United States he 
worked for an organization promoting sports parachuting. ‘When asked to jump 
myself,’ he says, ‘I quickly enrolled at Teachers College Columbia University, where
I paid for an MA, in order to qualify for an equally hazardous job in education.’ After
1959, Mr. Rubin taught at Gorton High School in Yonkers, New York. A TRIP INTO
TOWN is his first novel.
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Rubinstein, Julian. Ballad of the Whiskey Robber: A True Story of Bank Heists, Ice 
Hockey, Transylvanian Pelt, Smuggling, Moonlight Detectives & Broken Hearts. 
Boston. 2004. Little Brown. 2nd Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0316071676. 321
pages. hardcover. Jacket illustrations by Seth. Inventory # 35691. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ladies and Gentlemen, meet Attila Ambrus, the Robin 
Hood of Eastern Europe. He’s the one-time pelt smugger, goalkeeper (possibly the
worst in the history of professional hockey), pen salesman, Zamboni driver, grave 
digger, church painter, roulette addict, building superintendent, whiskey drinker, and
native of Transylvania who’s decided that the best thing to do with his time is to rob
as many banks as possible. His rival: Lajos Varju, the Inspector Clouseau of the Iron
Curtain, whose knowledge of police work comes from Hungarian-dubbed episodes 
of ‘Colombo.’ His deputy is nicknamed ‘Mound of Asshead’ due to his propensity for
crashing police cars. His forensics expert, known as ‘Dance Instructor’ for his 
lucrative side career teaching ballet, wears top hat and tails on the job. Welcome to
Julian Rubinstein’s uproariously funny and unforgettable account of crime in the 
heart of the new Europe. With a cast of characters that includes car wash owners, 
exotic dancers, drunk Army generals, cocaine-snorting Hungarian rappers, the 
Johnnie Cochrane of Budapest, and a hockey team that seems to spend as much 
time breaking the law as they do practicing, BALLAD OF THE WHISKEY ROBBER
gives us the most charming outlaw-hero since the Sundance Kid - and the 
Sundance Kid didn’t play hockey. As the Eastern Bloc slips off its communist skin 
and replaces it with leopard-skin hot pants, BALLAD OF THE WHISKEY ROBBER is
here to screw in the pink lightbulbs. Part UNBEARABLE LIGHTNESS OF BEING, 
part PINK PANTHER, and part SLAP SHOT, Julian Rubinstein’s tale is a 
spectacular literary debut - and a story so outrageous that it could only be true.

Julian Rubinstein is an award-winning journalist, author, producer and adjunct 
professor of journalism at Columbia University.
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Rude, George. Ideology and Popular Protest. New York. 1980. Pantheon Books. 1st
American Edition. Very Good. No Dustjacket. 039451372x. 176 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 30878. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this Pathbreaking Work Originally Published in 1980,
George Rude Examines the Role Played by Ideology in a Wide Range of Popular 
Rebellions in Europe and the Americas from the Middle Ages to the Early Twentieth
Century. Rude was a Champion of the Role of Working People in the Making of 
History, and Ideology and Popular Protest was the First Book Devoted to the 
Comparative Study of Popular Political Ideas and Consciousness in Both 
Preindustrial Cultures and the Age of the Industrial Revolution. According to Rude, 
the Development of Modern Revolutionary Struggles Depended on a Crucial Merger
of the Culture and Ideas of the Common People with the Radical Ideologies of 
Intellectuals.

GEORGE RUDE (February 8, 1910, Oslo, Norway - January 8, 1993, Battle, United
Kingdom) is the author of many books on modern European history, among the 
most notable being The Crowd in the French Revolution, Wilkes and Liberty, 
Captain Swing, and Debate on Europe, 1815-1830. Born in 1910 in Oslo, he was 
educated at Cambridge and London universities, and was Professor of History at 
Concordia University in Montreal.
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Rude, George. Revolutionary Europe 1783-1815. London. 1966. Collins/Fontana. 
4th Impression. Very Good in Wrappers. Fontana History of Europe. 350 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 25608. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The French Revolution is a volcano in the landscape of 
European history. The facts and ideas that dominate our conception of politics show
that it is by no means extinct. Total war, the class struggle, emergent nations—all 
these familiar aspects of the modern world took their rise from the events described 
in this book, as did the great ideas of liberty and equality that still inspire the political
faith and purposes of men the world over. Professor George Rude, whose writings 
have established him as a leading authority on the social history of the period, here
gives an account of Europe before the great upheaval, outlines the course of the 
Revolution in France and the rule of Napoleon, traces the impact and influence of 
both on Europe. By bringing out strongly the social and economic aspects of this 
most exciting period, he gives clarity and shape to a story that is too often lost in the
bewildering shifts of military and diplomatic activity.

GEORGE RUDE (February 8, 1910, Oslo, Norway - January 8, 1993, Battle, United
Kingdom) is the author of many books on modern European history, among the 
most notable being The Crowd in the French Revolution, Wilkes and Liberty, 
Captain Swing, and Debate on Europe, 1815-1830. Born in 1910 in Oslo, he was 
educated at Cambridge and London universities, and was Professor of History at 
Concordia University in Montreal.
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Rude, George. Robespierre: Portrait of a Revolutionary Democrat. New York. 1976.
Viking Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670601284. 254 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Abner Graboff. Inventory # 23946. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This political portrait of the greatest revolutionary leader 
in modern history comes to us from a writer who has established his pre-eminence 
in quite a different area: in the history of those unrecorded ‘crowds’ of ordinary 
people who so often change the course of human events. George Rude has always
eschewed ‘great-man’ theories of history, but here he fixes his sights on the 
undeniably major figure that shaped so much of the French Revolution the 
incorruptible Maximilien Robespierre. More than any other individual, Robespierre 
personifies the French Revolution. Its high-mindedness its humanity, its use of 
terror, its ruthless devouring of its own children, its world-shaking success and its 
apparent failure – all these contradictory characteristics are reflected in the mind and
career of its greatest son. Mr. Rude’s book begins with a narration and description of
Robespierre’s life, together with an analysis of how his image has evolved, over the
180 years since his death, from the opinions held about him by his opponents and 
supporters. In the ensuing sections Mr. Rude discusses in closer detail just what the
elements in Robespierre’s complicated make-up were that made him the ideologue
and political leader he was. His stimulating and no doubt controversial presentation
establishes Robespierre’s claim to greatness ‘as the first great champion of 
democracy and the people’s rights.’

GEORGE RUDE (February 8, 1910, Oslo, Norway - January 8, 1993, Battle, United
Kingdom) is the author of many books on modern European history, among the 
most notable being The Crowd in the French Revolution, Wilkes and Liberty, 
Captain Swing, and Debate on Europe, 1815-1830. Born in 1910 in Oslo, he was 
educated at Cambridge and London universities, and was Professor of History at 
Concordia University in Montreal.
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Rudenstine, David. The Day the Presses Stopped: A History of the Pentagon 
Papers Case. Berkeley. 1996. University Of California Press. 1st Printing. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0520086724. 417pages. hardcover. Inventory # 22481. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This bold account provides an original perspective on 
one of the most significant legal struggles in American history: the Nixon 
administration’s efforts to prohibit the New York Times and the Washington Post 
from publishing the 7,000-page, top-secret Pentagon Papers, which traced U.S. 
involvement in Vietnam. In his gripping account of this highly charged case, 
Rudenstine examines new evidence, raises difficult questions, and challenges 
conventional views of a historic moment.

David Rudenstine is the Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law's Sheldon H. Solow 
Professor of Law. He teaches United States constitutional law. Rudenstine has been
teaching at Cardozo since 1979 and is the author of The Day the Presses Stopped:
A History of the Pentagon Papers Case.
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Rudnick, Lois Palken. Utopian Vistas. Albuquerque. 1996. University Of New Mexico
Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0826316506. 224 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 22489. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Mabel Dodge Luhan, hostess and visionary, made Taos,
New Mexico, a center for artists and utopians when she moved there in 1917 and 
began inviting friends to visit her. Now available in paperback, Utopian Vistas is a 
chronicle of the house Luhan built in Taos and the poets, painters, photographers, 
film-makers, writers, educators, and visionaries whose lives and works were affected
by the house and its environs. Lois Rudnick weaves a complex tapestry depicting 
American countercultures in New Mexico from the 1920s to the 1990s. 'Should be 
required reading for art historians,film historians, ex-Beats and hippies, their children
and grandchildren, and anyone interested in the possibility of making an imperfect 
America perfect at last.' - Karal Ann Marling.

Lois Palken Rudnick is professor emerita of American studies at the University of 
Massachusetts, Boston. Rudnick lives in Santa Fe.
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Rugoff, Ralph. Circus Americanus. New York. 1995. Verso. 1st Edition. Very Good 
in Wrappers. 1859840035. 220 pages. paperback. Inventory # 26597. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Actors' headshots, manhole covers, forensic courtroom 
displays, Mexican wrestling, a sewage treatment plants may seem unlikely subjects 
for the gaze of an art critic, but then Ralph Rugoff - no ordinary critic - has an eye 
capable of discerning an aesthetic in the unlikeliest of locations. Rugoff wants to 
remind readers that art is not produced in a vacuum, but is a continuum of everyday
life. In this spirit, this book takes us on a guided tour of some of the world's leading
museums and some of the most unusual, including the L.A. County Sheriff's 
Museum, the Nixon Museum, the Liberace Museum, the Museum of Pathological 
Anatomy and the Museum of Jurassic Technology. They transport us to built spaces
such as Citywalk, L.A.'s theme park of itself, around horsetracks and on freeways, 
barely pausing to point out that the visual appeal of a daring overpass and the 
aesthetic appeal of a curvilinear sculpture are not unrelated. They talk to us about 
the relationship between L.A. artists and theme park aesthetics, about the role of 
fantasy in contemporary architecture, about the art of the human body as revealed in
nudist photography, bodybuilding and plastic surgery. This book, emulating the 
talent of artists for making unexpected connections and juxtapositions, allows 
readers to perceive and enjoy the beautiful, the bizarre and the downright perverse 
in places we never thought of looking before.

Ralph Rugoff, is the American-born, London-based curator and director of London’s
Hayward Gallery. and was appointed artistic director of the 2019 Venice Biennale. 
He is the first UK-based curator to land the prestigious role and the first American to
fill the post since Robert Storr in 2007.
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Ruiz, Luis Manuel. Only One Thing Missing. New York. 2003. Grove Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0802117309. Translated from the 
Spanish by Alfred Mac Adam. 308 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Rick Pracher.
Jacket photograph by B. Schmid. Inventory # 33160. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Winner of the prestigious International Prize Luis Manuel
Ruiz’s ONLY ONE THING MISSING is a heart-stopping thriller that takes us through
the labyrinthine streets of contemporary Seville, the desolate walkways of an 
unmapped urban dreamscape, and into the devil- worshiping underworld of 
medieval Lisbon. The novel centers on Alicia, a young woman who has recently lost
her husband and only child in a tragic accident. Mourning her family, Alicia is 
fortunate to be surrounded by friends and neighbors whose hands are always out- 
stretched to offer solace and comfort. But soon she becomes plagued by a 
succession of nightmares set in a surreal, unidentifiable city. When the statues and 
shadowy figures from the dream- city begin to appear in her waking life, she finds 
herself teetering between sanity and paranoia. Together with her brother-in-law, 
Esteban - who happens to be madly in love with her-Alicia gradually comes to 
understand that she may be the subject of an evil conspiracy that has dark, ancient 
roots. As the two of them fall deeper into this phantasmagoric world, they come to 
see that the people all around them may not be as well-meaning as they appear, 
and that trust-once such an abundant commodity - may have become an 
unaffordable luxury. Deftly crafted and rife with literary allusions, Only One Thing 
Missing is an enthralling thriller that is at once a love story, a chilling tale of the 
occult, and an exploration of the timeless themes of memory, obsession, and loss. 
‘[A] wily psychological thriller. Ruiz’s English-language debut [will] leave American 
audiences clamoring for more.’ - Publishers Weekly.

Luis Manuel Ruiz was born in Seville in 1973. A freelance journalist, he writes 
frequently for El Pals and other publications. His first book, El criterio de las moscas
(Alfaguara, 1998), won the Novela Corta Universidad de Sevilla Prize.
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Ruiz, Ramón Eduardo. Mexico: Why a Few Are Rich and the People Poor. Berkeley.
2010. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers.
9780520262362. 288 pages. paperback. Inventory # 37754. $21.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Explicitly focusing on the malaise of underdevelopment 
that has shaped the country since the Spanish conquest, Ramón Eduardo Ruiz 
offers a panoramic interpretation of Mexican history and culture from the pre-
Hispanic and colonial eras through the twentieth century. Drawing on economics, 
psychology, literature, film, and history, he reveals how development processes 
have fostered glaring inequalities, uncovers the fundamental role of race and class 
in perpetuating poverty, and sheds new light on contemporary Mexican reality. 
Throughout, Ruiz traces a legacy of dependency on outsiders, and considers the 
weighty role the United States has played. Based on Ruiz’s decades of research 
and travel in Mexico, this penetrating work helps us better understand where the 
country has come from, why it is where it is today, and where it might go in the 
future.

Ramón Eduardo Ruiz (September 9, 1921, San Diego, CA - July 6, 2010, Rancho 
Santa Fe, CA) was Professor emeritus of History at the University of California, San
Diego.
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Rukeyser, Muriel. The Orgy. London. 1966. Andre Deutsch. 1st British Edition. 
Penned Out Copyright Information On Copyright Page, Otherwise Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 209 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Owen Wood. Inventory # 
16820. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Miss Rukeyser, a distinguished American poet and 
biographer, went to the town of Killorglin on the coast of Kerry because Paul Rotha 
had advised her to. He had told her that this drab little place came alive once every 
year on an astonishing occasion called Puck Fair. There are other towns which have
annual fairs to which people come in from miles around, where tinkers gather and 
where a cattle-market is held, so why is this one astonishing? This book makes it 
clear. Puck is a fair at which a he—goat is elevated to kingship — almost for 
worship; a fair the ancient origins of which, however deeply buried in people’s 
consciousness, are still clearly present before their eyes and still make themselves 
felt, beating like a pulse throughout three strange days. Miss Rukeyser’s account of
her experience of Puck Fair is a triumph. At one level it is a vivid, racy, often funny 
account of events as they happened, and at another it is a poet’s brilliant 
apprehension of the deep currents still running under the surface of modern life.

Muriel Rukeyser (December 15, 1913 – February 12, 1980) was an American poet 
and political activist, best known for her poems about equality, feminism, social 
justice, and Judaism.
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Rukeyser, Muriel. The Traces of Thomas Hariot. New York. 1971. Random House. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394449231. 366 pages. hardcover.
Inventory # 26581. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A study of the life of little-known Elizabethan Thomas 
Hariot - friend of Ralegh, Drake and Marlowe, and one of the first English explorers
of the New World. Hariot was linked to poets, mathematicians and pioneer 
scientists, involved in the scientific, political, philosophical and sexual heresies of his
time, and an expert in ships and navigation as well as an astronomer and 
philosopher.

Muriel Rukeyser (15 December 1913 – 12 February 1980) was an American poet 
and political activist, best known for her poems about equality, feminism, social 
justice, and Judaism.
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Rukeyser, Muriel. The Traces of Thomas Hariot. London. 1972. Gollancz. 1st British
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0575013540. hardcover. Inventory # 13544. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A study of the life of little-known Elizabethan Thomas 
Hariot - friend of Ralegh, Drake and Marlowe, and one of the first English explorers
of the New World. Hariot was linked to poets, mathematicians and pioneer 
scientists, involved in the scientific, political, philosophical and sexual heresies of his
time, and an expert in ships and navigation as well as an astronomer and 
philosopher.

Muriel Rukeyser (December 15, 1913 – February 12, 1980) was an American poet 
and political activist, best known for her poems about equality, feminism, social 
justice, and Judaism.
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Rukeyser, Muriel. Wake Island: A Poem. Garden City. 1942. Doubleday. 1st Edition.
Very Good in Wrappers. 16 pages. paperback. Inventory # 22896. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - WAKE ISLAND was the first poem of major importance 
to be written about the World War II. It is both a tribute to the valiant stand of the 
United States Marines at Wake Island, and an affirmation of belief in what they 
fought for - belief not only in America, but in freedom throughout the world.

Muriel Rukeyser (December 15, 1913 – February 12, 1980) was an American poet 
and political activist, best known for her poems about equality, feminism, social 
justice, and Judaism.
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Rumph, Stephen. Beethoven After Napoleon: Political Romanticism in the Late 
Works. Berkeley. 2004. University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0520238559. 304 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 35216. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this provocative analysis of Beethoven’s late style, 
Stephen Rumph demonstrates how deeply political events shaped the composer’s
music, from his early enthusiasm for the French Revolution to his later entrenchment
during the Napoleonic era. Impressive in its breadth of research as well as for its 
devotion to interdisciplinary work in music history, Beethoven after Napoleon 
challenges accepted views by illustrating the influence of German Romantic political
thought in the formation of the artist’s mature style. Beethoven’s political views, 
Rumph argues, were not quite as liberal as many have assumed. While scholars 
agree that the works of the Napoleonic era such as the Eroica Symphony or Fidelio
embody enlightened, revolutionary ideals of progress, freedom, and humanism, 
Beethoven’s later works have attracted less political commentary. Rumph contends 
that the later works show clear affinities with a native German ideology that exalted
history, religion, and the organic totality of state and society. He claims that as the 
Napoleonic Wars plunged Europe into political and economic turmoil, Beethoven’s 
growing antipathy to the French mirrored the experience of his Romantic 
contemporaries. Rumph maintains that Beethoven’s turn inward is no pessimistic 
retreat but a positive affirmation of new conservative ideals.

Stephen Rumph is Assistant Professor of Music History at the University of 
Washington, Seattle.keywords
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Runciman, David. Political Hypocrisy: The Mask of Power, from Hobbes to Orwell 
and Beyond. Princeton. 2008. Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780691129310. 272 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
38295. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - What kind of hypocrite should voters choose as their next
leader? The question seems utterly cynical. But, as David Runciman suggests, it is 
actually much more cynical to pretend that politics can ever be completely sincere. 
The most dangerous form of political hypocrisy is to claim to have a politics without 
hypocrisy. Political Hypocrisy is a timely, and timeless, book on the problems of 
sincerity and truth in politics, and how we can deal with them without slipping into 
hypocrisy ourselves. Runciman tackles the problems through lessons drawn from 
some of the great truth-tellers in modern political thought-Hobbes, Mandeville, 
Jefferson, Bentham, Sidgwick, and Orwell-and applies his ideas to different kinds of
hypocritical politicians from Oliver Cromwell to Hillary Clinton. Runciman argues that
we should accept hypocrisy as a fact of politics, but without resigning ourselves to it,
let alone cynically embracing it. We should stop trying to eliminate every form of 
hypocrisy, and we should stop vainly searching for ideally authentic politicians. 
Instead, we should try to distinguish between harmless and harmful hypocrisies and
should worry only about its most damaging varieties. Written in a lively style, this 
book will change how we look at political hypocrisy and how we answer some basic
questions about politics: What are the limits of truthfulness in politics? And when, 
where, and how should we expect our politicians to be honest with us, and about 
what?

David Runciman is reader in political theory at the University of Cambridge and a 
fellow of Trinity Hall. He is the author of The Politics of Good Intentions (Princeton),
and writes regularly about politics for the London Review of Books. SEPTEMBER 
One of the Sunday Times’s Best Books of 2008, Politics.
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Runciman, Lex. Salt Moons: Poems 1981-2016. County Clare. 2017. Salmon 
Poetry. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781910669778. 134 pages.
paperback. Inventory # 41960. $19

FROM THE PUBLISHER - “The buzzing confusion of everyday life can distract and
dispirit. In such a provisional situation, what is the human prospect? What is the 
truth about us? Or the beauty to be experienced here? A major effort in Runciman's
work addresses such questions. If we are indeed fallen people in a world that needs
repair, there might be remedies, retrievals, perhaps in family, or art, or the great 
green earth.” - Erik Muller in Durable Goods: Appreciations of Oregon Poets

Born and raised in Portland, LEX RUNCIMAN has lived most of his life in Oregon’s
Willamette Valley. Along the way, he worked as warehouseman, shipping-receiving
clerk, and a stacker in a box mill. Holder of graduate degrees from the writing 
programs at the University of Montana and the University of Utah, he taught for 
eleven years at Oregon State University and for twenty-four years at Linfield 
College, where he twice received the Edith Green Award for teaching excellence. He
is the author of five earlier books of poems, including One Hour That Morning & 
Other Poems, 2014, which won the Julie Olds and Thomas Hellie Award for Creative
Achievement. The Admirations (1989) won the Oregon Book Award. His work has 
been featured on Verse Daily and in various anthologies including most recently 
CutBank 40 and Alive at the Center, published in 2013 by Ooligan Press. Individual
poems have received the Kenneth O. Hanson Award and the Silcox Prize. Parents 
of two daughters and grandparents of three boys and a girl, he and Deborah Berry 
Runciman have been married more than forty years.
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Rusch, Kris. Hitler's Angel. New York. 1998. St Martin's Press. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312154984. 213 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Andrew Newman. Inventory # 26201. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This much is true: Hitler had a love affair with his niece 
Geli Raubal. On the night of September 19, 1931, Geli was found dead of a gunshot
wound in Hitler’s apartment in Munich. Her death was ruled a suicide, but the 
suspicion of murder has remained. Kris Rusch begins her story in Munich in 1972, 
when a young American criminologist comes to interview Fritz Stecher, one of 
Germany’s most famous detectives. The young American finds him stubborn, 
reluctant even to discuss the case that forced his retirement - about which no one in
the world has heard. But for her, Fritz goes back to 1931, just two years before Hitler
rose to power, to tell of his investigation of Geli’s death. Though Fritz didn’t know, 
could not have known, the course of his investigation - the decisions he made and 
the actions he took and didn’t take - determined the course of history.

Kristine Kathryn Rusch is an American writer and editor. She writes under various 
pseudonyms in multiple genres, including science fiction, fantasy, mystery, romance,
and mainstream.
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Rush, Norman. Mating. New York. 1991. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 0394544722. 483 pages. hardcover. Jacket detail from the painting by 
Hieronymous Bosch - 'The Garden of Earthly Delights'. Inventory # 11990. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Set in the African republic of Botswana - the locale of his
acclaimed short story collection, WHITES - Norman Rush’s novel simultaneously 
explores the highest of intellectual high grounds and the most tortuous ravines of the
erotic, in addition to tackling the geopolitics of poverty and the mystery of what men
and women really want.

Norman Rush (born October 24, 1933 in Oakland, California) is an American 
novelist whose introspective novels and short stories are set in Botswana in the 
1980s. He is the son of Roger and Leslie (Chesse) Rush. He was the recipient of the
1991 National Book Award and the 1992 Irish Times/Aer Lingus International Fiction
Prize for his novel MATING. Rush was born in San Francisco and graduated from 
Swarthmore College in 1956. After working for fifteen years as a book dealer, he 
changed careers to become a teacher and found he had more time to write. He 
submitted a short story about his teaching experiences to The New Yorker, and it 
was published in 1978. Rush and his wife, Elsa, worked as co-workers for the Peace
Corps in Botswana from 1978 to 1983, which provided material for a collection of 
short stories he published as WHITES in 1986, and for which he was a finalist for 
the Pulitzer Prize. His Botswana experience was also used in his first novel, 
MATING, which won a National Book Award for fiction in 1991, and in his second 
novel, MORTALS.keywords
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Rush, Norman. Mortals. New York. 2003. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 0679406220. 719 pages. hardcover. Jacket painting: The Garden of 
Earthly Delights, central panel (detail) by Hieronymus Bosch, Museo del Prado, 
Madrid, Spain. Jacket design by Carol Devine Carson. Inventory # 33863. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The greatly anticipated new novel by Norman Rush - 
whose first novel, MATING, won the National Book Award and was everywhere 
acclaimed - is his richest work yet. It is at once a political adventure, a social 
comedy, and a passionate triangle. It is set in the 19905 in Botswana - the African 
country Rush has indelibly made his own fictional territory. MORTALS chronicles the
misadventures of three ex- pat Americans: Ray Finch, a contract CIA agent, 
operating undercover as an English instructor in a private school, who is setting out
on perhaps his most difficult assignment; his beautiful but slightly foolish and 
disaffected wife, Iris, with whom he is obsessively in love; and Davis Morel, an 
iconoclastic black holistic physician, who is on a personal mission to ‘lift the yoke of
Christian belief from Africa.’ The passions of these three entangle them with a local
populist leader, Samuel Kerekang, whose purposes are grotesquely misconstrued 
by the CIA, fixated as the agency is on the astonishing collapse of world socialism 
and the simultaneous, paradoxical triumph of radical black nationalism in South 
Africa, Botswana’s neighbor. And when a small but violent insurrection erupts in the
wild northern part of the country, inspired by Kerekang but stoked by the erotic and 
political intrigues of the American trio - the outcome is explosive and often 
explosively funny. Along the way, there are many pleasures. Letters from Ray’s 
brilliantly hostile brother and Iris’s woebegone sister provide a running commentary
on contemporary life in America. Africa and Africans are powerfully evoked, and the
expatriate scene is cheerfully skewered.

Norman Rush was raised in Oakland, California, and graduated from Swarthmore 
College in 1956. He has been an antiquarian book dealer, a college instructor, and,
with his wife, Elsa, he lived and worked in Africa from 1978 to 1983.
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Rush, Norman. Whites. New York. 1986. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very Good in
Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0394544714. 150 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration & 
design by Renee Klein. Inventory # 19819. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The award-winning author's debut collection of short 
stories which was a nominated for the National Book Award. The complex 
relationship—marked by paradox and surprise, by unexpected explosions as of 
planets colliding—between blacks and whites in Africa today is stunningly revealed 
in Norman Rush's stories. Five of the six originally appeared in ‘The New Yorker, 
‘Grand Street’, ‘The Paris Review’; two were selected for ‘Best American Short 
Stories’ and one received ‘The Paris Review's’ Aga Khan Award. ‘Powerful and 
original.’ - New York Times.

Norman Rush (born October 24, 1933 in Oakland, California) is an American 
novelist whose introspective novels and short stories are set in Botswana in the 
1980s. He is the son of Roger and Leslie (Chesse) Rush. He was the recipient of the
1991 National Book Award and the 1992 Irish Times/Aer Lingus International Fiction
Prize for his novel MATING. Rush was born in San Francisco and graduated from 
Swarthmore College in 1956. After working for fifteen years as a book dealer, he 
changed careers to become a teacher and found he had more time to write. He 
submitted a short story about his teaching experiences to The New Yorker, and it 
was published in 1978. Rush and his wife, Elsa, worked as co-workers for the Peace
Corps in Botswana from 1978 to 1983, which provided material for a collection of 
short stories he published as WHITES in 1986, and for which he was a finalist for 
the Pulitzer Prize. His Botswana experience was also used in his first novel, 
MATING, which won a National Book Award for fiction in 1991, and in his second 
novel, MORTALS.
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Rushdie, Salman. Joseph Anton: A Memoir. New York. 2012. Random House. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780812992786. 639 pages. hardcover.
Jacket design : theBookDesigners. Inventory # 17489. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - On February 14, 1989, Valentine’s Day, Salman Rushdie
was telephoned by a BBC journalist and told that he had been ‘sentenced to death’
by the Ayatollah Khomeini. For the first time he heard the word fatwa. His crime? To
have written a novel called The Satanic Verses, which was accused of being 
‘against Islam, the Prophet and the Quran.’ So begins the extraordinary story of how
a writer was forced underground, moving from house to house, with the constant 
presence of an armed police protection team. He was asked to choose an alias that
the police could call him by. He thought of writers he loved and combinations of their
names; then it came to him: Conrad and Chekhov - Joseph Anton. How do a writer 
and his family live with the threat of murder for more than nine years? How does he
go on working? How does he fall in and out of love? How does despair shape his 
thoughts and actions, how and why does he stumble, how does he learn to fight 
back? In this remarkable memoir Rushdie tells that story for the first time; the story 
of one of the crucial battles, in our time, for freedom of speech. He talks about the 
sometimes grim, sometimes comic realities of living with armed policemen, and of 
the close bonds he formed with his protectors; of his struggle for support and 
understanding from governments, intelligence chiefs, publishers, journalists, and 
fellow writers; and of how he regained his freedom. It is a book of exceptional 
frankness and honesty, compelling, provocative, moving, and of vital importance. 
What happened to Salman Rushdie was the first act of a drama that is still unfolding
somewhere in the world every day.

Salman Rushdie is the author of numerous novels and one collection of short 
stories. He has also published works of nonfiction, and coedited two anthologies, 
MIRRORWORK and BEST AMERICAN SHORT STORIES 2008. Rushdie is 
considered one of the most important and influential writers of contemporary 
English-language fiction.
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Rushdie, Salman. The Ground Beneath Her Feet. New York. 1999. Henry Holt. 
Advance Reader's Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 0805053085. 592 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 26606. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - If rock ‘n’ roll is America’s gift to the whole world, then 
THE GROUND BENEATH HER FEET is Salman Rushdie’s gift to America in return:
a great contemporary love story and a dazzling, dancing vision of the modern era, 
which pulsates with a half century of music. His first novel to be set largely in the 
United States, it’s a celebration of Americana, a brilliant examination of what the 
world means to America, and what America means to the world. At the beginning, 
Vina Apsara, a famous and much-loved singer, is caught up in a devastating 
earthquake and never seen again by human eyes. This is her story, and that of 
Ormus Cama, the lover who finds, loses, seeks and again finds her, over and over, 
throughout his own extraordinary life in music: the story of a love that extends 
across their entire lives, and even beyond death.

Salman Rushdie is the author of numerous novels and one collection of short 
stories. He has also published works of nonfiction, and coedited two anthologies, 
MIRRORWORK and BEST AMERICAN SHORT STORIES 2008. Rushdie is 
considered one of the most important and influential writers of contemporary 
English-language fiction.
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Rushdie, Salman. The Satanic Verses. New York. 1989. Viking Press. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670825379. 549 pages. hardcover. Jacket outline
illustration shows a detail from 'Rustam Killing the White Demon' from a Clive Album
in the Victoria and Albert Museum. Inventory # 11287. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Just before dawn one winter’s morning, a hijacked jumbo
jet blows apart high above the English Channel Through the debris of limbs, drinks 
trolleys, memories, blankets, and oxygen masks, two figures fall toward the sea: 
Gibreel Farishta, India’s legendary movie star, and Saladin Chamcha, the man of a 
thousand voices, self-made self and Anglophile supreme. Clinging to each other, 
singing rival songs, they plunge downward, and are finally washed up, alive, on the 
snow-covered sands of an English beach. Their survival is a miracle, but an 
ambiguous one, as Gibreel acquires a halo, while, to Saladin’s dismay, his own legs
grow hairier, his feet turn into hooves, and hornlike appendages appear at his 
temples. Gibreel and Saladin have been chosen (by whom?) as opponents in the 
eternal wrestling match between Good and Evil. But which is which? Can demons 
be angelic? Can angels be devils in disguise? As the two men tumble through time 
and space toward their final confrontation, we are witness to a cycle of tales of love
and passion, of betrayal and faith: the story of Ayesha, the butterfly-shrouded 
visionary who leads an Indian village on an impossible pilgrimage; of Alleluia Cone, 
the mountain climber haunted by a ghost who urges her to attempt the ultimate feat
– a solo ascent of Everest; and, centrally, the story of Mahound, the Prophet of 
Jahilia, the city of sand - Mahound, the recipient of the revelation in which satanic 
verses mingle with the divine. In this great wheel of a book, where the past and the 
future chase each other furiously, Salman Rushdie takes us on an epic journey of 
tears and laughter, of bewitching stories and astonishing flights of the imagination, a
journey toward the evil and good that lie entwined within the hearts of women and of
men.

Salman Rushdie is the author of numerous novels and one collection of short 
stories. He has also published works of nonfiction, and coedited two anthologies, 
MIRRORWORK and BEST AMERICAN SHORT STORIES 2008. Rushdie is 
considered one of the most important and influential writers of contemporary 
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Russell, Alan. Multiple Wounds. New York. 1996. Simon & Schuster. 1st Printing. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684815265. 303 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 22423. 
$10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Holly Troy is a multiple, one of those damaged souls with
dissociative identity disorder who spins out personalities like spiders spin webs - 
knock one down and another will replace it. This daughter of a classics scholar has
other selves that are no mere mortals: they include Nemesis, Pandora, the Fates, 
Cronos, Eris, and Eurydice - and one frightened five-year-old child. Holly is a 
beautiful and talented artist whose only sanctuary is her art. But now her gallery 
owner has been murdered and her body left in a garden surrounded by Holly's 
sculptures. The horror is that Holly doesn't know where she was when the killing 
occurred. She doesn't know whether she witnessed a murder or even committed 
one that night. In fact, she's not even certain who she was when the killing occurred.
When Detective Orson Cheever was assigned to investigate the murder of gallery 
owner Bonnie Gill, the gods were not smiling. He's spent the last twenty years 
solving the bloody puzzles that murderers leave behind. His tools: intelligence and 
the facts. This time, faced with a woman who is a little girl one minute, Cronos, the
murderous father of the gods the next, and all three Fates in one body the minute 
after that, he realizes that he is going to have to find a new way to work. A way that
will allow him to blindly feel his way between past and present, between myth and 
reality. He also knows that he will have to solve the too human puzzle that is Holly 
before he can even begin to know who killed Bonnie Gill.

Alan Russell is an American author of crime fiction/mystery novels. In addition to his
novels, Alan Russell has also ghostwritten some non-fiction books. Alan Russell 
became a published novelist in 1990 with the novel No Sign of Murder. Following No
Cats, No Chocolate, he took a hiatus of eight years until 2012’s Burning Man.
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Russell, Alan. Shame. New York. 1998. Simon & Schuster. 1st Printing. Very Good 
in Dustjacket. 0684815273. 304 pages. hardcover. Special Signed Edition. Inventory
# 24994. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Russell reveals what lives in the heart of a monster. 
Here, the monster is Gray Parker. His execution was major news and his story even
became a bestselling book. For his son, Caleb, there was no sanctuary. As soon as
he was old enough, Caleb moved away to start his life over. Even though Caleb has
always hidden the hideous truth about who his father was, when he looks in the 
mirror, what he sees there makes him fear that some part of his father's evil might 
live on in him. Now, though, it's as if his secret has escaped into the world. Bodies 
have started turning up, marked in the same way that his father once marked them.
And when all the evidence points toward him, the only thing Caleb can think to do is
run far and fast. The one person who believes in his innocence is the only woman 
ever to survive one of his father's attacks - Maryelizabeth Line. She's the same 
woman who became a celebrity for telling his father's story. These two must become
unlikely allies to answer two soul-searing questions: Who is doing this and why? And
who is Caleb, really, when you cut through the shame?

Alan Russell is an American author of crime fiction/mystery novels. In addition to his
novels, Alan Russell has also ghostwritten some non-fiction books. Alan Russell 
became a published novelist in 1990 with the novel No Sign of Murder. Following No
Cats, No Chocolate, he took a hiatus of eight years until 2012’s Burning Man.
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Russell, Alan. Shame. New York. 1998. Simon & Schuster. 1st Printing. Very Good 
in Dustjacket. 0684815273. 304 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 24993. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Russell reveals what lives in the heart of a monster. 
Here, the monster is Gray Parker. His execution was major news and his story even
became a bestselling book. For his son, Caleb, there was no sanctuary. As soon as
he was old enough, Caleb moved away to start his life over. Even though Caleb has
always hidden the hideous truth about who his father was, when he looks in the 
mirror, what he sees there makes him fear that some part of his father's evil might 
live on in him. Now, though, it's as if his secret has escaped into the world. Bodies 
have started turning up, marked in the same way that his father once marked them.
And when all the evidence points toward him, the only thing Caleb can think to do is
run far and fast. The one person who believes in his innocence is the only woman 
ever to survive one of his father's attacks - Maryelizabeth Line. She's the same 
woman who became a celebrity for telling his father's story. These two must become
unlikely allies to answer two soul-searing questions: Who is doing this and why? And
who is Caleb, really, when you cut through the shame?

Alan Russell is an American author of crime fiction/mystery novels. In addition to his
novels, Alan Russell has also ghostwritten some non-fiction books. Alan Russell 
became a published novelist in 1990 with the novel No Sign of Murder. Following No
Cats, No Chocolate, he took a hiatus of eight years until 2012’s Burning Man.
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Russell, Alan. The Fat Innkeeper: A Mystery Novel. New York. 1995. Mysterious 
Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. Remainder Mark. 0892965398. 339 
pages. hardcover. Cover: Tom Nikosey. Inventory # 27978. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Am Caufield's job as head of hotel security under a 
demanding new Asian boss is further challenged by the murder of a near-death 
debunker, a beached whale, and the arrival of a sex swinger convention.

Alan Russell is an American author of crime fiction/mystery novels. Alan Russell 
played basketball at UC San Diego and made the team as a freshman, but had to 
quit due to a back injury. He ended up writing the student newspaper instead and 
ended up being the paper’s editor-in-chief. During his tenure, the paper went 
independent and eventually became known as The Guardian. After graduation, 
Russell worked in hospitality. Meanwhile, he wrote and sold articles for newspapers
and magazines while working on novels. He used his experience in hospitality as a 
backdrop for his novels. In addition to his novels, Alan Russell has also ghostwritten
some non-fiction books. Alan Russell became a published novelist in 1990 with the 
novel No Sign of Murder. Following No Cats, No Chocolate, he took a hiatus of eight
years until 2012’s Burning Man. Below is a list of Alan Russell’s books in order of 
when they were first released:
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Russell, Alan. The Fat Innkeeper: A Mystery Novel. New York. 1995. Mysterious 
Press. 1st Edition. Crease On Front Free Endpaper,Otherwise Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0892965398. 339 pages. hardcover. Cover: Tom Nikosey. Inventory # 
32684. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Am Caufield's job as head of hotel security under a 
demanding new Asian boss is further challenged by the murder of a near-death 
debunker, a beached whale, and the arrival of a sex swinger convention.

Alan Russell is an American author of crime fiction/mystery novels. Alan Russell 
played basketball at UC San Diego and made the team as a freshman, but had to 
quit due to a back injury. He ended up writing the student newspaper instead and 
ended up being the paper’s editor-in-chief. During his tenure, the paper went 
independent and eventually became known as The Guardian. After graduation, 
Russell worked in hospitality. Meanwhile, he wrote and sold articles for newspapers
and magazines while working on novels. He used his experience in hospitality as a 
backdrop for his novels. In addition to his novels, Alan Russell has also ghostwritten
some non-fiction books. Alan Russell became a published novelist in 1990 with the 
novel No Sign of Murder. Following No Cats, No Chocolate, he took a hiatus of eight
years until 2012’s Burning Man. Below is a list of Alan Russell’s books in order of 
when they were first released:

keywords

Mystery America 
Hotels
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BOOKS FOR SALE

Price $10.00
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Russell, Alan. The Fat Innkeeper: A Mystery Novel. New York. 1995. Mysterious 
Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. Remainder Mark. 0892965398. 339 
pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Cover: Tom Nikosey. Inventory # 27979. 
$25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Am Caufield's job as head of hotel security under a 
demanding new Asian boss is further challenged by the murder of a near-death 
debunker, a beached whale, and the arrival of a sex swinger convention.

Alan Russell is an American author of crime fiction/mystery novels. Alan Russell 
played basketball at UC San Diego and made the team as a freshman, but had to 
quit due to a back injury. He ended up writing the student newspaper instead and 
ended up being the paper’s editor-in-chief. During his tenure, the paper went 
independent and eventually became known as The Guardian. After graduation, 
Russell worked in hospitality. Meanwhile, he wrote and sold articles for newspapers
and magazines while working on novels. He used his experience in hospitality as a 
backdrop for his novels. In addition to his novels, Alan Russell has also ghostwritten
some non-fiction books. Alan Russell became a published novelist in 1990 with the 
novel No Sign of Murder. Following No Cats, No Chocolate, he took a hiatus of eight
years until 2012’s Burning Man. Below is a list of Alan Russell’s books in order of 
when they were first released:

keywords

Mystery America 
Hotels
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Russell, Alan. The Hotel Detective. New York. 1994. Mysterious Press. 1st Printing.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 089296538x. 352 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 24751. 
$22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Acclaimed for his previous tough, hard-boiled whodunits,
Alan Russell now introduces a new series in a more lighthearted vein featuring a wry
and sly hotel detective with a decidedly offbeat approach to his job. Boyish, blond-
haired ex-surfer Am Caulfield is assistant general manager of the posh Hotel 
California, on the Golden State's riviera. Or rather, he was assistant manager until 
his boss, Manager Raymond Kendrick, informs him he's now going to be acting 
security director as well. Am isn't quite sure the appointment is a vote of confidence 
in his talents. In fact, he strongly suspects it's more like revenge for his all-too-
accurate imitation of Kendrick at a recent staff party. No sooner does Am don his 
gumshoes than he's up to his knees in trouble. Someone is stealing personal items 
from the room of a well-endowed female guest. Two hundred scrumptious entries in
a pastry contest have mysteriously disappeared from a locked kitchen. And a man 
has fallen to his death from a seventh-floor balcony. Is it suicide - or did he have 
help? But these problems are a snap compared to solving the double murder in 
room 605 when a lawyer and his paramour are stabbed with a hotel carving knife. 
Just to make Am's investigations more difficult are the one hundred and sixty 
members of the Bob Johnson Society - all named Bob Johnson - who have just 
checked in for a Murder Mayhem Weekend. An ordinary detective might be fazed. 
But although Am is new to sleuthing, he knows how to keep tabs on guests. Despite
a tempermental chef on a rampage, a permanently lost bellhop, and an attractive 
intern-assistant with her own hidden agenda, Am, in his own unhurried way, cuts 
through the chaos to prove himself worthy of his title: the Hotel Detective. The 
security director at Hotel California quits, Assistant Manager Am Caulfield's boss 
gives him the job. Now it's his duty to contend with a temperamental chef, a lingerie 
thief, 1,000 missing pastries, a deluded bellhop, a double murder, an apparent 
suicide, a convention of guys named Bob Johnson and an attractive intern with a 
hidden agenda.

Alan Russell is an American author of crime fiction/mystery novels.
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Russell, Dick. The Man Who Knew Too Much. New York. 1992. Carroll & 
Graf/Richard Galen. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0881849006. Foreword by
Carl Oglesby. 480 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 17469. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Man Who Knew Too Much may be the most 
important book written on the assassination of President John F. Kennedy. Here 
journalist Dick Russell tells the story he has spent the past seventeen years 
investigating. It is the story of a man who had knowledge of a conspiracy to kill 
Kennedy - and sought to warn the governments of three nations in advance. It is the
story of a man, Richard Case Nagell, who was assigned by the Soviets to prevent 
the assassination of Kennedy by killing Lee Harvey Oswald. What had begun as a 
separate intelligence operation utilizing Oswald ended with Oswald and Nagell 
enmeshed in a plot against Kennedy - a plot Nagell himself tried desperately to stop.
Richard Case Nagell - a former CIA operative, KGB operative, and a comrade-in-
arms of Oswald - is still alive. He knows more about the espionage web surrounding
Oswald and the events leading up to the assassination than anyone else except the
perpetrators. Dick Russell exposes these startling facts: the FBI's and CIA's failure 
to act on information before the assassination about Oswald and two co-
conspirators; three earlier plots to assassinate JFK; Oswald's ties to both US and 
Soviet intelligence agencies; the links to a Soviet spy network inside the CIA; the 
role of a cabal of right-wing extremists connected to Cuban exiles, the Pentagon, 
Texas oilmen, and organized crime; a military unit known as Field Operations 
Intelligence, whose existence has never been publicly revealed; the Far East 
intelligence connection; Oswald's two mysterious trips to Mexico City; and the 
CIA/Pentagon's development and use of 'mind control.'

Dick Russell is a former staff writer for TV Guide magazine, a staff reporter for 
Sports Illustrated, and has contributed numerous articles to publications ranging 
from Family Health to The Village Voice. He lives in Boston, Massachusetts and Los
Angeles.
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Russell, Josh. Yellow Jack. New York. 1999. Norton. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0393047687. 1st Novel. 250 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
photograph by Charles Maraia. Inventory # 26784. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Hailed by reviewers as ‘an electrifying debut’ (Baltimore
Sun) and ‘perhaps the best evocation of New Orleans ever to appear in 
print’ (Richmond Times-Dispatch), YELLOW JACK has given Southern literature its
own intoxicating hybrid of Caleb Carr, Flannery O'Connor, and Vladimir Nabokov. 
Russell's ‘virtuoso storytelling, evocative prose and original conception mark [his first
book] as a significant work that we can only hope will be followed by many 
more’ (Chicago Tribune). YELLOW JACK is a ribald, picaresque trip through an 
1840s New Orleans saturated with sex, drugs, death, and corruption. In this 
‘luminously haunting’ (Entertainment Weekly) portrait of decadence, daguerrotypist
Claude Marchand becomes hopelessly entangled with both a voodoo-adept 
octoroon mistress and the erotically precocious daughter of a prominent New 
Orleans family.

Josh Russell is the author of the novel Yellow Jack (which was shortlisted for the 
Barnes & Noble Discover Great New Writers Award), the recipient of a National 
Endowment for the Arts Literature Fellowship, and an associate professor at 
Georgia State University, where he teaches creative writing.
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Russell, Patrick. 100 British Documentaries. London. 2007. British Film Institute. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781844571956. Also available in cloth.
270 pages. paperback. Inventory # 36286. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ever since John Grierson popularized the term 
‘documentary,’ British non-fiction film has been renowned, sometimes reviled, but 
seldom properly appreciated. 100 British Documentaries provides a uniquely 
accessible, occasionally provocative introduction to a rich and surprisingly varied 
tradition by considering 100 examples taken from across a century's worth of output.
The 100 films range from the Victorian period to the present day. Alongside such 
classics as Night Mail and Touching the Void are documentaries that illustrate the 
many uses to which it has been put--from pro-gram-filler to political propaganda to 
classroom teaching aid--and the many styles and viewpoints it has embraced. While
the focus is on the documentary ‘film,’ several television productions are included, 
indicating how the genre has developed on the small screen.

Patrick Russell heads the non-fiction team at the BFI National Archive, where he has
worked since 2000 and has led several major archival projects drawing on the 
British tradition of documentary and non-fiction filmmaking. Patrick’s curatorial 
specialism is the history of industrial and sponsored film, and their equivalents in 
today’s contemporary corporate media. Among the archive’s rich holdings in this 
field, he cites as his favourite the film and video collection of the National Coal 
Board. He co-edited the books Shadows of Progress: Documentary Film in Post-war
Britain (2010) and The Lost World of Mitchell and Kenyon (2004) and is the author of
100 British Documentaries (2007) and several chapters in edited collections.
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Russo, Charles. Striking Distance: Bruce Lee and the Dawn of Martial Arts in 
America. Lincoln. 2016. University of Nebraska Press. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 9780803269606. 6 x 9. 25 photographs. 272 pages. hardcover.
Inventory # 43301. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the spring of 1959, eighteen-year-old Bruce Lee 
returned to San Francisco, the city of his birth, and quickly inserted himself into the
West Coast’s fledgling martial arts culture. Even though Asian fighting styles were 
widely unknown to mainstream America, Bruce encountered a robust fight culture in
a San Francisco Bay area that was populated with talented and trailblazing 
practitioners such as Lau Bun, Chinatown’s aging kung fu patriarch; Wally Jay, the 
innovative Hawaiian jujitsu master; and James Lee, the no-nonsense Oakland street
fighter. Regarded by some as a brash loudmouth and by others as a dynamic 
visionary, Bruce spent his first few years back in America advocating for a more 
modern approach to the martial arts and showing little regard for the damaged egos
left in his wake. On the Chinese calendar, 1964 was the Year of the Green Dragon. 
It would be a challenging and eventful year for Bruce. He would broadcast his 
dissenting view before the first great international martial arts gathering and then 
defend it by facing down Chinatown’s young ace kung fu practitioner in a legendary
behind-closed-doors high noon showdown. The Year of the Green Dragon saw the 
dawn of martial arts in America and the rise of an icon. Drawing on more than one 
hundred original interviews and an eclectic array of sources, Striking Distance is an
engrossing narrative that chronicles San Francisco Bay's pioneering martial arts 
scene that thrived in the early 1960s and offers an in-depth look at a widely 
unknown chapter of Bruce Lee’s iconic life.

Charles Russo is an award-winning journalist who lives in San Francisco. His work 
has appeared in San Francisco Magazine, Rolling Stone, Planet, 7x7, and Hobo 
Magazine.

keywords

Sports/martial 
Arts/American History
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Russo, Charles. Striking Distance: Bruce Lee and the Dawn of Martial Arts in 
America. Lincoln. 2016. University of Nebraska Press. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 9780803269606. 6 x 9. 25 photographs. 272 pages. hardcover.
Signed by the author. Inventory #  44648. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the spring of 1959, eighteen-year-old Bruce Lee 
returned to San Francisco, the city of his birth, and quickly inserted himself into the
West Coast’s fledgling martial arts culture. Even though Asian fighting styles were 
widely unknown to mainstream America, Bruce encountered a robust fight culture in
a San Francisco Bay area that was populated with talented and trailblazing 
practitioners such as Lau Bun, Chinatown’s aging kung fu patriarch; Wally Jay, the 
innovative Hawaiian jujitsu master; and James Lee, the no-nonsense Oakland street
fighter. Regarded by some as a brash loudmouth and by others as a dynamic 
visionary, Bruce spent his first few years back in America advocating for a more 
modern approach to the martial arts and showing little regard for the damaged egos
left in his wake. On the Chinese calendar, 1964 was the Year of the Green Dragon. 
It would be a challenging and eventful year for Bruce. He would broadcast his 
dissenting view before the first great international martial arts gathering and then 
defend it by facing down Chinatown’s young ace kung fu practitioner in a legendary
behind-closed-doors high noon showdown. The Year of the Green Dragon saw the 
dawn of martial arts in America and the rise of an icon. Drawing on more than one 
hundred original interviews and an eclectic array of sources, Striking Distance is an
engrossing narrative that chronicles San Francisco Bay's pioneering martial arts 
scene that thrived in the early 1960s and offers an in-depth look at a widely 
unknown chapter of Bruce Lee’s iconic life.

Charles Russo is an award-winning journalist who lives in San Francisco. His work 
has appeared in San Francisco Magazine, Rolling Stone, Planet, 7x7, and Hobo 
Magazine.
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Ryan, Conall. House of Cards. New York. 1989. Knopf. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0394572149. 308 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by John Howard.
Inventory # 12228. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Martin Oakes is a professional poker player - cool, 
mysterious, ever appraising the hand life deals him. He has begun to develop a 
sideline that will shortly become central: he teaches problem kids how to play poker.
These distraught, surprising adolescents figure they can turn poker to their own 
advantage; their parents hope the kids will get some sense drummed into them; and
for Martin Oakes the poker classes become both the necessary escape and a fount
of strength.

Conall Ryan is a published author of technical and business articles, short fiction, 
and two novels. He speaks frequently at industry conferences including SXSWedu,
EdNET, LearnLaunch Across Boundaries, ISTE, the MIT Enterprise Forum, and 
Revolutionary Learning. He received a B.A. in English with honors from Boston 
University.
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Literature America 
Poker
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Ryan, Terry. The Prize Winner of Defiance,Ohio: How My Mother Raised 10 Kids On
25 Words Or Less. New York. 2001. Simon & Schuster. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0743211227. Foreword by Suze Orman. 351 pages. hardcover.
Cover by Patricia Holt. Inventory # 28838. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE PRIZE WINNER OF DEFIANCE, OHIO introduces
Evelyn Ryan, an enterprising woman who kept poverty at bay with wit, poetry, and 
perfect prose during the ‘contest era’ of the 1950s and 1960s. Evelyn's winning ways
defied the church, her alcoholic husband, and antiquated views of housewives. To 
her, flouting convention was a small price to pay when it came to raising her six sons
and four daughters. Graced with a rare appreciation for life's inherent hilarity, Evelyn
turned every financial challenge into an opportunity for fun and profit. The story of 
this irrepressible woman, whose clever entries are worthy of Erma Bombeck, 
Dorothy Parker, and Ogden Nash, is told by her daughter Terry with an infectious joy
that shows how a winning spirit will always triumph over poverty.

Terry "Tuff" Ryan (July 14, 1946 – May 16, 2007) was an American writer, originally
from Defiance, Ohio, who resided in San Francisco for most of her adult life. She 
was best known for her memoir The Prize Winner of Defiance, Ohio, published in 
2001, and released as a film, with the same title, in 2005.

keywords

Autobiography America
Women Family
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Price $17.50
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Rybczynski, Witold. A Clearing in the Distance: Frederick Law Olmsted & America in
the Nineteenth Century. New York. 1999. Scribner. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0684824639. 480 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph courtesy of The
National Park Service. Inventory # 26600. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a brilliant collaboration between writer and subject, 
Witold Rybczynski, the bestselling author of HOME and CITY LIFE, illuminates 
Frederick Law Olmsted’s role as a major cultural figure at the epicenter of 
nineteenth-century American history. We know Olmsted through the physical legacy
of his stunning landscapes-among them, New York’s Central Park, California’s 
Stanford University campus, and Boston’s Back Bay Fens. But Olmsted’s 
contemporaries knew a man of even more extraordinarily diverse talents. Born in 
1822, he traveled to China on a merchant ship at the age of twenty-one. He 
cofounded The Nation magazine and was an early voice against slavery. He 
managed California’s largest gold mine and, during the Civil War, served as the 
executive secretary to the United States Sanitary Commission, the precursor of the
Red Cross. Rybczynski’s passion for his subject and his understanding of Olmsted’s
immense complexity and accomplishments make his book a triumphant work. In A 
CLEARING IN THE DISTANCE, the story of a great nineteenth-century American 
becomes an intellectual adventure.

Witold Rybczynski (born in 1 March 1943, in Edinburgh, Scotland), is a Canadian-
American architect, professor and writer.
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Ryder, Joanne. Little Panda. New York. 2000. Simon & Schuster. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0689843100. The World Welcomes Hua Mei At 
The San Diego Zoo. unpaginated. hardcover. Jacket design by Heather Wood. 
Inventory # 29566. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - She’s the first giant panda cub ever to survive in captivity
in the Western Hemisphere. There are fewer than one thousand giant pandas left in
the world, making Hua Mei’s birth at the World-Famous San Diego Zoo in August 
1999 a cause for celebration. In Little Panda, filled with exclusive photographs from 
the zoo, Hua Mei’s first year is chronicled as she grows quickly from a tiny infant into
a curious cub. Ever ready to play a game of tag with Mama or bravely explore new 
territory, Hua Mei will charm readers of all ages. Acclaimed author Joanne Ryder 
perfectly captures the spirit and playfulness of this endangered animal while 
teaching readers about the life and plight of the giant panda.

Joanne Ryder studied journalism at Marquette University. For several years she was
an editor of children's books in New York, before she quit to write full-time. Ryder is
an award-winning author whose books offer a unique blend of poetry and science.
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Sa De Meneses, Francisco De. The Conquest of Malacca. Kuala Lumpur. 1970. 
University Of Malaya Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With
Some Small Tears. Translated from the Portuguese by Edgar C. Knowlton Jr. 234 
pages. hardcover. Inscribed by the Translator. Inventory # 15018. $300

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is not so much a historical account of Albuquerque's
conquest of Malacca, but rather a poem written just over a hundred years after the 
event. The main purpose was to inspire Portuguese of the 18th century to emulate 
the feats of their ancestors. A significant example of Western literature inspired by 
contact with the East, and it represents the vogue of epic poetry in sixteenth and 
seventeenth century Portugal.

Francisco de Sá de Meneses , (Porto , c.1510 - c.1583), the first count of 
Matosinhos and lord of St. John of Foz , commander of Proença and Sever, was a 
Portuguese poet in addition to having exercised several important positions in the 
service of the Kingdom of Portugal.

keywords

Portugal Translated 
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Sa'edi, Gholam-Hossein. Dandil: Stories From Iranian Life. New York. 1981. 
Random House. 1st American Edition. Some Foxing On Top Edge, Otherwise Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0394505115. 223 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Bob 
Silverman. Inventory # 6383. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This collection of Gholam-Hossein Sa’edi’s stories opens
a new vista into the understanding of Iranian life. A dissident writer who fled the 
Shah’s rule, Sa’edi’s fiction partakes of and reflects the customs, the religion and the
way of life in Iran. The title story, ‘Dandil,’ is about the pecuniary aspirations of the 
people in a poverty-stricken town, as they expose the charm and beauty of a young
girl to an American soldier. In the second tale, ‘The Game Is Over,’ an Iranian Tom
Sawyer fakes his own death as revenge against his drunken, cruel father, but falls to
the very death he staged a few days earlier. ‘The Rubbish Heap’ tells of the harsh 
practice of selling blood to earn a few pennies. ‘Keykãvus, Baldy and Me’ is based 
on the disparity between the mentalities of a small, backward town official and three
documentary filmmakers from the city. Each story is filled with human irony and 
political metaphor. Sa’edi shows us an Iran never in the news - an Iran of ordinary 
people with hopes, fears and sorrows. In this compelling collection, Sa’edi bridges a
profound cultural gap to bring us a work of scope, sensitivity and importance.

GHOLAM-HOSSEIN SA’EDI was born in Tabriz in 1935. While studying for a 
medical degree, he became involved in political activities that later caused him to be
imprisoned by the Shah. After being tortured, he was released and allowed to come
to the United States. Sa’edi has published over thirty works - including plays and 
short stories - and is now living in Iran.
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Sabato, Ernesto. El tunel (Spanish language edition). Barcelona. 1990. Editorial 
Seix Barral. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 8432230030. 
137 pages. paperback. Movie edition with Jane Seymour and Peter Weller on the 
cover. Inventory # 45097. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - IN SPANISH. An unforgettable psychological novel of 
obsessive love, The Tunnel was championed by Albert Camus, Thomas Mann, and
Graham Greene upon its publication in 1948 and went on to become an international
bestseller. At its center is an artist named Juan Pablo Castel, who recounts from his
prison cell his murder of a woman named María Iribarne. Obsessed from the 
moment he sees her examining one of his paintings, Castel fantasizes for months 
about how they might meet again. When he happens upon her one day, a 
relationship develops that convinces him of their mutual love. But Castel's growing 
paranoia leads him to destroy the one thing he truly cares about.

Ernesto Sabato (June 24, 1911 – April 30, 2011) was an Argentine novelist, 
essayist, painter and physicist. Upon his death El País dubbed him the "last classic
writer in Argentine literature".
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Sabato, Ernesto. The Angel of Darkness. New York. 1991. Ballantine Books. 1st 
American Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0345360508. Translated from the 
Spanish by Andrew Hurley. 437 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by James R. 
Harris. Jacket photograph by Frederic L. Dodnick. Inventory # 15454. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the teeming, corrupt, endlessly fascinating city of 
Buenos Aires, in the watershed year of 1973, an idealistic, innocent, tenderly raised
young man is tortured to death by a government goon squad for the crime of political
hope. Far across the immensity of the Argentine capital, a drunken outcast named 
Loco sees a vision of a seven-headed dragon breathing fire across the night sky - a
portent of the apocalypse revealed to him alone. In a shabby apartment littered with
defaced pictures of famous writers, a fanatical youth named Nacho suffers the 
tortures of the damned because his beloved sister has betrayed him and his hero 
writer - Sabato - has sold out to the middle class. What thread unwinds through the 
labyrinth of Buenos Aires to connect these three seemingly insignificant human 
dramas? How do they fit into a vast, intricate tapestry composed of swinish German
refugees and mysterious Hungarian aristocrats, of seances in darkened cellars and
scintillating Hollywood gossip spouted in elegant drawing rooms, of political 
subterfuge and literary betrayal, of desperate passion and grinding poverty? What, 
above all, do these nightmarish events have to do with the life and work of Sabato, 
the tortured, uncompromising physicist-turned-writer who is both the author of The 
Angel of Darkness and its central character? In tracing the hidden links between 
these apparently random people and events, Sabato - the character and the creator
of this book-brings to light a subterranean network of evil that steals through the city
like a secret plague, a network in which torture, fanaticism, and sheer inhuman 
blindness conspire to engulf society. As piece after piece of this immense puzzle 
falls into place, we are caught up in a riveting drama of the endless, ferocious 
struggle between good and evil.

Ernesto Sabato (June 24, 1911 – April 30, 2011) was an Argentine novelist, 
essayist, painter and physicist. Upon his death El País dubbed him the "last classic
writer in Argentine literature".
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Sackman, Douglas Cazaux. Orange Empire: California and the Fruits of Eden. 
Berkeley. 2005. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0520238869. 387 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36161. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This innovative history of California opens up new vistas
on the interrelationship among culture, nature, and society by focusing on the state’s
signature export-the orange. From the 1870s onward, California oranges were 
packaged in crates bearing colorful images of an Edenic landscape. This book 
demystifies those lush images, revealing the orange as a manufactured product of 
the state’s orange industry. Orange Empire brings together for the first time the full 
story of the orange industry-how growers, scientists, and workers transformed the 
natural and social landscape of California, turning it into a factory for the production
of millions of oranges. That industry put up billboards in cities across the nation and
placed enticing pictures of sun-kissed fruits into nearly every American’s home. It 
convinced Americans that oranges could be consumed as embodiments of pure 
nature and talismans of good health. But, as this book shows, the tables were turned
during the Great Depression when Upton Sinclair, Carey McWilliams, Dorothea 
Lange, and John Steinbeck made the Orange Empire into a symbol of what was 
wrong with America’s relationship to nature.

Douglas Cazaux Sackman is Assistant Professor of History at the University of 
Puget Sound. Douglas Cazaux Sackman is Assistant Professor of History at the 
University of Puget Sound.
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Sacks, Oliver. Musicophilia: Tales of Music and the Brain. New York. 2007. Knopf. 
7th Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9781400040810. 383 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 37792. $13

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Music can move us to the heights or depths of emotion. It
can persuade us to buy something, or remind us of our first date. It can lift us out of
depression when nothing else can. It can get us dancing to its beat. But the power of
music goes much, much further. Indeed, music occupies more areas of our brain 
than language does—humans are a musical species. Oliver Sacks’s compassionate,
compelling tales of people struggling to adapt to different neurological conditions 
have fundamentally changed the way we think of our own brains, and of the human
experience. In MUSICOPHILIA, he examines the powers of music through the 
individual experiences of patients, musicians, and everyday people—from a man 
who is struck by lightning and suddenly inspired to become a pianist at the age of 
forty-two, to an entire group of children with Williams syndrome, who are 
hypermusical from birth; from people with ‘amusia,’ to whom a symphony sounds 
like the clattering of pots and pans, to a man whose memory spans only seven 
seconds—for everything but music. Our exquisite sensitivity to music can sometimes
go wrong: Sacks explores how catchy tunes can subject us to hours of mental 
replay, and how a surprising number of people acquire nonstop musical 
hallucinations that assault them night and day. Yet far more frequently, music goes 
right: Sacks describes how music can animate people with Parkinson’s disease who
cannot otherwise move, give words to stroke patients who cannot otherwise speak,
and calm and organize people whose memories are ravaged by Alzheimer’s or 
amnesia. Music is irresistible, haunting, and unforgettable, and in MUSICOPHILIA,
Oliver Sacks tells us why.

Oliver Wolf Sacks (July 9, 1933, Cricklewood, London, United Kingdom - August 30,
2015, Manhattan, New York City, NY) was a British neurologist, naturalist, historian
of science, and author. Born in Britain, and mostly educated there, he spent his 
career in the United States. He believed that the brain is the "most incredible thing in
the universe."
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Sacks, Oliver. The Island of the Colorblind. New York. 1997. Knopf. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679451145. 301 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Chip Kidd. Inventory # 7464. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Oliver Sacks has always been fascinated by islands - 
their remoteness, their mystery, above all the unique forms of life they harbor. For 
him, islands conjure up equally the romance of Melville and Stevenson, the 
adventure of Magellan and Cook, and the scientific wonder of Darwin and Wallace.
Drawn to the tiny Pacific atoll of Pingelap by intriguing reports of an isolated, 
community of islanders born, totally color- blind, Sacks finds himself setting up a 
clinic in a one-room island dispensary, where he listens to these achromatopic 
islanders describe their colorless world in rich terms of pattern and tone, luminance
and shadow. And on Guam, where he goes to investigate the puzzling 
neurodegenerative paralysis endemic there for a century he becomes, for a brief 
time, an island neurologist, making house calls with his colleague John Steele, amid
crowing cockerels, cycad jungles, and the remains of a colonial culture. The islands
reawaken Sacks’ lifelong passion for botany - in particular, for the primitive cycad 
trees, whose existence dates back to the Paleozoic - and the cycads are the starting
point for an intensely personal reflection on the meaning of islands, the 
dissemination of species, the genesis of disease, and the nature of deep geologic 
time. Out of an unexpected journey Sacks has woven an unforgettable narrative 
which immerses us in the romance of island life, and shares his own compelling 
vision of the complexities, of being human.

Oliver Sacks (July 9, 1933, Cricklewood, London, United Kingdom - August 30, 
2015, Manhattan, New York City, NY) was born in London in 1933 and educated in
London, Oxford, and California. He was a professor of neurology at the Albert 
Einstein College of Medicine and the author of seven books, including 
AWAKENINGS, THE MAN WHO MISTOOK HIS WIFE FOR A HAT, and AN 
ANTHROPOLOGIST ON MARS. He lived on City Island in New York, where he 
swam and raised cycads and ferns.
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Sacks, Peter. Tearing Down the Gates: Confronting the Class Divide in American 
Education. Berkeley. 2007. University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780520245884. 376 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
36490. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - We often hear about the growing divide between rich and
poor in America. This compelling exposé, backed by up-to-date research, locates 
the source of this trend where we might least expect to find it--in our schools. Written
for a wide audience, Tearing Down the Gates is a powerful indictment of American 
education that shows how schools, colleges, and universities exacerbate inequality
by providing ample opportunities for advantaged students while shutting the gates 
on the poor--and even the middle class. Peter Sacks tells the stories of young 
people and families as they struggle to negotiate the educational system. He 
introduces students like Ashlea, who grew up in a trailer park and who would like to
attend college, though she faces constant obstacles that many of her more 
privileged classmates can’t imagine. Woven throughout with voices of Americans 
both rich and poor, Tearing Down the Gates describes a disturbing situation that has
the potential to undermine the American dream, not just for some, but for all of us. At
the heart of this book is a question of justice, and Sacks demands that we take a 
hard look at what equal opportunity really means in the United States today.

Peter Sacks is an author, essayist, and social critic who writes and speaks 
extensively on education and American culture. He is author of Generation X Goes 
to College: An Eye-Opening Account of Teaching in Postmodern America and 
Standardized Minds: The High Price of America’s Testing Culture and What We can
do to Change it. His essays have appeared in The Nation, The Chronicle of Higher 
Education, The Boston Review, the Los Angeles Times, The New York Times, and 
other publications.
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Sagan, Eli. At the Dawn of Tyranny: The Origins of Individualism, Political 
Oppression, and the State. New York. 1985. Knopf. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. Remainder Mark. 0394539222. 16 pages of line drawings. 422 pages. 
hardcover. Front-of jacket drawing: 'A Human Sacrifice in a Tahitian Temple,' by 
Weber,from the Atlas edition of Captain James Cook's Third Voyage. Photograph by
Tony Holmes. Jacket design by Gun Larso. Inventory # 7959. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this book, Eli Sagan looks for the origins of the political
tyranny that has haunted human society through the centuries. He does this by 
exploring three societies-Hawaii, Tahiti, and Buganda-whose ancient customs and 
institutions still prevailed when they were first encountered by Western travelers and
missionaries in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, a phenomenon that enables
us to see at close hand the world of our own ancient past. Drawing on the accounts
of Stanley, Speke, Cook, Mariner, and others, Sagan shows that these cultures, still
in a preliterate state usually equated with the primitive, already had complicated 
social structures, chiefs and kings, complete legal systems with hierarchies of 
courts, armies, aristocrats, priests, and bards, as well as fishermen and peasants. 
He proposes that they were in a transitional stage between primitive society and 
archaic society (literate, fully developed hierarchical states and empires like early 
Egypt and Mesopotamia). He calls this stage ‘complex’ society, and shows that 
much of what we treasure in our own culture-epic poetry, theater, astronomy, 
medicine-came into being during this stage, along with much of what troubles us 
still, such as class, organized warfare, and the tyrannical state. Sagan sees the 
complex society that the explorers found-at once filled with the exuberance of 
people discovering life-enhancing arts and sciences and the cruelty of kings who 
could, in order to pay the gods in advance for their own secure sleep or the safe 
completion of a temple, sacrifice other human beings-as a source of new questions
about the way society develops.

Eli Sagan (March 3, 1927 – January 4, 2015) was a visiting professor in sociology 
and women’s studies at the University of California, Berkeley, The New School and
Brandeis University. During the early seventies he also taught one course a week in
anthropology at The New England Conservatory of Music in Boston.
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Sagan, Eli. The Honey and the Hemlock: Democracy and Paranoia in Ancient 
Athens and Modern America. New York. 1991. Basic Books. 1st Edition. Very Good
in Dustjacket.Remainder Mark. 0465030580. 429 pages. hardcover. Jacket design 
by Archie Ferguson. Inventory # 17434. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Examining Athenian democracy as an object lesson for 
democracy in general, and invoking Freud as his guide in this task, Eli Sagan 
explores the startling contradictions in the society of Athens: its delicious honey and
its deadly hemlock.

Eli Sagan (March 3, 1927 – January 4, 2015) was a visiting professor in sociology 
and women’s studies at the University of California, Berkeley, The New School and
Brandeis University. During the early seventies he also taught one course a week in
anthropology at The New England Conservatory of Music in Boston.
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Sagan, Francoise. Those Without Shadows. Middlesex. 1964. Penguin Books. 
Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Translated from the French 
by Irene Ash. 127 pages. paperback. Cover illustration by Robin Jacques. Inventory
# 34587. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Francoise Sagan’s third novel, after BONJOUR 
TRISTESSE and A CERTAIN SMILE, that follows a group of artistic and intellectual
Parisians in a tale of life and love among the Beat Generation in Paris.

Françoise Sagan (June 21, 1935 – September 24, 2004), real name Françoise 
Quoirez, was a French playwright, novelist, and screenwriter. Hailed as ‘a charming 
little monster’ by François Mauriac on the front page of Le Figaro, Sagan was best 
known for works with strong romantic themes involving wealthy and disillusioned 
bourgeois characters.
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Sahgal, Nayantara. Prison and Chocolate Cake. New York. 1954. Knopf. 1st Edition.
Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front, Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 236 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 11251. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Story of a wealthy politically active indian family and their
struggles and accomplishments. Nayantara is daughter of Indian Ambassador to 
Moscow and niece of Nehru.

Nayantara Sahgal (Kashmiri: born 10 May 1927) is an Indian writer in English. Her 
fiction deals with India's elite responding to the crises engendered by political 
change; she was one of the first female Indo-Anglian writers to receive wide 
recognition. She is a member of the Nehru-Gandhi family, the second of the three 
daughters born to Jawaharlal Nehru's sister, Vijaya Lakshmi Pandit. She was 
awarded the 1986 Sahitya Akademi Award for English, for her novel, RICH LIKE US
(1985), by the Sahitya Akademi, India's National Academy of Letters.
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Said, Edward W. Beginnings: Intention & Method. New York. 1975. Basic Books. 1st
Printing. Previous Owner's Name in Front, Otherwise Very Good in Worn Dustjacket
W/Some Tears & Chipping. 0465005802. 414 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 23228.
$25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - What does it mean to ‘begin’ a work of literature, 
philosophy, or criticism? How is it possible to think of ‘beginnings’ at all when, after 
centuries of human experience, surely everything that can be has been thought and
said? How does one even contemplate ‘beginning’ yet again - as every thinker and
writer must? It is to these beguiling, troublesome questions that Edward Said, one of
America’s most widely respected younger critics, addresses himself in 
BEGINNINGS, a work of extraordinary erudition and profundity. The quest for an 
understanding of what it means to ‘begin’ takes Edward Said though the 
masterworks of Western literature, to the cyclical philosophy of Vico (whose thought
has never before been so tellingly linked to contemporary consciousness) and on to
what is certainly the most brilliant explication of post-war French criticism and 
philosophy yet written, offering illuminating explications of Levi-Strauss’s 
structuralism, Foucault’s archaeology, and Derrida’s philosophy of writing. To read 
Edward Said is to experience at first hand the excitement of a fine mind freely and 
fully engaged in the definitively human adventure, that of intellectual wonder and 
discovery.

Edward Wadie Said (1 November 1935 – 25 September 2003) was a Palestinian 
American literary theorist and public intellectual who helped found the critical-theory
field of postcolonialism.
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Said, Edward W. Musical Elaborations. New York. 1991. Columbia University Press.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0231073186. 109 pages. hardcover.
Inventory # 20884. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Music does not have meaning in the same way that 
words do, but it is not meaningless. Music can evoke powerful emotions, feelings, 
and memories in every listener. It has private meaning. When one attends or 
performs a concert, there is a new-public-aspect to our private music. Edward Said 
examines the intersection of the public and private meaning of music in this brilliant
book.

Edward Wadie Said (1 November 1935 – 25 September 2003) was a Palestinian 
American literary theorist and public intellectual who helped found the critical-theory
field of postcolonialism.
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Said, Edward W. Peace in the Middle East. Westfield. 1991. Open Magazine 
Pamphlet Series. 1st Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 16 pages. paperback. 
Pamphlet # 13. Inventory # 31271. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From This Pamphlet:. My premise is that neither the 
Palestinians nor the Israelis have a military option against each other. Both peoples
must learn to live in peace, and in mutual acknowledgment of each other’s history 
and actuality. Yet we must also admit as a simple fact that today only one people, 
Israeli Jews, has sovereignty, has achieved self-determination, even as the other 
people, the Palestinian Arabs, live in a state of subordination and oppression. That 
the Palestinians struggle against and resist this state of affairs is a function of how 
injustice and sufferings do not defeat a people, nor compel it into submission, but 
rather drives that people to resist more, and to struggle further for political justice 
and rights.

Edward Wadie Said (1 November 1935 – 25 September 2003) was a Palestinian 
American literary theorist and public intellectual who helped found the critical-theory
field of postcolonialism.
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Said, Edward W. The End of the Peace Process: Oslo and After. New York. 2000. 
Pantheon Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0375409300. 368
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 27853. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Edward Said demonstrates why he is considered the 
preeminent observer and critic of the Middle East peace process in this collection of
fifty essays, written mostly for Arab and European newspapers in the last five years
and previously not readily available to American readers. Said uncovers the political
mechanism that advertises reconciliation in the Middle East while keeping peace out
of the picture. He cites the imbalance of power that forces Palestinians and Arab 
states to accept the concessions of the United States and Israel, thus prohibiting 
real negotiations and promoting the second-class treatment of Palestinians. He 
critiques Arafat’s self-interested leadership and the oppressive Palestinian Authority,
criticizes the general quiescence of Palestinian life, and denounces Israel’s refusal 
to recognize Palestine’s past. In this unflinching cry for civic justice and self-
determination, Said promotes not a political agenda but a transcendent alternative: 
the peaceful coexistence of Arabs and Jews enjoying equal rights and shared 
citizenship.

Edward Wadie Said (1 November 1935 – 25 September 2003) was a Palestinian 
American literary theorist and public intellectual who helped found the critical-theory
field of postcolonialism.
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Said, Edward W. The Question of Palestine. New York. 1980. Vintage Books. 
Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 0394745272. 
265 pages. paperback. V-527. Inventory # 41899. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When it was first published in this country in 1977, this 
original and deeply provocative book made Palestine the subject of a serious 
debate--one that is now more critical than ever. Still a basic and indespensible 
account of the Palestinian question, updated to include the most recent 
developments in the Middle East- from the intifada to the Gulf war to the historic 
peace conference in Madrid.

Edward Wadie Said (1 November 1935 – 25 September 2003) was a Palestinian 
American literary theorist and public intellectual who helped found the critical-theory
field of postcolonialism.
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Said, Kurban. The Girl From the Golden Horn. Woodstock. 2001. Overlook Press. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1585671738. Translated from the 
German by Jenia Graman. 280 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Yellowstone Ltd.
Inventory # 31227. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It is 1928 and Asiadeh Anbara and her father, members
of the Turkish royal court, find themselves in exile in Berlin after the collapse of the
Ottoman Empire. Years ago she had been promised to a Turkish prince but now, 
under the spell of the West, the nineteen-year-old Muslim girl falls in love and 
marries a Viennese doctor, an ‘unbeliever.’ But when she again meets the prince - 
now a screenwriter living in exile in New York - and he decides he wants her as his
wife, she is torn between the marriage she made in good faith and the promise 
made long ago.

Kurban Said is the pseudonym of the author of Ali and Nino, a novel originally 
published in 1937 in the German language by the Austrian publisher E.P. Tal. The 
true identity of the author is in dispute, but a leading contender is Lev Nussimbaum.
Nussimbaum was born in Kiev in October 1905. His father Abraam Leybusovich 
Nussimbaum, was an oil baron in Baku. His mother was Basya Davidovna 
Nussimbaum, a Belorussian Jewess who committed suicide when Lev was a small 
child. In 1918, Lev’s father fled Baku from the Bolsheviks, taking him on a caravan of
refugees through Turkestan, Persia and the Caucasus. The Nussimbaums relocated
to Paris and finally Germany, where Lev finally converted to Islam and enrolled at 
university using the name “Essad Bey Nousimbaoum”. Nussimbaum assumed the 
identity of Essad Bey [purportedly related to to Erir of Bokara] and during this period
allegedly wrote what has become Azerbaijan’s most famous novel Ali and Nino.
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Saikaku, Ihara. The Life of An Amourous Woman. New York. 1963. New Directions.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. Translated from the 
Japanese & Edited by Ivan Morris. 405 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 6389. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Today regarded as one of the great fiction writers of 
Japan, Ihara Saikaku (1642-93) has only recently attained this recognition. Because
he wrote of the lowest class in the Tokugawa world, the townsmen, who were rising 
in wealth and power but not in official status, and of the licensed ‘gay’ quarters of the
great courtesans where these merchants were the equal of anyone, much of his 
fiction is devoted to money and sensuality. Only since World War II have his works 
been published in modern Japan without censorship and discovered by writers and 
critics in their full richness. Saikaku’s zest and fascination are with the whole of life,
with people, with the way they live and think and with the strange things that happen
to them. The title book of this collection—The Life of an Amorous Woman—is 
possibly Saikaku’s greatest novel and his most complete one in the modern sense.
Told in the first person by an aging former beauty whose highly erotic nature was 
her constant undoing, it ranges over all of 17th-century Japanese life, as the lady 
successively is wife, court lady, courtesan, priest’s concubine, the mistress of a 
feudal lord, and streetwalker, to mention only a few of her roles. The characters are 
from all walks of life and are all believable. The same is true of the other selections 
from Saikaku’s prolific output, three of the ‘Five Women Who Chose Love,’ several 
of the ‘New Lessons from the Lives of Wealthy Men’ and of the ‘Reckonings that 
Carry Men Through the World.’

Ihara Saikaku (1642 – September 9, 1693) was a Japanese poet and creator of the 
'floating world' genre of Japanese prose (ukiyo-zōshi). Saikaku is reported to have 
composed at least 16,000 haikai stanzas, with some sources placing the number at
over 23,500 stanzas. Later in life he began writing racy accounts of the financial and
amorous affairs of the merchant class and the demimonde.
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Saint-Exupery, Antoine De. Night Flight. New York. 1942. Signet/New American 
Library. 10th Printing of This Signet Classic Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
Translated From The French By Stuart Gilbert.Foreword By Andre Gide. 128 pages.
paperback. CP309. Inventory # 29246. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a novel of rare beauty and power, Saint - Exupéry 
charts the perilous world of pioneer aviation. Night Flight is the story of hazardous 
flights made by night through the dangers of darkness and the destructive splendor
of sudden Andean storms. It is a story of men who risk their lives to deliver mail in 
flimsy crates. Fabien, the youthful pilot, who sees in flying a chance for heroic 
action. Rivière, his superior, who believes that man's salvation lies not in freedom 
but in the acceptance of duty. 'Aviation, like the exploration of uncharted lands has 
its early heroic age and Night Flight, which describes the tragic adventure of one of 
these pioneers of the air, sounds, naturally enough, the authentic epic note.' - André
Gide

Antoine de Saint-Exupéry (officially Antoine Marie Jean-Baptiste Roger, comte de 
Saint Exupéry 29 June 1900 – 31 July 1944) was a French aristocrat, writer, poet, 
and pioneering aviator.
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Saint-Exupery, Antoine De. Night Flight. New York. 1961. Signet/New American 
Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Translated 
From The French By Stuart Gilbert.Foreword By Andre Gide. 128 pages. paperback.
CD46. Inventory # 31253. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a novel of rare beauty and power, Saint - Exupéry 
charts the perilous world of pioneer aviation. Night Flight is the story of hazardous 
flights made by night through the dangers of darkness and the destructive splendor
of sudden Andean storms. It is a story of men who risk their lives to deliver mail in 
flimsy crates. Fabien, the youthful pilot, who sees in flying a chance for heroic 
action. Rivière, his superior, who believes that man's salvation lies not in freedom 
but in the acceptance of duty. 'Aviation, like the exploration of uncharted lands has 
its early heroic age and Night Flight, which describes the tragic adventure of one of 
these pioneers of the air, sounds, naturally enough, the authentic epic note.' - André
Gide

Antoine de Saint-Exupéry (officially Antoine Marie Jean-Baptiste Roger, comte de 
Saint Exupéry 29 June 1900 – 31 July 1944) was a French aristocrat, writer, poet, 
and pioneering aviator.
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Saint-Exupery, Antoine De. Night Flight. New York. 1961. Signet/New American 
Library. 4th Printing of This Edition. Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front & 
Some Pen Markings On Last Page And Back Cover, Otherwise Good in Slightly 
Worn Wrappers. Translated From The French By Stuart Gilbert.CD4Foreword By 
Andre Gide. 128 pages. paperback. CD46. Inventory # 25369. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a novel of rare beauty and power, Saint - Exupéry 
charts the perilous world of pioneer aviation. Night Flight is the story of hazardous 
flights made by night through the dangers of darkness and the destructive splendor
of sudden Andean storms. It is a story of men who risk their lives to deliver mail in 
flimsy crates. Fabien, the youthful pilot, who sees in flying a chance for heroic 
action. Rivière, his superior, who believes that man's salvation lies not in freedom 
but in the acceptance of duty. 'Aviation, like the exploration of uncharted lands has 
its early heroic age and Night Flight, which describes the tragic adventure of one of 
these pioneers of the air, sounds, naturally enough, the authentic epic note.' - André
Gide.

Antoine de Saint-Exupéry (officially Antoine Marie Jean-Baptiste Roger, comte de 
Saint Exupéry 29 June 1900 – 31 July 1944) was a French aristocrat, writer, poet, 
and pioneering aviator.
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Sainz, Gustavo. Gazapo. New York. 1968. Ace Books. 1st American Paperback 
Edition. Previous Owner’s name Embossed in Front, Otherwise Very Good in 
Wrappers With Some Browning. Translated from the Spanish by Hardie St. Martin. 
190 pages. paperback. 27425. Inventory # 22209. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Tender, funny and sexy: the story of the seduction of a 
young girl. ‘Excruciatingly real. The truth is shocking to the older generation because
they find it convenient not to remember what they themselves were like.’ —KANSAS
CITY STAR. In the very mod world of today’s Mexico City, young Menelao has 
broken with his family to live on his own and concentrate on his seduction, of 
innocent, timid Gisela. The unembarrassed account of their explorations stirs up the
ingenuous erotic climate of this bright, youthful novel. ‘Several bright kids, caught in 
the sexual generator. A bri1liant celebration of the comedy of life.’ - N.Y. TIMES 
BOOK REVIEW. ‘A mine of honest adolescent experience. poetic and nicely erotic 
at times.’ - PUBLISHERS’ WEEKLY.

Gustavo Sainz (13 July 1940 – 26 June 2015) was a Spanish language author from
Mexico. At the age of eighteen, Sainz left home to work as a journalist in the 
magazine Visión. In 1960, he entered the Universidad Nacional Autónoma de 
México, where he began studying law, but ultimately changed to study literature. 
Sainz's first novel, Gazapo, was published when he was twenty-five and has been 
translated into fourteen languages.In 1968, Sainz travelled to the University of Iowa 
to participate in the International Writing Program, where he started and completed 
his second novel, Obsesivos días circulares. Sainz's longest novel, A la salud de la
serpiente, relates his adventures of this period in Iowa. Upon his return to Mexico, 
he wrote La princesa del Palacio de Hierro, which won the Premio Xavier Villaurrutia
in 1974. It was translated into English by Andrew Hurley and published as ‘The 
Princess of the Iron Palace’ by Grove Press in 1987. In 2003, he published A troche
y moche, which won the prize for the best novel of the year written in Mexico, and its
translation intro French won the award for best novel in Quebec. His work includes 
eighteen published novels, countless articles, and various children's books.
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Sainz, Gustavo. La princesa del Palacio de Hierro (Spanish language edition). 
Tabasco, Mexico. 1976. Editorial Joaquin Mortiz. Reprinted Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 347 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 45113. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - IN SPANISH - The Princess is a sales girl in Mexico 
City’s largest department store. Funny and warm, wacky, contradictory, graceful, 
and poignant, she talks her way into our hearts with an outrageous voice that 
speaks in the universal idiom of adolescence. Like the rest of the world, she is on 
the make, and becoming a model is the first step on the ladder. A modern-day 
Scheherazade, she regales us with stories of escapades that involve family, friends,
lovers, and enemies. This book is a world in miniature, and a marvelous assortment
of colorful characters people its pages: Carmelita Longlegs, Handsome to the 
Maximum, Loco Valdiosera, and Dressed Like a Man. The monologue of the 
Princess brings gossip, memories, pop icons, anecdotes, and digressions into a 
dizzying labyrinth of liaisons, intrigues, couplings, births, and deaths. Tuning in to 
the magic of her talk, we come to share the gritty essentials of her young existence-
her laughter, her exhilarations, her dreams, and her heartbreak.

Gustavo Sainz (13 July 1940 – 26 June 2015) was a Spanish language author from
Mexico. At the age of eighteen, Sainz left home to work as a journalist in the 
magazine Visión. In 1960, he entered the Universidad Nacional Autónoma de 
México, where he began studying law, but ultimately changed to study literature. 
Sainz's first novel, Gazapo, was published when he was twenty-five and has been 
translated into fourteen languages His work includes eighteen published novels, 
countless articles, and various children's books.
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Sainz, Gustavo. The Princess of the Iron Palace. New York. 1987. Grove Press. 1st
American Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394560663. Translated from the 
Spanish by Andrew Hurley. 307 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by John H. 
Howard. Jacket design by Cindy LaBreacht Author's photograph by Stephen 
Fischeri Thomas Colchie Associates, Inc. Inventory # 7976. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Princess is a sales girl in Mexico City’s largest 
department store, and the world she inhabits has been turned into an altogether 
irresistible, hilarious novel that became a sensational bestseller in Mexico and has 
already attained a notable position among the best works of new Latin American 
writing. Gustavo Sainz’s heroine is one of the happiest creations of recent fiction. 
Funny and warm, wacky, contradictory, graceful, and poignant, she talks her way 
into our hearts with an outrageous voice that speaks in the universal idiom of 
adolescence. Like the rest of the world, she is on the make, and becoming a model 
is the first step on the ladder. A modern-day Scheherazade, she regales us with 
stories of escapades that involve family, friends, lovers, and enemies. This book is a
world in miniature, and a marvelous assortment of colorful characters people its 
pages: Carmelita Longlegs, Handsome to the Maximum, Loco Valdiosera, and 
Dressed Like a Man. The monologue of the Princess brings gossip, memories, pop 
icons, anecdotes, and digressions into a dizzying labyrinth of liaisons, intrigues, 
couplings, births, and deaths. Tuning in to the magic of her talk, we come to share 
the gritty essentials of her young existence-her laughter, her exhilarations, her 
dreams, and her heartbreak. This novel’s territory is the wide-open arena of teenage
female fantasy, where the underworld’s gigolos, call girls, drug addicts, and 
pickpockets meet the errant jet-setting youth of the prosperous middle class. THE 
PRINCESS OF THE IRON PALACE is a dazzling achievement which, deep down, 
beneath the laughter, mirrors with startling familiarity the interior longings of a new 
generation.

Gustavo Sainz (13 July 1940 – 26 June 2015) was a Spanish language author from
Mexico. At the age of eighteen, Sainz left home to work as a journalist in the 
magazine Visión. In 1960, he entered the Universidad Nacional Autónoma de 
México, where he began studying law, but ultimately changed to study literature. 
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Sakamoto, Kerri. The Electrical Field. New York. 1999. Norton. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0393046923. 309 pages. hardcover. Signed by the
Author. Jacket design by Timothy Hsu. Inventory # 26376. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Winner of the Commonwealth Prize for First Fiction, 
finalist for the Canadian Governor General Award, the Chapters/Books in Canada 
First Novel Award, and the Kiriyama Pacific Rim Book Prize: a rare and haunting 
debut about memory and murder, the unusual friendship between an aging 
Japanese-Canadian woman and a young girl desperate to uncover the truth. When 
the beautiful Chisako and her lover are found murdered in a park, members of a 
small Ontario suburb in the 1970s must finally acknowledge certain inescapable 
truths about one another and the way their community has been shaped by the dark
shadow of World War II internment camps. With all the suspense of a psychological
thriller, THE ELECTRICAL FIELD slowly exposes all those implicated in the murders
—particularly Miss Saito, the novel’s unreliable narrator, through whom we gradually
discover the truth. Like Kazuo Ishiguru in A PALE VIEW OF HILLS, Kerri Sakamoto 
invokes a Japanese sense of the relativity of memory and reliability of 
consciousness. Miss Saito, middle-aged, caring for her elderly, bed-ridden father 
and her distracted younger brother, on the surface seems to be a passive observer.
But her own disturbed past and her craving for an emotional connection will prove to
have profound consequences. A masterful and elegant story of passion, memory, 
and regret, THE ELECTRICAL FIELD reaches deep into the past and into Canada’s
communal response to war.

Kerri Sakamoto received her M.A. from New York University where she studied with
E. L. Doctorow and Peter Carey. She lives in Toronto, Canada. Her stories have 
appeared IN CHARLIE CHAN IS DEAD, THE PENGUIN ANTHOLOGY OF 
CONTEMPORARY ASIAN-AMERICAN FICTION, and The Quarterly.
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Sakamoto, Kerri. The Electrical Field. New York. 1999. Norton. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0393046923. 309 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Timothy Hsu. Inventory # 26156. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Winner of the Commonwealth Prize for First Fiction, 
finalist for the Canadian Governor General Award, the Chapters/Books in Canada 
First Novel Award, and the Kiriyama Pacific Rim Book Prize: a rare and haunting 
debut about memory and murder, the unusual friendship between an aging 
Japanese-Canadian woman and a young girl desperate to uncover the truth. When 
the beautiful Chisako and her lover are found murdered in a park, members of a 
small Ontario suburb in the 1970s must finally acknowledge certain inescapable 
truths about one another and the way their community has been shaped by the dark
shadow of World War II internment camps. With all the suspense of a psychological
thriller, THE ELECTRICAL FIELD slowly exposes all those implicated in the murders
—particularly Miss Saito, the novel’s unreliable narrator, through whom we gradually
discover the truth. Like Kazuo Ishiguru in A PALE VIEW OF HILLS, Kerri Sakamoto 
invokes a Japanese sense of the relativity of memory and reliability of 
consciousness. Miss Saito, middle-aged, caring for her elderly, bed-ridden father 
and her distracted younger brother, on the surface seems to be a passive observer.
But her own disturbed past and her craving for an emotional connection will prove to
have profound consequences. A masterful and elegant story of passion, memory, 
and regret, THE ELECTRICAL FIELD reaches deep into the past and into Canada’s
communal response to war.

Kerri Sakamoto received her M.A. from New York University where she studied with
E. L. Doctorow and Peter Carey. She lives in Toronto, Canada. Her stories have 
appeared IN CHARLIE CHAN IS DEAD, THE PENGUIN ANTHOLOGY OF 
CONTEMPORARY ASIAN-AMERICAN FICTION, and The Quarterly.
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Salas, Floyd. Tattoo the Wicked Cross. New York. 1967. Grove Press. 1st Printing.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 340 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 25273. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Floyd Salas’s TATTOO THE WICKED CROSS takes 
place in a boys’ prison farm. The novel is divided into ten parts. As Aaron D’Aragon
enters the prison, he sees its sign: Golden Gate Institute of Industry and Reform. 
The prison looks almost like a cemetery, and the entrance resembles the ‘pearly 
gates’ of heaven. Aaron has been sent to prison for gang fighting. The story 
encompasses approximately six months and shows the changes that Aaron goes 
through during that time.

Floyd Salas is an American fiction writer and boxer. His work is well known in the 
San Francisco Bay Area and among aficionados of both Latino literature and 60s 
era protest literature. He won a 2013 lifetime achievement American Book Award.
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Salas, Floyd. What Now My Love. New York. 1969. Grove Press. 1st Printing. Very
Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. hardcover. Inventory # 25279. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This novel set in 1960s California charts the flight of 
three people - a writer, his girlfriend and Sam, a big-time drug dealer - from a San 
Francisco drug factory where a plain-clothes policeman has been shot in the midst 
of a narcotics bust.

Floyd Salas is an American fiction writer and boxer. His work is well known in the 
San Francisco Bay Area and among aficionados of both Latino literature and 60s 
era protest literature. He won a 2013 lifetime achievement American Book Award.
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Sale, Kirkpatrick. Rebels Against the Future: The Luddites and Their War on the 
Industrial Revolution. Reading. 1995. Addison-Wesley. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0201626780. 320 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 21306. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is the story of a bold uprising by the earliest victims
of the first Industrial Revolution, viewed from the perspective of today's second 
Industrial Revolution, a vivid reminder that the current turmoil, driven by rapidly 
developing technologies and the global economy, is every bit as disruptive as the 
one created by the steam engine and laissez-faire. Rebels Against the Future is a 
work of careful scholarship, but it is also an exciting tale of people whose resistance
to technology was so dramatic that their name has entered our vernacular. 'Luddite' 
today refers to anyone unmoved by laptop computers and cellular phones, but this 
book reminds us that the Luddites were in fact real people, English working men 
who saw their livelihoods and homes, their communities and countryside, destroyed
by the onrush of industrial capitalism.

Kirkpatrick Sale is an independent scholar and author who has written prolifically 
about political decentralism, environmentalism, luddism and technology.
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Sale, Kirkpatrick. The Conquest of Paradise: Christopher Columbus & the 
Columbian Legacy. New York. 1990. Knopf. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
039457429x. 453 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 14963. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Anticipating the 500th anniversary of Columbus's fateful
expedition, Kirkpatrick Sale offers a portrait of the Great Discoverer that will surprise
everyone - with a careful examination of original documents, including parts of 
Columbus's own writings newly translated by the author, and a fresh analysis that 
challenges traditional biases.

Kirkpatrick Sale is an independent scholar and author who has written prolifically 
about political decentralism, environmentalism, luddism and technology.
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Sale, Kirkpatrick. The Fire of His Genius: Robert Fulton & the American Dream. New
York. 2001. Free Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
068486715x. 242 pages. hardcover. Jacket painting courtesy of New York Historical
Association. Inventory # 30956. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - None of the spectators who gathered on the Hudson 
River shore on August 17, 1808, could have known the importance of the object they
had come to see and, mostly, deride: Robert Fulton’s new steamboat. But as 
Kirkpatrick Sale shows in this remarkable biography, Fulton’s ‘large, noisy, showy, 
fast, brash, exciting, powerful, and audacious’ machine would-for better or worse-
irrevocably transform nineteenth-century America. Set against a brilliant portrait of a
dynamic period in history, THE FIRE OF HIS GENIUS tells the story of the fiercely 
driven man whose invention opened up America’s interior to waves of settlers, 
created and sustained industrial and plantation economies in the nation’s heartland,
and facilitated the destruction of the remaining Indian civilizations. Probing Fulton’s 
genius but also laying bare the darker side of the man-and the darker side of the 
American dream-Kirkpatrick Sale tells an extraordinary tale with deftness, zest, and
unflagging verve.

Kirkpatrick Sale is an independent scholar and author who has written prolifically 
about political decentralism, environmentalism, luddism and technology.
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Salinger, J. D. Franny and Zooey. Boston. 1961. Little Brown. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Price-Clipped Dustjacket. 201 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 6405. 
$250

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The author writes: ‘FRANNY came out in The New 
Yorker in 1955, and was swiftly followed, in 1957 by ZOOEY. Both stories are early,
critical entries in a narrative series I'm doing about a family of settlers in twentieth-
century New York, the Glasses. It is a long-term project, patently an ambiguous one,
and there is a real-enough danger, I suppose that sooner or later I'll bog down, 
perhaps disappear entirely, in my own methods, locutions, and mannerisms. On the
whole, though, I'm very hopeful. I love working on these Glass stories, I've been 
waiting for them most of my life, and I think I have fairly decent, monomaniacal plans
to finish them with due care and all-available skill.’

Jerome David 'J. D.' Salinger (January 1, 1919 – January 27, 2010) was an 
American writer who won acclaim early in life. He led a very private life for more than
a half-century. He published his final original work in 1965 and gave his last 
interview in 1980. In 1951, his novel The Catcher in the Rye was an immediate 
popular success. His depiction of adolescent alienation and loss of innocence in the
protagonist Holden Caulfield was influential, especially among adolescent readers.
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Salinger, J. D. Raise High the Roof Beams, Carpenters & Seymour An Introduction.
Boston. 1959. Little Brown. 1st American Edition. Very Good. No Dustjacket. 248 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 9886. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - RAISE HIGH THE ROOF BEAM, CARPENTERS was 
originally published by The New Yorker magazine. Like many of the other Glass 
family stories, Raise High is narrated by Buddy Glass, the second of the Glass 
brothers, and describes Buddy’s visit on Army leave (during World War II, in 1942) 
to attend the wedding of his brother Seymour, and tells of the events that follow the
wedding’s non-occurrence. The events that occur in this story set the stage for 
Seymour’s suicide in 1948. In the later story ‘Hapworth 16, 1924’ Buddy asserts the 
letter is reproduced ‘word for word’ as to assure the reader these are Seymour’s 
thoughts and not his. By then the membrane separating the two brothers was nearly
indistinguishable, and Salinger realized this, as exemplified in the story that followed
‘Raise High,’ ‘Seymour: An Introduction.’ The eldest Glass brother, Seymour, is not 
the protagonist of this story, as he is of many others (A Perfect Day for Bananafish,
Seymour: An Introduction, Hapworth 16, 1924). Seymour is usually portrayed 
through the eyes of his writer-brother Buddy, who purports to live in the shadow of 
his brilliant brother. The title of the story is the first line of a message left by Boo Boo
Glass for Seymour on the bathroom mirror of the family’s apartment, which Buddy 
discovers towards the end of the story. The message itself begins with a line taken 
from Sappho’s ‘Dearest Earth’s Offspring and Heaven’s’: ‘Raise high the roof beam,
carpenters. Like Ares comes the bridegroom, taller far than a tall man.’

Jerome David 'J. D.' Salinger (January 1, 1919 – January 27, 2010) was an 
American writer who won acclaim early in life. He led a very private life for more than
a half-century. He published his final original work in 1965 and gave his last 
interview in 1980. In 1951, his novel The Catcher in the Rye was an immediate 
popular success. His depiction of adolescent alienation and loss of innocence in the
protagonist Holden Caulfield was influential, especially among adolescent readers.
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Sallis, James. Black Hornet. New York. 1994. Carroll & Graf. 1st Edition. Very Good
in Slightly Chipped Dustjacket. 0786701188. 150 pages. hardcover. Jacket design 
by Paul Bacon. Inventory # 23403. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The shooter’s sixth fatality is cut down while she is 
walking at Lew Griffin’s side. The victim was white. Griffin is black--a reluctant young
P.I. whose poet’s heart has already been hardened. And though he had only just 
met his unfortunate companion, Griffin knows it’s up to him to find her killer--before a
madman puts the final match to a volatile urban tinderbox.

James Sallis is the author of the popular and critically acclaimed Lew Griffin novels 
as well as other works of and multiple collections of stories, poems, and essays.
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Sallis, James. Bluebottle. New York. 1999. Walker & Company. 1st Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0802733239. 261 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. 
Inventory # 26203. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - As Lew Griffin leaves a New Orleans music club with an
older white woman he's just met, someone fires a shot and Lew goes down. When 
he comes fully to, Griffin discovers that most of a year has gone by since that night.
What happened? Who was the woman? Which of them was the target? Who was 
the sniper? There are too many pieces missing, too few facts, and a powerful need 
to know why a year has been stolen from his life. Weaving Griffin's search for 
identity - one of the recurring themes in this magnificent series of novels - with a 
sensuous portrait of the people and places the define New Orleans, Sallis continues
not only to unravel Griffin's past but to map his future. .and our own. Somewhere in 
the Crescent City - and in the white supremacist movement crawling through it - 
there's an answer to the questions left by the shot that echoed through the night. But
to get it, Griffin is going to have to work with the only people offering help, people he
knows he should avoid: allies if he can trust them, and worse trouble for him if he 
can't. Bluebottle continues the mysterious journey begun in Sallis's The Long-
Legged Fly and continues, too, to show the growth and mastery of one of America's
finest crime fiction stylists.

James Sallis is the author of the popular and critically acclaimed Lew Griffin novels 
as well as other works of and multiple collections of stories, poems, and essays.
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Sallis, James. Death Will Have Your Eyes: A Novel About Spies. New York. 1997. St
Martin's Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312155131. 184 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Eugene Kuo. Inventory # 24084. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - David (as he’s currently known) was a member of an 
elite corps of spies trained during the coldest days of the Cold War. But those days 
are long gone and for almost a decade he has been out of the rat race and working
as a sculptor. Then a phone call in the middle of the night awakens him: the only 
other survivor from that elite corps has gone rogue. They need David to stop him. 
What ensues is an existential cat-and-mouse game played out across the great 
board that is the American landscape, through the diners and motels that dot the 
terrain like green plastic houses on a Monopoly board.

James Sallis is the author of the popular and critically acclaimed Lew Griffin novels 
as well as other works of and multiple collections of stories, poems, and essays.
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Sallis, James. Death Will Have Your Eyes: A Novel About Spies. Harpenden. 1997.
No Exit Press. 1st British Edition. Very Good in Cloth. No Dustjacket As Issued. 
1874061947. 184 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Cover photograph - 
Robert Harding Picture Library. Inventory # 26534. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - David (as he’s currently known) was a member of an 
elite corps of spies trained during the coldest days of the Cold War. But those days 
are long gone and for almost a decade he has been out of the rat race and working
as a sculptor. Then a phone call in the middle of the night awakens him: the only 
other survivor from that elite corps has gone rogue. They need David to stop him. 
What ensues is an existential cat-and-mouse game played out across the great 
board that is the American landscape, through the diners and motels that dot the 
terrain like green plastic houses on a Monopoly board.

James Sallis is the author of the popular and critically acclaimed Lew Griffin novels 
as well as other works of and multiple collections of stories, poems, and essays.
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Sallis, James. Difficult Lives: Jim Thompson-David Goodis-Chester Himes. New 
York. 1993. Gryphon Books. 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0936071354. 
Paperback Original. 150 pages. paperback. Inventory # 22408. $100

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From the backcover – ‘I am writing, here, primarily 
ofthree novelists: Chester Himes, David Goodis and Jim Thompson. Much of what I
say, of course, touches generally upon the American detective story, paperback 
novels and commercial fiction of the Fifties, the relation of a writer's life to his work. I
make no extravagant claims for their work as enduring literature, or few; and, 
overall, am at least as interested in their failures and incapacities as in their 
achievements, A bad book is probably every bit as hard to write as a good book, and
in the end we may stand to learn as much from its potholes and dark seams as from
the serene white light of more transcendent work. Himes, Goodis and Thompson 
dwell in a peculiar historical cul-de-sac. Certainly I don't deny the importance and 
impact of their work (l am, after all, writing about them at book length), but do claim,
as an integral part of my interest, that these books could not have existed at any 
other time, They are sports in the truest sense, sudden mutations arising in 
response to specific conditions and failing to continue as a strain once those 
conditions have passed.’
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Sallis, James. Eye of the Cricket. New York. 1997. Walker & Company. 1st Printing.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0802733131. 190 pages. hardcover. Cover: Krystyna 
Skalski. Inventory # 24688. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Lew Griffin is a survivor, a black man in New Orleans, a
detective, a teacher, a writer. Having spent years finding others, he has lost his
son. .and himself in the process. Now a derelict has appeared in a New Orleans 
hospital claiming to be Lewis Griffin and displaying a copy of one of Lew's novels. It 
is the beginning of a quest that will take Griffin into his own past while he tries to 
deal in the present with a search for three missing young men.

James Sallis is the author of the popular and critically acclaimed Lew Griffin novels 
as well as other works of and multiple collections of stories, poems, and essays.
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Sallis, James. Eye of the Cricket. New York. 1997. Walker & Company. 1st Printing.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0802733131. 190 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author.
Cover: Krystyna Skalski. Inventory # 26522. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Lew Griffin is a survivor, a black man in New Orleans, a
detective, a teacher, a writer. Having spent years finding others, he has lost his son,
and himself in the process. Now a derelict has appeared in a New Orleans hospital 
claiming to be Lewis Griffin and displaying a copy of one of Lew's novels. It is the 
beginning of a quest that will take Griffin into his own past while he tries to deal in 
the present with a search for three missing young men.

James Sallis is the author of the popular and critically acclaimed Lew Griffin novels 
as well as other works of and multiple collections of stories, poems, and essays.
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Sallis, James. Moth. New York. 1993. Carroll & Graf. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0881849456. 208 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 18504. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Selected by the Los Angeles Times as one of the ten 
best mystery novels of 1992, The Long-Legged Fly was a dazzling debut. This new
Lew Griffin novel will mark James Sallis as a peer of the best detective fiction writers
in the country. Having 'come through slaughter,' Griffin has quit the detective 
business and withdrawn to the safety of his old home in New Orleans' Garden 
District, where he has learned to cope by transforming his experiences into fiction. 
But now, spurred by a close friend's death, he must return to the streets - not only 
the urban ones that he mastered, but also those of the rural South that he escaped 
long ago - to search for the runaway daughter he didn't know that his friend had. 
Griffin discovers that we rarely know anyone, even those closest to us. And now he 
finds that he must also face two things he most fears: memories of his parents and 
his own relationship with his now-vanished son. Moth delivers magnificently on the 
promise of its predecessor. But where Fly was stark and forbidding, Moth is 
expansive, bursting with marvelous scenes and unforgettable characters, filled at 
once with the matter-of-fact violence of daily life and with redeeming human 
compassion. Moth confirms James Sallis as a major novelist and evokes as few 
books do the essential mysteries at the heart of all our lives, and one man's ongoing
attempt to try to understand and survive. Recovering alcoholic Lew Griffin is pressed
back into service as a P.I. to search for Alouette, the runaway daughter of his former
lover. His efforts to locate Alouette, whose crack baby is dying in a hospital, trigger a
series of heartbreaking flashbacks through which Lew examines memories of his 
parents and his own failed relationship with his now vanished son.

James Sallis is the author of the popular and critically acclaimed Lew Griffin novels 
as well as other works of and multiple collections of stories, poems, and essays.
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Sallis, James. Renderings. Seattle. 1995. Black Heron Press. 1st Edition. Very Good
in Wrappers. 0930773322. 107 pages. paperback. Inventory # 23357. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A man travels alone to an island. There he reflects on his
life as an artist- a writer- and on the women he has loved. Soon the reader realizes 
that this man is on the edge of sanity, and his review of his life is his attempt to 
retain what he can of sanity and meaning. Renderings is a novel written so tightly 
that no air escapes and no impurity seeps in.

James Sallis is the author of the popular and critically acclaimed Lew Griffin novels 
as well as other works of and multiple collections of stories, poems, and essays.
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Salmond, Anne. Aphrodite’s Island: The European Discovery of Tahiti. Berkeley. 
2010. University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.
9780520261143. 12 color illustrations, 50 b/w photographs, 3 maps. 544 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 37490. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Aphrodite's Island is a bold new account of the European
discovery of Tahiti, the Pacific island of mythic status that has figured so powerfully 
in European imaginings about sexuality, the exotic, and the nobility or bestiality of 
‘savages.’ In this groundbreaking book, Anne Salmond takes readers to the center 
of the shared history to furnish rich insights into Tahitian perceptions of the visitors 
while illuminating the full extent of European fascination with Tahiti. As she discerns
the impact and meaning of the European effect on the islands, she demonstrates 
how, during the early contact period, the mythologies of Europe and Tahiti 
intersected and became entwined. Drawing on Tahitian oral histories, European 
manuscripts and artworks, collections of Tahitian artifacts, and illustrated with 
contemporary sketches, paintings, and engravings from the voyages, Aphrodite's 
Island provides a vivid account of the Europeans' Tahitian adventures. At the same 
time, the book's compelling insights into Tahitian life significantly change the way we
view the history of this small island during a period when it became a crossroads for
Europe.

Anne Salmond is Distinguished Professor of Maori Studies and Anthropology at the
University of Auckland, New Zealand. Among her books are Two Worlds: First 
Meetings between Maori and European 1642-1772 and The Trial of the Cannibal 
Dog: Captain Cook in the South Seas.
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Salt, Jeremy. Unmaking of the Middle East: A History of Western Disorder in Arab 
Lands. Berkeley. 2008. University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 9780520255517. 1 map. 484 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
35918. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Written for those who want to know more about the 
Middle East than the mainstream media is willing or able to tell, this book begins by
examining a question that has been asked by numerous commentators since 
September 11, 2001: ‘Why do they hate us?’ Jeremy Salt offers the background 
essential for understanding the Middle East today by chronicling the long and bloody
history of Western intervention in Arab lands. In lucid detail, he examines the major
events that have shaped the region—ranging from the French in Algeria and the 
British in Egypt in the nineteenth century to the Palestinian-Israeli conflict and to the
continuing war in Iraq. Linking all of these together, Salt paints a damning picture of
a sustained campaign by Western powers to dominate the Middle East by whatever
means necessary. Throughout, he emphasizes the human cost of the policies put in
place to preserve ‘Western interests’ or in the name of bringing civilization, 
democracy, or freedom to the region. Making use of extensive research in U.S. and
British archives that reveals what politicians were deciding behind closed doors, and
why, this is a book that will change the way we see the Middle East.

Jeremy Salt teaches in the Department of Political Science at Bilkent University in 
Ankara and is author of Imperialism, Evangelism, and the Ottoman Armenians, 1878
-1896.keywords

History Middle East
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Saltykov-Shchedrin,M. The Golovlovs. New York. 1961. Signet/New American 
Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Newly 
Translated From The Russian By Andrew R. MacAndrew.Afterword By William E. 
Harkins. 317 pages. paperback. CT107. Cover: Lambert. Inventory # 29248. $9

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Rated 'among the very greatest novels in the world' by 
Arnold Bennett, The Golovlovs is one of the last - translated, but highest - ranking, 
realistic novels of nineteenth - century Russia. The vicious circle of greed, self - pity
and hypocritical repentance perpetuated by Anna Petrovna, her children, and her 
children's children in pursuit of money brings disaster to bear on Golovlovo, the gray,
half - ruined estate where family and servants conspire against their mistress. 
Anna's venomous relationship with her sons casts early implications of the ruin to 
follow, in which every offender grows strangely sympathetic. One by one, and with 
curious reversals of character, the Golovlovs fall prey to fantasy, drink, insanity, and
moral disintegration, dispensing hatred, wit, and hideous flatteries. The Golovlovs is
a 'novel of the generations,' which describes the fall of a house with all the scope 
and insight of artworks ranging from those that dealt with the House of Atreus to the
novels of Thomas Mann and William Faulkner.

Mikhail Yevgrafovich Saltykov-Shchedrin (27 January 1826 – 10 May 1889), was a
major Russian satirist of the 19th century. He spent most of his life working as a civil
servant in various capacities.
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Salvayre, Lydie. The Award. New York. 1997. Four Walls Eight Windows. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1568580754. Translated from the 
French by Jane Davey. 151 pages. hardcover. Cover image by Chris 
Ferebee/Photonica. Inventory # 24543. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A parable of the corporate world, THE AWARD takes 
place at a ceremony in a massive automobile factory. One by one, speakers step up
to the podium. A company officer introduces each award recipient with a short 
speech on his or her merits. Then, the winner makes a short speech of acceptance.
But THE AWARD’s is a ceremony unlike any other. Each presentation becomes a 
minibiography of the worker and executive concerned; each speech becomes a 
short story told in the first-person - sometimes tragic, often very funny. And as the 
speeches/short stories progress, the reader learns there is a growing chorus of 
striking workers outside the auditorium who threaten to descend on the proceedings.
Lydie Salvayre lampoons the blind obedience of both the workers and their bosses,
and in the course of doing so questions the primitive hierarchy of the business world.

Lydie Salvayre is a French writer. Born in the south of France to Republican 
refugees from the Spanish Civil War, she went on to study medicine in Toulouse and
continues to work as a practicing psychiatrist.
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Samkange, Stanlake. On Trial For My Country. London. 1969. Heinemann. 
Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0435900331. 160 pages. 
paperback. AWS 33. Inventory # 36911. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The white man's conquest of Rhodesia and the clash 
between Cecil Rhodes and Lobengula, the Matebele king, is the background to this 
fascinating historical novel, which casts new light on the European empire-builders 
and the people whose lands they took. The author, using actual letters and 
documents of Rhodes, Moffat, Jameson, and others, has woven the threads 
together to form one of the most intriguing books ever to have been written about 
the birth of Rhodesia. 'There is no attempt here to tell us who was right and who was
wrong, but telling the story in an African folk-tale fashion is Samkange's way of 
providing an African perspective to this drama. It is an important addition to the 
literature of Rhodesia. .’ Africa Report, New York.

STANLAKE SAMKANGE was born at Mariga, Chipata, in Rhodesia, in 1922. He 
grew up in Bulawayo where his father was a Methodist minister. He was educated at
Waddilove Institution in Rhodesia, Adams College and Fort Hare University College 
in South Africa, and Indiana University. On his return to Rhodesia he took up 
teaching and became active in politics: for many years he was General Secretary of
the African National Congress. He is now lecturing in African History at Fisk 
University, Nashville, Tennessee. His historical study ORIGINS OF RHODESIA 
(1969) will be of great interest to readers of this book.
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Samuels, Ernest. Henry Adams. Cambridge. 1989. Belknap/Harvard University 
Press. 1st of This One Volume Edition. Small Purple Pen Mark On Bottom Edge, 
Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 067438735x. 612 pages. hardcover. Inventory #
21636. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Upon its completion in 1964, Samuels's life of Henry 
Adams was hailed as 'one of the great biographical achievements of our time'; its 
laurels included a Pulitzer Prize. Ernest Samuels has now distilled his ample 
narrative into a single absorbing volume. We see Adams as a lively undergraduate, 
in contrast to the jaded young man of the Education; as budding writer, newspaper 
correspondent, eager participant in political maneuverings in Washington and at the
American embassy in London; as teacher at Harvard and editor of the North 
American Review; settled in Washington, as scholar, biographer, historian, novelist;
as insatiable traveler; as friend and adviser to statesmen; as elderly cosmopolite 
spending half of each year abroad; and always as witty chronicler of the social 
scene and trenchant commentator on the events of his time. We are drawn into the
personal drama of Adams's middle years: his married life with Clover; the halcyon 
period in Washington in the early 1880s, catastrophically terminated by Clover's 
depression and suicide; his growing passion for Elizabeth Cameron; and his flight to
the South Seas. Throughout the book we follow the genesis and progress of his 
writings, from his muckracking journalism in President Grant's Washington, through 
the social and political criticism of his novels, his biographies, and his great History, 
to the classic Mont Saint Michel and Chartres, the daring theories of the Education,
and his last essays. Few biographies have so broad a canvas - sixty years of 
American political, social, and intellectual life, from the pre-Civil War years to the 
First World War.

Ernest Samuels (May 19, 1903, Chicago, IL - February 12, 1996, Evanston, IL) was
an American biographer and lawyer. Born in Chicago, he received his Ph.B. in 1923
and J.D. in 1926 from the University of Chicago. He moved to the southwest to 
recover from tuberculosis, ending in stay in that part of the country by practicing law
in El Paso, Texas
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San Juan Jr., E. Articulations of Power in Ethnic & Racial Studies in the United 
States. New Jersey. 1992. Humanities Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.
039103751x. 163 pages. hardcover. Cover design by Suzanne G. Bennett. 
Inventory # 17673. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Deploying the resources of critical theory, semiotics, and
historical analysis, the author offers a global critique of multiculturalism, ethnicity-
based social studies, orthodox Marxism, and post-modern approaches from the 
perspective of the struggles of people of colour for representation and self-
determination.

Epifanio San Juan Jr., also known as E. San Juan Jr. (born December 29, 1938) , at
Sta. Cruz, Manila, Philippines), is a known Filipino American literary academic, 
Tagalog writer, Filipino poet, civic intellectual, activist, writer, essayist, video/film 
maker, editor, and poet whose works related to the Filipino Diaspora in English and
Filipino writings have been translated into German, Russian, French, Italian, and 
Chinese. As an author of books on race and cultural studies, he was a "major 
influence on the academic world". He was the director of the Philippines Cultural 
Studies Center in Storrs, Connecticut in the United States. In 1999, San Juan 
received the Centennial Award for Achievement in Literature from the Cultural 
Center of the Philippines because of his contributions to Filipino and Filipino 
American Studies.
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Sanchez, Luis Rafael. Macho Camacho's Beat. New York. 1982. Avon/Bard. 1st 
Avon Bard Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 038058008x. Translated 
from the Spanish by Gregory Rabassa. 211 pages. paperback. Inventory # 13077. 
$6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘LIFE ISA PHENOMENAL THING. ‘ A pop tune springs to
life in Puerto Rico. Multiplied to infinity by the blare of radios, television, and record 
players, its refrain, ‘Life is a phenomenal thing, frontwards or backwards, however 
you swing,’ captures the island. Its beat captures us too, and propels us through the
island, touching down on a single family —a pro-American senator caught in a 
gargantuan traffic jam on his way to an assignation with his black mistress; his 
aristocratic wife who, waiting for him, spends her time on an analyst’s couch; his 
right-wing terrorist son quite literally in love with his Ferrari; and the mistress who 
inhabits another, poorer world with her idiot child, her three cousins (Huey, Dewey, 
and Louie), and her friend Dona Chon. ‘A riproaring, joyous story.’ – St. Louis Post-
Dispatch.

Dr. Luis Rafael Sánchez a.k.a. ‘Wico’ (born November 17, 1936, Humacao, Puerto
Rico) is considered by many to be the greatest Puerto Rican playwright of modern 
times.
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Sanchez, Thomas. Mile Zero. New York. 1989. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0394578597. 351 pages. hardcover. Inscribed by the Author. 
Cover: Daniel Pelavin. Inventory # 13274. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Mile Zero marks the location of Key West -- the island 
that defines the end of the American road, the cultural junction where Anglo-Saxon,
Latin, and Afro worlds collide. On this island, with its cruel legacy of slave trade and
Latin revolution, and its turbulent present of marijuana millionaires, threadbare illegal
immigrants, and hard-luck treasure hunters, lives St. Cloud, an American expatriated
in his own country, a fugitive from the unresolved anguish of his generation. 
Chronicling St. Cloud's dangerous reawakening, Mile Zero illuminates the inward 
and outward tumult of our time in a huge, startling, and profoundly felt novel.

Thomas Sanchez (born 1943) is an American novelist and film director. He is the 
recipient of a Guggenheim Fellowship and the Chevalier des Arts et des Lettres from
the French Republic. Thomas Brown Sanchez was born at the Oakland Naval 
Hospital in Oakland, California three months after his father was killed in the South 
Pacific during World War II. His first novel, Rabbit Boss, was named one of the 100
Greatest Western novels by the San Francisco Chronicle.
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Sanchez, Thomas. Native Notes From the Land of Earthquake & Fire. Inverness. 
1979. Sandpiper Press. 1 of 785 of The 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0884962652. Illustrated by Stephanie Sanchez. 37 pages. paperback. Inscribed by
Both Author & Illustrator. Cover art by Stephanie Sanchez. Inventory # 7814. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An essay on California fires, and the role of ‘Coyote’ as 
an emblem for the fires, first serialized in ESQUIRE magazine.

Thomas Sanchez (born 1943) is an American novelist and film director. He is the 
recipient of a Guggenheim Fellowship and the Chevalier des Arts et des Lettres from
the French Republic. Thomas Brown Sanchez was born at the Oakland Naval 
Hospital in Oakland, California three months after his father was killed in the South 
Pacific during World War II. His first novel, Rabbit Boss, was named one of the 100
Greatest Western novels by the San Francisco Chronicle.
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Sanchez, Thomas. Zoot-Suit Murders. New York. 1978. Dutton. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0525240608. 230 pages. hardcover. Inscribed by 
the Author. Jacket design by Stephanie Sanchez. Inventory # 1739. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ZOOT-SUIT MURDERS is a passionate story of love and
political intrigue that explores the theme of America’s loss of innocence. The novel is
set in an atmosphere choked with tension: the Mexican-American barrio in Los 
Angeles during the tumultuous days of World War II. Oscar Fuss is an undercover 
agent investigating the infiltration of zoot-suit gangs in the barrio by ‘un-American’ 
groups. Kathleen La Rue is a beautiful apostle of a bizarre religious cult with political
overtones. Hanging in the balance of their strange love affair are the lives of several
zoot-suiters accused of murdering two FBI agents. The search for the killers leads 
Fuss on a dangerous quest through the underbelly of the barrio, to the mansions of
Beverly Hills, along a trail of heroin pushers, Fascist agents, movie stars, and 
zealous politicians. ZOOT-SUIT MURDERS climaxes during the infamous ‘Zoot-Suit
Riots’ of 1943, when sailors assaulted zoot-suiters in downtown Los Angeles. Fuss 
finally unravels the truth, but only at the expense of placing his and Kathleen’s world
in jeopardy. In the shocking conclusion, the lovers are forced to make a life or death
decision between conflicting political ideologies, or belief in their love for each other.

Thomas Sanchez (born 1943) is an American novelist and film director. He is the 
recipient of a Guggenheim Fellowship and the Chevalier des Arts et des Lettres from
the French Republic. Thomas Brown Sanchez was born at the Oakland Naval 
Hospital in Oakland, California three months after his father was killed in the South 
Pacific during World War II. His first novel, Rabbit Boss, was named one of the 100
Greatest Western novels by the San Francisco Chronicle.
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Sand, George. Indiana. New York. 1993. Signet/New American Library. 1st Signet 
Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0451525728. Translated From
The French By Eleanor Hochman. Introduction By Marilyn Yalom. 272 pages. 
paperback. CE2572. Cover: Jean Auguste Dominique Ingres-'Portrait of the 
Princess de Broglie'. Inventory # 31546. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - 'I wrote INDIANA because I had to. I was responding to a
powerful instinct of outrage and rebellion put into my soul by God.' - George Sand in
the Preface to the 1842 edition of INDIANA. When INDIANA first appeared in 1832, 
it caused a furor. Balzac praised it as 'a modern novel,' the public embraced it with 
enthusiasm, but critics lambasted it for its dangerous and imprudent ideas. There 
had been nothing quite like INDIANA before, a wildly romantic story, filled with 
intrigue, romance, and betrayal, with an extraordinary 'typical woman' as its heroine
- Indiana Delmare, a beautiful Creole girl unhappily wed to a brutal older man. 
Defying society, Indiana rebels against the shackles of her marriage only to fall 
unwisely in love with a womanizer who even compromises her maid in Indiana's own
bed. Shocking, erotic, and lushly written, INDIANA brought its author instant fame, 
and transformed Mme. Aurore Dudevant forever into George Sand, the pseudonym
she used for the very first time on this amazing novel. Filled with autobiographical 
allusions, psychological undertones, brilliantly drawn characters, and the well - 
reasoned attack on male domination of women that so frightened its reviewers, 
INDIANA remains a mesmerizing classic and a wonderful introduction to one of the
greatest women authors of all time.

Amantine-Lucile-Aurore Dupin (1 July 1804 – 8 June 1876), best known by her 
pseudonym George Sand, was a French novelist and memoirist. She is equally well
known for her much publicized romantic affairs with a number of artists, including the
composer and pianist Frédéric Chopin and the writer Alfred de Musset.
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Sand, George. My Life. New York. 1979. Harper & Row. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0060137665. Translated from the French & Adapted by Dan 
Hofstadter. 246 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Honi Werner. Inventory # 
34253. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Until now, there has been no English translation of this 
monumental autobiography by the famous French novelist. Here, Dan Hofstadter 
has skillfully done just that, condensing the twenty volume work into one narrative. 
An exhilarating account of a rich, eventful life, and one of the most remarkable self-
portraits penned by any woman or man. George Sand became romantically involved
with a number of famous men, including Alfred de Musset, Prosper Merimee and 
Frederic Chopin.

Amantine-Lucile-Aurore Dupin (1 July 1804 – 8 June 1876), best known by her 
pseudonym George Sand, was a French novelist and memoirist. She is equally well
known for her much publicized romantic affairs with a number of artists, including the
composer and pianist Frédéric Chopin and the writer Alfred de Musset.
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Sanders, Barry. Sudden Glory: Laughter As Subversive History. Boston. 1995. 
Beacon Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0807062049. 320 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 20077. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Sudden Glory records the changes in attitudes toward 
laughter from the ancient world down to the present, with specific emphasis on 
cultural shifts from the late Middle Ages through the end of the 18th century, when 
deviants and derelicts laughed freely.

Barry Sanders, Ph.D. is a writer and academic. His projects occur increasingly at the
intersection of art and activism, and include The Green Zone: The Environmental 
Costs of Militarism, which Project Censored named one of the top-ten censored 
stories of 2009, and "Over These Prison Walls," which invites collaborations 
between artists and incarcerated youth. He has twice been nominated for the 
Pulitzer Prize and is the author of fourteen books and over fifty essays and articles.
His 2002 essay for Cabinet, "Bang the Keys Softly: Type-Writers and Their Dis-
Contents," has been reprinted in Courier (University Art Museum, SUNY) as well as
Ghost in the Machine (New Museum) the catalogue for the art exhibition by the 
same title that surveyed the constantly shifting relationship between humans, 
machines, and art. His book-art projects include a collaboration with printmaker 
Michael Woodcock, Fourteen Ninety Two or Three, which won Honorable Mention in
the Carl Hertzog Awards for Excellence in Book Design. He has given presentations
at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art (with Ivan Illich); the J. Paul Getty 
Museum; and the Portland Art Museum, among many others. In 2013, co-curated 
the show Infinity Device with Anne-Marie Oliver at the Historic Maddox Building in 
Portland, Oregon. Sanders has had an extensive academic career and was the first 
to occupy the Gold Chair at Pitzer College, where he taught, the history of ideas and
medieval church iconography among other things.
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Sanders, Edward. America: A History in Verse - Volume 1 1900-1939. Santa Rosa.
2000. Black Sparrow Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Very Slightly Worn
Wrappers. 1574231170. 389 pages. paperback. Inventory # 41731. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ed Sanders has developed a remarkable mode of 
compacted history (as one critic called it). Angry, wistful, defiant and extremely funny
re-inventions of historical and biographical worlds, these works offer a highly original
mix of chronicle, anecdote, document, reportage, paean and polemic. In the present
volume, Sanders embarks on his most ambitious project to date: an epic, neo-
Herodotean finding-out-for-oneself of salient moments and movements in the 
public/private history of the American twentieth century. Bold, sweeping, data-
retentive, rhapsodic, hilarious, heart-rendering, thought-provoking, Sanders History
adds a brilliant new poetic patch to the story of America - a million stranded fabric /
woven by billions of hands minds

Edward Sanders (born August 17, 1939) is an American poet, singer, social activist,
environmentalist, author, publisher and longtime member of the band The Fugs. He
has been called a bridge between the Beat and Hippie generations. Sanders is 
considered to have been active and "present at the counterculture's creation."
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Sanders, Jerry W. Peddlers of Crisis: The Committee On the Present Danger and 
the Politics of Containment. Boston. 1983. South End Press. 1st Edition. Very Good
in Wrappers. 0896081818. 371 pages. paperback. Cover designed by Ann L. 
Raszmann. Inventory # 34763. $9

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Traces the remarkable odyssey of the Committee on the
Present Danger from political power to political exile and back. The Committee on 
the Present Danger (CPD) is an American foreign policy interest group. Its current 
stated single goal is "to stiffen American resolve to confront the challenge presented
by terrorism and the ideologies that drive it" through "education and advocacy". 
Throughout its three iterations—in the 1950s, the 1970s, and the 2000s (decade), it 
influenced the Presidential administrations of Harry Truman, Dwight D. Eisenhower,
Jimmy Carter, Ronald Reagan, and George W. Bush, and was still active as of 
2008.

Jerry W. Sanders, chair of Peace and Conflict Studies at UC, Berkeley, is the author
of Peddlers of Crisis: The Committee on the Present Danger and the Politics of 
Containment (South End Press).
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Sante, Luc. The Factory of Facts. New York. 1998. Pantheon Books. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679424105. 306 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
24791. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The acclaimed author of Low Life reinvents the memoir 
in a cunning, lyrical book that is at once a personal history and a meditation on the 
construction of identity. Born in Belgium but raised in New Jersey, Luc Sante 
transformed himself from a pious, timid Belgian boy into a loutish American 
adolescent, who eschewed French while fantasizing about the pop star Françoise 
Hardy. To show how this transformation came about--and why it remained 
incomplete--The Factory of Facts  combines family anecdote and ancestral legend;
detailed forays into Belgian history, language, and religion; and deft synopses of the
American character.

Luc Sante is a writer and critic. Sante has written a number of books and is a 
frequent contributor to The New York Review of Books.
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Santiago, Esmeralda (Editor). Las Mamis: Favorite Latino Authors Remember Their
Mothers. New York. 2000. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0375408797. 191 pages. hardcover. Cover: Susan Carroll. Inventory # 27854. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A marvelous new anthology from the editors of Las 
Christmas in which our most admired Latino authors share memories of their 
mothers. The women lovingly portrayed in Las Mamis represent a cross section of 
Latino life and culture. They come from rich families in the big cities of Latin 
America, from rural immigrant families, and from the worlds in between-and they 
share an extraordinary inner strength, often maintained against incredible odds. 
Pressed by conflicting cultural expectations, circumstance, and religion, they have 
managed the challenges of motherhood, leaving enduring legacies for their children.
Now, in these vivid, poignant, and sometimes hilarious reminiscences-all of them 
infused with distinct sabor latino-Las Mamis celebrates the universality of family love
and the special bond between mothers and children. Contributors include: 
Esmeralda Santiago, Piri Thomas, Marjorie Agosin, Junot Diaz, Alba Ambert, Liz 
Balmaseda, Mandalit del Barco, Gioconda Belli, Maria Escandon, Dagoberto Gilb, 
Francisco Goldman, Jaime Manrique, Gustavo Perez-Firmat, Ilan Stavans. .

Esmeralda Santiago (born May 17, 1948) is a Puerto Rican author and former 
actress known for her novels and memoirs.
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Santiago, Soledad. Streets of Fire. New York. 1996. Dutton. 1st Printing. Very Good
in Dustjacket. 0525940782. 342 pages. hardcover. Cover illustration by Boris 
Lyuber. Inventory # 22435. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With this stunning novel Soledad Santiago captures the 
Latina heart of New York, giving readers a taste of family, culture, and sexual desire
as told through the electrifying voice of Francesca Colon, thirty-eight years old, 
divorced, and a recently appointed spokesperson for the NYPD - a job that tests her
values, her courage, and her ability to love. Being assigned to the public information
office of the police department is tremendously exciting for Officer Francesca Colon.
Even her first day makes headlines when she narrowly escapes an explosion in a 
coffee shop, and soon afterward a young Dominican man is shot, inciting 
pandemonium. Crises have a way of following her home, too: her teenage son is 
proving too street-smart for his years and for her peace of mind, and her young 
daughter already has a woman’s body and man problems. Every man in 
Francesca’s life would like to be the answer to her prayers, but despite pressures 
from her grandmother that she find a new man fast, she is taking her time. 
Francesca is firm about raising her kids with love but no lies. She is determined to 
be as good a cop as any man on the force - and a great deal straighter than most. 
And she is certain that the next man she lets into her life and takes into her bed will
not be the latest in a long list of mistakes.’

Soledad Santiago has served as deputy press secretary to the New York State 
Attorney General and headed the press office for the new York State Comtroller. Her
writing has appeared in the New York Daily News, New York Post, Newsday, Village
voice, Penthouse, and GQ. Her previous novels are Nightside, Room Nine, and 
Undercover. She lives in New York City and San Miguel de Allende, Mexico.
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Santoli, Al. Everything We Had: An Oral History of the Vietnam War. New York. 
1981. Random House. 1st Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket W/A Very
Small Tear Hole On The Front Near The Top Corner. 0394512693. 265 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 26455. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - EVERYTHING WE HAD is an oral history of the Vietnam
War by thirty-three American soldiers who fought it, and a 1983 American Book 
Award nominee. From ordinary soldiers to commanding officers, thirty-three tours of
duty are presented in rough chronological order, from December 1962, when John 
Kennedy was still alive, to April 1975, when Saigon fell. Robert Santos was officially
regarded as a hero by the Army, but as a platoon leader he taught his men to do 
nothing by the book, and that if they did nothing stupid, they would all get home.

Albert Santoli is a decorated Vietnam veteran, author and founder of the Asia 
America Initiative, best known for his book, EVERYTHING WE HAD: AN ORAL 
HISTORY OF THE VIETNAM WAR. He served as a rifleman for the 25th Infantry 
Division in Dau Tieng.
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Santos, John Phillip. Places Left Unfinished at the Time of Creation: A Memoir. New
York. 1999. Viking Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0670868086. 284 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Jae Song. Inventory # 35768.
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Part treasury of the elders, part elegy, part personal 
odyssey, part Book of the Dead, PLACES LEFT UNFINISHED AT THE TIME OF 
CREATION is an immigration tale and a haunting family story. John Phillip Santos 
brings to life a pageant of unforgettable family figures: from Madrina-touched with 
epilepsy and prophecy ever since, as a girl, she saw a dying soul leave its body-to 
Teofilo, who was kidnapped as an infant and raised by the Kikapu Indians of 
northern Mexico. And he searches for answers to the mystery surrounding his 
grandfather’s suicide in San Antonio in 1939. Combining lyrical prose, magic 
realism, and haunting confession into an unforgettable voice, Santos weaves 
together Mexican mythology and the history of Texas to create the story of how the 
soul of one Mexican family was passed down, and sometimes nearly lost, across 
borders and decades, into the present.

John Phillip Santos is a freelance filmmaker, producer, journalist, author and in 1979
became the first Mexican-American Rhodes Scholar.
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Santos, Rosario (editor). And We Sold the Rain: Contemporary Fiction From Central
America. New York. 1988. Four Walls Eight Windows. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0941423166. 215 pages. hardcover. Jacket Design: Martin 
Moskof. Front Jacket Illustration: Casteneda. Back Jacket Photo: Adam Kufeld. 
Inventory # 24296. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Twenty stories from the leading contemporary writers of
Central America, including: Claribel Alegria; Manlio Argueta; Arturo Arias; Floracio 
Castellanos Moya; Roberto Castillo; Lyzandro Chavez Alfaro; Fabian Dobles; Julio 
Escoto; Jacinta Escudos; Augusto Monterroso; Mario Roberto Morales; Carmen 
Naranjo; Mario Payeras; Bertalicia Peralta; Alfonso Quijada Urias; Sergio Ramirez;
Rodrigo Rey Rosa; Pedro Rivera; Samuel Rovinski; Leonel Rugama. An invitation to
a world of deep sadness and joy, AND WE SOLD THE RAIN joins together the 
widely divergent styles and subject matter of a diverse group of writers. Some of the
stories are firmly rooted in the tradition of ‘magical realism.’ Others recall the lyricism
of the great Nicaraguan poet Ruben Dario. Several are recognized masterpieces. 
Together, they point in a new direction, reflecting the peculiar strength and courage 
it takes to write under extraordinary circumstances.

Rosario Santos is past director of the literature program of the Center for Inter-
American Relations and editor of Review, Latin American Art and Literature.
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Santos, Rosario (editor). And We Sold the Rain: Contemporary Fiction From Central
America. New York. 1988. Four Walls Eight Windows. Uncorrected Bound Galleys.
Very Good in Wrappers. 0941423166. paperback. Inventory # 14296. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Twenty stories from the leading contemporary writers of
Central America, including: Claribel Alegria; Manlio Argueta; Arturo Arias; Floracio 
Castellanos Moya; Roberto Castillo; Lyzandro Chavez Alfaro; Fabian Dobles; Julio 
Escoto; Jacinta Escudos; Augusto Monterroso; Mario Roberto Morales; Carmen 
Naranjo; Mario Payeras; Bertalicia Peralta; Alfonso Quijada Urias; Sergio Ramirez;
Rodrigo Rey Rosa; Pedro Rivera; Samuel Rovinski; Leonel Rugama. An invitation to
a world of deep sadness and joy, AND WE SOLD THE RAIN joins together the 
widely divergent styles and subject matter of a diverse group of writers. Some of the
stories are firmly rooted in the tradition of ‘magical realism.’ Others recall the lyricism
of the great Nicaraguan poet Ruben Dario. Several are recognized masterpieces. 
Together, they point in a new direction, reflecting the peculiar strength and courage 
it takes to write under extraordinary circumstances.

Rosario Santos is past director of the literature program of the Center for Inter-
American Relations and editor of Review, Latin American Art and Literature.
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Santos, Sherod. The Pilot Star Elegies: Poems. New York. 1999. Norton. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0393047040. 103 pages. hardcover. 
Cover: Nicolas Vleughels-'Study of Wings'. Inventory # 33425. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The centerpiece of this collection, 'Elegy for My Sister,' is
a sequence of poems on the suicide of the poet's sister in which he gathers, piece 
by piece, the scattered fragments of his sister's life. In other poems, Santos follows 
this elegiac theme into the broader contexts of myth and contemporary history to 
explore the ways each private loss is overlaid by those harrowing conditions by 
which our century defines itself.

Sherod Santos was born in Greenville, South Carolina. He attended San Diego 
State University for both his BA and MA, before continuing his studies at the 
University of California, Irvine and the University of Utah. His numerous awards and
honors include poetry awards from the Academy of American Poets, a Pushcart 
Prize, the Oscar Blumenthal Prize from Poetry magazine and several fellowships. 
He is a member of the faculty at the University of Missouri, Columbia.
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Sapolsky, Robert M. A Primate's Memoir: A Neuroscientist's Unconventional Life 
Among the Baboons. New York. 2001. Scribner. 1st American Edition. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 0743202473. 304 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by John Fontana. 
Inventory # 28792. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - 'I had never planned to become a savanna baboon when
I grew up; instead, I had always assumed I would become a mountain gorilla,' writes
Robert Sapolsky in this witty and riveting chronicle of a scientist's coming-of-age in 
remote Africa. An exhilarating account of Sapolsky's twenty-one-year study of a 
troop of rambunctious baboons in Kenya, A Primate's Memoir interweaves serious 
scientific observations with wry commentary about the challenges and pleasures of 
living in the wilds of the Serengeti -- for man and beast alike. Over two decades, 
Sapolsky survives culinary atrocities, gunpoint encounters, and a surreal kidnapping,
while witnessing the encroachment of the tourist mentality on the farthest vestiges of
unspoiled Africa. As he conducts unprecedented physiological research on wild 
primates, he becomes evermore enamored of his subjects -- unique and compelling
characters in their own right -- and he returns to them summer after summer, until 
tragedy finally prevents him. By turns hilarious and poignant, A Primate's Memoir is
a magnum opus from one of our foremost science writers.

A native of New York City, Robert M. Sapolsky holds degrees from Harvard and 
Rockefeller Universities. He currently is professor of biology and neuroscience at 
Stanford University. His previous book, WHY ZEBRAS DON’T GET ULCERS, was a
finalist for the Los Angeles Times Book Prize. In 1987 he was awarded a MacArthur
Foundation ‘genius grant.’ A regular contributor to Discover and The Sciences, he 
lives with his family in Stanford.
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Sarduy, Severo. Christ On the Rue Jacob. San Francisco. 1995. Mercury House. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 1562790757. Paperback Original. 
Translated from the Spanish by Suzanne Jill Levine & Carol Maier. 166 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 23524. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A collection of brief essays and the last book by the 
Cuban-born writer who died in 1993 of AIDS. In these essays Sarduy explores a 
number of topics, including – his own body and mind, impressions of places (Cafe 
de Flore, Benares) and people (Roland Barthes, Italo Calvino). In ‘The Tibetan Book
of the Dead,’ Sarduy recounts the changes in his address book as death threatens 
to turn it into a ‘novel, or biographical fiction.’ But, facing his own death, Sarduy 
refuses to remove the name of a dead friend because ‘it would be like eradicating 
him all over again, as if I were an accomplice of the void, subjecting him to another 
death within death.’

Severo Sarduy (Camagüey, Cuba; February 25, 1937 – Paris; June 8, 1993) was a
Cuban poet, author, playwright, and critic of Cuban literature and art. Sarduy went to
the equivalent of high school in Camagüey and in 1956 moved to Havana, where he
began a study of medicine. With the triumph of the Cuban revolution he collaborated
with the Diario libre and Lunes de revolución, pro-marxist papers. In 1960 he 
traveled to Paris to study at the Ecole du Louvre. There he was connected to the 
group of intellectuals who produced the magazine Tel Quel, particularly to 
philosopher François Wahl, with whom he was openly involved. Sarduy worked as a
reader for Editions du Seuil and as editor and producer of the Radiodiffusion-
Télévision Française. In 1972 his novel COBRA won him the Medici Prize. He died 
due to complications from AIDS just after finishing his autobiographical work Los 
pájaros de la playa. Along with José Lezama Lima, Virgilio Piñera, and Reinaldo 
Arenas, Sarduy is one of the most famous Cuban writers of the twentieth century; 
some of his works deal explicitly with male homosexuality and transvestism.
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Sarduy, Severo. Cobra. New York. 1975. Dutton. 1st American Edition. Very Good 
in Dustjacket. 0525082379. Translated from the Spanish by Suzanne Jill Levine. 176
pages. hardcover. Cover: John Clarke. Inventory # 6428. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - As it was for James Joyce, language is the true hero of 
this remarkable novel. A literary tour de force that can be read and enjoyed on many
levels, COBRA is the story of a transvestite named Cobra whose obsession is to 
transform his/her body. She is assisted in her efforts at metamorphoses by the 
Madam and Pup, Cobra’s dwarfish double. They too change shape, as does the text
itself in a brilliant series of scene shifts that range from The Lyrical Theater of the 
Dolls, where Cobra performs, through the violent ceremonies of a motorcycle gang, 
into a sect of Tibetan lamas seeking to revive Tantric Buddhism, finally to ‘the pause
that refreshes’ in modern India. Playful, humorous, wildly imaginative, Cobra, winner
of the Prix Médicis in France, is indeed a literary event.

Severo Sarduy (Camagüey, Cuba; February 25, 1937 – Paris; June 8, 1993) was a
Cuban poet, author, playwright, and critic of Cuban literature and art. Sarduy went to
the equivalent of high school in Camagüey and in 1956 moved to Havana, where he
began a study of medicine. With the triumph of the Cuban revolution he collaborated
with the Diario libre and Lunes de revolución, pro-marxist papers. In 1960 he 
traveled to Paris to study at the Ecole du Louvre. There he was connected to the 
group of intellectuals who produced the magazine Tel Quel, particularly to 
philosopher François Wahl, with whom he was openly involved. Sarduy worked as a
reader for Editions du Seuil and as editor and producer of the Radiodiffusion-
Télévision Française. In 1972 his novel COBRA won him the Medici Prize. He died 
due to complications from AIDS just after finishing his autobiographical work Los 
pájaros de la playa. Along with José Lezama Lima, Virgilio Piñera, and Reinaldo 
Arenas, Sarduy is one of the most famous Cuban writers of the twentieth century; 
some of his works deal explicitly with male homosexuality and transvestism.
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Sarmiento, Domingo Faustino. Facundo: Civilization and Barbarism. Berkeley. 2003.
University Of California Press. 1st American Paperback Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 0520239806. Translated from the Spanish by Kathleen Ross. 
Introduction by Roberto Gonzalez Echevarria. 285 pages. paperback. Cover 
illustration bu Alberto Nicasio. Cover design by Nola Burger. Inventory # 35221. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A classic work of Latin American literature, Domingo 
Sarmiento’s Facundo has become an integral part of the history, politics, and culture
of Latin America since its first publication in 1845. Partially translated into English 
when it was first published, this foundational text appears here for the first time in its
entirety. An educator and writer, Sarmiento was President of Argentina from 1868 to
1874. His Facundo is a study of the Argentine character, a prescription for the 
modernization of Latin America, and a protest against the tyranny of the government
of Juan Manuel de Rosas (1835-1852). The book brings nineteenth-century Latin 
American history to life even as it raises questions still being debated today-
questions regarding the ‘civilized’ city versus the ‘barbaric’ countryside, the 
treatment of indigenous and African populations, and the classically liberal plan of 
modernization. Facundo’s celebrated and frequently anthologized portraits of the 
caudillo Juan Facundo Quiroga and other colorful characters give readers an 
exhilarating sense of Argentine culture in the making. Kathleen Ross’s translation 
renders Sarmiento’s passionate prose into English with all its richness intact, 
allowing the English-language reader the full experience of Facundo’s intensity and
historical reach.

Domingo Faustino Sarmiento (February 15, 1811 – September 11, 1888) was an 
Argentine activist, intellectual, writer, statesman and the seventh President of 
Argentina. His writing spanned a wide range of genres and topics, from journalism to
autobiography, to political philosophy and history. He was a member of a group of 
intellectuals, known as the Generation of 1837, who had a great influence on 
nineteenth-century Argentina.
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Saroyan, Aram. Door To the River: Essays & Reviews From the 1960s into the 
Digital Age. Boston. 2010. Black Sparrow/David Godine. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Wrappers. 9781567923964. 192 pages. paperback. Inventory # 38040. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘I grew up the son of a famous writer, grew up in his 
shadow in a general sense, except for two fortuitous graces. the first, that 
astrologically speaking I had many planets in Leo and so I was absurdly full of 
confidence, when I wasn't struck numb with my own incapacities. And the other, and
perhaps the decisive factor, was that I had the honor of being a member of the 
generation that came of age in the sixties.’ - So begins Aram Saroyan's essay, 
'Occupation: Writer,' about his vocation, the sixties generation, and the fundamental
task of coming to understand himself not as the son of William Saroyan but as his 
own person. Saroyan found his calling as a writer early on, starting out as a poet, 
and going on to write op-ed pieces, reviews, novels, biographies, memoirs, 
screenplays, and plays. In this essay and others included here, he explores the 
difficult task of finding one's way as a writer: the ongoing search for the various 
doors which must be opened in order to renew one's resources and access the river
of creativity. Both the contemporaneous essays and the earlier reviews from the 
1970s, 80s and 90s assess major and minor cultural figures from the generation of
which Saroyan himself was so much a representative member, and recall a time 
when being an independent writer was feasible, when even a young author could 
hone his craft and critical sensibility through book reviews and op-ed pieces. In 
these works, Saroyan contends for books that make for good companionship, what 
Jack Kerouac decreed was the true test of a book. In Saroyan's engaging and 
always engaged company, with the likes of Andy Warhol and Charles Mingus, 
Robert Creeley and Ted Berrigan, Joan Didion and Gore Vidal, Door to the River is
good companionship as well.

Aram Saroyan is an internationally known poet, novelist, biographer, memoirist and
playwright. He is the recipient of two NEA awards, and his Complete Minimal Poems
received the 2008 William Carlos Williams Award from the Poetry Society of 
America.
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Sarris, Greg. How a Mountain Was Made: Stories. Berkeley. 2017. Heyday. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9781597144148. 296 pages. hardcover.
Inventory # 41857. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the tradition of Calvino's Italian Folktales, Greg Sarris,
author of the award-winning novel Grand Avenue, turns his attention to his ancestral
homeland of Sonoma Mountain in Northern California. In sixteen interconnected 
original stories, the twin crows Question Woman and Answer Woman take us 
through a world unlike yet oddly reminiscent of our own: one which blooms bright 
with poppies, lupines, and clover; one in which Waterbug kidnaps an entire creek; in
which songs have the power to enchant; in which Rain is a beautiful woman who 
keeps people's memories in stones. Inspired by traditional Coast Miwok and 
Southern Pomo creation tales, these stories are timeless in their wisdom and 
beauty, and because of this timelessness their messages are vital and immediate. 
The figures in these stories ponder the meaning of leadership, of their place within 
the landscape and their community. In these stories we find a model for how we can
all come home again. At once ancient and contemporary, How a Mountain Was 
Made is equally at home in modern letters as the ancient story cycle. Sarris infuses
his stories with a prose stylist's creativity and inventiveness, moving American Indian
literature in a new and emergent direction.

Greg Sarris is currently serving his thirteenth term as Chairman of the Federated 
Indians of Graton Rancheria. He holds the Graton Rancheria Endowed Chair in 
Writing and Native American Studies at Sonoma State University, and his 
publications include Keeping Slug Woman Alive: A Holistic Approach to American 
Indian Texts (1993), Grand Avenue (1994), and Watermelon Nights (1999). Greg 
lives and works in Sonoma County.
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Sartre, Jean-Paul. Being and Nothingness. New York. 1956. Philosophical Library. 
1st American Edition. Good in Green Boards and Worn Dustjacket With Many Tears
and Small Pieces Missing. The Front Cover of the Dustjacket is also Detached from
the Rest of the Dustjacket, But Held Together by Mylar. Translated from the French
by Hazel E. Barnes. 636 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 45029. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A monumental work of the twentieth century, BEING 
AND NOTHINGNESS is the fullest expression of Jean-Paul Sartre’s philosophy of 
existentialism. First published in 1943, this masterpiece still defines and expresses 
the modern condition, and holds great relevance for contemporary readers. 
Existentialism rejects the Cartesian duality of mind and matter, as well as 
supernatural authority, and claims instead that ‘being’ comes before ‘knowing,’ and 
that each individual creates his own nature. Each person must overcome angst and
choose to act in a passionate and authentic manner. Morality and truth can only be 
discovered in conscious individual choice and action.

Jean-Paul Charles Aymard Sartre (21 June 1905 – 15 April 1980) was a French 
existentialist philosopher, playwright, novelist, screenwriter, political activist, 
biographer, and literary critic. He was one of the leading figures in 20th century 
French philosophy, existentialism, and Marxism, and his work continues to influence
fields such as Marxist philosophy, sociology, critical theory and literary studies. 
Sartre was also noted for his long polyamorous relationship with the feminist author
and social theorist Simone de Beauvoir. He was awarded the 1964 Nobel Prize in 
Literature but refused the honour.keywords
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Sartre, Jean-Paul. Sartre on the ater. New York. 1976. Pantheon Books. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394492471. Translated from the 
French by Frank Jellinek. 353 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Terrence Fehr. 
Inventory # 12406. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this unique collection, Sartre comments on each of his
major works, including such classics as NO EXIT, THE CONDEMNED OF ALTONA,
THE DEVIL AND THE GOOD LORD, and DIRTY HANDS. Drawing upon his 
experiences as playwright, Sartre explores the role of theater in contemporary 
society, comparing his views with those of such great playwrights as Eugene 
Ionesco, Bertolt Brecht, and Samual Beckett. In the process, he reveals how his 
plays and views on the theater form an intimate part of his philosophy and politics.

Jean-Paul Charles Aymard Sartre (21 June 1905 – 15 April 1980) was a French 
existentialist philosopher, playwright, novelist, screenwriter, political activist, 
biographer, and literary critic. He was one of the leading figures in 20th century 
French philosophy, existentialism, and Marxism, and his work continues to influence
fields such as Marxist philosophy, sociology, critical theory and literary studies. 
Sartre was also noted for his long polyamorous relationship with the feminist author
and social theorist Simone de Beauvoir. He was awarded the 1964 Nobel Prize in 
Literature but refused the honour.
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Sartre, Jean-Paul. The Problem of Method. London. 1963. Methuen & Company. 1st
British Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. Translated from the French by Hazel E. 
Barnes. 181 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 17451. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Problem of Method is the first part of Sartre's new 
theory of man as a social and political animal. It is a theory avowedly Marxist in a 
very original sense. For Sartre has the aim of reinvigorating Marxism by the 
introjection of a new method—an Existentialist method. Orthodox Marxism, for 
Sartre, is debilitated by its rigid attachment to nineteenth-century notions of 
materialism and determinism. He believes it can be brought to life by Existentialist 
concepts of human freedom and individuality, and the Existentialist method of 
explaining human experience in terms of human choices. When Marxism has thus 
been fully modernized and humanized, Sartre argues, Existentialism as a separate 
philosophy will cease to exist. What Sartre says here goes against the grain of most
things that are ordinarily thought of as Marxist, though he claims that both Marx and
Engels were closer to the insights of Existentialism than their followers commonly 
suppose. Sartre's own emphasis is still as sternly as ever on human responsibility. 
His theory offers no comforting solutions to the problems it raises; but the case is 
argued with splendid lucidity. This is undoubtedly one of Sartre's most important 
books, and also perhaps the boldest and most stimulating. The Problem of Method
was written in 1957 for a Polish magazine and later published, in revised form, in 
Les Temps Modernes under the title "Existentialism and Marxism". in 1960, it was 
first published in book form, under the title Question de Méthode, as an independent
prefatory essay to Volume I of Critique de la Raison Dialectique. It is a valuable 
summary of the main arguments of the larger work, and indeed, the author himself 
states that the larger work grew from it.

Jean-Paul Charles Aymard Sartre (21 June 1905 – 15 April 1980) was a French 
existentialist philosopher, playwright, novelist, screenwriter, political activist, 
biographer, and literary critic. He was one of the leading figures in 20th century 
French philosophy, existentialism, and Marxism, and his work continues to influence
fields such as Marxist philosophy, sociology, critical theory and literary studies.
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Sartre, Jean-Paul. Three Plays: Dirty Hands/The Respectful Prostitute/The Victors.
New York. 1949. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Previous Owner's Name Penned in 
Front, Otherwise Very Good. No Dustjacket. Translated from the French by Lionel 
Abel. 274 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 20249. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The publication of these three plays, the first since NO 
EXIT and THE FLIES, brings up to date the publication in English of the theater of 
Jean-Paul Sartre. In a relatively few years Sartre has established himself as one of 
the most thought-provoking and controversial dramatists of the twentieth century. 
Each new play from him stirs up afresh all the old arguments about the purpose, the
functions, and the limits of the theater. In a very special way all three of these plays
are related. From varying points of view each considers one aspect of man's 
responsibility for his actions. The characters in all three plays are presented with 
problems that stem directly from what they have done or failed to do. In one way or
another each is faced with the question: have I the courage and stamina to be 
myself? Sartre is a dramatist above all. Each situation is conceived in terms of the 
stage. He ponders in Dirty Hands the dilemma of a young intellectual torn between 
theories and movements. The problem resolves itself in a fury of activity that almost
tears the decisions from the hands of the characters. One version of this play was 
staged in New York as Red Gloves; another was staged in London as Crime 
passionnel. In The Respectful Prostitute Sartre turns his Gallic clarity of thought and
wit on a wholly American problem – the consequences of an attempted lynching - 
and again resolves it through action. The Victors presents a group of French 
resistance fighters with the necessity of sacrificing themselves for their beliefs or 
destroying all that they have thus far accomplished.

Jean-Paul Charles Aymard Sartre (21 June 1905 – 15 April 1980) was a French 
existentialist philosopher, playwright, novelist, screenwriter, political activist, 
biographer, and literary critic. He was one of the leading figures in 20th century 
French philosophy, existentialism, and Marxism, and his work continues to influence
fields such as Marxist philosophy, sociology, critical theory and literary studies.
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Sassoon, Siegfried. The Weald of Youth. New York. 1942. Viking Press. 1st 
American Edition. Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front, Otherwise Very Good.
No Dustjacket. 259 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37449. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is the second volume of Sassoon's autobiography, 
covering the period of seven years between 1907 and 1914. Siegfried Sassoon 
(1886-1967) was one of the best known British soldier poets of World War I. He was
a novelist and prose writer, wrote several autobiographical works and although he 
served in the military, he subsequently took a strong anti-war position.

Siegfried Loraine Sassoon (8 September 1886 – 1 September 1967) was an English
poet, writer, and soldier. Decorated for bravery on the Western Front, he became 
one of the leading poets of the First World War. His poetry both described the 
horrors of the trenches and satirised the patriotic pretensions of those who, in 
Sassoon's view, were responsible for a jingoism-fuelled war. Sassoon became a 
focal point for dissent within the armed forces when he made a lone protest against 
the continuation of the war in his "Soldier's Declaration" of 1917, culminating in his 
admission to a military psychiatric hospital; this resulted in his forming a friendship 
with Wilfred Owen, who was greatly influenced by him. Sassoon later won acclaim 
for his prose work, notably his three-volume fictionalised autobiography, collectively
known as the "Sherston trilogy".
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Satz, Mario. Sol. Garden City. 1979. Doubleday. 1st American Edition. Very Good in
Worn Dustjacket. 0385115792. Translated from the Spanish by Helen R. Lane. 432
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Al Nagy. Inventory # 23034. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the tradition of his Latin American peers, Márquez, 
Borges, and Fuentes, Mario Satz uses the form of the novel-along with a strong 
lyrical voice-to create a fantasy, a counter-reality, another world to rival the chaotic 
real world of South America. Although SOL is set in many places around the globe, 
its real locale is always the brilliant mind of the author/narrator. The book opens with
a striking dream vision on the heights of Machu Picchu; from there the narrator, 
Mario, unfolds his tale of passion and sacrifice, reconstructing the kaleidoscope of 
his quixotic life. It is the story of the search that an enigmatic, a schizophrenic, 
Peruvian pythoness-figure with whom Mario has fallen in love forces upon him: a 
quest for the meaning of the death of her strange, unbalanced brother who has 
perhaps died at the hands of a secret, mysterious, anti-Jewish Christian sect. In 
SOL, Mario recreates his beloved, Shahar, ultimately reducing his obsessive love for
her to its proper perspective: For all its searing intensity, it is, after all, only one small
heartbeat of the universe.

Mario Satz was born in Buenos Aires in 1944, and was educated there. He has 
spent time in New York, Paris, Jerusalem, and Barcelona, all locations that figure in
SOL. In 1970-74, he lived in Jerusalem and studied Hebrew, history, archaeology, 
and anthropology. He completed SOL in 1973, and it is the first of a trilogy of novels;
the second is to be called Luna and the third Tierra. Helen R. Lane is one of 
America’s foremost translators. She is the translator of THE THREE MARIAS, and 
was awarded the National Book Award in 1974 for her rendition into English of 
Octavio Paz’s ALTERNATING CURRENTS. Her sixty published works in translation
have won her many other prizes and distinctions.
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Satz, Mario. Sol. Garden City. 1979. Doubleday. 1st American Edition. Very Good in
Slightly Worn Dustjacket W/A Small Tear On The Top Front Cover. 0385115792. 
Translated from the Spanish by Helen R. Lane. 432 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Al Nagy. Inventory # 26275. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the tradition of his Latin American peers, Márquez, 
Borges, and Fuentes, Mario Satz uses the form of the novel-along with a strong 
lyrical voice-to create a fantasy, a counter-reality, another world to rival the chaotic 
real world of South America. Although SOL is set in many places around the globe, 
its real locale is always the brilliant mind of the author/narrator. The book opens with
a striking dream vision on the heights of Machu Picchu; from there the narrator, 
Mario, unfolds his tale of passion and sacrifice, reconstructing the kaleidoscope of 
his quixotic life. It is the story of the search that an enigmatic, a schizophrenic, 
Peruvian pythoness-figure with whom Mario has fallen in love forces upon him: a 
quest for the meaning of the death of her strange, unbalanced brother who has 
perhaps died at the hands of a secret, mysterious, anti-Jewish Christian sect. In 
SOL, Mario recreates his beloved, Shahar, ultimately reducing his obsessive love for
her to its proper perspective: For all its searing intensity, it is, after all, only one small
heartbeat of the universe.

Mario Satz was born in Buenos Aires in 1944, and was educated there. He has 
spent time in New York, Paris, Jerusalem, and Barcelona, all locations that figure in
SOL. In 1970-74, he lived in Jerusalem and studied Hebrew, history, archaeology, 
and anthropology. He completed SOL in 1973, and it is the first of a trilogy of novels;
the second is to be called Luna and the third Tierra. Helen R. Lane is one of 
America’s foremost translators. She is the translator of THE THREE MARIAS, and 
was awarded the National Book Award in 1974 for her rendition into English of 
Octavio Paz’s ALTERNATING CURRENTS. Her sixty published works in translation
have won her many other prizes and distinctions.
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Sauer, Carl. Northern Mists. Berkeley. 1968. University of California Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 204 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
24072. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Was the Northern Atlantic, in the years before Columbus,
really a mare tenebrosum, a fearsome sea? On the contrary, according to this study,
it was a familiar ocean well known to voyagers from many shores. Vikings bent on 
conquest and settlement sailed to Iceland, Greenland, and New England. English 
seamen out of Bristol knew of lands to the west. Seafaring Irish monks traveled to 
Iceland and probably beyond. Carl O. Sauer assembles and evaluates a remarkable
network of evidence in documenting his story of early Northern Atlantic sea-faring. 
He studies the work of Portuguese navigators and fishermen. He utilizes Bristol port
records which bear on the nature of long westward voyages. He sifts out, from the 
legendary Norse and Icelandic sagas, what can be treated with some confidence as
records of historical fact. He draws upon contemporary archaeological investigations
of Norse settlements in Greenland (which endured for 500 years) and the still 
mysterious settlement recently unearthed at Belle Isle. To one of the great questions
about early discovery, where was the land the Vikings called Vinland, Sauer 
reaffirms earlier beliefs that it was somewhere in the coastal area of southern New 
England. To the other great question, who first came to North America from Europe,
he gives new support to an old surmise: the Irish. He suggests that Irish monks 
established a colony at Belle Isle and went on to the mainland, antedating the Norse
Vinland expeditions, and leaving traces of Christian rites in Algonquin Indian 
religious ceremonies. This hypothesis will undoubtedly cause controversy among 
both scholars and public. NORTHERN MISTS combines the insights of earlier 
students (especially Nansen) with Sauer’s own concern with plants, animals, and 
native peoples as well as with topography.

Carl Ortwin Sauer (December 24, 1889 – July 18, 1975) was an American 
geographer.
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Saul, John Ralston. The Birds of Prey. New York. 1978. McGraw Hill. 1st Printing. 
Very Good in Worn Dustjacket W/Torn Inside Front Flap. 0070548609. 247 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 24933. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE BIRDS OF PREY, a political novel based in Gaullist
France, was an international best seller. On a May night in 1968, the plane carrying 
the French Chief of Staff General Ailleret explodes over the island of Réunion in the
Indian Ocean, killing all aboard except for one. Four years later, writer Charles 
Stone is drawn irresistibly into the mystery that still surrounds the General's death.

John Ralston Saul (born June 19, 1947) is a Canadian author, essayist, and 
President of International PEN. As an essayist, Saul is particularly known for his 
commentaries on the nature of individualism, citizenship and the public good; the 
failures of manager-, or more precisely technocrat-, led societies; the confusion 
between leadership and managerialism; military strategy, in particular irregular 
warfare; the role of freedom of speech and culture; and his critique of contemporary
economic arguments.
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Saul, John Ralston. The Doubter's Companion: A Dictionary of Aggressive Common
Sense. New York. 1994. Free Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0029277221. 342 pages. hardcover. Jacket art by John Martin. Jacket design by 
Martin Gould. Inventory # 21534. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A long and distinguished tradition of writers have used 
the form of a satirical dictionary to undermine the received ideas of their day. 
Voltaire wrote a sharply humorous ‘Philosophical Dictionary,’ while Samuel 
Johnson’s dictionary of the English language was derisive and opinionated. These 
early dictionaries and encyclopedias were really weapons in a struggle for the soul 
of civilization between forces of humanistic enlightenment and the forces of 
orthodoxy and dogmatism. Their authors attacked and exposed the half-truths of 
their day by showing that it was possible to think differently about the social and 
political arrangements that everyone took for granted. But as John Ralston Saul 
argues in this decidedly unorthodox new book, modern dictionaries have once again
been captured by the forces of orthodoxy-albeit this time a rationalist orthodoxy. Our
language has become as predictable, fragmented, and rhetorical as it was in the 
18th century, divided as it is by special interest groups into dialects of expertise that
are hermetically sealed off and inaccessible to citizens. Now, in THE DOUBTER’S 
COMPANION a marvelous subversive contribution to the great 18th century tradition
of the humanist dictionary, Saul skewers and discredits the accepted content of 
common terms like Advertising, Academics, and Air Conditioning (defined as ‘an 
efficient means for spreading disease in enclosed public spaces’); Cannibal, 
Conservative, and Croissant; Dandruff, Death, and Dictionary (‘opinions presented 
as truth in alphabetical order’); and several hundred others, including Biography (‘a 
respectable form of pornography’), Museum (‘safe storage for stolen objects’), and
Manners (‘people are always splendid when they’re dead’). There is much in this 
volume that will stimulate, offend, provoke, perplex, and entertain.

JOHN RALSTON SAUL is an internationally renowned novelist and essayist. Named
one of Utne Reader’s 100 visionaries, he gave the prestigious 1995 Massey 
Lectures at the University of Toronto, on which THE UNCONSCIOUS CIVILIZATION
is based.
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Saul, John Ralston. The Unconscious Civilization. New York. 1997. Free Press. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684832577. 199 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Tom Stvan. Jacket photograph by Philip Wallick. Author 
photograph by Beverley Rockett. Inventory # 23204. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Civilizations, like individuals, are often blinded to their 
true character by sentiment and ideology - and ours is perhaps the most glaring 
example. In a powerful meditation already hailed as ‘the best work of popular 
philosophizing produced in this country in a decade or more’ (The Globe and Mail), 
John Ralston Saul argues that while Fascism was defeated in World War II, its 
‘corporatist’ doctrines powerfully influence our own society today. Saul explores how
these corporatist priorities have now become so woven into our social fabric that 
they threaten the practice of Western democracy. Our civic order, Saul argues, has
been remade to serve the needs of business managers and technocrats. In turn, 
other parts of society have come to mimic this arrangement as they themselves 
fracture into competing interest groups and ethnic blocs, virtually eliminating the role
of the citizen. This largely unseen social order has deep and vexing roots in Western
thought. Saul examines how this structure is bolstered today by political and 
intellectual charlatans who misleadingly describe it as a ‘common sense’ 
arrangement, rather than what it is: an insidious war of attrition against the individual
as citizen and the delicate system of open dialogue and doubt that alone guarantees
the future of democracy. An international bestseller whose publication is widely 
regarded as a pivotal event, THE UNCONSCIOUS CIVILIZATION is a crucible of 
contemporary thought from a writer possessed of the originality and power to 
elevate today’s debate above its present limits and expose our system in a light both
terrifying and profound.

JOHN RALSTON SAUL is an internationally renowned novelist and essayist and the
author of VOLTAIRE’S BASTARDS and THE DOUBTER’S COMPANION, among 
other works. Named one of Utne Reader’s 100 visionaries, he gave the prestigious 
1995 Massey Lectures at the University of Toronto, on which THE UNCONSCIOUS
CIVILIZATION is based.
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Savich, Zach. The Orchard Green and Every Color. Richmond. 2016. Omnidawn 
Publishing. Advance Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430182. 6
x 9. 96 pages. paperback. Inventory #  44221. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Zach Savich’s new collection, intent seeing makes the
present more present. The mysteries of grief and joy, of daily desire and loss, 
resonate fleetingly, a bell struck delicately, struck again. In these poems, language 
is a sense like any other and yet is everything that may be glimpsed and heard and
briefly known. “This is the poetry of deep meditation, the meditation of survival, 
where the perfect knot is a straight thread, a ‘clothesline is a sentence,’ and the 
definition of quiet is baseball over the radio—and ‘every death is young.’ To enter 
this exquisite book is to enter a pact with the poet: ‘we agree to visit the present’; 
and the only promise we make is that ‘we promise what we are.’ ” - Fady Joudah, 
author of Textu.

Zach Savich is the author of four books of poetry, as well as a book of prose, Events
Film Cannot Withstand. He teaches in the BFA Program for Creative Writing at the 
University of the Arts in Philadelphia, and co-edits Rescue Press’s Open Prose 
Series.
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Sawyer-Laucanno, Christopher. An Invisible Spectator: A Biography of Paul Bowles.
New York. 1989. Weidenfeld & Nicolson. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
1555841163. 501 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 12125. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This biography of self-exiled composer/novelist Paul 
Bowles explores his tormented childhod, his marriage to novelist Jane Bowles, and
his acknowledged role as the spiritual father of the Beat movement and the 
eminence grise of the American expatriate community in Tangiers. Filled with 
insights into an enigma' ('USA Today'), 'An Invisible Spectator' chronicles Paul 
Bowles's life and work--interwoven with vivid depictions of the writer's intimates, 
including Truman Capote, Gertrude Stein, Allen Ginsberg, and William Burroughs.

Christopher Sawyer-Lauçanno lives in Montague, Massachusetts, with his wife, the
poet Patricia Pruitt, and their little white dog, Salty. In 2007 he was guest writer at 
the first Mussoorie Writers' Festival in India. His books include E.E. Cummings: A 
Biography (Methuen Publishing, 2005) and The Continual Pilgrimage: American 
Writers in Paris, 1944-1960 (City Lights, 2001). He currently teaches in the program
in Writing and Humanistic Studies at MIT.
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Saxton, Lisa. Caught in the Rundown: A Novel Introducing Jewel Averick and Dee 
Sweet. New York. 1997. Scribner. Uncorrected Proofs. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0684829673. 287 pages. paperback. Inventory # 23699. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The bases are loaded with humor and suspense when 
Jewel and Dee, the wives of two major-league baseball players, team up to locate 
the legendary and mysterious Two-Mile McLemore, a star slugger from the old 
Negro Leagues. When Jewel's husband, Russell, a center fielder for the D.C. 
Diamonds, buys Two-Mile's glove at auction for the exalted sum of $15,000, Jewel 
fumes at the extravagance. Her lavish home is already filled with unattractive old 
gloves. Why does he want another, especially one that comes with a five-figure price
tag? No slouch Jewel, she jumps at the opportunity when shady character Anthony
Graves arrives at her front door and offers to purchase the glove. He claims it's for 
his sick child, but Jewel's not really convinced Anthony's countenance shines forth 
with paternal concern. End of story; except that Jewel switches gloves on her buyer
and pockets the profit. Now she must deal with both an angry husband and an 
extremely unhappy, and possibly dangerous, would-be purchaser. Why is Graves, or
the man he works for, so desperate to acquire this particular glove? The answer 
must lie with Two-Mile himself, who long ago disappeared into the sunset. But Jewel
has a clue where to find him. Together, Jewel and Dee Sweet, who's also having 
some troubles on the home front with second-baseman-husband Mark, set off on a 
high-spirited search that takes the women to Washington, D.C., Philadelphia, the 
Caribbean, and points in between, with the bad guys always in close pursuit

Lisa Saxton is the author of Caught in a Rundown and Inherit the Kin. She was born
in Cleveland and grew up in South Jersey and Annapolis, Maryland. She attended 
Chatham College in Pittsburgh and currently resides in Hackensack, New Jersey.
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Saxton, Lisa. Caught in the Rundown: A Novel Introducing Jewel Averick and Dee 
Sweet. New York. 1997. Scribner. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0684829673. 287 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 24100. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The bases are loaded with humor and suspense when 
Jewel and Dee, the wives of two major-league baseball players, team up to locate 
the legendary and mysterious Two-Mile McLemore, a star slugger from the old 
Negro Leagues. When Jewel's husband, Russell, a center fielder for the D.C. 
Diamonds, buys Two-Mile's glove at auction for the exalted sum of $15,000, Jewel 
fumes at the extravagance. Her lavish home is already filled with unattractive old 
gloves. Why does he want another, especially one that comes with a five-figure price
tag? No slouch Jewel, she jumps at the opportunity when shady character Anthony
Graves arrives at her front door and offers to purchase the glove. He claims it's for 
his sick child, but Jewel's not really convinced Anthony's countenance shines forth 
with paternal concern. End of story; except that Jewel switches gloves on her buyer
and pockets the profit. Now she must deal with both an angry husband and an 
extremely unhappy, and possibly dangerous, would-be purchaser. Why is Graves, or
the man he works for, so desperate to acquire this particular glove? The answer 
must lie with Two-Mile himself, who long ago disappeared into the sunset. But Jewel
has a clue where to find him. Together, Jewel and Dee Sweet, who's also having 
some troubles on the home front with second-baseman-husband Mark, set off on a 
high-spirited search that takes the women to Washington, D.C., Philadelphia, the 
Caribbean, and points in between, with the bad guys always in close pursuit.

Lisa Saxton is the author of Caught in a Rundown and Inherit the Kin. She was born
in Cleveland and grew up in South Jersey and Annapolis, Maryland. She attended 
Chatham College in Pittsburgh and currently resides in Hackensack, New Jersey.
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Say, Allen. El Chino. Boston. 1990. Houghton Mifflin. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0395520231. Illustrated by Allen Say. 32 pages. 
hardcover. Cover illustration by Allen Say. Inventory # 10965. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A biography of Bill Wong, a Chinese American who 
became a famous bullfighter in Spain.

Allen Say is an Asian American writer and illustrator. He is best known for 
Grandfather's Journey, a children's picture book detailing his grandfather's voyage 
from Japan to the United States and back again, which won the 1994 Caldecott 
Medal for illustration.
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Sayles, John. Los Gusanos. New York. 1991. Harper Collins. Advance Reading 
Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 0060166533. 473 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
19423. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Award-winning writer John Sayles's critically acclaimed 
novel explores fifty years of Cuban-American relations. Set in Miami in 1981, Los 
Gusanos is the vivid and moving account of one extended family’s life in Cuba and 
the United States. With pathos and understanding, Sayles introduces us to a 
memorable range of characters—young, old, black, and white—all of whom are 
struggling to make a new life in their adopted country while haunted by the 
memories of Cuba. Taking as its title the derogatory term Castro used to describe 
those who fled to Miami after he came to power, Los Gusanos is beautifully 
rendered; a deterministic study of who will be the casualty and who the survivor in a
time of political upheaval.

John Thomas Sayles (born September 28, 1950) is an American independent film 
director, screenwriter, editor, actor and author. He has twice been nominated for the
Academy Award for Best Original Screenplay for Passion Fish (1992) and Lone Star
(1996).
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Saylor, Steven. Catilina's Riddle: A Novel of Ancient Rome. New York. 1993. St 
Martin's Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312097638. 430 
pages. hardcover. Cover: Henry Sene Yee. Inventory # 24648. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The third in Saylor's Roma Sub Rosa novels featuring 
Gordianus the Finder. Gordianus, disillusioned by the corruption of Rome circa 63 B.
C., has fled the city with his family to live on a farm in the Etruscan countryside. But 
this bucolic life is disrupted by the machinations and murderous plots of two 
politicians: Roman consul Cicero, Gordianus's longtime patron, and populist senator
Catilina, Cicero's political rival and a candidate to replace him in the annual elections
for consul. Claiming that Catilina plans an uprising if he loses the race, Cicero asks
Gordianus to keep a watchful eye on the radical. Although he distrusts both men, 
Gordianus is forced into the center of the power struggle when his six-year-old 
daughter Diana finds a headless corpse in their stable. Shrewdly depicting deadly 
political maneuverings, this addictive mystery also displays the author's firm grasp of
history and human character. On first publication back in 1994, Catilina's Riddle was
a finalist for the Hammett Award.

Steven Saylor (born March 23, 1956) is an American author of historical novels. He 
is a graduate of the University of Texas at Austin, where he studied history and 
classics. Saylor's best-known work is his Roma Sub Rosa historical mystery series,
set in ancient Rome. The novels' hero is a detective named Gordianus the Finder, 
active during the time of Sulla, Cicero, Julius Caesar, and Cleopatra. Outside this 
crime novel series, Saylor has also written two epic-length historical novels about 
the city of Rome, Roma and Empire. His work has been published in 21 languages.
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Saylor, Steven. Rubicon: A Novel of Ancient Rome. New York. 1999. St Martin's 
Press. Advance Reading Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 0312205767. 276 pages. 
paperback. Signed by the Author. Inventory # 26260. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - As Caesar marches on Rome and panic erupts in the 
city, Gordianus the Finder discovers, in his own home, the body of Pompey's favorite
cousin. Before fleeing the city, Pompey exacts a terrible bargain from the finder of 
secrets-to unearth the killer, or sacrifice his own son-in-law to service in Pompey's 
legions, and certain death. Amid the city's sordid underbelly, Gordianus learns that 
the murdered man was a dangerous spy. Now, as he follows a trail of intrigue, 
betrayal, and ferocious battles on land and sea, the Finder is caught between the 
chaos of war and the terrible truth he must finally reveal.      Rubicon, set in early 
days of the Roman Civil War, is a pivotal novel in Saylor's bestselling and critically 
acclaimed series of novels set in late Republican Rome.

Steven Saylor (born March 23, 1956) is an American author of historical novels. He 
is a graduate of the University of Texas at Austin, where he studied history and 
classics. Saylor's best-known work is his Roma Sub Rosa historical mystery series,
set in ancient Rome. The novels' hero is a detective named Gordianus the Finder, 
active during the time of Sulla, Cicero, Julius Caesar, and Cleopatra. Outside this 
crime novel series, Saylor has also written two epic-length historical novels about 
the city of Rome, Roma and Empire. His work has been published in 21 languages.
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Saylor, Steven. The Venus Throw: A Novel of Ancient Rome. New York. 1995. St 
Martin's Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312119127. 308 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Henry Sene Yee. Inventory # 22640. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - On a chill January evening in 56 B.C., two strange 
visitors to Rome - an Egyptian ambassador and a eunuch priest - seek out 
Gordianus the Finder whose specialty is solving murders. But the ambassador, a 
philosopher named Dio, has come to ask for something Gordianus cannot give - 
help in staying alive. Before the night is out, he will be murdered. Now Gordianus 
begins his most dangerous case. Hired to investigate Dio's death by a beautiful 
woman with a scandalous reputation, he will follow a trail of political intrigue into the
highest circles of power and the city's most hidden arenas of debauchery. There 
Gordianus will learn nothing is as it seems - not the damning evidence he uncovers,
not the suspect he sends to trial, not even the real truth behind Dio's death which 
lies in secrets - not of state, but of the heart.

Steven Saylor (born March 23, 1956) is an American author of historical novels. He 
is a graduate of the University of Texas at Austin, where he studied history and 
classics. Saylor's best-known work is his Roma Sub Rosa historical mystery series,
set in ancient Rome. The novels' hero is a detective named Gordianus the Finder, 
active during the time of Sulla, Cicero, Julius Caesar, and Cleopatra. Outside this 
crime novel series, Saylor has also written two epic-length historical novels about 
the city of Rome, Roma and Empire. His work has been published in 21 languages.
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Scalapino, Leslie. It's go in horizontal : Selected Poems, 1974-2006. Berkeley. 2008.
University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9780520254626. Also available in cloth. 257 pages. paperback. Inventory # 36309.
$16.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Internationally recognized as one of the most innovative
writers in America today, Leslie Scalapino persistently challenges the boundaries of
many forms in which she works–poetry, prose, plays, and more. This outstanding 
volume includes work from sequential and serial poems written over thirty-two years.
The poems demonstrate ideas and inventions in writing, and how one writing 
invention leads to the next. Three series are selected from the long poem way, 
about which Philip Whalen said, ‘She makes everything take place in real time, in 
the light and air and night where all of us live, everything happening at once.’ Recent
poems, such as those from ‘DeLay Rose,’ appear to leave the page itself as a single
infinite line in which the actions of individuals and occurrences in the outside world 
are synonymous, mysterious, and simultaneous. It’s go in horizontal is a dazzling 
entryway into the oeuvre of a daring and powerful writer.

Leslie Scalapino (July 25, 1944 – May 28, 2010) was a United States poet, 
experimental prose writer, playwright, essayist, and editor, sometimes grouped in 
with the Language poets, though she felt closely tied to the Beat poets. A longtime 
resident of California's Bay Area, she earned an M.A. in English from the University
of California at Berkeley. One of Scalapino's most critically well-received works is 
way (North Point Press, 1988), a long poem which won the Poetry Center Award, 
the Lawrence Lipton Prize, and the American Book Award.
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Schaefer, Charles E. and DiGeronimo, Theresa Foy. How to Talk to Your Kids About
Really Important Things: Specific Questions and Answers and Useful Things to Say.
San Francisco. Jossey-Bass. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers.
1555426115. 311 pages. Paperback. Inventory # 41011. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Charles E. Schaefer and Theresa Foy DiGeronimo's 
classic guide offers parents, teachers, counselors, and others the help they need to 
find the words to talk to kids and answer their questions. The book is filled with 
practical advice on discussing a wide range of life's experiences with children from 
family changes like moving to a new home, divorce, and remarriage to broader 
subjects such as child abuse and AIDS.

CHARLES E. SCHAEFER is professor of psychology and director of the Center for
Psychological Services at Fairleigh Dickinson University. He is the author of many 
parenting books, including Raising Baby Right (with T. DiGeronimo) which won the
Child magazine award for the Best Parenting Book of 1992. THERESA FOY 
DIGERONIMO is adjunct professor of English at The William Paterson College of 
New Jersey and mother of three. As a team, she and Dr. Schaefer have coauthored
several books, including Toilet Training Without Tears and Teach Your Child to 
Behave.
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Schama, Simon. Dead Certainties (Unwarranted Speculations). New York. 1991. 
Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679402136. 333 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 7567. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Like his The Embarrassment of Riches and the 
bestselling Citizens, Simon Schama's latest book is both history and literature of 
immense stylishness and ambition. But Dead Certainties goes beyond these more 
conventional histories to address the deeper enigmas that confront a student of the
past. In order to do so, Schama reconstructs - and at times reinvents - two 
ambiguous deaths: the first, that of General James Wolfe at the battle of Quebec in
1759; the second, in 1849, that of George Parkman, an eccentric Boston brahmin 
whose murder by an impecunious Harvard professor in 1849 was a grisly reproach 
to the moral sanctity of his society. Out of these stories - with all of their bizarre 
coincidences and contradictions - Schama creates a dazzling and supremely vital 
work of historical imagination.

Simon Michael Schama (born 13 February 1945) is an English historian specialising
in art history, Dutch history, and French history. He is a University Professor of 
History and Art History at Columbia University, New York. He first came to popular 
public attention with his history of the French Revolution titled Citizens, published in
1989. In the United Kingdom, he is perhaps best known for writing and hosting the 
15-part BBC television documentary series A History of Britain broadcast between 
2000 and 2002.
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Schama, Simon. Patriots and Liberators: Revolution in the Netherlands 1780-1813.
New York. 1977. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn 
Dustjacket. 0394485165. 745 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Robert Anthony. 
Inventory # 23599. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - How the Dutch Republic of the Netherlands went from 
the powerful cash till of Europe to an impoverished and despised appendage of the
French empire. From the brilliant historian who gave us Citizens and Dead 
Certainties, an innovative and grandly entertaining account of an empire in its death
throes. How the Dutch Republic went from the powerful cash till of Europe to an 
impoverished and despised appendage of the French empire is the subject of this 
scrupulously researched work. 16 pages of photographs.

Simon Michael Schama (born 13 February 1945) is an English historian specialising
in art history, Dutch history, and French history. He is a University Professor of 
History and Art History at Columbia University, New York. He first came to popular 
public attention with his history of the French Revolution titled Citizens, published in
1989. In the United Kingdom, he is perhaps best known for writing and hosting the 
15-part BBC television documentary series A History of Britain broadcast between 
2000 and 2002.
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Schama, Simon. Rough Crossings: Britian, the Slaves & the American Revolution. 
New York. 2006. Ecco Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Hardcover With 
Wrap-Around Dustjacket Band. 006053916x. 478 pages. hardcover. Jacket design 
by High Design. Inventory # 35785. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ROUGH CROSSINGS turns on a single huge question: if
you were black in America at the start of the Revolutionary War, whom would you 
want to win? In response to a declaration by the last governor of Virginia that any 
rebel-owned slave who escaped and served the King would be emancipated, tens of
thousands of slaves-Americans who clung to the sentimental notion of British 
freedom-escaped from farms, plantations and cities to try to reach the British camp.
This mass movement lasted as long as the war did, and a military strategy originally
designed to break the plantations of the American South had unleashed one of the 
great exoduses in American history. With powerfully vivid storytelling, Schama 
details the odyssey of the escaped blacks through the fires of war and the terror of 
potential recapture at the war’s end, into inhospitable Nova Scotia, where thousands
who had served the Crown were betrayed and, in a little-known hegira of the slave 
epic, sent across the broad, stormy ocean to Sierra Leone.

Simon Michael Schama (born 13 February 1945) is an English historian specialising
in art history, Dutch history, and French history. He is a University Professor of 
History and Art History at Columbia University, New York. He first came to popular 
public attention with his history of the French Revolution titled Citizens, published in
1989. In the United Kingdom, he is perhaps best known for writing and hosting the 
15-part BBC television documentary series A History of Britain broadcast between 
2000 and 2002.
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Scharff, Virginia and Brucken, Carolyn. Home Lands: How Women Made the West.
Berkeley. 2010. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 9780520262188. 184 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37596. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A sweeping, nicely written, briskly paced, accessible 
history of women in the West. Offering interesting human stories and describing life
around the beautiful historical objects illustrated in the book--clothes, chests, pots, 
houses, art etc.--Home Lands draws readers into an intimate relationship with this 
unique history. This is the story of women creating and claiming home spaces in the
West before the West was even 'the West', and even a story over who has the right 
to call certain places home: 'Oh give me a home where the buffalo 
roam. .'Concentrating on three different archetypal Western landscapes--the Upper
Rio Grande Valley in New Mexico; the Rocky Mountains and Eastern Plains around
Denver; and the bay and sea around Seattle--a leading Western historian and Autry
museum curator cover an extraordinary range of ethnicities, racial and class groups,
and ages of women through Western history. Planned for publication alongside the 
opening of a new permanent exhibition at the Autry Museum in Los Angeles, the 
book is intended as both a stand-alone introductory volume to the subject and a 
guide to the Autry museum exhibition.

Virginia Scharff is Professor of History at the University of New Mexico, Women of 
the West Chair at the Autry National Center's Institute for the Study of the American
West, and President of the Western History Association. Her many books include 
Taking the Wheel, Twenty Thousand Roads, and Seeing Nature through Gender. 
Carolyn Brucken is Curator of Western Women's History at the Autry National 
Center.
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Schechter, Danny. The More You Watch the Less You Know. New York. 1997. 
Seven Stories Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1888363401. 
479 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Stark Design. Inventory # 24580. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The More You Watch, The Less You Know is one 
journalist's testimony on the demise - and possible resurgence - of truth-telling in our
time. Weaving autobiographical experiences with media analysis, Schechter names
names and points his finger at key players in the megamedia corporations that rule 
the airwaves. He offers an insider's tale of how the media really works and why it 
doesn't work the way it should breaking what media historian Robert W. McChesney
in his foreword calls 'the implicit code of silence that compels journalists to look the 
other way. ' The More You Watch, The Less You Know recounts Schechter's media
adventures, from when he was 'Danny Schechter the News Dissector' on Boston's
WBCN radio, to his personal odyssey chronicling the anti-Apartheid revolution in 
South Africa, to his development of innovative programming as an independent 
producer. In this age of telecommunications bills and media mergers. The More You
Watch, The Less You Know is an insider's passionate plea for freedom of the 
electronic press and media reform.

Daniel Isaac "Danny" Schechter (June 27, 1942 – March 19, 2015) was an 
American television producer, independent filmmaker, blogger, and media critic. He
wrote and spoke about many issues including apartheid, civil rights, economics, 
foreign policy, journalistic control and ethics, and medicine.
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Schechter, Harold. The Hum Bug. New York. 2001. Pocket Books. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0671041150. A mystery featuring Edgar Allan 
Poe. 388 pages. hardcover. Cover illustration by Tom Halliman. Inventory # 31089.
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Having proved his deductive brilliance solving Baltimore's
notorious 'Nevermore Murders,' Edgar Allan Poe turns his investigative eye to the 
streets of mid-nineteenth century New York City. A young beauty with a shadowy 
past has been savagely murdered; her hideous wounds mirror a gruesome tableau 
in P.T. Barnum's wax exhibit -- and it is in defense of his own innocence that 
America's greatest showman has come to Poe for help. But neither the writer nor the
huckster has anticipated the jagged maze that is the soul of a madman. Harold 
Schechter, whose historical fiction 'keeps the finger of suspicion wandering until the
very end' (The New York Times Book Review), adds a wry, pitch-perfect, and 
suspense-laced dimension to the fascinating life and times of the literary master of
morbid, criminal motivation -- Edgar Allan Poe.

Harold Schechter is an American true crime writer who specializes in serial killers. 
He is a professor of American literature and popular culture at Queens College, City
University of New York.
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Schiffrin, Andre. The Business of Books: How International Conglomerates Took 
Over Publishing and Changed the Way We Read. New York. 2000. Verso. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1859847633. 181 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 28236. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Postwar American publishing has been ruthlessly 
transformed since André Schiffrin joined its ranks in 1956. Gone is a plethora of 
small but prestigious houses that often put ideas before profit in their publishing 
decisions, sometimes even deliberately. Now six behemoths share 80% of the 
market and profit margin is all. André Schiffrin can write about these changes with 
authority because he witnessed them from inside a conglomerate, as head of 
Pantheon, co-founded by his father bought (and sold) by Random House. And he 
can write about them with candor because he is no longer on the inside, having quit
corporate publishing in disgust to setup a flourishing independent house, the New 
Press. Schiffrin’s evident affection for his authors sparkles throughout a story woven
around publishing the work of those such as Studs Terkel, Noam Chomsky, Gunnar
Myrdal, George Kennan, Juliet Mitchell, R.D.Laing, Eric Hobsbawm and E.P. 
Thompson. Part-memoir, part-history, here is an account of the collapsing standards
of contemporary publishing that is irascible, acute and passionate. An engaging 
counterpoint to recent, celebratory memoirs of the industry written by those with 
more stock options and fewer scruples than Schiffrin, The Business of Books warns
of the danger to adventurous, intelligent publishing in the bullring of today’s 
marketplace.

André Schiffrin (June 14, 1935, Paris, France - December 1, 2013, Paris, France) 
was, for thirty years, Publisher at Pantheon. He was also the Director of the New 
Press, which he founded in 1993. He contributed a regular column on publishing to 
the Chronicle of Higher Education.
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Schine, Cathleen. Alice in Bed. New York. 1983. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0394529820. 1st Novel. 228 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket painting is a detail of 'July' by Helen Miranda Wilson. Inventory # 6448. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 'a sprightly first novel' (John Updike, The New Yorker),
'fluently written. (in) an engaging voice' (The New York Times Book Review), Schine
introduces readers to a convalescent but effervescent heroine imprisoned in the 
confines of a Manhattan hospital who proves that there is sometimes hilarity in the 
depths of infirmity.

Cathleen Schine is an American author of several novels, including Rameau's 
Niece. Her first book was Alice in Bed, which was followed by To the Birdhouse, The
Love Letter and The Evolution of Jane. The Love Letter was filmed in 1999. 
Rameau's Niece was filmed as The Misadventures of Margaret starring Parker 
Posey.
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Schivelbusch, Wolfgang. Tastes of Paradise: A Social History of Spices, Stimulants,
& Intoxicants. New York. 1992. Pantheon Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 0394579844. Translated from the German by David Jacobson. 125 
illustrations. 256 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 16839. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this engrossing journey through the centuries 
Wolfgang Schivelbusch documents how our drive for the pleasure substances we 
can eat, drink, or inhale fueled the energies of the Old World with an explosive 
power that propelled mankind across the oceans and into a new age. The urge to 
please the palate and stimulate, benumb, or pleasure the senses arose at the dawn
of the modern age to dovetail with the needs of the rising merchant class and the 
capitalism it spawned. How the hunger for spices mobilized the Occident's energies
with an intensity matched only by today's greed for oil; how coffee became the drink
of the bourgeois age as the beverage which, unlike alcohol, promotes clear thinking
and hard work; how tobacco became coffee's ally in fine-tuning the fast-paced 
nervous sensibilities of the modern era - here is a rich human array, an anecdotal 
history of ideas and beliefs, of fashions, fads, and rituals that orders a treasury of 
unknown facts in a new way to give us a fresh perspective on our own past and on 
our present. From the extravagant use of pepper in the Middle Ages to the 
Protestant bourgeoisie's love of coffee to the reason why fashionable Europeans 
stopped sniffing tobacco and starting smoking it, Schivelbusch looks at how the 
appetite for pleasure transformed the social structure of the Old World.

Wolfgang Schivelbusch is a German scholar of cultural studies, historian, and 
author. Schivelbusch was born on 26 November 1941 in Berlin. He studied 
literature, sociology, and philosophy. He has lived in New York since 1973. 
Schivelbusch is an independent scholar, not affiliated to any academic institution. He
is known for using the method of history of mentalities. Schivelbusch works also on 
the history of perception and cultural history. In 2003 he was awarded the Heinrich
Mann prize of the Academie of Arts in Berlin. He has cited Norbert Elias as one of 
his main influences and inspirations.
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Schmitt, Richard. The Aerialist. Woodstock. 2000. Sewanee Writers Series/Overlook
Press. 2nd Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1585670707. 1st Novel. 295 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 29807. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The dark, seemingly glitzy world of an American 
travelling circus is the setting for Richard Schmitt's brilliant debut novel, The 
Aerialist. On the edge of the dreary town of Venice, Florida, lie the winterquarters-a
circus in repose. One day Gary-who hasn't cared much what sort of job he's had-
finds himself signing on as a circus hand. Everyone has seen or heard of the 
wirewalker, the trapeze artist, and the clown, but there are others: The 'twenty-four-
hour man' who arrives in a town first to post arrows that point the way to the lot; the 
'bullhands' who remove the elephants' excrement out from under their tumultuous 
bodies; the 'butchers' who distract the audience from the wonders on stage so that 
they might purchase a cotton candy or a plastic ray-gun; the 'animal people' who 
tend to the animals and keep to themselves. Gary becomes instantly familiar with 
this new life-riding in the circus train from one town to the next in the odd hours of 
the night. It is a life for which he has abandoned everything and nothing at all. In 
story-like chapters, Richard Schmitt describes a hapless, magical existence in an 
American voice as starkly resonant as that of Richard Ford-and through his 
description of Gary's inevitable progression from circus hand to wirewalker, the 
circus emerges as a symbol of human aspiration.

Richard Schmitt's stories have appeared in Mississippi Review, The Marlboro 
Review, Flyway, Puerto del Sol, and Flying Horse Magazine. The Aerialist is his first
novel. He lives on a horse farm in Central Florida with his wife.
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Schmitt, Richard. The Aerialist. Woodstock. 2000. Sewanee Writers Series/Overlook
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1585670707. 1st Novel. 295
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 28591. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The dark, seemingly glitzy world of an American 
travelling circus is the setting for Richard Schmitt's brilliant debut novel, The 
Aerialist. On the edge of the dreary town of Venice, Florida, lie the winterquarters-a
circus in repose. One day Gary-who hasn't cared much what sort of job he's had-
finds himself signing on as a circus hand. Everyone has seen or heard of the 
wirewalker, the trapeze artist, and the clown, but there are others: The 'twenty-four-
hour man' who arrives in a town first to post arrows that point the way to the lot; the 
'bullhands' who remove the elephants' excrement out from under their tumultuous 
bodies; the 'butchers' who distract the audience from the wonders on stage so that 
they might purchase a cotton candy or a plastic ray-gun; the 'animal people' who 
tend to the animals and keep to themselves. Gary becomes instantly familiar with 
this new life-riding in the circus train from one town to the next in the odd hours of 
the night. It is a life for which he has abandoned everything and nothing at all. In 
story-like chapters, Richard Schmitt describes a hapless, magical existence in an 
American voice as starkly resonant as that of Richard Ford-and through his 
description of Gary's inevitable progression from circus hand to wirewalker, the 
circus emerges as a symbol of human aspiration.

Richard Schmitt's stories have appeared in Mississippi Review, The Marlboro 
Review, Flyway, Puerto del Sol, and Flying Horse Magazine. The Aerialist is his first
novel. He lives on a horse farm in Central Florida with his wife.
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Schneck, Marcus. Creating a Hummingbird Garden. New York. 1993. Fireside 
Books. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0671892452. 80 
pages. paperback. Cover design by Mary Bess Engel. Inventory # 38091. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Turn your garden into a glorious haven for 
hummingbirds. Here are the basics on planning, planting, and maintaining a 
beautiful outdoor space that will lure these tiny creatures and give you hours of 
gardening pleasure. This charmingly illustrated volume provides a variety of garden
plans, including essential information on hardiness zones, soil conditions, and sun 
and shade preferences, and is packed with facts on the lives and habits of 
hummingbirds. When your winged guests linger in your garden, you'll delight in 
consulting the hummingbird identifier in Creating a Hummingbird Garden. Here is 
everything you need to know to attract hummingbirds, from their favorite flowers to 
instructions for making hummingbird feeders.

Marcus Schneck, founder and director of the Backyard Wildlife Association, is a 
natural history writer and photographer, and the author of several books on 
hummingbirds and butterflies, including Creating a Butterfly garden. He lives in 
Pennsylvania.
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Schneider, Eric C. Vampires, Dragons, and Egyptian Kings: Youth Gangs in Postwar
New York. Princeton. 1999. Princeton University Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0691001413. 408 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 26652. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - They called themselves 'Vampires', 'Dragons', and 
'Egyptian Kings'. They were divided by race, ethnicity and neighbourhood 
boundaries, but united by common styles, slang and codes of honour. They fought -
and sometimes killed - to protect and expand their territories. In postwar New York, 
youth gangs were a colourful and controversial part of the urban landscape, made 
famous by 'West Side Story' and infamous by the media. This is a historical study 
which explores the culture of these gangs. Author Eric Schneider takes us into a 
world of switchblades and slums, zoot suits and bebop music to explain why youth 
gangs emerged, how they evolved, and why young men found membership and the
violence it involved, so attractive. Schneider focuses on the years from 1940 to 
1975, but takes us up to the present in his conclusion, showing how youth gangs are
no longer social organizations but economic units tied to the underground economy.

Eric C. Schneider was Adjunct Associate Professor of History at the University of 
Pennsylvania and author of Vampires, Dragons, and Egyptian Kings: Youth Gangs 
in Postwar New York.
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Schneider, Nathan. Thank You, Anarchy: Notes From the Occupy Apocalypse. 
Berkeley. 2013. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 9780520276802. Foreword by Rebecca Solnit. 194 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 40490. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Thanks to this meticulous and elegant book, we know 
what one witness-participant was thinking all through the first year of Occupy, and 
what many of the sparks and some of the tinder were thinking, and what it was like 
to be warmed by that beautiful conflagration that spread across the world.’ From the
foreword by Rebecca Solnit. ‘Full of thick descriptions and the voices of the 
protagonists themselves, you feel as if you are there, participating in the assemblies
and occupations, feeling the joys and frustrations of the movement. A must-read.’ 
Marina Sitrin, author of Everyday Revolutions: Horizontalism and Autonomy in 
Argentina. ‘The balanced book on Occupy I’ve been waiting for: sharp journalistic 
observation and insider knowledge, big-picture knowledge of movement dynamics 
and attention to the telling details, writing that’s witty and poignant. Schneider 
models for engaged intellectuals and thoughtful activists how to reflect on 
breakthrough events.’ George Lakey, Swarthmore College. Thank You, Anarchy is 
an up-close, inside account of Occupy Wall Street’s first year in New York City, 
written by one of the first reporters to cover the phenomenon. Nathan Schneider 
chronicles the origins and explosive development of the Occupy movement through 
the eyes of the organizers who tried to give shape to an uprising always just beyond
their control. Capturing the voices, encounters, and beliefs that powered the 
movement, Schneider brings to life the General Assembly meetings, the chaotic 
marches, the split-second decisions, and the moments of doubt as Occupy swelled 
from a hashtag online into a global phenomenon.

Nathan Schneider is the author of God in Proof: The Story of a Search, from the 
Ancients to the Internet (UC Press). He wrote about Occupy Wall Street for 
Harper’s, The Nation, The New York Times, and Boston Review, among other 
publications. He is an editor of the websites Waging Nonviolence and Killing the 
Buddha and lives in New York City.
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Schneider, Peter. The German Comedy: Scenes of Life After the Wall. New York. 
1991. Farrar Straus Giroux. 2nd Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. Remainder Mark.
0374102015. Translated from the German by Philip Boehm & Leigh Hafrey. 211 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 23061. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This 1991 book of essays explores the situation in 
Germany after the wall came down as well as other subjects, such as Asians in 
Berlin and German attitudes toward dogs. A year after reunification, one of 
Germany's sharpest writers takes a penetrating look at the minor disruptions and 
dramas caused by the fall of the wall. The author argues that the real fear about the
new Germany is not the rise of neo-Nazism, but of a cult of righteousness, with its 
concomitant mistrust of foreigners and especially the threat of the creation of a 
moral vacuum for a nation so intent on forgetting the ghosts that haunt its past.

Peter Schneider (born 21 April 1940 in Lübeck) is a German novelist. His novel 
LENZ, published in 1973, had become a cult text for the Left, capturing the feelings
of those disappointed by the failure of their utopian revolt. Since then, Peter 
Schneider has written novels, short stories and film scripts, that often deal with the 
fate of members of his generation. Other works deal with the situation of Berlin 
before and after German reunification. Schneider is also a major Essayist; having 
moved away from the radicalism of 1968, his work now appears predominantly in 
bourgeois publications. Schneider has frequently held posts as visiting professor or
writer in residence at universities in the United States including Stanford, Harvard 
and Princeton. Since 2001, he has been the Roth Distinguished Writer-in-Residence
at Georgetown University. He lives in Berlin. Peter Schneider is a member of the 
German PEN-Club. He is a recipient of a Villa Massimo scholarship (1979) and the
Förderpreis für Literatur des Kulturkreises of the Bundesverband der Deutschen 
Industrie (1983).
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Schnitzler, Arthur. Desire & Delusion: Three Novellas. Chicago. 2003. Ivan R. Dee.
1st American Edition of This Translation. Very Good in Dustjacket That Has A Small
Tear On The Upper Front Cover. 156663542x. Translated from the German by 
Margaret Schaefer. 264 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Jorge Colombo. 
Inventory # 35654. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Flight into Darkness,’ ‘Dying,’ and ‘Fräulein Else,’ three 
of Arthur Schnitzler’s greatest novellas, are acknowledged masterpieces of 
psychological realism. In Margret Schaefer’s superb translations, they reveal the 
depths of Schnitzler’s understanding of life as well as the masterful storytelling 
techniques that immerse the reader in the very center of his characters’ thoughts 
and emotions. Each of the novellas creates a world of experience that becomes our
own. In ‘Flight into Darkness’ we free-fall along with the main character, Robert, into
an abyss of paranoid madness. Schnitzler’s lofty aim in ‘Dying,’ a searing portrait of
a young man who believes he is wasting away, and of his lover’s devotion, is to tell 
the truth about the reality of dying. Focusing on just these two characters, Schnitzler
creates a psychological drama filled with both an aching tenderness and a cruel 
animosity. ‘Fräulein Else,’ one of Schnjtzler’s most celebrated works, uses stream of
consciousness brilliantly to explore the interior life of a young woman placed in a 
humiliating position by her family.

Arthur Schnitzler (15 May 1862 – 21 October 1931) was an Austrian author and 
dramatist.
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Schoenbrun, David. Soldiers of the Night. New York. 1980. Dutton. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0525206639. 512 pages. hardcover.
Inventory # 24223. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The first comprehensive history of the French 
Resistance, David Schoenbrun's acclaimed history of the French freedom fighters 
contains an exciting blend of detailed research and dramatic eyewitness accounts. It
is the story of countless individual acts of defiance and sabotage by otherwise 
ordinary men and women, as well as instances of cowardice and treachery. Out of 
the dark years of occupation and oppression came the growth of the marquis, as 
thousands of French youths took to the woods as guerrillas.

David Franz Schoenbrun (March 15, 1915 – May 23, 1988) was an American 
broadcast journalist. In 1915, Schoenbrun was born in New York City. He began his
career teaching French. Schoenbrun enlisted in the Army in 1943 and became a 
World War 2 correspondent covering North Africa through to the liberation of France,
for which he was decorated with the Croix de Guerre and the Legion of Honour. 
After the war, from 1947 to 1964, Schoenbrun worked for CBS, serving primarily as 
the network's bureau chief in Paris, where he met and interviewed the President 
Charles de Gaulle a number of times. He was one of the reporters known as 
Murrow's Boys. In 1959, at the age of 44, Schoenbrun received the Alfred I. duPont
Award. From the 1960s through the 1980s, Schoenbrun served as a news analyst 
for WNEW Radio in New York (now WBBR) and other Metromedia broadcast 
properties, and later for crosstown WPIX Television and its Independent Network 
News operation. In the mid-1970s, he served as a foreign affairs analyst for a short-
lived public television channel in Los Angeles. Schoenbrun is the author of On and
Off the Air, a personal account of the history of CBS News through the 1970s. 
Schoenbrun also wrote several books concerning World-War-II-era France and 
other works drawn from his experiences as a newsman. Schoenbrun died of a heart
attack in New York City, at the age of 73.
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Scholefield, Alan. The Sea Cave. New York. 1984. Congdon & Weed. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0865531315. 351 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
& illustration by Wendell Minor. Inventory # 9854. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Passions as dangerous as the reef-torn waters of its bay
lay hidden beneath the somnolent surface of the decaying South African town of 
Helmsdale. Then a woman’s body was washed in by the tide that should have 
buried it safely at sea, and no one’s secrets were safe. This gripping novel presents
the unfamiliar, half-mad world that young Kate Buchanan finds when she arrives 
from Edinburgh to work for Augusta Preller, the Vienna-born dowager who presides
over the estate of ‘Saxenburg,’ where a fortune had once been made supplying 
ostrich feathers to Europe’s world of high fashion. Now, in the face of mounting 
suspicion and fear aroused by the murder, come the explosive revelations that bring
the concealed pasts of many in this small community out into the open. Above the 
limits of genre, THE SEA CAVE combines romance and danger with probing 
psychological examination, in a story that goes far beyond the hunt for a killer into 
the drama of one family’s battle to survive in an exotic but unforgiving world. Alan 
Scholefield holds the reader from the hair-raising opening passages, through 
numerous dramatic twists, to the trial and the unexpected conclusion of this 
tantalizing multi-layered mystery. ALAN SCHOLEFIELD writes: ‘Some years ago my
mother, now in her eighties, was going blind, and I asked her to write all her 
reminiscences of being an emigrant from Edinburgh to South Africa in the 1920s. I 
used this as a background for THE SEA CAVE. I had always been fascinated by the
great ostrich feather boom-and-bust era. I had once covered a murder as a journalist
that was not too different from the one in the book. I was able therefore to combine 
the three elements.

Alan Scholefield (15 January 1931 - 26 October 2017) was a South African writer 
famous for his Macrae and Silver series.
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Schopen, Bernard. The Big Silence. New York. 1989. Mysterious Press. 1st Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0892963530. 263 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration 
Kam Mak0892963530. Inventory # 26389. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Native Nevadan Jack Ross is a private investigator who
has about had it with murder and betrayal and is teetering on the edge of emotional
collapse. But when called upon by a friend to help a young prostitute locate her 
grandfather, missing these forty years, he hits the cold trail. again. Lawrence Parker
vanished after killing a man, and Ross’s search for him leads into the big silence of 
the desert, taking him through the alleys and backstreets of Reno to the doorstep of
one of Nevada’s most influential families. The flicker of changing identities, the 
shadow of blackmail, and the threat of sudden violence tail the private eye as he 
traces a tangle of family ties to the big silence at its center.

Bernard Schopen was born in 1942 in Deadwood, South Dakota. He earned 
bachelor of arts and master of arts degrees at the University of Washington, and 
completed his PhD in English at the University of Nevada, Reno, where he has 
taught since 1990. Schopen's first novel, The Big Silence (1989), reminds us of 
Macdonald, with its realistic investigations involving a broad cross-section of people
who are not gangsters or criminals, but very much like most of its readers. There are
perhaps too many such people and too many narrative twists in this first effort, but 
the quality of the writing and the portrayal of Schopen's detective point to the 
achievements to come in his next two novels, The Desert Look (1990) and The Iris
Deception (1996). The Desert Look illustrates as well as any contemporary detective
novel how the memorable description of landscape, dramatic encounters with a 
large cast of characters (including a fascinating gangster or two), and the detective's
relentless pursuit of the truth can be wedded in a single compelling narrative.
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Schopen, Bernard. The Desert Look: A Mystery Novel. New York. 1990. Mysterious
Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0892963549. 261 pages.
hardcover. Jacket illustration by Kam Mak. Inventory # 24211. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - She is convinced she’s onto the story that will fast 
forward her career. Miranda arrives in Jack’s camp scared, desperate, and carrying
a thirty-year-old photograph of two Las Vegas show girls. One of the women 
pictured is thought to be dead, and the other one is missing - so are one million 
dollars. Only one piece of the story can pull Jack out of the desert - the dead 
showgirl was Jack’s mother. Now, the man who always believed his mother’s death
was an accident must determine if she was murdered.

Bernard Schopen was born in 1942 in Deadwood, South Dakota. He earned 
bachelor of arts and master of arts degrees at the University of Washington, and 
completed his PhD in English at the University of Nevada, Reno, where he has 
taught since 1990. Schopen's first novel, The Big Silence (1989), reminds us of 
Macdonald, with its realistic investigations involving a broad cross-section of people
who are not gangsters or criminals, but very much like most of its readers. There are
perhaps too many such people and too many narrative twists in this first effort, but 
the quality of the writing and the portrayal of Schopen's detective point to the 
achievements to come in his next two novels, The Desert Look (1990) and The Iris
Deception (1996). The Desert Look illustrates as well as any contemporary detective
novel how the memorable description of landscape, dramatic encounters with a 
large cast of characters (including a fascinating gangster or two), and the detective's
relentless pursuit of the truth can be wedded in a single compelling narrative.
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Schrag, Peter. Paradise Lost: California's Experience, America's Future. New York.
1998. New Press. 2nd Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1565843576. 344 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 29491. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - For much of the past century California was the envy of 
the continent, not just for what nature had made but for what civil society had 
created: speedy freeways, well-supported schools, the world's best public university
system, public works that made the desert bloom. Not any more. California's public
works and social services are crumbling, and public education has plunged from the
top to near-bottom in nationwide measures. How could the American dream go so 
wrong so fast? Originally published in 1998, Peter Schrag's view of California seems
as applicable as ever. In his new preface to the 2004 edition, Schrag updates the 
California scene and considers the fallout from such political earthquakes as the 
2003 recall election.

Peter Schrag is a contributing editor and columnist at the Sacramento Bee. He is the
author of many books, including Paradise Lost: California's Experience, America's 
Future (UC Press) and Final Test: The Battle for Adequacy in America's Schools.
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Schrag, Peter. Paradise Lost: California's Experience, America's Future. New York.
1998. New Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1565843576. 344
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 25246. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - For much of the past century California was the envy of 
the continent, not just for what nature had made but for what civil society had 
created: speedy freeways, well-supported schools, the world's best public university
system, public works that made the desert bloom. Not any more. California's public
works and social services are crumbling, and public education has plunged from the
top to near-bottom in nationwide measures. How could the American dream go so 
wrong so fast? Originally published in 1998, Peter Schrag's view of California seems
as applicable as ever. In his new preface to the 2004 edition, Schrag updates the 
California scene and considers the fallout from such political earthquakes as the 
2003 recall election.

Peter Schrag is a contributing editor and columnist at the Sacramento Bee. He is the
author of many books, including Paradise Lost: California's Experience, America's 
Future (UC Press) and Final Test: The Battle for Adequacy in America's Schools.
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Schreider, Helen and Schreider, Frank. Exploring the Amazon. New York. 1970. 
National Geographic Society. 1st Edition. Very Good in Worn Dustjacket. 
0870440780. 208 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 6464. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Since the day of the conquistadors, the Amazon has 
lured explorers and adventurers. Many have left records of their experiences, but 
few accounts are so filled with the exceitement of discovery as Exploring The 
Amazon, a stirring tribute to the courage of its authors.

Starting in the 1950's, Mr. Frank Schreider, usually accompanied by his wife Helen, 
traversed the globe, often retracing the journeys of historic figures and describing his
adventures in magazine articles and books.
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Schultz, Gretchen and Seifert Lewis (editors). Fairy Tales for the Disillusioned: 
Enchanted Stories from the French Decadent Tradition. Princeton. 2016. Princeton
University Press. 2nd Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780691161655. Oddly 
Modern Fairy Tales Jack Zipes, Series Editor. 255 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
 44017. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The wolf is tricked by Red Riding Hood into strangling 
her grandmother and is subsequently arrested. Sleeping Beauty and Cinderella do 
not live happily ever after. And the fairies are saucy, angry, and capricious. Fairy 
Tales for the Disillusioned collects thirty-six tales, many newly translated, by writers
associated with the decadent literary movement, which flourished in France in the 
late nineteenth century. Written by such creative luminaries as Charles Baudelaire,
Anatole France, and Guillaume Apollinaire, these enchanting yet troubling stories 
reflect the concerns and fascinations of a time of great political, social, and cultural 
change. Recasting well-known favorites from classic French fairy tales, as well as 
Arthurian legends and English and German tales, the updated interpretations in this
collection allow for more perverse settings and disillusioned perspectives—a 
trademark style and ethos of the decadent tradition. In these stories, characters 
puncture the optimism of the naive, talismans don't work, and the most deserving 
don’t always get the best rewards. The fairies are commonly victims of modern 
cynicism and technological advancement, but just as often are dangerous creatures
corrupted by contemporary society. The collection underlines such decadent themes
as the decline of civilization, the degeneration of magic and the unreal, gender 
confusion, and the incursion of the industrial. The volume editors provide an 
informative introduction, biographical notes for each author, and explanatory notes 
throughout. Subverting the conventions of the traditional fairy tale, these old tales 
made new will entertain and startle even the most disenchanted readers.

Gretchen Schultz is professor of French studies at Brown University. Lewis Seifert is
professor of French studies at Brown University.
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Schultz, Nancy Lusignan. Fire & Roses: The Burning of the Charlestown Convent, 
1834. New York. 2000. Free Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.
0684856859. 315 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Kathy DiGrado. Inventory # 
28252. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the midst of a deadly heat wave during the summer of
1834, a woman clawed her way over the wall of an Ursuline convent on Mount 
Benedict in Charlestown, Massachusetts, and escaped to the home of a neighbor, 
pleading for protection. When the bishop, Benedict Fenwick, persuaded her to 
return, vicious gossip began swirling through the Yankee community and in the 
press that she was being held at the convent against her will, and had even been 
murdered. The rumored fate of the ‘Mysterious Lady,’ as she became popularly 
known, ultimately led to the burning of the convent by an angry, drunken mob of 
Protestant men. The arsonists’ ringleader, a brawny bricklayer named John Buzzell,
became a folk hero. The nuns scattered, and their proud and feisty mother superior,
Mary Anne Moffatt, who battled the working-class rioters and Church authorities, 
faded mysteriously into history. Nancy Lusignan Schultz brings alive this forgotten 
event, focusing her probing lens on a time when independent, educated women 
were feared as much as immigrants and Catholics, and anti-Papist diatribes were 
the stuff of bestsellers and standing-room-only lectures. She provides a glimpse into
nineteenth-century Boston and into an elite boarding school for young women, 
mostly the daughters of wealthy Protestants, vividly dissecting the period’s roiling 
tensions over class, gender, religion, ethnicity, and education. Winner of the New 
England American Studies Association’s Lois Rudnick Book Prize.

Nancy Lusignan Schultz is Professor and Coordinator of Graduate Studies in 
English at Salem State College. She is the editor of two anthologies, Fear Itself: 
Enemies Real and Imagined in American Culture and Veil of Fear: Nineteenth-
Century Convent Tales. She lives in Swampscott, Massachusetts.
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Schultz, Robert. The Madhouse Nudes. New York. 1997. Simon & Schuster. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684832623. A Novel From A Prize-Winning 
Poet. 287 pages. hardcover. Jacket painting - detail of 'Persephone' (1938), by 
Thomas Hart Benton. Inventory # 23481. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - John Ordway is an artist obsessed with his work. In New
York City that preoccupation merely aroused the ire of feminist art critics, but now 
that he and his girlfriend, Jamie, a potter and weaver, have retreated to tiny Delphi, 
Iowa, he finds himself the object of a more pointed suspicion. Then Jamie leaves 
him, and one of his local models is attacked. Surrounded by judgment and no longer
able to view his work with detachment, he is forced to question the impulses that 
drive him to it. As events spin out of control, he must answer questions of urgent 
personal importance: What is the fate of a body in the world? And what does it mean
for a man to see a woman truly? Art collides with life, painfully and revealingly, in 
this evocative first novel, which brings a poet’s sensibility to the charged question of
women’s bodies and men’s desires. Subtly conceived and artfully executed, THE 
MADHOUSE NUDES is part love story, part mystery, a brave exploration of guilt and
innocence.

Robert Schultz is the Fishwick Professor of English at Roanoke College in Virginia.
His books include a novel, The Madhouse Nudes, and two collections of poetry. He
has received a National Endowment for the Arts Literature Award in Fiction, Cornell
University's Corson Bishop Poetry Prize, and, from The Virginia Quarterly Review, 
the Emily Clark Balch Prize for Poetry.keywords
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Schutt, Christine. A Day, a Night, Another Day, Summer: Stories. Evanston. 2005. 
Triquarterly Books/Northwestern University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good 
in Dustjacket. 0810151537. 157 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by John 
Clark. Jacket design by Abby Weintraub. Inventory # 18700. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With prose that is at once sensual and spare, dreamlike
and deliberate, Christine Schutt gives voice in this collection to what most keep 
hidden. Many of the stories take place in the home, where what is behind the thin 
domestic barriers of doors tends toward violence, unseemly sexual encounters, and
mental anguish. Schutt opens these doors in sudden, bold moments and exposes 
the unsettling intimacy of the rooms and corridors of our innermost lives. Yet at the 
same time, her characters are often hopeful, even optimistic. Startling and smartly 
wrought, A DAY, A NIGHT, ANOTHER DAY, SUMMER is a breathtaking follow-up 
to Schutt's widely revered debut collection, NIGHTWORK, and her critically 
acclaimed debut novel, FLORIDA, which was a National Book Award Finalist.

Christine Schutt is an American novelist. Schutt received her BA and MA from the 
University of Wisconsin–Madison and her MFA from Columbia University. She has 
taught graduate and undergraduate writing at Barnard College, Bennington College,
Columbia University, Hollins University, Sarah Lawrence College, University of 
Massachusetts-Amherst, Syracuse University and UC Irvine. She has taught at the
Sewanee Writers' Conference in the years 2006, 2008, 2010, 2011, 2012.
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Schuyler, George S. Black No More. Boston. 1991. Northeastern University Press. 
Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 155553063x. New Foreword
by James A. Miller. 222 pages. paperback. Illustration by Michael McCurdy. Cover 
design by Ann Twombly and Angela Dombroski. Inventory # 32197. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This scathingly humorous novel establishes George 
Schuyler as one of the leading satirists of the twentieth century. The plot revolves 
around the picaresque adventures of the young black protagonist, Max fisher, who, 
thanks to the scientific discovery of a brilliant physician, becomes white. In the 
burlesque of the obsession with skin color that preoccupied both blacks and whites 
in the United States, Schuyler creates thinly disguised portraits of black leaders such
as W. E. B. Du Bois and Marcus Garvey with characteristic irreverence.

George Samuel Schuyler (1895-1977) was a satirist and critic who is often viewed, 
in his absurdist comic approach, as a precursor to Ishmael Reed. Among his works
are BLACK EMPIRE and ETHIOPIAN STORIES.
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Schwartz, Alexandra. Come as You Are: Art of the 1990s. Berkeley. 2015. University
of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Hardcover Pictorial Boards.
No Dustjacket as Issued. 9780520282889. 8 x 10. 84 Color Illus. 176 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 41419. $44.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Come as You Are: Art of the 1990s is the first major 
museum survey to historicize art made in the United States during this pivotal 
decade. Showcasing approximately sixty-five works by forty-five artists, this book 
includes installations, paintings, sculptures, drawings, prints, video, sound, and 
digital art. Come as You Are offers an overview of art made in the United States 
between 1989 and 2001, a period bookended by two intractable events: the fall of 
the Berlin Wall and 9/11. Organized around three principle themes, the ‘identity 
politics’ debates; the digital revolution; and globalization, its title refers to the 1992 
song by Nirvana and to the issues of identity that were complicated by the effects of
new technologies and global migration. All the artists in the exhibition made their 
initial ‘point of entry’ into the art historical discourse during the 1990s, and reflect the
increasingly heterogeneous nature of the art world during this time, when many 
women artists and artists of color attained unprecedented prominence. Contributors 
include Huey Copeland, Jennifer González, Suzanne Hudson, Joan Kee, Kris 
Paulsen, Frances Jacobus-Parker, Paulina Pobocha, and John Tain.

Alexandra Schwartz is the founding curator of contemporary art at the Montclair Art
Museum. Previously she was a curator at the Museum of Modern Art. She is author
of Ed Ruscha’s Los Angeles.keywords
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Schwartz, Alvin (editor). The Cat's Elbow and Other Secret Languages. New York. 
1982. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374312249. 
Illustrated by Margot Zemach. 82 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 17739. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Presents instructions for speaking thirteen secret 
languages, including Pig Latin, one of the best known and easiest codes to learn, 
and Boontling, developed by people in a California town.

Alvin Schwartz (April 25, 1927 in Brooklyn, New York – March 14, 1992 in Princeton,
New Jersey) was the author of more than fifty books dedicated to and dealing with 
topics such as folklore and word play, many of which were intended for young 
readers.
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Schwartz, Delmore. Portrait of Delmore. New York. 1986. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374236399. 663 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Cathy Saksa. Jacket photograph by Mrs. Forbes Johnson-Storey. 
Inventory # 3859. $21

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The papers of Delmore Schwartz were fortuitously 
located, through a barroom conversation that led to their rescue by Dwight 
Macdonald, several years after the poet's death in 1966. These journals and notes,
now at Yale, provide a brilliant self-portrait of the poet, showing his creative genius 
at work. They are full of poems, notes for poems, night thoughts, daytime 
speculations. They also constitute an important document of the New York literary 
milieu of the forties and fifties. The book starts in 1939, when the poet has just 
turned twenty-six. He has had a great success with his first book, In Dreams Begin
Responsibilities (1988), and has been married to Gertrude Buckman for a year. He 
is shortly to obtain a job teaching in the English-A program at Harvard. The papers 
end in 1959, when the poet is forty-six. He is paranoically obsessed with the 
departure of his second wife, Elizabeth Pollet, and is trying desperately to salvage 
his soul, continuing to take a tragi-comic attitude toward American life.

Delmore Schwartz (December 8, 1913 – July 11, 1966) was an American poet and 
short story writer. Schwartz was born in 1913 in Brooklyn, New York, where he also
grew up. Schwartz spent time at Columbia University and the University of 
Wisconsin before graduating with a B.A. from New York University in 1935. He then
did some graduate work in philosophy at Harvard University, where he studied with 
the philosopher Alfred North Whitehead, but left and returned to New York without 
receiving a degree. In 1937, he married Gertrude Buckman, a book reviewer for 
Partisan Review, whom he divorced after six years. Soon thereafter, he made his 
parents' disastrous marriage the subject of his most famous short story, "In Dreams
Begin Responsibilities", which was published in 1937 in the first issue of Partisan 
Review. This story and other short stories and poems became his first book, also 
titled In Dreams Begin Responsibilities, published in 1938 when Schwartz was only
25 years old.
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Schwartz, Delmore. The Ego Is Always at the Wheel. New York. 1986. New 
Directions. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0811209830. Edited with an 
introduction by Robert Phillips." is a hilarious inquiry into a New York Times news 
item about a Wisconsin widower who advertises for a wife. Most of the pieces have
never been published before and were only recently discovered among the poet's 
papers at Yale. Seven essays appeared originally as prose interludes in Schwartz's
1950 poetry collection, Vaudeville for a Princess. Robert Phillips, who also edited 
Schwartz's Letters, is a widely published poet and the literary executor for the Estate
of Delmore Schwartz.

Delmore Schwartz (December 8, 1913 – July 11, 1966) was an American poet and 
short story writer. Schwartz was born in 1913 in Brooklyn, New York, where he also
grew up. He made his parents' disastrous marriage the subject of his most famous 
short story, "In Dreams Begin Responsibilities", which was published in 1937 in the 
first issue of Partisan Review. This story and other short stories and poems became
his first book, also titled In Dreams Begin Responsibilities, published in 1938 when 
Schwartz was only 25 years old.
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Schwartz, John Burnham. Bicycle Days. New York. 1989. Summit Books. 1st 
Printing. Mark From Price Sticker On Free Endpaper, Otherwise Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0671666002. 255 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket 
illustration by Scott Hunt. Inventory # 25764. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When Alec Stern arrives in Japan, he discovers a land of
opportunity. For only in Tokyo could an impressionable young man fresh out of 
college find, in one stroke, a new job, a new family, and a society that lavishes 
attention on Japanese-speaking gaijin. Yet, even as Alec claims a place in this new
world, he is haunted by memories of the one he left behind—a world once infinitely 
secure but which disintegrated with the breakup of his parents’ marriage. In this 
incandescently observed novel, John Burnham Schwartz introduces readers to one
of the most appealing protagonists in contemporary fiction while enchanting them 
with the keenness of his eye and the aptness of his voice. Through its exquisitely 
rendered scenes—a fishing trip of Zen-like serenity; a night at a sex club where 
giggling businessmen dive into the action—and vividly imagined characters—the 
laughing mother who taught Alec to ride a bicycle; the beautiful sad Japanese 
woman who teaches him how to love—BICYCLE DAYS surprises, moves, and 
enlightens us as very few books do.

John Burnham Schwartz is an American novelist and screenwriter. Schwartz is best
known for his novels Reservation Road and The Commoner. His fifth novel, 
Northwest Corner, a sequel to Reservation Road, was published in 2011.
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Schwartz, John Burnham. Bicycle Days. New York. 1989. Summit Books. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0671666002. 255 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket illustration by Scott Hunt. Inventory # 26727. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When Alec Stern arrives in Japan, he discovers a land of
opportunity. For only in Tokyo could an impressionable young man fresh out of 
college find, in one stroke, a new job, a new family, and a society that lavishes 
attention on Japanese-speaking gaijin. Yet, even as Alec claims a place in this new
world, he is haunted by memories of the one he left behind-a world once infinitely 
secure but which disintegrated with the breakup of his parents' marriage. In this 
incandescently observed novel, John Burnham Schwartz introduces readers to one
of the most appealing protagonists in contemporary fiction while enchanting them 
with the keenness of his eye and the aptness of his voice. Through its exquisitely 
rendered scenes-a fishing trip of Zen-like serenity; a night at a sex club where 
giggling businessmen dive into the action-and vividly imagined characters-the 
laughing mother who taught Alec to ride a bicycle; the beautiful sad Japanese 
woman who teaches him how to love-Bicycle Days surprises, moves, and enlightens
us as very few books do.

John Burnham Schwartz is an American novelist and screenwriter. Schwartz is best
known for his novels Reservation Road and The Commoner. His fifth novel, 
Northwest Corner, a sequel to Reservation Road, was published in 2011.
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Schwartz, Leslie. Jumping the Green. New York. 1999. Simon & Schuster. Advance
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 0684855895. 1st Novel. 269 pages. 
paperback. Signed by the Author. Inventory # 26758. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Louise Goldblum is the new 'it' girl on the San Francisco
art scene, a sculptor on the cusp of national stardom, when her beloved older sister
Esther is shot and killed in a motel room in an old California ghost town. Esther's 
sudden, mysterious death sends Louise into a tailspin of mourning and, after a night
of hard drinking, into the arms of Zeke Heirholm, a controversial photographer. 'At 
first, Zeke's hypnotic charms seem to offer Louise escape from the haunting events
of her life - including her tumultuous childhood as the youngest member of the 
eccentric Goldblum family. But as Louise's trysts with Zeke become increasingly 
violent, so, too, does the power of her memories. The further Louise becomes 
entangled in Zeke's web, the deeper her mind retreats into the buried layers of her 
past, revisiting the turbulent and often self-destructive episodes that typified the 
Goldblum clan. Desperate to escape her chaotic past and tortured present, Louise 
risks everything - her career as an artist, her relationship with her family - in hopes of
carving a path through the debris of her sister's death and her own shattered life.

Leslie Schwartz is the author of two literary novels, Jumping the Green(Simon & 
Schuster, 1999), winner of the James Jones Literary Society Awardfor Best First 
Noveland Angels Crest(Doubleday, 2004).
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Schwartz, Leslie. Jumping the Green. New York. 1999. Simon & Schuster. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684855895. 1st Novel. 269 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 27024. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Louise Goldblum is the new 'it' girl on the San Francisco
art scene, a sculptor on the cusp of national stardom, when her beloved older sister
Esther is shot and killed in a motel room in an old California ghost town. Esther's 
sudden, mysterious death sends Louise into a tailspin of mourning and, after a night
of hard drinking, into the arms of Zeke Heirholm, a controversial photographer. 'At 
first, Zeke's hypnotic charms seem to offer Louise escape from the haunting events
of her life - including her tumultuous childhood as the youngest member of the 
eccentric Goldblum family. But as Louise's trysts with Zeke become increasingly 
violent, so, too, does the power of her memories. The further Louise becomes 
entangled in Zeke's web, the deeper her mind retreats into the buried layers of her 
past, revisiting the turbulent and often self-destructive episodes that typified the 
Goldblum clan. Desperate to escape her chaotic past and tortured present, Louise 
risks everything - her career as an artist, her relationship with her family - in hopes of
carving a path through the debris of her sister's death and her own shattered life.

Leslie Schwartz is the author of two literary novels, Jumping the Green(Simon & 
Schuster, 1999), winner of the James Jones Literary Society Award for Best First 
Noveland Angels Crest (Doubleday, 2004).
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Schwartz, Lynne Sharon. No Way Out But Through. Pittsburgh. 2017. University of
Pittsburgh Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822964599. 
Pitt Poetry Series. 80 pages. paperback. Inventory # 42047. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘One marvels at the force of seeing in Schwartz’s No 
Way Out But Through and cannot help but feel a particular gratitude for her 
abundant humor. Go all in with these poems; you'll reap unknown rewards. She 
possesses a quick-witted imagination that sanctifies memories and makes room for 
the wondrous nature of our cosmopolitan lights.’ - Major Jackson. ‘Can 
mournfulness be wry? Can irony be heartfelt? Yes, when the writer is as insightful as
Lynne Sharon Schwartz, her voice urgent with life even as she speaks about death.
From Veronica Lake to her old boyfriends to lost family members, a whole peopled
world is created for us here, at the intersection of memory and dream.’ —Linda 
Pastan.

Lynne Sharon Schwartz is the author of two previous poetry collections: See You in 
the Dark, and In Solitary. Her twenty-three books include the novels Disturbances in
the Field, Leaving Brooklyn, nominated for the PEN/Faulkner Award, and Rough 
Strife, nominated for the National Book Award. She has also published non-fiction, 
short stories, a memoir, essays, and translations. Schwartz is the recipient of 
awards from the Guggenheim Foundation, the National Endowment for the Arts (in 
fiction and translation), and the New York State Foundation for the Arts. She has 
taught widely in the United States and abroad, and currently teaches at the 
Bennington College Writing Seminars and the Columbia University School of the 
Arts.
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Schwartz, Lynne Sharon. Ruined By Reading: A Life in Books. Boston. 1996. 
Beacon Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0807070823. 119 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket art by Peter Sis. Inventory # 22411. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Without books how could I have become myself?’ In this
wonderfully written meditation, Lynne Sharon Schwartz offers deeply felt insight into
why we read and how what we read shapes our lives. An enchanting celebration of 
the printed word.

Lynne Sharon Schwartz (born March 19, 1939) is a contemporary American writer.
Schwartz grew up in Brooklyn, the second of three children of Jack M. Sharon, a 
lawyer and accountant, and Sarah Slatus Sharon; she married Harry Schwartz in 
1957. She holds a BA (1959) from Barnard College, an MA (1961) from Bryn Mawr,
and started work on a PhD at NYU. Schwartz has taught in many universities and 
writing programs, including Bryn Mawr, Columbia, the University of Michigan, 
Washington University, Rice, and the University of Iowa Writers' Workshop. She is 
currently on faculty in the Writing Seminars MFA program at Bennington College. 
Lynne Sharon Schwartz lives in New York City, and has set a number of her books 
there as well. Though Schwartz is perhaps best known for her novels, her work 
spans a number of genres, from fiction to poetry to memoir, criticism, and translation
from Italian.
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Schwartz, Lynne Sharon. Balancing Acts. New York. 1981. Harper & Row. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0060137029. 216 pages. hardcover.
Inscribed by the Author. Jacket design by Gloria Adelson. Inventory # 24133. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A retired acrobat falls under the spell of a teenage girl.

Lynne Sharon Schwartz (b. March 19, 1939) is a contemporary American writer. She
grew up in Brooklyn, the second of three children of Jack M. Sharon, a lawyer and 
accountant, and Sarah Slatus Sharon; she married Harry Schwartz in 1957. She 
holds a BA (1959) from Barnard College, an MA (1961) from Bryn Mawr, and started
work on a PhD at NYU. Schwartz has taught in many universities and writing 
programs, including Bryn Mawr, Columbia, the University of Michigan, Washington 
University, Rice, and the University of Iowa Writers' Workshop. She is currently on 
faculty in the Writing Seminars MFA program at Bennington College. Lynne Sharon
Schwartz lives in New York, and has set a number of her books there as well. 
Though Schwartz is perhaps best known for her novels, her work spans a number of
genres, from fiction to poetry to memoir, criticism, and translation from Italian.
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Schwartz, Stephen. From West To East: California & the Making of the American 
Mind. New York. 1998. Free Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0684831341. 566 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Tom Stvan. Inventory # 
24869. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Artfully weaving together the strands of California's 
social, political, and cultural history, Schwartz chronicles the state's turbulent life 
from the Spanish conquest through the Civil War, the labor movement, the Great 
Depression, and the birth of modern cultural radicalism in the Beatnik revolution and
the Berkeley Free Speech Movement

Stephen Suleyman Schwartz (born September 9, 1948) is an American Sufi 
journalist, columnist, and author. He has been published in a variety of media, 
including The Wall Street Journal. He is the founder and executive director of the 
Washington, D.C.-based Center for Islamic Pluralism. Schwartz was born in 
Columbus, Ohio to Horace Schwartz, a Jewish independent bookseller. His mother,
the daughter of a Protestant preacher, was a career social services worker. 
Schwartz later described both of his parents as "radical leftists and quite 
antireligious", his father a "fellow traveller", his mother a member of the Communist
Party. The family moved to San Francisco when he was young, where his father 
Horace became a literary agent. At Lowell High School Schwartz made his first 
serious writing attempts, focusing initially on poetry. He became affiliated with 
Leninist communism until 1984. After college, Schwartz became a member and 
officer in the Sailors' Union of the Pacific, as well as an employee of locals affiliated
with the AFL-CIO. Among others, he founded a small semi-Trotskyist group FOCUS.
In 1985, the S.U.P. commissioned Schwartz to write Brotherhood of the Sea: A 
History of the Sailors' Union of the Pacific as part of its of 100th anniversary 
commemoration. In the 1990s, Schwartz spent a decade as a staff writer for the San
Francisco Chronicle. He was a member of the local union at the Chronicle, a branch
of the Newspaper Guild. At the end of 1997, he converted to Islam. In 1999, 
Schwartz left the Chronicle, and moved to Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
where he lived for the next 18 months.
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Schwarz-Bart, Andre. A Woman Named Solitude. New York. 1973. Atheneum. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. Translated from the 
French by Ralph Manheim. 181 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Paul Bacon. 
Inventory # 6471. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Like THE LAST OF THE JUST, which traced the 
continuity of the Jewish experience of martyrdom, A WOMAN NAMED SOLITUDE 
recreates, through fact and myth, a people’s enslavement and humiliation, and the 
survival of their dignity in spite of everything. André Schwarz-Bart begins his novel in
West Africa with the story of Bayangumay, a child learning the ways of her Diola 
culture, The tone changes drastically when the village is ransacked and the 
surviving members, including Bayangumay, are forced aboard a slave ship bound 
for the New World. Bayangumay arrives there to give birth to a mulatto child 
conceived aboard ship. That child is Solitude. Her life of enslavement and diaspora 
in the islands is the story of one of the most beautiful heroines of the black world, 
one of the purest heroines, perhaps, in man’s history. ‘Each word is a drop of sweat,
a bloody tear wrenched from himself. A WOMAN NAMED SOLITUDE is not only a 
beautiful novel, it is the act of love of a man who chooses the camp of the victims 
and who atones for a crime that others have committed.’ - L’Express.

ANDRÉ SCHWARZ-BART (May 28, 1928, Metz, Moselle - September 30, 2006, 
Pointe-à-Pitre, Guadeloupe) was born in Metz to a family of Polish Jews who had 
arrived in France in 1924. By 1941 he was alone in the world, his parents having 
been taken in a Nazi roundup and deported to an extermination camp. Schwarz-Bart
joined the resistance, was arrested in Limoges, escaped, and rejoined the Maquis. 
After the war, he worked as a mechanic, salesman, foundry laborer, miner, and 
librarian, In the library he developed an irresistible hunger for books, Schwarz-Bart 
began to write about 1950 and, in 1959, THE LAST OF THE JUST was published. It
was awarded the Prix Goncourt. He married in 1961 and, in 1967, published Un plat
de porc aux bananes vertes, written in collaboration with his wife, Simone, who was
born in Guadeloupe.
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Schwarz-Bart, Simone. Between Two Worlds. New York. 1981. Harper & Row. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0060390026. Translated from the 
French by Barbara Bray. 270 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Deborah Root
Brague. Inventory # 6473. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Simone Schwarz-Bart’s new novel is set in her native 
Guadaloupe. Although that little island is the center of her story, her universe is a 
much larger one: her real subject is slavery and what comes with it. Ti Jean, the 
hero of this mythic tale, is a young black man who will explore his past by returning 
to Africa to find where he came from. In the tiny hamlet of Fond-Zombi a monstrous
beast has blocked out the sunlight, throwing the island into eternal darkness, The 
beast symbolizes the white man, and the eternal suffering of slavery, from which no
black can escape. Like a young Ulysses, Ti Jean sets out on a voyage of discovery:
to find the beast which has determined his fate, to visit the dead, and to explore the
past world of suffering in order to conquer the present one. Simone Schwarz-Bart’s 
tale intertwines the real and the magical, the history of her own people and the 
myths of the island, It shimmers with allusions, with stories that are in the memory of
every black person in all parts of the world, There are resonances of the African past
and even an occasional murmur of tomorrow. Her writing is as subtle as a poem. as
exhilarating as the beat of a drum.

Simone Schwarz-Bart is the author of six novels and a play, which have been 
translated and published in many languages; BETWEEN TWO WORLDS and THE
BRIDGE OF BEYOND have been published in English. André Schwarz-Bart is the 
author of three novels, including Le Dernier des justes (THE LAST OF THE JUST),
which was awarded the 1959 Prix Goncourt and has been translated into twenty 
languages.
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Schweitzer, Albert. Out of My Life and Thought: An Autobiography. New York. 1953.
Mentor/New American Library. 1st Mentor Paperback Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. Translated by C. T. Campion. Postscript 1932-1949 by Everett Skillings.
213 pages. paperback. M83. Inventory # 41363. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A MODERN SAINT. This is the inspiring life story of one
of the most remarkable men of modern times. A brilliant organist, musicologist, 
theologian and philosopher, Albert Schweitzer, at the age of thirty, turned his back 
on the dazzling rewards the world offered him in order to serve his fellow men as a
medical missionary in Africa. It is a thrilling account of a monumental personal quest,
enormous self-sacrifice and extraordinary achievement, told with simplicity, modesty
and humor.

Albert Schweitzer was a German - and later French - theologian, organist, 
philosopher, physician, and medical missionary in Africa, also known for his 
interpretive life of Jesus.
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Sciascia, Leonardo. A Man's Blessing (DUSTJACKET ONLY). New York. 1968. 
Harper & Row. Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket. Translated from the Italian by
Adrienne Foulke. DUSTJACKET ONLY. Jacket design by Peter Bramley. Inventory
#  44271. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET
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Sciascia, Leonardo. Mafia Vendetta. New York. 1964. Knopf. 1st American Edition.
Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front,Otherwise Very Good in Slightly Worn 
Dustjacket With A Small Piece Missing From The Bottom Front. Translated from the
Italian by Archibald Colquhoun. Scarce Ttile. 122 pages. hardcover. Jacket design 
by Leigh Taylor. Inventory # 24440. $140

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the form of a swift-moving detective novel, this book 
presents a well-informed and revealing ‘documentary’ on the secret machinations of
that notorious organization called the Mafia. The novel opens with a routine police 
inquiry into the shooting of an insignificant building contractor. As the investigation 
progresses, it becomes apparent that mysterious and influential forces are at work to
suppress all evidence of the crime and to prevent its just solution. Nonetheless, 
under the direction of an idealistic young police officer the search for the criminals 
continues-a search that leads from the scene of the murder, a small Italian village, to
the foothills of Sicily, and ultimately to the highest government offices in Rome. On 
its publication in Italy, MAFIA VENDETTA provoked a public outcry and caused no 
little embarrassment in government circles, American readers will appreciate the 
vigorous realism and rapid pace of the novel, and readily understand why this 
fictional expose ‘hit home.’

Leonardo Sciascia (January 8, 1921 – November 20, 1989) was born at Racalmuto,
in the province of Agrigento, Sicily. His work as a writer reflects his concern with the
problems, social and economic, which face the people of southern Italy. Sciascia's 
books are rarely characterized by a happy end and by justice for the ordinary man. 
Prime examples of this are Equal Danger, in which the police's best detective is 
drafted to Sicily to investigate a spate of murders of judges. Focusing on the inability
of authorities to handle such investigation into the corruptions, Sciascia's hero is 
finally thwarted. Sciascia wrote of his unique Sicilian experience, linking families with
political parties, the treachery of alliances and allegiances and the calling of favors 
that result in outcomes that are not for the benefit of society, but of those individuals
who are in favor.
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Sciascia, Leonardo. One Way Or Another. New York. 1977. Harper & Row. 1st 
American Edition. Previous Owner’s Small Name & Address Sticker in Front, 
Otherwise Very Good in Worn Dustjacket. 0060138041. Translated from the Italian 
by Adrienne Foulke. Drawings by Kathy Jacobi. 117 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
illustration by Kathy Jacobi. Inventory # 16458. $21

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The famous painter, who felt he had been living for years
in Pirandellian places among Pirandellian characters, was traveling by car (which he
seldom did) when he saw the sign HERMITAGE OF ZAFER 3. A hermitage, three 
kilometers distant. He was curious, and turned in its direction. When he reached the
building he was amazed - it seemed to him to be a hotel rather than a hermitage. 
Don Gaetano, the builder and the priest in charge of the hotel-hermitage was a 
disturbing man – learned, subtle, Machiavellian. But he permitted the painter to stay
on to join the spiritual exercises that were to be attended by some of the most 
important businessmen and government officials in the country. So begins one of 
Leonardo’s Sciascia’s most intricate and impressive novels.

Leonardo Sciascia (January 8, 1921 – November 20, 1989) was an Italian writer, 
novelist, essayist, playwright and politician. Sciascia's books are rarely characterized
by a happy end and by justice for the ordinary man. Prime examples of this are 
Equal Danger, in which the police's best detective is drafted to Sicily to investigate a
spate of murders of judges. Focusing on the inability of authorities to handle such 
investigation into the corruptions, Sciascia's hero is finally thwarted. Sciascia wrote 
of his unique Sicilian experience, linking families with political parties, the treachery
of alliances and allegiances and the calling of favors that result in outcomes that are
not for the benefit of society, but of those individuals who are in favor.
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Scieszka, Jon and Smith, Lane. Knights of the Kitchen Table. New York. 1991. 
Viking Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670836222. 
Illustrated by Lane Smith. 55 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 13069. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Everyone's favorite time-travelers are changing their 
style! The Time Warp Trio series now features a brand-new, eye-catching design, 
sure to appeal to longtime fans, and those new to Jon Scieszka's wacky brand of 
humor.

Jon Scieszka (born September 8, 1954) is a former elementary school teacher who
broke onto the children's book scene with the bestselling picture book The True 
Story of the 3 Little Pigs!, which, along with his other collaborations with Lane Smith,
have earned the pair cult status and acclaim. Jon is also the author of the popular 
Time Warp Trio series. Lane Smith has written and illustrated a number of 
successful picture books in addition to those he has created with Jon Scieszka. His 
illustrations have also appeared in numerous magazines, newspapers, and on 
record albums. He has won gold and silver medals from the Society of Illustrators for
his work, and received a Caldecott Honor for The Stinky Cheese Man.
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Scieszka, Jon and Smith, Lane. La Verdadera Historia De Los Tre Cerditros! Por S.
Lobo. New York. 1989. Viking Press. 1st American Appearance of This Spanish 
Language Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670841625. Illustrated by Lane Smith.
hardcover. Inventory # 15622. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - IN SPANISH. In this fairy tale picture book young readers
will finally hear the other side of the story of The Three Little Pigs.

Jon Scieszka (born September 8, 1954) is a former elementary school teacher who
broke onto the children's book scene with the bestselling picture book The True 
Story of the 3 Little Pigs!, which, along with his other collaborations with Lane Smith,
have earned the pair cult status and acclaim. Jon is also the author of the popular 
Time Warp Trio series. Lane Smith has written and illustrated a number of 
successful picture books in addition to those he has created with Jon Scieszka. His 
illustrations have also appeared in numerous magazines, newspapers, and on 
record albums. He has won gold and silver medals from the Society of Illustrators for
his work, and received a Caldecott Honor for The Stinky Cheese Man.
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Scieszka, Jon and Smith, Lane. Math Curse. New York. 1995. Viking Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670861944. Illustrated by Lane Smith.
unpaginated. hardcover. Cover art by Lane Smith. Inventory # 21676. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When the teacher tells her class that they can think of 
almost everything as a math problem, one student acquires a math anxiety which 
becomes a real curse.

Jon Scieszka (born September 8, 1954) is a former elementary school teacher who
broke onto the children's book scene with the bestselling picture book The True 
Story of the 3 Little Pigs!, which, along with his other collaborations with Lane Smith,
have earned the pair cult status and acclaim. Jon is also the author of the popular 
Time Warp Trio series. Lane Smith has written and illustrated a number of 
successful picture books in addition to those he has created with Jon Scieszka. His 
illustrations have also appeared in numerous magazines, newspapers, and on 
record albums. He has won gold and silver medals from the Society of Illustrators for
his work, and received a Caldecott Honor for The Stinky Cheese Man.
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Scieszka, Jon and Smith, Lane. Squids Will Be Squids. New York. 1998. Puffin 
Books. 1st Puffin Paperback Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 0142500402. 
Illustrated by Lane Smith. 48 pages. paperback. Inventory # 37793. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Sure we'd all love to be able to go around telling stories 
about all the weird, scary, and just-plain-annoying people that we know. But the truth
is, no one likes a gossip. Here, the irrepressible Jon Scieszka and Lane Smith have
found a way around that problem-they just make like Aesop and change all the 
people to animals or food, add a moral to each story, and call the stories fables! 
With tales like ‘Little Walrus,’ in which too much of the truth is a dangerous thing, the
cautionary ‘Slug's Big Moment,’ wherein Slug is so caught up in herself that she 
doesn't see the steamroller behind her, and ‘Straw and Matches,’ which illustrates 
quite clearly why you should never play with matches (because they cheat), the 
eighteen fables in this uproarious collection are sure to delight readers both young 
and old.

Jon Scieszka (born September 8, 1954) is a former elementary school teacher who
broke onto the children's book scene with the bestselling picture book The True 
Story of the 3 Little Pigs!, which, along with his other collaborations with Lane Smith,
have earned the pair cult status and acclaim. Jon is also the author of the popular 
Time Warp Trio series. Lane Smith has written and illustrated a number of 
successful picture books in addition to those he has created with Jon Scieszka. His 
illustrations have also appeared in numerous magazines, newspapers, and on 
record albums. He has won gold and silver medals from the Society of Illustrators for
his work, and received a Caldecott Honor for The Stinky Cheese Man.
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Scieszka, Jon and Smith, Lane. Squids Will Be Squids: Fresh Morals For Beastly 
Fables. New York. 1998. Viking Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 067088235x. Illustrated by Lane Smith. unpaginated. hardcover. Cover 
art by Lane Smith. Inventory # 26115. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Sure we'd all love to be able to go around telling stories 
about all the weird, scary, and just-plain-annoying people that we know. But the truth
is, no one likes a gossip. Here, the irrepressible Jon Scieszka and Lane Smith have
found a way around that problem-they just make like Aesop and change all the 
people to animals or food, add a moral to each story, and call the stories fables! 
With tales like ‘Little Walrus,’ in which too much of the truth is a dangerous thing, the
cautionary ‘Slug's Big Moment,’ wherein Slug is so caught up in herself that she 
doesn't see the steamroller behind her, and ‘Straw and Matches,’ which illustrates 
quite clearly why you should never play with matches (because they cheat), the 
eighteen fables in this uproarious collection are sure to delight readers both young 
and old.

Jon Scieszka (born September 8, 1954) is a former elementary school teacher who
broke onto the children's book scene with the bestselling picture book The True 
Story of the 3 Little Pigs!, which, along with his other collaborations with Lane Smith,
have earned the pair cult status and acclaim. Jon is also the author of the popular 
Time Warp Trio series. Lane Smith has written and illustrated a number of 
successful picture books in addition to those he has created with Jon Scieszka. His 
illustrations have also appeared in numerous magazines, newspapers, and on 
record albums. He has won gold and silver medals from the Society of Illustrators for
his work, and received a Caldecott Honor for The Stinky Cheese Man.
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Scieszka, Jon and Smith, Lane. The Good, the Bad, and the Goofy. New York. 
1992. Viking Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670843806. 
Illustrated by Lane Smith. 73 pages. hardcover. Cover art by Lane Smith. Inventory
# 16413. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Everyone's favorite time-travelers are changing their 
style! The Time Warp Trio series now features a brand-new, eye-catching design, 
sure to appeal to longtime fans, and those new to Jon Scieszka's wacky brand of 
humor.

Jon Scieszka (born September 8, 1954) is a former elementary school teacher who
broke onto the children's book scene with the bestselling picture book The True 
Story of the 3 Little Pigs!, which, along with his other collaborations with Lane Smith,
have earned the pair cult status and acclaim. Jon is also the author of the popular 
Time Warp Trio series. Lane Smith has written and illustrated a number of 
successful picture books in addition to those he has created with Jon Scieszka. His 
illustrations have also appeared in numerous magazines, newspapers, and on 
record albums. He has won gold and silver medals from the Society of Illustrators for
his work, and received a Caldecott Honor for The Stinky Cheese Man.
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Scieszka, Jon and Smith, Lane. The Not So Jolly Roger. New York. 1991. Viking 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670837547. Illustrated by 
Lane Smith. 58 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Lane Smith. Inventory # 
13066. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Everyone's favorite time-travelers are changing their 
style! The Time Warp Trio series now features a brand-new, eye-catching design, 
sure to appeal to longtime fans, and those new to Jon Scieszka's wacky brand of 
humor.

Jon Scieszka (born September 8, 1954) is a former elementary school teacher who
broke onto the children's book scene with the bestselling picture book The True 
Story of the 3 Little Pigs!, which, along with his other collaborations with Lane Smith,
have earned the pair cult status and acclaim. Jon is also the author of the popular 
Time Warp Trio series. Lane Smith has written and illustrated a number of 
successful picture books in addition to those he has created with Jon Scieszka. His 
illustrations have also appeared in numerous magazines, newspapers, and on 
record albums. He has won gold and silver medals from the Society of Illustrators for
his work, and received a Caldecott Honor for The Stinky Cheese Man.
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Scieszka, Jon and Smith, Lane. The Stinky Cheese Man & Other Fairly Stupid 
Tales. New York. 1992. Viking Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 067084487x. Illustrated by Lane Smith. unpaginated. hardcover. Cover 
illustration by Lane Smith. Inventory # 17316. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Wonderfully quirky, this book breathes new life into staid
children’s stories. In these irreverent variations on well-known themes, the ugly 
duckling grows up to be an ugly duck, and the princess who kisses the frog wins 
only a mouthful of amphibian slime.

Jon Scieszka (born September 8, 1954) is a former elementary school teacher who
broke onto the children's book scene with the bestselling picture book The True 
Story of the 3 Little Pigs!, which, along with his other collaborations with Lane Smith,
have earned the pair cult status and acclaim. Jon is also the author of the popular 
Time Warp Trio series. Lane Smith has written and illustrated a number of 
successful picture books in addition to those he has created with Jon Scieszka. His 
illustrations have also appeared in numerous magazines, newspapers, and on 
record albums. He has won gold and silver medals from the Society of Illustrators for
his work, and received a Caldecott Honor for The Stinky Cheese Man.
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Scieszka, Jon and Smith, Lane. The True Story of the 3 Little Pigs! By A.Wolf. New
York. 1989. Viking Press. Later Printing. Name Penned in Front, otherwise Good. 
No Dustjacket. 0670827592. Illustrated by Lane Smith. 32 pages. hardcover. Cover 
illustration by Lane Smith. Inventory # 17052. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this fairy tale picture book young readers will finally 
hear the other side of the story of The Three Little Pigs.

Jon Scieszka (born September 8, 1954) is a former elementary school teacher who
broke onto the children's book scene with the bestselling picture book The True 
Story of the 3 Little Pigs!, which, along with his other collaborations with Lane Smith,
have earned the pair cult status and acclaim. Jon is also the author of the popular 
Time Warp Trio series. Lane Smith has written and illustrated a number of 
successful picture books in addition to those he has created with Jon Scieszka. His 
illustrations have also appeared in numerous magazines, newspapers, and on 
record albums. He has won gold and silver medals from the Society of Illustrators for
his work, and received a Caldecott Honor for The Stinky Cheese Man.
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Scieszka, Jon and Smith, Lane. The True Story of the 3 Little Pigs! By A.Wolf. New
York. 1989. Viking Press. Later Printing. Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front,
Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670827592. Illustrated by Lane Smith. 32 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 25024. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this fairy tale picture book young readers will finally 
hear the other side of the story of The Three Little Pigs.

Jon Scieszka (born September 8, 1954) is a former elementary school teacher who
broke onto the children's book scene with the bestselling picture book The True 
Story of the 3 Little Pigs!, which, along with his other collaborations with Lane Smith,
have earned the pair cult status and acclaim. Jon is also the author of the popular 
Time Warp Trio series. Lane Smith has written and illustrated a number of 
successful picture books in addition to those he has created with Jon Scieszka. His 
illustrations have also appeared in numerous magazines, newspapers, and on 
record albums. He has won gold and silver medals from the Society of Illustrators for
his work, and received a Caldecott Honor for The Stinky Cheese Man.
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Scirocco, Alfonso. Garibaldi: Citizen of the World. Princeton. 2007. Princeton 
University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780691115405. 
Translated from the Italian by Allan Cameron. 442 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
15921. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The revolutionary, soldier, politician, and greatest figure 
in the fight for Italian unification, Garibaldi (1807-1882) brought off almost as many 
dramatic exploits in the Americas as he did in Europe, becoming an international 
freedom fighter, earning the title of the ‘hero of two worlds,’ and making himself 
perhaps the most famous and beloved man of his century. Alfonso Scirocco’s 
Garibaldi is the most up-to-date, authoritative, comprehensive, and convincing 
biography of Garibaldi yet written. In vivid narrative style and unprecedented detail,
and drawing on many new sources that shed fresh light on important events, 
Scirocco tells the full story of Garibaldi’s fascinating public and private life, 
separating its myth-like reality from the outright myths that have surrounded 
Garibaldi since his own day. Scirocco tells how Garibaldi devoted his energies to the
liberation of Italians and other oppressed peoples. Sentenced to death for his role in
an abortive Genoese insurrection in 1834, Garibaldi fled to South America, where he
joined two successive fights for independence—Rio Grande do Sul’s against Brazil 
and Uruguay’s against Argentina. He returned to Italy in 1848 to again fight for 
Italian independence, leading seven more campaigns, including the spectacular 
capture of Sicily. During the American Civil War, Abraham Lincoln even offered to 
make him a general in the Union army. Presenting Garibaldi as a complex and even
contradictory figure, Scirocco shows us the pacifist who spent much of his life 
fighting; the nationalist who advocated European unification; the republican who 
served a king; and the man who, although compared by contemporaries to Aeneas 
and Odysseus, refused honors and wealth and spent his last years as a farmer.

Alfonso Scirocco is the author of many books on modern Italian history. From 1966 
to 2000, he was professor of humanities at University Frederick II in Naples, Italy.
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Scliar, Moacyr. The Centaur in the Garden. New York. 1985. Available Press. 
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 034531669x. Translated from the 
Portuguese by Margaret A. Neves. 216 pages. paperback. Cover: Donald E. 
Minson. Inventory # 27692. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A fantasy might fade in description. Thus, it doubtless is 
folly to discuss the story of one who describes with increasing color and motion his 
family’s flight from Russia to settle in Brazil at the century’s turn and his own birth in
1935 as a centaur who will be reared as a Jew. The half-horse, half-human child 
grows in favor, despite sibling rivalry from his unhooved brother. In time, through bris
and bar mitzvah, he grows into adulthood, and he experiences more adventures 
than ordinary creatures can enjoy. If, as the Greeks maintained, the centaurs were 
instructors of philosophy, what might we learn from Moacyr Scliar’s remarkable 
creation?

Moacyr Jaime Scliar (March 23, 1937 – February 27, 2011) was a Brazilian writer 
and physician. Most of his writing centers on issues of Jewish identity in the 
Diaspora and particularly on being Jewish in Brazil. Scliar is best known outside 
Brazil for his 1981 novel Max and the Cats (Max e os Felinos), the story of a young
German man who flees Berlin after he comes to the attention of the Nazis for having
had an affair with a married woman. Making his way to Brazil, his ship sinks, and he
finds himself alone in a dinghy with a jaguar who had been travelling in the hold. A 
prolific writer, Scliar published over 100 books in Portuguese, covering various 
literary genres: short stories; novels; young adult fiction; children's books; and 
essays. In 1962, his first book Stories of a Doctor in Training was published, 
although later on he regretted having published it so young. His second book The 
Carnival of the Animals was published in 1968. In a recent autobiographical piece, 
Scliar discusses his membership of the Jewish, medical, Gaucho, and Brazilian 
tribes. His novel The Centaur in the Garden was included among the 100 Greatest
Works of Modern Jewish Literature by The National Yiddish Book Center.
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Scliar, Moacyr. The Enigmatic Eye. New York. 1989. Available Press. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0345359690. Translated from the Portuguese by 
Eloah F. Giacomelli. 100 pages. paperback. Cover: Don Munson. Inventory # 11976.
$20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here are the shortest of all of Moacyr Scliar’s short 
stories, over two dozen gems such as ‘Root Canal Treatment,’ ‘Atlas,’ ‘A Brief 
History of Capitalism,’ ‘Peace and War’ ‘Life and Death of a Terrorist,’ and ‘Genesis:
’ Why not sample Scliar now? Open to any story and read it as you stand here in the
book- store. You will have entered the magical country of one of the world’s premier
storytellers. And after you’ve read all of THE ENIGMATIC EYE, you’ll be able to 
read the other collections, THE CARNIVAL OF THE ANIMALS and THE BALLAD 
OF THE FALSE MESSIAH. On publication of THE STRANGE NATION OF RAFAEL
MENDES, Alan Ryan noted Scliar’s unique character, ‘Scliar’s voice is a fresh one,
his artistic roots as firmly fixed in Jewish tradition and mythology as they are in 
Brazil’s literary history. Given the breadth and depth of Brazilian artistic life, it is not
at all surprising that her latest literary invention - original, fascinating, powerful, 
compelling and everything good that can be said about a novel - comes from the son
of Russian-Jewish immigrants:’

Moacyr Jaime Scliar (March 23, 1937 – February 27, 2011) was a Brazilian writer 
and physician. Most of his writing centers on issues of Jewish identity in the 
Diaspora and particularly on being Jewish in Brazil. Scliar is best known outside 
Brazil for his 1981 novel Max and the Cats (Max e os Felinos), the story of a young
German man who flees Berlin after he comes to the attention of the Nazis for having
had an affair with a married woman. Making his way to Brazil, his ship sinks, and he
finds himself alone in a dinghy with a jaguar who had been travelling in the hold. A 
prolific writer, Scliar published over 100 books in Portuguese, covering various 
literary genres: short stories; novels; young adult fiction; children's books; and 
essays. In 1962, his first book Stories of a Doctor in Training was published, 
although later on he regretted having published it so young. His second book The 
Carnival of the Animals was published in 1968.
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Scliar, Moacyr. The Volunteers. New York. 1988. Available Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0345357531. Translated from the Portuguese by 
Eloah F. Giacomelli. 151 pages. paperback. Cover: Don Munson. Inventory # 10673.
$15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘I think now it can be told, the story of this voyage. The 
people involved are no longer here; also, what else is there to do in life besides 
telling stories?’ Thus begins Moacyr Scliar’s rollicking tall tale of a collection of 
misfits fighting for their survival, even as they labor furiously toward each other’s 
destruction in the good ship Voluntários. Set Sail. MOACYR SCLIAR, since the first
English language publication of his work in 1984, has become established as one of
South America’s foremost writers and one of the world’s great fantasists. His 
technique, according to The Washington Post, is ‘to integrate the magical and the 
fantastical into the real world.’

Moacyr Jaime Scliar (March 23, 1937 – February 27, 2011) was a Brazilian writer 
and physician. Most of his writing centers on issues of Jewish identity in the 
Diaspora and particularly on being Jewish in Brazil. Scliar is best known outside 
Brazil for his 1981 novel Max and the Cats (Max e os Felinos), the story of a young
German man who flees Berlin after he comes to the attention of the Nazis for having
had an affair with a married woman. Making his way to Brazil, his ship sinks, and he
finds himself alone in a dinghy with a jaguar who had been travelling in the hold. A 
prolific writer, Scliar published over 100 books in Portuguese, covering various 
literary genres: short stories; novels; young adult fiction; children's books; and 
essays. In 1962, his first book Stories of a Doctor in Training was published, 
although later on he regretted having published it so young. His second book The 
Carnival of the Animals was published in 1968. In a recent autobiographical piece, 
Scliar discusses his membership of the Jewish, medical, Gaucho, and Brazilian 
tribes. His novel The Centaur in the Garden was included among the 100 Greatest
Works of Modern Jewish Literature by The National Yiddish Book Center.
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Scott Jr., Nathan A. The Poetry of Civic Virtue: Eliot, Malraux, Auden. Philadelphia.
1976. Fortress Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0800604830.
164 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 27925. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Many writers who created what is now regarded as the 
classic canon of modern literature – Rilke, Kafka, Gide, Virginia Woolf, Sartre, 
Beckett - appear strongly disinclined to endorse the idea of man-in-society, and their
tendency is to posit a radical solitariness as the universal human condition. Indeed,
one of the leading characteristics of ‘modernism’ in twentieth century poetry and 
fiction might be said to be the reluctance expressed by so much of this literature to 
acknowledge the social world as the repository of man’s most essential truth: ‘real 
life’ is thought to be elsewhere, in the inwardness of individualist subjectivity. Again
and again, the literary imagination of our time has located the scene and site of the 
human drama outside the realm of what Martin Buber called ‘the interhuman.’ But 
there are certain great exceptions to this general pattern, and, of these. Nathan 
Scott in his latest book holds up three of the most notable examples - in the work of
T.S. Eliot, Andre Malraux, and W. H. Auden. In each of these focal figures he 
locates an exemplary instance in recent literature of the human world being 
conceived to be a world of coexistence, and he exhibits then as poets – Malraux, 
too, since his fiction is viewed as essentially a poetic enterprise – whose special 
distinction it is to prompt reflection on the nature of civic virtue.

Nathan A. Scott, Jr. (24 April 1925-December 2006) was an American scholar who 
helped establish the modern field of theology and literature and who helped found 
the well-known Ph.D. program in that field at the University of Chicago. Scott also 
published seventeen books, in addition to publishing articles and reviews and editing
editions. He has likewise been the subject of numerous articles and books. Scott's 
innovation in literary criticism was to reject the New Critics' idea that poems should 
be studied as autonomous objects and to remind scholars that authors' personal 
beliefs are crucial for understanding their texts; in this way, he also returned criticism
to a study of the way literature represents the outside world.
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Scott, Lawrence. Ballad For the New World and Other Stories. Portsmouth. 1994. 
Heinemann. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0435989391. Caribbean
Writers Series. 114 pages. paperback. Cover illustration by John Brennan. Inventory
# 20706. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘You see, you start telling the story about a guy and then
you get to telling the story of a time, a place, a people and a world.’ Tales of 
thwarted desires, repressed passions and betrayals evoke a troubled Caribbean 
paradise. The legacy of a cruel history haunts this new world society. Individuals are
consumed by their own emotions and confused by the shifting ground of their own 
cultures. With a blend of pathos and ironic humour, Lawrence Scott describes life in
this fallen Eden, where both the melancholy and the extravagant play their part.

Lawrence Scott (born in Trinidad, 1943) is an award-winning novelist and short-story
writer from Trinidad & Tobago, currently living in London and Trinidad. His novels 
have been awarded (1998) and short-listed (1992, 2004) for the Commonwealth 
Writers' Prize and twice nominated for the International IMPAC Dublin Literary 
Award (for Aelred's Sin in 2000 and Night Calypso in 2006). His stories have been 
much anthologized and he won the Tom-Gallon Short-Story Award in 1986. He 
divides his time between London and Port of Spain.
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Scott, Peter Dale. Coming To Jakarta: A Poem About Terror. New York. 1989. New
Directions. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0811210944. 160 pages.
hardcover. Inventory # 24014. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A devastating revelation of violence, exploitation, and 
corrupt politics, Coming to Jakarta derives its title from the role played by the CIA, 
banks, and oil companies in the 1965 slaughter of more than half a million 
Indonesians.

Peter Dale Scott (born 11 January 1929) is a Canadian-born poet, former diplomat,
and former English professor at the University of California, Berkeley. A son of the 
Canadian poet and constitutional lawyer F. R. Scott and painter Marian Dale Scott, 
he has been critical of American foreign policy since the era of the Vietnam War. 
Scott was a signatory in 1968 of the 'Writers and Editors War Tax Protest' pledge, in
which participants vowed to refuse tax payments in protest against the Vietnam War.
He spent four years (1957–1961) with the Canadian diplomatic service. He retired 
from the UC Berkeley faculty in 1994.
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Scott, Sir Walter. Ivanhoe. New York. 1962. Signet/New American Library. 1st 
Printing of This Signet Classic Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 
Afterword By Compton MacKenzie. 508 pages. paperback. CP138. Inventory # 
33559. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Sir Walter Scott gathered a popular audience as no other
writer had done before him; a great innovator, he virtually created one of the 
outstanding literary forms of the past hundred and fifty years - the historical novel. 
He infused this genre of fiction with color and spectacle, with romance, action, and 
suspense. In IVANHOE Sir Walter Scott gives reality to the life of twelfth - century 
England through his gallery of flesh - and - blood characters. The disinherited knight
Ivanhoe and his fair lady Rowena, Richard the LionHearted and Robin Hood - these
are people shaped by the forces of tradition, molded by their nation's history. 
Through them the past of England comes alive - a past of crusades, chivalry, and 
courtly love.

Sir Walter Scott (15 August 1771 – 21 September 1832) was a Scottish historical 
novelist, playwright, and poet. Scott was the first English-language author to have a 
truly international career in his lifetime.
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Scott, Sir Walter. Rob Roy. New York. 1995. Signet/New American Library. 1st 
Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Worn Wrappers. 0451526236. 
Movie edition. 485 pages. paperback. CE2623. Cover: United artists. Inventory # 
32876. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Rob Roy MacGregor is a romantic outlaw who comes 
alive in Sir Walter Scott's classic epic of the passions and struggles of the Scottish 
borderlands. Published in 1817, ROB ROY achieved immense success as a favorite
among Scott's 'Waverley' books - works which established the historical novel as a 
literary form. In rich prose and vivid description, ROB ROY follows the adventures of
a businessman's son, Frank Osbaldistone, who falls out of favor with his father and 
is sent to stay in Scotland. Innocent, English, and Protestant, Frank is intrigued by 
this wild and noble land. He finds himself drawn to the powerful, enigmatic figure of
Rob Roy, who alongside his fiercely passionate wife, Helen, fights for justice and 
dignity for the Scottish people. Twists of plot, Rob Roy's cunning escapes, uprisings
against English oppressors, and Frank's forbidden love for a Catholic girl, Diana, 
combine with superb period detail to make ROB ROY an absorbing tale - and an 
incomparable portrait of the haunted highlands, a great hero, and a glorious Scottish
past.

Sir Walter Scott (15 August 1771 – 21 September 1832) was a Scottish historical 
novelist, playwright, and poet. Scott was the first English-language author to have a 
truly international career in his lifetime.
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Scribner, Keith. The Goodlife. New York. 1999. Riverhead Books. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1573221430. 263 pages. hardcover. Signed by the
Author. Cover design by Royce M. Becker. Inventory # 29504. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Based on the true story of the kidnapping of an Exxon 
executive in suburban New Jersey, The GoodLife is the chilling story of an ordinary
husband and wife consumed by their pursuit of the American Dream.

Keith Scribner is an American novelist, short-story writer, screenwriter, essayist, and
educator. His third novel, The Oregon Experiment, was published by Alfred A. Knopf
in June 2011. He is a professor of English at Oregon State University, where he 
teaches in the School of Writing, Literature, and Film.
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Seal, Jeremy. The Snakebite Survivors' Club. New York. 2000. Harcourt. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0151005354. 336 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Vaughn Andrews. Inventory # 27795. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Snakes are Jeremy Seal’s fascination, and his greatest 
fear. In an attempt to overcome his phobia, he decides to journey into America, 
Australia, Africa and India in search of the most notorious and deadly snakes, and to
meet the people who live among them. His travels take him to Kenya’s snake man,
whose entire life seems like a preparation for a bite from the terrible black mamba, 
and to witch doctors, who use snakes as instruments of vengeance. He recalls the 
stories of Australian convicts condemned to prison in the land of the world’s 
deadliest snake, and the story of a Southern preacher who tries to murder his wife 
with his church’s rattlesnakes. Mixed in with all these bizarre tales are fascinating 
scientific facts, snake lore and ancient legends. An erudite but highly entertaining 
travel narrative, THE SNAKEBITE SURVIVORS’ CLUB taps into our general fear of
snakes to tell a funny and somewhat gruesome account of the world of snakes and 
the people they repel, mesmerize, and sometimes kill.

Jeremy Seal is a writer and broadcaster. His first book, A Fez of the Heart, was 
shortlisted for the 1995 Thomas Cook Travel Book Award. He is also the author of 
The Snakebite Survivors' Club and The Wreck at Sharpnose Point and was the 
presenter of Channel 4's Wreck Detectives.
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Sebald, W. G. The Rings of Saturn. New York. 1998. New Directions. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0811213781. Translated from the German by 
Michael Hulse. 296 pages. hardcover. cover design by Semadar Megged. Inventory
# 33156. $150

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A fictional account of a walking tour through England’s 
East Anglia, author W.G. Sebald’s home for more than 20 years, The Rings of 
Saturn explores Britain’s pastoral and imperial past. Its ten strange and beautiful 
chapters, with their curious archive of photographs, consider dreams and reality. As
the narrator walks, a company of ghosts keeps him company -- Thomas Browne, 
Swinburne, Chateaubriand, Joseph Conrad, Borges -- conductors between the past
and present. The narrator meets lonely eccentrics inhabiting tumble-down mansions,
and hears of the furious coastal battles of two world wars. He tells of far-off China 
and the introduction of the silk industry to Norwich. He walks to the now-forsaken 
harbor where Conrad first set foot on English soil and visits the site of the once-great
city of Dunwich, now sunk in the sea, where schools of herring swim. As the narrator
catalogs the transmigration of whole worlds, the reader is mesmerized by change 
and oblivion, survival and memories.

W. G. SEBALD was born in Wertach im Allgau, Germany, in 1944. He studied 
German language and literature in Freiburg, Switzerland, and Manchester. He 
taught at the University of East Anglia in Norwich, England, for thirty years, 
becoming professor of European literature in 1987, and from 1989 to 1994 he was 
the first director of the British Centre for Literary Translation. His previously 
translated books - THE RINGS OF SATURN, THE EMIGRANTS, VERTIGO, and 
AUSTERLITZ - have won a number of international awards, including the National 
Book Critics Circle Award, the Los Angeles Times Book Award, the Berlin Literature
Prize, and the Literatur Nord Prize. He died in December 2001.
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Sebald, W. G. Vertigo. New York. 2000. New Directions. 1st American Edition. Very
Good.No Dustjacket. 0811214303. Translated from the German by Michael Hulse. 
263 pages. hardcover. Cover by Semadar Megged. Inventory # 35647. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Vertigo is the third novel New Directions has published 
by W.G. Sebald, one of themost enormously acclaimed European writers of our 
time. Vertigo, W.G. Sebald’s first novel, never before translated into English, is 
perhaps his most amazing and certainly his most alarming. Sebald—the 
acknowledged master of memory’s uncanniness—takes the painful pleasures of 
unknowability to new intensities in Vertigo. Here in their first flowering are the 
signature elements of Sebald’s hugely acclaimed novels The Emigrants and The 
Rings of Saturn. An unnamed narrator, beset by nervous ailments, is again our 
guide on a hair-raising journey through the past and across Europe, amid restless 
literary ghosts—Kafka, Stendhal, Casanova. In four dizzying sections, the narrator 
plunges the reader into vertigo, into that ‘swimming of the head,’ as Webster’s 
defines it: in other words, into that state so unsettling, so fascinating, and so 
‘stunning and strange,’ as The New York Times Book Review declared about The 
Emigrants, that it is ‘like a dream you want to last forever.’

W. G. SEBALD was born in Wertach im Allgau, Germany, in 1944. He studied 
German language and literature in Freiburg, Switzerland, and Manchester. He 
taught at the University of East Anglia in Norwich, England, for thirty years, 
becoming professor of European literature in 1987, and from 1989 to 1994 he was 
the first director of the British Centre for Literary Translation. His previously 
translated books - THE RINGS OF SATURN, THE EMIGRANTS, VERTIGO, and 
AUSTERLITZ - have won a number of international awards, including the National 
Book Critics Circle Award, the Los Angeles Times Book Award, the Berlin Literature
Prize, and the Literatur Nord Prize. He died in December 2001.
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Seeger, Pete. Pete Seeger: in His Own Words. Boulder and London. 2012. 
Paradigm Publishers. Reprinted Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9781612052182.
Edited by Rob Rosenthal and Sam Rosenthal. Nine Lives Music Series. 6 x 9. 6 
illustrations. 300 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 41253. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Long an icon of American musical and political life, Pete
Seeger has written eloquently in books and for magazines, activist movements, and
union newsletters. Although he has never written an autobiography, his life story is 
nowhere more personally chronicled than in the private writings, documents, and 
letters stored for decades in his family barn. In Pete Seeger: His Life In His Own 
Words, we hear directly from Seeger through the widest array of sources letters, 
notes to himself, published articles, rough drafts, , and poetry creating the most 
intimate picture yet available of Seeger as a musician, an activist, and a family man 
in his own words and from his own perspective. From letters to his mother written 
when he was a 13-year-old desiring his first banjo to speculations on the future, this
book covers the passions, personalities, and experiences of a lifetime of struggle the
pre-WWII labor movement, the Communist Party, Woody Guthrie, the blacklist, the
Civil Rights movement, Martin Luther King, the struggle against the war in Vietnam,
Bob Dylan, travels around the world, cleaning up the Hudson River, Granny D, Fidel
Castro, Bill Clinton, and countless uncelebrated activists with whom Seeger has 
worked and sung. The portrait that emerges is not a saint, not a martyr, but a flesh-
and-blood man, struggling to understand his gift, his time, and his place.

Peter Seeger (May 3, 1919 – January 27, 2014) was an American folk singer and 
social activist.
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Seguin, Andrew. The Room in Which I Work. Richmond. 2017. Omnidawn 
Publishing. Advance Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430359. 6
x 9. The Omnidawn Open (Poetry Book Prize). 96 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
 44220. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Evoking the life of Nicéphore Niépce, one of the pioneers
of photography, The Room In Which I Work investigates how photography has 
provided lasting metaphors for how we think, write, and talk about what we see. 
Combining original photographs with poems that range through history, chemistry, 
collage, dialogue, and lyric, The Room In Which I Work is a singular meditation on 
language and image. ‘In this continually beautiful series of poems, Andrew Seguin 
possesses and is possessed by Joseph Nicéphore Niépce, the maker of the first 
photograph. How rare these days: a whole book brilliant without pretention, 
reconciling mundanity with the most refined observations, and deeply immersed in 
utter sympathy and respect for another human being.’ Calvin Bedient, judge of the 
Omnidawn Open.

Andrew Seguin is a poet and photographer who was born in Pittsburgh, PA, in 1981.
He is the author of The Room In Which I Work, forthcoming from Omnidawn in 2017.
His chapbooks include Black Anecdote, a winner of the Poetry Society of America’s
New York Chapbook Fellowship in 2010, and NN, published by Tammy in 2016. 
Andrew’s poems have appeared widely in literary magazines, including in Boston 
Review, CROWD, Denver Quarterly, Guernica, Gulf Coast, LIT, and Iowa Review, 
and he has contributed to the New York Botanical Garden’s Literary Audio Tour. His
work has been supported by the United States Fulbright Program, Poets House, and
the Pennsylvania Humanities Council. Andrew lives in New York City.
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Seidensticker, Edward. Tokyo Rising: The City Since the Great Earthquake. New 
York. 1990. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394543602. 363
pages. hardcover. Jacket lithograph by Kakiuchi Seiyo. Inventory # 13860. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Great Earthquake of 1923 left much of Tokyo 
desolate. Shitamachi, the Low City, heart of Tokyo’s cultural life for centuries, was a
smoking ruin-hundreds of blocks of wooden dwellings, teahouses, and 
entertainment quarters hone forever. Yet Tokyo was a city that would not die.

Edward George Seidensticker (February 11, 1921, Castle Rock, CO - August 26, 
2007, Tokyo, Japan) was a noted post-World War II scholar, historian, and 
preeminent translator of classical and contemporary Japanese literature.
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Self, Will. My Idea of Fun. New York. 1994. Atlantic Monthly Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.Remainder Mark. 0871135655. 311 pages. 
hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket design by Rick Pracher. Inventory # 19410.
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The story of a devilishly clever international 
financier/marketing wizard and his young apprentice, My Idea of Fun is both a 
frighteningly dark subterranean exploration of capitalism run rampant and wickedly 
sharp, technically acute display of linguistic pyrotechnics that glows with pure white-
hot brilliance. Ian Wharton is a very ordinary young man until he is taken under the
wing of a gentleman known variously as Mr. Broadhurst, Samuel Northcliff, and 
finally and conclusively simply as the Fat Controller. Loud-mouthed, impeccably 
tailored, a fount of bombastic erudition, the Fat Controller initiates Ian into the dark 
secrets of his arts—of marketing, money, and the human psyche—and takes Ian, 
and the reader, on a wild voyage around the edges of reality. As we careen into the 
twenty-first century, Self perfectly captures the zeitgeist of our times: money is the 
only common language; consumerism, violence and psychosis (drug-induced and 
otherwise) prevail; and the human soul has become the ultimate product.

Will Self. William Woodard Self (born 26 September 1961) is an English novelist, 
journalist, political commentator and television personality. Self is the author of 
eleven novels, five collections of shorter fiction, three novellas, and five collections 
of non-fiction writing.
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Seligman, Scott D. The Third Degree: The Triple Murder That Shook Washington 
and Changed American Criminal Justice. Lincoln. 2018. Potomac Books. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9781612349947. 6 x 9. 25 photographs,
7 illustrations, 1 table, 1 chronology, index. 216 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
43551. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - If you’ve ever seen an episode of Law and Order, you 
can probably recite your Miranda rights by heart. But you likely don’t know that these
rights had their roots in the case of a young Chinese man accused of murdering 
three diplomats in Washington DC in 1919. A frantic search for clues and dogged 
interrogations by gumshoes erupted in sensational news and editorial coverage and
intensified international pressure on the police to crack the case. Part murder 
mystery, part courtroom drama, and part landmark legal case, The Third Degree is 
the true story of a young man’s abuse by the Washington police and an arduous, 
seven-year journey through the legal system that drew in Warren G. Harding, 
William Howard Taft, Oliver Wendell Holmes, John W. Davis, and J. Edgar Hoover.
The ordeal culminated in a sweeping Supreme Court ruling penned by Justice Louis
Brandeis that set the stage for the Miranda warning many years later. Scott D. 
Seligman argues that the importance of the case hinges not on the defendant’s guilt
or innocence but on the imperative that a system that presumes innocence until 
proven guilty provides protections against coerced confessions. Today, when the 
treatment of suspects between arrest and trial remains controversial, when bias 
against immi grants and minorities in law enforcement continues to deny them their 
rights, and when protecting individuals from compulsory self-incrimination is still an 
uphill battle, this century-old legal spellbinder is a cautionary tale that reminds us 
how we got where we are today and makes us wonder how far we have yet to go.

Scott D. Seligman is a writer and historian. He is the author of several books, 
including Tong Wars: The Untold Story of Vice, Money, and Murder in New York’s 
Chinatown and The First Chinese American: The Remarkable Life of Wong Chin 
Foo.
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Sellar, W. C. and Yeatman, R. J. 1066 and All That: A Memorable History of 
England. New York. 1950. Dutton. 20th Printing. Very Good No Dustjacket. 
Illustrated by John Reynolds. 116 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 30266. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - 1066 and All That: A Memorable History of England, 
comprising all the parts you can remember, including 103 Good Things, 5 Bad Kings
and 2 Genuine Dates is a tongue-in-cheek reworking of the history of England. 
Written by W. C. Sellar and R. J. Yeatman and illustrated by John Reynolds, it first 
appeared serially in Punch magazine, and was published in book form by Methuen
& Co. Ltd. in 1930.

Walter Carruthers Sellar (27 December 1898 – 11 June 1951) was a Scottish 
humourist who wrote for Punch. He is best known for the 1930 book 1066 and All 
That, a tongue-in-cheek guide to "all the history you can remember," which he wrote
together with R. J. Yeatman. Robert Julian Yeatman (15 July 1897 – 13 July 1968)
was a British humorist who wrote for Punch. He was born in Oporto, the principal 
city and port of northern Portugal, where his father was a wine merchant, a family 
business connected with Taylor's Port. Yeatman had won the Military Cross in World
War I before going to Oriel College, Oxford, where he met Sellar. He went into 
advertising and became advertising manager for Kodak Ltd.
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Selvadurai, Shyam. Cinnamon Gardens. New York. 1999. Hyperion. Advance 
Reader's Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0786864737. 357 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 26493. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Set in 1920s' Ceylon, during the turbulent closing days of
colonial rule, this evocative story of intertwined lives takes us behind the fragrant 
gardens and polished surfaces of the elite who reside in a wealthy suburb of 
Colombo to reveal a world of splintered families, conflicted passions, and lives 
destroyed by class hatred. Annalukshmi, a spirited young schoolteacher, finds 
herself caught between her family's pressures to marry and her own desire for a 
more independent life. Then there is her uncle Balendran, whose comfortable life of
privilege is rocked by the arrival of Richard, a lover from his past. Their uneasy 
reunion re-ignites tensions with Balendran's powerful father, and threatens all on 
which Balendran has built his present life. Sensual, perceptive, and wise, Cinnamon
Gardens is a novel of exceptional achievement, an exquisite tapestry of lives.

Shyam Selvadurai is a Sri Lankan Canadian novelist who wrote Funny Boy, which 
won the Books in Canada First Novel Award, and Cinnamon Gardens. He currently 
lives in Toronto with his partner Andrew Champion.
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Selvon, Samuel. Turn Again Tiger. New York. 1959. St Martin's Press. 1st American
Edition. Very good in slightly worn dustjacket. 246 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Jack Hough. Inventory # 3193. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Tiger boy, one thing with you, your mind not hard to 
change. One day you singing the blues, the next day you humming a hot calypso.’ In
the spicy racial melange of Five Rivers Village on Trinidad Island, Tiger from 
Chaguanas is a man apart - a born leader, quick-witted, rebellious, vitally dominant.
Tiger's refusal to embrace the delicious indolence of native life strikes the 
counterpoint of discord in the easy rhythm of the Island. After a hilarious all-night 
‘freeness’ where friends come and go with the rum flow, Tiger turns his back on his
home village to follow his father to the experimental sugar cane station in Five 
Rivers. ‘You stay in one place and you live and dead and that's all,’ Tiger decides as
he begins his year of trial. High-spirited and restless, unfulfilled by a seemingly 
useless education (‘. is like one-eye man in blind-eye country’), Tiger races along a
precipice, stumbling almost fatally into a dramatic encounter with the bored and 
beautiful wife of the white plantation supervisor. The resolution of this meeting is 
Tiger's coming-of-age, as his early contempt of his people's simple ways Samuel 
Selvon gives ground to a deep and meaningful understanding of Island life. It is 
through Tiger that we meet the delightful potpourri of islanders: the high dreamer, 
More Lazy, who can savor life only while reclining; the quixotic Hindu peddler, Soylo,
the somnambulant Chinese shopkeeper Otto, dedicated to the pacific joys of opium
and sleep; his young bride, Berta, who in flirtatious passing manages to disrupt not 
only Otto, but the males of the whole village. Samuel Selvon, a native Trinidadian, 
uses the idiom of his people to evoke the exuberance and gaiety, the pleasures and
pastimes, with which the islanders hold their precarious existence in innocent 
embrace. Written with compassion and understanding, this quickly moving story 
runs a fluent commentary on the ways and byways of native society that will surprise
and delight the enamoured observer of island life.

Samuel Selvon (1923–16 April 1994) was a Trinidad-born writer. Selvon’s novel The
Lonely Londoners is ground-breaking in its use of creolized English, or ‘nation 
language’, for narrative as well as dialogue.
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Selz, Peter. Art of Engagement: Visual Politics in California and Beyond. Berkeley. 
2006. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.
9780520240520. 299 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 38273. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Art of Engagement takes the first comprehensive look at
the key role of California's art and artists in politics and culture since 1945. Tracing 
the remarkably fertile confluence of political agitation and passionately engaged art,
Peter Selz leads readers on a journey that begins with the Nazi death camps and 
moves through the Bay Area's Free Speech Movement of 1964, the birth of Beat 
and hippie countercultures, the Chicano labor movement in the San Joaquin Valley,
the beginning of the Black Panther Party in Oakland, and some of the most radical
manifestations of the women's movement, gay liberation, Red Power, and 
environmental activism. It also deals with artists' responses to critical issues such as
censorship and capital punishment. Selz follows California's outpouring of political 
art into the present with responses to September 11 and the war in Iraq. In the 
process, Selz considers the work of artists such as Robert Arneson, Hans 
Burkhardt, Jerome (Caja), Enrique Chagoya, Judy Chicago, Llyn Foulkes, Rupert 
García, Helen and Newton Harrison, Wally Hedrick, Suzanne Lacy, Hung Liu, Peter
Saul, Miriam Schapiro, Allan Sekula, Mark di Suvero, Masami Teraoka, and Carrie
Mae Weems. Abundantly illustrated and beautifully produced, Art of Engagement 
showcases many types of media, including photographs, found objects, drawings 
and prints, murals, painting, sculpture, ceramics, installations, performance art, and
collage. Readers will come away from the book with a historical sense of the 
significant role California has played in generating political art and also how the state
has stimulated politically engaged art throughout the world. Copub: San Jose 
Museum of Art

Peter Howard Selz (March 27, 1919 – June 21, 2019) was a German-born American
art historian and museum director and curator who specialized in German 
Expressionism.
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Semprun, Jorge. Literature Or Life. New York. 1997. Viking Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With A Few Tears. 0670872881. 
Translated from the French by Linda Coverdale. 310 pages. hardcover. Cover: 
Martin Ogolter. Inventory # 31825. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Jorge Semprun, one of Europe's most eminent voices, 
was twenty years old when arrested for activities in the French Resistance. He was
sent to Buchenwald concentration camp. Literature or Life is a deeply personal 
account not only of Jorge Semprun's time at Buchenwald, but also of the years 
before and after, of his painful attempts to write this book. .created out of obsessions
that returned to him again and again like themes in a nightmarish rhapsody.

Jorge Semprún Maura (10 December 1923 – 7 June 2011) was a Spanish writer 
and politician who lived in France most of his life and wrote primarily in French. 
From 1953 to 1962, during the era of Francisco Franco, Semprún lived clandestinely
in Spain working as an organizer for the exiled Communist Party of Spain, but was 
expelled from the party in 1964. After the death of Franco and change to a 
democratic government, he served as Minister of Culture Minister in Spain's socialist
government from 1988 to 1991. He was a screenwriter for two successive films by 
the Greek director Costa-Gavras, Z (1969) and The Confession (1970), which dealt
with the theme of persecution by governments. For his work on The War Is Over 
(film) (1966) and Z (1969) Semprun was nominated for the Oscar. In 1996, he 
became the first non-French author elected to the Académie Goncourt, which 
awards an annual literary prize.keywords
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Senapati, Fakir Mohan. Six Acres and a Third: Classic Nineteenth-Century Novel. 
Berkeley. 2006. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Hardcover. No Dustjacket As Issued.Remainder Mark On Top Edge. 0520228820. 
Translated from the Oriya by Rabi Shankar Mishra, Satya P. Mohanty, Jatindra K. 
Nayak, & Paul St-Pierre. 223 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 3243. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This sly and humorous novel by Fakir Mohan Senapati-
one of the pioneering spirits of modern Indian literature and an early activist in the 
fight against the destruction of native Indian languages-is both a literary work and a
historical document. A text that makes use-and deliberate misuse-of both British and
Indian literary conventions, Six Acres and a Third provides a unique ‘view from 
below’ of Indian village life under colonial rule. Set in Orissa in the 1830s, the novel 
focuses on a small plot of land, tracing the lives and fortunes of people who are 
affected by the way this property is sold and resold, as new legal arrangements 
emerge and new types of people come to populate and transform the social 
landscape. This graceful translation faithfully conveys the rare and compelling 
account of how the more unsavory aspects of colonialism affected life in rural India.
Poet, novelist, administrator, social reformer, printer, businessman, and patriot, Fakir
Mohan Senapati (1843-1918) was born in a Khandayat family in a small village near
Balasore town in Orissa. Satya P. Mohanty is Professor of English at Cornell 
University.

Fakir Mohan Senapati (13 January 1843 - 14 June 1918) born on January 13, 1843,
at Mallikashpur in Balasore, played a leading role in establishing the distinct identity
of Oriya, a language mainly spoken in the Indian state of Odisha. Fakirmohan 
Senapati is regarded as the father of Oriya nationalism and modern Oriya literature.
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Senghor, Leopold Sedar. The Collected Poetry. Charlottesville & London. 1991. 
University Press of Viriginia. 1st American Edition. Some Slight Foxing Along the 
Top Edge, Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 081391275x. Translated from the 
French & With An Introduction by Melvin Dixon. A. James Arnold, General Editor 
Kandioura Drame, Associate Editor. 598 pages. hardcover. Jacket photo courtesy of
Editions du Seuil. Inventory # 43125. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The complete poems of Leopold Sedar Senghor, former
president of the Republic of Senegal and Africa's most famous poet, are offered in 
translation for the first time in this bilingual edition. The book, representing the 
culmination of a lifetime of work, includes ‘Lost Poems,’ a collection of Senghor's 
earliest work. Senghor's poetry contrasts the lushness and wonder of Africa's past 
with the alienation and loss associated with assimilation into European culture. Co-
founder of the negritude literary movement, Senghor is concerned that ways be 
provided for African and European cultures to enrich each other while preserving 
their own cultural identities. His poetry, alive with sensual imagery, reclaims his 
ancestral heritage and celebrates African culture. He writes with an awareness of his
readers, preparing them to receive his culture and its values. With emotional power,
he draws the reader deep into his world. In his Introduction, translator Melvin Dixon
places Senghor's writing in a historical perspective by relating it to his political 
involvement. Dixon also elaborates on the ways in which the poems chronicle 
Senghor's own development as an intellectual, particularly on his struggles with 
issues of self and cultural identity. Dixon's translation preserves the integrity of 
Senghor's work by retaining, in the original, words and expressions unique to 
Senghor's African French, expressions whose meaning would be compromised by 
translation.

Leopold Sedar Senghor was born in 1906 in Joal, a small village of the Sine-Saloum
region on the Atlantic coast, and was educated in France. From 1960 to 1981 he 
was president of the Republic of Senegal, and in 1983 he became the first African 
and the only black intellectual elected to the French Academy.
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Seranella, Barbara. Unfinished Business: A Munch Mancini Crime Novel. New York.
2001. Scribner. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0743212665. 267 
pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by Dan Bibb. Inventory # 29477. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Unforgettable sleuth Munch Mancini is back for more! 
The recovering addict, ex-prostitute, ex-con, and auto-mechanic Renaissance 
woman who starred in UNWANTED COMPANY and NO OFFENSE INTENDED 
returns for another round. Just as she thinks she’s finally going to get her life back to
normal, Munch finds herself in the thick of another deadly mystery -- and she has to
fight her way out in UNFINISHED BUSINESS.

Barbara Seranella (April 30, 1956 – January 21, 2007) was an American author. 
Seranella was born in Santa Monica, California and then grew up in Pacific 
Palisades. She left what could have been an idyllic childhood to run away at 13 to 
seek adventure. She hitchhiked to San Francisco and joined a hippie commune. 
While there she learned auto mechanics on the street (she liked to hang out with 
guys who had cars). Seranella married Walter Haring in spring of 1982. He was the 
father of Michera Nicole Colella (DOB March 4, 1982). Seranella raised Michera as
her own, often picking up the slack where Michera's biological mother's addiction 
paired with Walt's psychological instability left Seranella to pick up the pieces. Not 
wanting to create a wedge between two sisters being raised by a single mother with
two different fathers, Seranella made the decision to take in Maryann Colella as well
and raise her as her own too, just to avoid the confusion of separating the two girls.
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Serhane, Abdelhak. Messaouda. Manchester. 1986. Carcanet. 1st British Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 085635550x. Translated Frim The French by Mark 
Thompson. 155 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 9824. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A boy's unflinching account of growing up in the middle 
Atlas mountains in the 1950's.The book gives a convincing picture of life inside a 
Muslim family.

Abdelhak Serhane (b. 1950) is a Moroccan Berber recorder of the bleakness of life 
in Azrou under French colonialism and after independence. In two outstanding 
novels, Messaouda (1983) and Les Enfants des rues étroites (1986), Serhane 
traces the brutal, illiterate reality of rural life while satirizing its transcription into an 
alien idiom via the Moroccan francophone novel developed for a foreign audience. A
highly intelligent and principled writer, Serhane trained as a psychologist and 
obtained a teaching post at the University of Vemtra.
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Seroussi, Karyn. Unraveling the Mystery of Autism & Pervasive Developmental 
Disorder: A Mother's Story of Research & Recovery. New York. 2000. Simon & 
Schuster. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 
0684831643. 288 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Robin Locke-Monda. 
Inventory # 31850. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When their nineteen-month-old son, Miles, was 
diagnosed with autism, Karyn Seroussi, a writer, and her husband, a scientist, 
fought back with the only weapons at their disposal: love and research. Consulting
medical papers, surfacing the Web, and networking with other parents, they traced 
the onset of their child’s problems to an immune system breakdown that coincided 
with his vaccinations. As a result, his digestive system was unable to break down 
certain proteins, which in turn led to abnormal brain development. So Karyn and her
husband got to work — Karyn implementing their program at home while her 
husband tested his theories at the scientific lab where he worked. Unraveling the 
Mystery of Autism and Pervasive Developmental Disorder is an inspiring and 
suspenseful chronicle of how one couple empowered themselves to challenge the 
medical establishment that promised no hope — and found a cure for their child. 
Here are the explanations and treatments they so carefully researched and 
discovered, a wealth of crucial tools and hands-on information that can help other 
parents reverse the effects of autism and PDD, including step-by-step instructions 
for the removal of dairy and gluten from the diet, special recipes, and an explanation
of the roles of the key players in autism research.

Karyn Seroussi, a freelance writer, is the cofounder of the Autism Network for 
Dietary Intervention (ANDI) and coeditor of ANDI News, a quarterly publication for 
parents of children with autism using biological intervention.
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Seroussi, Karyn. Unraveling the Mystery of Autism & Pervasive Developmental 
Disorder: A Mother's Story of Research & Recovery. New York. 2000. Simon & 
Schuster. Reprinted Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0684831643. 
288 pages. hardcover. Cover: Robin Locke-Monda. Inventory # 32136. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When their nineteen-month-old son, Miles, was 
diagnosed with autism, Karyn Seroussi, a writer, and her husband, a scientist, 
fought back with the only weapons at their disposal: love and research. Consulting
medical papers, surfacing the Web, and networking with other parents, they traced 
the onset of their child’s problems to an immune system breakdown that coincided 
with his vaccinations. As a result, his digestive system was unable to break down 
certain proteins, which in turn led to abnormal brain development. So Karyn and her
husband got to work — Karyn implementing their program at home while her 
husband tested his theories at the scientific lab where he worked. Unraveling the 
Mystery of Autism and Pervasive Developmental Disorder is an inspiring and 
suspenseful chronicle of how one couple empowered themselves to challenge the 
medical establishment that promised no hope — and found a cure for their child. 
Here are the explanations and treatments they so carefully researched and 
discovered, a wealth of crucial tools and hands-on information that can help other 
parents reverse the effects of autism and PDD, including step-by-step instructions 
for the removal of dairy and gluten from the diet, special recipes, and an explanation
of the roles of the key players in autism research.

Karyn Seroussi, a freelance writer, is the cofounder of the Autism Network for 
Dietary Intervention (ANDI) and coeditor of ANDI News, a quarterly publication for 
parents of children with autism using biological intervention.
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Serrano, Marcela. Antigua and My Life Before. New York. 2000. Doubleday. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.Remainder Mark. 0385498012. 
Translated from the Spanish by Margaret Sayers Peden. 353 pages. hardcover. 
JACKET ILLUSTRATION BY DIEGO RIVERA, 'Women with flowers and vegetables,
1928'. JACKET DESIGN BY AMY C. KING. Inventory # 33782. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Josefa Ferrer, a famous Chilean singer and star, 
awakens one morning to read in the Santiago newspaper that her best friend, 
Violeta, has been involved in a brutal act 0f violence. Overwhelmed with regret and
plagued with guilt for not having foreseen the tragedy, Josefa feels compelled to tell
Violeta’s life story - one marked by lost ideals, disillusionment, and grief - which is 
ultimately Josefa’s story, too. Through the interwoven lives 0f these two women, 
Marcela Serrano explores how the demands 0f a woman s role as mother, wife, 
lover, and friend are frequently at odds with her own dreams and aspirations, and 
how easily the fragile bonds of friendship and family can be strained to the breaking
point. For Josefa and Violeta, it is only in Antigua, under the watchful eyes 0f ‘the 
others’ - a chorus of female ancestral spirits who testify to the women’s defining 
moments of strength and courage-that Josefa and Violeta will discover that even in 
the aftermath of violence and betrayal they have control over their destinies and 
their redemption. Exquisitely crafted and written in beautiful, lyrical prose, Marcela 
Serrano’s unforgettable novel about friendship, forgiveness, and second chances 
speaks to every woman who has experienced the wrenching divide between 
professional ambition and family responsibility, who has been torn between the 
excitement of illicit passion and the security of marriage, who has craved the thrill of
success while yearning for solitude in an often chaotic, invasive world.

MARCELA SERRANO was born in Santiago, Chile, in 1951. In 1994, her first novel
won the Literary Prize in Santiago, and her second book won the Sor Juana Inés de
la Cruz prize, awarded to the best Hispano-American novel written by a woman. She
now teaches at the University of Vicente Perez Rosales in Mexico City.
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Setouchi, Harumi. The End of Summer. Tokyo. 1989. Kodansha. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0870119117. Translated from the Japanese by 
Janine Beichman with help from Alan Brender. 151 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
12804. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Through this novella - The End of Summer - and short 
story - The Pheasant - we hear the clear voice of a woman freeing herself from the 
chains of conventional Japanese society. From an untrammeled existence as the 
lover of two men, one married, the protagonist of The End of Summer moves toward
a kind of freedom which literally means having nothing left to lose. The 
consequences of living outside the well-trodden paths of life are harsh in Japan, and
it takes a special kind of courage, fatalism even, for Tomoko of The End of Summer
to persist in her headlong search for self-knowledge and peace. The End of Summer
belongs to that genre of Japanese literature called I-novels—intensely introspective
writing concentrating on the inner resonances of mundane experience - Setouchi 
experiments with this form, attempting a montage effect which ultimately results in 
the reader's complete identification the protagonist. The concluding passages of The
End of Summer contain moving intimations of the decision the author made, ten 
years after its publication, to become a Buddhist nun. The Pheasant, also using 
material from Setouchi's life, provides unexpected and shocking background to the 
novella. It is a painful evocation of a mother's anguish, half-buried but never 
forgotten, at being parted from her child. The title refers to the traditional Japanese 
belief that the pheasant is an especially affectionate bird towards its young; its 
piercing cry is said to be the bird's call for its child, and the story's finale draws a 
brutal parallel between the mythic pain of the pheasant and that of a human mother.
These stories present a portrait of a woman determined to cast off the shackles of 
the past - both her own past and the confining traditions of her culture.

Jakucho Setouchi (born May 15, 1922), formerly Harumi Setouchi, is a Buddhist 
nun, writer and activist. Setouchi is noted for her biographical novels written as first-
person narratives.
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Seuss, Dr. El Lorax (The Lorax in Spanish). New York. 1993. Lectorum. Reprinted 
Hardcover Edition. Good in Pictorial Boards. No Dustjacket. 1880507048. 
Translated into Spanish by Aida E. Marcuse. unpaginated. hardcover. Cover art by
Dr. Seuss. Inventory #  44175. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - IN SPANISH - The Lorax becomes enraged when an 
entrepreneur builds a factory to make thneeds from Truffula trees, and creates so 
much pollution that the fish and the birds are forced to migrate. Praised by critics, 
the excellent Spanish translation of Dr. Seuss's marvelous ecological tale retains the
rhyme and flavor of the original.

Theodor Seuss Geisel (March 2, 1904 – September 24, 1991) was an American 
writer, poet, and cartoonist most widely known for children's picture books written 
and illustrated as Dr. Seuss. He had used the pen name Dr. Theophrastus Seuss in
college and later used Theo LeSieg, and once Rosetta Stone, as well as Dr. Seuss.
Geisel published 46 children's books, which were often characterized by imaginative
characters, rhyme, and frequent use of anapestic meter.
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Seuss, Dr. Huevos verdes con jamon (Green Eggs and Ham in Spanish). New York.
1992. Lectorum. Reprinted Hardcover Edition. Good in Pictorial Boards. No 
Dustjacket. 1880507013. Translated into Spanish by Aida E. Marcuse. 62 pages. 
hardcover. Cover art by Dr. Seuss. Inventory #  44174. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - IN SPANISH - In this classic children's story, Yo Soy 
Juan (Sam-I-Am) is determined to make a friend eat a plate of green eggs and ham.
The rhyming translation captures the richness of Dr. Seuss's clever language.

Theodor Seuss Geisel (March 2, 1904 – September 24, 1991) was an American 
writer, poet, and cartoonist most widely known for children's picture books written 
and illustrated as Dr. Seuss. He had used the pen name Dr. Theophrastus Seuss in
college and later used Theo LeSieg, and once Rosetta Stone, as well as Dr. Seuss.
Geisel published 46 children's books, which were often characterized by imaginative
characters, rhyme, and frequent use of anapestic meter.
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Seymour, Gerald. Dead Ground. New York. 1999. Simon & Schuster. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684854767. 365 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Whitney Cookman. Inventory # 26674. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - DEAD GROUND floodlights an East German Stasi as 
chilling at the collapse of the Communist world as it was throughout its reign of 
terror. One frozen night, Tracy Barnes witnesses the killing of her lover by the secret
police. Years later, when the Wall has crumbled and old enemies have become new
friends, Tracy encounters the murderer and plans to make him pay. But in a country
still at war with itself, Tracy finds that she is being played as a pawn in a far bigger 
game of revenge that reaches all the way to Moscow.

Gerald Seymour (born 25 November 1941 in Guildford, Surrey) is a British writer of 
crime and espionage novels. Gerald Seymour was born to William Kean Seymour 
and his second wife, Rosalind Wade. He was educated at Kelly College, now known
as Mount Kelly in Tavistock, Devon, and took a BA Hons degree in Modern History 
at University College London. Initially a journalist, he joined ITN in 1963, covering 
such topics as the Great Train Robbery, Vietnam War, The Troubles, the Munich 
Olympics massacre, Germany's Red Army Faction, Italy's Red Brigades and 
Palestinian militant groups. His first book, Harry's Game, was published in 1975, and
Seymour then became a full-time novelist, living in the West Country. In 1999, he 
featured in the Oscar-winning documentary, One Day in September, which 
portrayed the Munich massacre. He has been a full-time writer since 1978. 
Television adaptations have been made of his books Harry's Game, The Glory Boys,
The Contract, Red Fox, The Informant based on Field of Blood, A Line in the Sand 
and The Waiting Time.
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Shacochis, Bob. Easy in the Islands. New York. 1985. Crown. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0517555492. American Book Award Winner First Fiction. 
213 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket illustration by Alain Gauthier. 
Inventory # 617. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A calypso bandleader, Lord Short Shoe, schemes with a
sexy black singer to bilk an American out of his pride and his companion monkey. 
Two poor islanders stumble in a violent encounter that might just escalate into 
revolution. And an entire island bureaucracy casually confounds the attempts of a 
hotel owner to get his dead mother out of the freezer. Infused with the rhythms and 
the beat of the Caribbean, these vivid tales of paradise sought and paradise lost are
as lush, steamy, and invigorating as the islands themselves. Winner of the National
Book Award.

Bob Shacochis (born September 9, 1951) is an American novelist, short story writer,
and literary journalist. He teaches creative writing at Florida State University.
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Shacochis, Bob. Swimming in the Volcano. New York. 1993. Scribners. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684192608. 519 pages. hardcover. 
Signed by the Author. Jacket illustration by John Jinks. Inventory # 26450. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Set on the fictional Caribbean island of St. Catherine, an
American expatriate becomes unwittingly embroiled in an internecine war between 
rival factions of the government. Into this potentially explosive scene enters a 
woman once loved and lost, but who remains a powerful temptation - one that 
proves impossible to resist.

Bob Shacochis (born September 9, 1951) is an American novelist, short story writer,
and literary journalist. He teaches creative writing at Florida State University.
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Shacochis, Bob. The Next New World. New York. 1989. Crown. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 051757067x. 209 pages. hardcover. Signed by the
Author. Jacket watercolor by Connie Nelson - 'Southern Spell Series'. Inventory # 
26448. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Chameleon-like, Shacochis assimilates diverse 
geographic locales and voices in these surprising stories. In I Ate Her Heart, a wild 
tall tale set in Texas, a harmonica-playing good-old-boy finds that violence and love
may intersect. Where Pelham Fell is about a diehard Virginia aristocrat who 
obsessively collects bones from a Civil War battlefield. Contrived diction mars The 
Trapdoor, set in an Elizabethan London playhouse. The opener, Les Femmes 
Creoles, hilariously yet touchingly limns two old crones who weave romantic rescue 
fantasies around male intruders on their derelict plantation. Three of the eight tales 
return to the Caribbean locale that Shacochis musically evoked in his first collection,
Easy in the Islands , which won a 1985 American Book Award. The most complex 
piece here, Celebrations of the New World, is a zinger. The respective families of a
newly married couple their roots generically Midwestern and Lebanese-Irish-
Mexican confront each other in a July Fourth bash; we see America as a seething 
caldron rather than a melting-pot. These memorable stories capture a sense of the 
enormous compromises that life forces on us as we lurch toward a clouded future. -
PUBLISHERS WEEKLY.

Bob Shacochis (born September 9, 1951) is an American novelist, short story writer,
and literary journalist. He teaches creative writing at Florida State University.keywords
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Shacochis, Bob. The Next New World. New York. 1989. Crown. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 051757067x. 209 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
watercolor by Connie Nelson - 'Southern Spell Series'. Inventory # 26449. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Chameleon-like, Shacochis assimilates diverse 
geographic locales and voices in these surprising stories. In I Ate Her Heart, a wild 
tall tale set in Texas, a harmonica-playing good-old-boy finds that violence and love
may intersect. Where Pelham Fell is about a diehard Virginia aristocrat who 
obsessively collects bones from a Civil War battlefield. Contrived diction mars The 
Trapdoor, set in an Elizabethan London playhouse. The opener, Les Femmes 
Creoles, hilariously yet touchingly limns two old crones who weave romantic rescue 
fantasies around male intruders on their derelict plantation. Three of the eight tales 
return to the Caribbean locale that Shacochis musically evoked in his first collection,
Easy in the Islands , which won a 1985 American Book Award. The most complex 
piece here, Celebrations of the New World, is a zinger. The respective families of a
newly married couple their roots generically Midwestern and Lebanese-Irish-
Mexican confront each other in a July Fourth bash; we see America as a seething 
caldron rather than a melting-pot. These memorable stories capture a sense of the 
enormous compromises that life forces on us as we lurch toward a clouded future. -
PUBLISHERS WEEKLY.

Bob Shacochis (born September 9, 1951) is an American novelist, short story writer,
and literary journalist. He teaches creative writing at Florida State University.
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Shah, Nafisa. Honour and Violence: Gender, Power and Law in Southern Pakistan.
Brooklyn. 2016. Berghahn Books. 1st American Paperback Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 9781785333651. NEW DIRECTIONS IN ANTHROPOLOGY. 34 
illustrations. 300 pages. paperback. Inventory # 41475. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The practice of karo kari allows family, especially fathers,
brothers and sons, to take the lives of their daughters, sisters and mothers if they 
are accused of adultery. This volume examines the central position of karo kari in 
the social, political and juridical structures in Upper Sindh, Pakistan. Drawing 
connections between local contests over marriage and resources, Nafisa Shah 
unearths deep historical processes and power relations. In particular, she explores 
how the state justice system and informal mediations inform each other in state 
responses to karo kari, and how modern law is implicated in this seemingly ancient 
cultural practice.

Nafisa Shah is a member of the National Assembly, the Lower House of the 
Parliament of Pakistan. Shah began her public life as a journalist, later studying 
social and cultural anthropology at the Institute of Social and Cultural Anthropology,
Oxford, where she received her D.Phil in 2011.
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Shaheen, Glenn. Energy Corridor. Pittsburgh. 2016. University of Pittsburgh Press.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822963851. Pitt Poetry Series. 
72 pages. paperback. Inventory #  44682. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘The American roller coaster of economic and 
psychologic inflation and deflation is Energy Corridor’s timely subject, the city of 
Houston its genius loci. Glenn Shaheen brings a laser eye to national, neighborly, 
and personal iniquities large and small, because ‘the direction I am trying to travel / 
is home.’ Through ‘measurements of stress, strata, fortune’ this book bristles and 
pops.’ —Dana Levin. In Energy Corridor, Houston, Texas is the macabre avatar for
a nation that has systematically stripped political and economic power from the 
middle and lower classes. In these poems the speaker wrestles with the guilt and 
complacency of living in the world's wealthiest nation. It is easy in America to do 
nothing and suckle the trickling down of the rich, but these poems urge that we have
a community responsibility to alter the way we act. Through varied lenses, from 
Jean-Jacques Rousseau to The Texas Chain Saw Massacre, from Goethe to 
contemporary electronica, from the 1982 Tylenol Murders to the Stanley Cup, these
poems assemble the rhetoric of our cultural landscape into a call to arms. We must 
change our ways.

Glenn Shaheen is the author of Predatory, winner of the Agnes Lynch Starrett 
Poetry Prize, and runner-up for the Norma Farber First Book Award from the Poetry
Society of America. He is also the author of Unchecked Savagery, a chapbook of 
flash fiction. His poetry has appeared in Subtropics, /nor, Barrelhouse, and 
Washington Square, among other publications.
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Shaik, Fatima. Mayor of New Orleans Just Talking Jazz. Berkeley. 1987. Creative 
Arts Book Company. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0887390501. 143 pages.
hardcover. Inventory # 24415. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE MAYOR OF NEW ORLEANS is a collection of three
novellas written in the voices of people from the Louisiana – the title story is of a jazz
musician who, by a fluke, becomes an elected official. An evocative recreation of the
many facets of New Orleans life. Author's first book.

Fatima Shaik, is an American writer of children’s and adult literature, and former 
daily journalist. Her literature explores the human spirit and the intersection of 
cultures, notably themes of family, community, and justice. Publishers Weekly 
described her as “knowledgeable and perceptive.”
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Shakespeare, William. A Midsummer Night's Dream. New York. 1963. Signet/New 
American Library. Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. Edited By Wolfgang Clemen. 186 pages. paperback. CT518. Cover: 
Milton Glaser. Inventory # 31141. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Unique features of the Signet Classic Shakespeare An 
extensive of Shakespeare's life, world, and theater by the general editor of the 
Signet Classic Shakespeare series, Sylvan Barnet A special introduction to the play
by the editor, Wolfgang Clemen, University of Munich A note on the sources from 
which Shakespeare derived A Midsummer Night's Dream Dramatic criticism from the
past and present: commentaries by William Hazlitt, John Russell Brown, Frank 
Kermode, Linda Bamber, Camille Wells Slights A comprehensive stage and screen
history of notable actors, directors, and productions of A Midsummer Night's Dream,
then and now Text, notes, and commentaries printed in the clearest, most readable 
type Up-to-date list of recommended readings

William Shakespeare (26 April 1564 (baptised) – 23 April 1616) was an English 
poet, playwright, and actor, widely regarded as the greatest writer in the English 
language and the world's pre-eminent dramatist. He is often called England's 
national poet and the 'Bard of Avon'. His extant works, including some 
collaborations, consist of about 38 plays, 154 sonnets, two long narrative poems.
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Shakespeare, William. As You Like It. New York. 1963. Signet/New American 
Library. Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Some Penned Notes in Front,
Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. 0451518888. Introduction by Albert Gilman. 236
pages. paperback. CE1888. Cover: Milton Glaser. Inventory # 30599. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - AS YOU LIKE IT is considered by many to be one of 
Shakespeare's greatest comedies, and the heroine, Rosalind, is praised as one of 
his most inspiring characters and has more lines than any of Shakespeare's female
characters. Rosalind, the daughter of a banished duke falls in love with Orlando the
disinherited son of one of the duke's friends. When she is banished from the court by
her usurping uncle, Duke Frederick , Rosalind switches genders and as Ganymede 
travels with her loyal cousin Celia and the jester Touchstone to the Forest of Arden,
where her father and his friends live in exile. Observations on life and love follow 
(including love, aging, the natural world, and death) friends are made, and families 
are reunited. By the play's end Ganymede, once again Rosalind, marries her 
Orlando. Two other sets of lovers are also wed, one of them Celia and Orlando's 
mean older brother Oliver. As Oliver becomes a gentler, kinder young man so the 
Duke conveniently changes his ways and turns to religion and so that the exiled 
Duke, father of Rosalind, can rule once again.

William Shakespeare (26 April 1564 (baptised) – 23 April 1616) was an English 
poet, playwright, and actor, widely regarded as the greatest writer in the English 
language and the world's pre-eminent dramatist. He is often called England's 
national poet and the 'Bard of Avon'. His extant works, including some 
collaborations, consist of about 38 plays, 154 sonnets, two long narrative poems.
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Shakespeare, William. Henry IV, Part 1. New York. 1965. Signet/New American 
Library. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0451521307. 291 
pages. paperback. Cover art by Milton Glaser. Inventory # 36862. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is one of Shakespeare's most popular plays, 
featuring the opportunistic , Sir John Falstaff. Part I is the second in a series of four
English history plays that make up Shakespeare's major tetralogy. It continues the 
saga of the Bolingbrook family and the Plantagenet monarchy that begins with 
Henry IV's seizure of power in Richard II and the coming of age of Prince Henry. The
plot shifts back and forth between the troubled realm of Henry IV's court and the 
vulgar world of the tavern in which Sir John Falstaff presides over his group of 
rascals and is joined by the fun-loving Prince Henry or Hal. The plot encompasses 
rebellion and the struggle for power. Prince Hal and Falstaff join the fighting and Hal
kills the rebel Hotspur. Falstaff feigns death saying, The better part of valour is 
discretion; in the which better part, I have saved my life. The play concludes with 
King Henry and Hal leaving for Wales to confront rebels. At the same time, Prince 
John of Lancaster, Hal's younger brother, heads toward York to do battle with rebel 
forces led by the Earl of Northumberland (Hotspur's father).

William Shakespeare (26 April 1564 (baptised) – 23 April 1616) was an English 
poet, playwright, and actor, widely regarded as the greatest writer in the English 
language and the world's pre-eminent dramatist. He is often called England's 
national poet and the 'Bard of Avon'. His extant works, including some 
collaborations, consist of about 38 plays, 154 sonnets, two long narrative poems.keywords
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Shakespeare, William. Henry IV, Part 1. New York. Signet/New American Library. 
Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0451521307.
Edited by Maynard Mack. 283 pages. paperback. CE2130. Cover: Milton Glaser. 
Inventory # 39786. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Henry IV: Part I is the second in a series of four English 
history plays that make up Shakespeare's major tetralogy. It continues the saga of 
the Bolingbrook family and the Plantagenet monarchy that begins with Henry IV's 
seizure of power in Richard II; it leads naturally to Henry IV: Part II; the tetralogy 
culminates in Henry V, as Prince Hal of Henry IV's reign becomes Henry V, the great
and beloved warrior king of the English people. Quite obviously, Shakespeare drew
upon chronicles of actual English history as the framework for Henry IV: Part I and 
the other three plays in the series. Just as clearly, the playwright compressed the 
timing of events for dramatic purposes and composed all of the play's dialogue. But
even more important, the 'tavern' dimension of Henry IV: Part I is purely 
Shakespeare's creation. Its addition allows Shakespeare to use the dramatic 
techniques of juxtaposition, inversion, and antithesis as the plot shifts back and forth
between the troubled realm of Henry IV's court and the madcap, vulgar world of the 
tavern in which Sir John Falstaff presides. Indeed, the counterpoint contrast 
between the high and the low that Shakespeare uses here was a radical stage 
innovation in its day, allowing for the inclusion of comic episodes within a deadly 
serious political history. At bottom, Henry IV: Part I is essentially a coming of age 
story in which the king's son, Prince Henry or Hal, emerges from his youthful role as
a wastrel companion of the tavern crew, into the role of a genuine English monarch
by virtue of both blood and character. -- R. Moore.

William Shakespeare (26 April 1564 (baptised) – 23 April 1616) was an English 
poet, playwright, and actor, widely regarded as the greatest writer in the English 
language and the world's pre-eminent dramatist. He is often called England's 
national poet and the 'Bard of Avon'. His extant works, including some 
collaborations, consist of about 38 plays, 154 sonnets, two long narrative poems.
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Shakespeare, William. Henry VI, Part 3. New York. 1968. Signet/New American 
Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Previous Owner’s Name Penned in 
Front, Otherwise Very Good in Worn Wrappers With Some Tape Repair to Top 
Spine. Edited by Milton Crane. 224 pages. paperback. CT383. Cover: Milton Glaser.
Inventory # 29941. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Henry VI, Part 3 (often written as 3 Henry VI) is a history
play by William Shakespeare believed to have been written in 1591 and set during 
the lifetime of King Henry VI of England. Whereas 1 Henry VI deals with the loss of
England's French territories and the political machinations leading up to the Wars of
the Roses and 2 Henry VI focuses on the King's inability to quell the bickering of his
nobles, and the inevitability of armed conflict, 3 Henry VI deals primarily with the 
horrors of that conflict, with the once stable nation thrown into chaos and barbarism
as families break down and moral codes are subverted in the pursuit of revenge and
power. Although the Henry VI trilogy may not have been written in chronological 
order, the three plays are often grouped together with Richard III to form a tetralogy
covering the entire Wars of the Roses saga, from the death of Henry V in 1422 to 
the rise to power of Henry VII in 1485. It was the success of this sequence of plays 
that firmly established Shakespeare's reputation as a playwright. Henry VI, Part 3 
features the longest soliloquy in all of Shakespeare (3.2.124–195) and has more 
battle scenes (four on stage, one reported) than any other of Shakespeare's plays.

William Shakespeare (26 April 1564 (baptised) – 23 April 1616) was an English 
poet, playwright, and actor, widely regarded as the greatest writer in the English 
language and the world's pre-eminent dramatist. He is often called England's 
national poet and the 'Bard of Avon'. His extant works, including some 
collaborations, consist of about 38 plays, 154 sonnets, two long narrative poems.
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Shakespeare, William. Julius Caesar. New York. 1963. Signet/New American 
Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Edited & 
With An Introduction and Notes By William & Barbara Rosen. 240 pages. 
paperback. CD170. Cover: Milton Glaser. Inventory # 29939. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Tragedy of Julius Caesar (First Folio title: The 
Tragedie of Ivlivs Caesar) is a history play and tragedy by William Shakespeare first
performed in 1599. It is one of several plays written by Shakespeare based on true 
events from Roman history, such as Coriolanus and Antony and Cleopatra. Set in 
Rome in 44 BC, the play depicts the moral dilemma of Brutus as he joins a 
conspiracy led by Cassius to murder Julius Caesar to prevent him from becoming 
dictator of Rome. Following Caesar's death, Rome is thrust into a period of civil war,
and the republic the conspirators sought to preserve is lost forever. Although the 
play is named Julius Caesar, Brutus speaks more than four times as many lines as 
the title character; and the central psychological drama of the play focuses on 
Brutus' struggle between the conflicting demands of honour, patriotism, and 
friendship. This edition includes - A special Introduction to the play by the editors, 
Barbara Rosen and William Rosen, University of Connecticut; General discussion of
Shakespeare's life, world, and theater by the general editor of the Signet Classic 
Shakespeare series, Sylvan Barnet, Tufts University; Sources from which 
Shakespeare derived Julius Caesar - selections from Plutarch's The Lives of the 
Noble Grecians and Romans; Dramatic criticism from the past and present: 
commentaries by Leonard F. Dean, R. A. Foakes, Ernest Schanzer, Roy Walker; 
Text and commentaries printed in the clearest, most readable type; Name of each 
speaker given in full; Detailed footnotes at the bottom of each page of the play 
keyed to the numbered lines of the text; Textual note; Extensive bibliography.

William Shakespeare (26 April 1564 (baptised) – 23 April 1616) was an English 
poet, playwright, and actor, widely regarded as the greatest writer in the English 
language and the world's pre-eminent dramatist. He is often called England's 
national poet and the 'Bard of Avon'. His extant works, including some 
collaborations, consist of about 38 plays, 154 sonnets, two long narrative poems.
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Shakespeare, William. King Lear. New York. 1964. Signet/New American Library. 
Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Edited & With
An Introduction and Notes By Russell Fraser. 287 pages. paperback. CD160. Cover:
Milton Glaser. Inventory # 39826. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A royal family is thrown into utter ruin by its own 
poisonous web of distrust, deceit and struggle for power. Shakespeare's tragedy is 
one unsurpassed power and depth. It follows the descent of the ageing King Lear 
into madness, perpetuated by his malevolent daughters Goneril and Regan who 
struggle to gain power over the kingdom. Having banished his favorite daughter 
Cordelia, a loving, compassionate and honest woman, when she refuses to partake 
in a competition of flattery, he sets in motion a catastrophic sequence of events that
will ultimately destroy his sanity, family and kingdom. The lines between good and 
evil are faultlessly drawn in this exploration of filial ingratitude, injustice, avarice and 
love. In a time when swollen words, false pretexts and the struggle for power are 
again the order of the day the message of King Lear carries renewed significance.

William Shakespeare (26 April 1564 (baptised) – 23 April 1616) was an English 
poet, playwright, and actor, widely regarded as the greatest writer in the English 
language and the world's pre-eminent dramatist. He is often called England's 
national poet and the 'Bard of Avon'. His extant works, including some 
collaborations, consist of about 38 plays, 154 sonnets, two long narrative poems.
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Shakespeare, William. Macbeth. New York. 1963. Signet/New American Library. 
Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0451521358.
272 pages. paperback. CE2135. Cover: Milton Glaser. Inventory # 30165. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A brave Scottish general named Macbeth receives a 
prophecy from a trio of witches that one day he will become King of Scotland. 
Consumed by ambition and spurred to action by his wife, Macbeth murders King 
Duncan and takes the Scottish throne for himself. He is then wracked with guilt and
paranoia. Forced to commit more and more murders to protect himself from enmity 
and suspicion, he soon becomes a tyrannical ruler. The bloodbath and consequent 
civil war swiftly take Macbeth and Lady Macbeth into the realms of madness and 
death. Unique Features Of The Signet Classic Shakespeare MACBETH - Special 
Introduction to the play by the editor, Sylvan Barnet, Tufts University. General 
discussion of Shakespeare's life, world, and theater by the general editor of the 
Signet Classic Shakespeare series, Sylvan Barnet. Source from which Shakespeare
derived MACBETH - selections from Raphael Holinshed's THE CHRONICLES OF 
ENGLAND, SCOTLAND, AND IRELAND. Dramatic criticism from the past and 
present: commentaries by Samuel Johnson, A. C. Bradley, Elmer Edgar Stoll, 
Cleanth Brooks, Oscar James Campbell, Mary McCarthy. Text and commentaries 
printed in the clearest, most readable type. Name of each speaker given in full. 
Detailed footnotes at the bottom of each page of the play keyed to the numbered 
lines of the text. Textual note. Extensive bibliography.

William Shakespeare (26 April 1564 (baptised) – 23 April 1616) was an English 
poet, playwright, and actor, widely regarded as the greatest writer in the English 
language and the world's pre-eminent dramatist. He is often called England's 
national poet and the 'Bard of Avon'. His extant works, including some 
collaborations, consist of about 38 plays, 154 sonnets, two long narrative poems.
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Shakespeare, William. Macbeth. New York. 1964. Signet/New American Library. 
Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Edited & With
An Introduction and Notes By Sylvan Barnet. 247 pages. paperback. CD161. Cover:
Milton Glaser. Inventory # 31331. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A brave Scottish general named Macbeth receives a 
prophecy from a trio of witches that one day he will become King of Scotland. 
Consumed by ambition and spurred to action by his wife, Macbeth murders King 
Duncan and takes the Scottish throne for himself. He is then wracked with guilt and
paranoia. Forced to commit more and more murders to protect himself from enmity 
and suspicion, he soon becomes a tyrannical ruler. The bloodbath and consequent 
civil war swiftly take Macbeth and Lady Macbeth into the realms of madness and 
death. Unique Features Of The Signet Classic Shakespeare MACBETH - Special 
Introduction to the play by the editor, Sylvan Barnet, Tufts University. General 
discussion of Shakespeare's life, world, and theater by the general editor of the 
Signet Classic Shakespeare series, Sylvan Barnet. Source from which Shakespeare
derived MACBETH - selections from Raphael Holinshed's THE CHRONICLES OF 
ENGLAND, SCOTLAND, AND IRELAND. Dramatic criticism from the past and 
present: commentaries by Samuel Johnson, A. C. Bradley, Elmer Edgar Stoll, 
Cleanth Brooks, Oscar James Campbell, Mary McCarthy. Text and commentaries 
printed in the clearest, most readable type. Name of each speaker given in full. 
Detailed footnotes at the bottom of each page of the play keyed to the numbered 
lines of the text. Textual note. Extensive bibliography.

William Shakespeare (26 April 1564 (baptised) – 23 April 1616) was an English 
poet, playwright, and actor, widely regarded as the greatest writer in the English 
language and the world's pre-eminent dramatist. He is often called England's 
national poet and the 'Bard of Avon'. His extant works, including some 
collaborations, consist of about 38 plays, 154 sonnets, two long narrative poems.
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Shakespeare, William. Measure For Measure. New York. 1964. Signet/New 
American Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
Edited & With An Introduction and Notes By S. Nagarajan. 240 pages. paperback. 
CD233. Cover: Milton Glaser. Inventory # 32845. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Measure for Measure's main themes include justice, 
"morality and mercy in Vienna", and the dichotomy between corruption and purity: 
"some rise by sin, and some by virtue fall". Mercy and virtue prevail, as the play 
does not end tragically, with virtues such as compassion and forgiveness being 
exercised at the end of the production. While the play focuses on justice overall, the
final scene illustrates that Shakespeare intended for moral justice to temper strict 
civil justice: a number of the characters receive understanding and leniency, instead
of the harsh punishment to which they, according to the law, could have been 
sentenced. Measure for Measure is often called one of Shakespeare's problem 
plays. It continues to be classified as a comedy, although its tone sometimes defies 
this classification. Unique Features Of The Signet Classic Shakespeare, MEASURE
FOR MEASURE: Special Introduction to the play by the editor, S. Nagarajan, 
University of Poona, India. General discussion of Shakespeare’s life, world, and 
theater by the general editor of the Signet Classic Shakespeare series, Sylvan 
Barnet, Tufts University. Special note on the sources from which Shakespeare 
derived MEASURE FOR MEASURE. Dramatic criticism from the past and present: 
commentaries by William Hazlitt, Walter Pater, G. Wilson Knight, R. W. Chambers,
Mary Lascelles. Text and commentaries printed in the clearest, most readable type.
Name of each speaker given in full. Detailed footnotes at the bottom of each page of
the play keyed to the numbered lines of the text. Textual note. Extensive 
bibliography.

William Shakespeare (26 April 1564 (baptised) – 23 April 1616) was an English 
poet, playwright, and actor, widely regarded as the greatest writer in the English 
language and the world's pre-eminent dramatist. He is often called England's 
national poet and the 'Bard of Avon'. His extant works, including some 
collaborations, consist of about 38 plays, 154 sonnets, two long narrative poems.
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Shakespeare, William. Othello. New York. Signet/New American Library. Reprinted
Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 270 pages. paperback.
CY958. Cover: Milton Glaser. Inventory # 31328. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Othello (The Tragedy of Othello, the Moor of Venice) is a
tragedy by William Shakespeare, believed to have been written in 1603. It is based 
on the story Un Capitano Moro ("A Moorish Captain") by Cinthio (a disciple of 
Boccaccio's), first published in 1565. The story revolves around its two central 
characters: Othello, a Moorish general in the Venetian army, and his treacherous 
ensign, Iago. Given its varied and enduring themes of racism, love, jealousy, 
betrayal, revenge, and repentance, Othello is still often performed in professional 
and community theatre alike, and has been the source for numerous operatic, film, 
and literary adaptations. Unique features of the Signet edition - Special Introduction 
to the play by the editor, Alvin Kernan, Yale University; General discussion of 
Shakespeare's life, world, and theater by the general editor of the Signet Classic 
Shakespeare series, Sylvan Barnet, Tufts University; Source from which .
Shakespeare derived Othello - a story from Giraldi Cinthio's Hecatommithi; Dramatic
criticism from the past and present: commentaries by Thomas Rymer, Samuel 
Taylor Coleridge, Maynard Mack, Robert B. Heilman; Text and commentaries 
printed in the clearest, most readable type; Name of each speaker given in full; 
Detailed footnotes at the bottom of each page of the play keyed to the numbered 
lines of the text; Textual note; Extensive bibliography.

William Shakespeare (26 April 1564 (baptised) – 23 April 1616) was an English 
poet, playwright, and actor, widely regarded as the greatest writer in the English 
language and the world's pre-eminent dramatist. He is often called England's 
national poet and the 'Bard of Avon'. His extant works, including some 
collaborations, consist of about 38 plays, 154 sonnets, two long narrative poems.
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Shakespeare, William. Othello. New York. 1963. Signet/New American Library. 1st 
Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Edited & With An 
Introduction and Notes By Alvin Kernan. 270 pages. paperback. CD162. Cover: 
Milton Glaser. Inventory # 31138. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Othello (The Tragedy of Othello, the Moor of Venice) is a
tragedy by William Shakespeare, believed to have been written in 1603. It is based 
on the story Un Capitano Moro ("A Moorish Captain") by Cinthio (a disciple of 
Boccaccio's), first published in 1565. The story revolves around its two central 
characters: Othello, a Moorish general in the Venetian army, and his treacherous 
ensign, Iago. Given its varied and enduring themes of racism, love, jealousy, 
betrayal, revenge, and repentance, Othello is still often performed in professional 
and community theatre alike, and has been the source for numerous operatic, film, 
and literary adaptations. Unique features of the Signet edition - Special Introduction 
to the play by the editor, Alvin Kernan, Yale University; General discussion of 
Shakespeare's life, world, and theater by the general editor of the Signet Classic 
Shakespeare series, Sylvan Barnet, Tufts University; Source from which .
Shakespeare derived Othello - a story from Giraldi Cinthio's Hecatommithi; Dramatic
criticism from the past and present: commentaries by Thomas Rymer, Samuel 
Taylor Coleridge, Maynard Mack, Robert B. Heilman; Text and commentaries 
printed in the clearest, most readable type; Name of each speaker given in full; 
Detailed footnotes at the bottom of each page of the play keyed to the numbered 
lines of the text; Textual note; Extensive bibliography.

William Shakespeare (26 April 1564 (baptised) – 23 April 1616) was an English 
poet, playwright, and actor, widely regarded as the greatest writer in the English 
language and the world's pre-eminent dramatist. He is often called England's 
national poet and the 'Bard of Avon'. His extant works, including some 
collaborations, consist of about 38 plays, 154 sonnets, two long narrative poems.
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Shakespeare, William. Richard II. New York. 1963. Signet/New American Library. 
4th Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. Edited by Kenneth Muir. paperback. Inventory
# 29560. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Life and Death of King Richard the Second, 
commonly called Richard II, is a history play by William Shakespeare believed to 
have been written in approximately 1595. It is based on the life of King Richard II of
England (ruled 1377–1399) and is the first part of a tetralogy, referred to by some 
scholars as the Henriad, followed by three plays concerning Richard's successors: 
Henry IV, Part 1; Henry IV, Part 2; and Henry V.

William Shakespeare (26 April 1564 (baptised) – 23 April 1616) was an English 
poet, playwright, and actor, widely regarded as the greatest writer in the English 
language and the world's pre-eminent dramatist. He is often called England's 
national poet and the 'Bard of Avon'. His extant works, including some 
collaborations, consist of about 38 plays, 154 sonnets, two long narrative poems.
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Shakespeare, William. The Merry Wives of Windsor. New York. 1965. Signet/New 
American Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
Edited By William Green. 188 pages. paperback. CD318. Cover: Milton Glaser. 
Inventory # 35713. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Merry Wives of Windsor is a comedy by William 
Shakespeare, first published in 1602, though believed to have been written in or 
before 1597. The Windsor of the play's title is a reference to the town of Windsor, 
also the location of Windsor Castle, in Berkshire, England, and though nominally set
in the reign of Henry IV, the play makes no pretence to exist outside contemporary 
Elizabethan era English middle class life. It features the character Sir John Falstaff, 
the fat knight who had previously been featured in Henry IV, Part 1 and Part 2. It has
been adapted for the opera on several occasions. The play is one of Shakespeare's
lesser-regarded works among literary critics.

William Shakespeare (26 April 1564 (baptised) – 23 April 1616) was an English 
poet, playwright, and actor, widely regarded as the greatest writer in the English 
language and the world's pre-eminent dramatist. He is often called England's 
national poet and the 'Bard of Avon'. His extant works, including some 
collaborations, consist of about 38 plays, 154 sonnets, two long narrative poems.
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Shallit, Joseph. Case of the Billion Dollar Body. New York. 1947. Avon Publications.
Avon Paperback Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers. 220 pages. paperback. 558. 
Inventory # 37243. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - She looked for thrills - and found murder! She sank her 
teeth into his wrist. He slashed at her with his left hand, then hit her twice on the 
back of her neck. She went limp and slid off his arm before I could reach him. Then I
saw that snub-nosed .38 pointing at my belly. And I said to myself it's amazing what
some guys do for a dame – and the promise of big dough. But then I'm looking down
the barrel of that .38 again and all I can think of is that he's a vicious killer and I'm 
next.

Joseph Shallit (February 7, 1915, Philadelphia, PA - June 13, 1995) was an 
American mystery novelist and science fiction author. He was the son of Russian-
Jewish immigrants from Vitebsk, born in Philadelphia under the name Joseph 
Shaltz.
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Shalom, Stephen Rosskamm. Imperial Alibis: Rationalizing U. S. Intervention After 
the Cold War. Boston. 1992. South End Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers.
0896084485. 293 pages. paperback. Cover design by Matt Wuerker. Inventory # 
36747. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Looking at Iraq, Libya, Grenada, Panama, Biafra, the 
Dominican Republic, Burundi, and other post Cold War hot spots, Shalom carefully 
documents the pretexts for U.S. intervention. ‘Lucidly argued and carefully 
documented, Stephen Shalom’s study of the pretexts for intervention is an 
invaluable guide to the recent past and likely future.’ - Noam Chomsky.

Stephen Rosskamm Shalom is a professor of political science at William Paterson 
University in New Jersey. He is a writer on social and political issues and is a 
contributor to Znet and Democratic Left, the publication of Democratic Socialists of 
America.
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Shange, Ntozake. Liliane: Resurrection of the Daughter. New York. 1994. St Martin's
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312113102. 288 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 28497. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Through the polyphonic voices of Liliane Lincoln's 
childhood friends, lovers, and conversations with her psychoanalyst, Ntozake 
Shange weaves the life of a remarkable young woman. Liliane Lincoln is an artist 
who exposes what she knows of herself to the world through her bold and colorful 
artwork. Gradually, however, Liliane realizes that in order to survive, she must come
to terms with what she has kept hidden even from herself. Liliane is extraordinary 
vision of a woman learning to be who she really is.

Ntozake Shange (October 18, 1948 – October 27, 2018) was an American 
playwright and poet. As a Black feminist, she addressed issues relating to race and
Black power in much of her work. She is best known for her Obie Award-winning 
play, For Colored Girls Who Have Considered Suicide / When the Rainbow Is Enuf.
She also penned novels including Sassafrass, Cypress & Indigo (1982), Liliane 
(1994), and Betsey Brown (1985), about an African-American girl runaway from 
home. Among Shange's honors and awards were fellowships from the Guggenheim
Foundation and Lila Wallace Reader's Digest Fund, and a Pushcart Prize. In April 
2016, Barnard College announced it had acquired Shange's archive. Shange lived in
Brooklyn, New York.
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Shange, Ntozake. See No Evil: Preface, Essays & Accounts 1976-1983. San 
Francisco. 1984. Momo’s Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0917672216.
Drawings by Tom Feelings. 72 pages. paperback. Cover photograph by Ntozake 
Shange. Inventory # 327. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - SEE NO EVIL brings together Ntozake Shange’s 
remarkable pieces on the history of her plays, lively accounts of dancers and 
singers, and her penetrating essays on poetry, travel and politics.

Ntozake Shange (October 18, 1948 – October 27, 2018) was an American 
playwright and poet. As a Black feminist, she addressed issues relating to race and
Black power in much of her work. She is best known for her Obie Award-winning 
play, For Colored Girls Who Have Considered Suicide / When the Rainbow Is Enuf.
She also penned novels including Sassafrass, Cypress & Indigo (1982), Liliane 
(1994), and Betsey Brown (1985), about an African-American girl runaway from 
home. Among Shange's honors and awards were fellowships from the Guggenheim
Foundation and Lila Wallace Reader's Digest Fund, and a Pushcart Prize. In April 
2016, Barnard College announced it had acquired Shange's archive. Shange lived in
Brooklyn, New York.
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Shanken, Andrew. Into the Void Pacific: Building the 1939 San Francisco World’s 
Fair. Berkeley. 2015. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good
in Dustjacket. 9780520282827. 7 1/2 x 10. 45 color illus., B&W illus. 200 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 41467. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Into the Void Pacific is the first architectural history of the
1939 San Francisco World’s Fair. While fairs of the 1930s turned to the future as a 
foil to the Great Depression, the Golden Gate International Exposition conjured up 
geographical conceits to explore the nature of the city’s place in what organizers 
called ‘Pacific Civilization.’ Shanken adopts the phrase ‘void Pacific’ to suggest the 
isolation and novelty of California and its habit of looking West rather than back over
its shoulder to the institutions of the East Coast and Europe. This vision of the 
Pacific was proposed as an antidote to the troubled Atlantic world, then descending 
into chaos for the second time in a generation. Architects projected the regionalist 
sensibilities of Northern California onto Asian and Latin American architecture, and 
their eclectic, referential buildings drew widely on the cultural traditions of ancient 
Cambodia, China, and Mexico, as well as the International Style, Art Deco, and the
Bay Region Tradition. Shanken explores how buildings supported the cultural work 
of the fair and fashioned a second, parallel world in a moment of economic 
depression and international turmoil. With chapters on the creation of Treasure 
Island and the key pavilions of the fair, this book examines the work of William 
Wurster and Bernard Maybeck, among others. Shanken also looks at buildings as 
buildings, analyzing them in light of local circumstances, regionalist sensibilities, and
national and international movements at that crucial moment when modernism and 
the Beaux-Arts intersected dynamically.

Andrew Shanken is Associate Professor of Architecture at UC Berkeley. His first 
book 194X, is a cultural history of American architecture, planning, and consumer 
culture in this formative and strained moment for the architectural profession. He 
also publishes widely on architecture and memory.
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Shannon, John. The Concrete River: A Jack Liffey Mystery. Salem. 1996. John 
Brown Books. 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0963905058. Paperback 
Original. 190 pages. paperback. Cover by Mohammed Smith. Inventory # 23622. 
$17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Jack Liffey lost his aerospace job, and then his wife and
daughter. All he had left was an ability to track down missing children, so he set 
himself up as a child-finder. Then a woman from Mexico shows up with only a few 
words of English, and when he sets off to find her daughter in the frightening urban 
nightmare of L.A., he is sucked into a violent world of developers and local politicos
where nothing is quite what it seems. Before long his search becomes a fight for 
redemption and for life itself in a world gone mad around him.

John Shannon is one of America’s leading writers of neo-noir. An L.A. Times 
bestselling author, he has published fourteen novels in the Jack Liffey mystery 
series, one of the most critically praised mystery series in the genre, reviewed by 
newspapers from the New York Times and the Wall Street Journal to the Denver 
Post and Los Angeles Times. The novels are set in the various gritty subcultures 
and ethnic communities of Los Angeles.
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Shannon, John. The Taking of the Waters. Culver City. 1994. John Brown Books. 
1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0963905015. Paperback Original. 403 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 23623. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The arrival of Dieter, a rootless German journalist, stirs 
up the traces of a three-generation saga of the American Left. What was done to his
friend Clay's grandmother, the socialist-feminist muckraker? To his father, the 
Communist agitator? To Clay's own New Left hopes for a brighter America? 
Answers erupt from their shattering odyssey into the dark side of America. Set 
against the continuing rip-off Owen's Valley water by Los Angeles.

John Shannon is one of America’s leading writers of neo-noir. An L.A. Times 
bestselling author, he has published fourteen novels in the Jack Liffey mystery 
series, one of the most critically praised mystery series in the genre, reviewed by 
newspapers from the New York Times and the Wall Street Journal to the Denver 
Post and Los Angeles Times. The novels are set in the various gritty subcultures 
and ethnic communities of Los Angeles.
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Shapiro, James. Oberammergau: The Troubling Story of the World's Most Famous
Passion Play. New York. 2000. Pantheon Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good 
in Dustjacket. 0375409262. 238 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 28460. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Nearly every decade since 1634, in fulfillment of a 
legendary seventeenth-century vow, citizens of the Bavarian village of 
Oberammergau have reenacted the trial, crucifixion, and resurrection of Christ. 
Oberammergau's Passion play has been widely praised for what the Victorian writer
Richard Burton called its miraculous ability to provide pleasure to skeptic and 
believer alike. But there is a darker side. Hitler attended the 1930 and 1934 
productions and admired them for their convincing portrayals of the menace of 
Jewry, and in 1970 a group of international luminaries that included Arthur Miller, 
Leonard Bernstein, and Gunter Grass supported a boycott of the play because of its
anti-Semitism. As the production for the year 2000 drew near, James Shapiro was 
there to document the newest wave of obstacles facing the Bavarian villagers 
determined to stage another season of already sold-out performances. 
Oberammergau is a remarkable book of improbable plots and impossible subplots.
Shapiro has thoroughly researched every aspect of this uniquely historical and 
controversial play and has emerged with an important look at the unpredictable and
sometimes tragic relationship between art and society, belief and tolerance, religion
and politics.

James Shapiro is a professor of English and comparative literature at Columbia 
University. The author of Shakespeare and the Jews, he lives in New York City and
Thetford, Vermont.
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Sharmat, Marjorie Weinman. A Big Fat Enormous Lie. New York. 1986. 
Dutton/Unicorn. 1st Unicorn Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0525442421. Illustrated by David McPhail. unpaginated. paperback. Cover art by 
David McPhail. Inventory # 28681. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A boy’s little lie comes alive in the form of a monster who
grows and grows until the boy finds the only way to make it go away - by telling the 
truth.

Marjorie Weinman Sharmat (born November 12, 1928) is an American children's 
writer. She has written more than 130 books for children and teens and her books 
have been translated into several languages. They have won awards including Book
of the Year by the Library of Congress or have become selections by the Literary 
Guild.
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Sharpsteen, Bill. The Docks. Berkeley. 2011. University of California Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780520261938. b/w photographs, 1 
map. 311 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37756. $27.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Sharpsteen has almost a novelist’s talent for using 
human interest profiles. Here is working knowledge not only of how the Port of Los 
Angeles functions, but of its crucial importance to the region, nation, and world 
economy.' - Gray Brechin, author of Imperial San Francisco. The Docks is an eye-
opening journey into a giant madhouse of activity that few outsiders ever see: the 
Port of Los Angeles. In a book woven throughout with riveting novelistic detail and 
illustrated with photographs that capture the frenetic energy of the place, Bill 
Sharpsteen tells the story of the people who have made this port, the largest in the 
country, one of the nation’s most vital economic enterprises. Among others, we meet
a pilot who parks ships, one of the first women longshoremen, union officials and 
employers at odds over almost everything, an environmental activist fighting air 
pollution in the diesel death zone, and those with the nearly impossible job of 
enforcing security. Together these stories paint a compelling picture of a critical 
entryway for goods coming into the country—the Port of Los Angeles is part of a 
complex that brings in 40 percent of all U.S. waterborne cargo and 70 percent of all
Asian imports—yet one that is also extremely vulnerable. The Docks is a rare look at
a world within our world in which we find a microcosm of the labor, environmental, 
and security issues we collectively face.

Bill Sharpsteen is a writer and photographer based in Los Angeles. He is the author
of Dirty Water: One Man’s Fight to Clean Up One of the World’s Most Polluted Bays
(UC Press), and his articles have appeared in the Los Angeles Times Magazine, Los
Angeles Magazine, and The Washington Post. He is also an award-winning 
documentary producer. A Lisa See Book in Southern California History. b/w 
photographs, 1 map.
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Shaw, Bernard. Saint Joan. New York. 1924. Brentano's. 1st American Edition. Date
Penned in Front, Otherwise Good in Green Cloth. No Dustjacket. 163 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 6932. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With Saint Joan, Shaw reached the height of his fame as
a dramatist. In this magnificent play he distilled many of the ideas he had been trying
to express in earlier works on the subjects of politics, religion and creative evolution.
Fascinated by the story of Joan of Arc, but unhappy with the way she had 
traditionally been depicted, Shaw wanted to remove ‘the whitewash which disfigures
her beyond recognition’. He presents a realistic Joan: proud, intolerant, naive, 
foolhardy, always brave - a rebel who challenged the conventions and values of her
day. As Imogen Stubbs writes, ‘All Joans are relevant but some Joans are more 
relevant than others - I think Shaw’s Saint Joan is the right one to be received by the
twenty-first century’.

George Bernard Shaw (26 July 1856 – 2 November 1950) was an Irish playwright 
and a co-founder of the London School of Economics. Although his first profitable 
writing was music and literary criticism, in which capacity he wrote many highly 
articulate pieces of journalism, his main talent was for drama, and he wrote more 
than 60 plays. He was also an essayist, novelist and short story writer. Nearly all his
writings address prevailing social problems, but have a vein of comedy which makes
their stark themes more palatable. Issues which engaged Shaw's attention included
education, marriage, religion, government, health care, and class privilege. He was
most angered by what he perceived as the exploitation of the working class. An 
ardent socialist, Shaw wrote many brochures and speeches for the Fabian Society.
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Shaw, George Bernard. Heartbreak House. New York. 1996. Signet/New American
Library. 1st Printing of This Signet Classic Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0451526139. Introduction by Daniel J. Leary. 138 pages. paperback. CE2613. 
Cover: Augustus John-'Portrait of George Bernard Shaw, ca. 1914'. Inventory # 
33556. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - HEARTBREAK HOUSE reveals the great George 
Bernard Shaw in all his many guises: playwright of ideas, master of comedy, maker
of epigrams, teacher, critic, philosopher, poet. A devastating commentary on World
War I and a scathing portrait of British upper-class life, the play presents a world of
moral and spiritual blight. Influenced by Chekhov’s THE CHERRY ORCHARD, 
Shaw set HEARTBREAK HOUSE in a country manor. Shaw’s mansion, however, is
shaped like a ship and run by an eccentric eighty-eight-year-old sea captain, 
Captain Shotover. During one weekend party, this house is filled with a group of 
relatives and guests who form liaisons and love affairs while commenting nonstop 
on politics, economics, desire, war, education, religion, and science. With each of 
the characters assuming allegorical significance, the play details the disintegration of
a society from within - its final collapse caused by forces it had previously ignored of
denied. A brilliant social satire combining comedy, tragedy, and prophecy, 
HEARTBREAK HOUSE stands among Shaw’s masterpieces and remains an 
incomparable dramatic classic.

George Bernard Shaw (26 July 1856 – 2 November 1950) was an Irish playwright 
and a co-founder of the London School of Economics. Although his first profitable 
writing was music and literary criticism, in which capacity he wrote many highly 
articulate pieces of journalism, his main talent was for drama, and he wrote more 
than 60 plays.
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Shaw, Ian and Nicholson, Paul (in association with The British Museum). The 
Princeton Dictionary of Ancient Egypt. Princeton. 2008. Princeton University Press.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780691137629. 368 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 36695. $49.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - For more than a decade, Ian Shaw and Paul Nicholson’s
DICTIONARY OF ANCIENT EGYPT has been the most informative and useful 
dictionary of ancient Egypt available, one that Library Journal called ‘a preeminent 
source’ and ‘the essential choice.’ Now fully revised and updated, this new edition 
covers the most important discoveries and scholarship in the field since 1995. 
Written by two archaeologists, each with more than twenty years of excavation 
experience in Egypt, this authoritative dictionary defines and explains important 
themes, sites, objects, individuals, and historical periods throughout four thousand 
years of Egyptian civilization. More than 600 A-to-Z entries provide concise 
information on all aspects of ancient Egypt and Nubia during the pharaonic and 
Graeco-Roman periods. Each entry is followed by a bibliography, allowing readers 
to pursue subjects in more detail. The dictionary is lavishly illustrated with 
photographs, line drawings, site plans, and maps. THE PRINCETON DICTIONARY
OF ANCIENT EGYPT is an indispensable resource for researchers, students, and 
anyone with an interest in the ancient world. INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING 
FEATURES - Completely revised text; More than 600 up-to-date alphabetical entries
ranging from agriculture to Zawiyet el-Mayitin, and includes more than 80 new 
terms; Up-to-date bibliographies for each entry; Revised and enlarged maps and 
diagrams; More than 500 illustrations; Thoroughly indexed and cross-referenced; 
Includes a chronology of dynasties, a list of Egyptologists mentioned in the text, and
an alphabetical list of Theban tombs.

Ian Shaw is senior lecturer in Egyptian archaeology at the University of Liverpool. 
Paul Nicholson is senior lecturer in archaeology at Cardiff University.
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Shawcross, William. Deliver Us From Evil: Peacekeepers, Warlords, & a World of 
Endless Conflict. New York. 2000. Simon & Schuster. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 068483233x. 447 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph 
courtesy of AFP. Inventory # 27637. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - IN DELIVER US FROM EVIL, Shawcross takes us 
behind the lines with him to Cambodia, Bosnia, Somalia, Sierra Leone, East Timor,
Rwanda, and Kosovo to show us how complex and costly Western interventions are
and how naive are our hopes of peacemaking without bloodshed.

William Shawcross (born 28 May 1946, Sussex) won the 1980 George Polk Book 
Award and the 1979 Sidney Hillman Foundation Prize Award for SIDESHOW: 
KISSINGER, NIXON AND THE DESTRUCTION OF CAMBODIA. He has written for
The New Statesman, The Spectator, The New York Review of Books and The 
Washington Post.
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Shawcross, William. Murdoch: The Making of a Media Empire. New York. 1997. 
Touchstone/ Simon & Schuster. 1st Printing of This New Revised & Updated Edition.
Very Good in Wrappers. 0671875361. 495 pages. paperback. Cover illustration by 
John Spring. Inventory # 23957. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Rupert Murdoch invented the modern global information
empire. His relentless determination and daring and his repeated willingness to bet 
the balance sheet in order to acquire more newspapers, television stations, satellite
networks, cable systems and publishing houses have been amply rewarded: 
Murdoch’s information empire now reaches two thirds of the world’s population, 
making him one of the most powerful men on earth. This edition is updated with a 
new introduction by the author.

William Shawcross (born 28 May 1946, Sussex) won the 1980 George Polk Book 
Award and the 1979 Sidney Hillman Foundation Prize Award for SIDESHOW: 
KISSINGER, NIXON AND THE DESTRUCTION OF CAMBODIA. He has written for
The New Statesman, The Spectator, The New York Review of Books and The 
Washington Post.
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Shawcross, William. The Quality of Mercy: Cambodia, Holocaust & Modern 
Conscience. New York. 1984. Simon & Schuster. 1st American Edition. Very Good 
in Dustjacket. 0671440225. 464 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Carin Goldberg.
Author photograph by BBC Enterprises Limited. Inventory # 3781. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The sequel SIDESHOW: KISSINGER, NIXON AND THE
DESTRUCTION OF CAMBODIA. That earlier book demonstrated the way in which 
small nations can be destroyed when they are caught in grand and careless 
strategic designs. THE QUALITY OF MERCY chronicles the way in which the world
responds to calamity. The author takes as one of his themes the famine which 
seemed to sweep Cambodia in 1979 and the extraordinary way in which the 
Western world reacted to it. Shawcross shows us how a catastrophe in the Third 
World evokes response in the developed world and examines the modern 
conscience toward victims of disaster and persecution. He draws upon thousands of
internal documents and secret archives from those international organizations on 
which we rely in times of crisis. He examines UNICEF, the World Food Program, the
United Nations High Commission for Refugees, the International Committee of the 
Red Cross, CARE, Catholic Relief Services, OXFAM and the World Council of 
Churches. THE QUALITY OF MERCY also examines the way in which the 
Holocaust, the extermination of Europe’s Jews, dominates modern memory and 
helps condition the way in which we perceive and react to catastrophe. THE 
QUALITY OF MERCY is an indispensable contribution to the history of the aftermath
of America’s Vietnam War and the murderous Pol Pot regime which devastated 
Cambodia after its takeover. But it is also a thoughtful and profound contemplation 
of frailty and of the ironies of our world today, and the practical and philosophical 
ways in which we try to come to terms with them.

William Shawcross (born 28 May 1946, Sussex) won the 1980 George Polk Book 
Award and the 1979 Sidney Hillman Foundation Prize Award for SIDESHOW: 
KISSINGER, NIXON AND THE DESTRUCTION OF CAMBODIA. He has written for
The New Statesman, The Spectator, The New York Review of Books and The 
Washington Post.
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Shawcross, William. The Shah's Last Ride. New York. 1988. Simon & Schuster. 1st
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0671552317. 464 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Robert Anthony, Inc. Inventory # 10904. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The behind-the-scenes drama of the Shah of Iran’s 
journey into exile and itx crucial impact on American foreign policy and the rise of 
the Ayatollah Khomeini.

William Shawcross (born 28 May 1946, Sussex) won the 1980 George Polk Book 
Award and the 1979 Sidney Hillman Foundation Prize Award for SIDESHOW: 
KISSINGER, NIXON AND THE DESTRUCTION OF CAMBODIA. He has written for
The New Statesman, The Spectator, The New York Review of Books and The 
Washington Post.
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Shea, Lisa. Hula. New York. 1994. Norton. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0393035891. 155 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by Andrea Gentl. Inventory
# 24079. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - For two young girls in the early 1960s, the family 
backyard is both playground and prison. Steamy, verdant, cloistered - the yard’s 
secret places tantalize the imagination, but also reveal disturbing glimpses of a war-
haunted father and dreamy, distant mother. The younger sister narrates, introducing
us to her older sister’s ritual taunts, her mother’s increasing withdrawal, her father’s
volatile temper. Told over the course of two hot summers, the story builds in power 
and portent as the girls’ sexuality surfaces and the parents’ marriage strains toward 
its end. Voyeuristic, at times surreal, Shea’s lyrical first novel probes the dark corner
where adolescent fantasies and terrors converge.

Lisa Shea is an American novelist and the author of Hula. She was the recipient of a
1993 Whiting Award.
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Sheehan, Neil. After the War Was Over: Hanoi & Saigon. New York. 1993. Vintage
Books. 1st Vintage Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0679745076. 133 
pages. paperback. Cover illustration by Russell Farrell. Inventory # 33416. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Pulitzer Prize-winning author of A Bright Shining Lie
revisits the scene of his magisterial account of the war in Vietnam and reveals the 
country that is just beginning to emerge from the war’s ashes.

Cornelius Mahoney "Neil" Sheehan is an American journalist. As a reporter for The
New York Times in 1971, Sheehan obtained the classified Pentagon Papers from 
Daniel Ellsberg.
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Sheehan, Neil. After the War Was Over: Hanoi & Saigon. New York. 1992. Random
House. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 067941391x. 131 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 17033. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Pulitzer Prize-winning author of A Bright Shining Lie
revisits the scene of his magisterial account of the war in Vietnam and reveals the 
country that is just beginning to emerge from the war’s ashes.

Cornelius Mahoney "Neil" Sheehan is an American journalist. As a reporter for The
New York Times in 1971, Sheehan obtained the classified Pentagon Papers from 
Daniel Ellsberg.
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Sheffield, Anne. Sorrow's Web: Overcoming the Legacy of Maternal Depression. 
New York. 2000. Free Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0684870851. 285 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Mary Ann Smith. Inventory #
28805. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - One of every four women suffers from depression at 
some point in her life, often during the prime childbearing years, yet most fail to 
recognize the telltale signs of this common, treatable illness and its potentially 
negative effects on the children of all ages. As the first book to demystify, 
destigmatize, and humanize a long-taboo subject, SORROW’S WEB points the way
to sustaining and regaining a loving relationship between mother and child.

Anne Sheffield is the author of two well received books on depression, How You 
Can Survive When They're Depressed (Harmony, 1998) which won a a Books for a
Better Life Award as well as the 1999 Ken Award from the New York City affiliate of
National Alliance for the Mentally Ill, and Sorrow's Web (Free Press, 2000) which 
deals with the topic of motherhood and depression. She has worked as a scientist at
the Population and Development Program of the Battelle Memorial Institute and has
run her own consulting firm. She lives in New York City.
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Sheffield, Anne. Sorrow's Web: Overcoming the Legacy of Maternal Depression. 
New York. 2000. Free Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn 
Dustjacket. 0684870851. 285 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 28757. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - One of every four women suffers from depression at 
some point in her life, often during the prime childbearing years, yet most fail to 
recognize the telltale signs of this common, treatable illness and its potentially 
negative effects on the children of all ages. As the first book to demystify, 
destigmatize, and humanize a long-taboo subject, SORROW’S WEB points the way
to sustaining and regaining a loving relationship between mother and child.

Anne Sheffield is the author of two well received books on depression, How You 
Can Survive When They're Depressed (Harmony, 1998) which won a a Books for a
Better Life Award as well as the 1999 Ken Award from the New York City affiliate of
National Alliance for the Mentally Ill, and Sorrow's Web (Free Press, 2000) which 
deals with the topic of motherhood and depression. She has worked as a scientist at
the Population and Development Program of the Battelle Memorial Institute and has
run her own consulting firm. She lives in New York City.
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Shelley, Mary. Frankenstein. New York. 1965. Signet/New American Library. 1st 
Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Afterword By Harold 
Bloom. 224 pages. paperback. CD329. Cover: Tsao. Inventory # 31256. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The story of Victor Frankenstein and of the monstrous 
creature he created has held the reading public spellbound since its publication 
almost a century and a half ago. On the surface, it is a novel of tense and steadily 
mounting horror; but on a more profound level, it offers searching illumination of the
human condition in its portrayal of a scientist who oversteps the bounds of 
conscience and of a monster brought to life in an alien world, ever more desperately
attempting to escape the torture of his solitude. A brilliant exercise in the macabre, 
written with near - hallucinatory intensity, Frankenstein represents one of the most 
striking flowerings of the Romantic imagination. Of its contemporary significance, 
Harold Bloom writes: 'The greatest paradox and most astonishing achievement of 
Mary Shelley's novel is that the monster is more human than his creator. This 
nameless being, as much a modern Adam as his creator is a modern Prometheus, 
is more lovable than his creator and more hateful, more to be pitied and more to be 
feared, and above all able to give the attentive reader that shock of added 
consciousness in which aesthetic recognition compels a heightened realization of 
the self.'

Mary Shelley (née Wollstonecraft Godwin; 30 August 1797 – 1 February 1851) was
an English novelist, short story writer, dramatist, essayist, biographer, and travel 
writer, best known for her Gothic novel Frankenstein: or, The Modern Prometheus 
(1818). She also edited and promoted the works of her husband, the Romantic poet
and philosopher Percy Bysshe Shelley.
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Shen Fu. Six Records of a Floating Life. New York. 1988. Penguin Books. Reprinted
Penguin Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0140444297. 
Translated from the Chinese & With An Introduction and Notes by Leonard Pratt & 
Chiang Su-Hui. 171 pages. paperback. The cover shows a portrait of a lady by Leng
Mei from an eighteenth-century scroll in the British Museum. Inventory # 29257. $6.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - SIX RECORDS OF A FLOATING LIFE is the most 
informative document of China’s Ch’ing Dynasty in existence; it is also a love story 
which has delighted Chinese readers for over a century. Shen Fu’s reflections on his
life as a magistrate’s secretary, a loving husband, a painter and an unsuccessful 
tradesman were written in 1809 and have been a Chinese favourite ever since. 
Many themes explored in the memoirs give today’s reader new insights into Chinese
society: the powerful role of the courtesan, the unrecognized status of the 
government clerk, the arrogance of the untrained officials and the formal and often 
strained family relationships and arranged marriages. Shen Fu himself had a difficult
life and was ill-equipped to cope with it. Many of the problems he encountered have
their parallels in contemporary society and, as the translators point out in their 
Introduction, ‘Shen Fu has left us a lively portrait of his era that in places strikes 
chords remarkably resonant with our own.’

Shen Fu (1763–1825?), was a Chinese writer of the Qing Dynasty, best known for 
the novel Six Records of a Floating Life. Shen Fu was born in Changzhou (in 
Suzhou, Jiangsu province) in 1763. He was known as a great writer and wrote one 
of the best known descriptions of everyday life during the Qing Dynasty, Six Records
of a Floating Life. In this text, which was completed in 1807, Shen Fu describes the
gentle personality of his wife, Chen Yun, and his love for her. He also chronicles the
rejection of Chen Yun by his parents and her untimely death. Shen Fu was a 
government clerk, a 'yamen' private secretary. An English translation of Six Records
of a Floating Life is available as a Penguin paperback. It is considered a great 
classic of Chinese literature. A more recent translation, also easily available, is 
Graham Sanders translation as Six Records of a Life Adrift.
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Shentalinsky, Vitaly. Arrested Voices: Resurrecting the Disappeared Writers of the 
Soviet Regime. New York. 1996. Free Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 068482776x. Introduction by Robert Conquest. Translated from the 
Russian by John Crowfoot. 322 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 22456. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Until glasnost, the fates of Soviet Russia's most 
prominent writers lat hidden in the KGB files bearing their names. Shentalinsky 
opened the files to find detailed reports describing how these writers--including Isaac
Babel and Maxim Gorky--were arrested, tortured, falsely accused of crimes, 
imprisoned in gulag camps, or secretly executed.

Vitaly Alexandrovich Shentalinsky (7 October 1939 – 27 July 2018) was a Russian 
writer and journalist. He became internationally known for his books on the fates of
Russian writers during the Great Purge under the rule of Joseph Stalin. He also 
wrote several volumes of poetry. During the Perestroika under Mikhail Gorbachev he
was elected to head a commission of the Union of Soviet Writers to investigate the 
fate of writers persecuted by Stalin‘s secret police NKVD. He then got permission to
work in the KGB archives. On the basis of his research, three volumes of 
documentation were published with extensive commentary. Chapters are devoted to
Anna Akhmatova, Mikhail Bulgakov, Pavel Florensky, Maxim Gorky, Nikolai Klyuev,
Ossip Mandelstam, Boris Pasternak, Boris Pilnyak and Marina Tsvetaeva. They 
contain longer extracts from snitch reports and interrogation protocols. He published
materials on the NKVD officer Yakov Agranov, who led many of the repressive 
measures against writers.[8] Shentalinsky's books on the repression of writers were
also published in English, French, German, Polish, Serbian and Spanish. Based on
his work, several television documentaries were produced. His publications were 
praised by Alexander Solzhenitsyn and Yevgeny Yevtushenko. In the Tatar 
community of Yuldus (district Chistopol), where he grew up, the "Shentalinsky 
Readings" have been taking place since 2013.
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Shepard, Jim. Nosferatu. New York. 1998. Knopf. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0679446672. 215 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 25125. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From this prodigiously talented writer, a stunningly 
original 'life' of F. W. Murnau, the German director. In the history of cinema, this 
novel's protagonist and subject ranks as a founding father, not least for his 
legendary horror film, Nosferatu. But here he is revealed as a hermetic genius who 
turns, tragically, against himself, becoming in a sense his own vampire. What 
shadows Shepard's Murnau - through the airfields of the Great War to cafés and 
clubs in Berlin in the twenties, and to the virtual invention of filmmaking - is the 
conflict between his impossibly high ideals and the heartbreaking memories of love
betrayed and the lover who died in the trenches. From provincial Germany, briefly 
through Hollywood in its early days, to the South Seas, Nosferatu charts a life at 
once artistic, intellectual, and deeply human.

Jim Shepard is the author of the novels FLIGHTS, PAPER DOLL, LIGHTS OUT IN 
THE REPTILE HOUSE, and KISS OF THE WOLF. His stories have appeared in The
New Yorker, Harper’s, The Atlantic Monthly, Esquire, TriQuarterly, The Paris 
Review, and THE BEST AMERICAN SHORT STORIES.
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Shepard, Lucius. Kalimantan. New York. 1992. St Martin's Press. 1st Printing. Very
Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0312070071. 160 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
25646. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Curtis MacKinnon is an intemperate, naive fool. Sure of 
his invulnerabilty as an American expatriate, he comes to Borneo to play at being 
disreputable. His illusions and charm make him a dangerous man: soon enough, he
is in trouble and forced to hide in the jungles of Kalimantan.

Lucius Shepard (born August 21, 1947 in Lynchburg, Virginia) is an American writer.
Classified as a science fiction and fantasy writer, he often leans into other genres, 
such as magical realism. His work is infused with a political and historical sensibility
and an awareness of literary antecedents. Shepard's first short stories appeared in 
1983, and his first novel, Green EYES, appeared in 1984. At the time, he was 
considered part of the cyberpunk movement. Shepard came to writing late, having 
first enjoyed a varied career, including a stint playing rock and roll in the Midwest 
and extensive travel throughout Europe and Asia. Lucius Shepard has won several
awards for his science fiction: in 1985 he won John W. Campbell Award for best new
writer, followed in 1986 with a best novella Nebula Award for his story ‘R&R’, which
would later become part of his 1987 novel LIFE DURING WARTIME. His novella 
‘Barnacle Bill the Spacer’ won a Hugo in 1993. His poem ‘White Trains’ won the 
Rhysling Award in 1988. THE ENDS OF THE EARTH COLLECTION won a World 
Fantasy Award in 1992.[2] His novella ‘Vacancy’ won a Shirley Jackson Award in 
2008.keywords
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Shepard, Sam. Cruising Paradise. New York. 1996. Knopf. 1st Edition. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 0679415645. 239 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 22172. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From the intensely admired Pulitzer Prize-winning 
playwright-actor-musician-writer-ex-cowboy, a burst of pure storytelling: forty swiftly 
told tales in the unmistakable voice of Sam Shepard. Terse, lyric, alive, these tales 
range in key from the sad to the hilarious. Some are rounded stories, some are 
miniatures, some are dialogues at once cryptic and mesmerizing, some are excerpts
from an actor's diary. Together they present their author's singular vision of ancestry
and childhood, sexual passion and betrayal, family and fame, in a voice as spare as
an Arizona mesa, as quintessentially American as a forties jazz song. Cruising 
Paradise is a book that locates places where our culture is defined - and at the same
time brings us closer than we have yet been to a writer who has become 
synonymous with the recklessness, stoicism, and solitude of American manhood.

Samuel Shepard Rogers III (November 5, 1943 – July 27, 2017), known 
professionally as Sam Shepard, was an American playwright, actor, author, 
screenwriter, and director whose body of work spanned half a century. He won 10 
Obie Awards for writing and directing, the most given to any writer or director. He 
wrote 44 plays as well as several books of short stories, essays, and memoirs. 
Shepard received the Pulitzer Prize for Drama in 1979 for his play Buried Child. He
was nominated for an Academy Award for Best Supporting Actor for his portrayal of
pilot Chuck Yeager in The Right Stuff (1983). Shepard received the PEN/Laura Pels
International Foundation for Theater Award as a master American dramatist in 2009.
New York magazine described him as "the greatest American playwright of his 
generation." Shepard's plays are chiefly known for their bleak, poetic, often surrealist
elements, black humor, and rootless characters living on the outskirts of American 
society. His style evolved over the years, from the absurdism of his early Off-Off-
Broadway work to the realism of Buried Child and Curse of the Starving Class (both
1978).
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Sherman, Charlotte Watson. One Dark Body. New York. 1993. Harper Collins. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0060169249. 209 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Suzanne Noli. Jacket illustration by Jodi Kim. Inventory # 18011. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A rich and evocative first novel by a unique voice in the 
African-American literary tradition, One Dark Body is gracefully written and filled with
startling original imagery. Its broad themes are identity, history, survival, and 
initiation. Set in Pearl, Washington, One Dark Body is the story of Raisin, a twelve-
year-old girl abandoned at birth by her mother and raised by foster parents along 
with other damaged and unwanted children. It is the story of her mother, Nola, who 
has returned to reclaim her daughter and to put to rest the ghosts from the past who
continue to haunt their lives: the spirits of El, Raisin's father, who committed suicide;
and of Ouida, Nola's mother, who, it is rumored, shot her husband. One Dark Body 
is also the story of Sin-Sin, the fatherless fourteen-year-old son of the local 
schoolteacher, and his relationship with Blue, the wanga-man, a healer and 
shamanic figure living in the forest outside of town, who has determined to initiate 
Sin-Sin into manhood. It is the story of Sin-Sin's mother, raised in her father's house
by an emotionally abusive stepmother, sexually abused by her cousins, and 
neglected by her father. And it is the story of Blue and his family: his father, who was
murdered for burning down the hanging tree after taking revenge on the white man
who raped his wife, and Blue's own lessons in the ways of traditional African folk 
medicine. The lives of Charlotte Watson Sherman's characters and generations 
intertwine throughout One Dark Body as they struggle to cope with harsh realities. 
These are people whose world is filled with magic, myth, and dreaming. They suffer
pain, but also possess strength, dignity, and hope.

Charlotte Watson Sherman (born Charlotte Denise Watson in 1958 in Seattle) is the
eldest of three children in a working class family. She studied Social Sciences at 
Seattle University and began law school shortly after the birth of her first daughter. 
She has worked as a pretrial screener, outreach coordinator, sexual abuse 
counselor, emergency housing counselor, child welfare worker, mental health 
screener, volunteer coordinator for a literacy program, research interviewer, and a 
professional librarian.
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Sherrill, Charles H. French Memories of Eighteenth-Century America. New York. 
1915. Scribners. 1st Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Boards. No Dustjacket. 335
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 6528. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Observations, remarks and memories of personal, social,
cultural and political life in 18th century America.

Charles Hitchcock Sherrill (April 13, 1867, Washington, DC, United States - June 25,
1936, Paris, France) was an American politician, diplomat, and sport officer. During
World War I, he served as a brigadier general and an adjutant general with the New
York National Guard. He was appointed as US Minister to Argentina from 1909 to 
1910 and served an important role in securing the contracts for two Rivadavia-class
battleships during the South American dreadnought race, and US Ambassador to 
Turkey from 1932 to 1933. Shortly after retiring from public office Sherrill proclaimed
his admiration for Europe's strong men and predicted the end of parliamentary form
of government, which he dubbed "inept" and referred to as "so-called democracy." In
a long letter to the editors of The New York Times, published on June 4, 1933, he 
singled out Benito Mussolini, the fascist dictator of Italy, for praise. In 1935, during 
the preparations for the 1936 Olympic Games, Sherrill met twice with Hitler. In his 
one-hour talk with Hitler, Sherrill insisted for at least one token Jew to be included in
the German team for the Olympic Winter and another for the Olympic Summer 
Games. Hitler refused and when he was threatened by Sherrill with an American 
boycott, promised purely German Olympic Games. From 1922 to his death, he was
an important member of the International Olympic Committee and played vital role in
organizing the 1932 Summer Olympics, in Los Angeles, and calming American 
public opinion on the 1936 Summer Olympics, in Berlin. He wrote twenty-two books,
especially on stained glass windows in European churches and European and world
politics.
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Sherry, Norman. Conrad and His World. London. 1972. Thames & Hudson. 1st 
British Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0500231710. 142 illustrations. 128 pages. 
hardcover. Inscribed by the Author. Inventory # 15169. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Joseph Conrad’s wide experience of men and the world
provided him with a perfect foundation on which to build the characters and 
situations of his novels. It is this experience which Professor Sherry, a distinguished
expert on the work of Conrad, brings so vividly to life in this brief biography with its 
unique collection of photographs. He shows Conrad the adventurer embarking on 
his maritime career at Marseilles, working his way up through the British Merchant 
Marine, journeying to the Far East and, most bitter experience of all, into the ‘heart 
of darkness’ of the Congo. But there is also the writer who, at the ending of his 
career at sea, had, despite the enthusiastic response of English men of letters such
as Edward Garnett and Ford Madox Ford, a long struggle against public 
indifference, which he finally and triumphantly overcame with his bestselling novel 
Chance. There is an immediate attraction in the richness of incident and 
cosmopolitan spirit of Conrad’s writing derived directly from his own experience as a
seaman in many parts of the world. The haunting atmospheres o his stones, set in 
exotic surroundings, are conveyed by a fastidiously masterful prose. But the 
fascination of such novels as Lord Jim and Under Western Eyes, and stories such 
as Typhoon and Youth lies much deeper: at the root of them all is a probing 
examination of complex moral situations viewed with an unblinking and impartial 
eye.

Norman Sherry (6 July 1925 – 19 October 2016) was an English born American 
novelist, biographer, and educator who was most well known for his three-volume 
biography of the British novelist Graham Greene. He was professor of English 
literature at Lancaster University. During World War Two, he served in Burma. 
Sherry was born in Newcastle Upon Tyne, England. He was a Fellow of the Royal 
Society of Literature. He also wrote on Joseph Conrad, Charlotte and Emily Brontë,
and Jane Austen.
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Sherwell, Guillermo A. Simon Bolivar: A Sketch of His Life & His Work. New York. 
1951. Bolivarian Society Of Venezuela. Commemorative Edition of The Moving of 
The Statue of The Liberator. Very Good.No Dustjacket. 232 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 25290. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Simón José Antonio de la Santísima Trinidad Bolívar y 
Palacios Ponte y Blanco, commonly known as Simón Bolívar (July 24, 1783 – 
December 17, 1830) was a Venezuelan military and political leader. Together with 
José de San Martín, he played a key role in Hispanic America's successful struggle 
for independence from the Spanish Empire. Following the triumph over the Spanish
Monarchy, Bolívar participated in the foundation of the first union of independent 
nations in Latin America, which was named Gran Colombia, and of which he was 
president from 1819 to 1830. Simón Bolívar is regarded in Hispanic America as a 
hero, visionary, revolutionary, and liberator. During his lifetime, he led Bolivia, 
Colombia, Peru, Ecuador, Panama, and Venezuela to independence, and helped lay
the foundations for democratic ideology in much of Hispanic America.

Guillermo A Sherwell was born in Paraje Nuevo, Vera Cruz, Mexico, June 5, 1878, 
the son of a Virginian of old English stock and a distinguished Mexican lady whose 
ancestors from Spain settled in Mexico soon after the Conquest. He was a brilliant 
student and in time took his degree of Doctor of Philosophy in that university. He, 
like many other intellectual and idealistic Mexicans, found life difficult in revolutionary
days. He was once arrested by Carranza troops and condemned to be shot. 
Through the aid of friends he was spirited away from prison the night before what 
was to be his final daybreak and managed to make his way to the border and into 
the United States where he taught in various institutions. In 1918 he accepted a call
from the Inter-American High Commission of Washington to a post from which he 
rose to be in a short time the Secretary General. As a writer he distinguished himself
as author of a history of Mexico in two volumes (in Spanish), a book of "Poesias," a 
life of Simón Bolívar and a volume on Antonio José de Sucre (both in English),a and
a large number of historical, biographical, and literary articles and monographs.
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Shields, Cydney and Shields, Leslie. Work, Sister, Work: How Black Women Can 
Get Ahead in Today's Business Environment. New York. 1994. Fireside/Simon & 
Schuster. 5th Printing. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 0671873059. 287 
pages. paperback. Inventory # 26943. $6.25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Specifically tailored to the particular needs of black 
women, this empowering book is filled with the information that will help them find 
their way in today's work environment. Foreword by Eleanor Holmes Norton, 
Congressional Delegate.

Cydney Shields is the coauthor of Career Decisions. Leslie C. Shields teaches 
career planning at Howard University.
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Shiller, Robert J. The Subprime Solution: How Today's Global Financial Crisis 
Happened, and What to Do about It. Princeton. 2008. Princeton University Press. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780691139296. 208 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 35882. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The subprime mortgage crisis has already wreaked 
havoc on the lives of millions of people and now it threatens to derail the U.S. 
economy and economies around the world. In this trenchant book, best-selling 
economist Robert Shiller reveals the origins of this crisis and puts forward bold 
measures to solve it. He calls for an aggressive response--a restructuring of the 
institutional foundations of the financial system that will not only allow people once 
again to buy and sell homes with confidence, but will create the conditions for 
greater prosperity in America and throughout the deeply interconnected world 
economy. Shiller blames the subprime crisis on the irrational exuberance that drove
the economy’s two most recent bubbles--in stocks in the 1990s and in housing 
between 2000 and 2007. He shows how these bubbles led to the dangerous 
overextension of credit now resulting in foreclosures, bankruptcies, and write-offs, as
well as a global credit crunch. To restore confidence in the markets, Shiller argues, 
bailouts are needed in the short run. But he insists that these bailouts must be 
targeted at low-income victims of subprime deals. In the longer term, the subprime 
solution will require leaders to revamp the financial framework by deploying an 
ambitious package of initiatives to inhibit the formation of bubbles and limit risks, 
including better financial information; simplified legal contracts and regulations; 
expanded markets for managing risks; home equity insurance policies; income-
linked home loans; and new measures to protect consumers against hidden 
inflationary effects. This powerful book is essential reading for anyone who wants to
understand how we got into the subprime mess--and how we can get out.

Robert J. Shiller is the best-selling author of Irrational Exuberance and The New 
Financial Order (both Princeton), among other books. He is the Stanley B. Resor 
Professor of Economics at Yale University.
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Shipler, David K. A Country of Strangers: Blacks & Whites in America. New York. 
1997. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Small Mark On Front Free Endpaper, Otherwise
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394589750. 610 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Archie Ferguson. Inventory # 30717. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A Country of Strangers is a magnificent exploration of the
psychological landscape where blacks and whites meet. To tell the story in human 
rather than abstract terms, the Pulitzer Prize-winning writer David K. Shipler 
bypasses both extremists and celebrities and takes us among ordinary Americans 
as they encounter one another across racial lines. We learn how blacks and whites 
see each other, how they interpret each other’s behavior, and how certain damaging
images and assumptions seep into the actions of even the most unbiased. We 
penetrate into dimensions of stereotyping and discrimination that are usually 
invisible, and discover the unseen prejudices and privileges of white Americans, and
what black Americans make of them. The book makes clear that we have the ability
to shape our racial landscape—to reconstruct, even if not perfectly, the texture of 
our relationships. There is an assessment of the complexity confronting blacks and
whites alike as they struggle to recognize and define the racial motivations that may
or may not be present in a thought, a word, a deed. The book does not prescribe, 
but it documents the silences that prevail, the listening that doesn’t happen, the 
conversations that don’t take place. It looks at relations between minorities, including
blacks and Jews, and blacks and Koreans. It explores the human dimensions of 
affirmative action, the intricate contacts and misunderstandings across racial lines 
among coworkers and neighbors. It is unstinting in its criticism of our society’s failure
to come to grips with bigotry; but it is also, happily, crowded with black people and 
white people who struggle in their daily lives to do just that.

David K. Shipler (born December 3, 1942) is an American author. He won the 
Pulitzer Prize for General Non-fiction in 1987 for Arab and Jew: Wounded Spirits in a
Promised Land. He also wrote the book, The Working Poor: Invisible in America. 
Formerly, he was a foreign correspondent of The New York Times.
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Shonagon, Sei. The Pillow Book of Sei Shonagon: A Companion Volume. London. 
1967. Oxford University Press. 1st of This Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
Translated from the Japanese and edited by Ivan Morris. 326 pages. hardcover. The
calligraphy reproduced on the jacket is from the Pillow Book Scroll (see section 100
of the translation). Inventory # 43222. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Pillow Book is one of the greatest works of 
Japanese literature, comparable in importance with its contemporary, The Tale of 
Genji—also written by a woman. Sei Shonagon, the author of The Pillow Book, was
a Court lady born almost exactly one thousand years ago, at the very height of the 
Heian culture. This fascinating, and in many ways unique, civilization is the subject 
of Ivan Morris's earlier work, The World of the Shining Prince: Court Life in Ancient 
Japan (Oxford University Press and Knopf, 1964), which therefore serves as a 
general introduction to the present translation. The Pillow Book is the first example 
of a typically Japanese form of writing which includes some of the country's most 
valued literature. It is a collection of anecdotes, character sketches, lists of things 
the author liked or loathed, lists of places that interested her, diary entries, 
descriptions of nature, religious ceremonies, conversations, pilgrimages, poetry 
exchanges—indeed almost everything that made up daily life for the upper classes 
in Japan during the Heian period, originally jotted down in a notebook kept at the 
author's bedside or in the drawer of her wooden pillow. It is by far our most detailed
source of factual material on the life of the time; it is also a work of great literary 
beauty, full of lively insights, humour, and subtle impressions of the world in which 
Sei Shonagon lived. Ivan Morris's is the first complete English version of this extra,'
ordinary classic. Volume I contains his Introduction and the translation, together with
a full reproduction of the drawings in the twelfth-century Pillow Book Scroll, hitherto
unpublished outside Japan. In this volume he gives explanatory notes, an Index’ 
Glossary, genealogical tables, drawings of articles mentioned, maps, and other aids
to a full understanding of the text.

Sei Shōnagon (lesser councilor of state Sei), (c. 966–1017/1025) was a Japanese 
author and a court lady who served the Empress Teishi (Sadako) around the year 
1000 during the middle Heian period. She is best known as the author of The Pillow
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Shoumatoff, Alex. In Southern Light: Trekking Through Zaire and the Amazon. New
York. 1986. Simon & Schuster. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. Remainder 
Mark. 0671494414. 239 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 3830. $6.25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this book Alex Shoumatoff travels the mysterious, wild
and fascinating tropical rain forests of Brazil and Zaire. In the first section the author
describes his ascent of the Nhamunda river, a tributary of the Amazon, where the 
Amazon women are said to have lived. In the second part Shoumatoff explores 
Zaire trekking into the heart of the Ituri forest, the land of the BaMbuti and Efi 
pygmies.

Alex Shoumatoff (born November 4, 1946 in Mount Kisco, New York), is an 
American writer known for his literary journalism, nature and environmental writing, 
and books and magazine pieces about political and environmental situations and 
world affairs. He was a staff writer at The New Yorker magazine from 1978 to 1987,
a founding contributing editor of Outside magazine and Condé Nast Traveler, and is
a senior contributing editor to Vanity Fair, his main outlet since 1986. He is known 
for reporting on some of the most remote corners of the world. Career highlights 
include an article he wrote about the mountain gorilla advocate Diane Fossey, which
eventually became the film Gorillas in the Mist. Shoumatoff may be, arguably, the 
most widely traveled magazine journalist with the broadest range in subject matter 
writing in English.
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Shoumatoff, Alex. The World Is Burning: Murder in the Rain Forest. Boston. 1990. 
Little Brown. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0316787396. 377 
pages. hardcover. jacket design by Meve Snider. Jacket photographs by 
5tgla/Gamma-Liaison and Sipa Press. Author photograph by Jerry Bauer. Inventory
# 14523. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When union leader Francisco ‘Chico’ Mendes was 
gunned down in the remote Amazonian state of Acre late in 1988,it provoked 
international outrage in a Western world barely beginning to come to terms with the
effects of slash-and-burn policies in Amazônia on global warming: the so-called 
greenhouse effect. A self-taught environmentalist and spokesman for the region’s 
rubber tappers, Mendes became a symbol of the struggle to save a fragile 
ecosystem whose teeming plant and animal life are threatened by ever-encroaching
development. In this richly textured, highly evocative account, Alex Shoumatoff 
weaves a story of violence and raw, brutal politics against a backdrop of natural 
grandeur and a forest people’s vanishing way of life. A tale as varied and surreal as 
the elements of the forest itself, THE WORLD IS BURNING begins with a history of 
the Amazon rubber trade and of the tappers’ struggle to free themselves from the 
near-slavery of debt peonage. Shoumatoff then details the life of Mendes: how he 
was taught to read and indoctrinated by a fugitive revolutionary in the forest, and 
how he organized human blockades against the chain-saw crews of ranchers and 
land speculators. The folly, corruption, and greed behind development schemes in 
Amazonia are fully chronicled, as is the sudden acceleration of concern about the 
world’s rain forests. In this riveting book - at once informative, beguiling, and 
suspenseful - Alex Shoumatoff combines a profound knowledge of Brazilian culture,
society, and natural history with a portrait of the making of a modern martyr.

Alex Shoumatoff (born November 4, 1946 in Mount Kisco, New York), is an 
American writer known for his literary journalism, nature and environmental writing, 
and books and magazine pieces about political and environmental situations and 
world affairs.
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Showalter, Elaine. Inventing Herself: Claiming a Feminist Intellectual Heritage. New
York. 2001. Scribner. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684822636. 
384 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Elizabeth Van Itallie. Inventory # 28763. 
$7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With sources as diverse as A Vindication of the Rights of
Woman and Scream 2, Inventing Herself is an expansive and timely exploration of 
women who possess a boundless determination to alter the world by boldly 
experiencing love, achievement, and fame on a grand scale. These women tried to
work, travel, think, love, and even die in ways that were ahead of their time. In doing
so, they forged an epic history that each generation of adventurous women has 
rediscovered. Focusing on paradigmatic figures ranging from Mary Wollstonecraft 
and Margaret Fuller to Germaine Greer and Susan Sontag, preeminent scholar 
Elaine Showalter uncovers common themes and patterns of these women’s lives 
across the centuries and discovers the feminist intellectual tradition they embodied.
The author illuminates the contributions of Eleanor Marx, Zora Neale Hurston, 
Simone de Beauvoir, Margaret Mead, and many more.

Elaine Showalter (born January 21, 1941) is an American literary critic, feminist, and
writer on cultural and social issues. She is one of the founders of feminist literary 
criticism in United States academia, developing the concept and practice of 
gynocritics, a term describing the study of "women as writers". Best known in 
academic and popular cultural fields, she has written and edited numerous books 
and articles focused on a variety of subjects, from feminist literary criticism to 
fashion, sometimes sparking widespread controversy, especially with her work on 
illnesses. Showalter has been a television critic for People magazine and a 
commentator on BBC radio and television.
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Shuman, Michael H. Going Local: Creating Self-Reliant Communities in a Global 
Age. New York. 1998. Free Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0684830124. 306 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Rick Pracher. Inventory # 
25514. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - National drug chains squeeze local pharmacies out of 
business, while corporate downsizing ships jobs overseas. All across America, 
communities large and small are losing control of their economies to outside 
interests. Going Local shows how some cities and towns are fighting back. Refusing
to be overcome by Wal-Marts and layoffs, they are taking over abandoned factories,
switching to local produce and manufactured goods, and pushing banks to loan 
money to local citizens. Shuman details how dozens of communities are recapturing
their own economies with these new strategies, investing not in outsiders but in 
locally owned businesses.

Michael H. Shuman is an economist, attorney, author, and entrepreneur, and a 
globally recognized expert on community economics. He is one of the architects of 
the crowdfunding reforms that became the “JOBS Act,” signed into law by President
Obama in April 2012. Shuman is currently Director of Community Portals for Mission
Markets and a Fellow at Cutting Edge Capital and Post-Carbon Institute. He’s also a
founding board member of the Business Alliance for Local Living Economies 
(BALLE). He is also an adjunct instructor in community economic development for 
Simon Fraser University in Vancouver.
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Shumate, David. Kimonos in the Closet. Pittsburgh. 2013. University of Pittsburgh 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822962649. Pitt Poetry 
Series. 62 pages. paperback. Cover art by Carol Burns Shumate. Cover design by 
Ann Walston. Inventory # 40584. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘These are enormously arresting, odd, wryly humorous, 
gripping poems. And the variety of subject matter is astounding. I don't know when 
I've enjoyed reading a book so much.'--David Budbill.

David Shumate is the author of The Floating Bridge and High Water Mark, winner of
the 2003 Agnes Lynch Starrett Poetry Prize. His poetry has appeared widely in 
literary journals and has been anthologized in Good Poems for Hard Times, The 
Best American Poetry and The Writer's Almanac. Shumate is poet-in-residence at 
Marian University and lives in Zionsville, Indiana.
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Sick, Gary. October Surprise: America’s Hostages in Iran & the Election of Ronald 
Reagan. New York. 1991. Times Books/Random House. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0812919890. 278 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Marjorie
Anderson. Inventory # 16121. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Describes how the Reagan-Bush campaign made a 
secret deal with Iran to delay the release of the American hostages until after the 
1980 election in return for arms, revealing how the Reagan cronies prolonged the 
crisis for political gain.

Gary G. Sick (born 1935) is an American academic and analyst of Middle East 
affairs, with special expertise on Iran, who served on the U.S. National Security 
Council under Presidents Ford, Carter, and for a couple weeks under Reagan as 
well. He has authored three books, and is perhaps best known to the wider public for
voicing support for elements of the October Surprise conspiracy theory regarding the
Iran hostage crisis and the 1980 presidential election.
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Sidhwa, Bapsi. An American Brat. Minneapolis. 1993. Milkweed Editions. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0915943735. 317 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
24332. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Feroza Ginwalla, a pampered, protected 16-year-old 
Pakistani girl, is sent to America by her parents, who are alarmed by the 
fundamentalism overtaking Pakistan - and their daughter. Hoping that a few months
with her uncle, an MIT grad student, will soften the girl's rigid thinking, they get more
than they bargained for: Feroza, enthralled by American culture and her new 
freedom, insists on staying. A bargain is struck, allowing Feroza to attend college 
with the understanding that she will return home and marry well. As a student in a 
small western town, Feroza's perceptions of America, her homeland, and herself 
begin to alter. When she falls in love with and wants to marry a Jewish American, 
her family is aghast. Feroza realizes just how far she has come - and wonders how
much further she can go. This delightful coming-of-age novel is both remarkably 
funny and a remarkably acute portrayal of America as seen through the eyes of a 
perceptive young immigrant.

Bapsi Sidhwa (born August 11, 1938) is a Pakistani novelist who writes in English 
and is resident in America. She is best known for her collaborative work with Indo-
Canadian filmmaker Deepa Mehta: Sidhwa wrote both the 1991 novel Ice Candy 
Man which served as the basis for Mehta's 1998 film Earth as well as the 2006 novel
Water: A Novel which is based upon Mehta's 2005 film Water.
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Sidlauskas, Susan. Cézanne’s Other: The Portraits of Hortense. Berkeley. 2009. 
University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
9780520257450. 18 color illustrations and 65 black-and-white photographs. 320 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37492. $49.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the voluminous scholarship that's been written on Paul
Cézanne, little has been said about the twenty-four portraits in oil that Cézanne 
made of his wife, Hortense Fiquet Cézanne, over an extended twenty-year period. In
Cézanne's Other: The Portraits of Hortense, Susan Sidlauskas breaks new ground, 
focusing on these paintings as a group and looking particularly at the differences 
that render many of them unrecognizable as the same person. She argues that 
Cézanne sidestepped the conventional goals of portraiture-he avoids representing a
consistent, identifiable physiognomy or conventional feminine postures and does not
portray the subject's inner life-making lack of fixedness itself his subject, which leads
him ultimately to a radical reformulation of modern portraiture. Sidlauskas also 
upends the notion of Mme Cézanne as the irrelevant and absent spouse. Instead 
she reveals Hortense Fiquet Cézanne as a presence so crucial to the artist that she
became the essential ‘other’ to his ever-evolving ‘self.’ Coupling historical texts from
philosophy, psychology, and physiology with more recent writings from women's and
gender studies, cognitive psychology, and visual culture, Sidlauskas demonstrates 
that Mme Cézanne offered intimacy at arm's length for the painter who has been 
dubbed ‘the lone wolf of Aix.’

Susan Sidlauskas is Associate Professor and Graduate Director of the Department 
of Art History at Rutgers University. She is the author of Body, Place, and Self in 
Nineteenth-Century Painting and coauthor of Skin + Bones: Parallel Practices in 
Fashion and Architecture.
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Sierra, Judy. The Gift of the Crocodile: A Cinderella Story. New York. 2000. Simon &
Schuster. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0689821883. Illustrated by
Reynold Ruffins. unpaginated. hardcover. Cover art by Reynold Ruffins. Inventory #
28699. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Damura is a beautiful girl, as kind and lovely as the little
green parrot that perches on the nutmeg tree. But Damura’s stepmother and 
stepsister mistreat her. They force her to rise before dawn, carry out all the chores, 
and sleep on the floor. One day, while down by the river, Damura calls out to the 
creatures of the wild for help. Rising from the waters, an ancient crocodile answers 
the call. This unusual fairy godmother, aptly named Grandmother Crocodile, outfits
Damura in a sarong of gold, with slippers to match, and sends her to the palace to 
dance for the prince. Once he sees her, the prince knows that she will be his bride.
But the fairy tale isn’t quite over. Damura’s wicked stepmother and stepsister are so
jealous that they push Damura into the river, where she is swallowed by a crocodile.
Too bad they didn’t know about Grandmother Crocodile. THE GIFT OF THE 
CROCODILE, a tale from the Spice Islands in Indonesia, offers a colorful and 
dramatic twist on the universally adored Cinderella story.

Judy Sierra holds a PhD in folklore from the University of California. Her poetry 
collection Antarctic Antics was a best-seller in the USA. She enjoys storytelling and 
reading books to children in schools. She lives in California.
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Sigurdardottir, Yrsa. My Soul To Take: A Novel of Iceland. New York. 2009. Morrow.
1st American Edition. Small Bump To Bottom Front Boards, Otherwise Very Good in
Dustjacket. 9780061143380. Translated from the Icelandic by Bernard Scudder. 346
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Ervin Serrano. Inventory # 40453. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Long-buried secrets go hand in hand with modern-day 
murder in this second thriller featuring attorney Thóra Gudmundsdóttir from Iceland's
queen of crime fiction. When the body of a young woman—badly beaten and with 
pins inserted into her feet—is found at a New Age health resort in a renovated 
farmhouse, lawyer and single mother of two Thóra Gudmundsdóttir is called upon to
represent the chief suspect, the resort's owner. But upon her arrival she encounters
more than a fresh corpse—local legend has it that the resort, located in the mystical
region of Sn'fellsnes on Iceland's west coast, is haunted. At first Thóra dismisses the
claims as nothing more than myth and superstition, but even she can't explain the 
bizarre occurrences she witnesses in her search for answers. As Thóra digs deeper
into the farm's past, she discovers long-buried information on the property's 
disturbing history, and her once-solid view of reality begins to waver. Are the 
hauntings real, or just a case of folklore gone wild? And, more important, does the 
farm's eerie past have something to do with the murder? When another body is 
discovered—looking very much like the first—Thóra is forced to put aside her doubts
and confront the horrors of the present before a twisted killer strikes again. With its 
confident plotting, chilling atmosphere, and smart, compelling heroine, My Soul to 
Take confirms Yrsa Sigurdardóttir as a new maven of mysteries.

YRSA SIGURDARDOTTIR lives with her family in Reykjavik. She is a director of one
of Iceland’s largest engineering firms. Her work is climbing bestseller lists all over 
the world.
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Sigurdardottir, Yrsa. The Legacy: A Thriller. New York. 2018. Minotaur Books. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9781250136268. Translated from the 
Icelandic by Victoria Cribb. 455 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by David 
Baldeosingh Rotstein. Inventory #  44009. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The first in a stunning new series from the author of The
Silence of the Sea, winner of the 2015 Petrona Award for best Scandinavian Crime
Novel. The Legacy is the first installment in a fantastic new series featuring the 
psychologist Freyja and the police officer Huldar. The only person who might have 
the answers to a baffling murder case is the victim’s seven-year-old daughter, found
hiding in the room where her mother died. And she’s not talking. Newly-promoted, 
out of his depth, detective Huldar turns to Freyja for her expertise with traumatized 
young people. Freyja, who distrusts the police in general and Huldar in particular, 
isn’t best pleased. But she’s determined to keep little Margret safe. It may prove 
tricky. The killer is leaving them strange clues, but can they crack the code? And if 
they do, will they be next?

YRSA SIGURDARDOTTIR lives with her family in Reykjavik. She is a director of one
of Iceland’s largest engineering firms. Her work is climbing bestseller lists all over 
the world.
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Sigurdardottir, Yrsa. The Silence of the Sea. New York. 2016. Minotaur Books. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9781250051486. Translated from the 
Icelandic by Bernard Scudder. 325 pages. hardcover. Jacket photographs: dock by
Lee Avison, Arcangel images; girls by Den Reader; boat by Cynthia Valetine; water
by Maria Tomova. Inventory # 43636. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Winner of the Petrona Award 2015. From the queen of 
Icelandic crime fiction comes a truly chilling story that will leave readers breathless 
right up to the memorable ending. This is possibly her best book yet. Bestselling and
award-winning Icelandic crime author Yrsa Sigurdardottir has produced here a 
dazzling display of brilliant crime writing that is both groundbreaking and immensely
satisfying. As "The Silence of the Sea" opens, a luxury yacht crashes into a 
Reykjavik pier. But the boat is empty; no one is on board. What has happened to the
crew? And what has happened to the family who were very much present when the
yacht left Lisbon? What should Thora Gudmundsdottir, the series sleuth, make of 
the rumors that the vessel was cursed? She is spooked even more when she boards
the yacht and thinks she sees one of the missing children. Where is Karitas, the 
glamorous young wife of the yacht's former owner? And whose is the body that has
washed up further along the shore? The most chilling novel yet from Yrsa 
Sigurdardottir, an international best-selling author at the height of her powers.

YRSA SIGURDARDOTTIR lives with her family in Reykjavik. She is a director of one
of Iceland’s largest engineering firms. Her work is climbing bestseller lists all over 
the world.keywords
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Sigurdsson, Olafur Johann. The Stars of Constantinople. Baton Rogue. 1992. 
Louisiana State University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0807117781. Translated from the Icelandic by Alan Boucher. 224 pages. hardcover.
Jacket illustration - ‘Vetrarskogur’ (Winter forest) by Jon Reykdal, 1990. Inventory #
9965. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The twelve stories collected here in THE STARS OF 
CONSTANTINOPLE, the first comprehensive sampling of Sigurdsson's writing 
available in English, were published in Iceland over a period of some thirty-five years
and provide an excellent introduction to his fiction. They embrace a range of 
emotions and experiences, from the innocence of childhood in the isolation of the 
countryside, to the loneliness of life in a growing town, to the frustrations of old age. 
In ‘The Changing Earth,’ the effects of the revolving seasons on the Icelandic 
countryside form a backdrop to the coming-of-age of a farm youth who experiences 
first disillusionment and then a new sense of freedom as he matures and begins to 
appreciate the nature of love. ‘Pastor Bodvar's Letter,’ offers an ironic portrait of an 
aging, largely content man who, as he nears the end of his days, must come to 
terms with his life's disappointments. Many of the stories, particularly those told from
the point of view of children, have the quality of fables. In the title story a boy is 
seduced by the boundless possibilities of a more exotic world represented by the 
trinkets proffered by a pair of wayfarers. In another, a child, inspired by an itinerant 
carpenter who has come to work at his family’s farm, dreams of building a pyramid.
Other stories are concerned with the fragility of human connections in an ever more 
impersonal society. In ‘The Hand’ a solitary man and an old woman, lodgers in the 
same house, forge a tentative yet important bond. In ‘The Blind Boy’ a composer, 
unable to complete his commissions, nonetheless is able to create beautiful music 
that soothes a sightless child.

OLAFUR JOHANN SIGIJRDSSON (September 26, 1918 - July 30, 1988, Reykjavik,
Iceland) was born on Iceland’s Alftanes Peninsula and raised on a small farm not far
from Thingvellir. Apart from brief stays in Copenhagen and New York, he spent most
of his adult life in Reykjavik, where he worked at a variety of jobs until he became 
established as a writer.
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Sihanouk, Prince Norodom. My War With the CIA. New York. 1973. Pantheon 
Books. 1st Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0394485432. 271 pages.
hardcover. Jacket design by Bill Allen. Jacket photograph courtesy Photo Pic, Paris.
Inventory # 6535. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Prince Norodom Sihanouk’s MY WAR WITH THE CIA is
an eloquent account of his struggle for Cambodian independence - first against the
French and then, for over two decades, against the United States. His is a 
remarkable memoir. As a child, he learned of the indignities and the humiliations 
suffered by his predecessors at the hands of the French colonialists. Picked by the 
French in 1941 at the age of eighteen to ascend the throne because they thought he
was ‘a little lamb,’ he fought a successful ‘royal crusade for independence’ that was 
internationally recognized by the Geneva Peace Conference in 1954. Yet formal 
independence from the French was only the beginning of a more arduous struggle 
for Cambodia’s very survival. Though Sihanouk abdicated the throne in 1955, he did
so in order to participate even more actively in his country’s political life. For the next
fifteen years, his policies preserved Cambodia as an ‘oasis of peace’ in war-ravaged
Indochina. These policies were often bitterly opposed by Washington, and his 
memoirs offer startling insights as to the reasons why. Vividly portraying American 
diplomatic and covert activities designed to undermine his neutralist policies, Prince
Sihanouk describes the assassination attempts on his life, the ways in which United
States aid weakened his power and corrupted his officials, and the ever-present CIA
involvement with his domestic opponents. While not every detail of the historical 
record is available, this book, in Prince Sihanouk’s words, ‘proves unceasing and 
determined intervention of the United States in the internal affairs of my country and
particularly the role of the Central Intelligence Agency.’ And it is a classic account of
the tactics utilized by the world’s strongest power to force a small nation away from 
its chosen policy. The coup which toppled his government in March 1970 was the 
tragic culmination of these policies.

Norodom Sihanouk (31 October 1922 – 15 October 2012) was a Cambodian royal 
politician and the King of Cambodia.
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Silberman, Charles E. Crisis in the Classroom: The Remaking of American 
Education. New York. 1970. Random House. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0394420829. 553 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Robert Giusti. 
Inventory # 42168. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this bold new book, the result of a three-and-a-half-
year study commissioned by the Carnegie Corporation of New York, Charles E. 
Silberman examines the problems that beset American education with the same 
intelligence, compassion, and uncompromising honesty that marked his award-
winning best seller Crisis in Black and White. Anyone who is concerned with the 
nation's public schools and with its colleges and universities will be disturbed by the
picture of current practice which Mr. Silberman paints in vivid and painful detail. 
Many will agree with his insistence that it is not enough merely to ask, "How can we
bring the worst institutions up to the level of the best?" - for all too often, the best is 
simply not good enough. Mr. Silberman indicates how colleges and universities 
might help bring about this reconstruction of public education by educating new 
kinds of educators, and how the colleges and universities must themselves change if
they are to play this role. What distinguishes Silberman from other angry critics of 
American education is the empathy he shows for teachers as well as for children, 
both of whom are victimized and stifled by the way schools are organized.

Charles Eliot Silberman (January 31, 1925, De Moines, Iowa – February 5, 2011) 
was an American journalist and author. He was the author of Criminal Violence, 
Criminal Justice (1978), a study of crime and the American criminal justice system.
Silberman's book Crisis in the Classroom: The Remaking of American Education is 
regarded as one of the leading investigations into and critiques of the performance 
of the American educational system and has been praised for its scope and insight.
He was also the author of Crisis in Black and White and A Certain People: American
Jews and Their Lives Today.
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Silex, Edgar Gabriel. Through All the Displacements. Willimantic. 1995. Curbstone 
Press. 1st American Edition. Some Water Staining Along Side Edge, Otherwise 
Good in Wrappers. 188068425x. Paperback Original. 78 pages. paperback. Cover:
Robert W. Two Bulls. Inventory # 33749. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - While Silex explores the historic and contemporary 
damage inflicted on Native American peoples, his poems shine with hope and 
regeneration as he comes to terms with his past, affirming the history and value of 
Native American culture. His poems are infused with honesty, passion and humor. 
‘Edgar Silex writes poems of intimacy, in the way that history is intimate to those 
making it from the mundane details of their lives. These details of hard living are 
beautiful, and make songs, as do the terrible intimacies of colonization. This is an 
unusual voice.’ — Joy Harjo. ‘There are mountains, colors, dirt, sky and music in 
Silex’s poems. There appears to be an ancestral hand feeding him the words. These
poems are a spiritual compass to guide us on the untenable terrain we are all riding 
into the future, where true north is true heart.’ — Luis J. Rodriguez.

Edgar Silex was born in El Paso, Texas, and is a member of the Pueblo Nation. His 
first book, Even the Dead Have Memories, was published by New Sins Press. 
Currently, he is the Director of the Baltimore Literary Center where he teaches 
Creative Writing and Native American Comparative Mythology. Mr. Silex lives in 
College Park, Maryland.
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Silko, Leslie Marmon. Gardens in the Dunes. New York. 1999. Simon & Schuster. 
Advance Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 0684811545. 480 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 26205. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Silko takes the reader on a Grand Tour of England and 
Europe in the era of Henry James (in a novel peopled with characters whose 
sensibility and language are brilliantly Jamesian), as seen through the eyes of a 
young Native American girl, Indigo, who is in flight from the destruction at the hands
of the whites of her own tribal world. Indigo’s fascination with the world of luxury and
privilege never eclipses her instinctive faith in the traditions and the culture of her 
own people, or her desire to return home to what remains of her tribe and her family.

Leslie Marmon Silko (born Leslie Marmon; born March 5, 1948) is a Native 
American writer of the Laguna Pueblo tribe, and one of the key figures in the First 
Wave of what literary critic Kenneth Lincoln has called the Native American 
Renaissance. Silko was a debut recipient of the MacArthur Foundation Grant, now 
known as the 'Genius Grant', in 1981 and the Native Writers' Circle of the Americas
Lifetime Achievement Award in 1994. She currently resides in Tucson, Arizona.
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Silko, Leslie Marmon. Gardens in the Dunes. New York. 1999. Simon & Schuster. 
1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684811545. 480 pages. hardcover. Inventory
# 26432. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Silko takes the reader on a Grand Tour of England and 
Europe in the era of Henry James (in a novel peopled with characters whose 
sensibility and language are brilliantly Jamesian), as seen through the eyes of a 
young Native American girl, Indigo, who is in flight from the destruction at the hands
of the whites of her own tribal world. Indigo’s fascination with the world of luxury and
privilege never eclipses her instinctive faith in the traditions and the culture of her 
own people, or her desire to return home to what remains of her tribe and her family.

Leslie Marmon Silko (born Leslie Marmon; born March 5, 1948) is a Native 
American writer of the Laguna Pueblo tribe, and one of the key figures in the First 
Wave of what literary critic Kenneth Lincoln has called the Native American 
Renaissance. Silko was a debut recipient of the MacArthur Foundation Grant, now 
known as the 'Genius Grant', in 1981 and the Native Writers' Circle of the Americas
Lifetime Achievement Award in 1994. She currently resides in Tucson, Arizona.
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Silko, Leslie Marmon. Yellow Woman and a Beauty of the Spirit. New York. 1996. 
Simon & Schuster. Advance Uncorrected Reader's Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0684811537. 205 pages. paperback. Inventory # 21668. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Bold and impassioned, sharp and defiant, Leslie Marmon
Silko’s essays evoke the spirit and voice of Native Americans. Whether she is 
exploring the vital importance literature and language play in Native American 
heritage, illuminating the inseparability of the land and the Native American people,
enlivening the ways and wisdom of the old-time people, or exploding in outrage over
the government’s long-standing, racist treatment of Native Americans, Silko does so
with eloquence and power, born from her profound devotion to all that is Native 
American. Yellow Woman and a Beauty of the Spirit is written with the fire of 
necessity. Silko’s call to be heard is unmistakable; there are stories to remember, 
injustices to redress, ways of life to preserve. It is a work of major importance, filled
with indispensable truths--a work by an author with an original voice and a unique 
access to both worlds.

Leslie Marmon Silko (born Leslie Marmon; born March 5, 1948) is a Native 
American writer of the Laguna Pueblo tribe, and one of the key figures in the First 
Wave of what literary critic Kenneth Lincoln has called the Native American 
Renaissance. Silko was a debut recipient of the MacArthur Foundation Grant, now 
known as the 'Genius Grant', in 1981 and the Native Writers' Circle of the Americas
Lifetime Achievement Award in 1994. She currently resides in Tucson, Arizona.
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Silko, Leslie Marmon. Yellow Woman and a Beauty of the Spirit. New York. 1996. 
Simon & Schuster. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684811537. 205 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 21862. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Bold and impassioned, sharp and defiant, Leslie Marmon
Silko’s essays evoke the spirit and voice of Native Americans. Whether she is 
exploring the vital importance literature and language play in Native American 
heritage, illuminating the inseparability of the land and the Native American people,
enlivening the ways and wisdom of the old-time people, or exploding in outrage over
the government’s long-standing, racist treatment of Native Americans, Silko does so
with eloquence and power, born from her profound devotion to all that is Native 
American. Yellow Woman and a Beauty of the Spirit is written with the fire of 
necessity. Silko’s call to be heard is unmistakable; there are stories to remember, 
injustices to redress, ways of life to preserve. It is a work of major importance, filled
with indispensable truths--a work by an author with an original voice and a unique 
access to both worlds.

Leslie Marmon Silko (born Leslie Marmon; born March 5, 1948) is a Native 
American writer of the Laguna Pueblo tribe, and one of the key figures in the First 
Wave of what literary critic Kenneth Lincoln has called the Native American 
Renaissance. Silko was a debut recipient of the MacArthur Foundation Grant, now 
known as the 'Genius Grant', in 1981 and the Native Writers' Circle of the Americas
Lifetime Achievement Award in 1994. She currently resides in Tucson, Arizona.
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Silliman, Ron. The Age of Huts (Compleat). Berkeley. 2007. University Of California
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520250161. 311 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 36491. $19.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Between the Age of Innocence and the Age of 
Experience comes The Age of Huts. This book brings together for the first time all of
the poems in Ron Silliman’s Age of Huts cycle, including Ketjak, Sunset Debris, The
Chinese Notebook, and 2197, as well as two key satellite texts, Sitting Up, Standing,
Taking Steps, and BART. Each poem offers a radically different approach toward 
using language to explore the world. One of the founding works of Language Poetry,
The Age of Huts is about everything, more or less literally, as each sentence, even 
each phrase, embarks on its own narrative, linking together to form a large 
polyphonic investigation of contemporary life. From Ketjak, one of the first poems to
employ ‘the new sentence,’ to 2197, a serial work that scrambles the vocabulary and
grammar of its sentences, The Age of Huts questions everything we have known 
about poetry in order to see the world anew. CONTENTS - Preface; 
Acknowledgments; Ketjak; Sunset Debris; The Chinese Notebook; 2197; I am 
Marion Delgado; I Meet Osip Brik; Rhizome; Winter Landscape with Skaters and a 
Bird Trap; The Joy of Physics; San Francisco Destroyed by Fire; The Four 
Protozoas; Turk Street News; Invasion of the Stalinoids; Allied Gardens; The 
Scheme of Things; Considerations of Representability; Do City; Satellite Texts; 
Sitting Up, Standing, Taking Steps; BART.

Ron Silliman is the author of more than twenty volumes of poetry. His most recent 
books include Woundwood, Under Albany, MultiPlex, and N/O.and the weblog 
‘Silliman’s Blog’.
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Sillitoe, Alan. A Start in Life. New York. 1970. Scribners. 1st American Edition. A 
Few Stain Marks On Side Edge, Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 352 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 6622. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Michael Cullen is a bastard, by birth and by nature, as 
well as a rogue, a chancer with an eye for the ladies, a dreamer and an inveterate 
liar. He soon finds that his home-town of Nottingham is too small for him. A START 
IN LIFE chronicles his flight to London and his crash-landing into the underworld of
Soho and tanglings with bastards beyond his imagination. The narrative is packed 
with memorable characters such as homeless Almanack Jack, gangster Claud 
Moggerhanger, precocious author Gilbert Blaskin, beautiful au pair Bridgitte, and the
Man in the Iron Lung. In this novel Alan Sillitoe has mixed English realism into the 
picaresque form and when the book was first released in 1970, despite its lighter 
tone compared to SATURDAY NIGHT, SUNDAY MORNING and the arrival of the 
so-called permissive society it still managed to shock and outrage some.

Alan Sillitoe (4 March 1928 – 25 April 2010) was a British writer and one of the 
‘Angry Young Men‘ of the 1950s. He disliked the label, like most of the other writers 
to whom it was applied. Sillitoe was born in Nottingham, to working class parents.
His 1st novel was SATURDAY NIGHT AND SUNDAY MORNING, published in 
1958. While the book conveys the attitudes and situation of a young factory worker 
faced with the inevitable end of his youthful philandering, the novel's real subject 
was the disillusionment of postwar Britain, and the lack of opportunities for the 
working class. It was adapted as a film by Karel Reisz in 1960, with Albert Finney as
Arthur Seaton. Sillitoe's story THE LONELINESS OF THE LONG DISTANCE 
RUNNER, which concerns the rebellion of a borstal boy with a talent for running, 
won the Hawthornden Prize in 1959. It was also adapted to film, in 1962, this time 
directed by Tony Richardson and starring Tom Courtenay. He was elected a Fellow
of the Royal Society of Literature in 1997. On 25 April 2010 Sillitoe died at Charing 
Cross Hospital in London after a long battle with cancer.
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Sillitoe, Alan. Guzman Go Home. London. 1968. Macmillan. 1st British Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 169 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Grant Grimbly. 
Inventory # 6621. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This brilliant collection of stories, successor to THE 
LONELINESS OF THE LONG-DISTANCE RUNNER and THE RAGMAN’S 
DAUGHTER revolves around Nottingham, Sillitoe country, though the title story, a 
wonderfully subtle study of the interrelation of art and politics, takes place in a sun-
bleached Spanish village. The recurrent theme of the book is marriage-how love 
blooms and withers; how male anarchism is trapped by female domesticity; how 
children nearly justify it all; and how those brought together by fate are inextricably 
intertwined, consciously or unconsciously, until death. This is an immensely vigorous
collection of stories, often explosive and often intensely moving; it is Alan Sillitoe at 
his best.

Alan Sillitoe (4 March 1928 – 25 April 2010) was a British writer and one of the 
‘Angry Young Men‘ of the 1950s. He disliked the label, like most of the other writers 
to whom it was applied. Sillitoe was born in Nottingham, to working class parents.
His 1st novel was SATURDAY NIGHT AND SUNDAY MORNING, published in 
1958. While the book conveys the attitudes and situation of a young factory worker 
faced with the inevitable end of his youthful philandering, the novel's real subject 
was the disillusionment of postwar Britain, and the lack of opportunities for the 
working class. It was adapted as a film by Karel Reisz in 1960, with Albert Finney as
Arthur Seaton. Sillitoe's story THE LONELINESS OF THE LONG DISTANCE 
RUNNER, which concerns the rebellion of a borstal boy with a talent for running, 
won the Hawthornden Prize in 1959. It was also adapted to film, in 1962, this time 
directed by Tony Richardson and starring Tom Courtenay. He was elected a Fellow
of the Royal Society of Literature in 1997. On 25 April 2010 Sillitoe died at Charing 
Cross Hospital in London after a long battle with cancer.
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Sillitoe, Alan. Her Victory. New York. 1982. Watts. 1st American Edition. Very Good 
in Dustjacket. 0531098842. 590 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 6629. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - HER VICTORY is a fine achievement, as was THE 
WIDOWER'S SON, another novel from Sillitoe's more recent period. Both deal with 
those times when one feels overloaded with the accumulated burdens of life. 
Sillitoe's characters perform a chiropractic function: they put things back in place.

Alan Sillitoe (4 March 1928 – 25 April 2010) was a British writer and one of the 
‘Angry Young Men‘ of the 1950s. He disliked the label, like most of the other writers 
to whom it was applied. Sillitoe was born in Nottingham, to working class parents.
His 1st novel was SATURDAY NIGHT AND SUNDAY MORNING, published in 
1958. While the book conveys the attitudes and situation of a young factory worker 
faced with the inevitable end of his youthful philandering, the novel's real subject 
was the disillusionment of postwar Britain, and the lack of opportunities for the 
working class. It was adapted as a film by Karel Reisz in 1960, with Albert Finney as
Arthur Seaton. Sillitoe's story THE LONELINESS OF THE LONG DISTANCE 
RUNNER, which concerns the rebellion of a borstal boy with a talent for running, 
won the Hawthornden Prize in 1959. It was also adapted to film, in 1962, this time 
directed by Tony Richardson and starring Tom Courtenay. He was elected a Fellow
of the Royal Society of Literature in 1997. On 25 April 2010 Sillitoe died at Charing 
Cross Hospital in London after a long battle with cancer.
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Sillitoe, Alan. Key To the Door. New York. 1962. Knopf. 1st American Edition. 
Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front, Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 439 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 6616. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In KEY TO THE DOOR, Alan Sillitoe follows Brian, older
brother of the rebellious, lecherous, boozy working-class Arthur Seaton (from 
SATURDAY NIGHT, SUNDAY MORNING ), during his service as a young conscript
in Malaya as he makes the decision not to shoot a Communist guerrilla he has in his
sights. ‘Sillitoe draws on his experience of childhood and youth in working class 
Nottingham before and during the Second World War to produce a neglected classic
of tremendous power.’ – Socialist Review.

Alan Sillitoe (4 March 1928 – 25 April 2010) was a British writer and one of the 
‘Angry Young Men‘ of the 1950s. He disliked the label, like most of the other writers 
to whom it was applied. Sillitoe was born in Nottingham, to working class parents.
His 1st novel was SATURDAY NIGHT AND SUNDAY MORNING, published in 
1958. While the book conveys the attitudes and situation of a young factory worker 
faced with the inevitable end of his youthful philandering, the novel's real subject 
was the disillusionment of postwar Britain, and the lack of opportunities for the 
working class. It was adapted as a film by Karel Reisz in 1960, with Albert Finney as
Arthur Seaton. Sillitoe's story THE LONELINESS OF THE LONG DISTANCE 
RUNNER, which concerns the rebellion of a borstal boy with a talent for running, 
won the Hawthornden Prize in 1959. It was also adapted to film, in 1962, this time 
directed by Tony Richardson and starring Tom Courtenay. He was elected a Fellow
of the Royal Society of Literature in 1997. On 25 April 2010 Sillitoe died at Charing 
Cross Hospital in London after a long battle with cancer.
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Sillitoe, Alan. Key To the Door. London. 1961. W. H. Allen. 1st British Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket W/Some Tears. 445 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 14904. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In KEY TO THE DOOR, Alan Sillitoe follows Brian, older
brother of the rebellious, lecherous, boozy working-class Arthur Seaton (from 
SATURDAY NIGHT, SUNDAY MORNING ), during his service as a young conscript
in Malaya as he makes the decision not to shoot a Communist guerrilla he has in his
sights. ‘Sillitoe draws on his experience of childhood and youth in working class 
Nottingham before and during the Second World War to produce a neglected classic
of tremendous power.’ – Socialist Review.

Alan Sillitoe (4 March 1928 – 25 April 2010) was a British writer and one of the 
‘Angry Young Men‘ of the 1950s. He disliked the label, like most of the other writers 
to whom it was applied. Sillitoe was born in Nottingham, to working class parents.
His 1st novel was SATURDAY NIGHT AND SUNDAY MORNING, published in 
1958. While the book conveys the attitudes and situation of a young factory worker 
faced with the inevitable end of his youthful philandering, the novel's real subject 
was the disillusionment of postwar Britain, and the lack of opportunities for the 
working class. It was adapted as a film by Karel Reisz in 1960, with Albert Finney as
Arthur Seaton. Sillitoe's story THE LONELINESS OF THE LONG DISTANCE 
RUNNER, which concerns the rebellion of a borstal boy with a talent for running, 
won the Hawthornden Prize in 1959. It was also adapted to film, in 1962, this time 
directed by Tony Richardson and starring Tom Courtenay. He was elected a Fellow
of the Royal Society of Literature in 1997. On 25 April 2010 Sillitoe died at Charing 
Cross Hospital in London after a long battle with cancer.
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Sillitoe, Alan. Out of the Whirlpool. New York. 1988. Harper & Row. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0060158921. 122 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
9702. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Whilst Peter Granby is looking for a way to escape his 
drab existence in Nottingham he manages to secure a job with a wealthy widow 
after tending to her mother when she collapsed outside the factory where he 
worked. Although this offers him a way out of his daily grind he still tries to push the 
relationship with his new employer further than their class difference will allow.

Alan Sillitoe (4 March 1928 – 25 April 2010) was a British writer and one of the 
‘Angry Young Men‘ of the 1950s. He disliked the label, like most of the other writers 
to whom it was applied. Sillitoe was born in Nottingham, to working class parents.
His 1st novel was SATURDAY NIGHT AND SUNDAY MORNING, published in 
1958. While the book conveys the attitudes and situation of a young factory worker 
faced with the inevitable end of his youthful philandering, the novel's real subject 
was the disillusionment of postwar Britain, and the lack of opportunities for the 
working class. It was adapted as a film by Karel Reisz in 1960, with Albert Finney as
Arthur Seaton. Sillitoe's story THE LONELINESS OF THE LONG DISTANCE 
RUNNER, which concerns the rebellion of a borstal boy with a talent for running, 
won the Hawthornden Prize in 1959. It was also adapted to film, in 1962, this time 
directed by Tony Richardson and starring Tom Courtenay. He was elected a Fellow
of the Royal Society of Literature in 1997. On 25 April 2010 Sillitoe died at Charing 
Cross Hospital in London after a long battle with cancer.keywords
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Sillitoe, Alan. The Ragman's Daughter. London. 1963. W. H. Allen. 1st British 
Edition. Ink Stamp in Front, Otherwise Good in Dustjacket. 155 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 6617. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The various protagonists of Sillitoe's early fiction are 
generally restless young men from the slum world, who oppose the established 
order of things, but who are at the same time affected by consumerism and 
hedonism. Sillitoe rejected artistic elitism and instead of satirizing cozy middle-class
British life, he focused on rebellious individuals and poor people, who have vile lives.
‘If I lost all I have in the world I wouldn't worry much,’ Sillitoe wrote in THE 
RAGMAN'S DAUGHTER (1963). ‘If I was to go across the road for a packet of fags
one morning and come back to see the house clapping its hands in flames with 
everything I owned burning inside I'd turn my back without any thought or regret and
walk away, even if my jacket and last ten-bob note were in the flames as well.’ The 
collection of short fiction was praised for its vitality. ‘Every story (and there is not one
dud) has the exhilaration of revolutionary writing,’ stated Julian Jebb in The Sunday
Times.

Alan Sillitoe (4 March 1928 – 25 April 2010) was a British writer and one of the 
‘Angry Young Men‘ of the 1950s. He disliked the label, like most of the other writers 
to whom it was applied. Sillitoe was born in Nottingham, to working class parents.
His 1st novel was SATURDAY NIGHT AND SUNDAY MORNING, published in 
1958. While the book conveys the attitudes and situation of a young factory worker 
faced with the inevitable end of his youthful philandering, the novel's real subject 
was the disillusionment of postwar Britain, and the lack of opportunities for the 
working class. It was adapted as a film by Karel Reisz in 1960, with Albert Finney as
Arthur Seaton. Sillitoe's story THE LONELINESS OF THE LONG DISTANCE 
RUNNER, which concerns the rebellion of a borstal boy with a talent for running, 
won the Hawthornden Prize in 1959. It was also adapted to film, in 1962, this time 
directed by Tony Richardson and starring Tom Courtenay. He was elected a Fellow
of the Royal Society of Literature in 1997. On 25 April 2010 Sillitoe died at Charing 
Cross Hospital in London after a long battle with cancer.
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Sillitoe, Alan. The Storyteller. New York. 1979. Simon & Schuster. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket W/A Small Tear On The Front Bottom. 
0671412639. 285 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 6627. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Storyteller is about a man who begins by telling 
stories to save his life, then to make a living telling tales, and finally to take lives to 
tell tales. It is a novel of suspense, packed with that species of horror born of 
psychological truth.

Alan Sillitoe (4 March 1928 – 25 April 2010) was a British writer and one of the 
‘Angry Young Men‘ of the 1950s. He disliked the label, like most of the other writers 
to whom it was applied. Sillitoe was born in Nottingham, to working class parents.
His 1st novel was SATURDAY NIGHT AND SUNDAY MORNING, published in 
1958. While the book conveys the attitudes and situation of a young factory worker 
faced with the inevitable end of his youthful philandering, the novel's real subject 
was the disillusionment of postwar Britain, and the lack of opportunities for the 
working class. It was adapted as a film by Karel Reisz in 1960, with Albert Finney as
Arthur Seaton. Sillitoe's story THE LONELINESS OF THE LONG DISTANCE 
RUNNER, which concerns the rebellion of a borstal boy with a talent for running, 
won the Hawthornden Prize in 1959. It was also adapted to film, in 1962, this time 
directed by Tony Richardson and starring Tom Courtenay. He was elected a Fellow
of the Royal Society of Literature in 1997. On 25 April 2010 Sillitoe died at Charing 
Cross Hospital in London after a long battle with cancer.
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Sills, Leslie. Inspirations: Stories About Women Artists - Georgia O'Keefe, Frida 
Kahlo, Alice Neel, Faith Ringgold. Morton Grove. 1989. Albert Whitman & Company.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0807536490. 56 pages. hardcover.
Painting on cover - 'Richard at Age Five' by Alice Neel. Inventory # 36622. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Wonderful stories about the lives of Georgia O’Keeffe, 
Frida Kahlo, Alice Neel, and Faith Ringgold lavishly illustrated with full color 
reproductions of their works should inspire budding artists. O’Keeffe paints images 
from the New Mexican high desert while Kahlo depicts images from Mexico, Neel 
provides the reader with her rough expressionist portraits, while Ringgold paints 
images of the black people and their Harlem community. 1990 Notable Children’s 
Book.

Leslie Sills is a painter, sculptor, and mixed-media artist. Dedicated also to the art 
education of children, she is the award-winning author of four children's books.
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Silone, Ignazio. Bread and Wine. New York. 1963. Signet/New American Library. 
15th Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. Afterword by Marc Slonim. Newly Translated
from the Italian by Harvey Fergusson II. 287 pages. paperback. CQ429. Inventory #
29942. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Set and written in Fascist Italy, this book exposes that 
regime's use of brute force for the body and lies for the mind. Through the story of 
the once-exiled Pietro Spina, Italy comes alive with priests and peasants, students 
and revolutionaries, all on the brink of war.

gnazio Silone (1 May 1900 – 22 August 1978) was the pseudonym of Secondino 
Tranquilli, an Italian author and politician. He was born in the town of Pescina in the
Abruzzo region and lost many family members, including his mother, in the 1915 
Avezzano earthquake. Silone joined the Young Socialists group of the Italian 
Socialist Party (PSI), rising to be their leader. He was a founding member of the 
breakaway Communist Party of Italy (PCd'I) in 1921, and became one of its covert 
leaders during the Fascist regime. Ignazio's brother Romolo Tranquilli was arrested 
in 1928 for being a member of the PCI, and he died in prison in 1931 as a result of 
the severe beatings he received. Silone left Italy in 1927 on a mission to the Soviet
Union, and settled in Switzerland in 1930. While there, he declared his opposition to
Joseph Stalin, and the leadership of Comintern; consequently, he was expelled from
the PCI. Silone's first novel, Fontamara, was published in in an English edition by 
Penguin Books in September 1934. Italian historians Dario Biocca and Mauro Canali
found documents which, they claimed, 'proved' that Silone acted as an informant for
the Fascist police from 1919 until 1930. In spite of bitter controversy in the Italian 
press, Biocca's and Canali's work proved to be substantiated. A 2005 biography by
Biocca also includes documents showing Silone's involvement with the American 
intelligence (the OSS) during and after the World War, ultimately suggesting that 
Silone's political stands (as well as extensive literary work) should be reconsidered 
in light of a more complex personality and political engagements.
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Silone, Ignazio. Bread and Wine. New York. 1937. Harper & Brothers. 1st American
Edition. Some Foxing On The Top Edge,Otherwise Good.No Dustjacket. Translated
from the Italian by Gwenda David & Eric Mosbacher. 319 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 3808. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Set and written in Fascist Italy, this book exposes that 
regime's use of brute force for the body and lies for the mind. Through the story of 
the once-exiled Pietro Spina, Italy comes alive with priests and peasants, students 
and revolutionaries, all on the brink of war.

gnazio Silone (1 May 1900 – 22 August 1978) was the pseudonym of Secondino 
Tranquilli, an Italian author and politician. He was born in the town of Pescina in the
Abruzzo region and lost many family members, including his mother, in the 1915 
Avezzano earthquake. Silone joined the Young Socialists group of the Italian 
Socialist Party (PSI), rising to be their leader. He was a founding member of the 
breakaway Communist Party of Italy (PCd'I) in 1921, and became one of its covert 
leaders during the Fascist regime. Ignazio's brother Romolo Tranquilli was arrested 
in 1928 for being a member of the PCI, and he died in prison in 1931 as a result of 
the severe beatings he received. Silone left Italy in 1927 on a mission to the Soviet
Union, and settled in Switzerland in 1930. While there, he declared his opposition to
Joseph Stalin, and the leadership of Comintern; consequently, he was expelled from
the PCI. Silone's first novel, Fontamara, was published in in an English edition by 
Penguin Books in September 1934. Italian historians Dario Biocca and Mauro Canali
found documents which, they claimed, 'proved' that Silone acted as an informant for
the Fascist police from 1919 until 1930. In spite of bitter controversy in the Italian 
press, Biocca's and Canali's work proved to be substantiated. A 2005 biography by
Biocca also includes documents showing Silone's involvement with the American 
intelligence (the OSS) during and after the World War, ultimately suggesting that 
Silone's political stands (as well as extensive literary work) should be reconsidered 
in light of a more complex personality and political engagements.
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Silone, Ignazio. Bread and Wine. New York. 1963. Signet/New American Library. 1st
Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Newly Translated From
The Italian By Harvey Fergusson II. A Note On The Revision By Ignazio Silone.
Afterword By Marc Slonim. 287 pages. paperback. CT186. Cover: Milton Glaser. 
Inventory # 31221. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Italy, 1938: a land deadened by dictatorship and 
deafened by propaganda for approaching war. This is the homeland to which Pietro
Spina returns after fifteen years of exile. He is a revolutionary disguised as a priest,
and he is on a mission for his people and for truth. His journey takes him from the 
pavements of Rome to the lovingly tended earth of the impoverished countryside, 
where he rediscovers a way of life attuned to the eternal rhythms of planting and 
harvesting, the enduring pulsebeat of birth and death. Slogans and political dogma 
fade beside the blossoming of a vision in which flesh and spirit are as inseparably 
joined as the bread and wine that give this masterpiece its title and its theme. Bread
and Wine, now revised by the author to bring to sharp focus its lasting truths, is at 
once a panoramic portrait of Italian society and a moving moral lesson for our times.
'. the best [novel] Silone has ever written and the most representative of European 
fiction between the two world wars.' - - - Marc Slonim. 'This novel reveals Silone's 
true stature as one of the most truly contemporary and significant writers of our 
time.' - Philip Rahv.

Secondino Tranquilli (1 May 1900 – 22 August 1978), known by the pseudonym 
Ignazio Silone, was an Italian political leader, novelist, and short-story writer, world-
famous during World War II for his powerful anti-Fascist novels. He was nominated 
for the Nobel prize for literature ten times.
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Silone, Ignazio. Bread and Wine. New York. 1986. Signet/New American Library. 
Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0451525000.
Translated From The Italian By Eric Mosbacher.Introduction By Irving Howe. 272 
pages. paperback. CE2500. Inventory # 40022. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When it first appeared in 1936, BREAD AND WINE 
stunned the world with its exposure of Italy's fascist state, depicting that regime's 
use of brute force for the body and lies of the mind. Through the story of Pietro 
Spina, who returns from fifteen years of exile to organize the peasants of his native
Abruzzi into a revolutionary movement, this courageous work bears witness to the 
truth about any totalitarian regime, a warnings a relevant today as it was in 
Mussolini's Italy. Surprisingly tender and rich in humor, this twentieth century 
masterpiece brings to life priests and peasants, student and revolutionaries, simple
girls and desperate women in a vivid drama of one man's struggle for goodness inn
a world on the brink of war. Ranked with Orwell and Camus among writers who 
insist upon linking the hope for social change with the values of political liberty, 
Silone is one of the major voices of our time, and BREAD AND WINE is his greatest
novel. As Irving Howe notes in his new Introduction, 'BREAD AND WINE will speak 
to anyone, of whatever age, who tries sincerely to reflect upon man's fate in our 
century.'

Secondino Tranquilli (1 May 1900 – 22 August 1978), known by the pseudonym 
Ignazio Silone, was an Italian political leader, novelist, and short-story writer, world-
famous during World War II for his powerful anti-Fascist novels. He was nominated 
for the Nobel prize for literature ten times.
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Silverstein, Ken. Washington On $10 Million Dollars a Day: How Lobbyists Plunder 
the Nation. Monroe. 1998. Common Courage Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 1567511376. 252 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 25426. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The creator of the newsletter CounterPunch shows us 
that the corporations really own Washington. A frightening dose of reality.

Ken Silverstein is an American journalist who, in September 2010, left his position 
as Washington editor and blogger at Harper's Magazine, but remained a contributing
editor. He resides in Washington, D.C.
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Simenon, Georges. The Hatter's Phantoms. New York. 1976. Harcourt Brace 
Jovanovich. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0151392706. 
Translated from the French by Willard R. Trask. 172 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
25475. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - One of Simenon's critically-acclaimed psychological 
mysteries, this novel explores the relationship between a serial killer who has 
murdered five women in three weeks and the one person who knows his identity but
does not dare to denounce one of the city's leading citizens.

Georges Joseph Christian Simenon (13 February 1903 – 4 September 1989) was a
Belgian writer. A prolific author who published nearly 200 novels and numerous 
short works, Simenon is best known for the creation of the fictional detective 
Maigret. Simenon was one of the most prolific writers of the twentieth century, 
capable of writing 60 to 80 pages per day. His oeuvre includes nearly 200 novels, 
over 150 novellas, several autobiographical works, numerous articles, and scores of
pulp novels written under more than two dozen pseudonyms. Altogether, about 550
million copies of his works have been printed. He is best known, however, for his 75
novels and 28 short stories featuring Commissaire Maigret.
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Simenon, Georges. The Old Man Dies. London. 1968. Hamish Hamilton. 1st British
Edition. Very Good in Worn Dustjacket. Translated from the French by Bernard 
Frechtman. hardcover. Inventory # 25478. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Set in a restaurant at Les Halles, Paris's central market, 
that brings together urban and rural life. The restaurant's founder, Auguste, a 
peasant from the Auvergne, brought to the city the tenacious working habits of the 
peasant, his cunning and reticence in money matters. When he suddenly dies, an 
atmosphere of suspicion arises among the heirs. What become of his fortune?

Georges Joseph Christian Simenon (13 February 1903 – 4 September 1989) was a
Belgian writer. A prolific author who published nearly 200 novels and numerous 
short works, Simenon is best known for the creation of the fictional detective 
Maigret. Simenon was one of the most prolific writers of the twentieth century, 
capable of writing 60 to 80 pages per day. His oeuvre includes nearly 200 novels, 
over 150 novellas, several autobiographical works, numerous articles, and scores of
pulp novels written under more than two dozen pseudonyms. Altogether, about 550
million copies of his works have been printed. He is best known, however, for his 75
novels and 28 short stories featuring Commissaire Maigret.
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Simenon, Georges. The Prison. New York. 1969. Harcourt Brace & World. Later 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. Translated from the French by Lyn Moir. 182 
pages. hardcover. Jacket Design By Appelbaum & Curtis, Inc. Inventory # 2660. 
$6.25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here is another of Simenon’s masterly dissections of the
corpse of a marriage. Alain Poitaud, age thirty-two, a highly successful magazine 
editor and song writer, one of the ‘in’ people in Paris, rich, influential, and, so he 
thinks, satisfactorily married to a charming wife nicknamed Kitten, comes home on a
rainy October night to learn to his stupefaction that Kitten has shot her sister 
Adrienne. Why? While his wife is in prison, awaiting trial and sentence, Alain is 
subjected to the questions of police, of family, of friends. He relives his marriage, in
minute detail, trying to detect the fatal flaw that has led to catastrophe. Kitten is no 
help, since she flatly refuses to see him again before the trial. He is thrown on 
himself. Overwhelmed by the realization of his emotional aridity, he puts himself on 
trial and passes his own judgment. Describing the psychological ravages of a 
shattering confrontation with one’s real self, Simenon is at his remarkable best.

Georges Joseph Christian Simenon (13 February 1903 – 4 September 1989) was a
Belgian writer. A prolific author who published nearly 200 novels and numerous 
short works, Simenon is best known for the creation of the fictional detective 
Maigret. Simenon was one of the most prolific writers of the twentieth century, 
capable of writing 60 to 80 pages per day. His oeuvre includes nearly 200 novels, 
over 150 novellas, several autobiographical works, numerous articles, and scores of
pulp novels written under more than two dozen pseudonyms. Altogether, about 550
million copies of his works have been printed. He is best known, however, for his 75
novels and 28 short stories featuring Commissaire Maigret.
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Simenon, Georges. The Snow Was Black. New York. 1956. Signet/New American 
Library. 6th Printing of Signet Paperback Edition. Good in Wrappers. Translated 
from the French by Louise Varese. 191 pages. paperback. 1327. Inventory # 40977.
$6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Temptation. Vice. Murder – A Breath-taking Novel by the
Master of Psychological Suspense. DEVIL’S DISCIPLE. He lied, cheated, robbed - 
and even murdered - to get what he wanted! This is the hair-raising story of a 
thoroughly evil young man who finally met his match when he was captured by the
German secret police who occupied a European town during World War II. ‘. one of 
the most powerful shockers to come out of the war.’ – Newsweek. ‘ Absorbing and 
shocking.’ – Saturday Review. GEORGES SIMENON, the internationally known 
author who has lived all over the world, is the author of many Signet bestsellers.

Georges Joseph Christian Simenon (13 February 1903 – 4 September 1989) was a
Belgian writer. A prolific author who published nearly 200 novels and numerous 
short works, Simenon is best known for the creation of the fictional detective 
Maigret. Simenon was one of the most prolific writers of the twentieth century, 
capable of writing 60 to 80 pages per day. His oeuvre includes nearly 200 novels, 
over 150 novellas, several autobiographical works, numerous articles, and scores of
pulp novels written under more than two dozen pseudonyms. Altogether, about 550
million copies of his works have been printed. He is best known, however, for his 75
novels and 28 short stories featuring Commissaire Maigret.
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Simon & Schuster. Simon & Schuster: The First Seventy-Five Years,1924-1999. 
New York. 1999. Simon & Schuster. A History of The Publisher To Commemorate 
The 75th Anniversary of Simon & Schuster. This Was A Give-Away To Attendees of
The 75th Birthday Celebrations. Not For Sale. Very Good in Hardcover. As Issued. 
0684864800. 159 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 26705. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A company-produced history of the publisher Simon & 
Schuster from the years 1924 to 1999, with a foreword by the esteemed CEO-
intellectual Jack Romanos .

Simon & Schuster, a subsidiary of ViacomCBS, is an American publishing company
founded in New York City in 1924 by Richard L. Simon and M. Lincoln Schuster. As
of 2016, Simon & Schuster was the third largest publisher in the United States, 
publishing 2,000 titles annually under 35 different imprints.
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Simon, Anne. The Real Science Behind the X-Files: Microbes, Meteorites, and 
Mutants. New York. 1999. Simon & Schuster. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.
0684856174. 318 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Henry Sene Yee. Inventory #
27030. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Could an alien organism really survive a centuries-long 
trip on a meteor and remain virulent enough to attack a human being? How would a
scientist know she was peering at a microbe from another planet? What’s the 
possibility of a genetically mutated monster actually developing? In a gripping 
exploration of the facts behind the science fiction that has enthralled millions of X-
philes, Anne Simon - the respected virologist who comes up with the science for 
many intriguing episodes - discusses telomeres, cloning, the Hayflick limit, 
nanotechnology, endosymbionts, lentiviruses, and other strange phenomena that 
have challenged the intellect and threatened the lives and sanity of America’s 
favorite FBI agents. With Simon’s extraordinary gift for explaining complicated, 
cutting-edge science in a light, accessible style, and her behind-the-scenes 
commentary on the development of various plot lines, THE REAL SCIENCE 
BEHIND THE X-FILES will appeal to science buffs and X-Files aficionados alike.

Anne Simon is an American biology professor, scientist, and a science advisor on 
the American television series The X-Files, both the original series for all nine 
seasons and the 2016 miniseries. The first episode of the original series that she 
provided science consultation on was the first-season finale "The Erlenmeyer Flask",
which was telecast on May 13, 1994. She became involved with the series through 
her connection as a family friend of series creator Chris Carter. She wrote a 2001 
book about the biological science of the show, The Real Science Behind the X-Files:
Microbes, Meteorites and Mutants. Her father is screenwriter and playwright Mayo 
Simon. She received her B.A. in biology (magna cum laude) from the University of 
California San Diego in 1978 and her Ph.D. in genetics from Indiana University in 
1982. She is a professor at the University of Maryland, College Park in the 
Department of Cell Biology and Molecular Genetics. Dr. Simon also heads the 
Virology Program at UMd, and is a senior editor of Journal of Virology.
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Simon, Claude. The Invitation. Elmwood Park. 1991. Dalkey Archive Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0916583791. Afterword by Lois 
Oppenheim. Translated from the French by Jim Cross. 77 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 31824. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This 1987 novel by Nobel Prize-winner Claude Simon is
a sardonic look at glasnost Russia, where recent reforms and improvements carry 
all the conviction of rouge on a corpse. The narrator is one of fifteen international 
guests who have been invited on a goodwill tour of the 'new' Soviet Union. Whisked
from one staged event to another, from Moscow to Central Asia, enduring hours of 
rigid Soviet 'hospitality,' the guests react with varying degrees of stupefaction and 
disgust to a society whose recent renovations ill disguise a bloody and repressive 
past. The Invitation is a reminder that although the Cold War may be over, the past 
cannot and should not be forgotten; the Soviets have a new game to play-diplomacy
rather than military force-but Simon voices skepticism in our current era of pro-
Soviet sentiment. The chief attraction of The Invitation is Simon's celebrated style: 
long, convoluted sentences register the narrator's impressions, sometimes dragging
with fatigue, but always sharpened with sensuous details and spiked with mordant 
satire. No one is named, but the reader will see through their identities as easily as 
the narrator sees through the sham of perestroika. This compact masterpiece of 
political satire concludes with an afterword by Lois Oppenheim, a noted authority on
Simon's work.

Claude Simon (10 October 1913 – 6 July 2005) was a French novelist born in 
Tananarive (now Antananarivo), Madagascar. Captured by the Nazis while fighting 
in World War II, he escaped to join the French Resistance. He completed his first 
novel during the war. His works, mixing narration and stream of consciousness in 
densely constructed prose, are representative of the nouveau roman (‘new novel’), 
or French antinovel, that emerged in the 1950s. Perhaps most important is the cycle
comprising The Grass (1958), The Flanders Road (1960), The Palace (1962), and 
History (1967), with its recurring characters and events. His other novels include The
Wind (1957), Triptych (1973), The Acacia (1989), and The Trolley (2001). He 
received the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1985.
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Simon, Claude. The World About Us. Princeton. 1983. Ontario Review Press. 1st 
American Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0865380341. Translated from
the French by Daniel Weissbort. Introduction by Mark W. Andrews. 123 pages. 
paperback. Cover: J.C. Oates/R.J. Smith. Inventory # 32461. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A loosely related series of scenes from the past and the
present are combined in a fictional collage.

Claude Simon (10 October 1913 – 6 July 2005) was a French novelist born in 
Tananarive (now Antananarivo), Madagascar. Captured by the Nazis while fighting 
in World War II, he escaped to join the French Resistance. He completed his first 
novel during the war. His works, mixing narration and stream of consciousness in 
densely constructed prose, are representative of the nouveau roman (‘new novel’), 
or French antinovel, that emerged in the 1950s. Perhaps most important is the cycle
comprising The Grass (1958), The Flanders Road (1960), The Palace (1962), and 
History (1967), with its recurring characters and events. His other novels include The
Wind (1957), Triptych (1973), The Acacia (1989), and The Trolley (2001). He 
received the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1985.
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Simon, Claude. Triptych. New York. 1976. Viking Press. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With A Small Tear At The Bottom Back. 
0670731366. Translated from the French by Helen R. Lane. 171 pages. hardcover.
Cover: Roy Kuhlman. Inventory # 3266. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - TRIPTYCH is Claude Simon's twelfth work of fiction and 
the eighth to appear in English. Part of Simon’s approach to writing has been to 
‘break up’ the novel’s form, much as painters have been doing in their medium for a
century or more. Taking this basic structure and adapting it to his own needs, Simon
has taken three separate subjects - a failed marriage, the accidental drowning of a 
child, and an incident at a summer resort - and through his artistry and lyrical 
abilities turned them into a unified work of fiction. Near the end of TRIPTYCH, a ‘red-
faced man puts the last piece of a jigsaw puzzle into place (the resulting bucolic 
picture closely resembles the setting of much of the novel we have just read). ‘He 
sits there motionless for a few seconds, then his right hand sweeps back and forth 
across the surface of the table, breaking up the puzzle and scattering the little 
pieces all about. Their meandering edges have been deliberately cut in such a way 
that none of them, viewed individually, shows the entire image of a person, an 
animal, or even a face.’ In a very basic sense, TRIPTYCH is a puzzle, in which none
of the ‘pieces’ with meandering edges, taken by itself, may seem to make much 
sense. But taken together they make as much sense as does any ‘linear’ novel - and
often Simon’s effect can be far more powerful and stimulating than that obtained by
more familiar methods.

Claude Simon (10 October 1913 – 6 July 2005) was a French novelist born in 
Tananarive (now Antananarivo), Madagascar. He completed his first novel during 
the war. His works, mixing narration and stream of consciousness in densely 
constructed prose, are representative of the nouveau roman (‘new novel’), or French
antinovel, that emerged in the 1950s. Perhaps most important is the cycle 
comprising The Grass (1958), The Flanders Road (1960), The Palace (1962), and 
History (1967), with its recurring characters and events. His other novels include The
Wind (1957), Triptych (1973), The Acacia (1989), and The Trolley (2001). He 
received the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1985.
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Simon, Njami. Coffin & Co. Berkeley. 1987. Black Lizard Books. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0887390498. Paperback Original. Translated from 
the French by Marlene Randerman. 195 pages. paperback. Cover: Kirwan. 
Inventory # 22604. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Dew Drop Inn, at the corner of 129th Street and 
Lennox Avenue, in Harlem, New York City, is where our story begins. In this brilliant
invention by the young black French writer Njami Simon, two obscure black Harlem
detectives, W. Jones Dubois and Ed Smith, have convinced their cohorts that the 
adventures of novelist Chester Himes’s characters, Coffin and Gravedigger, the 
Harlem cop heroes of COTTON COMES TO HARLEM, COME BACK, 
CHARLESTON BLUE and other novels, are based on the exploits of Dubois and 
Smith. When they discover that Himes intends to do away with the two characters, 
Dubois and Smith take off for Europe to find the expatriate author and convince him
to continue writing novels about Coffin and Gravedigger. Dubois and Smith wind up 
in Paris involved in more mayhem and murder than they’ve ever seen in New York.

Simon Njami is a Cameroonian writer and an independent curator, lecturer, art critic
and essayist, who has published four novels and two biographies. Njami is the co-
founder of Revue Noire, a journal of contemporary African and extra-occidental art,
and the curator of numerous exhibitions, as Africa Remix and The Divine Comedy. 
He was the Artistic Director of many Biennales, among them The Bamako 
Encounters, Lubumbashi Biennale, Luanda and Douala Trienniales and Dakar 
Biennale.keywords
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Simon, Richard B. / Behmand, Mojgan / Burke, Thomas (editors). Teaching Big 
History. Berkeley. 2014. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 9780520283558. 6 x 9. 34 b/w images. 366 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 41422. $34.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Big History is a new field on a grand scale: it tells the 
story of the universe over time through a diverse range of disciplines that spans 
cosmology, physics, chemistry, astronomy, geology, evolutionary biology, 
anthropology, and archaeology, thereby reconciling traditional human history with 
environmental geography and natural history. Weaving the myriad threads of 
evidence-based human knowledge into a master narrative that stretches from the 
beginning of the universe to the present, the Big History framework helps students 
make sense of their studies in all disciplines by illuminating the structures that 
underlie the universe and the connections among them. Teaching Big History is a 
powerful analytic and pedagogical resource, and serves as a comprehensive guide 
for teaching Big History, as well for sharing ideas about the subject and planning a 
curriculum around it. Readers are also given helpful advice about the administrative
and organizational challenges of instituting a general education program constructed
around Big History. The book includes teaching materials, examples, and detailed 
sample exercises. This book is also an engaging first-hand account of how a group
of professors built an entire Big History general education curriculum for first-year 
students, demonstrating how this thoughtful integration of disciplines exemplifies 
liberal education at its best and illustrating how teaching and learning this incredible
story can be transformative for professors and students alike.

Richard B. Simon is Adjunct Assistant Professor of English at Dominican University
of California, instructor of English at City College of San Francisco, and Contributing
Editor at Relix magazine. Mojgan Behmand is Assistant Provost at Dominican 
University of California. She is also Associate Professor of English and former 
Director of General Education and First Year Experience. Thomas Burke is Assistant
Professor of English and Cultural Studies at Dominican University of California.
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Simon, Roger L. Wild Turkey. San Francisco. 1974. Straight Arrow Books. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0879320826. 174 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 26979. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A year has passed since Moses Wine solved his first 
major case in THE BIG FIX, and with it has come a certain amount of celebrity: 
articles about him and interviews with him have appeared in Newsweek and 
Esquire. He's even made the cover of Rolling Stone. None of that, however, means
squat to guerilla journalist Dr. Gunther Thomas, who shows up at Moses' front door
with a challenge: to clear bestselling author Jock Hecht of the murder of ABC 
anchorwoman Deborah Frank; Thomas, meanwhile, will document the investigation 
for Rolling Stone. But then the proverbial monkey wrench is thrown into the works 
when Hecht dies. Of course, there are always a few people Moses rubs the wrong 
way like an old gangster named Meyer Greenglass, who seems to be pulling a lot of
strings from his prison cell on Terminal Island. Not to mention a group of angry 
Cuban exiles who constantly trail the private eye on his search for clues. And what 
in the world is the Sexual Liberation League, and what connection does it have with
Hecht's last book, a study of sexual mores in America. Waist-deep in questions that
seem to have no answers, Moses must find a way to solve the unsolvable without 
further weakening the frail relationship he has with his two sons. or being portrayed
as a jerk in a national magazine.

Roger Lichtenberg Simon is an American novelist and Academy Award-nominated 
screenwriter. He was formerly CEO of PJ Media and is now its CEO Emeritus. He is
the author of ten novels, including the Moses Wine detective series, seven produced
screenplays and two non-fiction books.
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Simpson, Dorothy. Once Too Often: An Inspector Luke Thanet Novel. New York. 
1998. Scribner. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684849127. 223 
pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Inventory # 24835. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Just a week away from his only daughter's wedding, 
Inspector Luke Thanet gets a phone call that saves him from writing his speech for 
the reception, but presents him with an even more challenging problem. Jessica 
Dander, a journalist for the regional newspaper, has been found dead with a broken
neck at the foot of her own staircase. Was it simply an accident, or, as evidence 
suggests, was she pushed? And investigation just yields more questions. Who left 
Jessica's front door open and why? Who called the police and disappeared before 
the authorities arrived? Why is her high-heeled shoe in an odd position on the third 
step from the top? Who was the mysterious prowler Jessica reported to the police?
And who didn't have reason to hate Jessica, an angry, irascible woman who may 
have let loose her fury on those around her just once too often? The further Thanet
and his partner, Detective Sergeant Mike Lineham, dig into the victim's relationships
with family and acquaintances, the more their list of possible suspects grows. From
her browbeaten husband, Desmond, to her lover to the prowler, it seems almost 
everyone had a reason to wish Jessica dead.

Dorothy Preece Simpson (born 20 June 1933, Blaenavon, Monmouthshire, Wales) 
is an English-language writer of mystery novels, and a winner of a Silver Dagger 
Award from the Crime Writers' Association of Great Britain.
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Sinclair, Iain. Downriver (Or, the Vessel of Wrath): A Narrative in Twelve Tales. New
York. 1993. Random House. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0679420622. 446 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 25763. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Thames may still flow through the heart of London, 
but life along its shores has dramatically changed. The inhabitants of London’s 
Docklands - crafty Cockney miscreants of yore - have lately been shoved aside by 
an onslaught of sleek condos and chic cafes. In Downriver, Iain Sinclair’s first book 
to be published in the United States, the author traces the ruins of Thatcher’s reign, 
through the lens of a fictional film crew that has been hired to make a documentary 
about what’s left of the river life that was. Downriver is a savage, satirical quest to 
understand how people’s lives, a government’s policies, and a legendary urban 
waterland conspire together in a boggling display of self-destruction. As ghosts of 
past and present appear, the action becomes a palimpsest of the real and surreal, 
historic and fantastic, luscious and seedy. Fredrik, the writer, ‘fretted by a restless 
and finger-jabbing energy’; Roland, an actor friend, ‘weathered, fit, tanned; beached,
safely, on the far shore of thirty’ who lives with his mother in a poshly restored 
riverside basement; Milditch, a rank book dealer cum fish monger-property dealer-
two-bit actor; and Edith, the conceptualist stripper who comes to life from a vintage 
photograph to become one of the most startling and compelling women in modern 
fiction - these are a few of the motley bunch that accompanies the narrator on his 
Carrollesque tour along a demented and seductive riverscape. Swiftian in its scope
and humor, Downriver is a darkly comic tour de force. Sinclair leads us through 
fractured dreams and a nostalgia for better times that is as suspect as it is 
inevitable. Winner of Britain’s prestigious Encore Award for best second novel, 
Downriver has become celebrated in England for its astonishing energy and 
inventiveness.

Iain Sinclair (born 11 June 1943) is a Welsh writer and filmmaker. Much of his work 
is rooted in London, most recently within the influences of psychogeography.
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Sinclair, Iain. Downriver (Or, the Vessel of Wrath): A Narrative in Twelve Tales. New
York. 1993. Random House. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0679420622. 449 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Anthony McCall Associates. 
Inventory # 25007. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Thames may still flow through the heart of London, 
but life along its shores has dramatically changed. The inhabitants of London’s 
Docklands - crafty Cockney miscreants of yore - have lately been shoved aside by 
an onslaught of sleek condos and chic cafes. In Downriver, Iain Sinclair’s first book 
to be published in the United States, the author traces the ruins of Thatcher’s reign, 
through the lens of a fictional film crew that has been hired to make a documentary 
about what’s left of the river life that was. Downriver is a savage, satirical quest to 
understand how people’s lives, a government’s policies, and a legendary urban 
waterland conspire together in a boggling display of self-destruction. As ghosts of 
past and present appear, the action becomes a palimpsest of the real and surreal, 
historic and fantastic, luscious and seedy. Fredrik, the writer, ‘fretted by a restless 
and finger-jabbing energy’; Roland, an actor friend, ‘weathered, fit, tanned; beached,
safely, on the far shore of thirty’ who lives with his mother in a poshly restored 
riverside basement; Milditch, a rank book dealer cum fish monger-property dealer-
two-bit actor; and Edith, the conceptualist stripper who comes to life from a vintage 
photograph to become one of the most startling and compelling women in modern 
fiction - these are a few of the motley bunch that accompanies the narrator on his 
Carrollesque tour along a demented and seductive riverscape. Swiftian in its scope
and humor, Downriver is a darkly comic tour de force. Sinclair leads us through 
fractured dreams and a nostalgia for better times that is as suspect as it is 
inevitable. Winner of Britain’s prestigious Encore Award for best second novel, 
Downriver has become celebrated in England for its astonishing energy and 
inventiveness.

Iain Sinclair (born 11 June 1943) is a Welsh writer and filmmaker. Much of his work 
is rooted in London, most recently within the influences of psychogeography.
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Sinclair, Upton. I, Candidate For Governor: and How I Got Licked. Berkeley. 1994. 
University Of California Press. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 0520081986. With an Introduction by James N. Gregory. 249 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 35230. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here, reprinted for the first time since its original 
publication, is muckraking journalist Upton Sinclair’s lively, caustic account of the 
1934 election campaign that turned California upside down and almost won him the
governor’s mansion. Using his ‘End Poverty in California’ movement (more 
commonly called EPIC) as a springboard, Sinclair ran for governor as a Democrat, 
equipped with a bold plan to end the Depression in California by taking over idle 
land and factories and turning them into cooperative ventures for the unemployed. 
To his surprise, thousands rallied to the idea, converting what he had assumed 
would be another of his utopian schemes into a mass political movement of 
extraordinary dimensions. With a loosely knit organization of hundreds of local EPIC
clubs, Sinclair overwhelmed the moderate Democratic opposition to capture the 
primary election. When it came to the general election, however, his opposition 
employed highly effective campaign tactics: overwhelming media hostility, vicious 
red-baiting and voter intimidation, high-priced dirty tricks. The result was a 
resounding defeat in November. I, Candidate tells the story of Sinclair’s campaign 
while also capturing the turbulent political mood of the 1930s. Employing his 
trademark muckraking style, Sinclair exposes the conspiracies of power that 
ensured big-money control over the media and other powerful institutions.

Upton Beall Sinclair, Jr. (September 20, 1878 – November 25, 1968), was an 
American author who wrote nearly 100 books in many genres. He achieved 
popularity in the first half of the twentieth century, acquiring particular fame for his 
classic muckraking novel, The Jungle (1906). It exposed conditions in the U.S. meat
packing industry, causing a public uproar that contributed in part to the passage a 
few months later of the 1906 Pure Food and Drug Act and the Meat Inspection Act. 
In 1919, he published The Brass Check, a muckraking exposé of American 
journalism that publicized the issue of yellow journalism and the limitations of the 
“free press” in the United States.
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Singer, Isaac Bashevis. Enemies: A Love Story. New York. 1972. Farrar Straus 
Giroux. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374148309. 280 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 459. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A survivor of the Holocaust, Herman Broder has fled to 
post-war New York and into tense guilt-ridden affairs with three women - Yadwiga, 
who had hidden him from the Nazis, his mistress Masha and his wife Tamara, whom
he believed had been shot in Poland. Winner of the Nobel Prize for Literature.

Isaac Bashevis Singer (November 21, 1902 – July 24, 1991) was a Polish-born 
Jewish-American author. The Polish form of his birth name was Izaak Zynger and he
used his mother's first name in an initial pseudonym, Izaak Baszewis, which he later
expanded to the form under which he is now known. He was a leading figure in the
Yiddish literary movement, writing and publishing only in Yiddish, and was awarded 
the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1978. He also was awarded two U.S. National Book
Awards, one in Children's Literature for his memoir A Day Of Pleasure: Stories of a
Boy Growing Up in Warsaw (1970) and one in Fiction for his collection, A Crown of 
Feathers and Other Stories (1974).
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Singer, Isaac Bashevis. Old Love. New York. 1979. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Tape-Repaired Dustjacket. 0374225818. 273 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 6646. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The eighth collection of short stories from this Nobel 
Laureate. ‘In this collection of short stories Singer writes of the love behaviour of the
old and middle-aged - that terrain of renewed innocence and bashful bluster. Most of
his characters are from Poland, resettled in Israel or America, accommodating the 
scars of their pasts. They have learned that the limitless threshold of human 
endurance is almost offensive, so offensive that it becomes ridiculous. They laugh 
because they have to, with a laughter that is the alternative to a coiled scream. It is 
the humour of survival that Singer conjures with in these stories.’ - Bernice Rubens,
New Statesman.

Isaac Bashevis Singer (November 21, 1902 – July 24, 1991) was a Polish-born 
Jewish-American author. The Polish form of his birth name was Izaak Zynger and he
used his mother's first name in an initial pseudonym, Izaak Baszewis, which he later
expanded to the form under which he is now known. He was a leading figure in the
Yiddish literary movement, writing and publishing only in Yiddish, and was awarded 
the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1978. He also was awarded two U.S. National Book
Awards, one in Children's Literature for his memoir A Day Of Pleasure: Stories of a
Boy Growing Up in Warsaw (1970) and one in Fiction for his collection, A Crown of 
Feathers and Other Stories (1974).
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Singer, Isaac Bashevis. The King of the Fields. New York. 1988. Farrar Straus 
Giroux. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374181284. 244 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 11333. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A fictional exploration of primitive history, Singer's novel
portrays an age of superstition and violence in a country emerging from the 
darkness of savagery. Part parable of modern civilization, part fascinating historical
novel, it reaffrims the author's reputation as a master storyteller.

Isaac Bashevis Singer (November 21, 1902 – July 24, 1991) was a Polish-born 
Jewish-American author. The Polish form of his birth name was Izaak Zynger and he
used his mother's first name in an initial pseudonym, Izaak Baszewis, which he later
expanded to the form under which he is now known. He was a leading figure in the
Yiddish literary movement, writing and publishing only in Yiddish, and was awarded 
the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1978. He also was awarded two U.S. National Book
Awards, one in Children's Literature for his memoir A Day Of Pleasure: Stories of a
Boy Growing Up in Warsaw (1970) and one in Fiction for his collection, A Crown of 
Feathers and Other Stories (1974).
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Singer, Margaret Thaler and Lalich, Janja. Crazy the rapies: What Are the y?Do the
y Work?. San Francisco. 1996. Jossey-Bass. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket.
0787902780. Cartoons by Jim Coughenour. 265 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by
Curtiss & Hambleton. Inventory # 22834. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - While it is true that millions of people are greatly helped 
by psychodynamic, behavioral, cognitive, group, and other types of legitimate 
therapies, each year thousands of vulnerable and unsuspecting individuals go to 
and trust practitioners who persuade clients to accept various unfounded and 
fanciful methods. Generally these enthusiastic - and perhaps ill-trained - therapists 
are themselves convinced of the healing powers of an array of techniques, some 
dating back far into time, that range from hilarious to hazardous. Some clients are 
helped - most likely as a result of a placebo effect; some lose precious time and 
money; and yet others are psychologically damaged by some rather offbeat and 
irrational procedures. Past-life therapy, alien-abduction therapy, rebirthing, and skull
bone adjustments, to name a few, might be laughable if the results of some of these
bizarre practices weren’t so potentially wasteful and at times harmful. Written by 
Margaret Thaler Singer and Janja Lalich, the book describes actual case histories of
people who participated in a variety of controversial therapies. Methods and 
guidelines distinguishing a legitimate therapeutic approach from one that is 
irrational, possibly harmful, and sometimes unethical are outlined by the authors. 
They also offer specific advice on how to avoid the risks of emotional and 
psychological entanglement with an influential practitioner putting forth a seductive 
theory.

MARGARET THALER SINGER was a clinical psychologist and emeritus adjunct 
professor at the University of California, Berkeley. An expert on post-traumatic 
stress and cults, she lectured widely in the United States and abroad. She is the 
lead author of Cults in Our Midst (Jossey-Bass, 1995). JANJA LALICH is a writer, 
consultant, and specialist in cults and psychological manipulation and abuse. She is
also the coauthor of Captive Hearts, Captive Minds (1994) and Cults in Our Midst 
(Jossey-Bass, 1995).
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Singh, Simon. The Code Book: The Evolution of Secrecy From Mary Queen of Scots
To Quantum Cryptography. New York. 1999. Doubleday. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0385495315. 402 pages. hardcover. Jacket design & illustration
by Ashiwini M. Jambotkar. Inventory # 27092. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In his first book since the bestselling FERMAT’S 
ENIGMA, Simon Singh offers the first sweeping history of encryption, tracing its 
evolution and revealing the dramatic effects codes have had on wars, nations, and 
individual lives. From Mary, Queen of Scots, trapped by her own code, to the Navajo
Code Talkers who helped the Allies win World War II, to the incredible (and 
incredibly simple) logisitical breakthrough that made Internet commerce secure, THE
CODE BOOK tells the story of the most powerful intellectual weapon ever known: 
secrecy. Throughout the text are clear technical and mathematical explanations, and
portraits of the remarkable personalities who wrote and broke the world’s most 
difficult codes. Accessible, compelling, and remarkably far-reaching, this book will 
forever alter your view of history and what drives it. It will also make you wonder 
about the privacy of your own e-mail.

Simon Lehna Singh (born 19 September 1964) is a British popular science author, 
theoretical and particle physicist whose works largely contain a strong mathematical
element. His written works include Fermat's Last Theorem (in the United States titled
Fermat's Enigma: The Epic Quest to Solve the World's Greatest Mathematical 
Problem), The Code Book (about cryptography and its history), Big Bang (about the
Big Bang theory and the origins of the universe), Trick or Treatment? Alternative 
Medicine on Trial (about complementary and alternative medicine, co-written by 
Edzard Ernst) and The Simpsons and Their Mathematical Secrets (about 
mathematical ideas and theorems hidden in episodes of The Simpsons and 
Futurama). In 2012 Singh founded the Good Thinking Society. Singh has also 
produced documentaries and works for television to accompany his books, is a 
trustee of NESTA and the National Museum of Science and Industry, a patron of 
Humanists UK, founder of the Good Thinking Society, and co-founder of the 
Undergraduate Ambassadors Scheme.
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Siodmak, Curt. Whomsoever I Shall Kiss. New York. 1952. Dell Publishing 
Company. Dell Paperback Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers. 223 pages. paperback.
756. Cover art by Frank Cazzorelli. Inventory # 37247. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - He was handsome, shrewd, lustful — a scoundrel who 
would do anything for money. She was beautiful, innocent, lonely — and she 
possessed a fortune. Alina would not be the first woman Royal Ludovici had 
pretended to love — but she might be the first with whom his practiced deceit would
fail. For, unscrupulous as he was, Royal now found himself confronted by forces 
greater even than his own insatiable greed. And they were teaching Royal, for the 
first time, that in the end a man can betray only himself.

Curt Siodmak (August 10, 1902 – September 2, 2000) was a German-American 
novelist and screenwriter. He is known for his work in the horror and science fiction 
film genres, with such films as The Wolf Man and Donovan's Brain (the latter 
adapted from his novel of the same name). He was the younger brother of noir 
director Robert Siodmak.
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Sioui, Georges E. For An Amerindian Autohistory. Montreal. 1992. McGill-Queen's 
University Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 077350950x. Translated from
the French by Shelia Fischman. 152 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 14071. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Sioui has produced a work not only of metahistory but of
moral reflections. He contrasts Euroamerican ethnocentrism and feelings of racial 
superiority with the Amerindian belief in the 'Great Circle of Life' and shows that 
human beings must establish intellectual and emotional connections with the entire 
living world if they hope to achieve abundance, quality, and peace for all. Sioui is 
proud to be a Huron and an Amerindian and is fully aware of the injustices that the 
aboriginal people of North America have suffered - and continue to suffer - at the 
hands of Euroamericans. He is convinced that the greatness of Amerindians does 
not lie only in the past but that Native peoples will play an even more important role 
in the future by providing ideas essential to creating aviable way of life for North 
America and the world. While this is a polemical work, Sioui never descends to 
recrimination or vituperative condemnation, even when that might seem justified. 
Instead, he has given us a polemic that is written at the level of philosophy.

Georges E. Sioui is the author of For an Amerindian Autohistory. He is president of 
the Institute of Indigenous Government, Vancouver, British Columbia.
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Sitton, Tom and Deverell, William (editors). Metropolis in the Making: Los Angeles in
the 1920's. Berkeley. 2001. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Hardcover. No Dustjacket As Issued. 0520226267. 372 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 36128. $70

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Los Angeles came of age in the 1920s. The great boom
of that decade gave shape to the L.A. of today: its vast suburban sprawl and 
reliance on the automobile, its prominence as a financial and industrial center, and 
the rise of Hollywood as the film capital of the world. This collection of original 
essays explores the making of the Los Angeles metropolis during this remarkable 
decade. The authors examine the city’s racial, political, cultural, and industrial 
dynamics, making this volume an essential guide to understanding the rise of Los 
Angeles as one of the most important cities in the world. These essays showcase 
the work of a new generation of scholars who are turning their attention to the 
history of the City of Angels to create a richer, more detailed picture of our urban 
past. The essays provide a fascinating look at life in the new suburbs, in the oil 
fields, in the movie studios, at church, and at the polling place as they 
reconceptualize the origins of contemporary urban problems and promise in Los 
Angeles and beyond. Adding to its interest, the volume is illustrated with period 
photography, much of which has not been published before.

Tom Sitton is Curator of History at the Natural History Museum of Los Angeles 
County, and author of John Randolph Haynes: California Progressivism (1992) and
The Haynes Foundation and Urban Reform Philanthropy in Los Angeles (1999). 
William Deverell is Professor of History at the University of Southern California and
Director of the Huntington-USC Institute on California and the West. He is author of
Railroad Crossing: Californians and the Railroad, 1850-1910 (California, 1994) and 
coauthor of Eden by Design: The 1930 Olmsted-Bartholomew Plan for Los Angeles 
(California, 2000). The editors have previously published California Progressivism 
Revisited (California, 1994).
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Sjöwall, Maj and Wahlöö, Per. Cop Killer. New York. 1975. Pantheon Books. 
Bookclub Edition. Good in Dustjacket. Translated from the Swedish by Thomas 
Teal. 252 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by James Barkley. Inventory # 45715.
$6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a small Swedish town a blond woman in her middle 
thirties is brutally murdered and left buried in a swamp. Some weeks later her 
decomposing body is found accidentally by a group of hikers. Prime suspects are 
the convicted sex murderer who was her only neighbor on a lonely country road, and
her former husband – a rough, drunken retired sailor. Meanwhile, on a quiet 
suburban street in another part of Sweden, a midnight shootout take place between 
three cops and two teenage boys. Dead: one cop and two teenage boys. Wounded:
two cops. Escaped: one kid. Those are the facts. And Martin beck, Chief of 
Sweden’s National Homicide Squad, is called in with his partner, Lennart Kollberg. 
In this unfamiliar small-town setting they encounter figures from their earlier cases 
(ROSEANNA, THE MAN WHO WENT UP IN SMOKE). We learn a great deal about
crime, contemporary Sweden, and police work as Beck and Kollberg move 
thoughtfully toward the solution of both crimes. Maj Sjöwall and Per Wahlöö have 
been called ‘the reigning king and queen of mystery fiction’ by The National 
Observer. COP KILLER is the ninth in their well-known Martin Beck series, which 
includes the book from which the recent film THE LAUGHING POLICEMAN was 
made.

Together with Maj Sjowall, he has written several Martin Beck books, including 
ROSEANNA and THE MAN ON THE BALCONY, which were each acclaimed the 
best mystery of the year upon being published in the United States. Born in 1926, 
Mr. Wahloo was a reporter for several Swedish newspapers and magazines and has
written numerous radio, television and film scripts, novels and short stories. He and
his wife and co-author, the poet Maj Sjowall, also edited Peripeo, a magazine of 
literature and poetry.
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Sjöwall, Maj and Wahlöö, Per. Cop Killer (DUSTJACKET ONLY). New York. 1975. 
Pantheon Books. Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0394485319. Translated 
from the Swedish by Thomas Teal. DUSTJACKET ONLY. Cover: illustration by 
James Barkely. Inventory #  44272. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET
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Sjöwall, Maj and Wahlöö, Per. Murder at the Savoy. New York. 1971. Pantheon 
Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394470818. Translated 
from the Swedish by Amy & Ken Knoespel. 216 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration
by James Barkley. Inventory # 27599. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Accustomed as he was to public speaking, powerful 
Swedish industrialist Viktor Palmgren had no idea that his after-dinner speech in 
elegant Hotel Savoy would be so rudely interrupted that warm summer evening. 
Suddenly, in the midst of Palmgren’s entertaining remarks, an uninvited guest 
strolled in, pulled a blue-steel object from his pocket, shot the speaker in the head, 
and disappeared through an open window. No one in the restaurant was able to 
identify the gunman, and local police were sheepishly baffled. Enter: Chief Inspector
Martin Beck, of the National Homicide Squad. And so we are off on another 
precision-timed, beautifully constructed tale of police work and further absorbing 
adventures of Martin Beck and his dogged fellow detectives of Sweden’s National 
Police. Old friends of Beck and his colleagues will relish the special atmospheric 
setting and human interest in this latest installment, and may be relieved to note that
Beck’s appetite (which failed him regularly in the dyspeptic days before the idea of 
divorce had ever crossed his mind) has actually begun to improve.

Together with Maj Sjowall, he has written several Martin Beck books, including 
ROSEANNA and THE MAN ON THE BALCONY, which were each acclaimed the 
best mystery of the year upon being published in the United States. Born in 1926, 
Mr. Wahloo was a reporter for several Swedish newspapers and magazines and has
written numerous radio, television and film scripts, novels and short stories. He and
his wife and co-author, the poet Maj Sjowall, also edited Peripeo, a magazine of 
literature and poetry.
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Sjöwall, Maj and Wahlöö, Per. Murder at the Savoy. New York. 1971. Pantheon 
Books. Bookclub Edition. Good in Dustjacket. 0394470818. Translated from the 
Swedish by Amy & Ken Knoespel. 216 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by 
James Barkley. Inventory # 45716. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Accustomed as he was to public speaking, powerful 
Swedish industrialist Viktor Palmgren had no idea that his after-dinner speech in 
elegant Hotel Savoy would be so rudely interrupted that warm summer evening. 
Suddenly, in the midst of Palmgren’s entertaining remarks, an uninvited guest 
strolled in, pulled a blue-steel object from his pocket, shot the speaker in the head, 
and disappeared through an open window. No one in the restaurant was able to 
identify the gunman, and local police were sheepishly baffled. Enter: Chief Inspector
Martin Beck, of the National Homicide Squad. And so we are off on another 
precision-timed, beautifully constructed tale of police work and further absorbing 
adventures of Martin Beck and his dogged fellow detectives of Sweden’s National 
Police. Old friends of Beck and his colleagues will relish the special atmospheric 
setting and human interest in this latest installment, and may be relieved to note that
Beck’s appetite (which failed him regularly in the dyspeptic days before the idea of 
divorce had ever crossed his mind) has actually begun to improve.

Together with Maj Sjowall, he has written several Martin Beck books, including 
ROSEANNA and THE MAN ON THE BALCONY, which were each acclaimed the 
best mystery of the year upon being published in the United States. Born in 1926, 
Mr. Wahloo was a reporter for several Swedish newspapers and magazines and has
written numerous radio, television and film scripts, novels and short stories. He and
his wife and co-author, the poet Maj Sjowall, also edited Peripeo, a magazine of 
literature and poetry.
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Sjöwall, Maj and Wahlöö, Per. Murder at The Savoy (DUSTJACKET ONLY). New 
York. 1971. Pantheon Books. Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0394470818. 
Translated from the Swedish by Amy & Ken Knoespel. DUSTJACKET ONLY. Jacket
illustration by James Barkley. Inventory #  44273. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET
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Sjöwall, Maj and Wahlöö, Per. Roseanna (DUSTJACKET ONLY). New York. 1967.
Pantheon Books. Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket. Translated from the Swedish
by Lois Roth. DUSTJACKET ONLY. Jacket illustration by James Barkley. Inventory
#  44274. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET
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Sjöwall, Maj and Wahlöö, Per. The Fire Engine That Disappeared. New York. 1971.
Pantheon Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394412087. 
Translated from the Swedish by Joan Tate. 213 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration
by James Barkley. Inventory # 6656. $100

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The cunning incendiary device that blew the roof off a 
Stockholm apartment house one cold winter night not only interrupted the small, 
peaceful orgy underway inside, it nearly took the lives of the building’s eleven 
occupants. And if one of police commissioner Martin Beck’s colleagues hadn’t been
on the scene, the explosion would have led to a major catastrophe since - for 
reasons nobody could satisfactorily explain - the fire department didn’t arrive until 
too late. How could a regulation-sized ladder truck vanish in the center of 
Stockholm? What, if anything, did the explosion have to do with the peculiar death 
earlier that day of a 46-year-old bachelor whose cryptic suicide note consisted of 
only two words: ‘Martin Beck’? Once again Maj Sjöwall and Per Wahlöö bring to life 
the familiar team of grudgingly dedicated policemen who assist Martin Beck (now 
head of Sweden’s homicide bureau) in picking a trail through the intricate 
underground that connects Stockholm criminals to those on the Continent. No 
heroes. Beck’s men work hard just getting from one day to the next in a big-city 
world of evil on every scale. Beck himself, by this book, is a little more accustomed 
to the intolerable existence he faces: the ashes in his akvavit have settled a bit as 
his appreciation for the mysteries in his own life heightens, slightly.

Together with Maj Sjowall, he has written several Martin Beck books, including 
ROSEANNA and THE MAN ON THE BALCONY, which were each acclaimed the 
best mystery of the year upon being published in the United States. Born in 1926, 
Mr. Wahloo was a reporter for several Swedish newspapers and magazines and has
written numerous radio, television and film scripts, novels and short stories. He and
his wife and co-author, the poet Maj Sjowall, also edited Peripeo, a magazine of 
literature and poetry.
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Sjöwall, Maj and Wahlöö, Per. The Fire Engine That Disappeared. New York. 1970.
Pantheon Books. 1st American Edition. Previous Owner’s Name Penned in Front, 
Otherwise Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0394412087. Translated from the
Swedish by Joan Tate. 213 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by James Barkley. 
Inventory # 11697. $48

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The cunning incendiary device that blew the roof off a 
Stockholm apartment house one cold winter night not only interrupted the small, 
peaceful orgy underway inside, it nearly took the lives of the building’s eleven 
occupants. And if one of police commissioner Martin Beck’s colleagues hadn’t been
on the scene, the explosion would have led to a major catastrophe since - for 
reasons nobody could satisfactorily explain - the fire department didn’t arrive until 
too late. How could a regulation-sized ladder truck vanish in the center of 
Stockholm? What, if anything, did the explosion have to do with the peculiar death 
earlier that day of a 46-year-old bachelor whose cryptic suicide note consisted of 
only two words: ‘Martin Beck’? Once again Maj Sjöwall and Per Wahlöö bring to life 
the familiar team of grudgingly dedicated policemen who assist Martin Beck (now 
head of Sweden’s homicide bureau) in picking a trail through the intricate 
underground that connects Stockholm criminals to those on the Continent. No 
heroes. Beck’s men work hard just getting from one day to the next in a big-city 
world of evil on every scale. Beck himself, by this book, is a little more accustomed 
to the intolerable existence he faces: the ashes in his akvavit have settled a bit as 
his appreciation for the mysteries in his own life heightens, slightly.

Together with Maj Sjowall, he has written several Martin Beck books, including 
ROSEANNA and THE MAN ON THE BALCONY, which were each acclaimed the 
best mystery of the year upon being published in the United States. Born in 1926, 
Mr. Wahloo was a reporter for several Swedish newspapers and magazines and has
written numerous radio, television and film scripts, novels and short stories. He and
his wife and co-author, the poet Maj Sjowall, also edited Peripeo, a magazine of 
literature and poetry.
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Skarmeta, Antonio. The Insurrection. Hanover. 1983. Ediciones Del Norte. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Translated from the Spanish by Paula 
Sharp. 248 pages. paperback. Cover by Mark Spencer. Photograph by Ingeborg 
Lommatzsch. Inventory # 7529. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In THE INSURRECTION, his latest novel, he depicts the
Nicaraguan revolution from the vantage point of a small town. With humor and 
power, he unfolds the lives of guerrilleros, students, government soldiers, priests, 
and workers, leading them to an apocalypse of fire and liberation. The letters of 
Leonel from the front, the doubts of Agustin in jail, the resigned and humorously 
cynical figure of the Captain of the local guard who knows he is defeated, the 
abduction of Vicky, the attack on the church, and the final burst of flames that 
engulfs the town of Leon, allow the reader to experience the dramatic life of a people
in a moment of emergency and great importance for the contemporary history of the
Americas. Skarmeta’s characters are not heroes, but rather, are plain people who 
surpass themselves in a moment of historic challenge. From this novel the author 
composed a filmscript which became a Peter Lilienthal movie titled Der Aufstand; 
the movie was awarded the Bundesfilmpreis of 1980.

Antonio Skármeta (born Esteban Antonio Skármeta Vranicic on November 7, 1940) 
is a Chilean writer descending from Croatian immigrants from the Adriatic island of 
Brač, Dalmatia. He was awarded Chile's National Literature Prize in 2014. His 1985
novel and film Ardiente paciencia ('Ardent Patience') inspired the 1994 Academy 
Award-winning movie, Il Postino (The Postman). His fiction has since received 
dozens of awards and has been translated into nearly thirty languages worldwide.In
1989, after the end of Pinochet’s military dictatorship, the writer returned to Chile in
order 'to create political space for freedom'. He hosted a television program on 
literature and the arts, which regularly attracted over a million viewers. From 2000 to
2003 he served as the Chilean ambassador in Germany. He teaches classes at 
Colorado College both in Santiago, and Colorado Springs.
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Skinner, Robert. Cat-Eyed Trouble. New York. 1998. Kensington Publishing. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1575662507. 248 pages. hardcover. Signed by the
Author. Inventory # 25172. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A Wesley Farrell hard-boiled noir mystery set in 1933 
New Orleans and the second book in the series. Wesley Farrell has lived on the 
razor's edge between good and evil, life and death, and black and white. Hiding from
his true heritage, Farrell has paid for his secrets in blood. But when murder draws 
him into a seductive game of cat and mouse, he discovers just how much blood and
innocence he has yet to shed.

Robert Skinner has degrees in history (Old Dominion University) and library science
(Indiana University) and studied creative writing at the University of New Orleans. 
He’s widely known for his non-fiction writing on the career of African-American 
novelist Chester Himes and on the American hard-boiled crime story. He’s the 
author of two previous Wesley Farrell novels, Skin Deep, Blood Red, (1997) and 
Cat-Eyed Trouble (1998). He makes his home in New Orleans where he’s University
Librarian at Xavier University of Louisiana.
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Skinner, Robert. Cat-Eyed Trouble. New York. 1998. Kensington Publishing. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1575662507. 248 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
25656. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A Wesley Farrell hard-boiled noir mystery set in 1933 
New Orleans and the second book in the series. Wesley Farrell has lived on the 
razor's edge between good and evil, life and death, and black and white. Hiding from
his true heritage, Farrell has paid for his secrets in blood. But when murder draws 
him into a seductive game of cat and mouse, he discovers just how much blood and
innocence he has yet to shed.

Robert Skinner has degrees in history (Old Dominion University) and library science
(Indiana University) and studied creative writing at the University of New Orleans. 
He’s widely known for his non-fiction writing on the career of African-American 
novelist Chester Himes and on the American hard-boiled crime story. He’s the 
author of two previous Wesley Farrell novels, Skin Deep, Blood Red, (1997) and 
Cat-Eyed Trouble (1998). He makes his home in New Orleans where he’s University
Librarian at Xavier University of Louisiana.
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Skinner, Robert. Skin Deep, Blood Red. New York. 1997. Kensington Publishing. 1st
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 157566092x. 247 pages. hardcover. Signed by the
Author. Inventory # 25190. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Chance Tartaglia, a cop with a nasty reputation for 
embezzling, pimping and drug-dealing, has been found shot to death. To nightclub 
owner Wesley Farrell--who knows all about secrets--he was just another low-life who
didn't pay his tab. Until Farrell is hired to find the killer, and forced to hitch a ride with
his own private demons. Now, the lie Farrell's been living for so long is about to blow
up in his face. Because there's more to Tartaglia's death than a bullet to the chest.

Robert Skinner has degrees in history (Old Dominion University) and library science
(Indiana University) and studied creative writing at the University of New Orleans. 
He’s widely known for his non-fiction writing on the career of African-American 
novelist Chester Himes and on the American hard-boiled crime story. He’s the 
author of two previous Wesley Farrell novels, Skin Deep, Blood Red, (1997) and 
Cat-Eyed Trouble (1998). He makes his home in New Orleans where he’s University
Librarian at Xavier University of Louisiana.
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Skinner, Robert. Skin Deep, Blood Red. New York. 1997. Kensington Publishing. 1st
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 157566092x. 247 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
25657. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Chance Tartaglia, a cop with a nasty reputation for 
embezzling, pimping and drug-dealing, has been found shot to death. To nightclub 
owner Wesley Farrell--who knows all about secrets--he was just another low-life who
didn't pay his tab. Until Farrell is hired to find the killer, and forced to hitch a ride with
his own private demons. Now, the lie Farrell's been living for so long is about to blow
up in his face. Because there's more to Tartaglia's death than a bullet to the chest.

Robert Skinner has degrees in history (Old Dominion University) and library science
(Indiana University) and studied creative writing at the University of New Orleans. 
He’s widely known for his non-fiction writing on the career of African-American 
novelist Chester Himes and on the American hard-boiled crime story. He’s the 
author of two previous Wesley Farrell novels, Skin Deep, Blood Red, (1997) and 
Cat-Eyed Trouble (1998). He makes his home in New Orleans where he’s University
Librarian at Xavier University of Louisiana.
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Sklar, Holly (editor). Washngton's War On Nicaragua. Boston. 1988. South End 
Press. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0896082954. 472 
pages. paperback. Cover by Lydia Sargent. Inventory # 8548. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Among recent books on U.S. policy in Nicaragua, this 
one stands out for its combination of fact, historical analysis and open disgust over 
American arrogance. Sklar ( Trilateralism ) maintains that fear of another Cuba is an
illusion fostered by the Reagan administration’s propaganda-lobbying effort and 
argues that another Vietnam is a more likely parallel. She warns that a Central 
American invasion will remain a prospect even after Reagan leaves office. Both 
liberals and conservatives claim the unilateral, self-ordained right of the United 
States to define Latin American destiny by interference, the author contends, finding
this attitude nowhere more blatant than in U.S. policy toward Nicaragua. Sklar 
advocates ending all efforts to manipulate, destabilize or overthrow the Sandinistas,
and the payment of reparations, the signing of a nonaggression pact between 
Washington and Managua, and cancelation of all U.S. military maneuvers in the 
region. – PUBLISHERS WEEKLY.

Holly Sklar (born 1955) is an author and syndicated columnist, policy analyst and 
strategist whose articles have appeared in hundreds of newspapers and online 
outlets as well as The Nation, and other publications. She is the co-author of Raise 
the Floor: Wages and Policies that Work for All of Us (2001).
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Sklar, Holly. Reagan, Trilateralism and the Neoliberals: Containment and 
Intervention in the 1980s. Boston. 1986. South End Press. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Wrappers. 089608213x. 76 pages. paperback. Inventory # 40436. 
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘REAGAN, TRILATERALISM AND THE NEOLIBERALS 
is important reading for people who want to get in touch with the reality behind our 
foreign policy and the forces driving the country. Sklar shows that intervention and 
militarism are symptomatic of U.S. policy - not something that begins with Reagan or
ends with him. Anyone serious about understanding and changing U.S. policy 
should have this material at their fingertips.’ - Mel King, Rainbow Coalition. ‘. a 
valuable corrective to the prevailing disinformation about U.S. policy in Central 
America.’ - Barbara Ehrenreich, Institute for Policy Studies. ‘Reading Holly Sklar’s 
new book is like putting on a pair of glasses which make profound sense of our 
turbulent times. She exposes the continuity of U.S. foreign policy through liberal and
conservative administrations and the palace intrigues between rot backers, 
trilateralists, and advocates of ‘moderate’ or ‘liberal’ containment. Her analysis of 
Reagan’s new ‘democracy doctrine’ is must reading. She shows us that what 
Reagan and the liberals both fear in Nicaragua is not communism but a non-aligned,
democratic government which delivers on the promise of social justice.’ - Rev. John
Collins,

Holly Sklar (born 1955) is an author and syndicated columnist, policy analyst and 
strategist whose articles have appeared in hundreds of newspapers and online 
outlets as well as The Nation, and other publications. She is the co-author of Raise 
the Floor: Wages and Policies that Work for All of Us (2001).
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Sklepowich, Edward. Farewell To the Flesh: An Urbino Macintyre Mystery. New 
York. 1991. Morrow. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0688110061. 
334 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Louise Fili. Inventory # 26649. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - During the Carnevale in Venice, American Urbino 
Macintyre and his British friend Contessa da Capo-Zendrini, investigate the fatal 
stabbing of English photographer Val Gibbon. When the nuns of the pensione where
the dead man stayed ask Urbino to look into the murder, he learns that a rival 
photographer was jealous of Gibbon’s commission to shoot the restoration work 
being done by Josef Lubonski. Urbino also discovers Gibbon was blackmailing 
Lubonski and that the victim’s fiancee had nearly married Tony Vico, stepson of the
Contessa’s old friend Bernice Pillow, before she met Gibbon. Tony and Bernice, 
Urbino knows, are in Venice for the festivities.

EDWARD SKLEPOWICH has been an expatriate American for many years. He has
been a Fullbright scholar of American literature in Egypt, Algeria, and Tunisia. He 
divides his time between Tunisia, where he is a university lecturer, Venice, New 
York, and a former Phoenician town on the Tunisian Mediterranean called Sousse.
His deep feeling for Venice is one expression of his maternal Italian heritage.
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Sklepowich, Edward. Farewell To the Flesh: An Urbino Macintyre Mystery. New 
York. 1991. Morrow. 1st American Edition. Spine Very Slightly Cocked, Otherwise 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0688110061. 334 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Louise Fili. Inventory # 27329. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - During the Carnevale in Venice, American Urbino 
Macintyre and his British friend Contessa da Capo-Zendrini, investigate the fatal 
stabbing of English photographer Val Gibbon. When the nuns of the pensione where
the dead man stayed ask Urbino to look into the murder, he learns that a rival 
photographer was jealous of Gibbon’s commission to shoot the restoration work 
being done by Josef Lubonski. Urbino also discovers Gibbon was blackmailing 
Lubonski and that the victim’s fiancee had nearly married Tony Vico, stepson of the
Contessa’s old friend Bernice Pillow, before she met Gibbon. Tony and Bernice, 
Urbino knows, are in Venice for the festivities.

EDWARD SKLEPOWICH has been an expatriate American for many years. He has
been a Fullbright scholar of American literature in Egypt, Algeria, and Tunisia. He 
divides his time between Tunisia, where he is a university lecturer, Venice, New 
York, and a former Phoenician town on the Tunisian Mediterranean called Sousse.
His deep feeling for Venice is one expression of his maternal Italian heritage.
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Skvorecky, Josef. Dvorak in Love. New York. 1987. Knopf. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394546814. Translated from the Czech by Paul Wilson. 
325 pages. hardcover. Cover: Fred Marcellino. Inventory # 33796. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1892, at the height of his prodigious powers, Antonin
Dvorak was persuaded to leave his native Bohemia to come to New York to be 
Director of the National Conservatory of Music. From this biographical footnote, 
Josef Skvorecky has fashioned a splendid tale: the story of Dvorak’s utterly requited
love affair with America, the anthem of which is his famous Symphony No. s in E 
Minor, ‘From the New World.’ Skvorecky gives us an affectionate portrait of a 
devout, guileless, greatly modest man (known to his students in New York as ‘Old 
Borax’ because they could not cope with his Slavic name), and a wonderfully 
imagined picture of a little-known period in American musical history, when black 
composers, musicians, and singers enjoyed a sovereignty they could find nowhere 
else in American life, and when America (owing in part to Dvorak’s influence) first 
turned to its own cultural roots for musical inspiration.

Josef Škvorecký (September 27, 1924 – January 3, 2012) was a Czech-Canadian 
writer and publisher who spent much of his life in Canada. SKVORECKY was born 
in Bohemia, emigrated to Canada in 1968, and was for many years a professor of 
English at Erindale College, University of Toronto. He and his wife, the novelist 
Zdena Salivarova, ran a Czech-language publishing house, Sixty-Eight Publishers, 
in Toronto, and were long-time supporters of Czech dissident writers before the fall 
of communism in that country. Skvorecky’s novels include THE COWARDS, MISS 
SILVER’S PAST, THE BASS SAXOPHONE, THE ENGINEER OF HUMAN SOULS,
and DVORAK IN LOVE. He was the winner of the 1980 Neustadt International Prize
for Literature and the 1984 Governor General’s Award for fiction in Canada. 
Škvorecký's fiction deals with several themes: the horrors of totalitarianism and 
repression, the expatriate experience, and the miracle of jazz.
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Skvorecky, Josef. Miss Silver's Past. New York. 1974. Grove Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Small Moisture Mark On Front Free Endpaper,Otherwise Very Good in
Dustjacket. 0394492935. Foreword by Graham Greene. Translated from the Czech
by Peter Kussi. 297 pages. hardcover. GP-723. Cover design by Kenneth R. 
Deardoff. Inventory # 34208. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this novel, Josef Skvorecky tells a spellbinding story of
moral corruption and political cynicism in the guise of a love story that turns into a 
murder mystery. Karel Leden falls in love with Lenka, a beautiful girl with shiny black
hair, the minute he sees her on the beach clad in a scanty bikini. But Lenka rebuffs
Karel’s advances, preferring instead the company of Karel’s boss, a balding, middle-
aged Communist party official. after a nocturnal boat ride with Lenka his body is 
washed ashore. The police call it a tragic accident. Who is Lenka? A girl with a 
mysterious past, a beautiful tramp who teases her lovers? Karel can’t make her out,
In anguish he begins to drink, in desperation he plays detective. What he discovers 
is part of the gruesome history of our time. And what had begun as a story of love’s 
labors lost suddenly turns into a political whodunit in which the victim, instead of the
murderer, is the criminal. But beyond being a diverting thriller, this novel also offers
a remarkable account of life among the privileged few in a Communist society, the 
first book to give us a glimpse of the underworld of intellectual pimp and literary 
prostitute that rules the cultural establishment, a truly authentic picture of the 
corrosion of the spirit that besets the party hacks and party-line writers, of hypocrisy
rewarded and idealism betrayed. Skvorecky sets his story against the background of
a State run publishing company, and he provides an astonishing tour of the literary
machine of a Communist state.

Josef Škvorecký (September 27, 1924 – January 3, 2012) was a Czech-Canadian 
writer and publisher who spent much of his life in Canada. SKVORECKY was born 
in Bohemia, emigrated to Canada in 1968, and was for many years a professor of 
English at Erindale College, University of Toronto.
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Skvorecky, Josef. Sins For Father Knox. New York. 1989. Norton. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0393025128. Translated from the Czech by Kaca
Polackova Henley. 268 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Linda Kosarin. Inventory
# 11482. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Readers of THE MOURNFUL DEMEANOUR OF 
LIEUTENANT BORUVKA will welcome the second book in the Boruvka series, 
although the lieutenant appears in only two of the ten stories (the first and last). The
heroine in this volume is a nightclub singer called Eve Adam, a garrulous meddler in
other people’s affairs, Under contract from the State Concert Agency, she sings in 
various cities around the world. As Eve Adam travels and a crime occurs, each story
violates one of the rules of the Detective Story Decalogue by Father Ronald A. 
Knox, probably the best-known set of rules for writing detective fiction. And so the 
task for the reader is two-fold: to decide which rule has been broken and to identify 
the murderer—in Prague, in Stockholm, in Rimini, in Berkeley, and in all the other 
cities. This book, newly translated, has never before appeared in English. Two more
Boruvka books, of quite a different nature but equally remarkable, will follow.

Josef Škvorecký (September 27, 1924 – January 3, 2012) was a Czech-Canadian 
writer and publisher who spent much of his life in Canada. SKVORECKY was born 
in Bohemia, emigrated to Canada in 1968, and was for many years a professor of 
English at Erindale College, University of Toronto. He and his wife, the novelist 
Zdena Salivarova, ran a Czech-language publishing house, Sixty-Eight Publishers, 
in Toronto, and were long-time supporters of Czech dissident writers before the fall 
of communism in that country. Skvorecky’s novels include THE COWARDS, MISS 
SILVER’S PAST, THE BASS SAXOPHONE, THE ENGINEER OF HUMAN SOULS,
and DVORAK IN LOVE. He was the winner of the 1980 Neustadt International Prize
for Literature and the 1984 Governor General’s Award for fiction in Canada. 
Škvorecký's fiction deals with several themes: the horrors of totalitarianism and 
repression, the expatriate experience, and the miracle of jazz.
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Skvorecky, Josef. Talkin' Moscow Blues. New York. 1990. Ecco Press. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers With A Crease On On The Rear Cover. 
0880012315. Paperback Original. 367 pages. paperback. Cover: David Montle. 
Inventory # 32695. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - TALKIN’ MOSCOW BLUES is the first-ever collection of
Skvorecky’s essays, reviews, and interviews. Here are deeply personal stories about
the friends and events that have shaped his beliefs and his writing: thoughtful 
examinations of the nature of art, politics, and freedom; reviews of writers such as 
Faulkner and Kafka, and filmmakers Jiri Menzel and Francis Coppola. And sprinkled
throughout are Skvorecky’s lively commentaries on the foibles of both East and 
West. Skvorecky has lived under the spectrum of political regimes – from the rightist
oppression of the Nazis to the leftist oppression of the Soviets – and he has resisted
the influence of both sides. As a amateur musician in Czechoslovakia he slipped 
‘verboten’ lyrics past the Nazi censor and played ‘degenerate’ jazz with a lookout at 
the door; as a lifelong film devotee and friend of top filmmakers he saw scripts 
written and rewritten to match the ebb and flow of party politics; as a writer he had 
his first major work, THE COWARDS, banned and confiscated by the authorities. As
a Czech he is exiled for life, but as a Canadian he has found freedom to express his
thoughts and opinions, both in fiction and non-fiction.

Josef Škvorecký (September 27, 1924 – January 3, 2012) was a Czech-Canadian 
writer and publisher who spent much of his life in Canada. SKVORECKY was born 
in Bohemia, emigrated to Canada in 1968, and was for many years a professor of 
English at Erindale College, University of Toronto. He and his wife, the novelist 
Zdena Salivarova, ran a Czech-language publishing house, Sixty-Eight Publishers, 
in Toronto, and were long-time supporters of Czech dissident writers before the fall 
of communism in that country. Skvorecky’s novels include THE COWARDS, MISS 
SILVER’S PAST, THE BASS SAXOPHONE, THE ENGINEER OF HUMAN SOULS,
and DVORAK IN LOVE. He was the winner of the 1980 Neustadt International Prize
for Literature and the 1984 Governor General’s Award for fiction in Canada. 
Škvorecký's fiction deals with several themes: the horrors of totalitarianism and 
repression, the expatriate experience, and the miracle of jazz.
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Skvorecky, Josef. The Bass Saxophone. New York. 1979. Knopf. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394502671. Translated from the Czech by Kaca
Polackova-Henley. 212 pages. hardcover. Front-of-jacket illustration by G. Freschet.
Inventory # 26884. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The two haunting, poetic novellas that comprise THE 
BASS SAXOPHONE brilliantly evoke the comedy and sadness of life under the Nazi
and Soviet dictatorships. They are prefaced by a remarkable memoir of Skvorecky's
jazz-obsessed youth. Jazz is a symbol of freedom in both these novellas. In 
EMOKE, which is set in the shadow of the Communist regime, jazz becomes the 
means by which a jaded young man plots the seduction of a mysterious girl 
enmeshed in superstition and the occult. Spurned, but fascinated, he is drawn into 
her tortured existence until catapulted into the final bitter comedy. In THE BASS 
SAXOPHONE a young Czechoslovakian student living under the rule of the Nazis is
lured by his love of jazz - the ‘forbidden music’ - into secretly and dangerously 
playing in a German band, with bizarre and unexpected results. Written with the 
lyrical intensity of a great jazz performance, these two extraordinary novellas are 
among Skvorecky's finest works.

Josef Škvorecký (September 27, 1924 – January 3, 2012) was a Czech-Canadian 
writer and publisher who spent much of his life in Canada. SKVORECKY was born 
in Bohemia, emigrated to Canada in 1968, and was for many years a professor of 
English at Erindale College, University of Toronto. He and his wife, the novelist 
Zdena Salivarova, ran a Czech-language publishing house, Sixty-Eight Publishers, 
in Toronto, and were long-time supporters of Czech dissident writers before the fall 
of communism in that country. Skvorecky’s novels include THE COWARDS, MISS 
SILVER’S PAST, THE BASS SAXOPHONE, THE ENGINEER OF HUMAN SOULS,
and DVORAK IN LOVE. He was the winner of the 1980 Neustadt International Prize
for Literature and the 1984 Governor General’s Award for fiction in Canada. 
Škvorecký's fiction deals with several themes: the horrors of totalitarianism and 
repression, the expatriate experience, and the miracle of jazz.
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Skvorecky, Josef. The Cowards. Middlesex. 1980. Penguin Books. Reprinted 
Penguin Modern Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0140035117.
Translated from the Czech by Jeanne Nemcova. 416 pages. paperback. The cover
art was designed by Germano Facetti and shows a detail from 'German Sorceress' 
by Otto Dix. Inventory # 37866. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Written by one of the outstanding Czech novelists of 
modern times, THE COWARDS is one of the most remarkable novels to come out of
Czechoslovakia since the war. It was banned in 1958 shortly after its first publication
because of its critical attitude to the events of May 1945, when the country was 
liberated from Nazi occupation. One week in May 1945 in a small town, Kostelec, 
Czechoslovakia. Danny is growing up fast in the turbulence of the retreating POWs
and the advancing Red Army. He observes the antics of the town’s senior citizenry 
trying to play safe, and he plays at being a dashing partisan when he is not a 
reluctant conscript in a war more businesslike than the revolution he dreamed of. 
THE COWARDS is a story of an uncomplicated, talented youth, refusing to be bored
to death by politics, and refusing to die without fighting and thinking for himself. 
Danny is a character responding freshly and humanly to momentous historic events.

Josef Škvorecký (September 27, 1924 – January 3, 2012) was a Czech-Canadian 
writer and publisher who spent much of his life in Canada. SKVORECKY was born 
in Bohemia, emigrated to Canada in 1968, and was for many years a professor of 
English at Erindale College, University of Toronto. He and his wife, the novelist 
Zdena Salivarova, ran a Czech-language publishing house, Sixty-Eight Publishers, 
in Toronto, and were long-time supporters of Czech dissident writers before the fall 
of communism in that country. Skvorecky’s novels include THE COWARDS, MISS 
SILVER’S PAST, THE BASS SAXOPHONE, THE ENGINEER OF HUMAN SOULS,
and DVORAK IN LOVE. He was the winner of the 1980 Neustadt International Prize
for Literature and the 1984 Governor General’s Award for fiction in Canada. 
Škvorecký's fiction deals with several themes: the horrors of totalitarianism and 
repression, the expatriate experience, and the miracle of jazz.
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Skvorecky, Josef. The End of Lieutenant Boruvka. New York. 1990. Norton. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0393027856. Translated from the Czech
by Paul Wilson. 185 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Linda Kosarin. Inventory #
26415. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Third in the series of linked detective tales featuring the 
‘downbeat Prague cop’ of THE MOURNFUL DEMEANOUR OF LIEUTENANT 
BORUVKA and SINS FOR FATHER KNOX, this collection of six stories takes place
around the time of the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia. The stories include a 
murder in which a famous writer and supporter of Alexander Dubcek is implicated, 
but evidence uncovered by Boruvka points elsewhere. In a second story the 
murderer has reached a position of influence by the time our detective comes on the
scene. A Soviet army sentry turns out to be responsible for a third murder. In the 
final story Boruvka must decide whether to jeopardize his career as he pursues an 
American gangster. In each of these cases, some of which are based on actual 
events, Boruvka is pitted against his colleagues, the secret police, and even his 
country. ‘Boruvka is, I suppose, in the British or European tradition of developed 
detective characters-he has problems, he even falls in love. If Woody Allen were 
stouter, he could play the part.’ -Josef Skvorecky, commenting on his sad-eyed 
detective.

Josef Škvorecký (September 27, 1924 – January 3, 2012) was a Czech-Canadian 
writer and publisher who spent much of his life in Canada. SKVORECKY was born 
in Bohemia, emigrated to Canada in 1968, and was for many years a professor of 
English at Erindale College, University of Toronto. He and his wife, the novelist 
Zdena Salivarova, ran a Czech-language publishing house, Sixty-Eight Publishers, 
in Toronto, and were long-time supporters of Czech dissident writers before the fall 
of communism in that country. Skvorecky’s novels include THE COWARDS, MISS 
SILVER’S PAST, THE BASS SAXOPHONE, THE ENGINEER OF HUMAN SOULS,
and DVORAK IN LOVE. He was the winner of the 1980 Neustadt International Prize
for Literature and the 1984 Governor General’s Award for fiction in Canada. 
Škvorecký's fiction deals with several themes: the horrors of totalitarianism and 
repression, the expatriate experience, and the miracle of jazz.
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Skvorecky, Josef. The Engineer of Human Souls. New York. 1984. Knopf. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 039450500x. Translated 
from the Czech by Paul Wilson. 573 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration & design 
by Fred Marcellino. Inventory # 16697. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In The Engineer of Human Souls, the protagonist is a 
novelist, Danny Smiricky, a Czech, who, feeling himself to be ‘too old to write for the
desk drawer,’ fled his country in 1968 to find asylum in Canada. When we meet him,
he has been - for nearly a decade - professor of American literature at Edenvale 
College in Toronto. He still sees his New World with Old World eyes, seduced by its
freedom and security, charmed by its earnest decadence, exasperated by its 
political innocence. Having lived through Czechoslovakia’s traumatic half-century, he
sees Canada as a country without a past; he is deeply mistrustful of all ideologies. 
Danny finds much to divert him, much to satisfy ‘a writer’s unscrupulous hunger,’ 
and has absolutely no nostalgia for Stalin’s dictum that a writer should be an 
engineer of the soul of the New Socialist Man. The novel moves between the quirky
calm of Danny’s American present and the (unresolved) suspense of his past, that 
tragic, comic melodrama in which he stars as Youth; as feckless hero of the 
Resistance; as lover of Nadia the factory girl, his co-conspirator in sabotage; as 
hipster manqué of a small Bohemian town under the pall of the Nazi occupation—
with a cast of heroes, traitors, cowards, hotheads and innocents.

Josef Škvorecký (September 27, 1924 – January 3, 2012) was a Czech-Canadian 
writer and publisher who spent much of his life in Canada. SKVORECKY was born 
in Bohemia, emigrated to Canada in 1968, and was for many years a professor of 
English at Erindale College, University of Toronto. He and his wife, the novelist 
Zdena Salivarova, ran a Czech-language publishing house, Sixty-Eight Publishers, 
in Toronto, and were long-time supporters of Czech dissident writers before the fall 
of communism in that country. Skvorecky’s novels include THE COWARDS, MISS 
SILVER’S PAST, THE BASS SAXOPHONE, THE ENGINEER OF HUMAN SOULS,
and DVORAK IN LOVE.
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Skvorecky, Josef. The Miracle Game. New York. 1991. Knopf. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394572203. Translated from the Czech by Paul Wilson. 
437 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration & design by Fred Marcellino. Inventory # 
14973. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It is 1948. Danny Smiricky, the libidinous cynic of THE 
COWARDS and THE ENGINEER OF HUMAN SOULS, is teaching in an all-girls 
school in Bohemia, where he is a master of social studies and (extracurricularly) a 
master of the hapless romantic entanglement and the narrow escape. One Sunday, 
in a little village church, Danny is witness to an inexplicable event: During the 
priest’s sermon, a statue of St. Joseph bows to the congregation. The townspeople
hail this as a miracle; the Communist Party, just come to power, moves quickly to 
suppress any possible exploitation of the incident on the part of the Catholic Church.
It is soon ‘proven’ that the priest perpetrated a fraud; he is interrogated and tortured,
and dies. Twenty years later, Danny, now a writer, moves through Prague’s political
and intellectual circles during the heady spring of 1968, observing the dramatis 
personae of the hour: First Secretary Dubcek, on whose all-too-human shoulders 
rests the fate of the nation; the World-Famous Playwright, sitting in a café, 
surrounded by girls, dreaming up his opposition party; the beautiful, cold-blooded 
Laura, for whom politically correct ends justify any means at all; countless hilariously
squabbling intellectuals denouncing one another for past crimes. Now, suddenly, the
case of the Bohemian miracle is reopened, and Danny is reluctantly drawn into an 
increasingly Byzantine investigation. What really happened all those years ago?

Josef Škvorecký (September 27, 1924 – January 3, 2012) was a Czech-Canadian 
writer and publisher who spent much of his life in Canada. SKVORECKY was born 
in Bohemia, emigrated to Canada in 1968, and was for many years a professor of 
English at Erindale College, University of Toronto. He and his wife, the novelist 
Zdena Salivarova, ran a Czech-language publishing house, Sixty-Eight Publishers, 
in Toronto, and were long-time supporters of Czech dissident writers before the fall 
of communism in that country. Skvorecky’s novels include THE COWARDS, MISS 
SILVER’S PAST, THE BASS SAXOPHONE, THE ENGINEER OF HUMAN SOULS,
and DVORAK IN LOVE.
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Skvorecky, Josef. The Mournful Demeanour of Lieutenant Boruvka. Toronto. 1987. 
Lester & Orpen Dennys. 1st Canadian Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0886191823. Translated from the Czech by Rosemary Kavan. Kaca Polackova & 
George Theiner. 288 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Bernice Eisenstein. 
Inventory # 10614. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The first in a series of linked detective tales featuring a 
highly intelligent member of the Czechoslovak police force and his agreeable 
colleagues. Many of the tales are delightful parodies of ‘standard’ mysteries, and 
most are set in the author’s native Czechoslovakia. Lieutenant Boruvka himself is 
splendidly realized—a pensive, conscience-stricken man driven to melancholy by 
the fiendish truths of murder, yet always wide awake to the strange methods of 
murder he encounters. Twelve bizarre plots involve theatrical people or musicians, 
and one concerns a band of mountaineers. Its solution reveals pent-up emotions of 
love, jealousy, and envy. Other cases involve blackmail, apparent suicide, and 
unusual trajectories for weapons—a wealth of gruesome circumstances, The entire
book is intended to be read as a continuous account; in the last tale, the reader 
learns the secret of Boruvka’s past. This unusual volume introduces the sad 
lieutenant and his developing fortunes to all who relish ingenious puzzles.

Josef Škvorecký (September 27, 1924 – January 3, 2012) was a Czech-Canadian 
writer and publisher who spent much of his life in Canada. SKVORECKY was born 
in Bohemia, emigrated to Canada in 1968, and was for many years a professor of 
English at Erindale College, University of Toronto. He and his wife, the novelist 
Zdena Salivarova, ran a Czech-language publishing house, Sixty-Eight Publishers, 
in Toronto, and were long-time supporters of Czech dissident writers before the fall 
of communism in that country. Skvorecky’s novels include THE COWARDS, MISS 
SILVER’S PAST, THE BASS SAXOPHONE, THE ENGINEER OF HUMAN SOULS,
and DVORAK IN LOVE. He was the winner of the 1980 Neustadt International Prize
for Literature and the 1984 Governor General’s Award for fiction in Canada. 
Škvorecký's fiction deals with several themes: the horrors of totalitarianism and 
repression, the expatriate experience, and the miracle of jazz.
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Skvorecky, Josef. The Mournful Demeanour of Lieutenant Boruvka. New York. 
1987. Norton. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0393024709. 
Translated from the Czech by Rosemary Kavan. Kaca Polackova & George Theiner.
288 pages. hardcover. Jacket Design By Linda Kosarin. Inventory # 26011. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The first in a series of linked detective tales featuring a 
highly intelligent member of the Czechoslovak police force and his agreeable 
colleagues. Many of the tales are delightful parodies of ‘standard’ mysteries, and 
most are set in the author’s native Czechoslovakia. Lieutenant Boruvka himself is 
splendidly realized—a pensive, conscience-stricken man driven to melancholy by 
the fiendish truths of murder, yet always wide awake to the strange methods of 
murder he encounters. Twelve bizarre plots involve theatrical people or musicians, 
and one concerns a band of mountaineers. Its solution reveals pent-up emotions of 
love, jealousy, and envy. Other cases involve blackmail, apparent suicide, and 
unusual trajectories for weapons—a wealth of gruesome circumstances, The entire
book is intended to be read as a continuous account; in the last tale, the reader 
learns the secret of Boruvka’s past. This unusual volume introduces the sad 
lieutenant and his developing fortunes to all who relish ingenious puzzles.

Josef Škvorecký (September 27, 1924 – January 3, 2012) was a Czech-Canadian 
writer and publisher who spent much of his life in Canada. SKVORECKY was born 
in Bohemia, emigrated to Canada in 1968, and was for many years a professor of 
English at Erindale College, University of Toronto. He and his wife, the novelist 
Zdena Salivarova, ran a Czech-language publishing house, Sixty-Eight Publishers, 
in Toronto, and were long-time supporters of Czech dissident writers before the fall 
of communism in that country. Skvorecky’s novels include THE COWARDS, MISS 
SILVER’S PAST, THE BASS SAXOPHONE, THE ENGINEER OF HUMAN SOULS,
and DVORAK IN LOVE. He was the winner of the 1980 Neustadt International Prize
for Literature and the 1984 Governor General’s Award for fiction in Canada. 
Škvorecký's fiction deals with several themes: the horrors of totalitarianism and 
repression, the expatriate experience, and the miracle of jazz.
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Skvorecky, Josef. The Republic of Whores. New York. 1994. Ecco Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0880013710. Translated from the Czech
by Paul Wilson. 248 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Russell Gordon. Inventory
# 20131. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Republic of Whores takes place on an army base in
rural Czechoslovakia, where the draftees of the Seventh Tank Battalion reluctantly 
prepare for the inevitable war with America. This is life in the Czechoslovak Stalinist
People's Democratic Army at its most insane, bawdy, and raw. It's a romp through 
the idiocies that prevailed under Soviet occupation and bred fear and nonsense. For
all the rules and regulations of oppression, though, the human spirit triumphs here.
With endearing ideological indifference, the young men fake tank maneuvers, study
Russian texts with horror novels tucked inside, and mock patriotic songs with their 
own lyrics. Tank Commander Danny Smiricky, the hero of many Skvorecky novels, 
is at his most subversive and charming. While Danny tries to cope with his 
boisterous, not-too-bright, homesick troop, he dreams of love and of getting out of 
the army by fair means or foul. Behind Skvorecky's characteristic ironic humor and 
sensual detail is the menacing shadow of thoughtless political dogma, personified in
Major Borvicka (the Pygmy Devil). The Major would sell his soul (and his fellow 
soldiers) for Soviet accolades. Meanwhile, the troops will do whatever possible to 
undermine their rigid, Soviet-loving officers, while taking instructions on everything 
from compulsory reading tests to history, sex, and love. The drama comes to a head
at the Cultural Farewell Party where the soldiers show exactly what they think of 
'political correctness' and their doctrine-drunk Major.

Josef Škvorecký (September 27, 1924 – January 3, 2012) was a Czech-Canadian 
writer and publisher who spent much of his life in Canada. SKVORECKY was born 
in Bohemia, emigrated to Canada in 1968, and was for many years a professor of 
English at Erindale College, University of Toronto. Skvorecky’s novels include THE
COWARDS, MISS SILVER’S PAST, THE BASS SAXOPHONE, THE ENGINEER 
OF HUMAN SOULS, and DVORAK IN LOVE.
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Skvorecky, Josef. The Republic of Whores. New York. 1994. Ecco Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0880013710. Translated 
from the Czech by Paul Wilson. 248 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Russell 
Gordon. Inventory # 33856. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Republic of Whores takes place on an army base in
rural Czechoslovakia, where the draftees of the Seventh Tank Battalion reluctantly 
prepare for the inevitable war with America. This is life in the Czechoslovak Stalinist
People's Democratic Army at its most insane, bawdy, and raw. It's a romp through 
the idiocies that prevailed under Soviet occupation and bred fear and nonsense. For
all the rules and regulations of oppression, though, the human spirit triumphs here.
With endearing ideological indifference, the young men fake tank maneuvers, study
Russian texts with horror novels tucked inside, and mock patriotic songs with their 
own lyrics. Tank Commander Danny Smiricky, the hero of many Skvorecky novels, 
is at his most subversive and charming. While Danny tries to cope with his 
boisterous, not-too-bright, homesick troop, he dreams of love and of getting out of 
the army by fair means or foul. Behind Skvorecky's characteristic ironic humor and 
sensual detail is the menacing shadow of thoughtless political dogma, personified in
Major Borvicka (the Pygmy Devil). The Major would sell his soul (and his fellow 
soldiers) for Soviet accolades. Meanwhile, the troops will do whatever possible to 
undermine their rigid, Soviet-loving officers, while taking instructions on everything 
from compulsory reading tests to history, sex, and love. The drama comes to a head
at the Cultural Farewell Party where the soldiers show exactly what they think of 
'political correctness' and their doctrine-drunk Major.

Josef Škvorecký (September 27, 1924 – January 3, 2012) was a Czech-Canadian 
writer and publisher who spent much of his life in Canada. SKVORECKY was born 
in Bohemia, emigrated to Canada in 1968, and was for many years a professor of 
English at Erindale College, University of Toronto. Skvorecky’s novels include THE
COWARDS, MISS SILVER’S PAST, THE BASS SAXOPHONE, THE ENGINEER 
OF HUMAN SOULS, and DVORAK IN LOVE.
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Skvorecky, Josef. The Tenor Saxophonist's Story. New York. 1997. Ecco Press. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 088001461x. Translated from the Czech
by Caleb Crain, Kaca Polackova Henley & Peter Kussi. 192 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 23611. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From one of the preeminent European writers of our 
time, a dark and very funny novel about love, music, and political intrigue. THE 
TENOR SAXOPHONIST'S STORY reveals how all the important things in life are 
complicated sometimes hilariously so-by the paranoia of Eastern bloc politics. 
Misguided romance, jazz, fear and betrayal are at the heart of this novel, all narrated
by a young, idealistic musician. Brash and lyrical, frightening and comic, this tenor 
saxophonist's riff will linger in the mind long after the final note is sounded.

Josef Škvorecký (September 27, 1924 – January 3, 2012) was a Czech-Canadian 
writer and publisher who spent much of his life in Canada. SKVORECKY was born 
in Bohemia, emigrated to Canada in 1968, and was for many years a professor of 
English at Erindale College, University of Toronto. He and his wife, the novelist 
Zdena Salivarova, ran a Czech-language publishing house, Sixty-Eight Publishers, 
in Toronto, and were long-time supporters of Czech dissident writers before the fall 
of communism in that country. Skvorecky’s novels include THE COWARDS, MISS 
SILVER’S PAST, THE BASS SAXOPHONE, THE ENGINEER OF HUMAN SOULS,
and DVORAK IN LOVE. He was the winner of the 1980 Neustadt International Prize
for Literature and the 1984 Governor General’s Award for fiction in Canada. 
Škvorecký's fiction deals with several themes: the horrors of totalitarianism and 
repression, the expatriate experience, and the miracle of jazz.
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Skvorecky, Josef. Two Murders in My Double Life. New York. 2001. Farrar Straus 
Giroux. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374280258. His 1st Novel
Written In English. 175 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Lynn Buckley. Inventory
# 29510. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Josef Škvorecký’s first novel written in English, the 
narrator lives in two radically dissimilar worlds: the exile world of the post-
Communist Czech Republic where old feuds, treacherous betrayals, and friendships
persevere; and the comfortable, albeit bland world of middle-class Canada. Murder 
intrudes upon both world. One features a young female sleuth, a college beauty 
queen, jealousy in the world of academia, and a neat conclusion. The other is a 
tragedy caused by evil social forces and philosophies, in which a web of lies 
insidiously entangles Sidonia, the narrator’s wife. A brilliantly stylish tour de force in
which the bright, sarcastic comedy of one tale sharply contrasts with the dark, 
elegiac bitterness of the other, TWO MURDERS IN MY DOUBLE LIFE confirms 
Škvorecký’s reputation as a versatile and engaging writer.

Josef Škvorecký (September 27, 1924 – January 3, 2012) was a Czech-Canadian 
writer and publisher who spent much of his life in Canada. SKVORECKY was born 
in Bohemia, emigrated to Canada in 1968, and was for many years a professor of 
English at Erindale College, University of Toronto. He and his wife, the novelist 
Zdena Salivarova, ran a Czech-language publishing house, Sixty-Eight Publishers, 
in Toronto, and were long-time supporters of Czech dissident writers before the fall 
of communism in that country. Skvorecky’s novels include THE COWARDS, MISS 
SILVER’S PAST, THE BASS SAXOPHONE, THE ENGINEER OF HUMAN SOULS,
and DVORAK IN LOVE. He was the winner of the 1980 Neustadt International Prize
for Literature and the 1984 Governor General’s Award for fiction in Canada. 
Škvorecký's fiction deals with several themes: the horrors of totalitarianism and 
repression, the expatriate experience, and the miracle of jazz.
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Slone, Rick. Brown Shoe. New York. 1992. Random House. 1st Edition. Very Good 
in Dustjacket. 0679400931. 1st Novel. 337 pages. hardcover. Jacket design: 
Roberto de Vicq de Cumptich. Jacket photograph: Marcelo Zocchio. Inventory # 
16952. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The time: now. The place: a South American country not
unlike Peru. The corpse: Roberto Gavilan, guerrilla leader of the feared Zapato 
Moreno. But is Roberto Gavilan really dead? In Brown Shoe, an exceptional thriller 
of love, deceit, and foreign intrigue, numerous lives and the fate of an entire nation 
turn on the mystery surrounding Roberto Gavilan's alleged demise. If he's been 
killed by an infiltrator, a hired assassin, the revolution is over and the corrupt, 
cocaine-rich military government wins. But if he has survived. .the future of South 
America will never be the same. The challenge of unraveling this political and 
human puzzle falls to Bobby Shafto, an American photojournalist who's left the 
States behind. Now he's working as a cook in this South American nation's hippest 
restaurant, another distancing move by a young man desperately trying to deny the
poverty and horrors around him. limen Gavilan's compatriots urge Bobby to secretly
take a picture of their leader to prove that he's still alive, Bobby's faced with the sort
of moral dilemma he's spent his whole life trying to avoid. He accepts the dare, 
though, not so much for himself, but for Nina. She's the mistress of Colonel Rinaldi, 
leader of an elite military unit fighting the Zapato Moreno; he's the sort of dangerous,
powerful man to whom she feels frighteningly bound. Bobby frees her from this trap,
and the couple must then escape Rinaldi's revenge while laying the framework for 
Gavi- Ian's takeover of the country. Chilling, spine-tingling, and exotic, Brown Shoe 
is the sort of colorful, compelling, and fast- paced novel that leaves readers 
hungering for more. In this debut work by Rick Slone, we witness the emergence of
an exceptional storyteller, an important new writer.

RICK SLONE has lived and worked as a photographer in Latin America. He lives in 
Idaho with his wife, Joyce, and his son, Cary.
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Slonim, Marc (editor). Modern Italian Short Stories. New York. 1954. Simon & 
Schuster. 1st Printing. Slight Wear To Spine And Boards, Otherwise Very Good. No
Dustjacket. 431 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 25590. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Thirty-four Italian short stories by Pirandello, Deledda, 
Pratolini, Berto, Moravia, Silone, Levi, Verga, Pavese, Calvino, Svevo and others. 
Especially significant in that it contains Italo Calvino's first American appearance - 
‘One Afternoon, Adam.’

Mark Lvovich Slonim (also known as Marc Slonim and Marco Slonim; March 23, 
1894 – 1976) was a Russian politician, literary critic, scholar and translator. He was
a lifelong member of the Socialist Revolutionary Party, and, in 1917, served as its 
deputy for Bessarabia in the Russian Constituent Assembly. He joined the Samara
Government during the early phases of the Civil War, opposing both the Bolsheviks
and the conservative elements of the White movement. Slonim argued, against 
conservatives such as Zinaida Gippius, that the exiles needed to appreciate 
changes occurring in the Soviet Union and became one of the first popularizers of 
Soviet writers in the West. He was also one of the main backers (and an intimate 
friend) of poet Marina Tsvetaeva. In 1928, convinced that Russian literature in exile
was in fact dead, Slonim moved to Paris and, as an anti-fascist, opened up to Soviet
patriotism. His 1930s contacts with the Union for Repatriation were particularly 
controversial. He escaped World War II and arrived to the United States aboard the
SS Navemar, spending the 1940s and '50s as a teacher at Sarah Lawrence College.
He continued to publish tracts and textbooks on Russian literary topics, familiarizing
the American public with the major trends of Soviet poetry and fiction. He spent his 
final years in Geneva, where he translated Andrei Bely's Silver Dove and worked 
sporadically on his memoirs.
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Slotkin, Richard. The Fatal Environment: The Myth of the Frontier in the Age of 
Industrialization, 1800-1890. Middletown. 1986. Wesleyan University Press. 
Reprinted Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0819561835. 648 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 23892. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In The Fatal Environment, Richard Slotkin demonstrates
how the myth of frontier expansion and subjugation of the Indians helped to justify 
the course of America's rise to wealth and power. Using Custer's Last Stand as a 
metaphor for what Americans feared might happen if the frontier should be closed 
and the 'savage' element be permitted to dominate the 'civilized,' Slotkin shows the 
emergence by 1890 of a myth redefined to help Americans respond to the confusion
and strife of industrialization and imperial expansion.

Richard Slotkin (born 1942) is a cultural critic and historian. He is the Olin Professor
of English and American Studies at Wesleyan University in Middletown, CT, and in 
2010 was elected a member of the Academy of Arts and Sciences. In 1995 he 
received the Mary C. Turpie Award of the American Studies Association for his 
contributions to teaching and program-building. Slotkin writes novels alongside his 
historical research, and uses the process of writing the novels to clarify and refine 
his historical work.
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Smail, Daniel Lord. On Deep History and the Brain. Berkeley. 2007. University Of 
California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780520252899. 
286 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36505. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When does history begin? What characterizes it? This 
brilliant and beautifully written book dissolves the logic of a beginning based on 
writing, civilization, or historical consciousness and offers a model for a history that 
escapes the continuing grip of the Judeo-Christian time frame. Daniel Lord Smail 
argues that, in the wake of the decade of the brain and the bestselling historical 
work of scientists like Jared Diamond, the time has come for fundamentally new 
ways of thinking about our past. He shows how recent work in evolution and 
paleohistory makes it possible to join the deep past with the recent past and 
abandon, once and for all, the idea of prehistory. Making an enormous literature 
accessible to the general reader, he lays out a bold new case for bringing 
neuroscience and neurobiology into the realm of history.

Daniel Lord Smail is Professor of History at Harvard University. He is the author of 
Imaginary Cartographies (1999), which won the American Historical Association’s 
Herbert Baxter Adams Prize and the Social Science History Association’s 
President’s Award; The Consumption of Justice (2003), which won the Law and 
Society Association’s James Willard Hurst Prize; and co-editor of Fama: The Politics
of Talk and Reputation in Medieval Europe (2003).
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Smiley, Jane. Good Faith. New York. 2003. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very Good
in Dustjacket. 0375412174. 421 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Gabriele 
Wilson. Inventory # 19197. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Jane Smiley brings her extraordinary gifts-comic timing,
empathy, emotional wisdom, an ability to deliver slyly on big themes and capture the
American spirit—to the seductive, wishful, wistful world of real estate, in which the 
sport of choice is the mind game. Her funny and moving new novel is about What 
happens when the American Dream morphs into a seven-figure American Fantasy.
Joe Stratford is someone you like at once. He makes an honest living helping nice 
people buy and sell nice houses. His not-very—amicable divorce is finally settled, 
and he’s ready to begin again. It’s 1982. He is pretty happy, pretty satisfied. But a 
different era has dawned; Joe’s new friend, Marcus Burns from New York, seems to
be suggesting that the old rules are ready to be repealed, that now is the time you 
can get rich quick. Really rich. And Marcus not only knows that everyone is going to
get rich, he knows how. Because Marcus just quit a job with the IRS. But is Joe 
ready for the kind of success Marcus promises he can deliver? And what’s the real 
scoop on Salt Key Farm? Is this really the development opportunity of a lifetime? 
And then there’s Felicity Ornquist, the lovely, feisty, winning (and married) daughter
of Joe’s mentor and business partner. She has finally owned up to her feelings for 
Joe: she’s just been waiting for him to be available. The question Joe asks himself 
over and over, is, Does he have the gumption? Does he have the smarts and the 
imagination and the staying power to pay attention—to Marcus and to Felicity—and 
reap the rewards? GOOD FAITH captures the seductions and illusions that can 
seize America during our periodic golden ages (every Main Street an El Dorado). To
follow Joe as he does deals and is dealt with in this newly liberated world of anything
goes is a roller-coaster ride though the fun park of the 1980s. It is Jane Smiley in top
form.

JANE SMILEY is the author of many novels, including A THOUSAND ACRES, 
which won the Pulitzer Prize, and HORSE HEAVEN. She lives in Northern 
California. In 2001, she was inducted into the American Academy of Arts and 
Letters.
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Smiley, Jane. The Greenlanders. New York. 1988. Knopf. 1st American Edition. 
Small Tear Mark On Top Corner Of Front Free Endpaper, Otherwise Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0394551206. 559 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by John Rush. 
Jacket calligraphy by Gun Larson. Jacket design by Carol Devine Carson. Inventory
# 2399. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Pulitzer Prize winner and bestselling author Jane 
Smiley’s THE GREENLANDERS is an enthralling novel in the epic tradition of the 
old Norse sagas. Set in the fourteenth century in Europe’s most farflung outpost, a 
land of glittering fjords, blasting winds, sun-warmed meadows, and high, dark 
mountains, THE GREENLANDERS is the story of one family–proud landowner 
Asgeir Gunnarsson; his daughter Margret, whose willful independence leads her into
passionate adultery and exile; and his son Gunnar, whose quest for knowledge is at
the compelling center of this unforgettable book. Jane Smiley takes us into this world
of farmers, priests, and lawspeakers, of hunts and feasts and long-standing feuds, 
and by an act of literary magic, makes a remote time, place, and people not only real
but dear to us.

JANE SMILEY is the author of many novels, including A THOUSAND ACRES, 
which won the Pulitzer Prize, and HORSE HEAVEN. She lives in Northern 
California. In 2001, she was inducted into the American Academy of Arts and 
Letters.
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Smiley, Jane. The Greenlanders. New York. 1996. Fawcett Columbine. 1st 
Ballantine Trade Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 044991089x. 585 
pages. paperback. Inventory # 12672. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Pulitzer Prize winner and bestselling author Jane 
Smiley’s THE GREENLANDERS is an enthralling novel in the epic tradition of the 
old Norse sagas. Set in the fourteenth century in Europe’s most farflung outpost, a 
land of glittering fjords, blasting winds, sun-warmed meadows, and high, dark 
mountains, THE GREENLANDERS is the story of one family–proud landowner 
Asgeir Gunnarsson; his daughter Margret, whose willful independence leads her into
passionate adultery and exile; and his son Gunnar, whose quest for knowledge is at
the compelling center of this unforgettable book. Jane Smiley takes us into this world
of farmers, priests, and lawspeakers, of hunts and feasts and long-standing feuds, 
and by an act of literary magic, makes a remote time, place, and people not only real
but dear to us.

JANE SMILEY is the author of many novels, including A THOUSAND ACRES, 
which won the Pulitzer Prize, and HORSE HEAVEN. She lives in Northern 
California. In 2001, she was inducted into the American Academy of Arts and 
Letters.
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Smiley, Jane. The Greenlanders. New York. 1988. Knopf. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket That Sports A Slice Cut Near The Middle Of The Spine. No
Damage to The Book Itself. 0394551206. 559 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration 
by John Rush. Jacket calligraphy by Gun Larson. Jacket design by Carol Devine 
Carson. Inventory # 38147. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Pulitzer Prize winner and bestselling author Jane 
Smiley’s THE GREENLANDERS is an enthralling novel in the epic tradition of the 
old Norse sagas. Set in the fourteenth century in Europe’s most farflung outpost, a 
land of glittering fjords, blasting winds, sun-warmed meadows, and high, dark 
mountains, THE GREENLANDERS is the story of one family–proud landowner 
Asgeir Gunnarsson; his daughter Margret, whose willful independence leads her into
passionate adultery and exile; and his son Gunnar, whose quest for knowledge is at
the compelling center of this unforgettable book. Jane Smiley takes us into this world
of farmers, priests, and lawspeakers, of hunts and feasts and long-standing feuds, 
and by an act of literary magic, makes a remote time, place, and people not only real
but dear to us.

JANE SMILEY is the author of many novels, including A THOUSAND ACRES, 
which won the Pulitzer Prize, and HORSE HEAVEN. She lives in Northern 
California. In 2001, she was inducted into the American Academy of Arts and 
Letters.
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Smiley, Tavis. Hard Left: Straight Talk About the Wrongs of the Right. New York. 
1996. Doubleday. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0385484046. 205
pages. hardcover. Cover: Mario J. Pulice. Inventory # 22412. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - At last, those on the left have a fast-talking champion 
with fresh ideas to counter the outrageous barbs of conservatives like Newt Gingrich
and Rush Limbaugh, who have cowed Capitol Hill and dominated talk radio. Smiley 
is particularly harsh on Black conservatives like Ken Hamblin and Armstrong 
Williams, who he feels have betrayed the Black community. But Smiley isn't afraid to
take on traditional politics-as-usual liberals as well. Smiley says it was the liberals' 
determined refusal to acknowledge the flaws of social programs and policies, from 
affirmative action to welfare, that gave conservatives the opening they needed to 
rechart the nation's course. Now, Smiley warns, that course has taken America 
dangerously close to the rocky shoals of the extreme right. Hard Left is a clarion call
for liberal politicians and leaders to pick themselves up off the ground, tear a page 
out of the conservative playbook, and counter the conservative offensive by tackling
the political and racial issues that go to the core of our society.

Tavis Smiley (September 13, 1964) is an American talk show host and author. 
Smiley was born in Gulfport, Mississippi, and grew up in Bunker Hill, Indiana. After 
attending Indiana University, he worked during the late 1980s as an aide to Tom 
Bradley, the mayor of Los Angeles. Smiley became a radio commentator in 1991 
and, starting in 1996, he hosted the talk show BET Talk (later renamed BET 
Tonight) on Black Entertainment Television (BET). After Smiley sold an exclusive 
interview of Sara Jane Olson to ABC News in 2001, BET declined to renew his 
contract that year. Smiley then began hosting The Tavis Smiley Show on a number
of different radio stations. From 2010 to 2013, Smiley and Cornel West worked 
together to host their own radio talk show, Smiley & West. On December 13, 2017,
PBS indefinitely suspended Smiley. Smiley is accused of having "had sexual 
relationships with multiple staff members, some of which reportedly felt that their 
relationship with the TV host was connected to their employment status." Smiley's 
suspension followed PBS' decision to part ways with Charlie Rose after sexual 
misconduct charges were leveled against him.
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Smith, Aaron. Primer. Pittsburgh. 2016. University of Pittsburgh Press. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822964346. Pitt Poetry Series. 80 pages. 
paperback. Cover art: Elly Smallwood, 'Untitled - Mike,' 2014. Cover design: Melissa
Dias-Mandoly. Inventory # 43067. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In his third poetry collection, Primer, Aaron Smith 
grapples with the ugly realities of the private self, in which desire feels more like a 
trap than fulfillment. What is the face we prepare in our public lives to distract others
from our private grief? Smith's poetry explores that inexplicable tension between 
what we say and how we actually feel, exposing the complications of intimacy and 
the limitations of language to bridge those distances between friends, family 
members, and lovers. What we deny, in the end, may be just what we actually 
survive. Mortality in Smith's work remains the uncomfortable foundation at the center
of our relationship with others, to faith, to art, to love as we grow older, and 
ultimately, to our own sense of who we are in our bodies in the world. The struggle 
of this book, finally, is in naming whether just what we say we want is enough to 
satisfy our primal needs, or are the choices we make to stay alive the same choices
we make to help us, in so many small ways, to die.

Aaron Smith is the author of Appetite, and Blue on Blue Ground, winner of the 
Agnes Lynch Starrett Poetry Prize, and the chapbooks Men in Groups and What's 
Required. His work has appeared in a number of literary magazines, including 
Ploughshares and Prairie Schooner, and The Best American Poetry 2013. He is 
assistant professor of creative writing at Lesley University in Cambridge, 
Massachusetts.
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Smith, Anthony. Explorers of the Amazon. New York. 1990. Viking Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670813109. 344 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Tom McKeveny Jacket art: Alexander von Humboldt. Engraving, 
after a painting by Ferdinand Keller, 1877, courtesy of The Bettmann Archive. 
Inventory # 13387. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Amazon River is not only the world's largest, and 
holder of most superlatives, but it has been the scene of some of the most fantastic
adventures in the history of exploration since it was first encountered almost 500 
years ago. Other large rivers have also been explored, but none quite like the 
Amazon with its various expeditions spanning centuries. Even today a journey up 
one of ib massive tributaries can force the traveler to feel that little has changed 
since Aguirre or Madame Godin or Richard Spruce paddled those same waters. In 
Explorers of the Amazon, Anthony Smith recounts the stories of the remarkable men
and women drawn to investigate the unknown interior of the South American 
continent. He describes the early forays of the Spanish conquistadores who 
voyaged in search of the legendary El Dorado, the lost City of Gold; the scientific 
expeditions of La Condamine in the eighteenth century, and of the Prussian Baron 
von Humboldt — the "last great universal man" — in the nineteenth; the exploits of 
the British adventurer Henry Wickham, who smuggled rubber seedlings out of Brazil;
and the story of Walter Hardenburg, a young American who traveled to Colombia at
the beginning of the twentieth century and became embroiled in an international 
scandal exposing the horrors of the plantations along the banks of the Putumayo. In
the tradition of Alan Moorehead's classic books on the exploration of the Nile, 
Anthony Smith captures all the excitement and adventure, the astonishing feats and
bloodcurdling infamies, that accompanied the opening of the grandest of rivers, the
Amazon.

ANTHONY SMITH originally studied zoology at Oxford before embarking on a varied
career that has included ballooning over East Africa (he is the founder and president
of the British Balloon and Airship Club), discovering the world's first blind loach 
(Noemacheilus smithi), examining the world's zoos, working as a science 
correspondent for the London Daily Telegraph, and broadcasting regularly with the 
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Smith, April. North of Montana. New York. 1994. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0679431977. 297 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Chip 
Kidd. Inventory # 28785. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When F.B.I. agent Ana Grey is given a high-profile case 
involving a Hollywood actress who claims that her doctor has hooked her on illegal 
drugs, Ana's own puzzling history collides with her investigation and she must face 
an uncomfortable truth about her family and herself.

April Smith is an American novelist, television writer and producer. Her most recent
novel, suspenseful historical fiction, is HOME SWEET HOME. Previously, A STAR 
FOR MRS. BLAKE, chosen by the Cincinnati Public Library as their 2014 "On The 
Same Page" all-city reads book. Other works include a series of four 
mystery/thrillers featuring FBI Special Agent Ana Grey. One of them, GOOD 
MORNING, KILLER, was adapted and executive produced by Smith for the TNT 
Mystery Movie Nights in 2011. She is also the author of a stand-alone thriller about 
the only woman baseball scout in the major leagues, BE THE ONE.
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Smith, Bob. Hamlet's Dresser: A Memoir. New York. 2002. Scribner. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684852691. 288 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
illustration by Itstvan Orosa. Inventory # 31723. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Bob Smith grew up in a town named for Shakespeare’s 
birthplace: Stratford, Connecticut. His troubled childhood was spent in a struggle to
help his devastated parents care for his severely retarded sister. But at age ten, 
Smith stumbled onto a line from The Merchant of Venice: ‘In sooth I know not why I
am so sad.’ In the language of Shakespeare, he had found a window through which
to view the world. When he was a teenager, the American Shakespeare Festival 
moved into Stratford and Smith became Hamlet’s dresser. As he watched the plays 
from backstage, his life’s passion took shape. ‘I was a lonely, screwed-up kid, but 
the circus had come to town,’ Smith writes. ‘It had put up its strange tent, and I was
being seduced to run away with it.’ A few years later, he left home to travel with the
Shakespeare Festival, and in the decades since, without a college credit to his 
name, he has taught the plays in universities and acting schools and prisons, and 
probed the texts with thousands of the elderly in senior centers all over Manhattan.
Here, in gorgeous, tender, and lyrical prose, Smith tells the story of a life shaped by
poetry. Melding tragedy and comedy, he gracefully weaves together the stories of 
his bittersweet childhood, his poignant experiences with the old people, and dozens
of illuminating passages and scenes from Shakespeare’s plays. Throughout, Bob’s 
sweet, tortured sister plays both the beautiful Ophelia and the ghost to Bob’s 
Hamlet, haunting the book with heartrending power. HAMLET’S DRESSER is a 
redemptive memoir of a man made whole by art and an intimate encounter with the
plays and sonnets that will make readers fall in love with Shakespeare again or for 
the first time.

Bob Smith has devoted his life to teaching and directing Shakespeare. A front-page
profile in the New York Times described him as, “a plain-spoken autodidact, whose
passion for Shakespeare regularly breaks attendance records.” Bob first 
encountered the Bard at his local Stratford, Connecticut library when he was 10. For
almost 25 years, Smith has held packed lectures at the 92nd Street Y.
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Smith, C. W. Buffalo Nickel. New York. 1989. Poseidon Press. 1st Printing. Very 
Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0671624474. 429 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Mary Bess Engel. Jacket illustration by David Montiel. Inventory # 23292.
$22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - His Indian name was 'Went-on-a-Journey', though the 
missionaries on the reservation named him David Copperfield. But the Kiowa Indian
was destined for a fate that would take him from his people, who revered the land, 
into the white man's world, a frontier filled with greed and violence. His Indian name
was 'Went-on-a-Journey, ' though the missionaries on the reservation named him 
David Copperfield. But the Kiowa Indian was destined for a fate that would take him
from his people, who revered the land, into the white man's world, a frontier filled 
with greed and violence.

C. W. Smith (born 1940) is a novelist, short-story and essay writer who serves as a
Dedman Family Distinguished Professor in the Department of English at Southern 
Methodist University. C. W. Smith (full name Charles William Smith) was born in 
Corpus Christi, Texas, and grew up in Hobbs, New Mexico. He received a B.A. in 
English from the University of North Texas in 1964 and an M.A. in English from 
Northern Illinois University in 1967. After teaching at Southwest Missouri State 
University, he moved to Mexico for a year to work on his first novel, Thin Men of 
Haddam. Published by Viking/Grossman in 1973, the book won the Jesse H. Jones
Award from the Texas Institute of Letters for the Best Novel by a Texan or about 
Texas and was recognized by the Southwestern Library Association for making a 
‘distinguished contribution to an understanding of a vital social issue in the American
Southwest.’ Smith has said that his goal since beginning his first novel has been ‘to
document in a dramatic fashion the cultural conflicts of the American Southwest as
well as the universal, existential dilemmas that arise from being human regardless of
place and time.’ In pursuit of that goal, his second novel, set in West Texas among 
oil field workers and small-town citizens, sought to portray the lives of young people
trapped in circumstances too small for their aspirations.
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Smith, C. W. Country Music. New York. 1975. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st Printing. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374130302. 305 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 23251. 
$17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - COUNTRY MUSIC opens when Bobby Joe Gilbert, 
Hedorville's Bane to Virgins and Most Unlikely to Succeed, confronts an unwelcome
question: ‘What are you going to do with yourself?’ He is desperate to escape the 
chains thrown around him by his reputation, by his self-image, and by the limitations
of his world. But the bonds are strong. A brief college career dissipates in endless 
games of pinball and a stormy friendship with Polly, a Lesbian pinball addict who 
resists his sexual advances and penetrates his psychic defenses. He takes a wife, a
gorgeous blonde who epitomizes his macho notions of womanhood - values he is 
afraid to question - but the marriage is doomed by her willful childishness and his 
inability to cope with the intricacies of love and sharing. Warily, he returns to 
Hedorville, to Heavy and Lonnie and Rabbit, to Jackie Gayle and Nelda Sue, the old
crowd that cannot see beyond their stifling universe of drive-in restaurants and beer
and pinball - and also to his responsibility for the death of a girl who trusted him, the
ugly secret in his past which he will have to face before he can turn to the future. 
Bobby Joe, an explosive mixture of innocence and hostility who nevertheless 
commands our sympathy, is a remarkably drawn character, one of the many who 
give Country Music its extraordinary vitality. The women in his life - Pinball Polly, his
wife Ginger, and Nelda Sue, the girl he keeps leaving and keeps coming back to - 
are three of the most deftly created women in recent fiction. Together they and a 
host of others bring a world to life, while its creator rings changes on the themes of 
sex, destiny, escape, and the complexity and passion of human entanglements.

C. W. Smith (born 1940) is a novelist, short-story and essay writer who serves as a
Dedman Family Distinguished Professor in the Department of English at Southern 
Methodist University. C. W. Smith (full name Charles William Smith) was born in 
Corpus Christi, Texas, and grew up in Hobbs, New Mexico. His first novel, Thin Men
of Haddam, published by Viking/Grossman in 1973, won the Jesse H. Jones Award 
from the Texas Institute of Letters for the Best Novel by a Texan or about Texas.
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Smith, C. W. Country Music. New York. 1975. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st Printing. 
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket W/A Small Slit On The Back Cover. 
0374130302. 305 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Inventory # 23588. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - COUNTRY MUSIC opens when Bobby Joe Gilbert, 
Hedorville's Bane to Virgins and Most Unlikely to Succeed, confronts an unwelcome
question: ‘What are you going to do with yourself?’ He is desperate to escape the 
chains thrown around him by his reputation, by his self-image, and by the limitations
of his world. But the bonds are strong. A brief college career dissipates in endless 
games of pinball and a stormy friendship with Polly, a Lesbian pinball addict who 
resists his sexual advances and penetrates his psychic defenses. He takes a wife, a
gorgeous blonde who epitomizes his macho notions of womanhood - values he is 
afraid to question - but the marriage is doomed by her willful childishness and his 
inability to cope with the intricacies of love and sharing. Warily, he returns to 
Hedorville, to Heavy and Lonnie and Rabbit, to Jackie Gayle and Nelda Sue, the old
crowd that cannot see beyond their stifling universe of drive-in restaurants and beer
and pinball - and also to his responsibility for the death of a girl who trusted him, the
ugly secret in his past which he will have to face before he can turn to the future. 
Bobby Joe, an explosive mixture of innocence and hostility who nevertheless 
commands our sympathy, is a remarkably drawn character, one of the many who 
give Country Music its extraordinary vitality. The women in his life - Pinball Polly, his
wife Ginger, and Nelda Sue, the girl he keeps leaving and keeps coming back to - 
are three of the most deftly created women in recent fiction. Together they and a 
host of others bring a world to life, while its creator rings changes on the themes of 
sex, destiny, escape, and the complexity and passion of human entanglements.

C. W. Smith (born 1940) is a novelist, short-story and essay writer who serves as a
Dedman Family Distinguished Professor in the Department of English at Southern 
Methodist University. C. W. Smith (full name Charles William Smith) was born in 
Corpus Christi, Texas, and grew up in Hobbs, New Mexico. His first novel, Thin Men
of Haddam, published by Viking/Grossman in 1973, won the Jesse H. Jones Award 
from the Texas Institute of Letters for the Best Novel by a Texan or about Texas.
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Smith, C. W. Letters From the Horse Latitudes: Short Fiction. Fort Worth. 1994. 
Texas Christian University Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn 
Dustjacket. 0875651313. 205 pages. hardcover. Cover art and design by Barbara 
Whitehead. Inventory # 23233. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the 'horse latitudes' of the Gulf of Mexico, that zone 
where long periods of high pressure keep the winds away, becalmed sailors 
sometimes tossed the horses overboard to conserve water. In these 
unapologetically traditional and realistic stories, characters find themselves in 
circumstances which demand similar difficult and undesirable acts. Because the 
stories are set in the Southwest and Mexico, from about 1920 through 1990, they 
often hinge on the suspicions, antagonism and ignorance the region's different 
cultures, races and classes bear against each other. C. W. Smith is an 
accomplished fictionalist whose vision rings true and whose characters are familiar 
in the best sense of the word. Although he has published four novels this is his first 
collection of short stories.

C. W. Smith (born 1940) is a novelist, short-story and essay writer who serves as a
Dedman Family Distinguished Professor in the Department of English at Southern 
Methodist University. C. W. Smith (full name Charles William Smith) was born in 
Corpus Christi, Texas, and grew up in Hobbs, New Mexico. He received a B.A. in 
English from the University of North Texas in 1964 and an M.A. in English from 
Northern Illinois University in 1967. After teaching at Southwest Missouri State 
University, he moved to Mexico for a year to work on his first novel, Thin Men of 
Haddam. Published by Viking/Grossman in 1973, the book won the Jesse H. Jones
Award from the Texas Institute of Letters for the Best Novel by a Texan or about 
Texas and was recognized by the Southwestern Library Association for making a 
‘distinguished contribution to an understanding of a vital social issue in the American
Southwest.’
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Smith, C. W. The Vestal Virgin Room. New York. 1984. Atheneum. 1st Edition. Very
Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 068911494x. 256 pages. hardcover. Inscribed by 
the Author. Jacket design by Lawrence Ratzkin. Inventory # 23257. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE VESTAL VIRGIN ROOM is an ebullient tragicomic 
novel that explores the hopes and fears of two small-time entertainers in pursuit of 
the American dream. For years Don and Dottie Baxter have been eking out a living
with their piano, drum, and vocal act in mediocre night clubs and Holiday Inns all 
over the Midwest. Now they’re on the road again, but this time with a difference. This
time, at the end of their tour, they’ll be playing Las Vegas - only one night, only the 
lounge, only the intermissions, and not in a first-rate hotel. But it’s a break, and 
secretly they’ve both got a lot riding on it. In the car, and in the confinement of their 
hotel rooms, the tension between them begins to mount. Don’s brashness grows 
more pronounced as he tries to hide his nervousness. Dottie, who knows how much
he wants this chance, cannot express her own ambivalence. Gradually, as we hear 
first one point of view, then the other, all their conflicting ambitions, as well as their
mutual tragedy, are brought to the surface, threatening to destroy the love that has 
sustained them so long. Juxtaposing the outrageously comic scenes of Don and 
Dottie’s public performances with the intense soul-searching of their private 
moments, C. W. Smith has created a brilliantly balanced novel fraught with tears and
laughter.

C. W. Smith’s first novel, THIN MEN OF HADDAM, published in 1973, was awarded
prizes for fiction by both the Texas Institute of Letters and the Southwestern Library
Association. Mr. Smith has been a journalist and a sax player for rock, jazz, and 
mickey bands as well as a lecturer at Southern Methodist University.
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Smith, C. W. The Vestal Virgin Room. New York. 1984. Atheneum. 1st Edition. Very
Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 068911494x. 256 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Lawrence Ratzkin. Inventory # 40420. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE VESTAL VIRGIN ROOM is an ebullient tragicomic 
novel that explores the hopes and fears of two small-time entertainers in pursuit of 
the American dream. For years Don and Dottie Baxter have been eking out a living
with their piano, drum, and vocal act in mediocre night clubs and Holiday Inns all 
over the Midwest. Now they’re on the road again, but this time with a difference. This
time, at the end of their tour, they’ll be playing Las Vegas - only one night, only the 
lounge, only the intermissions, and not in a first-rate hotel. But it’s a break, and 
secretly they’ve both got a lot riding on it. In the car, and in the confinement of their 
hotel rooms, the tension between them begins to mount. Don’s brashness grows 
more pronounced as he tries to hide his nervousness. Dottie, who knows how much
he wants this chance, cannot express her own ambivalence. Gradually, as we hear 
first one point of view, then the other, all their conflicting ambitions, as well as their
mutual tragedy, are brought to the surface, threatening to destroy the love that has 
sustained them so long. Juxtaposing the outrageously comic scenes of Don and 
Dottie’s public performances with the intense soul-searching of their private 
moments, C. W. Smith has created a brilliantly balanced novel fraught with tears and
laughter.

C. W. Smith’s first novel, THIN MEN OF HADDAM, published in 1973, was awarded
prizes for fiction by both the Texas Institute of Letters and the Southwestern Library
Association. Mr. Smith has been a journalist and a sax player for rock, jazz, and 
mickey bands as well as a lecturer at Southern Methodist University.
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Smith, C. W. Thin Men of Haddam. New York. 1973. Grossman. 1st Edition. Very 
Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0670700398. 327 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by B. H. Armstrong. Inventory # 25873. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Méndez: a chicano, a ranch foreman thanks to fortunate
circumstance, intellectual, and ambitious for himself and his people. Manuelo: his 
unemployed cousin, desperate, angry, and bent on avenging the wrongs he has 
suffered. Bond: ranch hand, buffoon, tale-spinner, a former preacher whose 
congregation now is Mendez. Houston: a Chicagoan who hopes to rebuild his life on
the ranch he has just inherited. Four men who dream of the sky but are bound to the
earth, who have cast themselves in roles but do not control the script, around whom
C. W. Smith has built his remarkable first novel, THIN MEN OF HADDAM. It is a rich
and sweeping story, set in the Southwest, impregnated with regional humor and 
color, and distinguished by a sure sense of characterization and plotting. The novel 
is constructed of stories told by its characters and flashbacks involving Méndez, the
protagonist, who struggles to reconcile his dreams with his hatred for the Anglos 
who alone can satisfy them, and to satisfy both his self-interest and his desire to be
a martyr for his people. Its tension ever building, the novel moves inexorably to its 
climactic scene, a dead-of-night manhunt in the rugged, semi-arid hills of West 
Texas. Readers of THIN MEN OF HADDAM will find echoes of Faulkner and 
Cervantes, but Smith is his own man, a writer whose major talents are fully 
displayed in this big, stemwinding novel of extraordinary authority, wit, and dramatic
power.

C. W. Smith (born 1940) is a novelist, short-story and essay writer who serves as a
Dedman Family Distinguished Professor in the Department of English at Southern 
Methodist University. C. W. Smith (full name Charles William Smith) was born in 
Corpus Christi, Texas, and grew up in Hobbs, New Mexico. His first novel, Thin Men
of Haddam, published by Viking/Grossman in 1973, won the Jesse H. Jones Award 
from the Texas Institute of Letters for the Best Novel by a Texan or about Texas.
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Smith, C. W. Thin Men of Haddam. New York. 1973. Grossman. 1st Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0670700398. 327 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by B. H. 
Armstrong. Inventory # 31049. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Méndez: a chicano, a ranch foreman thanks to fortunate
circumstance, intellectual, and ambitious for himself and his people. Manuelo: his 
unemployed cousin, desperate, angry, and bent on avenging the wrongs he has 
suffered. Bond: ranch hand, buffoon, tale-spinner, a former preacher whose 
congregation now is Mendez. Houston: a Chicagoan who hopes to rebuild his life on
the ranch he has just inherited. Four men who dream of the sky but are bound to the
earth, who have cast themselves in roles but do not control the script, around whom
C. W. Smith has built his remarkable first novel, THIN MEN OF HADDAM. It is a rich
and sweeping story, set in the Southwest, impregnated with regional humor and 
color, and distinguished by a sure sense of characterization and plotting. The novel 
is constructed of stories told by its characters and flashbacks involving Méndez, the
protagonist, who struggles to reconcile his dreams with his hatred for the Anglos 
who alone can satisfy them, and to satisfy both his self-interest and his desire to be
a martyr for his people. Its tension ever building, the novel moves inexorably to its 
climactic scene, a dead-of-night manhunt in the rugged, semi-arid hills of West 
Texas. Readers of THIN MEN OF HADDAM will find echoes of Faulkner and 
Cervantes, but Smith is his own man, a writer whose major talents are fully 
displayed in this big, stemwinding novel of extraordinary authority, wit, and dramatic
power.

C. W. Smith (born 1940) is a novelist, short-story and essay writer who serves as a
Dedman Family Distinguished Professor in the Department of English at Southern 
Methodist University. C. W. Smith (full name Charles William Smith) was born in 
Corpus Christi, Texas, and grew up in Hobbs, New Mexico. His first novel, Thin Men
of Haddam, published by Viking/Grossman in 1973, won the Jesse H. Jones Award 
from the Texas Institute of Letters for the Best Novel by a Texan or about Texas.
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Smith, Cassandra. u&i. Richmond. 2015. Omnidawn Publishing. Advance 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430106. 6 x 9". 96 pages. 
paperback. Inventory #  44223. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A debut poetry collection that meditates on imagination 
and existence. u&i is a meditation on the imaginary—what exists and what doesn’t,
how does something exist when it knows it is imaginary, how is it to be reckoned 
with. u&i asks what are the can and can’t of existence, as well as the cant of 
existence—the domestic and repeating cant, as things circle themselves until they 
think they exist a little more. There is, in u&i, cant as incantation. “Cassandra Smith
creates a work that is of rare singular focus reminiscent of Roland Barthes’s A 
Lover’s Discourse. I am elated, grateful and perhaps even stricken for having read, 
for having received the gift of u&i. Beautifully written and contemplative, I cannot 
help but feel a sense of devastation upon arriving as a reader.” Truong Tran, author
of Four Letter Words.

Cassandra Smith is a poet and visual artist. She has exhibited her book and 
photography installations in Oakland, San Francisco, Sacramento, Portland, 
Chicago, and Memphis.
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Smith, Dan. The State of the Middle East: An Atlas of Conflict and Resolution, 
Revised and Updated. Berkeley. 2008. University Of California Press. Revised & 
Updated Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520257535. 7 color 
illustrations, 1 b/w photograph, 60 maps, 5 tables. 144 pages. paperback. Inventory
# 35914. $19.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A valuable tool for understanding the Middle East and 
global politics, this innovative and information-packed volume combines clear, 
analytical text with full-color maps and graphics to provide a comprehensive and 
accessible guide to the region today. As Western powers attempt to redraw the map
of the region, Dan Smith uses his forensic skills to unravel this arena of 
confrontation and instability. With customarily acute analysis, he highlights key 
issues and maps their global implications to explain why the Middle East has 
become, and will remain, the focal point for international relations. Smith includes 
historical maps that show the making of the contemporary region as we recognize it
today, as well as an original risk assessment that gauges the future of the Middle 
East and its implications for the world at large. The Atlas covers a wide range of 
topics, including - U.S. presence and policies; Arab-Israeli wars; Israel and 
Palestine; Iran and Iraq; Military spending; The Kurds and ethnic conflict; Libya and 
the U.S.; Oil and water; Islam in the world.

Dan Smith is Secretary-General of International Alert and former Director of the 
International Peace Research Institute, Oslo. He is author of The State of the World
Atlas and The Atlas of War and Peace.keywords
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Smith, Dinitia. The Hard Rain. New York. 1980. Dial Press. 1st Printing. Very Good 
in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0803734093. 207 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Honi Werner. Inventory # 25823. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - At twenty, Michael was everything Luke could never 
hope to be. A brilliant student whose achievements came effortlessly. A passionate 
idealist whose activism electrified the campus. A rich son who repudiated the values
of his millionaire father. Luke had only burning ambitions, fueled by his insecurity - 
and Grace, who would become his wife and the symbol of his stability. and his 
limitations. Ten years later Luke is an up-and-coming journalist on the staff of a 
trendy New York magazine. And Michael? Michael is working on an assembly line in
Detroit, attempting to penetrate a world where he will always be an outsider, learning
to love for the first time in his troubled life. The girl, Ruth, is eighteen, the sister of 
one of the men he works with. She is too innocent to fear Michael - and too tough to
need him. THE HARD RAIN is written with stunning clarity. It is an unforgettable 
novel about sixties people stranded in the seventies.

DINITIA SMITH has been a journalist and screenwriter - the winner of an Emmy 
award in 1975 for her work as writer-producer of a television documentary. Her short
fiction has been published in The Hudson Review. She lives in New York City.
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Smith, Dinitia. The Illusionist. New York. 1997. Scribner. 1st Printing. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 0684843293. 253 pages. hardcover. Jacket painting courtesy of New 
York State Office of Parks. Inventory # 24502. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Illusionist is the sensuous and haunting tale of Dean
Lily, an amateur magician whose arrival in Sparta, New York, upsets the landscape
of this small town on the wane. Dean, a master of the sleight of hand, is also a 
master of seduction and charm -- which becomes apparent as he woos and wins the
hearts of more than one of Sparta's female citizens. But the enigmatic newcomer 
has more to hide than the tricks of his trade -- his mysterious identity and his closely
guarded privacy arouse suspicion and jealousy -- and while he cures Sparta of its 
midwinter ennui, he also unleashes a destructive force that rocks the foundations of
this town to its core. Inspired in part by a true story, The Illusionist is a fiercely erotic
novel that thwarts conventions of gender and love.

DINITIA SMITH has been a journalist and screenwriter - the winner of an Emmy 
award in 1975 for her work as writer-producer of a television documentary. Her short
fiction has been published in The Hudson Review. She lives in New York City.
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Smith, Faye McDonald. Flight of the Blackbird. New York. 1996. Scribner. 
Uncorrected Proofs. Very Good in Wrappers. 0684829711. African American 
Woman's 1st Novel. 352 pages. paperback. Inventory # 22324. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In her remarkable debut novel, Faye McDonald Smith 
gives us a portrait of American family life in the nineties that is at once startlingly 
realistic and superbly entertaining. In it we meet the Burkes, an upwardly mobile, 
attractive, near-perfect family made up of Mel, an accomplished Atlanta executive 
who is beloved by her friends and family; her husband Builder, a hard working 
entrepreneur who is also a loving husband and a wonderful father; and their twelve-
year-old daughter, Sasha, an only child who is an excellent student, popular and 
happy. All appears well in this African-American household, whose inhabitants have
pretty much achieved the American dream. But one day Mel walks into her boss's 
office at the Atlanta Chamber of Commerce and by the time she walks out again 
everything has changed; she is told that the office is being downsized and that her 
position will be eliminated. This event triggers a downward spiral in the life of the 
Burke family and it soon seems that the foundation upon which their American 
dream has been built is not very solid. Mel and Builder begin to question everything
about their heretofore seemingly idyllic lives and it is on this journey that we 
accompany them.

Faye McDonald Smith (born 1950) is an American writer of novels, 
plays/screenplays, and journalism. She is the author of Flight of the Blackbird 
(1996). Smith lives in Georgia.keywords
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Smith, Faye McDonald. Flight of the Blackbird. New York. 1996. Scribner. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684829711. African American Woman's 1st 
Novel. 352 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 22937. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In her remarkable debut novel, Faye McDonald Smith 
gives us a portrait of American family life in the nineties that is at once startlingly 
realistic and superbly entertaining. In it we meet the Burkes, an upwardly mobile, 
attractive, near-perfect family made up of Mel, an accomplished Atlanta executive 
who is beloved by her friends and family; her husband Builder, a hard working 
entrepreneur who is also a loving husband and a wonderful father; and their twelve-
year-old daughter, Sasha, an only child who is an excellent student, popular and 
happy. All appears well in this African-American household, whose inhabitants have
pretty much achieved the American dream. But one day Mel walks into her boss's 
office at the Atlanta Chamber of Commerce and by the time she walks out again 
everything has changed; she is told that the office is being downsized and that her 
position will be eliminated. This event triggers a downward spiral in the life of the 
Burke family and it soon seems that the foundation upon which their American 
dream has been built is not very solid. Mel and Builder begin to question everything
about their heretofore seemingly idyllic lives and it is on this journey that we 
accompany them.

Faye McDonald Smith (born 1950) is an American writer of novels, 
plays/screenplays, and journalism. She is the author of Flight of the Blackbird 
(1996). Smith lives in Georgia.keywords
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Smith, Joseph Burkholder. The Plot To Steal Florida: James Madison's Phony War.
New York. 1983. Arbor House. 1st Printing. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket.
0877954771. 356 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 22345. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - President Madison's plot to wrest the territory of Florida 
from Spain. The first war in American history which featured articulate, strident, 
determined and able protesters, and the first war the Americans clearly didn't win, 
was the very first war the nation fought after winning independence. It was the War 
of 1812. A true-to-life historical thriller.

Joseph Burkholder Smith was a CIA officer for 22 years.
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Smith, Lacey Baldwin. Fools, Martyrs, Traitors: The Story of Martyrdom in the 
Western World. New York. 1997. Knopf. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket With 
Internal Water-Stain Marking. 0679451242. 448 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
24364. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Lacey Baldwin Smith takes us on a riveting journey 
through history as he examines one of the most baffling characteristics of human 
experience: the willingness to die to sanctify a deity, to defend a cause, or simply to
prove a point. By delving into the psyches, politics, and personalities of martyrs, he 
illuminates the complex and elusive subject of martyrdom as it has evolved over 
2,500 years. Washington Post Anyone who would like to try to understand what 
justifies human beings in the possibly suicidal impulse that drives them to accept no
compromise; to assert high moral principle in the face of accusations of idiocy, 
barbarism, ingratitude and mere treason; and finally to die for a cause can begin at 
no better place than Fools, Martyrs, Traitors.

Lacey Baldwin Smith (1922 – September 8, 2013) was an historian and author 
specialising in 16th-century England. He was the author of Henry VIII: The Mask of
Royalty and Catherine Howard: A Tudor Tragedy, among other books. Born in 
Princeton, New Jersey, Smith taught at Princeton University, the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, and Northwestern University. He received two Fulbright 
awards, two National Endowment for the Humanities fellowships, a Guggenheim 
Fellowship, and other awards. He lived in Vermont during his retirement, dying at 
Greensboro. He was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society of Literature in 1972.keywords
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Smith, Martin Cruz. Red Square. New York. 1992. Random House. 1st American 
Edition. Very Slight Scuffing To Top Corner Of Front Free Endpaper, Otherwise Very
Good in Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679416889. 418 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
30715. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With the fall of Soviet Communism, Inspector Arkady 
Renko returns from exile and once again takes up his career with the police, only to 
find himself embroiled in a perilous confrontation with Moscow's new crime elite.

Martin Cruz Smith (born November 3, 1942) is an American mystery novelist. Born
Martin William Smith in Reading, Pennsylvania, he was educated at the University of
Pennsylvania, located in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and received a Bachelor of 
Arts degree in creative writing in 1964. He is of partly Pueblo, Spanish, Senecu del
Sur and Yaqui ancestry. From 1965 to 1969 Smith worked as a journalist and began
writing fiction in the early 1970s. Canto for a Gypsy, his third novel overall and the 
second to feature Roman Grey, a gypsy art dealer in New York City, was nominated
for an Edgar Award. Nightwing (1977), also an Edgar nominee, was his 
breakthrough novel, and he adapted it for a feature film of the same name (1979). 
Smith is best known for his novels featuring Russian investigator Arkady Renko 
whom Smith introduced in Gorky Park (1981). The novel, which was called the ‘first 
thriller of the '80s’ by Time, became a bestseller and won a Gold Dagger Award from
the British Crime Writers' Association. Renko has since appeared in seven other 
novels by Smith. Gorky Park debuted at number one on the ‘New York Times’ 
bestseller list on April 26, 1981 and hung onto the top spot for another week. It 
stayed in the number two position for over three months, beaten only by James 
Clavell's Noble House. It stayed in the top 15 through November of that year. Polar
Star also claimed the number one spot for two weeks on August 6, 1989. It 
subsequently held the number two spot for over two months. During the 1990s, 
Smith twice won the Dashiell Hammett Award from the North American Branch of 
the International Association of Crime Writers.
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Smith, Martin Cruz. Stallion Gate. New York. 1986. Random House. 1st Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394530063. 321 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 13843. 
$7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a New Mexico blizzard, four men cross a barbed-wire 
fence at Stallion Gate to select a test site for the first atomic weapon. They are 
Oppenheimer, the physicist; Groves, the general; Fuchs, the spy. The fourth man is
Sergeant Joe Pena, a hero, informer, fighter, musician, Indian. These four men -- 
and a cast of soldiers, roughnecks and scientists -- will change history forever.

Martin Cruz Smith (born November 3, 1942) is an American mystery novelist. Born
Martin William Smith in Reading, Pennsylvania, he was educated at the University of
Pennsylvania, located in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and received a Bachelor of 
Arts degree in creative writing in 1964. He is of partly Pueblo, Spanish, Senecu del
Sur and Yaqui ancestry. From 1965 to 1969 Smith worked as a journalist and began
writing fiction in the early 1970s. Canto for a Gypsy, his third novel overall and the 
second to feature Roman Grey, a gypsy art dealer in New York City, was nominated
for an Edgar Award. Nightwing (1977), also an Edgar nominee, was his 
breakthrough novel, and he adapted it for a feature film of the same name (1979). 
Smith is best known for his novels featuring Russian investigator Arkady Renko 
whom Smith introduced in Gorky Park (1981). The novel, which was called the ‘first 
thriller of the '80s’ by Time, became a bestseller and won a Gold Dagger Award from
the British Crime Writers' Association. Renko has since appeared in seven other 
novels by Smith. Gorky Park debuted at number one on the ‘New York Times’ 
bestseller list on April 26, 1981 and hung onto the top spot for another week. It 
stayed in the number two position for over three months, beaten only by James 
Clavell's Noble House. It stayed in the top 15 through November of that year. Polar
Star also claimed the number one spot for two weeks on August 6, 1989. It 
subsequently held the number two spot for over two months. During the 1990s, 
Smith twice won the Dashiell Hammett Award from the North American Branch of 
the International Association of Crime Writers.
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Smith, Neil. An American Empire: Roosevelt's Geographer and the Prelude to 
Globalization. Berkeley. 2003. University Of California Press. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0520230272. 584 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 35232. 
$50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An American Empire, constructed over the last century, 
long ago overtook European colonialism, and it has been widely assumed that the 
new globalism it espoused took us ‘beyond geography.’ Neil Smith debunks that 
assumption, offering an incisive argument that American globalism had a distinct 
geography and was pieced together as part of a powerful geographical vision. The 
power of geography did not die with the twilight of European colonialism, but it did 
change fundamentally. That the inauguration of the American Century brought a loss
of public geographical sensibility in the United States was itself a political symptom 
of the emerging empire. This book provides a vital geographical-historical context for
understanding the power and limits of contemporary globalization, which can now be
seen as representing the third of three distinct historical moments of U.S. global 
ambition. The story unfolds through a decisive account of the career of Isaiah 
Bowman (1878-1950), the most famous American geographer of the twentieth 
century. For nearly four decades Bowman operated around the vortex of state 
power, working to bring an American order to the global landscape. An explorer on 
the famous Machu Picchu expedition of 1911 who came to be known first as 
‘Woodrow Wilson’s geographer,’ and later as Frankin D. Roosevelt’s, Bowman was
present at the creation of U.S. liberal foreign policy. A quarter-century later, Bowman
was at the center of Roosevelt’s State Department, concerned with the disposition of
Germany and heightened U.S. access to European colonies; he was described by 
Dean Acheson as a key ‘architect of the United Nations.’ In that period he was a 
leader in American science, served as president of Johns Hopkins University, and 
became an early and vociferous cold warrior.

Neil Smith is Distinguished Professor of Anthropology and Geography and Director 
of the Center for Place, Culture and Politics at the Graduate Center, City University
of New York. His recent books include Uneven Development (1990) and New Urban
Frontier (1996).
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Smith, Paul Chaat and Warrior, Robert Allen. Like a Hurricane: The Indian 
Movement From Alcatraz To Wounded Knee. New York. 1996. New Press. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1565843169. 343 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
22553. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It's the mid-1960's, and everyone is fighting back. Black
Americans are fighting for civil rights, the counterculture is trying to subvert the 
Vietnam War, and women are fighting for their liberation. Indians were fighting, too, 
though it's a fight too few have documented, and even fewer remember. At the time,
newspapers and television broadcasts were filled with images of Indian activists 
staging dramatic events such as the seizure of Alcatraz in 1969, the storming of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs building on the eve of Nixon's re-election in 1972, and the 
American Indian Movement (AIM)-supported seizure of Wounded Knee by the 
Oglala Sioux in 1973. Like a Hurricane puts these events into historical context and
provides one of the first narrative accounts of that momentous period. Unlike most 
other books written about American Indians, this book does not seek to persuade 
readers that government polices were cruel and misguided. Nor is it told from the 
perspective of outsiders looking in. Written by two American Indians, Paul Chaat 
Smith and Robert Allen Warrior, Like a Hurricane is a gripping account of how for a
brief, but brilliant, season Indians strategized to change the course and tone of 
American Indian-U.S. government interaction. Unwaveringly honest, it analyzes not
only the period's successes but also its failures.

Paul Chaat Smith is a Comanche author, essayist, and curator. He lives in 
Washington, D.C. Robert Warrior, an Osage, is the director of American Indian 
Studies at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, where he is a professor of
American Indian studies, English, and history, and the author of Tribal Secrets: 
Recovering American Indian Intellectual Traditions.
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Smith, Paul. Clint Eastwood: A Cultural Production. Minneapolis. 1993. University of
Minnesota Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0816619603. 292 
pages. paperback. Inventory # 11280. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - CLINT EASTWOOD is the first in-depth study of 
Eastwood that not only interprets and critiques his films but also demonstrates their
complex and problematic relationship to American culture. Smith follows Eastwood’s
career from his emergence in the spaghetti westerns of the l960s through his 
establishment as a powerful influence in American cinema. Drawing upon and 
making contributions to current debates in film studies and cultural studies, Smith 
examines many aspects of Eastwood’s career, including his westerns, the politics of
his ‘Dirty Harry’ movies, the construction of masculinity in his films, his war movies, 
questions of race in his work, his efforts as director, his stint as mayor of Carmel, 
and his recent film UNFORGIVEN. Smith also examines the erotic dynamics of 
Eastwood’s work and analyzes the complicated figure of auteur as ‘father’ of various
myths and ideologies. Erudite, historical and keenly articulate, CLINT EASTWOOD
promises to spark new theoretical and critical debates in film studies as well as our 
understanding of the cinematic experience itself.

Paul Smith was educated at Cambridge and at the University of Kent in the UK and
has a PhD in American Studies. Most of his working life has been spent in the US, 
including posts at Miami University OH, and Carnegie Mellon before his appointment
to Mason in 1996. Between 1999 and 2002 he was chaired Professor and 
department head of Media and Cultural Studies at the University of Sussex in the 
UK. At Mason he has been director of the Center for the Study of the Americas and
currently teaches mostly in the Cultural Studies PhD program, but also for Global 
Affairs. He is the author of Pound Revised, Discerning the Subject, Clint Eastwood:
A Cultural Production, Millennial Dreams: Culture and Capital in the North, and 
Primitive America: The Ideology of Capitalist Democracy. He has edited Men in 
Feminism (with Alice Jardine), Madonnarama (with Lisa Frank), and Boys, and has 
published a book of translations from Jean Louis Schefer, The Enigmatic Body. His
essays and articles have appeared in scores of journals and collections in the US 
and overseas.
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Smith, Tracy K. Wade in the Water: Poems. Minneapolis. 2018. Graywolf Press. 
Reprinted Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9781555978136. 86 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory #  44315. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Wade in the Water, Tracy K. Smith boldly ties 
America’s contemporary moment both to our nation’s fraught founding history and to
a sense of the spirit, the everlasting. These are poems of sliding scale: some 
capture a flicker of song or memory; some collage an array of documents and 
voices; and some push past the known world into the haunted, the holy. Smith’s 
signature voice―inquisitive, lyrical, and wry―turns over what it means to be a 
citizen, a mother, and an artist in a culture arbitrated by wealth, men, and violence.
Here, private utterance becomes part of a larger choral arrangement as the 
collection widens to include erasures of The Declaration of Independence and the 
correspondence between slave owners, a found poem comprised of evidence of 
corporate pollution and accounts of near-death experiences, a sequence of letters 
written by African Americans enlisted in the Civil War, and the survivors’ reports of 
recent immigrants and refugees. Wade in the Water is a potent and luminous book 
by one of America’s essential poets.

Tracy K. Smith is the United States Poet Laureate. She is the author of four 
acclaimed books of poetry, including Wade in the Water and Life on Mars, winner of
the 2012 Pulitzer Prize, a New York Times Notable Book, a New York Times Book 
Review Editors’ Choice, and a New Yorker, Library Journal, and Publishers Weekly
Best Book of the Year. A professor of creative writing at Princeton University, she 
lives in Princeton with her family.
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Smith, Vern E. The Jones Men. Chicago. 1974. Regnery. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0809283069. 287 pages. hardcover. Jacket designed by Gene
Light & the New Studio. Inventory # 26107. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE JONES MEN of the title are a fascinating group of 
individuals inexorably entwined in a maze of deadly drugs, fast money, chrome-
laden Cadillacs, and quick, violent death: the wholesalers, the dealers, the addicts, 
the narcotics police dogging their tracks, and the corrupted cops paid off to cover 
them. From the brutalizing backdrop of the big city slum to the palatial fireside of a 
rambling mansion deep in the hills of suburban Green Gate Estates, this gripping 
novel chronicles the rise and fall of Lennie Jack, a 26-year-old Vietnam veteran 
working long hours as a middle-level heroin dealer. In the clandestine world of jones,
a casual slip of the tongue can be fatal. Using bits of overheard conversation, Lennie
Jack engineers the hijacking of a large shipment of heroin bound for the drug factory
of Willis McDaniel, a powerful west side wholesaler. Lennie Jack takes his small 
band of young, street-hardened hoods and hides in a shabby downtown motel. 
Then, in a series of chilling back-road meetings with a crafty underworld ‘fix-it’ man,
he launches a methodical challenge to McDaniel’s long rule, sweating all the while to
stay a step ahead of the wholesaler’s hired killers, as well as law enforcement 
officers of the narcotics squad. As scene after scene unfolds, a sense of impending 
terror feeds upon itself, building to a shattering climax as the outcome of the jones 
men’s raw and terrifying life-style becomes frighteningly apparent.

Vern E. Smith graduated from San Francisco State College in 1969 and was a Ford
Foundation Fellow in the Summer Program at the Columbia University Graduate 
School of Journalism. He worked for a year and a half as a general assignment 
reporter for the Long Beach (California) Independent-Press Telegram and then 
joined Newsweek as correspondent in its Detroit bureau. In 1972 he won the Detroit
Press dub Foundation’s annual magazine writing award ‘for a distinguished example
of current events reporting’ for a lengthy by-lined Newsweek article entitled ‘Detroit’s
Heroin Subculture.’ He then worked for a time out of the magazine’s Atlanta bureau.
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Smith, Walter J. Legends of Wailua. Kauai. 1955. Kauai Printers. Paperback. Scuff
Marks On The Front Cover & Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front, Otherwise 
Good in Wrappers. Photos. paperback. Inventory # 23080. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Smith family has been sharing the Native Hawaiian
history and legends of the area since the 1940s. Smith's Motor Boat Service actually
began in the late 1940s when Walter Smith took the first group of visitors up the 
Wailua River. The Smith family has been instrumental in preserving the Native 
Hawaiian legends of the area. The Wailua River is known as the only navigable river
in all of Hawaii. The river's fresh water pours down from Mt. Waialeale, the wettest 
spot on the Earth. The land along the river was the sacred capital of ancient Kauai 
and the birthplace of the Island's Ali'i (royalty).

 ‘Walter J. Smith and his son, Walter Jr. or ‘Freckles,’ as he is better known, and 
together with William Kaui, have been telling the legends of the Wailua River since 
1946.’ - Jack Williams of the Honolulu Star-Bulletin.
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Smith, Zadie. White Teeth. New York. 2000. Random House. Advance Reader's 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0375501851. 462 pages. paperback. Cover: 
Skouras & Curry. Inventory # 27751. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Zadie Smith’s dazzling debut caught critics grasping for 
comparisons and deciding on everyone from Charles Dickens to Salman Rushdie to
John Irving and Martin Amis. But the truth is that Zadie Smith’s voice is remarkably, 
fluently, and altogether wonderfully her own. At the center of this invigorating novel 
are two unlikely friends, Archie Jones and Samad Iqbal. Hapless veterans of World
War II, Archie and Samad and their families become agents of England’s irrevocable
transformation. A second marriage to Clara Bowden, a beautiful, albeit tooth-
challenged, Jamaican half his age, quite literally gives Archie a second lease on life,
and produces Irie, a knowing child whose personality doesn’t quite match her name
(Jamaican for ‘no problem’). Samad’s late-in-life arranged marriage (he had to wait 
for his bride to be born), produces twin sons whose separate paths confound Iqbal’s
every effort to direct them, and a renewed, if selective, submission to his Islamic 
faith. Set against London’s racial and cultural tapestry, venturing across the former 
empire and into the past as it barrels toward the future, White Teeth revels in the 
ecstatic hodgepodge of modern life, flirting with disaster, confounding expectations,
and embracing the comedy of daily existence.

Zadie Smith (born on 25 October 1975) is an English novelist, essayist, and short 
story writer. As of 2012, she has published four novels, all of which have received 
substantial critical praise. In 2003, she was included on Granta's list of 20 best 
young authors, and was also included in the 2013 list. She joined New York 
University's Creative Writing Program as a tenured professor on 1 September 2010.
Smith has won the Orange Prize for Fiction and the Anisfield- Wolf Book Awards in 
2006 and her novel White Teeth was included in Time magazine's TIME 100 Best 
English-language Novels from 1923 to 2005 list.
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Smolen, Wendy. Playing Together: 101 Terrific Games and Activities That Children
Ages Three to Nine Can Do Together. New York. 1995. Touchstone. 1st American 
Edition. Some Slight Discoloration On Inside of Front and Rear Wrappers, Otherwise
Very Good in Wrappers. 068480249x. 208 pages. paperback. Inventory # 40690. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Smolen makes getting siblings, cousins, or neighborhood
children of different ages together an easy task, providing a collection of outdoor and
indoor games and arts and crafts projects adapted to satisfy the interests and skills
of children of various ages simultaneously.

Wendy Smolen, mother of three, corporate wife and Lifestyles Editor of Parents 
magazine, lives in New York City.
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Smollett, Tobias. Humphry Clinker. New York. 1960. Signet/New American Library.
1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Foreword By Monroe
Engel. 350 pages. paperback. CD30. Cover: Milton Glaser. Inventory # 30293. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With the sharp sensitivity of 'a man without skin' Tobias 
Smollett humorously attacked the frivolity and foibles of eighteenth - century 
England. Humphry Clinker is his mirthful tale of a tour by coach and four through 
cities and countryside. Five people embark on the journey: the crusty eccentric, 
Squire Bramble; his husband - hunting sister, Tabitha; her maid, Winifred; and 
Bramble's youthful niece and nephew,. Lydia and Jery. En route they are joined by 
Humphry Clinker, an honest Wiltshire lad of tattered cloth and empty purse. As 
misadventure follows misadventure, each character reveals his true self by giving 
his own conflicting view of the incidents, places, and people encountered along the
way. The result is an entertaining and realistic picture of that wonderful age when 
gentlemen duelled, ladies swooned, and servants rose from rags to riches.

Tobias George Smollett (19 March 1721 – 17 September 1771) was a Scottish poet
and author. He was best known for his picaresque novels, such as The Adventures
of Roderick Random (1748) and The Adventures of Peregrine Pickle (1751).
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Smollett, Tobias. Roderick Random. New York. 1964. Signet/New American Library.
1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Afterword By John 
Barth. 480 pages. paperback. CT255. Inventory # 29266. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It is for sheer narrative pleasure and exuberant 
inventiveness that we read Smollett, master of the picaresque. Of his novels, none 
better typifies his art than this chronicle of the career of Roderick Random, pursuing
love and fortune through every conceivable twist and turn of fate. Before this 
indomitable protagonist achieves his final vindication, the reader is offered an 
unforgettable journey through a lusty, brawling Hogarthian world, in a work that 
stands as the very embodiment of that age's unflagging energy and boundless 
appetite for life. In the words of John Barth: 'Sailors, soldiers, fine gentlemen and 
ladies, whores, homosexuals, cardsharpers, fortune hunters, tradesmen of all 
description, clerics, fops, scholars, lunatics, highwaymen. , crowd a stage that 
extends from Glasgow to Guinea, from Paris to Paraguay, and among themselves 
perpetrate battles, debaucheries, swindles, shanghais, duels, seductions, rescues, 
pranks, poems, shipwrecks, heroisms, murders, and marriages. They wail and 
guffaw, curse and sing, make love and foul their breeches: in short, they live.’

Tobias George Smollett (19 March 1721 – 17 September 1771) was a Scottish poet
and author. He was best known for his picaresque novels, such as The Adventures
of Roderick Random (1748) and The Adventures of Peregrine Pickle (1751).
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Smorkaloff, Pamela Maria (editor). If I Could Write This Fire: An Anthology of 
Literature From the Caribbean. New York. 1994. New Press. 1st Printing. Very Good
in Dustjacket. 1565841816. 374 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 22419. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Global awareness of the Caribbean has come a long way
from Columbus' colossal geographic error, but few readers are familiar with the 
diverse legacy of literature that has come out of this besieged region. In an 
unprecedented collection, If I Could Write This in Fire brings together fiction from the
French-, Spanish-, and English-speaking Caribbean, much of it translated here for 
the first time, and illustrates the bridges built from one island society to another as all
struggled to respond to the shared experience of conquest. The fifteen selections 
deal with basic, underlying themes of the region's literature: the plantation, maroon 
society, colonial education, rural and urban life, women's changing roles in the 
modern Caribbean, exile, and the diaspora. Works include Jamaican author James
Carnegie's powerful novella Wages Paid about a day in the life of a slave plantation,
a selection by noted Guadeloupan novelist Simone Schwarz-Bart, Puerto Rican 
short stories from Ana Lydia Vega, and fiction from the Dominican Republic, Cuba,
St. Kitts, and Barbados. Together they offer the first picture of a Caribbean voice 
and aesthetic, and an extensive bibliography of further reading invites students, 
scholars, and others to explore beyond this initial collection. From Columbus' diaries
on, the Caribbean has been the scene onto which a steady stream of myths has 
been imposed. If I Could Write This in Fire offers the first collection of authentic 
Caribbean voices - a small set of gems that will introduce readers to a rich and lyric 
tradition.

Author of a study on Cuban literary history and numerous articles on contemporary 
Latin American and Caribbean literature, Cuban American scholar Pamela Maria 
Smorkaloff teaches at the Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies at New
York University.
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Smucker, Tom. Why the Beach Boys Matter. Lebanon. 2018. University Press of 
New England/ForeEdge. Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9781512601671. Part of the Music Matters series announced by University Press of
New England, but never actually released by them due to the fact that UPNE went 
out of business just before the titles were released. The series was picked up by 
University of Texas Press who eventually released them in a slightly different format
and with different covers. 176 pages. paperback. Inventory # 45546. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Of all the white American pop music groups that hit the 
charts before the Beatles, only the Beach Boys continued to thrive throughout the 
British Invasion and then survived into the 1970s and beyond. No other white group
helped define both sides of the era we broadly call the Sixties, split between their 
early surf, car, and summer pop and their later hippie, counterculture, and ambitious
rock. No other group can claim the Ronettes and the Four Seasons as early ’60s 
rivals; the Mamas and the Papas and Crosby, Stills, and Nash as later ’60s rivals; 
and the Beatles and the Temptations as decade-spanning counterparts. This is the 
first book to take an honest look at the themes running through the Beach Boys’ art
and career as a whole and to examine where they sit inside our culture and 
politics―and why they can still grab our attention.

TOM SMUCKER has written rock criticism for Creem, Fusion, Rolling Stone, and the
Village Voice.
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Smullyan, Raymond. The Riddle of Scheherazade and Other Amazing Puzzles, 
Ancient and Modern. New York. 1997. Knopf. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.
0679446346. 227 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration & design by John Craig. 
Inventory # 24092. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this devilishly fun new puzzle book, Raymond 
Smullyan, the grand master of the logic puzzle, lends a helping hand to 
Scheherazade from the Arabian Nights. Fresh from the perils of the original 
thousand-and-one-nights, she is once again in danger of losing her head at dawn. 
Thinking quickly, she manages to stay her execution each evening by posing an 
ingenious brainteaser that keeps the king—and the reader—guessing until the next
night. In all, THE RIDDLE OF SCHEHERAZADE includes 225 puzzles, some 
wonderful old brainteasers, and many wickedly original new ones. There are logic 
tricks and number games, true/false paradoxes, puzzles about puzzles, and much 
more, including an excursion into an amusing new field Smullyan calls ‘coercive 
logic,’ in which to answer truthfully the puzzler must actually change his behavior. 
Enough mind-bending fun for another thousand-and-one-nights.

Raymond Merrill Smullyan (May 25, 1919 – February 6, 2017) was an American 
mathematician, magician, concert pianist, logician, Taoist, and philosopher. Born in
Far Rockaway, New York, his first career was stage magic. He earned a BSc from 
the University of Chicago in 1955 and his Ph.D. from Princeton University in 1959. 
He is one of many logicians to have studied with Alonzo Church.
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Sneden, Private Robert Knox. Eye of the Storm: A Civil War Odyssey. New York. 
2000. Free Press. 2nd Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684863650. Illustrated by
The Author. Edited by Charles F. Bryan Jr. , James C. Kelly, & Nelson D. Lankford.
329 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 28795. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Eye of the Storm is one of the most important Civil War 
documents to be published since Ulysses S. Grant's Personal Memoirs. In 1994, 
four tattered scrapbooks were found in a Connecticut bank vault, yielding a treasure
trove of more than five hundred watercolors that vividly depict America's greatest 
national drama. These scrapbooks -- plus a five-thousand-page illustrated memoir 
that was also discovered -- are the life's achievement of a long-forgotten Union 
private and mapmaker named Robert Knox Sneden. Sneden enlisted in the Union 
army after the fall of Fort Sumter. As a soldier and mapmaker, he witnessed many of
the most famous battles of the war. His map of the second battle of Bull Run offers a
detailed firsthand account of this pivotal moment. Captured by the notorious Captain
Mosby in 1863, Sneden spent most of the rest of the war as a prisoner at the 
infamous Andersonville prison camp. Sneden's chronicle is one of the richest 
descriptions of soldier life and the only fully illustrated eyewitness account of 
existence inside this notorious prison.

Robert Knox Sneden (1832–1918), an American landscape painter and a map-
maker for the Union Army during the American Civil War. He was a prolific illustrator
and memoirist documenting the war and other events.
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Sneden, Private Robert Knox. Images From the Storm: 300 Civil War Images. New
York. 2001. Free Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0743223608. Illustrated by The Author. Edited by Charles F. Bryan Jr. , James C. 
Kelly, & Nelson D. Lankford. 263 pages. hardcover. jacket illustration - R.K. 
Sneden's drawing of rebel batteries shelling the headquarters of the 111 Corps, April
1862. Inventory # 31017. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Robert Knox Sneden's memoir Eye of the Storm was 
accompanied by a sample of his artwork. In all, however, he crafted some 900 
watercolors and sketches. Now, with the 300 watercolors, sketches, maps, and 
diagrams in Images from the Storm, his artistic legacy can be appreciated on its own
terms -- an achievement equal in magnitude to his writings, and unsurpassed by any
other Civil War soldier-artist. Images from the Storm presents the best of Sneden's 
art throughout his odyssey of combat, capture, imprisonment, and deliverance, a 
pictorial record of the war that puts the viewer in the shoes of a Union soldier as 
nothing else can. Sneden aimed for vivid detail and documentary accuracy in his 
maps, landscapes, battles, and scenes of camp life. He sketched the camps and 
surroundings of the Union army, the siege of Yorktown, the battle of Williamsburg, 
the approach of the army to within sight of the church spires of Richmond, and the 
tumultuous fighting retreat of the Seven Days' battles as the Union army shrank 
before a relentless Confederate offensive. He drew dozens of maps and sketched 
daily life around Washington, D.C., before his capture in autumn 1863. For the next 
thirteen months, Sneden was a prisoner of the Confederacy. In a drafty tobacco 
warehouse in Richmond, he sketched prison life and Confederate scenes before 
being packed with others aboard cattle cars for a jolting train ride south. In a remote
corner of rural Georgia, he survived the outdoor prison at Andersonville and drew 
some of his most astonishing images of camp life and its suffering. When 
Andersonville was evacuated, he continued to make secret pencil sketches of 
Confederate prisons.

Robert Knox Sneden (1832–1918), an American landscape painter and a map-
maker for the Union Army during the American Civil War. He was a prolific illustrator
and memoirist documenting the war and other events
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Snelling, O. F. 007 James Bond: A Report. New York. 1964. Signet/New American 
Library. 4th Signet Paperback Printing. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 127 
pages. paperback. Inventory # 14421. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here it is: the full fantastic lowdown on JAMES BOND. 
Suave, sardonic bachelor with a penchant for Turkish cigarettes and dangerous 
adventure; Expert with fast cars, firearms, and women; British secret agent licensed
to kill. An extraordinary expose of the life and loves of Agent Double O Seven, the 
most famous super-spy in modern fiction. This is a daring documented and racy 
report on James Bond’s phenomenal exploits, amazing genius, incredible career. It’s
complete with villains and vixens - from DR. NO to PUSSY GALORE.

O. F. Snelling (30 December 1916 – 6 November 2001) was an author and 
auctioneer clerk in the antiquarian book trade. Oswald Frederick Snelling is best 
known for his 1964 bestseller, Double O Seven, James Bond, A Report, and is also
noted for his books and articles on boxing and British thriller writers. Snelling began
his working life as an illustrator of books. After serving in the British Army in World 
War II, he wrote book reviews, film criticism and articles on sports for magazines 
such as The Leader and Band Wagon. He wrote three books under the pen-name 
"Oswald Frederick” including a quiz book, Fight Quiz (1946), and two boxer 
biographies, Battling Bruce: The Fighting Career and Rise to Fame of Bruce 
Woodcock (1946) and White Hope: The Story of the Jack Johnson Era (1947). 
Needing more secure employment, Snelling took a job in the antiquarian book trade,
working first as a clerk at Hodgson's in 1949, later Sotheby's Rare Book 
Department, and became Chief Clerk until the firm was closed in 1981. It was there
he met author Ian Fleming, assisting him in research for the James Bond novels. 
Snelling is best known for his 1964 analysis of the James Bond books, Double O 
Seven, James Bond, A Report, the only such title personally authorized by Ian 
Fleming. Knowing novelist Kingsley Amis was also working on a similar study 
(published as The James Bond Dossier in 1965), Snelling rushed out his book to 
compete with Amis, and the two titles have been frequently compared ever since as
the earliest serious studies of the James Bond phenomena.
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Snicket, Lemony. The Bad Beginning: A Series of Unfortunate Events-Book the 
First. New York. 1999. Harper Trophy/Harper Collins. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Hardcover.No Dustjacket As Issued. 0064407667. Illustrated by Brett 
Helquist. 167 pages. hardcover. Cover art by Brett Helquist. Inventory # 27238. 
$200

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Lemony Snicket’s A SERIES OF UNFORTUNATE 
EVENTS: THE BAD BEGINNING tells an unhappy tale about three very unlucky 
children, who despite being clever and charming lead lives filled with misery and 
woe. From the very beginning of this volume, when the children are at the beach 
and receive terrible news, continuing onto the last page of this distressing story, 
disaster lurks at their heels. Their ‘uncle’, Count Olaf, is not only smart, he is also 
intelligent. A renowned, talented, and handsome actor, he certainly could have his 
choice of marrying any number of beautiful women, but for the time being remains 
single and, sadly, childless. Fans of theatrics should watch for the name ‘Count Olaf’
on marquees and in local newspapers everywhere. P.S. He is also very good-
looking.

Daniel Handler (born February 28, 1970) is an American writer and musician. He is
best known for his children's series A Series of Unfortunate Events and All the 
Wrong Questions, published under the pseudonym Lemony Snicket. The former was
adapted into a Nickelodeon film in 2004, and a Netflix series from 2017 onwards. 
Handler has also published adult novels and a stage play under his real name, and
other children's books under the Snicket pseudonym. His first book The Basic Eight
was rejected by many publishers for its dark subject matter. Handler has also played
the accordion in several bands.
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Snicket, Lemony. The Reptile Room: A Series of Unfortunate Events-Book the 
Second. New York. 1999. Harper Trophy/Harper Collins. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Hardcover.No Dustjacket As Issued. 0064407675. Illustrated by Brett 
Helquist. 195 pages. hardcover. Cover art by Brett Helquist. Inventory # 27239. 
$200

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Within the pages of this novel, readers will discover one
of the books upon which the movie Lemony Snicket’s A SERIES OF 
UNFORTUNATE EVENTS is based: THE REPTILE ROOM. Like the movie, this 
book tells an unhappy tale about three very unlucky children, who despite being 
pleasant lead unpleasant lives. From the very beginning of this volume, when the 
children are driving down a bad-smelling road toward a house full of mysterious 
beasts, continuing on to the last page of this distressing story, disaster lurks at their
heels. Unlike the movie, however, this book does not contain moving pictures. Count
Olaf is not only smart, he is also intelligent. A renowned, talented, and handsome 
actor, he certainly could have his choice of any number of interesting careers, 
including a herpetologist’s assistant, but as the saying goes, ‘nothing pays like 
crime.’ Watch out for the name ‘Count Olaf’ everywhere. P.S. He is also very good-
looking.

Daniel Handler (born February 28, 1970) is an American writer and musician. He is
best known for his children's series A Series of Unfortunate Events and All the 
Wrong Questions, published under the pseudonym Lemony Snicket. The former was
adapted into a Nickelodeon film in 2004, and a Netflix series from 2017 onwards. 
Handler has also published adult novels and a stage play under his real name, and
other children's books under the Snicket pseudonym. His first book The Basic Eight
was rejected by many publishers for its dark subject matter. Handler has also played
the accordion in several bands.
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Sniderman, Paul M. and Hagendoorn, Louk. When Ways of Life Collide: 
Multiculturalism and Its Discontents in the Netherlands. Princeton. 2007. Princeton 
University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780691129068. 
15 line illustrations. 19 tables. 176 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 35994. $12.475

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 2004, Dutch filmmaker Theo van Gogh was brutally 
murdered on a busy Amsterdam street. His killer was Mohammed Bouyeri, a twenty-
six-year-old Dutch Moroccan offended by van Gogh’s controversial film about 
Muslim suppression of women. The Dutch government had funded separate 
schools, housing projects, broadcast media, and community organizations for 
Muslim immigrants, all under the umbrella of multiculturalism. But the reality of 
terrorism and radicalization of Muslim immigrants has shattered that dream. In this 
arresting book, Paul Sniderman and Louk Hagendoorn demonstrate that there are 
deep conflicts of values in the Netherlands. In the eyes of the Dutch, for example, 
Muslims oppress women, treating them as inferior to men. In the eyes of Muslim 
immigrants, Western Europeans deny women the respect they deserve. Western 
Europe has become a cultural conflict zone. Two ways of life are colliding. 
Sniderman and Hagendoorn show how identity politics contributed to this crisis. The
very policies meant to persuade majority and minority that they are part of the same
society strengthened their view that they belong to different societies. At the deepest
level, the authors’ findings suggest, the issue that government and citizens need to 
be concerned about is not a conflict of values but a clash of fundamental loyalties.

Paul M. Sniderman is Fairleigh S. Dickinson Jr., Professor of Public Policy at 
Stanford University. Louk Hagendoorn is Professor of Social Science at Utrecht 
University.
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Snow, Carol. For. Berkeley. 2000. University Of California Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0520217837. New California Poetry, 1. 73 pages.
hardcover. Inventory # 35233. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When Carol Snow published her first volume of poetry, 
Artist and Model, in 1989, poet Michael Palmer praised the ‘complex music [Snow] 
forms from our simplest words’ and noted that she ‘reflects on the struggle toward—
and limits of—representation itself. Artist and Model is a first book of singular poetic 
intelligence and attention.’ In For, the first volume in the New California Poetry 
series, Snow continues her vast and original poetic project of defining the 
relationship among art, life, and the acts of perception that define and limit those 
terms. If there is ‘subject matter’—an elusive term when one is talking about Snow’s
writing—it is the play between memory and moment. Here is work that makes 
innovative use of autobiographical material, in finely wrought and highly sculpted 
poetry of great integrity, power, and subtlety. The kinship For has with Eastern 
thought and poetic forms extends to the fact that, like the poetry of Tu Fu, it has a 
depth charge of spare style. Among American writers, Snow’s antecedents include 
Elizabeth Bishop and George Oppen. For synthesizes something classical and 
ancient—the need to observe cleanly and to represent a thing simply and with force.
Snow forges new and remarkable poetry by combining traditions that once seemed 
incompatible—the materials of life and a purely aesthetic, experimental style. Carol
Snow’s Artist and Model won the 1990 Book Award from the Poetry Center at San 
Francisco State University. She is the recipient of a National Endowment for the Arts
Fellowship and lives in San Francisco.

Carol Snow is Codirector of the Blue Bear School of American Music in San 
Francisco. She is the author of Artist and Model (1990), which received the 1990 
Book Award from the Poetry Center at San Francisco State University, and For 
(California, 2000).
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Snow, Carol. Seventy Prepositions: Poems. Berkeley. 2004. University Of California
Press. 1st Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0520240812. 110 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 35234. $16.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Carol Snow’s award-winning poetry has been admired 
and celebrated as ‘work of difficult beauty’ (Robert Hass), ‘ever restless, ever re-
framing the frame of reference’ (Boston Review), teaching us ‘how brutally self-
transforming a verbal action can be when undertaken in good faith’ (Jorie Graham). 
In this, her third volume, Snow continues to mine the language to its most 
mysterious depths and to explore the possibilities its meanings and mechanics hold 
for definition, transformation, and emotional truth. These poems place us before, 
and in, language—as we stand before, and in, the world. The Seventy Prepositions
comprises three suites of poems. The first, ‘Vocabulary Sentences,’ reflects on 
words and reality by taking as a formal motif the sort of sentences used to test 
vocabulary skills in elementary school. The poems of the second suite, ‘Vantage,’ 
gather loosely around questions of perspective and perception. The closing suite 
finds its inspiration in the Japanese dry-landscape gardens known as karesansui, 
such as the famous rock garden at Ryoan-ji Temple in Kyoto. Here the poet 
approaches composition as one faces a ‘miniature Zen garden,’ choosing and 
positioning words rather than stones, formally, precisely, evocatively.

Carol Snow is Codirector of the Blue Bear School of American Music in San 
Francisco. She is the author of Artist and Model (1990), which received the 1990 
Book Award from the Poetry Center at San Francisco State University, and For 
(California, 2000).
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Snyder, Gary. A Place in Space: Ethics, Aesthetics, and Watersheds. Washington 
DC. 1995. Counterpoint. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket With A Slight Trace of
a Water Stain to The Inside Bottom Near the Spine. 1887178023. 272 pages. 
hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket illustration: ‘Bird Singing in the 
Moonlight’ (1938-39) by Morris Graves. Inventory # 21665. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This bracingly pragmatic and unerringly spiritual volume 
reaf-firms Snyder's prominent place in American literature and discourse'. Booklist 'A
Place in Space, like a visit to an old forest, offers a refreshingly clear perspective on
our relationship to the natural community - and the larger human community as well'.
Seattle Times This collection features twenty-nine essays written over the past forty
years. Displaying Snyder's playful and subtle intellect, these pieces challenge 
commonly held attitudes toward the environment and local communities, and call for
action to give moral standing to all beings.

Gary Snyder (born May 8, 1930) is an American poet (often associated with the Beat
Generation and the San Francisco Renaissance), as well as an essayist, lecturer, 
and environmental activist (frequently described as the ‘poet laureate of Deep 
Ecology‘). Snyder is a winner of a Pulitzer Prize for Poetry. His work, in his various 
roles, reflects an immersion in both Buddhist spirituality and nature. Snyder has 
translated literature into English from ancient Chinese and modern Japanese. For 
many years, Snyder served as a faculty member at the University of California, 
Davis, and he also served for a time on the California Arts Council.
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Snyder, Gary. Mountains & Rivers Without End. Washington DC. 1996. 
Counterpoint. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1887178201. 166 pages. 
hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket illustration by Chiura Obata, 'Evening Glow
at Yosemite Waterfall (1930)'. Inventory # 23358. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Mountains and Rivers is an epic of geology, prehistory, 
and planetary mythologies. It is a poem about land and its processes, a book about
wisdom, compassion, and myth, and a narrative work that is not quite like anything 
else.

Gary Snyder (born May 8, 1930) is an American poet (often associated with the Beat
Generation and the San Francisco Renaissance), as well as an essayist, lecturer, 
and environmental activist (frequently described as the ‘poet laureate of Deep 
Ecology‘). Snyder is a winner of a Pulitzer Prize for Poetry. His work, in his various 
roles, reflects an immersion in both Buddhist spirituality and nature. Snyder has 
translated literature into English from ancient Chinese and modern Japanese. For 
many years, Snyder served as a faculty member at the University of California, 
Davis, and he also served for a time on the California Arts Council.
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Snyder, Gary. Six Sections From Mountain & Rivers Without End Plus One. San 
Francisco. 1970. Four Seasons Foundation. 1st of This Particular Edition. Previous
Owner's Name Penned in Front, Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. 0877040036. 
44 pages. paperback. Inventory # 24540. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - During the period between 1956 and 1969, Gary Snyder
went back and forth between California and Japan, studying Zen, working on 
translations with Ruth Fuller Sasaki, and finally living for a while with a group of 
other people on the small, volcanic island of Suwanosejima. His previous study of 
written Chinese assisted his immersion in the Zen tradition (with its roots in Tang 
Dynasty China) and enabled him to take on certain professional projects while he 
was living in Japan. Snyder received the Zen precepts and a dharma name (Chofu, 
‘Listen to the Wind’), and lived sometimes as a de facto monk, but never registered 
to become a priest and planned eventually to return to the United States to 'turn the
wheel of the dharma'. He was married from 1960 to 1965 to Joanne Kyger, who 
lived with him in Japan. During this time, he published a collection of his poems from
the early to mid '50s, MYTHS & TEXTS (1960), and SIX SECTIONS FROM 
MOUNTAINS AND RIVERS WITHOUT END (1965). This last was the beginning of
a project that he was to continue working on until the late 1990s. Much of Snyder's 
poetry expresses experiences, environments, and insights involved with the work he
has done for a living: logger, fire-lookout, steam-freighter crew, translator, carpenter,
and itinerant poet, among other things.

Gary Snyder (born May 8, 1930) is an American poet (often associated with the Beat
Generation and the San Francisco Renaissance), as well as an essayist, lecturer, 
and environmental activist (frequently described as the ‘poet laureate of Deep 
Ecology‘). Snyder is a winner of a Pulitzer Prize for Poetry. His work, in his various 
roles, reflects an immersion in both Buddhist spirituality and nature. Snyder has 
translated literature into English from ancient Chinese and modern Japanese. For 
many years, Snyder served as a faculty member at the University of California, 
Davis, and he also served for a time on the California Arts Council.
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Snyder, Stephen. The Beer Companion. New York. 1996. Simon & Schuster. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684831252. 256 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
23019. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This authoritative volume provides both a fascinating 
look at the brewing process and indispensable ratings for 125 of the world's finest 
breweries. The strong and rising interest in quality beer celebrated by The Beer 
Companion is to a great extent a new phenomenon. Indeed, the period that followed
Prohibition saw the mass-marketing of dull, homogeneous beer across the 
continent. Over the last two decades, however, beer drinkers have rediscovered the
wonderful complexity of finely crafted beer. In this full-color, lushly illustrated volume,
author Stephen Snyder recounts the history of beer and also provides a guided tour
of the process of beer making. A detailed breakdown of the world's beer styles 
follows, including a discussion of the technical parameters for the major styles of 
beer. In addition, expert advice on buying, storing, and tasting beer addresses 
questions like: What are the warning signs that a brew has been exposed to heat 
and may be skunked? At what temperature should beer be stored? and What size 
head is ideal? At the core of The Beer Companion are reviews of 125 of the world's
best breweries with ratings of their top products. These exemplary brewers are 
grouped as: Classics -- perennial award winners, consistently ranked among the 
world's best, breweries that have created or defined a classic beer style; Laureates 
-- smaller or lesser-known award winners, producers of exceptional beers of 
consistent quality; Rising Stars -- above-average quality, trendsetters, and master 
brewers to watch. Each superb profile includes the history of the brewery and its 
products, great tips for pairing the beers with food, and a connoisseur's rating. A 
complete appendix includes helpful cross-references such as top-rated beers by 
style and fascinating information like the ten strongest beers in the world. Packed 
with information, intelligently organized, and beautifully illustrated, The Beer 
Companion is the indispensable guide for today's lover of great beer.

Stephen Snyder, co-author of The New Solar Home and New Green Home 
Solutions. He also has published The Brewmaster's Bible, The Beer Companion, 
and The Brewmaster's Recipe Manual.
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Sobelman, ‘Annah. In the Bee Latitudes. Berkeley. 2012. University of California 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520273061. New 
California Poetry, 34. California poetry Editors: Robert Hass, Calvin Bedient, Brenda
Hillman, and Forrest Gander. The New California Poetry series presents works by 
emerging and established poets that reflect UC Press’s commitment to innovative 
and asesthetically wide-ranging literary traditions. 96 pages. paperback. Inventory #
25457. $21.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the Bee Latitudes, ’Annah Sobelman’s second book, 
traverses and choreographs the places of passion where visible and invisible touch.
With extraordinary ability to imagine her way far into an experience, making new 
moves in the English language at each and every point, Sobelman enlists many 
voices, questions, and bodies (mostly in Taos and Florence) that press toward 
Emersonian nature. In vibrant, malleable, and layered syntax, these poems break 
conventions of lineation and punctuation, each utterance at the frontier of the 
articulate, yet necessarily pitched toward the insistently visceral. ’

Annah Sobelman (1954 - 2017) was born on January 16, 1954 in Los Angeles, CA, 
to William and Vieanna (Knutson) Sobelman. With an exuberance for life and a 
laugh that filled the universe, 'Annah accomplished much in life. A graduate of the 
University of Southern California, she then went on to Pepperdine Law School 
where she received her JD and taught, and New York University School of Law 
where she received her JD in Corporate Law. Her true passion however was poetry.
She attended the University of Iowa Writer's Workshop, and received her MFA from
New York University. As a gifted and fearless poet, 'Annah authored The Tulip 
Sacrament (Wesleyan University Press, 1995) and In The Bee Latitudes (University
of California Press, 2013). An extraordinary, encouraging, and enthusiastic teacher,
she influenced the lives of many young poets while teaching at the University of 
Montana in Missoula, St. John's College in Santa Fe, NM, and in private poetry 
workshops in her home in Taos, NM. In the late '80s she founded and edited The 
Taos Review. 'Annah loved music, the piano, art, romance, poetry, movies, 
adventure, nature, fishing, animals and her friends where she acquired many while 
living in Taos 1988-2003, 2014-2016; Santa Fe 2016-2017, Los Angeles 2011-2014,
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Sobin, Gustaf. Ladder of Shadows: Reflecting On Medieval Vestige in Provence & 
Languedoc. Berkeley. 2009. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520253353. Foreword by Michael Ignatieff. 237 pages.
paperback. Inventory # 36729. $19.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Bits of late Roman coinage, the mutilated torso of a 
marble Venus, blue debris from an early medieval glassworks, and the powder 
rasped from the reputed tomb of Mary Magdalene—these tantalizing mementos of 
human history found scattered throughout the landscape of southeastern France are
the points of departure for Gustaf Sobin's lyrical narrative. A companion volume to 
his acclaimed LUMINOUS DEBRIS, LADDER OF SHADOWS picks up where the 
former left off: with late antiquity, covering a period from roughly the third to the 
thirteenth century. Here Sobin offers brilliant readings of late Roman and early 
Christian ruins in his adopted region of Provence, sifting through iconographic, 
architectural, and sacramental vestiges to shed light on nothing less than the 
existential itself.

Gustaf Sobin (1935-2005) was a poet, novelist, and essayist. His books include the
novel THE FLY-TRUFFLER and LUMINOUS DEBRIS: REFLECTING ON VESTIGE
IN PROVENCE AND LANGUEDOC (UC Press).
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Sobin, Gustaf. Ladder of Shadows: Reflecting On Medieval Vestige in Provence & 
Languedoc. Berkeley. 2009. University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Hardcover. No Dustjacket. Remainder Mark. 9780520253346. 237 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 23408. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Bits of late Roman coinage, the mutilated torso of a 
marble Venus, blue debris from an early medieval glassworks, and the powder 
rasped from the reputed tomb of Mary Magdalene—these tantalizing mementos of 
human history found scattered throughout the landscape of southeastern France are
the points of departure for Gustaf Sobin's lyrical narrative. A companion volume to 
his acclaimed LUMINOUS DEBRIS, LADDER OF SHADOWS picks up where the 
former left off: with late antiquity, covering a period from roughly the third to the 
thirteenth century. Here Sobin offers brilliant readings of late Roman and early 
Christian ruins in his adopted region of Provence, sifting through iconographic, 
architectural, and sacramental vestiges to shed light on nothing less than the 
existential itself.

Gustaf Sobin (November 15, 1935, Boston, MA - July 7, 2005, Cavaillon, France) 
was a poet, novelist, and essayist. His books include the novel THE FLY-
TRUFFLER and LUMINOUS DEBRIS: REFLECTING ON VESTIGE IN PROVENCE
AND LANGUEDOC (UC Press).
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Soep, Elisabeth and Chávez, Vivian. Drop That Knowledge: Youth Radio Stories. 
Berkeley. 2010. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 9780520260870. 240 pages. paperback. 0. Inventory # 37629. $21.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Drop That Knowledge is the first book to spotlight youth
media activism. In community-based programs like Youth Radio in Oakland, 
California, students develop tools for self-expression and social analysis. Young 
producers, primarily working class youths and youths of color, make change happen
by shifting the public discourse while reshaping their own trajectories of 
development. For example, when homicide rates peaked in Oakland, California, 
Youth Radio students combined spoken word poetry and street corner 
conversations in a moving audio snapshot of the everyday for young residents and 
their families. In a deeply personal commentary, one young woman reflected on the 
'war inside her brain' and the impact of a bipolar disorder diagnosis. These and other
Youth Radio stories air regularly on the country's premier media outlets, including 
National Public Radio newsmagazines reaching 27 million listeners and online 
platforms such as iTunes radio. The organization has been recognized with 
broadcast journalism's top honors, including the Alfred 1. DuPont Award, the George
Foster Peabody Award, and the Edward R. Murrow Award.

Elisabeth Soep is Research Director and Senior Producer at Youth Radio. She is 
coeditor of Youthscapes: The Popular, The National, and The Global. Vivian Chávez
is Assistant Professor of Health Education at San Francisco State University and 
coeditor of Prevention is Primary: Strategies for Community Well Being.keywords
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Sofsky, Wolfgang. Privacy: A Manifesto. Princeton. 2008. Princeton University 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Hardcover. No Dustjacket As Issued. 
9780691136721. Translated from the German by Steven Rendall. 148 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 35924. $19.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - What ever happened to privacy? The simple right to be 
left alone? Surveillance cameras track our movements. Governments monitor our 
phone calls, e-mails, and Internet habits. Insurance companies know what drugs we
take. Banks and credit agencies keep tabs on our smallest purchases. And new 
technologies--which gather, store, and share information as never before--have 
made all of this possible. But, as the acclaimed social thinker Wolfgang Sofsky 
shows in this brief and powerful defense of privacy, neither technology nor fears of 
terrorism deserve all the blame. Rather, through indifference and the desire for 
attention, we have been accomplices in the loss of our privacy. When we aren’t 
resigning ourselves to privacy’s disappearance as the inevitable price of living in a 
new age, we are eagerly embracing opportunities to divulge personal information to
people we know--and, increasingly, to people we don’t. Dramatically demonstrating
how much privacy we have already surrendered, Sofsky describes a day in the life 
of an average modern citizen--in other words, a person under almost constant 
scrutiny. He also briefly traces the changing status of privacy from ancient Rome to 
today, explains how liberty and freedom of thought depend on privacy, and points to
some of the places where privacy is under greatest threat, from health to personal 
space. Privacy is a timely and compelling reminder of just how important privacy is--
and just how devastating its loss would be. Wolfgang Sofsky’s books include 
Violence: Terrorism, Genocide, War (Granta) and The Order of Terror: The 
Concentration Camp (Princeton).

Wolfgang Sofsky is a widely translated author, whose works include a prize-winning
book on concentration camps. He teaches at the Universities of Gottingen and 
Erfurt.
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Soldati, Mario. Dinner With the Commendatore. New York. 1953. Knopf. 1st 
American Edition. Previous Owner's Name Sticker in Back,Otherwise Very Good in
Dustjacket. Translated from the Italian by Gwyn Morris & Henry Furst. 273 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Susan Foster. Inventory # 33914. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Three entertaining episodes in human deviousness, as 
narrated by the famous impresario, Commendatore P.G.C.

Mario Soldati (17 November 1906 – 19 June 1999) was an Italian writer and film 
director. In 1954 he won the Strega Prize for Lettere da Capri. He directed several 
works adapted from novels, and worked with leading Italian actresses, such as 
Sophia Loren and Gina Lollobrigida. A native of Turin, Soldati attended the Liceo 
Sociale, a Jesuit school, and finished secondary school at age 17. He then studied 
humanities at the University of Turin. At that time, the University was a hotbed of 
intellectual activity and the young Soldati would meet and befriend the likes of 
activist and writer Carlo Levi and journalist Giacomo Debenedetti, who were his 
seniors. He later studied History of Art at the University of Rome. He started 
publishing novels in 1929. He achieved the widest notice with America primo amore,
published in 1935, a memoir of the time he spent teaching at Columbia University. 
He won literary awards for his work, most notably the Strega Prize for Lettere da 
Capri in 1954. Also interested in film, Soldati began directing in 1938. His most well-
known films are Piccolo mondo antico (1941) and Malombra (1942) with Isa 
Miranda, both based on novels by Antonio Fogazzaro. These two films belong to the
early 1940s movement in Italian cinema known as calligrafismo. Other popular films
were Eugenie Grandet, based on Balzac's novel, with Alida Valli; Fuga in Francia 
(1948); The River Girl (starring Sophia Loren), and La provinciale (starring Gina 
Lollobrigida). Soldati also regularly published articles in Italian newspapers, 
including Il Mondo, Il Corriere della Sera, La Stampa, Avanti, L'Unita and Il Giorno. 
He died at Lerici in 1999.
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Solnit, Rebecca. Infinite City: A San Francisco Atlas. Berkeley. 2010. University of 
California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 
9780520262508. 167 pages. paperback. Inventory # 37758. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - What makes a place? Infinite City, Rebecca Solnit’s 
brilliant reinvention of the traditional atlas, searches out the answer by examining the
many layers of meaning in one place, the San Francisco Bay Area. Aided by artists,
writers, cartographers, and twenty-two gorgeous color maps, each of which 
illuminates the city and its surroundings as experienced by different inhabitants, 
Solnit takes us on a tour that will forever change the way we think about place. She
explores the area thematically—connecting, for example, Eadweard Muybridge’s 
foundation of motion-picture technology with Alfred Hitchcock’s filming of Vertigo. 
Across an urban grid of just seven by seven miles, she finds seemingly unlimited 
landmarks and treasures—butterfly habitats, queer sites, murders, World War II 
shipyards, blues clubs, Zen Buddhist centers. She roams the political terrain, both 
progressive and conservative, and details the cultural geographies of the Mission 
District, the culture wars of the Fillmore, the South of Market world being devoured 
by redevelopment, and much, much more. Breathtakingly original, this atlas of the 
imagination invites us to search out the layers of San Francisco that carry meaning 
for us—or to discover our own infinite city, be it Cleveland, Toulouse, or Shanghai. 
CoNTRIbUToRS - Cartographers: ben Pease and Shizue Seigel Designer: Lia 
Tjandra Artists: Sandow birk, Mona Caron, Jaime Cortez, Hugh D’Andrade, Robert
Dawson, Paz de la Calzada, Jim Herrington, Ira Nowinski, Alison Pebworth, Michael
Rauner, Gent Sturgeon, Sunaura Taylor Writers and researchers: Adriana 
Camarena, Chris Carlsson, Lisa Conrad, Guillermo Gómez-Peña, Joshua Jelly-
Shapiro, Paul LaFarge, Genine Lentine, Stella Lochman, Jim Nisbet, Aaron Shurin,
Heather Smith, Richard Walker Additional cartography: Darin Jensen, Robin 
Grossinger and Ruth Askevold of the San Francisco Estuary Institute.

Rebecca Solnit is the best-selling author of ten books – among them Wanderlust, 
Savage Dreams, and Hollow City – and countless articles, for which she has 
received numerous awards and accolades. In 2003 she won the prestigious Lannan
Literary Award. Also in 2003 she won the National Book Critics Circle Award for 
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Solnit, Rebecca. Infinite City: A San Francisco Atlas. Berkeley. 2010. University of 
California Press. Uncorrected Page Proof. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 
9780520262508. 157 pages. paperback. Inventory # 38308. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - What makes a place? Infinite City, Rebecca Solnit’s 
brilliant reinvention of the traditional atlas, searches out the answer by examining the
many layers of meaning in one place, the San Francisco Bay Area. Aided by artists,
writers, cartographers, and twenty-two gorgeous color maps, each of which 
illuminates the city and its surroundings as experienced by different inhabitants, 
Solnit takes us on a tour that will forever change the way we think about place. She
explores the area thematically—connecting, for example, Eadweard Muybridge’s 
foundation of motion-picture technology with Alfred Hitchcock’s filming of Vertigo. 
Across an urban grid of just seven by seven miles, she finds seemingly unlimited 
landmarks and treasures—butterfly habitats, queer sites, murders, World War II 
shipyards, blues clubs, Zen Buddhist centers. She roams the political terrain, both 
progressive and conservative, and details the cultural geographies of the Mission 
District, the culture wars of the Fillmore, the South of Market world being devoured 
by redevelopment, and much, much more. Breathtakingly original, this atlas of the 
imagination invites us to search out the layers of San Francisco that carry meaning 
for us—or to discover our own infinite city, be it Cleveland, Toulouse, or Shanghai. 
CoNTRIbUToRS - Cartographers: ben Pease and Shizue Seigel Designer: Lia 
Tjandra Artists: Sandow birk, Mona Caron, Jaime Cortez, Hugh D’Andrade, Robert
Dawson, Paz de la Calzada, Jim Herrington, Ira Nowinski, Alison Pebworth, Michael
Rauner, Gent Sturgeon, Sunaura Taylor Writers and researchers: Adriana 
Camarena, Chris Carlsson, Lisa Conrad, Guillermo Gómez-Peña, Joshua Jelly-
Shapiro, Paul LaFarge, Genine Lentine, Stella Lochman, Jim Nisbet, Aaron Shurin,
Heather Smith, Richard Walker Additional cartography: Darin Jensen, Robin 
Grossinger and Ruth Askevold of the San Francisco Estuary Institute.

Rebecca Solnit is the best-selling author of ten books – among them Wanderlust, 
Savage Dreams, and Hollow City – and countless articles, for which she has 
received numerous awards and accolades. In 2003 she won the prestigious Lannan
Literary Award. Also in 2003 she won the National Book Critics Circle Award for 
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Solnit, Rebecca. Storming the Gates of Paradise: Landscapes For Politics. Berkeley.
2007. University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.
9780520251090. 429 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36523. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Rebecca Solnit has made a vocation of journeying into 
difficult territory and reporting back, as an environmentalist, antiglobalization activist,
and public intellectual. Storming the Gates of Paradise, an anthology of her essential
essays from the past ten years, takes the reader from the Pyrenees to the U.S.-
Mexican border, from San Francisco to London, from open sky to the deepest 
mines, and from the antislavery struggles of two hundred years ago to today’s street
protests. The nearly forty essays collected here comprise a unique guidebook to the
American landscape after the millennium–not just the deserts, skies, gardens, and 
wilderness areas that have long made up Solnit’s subject matter, but the social 
landscape of democracy and repression, of borders, ruins, and protests. She 
ventures into territories as dark as prison and as sublime as a broad vista, revealing
beauty in the harshest landscape and political struggle in the most apparently 
serene view. Her introduction sets the tone and the book’s overarching themes as 
she describes Thoreau, leaving the jail cell where he had been confined for refusing
to pay war taxes and proceeding directly to his favorite huckleberry patch. In this 
way she links pleasure to politics, brilliantly demonstrating that the path to paradise
has often run through prison. These startling insights on current affairs, politics, 
culture, and history, always expressed in Solnit’s pellucid and graceful prose, 
constantly revise our views of the otherwise ordinary and familiar. Illustrated 
throughout, Storming the Gates of Paradise represents recent developments in 
Solnit’s thinking and offers the reader a panoramic world view enriched by her 
characteristically provocative, inspiring, and hopeful observations.

Rebecca Solnit is the best-selling author of ten books — among them Wanderlust, 
Savage Dreams, and Hollow City — and countless articles, for which she has 
received numerous awards and accolades. In 2003 she won the prestigious Lannan
Literary Award. Also in 2003 she won the National Book Critics Circle Award for 
River of Shadows.
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Solomon, Brian. Railroad Stations. New York. 1998. MetroBooks/Friedman Fairfax.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 1567995829. 120 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 40493. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The grand railroad stations were designed by the world's
finest architects as elaborately detailed showplaces. As gateways to cities and 
towns, they displayed the best each metropolis had to offer. Go on a worldwide tour
of the most magnificent examples, from London's St. Pancras and Paris's 
sensational Gare d'Orsay to Tokyo's Shinjuko station, the busiest on earth. The 
exquisitely photographed journey begins with a look at the role of the railroad in the
19th and 20th centuries, from the passenger train's heyday to the present time, 
when nearly abandoned stations are being refitted for other uses. Find out about the
different forms of stations, and how the needs of the region influenced the 
architectural style. Finally, see some of the classic stations that have barely changed
since the first trains stopped there and take a fond look back at some lost terminals--
such as New York's original Penn Station--that are gone, but not forgotten.

Brian Solomon is a well-known author and photographer who has written dozens of
books about railroads, locomotive power, and rail travel. His writings and 
photography have been featured in the word's top rail publications, including Trains
magazine. An avid rail traveler, Solomon has journeyed extensively throughout 
Europe. Solomon draws upon his vast rail travel experience to guide fellow travelers.
He offers useful insights and tips for navigating different countries.
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Solomon, Norman and Cohen, Jeff. Wizards of Media Oz: Behind the Curtain of 
Mainstream News. Monroe. 1997. Common Courage Press. 1st American Printing.
Very Good in Wrappers. 156751118x. Cartoons by Tom Tomorrow & Matt Wuerker.
294 pages. paperback. Cover by Matt Wuerker. Inventory # 24291. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Fortunately for our sanity and self-respect, there have 
always been the muckrakers; those few who have challenged the official truth, who
have obstinately sought ought the hard truth. In Upton Sinclair's time, there were 
Lincoln Steffens and Ida Tarbell, among the contumacious troublemakers. Further 
along came the indomitable George Seldes and his ‘Lords of the Press’ as well as 
his wondrous newsletter, ‘In Fact,’ that kept us from living in total darkness. And, of 
course, the north star of independent journalists, I.F. Stone and his revelatory 
weekly. Today we are blessed with a couple of young investigative journalists, 
Norman Solomon and Jeff Cohen, who, along with their media watch colleagues at
FAIR, are letting in the light. In FAIR's magazine, ‘Extra!,’ I am finding all the news 
that the Respectables find unfit to print. It is great therapy for me; it keeps my blood
pressure down and my skull from going numb. Now, Solomon and Cohen have 
gathered some of their columns into a lovely compendium, undressing the ‘liberal 
media.’ They call it WIZARDS OF MEDIA OZ: BEHIND THE CURTAIN OF 
MAINSTREAM NEWS. It is an eye-opener. Don't leave home without it.’ - From the 
Introduction by Studs Terkel.

Norman Solomon's books include ‘False Hope: The Politics of Illusion in the Clinton
Era,’ ‘Unreliable Sources: A Guide to Detecting Bias in the News Media’ and ‘The 
Power of Babble.’ He writes a nationally syndicated column called ‘Media Beat.’ Jeff
Cohen is the founder and executive director of FAIR (Fairness & Accuracy in 
Reporting), the media watch organization.
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Solomon, Norman. False Hope: The Politics of Illusion in the Clinton Era. Monroe. 
1994. Common Courage Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 1567510248. 
Introduction by Doug Henwood. 254 pages. paperback. Cover: Pierre-Paul 
Pariseau. Inventory # 33514. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Norman Solomon cuts through a political haze that 
threatens to surround us in the mid-1990s. ‘The 'moderate' Democratic Party has 
been succeeding at the politics of evasion, avidly competing in the big national 
marketplace where denial is sought and bold.’ – Norman Solomon.

Norman Solomon's books include ‘False Hope: The Politics of Illusion in the Clinton
Era,’ ‘Unreliable Sources: A Guide to Detecting Bias in the News Media’ and ‘The 
Power of Babble.’ He writes a nationally syndicated column called ‘Media Beat.’
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Solomon, Norman. The Habits of Highly Deceptive Media: Decoding Spin & Lies in
Mainstream News. Monroe. 1999. Common Courage Press. 1st Printing. Very Good
in Wrappers. 1567511546. 280 pages. paperback. Inventory # 27233. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Media critic Norman Solomon offers a collection of 
columns humorously detailing the most recent excesses and failures of America's 
self-censoring mainstream media.

Norman Solomon's books include ‘False Hope: The Politics of Illusion in the Clinton
Era,’ ‘Unreliable Sources: A Guide to Detecting Bias in the News Media’ and ‘The 
Power of Babble.’ He writes a nationally syndicated column called ‘Media Beat.’
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Solomon, Norman. The Power of Babble: The Politician's Dictionary of Buzzwords &
Double-Talk For Every Occasion. New York. 1992. Dell. 1st Printing. Very Good in
Wrappers. 0440212413. Paperback Original. 295 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
16868. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE CAMPAIGN TRAIL IS PAVED WITH INNUENDO. 
The power of buzzwords and soundbites has made Washington-watchers and 
elected officials wary of the real deal when it comes to the language of speeches, 
statements,, and press releases. Woe to the candidate who uses ‘cathedral of the 
spirit’ in New York City, pity the politico who makes an enemy of the ‘boys on the 
bus,’ and kudos to the incumbent who knows that ‘debtor nation’ must be uttered 
with anguish or horrified exclamation. Each of the over 1,000 entries in this unique 
lexicon is accompanied by definitions, incisive commentary, cautions, and examples
of usage in actual speeches made by political VIPs from Abe Lincoln to George 
Bush. The result is a reference work that gives speechwriters the competitive edge
while it attunes citizens and journalists to the carefully crafted doublespeak coming 
from Tammany Hall. of Capitol Hill.

Norman Solomon's books include ‘False Hope: The Politics of Illusion in the Clinton
Era,’ ‘Unreliable Sources: A Guide to Detecting Bias in the News Media’ and ‘The 
Power of Babble.’ He writes a nationally syndicated column called ‘Media Beat.’
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Solomon, Steven. The Confidence Game: How Unelected Central bankers Are 
Governing the Changed World Economy. New York. 1995. Simon & Schuster. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684801825. 606 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Bernadette Evangelist. Inventory # 22474. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In THE CONFIDENCE GAME, journalist Steven 
Solomon penetrates the closed circles of some of the most powerful and least 
known figures in the global economy - the central bankers. As interest rates, 
exchange rates, and financial crises make headlines, the spotlight has increasingly 
turned on these notoriously secretive unelected men who create and manage the 
world’s money from behind the walls of the U.S. Federal Reserve, the German 
Bundesbank, the Bank of Japan, the Bank of England, and the enigmatic Bank for 
International Settlements in Switzerland. THE CONFIDENCE GAME informs us how
central bankers and world leaders dealt with the LDC debt crisis of the early 1980s, 
the near collapse of the dollar, the 1987 stock market crash and its ripple effect 
around the world, the boom and bust of the Japanese ‘bubble economy,’ and the 
global recession of the early 1990s. With national politics increasingly held hostage 
to maintaining the confidence of global financial markets, democratic governments 
are transferring more and more governing authority and political independence to 
these unelected central bankers with expectations of economic prosperity that are 
unlikely to be met.

Steven Solomon has written for The New York Times, BusinessWeek, The 
Economist, Forbes, and Esquire. He has been a regular commentator on NPR’s 
Marketplace, and has appeared as a featured guest on the late Tim Russert’s CNBC
show, NPR’s Talk of the Nation, Bloomberg TV, and on many other news shows. He
has addressed the World Affairs Council, Center for Strategic and International 
Studies (CSIS), and university forums. He is the author of Water: The Epic Struggle 
for Wealth, Power, and Civilization and The Confidence Game, which presciently 
warned about building dangers in the volatile global financial system. He lives in 
Washington, D.C. with his family.
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Solzhenitsyn, Alexander. August 1914. New York. 1972. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0374106843. Translated 
from the Russian by Michael Glenny. 622 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Guy 
Fleming. Inventory # 22687. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - AUGUST 1914 is set at the outbreak of the First World 
War, and its moral concern is to establish the responsibility for Russia’s defeat in the
battle of Tannenberg. Limiting itself to the opening two weeks of the war, the novel 
describes the Russian offensive into East Prussia, which resulted in the 
encirclement and defeat of General Samsonov’s Second Army by Hindenburg. This
disaster revealed the dry rot at the core of Tsarism and hastened its downfall. The 
main theme is filled out by a great cross-section of characters, both fictitious and 
historic, from every walk of Russian life. The fictional character of Colonel 
Vorotyntsev, an enlightened and ironic young staff officer who mixes with the 
soldiers as much as with generals, provides a link between the various elements in 
the story. Solzhenitsyn gives a sympathetic portrait of Samsonov as the victim of 
staff blunders and personality clashes, and there is a moving description of his 
suicide in defeat. AUGUST 1914 is a triumph of historical reconstruction as well as 
of the creative imagination. In the final chapter, it is clear that the guilty will escape 
through the influence at court, that Russia’s military humiliation is only a symptom of
the deeper shame of the Tsarist system, and that a new Russia will somehow have 
to be born. The novel glows with the author’s love of his country and with his deep 
concern for ordinary men and women. Its first publication in English, in an excellent 
translation by Michael Glenny, is a literary event of world-wide importance.

Aleksandr Isayevich[a] Solzhenitsyn (11 December 1918 – 3 August 2008) was a 
Russian novelist, historian, and critic of Soviet totalitarianism. He helped to raise 
global awareness of the gulag and the Soviet Union's forced labor camp system. 
While his writings were long suppressed in the USSR, he wrote many books, most 
notably The Gulag Archipelago, One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich, August 
1914 and Cancer Ward. Solzhenitsyn was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature in 
1970.
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Solzhenitsyn, Alexander. One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich. New York. 1963. 
Signet/New American Library. Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Some 
Penned Notes Inside, Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. Translated From The 
Russian By Ralph ParkerIntroduction By Marvin L. Kalb.Foreword By Alexander 
Tvardovsky. 158 pages. paperback. CQ470. Inventory # 31149. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - First published in the Soviet journal Novy Mir in 1962, 
One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich stands as a classic of contemporary 
literature. The story of labor-camp inmate Ivan Denisovich Shukhov, it graphically 
describes his struggle to maintain his dignity in the face of communist oppression. 
One of the most chilling novels ever written about the oppression of totalitarian 
regimes--and the first to open Western eyes to the terrors of Stalin's prison camps, 
this book allowed Solzhenitsyn, who later became Russia's conscience in exile, to 
challenge the brutal might of the Soviet Union.

Aleksandr Isayevich[a] Solzhenitsyn (11 December 1918 – 3 August 2008) was a 
Russian novelist, historian, and critic of Soviet totalitarianism. He helped to raise 
global awareness of the gulag and the Soviet Union's forced labor camp system. 
While his writings were long suppressed in the USSR, he wrote many books, most 
notably The Gulag Archipelago, One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich, August 
1914 and Cancer Ward. Solzhenitsyn was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature in 
1970.
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Soocher, Stan. Baby You're a Rich Man: Suing the Beatles for Fun and Profit. 
Lebanon. 2015. ForeEdge. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
9781611683806. 17 illustrations. 314 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 44678. $27.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Baby You’re a Rich Man is the first book devoted to the 
cascade of legal actions engulfing the band, from the earliest days of the loveable 
mop-heads to their present prickly twilight of cultural sainthood. Part Beatles history,
part legal thriller, Baby You’re a Rich Man begins in the era when manager Brian 
Epstein opened the Pandora’s box of rock ’n’ roll merchandising, making a hash of 
the band’s licensing and inviting multiple lawsuits in the United States and the 
United Kingdom. The band’s long breakup period, from 1969 to 1971, provides a 
backdrop to the Machiavellian grasping of new manager Allen Klein, who unleashed
a blizzard of suits and legal motions to take control of the band, their music, and 
Apple Records. Unsavory mob associate Morris Levy first sued John Lennon for 
copyright infringement over “Come Together,” then sued him again for not making a
record for him. Phil Spector, hired to record a Lennon solo album, walked off with 
the master tapes and held them for a king’s ransom. And from 1972 to 1975, Lennon
was the target of a deportation campaign personally spearheaded by key aides of 
President Nixon (caught on tape with a drug-addled Elvis Presley) that wound 
endlessly through the courts. In Baby You’re a Rich Man, Stan Soocher ties the 
Beatles’ ongoing legal troubles to some of their most enduring songs. What emerges
is a stirring portrait of immense creative talent thriving under the pressures of ill will,
harassment, and greed.

STAN SOOCHER is associate professor of music and entertainment industry 
studies at the University of Colorado’s Denver Campus. In addition, he is an 
entertainment attorney and has served as Editor-in-Chief of Entertainment Law & 
Finance. The recipient of the Texas Star Award from the State Bar of Texas, 
Soocher has written for Rolling Stone and the National Law Journal and is 
previously the author of They Fought the Law: Rock Music Goes to Court.
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Sophocles. Selected Poems: Odes and Fragments. Princeton. 2008. Princeton 
University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780691130248. 
Translated from the Anicent Greek & With An Introduction by Reginald Gibbons. 127
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36688. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Sophocles’ tragedies--from ANTIGONE to OEDIPUS 
TYRANNUS--are filled with highly wrought, vivid, and emotionally powerful poetry. 
Yet most translations sacrifice the poetry to convey only the sense of the lines as 
dramatic speech. This is the first book in English to present Sophocles exclusively 
as a poet, and the only volume to reveal the full force and beauty of his verse. With
a fresh and consistent attention to structure, language, and rhythm across 
Sophocles’ writings, Reginald Gibbons has translated a selection of odes from 
Sophocles’ surviving plays as well as fragments from his lost works. What emerges 
is a genuinely new sense of a Sophocles who was as much poet as dramatist. 
Bringing the Greek poet and his world surprisingly close to us, these translations 
also restore a sense of the long continuity of poetry. Complete with an introduction, 
this edition reveals Sophocles’ poetic brilliance as never before.

Sophocles (c. 497/6 – winter 406/5 BC) is one of three ancient Greek tragedians 
whose plays have survived. His first plays were written later than those of 
Aeschylus, and earlier than or contemporary with those of Euripides. According to 
the Suda, a 10th-century encyclopedia, Sophocles wrote 123 plays during the 
course of his life, but only seven have survived in a complete form: Ajax, Antigone, 
The Women of Trachis, Oedipus the King, Electra, Philoctetes and Oedipus at 
Colonus.
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Soriano, Osvaldo. A Funny Dirty Little War. New York. 1986. Readers International.
1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0930523172. Translated from the Spanish by
Nick Caistor. 108 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 434. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A political satire of postwar Argentina where a group of 
village officials, ordered by their city bosses to find ‘infiltrators,’ brands the council 
leader and the local tax collector ‘Marxist-Communists’ and sets out to arrest them.
The two falsely accused men put up a fight, leading quickly to a siege of city hall, 
shootings, assassinations, arson, bombings. In a day, much of the village is 
destroyed in a spurious fight between people who all consider themselves followers
of Peron. Although written in 1980, it was published in that country only after the fall
of the military junta in 1983.

Osvaldo Soriano, Journalist and writer. Born January 6, 1943 in Mar del Plata, 
Argentina – died on January 29, 1997 in Buenos Aires. Soriano became a staff 
writer at La Opinión right from the start in 1971 when editor Jacobo Timerman 
founded the newspaper. La Opinión was permeated with progressive politics and 
soon there was an attempt to squash the left-wing influence with-in the paper. After
six months of not having any of his articles published, Soriano began writing a story 
in which a character named Osvaldo Soriano reconstructs the life of English actor 
Stan Laurel. The work became his first novel, Triste, solitario y final (English: Sad, 
lonely and final), a melancholic parody set in Los Angeles with the famed fictional 
Philip Marlowe detective as his joint investigator. It was some months after the 
publication of his novel that he visited the American city, and actually stood by the 
grave of Stan Laurel, leaving there a copy of his book. Shortly after the Proceso de
Reorganización Nacional coup d'etat in Argentina in 1976, he moved to Brussels 
first (where he met his wife Catherine), and then to Paris, where he lived in exile 
until 1984. While in France he befriended Julio Cortázar with whom he founded the 
short-lived experience of the monthly magazine Sin censura. After the fall of the 
military junta he returned to Buenos Aires and the publication of his books were met
with large success, not only in South America but also in several other countries 
where his works begun to be translated and published.
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Soriano, Osvaldo. Winter Quarters. Columbia. 1989. Readers International. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0930523695. Translated from the 
Spanish by Nick Caistor. 192 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 13431. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A sequel to Soriano's acclaimed novel A FUNNY DIRTY
LITTLE WAR. Two performers past their prime come to a provincial town to open a 
local festival. Strangers to each other, this punch-drunk boxer and off-the-charts 
tango singer become loyal friends, even unto death.

Osvaldo Soriano, Journalist and writer. Born January 6, 1943 in Mar del Plata, 
Argentina – died on January 29, 1997 in Buenos Aires. Soriano became a staff 
writer at La Opinión right from the start in 1971 when editor Jacobo Timerman 
founded the newspaper. La Opinión was permeated with progressive politics and 
soon there was an attempt to squash the left-wing influence with-in the paper. After
six months of not having any of his articles published, Soriano began writing a story 
in which a character named Osvaldo Soriano reconstructs the life of English actor 
Stan Laurel. The work became his first novel, Triste, solitario y final (English: Sad, 
lonely and final), a melancholic parody set in Los Angeles with the famed fictional 
Philip Marlowe detective as his joint investigator. It was some months after the 
publication of his novel that he visited the American city, and actually stood by the 
grave of Stan Laurel, leaving there a copy of his book. Shortly after the Proceso de
Reorganización Nacional coup d'etat in Argentina in 1976, he moved to Brussels 
first (where he met his wife Catherine), and then to Paris, where he lived in exile 
until 1984. While in France he befriended Julio Cortázar with whom he founded the 
short-lived experience of the monthly magazine Sin censura. After the fall of the 
military junta he returned to Buenos Aires and the publication of his books were met
with large success, not only in South America but also in several other countries 
where his works begun to be translated and published.
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Sorrentino, Fernando. Sanitary Centennial & Selected Short Stories. Austin. 1988. 
University Of Texas Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
029277608x. Translated from the Spanish by Thomas C. Meehan. Texas Pan 
American Series. 186 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 10845. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Humor has not always been a distinguishing 
characteristic of Latin American literature. However, a new generation of writers, 
including Augusto Monterroso, Juan José Arreola, Gabriel Garcia Marquez, Julio 
Cortázar, and Jorge Ibarguengoitia, have skillfully introduced humor in their work, 
marking a new literary and cultural sophistication in Latin American letters. The work
of Fernando Sorrentino (1942-) of Argentina is part of this new tradition. This 
selection includes Sorrentino’s zany novel, Sanitary Centennial, and the short 
stories ‘A Lifestyle,’ ‘In Self-Defense,’ ‘Piccirilli ,’ ‘The Life of the Party,’ ‘The Fetid 
Tale of Antulin,’ and ‘Ars Poetica.’ These representative samples of his work reveal
not only Sorrentino’s satire and humor but also his facility with language and his 
antipathy to commercialism, senseless bureaucracy, excessive materialism, 
mindless entertainment, and unintelligible literary and professional language. Like 
Hernando Genovese, the narrator of Sanitary Centennial, Sorrentino uses humor to
unmask a materialistic society that rejects fine literature while it rewards overblown 
advertising copy for toilets and bidets. Translated in collaboration with Fernando 
Sorrentino, Sanitary Centennial and Selected Short Stories introduces non-Spanish
speakers to a writer who is already winning awards and accolades in Latin America.

Fernando Sorrentino (born November 8, 1942 in Buenos Aires) is an Argentine 
writer. His works have been translated into English, Portuguese, Italian, German, 
French, Finnish, Hungarian, Polish, Bulgarian, Chinese, Vietnamese,Tamil, 
Kannada, and Kabyle. In 2006 Fernando Sorrentino published a collection of short 
stories entitled: 'Per colpa del dottor Moreau ed altri racconti fantastici'. The 
collection includes all his short stories translated in Italian and is published by 
Progetto Babele literary magazine. The same literary magazine published a new 
collection in 2013: 'Per difendersi dagli scorpioni ed altri racconti insoliti'.
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Soto, Christopher (editor). Nepantla: An Anthology Dedicated to Queer Poets of 
Color. New York. 2018. Nightboat. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9781937658786. 164 pages. paperback. Inventory # 43614. $16.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 2014, Christopher Soto and Lambda Literary 
Foundation founded the online journal Nepantla, with the mission to nurture, 
celebrate, and preserve diversity within the queer poetry community, including 
contributions as diverse in style and form, as the experiences of QTPOC in the 
United States. Now, Nepantla will appear for the first time in print as a survey of 
poetry by queer poets of color throughout U.S. history, including literary legends 
such as Audre Lorde, James Baldwin, June Jordan, Ai, and Pat Parker alongside 
contemporaries such as Natalie Diaz, Ocean Vuong, Danez Smith, Joshua Jennifer
Espinoza, Robin Coste Lewis, Joy Harjo, Richard Blanco, Erika L. Sánchez, Jericho
Brown, Carl Phillips, Tommy Pico, Eduardo C. Corral, Chen Chen, and more.

CHRISTOPHER SOTO is a poet based in Brooklyn. He is the author of Sad Girl 
Poems, cofounder of the Undocupoets Campaign, and editor of Nepantla: A Journal
Dedicated to Queer Poets of Color.
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Souhami, Diana. Selkirk's Island: The True & Strange Adventures of the Real 
Robinson Crusoe. New York. 2002. Harcourt. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0151005265. 246 pages. hardcover. Cover: Vaughn Andrews. Inventory
# 31448. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A fascinating account of piracy, betrayal, and raw 
survival on the high seas and dry land, Selkirk's Island rediscovers the amazing tale
of an eighteenth-century legend. Born a poor Scotsman, Alexander Selkirk signed 
with William Dampier, a pirate who was as famous for his self-promotion as for his 
naval success, on an ill-fated quest to pillage the famous Manila galleon. After a 
series of scuffles with the captain, Selkirk was put ashore on an island three 
hundred miles west of South America. Alone and with little more than the clothes on
his back, Selkirk spent four long years learning to survive. Drawing on Selkirk's own
testimony, that of his rescuers and fellow crewmen, and petitions from two women 
who each claimed to be his wife, celebrated biographer Diana Souhami uncovers 
the truth behind the strangeness and wonder of a forgotten man and his 
unforgettable experience.

Diana Souhami is the author of many highly acclaimed books: The Trial of Radclyffe
Hall (short-listed for the James Tait Black Prize for Biography, and winner of the U.
S. Lambda Literary Award), Gertrude and Alice , Greta and Cecil , the bestselling 
Mrs. Keppel and Her Daughter , and Gluck: Her Biography. She was awarded the 
Whitbread Award for Biography for Selkirk's Island. She lives in London.
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Southern, Terry. Flash and Filigree. New York. 1958. Coward McCann. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 204 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 14437. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Terry Southern is an acclaimed satirist of American 
culture, the writer responsible for CANDY and the screenplay of Dr. Strangelove. In
FLASH AND FILIGREE, his first novel, he delivers yet another outrageously funny 
commentary on the dark side of our national life. Frederick Eichner, world-renowned
dermatologist, is visited by the entrancingly irritating Mr. Felix Treevly, who comes to
him as a patient and stays as an obsession. Mr. Treevly leads the doctor into a 
series of hilarious and increasingly weird situations, which, with the assistance of a 
drunken private detective, a mad judge, a car crash, and a hashish party, finally 
drive him to mayhem. A wild whirlwind of a novel, FLASH AND FILIGREE is a work
of comic genius from one of the wittiest writers of our time.

Terry Southern (May 1, 1924 – October 29, 1995) was an American novelist, 
essayist, screenwriter, and university lecturer, noted for his distinctive satirical style.
Part of the Paris postwar literary movement in the 1950s and a companion to Beat 
writers in Greenwich Village, Southern was also at the center of Swinging London in
the 1960s and helped to change the style and substance of American films in the 
1970s. He briefly wrote for Saturday Night Live in the 1980s. Southern's dark and 
often absurdist style of satire helped to define the sensibilities of several generations
of writers, readers, directors and film goers. He is credited by journalist Tom Wolfe 
as having invented New Journalism with the publication of "Twirling at Ole Miss" in 
Esquire in February 1963. Southern's reputation was established with the publication
of his comic novels Candy and The Magic Christian and through his gift for writing 
memorable film dialogue as evident in Dr. Strangelove, The Loved One, The 
Cincinnati Kid, and The Magic Christian. His work on Easy Rider helped create the 
independent film movement of the 1970s.
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Southgate, Martha. The Fall of Rome. New York. 2001. Scribner. Advance 
Uncorrected Proofs. Very Good in Wrappers. 0684865009. 223 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 29788. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Latin instructor Jerome Washington is a man out of 
place. The lone African-American teacher at the Chelsea School, an all-boys 
boarding school in Connecticut, he has championed the classical virtues of rigor and
discipline since he was hired nearly two decades ago. Nicknamed 'Wooden 
Washington' by his students, he has spent his career - and his life - at Chelsea trying
not to appear too 'racial': He is reserved, controlled, seemingly content with his 
isolated life.' 'Into his classroom one autumn morning steps Rashid Bryson, a 
promising African-American student from New York City. He sees in Washington a 
potential ally, a man who is sure to understand the younger man's need to find his 
bearings in this citadel of the white status quo. But to Bryson's surprise and dismay,
Washington responds unexpectedly to him. It is up to Jana Hansen, herself a 
newcomer to Chelsea, to come to Bryson's aid. A middle-aged white divorcee who 
used to teach public school in Cleveland, she is as foreign to the sylvan self-
possession of the Chelsea School as Washington and Bryson are.' As the three get 
to know one another, and as they struggle with their individual loss, they begin their 
journey toward an inevitable and ultimately tragic confrontation that is both painful 
and life-altering. Told from three different perspectives, The Fall of Rome explores 
powerful and timely issues as it unfolds inexorably, like the classical tragedies that 
were the glory of ancient civilizations.

Martha Southgate (born December 12, 1960) is an African-American novelist and 
essayist best known for her novel Third Girl from the Left. Her work has appeared in
The New York Times Magazine, O, Premiere, and Essence. Southgate was born in
Cleveland, Ohio. She attended Smith College before obtaining an MFA in creative 
writing from Goddard. Southgate's first novel Another Way to Dance, about a 14-
year-old black aspiring ballerina, was published in 1997 by Delacorte Press. For that
work she won the Coretta Scott King John Steptoe Award for New Talent. In 2002 
she released The Fall of Rome: A Novel, set in a New England college prep school.
Her other work includes Third Girl from the Left (2005) and The Taste of Salt (2100).
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Southgate, Martha. The Fall of Rome. New York. 2001. Scribner. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684865009. 223 pages. hardcover. Cover: 
Michael Ian Kaye. Inventory # 31231. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Latin instructor Jerome Washington is a man out of 
place. The lone African-American teacher at the Chelsea School, an all-boys 
boarding school in Connecticut, he has championed the classical virtues of rigor and
discipline since he was hired nearly two decades ago. Nicknamed 'Wooden 
Washington' by his students, he has spent his career - and his life - at Chelsea trying
not to appear too 'racial': He is reserved, controlled, seemingly content with his 
isolated life.' 'Into his classroom one autumn morning steps Rashid Bryson, a 
promising African-American student from New York City. He sees in Washington a 
potential ally, a man who is sure to understand the younger man's need to find his 
bearings in this citadel of the white status quo. But to Bryson's surprise and dismay,
Washington responds unexpectedly to him. It is up to Jana Hansen, herself a 
newcomer to Chelsea, to come to Bryson's aid. A middle-aged white divorcee who 
used to teach public school in Cleveland, she is as foreign to the sylvan self-
possession of the Chelsea School as Washington and Bryson are.' As the three get 
to know one another, and as they struggle with their individual loss, they begin their 
journey toward an inevitable and ultimately tragic confrontation that is both painful 
and life-altering. Told from three different perspectives, The Fall of Rome explores 
powerful and timely issues as it unfolds inexorably, like the classical tragedies that 
were the glory of ancient civilizations.

Martha Southgate (born December 12, 1960) is an African-American novelist and 
essayist best known for her novel Third Girl from the Left. Her work has appeared in
The New York Times Magazine, O, Premiere, and Essence. Southgate was born in
Cleveland, Ohio. She attended Smith College before obtaining an MFA in creative 
writing from Goddard. Southgate's first novel Another Way to Dance, about a 14-
year-old black aspiring ballerina, was published in 1997 by Delacorte Press. For that
work she won the Coretta Scott King John Steptoe Award for New Talent. In 2002 
she released The Fall of Rome: A Novel, set in a New England college prep school.
Her other work includes Third Girl from the Left (2005) and The Taste of Salt (2100).
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Souza, Marcio. Death Squeeze. New York. 1992. Avon Books. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 0380898276. Paperback Original. Translated
from the Portuguese by Ellen Watson. 274 pages. paperback. Cover design: Roam
Design Inc. Inventory # 28046. $6.75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Disgusted with the cruelty and corruption of his nation’s 
post-coup government, former captain Miguel Gouveia left the Brazilian military for 
an innocuous job in advertising. But when his employer, a glamorous fashion 
designer, disappears in Rio de Janeiro, and her hulking bodyguard is viciously slain,
Gouveia finds himself neck-deep in the madness, murder and political treachery he
had hoped to escape - and racing across two continents into the lethal heart of a 
bloodthirsty maniac’s conspiracy of terror.

MARCIO SOUZA was born in 1946 in Manaus, the Amazon region of Brazil. He 
began writing film criticism for newspapers when he was fourteen years old. He 
studied social sciences at the University of Sao Paulo. THE EMPEROR OF THE 
AMAZON, his first novel, was an extraordinary bestseller in Brazil and was serialized
in a major Paris newspaper. Its pointed critique of Amazonian society cost him job 
with the Ministry of Culture. In 1967 he published a collection of film writings under 
the title Mostrador de Sombras (Show of Shadows). Souza is also a filmmaker and a
dramatist. As a playwright, he works with Teatro Experimental do Sesc Amazonas, 
an important group fighting for the preservation and defense of the Amazon. His 
second novel, MAD MARIA, is also available from Avon/Bard Books in a translation
by Thomas Colchie.keywords
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Brazil Latin America
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Souza, Marcio. The Emperor of the Amazon. New York. 1980. Avon/Bard. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 0380762404. Translated 
from the Portuguese by Thomas Colchie. 190 pages. paperback. Inventory # 28375.
$7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE LAST EXOTIC ADVENTURER - Dom Luiz Galvez, 
turn of the century Brazilian journalist, escapes from a married woman’s bedroom 
window one evening and inadvertently saves the life of the Bolivian ambassador. 
With one fortuitous leap info the political arena, his life is changed forever. In an 
exotic jungle landscape, under the shadow of a diamond-studded opera house and 
the watchful imperialist eye of the U.S. government, Galvez becomes a 
revolutionary. With his three mistresses - a beautiful Latin blue blood, an amorous 
Catholic nun, and a temperamental French opera singer - Galvez voyages into the 
heart of an uncharted rubber kingdom to become mighty Emperor of the Amazon. 
Marcio Souza’s bawdy epic tale about the briefest and most orgiastic reign in the 
history of revolution, marks the American debut of one of the most brilliant, 
controversial young writers in Latin America today.

MARCIO SOUZA was born in 1946 in Manaus, the Amazon region of Brazil. He 
began writing film criticism for newspapers when he was fourteen years old. He 
studied social sciences at the University of Sao Paulo. THE EMPEROR OF THE 
AMAZON, his first novel, was an extraordinary bestseller in Brazil and was serialized
in a major Paris newspaper. Its pointed critique of Amazonian society cost him job 
with the Ministry of Culture. In 1967 he published a collection of film writings under 
the title Mostrador de Sombras (Show of Shadows). Souza is also a filmmaker and a
dramatist. As a playwright, he works with Teatro Experimental do Sesc Amazonas, 
an important group fighting for the preservation and defense of the Amazon. His 
second novel, MAD MARIA, is also available from Avon/Bard Books in a translation
by Thomas Colchie.
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Souza, Marcio. The Order of the Day An Unindentified Flying Opus. New York. 
1986. Avon/Bard. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0380897652. 
Paperback Original. Translated from the Portuguese by Thomas Colchie. 223 
pages. paperback. Inventory # 2798. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - CHUPA-CHUPA - Things were heating up in the Amazon
jungles. Vera Martins, Ministry of culture agent assigned to Parintins, had run into an
old lover with an immediate resumption of amorous activities. And the natives of this
steam y tropical village had experienced a tern in encounter with blood sucking 
aliens. In this case the intruders were Chupa-chupa from outer space, not the United
States. Despite scientific evidence - and the involvement of the KGB and CIA - the 
incident was being covered up by the Brazilian government. Vera, however, was 
determined to expose the truth about the strange disappearances, deaths, returns-
from-the-dead, and an El inspired coup d’etat. The result is a hilariously funny, 
sharp-edged satire on power and politics, intrigue and absurdity mixed with a salsa 
beat. TRANSLATED BY THOMAS COLCHIE.

MARCIO SOUZA was born March 4, 1946 in Manaus, Amazonas, Brazil, the 
Amazon region of Brazil. He began writing film criticism for newspapers when he 
was fourteen years old. He studied social sciences at the University of Sao Paulo. 
THE EMPEROR OF THE AMAZON, his first novel, was an extraordinary bestseller 
in Brazil and was serialized in a major Paris newspaper. Its pointed critique of 
Amazonian society cost him job with the Ministry of Culture. In 1967 he published a
collection of film writings under the title Mostrador de Sombras (Show of Shadows).
Souza is also a filmmaker and a dramatist. As a playwright, he works with Teatro 
Experimental do Sesc Amazonas, an important group fighting for the preservation 
and defense of the Amazon. His second novel, MAD MARIA, is also available from
Avon/Bard Books in a translation by Thomas Colchie.
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Souza, Marcio. The Order of the Day An Unindentified Flying Opus. New York. 
1986. Avon/Bard. 1st American Edition. Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front, 
Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. 0380897652. Translated from the Portuguese by
Thomas Colchie. 223 pages. paperback. Inventory # 26050. $6.25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - CHUPA-CHUPA - Things were heating up in the Amazon
jungles. Vera Martins, Ministry of culture agent assigned to Parintins, had run into an
old lover with an immediate resumption of amorous activities. And the natives of this
steam y tropical village had experienced a tern in encounter with blood sucking 
aliens. In this case the intruders were Chupa-chupa from outer space, not the United
States. Despite scientific evidence - and the involvement of the KGB and CIA - the 
incident was being covered up by the Brazilian government. Vera, however, was 
determined to expose the truth about the strange disappearances, deaths, returns-
from-the-dead, and an El inspired coup d’etat. The result is a hilariously funny, 
sharp-edged satire on power and politics, intrigue and absurdity mixed with a salsa 
beat. TRANSLATED BY THOMAS COLCHIE.

MARCIO SOUZA was born in 1946 in Manaus, the Amazon region of Brazil. He 
began writing film criticism for newspapers when he was fourteen years old. He 
studied social sciences at the University of Sao Paulo. THE EMPEROR OF THE 
AMAZON, his first novel, was an extraordinary bestseller in Brazil and was serialized
in a major Paris newspaper. Its pointed critique of Amazonian society cost him job 
with the Ministry of Culture. In 1967 he published a collection of film writings under 
the title Mostrador de Sombras (Show of Shadows). Souza is also a filmmaker and a
dramatist. As a playwright, he works with Teatro Experimental do Sesc Amazonas, 
an important group fighting for the preservation and defense of the Amazon. His 
second novel, MAD MARIA, is also available from Avon/Bard Books in a translation
by Thomas Colchie.
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Soyinka, Wole. Isara: A Voyage Around Essay. New York. 1989. Random House. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394540778. 262 pages. hardcover.
Inventory # 27507. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The 1986 winner of the Nobel Prize in Literature--the first
African to be awarded the prize--writes a highly incisive and deeply affecting re-
creation of colonial Nigeria based on a cache of letters he discovered after his 
father's death.

Akinwande Oluwole 'Wole' Soyinka (born 13 July 1934) is a Nigerian playwright and
poet. He was awarded the 1986 Nobel Prize in Literature, the first African to be 
honored. Soyinka was born into a Yoruba family in Abeokuta. After study in Nigeria
and the UK, he worked with the Royal Court Theatre in London. He went on to write
plays that were produced in both countries, in theatres and on radio. He took an 
active role in Nigeria's political history and its struggle for independence from Great
Britain. In 1965, he seized the Western Nigeria Broadcasting Service studio and 
broadcast a demand for the cancellation of the Western Nigeria Regional Elections. 
In 1967 during the Nigerian Civil War, he was arrested by the federal government of
General Yakubu Gowon and put in solitary confinement for two years. Soyinka has 
strongly criticised many Nigerian military dictators, especially late General Sanni 
Abacha, as well as other political tyrannies, including the Mugabe regime in 
Zimbabwe. Much of his writing has been concerned with 'the oppressive boot and 
the irrelevance of the colour of the foot that wears it'. During the regime of General 
Sani Abacha (1993–98), Soyinka escaped from Nigeria via the 'Nadeco Route' on a
motorcycle. Living abroad, mainly in the United States, he has worked as professor
at a number of different universities.
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Soyinka, Wole. The Interpreters. New York. 1970. Collier/Macmillan. 1st Collier 
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Collier African /American Library. 276 
pages. paperback. 5390. Inventory # 36611. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THEY ARE THE INTERPRETERS - savage, satirical, 
poetic—caught for an instant on the canvas of time. They are the “now-generation” 
artists, lawyers, professors, journalists who speak for and of West Africa and her 
people and the land that was divided before it was Nigeria/Biafra. Drawn together by
their color, nation, dissatisfactions, hopes, loves, hates, and the daily lives and 
deaths around them, four young Nigerian intellectuals evoke and interpret West 
Africa today. From their wild drinking bouts at the Club Cabana to their individual 
pursuits of personal and professional integrity, they are the lost and the found 
generation - simultaneously seekers and prophets as they attempt to define their 
identity in a world where primitive past and sophisticated present are brought into 
violent conflict. THE INTERPRETERS combines the uniquely sensitive observations
of gifted Wole Soyinka with the kind of mad comedy seen in the works of Donleavy 
and Pynchon. Here is a book that speaks for modern Africa with universal relevance
and irresistible appeal.

Akinwande Oluwole 'Wole' Soyinka (born 13 July 1934) is a Nigerian playwright and
poet. He was awarded the 1986 Nobel Prize in Literature, the first African to be 
honored. Soyinka was born into a Yoruba family in Abeokuta. After study in Nigeria
and the UK, he worked with the Royal Court Theatre in London. He went on to write
plays that were produced in both countries, in theatres and on radio. He took an 
active role in Nigeria's political history and its struggle for independence from Great
Britain. In 1965, he seized the Western Nigeria Broadcasting Service studio and 
broadcast a demand for the cancellation of the Western Nigeria Regional Elections. 
In 1967 during the Nigerian Civil War, he was arrested by the federal government of
General Yakubu Gowon and put in solitary confinement for two years. Soyinka has 
strongly criticised many Nigerian military dictators, especially late General Sanni 
Abacha, as well as other political tyrannies, including the Mugabe regime in 
Zimbabwe. Much of his writing has been concerned with 'the oppressive boot and 
the irrelevance of the colour of the foot that wears it'.
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Sørensen, Villy. Another Metamorphosis and Other Fictions. Seattle. 1990. Fjord 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0940242427. Translated from
the Danish by Tiina Nunnally and Steve Murray. 134 pages. paperback. Cover 
design - Art Chantry Design, Seattle. Inventory # 3124. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - These are strange, philosophical tales of prophets, 
princesses, tightrope-walkers, and bicycle-racers; epidemics, executions, and 
overpopulation; macabre games, labyrinths, and bizarre inventions. Told in the voice
of a present-day Kafka or Borges and filled with dark humor and wit, Villy 
Sorensen’s stories take a highly unorthodox look at some of Western society’s most
cherished myths and beliefs.

Villy Sørensen (13 January 1929 – 16 December 2001) was a Danish short-story 
writer, philosopher and literary critic of the Modernist tradition. His fiction was heavily
influenced by his philosophical ideas, and he has been compared to Franz Kafka in 
this regard. He was the most influential and important Danish philosopher since 
Søren Kierkegaard. Born in Copenhagen, Sørensen graduated from the Vestre 
Borgerdydskole in 1947, and then attended the University of Copenhagen and the 
University of Freiburg studying philosophy. Although he did not graduate, he later 
received an honorary degree from the University of Copenhagen. Sørensen 
published his first collection of short stories, Strange Stories in 1953, which many 
critics have identified as being the start of Danish literary Modernism. He published
additional collections of short stories in 1955 and 1964, all winning various awards in
Denmark. These stories generally explored the absurd and hidden parts of the 
human psyche. Sørensen began editing the journal Vindrosen (with Klaus Rifbjerg) 
in 1959. Afterward, he became a member of the Danish Academy in 1965, 
subsequently editing several other Modernist journals and periodicals. Sørensen, 
though he continued to produce short fiction throughout his life, was also deeply 
engaged in philosophy, about which he wrote many essays and several books 
including Seneca: The Humanist at the Court of Nero and his response to Søren 
Kierkegaard's Either/Or, Hverken-eller (i.e. 'Neither/Nor'). He also published books 
and essays about Nietzsche, Kafka, Marx, Schopenhauer and Kierkegaard, and was
a notable translator of over 20 books.
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Spacks, Patricia Meyer. Gossip. New York. 1985. Knopf. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0394540247. 292 pages. hardcover. Jacket painting: Detail from L'Heure
de l'Aperitif (Caf? de Nuit) by Richard Emil Miller. Collection of Dr. and Mrs. Henry C.
Landon III. Photograph courtesy of Christie's, New York. Jacket design by Naomi 
Osnos. Inventory # 6761. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From the author of THE FEMALE IMAGINATION, a 
profound and witty book that is both defense and celebration of a much-maligned 
form of talk. The art of gossip, Patricia Spacks contends, is to make something out 
of little or nothing; the art of the novel is comparable. Beginning with a wonderful and
detailed anatomy of gossip (she lays out a morality, an aesthetics, a psychology - 
even an economics - of gossip), the author goes on to trace its historical association
with women, and the importance of that link in positive as well as negative ways. 
Building on this framework, she considers gossip both as a subject and as a literary 
technique - in Restoration comedy, in famous letters (ranging from those of Horace
Walpole to those of Virginia Woolf), in great biographies (Boswell’s Life of Samuel 
Johnson, among others), in English and American novels (by Jane Austen, Anthony
Trollope, and William Thackeray; by Henry James and F. Scott Fitzgerald, William 
Faulkner and Eudora Welty, Edith Wharton, Doris Lessing, and Toni Morrison) - 
even in the thrillers of Agatha Christie. Studded with wonderful and lengthy quotes 
(of course), the book is itself an invitation to inspired literary eavesdropping.

PATRICIA MEYER SPACKS, who is Professor of English Literature at Yale 
University, holds degrees from Rollins College, Yale, and the University of California
at Berkeley. She is also the author of AN ARGUMENT OF IMAGES, a study of 
Alexander Pope; The Poetry of Vision, a critical study of eighteenth-century poets; 
THE INSISTENCE OF HORROR: ASPECTS OF THE SUPERNATURAL IN 18TH-
CENTURY POETRY; THE ADOLESCENT IDEA: MYTHS OF YOUTH AND THE 
ADULT IMAGINATION; and THE FEMALE IMAGINATION.
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Spadoni, Robert. Uncanny Bodies: The Coming of Sound Film and the Origins of the
Horror Genre. Berkeley. 2007. University Of California Press. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520251229. 202 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
36519. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1931 Universal Pictures released Dracula and 
Frankenstein, two films that inaugurated the horror genre in Hollywood cinema. 
These films appeared directly on the heels of Hollywood’s transition to sound film. 
Uncanny Bodies argues that the coming of sound inspired more in these massively 
influential horror movies than screams, creaking doors, and howling wolves. A close
examination of the historical reception of films of the transition period reveals that 
sound films could seem to their earliest viewers unreal and ghostly. By comparing 
this audience impression to the first sound horror films, Robert Spadoni makes a 
case for understanding film viewing as a force that can powerfully shape both the 
minutest aspects of individual films and the broadest sweep of film production 
trends, and for seeing aftereffects of the temporary weirdness of sound film deeply 
etched in the basic character of one of our most enduring film genres.

Robert Spadoni is the author of Uncanny Bodies: The Coming of Sound Film and 
the Origins of the Horror Genre. He is an associate professor in the English 
Department at Case Western Reserve University, where he teaches film studies.
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Spalding, William Andrew. Autobiography of a Los Angeles Newspaperman 1874
-1900. San Marino. 2007. Huntington Library Press. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 9780873282291. 180 pages. paperback. Inventory # 36283. 
$9.975

FROM THE PUBLISHER - As a young man barely in his twenties, William Andrew 
Spalding arrived in Los Angeles in 1874 and obtained his first job on the Herald by 
writing an editorial on the dilapidated state of the Plaza. From that date to 1900 his 
life was intimately associated with the newspapers of his city—the Express and the
Times, as well as the Herald—and he worked in almost every capacity for them: 
reporter, business manager, and editor. Spalding worked for the Times during its 
formative years when Harrison Gray Otis, the champion of conservatism, fought 
organized labor, and Spalding helped the Times through its initial great fight, the ‘big
strike’ of 1890. His strong sense of justice and social responsibility led him 
repeatedly into political reforms and moved him to organize, with others, the Orange
Growers’ Union, which later became the California Fruit Growers Exchange—better
known as Sunkist Growers. Spalding’s colorful autobiography, first published in 
1961, provides a valuable account of Los Angeles journalism—and Los Angeles 
history—during a formative period.

William Andrew Spalding (1852-1941) was one of Los Angeles’s most prominent 
journalists during the late nineteenth century.
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Spanidou, Irini. God's Snake. New York. 1986. Norton. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0393023206. 252 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 3720. $6.75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Set amid the arid landscape and stony resentments of 
Greece in the aftermath of its bloody civil war, this electrifying novel unfolds a series
of interconnecting modern-day fables about childhood and family, love and betrayal.
God's Snake is the story of the inventive, courageous Anna, a young girl who has 
inherited both the skepticism of classical Athens and the fierce stoicism of Sparta. It 
is also the story of Anna's parents: her mother, a woman as remote as she is 
seductive, and her father, a misogynist army officer who, when Anna cries, tells her,
'We are not born to be comforted.' As Anna picks her way through this emotional 
minefield, she encounters people and animals that possess the revelatory powers of
figures in a dream: the snakes her father's adjutant kills as emmissaries of the Devil;
a poetry loving general; a haunted girl whose mother dies of tuberculosis; a frozen 
crow that miraculously comes back to life. God's Snake is a work filled with passion,
magic, and terror, conceived by a novelist of visionary authority.

Irini Spanidou is the author of the novels God's Snake, Before, and Fear. She has 
taught at numerous institutions, including New York University, Sarah Lawrence 
College, Bennington College, and Parsons School of Design.
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Spann, Girardeau A. Race Against the Court. New York. 1993. New York University
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0814779638. 266 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Elyse Strongin. Inventory # 18062. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The controversies surrounding the nominations, 
confirmations, and rejections of recent Supreme Court Justices, and the increasingly
conservative nature of the Court, have focused attention on the Supreme Court as 
never before. Although the Supreme Court is commonly understood to be the 
guardian of minority rights against the tyranny of the majority, Race Against the 
Court argues that the Court has never successfully performed this function. Rather 
the actual function of the Court has been to perpetuate the subordination of racial 
minorities by operating as an undetected agent of majoritarian preferences in the 
political process. In this provocative, controversial, and timely work, Girardeau 
Spann illustrates how the selection process for Supreme Court justices ensures that
they will share the political preferences of the elite majority that runs the nation. 
Customary safeguards that are designed to protect the judicial process from 
majoritarian predispositions, Spann contends, cannot successfully insulate judicial 
decision-making from the pervasive societal pressures that exist to discount racial 
minority interests. The case most often cited as the icon of Court sensitivity to 
minority rights, Brown v. Board of Education, has more recently served to lull 
minorities into believing that efforts at political self-determination are futile, fostering
a seductive dependence and overreliance on the Court as the caretaker of minority 
rights. RACE AGAINST THE COURTdemonstrates how the Court has centralized 
the law of affirmative action in a way that stymies minority efforts for meaningful 
political and economic gain and how it has legitimated the legal status quo in a way 
that causes minorities never even to question the inevitability of their subordinate 
social status. Spann contends that racial minorities would be better off seeking to 
advance their interests in the pluralist political process and proposes a novel 
strategy for minorities to pursue in order to extricate themselves from the seemingly 
inescapable grasp of Supreme Court ‘protection’.

Professor Spann served as a staff attorney for the Public Citizen Litigation Group 
before joining the Law Center faculty in 1979.
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Spence, Jonathan D. The Memory Palace of Matteo Ricci. New York. 1984. Viking 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670468304. 368 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 2852. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1577, the Jesuit priest Matteo Ricci set out from Italy 
to bring Christian faith and Western thought to Ming dynasty China. To capture the 
complex emotional and religious drama of Ricci's extraordinary life, Jonathan 
Spence has shifted away from conventional biographical techniques, and he relates
his subject's life to several images that Ricci himself created - four images derived 
from events in the Bible and others from a book on the art of memory that Ricci 
wrote in Chinese and circulated among members of the Ming dynasty's elite. A rich 
and compelling narrative about a remarkable life, The Memory Palace of Matteo 
Ricci is also a significant work of global history, juxtaposing the world of Counter-
Reformation Europe with that of Ming China.

Jonathan Dermot Spence (born 11 August 1936) is a British-born American historian
and public intellectual specialising in Chinese history. He was Sterling Professor of
History at Yale University from 1993 to 2008. His most widely read book is The 
Search for Modern China, a survey of the last several hundred years of Chinese 
history based on his popular course at Yale. A prolific author, reviewer, and essayist,
he has published more than a dozen books on China. He retired from Yale in 2008.
Spence's major interest is modern China, especially the Qing Dynasty, and relations
between China and the West. Spence frequently uses biographies to examine 
cultural and political history. Another common theme is the efforts of both 
Westerners and Chinese "to change China," and how such efforts were frustrated.
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Spence, Vanessa. The Roads Are Down. Portsmouth. 1993. Heinemann. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0435989308. Caribbean Writers Series.
1st Novel. 104 pages. paperback. Cover illustration by Rosemary Woods. Cover 
design by Touchpaper. Inventory # 7458. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Katherine lives in the Blue Mountains above Kingston, 
relishing her independence and the beauty of the place. Then she meets Bob, a 
middle-aged, married American, and an unlikely friendship leads to love. The 
situation seems to be under control until Bob’s wife tries to reclaim him and 
Katherine is forced to acknowledge her own vulnerability. With subtlety and laconic 
humour, Vanessa Spence explores the hazardous battle zones between gender, 
culture and race.

VANESSA SPENCE was born in 1961 in Kingston, Jamaica. She was named after
Vanessa Bell of Bloomsbury Group fame, who was her great aunt. She grew up in 
Jamaica and was later educated at the Universities of Oxford and Yale. She has 
lived in Sierra Leone, India and Pakistan and travelled widely in East and Southern
Africa. As an economist, she has worked in the fields of public utility regulation and 
development banking. She now works for the state privatisation agency in Kingston
and lives in the Blue Mountains. THE ROADS ARE DOWN is her first novel.
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Spencer, Scott. Man in the Woods. New York. 2010. Ecco Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780061466557. 307 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
photograph by Andy & Michelle Kerry. Jacket design by Alison Saltzman & Chin-Yee
Lai. Inventory # 20681. $12.495

FROM THE PUBLISHER - One of the most acclaimed modern American novelists,
Scott Spencer captures the intensity of human passion—and its capacity to both 
destroy and redeem - with unparalleled precision and insight. Now, in his most 
stunning novel yet, this wry, witty, and deeply sensitive writer returns to the territory
of his New York Times bestseller A SHIP MADE OF PAPER, in a gripping and 
provocative psychological thriller of morality and manhood, choice and fate. Paul 
has been on his own since he was a teenager, leading a life of freedom and 
independence, beholden to no one and nothing. Fearless, resolute, and guided by 
his own private moral code, he has hunted for food in Alaska, fought forest fires, and
been deputized in a manhunt for a kidnapper in South Dakota. Once he thought his 
life would have no particular rhyme or reason, touched only by transient strangers. 
Then he meets the beautiful, intelligent, loving Kate Ellis and her daughter, Ruby, 
who offer order and constancy. But Paul is a man of deep convictions, and the 
compromises we all make to get along in the world elude him. On his way home 
after rejecting a job remodeling a luxurious Manhattan apartment, Paul stops to 
gather his thoughts at a state park just off the highway. Instead of peace, he finds a
man savagely beating a dog, and in a few fateful moments Paul is plunged into a 
world of violence and onto a tumultuous journey of self-knowledge, guilt, and 
redemption. With the psychological acuity and razor-sharp prose for which he has 
been celebrated, award-winning, bestselling novelist Scott Spencer once again 
takes us on an unforgettable journey of manhood lost and found.

Scott Spencer is the author of several novels, including A SHIP MADE OF PAPER,
WAKING THE DEAD, and the international bestseller ENDLESS LOVE. He has 
written for Rolling Stone, the New York Times, The New Yorker, GQ, and Harper’s,
and has taught writing at Columbia University, the University of Iowa Writers’ 
Workshop, Williams College, and for the Bard Prison Initiative.
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Spencer, Scott. Preservation Hall. New York. 1976. Knopf. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0394499263. 275 pages. hardcover. Jacket
painting - 'Wasp and Pear', (1927), oil on canvas by Gerlad Murphy. Inventory # 
7472. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A terrifying snowbound week in the country. An ‘idyllic’ 
young marriage. These are the elements of a novel that combines the most 
intensely dramatic circumstance with a brilliant revelation of the way our suppressed
feelings can modify, even direct, our fates. Virgil and Tracy Morgan are perfectly 
married and perfectly, almost outrageously, happy. They are in their late twenties, 
madly in love with each other, successful in their work (he, a business consultant; 
she, a freelance book designer). Their life is full of easy luxuries—evenings at the 
ballet, at the homes of friends (the food is special, elegant; the wine just right; the 
talk is sharp, jokey), or at home watching old movies and making love. But Virgil’s 
father, Earl Morgan, lives close by. Virgil avoids him—a grammar school teacher, a 
figure of fun to his pupils, a composer, unknown and unplayed, a source of constant,
pained embarrassment to his son since childhood. All their life together (the boy’s 
mother walked out when he was five) Virgil has been made frantic by his father, 
perceiving him as peculiar, without class, without dignity—the corny artist’s beret, 
the silk ascot, the nutcase theories of music, his unbearable combination of vanity 
and defeat. Now Earl impinges on his son’s good life, encroaching on the buffer 
zone of irony and avoidance Virgil has so carefully maintained, inviting himself to 
dinner, bringing his new wife—an aging, ridiculous flapper with a crazy radical son 
(the conversation is full of little jabs on both sides). This is a novel that attracts by its
aliveness, its intelligence, its nerve—as it gives us the story of a man’s abrupt 
journey to the unexplored center of his life.

Scott Spencer is the author of several novels, including A SHIP MADE OF PAPER,
WAKING THE DEAD, and the international bestseller ENDLESS LOVE. He has 
written for Rolling Stone, the New York Times, The New Yorker, GQ, and Harper’s,
and has taught writing at Columbia University, the University of Iowa Writers’ 
Workshop, Williams College, and for the Bard Prison Initiative.
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Spicer, Bart. The Burned Man. New York. 1967. Bantam Books. 1st Bantam Books
Paperback Edition. Good in Wrappers. 247 pages. paperback. S3530. Inventory # 
37251. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - MEET COLONEL PEREGRINE WHITE. Chief of S.A.C. 
Intelligence in Spain, who steps on the to big brass, Washington inspectors, allies 
and assassins a scrambles to beat a deadline of death. BART SPICER'S. 
WHIPLASH SPY THRILLER-A free-wheeling caper that b along breathlessly, with 
sharp action at every turn!

Bart Spicer (Richmond, Virginia, 13 April 1918 - Tucson, Arizona, 15 February 1978)
was the pen name of Albert Samuel Spicer. He also wrote four novels as Jay 
Barbette in tandem with his wife, Betty Coe Spicer. He had four series characters, 
Benson Kellog, Peregrine White, Carney Wilde (as Spicer) and Harry Butten (as 
Barbette). He also wrote five non-criminous novels. Spicer worked as a radio 
journalist until 1949, then became a full-time novelist. He deserves wider recognition
for his hardboiled style of writing. Whilst there are some big names overshadowing 
him, his work stands up very favourably to the likes of Mickey Spillane. A 
recommended author to fans of the genre.
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Spillane, Mickey. Bloody Sunrise. New York. 1965. Signet/New American Library. 
1st Signet Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 157 pages. paperback. 
D2718. Inventory # 37252. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - He’s a TIGER for trouble. the one MANN who can handle
the dirtiest job ever handled out in the deadly world of ESPIONAGE. He’s TIGER 
MANN – MICKEY SPLLIANE’S gutter-tough secret agent back in a real hell-raiser of
a thriller.

Frank Morrison Spillane (March 9, 1918 – July 17, 2006), better known as Mickey 
Spillane, was an American author of crime novels, many featuring his signature 
detective character, Mike Hammer. More than 225 million copies of his books have 
sold internationally.
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Spillane, Mickey. The Twisted Thing. New York. 1966. Signet/New American 
Library. 1st Signet Paperback Edition. Slit On Back Cover Near The Middle Spine, 
Otherwise Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 160 pages. paperback. D2949. 
Inventory # 37256. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - HERE'S HAMMER, bedding, brawling, snarling. in a real
Spillane shocker. A boy genius is kidnapped, a scientist's life is threatened, a man-
hating female disappears, and Mike Hammer slams into a case charged with savage
action, heavy sex and an ending that's dynamite. HERE'S SPILLANE hiding back till
the very last line to explode the power punch.

Frank Morrison Spillane (March 9, 1918 – July 17, 2006), better known as Mickey 
Spillane, was an American author of crime novels, many featuring his signature 
detective character, Mike Hammer. More than 225 million copies of his books have 
sold internationally.
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Spinelli, Eileen. If You Want To Find Golden. Morton Grove. 1993. Albert Whitman &
Company. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0807535850. Illustrated 
by Stacey Schuett. unpaginated. hardcover. Cover art by Stacey Schuett. Inventory
# 17619. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From morning till night, the city is a place to find colors. 
In verse that combines new images with familiar urban experiences, Eileen Spinelli
weaves a rainbow web around readers' imaginations. The bountiful paintings reflect 
the sense of adventure in every young city explorer.

Eileen Spinelli was born in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. She has authored more than
40 children’s books, including Somebody Loves You, Mr. Hatch (1996); When Mama
Comes Home Tonight (1998), winner of an Oppenheim Toy Portfolio Platinum 
Award; In My New Yellow Shirt (2001), winner of a Bank Street College of Education
Best Children’s Books of the Year award; Do You Have a Hat? (2004), winner of a 
Carolyn W. Field Award; Sophie’s Masterpiece: A Spider’s Tale (2004); and A Big 
Boy Now (2012). Her books of poetry include Feathers: Poems About Birds (2004),
Tea Party Today (2006), and When You Are Happy (2006). Spinelli’s poetry has 
been noted for its imaginative and charming images. She lives in Pennsylvania with
her husband, the children’s writer Jerry Spinelli.
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Srinawk, Khamsing. The Politician and Other Stories. Oxford. 1991. Oxford 
University Press. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0195885694. Translated from the Thai by Domnern Garden. Introduction by Michael
Smithies. 106 pages. paperback. Cover: Tongtat Teparaksa. Inventory # 33754. 
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A collection of stories, written by a Thai of peasant 
background, about the peasant world of rural Thailand and how it is slowly being 
changed by forces from Bangkok.

Khamsing Srinawk is a writer from the Isan region of Thailand. He writes under the 
pen-name Lao Khamhom. He was named a National Artist in Literature in 1992 and 
is best known for his satirical short stories published in his 1958 collection Fa Bo 
Kan (The Sky is No Barrier). Political scientist and historian Benedict Anderson 
argues that Khamsing is the best known short-story writer in the Kingdom of 
Thailand.
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Staff of Princeton University Press. A Century in Books: Princeton University Press,
1905-2005. Princeton. 2005. Princeton University Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 069112292x. 104 halftones. 176 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36088. 
$10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It all began atop a drugstore in Princeton, New Jersey, in
November 1905. From its modest beginnings, Princeton University Press was to 
become one of the world’s most important scholarly publishers, embracing a wealth
of disciplines that have enriched our cultural, academic, and scientific landscape. 
Both as a tribute to our authors and to celebrate our centenary, Princeton University
Press here presents A Century in Books. This beautifully designed volume highlights
100 of the nearly 8,000 books we have published. Necessarily winnowed from a 
much larger list, these books best typify what has been most lasting, most defining,
and most distinctive about our publishing history—from Einstein’s The Meaning of 
Relativity (1922) to the numerous mathematical and other works that marked the 
Press’s watershed decade of the 1940s, including von Neumann and Morgenstern’s
Theory of Games and Economic Behavior; from milestones of literary criticism by 
Erich Auerbach and Northop Frye to George Kennan’s Pulitzer Prize-winning book 
on Soviet-American relations; from Milton Friedman and Anna Jacobson Schwartz’s
A Monetary History of the United States, 1867-1960 to more recent landmarks such
as L. Luca Cavalli-Sforza, Paolo Menozzi, and Alberto Piazza’s The History and 
Geography of Human Genes and Robert Shiller’s Irrational Exuberance. ln addition 
to succinct descriptions of the 100 titles and a short introduction on the history of the
Press, the book features five essays by prominent scholars and writers: Michael 
Wood discusses the impact on Princeton University Press of intellectuals who fled 
Nazi Germany and authored many influential books. Anthony Grafton recounts our 
rich publishing tradition in history, politics, and culture. Sylvia Nasar traces our 
evolution into a leading voice in economics publishing. Daniel Kevles reflects on 
Einstein, a figure of special importance to Princeton. And Lord Robert May writes on
our long-standing tradition of publishing in mathematics and science. A Century in 
Books is more than a celebration of 100 years of publishing at Princeton University
Press—it is a treasure trove of 100 years of books that have added to the richness 
of twentieth-century intellectual life.
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Stallabrass, Julian. Gargantua: Manufactured Mass Culture. London. 1996. Verso. 
1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 1859840361. Cloth Edition Also Available. 280
pages. paperback. Inventory # 22772. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Rabelais's tale the giant prince Gargantua is a vast and 
inescapable cluster of qualities and activities; his violence, greed and incontinence 
are incomparable. In the old giant's size, ubiquity, gluttony, vast knowledge and 
warlike nature, we can recognize qualities of our contemporary culture. In this 
brilliant polemic on our visual mass culture, Stallabrass argues that culture's status 
as a commodity is the most important thing about it, affecting its form, its relation to 
the viewer and its ideology. The great diversity of choice masks the extent to which 
this choice is managed by an ever-shrinking number of powerful owners. Stallabrass
shows how the consistent and unifying capitalist ideology of mass culture leads to 
an increasingly homogeneous identity among its consumers. Even in marginal and 
radical cultural activities, like graffiti writing, can be found the tyranny of the brand 
name and the reduction of the individual to a cipher. Starting with an analysis of 
subjects which concern specific groups - amateur photography, computer games 
and cyberspace - Stallabrass works out to wider aspects of the culture which affect 
everybody, including cars, shopping and television. Gargantua raises profound 
questions about the nature and direction of mass culture. It also raises a challenge 
to the postmodern theorists' adherence to subjectivity, indeterminacy and political 
indifference. If manufactured subjectivities are always shot through with the 
objective, then their plurality may not be merely a colourful but meaningless 
postmodern smorgasbord, but rather the accurate reflection of our current cultural 
situation, and a map showing paths beyond it.

Julian Stallabrass is a British art historian, photographer and curator. He was 
educated at Leighton Park School and New College, Oxford University where he 
studied PPE. A Marxist, he has written extensively on contemporary art (including 
internet art), photography and the history of twentieth century British art.
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Stallings, Douglas (series editor). Maui - Fodor’s in Focus. New York. 2009. Fodor’s
Travel. 1st Printing of This Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781400008896. 215 
pages. paperback. Inventory # 45536. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Fodor’s helps you unleash the possibilities of travel by 
providing the insightful tools you need to experience the trips you want. While you’re
at the helm, Fodor’s offers the assurance of our expertise, the guarantee of 
selectivity, and the choice details that truly define a destination. It’s like having a 
friend in Maui! Fodor’s In Focus Maui features options for a variety of budgets, 
interests, and tastes, so you make the choices to plan your trip of a lifetime. If it’s not
worth your time, it’s not in this book. Fodor’s discriminating ratings, including our top
tier Fodor’s Choice designations, ensure that you’ll know about the most interesting
and enjoyable places in Maui.

Douglas Stallings has spent most of his career in travel publishing, and a large 
portion of that at Fodor's. He can't imagine a better job, having always yearned to 
see the world and to share his enthusiasm for travel with others.
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Stamp, Shelley. Lois Weber in Early Hollywood. Oakland. 2015. University of 
California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520284463. 6
x 9. 50 b/w images. 400 pages. paperback. Inventory # 41795. $34.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Among early Hollywood’s most renowned filmmakers, 
Lois Weber was considered one of the era’s ‘three great minds’ alongside D.W. 
Griffith and Cecil B. DeMille. Still, Weber has been marginalized in relation to her 
contemporaries, ensconced as fathers of American cinema. Drawing on a previously
untapped range of materials, Stamp offers the first comprehensive study of Weber’s
remarkable career as director, screenwriter and actress. Lois Weber in Early 
Hollywood provides compelling evidence of the extraordinary role that women 
played in shaping American movie culture. Weber made films on capital punishment,
contraception, and addiction, demonstrating early cinema’s power to engage topical
issues for popular audiences. Her work grappled with the profound changes in 
women’s lives that unsettled Americans at the beginning of the twentieth century, 
and her later films include sharp critiques of heterosexual marriage and consumer 
capitalism. Weber mentored many women in the industry, demanded a place at the 
table in early professional guilds, decried limited roles available for women on 
screen, protested the growing climate of hostility towards female directors in the 
1920s, and, in the final decade of her life, tried against all odds to ensure her own 
historical legacy. Lois Weber in Hollywood reveals how female filmmakers who once
served early Hollywood’s bid for respectability were written out of that industry’s 
history in the end. This book is an essential addition to histories of silent cinema, 
early filmmaking in Los Angeles, and women’s contributions to American culture.

Shelley Stamp is the author of Movie-Struck Girls: Women and Motion Picture 
Culture after the Nickelodeon, coeditor of American Cinema’s Transitional Era: 
Audiences, Institutions, Practices, and founding editor of Feminist Media Histories: 
An International Journal. She is Professor of Film & Digital Media at the University of
California, Santa Cruz, where she won the Excellence in Teaching Award.
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Stampp, Kenneth M. America in 1857: A Nation On the Brink. New York. 1990. 
Oxford University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0195039025. 388 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by David Gatti. Inventory # 
23766. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It was a year packed with unsettling events. The Panic of
1857 closed every bank in New York City, ruined thousands of businesses, and 
caused wide-spread unemployment. Stampp’s intensely focused look at this pivotal
year illuminates the forces at work and the mood of the nation as it plummeted 
toward disaster.

Kenneth Milton Stampp (12 July 1912 – 10 July 2009), Alexander F. and May T. 
Morrison Professor of History Emeritus at the University of California, Berkeley 
(1946–1983), was a celebrated historian of slavery, the American Civil War, and 
Reconstruction. He was a visiting professor at Harvard University and Colgate 
University, Commonwealth Lecturer at the University of London, Fulbright Lecturer 
at the University of Munich, and has held the Harmsworth Chair at Oxford University.
In 1989, he received the American Historical Association Award for Scholarly 
Distinction. Then in 1993, came the prestigious Lincoln Prize for lifetime 
achievement by the Civil War Institute at Gettysburg College.
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Stancek, Claire Marie. Oil Spell. Richmond. 2018. Omnidawn. Advance Uncorrected
Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430557. 104 pages. paperback. Inventory #
43417. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Oil Spell gathers many of today’s dark energies—US 
drone strikes, environmental disaster—and asks: what kind of tool is poetry to mirror
these violences? Oil Spell animates diverse influences—Dorothy Wordsworth’s 
journals, environmental reports of extinction and endangerment, and the Pakistani 
government assessments of drone strikes. Oil Spell performs the ways in which 
narratives of loss and narratives of everyday joy curl into one another and mutually 
contaminate. The beauty that results is a troubled reflection, like a rainbow in a slick
of oil.

Claire Marie Stancek is also the author of MOUTHS (2017). With Daniel Benjamin, 
she co-edited Active Aesthetics: Contemporary Australian Poetry (2016). With Lyn 
Hejinian and Jane Gregory, she edits Nion Editions. She is currently completing a 
PhD in English at the University of California, Berkeley, where she teaches classes
on literature and creative writing. Originally from outside Toronto, Ontario, she now 
lives in Berkeley, California.
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Stancek, Claire Marie. Oil Spell. Richmond. 2018. Omnidawn. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430557. 104 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
43547. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Oil Spell gathers many of today’s dark energies—US 
drone strikes, environmental disaster—and asks: what kind of tool is poetry to mirror
these violences? Oil Spell animates diverse influences—Dorothy Wordsworth’s 
journals, environmental reports of extinction and endangerment, and the Pakistani 
government assessments of drone strikes. Oil Spell performs the ways in which 
narratives of loss and narratives of everyday joy curl into one another and mutually 
contaminate. The beauty that results is a troubled reflection, like a rainbow in a slick
of oil.

Claire Marie Stancek is also the author of MOUTHS (2017). With Daniel Benjamin, 
she co-edited Active Aesthetics: Contemporary Australian Poetry (2016). With Lyn 
Hejinian and Jane Gregory, she edits Nion Editions. She is currently completing a 
PhD in English at the University of California, Berkeley, where she teaches classes
on literature and creative writing. Originally from outside Toronto, Ontario, she now 
lives in Berkeley, California.
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Stansberry, Domenic. The Last Days of Il Duce. Sag Harbor. 1998. Permanent 
Press. 1st Edition. Brown Endpapers. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1579620043. 168 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 27416. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Domenic Stansberry's award-winning novel tells the story
of Niccolo Jones, a broken-down man plagued by his obsession with his brother 
Joe's ex-wife Marie. Set in the old Italian neighborhood of North Beach in San 
Francisco, the novel flashes back and forth between their childhood days in the 
1950s and events thirty years later. The kids are adults now, and everything has 
changed. Nick's story begins when Joe is murdered, igniting in Nick an unquechable
desire for revenge. The crime also awakens Nick's memories of days gone by, 
particularily his own illicit feelings for Marie. But the price of passion is as costly now
as it was for Nick thirty years ago; for The Last Days of Il Duce is as much about the
secrets of the past as it is about the sins of the present.

DOMENIC STANSBERRY is the Edgar Award winning author of ten novels and a 
collection of stories. Domenic Stansberry was born in Washington, DC, in 1952, and
raised in California: the eldest of six children, son of Chadwick Leroy Stansberry, an
aerospace engineer, and Avincenza Rose Musolino, daughter of Italian immigrants.
The family migrated to California in 1966. Stansberry attended UC Santa Cruz for 
two years, before heading north to Portland, Oregon, then eventually receiving a 
graduate degree from the University of Massachusetts. A collection of his early 
stories, Exit Paradise, appeared in 1992. After The Spoiler, it was ten years before 
the publication of his next crime novel, The Last Days of Il Duce, (1997) told from 
the point of view of Niccolo Jones, an ex-lawyer obsessed with his brother’s wife. 
The book was nominated for both an Edgar Award and the Hammett Prize. 
Stansberry followed this with Manifesto for the Dead (1999), a fictional retelling of 
the last days of pulp novelist Jim Thompson. Stansberry then wrote The Confession,
a novel which sat unpublished for several years before being picked up by editor 
Charles Ardai at Hard Case Crime and winning the Edgar Award for Best Paperback
Original in 2005.
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Stark, Douglas. When Basketball Was Jewish: Voices of Those Who Played the 
Game. Lincoln. 2017. University of Nebraska Press. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 9780803295889. 328 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 41996. 
$29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the 2015-16 NBA season, the Jewish presence in the 
league was largely confined to Adam Silver, the commissioner; David Blatt, the 
coach of the Cleveland Cavaliers; and Omri Casspi, a player for the Sacramento 
Kings. Basketball, however, was once referred to as a Jewish sport. Shortly after the
game was invented at the end of the nineteenth century, it spread throughout the 
country and became particularly popular among Jewish immigrant children in 
northeastern cities because it could easily be played in an urban setting. Many of 
basketball's early stars were Jewish, including Shikey Gotthoffer, Sonny Hertzberg,
Nat Holman, Red Klotz, Dolph Schayes, Moe Spahn, and Max Zaslofsky. In this oral
history collection, Douglas Stark chronicles Jewish basketball throughout the 
twentieth century, focusing on 1900 to 1960. As told by the prominent voices of 
twenty people who played, coached, and refereed it, these conversations shed light
on what it means to be a Jew and on how the game evolved from its humble origins
to the sport enjoyed worldwide by billions of fans today. The game's development, 
changes in style, rise in popularity, and national emergence after World War II are 
narrated by men reliving their youth, when basketball was a game they played for 
the love of it. When Basketball Was Jewish reveals, as no previous book has, the 
evolving role of Jews in basketball and illuminattes their contributions to American 
Jewish history as well as basketball history.

Douglas Stark is the museum director at the International Tennis Hall of Fame in 
Newport, Rhode Island. He is the author of Wartime Basketball: The Emergence of 
a National Sport during World War II (Nebraska, 2016) and The SPHAS: The Life 
and Times of Basketball’s Greatest Jewish Team.
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Stark, Richard. Flashfire: A Parker Novel. New York. 2000. Mysterious Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0892967102. 278 pages. hardcover. 
Hand lettering & illustration on jacket by Daniel Pelavin. Jacket design by Jackie 
Merri Meyer & Rachel McClain. Inventory # 24497. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When Donald E. Westlake assumes the mantle of 
Richard Stark the result is some of the fiercest, most electrifying crime fiction ever 
written. In FLASHFIRE the author of the legendary Parker series of noir crime 
novels, and the man behind such classic films as Point Blank and Payback, returns.
This time Parker, ignited by betrayal, is heading for the swankest town in America. In
a landlocked Midwestern city Parker calmly tosses a firebomb through a plate-glass
window, while some newfound partners in crime take down a nearby bank. Making 
their getaway in the confusion, the bank robbers tell him two things: that this heist 
was only seed money for a much gaudier one, and that Parker has to loan them his
share of the take. They should have given him his cut, or killed him. Because now 
Parker is rampaging through the American South, taking on a new identity as he 
goes, planning his own assault on his former partners’ next target, a spectacular 
jewelry heist in Palm Beach. But Parker didn’t count on one unfortunate detail. A 
very bad and very stupid man knows his true identity, and wants him dead. On the 
most heavily guarded island in the world it will all come together: the hit men, the 
diamonds, the plan, and the blonde real estate agent who’s wandered into the 
middle of it all. When the explosions start and the heat comes down, the best laid 
plans of thieves, killers, and schemers all go out the window - and Parker is on his 
own.

RICHARD STARK is one of the preeminent authors - and inventors - of modern noir
fiction. The creator of the Parker series of hard-boiled thrillers, Stark’s most recent 
Parker novels, COMEBACK and BACKFLASH, were selected as New York Times 
Notable Books of the Year. His first novel, THE HUNTER, became the classic 1967
movie Point Blank. Thirty years later, THE HUNTER was adapted again by 
Hollywood, in the hit 1999 Mel Gibson movie Payback. Richard Stark is also, at 
times, the mystery Grand Master Donald E. Westlake.
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Stark, Richard. The Score. New York. 1964. Pocket Books. 1st American Edition. 
Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 150 pages. paperback. 35014. Inventory # 13299.
$22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - IF - Knock over a city? A whole goddam city? It was so 
stupid it might even work. But it would have to be planned right. This one would 
have to be planned right on down to the shoe leather. IF Edgars wouldn’t louse it up
in some way. IF they had every communications outlet in town figured. IF they could
work out a sensible getaway route to a reliable hideout. IF they could get the right 
men. IF they could think of every possibility.

RICHARD STARK has been hailed as one of the inventors - and one of the true 
masters - of noir crime fiction. Stark’s Parker novels COMEBACK and BACKFLASH
were each selected as a New York Times Notable Book of the Year. His first novel,
THE HUNTER, became the classic 1967 movie Point Blank. Thirty years later, THE
HUNTER was adapted again by Hollywood, in the hit Mel Gibson movie Payback. 
Richard Stark is also, at times, the mystery Grand Master Donald E. Westlake.
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Stark, Steven D. Glued To the Set: The 60 Television Shows and Events That Made
Us Who We Are Today. New York. 1997. Free Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in 
Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0684828170. 340 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph of
Moon Landing-Apollo 11 - Johnson Space Center. Inventory # 23679. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this entertaining and informative book, journalist and 
political commentator Steven Stark takes us on a guided tour of the tube, and charts
with unique wit and intelligence how America came of age, so to speak, in a box - 
watching everything from I Love Lucy, All in the Family, The Brady Bunch, and 
Saturday Night Live, to the CBS Evening News, Roots, MTV, and ER. Glued to the 
set asks the simple question - What has TV done to us? - and answers it with 
startling revelations about the power of its sixty most important shows and events. 
From Beaver to Roseanne, from Ed Sullivan to Oprah, from the blanket coverage of
the early space program to the hearings for Watergate and the Clarence Thomas 
nomination, television has done more than simply record history and echo our 
culture. It has made us who we are, and Steven Stark has managed to catch in 
bright focus this hilarious, strange, and thrilling image of ourselves.

Steven D. Stark is a former cultural commentator for CNN, National Public Radio, 
and the Voice of America, as well as the author of four books, one e-book, and two 
new chapbooks of visual poetry. He has written frequently for the New York Times, 
the Los Angeles Times, the Atlantic Monthly, and both the Boston Globe where he 
was an op-ed columnist and the Montreal Gazette where he was a world sports 
columnist. A former Lecturer on Law at Harvard Law School, he is a graduate of 
Harvard College and Yale Law School.
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Starkey, Larry. Wilkes Booth Came To Washington. New York. 1976. Random 
House. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394488946. The Story Of The 
Confederate Intrigues That Sent Booth To Murder Abraham Lincoln. And The 
Government's Century-Old Cover-Up. 209 pages. hardcover. Jacket design: Robert
Anthony. Inventory # 24176. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - For more than a century, most Americans have believed
that the demented actor John Wilkes Booth put together a little band of ne’er-do-well
Southern sympathizers, shot the President, and was later killed while seeking 
shelter in Virginia among Confederates so horrified by his crime that they refused 
assistance. It is a belief that runs directly contrary to almost every known fact. This 
dramatic investigation into the crime at last dispels the prevailing myth, and reveals
a new, convincing explanation of the assassination - a bizarre conspiracy to save 
the Confederacy. Larry Starkey probes the questions that have troubled many 
historians: Why did an accomplice of Booth’s attempt to murder Secretary of State
William Seward? Why did Booth wear no disguise? Why did he give his real name 
while escaping into Maryland, even though another accomplice following minutes 
behind gave an alias? These and other troubling events for a century have generally
been explained away by Booth’s alleged fanaticism and, indeed, his alleged insanity.
But WILKES BOOTH CAME TO WASHINGTON reveals an astonishing plan which 
can be understood only by investigating those turbulent times as they really 
appeared to the participants. It finds a band of commissioned officials of the 
Confederate States of America located in Canada, and explains in detail how they 
targeted Seward, why Booth left too much evidence that he was escaping to the 
South, and why pages from the assassin’s diary mysteriously disappeared. 
Inevitably, the inescapable conclusion is reached that Booth and his fellow 
conspirators intended nothing less than the culmination of a grandiose scheme to 
involve the United States in a war with England that would give the dying 
Confederacy a new life.

LARRY STARKEY received his first writing award as a junior in an Ohio high school,
and, since earning a bachelor's degree in history and political science, has been a 
writer for the last fifteen years. He lives and works in Manhattan, and Wilkes Booth
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Starr, Jason. Hard Feelings. New York. 2002. Vintage/Black Lizard. Advance 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 0375727094. 245 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 30963. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Things aren’t going so well for Richie Segal. His 
prospects at the job are pretty miserable and, what’s more humiliating, his wife’s 
prospects at her job are pretty good. Richie knows he’s a good salesman, but he just
can’t seem to land an account. And he’s starting to drink again. And worry about 
whether Paula’s seeing that old high school flame, or maybe someone new. It’s a 
little early, at thirty-four, for a midlife crisis, but that’s pretty much what it feels like. 
Then there are those unwelcome memories of the neighborhood bully, Michael 
Rudnick, and what he did to Richie when he was eleven. Richie Segal’s feeling, well,
abused.’ Just when Richie’s about as low as he can get, he runs into Rudnick on the
street and knows exactly what he needs to do. Suddenly things seem to be going 
much better. That is until they get much, much worse.

Jason Starr (born 1966) is an American author, comic book writer, and screenwriter 
from New York City. Starr has written numerous crime fiction novels and thrillers. 
Starr's Tough Luck, a novel published in 2003, was a Barry Award Winner for Best 
Paperback Original and was a nominee at the 2004 Anthony Awards for Best 
Paperback Original. Twisted City won the award for Best Paperback Original at the 
2005 Anthony Awards. Furthermore, in 2011, The Chill won the first ever Anthony 
Award for Best Graphic Novel. Starr is part of a literary circle that includes Ken 
Bruen, Daniel Woodrell, Wallace Stroby, Alan Glynn, Ed Brubaker, Lee Child, Bret 
Easton Ellis, Megan Abbott, Brian Azzarello, and Alison Gaylin.
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Starr, Kevin. Endangered Dreams: The Great Depression in California. New York. 
1995. Oxford University Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0195100808. 
432 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 21980. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Endangered Dreams, Starr paints a portrait that is 
both detailed and panoramic, offering a vivid look at the personalities and events 
that shaped a decade of explosive tension. He begins with the rise of radicalism on 
the Pacific Coast, which erupted when the Great Depression swept over California in
the 1930s. Starr captures the triumphs and tumult of the great agricultural strikes in 
the Imperial Valley, the San Joaquin Valley, Stockton, and Salinas, identifying the 
crucial role played by Communist organizers; he also shows how, after some 
successes, the Communists disbanded their unions on direct orders of the 
Comintern in 1935. The highpoint of social conflict, however, was 1934, the year of 
the coastwide maritime strike, and here Starr's narrative talents are at their best, as
he brings to life the astonishing general strike that took control of San Francisco, 
where workers led by charismatic longshoreman Harry Bridges mounted the 
barricades to stand off National Guardsmen. That same year socialist Upton Sinclair
won the Democratic nomination for governor, and he launched his dramatic End 
Poverty in California (EPIC) campaign. In the end, however, these challenges 
galvanized the Right in a corporate, legal, and vigilante counterattack that crushed 
both organized labor and Sinclair. And yet, the Depression also brought out the 
finest in Californians: state Democrats fought for a local New Deal; California natives
helped care for more than a million impoverished migrants through public and 
private programs; artists movingly documented the impact of the Depression; and an
unprecedented program of public works (capped by the Golden Gate Bridge) made 
the California we know today possible.

Kevin Starr (September 3, 1940, San Francisco, CA - January 14, 2017, San 
Francisco, CA) is the author of the series Americans and the California Dream, 
including the previously published AMERICANS AND THE CALIFORNIA DREAM, 
1850-1915, and INVENTING THE DREAM: CALIFORNIA THROUGH THE 
PROGRESSIVE ERA. The next installment is THE DREAM ENDURES: 
CALIFORNIA THROUGH THE GREAT DEPRESSION.
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State Coastal Conservancy. San Francisco Bay Shoreline Guide: A State Coastal 
Conservancy Book, SECOND EDITION. Berkeley. 2012. University of California 
Press. 1st Printing of This New Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520274365. 
Copub: California Coastal Conservancy. 6 x 9. 380 color illus. 48 b/w photos. 53 line
illus. 14 maps. 240 pages. paperback. Inventory # 38250. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The second edition of the popular San Francisco Bay 
Shoreline Guide is the one essential book for anyone who wants to explore the 
remarkably diverse San Francisco Bay shoreline. Comprehensive, compact, user-
friendly, and studded with full-color maps and illustrations, it covers the more than 
325 miles of the shoreline Bay Trail already open to the public, a corridor that will 
eventually encircle San Francisco and San Pablo Bays with a continuous 500-mile 
network of bicycling and hiking trails. This second edition covers commercial, 
industrial and residential neighborhoods; points of historic, natural and cultural 
interest; recreational areas like beaches, marinas, fishing piers, boat launches, and
over 130 parks and wildlife preserves. It explores natural, cultural, and historic 
features and highlights the various ecosystems that coexist along this unique urban
shoreline.

The California Coastal Conservancy is a state agency in California established in 
1976 to enhance coastal resources and access.
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Stavans, Ilan (editor). The Oxford Book of Latin American Essays. New York. 1997.
Oxford University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0195092341. 518 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Leah Lococo. Jacket painting
by Frida Kahlo, The Bus (El Camion), 1929. Inventory # 24771. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In The Oxford Book of Latin American Essays, Ilan 
Stavans provides an anthology that is as vast, as varied, and as fascinating as the 
region it represents. While retaining much of the flavor of Latin American fiction-the
dazzling metaphors, richness of language, and sheer imaginative bravado-these 
essays give us the more intellectual, critical, and self-reflexive side of the dreaming
mind that has so thoroughly entranced the literary world. From Baldomero Sanin 
Cano’s lacerating critique of Theodore Roosevelt to Ezequiel Martinez Estrada’s 
reverential reading of Thoreau; from Pablo Neruda’s passionate Nobel acceptance 
speech to Mario Vargas Llosa’s penetrating analysis of the destruction of the Incas; 
from Isabel Allende’s and Carlos Fuentes’s personal accounts of their writing to 
Gabriel Garcia Márquez’s playful repudiation of the umbrella and Rosario Ferré’s 
complex assessment of the role of the translator, this volume gives us the whole 
spectrum of concerns that have animated some of the greatest writers of our time. 
Of course, the political struggles that have afflicted the region for centuries-the 
‘endemic dictatorships resembling tropical fevers,’ as Augusto Roa Bastos calls 
them-exert a constant pressure on the writing gathered here. Indeed, it is the 
attempt to understand the effects of history and politics on personal, cultural, and 
literary identities that makes these essays so compelling. Enrique Anderson Imbert 
asserts that ‘the history of the essay does not show us a limbo of indecisive people 
or apprentices, but an emphatic assembly of spirits who felt confident, ingenious, 
and aware.’ Includes selections by Andrés Bello, Jorge Amado, Julio Cortázar, 
Clarice Lispector, Octavio Paz, Ariel Dorfman, Manuel Puig, and many others.

Ilan Stavans (born Ilan Stavchansky on April 7, 1961) is a Mexican-American 
essayist, lexicographer, cultural commentator, translator, short-story author, 
publisher, TV personality, and teacher known for his insights into American, 
Hispanic, and Jewish cultures. He is the author of Quixote (2015) and a contributor 
to the Norton Anthology of Latino Literature (2010).
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Stavans, Ilan. The One-Handed Pianist and Other Stories. Albuquerque. 1996. 
University Of New Mexico Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket 
With Internal Water-Stain Marking. 082631645x. 196 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Linda Mae Tratechaud. Inventory # 22466. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Haunting and enigmatic, these nine loosely connected 
stories are evidence of the growing field of Jewish—Latin American fiction. ‘A 
Heaven Without Crows,’ structured as a letter from Kafka to his friend Max Brod, 
details the labyrinthine paths of his tortured soul. ‘The Invention of Memory,’ 
awarded the Gamma Literature Prize, is also a tribute to Eastern European letters, 
in which a Czech man with a portentous memory is diagnosed with a deteriorating 
illness. He travels to Mexico to look for his past and fight against oblivion by carefully
staging his vanishing reminiscences. ‘Three Nightmares’ proves that fantasy and 
reality, people and things, are form-shifting aspects of one another. And the tide 
story is a bizarre tale, a succinct and tangential homage to Felisberto Hernãndez’s 
piano narratives and to Oliver Sacks’s neurological anecdotes, in which a young 
woman loses touch with one of her hands. The volume concludes with an 
autobiographical essay, ‘Lost in Translation,’ in which Stavans comments on his 
experience growing up Jewish in Mexico. Told with wit and precision, these stories 
are at once a meditation on politics and the imagination in the Hispanic world, 
compelling allegories on the nature of freedom and individuality, a study of guilt, and
a savage satire on the rigorous banality of life. The delicious secrets of Stavans’s 
imagination unfold in these endearing tales with the authority of dreams, questioning
our philosophical assumptions and portraying the universe as a vast, mysterious 
theater where everything is sacred but nothing is absolute.

ILAN STAVANS, a novelist and critic, teaches at Amherst College. His books 
include THE HISPANIC CONDITION, ART AND ANGER, and THE ONE-HANDED
PIANIST AND OTHER STORIES. He has been nominated for the National Book 
Critics Circle Award and is the recipient of the Latino Literature Prize.
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Stavans, Ilan. The Wall. Pittsburgh. 2018. University of Pittsburgh Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822965282. Pitt Poetry Series. 6 x 
9. 120 pages. paperback. Inventory # 43471. $18

FROM THE PUBLISHER - “Performative, associative, allusive, harrowing, this poem
is a profoundly informed investigation and an entirely personal, supremely articulate
howl of the heart against division and separation. Ilan Stavans is one of the 
necessary sayers-out of our time.” —Jane Hirshfield. “Stavans magisterially 
recreates our world increasingly ripped apart by physical, emotional, and economic
divisions. His words vitally transmute the lives of borderland denizens struggling to 
survive and whose screams are never heard.” —Frederick Luis Aldama. “Evocative.
It couldn’t be more pertinent.” —Noam Chomsky.

Ilan Stavans is Lewis-Sebring Professor of Humanities, Latin American, and Latino
Culture at Amherst College. He is a renowned essayist, cultural critic, and translator.
Stavans has authored, coauthored, or edited many works of fiction, nonfiction, 
graphic novels, and anthologies. He is the editor of The Norton Anthology of Latino 
Literature, and hosts the NPR podcast In Contrast.
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Stavans, Ilan. The Wall. Pittsburgh. 2018. University of Pittsburgh Press. 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822965282. Pitt Poetry Series. 6 x
9. 120 pages. paperback. Inventory # 43472. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - “Performative, associative, allusive, harrowing, this poem
is a profoundly informed investigation and an entirely personal, supremely articulate
howl of the heart against division and separation. Ilan Stavans is one of the 
necessary sayers-out of our time.” —Jane Hirshfield. “Stavans magisterially 
recreates our world increasingly ripped apart by physical, emotional, and economic
divisions. His words vitally transmute the lives of borderland denizens struggling to 
survive and whose screams are never heard.” —Frederick Luis Aldama. “Evocative.
It couldn’t be more pertinent.” —Noam Chomsky.

Ilan Stavans is Lewis-Sebring Professor of Humanities, Latin American, and Latino
Culture at Amherst College. He is a renowned essayist, cultural critic, and translator.
Stavans has authored, coauthored, or edited many works of fiction, nonfiction, 
graphic novels, and anthologies. He is the editor of The Norton Anthology of Latino 
Literature, and hosts the NPR podcast In Contrast.
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Stegner, Wallace. The Preacher & the Slave. Boston. 1950. Houghton Mifflin. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Chipped & Worn Dustjacket With A Few 
Tears. 403 pages. hardcover. Jacket by William Barss. Inventory # 18469. $250

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Preacher and the Slave (1950; reprinted as Joe Hill 
in 1969), a fictional biography of International Workers of the World bard Joe Hill, 
takes Stegner’s concern with the individual in history to new ground and troubling 
conclusions when the legend of the Wobbly martyr and the reality of hold-up man 
and troubled loner collide without resolution. The important later novel Angle of 
Repose (1971), for which Stegner was awarded a Pulitzer Prize, shows a West, both
past and present, in which the social contradictions and historical paradoxes parallel
those of the book’s characters.

Wallace Earle Stegner (February 18, 1909 – April 13, 1993) was an American 
novelist, short story writer, environmentalist, and historian, often called "The Dean of
Western Writers". He won the Pulitzer Prize in 1972 and the U.S. National Book 
Award in 1977.
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Stehman, Peter. Patriotic Murder: A World War I Hate Crime for Uncle Sam. Lincoln.
2018. University of Nebraska Press/Potomac Books. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 9781612349848. 6 x 9 • 26 photographs, 6 illustrations, index. 
304 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 43911. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Robert Prager, a lonely German immigrant searching for
the American dream, was probably the most shameful U.S. casualty of World War I.
From coast to coast, Americans had been whipped into a patriotic frenzy by a steady
diet of government propaganda and hate-mongering. In Collinsville, Illinois, an 
enraged, drunken mob hung Prager from a tree just after midnight on April 5, 1918.
Coal miners in the St. Louis suburb would show the nation they were doing their 
patriotic part—that they, too, were fighting the fight. And who would stop them 
anyway? Not the alderman or businessmen who watched silently. Not the four 
policemen who let Prager from their custody, without drawing a weapon. And who 
would hold the mob leaders accountable? Certainly not the jury that took just ten 
minutes to acquit them, all while a band played “The Star-Spangled Banner” in the 
courthouse lobby. Peter Stehman sheds light on the era’s hijacking of civil liberties 
and a forgotten crime some might say has fallen prey to “patriotic amnesia.” 
Unfortunately, the lessons from Patriotic Murder on intolerance and hate still 
resonate today as anti-immigration rhetoric and über-nationalism have resurfaced in
American political discussion a century later.

Peter Stehman is a local Collinsville, Illinois, historian and writer. He is a retired City
of Collinsville fire chief and has written numerous articles on public safety. He has 
held a lifelong interest in the Robert Prager tragedy and the environment that 
enabled it.
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Steiger, Brad. Strange Guests. New York. 1966. Ace Books. 1st Ace Paperback 
Edition. Good in Wrappers. Paperback Original. 159 pages. paperback. 78901. 
Inventory # 37257. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - True, scientifically authenticated stories of the unseen, 
uninvited, unexplainable forces that take possession of places, things, and people. 
poltergeist: A noisy ghost; a spirit assumed as the explanation of rappings and other
unexplained noises. - WEBSTER'S NEW COLLEGIATE DICTIONARY. To carry the
Webster definition a step further, a poltergeist is a spirit which gives a form of action
to inanimate objects, and-which can, as a result of this action, alter the behavior of 
living things. Here are but a few of the Strange Guests who; uninvited and unbidden,
have astounded lay observers and trained investigators alike; The dancing 
poltergeist; The ghost with a grudge; The phantom marksman; The disembodied 
voice that predicted the future; The traveling poltergeist and the farmer's daughter.

Brad Steiger (February 19, 1936 – May 6, 2018) was an American author of fiction 
and non-fiction works on the paranormal, spirituality, UFOs, true crime, and 
biographies. He became a full-time writer by 1967. He authored/co-authored almost
170 books, which have sold 17 million copies. Steiger wrote that he believed Atlantis
was a real place. In his book Atlantis Rising he argued that Atlantis was the home of
an all-powerful civilization with sophisticated technological achievement. He also 
declared the tracks at Paluxy River to be evidence for an ancient civilization of giant
humans. He was a proponent of the ancient astronauts idea. Steiger stated that 
many humans descend from alien beings. He referred to these beings as "star 
people". Steiger's books have sold well to the public, but have been criticized by 
academics. Anthropologist Bonita Freeman-Witthoft noted that Steiger failed to cite 
scholary sources, gave faulty documentation and his reporting of mythology was 
inaccurate. Sarah Higley gave Steiger's The Werewolf Book a mixed review and 
concluded "with a definite penchant for the sensational at the expense of the 
accurate, the casual reader will find much in it informative and entertaining as well."
Skeptical investigator Joe Nickell considers Steiger an unreliable source and has 
noted that he "endlessly cranks out books promoting paranormal claims".
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Stein, Gertrude. Three Lives. New York. 1985. Signet/New American Library. 1st 
Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Worn Wrappers. 0451519051. 
Introduction By James Mellow. 284 pages. paperback. CE1905. Inventory # 31494.
$7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Gertrude Stein's first significant work presents 
extraordinary psychological portraits of three women. 'The Good Anna' is the story of
a kindly but domineering German serving woman. 'The Gentle Lena' tells of a 
passive German girl who apathetically endures her miserable life until she dies in 
childbirth. These two stark stories contrast sharply with the third, 'Melanctha' the 
passionate depiction of a young black woman's sexual searching and tragic love 
affair. Gertrude Stein claimed that the book's style was influenced by the Cezanne 
portrait under which she sat while writing. The repetitive sentences, juxtaposition of
sounds, and simple language follow her famous method of composition: 'to begin 
again and again,' to 'use everything,' and to maintain a 'continuous present' But it is
Stein's vivid, intuitive expression of the consciousness and emotions of these three
women that makes THREE LIVES the most accessible - and perhaps the most 
memorable - of all her works. 'Stein's most important and influential early work. a 
remarkable book for its time' - James Mellow, author of CHARMED CIRCLE: 
GERTRUDE STEIN & COMPANY.

Gertrude Stein (February 3, 1874 – July 27, 1946) was an American writer of novels,
poetry and plays. Born in West Allegheny (Pittsburgh), Pennsylvania and raised in 
Oakland, California, Stein moved to Paris in 1903, making France her home for the 
remainder of her life. A literary innovator and pioneer of Modernist literature, Stein’s
work broke with the narrative, linear, and temporal conventions of 19th-century.
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Steinbeck, John. The Pearl. New York. 1947. Bantam Books. 2nd Paperback 
Printing. Very Good in Worn Wrappers. 118 pages. paperback. Inventory # 30847. 
$6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Pearl is a novella by American author John 
Steinbeck, published in 1947. Like his father and grandfather before him, Kino is a 
poor diver, gathering pearls from the gulf beds that once brought great wealth to the
Kings of Spain and now provide Kino, Juana, and their infant son with meager 
subsistence. Then, on a day like any other, Kino emerges from the sea with a pearl
as large as a sea gull's egg, as "perfect as the moon." With the pearl comes hope, 
the promise of comfort and of security. A story of classic simplicity, based on a 
Mexican folk tale, The Pearl explores the secrets of man's nature, the darkest 
depths of evil, and the luminous possibilities of love.

John Ernst Steinbeck, Jr. (February 27, 1902 – December 20, 1968) was an 
American author of twenty-seven books, including sixteen novels, six non-fiction 
books, and five collections of short stories. He is widely known for the comic novels
Tortilla Flat (1935) and Cannery Row (1945), the multi-generation epic East of Eden
(1952), and the novellas Of Mice and Men (1937) and The Red Pony (1937). The 
Pulitzer Prize-winning The Grapes of Wrath (1939), widely attributed to be part of 
the American literary canon, is considered Steinbeck's masterpiece. In the first 75 
years since it was published, it sold 14 million copies. The winner of the 1962 Nobel
Prize in Literature, he has been called 'a giant of American letters'. His works are 
widely read abroad and many of his works are considered classics of Western 
literature. His leftist political tendencies and the relatively provincial setting of his 
works has made him a very polarizing writer, both in the United States and in 
international literary circles. Until recently, the mandated teaching of his works in the
British educational system has been controversial. Most of Steinbeck's work is set in
southern and central California, particularly in the Salinas Valley and the California 
Coast Ranges region. His works frequently explored the themes of fate and 
injustice, especially as applied to downtrodden or everyman protagonists.
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Steinbeck, John. The Short Reign of Pippin IV. New York. 1957. Viking Press. 1st 
Edition. Some Foxing To Spine, Otherwise Very Good.No Dustjacket. 188 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 6836. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In his only work of political satire, The Short Reign of 
Pippin IV, John Steinbeck turns the French Revolution upside down as amateur 
astronomer Pippin Héristal is drafted to rule the unruly French. Steinbeck creates 
around the infamous Pippin the most hilarious royal court ever: Pippin’s wife, Queen
Marie, who ‘might have taken her place at the bar of a very good restaurant’; his 
uncle, a man of dubious virtue; his glamour-struck daughter and her beau, the son of
the so-called ‘egg king’ of Petaluma, California; and a motley crew of courtiers and 
politicians, guards and gardeners.

John Ernst Steinbeck, Jr. (February 27, 1902 – December 20, 1968) was an 
American author of twenty-seven books, including sixteen novels, six non-fiction 
books, and five collections of short stories. He is widely known for the comic novels
Tortilla Flat (1935) and Cannery Row (1945), the multi-generation epic East of Eden
(1952), and the novellas Of Mice and Men (1937) and The Red Pony (1937). The 
Pulitzer Prize-winning The Grapes of Wrath (1939), widely attributed to be part of 
the American literary canon, is considered Steinbeck's masterpiece. In the first 75 
years since it was published, it sold 14 million copies. The winner of the 1962 Nobel
Prize in Literature, he has been called 'a giant of American letters'. His works are 
widely read abroad and many of his works are considered classics of Western 
literature. His leftist political tendencies and the relatively provincial setting of his 
works has made him a very polarizing writer, both in the United States and in 
international literary circles. Until recently, the mandated teaching of his works in the
British educational system has been controversial. Most of Steinbeck's work is set in
southern and central California, particularly in the Salinas Valley and the California 
Coast Ranges region. His works frequently explored the themes of fate and 
injustice, especially as applied to downtrodden or everyman protagonists.
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Steiner, George. Proofs & Three Parables. New York. 1993. Penguin Books. 
Unrevised & Unpublished Proofs. Very Good in Wrappers. 0140178627. 114 pages.
paperback. Inventory # 17422. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This collection of short stories includes "Proofs", a literary
thriller which explores the conflict between fact and fiction in life and literature. Also 
included are "Noel, Noel", "Desert Island Disks" and "Conversation Piece".

Born in Paris in 1929, George Steiner is now Extraordinary Fellow of Churchill 
College, Cambridge. He commutes often to the United States, where he has been 
Albert Schweitzer Visiting Professor in the Humanities at New York University, and
where he has taught also at Stanford, Princeton, Harvard and Yale. After taking 
degrees at the University of Chicago and Harvard, where he won the Bell Prize in 
American Literature, Mr. Steiner was a Rhodes Scholar at Oxford. He served on the
editorial staff of the Economist in London from 1952 to 1956. At that time he became
a member of the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton. There he wrote 
TOLSTOY OR DOSTOEVSKY and began THE DEATH OF TRAGEDY. These were
followed by a volume of three novellas, ANNO DOMINI, and LANGUAGE AND 
SILENCE. He returned to England in 1961. His many honors include an O. Henry 
Short Story award, Fulbright and Guggenheim Fellowships and the first award of the
Morton Zabel Prize by the National Institute of Arts and Letters in 1970. He is 
married, with two children. He is at present engaged on a full-scale study of the 
poetics and linguistics of multilingualism and of translation.
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Steinhauer, Olen. Liberation Movements. New York. 2006. St Martin's/Minotaur. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312332041. 291 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket photograph by Aire. Inventory # 35824. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Olen Steinhauer’s acclaimed literary crime series set in a
fictional country in Eastern Europe began in the heady post—World War II era and 
has taken readers from the first noise of revolution through to the chaos of the 1960s
and ‘70s. The year is 1975, and one of the People’s Militia homicide investigators is
on a plane out of the capital, bound for Istanbul. The plane is hijacked by Armenian 
terrorists, but before the Turkish authorities can fulfill their demands, the plane 
explodes in midair. Two investigators—Gavra Noukas, a secret policeman, and 
Katja Drdova, a homicide detective—are assigned to the case. Both believe that 
Brano Sev, their enigmatic superior and himself a career secret policeman, is 
keeping them in the dark both about the details of the case and all its players and 
about the true motives of their investigation, but they can’t figure out why. That is, 
until they learn that everything is connected to a seven-year-old murder, a seemingly
insignificant murder that has had far-reaching consequences. The politics and 
history for which Olen Steinhauer’s novels have been most praised turn intimate and
highly compelling in this ambitious new novel.

Olen Steinhauer (born June 21, 1970) is an American writer of spy fiction novels, 
known for books such as the New York Times Best Seller The Tourist, the Milo 
Weaver Trilogy and the Yalta Boulevard Sequence.
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Steinhauer, Olen. The Bridge of Sighs. New York. 2004. St Martin's Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312302452. 326 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Michael Storrings. Inventory # 45093. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this auspicious literary crime debut from New York 
Times bestselling author of The Tourist, an inexperienced homicide detective 
struggles amid the lawlessness of a post-WWII Eastern European city. It's August, 
1948, three years after the Russians "liberated" this small nation from German 
Occupation. But the Red Army still patrols the capital's rubble-strewn streets, and 
the ideals of the Revolution are but memories. Twenty-two-year-old Detective Emil 
Brod, an eager young man who spent the war working on a fishing boat in Finland, 
finally gets his chance to serve his country, investigating murder for the People's 
Militia. The victim in Emil's first case is a state songwriter, but the evidence seems to
point toward a political motive. He would like to investigate further, but even in his 
naivete, he realizes that the police academy never prepared him for this peculiar 
post-war environment, in which his colleagues are suspicious or silent, where 
lawlessness and corruption are the rules of the city, and in which he's still expected 
to investigate a murder. He is truly on his own in this new, dangerous world. The 
Bridge of Sighs launches a unique series of crime novels featuring a dynamic cast of
characters in an ever-evolving landscape, the politically volatile terrain of Eastern 
Europe in the second half of the 20th century. The Bridge of Sighs is a 2004 Edgar
Award Nominee for Best First Novel.

Olen Steinhauer (born June 21, 1970) is an American writer of spy fiction novels, 
known for books such as the New York Times Best Seller The Tourist, the Milo 
Weaver Trilogy and the Yalta Boulevard Sequence.
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Steinhauer, Olen. The Confession. New York. 2004. St Martin's Press. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312303289. 326 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Michael Storrings. Inventory # 34184. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Eastern Europe, 1956 - Comrade Inspector Ferenc 
Kolyeszar. who is a proletariat writer iii addition to his job as a state militia homicide
detective, is a man on the brink. Estranged from his wife, whom he believes is 
cheating on him with one of his colleagues, and frustrated by writer’s block, Ferenc 
focuses his attention on his job. But his job is growing increasingly political, 
something that makes him profoundly uncomfortable. When Ferenc is asked to look
into the disappearance of a party member’s wife and learns some unsavory facts 
about the member’s life, the absurdity of his position as an employee of the state is 
suddenly exposed. At the same time, he and his fellow militia officers are pressed 
into service policing a popular demonstration ii the capital, one that Ferenc might 
rather be participating in. These two situations, coupled with an investigation into the
murder of a painter that leads them to a man recently released from the camps, 
bring Ferenc closer to danger than ever before - from himself, from his superiors, 
and from the capital’s shadowy criminal element. THE CONFESSION is a fantastic 
follow-up to Olen Steinhauer’s brilliant debut, THE BRIDGE OF SIGHS, and it 
guarantees to advance this talented writer on his way to being one of the premiere 
thriller writers of his generation. .

Olen Steinhauer (born June 21, 1970) is an American writer of spy fiction novels, 
known for books such as the New York Times Best Seller The Tourist, the Milo 
Weaver Trilogy and the Yalta Boulevard Sequence.
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Stephan, Alexander. Communazis': FBI Surveillance of German Emigre Writers. 
New Haven. 2000. Yale University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0300082029. Translated from the German by Jan van Heurck. 362 
pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Photodisc. Inventory # 34014. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Thousands of writers, artists, filmmakers, and 
intellectuals fled Germany in the 1930s. Many settled in the United States, hoping to
find allies against Nazism and a safe refuge from Hitler’s Gestapo. But in America 
nearly all of the exiled authors—among them Nobel Prize recipient Thomas Mann, 
his brother Heinrich, dramatist Bertolt Brecht, and novelists Erich Remarque and 
Lion Feuchtwanger—became the subjects of intense suspicion and government 
surveillance. This riveting book, based on secret FBI files released for the first time 
to Alexander Stephan under the provisions of the Freedom of Information and 
Privacy Acts, reveals the disturbing details and the surprising extent of government 
surveillance operations conducted against German exiles during World War II and 
the McCarthy era. Not only the FBI but also the Immigration and Naturalization 
Service, the House Un-American Activities Committee, and other agencies spied on
the German émigrés. Wiretaps were installed, mail was routinely opened and read, 
records of visitors were maintained. Searches—not always with legal warrants—
were conducted, informants hired, and connections to exile writers established 
(Thomas Mann’s daughter, Erika, volunteered her insights). Stephan sets these 
activities in historical context and discusses the widespread xenophobia and 
paranoia that surrounded Nazism and Communism, which were frequently conflated
in the public imagination. The author illuminates the relationship not only between 
German anti-Nazis and U.S. politics of the period but also between intellectuals and
the modern surveillance state.

Alexander Stephan (August 16, 1946 – May 29, 2009) was a specialist in German 
literature and area studies. He was a professor, Ohio Eminent Scholar, and Senior 
Fellow of the Mershon Center for International Security Studies at Ohio State 
University (OSU).
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Stephen, Lynn. Zapata Lives!: Histories and Cultural Politics in Southern Mexico. 
Berkeley. 2002. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Hardcover.No Dustjacket. 0520222377. 445 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36419. 
$65

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This richly detailed study chronicles recent political 
events in southern Mexico, up to and including the July 2000 election of Vicente 
Fox. Lynn Stephen focuses on the meaning that Emiliano Zapata, the great symbol
of land reform and human rights, has had and now has for rural Mexicans. Stephen
documents the rise of the Zapatista rebellion in Chiapas and shows how this 
rebellion was understood in other parts of Mexico, particularly in Oaxaca, giving a 
vivid sense of rural life in southern Mexico. Illuminating the cultural dimensions of 
these political events, she shows how indigenous Mexicans and others fashioned 
their own responses to neoliberal economic policy, which ended land reform, 
encouraged privatization, and has resulted in increasing socioeconomic stratification
in Mexico. Mixing original ethnographic material drawn from years of fieldwork in 
Mexico with historical material from a variety of sources, Stephen shows how 
activists have appropriated symbols of the revolution to build the contemporary 
political movement. Her wide-ranging narrative touches on the history of land tenure,
racism, gender issues in the Zapatista movement, local political culture, the 
Zapatista uprising of the 1990s and its aftermath, and more. A significant addition to
our knowledge of social change in contemporary Mexico, Zapata Lives! also offers 
readers a model for engaged, activist anthropology.

Lynn Stephen is Professor of Anthropology at the University of Oregon. She is 
author of Women and Social Movements in Latin America: Power from Below (1997)
and Zapotec Women (1991), among other books.
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Stephens, Philip. The Determined Days: Poems. Woodstock. 2000. Overlook Press.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1585670146. hardcover. Inventory #
29917. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A remarkable debut collection of poems in the tradition of
Browning and Frost. The latest in the Sewanee Writer's Series published by the 
Overlook Press, Philip Stephens's The Determined Days presents far-ranging urban
and rural locales in the Midwest, the Ozarks, and northern California. In each of 
these bleak landscapes, Stephens introduces us to a host of unforgettable 
characters: a former gravedigger who believes ghosts stole his first-born; a young 
couple forced to stay the night at a motel run by a pornography-watching desk clerk;
a woman haunted by a headless deer; a gang of railroad signalmen who get through
their exhausting workdays by telling stories, arguing, and vying for what power they
can gain in an indifferent world. Throughout this stunning collection, characters tell 
tales to bring order to their disappointing and already-determined days. Ironic, 
sometimes tragic, and always provocative, The Determined Days is a startling 
reevaluation of the ideas of labor, life, and relationships--as well as the expectations
of contemporary American poetry. 'These vigorous, sometimes brutal, poems are 
famillialy related as well as indebted to Frost's blank verse. Read as a whole--as 
they should be--the cumulative effect of this truly accomplished collections is 
powerful, disturbing, and authoritative. I am filled with admiration for Mr. Stephens's
work.'--Anthony Hecht.

Philip Stephens was born on August 24, 1966 in Glendale, Arizona, and raised 
outside the small town of Kearney, Missouri. His first book of poems, The 
Determined Days, is forthcoming in the spring of 2000 from the Overlook Press as 
part of the Sewanee Writers' Series.
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Stern, Jane and Stern, Michael. The Encyclopedia of Bad Taste. New York. 1990. 
Harper Collins. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0060164700. 331 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Paul Gamarello. Inventory # 37798. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Lava lamps, Hawaiian shirts, accordion music and 
outlandish performer Charo are among the kitschy or lowbrow people, places and 
things affectionately featured in this entertaining, colorful reference book.

Jane Grossman Stern and Michael Stern are American writers who specialize in 
books about travel, food, and popular culture. They are best known for their 
Roadfood books, website, and magazine columns, in which they find road food 
restaurants serving classic American regional specialties and review them.
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Stern, Keneth S. A Force Upon the Plain: The American Militia Movement & the 
Politics of Hate. New York. 1995. Simon & Schuster. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0684819163. 304 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by Perry Riddle.
Inventory # 9091. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here, for the first time, Stern offers a definitive history 
and comprehensive exploration of the American militia movement. He demonstrates
that this paramilitary movement has deep and barbarous roots. Exposing the 
movement’s political ancestors - the Klan, the Minutemen, the American Nazi Party,
Christian Identity, the Posse Comitatus, and The Order - Stern shows how these 
right-wing extremists connect to today’s domestic terrorists. A Force upon the Plain
explains how this country has gotten to a point where thousands of well-armed men
and women have become so certain that their country is under siege and their 
leaders cannot be trusted that they believe the only possible defense lies with them
and their guns. It uncovers the ways in which these men and women have used 
newsletters, the Internet, short-wave radio and political campaigns to spread their 
message of hate across the country and even into the halls of Congress. Militia 
members have shot police officers, threatened government workers, been arrested 
in armed confrontations, calmly explained how it might be necessary to kill 
government officials, and still feel comfortable enough to run newspaper ads for their
meetings and lobby their legislators.

Kenneth S. Stern is an American defense attorney and an author. He is executive 
director of the Justus & Karin Rosenberg Foundation. He has analyzed the militia 
movement, bigotry on campus, hate speech on talk radio and the Internet. His book
about the Dennis Banks case, Loud Hawk: The United States vs. the American 
Indian Movement (1994), won the Gustave Myers Center Award as outstanding 
book on human rights. Stern's other books are Holocaust Denial (1993) and 
Antisemitism Today (2006). Stern is also active in the effort to establish an 
interdisciplinary academic field of Hate Studies. He previously served on the 
director's advisory board for the Gonzaga University Institute for Hate Studies, and 
he remains on the editorial board of the Journal of Hate Studies.
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Stern, Philip M. The Best Congress That Money Can Buy. New York. 1988. 
Pantheon Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394566289. 322
pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Mirko Ilic. Jacket design by Nancy Brescia. 
Inventory # 34479. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Philip M. Stern’s THE BEST CONGRESS MONEY CAN
BUY is replete with evidence of politicians’ growing dependence on PACs and 
special interests for their campaign funds. Consider these facts: Campaign costs 
have skyrocketed so much that, on average, U.S. senators must raise $10,000 
every week during their entire six-year term; In 1986, 82 percent of the U.S. House 
depended on special-interest PACs for at least one-third of their campaign money-
up from just 28 percent in 1974; 174 members of the U.S. House emerged from the
1986 campaigns with surpluses of more than $100,000, which they can use to scare
off would-be opponents, or which they can take with them when they leave 
Congress. Included in this meticulously documented book are bonus sections listing
the largest PACs and a restaurant-style guide ranking each member of Congress 
from most to least dependent on special-interest money. THE BEST CONGRESS 
MONEY CAN BUY doesn’t hesitate to name names. It is a devastating critique of 
our ‘representative’ system and of how Congress is being mortgaged to the highest
bidder.

Philip M. Stern is the author of numerous books, including the best-selling The Rape
of the Taxpayer. A former congressional aide, staff member of Adlai Stevenson’s 
1952 presidential campaign, and research director for the Democratic Party, Stern is
currently cochairman of Citizens Against PACs. He lives in Washington, D.C.
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Sternberg, Martin L. A. American Sign Language. New York. 1983. Harper & Row. 
4th Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0060140976. 590 pages. hardcover. Inventory
# 6849. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A wealth of entries representing the signs of American 
Sign Language, with illustrations, descriptions, cross-references and bibliography. 
'The most complete dictionary of sign language ever published.' - National 
Association of the Deaf. This is by far the largest, most complete dictionary of sign 
language ever published. It is a vast reference book which will be of great use to 
deaf people and those who love them and work with them. 5,430 word entries and 
cross-references, over 8,000 drawings, made by Herbert Rogoff from rapid 
photographs of hand movements, 1,184 pages, a bibliography of nearly 1,300 items,
seven foreign-language indexes, including Italian, Spanish, French, German, 
Portuguese, Russian and Japanese.

Martin L. A. Sternberg, Ed.D., is a native New Yorker. Deaf since the age of seven,
he has spent most of his career working with deaf people. The idea for this book 
came from Dr. Elizabeth Peet, Dr. Sternberg's sign language teacher at Gallaudet 
University (for the deaf), in Washington, DC. Dr. Sternberg kept Dr. Peet's ideas and
methods, but expanded the work greatly. Early work on the project received a 
federal grant from the U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare to New 
York University, the sponsoring institution. A graduate of the City College of New 
York, American University, and New York University, Dr. Sternberg has enjoyed a 
distinguished career as a teacher at Gallaudet, New York, Hofstra, and Adelphi 
Universities. HE is currently chairman of the board of trustees of Lexington School 
for the Deaf and Lexington Center for the Deaf. He is the author of four ASL 
dictionaries and a Codies Award-winning CD-ROM, all published by HarperCollins.
He also received Emmy and Peabody nominations for his ASL series by the NBC 
network, "Speaking With Your Hands," as well as medals at various international film
and television festivals.
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Sterne, Laurence. A Sentimental Journey & Journal To Eliza. New York. 1964. 
Signet/New American Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Previous 
Owner's Name Penned in Front, Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. Afterword By 
Monroe Engel. 206 pages. paperback. CP254. Inventory # 29274. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ostensibly A Sentimental Journey is the story of a 
holiday abroad, a leisurely eighteenth - century continental tour. In reality, it 
represents a different sort of tour, a different kind of holiday - an exploration of the 
resources of narrative art, a free flight of sensibility. Sterne's encounters with 
Anglophile French noblemen and the petty French bureaucracy, with high - born 
lady and seductive chambermaid, his adventures in city and town, in inn and palace,
shape a work of wit, delicate eroticism, and boundless love of life. Together with the
Journal to Eliza, a series of epistles written from the Continent to a married woman
with whom Sterne was in love, A Sentimental Journey stands as a reflection of a 
most remarkable personality, and as a brilliant product of per - haps one of the most
delightful prose styles in the English language. Monroe Engel terms it 'a comic novel
that is still read with immediate pleasure and that novelists still look to with a kind of
envious admiration. a complete and highly ordered work' of extraordinary art.'

Laurence Sterne (24 November 1713 – 18 March 1768) was an Anglo-Irish novelist
and an Anglican clergyman. He is best known for his novels The Life and Opinions 
of Tristram Shandy, Gentleman and A Sentimental Journey Through France and 
Italy.
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Sterne, Laurence. A Sentimental Journey & Journal To Eliza. New York. 1964. 
Signet/New American Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. 1768' Penned
On Front Cover,Otherwise Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. Afterword By Monroe 
Engel. 206 pages. paperback. CP254. Inventory # 32831. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ostensibly A Sentimental Journey is the story of a 
holiday abroad, a leisurely eighteenth - century continental tour. In reality, it 
represents a different sort of tour, a different kind of holiday - an exploration of the 
resources of narrative art, a free flight of sensibility. Sterne's encounters with 
Anglophile French noblemen and the petty French bureaucracy, with high - born 
lady and seductive chambermaid, his adventures in city and town, in inn and palace,
shape a work of wit, delicate eroticism, and boundless love of life. Together with the
Journal to Eliza, a series of epistles written from the Continent to a married woman
with whom Sterne was in love, A Sentimental Journey stands as a reflection of a 
most remarkable personality, and as a brilliant product of per - haps one of the most
delightful prose styles in the English language. Monroe Engel terms it 'a comic novel
that is still read with immediate pleasure and that novelists still look to with a kind of
envious admiration. a complete and highly ordered work' of extraordinary art.'

Laurence Sterne (24 November 1713 – 18 March 1768) was an Anglo-Irish novelist
and an Anglican clergyman. He is best known for his novels The Life and Opinions 
of Tristram Shandy, Gentleman and A Sentimental Journey Through France and 
Italy.
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Sterne, Laurence. A Sentimental Journey Through France and Italy. New York. 
1977. Penguin Books. Reprinted Edition. Previous Owner's Name in Front, 
Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. 0140430261. Edited by Graham Petrie. 
Introduction by A. Alvarez. 154 pages. paperback. Cover: W.P. Frith-'Scene in the 
Paris shop'. Inventory # 31380. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY THROUGH FRANCE AND
ITALY is a novel by the Irish-born English author Laurence Sterne, written and first 
published in 1768, as Sterne was facing death. In 1765, Laurence Sterne travelled 
through France and Italy as far south as Naples, and after returning determined to 
describe his travels from a sentimental point of view. The novel can be seen as an 
epilogue to the possibly unfinished work THE LIFE AND OPINIONS OF TRISTRAM
SHANDY, GENTLEMAN, and also as an answer to Tobias Smollett's decidedly 
unsentimental TRAVELS THROUGH FRANCE AND ITALY. (Sterne met Smollett 
during his travels in Europe, and strongly objected to his spleen, acerbity and 
quarrelsomeness. He modeled the character of Smelfungus on him.). The novel was
extremely popular and influential and helped establish travel writing as the dominant
genre of the second half of the 18th century. Unlike prior travel accounts which 
stressed classical learning and objective non-personal points of view, A 
SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY emphasized the subjective discussions of personal taste
and sentiments, of manners and morals over classical learning. Throughout the 
1770s female travel writers began publishing significant numbers of sentimental 
travel accounts. Sentiment also became a favorite style among those expressing 
non-mainstream views including political radicalism. The narrator is the Reverend 
Mr. Yorick, who is slyly represented to guileless readers as Sterne's barely disguised
alter ego. The book recounts his various adventures, usually of the amorous type, in
a series of self-contained episodes.

Laurence Sterne (24 November 1713 – 18 March 1768) was an Anglo-Irish novelist
and an Anglican clergyman. He is best known for his novels The Life and Opinions 
of Tristram Shandy, Gentleman and A Sentimental Journey Through France and 
Italy; but he also published many sermons, wrote memoirs, and was involved in local
politics. Sterne died in London after years of fighting consumption.
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Sterne, Laurence. Tristram Shandy. New York. 1957. Pocket Books. 1st Pocket 
Book Paperback Edition. Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. Introduction by Maxwell
Geismar. 510 pages. paperback. PL511. Inventory # 30930. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘In the third quarter of the eighteenth century, Shandy 
was the talk of London and Paris. In the nineteenth century it was frowned upon by 
the eminent Victorians. In the middle of the twentieth century, we may again 
appreciate this brilliant, gay, outrageous and eloquent chronicle. Sterne was in the 
line of Rabelais and Cervantes; of the great humanizing secular storytellers. he 
wrote as no man had ever written before; and this could be true of his perverse and
hilarious narrative.’ - MAXWELL GEISMAR.

Laurence Sterne (24 November 1713 – 18 March 1768) was an Anglo-Irish novelist
and an Anglican clergyman. He is best known for his novels The Life and Opinions 
of Tristram Shandy, Gentleman and A Sentimental Journey Through France and 
Italy; but he also published many sermons, wrote memoirs, and was involved in local
politics. Sterne died in London after years of fighting consumption.
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Sterry, Paul and Small, Brian E. Birds of Western North America: A Photographic 
Guide. Princeton. 2009. Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 9780691134284. 1, 341 color photos. 449 maps. 416 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 37466. $18.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Combining informative and accessible text, up-to-date 
maps, and--above all--stunning color photographs, this is the best and most lavishly
illustrated photographic guide to the birds of western North America. All of the 
images have been carefully selected to convey both the sheer beauty and the key 
identification features of each bird, and many of the photos are larger than those 
found in other guides. Wherever possible, a variety of plumages are pictured, 
providing visual coverage and usefulness matching any artwork-illustrated field 
guide. And many of the images are state-of-the-art digital photographs by Brian 
Small, one of North America's finest bird photographers. These pictures, many seen
here for the first time, reproduce a previously unimaginable level of detail. Finally, 
the ranges of nearly all species are shown on maps from the Cornell Laboratory of 
Ornithology, the authority on North American birding. New and experienced birders
alike will find this guide indispensable: the clear layout will help novices easily 
identify the birds they see, while the superb photographs will help seasoned birders
confirm identifications. FEATURES - The best, most lavishly illustrated photographic
guide to the region's birds; Larger color photos than most other field guides; Fresh 
contemporary design--clear, easy-to-use, and attractive; Informative, accessible, 
and authoritative text; Range maps from the Cornell Laboratory of Ornithology; 
Covers entire western half of mainland North America (excluding Mexico) and the 
arctic and subarctic territorial islands of the U.S. and Canada (excluding Hawaii).

Paul Sterry is a highly regarded and best-selling wildlife author and photographer. 
He is the author or coauthor of more than 50 books. Brian E. Small is a leading 
nature photographer and author, and the photo editor of Birding magazine.
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Stevens, Patricia (editor). Between Mothers and Sons: Women Writers Talk About 
Having Sons and Raising Men. New York. 1999. Scribner. 1st Edition. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 0684850710. 256 pages. hardcover. Cover design by Gabrielle Bordwin.
Inventory # 26546. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Between Mothers and Sons is the first anthology in which
women writers attempt to answer the question that all mothers have contemplated in
the course of mothering the opposite sex: ‘Who is this male child who came out of 
my body?’ Or, as a pregnant Mary Gordon said when her doctor told her she was 
having a boy, ‘Oh, my God. What am I supposed to do with one of them?’ From the
earliest days of nursing to the good-byes of college and looming adulthood, these 
writers collectively explore, in a thrilling range of styles and sensibilities, the delights
and frustrations, the deep and often conflicted emotions, they feel in their roles as 
mothers to their male children. Between Mothers and Sons resoundingly and 
unflinchingly celebrates this journey we are all making with our boys. With essays 
from: Julene Bair, Janet Burroway, Robb Forman Dew, Deborah Galyan, Mary 
Gordon, Joy Harjo, Anne Lamott, Susan Lester, Jo-Ann Mapson, Leigh McKinley, 
Valerie Monroe, Naomi Shihab Nye, Eileen Pollack, Jewell Parker Rhodes, Patricia
Stevens, Sallie Tilsdale, Kris Vervaecke, and Patricia Williams.

Patricia Stevens is a graduate of Bowling Green State University and the Iowa 
Writers' Workshop. Her essays appear in both Minding the Body: Women Writers on
Body and Soul and The Healing Circle: Authors Writing of Recovery. She has 
received the James Michener Fellowship, the Nelson Algren Short Story Award and
has been in residence both at the Virginia Center for Creative Arts and at the 
Ragdale Foundation. Ms. Stevens is the mother of two sons.
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Stevenson, David and Afflerbach, Holger (editors). An Improbable War? The 
Outbreak of World War I and European Political Culture before 1914. Brooklyn. 
2012. Berghahn Books. 1st American Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9780857453105. 380 pages. paperback. Inventory # 41813. $34.950000000000003

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The First World War has been described as the 
'primordial catastrophe of the twentieth century.' Arguably, Italian Fascism, German
National Socialism and Soviet Leninism and Stalinism would not have emerged 
without the cultural and political shock of World War I. The question why this 
catastrophe happened therefore preoccupies historians to this day. The focus of this
volume is not on the consequences, but rather on the connection between the Great
War and the long 19th century, the short- and long-term causes of World War I. This
approach results in the questioning of many received ideas about the war's causes,
especially the notion of 'inevitability.'

Holger Afflerbach specializes in 19th- and 20th- Century German history; 
international relations; military history, particularly World War I and World War II, as
well as Austrian and Italian history and has written widely on these topics. He is 
Professor of Central European History at the University of Leeds. David Stevenson 
is Stevenson Professor of International History at the London School of Economics 
and Political Science. He specializes in the history of international relations in 
Europe since c.1900, with particular reference to the World War I. His recent 
publications include Armaments and the Coming of War: Europe, 1904-1914 
(Oxford, 1996), Cataclysm: The First World War as Political Tragedy (New York, 
2004) amd With Our Backs to the Wall: Victory and Defeat in 1918 (Allen Lane, 
2011)
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Stevenson, Robert Louis. My Shadow. Boston. 2007. David Godine. Reprinted 
Hardcover Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780879237882. Illustrations by 
Glenna Lang. unpaginated. hardcover. Inventory # 45585. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The poems in Robert Louis Stevenson's A Child's 
Garden of Verses have been popular ever since the book's first appearance more 
than one hundred years ago, and none more so than 'My Shadow,' a traditional 
favorite for reading aloud. Glenna Lang has created a visual narrative depicting a 
young girl's travels through a dream nighstcape with her shadow companion. 
Beautifully true to the sense and spirit of Stevenson's work, the illustrations add their
own grace and rich atmosphere to Stevenson's popular poem. This edition of My 
Shadow is a wonderful way to enjoy an old favorite bedtime poem with the youngest
child.

ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON was born in Edinburgh, Scotland, in 1850 and 
became one of the world’s most popular writers. He was novelist, essayist, and poet
- master of a widely acclaimed style. His special literary talent has given his classic 
stories of adventure (TREASURE ISLAND, KIDNAPPED, and DAVID BALFOUR, 
among others) a lasting place in the annals of English literature. Equally enduring 
are his compelling story of THE STRANGE CASE OF DR. JEKYLL AND MR. HYDE
and his collection of poems for children, A CHILD’S GARDEN OF VERSES. Robert
Louis Stevenson died in 1894.
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Stevenson, Robert Louis. The Master of Ballantrae. New York. 1965. Heritage 
Press. Reprinted Edition. Very Good in Hardcover & Slipcase. Introduction by G. B.
Stern. With Color Lithographs by Lynd Ward. 303 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
37561. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Master of Ballantrae is a book by the Scottish author
Robert Louis Stevenson, focusing upon the conflict between two brothers, Scottish 
noblemen whose family is torn apart by the Jacobite rising of 1745.

Robert Louis Balfour Stevenson (13 November 1850 – 3 December 1894) was a 
Scottish novelist, poet, essayist, and travel writer. His most famous works are 
Treasure Island, Kidnapped, and Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde. A literary 
celebrity during his lifetime, Stevenson now ranks among the 26 most translated 
authors in the world. His works have been admired by many other writers, including
Jorge Luis Borges, Bertolt Brecht, Marcel Proust, Arthur Conan Doyle, Henry 
James, Cesare Pavese, Ernest Hemingway, Rudyard Kipling, Jack London, Vladimir
Nabokov, J. M. Barrie, and G. K. Chesterton, who said of him that he 'seemed to 
pick the right word up on the point of his pen, like a man playing spillikins.”
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Stewart, James B. Blind Eye: How the Medical Establishment Let a Doctor Get 
Away With Murder. New York. 1999. Simon & Schuster. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0684854848. 335 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Jackie Seow. 
Inventory # 5008. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With features on ‘20/20’ on August 18 and ‘Good 
Morning America,’ on August 19, the buzz is building for this terrifying true tale. The
bestselling author of Den of Thieves and Blood Sport returns with another revealing,
shocking, era-defining story of deception and misdeeds. This time around, Pulitzer 
Prize-winner James B. Stewart follows the path of one Michael Swango, a serial 
killer in a doctor’s coat. Stewart slips inside America’s cloistered medical 
establishment to find out how a convicted criminal could keep finding employment 
with prestigious hospitals and medical schools across the country.

James Bennett Stewart (born c. 1952) is an American lawyer, journalist, and author.
Stewart was born in Quincy, Illinois. He graduated from DePauw University and 
Harvard Law School. He is a member of the Bar of New York, the Bloomberg 
Professor of Business and Economic Journalism at the Columbia University 
Graduate School of Journalism, Editor-at-Large of SmartMoney magazine, and 
author of Tangled Webs: How False Statements are Undermining America: From 
Martha Stewart to Bernie Madoff (2011). He is a former associate at New York law 
firm Cravath, Swaine & Moore, which he left in 1979 to become executive editor of 
The American Lawyer magazine. He later joined The Wall Street Journal, where in 
1988 he won the Pulitzer Prize for Explanatory Journalism for his articles about the 
1987 dramatic upheaval in the stock market and insider trading.
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Stewart, James B. Follow the Story: How To Write Successful Nonfiction. New York.
1998. Touchstone/ Simon & Schuster. 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0684850672. Paperback Original. 381 pages. paperback. Cover design by 
Cherlynne Li. Inventory # 25916. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In FOLLOW THE STORY, bestselling author and 
journalist James B. Stewart teaches you the techniques of compelling narrative 
writing. It is the indispensable guide to writing successful nonfiction books, articles, 
feature stories, or memoirs. Stewart provides concrete directions for conceiving, 
reporting, structuring, and writing nonfiction — techniques that he has used in his 
own successful books and stories. By using examples from his own work, Stewart 
illustrates systematically a way of thinking about and executing stories, a method 
that has helped numerous reporters and Columbia students become better writers. 
FOLLOW THE STORY examines in detail: How an idea is conceived; How to ‘sell’ 
ideas to editors and publishers; How to report the nonfiction story; Six models that 
can be used for any nonfiction story; How to structure the narrative story; How to 
write introductions, endings, dialogue, and description; How to introduce and 
develop characters; How to use literary devices; Pitfalls to avoid. Learn from this 
book a clear way of looking at the world with the alert curiosity that is the first 
indispensable step toward good writing.

James Bennett Stewart (born c. 1952) is an American lawyer, journalist, and author.
Stewart was born in Quincy, Illinois. He graduated from DePauw University and 
Harvard Law School. He is a member of the Bar of New York, the Bloomberg 
Professor of Business and Economic Journalism at the Columbia University 
Graduate School of Journalism, Editor-at-Large of SmartMoney magazine, and 
author of Tangled Webs: How False Statements are Undermining America: From 
Martha Stewart to Bernie Madoff (2011). He is a former associate at New York law 
firm Cravath, Swaine & Moore, which he left in 1979 to become executive editor of 
The American Lawyer magazine. He later joined The Wall Street Journal, where in 
1988 he won the Pulitzer Prize for Explanatory Journalism for his articles about the 
1987 dramatic upheaval in the stock market and insider trading.
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Stewart, Mary. Madam, Will You Talk?. New York. 1961. Fawcett Crest. Reprinted 
Fawcett Crest Paperback Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers. 192 pages. paperback.
d472. Inventory # 37260. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When Charity Selbourne arrived in the picturesque 
French resort town of Avignon, she had no way of knowing that she was to become 
the principal player in the last act of a strange and brutal tragedy. Most of it had 
already been played. There had been love - and lust — and revenge and fear and 
murder. And now the killer, with blood enough on his hands, was waiting in the 
wings.

Mary, Lady Stewart (born Mary Florence Elinor Rainbow; 17 September 1916 – 9 
May 2014), was a British novelist who developed the romantic mystery genre, 
featuring smart, adventurous heroines who could hold their own in dangerous 
situations. She also wrote children's books and poetry, but may be best known for 
her Merlin series, which straddles the boundary between the historical novel and 
fantasy.
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Stifter, Adalbert. Brigitta. London/Emmaus. 1957. Rodale Press. 1st American 
Edition. Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front, Otherwise Very Good. No 
Dustjacket. Translated from the German by Edward Fitzgerald. Illustrations by Peter
Emmerich. 81 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 11961. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This translation of BRIGITTA by Edward Fitzgerald is the
only one available in English. The neglect of Adalbert Stifter in England and America
is perhaps not altogether surprising for it is only comparatively recently that the 
realization of the importance of Stifter's work has come to the German-speaking 
countries. He is now regarded as the greatest prose-writer that Austria has 
produced. Born in 1805 in southern Bohemia, Stifter's adult years were passed 
mainly in Vienna and in Linz. In his early days in Vienna Stiffer made his living as 
private tutor to Prince Metternich's son Richard, and it was not until he was thirty-
three that he published his first story. From that time onwards he wrote steadily and
successfully. The scene of BRIGITTA is the immense expanse of the Hungarian 
puszta. Against this background Stifter examines, with great delicacy and quite 
undramatically, a problem of love and of sexual relationships. The tale is beautifully 
told. The book is illustrated with eight drawings in two colours by Peter Emmerich.

Adalbert Stifter (23 October 1805 – 28 January 1868) was an Austrian writer, poet, 
painter, and pedagogue. He was especially notable for the vivid natural landscapes
depicted in his writing, and has long been popular in the German-speaking world, 
while almost entirely unknown to English readers.
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Stilgoe, John R. Metropolitan Corridor: Railroads and the American Scene. New 
Haven. 1983. Yale University Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0300030428. 397 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 6860. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An engaging and delightfully illustrated account of the 
impact of railroads on the American built environment and on American culture from
the last decades of the nineteenth century to the 1930s.

John Robert Stilgoe (born 1949) is a historian and photographer who is the Robert 
and Lois Orchard Professor in the History of Landscape at the Visual and 
Environmental Studies Department of Harvard University, where he has been 
teaching since 1977. He is also a fellow of the Society of American Historians. He 
was featured on a 60 Minutes episode in 2004 entitled "The Eyes Have It". Stilgoe 
was born in Norwell, Massachusetts in 1949. His father was a boatbuilder. He 
graduated from Boston University with a B.A. in 1971, and from Purdue University 
with an M.A. in 1973. He entered Harvard's Ph.D. program in American Civilizations
in 1973, where he studied under J. B. Jackson, a landscape architect known for his
studies of vernacular American landscapes.
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Stockley, Grif. Expert Testimony: A Mystery Introducing Gideon Page. New York. 
1991. Summit Books. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0671709208. 1st 
Mystery. 285 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration & design by Honi Werner. 
Inventory # 23307. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A prominent Arkansas politico and state senator is 
murdered, and the babbling, incoherent man accused of the crime has insanity plea
written all over him. Everyone, including Gideon Page, the public defender, thinks 
this case is nailed shut. But Gideon is curious about a few things, and what he 
discovers is that even the innocent need an airtight alibi, when a simple case of 
puppy love turns into a fatal affair to remember.

Griffin Jasper Stockley Jr. is an author, historian, and attorney known for his lifelong
commitment to the cause of civil rights. Although Stockley has been honored over 
the years for his legal achievements, his books have garnered him the widest 
recognition. His five Gideon Page novels became popular in the 1990s. Noteworthy 
in their own right, his legal mysteries are also an outward expression of Stockley’s 
own personal and political beliefs. In 2001, he published a finely researched 
historical account of the Elaine Massacre, titled Blood in Their Eyes: The Elaine 
Race Massacres of 1919. In 2002 and 2010, Stockley was awarded the Booker 
Worthen Literary Prize. He has also received the Lifetime Achievement Award from 
the Arkansas Historical Association.
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Stockton, Frank R. The Best Short Stories of Frank R. Stockton. New York. 1957. 
Scribners. 1st American Edition. Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front,Otherwise
Very Good.No Dustjacket. 128 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 34007. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A selection of Frank R. Stockton's stories. Stockton is 
best remembered as the author of the short story ‘The Lady, or the Tiger’, but he is 
also acknowledged as an American humorist and the first associate editor of 
prestigious children's publication St. Nicholas.

Frank Richard Stockton (April 5, 1834 – April 20, 1902) was an American writer and
humorist, best known today for a series of innovative children's fairy tales that were
widely popular during the last decades of the 19th century. Stockton avoided the 
didactic moralizing, common to children's stories of the time, instead using clever 
humor to poke at greed, violence, abuse of power and other human foibles, 
describing his fantastic characters' adventures in a charming, matter-of-fact way in 
stories like ‘The Griffin and the Minor Canon‘ (1885) and ‘The Bee-Man of Orn
‘ (1887), which was published in 1964 in an edition illustrated by Maurice Sendak. 
His most famous fable is ‘The Lady, or the Tiger?‘ (1882), about a man sentenced to
an unusual punishment for having a romance with a king's beloved daughter. Taken
to the public arena, he is faced with two doors, behind one of which is a hungry tiger
that will devour him. Behind the other is a beautiful lady-in-waiting, whom he will 
have to marry, if he finds her. While the crowd waits anxiously for his decision, he 
sees the princess among the spectators, who points him to the door on the right. 
The lover starts to open the door and. the story ends abruptly there. Did the princess
save her love by pointing to the door leading to the lady-in-waiting, or did she prefer
to see her lover die rather than see him marry someone else? That discussion hook
has made the story a staple in English classes in American schools, especially since
Stockton was careful never to hint at what he thought the ending would be.
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Stockwell, John. Wartime Interview - U.S. Policy: The Need For War. Westfield. 
1991. Open Magazine Pamphlet Series. 5th Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 16 
pages. paperback. Pamphlet # 8. Inventory # 31285. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From The Interview -. We’re overspending on the 
military, not on trade goods, rendering the U.S. noncompetitive, putting us in a 
position of plunging deep in debt. That debt won’t go away. We have had slashing of
social services, the dropping of our standard of living, and the deficit continuing 
apace. These are problems that Mr. Bush helped to create. We were the world’s 
creditor nation, the richest country. He and Mr. Reagan bankrupted it. He’s the 
President now. He desperately has to distract the nation from these problems which
he’s very much helped to create. The traditional solution is to take us to war.

John Stockwell is the highest ranking Central Intelligence Agency Official to go 
public. During his 13 years with the CIA he served in the Congo, Vietnam, and 
directed the Agency’s secret war in Angola. Since defecting to the public sector, 
Stockwell devotes his energy and research to exposing the United States’ gross 
violations of International Law, the American Constitution, and political civility. He 
has also released The Praetorian Guard, published by South End Press.
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Stoker, Bram. The Bram Stoker Bedside Companion. London. 1973. Gollancz. 1st 
British Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0575014962. Edited by Charles Osbourne.
224 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration courtesy of Peter Haining. Inventory # 
6864. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Dracula, first published in 1897, has never since been 
out of print, has been translated into many languages, and latterly has acquired a 
new fame in the cinema. But most of Bram Stoker’s other works are neglected 
today, and unjustly so. The present collection introduces the reader to some of his 
best short stories - splendidly blood-curdling masterpieces. Stoker, a Dubliner, came
to London at the invitation of Henry Irving, as his business manager; and the plays 
at the Lyceum must often have been a stimulus to his macabre fancy. His first 
venture into fiction was Under the Sunset, ostensibly a book of stories for children, 
but already his imagination was often grim and dark—as ‘The Invisible Giant’, which
we include here, will prove. A novel, The Snake’s Pass, followed, and from this the 
chapter called ‘The Gombeen Man’ has been included here: a tale of a voracious 
money-lender who is punished by the forces of nature for his greed. During a visit to
the east coast of Scotland, Stoker came upon a remote fishing village which he 
made the setting for the long story, ‘The Watter’s Mou’ ‘, an immensely dramatic tale
of a smuggling venture which ended in tragedy, and for a second story in this 
collection, ‘Crooken Sands’, a truly chilling tale of a doppelganger—or what seems 
to be one. A visit to Paris yielded ‘The Burial of the Rats’, a gruesome tale with an 
extraordinary milieu; and a trip to Nuremberg with Irving led to ‘The Squaw’, the tale
of a cat’s grisly revenge. The full flavour of the ghost story at its spine- tingling best 
is to be found both in ‘The Secret of the Growing Gold’, in which the hair of a 
murdered wife entraps her killer, and in ‘The Judge’s House’, which is among the 
most terrifying stories ever written.

Abraham ‘Bram’ Stoker (8 November 1847 – 20 April 1912) was an Irish author 
known today for his 1897 Gothic novel, Dracula. During his lifetime, he was better 
known as personal assistant of actor Henry Irving and business manager of the 
Lyceum Theatre in London, which Irving owned.
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Stokesbury, Leon. You Are Here: Poems New & Old. Fayetteville. 2016. University 
of Arkansas Press. Uncorrected Galley. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781682260074. 6
× 9. 180 pages. paperback. Inventory # 42814. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘[Stokesbury] is one of the funniest poets I know. He has
a way of making opposed tones of voice collide that is uniquely his own. He has a 
genuine grasp of the loneliness and horror of this world, but he is never so tragic as
when he is hilariously clowning. These opposed qualities, like the opposed tones of
voice, give his work an astonishing tension and breadth.’ —W. D. Snodgrass. ‘Leon
Stokesbury is a poet of subtle but often startling insight, a voice speaking in familiar,
conversational tones, friend to friend, then a perception as arresting as a shift of light
in a forest wind. We are fortunate to have this selection of Stokesbury’s work written
over decades and to enjoy his versatile style, humorous, satirical, and his piercing 
observations. You Are Here presents a perspective on where we have been and 
where we might be going.’ —Pattiann Rogers, author of Holy Heathen Rhapsody. 
Winnowed from a distinguished career, then distilled, then polished and winnowed 
again, the poems in You Are Here are Leon Stokesbury’s most successful and 
finished from fifty year’s of published work. The selections from his earlier volumes 
are as fully realized as one would expect from the winner of the AWP Poetry 
Competition and the Poets’ Prize. But it is in Stokesbury’s new work, collected under
the heading ‘These Days,’ that he shows us something completely different. From a
county carnival sideshow to Hitchcock’s Mount Rushmore, from John Keats’s 
backyard to the miseries of a failed crematorium operator, every turning of a page 
reveals a particular we didn’t see coming. You Are Here truly seems like a sideshow
of this modern world, even when we read and find, amazed, our own selves looking
back at us. ‘Why do we still only stand here?’ Stokesbury asks in one of his earliest
efforts. And all the other poems in this collection give him such varied answers that 
readers will have no idea what the next page holds, only that they will find 
themselves somewhere new.

Leon Stokesbury teaches creative writing and literature in the graduate writing 
program at Georgia State University in Atlanta. He is the author or editor of many 
books.
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Stoloff, Carolyn. Dying To Survive: Poems. Garden City. 1973. Doubleday. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0385014376. 94 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Judith Kazdym Leeds. Inventory # 24232. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Restlessly brilliant imagery, a markedly contemporary 
tone, and an unusual range of subjects and techniques mark this collection of some
seventy poems and prose poems by an award-winning poet, Carolyn Stoloff writes 
parables for the post-industrial age as well as original, lyric poems of live and self-
discovery. By turns wry and passionate, cool an d sensuous, her work is consistently
spirited, observant and inventive. Hers is a mature, finished talent, rich and intricate 
in its ability to make the most ordinary object one of mystery. As she herself puts it, 
‘Nothing is simple, and one simply knots a net around it, as thick or as delicate as 
one’s total experience can make it and the occasion warrants.’

Carolyn Stoloff is a poet and a painter. Her previous volume of verse, STEPPING 
OUT, was highly acclaimed by outstanding poets, and her poems have appeared in
major poetry magazines and other periodicals. Ms. Stoloff has been the recipient of
grants from the National Council on the Arts and from the MacDowell Colony in 
order to work on this volume. Four of her poems (three of which are included here) 
received the Theodore Roethke Award from Poetry Northwest, and others won the 
Poetry Contest of The Miscellany (North Carolina). She lives in New York, but spent
the summer of 1972 working in Taos, New Mexico.
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Stone, Dan and King, Richard H. (editors). Hannah Arendt and the Uses of History: 
Imperialism, Nation, Race, and Genocide. Brooklyn. 2008. Berghahn Books. 1st 
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781845455897. 292 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 41811. $34.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Hannah Arendt (1906-1975) first argued that there were
continuities between the age of European imperialism and the age of fascism in 
Europe in The Origins of Totalitarianism (1951). She claimed that theories of race, 
notions of racial and cultural superiority, and the right of 'superior races' to expand 
territorially were themes that connected the white settler colonies, the other imperial
possessions, and the fascist ideologies of post-Great War Europe. These claims 
have rarely been taken up by historians. Only in recent years has the work of 
scholars such as Jürgen Zimmerer and A. Dirk Moses begun to show in some detail
that Arendt was correct. This collection does not seek merely to expound Arendt's 
opinions on these subjects; rather, it seeks to use her insights as the jumping-off 
point for further investigations - including ones critical of Arendt - into the ways in 
which race, imperialism, slavery and genocide are linked, and the ways in which 
these terms have affected the United States, Europe, and the colonised world.

Richard H. King is Professor (emeritus) of American Intellectual History at the 
University of Nottingham. He is the author of The Party of Eros (1972), A Southern 
Renaissance (1980), Civil Rights and the Idea of Freedom (1992), Race, Culture 
and the Intellectuals, 1940-1970 (2004), and has co-edited Dixie Debates (1995) 
with Helen Taylor. Dan Stone is Professor of Modern History at Royal Holloway, 
University of London. He is the author of Breeding Superman: Nietzsche, Race and
Eugenics in Edwardian and Interwar Britain (2002), Constructing the Holocaust: A 
Study in Historiography (2003), and Responses to Nazism in Britain, 1933-39: 
Before the War and Holocaust (2003).
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Stone, Hampton (pseudonum of Aaron Marc Stein). The Corpse That Refused To 
Stay Dead. New York. 1954. Dell. 1st Dell Paperback Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 192 pages. paperback. 790. Cover painting by Griffith Foxley. Inventory #
35434. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - They were just a bunch of crazy, mixed-up musicians. 
They lived in a city within a city, one of those hulking tenements of furnished rooms,
shored kitchens, dismal studios. They were kids, some jazzy and some with hair 
down to their eyes, but all of them gone on the same Big Dream. One of them 
played the craziest violin east of Heifetz, another could make a clarinet weep. 
Another was the sour soprano whose morals were always off beat. Then one fine 
morning someone smothered the soprano, and a red-headed old lady who was batty
as a bird sang some fantastic lyrics for the cops. She called the tune on another 
killing - which happened to be her own. From then on-hot, cool or frozen stiff - the 
kids all had one little item in common. stark terror!

Hampton Stone was the nom de plume of the American novelist Aaron Marc Stein 
(1906 – August 29, 1985), who specialized in mystery fiction. Stein also wrote under
the name George Bagby Bagby's focus was on police investigators, especially the 
fictional Inspector Schmidt, Chief of Homicide for the New York Police Department. 
In the Schmidt novels, mystery-writer Bagby himself appears as 'the Watson to 
Schmidt's Holmes, following him on cases, and acting as biographer.'
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Stone, I. F. In a Time of Torment. New York. 1967. Random House. 1st Printing. 
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 465 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Ronald Clyne. Inventory # 13825. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This book collects the best of I.F. Stone’s pieces written
over the last five years. It goes beyond being a chronicle of Mr. Stone’s journalism; it
is an incisive view of what is going on in our country and why. The relentless, yet 
humane, insight, for example, that informs his writing about the men who have 
helped to make our times—John Kennedy and Lyndon Johnson, Senator Fulbright 
and Curtis LeMay, Hubert Humphrey and Malcolm X—tells us not merely who they 
are and what they want, but how their strengths and weaknesses affect the quality of
our times. Mr. Stone is an energetic and entrancing guide through the often 
bewildering contradictions and frequent duplicities of contemporary Washington. For
example, when the State Department published its White Paper on Vietnam in 1965,
he created a minor sensation by digging out of the White Paper itself and out of the
Pentagon the raw facts to refute the State Department. He traveled to Vietnam, 
Cambodia, Israel, and the Dominican Republic to offer his readers not just second-
hand data about crises, but the feeling and thoughts of the participants. Probably 
nowhere else can one get a better sense of what wartime Saigon is like than in the 
dispatches included here. For the citizen who needs to make up his own mind, I.F. 
Stone’s radical criticism-be it on the Supreme Court or the Middle East, on the press
or the New Left—provides the excitement of exploring some of the most urgent 
current issues from a fresh point of view.

Isidor Feinstein Stone (December 24, 1907 – June 18, 1989), born Isidor Feinstein,
better known as I. F. Stone and Izzy Stone, was an American investigative journalist
and author. He is best remembered for his self-published newsletter, I. F. Stone's 
Weekly, which was ranked 16th in a poll of his fellow journalists of 'The Top 100 
Works of Journalism in the United States in the 20th Century'.
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Stone, I. F. Polemics and Prophecies 1967-1970. New York. 1970. Random House.
1st Printing. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. Small Remainder Mark. 
039446981x. 497 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Dolares Gudzin. Inventory # 
17190. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Polemics and Prophecies 1967-1970 contains sixty-five 
of I. F. Stone’s articles and essays from his Weekly and the New York Review of 
Books that move from the height of the Vietnam war in 1967, to the restless summer
of 1968, the return of Republicans to power, the struggle against the arms race, and
the invasion of Cambodia. Included in its entirety is his now-famous essay (‘Holy 
War’) on the Middle East, published in the New York Review of Books in the 
aftermath of the Six-Day War, and his brilliant analysis - never before reprinted—of 
the Fulbright hearings on the Tonkin Gulf incidents of 1964. Polemics and 
Prophecies 1967-1970 also contains a three-part series on the history of 
disarmament over the past century, and the story of the steady frustration of the 
Vietnam peace efforts. Notable among the last is a detailed account of how an 
unsuspicious American press unintentionally turned official half-truths into outright 
lies to explain the U.S. resumption of bombing after the 1967 Tet halt. Mr. Stone has
become known in Washington over the years as ‘a reporter’s reporter’ and to his 
more than 60,000 subscribers as a fiercely independent, one-man journalistic 
guerrilla force. He draws his material almost entirely from public printed sources, but
it is his relentless research, uncompromising prose style, and ability to marshal little-
known facts that have made this a vital record of the past three years. Here is 
contemporary history written with grace as well as with insight.

Isidor Feinstein Stone (December 24, 1907 – June 18, 1989), born Isidor Feinstein,
better known as I. F. Stone and Izzy Stone, was an American investigative journalist
and author. He is best remembered for his self-published newsletter, I. F. Stone's 
Weekly, which was ranked 16th in a poll of his fellow journalists of 'The Top 100 
Works of Journalism in the United States in the 20th Century'.
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Stone, Judy. The Mystery of B. Traven. New York. 1977. William Kaufmann. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0913232327. 128 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Rick Chafian. Inventory # 6865. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The only interview ever granted by the man generally 
assumed to have been B Traven, pseudonymous author of The Treasure of the 
Sierra Madre, The Death Ship and eight Mexican novels.

Judy Stone (May 1, 1924 – October 6, 2017) was an American journalist and film 
critic who wrote film reviews for the San Francisco Chronicle from 1961 to 1993. 
Stone was born in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, to Russian Jewish immigrants who 
owned a dry goods store. She was the youngest of four children, all of whom 
became journalists, including her brother I. F. Stone. Her interest in journalism came
early when she wrote a film review of The General Died at Dawn for the student 
newspaper at Jay Cooke Junior High School. Stone dropped out of school to make
walkie-talkies in a factory during World War II. However, she remained in publishing
as managing editor for her labor union's newspaper. Following the war, she settled 
in San Francisco, working as a reporter for the Marin Independent Journal and, later,
at the copy desk at the San Francisco Chronicle. Around 1965, she transferred to 
the Chronicle's Datebook section. Stone also wrote for The New York Times, the 
Los Angeles Times, and many other national newspapers and magazines. Her 
books include The Mystery of B. Traven (1977), Eye on the World: Conversations 
With International Filmmakers (1997), and Not Quite a Memoir: Of Film, Books, the
World (2006). Stone died at her Potrero Hill home in San Francisco on October 6, 
2017, at the age of 93.
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Stone, Oliver and Sklar, Zachary. JFK: The Book of the Film. New York. 1992. 
Applause Books. Uncorrected Galleys. Very Good in Wrappers. 1557831270. 568 
pages. paperback. Inventory # 16595. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Based on the TRAIL OF THE ASSASSINS by Jim 
Garrison and CROSSFIRE: THE PLOT THAT KILLED KENNEDY by Jim Marrs 
[and] public sources., Oliver Stone’s research notes compiled by Jane Rusconi. An
Applause original. The JFK debate - 97 reactions and commentaries by Norman 
Mailer, Tom Wicker, Gerald R. Ford & others.

William Oliver Stone (born September 15, 1946) is an American film director, 
producer, and writer. Stone won an Academy Award for Best Adapted Screenplay 
as writer of Midnight Express (1978), and wrote the gangster movie Scarface (1983).
Stone achieved prominence as writer and director of the war drama Platoon (1986),
which won Academy Awards for Best Director and Best Picture. Platoon was the first
in a trilogy of films based on the Vietnam War, in which Stone served as an infantry
soldier. He continued the series with Born on the Fourth of July (1989)—for which 
Stone won his second Best Director Oscar—and Heaven & Earth (1993). Stone's 
other works include the Salvadoran Civil War-based drama Salvador (1986); the 
financial drama Wall Street (1987) and its sequel Money Never Sleeps (2010); the 
Jim Morrison biographical film The Doors (1991); the satirical black comedy crime 
film Natural Born Killers (1994); a trilogy of films based on the American Presidency:
JFK (1991), Nixon (1995), and W. (2008); and Snowden (2016). Many of Stone's 
films focus on controversial American political issues during the late 20th century, 
and as such were considered contentious at the times of their releases. They often 
combine different camera and film formats within a single scene, as demonstrated in
JFK (1991), Natural Born Killers (1994), and Nixon (1995). Like his subject matter, 
Stone has become a controversial figure in American filmmaking, with critics 
accusing him of promoting unsubstantiated conspiracy theories, and of 
misrepresenting real-world events and figures in his works. Zachary Sklar is a writer,
known for JFK (1991), The Feast of the Goat (2005) and Almayer's Folly (2012).
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Stone, Robert. Bear and His Daughter: Stories. Boston. 1997. Houghton Mifflin. 1st
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0395636523. 222 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
23838. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The stories collected in Bear and His Daughter span 
nearly thirty years. Written between 1969 and the present, they explore, as 
powerfully and acutely as his novels, our common troubled condition and the 
humanity that unites us. In "Miserere," Mary Urquhart is a widowed librarian whose 
unspeakable secret concerning the death of her husband and children causes her to
undertake a most unusual and grisly role in the anti-abortion crusade. In his classic
and widely anthologized story " Helping" Stone examines with beautifully composed
acuity a moment of climactic confrontation in the life of Elliot, a therapist beset by his
own demons. Reminiscent of Dog Soldiers and A Flag for Sunrise, "Under the 
Pitons" is a harrowing story about Blessington, a somewhat reluctant participant in a
drug-running scheme, and the grim and unexpected consequences of his 
involvement. And finally, the title story, a novella published here for the first time, is a
powerful, riveting account of the tangled lines that weave together the relationship of
a father and his grown daughter.

Robert Stone (August 21, 1937 – January 10, 2015) was an American novelist. He 
was twice a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize and once for the PEN/Faulkner Award. 
Stone was five times a finalist for the National Book Award for Fiction, which he did 
receive in 1975 for his novel Dog Soldiers. Time magazine included this novel in its 
list TIME 100 Best English-language Novels from 1923 to 2005. Dog Soldiers was 
adapted into the film Who'll Stop the Rain (1978) starring Nick Nolte, from a script 
that Stone co-wrote. During his lifetime Stone received material support and 
recognition including Guggenheim and National Endowment for the Humanities 
fellowships, the five-year Mildred and Harold Strauss Living Award, the John Dos 
Passos Prize for Literature, and the American Academy and Institute of Arts and 
Letters Award. Stone also offered his own support and recognition of writers during
his lifetime, serving as Chairman of the PEN/Faulkner Foundation Board of Directors
for over thirty years.
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Stone, Robert. Children of Light. New York. 1986. Knopf. 1st Edition. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 0394525736. 261 pages. hardcover. Inscribed by the Author. Jacket 
design by R. D. Scudellari. Inventory # 650. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A searing, indelible love story of two ravaged spirits--a 
screenwriter and an actress-- played out under the merciless, magnifying prism of 
Hollywood.

Robert Stone (August 21, 1937 – January 10, 2015) was an American novelist. He 
was twice a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize and once for the PEN/Faulkner Award. 
Stone was five times a finalist for the National Book Award for Fiction, which he did 
receive in 1975 for his novel Dog Soldiers. Time magazine included this novel in its 
list TIME 100 Best English-language Novels from 1923 to 2005. Dog Soldiers was 
adapted into the film Who'll Stop the Rain (1978) starring Nick Nolte, from a script 
that Stone co-wrote. During his lifetime Stone received material support and 
recognition including Guggenheim and National Endowment for the Humanities 
fellowships, the five-year Mildred and Harold Strauss Living Award, the John Dos 
Passos Prize for Literature, and the American Academy and Institute of Arts and 
Letters Award. Stone also offered his own support and recognition of writers during
his lifetime, serving as Chairman of the PEN/Faulkner Foundation Board of Directors
for over thirty years. Stone's best known work is characterized by action-tinged 
adventures, political concerns and dark humor. Many of his novels are set in 
unusual, exotic landscapes of raging social turbulence, such as the Vietnam War; a
post-coup violent banana republic in Central America; Jim Crow-era New Orleans, 
and Jerusalem on the verge of the millennium.
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Stone, Robert. Damascus Gate. Boston. 1998. Houghton Mifflin. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0395665698. 512 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
25184. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Jerusalem: where earth meets heaven, home to seekers
and heretics, hustlers and madmen, dreamers and the faithful of every persuasion. 
In this holiest and most fractious city, where religion and politics are inextricably 
bound, a plot unfolds to bomb the sacred Temple Mount. Christopher Lucas, an 
expatriate American journalist, skeptical and searching, stumbles upon the Temple
Mount plot while on assignment to investigate religious fanatics. Unwittingly 
entangled in the bombing plan is another American, Sonia Barnes, a Sufi convert 
and nightclub singer, who is drawn with Lucas into the dangerous intrigues 
surrounding the Old City. They encounter Adam De Kuff, an unstable Jewish guru; 
Raziel Melker, a strung-out Kabbalist who foists De Kuff into the role of messiah; 
and Jan Zimmer, a soldier of fortune routinely at the center of the world's flashpoints.

Robert Stone (August 21, 1937 – January 10, 2015) was an American novelist. He 
was twice a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize and once for the PEN/Faulkner Award. 
Stone was five times a finalist for the National Book Award for Fiction, which he did 
receive in 1975 for his novel Dog Soldiers. Time magazine included this novel in its 
list TIME 100 Best English-language Novels from 1923 to 2005. Dog Soldiers was 
adapted into the film Who'll Stop the Rain (1978) starring Nick Nolte, from a script 
that Stone co-wrote. During his lifetime Stone received material support and 
recognition including Guggenheim and National Endowment for the Humanities 
fellowships, the five-year Mildred and Harold Strauss Living Award, the John Dos 
Passos Prize for Literature, and the American Academy and Institute of Arts and 
Letters Award. Stone also offered his own support and recognition of writers during
his lifetime, serving as Chairman of the PEN/Faulkner Foundation Board of Directors
for over thirty years. Stone's best known work is characterized by action-tinged 
adventures, political concerns and dark humor. Many of his novels are set in 
unusual, exotic landscapes of raging social turbulence, such as the Vietnam War; a
post-coup violent banana republic in Central America; Jim Crow-era New Orleans, 
and Jerusalem on the verge of the millennium.
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Stone, Robert. Fun With Problems: Stories. New York/Boston. 2010. Houghton 
Mifflin Harcourt. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780618386253. 
195 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Mark Robinson. Jacket photograph by 
Bruno Ehrs. Inventory # 26927. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In FUN WITH PROBLEMS, Robert Stone demonstrates
once again that he is ‘one of our greatest living writers’ (Los Angeles Times). The 
pieces in this new volume vary greatly in length - some are almost novellas, others 
no more than a page - but all share the signature blend of longing, violence, black 
humor, sex and drugs that has helped Stone illuminate the dark corners of the 
human soul. Entire lives are laid out with remarkable precision, in captivating prose:
a screenwriter carries on a decades-long affair with a beautiful actress, whose 
descent into addiction he can neither turn from nor share; a bored husband picks up
a mysterious woman only to find that his ego has led him woefully astray; a world-
beating Silicon Valley executive receives an unwelcome guest at his mansion in the
hills; a scuba dive guides uneasy newlyweds to a point of no return. FUN WITH 
PROBLEMS showcases Stone's great gift: to pinpoint and make real the impulses -
by turns violently coercive and quietly seductive - that cause us to conceal, reveal, 
and betray our very selves.

Robert Stone (August 21, 1937 – January 10, 2015) was an American novelist. He 
was twice a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize and once for the PEN/Faulkner Award. 
Stone was five times a finalist for the National Book Award for Fiction, which he did 
receive in 1975 for his novel Dog Soldiers. Time magazine included this novel in its 
list TIME 100 Best English-language Novels from 1923 to 2005. Dog Soldiers was 
adapted into the film Who'll Stop the Rain (1978) starring Nick Nolte, from a script 
that Stone co-wrote. During his lifetime Stone received material support and 
recognition including Guggenheim and National Endowment for the Humanities 
fellowships, the five-year Mildred and Harold Strauss Living Award, the John Dos 
Passos Prize for Literature, and the American Academy and Institute of Arts and 
Letters Award. Stone also offered his own support and recognition of writers during
his lifetime, serving as Chairman of the PEN/Faulkner Foundation Board of Directors
for over thirty years.
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Stone, Robert. Outerbridge Reach. New York. 1992. Ticknor & Fields. 1st American
Edition. Trace of Water Staining to Bottom Edge of Last Few Pages Near the Spine,
Otherwise Good in Dustjacket With Some Water Stain Marking At Inside Bottom 
Near the Spine. 0395587816. 409 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Front 
jacket design: Paula Scher/Pentagram. Front jacket illustration: Hail and Farewell by
Rockwell Kent, courtesy of the Rockwell Kent Legacies. Back jacket photograph: 
Michael A. Smith. Inventory # 16125. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - OUTERBRIDGE REACH depicts the drama that unfolds 
from a single fateful moment of decision. It is also the portrait of two men and a 
powerful, unforgettable woman whom they both love—and for whom they are both 
ready, in their very different ways, to stake everything. An Annapolis graduate and 
Vietnam veteran, Owen Browne started out as one of the golden boys of his 
generation. Now in his early forties, married for twenty years and the father of a 
teenage daughter, Browne has resigned his navy commission and works for a yacht
brokerage in Connecticut. Somehow his moment of greatness never arrived. Then 
suddenly his fortunes change. When the millionaire owner of the yacht company 
disappears, leaving unfilled his place in a round-the-world single-handed sailing 
race, Browne, on an impulse, offers to take his place. His golden moment has 
arrived—except that he has never before taken a sailboat out on the high seas 
alone. OUTERBRIDGE REACH is the story of what follows from this decision: for 
Owen Browne as he pushes himself to and beyond his limits; for Ron Strickland, the
aging hipster film maker with an infallible nose for disaster; for Anne, Browne’s wife,
who finds herself caught between her loyalty to her husband and the fierce undertow
of Strickland’s attentions.

Robert Stone (August 21, 1937 – January 10, 2015) was an American novelist. He 
was twice a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize and once for the PEN/Faulkner Award. 
Stone was five times a finalist for the National Book Award for Fiction, which he did 
receive in 1975 for his novel Dog Soldiers. Time magazine included this novel in its 
list TIME 100 Best English-language Novels from 1923 to 2005. Dog Soldiers was 
adapted into the film Who'll Stop the Rain (1978) starring Nick Nolte, from a script 
that Stone co-wrote.
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Stone, Robert. Outerbridge Reach. New York. 1992. Ticknor & Fields. 1st Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0395587816. 409 pages. hardcover. Front jacket design: 
Paula Scher/Pentagram. Front jacket illustration: Hail and Farewell by Rockwell 
Kent, courtesy of the Rockwell Kent Legacies. Back jacket photograph: Michael A. 
Smith. Inventory # 30816. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - OUTERBRIDGE REACH depicts the drama that unfolds 
from a single fateful moment of decision. It is also the portrait of two men and a 
powerful, unforgettable woman whom they both love—and for whom they are both 
ready, in their very different ways, to stake everything. An Annapolis graduate and 
Vietnam veteran, Owen Browne started out as one of the golden boys of his 
generation. Now in his early forties, married for twenty years and the father of a 
teenage daughter, Browne has resigned his navy commission and works for a yacht
brokerage in Connecticut. Somehow his moment of greatness never arrived. Then 
suddenly his fortunes change. When the millionaire owner of the yacht company 
disappears, leaving unfilled his place in a round-the-world single-handed sailing 
race, Browne, on an impulse, offers to take his place. His golden moment has 
arrived—except that he has never before taken a sailboat out on the high seas 
alone. OUTERBRIDGE REACH is the story of what follows from this decision: for 
Owen Browne as he pushes himself to and beyond his limits; for Ron Strickland, the
aging hipster film maker with an infallible nose for disaster; for Anne, Browne’s wife,
who finds herself caught between her loyalty to her husband and the fierce undertow
of Strickland’s attentions.

Robert Stone (August 21, 1937 – January 10, 2015) was an American novelist. He 
was twice a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize and once for the PEN/Faulkner Award. 
Stone was five times a finalist for the National Book Award for Fiction, which he did 
receive in 1975 for his novel Dog Soldiers. Time magazine included this novel in its 
list TIME 100 Best English-language Novels from 1923 to 2005. Dog Soldiers was 
adapted into the film Who'll Stop the Rain (1978) starring Nick Nolte, from a script 
that Stone co-wrote.
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Stoppard, Tom. Every Good Boy Deserves Favor & Professional Foul. New York. 
1978. Grove Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394501578. 124 pages.
hardcover. Cover design by Kenneth R. Deardoff. Inventory # 6867. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It is Tom Stoppard’s very special skill as the master 
comedian of ideas in the modern theater to create brilliant, biting humor out of 
serious concerns. Virtually assaulting the audience with a cascade of words and a 
conspicuous display of intellect, Stoppard, in EVERY GOOD BOY DESERVES 
FAVOR, contrasts the circumstances of a political prisoner and a mental patient in a
Soviet insane asylum, to question the difference, if any, between free will and the 
freedom to conform. The situation, in which the mental patient ‘hears’ an orchestra, 
is both chilling and funny as we are introduced to two men who happen to share the
same name, are in carcerated in the same cell, and are attended by the same 
doctor. PROFESSIONAL FOUL poses the metaphysical problems in dazzling 
theatrical form. Employing high-spirited comedy and a serious attempt to debate a 
moral absolute, Stoppard considers the nature of ethical choice: is right or wrong 
determined by a recognized ideal, or must right or wrong be judged according to the
particular situation?.

Sir Tom Stoppard (born Tomáš Straussler; 3 July 1937) is a Czech-born British 
playwright, knighted in 1997. He has written prolifically for TV, radio, film and stage, 
finding prominence with plays such as Arcadia, The Coast of Utopia, Every Good 
Boy Deserves Favour, Professional Foul, The Real Thing, and Rosencrantz and 
Guildenstern Are Dead. He co-wrote the screenplays for Brazil, The Russia House,
and Shakespeare in Love, and has received one Academy Award and four Tony 
Awards. Themes of human rights, censorship and political freedom pervade his work
along with exploration of linguistics and philosophy. Stoppard has been a key 
playwright of the National Theatre and is one of the most internationally performed 
dramatists of his generation.
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Stoppard, Tom. Jumpers. London. 1972. Faber & Faber. 1st British Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket That Has A Small Piece Missing (Roughly 1 3/4 inches x 3/4 
inch) From The Front Top. 0571099777. 91 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 8955. 
$125

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Tom Stoppers’s play JUMPERs is both a high-spirited 
comedy and a serious attempt to debate the existence of a moral absolute, of 
metaphysical reality, of God. Michael Billington in The Guardian described the play 
succinctly: ‘The new Radical Liberal Party has made the ex-Minister of Agriculture 
Archbishop of Cantebury, British astronauts are scrapping with each other on the 
moon, and spritely academics steal about London by night indulging in murderous 
gymnastics: this is the kind of manic, futuristic, topsy-turvy world in which Stoppard’s
dazzling new play is set. And if I add that the influences apparently include 
Wittgenstein, Magritte, the Goons, Robert Dhery, Joe Orton, and The Avengers, you
will have some idea of the heady brew Stoppard has here concocted.’ The 
protagonist incude an aging Professor Of Moral Philosophy-trying to compose a 
lecture on ‘Man-Good, Bad or Indifferent’-while ignoring a corpse in the next room; 
his beautiful young wife, an ex-musical comedy Queen, lasciviously entertaining his
university boss down the hall; her husband’s specially trained hare, Thumpers; and
a chorus of gymnasts, Jumpers.

Sir Tom Stoppard (born Tomáš Straussler; 3 July 1937) is a Czech-born British 
playwright, knighted in 1997. He has written prolifically for TV, radio, film and stage, 
finding prominence with plays such as Arcadia, The Coast of Utopia, Every Good 
Boy Deserves Favour, Professional Foul, The Real Thing, and Rosencrantz and 
Guildenstern Are Dead. He co-wrote the screenplays for Brazil, The Russia House,
and Shakespeare in Love, and has received one Academy Award and four Tony 
Awards. Themes of human rights, censorship and political freedom pervade his work
along with exploration of linguistics and philosophy. Stoppard has been a key 
playwright of the National Theatre and is one of the most internationally performed 
dramatists of his generation.
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Stoppard, Tom. Lord Malquist and Mr. Moon. New York. 1968. Knopf. 1st American
Edition. Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front,Otherwise Very Good in Slightly 
Worn Dustjacket. 182 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Emil Antonucci. Inventory
# 3195. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Tom Stoppard’s novel is set in present-day London, 
though its two principal characters, Lord Malquist and Mr. Moon, are decidedly out of
step with the spirit of our times, In any case, both men are determined to express 
their opposition to it-Lord Malquist with a flamboyant display of aristocratic disdain,
Mr. Moon with a single suicidal gesture of revolt. The odd alliance of this strangely 
matched pair-the anachronistic nobleman and the mild-mannered fanatic - leads to a
series of misadventures that offer a hilarious but ominous commentary on the 
manners, morals, and aspirations of contemporary society. As in the author’s recent
play, ROSENCRANTZ AND GUILDENSTERN ARE DEAD, questions of 
devastatingly serious implications provoke responses of brilliantly incisive wit, and 
the action, in spite of its extravagance, maintains firm roots in reality. Though some 
readers may choose to regard LORD MALQUIST & MR MOON as a fictional 
fantasy, Mr. Stoppard has stated that ‘everything in it is possible, much of it is actual,
some of it even probable.'

Sir Tom Stoppard (born Tomáš Straussler; 3 July 1937) is a Czech-born British 
playwright, knighted in 1997. He has written prolifically for TV, radio, film and stage, 
finding prominence with plays such as Arcadia, The Coast of Utopia, Every Good 
Boy Deserves Favour, Professional Foul, The Real Thing, and Rosencrantz and 
Guildenstern Are Dead. He co-wrote the screenplays for Brazil, The Russia House,
and Shakespeare in Love, and has received one Academy Award and four Tony 
Awards. Themes of human rights, censorship and political freedom pervade his work
along with exploration of linguistics and philosophy. Stoppard has been a key 
playwright of the National Theatre and is one of the most internationally performed 
dramatists of his generation.
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Stork, Joe. Middle East Oil and the Energy Crisis. New York. 1975. Monthly Review
Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0853453357. 336 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Martin Stephen Moskof Associates, Inc. Front photo courtesy Mobil
Oil Corporation. Inventory # 15195. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Starting off with a brief and illuminating survey of the 
political economy of the Middle East region under Ottoman and then European 
domination, Stork describes the growth of the international oil industry, the struggles
among imperialist powers, and the competing nationalisms and inner class struggles
that have dominated developments in the Middle East since the turn of the century.
The specific attempt to control oil reserves did not become an important feature of 
Western politics until the First World War. In fact, that war marked a major turning 
point in the destiny of the region: the Ottoman Empire was destroyed and its Arab 
territories distributed between Britain and France; Zionism became an important 
factor with the Balfour Declaration and the British mandate over Palestine; Arab 
nationalism emerged as a significant political force; the war experience 
demonstrated the growing strategic importance of oil for motorized ground 
transportation, newly emergent air forces, and more powerful navies; control of oil 
resources became the overriding focus of Western rivalry and the main impetus for
Western powers to establish and maintain political and economic control over the 
region. Tied in with these changes and deeply affecting them was the evolving 
monopolistic structure of the international oil industry and the imperatives of that 
structure. The Second World War marked another major turning point as the United
States took advantage of its new role as the leading imperialist power to Consolidate
U.S. corporate oil interests in the Middle East. New strategic alignments arose as a 
result of the energetic U.S. push into the region, the entrance of the Soviet Union as
a rival for influence and control, the political independence of the Arab states, the 
tensions among the newly independent states, and the wars.

Joe Stork is an American political activist and Deputy Director for Middle East and 
North Africa at Human Rights Watch.
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Storm, Theodor. The Rider On the White Horse and Selected Stories. New York. 
1964. Signet/New American Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very 
Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. Newly Translated From The German & With A 
Foreword By James Wright. 262 pages. paperback. CT262. Cover: Lambert. 
Inventory # 31769. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This unique collection offers for the first time in English a
broad survey of the Novellen of Theodor Storm - a master of that literary genre. 'The
Novelle of today,' Storm wrote in 1881, 'like the drama. deals with the profoundest 
problems of human life.' Throughout his life, he used this form in several different 
ways. His youthful Novellen. are suffused with an elegiac resignation on the 
vanished happiness of childhood. His later ones become more dramatic, more 
realistic, though still retaining the subtle poetic quality that is perhaps his prime 
characteristic. Like many northern European writers, Storm was influenced by folk 
tales, particularly those dealing with the supernatural. This is particularly apparent in
The Rider on the White Horse, a Novelle which Thomas Mann called 'the 
masterpiece with which Storm crowned his life - work.' Includes - The Rider on the
White Horse, In the Great Hall, Immensee, A Green Leaf, In the Sunlight, Veronika, 
In St. Jurgen, Aquis Submersus.

Hans Theodor Woldsen Storm (14 September 1817 – 4 July 1888), commonly 
known as Theodor Storm, was a German writer. Storm was born in the small town of
Husum, on the west coast of Schleswig, then a formally independent duchy ruled by
the king of Denmark. He was one of the most important authors of 19th-century 
German Literary realism.
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Stout, Jeffrey. Blessed Are the Organized: Grassroots Democracy in America. 
Princeton. 2010. Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 9780691135861. 3 maps. 346 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37775. 
$29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In an America where the rich and fortunate have free 
reign to do as they please, can the ideal of liberty and justice for all be anything but
an empty slogan? Many Americans are doubtful, and have withdrawn into apathy 
and cynicism. But thousands of others are not ready to give up on democracy just 
yet. Working outside the notice of the national media, ordinary citizens across the 
nation are meeting in living rooms, church basements, synagogues, and schools to 
identify shared concerns, select and cultivate leaders, and take action. Their goal is 
to hold big government and big business accountable. In his important new book, 
Jeffrey Stout bears witness to the struggle’s successes and failures, and the 
daunting forces now arrayed against it. Stout tells vivid stories of people fighting 
entrenched economic and political interests around the country. Taking us from the
parents and teachers of public school children in South Central Los Angeles striving
to overcome gang violence, to a Latino priest north of the Rio Grande who brings his
parish into a citizens’ organization, to the New Orleans residents who get out the 
vote by taking a jazz band through streets devastated by Hurricane Katrina, Stout 
describes how these ordinary people conceive of citizenship, how they acquire and
exercise power, and how religious ideas and institutions contribute to their 
successes. The most important book on organizing and grassroots democracy in a 
generation, Blessed Are the Organized is a passionate and hopeful account of how
our endangered democratic principles can be enacted.

Jeffrey Stout is professor of religion at Princeton University. His previous books 
include Ethics After Babel and Democracy and Tradition (both Princeton). He is past
president of the American Academy of Religion and is a member of the American 
Academy of Arts and Sciences.
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Strachey, Lytton. Ermyntrude and Esmeralda. New York. 1969. Stein & Day. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With Some Tears & Small Pieces 
Missing. 0812812654. Illustrated by Erte. Introduction by Michael Holroyd. 77 pages.
hardcover. Jacket Design by Bernard Schleifer. jacket drawing based on a design by
Aubrey Beardsley. Inventory # 6884. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ERMYNTRUDE AND ESMERALDA was written as an 
exchange of correspondence between two teenage girls who have pledged 
themselves to find out all they can about sex, love, and making babies. Their 
reported discoveries include a passionate love affair between Esmeralda's younger
brother and his male tutor (‘Will they have babies? If not, why not?’); Ermyntrude's 
affair with a handsome footman on a staircase; the attempted seduction of 
Ermyntrude by her governess. By using nursery terms for private parts of the 
anatomy (bow-wows and pussy cats will never sound the same), Strachey makes all
the more ludicrous society's standard reaction of horror to sex and deviation. Wit, 
irony, exaggeration, melodrama, these were Lytton Strachey's methods in this 
recently discovered and never before published novella. It is when Strachey is not 
humorous that the reader should beware of taking him seriously. In ERMYNTRUDE
AND ESMERALDA he is extremely amusing, but he was seeking more than mere 
enjoyment for his readers; he was seeking sexual enlightenment and toleration in a
period that was hostile to the pleasures of the flesh, or at least hypocritical about 
them.

Giles Lytton Strachey (1 March 1880 – 21 January 1932) was a British writer and 
critic. A founding member of the Bloomsbury Group and author of Eminent 
Victorians, he is best known for establishing a new form of biography in which 
psychological insight and sympathy are combined with irreverence and wit. His 
biography Queen Victoria (1921) was awarded the James Tait Black Memorial Prize.
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Strachey, Lytton. Portraits in Miniature and Other Essays. London. 1931. Chatto &
Windus. 1st British Edition. Previous Owner’s Name Penned in Front, Otherwise 
Very Good. No Dustjacket. 218 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 43221. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Eighteen portraits - Contents: Sir John Harington. 
Muggleton. John Aubrey. The Life, Illness and Death of Mr. North Congreve, Collier,
Macaulay and Mr. Summers. Madame de Sevigne's Cousin. The Sad Story of Dr. 
Colbatch. The President de Brosses. James Boswell. The Abbe Morellet. Mary 
Berry. Madame de Lieven. Six English Historians: Hume. Gibbon. Macaulay. 
Carlyle. Froude. Creighton.

Giles Lytton Strachey (1 March 1880 – 21 January 1932) was a British writer and 
critic. A founding member of the Bloomsbury Group and author of Eminent 
Victorians, he is best known for establishing a new form of biography in which 
psychological insight and sympathy are combined with irreverence and wit. His 
biography Queen Victoria (1921) was awarded the James Tait Black Memorial Prize.
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Strachey, Lytton. The Really Interesting Question and Other Papers. New York. 
1973. Coward McCann & Geoghegan. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly
Worn Dustjacket W/A Few Very Small Tears. 0698105079. Edited by Paul Levy. 176
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 26851. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A selection of shorter works - essays, stories, poems, 
plays, and correspondence - by the author of EMINENT VICTORIANS. Some of 
these were prepared for debating at a secret Cambridge society whose members 
included Bertrand Russell, E.M. Forster, Rupert Brooke, G.E. Moore and other 
leading men of letters. Discussed are such topics as homosexuality, women and 
their role in society, resistance to conscription, as well as a range of political and 
social subjects.

Giles Lytton Strachey (1 March 1880 – 21 January 1932) was a British writer and 
critic. He is best known for establishing a new form of biography in which 
psychological insight and sympathy are combined with irreverence and wit. His 1921
biography QUEEN VICTORIA was awarded the James Tait Black Memorial Prize.
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Straley, John. The Curious Eat the mselves: An Alaskan Mystery. New York. 1993.
Soho Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 093914994x. 264 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket art by William L. Neeper. Inventory # 23256. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘No on really hires me to find the truth,’ says Cecil 
Younger ‘They hire me to imagine their innocence.’ Like his hero, author John 
Straley works as an investigator for the public defender in Alaska. His previous Cecil
Younger mystery was a club selection and a bestseller in the Northwestern United 
States. In this, his second Alaskan mystery, a woman hires him to investigate a 
sexual assault that she insists took place at an isolated mining site where she 
worked as a cook. It might have remained a straightforward case of assault if she 
had not also been probing the environmental safeguards of the gold-mining 
operation and if, subsequently, she had not been found dead in the estuarial waters
of Ketchikan township, Alaska.

John Straley never saw himself living in Alaska. Now he can't see himself living 
anywhere else. He knows the weather and wild of the place - what the wind will 
bring, the give of muskeg underfoot. He has met the characters that fill his books. 
He owns a lot of raincoats. The youngest of five children, John Straley was born in 
1953. He received a BA in English and a certificate of completion in horse shoeing.
He has brown eyes and likes jokes and a wide variety of literature and music. He is 
the Shamus Award-winning author of The Curious Eat Themselves and The Woman
Who Married a Bear and was appointed the Writer Laureate of Alaska in 2006. John
Straley lives with his wife, Jan, a prominent whale biologist, in a bright green house
on the beach in Sitka, Alaska, where he works as a criminal defense investigator by
day and sleeps, writes, and plays with his band, The Big Fat Babies, whenever he 
can.
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Strassberg, Richard E. (translator). Wandering Spirits: Chen Shiyuan's Encyclopedia
of Dreams. Berkeley. 2008. University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780520252943. 3 b/w photographs. 312 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 35919. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Dreams have been taken seriously in China for at least 
three millennia. Wandering Spirits is a translation and study of the most 
comprehensive work on dream culture in traditional China—Lofty Principles of 
Dream Interpretation (Mengzhan yizhi), compiled in 1562 by Chen Shiyuan and 
periodically reprinted up to the modern era. The best introduction to the diversity of 
ideas held by the educated class about dreams, this unique treatise compiles 
various theories, Chen’s own comments concerning the nature of dreams and their 
role in waking life, and almost seven hundred examples assembled from a wide 
range of literary sources. This annotated translation is accompanied by a full-length 
introduction that surveys the evolution of Chinese dream culture and the role of 
Chen Shiyuan and his encyclopedia.

Richard E. Strassberg is Professor of Chinese at the University of California, Los 
Angeles. He is author of Inscribed Landscapes: Travel Writing from Imperial China 
and A Chinese Bestiary: Strange Creatures from the Guideways through Mountains
and Seas (both from UC Press) among other books.
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Strayer, Joseph R. On the Medieval Origins of the Modern State. Princeton. 1973. 
Princeton University Press. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0691007691. 114 pages. paperback. Inventory # 38294. $19.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The modern state, however we conceive of it today, is 
based on a pattern that emerged in Europe in the period from 1100 to 1600. Written
from the experience of a lifetime of teaching and research in the field, this short, 
clear book is the classic work on what is known about the early history of the 
European state. Charles Tilly's foreword shows how Strayer's book set the agenda 
for a whole generation of historical analysts, not just in medieval history but also in 
the comparative study of state formation. William Chester Jordan's foreword 
addresses the scholarly and pedagogical setting within which Strayer produced his 
book, and how this both enhanced its accessibility and informed its focus on 
peculiarly English and French accomplishments in early state-building.

Joseph Reese Strayer (1904–1987) was an American medievalist historian. He was
a student of and mentored by Charles H. Haskins, America's first prominent 
medievalist historian. Strayer taught at Princeton University for many decades, 
starting in the 1930s. He was chair of the history department (1941–1961) and 
president of the American Historical Association in 1971.
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Stricker, Meredith. Our Animal. Oakland. 2016. Omnidawn Publishing. Advance 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430199. 6 x 9. 96 pages. 
paperback. Cover art by Canan Tolon. Inventory # 42519. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Our Animal hybridizes novel flaking into poetic forms like
a gnat swarm, magnetic filings, or migratory flux. It’s a fierce inquiry into Othering, 
tracking Kafka’s life through his identification with animals, especially those hunted 
or outcast. We are entangled in biography as biology—paradisiacal transfiguration 
that leaves out no being. “Our Animal haunts the tragic peripheries of World War II, 
themes central to Jewish literature after the Shoah: G-d, diaspora, trauma, memory,
testimony, history, and survival. Kafka is Stricker’s companion animal, attuned 
equally to devastation and transformation, doubt and faith. The beauty of writing 
does not shield us from brutality, instead leading us ‘further into the dark 
conveyance beyond imagination.’ ” - Brian Teare, author of Companion Grasses.

Meredith Stricker is an artist, designer, and poet who has published three collections
of poetry involving performance, graphic overlays, and hybrid forms of 
documentary/lyric. She is co-director of visual poetry collaborative, bringing together
artists, writers, musicians, and experimental media.
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Strindberg, August. The Road To Damascus: A Trilogy. New York. 1960. Grove 
Press. 1st Grove Press Paperback Edition. Previous Owner’s Name Penned in 
Front, Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. Translated from the Swedish by Graham
Rawson. Introduction by Gunnar Ollen. 286 pages. paperback. Cover design by Roy
Kuhlman. Inventory # 38201. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From the Introduction - Strindberg’s great trilogy THE 
ROAD TO DAMASCUS presents many mysteries to the uninitiated. Its peculiar 
changes of mood, its gallery of half unreal characters, its bizarre episodes combine 
to make it a bewilderingly rich but rather ‘difficult’ work. It cannot be recommended 
to the lover of light drama or the seeker of momentary distraction. THE ROAD TO 
DAMASCUS does not deal with the superficial strata of human life, but probes into 
those depths where the problems of God, and death, and eternity become terrifying 
realities.Many authors have, of course, dealt with the profoundest problems of 
humanity without, on that account, having been able to evoke our interest. There 
may have been too much philosophy and too little art in the presentation of the 
subject, too little reality and too much soaring into the heights. That is not so with 
Strindberg’s drama. It is a trenchant settling of accounts between a complex and 
fascinating individual – the author - and his past, and the realistic scenes have often
been transplanted in detail from his own changeful life.

Johan August Strindberg (22 January 1849 – 14 May 1912) was a Swedish 
playwright, novelist, poet, essayist and painter. A prolific writer who often drew 
directly on his personal experience, Strindberg's career spanned four decades, 
during which time he wrote over 60 plays and more than 30 works of fiction, 
autobiography, history, cultural analysis, and politics. A bold experimenter and 
iconoclast throughout, he explored a wide range of dramatic methods and purposes,
from naturalistic tragedy, monodrama, and history plays, to his anticipations of 
expressionist and surrealist dramatic techniques. From his earliest work, Strindberg
developed innovative forms of dramatic action, language, and visual composition. 
He is considered the 'father' of modern Swedish literature.
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Strindberg, August. Three Plays. Baltimore. 1967. Penguin Books. Reprinted 
Penguin Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Includes-The Father.
Miss Julia. & Easter. Translated from the Swedish by Peter Watts. 175 pages. 
paperback. L82. The cover shows a detail from a lithograph by Edvard Munch, 'The
Death Chamber' (1896). Inventory # 32707. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - His ‘realistic’ plays challenged the theatrical traditions of 
the day and were largely inspired by his own turbulent life. Both THE FATHER and
MISS JULIA, with their emphasis on the war of the sexes, were written during the 
break-up of Strindberg’s first marriage. EASTER came thirteen years later and is the
most optimistic and serene of the three. His observation of human nature - 
especially the behaviour of women – is powerful and ruthless. The cover shows a 
detail from a lithograph by Edvard Munch, ‘The Death Chamber’ (1896).

Johan August Strindberg (22 January 1849 – 14 May 1912) was a Swedish 
playwright, novelist, poet, essayist and painter. A prolific writer who often drew 
directly on his personal experience, Strindberg's career spanned four decades, 
during which time he wrote over 60 plays and more than 30 works of fiction, 
autobiography, history, cultural analysis, and politics. A bold experimenter and 
iconoclast throughout, he explored a wide range of dramatic methods and purposes,
from naturalistic tragedy, monodrama, and history plays, to his anticipations of 
expressionist and surrealist dramatic techniques. From his earliest work, Strindberg
developed innovative forms of dramatic action, language, and visual composition. 
He is considered the 'father' of modern Swedish literature.keywords
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Strindberg, August. Three Plays. Baltimore. 1958. Penguin Books. 1st Penguin 
Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Translated from the Swedish by
Peter Watts. 175 pages. paperback. L82. Inventory # 17409. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Includes the following plays -The Father.Miss Julia.& 
Easter. August Strindberg (1849-1912) is the most outstanding playwright in 
Swedish literature, and this selection includes his three best-known plays. His 
‘realistic’ plays challenged the theatrical traditions of the day and were largely 
inspired by his own turbulent life. Both THE FATHER and MISS JULIA, with their 
emphasis on the war of the sexes, were written during the break-up of Strindberg’s 
first marriage. EASTER came thirteen years later and is the most optimistic and 
serene of the three. His observation of human nature - especially the behaviour of 
women – is powerful and ruthless. The cover shows a detail from a lithograph by 
Edvard Munch, ‘The Death Chamber’ (1896).

Johan August Strindberg (22 January 1849 – 14 May 1912) was a Swedish 
playwright, novelist, poet, essayist and painter. A prolific writer who often drew 
directly on his personal experience, Strindberg's career spanned four decades, 
during which time he wrote over 60 plays and more than 30 works of fiction, 
autobiography, history, cultural analysis, and politics. A bold experimenter and 
iconoclast throughout, he explored a wide range of dramatic methods and purposes,
from naturalistic tragedy, monodrama, and history plays, to his anticipations of 
expressionist and surrealist dramatic techniques. From his earliest work, Strindberg
developed innovative forms of dramatic action, language, and visual composition. 
He is considered the 'father' of modern Swedish literature.
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Strindberg, August. Three Plays. Baltimore. 1965. Penguin Books. Reprinted 
Penguin Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Includes-The Father.
Miss Julia. & Easter. Translated from the Swedish by Peter Watts. 175 pages. 
paperback. L82. The cover shows a detail from a lithograph by Edvard Munch, 'The
Death Chamber' (1896). Inventory # 30628. $6.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - His ‘realistic’ plays challenged the theatrical traditions of 
the day and were largely inspired by his own turbulent life. Both THE FATHER and
MISS JULIA, with their emphasis on the war of the sexes, were written during the 
break-up of Strindberg’s first marriage. EASTER came thirteen years later and is the
most optimistic and serene of the three. His observation of human nature - 
especially the behaviour of women – is powerful and ruthless.

Johan August Strindberg (22 January 1849 – 14 May 1912) was a Swedish 
playwright, novelist, poet, essayist and painter. A prolific writer who often drew 
directly on his personal experience, Strindberg's career spanned four decades, 
during which time he wrote over 60 plays and more than 30 works of fiction, 
autobiography, history, cultural analysis, and politics. A bold experimenter and 
iconoclast throughout, he explored a wide range of dramatic methods and purposes,
from naturalistic tragedy, monodrama, and history plays, to his anticipations of 
expressionist and surrealist dramatic techniques. From his earliest work, Strindberg
developed innovative forms of dramatic action, language, and visual composition. 
He is considered the 'father' of modern Swedish literature.
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Stultz, Newell M. Afrikaner Politics in South Africa, 1934-1948. Berkeley. 1974. 
University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn 
Dustjacket. 0520024524. Perspectives on South Africa Series, number 13. 200 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 28011. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The years 1934 and 1948 demarcate a distinctive 
political era in South African politics. The period began with the establishment of the
United Party based on the principle of broad political cooperation between English 
and Afrikaans-speaking whites. Fourteen years later the period ended with the 
dramatic victory of the Afrikaner nationalists over the already legendary Smuts and 
the end of United Party government. The South African ‘apartheid’ election of 1948,
as it is recalled, wrote finis to the idea of ‘conciliation’ between Afrikaners and 
English-speaking whites at the same time that it placed the issue of white-nonwhite 
relations permanently at stage-center of South African political life. The usual view of
the electoral revival of Afrikaner nationalism places great importance on the race 
issue raised in the 1948 election campaign. Without ignoring the electoral potency of
‘apartheid’, the author suggests a longer perspective in which the decision of Smuts
in September 1939 to lead South Africa into World War II becomes the single most 
critical event.

Newell M. Stultz is Professor Emeritus of Political Science at Brown University. A 
1955 graduate of Dartmouth College, he received his PhD from Boston University in
1965. He was first appointed at Brown in 1965. He has also held appointments at 
Northwestern University, Rhodes University (South Africa) and the University of 
South Africa. His work has focused primarily on comparative politics, specializing in
South Africa. His early research focused on different aspects of South African 
domestic politics and the apartheid issue at the United Nations. Prof. Stultz has also
been a bibliographer of scholarly writings about South Africa. His teaching fields 
included ethnopolitics and higher education, the last topic informed by Professor 
Stultz's many years of service in the Brown University central administration. Prof. 
Stultz took emeritus status in 2003, although to 2009 he continued serving the 
University in various capacities.
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Styron, William. In the Clap Shack. New York. 1973. Random House. 1st Edition. 
Very Good. No Dustjacket. 0394460936. 96 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 2693. 
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - William Styron's play IN THE CLAP SHACK takes place
on the Urological Ward of the United States Naval Hospital on a large Marine Corps
base in the South. The time is the summer of 1943. The inmates represent the 
spectrum of imaginable unmentionable diseases-- especially in 1943. Into this den 
comes Wallace Magruder, an 18 year old diagnosed with a supposedly rampant 
case of syphilis. Magruder's fears prove worse than the reality. IN THE CLAP 
SHACK was first presented in December 1972 at the Yale Repertory Theatre in New
Haven, Connecticut.

William Clark Styron, Jr. (June 11, 1925 – November 1, 2006) was an American 
novelist and essayist who won major literary awards for his work. For much of his 
career, Styron was best known for his novels, including: Lie Down in Darkness 
(1951), his acclaimed first novel, published at age 26; The Confessions of Nat 
Turner (1967), narrated by Nat Turner, the leader of an 1831 Virginia slave revolt; 
Sophie's Choice (1979), a story 'told through the eyes of a young aspiring writer 
from the South, about a Polish Catholic survivor of Auschwitz and her brilliant but 
troubled Jewish lover in postwar Brooklyn'. In 1985, he suffered his most serious 
bout with depression. Out of this grave and menacing experience, he was later able
to write the memoir Darkness Visible (1990), the work Styron became best known 
for during the last two decades of his life.keywords
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Styron, William. Lie Down in Darkness (DUSTJACKET ONLY). Indianapolis. 1951. 
Bobbs-Merrill. Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket. DUSTJACKET ONLY. Jacket 
design by George Salter. Inventory #  44275. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET - A Virginia couple 
separated by hatred and self-pity attend the burial of their daughter. After his 1947 
graduation, Styron took an editing position with McGraw-Hill in New York City. After
provoking his employers into firing him, he set about writing his first novel in earnest.
Three years later, he published the novel, Lie Down in Darkness. Among the honors
bestowed on Lie Down in Darkness was the prestigious Rome Prize, awarded by the
American Academy in Rome and the American Academy of Arts and Letters. Styron
was unable to immediately accept the award because he was recalled into the 
military because of the Korean War. The story is about a young, psychologically 
vulnerable woman, Peyton Loftis, who experiences her dysfunctional Virginia family
as emotionally remote and oppressive, and who ultimately kills herself. The story is 
told partly in a stream-of-consciousness narrative. Styron incorporated many actual
portions of his home town, the Hilton Village section of Newport News, Virginia. 
Much of the story's narrative occurs at the James River Country Club, which is still in
operation today.

William Clark Styron, Jr. (June 11, 1925 – November 1, 2006) was an American 
novelist and essayist who won major literary awards for his work. For much of his 
career, Styron was best known for his novels, including: Lie Down in Darkness 
(1951), his acclaimed first novel, published at age 26; The Confessions of Nat 
Turner (1967), narrated by Nat Turner, the leader of an 1831 Virginia slave revolt; 
Sophie's Choice (1979), a story 'told through the eyes of a young aspiring writer 
from the South, about a Polish Catholic survivor of Auschwitz and her brilliant but 
troubled Jewish lover in postwar Brooklyn'. In 1985, he suffered his most serious 
bout with depression. Out of this grave and menacing experience, he was later able
to write the memoir Darkness Visible (1990), the work Styron became best known 
for during the last two decades of his life.
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Suarez, Virgil. Latin Jazz. New York. 1990. Fireside/Simon & Schuster. 1st Fireside
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0671705350. 290 pages. paperback. 
Jacket illustration by John Jinks. Inventory # 32576. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - On April 6, 1980, ten thousand Cubans storm through 
the gates of the Peruvian embassy in Miramar, Havana, seeking asylum from the 
Castro government. Theirs becomes a quest for freedom. Hugo Carranza, political 
prisoner, ex-patriot, member of the revolutionary forces in Santiago, is among those
who break in. He has escaped from the work (death) camps and terrifying Cuban 
prisons like La Cabana and Boniato. He is also in love with a woman named 
Lucinda, who fought with him in Sierra Maestra and who has mysteriously 
disappeared. Hugo refuses to leave without her. At the time of the Peruvian 
embassy incident, hundreds of miles away in Los Angeles, Hugo’s father, Esteban 
Carranza, finds himself a lonely man, disappointed with how his life has turned out.
He used to have so much in the motherland; all is lost now. He is a widower who 
lives for the memories of his wife, Concha, and his life as a former businessman in 
Santiago de Cuba. The instant Esteban hears the news about the Peruvian 
embassy break-in, his aim becomes to do everything possible to rescue and free his
son. Then there is Angel Falcon, Esteban’s son-in-law, whose worries are domestic:
selling ice cream from an ice-cream truck in the streets of Los Angeles, concerned 
about his marriage to Lilian (Esteban’s (continued from front flap) daughter), about 
the breakup of his son’s marriage, about making ends meet and paying the 
neverending tide of bills. It is business as usual until the day the accident occurs-a 
small child is run over by a car-and the possibility of a lawsuit becomes a reality. 
Angel’s son, Diego Falcon, is the focus of Latin Jazz. He is the troubled, young, 
Cuban-American musician, the lover, the friend, the one who tries to make sense 
out of his life in the States by piecing together his past through the recollections and
memories of his family. And finally, there are the women of Latin Jazz. Lilian, 
Angel’s wife; Lucinda, Hugo’s lost girlfriend; Vanessa, Diego’s wife, who elopes with
Diego’s best friend and co-band leader; and last but most important is Concha, 
Esteban’s wife, who died years before the story takes place and whose voice serves
as a medium for the Cuban psyche.
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Suarez, Virgil. The Cutter. New York. 1991. Available Press. 1st Printing. Very Good
in Wrappers. 0345368592. Paperback Original. 212 pages. paperback. Cover 
design by Donald E. Munson. Inventory # 13180. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Julian Campos, having served Castro’s Cuba as a 
soldier and sugarcane cutter, is presently a university student awaiting permission to
emigrate. Five years earlier his parents were stopped at the airport and told that they
could not take their son with them to America. They proceeded to get on the plane, 
leaving Julian in the care of his grandmother. Now the young man has finally been 
notified that he, too, may leave, but only if he first agrees to an additional six months
of ‘voluntary’ work for the state’s Ten-Million-Ton Sugarcane Program. Julian does 
his time—hard labor in the fields while living in barracks behind barbed wire fences.
The news of his grandmother’s death is withheld from him for weeks, and he is 
locked up when he protests. Finally, he is informed that he is being sent back to the
army. Fed up, Julian joins a clandestine group planning to take a boat to Florida 
under cover of night. In direct and uncluttered prose, Suarez’s ( Latin Jazz ) powerful
novel about one individual’s response to the abuses and arbitrariness of 
totalitarianism shows us how ordinary people can be driven to take extraordinary 
risks. – PUBLSIHERS WEEKLY.

Virgil Suárez was born in Havana, Cuba, in 1962, and moved to the United States in
1974. He received his MFA in Creative Writing in 1987 from Louisiana State 
University. His books of poetry include: Guide to the Blue Tongue (University of 
Illinois Press, 2002); Banyan (2001), for which he won the Book Expo 
America/Latino Literature Hall of Fame Poetry Prize; In the Republic of Longing 
(1999); Garabato Poems (1999); and You Come Singing (1998). He is also a 
novelist, and has written about his experience as a Cuban refugee and a Cuban-
American in his memoirs Infinite Refuge (Arte Público Press, 2002) and Spared 
Angola: Memories from a Cuban-American Childhood (1997). His work has been 
included in many anthologies, such as Paper Dance: 55 Latino Poets (2002).
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Subercaseaux, Benjamin. Jemmy Button. New York. 1954. Macmillan. 1st American
Printing. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With Some Chips & Tears. 
Translated from the Spanish by Mary & Fred Del Villar. 382 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket painting by John O'Hara Cosgrave II. Inventory # 12424. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here is a thrilling sea story and a vivid portrayal of the 
dash of savagery with civilization. Its scenes range from Buckingham Palace to 
Tierra del Fuego; its characters include such diverse persons as Jemmy Button, a 
young Fuegian native, and Charles Darwin, tile famous anthropologist. It is based on
Captain Fitz-Roy’s Diary and Darwin’s Voyage of the Beagle. But tile author has 
used the historical story only as a starting point for a fascinating fictional adventure.
Robert Fitz-Roy, captain of the H. M. S. Beagle, had the virtues and faults necessary
to be both loved and hated. Having explored the sea and unknown lands around 
Cape Horn during the 1830’s, he was drawn to and fascinated by the untutored 
savages of Tierra del Fuego. Convinced that these natives could be civilized, lie 
takes four back to England and tries patiently and lovingly to educate them in a 
Christian manner. The Fuegians, lost in their new environment, cannot understand 
the morals and ethics of civilization. Boat Memory, the most warm-hearted and 
sensitive of tile four, is very shortly killed by one of civilization’s diseases. Jemmy 
Button, Fitz-Roy’s favorite, is jealous of his affection for the other natives. He plots 
and plans to gain his love exclusively and when he finally runs away, his escapades
prove embarrassing and costly. On his return lie slowly uses new and more terrifying
tactics. Fuegia whom Fitz-Roy sees as a defenseless and innocent young woman 
turns into a fury, and sins with a devastating indifference. York Minster, a sensuous,
handsome youth, proves impossible to control. It is not long before Fitz-Roy looks 
upon these lusty, primitive children as diabolical creatures that lie can no longer 
save and never tame.

Benjamín Subercaseaux Zañartu (November 20, 1902, Santiago, Chile - March 11,
1973, Tacna, Peru) was a Chilean writer and researcher. He won the Chilean 
National Prize for Literature in 1963.
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Subercaseaux, Benjamin. Jemmy Button. New York. 1954. Macmillan. 1st American
Printing. Bookplate in Front,Otherwise Very Good.No Dustjacket. Translated from 
the Spanish by Mary & Fred Del Villar. 382 pages. hardcover. Jacket painting by 
John O'Hara Cosgrave II. Inventory # 35301. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here is a thrilling sea story and a vivid portrayal of the 
dash of savagery with civilization. Its scenes range from Buckingham Palace to 
Tierra del Fuego; its characters include such diverse persons as Jemmy Button, a 
young Fuegian native, and Charles Darwin, tile famous anthropologist. It is based on
Captain Fitz-Roy’s Diary and Darwin’s Voyage of the Beagle. But tile author has 
used the historical story only as a starting point for a fascinating fictional adventure.
Robert Fitz-Roy, captain of the H. M. S. Beagle, had the virtues and faults necessary
to be both loved and hated. Having explored the sea and unknown lands around 
Cape Horn during the 1830’s, he was drawn to and fascinated by the untutored 
savages of Tierra del Fuego. Convinced that these natives could be civilized, lie 
takes four back to England and tries patiently and lovingly to educate them in a 
Christian manner. The Fuegians, lost in their new environment, cannot understand 
the morals and ethics of civilization. Boat Memory, the most warm-hearted and 
sensitive of tile four, is very shortly killed by one of civilization’s diseases. Jemmy 
Button, Fitz-Roy’s favorite, is jealous of his affection for the other natives. He plots 
and plans to gain his love exclusively and when he finally runs away, his escapades
prove embarrassing and costly. On his return lie slowly uses new and more terrifying
tactics. Fuegia whom Fitz-Roy sees as a defenseless and innocent young woman 
turns into a fury, and sins with a devastating indifference. York Minster, a sensuous,
handsome youth, proves impossible to control. It is not long before Fitz-Roy looks 
upon these lusty, primitive children as diabolical creatures that lie can no longer 
save and never tame.

Benjamín Subercaseaux Zañartu (November 20, 1902, Santiago, Chile - March 11,
1973, Tacna, Peru) was a Chilean writer and researcher. He won the Chilean 
National Prize for Literature in 1963.
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Sugrue, Thomas J. Not Even Past: Barack Obama and the Burden of Race. 
Princeton. 2010. Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 9780691137308. 178 pages. hardcover. 0. Inventory # 37612. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Barack Obama, in his acclaimed campaign speech 
discussing the troubling complexities of race in America today, quoted William 
Faulkner’s famous remark, 'The past isn’t dead and buried. In fact, it isn’t even past.'
In Not Even Past, award-winning historian Thomas Sugrue examines the paradox of
race in Obama’s America and how President Obama intends to deal with it. 
Obama’s journey to the White House undoubtedly marks a watershed in the history
of race in America. Yet even in what is being hailed as the post-civil rights era, racial
divisions--particularly between blacks and whites--remain deeply entrenched in 
American life. Sugrue traces Obama’s evolving understanding of race and racial 
inequality throughout his career, from his early days as a community organizer in 
Chicago, to his time as an attorney and scholar, to his spectacular rise to power as a
charismatic and savvy politician, to his dramatic presidential campaign. Sugrue 
looks at Obama’s place in the contested history of the civil rights struggle; his views
about the root causes of black poverty in America; and the incredible challenges 
confronting his historic presidency. Does Obama’s presidency signal the end of race
in American life? In Not Even Past, a leading historian of civil rights, race, and urban
America offers a revealing and unflinchingly honest assessment of the culture and 
politics of race in the age of Obama, and of our prospects for a postracial America.

Thomas J. Sugrue is the Edmund J. and Louise W. Kahn Professor of History and 
Sociology at the University of Pennsylvania. His books include Sweet Land of 
Liberty: The Forgotten Struggle for Civil Rights in the North and The Origins of the 
Urban Crisis: Race and Inequality in Postwar Detroit (Princeton).
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Sukenick, Ronald. Death of the Novel & Other Stories. New York. 1969. Dial Press.
1st Printing. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 175 pages. hardcover. Signed 
by the Author. Cover design by the author. Inventory # 17723. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Originally published in 1969, THE DEATH OF THE 
NOVEL AND OTHER STORIES remains among the most memorable creations of 
an unforgettable age. Irrepressibly experimental in both content and form, these 
anti-fictions set out to rescue experience from its containment within artistic 
convention and bourgeois morality. Equal parts high modernist aesthete and borscht
belt comedian, Sukenick joins avant-garde art with street slang and cartoons, 
expressing his generation’s anxieties by simultaneously mocking and validating 
them. These are original works by a writer who will try absolutely anything.

Ronald Sukenick (July 14, 1932 in Brooklyn, New York – July 22, 2004) was an 
American writer and literary theorist. Sukenick studied at Cornell University, and 
wrote his doctoral thesis on Wallace Stevens, at Brandeis University. After Roland 
Barthes announced the "death of the author", Sukenick carried the metaphor even 
further in "the death of the novel". He drew up a list of what is missing: reality doesn't
exist, nor time or personality. He was widely recognized as a controversial writer 
who, frequently humorously, questioned and rejected the conventions of traditional 
fiction-writing. In novels, short stories, literary criticism and history, he often used 
himself, family members or friends as characters, sometimes quoting them in tape-
recorded conversations. He did stints as writer in residence at Cornell University, the
University of California, Irvine, and Hebrew University, Jerusalem, Israel. But his 
books were never best-sellers. Sukenick once commented that he had "only forty 
fans, but they're all fanatics."
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Sukenick, Ronald. Long Talking Bad Conditions Blues. New York. 1979. Fiction 
Collective. 1st Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 091459060x. 114 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 18884. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Individuals try to juggle with their own psyches and the 
several systems of language, economics, politics, and technology that conspire to 
control and destroy their personal lives.

Ronald Sukenick (July 14, 1932 in Brooklyn, New York – July 22, 2004) was an 
American writer and literary theorist. Sukenick studied at Cornell University, and 
wrote his doctoral thesis on Wallace Stevens, at Brandeis University. After Roland 
Barthes announced the "death of the author", Sukenick carried the metaphor even 
further in "the death of the novel". He drew up a list of what is missing: reality doesn't
exist, nor time or personality. He was widely recognized as a controversial writer 
who, frequently humorously, questioned and rejected the conventions of traditional 
fiction-writing. In novels, short stories, literary criticism and history, he often used 
himself, family members or friends as characters, sometimes quoting them in tape-
recorded conversations. He did stints as writer in residence at Cornell University, the
University of California, Irvine, and Hebrew University, Jerusalem, Israel. But his 
books were never best-sellers. Sukenick once commented that he had "only forty 
fans, but they're all fanatics."
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Sullivan, Michael. The Night Entertainments of Han Xizai: A Scroll by Gu 
Hongzhong. Berkeley. 2008. University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780520252097. 96 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36326.
$45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this beautiful and concisely focused book, eminent art
historian Michael Sullivan guides the reader through a single masterwork of Chinese
art, The Night Entertainments of Han Xizai. Attributed to the artist Gu Hongzhong, 
this Five Dynasties handscroll portrays the scandalous private life of Han Xizai, 
senior minister to three ‘emperors’ of the Southern Tang Dynasty in the mid-tenth 
century. Writing in the engaging style that has become his hallmark, Sullivan 
recounts the story of the production of this important painting, memorably evoking 
the mood of the peaceable kingdom in the years before its conquest by the newly 
established Song Dynasty in 975, a disaster that Han Xizai did not live to see. As the
first scholar to include in his discussion nearly all the known versions of this famous
scroll, Sullivan powerfully demonstrates how the life of a great painting has often 
been extended via copies and reinterpretations in later centuries.

Michael Sullivan is Fellow Emeritus at St. Catherine’s College, Oxford University, 
and Professor Emeritus at Stanford University. His many books include Modern 
Chinese Artists: A Biographical Dictionary as well as The Arts of China (Fourth 
edition, revised and expanded), Art and Artists of Twentieth-Century China, and The
Meeting of Eastern and Western Art: Revised and Expanded Edition, all from UC 
Press.keywords
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Sulloway, Frank J. Born To Rebel: Birth Order, Family Dynamics, and Creative 
Lives. New York. 1996. Pantheon Books. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0679442324. 653 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by David Cutler. Inventory #
23009. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Why are individuals from the same family often no more
similar in personality than those from different families? Why, within the same family,
do some children conform to authority whereas others rebel? The family, it turns out,
is not a ‘shared environment’ but rather a set of niches that provide siblings with 
different outlooks. At the heart of this pioneering inquiry into human development is
a fundamental insight: that the personalities of siblings vary because they adopt 
different strategies in the universal quest for parental favor. Frank J. Sulloway’s most
important finding is that eldest children identify with parents and authority, and 
support the status quo, whereas younger children rebel against it. Drawing on the 
work of Darwin and the new sciences of evolutionary psychology, he transforms our
understanding of personality development and its origins in family dynamics. Most 
persuasively, Sulloway’s findings offer conclusive evidence that the family, with its 
powerful interpersonal dynamics, is a cauldron for the great revolutionary advances 
that drive historical change. Through his analysis of revolutions in social and 
scientific thought, from the Reformation to Darwin’s theory of natural selection, 
Sulloway demonstrates that the primary engine of history is located within families, 
not between them, as Marx believed. This landmark work illuminates the crucial 
influence that family niches have on personality, and documents the profound 
consequences of sibling competition - not only on individual development within the 
family, but on society as a whole. BORN TO REBEL’s pathbreaking insights promise
to revolutionize the nature of psychological, sociological, and historical inquiry.

Frank J. Sulloway is an Adjunct Professor in the Department of Psychology, and is 
also a member of the Institute of Personality and Social Research, at the University
of California, Berkeley. He has a Ph.D. in the history of science from Harvard 
University (1978) and is a recipient of a MacArthur Award (1984-1989).
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Sun-Won, Hwang. The Book of Masks. Columbia. 1989. Readers International. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0930523571. Edited & With An 
Introduction by Martin Holman. 175 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 25030. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The short story is the major literary form in Korea and 
Hwang Sun-won is its undisputed master. Now in his seventies, he has no peer 
among living Korean writers. THE BOOK OF MASKS, his latest collection, is widely 
regarded as the greatest work of his long and distinguished career. From the 
understated horror of ‘Conversation in June about Mothers’ and the sexual intensity
of ‘The Night He Came Late’ to the obsessions of old age in ‘A Tree, a Rock and. 
‘ Hwang’s fascination with the mysteries of the mind and emotions is vividly 
conveyed. These arresting stories also penetrate the mysteries of Seoul life today, 
revealing the tensions and suppressed rebellion that underlie South Korea’s 
phoenix-like rise from the ashes of civil war. ‘The mask presents the distillation, the
essence of the subject, often supernatural. The power of the mask ties in its ability to
link two worlds: the sacred and the profane, the young and the old, the living and the
dead.’ - from Martin Holman’s Introduction to THE BOOK OF MASKS.

Hwang Sun-wŏn (March 26, 1915 - September 14, 2000) was a Korean short story
writer, novelist, and poet. He published eight collections of stories, seven novels and
two collections of poetry in almost sixty years of writing. His stories have been 
anthologized in numerous collections during the past decade, but no major personal
collection has previously appeared in the U.S or Europe. Born in 1915 in what is 
now North Korea (the whole nation was then under Japanese rule), Hwang was one
of South Korea’s most respected authors and, at the age of ‘74, was still teaching 
creative writing. Critics have referred to him as the ‘lyrical humanist’ of modern 
Korean letters. Throughout his career he has received various honors, including the
National Academy of Arts Award for his novel TREES ON THE CLIFF (1960) and 
the 1983 Korean Literature Grand Prize.
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Svevo, Italo. A Life. New York. 1963. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. Translated from the Italian by Archibald Colquhoun. 398 pages. 
hardcover. Cover art: Milton Glaser. Inventory # 6913. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Originally published in 1892, A LIFE was the first novel 
by Italo Svevo, who is now ranked by Italian critics as one of their greatest novelists.
As admirers of THE CONFESSIONS OF ZENO and AS A MAN GROWS OLDER 
know, Svevo was a writer outside and ahead of his age, and they will be fascinated 
to encounter here the first incarnation of the Svevo anti- hero in Alfonso Nitti, a 
vulnerable young man from the provinces struggling to make his way as a 
correspondence clerk in a Trieste bank. As was Zeno, Alfonso is like a mouse 
forever running inside a wheel, forever failing to get out; and it is Svevo’s ability to 
write from within that makes Alfonso’s involvement with his employer’s daughter, 
and the ceaseless tug-of-war between his imagined world and that of external 
realities, so engrossing. Svevo’s conception of life as an irony and his artistic use of
psychology make him a novelist not only absorbing and disturbing, but one who is - 
in a very special way contemporary.

ITALO SVEVO was born in Trieste in 1861 and was given a commercial education 
in Germany. CONFESSIONS OF ZENO was published in 1923 and was 
immediately hailed by European critics as the finest Italian novel. At the time of his 
accidental death in 1928 Svevo was one of the best known and most successful 
businessmen in Triesie, though he was only beginning to enjoy fame as a writer. 
UNA VITA, his first novel, appeared in 1892 and was followed by SENILITA in 1898.
In 1912 Italo Svevo met James Joyce, and it is Joyce that we have to thank, not only
for calling attention to him at that time, but for persuading him to continue writing. 
The war kept Svevo away from business and gave him the opportunity. The fact that
writing was never his means of livelihood made it possible for him to disregard 
tradition and slowly develop his own introspective style.
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Svevo, Italo. As a Man Grows Older. New York. 1949. New Directions. 1st of this 
Edition. Previous Owner's Name & Bookplate in Front,Otherwise Very Good. Nn 
Dustjacket. Translated from the Italian by Beryl de Zoete. Introduction by Stanislaus
Joyce. Essay on Svevo by Edouard Rodtiti. 245 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 9022.
$22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - AS A MAN GROWS OLDER (Senilita) was Svevo’s 
second novel. When first published in 1898 it attracted little attention, but many 
years later James Joyce and others declared that it was Svevo’s best, most subtle, 
and most poetic creation. The story is simple. Emilio, a bachelor in Trieste with 
literary leanings, becomes infatuated with Angiolina, a beautiful but commonplace 
and worthless girl whom he comes to believe is a veritable Beatrice. He adorns her
with all the qualities of the great heroines of literature; but she is gradually dragging
him down to her own shoddy level. With the death of his spinster sister Amalia, he 
realises how shabby his selfish love has been, and abandons Angiolina. He returns 
to a life of dreams and vague ambitions in which he blends the images of Amalia 
and Angiolina-the austere qualities of the spinster and the beauty of the tart. But 
though the plot is simple the development of it is subtle and fascinating. Svevo’s 
revelations of the intricate maneuvering of Emilio’s mind as his growing passion for
Angiolina-half false idealism and half pure sensuality -plays havoc with his emotions
is the work of an artist with unusual psychological insight.

ITALO SVEVO was born in Trieste in 1861 and was given a commercial education 
in Germany. CONFESSIONS OF ZENO was published in 1923 and was 
immediately hailed by European critics as the finest Italian novel. At the time of his 
accidental death in 1928 Svevo was one of the best known and most successful 
businessmen in Triesie, though he was only beginning to enjoy fame as a writer. 
UNA VITA, his first novel, appeared in 1892 and was followed by SENILITA in 1898.
In 1912 Italo Svevo met James Joyce, and it is Joyce that we have to thank, not only
for calling attention to him at that time, but for persuading him to continue writing. 
The war kept Svevo away from business and gave him the opportunity. The fact that
writing was never his means of livelihood made it possible for him to disregard 
tradition and slowly develop his own introspective style.
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Svevo, Italo. As a Man Grows Older. New York. 1949. New Directions. 1st of this 
Edition. Very Good. No Dustjacket. Translated from the Italian by Beryl de Zoete. 
Introduction by Stanislaus Joyce. Essay on Svevo by Edouard Rodtiti. 245 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 18693. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - AS A MAN GROWS OLDER (Senilita) was Svevo’s 
second novel. When first published in 1898 it attracted little attention, but many 
years later James Joyce and others declared that it was Svevo’s best, most subtle, 
and most poetic creation. The story is simple. Emilio, a bachelor in Trieste with 
literary leanings, becomes infatuated with Angiolina, a beautiful but commonplace 
and worthless girl whom he comes to believe is a veritable Beatrice. He adorns her
with all the qualities of the great heroines of literature; but she is gradually dragging
him down to her own shoddy level. With the death of his spinster sister Amalia, he 
realises how shabby his selfish love has been, and abandons Angiolina. He returns 
to a life of dreams and vague ambitions in which he blends the images of Amalia 
and Angiolina-the austere qualities of the spinster and the beauty of the tart. But 
though the plot is simple the development of it is subtle and fascinating. Svevo’s 
revelations of the intricate maneuvering of Emilio’s mind as his growing passion for
Angiolina-half false idealism and half pure sensuality -plays havoc with his emotions
is the work of an artist with unusual psychological insight.

ITALO SVEVO was born in Trieste in 1861 and was given a commercial education 
in Germany. CONFESSIONS OF ZENO was published in 1923 and was 
immediately hailed by European critics as the finest Italian novel. At the time of his 
accidental death in 1928 Svevo was one of the best known and most successful 
businessmen in Triesie, though he was only beginning to enjoy fame as a writer. 
UNA VITA, his first novel, appeared in 1892 and was followed by SENILITA in 1898.
In 1912 Italo Svevo met James Joyce, and it is Joyce that we have to thank, not only
for calling attention to him at that time, but for persuading him to continue writing. 
The war kept Svevo away from business and gave him the opportunity. The fact that
writing was never his means of livelihood made it possible for him to disregard 
tradition and slowly develop his own introspective style.
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Svevo, Italo. As a Man Grows Older. New York. 1968. Bantam Books. 1st Bantam 
Modern Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Translated from the 
Italian by Beryl De Zoete. Introduction by Stanislaus Joyce. With An Essay On 
Svevo by Edouard Roditi. 232 pages. paperback. NY4088. Inventory # 32708. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - AS A MAN GROWS OLDER (Senilita) was Svevo’s 
second novel. When first published in 1898 it attracted little attention, but many 
years later James Joyce and others declared that it was Svevo’s best, most subtle, 
and most poetic creation. The story is simple. Emilio, a bachelor in Trieste with 
literary leanings, becomes infatuated with Angiolina, a beautiful but commonplace 
and worthless girl whom he comes to believe is a veritable Beatrice. He adorns her
with all the qualities of the great heroines of literature; but she is gradually dragging
him down to her own shoddy level. With the death of his spinster sister Amalia, he 
realises how shabby his selfish love has been, and abandons Angiolina. He returns 
to a life of dreams and vague ambitions in which he blends the images of Amalia 
and Angiolina-the austere qualities of the spinster and the beauty of the tart. But 
though the plot is simple the development of it is subtle and fascinating. Svevo’s 
revelations of the intricate maneuvering of Emilio’s mind as his growing passion for
Angiolina-half false idealism and half pure sensuality -plays havoc with his emotions
is the work of an artist with unusual psychological insight.

ITALO SVEVO was born in Trieste in 1861 and was given a commercial education 
in Germany. CONFESSIONS OF ZENO was published in 1923 and was 
immediately hailed by European critics as the finest Italian novel. At the time of his 
accidental death in 1928 Svevo was one of the best known and most successful 
businessmen in Triesie, though he was only beginning to enjoy fame as a writer. 
UNA VITA, his first novel, appeared in 1892 and was followed by SENILITA in 1898.
In 1912 Italo Svevo met James Joyce, and it is Joyce that we have to thank, not only
for calling attention to him at that time, but for persuading him to continue writing. 
The war kept Svevo away from business and gave him the opportunity. The fact that
writing was never his means of livelihood made it possible for him to disregard 
tradition and slowly develop his own introspective style.
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Svevo, Italo. Confessions of Zeno. New York. 1958. Vintage Books. Reprinted 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0394700635. Translated from the Italian by Beryl 
De Zoete. 398 pages. paperback. Cover art by Milton Glaser. Inventory # 29706. 
$10.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - CONFESSIONS OF ZENO was hailed as the best novel
of the year when it was first published in Italy in 1923. This success was repeated 
when it was translated and first published in English in 1930. Today is is 
acknowledged as one of the masterpieces of twentieth-century fiction.

ITALO SVEVO was born in Trieste in 1861 and was given a commercial education 
in Germany. CONFESSIONS OF ZENO was published in 1923 and was 
immediately hailed by European critics as the finest Italian novel. At the time of his 
accidental death in 1928 Svevo was one of the best known and most successful 
businessmen in Triesie, though he was only beginning to enjoy fame as a writer. 
UNA VITA, his first novel, appeared in 1892 and was followed by SENILITA in 1898.
In 1912 Italo Svevo met James Joyce, and it is Joyce that we have to thank, not only
for calling attention to him at that time, but for persuading him to continue writing. 
The war kept Svevo away from business and gave him the opportunity. The fact that
writing was never his means of livelihood made it possible for him to disregard 
tradition and slowly develop his own introspective style.
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Svevo, Italo. Confessions of Zeno. London. 1930. Putnam. 1st British Edition. Small
Stain Mark On Front Boards and Remains From Bookplate in The Back, Otherwise
Very Good.No Dustjacket. Translated from the Italian by Beryl De Zoete. 412 pages.
hardcover. Inventory # 12490. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is the great modern Italian novel. It is supremely 
ironical and deals with a delightfully abnormal character. Zeno, happily unconscious
of his absurdity, writes an account of his eccentric and entertaining life for a 
psychoanalyst. He proposes to three sisters in the same evening and is accepted by
the least attractive. He rationalizes his relations with his mistress by saying she 
would not love him, if she knew how much he loved his wife. Incidentally, he never 
loves his wife as much as when he is with his mistress. He entirely covers the walls
of a room with dates, some scribbled in pencil, some painted in glaring colors, each 
representing the day of his final renunciation of cigarettes. Zeno, accomplished 
hypochondriac and master of indecision, suffers increasingly from the narcotic effect
of his continual introspection, but is so essentially human that he will capture your 
sympathy and make you laugh, first at him and then at yourself.

ITALO SVEVO was born in Trieste in 1861 and was given a commercial education 
in Germany. CONFESSIONS OF ZENO was published in 1923 and was 
immediately hailed by European critics as the finest Italian novel. At the time of his 
accidental death in 1928 Svevo was one of the best known and most successful 
businessmen in Triesie, though he was only beginning to enjoy fame as a writer. 
UNA VITA, his first novel, appeared in 1892 and was followed by SENILITA in 1898.
In 1912 Italo Svevo met James Joyce, and it is Joyce that we have to thank, not only
for calling attention to him at that time, but for persuading him to continue writing. 
The war kept Svevo away from business and gave him the opportunity. The fact that
writing was never his means of livelihood made it possible for him to disregard 
tradition and slowly develop his own introspective style.
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Svevo, Italo. Further Confessions of Zeno. Berkeley. 1969. University Of California 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. Translated from
the Italian by Ben Johnson & P. N. Furbank. 302 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by
David Stanfield. Inventory # 6915. $90

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the last years of his life Svevo was working on a 
sequel to THE CONFESSIONS OF ZENO, It was never completed, but from the 
fragments he left it is possible to conjecture what kind of work it might have been, 
The five narratives included in this volume deal-like the astonishingly funny and 
accomplished three-act play with which it ends - with Svevo’s obsession with old 
age, its miseries and consolations, In the humor, tenderness and gently irony of 
these final works, and in the beauty and complexity of their prose, the voice of THE
CONFESSIONS OF ZENO and AS A MAN GROWS OLDER will be found to be as 
steady as ever, the laughter as sharp, the insight undimmed. CONTENTS: 
Bibliographical Note; THE OLD OLD MAN; AN OLD MAN’S CONFESSIONS; 
UMBERTINO; A CONTRACT; THIS INDOLENCE OF MINE; REGENERATION: a 
Comedy in three Acts.

Italo Svevo was born in Trieste in 1861. Educated primarily in Bavaria, he wrote in 
Italian, but had to work as a young man as a French and German correspondence 
clerk in a Trieste bank, He was not happy in the business world and at the age of 
thirty-one he wrote and had published at his own expense A LIFE. It was followed 
four years later by AS A MAN GROWS 0LDER. But both books were such failures 
that Svevo gave up writing for the next twenty years. During this time he became a 
good friend of James Joyce, who was so impressed with Svevo’s work that when 
THE CONFESSIONS OF ZENO was published in 1923, Joyce was able to use his 
influence to make Svevo known in Europe. Svevo was just beginning to become 
recognized in Italy when he was killed in 1928 in a car accident.
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Svevo, Italo. Further Confessions of Zeno. Berkeley. 1969. University Of California 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket With Tape-Repaired Tear in 
The Back. Translated from the Italian by Ben Johnson & P. N. Furbank. 302 pages.
hardcover. Jacket design by David Stanfield. Inventory # 10004. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the last years of his life Svevo was working on a 
sequel to THE CONFESSIONS OF ZENO, It was never completed, but from the 
fragments he left it is possible to conjecture what kind of work it might have been, 
The five narratives included in this volume deal-like the astonishingly funny and 
accomplished three-act play with which it ends - with Svevo’s obsession with old 
age, its miseries and consolations, In the humor, tenderness and gently irony of 
these final works, and in the beauty and complexity of their prose, the voice of THE
CONFESSIONS OF ZENO and AS A MAN GROWS OLDER will be found to be as 
steady as ever, the laughter as sharp, the insight undimmed. CONTENTS: 
Bibliographical Note; THE OLD OLD MAN; AN OLD MAN’S CONFESSIONS; 
UMBERTINO; A CONTRACT; THIS INDOLENCE OF MINE; REGENERATION: a 
Comedy in three Acts.

Italo Svevo was born in Trieste in 1861. Educated primarily in Bavaria, he wrote in 
Italian, but had to work as a young man as a French and German correspondence 
clerk in a Trieste bank, He was not happy in the business world and at the age of 
thirty-one he wrote and had published at his own expense A LIFE. It was followed 
four years later by AS A MAN GROWS 0LDER. But both books were such failures 
that Svevo gave up writing for the next twenty years. During this time he became a 
good friend of James Joyce, who was so impressed with Svevo’s work that when 
THE CONFESSIONS OF ZENO was published in 1923, Joyce was able to use his 
influence to make Svevo known in Europe. Svevo was just beginning to become 
recognized in Italy when he was killed in 1928 in a car accident.
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Svevo, Italo. Further Confessions of Zeno. Berkeley. 1969. University Of California 
Press. 1st American Edition. Bookplate in Front, Otherwise Very Good in Slightly 
Worn Dustjacket With A Few Small Tears. Translated from the Italian by Ben 
Johnson & P. N. Furbank. 302 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by David Stanfield. 
Inventory # 27893. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the last years of his life Svevo was working on a 
sequel to THE CONFESSIONS OF ZENO, It was never completed, but from the 
fragments he left it is possible to conjecture what kind of work it might have been, 
The five narratives included in this volume deal-like the astonishingly funny and 
accomplished three-act play with which it ends - with Svevo’s obsession with old 
age, its miseries and consolations, In the humor, tenderness and gently irony of 
these final works, and in the beauty and complexity of their prose, the voice of THE
CONFESSIONS OF ZENO and AS A MAN GROWS OLDER will be found to be as 
steady as ever, the laughter as sharp, the insight undimmed. CONTENTS: 
Bibliographical Note; THE OLD OLD MAN; AN OLD MAN’S CONFESSIONS; 
UMBERTINO; A CONTRACT; THIS INDOLENCE OF MINE; REGENERATION: a 
Comedy in three Acts.

Italo Svevo was born in Trieste in 1861. Educated primarily in Bavaria, he wrote in 
Italian, but had to work as a young man as a French and German correspondence 
clerk in a Trieste bank, He was not happy in the business world and at the age of 
thirty-one he wrote and had published at his own expense A LIFE. It was followed 
four years later by AS A MAN GROWS 0LDER. But both books were such failures 
that Svevo gave up writing for the next twenty years. During this time he became a 
good friend of James Joyce, who was so impressed with Svevo’s work that when 
THE CONFESSIONS OF ZENO was published in 1923, Joyce was able to use his 
influence to make Svevo known in Europe. Svevo was just beginning to become 
recognized in Italy when he was killed in 1928 in a car accident.
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Svevo, Italo. Short Sentimental Journey and Other Stories. Berkeley. 1967. 
University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
Translated from the Italian by Beryl de Zoete, L. Collison-Morley, & Ben Jonson. 319
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by David Stanfield. Inventory # 6914. $90

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This selection of Italo Svevo’s shorter fiction shows the 
same qualities of wry humour combined with profound psychological insight that are
found in CONFESSIONS OF ZENO and his other novels. The ironically named title
story shows an elderly man setting out in high spirits on a journey without his wife - 
and revealing at every turn the need for her watchful eye. Old age with its self-
deceptions, a theme which Svevo has made unique by his own, is also the subject 
of several other stories; thus in ‘The Story of the Nice Old Man and the Pretty Girl’ 
the hero quietens his conscience by combining each visit from his mistress with an 
improving lecture, and deluding himself that the affair is good for his health, The 
remaining stories range from an unkind hoax played on the credulous vanity of an 
unsuccessful writer to the gay yet pointed fable ‘Argo and his Master’ in which a man
fails to teach his dog Italian, but succeeds in learning dog. language and in 
recording some unconsciously devastating comments on man by his ‘best friend.’

Italo Svevo was born in Trieste in 1861, Educated primarily in Bavaria, he wrote in 
Italian, but had to work as a young man as a French and German correspondence 
clerk in a Trieste bank. He was not happy in the business world and at the age of 
thirty-one he wrote and had published at his own expense A LIFE, It was followed 
four years later by AS A MAN GROWS OLDER. But both books were such failures 
that Svevo gave up writing for the next twenty years. During this time he became a 
good friend of James Joyce who was so impressed with Svevo’s work that when 
CONFESSIONS OF ZENO was published several years later, Joyce was able to 
use his influence to make Svevo known in Europe. Svevo was just beginning to 
become recognized in Italy when he was killed in 1928 in a car accident.
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Swan, Gladys. Do You Believe in Cabeza De Vaca?: Stories. Columbia. 1991. 
University Of Missouri Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0826207677. 
170 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 26501. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Gladys Swan's collection of stories, DO YOU 
BELIEVE IN CABEZA DE VACA?, characters struggle to understand and somehow
transcend the 'jungle of history' that continues to enter and shape the present.

Gladys Swan is both a writer and a visual artist. She has published two novels, 
Carnival for the Gods in the Vintage Contemporaries Series, and Ghost Dance: A 
Play of Voices, nominated by LSU Press for the PEN Faulkner and PEN West 
awards. News from the Volcano, a novella and stories, set mostly in New Mexico, 
was nominated for the PEN/Faulkner Award and the National Book Critics’ Circle 
Award. The Tiger’s Eye: New & Selected Stories is the most recent of her seven 
collections of short fiction. Her stories have been selected for various anthologies, 
including Best of the West. Her fiction has appeared in the Sewanee Review, 
Kenyon Review, Virginia Quarterly Review, Chelsea, Shenandoah, Ohio Review, 
New Letters, Southwest Review, Prairie Schooner, Hunger Mountain, Hotel 
Amerika, and others. Her paintings have been used for the covers of three of her 
books and for those of other writers as well as for several literary magazines. She 
has been awarded residencies at Yaddo, the Fundacion Valpariso in Spain, the 
Chateau de Lavigny in Switzerland, the Wurlitzer Foundation, and the Vermont 
Studio Center, where she has also been a Guest Writer. She has received a Lilly 
Endowment Open Fellowship and a Fulbright Fellowship to Yugoslavia, as well as a
Lawrence Foundation Award for fiction and a Tate Prize for poetry.
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Swanberg, W. A. Citizen Hearst. New York. 1986. Scribner/Collier. Reprinted 
Paperback Reprint. Very Good in Wrappers. 0684171473. 654 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 29825. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When William Randolph Hearst died at eighty-eight in the
summer of 1951, one of the most fantastic characters in American history vanished 
from the scene. It is that man-in all his baroque flamboyance - who is the subject of 
this magnificent book, the first comprehensive and impartial biography of Hearst. Mr.
Swanberg examines every side of his extraordinary subject: Hearst the millionaire, 
the newspaper tycoon, the politician, the king-maker; his influence on the Spanish-
American War, his sumptuous life at San Simeon, and his extravagant art collecting.
Readers of W. A. Swanberg’s biographies of General Sickles and Jim Fisk already 
know Mr. Swanberg’s skill in telling an exuberant story based on the most exacting 
research. A meticulously documented study, CITIZEN HEARST is lively with 
hundreds of anecdotes. But the great achievement is that Mr. Swanberg has calmly
portrayed a baffling, controversial and important American figure. He has fixed 
Hearst in place; that is a major achievement.

William Andrew Swanberg (November 23, 1907 in St. Paul, Minnesota – September
17, 1992 in Southbury, Connecticut) was an American biographer. He may be 
known best for Citizen Hearst, a biography of William Randolph Hearst, which was 
recommended by the Pulitzer Prize board in 1962 but overturned by the trustees. He
won the 1973 Pulitzer Prize for Biography or Autobiography for his 1972 biography 
of Henry Luce, and the National Book Award in 1977 for his 1976 biography of 
Norman Thomas.
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Swanberg, W. A. Citizen Hearst: A Biography of William Randolph Hearst. New 
York. 1961. Scribners. Later Printing. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 555 
pages. hardcover. Jacket Front: Photograph Of W. R. Hearst By Peter Stackpole. 
Jacket Back: The New York American And New York Journal HeadLines, Courtesy
Of The New York Public Library; The San Simeon Menu, Author's Collection. 
JACKET DESIGN BY GRETA FRANZEN. Inventory # 35576. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When William Randolph Hearst died at eighty-eight in the
summer of 1951, one of the most fantastic characters in American history vanished 
from the scene. It is that man-in all his baroque flamboyance - who is the subject of 
this magnificent book, the first comprehensive and impartial biography of Hearst. Mr.
Swanberg examines every side of his extraordinary subject: Hearst the millionaire, 
the newspaper tycoon, the politician, the king-maker; his influence on the Spanish-
American War, his sumptuous life at San Simeon, and his extravagant art collecting.
Readers of W. A. Swanberg’s biographies of General Sickles and Jim Fisk already 
know Mr. Swanberg’s skill in telling an exuberant story based on the most exacting 
research. A meticulously documented study, CITIZEN HEARST is lively with 
hundreds of anecdotes. But the great achievement is that Mr. Swanberg has calmly
portrayed a baffling, controversial and important American figure. He has fixed 
Hearst in place; that is a major achievement.

William Andrew Swanberg (November 23, 1907 in St. Paul, Minnesota – September
17, 1992 in Southbury, Connecticut) was an American biographer. He may be 
known best for Citizen Hearst, a biography of William Randolph Hearst, which was 
recommended by the Pulitzer Prize board in 1962 but overturned by the trustees. He
won the 1973 Pulitzer Prize for Biography or Autobiography for his 1972 biography 
of Henry Luce, and the National Book Award in 1977 for his 1976 biography of 
Norman Thomas.
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Swann, Brian and Krupat, Arnold (editors). I Tell You Now: Autobiograpical Essays
By Native American Writers. Lincoln. 1987. University Of Nebraska Press. 1st 
Edition. Very Good. No Dustjacket. 0803227140. 283 pages. hardcover. Inventory #
17439. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A rich diversity of attitude, experience, and literary style 
can be seen in I Tell You Now. For these Native American writers, being caught 
between two cultures has sharpened the struggle for self-identity and a sense of 
self-worth. They describe their bittersweet memories of childhood and family life, 
their fight against prejudice and poverty, their triumph over personal problems, their 
role models and schooling, their reverence for the land and anger over the rape of it,
and their sources of artistic inspiration. Metaphorically or literally, they do go home 
again - to a proud and dignified cultural heritage. And the vehicle for these inheritors
of an oral tradition is the written word. The contributors are Mary TallMountain, 
Ralph Salisbury, Maurice Kenny, Elizabeth Cook-Lynn, Carter Revard, Jim Barnes,
Gerald Vizenor, Jack D. Forbes, Duane Niatum, Paula Gunn Allen, Jimmie Durham,
Diane Glancy, Simon J. Ortiz, Joseph Bruchac, Barney Bush, Linda Hogan, Wendy
Rose, and Joy Harjo. In their introduction, the editors, Brian Swann and Arnold 
Krupat, trace the history of Native American autobiography in its various forms.

Brian Swann is a professor of English at the Cooper Union in New York City. A 
widely published author of poetry and fiction, he has written Song of the Sky: 
Versions of Native American Songs and Poems (1985) and has edited Smoothing 
the Ground: Essays on Native American Oral Literature (1982). Arnold Krupat, a 
professor of literature at Sarah Lawrence College, is the author of many articles on
Native American literature and of For Those Who Come After: A Study of Native 
American Autobiography (1985).
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Sward, Robert. 4 Incarnations: New & Selected Poems 1957-1991. Minneapolis. 
1991. Coffee House Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0918273900. 129 pages. paperback. Inventory # 33019. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Introducing these poems, Sward writes that in 1966 he 
was ‘hit by a speeding MG’ and lost his memory for 24 hours. Curiously though, 
Sward’s poems, even prior to his accident, manifest a kind of amnesiac’s 
perspective on the world. Many poems in Kissing the Dancer discover an alarming 
novelty in experience using a child’s syntax. In ‘The Kite,’ a woman who has just 
hung herself is described as, simply, ‘skypaper, way up / too high to pull down.’ In 
‘At Jim McConkey’s Farm,’ Sward’s unusual takes on reality evoke a Zen-like calm. 
‘Overwhelmed by the complexities of skunk cabbage,’ the poem’s speaker suddenly
realizes that ‘at this moment / for this day even, we have belonged here.’ At times 
Sward’s technique gives his poems a disorienting and diffuse quality: ‘children 
screaming and feeling slighted / The next minute we’re walking along canals on the
planet Mars.’ In two inventive new poems, however, Sward’s style is at its best. 
‘Basketball’s the American Game Because It’s Hysterical’ uses the sport to discuss
poetic prosody, and ‘On My Way to the Korean War. .’ depicts the levitation of ‘2,000
battle-ready troops.’ - PUBLISHERS WEEKLY.

Robert Sward (born 1933) is an American and Canadian poet and novelist. Jack 
Foley, in his Introduction to Sward's Collected Poems, 1957–2004 (Black Moss 
Press, 2004) calls him, "in truth, a citizen, at heart, of both countries. At once a 
Canadian and American poet, one with a foot in both worlds, Sward also inhabits an
enormous in-between." Or, as Rainer Maria Rilke puts it, "Every artist is born in an 
alien country; he has a homeland nowhere but within his own borders."
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Swartz, Richard. Room Service: Reports From Eastern Europe. New York. 1998. 
New Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1565844181. Translated
from the Swedish by Linda Haverty Rugg. 256 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
BAD. Inventory # 25816. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ROOM SERVICE offers detailed images of the people 
and places of Richard Swartz’s adopted slice of Europe, and thoughtful reflection on
his status as a privileged outsider. We meet Serbian poets and priests in the service
of war, the bewitching wife of a Romanian bigot, a Czech factory manager turned 
hotel porter in the wake of 1968, Ceaucescu’s masseuse, the king of all the gypsies,
a cantor who is the last survivor of a Jewish community, and many others - famous, 
infamous, and anonymous - who take their places in a fascinating, moving, and 
sometimes cuttingly funny history of a region at the brink of enormous change.

Richard Swartz was the Eastern Europe correspondent for the Swedish newspaper
Svenska Dagbladet. Room Service is his first literary publication. He lives in Austria.
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Swensen, Cole. Gave. Oakland. 2017. Omnidawn. Advance Uncorrected Proof. 
Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430373. 61 pages. paperback. Inventory # 39746.
$12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A river is a rift that joins what it divides, and so, logically,
mythically, it’s always a river that cuts this life off from every other. A river 
determines every layer of all the lives along its entire length—the industry, the 
agriculture, the cultural possibilities, the historical imperatives, the reigning 
aesthetics, and so much more that cannot be or simply never happens to be traced.
This account of a river attempts to embrace them all.

Cole Swensen is the author of fifteen books of poetry, including ON WALKING ON 
(Nightboat Books, 2017), LANDSCAPES ON A TRAIN (Nightboat Books, 2015) , 
and a book of essays, Noise That Stays Noise. Also a translator, she's the founding
editor of La Presse, dedicated to contemporary French work in translation. She is 
professor of Literary Arts at Brown University.
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Swensen, Cole. Gravesend. Berkeley. 2012. University of California Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520273177. New California Poetry,
36. California poetry Editors: Robert Hass, Calvin Bedient, Brenda Hillman, and 
Forrest Gander. The New California Poetry series presents works by emerging and
established poets that reflect UC Press’s commitment to innovative and 
asesthetically wide-ranging literary traditions. 108 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
38242. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Gravesend, which takes its name from the English town
at the mouth of the Thames, revisits the genre of the ghost story and, through 
fragmentation, juxtaposition, and allusion, powerfully summons the uncanny, the 
spectral presence. Cole Swensen delves into ancient fables, the Bible, medieval 
records, Victorian ghost stories, contemporary interviews, and more to explore the 
effects of the ghostly on our daily lives, at times returning to the notion of 
‘gravesend,’ implicitly asking if all ends in the grave or if death itself has an end.

Cole Swensen (born October 22, 1955) is the author of twelve previous books of 
poetry, including the acclaimed Ours (UC Press). She is also coeditor of American 
Hybrid: A Norton Anthology of New Poetry and teaches in the Literary Arts Program
at Brown University.
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Swensen, Cole. Landscape on a Train. New York. 2015. Nightboat. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781937658410. 71 pages. paperback. Inventory #
39696. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A radiant new book-length sequence chronicling the 
ways observation creates landscape. Influenced by the history of landscape 
painting, Cole Swensen's new book is an experiment in seriality, in the different 
approach and scope that language must take to record the way that fluctuations of
minutiae transform a whole. These poems meditate on what it is simply to look at the
world, without judgment, without intervention, without appropriation. Swensen's lyric
observations, lilting and delicate, distill the act of seeing. Swensen's poetry 
documents a penetrating 'intellectus'—light of the mind—by turns fragile, 
incandescent, transcendent."—Anne Waldman

Cole Swensen is the author of fifteen books of poetry, including ON WALKING ON 
(Nightboat Books, 2017), LANDSCAPES ON A TRAIN (Nightboat Books, 2015) , 
and a book of essays, Noise That Stays Noise. Also a translator, she's the founding
editor of La Presse, dedicated to contemporary French work in translation. She is 
professor of Literary Arts at Brown University.
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Swensen, Cole. Ours. Berkeley. 2008. University Of California Press. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520254640. Also available in cloth. 118 
pages. paperback. Inventory # 36323. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - These poems are about gardens, particularly the 
seventeenth-century French baroque gardens designed by the father of the form, 
André Le Nôtre. While the poems focus on such examples as Versailles, which Le 
Nôtre created for Louis XIV, they also explore the garden as metaphor. Using the 
imagery of the garden, Cole Swensen considers everything from human society to 
the formal structure of poetry. She looks in particular at the concept of public versus
private property, asking who actually owns a garden? A gentle irony accompanies 
the question because in French, the phrase le nôtre means ‘ours.’ Whereas all of Le
Nôtre’s gardens were designed and built for the aristocracy, today most are public 
parks. Swensen probes the two senses of ‘le nôtre’ to discover where they intersect,
overlap, or blur. Cole Swensen is the author of eleven previous books of poetry. She
is also a translator and has won the PEN USA Award in Literary Translation. Her 
poetry has won the Iowa Poetry Prize and the San Francisco State Poetry Center 
Book Award, and she teaches at the Iowa Writers’ Workshop.

Cole Swensen is the author of twelve previous books of poetry, including the 
acclaimed Ours (UC Press). She is also coeditor of American Hybrid: A Norton 
Anthology of New Poetry and teaches in the Literary Arts Program at Brown 
University.
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Swerdlow, Joel L. Nature's Medicine: Plants That Heal. Washington DC. 2000. 
National Geographic Society. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0792275861. Photographs by Lynn Johnson. 400 pages. hardcover. Cover - A 
Nigerian woman places a leaf on her forehead to cure a headache. The plant's 
chemicals enter her body through the skin. Inventory # 28439. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The plant’s chemicals enter her body through the skin. 
Keywords: Plants Health History Nature. ISBN: 0792275861. Looking for a beautiful
coffee table book that also contains a wealth of information about natural medicine?
Look no further than this book from National Geographic. Filled with high-quality 
photos, NATURE’S MEDICINE: PLANTS THAT HEAL includes information about 
and history of traditional medicine from nearly all corners of the world. Many 
alternative healers in the United States are profiled, including James Duke and 
Andrew Weil. In one of the book’s most interesting photos, a woman in a Traditional
Chinese Medicine hospital in Beijing is undergoing chemotherapy, while pads on her
legs deliver sound therapy and she drinks a cup of watermelon juice for its nutritional
benefits. At the same hospital, another photo shows a worker preparing specialized
herbal remedies for each patient. The end of the book includes a section where 
plants are profiled by Latin name, and intricate drawings of each plant accompany 
the descriptions.

Dr. Joel L. Swerdlow is a Jewish American author, editor, journalist, researcher, and
educator. His works include To Heal a Nation: The Story of the Vietnam Veterans 
Memorial, co-authored with Jan Scruggs, which became a 1988 NBC movie. His 
articles have been published in American newspapers and magazines, and 
international publications have translated his work into more than three dozen 
languages for international publication. For ten years, he worked as a Senior Writer
and Assistant Editor of National Geographic Magazine, and was the lead writer for 
the Magazine's 1998–1999 Millennium series.
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Swift, Daniel. Bomber County: The Poetry of a Lost Pilot’s War. New York. 2010. 
Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
9780374273316. 269 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Marina Drukman. 
Inventory # 19306. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In early June 1943, James Eric Swift, a pilot with the 
83rd Squadron of the Royal Air Force, boarded his Lancaster bomber for a night raid
on Munster and disappeared. Widespread aerial bombardment was to the Second
World War what the trenches were to the First: a shocking and new form of warfare,
wretched and unexpected, and carried out at a terrible scale of loss. Just as the 
trenches produced the most remarkable poetry of the First World War, so too did the
bombing campaigns foster a haunting set of poems during the Second. In 
researching the life of his grandfather, Daniel Swift became engrossed with the 
connections between air war and poetry. Ostensibly a narrative of the authors 
search for his lost grandfather through military and civilian archives and in interviews
conducted in the Netherlands, Germany, and England, BOMBER COUNTY is also 
an examination of the relationship between the bombing campaigns of the Second
World War and poetry, an investigation into the experience of bombing and being 
bombed, and a powerful reckoning with the morals and literature of a vanished 
moment.

Daniel Swift teaches at the New College of the Humanities. His first book, Bomber 
County, was longlisted for the Samuel Johnson Prize and the Guardian First Book 
award, and his essays and reviews have appeared in the New York Times, the New
Statesman, and Harper's.
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Swift, Graham. Last Orders. New York. 1996. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0679412247. 298 pages. hardcover. Cover: John Clark/Carol 
Devine Carson. Inventory # 22100. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Last Orders is the story of four men once close to 
London butcher Jack Dodds, who meet to carry out his last wish: to have his ashes 
scattered into the sea. The men, whose lives revolve around work, family, the 
racetrack and their favourite pub, must make their way down to a seaside town to 
complete the task. Through conversation and memory they trace the paths they 
have followed by choice and by accident; through the Second World War and its 
aftermath, through the dramas of family life, and their relationships with each other. 
In their brilliantly realized, richly nuanced voices, Swift has created a narrative 
language that perfectly expresses not only the comforts of old habits and 
friendships, but also the complexity and courage of ordinary lives.

Graham Colin Swift (born 4 May 1949) is a English writer. Born in London, England,
he was educated at Dulwich College, London, Queens' College, Cambridge, and 
later the University of York. Some of Swift's books have been filmed, including Last
Orders, starring Michael Caine and Bob Hoskins and Waterland, starring Jeremy 
Irons. Last Orders was joint-winner of the 1996 James Tait Black Memorial Prize for
fiction and a mildly controversial winner of the 1996 Booker Prize, owing to the 
superficial similarities in plot to William Faulkner's As I Lay Dying. Waterland is set in
The Fens; a novel of landscape, history and family, it is often cited as one of the 
outstanding post-war British novels and has been a set text on the English literature
syllabus in British schools.
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Swift, Graham. Learning To Swim & Other Stories. New York. 1985. Poseidon 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.Remainder Mark On Bottom 
Edge. 0671546139. 191 pages. hardcover. Jacket art by Fred Marcellino. Inventory
# 7077. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Graham Swift’s American debut, the critically acclaimed
WATERLAND, established him as one of the most imaginative and powerful 
contemporary writers, The Wall Street Journal called him ‘an artist doing almost 
everything right.’ In LEARNING TO SWIM AND OTHER STORIES, Swift further 
demonstrates his mastery of language and imagery, his ability to expose and enrich,
to surprise and fascinate. From the title story, in which a young boy escapes his 
parents’ manipulation as they struggle to be free of each other, to ‘The Watch,’ a 
fantastic tale in which Time meets Destiny and loses, these eleven stories reveal the
range and depth of a born storyteller. With a lively combination of wit, pathos, and 
intelligence, Swift turns a piercing eye to the facades of modern life and family and 
pulls them down, exposing the truths hidden behind them. He writes movingly of the
enclosed worlds in which we confine our lives, of the hotel rooms and marriage beds
of claustrophobic relationships, of the ghosts of the past which hold the present and
future hostage. But while these stories dramatize the confinements of our lives, they
also present hopeful images of escape — and redemption - and the liberation of the
act of storytelling itself. In their inventiveness, their depth and diversity, the stories in
this collection give eloquent testimony to Graham Swift’s uncommon talent. Graham
Swift, born in 1949, was nominated as one of the twenty Best of Young British 
Novelists. He is the author of three novels: WATERLAND, THE SWEET-SHOP 
OWNER, and SHUTTLECOCK, Graham Swift lives and works in London.

Graham Colin Swift (born 4 May 1949) is a English writer. Born in London, England,
he was educated at Dulwich College, London, Queens' College, Cambridge, and 
later the University of York. Some of Swift's books have been filmed, including Last
Orders, starring Michael Caine and Bob Hoskins and Waterland, starring Jeremy 
Irons. Last Orders was joint-winner of the 1996 James Tait Black Memorial Prize for
fiction and a mildly controversial winner of the 1996 Booker Prize, owing to the 
superficial similarities in plot to William Faulkner's As I Lay Dying. Waterland is set in
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Swift, Graham. Out of This World. New York. 1988. Poseidon Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. Remainder Mark. 0671658271. 208 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket painting and design by Wendell Minor. Inventory # 22224. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1972, Robert Beech, First World War survivor and 
present-day armaments maker, is killed by a car bomb. The event breaks the career
of his son Harry, a news photographer, and comes close to destroying his 
granddaughter Sophie. Ten years later, the Falklands War has begun and both 
Harry, now working as an aerial photographer, and Sophie, visiting an analyst in 
New York, are haunted by a past that has scarred and divided them. 'As tense as a 
thriller .a powerful and exciting book that raises uncomfortable political questions' - 
The Times. 'It appeals to the emotions, the intellect and the imagination, and its 
elegance is as durable as Greek art .a novel for those who still believe in the 
importance of fiction, indeed of art' - Scotsman. 'The novel succeeds brilliantly. The 
impression is of having been shown all the majesty as well as the emotional 
complexity of history' - Time Out. 'Brilliant clarity and depth' - Mail on Sunday.

Graham Colin Swift (born 4 May 1949) is a English writer. Born in London, England,
he was educated at Dulwich College, London, Queens' College, Cambridge, and 
later the University of York. Some of Swift's books have been filmed, including Last
Orders, starring Michael Caine and Bob Hoskins and Waterland, starring Jeremy 
Irons. Last Orders was joint-winner of the 1996 James Tait Black Memorial Prize for
fiction and a mildly controversial winner of the 1996 Booker Prize, owing to the 
superficial similarities in plot to William Faulkner's As I Lay Dying. Waterland is set in
The Fens; a novel of landscape, history and family, it is often cited as one of the 
outstanding post-war British novels and has been a set text on the English literature
syllabus in British schools.
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Swift, Graham. Shuttlecock. New York. 1985. Washington Square Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 0671546120. 219 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 22789. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Under the city streets Prentis works as a senior clerk in a
police department where are stored the archives of ‘dead crimes’ – undisclosed 
complicities and uninvestigated evils. His investigations are supervised by the 
enigmatic Mr Quinn who, for reasons of security, distrust – and spite? – never 
makes clear the purpose of this task. Events take a sinister turn when Quinn directs
his inquiries towards Prentis’s own affairs, and – Prentis feels – to those of his 
father, a wartime hero now confined to a mental home. Unsettled, Prentis gradually
suspects that his father’s breakdown is somehow connected with Quinn’s menacing
behavior and that the link is to be found in SHUTTLECOCK. For SHUTTLECOCK is
the true story of his father’s wartime exploits. Prentis has lived under it spell – and 
shadow – all his life. But his belief in his father’s heroism is now undermined by the
discovery of cracks in the story, small discrepancies that have odd parallels with a 
series of coded files that have mysteriously disappeared. He is sure that Quinn has 
taken them, but why? Does Quinn have something to hide? Or could it be that his 
father is not the man everyone thought he was and that Prentis is not the son he 
thought himself to be. Through the complex character of Prentis, Graham Swift 
builds up an intense psychological thriller - an unnerving study of power and 
inadequacy and the manipulative aspects of family and work life.

Graham Colin Swift (born 4 May 1949) is a English writer. Born in London, England,
he was educated at Dulwich College, London, Queens' College, Cambridge, and 
later the University of York. Some of Swift's books have been filmed, including Last
Orders, starring Michael Caine and Bob Hoskins and Waterland, starring Jeremy 
Irons. Last Orders was joint-winner of the 1996 James Tait Black Memorial Prize for
fiction and a mildly controversial winner of the 1996 Booker Prize, owing to the 
superficial similarities in plot to William Faulkner's As I Lay Dying. Waterland is set in
The Fens; a novel of landscape, history and family, it is often cited as one of the 
outstanding post-war British novels and has been a set text on the English literature
syllabus in British schools.
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Swift, Graham. The Sweet-Shop Owner. New York. 1985. Washington Square 
Press. 1st American Edition. Tape At Bottom Of The Spine, Otherwise Good in 
Slightly Worn Wrappers. 0671546112. 222 pages. paperback. Inventory # 23494. 
$7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the sweet shop Willy Chapman was free, absolved 
from all responsibility, and he ran his sweet shop like his life - quietly, steadfastly, 
devotedly. It was a bargain struck between Chapman and his beautiful, emotionally 
injured wife - a bargain based on unexpressed, inexpressible love and on a 
courageous acceptance of life's deprivation, threatened only by Dorry, their clever, 
angry, unforgiving daughter.

Graham Colin Swift (born 4 May 1949) is a English writer. Born in London, England,
he was educated at Dulwich College, London, Queens' College, Cambridge, and 
later the University of York. Some of Swift's books have been filmed, including Last
Orders, starring Michael Caine and Bob Hoskins and Waterland, starring Jeremy 
Irons. Last Orders was joint-winner of the 1996 James Tait Black Memorial Prize for
fiction and a mildly controversial winner of the 1996 Booker Prize, owing to the 
superficial similarities in plot to William Faulkner's As I Lay Dying. Waterland is set in
The Fens; a novel of landscape, history and family, it is often cited as one of the 
outstanding post-war British novels and has been a set text on the English literature
syllabus in British schools.
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Swift, Graham. The Sweet-Shop Owner. New York. 1985. Washington Square 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0671546112. Paperback 
Original. 222 pages. paperback. Inventory # 26252. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the sweet shop Willy Chapman was free, absolved 
from all responsibility, and he ran his sweet shop like his life - quietly, steadfastly, 
devotedly. It was a bargain struck between Chapman and his beautiful, emotionally 
injured wife - a bargain based on unexpressed, inexpressible love and on a 
courageous acceptance of life's deprivation, threatened only by Dorry, their clever, 
angry, unforgiving daughter.

Graham Colin Swift (born 4 May 1949) is a English writer. Born in London, England,
he was educated at Dulwich College, London, Queens' College, Cambridge, and 
later the University of York. Some of Swift's books have been filmed, including Last
Orders, starring Michael Caine and Bob Hoskins and Waterland, starring Jeremy 
Irons. Last Orders was joint-winner of the 1996 James Tait Black Memorial Prize for
fiction and a mildly controversial winner of the 1996 Booker Prize, owing to the 
superficial similarities in plot to William Faulkner's As I Lay Dying. Waterland is set in
The Fens; a novel of landscape, history and family, it is often cited as one of the 
outstanding post-war British novels and has been a set text on the English literature
syllabus in British schools.
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Swift, Graham. Waterland. New York. 1983. Poseidon Press. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket.Remainder Mark. 0671498630. 310 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Fred Marcellino. Inventory # 29947. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - WATERLAND is a novel of resonant depth and 
encyclopedic richness. It is also a book about beer, eels, the French Revolution, the
end of the world, windmills, will-o’-the-wisps, murder, love, incest, education, 
curiosity, storytelling and - supremely - the malign and merciful element of water. 
One bright summer morning in 1943 Henry Crick, a lock-keeper, finds young Freddie
Parr’s body floating in his lock. Although the death is termed an accident, Henry 
Crick’s son Tom knows otherwise, and bears the secret for life, Forty years later, 
Tom, now a history teacher besieged by a bizarre marital crisis and the ‘phasing out’
of history from his school’s curriculum, abandons his formal lessons to tell his 
students stories of his native Fenland, an ambiguous, amphibious domain where 
past and present intermingle, where the drama of loss and reclamation is written in 
the landscape. Tom Crick traces for his listening class the tragedies and changing 
fortunes of his forebears: how his eighteenth-century ancestor Thomas Atkinson 
dredged a river, built an empire, then broke his young wife Sarah’s head in a jealous
rage and died of grief; how Sarah survived for fifty years, deprived of her senses, to
become a local deity; how his grandfather Ernest fell in love with his own daughter 
and fathered a child he believed would become Saviour of the World, And he tells 
them of the fateful repercussions of that summer morning in 1943, which still trap the
aging Crick in the consequences of events long ago. WATERLAND is a moving 
meditation on history, on procreation, on destruction, and on our struggles to shore 
up our small worlds against the onrushing forces of time and nature.

Graham Colin Swift (born 4 May 1949) is a English writer. Born in London, England,
he was educated at Dulwich College, London, Queens' College, Cambridge, and 
later the University of York.
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Swift, Jonathan. Gulliver's Travels. New York. 1960. Signet/New American Library.
Reprint of This Signet Classic Edition. Previous Owner’s Name Penned in Front, 
Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. Foreword By Marcus Cunliffe. 320 pages. 
paperback. CD14. Inventory # 31545. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - GULLIVER'S TRAVELS is Jonathan Swift's bitter and 
devastating satire, the fantastic tale of the four voyages of Lemuel Gulliver, an 
honest, blunt English ship's surgeon. His first voyage is to the land of Lilliput, where 
the people are only six inches high. His second, by contrast, to the land of 
Brobdingnag where the people are sixty feet high. Further adventures bring Gulliver
to an island that floats in the sky and to a land where horses are endowed with 
reason and beasts are shaped like men. A book that has the rare merit of appealing
to both the very mature and the very young, GULLIVER'S TRAVELS is a brilliant 
narrative - realistic, profound, terrible; a fascinating fairy tale of marvelous travels; a
model of English style and masterly prose. Thirty illustrations by Charles Brock, and
Five Maps of Gulliver's Journeys.

Jonathan Swift (30 November 1667 – 19 October 1745) was an Anglo-Irish satirist, 
essayist, political pamphleteer (first for the Whigs, then for the Tories), poet and 
cleric who became Dean of St Patrick's Cathedral, Dublin. He is remembered for 
works such as Gulliver's Travels, A Modest Proposal, A Journal to Stella, Drapier's 
Letters, The Battle of the Books, An Argument Against Abolishing Christianity, and A
Tale of a Tub.
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Swinburne, Algernon. Love's Cross Currents. New York. 1964. Signet/New 
American Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Store Stamp & Written 
Store Name in Front,Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. Afterword By Marya 
Zaturenska. 158 pages. paperback. CP228. Inventory # 29281. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With the growing reputation of this, Swinburne's one 
completed novel, a fresh and intriguing facet of his genius has come to light. 
Centering upon a great English family, its members bound together both by ties of 
blood and by near - incestuous attraction, Love's Cross - Currents offers the reader
access to a world explored by no other Victorian writer: the closed inner circle of the
British aristocracy, a hermetic society with its own inbred code of manners and 
morals, its own peculiar emotional climate. In the unfolding of this intricate tale of 
passion and calculation, the reader encounters a brilliant series of character 
portraits, and a superb depiction of shifting human relationships. Termed by Edmund
Wilson as 'unique in English Victorian fiction,' and praised by Marya Zaturenska for 
'its true sophistication, its crisp, cool style,' this long - neglected masterpiece bears 
the stamp of one of the most remarkable writers of his time.

Algernon Charles Swinburne (5 April 1837 – 10 April 1909) was an English poet, 
playwright, novelist, and critic. He wrote several novels, and contributed to the 
famous Eleventh Edition of the Encyclopædia Britannica.
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Swinburne, Algernon. Love's Cross Currents. New York. 1964. Signet/New 
American Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
Afterword By Marya Zaturenska. 158 pages. paperback. CP228. Inventory # 27552.
$6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With the growing reputation of this, Swinburne's one 
completed novel, a fresh and intriguing facet of his genius has come to light. 
Centering upon a great English family, its members bound together both by ties of 
blood and by near - incestuous attraction, Love's Cross - Currents offers the reader
access to a world explored by no other Victorian writer: the closed inner circle of the
British aristocracy, a hermetic society with its own inbred code of manners and 
morals, its own peculiar emotional climate. In the unfolding of this intricate tale of 
passion and calculation, the reader encounters a brilliant series of character 
portraits, and a superb depiction of shifting human relationships. Termed by Edmund
Wilson as 'unique in English Victorian fiction,' and praised by Marya Zaturenska for 
'its true sophistication, its crisp, cool style,' this long - neglected masterpiece bears 
the stamp of one of the most remarkable writers of his time.

Algernon Charles Swinburne (5 April 1837 – 10 April 1909) was an English poet, 
playwright, novelist, and critic. He wrote several novels, and contributed to the 
famous Eleventh Edition of the Encyclopædia Britannica.
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Symons, Julian. Mortal Consequences: A History From the Detective Story To the 
Crime Novel. New York. 1972. Harper & Row. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0060141875. 269 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by One
Plus One Studio. Inventory # 24297. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ross Macdonald says: ‘Julian Symons, the distinguished
English crime novelist and critic, has given us the best history of the detective story
and crime novel yet written. I found it wonderfully good reading!’ CONTENTS: What
They Are and Why We Read Them; The Two Strands: Godwin, Vidocq, Poe; 
Dickens, Collins, Gaboriau; the Pattern Forms; Interregnum; The Case of Sherlock
Holmes; The Short Story: The First Golden Age; The Rise of the Novel; The Golden
Age: The Twenties; The Golden Age: The Thirties; The Golden Age: Rebellion; 
Simenon and Maigret; "Mr. Queen, Will You Be Good Enough to Explain Your 
Famous Character's Sex Life, If Any?"; The Short Story's Mutations; Crime Novel 
and Police Novel; Big Producers and Big Sellers, Curiosities and Singletons; A Short
History of the Spy Story; In the Crystal Ball; Index.

Julian Gustave Symons (May 30, 1912, London, United Kingdom - November 23, 
1994, Kent, United Kingdom) was a British crime writer and poet. He also wrote 
social and military history, biography and studies of literature. He left school at 14. 
He founded the poetry magazine Twentieth Century Verse in 1937, editing it for two
years. In World War II he applied for recognition as an anti-capitalist conscientious 
objector, but ended up in the Royal Armoured Corps 1942 to 1944, when he was 
invalided out with a non-battle-related arm injury. After a period as an advertising 
copywriter, he became a full-time writer in 1947. During his career he won two Edgar
Awards from the Mystery Writers of America and, in 1982, received the MWA's 
Grand Master Award. Symons served as the president of the Detection Club from 
1976 till 1985. Symons's 1972 book Bloody Murder: From the Detective Story to the
Crime Novel (published as Mortal Consequences in the US) is one of the best-
known critical works in the field of crime fiction. Symons published over thirty crime 
novels and story collections between 1945 and 1994. His works combined elements
of both the detective story and the crime novel, but leaned clearly toward the latter,
with an emphasis on character and psychology which anticipated current crime 
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Symons, Julian. The Detling Secret. New York. 1983. Viking Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670270636. hardcover. Inventory # 24130. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Dark deeds and political intrigues bubble beneath the 
surface of Sir Arthur Detling's very proper Victorian household. Sir Arthur Detling, a 
crusty old Tory, is deeply suspicious of his new son-in-law. Bernard Ross, a liberal
member of Parliament. Do Sir Arthur's misgivings stem only from political differences
and the fact that Bernard lacks the right family connections, or is Bernard really up to
something sinister? Another unsuitable marriage in the family, a daughters's 
defection to London's bohemian art world, and the appearance of Irish terrorists 
throw Sir Arthur into a tizzy. When two sudden deaths strike the household, 
however, it becomes apparent that far more than the family's reputation is at stake.

Julian Gustave Symons (May 30, 1912, London, United Kingdom - November 23, 
1994, Kent, United Kingdom) was a British crime writer and poet. He also wrote 
social and military history, biography and studies of literature. He left school at 14. 
He founded the poetry magazine Twentieth Century Verse in 1937, editing it for two
years. In World War II he applied for recognition as an anti-capitalist conscientious 
objector, but ended up in the Royal Armoured Corps 1942 to 1944, when he was 
invalided out with a non-battle-related arm injury. After a period as an advertising 
copywriter, he became a full-time writer in 1947. During his career he won two Edgar
Awards from the Mystery Writers of America and, in 1982, received the MWA's 
Grand Master Award. Symons served as the president of the Detection Club from 
1976 till 1985. Symons's 1972 book Bloody Murder: From the Detective Story to the
Crime Novel (published as Mortal Consequences in the US) is one of the best-
known critical works in the field of crime fiction. Symons published over thirty crime 
novels and story collections between 1945 and 1994. His works combined elements
of both the detective story and the crime novel, but leaned clearly toward the latter,
with an emphasis on character and psychology which anticipated current crime 
fiction writers such as Ruth Rendell and P.D. James.
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Symons, Julian. The Man Who Killed Himself. New York. 1967. Harper & Row. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 186 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 26539. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The perfect murder planned by a man who wants to kill 
his wife. In the end he killed himself - though his death was no suicide. But first timid
little Arthur Brownjohn decided to kill his dominating, handsome wife Clare. 'A story
which is comic, fantastic, and full of surprises including a neat parody on [1960s] 
fashions in spy stories and sidelights on the incidental benefits of running a 
matrimonial agency.'

Julian Gustave Symons (May 30, 1912, London, United Kingdom - November 23, 
1994, Kent, United Kingdom) was a British crime writer and poet. He also wrote 
social and military history, biography and studies of literature. He left school at 14. 
He founded the poetry magazine Twentieth Century Verse in 1937, editing it for two
years. In World War II he applied for recognition as an anti-capitalist conscientious 
objector, but ended up in the Royal Armoured Corps 1942 to 1944, when he was 
invalided out with a non-battle-related arm injury. After a period as an advertising 
copywriter, he became a full-time writer in 1947. During his career he won two Edgar
Awards from the Mystery Writers of America and, in 1982, received the MWA's 
Grand Master Award. Symons served as the president of the Detection Club from 
1976 till 1985. Symons's 1972 book Bloody Murder: From the Detective Story to the
Crime Novel (published as Mortal Consequences in the US) is one of the best-
known critical works in the field of crime fiction. Symons published over thirty crime 
novels and story collections between 1945 and 1994. His works combined elements
of both the detective story and the crime novel, but leaned clearly toward the latter,
with an emphasis on character and psychology which anticipated current crime 
fiction writers such as Ruth Rendell and P.D. James.
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Szulc, Tad. Chopin in Paris: The Life & Times of the Romantic Composer. New 
York. 1998. Scribner. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684824582. 
444 pages. hardcover. Jacket design bu Calvin Chu. Inventory # 25162. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - CHOPIN IN PARIS introduces the most important and 
literary figures of Fryderyk Chopin’s day in a glittering story of the Romantic era. 
During Chopin’s eighteen years in Paris, lasting nearly half his short life, he shone at
the center of the immensely talented artists who were defining their time - Hugo, 
Balzac, Stendhal, Delacroix, Liszt, Berlioz, and, of course, George Sand, a rebel 
feminist writer who became Chopin’s lover and protector. Tad Szulc draws 
extensively on diaries, memoirs, correspondence, and the composer’s own journal,
portions of which appear here for the first time in English. He uses contemporary 
sources to chronicle Chopin’s meteoric rise in his native Poland, an ascent that had
brought him to play before the reigning Russian grand duke at the age of eight. He 
left his homeland when he was eighteen, just before Warsaw’s patriotic uprising was
crushed by the tsar’s armies.

Tadeusz Witold Szulc (July 25, 1926 – May 21, 2001) was an author and foreign 
correspondent for The New York Times from 1953 to 1972. Szulc is credited with 
breaking the story of the Bay of Pigs invasion.
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Szymborska, Wislawa. Miracle Fair: Selected Poems of Wislawa Szymborska. New
York. 2001. Norton. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 
0393049396. Translated from the Polish and with Notes by Joanna Trzeciak. 
Foreword by Czeslaw Milosz. 159 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Debra Morton
Hoyt. Jacket painting: ‘Birch Trees’ by Arkhip Kuinji. Inventory # 12313. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In awarding her the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1996, 
the Swedish Academy praised Wislava Szymborska for her breadth of inspiration 
and stylistic grace. Here, in this long-awaited volume of selected poems, translator 
Joanna Trzeciak samples the full range of Szymborska’s major themes: the ironies 
of love, history lessons unlearned our parochial human perspective and the 
admirable desire to transcend it, the wonders of nature’s beauty and bounty, the 
place of humanity in the cosmos, and the illusory character of art. Szymborska’s 
voice emerges as that of a gentle subversive of a humanitarian attuned to human 
flaws and flourishes in equal measure, self deprecating in its wit, yet graced with the
gift for coaxing the extraordinary out of the ordinary both in life and in language.

Wislawa Szymborska-Wlodek (2 July 1923 – 1 February 2012) was a Polish poet, 
essayist, translator and recipient of the 1996 Nobel Prize in Literature. Born in 
Prowent, which has since become part of Kórnik, she later resided in Kraków until 
the end of her life. She was described as a ‘Mozart of Poetry’. In Poland, 
Szymborska's books have reached sales rivaling prominent prose authors: although
she once remarked in a poem, ‘Some Like Poetry’ (‘Niektórzy lubia poezje’), that no
more than two out of a thousand people care for the art. Szymborska was awarded 
the 1996 Nobel Prize in Literature ‘for poetry that with ironic precision allows the 
historical and biological context to come to light in fragments of human reality’. She
became better known internationally as a result of this.
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Tacitus, Cornelius. The Histories. New York. 1972. Penguin Books. Reprinted 
Penguin Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0140441506. 
Translated from the Latin by Kenneth Wellesley. 336 pages. paperback. The cover 
shows a detail from a frieze in the Villa of the Mysteries, Pompeii. Inventory # 29284.
$7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the surviving book of THE HISTORIES, the great 
Roman historian, Tacitus, writing some thirty years after the events, reconstructs the
anarchy of A.D. 69, ‘that long but single year’, during which the Emperors Galba, 
Otho and Vitellius briefly held power and the Emperor Vespasian established a new
dynasty. Though occasionally partisan, or perhaps merely malicious, Tacitus is 
notable for the general accuracy with which he records a sudden, violent eruption 
which shook the whole edifice of the Roman Empire. His earlier works, the 
monographs AGRICOLA and GERAMNIA, and the later ANNALS OF THE ROMAN
EMPIRE are also available in the Penguin Classics.

Publius (or Gaius) Cornelius Tacitus (c. AD 56 – after 117) was a senator and a 
historian of the Roman Empire. The surviving portions of his two major works—the 
Annals and the Histories—examine the reigns of the Roman Emperors Tiberius, 
Claudius, Nero, and those who reigned in the Year of the Four Emperors (AD 69). 
These two works span the history of the Roman Empire from the death of Augustus 
in AD 14 to the years of the First Jewish–Roman War in AD 70. There are 
substantial lacunae in the surviving texts, including a gap in the Annals that is four 
books long. Other writings by him discuss oratory (in dialogue format, see Dialogus
de oratoribus), Germania (in De origine et situ Germanorum), and the life of his 
father-in-law, Agricola, the Roman general responsible for much of the Roman 
conquest of Britain, mainly focusing on his campaign in Britannia (De vita et moribus
Iulii Agricolae). Tacitus is considered to be one of the greatest Roman historians. He
lived in what has been called the Silver Age of Latin literature. He is known for the 
brevity and compactness of his Latin prose, as well as for his penetrating insights 
into the psychology of power politics.
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Tagore, Rabindranath. Gitranjali. New York. 1997. Scribner. Uncorrected Proof. 
Very Good in Wrappers. 0684839342. A Collection Of Prose Translations Made by 
The Author From The Original Bengali. Introduction by W. B. Yeats. Originally 
Published In America In 1913. 129 pages. paperback. Inventory # 23988. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A collection of prose translations made by the poet from 
the original Bengali. The more than 100 poems (first published in English in 1911) in
'Gitanjali' cover the breadth of life's experiences, from the quiet pleasure of 
observing children at play to a person's struggle with their god.

Rabindranath Tagore (May 7, 1861, Kolkata, India - August 7, 1941, Kolkata, India)
was born in Bengal. Gitanjali, a group of over 100 prose poems, translated into 
English by Tagore himself and published in 1911 with the help of the poet Yeats, 
earned him the 1913 Nobel laureate for literature.
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Tahan, Malba. Maktub: The Book of Destiny & Other Stories. New York. 1965. 
Charles Frank. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Worn and Scuffed Dustjacket. A
rare book in this edition. 120 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 3217. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It’s a wise child - or a wise adult, for that matter - who 
has read and assimilated what this quietly wise book has to say. Which doesn’t 
mean that this charming book lectures - nothing could be further from the truth. It 
tells human, winning, enchanting stories, and if they happen also to illustrate some 
of that fabled ‘wisdom of the East’ - well, so much the better. MAKTUB is intended 
for children but adults should also enjoy its style and humor. The stories that make 
up this volume vary widely in locale - from Marrakech to Peking - and theme - from 
the imperfections of earthly beauty and the limitations of earthly knowledge to the 
worthiness of the earthly virtues like charity, honesty and generosity. Their 
characters range from the three exceptional men of Baghdad, all of whom are ready
to give up a beautiful young girl for the sake of their honor, to the beautiful young 
Moroccan woman who is claimed by two husbands and takes, instead of either, a 
third. The illustrations catch just the unique flavor of the East. MAKTUB is, in a word,
delightful.

Malba Tahan, full name Ali Yezzid Izz-Edin ibn-Salim Hanak Malba Tahan, was a 
fictitious Persian scholar. He was the creation and frequent pen name of Brazilian 
author Júlio César de Mello e Souza (May 6, 1895, Rio de Janeiro, Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil - June 18, 1974, Recife, Pernambuco, Brazil).
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Tai, Hue-Tam Ho. Passion, Betrayal, and Revolution in Colonial Saigon: The 
Memoirs of Bao Luong. Berkeley. 2010. University of California Press. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520262263. 216 pages. paperback. Inventory
# 37630. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is the incredible story of Bao Luong, one of 
Vietnam's first woman freedom fighters, and the author's aunt. In 1920, when Bao 
Luong was just 18, she left her village home in South Vietnam to join the 
underground fight against French colonial rule. After traveling as a stowaway to 
Guannngzhou, China, where she trained in revolutionary work, Bao returned to 
Saigon only to get caught up in one of the most infamous political crimes of 
Vietnam's history -- the Barbier Street murder of 1927. The crime resulted in a 
sensational trial that captivated national attention and resulted in Bao's eight year 
imprisonment. Relying on family memoirs, press accounts, police interrogation 
records, and court transcripts, Hue-Tam Ho Tai pieces together a fascinating story 
of political intrigue and suspense. Many of the key figures in Bao's story eventually 
went on to national prominence, including Ton Duc Thang, VN's president in 1969. 
Bao's story provides a rare snapshot of early 20th-century Vietnam, as well as 
fascinating vignettes from her time incarcerated in a woman's prison, where she 
endured years of torture.

Hue-Tam Ho Tai is Kenneth T. Young Professor of Sino-Vietnamese History at 
Harvard University. She is the editor of The Country of Memory: Remaking the Past 
in Late Socialist Vietnam (UC Press) and the author of Radicalism and the Origins of
the Vietnamese Revolution and Millenarianism and Peasant Politics in Vietnam.
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Taibo II, Paco Ignacio. An Easy Thing. New York. 1990. Viking Press. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. Remainder Mark On Bottom Edge. 0670824623. 
Translated from the Spanish by William I. Neuman. 230 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Neil Stuart. Jacket illustration by Mark Harrison. Inventory # 25638. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - AN EASY THING marks the English-language debut of 
Paco lgnacio Taibo II, Mexico’s leading detective novelist and a writer world 
renowned for his atmospheric and highly innovative crime fiction. Set in the chaotic 
urban heart of Mexico City, a place where the ghosts of Old Mexico constantly eat 
away at all pretense of modernity, An Easy Thing is distinguished by the vulnerable
human presence of its jaded detective hero, Hector Belascoarán Shayne. Already 
weary from coping with his mother’s death and his lover’s flight, Hector finds himself
reluctantly involved in three perplexing cases: a murder at a capitalist- and 
corruption-riddled factory; disturbingly violent threats against the innocent teenage 
daughter of a former porn star; and finally, an attempt to find a rather extraordinary
missing person-namely, Emiliano Zapata, archetypal (and, most think, long 
deceased) hero of the failed Mexican Revolution. Complicated characters; tight and
witty dialogue; undercurrents of violence and sex; lots of action; and dazzling 
streaks of irony, dark comedy, and Latin fabulism combine to create a compelling, 
original mystery, a mystery that resonates with the bigger mysteries of Mexico’s 
troubled history and of the dark side of human nature. This is mystery writing with a
soul-and a funny, wise, warm, and entertaining soul it is, grounded in Paco Taibo’s 
knowledge of modern Hispanic and world literature and history, and by his political 
and everyday human passions.

Born in Spain in 1949, PACO IGNACIO TAIBO II has lived in Mexico since 1958, 
and has been a nationalized Mexican citizen since 1980. He is currently professor of
history at the UAM-Azcapotzalco (Metropolitan University of Mexico City), and is 
executive vice president of the International Association of Crime Writers. The 
author of numerous novels, works of history, and short-story collections, many of 
which have been published throughout the world, Taibo lives with his wife and 
daughter in Mexico City.
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Taibo II, Paco Ignacio. An Easy Thing. New York. 1990. Viking Press. Unrevised &
Unpublished Proofs. Very Good in Wrappers. 0670824623. Translated from the 
Spanish by William I. Neuman. 230 pages. paperback. Inventory # 13708. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - AN EASY THING marks the English-language debut of 
Paco lgnacio Taibo II, Mexico’s leading detective novelist and a writer world 
renowned for his atmospheric and highly innovative crime fiction. Set in the chaotic 
urban heart of Mexico City, a place where the ghosts of Old Mexico constantly eat 
away at all pretense of modernity, An Easy Thing is distinguished by the vulnerable
human presence of its jaded detective hero, Hector Belascoarán Shayne. Already 
weary from coping with his mother’s death and his lover’s flight, Hector finds himself
reluctantly involved in three perplexing cases: a murder at a capitalist- and 
corruption-riddled factory; disturbingly violent threats against the innocent teenage 
daughter of a former porn star; and finally, an attempt to find a rather extraordinary
missing person-namely, Emiliano Zapata, archetypal (and, most think, long 
deceased) hero of the failed Mexican Revolution. Complicated characters; tight and
witty dialogue; undercurrents of violence and sex; lots of action; and dazzling 
streaks of irony, dark comedy, and Latin fabulism combine to create a compelling, 
original mystery, a mystery that resonates with the bigger mysteries of Mexico’s 
troubled history and of the dark side of human nature. This is mystery writing with a
soul-and a funny, wise, warm, and entertaining soul it is, grounded in Paco Taibo’s 
knowledge of modern Hispanic and world literature and history, and by his political 
and everyday human passions.

Born in Spain in 1949, PACO IGNACIO TAIBO II has lived in Mexico since 1958, 
and has been a nationalized Mexican citizen since 1980. He is currently professor of
history at the UAM-Azcapotzalco (Metropolitan University of Mexico City), and is 
executive vice president of the International Association of Crime Writers. The 
author of numerous novels, works of history, and short-story collections, many of 
which have been published throughout the world, Taibo lives with his wife and 
daughter in Mexico City.
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Taibo II, Paco Ignacio. Four Hands. New York. 1994. St Martin's Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312109873. Translated from the 
Spanish by Laura C. Dail. 378 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Marty Blake.
Jacket design by Henry Sene Yee. Inventory # 24806. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is the first English translation of a major literary 
novel by Paco Ignacio Taibo II, whose previous appearances in this country have 
been this leading Mexican author’s crime novels. The ‘Four Hands’ are those of two
world-ranging journalists, one Mexican and one American. It is these two men who 
provide the initially improbable links between such disparate elements of Taibo’s 
amazing novel as Stan Laurel’s witnessing the assassination of Pancho Villa; the 
disinformation operation of an anonymous group in New York who approach their 
dingy office up a fire escape; the discovery of Leon Trotsky’s notes for the crime 
novel he was writing when he was murdered in Mexico; the stupefying thesis 
proposals of graduate Elena Jordan; an episode in the Contra war in Nicaragua; and
the Spanish miner’s takeover of a coal mine in the thirties. These themes and 
others, like the voices of a Bach fugue, appear and disappear and reappear, 
gradually weaving together into an intricate whole without losing their separate 
identities. FOUR HANDS is a funny, dazzling, and exuberant work that only this 
author could have created.

PACO IGNACIO TAIBO II is one of the most popular authors at work today. Born in
Asturias, Spain, he has lived in Mexico since 1958. A historian, journalist, and writer
of short stories, novels, and works of history, he is one of the founders of the 
International Association of Crime Writers. His work has been widely translated and
published throughout the world; his most recent novel, LEONARDO’S BICYCLE, 
won the Latin American Dashiell Hammett Award for the best crime novel of the 
year. He lives in Mexico City with his wife and daughter.
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Taibo II, Paco Ignacio. Four Hands. New York. 1994. St Martin's Press. Advance 
Reading Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 0312109873. Translated from the Spanish 
by Laura C. Dail. 378 pages. paperback. Jacket illustration by Marty Blake. Jacket 
design by Henry Sene Yee. Inventory # 20122. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is the first English translation of a major literary 
novel by Paco Ignacio Taibo II, whose previous appearances in this country have 
been this leading Mexican author’s crime novels. The ‘Four Hands’ are those of two
world-ranging journalists, one Mexican and one American. It is these two men who 
provide the initially improbable links between such disparate elements of Taibo’s 
amazing novel as Stan Laurel’s witnessing the assassination of Pancho Villa; the 
disinformation operation of an anonymous group in New York who approach their 
dingy office up a fire escape; the discovery of Leon Trotsky’s notes for the crime 
novel he was writing when he was murdered in Mexico; the stupefying thesis 
proposals of graduate Elena Jordan; an episode in the Contra war in Nicaragua; and
the Spanish miner’s takeover of a coal mine in the thirties. These themes and 
others, like the voices of a Bach fugue, appear and disappear and reappear, 
gradually weaving together into an intricate whole without losing their separate 
identities. FOUR HANDS is a funny, dazzling, and exuberant work that only this 
author could have created. Originally published in Spanish as Cuantro manos, 1990.

PACO IGNACIO TAIBO II is one of the most popular authors at work today. Born in
Asturias, Spain, he has lived in Mexico since 1958. A historian, journalist, and writer
of short stories, novels, and works of history, he is one of the founders of the 
International Association of Crime Writers. His work has been widely translated and
published throughout the world; his most recent novel, LEONARDO’S BICYCLE, 
won the Latin American Dashiell Hammett Award for the best crime novel of the 
year. He lives in Mexico City with his wife and daughter.
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Taibo II, Paco Ignacio. Leonardo's Bicycle. New York. 1995. Mysterious Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0892965894. Translated from the 
Spanish by Martin Michael Roberts. 453 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Jackie
Merri Meyer. Jacket illustration by Jose Ortega. Inventory # 23723. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - September 1995. In 1994 LEONARDO’S BICYCLE won 
the Latin American Dashiell Hammett Award for the best crime novel of the year - 
the third Hammett Award for the exceptional Paco Ignacio Taibo II. In this story, 
Taibo soars over the genre much as Leonardo himself floats above the violent plot -
imbuing its twists and turns with the artist’s obsessions with painting, sculpture, war
machines, submarines, and a two-wheeled conveyance that would not be invented 
for another four hundred years. In smog-shrouded, pastel-hued Mexico City, the 
famous writer of crime fiction, Jose Daniel Fierro, falls in love with the televised 
image of a young woman basketball player. During the mad, violent days of 
revolution in 1920s Spain, a journalist, accused of crimes ‘against opinion,’ searches
for the anarchist named Angel del Hierro, the most wanted man in Barcelona. In 
New York City’s Chelsea Hotel, a former CIA man, the last American to flee a dying
South Vietnam, makes up unreadable novels in his mind. José Daniel Fierro will go 
to Ciudad Juarez and find his basketball player lying near death - kidnapped, 
drugged, beaten, her kidney taken from her. Angel del Hierro will disguise himself as
everything from an admiral to an organ grinder, while the journalist called the Flea 
will discover the lost works of Leonardo da Vinci. And the ex-CIA man will leave New
York for Mexico in pursuit of a secret that stretches back to the fall of Saigon. A 
south-of-the-border/Iberian noir adventure story, a political psychodrama, and a 
meditation on the effects of a century of violence on the nature of imagination itself,
LEONARDO’S BICYCLE features a cast of radicals, criminals, and dreamers, all on
a wild goose chase that lead them into hails of gunfire. And around them circles the
man on his bicycle.

PACO IGNACIO TAIBO II is one of the most popular authors at work today. Born in
Asturias, Spain, he has lived in Mexico since 1958. A historian, journalist, and writer
of short stories, novels, and works of history, he is one of the founders of the 
International Association of Crime Writers.
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Taibo II, Paco Ignacio. Life Itself. New York. 1994. Mysterious Press. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0892965185. Translated from the Spanish by Beth
Henson. 209 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Jose Ortega & Rachel McClain. 
Jacket illustration by Jose Ortega. Inventory # 20748. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Jose Daniel Fierro is Mexico’s most celebrated author of
police thrillers. He’s about to become something more. In the graffiti-festooned 
mining city of Santa Ana, three hundred years of oppression had led to a radical 
people’s government. The brutal ruling class waits for its chance to crash back in - 
while the town’s police chiefs keep getting killed. On the theory that Jose Daniel is 
too well-known to be murdered, the man of letters is invited by the city leaders to be
the latest chief. On a whim, he accepts. Jose Daniel knows what Robert Mitchum 
would say when confronted by a beautiful amoral woman. He knows how Ross 
MacDonald might describe an encounter with a hit man. But when it comes to 
handguns, fingerprints, and dead bodies, the mystery writer is woefully unprepared.
On his side he has a fearless marksman named Blind Man, a radio broadcaster who
is also a master of propaganda, and an assortment of eccentric deputies. He needs 
them all. For gunmen interrupt his dinner with a hail of lead, a beautiful gringa turns
up butchered in church, and a fearsome killer is found slain in the center of a ring of
a flea-bitten circus. Now, in a web of madcap crime and deadly conspiracy, Jose 
Daniel is discovering the first essential truth about police work. Like life itself, the 
more you think you know the more you have to learn. LIFE ITSELF has echoes of 
Kafka, Conrad, and Marquez. It is at the same time a gripping mystery, a raucous 
adventures, a dark comedy, and a violent and haunting political indictment of the 
state of modern-day Mexico.

PACO IGNACIO TAIBO II is one of the most popular authors at work today. Born in
Asturias, Spain, he has lived in Mexico since 1958. A historian, journalist, and writer
of short stories, novels, and works of history, he is one of the founders of the 
International Association of Crime Writers. His work has been widely translated and
published throughout the world; his most recent novel, LEONARDO’S BICYCLE, 
won the Latin American Dashiell Hammett Award for the best crime novel of the 
year. He lives in Mexico City with his wife and daughter.
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Taibo II, Paco Ignacio. Some Clouds. New York. 1992. Viking Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket.Remainder Mark On Bottom Edge. 
067083825x. Translated from the Spanish by William I. Neuman. 163 pages. 
hardcover. JACKET DESIGN BY NEIL STUART. JACKET ILLUSTRATIONS BY 
CHRIS GALL. AUTHOR PHOTOGRAPH BY JERRY BAUER. Inventory # 20743. 
$7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In SOME CLOUDS, master crime writer Paco Ignacio 
Taibo II serves up another Belascoarán Shayne caper, set once again in the chaotic
heart of Mexico City, involving two inexplicable murders and a mysterious fortune 
worth millions, Before his case is ended, Belascoarán Shayne must negotiate an 
intricate labyrinth of corruption and cover-up that bears an unsettling resemblance to
Mexico City’s real-life scandals. Hector Belascoardn Shayne had two exotic last 
names, a degree in engineering from the National University, and one eye less than
most people. He was thirty- five years old, with an ex-wife, an ex-lover, one brother,
one sister, a denim suit that made him look more like a social anthropologist than a
detective, a 38 automatic in his office in Mexico City, a slight limp from an old bullet
wound in his right leg, and a private investigator’s license he’d gotten through a 
correspondence course. He had a marked predilection for soft drinks, lemon. 
scented aftershave, crab salad, the Bossa Nova, and certain Hemingway novels. His
heroes were Justin Playfair, Michael Strogoff, John Reed, Buenaventura Durutti, 
Capablanca, and Zorro (though he knew he was never going to get very far with a 
cemetery-full of heroes like that).

Born in Spain in 1949, PACO IGNACIO TAIBO II has lived in Mexico since 1958, 
and has been a nationalized Mexican citizen since 1980. The author of numerous 
novels, works of history, and short-story collections, Taibo is currently president of 
the International Association of Crime Writers. Taibo, a best-selling author 
throughout the Spanish-speaking world, has published works around the globe, 
including editions in France, Germany, Italy, Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria, and the 
Russian republics. His English-language debut, the crime novel AN EASY THING 
(1990), was followed by THE SHADOW OF THE SHADOW (1991).
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Takagi, Akimitsu. The Informer. New York. 1999. Soho Press. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 156947155x. Translated from the Japanese by Sadako 
Mizuguchi. 259 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 28314. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When the Tokyo stock market crashes, adultery and 
industrial espionage lead to murder. Segawa had a good job as a stock market 
trader, but the 'private' hedge fund he operated suffered big losses and he was fired.
He is down and out when he is approached with an offer of highly paid work. How 
can he resist? He agrees to become an industrial spy, even when he discovers the 
target is his old schoolmate-who married Segawa's girlfriend-and his company. 
Ogino, the old friend, is murdered, and Segawa seems to have been the last person
to visit him. He panics, fakes an easily disproved alibi, then tries to flee. He would 
seem to be the obvious culprit. Who else could have done it? The widow? Segawa's
other girlfriend? The dead man's uncle or some of the other ambitious directors of 
the company? Ogino's secretary, who happens to be his greedy sister's lover? State
Prosecutor Kirishima must solve a baffling crime to save Segawa from hanging for a
murder he did not commit. The Informer, based on a real incident, was a runaway 
bestseller in Japan when it was published in 1965.

Akimitsu Takagi (25 September 1920–9 September 1995), was the pen-name of a 
popular Japanese crime fiction writer active during the Showa period of Japan. His 
real name was Takagi Seiichi. Takagi was born in Aomori City in Aomori Prefecture 
in northern Japan. He graduated from the Daiichi High School (which was often 
abbreviated to Ichi-ko) and Kyoto Imperial University, where he studied metallurgy.
He was employed by the Nakajima Aircraft Company, but lost his job with the 
prohibition on military industries in Japan after World War II. On the 
recommendation of a fortune-teller, he decided to become a writer. He sent the 
second draft of his first detective story, The Tattoo Murder Case, to the great 
mystery writer Edogawa Ranpo, who recognized his skill and who recommended it 
to a publisher. It was published in 1948. He received the Tantei sakka club sho 
(Mystery Writers Club Award) for his second novel, the Noh Mask Murder Case in 
1950.
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Takagi, Akimitsu. The Tattoo Murder Case. New York. 1998. Soho Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket With Slightly Faded Spine. 0569471088.
Translated from the Japanese by Deborah Boliver Boehm. 324 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket photo by Sandi Fellman. Tattoo art - 'Phoenix' by Horiyoshi III. Inventory # 
24915. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Miss Kinue Nomura survived World War II only to be 
murdered in Tokyo, her severed limbs left behind. Gone is that part of her that bore
one of the most beautiful full-body tattoos ever rendered by her late father. Kenzo 
Matsushita, a young doctor, must assist his detective brother who is in charge of the
case, because he was Kinue’s secret lover and the first person on the murder 
scene.

Akimitsu Takagi (25 September 1920–9 September 1995), was the pen-name of a 
popular Japanese crime fiction writer active during the Showa period of Japan. His 
real name was Takagi Seiichi. Takagi was born in Aomori City in Aomori Prefecture 
in northern Japan. He graduated from the Daiichi High School (which was often 
abbreviated to Ichi-ko) and Kyoto Imperial University, where he studied metallurgy.
He was employed by the Nakajima Aircraft Company, but lost his job with the 
prohibition on military industries in Japan after World War II. On the 
recommendation of a fortune-teller, he decided to become a writer. He sent the 
second draft of his first detective story, The Tattoo Murder Case, to the great 
mystery writer Edogawa Ranpo, who recognized his skill and who recommended it 
to a publisher. It was published in 1948. He received the Tantei sakka club sho 
(Mystery Writers Club Award) for his second novel, the Noh Mask Murder Case in 
1950.
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Takaki, Ronald. Hiroshima: Why America Dropped the Atomic Bomb. Boston. 1995.
Little Brown. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0316831220. 194 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Steve Snider. Inventory # 21477. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The bombing of Hiroshima was one of the pivotal events
of the twentieth century, yet this controversial question remains unresolved. At the 
time, General Dwight Eisenhower, General Douglas MacArthur, and chief of staff 
Admiral William Leahy all agreed that an atomic attack on Japanese cities was 
unnecessary. All of them believed that Japan had already been beaten and that the
war would soon end. Was the bomb dropped to end the war more quickly? Or did it
herald the start of the Cold War? In his probing new study, prizewinning historian 
Ronald Takaki explores these factors and more. He considers the cultural context of
race - the ways in which stereotypes of the Japanese influenced public opinion and
policymakers - and also probes the human dimension. Relying on top secret military
reports, diaries, and personal letters, Takaki relates international policies to the 
individuals involved: Los Alamos director J. Robert Oppenheimer, Secretary of State
James Byrnes, Secretary of War Henry L. Stimson, and others, but above all, Harry
Truman.

Ronald Toshiyuki Takaki (April 12, 1939 – May 26, 2009) was an American 
academic, historian, ethnographer and author. He was born in Oahu, Hawaii, and 
his work addresses stereotypes of Asian Americans, such as the model minority 
concept.
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Talbot, David and Zheutlin, Barbara. Creative Difference: Profiles of Hollywood 
Dissidents. Boston. 1978. South End Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0896080439. 370 pages. paperback. Cover design by Kevin O'Callaghan. Inventory
# 36874. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Examining the lives of 16 people working in the 
entertainment industry, the authors review the limits of Hollywood and reveal a 
commercial environment that destroys people’s spirit and integrity.

David Talbot is an American journalist, author and media executive. He is the 
founder, former CEO and editor-in-chief of an early web magazine, Salon. Talbot 
founded Salon in 1995. The magazine gained a large following and broke several 
major national stories.
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Taliaferro, John. Tarzan Forever: The Life of Edgar Rice Burroughs, Creator of 
Tarzan. New York. 1999. Scribner. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
068483359x. 400 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Paul Smith. Inventory # 
26436. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In TARZAN FOREVER: THE LIFE OF EDGAR RICE 
BURROUGHS, CREATOR OF TARZAN, John Taliaferro vividly recounts the 
remarkable life and career of the originator of Tarzan. Drawn extensively from 
Burroughs’s own correspondence, memos, and manuscripts, Taliaferro’s richly 
detailed narrative reveals how Burroughs, a down-on-his-luck Chicago pencil-
sharpener salesman, first wrote about his most famous character, how he grasped 
the appeal of this ‘feral god,’ and how he spent the rest of his life nurturing and 
protecting it. Important as Tarzan was to Burroughs, Taliaferro makes clear that 
Burroughs’s life was at least as colorful as the life of his jungle creation. Burroughs
was a cavalryman in the Arizona Territory, a cowboy in Idaho, a speculator in 
Southern California real estate, a Hollywood producer, a witness to the bombing of 
Pearl Harbor, and even a war correspondent in the South Pacific. Unlike Tarzan, 
though, Burroughs was far from the ideal balance of nature and nurture. He failed at
two marriages, and despite the enormous popularity of his books and MGM’s Tarzan
movies of the thirties and forties, his lavish appetites forever pushed him to the brink
of bankruptcy. Shaky finances ultimately drove him to develop his beloved California
ranch, Tarzana, into the town of Tarzana, a Los Angeles suburb that today stands 
as the antithesis of Tarzan’s African paradise. Quick to speak out on the 
controversial issues of his day, Burroughs wrote essays and stories advocating 
eugenics, the extermination of ‘moral imbeciles,’ and the deportation of Japanese-
Americans during World War II.

John Taliaferro is a former senior editor at Newsweek and the author of three 
acclaimed books, Great White Fathers: The Story of the Obsessive Quest to Create
Mount Rushmore, Charles M. Russell: The Life and Legend of America's Cowboy 
Artist, and Tarzan Forever: The Life of Edgar Rice Burroughs.
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Tallon, Robert. Rotten Kidphabets. New York. 1975. Holt Rinehart Winston. 1st 
Edition. Good in Worn Dustjacket With a Large Tear Near The Bottom Spine. 
0030144310. unpaginated. hardcover. Cover art by Robert Tallon. Inventory # 
35209. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here, in dazzling full color, are kids from A to Z. To 
enjoy. To laugh at. To reform, if you can. Meet Horrible Hanna, Litterbug Lena, 
Piggy Pearl, Yowling Yankel, and a host of others. It is a great parade, an oom-pa-
pa of deliciously unlovable characters, a bookful of fun. The list is not closed. Turn it
into a game. Add your own rotten kidphabets And compound the fun.

Robert Tallon, while still in high school, won a two-year music scholarship at the 
Metropolitan Opera Studio. Although bulbar polio ended those plans, he found, as 
he convalesced, that he had a talent for art. And he has been drawing ever since. 
After a stint in the army, he attended the School of Visual Arts. In his student days 
his paintings were exhibited in group shows and were sold by New York galleries. 
Since then he has had a number of one-man shows all over the country. Mr. Tallon 
is also a successful commercial artist in all media, including television. His drawings
appear on the covers of, among others, The New Yorker and Time Magazine. He 
has written and illustrated several adult and juvenile books, all of which have earned
him high praise. His children’s book RHODA’S RESTAURANT received the 
Brooklyn Art Books for Children Citation for 1975, an award for literary and artistic 
excellence in the creation of books for young children, given by the Brooklyn 
Museum.keywords
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Tamaya, Meera. H. R. F. Keating: Post-Colonial Detection, a Critical Study. Bowling
Green. 1993. Bowling Green State U Popular Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 0879726326. 166 pages. paperback. Cover design by Gary Dumm. 
Inventory # 26390. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - H.R.F. Keating: Post-Colonial Detection examines the 
entire oeuvre of the prolific and award-winning writer, but focuses on the novels set 
in India in which the bumbling but always human Inspector Ghote manages to solve
crimes with a post-colonial mix of inherited Scotland Yard/Holmesian deductive 
methods and his understanding of his native country’s cultural contradictions. This 
book is based on the premise that successful sleuths have much in common with 
cultural anthropologists - indeed the latter have often been termed detectives of 
cultures. In this respect, Keating’s Ghote novels are in the tradition of Tony 
Hillerman’s Navajo Indian and James McClure’s South African novels which serve 
up the human, experiential aspects of the cultural and ethnic conflicts that 
newspaper reports scarcely touch on. Like Hillerman and McClure, Keating is not 
only an outsider, but as an Englishman writing about a former colony he is in grave 
danger of what Edward Said says western writers often do: construct the Orient as 
the mysterious Other. However, Keating’s portrayal of India, complex, subtle and 
deeply humanistic in the E.M. Forster tradition, has been praised by Indians, as 
Hillerman has been honored by Navajos, for the fairness of his portrayals.

Meera Tamaya is a Professor of English at Massachusetts College of Liberal Arts. 
She received her PhD from the University of Massachusetts, Amherst. She is the 
author of Colonial Detection: H. R. F. Keating, and various articles on literature, film
and popular culture.
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Tan, Amy. The Joy Luck Club. New York. 1989. Putnam. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0399134204. 288 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author & Dated In 
the Month Of Publication. Jacket illustration by Gretchen Schields. Inventory # 
11808. $200

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1949 four Chinese women-drawn together by the 
shadow of their past-begin meeting in San Francisco to play mah jong, invest in 
stocks, eat dim sum, and ‘say’ stories. They call their gathering the Joy Luck Club. 
Nearly forty years later, one of the members has died, and her daughter has come 
to take her place, only to learn of her mother’s lifelong wish-and the tragic way in 
which it has come true. The revelation of this secret unleashes an urgent need 
among the women to reach back and remember. In this extraordinary first work of 
fiction, Amy Tan writes about what is lost-over the years, between generations, 
among friends-and what is saved.

Amy Tan (born February 19, 1952) is an American writer whose works explore 
mother-daughter relationships and the Chinese American experience. Her novel The
Joy Luck Club was adapted into a film in 1993 by director Wayne Wang. Tan has 
written several other novels, including The Kitchen God's Wife, The Hundred Secret
Senses, The Bonesetter's Daughter, Saving Fish from Drowning, and The Valley of
Amazement. Tan's latest book is a memoir entitled Where The Past Begins: A 
Writer's Memoir (2017). In addition to these, Tan has written two children's books: 
The Moon Lady (1992) and Sagwa, the Chinese Siamese Cat (1994), which was 
turned into an animated series that aired on PBS. Despite her success, Tan has also
received substantial criticism for her depictions of Chinese culture and apparent 
adherence to stereotypes.
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Tan, Maureen. aka Jane: A Novel of Suspense. New York. 1997. Mysterious Press.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0892966580. 292 pages. hardcover.
Signed by the Author. Cover illustration by Michael Racz. Inventory # 24617. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A captivating debut novel, AKA Jane tells the story of a 
beautiful British operative who retires to Savannah, Georgia, to write private-eye 
novels--only to find herself facing her most deadly challenge ever.

Maureen Tan is the author of numerous articles, four fiction novels, and several 
short stories. She is a consultant specializing in the science/technology and 
healthcare fields. Before beginning her consulting practice, she worked for the 
College of Engineering at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and also 
served as a Public Affairs Officer for the Federal Emergency Management Agency.
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Tannen, Deborah. The Argument Culture: Moving From Debate To Dialogue. New 
York. 1998. Random House. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679456023. 351
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Gabrielle Bordwin. Inventory # 25524. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In her #1 bestseller You Just Don’t Understand, Deborah
Tannen showed why talking to someone of the opposite sex can be like talking to 
someone from another world. Now Tannen is back with another groundbreaking 
book, this time widening her lens to examine the way we communicate in public—in
the media, in politics, in our courtrooms, and classrooms—once again letting us see
in a new way forces that have powerfully shaped our lives. The war on drugs, the 
battle of the sexes, political turf combat—in the argument culture, war metaphors 
pervade our talk and influence our thinking. We approach anything we need to 
accomplish as a fight between two opposing sides. In this fascinating book, Tannen
shows how deeply entrenched this cultural tendency is, the forms it takes, and how it
affects us every day—sometimes in useful ways, but often causing damage. The 
Argument Culture is a remarkable book that will change forever the way you 
perceive—and communicate with—the world.

Deborah Frances Tannen (born June 7, 1945) is an American academic and 
professor of linguistics at Georgetown University in Washington, D.C. She has been
a McGraw Distinguished Lecturer at Princeton University and was a fellow at the 
Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences following a term in residence
at the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton, NJ. Tannen is the author of twelve 
books, including That's Not What I Meant! and You Just Don't Understand, the latter
of which spent four years on the New York Times Best Sellers List, including eight 
consecutive months at number one. She is also a frequent contributor to The New 
York Times, The Washington Post, The Atlantic, and TIME magazine, among other
publications.
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Tatar, Maria. The Hard Facts of The Grimms' Fairy Tales. Princeton. 2016. 
Princeton University Press. Reprinted Paperback of the Expanded Second Edition.
Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 0691114692. 325 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
42141. $18

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Murder, mutilation, cannibalism, infanticide, and incest: 
the darker side of classic fairy tales figures as the subject matter for this intriguing 
study of Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm’s Nursery and Household Tales. This updated 
and expanded second edition includes a new preface and an appendix containing 
new translations of six tales, along with commentary by Maria Tatar. Throughout the
book, Tatar skillfully employs the tools not only of a psychoanalyst but also of a 
folklorist, literary critic, and historian to examine the harsher aspects of these stories.
She presents new interpretations of the powerful stories in this worldwide best-
selling book. Few studies have been written in English on these tales, and none has
probed their allegedly happy endings so thoroughly.

Maria Tatar is the John L. Loeb Professor of Germanic Languages and Literatures at
Harvard University, where she teaches courses on folklore and literature. She is the
author of THE ANNOTATED BROTHERS GRIMM and lives in Cambridge, 
Massachusetts.
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Tate, James and Lehman, David (editors). The Best American Poetry 1997. New 
York. 1997. Scribners. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684814544. 268 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Julie Metz. Inventory # 24221. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Now celebrating its tenth anniversary, The Best 
American Poetry is the one indispensable volume for readers eager to follow what's
new in poetry today. Sales continue to grow and plaudits keep coming in for this 
"high-voltage testament to the vitality of American poetry" (Booklist). Selected by 
prizewinning guest editor James Tate, the seventy-five best poems of the year were
chosen from more than three dozen magazines and range from the comic to the 
cosmic, from the contemplative to the sublime. Contributors include the poets 
Donald Hall, Mark Strand, John Ashbery, Jorie Graham, Robert Hass, Billy Collins, 
Linda Gregerson, Allen Ginsberg, A. R. Ammons, Nin Andrews, Joshua Clover, 
Matthew Lippman, Maureen Seaton, Jayne Cortez, Charlie Smith, Karen Volkman,
Amy Gerstler and others.

James Vincent Tate (December 8, 1943 – July 8, 2015) was an American poet. His
work earned him the Pulitzer Prize and the National Book Award. He was a 
professor of English at the University of Massachusetts Amherst and a member of 
the American Academy of Arts and Letters. David Lehman, the series editor of The
Best American Poetry, is also the editor of the Oxford Book of American Poetry. His
books of poetry include Poems in the Manner Of, New and Selected Poems, 
Yeshiva Boys, When a Woman Loves a Man, and The Daily Mirror. His most recent
nonfiction book is Sinatra’s Century. He teaches at The New School and lives in 
New York City and Ithaca, New York.
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Tatum, Arlo (editor). Handbook For Conscientious Objectors. Philadelphia. 1968. 
Central Committee For Conscientious Objectors. Ninth Edition. Second Printing. 
Some Foxing, Otherwise Good in Wrappers. 110 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
25612. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The CCCO Program – PURPOSE: to maintain freedom 
of conscience: to interpret the moral and legal basis of conscientious refusal to 
participate in war; to counsel and assist conscientious objectors to conscription, civil
defense, and the payment of taxes for military purposes; to encourage an end to 
conscription.

Arlo Tatum (21 February 1923 - 2 April 2014) played significant roles in the US, 
British and international pacifist movements. Born into a Quaker family in Iowa, he 
politely wrote in 1941, aged 18, to the US attorney general announcing his refusal to
register for the draft – US conscription – imposed in advance of US entry to the 
Second World War. He was sentenced to three-and-a-half years in the Federal 
Correctional Institution, Sandstone, Minnesota, the youngest prisoner when he 
entered. A natural baritone, Arlo, on release, was awarded a scholarship at the 
American conservatory of music, and won a competition to sing with the Chicago 
concert and opera guild. However, his burgeoning career was interrupted by an 
order to register for a fresh draft in 1948, renewed refusal, and another 
imprisonment. A serious accident in 1951 ended his singing career, and he started 
full-time pacifist activism, becoming co-secretary of the War Resisters’ League (US 
counterpart of the Peace Pledge Union – PPU). In 1955 he was appointed general 
secretary of War Resisters’ International (WRI), which entailed Arlo moving to 
London, where, apart from overseeing WRI’s first international conference outside 
Europe (India, 1960), he became involved in the PPU, serving as a director of Peace
News, then the weekly newspaper of the PPU. With Sybil Morrison, he compiled the
PPU songbook, as well as writing songs for the Aldermaston marches. He also co-
founded the World Peace Brigade, a forerunner of Peace Brigades International.
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Tauber, Alfred I. Freud, the Reluctant Philosopher. Princeton. 2012. Princeton 
University Press. 2nd Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780691145525. 318 pages.
paperback. Inventory # 38241. $26.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Freud began university intending to study both medicine
and philosophy. But he was ambivalent about philosophy, regarding it as 
metaphysical, too limited to the conscious mind, and ignorant of empirical 
knowledge. Yet his private correspondence and his writings on culture and history 
reveal that he never forsook his original philosophical ambitions. Indeed, while Freud
remained firmly committed to positivist ideals, his thought was thoroughly permeated
with other aspects of German philosophy. Placed in dialogue with his intellectual 
contemporaries, Freud appears as a reluctant philosopher who failed to recognize 
his own metaphysical commitments, thereby crippling the defense of his theory and
misrepresenting his true achievement. Recasting Freud as an inspired humanist and
reconceiving psychoanalysis as a form of moral inquiry, Alfred Tauber argues that 
Freudianism still offers a rich approach to self-inquiry, one that reaffirms the 
enduring task of philosophy and many of the abiding ethical values of Western 
civilization.

Alfred I. Tauber is professor of philosophy and the Zoltan Kohn Professor of 
Medicine at Boston University, where he is also director of the Center for Philosophy
and History of Science. His books include Science and the Quest for Meaning, 
Patient Autonomy and the Ethics of Responsibility, and Henry David Thoreau and 
the Moral Agency of Knowing.keywords

Philosophy Intellectual
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Taylor, Harry H. The Man Who Tried Out For Tarzan. Baton Rogue. 1973. Louisiana
State University Press. 1st Edition. Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front, 
Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 0807100617. 153 pages. hardcover. Inventory #
15881. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here is a theme which runs through Taylor’s work: 
people in over their heads, making do, counting at last on survival. The settings 
range from the Rocky Mountains through the Midwest to New England, "back in 
North Madison among the trees and the advertising executives," where the man who
once tried out for the role of Tarzan now lives out his life as an oil salesman. Harry 
H. Taylor's stories are familiar to readers of the literary quarterlies. His fiction has 
appeared in numerous journals, including South Dakota Review, Quest, Latitudes, 
Quartet, Prism International, Florida Quarterly, West Coast Review, Pyramid, and 
Epoch. With this impressive collection he establishes himself beyond any doubt as 
one of the most gifted of contemporary short- fiction writers.

HARRY H. TAYLOR teaches creative writing and is chairman, humanities, in the 
honors program at Ball State University. Born in Mt. Vernon, New York, he studied 
at George Washington University, Columbia University, and the University of 
Denver.
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Taylor, Michael Ray. Dark Life: Martian Nanobacteria, Rock-Eating Cave Bugs, and
Other Extreme Organisms of Inner and Outer Space. New York. 1999. Scribner. 1st
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684841916. 285 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
26443. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a narrative that combines cutting-edge science with 
intense physical adventure, DARK LIFE tells the fascinating story of the quest to find
life far underground and deep in space. Able to thrive without sunlight or oxygen, 
dark life is a mass of subterranean bacteria that would likely tip the scale if weighed
against all other living matter combined. Journalist Michael Ray Taylor takes us from
Antarctic lakes to Hawaiian volcanoes to the satellites of Jupiter in search of these 
mysterious underground creatures that are redefining our understanding of 
evolution. Taylor serves as a field assistant on several key scientific expeditions. He
descends deep into New Mexico’s tortuous Lechuguilla Cave and focuses powerful
NASA microscopes on never-before-seen life-forms. He accompanies a young 
NASA intern who unknowingly kicks off a raging international scientific debate when
she uncovers traces of dark life in a rock extracted from nearly two miles below 
Washington State - traces that appear identical to the ‘micro-fossils’ found in a 
Martian meteorite. He meets another scientist who has staked his reputation on 
using dark life to generate a cure for breast cancer. Throughout his adventures, 
Taylor gains unique insight into a growing controversy about the very definition of life
itself—an issue that scientists had long ago considered settled.

Michael Ray Taylor is a veteran caver and author of the critically acclaimed Cave 
Passages. He contributes to Sports Illustrated, Audubon and Outside.
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Taylor, Mildred D. Mississippi Bridge. New York. 1990. Dial Press. 1st Printing. Very
Good in Dustjacket With Some Wrinkles & Tears To Back Top. 0803704267. 
Illustrated by Max Ginsburg. 62 pages. hardcover. Jacket art by Max Ginsburrg. 
Inventory # 14699. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - During a heavy rainstorm in 1930s rural Mississippi, a 
ten-year-old white boy sees a bus driver order all the black passengers off a 
crowded bus to make room for late-arriving white passengers and then set off 
across the raging Rosa Lee River.

Mildred DeLois Taylor (born September 13, 1943) is an African-American writer 
known for her works exploring the struggle faced by African-American families in the
Deep South. Taylor was born in Jackson, Mississippi, but lived there only a short 
amount of time, then moved to Toledo, Ohio, where she spent most of her 
childhood. She now lives in Colorado. Taylor has expressed her views on the Great
Depression as an economical crisis, as well as slavery. Many of her works are 
based on stories of her family that she heard while growing up. She has stated that 
these anecdotes became very clear in her mind, and in fact, once she realized that 
adults talked about the past, "I began to visualize all the family who had once known
the land, and I felt as if I knew them, too. ." Taylor has talked about how much 
history was in the stories; some stories took place during times of slavery and some
post-slavery. Taylor's most famous book is Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry. In 1977, 
the book won the Newbery Medal. Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry is the middle book,
chronologically, in the Logans series that also includes titles such as The Land, 
Song of the Trees, Let the Circle Be Unbroken, and The Road to Memphis. Her 
collective contributions to children's literature resulted in her being awarded the 
inaugural NSK Neustadt Prize for Children's Literature in 2003.
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Taylor, Phoebe Atwood. The Perennial Boarder. New York. 1947. Penguin Books. 
1st Penguin Paperback Edition. Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 160 pages. 
paperback. 618. Inventory # 41505. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - About the detective: ‘ASEY MAYO is the most 
fascinating character in mystery fiction since Charlie Chan.’ - Washington Star. 
‘Asey Mayo tales are always fun. Accept no substitute.’ - N. Y. Herald Tribune. ‘Asey
Mayo has become a valued friend to all who follow the best that the mystery field 
offers.’ - Boston Herald. ‘Asey’s dry wit is no less enjoyable than his shrewd 
detecting. Long may he wave!’ - Cleveland Plain Dealer. ‘Asey Mayo, the Cape Cod
ex-sailor-handyman-detective, has many friends on this side of the Atlantic, and 
readers pick up a new Mayo book in the certainty that it contains a well-hidden 
mystery, enlivened by humour, and worked out with plenty of action.’ - London 
Times Literary Supplement. About the author: ‘Miss Taylor possesses the intangible
quality of distinction, and her character and dialogue are so good that one never 
feels a temptation to skip to the end; which considering how inveigling are her plots 
is high commendation. Moreover, she has created in Asey Mayo, the Cape Cod 
fisherman, a detective who may soon enter that gallery of eccentric originals where
are enthroned already Dr. Fell, Poirot, Peter Wimsey, Father Brown and the great 
Sherlock himself.’ - Nicholas Blake.

Phoebe Atwood Taylor (May 18, 1909, Boston, MA - January 9, 1976, Boston, MA)
was an American mystery author. Phoebe Atwood Taylor wrote mystery novels 
under her own name, and as Freeman Dana and Alice Tilton. Her first novel, The 
Cape Cod Mystery, introduced the 'Codfish Sherlock', Asey Mayo, who became a 
series character appearing in 24 novels. Taylor's work was light in tone, a bit more 
serious than screwball comedy, but fun and easy to read. According to critic Dilys 
Winn, 'Mrs. Taylor is the mystery equivalent to Buster Keaton.' She borrowed heavily
on her own background (being born in Boston, and very familiar with Cape Cod) to 
produce books full of local color. 'As a whole the Asey Mayo books are a treasure 
trove of humor and local culture of the Cape in the 1930s and '40s.' Taylor adopted 
the pseudonyms of Freeman Dana and Alice Tilton for her other books because her
publisher did not want her known as a writer of potboilers. Like many who lived 
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Taylor, Sam. Nude Descending an Empire. Pittsburgh. 2014. University of Pittsburgh
Press. Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822963042. Pitt Poetry 
Series. 94 pages. paperback. Inventory # 40854. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - As a collection of politically engaged poetry for the 21st 
century, Nude Descending and Empire develops the lyrical voice of a citizen-poet 
speaking to the urgency of our contemporary moment, especially its ecological 
crisis. This is a book that brings all the supposed sensitivity of poetry into contact 
with the world we actually live in-with all its crises, madness, and modernity-and 
insists that we feel it all. A reader will recognize many of the urgent political issues of
our time, yet will find them re-inhabited and transformed here by the imaginative 
power of poetry. Our great ecological crisis is cast as the fulfillment of a long history
of violence, domination, lies, and alienation-in one word, empire-and the book 
suggests that a livable future requires that we wholly inhabit our body-heart-mind 
and discover a new paradigm.

Sam Taylor is the author of the poetry collection Body of the World, a finalist for 
ForeWord Reviews Book of the Year. He has received the Amy Lowell Traveling 
Scholarship, the Dobie Paisano Fellowship, the James Michener Fellowship, and 
fellowship residencies from Yaddo and the Vermont Studio Center, among other 
honors. Taylor is an assistant professor of creative writing at Wichita State 
University.
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Taylor, Sam. Nude Descending an Empire. Pittsburgh. 2014. University of Pittsburgh
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822963042. Pitt Poetry 
Series. 94 pages. paperback. Inventory # 40859. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - As a collection of politically engaged poetry for the 21st 
century, Nude Descending and Empire develops the lyrical voice of a citizen-poet 
speaking to the urgency of our contemporary moment, especially its ecological 
crisis. This is a book that brings all the supposed sensitivity of poetry into contact 
with the world we actually live in-with all its crises, madness, and modernity-and 
insists that we feel it all. A reader will recognize many of the urgent political issues of
our time, yet will find them re-inhabited and transformed here by the imaginative 
power of poetry. Our great ecological crisis is cast as the fulfillment of a long history
of violence, domination, lies, and alienation-in one word, empire-and the book 
suggests that a livable future requires that we wholly inhabit our body-heart-mind 
and discover a new paradigm.

Sam Taylor is the author of the poetry collection Body of the World, a finalist for 
ForeWord Reviews Book of the Year. He has received the Amy Lowell Traveling 
Scholarship, the Dobie Paisano Fellowship, the James Michener Fellowship, and 
fellowship residencies from Yaddo and the Vermont Studio Center, among other 
honors. Taylor is an assistant professor of creative writing at Wichita State 
University.
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Teague, Mark. Frog Medicine. New York. 1991. Scholastic. 1st Printing. Very Good 
in Dustjacket. 0590441779. Illustrated by Mark Teague. unpaginated. hardcover. 
Cover art by Mark Teague. Inventory # 6348. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Elmo Freem can't believe he has to do a book report on
a dumb book called Frog Medicine. But suddenly, the book doesn't seem so dumb 
when he finds himself turning into a frog.

Mark Teague is an American author and illustrator of children's books. Teague has 
illustrated over 40 books including the Poppleton series, the First Graders from Mars
series, The Great Gracie Chase, and other favorites.
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Teague, Mark. The Field Beyond the Outfield. New York. 1991. Scholastic. 1st 
American Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0590451731. Illustrated by Mark 
Teague. unpaginated. hardcover. Cover art by Mark Teague. Inventory # 16586. 
$22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ludlow Grebe has an overactive imagination: he's sure 
there are monsters in the closet and sharks in the rainwater.Then Ludlow's parents 
decide to sign him up with a local Little League team, the Oswald City Hornets. 
Ludlow's told to play 'far, far back,' so far back, in fact, that he ends up in ANOTHER
field where monsters are in the crowd and insects are on the field. Ludlow even 
pinch-hits a home run for the beetle baseballers! With his wildly imaginative story 
and delightfully bizarre illustrations, Mark Teague hits this hilarious baseball tale 
right out of the park.

Mark Teague is an American author and illustrator of children's books. Teague has 
illustrated over 40 books including the Poppleton series, the First Graders from Mars
series, The Great Gracie Chase, and other favorites.
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Teague, Mark. The Secret Shortcut. New York. 1996. Scholastic. 1st Printing. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0590677144. Illustrated by Mark Teague. unpaginated. 
hardcover. Cover art by Mark Teague. Inventory # 23543. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Since they have trouble getting to school on time, 
Wendell and Floyd take a secret shortcut. But instead of getting to school, they wind
up in a wild jungle full of quicksand, monkeys, and crocodiles.

Mark Teague is an American author and illustrator of children's books. Teague has 
illustrated over 40 books including the Poppleton series, the First Graders from Mars
series, The Great Gracie Chase, and other favorites.
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Teare, Brian. Sight Map: Poems. Berkeley. 2009. University Of California Press. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520258761. 87 pages. paperback.
Cover illustration: Robert Smithson, 'St. John in the Desert' (ca. 1961-63). Inventory
# 36831. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In SIGHT MAP Brian Teare blends the speculative 
poetics of the San Francisco Renaissance with a postconfessional candor to 
embody the ‘open field’ tradition of such poets as Robin Blaser and Robert Duncan.
Teare provides us with poems that insist on the simultaneous physical embodiment
of tactile pleasure—that which is found in the textures of thought and language—as
well as the action of syntax. Partly informed by an ecological imagination that leads
him back to Emerson and Thoreau, Teare's method and fragmented style are 
nevertheless up to the moment. Remarkable in its range, SIGHT MAP serves at 
once as a cross-country travelogue, a pilgrim's gnostic progress, an improvised field
guide, and a postmodern ‘pillowbook,’ recording the erotic conflation of lover and 
beloved, deity and doubter. CONTENTS - 40: 57: 54 N/76: 54L35 W - Emerson 
Susquehanna; To Be Two; Lent Prayer; As if from Letters of Surveyor Samuel 
Maclay; To Take the House out of Doors; 42: 53: 6 N/71: 57: 17 W - Embodiment; 
Morphology; Theory of Trees; Spirit Photograph; The Word from His Mouth, It Is 
Perfect; Long After Hopkins; PILGRIM - The ravine a canoe,; Errant.; A type of 
spine.; Ash, birch, beech, pine.; Errant : Reply.; As being is to begin.; West to dust.;
To drag about, to torment, to wallow, ; Devotion,; 37: 48: 9 N/122: 15: 4 W - 
Sanctuary, Its Root Sanctus; Thoreau Etude; Genius Loci; Abandoned Palinode for 
the Twenty Suitors of June; An Essay to End Pleasure; Acknowledgments; Notes.

Brian Teare is the author of the award-winning The Room Where I Was Born, as 
well as the forthcoming volume Pleasure and two chapbooks. He has received 
Stegner, National Endowment for the Arts, and MacDowell Colony poetry 
fellowships.
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Tedlock, Barbara. The Beautiful and the Dangerous: Encounters With the Zuni 
Indians. New York. 1992. Viking Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0670844489. 336 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 16634. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Based on over twenty years' research at Zuni Pueblo in
New Mexico, this honest and respectful book takes us into the heart of one Zuni 
family and allows us to witness the world through its members' eyes. We see the 
joys of love, marriage, and childbirth and the tragedies of illness, alcoholism, and 
death. We rediscover the Southwestern landscape, its plants and wildlife, in light of 
traditional Zuni teachings. The Beautiful and the Dangerous was originally published
in 1992, and is now available only from UNM Press. 'Literature as fine and sensitive
as the storytelling of Matthiessen and Chatwin.' - George E. Marcus, professor of 
anthropology, Rice University 'Deftly weaves together a range of life-story narratives,
legends, myths, and male and female voices. The writing sparkles with the visual 
acuity of a painter's eye, and it has a bold honesty about the experience of being in 
the field, achieving an integration of image and text that is totally new to 
ethnography.' - Ruth Behar, professor of anthropology, University of Michigan.

Barbara Tedlock, Ph.D., is the granddaughter of an Ojibwe midwife and herbalist 
and was trained and initiated as a shaman by the K’iche’ Maya of highland 
Guatemala. She is currently Distinguished Professor of Anthropology at SUNY 
Buffalo and Research Associate at the School of American Research in Santa Fe, 
New Mexico. For many years she co-edited The American Anthropologist with her 
husband, Dennis Tedlock. The author of four previous books and numerous essays,
she divides her time between Buffalo, New York, and Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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Telfair, Richard (pseudonym Richard Jessup). Scream Bloody Murder. New York. 
1960. Fawcett Gold Medal. 1st Edition. Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. Paperback
Original. 142 pages. paperback. 1006. Inventory # 41506. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Monty Nash up against a blonde beauty with Red 
leanings - as a heart as black as murder. TWO-WAY TRAFFIC. We’ve got it both 
ways in the U. S. A. Vital materials going out and narcotics coming in. I’m Monty 
Nash, Department of Counter Intelligence - the little boy with his finger in the dike, 
trying to stop the flood.

Richard Jessup (January 2, 1925 in Savannah, Georgia - October 22, 1982 in 
Nokomis, Florida) was a prolific American author and screenwriter. He also wrote 
under the name of Richard Telfair. Jessup was raised by his mother, Annie Jessup,
until at the age of 16, he joined the United States Merchant Marine. He was a 
merchant seaman and junior officer for 11 years during which time he said he read a
book every day. He learned to be a writer by copying War and Peace on a typewriter
whilst afloat, corrected all the errors, then threw the work over the side. His first 
published novel was The Cunning and the Haunted published in 1954 based on his
experiences in orphanages. In the same year, Jessup wrote a teleplay for Tom 
Corbett, Space Cadet. The novel was filmed as The Young Don't Cry in 1957 with 
Jessup writing the screenplay for the film with Sal Mineo as the lead. He began 
writing Westerns in 1957 with Cheyenne Saturday and finishing with Chuka where 
he wrote the screenplay for the film of the same name for actor and producer Rod 
Taylor. Jessup wrote a series of five Westerns featuring Wyoming Jones under the 
name Richard Telfair. With his Western series ending, in the same year he wrote 
again as Telfair for a series of spy novels featuring Montgomery Nash. He used the
name Telfair for an original novel based on the TV series Danger Man (the half-hour
precursor to 'Secret Agent', as it was known in the US) called Target for Tonight in 
1962. Inspired by The Hustler, Jessup wrote a novel of poker playing called The 
Cincinnati Kid that was filmed with Steve McQueen. Another of his novels, The 
Deadly Duo, was also filmed. In 1969, he wrote Sailor based on his experiences as
a merchant seaman. Otto Preminger bought the rights to his novel Foxway for 
filming, but the movie was never made. His final work was Threat published in 1981.
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Telles, Lygia Fagundes. The Girl in the Photograph. New York. 1982. Avon/Bard. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 0380801760. Translated 
from the Portuguese by Margaret A. Neves. 247 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
28407. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - SECRETS AND DREAMS. Rich, complex, hauntingly 
beautiful, this is a rare and special journey into the inner lives of three young 
women- where each reveals her secrets and her lovers; where each awaits a 
destiny tied to the colorful and violent world of modern Brazil. Sensual and wealthy 
Lorena dreams of a tryst with a married man. Unhappy Lia burns with a frantic 
desire to free her imprisoned fiancé. Glamorous Ana Clara, unable to escape her 
past, falls toward a tragedy of drugs and obsession. Intimate and unforgettable, a 
dramatic insight into women of our times, THE GIRL IN THE PHOTOGRAPH 
creates an extraordinary picture of the wonder and the darkness that come to 
possess a woman’s mind.

Lygia Fagundes Telles (born April 19, 1923) is a Brazilian novelist and short-story 
writer. She was born in Sao Paulo, Brazil, but spent her childhood in small towns in 
the state where her father served as district attorney, police commissioner, and a 
judge. This childhood experience provided the imaginative background for many of 
her stories. She served as a lawyer and president of the Brazilian Cinematheque, 
founded by her late husband, film critic and author Paulo Emilio Salles Gomes. 
Lygia Fagundes Telles has published three novels, a half dozen novellas, and seven
short story collections. Among her most successful books are Ciranda de Pedra 
(The Marble Dance) (1954), Verão no Aquário (1963), Antes do Baile Verde (1970),
Seminário dos Ratos (1977) and As Horas Nuas, (1989). In 1969 she was awarded 
the Cannes Prix International des Femmes for her short story ‘Before the Green 
Masquerade’ (Antes do Baile Verde) chosen from among the works of authors from 
twenty-one countries. Her most famous novel is As Meninas (The Girl in the 
Photograph), which tells the story of three young women in the early 1970s, a hard 
time in the political history of Brazil due to the repression by the military dictatorship.
In 2005 she won the Camões Prize, the greatest literary award in the Portuguese 
language. She is one of the three female members of the Brazilian Academy of 
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Templer, Robert. Shadows & Wind: A View of Modern Vietnam. New York. 1999. 
Penguin Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0140285970. 400 
pages. paperback. Signed by the Author. Inventory # 25728. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Shadows and Wind, Robert Templer paints a 
fascinating and fresh picture of a country usually viewed with hazy nostalgia or deep
suspicion. Here is Hanoi, an increasingly tense and troubled city approaching its 
millennium but uncertain of its direction. Here are people emerging from a long 
wilderness of malnutrition, discovering a new lifestyle of leisure and luxury. And 
everywhere are the anomalies that burst the bubble of optimism: a vastly expensive 
luxury hotel sitting empty in an unknown town six hours from an international airport;
museums crammed with fake exhibits. And there remains the one-party Communist
state, still wrapped in secrecy and corruption, and making for an uneasy bedfellow 
with the rapacious capitalism it now encourages. Drawing on hundreds of interviews
in Vietnam and years of research, Robert Templer has produced the first in-depth 
examination of the problems facing modern Vietnam. Shadows and Wind is 
essential reading for anyone who wants to understand the Vietnam that now has 
emerged from a century of conflict with both foreign powers and with itself.

After graduating from Cambridge University Robert Templer worked in Taiwan, 
Hong Kong, and Afghanistan. A regular contributor to the Guardian and Sunday 
Telegraph (London), he is a recipient of the prestigious Soros Fellowship and now 
teaches at the University of California at Berkeley.
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Teran, Ana Enriqueta. Poetess Counts To 100 and Bows Out: Selected Poems by 
Ana Enriqueta Teran. Princeton. 2002. Princeton University Press. 1st Paperback 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0691096724. Translated from the Spanish by 
Marcel Smith. 144 pages. paperback. Inventory # 35014. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ana Enriqueta Terán is arguably Venezuela’s finest poet.
Celebrated throughout the Spanish-speaking world, she is almost unknown among 
anglophones. Until now only a handful of her poems have been translated into 
English, giving at best a diluted impression of a uniquely intense imagination. This 
bilingual edition reveals the power and beauty of this poet’s Spanish poems through
English versions of corresponding force. It invites readers to enter Terán’s world—a
world at once strongly Venezuelan and universally human, imbued with great 
beauty, sardonic humor, pitiless compassion, lucid wisdom, and joyful affirmation. 
Selected from several volumes of Terán’s work, these poems span half a century of
composition and show an extraordinary range in both form and substance. Some 
are written in closed forms, some in free verse. Some are carefully evocative 
representations of the landscapes and cityscapes that have nourished the poet’s 
intelligence and imagination. Others are dramatic character studies. All are infused
with Terán’s rare sensibility and realized through language that manages to be at 
once graceful, urgent, and explosive. This volume is a treasure for all lovers of 
poetry.

Ana Enriqueta Terán (born 1918 in Valera) is a Venezuelan poet. She is one of the
well known Venezuelan poets, especially because of her special use of words. 
Terán has written in several publications and all her works are compiled in Casa de
hablas (1991). She won the National Prize for Literature in 1989.
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Teran, Ana Enriqueta. The Poetess Counts to 100 and Bows Out: Selected Poems.
Princeton. 2002. Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0691096716. Translated from the Spanish by Marcel Smith. 144 pages.
hardcover. Inventory # 36013. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ana Enriqueta Terán is arguably Venezuela’s finest poet.
Celebrated throughout the Spanish-speaking world, she is almost unknown among 
anglophones. Until now only a handful of her poems have been translated into 
English, giving at best a diluted impression of a uniquely intense imagination. This 
bilingual edition reveals the power and beauty of this poet’s Spanish poems through
English versions of corresponding force. It invites readers to enter Terán’s world—a
world at once strongly Venezuelan and universally human, imbued with great 
beauty, sardonic humor, pitiless compassion, lucid wisdom, and joyful affirmation. 
Selected from several volumes of Terán’s work, these poems span half a century of
composition and show an extraordinary range in both form and substance. Some 
are written in closed forms, some in free verse. Some are carefully evocative 
representations of the landscapes and cityscapes that have nourished the poet’s 
intelligence and imagination. Others are dramatic character studies. All are infused
with Terán’s rare sensibility and realized through language that manages to be at 
once graceful, urgent, and explosive. This volume is a treasure for all lovers of 
poetry.

Ana Enriqueta Terán (born 1918 in Valera) is a Venezuelan poet. She is one of the
well known Venezuelan poets, especially because of her special use of words. 
Terán has written in several publications and all her works are compiled in Casa de
hablas (1991). She won the National Prize for Literature in 1989.
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Teran, Boston. God Is a Bullet. New York. 1999. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0375401881. 1st Novel. 308 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
photograph by MacDuff Everton/Swanstock - The Image Bank. Jacket design by 
Chip Kidd. Inventory # 26439. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Fall 1970. In a remote playa a twelve-year-old boy 
stumbles upon a hideous scene in a dust-strewn trailer: the savage murder of a 
woman that will remain unsolved for twenty-five years. Christmas week, 1995. A 
fourteen-year-old girl is kidnapped by a bloodthirsty satanic cult that calls itself the 
Left-Handed Path. The leader, Cyrus, considers murder the ‘ultimate freedom, 
ultimate joy. ultimate service.’ His ‘tribe’ is a group of drug-fueled young 
psychopaths honing their skills under the tutelage of a master. Helter Skelter. And 
then some. Bob Hightower, the girl’s father, is a cop, suddenly more desperate than
he ever imagined possible. There are no clues to his daughter’s whereabouts, only a
scene of unfathomable carnage—the mutilated corpses of her mother and stepfather
—left behind by the kidnappers. His only hope is a fierce ex-cult member named 
Case Hardin, a woman tempered to an extraordinary strength by what she’s 
endured, who’s just getting off the junkie trail in a halfway house in Hollywood. Bob 
has absolutely no reason, and every need, to trust her. Case suspects that the 
killings, committed within fifty miles of each other and separated by a quarter of a 
century, are part of a byzantine nightmare she knows too well, a nightmare that has
now engulfed Bob’s daughter. Their quest—he for his child, she to exorcise her 
demons—becomes a primal hunt-and-chase through a savage subculture of drugs 
and ritualistic violence (‘the black land of plenty’) that takes them inexorably toward 
the limits of physical and psychological torment and trauma.

Boston Teran is the internationally acclaimed author of twelve novels, The author 
has been nominated or won over 17 awards, including The EDGAR AWARD for 
Best First Novel and the FOREWORD “Book of the Year Award” as well as the 
INTERNATIONAL IMPACT AWARD OF DUBLIN for Best Novel, the Best Novel of 
the Year in Japan and the John Creasy Award in England.
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Teran, Boston. Never Count Out the Dead. New York. 2001. St Martin's Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312271158. 369 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Steve Snider. Inventory # 33880. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Boston Teran's debut, God is a Bullet, a taut, dark, and 
astonishing literary suspense novel, was short-listed for the Edgar Award for Best 
First Novel and won England's Crime Writers Association's John Creasey Memorial
Dagger for Best First Novel. Now, with Never Count Out the Dead, Teran exceeds 
the extraordinary achievement of his debut, delivering a tour de force tale of a 
murder gone wrong and a victim bent on revenge. In a rundown Los Angeles 
bungalow, Shay Storey sits across a battered Formica table watching her mother 
clean the semi-automatic they will use for a killing. It is 1987 and Shay is just 
thirteen. Their intended victim is a local policeman named Victor Sully. Shay and her
mother shoot him and bury him in a shallow grave in the desert northeast of Los 
Angeles, but somehow, some way, Sully claws his way to survival. His life, though, 
is destroyed anyway, and he slips out of Los Angeles under cover of darkness, a 
broken man. It is more than ten years later that these three lost souls meet again to
play out the inevitable drama set in motion by that first violent meeting in the desert,
each searching for revenge, and perhaps, redemption. Riveting, powerful, and 
brilliantly written, Never Count Out the Dead is an unforgettable reading experience 
that will linger in your brain long after the last page is turned.

Boston Teran is the internationally acclaimed author of twelve novels, The author 
has been nominated or won over 17 awards, including The EDGAR AWARD for 
Best First Novel and the FOREWORD “Book of the Year Award” as well as the 
INTERNATIONAL IMPACT AWARD OF DUBLIN for Best Novel, the Best Novel of 
the Year in Japan and the John Creasy Award in England.
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Terranova, Elaine. The Cult of the Right Hand. New York. 1991. Doubleday. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0385418124. Simultaneous Release In 
Hardcover. Winner Of The 1990 Walt Whitman Award. 98 pages. paperback. Design
by Paul Bierce. Inventory # 32154. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This first collection of poetry reveals the role of ritual in 
most basic elements of human experience - childhood, familial relationships, and 
love.

ELAINE TERRANOVA was named a Pew Fellow in the Arts for 2006. Not To: New 
and Selected Poems was runner-up for the 2007 William Carlos Williams Award. 
She won the 1990 Walt Whitman Award for her first book, The Cult of the Right 
Hand. She has received an NEA fellowship and two Pennsylvania Council on the 
Arts Fellowships. Other books include The Dog's Heart and Damages and a 
translation of Euripides' Iphigenia at Aulis. Her work has appeared in magazines and
anthologies, including Blood to Remember: American Poets Write About the 
Holocaust. She teaches writing at the Community College of Philadelphia.
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Terris, Susan. Take Two: Film Studies. Richmond. 2017. Omnidawn. Advance 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430472. 56 pages. paperback.
Inventory # 43345. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Susan Terris' Take Two: Film Studies is a series of 
dazzling poems about pairs who are heading in one way or another for trouble, 
disaster, or death. Each poem is a kind of filmic scene, which has a few movie terms
embedded as parenthetical script directives. The text spins back and forth in time 
from the era of Beowulf to that of Jacqueline Kennedy. There are traditional couples
like Abélard & Héloïse or Bonnie & Clyde. But many of the pairs are unexpected: 
Sancho Panza & his donkey Dapple, Mary Shelley & her monster, Picasso & a 
portrait of Dora Maar, or Lady Macbeth & King Duncan. Expect the unexpected in 
this volume. No matter what you think you know about a pair, you may be in for a 
dark surprise.

Susan Terris’s most recent books are Memos (Omnidawn Publishing) and Ghost of
Yesterday: New & Selected Poems. She is the author of six books
of poetry, sixteen chapbooks, three artist’s books, and one play. She is the editor of
Spillway Magazine and a poetry editor for Pedestal Magazine. 
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Tervalon, Jervey. Dead Above Ground. New York. 2000. Pocket Books. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0671034685. 226 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 27589. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Award-winning author Jervey Tervalon's spellbindingly 
luminous novel overflows with the atmosphere of a unique place and time -- New 
Orleans -- and the vibrant personalities of the intriguing Du Champs. Jervey 
Tervalon has created a mesmerizing tale that shimmers with secrets of passion, 
murder, and vengeance, and with a family's veiled knowledge of the ties that can 
strengthen -- and destroy. For feisty young Lita Du Champ, New Orleans is a place
dominated by her prosperous, hardworking family -- in particular, her strong-willed 
mother, Helen, who rules with an unshakable sense of propriety. It is also where Lita
struggles to reconcile her loyalty to her mother with love for her restless, married 
sister Adele -- and tries to establish a life of her own in the face of crushing family 
responsibility. But neither she nor Mama Du Champ are prepared when Adele falls 
in love with Lucien Faure, a smooth operator with 'the devil's good looks' -- and a 
decades-old score to settle with Helen. As Lucien's revenge is set into terrible 
motion against all of the Du Champs, Lita uncovers her mother's mysterious past 
and the dark secrets that drive her: Lucien could possibly be Adele's father. From 
the forbidden elegance and wealth of the Vieux Carre through New Orleans' most 
sinister backstreets, Lita must confront her family's history in ways she never 
imagined -- and find one last, desperate chance to save the future of those she 
loves.

Jervey Tervalon is the author of All the Trouble You Need, Understand This, and the
Los Angeles Times bestseller Dead Above Ground. An award-winning poet, 
screenwriter, and dramatist, Jervey was born in New Orleans, raised in Los Angeles,
and now lives in Altadena, California, with his wife and two daughters.
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Tervalon, Jervey. Dead Above Ground. New York. Pocket Books. 1st Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket With Tear Mark On Front Cover. 0671034685. 226 pages. 
Hardcover. Inventory # 41001. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Award-winning author Jervey Tervalon's spellbindingly 
luminous novel overflows with the atmosphere of a unique place and time -- New 
Orleans -- and the vibrant personalities of the intriguing Du Champs. Jervey 
Tervalon has created a mesmerizing tale that shimmers with secrets of passion, 
murder, and vengeance, and with a family's veiled knowledge of the ties that can 
strengthen -- and destroy. For feisty young Lita Du Champ, New Orleans is a place
dominated by her prosperous, hardworking family -- in particular, her strong-willed 
mother, Helen, who rules with an unshakable sense of propriety. It is also where Lita
struggles to reconcile her loyalty to her mother with love for her restless, married 
sister Adele -- and tries to establish a life of her own in the face of crushing family 
responsibility. But neither she nor Mama Du Champ are prepared when Adele falls 
in love with Lucien Faure, a smooth operator with 'the devil's good looks' -- and a 
decades-old score to settle with Helen. As Lucien's revenge is set into terrible 
motion against all of the Du Champs, Lita uncovers her mother's mysterious past 
and the dark secrets that drive her: Lucien could possibly be Adele's father. From 
the forbidden elegance and wealth of the Vieux Carre through New Orleans' most 
sinister backstreets, Lita must confront her family's history in ways she never 
imagined -- and find one last, desperate chance to save the future of those she 
loves.

Jervey Tervalon is the author of All the Trouble You Need, Understand This, and the
Los Angeles Times bestseller Dead Above Ground. An award-winning poet, 
screenwriter, and dramatist, Jervey was born in New Orleans, raised in Los Angeles,
and now lives in Altadena, California, with his wife and two daughters.
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Testa, Fulvio. If You Take a Paintbrush: A Book of Colors. New York. 1986. Dial 
Press. 1st Pied Piper Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0803702825. 
Illustrated by Fulvio Testa. A Pied Piper Book. unpaginated. paperback. Cover art by
Fulvio Testa. Inventory # 28282. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A book that teaches children color recognition and color
separation.

Fulvio Testa is an artist working mainly in watercolor and oils. Since 1971 he has 
illustrated children's books, a number of which have been published by the New 
York Review of Books. He has had numerous exhibitions in the United States and 
Europe.
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Testa, Fulvio. Wolf's Favor. New York. 1986. Dial Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0803702442. Illustrated by Fulvio Testa. unpaginated. hardcover. Cover
art by Fulvio Testa. Inventory # 36. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Wolf performs a kindness for Porcupine by cracking open
a nut for her; thus begins a series of favors in the animal kingdom that come full 
circle.

Fulvio Testa is an artist working mainly in watercolor and oils. Since 1971 he has 
illustrated children's books, a number of which have been published by the New 
York Review of Books. He has had numerous exhibitions in the United States and 
Europe.
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Tey, Josephine. Come and Kill Me. New York. 1951. Pocket Books. 1st Pocket 
Books Paperback Printing. Good in Worn Wrappers. Formerly titled - BRAT 
FARRAR. 248 pages. paperback. 784. Front cover illustration by Cass Norwalsh. 
Inventory # 37268. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - By impersonating a lost heir, he told a murderer: COME
AND KILL ME. 4 PEOPLE TRAPPED BY GREED, LOST IN A WHIRL OR 
MURDER! Alec Coding: He knew enough about a lost twin, who was heir to a 
fortune, to groom an imposter. Of course, Alec expected a fair share of the profits. 
Simon, Ashby: The surviving twin. Relieved when he recognized Brat as a 
pretender, he said nothing – for his own mysterious reasons. Brat Farrar: When 
money failed, a stable of horses tempted him to impersonate the missing twin. 
Eleanor Ashby: She believed that Brat was her lost brother and was shocked by her
growing love for him!

Josephine Tey was a pseudonym used by Elizabeth MacKintosh (25 July 1896 – 13
February 1952), a Scottish author best known for her mystery novels. She also 
wrote as Gordon Daviot, under which name she wrote plays, many with biblical or 
historical themes.
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Tey, Josephine. The Daughter of Time. New York. 1977. Pocket Books. Reprinted 
Pocket Books Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0671808370. 207 pages.
paperback. Inventory # 37269. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - If Alan Grant of Scotland Yard hadn't fallen, 
ignominiously, through a trap door while chasing Benny Skoll, he would not now be 
in hospital enduring endles8 boredom. If he hadn't been fascinated by faces, his 
actress friend, Marta Hallard, wouldn't have brought him a packet of portraits to 
analyze and speculate on. One of those intriguing faces belonged to England's 
Richard III. Had he, Alan wondered as he gazed at Richard's sensitive, intelligent 
face, had he been one of the world's most villainous murderers—a man who could 
kill his beloved brother's children to make his crown secure? Or had Richard been 
the victim of one of history's most vicious plots? Had he been turned into a monster
by usurpers who stole England's throne?

Josephine Tey was a pseudonym used by Elizabeth MacKintosh (25 July 1896 – 13
February 1952), a Scottish author best known for her mystery novels. She also 
wrote as Gordon Daviot, under which name she wrote plays, many with biblical or 
historical themes.
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Tey, Josephine. The Franchise Affair. New York. 1961. Berkley Medallion. Berkley 
Paperback Edition. Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 206 pages. paperback. BG511.
Inventory # 37270. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Could The Franchise really be the scene of a brutal 
beating? The prison of a kidnapped child? Rendevous for a clandestine affair? 
Robert Blair, of Blair, Hayward & Bennet, had an orderly life and an orderly law 
practice, - until he answered his phone one slightly dull afternoon, Marion Sharpe, 
the beautiful mistress of The Franchise, had been accused of a hideous crime, and
asked Blair's protection. Was she as innocent as she protested, or a vicious 
criminal?

Josephine Tey was a pseudonym used by Elizabeth MacKintosh (25 July 1896 – 13
February 1952), a Scottish author best known for her mystery novels. She also 
wrote as Gordon Daviot, under which name she wrote plays, many with biblical or 
historical themes.
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Tey, Josephine. The Singing Sands. New York. 1960. Berkley Medallion. Berkley 
Paperback Edition. Good in Wrappers. 192 pages. paperback. G298. Inventory # 
37271. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Sudden death in the Scottish Highlands. ‘The beasts that
talk, The streams that stand, The stones that walk, The singing sands,. That guard 
the way to Paradise.’ What did it mean, this strange verse. Where are the talking 
beasts, the singing sands? What mad Paradise was this? INSPECTOR ALAN 
GRANT of Scotland Yard was on sick leave, but he was so fascinated by the poem
and the reckless-looking young man who had scribbled it - a youth he'd found, by 
accident, quite dead in a train bound for the Scottish Highlands - that he couldn't 
relax or enjoy the heather until he had uncovered all the sinister details in one of the
cleverest murders in criminal history.

Josephine Tey was a pseudonym used by Elizabeth MacKintosh (25 July 1896 – 13
February 1952), a Scottish author best known for her mystery novels. She also 
wrote as Gordon Daviot, under which name she wrote plays, many with biblical or 
historical themes.
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Thackeray, William Makepeace. The History of Henry Esmond. New York. 1964. 
Signet/New American Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in
Wrappers. Afterword By Walter Allen. 480 pages. paperback. CP247. Cover: James
Hill. Inventory # 29289. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - He is a Hamlet, but a Hamlet who acts, even though he 
constantly doubts the wisdom of his actions. It is through this painfully complex mind
that we see the tangled politics, the clash of faiths and loyalties, the mixture of self -
seeking ambition and disinterestedness, that characterize the last decades of the 
seventeenth century and the first of the, eighteenth.' Thus Walter Allen writes of 
Henry Esmond, whose struggle to overcome the stigma of illegitimate birth and the 
anguish of a hopeless love forms the central strand in this masterfully woven 
historical novel. Both an unsurpassed evocation of an age and a deeply moving 
portrayal of individual destiny, the book is superb in its delicate cadences and rich 
visual detail. It stands as Thackeray's greatest achievement in psychological 
portraiture, often prophetic in its insight, and is rivaled only by Vanity Fair as the 
highest expression of the author's extraordinary narrative art. As Thackeray's 
eminent contemporary George Saintsbury wrote: 'A greater novel than Henry 
Esmond I do not know; and I do not know many greater books.'

William Makepeace Thackeray (18 July 1811 – 24 December 1863) was an English
novelist of the 19th century. He was famous for his satirical works, particularly Vanity
Fair, a panoramic portrait of English society.
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Thackeray, William Makepeace. The History of Henry Esmond, Esq. New York. 
1956. Heritage Press. Reprinted Edition. Very Good in Hardcover. With A New 
Introduction by Laura Benet. Illustrations by Edward Ardizzone. 441 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 37534. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘He is a Hamlet, but a Hamlet who acts, even though he
constantly doubts the wisdom of his actions. It is through this painfully complex mind
that we see the tangled politics, the clash of faiths and loyalties, the mixture of self-
seeking ambition and disinterestedness, that characterize the last decades of the 
seventeenth century and the first of the, eighteenth.’ Thus Walter Allen writes of 
Henry Esmond, whose struggle to overcome the stigma of illegitimate birth and the 
anguish of a hopeless love forms the central strand in this masterfully woven 
historical novel. Both an unsurpassed evocation of an age and a deeply moving 
portrayal of individual destiny, the book is superb in its delicate cadences and rich 
visual detail. It stands as Thackeray’s greatest achievement in psychological 
portraiture, often prophetic in its insight, and is rivaled only by VANITY FAIR as the 
highest expression of the author’s extraordinary narrative art. As Thackeray’s 
eminent contemporary George Saintsbury wrote: ‘A greater novel than Henry 
Esmond I do not know; and I do not know many greater books.’

William Makepeace Thackeray (18 July 1811 – 24 December 1863) was an English
novelist of the 19th century. He was famous for his satirical works, particularly Vanity
Fair, a panoramic portrait of English society.
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Thackeray, William Makepeace. Vanity Fair: A Novel Without a Hero. New York. 
1940. Heritage Press. Reprinted Edition. Very Good in Hardcover With Slightly 
Discolored Boards. Illustrated with two hundred drawings made by the author for the
first edition. With a note upon the text by John T, Winterrich and a notes upon the 
drawings by John Sloane. 759 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37553. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - VANITY FAIR is the story of Becky Sharp, one of the 
most beautiful, willful, and resourcefully charming pleasure-seekers in literature. 
With finishing- school credentials and proper connections, Becky begins as a 
governess, wins the hearts of the moneyed young and old, and, in the light of 
presentation at court and calculated scandals, emerges a full-fledged courtesan on 
the Continent, living surprisingly well beyond her means. Thackeray’s greatest novel
is a moral tapestry of early nineteenth-century English manners, and his persistent 
theme is the folly of the good-at-heart, the evil of those endowed with grace and wit.
Anthony Trollope called Thackeray ‘. one of the recognized stars of the literary 
heaven.’ V.S. Pritchett finds Thackeray ‘. the first of our novelists to catch life 
visually and actually as it passes in fragments before us. he is above all a superb 
impressionist-perhaps our greatest.’

William Makepeace Thackeray (18 July 1811 – 24 December 1863) was an English
novelist of the 19th century. He was famous for his satirical works, particularly Vanity
Fair, a panoramic portrait of English society.
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The Usual Gang of Idiots. MAD About Superheroes - Volume 2. New York. 2010. 
MAD Books. 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781401226749. Introduction by 
Dave Gibbons. 192 pages. paperback. Inventory # 42200. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With the public's love of super heroes stronger than ever,
MAD collects some of its funniest parodies of recent super hero movies, including 
SPIDER-MAN, THE DARK KNIGHT, IRON MAN, WATCHMEN, SUPERMAN 
RETURNS, X-MEN, THE INCREDIBLES, FANTASTIC FOUR, THE HULK and 
many more!

Alfred E. Neuman is the fictitious mascot and cover boy of the American humor 
magazine Mad. The character's face had drifted through U.S. iconography for 
decades before being claimed by Mad editor Harvey Kurtzman in 1954 and later 
named by the magazine's second editor Al Feldstein in 1956. Since his debut in 
Mad, Neuman's likeness has appeared on the cover of all but a handful of the 
magazine's 500 issues, distinguished by jug ears, a missing front tooth, and one eye
lower than the other. His face is rarely seen in profile; he has virtually always been 
shown in front view, directly from behind, or in silhouette.
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Thelander, Carl G. (editor-in-chief). Life On the Edge: A Guide To California's 
Endangered Natural Resources. Santa Cruz/Berkeley. 1994. Biosystems 
Books/Heyday Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers.
0930588703. 550 pages. paperback. Inventory # 26453. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is a resource guide to the wildlife and their habitat in
California with maps, charts, paintings and detailed entries for the 115 creatures - 
mammals,birds, fishes, reptiles - currently on the state’s endangered species list.

Carl G. Thelander is a recognized expert in the field of biological impacts associated
with wind energy development. Before forming BioResource Consultants, Inc. 
(BRC), and most recently BRC-EQ3, Mr. Thelander spent nearly two decades as a 
founding Principal and Chief Executive Officer of BioSystems Analysis, Inc.
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Theocritus. Encomium of Ptolemy Philadelphus. Berkeley. 2003. University Of 
California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.Remainder Mark On
Top Edge. 0520235606. Translated from the Ancient Greek, & With An Introduction
and Commentary by Richard Hunter. 226 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Sandy
Drokker. COVER IMAGE: The image on the front cover of this book is incorrectly 
identified on the jacket flap. The correct caption is: Gold Oktadrachm depicting 
Ptolemy II and Arsinoe (mid-third century BCE; by permission of the Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston). Inventory # 37506. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Under Ptolemy II Philadelphus, who ruled Egypt in the 
middle of the third century B.C.E., Alexandria became the brilliant multicultural 
capital of the Greek world. Theocritus's poem in praise of Philadelphus--at once a 
Greek king and an Egyptian pharaoh--is the only extended poetic tribute to this 
extraordinary ruler that survives. Combining the Greek text, an English translation, a
full line-by-line commentary, and extensive introductory studies of the poem's 
historical and literary context, this volume also offers a wide-ranging and far-
reaching consideration of the workings and representation of poetic patronage in the
Ptolemaic age. In particular, the book explores the subtle and complex links among
Theocritus's poem, modes of praise drawn from both Greek and Egyptian traditions,
and the subsequent flowering of Latin poetry in the Augustan age. As the first 
detailed account of this important poem to show how Theocritus might have drawn 
on the pharaonic traditions of Egypt as well as earlier Greek poetry, this book affords
unique insight into how praise poetry for Ptolemy and his wife may have helped to 
negotiate the adaptation of Greek culture that changed conditions of the new 
Hellenistic world. Invaluable for its clear translation and its commentary on genre, 
dialect, diction, and historical reference in relation to Theocritus's Encomium, the 
book is also significant for what it reveals about the poem's cultural and social 
contexts and about Theocritus' devices for addressing his several readerships.

Theocritus (c. 270 BC), the creator of ancient Greek bucolic poetry, flourished in the
3rd century BC.
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Theoharis, Athan (editor). From the Secret Files of J. Edgar Hoover. Chicago. 1991.
Ivan R. Dee. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0929587677. 391 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 15645. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Documents from the late FBI director's secret files reveal
for the first time the shocking extent of FBI activities in spying on prominent 
Americans and political groups. A grimly fascinating - and profoundly disturbing - 
self-exposure by one of the false American deities of the 20th century. - Arthur M. 
Schlesinger, Jr. Publishers Weekly These selections from Hoover's official and 
confidential file, obtained under the Freedom of Information Act, reveal how the 
former FBI director was able to advance his own bureaucratic, political and 
moralistic agenda by ``indirect blackmail' throughout his 48-year tenure. Excerpts 
from memoranda, letters and phone transcriptions include FDR adviser Harry 
Hopkins's entreaty that the Bureau wiretap his residence and tail his wife; 
compromising conversations between Navy ensign John Kennedy and a gossip 
columnist suspected of being a German spy; Nixon staffer H. R. Haldeman's request
for ``a rundown on homosexuals known and suspected in the Washington press 
corps'; and the full text of the notorious FBI-written letter encouraging Martin Luther
King Jr. to commit suicide. As Theoharis aptly remarks, these files document the 
perils that unelected officials can pose for a constitutional government. Hoover's 
willingness to authorize illegal investigative techniques is clearly revealed here.

Athan George Theoharis (born August 3, 1936 in Milwaukee, Wisconsin) is an 
American historian, professor of history emeritus at Marquette University in 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. As well as his extensive teaching career, he is noteworthy as
an expert on the Federal Bureau of Investigation, J. Edgar Hoover, and U.S. 
intelligence agencies, having written and edited a large number of books on these 
and related subjects.
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Theoharis, Athan G. (editor). A Culture of Secrecy: The Government Versus the 
People's Right To Know. Lawrence. 1998. University Press Of Kansas. 1st Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 070060880x. 245 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by 
John MacDonald. Inventory # 26037. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This new book examines who in government is hiding 
what from the rest of us, how they’re doing it, and why it should matter to all of us. 
Contributing scholars, journalists, and attorneys survey the policies of federal 
intelligence agencies and presidents—notably Nixon, Reagan, Bush, and Clinton—
to keep information secret. They show how these agencies have gone far beyond 
legitimate security needs to withhold information, and they describe the frustrations
and costs encountered in their own efforts to obtain classified information. The 
authors review important cases exemplifying State Department, agency, and 
Presidential efforts to withhold, destroy, or delay release of these records. In 
chapters centering on the Kennedy assassination, the Nixon tapes, and the FBI’s 
files on John Lennon and the Supreme Court justices, readers will find an 
abundance of startling and disturbing revelations. By citing some of the methods 
used by agencies like the CIA, NSA, NSC, and FBI to circumvent the Freedom of 
Information Act—often with the cooperation of the judicial system—these essays 
clearly show that abuses of secrecy aren’t limited to the withholding of information 
but extend to the absurd lengths taken to avoid disclosure.

Athan George Theoharis (born August 3, 1936 in Milwaukee, Wisconsin) is an 
American historian, professor of history emeritus at Marquette University in 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. As well as his extensive teaching career, he is noteworthy as
an expert on the Federal Bureau of Investigation, J. Edgar Hoover, and U.S. 
intelligence agencies, having written and edited a large number of books on these 
and related subjects.
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Theoharis, Athan G. and Cox, John Stuart. The Boss: J. Edgar Hoover and the 
Great American Inquisition. Philadelphia. 1988. Temple University Press. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 087722532x. 489 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
23067. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A biography in which the authors drew on new and highly
sensitive evidence to create a shocking portrait of the man who headed the FBI for 
48 years. In 1925 'the Boss' opened 'obscene' files to record damaging personal and
sexual information on a host of prominent American figures: from the Roosevelts to 
the Kennedys no-one was excluded. He used these files ruthlessly and, in the 
process, transformed the FBI from a small government agency into one of America's
most powerful institutions. On the surface Hoover appeared an administrative genius
- efficient, professional and apolitical: few knew how he operated behind the scenes,
to the extent that the authors suggest McCarthyism would have been more 
accurately named Hooverism. Drawing on secret files, they discovered records of 
break-ins, phone-tappings, orders for buggings, as well as information on some of 
America's most public figures. And, in a series of interviews with members of 
Hoover's family, as well as politicians, FBI agents and even some of Hoover's 
targets, an extraordinary portrait emerges of a man with an insatiable thirst for power
who manipulated American politics for nearly half a century.

Athan George Theoharis (born August 3, 1936 in Milwaukee, Wisconsin) is an 
American historian, professor of history emeritus at Marquette University in 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. As well as his extensive teaching career, he is noteworthy as
an expert on the Federal Bureau of Investigation, J. Edgar Hoover, and U.S. 
intelligence agencies, having written and edited a large number of books on these 
and related subjects. John Stuart Cox is a freelance writer.
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Theorin, Johan. The Darkest Room. New York. 2009. Delta. 1st American Edition. 
Paperback Original. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780385342223. Translated from the
Swedish by Marlaine Delargy. 440 pages. paperback. Cover photograph by 
Roderick Field. Cover design by Greg Mollica. Inventory # 17524. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - WINNER OF SWEDEN’S BEST CRIME NOVEL 
AWARD. On the idyllic island of Öland, off the coast of northern Sweden, a young 
couple from Stockholm tries to start life afresh. For Joakim and Katrine Westin, 
reclaiming a long-neglected family manor will be a labor of love, as they slowly bring
the sprawling home back to life and introduce their two children to the island’s 
woodlands, glens, and beaches. But in the Westins’ new home, there are things that
cannot be repaired, lives that have gone wrong, and secrets that have followed 
them. When the family is struck by tragedy, it’s up to grief-stricken Joakim to put 
together a puzzle of inexplicable loss, unbearable suspicion, and tangled lives. In 
this powerhouse of suspense - at once a crime novel and a searing family drama - a
home built as a shelter from the sea becomes a human storm of murder.

Johan Theorin was born in 1963 in Gothenburg, Sweden, and has spent every 
summer of his life on northern Oland. He is a journalist and scriptwriter. His second
novel, NIGHT BLIZZARD, will be published by Delacorte in 2009.
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Theroux, Alexander. The Great Wheadle Tragedy. Boston. 1975. Godine. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Worn Dustjacket. 087923136x. Illustrated by Stan Washburn.
unpaginated. hardcover. Jacket art by Stan Washburn. Inventory # 15227. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE GREAT WHEADLE TRAGEDY is the tale of a small
gir1, Anonyma, who is driven to an untimely death by the machinations and intrigues
so characteristic of German circuses. The story opens with a joyful parade, starring 
feetless Mr. Cickle, Drede the Rubberoid, and the Man Who Leaked From His 
Elbow. Anonyma is an innocent, and thus a victim.

Alexander Louis Theroux (born 1939) is an American novelist and poet whose best 
known novel is perhaps Darconville’s Cat (1982). He was awarded the Lannan 
Literary Award for Fiction in 1991 and the Clifton Fadiman Medal for Fiction in 2002
by the Mercantile Library in New York City. He is the brother of novelist Paul 
Theroux. His first novel, Three Wogs, was written during a stay in London. His 
second novel, Darconville’s Cat was nominated for the National Book Award. He 
published the fable, Master Snickup’s Cloak, which was illustrated by Brian Froud in
1979. That was followed by several other fables, The Schinocephalic Waif and The
Wragby Cars with illustrations by Stan Washburn in 1974. In 1987 he published An
Adultery, and his longest, most satirical novel Laura Warholic was published in 
2009. Several of his non-fiction books on color, The Primary Colors (1994) and The
Secondary Colors (1996) were briefly on the best-seller list in Los Angeles. As a 
writer, he is known for his encyclopedic, highly-allusive style, and learned wit.
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Theroux, Alexander. The Schinocephalic Waif. Boston. 1975. Godine. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Worn Dustjacket. 0879231351. Illustrated by Stan Washburn.
unpaginated. hardcover. Jacket art by Stan Washburn. Inventory # 13970. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE SCHINOCEPHALIC WAIF is a tale of a small gir1,
Gremlina, whose faith overcomes her physiological disendowments (viz., acute 
schinocephalia) and rewards her with the affection of the entire Russian people. This
chilling story will warm your heart.

Alexander Louis Theroux (born 1939) is an American novelist and poet whose best 
known novel is perhaps Darconville’s Cat (1982). He was awarded the Lannan 
Literary Award for Fiction in 1991 and the Clifton Fadiman Medal for Fiction in 2002
by the Mercantile Library in New York City. He is the brother of novelist Paul 
Theroux. His first novel, Three Wogs, was written during a stay in London. His 
second novel, Darconville’s Cat was nominated for the National Book Award. He 
published the fable, Master Snickup’s Cloak, which was illustrated by Brian Froud in
1979. That was followed by several other fables, The Schinocephalic Waif and The
Wragby Cars with illustrations by Stan Washburn in 1974. In 1987 he published An
Adultery, and his longest, most satirical novel Laura Warholic was published in 
2009. Several of his non-fiction books on color, The Primary Colors (1994) and The
Secondary Colors (1996) were briefly on the best-seller list in Los Angeles. As a 
writer, he is known for his encyclopedic, highly-allusive style, and learned wit.
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Theroux, Alexander. Three Wogs. Boston. 1975. Godine. 1st of This Particular 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0879231416. 248 pages. paperback. Inscribed by 
the Author. Inventory # 36746. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Wogs’ is a colloquial term of derogatory implications, 
employed by the natives of the British Isles to describe those inhabitants of their 
shores who are ‘not one of us.’ It is used to designate blacks of all hues - East 
Indians, Jamaicans, Africans - and can, under duress, be extended to include 
Orientals, Irishmen, Italians, and indeed all people of perceptibly foreign habits or 
appearance. Alexander Theroux’s THREE WOGS is composed as a triptych, 
displaying three separate episodes in the lives of three extravagantly archetypical 
Londoners, each of whom undergoes a fateful encounter with his own particular 
wog. The novel can perhaps be described as a fantasy (for it frequently assumes 
dreamlike dimensions), a farce (for it is often outlandishly funny), or a sharply honed
social satire (for its theme lays bare the ignorance and blind prejudices that infect 
the organism of modern society). It would, however, probably be more just to 
consider the book as a highly original comic novel, which, like all true comic 
performances, contains beneath its brilliantly diverting surface intimations of tragedy.
Through an extraordinary use of verbal and pictorial hyperbole, Mr. Theroux has 
managed to achieve a cooly perceptive and delicately balanced portrait of Human 
Folly as, it prances and parades through the pubs and drawing rooms, the chapels, 
theaters, and tube stations of contemporary London – and whose frenzied fingers 
extend a fraternal handclasp to all mankind. A National Book Award finalist, 1973.

Alexander Louis Theroux (born 1939) is an American novelist and poet whose best 
known novel is perhaps Darconville’s Cat (1982). He was awarded the Lannan 
Literary Award for Fiction in 1991 and the Clifton Fadiman Medal for Fiction in 2002
by the Mercantile Library in New York City. He is the brother of novelist Paul 
Theroux.
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Theroux, Alexander. Three Wogs. Boston. 1972. Gambit. 1st Printing. Very Good in
Slightly Worn Dustjacket with a Faded Spine. 0876450559. Author's 1st Book. 216 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 17690. $125

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Wogs’ is a colloquial term of derogatory implications, 
employed by the natives of the British Isles to describe those inhabitants of their 
shores who are "not one of us." It is used to designate blacks of all hues – East - 
and can, Indians, Jamaicans, Africans under duress, be extended to include 
Orientals, Irishmen, Italians, and indeed all people of perceptibly foreign habits or 
appearance. Alexander Theroux's THREE WOGS is composed as a triptych, 
displaying three separate episodes in the lives of three extravagantly archetypical 
Londoners, each of whom undergoes a fateful encounter with his own particular 
wog. The novel can perhaps be described as a fantasy (for it frequently assumes 
dreamlike dimensions), a farce (for it is often outlandishly funny), or a sharply honed
social satire (for its theme lays bare the ignorance and blind prejudices that infect 
the organism of modern society). It would, however, probably be more just to 
consider the book as a highly original comic novel, which, like all true comic 
performances, contains beneath its brilliantly diverting surface intimations of tragedy.
Through an extraordinary use of verbal and pictorial hyperbole, Mr. Theroux has 
man- aged to achieve a cooly perceptive and delicately balanced portrait of Human
Folly as it prances and parades through the pubs and drawing rooms, the chapels, 
theaters, and tube stations of contemporary London - and whose frenzied fingers 
extend a fraternal handclasp to all mankind.

Alexander Louis Theroux (born 1939) is an American novelist and poet whose best 
known novel is perhaps Darconville’s Cat (1982). He was awarded the Lannan 
Literary Award for Fiction in 1991 and the Clifton Fadiman Medal for Fiction in 2002
by the Mercantile Library in New York City. He is the brother of novelist Paul 
Theroux.
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Theroux, Joseph. Black Coconuts, Brown Magic. New York. 1983. Dial Press. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0385279477. 227 pages. hardcover.
Inventory # 4577. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - BLACK COCONUTS, BROWN MAGIC is a first novel by
Joseph Theroux, set in the fallen paradise of Samoa. Silas Wicklowe, once a medic 
in Vietnam, is now a doctor on a three-month assignment at the Lyndon Baines 
Johnson Tropical Medical Center in Pago Pago. Wicklowe carries a double burden.
Born in American Samoa, the son of a naval officer, he has returned to paradise to 
uncover the mysteries surrounding his dead mother and father. He's also running 
from his former wife. His war experience has made him impotent, thrown him into a
kind of psychic fatigue. He suffers from what the Samoans call ''spirit sickness.'' He 
screams in the night and walks around with dead eyes. He has the Vietnam blues.

Joseph Theroux has published one novel, Black Coconuts, Brown Magic 
(Dial/Doubleday). He has also written fiction and historical articles for Pacific Islands
Monthly, New Pacific, Hawaii, Honolulu Magazine, Spirit of Aloha, Historic 
Nantucket, The Hawaiian Journal of History and The Journal of Pacific History. He 
has lived in Samoa, Hawaii and Cape Cod.
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Theroux, Paul. Chicago Loop. New York. 1991. Random House. 1st American 
Edition. Previous Owner's Name Stamp & Date On Top Corner Of Front Free 
Endpaper Along With The Remains Of A Price Sticker, Otherwise Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0679401881. 197 pages. hardcover. Cover: Marshall Arisman. Inventory
# 31853. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - He knifes silently through the shadows of the steamy 
Chicago summer night, prowling for lonely souls who need his help. The desperate 
come to him, answering his ads with promises of romantic evenings and possibly a 
future, never suspecting that they are the prey, chosen to statiate a twisted sexual 
desire. Parker Jagoda is also a successful businessman with a wife, a child, and a 
house in the suburbs-respectable, health-conscious, and polite. Nobody knows 
about his jagged double life, his dark, hungry obsessions. He has fooled everyone 
except those who gasp their last dying scream. And, of course, he has not fooled 
himself-which may be the only glimmer of hope left inside the darkest of hearts.

Paul Edward Theroux (born April 10, 1941) is an American travel writer and novelist,
whose best known work of travel writing is perhaps The Great Railway Bazaar 
(1975). He has published numerous works of fiction, some of which were made into 
feature films. He was awarded the 1981 James Tait Black Memorial Prize for his 
novel The Mosquito Coast. He is the father of British authors and documentary 
makers Louis Theroux and Marcel Theroux, the brother of authors Alexander 
Theroux and Peter Theroux, and uncle to the American actor and screenwriter 
Justin Theroux.keywords
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Theroux, Paul. Ghost Train To the Eastern Star: On the Tracks of the Great Railway
Bazaar. New York. 2009. Mariner Books. 1st Mariner Paperback Edition. Very Good
in Wrappers. 9780547237930. 496 pages. paperback. Inventory # 38059. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An unmitigated treat for the hundreds of thousands of 
fans of the first Bazaar. In GHOST TRAIN TO THE EASTERN STAR, Theroux 
recreates an epic journey he took thirty years ago, a giant loop by train (mostly) 
through Eastern Europe, Turkey, the Caucasus, Central Asia, the Indian 
Subcontinent, China, Japan, and Siberia. In short, he traverses all of Asia top to 
bottom, and end to end. In the three decades since he first travelled this route, Asia
has undergone phenomenal change. The Soviet Union has collapsed, China has 
risen, India booms, Burma slowly smothers, and Vietnam prospers despite the 
havoc unleashed upon it the last time Theroux passed through. He witnesses all this
and more in a 25,000 mile journey, travelling as the locals do, by train, car, bus, and
foot. His odyssey takes him from Eastern Europe, still hungover from Communism, 
through tense but thriving Turkey, into the Caucasus, where Georgia limps back 
toward feudalism while its neighbour Azerbaijan revels in oil-driven capitalism. As he
penetrates deeper into Asia’s heart, his encounters take on an otherworldly cast. 
The two chapters that follow show us Turkmenistan, a profoundly isolated society at
the mercy of an almost comically egotistical dictator, and Uzbekistan, a ruthless 
authoritarian state. From there, he retraces his steps through India, Mayanmar, 
China, and Japan, providing his penetrating observations on the changes these 
countries have undergone.

Paul Edward Theroux (born April 10, 1941) is an American travel writer and novelist,
whose best known work of travel writing is perhaps The Great Railway Bazaar 
(1975). He has published numerous works of fiction, some of which were made into 
feature films. He was awarded the 1981 James Tait Black Memorial Prize for his 
novel The Mosquito Coast. He is the father of British authors and documentary 
makers Louis Theroux and Marcel Theroux, the brother of authors Alexander 
Theroux and Peter Theroux, and uncle to the American actor and screenwriter 
Justin Theroux.
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Theroux, Paul. Jungle Lovers. Boston. 1971. Houghton Mifflin. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0395121078. 307 pages. hardcover. Cover 
by Push Pin Studios, Inc. Inventory # 21898. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Time magazine’s notice was particular; it spoke of riot 
and intrusion, an infant war: it named Malawi. So Malawi was important. Murder, the
equatorial commonplace, mattered to the world; a rumor of death had put Malawi on
the American projection of the map, as tulips had done for Holland. It is in Malawi, a
tiny Central African republic caught between dictator and agitator, that Paul 
Theroux’s brilliant new novel takes place. Here are tested the ideals of two men, an
American fired with zeal to dispense life insurance to Africans and a messianic white
revolutionary whose specialty is bombs. When Calvin Mullet of Homemakers’ Mutual
is taken prisoner by the ruthless Marais and attempts to sell him a policy, their lives
become strangely and irrevocably linked. One pursues his guerrilla war and the 
other his proselytization of instant security. But each in his own way is forced to see
how inadequate his ideals are and must face the apathy or malice of those whom he
believed he could save. Tied to the spartan life and harsh judgments of the 
mercenary leader, Marais fights bitterly to hold together his ragged band of Africans
and maintain their purpose. For Calvin, life becomes, if not easier, less rigorous 
once he recognizes the futility of his ambitions and turns to the slovenly comforts of
Auntie Zeeba’s Eating House, the congenial brothel where he makes a home for his
black wife. But when, finally, the manuscript which Calvin has toyed with and 
rejected in disgust - - the fictitious diary of a downtrodden and uninsured African -- is
stolen and adopted as the bible of Marais’s followers, it appears inevitable that the 
American should be drawn into the impending explosion of violence.

Paul Edward Theroux (born April 10, 1941) is an American travel writer and novelist,
whose best known work of travel writing is perhaps The Great Railway Bazaar 
(1975). He has published numerous works of fiction, some of which were made into 
feature films. He was awarded the 1981 James Tait Black Memorial Prize for his 
novel The Mosquito Coast.
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Theroux, Paul. Jungle Lovers. Boston. 1971. Houghton Mifflin. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Slightly Faded Dustjacket. 0395121078. 307 pages. hardcover. Jacket
by Push Pin Studios, Inc. Inventory # 10355. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - TIME magazine’s notice was particular; it spoke of riot 
and intrusion, an infant war: it named Malawi. So Malawi was important. Murder, the
equatorial commonplace, mattered to the world; a rumor of death had put Malawi on
the American projection of the map, as tulips had done for Holland. It is in Malawi, a
tiny Central African republic caught between dictator and agitator, that Paul 
Theroux’s brilliant new novel takes place. Here are tested the ideals of two men, an
American fired with zeal to dispense life insurance to Africans and a messianic white
revolutionary whose specialty is bombs. When Calvin Mullet of Homemakers Mutual
is taken prisoner by the ruthless Marais and attempts to sell him a policy, their lives
become strangely and irrevocably linked. One pursues his guerrilla war and the 
other his proselytization of instant security. But each in his own way is forced to see
how inadequate his ideals are and must face the apathy or malice of those whom he
believed he could save. Tied to the spartan life and harsh judgments of the 
mercenary leader, Marais fights bitterly to hold together his ragged band of Africans
and maintain their purpose. For Calvin, life becomes, if not easier, less rigorous 
once he recognizes the futility of his ambitions and turns to the slovenly comforts of
Auntie Zeeba’s Eating House, the congenial brothel where he makes a home for his
black wife. But when, finally, the manuscript which Calvin has toyed with and 
rejected in disgust - the fictitious diary of a downtrodden and uninsured African - is 
stolen and adopted as the bible of Marais’s followers, it appears inevitable that the 
American should be drawn into the impending explosion of violence. Once again the
author of the highly praised FONG AND THE INDIANS and GIRLS AT PLAY reveals
his deep understanding of the precarious position of the white man in Africa, of race
and revolt, in a novel that is both profoundly disturbing and violently funny.

Paul Edward Theroux (born April 10, 1941) is an American travel writer and novelist,
whose best known work of travel writing is perhaps The Great Railway Bazaar 
(1975). He has published numerous works of fiction, some of which were made into 
feature films. He was awarded the 1981 James Tait Black Memorial Prize for his 
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Theroux, Paul. Kowloon Tong: A Novel of Hong Kong. Boston. 1997. Houghton 
Mifflin. 1st Printing. Crease On Rear Free Endpaper, Otherwise Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0395860296. 243 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 26228. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ninety-nine years of colonial rule are ending as the 
British prepare to hand over Hong Kong to China. For Betty Mullard and her son, 
Bunt, it doesn't concern them - until the mysterious Mr. Hung from the mainland 
offers them a large sum for their family business. They refuse, yet fail to realize Mr.
Hung is unlike the Chinese they've known: he will accept no refusals. When a young
female employee whom Bunt has been dating vanishes, he is forced to make 
important decisions for the first time in his life - but his good intentions are pitted 
against the will of Mr. Hung and the threat of the ultimate betrayal.

Paul Edward Theroux (born April 10, 1941) is an American travel writer and novelist,
whose best known work of travel writing is perhaps The Great Railway Bazaar 
(1975). He has published numerous works of fiction, some of which were made into 
feature films. He was awarded the 1981 James Tait Black Memorial Prize for his 
novel The Mosquito Coast. He is the father of British authors and documentary 
makers Louis Theroux and Marcel Theroux, the brother of authors Alexander 
Theroux and Peter Theroux, and uncle to the American actor and screenwriter 
Justin Theroux.
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Theroux, Paul. The Consul's File. Boston. 1977. Houghton Mifflin. 1st Printing. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0395253993. 209 pages. hardcover. Cover: Paul Bacon. 
Inventory # 18556. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Post-colonial Malaysia is Theroux territory, charted 
fictionally in SAINT JACK and brilliantly revisited in his best-selling travel book, THE
GREAT RAILWAY BAZAAR. THE CONSUL'S FILE is a journey with a young 
American diplomat to a ‘bachelor post’ at the uneasy frontier where civilization 
meets jungle. The Consul records his stint in Ayer Hitam through a sequence of 
tales in which he is both observer and participant. As his intimacy with the town 
grows, so does his motley cast of Asians and exiles: the son of a Cantonese cafe 
owner, dreaming of a Fulbright one day and a movie contract the next; Margaret 
Harbottle, writer of travelogues and freeloader extraordinary; an American ingenue 
dubbed ‘The Flower of Malaysia,’ who flirts with local mores and gets more than she
bargained for. Orphans of empire, the English and Americans find refuge in their 
down-at-the-heels club — the scene of an epic tennis match between a Malay 
prodigy and a despised Japanese salesman — and diversion on the sexual 
battlefield. A dependent wife goes on permanent liberty in Bali. A woman 
anthropologist woos, and subdues, an aborigine chief. And the Consul, on a 
Singapore rendezvous with a former lover, finds diplomatic relations fatal to passion.
The supernatural flourishes like exotic flora in Ayer Hitam, and its ghostly influence 
pervades many of the Consul's tales. From the comic to the bizarre, they build into a
sensual evocation of place and character. This is a master storyteller writing at the 
height of his formidable power.

Paul Edward Theroux (born April 10, 1941) is an American travel writer and novelist,
whose best known work of travel writing is perhaps The Great Railway Bazaar 
(1975). He has published numerous works of fiction, some of which were made into 
feature films. He was awarded the 1981 James Tait Black Memorial Prize for his 
novel The Mosquito Coast. He is the father of British authors and documentary 
makers Louis Theroux and Marcel Theroux, the brother of authors Alexander 
Theroux and Peter Theroux, and uncle to the American actor and screenwriter 
Justin Theroux.
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Theroux, Paul. The Consul's File. Boston. 1977. Houghton Mifflin. 1st Printing. Spine
Slightly Cocked,Otherwise Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With A Small 
Internal Water Stain At The Bottom Inside Spine. 0395253993. 209 pages. 
hardcover. Cover: Paul Bacon. Inventory # 871. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Post-colonial Malaysia is Theroux territory, charted 
fictionally in SAINT JACK and brilliantly revisited in his best-selling travel book, THE
GREAT RAILWAY BAZAAR. THE CONSUL'S FILE is a journey with a young 
American diplomat to a ‘bachelor post’ at the uneasy frontier where civilization 
meets jungle. The Consul records his stint in Ayer Hitam through a sequence of 
tales in which he is both observer and participant. As his intimacy with the town 
grows, so does his motley cast of Asians and exiles: the son of a Cantonese cafe 
owner, dreaming of a Fulbright one day and a movie contract the next; Margaret 
Harbottle, writer of travelogues and freeloader extraordinary; an American ingenue 
dubbed ‘The Flower of Malaysia,’ who flirts with local mores and gets more than she
bargained for. Orphans of empire, the English and Americans find refuge in their 
down-at-the-heels club — the scene of an epic tennis match between a Malay 
prodigy and a despised Japanese salesman — and diversion on the sexual 
battlefield. A dependent wife goes on permanent liberty in Bali. A woman 
anthropologist woos, and subdues, an aborigine chief. And the Consul, on a 
Singapore rendezvous with a former lover, finds diplomatic relations fatal to passion.
The supernatural flourishes like exotic flora in Ayer Hitam, and its ghostly influence 
pervades many of the Consul's tales. From the comic to the bizarre, they build into a
sensual evocation of place and character. This is a master storyteller writing at the 
height of his formidable power.

Paul Edward Theroux (born April 10, 1941) is an American travel writer and novelist,
whose best known work of travel writing is perhaps The Great Railway Bazaar 
(1975). He has published numerous works of fiction, some of which were made into 
feature films. He was awarded the 1981 James Tait Black Memorial Prize for his 
novel The Mosquito Coast. He is the father of British authors and documentary 
makers Louis Theroux and Marcel Theroux, the brother of authors Alexander 
Theroux and Peter Theroux, and uncle to the American actor and screenwriter 
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Theroux, Paul. The London Embassy. Boston. 1983. Houghton Mifflin. 1st Printing.
Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front & Some Fading To Top & Bottom Edges 
Of Boards,Otherwise Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With Some Tears. 
0395331072. 248 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Paul Bacon. Inventory # 
9315. $6.25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1982, Paul Theroux’s THE MOSQUITO COAST was a
nationwide best seller, a major movie purchase, and a novel welcomed by reviewers
as ‘a bravura performance;’ ‘a grand allegory;’ and ‘the ultimate adventure,’ This 
large mural is followed now by a series of miniatures — this volume of stories, THE
LONDON EMBASSY is as concise, sharply focused, and playful as THE 
MOSQUITO COAST was imposing. A natural successor to Theroux’s THE 
CONSUL’S FILE, this book takes the American narrator from Ayer Hitam to a new 
post in the London Embassy. As he once observed with cool, amused eye the 
British and Malays, he can now observe the British and their endless treasure trove
of eccentricities on home ground. And the Americans in the embassy are no less 
curious. There is a man who is beggared when he inherits a title, the embassy 
Minister who is obsessed with rage at a male employee who wears an earring, an 
Arab who has come to London to rob a certain tomb, a woman who cycles all the 
way to Yorkshire to perform a peculiar revenge, and dozens of others who nurse 
some secret vagary—and, with each, Theroux produces a surprising illumination. 
With THE MOSQUITO COAST, Paul Theroux became firmly established as one of 
the first-rank American fiction writers. With this new collection, he proves again that
he is a versatile master in the shorter form.

Paul Edward Theroux (born April 10, 1941) is an American travel writer and novelist,
whose best known work of travel writing is perhaps The Great Railway Bazaar 
(1975). He has published numerous works of fiction, some of which were made into 
feature films. He was awarded the 1981 James Tait Black Memorial Prize for his 
novel The Mosquito Coast. He is the father of British authors and documentary 
makers Louis Theroux and Marcel Theroux, the brother of authors Alexander 
Theroux and Peter Theroux, and uncle to the American actor and screenwriter 
Justin Theroux.
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Theroux, Paul. The Pillars of Hercules: A Grand Tour of the Mediterranean. New 
York. 1995. Putnam. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0399141081. 509 pages.
hardcover. Inventory # 24213. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this modern version of the Grand Tour, Theroux sets 
off from Gibraltar, one of the fabled Pillars of Hercules, on a glorious journey around
the shores of the Mediterranean Sea. It is a long, lively, occasionally dangerous, and
endlessly fascinating trip, up the coast of Spain, along the Riviera, by ferry to the 
islands of Corsica, Sardinia, Sicily, and beyond - way beyond.By foot, train, bus, and
cruise ship, Theroux travels around Italy and the Greek islands, to Albania in a state
of near anarchy and to war-torn Croatia. He sails across an old sea of myths into 
Istanbul, its minarets, mosque domes, and obelisks beckoning him to the Levant. 
After hearing of Theroux's onward itinerary, a Turkish shipmate murmurs, "Gechmis
olsen!" - May it be behind you! Ahead are Damascus and the remote villages of 
Syria, shrouded in the cult of Assad and his martyred son; Israel, besieged by 
suicide bombers; Egypt, where Theroux visits with Nobel laureate Naguib Mahfouz, 
recovering from an assassination attempt. And past the hill that marks the southern
Pillar of Hercules lie Morocco and Paul Bowles' Tangier.Exploring coastlines as wild
as anything he encountered in China or Peru, probing through layers of tradition and
culture, ancient and modern, tawdry and splendid, Theroux recalls the words of his 
predecessors - Homer, F. Scott Fitzgerald, James Joyce, Evelyn Waugh, Carlo Levi,
Lawrence Durrell - and weaves the legends and siren calls of civilizations as old as 
time into a tantalizing story about life on the Mediterranean today.

Paul Edward Theroux (born April 10, 1941) is an American travel writer and novelist,
whose best known work of travel writing is perhaps The Great Railway Bazaar 
(1975). He has published numerous works of fiction, some of which were made into 
feature films. He was awarded the 1981 James Tait Black Memorial Prize for his 
novel The Mosquito Coast. He is the father of British authors and documentary 
makers Louis Theroux and Marcel Theroux, the brother of authors Alexander 
Theroux and Peter Theroux, and uncle to the American actor and screenwriter 
Justin Theroux.
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Theroux, Peter. Translating LA: A Tour of the Rainbow City. New York. 1990. 
Norton. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0393036472.
271 pages. hardcover. Cover: Cathy Saksa. Inventory # 32026. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A tour of, and thorough immersion in, the diverse 
cultures of Los Angeles locates the thriving human centers of a notoriously 
centerless metropolis and introduces us to the rich life of its inhabitants.

Peter Christopher Sebastian Theroux (born 1956) is an American writer and 
translator. He is part of the creative Theroux family from Boston, Massachusetts. 
The younger brother of writers Alexander Theroux and Paul Theroux, during college
Peter studied for a year at the University of Cairo. He became interested in Arabic 
literature and has made it his life's work. He has translated numerous works of both
historic and chiefly contemporary fiction by Egyptian, Iraqi and Lebanese authors. In
addition, he has written articles and published a travel book, Sandstorms (1990), 
about his extensive travels in the Middle East. Writing in the Los Angeles Times, 
Alex Raksin described Sandstorms as a "stunningly candid portrait of culture and 
politics in the Middle East". Theroux was born in 1956 in Boston, Massachusetts, the
son of Catholic parents; his mother, Anne (née Dittami), was Italian American, and 
his father, Albert Eugene Theroux, was French Canadian. His mother was a 
grammar school teacher and his father was a salesman for the American Oak 
Leather company. His two older brothers, Alexander (b. 1938) and Paul (b. 1941), 
both became writers. Peter also became interested in literature, travel, and writing.
He studied English literature at Harvard University, and studied for a year at the 
American University in Cairo. He worked as a journalist in Saudi Arabia, and for a 
time was a stringer for The Wall Street Journal. The creative extended family 
includes his nephew Justin Theroux, actor, scriptwriter, and director. Theroux's first
published translated literary work was the first volume of Cities of Salt, the 
contemporary epic novel cycle by the Saudi writer Abdelrahman Munif. He 
translated two further novels in that cycle. His translated works include 
contemporary fiction by Arabic writers from Egypt, Iraq and Saudi Arabia.
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This, Herve and Gagnaire, Pierre. Cooking: The Quintessential Art. Berkeley. 2008.
University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
9780520252950. Translated from the French by M. B. DeBevoise. California Studies
in Food and Culture, 23. 366 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 35895. $27.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From its intriguing opening question - ’How can we 
reasonably judge a meal?’—to its rewarding conclusion, this beautiful book picks up
where Brillat-Savarin left off almost two centuries ago. Hervé This, a cofounder (with
the late physicist Nicholas Kurti) of the new approach to studying the scientific basis
of cooking known as molecular gastronomy, investigates the question of culinary 
beauty in a series of playful, lively, and erudite dialogues. Considering the place of 
cuisine in Western culture, This explores an astonishing variety of topics and 
elaborates a revolutionary method for judging the art of cooking. Many of the ideas 
he introduces in this culinary romance are illustrated by dishes created by Pierre 
Gagnaire, whose engaging commentaries provide rare insights into the creative 
inspiration of one of the world’s foremost chefs. The result is an enthralling, 
sophisticated, freewheeling dinner party of a book that also makes a powerful case 
for openness and change in the way we think about food.

Hervé This is Research Chemist at Institut National de la Recherche Agronomique 
and the author of Kitchen Mysteries: Revealing the Science of Cooking, among 
other books. Pierre Gagnaire is chef and owner of many restaurants, including 
Restaurant Pierre Gagnaire, Paris.
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Thoby-Marcelin, Philippe and Marcelin, Pierre. All Men Are Mad. New York. 1970. 
Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. Introduction by
Edmund Wilson. Translated from the Haitian French by Eva Thoby-Marcelin. 179 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Catherine Smolich. Inventory # 6980. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Although ALL MEN ARE MAD is the fourth novel by the
Marcelin brothers to be published in English, these Haitian writers have yet to 
receive the recognition they deserve. As early as 1949 Edmund Wilson wrote that 
‘These books of the Marcelins are distinguished performances. They deal with 
difficult subjects - material that is controversial in Haiti and unfamiliar abroad; and 
presenting them, without sentimentality or by political melodrama and with no explicit
comment, they bring out in them a human poignancy that is communicated to 
readers anywhere.’ ALL MEN ARE MAD, although fiction, is based on an episode in
recent Haitian history. In 1942, during the regime of President Elie Lescot, the 
Catholic Church attempted to abolish vodou, the native religion that had merged 
several Catholic saints into its original pantheon of African spirits. The result, as 
depicted by the Marcelins, was a disaster for both sides. In his introduction Wilson 
writes: ‘The special plight of the Haitians is made to extend a perspective to the 
miseries and futilities of the whole human race, to our bitter ‘ideological’ conflicts and
our apparently pointless ambitions. ALL MEN ARE MAD is a very entertaining but 
also troubling book, and it is a most distinguished work of literature.’. (original title: 
Tous les Hommes Sont Fous).

Philippe Thoby-Marcelin (1904–1975), was a Haitian poet, novelist, journalist, 
folklorist and politician. Philippe Thoby-Marcelin was born December 11, 1904 in 
Port-au-Prince. He and his younger brother, Pierre Marcelin (1908-?), worked 
together on the writing of several novels about rural Haiti, highlighting the themes of
peasant life and Haitian folklore. Philippe went to high school in Port-au-Prince and 
finished his education in Paris where he studied law. While there, he became 
acquainted with Valéry Larbaud, who arranged to have some of his poems 
published in La revue européenne, a monthly literary journal that was published from
1923 to 1931. Back in Haiti, he began his career as general secretary at the Ministry
of Public Works. Like most Haitian intellectuals, he was opposed to the American 
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Thoby-Marcelin, Philippe and Marcelin, Pierre. Canape Vert. New York. 1944. Farrar
& Rinehart. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Worn Dustjacket. Translated from 
the French by Edward Larocque Tinker. 225 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 6977. 
$45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This book is the Haiti of the soil, the Haiti of Vodun rites, 
the Haiti of cockfights, of superstition, of primitive sex life, of poverty and toil, of 
savage dances and native rum, The reader moves in an unearthly atmosphere, he 
feels the haunted night, the dawn over Port-au-Prince, the rising and setting of the 
sun and the terrifying storms which break over the island. Vodun ceremonies, 
funeral rites, wild dancing under the stars to the beat of drums, are all dramatically 
described. Edward Larocque Tinker, leading authority on the Creole language who 
did the translation, says in his introduction: ‘In CANAPÉ-VERT we have, for the first 
time in English, a vivid and accurate picture of life on the island seen from the inside.
The authors, both Haitian born, have captured the true subtlety of the Negro-
peasant mentality, with all its strange, naive reasoning, its deep- rooted superstition,
and the tang and savor of its humor.’ CANAPÉ-VERT is an impressive and 
unforgettable book. It is the fiction winner of the Second Latin American Literary 
Prize Competition and was selected for the award by Blair Niles, Ernesto 
Montenegro and John Dos Passos.

Philippe Thoby-Marcelin (1904–1975), was a Haitian poet, novelist, journalist, 
folklorist and politician. Philippe Thoby-Marcelin was born December 11, 1904 in 
Port-au-Prince. He and his younger brother, Pierre Marcelin (1908-?), worked 
together on the writing of several novels about rural Haiti, highlighting the themes of
peasant life and Haitian folklore. Philippe went to high school in Port-au-Prince and 
finished his education in Paris where he studied law. While there, he became 
acquainted with Valéry Larbaud, who arranged to have some of his poems 
published in La revue européenne, a monthly literary journal that was published from
1923 to 1931. Back in Haiti, he began his career as general secretary at the Ministry
of Public Works. Like most Haitian intellectuals, he was opposed to the American 
occupation of Haiti, which had been established in 1915. In 1927, together with 
Jacques Roumain, Carl Brouard, Émile Roumer and Normil Sylvain (1900-1929), he
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Thoby-Marcelin, Philippe and Marcelin, Pierre. Canape Vert. New York. 1944. Farrar
& Rinehart. 1st American Edition. Previous Owner's Name in Front & Back,
Otherwise Very Good.No Dustjacket. Translated by Edward Larocque Tinker. 225 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 15391. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This book is the Haiti of the soil, the Haiti of Vodun rites, 
the Haiti of cockfights, of superstition, of primitive sex life, of poverty and toil, of 
savage dances and native rum, The reader moves in an unearthly atmosphere, he 
feels the haunted night, the dawn over Port-au-Prince, the rising and setting of the 
sun and the terrifying storms which break over the island. Vodun ceremonies, 
funeral rites, wild dancing under the stars to the beat of drums, are all dramatically 
described. Edward Larocque Tinker, leading authority on the Creole language who 
did the translation, says in his introduction: ‘In CANAPÉ-VERT we have, for the first 
time in English, a vivid and accurate picture of life on the island seen from the inside.
The authors, both Haitian born, have captured the true subtlety of the Negro-
peasant mentality, with all its strange, naive reasoning, its deep- rooted superstition,
and the tang and savor of its humor.’ CANAPÉ-VERT is an impressive and 
unforgettable book. It is the fiction winner of the Second Latin American Literary 
Prize Competition and was selected for the award by Blair Niles, Ernesto 
Montenegro and John Dos Passos.

Philippe Thoby-Marcelin (1904–1975), was a Haitian poet, novelist, journalist, 
folklorist and politician. Philippe Thoby-Marcelin was born December 11, 1904 in 
Port-au-Prince. He and his younger brother, Pierre Marcelin (1908-?), worked 
together on the writing of several novels about rural Haiti, highlighting the themes of
peasant life and Haitian folklore. Philippe went to high school in Port-au-Prince and 
finished his education in Paris where he studied law. While there, he became 
acquainted with Valéry Larbaud, who arranged to have some of his poems 
published in La revue européenne, a monthly literary journal that was published from
1923 to 1931. Back in Haiti, he began his career as general secretary at the Ministry
of Public Works. Like most Haitian intellectuals, he was opposed to the American 
occupation of Haiti, which had been established in 1915. In 1927, together with 
Jacques Roumain, Carl Brouard, Émile Roumer and Normil Sylvain (1900-1929), he
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Thoby-Marcelin, Philippe and Marcelin, Pierre. The Beast of the Haitian Hills. New 
York. 1946. Rinehart. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket
W/A Scuff Mark At The Top Of The Spine. Translated by Peter C. Rhodes. 210 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 25563. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In THE BEAST OF THE HAITIAN HILLS Philippe Thoby-
Marcelin and Pierre Marcelin have created a tale of violence as well as charm, and 
the story is always strong and frequently terrifying. Morin Dutrilleul was a city man 
who went to the country to live. He was not superstitious, he did not believe the old 
legends and felt calmly superior to the peasants who did. To prove his point he cut 
down the tree at whose foot the sacrifices to the local gods had always been left. 
From that point on the story rises in a crescendo of fear; fear by the peasants of the
Cigouave, the beast of the hills, fear by Morin of his growing belief in the old legends
and the horrible activities of the old gods. The victim of rum and superstition, Morin 
does not escape the climax of violence and terror with which the book ends.

Philippe Thoby-Marcelin (1904–1975), was a Haitian poet, novelist, journalist, 
folklorist and politician. Philippe Thoby-Marcelin was born December 11, 1904 in 
Port-au-Prince. He and his younger brother, Pierre Marcelin (1908-?), worked 
together on the writing of several novels about rural Haiti, highlighting the themes of
peasant life and Haitian folklore. Philippe went to high school in Port-au-Prince and 
finished his education in Paris where he studied law. While there, he became 
acquainted with Valéry Larbaud, who arranged to have some of his poems 
published in La revue européenne, a monthly literary journal that was published from
1923 to 1931. Back in Haiti, he began his career as general secretary at the Ministry
of Public Works. Like most Haitian intellectuals, he was opposed to the American 
occupation of Haiti, which had been established in 1915. In 1927, together with 
Jacques Roumain, Carl Brouard, Émile Roumer and Normil Sylvain (1900-1929), he
helped create La Revue Indigène, a literary journal in which they published their 
poems. They idea was to honor the indigenous Haitian literary and artistic material,
and return the culture to its pre-occupational state. His first novel Canapé-Vert, was
published in 1944. In 1946, he participated in the founding of the short-lived Popular
Socialist Party (PSP), together with Anthony Lespès (fr). That same year he 
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Thoby-Marcelin, Philippe and Marcelin, Pierre. The Pencil of God. Boston. 1951. 
Houghton Mifflin. 1st American Edition. Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front,
Otherwise Good in Worn Dustjacket With Pieces Missing. 078144554X. Translated 
from the French by Leonard Thomas. 204 pages. hardcover. Cover: Anne Marie 
Jauss. Inventory # 8510. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The pencil of God writes hard and fast when it writes; 
and the Haitians say the pencil of God has no eraser. This is a novel of the strange
half-lit world which exists in Haiti between the church and continued on back nap 
continued from front flap voodoo, and of a simple devout man, Dioghe Cyprien, a 
small warehouse owner, whose weakness is an everlasting and virile love of the 
ladies. In his last fling, the very dissimulation and craftiness which he has used to 
attain his heart's desire is boomeranged back to him by his love's old female 
relatives, who place a voodoo curse on him. His life becomes a series of freak 
disasters—tongues clack in the provincial, small-town atmosphere of Saint-Marc. 
The gossip that he is a were wolf, a fiend, a consort of evil spirits, at first a whisper,
becomes a deafening roar. Like a swimmer pulled by the tide between the sharks 
and the reefs, Diogbne is pulled between the church and voodoo. The curse is the 
curse of gossip and suspicion, which can be as effective in Boston or New York or 
anywhere else as it is in Haiti.

Philippe Thoby-Marcelin (1904–1975), was a Haitian poet, novelist, journalist, 
folklorist and politician. Philippe Thoby-Marcelin was born December 11, 1904 in 
Port-au-Prince. He and his younger brother, Pierre Marcelin (1908-?), worked 
together on the writing of several novels about rural Haiti, highlighting the themes of
peasant life and Haitian folklore. Philippe went to high school in Port-au-Prince and 
finished his education in Paris where he studied law. While there, he became 
acquainted with Valéry Larbaud, who arranged to have some of his poems 
published in La revue européenne, a monthly literary journal that was published from
1923 to 1931. Back in Haiti, he began his career as general secretary at the Ministry
of Public Works. Like most Haitian intellectuals, he was opposed to the American 
occupation of Haiti, which had been established in 1915. In 1927, together with 
Jacques Roumain, Carl Brouard, Émile Roumer and Normil Sylvain (1900-1929), he
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Thomas-Graham, Pamela. A Darker Shade of Crimsom: An Ivy League Mystery. 
New York. 1998. Simon & Schuster. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0684845261. 287 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Shasti O'Leary. Inventory # 
24991. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Being young, gifted, and black at Harvard has always 
been difficult. For Rosezella Maynette Fisher, outspoken sister girl and controversial
Dean of Students at Harvard Law School, it was murder. And the debonair new 
President of Harvard is a prime suspect. A DARKER SHADE OF CRIMSON is a 
novel about how Ella Fisher ended up dead on the first day of the fall semester, and
how her friend Veronica (Nikki) Chase - a smart, ambitious, attractive, and well-
connected black economics professor - sets out to solve the crime, and in the 
process uncovers some of Harvard’s most deeply buried secrets. At twenty-eight, 
Nikki is a rising star, the only black professor in Harvard’s economics department. 
After stumbling over Ella Fisher’s body during a blackout in a classroom building, 
she is quickly plunged into the investigation of her death. With the occasional tip 
from Raphael Griffin, a Harvard policeman, Nikki learns that plenty of people could 
have wanted Ella dead. Only two people seem to mourn Ella’s passing: her blue-
blooded, Wellesley-educated secretary, Lindsey Wentworth; and Ella’s best 
girlfriend, Alix Coulter, an actress from Texas with attitude. With their help, Nikki sets
out to unravel simultaneously the mystery of Ella’s death and the complications of 
her own love life. Dante Rosario, her long-lost ex-boyfriend, turns up and sets off a 
chemical reaction; meanwhile, Justin Simms, a Harvard Law School student who 
flirts like a master, won’t take no for an answer. It takes the combined wisdom of 
Nikki’s landlady, Magnolia Dailey, and her best friend, Jessica Leiberman, to help 
her understand her own heart as she drives toward the shocking conclusion that will
turn all of Harvard on its ear.

Pamela Thomas-Graham (born June 24, 1963) is an American businesswoman, 
corporate leader, and author. In August 2016, Thomas-Graham was elected by the
Clorox Company board of directors as the lead independent director at the $5.7 
billion Fortune 500 Company.
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Thomas-Graham, Pamela. Blue Blood: An Ivy League Mystery. New York. 1999. 
Simon & Schuster. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 068484527x. 285 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 26536. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Conservative Yale law professor Amanda Fox lived for 
controversy and academic celebrity - until someone decided she should die for 
them. This is the second book in the Ivy League Mystery Series. Set at Yale, 
featuring Harvard Professor Nikki Chase as heroine & sleuth. Nikki gets a call for 
help from an old friend who has become a Dean at Yale University, she finds more 
than she bargained for, as she encounters a brutal murder and explosive racial 
conflict.

Pamela Thomas-Graham (born June 24, 1963) is an American businesswoman, 
corporate leader, and author. In August 2016, Thomas-Graham was elected by the
Clorox Company board of directors as the lead independent director at the $5.7 
billion Fortune 500 Company.
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Thomas, Dylan and Davenport, John. The Death of the King's Canary. New York. 
1977. Viking Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670262307. 
145 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Winston Potter. Inventory # 26579. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1948, Dylan Thomas had plans to write a book, a 
novel concerning the assassination of a Poet Laureate. By 1949, his plans were 
executed. Working with another friend, the noted critic and writer John Davenport, 
he produced THE DEATH OF THE KING’S CANARY. It did not make them drinking
money. Its ‘deliberate parodies’ of the cream of English letters, with brilliant take-offs
on poems by T. S. Eliot, W. H. Auden, William Empson, and others, were thought 
scurrilous indeed, and it is only now that publication is deemed possible. But great 
fun it must have been to write, and great fun it is to read. The story revolves around
an improbable country-house party of astounding profligacy, and features a very 
large cast, including the Prime Minister, a dope-smoking butler, literary figures of 
indeterminate sex, and sundry dwarfs. Most intriguingly of all, it is an irreverent and 
(sometimes) affectionate portrait of the literary world of the 1940s. Here, with their 
features exaggerated by the flimsiest of disguises are Augustus John, Cyril 
Connolly, and even Aleister Crowley, and of course Thomas and Davenport 
themselves. It’s a wild surrealistic farce, an extraordinary literary event, further 
testimonial to the remarkable talents of Dylan Thomas and John Davenport.

Dylan Marlais Thomas (27 October 1914 – 9 November 1953) was a Welsh poet 
and writer whose works include the poems 'Do not go gentle into that good night' 
and 'And death shall have no dominion', the 'Play for Voices', Under Milk Wood, and
stories and radio broadcasts such as A Child's Christmas in Wales and Portrait of 
the Artist as a Young Dog. John Davenport was a critic, man of letters, literary go-
between, and friend of Dylan Thomas.
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Thomas, Dylan. Adventures in the Skin Trade. New York. 1961. Signet/New 
American Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
Afterword By Vernon Watkins. 192 pages. paperback. CD38. Inventory # 29291. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - One of the twentieth century's most gifted writers, Dylan
Thomas created a vital, lusty, antic world of truly memorable characters. This Signet
Classic offers a distinguished selection of his work - twenty stories plus all of his 
famous unfinished novel, ADVENTURES IN THE SKIN TRADE. The title piece 
relates the adventures of Samuel Bennet, a young innocent embarked on a wild 
pilgrimage through modern London. The stories range in theme from life and love to
nature and madness, but all are written with the extravagant humor, the brilliant 
imagery, the magic awareness of the true poet. The New York Times wrote of 
ADVENTURES IN THE SKIN TRADE: 'The human warmth keeps bubbling up 
through the satire. Thomas' last work of fiction, in addition to its intrinsic interest, has
a meaningfulness comparable to that of Keats' letters and Yeats' memoirs.' The New
York Herald Tribune found it a 'vein of pure gold.' And The Saturday Review called
Dylan Thomas 'a genius.'

Dylan Marlais Thomas (27 October 1914 – 9 November 1953) was a Welsh poet 
and writer whose works include the poems 'Do not go gentle into that good night' 
and 'And death shall have no dominion', the 'Play for Voices', Under Milk Wood, and
stories and radio broadcasts such as A Child's Christmas in Wales and Portrait of 
the Artist as a Young Dog.
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Thomas, Dylan. The Beach of Falesa. New York. 1963. Stein & Day. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 126 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Peretz 
Kaminsky. Inventory # 30283. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE BEACH OF FALESA, based on a story by Robert 
Louis Stevenson, is a tale of trading and taboo on a south Sea Island. Dylan 
Thomas wrote it in the form of a screenplay.

Dylan Marlais Thomas (27 October 1914 – 9 November 1953) was a Welsh poet 
and writer whose works include the poems 'Do not go gentle into that good night' 
and 'And death shall have no dominion', the 'Play for Voices', Under Milk Wood, and
stories and radio broadcasts such as A Child's Christmas in Wales and Portrait of 
the Artist as a Young Dog. He became popular in his lifetime and remained so after
his premature death in New York City. In his later life he acquired a reputation, 
which he encouraged, as a 'roistering, drunken and doomed poet'. Thomas was 
born in Swansea, Wales, in 1914. An undistinguished pupil, he left school at 16, 
becoming a journalist for a short time. Although many of his works appeared in print
while he was still a teenager, it was the publication of 'Light breaks where no sun 
shines', in 1934, that caught the attention of the literary world. While living in 
London, Thomas met Caitlin Macnamara, whom he married in 1937. Their 
relationship was defined by alcoholism and was mutually destructive. In the early 
part of his marriage, Thomas and his family lived hand-to-mouth, settling in the 
Welsh fishing village of Laugharne. Although Thomas was appreciated as a popular
poet in his lifetime, he found earning a living as a writer difficult, which resulted in his
augmenting his income with reading tours and broadcasts. His radio recordings for 
the BBC during the late 1940s brought him to the public's attention and he was used
by the Corporation as a populist voice of the literary scene. In the 1950s, Thomas 
travelled to America, where his readings brought him a level of fame, and his erratic
behaviour and drinking worsened. His time in America cemented Thomas's legend,
and he recorded to vinyl works such as A Child's Christmas in Wales. During his 
fourth trip to New York in 1953, Thomas became gravely ill and fell into a coma from
which he did not recover. Thomas died on 9 November 1953.
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Thomas, Dylan. The Collected Poems of Dylan Thomas 1934-1952. New York. 
1971. New Directions. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0811202054. 203 pages. paperback. NDP316. Cover painting of Dylan Thomas by
Rupert Shephard; design by Sylvia Frezzolini. Inventory # 7584. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This edition of Dylan Thomas’s poetry contains all of the
poems which he himself wished to preserve. The poet made the selection in 1952, 
the year before his death, and wrote especially for it the beautiful ‘Author’s 
Prologue,’ addressed to ‘my readers, the strangers’: At poor peace I sing / To you 
strangers (though song / Is a burning arid crested act, / The fire of birds in / The 
world’s turning wood, / for my sawn, splay sounds), / Out of these seathumbed 
leaves / That will fly and fall / Like leaves of trees and as soon / Crumble and undie /
Into the dogdayed night’. In 1956, the collection was augmented by the addition of 
the poem ‘Elegy’ for which sixty pages of manuscript lines and notes were found in 
Thomas’s papers after his death, and which was edited by his friend, the poet 
Vernon Watkins.

Dylan Marlais Thomas (27 October 1914 – 9 November 1953) was a Welsh poet 
and writer whose works include the poems 'Do not go gentle into that good night' 
and 'And death shall have no dominion', the 'Play for Voices', Under Milk Wood, and
stories and radio broadcasts such as A Child's Christmas in Wales and Portrait of 
the Artist as a Young Dog.
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Thomas, Helen. Front Row at the White House: My Life and Times. New York. 1999.
Scribner. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684849119. 415 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Rick Pracher. Inventory # 26566. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Helen Thomas has had an inside view of the making of 
history for nearly four decades. Assigned by UPI to the White House press corps in
1961, Thomas has questioned every president since Kennedy. She was the first 
female president of the White House Correspondents Association, the first female 
officer of the National Press Club, and the first woman member (and later president)
of the Gridiron Club. In Front Row at the White House, she revisits her many 
accomplishments and offers an insider’s view on the changes wrought on the office
of president over the last 38 years.

Helen Amelia Thomas (August 4, 1920 – July 20, 2013) was an American reporter 
and author best known for her longtime membership in the White House press 
corps. She covered the White House during the administrations of ten U.S. 
presidents—from the start of the Kennedy administration to the second year of the 
Obama administration. Thomas worked for the United Press and post-1958 
successor United Press International (UPI) for 57 years, first as a correspondent, 
and later as White House bureau manager. She then served as a columnist for 
Hearst Newspapers from 2000 to 2010, writing on national affairs and the White 
House. Thomas was the first female officer of the National Press Club, the first 
female member and president of the White House Correspondents' Association and
the first female member of the Gridiron Club. She wrote six books; her last, with co-
author Craig Crawford, was Listen Up, Mr. President: Everything You Always 
Wanted Your President to Know and Do (2009). Thomas retired from Hearst 
Newspapers on June 7, 2010, following controversial comments she made about 
Jews, Israel, the Israeli–Palestinian conflict, and her claims that "Congress, the 
White House, Hollywood and Wall Street are owned by Zionists", that led to 
numerous allegations of anti-Semitism. She then served as an opinion columnist for
the Falls Church News-Press until February 2012.
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Thomas, Herbert. The Superlative Man. New York. 1997. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374272093. 288 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket illustration by Chip Wass. Inventory # 24171. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This tightly wound thriller unerringly evokes the world of
Raymond Chandler and Dashiell Hammett with an altogether contemporary dash of 
irony. THE SUPERLATIVE MAN soars overhead, coming to the rescue of people in
danger. The tabloids splash his every exploit across the front pages. The entire 
metropolis is in awe of him - except for Harvey Gander, whose parents died in a 
freak automobile accident caused by the Superlative Man as he was dashing off to 
another adventure. Gander is a lonesome cub reporter for the Metropolitan Meteor,
and when he is assigned a story about people saved by the Superlative Man, he 
stumbles on a conspiracy to expose the hero as a fake. The stakes are raised when
two heavies threaten him just for interviewing Natasha Nyle, a footloose blonde from
the Outer Borough. As the young reporter chases stories through the city’s dark 
byways, moon over a slip of a girl named Violet Hayes, and fails under the spell of 
the wizened newshound Elmo Jade, he uncovers dark truths about the American 
superhero while struggling to prove that he is, in his own way, a superlative man. 
Herbert Thomas’s delightful first book is both or, affectionate homage to the classics
of noir and a gripping novel in its own right. Witty, suspenseful, and fun, it keeps the
reader spellbound, waiting for the Superlative Man to swoop down from the sky once
again.

Herbert Thomas is an attorney with Debevoise & Plimpton in Washington, D.C.keywords
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Thomas, John / Crosson, Robert / Vangelisti, Paul. Abandoned Latitudes: New 
Writing by 3 Los Angeles Poets. San Francisco. 1983. Red Hill Press. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0880310626. Introduction by Giulia Niccolai and 
photographs by Jeffrey Scales. Invisible City 3. 96 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
40506. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Poetry by 3 Los Angeles poets, Robert Crosson, John 
Thomas and Paul Vangelisti. Includes a series of Vangelisti's visual poems 
composed of word strips across famous paintings.

John Thomas Idlet was an American Beat poet who wrote sporadically and had an 
aversion to publishing his work. Charles Bukowski called him "the best unread poet 
in America." Born in Canonsburg, PA, in 1929, Robert Crosson moved to California 
in 1944. Eventually settling in Los Angeles after graduating from UCLA, he spent 
most of his life working as a carpenter, house painter and actor. Crosson authored 
five volumes of poetry and several chapbooks. Paul Vangelisti is a United States 
poet and broadcaster. He graduated from the University of San Francisco in 1967 
with a Bachelor of Arts in English and Philosophy.
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Thompson, Alice. Justine. Washington DC. 1998. Counterpoint. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1887178651. 227 pages. hardcover. Cover design
by David Bullen. Inventory # 25403. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Set in contemporary London, 'Justine' chronicles one 
man's obsession with beauty and his journey through the darkest recesses of the 
mind in its pursuit. A sensitive art collector, nameless throughout, becomes 
enchanted by Justine, the portrait that hangs above his mantel. Enthralled, he 
spends hours in his flat, smoking opium and watching the beautiful woman in the 
painting. Searching London for the object of his ravening desire, he finds on 
separate occasions two women: Justine, a refined and chiseled beauty, and her 
identical twin Juliette, a complex and reckless woman who seems driven by rage. As
the story unfolds, he finds it increasingly difficult to know the true identity of the 
evasive and evanescent woman he desires, and his vivid opium-seasoned 
hallucinations become indistinguishable from reality.

Alice Thompson (born in Edinburgh) is a Scottish novelist. Thompson was educated
at St George's School, Edinburgh,[5] then read English at Oxford University and 
wrote her Ph.D. thesis on Henry James. In the 1980s she was the keyboard player
with rock band The Woodentops. She has a son, and lives in Edinburgh. Her novel 
Justine was the joint winner of the 1996 James Tait Black Memorial Prize. She also
won a Creative Scotland Award[6] in 2000, and was a Writer in Residence in 
Shetland.
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Thompson, Damian. The End of Time: Faith and Fear in the Shadow of the 
Millennium. Hanover. 1997. University Press Of New England. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0874518490. 390 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 24614. 
$25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Damian Thompson examines the roots of millennial 
beliefs and its often unrecognized role in the development of modern society. He 
seeks to answer a number of surprising question, such as: Why to calendar changes
have such a profound effect upon the human psyche? Why does the Catholic church
attach such mystical significance to the year 2000? And why do the disembodied 
spirits channeled by New Age mediums point to the end of this millennium as a time
of astonishing 'earth changes'?

Damian Thompson is an English journalist, editor and author. He is an associate 
editor of The Spectator and editor-in-chief of the Catholic Herald. Previously he 
worked for The Daily Telegraph where he was religious affairs correspondent and 
later blogs editor and a Saturday columnist.
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Thompson, E. P. The Heavy Dancers: Writings On War, Past and Future. New York.
1985. Pantheon Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket
With Some Tears. 0394543017. 361 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Louis 
Mackay. Jacket design by David Tran. Inventory # 24561. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Though he has been known in the United States 
primarily as the noted historian and author of The Making of the English Working 
Class and other books, Thompson is becoming increasingly recognized as the heir 
to Bertrand Russell as key spokesman for the European peace movement. The 
Heavy Dancers collects his major writings on the dangers of a future war, including 
part of his historic debate with Caspar Weinberger at the Oxford Union. But this is 
far from being another technological study of the nuclear threat. It is also a 
meditation on the ideological and political predicament of a divided world in which 
the forces for peace or destruction are found on both sides. Thompson uses the 
book as well to address his American critics and answer their attacks on him. In the 
first part of the book, Thompson discusses the complex issues facing the American
and European peace movements: the priorities of disarmament and "human rights,” 
the growing power of the authoritarian state, the way the "heavy dancers" of the 
media form and direct public opinion. In the second part, he analyzes the non-
aligned peace movement over the past five years: its origins, the attacks on it by 
orthodox Western critics, its synthesis of Western peace movements and 
independent groups in the East, and the aggressive response to this by official 
Communist sources. The Heavy Dancers is a striking reaffirmation of Thompson's 
belief that the international peace movement is a "shield against chaos." It is at once
thoughtful and urgent, the deposition of a man of many talents and a passionate 
concern for the world.

Edward Palmer Thompson (3 February 1924 – 28 August 1993) was a British 
historian, writer, socialist and peace campaigner. He is probably best known today 
for his historical work on the British radical movements in the late 18th and early 
19th centuries, in particular THE MAKING OF THE ENGLISH WORKING CLASS 
(1963). He also published influential biographies of William Morris (1955) and 
(posthumously) WILLIAM BLAKE (1993) and was a prolific journalist and essayist.
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Thompson, Jean. Wide Blue Yonder. New York. 2001. Simon & Schuster. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 074320512x. 367 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Michael Accordino. Inventory # 31252. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Something big is headed for Springfield, Illinois, a place
where weather of all kinds—climatic, emotional, and even metaphysical—tends to 
come in extremes. It is the summer of 1999, and through the long months of blazing
heat and fearsome tempests, a quirky quartet of locals will try to ride out the stormy
season, each in their own way. Uncle Harvey believes he is the embodiment of the
Weather Channel’s ‘Local Forecast,’ even though all meteorological evidence points
to the contrary. His niece, Josie, is fixed with a different predicament—she’s young 
and pretty, with nowhere to go except into deep trouble. Her mother, Elaine, lives 
under a façade of cheerful efficiency, desperately masking a far more urgent quest.
And all of them are caught in the path of the loner Rolando—a human cyclone from 
the West, fueled by a boundless rage and determined to make Springfield the focal
point of his wrath.

Jean Thompson is the author, most recently of Who Do You Love: Stories, a 1999 
National Book Award finalist for fiction. A recipient of fellowships from the National 
Endowment for the Arts and the Guggenheim Foundations, she lives in Urbana, 
Illinois.
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Thompson, Jim. King Blood. New York. 1993. Otto Penzler Books. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1562870459. Introduction by James Ellroy. 220 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 20794. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ike King, a man who built his empire with blood and 
violence, faces a career change when his sons threaten to take that empire away 
from him. By the author of The Grifters and The Killer Inside Me.

James Myers Thompson (September 27, 1906 – April 7, 1977) was an American 
author and screenwriter, known for his pulp crime fiction. Thompson wrote more 
than thirty novels, the majority of which were original paperback publications by pulp
fiction houses, from the late-1940s through mid-1950s. Despite some positive critical
notice, notably by Anthony Boucher in The New York Times, he was little-recognized
in his lifetime. Only after death did Thompson's literary stature grow, when in the late
1980s, several novels were re-published in the Black Lizard series of re-discovered
crime fiction. Thompson's writing culminated in a few of his best-regarded works: 
The Killer Inside Me, Savage Night, A Hell of a Woman and Pop. 1280. A number of
Thompson's books became popular films, including The Getaway and The Grifters.
The writer R.V. Cassill has suggested that of all pulp fiction, Thompson's was the 
rawest and most harrowing; that neither Dashiell Hammett nor Raymond Chandler 
nor even Horace McCoy, author of the bleak They Shoot Horses, Don't They?, ever 
‘wrote a book within miles of Thompson’. Similarly, in the introduction to Now and on
Earth, Stephen King says he most admires Thompson's work because ‘The guy was
over the top. The guy was absolutely over the top. Big Jim didn't know the meaning
of the word stop. There are three brave lets inherent in the forgoing: he let himself 
see everything, he let himself write it down, then he let himself publish it.’ Thompson
admired Fyodor Dostoyevsky and was nicknamed ‘Dimestore Dostoevsky’ by writer
Geoffrey O'Brien. Film director Stephen Frears, who directed an adaptation of 
Thompson's The Grifters as 1990's The Grifters, also identified elements of Greek 
tragedy in his themes.
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Thompson, Jim. South of Heaven. New York. 1967. Fawcett/Gold Medal. 1st 
American Edition. The Word 'Read' Penned On Top Edge, Otherwise Very Good in
Wrappers. 192 pages. paperback. d1793. Inventory # 15654. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is the story of a vision, of the men who dreamed it, 
and of one in particular who was a boy when it started and a man when it ended.

James Myers Thompson (September 27, 1906 – April 7, 1977) was an American 
author and screenwriter, known for his pulp crime fiction. Thompson wrote more 
than thirty novels, the majority of which were original paperback publications by pulp
fiction houses, from the late-1940s through mid-1950s. Despite some positive critical
notice, notably by Anthony Boucher in The New York Times, he was little-recognized
in his lifetime. Only after death did Thompson's literary stature grow, when in the late
1980s, several novels were re-published in the Black Lizard series of re-discovered
crime fiction. Thompson's writing culminated in a few of his best-regarded works: 
The Killer Inside Me, Savage Night, A Hell of a Woman and Pop. 1280. A number of
Thompson's books became popular films, including The Getaway and The Grifters.
The writer R.V. Cassill has suggested that of all pulp fiction, Thompson's was the 
rawest and most harrowing; that neither Dashiell Hammett nor Raymond Chandler 
nor even Horace McCoy, author of the bleak They Shoot Horses, Don't They?, ever 
‘wrote a book within miles of Thompson’. Similarly, in the introduction to Now and on
Earth, Stephen King says he most admires Thompson's work because ‘The guy was
over the top. The guy was absolutely over the top. Big Jim didn't know the meaning
of the word stop. There are three brave lets inherent in the forgoing: he let himself 
see everything, he let himself write it down, then he let himself publish it.’ Thompson
admired Fyodor Dostoyevsky and was nicknamed ‘Dimestore Dostoevsky’ by writer
Geoffrey O'Brien. Film director Stephen Frears, who directed an adaptation of 
Thompson's The Grifters as 1990's The Grifters, also identified elements of Greek 
tragedy in his themes.
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Thompson, Jim. The Getaway. New York. 1990. Vintage Crime. 1st Vintage Crime 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0679732500. 185 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
23174. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Doc McCoy knows everything there is to know about 
pulling off the perfect bank job. But there are some things he has forgotten--such as
a partner who is not only treacherous but insane and a wife who is still an amateur.
Worst of all, McCoy has forgotten that when the crime is big and bloody enough, 
there is no such thing as a clean getaway.

James Myers Thompson (September 27, 1906 – April 7, 1977) was an American 
author and screenwriter, known for his pulp crime fiction. Thompson wrote more 
than thirty novels, the majority of which were original paperback publications by pulp
fiction houses, from the late-1940s through mid-1950s. Despite some positive critical
notice, notably by Anthony Boucher in The New York Times, he was little-recognized
in his lifetime. Only after death did Thompson's literary stature grow, when in the late
1980s, several novels were re-published in the Black Lizard series of re-discovered
crime fiction. Thompson's writing culminated in a few of his best-regarded works: 
The Killer Inside Me, Savage Night, A Hell of a Woman and Pop. 1280. A number of
Thompson's books became popular films, including The Getaway and The Grifters.
The writer R.V. Cassill has suggested that of all pulp fiction, Thompson's was the 
rawest and most harrowing; that neither Dashiell Hammett nor Raymond Chandler 
nor even Horace McCoy, author of the bleak They Shoot Horses, Don't They?, ever 
‘wrote a book within miles of Thompson’. Similarly, in the introduction to Now and on
Earth, Stephen King says he most admires Thompson's work because ‘The guy was
over the top. The guy was absolutely over the top. Big Jim didn't know the meaning
of the word stop. There are three brave lets inherent in the forgoing: he let himself 
see everything, he let himself write it down, then he let himself publish it.’ Thompson
admired Fyodor Dostoyevsky and was nicknamed ‘Dimestore Dostoevsky’ by writer
Geoffrey O'Brien. Film director Stephen Frears, who directed an adaptation of 
Thompson's The Grifters as 1990's The Grifters, also identified elements of Greek 
tragedy in his themes.
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Thompson, Jim. The Grifters. Berkeley. 1985. Black Lizard Books. Reprinted 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0916870901. Introduction by Barry Gifford. 188 
pages. paperback. Cover: Kirwan. Inventory # 22607. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Roy DIllon seems too handsome and well-mannered to 
be a professional con man. Lilly Dillon looks too young--and loves Roy a little too 
intensely--to be taken for his mother. Moira Langtry is getting too old to keep on 
living off the kindness of male strangers. And Carol Roberg seems too innocent to 
be acquainted with suffering.

James Myers Thompson (September 27, 1906 – April 7, 1977) was an American 
author and screenwriter, known for his pulp crime fiction. Thompson wrote more 
than thirty novels, the majority of which were original paperback publications by pulp
fiction houses, from the late-1940s through mid-1950s. Despite some positive critical
notice, notably by Anthony Boucher in The New York Times, he was little-recognized
in his lifetime. Only after death did Thompson's literary stature grow, when in the late
1980s, several novels were re-published in the Black Lizard series of re-discovered
crime fiction. Thompson's writing culminated in a few of his best-regarded works: 
The Killer Inside Me, Savage Night, A Hell of a Woman and Pop. 1280. A number of
Thompson's books became popular films, including The Getaway and The Grifters.
The writer R.V. Cassill has suggested that of all pulp fiction, Thompson's was the 
rawest and most harrowing; that neither Dashiell Hammett nor Raymond Chandler 
nor even Horace McCoy, author of the bleak They Shoot Horses, Don't They?, ever 
‘wrote a book within miles of Thompson’. Similarly, in the introduction to Now and on
Earth, Stephen King says he most admires Thompson's work because ‘The guy was
over the top. The guy was absolutely over the top. Big Jim didn't know the meaning
of the word stop. There are three brave lets inherent in the forgoing: he let himself 
see everything, he let himself write it down, then he let himself publish it.’ Thompson
admired Fyodor Dostoyevsky and was nicknamed ‘Dimestore Dostoevsky’ by writer
Geoffrey O'Brien. Film director Stephen Frears, who directed an adaptation of 
Thompson's The Grifters as 1990's The Grifters, also identified elements of Greek 
tragedy in his themes.
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Thompson, Josiah. Gumshoe. Boston. 1988. Little Brown. 1st Printing. Very Good in
Worn Dustjacket. 0316841757. 312 pages. hardcover. Inscribed by the Author. 
Inventory # 22584. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - GUMSHOE is one of the few non-fiction works about the
world of the private eye written by a working detective. In these pages you'll 
encounter the concrete textures of the detective's world, the smells, the sounds, the
fears, the weariness, the exhilaration. In this world on the margins of society, you'll 
learn how it feels to shadow someone on foot or in a car, how difficult it is to take 
surveillance without getting caught, and why hunch and intuition are more important
than logic. Thompson's cases run the gamut from recovering thirty thousand dollars 
from under the floorboards of an attic in a drug case to attempting to save an 
innocent man from the gas chamber and retrieving a kidnapped child from India. The
book is not, however, a collection of ‘memorable cases’. It is, rather, an account of 
an education and an initiation. It tells of a philosophy professor who gives up his 
tenure at a prestigious American University to work for five dollars an hour as a 
detective. Trained by a man who is both a master detective and an expert on 
Dashiell Hammett, Thompson comes to see his new trade as an obscure art form, 
and he becomes infatuated with it. Under the enigmatic direction of his mentor, he 
moves from apprentice ‘operative’ to detective in his own right, the whole process lit
up by the ideal of Hammett, the only detective writer who ever worked as a 
gumshoe. Out of this experience Thompson distils a visceral knowledge of the 
detective's goals and limits, of how the surveillance man's aim to be God (the eye 
that sees and is not seen) is belied by the side-view mirror mounted on his car door,
and of how all the abilities of the master detective become disabilities in the world of
love.

Josiah Thompson graduated from Yale University in 1957. He served in Underwater
Demolition Team 21 before returning to Yale for graduate work. In 1967 he 
published The LONELY LABYRINTH, a book on the Danish philosopher Soren 
Kierkegaard. Thompson took a keen interest in the assassination of John F. 
Kennedy and in 1967 Thompson published SIX SECONDS IN DALLAS - A MICRO-
STUDY OF THE KENNEDY ASSASSINATION. In the book Thompson argues that 
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Thompson, Tom. Passenger. Tribeca. 2018. Four Way Books. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Wrappers. 9781945588235. 6 x 9. 58 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
43954. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When the author turned to Saenz’s Homenaje, 
wondering if the poems would shed any insight into his son’s experience of Absence
Epilepsy, he had as little access to Spanish as to his son’s experience and began 
homophonic translations as a way into the work, and into discovering what was 
happening to his son. “. a complicated, possessed portrait of the storms that inhabit,
course through, and animate our minds. ” Catherine Barnett “With radical hospitality
and good, dark humor, Tom Thompson encourages a care for the world. .” Graham
Foust “. a beautiful and moving book by a masterful poet.” Geoffrey Nutter.

tom thompson is the author of Live Feed and The Pitch. He has degrees from 
Dartmouth College, University of Sussex (UK), and the University of Iowa. Currently
working at St. Martin’s Press, he lives in New York City with his family. A world 
where physical experiences are forgotten, events remembered never happened, 
loved ones have died but their physical presence remains.
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Thomsen, Moritz. Living Poor: A Peace Corps Chronicle. Seattle. 1969. University 
Of Washington Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 314 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 24112. $80

FROM THE PUBLISHER - At the age of forty-eight, Moritz Thomsen sold his pig 
farm and joined the Peace Corps. The next four years he lived in rural Ecuador—a 
‘middle-class American trying to find order and meaning in a foreign culture, in a 
world where almost every word (courage, poverty, love, pride, to pick a few at 
random) has a completely different meaning.’ ‘Living poor’ as an agricultural expert
Thomsen spent most of his time in a tiny, isolated coastal village, trying to start the 
people on their ‘terrible tightrope-walk out of poverty.’ To the people of Rio Verde six
chickens represented wealth, and when cholera attacked their precious Peace 
Corps poultry, it only reinforced their conviction that God did not intend them to be 
wealthy. Thomsen tried to teach them to grow vegetables in a climate too dry in the
dry season and too wet in the rainy season. When one garden did start producing, 
there was a further difficulty to overcome — most of the vegetables were strange to 
the people. Living and working in the village, trying to establish a cooperative in the 
face of deep-rooted apathy and distrust, Thomsen became involved in a complex 
network of friendships and jealousies, loyalties and rivalries. Like the others, he had
to spend most of his time on the basic problem of finding enough to eat. In this 
world, even if there was money to buy, there was often no food to be bought, and 
the people subsisted largely on rice, fish, and bananas. Thomsen’s description of his
encounter with an alien culture is sometimes horrifying, often hilarious, and always
moving. Though the experience was in many ways a devastating one, he was saved
by his keen sense of the comic elements in the human situation, including his own.

Martin Moritz Thomsen Titus (1915–1991), known as Moritz Thomsen, was an 
American writer, farmer and Peace Corps volunteer. He worked and wrote in the 
small town of Rio Verde, Ecuador. His books have been praised by writers such as
Paul Theroux, Thomas Cahill and Larry McMurtry.
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Thomsen, Moritz. The Farm On the River of Emeralds. Boston. 1978. Houghton 
Mifflin. 1st Printing. Very Good in Slightly Won Dustjacket. 0395263115. 331 pages.
hardcover. Jacket drawing by the author. Inventory # 25293. $175

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here is the memorable story of a fifty-three-year-old 
white American, an ex-Peace Corps Volunteer, who keeps a promise he made to a
poor, uneducated black friend twenty years his junior. A year after leaving the Peace
Corps, Moritz Thomsen returned to Ecuador to join Ramón Prado in hacking a farm
out of the jungle. This is the story of their struggles against the tropics: against year-
long rains and longer droughts, crops that rot, markets that evaporate, exuberant 
weeds that pull their houses apart, and, underlying everything else, the shattering 
poverty that twists decent human beings into monstrous shapes. It is also the story 
of the confrontation of two radically different cultures; and the failure of illusion. 
Nonetheless, Thomsen chronicles his and Ramón’s labors with wry hit morand 
draws his neighbors with the deft hand and compassionate eye of a born storyteller,
Who could forget the gorgeous and tragic Cortez brothers? Or Victor, the 
magnificent thief? Or poor old Dalmiro, with his secret passion for the scornful 
Florinda, who in turn yearns for the indefatigably romantic Santo, eater of 
hummingbirds’ hearts? Their wonderfully funny portraits weave through the book, 
making it a shear delight to read. But it is also much more; for Thomsen has dared 
to give us an intensely personal memoir, full of searing insights into his own 
prejudices and failings. The Farm on the River of Emeralds is eloquently written, 
tough, funny and wrenchingly sad - a lyrical triumph.

Martin Moritz Thomsen Titus (1915–1991), known as Moritz Thomsen, was an 
American writer, farmer and Peace Corps volunteer. He worked and wrote in the 
small town of Rio Verde, Ecuador. His books have been praised by writers such as
Paul Theroux, Thomas Cahill and Larry McMurtry.
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Thomson, David. Beneath Mulholland: Thoughts On Hollywood and Its Ghosts. New
York. 1997. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679451153. 271
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 24484. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - David Thomson is at his incomparable best in this 
stunning collection of essays on Hollywood films--their stars and the illusions they 
create. He explores a sort of twilight zone where film actors and the characters they
play become part of our reality, as living beings and as ghosts, residing on or buried
beneath Mulholland Drive, or wandering among us. Like all of Thomson's writing on 
the movies, Beneath Mulholland is rich in its understanding of Hollywood, laced with
irony, thoroughly provocative and brilliantly creative. There is also a steady 
fascination with love, sex, death, voyeurism, money and glory, all the 
preoccupations of Los Angeles--or of that movie L.A. whose initials, Thomson says,
stand for Lies Allowed. Dazzling in its range, its style and its wisdom, Beneath 
Mulholland immeasurably enlarges and enriches our already undying memories of, 
and pleasure in, the Hollywood movie.

David Thomson (born February 18, 1941) is a British film critic and historian based 
in the United States and the author of more than 20 books. His reference works in 
particular — Have You Seen. .?: A Personal Introduction to 1,000 Films (2008) and
The New Biographical Dictionary of Film (5th edition, 2010) — are noted for their 
high literary merit and eccentricity. Benjamin Schwarz, writing in the Atlantic 
Monthly, called him ‘probably the greatest living film critic and historian’ who ‘writes 
the most fun and enthralling prose about the movies since Pauline Kael‘. John 
Banville called him ‘the greatest living writer on the movies’.
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Thomson, David. In Nevada: The Land, the People, God, and Chance. New York. 
1999. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679454861. 352 
pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Inventory # 27122. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From David Thomson, the highly acclaimed author of 
Rosebud: The Story of Orson Welles, comes a fiercely original work as vast and 
unique as the state it describes. Nevada is the place where Samuel Clemens 
became Mark Twain, Frank Sinatra became Chairman of the Board, divorce became
an industry and gambling an institution. It was a place that Kit Carson could explore,
where Bugsy Siegel could dream, and Howard Hughes might hide. It's the 
government's favorite place to test nuclear weapons and store nuclear waste. It's a 
place, in short, of an impossible amalgam and improbable history, and Thomson has
beaten all the odds with a stunning book that pieces it all together. In Nevada is a 
rich and fascinating work inescapably necessary for any student of the American 
West.

David Thomson (born 1941) is a British film critic and historian based in the United 
States and the author of more than 20 books. His reference works in particular — 
Have You Seen. .?: A Personal Introduction to 1,000 Films (2008) and The New 
Biographical Dictionary of Film (5th edition, 2010) — are noted for their high literary
merit and eccentricity. Benjamin Schwarz, writing in the Atlantic Monthly, called him 
‘probably the greatest living film critic and historian’ who ‘writes the most fun and 
enthralling prose about the movies since Pauline Kael‘. John Banville called him ‘the
greatest living writer on the movies’.keywords
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Thomson, David. Movie Man. New York. 1967. Stein & Day. 1st Edition. Very Good 
in Worn Dustjacket. 234 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket design by 
Jane Miller. Inventory # 7686. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - David Thompson's provocative tracing of the progress of
commercial motion pictures. Movie man examines our ‘a visual society’ and the 
ethics of ‘a visible society’, ruled by snooping cameras, addressing the question - 
how did movies alter the collective consciousness?

David Thomson (born 1941) is a British film critic and historian based in the United 
States and the author of more than 20 books. His reference works in particular — 
Have You Seen. .?: A Personal Introduction to 1,000 Films (2008) and The New 
Biographical Dictionary of Film (5th edition, 2010) — are noted for their high literary
merit and eccentricity. Benjamin Schwarz, writing in the Atlantic Monthly, called him 
‘probably the greatest living film critic and historian’ who ‘writes the most fun and 
enthralling prose about the movies since Pauline Kael‘. John Banville called him ‘the
greatest living writer on the movies’.
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Thomson, David. Overexposures: The Crisis in American Filmmaking. New York. 
1981. Morrow. 1st Printing. Some Foxing Along Top and Side Edges, Otherwise 
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0688004008. 348 pages. hardcover. Signed
by the Author. Jacket design by Cheryl Asherman. Inventory # 9053. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - There is a crisis in American film, claims David Thomson
in this provocative, insightful book. Thomson turns Hollywood inside out as he 
examines directors (Coppola, De Palma, Kubrick, Rafelson, Schrader, Lucas, 
Spielberg), producers, screenwriters, stars and the movies they are making today to
uncover the origins of the crisis. For decades film audiences have continued to 
decline as has the number of films actually released. At the same time the cost of 
making a film has skyrocketed. To reduce the risks involved, worried studio 
executives are trying a variety of techniques that David Thomson believes may 
hasten the destruction of American film. So desperate are the studios for 
moneymaking films that once they find one, they will make it again and again. Thus,
argues Thomson, one seminal and stylistically original film - Alfred Hitchcock’s 
Psycho - has given rise to an entire new genre of look-alike horror/ suspense 
pictures. But this is not just a book of film criticism. It has a special feeling for such 
diverse but related topics as the community of Los Angeles, the playground lobbies
of movie theaters, the turbulent personalities of Pauline Kael and Jerry Lewis, the 
dangerous originality of young director James Toback, and the chilling implications 
of The Shining. OVEREXPOSURES is a portrait of the furious mixture of 
seriousness and fantasy, achievement and hype, at work in American film. David 
Thomson writes with the passion of a man in love with the movies. His observations
are penetrating and disquieting, and his book will arouse and disturb film lovers 
everywhere.

David Thomson was born in London and educated at Duiwich College and the 
London School of Film Technique. A former editor, he is the author of several books
and original screenplays. David Thomson is also the author of A BIOGRAPHICAL 
DICTIONARY OF FILM.
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Thomson, David. Rosebud: The Story of Orson Welles. New York. 1996. Knopf. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679418342. 465 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Carol Devine Carson. Inventory # 22390. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Orson Welles arrived in Hollywood as a boy genius, 
became a legend with a single perfect film, and then spent the next forty years 
floundering. But Welles floundered so variously, ingeniously, and extravagantly that
he turned failure into 'a sustaining tragedy - his thing, his song.' In Rosebud, 
Thomson follows the wild arc of Welles's career, from the War of the Worlds 
broadcast to the triumph of Citizen Kane, the mixed triumph of The Magnificent 
Ambersons, and the strange and troubling movies that followed. Here, too, is the 
unfolding of the Welles persona - the grand gestures, the womanizing, the high 
living, the betrayals.

David Thomson was born in London and educated at Duiwich College and the 
London School of Film Technique. A former editor, he is the author of several books
and original screenplays. David Thomson is also the author of A BIOGRAPHICAL 
DICTIONARY OF FILM.
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Thomson, David. Silver Light. New York. 1990. Knopf. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0394556224. 333 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 13696. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this book John Wayne, Charles Ives, Billy the Kid and
a painting by Albert Bierstadt make cameo appearances. This novel examines the 
relationship between past and present, fact and fiction, history and legend of the 
American West at a time when it was being ‘discovered’ and tamed.

David Thomson was born in London and educated at Duiwich College and the 
London School of Film Technique. A former editor, he is the author of several books
and original screenplays. David Thomson is also the author of A BIOGRAPHICAL 
DICTIONARY OF FILM.
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Thomson, Graeme. I Shot a Man in Reno: A History of Death By Murder, Suicide, 
Fire, Flood, Drugs, Disease, & General Misadventure As Related in Popular Song. 
New York. 2008. Continuum. Advance Reading Copy. Very Good in Slightly Worn 
Wrappers. 0826428578. 236 pages. paperback. Inventory # 36781. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Death music’ is not merely a byword for bookish 
solemnity, or the glorification of murder, drugs and guns. Over the course of the last
hundred years it has also been about teenage girls weeping over their high school 
boyfriend's fatal car wreck; natural disasters sweeping whole communities away; the
ever-evolving threat of disease: changing attitudes to old age; exhortations to 
suicide; the perfect playlist for a funeral; and the thorny question of what happens 
after the fat lady ceases to sing. Which means that for every `Black Angel's Death 
Song’ there is a ‘Candle In the Wind,’ and for every ‘Cop Killer’ there is ‘The Living 
Years.’ Death, like music, is a unifying force. There is something for every taste and
inclination, from murderous vengeance to camp sentimentality and everything in 
between. Drawing upon original and unique interviews with artists such as Mick 
Jagger, Richard Thompson, Nick Cave and Will Oldham among many others, I 
SHOT A MAN IN RENO explores how popular music deals—and has dealt—with 
death, and how it documents the changing reality of what death means as one 
grows older. It's as transfixing as a train wreck, and you won't be able to put it down.
As an Epilogue, I SHOT A MAN IN RENO presents the reader with the 40 Greatest
Death Songs of all time, complete with a brief rationale for each, acting as a primer 
for the morbidly curious listener.

GRAEME THOMSON is a regular contributor to The Word, the Observer Time Out 
Esquire, the Herald and the Sunday Herald. He is the author of COMPLICATED 
SHADOWS: THE LIFE AND MUSIC OF ELVIS COSTELLO (Canon-gate, 2004) and
WILLIE NELSON: THE OUTLAW (Virgin Books, 2006).
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Thomson, Rupert. Air & Fire. New York. 1994. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0679425063. 312 pages. hardcover. Cover: Kent Bench/Chip 
Kidd. Inventory # 24050. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the 1890s, 'Lower California' is a land adrift, peopled 
by Indians and half-breeds, and now by the French as well. The Indians are 
indifferent to Western notions of time and industry. The French, on the other hand, 
are sufficiently meticulous to import 2,348 pieces of cast iron to the desolate mining 
town of Santa Sofia, there to be assembled into a church under the supervision of a
disciple of the renowned Gustave Eiffel.

Rupert Thomson (born in Eastbourne in November 1955) is a British novelist. 
Following the sudden death of his mother was educated as a boarder at at Christ's 
Hospital School. At seventeen, he was awarded a scholarship to Sidney Sussex 
College, Cambridge, where he studied Medieval History and Political Thought. He 
worked for four years as a copywriter in London, before abandoning his job to 
devote his full-time as a writer. Once described as ‘one of the strangest and most 
refreshingly un-English voices in contemporary fiction’, and compared to writers as 
various as Charles Dickens, Gabriel Garcia Marquez, Mervyn Peake and JG Ballard,
he is the author of eight widely-acclaimed novels, the most recent of which, DEATH
OF A MURDERER, was shortlisted for the Costa Novel of the Year. His sixth novel,
THE BOOK OF REVELATION, was made into a feature film by the Australian 
writer/director, Ana Kokkinos. With his 2010 memoir, THIS PARTY'S GOT TO 
STOP, he has ventured into non-fiction for the first time, and explores events 
surrounding his father's death, and his complex relationship with his brothers and 
extended family. He has lived in many cities throughout the world, including Berlin 
and Barcelona; he currently resides in London.
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Thomson, Rupert. Air & Fire. London. 1993. Bloomsbury Publishing. 1st British 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0747513821. 320 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
22839. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - As the 19th-century draws to a close, Theophile Valence
and his wife Suzanne sail into the harbour of Santa Sofia, a remote Mexican mining 
town. Neither of them is prepared, however, for the effect that her beauty and 
clairvoyance has upon the town and its inhabitants.

Rupert Thomson (born in Eastbourne in November 1955) is a British novelist. 
Following the sudden death of his mother was educated as a boarder at at Christ's 
Hospital School. At seventeen, he was awarded a scholarship to Sidney Sussex 
College, Cambridge, where he studied Medieval History and Political Thought. He 
worked for four years as a copywriter in London, before abandoning his job to 
devote his full-time as a writer. Once described as ‘one of the strangest and most 
refreshingly un-English voices in contemporary fiction’, and compared to writers as 
various as Charles Dickens, Gabriel Garcia Marquez, Mervyn Peake and JG Ballard,
he is the author of eight widely-acclaimed novels, the most recent of which, DEATH
OF A MURDERER, was shortlisted for the Costa Novel of the Year. His sixth novel,
THE BOOK OF REVELATION, was made into a feature film by the Australian 
writer/director, Ana Kokkinos. With his 2010 memoir, THIS PARTY'S GOT TO 
STOP, he has ventured into non-fiction for the first time, and explores events 
surrounding his father's death, and his complex relationship with his brothers and 
extended family. He has lived in many cities throughout the world, including Berlin 
and Barcelona; he currently resides in London.
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Thomson, Rupert. Death of a Murderer. New York. 2007. Knopf. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780307265845. 229 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
photograph by Gloria Backer Feinstein. Jacket design by Cip Kidd. Inventory # 
28518. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - After decades in prison for crimes gruesomely familiar to
everyone in England, a murderer has finally died of natural causes, no less 
notorious in death than she was in life. Billy Tyler, a career policeman, has been 
assigned the task of guarding her body in the hospital morgue. But alone on a 
graveyard shift his wife begged him not accept, Billy has occasion to contemplate 
the various turns his life has taken and to discover why it is that on this dark night of
the soul the reviled murderer seems to speak to him directly. DEATH OF A 
MURDERER is a gripping novel of crime, punishment, fear, and temptation.

Rupert Thomson (born in Eastbourne in November 1955) is a British novelist. 
Following the sudden death of his mother was educated as a boarder at at Christ's 
Hospital School. At seventeen, he was awarded a scholarship to Sidney Sussex 
College, Cambridge, where he studied Medieval History and Political Thought. He 
worked for four years as a copywriter in London, before abandoning his job to 
devote his full-time as a writer. Once described as ‘one of the strangest and most 
refreshingly un-English voices in contemporary fiction’, and compared to writers as 
various as Charles Dickens, Gabriel Garcia Marquez, Mervyn Peake and JG Ballard,
he is the author of eight widely-acclaimed novels, the most recent of which, DEATH
OF A MURDERER, was shortlisted for the Costa Novel of the Year. His sixth novel,
THE BOOK OF REVELATION, was made into a feature film by the Australian 
writer/director, Ana Kokkinos. With his 2010 memoir, THIS PARTY'S GOT TO 
STOP, he has ventured into non-fiction for the first time, and explores events 
surrounding his father's death, and his complex relationship with his brothers and 
extended family. He has lived in many cities throughout the world, including Berlin 
and Barcelona; he currently resides in London.
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Thomson, Rupert. Dreams of Leaving. New York. 1988. Atheneum. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0689119577. 1st Novel. 435 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Patti Manzone. Jacket illustration by Lizzie Thurman. Inventory # 
24390. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - New Egypt is a village somewhere in the south of 
England. A village that nobody has ever left. Peach, the sadistic chief of police, 
makes sure of that. Then, one misty morning, a young couple secretly set their baby
son Moses afloat on the river, in a basket made of rushes. Years later, Moses is 
living above a nightclub, mixing with drug-dealers, thieves and topless waitresses. 
He knows nothing about his past - but it is catching up with him nevertheless, and it 
threatens to put his life in danger. Terror, magic and farce all have a part to play as 
the worlds of Peach and Moses slowly converge.

Rupert Thomson (born in Eastbourne, East Sussex on November 5, 1955) is a 
British novelist. Following the sudden death of his mother was educated as a 
boarder at at Christ's Hospital School. At seventeen, he was awarded a scholarship 
to Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge, where he studied Medieval History and 
Political Thought. He worked for four years as a copywriter in London, before 
abandoning his job to devote his full-time as a writer. Once described as ‘one of the
strangest and most refreshingly un-English voices in contemporary fiction’, and 
compared to writers as various as Charles Dickens, Gabriel Garcia Marquez, 
Mervyn Peake and JG Ballard, he is the author of eight widely-acclaimed novels, the
most recent of which, DEATH OF A MURDERER, was shortlisted for the Costa 
Novel of the Year. His sixth novel, THE BOOK OF REVELATION, was made into a 
feature film by the Australian writer/director, Ana Kokkinos. With his 2010 memoir, 
THIS PARTY'S GOT TO STOP, he has ventured into non-fiction for the first time, 
and explores events surrounding his father's death, and his complex relationship 
with his brothers and extended family. He has lived in many cities throughout the 
world, including Berlin and Barcelona; he currently resides in London.
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Thomson, Rupert. The Book of Revelation. New York. 2000. Knopf. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0375409270. 272 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
27747. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - 'He felt them begin to touch him. Sometimes their hands
were tender, sometimes they were only curious, but there was no part of him, no 
curve or hollow, that they did not, in the end, explore.' On a bright spring day in 
Amsterdam, a young man steps out of his studio to buy a pack of cigarettes. A 
dancer and choreographer, he would seem to have made the life of his choice: an 
international reputation; an exquisite French girlfriend, from whom he's been 
inseparable for seven years; careful plans for an interesting future, with no regrets 
lingering in his past. Moreover, he is charismatic and physically beautiful. Then, 
passing through a dark alley, he is accosted by three cloaked and hooded women - 
fans, he briefly thinks - who drug and then hold him their sexual prisoner. Their 
motivations remain to him as mysterious as the story of his abduction seems 
unbelievable, even laughable, to those in whom he later confides his plight and 
shame. Those eighteen days of bizarre captivity, and the subsequent years of his 
life, make The Book of Revelation a wildly compelling and deeply disturbing account
of the most forbidding aspects of the human psyche.

Rupert Thomson (born in Eastbourne in November 1955) is a British novelist. 
Following the sudden death of his mother was educated as a boarder at at Christ's 
Hospital School. At seventeen, he was awarded a scholarship to Sidney Sussex 
College, Cambridge, where he studied Medieval History and Political Thought. He 
worked for four years as a copywriter in London, before abandoning his job to 
devote his full-time as a writer. Once described as ‘one of the strangest and most 
refreshingly un-English voices in contemporary fiction’, and compared to writers as 
various as Charles Dickens, Gabriel Garcia Marquez, Mervyn Peake and JG Ballard,
he is the author of eight widely-acclaimed novels, the most recent of which, DEATH
OF A MURDERER, was shortlisted for the Costa Novel of the Year. His sixth novel,
THE BOOK OF REVELATION, was made into a feature film by the Australian 
writer/director, Ana Kokkinos.
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Thomson, Rupert. The Five Gates of Hell. New York. 1991. Knopf. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679404015. 1st Novel. 368 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 22230. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - There was a sailor's graveyard in Moon Beach. This was
where the funeral business first started. Rumour had it that the witch's fingers used 
to reach out and sink ships. But there hadn't been a wreck for years, and all the 
funeral parlours had moved downtown. From the author of 'Dreams of Leaving'.

Rupert Thomson (born in Eastbourne in November 1955) is a British novelist. 
Following the sudden death of his mother was educated as a boarder at at Christ's 
Hospital School. At seventeen, he was awarded a scholarship to Sidney Sussex 
College, Cambridge, where he studied Medieval History and Political Thought. He 
worked for four years as a copywriter in London, before abandoning his job to 
devote his full-time as a writer. Once described as ‘one of the strangest and most 
refreshingly un-English voices in contemporary fiction’, and compared to writers as 
various as Charles Dickens, Gabriel Garcia Marquez, Mervyn Peake and JG Ballard,
he is the author of eight widely-acclaimed novels, the most recent of which, DEATH
OF A MURDERER, was shortlisted for the Costa Novel of the Year. His sixth novel,
THE BOOK OF REVELATION, was made into a feature film by the Australian 
writer/director, Ana Kokkinos. With his 2010 memoir, THIS PARTY'S GOT TO 
STOP, he has ventured into non-fiction for the first time, and explores events 
surrounding his father's death, and his complex relationship with his brothers and 
extended family. He has lived in many cities throughout the world, including Berlin 
and Barcelona; he currently resides in London.
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Thomson, Rupert. The Insult. New York. 1996. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0679446729. Acclaimed Author Of THE FIVE GATES OF 
HELL. 406 pages. hardcover. Cover: Archie Ferguson. Inventory # 22708. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A gritty yet sublimely intelligent psychological thriller, this
book is a return to the vivid, unsettling urban underworld Thomson explored in his 
first two novels. 'We are in the dark side of the brain, full of grief and deliciously 
strange comedy. I've never read anything like it, ' writes Michael Ondaatje, author of
The English Patient.

Rupert Thomson (born in Eastbourne in November 1955) is a British novelist. 
Following the sudden death of his mother was educated as a boarder at at Christ's 
Hospital School. At seventeen, he was awarded a scholarship to Sidney Sussex 
College, Cambridge, where he studied Medieval History and Political Thought. He 
worked for four years as a copywriter in London, before abandoning his job to 
devote his full-time as a writer. Once described as ‘one of the strangest and most 
refreshingly un-English voices in contemporary fiction’, and compared to writers as 
various as Charles Dickens, Gabriel Garcia Marquez, Mervyn Peake and JG Ballard,
he is the author of eight widely-acclaimed novels, the most recent of which, DEATH
OF A MURDERER, was shortlisted for the Costa Novel of the Year. His sixth novel,
THE BOOK OF REVELATION, was made into a feature film by the Australian 
writer/director, Ana Kokkinos. With his 2010 memoir, THIS PARTY'S GOT TO 
STOP, he has ventured into non-fiction for the first time, and explores events 
surrounding his father's death, and his complex relationship with his brothers and 
extended family. He has lived in many cities throughout the world, including Berlin 
and Barcelona; he currently resides in London.
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Thomson, Rupert. The Insult. New York. 1996. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0679446729. Acclaimed Author Of THE FIVE 
GATES OF HELL. 406 pages. hardcover. Cover: Archie Ferguson. Inventory # 
31795. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A gritty yet sublimely intelligent psychological thriller, this
book is a return to the vivid, unsettling urban underworld Thomson explored in his 
first two novels. 'We are in the dark side of the brain, full of grief and deliciously 
strange comedy. I've never read anything like it, ' writes Michael Ondaatje, author of
The English Patient.

Rupert Thomson (born in Eastbourne in November 1955) is a British novelist. 
Following the sudden death of his mother was educated as a boarder at at Christ's 
Hospital School. At seventeen, he was awarded a scholarship to Sidney Sussex 
College, Cambridge, where he studied Medieval History and Political Thought. He 
worked for four years as a copywriter in London, before abandoning his job to 
devote his full-time as a writer. Once described as ‘one of the strangest and most 
refreshingly un-English voices in contemporary fiction’, and compared to writers as 
various as Charles Dickens, Gabriel Garcia Marquez, Mervyn Peake and JG Ballard,
he is the author of eight widely-acclaimed novels, the most recent of which, DEATH
OF A MURDERER, was shortlisted for the Costa Novel of the Year. His sixth novel,
THE BOOK OF REVELATION, was made into a feature film by the Australian 
writer/director, Ana Kokkinos. With his 2010 memoir, THIS PARTY'S GOT TO 
STOP, he has ventured into non-fiction for the first time, and explores events 
surrounding his father's death, and his complex relationship with his brothers and 
extended family. He has lived in many cities throughout the world, including Berlin 
and Barcelona; he currently resides in London.
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Thoreau, Henry David. A Week On the Concord and Merrimack Rivers. New York. 
1961. Signet/New American Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Previous
Owner’s Name Penned in Front, Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. Foreword By 
Dennis Sutcliffe. 341 pages. paperback. CT98. Cover: Lambert. Inventory # 29292.
$6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Composed largely at Walden Pond from early journals 
and notes of a trip made with his brother some years earlier, Henry Thoreau's 
apprentice work wholly reveals his life - obsession with the theme of self - 
sufficiency. Pages of soaring description of wildlife and woodland living are. merely 
points of departure for fiery, often exuberant polemics on the need for moral fortitude
in a society based on utilitarianism. Platonic ideals and mutability, the Bhagavad - 
Gita and Christian dogma, highly personal notes on economics and satire, are only a
few of the meditative counterpoints engendered by intense contemplation of nature.
Throughout this rebellious tract filled with hyperboles of youth emerging into 
manhood, Thoreau implicitly voices his refusal to live out a life of 'quiet desperation.'
Americas ~ foremost example of the free spirit, he stands in every sense, as 
Emerson described him, 'a bachelor of nature.'

Henry David Thoreau (July 12, 1817 – May 6, 1862) was an American author, poet,
philosopher, abolitionist, naturalist, tax resister, development critic, surveyor, 
historian, and leading transcendentalist. He is best known for his book Walden, a 
reflection upon simple living in natural surroundings, and his essay Civil 
Disobedience, an argument for individual resistance to civil government in moral 
opposition to an unjust state.
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Thornburg, Newton. A Man's Game. New York. 1996. Forge. 1st Printing. Very Good
in Dustjacket. 0312859236. 300 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Mike Essl. 
Inventory # 22066. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Sardonic, shrewd, almost joyously brutal, Jimbo Slade is
a suspect in a number of Seattle rape-murders. But the police are unable to make a
case against him. In this tense, powerful novel, Slade turns his attention to teenage
Kathy, the shy, stunning daughter of family man Jack Baird. Slade begins following
Kathy home from work, taunting her with obscene come-ons and threats of barbaric
sexual violence. Strongly protective of his daughter, Baird seeks help from the 
police, and for his trouble gets only a restraining order - which Slade totally ignores.
With nowhere else to turn, Baird takes matters into his own hands, at first just trailing
Slade around town, then slowly worming his way into the man’s confidence. As 
Baird slowly wins Slade’s uneasy trust, he finds himself sharing Slade’s lifestyle, 
staying out all night, cruising the city’s sewers, and lying to both Kathy and his 
increasingly estranged wife, as well as to the tough, sexy lady cop who has become
his lover. He knows he can trust no one now - not with what he has planned for 
Slade.

Newton Thornburg (13 May 1929 – 9 May 2011) was an American novelist and 
screenwriter. Born in Harvey, Illinois, Thornburg graduated from the University of 
Iowa with a Fine Arts degree. He worked in a variety of jobs before devoting himself
to writing full-time (or at least in tandem with his cattle farm in the Ozarks) in 1973. 
His 1976 novel Cutter and Bone was filmed in 1981 as Cutter's Way. The New York
Times called Cutter and Bone "the best novel of its kind for ten years." His other 
novels include KNOCKOVER, GENTLEMAN BORN, BLACK ANGUS, TO DIE IN 
CALIFORNIA, VALHALLA, DREAMLAND, A MAN'S GAME, EVE'S MEN, and THE
LION AT THE DOOR. Thornburg died on May 9, 2011, a few days shy of his 82nd 
birthday.
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Thornburg, Newton. Black Angus. Boston. 1978. Little Brown. 1st Edition. Very 
Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0316843911. 243 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
photograph by Char Lappan. Inventory # 7007. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Powerfully and beautifully written, BLACK ANGUS tells 
the story of Robert Blanchard, a man who leaves his cushy job in the city to create a
new and more meaningful life for himself and his family raising cattle on a ranch in 
the Ozarks. But from the beginning, like so many other American dreams, this one 
goes bad. Cattle prices fall. Blanchard’s herd is quarantined. His son develops 
asthma. His wife cannot adjust to country living and longs to return to the city. And 
Blanchard’s retarded brother, Tommy, a thirty-four-year-old bearded child who plays
through the teeming days — even he senses that things are not as they once were. 
Into this unhappy group breezes another fugitive from the city, Blanchard’s old friend
Shea, the ‘wizard of wind,’ an ex-advertising copywriter big enough to be a pro-
football lineman but a pixie in his own mind, fun-loving and funny, alcoholic and 
violent by turns. Wanted by the police on charges of assault and nonsupport, he 
becomes for Blanchard the wrong man at the wrong time, the catalyst that sets him
on a desperate course to save the ranch — by rustling his own cattle. Joining them 
in the operation are Little Smith, a hillbilly ex-con, and his barmaid sister, Rona, a 
one-time nude dancer who ultimately comes between Blanchard and his wife. And 
there are Clarence and Jiggs and Gideon, portrait that snort and sing with life.

Newton Thornburg (13 May 1929 – 9 May 2011) was an American novelist and 
screenwriter. Born in Harvey, Illinois, Thornburg graduated from the University of 
Iowa with a Fine Arts degree. He worked in a variety of jobs before devoting himself
to writing full-time (or at least in tandem with his cattle farm in the Ozarks) in 1973. 
His 1976 novel Cutter and Bone was filmed in 1981 as Cutter's Way. The New York
Times called Cutter and Bone "the best novel of its kind for ten years." His other 
novels include KNOCKOVER, GENTLEMAN BORN, BLACK ANGUS, TO DIE IN 
CALIFORNIA, VALHALLA, DREAMLAND, A MAN'S GAME, EVE'S MEN, and THE
LION AT THE DOOR. Thornburg died on May 9, 2011, a few days shy of his 82nd 
birthday.
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Thorne-Thomsen, Kathleen. The Huntington for Kids. Berkeley. 2008. University Of
California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Hardcover.No Dustjacket As 
Issued. 9780873282246. 200 color illustrations. 84 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
35900. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Children’s book author Kathleen Thorne-Thomsen 
introduces young readers and their parents to the Huntington, a former estate that 
now houses world-class collections of books, art, and plants. For kids who may 
never be able to visit the Huntington as well as those who will, this book offers a rare
behind-the-scenes look at the workings of a museum. Readers will also meet the 
owner of the estate, Henry E. Huntington, an early developer of Los Angeles, and 
learn something about daily life on what during Huntington’s lifetime was a working 
ranch. Thorne-Thomsen gives complete directions for activities ranging from 
designing a bookplate to making a leaf quilt to organizing a collection of family 
photographs. Kids will also learn about the different kinds of jobs needed to run an 
institution that has collections ranging from plants to paintings. Those who have 
been on museum field trips may know what a docent is, but they will also learn what
curators and conservators do to make sure that treasures from the past will last for 
years to come.

Kathleen Thorne-Thomsen is the award-winning author of many books for children, 
including Frank Lloyd Wright for Kids, Painting the Beautiful, and Greene & Greene 
for Kids.
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Thorpe, James. Henry Edwards Huntington: A Biography. Berkeley. 1994. University
of California Press. A Print-On-Demand Hardcover Edition. Very Good in Hardcover.
No Dustjacket As Issued. 0520082540. 623 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 40510. 
$60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A legendary book collector, a connoisseur of fine art, a 
horticulturist, and a philanthropist, Henry Edwards Huntington is perhaps best known
as the founder of the world-renowned Huntington Library, Art Gallery, and Botanical
Gardens in San Marino, California. James Thorpe's comprehensive biography of 
Huntington tells the richly human story of the man who became America's greatest 
book collector and was a leading figure in the development of southern California. 
Henry Edwards Huntington was born in New York State in 1850. He began working
at the age of 17, eventually moved to California, and in later years was hailed for his
vision in developing the street railway system that created the structure of the Los 
Angeles area. Always a lover of books, Huntington acquired many spectacular 
volumes—among them the complete Gutenberg Bible on vellum and the library of 
the Earl of Bridgewater. He also built a splendid art collection and established a 
grand botanical garden on the grounds of the buildings that would house his art and
books. Then, in an act of philanthropy seldom equaled, he gave these great 
treasures to the public. The intimate side of Huntington's life appears in these pages,
too. Thorpe has culled a vast trove of private letters, diaries, and other documents 
that reveal Huntington's exceptional personal qualities. The author's well-rounded 
biography of this unassuming yet gifted American is also richly evocative of the 
times in which Henry Edwards Huntington lived.

James Thorpe was a distinguished scholar and former director of the Huntington 
Library, Art Collections, and Botanical Gardens from 1966-1983. He was a Senior 
Research Associate at the Huntington.
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Thurber, James. Men, Women, and Dogs. New York. 1943. Harcourt Brace & 
Company. 1st Edition. Very Good. No Dustjacket. Preface by Dorothy Parker. 211 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 22654. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A collection of humorous drawings by James Thurber 
with a preface by Dorothy Parker. Includes: the series ‘The Masculine Approach’, 
‘First Aid’, and ‘The War Between Men and Women.’

James Thurber (December 8, 1894, Columbus, OH - November 2, 1961, New York
City, NY), one of the outstanding American humorists and cartoonists of the 
twentieth century, was born in Columbus, Ohio, and launched his professional 
writing career as a reporter for the Columbus Dispatch in 1920. He began writing for
The New Yorker in 1927 after his friend E. B. White got him a job at the magazine. 
Though hampered by failing eyesight, Thurber wrote nearly forty books, including 
collections of essays, short stories, fables, and children’s stories. He won a Tony 
Award for his popular Broadway play, A Thurber Carnival.
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Tiefer, Charles. Veering Right: How the Bush Administration Subverts the Law. 
Berkeley. 2004. University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0520242866. 455 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 35241. $27.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this searing indictment of current administration policy,
Charles Tiefer, a distinguished scholar of national legal affairs and former solicitor of
the House of Representatives, argues that President George W. Bush methodically
manipulates the law to promote right-wing causes. The beneficiaries of these 
machinations range from frontline pro-weapon and anti-women’s rights groups to 
major industries that profit from lax environmental standards and military intervention
in resource-rich regions. Accessibly written, legally rigorous, and meticulously 
documented, Veering Right demonstrates how the administration’s already-ample 
arsenal for accomplishing ideological goals was expanded with weapons such as 
Attorney General John Ashcroft’s social crusades and the polarizing 2004 election 
campaign. Tiefer lays out a compelling case for how the administration consistently
erects barriers to media and congressional oversight that might expose covert 
motivations to public scrutiny. With an eye on the future, the White House is building
a durable and potentially dominant machine for pursuing ideological goals by 
awarding lifetime judgeships and by exchanging favors for campaign funding. This 
book presents eye-opening evidence that ultra-conservatives could achieve 
previously unimaginable successes during a second Bush term. As a former 
Solicitor of the House of Representatives, Tiefer possesses a wealth of insight 
gleaned from decades of no-holds-barred investigations and judicial struggles. His 
wide-ranging perspective takes into account cultural changes, constitutional issues,
partisan and electoral developments, and political personalities. The most 
exhaustive analysis to date of the Bush administration’s real agenda, this book 
provides a rare insider’s view of the strategic, devious, and potentially overpowering
ways that presidents make ideological use of the law.

Charles Tiefer is Professor of Law at the University of Baltimore. As Solicitor of the
House of Representatives from 1984 to 1995 and Assistant Senate Legal Counsel 
before that, he represented both houses of Congress and conducted investigations
on domestic and foreign affairs under four presidents.
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Tierney, Patrick. Darkness in El Dorado: How Scientists and Journalists Devastated
the Amazon. New York. 2000. Norton. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0393049221. 16 pages of b/w photographs. 417 pages. hardcover. 
Cover: Valdir Cruz. Inventory # 31624. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Thought to be the last 'virgin' people, the Yanomami 
were considered the most savage and warlike tribe on earth, as well as one of the 
most remote, secreted in the jungles and highlands of the Venezuelan and Brazilian
rainforest. Preeminent anthropologists like Napoleon Chagnon and Jacques Lizot 
founded their careers in the 1960s by 'discovering' the Yanomami's ferocious 
warfare and sexual competition. Their research is now examined in painstaking 
detail by Patrick Tierney, whose book has prompted the American Anthropological 
Association to launch a major investigation into the charges, and has ignited the 
academic world like no other book in recent years. The most important book on 
anthropology in decades, Darkness in El Dorado will be a work to be reckoned with
by a new generation of students the world over. A National Book Award finalist; a 
New York Times Notable Book, a Los Angeles Times Best Book of the Year, and a
Boston Globe Best Book of the Year.

Patrick Tierney spent eleven years researching and writing Darkness in El Dorado.
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Tignor, Robert L. Egypt: A Short History. Princeton. 2010. Princeton University 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780691147635. 25 color 
illustrations 6 halftones. 2 maps. 363 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37778. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is a sweeping, colorful, and concise narrative history
of Egypt from the beginning of human settlement in the Nile River valley 5000 years
ago to the present day. Accessible, authoritative, and richly illustrated, this is an 
ideal introduction and guide to Egypt’s long, brilliant, and complex history for general
readers, tourists, and anyone else who wants to better understand this vibrant and 
fascinating country, one that has played a central role in world history for millennia—
and that continues to do so today. Respected historian Robert Tignor, who has lived
in Egypt at different times over the course of five decades, covers all the major eras
of the country’s ancient, modern, and recent history. A cradle of civilization, ancient
Egypt developed a unique and influential culture that featured a centralized 
monarchy, sophisticated art and technology, and monumental architecture in the 
form of pyramids and temples. But the great age of the pharaohs is just the 
beginning of the story and Egypt: A Short History also gives a rich account of the 
tumultuous history that followed—from Greek and Roman conquests, the rise of 
Christianity, Arab-Muslim triumph, and Egypt’s incorporation into powerful Islamic 
empires to Napoleon’s 1798 invasion, the country’s absorption into the British 
Empire, and modern, postcolonial Egypt under Nasser, Sadat, and Mubarak. This 
book provides an indispensable key to Egypt in all its layers—ancient and modern,
Greek and Roman, and Christian and Islamic.

Robert L. Tignor (born November 20, 1933) is Rosengarten Professor of Modern 
and Contemporary History at Princeton University. He teaches courses on modern 
African history and world history and publishes on the same subjects.
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Timerman, Jacobo. The Longest War Israel in Lebanon. New York. 1982. Knopf. 1st
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394530225. 168 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Paul Bacon. Inventory # 7020. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Israel’s controversial invasion of Lebanon is the subject 
of Jacobo Timerman’s harrowing book that unsparingly describes the impact of the
war both on himself and on his country. Timerman—whose account of his 
imprisonment and torture in Argentina, PRISONER WITHOUT A NAME, CELL 
WITHOUT A NUMBER, was a national best seller in 1981—had been living in Israel
with his family since 1979 as this book begins and one of his sons leaves for the 
front. As the weeks pass and the war grows in intensity—the war that Israel’s 
leaders had announced was to be over in days—Timerman visits the nearly 
destroyed cities of Sidon and Tyre, and becomes a witness to the carnage inflicted 
by the Israeli forces, as well as to the demonstrations being held inside Israel 
against the war. But this highly personal journal is most importantly an attempt to 
understand and come to terms with the largest issues: that Israel has become an 
aggressor; that Israel’s actions hold the most serious implications for its own people
and for Jews everywhere. In Timerman’s view, General Ariel Sharon has proved 
himself a dangerous and cynical, if brilliant soldier, and Prime Minister Menachem 
Begin emerges as a hypocritical and ruthless chief of state—two men holding great
power, pursuing a messianic concept of politics. And although he assails the 
brutality and terrorist tactics of the Palestine Liberation Organization, he refutes 
Begin’s thesis that every act of aggression against Israel constitutes a continuation 
of the Holocaust. Finally, he mourns the loss of Israel’s unique moral position among
nations, as for the first time its government has launched a war that was not a 
response to provocation. Timerman foresees an erosion of the ethical base on which
this remarkable country was founded.

Jacobo Timerman (January 6, 1923, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic - November
11, 1999, Buenos Aires, Argentina) was a Soviet-born Argentine publisher, 
journalist, and author, who is most noted for his confronting and reporting the 
atrocities of the Argentine military regime's Dirty War during a period of widespread 
repression in which an estimated 30,000 political prisoners were "disappeared."
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Timm, Uwe. Headhunter. New York. 1994. New Directions. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0811212548. Translated from the German by Peter Tegel.
402 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Semadar Megged. Inventory # 33876. 
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The first thing to be said about Uwe Timm’s novel 
HEADHUNTER, as every one of the many outstanding reviews on its publication in
Germany noted, is that it is a thoroughly engrossing book - ’gripping and entertaining
from beginning to end’ (FAZ). The second thing is that Timm, with a wonderfully light
and precise touch, has created a multi-layered, multi-faceted book that addresses 
the times we live in and, most particularly, the role of money and the financial 
cannibalism of recent years. The narrator Peter Walter is a charmer, a master 
storyteller who has used that skill to siphon off millions from clients hoping to strike it
rich on the commodities market. Escaping to Spain on the day his trial verdict is to 
come down, he intends to devote himself to his hobby, study of Easter Island. But a
detective is on the trail of the missing millions, and Walter’s uncle, an established 
author, is planning to use Walter’s life story in a novel. Walter sets out to write his 
own intriguing autobiography – from his childhood in Hamburg’s red-light district to 
his success in the world of high finance.

UWE TIMM was born in Hamburg in 1940. After apprenticeship as a furrier, he went
on to study philosophy and philology in Munich and Paris. HEADHUNTER is his fifth
and most widely acclaimed novel. Considered to be among the leading German 
writers, his work has been translated in England, Holland, Italy, Sweden, Brazil, 
Russia, Hungary, France, Denmark, The Czech Republic, and Zimbabwe. Writer 
and translator Peter Tegel was awarded the 1989 Schlegel-Tieck Prize for his 
rendition of Mr. Timm’s novel THE SNAKE TREE (New Directions, 1990).
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Tishkov, Valery. Chechnya: Life in a War-Torn Society. Berkeley. 2004. University 
Of California Press. 1st Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0520238885. 
Foreword by Mikhail Gorbachev. 302 pages. paperback. Inventory # 35242. $19.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This book illuminates one of the world’s most troubled 
regions from a unique perspective–that of a prominent Russian intellectual. Valery 
Tishkov, a leading ethnographer who has also served in several important political 
posts, examines the evolution of the war in Chechnya that erupted in 1994, 
untangling the myths, the long-held resentments, and the ideological manipulations 
that have fueled the crisis. In particular, he explores the key themes of nationalism 
and violence that feed the turmoil there. Forceful, original, and timely, his study 
combines extensive interview material, historical perspectives, and deep local 
knowledge. Tishkov sheds light on Chechnya in particular and on how secessionist 
conflicts can escalate into violent conflagrations in general. With its balanced 
assessments of both Russian and Chechen perspectives, this book will be essential
reading for people seeking to understand the role of Islamic fundamentalist 
nationalism in the contemporary world.

Valery Tishkov is Professor of History and Anthropology and Director of the Institute
of Ethnology and Anthropology at the Russian Academy of Sciences. He has 
published many books in Russian and is also the author of Ethnicity, Nationalism, 
and Conflict in and after the Soviet Union: The Mind Aflame (1997).
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Titus, A. Costandina. Bombs in the Backyard: Atomic Testing and American Politics.
Reno. 1986. University Of Nevada Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0874171075. 232 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 17853. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - On January 27, 1951, the first atomic weapon was 
detonated over a section of desert known as Frenchman Flat in Southern Nevada, 
providing dramatic evidence of the Nevada Test Site's beginnings. Fifty years later,
author A. Costandina Titus reviews contemporary nuclear policy issues concerning 
the continued viability of that site for weapons testing. Titus has updated her now-
classic study of atomic testing with fifteen years of political and cultural history - from
the mid-1980s Reagan-Gorbachev nuclear standoff to the authorization of the 
Nevada Test Site Research Center. In the second edition of Bombs in the Backyard,
Titus deftly covers the post-Cold War transformation of American atomic policy as 
well as our overarching cultural interest in all matters atomic, making this a must-
read for anyone interested in atomic policy and politics.

Alice Costandina "Dina" Titus is an American politician who has been the United 
States Representative for Nevada's 1st congressional district since 2013. She 
previously served as U.S. Representative for Nevada's 3rd congressional district 
from 2009 to 2011, when she was defeated by Joe Heck.
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Tobin, Daniel. Blood Labors. Tribeca. 2018. Four Way Books. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Wrappers. 9781945588198. 6 x 9. 90 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
43952. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The title Blood Labors is a double entendre: labors as 
both the thing and the action. Split into four sections, which act as musical 
movements more than section breaks, there are poems about space and matter, the
human impulse to create, and the artist’s work. “. Tobin weaves the deep-world-time
of Charles Olson with the Irish Catholic lyricism of Seamus Heaney. written with 
uncanny, terrifying beauty. dazzles with its brilliance.” Barbara Ras, author of The 
Last Skin.

Daniel Tobin is an award-winning author and editor. He has been granted 
fellowships in poetry from the National Endowment for the Arts and the John Simon
Guggenheim Foundation.
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Toer, Pramoedya Ananta. Child of All Nations. New York. 1993. Morrow. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0688127266. Translated from the 
Indonesian by Max Lane. 352 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Paul Bacon. 
Inventory # 25639. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Not only is Pramoedya a writer of staggerlng depth and 
power, he is also one of his country’s most suppressed dissidents. All his work is 
banned in his native Indonesia; students have been sentenced to eight years in 
prison on charges stemming from an arrest for selling his books. In CHILD OF ALL
NATIONS, the reader is immediately swept up by a story that is profoundly feminist,
devastatingly anti-colonialist—and full of heartbreak, suspense, love, and fury 
Pramoedya immerses the reader in a world that is astonishing in its vividness: the 
cultural whirlpool that was the Dutch East Indies of the 1890s. A story of awakening,
it follows Minke, the main character of This Earth of Mankind , as he struggles to 
overcome the injustice all around him. Pramoedya’s full literary genius is evident in 
the brilliant characters that populate this world: Minke’s fragile Mixed-Race wife; a 
young Chinese revolutionary; an embattled Javanese peasant and his impoverished
family; the French painterJean Marais, to name just a few. CHILD OF ALL NATIONS
is the second in a series of four novels often called the Buru tetralogy. The Buru 
tetralogy was composed orally on Burn Island during the first half of the author’s 
fourteen-year imprisonment with- out trial. Writing or reading anything but religious 
texts was strictly forbidden. Pramoedya would tell each installment to the people 
with whom he shared his hut; they in turn would tell others until the thousands of 
political prisoners held on Buru knew the story. In the latter half of his imprisonment,
Pramoedya was allowed to write the novels he had composed orally.

Pramoedya Ananta Toer (EYD: Pramudya Ananta Tur) (6 February 1925 – 30 April
2006) was an Indonesian author of novels, short stories, essays, polemic and 
histories of his homeland and its people. His works span the colonial period, 
Indonesia's struggle for independence, its occupation by Japan during the Second
World War, as well as the post-colonial authoritarian regimes of Sukarno and 
Suharto, and are infused with personal and national history.
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Togawa, Masako. A Kiss of Fire. New York. 1988. Dodd Mead. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0396092608. Translated from the 
Japanese by Simon Grove. 245 pages. hardcover. Cover design by Carin Goldberg.
Inventory # 21817. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Years ago they saw a batlike creature running up the 
stairs of the house, breathing fire. Now, the three childhood friends, their minds 
feverish with the inferno they had witnessed, struggle to comprehend the series of 
arsons that engulf their world. One of them is the fireman, accused of being the 
arsonist when his wallet and I.D. are found in the stomach of a circus lion that has 
died in a fire. One of them is the detective, who must figure out which of his two 
childhood friends is the culprit. One of them is the arsonist, pursuing his nocturnal 
obsession in a black sweat suit, a bag of gasoline slung around his neck, a lion 
among his victims. Little do they know that a hidden hand manipulates their every 
action, drawing them closer and closer together and deeper and deeper into a 
puzzle that offers one perplexing question after another, culminating in a final 
stunning solution. Once again Masako Togawa displays her unique brilliance with 
her most bizarre and spellbinding novel to date.

Masako Togawa was born in Tokyo in 1933. She made her professional debut as a
nightclub singer at the age of twenty-three. She started to write backstage, and at 
the age of twenty-four published THE MASTER KEY, which was awarded the 
prestigious Edogawa Ranpo Prize. Her next novel, THE LADY KILLER, was a best 
seller, and established her as one of the most popular novelists in Japan. Both 
novels have received wide critical acclaim in the United States. SIMON GROVE'S 
translations of THE MASTER KEY and THE LADY KILLER have been praised by 
critics for their crisp and supple style. A former officer with the Royal Navy, he has 
lived in Japan for nearly twenty years, spending six years with the British Embassy 
as an interpreter.
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Togawa, Masako. The Lady Killer. New York. 1986. Dodd Mead. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0396087957. Translated from the Japanese by 
Simon Grove. 234 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Frances Oelbaum. Jacket
design by Claire Counihan. Inventory # 3251. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Edogawa Ranpo Prize-winning Japanese novelist's
second tale of psychological suspense is set in Tokyo's bars and nightclubs where 
single women are being stalked and murdered by a killer with baffling motives--a 
killer who seems only interested in women who at some time in their lives have been
picked up and seduced by the mysterious Mr. Honda, cunning ladies' man and 
cruiser of the late-night bars.

Togawa Masako is a mystery writer, singer and songwriter from Tokyo, Japan. She
has written over 30 books and owns a bar/club in Tokyo known as the ‘Blue Room’ 
or ‘Aoi Heya‘. Togawa Masako was born on March 23rd, 1931 in Tokyo, Japan. Her
father and brother died when she was very young, and she grew up with her mother
in Otsuka. She dropped out of high school and worked for awhile as an English 
typist until 1957. She wrote her first novel in 1962, known as ‘Great Apparition‘ and 
set in the same apartment she grew up in with her mother. Her first novel won the 
Edogawa Ranpo Prize. She went on to write over 3 dozen mystery novels so far, 
and continues to be one of the more popular mystery writers in Japan, basing many
of her stories off life experiences.
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Toibin, Colm (editor). The Penguin Book of Irish Fiction. New York. 1999. Viking 
Press. 2nd Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670891088. 1086 pages. hardcover.
Jacket design by Stark Design. Inventory # 28588. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This extraordinary volume presents the entire canon of 
Irish fiction in English from Jonathan Swift, born in 1667, to Emma Donoghue, born 
in 1969. In between are selections from almost 100 renowned writers including 
Oscar Wilde, James Joyce, Samuel Beckett, Iris Murdoch, William Trevor, and 
Roddy Doyle. Colm Tóibín-one of Ireland’s most accomplished writers-has carefully
chosen the selections and gives fascinating background information in a provocative
introduction. His commentary combines with the inspired selections from Ireland’s 
greatest writers to provide an authoritative and enlightening exploration of Irish 
fiction.

Colm Tóibín is an Irish novelist, short story writer, essayist, playwright, journalist, 
critic and poet. Tóibín is currently Irene and Sidney B. Silverman Professor of the 
Humanities at Columbia University and succeeded Martin Amis as professor of 
creative writing at the University of Manchester.
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Toibin, Colm. Homage To Barcelona. London. 1991. Simon & Schuster. Reprinted
With Revisions. Very Good in Wrappers. 0671710613. 208 pages. paperback. 
Inscribed by the Author. Inventory # 15741. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A personal evocation of the cosmopolitan city of 
Barcelona, considered by some to be the fashionable city of the 90s. First built by 
14th-century merchants and rebuilt by Catalan nationalists five centuries later, 
Barcelona is the centre of Catalan culture. The author describes the architecture, 
art, churches, museums, boulevards and port life of this culturally rich city which has
thrived on the presence of so many artists, architects and musicians. Art and politics
are brought together as the abyss of the Civil War approaches and the city's 
suffering is seen through the eyes of those who were involved. It culminates in the 
terrible end which Franco's army brought to the hopes and dreams of the Catalans.
The author also wrote 'Walking Along the Border' and 'The South'.

Colm Toibin was born in Ireland in 1955. He is the author of The South, The Heather
Blazing, The Story of the Night, The Blackwater Lightship and most recently The 
Master, which was shortlisted for the 2004 Man Booker Prize. His non-fiction 
includes Bad Blood, Homage to Barcelona and The Sign of the Cross. His work has
been translated into seventeen languages. He lives in Dublin.
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Tolkien, J. R. R. The Hobbit. New York. 1990. Ballantine Books. Reprinted 
Paperback Edition. Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 0345339681. 306 pages. 
paperback. Cover art by Ted Naismith. Inventory # 11100. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Bilbo Baggins, the hobbit, is a peaceful sort of cozy hole 
in the Shire, a place where adventures are uncommon and rather unwanted. So 
when the wizard Gandalf whisks him away on a treasure hunting expedition with a 
troop of rowdy dwarves, he's not entirely thrilled. Encountering ruthless trolls, beastly
orcs, gigantic spiders, and hungry wolves, Bilbo discovers within himself astonishing
strength and courage. And at the ultimate confrontation with the fearsome dragon 
Smaug, the hobbit will brave the dangers of dark and dragon fire alone and unaided.

John Ronald Reuel Tolkien (3 January 1892 – 2 September 1973) was an English 
writer, poet, philologist, and university professor who is best known as the author of 
the classic high fantasy works The Hobbit, The Lord of the Rings, and The 
Silmarillion.
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Tolstaya, Tatyana. On the Golden Porch. New York. 1989. Knopf. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394577981. Translated from the Russian by 
Antonina W. Bouis. 199 pages. hardcover. Cover: Walton Ford. Inventory # 12100. 
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Thirteen stories-by the first woman in years to rank 
among Russia's most important writers-celebrate courage and the will to endure 
among the people who live on the periphery of society but who dream with a 
redeeming passion.

Tatyana Nikitichna Tolstaya (born 3 May 1951) is a Russian writer, TV host, 
publicist, novelist, and essayist from the Tolstoy family, known for her fiction and 
"acerbic essays on contemporary Russian life"
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Tolstoy, Leo. Master and Man and Other Stories. New York. 1977. Penguin Books.
Reprinted Penguin Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0140443312. Translated from the Russian & With An Introduction by Paul Foote. 
271 pages. paperback. The cover shows a detail from 'Leo Tolstoy ploughing' by I. 
Repin, in the State Tretyakov Gallery, Moscow (photo: Novosti Press Agency, 
London). Inventory # 29298. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - These three stories were begun in the 1890s during the 
period when Tolstoy, tormented by questions of religion and morality, undertook 
literature almost as a guilty pleasure. He none the less put his highest art into them
and only twinges of dogma. Both FATHER SERGIUS and MASTER AND MAN are 
preoccupied with material desires - for the flesh in one instance and in the other for
money - although the first story, involving a dashing young officer turned monk, also
bears out Tolstoy’s assertion that ‘the struggle with lust is. only a stage; the main 
struggle is with worldly fame’. HADJI MURAT stands apart in that Tolstoy lost all 
compulsion to moralize and, going back to the Caucasus where he spent his young
manhood, gives us in a soldier-traitor one of his most memorable heroes.

Count Leo Tolstoy was born in 1828 on the family estate of Yasnaya Polyana. In 
1844, he entered the University of Kazan to read Oriental languages and later law, 
but left before completing a degree. In 1851, he joined an artillery regiment in the 
Caucasus. He took part in the Crimean War and after the defense of Sevastopol 
wrote THE SEVASTOPOL SKETCHES (1855), which established his literary 
reputation. After leaving the army in 1856, Tolstoy spent some time mixing in literary
circles in St. Petersburg and abroad, finally settling at Yasnaya Polyana, where he 
involved himself in the running of peasant schools and the emancipation of the serfs.
In 1862, he married Sofya Andreevna Behrs; they had thirteen children. Tolstoy 
wrote two great novels, WAR AND PEACE (1869) and ANNA KARENINA (1877). 
His works, which include many short stories and essays, earned him numerous 
followers in Russia and abroad. He died in 1910.
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Tolstoy, Leo. The Cossacks and the Raid. New York. 1961. Signet/New American 
Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Newly 
Translated From The Russian By Andrew R. MacAndrew.Afterword By F.R. Reeve.
224 pages. paperback. CD56. Cover: Dillon. Inventory # 29906. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - To read Tolstoy's early sketch, The Raid, and his first 
novel, The Cossacks, is to enter the workshop of a great writer and thinker. In The 
Raid Tolstoy explores the nature of courage itself, a theme central to War and 
Peace. In The Cossacks he sets forth all the motifs of his whole future life and his 
work. The hero is a young man - about - town who has squandered half his fortune -
and his life - and retires to the desultory existence of a regiment stationed in 
mountainous Cossack country, where he takes part in the daily life of a Cossack 
village. But his love for the beautiful Maryanka precipitates a conflict between the 
belief that 'Happiness lies in living for others' and a passion that sweeps self - 
abnegation aside. As Romain Rolland says,' The full force of Tolstoy's descriptive 
powers is already expressed in this splendid [novel] and Tolstoy's realism shows 
itself with equal force in depicting human character.'

Count Lev Nikolayevich Tolstoy (9 September 1828 – 20 November 1910), usually 
referred to in English as Leo Tolstoy, was a Russian writer who is regarded as one 
of the greatest authors of all time.[3] He received multiple nominations for the Nobel
Prize in Literature every year from 1902 to 1906 and nominations for the Nobel 
Peace Prize in 1901, 1902 and 1910 and the fact that he never won is a major Nobel
prize controversy.keywords
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Tolstoy, Leo. The Cossacks and the Raid. New York. 1961. Signet/New American 
Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Some Wear At The Bottom Spine,
Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. Newly Translated From The Russian By Andrew
R. MacAndrew. Afterword By F.R. Reeve. 224 pages. paperback. CD56. Cover: 
Dillon. Inventory # 34051. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - To read Tolstoy's early sketch, The Raid, and his first 
novel, The Cossacks, is to enter the workshop of a great writer and thinker. In The 
Raid Tolstoy explores the nature of courage itself, a theme central to War and 
Peace. In The Cossacks he sets forth all the motifs of his whole future life and his 
work. The hero is a young man - about - town who has squandered half his fortune -
and his life - and retires to the desultory existence of a regiment stationed in 
mountainous Cossack country, where he takes part in the daily life of a Cossack 
village. But his love for the beautiful Maryanka precipitates a conflict between the 
belief that 'Happiness lies in living for others' and a passion that sweeps self - 
abnegation aside. As Romain Rolland says,' The full force of Tolstoy's descriptive 
powers is already expressed in this splendid [novel] and Tolstoy's realism shows 
itself with equal force in depicting human character.'

Count Lev Nikolayevich Tolstoy (9 September 1828 – 20 November 1910), usually 
referred to in English as Leo Tolstoy, was a Russian writer who is regarded as one 
of the greatest authors of all time.[3] He received multiple nominations for the Nobel
Prize in Literature every year from 1902 to 1906 and nominations for the Nobel 
Peace Prize in 1901, 1902 and 1910 and the fact that he never won is a major Nobel
prize controversy.
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Tolstoy, Leo. The Cossacks and the Raid. New York. [1961]. Signet/New American
Library. Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Newly
Translated From The Russian By Andrew R. MacAndrew. Afterword By F.R. Reeve.
224 pages. paperback. CQ450. Cover: Dillon. Inventory # 40172. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - To read Tolstoy's early sketch, The Raid, and his first 
novel, The Cossacks, is to enter the workshop of a great writer and thinker. In The 
Raid Tolstoy explores the nature of courage itself, a theme central to War and 
Peace. In The Cossacks he sets forth all the motifs of his whole future life and his 
work. The hero is a young man - about - town who has squandered half his fortune -
and his life - and retires to the desultory existence of a regiment stationed in 
mountainous Cossack country, where he takes part in the daily life of a Cossack 
village. But his love for the beautiful Maryanka precipitates a conflict between the 
belief that 'Happiness lies in living for others' and a passion that sweeps self - 
abnegation aside. As Romain Rolland says,' The full force of Tolstoy's descriptive 
powers is already expressed in this splendid [novel] and Tolstoy's realism shows 
itself with equal force in depicting human character.'

Count Lev Nikolayevich Tolstoy (9 September 1828 – 20 November 1910), usually 
referred to in English as Leo Tolstoy, was a Russian writer who is regarded as one 
of the greatest authors of all time.[3] He received multiple nominations for the Nobel
Prize in Literature every year from 1902 to 1906 and nominations for the Nobel 
Peace Prize in 1901, 1902 and 1910 and the fact that he never won is a major Nobel
prize controversy.keywords
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Price $12.00
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Tolstoy, Leo. The Cossacks/The Death of Ivan Ilyich/Happily Ever After. Baltimore. 
1960. Penguin Books. 1st Penguin Classic Printing of This Translation. Previous 
Owner’s Name Penned in Front, Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. Translated from
the Russia & With An Introduction by Rosemary Edmonds. 334 pages. paperback. 
L109. Cover engraving by Cecil Keeling. Inventory # 6738. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1851, at the age of twenty-two, Tolstoy joined the 
Russian army. The four years he spent as a soldier were among the most significant
in his life and inspired the tales collected here. In ‘The Cossacks,’ Tolstoy tells the 
story of Olenin, a cultured Russian whose experiences among the Cossack warriors
of Central Asia leave him searching for a more authentic life. ‘The Death of Ivan 
Ilyich’ is the story of a worldly careerist, a high court judge who has never given the 
inevitability of his death so much as a passing thought. But one day death 
announces itself to him, and to his shocked surprise he is brought face to face with 
his own mortality. How, Tolstoy asks, does an unreflective man confront his one and
only moment of truth? This short novel was the artistic culmination of a profound 
spiritual crisis in Tolstoy's life, a nine-year period following the publication of Anna 
Karenina during which he wrote not a word of fiction. A thoroughly absorbing and, at
times, terrifying glimpse into the abyss of death, it is also a strong testament to the 
possibility of finding spiritual salvation. ‘Happy Ever After’ is a study fo the shifting 
psychological balance in the marriage of a young girl and her guardian.

Count Leo Tolstoy was born in 1828 on the family estate of Yasnaya Polyana. In 
1844, he entered the University of Kazan to read Oriental languages and later law, 
but left before completing a degree. In 1851, he joined an artillery regiment in the 
Caucasus. He took part in the Crimean War and after the defense of Sevastopol 
wrote THE SEVASTOPOL SKETCHES (1855), which established his literary 
reputation. After leaving the army in 1856, Tolstoy spent some time mixing in literary
circles in St. Petersburg and abroad, finally settling at Yasnaya Polyana, where he 
involved himself in the running of peasant schools and the emancipation of the serfs.
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Tolstoy, Leo. The Death of Ivan Ilych and Other Stories. New York. 1960. 
Signet/New American Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in
Wrappers. Translated From The Russian By Aylmer Maude.Afterword By David 
Magarshack. 304 pages. paperback. CD13. Cover: Milton Glaser. Inventory # 
34276. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Includes the stories: FAMILY HAPPINESS, THE DEATH
OF IVAN ILYCH, THE KREUTZER SONATA,& MASTER AND MAN. Combining 
detailed physical description with perceptive psychological insight, Leo Tolstoy 
realistically sweeps aside the sham of surface appearances to lay bare man's 
intimate gestures, acts, and thoughts. Murder and sacrifice. greed and devotion. lust
and affection. vanity and love - one by one, in this volume of great stories, Tolstoy 
dissects the basic drives, emotions and motives of average people searching for self
- knowledge and spiritual perfection. Chekhov said, 'Of authors my favorite is 
Tolstoy.' And Turgenev 'marveled at the strength of his huge talent. It sends a cold 
shudder even down my back, though you know my back has become thick and 
coarse. He is a master, a master.'

Count Lev Nikolayevich Tolstoy (9 September 1828 – 20 November 1910), usually 
referred to in English as Leo Tolstoy, was a Russian writer who is regarded as one 
of the greatest authors of all time.[3] He received multiple nominations for the Nobel
Prize in Literature every year from 1902 to 1906 and nominations for the Nobel 
Peace Prize in 1901, 1902 and 1910 and the fact that he never won is a major Nobel
prize controversy.keywords
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Tomlinson, Alan. The Atlas of Sports: Who Plays What, Where, and Why. Berkeley.
2011. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers.
9780520268241. Copub: Myriad Editions. 120 color & 20 b/w illustrations, 80 maps,
1 table. 144 pages. paperback. Inventory # 38298. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This fully illustrated atlas charts and profiles the world’s
major competitive sports and the profits that flow from their commercial 
development. From the U.S.A.—baseball, football, basketball, boxing, car racing, 
and more—to Pelé’s 'beautiful game' of international soccer, Alan Tomlinson paints
sport’s big picture. He traces its emergence in modern forms, including those events
recognized by the International Olympic Committee, and less well-known sports that
have their own cultural bases and commercial momentum. In four colorful sections, 
the book maps major sporting events, follows financial ebbs and flows, notes 
political uses and abuses, highlights media attention, and provides case studies of 
global superstars. A handy 'A-Z of Sports' maps key indicators and historical 
influences for each of 30 majors, and includes controversies such as cheating, drug
use, and betting scandals. Finally, the atlas captures the full flavor of sport’s 
contribution to national and international cultures with country profiles noting the 
main strengths, notable achievements, and key events.

Alan Tomlinson is Professor of Leisure Studies and Director of Research in the 
Research & Graduate College of Sport, Chelsea School, University of Brighton, UK.
He is the author of Sport and Leisure Cultures and A Dictionary of Sports Studies.
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Tonry, Michael. Malign Neglect: Race, Crime, and Punishment in America. New 
York. 1996. Oxford University Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0195077202. 248 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 23054. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Despite well-documented and mounting evidence that 
increased penalties alone cannot reduce crime, the Reagan and Bush 
administrations repeatedly lobbied for tougher mandatory sentences and more 
prisons. Although black crime rates have been stable for twenty years, the number 
and percentages of blacks in jail and prison have skyrocketed since Ronald Reagan
took office. The trend continues with President Clinton, who recently called for 'three
strikes you're out' legislation dictating mandatory life sentences for third felony 
convictions. In Malign Neglect, Michael Tonry addresses these paradoxes with 
passion and lucidity. Drawing on a vast compendium of the latest statistical, legal 
and social science research, he takes on the explosive issues of race, crime and 
punishment. As unconventional as he is committed, Tonry confronts uncomfortable 
truths head-on. On the one hand, he is outraged by politicians' talk of Willy Horton 
and Welfare Queens. The texts may be crime and welfare, Tonry writes, but the 
subtext is race. While he recognizes that the disadvantaged have no license to 
attack, rape or steal, and that the absolution of disadvantaged offenders would 
require a cynical acceptance of the suffering of victims, he argues powerfully that 
crime control policies can be recast so that, without diminishing public safety, they 
do less harm to disadvantaged black Americans. Tonry presents devastating 
evidence that our current policies are decimating black communities, and impeding 
the movement of disadvantaged black Americans into the social and economic 
mainstream of modern America. A blistering attack on worn-out misconceptions 
about race, poverty, crime and punishment and a fearless prescription for change.

Michael H. Tonry, an American criminologist, is the McKnight Presidential Professor
of Criminal Law and Policy at the University of Minnesota Law School. He is also the
director of the University of Minnesota's Institute on Crime and Public Policy.
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Toole, F. X. Rope Burns: Stories From the Corner. New York. 2000. Ecco Press. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0060198206. 237 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket photograph by Marc Cohen. Inventory # 28329. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Sixty-nine-year-old F.X. Toole has exploded onto the 
literary scene with this astonishing collection of stories drawn from his own 
experience in boxing. In these powerful and moving tales, he reveals a vicious 
netherworld of athletes and trainers, corrupt promoters, and other assorted denizens
of East L.A., all players in a dirty business where victory, like defeat, comes with a 
dark and painful price. Toole's dialogue crackles and bites, and the flawed warriors 
he creates cannot help but remind us of our own too-fragile humanity. He brings a 
new understanding to the violence and purity of the 'sweet science', opening a 
window into the fighter's soul that can never be closed.

F.X. Toole is the pen name of boxing trainer Jerry Boyd (1930 – September 2, 
2002). Toole is most noted for writing the collection of short stories Rope Burns: 
Stories from the Corner, which were adapted into the Oscar-winning movie Million 
Dollar Baby in 2004. F.X. Toole's posthumous novel Pound for Pound was released 
in 2006 to rave reviews. Cutman, a one-hour dramatic series set in the world of 
boxing, drawn from short stories by F.X. Toole, is in development by AMC 
Television. Rope Burns: Stories from the Corner is dedicated to Dub Huntley, the 
man who introduced Boyd to boxing, and many of the characters and events related
in the book are from Dub Huntley's life and experience. Huntley trained Boyd to box
when Boyd was in his 40's and the two became friends during that time. Immediately
before his death, Boyd was acting as a cutman and assistant trainer to Huntley with 
female professional boxer Juli Crockett, who Huntley told Sports Illustrated in an 
interview was the basis for the characterization of Maggie Fitzgerald in Million Dollar
Baby.
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Torbado, Jesus and Leguineche, Manuel. The Forgotten Men. New York. 1981. Holt
Rinehart & Winston. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0030445469. 
Translated from the Spanish by Nancy Festinger. 226 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Fred Marcellino. Inventory # 7026. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - So that neighbors would not see men’s clothing hanging
out to dry, Juan Hidalgo España wore dresses during the twenty-eight years he hid 
in his own home. He’d been in hiding ten years before his own daughter learned of 
his existence. Saturnino de Lucas spent three of his thirty-four years in hiding sitting
in a musty closet where he could neither stand nor lie down. After twenty years of 
whispering, for fear that the sound of his voice would mean his death, Andres Ruiz 
emerged from hiding unable to speak at all. Called the moles of the Spanish Civil 
War, these are Spain’s forgotten men. Many were Republican soldiers who fought 
against Franco’s Nationalist forces; others were prominent Socialist leaders - 
mayors, union heads, political activists - whose prewar authority threatened the new
regime; and some were peasants and artisans committed to no cause, recruited 
against their will to fight on what was to become the losing side. When the Rebels 
defeated the Republican army in 1939, these men faced imprisonment and possible
death, exile abroad, or a life in hiding, Most of the men who tell their stories here 
remained in hiding for nearly thirty years, sequestered in cramped attics, 
underground burrows, and caves in the sierras. Many of their relatives were tortured
and imprisoned, others killed, for refusing to disclose their whereabouts. Here is a 
book that reveals the immensity of man’s will to live and the strength of the human 
psyche under extreme conditions of fear, pain, and degradation. Told by the 
fugitives and their families, these stories are a remarkable testament to the human 
spirit. Understating the horror, they bring to life the courage, tenacity, and 
compassion of otherwise quite ordinary men and women as they struggled through a
time of trial and anguish.

When Jesus Torbado and Manuel Leguineche, both journalists, began their 
research, many of the men they interviewed had been in hiding for longer than they 
themselves had been alive. The authors are certain that volumes of tales of Spain’s 
forgotten people compiled. And no one will ever know for sure how many died in 
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Torres Bodet, Jaime. Selected Poems of Jaime Torres Bodet. Bloomington. 1964. 
Indiana University Press. 1st American Edition. Previous Owner's Name Penned in
Front, Otherwise Very Good. No Dustjacket. Bilingual. Translated from the Spanish
by Sonja Karsen. 155 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 15110. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This volume, containing forty-four of Torres Bodet’s 
poems, is the result of long and careful research by translator Sonja P. Karsen, well-
acquainted with both the poet’s language and the poet. Dr. Torres Bodet 
enthusiastically endorses Miss Karsen’s translations which appear together here 
with the original Spanish text. UNESCO has included the volume in its Collection of
Contemporary Works. The themes in Torres Bodet’s poetry are several, underlined
with a deep humanism which perceives the contradictions in the human situation, 
the ‘faithful paradise of the imperfect.’ Unable at times to achieve a faith to give 
meaning and direction to his work, the poet says, ‘I plowed the sea, I built on sand,
/wrote in water, sowed in granite. But continually he finds a haven in his personal 
faith in the nature of man: ‘Never will I tire of being a man/. because of all made by
man/ the only heritage worthy of man/ is the right to invent his life.’ A strong 
advocate of artistic freedom, he nevertheless insists that such freedom be 
disciplined and responsible in its creative pursuits—a creed to which his own work 
bears eloquent testimony.

Jaime Mario Torres Bodet (17 April 1902 – 13 May 1974) was a prominent Mexican
politician and writer who served in the executive cabinet of three Presidents of 
Mexico. A native of Mexico City, in the 1920s he was a prominent member of the 
literary group Los Contemporáneos.
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Torres, Ana Teresa. Dona Ines vs. Oblivion. Baton Rogue. 2000. Louisiana State 
University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0807124761. 
Winner Of The Pegasus Prize For Literature. Translated from the Spanish by 
Gregory Rabassa. 243 pages. hardcover. Cover: Designer: Amanda McDonald 
Scallan. Inventory # 27858. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In DOÑA INÉS VS. OBLIVION, Ana Teresa Torres 
delivers an extraordinary revisionist history of the land, people, and political entity 
that are Venezuela. Taking epic themes of oppression and freedom, rivalry, hatred,
shame, revolution, and reconciliation, she redraws them to human scale through the
intimate confiding of one family’s three-hundred-year story. It is the voice of Doña 
Inés that speaks across these pages, first in imperious outrage and by the end in 
just a whisper. Hers is a memoir that transcends death. Matriarch of a wealthy 
planter family in the eighteenth-century village of Caracas, Doña Inés fights for 
control of a coastal-province plantation that her late husband has bequeathed to his 
illegitimate son by a black slave. She dies in 1780 but continues her exposition, 
searching to prove her rights while observing the political upheavals, natural 
disasters, bloodshed, and changing racial, social, and cultural strictures visited on 
her own and other Venezuelan families in the next two hundred years. She watches,
finally with resignation, as Caracas becomes an unrecognizable modern metropolis
and her descendants acquiesce to compromise over the disputed property. 
Ultimately a journal of the tragic clash between classes, of the inteface between 
humanity and geography, DONA INES VS. OBLIVION depicts the maturation of 
Venezuela more vividly than any work of nonfiction. WINNER OF THE 1998 
PEGASUS PRIZE FOR LITERATURE.

ANA TERESA TORRES (born July 6, 1945) has won many national awards for her 
fiction, which includes three previous novels: Exile in Time, Vague Disappearances,
and Malena of Five Worlds. She spent more than twenty years teaching and 
practicing clinical psychology and now writes full time, a frequent book reviewer and
contributor to literary journals. She lives in her native Caracas with her son and 
daughter.
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Torres, Antonio. Blues For a Lost Childhood. Columbia. 1989. Readers International.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0930523679. Translated from the 
Portuguese by John Parker. 202 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 7526. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this his sixth novel, Antonio Torres creates a collage of
Brazilian life: through its legends, poetry, popular songs and through the narrator's 
hallucinations, fantasies and flashbacks as well as snippets from newspapers and 
the media. This novel was chosen Novel of the Year by Brazilian PEN.

Born in Junco, Bahia in 1940, Antonio Torres migrated to nearby Alagoinhas to 
attend high school, afterwards moving to the regional capital Salvador, then to São
Paulo, where he worked as a crime reporter on the daily Ultima bra and later in 
advertising. After several years traveling in Europe during the 1960s, he returned to
Brazil. He now lives in Rio de Janeiro.
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Torres, Antonio. The Land. Columbia. 1987. Readers International. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0930523245. Translated from the Portuguese by
Margaret A. Neves. 138 pages. hardcover. Cover and internal illustrations by 
Brazilian artist Djanira. Cover design by Jan Brychta. Barbed wire motif based on a
poster by Michel. Inventory # 7517. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Land is the third novel by Antonio Torres, and his 
first major work in English translation. His other novels are Urn cao uivundo para a 
Lua (A Dog howling at the Moon), 1972; Os Hornens dos pés redondos (The Men 
with Round Feet), 1973; and more recently Carta ao bispo (Letter to the Bishop) and
Adeus, velho (Goodbye, Old Friend), 1985. Antonio Torres was born in Junco, a tiny
farming community in Brazil’s notoriously poor Sertão (Backlands), which The Land
brings to life. Like villages all over Brazil’s huge, dry rural Northeast, where each 
year’s crop failure pushes more people down the highways to São Paulo and Rio, 
Junco is dying. It faces its fate with stubbornness and grim humor. Its children 
dream of city riches, and those already trapped in the squalid and violent urban 
slums dream of coming home some day. But there is no homecoming without 
tragedy. Antonio Torres tells this universal story in a style that owes much to the 
popular cultural forms of the Backlands: snatches of song and prayer, rhyming jokes
and fantasies, and the literatura de cordel (rope literature) - broadsheets telling of 
juicy local gossip, murders, laments, ghostly apparitions, sold in the marketplace in 
sheaves tied with twine. First published in 1976 as the erratic literary censorship of 
the military regime was on the wane, THE LAND now ranks in Brazil as a modern 
classic. Readers International is pleased to bring it into English for the first time.

Born in Junco, Bahia in 1940, Antonio Torres migrated to nearby Alagoinhas to 
attend high school, afterwards moving to the regional capital Salvador, then to São
Paulo, where he worked as a crime reporter on the daily Ultima bra and later in 
advertising. After several years traveling in Europe during the 1960s, he returned to
Brazil. He now lives in Rio de Janeiro.
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Torrington, Jeff. Swing Hammer Swing!. New York. 1994. Harcourt Brace. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0151874271. Whitbread Book Of The 
Year. 407 pages. hardcover. Cover design by Steven Cooley. Inventory # 14232. 
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Jeff Torrington’s startlingly original first novel is set in 
Glasgow, Scotland, during a single-week in the late sixties. Christmas is 
approaching, and Thomas Clay is beset with mounting problems: his wife is in the 
maternity hospital prematurely; he’s waiting for news of their transfer to ‘Legoland’ 
high-rise housing - or for his tenement to be demolished beneath his very feet; he 
has no job, and his novel is, as yet, unpublished. Staggering from crisis to crisis, 
Thomas Clay is a man pursued - by petty gangsters, his Mafia-like in-laws, a 
doppelganger, and by time itself. He may imagine he has evaded the tyranny of 
clocks by escaping the nine-to-five, but no matter how fast he runs, the Grim Reaper
seems cold on his heels.

Jeff Torrington (31 December 1935 – 11 May 2008) was a novelist from Glasgow in
Scotland. His novels draw on the changing face of modern Scotland. Swing Hammer
Swing (1992) was set during the demolition of the old Gorbals. It took 30 years to 
write. The Devil's Carousel (1998) drew on the decline of a fictionalised version of 
the Rootes/Chrysler car plant at Linwood. Torrington worked there for eight years, 
as a telex sequencer, before the plant's closure. Swing Hammer Swing was 
Whitbread Book of the Year in 1992. Torrington's first published stories appeared in
newspapers. He later attended a Paisley writers' group set up by James Kelman and
a creative writing group in Glasgow associated with Philip Hobsbaum, which also 
included Kelman, Tom Leonard, Liz Lochhead, Alasdair Gray and Aonghas 
MacNeacail.
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Torrington, Jeff. The Devil's Carousel. New York. 1997. Harcourt Brace. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0151002479. 2nd novel. 240 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket Design by Claudine Guerguerian. Inventory # 24025. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Devil's Carousel is a magical tour on the floor of the
Centaur Car Company automobile plant. It is a place peopled by bizarre and 
memorable characters - Tombstone Telfer, who believes smiling causes cancer; 
Curly Brogan, the militant shop steward renowned for his rank odor; and the 
Martians, Centaur's bean counters and managers who convene high above the shop
floor and decide how to build cars without letting the work force in on the secret. But
the devil must have his due, and the comic setting gives way to tragic events.

Jeff Torrington (31 December 1935 – 11 May 2008) was a novelist from Glasgow in
Scotland. His novels draw on the changing face of modern Scotland. Swing Hammer
Swing (1992) was set during the demolition of the old Gorbals. It took 30 years to 
write. The Devil's Carousel (1998) drew on the decline of a fictionalised version of 
the Rootes/Chrysler car plant at Linwood. Torrington worked there for eight years, 
as a telex sequencer, before the plant's closure. Swing Hammer Swing was 
Whitbread Book of the Year in 1992. Torrington's first published stories appeared in
newspapers. He later attended a Paisley writers' group set up by James Kelman and
a creative writing group in Glasgow associated with Philip Hobsbaum, which also 
included Kelman, Tom Leonard, Liz Lochhead, Alasdair Gray and Aonghas 
MacNeacail.
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Toscana, David. Our Lady of the Circus. New York. 2001. St Martin's Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. Remainder Mark. 0312271166. 
Translated from the Spanish by Patricia J. Duncan. 244 pages. hardcover. Cover: 
Anita Chernewski/Ann Holcomb/Michael Storrings. Inventory # 33779. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The latest offering by acclaimed Mexican writer David 
Toscana is a dark and whimsical tale about a group of circus performers who, 
disillusioned with their lives as traveling entertainers, are seduced by the idea of 
settling down and living like ordinary people. OUR LADY OF THE CIRCUS begins 
with the breakup of the once-formidable circus of the Mantecon Brothers, resulting in
one brother taking with him the crème of the performers. Left behind is brother Don
Alejo, who tries to rally the remaining troupe of eight stragglers and a pig. Together 
they stumble upon an abandoned town, where the demoralized company seizes the
opportunity to start over and christen their newfound home Santa Maria of the 
Circus. What ensues is a poignant look at the absurdities and tragedies that befall 
the misfits in their struggle to create new lives for themselves. Through these 
desperate characters, Toscana skillfully reveals the many defects of humanity and 
the individual’s desire for self-realization, and, in so doing, creates a touching 
metaphor for the human condition.

Mexican novelist DAVID TOSCANA describes his narrative aesthetics as ‘realismo 
desquiciado’ (unrestrained realism), breaking with the Latin trend of magic realism 
through a prose that keeps an eye on the concrete experience of life in all its 
absurdity and lavish strangeness. In its original Spanish El ultimo lector was 
awarded the National Colima Prize, the Premio Jose Fuentes Mares, and the 
Antonin Artaud Prize and was also shortlisted for Latin America's most important 
literary award, the Romulo Gallegos International Novel Prize.
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Toscana, David. Tula Station. New York. 2000. St Martin's Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312205384. Translated from the Spanish by 
Patricia J. Duncan. 277 pages. hardcover. Designed by Michelle McMillian. Jacket 
art by Scott Levine. Inventory # 27498. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When Froylán Gómez’s car is found totaled by the 
riverbed after a hurricane, he is declared missing. Years later his wife finds piles of 
papers that belonged to Froylán and determines he is not dead, rather he has taken
full advantage of the hurricane to run away with his lover. She then asks his friend, 
the author David Toscana, to sift through the papers and make sense of her 
husband’s disappearance - the result is TULA STATION. The novel is three stories 
in one: the story of Juan Capistrán, an orphan destined to live a quixotic life in 
search of adventure and heroism the life of Froylán Gómez, a man who will forever 
be in love with the fantasy of a woman and the almost-true story of the town of Tula,
once prosperous but in a mountain location impossible for a train to ever reach, 
even with the construction of Tula Station. TULA STATION is a striking mix of old 
and new, deploying the distinctive Mexican literary tradition of weaving actual places
and historical events into a novel with fictional characters and multiple narrators. 
Intelligent and subtle, and infectious, TULA STATION marks an impressive English
debut.

Mexican novelist DAVID TOSCANA describes his narrative aesthetics as ‘realismo 
desquiciado’ (unrestrained realism), breaking with the Latin trend of magic realism 
through a prose that keeps an eye on the concrete experience of life in all its 
absurdity and lavish strangeness. In its original Spanish El ultimo lector was 
awarded the National Colima Prize, the Premio Jose Fuentes Mares, and the 
Antonin Artaud Prize and was also shortlisted for Latin America's most important 
literary award, the Romulo Gallegos International Novel Prize.
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Toth, Jennifer. Orphans of the Living: Stories of America's Children in Foster Care.
New York. 1997. Simon & Schuster. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0684800977. 315 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by John Gall. Inventory # 23658.
$10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the first book of its kind, Toth presents the stories of 
five kids caught in a system in crisis, and chronicles the complexities of a culture 
that both liberates and hobbles its dependents. In addition to speaking to social 
workers, judges, officers, counselors, and psychologists, as well as to the remnants
of shattered families who can’t or won’t raise their own children, Toth goes directly to
the kids - capturing their voices and lives with striking clarity and poignancy. These 
children were thrust into an overburdened and antiquated machine designed to care
for Dickensian orphans, not today’s ‘throwaways,’ who are abused and neglected, 
often by substitute parents no more prepared to care for a child than were the 
biological parents. Following the children, Toth travels to foster care homes, 
emergency shelters, children’s homes, and detention centers. She shares their 
despair and their triumphs - the midnight phone calls from jails, hospitals, and strip 
joints; the celebrations of straight-A report cards, graduations, and Congressional 
honors - as the children demonstrate their humor, hope, and resilience in trying to 
overcome their society’s failure.

Jennifer Toth is a journalist and the author of Orphans of The Mole People, The 
Living: Stories of America's Children in Foster Care, and What Happened to Johnnie
Jordan?: The Story of a Child Turning Violent.keywords

Children Orphans 
America
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Tournier, Michel. Gilles & Jeanne. New York. 1990. Grove Weidenfeld. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 080210021x. Translated from the French by Alan
Sheridan. 126 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Russell Mills. Inventory # 
13984. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Like his best-selling novel The Ogre, Michel Tournier's 
Gilles & Jeanne is a brilliant fictional appropriation of resonant historical events. It 
deals with the relationship between Jeanne d'Arc and Gilles de Rais, one of the 
French nobles who rallied to the cause of the Dauphin and fought by Jeanne's side.
After her death, he retreated to his castle in the Vendée and became obsessed with
alchemy and the black arts. In 1440, nine years after Jeanne's immolation, Gilles 
himself went to the stake, condemned as a heretic and convicted of torturing and 
murdering scores of local children. Shrouded in mystery and dark legend, Gilles has
survived the centuries as the historical basis for the figure of Bluebeard. In the 
spare, spellbinding language of fable, Tournier reimagines the attraction between 
the ghoulish Gilles and the saintly Jeanne. 'Historians wonder how Jeanne, so lucid,
so intelligent, was able to put up with this man who was a monster," he has said. 
"My answer is that she made him a monster." Writing between the lines of the 
existing historical texts, he engages Gilles and Jeanne in a dialectic of good and 
evil, positing her martyrdom as the psychological—and perhaps theological—cause
of his depravity. In Tournier's hands, the two figures become poles of a stark moral 
land- scape as Gilles, with Jeanne's cries from the stake ringing in his ears, turns his
life into a diabolical mirror image of hers. This compelling novel confirms Tournier's 
status as a writer and thinker of extraordinary power.

Michel Tournier (born 19 December 1924) is a French writer. His works are highly 
considered and have won important awards such as the Grand Prix du roman de 
l'Académie française in 1967 for Friday, or, The Other Island and the Prix Goncourt 
for The Erl-King in 1970. His works dwell on the fantastic, his inspirations including 
traditional German culture, Catholicism, and the philosophies of Gaston Bachelard.
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Traba, Marta. Mothers and Shadows. Columbia. 1986. Readers International. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0930523156. Translated from the Spanish by Jo 
Labanyi. 178 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 95. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - MOTHERS AND SHADOWS appeared in 1981 as the 
start of a trilogy on exile. The second part IN WHAT EVER PLACE (Cualquier Lugar
in Spanish), a novel about exile was being revised at the time of the author’s death.
This is the story of two politically engaged women in South America at the time of 
the 1973 Pinochet coup in Chile. Irene, a successful Argentinian actress whose son 
is caught up in the terror in Chile, and Dolores, a young Uruguayan activist, are 
uncomfortably reunited some five years after having been arrested and brutally 
beaten in Montevideo. In conversations and interior monologues over the course of
a single afternoon and evening, they recount events leading up to the experience in
Uruguay and the affect it has had on their lives since.

Marta Traba (Buenos Aires, 25 January 1930 – Madrid, 27 November 1983) was an
art critic and writer known for her contributions to Latin American art and 
literature. She died in a plane crash in 1983.
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Tracy, Don. A Corpse Can Sure Louse Up a Weekend!. New York. 1973. Pocket 
Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Paperback Original. 174 
pages. paperback. Inventory # 29721. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - He took off on a nice quiet vacation – but murder came 
along for the ride! Sam Martinson was a painter, not a detective. but when he arrived
at his Florida vacation cabin to find a dead body sprawled on his living room floor, 
his mind started racing. What if the cops found out? For years they’d regarded him 
as a troublemaker and had been looking for a chance to run him out of the county, 
Maybe this was it. So Sam Martinson took matters into his own hands. That was his
first mistake. He made some more later. And when the drug pushers, art thieves and
Mafia bosses were through with him, all he could say was A CORPSE SURE CAN 
LOUSE UP A WEEKEND!

Don Tracy was a little-known writer, but had a long career in the business. In his 
later career he primarily wrote movie and TV tie-ins. His best-known book is CRISS-
CROSS, which served as a basis for two films - Robert Siodmak's film of the same 
name and Steven Soderbergh's The Underneath (1994). Later Tracy wrote novels 
outside of the mystery genre, like HOW SLEEPS THE BEAST? (1938), which was 
published first only in the UK and later in the U.S. by Lion in the fifties as ‘a 
paperback original’ which it wasn't, and THE BIG BLACKOUT (1959). Both deal with
racism of the South. Don Tracy belongs to the hardboiled school of writers. His 
novels feature strong characters and deft plotting. He was also the ghost-writer for 
many of the Baraby Ross (Ellery Queen) mysteries.keywords

Mystery America
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Tracy, Don. Look Down On Her Dying. New York. 1968. Pocket Books. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Paperback Original. 175 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 29421. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - MP undercover agent Giff Speer foils a diabolical plot to
destroy a Louisiana town.

Don Tracy was a little-known writer, but had a long career in the business. In his 
later career he primarily wrote movie and TV tie-ins. His best-known book is CRISS-
CROSS, which served as a basis for two films - Robert Siodmak's film of the same 
name and Steven Soderbergh's The Underneath (1994). Later Tracy wrote novels 
outside of the mystery genre, like HOW SLEEPS THE BEAST? (1938), which was 
published first only in the UK and later in the U.S. by Lion in the fifties as ‘a 
paperback original’ which it wasn't, and THE BIG BLACKOUT (1959). Both deal with
racism of the South. Don Tracy belongs to the hardboiled school of writers. His 
novels feature strong characters and deft plotting. He was also the ghost-writer for 
many of the Baraby Ross (Ellery Queen) mysteries.
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Tracy, Stephen V. Pericles: A Sourcebook and Reader. Berkeley. 2009. University 
Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520256040.
6 b/w photographs, 2 line illustrations, 5 maps. 248 pages. paperback. Cover design
by Janet Wood. Inventory # 36957. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Pericles, Greece's greatest statesman and the leader of 
its Golden Age, created the Parthenon and championed democracy in Athens and 
beyond. Centuries of praise have endowed him with the powers of a demigod, but 
what did his friends, associates, and fellow citizens think of him? In PERICLES: A 
SOURCEBOOK AND READER, Stephen V. Tracy visits the fifth century B.C. to find
out. Tracy compiles and translates the scattered, elusive primary sources relating to
Pericles. He brings Athens's political atmosphere to life with archaeological evidence
and the accounts of those close to Pericles, including Thucydides, Aristophanes, 
Herodotus, Protagoras, Sophocles, Lysias, Xenophon, Plato, and Plutarch. Readers
will discover Pericles as a formidable politician, a persuasive and inspiring orator, 
and a man full of human contradictions.

Stephen V. Tracy is Visiting Scholar at the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton,
Professor Emeritus at Ohio State University and Professor and Director Emeritus at 
the American School of Classical Studies in Athens. He is the author of several 
books, including ATHENS AND MACEDON: ATTIC LETTER-CUTTERS OF 300 TO
229 B.C. (UC PRESS); ATHENIAN DEMOCRACY IN TRANSITION: ATTIC 
LETTER-CUTTERS OF 340 TO 290 B.C. (UC PRESS); and THE STORY OF THE
ODYSSEY.keywords
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Tramble, Nichelle D. The Dying Ground. New York. 2001. Villard. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0375756531. Paperback Original. 323 pages. 
paperback. Cover design by Daniel Rembert. Inventory # 31068. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Billy: dead. Felicia: missing. None of the words made 
sense together, but the doom I'd expected announced itself. I felt iron in my mouth, 
like I'd gargled with pennies, a taste like blood, a bitter taste that always followed 
bad news. The setting is Oakland, 1989; the crack epidemic is at its height and turf
wars are brewing. Maceo Redfield, currently on hiatus from college, is walking a fine
line between respectability and involvement in Oakland's drug underworld. As he 
waits in the neighborhood barbershop, one of his closest childhood friends, Holly 
Ford, brings him the news of the murder of Billy Crane, the third member of their 
childhood trio and a successful drug dealer. Felicia, Billy's girlfriend and Maceo's 
true love, is on the run and suspected of setting up the hit. As he searches for 
Felicia and the answer to the mystery of Billy's murder, Maceo is drawn deeper into
a world in which dealers, players, and interlopers, obeying a code of honor all their 
own, engage in a deadly game to capture the heart of Oakland. When Maceo 
uncovers the truth about Billy, the story builds to a terrifying and painful climax.

Nichelle D. Tramble Spellman (born February 11, 1967) is an American television 
producer and writer. In 2017, Spellman, and her husband, Malcolm Spellman began
to co-produce and co-write an alternate history television series for Home Box 
Office, called Confederate, set in a present day America where slavery remained 
legal. Spellman has worked as a writer or producer on The Good Wife, Justified, 
Mercy, Harper’s Island and Women’s Murder Club. She is also the author of the 
novels The Dying Ground and The Last King, published by Random 
House/Ballantine.
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Tranströmer, Tomas. The Half-Finished Heaven: The Best Poems of Tomas 
Tranströmer. Minneapolis. 2001. Graywolf Press. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very
Good in Wrappers. 9781555973513. Translated from the Swedish & Selected by 
Robert Bly. 100 pages. paperback. Cover art: Vermeer, ‘Woman in Blue Reading a 
Letter.’ Cover design by Christa Schoenbrodt, Studio Haus. Inventory # 24556. $9

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From the Winner of the 2011 Nobel Prize in Literature. 
The contemporary Swedish poet Tomas Tranströmer is a recipient of the Nobel 
Prize in Literature and has a prestigious worldwide reputation. Robert Bly, a 
longtime friend and confidant of Tranströmer's, as well as one of his first translators,
has carefully chosen and translated the finest of Tranströmer's poems to create this
cherished and invaluable collection.

TOMAS TRANSTRÖMER (April 15, 1931, Stockholm, Sweden - March 26, 2015, 
Stockholm, Sweden) was one of the most celebrated and influential poetic figures of
his generation. He was born in Stockholm in 1931 and educated at Södra Latin 
School and the University of Stockholm, where he received a degree in psychology.
He began his psychology career in the early 1960s at a juvenile corrections institute
in Sweden, and worked for several decades in the field. He is one of the world’s 
most translated poets, with books appearing in numerous editions in over fifty 
languages. In addition to his renown as a poet, Tranströmer was also a highly 
regarded amateur pianist and entomologist. Robert Bly was born in 1926 in 
Minnesota. He is a poet, essayist, cultural critic, and translator. He is the author of 
more than thirty works of poetry, including Eating the Honey of Words: New and 
Selected Poems and The Light around the Body, which received the National Book
Award. As the editor of the influential publications The Fifties and The Sixties, Bly 
introduced many American readers to important international poets, including Pablo
Neruda, Tomas Tranströmer, Cesar Vallejo, and others. Bly lives in Minneapolis.
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Tranströmer, Tomas. Windows & Stones: Selected Poems. Pittsburgh. 1972. 
University of Pittsburgh Press. 1st American Paperback Edition. Previous Owner’s 
Name in Front, Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. 0822952289. Translated from 
the Swedish by May Swenson with Leif Sjoberg. 84 pages. paperback. Cover by 
Gary Gore. Inventory # 41545. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An International Poetry Forum Selection Translated from
the Swedish by May Swenson with Leif Sjoberg. From the NEW YORK TIMES: 
‘Tomas Tranströmer, who is today one of Sweden’s most distinguished poets,. can 
compare Lake Malar at dawn with a blue lamp, the islands creeping over the grass 
like nocturnal butterflies. He can make his imagery credible. His work is very much a
poetry centered on specific moments: the short minute that brings sudden relief, the
sense of turning the back to everyday life and opening the window for a brief flash 
just to listen to the birds and the wind.’ In 1970 a jury of Mr. Tranströmer’s peers 
named him the leading living poet of Sweden. This publication is a portion of that 
honor. Tomas Tranströmer, the poet, is also an occupational psychologist, working
with handicapped people. May Swenson, the translator, is a distinguished American
poet with seven books of poetry published to wide critical acclaim. Born of Swedish
parents in Utah, she spoke Swedish as her first language. She brings this heritage 
to her superb translation. Leif Sjoberg teaches in the Department of Germanic and 
Slavic Languages, State University of New York at Stony Brook.

Tomas Gösta Tranströmer (April 15, 1931, Stockholm, Sweden - March 26, 2015, 
Stockholm, Sweden) was one of the most celebrated and influential poetic figures of
his generation. He was born in Stockholm in 1931 and educated at Södra Latin 
School and the University of Stockholm, where he received a degree in psychology.
He began his psychology career in the early 1960s at a juvenile corrections institute
in Sweden, and worked for several decades in the field. He is one of the world’s 
most translated poets, with books appearing in numerous editions in over fifty 
languages. In addition to his renown as a poet, Tranströmer was also a highly 
regarded amateur pianist and entomologist.
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Traven, B. The Bridge in the Jungle. New York. 1938. Knopf. 1st American Edition. 
Inscription Penned in Front, Otherwise Very Good.No Dustjacket. 286 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 7654. $62.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Regarded by many as B. Traven’s finest novel, THE 
BRIDGE IN THE JUNGLE is a tale of a simple, desperately poor people coming 
together in the face of a death that affects them all. The locale is ‘huts by the river,’ a
nameless Indian settlement deep in the Mexican bush, too small to appear on any 
map. A festive gathering that has attracted many Indians from neighboring 
settlements is about to begin, when death marches silently in. A small boy has 
disappeared. As the intimation of tragedy spreads among the people gathered in the
jungle clearing, they unite, first to find the lost boy and then to console the grieving
mother. Traven never allows an iota of sentimentality to enter his story, but the 
reader finishes THE BRIDGE IN THE JUNGLE with renewed faith in the courage 
and dignity of human beings.

B. Traven’s will, written on March 4, 1969, three weeks before his death in Mexico 
City, states that Traven Torsvan Croves was his real name, that he born in Chicago,
Illinois on May 3, 1890, the son of Burton Torsvan and Dorothy Croves, and that he
had used as noms de plume B. Traven and Hal Croves. While many of the facts of 
Traven’s life are still uncertain, it is known that he spent his youth in Germany, 
where he was an itinerant actor and later a revolutionary journalist known as Ret 
Marut who edited a radical anti-war magazine. After World War I he was a leader of 
the abortive revolution in Bavaria. He was sentenced to death, but escaped at the 
last minute. After a stint as seaman on tramp steamers, he jumped ship at Tampico,
Mexico, in the early 20’s, settled in Mexico, and began recording his experiences in
novels. Traven produced a considerable body of short and long fiction, some of 
which has yet to be published in the United States and most of which was originally
published in Germany.
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Trebincevic, Kenan and Shapiro, Susan. The Bosnia List: A Memoir of War, Exile, 
and Return. New York. 2014. Penguin Books. Advance Uncorrected Proofs. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 9780143124573. 312 pages. paperback. Inventory # 41664. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A young survivor of the Bosnian War returns to his 
homeland to confront the people who betrayed his family. At age eleven, Kenan 
Trebincevic was a happy, karate-loving kid living with his family in the quiet Eastern
European town of Brcko. Then, in the spring of 1992, war broke out and his friends,
neighbors and teammates all turned on him. Pero - Kenan's beloved karate coach -
showed up at his door with an AK-47 - screaming: ‘You have one hour to leave or be
killed!’ Kenan’s only crime: he was Muslim. This poignant, searing memoir 
chronicles Kenan’s miraculous escape from the brutal ethnic cleansing campaign 
that swept the former Yugoslavia. After two decades in the United States, Kenan 
honors his father’s wish to visit their homeland, making a list of what he wants to do 
there. Kenan decides to confront the former next door neighbor who stole from his 
mother, see the concentration camp where his Dad and brother were imprisoned 
and stand on the grave of his first betrayer to make sure he’s really dead. Back in 
the land of his birth, Kenan finds something more powerful—and shocking—than 
revenge.

Kenan Trebincevic immigrated to America in 1993 and became a citizen in 2001. His
writing has appeared in the New York Times Magazine and Op-Ed page, the Wall 
Street Journal, Salon, and The Best American Travel Writing 2012 and on American
Public Radio and NPR. Susan Shapiro teaches journalism at New York University 
and the New School. Her work has appeared in the New York Times, the 
Washington Post, Los Angeles Times, and the Nation. She is the author of eight 
books, including the memoir Five Men Who Broke My Heart, which is currently 
optioned for film.
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Treichel, Hans-Ulrich. Leaving Sardinia. New York. 2004. Pantheon. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0375422617. Translated from the German by John
E. Woods. 249 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Christopher Sergio. Inventory #
28125. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From the author of LOST comes a funny acerbic novel -
a love story of sorts - about a hopelessly romantic man with many private 
obsessions (mostly sexual) making his way in an absurd world. Albert is an ordinary
young man, strangely ordinary He goes to the pool and pokes a hole in his 
newspaper so he can watch girls in their bathing suits. He sees female genitalia in 
great works of art, including the crucifix. He obsesses about his mother. He finds 
himself in ridiculous situations involving men dressed like women. But at the heart of
this tale of a man at loose ends is Elena, the beautician from Sardinia with whom he
falls in love, at least until he gets to know her. For a while she has a Persian 
boyfriend who is married, which bothers Albert, but not enough to break things off. It
is only when he moves with her back to Sardinia, where she fulfills her dream of 
having her own salon, that things fall apart and Albert, eyes perhaps more widely 
opened at last, faces up to his future. In this stumbling, sympathetic hero, Hans-
Ulrich Treichel has perfected the true postmodern hopeless romantic. The result is 
an original, deeply comic novel.

HANS-ULRICH TREICHEL was born in Germany in 1952. A poet, essayist, and 
novelist, he lives in Berlin and Leipzig, where he teaches at the German Literature 
Institute. His previous novel, LOST, was translated into twenty-one languages and is
being made into a film.
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Tremain, Rose. Music & Silence. New York. 2000. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374199892. Winner of the Whitebread
Award. 485 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket design by Kathleen 
DiGrado. Inventory # 27859. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A bold new novel from the author of Restoration and The
Way I Found Her In the year 1629, a young English lutenist named Peter Claire 
arrives at the Danish court to join King Christian IV's royal orchestra. From the 
moment when he realizes that the musicians have to perform in a freezing cellar 
underneath the royal apartments, he understands that he's come to a place where 
the opposing states of light and dark, good and evil, are waging war to the death. 
Designated the king's 'Angel' because of his good looks, he finds himself falling in 
love with the young woman who is the companion of the king's adulterous and 
estranged wife, Kirsten. With his loyalties fatally divided, how will Peter Claire find 
the path that will realize his hopes and save his soul? With a sure, alchemical touch
and the narrative finesse that always turns her histories into a kind of magic, Rose 
Tremain has fashioned a rich, provocative historical romance as pungent as 
Denmark's salty air. This is a tale of opposites: light and darkness, tenderness and 
violence, music and silence.

Dame Rose Tremain (born 2 August 1943) is an English novelist, short story writer,
and former Chancellor of the University of East Anglia. Rose Tremain was born 
Rosemary Jane Thomson on 2 August 1943 in London. Her paternal great-
grandfather is William Thomson, who was Archbishop of York from 1862 to 1890. 
She was educated at Francis Holland School, Crofton Grange School, the Sorbonne
(1961–1962) and the University of East Anglia (BA, English Literature). She later 
went on to teach creative writing at the University of East Anglia from 1988 to 1995,
and was appointed Chancellor in 2013. She married Jon Tremain in 1971 and they 
had one daughter, Eleanor, born in 1972, who became an actress. The marriage 
lasted about five years. Her second marriage, to theatre director Jonathan Dudley, in
1982, lasted about nine years; and she has been with Richard Holmes since 1992. 
She lives in Norfolk.
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Trethewey, Natasha. Beyond Katrina: A Meditation on the Mississippi Gulf Coast. 
Athens. 2010. University of Georgia Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 9780820333816. Sarah Mills Hodge Fund Publication. 127 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Mindy Basinger Hill. Jacket photo is a detail from ‘The 
Last Look’ by H. C. Porter, from her collection BACKYARDS AND BEYOND: 
MISSISSIPPIANS AND THEIR STORIES. Inventory # 20621. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - BEYOND KATRINA is poet Natasha Trethewey’s very 
personal profile of the Mississippi Gulf Coast and of the people there whose lives 
were forever changed by hurricane Katrina. Trethewey spent her childhood in 
Gulfport, where much of her mother’s extended family, including her younger 
brother, still lives. As she worked to understand the devastation that followed the 
hurricane, Trethewey found inspiration in Robert Penn Warren’s book 
SEGREGATION: THE INNER CONFLICT IN THE SOUTH, in which he spoke with 
southerners about race in the wake of the Brown decision, capturing an event of 
wide impact from multiple points of view. Weaving her own memories with the 
experiences of family, friends, and neighbors, Trethewey traces the erosion of local
culture and the rising economic dependence on tourism and casinos. She chronicles
decades of wetland development that exacerbated the destruction and portrays a 
Gulf Coast whose citizens - particularly African Americans - were on the margins of
American life well before the storm hit. Most poignantly, Trethewey illustrates the 
destruction of the hurricane through the story of her brother’s efforts to recover what
he lost and his subsequent incarceration. Renowned for writing about the idea of 
home, Trethewey’s attempt to understand and document the damage to Gulfport 
started as a series of lectures at the University of Virginia that were subsequently 
published as essays in the Virginia Quarterly Review.

Natasha Trethewey is the author of two previously published collections, BELLOQ'S
OPHELIA and DOMESTIC WORK. In addition to the Pulitzer Prize, she was the 
recipient of the Cave Canem Poetry Prize, a Guggenheim Fellowship, a Grolier 
Poetry Prize, and a Pushcart Prize. She teaches creative writing at Emory 
University.
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Treuer, David. Little. Saint Paul. 1995. Graywolf Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 1555972314. 1st Novel. Native American Writer. 248 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 15736. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Mining the layers of family secrets that have built up over
three generations on a reservation town called Poverty, members of the tiny 
community tell their own stories, leading finally to the heart of the mystery that 
surrounds an eight-year-old boy named Little. In his remarkable first novel, Little, 
Treuer quarries the layers of family secrets that have built up over three generations
in Poverty. As each character takes up the narrative, readers learn about the way 
life is lived on this Indian reservation, where rumors swirl like the snow drifts that 
surround them in the bitter winter.

David Treuer (born 1970) (Ojibwe) is an American writer, critic and academic. As of
2019, he had published seven books; his work published in 2006 was noted as 
among the best of the year by several major publications. He published a book of 
essays in 2006 on Native American fiction that stirred controversy by criticizing 
major writers of the tradition and concluding, "Native American fiction does not 
exist." Interested in language preservation, Treuer and his brother Anton are working
on an Ojibwe language grammar.
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Treuer, David. The Translation of Dr Apelles: A Love Story. Saint Paul. 2006. 
Graywolf Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1555974511. 318 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 2963. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE TRANSLATION OF DR APELLES dares redefine 
the Native American novel. The document has languished—unknown and 
untranslated in a language no one save him speaks. It is one thing to translate a 
thing, it something else completely to have that thing read. It is one thing to love 
someone, and something else entirely to be loved in return. Dr Apelles, Native 
American translator of Native American texts, lives a diligent existence. He works at
a library and, in his free time, he works on his translations. One day he stumbles 
across an ancient manuscript only he can translate and realizes that he has made 
an unsettling discovery. In this riveting mystery of letters David Treuer tells two love
stories. One takes us deep into the woods of mythology; the other along a 
labyrinthine archive with infinite corridors of unwanted books. In a novel that charts 
the progress of much loss against precious gains, Treuer asks to what lengths we 
will go to experience the ‘terrible pleasure’ of love. THE TRANSLATION OF DR 
APELLES is an enthralling, suspenseful novel of rare ambition.

David Treuer (born 1970) (Ojibwe) is an American writer, critic and academic. As of
2019, he had published seven books; his work published in 2006 was noted as 
among the best of the year by several major publications. He published a book of 
essays in 2006 on Native American fiction that stirred controversy by criticizing 
major writers of the tradition and concluding, "Native American fiction does not 
exist." Interested in language preservation, Treuer and his brother Anton are working
on an Ojibwe language grammar.
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Trevisan, Dalton. The Vampire of Curitiba & Other Stories. New York. 1972. Knopf.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. Remainder Mark. 
039446645x. Translated from the Portuguese by Gregory Rabassa. 269 pages. 
hardcover. Cover illustration by Ann Dalton. Inventory # 7500. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The narratives and sketches that make up THE 
VAMPIRE OF CURITIBA AND OTHER STORIES speak for the lost and the lonely, 
the irresponsible and unfaithful, the people who are the odds-and-ends of life. They
are revealed, and reveal themselves, at the point of confrontation: with one another,
with death, with memories and illusions. A woman’s rantings about her husband, 
whose sight, sound, smell, and touch she cannot bear, are counterposed to the 
absent offender’s barroom eloquence. Fraught with the exaggerated sensibility of 
four o’clock in the morning, an insomniac’s anti-paean to his surroundings is 
interrupted by an encounter with a cockroach, a fellow sufferer. A young man seeks
solace not so much for his father’s death as for his absence from it. A young couple
struggle unsuccessfully for privacy from a beer-drinking granny who hears all. A 
father and son confront each other across a chasm of mutual blame and derision. A
woman, mortally ill, resists the dying of her lamp’s flame. A man separated from his
wife and daughter attempts to impose his own reality on an uncooperative world. An
anonymous, repeated accusation of unfaithfulness is the bit of dirt which grinds to a
halt the shaky machinery of a marriage. Two men quarrel violently over a debt, 
While the children of the debtor look and listen. The truth about a multiple rape 
elusively changes form as the story is seen from varying points of view. A young 
man sits over a cognac watching women pass by and addresses a silent, lusty, 
bittersweet monologue to each in turn. With a style that is deceptively simple, 
chillingly casual, Dalton Trevisan, in each of these direct yet subtle tales, impales on
a single moment the fears and passions and despairs of men.

Dalton Jérson Trevisan (born 14 June 1925) is a Brazilian author of short stories. He
has been described as an ‘acclaimed short-story chronicler of lower-class mores 
and popular dramas.’
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Trevor, William. After Rain. New York. 1996. Viking Press. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. Remainder Dot On Bottom Edge. 0670870072. 212 pages.
hardcover. Inventory # 25838. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here is a new collection of twelve absorbing, deeply 
compassionate tales that reveal the subtle revenges of love and indifference, the 
deep wells of affection, and the strange, breathtaking tricks of chance that make up 
the texture of our lives. In the rain-washed Italian hills, a forgotten artist's 
Annunciation brings light to a heartbroken woman; insidiously, in her struggle for 
love, the second wife of a blind piano tuner distorts his memories of the first; two 
children, survivors of divorce, mimic their parents' dramas and passions; a mother, 
tied through love and fear to her son, watches with helpless dread as she realizes 
the monster he has become.

William Trevor (24 May 1928 – 20 November 2016) was an Irish novelist, playwright
and short story writer. One of the elder statesmen of the Irish literary world, he was
widely regarded as one of the greatest contemporary writers of short stories in the 
English language. He won the Whitbread Prize three times and was nominated five 
times for the Booker Prize, the last for his novel Love and Summer (2009), which 
was also shortlisted for the International Dublin Literary Award in 2011. His name 
was also mentioned in relation to the Nobel Prize in Literature. In 2014, Trevor was
bestowed Saoi by the Aosdána. Trevor resided in Devon, South West England, from
the 1950s until his death at the age of 88.
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Trevor, William. Angels at The Ritz and Other Stories (DUSTJACKET ONLY). New
York. 1976. Viking Press. Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0670125946. 
DUSTJACKET ONLY. Jacket design by Abner Graboff. Inventory #  44296. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET - Good short stories
are hard to come by, but when William Trevor produces a new collection one can be
sure that they are more than merely good. With Somerset Maugham, Graham 
Greene and H. E. Bates, he ranks among the few who combine a rare ability with 
the common touch. His stories deal with ordinary people (they may not be like us, 
though sometimes they are, but we have certainty met them) in extraordinary 
situations — and yet are these any odder than the predicaments we have been in 
ourselves? Whether he describes an Irish wedding party, or the case of an artificial 
but potent ghost, or the embarrassing consequences of a stranger’s request to help
dispose of a body in a block of flats, Trevor’s art consists of telling a remarkable 
story which is true because it is never false to the human heart. The twelve stories in
ANGELS AT THE RITZ are as various and surprising as ever, but never for a 
moment do they stray from the world we know, or the world that we know exists.

William Trevor (24 May 1928 – 20 November 2016) was an Irish novelist, playwright
and short story writer. One of the elder statesmen of the Irish literary world, he was
widely regarded as one of the greatest contemporary writers of short stories in the 
English language. He won the Whitbread Prize three times and was nominated five 
times for the Booker Prize, the last for his novel Love and Summer (2009), which 
was also shortlisted for the International Dublin Literary Award in 2011. His name 
was also mentioned in relation to the Nobel Prize in Literature. In 2014, Trevor was
bestowed Saoi by the Aosdána. Trevor resided in Devon, South West England, from
the 1950s until his death at the age of 88.
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Trevor, William. Elizabeth Alone. New York. 1974. Viking Press. 1st American 
Edition. Price Sticker Mark On Front Free Endpaper, Otherwise Very Good in 
Dustjacket W/Faded Spine. 0670291897. 324 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 3144. 
$22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Genteel mostly, respectable all, the world here is London
SW, south of the river. With a fruitful marriage (and a quick, astonishing adulterous 
bounce) behind her, comfortable, amiable Mrs Aidallbery - Elizabeth - is in hospital 
for a hysterectomy. 'So is Sylvie Clapper, with false teeth and bleached hair, young
witless, cheery. She lives with a slippery Irishman: no children yet and now no 
chance. Likewise confined, devout Miss Samson with the raw blackberry birthmark
worries about her boarding-house, for believers only, and the discovery that her 
Christian mentor died in disbelief. And Lily Drucker, after repeated abortions, is in for
childbirth, while her clawed mother-in-law tries to bait back her son with sausage 
rolls and Lincoln Creams. And there is William Trevor, taking relays from flies on a 
hundred walls, snipping, linking, shaping his material with delicate understanding, 
respect and a sparing trickle - just enough - of humour. A finely observed, gently 
sensitive comedy, delightful to read, like lived experience to remember' - Daily 
Telegraph.

William Trevor (24 May 1928 – 20 November 2016) was an Irish novelist, playwright
and short story writer. One of the elder statesmen of the Irish literary world, he was
widely regarded as one of the greatest contemporary writers of short stories in the 
English language. He won the Whitbread Prize three times and was nominated five 
times for the Booker Prize, the last for his novel Love and Summer (2009), which 
was also shortlisted for the International Dublin Literary Award in 2011. His name 
was also mentioned in relation to the Nobel Prize in Literature. In 2014, Trevor was
bestowed Saoi by the Aosdána. Trevor resided in Devon, South West England, from
the 1950s until his death at the age of 88.
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Trevor, William. Elizabeth Alone (DUSTJACKET ONLY). New York. 1974. Viking 
Press. Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0670291897. DUSTJACKET ONLY. 
Inventory #  44302. $132

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Genteel mostly, respectable all, the world here is London
SW, south of the river. With a fruitful marriage (and a quick, astonishing adulterous 
bounce) behind her, comfortable, amiable Mrs Aidallbery - Elizabeth - is in hospital 
for a hysterectomy. 'So is Sylvie Clapper, with false teeth and bleached hair, young
witless, cheery. She lives with a slippery Irishman: no children yet and now no 
chance. Likewise confined, devout Miss Samson with the raw blackberry birthmark
worries about her boarding-house, for believers only, and the discovery that her 
Christian mentor died in disbelief. And Lily Drucker, after repeated abortions, is in for
childbirth, while her clawed mother-in-law tries to bait back her son with sausage 
rolls and Lincoln Creams. And there is William Trevor, taking relays from flies on a 
hundred walls, snipping, linking, shaping his material with delicate understanding, 
respect and a sparing trickle - just enough - of humour. A finely observed, gently 
sensitive comedy, delightful to read, like lived experience to remember' - Daily 
Telegraph.

William Trevor (24 May 1928 – 20 November 2016) was an Irish novelist, playwright
and short story writer. One of the elder statesmen of the Irish literary world, he was
widely regarded as one of the greatest contemporary writers of short stories in the 
English language. He won the Whitbread Prize three times and was nominated five 
times for the Booker Prize, the last for his novel Love and Summer (2009), which 
was also shortlisted for the International Dublin Literary Award in 2011. His name 
was also mentioned in relation to the Nobel Prize in Literature. In 2014, Trevor was
bestowed Saoi by the Aosdána. Trevor resided in Devon, South West England, from
the 1950s until his death at the age of 88.
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Trevor, William. Family Sins & Other Stories. New York. 1990. Viking Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. Remainder Mark. 067083257x. 256 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 14063. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - William Trevor is widely recognised as one of the few 
outstanding masters of the short story in the 20th century. His stories reveal an 
insight into the human condition and human relationships. His approach to his 
characters is one of compassion, and to the situations that they find themselves in 
one of pathos lightened by humour. These 12 stories show an imaginative range of 
situations and scenarios. In the story which gives its title to this collection, a 
friendship withers when an innocent cousin is made the instrument of a grandson's 
revenge; in 'Events of Drimaghleen', a multiple murder in a rural community is 
exploited by the press and a local family clothed anew in enduring pain; in 'The 
Printmaker', a stifled passion and the events of a single summer's afternoon haunt a
young woman artist for the rest of her life; in 'In Love with Ariadne', a young girl 
inherits the shame of her father's suicide and is consigned to a convent life empty of
human love. The other stories are : The Third Party, A Trinity, Honeymoon in 
Tramore, Coffee with Oliver, A Husband's Return, Children of the Headmaster, 
August Saturday, Kathleen's Field.

William Trevor (24 May 1928 – 20 November 2016) was an Irish novelist, playwright
and short story writer. One of the elder statesmen of the Irish literary world, he was
widely regarded as one of the greatest contemporary writers of short stories in the 
English language. He won the Whitbread Prize three times and was nominated five 
times for the Booker Prize, the last for his novel Love and Summer (2009), which 
was also shortlisted for the International Dublin Literary Award in 2011. His name 
was also mentioned in relation to the Nobel Prize in Literature. In 2014, Trevor was
bestowed Saoi by the Aosdána. Trevor resided in Devon, South West England, from
the 1950s until his death at the age of 88.
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Trevor, William. Felicia's Journey. New York. 1995. Viking Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670857459. 224 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
23726. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Full of hope, seventeen-year old Felicia crosses the Irish
sea to the English Midlands in search of her lover Johnny to tell him she is pregnant.
Unable to find him, alone and desperate, she is found instead by Mr. Hilditch, an 
obese catering manger, collector and befriender of homeless girls, who is also 
searching - in a way Felicia could never have imagined.

William Trevor (24 May 1928 – 20 November 2016) was an Irish novelist, playwright
and short story writer. One of the elder statesmen of the Irish literary world, he was
widely regarded as one of the greatest contemporary writers of short stories in the 
English language. He won the Whitbread Prize three times and was nominated five 
times for the Booker Prize, the last for his novel Love and Summer (2009), which 
was also shortlisted for the International Dublin Literary Award in 2011. His name 
was also mentioned in relation to the Nobel Prize in Literature. In 2014, Trevor was
bestowed Saoi by the Aosdána. Trevor resided in Devon, South West England, from
the 1950s until his death at the age of 88.
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Trevor, William. The Children of Dynmouth. New York. 1977. Viking Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670216658. 221 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 26048. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Children of Dynmouth was first published in 1976. In
it we follow awkward, lonely, curious teenager Timothy Gedge as he wanders 
around the bland south-coast seaside town of Dynmouth. Timothy takes a prurient 
interest in the lives of the adults there, who only realize the sinister purpose to which
he seeks to put his knowledge too late. This brilliant novel is eerily prescient as it 
shows a young person's obsession with fame and his capacity for evil.

William Trevor (24 May 1928 – 20 November 2016) was an Irish novelist, playwright
and short story writer. One of the elder statesmen of the Irish literary world, he was
widely regarded as one of the greatest contemporary writers of short stories in the 
English language. He won the Whitbread Prize three times and was nominated five 
times for the Booker Prize, the last for his novel Love and Summer (2009), which 
was also shortlisted for the International Dublin Literary Award in 2011. His name 
was also mentioned in relation to the Nobel Prize in Literature. In 2014, Trevor was
bestowed Saoi by the Aosdána. Trevor resided in Devon, South West England, from
the 1950s until his death at the age of 88.
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Trevor, William. The Day We Got Drunk On Cake and Other Stories (DUSTJACKET
ONLY). New York. 1968. Viking Press. Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket That 
Has Numerous Notations On The Inside. DUSTJACKET ONLY. Inventory #  44276.
$12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET - William Trevor is 
one of the few writers who raise the short story to its full stature, who can make of it
something brilliant but not facile, who seem to extract extra depth and breadth from 
its very restrictions. THE DAY WE GOT DRUNK ON CAKE is his first collection, yet 
it shows complete originality and mastery of the medium. Each story reveals the 
hysteria, comic or terrible, beneath the surface of ordinary social or marital life. Mr 
Trevor’s characters, though their mode of speech is grave and courteous, are often
desperate men and women, holding the fort of sanity, clinging to ‘the daily round, the
common task.’ Though their voices are quiet, they are, in fact, shouting across an 
abyss in an attempt to communicate. Whether they are schoolboys or grandparents,
in their suburban front gardens, behind their tasteful curtains, in their sitting-rooms or
bedrooms, in the midst of their vacuous cocktail parties, they are familiar with 
madness, revenge, jealousy and falsehood. They are gallant people, dwarfed 
tragically or ludicrously by passions a little too large for them. It is the measure of Mr
Trevor’s touch that the reader is not always sure whether to laugh or weep.

William Trevor (24 May 1928 – 20 November 2016) was an Irish novelist, playwright
and short story writer. One of the elder statesmen of the Irish literary world, he was
widely regarded as one of the greatest contemporary writers of short stories in the 
English language. He won the Whitbread Prize three times and was nominated five 
times for the Booker Prize, the last for his novel Love and Summer (2009), which 
was also shortlisted for the International Dublin Literary Award in 2011. His name 
was also mentioned in relation to the Nobel Prize in Literature. In 2014, Trevor was
bestowed Saoi by the Aosdána. Trevor resided in Devon, South West England, from
the 1950s until his death at the age of 88.
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Trevor, William. The Hill Bachelors: Stories. New York. 2000. Viking Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670893730. 245 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Megan Wilson. Inventory # 28331. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A book to be treasured by all readers: William Trevor’s 
first major collection of stories since the highly acclaimed AFTER RAIN shows the 
master of short stories at the height of his powers. With understatement and startling
precision William Trevor writes about all of us—about longing and sadness, the 
loving and the lonely, those who barely have control over their lives and those who 
have something to hide. Whether writing of the dying of a day, a love or a way of life,
Trevor tells a story of such distilled beauty and intelligence that humanity illuminates
even its darkest corners. Eloquent, subtle and brilliantly crafted, THE HILL 
BACHELORS will hold a beloved place amongst William Trevor’s award-winning 
body of work.

William Trevor (24 May 1928 – 20 November 2016) was an Irish novelist, playwright
and short story writer. One of the elder statesmen of the Irish literary world, he was
widely regarded as one of the greatest contemporary writers of short stories in the 
English language. He won the Whitbread Prize three times and was nominated five 
times for the Booker Prize, the last for his novel Love and Summer (2009), which 
was also shortlisted for the International Dublin Literary Award in 2011. His name 
was also mentioned in relation to the Nobel Prize in Literature. In 2014, Trevor was
bestowed Saoi by the Aosdána. Trevor resided in Devon, South West England, from
the 1950s until his death at the age of 88.keywords
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Price $12.50
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Trevor, William. The Old Boys. New York. 1964. Viking Press. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Internally Stained Dustjacket.Book Shows No Signs Of Staining. 186 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 3760. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The little world of a public school, with its grudges and 
rivalries, reaches out into the little world of the aged, as the Old Boys grimly battle 
over the post of President of the Association.

William Trevor (24 May 1928 – 20 November 2016) was an Irish novelist, playwright
and short story writer. One of the elder statesmen of the Irish literary world, he was
widely regarded as one of the greatest contemporary writers of short stories in the 
English language. He won the Whitbread Prize three times and was nominated five 
times for the Booker Prize, the last for his novel Love and Summer (2009), which 
was also shortlisted for the International Dublin Literary Award in 2011. His name 
was also mentioned in relation to the Nobel Prize in Literature. In 2014, Trevor was
bestowed Saoi by the Aosdána. Trevor resided in Devon, South West England, from
the 1950s until his death at the age of 88.
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Trevor, William. The Old Boys. New York. 1964. Viking Press. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 186 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 18214. 
$42.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The little world of a public school, with its grudges and 
rivalries, reaches out into the little world of the aged, as the Old Boys grimly battle 
over the post of President of the Association.

William Trevor (24 May 1928 – 20 November 2016) was an Irish novelist, playwright
and short story writer. One of the elder statesmen of the Irish literary world, he was
widely regarded as one of the greatest contemporary writers of short stories in the 
English language. He won the Whitbread Prize three times and was nominated five 
times for the Booker Prize, the last for his novel Love and Summer (2009), which 
was also shortlisted for the International Dublin Literary Award in 2011. His name 
was also mentioned in relation to the Nobel Prize in Literature. In 2014, Trevor was
bestowed Saoi by the Aosdána. Trevor resided in Devon, South West England, from
the 1950s until his death at the age of 88.
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Trevor, William. The Silence in the Garden. Toronto. 1988. Lester & Orpen Dennys.
1st Canadian Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0886192056. hardcover. Inventory #
24526. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Sarah Pollexfen first comes to Carriglas, an island estate
off Ireland's County Cork, as governess to her wealthy Anglo-Irish cousins. As idyllic
and magical as her world seems, Sarah soon discovers the private punishments and
past sins buried at Carriglas.

William Trevor (24 May 1928 – 20 November 2016) was an Irish novelist, playwright
and short story writer. One of the elder statesmen of the Irish literary world, he was
widely regarded as one of the greatest contemporary writers of short stories in the 
English language. He won the Whitbread Prize three times and was nominated five 
times for the Booker Prize, the last for his novel Love and Summer (2009), which 
was also shortlisted for the International Dublin Literary Award in 2011. His name 
was also mentioned in relation to the Nobel Prize in Literature. In 2014, Trevor was
bestowed Saoi by the Aosdána. Trevor resided in Devon, South West England, from
the 1950s until his death at the age of 88.
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Trice, Dawn Turner. Only Twice I've Wished For Heaven. New York. 1997. Crown. 
Advance Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 0517704285. 1st Novel. 304 
pages. paperback. Inventory # 22894. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1975 Tempestt Saville and her family are chosen by 
lottery to 'move on up' to Lakland: one square mile of rich, black soil carved out of a
Chicago ghetto, cradling sparkling apartment towers and emerald lawns, where the
elite black professionals live in privilege, secure behind a ten-foot-tall, ivy-covered, 
wrought-iron fence. This generation of blacks, only once removed from salt pork, 
fatback, and biscuits, now dines on caviar and escargot. Within the confines of the 
fence sits an idyllic community with every amenity, including its own section of Lake
Michigan that flows the aqua blue of dreams - its brilliance sometimes helped along
by food coloring. Whatever lies outside the fence - whatever the world tells black 
people they can't do or be - doesn't apply to the residents of Lakeland. But what is 
shut out by those gates is another matter entirely: 35th Street, where the lure of loud
music, housing projects, and row upon row of battered brownstones and dilapidated
stores provides eleven-year-old Temmy with a more intriguing landscape. Here the 
saved and the sinners are both so 'done up' you can't tell one from the other: Alfred
Mayes, the oily street preacher and self-admitted connoisseur of 'fine young thangs,'
whose line is as smooth as honey and whose looks are twice as sweet and Miss 
Jonetta, a former lady of the evening who knows everyone's story, and whose own 
history is as long and dark as 35th Street. Before a month has passed at Lakeland,
Temmy will witness a death, cause an arrest, and start a chain of events that will 
send 35th Street up in flames.

Dawn Turner Trice is a former columnist and specialist reporter for the Chicago 
Tribune who wrote about people and issues that fly below the radar. She has written
commentary for National Public Radio’s “Morning Edition” as well as for television in
Chicago, and was a regular analyst on NPR’s “Talk of the Nation.” She is the author
of two novels, “Only Twice I’ve Wished for Heaven” and “An Eighth of August,” and 
the recipient of a National Endowment for the Arts fellowship.
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Troll, Ray. Rapture of the Deep: The Art of Ray Troll. Berkeley. 2004. University of 
California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0520239474. With
An Introduction by Brad Matsen & Commentary by The Artist. Foreword by David 
James Duncan. 136 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36166. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - For more than two decades, Ray Troll has been luring, 
hooking, and landing fans around the world with his zany, irreverent, and often 
surreal art. Featured in museums, galleries, and books, as well as on immensely 
popular T-shirts, his work-part natural history adventure and part underground 
comic-depicts beautiful and accurately drawn fish of all kinds, Northwest Coast 
totems, Freud and Darwin, fossils, resurrections of extinct animals, and much more.
Rapture of the Deep collects some of Troll’s best-known art along with many images
never before published. The book makes powerful connections between biological 
diversity, the evolution of life on earth, and the careless habits of people. Rapture of
the Deep celebrates Troll’s vision with legendary works including ‘Spawn Till You 
Die,’ ‘Life’s a Fish and Then You Fry,’ and ‘Bassackwards,’ in which fish use money,
liquor, and literature as bait to lure humans. Troll’s running commentary reveals the 
thought and inspiration behind his art. Writer Brad Matsen, Troll’s longtime 
coconspirator, adds a lively introduction to the art and life of his ‘sole’ brother.

Ray Troll’s art has been featured on the Discovery Channel, in dozens of magazines
and newspapers, and in galleries and museums such as the Denver Museum of 
Nature and Science and the California Academy of Sciences. He has created and 
illustrated several best-selling books, including Sharkabet: A Sea of Sharks from A 
to Z (2002); Life’s a Fish and Then You Fry, a cookbook by Randy Bayliss (2002); 
and, with Brad Matsen, Raptors, Fossils, Fins and Fangs (1995); Planet Ocean: A 
Story of Life, the Sea, and Dancing to the Fossil Record (1994); and Ray Troll’s 
Shocking Fish Tales (1993). His next book, Cruisin’ the Fossil Freeway, with text by
paleontologist Kirk Johnson, will be published in 2005. He lives in Ketchikan, Alaska.
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Trollope, Anthony. Barchester Towers. New York. 1963. Signet/New American 
Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Afterword By
Robert Daniel. 536 pages. paperback. CP178. Cover: Tsao. Inventory # 31513. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Who is to rule the diocese of Barchester? This is the 
burning question that shapes Anthony Trollope's comic masterpiece - fanning the 
flames of ambition, and invading the once peaceful air of a cathedral town with the 
spirits of cunning, malice, greed. When the redoubtable Mrs. Proudie and the 
indomitable Mr. Slope meet the unflinching opposition of the forces of Archdeacon 
Grantly, the spiritual terrain is transformed into a theater of war. Social calls become
skirmishes. Parties are arranged like pitched battles. And not even the most 
innocent can escape the intricate net of stratagem that Trollope weaves in this satiric
revelation of mid - Victorian manners and morality. Justly famous for its incisive 
characterizations and acute social delineation, BARCHESTER TOWERS offers an 
engrossing re - creation of a captivating age. Robert W. Daniel calls this work 'a 
masterpiece in the grand tradition of English comedy.' George Saintsbury judged it 
'emphatically its author's best novel,' and Sir Hugh Walpole commented,' 'There is in
BARCHESTER TOWERS, I swear, not a dull moment.'

Anthony Trollope (24 April 1815 – 6 December 1882) was one of the most 
successful, prolific and respected English novelists of the Victorian era. Some of his
best-loved works, collectively known as the Chronicles of Barsetshire, revolve 
around the imaginary county of Barsetshire. He also wrote perceptive novels on 
political, social, and gender issues, and on other topical matters.keywords
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Trotsky, Leon. Trotsky’s Diary in Exile 1935. Cambridge. 1958. Harvard University 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Hardcover. No Dustjacket. Translated 
from the Russian by Elena Zarudnaya. 218 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 17175. 
$20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This diary of the exiled Trotsky is a powerfully evocative 
fragment of history and human personality. Of all the great figures of the Russian 
revolution Leon Trotsky touches our senses as the one who lived, and felt and died
as other men. Understandably, we feel curiosity about and some sympathy for the 
man who was driven out as he had driven others, who wandered the world in danger
forseeing assassination, and who was struck down by his enemies in his last 
sanctuary so close to us. This extremely personal record was written in France adn
Norway, it gives the day-to-day reflections of a fallen leader, of one who had wielded
power and was now in an exceptional position to observe it in the hands of others. 
Finally, and until now unknown, there is his Testament, written in Mexico in February
1940 near the close of his life. Knowing that death was near, from illness if not from
Stalin's agents, he envisaged the form it might take, restated his defiance of Stalin 
and his imperishable confidence in the triumph of the People, and once more 
affirmed his love for Natasha, his second wife. At the end there is the discontinued 
and unexplained sentence, ‘In case we both die. .’

Leon Trotsky (born Lev Davidovich Bronshtein; 7 November 1879 – 21 August 
1940) was a Marxist revolutionary and theorist, Soviet politician, and the founder 
and first leader of the Red Army. Trotsky initially supported the Menshevik 
Internationalists faction of the Russian Social Democratic Labour Party. He joined 
the Bolsheviks immediately prior to the 1917 October Revolution. He was a major 
figure in the Bolshevik victory in the Russian Civil War (1918–1923). He also 
became one of the first members (1919–1926) of the Politburo. After leading a failed
struggle of the Left Opposition against the policies and rise of Joseph Stalin in the 
1920s, Trotsky was removed from power in 1927, expelled from the Communist 
Party, and finally deported from the Soviet Union in 1929. Trotsky continued in exile 
in Mexico to oppose the Stalinist bureaucracy in the Soviet Union. He was 
assassinated on Stalin's orders in Mexico, by Ramón Mercader, a Spanish-born 
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Troutt, David Dante. The Monkey Suit and Other Short Fiction On African Americans
& Justice. New York. 1998. New Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 1565843266. 317 pages. hardcover. jacket design by Evan Gaffney. 
Inventory # 24774. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this genre-bending series of short stories, David Dante
Troutt has fictionalized the history of ten classic legal cases involving African 
Americans, transforming his research into tales of rare force and craft. The ten 
cases will be familiar to many readers; included are Powell v. Alabama (1932), the 
principal Scottsboro Boys case; Buchanan v. Warley (1917), the first challenge to 
the constitutionality of segregation; and Mapp v. Ohio (1961), in which warrantless 
searches were deemed unconstitutional. Critical turning points in the law and the 
nation's history, these cases also become, in Troutt's telling, points of departure in 
an exploration of human feeling - and black experience. 'The Tale of 
Almost' (inspired by The State of South Carolina v. Kelly, 1920), for example, 
recounts the troubles of Will Kelly, a black man accused of thinking about attacking
a young white girl.

David Dante Troutt is professor of law (Justice John J. Francis Scholar ) and the 
founding director of the Rutgers Center on Law, Inequality, and Metropolitan Equity 
(CLiME). He teaches and writes in four areas of primary interest: the metropolitan 
dimensions of race, class and legal structure; intellectual property; Torts; and critical
legal theory. 
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Troy, Gil. Affairs of State: The Rise & Rejection of the Presidential Couple Since 
World War II. New York. 1996. Free Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0684828200. 486 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Hall
Smyth and Davia Smith (BAD). Inventory # 23213. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The emergence of the presidential couple is one of the 
most important and contentious developments in America’s postwar political history.
After the exceptional Roosevelts, the change began innocently enough, with Mamie
becoming the first First Lady to remain on the campaign trail without her husband - 
receiving nothing but praise as a result. By the 1960s, with Lady Bird lobbying for 
legislation on TV, the first signs of protest appeared. In the 1970s, when Jerry and 
Betty Ford increased East Wing staffing and press coverage, the idea of the 
presidential couple was institutionalized, but Betty became so controversial she may
have cost Jerry his chances for election. With Hillary Clinton, the backlash can no 
longer be denied. Though Bill announced during his first campaign that the country
would be getting ‘two for the price of one,’ by his second he and Hillary appeared to
have learned a painful lesson. She had morphed into Nancy Reagan, speaking out 
for children’s issues, loyally supporting her husband, and denying any interest or 
role in policymaking. As Gil Troy points out, the most successful recent couple has 
been the Bushes, who modeled themselves after an older generation. The lesson is
clear: First Ladies can be far more helpful than ever before with image-making, but 
not with substantive legislative or managerial functions. The country does not want 
an un-impeachable, un-removable partner to take a politically active role.

Gil Troy (born 1961) is an American presidential historian and a popular 
commentator on politics and other issues. He is Professor of History at McGill 
University and a 2015 visiting scholar at the Brookings Institution. Troy is the author
of nine books, and the editor of two. His articles have appeared in The New York 
Times, The New Republic and other major media outlets. He writes a column for 
The Daily Beast on Forgotten history, putting current events in historical perspective
and is a columnist for The Jerusalem Post.
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Truss, Lynne. Eats, Shoots & Leaves: The Zero Tolerance Approach To 
Punctuation. New York. 2004. Gotham Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 1592400876. 209 pages. hardcover. Jacket design and illustrations bv 
James Nunn. Author photograph provided by The Daily Telegraph. Inventory # 
34490. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 2002 Lynne Truss presented Gutting a Dash, a well-
received BBC Radio 4 series about punctuation (A sparkling series of essays-The 
Daily Telegraph), which led to the writing of EATS SHOOTS & LEAVES. The book 
became a runaway success in the UK, hitting number one on the bestseller lists and
prompting extraordinary headlines such as Grammar Book Tops Bestseller 
List’ (BBC News). With more than 500,000 copies of her book in print in her native 
England, Lynne Truss is ready to rally the troops on this side of the pond with her 
rousing cry, ‘Sticklers unite!’ Through sloppy usage and low standards on the 
Internet, in e-mail, and now ‘txt msgs,’ we have made proper punctuation an 
endangered species. In EATS, SHOOTS & LEAVES, former editor Lynne Truss 
dares to say, in her delightfully urbane, witty and very English way, that it is time to 
look at our commas and semicolons and see them as the wonderful and necessary 
things they are. If there are only pedants left who care, then so he it. This is a book 
for people who love punctuation and get upset when it is mishandled. From George
Orwell shunning the semicolon, to New Yorker editor Harold Ross’s epic arguments
with James Thurber over commas, this lively history makes a powerful case for the 
preservation of a system of printing conventions that is much too subtle to he 
mucked about with.

LYNNE TRUSS is a writer and journalist who started out as a literary editor with a 
blue pencil and then got sidetracked, The author of three novels and numerous radio
comedy dramas, she spent six years as the television critic of The Times (London), 
followed by four (rather peculiar) years as a sports columnist for the same 
newspaper. She won Columnist of the Year for her work for Women I Journal She 
now reviews books for The Sunday Times (London) and is a familiar voice on BBC
Radio 4. She lives in Brighton, England.
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Tsushima, Yuko. Child of Fortune. Tokyo. 1983. Kodansha. 1st Edition. Very Good 
in Dustjacket. 0870115324. Translated from the Japanese by Geraldine Harcourt 
Tokyo. 161 pages. hardcover. Jacket photo: Pack ice, by Tsuneo Nakamura. 
Inventory # 7048. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - By conventional Japanese standards, Koko Mizuno is an
abysmal failure as woman, wife, and mother - and she couldn’t care less. She has 
succeeded in remaining true to herself in a stubborn struggle against powerful 
conformist pressures. Yet her resistance is largely passive. Self-absorbed, 
indecisive, she makes her own uncharted way through life, letting her husband, 
lovers, even her only daughter, gradually slip away. Signs that she is pregnant after
a casual affair rouse her to make decisions. Then a deeply ironic turn of events 
thrusts her into the cold light of a reluctant self-knowledge. Through layer upon layer
of dreams, memories, defenses, and delusions, she emerges finally to take a 
conscious step toward the independence she cannot yet define, certain only that she
herself has changed. In CHILD OF FORTUNE, Yuko Tsushima has brought to life a
woman whose psychological complexity reflects the meeting of Japanese fiction and
women’s changing consciousness. The depths of inner conflict are illuminated here
by radiant imagery, wry humor, and a sharp clarity of vision. While drawing on the ‘I-
novel’ tradition that has dominated modem Japanese literature, the author integrates
the autobiographical elements into a fully realized fictional work of penetrating social
insight. The novel received the 1978 Women’s Literature Prize, one of many awards
that have spotlighted Yuko Tsushima as a writer of exceptional gifts.

Yuko Tsushima was born in 1947, the daughter of novelist Osamu Dazai, author of
THE SETTING SUN and NO LONGER HUMAN, who committed suicide in 1948. 
While still in her senior year at university she published her first short story, and her 
reputation as one of Japan’s most remarkable young writers is based largely on 
works of short fiction.
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Tsushima, Yuko. Woman Running in the Mountains. New York. 1991. Pantheon 
Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394582381. Translated 
from the Japanese by Geraldine Harcourt. 277 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration
by Sarah Swan. Jacket design by Marjorie Anderson. Inventory # 15197. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is the contemporary story of Takiko, a pregnant, 
unmarried young Japanese Woman at war with Convention. Though Takiko’s 
pregnancy has brought shame to her family, she refuses to have an abortion; yet 
she must continue to live at home for lack of money. While her mother labors to 
support the household, Takiko has fistfights with her violent, alcoholic father. She 
bears a son and, in the course of caring for him, learns to love. Inspired by that love,
she courageously finds a path to adulthood. Tsushima brings to life in this novel a 
new phenomenon in today’s Japan: the woman on her own. The theme has special
urgency for Japanese culture, while touching universal concerns; and the result for 
this novel is two coming-of-age stories intertwined: the literal chronological coming 
of age of the young heroine; and also the total coming of age of Japanese 
womanhood. It is a powerful mixture, and shows why Tsushima is now Japan’s most
import ant woman writer.

Yuko Tsushima was born in 1947, the daughter of novelist Osamu Dazai, author of
THE SETTING SUN and NO LONGER HUMAN, who committed suicide in 1948. 
While still in her senior year at university she published her first short story, and her 
reputation as one of Japan’s most remarkable young writers is based largely on 
works of short fiction. Nine volumes of her short stories have appeared to date; they
include Mugura no Haha (1974), Waga Chichitachi (1975), Kusa no Fushido (1977),
Hikari no Ryobun (1979), and Suifu (1982). In addition, she has published three full-
length novels - Choji (1978), Moeru Kaze (1980), and Yama o Hashiru Onna (1980).
Both Choji (Child of Fortune) and Yama o Hashiru Onna were awarded major literary
prizes. Yuko Tsushima lives in Tokyo with her two children.
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Tubach, Frederic C. (with Sally Patterson Tubach). German Voices: Life during 
Hitler’s Third Reich. Berkeley. 2011. University of California Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780520269644. 15 b/w photographs. 284 pages.
hardcover. Inventory # 17257. $28

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A lively, extremely readable, and unique work. Tubach 
draws on archival wartime correspondences by soldiers on the front lines to loved 
ones on their devastated home fronts. German Voices is a long-overdue cultural 
study and a ‘must-read’ for any student and scholar of German history.' G.H. 
Hertling, University of Washington What was it like to grow up German during 
Hitler’s Third Reich? In this extraordinary book, Frederic C. Tubach returns to the 
country of his roots to interview average Germans who, like him, came of age 
between 1933 and 1945. Tubach sets their recollections and his own memories into
a broad historical overview of Nazism - a regime that shaped minds through 
persuasion (meetings, Nazi Party rallies, the 1936 Olympics, the new mass media of
radio and film) and coercion (violence and political suppression). The voices of this 
long-overlooked population - ordinary people who were neither victims nor 
perpetrators - reveal the rich complexity of their attitudes and emotions. The book 
also presents selections from approximately 80,000 unpublished letters (now 
archived in Berlin) written during the war by civilians and German soldiers. Tubach 
powerfully provides new insights into Germany’s most tragic years, offering a 
nuanced response to the abiding question of how a nation made the quantum leap 
from anti-Semitism to systematic genocide.

Frederic C. Tubach is Professor emeritus of German at the University of California,
Berkeley, and the coauthor of An Uncommon Friendship: From Opposite Sides of 
the Holocaust.
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Tucker, Kathy. Do Pirates Take Baths?. Morton Grove. 1994. Albert Whitman & 
Company. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0807516961. Illustrated by Nadine
Bernard Westcott. 32 pages. hardcover. Cover art by \Nadine Bernard Westcott. 
Inventory # 20392. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Come along for a shiver-me-timbers sea voyage and find
out all about pirates! Any young pretend pirate will want to know such things as how
you get to be a pirate, how pirates capture a ship, and, of course, whether those 
rascally oceangoers take baths. The stars of this book are a crew of lovable fellows,
jauntily painted in bright, splashy colors and brought to life in delightfully funny 
verse.

Kathy Tucker has written several books for children. She grew up in the West, in 
Washington State, and she has one horse friend whose name is Fox. She now lives
in Illinois. Nadine Bernard Westcott has illustrated more than eighty books for 
children. She lives in Massachusetts with her family and one cat.
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Tuleja, Tad. The Catolog of Lost Books. New York. 1989. Fawcett/Columbine. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 0449903478. 203 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 32442. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘It all began at a cocktail party, one of those Perrier and 
goose liver affairs. where caustic remarks about Cancun vie with Diderot anecdotes.
I was knocking off my third Tequila Sunrise when a fragment of chitchat wafted over
my shoulder. ‘In terms of sheer facticity, don’t you agree that the Rabelaisean 
oeuvre is still the acme of the genre?’ ‘If you chaps want the acme of the 
picaresque.’ I heard myself saying with my most professorial mien, ‘you’re tilling the
wrong field. The genre didn’t peak until 1845. Myra Quinn. SIX YEARS WITH A 
DONKEY. Magisterial.’ The stopped cold. They had never heard of Myra Quinn. 
How could they? I had just made her up.’ You’ve been there! Like everyone else 
with a liberal arts education, you have heard such conversations before – they have
plagued your entire adult life! But no more – Tad Tuleja, author of THE CAT’S 
PAJAMAS, has mastered the art of making up literary references that sound so 
authentically obscure that no more worth his elbow patches would dare to disagree
with you.

Tad Tuleja (born 1944) is a graduate of Yale, Cornell, and the University of Sussex.
He has been a journalist, editor, and researcher, and has authored numerous short-
entry reference books. He teaches at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst.
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Tully, Andrew. The FBI’s Most Famous Cases. New York. 1967. Dell Publishing 
Company. 1st Dell Paperback Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers. With an introduction
and comments by J. Edgar Hoover. 250 pages. paperback. 2501. Inventory # 
41537. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here are the cases which J. Edgar Hoover considers 
among the most important, exciting, and unique in the fifty-seven year history of the
FBI. They are recreated by a best-selling author who has been given access to 
information from official case files at FBI Headquarters. The full story of the Frank 
Sinatra, Jr. kidnapping; A newsboy and a hollow nickel – the capture of top Soviet 
spy Colonel Rudolph Abel; ‘A hijacking in the sky,’ a daring attempt to capture a 
commercial airliner; The flaming death of John Dillinger; The FBI’s ‘tame’ Nazi spy 
ring; Jack Graham and the bomb in his mother’s suitcase; Murder in Mississippi; and
fourteen more.

Andrew F. Tully Jr. (October 24, 1914 - September 27, 1993) was an American war 
reporter, writer and columnist. He wrote some 18 fiction and non-fiction books, 
translated in multiple languages. As a war reporter for the Boston Traveler, he was 
one of the few American journalists to enter Berlin with the Russians in April 1945. 
He wrote the column Capital Fare from 1961 until 1987.
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Turgenev, Ivan. A Month in the Country. New York. 1983. Penguin Books. Reprinted
Penguin Classic Paperback Edition. Some Underlining, Otherwise Very Good in 
Wrappers. 014044436x. Translated from the Russian & With An Introduction by 
Isaiah Berlin. 127 pages. paperback. The cover shows 'Portrait of a Singer' T. S. 
Lyubatovich' by K. Korovin, in the National Russian Museum, Leningrad (photo: 
Novosti). Inventory # 45666. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Every kind of love, whether happy or unhappy, is a real 
calamity if you surrender to it wholly. .’ This heart-felt sentiment, expressed by 
Turgenev’s unfortunate character Rakitin, sums up the central predicament of A 
MONTH IN THE COUNTRY, Turgenev’s most celebrated play. Completed in 1850, 
it explores the complexities of that most universal of themes, the eternal love 
triangle; and in it Turgenev uses his grasp of psychology and brilliant technique to 
turn this subject into a dazzling tragicomedy. This edition presents the full text of Sir
Isaiah Berlin’s superb translation (commissioned by the National Theatre), prefaced
by his illuminating Introduction, plus an appendix that makes available in English for
the first time passages that were excised by the censor.

Ivan Sergeyevich Turgenev (November 9, 1818 – September 3, 1883) was a 
Russian novelist, short story writer, and playwright. His first major publication, a 
short story collection entitled A Sportsman's Sketches (1852), was a milestone of 
Russian Realism, and his novel Fathers and Sons (1862) is regarded as one of the
major works of 19th-century fiction.
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Turgenev, Ivan. A Month in the Country. New York. 1983. Penguin Books. Reprinted
Penguin Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 014044436x. 
Translated from the Russian & With An Introduction by Isaiah Berlin. 127 pages. 
paperback. The cover shows 'Portrait of a Singer' T. S. Lyubatovich' by K. Korovin, 
in the National Russian Museum, Leningrad (photo: Novosti). Inventory # 45786. 
$15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Every kind of love, whether happy or unhappy, is a real 
calamity if you surrender to it wholly. .’ This heart-felt sentiment, expressed by 
Turgenev’s unfortunate character Rakitin, sums up the central predicament of A 
MONTH IN THE COUNTRY, Turgenev’s most celebrated play. Completed in 1850, 
it explores the complexities of that most universal of themes, the eternal love 
triangle; and in it Turgenev uses his grasp of psychology and brilliant technique to 
turn this subject into a dazzling tragicomedy. This edition presents the full text of Sir
Isaiah Berlin’s superb translation (commissioned by the National Theatre), prefaced
by his illuminating Introduction, plus an appendix that makes available in English for
the first time passages that were excised by the censor.

Ivan Sergeyevich Turgenev (November 9, 1818 – September 3, 1883) was a 
Russian novelist, short story writer, and playwright. His first major publication, a 
short story collection entitled A Sportsman's Sketches (1852), was a milestone of 
Russian Realism, and his novel Fathers and Sons (1862) is regarded as one of the
major works of 19th-century fiction.
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Turgenev, Ivan. Fathers and Sons. New York. 1961. Signet/New American Library.
Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Newly 
Translated From The Russian By George Reavey.Foreword By Alan Hodge. 208 
pages. paperback. CD50. Inventory # 30658. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The publication of Fathers and Sons enraged old and 
young, reactionaries, romantics, and radicals. Unlike its predecessors, it attacked all
social classes through its portrait of the blatant nihilist, Bazarov, who makes a 
practice of exposing self - deception in those around him. On a visit to the Kirsanov
estate, Bazarov's scathing comments, his dark example, threaten the integrity of 
each of his hosts: the old landowner, Nicholas, who prides himself on his mistress, a
former peasant, the old man's decadent brother, Paul, who prides himself on his 
fashionable lack of purpose; and Arcady, Nicholas' intellectual on, who prides 
himself on his understanding of Bazaróv's motivation. Widely criticized by Russia's 
radical press, Turgenev won the acclaim of Flaubert, Maupassant and Henry James
for being the first author to use psychological character studies instead of elaborate
plot, and the first to create the modern revolutionary type, the 'outsider.'

Ivan Sergeyevich Turgenev (November 9 1818 – September 3, 1883) was a 
Russian novelist, short story writer, and playwright. His first major publication, a 
short story collection entitled A Sportsman's Sketches (1852), was a milestone of 
Russian Realism, and his novel Fathers and Sons (1862) is regarded as one of the
major works of 19th-century fiction.
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Tutuola, Amos. Feather Woman of the Jungle. London. 1962. Faber & Faber. 1st 
British Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 132 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Alan Howard. Inventory # 7062. $42.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Every night the people of the Yoruba village gathered in 
the moonlight to hear the adventures and the wisdom of their 76-year-old chief. For 
ten memorable nights he entertained them; his stories began from the time when he
was only 15, very clever and fast enough, the senior son of a very old man, and just
beginning to experience the hair-raising difficulties, hardships, punishments, risks, 
etc., of the adventures which were to lead him to great wealths. He told them about 
the Jungle Witch with her small and big birds, her ostrich, her images and her whips;
the dump lady; the bush of quietness; the Savage Men; the town of famine and the 
town of the water people; the Goddess of Diamonds on the mountain reached by 
sea; and how the Goddess took his wife back from him; the visit to Ife Town and Ede
Town; the hairy giant and the hairy giantess; the mad man, the gold and the happy 
ending. And every night his people celebrated what he had told them in palm-wine, 
song and dance before they went back to their houses, dying to hear more. Warmly
recommended, with or without palm-wine.

Amos Tutuola (June 20, 1920 - June 8, 1997) was a Nigerian writer famous for his 
books based in part on Yoruba folk-tales. Tutuola was born in Abeokuta, Nigeria, in
1920. When his father died in 1939, Tutuola left school to train as a blacksmith, 
which trade he practiced from 1942 to 1945 for the Royal Air Force in Nigeria. He 
subsequently tried a number of other vocations, including selling bread and acting 
as messenger for the Nigerian Department of Labor. In 1946, Tutuola completed his
first full-length book, The Palm-Wine Drinkard, within a few days. After he had 
written his first three books and become internationally famous, he joined the 
Nigerian Broadcasting Corporation in 1956 as a storekeeper in Ibadan, Western 
Nigeria. Tutuola became also one of the founders of Mbari Club, the writers' and 
publishers' organization. In 1979, he held a visiting research fellowship at the 
University of Ife (now Obafemi Awolowo University) at Ile-Ife, Nigeria, and in 1983 
he was an associate of the International Writing Program at the University of Iowa. 
In retirement he divided his time between residences at Ibadan and Ago-Odo. 
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Twain, Mark. The Prince and the Pauper. Berkeley. 2011. University of California 
Press. Uncorrected Page Proofs. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520270015. 
Foreword and notes by Victor Fischer and Michael B. Frank, Text established by 
Victor Fischer, with Original Illustrations by Frank T. Merrill, John J. Harley, and L. S.
Ipsen. Mark Twain Library, 5. 191 b/w illustrations. 341 pages. paperback. Inventory
# 19525. $19.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - What am I writing? A historical tale of 300 years ago, 
simply for the love of it.' Mark Twain’s 'tale' became his first historical novel, The 
Prince and the Pauper, published in 1881. Intricately plotted, it was intended to have
the feel of history even though it was only the stuff of legend. Previous edition 
published 2002 (978-0-520-05108-9). 'Handsome, readable and full of surprises…
the American classics that come to us from the Mark Twain Library are simply 
superb.' - Los Angeles Times. 'The Mark Twain Project and the University of 
California Press are reuniting Samuel Clemens’s texts with the essential illustrations
he commissioned for them, and the results are splendid: may the Twain never again
be sundered!' - Vanity Fair.

Samuel Langhorne Clemens (November 30, 1835 – April 21, 1910), better known by
his pen name Mark Twain, was an American author and humorist. He wrote The 
Adventures of Tom Sawyer (1876) and its sequel, Adventures of Huckleberry Finn 
(1885), the latter often called 'the Great American Novel'.
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Twain, Mark (edited by Benjamin Griffin and Harriet Elinor Smith, with other editors 
of the Mark Twain Project). Autobiography of Mark Twain, Volume 2: The Complete
and Authoritative Edition. Berkeley. 2013. University of California Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780520272781. 7 x 10. 50 b/w photos.
An Ahmanson Foundation Book in the Humanities. 736 pages. hardcover. Inventory
# 40541. $100

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Hailed as the capstone of Twain’s career, it captures his
authentic and unsuppressed voice, speaking clearly from the grave and brimming 
with humor, ideas, and opinions. This eagerly-awaited volume delves deeper into 
Mark Twain’s life, uncovering the many roles he played in his private and public 
worlds. Filled with his characteristic blend of humor and ire, the narrative ranges 
effortlessly across the contemporary scene. He shares his views on writing and 
speaking, his preoccupation with money, and his contempt for the politics and 
politicians of his day. Affectionate and scathing by turns, his intractable curiosity and
candor are everywhere on view. Volume 2 delivers: More insights into his family life
as a devoted father, husband and brother; Vignettes from his 19th century man 
cave; His pointed, unvarnished views on contemporary politics and religion; 
Meditations and musings on the writing process, including his solution to writer’s 
block. Praise for New York Times Bestseller Volume 1: ‘It feels like a form of time 
travel. One moment you’re on horseback in the Hawaiian islands—or recovering 
from saddle boils with a cigar in your mouth—and the next moment you’re meeting 
the Viennese maid he called, in a private joke, ‘Wuthering Heights.’ We can hardly 
wait for Volume 2.’ New York Times. ‘This first installment of Twain’s autobiography
brings us closer to all of him than we have ever come before.’ New York Review of 
Books.

Samuel Langhorne Clemens (November 30, 1835 – April 21, 1910), better known by
his pen name Mark Twain, was an American author and humorist. He wrote The 
Adventures of Tom Sawyer (1876) and its sequel, Adventures of Huckleberry Finn 
(1885), the latter often called 'the Great American Novel'.
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Twain, Mark (Samuel L. Clemens). A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court. 
New York. 1948. Heritage Press. Reprinted Edition. Some Slight Discoloration to the
Spine, Otherwise Very Good in Hardcover. With an introduction by Carl Van Doren. 
Illustrations by Honore Guilbeau. 275 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37541. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Hank Morgan, cracked on the head by a crowbar in 
nineteenth-century Connecticut, wakes to find himself in the England of King Arthur.
The tough- minded Yankee, an embodiment of scientific enlightenment, faces a 
world whose idyllic surface only masks the dark forces of fear, injustice, and 
ignorance. This is the springboard which launches one of literature’s most 
extraordinary excursions into fantasy. With the agility of Mark Twain’s unique 
virtuosity, this acrobatic tour de force moves from broad comedy to biting social 
satire, and from the pure joy of wild high jinks to deeply probing insights into the 
nature of man, whose capacity for progress is matched only by his capacity for 
destruction. The reader is shaken by laughter - and something more than laughter -
as he falls under the book’s enchantment and finds that the grim truths of Mark 
Twain’s Camelot strike a resoundingly contemporary note. ‘This story is something 
other and greater than a funny book. It is a work written with a high purpose, to 
convey what seemed to its author the most profound and elemental truths about 
human society.’ - Stephen Leacock.

Samuel Langhorne Clemens (November 30, 1835 – April 21, 1910), better known by
his pen name Mark Twain, was an American author and humorist. He wrote The 
Adventures of Tom Sawyer (1876) and its sequel, Adventures of Huckleberry Finn 
(1885), the latter often called 'the Great American Novel'.
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Twain, Mark. A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court. New York. 1980. 
Signet/New American Library. Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Previous
Owner's Name Penned in Front,Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. 0451514602. 
Afterword By Edmund Reiss. 334 pages. paperback. CE1460. Cover: Lambert. 
Inventory # 30536. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With his characteristic sardonic humor, Mark Twain 
(1835-1910), lambastes nineteenth-century aristocratic and religious ideals through 
the 1896 story of Hank Morgan's transport back to feudal times. The Yankee's 
attempt to engineer and enlighten Arthurian society meets with unexpected and 
always humorous results. Underneath the comedy, however, is a dark, ambitious 
critique of human nature that marks an important transition to Twain's pessimistic 
later writings. A blow on the head transports a Yankee to 528 A.D. where he 
proceeds to modernize King Arthur's kingdom by organizing a school system, 
constructing telephone lines, and inventing the printing press.

Samuel Langhorne Clemens (November 30, 1835 – April 21, 1910), better known by
his pen name Mark Twain, was an American author and humorist. He wrote The 
Adventures of Tom Sawyer (1876) and its sequel, Adventures of Huckleberry Finn 
(1885), the latter often called 'the Great American Novel'.
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Twain, Mark. A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court. New York. 1963. 
Signet/New American Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in
Wrappers. Afterword By Edmund Reiss. 334 pages. paperback. CD158. Cover: 
Lambert. Inventory # 31366. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Hank Morgan, cracked on the head by a crowbar in 
nineteenth - century Connecticut, wakes to find himself in the England of King 
Arthur. The tough - minded Yankee, an embodiment of scientific enlightenment, 
faces a world whose idyllic surface only masks the dark forces of fear, injustice, and
ignorance. This is the springboard which launches one of literature's most 
extraordinary excursions into fantasy. With the agility of Mark Twain's unique 
virtuosity, this acrobatic tour de force moves from broad comedy to biting social 
satire, and from the pure joy of wild high jinks to deeply probing insights into the 
nature of man, whose capacity for progress is matched only by his capacity for 
destruction. The reader is shaken by laughter - and something more than laughter -
as he falls under the book's enchantment and finds that the grim truths of Mark 
Twain's Camelot strike a resoundingly contemporary note. 'This story is something 
other and greater than a funny book. It is a work written with a high purpose, to 
convey what seemed to its author the most profound and elemental truths about 
human society.' - Stephen Leacock

Samuel Langhorne Clemens (November 30, 1835 – April 21, 1910), better known by
his pen name Mark Twain, was an American author and humorist. He wrote The 
Adventures of Tom Sawyer (1876) and its sequel, Adventures of Huckleberry Finn 
(1885), the latter often called 'the Great American Novel'.
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Twain, Mark. A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court. Berkeley. 2011. 
University of California Press. 1st Printing of This New Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 9780520268166. Edited by Bernard L. Stein. Original illustrations by 
Daniel Carter Beard. Mark Twain Library, 4. 221 line illustrations. 480 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 37800. $19.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Hank Morgan, cracked on the head by a crowbar in 
nineteenth - century Connecticut, wakes to find himself in the England of King 
Arthur. The tough - minded Yankee, an embodiment of scientific enlightenment, 
faces a world whose idyllic surface only masks the dark forces of fear, injustice, and
ignorance. This is the springboard which launches one of literature's most 
extraordinary excursions into fantasy. With the agility of Mark Twain's unique 
virtuosity, this acrobatic tour de force moves from broad comedy to biting social 
satire, and from the pure joy of wild high jinks to deeply probing insights into the 
nature of man, whose capacity for progress is matched only by his capacity for 
destruction. The reader is shaken by laughter - and something more than laughter -
as he falls under the book's enchantment and finds that the grim truths of Mark 
Twain's Camelot strike a resoundingly contemporary note.

Samuel Langhorne Clemens (November 30, 1835 – April 21, 1910), better known by
his pen name Mark Twain, was an American author and humorist. He wrote The 
Adventures of Tom Sawyer (1876) and its sequel, Adventures of Huckleberry Finn 
(1885), the latter often called 'the Great American Novel'.
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Twain, Mark. Autobiography of Mark Twain, Volume 1. Berkeley. 2010. University Of
California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780520267190. 
Edited by Harriet Elinor Smith & Other Editiors Of The Mark Twain Project. 738 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Sandy Drokker. Jacket illustration - Photograph
by William Vader Weyde, 21 September 1906, ‘The photographer entered. & he said
‘There - don’t move - stay just as you are. a good pose! looks just as if you’d been 
interrupted, & wanted to use language!’ (SLC to Mary B. Rogers, 21-23 September 
1906, Columbia University). Inventory # 12470. $300

FROM THE PUBLISHER - 'Unparalleled in the history of literature. A bequest to 
posterity.' - London Times, May 1899. 'I’ve struck it!' Mark Twain wrote in a 1904 
letter to a friend. 'And I will give it away—to you. You will never know how much 
enjoyment you have lost until you get to dictating your autobiography.' Thus, after 
dozens of false starts and hundreds of pages, Twain embarked on his Final (and 
Right) Plan for telling the story of his life. His innovative notion—to talk only about 
the thing which interests you for the moment—meant that his thoughts could range 
freely. The strict instruction that these texts remain unpublished for 100 years meant
that when they came out, he would be dead, and unaware, and indifferent, and that
he was therefore free to speak his whole frank mind. The year 2010 marks the 100th
anniversary of Twain’s death. In celebration of this important milestone and in honor
of the cherished tradition of publishing Mark Twain’s works, UC Press is proud to 
offer for the first time Mark Twain’s uncensored autobiography in its entirety and 
exactly as he left it. This major literary event brings to readers, admirers, and 
scholars the first of three essential volumes and presents Mark Twain’s authentic 
and unsuppressed voice, brimming with humor, ideas, and opinions, and speaking 
clearly from the grave as he intended.

Samuel Langhorne Clemens (November 30, 1835 – April 21, 1910), better known by
his pen name Mark Twain, was an American author and humorist. He wrote The 
Adventures of Tom Sawyer (1876) and its sequel, Adventures of Huckleberry Finn 
(1885), the latter often called 'the Great American Novel'.
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Twain, Mark. Autobiography of Mark Twain, Volume 1. Berkeley. 2010. University Of
California Press. Uncorrected Page Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520267190.
Edited by Harriet Elinor Smith & Other Editiors Of The Mark Twain Project. 738 
pages. paperback. Jacket design by Sandy Drokker. Jacket illustration - Photograph
by William Vader Weyde, 21 September 1906, ‘The photographer entered. & he said
‘There - don’t move - stay just as you are. a good pose! looks just as if you’d been 
interrupted, & wanted to use language!’ (SLC to Mary B. Rogers, 21-23 September 
1906, Columbia University). Inventory # 40409. $500

FROM THE PUBLISHER - 'Unparalleled in the history of literature. A bequest to 
posterity.' - London Times, May 1899. 'I’ve struck it!' Mark Twain wrote in a 1904 
letter to a friend. 'And I will give it away—to you. You will never know how much 
enjoyment you have lost until you get to dictating your autobiography.' Thus, after 
dozens of false starts and hundreds of pages, Twain embarked on his Final (and 
Right) Plan for telling the story of his life. His innovative notion—to talk only about 
the thing which interests you for the moment—meant that his thoughts could range 
freely. The strict instruction that these texts remain unpublished for 100 years meant
that when they came out, he would be dead, and unaware, and indifferent, and that
he was therefore free to speak his whole frank mind. The year 2010 marks the 100th
anniversary of Twain’s death. In celebration of this important milestone and in honor
of the cherished tradition of publishing Mark Twain’s works, UC Press is proud to 
offer for the first time Mark Twain’s uncensored autobiography in its entirety and 
exactly as he left it. This major literary event brings to readers, admirers, and 
scholars the first of three essential volumes and presents Mark Twain’s authentic 
and unsuppressed voice, brimming with humor, ideas, and opinions, and speaking 
clearly from the grave as he intended.

Samuel Langhorne Clemens (November 30, 1835 – April 21, 1910), better known by
his pen name Mark Twain, was an American author and humorist. He wrote The 
Adventures of Tom Sawyer (1876) and its sequel, Adventures of Huckleberry Finn 
(1885), the latter often called 'the Great American Novel'.
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Twain, Mark. Autobiography of Mark Twain: Volume 1, Reader’s Edition. Berkeley. 
2012. University of California Press. 1st Printing of This paperback Edition. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 9780520272255. 45 b/w photographs, 21 line figures, 2 
diagrams. 440 pages. paperback. Inventory # 38153. $26.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘This first installment of Twain’s autobiography brings us
closer to all of him than we have ever come before.’ New York Review of Books. 
‘Mark Twain is terrific company, plain and simple. He knew everyone, went 
everywhere, seemed to be interested in everything and is capable of making the 
reader—in 2010—laugh on nearly every page.’ New York Times. ‘His ‘whole frank 
mind,’ sharp and funny, is seared onto every page.’ Entertainment Weekly. ‘Every 
word beguiles.’ Wall Street Journal. ‘I start reading Twain’s Autobiography at any 
page and don’t want to stop, for the sheer voluptuous pleasure of the prose.’ Twitter:
Roger Ebert. The year 2010 marked the 100th anniversary of Mark Twain’s death. In
celebration of this important milestone and in honor of the cherished tradition of 
publishing Mark Twain’s works, UC Press published Autobiography of Mark Twain,
Volume 1, the first of a projected three-volume edition of the complete, uncensored
autobiography. The book became an immediate bestseller and was hailed as the 
capstone of the life’s work of America’s favorite author. This Reader’s Edition, a 
portable paperback in larger type, republishes the text of the hardcover 
Autobiography in a form that is convenient for the general reader, without the 
editorial explanatory notes. It includes a brief introduction describing the evolution of
Mark Twain’s ideas about writing his autobiography, as well as a chronology of his 
life, brief family biographies, and an excerpt from the forthcoming Autobiography of
Mark Twain, Volume 2—a controversial but characteristically humorous attack on 
Christian doctrine. Gold Medal, Commonwealth Club of California Honorable 
Mention in Nonfiction, Northern California Independent Booksellers Association 
PROSE Award, Association of American Publishers.

Samuel Langhorne Clemens (November 30, 1835 – April 21, 1910), better known by
his pen name Mark Twain, was an American author and humorist. He wrote The 
Adventures of Tom Sawyer (1876) and its sequel, Adventures of Huckleberry Finn 
(1885), the latter often called 'the Great American Novel'.
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Twain, Mark. Life On the Mississippi. New York. 1945. Bantam Books. 1st Bantam 
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Worn Wrappers. 447 pages. paperback. Inventory
# 7807. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Life on the Mississippi is at once a romantic history of a
mighty river; an autobiographical account of Twain’s early steamboat days; a 
storehouse of humorous anecdotes and sketches. It is the raw material from which
Mark Twain wrote his finest novel-Huckleberry Finn. It is an epochal record of 
America’s growth, a stirring remembrance of her vanished past. And it earned for its
author his first recognition as a serious writer. ‘[This is] a book to be ranked with 
Tom Sawyer and Huckleberry Finn as one of the indisputably great works in the 
Twain canon. a book that measures the American future by the boundaries of the 
American past, a bridge between the world of Thomas Jefferson and the world of 
John D. Rockefeller.’ -Leonard Kriegel.

Samuel Langhorne Clemens (November 30, 1835 – April 21, 1910), better known by
his pen name Mark Twain, was an American author and humorist. He wrote The 
Adventures of Tom Sawyer (1876) and its sequel, Adventures of Huckleberry Finn 
(1885), the latter often called 'the Great American Novel'.
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Twain, Mark. Mark Twain's Helpful Hints For Good Living: A Handbook For the 
Damned Human Race. Berkeley. 2004. University of California Press. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0520242459. Edited by Lin Salamo, Victor 
Fischer, and Michael B. Frank of the Mark Twain Project. 208 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 36198. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Irreverent, charming, eminently quotable, this handbook-
an eccentric etiquette guide for the human race-contains sixty-nine aphorisms, 
anecdotes, whimsical suggestions, maxims, and cautionary tales from Mark Twain’s
private and published writings. It dispenses advice and reflections on family life and
public manners; opinions on topics such as dress, health, food, and childrearing and
safety; and more specialized tips, such as those for dealing with annoying salesmen
and burglars. Culled from Twain’s personal letters, autobiographical writings, 
speeches, novels, and sketches, these pieces are delightfully fresh, witty, startlingly
relevant, and bursting with Twain’s characteristic ebullience for life. They also 
remind us exactly how Mark Twain came to be the most distinctive and well-known
American literary voice in the world. These texts, some of them new or out of print 
for decades, have been selected and meticulously prepared by the editors at the 
Mark Twain Project.

Samuel Langhorne Clemens (November 30, 1835 – April 21, 1910), better known by
his pen name Mark Twain, was an American author and humorist. He wrote The 
Adventures of Tom Sawyer (1876) and its sequel, Adventures of Huckleberry Finn 
(1885), the latter often called 'the Great American Novel'.keywords
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Twain, Mark. The Adventures of Tom Sawyer, 135th Anniversary Edition. Berkeley.
2010. University of California Press. 1st Printing of This 135th Anniversary 
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520266124. 274 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 37762. $16.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is Mark Twain's first novel about Huck Finn and Tom
Sawyer, and it has become one of the world's best-loved books. It is a fond 
reminiscence of life in Hannibal, Missouri, an evocation of Mark Twain's own 
boyhood along the banks of the Mississippi during the 1840s. 'Most of the 
adventures recorded in this book really occurred,' he tells us. The Mark Twain 
Library text is the only edition since the first (1876) to be based directly on the 
author's manuscript and to include all of the '200 rattling pictures' Mark Twain 
commissioned from one of his favorite illustrators, True W. Williams. This landmark
anniversary edition contains selections of Twain's hard-to-find letters and notes 
expressing his always-engaging opinions on the original publication of Tom Sawyer.

Samuel Langhorne Clemens (November 30, 1835 – April 21, 1910), better known by
his pen name Mark Twain, was an American author and humorist. He wrote The 
Adventures of Tom Sawyer (1876) and its sequel, Adventures of Huckleberry Finn 
(1885), the latter often called 'the Great American Novel'.
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Twain, Mark. Tom Sawyer Abroad and Tom Sawyer Detective. Berkeley. 2004. 
University Of California Press. 1st Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0520242025. With the Original Illustrations by Dan Beard and A. B. Frost. Foreword
and Notes by John C. Gerber. Text established by Terry Firkins. Mark Twain Library
Edition #2. 205 pages. paperback. Inventory # 35245. $14.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Do you reckon Tom Sawyer was satisfied after all them
adventures?É No, he wasn’t. It only just pisoned him for more.’ So Huck declares at
the start of these once-celebrated but now little-known sequels to his own 
adventures. Tom, Huck, and Jim set sail to Africa in a futuristic air balloon, where 
they survive encounters with lions, robbers, and fleas and see some of the world’s 
greatest wonders in Tom Sawyer Abroad. The boys then turn sleuth in Tom Sawyer,
Detective as they attempt to solve a mysterious murder in this burlesque of the 
immensely popular detective novels of the time. Replete with down-home, 
backwoods Missouri wisdom, these two stories tackle every subject from the 
Crusades and chronometers to ghosts and swearing popes. This authoritative 
edition includes all of the original illustrations Mark Twain commissioned from Dan 
Beard (‘the only man who can correctly illustrate my writings’) and A. B. Frost (‘the 
best humorous artist that I know’). Based directly on the author’s manuscripts, 
incorporating only his revisions and restoring many passages once suppressed by 
fastidious editors, the texts are presented here in the only form Twain intended 
them.

Samuel Langhorne Clemens (November 30, 1835 – April 21, 1910), better known by
his pen name Mark Twain, was an American author and humorist. He wrote The 
Adventures of Tom Sawyer (1876) and its sequel, Adventures of Huckleberry Finn 
(1885), the latter often called 'the Great American Novel'.
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Tyau, Kathleen. A Little Too Much Is Enough. New York. 1995. Farrar Straus 
Giroux. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374189501. 1st Novel. 225 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 21319. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Mahealani Wong was named for the full moon she was 
born under as her Chinese grandmother believed it would bring her good luck. She 
has a full helping of her fathers full Hawaiian lips and the rebellious heart of an 
American teenager. In this vibrant tale, Mahi tries to get more than the 'little too 
much' that is enough for the loving and hard-to-let-go-of-one-another Wong family.

Kathleen Tyau was born in 1947 in California, raised in Hawaii: Waikiki, Pearl City, 
and Moanalua. She attended Pearl City public schools, and graduated from Saint 
Andrew's Priory. Her writing career began at the age of 13 with the publication of an
essay in the Honolulu Star Bulletin and attended Lewis and Clark College, BA in 
English, 1969
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Tyau, Kathleen. A Little Too Much Is Enough. New York. 1995. Farrar Straus 
Giroux. 1st Edition. Very Good in Worn Dustjacket.Remainder Mark On Bottom 
Edge. 0374189501. 1st Novel. 225 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 21907. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Mahealani Wong was named for the full moon she was 
born under as her Chinese grandmother believed it would bring her good luck. She 
has a full helping of her fathers full Hawaiian lips and the rebellious heart of an 
American teenager. In this vibrant tale, Mahi tries to get more than the 'little too 
much' that is enough for the loving and hard-to-let-go-of-one-another Wong family.

Kathleen Tyau was born in 1947 in California, raised in Hawaii: Waikiki, Pearl City, 
and Moanalua. She attended Pearl City public schools, and graduated from Saint 
Andrew's Priory. Her writing career began at the age of 13 with the publication of an
essay in the Honolulu Star Bulletin and attended Lewis and Clark College, BA in 
English, 1969
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Tyau, Kathleen. Makai. New York. 1999. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374200009. 292 pages. hardcover. Cover: Lynn Buckley.
Inventory # 27860. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The story of a friendship altered forever by Pearl Harbor.
In her second novel, Kathleen Tyau takes us from the shoeshine stands and dance
halls of Honolulu's Chinatown to the rough, remote Maui coast in this saga of two 
Chinese Hawaiian women and their intertwined lives. Alice Lum narrates this story of
her troubling but devoted friendship with her beautiful and bold best friend, Annabel
Lee, whose Hawaiian great-grandmother performed the hula for royalty. Alice and 
Annabel graduate from high school with gas masks slung across their white dresses
in the spring following the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor. Both girls depend on 
handsome Sammy Woo, a friend who sparks a lasting rivalry between them. After 
the war, Annabel leaves Hawaii and goes 'makai'-toward the sea-all the way to 
Florida to seek a mainland life she has long imagined. Shy Alice stays close to 
home, but even there she is not safe-not from the anxieties of marriage or 
motherhood, or from the island itself. Years later, Alice and Annabel meet again in 
Hawaii, where they confront their difficult history, which seems to repeat itself with 
their children. Alice must learn to find her place among the tangled strands of the 
Woo and Lee families, and to understand the nature of love. Beautifully written and 
brutally honest, Makai is an extraordinary novel about friendship, loss, and the sea.

Kathleen Tyau was born in 1947 in California, raised in Hawaii: Waikiki, Pearl City, 
and Moanalua. She attended Pearl City public schools, and graduated from Saint 
Andrew's Priory. Her writing career began at the age of 13 with the publication of an
essay in the Honolulu Star Bulletin and attended Lewis and Clark College, BA in 
English, 1969
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Tyau, Kathleen. Makai. New York. 1999. Farrar Straus Giroux. Uncorrected Proof. 
Very Good in Wrappers. 0374200009. 289 pages. paperback. Inventory # 27291. 
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The story of a friendship altered forever by Pearl Harbor.
In her second novel, Kathleen Tyau takes us from the shoeshine stands and dance
halls of Honolulu's Chinatown to the rough, remote Maui coast in this saga of two 
Chinese Hawaiian women and their intertwined lives. Alice Lum narrates this story of
her troubling but devoted friendship with her beautiful and bold best friend, Annabel
Lee, whose Hawaiian great-grandmother performed the hula for royalty. Alice and 
Annabel graduate from high school with gas masks slung across their white dresses
in the spring following the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor. Both girls depend on 
handsome Sammy Woo, a friend who sparks a lasting rivalry between them. After 
the war, Annabel leaves Hawaii and goes 'makai'-toward the sea-all the way to 
Florida to seek a mainland life she has long imagined. Shy Alice stays close to 
home, but even there she is not safe-not from the anxieties of marriage or 
motherhood, or from the island itself. Years later, Alice and Annabel meet again in 
Hawaii, where they confront their difficult history, which seems to repeat itself with 
their children. Alice must learn to find her place among the tangled strands of the 
Woo and Lee families, and to understand the nature of love. Beautifully written and 
brutally honest, Makai is an extraordinary novel about friendship, loss, and the sea.

Kathleen Tyau was born in 1947 in California, raised in Hawaii: Waikiki, Pearl City, 
and Moanalua. She attended Pearl City public schools, and graduated from Saint 
Andrew's Priory. Her writing career began at the age of 13 with the publication of an
essay in the Honolulu Star Bulletin and attended Lewis and Clark College, BA in 
English, 1969
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Tygiel, Jules. The Great Los Angeles Swindle: Oil, Stocks, & Scandal During the 
Roaring Twenties. New York. 1994. Oxford University Press. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 019505489x. 398 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 27667. 
$15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here is a saga of the roaring twenties, with its 
glorification of business, its get-rich-quick mentality, and its paucity of government 
regulation-which bred speculation, corruption, and corporate chaos throughout the 
country. The Great Los Angeles Swindle exposes the schemes of C. C. Julian and 
his Julian Petroleum Corporation, known familiarly to thousands of Los Angeles 
residents as Julian Pete, thanks to Julian's folksy weekly newspaper ads. The Julian
Pete swindle ranked with Teapot Dome as one of the great scandals of the era and
symbolized the failure of 20s boosterism and speculation.

Jules Tygiel, a native of Brooklyn, is Professor of History at San Francisco State 
University and founder of the Pacific Ghost League. He is the author of The Great 
Los Angeles Swindle: Oil, Stocks, and Scandal During the Roaring Twenties.
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Tyldesley, Joyce. Nefertiti: Egypt's Sun Queen. New York. 1999. Viking Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670869988. 232 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Jae W. Song. Inventory # 26387. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the tradition of her intriguing Hatchepsut, Joyce 
Tyldesley rescues another female ruler from the shadows of history c. 1350 b.c.: 
Queen Nefertiti (literally 'a beautiful woman has come'). We know her from the 
exquisite painted bust in the Berlin Museum, discovered in 1912, which has made 
her ancient Egypt's most recognizable queen and a symbol of her country's history.
Until now, however, she has remained largely unknown and unrecognized for her 
contributions to Egyptian society. Wife of Akhenaten, the monotheistic pharaoh, 
adored by her family, blessed by the sun god, and worshiped by her people, Nefertiti
suddenly and completely vanished from the record. Was she banished by her 
husband or raised to rule as his equal? Did she reign, under another name, in her 
own right? Could she have been the áminence grise behind the young 
Tutankhamen, her son-in-law? Tyldesley synergizes archeological, textual, and 
artistic evidence in a detailed discussion of Nefertiti's life and times at the ephemeral
and heretical Amarna court. Nefertiti is a radical re-creation of the woman who was 
the most influential in the Bronze Age world.

Joyce Ann Tyldesley (born 25 February 1960) is a British archaeologist and 
Egyptologist, academic, writer and broadcaster who specialises in the women of 
ancient Egypt.
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Ueda, Makoto (editor). The Mother of Dreams and Other Short Stories. Tokyo. 1986.
Kodansha. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0870117750. 279 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 3849. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is an anthology of stories about women in Japanese
society. It includes works by Dazai, Oe, Abe, and other celebrated Japanese writers.
The stories presented reflect traditional women's roles while showing what radical 
changes have taken place, especially since World War II.

Makoto Ueda (1931–2020) was a professor emeritus of Japanese literature at 
Stanford University.
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Ulin, David L. (editor). Writing Los Angeles: A Literary Anthology. New York. 2002. 
Library of America. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1931082278. 
880 pages. hardcover. Design by Doyle Partners. Inventory # 32861. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In WRITING LOS ANGELES: A LITERARY 
ANTHOLOGY, The Library of America presents a glittering panorama m fiction, 
poetry, essays, journalism, and diaries by more than seventy writers. Beginning with
Helen Hunt Jackson’s romantic portrayal of the city’s early days, the anthology 
covers a century’s worth of Los Angeles writing. It brings to life the entrancing 
surfaces and unsettling contradictions of the City of Angels, from Raymond 
Chandler’s evocation of murderous moods fed by the Santa Ana winds to John 
Gregory Dunne’s affectionate tribute to ‘the deceptive perspectives of the pale 
subtropical light.’ Here are fascinating strata of Los Angeles history, from the 1920s
oil boom and the 1940s Zoot Suit Riots to 1950s beat culture and 1980s graffiti art, 
from flamboyant evangelist Aimee Semple McPherson to surf music genius Brian 
Wilson. The pleasures and discontents of the Hollywood movie colony are parsed by
such observers as Nathanael West, F. Scott Fitzgerald, and Christopher Isherwood.
Fragile ecosystems, architectural splendors, and social chasms are examined by 
writers as vanous as M.EK. Fisher, William Faulkner, Bertolt Brecht, Evelyn Waugh,
Octavio Paz, Joan Didion, Ray Bradbury, Charles Bukowski, Walter Mosley, Mona 
Simpson, and Charles Mingus. Art Pepper discovers the Central Avenue jazz scene
of the 1940s; Salka Viertel recalls her circle of German émigré intellectuals; Garrett
Hongo navigates the complexities of the city’s racial patchwork; Tom Wolfe 
celebrates the sub- culture of custom car aficionados; John McPhee investigates the
devastation of Los Angeles mud slides; screenwriter Robert Towne reflects on 
Chinatown’s origin; David Hockney teaches him- self to drive; James Ellroy 
delineates the world of hard-bitten homicide cops; Pico Iyer finds at LAX ‘as clear an
image as exists today of the world we are about to enter.’ WRITING LOS ANGELES
is an incomparable literary tour of a city of shifting identities and endless surprises.

DAVID L. ULIN, editor, is a frequent contributor to the Los Angeles Times, LA 
Weekly, and other publications. He recently edited Another City, an anthology of 
contemporary Los Angeles poetry and prose.
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Unell, Barbara C. and Wyckoff, Jerry L. Discipline Without Shouting or Spanking: 
Practical Solutions to the Most Common Preschool Behavior Problems. Deephaven.
Meadowbrook. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0881660191.
135 pages. Paperback. Inventory # 41003. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - YOU CAN HANDLE YOUR CHILD'S BEHAVIOR 
PROBLEMS WITHOUT SHOUTING OR SPANKING Discipline Without Shouting or
Spanking offers effective, practical, nonviolent options for correcting the most 
common behavior problems of preschoolers. You will learn how to deal with 
misbehavior including temper tantrums, whining, negativity, sibling rivalry, 
possessiveness, aggressive behavior, resisting bedtime, playing with food, and 
many more problems -- without shouting or spanking. The authors' advice will help 
you be a more effective parent and discipline your child in a loving yet firm way, 
without damaging self-esteem or natural curiosity about the world. This easy-to-use 
text has been formatted like a first-aid manual for handling misbehavior.

The devoted mother of two adult children, Barbara Unell has been an entrepreneur,
author, and parent educator since 1978, promoting social justice and healthy living 
through developing community-based programs and national publications and 
books. For more than 30 years, she has been committed to finding cooperative 
solutions to the challenges of living in health and harmony by bringing together the 
three foundations of communities of good character: parents who model positive 
behaviors and prioritize their family's well-being; schools devoted to educating for 
character; and corporate and media support for causes that celebrate life and foster
the greater good for all. Jerry L. Wyckoff, Ph.D., received his degree in 
developmental and child psychology from the University of Kansas. A psychologist 
and special education administrator in public education for nearly two decades, he 
has been a consultant to school districts nationwide. Dr. Wyckoff has also served as
adjunct and visiting professor for numerous colleges and universities, and as 
chairperson for many professional advisory boards, including the Kansas Committee
for the Prevention of Child Abuse's Stop Violence Committee. He's the coauthor of 
Discipline Without Shouting or Spanking, The Eight Seasons of Parenthood, How to
Discipline Your Six- to Twelve-Year-Old, and 20 Teachable Virtues.
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Unger, Robert. The Union Station Massacre: The Original Sin of J. Edgar Hoover's 
FBI. Kansas City. 1997. Andrews & McMeel. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0836227735. 256 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 24516. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a hot June morning in 1933, 4 lawmen were brutally 
murdered in the parking lot of Kansas City's Union Station, among them an agent 
from the Department of Justice's Bureau of Investigation. Within hours, the bureaus'
young director swore his men to vengeance. Out of this carnage of the massacre 
would grow the modern FBI and its legendary leader, J. Edgar Hoover. The author 
claims that Hoover & the FBI framed ‘Pretty Boy’ Floyd and Adam Richetti for the 
murders of 4 lawmen in Kansas City in 1933. He goes on to suggest that Hoover 
used the publicity generated by this case to build the Bureau into the powerful 
institution it later became.

Robert Unger is head of the Urban Journalism Program at the University of Missouri-
Kansas City. He was the national correspondent for The Kansas City Star 
newspaper from 1979 to 1993 and prior to that was a reporter, columnist, and 
foreign correspondent for the Chicago Tribune from 1970 to 1979. He has won the 
National Press Club's Edwin M. Hood Award for Diplomatic Correspondence and 
has received awards for investigative reporting from the AP and UPI. He shares a 
Pulitzer Prize and has been a Pulitzer nominee a dozen times during his career. He 
is a graduate of the University of Missouri School of Journalism and Harvard 
University's John F. Kennedy School of Government. Unger lives outside Kansas 
City with his wife, Marianne.keywords
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Unsworth, Barry. After Hannibal. New York. 1997. Doubleday. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0385486510. 251 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by
Ruth Marten. Inventory # 27352. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Golden Umbria is home to breathtaking scenery and 
great art; it is also where Hannibal and his invading band of Carthaginians 
ambushed and slaughtered a Roman legion, and where the local place-names still 
speak of that bloodshed. Unsworth’s contemporary invaders include the Greens, a 
retired American couple seeking serenity among the Umbrian hills, who are bilked 
out of their savings by the corrupt English ‘building expert’ Stan Blemish; the 
Chapmans, a British property speculator and his wife, whose dispute with their 
neighbors over a wall escalates into a feud of nearly medieval proportions; Anders 
Ritter, a German haunted by the part his father played in a mass killing of Italian 
hostages in Rome during the Second World War; and Fabio and Arturo, a gay 
couple who, searching for peace and self-sufficiency, find treachery instead. And at 
the center of all these webs of deceit and greed is the cunning lawyer Mancini, 
happy to aid the disputants - and to exploit to the fullest the faith that these 
‘innocents abroad’ have placed in him.

Barry Unsworth (10 August 1930 – 4 June 2012) was an English writer known for his
historical fiction. He published 17 novels, and was shortlisted for the Booker Prize 
three times, winning once for the 1992 novel Sacred Hunger.
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Unsworth, Barry. Losing Nelson. New York. 1999. Doubleday. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0385486529. 339 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 27252. 
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Barry Unsworth, author of the Booker Prize-winning 
Sacred Hunger and the bestselling Morality Play, has long established his genius for
both historical narrative and for sharply observed, fantastically odd characters and 
stories. In Losing Nelson, Unsworth's most brilliantly imagined novel yet and a 
nominee for the Booker Prize, he has enlisted all these proven talents in a way 
unprecedented in his earlier work. Every day, Charles Cleasby relives the events of
Lord Horatio Nelson's life. He holds no regard for year-by-year chronology, so his life
is a bustle of anniversaries: a political confrontation in 1797, for instance, might be 
followed immediately by a climactic sea battle in 1805. He reenacts the battles in his
basement on a huge blue-glass table, moving the perfectly rendered ships that 
represent Nelson's Royal Navy and its enemies, thus reliving Nelson's triumphs. 
Losing Nelson is a novel of obsession, the story of a man unable to see himself 
separately from the hero he mistakenly idolizes. Cleasby is, in fact, a Nelson 
biographer run amok. He is convinced that Nelson--Britain's greatest admiral, who 
finally defeated Napoleon, and lost his own life, in the Battle of Trafalgar--is the 
perfect hero, but in his research he has come upon an incident of horrifying brutality
in Nelson's military career that simply stumps all attempts at glorification. Admiral 
Nelson, faults and all, is a hero to many, but to Cleasby he is something more. 
Cleasby has come to think of himself as Nelson's dark side, the fallible human flip-
side of the perfect man. And so Nelson's transgression represents more than just a 
chink in his thesis. Further, Cleasby's new assistant, Miss Lily of Avon Secretarial 
Services, insists on maintaining a running criticism of Nelson as she takes dictation,
not to mention the objections she voices to the isolated, sheltered way Cleasby lives
his life. Something has to give, and give it does--in the most astonishing and 
entertaining of ways.

Barry Unsworth (10 August 1930 – 4 June 2012) was an English writer known for his
historical fiction. He published 17 novels, and was shortlisted for the Booker Prize 
three times, winning once for the 1992 novel Sacred Hunger.
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Unsworth, Barry. Morality Play. New York. 1995. Doubleday. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0385479530. 207 pages. hardcover. Jacket art from 
Bettmann Archive. Inventory # 23992. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Nicholas Barber is a twenty-three-year-old priest who, 
fearing the wrath of the bishop for breaking his vows of chastity, takes up with a 
troupe of traveling players. Coming to a small town in the middle of winter, the 
troupe puts on their usual morality play but gets caught up in a drama of a different 
kind: a murder has taken place, and a mute-and-deaf girl stands condemned, 
awaiting execution. Seeing an opportunity to attract a larger audience than ever, the
players go through the town collecting information about the murder, which they 
weave into their next performance. As they perform, the story takes on a life of its 
own. Soon they learn that their drama is far closer to the dangerous truth than they 
originally imagined - and they are summoned to perform for the local potentate, the
powerful Lord de Guise, who has his own reasons to be interested in their version of
events. Bringing fourteenth-century England to vibrant life, Barry Unsworth deftly 
shows us a time that is far off yet strangely familiar, where underneath medieval 
trappings lie the same corruption and moral dilemmas we face today.

Barry Unsworth (10 August 1930 – 4 June 2012) was an English writer known for his
historical fiction. He published 17 novels, and was shortlisted for the Booker Prize 
three times, winning once for the 1992 novel Sacred Hunger.
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Unsworth, Barry. Stone Virgin. Boston. 1986. Houghton Mifflin. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0395354129. 309 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
illustration by Carol Wald. Inventory # 27351. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A mysterious sculpture of a beautiful and erotic Madonna
holds the key to the Fornarini family’s secrets. When Raikes, a conservation expert,
tries to restore her, he is swept under the statue’s spell--and that of Chiara Litsov, a
member of the Fornarini family. Raikes finds himself losing all moral grounding as 
his love for statue and woman intertwine in lust and murder.

Barry Unsworth (10 August 1930 – 4 June 2012) was an English writer known for his
historical fiction. He published 17 novels, and was shortlisted for the Booker Prize 
three times, winning once for the 1992 novel Sacred Hunger.
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Unsworth, Barry. The Rage of the Vulture. Boston. 1983. Houghton Mifflin. 1st 
American Edition. Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front, Otherwise Very Good in
Slightly Worn Dustjacket With Some Tears. 0395325269. 443 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Robert Anthony. Inventory # 27380. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Robert Markham is an Englishman in 1908 
Constantinople. The Ottoman world is crumbling and Markham is a new appointee 
to the British legation in Turkey. Twelve years before, he had watched helplessly as
his Armenian fiance had been brutally raped and murdered, Now he seeks revenge
amid the breakdown of the Turkish empire.

Barry Unsworth (10 August 1930 – 4 June 2012) was an English writer known for his
historical fiction. He published 17 novels, and was shortlisted for the Booker Prize 
three times, winning once for the 1992 novel Sacred Hunger.
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Unwin, Mike. The Atlas of Birds: Diversity, Behavior, and Conservation. Princeton. 
2011. Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9780691149493. 144 pages. paperback. Inventory # 37875. $22.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE BEST FULL-COLOR ATLAS OF THE WORLD’S 
BIRDS. The Atlas of Birds captures the breathtaking diversity of birdlife around the 
world. This authoritative and full-color atlas features stunning maps that show where
birds are found and explain their distribution, with numerous photos and illustrations
that showcase the most interesting aspects of bird behavior. Conservation is 
highlighted throughout, backed up by the very latest findings from BirdLife 
International on the threats birds face today. The Atlas of Birds looks at the 
astonishing variety of behavioral adaptations—from flight and feeding to nest 
building and song—that have enabled birds to thrive in virtually every habitat on 
Earth. It covers bird evolution, charts key migratory flyways around the globe, and 
explores the complex relationship between birds and humans using regional and 
world maps. This one-of-a-kind atlas explains the different classifications of birds—
such as flightless birds, songbirds, seabirds, wildfowl, parrots, and raptors— and 
includes maps and case studies that illustrate where and why birds are most under 
threat, and what is being done to protect them. FEATURES - The premier illustrated
atlas to bird diversity, behavior, and conservation; Features full-color maps, photos,
and diagrams; Covers bird habitats, evolution, migration, and classification; Explores
the complex relationship between birds and humans; Illustrates where and why birds
are most under threat— and how to protect them.

Mike Unwin is a nature writer and illustrator whose work has appeared in leading 
publications such as Bird Watching and Birdwatch. His many books include RSPB 
Guide to Birdwatching and Southern African Wildlife: A Visitor’s Guide.
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Updike, John. A Month of Sundays. New York. 1975. Knopf. 1st Edition. Very Good 
in Dustjacket. 0394495519. 228 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Neil Fujita. 
Inventory # 1329. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this brilliant novel, John Updike has created one of his
most memorable characters: the Reverend Tom Marshfield — literate, charming, 
sexual — whose outrageous behavior with the ladies of his flock scandalizes his 
parish.

John Hoyer Updike (18 March 1932 – 27 January 2009) was an American novelist, 
poet, short story writer, art critic, and literary critic. Updike's most famous work is his
Harry ‘Rabbit’ Angstrom series (the novels Rabbit, Run; Rabbit Redux; Rabbit Is 
Rich; Rabbit At Rest; and the novella ‘Rabbit Remembered‘), which chronicles 
Rabbit's life over the course of several decades, from young adulthood to his death.
Both Rabbit Is Rich (1981) and Rabbit At Rest (1990) received the Pulitzer Prize. 
Updike is one of only three authors (the others were Booth Tarkington and William 
Faulkner) to win the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction more than once. He published more 
than twenty novels and more than a dozen short story collections, as well as poetry,
art criticism, literary criticism and children's books. Hundreds of his stories, reviews,
and poems appeared in The New Yorker, starting in 1954. He also wrote regularly 
for The New York Review of Books.
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Updike, John. Hugging the Shore: Essays & Criticism. New York. 1983. Knopf. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0394531795. 919 pages.
hardcover. Inventory # 1345. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Writing criticism is to writing fiction and poetry as 
hugging the shore is to sailing in the open sea,’ John Updike writes in his foreword 
to this collection of mostly literary considerations. Since 1960 the novelist and poet 
has been reviewing books for The New Yorker, and the reviews of the last eight 
years make up the bulk of this volume. When Picked-Up Pieces, his last such round-
up, as published, Joyce Carol Oates called it ‘an irresistibly readable collection of 
reviews, critical and autobiographical essays, and interviews,’ and John Cheever 
spoke of ‘Updike’s extraordinary radiance.’ Even his fellow critics have been 
encouraging: George Steiner has written of Updlke’s ‘unforgiving yet strangely 
solicitous, almost tender intelligence’; Richard Locke has chimed ‘there is an 
immensely attractive, nonacademic attentiveness to his reviews’; and James Atlas 
has complimented the article on Melville included here as ‘the sort of ambitious 
scholarly reappraisal not seen in this country since the death of Edmund Wilson.’ 
Wilson, indeed, is one of the authors HUGGING THE SHORE treats with especial 
attentiveness and affection; others are Vladimir Nabokov, Franz Kafka, Muriel 
Spark, Anne Tyler, halo Calvino, Henry Green, Robert Pinget, L. E. Sissman, R. K.
Narayan, and Roland Barthes. But fond applause is also bestowed on movie 
actresses Louise Brooks and Doris Day and on golfers Sam Snead and Arnold 
Palmer. As a literary critic Mr. Updike ranges through not only American and 
European fiction but also African arid Oriental authors and studies in art, 
anthropology, and theology. The voyage ends in the snug harbor of the author’s 
comments upon his own works and begins somewhere near deep water, with a 
flotilla of imaginary interviews, short fiction, humorous pieces, and essays.

John Hoyer Updike (18 March 1932 – 27 January 2009) was an American novelist, 
poet, short story writer, art critic, and literary critic. Updike's most famous work is his
Harry ‘Rabbit’ Angstrom series (the novels Rabbit, Run; Rabbit Redux; Rabbit Is 
Rich; Rabbit At Rest; and the novella ‘Rabbit Remembered‘), which chronicles 
Rabbit's life over the course of several decades, from young adulthood to his death.
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Updike, John. Problems and Other Stories. New York. 1979. Knopf. 1st Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0394507053. 260 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 1337. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - John Updike's first collection of new short stories in 
seven years deals with such problems as divorce and remarriage, parents and 
children, prostitution and leprosy, extinct mammals and guilt-gems, resigning from a
committee and getting in and out of Ethiopia.

John Hoyer Updike (18 March 1932 – 27 January 2009) was an American novelist, 
poet, short story writer, art critic, and literary critic. Updike's most famous work is his
Harry ‘Rabbit’ Angstrom series (the novels Rabbit, Run; Rabbit Redux; Rabbit Is 
Rich; Rabbit At Rest; and the novella ‘Rabbit Remembered‘), which chronicles 
Rabbit's life over the course of several decades, from young adulthood to his death.
Both Rabbit Is Rich (1981) and Rabbit At Rest (1990) received the Pulitzer Prize. 
Updike is one of only three authors (the others were Booth Tarkington and William 
Faulkner) to win the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction more than once. He published more 
than twenty novels and more than a dozen short story collections, as well as poetry,
art criticism, literary criticism and children's books. Hundreds of his stories, reviews,
and poems appeared in The New Yorker, starting in 1954. He also wrote regularly 
for The New York Review of Books.
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Upfield, Arthur W. No Footprints in the Bush. Garden City. 1944. Doubleday Doran.
1st American Edition. Very Slight Watermark On Bottom Corner Of Front Free 
Endpaper, Otherwise Very Good. 213 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 13745. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Swift action and brutal violence mark the beginning of 
Detective-Inspector Napoleon Bonaparte's this episode of adventure in the 
Australian bush country. Crouched under the shade of some cabbage trees, bony 
looked down the road that led into the Land of Burning Water and saw the tragedy 
unfold in front of his very eyes. He first noticed the car carrying Police Sergeant 
Errey trailing a white cloud of dust across the desert. He watched the silver-gray 
monoplane swoop down over the automobile. Frozen with horror, he saw the bomb
explode and a sheet of flame devour the car. Yet, seeing so much, Bony still 
understood very little until he arrived at the lonely homestead of Mr. Donald 
McPherson. In record time Bony extricated the identity of the killer pilot from a 
reluctant informer and began his dangerous chase into the wilds of the unfriendly 
aborigine country. Frankly and excitingly melodramatic, this Upfield mystery 
combines fast action with psychological overtones and brilliant local color. Originally
published in Australia in 1940 as BUSHRANGER OF THE SKIES.

Arthur William Upfield (1 September 1890 - 13 February 1964) was an Australian 
writer, best known for his works of detective fiction featuring Detective Inspector 
Napoleon Bonaparte ('Bony') of the Queensland Police Force, a half-caste 
Aborigine. Born in England, Upfield moved to Australia in 1910 and fought with the 
Australian military during the First World War. Following his war service, he travelled
extensively throughout Australia, obtaining a knowledge of Australian Aboriginal 
culture that would later be used extensively in his written works. In addition to his 
detective fiction, Upfield was also a member of the Australian Geological Society 
and was involved in numerous scientific expeditions. Upfield's works remained 
popular after his death, and in the 1970s were the basis for an Australian television 
series entitled ‘Boney’.
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Upfield, Arthur W. The Bachelors of Broken Hill. Garden City. 1950. Doubleday. 1st
American Edition. Some Faint Traces Of The Remains Of A Bookplate On Front 
Free Endpaper & 100 Penned On Top Corner Of Front Endpaper, Otherwise Very 
Good. No Dustjacket. 221 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 2823. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A string of bizarre murders shares common elements: all
the victims are elderly bachelors and there is always a woman nearby at the time of 
the deaths. When the witnesses' descriptions of the woman vary widely, half-
Aborigine detective Napoleon Bonaparte (‘Bony’) finds himself calling on a 
professional burglar and an amateur sketch artist for help.

Arthur William Upfield (1 September 1890 - 13 February 1964) was an Australian 
writer, best known for his works of detective fiction featuring Detective Inspector 
Napoleon Bonaparte ('Bony') of the Queensland Police Force, a half-caste 
Aborigine. Born in England, Upfield moved to Australia in 1910 and fought with the 
Australian military during the First World War. Following his war service, he travelled
extensively throughout Australia, obtaining a knowledge of Australian Aboriginal 
culture that would later be used extensively in his written works. In addition to his 
detective fiction, Upfield was also a member of the Australian Geological Society 
and was involved in numerous scientific expeditions. Upfield's works remained 
popular after his death, and in the 1970s were the basis for an Australian television 
series entitled ‘Boney’.
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Upfield, Arthur W. The House of Cain. San Francisco. 1983. Dennis McMillan 
Publications. 1st of This Reprinted Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0960998608. 
Introduction by Philip Jose Farmer. Limited to 1,000 copies. 286 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket art by George Barr. Inventory # 7092. $135

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A mystery by Upfield that predates the appearance of his
famous, half-breed detective Napoleon Bonaparte. A first-rate thriller about an 
American millionaire who owns the House of Cain. The owner himself is a threefold
murderer and offers his lodgings as a haven for murderers wanted by the law. It is 
with this man that Austiline Thorpe, the beautiful fiancee of Martin Sherwood, 
becomes involved.

Arthur William Upfield (1 September 1890 - 13 February 1964) was an Australian 
writer, best known for his works of detective fiction featuring Detective Inspector 
Napoleon Bonaparte ('Bony') of the Queensland Police Force, a half-caste 
Aborigine. Born in England, Upfield moved to Australia in 1910 and fought with the 
Australian military during the First World War. Following his war service, he travelled
extensively throughout Australia, obtaining a knowledge of Australian Aboriginal 
culture that would later be used extensively in his written works. In addition to his 
detective fiction, Upfield was also a member of the Australian Geological Society 
and was involved in numerous scientific expeditions. Upfield's works remained 
popular after his death, and in the 1970s were the basis for an Australian television 
series entitled ‘Boney’.
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Upfield, Arthur W. Venom House. Garden City. 1952. Doubleday/Crime Club. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good. No Dustjacket. 184 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
7089. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Answerth family's mansion seems to deserve its 
nickname of 'Venom House'. Perhaps that's because of its forbidding setting, an 
island in the centre of a man-made lake, the treacherous waters studded by the 
skeletons of long-dead trees. Perhaps it's because of the unquiet ghosts of the 
Aborigines slaughtered by Answerth ancestors. Or perhaps it's just because the 
Answerth household is such a strange one.

Arthur William Upfield (1 September 1890 - 13 February 1964) was an Australian 
writer, best known for his works of detective fiction featuring Detective Inspector 
Napoleon Bonaparte ('Bony') of the Queensland Police Force, a half-caste 
Aborigine. Born in England, Upfield moved to Australia in 1910 and fought with the 
Australian military during the First World War. Following his war service, he travelled
extensively throughout Australia, obtaining a knowledge of Australian Aboriginal 
culture that would later be used extensively in his written works. In addition to his 
detective fiction, Upfield was also a member of the Australian Geological Society 
and was involved in numerous scientific expeditions. Upfield's works remained 
popular after his death, and in the 1970s were the basis for an Australian television 
series entitled ‘Boney’.
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Upfield, Arthur. Bony and the Kelly Gang. London. 1960. Heinemann. 1st British 
Edition. Very Small Bookseller Stamp On Bottom Corner Of Front Free Endpaper, 
Otherwise Very Good. No Dustjacket. 208 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 13744. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The inimitable Detective-Inspector Napoleon Bonaparte
must penetrate a close-knit group of hard-drinking Irishmen to find the killer of a 
government officer, who was looking for illicit ‘stills.’

Arthur William Upfield (1 September 1890 - 13 February 1964) was an Australian 
writer, best known for his works of detective fiction featuring Detective Inspector 
Napoleon Bonaparte ('Bony') of the Queensland Police Force, a half-caste 
Aborigine. Born in England, Upfield moved to Australia in 1910 and fought with the 
Australian military during the First World War. Following his war service, he travelled
extensively throughout Australia, obtaining a knowledge of Australian Aboriginal 
culture that would later be used extensively in his written works. In addition to his 
detective fiction, Upfield was also a member of the Australian Geological Society 
and was involved in numerous scientific expeditions. Upfield's works remained 
popular after his death, and in the 1970s were the basis for an Australian television 
series entitled ‘Boney’.
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Urbainczyk, Theresa. Slave Revolts in Antiquity. Berkeley. 2008. University Of 
California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520257023. 1
map. 191 pages. paperback. Inventory # 19163. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Although much has been written on Greek and Roman 
slavery in antiquity, the same cannot be said for slave resistance in this period. 
Slave revolts have typically been dismissed as historically insignificant or 
exceptional events resulting from peculiar historical circumstances. In the first in-
depth work on this topic to be published in two decades, Theresa Urbainczyk 
challenges much current thinking by looking beyond the canonical sources to reveal
a longer and far more significant history of slave resistance. Her engaging, up-to-
date account considers the circumstances of these revolts, looks at slave leaders 
and how they are recorded in history, explores the aims of slaves, examines 
attitudes toward freedom and slavery, and more. Dissecting both ancient and 
modern sources, she finds that the writers who recorded and rerecorded these slave
rebellions and wars had every reason to repress large-scale resistance or to 
reconfigure it as something other than what it was. Slave Revolts in Antiquity also 
addresses one of the most important issues of our own time: the meaning of 
freedom itself.

Theresa Urbainczyk is Senior Lecturer in Classics at University College Dublin and 
author of Spartacus, among other books.
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Uys, Errol Lincoln. Riding the Rails: Teenagers On the Move During the Great 
Depression. New York. 1999. TV Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 1575000377. 303 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 27494. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - One of the vital, neglected sagas of America in the 
1930s, the story of the boxcar boys and girls has seldom been told. First-hand 
accounts of individuals who endured those trying times are even more scarce. This 
companion book to the award-winning documentary 'Riding the Rails' draws 
primarily on letters and oral histories of three thousand men and women who 
hopped freight trains, their incredible journeys illustrated with rare archival photos.

Errol Lincoln Uys (pronounced 'Ace') was ten when he wrote Revenge, a novella 
penned on the back of worthless stock certificates tossed out by his mother. After 
high school, he worked as a law clerk before becoming a reporter on the 
Johannesburg Star. His next job was as editor of the Cape Town edition of Post, 
then South Africa's biggest weekly newspaper serving the African and mixed-race 
population. Moving to London, he was chief reporter for the South East London 
Mercury, before joining Reader's Digest in England. The magazine sent him back to
Africa, where he founded the first South African editorial office, becoming editor-in-
chief in 1972. Five years later, he immigrated to the United States with his family, 
joining the Digest's world headquarters as a senior international editor. In 1977, the
Digest assigned him to work with James A. Michener on his South African novel, 
The Covenant, a controversial collaboration covered in Secrets of a Best Seller. Uys
is the author of the best-selling historical novel, Brazil. Uys has also written the non-
fiction book, Riding the Rails: Teenagers on the Move During the Great Depression.
Now an American citizen, Uys lives in Dorchester, Boston.
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Vachss, Andrew. Down Here: A Burke Novel. New York. 2005. Vintage. 1st Vintage
Black Lizard Paperback Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers. 1400076110. 290 pages.
paperback. Cover photograph: David Trancoso. Cover design: Evan Gaffney 
Design. Inventory # 41580. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - For years Burke has harbored an outlaw's hard love for
Wolfe, the beautiful, driven former sex-crimes prosecutor who was fired for refusing 
to 'go along to get along.' So when Wolfe is arrested for the attempted murder of 
John Anson Wychek, a vicious rapist she once prosecuted, Burke deals himself in. 
That means putting together a distrustful alliance between his underground 'family of
choice,' Wolfe's private network, and a rogue NYPD detective who has his own 
stake in the outcome. Burke knows that Wolfe's alleged 'victim,' although convicted 
only once, is actually a serial rapist. The deeper he presses, the more gaping holes
he finds in the prosecution's case, but shadowy law enforcement agencies seem 
determined to protect Wychek at all costs, no matter who it sacrifices. Burke ups the
ante by re-opening all the old 'cold case' rape investigations, calls in a lot of markers
from both sides of the law, and finally shows all the players why 'down here' is no 
place for tourists.

Andrew Henry Vachss (born October 19, 1942) is an American crime fiction author,
child protection consultant, and attorney exclusively representing children and 
youths. He is also a founder and national advisory board member of PROTECT. 
Vachss' last name rhymes with 'tax'. He is a native New Yorker.
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Vachss, Andrew. Hard Candy. New York. 1989. Knopf. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0394577914. 241 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Inventory # 
12487. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this mercilessly compelling thriller, Burke-the private 
eye, sting artist, and occasional hit man who metes out a cruelly ingenious 
vengeance on those who victimize children-is up against a soft-spoken messiah, 
who may be rescuing runaways or recruiting them for his own hideous purposes. But
in doing so Burke becomes a target for an entire Mafia family, a whore with a heart 
of cyanide, and a contract killer as implacable as a heat-seeking missile. Written 
with Vachss's signature narrative overdrive-and his unnerving familiarity with the 
sub-basement of American crime-Hard Candy is vintage Burke.

Andrew Henry Vachss (born October 19, 1942) is an American crime fiction author,
child protection consultant, and attorney exclusively representing children and 
youths. He is also a founder and national advisory board member of PROTECT. 
Vachss' last name rhymes with 'tax'. He is a native New Yorker.
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Vachss, Andrew. The Getaway Man. New York. 2003. Vintage Crime/Black Lizard.
Advance Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 1400031192. A Vintage 
Crime/Black Lizard original. 195 pages. paperback. Cover design by Peter 
Mendelsund. Inventory # 42136. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Eddie starts stealing cars long before he's old enough to
get a license, driven by a force so compelling that he never questions, just obeys. 
After a series of false starts, interrupted by stays in juvenile institutions and a state 
prison term, Eddie's skills and loyalty attract the attention of J.C., a near-legendary 
hijacker. When he gets out, Eddie becomes the driver for J.C.'s ultra-professional 
crew. J.C., the master planner, is finally ready to pull off that one huge job every con
dreams of. the Retirement Score. But some roads have twists even a professional 
getaway man couldn't foresee. Andrew Vachss, a writer widely acclaimed for 
breathing new life and death into the crime genre, here presents a classic noir tale, 
relentlessly displaying and dissecting not guilt, but innocence.

Andrew Henry Vachss (born October 19, 1942) is an American crime fiction author,
child protection consultant, and attorney exclusively representing children and 
youths. He is also a founder and national advisory board member of PROTECT. 
Vachss' last name rhymes with 'tax'. He is a native New Yorker.
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Vaculik, Ludvik. The Guinea Pigs. New York. 1973. Third Press. 1st American 
Printing. Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front, Otherwise Very Good in Slightly
Worn Dustjacket. 0893880604. Translated from the Czech by Kaca Polackova. 167
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Bennie Arrington. Inventory # 8989. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE GUINEA PIGS is a chilling fable about 
dehumanization and alienation representing Vaculik's vision of the menace of Soviet
domination in the wake of the 1969 invasion. Written in 1970, it is not simply a 
political tract but a sweeping condemnation of totalitarianism.

Ludvík Vaculík (23 July 1926 in Brumov) is a Czech writer and journalist. A 
prominent samizdat writer, he is most famous as the author of the ‘Two Thousand 
Words‘ manifesto of June 1968.
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Vaculik, Ludvik. The Guinea Pigs (DUSTJACKET ONLY). New York. 1973. Third 
Press. Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0893880604. Translated from the 
Czech by Kaca Polackova. DUSTJACKET ONLY. Jacket design by Bennie 
Arrington. Inventory #  44277. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET
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Vakil, Ardashir. Beach Boy. New York. 1998. Scribner. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0684852993. 1st Novel. 239 pages. hardcover. Jacket design 
by Julie Metz. Inventory # 25730. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this first novel, eight-year-old Cyrus Readymoney 
introduces us to his magical universe of movies and mischief; tennis tournaments 
and truant afternoons; sex and samosas; the sea and the shore. Exploring Bombay 
in the early 1970s, Cyrus strays from his mostly absent parents, members of the 
Parsi elite, into the complex world of his neighbors, including a mysterious maharani
and her seductive adopted daughter. In his travels, he experiences the splendor of 
Hindi films and delights in all manner of mouthwatering food. But in the course of his
wanderings, Cyrus finds himself caught between the innocence and insouciance of 
his youth and the responsibility and worry that await his in adulthood. When his 
parents’ marriage falls apart and his family is shattered, Cyrus is forced out of his 
carefree existence into a more severe reality. With an acute ear for the nuances of 
Indian English and a comic appreciation of a boy’s life, Ardashir Vakil creates an 
extraordinarily vivid tableau of India while at the same time drawing a rich portrait of
adolescence and its appetites.

Ardashir Valki was born in Bombay in 1962. He lives in London with his wife and 
daughter and teaches English at Pimlico Comprehensive School. This is his first 
novel.
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Valat, Pierre-Marie. Animal Faces: 15 punch-out marsks. New York. 1988. Dutton. 
1st Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 0525444408. unpaginated. paperback. 
Inventory #  44173. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - 15 Die-cut Masks, Ready to Wear, Play with, and Share
with Friends. Do you ever feel like being someone else? Maybe someone with a 
golden mane and big, thoughtful eyes? Or someone with black fur and a secret, 
mysterious smile? Or someone with whiskers and a rumbling purr? Or someone with
gray, baggy skin and a swinging trunk? Or someone who can see in the dark and fly
on silent wings? Or someone with a mischievous smile, blue cheeks, and a red 
nose? Perfect for parties, plays, games, or decorating a room. On the back of each 
sturdy mask there is a description of the animal shown.

Pierre-Marie Valat was born in Saumur in 1953, and studied drawing at Arts-
Décoratifs in Paris. He likes to invent shocking images, two-way images; but he also
produces more tender images, like the stories for the children that he enjoys 
illustrating.
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Valat, Pierre-Marie. Dinosaur Faces: 5 Three-Dimensional Masks. New York. 1990.
Dutton. 1st Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 0525446311. unpaginated. paperback.
Inventory # 14601. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Pretend you’re a dinosaur! Bristling with horns, crests, 
and sharp teeth, these spectacular three-dimensional masks bring five prehistoric 
creatures back to life: triceratops, corythosaurus, tyrannosaurus, euoplocephalus, 
and their flying relative, the pteranodon. An informative description and full-length 
illustration are included on the back of each mask. Perfect for parties, games, plays,
or decorating a room. TO ASSEMBLE YOUR MASK: Press out the pieces of the 
mask and fold along the creases. Match the pieces that have the same numbers, 
and join them together. Follow the order of the numbers—fit together the parts 
numbered 1, then those numbered 2, and so on. Fasten flaps to the inside of the 
mask, and tape them down. Attach the dinosaur’s jaw by inserting paper fasteners 
into the precut holes, and its mouth will open and shut. Thread string or elastic 
through the other two holes, make a knot at each end, and your mask is ready to 
wear.

Pierre-Marie Valat was born in Saumur in 1953, and studied drawing at Arts-
Décoratifs in Paris. He likes to invent shocking images, two-way images; but he also
produces more tender images, like the stories for the children that he enjoys 
illustrating.
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Valentine, Jo. And Sometimes Death. New York. 1955. Bantam Books. 1st Bantam
Paperback Edition. Good in Wrappers. 215 pages. paperback. 1315. Cover painting
by Tom Dunn. Inventory # 41515. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Madeline Shared His Secret. ‘Madeline, for God’s sake -
keep away!’ Henry Duncane knew he was helplessly entangled in the lives of two 
women: His wife, who was waiting for the birth of their first child, and, in the deep 
shadows outside his home, this woman. Madeline laid her head on his chest. She 
knew the secret. Behind the cool competence of the engineer’s hands, his heart was
just as tempted and torn and bewildered as anyone’s. ‘I love you—and you love me,
Henry.’ He stared beyond her into the night. At any moment disaster might free her 
from the husband she didn’t love.

Charlotte Armstrong Lewi (May 2, 1905 in Vulcan, Michigan – July 7, 1969 in 
Glendale, California) was an American author. Under the names Charlotte 
Armstrong and Jo Valentine she wrote 29 novels. She also worked for The New 
York Times ' advertising department, as a fashion reporter for Breath of the Avenue 
(a buyer's guide), and in an accounting firm. Armstrong Lewi graduated from Vulcan
High School in Vulcan, Michigan, in June 1921. She attended the junior college 
program at Ferry Hall in Lake Forest, Illinois for one year (1921–22), during which 
time she served as Editor-in-Chief of the student publication, Ferry Tales. She 
attended the University of Wisconsin–Madison and received a Bachelor of Arts 
degree from Barnard College in 1925. She had a daughter and two sons with her 
husband, Jack Lewi. In 1957, she received an Edgar Award from the Mystery 
Writers of America for her novel A Dram of Poison. She wrote two other Edgar-
nominated novels, both published in 1967: The Gift Shop and Lemon in the Basket.
Three of her short stories, all published in Ellery Queen's Mystery Magazine, were 
nominated for Edgars: 'And Already Lost' (1957), 'The Case for Miss 
Peacock' (1965), and 'The Splintered Monday' (1966).
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Valenzuela, Luisa. Black Novel (With Argentines). New York. 1992. Simon & 
Schuster. Advance Uncorrected Reader's Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0671687646. Translated from the Spanish by Toby Talbot. paperback. Inventory # 
16713. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Three A.M. The present. A man emerges from a building,
a revolver in his pocket. Upstairs, in her apartment, alone in her bed, lies a woman-
an actress the man met for the first time earlier that evening. She is dead. There is 
no motive, no history. All there is to know is that the paths of two strangers crossed
one random night, and only one has emerged alive. The man is Agustin, an 
Argentine novelist adrift in New York, trying desperately to write. ‘Write with your 
body,’ his Argentine lover, Roberta, once urged him, and somewhere between an 
evening at an avant-garde play and that furtive early-morning escape, he has 
followed her advice, written indelibly, and opened the way to madness. Luisa 
Valenzuela’s dark story is a novel of obsession and crime, a commentary on the fine
line between creativity and insanity. Following in Dostoyevsky’s footsteps, 
Valenzuela leads us through Agustin’s psyche as he struggles through his guilt to 
understand the nature and origin of his crime. She plunges us, as well, into the life 
and mind of Roberta, who becomes obsessed with the murder, understanding that it
was probably she who inspired it. Black Novel is a stark and powerful work, literary 
to its core. Valenzuela is at home on the streets of New York, and she draws a 
penetrating portrait of the sub-city, complete with its filth and sadomasochism, its 
quirky and marginalized denizens, its seductive perversity.

Luisa Valenzuela (born November 26, 1938, in Buenos Aires, Argentina) is a 
post-'Boom' novelist and short story writer. Her writing is characterized by an 
experimental, avant-garde style which questions hierarchical social structures from a
feminist perspective. She is best known for her work written in response to the 
dictatorship of the 1970s in Argentina. Works such as Como en la guerra (1977), 
Cambio de armas (1982) and Cola de lagartija (1983) combine a powerful critique of
dictatorship with an examination of patriarchal forms of social organization and the 
power structures which inhere in human sexuality and gender relationships.
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Valenzuela, Luisa. Black Novel (With Argentines). New York. 1992. Simon & 
Schuster. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0671687646. Translated 
from the Spanish by Toby Talbot. 220 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Louise 
Fili. Author photograph by Brendan Hennessy. Inventory # 23297. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Three A.M. The present. A man emerges from a building,
a revolver in his pocket. Upstairs, in her apartment, alone in her bed, lies a woman-
an actress the man met for the first time earlier that evening. She is dead. There is 
no motive, no history. All there is to know is that the paths of two strangers crossed
one random night, and only one has emerged alive. The man is Agustin, an 
Argentine novelist adrift in New York, trying desperately to write. ‘Write with your 
body,’ his Argentine lover, Roberta, once urged him, and somewhere between an 
evening at an avant-garde play and that furtive early-morning escape, he has 
followed her advice, written indelibly, and opened the way to madness. Luisa 
Valenzuela’s dark story is a novel of obsession and crime, a commentary on the fine
line between creativity and insanity. Following in Dostoyevsky’s footsteps, 
Valenzuela leads us through Agustin’s psyche as he struggles through his guilt to 
understand the nature and origin of his crime. She plunges us, as well, into the life 
and mind of Roberta, who becomes obsessed with the murder, understanding that it
was probably she who inspired it. Black Novel is a stark and powerful work, literary 
to its core. Valenzuela is at home on the streets of New York, and she draws a 
penetrating portrait of the sub-city, complete with its filth and sadomasochism, its 
quirky and marginalized denizens, its seductive perversity.

Luisa Valenzuela (born November 26, 1938, in Buenos Aires, Argentina) is a 
post-'Boom' novelist and short story writer. Her writing is characterized by an 
experimental, avant-garde style which questions hierarchical social structures from a
feminist perspective. She is best known for her work written in response to the 
dictatorship of the 1970s in Argentina. Works such as Como en la guerra (1977), 
Cambio de armas (1982) and Cola de lagartija (1983) combine a powerful critique of
dictatorship with an examination of patriarchal forms of social organization and the 
power structures which inhere in human sexuality and gender relationships.
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Valenzuela, Luisa. Open Door. San Francisco. 1988. North Point Press. Advance 
Uncorrected Page-Proof Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 0865473102. Translated 
from the Spanish by Hortense Carpentier. J. Jorge Catello, Helen Lane, Christopher
Leland, Margaret Sayers Peden, David Unger. 202 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
15929. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Stories in the second and third part of this book have 
been selected by the author from the collections CLARA and STRANGE THINGS 
HAPPEN HERE, originally published by Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, New York. 
‘The Censors’ appeared in Short Shorts, edited by Irving Howe and Ilana Howe and
published by David Godine, Boston. CONTENTS: UP AMONG THE EAGLES - The
Censors; The Snow White Watchman; Cat’s Eye; Flea Market; Legend of the Self 
Sufficient Child; Country Carnival; Generous Impediments Float Downriver; The 
Redtown Chronicles; Up Among the Eagles; The Attainment of Knowledge; One 
Siren or Another; The Blue Water Man; My Everyday Colt; Papito’s Story; 
STRANGE THINGS HAPPEN HERE - Strange Things Happen Here; The Best Shod
‘oo; The Gift of Words; Love of Animals; The Verb to Kill; All About Suicide; The 
Celery Munchers; Vision out of the Corner of One Eye; Ladders to Success; A Story
About Greenery; The Place of Its Quietude; THE HERETICS - The Door; City of the
Unknown; Nihil Obstat; A Family for Clotilde; Trial of the Virgin; The Son of 
Kermaria; The Minstrels.

Luisa Valenzuela (born November 26, 1938, in Buenos Aires, Argentina) is a 
post-'Boom' novelist and short story writer. Her writing is characterized by an 
experimental, avant-garde style which questions hierarchical social structures from a
feminist perspective. She is best known for her work written in response to the 
dictatorship of the 1970s in Argentina. Works such as Como en la guerra (1977), 
Cambio de armas (1982) and Cola de lagartija (1983) combine a powerful critique of
dictatorship with an examination of patriarchal forms of social organization and the 
power structures which inhere in human sexuality and gender relationships.
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Valenzuela, Luisa. The Lizard's Tail. New York. 1983. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st 
American Edition. Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front, Otherwise Very Good in
Slightly Worn & Faded Dustjacket W/Some Tears & Chipping. 0374189943. 
Translated from the Spanish by Gregory Rabassa. 280 pages. hardcover. 
Photograph (c) 1983 by Jerry Hazier. Jacket design (c) 1983 by Tom Christopher. 
Inventory # 26006. $6.25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE LIZARD’S TAIL (the title is derived from the name of
an ancient South American whip) is a novel about power, about politics, and about
magic. It is based on a real story - the career of Lopez Rega, Isabel Perdn’s Minister
of Social Well-Being, who, for all intents and purposes, ruled Argentina literally 
through sorcery. Luisa Valenzuela has written a kind of imaginary biography of this 
figure, called the Sorcerer or witchdoc throughout The Lizard’s Tail, a biography 
whose subject is often the narrator. The Sorcerer is born with a curious physical 
particularity: he has three testicles. For him the third ball is not just an appendage 
but is in fact his sister, Estrella. The novel is the chronicle of the Sorcerer’s past, his
rise to power, his overthrow by the military, and his plot (the culmination of the book)
to return to power. The Sorcerer believes that he and his sister will conceive a son,
who will in turn rule. This story is entwined in Valenzuela’s narrative with piercingly 
accurate portraits of other Argentines - of the generals and Peronists, farmers and 
urban radicals who figure prominently in the book. Luisa Valenzuela, one of the 
leading writers in Latin America today, has redefined the possibilities of the political
novel, blending the fantastic and the real with authority and lucidity.

Luisa Valenzuela (born November 26, 1938, in Buenos Aires, Argentina) is a 
post-'Boom' novelist and short story writer. Her writing is characterized by an 
experimental, avant-garde style which questions hierarchical social structures from a
feminist perspective. She is best known for her work written in response to the 
dictatorship of the 1970s in Argentina. Works such as Como en la guerra (1977), 
Cambio de armas (1982) and Cola de lagartija (1983) combine a powerful critique of
dictatorship with an examination of patriarchal forms of social organization and the 
power structures which inhere in human sexuality and gender relationships.
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Valenzuela, Luisa. The Lizard's Tail. New York. 1983. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket W/A Small Dent On The Spine. 
0374189943. Translated from the Spanish by Gregory Rabassa. 280 pages. 
hardcover. Photograph (c) 1983 by Jerry Hazier. Jacket design (c) 1983 by Tom 
Christopher. Inventory # 2767. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE LIZARD’S TAIL (the title is derived from the name of
an ancient South American whip) is a novel about power, about politics, and about
magic. It is based on a real story - the career of Lopez Rega, Isabel Perdn’s Minister
of Social Well-Being, who, for all intents and purposes, ruled Argentina literally 
through sorcery. Luisa Valenzuela has written a kind of imaginary biography of this 
figure, called the Sorcerer or witchdoc throughout The Lizard’s Tail, a biography 
whose subject is often the narrator. The Sorcerer is born with a curious physical 
particularity: he has three testicles. For him the third ball is not just an appendage 
but is in fact his sister, Estrella. The novel is the chronicle of the Sorcerer’s past, his
rise to power, his overthrow by the military, and his plot (the culmination of the book)
to return to power. The Sorcerer believes that he and his sister will conceive a son,
who will in turn rule. This story is entwined in Valenzuela’s narrative with piercingly 
accurate portraits of other Argentines - of the generals and Peronists, farmers and 
urban radicals who figure prominently in the book. Luisa Valenzuela, one of the 
leading writers in Latin America today, has redefined the possibilities of the political
novel, blending the fantastic and the real with authority and lucidity.

Luisa Valenzuela (born November 26, 1938, in Buenos Aires, Argentina) is a 
post-'Boom' novelist and short story writer. Her writing is characterized by an 
experimental, avant-garde style which questions hierarchical social structures from a
feminist perspective. She is best known for her work written in response to the 
dictatorship of the 1970s in Argentina. Works such as Como en la guerra (1977), 
Cambio de armas (1982) and Cola de lagartija (1983) combine a powerful critique of
dictatorship with an examination of patriarchal forms of social organization and the 
power structures which inhere in human sexuality and gender relationships.
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Vallejo, Cesar. The Complete Posthumous Poetry. Berkeley. 1978. University Of 
California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Worn Dustjacket With Chipping
& Numerous Tears. 0520036484. Translated from the Spanish by Clayton Eshleman
& Jose Rubia Barcia. 339 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Bob Cato. Inventory #
15534. $90

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Peruvian poet César Vallejo in 1922 published his 
second important hook of poems, Trilce after Los Heraldos Negros (1919). To 
anyone who had read Latin American poetry written before Truce, it seemed a 
strange book indeed, and the literary critics recognized in Vallejo a major talent. 
When Vallejo got into trouble with Peruvian authorities he emigrated to France and 
never returned. While in Paris he lived often on the verge of starvation, but managed
to make contact with artists and writers, such as Juan Gris, Vicente Huidobro, and 
Juan Larrea. He maintained himself by writing dispatches for the Lima weekly 
Mundial, and later he was a weekly columnist for Variedades also published in Lima.
Between 1923 and 1938, the year of his death, Vallejo produced 110 poems which 
have come to be recognized as one of the greatest literary achievements of the 
twentieth century. Only recently has an accurate text of these posthumous published
poems been available. Larrea and other Peruvian scholars have been consulted by 
the translators of this volume regarding Vallejo’s intentional misspellings, 
neologisms and Peruvianisms, and they have taken each into consideration, seeking
equivalent words and phrases in English. The typescript for this book was based on
Vallejo’s worksheets. From the worksheets Clayton Eshleman and José Rubia 
Barcia have created not only this translation but a faithful Spanish text. Besides a 
long introduction containing new information on Vallejos years in Europe when all of
these poems were written, Eshleman and Barcia have included a section of notes 
and comments concerning their choices and interpretation of the many difficult 
words.

César Abraham Vallejo Mendoza (March 16, 1892 – April 15, 1938) was a Peruvian
poet, writer, playwright, and journalist. Although he published only three books of 
poetry during his lifetime, he is considered one of the great poetic innovators of the 
20th century in any language.
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Van Allsburg, Chris. The Garden of Abdul Gasazi. Boston. 1979. Houghton Mifflin. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket With Some Slight Wrinkling To Rear 
Inside, A Small Smudge Mark On The Cover, & A Very Small Hole At The Bottom 
Edge. 039527804x. Illustrated by Chris Van Allsburg. unpaginated. hardcover. 
Cover art by Chris Van Allsburg. Inventory # 7098. $325

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Sometimes that very thin line between illusion and reality
is not as clearly defined as we would like it to be. It certainly wasn't the day that Alan
Mitz stumbled into the garden of Abdul Gasazi. For in this bizarre and eerie place -
where strange topiary trees loomed - the evil visage of Gasazi casts its shadow. And
even after Alan escaped, the spell of Gasazi still seemed to penetrate into his 
everyday world. In this extraordinary, unusual, and unique picture book, Chris Van 
Allsburg explores both the real and surreal worlds with incredible deftness. In doing
so, he has created exquisite and beautiful images that will continue to haunt readers
long after they have left the enchanted garden of Abdul Gasazi.

Chris Van Allsburg (born June 18, 1949) is an American illustrator and writer of 
children's books. He has won two Caldecott Medals for U.S. picture book illustration,
for Jumanji (1981) and The Polar Express (1985), both of which he also wrote; both
were later adapted as successful motion pictures. He was also a Caldecott runner-
up in 1980 for The Garden of Abdul Gasazi. For his contribution as a children's 
illustrator he was 1986 U.S. nominee for the biennial International Hans Christian 
Andersen Award, the highest international recognition for creators of children's 
books. He received the honorary degree of Doctor of Humane Letters from the 
University of Michigan in April 2012.
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Van Allsburg, Chris. The Mysteries of Harris Burdick. Boston. 1984. Houghton 
Mifflin. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0395353939. Illustrated by 
Chris Van Allsburg. unpaginated. hardcover. Cover art by Chris Van Allsburg. 
Inventory # 916. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Fourteen black-and-white drawings, each accompanied 
by a title and a caption, entice readers to make up his or her own story.

Chris Van Allsburg (born June 18, 1949) is an American illustrator and writer of 
children's books. He has won two Caldecott Medals for U.S. picture book illustration,
for Jumanji (1981) and The Polar Express (1985), both of which he also wrote; both
were later adapted as successful motion pictures. He was also a Caldecott runner-
up in 1980 for The Garden of Abdul Gasazi. For his contribution as a children's 
illustrator he was 1986 U.S. nominee for the biennial International Hans Christian 
Andersen Award, the highest international recognition for creators of children's 
books. He received the honorary degree of Doctor of Humane Letters from the 
University of Michigan in April 2012.
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Van Allsburg, Chris. The Wretched Stone. Boston. 1991. Houghton Mifflin. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0395533074. Illustrated by Chris Van 
Allsburg. unpaginted. hardcover. Cover illustration By Chris Van Allsburg. Inventory
# 36790. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a story recounted through the daily log of Captain 
Allan Hope, the sailors aboard the Rita Anne become mesmerized and transformed
by a mysterious glowing rock, and only music and books can restore them to 
normal.

Chris Van Allsburg (born June 18, 1949) is an American illustrator and writer of 
children's books. He has won two Caldecott Medals for U.S. picture book illustration,
for Jumanji (1981) and The Polar Express (1985), both of which he also wrote; both
were later adapted as successful motion pictures. He was also a Caldecott runner-
up in 1980 for The Garden of Abdul Gasazi. For his contribution as a children's 
illustrator he was 1986 U.S. nominee for the biennial International Hans Christian 
Andersen Award, the highest international recognition for creators of children's 
books. He received the honorary degree of Doctor of Humane Letters from the 
University of Michigan in April 2012.
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Van Allsburg, Chris. Two Bad Ants. Boston. 1988. Houghton Mifflin. 1st Printing. 
Very Good in Dustjacket With A Few Small Tears. 0395486688. Illustrated by Chris
Van Allsburg. 32 pages. hardcover. Cover art by Chris Van Allsburg. Inventory # 
10803. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The three-time Caldecott medalist tells the tale of two 
ants who decide to leave the safety of the others to venture into a danger-laden 
kitchen.

Chris Van Allsburg (born June 18, 1949) is an American illustrator and writer of 
children's books. He has won two Caldecott Medals for U.S. picture book illustration,
for Jumanji (1981) and The Polar Express (1985), both of which he also wrote; both
were later adapted as successful motion pictures. He was also a Caldecott runner-
up in 1980 for The Garden of Abdul Gasazi. For his contribution as a children's 
illustrator he was 1986 U.S. nominee for the biennial International Hans Christian 
Andersen Award, the highest international recognition for creators of children's 
books. He received the honorary degree of Doctor of Humane Letters from the 
University of Michigan in April 2012.
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Van Der Rhoer, Edward. The Shadow Network. New York. 1983. Scribners. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684179601. 359 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Candy Jernigan. Inventory # 7101. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Shortly after the Russian Revolution, the USSR 
expanded its internal security to fulfill its ultimate goal - the overthrow of 
governments of the free world - by establishing the KGB, Military Intelligence (the 
GRU), the Foreign Administration, and other spy networks. In fascinating detail, The
Shadow Network chronicles the spread of the intricate of Soviet espionage 
throughout Europe, to Canada and the United States, and down under to Australia.
Here are the inside stories of a half dozen top Soviet spies - their recruitment, 
training, and careers - plus profiles of all the KGB heads, from founder Dzerzhinsky 
to Chebrikov. Edward Van Der Rhoer, a noted "Kremlin watcher," vividly describes 
the fugitive world of microdots, couriers, dead-drops, "moles," shortwave 
communication with Moscow, kidnappings, and forged passports. Here are William 
Fisher (also known as Colonel Abel), captured in New York and later exchanged for
U-2 pilot Francis Gary Powers; Morris and Lona Cohen, who escaped the fate of the
Rosenbergs; and Gordon Lonsdale, a spy recruited by Russia because of his 
adolescent years spent in California and his fluent English. Here, too, are the lesser
known aspects of Soviet intelligence, including "the neighbors," as Military 
Intelligence is called by the KGB; a profile of the man who led the defeated 
campaign for a German revolution but provided arms for the Spanish Civil War, 
working from The Hague; and the husband and wife spy team in Australia whose 
association with the fallen KGB head Beria led to their defection. Last, there is a 
chapter detailing just what life is like in Russia when their spies come in from the 
cold. From "legal" and "illegal" spies to stolen identities and defections, The Shadow
Network outlines the Soviet Union's ambition to spread Communism worldwide and 
tells how their spies operate in the midst of the Western nations they have vowed to
overthrow.

EDWARD VAN DER RHOER is a former officer of OP-20-GZ, the American secret 
unit responsible for reading and translating Japanese codes during World War Il. He
is also the author of Deadly Magic, an account of his World War Il experiences, and
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Van Dine, S. S. The Scarab Murder Case. New York. 1930. Scribners. 1st American
Edition. Previous Owner’s Name and Date Penned in Front, Otherwise Good in 
Boards With A Slight Lean. No Dustjacket. 328 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 3141.
$22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Scarab Murder Case (1929) is a classic whodunnit 
written by S. S. Van Dine. In this book, detective Philo Vance's murder investigation
takes place in a private home that doubles as a museum of Egyptology, and the 
solution depends in part on Vance's extensive knowledge of Egyptian history and 
customs, which enable him to sort through suggestions of godly vengeance and 
reveal the misdirections perpetrated by the real murderer. The reviewers ‘were 
disgusted by the author's bland insults to the reader's intelligence -- e.g., the heavy
Egyptian statue in the gallery, upended on a piece of pencil and conveniently 
toppling on the designed victim. By that date they were fed up with the whole bag of
tricks, which successive settings did not rejuvenate.’

S. S. Van Dine was the pseudonym of Willard Huntington Wright (October 15, 1888
– April 11, 1939), an American art critic and detective novelist. He was an important
figure in avant-garde cultural circles in pre-WW I New York, and he created the once
immensely popular fictional detective Philo Vance, a sleuth and aesthete who first 
appeared in books in the 1920s, then in movies and on the radio.
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Van Gulik, Robert. Judge Dee at Work. New York. 1967. Scribners. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 174 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 7110. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Judge Dee at Work is a collection of detective short 
stories published in 1967 and written by Robert van Gulik. The Judge Dee books are
set in Imperial China (roughly speaking the Tang Dynasty) and based on the real 
character of Judge Dee (Ti Jen-chieh or Di Renjie), a county magistrate and 
statesman of the Tang court, who lived roughly 630–700. Judge Dee, a magistrate in
Imperial China is a crime solver, a detective. In these stories Judge Dee solves a 
series of unrelated crimes from different times in his career. The book also contains
a ‘Judge Dee Chronology’ detailing Dee's various posts in specific years and stories
set in these times.

Robert Hans van Gulik (August 9, 1910 – September 24, 1967) was a Dutch 
orientalist, diplomat, musician (of the guqin), and writer, best known for the Judge 
Dee historical mysteries, the protagonist of which he borrowed from the 18th-century
Chinese detective novel Dee Goong An. His talents as a linguist suited him for a job
in the Dutch Foreign Service, which he joined in 1935; and he was then stationed in
various countries, mostly in East Asia (Japan and China). While in Chongqing, he 
married a Chinese woman, Shui Shifang, the daughter of a Qing dynasty Imperial 
mandarin, and they had four children together. During World War II van Gulik 
translated the 18th-century detective novel Dee Goong An into English under the 
title Celebrated Cases of Judge Dee (first published in Tokyo in 1949). The main 
character of this book, Judge Dee, was based on the real statesman and detective 
Di Renjie, who lived in the 7th century, during the Tang Dynasty (AD 600–900), 
though in the novel itself elements of Ming Dynasty China (AD 1300–1600) were 
mixed in. Thanks to his translation of this largely forgotten work, van Gulik became 
interested in Chinese detective fiction. Van Gulik's intent in writing his first Judge 
Dee novel was, as he wrote in remarks on The Chinese Bell Murders, "to show 
modern Chinese and Japanese writers that their own ancient crime-literature has 
plenty of source material for detective and mystery-stories.”
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Van Gulik, Robert. Poets and Murder. New York. 1968. Scribners. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 174 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 7111. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Judge Dee, the master detective of seventh-century 
China, sets out to solve a puzzling double murder and discovers complex passions 
lurking beneath the placid surface of academic life. A mild-mannered student is 
rumored to have been slain by a fox-demon, while a young dancer meets her death
as she dresses to perform for the magistrate's illustrious dinner guests—an obese 
Zen monk revered for his calligraphy, a beautiful poetess accused of murder, and 
the past president of the imperial academy. To connect the present crimes with 
betrayals and adulteries from decades past, the clever judge must visit a high-class
brothel and the haunted shrine of the Black Fox. From the moment the young 
scholar is found dead on the eve of the Autumn Festival, the pace never lets up.

Robert Hans van Gulik (August 9, 1910 – September 24, 1967) was a Dutch 
orientalist, diplomat, musician (of the guqin), and writer, best known for the Judge 
Dee historical mysteries, the protagonist of which he borrowed from the 18th-century
Chinese detective novel Dee Goong An. His talents as a linguist suited him for a job
in the Dutch Foreign Service, which he joined in 1935; and he was then stationed in
various countries, mostly in East Asia (Japan and China). While in Chongqing, he 
married a Chinese woman, Shui Shifang, the daughter of a Qing dynasty Imperial 
mandarin, and they had four children together. During World War II van Gulik 
translated the 18th-century detective novel Dee Goong An into English under the 
title Celebrated Cases of Judge Dee (first published in Tokyo in 1949). The main 
character of this book, Judge Dee, was based on the real statesman and detective 
Di Renjie, who lived in the 7th century, during the Tang Dynasty (AD 600–900), 
though in the novel itself elements of Ming Dynasty China (AD 1300–1600) were 
mixed in. Thanks to his translation of this largely forgotten work, van Gulik became 
interested in Chinese detective fiction. Van Gulik's intent in writing his first Judge 
Dee novel was, as he wrote in remarks on The Chinese Bell Murders, "to show 
modern Chinese and Japanese writers that their own ancient crime-literature has 
plenty of source material for detective and mystery-stories.”
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Van Gulik, Robert. The Chinese Bell Murders. New York. 1958. Harper & Brothers. 
1st American Edition. Very Good. No Dustjacket. 288 pages. hardcover. Inventory #
8485. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE CHINESE BELL MURDERS is a detective novel 
written by Robert van Gulik and set in Imperial China (roughly speaking the Tang 
Dynasty). It is a fiction based on the real character of Judge Dee (Ti Jen-chieh or Di
Renjie), a magistrate and statesman of the Tang court, who lived roughly 630–700.
This book was originally written by Robert van Gulik sometime between 1953 and 
1956. Like its predecessor, THE CHINESE MAZE MURDERS it was intended for a 
Japanese or Chinese audience but he later chose to publish it in English. As it 
happened, all three editions came out at roughly the same time. Judge Dee is a 
newly appointed magistrate to the town of Poo-yang. He has one case left over from
the previous judge, a brutal rape-murder of a woman called Pure Jade. She was the
daughter of a local butcher named Hsai who lived on Half Moon Street. The girl's 
lover stands accused but Judge Dee senses something in the case is not right so he
sets out, with his aids, to find the real murderer. He also has to wrestle with the 
problem of Buddhist Temple of Boundless Mercy, run by the abbot called ‘Spiritual 
Virtue’. Rumor has it that the monks, who can cure barren women, are not a virtuous
as they seem. Poo-yang was the setting for many Judge Dee stories including: THE
EMPEROR'S PEARL, NECKLACE AND CALABASH, POETS AND MURDER, and
THE RED PAVILION.

Robert Hans van Gulik (August 9, 1910 – September 24, 1967) was a Dutch 
orientalist, diplomat, musician (of the guqin), and writer, best known for the Judge 
Dee historical mysteries, the protagonist of which he borrowed from the 18th-century
Chinese detective novel Dee Goong An. His talents as a linguist suited him for a job
in the Dutch Foreign Service, which he joined in 1935; and he was then stationed in
various countries, mostly in East Asia (Japan and China). While in Chongqing, he 
married a Chinese woman, Shui Shifang, the daughter of a Qing dynasty Imperial 
mandarin, and they had four children together.
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Van Gulik, Robert. The Chinese Nail Murders. New York. 1961. Harper & Row. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 231 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 7109. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the fourth installment of Robert Van Gulik's ancient 
Chinese mystery series based on historical court records, detective Judge Dee is 
appointed to the magistrate of Pei-chow -- a distant frontier district in the barren 
north of the ancient Chinese Empire. It is here that he is faced with three strange 
and disturbing crimes: the theft of precious jewels, the disappearance of a girl in 
love, and the fiendish murder involving the nude, headless body of a woman. And 
even more curious, the crimes seem to be linked together by clues from a popular 
game of the period, the Seven Board. ‘A delight to the connoisseur’ (San Francisco
Chronicle), THE CHINESE NAIL MURDERS was first published in the 1950s.

Robert Hans van Gulik (August 9, 1910 – September 24, 1967) was a Dutch 
orientalist, diplomat, musician (of the guqin), and writer, best known for the Judge 
Dee historical mysteries, the protagonist of which he borrowed from the 18th-century
Chinese detective novel Dee Goong An. His talents as a linguist suited him for a job
in the Dutch Foreign Service, which he joined in 1935; and he was then stationed in
various countries, mostly in East Asia (Japan and China). While in Chongqing, he 
married a Chinese woman, Shui Shifang, the daughter of a Qing dynasty Imperial 
mandarin, and they had four children together. During World War II van Gulik 
translated the 18th-century detective novel Dee Goong An into English under the 
title Celebrated Cases of Judge Dee (first published in Tokyo in 1949). The main 
character of this book, Judge Dee, was based on the real statesman and detective 
Di Renjie, who lived in the 7th century, during the Tang Dynasty (AD 600–900), 
though in the novel itself elements of Ming Dynasty China (AD 1300–1600) were 
mixed in. Thanks to his translation of this largely forgotten work, van Gulik became 
interested in Chinese detective fiction. Van Gulik's intent in writing his first Judge 
Dee novel was, as he wrote in remarks on The Chinese Bell Murders, "to show 
modern Chinese and Japanese writers that their own ancient crime-literature has 
plenty of source material for detective and mystery-stories.”
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Van Gulik, Robert. The Monkey and the Tiger. New York. 1965. Scribners. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 144 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 8267.
$45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE MONKEY AND THE TIGER includes two detective
stories, ‘The Morning of the Monkey’ and ‘The Night of the Tiger.’ In the first, a 
gibbon drops an emerald in the open gallery of Dee's official residence, leading the 
judge to discover a strangely mutilated body in the woods - and how it got there. In 
the second, Dee is traveling to the imperial capital to assume a new position when 
he is separated from his escort by a flood. Marooned in a large country house 
surrounded by fierce bandits, Dee confronts an apparition that helps him solve a 
mystery.

Robert Hans van Gulik (August 9, 1910 – September 24, 1967) was a Dutch 
orientalist, diplomat, musician (of the guqin), and writer, best known for the Judge 
Dee historical mysteries, the protagonist of which he borrowed from the 18th-century
Chinese detective novel Dee Goong An. His talents as a linguist suited him for a job
in the Dutch Foreign Service, which he joined in 1935; and he was then stationed in
various countries, mostly in East Asia (Japan and China). While in Chongqing, he 
married a Chinese woman, Shui Shifang, the daughter of a Qing dynasty Imperial 
mandarin, and they had four children together. During World War II van Gulik 
translated the 18th-century detective novel Dee Goong An into English under the 
title Celebrated Cases of Judge Dee (first published in Tokyo in 1949). The main 
character of this book, Judge Dee, was based on the real statesman and detective 
Di Renjie, who lived in the 7th century, during the Tang Dynasty (AD 600–900), 
though in the novel itself elements of Ming Dynasty China (AD 1300–1600) were 
mixed in. Thanks to his translation of this largely forgotten work, van Gulik became 
interested in Chinese detective fiction. Van Gulik's intent in writing his first Judge 
Dee novel was, as he wrote in remarks on The Chinese Bell Murders, "to show 
modern Chinese and Japanese writers that their own ancient crime-literature has 
plenty of source material for detective and mystery-stories.”
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Van Gulik, Robert. The Phantom of the Temple. New York. 1967. Scribners. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. With Nine Illustrations Drawn by The 
Author In Chinese Style. 204 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 3267. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE PHANTOM OF THE TEMPLE is a detective novel 
written by Robert van Gulik and set in Imperial China (roughly speaking the Tang 
Dynasty). It is a fiction based on the real character of Judge Dee (Ti Jen-chieh or Di
Renjie), a magistrate and statesman of the Tang court, who lived roughly 630–700.
The book features nine illustrations by the author and a map of the town of Lan-fang.
Judge Dee, a magistrate in the fictional Lan-fang district has a problem: a 
mysterious phantom is haunting a Buddhist temple. In addition, some 20 bars of 
gold have gone missing, not to mention the merchant's beautiful daughter. When a 
body is discovered without a head, Judge Dee must quickly solve the case. Lan-fang
was the setting for another Judge Dee novel, THE CHINESE MAZE MURDERS and
two short stories from JUDGE DEE AT WORK.

Robert Hans van Gulik (August 9, 1910 – September 24, 1967) was a Dutch 
orientalist, diplomat, musician (of the guqin), and writer, best known for the Judge 
Dee historical mysteries, the protagonist of which he borrowed from the 18th-century
Chinese detective novel Dee Goong An. His talents as a linguist suited him for a job
in the Dutch Foreign Service, which he joined in 1935; and he was then stationed in
various countries, mostly in East Asia (Japan and China). While in Chongqing, he 
married a Chinese woman, Shui Shifang, the daughter of a Qing dynasty Imperial 
mandarin, and they had four children together. During World War II van Gulik 
translated the 18th-century detective novel Dee Goong An into English under the 
title Celebrated Cases of Judge Dee (first published in Tokyo in 1949). The main 
character of this book, Judge Dee, was based on the real statesman and detective 
Di Renjie, who lived in the 7th century, during the Tang Dynasty (AD 600–900), 
though in the novel itself elements of Ming Dynasty China (AD 1300–1600) were 
mixed in. Thanks to his translation of this largely forgotten work, van Gulik became 
interested in Chinese detective fiction. Van Gulik's intent in writing his first Judge 
Dee novel was, as he wrote in remarks on The Chinese Bell Murders, "to show 
modern Chinese and Japanese writers that their own ancient crime-literature has 
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Van Gulik, Robert. The Willow Pattern. New York. 1965. Scribners. 1st American 
Edition. Previous Owner's Inscription in Front and a Very Small Stain Mark On the 
Side Edge, Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 184 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
14656. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Judge Dee has been appointed emergency governor of 
the plague- and drought-ridden Imperial City. As his guards help the city fend off a 
popular uprising, an aristocrat from one of the oldest families in China suffers an 
‘accident’ in a deserted mansion. In THE WILLOW PATTERN, the illustrious judge 
uses his trademark expertise to unravel the mysteries of the nobleman, a shattered
vase, and a dead bondmaid. Along the way he encounters a woman who fights with
loaded sleeves, a nearly drowned courtesan, and an elaborate trap set for a 
murderer. Packed with suspense, violence, and romance, THE WILLOW PATTERN
won’t disappoint Judge Dee’s legions of loyal fans.

Robert Hans van Gulik (August 9, 1910 – September 24, 1967) was a Dutch 
orientalist, diplomat, musician (of the guqin), and writer, best known for the Judge 
Dee historical mysteries, the protagonist of which he borrowed from the 18th-century
Chinese detective novel Dee Goong An. His talents as a linguist suited him for a job
in the Dutch Foreign Service, which he joined in 1935; and he was then stationed in
various countries, mostly in East Asia (Japan and China). While in Chongqing, he 
married a Chinese woman, Shui Shifang, the daughter of a Qing dynasty Imperial 
mandarin, and they had four children together. During World War II van Gulik 
translated the 18th-century detective novel Dee Goong An into English under the 
title Celebrated Cases of Judge Dee (first published in Tokyo in 1949). The main 
character of this book, Judge Dee, was based on the real statesman and detective 
Di Renjie, who lived in the 7th century, during the Tang Dynasty (AD 600–900), 
though in the novel itself elements of Ming Dynasty China (AD 1300–1600) were 
mixed in. Thanks to his translation of this largely forgotten work, van Gulik became 
interested in Chinese detective fiction. Van Gulik's intent in writing his first Judge 
Dee novel was, as he wrote in remarks on The Chinese Bell Murders, "to show 
modern Chinese and Japanese writers that their own ancient crime-literature has 
plenty of source material for detective and mystery-stories.”
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Van Laan, Nancy. In a Circle Long Ago: A Treasury of Native Lore From North 
America. New York. 1995. Apple Soup Books/Knopf. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0679858075. Illustrated by Lisa Desimini. 128 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 21740. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Celebrate earth's bounty and the inherent value of all 
living things with a lavish anthology of traditional Native American animal and nature
lore, selected and retold especially for young children. Representing 20 tribes and 
every ethnological region, this definitive treasury includes 'Raven, the Rainmaker,' 
the Tlingit tale of a generous act that brought fresh water to the earth; 'The Corn 
Song,' from the Dine, which celebrates the blue grain that is the tribe's staff of life; 
and 'Coyote and the Blackbirds,' a hilarious Pueblo legend about a conceited coyote
who gets his comeuppance. This rich reference tool also contains an introduction, 
appendix, map, and informative source notes. Nancy Van Laan's spirited retellings 
and Lisa Desimini's stunning multimedia artwork make this an ideal read-aloud and
a must-have addition to folklore collections. A Children's Book-of-the-Month Club 
Selection. Celebrate Earth's bounty and the value of all living things with this lavish 
anthology of Native American animal and nature lore, selected especially for young
children. This definitive treasury of tales, poems, and songs from 20 tribes stretches
across every ethnological region of North America.

Nancy Van Laan was born in Baton Rouge, La. Her father was a colonel in the US 
Air Force, and the family moved frequently as Van Laan was growing up. Van Laan
moved to New York after college. She worked briefly at an advertising company and
then joined ABC-TV where she worked as a network censor from 1962 to 1966. 
After her first two children were born, she resigned from ABC and began painting 
professionally, creating murals for schools and private clients. She earned an MFA 
in theater from Rutgers University in 1979 and wrote two plays which were 
performed regionally. Van Laan moved to eastern Pennsylvania where she taught 
English at a private boarding school from 1984 to 1989. She also taught creative 
writing at Rutgers from 1986 to 1989. Van Laan published her first book, The Big Fat
Worm, in 1987. Two years later, she left teaching to write full time. Since then, Van 
Laan has published over two dozen books.
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Van Peebles, Melvin. A Bear for the F.B.I. New York. 1968. Trident Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 157 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by
Lawrence Ratzkin. Inventory # 40865. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - At one point, the narrator of Melvin Van Peebles’ A Bear
for the FBI remarks on ‘the depth of the human heart and what a dreamer it is and 
how lonely it can be,’ and in doing so offers perhaps the best description of this 
novel. For, beyond its particular time and place, this is a magical, glowing assertion
of the wonders of the human heart. It is the story of a group of people, who in the 
sounds, the smells, the gestures, the silences of their densely knit family, love each
other and, in this love, find sustenance and meaning for all their lives. The book 
opens with a boy’s first memories; it closes with his college graduation. But in the 
intervening pages, the reader encounters writing at the level of fine art - that simple
but ultimately profound business of making extraordinary what, otherwise, appears
mundane, routine, so ordinary. The narrator’s father is an inarticulate tailor, but 
becomes a majestic figure in his dedication to his craft, his family, and his dreams. 
Similarly, the mother; she is the cliché of love and over-concern. But Van Peebles 
makes her a figure of unique strength and unaffected grandeur. So, also, a fight with
a class bully, a first encounter with adult hatred and prejudice, even a Boy Scout 
hike - become matters of timeless importance. But in the end this novel is perhaps 
most significant as a testament to those values we are often too embarrassed to 
acknowledge or express. For at a time when psychoses and complexes are 
fashionable, when the talk is of hostility and aggression, when the headlines 
proclaim dope and delinquency, here is a writer who is unafraid to speak from his 
heart of love.

Melvin ‘Block’ Van Peebles (born August 21, 1932) is an American actor, director, 
screenwriter, playwright, novelist and composer. He is most famous for creating the
acclaimed film Sweet Sweetback's Baadasssss Song, which heralded a new era of
African-American focused films. He is the father of actor and director Mario Van 
Peebles.
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van Perlo, Ber. Birds of Eastern Africa. Princeton. 2009. Princeton University Press.
Updated Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780691141701. 96 color plates, 1, 487 
maps. 304 pages. paperback. Cover design by Marek Antoniak. Inventory # 36953.
$29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is a fully updated edition of the only pocket guide 
that illustrates and describes all 1,487 bird species of eastern Africa, an area that 
includes Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda, Ethiopia, Eritrea, Somalia, and Yemen's Socotra
Island. This huge region's rich birdlife includes some of the most colorful species 
anywhere on earth--including ostriches, albatrosses, boobies, lovebirds, parrots, 
parakeets, kingfishers, and bee-eaters. The 96 color plates group similar species 
and subspecies, and the text directly opposite the plates describes each bird's 
habitat and key physical, behavioral, and vocal characteristics. Distribution maps 
show the range and frequency of each species. This is an indispensable guide for 
any birder who wants to explore eastern Africa's wealth of birds. FEATURES - Fully
updated text; The only field guide to illustrate every bird species of Kenya, Tanzania,
Uganda, Ethiopia, Eritrea, Somalia, and Yemen's Socotra Island; 1,487 species 
illustrated on 96 color plates; Ostriches, albatrosses, boobies, lovebirds, parrots, 
parakeets, kingfishers, bee-eaters, and many more; Informative notes directly 
opposite the illustrations succinctly describe each bird's habitat and key physical, 
behavioral, and vocal characteristics; Female or juvenile shown for many species in
addition to adult male; Subspecies and color variants included; Shaded maps 
showing range and frequency of each species.

Ber van Perlo has been traveling and living in Africa since 1981. He is the award-
winning author and illustrator of BIRDS OF SOUTHERN AFRICA, BIRDS OF 
WESTERN AND CENTRAL AFRICA, and BIRDS OF MEXICO AND CENTRAL 
AMERICA (all Princeton).
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Van Woerden, Henk. The Assassin: A Story of Race and Rage in the Land of 
Apartheid. New York. 1969. Metropolitan Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in
Dustjacket. Reaminder Mark On Bottom Edge. 0805066314. 177 pages. hardcover.
Inventory # 2284. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The untold and heartbreaking account of the man who 
killed South Africa's architect of apartheid, one of the most dramatic political 
assassinations in modern history. If ever one individual could be said to have 
embodied the tragedy of apartheid, Dimitri Tsafas would be that man. At a time 
when color was all, Tsafas, bastard son of a Greek father and an African mother, 
was untouchable -- too black for the whites and too white for the blacks. Stateless, 
homeless, and loveless, on September 6, 1966, he entered South Africa's 
Parliament and stabbed Prime Minister Hendrik Verwoerd four times with a long 
knife, killing the architect of apartheid, the architect of Tsafas's misery. Now, in a 
masterful restoration, Henk Van Woerden re-creates the assassin's cursed life and 
the impossibly torn society that created him. Unwanted by black or white family, 
denied the right to settle wherever he turns, Tsafas drifts from sea to prison, from 
kitchen hand to street vor, from Mozambique to Greece and Canada, and back to 
South Africa. With sensitivity and passion, Van Woerden traces the inexorable road 
that leads to Verwoerd's death, and reveals that the assassination -- a resounding 
blow in the war against apartheid -- was not the random act of a crazed individual, 
but perhaps the only choice left in a country itself gone mad. Powerful, tragic, and 
compelling, The Assassin is both a devastating indictment of oppression and a 
cautionary tale of the explosive power of racial hatred everywhere.

Henk van Woerden (6 December 1947 – 16 November 2005) was a Dutch painter 
and writer with close ties to South Africa. He was born in Leiden. In 1956 he 
emigrated with his family to Cape Town, South Africa. He received the Royal Award
for Painting in 1980, and represented the country at international exhibitions. In the 
80's the focus of his artistic work shifted to writing. The first books are part of his 
South African trilogy, beginning with Moenie kyk nie (Don't Look, 1993) and Tikoes 
(1996), and followed by Een mond vol Glas (1998), which won the 2001 Alan Paton
Award.
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Vance, Jeffrey. Douglas Fairbanks. Berkeley. 2008. University Of California Press. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780520256675. 237 duotones. 
Copub: Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences. 376 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 36617. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This deft amalgam of biography, film history, and 
analysis is a superb portrait of a true pioneer who was critically important to the 
creation of cinema as the defining art form of the twentieth century. Douglas 
Fairbanks (1883-1939) was one of the first film superstars, a screenwriter, a major 
independent producer during the early studio era, a cofounder of United Artists, a 
founder and the first president of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences,
and much more. The optimism, energy, and huge success during the 1920s of his 
best-remembered films The Mark of Zorro, Douglas Fairbanks in Robin Hood, The 
Thief of Bagdad, and The Black Pirate made Fairbanks a popular hero throughout 
the world and showcased his talents as a creative producer whose work set the 
standard for excellence. Douglas Fairbanks takes the full measure of Fairbanks’s 
remarkable life. Jeffrey Vance, who had complete access to the star’s personal and
professional papers and scrapbooks, also incorporates 237 photographs, some 
unseen for more than seventy-five years. Extensively researched, engagingly 
written, and sumptuously designed, the book goes behind Fairbanks’s public 
persona to thoroughly explore his art and his far-reaching influence.

Jeffrey Vance is a film historian, producer, and lecturer as well as the author of an 
acclaimed trilogy of books on the great triumvirate of silent-film comedy: Chaplin: 
Genius of the Cinema, Harold Lloyd: Master Comedian (with Suzanne Lloyd), and 
Buster Keaton Remembered (with Eleanor Keaton).
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Vanden Heuvel, Katrina (editor). The Nation: Selections From the Independent 
Magazine of Politics & Culture, 1865-1990. New York. 1990. Thunder's Mouth 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1560250011. Selections 
From The Independent Magazine Of Politics & Culture. 534 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Archie Ferguson. Inventory # 14860. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Albert Einstein applauds the 1932 Disarmament 
Conference as a ray of hope; Emma Goldman, just back from the Soviet Union, 
laments the tens of thousands of political exiles created by Stalin, Hitler and 
Mussolini; I. F. Stone exhorts the U.S. government to give sanctuary to European 
Jews who face death under Hitler. These are among the highlights of an astonishing
anthology, rich in ideas and provocations, edited by Nation editor-at-large vanden 
Heuvel. The liberal-left Nation ‘s zigzagging politics embraces many shades of 
opinion, from Chaim Weizmann’s plea for Zionism to Edward Said’s support for a 
Palestinian state. Also here are Martin Luther King Jr. on the civil rights movement,
Ralph Nader on auto hazards, Arthur Danto on Andy Warhol, Katha Pollitt on the 
Baby M surrogate mother case. Poetry standouts include verse by Alice Walker, W.
B. Yeats, Marianne Moore, D. H. Lawrence, Margaret Atwood and W. H. Auden, for
starters. - Publishers Weekly.

Katrina vanden Heuvel (born October 7, 1959) is an American editor and publisher.
She is the publisher, part-owner, and former editor of the progressive magazine The
Nation. She was the magazine's editor from 1995 until 15 June 2019, when she was
succeeded by D. D. Guttenplan. She is often a commentator on various political 
television programs. Vanden Heuvel is a member of the Council on Foreign 
Relations, a US nonprofit think tank. She is a recipient of the Norman Mailer Prize.
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Vanderhaeghe, Guy. Homesick. New York. 1990. Ticknor & Fields. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0899199259. 292 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by James Steinberg. Inventory # 14190. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It is the summer of 1959, and in a prairie town in 
Saskatchewan, Alec Monkman waits for his estranged daughter to come home, with
the grandson he has never seen. But this is an uneasy reunion. Fiercely 
independent, Vera has been on her own since running away at nineteen - first to the
army, and then to Toronto. Now, for the sake of her young son, she must swallow 
her pride and return home after seventeen years. As the story gradually unfolds, the
past confronts the present in unexpected ways as the silence surrounding Vera’s 
brother is finally shattered and the truth behind Vera’s long absence revealed. With 
its tenderness, humour, and vivid evocation of character and place, HOMESICK 
confirms Guy Vanderhaeghe’s reputation as one of Canada’s most engaging and 
accomplished storytellers.

Guy Clarence Vanderhaeghe (born April 5, 1951) is a Canadian novelist and short 
story writer, best known for his Western novels trilogy, The Englishman's Boy, The 
Last Crossing, and A Good Man set in the 19th-century American and Canadian 
West. Vanderhaeghe has won three Governor General's Awards for his fiction, one 
for his short story collection Man Descending in 1982, the second for his novel The
Englishman's Boy in 1996, and the third for his short story collection Daddy Lenin 
and Other Stories in 2015.
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Vanderhaeghe, Guy. My Present Age. Toronto. 1984. Macmillan. 1st Canadian 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0771598149. 239 pages. hardcover. Cover 
painting, detail from ‘Motel’, egg tempera on Masonite, 1972, by Ken Danby. 
Inventory # 11821. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this keenly awaited first novel, Guy Vanderhaeghe 
follows Ed on an original comic odyssey that comes to an unusual end. On the 
downward slope of thirty, paunchy and slovenly, Ed has been abandoned by his 
exasperated wife, Victoria, has quit his job in Eaton’s china department, and is now
determined to ‘simplify’ his life. So far his efforts have consisted of long hours of 
repose lost in elaborate fantasies of his childhood heroes and bittersweet memories
of his marriage. His reveries are interrupted by a surprise call from Victoria, who 
arranges a meeting where she makes a veiled plea for help that Ed does not 
understand, and then disappears. Pursued by the demons of his own obsessions, 
Ed embarks on a quixotic quest to find Victoria, hoping to offer her the support he 
never gave during their doomed marriage. He is accompanied by Stanley Rubacek,
a bizarre would-be ex-convict who attends Ed’s creative writing class and tries to 
recruit Ed to ghostwrite his phony prison memoirs. Their strange symbiotic 
relationship provides some of the book’s most hilarious moments. As he prowls the
parking garages and motel strips of the prairie city during the coldest snap of the 
Year. Ed also begins a journey back into his past and is forced — most reluctantly
— to confront the web of lies and self-deceptions he has woven to keep reality at 
bay. Rejected by the old friends he meets, who have tired of his irresponsibility and 
ingenuous pranks, Ed finds consolation where he has always found it, in his own 
eccentric and rich imagination — until even his fantasies start to turn against him.

Guy Clarence Vanderhaeghe (born April 5, 1951) is a Canadian novelist and short 
story writer, best known for his Western novels trilogy, The Englishman's Boy, The 
Last Crossing, and A Good Man set in the 19th-century American and Canadian 
West. Vanderhaeghe has won three Governor General's Awards for his fiction, one 
for his short story collection Man Descending in 1982, the second for his novel The
Englishman's Boy in 1996, and the third for his short story collection Daddy Lenin 
and Other Stories in 2015.
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Vanderhaeghe, Guy. The Englishman's Boy. New York. 1997. Picador. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312168233. Winner Of The Governor General's
Award For 1996. 336 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Eugene Kuo. Inventory #
24459. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE ENGLISHMAN’S BOY brilliantly links together 
Hollywood in the 1920s with one of the bloodiest, most brutal events of the 
nineteenth-century Canadian West - the Cypress Hills Massacre. Vanderhaeghe’s 
rendering of the stark, dramatic beauty of the western landscape and of Hollywood 
in its most extravagant era - with its visionaries, celebrities, and dreamers - provides
vivid background for scenes of action, adventure, and intrigue. Richly textured, 
evocative of time and place, this is an unforgettable novel about power, greed, and 
the pull of dreams that has at its centre the haunting story of a young drifter - ‘the 
Englishman’s boy’ - whose fate, ultimately, is a tragic one.

Guy Clarence Vanderhaeghe (born April 5, 1951) is a Canadian novelist and short 
story writer, best known for his Western novels trilogy, The Englishman's Boy, The 
Last Crossing, and A Good Man set in the 19th-century American and Canadian 
West. Vanderhaeghe has won three Governor General's Awards for his fiction, one 
for his short story collection Man Descending in 1982, the second for his novel The
Englishman's Boy in 1996, and the third for his short story collection Daddy Lenin 
and Other Stories in 2015.
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Vanzant, Iyanla. In the Meantime: Finding Yourself & the Love You Want. New York.
1998. Simon & Schuster. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684841363. 326 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Jackie Seow. Inventory # 24730. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - You know where you want to be, but you have no clue 
how to get there. You know exactly what you want in life, but what you want is 
nowhere in sight. Perhaps your vision is unclear, your purpose still undefined. On 
top of it all, your relationships, particularly your romantic relationships, are failing. If 
these scenarios feel familiar way down in the deepest part of your gut, then you, my
dear, are smack dab in the middle of the meantime. The bestselling author of Acts of
Faith and The Value in the Valley -- whose books have empowered countless 
women -- now reaches out to anyone who yearns for love, in a book about 
relationships that can help them reach new levels of awareness, spiritual growth, 
and fulfillment. Your mother, bless her heart, and your father, with all of his good 
intentions, did not prepare you for the meantime. They did not because they could 
not. No one can prepare you or help you find what you are looking for. What you 
need is love, not romance. Love, not more money. Love, not a new car. Love is the
only thing that can make the meantime worthwhile. Once you find love, true self-
love, and unconditional love for everyone all the time, things will look, feel, and be a 
lot better. The question is: What do you do in the meantime? We must mop and 
sweep away the stuff that trips us up, keeps us confused, and makes the meantime
miserable. In this book, Iyanla Vanzant tells us how we can do this thorough mental
housekeeping. If we do a good job of it, the light will come through. Once that 
happens, our spirits will shine, bringing in the light of true love and happiness.

Iyanla Vanzant (born Rhonda Eva Harris; September 13, 1953) is an American 
inspirational speaker, lawyer, New Thought spiritual teacher, author, life coach, and 
television personality. She is known primarily for her books, her eponymous talk 
show, and her appearances on The Oprah Winfrey Show. She can currently be seen
on television as the host of Iyanla: Fix My Life, on OWN: Oprah Winfrey Network.
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Vanzant, Iyanla. One Day My Soul Just Opened Up. New York. 1998. 
Fireside/Simon & Schuster. 1st Printing. Fine in Cloth.Paper Over Boards.No 
Dustjacket As Issued. 0684841347. 317 pages. hardcover. Cover design by 
Francine Kass. Inventory # 24731. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - We all know what it’s like to be in a ‘valley’a deep, cold 
dark place in life where we may feel hopelessly trapped. On this two-tape set, Iyanla
Vanzant, bestselling author of ONE DAY MY SOUL JUST OPENED UP: 40 DAYS 
AND 40 NIGHTS TOWARDS SPIRITUAL GROWTH, IN THE MEANTIME: FINDING
YOURSELF AND THE LOVE YOU WANT AND THE VALUE IN THE VALLEY: A 
BLACK WOMAN’S GUIDE THROUGH LIFE’S DILEMMAS, reminds us that ‘a valley
is a low point between two mountains’ and that each kind of valley holds its own 
treasures for teaching and strengthening us. In her discussion with Justine Toms of
New Dimensions Radio, Vanzant points out that there is more to life than fleeting 
moments of pleasure, and she shows the way to that state of permanent internal 
well-being called joy. ‘If you don’t like what’s going on, you’re the producer rewrite 
the script,’ she tells us. Topics explored in this dialogue include: How to hear the 
‘still, small voice’ that turns your life around; The value of pain in helping you focus 
on problems; Expressing the beauty and power of the Creator in your life; How to 
honor what you feel when you feel it; And much more!.

Iyanla Vanzant (born Rhonda Eva Harris; September 13, 1953) is an American 
inspirational speaker, lawyer, New Thought spiritual teacher, author, life coach, and 
television personality. She is known primarily for her books, her eponymous talk 
show, and her appearances on The Oprah Winfrey Show. She can currently be seen
on television as the host of Iyanla: Fix My Life, on OWN: Oprah Winfrey Network.
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Vargas Llosa, Mario. Captain Pantoja and the Special Service. London. 1978. 
Jonathan Cape. 1st British Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With 
Small Tears To the Front and Back Top. 0224016245. Translated from the Spanish
by Gregory Kolovakos & Ronald Christ. 244 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by
Anita Lovitt. Inventory # 2533. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Both a farce and a fable, CAPTAIN PANTOJA AND THE
SPECIAL SERVICE marks a new direction in the literary development of Mario 
Vargas Llosa. Here, through a wonderfully comic montage of letters, military 
documents, radio broadcasts, dream sequences and dialogue, the author combines
political satire with psychology, social criticism with humor, morality with uproarious
sexuality. Pantaleon Pantoja, an Army captain who has been ordered to organize a
special brigade of women to service the lonely troops in the jungle, meets with such
success that he is forced to disband the very brigade he created. In the process, he
nearly loses his wife and mother, while battling with religious zealots, a hypocritical 
radio announcer, the female ‘recruits’ and the Army that gave him the mission in the
first place. The various elements of the story include arguments among the military 
officers over the morality of the brigade; a religious leader who wins thousands of 
converts (including Pantaleon’s mother) by crucifying himself; a radio broadcaster 
who attempts to blackmail the Army; the private lives of the prostitutes themselves; 
and Captain Pantoja’s involvement with one of his ‘recruits.’ VARGAS LLOSA 
brilliantly dissects social and moral clichés, popular culture, military jargon, religious
fervor and blackmail-all of which he presents and satirizes simultaneously.

Mario Vargas Llosa was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature in 2010. Peru's 
foremost writer, he has been awarded the Cervantes Prize, the Spanish-speaking 
world's most distinguished literary honor, and the Jerusalem Prize. His many works 
include THE FEAST OF THE GOAT, THE BAD GIRL, AUNT JULIA AND THE 
SCRIPTWRITER, THE WAR OF THE END OF THE WORLD, and THE 
STORYTELLER. He lives in London.
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Vargas Llosa, Mario. Death in the and es. New York. 1997. Penguin Books. 
Reprinted Penguin Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Remainder Mark on
Bottom Edge. 0140262156. Translated from the Spanish by Edith Grossman. 276 
pages. paperback. Inventory # 35864. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - DEATH IN THE ANDES is Mario Vargas Llosa’s first 
work of fiction since the best-selling IN PRAISE OF THE STEPMOTHER. The novel
tells the story of army corporal Lituma and his deputy Tomas, who have been 
assigned to treacherous guard duty in an isolated, run-down mining community in 
the mountains of Peru. The men are homesick and far from enthusiastic about 
serving as foot soldiers in the Peruvian Army’s ongoing war against the Shining Path
guerillas. So, to pass the time, Tomas tells the story of his great love, Mercedes a 
troublemaking prostitute who leads him on a precarious, cross-country adventure. 
But life in the Andes soon turns eventful too. Lituma and Tomas find themselves 
caught up in a series of mysterious disappearances involving the Shining Path and,
soon enough, a local couple performing cannibalistic sacrifices with a strange 
similarity to the Dionysian rituals of ancient Greece. Part detective novel and part 
political allegory, DEATH IN THE ANDES offers a panoramic view of Peru today - 
not only of the current political violence and social upheaval but also of the country’s
roots in Indian culture and pre-Hispanic mysticism. With his usual élan, Mario 
Vargas Llosa builds a magical assemblage of narrators, time frames, and sub-plots,
which bursts with unforgettable characters - Senderista guerillas, disenfranchised 
Indians, eccentric townspeople, and overly curious foreigners. The result is a work of
suspense, narrative drive, and keen insight into one of Latin America’s most 
fascinating and complex countries.

Mario Vargas Llosa was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature in 2010. Peru's 
foremost writer, he has been awarded the Cervantes Prize, the Spanish-speaking 
world's most distinguished literary honor, and the Jerusalem Prize. His many works 
include THE FEAST OF THE GOAT, THE BAD GIRL, AUNT JULIA AND THE 
SCRIPTWRITER, THE WAR OF THE END OF THE WORLD, and THE 
STORYTELLER. He lives in London.
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Vargas Llosa, Mario. Death in the and es. New York. 1996. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374140014. Translated from the 
Spanish by Edith Grossman. 276 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Michael Ian 
Kaye. Author photograph by Jerry Bauer. Inventory # 5912. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - DEATH IN THE ANDES is Mario Vargas Llosa’s first 
work of fiction since the best-selling IN PRAISE OF THE STEPMOTHER. The novel
tells the story of army corporal Lituma and his deputy Tomas, who have been 
assigned to treacherous guard duty in an isolated, run-down mining community in 
the mountains of Peru. The men are homesick and far from enthusiastic about 
serving as foot soldiers in the Peruvian Army’s ongoing war against the Shining Path
guerillas. So, to pass the time, Tomas tells the story of his great love, Mercedes a 
troublemaking prostitute who leads him on a precarious, cross-country adventure. 
But life in the Andes soon turns eventful too. Lituma and Tomas find themselves 
caught up in a series of mysterious disappearances involving the Shining Path and,
soon enough, a local couple performing cannibalistic sacrifices with a strange 
similarity to the Dionysian rituals of ancient Greece. Part detective novel and part 
political allegory, DEATH IN THE ANDES offers a panoramic view of Peru today - 
not only of the current political violence and social upheaval but also of the country’s
roots in Indian culture and pre-Hispanic mysticism. With his usual élan, Mario 
Vargas Llosa builds a magical assemblage of narrators, time frames, and sub-plots,
which bursts with unforgettable characters - Senderista guerillas, disenfranchised 
Indians, eccentric townspeople, and overly curious foreigners. The result is a work of
suspense, narrative drive, and keen insight into one of Latin America’s most 
fascinating and complex countries.

Mario Vargas Llosa was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature in 2010. Peru's 
foremost writer, he has been awarded the Cervantes Prize, the Spanish-speaking 
world's most distinguished literary honor, and the Jerusalem Prize. His many works 
include THE FEAST OF THE GOAT, THE BAD GIRL, AUNT JULIA AND THE 
SCRIPTWRITER, THE WAR OF THE END OF THE WORLD, and THE 
STORYTELLER. He lives in London.
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Vargas Llosa, Mario. El hablador (Spanish language edition). Barcelona. 1991. 
Editorial Seix Barral. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers with 
French Flaps. 8432230804. 237 pages. paperback. Inventory # 45105. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - IN SPANISH. In a small gallery in Florence, a world-
weary Peruvian happens upon an exhibition of photographs from the Amazon 
jungle. One of these pictures shows a tribal storyteller seated in the middle of a 
circle of Machiguenga Indians. The Machiguengas, until a few years before, had 
been completely isolated from civilization, so it is astonishing that these photographs
exist at all. Even more curious is the fact that there is something particularly odd 
about the physical appearance of the storyteller. The man in the photo is horribly 
disfigured and seems far too light-skinned to be an Indian. As the visitor to the 
gallery stares at the photograph, he is overcome by the eerie sense that he knows 
this man. The resemblance to his old friend Saul Zuratas is uncanny. Zuratas, 
known to all as Mascarita-Mask Face-because of a terrible scar, has not been seen 
in years and is thought to have disappeared in Israel. Could it be, the Peruvian 
narrator begins to wonder, that the storyteller is not an Indian at all but the long-lost
Mascarita? So begins Mario Vargas Llosa’s magisterial new novel, THE 
STORYTELLER. The book follows the destiny of the Peruvian Jew Saul Zuratas-an
outsider by ethnicity and by appearance-and imagines his transformation from a 
conscience-stricken modern man obsessed with the survival of the pre-modern 
peoples of the Amazon into a member of the Machiguenga tribe; indeed, their 
chronicler, their voice. Part Dostoevsky’s Prince Myshkin, part a character out of 
Kafka, Saul is one of the most moving and extraordinary people Vargas Llosa has 
ever created, an incarnation of conscience in a consciousless time.

Mario Vargas Llosa was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature in 2010. Peru's 
foremost writer, he has been awarded the Cervantes Prize, the Spanish-speaking 
world's most distinguished literary honor, and the Jerusalem Prize. His many works 
include THE FEAST OF THE GOAT, THE BAD GIRL, AUNT JULIA AND THE 
SCRIPTWRITER, THE WAR OF THE END OF THE WORLD, and THE 
STORYTELLER. He lives in London.
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Vargas Llosa, Mario. In Praise of Reading and Fiction: The Nobel Lecture. New 
York. 2011. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
9780374175757. Translated from the Spanish by Edith Grossman. 41 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Nayon Cho. Inventory # 23116. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - On December 7, 2010, Mario Vargas Llosa was awarded
the Nobel Prize in Literature. His Nobel lLecture is a resounding tribute to fiction’s 
power to inspire readers to greater ambition, to dissent, and to political action. ‘We 
would be worse than we are without the good books we have read, more conformist,
not as restless, more submissive, and the critical spirit, the engine of progress, 
would not even exist,’ Vargas Llosa writes. ‘Like writing, reading is a protest against
the insufficiencies of life. When we look in fiction for what is missing in life, we are 
saying, with no need to say it or even to know it, that life as it is does not satisfy our 
thirst for the absolute—the foundation of the human condition—and should be 
better.’ Vargas Llosa’s lecture is a powerful argument for the necessity of literature 
in our lives today. For, as he eloquently writes, ‘literature not only submerges us in 
the dream of beauty and happiness but alerts us to every kind of oppression.’

Mario Vargas Llosa was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature in 2010. Peru's 
foremost writer, he has been awarded the Cervantes Prize, the Spanish-speaking 
world's most distinguished literary honor, and the Jerusalem Prize. His many works 
include THE FEAST OF THE GOAT, THE BAD GIRL, AUNT JULIA AND THE 
SCRIPTWRITER, THE WAR OF THE END OF THE WORLD, and THE 
STORYTELLER. He lives in London.keywords
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Vargas Llosa, Mario. In Praise of the Stepmother. New York. 1990. Farrar Straus 
Giroux. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374175837. Translated 
from the Spanish by Helen Lane. 149 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration: detail 
from An Allegory with Venus and Cupid, by Bronzino, reproduced courtesy of the 
national Gallery, London. Jacket design by Cynthia Krupat. Author photo by Jerry 
Bauer. Inventory # 24558. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With meticulous observation and the seductive skill of a 
great storyteller, Vargas Llosa lures the reader into the shadow of perversion that, 
little by little, darkens the extraordinary happiness and harmony of his characters. 
The mysterious nature of happiness and above all, the corrupting power of 
innocence are the themes that underlie these pages, and the author has perfectly 
met the demands of the erotic novel, never dimming for an instant the fine poetic 
polish of his writing.

Mario Vargas Llosa was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature in 2010. Peru's 
foremost writer, he has been awarded the Cervantes Prize, the Spanish-speaking 
world's most distinguished literary honor, and the Jerusalem Prize. His many works 
include THE FEAST OF THE GOAT, THE BAD GIRL, AUNT JULIA AND THE 
SCRIPTWRITER, THE WAR OF THE END OF THE WORLD, and THE 
STORYTELLER. He lives in London.
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Vargas Llosa, Mario. La tia Julia y el escribidor (Spanish language edition). 
Barcelona. 1992. Editorial Seix Barral. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in
Wrappers. 8432230251. 447 pages. paperback. Inventory # 45103. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - IN SPANISH. Mario Vargas Llosa has long been 
acknowledged as one of Latin America’s most important writers. A novelist of wide-
ranging concerns, Vargas Llosa has, with AUNT JULIA AND THE SCRIPTWRITER,
written his comic masterpiece-a ribald, sophisticated tale of life and love in Lima of 
the 1950s. In AUNT JULIA AND THE SCRIPTWRITER he tells, in fact, two stories 
which unfold contrapuntally. On one level, the book concerns young Mario, who, 
while working at a second-rate Lima radio station, becomes romantically involved 
with Julia, his divorced, thirty-two-year-old aunt. The development of their liaison-
from fling to romance to marriage-and the scandal it creates is the keenly observed,
witty main plot. Interwoven with this love affair is the tale of Pedro Camacho, Mario’s
friend at the radio station, and the resident scriptwriter of outlandish soap operas 
which are the hit of Lima. This second story is equally funny, but the humor is darker
and the conclusion serious indeed. Camacho’s plots become more and more 
convoluted, and his absorption in them so total that soon he dresses like his 
characters in order to write, and finally confuses them so completely that he must 
destroy them all. His Gothic tales of ruin become a parable of his own rum. AUNT 
JULIA AND THE SCRIPTWRITER is a wonderful, deft story which is also an 
account of storytelling-its pleasures and its dangers. Combining grace, humor, and 
an understated seriousness, the book is a brilliantly realized tour de force.

Mario Vargas Llosa was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature in 2010. Peru's 
foremost writer, he has been awarded the Cervantes Prize, the Spanish-speaking 
world's most distinguished literary honor, and the Jerusalem Prize. His many works 
include THE FEAST OF THE GOAT, THE BAD GIRL, AUNT JULIA AND THE 
SCRIPTWRITER, THE WAR OF THE END OF THE WORLD, and THE 
STORYTELLER. He lives in London.
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Vargas Llosa, Mario. Los jefes los cachorros (Spanish language edition). Barcelona.
1988. Editorial Seix Barral. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers 
with French Flaps. 8432204315. 155 pages. paperback. Cover design: Joan Batalle
and Jaume Bordas. Cover art: Paul Klee, ‘Black Knight’. Inventory # 34146. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - IN SPANISH. A collection of six short stories and the first
book originally published by Mario Vargas Llosa when he was 23 years old. 
Published in the United States under the title The Cubs and Other Stories.

Mario Vargas Llosa was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature in 2010. Peru's 
foremost writer, he has been awarded the Cervantes Prize, the Spanish-speaking 
world's most distinguished literary honor, and the Jerusalem Prize. His many works 
include THE FEAST OF THE GOAT, THE BAD GIRL, AUNT JULIA AND THE 
SCRIPTWRITER, THE WAR OF THE END OF THE WORLD, and THE 
STORYTELLER. He lives in London.
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Vargas Llosa, Mario. Making Waves: Essays. New York. 1997. Farrar Straus Giroux.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket With A Small Bump At The Bottom 
Front Spine. 0374200386. Translated from the Spanish by John King. 338 pages. 
hardcover. Front jacket art: Mario Vargas Llosa, by Botero. Jacket design by Michael
Ian Kaye. Inventory # 15861. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Mario Vargas Llosa, renowned as a novelist, is one of 
our most brilliant and provocative public intellectuals as well. In Making Waves, the 
first collection of his essays, he explores, with characteristic brio and elegance, his 
long-standing preoccupations-literature and politics, Europe and the Americas, and 
the relations among them all. We follow Vargas Llosa from his native Peru to Madrid
and then to Paris, the setting of essays on his great precursors Jean-Paul Sartre, 
Simone de Beauvoir, and Albert Camus, as well as a comic account of his visit to 
the tomb of Rin Tin Tin and an affecting memoir of his time in the city as an aspiring
writer in the 1960s. In passionately critical essays on the Cuban revolution and its 
aftermath, Vargas Llosa takes up vital questions of Latin American independence, 
while in essays on Faulkner, Garcia Márquez, and Julio Cortázar-and in an 
exchange with Günter Grass-he ponders magic realism. In more recent articles, he 
considers the terrorism of Peru’s Shining Path and the presidency of Alberto 
Fujimori-and the failures of the English public-school system, which made his son 
into a Rastafarian. The essays in Making Waves are full of Mario Vargas Llosa’s 
unflagging literary intensity and moral and political integrity. They are an important 
addition to the body of work of this major international writer.

Mario Vargas Llosa’s many books published in English translation by FSG include A
Fish in the Water (1994), a memoir of his candidacy for the presidency of Peru, and
Death in the Andes (1996), a novel.
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Vargas Llosa, Mario. Quien mato a Palomino Molero? (Spanish language edition). 
Barcelona. 1991. Editorial Seix Barral. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in
Wrappers with French Flaps. 8432205427. 189 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
45104. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - IN SPANISH. In WHO KILLED PALOMINO MOLERO? 
Mario Vargas Llosa has turned to detective fiction. The setting is Peru in the 
nineteen-fifties. Near an Air Force base in the northern deserts, a young airman is 
found tortured and murdered. Two local policemen, Lieutenant Silva and Officer 
Lituma, set out to investigate. They are not glamorous detectives with modern 
resources at their disposal; they don’t even have a squad car and have to cajole a 
local cabdriver to take them out to the scene of the crime. Not that anyone seems to
care very much if Silva and Lituma capture Palomino Molero’s killer. The 
commanding officer of the air base seems to do everything he can to impede their 
investigations, and their own superior officers are, at best, indifferent. But Silva and
Lituma persevere, and, in the end, uncover the truth. WHO KILLED PALOMINO 
MOLERO? is an entertaining and brilliantly plotted mystery. It is also, as might be 
expected of any work by Mario Vargas Llosa, serious fiction. Deftly, unobtrusively, 
the book takes up some of the great themes of all of Vargas Llosa’s novels: guilt and
innocence, and despair at how difficult it is to be an honest man in a society based 
on the corruption both of motives and of feelings.

Mario Vargas Llosa was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature in 2010. Peru's 
foremost writer, he has been awarded the Cervantes Prize, the Spanish-speaking 
world's most distinguished literary honor, and the Jerusalem Prize. His many works 
include THE FEAST OF THE GOAT, THE BAD GIRL, AUNT JULIA AND THE 
SCRIPTWRITER, THE WAR OF THE END OF THE WORLD, and THE 
STORYTELLER. He lives in London.
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Vargas Llosa, Mario. The Cubs and Other Stories. New York. 1979. Harper & Row.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0060144912. Translated from the 
Spanish by Gregory Kolovakos & Ronald Christ. 139 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Heart Arts. Inventory # 29930. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A novella of both physical and psychic loss, THE CUBS 
is the story of PP. Cuéllar and his boyhood friends. These are young, upper-class 
Peruvians who split their time between Catholic school and private clubs, between 
surfing and the soccer field. In the midst of this carefree existence, Cuéllar is 
emasculated by a savage Great Dane and the resulting wound scars the rest of his 
life. After the initial shame, Cuéllar attempts to weather the difficulties of 
adolescence, of the ridicule of friends, of his first love - and subsequent rejection - 
and of manhood. In his daily behavior there is a hopelessness, a self-
destructiveness that overwhelm the reader. Brilliantly innovative in style and 
technique, THE CUBS first appeared in 1968. Now its publication in English gives 
readers another key to the wealth of Mario Vargas Llosa’s literary production. The 
six short stories represent Vargas Llosa’s earlier writing, and in a candid and 
perceptive foreword Vargas Llosa tells of his early days as a writer and the 
background to the works appearing in this volume which represents the author’s 
only collection of short fiction.

Mario Vargas Llosa was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature in 2010. Peru's 
foremost writer, he has been awarded the Cervantes Prize, the Spanish-speaking 
world's most distinguished literary honor, and the Jerusalem Prize. His many works 
include THE FEAST OF THE GOAT, THE BAD GIRL, AUNT JULIA AND THE 
SCRIPTWRITER, THE WAR OF THE END OF THE WORLD, and THE 
STORYTELLER. He lives in London.
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Vargas Llosa, Mario. The Feast of the Goat. New York. 2001. Farrar Straus Giroux.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374154767. Translated from the 
Spanish by Edith Grossman. 404 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Eric 
Fuentecilla. Jacket photographs: Palm trees by David Lawrence and James 
Schwabel/Panoramic Images, Chicago. Girl courtesy of Zefa Zeitgeist/Photonica. 
Author photograph by Miriam Berkley. Inventory # 34447. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Haunted all her life by feelings of terror and emptiness, 
forty-nine-year-old Urania Cabral returns to her native Dominican Republic- and 
finds herself reliving the events of 1961, when the capital was still called Trujillo City
and one old man terrorized a nation of three million. Rafael Trujillo, the depraved, 
ailing dictator whom Dominicans call the Goat, controls his inner circle (including 
Urania’s father, a secretary of state now in disgrace) with a combination of violence
and blackmail. In Trujillo’s gaudy palace, treachery and cowardice have become a 
way of life. But Trujillo’s grasp is slipping. There is a conspiracy against him, and a
Machiavellian revolution is already under way that will have bloody consequences of
its own. In this magisterial and long-awaited novel, Mario Vargas Llosa recounts the
end of a regime and the terrible birth of a democracy, giving voice to the historical 
Trujillo and to the victims, both innocent and complicit, who were drawn into his 
deadly orbit.

Mario Vargas Llosa was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature in 2010. Peru's 
foremost writer, he has been awarded the Cervantes Prize, the Spanish-speaking 
world's most distinguished literary honor, and the Jerusalem Prize. His many works 
include THE FEAST OF THE GOAT, THE BAD GIRL, AUNT JULIA AND THE 
SCRIPTWRITER, THE WAR OF THE END OF THE WORLD, and THE 
STORYTELLER. He lives in London. EDITH GROSSMAN has translated the poetry
and prose of major Spanish-language authors, including Gabriel Garcia Márquez, 
Alvaro Mutis, and Mayra Montero, as well as Mario Vargas Llosa.
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Vargas Llosa, Mario. The Green House. New York. 1973. Avon/Bard. 2nd Printing of
This Avon/Bard Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0380427478. 
Translated from the Spanish by Gregory Rabassa. 383 pages. paperback. Inventory
# 21391. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE GREEN HOUSE was put up across the river from 
the city of Puira at the edge of the desert. The townspeople laughed at the odd-
looking green structure and the stranger who had come into the town to build it. But
when the Green House was finished and its first tenants had arrived, the citizens of
Puira stopped laughing. For young girls looking for an easier life and the men of 
Puira, drowning in the monotony and misery of their day-to-day existence, the Green
House became a nighttime pleasure oasis in the desert. For the religious and moral 
forces and the indignant matrons of Puira, the Green House became the very 
incarnation of the Devil-an evil that had to be destroyed at any cost. ‘A squirming 
mass of tatterdemalion humanity emerges in these pages. There are Amazonian 
river people and Amazonian women. There are missionary nuns, lawless 
speculators in raw jungle rubber, Indian tribesmen who use blowguns and pilots on 
river boats in the amphibious world., you get everything: the agony of a woman in 
childbirth, the brutalities of Indian torture, moments of intoxicated joy, a fatal game of
Russian roulette, a provincial wedding. The catering is magnificent; every regional 
dish is served and savored. it is electrically alive.’ - The New York Times.

Mario Vargas Llosa was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature in 2010. Peru's 
foremost writer, he has been awarded the Cervantes Prize, the Spanish-speaking 
world's most distinguished literary honor, and the Jerusalem Prize. His many works 
include THE FEAST OF THE GOAT, THE BAD GIRL, AUNT JULIA AND THE 
SCRIPTWRITER, THE WAR OF THE END OF THE WORLD, and THE 
STORYTELLER. He lives in London.
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Vargas Llosa, Mario. The Green House. New York. 1973. Avon/Bard. Later Printing
of This Avon/Bard Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0380012332. 
Translated from the Spanish by Gregory Rabassa. 383 pages. paperback. Inventory
# 37867. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE GREEN HOUSE was put up across the river from 
the city of Puira at the edge of the desert. The townspeople laughed at the odd-
looking green structure and the stranger who had come into the town to build it. But
when the Green House was finished and its first tenants had arrived, the citizens of
Puira stopped laughing. For young girls looking for an easier life and the men of 
Puira, drowning in the monotony and misery of their day-to-day existence, the Green
House became a nighttime pleasure oasis in the desert. For the religious and moral 
forces and the indignant matrons of Puira, the Green House became the very 
incarnation of the Devil-an evil that had to be destroyed at any cost. ‘A squirming 
mass of tatterdemalion humanity emerges in these pages. There are Amazonian 
river people and Amazonian women. There are missionary nuns, lawless 
speculators in raw jungle rubber, Indian tribesmen who use blowguns and pilots on 
river boats in the amphibious world., you get everything: the agony of a woman in 
childbirth, the brutalities of Indian torture, moments of intoxicated joy, a fatal game of
Russian roulette, a provincial wedding. The catering is magnificent; every regional 
dish is served and savored. it is electrically alive.’ - The New York Times.

Mario Vargas Llosa was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature in 2010. Peru's 
foremost writer, he has been awarded the Cervantes Prize, the Spanish-speaking 
world's most distinguished literary honor, and the Jerusalem Prize. His many works 
include THE FEAST OF THE GOAT, THE BAD GIRL, AUNT JULIA AND THE 
SCRIPTWRITER, THE WAR OF THE END OF THE WORLD, and THE 
STORYTELLER. He lives in London.
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Vargas Llosa, Mario. The Perpetual Orgy: Flaubert & Madame Bovary. New York. 
1986. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374230773. 
Translated from the Spanish by Helen R. Lane. 240 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Cynthia Krupat. Author photo by Alicia Benwides (1982). Inventory # 
5493. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A handful of fictional characters have marked my life 
more profoundly than a great number of flesh-and-blood beings I have known,’ 
Vargas Llosa writes, but with none of them ‘have I had as clearly passionate a 
relationship as Emma Bovary.’ His devotion to her, the novel, and its creator, ever 
since he first read Madame Bovary during his student days in Pads, when he had 
‘very little money and the promise of a scholarship,’ has been so complete that he 
has written an entire book about them. The Perpetual Orgy is his first nonfiction 
book to appear in English. The book’s first section, ‘An Unrequited Passion,’ is a 
tête-a-tête with Emma Bovary The second, ‘The Pen-Man,’ traces the gestation and
birth of the novel, as well as Flaubert’s method, his mania for documentation, and 
the novel’s literary sources. The third, ‘The First Modern Novel,’ situates Madame 
Bovary in literary history. Only the greatest of novels deserves, or can support, this 
kind of analysis. It is a tribute to THE PERPETUAL ORGY (Flaubert’s phrase for 
losing oneself in literature) that it sends the reader back to Flaubert’s masterpiece 
with renewed interest.

Mario Vargas Llosa was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature in 2010. Peru's 
foremost writer, he has been awarded the Cervantes Prize, the Spanish-speaking 
world's most distinguished literary honor, and the Jerusalem Prize. His many works 
include THE FEAST OF THE GOAT, THE BAD GIRL, AUNT JULIA AND THE 
SCRIPTWRITER, THE WAR OF THE END OF THE WORLD, and THE 
STORYTELLER. He lives in London.
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Vargas Llosa, Mario. The Real Life of Alejandro Mayta. New York. 1985. Farrar 
Straus Giroux. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374247765. 
Translated from the Spanish by Alfred Macadam. 310 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design (c) 1985 by Honi Werner. Author photo (c) 1985 by Tom Victor. Inventory # 
210. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Real Life of Alejandro Mayta is set in the Peru of the
near future, a country in the throes of an insurgency pitting a Cuban-Bolivian-backed
revolutionary army against a failing Lima government and the U.S. Marines. In the 
midst of a deteriorating Peru, whose cities have become vast garbage-strewn slums
and whose people have lost almost every hope, the book chronicles the narrator’s 
attempt to reconstruct the story of a Trotskyist revolutionary. Alejandro Mayta and 
his abortive insurrection in the Andes of the late 19505 is seen through the eyes of 
the people who knew him. While investigating his story, the narrator discovers not 
one ‘real life’ of Alejandro Mayta but instead the confusions of history. The book 
vividly evokes the world of the Latin American left, not just of the past but of the 
present as well. Vargas Llosa’s vision is one of despair, of indignation, and of the 
most profound kind of understanding. The Real Life of Alejandro Mayta is a searing
account of Latin America as it really is, as well as an extraordinary literary 
achievement. Vargas Llosa is here at the height of his powers as one of the few 
writers unflinchingly coming to grips with the great events of his time.

Mario Vargas Llosa was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature in 2010. Peru's 
foremost writer, he has been awarded the Cervantes Prize, the Spanish-speaking 
world's most distinguished literary honor, and the Jerusalem Prize. His many works 
include THE FEAST OF THE GOAT, THE BAD GIRL, AUNT JULIA AND THE 
SCRIPTWRITER, THE WAR OF THE END OF THE WORLD, and THE 
STORYTELLER. He lives in London.
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Vargas Llosa, Mario. The Storyteller. New York. 1989. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374270856. Translated from the 
Spanish by Helen Lane. 247 pages. hardcover. Jacket art by Mark Sturgeon. Jacket
design by Cynthia Krupat. Inventory # 13024. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a small gallery in Florence, a world-weary Peruvian 
happens upon an exhibition of photographs from the Amazon jungle. One of these 
pictures shows a tribal storyteller seated in the middle of a circle of Machiguenga 
Indians. The Machiguengas, until a few years before, had been completely isolated 
from civilization, so it is astonishing that these photographs exist at all. Even more 
curious is the fact that there is something particularly odd about the physical 
appearance of the storyteller. The man in the photo is horribly disfigured and seems
far too light-skinned to be an Indian. As the visitor to the gallery stares at the 
photograph, he is overcome by the eerie sense that he knows this man. The 
resemblance to his old friend Saul Zuratas is uncanny. Zuratas, known to all as 
Mascarita-Mask Face-because of a terrible scar, has not been seen in years and is 
thought to have disappeared in Israel. Could it be, the Peruvian narrator begins to 
wonder, that the storyteller is not an Indian at all but the long-lost Mascarita? So 
begins Mario Vargas Llosa’s magisterial new novel, THE STORYTELLER. The book
follows the destiny of the Peruvian Jew Saul Zuratas-an outsider by ethnicity and by
appearance-and imagines his transformation from a conscience-stricken modern 
man obsessed with the survival of the pre-modern peoples of the Amazon into a 
member of the Machiguenga tribe; indeed, their chronicler, their voice. Part 
Dostoevsky’s Prince Myshkin, part a character out of Kafka, Saul is one of the most
moving and extraordinary people Vargas Llosa has ever created, an incarnation of 
conscience in a consciousless time.

Mario Vargas Llosa was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature in 2010. Peru's 
foremost writer, he has been awarded the Cervantes Prize, the Spanish-speaking 
world's most distinguished literary honor, and the Jerusalem Prize. His many works 
include THE FEAST OF THE GOAT, THE BAD GIRL, AUNT JULIA AND THE 
SCRIPTWRITER, THE WAR OF THE END OF THE WORLD, and THE 
STORYTELLER. He lives in London.
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Vargas Llosa, Mario. The Storyteller. New York. 1989. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st 
American Edition. Previous Owner’s Name Penned in Front, Otherwise Very Good 
in Dustjacket. 0374270856. Translated from the Spanish by Helen Lane. 247 pages.
hardcover. Jacket art by Mark Sturgeon. Jacket design by Cynthia Krupat. Inventory
# 40400. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a small gallery in Florence, a world-weary Peruvian 
happens upon an exhibition of photographs from the Amazon jungle. One of these 
pictures shows a tribal storyteller seated in the middle of a circle of Machiguenga 
Indians. The Machiguengas, until a few years before, had been completely isolated 
from civilization, so it is astonishing that these photographs exist at all. Even more 
curious is the fact that there is something particularly odd about the physical 
appearance of the storyteller. The man in the photo is horribly disfigured and seems
far too light-skinned to be an Indian. As the visitor to the gallery stares at the 
photograph, he is overcome by the eerie sense that he knows this man. The 
resemblance to his old friend Saul Zuratas is uncanny. Zuratas, known to all as 
Mascarita-Mask Face-because of a terrible scar, has not been seen in years and is 
thought to have disappeared in Israel. Could it be, the Peruvian narrator begins to 
wonder, that the storyteller is not an Indian at all but the long-lost Mascarita? So 
begins Mario Vargas Llosa’s magisterial new novel, THE STORYTELLER. The book
follows the destiny of the Peruvian Jew Saul Zuratas-an outsider by ethnicity and by
appearance-and imagines his transformation from a conscience-stricken modern 
man obsessed with the survival of the pre-modern peoples of the Amazon into a 
member of the Machiguenga tribe; indeed, their chronicler, their voice. Part 
Dostoevsky’s Prince Myshkin, part a character out of Kafka, Saul is one of the most
moving and extraordinary people Vargas Llosa has ever created, an incarnation of 
conscience in a consciousless time.

Mario Vargas Llosa was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature in 2010. Peru's 
foremost writer, he has been awarded the Cervantes Prize, the Spanish-speaking 
world's most distinguished literary honor, and the Jerusalem Prize. His many works 
include THE FEAST OF THE GOAT, THE BAD GIRL, AUNT JULIA AND THE 
SCRIPTWRITER, THE WAR OF THE END OF THE WORLD, and THE 
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Vargas Llosa, Mario. The Temptation of the Impossible: Victor Hugo and Les 
Miserables. Princeton. 2007. Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 9780691131115. Translated from the Spanish by John King. 
196 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Carmina Alvarez-Gaffin. Inventory # 36473.
$26

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It was one of the most popular novels of the nineteenth 
century and Tolstoy called it ‘the greatest of all novels.’ Yet today Victor Hugo’s Les
Misérables is neglected by readers and undervalued by critics. In The Temptation of
the Impossible, one of the world’s great novelists, Mario Vargas Llosa, helps us to 
appreciate the incredible ambition, power, and beauty of Hugo’s masterpiece and, in
the process, presents a humane vision of fiction as an alternative reality that can 
help us imagine a different and better world. Hugo, Vargas Llosa says, had at least 
two goals in Les Misérables—to create a complete fictional world and, through it, to
change the real world. Despite the impossibility of these aims, Hugo makes them 
infectious, sweeping up the reader with his energy and linguistic and narrative skill. 
Les Misérables, Vargas Llosa argues, embodies a utopian vision of literature—the 
idea that literature can not only give us a supreme experience of beauty, but also 
make us more virtuous citizens, and even grant us a glimpse of the ‘afterlife, the 
immortal soul, God.’ If Hugo’s aspiration to transform individual and social life 
through literature now seems innocent, Vargas Llosa says, it is still a powerful ideal 
that great novels like Les Misérables can persuade us is true.

Mario Vargas Llosa was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature in 2010. Peru's 
foremost writer, he has been awarded the Cervantes Prize, the Spanish-speaking 
world's most distinguished literary honor, and the Jerusalem Prize. His many works 
include THE FEAST OF THE GOAT, THE BAD GIRL, AUNT JULIA AND THE 
SCRIPTWRITER, THE WAR OF THE END OF THE WORLD, and THE 
STORYTELLER. He lives in London.
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Vargas Llosa, Mario. The Time of the Hero. New York. 1966. Grove Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. Translated from the Spanish by Lysande
Kemp. 409 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 9175. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The scene: a pitch-black lavatory after eights-out in a 
military academy. Four cadets are drawing lots for the night’s mission. Their 
objective: the captain’s office. Their target: to steal a copy of the next day’s 
chemistry examination. Thus begins THE TIME OF THE HERO, a work which has 
been hailed by critics around the world as one of the best Spanish-language novels
of recent decades. The author has set his novel at the Leoncio Prado Military 
Academy in Lima, Peru. In this microcosm, this city within a city, a group of cadets 
form still another circle in their attempt to break out of the vicious round of sadistic 
hazing, military discipline, confinement, and boredom. The cadets’ rebellion is led by
the Jaguar, an aloof, tough boy who refuses to be initiated and treated as one of the
Dogs. Under his leadership seven cadets, later reduced to four, join forces to fight 
the system by smuggling in pisco and cigarettes, running midnight poker games in 
the latrine, selling answers to examinations, stealing or mutilating uniforms. The 
Poet, regarded as the class brain, writes and sells pornographic stories; the Boa, 
their sex hero, wins the contests they hold in their hide-out; and the Slave is their 
built-in scapegoat. But what began as pranks in their First Year turns into tragedy by
the time the boys reach the Third Year-the point at which the novel opens. The 
officers’ discovery of the theft of a crucial final exam sets off a cycle of betrayal, 
murder, and revenge which jeopardizes the entire military hierarchy. Moving back 
and forth from past to present, from inner thought to outer action, from within the 
Academy to the city outside, Vargas Llosa exposes the sordid world of the military 
elite, with its hypocrisy, moral decay, and power politics, and the corruption 
throughout the society beyond the Academy walls.

Mario Vargas Llosa was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature in 2010. Peru's 
foremost writer, he has been awarded the Cervantes Prize, the Spanish-speaking 
world's most distinguished literary honor, and the Jerusalem Prize. His many works 
include THE FEAST OF THE GOAT, THE BAD GIRL, AUNT JULIA AND THE 
SCRIPTWRITER, THE WAR OF THE END OF THE WORLD, and THE 
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Vargas Llosa, Mario. The Way To Paradise. New York. 2003. Farrar Straus Giroux.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374228035. Translated from the 
Spanish by Natasha Wimmer. 373 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Kathleen 
DiGrado. Jacket art: Detail front The Spirit of the Dead Watching, 1892, by Paul 
Gauguin; oil on burlap mounted on canvas, 28 1/2 x 36 3/8 inches. Albright-Knox Art
Gallery, Buffalo, New York. A. Conger Goodyear Collection, 1965. Inventory # 
34357. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1844, the famous socialist agitator and memoirist 
Flora Tristan embarked on a tour of France to campaign for workers’ and women’s 
rights. In 1891, her grandson Paul Gauguin set sail for Tahiti, determined to escape
civilization and paint primitive masterpieces. Flora died before her grandson was 
born, but their travels and obsessions unfold side by side in this deft, utterly 
absorbing novel from one of Latin America’s most celebrated writers. Flora, the 
illegitimate child of a wealthy Peruvian father and a French mother, grows up in 
poverty and, after fleeing a brutal husband, journeys to Peru to demand her 
inheritance. On her return, she makes her name as a popular writer and a champion
of the downtrodden, setting herself the arduous task of touring the French 
countryside to recruit members for her Workers’ Union. Paul, a struggling painter 
and stubborn visionary, abandons his wife and five children for life in the South 
Seas. Although he has his pick of teenage Tahitian lovers and paints some of his 
greatest works, Paul’s dreams of paradise are poisoned by syphilis, the stifling 
forces of French colonialism, and a chronic lack of funds. Affectionate, astute, and 
quietly caustic, this double portrait is a rare study in passion and ambition, and of the
obstinate pursuit of greatness in the face of illness and death.

Mario Vargas Llosa was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature in 2010. Peru's 
foremost writer, he has been awarded the Cervantes Prize, the Spanish-speaking 
world's most distinguished literary honor, and the Jerusalem Prize. His many works 
include THE FEAST OF THE GOAT, THE BAD GIRL, AUNT JULIA AND THE 
SCRIPTWRITER, THE WAR OF THE END OF THE WORLD, and THE 
STORYTELLER. He lives in London.
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Vargas Llosa, Mario. Three Plays. New York. 1990. Noonday Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0809093677. Translated from the Spanish by 
David Graham-Young. 217 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 15419. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Mario Vargas Llosa is a novelist of international stature.
He is also the author of three highly successful plays-The Young Lady from Tacna,
Kathie and the Hippopotamus and La Chunga -here collected for the first time in 
new translations by David Graham-Young. Each of these plays explores the central 
theme of Mario Vargas Llosa’s work-how and why stories come into being, and the 
relationship of fact to fiction-and is an indispensable addition to our understanding of
his work as a whole. MARIO VARGA5 LLO5A was born in Peru in 1936; he had a 
scholarship to study in Madrid in 1958 and went on to live in Paris, His first story 
collection, The Cubs and Other Stories, was published in 1959. Vargas Llosa’s 
reputation grew with the appearance of The Time of the Hero in 1963, though the 
Peruvian military publicly burned a thousand copies of the book. He continued to live
abroad until 1986, returning to Lima just before the restoration of democratic rule. 
Always politically outspoken, Mario Vargas Llosa served as president of PEN, an 
international organization which champions the rights of journalists and authors, 
from 1976 to 1979. He headed the commission appointed by the Peruvian 
government to investigate the massacre of eight journalists in the Andes in 1983. 
Mario Vargas Llosa has produced critical studies of Garcia Márquez, Flaubert, 
Sartre, and Camus, as well as of the roots of contemporary fiction, He has received
virtually every important international literary award for his fiction.

Mario Vargas Llosa was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature in 2010. Peru's 
foremost writer, he has been awarded the Cervantes Prize, the Spanish-speaking 
world's most distinguished literary honor, and the Jerusalem Prize. His many works 
include THE FEAST OF THE GOAT, THE BAD GIRL, AUNT JULIA AND THE 
SCRIPTWRITER, THE WAR OF THE END OF THE WORLD, and THE 
STORYTELLER. He lives in London.
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Vargas Llosa, Mario. Who Killed Palomino Molero?. New York. 1987. Farrar Straus
Giroux. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374289786. Translated 
from the Spanish by Alfred Mc Adam. 151 pages. hardcover. Jacket design (c) 1987
by Honi Werner. Author photo (c) 1987 by Jerry Bauer. Inventory # 8048. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In WHO KILLED PALOMINO MOLERO? Mario Vargas 
Llosa has turned to detective fiction. The setting is Peru in the nineteen-fifties. Near
an Air Force base in the northern deserts, a young airman is found tortured and 
murdered. Two local policemen, Lieutenant Silva and Officer Lituma, set out to 
investigate. They are not glamorous detectives with modern resources at their 
disposal; they don’t even have a squad car and have to cajole a local cabdriver to 
take them out to the scene of the crime. Not that anyone seems to care very much if
Silva and Lituma capture Palomino Molero’s killer. The commanding officer of the air
base seems to do everything he can to impede their investigations, and their own 
superior officers are, at best, indifferent. But Silva and Lituma persevere, and, in the
end, uncover the truth. WHO KILLED PALOMINO MOLERO? is an entertaining and
brilliantly plotted mystery. It is also, as might be expected of any work by Mario 
Vargas Llosa, serious fiction. Deftly, unobtrusively, the book takes up some of the 
great themes of all of Vargas Llosa’s novels: guilt and innocence, and despair at 
how difficult it is to be an honest man in a society based on the corruption both of 
motives and of feelings.

Mario Vargas Llosa was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature in 2010. Peru's 
foremost writer, he has been awarded the Cervantes Prize, the Spanish-speaking 
world's most distinguished literary honor, and the Jerusalem Prize. His many works 
include THE FEAST OF THE GOAT, THE BAD GIRL, AUNT JULIA AND THE 
SCRIPTWRITER, THE WAR OF THE END OF THE WORLD, and THE 
STORYTELLER. He lives in London.
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Vargas Llosa, Mario. Who Killed Palomino Molero?. New York. 1988. Collier. 
Reprinted Paperback Edition. Previous Owner's Inscription in Front,Otherwise Very
Good in Wrappers. 0020225709. Translated from the Spanish by Alfred Mac Adam.
153 pages. paperback. Jacket illustration by John Jinks. Inventory # 14061. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In WHO KILLED PALOMINO MOLERO? Mario Vargas 
Llosa has turned to detective fiction. The setting is Peru in the nineteen-fifties. Near
an Air Force base in the northern deserts, a young airman is found tortured and 
murdered. Two local policemen, Lieutenant Silva and Officer Lituma, set out to 
investigate. They are not glamorous detectives with modern resources at their 
disposal; they don’t even have a squad car and have to cajole a local cabdriver to 
take them out to the scene of the crime. Not that anyone seems to care very much if
Silva and Lituma capture Palomino Molero’s killer. The commanding officer of the air
base seems to do everything he can to impede their investigations, and their own 
superior officers are, at best, indifferent. But Silva and Lituma persevere, and, in the
end, uncover the truth. WHO KILLED PALOMINO MOLERO? is an entertaining and
brilliantly plotted mystery. It is also, as might be expected of any work by Mario 
Vargas Llosa, serious fiction. Deftly, unobtrusively, the book takes up some of the 
great themes of all of Vargas Llosa’s novels: guilt and innocence, and despair at 
how difficult it is to be an honest man in a society based on the corruption both of 
motives and of feelings.

Mario Vargas Llosa was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature in 2010. Peru's 
foremost writer, he has been awarded the Cervantes Prize, the Spanish-speaking 
world's most distinguished literary honor, and the Jerusalem Prize. His many works 
include THE FEAST OF THE GOAT, THE BAD GIRL, AUNT JULIA AND THE 
SCRIPTWRITER, THE WAR OF THE END OF THE WORLD, and THE 
STORYTELLER. He lives in London.
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Varnedoe, Kirk. Pictures of Nothing: Abstract Art Since Pollock. Princeton. 2006. 
Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
069112678x. Foreword by Earl A. Powell III. Preface by Adam Gopnik. Winner of the
2006 AAP Award for Best Professional/Scholarly Book in Arts and Art History. 304 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36093. $65

FROM THE PUBLISHER - What is abstract art good for? What’s the use—for us as 
individuals, or for any society—of pictures of nothing, of paintings and sculptures or
prints or drawings that do not seem to show anything except themselves?’ In this 
invigorating account of abstract art since Jackson Pollock, eminent art historian Kirk
Varnedoe, the former chief curator of painting and sculpture at the Museum of 
Modern Art, asks these and other questions as he frankly confronts the uncertainties
we may have about the nonrepresentational art produced in the last five decades. 
He makes a compelling argument for its history and value, much as E. H. Gombrich
tackled representation fifty years ago in Art and Illusion, another landmark A. W. 
Mellon Lectures volume. Realizing that these lectures might be his final work, 
Varnedoe conceived of them as a statement of his faith in modern art and as the 
culminating example of his lucidly pragmatic and philosophical approach to art 
history. He delivered the lectures, edited and reproduced here with their illustrations,
to overflowing crowds at the National Gallery of Art in Washington in the spring of 
2003, just months before his death. With brilliance, passion, and humor, Varnedoe 
addresses the skeptical attitudes and misunderstandings that we often bring to our 
experience of abstract art. Resisting grand generalizations, he makes a deliberate 
and scholarly case for abstraction—showing us that more than just pure looking is 
necessary to understand the self-made symbolic language of abstract art. 
Proceeding decade by decade, he brings alive the history and biography that inform
the art while also challenging the received wisdom about distinctions between 
abstraction and representation, modernism and postmodernism, and minimalism 
and pop.

Kirk Varnedoe(1946-2003) was Professor of Art History at the Institute for Advanced
Study in Princeton from 2001 until his death. From 1989 to 2001 he was chief 
curator of painting and sculpture at the Museum of Modern Art in New York.
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Varon, Jeremy. Bringing the War Home: The Weather Underground, the Red Army
Faction, and Revolutionary Violence in the Sixties and Seventies. Berkeley. 2004. 
University Of California Press. 1st Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0520241193. 407 pages. paperback. Inventory # 35247. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this first comprehensive comparison of left-wing 
violence in the United States and West Germany, Jeremy Varon focuses on 
America’s Weather Underground and Germany’s Red Army Faction to consider how
and why young, middle-class radicals in prosperous democratic societies turned to 
armed struggle in efforts to overthrow their states. Based on a wealth of primary 
material, ranging from interviews to FBI reports, this book reconstructs the 
motivation and ideology of violent organizations active during the 1960s and 1970s.
Varon conveys the intense passions of the era—the heat of moral purpose, the 
depth of Utopian longing, the sense of danger and despair, and the exhilaration over
temporary triumphs. Varon’s compelling interpretation of the logic and limits of 
dissent in democratic societies provides striking insights into the role of militancy in 
contemporary protest movements and has wide implications for the United States’ 
current ‘war on terrorism.’ Varon explores Weatherman and RAF’s strong similarities
and the reasons why radicals in different settings developed a shared set of values, 
languages, and strategies. Addressing the relationship of historical memory to 
political action, Varon demonstrates how Germany’s fascist past influenced the 
brutal and escalating nature of the West German conflict in the 60s and 70s, as well
as the reasons why left-wing violence dropped sharply in the United States during 
the 1970s. Bringing the War Home is a fascinating account of why violence develops
within social movements, how states can respond to radical dissent and forms of 
terror, how the rational and irrational can combine in political movements, and finally
how moral outrage and militancy can play both constructive and destructive roles in
efforts at social change.

Jeremy Varon is Assistant Professor of History at Drew University.
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Vassanji, M. G. The Book of Secrets. London. 1996. Picador. Paperback Reprint. 
Very Good in Wrappers. 0330344013. 339 pages. paperback. Cover: Anatasia 
Youtyropoulou. Inventory # 32000. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Like the novels of Nadine Gordimer, J.M. Coetzee, and 
Ben Okri, THE BOOK OF SECRETS concerns Africa - in this case, the Asian 
community of East Africa, a rich nexus of English, Arab, Indian, and African cultures.
The novel begins in 1988 when the 1913 diary of Alfred Corbin, a British colonial 
administrator, is found in an East African shopkeeper’s backroom. The diary - and 
the secrets it both reveals and conceals - enflames the curiosity of retired 
schoolteacher Pius Fernandes. Pius’s obsessive pursuit of history leads him on an 
investigative journey through his own past and a nation’s. Vasanji brings to vivid life 
the landscapes, the towns, and the cities of East Africa from the days of the Great 
War, through independence, all the way to the close of the eighties. Rich in detail 
and character, pathos and humor, and evocative of time and place, THE BOOK OF
SECRETS juxtaposes different cultures and generations and tells us something 
fresh about the nature of storytelling.

M.G. Vassanji is the author of six acclaimed novels: THE GUNNY SACK, which won
the regional Commonwealth Prize; NO NEW LAND; THE BOOK OF SECRETS, 
which won the very first Giller Prize; AMRIIKA; THE IN-BETWEEN WORLD OF 
VIKRAM LALL, which also won the Giller Prize, and THE ASSASSIN’S SONG, 
which was shortlisted for the Scotiabank Giller Prize and the Governor General’s 
Award for Fiction. He is also the author of two collections of short fiction, UHURU 
STREET and WHEN SHE WAS QUEEN, and a work of non-fiction, A PLACE 
WITHIN: REDISCOVERING INDIA. He lives in Toronto with his wife and two sons.
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Vassanji, M. G. The In-Between World of Vikram Lall. New York. 2004. Knopf. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 140004216x. 373 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket photographs: (top) Untitled, 1962, by Malick Sidibe (detail), (middle) Borje 
Tobiasson (detail)/Panos Pictures. Jacket design by Peter Mendelsund. Inventory #
34712. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the midst of a violent and fearful climate of racist 
attitudes and calls for freedom, a diverse group of children meet and become friends
in a small upcountry town. Eight-year-old Vic and his younger sister, Deepa, of 
Indian descent; Njoroge, an African boy; and British siblings Annie and Bill play all 
sorts of make-believe games reflecting the surrounding reality. When one day their 
innocent games are brought to a brutal conclusion, their world tumbles around them.
Against the backdrop of a chaotic and changing Kenya, we follow Vic into an 
adulthood still shrouded by the fear in which his childhood ended. He is an ‘in-
between man.’ An Asian, he stands between the white colonials and the black 
Africans; his homeland is Kenya, but in the 1960s-in the early, heady years of 
independence and of Jomo Kenyatta’s presidency-he feels unimportant and 
irrelevant to the new nation. He is a man who learns early not to take too strong a 
stand but to simply remain in-between and go along. When Vic takes a job in civil 
service, he becomes an in-between man of another sort: a conduit for influence 
brokers. And as the hopefulness of the 1960s gives way to the pervasive corruption
and repression of the 1970S and 1980s, Vic is drawn deeper and deeper into the 
official orbit of graft and power-brokering, pocketing ever-larger bribes, buying 
protection from Kenyatta himself-finally earning ‘the distinction of having been 
numbered one of Africa’s most corrupt men, a cheat of monstrous and reptilian 
cunning.’ At the same time , we see how Njoroge lives through the remnants of his 
youthful idealism, taking hold of unexpected opportunities-as a Kikuyu, he is a 
member of Kenyatta’s ruling class and reigniting in adulthood the abiding love for 
Deepa that began when they were children.

M. G. Vassanji was born in Kenya and raised in Tanzania. Vassanji is the author of 
four acclaimed novels: The Gunny Sack, which won a regional Commonwealth 
Prize; No New Land; The Book of Secrets, which won the very first Giller Prize; and
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Vassanji, M. G. Uhuru Street. Oxford. 1991. Heinemann. 1st Edition. Very Good in
Wrappers. 0435905856. 144 pages. paperback. Cover illustration by Keith Pointing.
Inventory # 17933. $125

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With delicate strokes, M.G. Vassanji brings alive the 
characters who live and work in the shops and tenements of Uhuru Street: Roshan
Mattress, so called because of her free and easy ways; baby, the blubbery-fat 
daughter of a grocer, indulged but amiable; Ahmed, the street-wise orphan fighting 
for survival though like most bullies ‘an expert at marbles’. Even the street itself 
breathes life and symbolises the comradeship of this immigrant community. The 
stories take us from the late colonial days of sheltered innocence in the 1950s 
through to the 1980s when many of the characters have moved away from the 
confines of their community only to find that hopes and aspirations are displaced by
harsh realities, and the spirit that was Uhuru Street is no more than a nostalgic 
dream. In this unique collection of short stories from the Commonwealth prize-
winning author of The Gunny Sack and No New Land, the curtain is drawn back to 
reveal life in the Asian community in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania - its customs, 
traditions and prejuduces.

M.G. Vassanji is the author of six acclaimed novels: THE GUNNY SACK, which won
the regional Commonwealth Prize; NO NEW LAND; THE BOOK OF SECRETS, 
which won the very first Giller Prize; AMRIIKA; THE IN-BETWEEN WORLD OF 
VIKRAM LALL, which also won the Giller Prize, and THE ASSASSIN’S SONG, 
which was shortlisted for the Scotiabank Giller Prize and the Governor General’s 
Award for Fiction. He is also the author of two collections of short fiction, UHURU 
STREET and WHEN SHE WAS QUEEN, and a work of non-fiction, A PLACE 
WITHIN: REDISCOVERING INDIA. He lives in Toronto with his wife and two sons.
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Vassilikos, Vassilis. The Photographs. New York. 1971. Harcourt Brace Jovanovich.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Worn Dustjacket With Some Tears & Pieces 
Missing.Remainder Mark. 0157178008. Translated from the Greek by Mike 
Edwards. 181 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Lawrence Ratzkin. Inventory # 
8251. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Photographs’ is the Greek term for ‘writing with light.’ In 
this novel the metaphor of the photographic image becomes a means by which the 
hero seeks to comprehend what has happened to him. Time, memory, and an 
insight into things past take form in the perceptions of Lazarus Lazarides, who is a 
young poet, a student, and a film maker. After three years’ absence, Lazarus returns
to his birthplace, Necropolis, ‘The City of the Dead.’ This is in actuality Salonika, the
city in which Gregorios Lambrakis - ’Z’ - was assassinated. Necropolis has painful 
associations for Lazarus. Here he lived as a child under the Nazi occupation. Here 
he became aware of the mean existence and degradation of the poor. But in 
Necropolis he also discovered love as a persistent force in life. He returns in an 
attempt to rediscover and re-create the intensity of that love—it represents for him 
an ‘ultimate consciousness.’ To recapture the memory of love, to relive the sense of
heightened awareness, means to Lazarus a release, a return, a resurrection. Yet 
when Lazarus revisits familiar scenes, he finds it impossible to capture the 
elusiveness of reality. As an artist he is aware of the danger of illusion, and the 
essence of his past experience escapes him. ‘It all played back again,’ he says, ‘like
the repeat o a forgotten film that has mellowed with time and become something 
else.’ Lazarus keeps remembering what he felt, and what he felt was loving, 
laziness, longing. For Lazarus the past is a series of shifting perspectives and 
impressions. When he understands that as an artist he has seen the beloved only as
a theme for a work of art - and that his knowledge of life has been gleaned through 
images - then memory becomes for him, as for Proust, a kind of grace.

Vassilis Vassilikos (born November 18, 1934) is a Greek writer, and a diplomat. A 
native of the northern Greek island of Thasos,
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Vassilikos, Vassilis. The Photographs. New York. 1971. Harcourt Brace Jovanovich.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0157178008. 
Translated from the Greek by Mike Edwards. 181 pages. hardcover. Jacket design 
by Lawrence Ratzkin. Inventory # 41650. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Photographs’ is the Greek term for ‘writing with light.’ In 
this novel the metaphor of the photographic image becomes a means by which the 
hero seeks to comprehend what has happened to him. Time, memory, and an 
insight into things past take form in the perceptions of Lazarus Lazarides, who is a 
young poet, a student, and a film maker. After three years’ absence, Lazarus returns
to his birthplace, Necropolis, ‘The City of the Dead.’ This is in actuality Salonika, the
city in which Gregorios Lambrakis - ’Z’ - was assassinated. Necropolis has painful 
associations for Lazarus. Here he lived as a child under the Nazi occupation. Here 
he became aware of the mean existence and degradation of the poor. But in 
Necropolis he also discovered love as a persistent force in life. He returns in an 
attempt to rediscover and re-create the intensity of that love—it represents for him 
an ‘ultimate consciousness.’ To recapture the memory of love, to relive the sense of
heightened awareness, means to Lazarus a release, a return, a resurrection. Yet 
when Lazarus revisits familiar scenes, he finds it impossible to capture the 
elusiveness of reality. As an artist he is aware of the danger of illusion, and the 
essence of his past experience escapes him. ‘It all played back again,’ he says, ‘like
the repeat o a forgotten film that has mellowed with time and become something 
else.’ Lazarus keeps remembering what he felt, and what he felt was loving, 
laziness, longing. For Lazarus the past is a series of shifting perspectives and 
impressions. When he understands that as an artist he has seen the beloved only as
a theme for a work of art - and that his knowledge of life has been gleaned through 
images - then memory becomes for him, as for Proust, a kind of grace.

Vassilis Vassilikos (born November 18, 1934) is a Greek writer, and a diplomat. A 
native of the northern Greek island of Thasos,
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Vazquez Rial, Horacio. Triste's History. Columbia. 1990. Readers International. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0930523717. Translated from the 
Spanish by Jo Labanyi. 216 pages. hardcover. Cover: Miguel Alfredo D'Arienzo. 
Inventory # 15065. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A revealing perspective on the world of violence inside 
Argentina's death squads. ‘THE STORY of two hired assassins in Argentina's recent
terror. No heroics at the end, no playing false with the reader. Perfectly 
disconcerting, as if literature could still demand its place in the face of the 
testimonies to this hell we have come to know.’ - El Pais, Madrid.

Horacio Vázquez-Rial (20 March 1947 – 6 September 2012) was an Argentinian-
born writer and translator who lived in Spain from 1968, mostly in Barcelona. He was
nominated for the Nadal Prize in 1987 for Historia del triste, and in March 1989 he 
was a finalist for the fifth edition of the Plaza y Janes Prize for La Reina de oros. His
only work available in English is Triste's History. He died in Madrid, aged 65.
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Vazquez Rial, Horacio. Triste's History. Columbia. 1990. Readers International. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0930523717. Translated 
from the Spanish by Jo Labanyi. 216 pages. hardcover. Cover: Miguel Alfredo 
D'Arienzo. Inventory # 31789. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A revealing perspective on the world of violence inside 
Argentina's death squads. ‘THE STORY of two hired assassins in Argentina's recent
terror. No heroics at the end, no playing false with the reader. Perfectly 
disconcerting, as if literature could still demand its place in the face of the 
testimonies to this hell we have come to know.’ - El Pais, Madrid.

Horacio Vázquez-Rial (20 March 1947 – 6 September 2012) was an Argentinian-
born writer and translator who lived in Spain from 1968, mostly in Barcelona. He was
nominated for the Nadal Prize in 1987 for Historia del triste, and in March 1989 he 
was a finalist for the fifth edition of the Plaza y Janes Prize for La Reina de oros. His
only work available in English is Triste's History. He died in Madrid, aged 65.
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Vea, Alfredo. Gods Go Begging. New York. 1999. Dutton. 1st Printing. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 052594513x. 321 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Allison Saltzman.
Inventory # 27064. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Jesse Pasadoble, a former infantry soldier who served 
his country with honor and courage, is now a defense attorney living in San 
Francisco. It was in Vietnam that Jesse learned to ‘hate death and to develop an 
almost anguished love of the living’ during a horrific siege in which he should have 
died but didn’t. For Jesse, the battle still rages: in his tortured memories; in the gang
wars that are erupting on Potrero Hill; and now, in the cold-blooded execution of two
women - one black, one Vietnamese - on the edge of a San Francisco ghetto. 
Jesse’s defense of the young man accused of the brutal double murder will take him
back across the years and miles. Finding the truth will mean weaving together the 
disparate strands of his own haunted life, as the atrocities of the present day 
become inextricably linked with a battle that took place on a hilltop on the Laotian 
border two decades before. It is in this fragile link between the two worlds that Jesse
dares to seek his own redemption.

Alfredo Véa is a criminal defense lawyer in San Francisco and author of three other
novels, La Maravilla, The Silver Cloud Café, and Gods Go Begging.
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Veiga, Jose J. The Misplaced Machine and Other Stories. New York. 1970. Knopf. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. Translated from the Portuguese by 
Pamela G. Bird. 143 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Guy Fleming. Inventory # 
7123. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The narratives that make up THE MISPLACED 
MACHINE AND OTHER STORIES combine the element of terror with refining 
touches of tenderness, lightness, and lyricism. Some are poignant, some macabre, 
some ironically funny, but all imaginatively interweave mystery and fantasy with 
reality. A peddler enters a town where a wolf is being tortured, is inexplicably 
coerced to stay the night, and dies in the squalid stable of his captor. An Indian boy,
taken to live with a white family, is abused and made the village slave; he is jailed for
a trivial incident, forgotten, and then shot one holiday as he walks out of the open jail
door. A widowed father parts with his son. A rich schoolboy’s affair with a soldier’s 
mistress is comically thwarted. Two children speculate on their appearance in the 
eyes of a huge creature. A small boy’s fantasy about the beasts of the forest is 
contrasted with harsh reality. A painstakingly built highway is abandoned because of
an unkillable rooster who leads to their death all who travel it. An old dog is jealous 
of a puppy - he eats it - but is haunted forever after. A strange machine is delivered
by mistake to the center of a small town; no one knows what it is or how it works, but
its very mystery makes it an object of worship. A small boy ponders the meaning of
death as it occurs on the farm. Everywhere in these sensitive tales an ingenious 
storyteller comments on some of the enduring agonies of the human condition: 
jealousy, fear, death, brutality, and the haunted mind.

José Veiga, known as José J. Veiga, (February 2, 1915–September 19, 1999) was a
Brazilian writer. His writings are often classified within the magical realism genre, 
although he denied the label; his books deal with social and political criticism, with 
lyrical overtones.
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Veiga, Jose J. The Three Trials of Manirema. New York. 1970. Knopf. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket W/Some Tears And Chipping. 
Translated from the Portuguese by Pamela G. Bird. 157 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Guy Fleming. Inventory # 26009. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - To celebrate the first appearance in English of the work 
of one of Brazil’s leading writers of fiction, this novel is published simultaneously with
a collection of José J. Veiga’s short stories, THE MISPLACED MACHINE AND 
OTHER STORIES. IN THE THREE TRIALS OF MANIREMA - a mysterious, 
puzzling tale; perfectly told - a small town is stricken by the strangest of plagues: the
sudden visitation, nearby, of silent, self-sufficient men. No one knows who the 
strangers are, where they came from, or what they want. But with every passing day
something unaccountable happens. The once-carefree town is overcome with 
tension as the carter, the storekeeper, the blacksmith, a courting couple are 
victimized. Confused and frightened, some people become secretive, some taciturn.
A few stand their ground in the face of pressure and provocation, but most bend or 
reverse their values. Then, from the strangers’ campsite, packs of howling dogs 
spread through the streets and gardens, invading houses, chasing down inhabitants.
They bark, snarl, and whine for days. When, as if by magic, the dogs disappear, 
hundreds of plundering oxen descend upon the town. Houses are besieged, 
residents corralled, the land and air poisoned with excrement. Suddenly - as if 
obeying a silent order - they disappear. Dogs, oxen, the townspeople’s self-
destructive reaction: Are the mysterious strangers responsible? Are the animal 
invaders mere instruments of oppression or are they the men themselves in another
guise? No one knows, and no one knows why the visitors themselves leave as 
suddenly and unpredictably as they arrived. A novel or an apologue? The reader 
must decide.

José Veiga, known as José J. Veiga, (February 2, 1915–September 19, 1999) was a
Brazilian writer. His writings are often classified within the magical realism genre, 
although he denied the label; his books deal with social and political criticism, with 
lyrical overtones.
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Veiga, Jose J. The Three Trials of Manirema. New York. 1970. Knopf. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. Translated from the Portuguese by Pamela G. 
Bird. 157 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Guy Fleming. Inventory # 7452. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - To celebrate the first appearance in English of the work 
of one of Brazil’s leading writers of fiction, this novel is published simultaneously with
a collection of José J. Veiga’s short stories, THE MISPLACED MACHINE AND 
OTHER STORIES. IN THE THREE TRIALS OF MANIREMA - a mysterious, 
puzzling tale; perfectly told - a small town is stricken by the strangest of plagues: the
sudden visitation, nearby, of silent, self-sufficient men. No one knows who the 
strangers are, where they came from, or what they want. But with every passing day
something unaccountable happens. The once-carefree town is overcome with 
tension as the carter, the storekeeper, the blacksmith, a courting couple are 
victimized. Confused and frightened, some people become secretive, some taciturn.
A few stand their ground in the face of pressure and provocation, but most bend or 
reverse their values. Then, from the strangers’ campsite, packs of howling dogs 
spread through the streets and gardens, invading houses, chasing down inhabitants.
They bark, snarl, and whine for days. When, as if by magic, the dogs disappear, 
hundreds of plundering oxen descend upon the town. Houses are besieged, 
residents corralled, the land and air poisoned with excrement. Suddenly - as if 
obeying a silent order - they disappear. Dogs, oxen, the townspeople’s self-
destructive reaction: Are the mysterious strangers responsible? Are the animal 
invaders mere instruments of oppression or are they the men themselves in another
guise? No one knows, and no one knows why the visitors themselves leave as 
suddenly and unpredictably as they arrived. A novel or an apologue? The reader 
must decide.

José Veiga, known as José J. Veiga, (February 2, 1915–September 19, 1999) was a
Brazilian writer. His writings are often classified within the magical realism genre, 
although he denied the label; his books deal with social and political criticism, with 
lyrical overtones.
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Veiga, Jose J. The Three Trials of Manirema. New York. 1970. Knopf. 1st American
Edition. Good.No Dustjacket. Translated from the Portuguese by Pamela G. Bird. 
157 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Guy Fleming. Inventory # 13261. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - To celebrate the first appearance in English of the work 
of one of Brazil’s leading writers of fiction, this novel is published simultaneously with
a collection of José J. Veiga’s short stories, THE MISPLACED MACHINE AND 
OTHER STORIES. IN THE THREE TRIALS OF MANIREMA - a mysterious, 
puzzling tale; perfectly told - a small town is stricken by the strangest of plagues: the
sudden visitation, nearby, of silent, self-sufficient men. No one knows who the 
strangers are, where they came from, or what they want. But with every passing day
something unaccountable happens. The once-carefree town is overcome with 
tension as the carter, the storekeeper, the blacksmith, a courting couple are 
victimized. Confused and frightened, some people become secretive, some taciturn.
A few stand their ground in the face of pressure and provocation, but most bend or 
reverse their values. Then, from the strangers’ campsite, packs of howling dogs 
spread through the streets and gardens, invading houses, chasing down inhabitants.
They bark, snarl, and whine for days. When, as if by magic, the dogs disappear, 
hundreds of plundering oxen descend upon the town. Houses are besieged, 
residents corralled, the land and air poisoned with excrement. Suddenly - as if 
obeying a silent order - they disappear. Dogs, oxen, the townspeople’s self-
destructive reaction: Are the mysterious strangers responsible? Are the animal 
invaders mere instruments of oppression or are they the men themselves in another
guise? No one knows, and no one knows why the visitors themselves leave as 
suddenly and unpredictably as they arrived. A novel or an apologue? The reader 
must decide.

José Veiga, known as José J. Veiga, (February 2, 1915–September 19, 1999) was a
Brazilian writer. His writings are often classified within the magical realism genre, 
although he denied the label; his books deal with social and political criticism, with 
lyrical overtones.
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Veith, George J. Code-Name Bright Light: The Untold Story of U. S. Pow Rescue 
Efforts During Th. New York. 1997. Free Press. 1st American Printing. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 0684835142. 408 pages. hardcover. Cover design by Calvin Chu. 
Inventory # 24699. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The history of the U.S. POW/MIA intelligence and 
wartime rescue operations has long remained concealed under the shroud of 
national security, unknown both to the public and to the families of the missing. 
George J. Veith has assembled an extensive range of previously unseen material, 
including recently declassified NSA intercepts, State Department cables, and 
wartime interrogation reports which reveal how the U.S. military conducted a 
centralized effort to identify, locate, and rescue its POW/MIAs. CODE-NAME 
BRIGHT LIGHT also traces the development of the various national POW 
intelligence operations and provides an in-depth look at the activities of the Joint 
Personnel Recovery Center, a secretive and highly classified unit in South Vietnam 
responsible for rescuing captives. Further, it uncovers one of the most tightly held 
POW/MIA secrets, the primary reason why the government did not think any 
Americans were left behind: a clandestine communication program between the 
POWs and the U.S. military. This still-sensitive program provided the identities and 
locations of American prisoners, defeating North Vietnamese efforts to keep their 
names and locations secret. The raids and efforts that make up the narrative of 
CODE-NAME BRIGHT LIGHT succeeded in freeing hundreds of South Vietnamese
soldiers but resulted in the rescue of few Americans. The vast network of efforts, 
however, is a testament to the U.S. military’s unknown commitment to freeing its 
captive soldiers. Veith concludes that the United States secretly went as far as any 
army could go in freeing captives in this type of wartime situation.

A former army captain, George J. Veith commanded a tank battalion in West 
Germany and served for almost seven years in different command positions in U.S.
combat units in Germany and the United States. An acknowledged expert on the 
POW issue, he was asked to address the 1995 League of Families convention on 
the subject of POW/MIAs, presented a paper in 1996 at a symposium of the Center 
for the Study of the Vietnam Conflict at Texas Tech University, and is frequently 
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Velie, Alan R. (editor). The Lightning Within: An Anthology of Contemporary 
American Indian Fiction. Lincoln. 1991. University Of Nebraska Press. 1st Edition. 
Very Good. No Dustjacket. 0803246595. 161 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 16845.
$35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This work is intended as an introduction and overview. 
Velie's anthology offers some of the finest writing available. An ideal introduction, 
especially for readers of American western history who may be unaware of what 
Indian literary artists are revealing. This book is a path to some of the best Indian 
fiction of the past twenty years, as well as to a true understanding of Native peoples.
The authors included are - N. Scott Momaday, James Welch, Leslie Marmon Silko,
Gerald Vizenor, Simon Ortiz, Louise Erdrich, and Michael Dorris.

Alan R. Velie, a professor of English at the University of Oklahoma, has written a 
general introduction and headnotes to each selection. He is the author of Four 
American Indian Literary Masters and other books.
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Verdelle, A. J. The Good Negress. Chapel Hill. 1995. Algonquin Books. Presentation
Set of Folded & Gathered Sheets. Very Good in Wrappers. 156512085x. Novel 
Praised by Toni Morrison. 298 pages. paperback. Inventory # 21266. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Harold D. Vursell Award, American Academy of Arts and
Letters. The year is 1963 and young Denise Palms has rejoined her family in Detroit
where she must work to make a place for herself and prepare for the arrival of her 
mother's new baby. The baby will mean the end of Denise's afterschool lessons with
a stern teacher who insists that Denise learn to speak 'proper' English to make 
herself heard. Verdelle's intuition and ear allow her to dramatize precise moments of
Denise's self-recognition and, in the process, offer an inside look at a maturing 
intelligence. THE GOOD NEGRESS marks the arrival of an original voice in 
contemporary fiction. 'Truly extraordinary.'--Toni Morrison.

A.J. Verdelle was born and raised in Washington, D.C., graduated from the 
University of Chicago with a degree in political science, and went on for two 
postgraduate degrees in statistics and writing. She is founder and owner of Applied
Statistics and Research, a consulting company in New York.
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Verissimo, Erico. His Excellency,The Ambassador. New York. 1967. Macmillan. 1st
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. Translated from the Portuguese by Linton Lomas
Barrett & Marie Mcdavid Barrett. 439 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Paul 
Bacon. Photograph of author/Studio 'Os Dois'-Brazil. Inventory # 7135. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The story begins with the dramatic arrival in the capital of
Don Gabriel Heliodoro Alvarado, El Sacramento’s new ambassador. Over six feet 
tall, of enormous physical prowess, he is also endowed with an insatiable sexual 
appetite. Uneducated, handsome, half-Indian, he has been a hero in the guerrilla 
fighting in the mountains of El Sacramento that propelled the present dictator into 
office. Yet, even as he arrives, his country is boiling up for a new revolution, and is 
desperately in need of arms and money from the United States. Miss Ogilvy, 
indestructible pillar of the Sacramento Embassy, has survived dozens of El 
Sacramento crises: one revolution, a coup d’etat, four ambassadors, and numerous
ministers and secretaries, but even this stalwart lady is somewhat nonplussed by 
His Excellency. She is also deeply concerned with the emotional problems of Pablo
Ortega, an embassy attaché, a dark, attractive young idealist tormented by a keen 
sense of guilt for serving a government he considers corrupt. Other members of the
embassy staff include a highly amusing homosexual, a minister who has lost his 
faith in God, and another who has lost his beautiful wife to the delights of the bed of
Don Alvarado. As the cocktail parties, surface amenities, and subterranean plotting
of diplomatic Washington bloom with the cherry trees, the threatened revolution in El
Sacramento boils to fever height. Victory for a new set of rebels, meaning, of course,
a new dictatorship, grows more imminent daily. This danger triggers personal 
decisions and actions among the embassy staff-flight to Europe, suicide, or a return
to their native country to join forces with the rebels or the government, to kill or be 
killed. Don Alvarado is the towering figure in the book, but even the minor characters
are drawn in the round-the American journalist who is involved in El Sacramento’s 
troubles, the exiled liberal from El Sacramento who is mysteriously eliminated, the 
passionate Rosalia, and her rival for the ambassador’s favors, the coolly blonde 
American socialite.

Erico Verissimo (December 17, 1905 – November 28, 1975) was an important 
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Verissimo, Erico. Night. New York. 1956. Macmillan. 1st American Printing. Previous
Owner's Name & Bookplate in Front,Otherwise Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket 
With Some Small Tears. Translated from the Portuguese by L. L. Barrett. 166 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Leo Manso. Inventory # 33192. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This novel, by one of Brazil’s foremost writers, describes
the terrifying experience of a man who, in a shocked condition, has lost his identity.
Not knowing who he is or where he comes from, he is obsessed with the fear that he
may have committed some crime, perhaps even murder. He is a Stranger to himself.
In a single night of horror, he wanders through the streets of an unrecognized city 
guided by a sadistic hunch. back and another, called The Master. In the hands of 
these two concentrations of evil and dominated by them, he is forced to join their 
revels. A mysterious figure in white, radiant and tranquil, haunts his steps and 
beckons to him. The Stranger yearns to follow but finds himself powerless to resist 
the diabolic forces which impel him through this period of darkness. At last, as day 
dawns, memory returns and he escapes from his imprisonment. This is an intense 
psychological study quite out of the ordinary, and a story of stark realism possessing
impressive narrative power.

Erico Verissimo (December 17, 1905 – November 28, 1975) was an important 
Brazilian writer, born in the State of Rio Grande do Sul.
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Verissimo, Erico. The Rest Is Silence. New York. 1946. Macmillan. 1st Printing. 
Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front, Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 
Translated from the Portuguese by L. C. Kaplan. 485 pages. hardcover. Inventory #
15070. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Spicing his story with satire, Erico Verissimo again, as he
did so effectively in his novel ‘Crossroads,’ depicts the many-sided urban life of 
today in Porto Alegre, up-and-coming metropolis of southern Brazil. In the dusky 
peace of Good Friday evening a young girl falls from the thirteenth floor of a 
skyscraper. At least seven persons see her fall-a retired and pompous official; a 
businessman, on the verge of bankruptcy, who gambles alike with stocks, cards, 
and women; a novelist; an ex-deputy; a newsboy; an unemployed and meditative 
typographer; a woman, wife of the celebrated musician who is just then visiting Porto
Alegre. The abundant plot traces the effects of the girl’s death on the destinies of 
these people and their families. During the two days after the accident (if such it 
was), a variety of events tragic and comic occurs, and since Brazil, even more than 
the United States, mingles races in a changing and somehow hopeful pattern of 
poverty and toil, luxury and crime, disappointments and astonishing good fortune, 
the author brings all of this into his story. But over and beyond the pathos and 
intrigue and romance is his deep, warm enthusiasm for human nature.

Erico Verissimo (December 17, 1905 – November 28, 1975) was an important 
Brazilian writer, born in the State of Rio Grande do Sul.
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Verissimo, Luis Fernando. The Club of Angels. New York. 2002. New Directions. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0811215008. Translated from the 
Portuguese by Margaret Jull Costa. 135 pages. hardcover. Jacket drawing 'The 
Supper,'by Fernando Bolero: (c) Fernando Botero, courtesy Marlborough Gallery, 
New York; design by Semadar Megged. Inventory # 31870. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Luis Fernando Verissimo’s THE CLUB OF ANGELS is 
an irresistible, enticing book about the sin of gluttony-almost as irresistible and 
enticing as the exquisite meals prepared within. Written by one of Brazil’s leading 
authors, THE CLUB OF ANGELS was an immediate success there, climbing the 
bestseller lists. With wit and dark humor, THE CLUB OF ANGELS tells the story of 
ten privileged men, who meet every month to dine fabulously and celebrate their 
friendship and singularity. When their leader, Ramos, dies of AIDS, the narrator, 
whose name is Daniel, meets his possible replacement-a mysterious man, Lucido - 
in a wineshop. Lucido is strangely taciturn, but in the privacy of Daniel’s kitchen, he
creates the men’s favorite dishes, giving them a gastronomic experience like no 
other. The tale of bewilderment and death that follows makes for an unforgettable 
literary experience! This mordant satire, with its hilarious characters and witty 
dialogue, touches on all segments of Brazilian society. THE CLUB OF ANGELS has
been translated into English by the renowned Margaret Jull Costa (translator of 
Javier Marias, José Saramago, Paulo Coelho, Reinaldo Arenas, and Arturo Perez-
Reverte).

Luís Fernando Veríssimo (born September 26, 1936 in Porto Alegre, Rio Grande do
Sul, Brazil) is a Brazilian writer. Verissimo is the son of Brazilian writer Erico 
Verissimo and lived with his father in the United States during his childhood. Best 
known for his chronicles and texts of humor, more precisely satire of manners, 
published daily in several Brazilian newspapers, Verissimo is also a cartoonist, 
translator, and television writer, playwright and novelist. He has also been 
advertising and newspaper copy desk. He is also a musician, having played 
saxophone in a few sets. With over 60 published titles, is one of the most popular 
contemporary Brazilian writers.
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Verma, Nirmal. The World Elsewhere and Other Stories. Columbia. 1988. Readers 
International. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0930523466. This 
Collection Won The Prestigious Sahitya Akademi Award In IndiaVarious Translators.
238 pages. hardcover. Cover: Ram Kumar. Inventory # 9874. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A collection of short stories from the Hindi. Contains the
stories - Under Cover of Darkness, The Dead and the Dying, The Burning Bush, A 
Splinter of the Sun, The World Elsewhere, Maya Darpan, Exile, Weekend, An Inch 
and a Half Above Ground, The Difference, The Man and the Girl and A Room of 
Their Own.

Nirmal Verma (3 April 1929 – 25 October 2005) was a Hindi writer, novelist, activist
and translator. He is credited as being one of pioneers of ‘Nayi Kahani’ (New Story) 
literary movement of Hindi literature, wherein his first collection of stories, 
‘Parinde’ (Birds) is considered its first signature. In his career spanning five decades
and various forms of literature, like story, travelogue and essays, he penned five 
novels, eight short-story collections and nine books of non-fiction, including essays 
and travelogues. Nirmal Verma was born on (3 April 1929 in Shimla, where his 
father worked as an officer in the Defense Department of the British Indian 
Government. He was the fifth child among his eight siblings. One of his brothers is 
one of India's greatest artists Ram Kumar. He wrote his first story for a students' 
magazine in the early 1950s. He did M.A. in History from St. Stephen’s College, 
Delhi University. There after he started teaching in Delhi and writing for various 
literary magazines. His activism streak was visible even during his student days; in 
1947-48, he regularly attended Mahatma Gandhiji's morning prayer meetings in 
Delhi, even though he was a card holding member of Communist Party of India, 
which he resigned in 1956, after Soviet invasion of Hungary. The very activism was
soon to be reflected in his stories, which added a whole new dimension to the Indian
literary scene.
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Vernant, Jean-Pierre and Vidal-Naquet, Pierre. Myth and Tragedy in Ancient 
Greece. New York. 1988. Zone Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0942299183. Translated from the French by Janet Lloyd. 527 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 13830. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Jean Pierre-Vernant and Pierre Vidal-Naquet are leaders
in a contemporary French classical scholarship that has produced a a stunning 
reconfiguration of Greek thought and literature. In this work, published here as a 
single volume, the authors present a disturbing and decidedly non-classical reading
of Greek tragedy that insists on its radical discontinuity with our own outlook and 
with our social, aesthetic, and psychological categories. Originally published in 
French in two volumes, this new single-volume edition includes revised essays from
volume one and is the first English translation of both volumes.

Pierre Vidal-Naquet is Director of Studies and Professor of Sociology at the Ecole 
Pratique des Hautes Etudes in Paris. Jean Pierre-Vernant is Professor Emeritus of
Comparative Study of Ancient Religions at the Collège de France. Janet Lloyd is a 
translator and writer living in England.
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Vernon, James. Distant Strangers: How Britain Became Modern. Berkeley. 2014. 
University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9780520282049. Berkeley Series in British Studies, 9. 6 x 9. 11 b/w images, 1 table.
184 pages. paperback. Inventory # 41113. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - What does it mean to live in the modern world? How 
different is that world from those that preceded it, and when did we become 
modern? In Distant Strangers, James Vernon argues that the world was made 
modern not by revolution, industrialization, or the Enlightenment. Instead, he shows
how in Britain, a place long held to be the crucible of modernity, a new and distinctly
modern social condition emerged by the middle of the nineteenth century. Rapid and
sustained population growth, combined with increasing mobility of people over 
greater distances and concentrations of people in cities, created a society of 
strangers. Vernon explores how individuals in modern societies adapted to live 
among strangers by forging more abstract and anonymous economic, social, and 
political relations, as well as by reanimating the local and the personal.

James Vernon is professor of history at UC Berkeley. He is author or editor of 
several books including, most recently, Hunger: A Modern History and The 
Peculiarities of Liberal Modernity in Imperial Britain (UCP/GAIA, 2011), and is 
coeditor of the Berkeley Series in British Studies.
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Vernon, John. A Book of Reasons. Boston. 1999. Houghton Mifflin. 1st Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0395944775. 272 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Michaela
Sullivan. Inventory # 26998. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Every family has its odd character, the one member who
never seems right with the world. In his pairing of family history with the history of 
civilization, John Vernon discovers the extraordinary sources of ordinary things in 
the life of his reclusive brother, Paul. When Paul died and John was charged with 
settling his affairs, he came face to face with a life he had never suspected. His 
brother’s house in southern New Hampshire was in a state of squalid disrepair: piled
high with a lifetime of trash, unheated and decrepit, pitifully unlivable. An assembly
worker and an amateur inventor, Paul had managed to keep his sad and strange 
world hidden from his family and acquaintances. Why does a childhood full of 
promise turn wrong? Why do we clutter our lives with things? How do we make and
understand our world? Vernon seeks answers in the most unexpected places. 
Buying a hammer at Wal-Mart inspires a short history of tools, Paul’s wake 
occasions an investigation of embalming, and cleaning out his house gives rise to a
history of central heating and of domesticating environments - all in an attempt to 
‘comprehend a life that left behind not splendid monuments but ordinary wreckage.’
The result is a book of reasons: reasons for his brother’s way of life, reasons for his
own response to Paul’s death. In the process, he discovers how reasons enable all
of us not only to better understand the world and its mysteries but also to accept 
what can never be explained.

John Vernon is a novelist, memoirist and critic whose novels have explored both real
and imagined signature moments in American history, from John Wesley Powell’s 
1869 voyage of discovery through the Grand Canyon in The Last Canyon, to an 
1872 confab between the mother and father of American poetry, Emily Dickinson 
and Walt Whitman, in Peter Doyle, to Billy the Kid’s 1881 escape from the Lincoln 
County jail in Lucky Billy, to Baby Doe Tabor’s years of exile in a Leadville, Colorado
mining shack in All for Love: Baby Doe and Silver Dollar. Two of his books have 
been named New York Times Notable Books of the Year, and he has been awarded
two National Endowment for the Arts grants.
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Vernon, John. All For Love: Baby Doe & Silver Dollar. New York. 1995. Simon & 
Schuster. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684803712. 237 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Honi Werner. Inventory # 21543. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Adventuress, miner, home-wrecker, pauper, dreamer - 
the drama of Colorado legend Baby Doe’s life has inspired several biographies, a 
1932 film starring Edward G. Robinson, even an opera, but never before a novel. 
Yet few lives have been so dramatic, even in the barest outlines of historical fact. 
Leaving staid Oshkosh, Wisconsin, for the booming, rowdy Colorado mining territory
in 1879, Baby ditched her hapless husband and snared silver magnate Horace 
Tabor, owner of the immensely productive Matchless, a mine so renowned that 
Oscar Wilde dined in its depths during his 1882 lecture tour of the West. Tabor 
divorced his wife to marry Baby in the wedding of the century (President Chester 
Arthur attended) and live with her in gaudy splendor in Denver. Their glory was 
short-lived: Horace died in 1899, leaving Baby the now worthless Matchless. He also
left her two little girls, the younger of whom, Silver Dollar, wrote poetry, turned tricks,
and died tragically in 1925. But Baby lived on until 1935 in a shack next to the 
Matchless, wearing burlap on her feet and scribbling her dreams and visions on 
scraps of paper.

John Vernon is a novelist, memoirist and critic whose novels have explored both real
and imagined signature moments in American history, from John Wesley Powell’s 
1869 voyage of discovery through the Grand Canyon in The Last Canyon, to an 
1872 confab between the mother and father of American poetry, Emily Dickinson 
and Walt Whitman, in Peter Doyle, to Billy the Kid’s 1881 escape from the Lincoln 
County jail in Lucky Billy, to Baby Doe Tabor’s years of exile in a Leadville, Colorado
mining shack in All for Love: Baby Doe and Silver Dollar. Two of his books have 
been named New York Times Notable Books of the Year, and he has been awarded
two National Endowment for the Arts grants.
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Vernon, John. Lindbergh's Son. New York. 1987. Viking Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670815535. 279 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
illustration by David Noyes. Inventory # 23705. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The great opening spoof of this unsolved mysterythat the
narrator, Charles Cooper (possibly Lyndhurst), is merely a disembodied brain 
marinating in a jaris a bizarre detail that the reader disregards as events unfold. 
Coop, as he is called by his present intimates, is tossing a ball around with his flaky
stepson when two fat, distorted women approach, claiming relationship. He later 
recognizes the younger as Bernice, the once beautiful girl living in the apartment 
that became his home from the time he was 14 until he was sent to boarding school
in disgrace. Disgrace, because he impregnated Bernice, and Uncle Chuck, the 
household’s absentee landlord, kicked him out and decreed an abortion. But the 
abortion was itself abortive, for shortly after Coop again takes to Bernice’s bed, the 
aborted fetus turns up in the person of 40-year-old Charles Lyndhurst, Junior. Now
Coop, his memory prodded by Bernice and Junior, begins to question the identity of
Uncle Chuck (Lyndhurst? or Lindbergh?), whose kidnapped son’s birthday (if he’s 
Lindbergh) coincides with Coop’s own. Is he the baby whose body was never 
recovered? Is he Bernice’s brother and therefore the new-found Junior’s uncle as 
well as his father? - Publishers Weekly.

John Vernon is a novelist, memoirist and critic whose novels have explored both real
and imagined signature moments in American history, from John Wesley Powell’s 
1869 voyage of discovery through the Grand Canyon in The Last Canyon, to an 
1872 confab between the mother and father of American poetry, Emily Dickinson 
and Walt Whitman, in Peter Doyle, to Billy the Kid’s 1881 escape from the Lincoln 
County jail in Lucky Billy, to Baby Doe Tabor’s years of exile in a Leadville, Colorado
mining shack in All for Love: Baby Doe and Silver Dollar. Two of his books have 
been named New York Times Notable Books of the Year, and he has been awarded
two National Endowment for the Arts grants.
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Veyne, Paul (editor). A History of Private Life: 1-From Pagan Rome To Byzantium. 
Cambridge. 1987. Belknap Press Of Harvard University Press. 5th Printing. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0674399757. Translated from the French by Arthur 
Goldhammer. 670 pages. hardcover. Cover: Portrait of a couple from the Terentius
Neo House, Pompeii. Inventory # 12074. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - First of the widely celebrated and sumptuously illustrated
series, this book reveals in intimate detail what life was really like in the ancient 
world. Behind the vast panorama of the pagan Roman empire, the reader discovers
the intimate daily lives of citizens and slaves-from concepts of manhood and 
sexuality to marriage and the family, the roles of women, chastity and contraception,
techniques of childbirth, homosexuality, religion, the meaning of virtue, and the 
separation of private and public spaces. The emergence of Christianity in the West 
and the triumph of Christian morality with its emphasis on abstinence, celibacy, and
austerity is startlingly contrasted with the profane and undisciplined private life of the
Byzantine Empire. Using illuminating motifs, the authors weave a rich, colorful fabric
ornamented with the results of new research and the broad interpretations that only
masters of the subject can provide.

Paul Veyne is Professor at the Collège de France. Georges Duby, a member of the
Académie Française, is Professor of Medieval History at the Collège de France.
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Vidal, Gore. At Home: Essays 1982-1988. New York. 1988. Random House. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0394570200. 305 pages.
hardcover. Jacket design by Jack Ribik. Inventory # 23118. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - On subjects ranging from Henry James to Nancy 
Reagan, Oscar Wilde to Oliver North, Hollywood to Mongolia, Vidal once again 
confirms his reputation as ‘America’s finest essayist’ (The New Statesman). ‘As the
curtain falls on the ancient Acting President and his ‘Administration,’ it is time to 
analyze just what this bizarre episode in American history was all about.’ So begins 
the essay ‘Armageddon?’ which looks at the born-again Christians who, encouraged
by Ronald Reagan’s own apocalyptic leanings, envisage a final divine cataclysm 
after which only the truly elect will survive. In ‘The National Security State,’ Vidal 
offers his own earthly alternatives to our current policies. From Richard Nixon (with 
his ‘occasional odd burst of candor’) to Ronald Reagan (with his ‘freedom from 
facts’) Gore Vidal examines the leaders and lunacies of contemporary America. 
Vidal is more than a political polemicist. AT HOME also contains responses to his 
own critics, reminiscences of his extraordinary childhood, and appreciations of other
writers - from the past (Henry James, William Dean Howells, Dawn Powell, Logan 
Pearsall Smith) and the present (Tennessee Williams, Frederic Prokosch, Paul 
Bowles, Anthony Burgess, Italo Calvino). As always, Vidal is crisp, elegant, incisive
and brilliant. ‘The essay has become the vehicle for Vidal’s elegant, ironic 
proselytizing, and he has become a master of the form—Vidal is at home on a vast 
intellectual range.as provocative and perceptive a social and literary critic as 
America has today.’ – Newsweek.

Eugene Luther Gore Vidal (born Eugene Louis Vidal, October 3, 1925 – July 31, 
2012) was an American writer known for his essays, novels, screenplays, and 
Broadway plays. He was also known for his patrician manner, Transatlantic accent,
and witty aphorisms.
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Vidal, Gore. Empire. New York. 1987. Random House. 1st Random House Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394561236. 486 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 8147. 
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Mr. Vidal demonstrates a political imagination and 
insider's sagacity equaled by no other practicing fiction writer I can think of. And like
the earlier novels in his historical cycle, Empire is a wonderfully vivid documentary 
drama.' -The New York Times Book Review. In this extraordinarily powerful epic 
Gore Vidal recreates America's Gilded Age-a period of promise and possibility, of 
empire-building and fierce political rivalries. In a vivid and breathtaking work of 
fiction, where the fortunes of a sister and brother intertwine with the fates of the 
generation, their country, and some of the greatest names of their day, including 
President McKinley, Theodore Roosevelt, William Jennings Bryan, William and 
Henry James, the Astors, the Vanderbilts, and the Whitneys, Gore Vidal sweeps us 
from the nineteenth century into the twentieth, from the salvaged republic of Lincoln 
to a nation boldly reaching for the world.

Eugene Luther Gore Vidal (born Eugene Louis Vidal, October 3, 1925 – July 31, 
2012) was an American writer known for his essays, novels, screenplays, and 
Broadway plays. He was also known for his patrician manner, Transatlantic accent,
and witty aphorisms.
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Vidal, Gore. Hollywood: A Novel of America in the 1920s. New York. 1990. Random
House. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394576594. 437 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 13478. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Hollywood marks the fifth episode in Gore Vidal's 
'Narratives of Empire,' his celebrated series of six historical novels that form his 
extended biography of the United States. It is 1917, and President Woodrow Wilson
is about to lead the country into the Great War in Europe. In California, a new 
industry is born that will irreversibly transform America. Caroline Sanford, the 
alluring heroine of Empire, discovers the power of moving pictures to manipulate 
reality as she vaults to screen stardom under the name of Emma Traxler. Just as 
Caroline must balance her two lives-West Coast movie star and East Coast 
newspaper publisher and senator's mistress-so too must America balance its two 
power centers: Hollywood and Washington. Here is history as only Gore Vidal can 
re-create it: brimming with intrigue and scandal, peopled by the greats of the silver 
screen and American politics. 'Hollywood shimmers with the illusion of politics and 
the politics of illusion,' wrote the Chicago Sun-Times. 'A wonderfully literate and 
consistently impressive work of fiction that clearly belongs on a shelf with Vidal's 
best,' said The New York Times Book Review.

Eugene Luther Gore Vidal (born Eugene Louis Vidal, October 3, 1925 – July 31, 
2012) was an American writer known for his essays, novels, screenplays, and 
Broadway plays. He was also known for his patrician manner, Transatlantic accent,
and witty aphorisms.keywords
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Vidal, Gore. Homage To Daniel Shays: Collected Essays. New York. 1972. Random
House. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394482107. 451 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Irving Bogen. Inventory # 19660. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - For the first time the essays of Gore Vidal are available 
in one volume. The range of subjects is wide: Nixon, pornography, the Kennedys, 
Tarzan, Mishima, drugs, Eleanor Roosevelt, the French, New Novel, Suetonius, the
American empire. The essays have been arranged in the order in which they were 
written over the last two decades. Some are already well known; others have never
before been collected. Acknowledged master of the essay as a literary form, Vidal 
continues to display that ‘sort of well-informed aloofness’ which, according to Time
Magazine, ‘is the secret of the Vidal all-purpose style. He writes about live people 
rather as if they were dead and dead people rather as if they were alive.’

Eugene Luther Gore Vidal (born Eugene Louis Vidal, October 3, 1925 – July 31, 
2012) was an American writer known for his essays, novels, screenplays, and 
Broadway plays. He was also known for his patrician manner, Transatlantic accent,
and witty aphorisms.
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Vidal, Gore. Inventing a Nation: Washington, Adams, Jefferson. New Haven. 2003.
Yale University Press. 2nd Printing. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 
0300101716. 198 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustrations: Posthumous portraits by 
Asher Brown Durand (left to right): George Washington after a painting by Gilbert 
Stuart; John Adams, 1835; Thomas Jefferson, ca, 1835. Inventory # 3236. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Washington’s steady presence and regal confidence 
more than compensated for his poor performance in the field against British 
generals, themselves every bit as striking in their mediocrity as he’. ‘Adams alone 
saw virtues in monarchy - not England’s, but one of our own, with titles for the men 
of power (due to his elliptical shape he was dubbed His Rotundity)’. ‘ If Adams was 
the loftiest of the scholars at the Continental Congress of 1775, Thomas Jefferson 
was the most intricate character, gifted as a writer, architect, farmer - and, in a 
corrupt moment, he allowed his cook to give birth to that unique dessert later known
as Baked Alaska’. Gore Vidal, one of the master stylist of American literature and 
one of the most acute observers of American life and history, turns his immense 
literary and historiographic talent to a portrait of the formidable trio of George 
Washington, John Adams, and Thomas Jefferson. In INVENTING A NATION, Vidal 
transports the reader into the minds, the living rooms (and bedrooms), the 
convention halls, and the salons of Washington, Adams, Jefferson, and other key 
figures who helped found the American Republic, Vidal’s splendid and percipient 
prose animates key moments of decision in the birthing of our nation, and we come 
to know these men in ways we have now until now - their opinions of each other, 
their worries about money, their concerns about creating a viable democracy. Vidal
brings them to life and illuminates the force and weight of the documents they wrote,
the speeches they gave, and the institutions of government they fashioned.

Eugene Luther Gore Vidal (born Eugene Louis Vidal, October 3, 1925 – July 31, 
2012) was an American writer known for his essays, novels, screenplays, and 
Broadway plays. He was also known for his patrician manner, Transatlantic accent,
and witty aphorisms.
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Vidal, Gore. Inventing a Nation: Washington, Adams, Jefferson. New Haven. 2003.
Yale University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0300101716.
198 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustrations: Posthumous portraits by Asher Brown 
Durand (left to right): George Washington after a painting by Gilbert Stuart; John 
Adams, 1835; Thomas Jefferson, ca, 1835. Inventory # 34001. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Washington’s steady presence and regal confidence 
more than compensated for his poor performance in the field against British 
generals, themselves every bit as striking in their mediocrity as he’. ‘Adams alone 
saw virtues in monarchy - not England’s, but one of our own, with titles for the men 
of power (due to his elliptical shape he was dubbed His Rotundity)’. ‘ If Adams was 
the loftiest of the scholars at the Continental Congress of 1775, Thomas Jefferson 
was the most intricate character, gifted as a writer, architect, farmer - and, in a 
corrupt moment, he allowed his cook to give birth to that unique dessert later known
as Baked Alaska’. Gore Vidal, one of the master stylist of American literature and 
one of the most acute observers of American life and history, turns his immense 
literary and historiographic talent to a portrait of the formidable trio of George 
Washington, John Adams, and Thomas Jefferson. In INVENTING A NATION, Vidal 
transports the reader into the minds, the living rooms (and bedrooms), the 
convention halls, and the salons of Washington, Adams, Jefferson, and other key 
figures who helped found the American Republic, Vidal’s splendid and percipient 
prose animates key moments of decision in the birthing of our nation, and we come 
to know these men in ways we have now until now - their opinions of each other, 
their worries about money, their concerns about creating a viable democracy. Vidal
brings them to life and illuminates the force and weight of the documents they wrote,
the speeches they gave, and the institutions of government they fashioned.

Eugene Luther Gore Vidal (born Eugene Louis Vidal, October 3, 1925 – July 31, 
2012) was an American writer known for his essays, novels, screenplays, and 
Broadway plays. He was also known for his patrician manner, Transatlantic accent,
and witty aphorisms.
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Vidal, Gore. Myra Breckinridge. Taiwan. 1968. [no publisher]. Pirated Edition. Very
Good.No Dustjacket. 264 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 7149. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Myra Breckinridge is a 1968 satirical novel by Gore Vidal
written in the form of a diary. It was made into a movie in 1970. Described by the 
critic Dennis Altman as ‘part of a major cultural assault on the assumed norms of 
gender and sexuality which swept the western world in the late 1960s and early 
1970s,’ the book's major themes are feminism, transsexuality, American expressions
of machismo and patriarchy, and deviant sexual practices, as filtered through an 
aggressively camp sensibility. Set in Hollywood in the 1960s, the novel also contains
candid and irreverent glimpses into the machinations within the film industry. The 
book was dismissed by some of the era's more conservative critics as pornographic
at the time of its first publication in February 1968, but nevertheless immediately 
became a worldwide bestseller and has since come to be considered a classic in 
some circles. ‘It is tempting to argue that Vidal said more to subvert the dominant 
rules of sex and gender in Myra than is contained in a shelf of queer theory 
treatises,’ wrote Dennis Altman. Critic Harold Bloom cites Myra Breckinridge as a 
canonical work in his book The Western Canon. In 1974 Vidal published a sequel, 
Myron. In his memoir Palimpsest, Vidal would suggest that the voice of Myra may 
have been inspired by the ‘megalomania’ of Anaïs Nin's diaries.

Eugene Luther Gore Vidal (born Eugene Louis Vidal, October 3, 1925 – July 31, 
2012) was an American writer known for his essays, novels, screenplays, and 
Broadway plays. He was also known for his patrician manner, Transatlantic accent,
and witty aphorisms.
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Vidal, Gore. Romulus & the Original Romulus the Great By Friedrich Duerrenmatt. 
New York. 1966. Grove Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
Romulus The Great Translated from the German by Gerhard Nellhaus. 165 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Roy Kuhlman. Inventory # 16177. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ed so that the reader may see for himself the changes 
which Mr. Vidal has made in the basic drama. Essentially, these plays deal with the
uses of power - how one man can remain true to a humane ideal while invested with
the potency of a title and a throne built upon centuries of blood and conquest. 
Romulus, the has-been scholar, the dreamer, the royal chicken-fancier, has allowed
the Goths - by his own seemingly effete passivity - to make devastating inroads 
upon his Empire. As the story opens, they are, indeed, at the very gates of the city.
But Romulus is not what he seems: his lack of attention to the slow eroding of the 
once mighty Empire is calculated; his tired jokes cloak a wit which has implications 
of doom and destruction for his people, and for himself. For Romulus is a man who 
has for twenty years had but one goal: to assist in the destruction of his own land, 
and to die at the end of this time. He is a dangerous man, a traitor, in the accepted 
sense of that term - at best, a coward. But his country, his Rome, is corrupt, it does
not deserve its eminence, it must be destroyed - and Romulus destroys it by his 
virtuoso performance as a fool. Mr. Vidal has supplied a specially-written preface for
this edition of his play, in which he sets forth his reasons for the kind of adaptation 
he has made. At Mr. Vidal’s suggestion, Duerrenmatt’s Romulus the Great is given 
in translation from the original German by Gerhard Nellhaus for the reader who 
wishes to make his own judgment concerning the merits of the two plays.

Eugene Luther Gore Vidal (born Eugene Louis Vidal, October 3, 1925 – July 31, 
2012) was an American writer known for his essays, novels, screenplays, and 
Broadway plays. He was also known for his patrician manner, Transatlantic accent,
and witty aphorisms.
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Vidal, Gore. Screening History. Cambridge. 1992. Harvard University Press. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0674795865. 96 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
17293. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Gore Vidal saw his first talking picture in 1929 when he 
was four years old. At age ten, the film A Midsummer Night's Dream whetted his 
appetite for all of Shakespeare's plays, and Mickey Rooney's Puck inspired his early
fantasy about becoming an actor. Yet it was movies about history, albeit history as 
brought to life on the silver screen, that he remembers most vividly from his youth. 
Movies such as Roman Scandals, The Prince and the Pauper, and Fire Over 
England, in his words, 'opened for me that door to the past where I have spent so 
much of my life-long present.' Author of Burr, Lincoln, and other best-selling novels 
chronicling our experience, Vidal shows how history and fiction blend in the private 
and public worlds of his generation. In Screening History, he intertwines fond 
recollections of films savored in the movie palaces of his Washington, D.C., boyhood
with strands of autobiography and trenchant observations about American politics. 
Never before has Vidal--a scion of one of our oldest political families--revealed so 
much about his own life or written with such marvelous immediacy about the real 
and imagined forces that have shaped America in the twentieth century. We see 
Vidal witnessing history as his grandfather is sworn in for a fourth Senate term 
during the Depression; we see him making history as a young airman of ten flying a
Hammond Y-1 under the watchful eye of his father, FDR's Director of Aviation; and
we journey back with him to America in the 1930s and 1940s, to theaters with 
names like the Belasco and the Metropolitan where the history screened for the 
nation's moviegoers often turned reality into fantasy, or into downright propaganda.
Screening History is rich with anecdotes about Vidal's eminent family and shrewd 
insights about prominent figures known and observed.

Eugene Luther Gore Vidal (born Eugene Louis Vidal, October 3, 1925 – July 31, 
2012) was an American writer known for his essays, novels, screenplays, and 
Broadway plays. He was also known for his patrician manner, Transatlantic accent,
and witty aphorisms.
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Vidal, Gore. Washington D. C. Boston. 1967. Little Brown. 1st American Edition. 
Previous Owner’s Name in Front, Otherwise Good. No Dustjacket. 377 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 23744. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Washington, D.C., is the final installment in Gore Vidal's
Narratives of Empire, his acclaimed six-volume series of historical novels about the
American past. It offers an illuminating portrait of our republic from the time of the 
New Deal to the McCarthy era. Widely regarded as Vidal's ultimate comment on how
the American political system degrades those who participate in it, Washington, D.C.
is a stunning tale of corruption and diseased ambitions. It traces the fortunes of 
James Burden Day, a powerful conservative senator who is eyeing the presidency;
Clay Overbury, a pragmatic young congressional aide with political aspirations of his
own; and Blaise Sanford, a ruthless newspaper tycoon who understands the 
importance of money and image in modern politics. With characteristic wit and 
insight, Vidal chronicles life in the nation's capital at a time when these men and 
others transformed America into ‘possibly the last empire on earth.’ ‘Washington, D.
C. may well be the finest of contemporary novels about the capital,’ said The New 
Yorker, and the Times Literary Supplement deemed it ‘a prodigiously skilled and 
clever performance.’

Eugene Luther Gore Vidal (born Eugene Louis Vidal, October 3, 1925 – July 31, 
2012) was an American writer known for his essays, novels, screenplays, and 
Broadway plays. He was also known for his patrician manner, Transatlantic accent,
and witty aphorisms.keywords
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Vidal, Gore. Washington D. C. Boston. 1967. Little Brown. 1st American Edition. 
Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front, Otherwise Very Good. No Dustjacket. 377
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37704. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Washington, D.C., is the final installment in Gore Vidal's
Narratives of Empire, his acclaimed six-volume series of historical novels about the
American past. It offers an illuminating portrait of our republic from the time of the 
New Deal to the McCarthy era. Widely regarded as Vidal's ultimate comment on how
the American political system degrades those who participate in it, Washington, D.C.
is a stunning tale of corruption and diseased ambitions. It traces the fortunes of 
James Burden Day, a powerful conservative senator who is eyeing the presidency;
Clay Overbury, a pragmatic young congressional aide with political aspirations of his
own; and Blaise Sanford, a ruthless newspaper tycoon who understands the 
importance of money and image in modern politics. With characteristic wit and 
insight, Vidal chronicles life in the nation's capital at a time when these men and 
others transformed America into possibly the last empire on earth. ‘Washington, D.
C. may well be the finest of contemporary novels about the capital,’ said The New 
Yorker, and the Times Literary Supplement deemed it ‘a prodigiously skilled and 
clever performance.’

Eugene Luther Gore Vidal (born Eugene Louis Vidal, October 3, 1925 – July 31, 
2012) was an American writer known for his essays, novels, screenplays, and 
Broadway plays. He was also known for his patrician manner, Transatlantic accent,
and witty aphorisms.keywords

Literature America
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Vigilante, Richard. Strike: The Daily News War & the Future of American Labor. New
York. 1994. Simon & Schuster. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0671796313.
320 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Lawrence Ratzkin. Inventory # 21486. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It was war on the streets of New York. Trucks and stores
firebombed, workers beaten and stabbed, shop owners terrorized by goons using 
strongarm tactics. While public officials and politicians looked the other way, a 
brilliant but ruthless business empire squared off against nine desperate unions - 
one with mafia ties - convinced they must fight or die. It was a war for one of 
America’s great newspapers. And both sides seemed willing to destroy the paper to
save it. The Daily News strike of 1990 was one of the most expensive, viciously 
fought, dramatic actions in American labor history. But it was also one battle in a 
larger and far more important war over the future of the American workplace, one 
episode in an economic, social, and moral revolution changing the lives of tens of 
millions of working Americans as the thrilling, painful post-industrial rebirth of the 
American economy radically restructures relations between employer and employee,
labor and management. In this brave new economy how can managers bent on 
rebuilding the work ethic of failing firms avoid war in the workplace? How can we 
protect workers without crippling the productivity of post-industrial factories? How we
resolve these battles ‘will largely determine how productive our workplaces will be, 
how happy and prosperous their workers and their families, and the social and moral
character of this society,’ says Richard Vigilante. With the power of an intellectual 
blockbuster and the punch of a great novel, STRIKE transforms a labor conflict of 
epic proportions into a guide to the future of the American workplace and the urgent
needs of a new economic era. STRIKE is a must read for anyone concerned for the
renaissance of American industry or the future of American labor.

RICHARD VIGILANTE, columnist for New York Newsday and director of the Center
for Social Thought, was founding editor of the Manhattan Institute's City Journal, 
credited by The New Yorker with creating "a new center" in New York politics.
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Villegle, Jacques. Urbi & Orbi: Crossing Time and Space. San Francisco. 2012. 
Martin Muller Books/Modernism Inc. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.
9780983067313. Translated from the French by Deke Dusinberre. 162 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 41053. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Urbi & Orbi: Crossing Time and Space is a collection of
writings by French artist Jacques Villegle, world-renowned for his appropriations of 
torn posters. Villegle has been directly involved with many of the most important 
developments in twentieth-century art of the past fifty years. Through this period, 
Villegle’s writings remained scattered in various magazine and museum 
publications. The present volume brings together a selection of these texts - 
appearing here for the first time in English - in which Villegle offers witty, irreverent,
and trenchant observations about art and culture as well as his own artistic practice.

Jacques Villeglé (Jacques Mahé de La Villeglé) was born in 1926 in Quimper, a 
coastal town of Brittany, France. He studied painting and architecture at fine-arts 
schools in Rennes and Nantes. In 1947, he began to collect found objects on the 
beach at Saint-Malo, considering various pieces of twisted steel and other wreckage
as sculpture. Two years later, he turned to the appropriation of posters torn by 
vandals or bad weather, deeming them collective natural artworks. Villeglé was 
joined in this activity by the artist Raymond Hains, whom he had met at Rennes; 
together they published Hepérile éclaté, an ‘ultra-lettrist’ work consisting of the 
decomposed text of a phonetic poem by Camille Bryen. In 1960, Villeglé and Hains,
along with a number of other French artists including Yves Klein and Jean Tinguely,
drafted and signed a statement founding Nouveau Realisme, a movement dedicated
to discovering ‘new perceptual approaches to the real.’ Stimulated by the May ‘68 
rebellion in Paris, Villeglé produced a ‘sociopolitical alphabet’ derived from graffiti 
and popular logos. Villeglé has also authored a number of essays about his life in art
and his concept of Lacéré Anonyme (Torn Anon). Throughout his career, Villeglé 
has looked to collective or anonymous sources of art, maintaining that the role of the
artist now has been superseded by that of the collector.
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Vincent, Norah and Conway, Chad. The Instant Intellectual. New York. 1998. 
Hyperion. 1st Edition. Very Good in Cloth Over Boards. No Dustjacket As Issued. 
0786863765. 230 pages. hardcover. Cover design: Victor Weaver. Cover illustration:
G.N. Conway.\. Inventory # 25531. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Do you know what Schadenfreude means? How about: 
deus ex machina, Sturm und Drang, salad days, pars passu, pas de deux? How 
many times have you been at a party, nodding and smiling at someone who used 
terms like these - all the while not having a clue what they mean? You know you 
should know, but for whatever reason you don’t. Now with The Instant Intellectual 
you can look up these and many more impressive words and phrases, learn their 
meanings, and use them yourself. Collecting over 200 foreign phrases, literary and 
philosophical references, and a few priceless English idioms, this accessible, 
tongue-in-cheek guide presents all the expressions you’ll need to know to join the 
cognoscenti and beat language snobs at their own game.

Norah Vincent is a staff writer for the NY Press. She holds a Bachelor of Arts in 
Philosophy from Vil1iams College. Her writing has also appeared in The New 
Republic and The Weekly Standard. Chad Conway is an editor at The Free Press, 
Simon & Schuster. He holds a Master of Arts in European Intellectual
History from McGill University.
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Vincent, Stephen. Walking. Northampton. 1993. Junction Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 1881523055. Paperback Original. 78 pages. 
paperback. Cover: Francisco Goya-'Los Proberbios'. Inventory # 32167. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Poetry. 'WALKING comes from times and places that still
see people as primary and the means by which they can live, the common need. 
Stephen Vincent is an old hand who has learned the hard way and so can be 
trusted. His art moves variously, like his feet. WALKING means what it says' -Robert
Creeley.

Stephen Vincent, teacher, is a poet, artist, essayist, editor, publisher, walker and 
blogger. He is currently working on a 'living memoir' of his poet & politician mother, 
Barbara Moore Vincent. His most recent poetry book is Walking Theory (Junction 
Press). His haptic drawings were exhibited at San Francisco's Braunstein-Quay 
Gallery.
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Virgil. The Aeneid. Baltimore. 1973. Penguin Books. Reprinted Penguin Classic 
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers With Tape-Reinforced Cover. 
0140440518. Translated from the Latin & With An Introduction by W. F. Jackson 
Knight. 366 pages. paperback. The cover illustration is taken from an illuminated 
manuscript of THE AENEID in the Vatican Library. Inventory # 29311. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The AENEID of Virgil (70-19 B.C.) describes the 
legendary origin of the Roman nation. It tells of the Trojan prince Aeneas, who 
escaped, with some followers, after Troy fell, and sailed to Italy. Here they settled 
and laid the foundations of Roman power. THE AENEID is a poet’s picture of the 
world, where human affairs are controlled by human and superhuman influences. It 
is a great literary epic inspired by Virgil’s love of his native Italy and his sense of 
Rome’s destiny as a civilized ruler of nations.

Publius Vergilius Maro (October 15, 70 BC – September 21, 19 BC), usually called 
Virgil or Vergil /ˈvɜrdʒəl/ in English, was an ancient Roman poet of the Augustan 
period. He is known for three major works of Latin literature, the Eclogues (or 
Bucolics), the Georgics, and the epic Aeneid. A number of minor poems, collected in
the Appendix Vergiliana, are sometimes attributed to him. Virgil is traditionally 
ranked as one of Rome's greatest poets. His Aeneid has been considered the 
national epic of ancient Rome from the time of its composition to the present day. 
Modeled after Homer's Iliad and Odyssey, the Aeneid follows the Trojan refugee 
Aeneas as he struggles to fulfill his destiny and arrive on the shores of Italy—in 
Roman mythology the founding act of Rome. Virgil's work has had wide and deep 
influence on Western literature, most notably Dante's Divine Comedy, in which Virgil
appears as Dante's guide through hell and purgatory.
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Virgil. The Gnat and Other Minor Poems of Virgil. Berkeley. 2011. University of 
California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780520267657. 
Translated by David R. Slavitt. Foreword by Gordon Williams. A Joan Palevsky Book
in Classical Literature. 86 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37878. $21.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Light-hearted poems, some obscene, some studies in 
vitriol, a miniature epic about a gnat, a recipe for a salad that gave the United States
its motto, e pluribus unum—these are poems that have come down to us under the
name of great Virgil. David Slavitt’s free versions bring them to life, capturing their 
wit and flair.' - David Konstan, author of The Emotions of the Ancient Greeks. These
delightful poems—by turns whimsical, beautiful, and vulgar—seem to have primarily
survived because they were attributed to Virgil. But in David R. Slavitt’s imaginative
and appealing translations, they stand firmly on their own merits. Slavitt brings to 
this little-known body of verse a fresh voice, vividly capturing the tone and style of 
the originals while conveying a lively sense of fun.

Publius Vergilius Maro (October 15, 70 BC – September 21, 19 BC), usually called 
Virgil or Vergil /ˈvɜrdʒəl/ in English, was an ancient Roman poet of the Augustan 
period. He is known for three major works of Latin literature, the Eclogues (or 
Bucolics), the Georgics, and the epic Aeneid. A number of minor poems, collected in
the Appendix Vergiliana, are sometimes attributed to him. Virgil is traditionally 
ranked as one of Rome's greatest poets. His Aeneid has been considered the 
national epic of ancient Rome from the time of its composition to the present day. 
Modeled after Homer's Iliad and Odyssey, the Aeneid follows the Trojan refugee 
Aeneas as he struggles to fulfill his destiny and arrive on the shores of Italy—in 
Roman mythology the founding act of Rome. Virgil's work has had wide and deep 
influence on Western literature, most notably Dante's Divine Comedy, in which Virgil
appears as Dante's guide through hell and purgatory. David R. Slavitt has been 
lauded for his translations, including Propertius in Love and De Rerum Natura, both 
from UC Press.
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Viviano, Frank. Blood Washes Blood: A True Story of Love, Murder, & Redemption
Under the Sicilian Sun. New York. 2001. Pocket Books. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0671041584. 270 pages. hardcover. Jacket image by Richard 
Jenkins. Inventory # 29570. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Against the sweeping backdrop of western Sicily, 
seasoned reporter Frank Viviano pieces together his own harrowing family legacy of
betrayal and redemption - and the truth behind a murder mystery and conspiracy of
silence that spans four generations. His seven-year quest is haunted, from cryptic 
beginning to stunning end, by an ancient Sicilian proverb, Lu sangu lava lu sangu, 
‘Blood washes blood’: the torrent of unforgiving vengeance that flows from an 
unforgivable offense.’ ‘More than a century ago, Viviano’s namesake and great-great
grandfather, Francesco Viviano, was shot to death at a lonely rural crossroad in 
Sicily. He had been a revolutionary and a thief, a legendary bandit who traveled by 
night in the robes of a friar. Sicilians called him ‘the Monk.’’ ‘Six months before his 
death in 1993, Viviano’s ninety-six-year-old grandfather whispered to him the name
of the Monk’s killer: ‘Domenico Valenti.’ A name he had never heard before. A name
that meant nothing to him.’ ‘Pursued by the demons of his own rootless life as a 
foreign correspondent, Viviano journeys to his family’s ancestral village in Sicily. He
sets out to unlock the mystery that killed the Monk and drove his family to America.
But from his first day there, he is confronted by a maze of other interlocked 
mysteries, where everything - names, identities, motives - falls under the same 
enigmatic veil as his grandfather’s final words to him.’ ‘The search eventually carries
Viviano deep into the shadowy Sicilian netherworld, to the cataclysmic origins of the
Mafia and the labyrinth of codes, blood feuds, family loyalties, and impenetrable 
silences that have defined the island’s tortured history for a thousand years. Until 
past and present finally merge into a single story with a shattering climax.

Frank Viviano (born Francesco Paolo Viviano in Detroit, Michigan in 1947) is a 
Sicilian-American journalist and foreign correspondent. He is the author of five other
books, and an 8-time nominee for the Pulitzer Prize.
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Vizenor, Gerald. Dead Voices: Natural Agonies in the New World. Norman. 1992. 
University Of Oklahoma Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 080612427x. 
144 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 16897. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Gerald Vizenor gives life to traditional tribal stories by 
presenting them in a new perspective: he challenges the idyllic perception of rural 
life, offering in its stead an unusual vision of survival in the cities--the sanctuaries for
humans and animals. It is a tribal vision, a quest for liberation from forces that would
deny the full realization of human possibilities. In this modern world his characters 
insist upon survival through an imaginative affirmation of the self. In Dead Voices 
Vizenor, using tales drawn from traditional tribal stories, illuminates the centuries of
conflict between American Indians and Europeans, or ‘wordies.’ Bagese, a tribal 
woman transformed into a bear, has discovered a new urban world, and in a cycle of
tales she describes this world from the perspective of animals--fleas, squirrels, 
mantis, crows, beavers, and finally Trickster, Vizenor's central and unifying figure. 
The stories reveal unpleasant aspects of the dominant culture and American Indian
culture such as the fur trade, the educational system, tribal gambling, reservation 
life, and in each the animals, who represent crossbloods, connect with their tribal 
traditions, often in comic fashion. As in his other fiction, Vizenor upsets our ideas of
what fiction should be. His plot is fantastic; his story line is a roller-coaster ride 
requiring that we accept the idea of transformation, a key element in all his work. 
Unlike other Indian novelists, who use the novel as a means of cultural recovery, 
Vizenor finds the crossblood a cause for celebration.

Gerald Robert Vizenor (born 1934) is an Anishinaabe writer and scholar, and an 
enrolled member of the Minnesota Chippewa Tribe, White Earth Reservation. 
Vizenor also taught for many years at the University of California, Berkeley, where 
he was Director of Native American Studies. With more than 30 books published, 
Vizenor is Professor Emeritus at the University of California, Berkeley, and 
Professor of American Studies at the University of New Mexico.
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Vizinczey, Stephen. An Innocent Millionaire. Boston. 1985. Atlantic Monthly Press. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0871130157. 369 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 9443. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Stephen Vizinczey's name is difficult to spell and 
pronounce but it is worth learning, because he is a master of our time,’ wrote the 
leading Spanish weekly Epoca, commenting on the Spanish edition of An Innocent
Millionaire. It is safe to say that there is no other English-language novelist writing 
about America who is so little known in the United States. An Innocent Millionaire 
has been rejected by every New York publisher before its success in England, and 
although it was eventually published in New York, it remained for foreign critics to 
point out that the novel ‘shows all the worms in the Big Apple (Antonio Deblas) and 
‘Vizinczey's New York attorneys make Balzac's shyster lawyers look like little orphan
boys.’ (Martin Halter).

Stephen Vizinczey, originally István Vizinczey (born 1933, in Káloz, Hungary), is an
author and writer. Vizinczey's first published works were poems which appeared in
George Lukacs's Budapest magazine Forum in 1949, when the writer was 16. He 
studied under Lukacs at the University of Budapest and graduated from the city's 
Academy of Theatre and Film Arts in 1956. Vizinczey cites his literary ideals as 
Pushkin, Gogol, Dostoevsky, Balzac, Stendhal and Kleist. His best-known works are
the novels In Praise of Older Women (1965) and An Innocent Millionaire (1983). In 
Praise of Older Women: the amorous recollections of András Vajda is a 
bildungsroman whose young narrator has sexual encounters with women in their 
thirties and forties in Hungary, Italy, and Canada.
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Vlanton, Elias (with Zak Mettger). Who Killed George Polk?: The Press Covers Up a
Death in the Family. Philadelphia. 1996. Temple University Press. 1st Printing. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 1566393671. 322 pages. hardcover. Cover design: Lou Fuiano.
Inventory # 22304. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Reconstructing the murder, investigation, trial, and 
aftermath, Who Killed George Polk? offers a penetrating analysis of the willingness
of the American media - including CBS and a committee of prominent journalists 
headed by Walter Lippmann - to accept the government's version of events despite
numerous inconsistencies. The book also explores the fate of the handful of 
journalists who had questioned the original coverup and shows that even when 
additional developments turned the official version on its head, they were no longer 
in a position to press for a new investigation. All had become victims of 
anticommunist witchhunts. Arguing that the mainstream media and U.S. government
were so blinded by cold war political considerations that they overlooked the most 
obvious culprits for the Polk murder, Elias Vlanton proves that Polk was likely killed
neither by the communists, as originally charged, nor by corrupt Greek government
officials, as claimed by a recent book and a CBS 60 Minutes broadcast. Instead, 
based on evidence uncovered during Vlanton's nineteen-year investigation of the 
case, the author presents the only plausible scenario of how and why Polk was 
murdered.

ELIAS VLANTON has been deeply involved in U.S.- Greek relations. An authority on
U.S.- government archives on Greece, he has published in The Nation, the Village 
Voice, and several other U.S. and Greek publications. ZAK METTGER is a 
published writer-editor living in Washington, D.C., who works for nonprofit advocacy
organizations.
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Vogan, Sara. Scenes From the Homefront. Urbana. 1987. University Of Illinois 
Press. 1st Edition. Some Foxing Along Top & Side Edges,Otherwise Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0252014308. 133 pages. hardcover. Inscribed by the Author. Inventory #
8751. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Vogan is a category of one. Combining realistic 
treatments of sex and violence with surrealistic narratives, she forms worlds of both 
fact and fiction, real and make believe. Recurring images (birds, music, imaginary 
lovers) and settings (from bathrooms to barrooms) are manipulated to fit her female
characters' extraordinary lives. Her stones fascinate because of the texture and 
density of the world they establish, their paragraphs making un- leaps from sentence
to sentence. The thought processes of Vogan's characters combine this weight of 
data - from both the natural world and the accumulation of personal history - to 
construct a narrative hole in the reader's mind. ‘The Crane Wife’ alone is worth the 
price of admission, and the title piece is like a film one wants to return to again and 
again." — Eve Merriam, author of Growing Up Female in America: Ten Lives.

Sara Vogan was a novelist and teacher of creative writing. As a novelist, Ms. Vogan
was best known for her portrayal of troubled people and their relationships. Her 
characters ranged from Vietnam War veterans to people with AIDS. Her most recent
novel, Blueprints, was published last year by Bantam Books. She was also the 
author of Loss of Flight (1989), Scenes From the Homefront (1987), which is a 
collection of her short stories, and In Shelly's Leg (1981). Ms. Vogan, who was a 
member of the Bay Area Writers Workshop, taught creative writing at the University
of Oregon.
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Vogel, Jennifer (editor). Crapped Out: How Gambling Ruins the Economy and 
Destroys Lives. Monroe. 1997. Common Courage Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in
Wrappers. 1567511201. 234 pages. paperback. Inventory # 24180. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - As the economy sours for people at the bottom, the long
odds have become their only odds for making a better life. In this stunning collection
of articles from US News and World Report, Newsday, and Nation and elsewhere, 
Jennifer Vogel has assembled an indictment of gambling that leaves nothing to 
chance.

Jennifer Vogel worked as a writer and reporter in Minneapolis for seven years before
moving to Seattle, where she was editor in chief of The Stranger. She moved back 
to Minneapolis in 2003.
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Vogelsang, Arthur. Orbit. Pittsburgh. 2016. University of Pittsburgh Press. 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822964094. Pitt Poetry Series. 72
pages. paperback. Inventory # 42526. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘There’s only one Arthur Vogelsang. A seriously playful 
absurdist, he deflates false authority while underscoring the barbarism of history. In
his rangy diction, he underscores our frailties and our incomprehensible and finite 
existence. In Orbit Vogelsang brings us closer to the tragic comedy of human 
experience.’ —Ira Sadoff. Orbit connects the intimate with what is farthest from us,
mixing what we can imagine with what is daily and near. Landscapes stretch from 
stable and fulfilling domestic interiors to the destiny of our sun as an exploding red 
giant. That dilemma of human fertility and love facing ultimate destruction is 
orchestrated by the author’s provocative voice and coiled lines, which fondle and 
handle the reader’s heart and mind in a bright light. The book insists on connecting 
the three eras of human experience – Then, Now, and When – at every turn. Orbit 
continues the unique aesthetic of Vogelsang’s first five award-winning books through
its ‘oddly direct original persona,’ its ‘mind – prophetic, wild, loony,’ its ‘language of 
surveillance and trembling,’ and the poems’ ability ‘to find and magnify the emotion 
suddenly, instantaneously’ (comments draw from other poets’ reviews.) Vogelsang’s
new book is a dialogue between daily life and transcendent vision, insisting on the 
reality of each.

Arthur Vogelsang is the author of six previous books of poetry, including Twentieth 
Century Women, and Cities and Towns, which received the Juniper Prize. His work
has been included in numerous anthologies such as The Best American Poetry, The
Pushcart Prize, The New Breadloaf Anthology of Contemporary Poetry, and 
American Hybrid. Vogelsang was co-editor of the Norton anthology The Body 
Electric: America’s Best Poetry from The American Poetry Review. He is the 
recipient of a California Arts Council fellowship and three National Endowment for 
the Arts fellowships in poetry.
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Vogelsang, Arthur. Orbit. Pittsburgh. 2016. University of Pittsburgh Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822964094. Pitt Poetry Series. 72 
pages. paperback. Inventory #  44200. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘There’s only one Arthur Vogelsang. A seriously playful 
absurdist, he deflates false authority while underscoring the barbarism of history. In
his rangy diction, he underscores our frailties and our incomprehensible and finite 
existence. In Orbit Vogelsang brings us closer to the tragic comedy of human 
experience.’ —Ira Sadoff. Orbit connects the intimate with what is farthest from us,
mixing what we can imagine with what is daily and near. Landscapes stretch from 
stable and fulfilling domestic interiors to the destiny of our sun as an exploding red 
giant. That dilemma of human fertility and love facing ultimate destruction is 
orchestrated by the author’s provocative voice and coiled lines, which fondle and 
handle the reader’s heart and mind in a bright light. The book insists on connecting 
the three eras of human experience – Then, Now, and When – at every turn. Orbit 
continues the unique aesthetic of Vogelsang’s first five award-winning books through
its ‘oddly direct original persona,’ its ‘mind – prophetic, wild, loony,’ its ‘language of 
surveillance and trembling,’ and the poems’ ability ‘to find and magnify the emotion 
suddenly, instantaneously’ (comments draw from other poets’ reviews.) Vogelsang’s
new book is a dialogue between daily life and transcendent vision, insisting on the 
reality of each.

Arthur Vogelsang is the author of six previous books of poetry, including Twentieth 
Century Women, and Cities and Towns, which received the Juniper Prize. His work
has been included in numerous anthologies such as The Best American Poetry, The
Pushcart Prize, The New Breadloaf Anthology of Contemporary Poetry, and 
American Hybrid. Vogelsang was co-editor of the Norton anthology The Body 
Electric: America’s Best Poetry from The American Poetry Review. He is the 
recipient of a California Arts Council fellowship and three National Endowment for 
the Arts fellowships in poetry.
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Voinovich, Vladimir. The Fur Hat. San Diego. 1989. Harcourt Brace Jovanovich. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.Remainder Mark. 0151391009. 
Translated from the Russian by Susan Brownsberger. 122 pages. hardcover. Jacket
illustration by H.B. Lewis. Inventory # 13437. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Yefim Rakhlin writes novels of adventure, and his heroes
are all decent and fearless people: explorers who ask to be left behind when they 
fracture their leg miles from civilization; surgeons who remove their own appendix on
a ship in the middle of a storm. Yefim finds that books about decent and fearless 
people create no problems with Soviet censors, editors, or reviewers. On the 
contrary, such books have a positive effect on the author's standard of living. Now, 
the Writers' Union is giving out fur hats to its members, according to their importance
— reindeer fawn for a foremost writer, marmot for a leading writer, and so on down 
the line. Anxious to know where he stands in the literary hierarchy, Yefim rushes to 
the director's office, where he learns the awful truth: his hat is domestic fluffy tomcat.
Fluffy tomcat? But Yefim's a veteran, eighteen years in the Writers' Union, he wrote
eleven books, he has medals. In his search for justice, he goes from embarrassment
to scandal and ends up celebrated by the foreign press as a great dissident hero. 
The Fur Hat is wicked, clever, funny, poignant —a masterpiece of satire with a 
human touch.

Vladimir Nikolayevich Voinovich, also spelled Voynovich (26 September 1932 – 27 
July 2018) was a Russian writer and former Soviet dissident. Among his most well-
known works are the satirical epic The Life and Extraordinary Adventures of Private 
Ivan Chonkin and the dystopian Moscow 2042. He was forced into exile and stripped
of his citizenship by Soviet authorities in 1980 but later rehabilitated and moved back
to Moscow in 1990. After the fall of the Soviet Union, he continued to be an 
outspoken critic of Russian politics under the rule of Vladimir Putin.
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Volkogonov, Dmitri. Autopsy For An Empire: The Seven Leaders Who Built the 
Soviet Regime. New York. 1998. Free Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0684834200. Edited & Translated from the Russian by Harold Shukman.
572 pages. hardcover. JACKET DESIGN BY GAIL BELENSON. JACKET 
PHOTOGRAPH W ARCHIVE PHOTOS. Inventory # 25102. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The late Dmitri Volkogonov's crowning achievement is 
this account of the seven General Secretaries of the Soviet Empire in Autopsy for an
Empire, a book that tells the entire history of the Soviet failure. He worked feverishly
on the manuscript, despite a losing battle with cancer, and finished it just prior to his
death in 1995. Having utilized his still-unequaled access to the Soviet military 
archives, Communist Party documents, and secret Presidential Archive, Volkogonov
sheds new light on some of the major events of twentieth-century history and the 
men who shaped them. We witness Lenin’s paranoia about foreigners in Russia, 
and his creation of a privileged system for top Party members; Stalin’s repression of
the nationalities and his singular conduct of foreign policy; the origins and conduct of
the Korean War; Kruschev’s relationship with the odious secret service chief, Beria,
and his handling of the Cuban Missile Crisis; Brezhnev’s vanity and stupidity; a new
new of Poland and Solidarity; the ossification of Soviet bureaucracy and the 
cynicism of the Politburo; and Mikhail Gorbachev’s Leninism and his role in history.
By profiling the seven successive Soviet leaders from Lenin to Gorbachev, 
Volkogonov also depicts in painstaking detail the progressive self-destruction of the
Leninist system. As the later leaders-Brezhnev, Andropov, Chernenko-fiddled, 
believing that nothing in Leninist politics needed altering-merely ‘perfecting’-Soviet 
empire began to unravel.

Dmitri Antonovich Volkogonov (22 March 1928 – 6 December 1995) was a 
Soviet/Russian historian and colonel general who was head of the Soviet military's 
psychological warfare department. Despite being a committed Stalinist and Marxist–
Leninist ideologue for most of his career, Volkogonov came to repudiate 
communism and the Soviet system within the last decade of his life before his death
from cancer in 1995.
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Volkogonov, Dmitri. Trotsky: The Eternal Revolutionary. New York. 1996. Free 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684822938. Translated from
the Russian by Harold Shukman. 524 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 21889. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - At last, based on full access to Soviet and Western 
archives and interviews with surviving members of the Trotsky family and others, 
Dmitri Volkogonov offers a breakthrough reinterpretation. No source is ignored: 
Volkogonov even interviewed a member of Stalin's NKVD hit squad that 
assassinated Trotsky. Through his access to internal memos sent between Trotsky,
Lenin, and Stalin, we learn of the blistering intensity of the animus between Stalin 
and Trotsky that began under Lenin with petty disputes over military strategy, 
continued under Stalin with a series of public trials of so-called Trotskyites, and 
culminated in the eventual assassination of Trotsky. The result is a stunning work, 
one that compares the flesh-and-blood Trotsky with the Orator-in-Chief of 
revolutionary ideology, and discovers contradictions both profound and deadly. 
Volkogonov unsparingly illustrates Trotsky's rigidity and ruthlessness and takes 
issue with Trotsky's military leadership. He shows us that Trotsky's unwavering, 
monomaniacal commitment to world communist revolution made him, at times, both
corrupt and foolishly myopic. We learn that Trotsky was both the man who gave 
away his own gold watch to a brave Red Army soldier and the man who advocated 
the use of blocking units, in which a rear line of soldiers were ordered to shoot their 
frontline comrades if they failed to charge. Ultimately, as Volkogonov shows, the 
tragedy of Trotsky is that his internal inconsistencies were a natural part of the entire
revolutionary movement, for 'Trotsky had declared intellectual war on virtually 
everyone.' Volkogonov's account of the 'eternal revolutionary' will stand as definitive
for many years to come.

Dmitri Antonovich Volkogonov (22 March 1928 – 6 December 1995) was a 
Soviet/Russian historian and colonel general who was head of the Soviet military's 
psychological warfare department. Despite being a committed Stalinist and Marxist–
Leninist ideologue for most of his career, Volkogonov came to repudiate 
communism and the Soviet system within the last decade of his life before his death
from cancer in 1995.
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Volkov, Solomon. Conversations With Joseph Brodsky. New York. 1998. Free 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 068483572x. Photographs by
Marianna Volkov. Translated from the Russian by Marian Schwartz. 306 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket Design By Mary Ann Smith. Jacket Photograph By 
Reuters/Skingley/Archive Photos. Author Photograph By Marianna Volkov. Inventory
# 24762. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Solomon Volkov’s first tape-recorded interview with 
Brodsky took place in 1978, beginning a series of garrulous, sometimes heated 
conversations that would continue noisily in Brodsky’s Greenwich Village apartment
for the next fifteen years. Throughout these selections from that voluminous record,
Volkov demonstrates his exceptional aptitude for drawing out eloquence, intimate 
detail, and the essential vision of the artist with whom he converses. This book is 
built on a friendship between two widely traveled Russians who, in sharing stories, 
come to understand how much and how little art can do for a tortured world. 
Recounting his childhood in war-ravaged Leningrad, boyish adventures in his 
hometown, life as an underground poet, standing trial as a ‘parasite’ in Khrushchev’s
Russia (which he has never previously discussed in detail), enforced stays in mental
institutions, and imprisonment in the icy north, Brodsky also describes hilarious 
attempts by the KGB to recruit him as an informer, his fateful letter to Brezhnev, and
his consequent expulsion from the USSR. Special chapters of poignant 
reminiscence are devoted to Brodsky’s two enduring friends and mentors: W. H. 
Auden and Anna Akhmatova. He also discusses, with cracking insight, his most 
profound influences: Robert Frost and Marina Tsvetaeva, the great Russian feminist
poet. Brodsky describes his post-Russian life in New York and reveals for the first 
time his active participation in one of the cold war’s most noted cultural 
confrontations - the famous defection of the Bolshoi Ballet star Alexander Godunov.
In this and all his tales recounted here, we meet a Brodsky his readers have not 
heard before, both contentious and gracious, breaking all the rules, never 
succumbing to the straitjacketing of literary or political cliques in New York or 
anywhere else.

Solomon Moiseyevich Volkov (born 17 April 1944) is a Russian journalist and 
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Volkov, Solomon. St. Petersburg: A Cultural History. New York. 1995. Free Press. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0028740521. Translated from the 
Russian by Antonina W. Bouis. 598 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 21713. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Long considered to be the mad dream of an imperious 
autocrat - the 'Venice of the North,' conceived in a setting of malarial swamps - St. 
Petersburg was built in 1703 by Peter the Great as Russia's gateway to the West. 
For almost 300 years this splendid city has survived the most extreme attempts of 
man and nature to extinguish it, from flood, famine, and disease to civil war, Stalinist
purges, and the epic 900-day siege by Hitler's armies. It has even been renamed 
twice, and became St. Petersburg again only in 1991. Yet not only has it retained its
special, almost mystical identity as the schizophrenic soul of modern Russia, but it 
remains one of the most beautiful and alluring cities in the world. Every great city 
creates its own image in literature and art, and Petersburg is no exception. For 
Pushkin, Gogol, and Dostoyevsky, Petersburg was a spectral city that symbolized 
the near-apocalyptic conflicts of imperial Russia. As the monarchy declined, allowing
intellectuals and artists to flourish, Petersburg became a center of avant-garde 
experiment and flamboyant bohemian challenge to the dominating power of the 
state, first czarist and then communist. The names of the Russian modern masters
who found expression in St. Petersburg still resonate powerfully in every field of art: 
in music, Stravinsky, Prokofiev, and Shostakovich; in literature, Akhmatova, Blok, 
Mandelstam, Nabokov, and Brodsky; in dance, Diaghilev, Nijinsky, and Balanchine; 
in theater, Meyerhold; in painting, Chagall and Malevich; and many others, whose 
works are now part of the permanent fabric of Western civilization. Yet no 
comprehensive portrait of this thriving distinctive, and highly influential cosmopolitan
culture, and the city that inspired it, has previously been attempted. Now Solomon 
Volkov, a Russian emigre and acclaimed cultural historian, has written the definitive
cultural biography of this city and its transcendent artistic and spiritual legacy.

Solomon Moiseyevich Volkov (born 17 April 1944) is a Russian journalist and 
musicologist.
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Vollmann, William T. An Afghanistan Picture Show Or,How I Saved the World. New
York. 1992. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0374101051. 268 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket illustration by 
David Montiel. Inventory # 16738. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1982 William T. Vollmann, one of our most versatile 
talents, traveled to see the war in Afghanistan. In AN AFGHANISTAN PICTURE 
SHOW, his first book-length work of non-fiction, Vollmann paints a brutally honest 
and dryly comic portrait of a young American coming to terms with his political 
naivete. It is the story of a would-be giver who finds himself a perpetual Stranger, 
unable to comprehend the simplest things he hears and sees, and continually 
compelled to rely on others for help. In two narrative perspectives, Vollmann wryly 
confronts his own inadequacy in the face of limitless suffering and comes to the 
realization that one who went to aid and to understand could only hope, trust, and 
receive. In AN AFGHANISTAN PICTURE SHOW Vollmann describes a Cold War 
world of spies and lurking strangeness, a world in which his younger self asks 
unanswerable questions of orphans, refugees, guerrilla leaders, bureaucrats, corrupt
officials, and prescient has-been politicians. He tells of Pakistan, a country as 
gracious in spirit as she is materially poor. And in his unnerving innocence Vollmann
explores a land in which others continually invest him with almost supernatural 
powers simply because he is American. An ingenious narrative which inverts the 
very concept of the ‘white man’s burden’ and questions the idea of ‘truth’ in non-
fiction, An Afghanistan Picture Show stands as William T. Vollmann most 
entertaining-and autobiographical-work to date.

William Tanner Vollmann (born July 28, 1959) is an American novelist, journalist, 
war correspondent, short story writer, and essayist. He won the 2005 National Book
Award for Fiction for the novel Europe Central. He lives in Sacramento, California, 
with his wife and daughter.
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Vollmann, William T. Fathers and Crows. New York. 1992. Viking Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670843334. 990 pages. hardcover. 
Inscribed by the Author. Jacket art - 'Le Martyre des missionaires Jesuites' 
Anonymous. Inventory # 16882. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With the same panoramic vision and mythic sensibility he
brought to THE ICE-SHIRT, Vollmann continues his hugely original fictional history 
of the clash of Indians and Europeans in the New World. Through the eyes of vastly
different peoples, Vollmann reconstructs America’s tragic past.

William Tanner Vollmann (born July 28, 1959) is an American novelist, journalist, 
war correspondent, short story writer, and essayist. He won the 2005 National Book
Award for Fiction for the novel Europe Central. He lives in Sacramento, California, 
with his wife and daughter.
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Vollmann, William T. The Ice-Shirt. New York. 1990. Viking Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670832391. 415 pages. hardcover. Signed by the
Author. Jacket design and illustration by Fred Marcellino. Inventory # 14677. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It is a thousand years ago, and the Norse Greenlanders
have set out for new lands. Ambitious and ruthless, they leave their bad dreams 
behind them and sail south with the compulsion of sleepwalkers. The world they 
pass through is as fluid as a night vision: glaciers turn into demons; an incestuous 
brother and sister become the moon and the sun; men and wolves exchange 
shapes. Throughout their travels the Vikings leave ice and dissent in their wake. 
Among the Greenlanders are two women, Freydis and Gudrid, whose rivalry is 
implacable. The bastard daughter of Eirik the Red, Freydis has made on unholy pact
with a spirit-demon She wants supreme power in the new country, and will stop at 
nothing to get it. Gudrid is a Christian and so must put distance between herself and
the shape-changers of the Norse past. She aches to seize the richest treasures of 
the land ahead, which shimmers in a perpetual summer. And Freydis is ready to 
stop her with magic frost. Yet Freydis and Gudrid are not each other’s worst 
enemies - those are the Amerindians whom they hope to supplant. Those native 
people - whom the Norse consider ‘savage wretches,’ whom they cheat at trade and
kill in cold blood – defend themselves with spirits and stone axes. For author William
T. Vollmann, the history of North America begins in the haunting moment when the 
Indian leader sees the power in the iron axe of a dead Norseman, and rejects it. In 
THE ICE-SHIRT - the first book of the series SEVEN DREAMS, which relate the 
stories of the transformation of North America - Vollmann is at his fascinating and 
startling best.

William Tanner Vollmann (born July 28, 1959) is an American novelist, journalist, 
war correspondent, short story writer, and essayist. He won the 2005 National Book
Award for Fiction for the novel Europe Central. He lives in Sacramento, California, 
with his wife and daughter.
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Vollmann, William T. The Rainbow Stories. New York. 1989. Atheneum. 1st Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0689119615. 543 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author.
jacket design by Darlene Barbaria. Inventory # 12544. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here are 13 daring and innovative tales dealing with 
‘skinheads, x-ray patients, whores, lovers, fetishists, and other lost souls’ who 
populate landscapes as diverse as ancient Babylon, India, and contemporary San 
Francisco. Part fiction, part reportage, these narratives are laced with a bleak and 
bitter humor, and portray a dazzling array of characters.

William Tanner Vollmann (born July 28, 1959) is an American novelist, journalist, 
war correspondent, short story writer, and essayist. He won the 2005 National Book
Award for Fiction for the novel Europe Central. He lives in Sacramento, California, 
with his wife and daughter.
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Vollmann, William T. The Royal Family. New York. 2000. Viking Press. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670891673. 780 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
photograph by William Vollmann. Inventory # 28135. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Henry Tyler is a failing private detective in San 
Francisco. When the love of his life, a Korean-American woman named Irene - who
happens to be married to his brother John - commits suicide, he clings despairingly 
to her ghost. Struggling to turn grief and guilt into something precious, he employs 
his professional skills to track down the supernatural Queen of the Prostitutes, who 
first gives him a false Irene (in reality a heroin-poisoned whore), and then herself. 
While Henry lives his new life of nightmare beauty and degradation, John defends 
himself against Irene’s memory by means of stoic blindness. John is an ambitious 
young contract lawyer, and one of his most lucrative projects is to draw up the 
paperwork for a mysterious establishment in Las Vegas called Feminine Circus, 
whose proprietor just happens to be hunting for the Queen.

William Tanner Vollmann (born July 28, 1959) is an American novelist, journalist, 
war correspondent, short story writer, and essayist. He won the 2005 National Book
Award for Fiction for the novel Europe Central. He lives in Sacramento, California, 
with his wife and daughter.
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Vollmann, William T. Thirteen Stories and Thirteen Epitaphs. London. 1991. Andre 
Deutsch. 1st British Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0233987282. 318 pages. 
hardcover. Signed And Decorated With A Skull & Crossbones by the Author. Cover
painting by the author. Inventory # 17067. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This stunning new collection of stories confirms William 
T. Vollmann’s growing reputation as the American writer whose books ‘tower over 
the work of his contemporaries by virtue of their enormous range, huge ambition, 
stylistic daring, wide learning, audacious innovation, and sardonic wit’ (Washington
Post Book World). All these qualities are in evidence in this collection in which the 
character of the writer and that of some of his intimates - both real and imaginary - 
surface and resurface in a series of extraordinary situations and encounters. Two 
astonishing stories frame this collection. The first, ‘The Ghost of Magnetism,’ tells 
about a young man leaving San Francisco to become a sort of literary hobo living on
his freeze-dried memories. The last, ‘The Grave of Lost Stories,’ describes the death
of Poe in a fungus-encrusted tomb somewhere deep in the earth. Here is the colorful
and disreputable group of people familiar to us from Vollmann’s earlier fiction - 
pimps, tramps, pornographers, witch doctors, and massage-parlor girls. Within these
stories, Vollmann gives us one of the most searching, bizarre, and subversive views
of America today.

William Tanner Vollmann (born July 28, 1959) is an American novelist, journalist, 
war correspondent, short story writer, and essayist. He won the 2005 National Book
Award for Fiction for the novel Europe Central. He lives in Sacramento, California, 
with his wife and daughter.
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Vollmann, William T. Whores For Gloria. New York. 1992. Pantheon Books. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679403426. 138 pages. hardcover. 
Inscribed by the Author. Jacket photograph by Harvey Wang. Inventory # 15702. 
$37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From the author of THE RAINBOW STORIES, THE ICE-
SHIRT, and FATHERS AND CROWS comes this fever dream of a novel about an 
alcoholic Vietnam veteran, Jimmy, who devotes his government check and his 
waking hours to the search for a beautiful and majestic street whore, a woman who
may or may not exist save in Jimmy’s rambling dreams. Gloria’s image seems 
distilled from memory and fantasy and the fragments of whatever Jimmy can buy 
from the other whores: their sex, their stories - all the unavailing dreams of love and
salvation among the drinkers and addicts who haunt San Francisco’s Tenderloin 
District.

William Tanner Vollmann (born July 28, 1959) is an American novelist, journalist, 
war correspondent, short story writer, and essayist. He won the 2005 National Book
Award for Fiction for the novel Europe Central. He lives in Sacramento, California, 
with his wife and daughter.
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Vollmann, William T. You Bright and Risen Angels. New York. 1987. Atheneum. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 068911852x. 640 pages. hardcover. 
Signed by the Author. Jacket design by Fred Marcellino. Inventory # 8377. $125

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A bold allegorical epic that hovers somewhere between 
the surreal and the incredible. Vollmann tells of the battle for power between the 
inventors and developers of electricity and the insect world.

William Tanner Vollmann (born July 28, 1959) is an American novelist, journalist, 
war correspondent, short story writer, and essayist. He won the 2005 National Book
Award for Fiction for the novel Europe Central. He lives in Sacramento, California, 
with his wife and daughter.
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Voltaire. Candide. New York. 1982. Penguin Books. Reprinted Penguin Classic 
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0140440046. Translated from the 
French by John Butt. 144 pages. paperback. Cover shows a detail from 'lever de 
Voltaire' by Jean Huber. Inventory # 34614. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Distinguished translator Burton Raffel captures the 
irreverent spirit of Candide and renders the novel in clear, vivacious English. 
Stylistically superior to all predecessors, Raffel's version now stands as the 
translation of choice for twenty-first-century readers.

François-Marie Arouet (21 November 1694 – 30 May 1778), known by his nom de 
plume Voltaire, was a French Enlightenment writer, historian, and philosopher 
famous for his wit, his attacks on the established Catholic Church, and his advocacy
of freedom of religion, freedom of expression, and separation of church and state. 
Voltaire was a versatile writer, producing works in almost every literary form, 
including plays, poems, novels, essays, and historical and scientific works. He wrote
more than 20,000 letters and more than 2,000 books and pamphlets. He was an 
outspoken advocate, despite the risk this placed him in under the strict censorship 
laws of the time. As a satirical polemicist, he frequently made use of his works to 
criticize intolerance, religious dogma, and the French institutions of his day.
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Voltaire. Letters On England. New York. 1986. Penguin Books. Reprinted Penguin 
Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 014044386x. Translated from 
the French & With An Introduction by Leonard Tancock. 157 pages. paperback. The
cover shows a 1716 portrait of Voltaire after de Largilliere, in the Musee Carnavalet,
Paris (photo Snark International, Paris). Inventory # 37960. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With the publication of his Lettres philosophiques in 
1734, Voltaire offered the French public a panoramic view of English culture, and 
one which exerted a decisive influence upon the development of attitudes to 
England in eighteenth-century France. Also known as the Lettres anglaises, the 
book appeared following Voltaire’s enforced exile in England between 1726 and 
1729. Banned by the French parlement for their criticism of French institutions, the 
letters depict England as the land of freedom, tolerance and progress, whereas 
France was still a feudal tyranny and, in religious matters, dogged by medieval 
superstition. At the same time, however, Voltaire could not resist satirizing the 
illogical side of English institutions and the book is a fascinating and often very funny
account of Britain and the British seen through foreign eyes. Each of the letters is 
devoted to a specific subject - Quakers, Parliament, literature, smallpox vaccinations
- and all are full of observations which display Voltaire’s style at its most acute and 
brilliant.

François-Marie Arouet (21 November 1694 – 30 May 1778), known by his nom de 
plume Voltaire, was a French Enlightenment writer, historian, and philosopher 
famous for his wit, his attacks on the established Catholic Church, and his advocacy
of freedom of religion, freedom of expression, and separation of church and state. 
Voltaire was a versatile writer, producing works in almost every literary form, 
including plays, poems, novels, essays, and historical and scientific works. He wrote
more than 20,000 letters and more than 2,000 books and pamphlets. He was an 
outspoken advocate, despite the risk this placed him in under the strict censorship 
laws of the time. As a satirical polemicist, he frequently made use of his works to 
criticize intolerance, religious dogma, and the French institutions of his day.
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Voltaire. The Dog & the Horse. New York. 1981. Schocken Books. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket With A Number of Tears. 0805237852. Translated 
from the French by Anthea Bell. Illustrated by Keleck. unpaginated. hardcover. 
Cover illustration By Keleck. Inventory # 7971. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - How can Zadig know the Queen’s dog and the King’s 
horse when he has never seen them? Voltaire’s short stories have a magic that 
appeals to both children and adults. Zadig, a wise and honest young man who gets 
into trouble in the wicked world, is one of Voltaire’s best-known heroes. This is one 
of his adventures; it is also a detective story from the eighteenth-century. Keleck, 
fascinated by the atmosphere of the tale, found the inspiration for her illustrations in
seventeenth-century Persian miniatures.

François-Marie Arouet (21 November 1694 – 30 May 1778), known by his nom de 
plume Voltaire, was a French Enlightenment writer, historian, and philosopher 
famous for his wit, his attacks on the established Catholic Church, and his advocacy
of freedom of religion, freedom of expression, and separation of church and state. 
Voltaire was a versatile writer, producing works in almost every literary form, 
including plays, poems, novels, essays, and historical and scientific works. He wrote
more than 20,000 letters and more than 2,000 books and pamphlets. He was an 
outspoken advocate, despite the risk this placed him in under the strict censorship 
laws of the time. As a satirical polemicist, he frequently made use of his works to 
criticize intolerance, religious dogma, and the French institutions of his day.
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Voltaire. Candide, Zadig and Selected Stories. New York. 1961. Signet/New 
American Library. Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Previous Owner's 
Sticker in Front, Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. Newly Translated From The 
French & With An Introduction By Donald M. Frame. 352 pages. paperback. CD35. 
Inventory # 31129. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The savage contempt with which Voltaire derided the 
bureaucracies of his day and his gift for creating exotic panoramas find their perfect
merger in these satirical stories. With ruthless wit the master of social commentary 
dissects science and spiritual faith, ethics and legal systems, love and human vanity.
Includes: CANDIDE, ZADIG, MICROMEGAS, THE WORLD AS IT IS, MÉMNON, 
BABABEC AND THE FAKIRS, HISTORY OF SCARMENTADO'S TRAVELS, 
PLATO'S DREAM, ACCOUNT OF THE SICKNESS, CONFESSION, DEATH, AND
APPARITION OF THE JESUIT BERTHIER, STORY OF A GOOD BRAHMAN, 
JEANNOT AND COHN, AN INDIAN ADVENTURE, INGENUOUS, THE ONE - 
EYED PORTER, MEMORY'S ADVENTURE, COUNT CHESTERFIELD'S EARS 
AND CHAPLAIN GOUDMAN.

François-Marie Arouet (21 November 1694 – 30 May 1778), known by his nom de 
plume Voltaire, was a French Enlightenment writer, historian, and philosopher 
famous for his wit, his attacks on the established Catholic Church, and his advocacy
of freedom of religion, freedom of expression, and separation of church and state.
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von Alterdorf, Alan and von Alterdorf, Theresa. Isms: A Compendium of Concepts, 
Doctrines, Traits, and Beliefs From Ableism To Zygodactylism. Memphis. 1991. 
Mustang Publishing Company. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0914457454. 
334 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 15646. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - If you love Aphorisms, Neologisms, Witticisms, and the 
wonderful English language, you'll be charmed by ISMs, the most complete guide to
the world's 'isms,' including hundreds of definitions, engaging quotations, and 
charming illustrations. from Asceticism to libertinism, from atheism to 
Zoroastrianism, from communism to socialism to libertarianism, this fascinating 
lexicon is an essential reference book and a bibliophile’s delight.

Alan and Theresa von Altendorf are married and currently live in Holland. Alan was
born in Wisconsin, Theresa in Scotland. Both work in the film and TV industry.
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Von Doderer, Heimito. The Demons, 2 Volumes. New York. 1961. Knopf. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjackets With Some Tears & 
Slipcase. Translated from the German by Richard & Clara Winston. 1335 pages. 
hardcover. Typography, binding, and jacket design by George Salter. Inventory # 
7172. $52.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Demons is one of the most important novels about 
city life to be written in this century. Figures from the Viennese upper middle class 
and the nobility, workers and intellectuals, mingle with characters from the demi-
monde and the underworld and are woven into an ambivalent social web. Behind the
elegant charms of tea parties and tennis tournaments lurk insecurity, political 
instability and sexual dissoluteness. The action is squeezed between the autumn of
1926 and the summer of 1927 and, from the first moment on, the events lead up to 
the burning down of the Ministry of Justice, to which Doderer refers as a ‘crushing 
blow for Austrian freedom.‘ Although the destinies of the individual characters are 
connected mostly indirectly with this historic event, it is part of Doderer’s creative 
composition that several of their life’s problems are solved on this day.

Heimito von Doderer (September 5, 1896, Vienna, Austria - December 23, 1966, 
Vienna, Austria) seems to personify the classic image of the writer. He never earned
his living through a ‘prosaic’ profession but struggled for many unsuccessful and 
difficult years in his chosen vocation before finally, and somewhat late in the day, 
achieving a breakthrough with his epic novel Die Strudlhofstiege (‘The Strudlhof 
Steps’). In 1956 he continued the theme of this work in his masterpiece Die 
Dämonen (The Demons), was in 1957 awarded the Austrian State Prize for 
Literature and, regarded as one of the great Austrian novelists, received numerous 
distinctions and requests for lecture tours right up to the time of his death on 23 
December 1966 following an unsuccessful operation for cancer.
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Von Hoffman, Nicholas. Capitalist Fools. New York. 1992. Doubleday. 1st Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0385416741. Tales Of American Business. From Carnegie
To Forbes To The Milken Gang. 336 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 17054. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Whatever one might say about America's original 
business giants - the Carnegies, the Morgans, the du Ponts - they built America, 
virtually inventing modern business techniques in the process, so as to reap profits
while improving every American's standard of living. Today's rich and powerful, on 
the other hand, accumulate vast wealth through sleight-of-hand paper-shuffling, 
business song-and-dance routines like 'leveraged buyouts,' and swapping blips on 
computer screens. They don't make anything, except exorbitant incomes, and 
improving our quality of life is nowhere near the top of their agenda. What went 
wrong? When, and how, did we lose our way? In Capitalist Fools, Nicholas von 
Hoffman answers these questions by telling the surprising, often rollicking story of 
American business - what its strengths were in its heyday, what went wrong in the 
last two decades, and what we can do to get it back on track. It is no accident that in
the mid-1970s Malcolm Forbes became a national celebrity. The good times were 
ending. The glory days of American business were long past, and the growth years
of the sixties were unequivocally over. With the reality of increasing wealth and 
higher standards of living a thing of the past, the illusion became all that much more
important. If Americans could no longer lead the good life, they could at least watch
Malcolm live it for them. But Malcolm played his part too well. He and his peers 
spent so flamboyantly and publicly that Americans actually believed, all through the 
'go-go years' of the eighties, that this country's wealth was increasing, and that there
was plenty to go around. They were wrong. American business and industry were 
corrupt and collapsing.

Nicholas von Hoffman (born October 16, 1929 in New York City) is an American 
journalist and author. He worked as a community organizer for Saul Alinsky in 
Chicago for ten years from 1953 to 1963. He wrote for the Washington Post. Later, 
TV audiences knew him as a 'Point-Counterpoint' commentator for CBS's 60 
Minutes, from which Don Hewitt fired him in 1974.
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Von Moltke, Johannes. No Place Like Home: Locations of Heimat in German 
Cinema. Berkeley. 2005. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Wrappers. 0520244117. Weimar & Now: German Cultural Criticism 36. 305
pages. paperback. Inventory # 36221. $31.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is the first comprehensive account of Germany’s 
most enduring film genre, the Heimatfilm, which has offered idyllic variations on the 
idea that ‘there is no place like home’ since cinema’s early days. Charting the 
development of this popular genre over the course of a century in a work informed 
by film studies, cultural history, and social theory, Johannes von Moltke focuses in 
particular on its heyday in the 1950s, a period that has been little studied. Questions
of what it could possibly mean to call the German nation ‘home’ after the 
catastrophes of World War II are anxiously present in these films, and von Moltke 
uses them as a lens through which to view contemporary discourses on German 
national identity.

Johannes von Moltke is Associate Professor of German and Screen Arts and 
Cultures at the University of Michigan.
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Von Rezzori, Gregor. The Orient-Express. New York. 1992. Knopf. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394573471. Translated from the German by H. F.
Broch De Rothermann. 181 pages. hardcover. Front-of jacket art: Altered 
photograph by Barbara de Wilde. Photograph provided by Art Resource, New York.
Jacket design by Barbara de Wilde. Inventory # 17383. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The unnamed protagonist of this brilliantly written, 
powerfully affecting novel is Central European by birth but American since World 
War II: a man shaped in equal measure by the breeding and wealth he inherited and
the cynicism he mastered on his own. Suddenly, without warning or farewell, he 
removes himself from the arena of his daily life: from his work, his wife, his home, all
his commitments. An inarticulate impatience has impelled him from New York to San
Francisco, Honolulu, Tokyo, Bangkok, ‘from one laminated plastic luxury hostelry to
another,’ until he arrives in Venice. Now he has purchased a ticket on the newly 
refurbished Orient-Express-deeply familiar to him from his childhood, from the time
when it was the perfect expression of the world it traversed, the world blasted apart
by the war. The legendary train he boards has become a ‘dream vehicle’ that 
promises to turn back the clock. Yet looking out the window, he can plainly tell from 
the deformed postwar landscape that the present epoch cannot be escaped so 
easily. And this glaring contradiction plunges him into reflection on the old Europe 
and the new, the world into which he was born and what it has become: a banal and
unconvincing imitation of its former self. And as his journey progresses-through the
night and into the next day, through dramatic and erotic, hilarious and dreadful 
encounters with other passengers, through the labyrinth of his memory-he is forced 
to consider whether he too has not become a mere imitation of his former self, truer 
to the sharp image and impact of his American passport than to his unresolved 
European inner life.

Gregor von Rezzori (May 13, 1914 – April 23, 1998), born Gregor Arnulph Hilarius 
d'Arezzo, was an Austrian-born German-language novelist, memoirist, screenwriter
and author of radio plays, as well as an actor, journalist, visual artist, art critic and art
collector.
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Von Vacano, Arturo. Biting Silence. New York. 1987. Avon Books. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0380750600. Paperback Original. Translated from 
the Spanish. 198 pages. paperback. Inventory # 8733. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE REAL CAUSE OF THIS CRISIS IS CORRUPTION
AT THE HIGHEST LEVELS’ - So wrote a Bolivian journalist on the editorial page of
his newspaper. He named no names. But his few words quickly led eight armed men
to his home to arrest him and throw him into prison. And so begins the wrenching, 
provocative account of one man s terrible choice between silence and safety; 
between writing the truth or living a lie. Told with great wit, piercing aphorisms, and 
stunning emotion, BITING SILENCE gives a moving portrait of life for a writer under
a dictatorship. a government so enraged by his work that they ordered all Spanish-
language editions burned. ‘This book will be a valuable addition to and subtle 
counterpoint for all the looks we take at dictatorship in Latin America. In these times
especially it should be set before the American publics’ - Gregory Rabassa.

ARTURO VON VACANO was born in 1938 in La Paz, Bolivia. After studying at San
Andres University in La Paz, he began his career as a journalist in Lima, Peru, in 
1960. He came to the U.S. as a fellow of the World Press Association in 1966. In 
Bolivia he wrote a popular daily newspaper column until 1974; he later worked in 
advertising, public relations, and magazine publishing before fleeing Bolivia in 1980 
to begin his life in exile in the United States. Since then, he has been a writer, editor,
and translator for United Press International in New York and Washington, D.C. 
BITING SILENCE is his fifth book and first novel.keywords
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Vonnegut Jr., Kurt. Slaughterhouse-Five Or The Children's Crusade. London. 1970.
Jonathan Cape. 2nd Impression. Very Good in Dustjacket With Some Wear and 
Curling to the Inside Flaps. 0224618016. 186 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Bryan Rowell. Inventory # 43947. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Kurt Vonnegut’s long-awaited war novel proves to be a 
miracle of compression. It is a contemporary PILGRIM’S PROGRESS, with the hero
named, curiously enough, Billy Pilgrim. He is the son of an American barber. He 
serves as a chaplain’s assistant in the Second World War, is captured by the 
Germans, survives the largest massacre in European history, the fire bombing of 
Dresden. (Vonnegut, too, was a prisoner of war and saw that fire storm.) Billy Pilgrim
becomes an optometrist after the war, makes a great deal of money, is kidnapped 
by a flying saucer from the planet Tralfamadore on his daughter’s wedding night. He
is mated in public in a zoo on that planet – to a star of many Earthling blue movies, 
the gorgeous Montana Wildhack. And so on. Beautiful. Unstuck in time, Billy Pilgrim,
Vonnegut's shattered survivor of the Dresden bombing, relives his life over and over
again under the gaze of aliens; he comes at last to some understanding of the 
human comedy. The basis of George Roy's great 1972 film and perhaps the 
signature student's novel in the 1960's embracing protest and the absurdity of war.

Kurt Vonnegut, Jr. (November 11, 1922 – April 11, 2007) was an American writer. 
His works such as Cat's Cradle (1963), Slaughterhouse-Five (1969), and Breakfast
of Champions (1973) blend satire, gallows humor, and science fiction. As a citizen 
he was a lifelong supporter of the American Civil Liberties Union and a critical 
pacifist intellectual. He was known for his humanist beliefs and was honorary 
president of the American Humanist Association. The New York Times headline at 
the time of Vonnegut's passing called Vonnegut ‘the counterculture's novelist.’
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Vowell, Sarah. Take the Cannoli: Stories From the New World. New York. 2000. 
Simon & Schuster. Advacne Uncorrected Reader's Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0684867974. 224 pages. paperback. Inventory # 23903. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - TAKE THE CANNOLI is a moving and wickedly funny 
collection of personal stories stretching across the immense landscape of the 
American scene. Vowell tackles subjects such as identity, politics, religion, art, and 
history with a biting humor. She searches the streets of Hoboken for traces of the 
town’s favorite son, Frank Sinatra. She goes under cover of heavy makeup in an 
investigation of goth culture, blasts cannonballs into a hillside on a father-daughter 
outing, and maps her family’s haunted history on a road trip down the Trail of Tears.
Vowell has an irresistible voice - caustic and sympathetic, insightful and double-
edged - that has attracted a loyal following for her magazine writing and radio 
monologues on This American Life.

Sarah Jane Vowell (born December 27, 1969) is an American historian, author, 
journalist, essayist, social commentator and actress. Often referred to as a "social 
observer," Vowell has written seven nonfiction books on American history and 
culture. She was a contributing editor for the radio program This American Life on 
Public Radio International from 1996 to 2008, where she produced numerous 
commentaries and documentaries and toured the country in many of the program's 
live shows. She was also the voice of Violet Parr in the animated film The 
Incredibles and its 2018 sequel.
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Vrettos, Theodore. Alexandria: City of the Western Mind. New York. 2001. Free 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0743205693. 249 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 31085. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - For the first time, a complete history of Alexandria, the 
greatest cultural capital ever. Archeologists and historians have revealed Alexandria
to be a city built on the arts, sciences and religion, unique among ancient cities that
usually could claim nothing more than military might. Now Theodore Vrettos delivers
the first complete account of the city that was the fountainhead of peaceful, 
intelligent civilization. From its founding by Alexander the Great in 332 BC until the
murder of the brilliant Hypatia in 452 AD, Alexandria was literally and figuratively a 
lighthouse guiding the most creative minds of the day. Scientists, philosophers, 
theologians and artists came from all over the Western world to study in Alexandria's
university and immense library, which contained books and papyrus rolls from every
corner of the civilized world, and made an extraordinary run of breakthroughs. 
Thales, Euclid and Apollonius invented mathematical proof. Aristarchus was the first
person to put the sun at the centre of our solar system. Eratosthenes calculated the
cirumference of the earth, and Herophilus invented anatomy. Clement founded the 
first school of Christian philosophy in Alexandria. Julius Caesar, Marc Anthony and
Augustus Caesar came to Cleopatra's court there, sparking an intrigue that would 
affect the history of nations.

Theodore Vrettos did his graduate work at Holy Cross Greek Theological Seminary
and Harvard University. Author of New York Times Notable Book of the Year The 
Elgin Affair: The Abduction of Antiquity's Greatest Treasures and the Passions It 
Aroused, he was Director of the Writers' Conference at Simmons College for thirteen
years. He lives in Peabody, Massachusetts.
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Waberi, Abdourahman A. In the United States of Africa. Lincoln. 2009. University of
Nebraska Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Hardcover. No Dustjacket as 
Issued. 9780803213913. Foreword by Percival Everett. 123 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 43245. $300

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a literary reversal as deadly serious as it is wickedly 
satiric, this novel by the acclaimed French-speaking African writer Abdourahman A.
Waberi turns the fortunes of the world upside down. On this reimagined globe a 
stream of sorry humanity flows from the West, from the slums of America and the 
squalor of Europe, to escape poverty and desperation in the prosperous United 
States of Africa. It is in this world that an African doctor on a humanitarian mission to
France adopts a child. Now a young artist, this girl, Malaika, travels to the troubled 
land of her birth in hope of finding her mother - and perhaps something of her lost 
self. Her search, at times funny and strange, is also deeply poignant, reminding us 
at every moment of the turns of fate we call truth.

The French-Djiboutian novelist, poet, and essayist Abdourahman A. Waberi (born 
July 20, 1965) is one of the leading francophone writers of his generation. His other
books include THE LAND WITHOUT SHADOW, HARVEST OF SKULLS, and 
RIFTS, ROADS AND RAILS.
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Wade, Brent. Company Man. Chapel Hill. 1992. Algonquin Books. 1st Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0945575734. 219 pages. hardcover. Jacket art by John Kleber.
Inventory # 24555. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - His name is William Covington. His wife and his friends 
call him Billy. His associates at the office call him Bill. The black machinists on the 
shop floor call him ‘the corporate brother.’ He suspects they all talk behind his back.
Something terrible is happening to him. Billy Covington is a young black man in a 
high-profile job. He has the patronage of the CEO, he has a beautiful and intelligent
wife, he has a house in a fine old Baltimore neighborhood, and he has a cardinal red
Jaguar XJ6. Then one day he finds a strange message on his desk and his world 
starts coming apart at the seams. Something haunts him, something from the past 
that threatens to explode, to ruin everything he’s worked for, everything he stands 
for. Can a black man be a ‘company man,’ or is the price too high? Can anyone who
buys into the corporate life not be changed by it? The suspenseful story that Billy 
Covington tells in COMPANY MAN asks these questions and explores the shadowy
side of the contemporary business world. Brent Wade’s first novel signals the 
emergence of an exciting new writer. COMPANY MAN is among the first 
contemporary African-American novels to go inside the offices on executive row — a
place where the smile and handshake conceal fear and mistrust, a place where 
being different means being suspect.

Brent Wade was born in 1959 and grew up in Anne Arundel County, Maryland. He 
graduated from the University of Maryland. Now a senior project manager for AT&T
Federal Computer Systems, he has also worked in marketing and merchandising for
Westinghouse and LSI Logic. He and his wife live in Glen Burnie, Maryland, with 
their young son.
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Wahlöö, Per. A Necessary Action. New York. 1968. Pantheon Books. 1st American
Edition. Remainder Stamp On Slightly Wrinkled Front Free Endpaper, Otherwise 
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. Translated from the Swedish by Joan Tate. 
276 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Summit Studios. Inventory # 14414. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A small Spanish port and its neighboring mountain 
village provide the setting for this compelling novel of suspense and brutality, which
vividly conveys the charged and repressive atmosphere of Spain in the 1960s and 
the attempts of men to come to grips with it. As the story opens, Willi Mohr, a former
German soldier and uninspired painter who has drifted listlessly to the region, is 
arrested by the police and subjected to a lengthy and perplexing interrogation. 
Unwillingly, he is drawn back through the events of the past fourteen months, the 
mysterious deaths of the Norwegian couple he shared a house with and his tireless
attempts to discover how they died. As Sergeant Tornilla’s questions become more 
insistent, Willi Mohr realizes that his own secret activities have implicated him in a 
dangerous political situation. Exhausted, at the end of his money, worn down by the
police, he reaches a decision that finally moves him to positive action and a 
profound personal release. Readers of Per Wahlöö’s previous novel, THE THIRTY-
FIRST FLOOR, will already know of the writer’s superb craftsmanship and his ability
to make the problems of life in the modern world seem of pressing importance. It is 
this sense of immediacy with his characters and their surroundings which provides 
the special impact of A NECESSARY ACTION. A book of high drama and emotional
complexity, it will be savored long after the reader has reluctantly turned the final 
page.

Per Wahlöö (1926-1975) was a Swedish writer and journalist, who published with his
wife Maj Sjöwall the widely translated series novels of Martin Beck and his 
colleagues at the Central Bureau of Investigation in Stockholm.
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Wahlöö, Per. Murder on the Thirty-First Floor. London. 2012. Vintage Books. 1st 
British Edition of This New Translation. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780099554769. 
Translated from the Swedish by Sara Death. 215 pages. paperback. Cover 
photograph: ER Productions/Corbis. Inventory # 40797. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Chief Inspector Jensen investigates a bomb threat made
to the nation's publishing conglomerate, supposedly in retaliation for a murder.

Per Wahlöö (1926-1975) was a Swedish writer and journalist, who published with his
wife Maj Sjöwall the widely translated series novels of Martin Beck and his 
colleagues at the Central Bureau of Investigation in Stockholm.
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Wahlöö, Per. The Generals (DUSTJACKET ONLY). New York. 1974. Pantheon 
Books. Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0394487680. Translated from the 
Swedish by Joan Tate. DUSTJACKET ONLY. Jacket illustration by Gary Tong. 
Inventory #  44278. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET
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Wahlöö, Peter. The Assignment. New York. 1966. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. Translated from the Swedish by Joan Tate. 243 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Guy Fleming. Inventory # 3923. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Provincial Resident of a desolate province in a 
South American country has been assassinated. When Manuel Ortega, a minor 
diplomat, accepts the appointment as the dead man’s successor, it seems a 
foolhardy decision. For Ortega the assignment is a challenge - he has lived a quiet 
life and longs for some action. From the day he assumes his post he is plunged into
a violent, corrupt world, where two extremist political factions are trying to destroy 
each other. Ortega is the proverbial man in the middle, surrounded by men and 
women he yearns to trust - his secretary, passionate in both politics and love, the 
cynical Chief of Police, and the sullen bodyguards who try to keep the Resident 
alive. With its political and moral undercurrents, and its brutally ironic climax, THE 
ASSIGNMENT is a tense and fast-moving book.

Per Wahlöö (1926-1975) was a Swedish writer and journalist, who published with his
wife Maj Sjöwall the widely translated series novels of Martin Beck and his 
colleagues at the Central Bureau of Investigation in Stockholm.
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Wahlöö, Peter. The Lorry. London. 1972. Macmillan. Printed Paperback Edition. 
Very Good in Worn Wrappers. 0330233513. paperback. Inventory # 37998. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In a Spain ruled by terror and smouldering with 
suppressed rage, a Swedish girl sees her husband murdered, and is then brutally 
raped and killed. These events set Willi Mohr, the hitherto apathetic anti—hero of 
this novel, on his own violent road to resolving the conflict between alienation and 
commitment. This is one of the most extraordinary and exciting novels to have been
published in the past decade — a unique fusion of tension, social insight, and 
awareness of the connexion between political frustration and sexual violence. In his
books, Peter Wahlöö makes fascinating use of a ‘thriller—like’ framework to explore
the relationship between individuals and the dictatorial State. Critics have compared
him to Kafka, Orwell and Durrenmatt.

Per Wahlöö (1926-1975) was a Swedish writer and journalist, who published with his
wife Maj Sjöwall the widely translated series novels of Martin Beck and his 
colleagues at the Central Bureau of Investigation in Stockholm.
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Wahlöö, Peter. The Thirty-First Floor. New York. 1967. Knopf. 1st American Edition.
Bound Upside Down, Otherwise Good in Slightly Worn Boards. No Dustjacket. 
Translated from the Swedish by Joan Tate. 209 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
22234. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Chief Inspector Jensen investigates a bomb threat made
to the nation's publishing conglomerate, supposedly in retaliation for a murder.

Per Wahlöö (1926-1975) was a Swedish writer and journalist, who published with his
wife Maj Sjöwall the widely translated series novels of Martin Beck and his 
colleagues at the Central Bureau of Investigation in Stockholm.
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Wakoski, Diane. Emerald Ice: Selected Poems 1962-1987. Boston. 1980. David 
Godine/Black Sparrow Press. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers.
0876857446. A Black Sparrow book. 347 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 41739. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1988, at the age of fifty, Diana Wakoski selected the 
poems in Emerald Ice from her first sixteen books of poetry. Here, returned to print 
at last, are all the famous (and infamous) lyrics, series, and narratives that 
established Wakoski as a mythologizer of sex and self, a fierce free-verse imagist, 
and one of the most important and controversial poets to come out of California in 
the 1960s. About these poems, Wakoski writes: 'My themes are loss, justice, truth, 
transformation, the duality of the world, the possibilties of magic, and the creation of
beauty out of ugliness. My language is dramatic, oral, and as American as I can 
make it. I am impatient with stupidity, bureaucracy, and organizations. Poetry, for 
me, is the supreme art of the individual using language to show how special, 
different, and wonderful his perceptions are. With verve and finesse. With discursive
precision. And with utter contempt for pettiness of imagination or spirit.'

Diane Wakoski (born August 3, 1937) is an American poet. Wakoski is primarily 
associated with the deep image poets, as well as the confessional and Beat poets of
the 1960s. She received considerable attention in the 1980s for controversial 
comments linking New Formalism with Reaganism. Wakoski was born in Whittier, 
California and studied at the University of California, Berkeley and graduated in 
1960 with a Bachelor of Arts, where she participated in Thom Gunn's poetry 
workshops. It was there that she first read many of the modernist poets who would 
influence her writing style. Her early writings were considered part of the deep image
movement that also included the works of Jerome Rothenberg, Robert Kelly, and 
Clayton Eshleman, among others. She also cites William Carlos Williams, Allen 
Ginsberg and Charles Bukowski as influences.
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Waldbauer, Gilbert. Fireflies, Honey, and Silk. Berkeley. 2009. University Of 
California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780520258839. 
With Illustrations by James Nardi. 248 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37497. $25.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The beauty of butterflies, the cheerful chirp of crickets, 
the ink our ancestors wrote with, the beeswax in altar candles, the honey on our 
toast, the silk we wear. This enchanting book is a highly entertaining exploration of 
the myriad ways insects have enriched our lives–culturally, economically, and 
aesthetically. Entomologist and writer Gilbert Waldbauer describes in loving, colorful
detail how many of the valuable products insects have given us are made, how they
were discovered, and how they have been used through time and across cultures. 
Along the way, he takes us on a captivating ramble through many far-flung corners 
of history, mythology, poetry, literature, medicine, ecology, forensics, and more. 
Enlivened with personal anecdotes from Waldbauer's distinguished career as an 
entomologist, the book also describes surprising everyday encounters we all 
experience that were made possible by insects. From butterfly gardens and fly-
fishing to insects as jewelry and sex pheromones, this is an eye-opening ode to the
wonder of insects that illuminates our extraordinary and essential relationship with 
the natural world.

Gilbert Waldbauer is Professor Emeritus of Entomology at University of Illinois. He is
the author of eight books, including Fireflies, Honey, and Silk (UC Press), A Walk 
around the Pond, and What Good Are Bugs?.
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Waldbauer, Gilbert. How Not to Be Eaten: The Insects Fight Back. Berkeley. 2012.
University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
9780520269125. 10 line illustrations. 240 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 38182. 
$27.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With Illustrations by James Nardi ‘A fascinating look at 
the critical role of insects in ecosystems and the myriad ways in which they avoid the
constant threat of predation.’ Carol Anelli, Washington State University All animals 
must eat. But who eats who, and why, or why not? Because insects outnumber and
collectively outweigh all other animals combined, they comprise the largest amount
of animal food available for potential consumption. How do they avoid being eaten?
From masterful disguises to physical and chemical lures and traps, predatory insects
have devised ingenious and bizarre methods of finding food. Equally ingenious are 
the means of hiding, mimicry, escape, and defense waged by prospective prey in 
order to stay alive. This absorbing book demonstrates that the relationship between 
the eaten and the eater is a central—perhaps the central—aspect of what goes on in
the community of organisms. By explaining the many ways in which insects avoid 
becoming a meal for a predator, and the ways in which predators evade their 
defensive strategies, Gilbert Waldbauer conveys an essential understanding of the 
unrelenting coevolutionary forces at work in the world around us.

Gilbert Waldbauer is Professor Emeritus of Entomology at University of Illinois. He is
the author of eight books, including Fireflies, Honey, and Silk (UC Press), A Walk 
around the Pond, and What Good Are Bugs?.keywords
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Waldfogel, Joel. Scroogenomics: Why You Shouldn't Buy Presents for the Holidays.
Princeton. 2009. Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Hardcover With Pictorial Boards. No Dustjacket. 9780691142647. 186 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 37467. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Christmas is a time of seasonal cheer, family get-
togethers, holiday parties, and-gift giving. Lots and lots--and lots--of gift giving. It's 
hard to imagine any Christmas without this time-honored custom. But let's stop to 
consider the gifts we receive--the rooster sweater from Grandma or the singing fish 
from Uncle Mike. How many of us get gifts we like? How many of us give gifts not 
knowing what recipients want? Did your cousin really look excited about that 
jumping alarm clock? Lively and informed, Scroogenomics illustrates how our 
consumer spending generates vast amounts of economic waste--to the shocking 
tune of eighty-five billion dollars each winter. Economist Joel Waldfogel provides 
solid explanations to show us why it's time to stop the madness and think twice 
before buying gifts for the holidays. When we buy for ourselves, every dollar we 
spend produces at least a dollar in satisfaction, because we shop carefully and 
purchase items that are worth more than they cost. Gift giving is different. We make 
less-informed choices, max out on credit to buy gifts worth less than the money 
spent, and leave recipients less than satisfied, creating what Waldfogel calls 
‘deadweight loss.’ Waldfogel indicates that this waste isn't confined to Americans--
most major economies share in this orgy of wealth destruction. While recognizing 
the difficulties of altering current trends, Waldfogel offers viable gift-giving 
alternatives. By reprioritizing our gift-giving habits, Scroogenomics proves that we 
can still maintain the economy without gouging our wallets, and reclaim the true 
spirit of the holiday season.

Joel Waldfogel is the Ehrenkranz Professor and Chair of Business and Public Policy
at the Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania. He is the author of The 
Tyranny of the Market and has been a columnist for Slate.
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Waldrop, Keith. Selected Poems. Oakland. 2016. Omnidawn Publishing. Advance 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430205. 6 x 9. 312 pages. 
paperback. Original cover collage by Keith Waldrop. Inventory # 42520. $19.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Keith Waldrop is a quiet major poet, a major poet of 
quiet. In one of his very few interviews, Waldrop says: “I think the worst fault a poem
can have is striving for effect.” Waldrop never strives; instead, he haunts—his 
presence is all the more powerful for barely being there, like a ghost you discover in
a familiar photograph. “This gathering of Keith Waldrop’s poems provides point-
instants of light—taut messages whose music holds flesh to the bone. In these 
subtle, haunted poems, even punctuation can be transcendently attended through 
the ear. Reading this taut work filled with wordplay and insight, I recover memory 
traces present in ‘a little comma or/slightest/ pause.’ This collection is a quiet 
splendor.” - Susan Howe, author of Spontaneous Particulars: The Telepathy of 
Archives.

Keith Waldrop was born in Emporia, Kansas, in 1932. He retired from Brown 
University in Providence, Rhode Island, where he still lives and, with Rosemarie 
Waldrop, is editor of the small press Burning Deck.
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Waldrop, Keith. Selected Poems. Oakland. 2016. Omnidawn Publishing. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430205. 6 x 9. 312 pages. 
paperback. Original cover collage by Keith Waldrop. Inventory # 42765. $19.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Keith Waldrop is a quiet major poet, a major poet of 
quiet. In one of his very few interviews, Waldrop says: “I think the worst fault a poem
can have is striving for effect.” Waldrop never strives; instead, he haunts—his 
presence is all the more powerful for barely being there, like a ghost you discover in
a familiar photograph. “This gathering of Keith Waldrop’s poems provides point-
instants of light—taut messages whose music holds flesh to the bone. In these 
subtle, haunted poems, even punctuation can be transcendently attended through 
the ear. Reading this taut work filled with wordplay and insight, I recover memory 
traces present in ‘a little comma or/slightest/ pause.’ This collection is a quiet 
splendor.” - Susan Howe, author of Spontaneous Particulars: The Telepathy of 
Archives.

Keith Waldrop was born in Emporia, Kansas, in 1932. He retired from Brown 
University in Providence, Rhode Island, where he still lives and, with Rosemarie 
Waldrop, is editor of the small press Burning Deck.
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Waldrop, Keith. Transcendental Studies: A Trilogy. Berkeley. 2009. University Of 
California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Hardcover. No Dustjacket As 
Issued. Remainder Mark On Top Edge. 9780520258778. New California Poetry, 27.
205 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37440. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This compelling selection of recent work by 
internationally celebrated poet Keith Waldrop presents three related poem 
sequences—’Shipwreck in Haven,’ ‘Falling in Love through a Description,’ and ‘The
Plummet of Vitruvius’—in a virtuosic poetic triptych. In these quasi-abstract, 
experimental lines, collaged words torn from their contexts take on new meanings.
Waldrop, a longtime admirer of such artists as the French poet Raymond Queneau 
and the American painter Robert Motherwell, imposes a tonal override on purloined
materials, yet the originals continue to show through. These powerful poems, at 
once metaphysical and personal, reconcile Waldrop's romantic tendencies with 
formal experimentation, uniting poetry and philosophy and revealing him as a 
transcendentalist for the new millennium.

Keith Waldrop, Brooke Russell Astor Professor of Humanities at Brown University, 
has published more than a dozen works each of original poetry and translations. His
first book, A Windmill Near Calvary, was shortlisted for the 1968 National Book 
Award. Recent books include THE REAL SUBJECT: QUERIES AND 
CONJECTURES OF JACOB DELAFON, WITH SAMPLE POEMS, THE HOUSE 
SEEN FROM NOWHERE, and a translation of THE FLOWERS OF EVIL by Charles
Baudelaire.keywords

Poetry America 
Literature
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Waldrop, Keith. Transcendental Studies: A Trilogy. Berkeley. 2009. University Of 
California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520258785. 
New California Poetry, 27. 216 pages. paperback. Cover design by Lia Tjandra. 
Inventory # 36969. $19.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This compelling selection of recent work by 
internationally celebrated poet Keith Waldrop presents three related poem 
sequences—’Shipwreck in Haven,’ ‘Falling in Love through a Description,’ and ‘The
Plummet of Vitruvius’—in a virtuosic poetic triptych. In these quasi-abstract, 
experimental lines, collaged words torn from their contexts take on new meanings.
Waldrop, a longtime admirer of such artists as the French poet Raymond Queneau 
and the American painter Robert Motherwell, imposes a tonal override on purloined
materials, yet the originals continue to show through. These powerful poems, at 
once metaphysical and personal, reconcile Waldrop's romantic tendencies with 
formal experimentation, uniting poetry and philosophy and revealing him as a 
transcendentalist for the new millennium.

Keith Waldrop, Brooke Russell Astor Professor of Humanities at Brown University, 
has published more than a dozen works each of original poetry and translations. His
first book, A Windmill Near Calvary, was shortlisted for the 1968 National Book 
Award. Recent books include THE REAL SUBJECT: QUERIES AND 
CONJECTURES OF JACOB DELAFON, WITH SAMPLE POEMS, THE HOUSE 
SEEN FROM NOWHERE, and a translation of THE FLOWERS OF EVIL by Charles
Baudelaire.keywords

Poetry America
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Walker, Alice and Parmar, Pratibha. Warrior Marks: Female Genital Mutilation and 
the Sexual Blinding of Women. New York. 1993. Harcourt Brace. 1st Edition. Very 
Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket W/A Tear At The Front Bottom. 0151000611. 373
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Miriello Grafico. Inventory # 22280. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Part memoir, part travelogue, part photographic journey,
this nonfiction follow-up to Walker's bestselling novel Possessing the Secret of Joy is
an investigation into the subject of female genital mutilation, the ritual circumcision 
whose victims number more than 100 million in the world today.

Alice Walker (born February 9, 1944) is an American novelist, short story writer, 
poet, and activist. She wrote the novel The Color Purple (1982), for which she won 
the National Book Award for hardcover fiction, and the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction. She
also wrote the novels Meridian (1976) and The Third Life of Grange Copeland 
(1970), among other works.
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Walker, Alice. Banned. San Francisco. 1996. Aunt Lute. 1st Printing. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 1879960478. Introduction by Patricia Holt, one-time editor Of The San 
Francisco Chronicle Book Review. 105 pages. hardcover. Cover photo by Jean 
Weisinger, 'Woman with an Attitude.'. Inventory # 22527. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - As an introduction to Alice Walker, this small book 
presents two of Walker's most interesting stories, ‘Roselily’ and ‘Am I Blue,’ and the
beginning of her prize-winning novel, THE COLOR PURPLE. Further, the pages of
Patricia Holt's introduction and the appendices of letters to the editors and meeting 
transcripts exemplify ways in which these fictional works have been the center of 
volatile controversy. They have been the subject of removal from tests (as in the 
case of the recent literature-based assessment tests in California), from school 
libraries and from school curricula. These controversies, played out in communities
across the United States, cut to the heart of issues of censorship and democratic 
process.

Alice Malsenior Walker (born February 9, 1944) is an American author and activist.
She wrote the critically acclaimed novel The Color Purple (1982) for which she won 
the National Book Award and the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction.She also wrote Meridian 
and The Third Life of Grange Copeland among other works.
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Walker, Alice. Finding the Green Stone. San Diego. 1991. Harcourt Brace 
Jovanovich. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket W/A Small Tear On The
Front Near The Top. 015227538x. Illustrated by Catherine Deeter. unpaginated. 
hardcover. Inventory # 21408. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Johnny lives in a town where everyone owns a shiny 
green stone. He has one, too--until his mean-spirited behavior makes him lose it. His
family and the whole town help him search for the stone. But, to find it, he alone 
must discover the bright green sun in his heart. Full color throughout.

Alice Malsenior Walker (born February 9, 1944) is an American author and activist.
She wrote the critically acclaimed novel The Color Purple (1982) for which she won 
the National Book Award and the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction.She also wrote Meridian 
and The Third Life of Grange Copeland among other works.
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Walker, Alice. Her Blue Body Everything We Know: Earthling Poems 1965-1990 
Complete. San Diego. 1991. Harcourt Brce Jovanovich. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0151400407. 461 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Vaughn Andrews
& Trina Stahl. Inventory # 21770. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This anthology represents Alice Walker’s complete 
earlier poetry, from the summer of 1965 when she traveled to East Africa and began
the poems that would form her first collection, through her poetry of the civil rights 
movement and beyond. Revelatory introductions to each group of poems provide a 
special insight into the evolving consciousness of one of the most remarkable and 
provocative literary minds of our time.

Alice Malsenior Walker (born February 9, 1944) is an American author and activist.
She wrote the critically acclaimed novel The Color Purple (1982) for which she won 
the National Book Award and the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction.She also wrote Meridian 
and The Third Life of Grange Copeland among other works.
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Walker, Alice. Horses Make a Landscape Look More Beautiful. San Diego. 1984. 
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich. 1st Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 
0151421692. 79 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Judith Kazdym Leeds. 
Inventory # 20720. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Alice Walker has always turned to poetry to express 
some of her most personal and deeply felt concerns. She has said that her poems-
even the happy ones-emerge from an accumulation of sadness, when she stands 
again ‘in the sunlight.’ ‘[This collection] has two fine strengths-a music that comes 
along sometimes, as sad and cheery as a lonely woman’s whistling-and Miss 
Walker’s own tragicomic gifts’ (New York Times Book Review).

Alice Malsenior Walker (born February 9, 1944) is an American author and activist.
She wrote the critically acclaimed novel The Color Purple (1982) for which she won 
the National Book Award and the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction.She also wrote Meridian 
and The Third Life of Grange Copeland among other works.
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Walker, Alice. Living By the Word: Selected Writings 1973-1987. San Diego. 1988.
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0151529000. 196
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Vaughn Andrews. Inventory # 10026. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In meditative and passionate prose, these provocative 
essays explore feminist, environmental, and political issues and shed new light on 
racial debates, including the controversy surrounding Walker’s bestseller, THE 
COLOR PURPLE.

Alice Malsenior Walker (born February 9, 1944) is an American author and activist.
She wrote the critically acclaimed novel The Color Purple (1982) for which she won 
the National Book Award and the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction.She also wrote Meridian 
and The Third Life of Grange Copeland among other works.
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Walker, Alice. Meridian. New York. 1976. Harcourt Brace & Jovanovich. 1st Edition.
Small Tear On Front Endpaper, Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 0151592659. 
228 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Bascove. Inventory # 17178. $200

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Meridian Hill is a young woman at an Atlanta college 
attempting to find her place in the revolution for racial and social equality. She 
discovers the limits beyond which she will not go for the cause, but despite her 
decision not to follow the path of some of her peers, she makes significant sacrifices
in order to further her beliefs. Working in a campaign to register African American 
voters, Meridian cares broadly and deeply for the people she visits, and, while her 
coworkers quit and move to comfortable homes, she continues to work in the deep 
South despite a paralyzing illness. Meridian's nonviolent methods, though seemingly
less radical than the methods of others, prove to be an effective means of furthering
her beliefs.

Alice Malsenior Walker (born February 9, 1944) is an American author and activist.
She wrote the critically acclaimed novel The Color Purple (1982) for which she won 
the National Book Award and the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction.She also wrote Meridian 
and The Third Life of Grange Copeland among other works.
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Walker, Alice. Possessing the Secret of Joy. New York. 1992. Harcourt Brace 
Jovanovich. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0151731527. 286 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket illustration by David Shannon. Inventory # 16521. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is the story of Tashi Johnson, a tribal African woman
now living in North America. As a young woman, a misguided loyalty to the customs
of her people led her to submit to the tribal initiation rite of passage. Severely 
traumatized, she spends the rest of her life trying to reconcile her African heritage 
with her experience as a modern woman in America.

Alice Malsenior Walker (born February 9, 1944) is an American author and activist.
She wrote the critically acclaimed novel The Color Purple (1982) for which she won 
the National Book Award and the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction.She also wrote Meridian 
and The Third Life of Grange Copeland among other works.
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Walker, Alice. The Color Purple. New York. 1982. Harcourt Brace Jovanovich. 
Stated 1st Edition with the publisher's ‘BCDE’ code beneath the First Edition 
statement on the copyright page. Price on dust jacket is $11.95. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0151191530. 245 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Judith Kazdym 
Leeds. Inventory # 2958. $400

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Published to unprecedented acclaim, THE COLOR 
PURPLE established Alice Walker as a major voice in modern fiction. Beautifully 
imagined and deeply compassionate, this is the story of two sisters-one a 
missionary in Africa and the other a child wife living in the South-who sustain their 
loyalty to and trust in each other across time, distance, and silence. This classic 
work of American literature is rich with passion, pain, inspiration, and an indomitable
love of life.

Alice Malsenior Walker (born February 9, 1944) is an American author and activist.
She wrote the critically acclaimed novel The Color Purple (1982) for which she won 
the National Book Award and the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction.She also wrote Meridian 
and The Third Life of Grange Copeland among other works.
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Walker, Alice. The Same River Twice. New York. 1996. Scribner. Advance 
Uncorrected Reader's Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 0684814196. 302 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 21667. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the early eighties, the peaceful, reclusive life of poet 
and writer Alice Walker was interrupted by the appearance of three extraordinary 
gifts: a widely praised best-selling novel (THE COLOR PURPLE, the Pulitzer Prize,
and an offer from Steven Spielberg to make her novel into a film that would become
a major international event. This last gift, which Walker identifies as ‘the knock at the
door,’ led her into the labyrinth of a never-before-experienced creative collaboration,
principally with Spielberg and Quincy Jones, and the ‘magic’ and perils of 
moviemaking. THE SAME RIVER TWICE: HONORING THE DIFFICULT chronicles 
that period of transition, from recluse to public figure, and invites us to contemplate,
along with her, the true significance of extraordinary gifts—especially when they are
coupled, as in Walker's case, with the most severe criticism, overt hostility, and 
public censure from one's community of choice. The book is composed of entries 
from Walker's journals, correspondence - including letters to Spielberg, Jones, and
Danny Glover, who played the much reviled Mister in the movie - and essays and 
articles that document the controversy in the African-American community upon the 
film's release. It: also contains Walker's original screenplay for the film The Color 
Purple, a screenplay that ultimately was not used by Spielberg and has never been
published. In three new essays, Walker looks back at what was taking place in her 
life at that time: the onset of a debilitating illness, the failing health of her adored 
mother, and the betrayal by her companion of thirteen years.

Alice Malsenior Walker (born February 9, 1944) is an American author and activist.
She wrote the critically acclaimed novel The Color Purple (1982) for which she won 
the National Book Award and the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction.She also wrote Meridian 
and The Third Life of Grange Copeland among other works.
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Walker, Alice. The Same River Twice. New York. 1996. Scribner. 1st Printing. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0684814196. 304 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by John 
Fontana. Inventory # 21852. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the early eighties, the peaceful, reclusive life of poet 
and writer Alice Walker was interrupted by the appearance of three extraordinary 
gifts: a widely praised best-selling novel (THE COLOR PURPLE, the Pulitzer Prize,
and an offer from Steven Spielberg to make her novel into a film that would become
a major international event. This last gift, which Walker identifies as ‘the knock at the
door,’ led her into the labyrinth of a never-before-experienced creative collaboration,
principally with Spielberg and Quincy Jones, and the ‘magic’ and perils of 
moviemaking. THE SAME RIVER TWICE: HONORING THE DIFFICULT chronicles 
that period of transition, from recluse to public figure, and invites us to contemplate,
along with her, the true significance of extraordinary gifts—especially when they are
coupled, as in Walker's case, with the most severe criticism, overt hostility, and 
public censure from one's community of choice. The book is composed of entries 
from Walker's journals, correspondence—including letters to Spielberg, Jones, and
Danny Glover, who played the much reviled Mister in the movie—and essays and 
articles that document the controversy in the African-American community upon the 
film's release. It: also contains Walker's original screenplay for the film The Color 
Purple, a screenplay that ultimately was not used by Spielberg and has never been
published. In three new essays, Walker looks back at what was taking place in her 
life at that time: the onset of a debilitating illness, the failing health of her adored 
mother, and the betrayal by her companion of thirteen years.

Alice Malsenior Walker (born February 9, 1944) is an American author and activist.
She wrote the critically acclaimed novel The Color Purple (1982) for which she won 
the National Book Award and the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction.She also wrote Meridian 
and The Third Life of Grange Copeland among other works.
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Walker, Alice. The Temple of My Familiar. San Diego. 1989. Harcourt Brace 
Jovanovich. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0151885338. 419 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket illustration by Lambert Davis. Inventory # 12038. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Filled with the author's unique combination of magic and
reality, this book is a sweeping yet intimate novel about people who are tormented 
by the world's contradictions--black vs. white, man vs. woman, sexual freedom vs. 
sexual slavery, and past vs. present.

Alice Malsenior Walker (born February 9, 1944) is an American author and activist.
She wrote the critically acclaimed novel The Color Purple (1982) for which she won 
the National Book Award and the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction.She also wrote Meridian 
and The Third Life of Grange Copeland among other works.
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Walker, Alice. The Temple of My Familiar. San Diego. 1989. Harcourt Brace 
Jovanovich. Later Printing. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0151885338. 419
pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Lambert Davis. Inventory # 19186. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Filled with the author's unique combination of magic and
reality, this book is a sweeping yet intimate novel about people who are tormented 
by the world's contradictions--black vs. white, man vs. woman, sexual freedom vs. 
sexual slavery, and past vs. present.

Alice Malsenior Walker (born February 9, 1944) is an American author and activist.
She wrote the critically acclaimed novel The Color Purple (1982) for which she won 
the National Book Award and the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction.She also wrote Meridian 
and The Third Life of Grange Copeland among other works.
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Walker, Alice. The Third Life of Grange Copeland. New York. 1970. Harcourt Brace
& Jovanovich. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket With A Few Small Tears. 
0151899053. 247 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Hal Siegel. Inventory # 2684.
$800

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Despondent over the futility of life in the South, black 
tenant farmer Grange Copeland leaves his wife and son in Georgia to head North. 
After meeting an equally humiliating existence there, he returns to Georgia, years 
later, to find his son, Brownfield, imprisoned for the murder of his wife. As the 
guardian of the couple's youngest daughter, Grange Copeland is looking at his third
-- and final -- chance to free himself from spiritual and social enslavement.

Alice Malsenior Walker (born February 9, 1944) is an American author and activist.
She wrote the critically acclaimed novel The Color Purple (1982) for which she won 
the National Book Award and the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction.She also wrote Meridian 
and The Third Life of Grange Copeland among other works.
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Walker, Alice. You Can't Keep a Good Woman Down. New York. 1981. Harcourt 
Brace & Jovanovich. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0151997543. 167 pages.
hardcover. Jacket illustration by Bascove. Inventory # 7200. $500

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A natural evolution from the earlier, much-acclaimed 
collection IN LOVE & TROUBLE, these fourteen provocative and often humorous 
stories show women oppressed but not defeated. These are hopeful stories about 
love, lust, fame, and cultural thievery, the delight of new lovers, and the rediscovery
of old friends, affirmed even across self-imposed color lines.

Alice Malsenior Walker (born February 9, 1944) is an American author and activist.
She wrote the critically acclaimed novel The Color Purple (1982) for which she won 
the National Book Award and the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction.She also wrote Meridian 
and The Third Life of Grange Copeland among other works.
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Walker, Laura. rimertown: A n atlas, poems. Berkeley. 2008. University Of California
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520254602. Also 
available in cloth. 96 pages. paperback. Inventory # 36339. $16.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A poetic charting of Laura Walker’s rural, southern 
hometown, Rimertown/an atlas delves into the startling landscapes created by the 
passage of time through people and through place; it is an atlas born of image and 
voice. Composed of four interwoven strands–a collection of ‘maps,’ a collection of 
‘stories,’ a series of vernacular prose poems, and a fractured narrative–the volume 
explores various geographies: of the physical world, of the intersection of natural 
and peopled landscapes, of the passage of time, of leaving and returning, of human
relationships, of soldiers and war. Walker asks: how is ‘home’ carried in memory, in 
landscape, in story, in time? Her poems break and merge, stitching and fragmenting
narrative, syntax, and image as they push toward their own geography, ‘a fever doll,
tapered song/ engineered into dusk/ hold the watery stream, its buck and clanging.’

Laura Walker is the author of five books of poetry: story (Apogee Press, 2016), 
Follow-Haswed (Apogee Press, 2012), bird book (Shearsman Books, 2011), 
rimertown/an atlas (UC Press, 2008), and swarm lure (Battery Press, 2004). She is
also the author of a chapbook, bird book, from Albion Books (2010). Her poetry has
appeared in various journals, including New American Writing, VOLT, Ambush, 
Thermos, and Fact-Simile, among others. She teaches poetry at University of San 
Francisco’s MFA in writing program and at University of California, Berkeley, 
Extension. She lives in Berkeley, California.keywords

Literature; Poetry; 
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Walker, Margaret. Jubilee. Boston. 1966. Houghton Mifflin. Later Printing. Very 
Good.No Dustjacket. 497 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 27886. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This long, absorbing book is many things at once. It is a
great Civii War novel, based on the true life story of the author’s great-grandmother.
It is an intimate picture of life on a Georgia plantation in all its pre-Civil War glamour
and its eventual collapse. But the most striking thing about it is this: for the first time 
the whole antebellum Civil War, and Reconstruction story is told from the Negro 
point of view by a Negro. Vyry, the heroine, was born and grew up, married and bore
her first two children, as a slave on the splendid plantation of John Dutton. That she
was John Dutton’s child, resembling with her pale face and hair his treasured 
daughter Lillian, made no difference. John Dutton kept an eye on Vyry but spared 
her nothing, not the cruel treatment of his resentful wife, not the lash of the overseer,
not the nakedness of the auction block — though she was never sold. She was his 
daughter but she was his chattel. These events, so startling in themselves, are as 
nothing in the great narrative sweep of the novel. History comes alive as we follow 
Vyry from her years of service in the grandeur of the plantation house through the 
slow starvation of the war to the bitter fruits of Reconstruction. There is her early 
love affair and marriage with Randall Ware, the free Negro, who owned his own 
smithy, fathered her first two children, tried to buy her freedom, was refused, 
disappeared into the Union Army for the duration only to find Vyry gone on his 
belated return. There is her second marriage to Innis, for whom and with whom she
struggled to find and fulfill the promise of Lincoln’s gift of freedom. JUBILEE is the 
authentic story of a woman with a dream she couldn’t give up, a dream for which 
she bled and triumphed, the dream of literacy for her children and a home of her 
own.

Margaret Walker (July 7, 1915, Birmingham, AL - November 30, 1998, Chicago, IL) 
received her A.B. from Northwestern University where she majored in English under
Professor Edward Hungerford and began planning this novel. She married, raised a
family, taught, and in 1963 was awarded a fellowship at the University of Iowa where
she received a Ph.D. and completed this novel in the Creative Writers’ Workshop.
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Wall, William. The Islands: Six Fictions. Pittsburgh. 2017. University of Pittsburgh 
Press. Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822945192. Drue Heinz 
Literature Prize. 133 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 43261. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - WINNER OF THE 2107 DRUE HEINZ LITERATURE 
PRIZE. Selected by David Gates. William Wall is the first international winner of the
Drue Heinz Literature Prize. In this collection of interconnected stories, the beautiful
and ravaging forces of sea and land collide with the forces of human nature, through
isolation and family, love and loss, madness and revelation. The stories follow the 
lives of two sisters and the people who come and go in their lives, much like the 
tides. Dominated by the tragic loss of a third sister at a young age, their family 
spirals out of control. We witness three stages of the sisters’ lives, each taking place
on an island—in southwest Ireland, southern England, and the Bay of Naples. 
Beautifully and sparsely written, the stories deeply evoke landscape and character,
and are suffused with a keen eye for detail and metaphor.

William Wall (born July 6, 1955) is the author of four novels, three collections of 
poetry, and two volumes of short fiction. His work has won many prizes including 
The Virginia Faulkner Award, The Patrick Kavanagh Award, The Sean O’Faolain 
Prize and many more. He has been short- or longlisted for, among many others, The
Man Booker Prize, The National Book Awards, the Raymond Carver Prize and The
Manchester Fiction Prize. His work has been translated into many languages and he
translates from Italian.
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Wallace, Anthony F. C. St. Clair: A Nineteenth-Century Coal Town's Experience 
With a Disaster-Prone Industry. New York. 1987. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0394528670. 519 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 28571. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Chronicles the rise and fall of a Pennsylvanian coal town,
the center of violent confrontations between labor and capital. Drawing on official 
statistics, newspapers, trade journals, letter and manuscript collections, scientific 
treatises, travel descriptions and just about anything else that could be revealing, the
author's picture of coal mining is all-encompassing. As an anthropologist, he 
examines the work rituals, the religious and social organizations, the political 
interests and the family connections of the local population.

Anthony Francis Clarke Wallace (April 15, 1923 – October 5, 2015) was a Canadian-
American anthropologist who specialized in Native American cultures, especially the
Iroquois. His research expressed an interest in the intersection of cultural 
anthropology and psychology. He was famous for the theory of revitalization 
movements. He was born in Toronto, Ontario, in 1923, the son of the historian Paul
Wallace, and did both undergraduate and graduate work at the University of 
Pennsylvania, where he was a student of A. Irving Hallowell and Frank Speck. He 
received his Ph.D. in 1950. He later taught at the University of Pennsylvania, where
his students included the anthropologist Raymond D. Fogelson and 
anthropologist/folklorist Richard Bauman. He was also for a time the Director of 
Clinical Research at the Eastern Pennsylvania Psychiatric Institute. He died on 
October 5, 2015, in Ridley Park, Pennsylvania, where he had been residing.keywords
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Wallace, Ronald. For Dear Life. Pittsburgh. 2015. University of Pittsburgh Press. 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822963868. Pitt Poetry Series. 6 x
8.75. 80 pages. paperback. Inventory # 41824. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘How beautifully Ronald Wallace marries the haiku’s brief
resonant perception with the sonnet’s musical dialectic! It’s a marriage of argument
and awe, brought together with great formal agility. I love the deep humanity, the mix
of wit and rue in For Dear Life—the wisdom that knows its limits, the irony that ends
not in bitterness but delight, affirming both the passing of time and its continuation. 
All our most crucial questions are raised here with a humor and intelligence that 
make them new and all the more urgent. These are poems to cherish and keep 
close at hand.’ —Betsy Sholl. In For Dear Life, with accessibility, wit, and humor, 
Ronald Wallace evokes a wide variety of subjects that range from the traditional 
themes of lyric poetry—love, death, sex, the natural world, marriage, birth, 
childhood, music, religion, art—to the most unexpected and quirky narratives—an 
ode to excrement, a catalogue of comic one-liners, a celebratory testimonial to his 
teeth.

Ronald Wallace is the author of numerous books of poetry, including, most recently,
For a Limited Time Only. He is co-director of the creative writing program; Halls-
Bascom Professor of English; and Felix Pollak Professor of Poetry at the University
of Wisconsin-Madison.
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Wallis, Diz. Something Nasty in the Cabbages. Honesdale. 1991. Caroline House. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 187809310x. A Tale From Roman 
De Renard Written In The 12th Century by Pierre De Saint-Cloud & Retold For This
Edition by The Artist. Illustrated by Diz Wallis. hardcover. Inventory # 17869. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Diz Wallis offers a spirited interpretation of a favorite 
French folk tale of Chantecler the cockerel and the Fox.

Diz Wallis disliked school. The feeling was mutual. She spent much of her time in 
disgrace in her dilapidated greenhouse at the end of the garden, concocting noxious
potions and drawing peculiar things. As demonstrated by the title of her early work 
‘What Strange People Wait for the Tram’, she had a precocious affinity for street life
and its characters. During her formative years of ‘greenhouse meditations’ she also
developed her passion for the ingenious workings of nature; a passion she shared 
with her father, the late Wing Commander Ken Wallis. He was a brilliant and 
instinctive aviator and inventor, and it was the exquisite skill he demonstrated in 
creating the world’s smallest firing pistols which would inspire Diz to work in such 
detail. Diz Wallis and her Pa.
Diz and her mother, Peggy, who was also an artist, would often escape together on 
‘junkets’. These adventures took them all over Sussex and involved visits to junk 
shops, tea rooms and other places of interest. A particular favourite was Walter 
Potter’s wonderful museum at Bramber. It housed a unique collection of stuffed 
animals in glass cases, depicting scenes such as card playing squirrels and a rats’ 
gambling den. This was a most absorbing world which had a lasting effect on her 
work. Diz’s artistic interests lead her to The Central School of Art and Design in 
1970’s. She has pursued a successful career in advertising and book illustration. 
After living for many years in Cambridge, Diz has returned to Sussex and is enjoying
growing old. Far from fading into obscurity, she feels that her age has released her 
from society’s expectations. As she puts it: In the distance, I hear a voice say, 
“You’re just a very naughty little girl.” And I say, “No, I’m just a very, naughty old 
woman.” I have come of age – at last. - https://filthybeasts.com/.
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Wallis, Ruth Sawtell. Blood From a Stone. New York. 1947. Bantam Books. 1st 
Bantam Books Paperback Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers. 156 pages. paperback.
109. Inventory # 37276. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Murder in a prehistoric cave. You're a supple creature 
with burnished copper hair!. You know men can't keep their eyes of you!. And then-
with no warning - you discover that someone is trying to kill you. That's what 
happened to Susan Kent—redheaded redheaded Susan who was not only beautiful
but wealthy in her own right. She had come to this rocky cave in search of ancient 
remains. But now, with dawning horror, she realized that someone - probably 
someone close to her - was trying to squeeze blood from a stone.

Ruth Sawtell Wallis (15 March 1895 – 21 January 1978) was an American academic
and physical anthropologist. Wallis was born in Springfield, Massachusetts, to 
Joseph Otis Sawtell and Grace Quimby. She graduated from Radcliffe College in 
1919 with a bachelor's degree in English. She then attended the school's graduate 
program in anthropology, traveling to Europe on a science fellowship to do research.
She was the first to discover Azilian remains in France, uncovering two at Montardit,
Ariège. Upon her return to the United States, Wallis switched to the anthropology 
program at Columbia University under Franz Boas. She assisted in one of Boas's 
most famous studies, an examination of head circumference and changes in head 
shape among immigrants. She then began studying growth and anthropometrics of 
young children; her doctoral thesis on that topic "remains a standard study widely 
quoted today". She was hired by the anthropology department at the University of 
Iowa in 1930. She married Wilson Dallam Wallis, a professor of anthropology at the
University of Minnesota, in 1931, and took an assistant professorship in sociology at
Hamline University. Ruth was later dismissed because "it was unthinkable to have 
two employed academics in one family during the Depression". On behalf of the 
Bureau of Home Economics, she undertook the largest ever study of children's 
growth, which resulted in the standardization of sizing for children's clothes. During 
the Second World War, Wallis examined labor statistics for the War Manpower 
Commission and helped coordinate the Japanese Language and Culture Program 
for the Army. She also began writing mystery novels.
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Walsh, John Evangelist. Midnight Dreary: The Mysterious Death of Edgar Allan Poe.
New Brunswick. 1998. Rutgers University Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0813526051. 199 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 26263. $21

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With the publication of three short tales in the 1840s, Poe
invented the detective story. Then his own sudden and bizarre death, still unsolved 
after 150 years, created a real-life mystery as tantalizing as any of his famous 
stories. Was it epilepsy? Lawless thugs? A diabetic coma? His heart ? Alcohol? Poe
departed this life in the best mystery-novel style. While traveling alone from 
Richmond, Virginia, to New York City, he disappeared for nearly a week. When seen
again, he was terribly drunk and nearly dead in the Baltimore. Taken to a hospital, 
he never said what happened to him, where he'd been all that time, or who he'd 
been with. A few days later, after alternating periods of silence and raving delirium, 
he died. The immediate cause of death given was "congestion of the brain," or 
"inflammation of the brain," serviceable phrases in a day that knew little of internal 
medicine. At first no one seriously questioned the verdict that the culprit was liquor, 
that Poe died as a result of complications arising from drunken debauchery. 
Inevitably, as the years passed and his fame grew, efforts were made to clear him of
what seemed weak, wanton self-destruction. While many theories of a physical 
nature about precipitating causes have been suggested,-ranging from rabies to a 
blow on the head-no one has seriously probed the mystery of that missing week. 
Until now. Midnight Dreary examines the last days one of America's most admired 
authors, definitively untangling more than a century of speculation and finally putting
to rest on its 150th anniversary what may be the greatest Poe mystery of all.

John Evangelist Walsh (December 27, 1927, Manhattan, New York City, NY - March
19, 2015, Monroe, WI) was an American author, biographer, editor, historian and 
journalist. He was best known for leading a team of 7 editors tasked with creating a
condensed version of the Revised Standard Version of the Bible.
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Walsh, John Evangelist. Moonlight: Abraham Lincoln and the Almanac Trial. New 
York. 2000. St Martin's Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0312229224. Honest Abe as defense lawyer in the strangest criminal trail of his 
career. 166 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 28039. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - On August 29, 1857, in the light of a three-quarter moon,
James Metzger was savagely beaten by two assailants in a grove not far from his 
home. Two days later he died and his assailants, James Norris and William 
Armstrong, were arrested and charged with his murder. Norris was tried and 
convicted first. As William Duff Armstrong waited for his trial, his own father died. 
James Armstrong s deathbed wish was that Duff s mother, Hannah, engage the best
lawyer possible to defend Duff. The best person Hannah could think of was a friend,
a young lawyer from Springfield by the name of Abraham Lincoln. Lincoln took the 
case and with that begins one of the oddest journeys Lincoln took on his trek 
towards immortality. What really happened? How much did the moon reveal? What
did Lincoln really know? Walsh makes a strong case for viewing Honest Abe in a 
different light in this tale of murder and moonlight. Moonlight is a 2001 Edgar Award
Nominee for Best Fact Crime.

John Evangelist Walsh (December 27, 1927, Manhattan, New York City, NY - March
19, 2015, Monroe, WI) was an American author, biographer, editor, historian and 
journalist. He was best known for leading a team of 7 editors tasked with creating a
condensed version of the Revised Standard Version of the Bible.
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Walton, John. Western Times and Water Wars: State, Culture, and Rebellion in 
California. Berkeley. 1992. University Of California Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 0520072456. 378 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 16124. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Western Times and Water Wars chronicles more than a
hundred years of tumultuous events in the history of California's Owens Valley. From
the pioneer conquest of the native inhabitants to the infamous destruction of the 
valley's agrarian economy by water-hungry Los Angeles, this legendary setting is a
microcosm of the development of the American West.

John Walton is an author, sociologist and sometime historian who lives and works in
Carmel Valley, California. Long associated with the University of California, where 
he graduated from elementary school (UCLA), later received a Ph.D. (UC Santa 
Barbara) and taught for many years (UC Davis) as Distinguished Professor and is 
now Emeritus. His early career at Northwestern University dealt mainly with 
international development and urban politics in Latin America. Work begun with a 
focus on political power and underdevelopment gradually evolved into studying their
corollaries, including how popular rebellions, urban social movements and food riots
fostered by globalization challenged dominant power and dependent development. 
This work was undertaken as part of a movement to fashion a new urban political 
economy advocated by a group acting through in the International Sociological 
Association, Blackwell Publishers in a series of books and articles for the 
International Journal of Urban and Regional Research. A growing interest in social 
history inspired by the writing of English historian E.P. Thompson led to a new focus
on ‘history from below’, in this instance on the water wars mounted by the 
communities of California’s Eastern Sierra in response to construction of the Los 
Angeles aqueduct. Begun in the 1980s, work with the Owens Valley historical and 
environmental groups continues to this day. The water story, as it continued to 
evolve in environmental battles and popular legend, spawned new questions about 
collective memory, what happened in history and what is said to have happened.
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Ward, Elizabeth and Alain Silver. Raymond Chandler's Los Angeles. Woodstock. 
1987. Overlook Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0879513519. 234 
pages. paperback. Cover design by Linda Kosarin. Inventory # 12248. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Juxtaposing excerpts from Raymond Chandler’s best-
loved novels and stories with stunning black and white photographs, this volume is a
sumptuous tour of Los Angeles and its environs – sure to delight fans of Chandler’s
work, film buffs, visitors and veterans of the city. The incomparable mystery writer 
portrayed Los Angeles with a style that was at once realistic, cynical and romantic. A
city of looming monoliths, endless alleyways, outlying suburbs teeming with illegal 
activity, all linked by wide boulevards and miles of expressways, Los Angeles 
provided the endless physical and moral sprawl for Phillip Marlowe’s private 
peregrinations and investigations. The challenge to those searching for the 
detective’s footprints is to distinguish the real from the imagined of ‘that city rich and
vigorous and full of pride, a city lost and beaten and full of emptiness.’ With over 100
black and white photographs and over 60 excerpts RAYMOND CHANDLER’S LOS
ANGELES is a visionary journey across a landscape of darkened bungalows, 
decaying office buildings and sinister nightspots. This unique and elegant book is a 
tribute to both the writer and his city.

Alain Silver wrote The Samurai Film, a dozen other books with James Ursini or 
Elizabeth Ward, including Raymond Chandler’s Los Angeles, and co-edited six 
readers on film noir, horror and gangster films. He has also produced a score of 
independent feature films and forty soundtrack albums. His commentaries may be 
heard and seen on numerous DVDs discussing the classic period of noir, Raymond
Chandler, and the gangster film.
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Ward, Janie Victoria. The Skin We're In-Teaching Children To Be: Emotionally 
Strong, Socially Smart, Spiritually Connected. New York. 2000. Free Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684859289. 284 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Julie Metz. Inventory # 28144. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In THE SKIN WE'RE IN, Dr. Ward builds on common 
wisdom to provide the definitive guide to the moral, emotional, and spiritual 
development of African American teenagers. Shepherding children through the 
demanding years of adolescence can be a struggle for any parent. But black parents
must also help their children confront the psychological fallout of racism at the same
time they are helping them cope with the challenges at home, on the streets, and at
school that are shared by all teens. Too often, black parents fail to draw on their 
proud history of social activism, heightened racial consciousness, and spiritual and 
folk wisdom traditions as a resource to help their children. With this in mind, Dr. 
Ward offers readers a complete program, based on her unique four-step model -- 
Name it, Read it, Oppose it, Replace it -- that shows how to instill values and teach 
strategies for healthy resistance to negative social influences and complacency in 
children throughout the formative years. Ward's topics include: How to help boys 
deal with and control race-related emotions like anger, frustration, and fear by 
channeling creative and sexual energy into developing character, morals, and 
values. How to help girls develop healthy identity by learning to appreciate their 
growing bodies for strength, flexibility, and grace, and not just for looks. How to 
develop skills that allow boys and girls to act effectively in diverse milieus, including
predominantly white or professional settings, while at the same time supporting 
black businesses and institutions. What parents can do about the threat of 
complacency -- how not setting goals high enough or refusing to participate in ‘white’
activities leads to low-level education, low-level jobs, and permanent low-income 
status. How parents can help children resist the power of black peer pressure from 
those in their communities who believe there is only one way to be black.

Janie Victoria Ward is the co-editor of three books, Mapping the Moral Domain: A 
Contribution of Women’s Thinking to Psychological Theory and Research, Souls 
Looking Back: Life Stories of Growing Up Black, and Gender and Teaching.
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Warner, Alan. The Sopranos. New York. 1999. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374266700. 325 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
photograph by Diane Vasil. Inventory # 26595. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The choir from Our Lady of Perpetual Succour School for
Girls is being bused from the Port on Scotland’s western coast to the national 
singing finals in the big, big city. And it’s an important day for the Sopranos: Orla, 
Kylah, (Ra)Chell, Manda, and Fionnula (the Cooler) - pub crawling, shoplifting, and 
body-piercing being top priorities. Then it’s time to lose that competition - lose, 
because a nuclear sub has just anchored back in the bay and, tonight, the Mantrap
disco will be full of submariners on shore-leave. There is no time for delays, but after
the fifth bottle of alco-pop in the back of the bus, it’s clear all is not going to go as 
planned, for anyone. The Sopranos are never going to be the same. A bestseller in
England, The Sopranos is an outrageous tale of adolescent debauchery - of sex, 
drugs, and quaint chorales - in all of its gore and glory.

Alan Warner (born 1964), a Scottish novelist, grew up in Connel, near Oban. He is 
the author of six novels: the acclaimed Morvern Callar (1995), winner of a Somerset
Maugham Award; These Demented Lands (1997), winner of the Encore Award; The
Sopranos (1998), winner of the Saltire Society Scottish Book of the Year Award; The
Man Who Walks (2002), an imaginative and surreal black comedy; The Worms Can
Carry Me to Heaven (2006), and The Stars in the Bright Sky (2010), a sequel to The
Sopranos. Morvern Callar has been adapted as a film, and The Sopranos is to follow
shortly. His short story 'After the Vision' was included in the anthology Children of 
Albion Rovers (1997) and 'Bitter Salvage' was included in Disco Biscuits (1997). In 
2003 he was nominated by Granta magazine as one of twenty 'Best of Young British
Novelists'. In 2010, his novel The Stars in the Bright Sky was included in the longlist
for the Man Booker Prize. In 2013, he was awarded the James Tait Black Memorial
Prize for his novel The Deadman's Pedal. Alan Warner's novels are mostly set in 
"The Port", a place bearing some resemblance to Oban. He is known to appreciate 
1970s Krautrock band Can; two of his books feature dedications to former band 
members (Morvern Callar to Holger Czukay and The Man Who Walks to Michael 
Karoli). Alan Warner currently splits his time between Dublin and Javea, Spain and 
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Warner, Alan. These Demented Lands. New York. 1998. Anchor/Doubleday. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0385491468. Paperback Original. 216 
pages. paperback. Jacket photograph by Peter Sherrard. Inventory # 32124. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An air-crash investigator haunts the hinterlands of an 
island - around the isolated honeymoon spot, the Drome Hotel - gathering the debris
from fallen planes that the islanders have fashioned into makeshift sheds and 
fences; but what kind of jigsaw is he really assembling as he paces the runway? A 
young woman makes landfall on the island, crossing the interior to arrive at the 
Drome Hotel: desperate, strange - and strangely familiar. Meanwhile, DJ Cormorant
is trying to organize The Big One, a rave on the adjacent airstrip, and from all over 
THESE DEMENTED LANDS come twisted characters, converging for one final 
Saturday night at the Drome Hotel.

Alan Warner (born 1964), a Scottish novelist, grew up in Connel, near Oban. He is 
the author of six novels: the acclaimed Morvern Callar (1995), winner of a Somerset
Maugham Award; These Demented Lands (1997), winner of the Encore Award; The
Sopranos (1998), winner of the Saltire Society Scottish Book of the Year Award; The
Man Who Walks (2002), an imaginative and surreal black comedy; The Worms Can
Carry Me to Heaven (2006), and The Stars in the Bright Sky (2010), a sequel to The
Sopranos. Morvern Callar has been adapted as a film, and The Sopranos is to follow
shortly. His short story 'After the Vision' was included in the anthology Children of 
Albion Rovers (1997) and 'Bitter Salvage' was included in Disco Biscuits (1997). In 
2003 he was nominated by Granta magazine as one of twenty 'Best of Young British
Novelists'. In 2010, his novel The Stars in the Bright Sky was included in the longlist
for the Man Booker Prize. In 2013, he was awarded the James Tait Black Memorial
Prize for his novel The Deadman's Pedal. Alan Warner's novels are mostly set in 
"The Port", a place bearing some resemblance to Oban. He is known to appreciate 
1970s Krautrock band Can; two of his books feature dedications to former band 
members (Morvern Callar to Holger Czukay and The Man Who Walks to Michael 
Karoli). Alan Warner currently splits his time between Dublin and Javea, Spain and 
is the current Writer-in-Residence at the University of Edinburgh.
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Warner, Marina. Indigo. New York. 1992. Simon & Schuster. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0671701568. 381 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Mary Bess Engel. Jacket illustration by Gerard Gauci. Inventory # 17379. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - INDIGO is a shimmering, lyrical novel about power and 
transformation. Inspired by Shakespeare’s magic play The Tempest, prizewinning 
writer Marina Warner refashions the drama to explore the restless conflicts between
the inhabitants of a Caribbean island and the English family who settled it. From that
violent moment in the seventeenth century when the English buccaneer Kit Everard
arrives at Enfant-Béate, the islanders’ fate is intertwined, often tragically, with that of
the Everards. The voices that map the fortunes of those born, raised, or landed on 
the island pass from the wise woman Sycorax in the past, a healer and a dyer of 
indigo, to the native nanny Serafine Killebree, who transforms them to fairy tales for 
the two little Everard girls in London in the 1950s. At the center of the modern-day 
story is the relationship between these two young women: Xanthe, the golden girl, 
brash and confident, and Miranda, self-conscious and uneasy, who struggles with 
her Creole inheritance. When Xanthe decides they should return to Enfant-Béate to 
restore their fortunes, she binds the family closer to its past and awakens a history
marked with passions and portents that takes the two women on very different paths
of discovery. Sensuous and earthy, humorous and magical, INDIGO is a novel of 
powerful originality and imagination.

MARINA WARNER was born in Egypt in 1946 and educated in Cairo, Brussels, in a
convent in England, and at Oxford, where she was editor of Isis. She was a 
journalist on the staff of The Daily Telegraph and features editor of Vogue (London).
In 1970, she received the Daily Telegraph's Young Writer of the Year award for an 
essay. She is Professor of Literature, Film, and Theatre Studies at the University of
Essex and a distinguished writer of fiction, criticism, and history. Warner is married 
to the writer William Shawcross.
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Warner, Marina. The Dragon Empress: Life & Times of Tz'uhsi, 1833-1908, Empress
Dowager of China. New York. 1972. Macmillan. 1st American Edition. Some Foxing
Along Side Edge, Otherwise Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket W/A Couple Of
Tears. 0297995197. 271 pages. hardcover. Jacket Illustration - Detail of a robe 
embroidered with a phoenix, emblem of the empress, and said to have belonged to
Tz'u-hsi. Jacket designed by Behram Kapadia Photograph by Werner Forman. 
Inventory # 12658. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From 1861 to 1908 the Celestial Empire was ruled by the
iron hand of a woman - the Empress Dowager Tz'u-hsi. She was opportunistic, 
ruthless, malicious, and xenophobic. Yet, while her determination held the empire 
together for nearly fifty years, her reactionary, Sino-centric view of the world plunged
China into poverty and civil war, encouraged foreign invasions and ultimately 
brought about the end of the Ch'ing dynasty. In this sweeping biography, Marina 
Warner re-creates in panoramic detail the reign of this indomitable, fascinating 
woman. The early part of her life at court and her first years of power as co-regent 
were marked by turbulence and war. Although the following few years saw China 
flourish during the successful and enlightened T'ung-chih `Restoration,' the period 
was colored by a growing distrust of foreign powers on the part of the empress. In 
1894, China suffered a crushing humiliation when she was defeated by Japan in a 
short but decisive war. Attempting to save the weakening empire, Tz'u-hsi's nephew,
the Kuang-hsu Emperor—whom she had named to the throne—embarked on a far-
reaching program of reform. However, his progressive measures so alarmed the 
conservative Tz'u-hsi that she ordered his arrest and confined him in a palace at 
Peking. By that time, the empress's extreme paranoia had infected the whole nation,
culminating in the Boxer Rebellion of 1900. When an international force intervened, 
they invaded the capital, and put the empress and her court to flight. This compelling
study, as it analyzes the decline of the empire and as China, torn from more than 
two thousand years of dynastic rule and tradition faces a precarious future fraught 
with revolution, political and economic crises, and social upheaval.

MARINA WARNER was born in Egypt in 1946 and educated in Cairo, Brussels, in a
convent in England, and at Oxford, where she was editor of Isis.
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Warner, Roger. Back Fire: The CIA's Secret War in Laos and Its Link To the War in
Vietnam. New York. 1995. Simon & Schuster. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket.
0684802929. 416 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Lawrence Ratzkin. Inventory
# 6165. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Until now, the history of America’s war in Vietnam has 
been incomplete. The origins of that conflict - the most controversial and painful 
chapter in American history since the Civil War - were in Laos, a remote, landlocked,
mountainous country where the CIA waged a secret war against communism. 
Drawing on unprecedented access to previously closed files and on extensive 
interviews, BACK FIRE fills in the last missing piece in the puzzle of America’s tragic
involvement in Southeast Asia. Taking us to the heart of the war in Laos - from CIA
headquarters in Washington to the Hmong tribesmen’s huts, where ideals were 
discussed and promises made and then broken - Roger Warner tells the previously
untold story of the secret war through the experiences of the key players. Beyond 
his narrative of key players and events, Warner shows how the secret war in Laos 
was connected to the larger war in Vietnam, and how Vietnam was central to the 
shifting alliances of Cold War geopolitical rivals.

Roger Warner is the author of a history published in hardcover as Back Fire: The 
CIA’s Secret War in Laos and Its Link to the War in Vietnam. In 1995 it won the 
Overseas Press Club’s award for best non-fiction book on foreign affairs. Steerforth
Press reissued the book in paperback under the title Shooting at the Moon: The 
Story of America’s Clandestine War in Laos. Roger Warner also wrote Haing Ngor:
A Cambodian Odyssey, and Invisible Hand. Warner is a documentary filmmaker as
well as a writer. A graduate of Yale, he owns the biggest archive of Laos war still 
photos and film footage in the U.S., much of it shot by C.I.A. case officers.
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Warren, Austin. Rage For Order: Critical Essyas On Nine Metaphysical Poets and 
Novelists. Chicago. 1948. University Of Chicago Press. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With Some Pieces Missing. 165 pages. hardcover.
Letter Signed by the Author Inside. Inventory # 34457. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Can great art-or an understanding of great art-be 
achieved without an agonizing spiritual search for meaning in an apparently chaotic
universe? Mr. Warren thinks it cannot. Art can fail, he says, through flatness and 
glibness, which result when the artist has undergone no such struggle, or through 
obscurity and hysteria, when his technique has failed to express adequately his 
experience. It succeeds, he believes, only when the writer succeeds in subjecting 
his passion to discipline, when he ‘orders’ his rage. In this book Mr. Warren 
examines the work of nine metaphysical poets and novelists by these criteria. 
Writers as disparate as Pope and Yeats are part of the metaphysical tradition, as Mr.
Warren interprets it, because they are aware of civilization’s precarious foothold. 
Though their methods differ, Pope is able to define the ‘civilized present’ of his time
with a grim realization of its flimsy façade. Yeats similarly conveys a sense of the 
outer world ‘which moves by revolutions, reversals and brutalities Hawthorne and 
Kafka, also part of This tradition, are linked through their searchings of the human 
soul. Edward Taylor and George Herbert concerned themselves with an inner order
and the submission of man’s will to God’s. In Hopkins’ poetry, which presupposes a
belief in another world ‘independent of man’s knowing mind,’ Mr. Warren sees a 
continuance of this metaphysical strain. Henry James, in his attempts to describe 
the interrelations between the outer social world and the inner subjective one, and E.
M. Forster, who strives for a complete and balanced conception of human nature, 
both have contributed to a fuller realization of nonmaterial values.

Austin Warren (July 4, 1899 – August 20, 1986) was an American literary critic, 
author, and professor of English.
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Wasserstein, Bernard. Secret War in Shanghai: An Untold Story of Espionage, 
Intrigue, and Treason in World War II. Boston. 1999. Houghton Mifflin. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0395985374. 354 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
27070. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Shanghai during World War II was a killing field of brutal
competition, ideological struggle, and murderous political intrigue. China's largest 
and most cosmopolitan city, the intelligence capital of the Far East, was a magnet 
for a corrupt and bizarrely colorful group of men and women drawn to the 'Paris of 
the East' for its seductive promise of high living and easy money. Political and 
sexual loyalties were for sale to the highest bidder. Allied and Axis agents, criminal 
gangs, and paramilitary units under various flags waged secret, savage warfare. 
Espionage, lurid vice, subversion, and crime came together in a lethal concoction. 
Nowhere on earth was the twilight zone between politics and criminality better 
exemplified than in this glittering and dangerous place. Secret War in Shanghai is 
the first book-length account of the little-known story of Shanghai in the war years. 
The widely respected historian Bernard Wasserstein has researched it entirely from
original sources and uncovered startling new evidence of collaboration and treason
by American, British, and Australian nationals. This remarkable depiction of 
complicity and betrayal is history at its most exciting and surprising.

Bernard Wasserstein (born 22 January 1948 in London) historian, educated at the 
High School of Glasgow and Wyggeston Boys' Grammar School, Leicester. BA in 
Modern History at Balliol College, Oxford University 1969, MA 1972, DPhil 1974, 
DLitt 2001. Wasserstein is currently Allianz Visiting Professor of Modern Jewish 
History at the Ludwig Maximilians Universität, Munich. He previously held positions
at the University of Chicago, the University of Glasgow, Brandeis University, Oxford
University, and the University of Sheffield. He is a Corresponding Fellow of the 
British Academy.
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Wat, Aleksander. Lucifer Unemployed. Evanston. 1990. Northwestern University 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0810108399. Foreword by 
Czeslaw Milosz. Translated from the Polish by Lillian Vallee. 123 pages. hardcover.
Original cover art by Victoria Lowe. Cover design by William A. Seabright. Inventory
# 14193. $31.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In these nine stories the Polish writer Aleksander Wat 
consistently turns history on its ear in comic reversals reverberating with futurist 
rhythms and the gently mocking humor of despair. Wat inverts the conventions of 
religion, politics, and culture to fantastic effect, illuminating the anarchic conditions of
existence in interwar Europe. The title story finds a superbly ironic Lucifer wandering
the Europe of the late l920s in search of a mission: what impact can a devil have in
a godless time? What is his sorcery in a society far more diabolical than the devil 
himself? Too idealistic for a world full of modern cruelties, the unemployable Lucifer 
finally finds the only means of guaranteed immortality. In ‘The Eternally Wandering 
Jew,’ steady Jewish conversion to Christianity results in Nathan the Talmudist 
reigning as Pope Urban IX. The hilarious satire on power, ‘Kings In Exile,’ unfolds 
with the dethroned monarchs of Europe meeting to found their own republic in an 
uninhabited island in the Indian Ocean.

Aleksander Wat is the pen name of Aleksander Chwat (1 May 1900 – 29 July 1967),
a Polish poet, writer, art theoretician and memorialist, one of the precursors of the 
Polish futurism movement in the early 1920s, considered to be one of the more 
important Polish writers of the 20th century.keywords
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Waters, Michael. The Dean of Discipline. Pittsburgh. 2018. University of Pittsburgh 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822965268. Pitt Poetry 
Series. 6 x 9. 72 pages. paperback. Inventory # 43470. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the richly musical and boldly imaginative poems of The
Dean of Discipline, Michael Waters explores the confluences of the sensual and the
spiritual, and renders their mysteries with precision and clarity. The title evokes the 
rigorous consciousness that prods the artist to deepen into his craft. Line by line, 
Waters delivers the passionate eloquence and intensity that distinguish his poems.
Past praise for Michael Waters: “Waters stands among the best American poets 
writing today.” —Roberto Bonazzi, San Antonio Express-News. “Waters’ pleasure in
the figurative and musical possibilities of language is evident again and again.” —
Tony Roberts, Stand (UK).

Michael Waters’s books of poetry include Celestial Joyride, Gospel Night, Darling 
Vulgarity, and Parthenopi: New and Selected Poems. He is the coeditor of Reel 
Verse: Poems about the Movies, Contemporary American Poetry, and Perfect in 
Their Art: Poems on Boxing from Homer to Ali. He has chaired the poetry panel for 
the National Book Awards. Recipient of five Pushcart Prizes and fellowships from 
the National Endowment for the Arts, the Guggenheim Foundation, the Fulbright 
Foundation, and the New Jersey State Council on the Arts, Waters is professor of 
English at Monmouth University and Visiting Distinguished Professor in the Drew 
University MFA program.
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Waters, Michael. The Dean of Discipline. Pittsburgh. 2018. University of Pittsburgh 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822965268. Pitt Poetry 
Series. 6 x 9. 72 pages. paperback. Inventory #  44679. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In the richly musical and boldly imaginative poems of The
Dean of Discipline, Michael Waters explores the confluences of the sensual and the
spiritual, and renders their mysteries with precision and clarity. The title evokes the 
rigorous consciousness that prods the artist to deepen into his craft. Line by line, 
Waters delivers the passionate eloquence and intensity that distinguish his poems.
Past praise for Michael Waters: “Waters stands among the best American poets 
writing today.” —Roberto Bonazzi, San Antonio Express-News. “Waters’ pleasure in
the figurative and musical possibilities of language is evident again and again.” —
Tony Roberts, Stand (UK).

Michael Waters’s books of poetry include Celestial Joyride, Gospel Night, Darling 
Vulgarity, and Parthenopi: New and Selected Poems. He is the coeditor of Reel 
Verse: Poems about the Movies, Contemporary American Poetry, and Perfect in 
Their Art: Poems on Boxing from Homer to Ali. He has chaired the poetry panel for 
the National Book Awards. Recipient of five Pushcart Prizes and fellowships from 
the National Endowment for the Arts, the Guggenheim Foundation, the Fulbright 
Foundation, and the New Jersey State Council on the Arts, Waters is professor of 
English at Monmouth University and Visiting Distinguished Professor in the Drew 
University MFA program.
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Watkins, Mel (editor). Black Review No.1. New York. 1971. Morrow. 1st Edition. 
Very Good in Wrappers. 0688309240. Illustrated by David Brown. 189 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 25611. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An annual review of African-American writing edited by 
Mel Watkins and with drawings by David Scott Brown. Includes stories, essays, and
poems by - Barry Beckham; Cecil Brown; Ed Bullins; Carole Clemmons; George 
Davis; Nikki Giovanni; David Henderson; Franklin Jackson; Alicia Johnson; George
Kent; Julius Lester; Reginald Major; Shane Stevens; Edgar White.

MEL WATKINS, a graduate of Colgate University, is a former editor at The New 
York Times Book Review and editor of Black Review (1972), a paperback literary 
magazine. His articles and reviews have appeared in numerous magazines, among 
them Southern Review, Penthouse, The New York Times Book Review, New York
magazine, and Entertainment Weekly.
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Watkins, T. H. The Hungry Years: A Narrative History of the Great Depression in 
America. New York. 1999. Henry Holt. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0805016759. 589 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Raquel Jaramillo. Inventory #
27072. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It was the worst of times and the best of times. It was an
era of unprecedented crisis and a time of unprecedented courage. In a single, 
comprehensive volume, The Hungry Years tells the story of the Great Depression 
through the eyes of the people who lived it. Less concerned with the power brokers 
in Washington than with the daily struggles of ordinary people at the grassroots 
across America, it draws on little-known oral histories, memoirs, local press, and 
scholarly monographs to capture the voices of men and women in a time of extreme
crisis. The result is a richly detailed narrative that traces the stages of the disaster 
chronologically without losing touch with the personal wounds it inflicted or the ways
in which people responded. Humane and compassionate, brilliantly researched, full
of story and anecdote, The Hungry Years puts the reader at the very heart of the 
maelstrom that was the American depression.

T. H. Watkins (1936, Loma Linda, CA - 2000, Bozeman, MT), who wrote numerous
books, was best known as the author of Righteous Pilgrim, winner of the Los 
Angeles Times Book Prize for Biography and a finalist for the National Book Award 
and the National Book Critics Circle Award.
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Watts, Edward J. The Final Pagan Generation. Berkeley. 2015. University of 
California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780520283701. 6
x 9. 29 b/w photographs, 1 map. 304 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 41420. $34.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Final Pagan Generation recounts the fascinating 
story of the lives and fortunes of the last Romans born before the Emperor 
Constantine converted to Christianity. Edward J. Watts traces their experiences of 
living through the fourth century’s dramatic religious and political changes, when 
heated confrontations saw the Christian establishment legislate against pagan 
practices as mobs attacked pagan holy sites and temples. The emperors who issued
these laws, the imperial officials charged with implementing them, and the Christian
perpetrators of religious violence were almost exclusively young men whose 
attitudes and actions contrasted markedly with those of the earlier generation, who 
shared neither their juniors’ interest in creating sharply defined religious identities 
nor their propensity toward violent conflict. Watts examines why the ‘final pagan 
generation’— born to the old ways and the old world in which it seemed to everyone
that religious practices would continue as they had for the last two thousand years—
proved both unable to anticipate the changes that imperially sponsored Christianity 
produced and unwilling to resist them. A compelling and provocative read, suitable 
for the general reader as well as students and scholars of the ancient world.

Edward J. Watts is Alkiviadis Vassiliadis Endowed Chair and Professor of History at
the University of California, San Diego. He is the author Riot in Alexandria and City 
and School in Late Antique Athens and Alexandria, both from UC Press. 
Transformation of the Classical Heritage.
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Watts, Timothy. Cons. New York. 1993. Soho Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0939149702. 231 pages. hardcover. Cover: Mick Reber 
Studio/Royce Becker. Inventory # 23350. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Frank Cullen just has it. There is something 
tremendously appealing about him. Its is equal parts pride, the courage to run risks,
and a kind of stoic gallantry. The combination is attractive to men and women both.
Poor but proud, Frank has served his time for armed robbery at Raiford State, a 
Florida prison, and is negotiating the straight and narrow life of a responsible citizen
in Beaufort, South Carolina. The local people are more than receptive. His criminal 
record, instead of an impediment, simply adds to his allure. People want him. They 
desire him as a friend, a lover and as a partner in more criminals activities. He is 
exciting, alive, and, they are too, around him. Which is unfortunate, because Frank
Cullen, is trying to mend his ways and make an honest life for himself. The odds 
aren't good. His new friends have designs on him and will not be dissuaded. 
Michelle, his boss's young wife, has a sexy robbery in mind, and her gorgeous sister
wants to play Bonnie to his Clyde, complete with 1920s' gun moll outfit that she's 
wearing to their first bank robbery.

Timothy Watts was born October 19, 1957, in Philadelphia, PA, the son of Harvey (a
doctor) and Metta (a musician and teacher). He attended the University of South 
Carolina. He is the author of a number of crime novels including Cons, (1993), The
Money Lovers (1994), Feeling Minnesota: A Novel (1996), Steal Away (1996), 
Grand Theft (2003). Watts is also an author of screenplays. He is one of the most 
arresting voices in crime fiction.
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Watts, Timothy. Cons. New York. 1993. Soho Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. Remainder Mark On Bottom Edge. 0939149702. 231 pages. hardcover.
Cover: Mick Reber Studio/Royce Becker. Inventory # 27792. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Frank Cullen just has it. There is something 
tremendously appealing about him. Its is equal parts pride, the courage to run risks,
and a kind of stoic gallantry. The combination is attractive to men and women both.
Poor but proud, Frank has served his time for armed robbery at Raiford State, a 
Florida prison, and is negotiating the straight and narrow life of a responsible citizen
in Beaufort, South Carolina. The local people are more than receptive. His criminal 
record, instead of an impediment, simply adds to his allure. People want him. They 
desire him as a friend, a lover and as a partner in more criminals activities. He is 
exciting, alive, and, they are too, around him. Which is unfortunate, because Frank
Cullen, is trying to mend his ways and make an honest life for himself. The odds 
aren't good. His new friends have designs on him and will not be dissuaded. 
Michelle, his boss's young wife, has a sexy robbery in mind, and her gorgeous sister
wants to play Bonnie to his Clyde, complete with 1920s' gun moll outfit that she's 
wearing to their first bank robbery.

Timothy Watts was born October 19, 1957, in Philadelphia, PA, the son of Harvey (a
doctor) and Metta (a musician and teacher). He attended the University of South 
Carolina. He is the author of a number of crime novels including Cons, (1993), The
Money Lovers (1994), Feeling Minnesota: A Novel (1996), Steal Away (1996), 
Grand Theft (2003). Watts is also an author of screenplays. He is one of the most 
arresting voices in crime fiction.
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Watts, Timothy. Steal Away. New York. 1996. Soho Press. 1st Printing. Very Good 
in Dustjacket. 1569470677. 293 pages. hardcover. Cover: Lloyd Ziff. Inventory # 
24006. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Real noir, and his best to date, from the author of Cons 
and The Money Lovers. Randall is good-looking, charming, and well-traveled. He 
has sold cars and real estate for a living. Now he's cut to the chase: he just steals.
When he's approached by a young thing who wants him to dispose of her dentist 
husband who's been cheating on her, Randall soon finds himself in way over his 
head.

Timothy Watts was born October 19, 1957, in Philadelphia, PA, the son of Harvey (a
doctor) and Metta (a musician and teacher). He attended the University of South 
Carolina. He is the author of a number of crime novels including Cons, (1993), The
Money Lovers (1994), Feeling Minnesota: A Novel (1996), Steal Away (1996), 
Grand Theft (2003). Watts is also an author of screenplays. He is one of the most 
arresting voices in crime fiction.
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Watts, Timothy. The Money Lovers. New York. 1994. Soho Press. 1st Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. Remainder Mark On Bottom Edge. 1569470081. 262 pages. 
hardcover. Cover: Henrik Drescher/Royce M. Becker. Inventory # 26220. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - For a noir crowd, they are disarmingly colorful. Nicky 
likes powder-blue boxer shorts, red suspenders, and Sinatra singing ‘My Way.’ 
Nicky finances his pleasures by conning the greedy. He baits shady deals with 
illegal benefits and then makes off with his co-conspirators’ seed money. Nicky’s 
trophy-wife Katherine likes gin, flashy cars, and high-octane shopping. She hates 
‘My Way’ and lets her reprehensible husband know it by putting a bullet in his state-
of-the-art sound system. Wesley?. he is the lowest denominator in the bunch. 
Wesley appreciates illegal gains as much as any of them but he enjoys killing more.
It is his calling, he feels, a talent, like gardening or gourmet cooking. The one 
standup guy is an ex-Marine named Jimmy, who was Katherine’s high school 
classmate and the least likely to survive this situation. Because the rest of them are
strictly out to do it unto each other, first.

Timothy Watts was born October 19, 1957, in Philadelphia, PA, the son of Harvey (a
doctor) and Metta (a musician and teacher). He attended the University of South 
Carolina. He is the author of a number of crime novels including Cons, (1993), The
Money Lovers (1994), Feeling Minnesota: A Novel (1996), Steal Away (1996), 
Grand Theft (2003). Watts is also an author of screenplays. He is one of the most 
arresting voices in crime fiction.
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Watts, Timothy. The Money Lovers. New York. 1994. Soho Press. 1st Paperback 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 1569470359. 262 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
25483. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - For a noir crowd, they are disarmingly colorful. Nicky 
likes powder-blue boxer shorts, red suspenders, and Sinatra singing ‘My Way.’ 
Nicky finances his pleasures by conning the greedy. He baits shady deals with 
illegal benefits and then makes off with his co-conspirators’ seed money. Nicky’s 
trophy-wife Katherine likes gin, flashy cars, and high-octane shopping. She hates 
‘My Way’ and lets her reprehensible husband know it by putting a bullet in his state-
of-the-art sound system. Wesley?. he is the lowest denominator in the bunch. 
Wesley appreciates illegal gains as much as any of them but he enjoys killing more.
It is his calling, he feels, a talent, like gardening or gourmet cooking. The one 
standup guy is an ex-Marine named Jimmy, who was Katherine’s high school 
classmate and the least likely to survive this situation. Because the rest of them are
strictly out to do it unto each other, first.

Timothy Watts was born October 19, 1957, in Philadelphia, PA, the son of Harvey (a
doctor) and Metta (a musician and teacher). He attended the University of South 
Carolina. He is the author of a number of crime novels including Cons, (1993), The
Money Lovers (1994), Feeling Minnesota: A Novel (1996), Steal Away (1996), 
Grand Theft (2003). Watts is also an author of screenplays. He is one of the most 
arresting voices in crime fiction.
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Waugh, Evelyn. The Ordeal of Gilbert Pinfold. Boston. 1957. Little Brown. 1st 
American Edition. Top Corner Of Front Free Endpaper Clipped,Otherwise Very 
Good.No Dustjacket. 232 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 34346. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A successful, middle-aged novelist with a case of ‘bad 
nerves,’ Gilbert Pinfold embarks on a recuperative trip to Ceylon. Almost as soon as
the gangplank lifts, Pinfold hears sounds coming out of the ceiling of his cabin: wild 
jazz bands, barking dogs, and loud revival meetings. He is convinced that an erratic
public-address system is letting him hear everything that goes on aboard ship. until 
instead of just sounds, he hears voices. Voices talking, in the most frighteningly 
intimate way, about him!

Arthur Evelyn St. John Waugh (28 October 1903 – 10 April 1966), known as Evelyn
Waugh, was an English writer of novels, biographies, and travel books; he was also
a prolific journalist and reviewer. His best-known works include the early satires 
Decline and Fall (1928) and A Handful of Dust (1934), the novel Brideshead 
Revisited (1945), and the Second World War trilogy Sword of Honour (1952–61). As
a writer, Evelyn Waugh is recognised as one of the great prose stylists of the 
English language in the 20th century. The son of a publisher, Waugh was educated
at Lancing College and then at Hertford College, Oxford, and briefly worked as a 
schoolmaster before becoming a full-time writer. As a young man, he acquired many
fashionable and aristocratic friends, and developed a taste for country house society
that never left him. In the 1930s, he travelled extensively, often as a special 
newspaper correspondent; thus was he reporting from Abyssinia at the time of the 
1935 Italian invasion. He served in the British armed forces throughout the Second
World War (1939–45), first in the Royal Marines and then in the Royal Horse 
Guards. He was a perceptive writer who used the experiences and the wide range of
people he encountered in his works of fiction, generally to humorous effect; Waugh's
detachment was such that he fictionalised his own mental breakdown, which 
occurred in the early 1950s. After the failure of his first marriage, Waugh converted 
to Roman Catholicism in 1930. His traditionalist stance led him to strongly oppose all
attempts to reform the Roman Catholic Church. To the public, Waugh displayed a 
mask of indifference, but he was capable of great kindness to those he considered 
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Weaver, Afaa Michael. City of Eternal Spring. Pittsburgh. 2014. University of 
Pittsburgh Press. Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822963257. 6 x
9. 80 pages. paperback. Inventory # 40868. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is the final book in the Plum Flower Trilogy by Afaa
Michael Weaver, published by the University of Pittsburgh Press. The two previous 
books, The Plum Flower Dance: Poems 1985 to 2005 and The Government of 
Nature, reveal similar themes that address the author’s personal experience with 
childhood abuse through the context of Daoist renderings of nature as a metaphor 
for the human body, with an eye to recovery and forgiveness in a very eclectic 
spiritual life. City of Eternal Spring chronicles Weaver’s travels abroad in Taiwan and
China, as well as showing the limits of cultural influence.

Afaa Michael Weaver is the author of twelve previous poetry collections, including 
Timber and Prayer: The Indian Pond Poems; My Father’s Geography; The Plum 
Flower Dance: Poems 1985 to 2005; and The Government of Nature. He is alumnae
professor of English at Simmons College in Boston. Weaver is the recipient of an 
NEA fellowship, a Pew fellowship, and a Pennsylvania Council on the Arts 
fellowship. He has been awarded the Kingsley Tufts Poetry Award, a Pushcart Prize,
and a Fulbright scholar appointment, among other honors.
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Weaver, Afaa Michael. Spirit Boxing. Pittsburgh. 2017. University of Pittsburgh 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822964582. Pitt Poetry 
Series. 112 pages. paperback. Inventory # 45069. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Afaa Michael Weaver is one of the most significant poets
writing today. With its blend of Chinese spiritualism and American groundedness, his
poetry presents the reader (and the listener, for his body of work is meant to be read
aloud) with challenging questions about identity, about how physicality and spirit act
together or counteract each other to shape who we are in the world.’ —Henry Louis
Gates for Baltimore Magazine. ‘Weaver explores and rethinks questions of identity-
that great American subject. Over the years, he has listened to a chorus of other 
voices, the inflections of the past, as they have come together to shape and enlarge
his own distinctive, musical voice. He has carved a unique space for himself in 
contemporary American poetry.’ —Edward Hirsch on Timber and Prayer.

Afaa Michael Weaver is the author of numerous poetry collections, including Timber
and Prayer: The Indian Pond Poems; My Father’s Geography; The Plum Flower 
Dance: Poems 1985 to 2005; The Government of Nature, winner of the Kingley 
Tufts Poetry Award ; and City of Eternal Spring, winner of the Phyllis Wheatley Book
Award. He is alumnae professor of English at Simmons College in Boston. Weaver 
is the recipient of an NEA fellowship, a Pew fellowship, four Pushcart Prizes, and a
Fulbright scholar appointment, among other honors. In 1998, he became the first 
Elder of the Cave Canem Foundation.
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Weaver, William Woys. Culinary Ephemera: An Illustrated History. Berkeley. 2010. 
University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Hardcover. No 
Dustjacket as Issued. 9780520259775. 301 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 37763. 
$39.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This wonderful new book is not to be missed by 
collectors, gourmets, or anyone nostalgic for the dishes grandma used to make! 
Arthur H. Groten, President of the Ephemera Society of America It’s impossible to 
stop turning the pages of this dazzling book. Few works in any genre have captured
so precisely and memorably the interplay of food, design, technology, business, and
popular culture. Laura Shapiro, author of Perfection Salad This extraordinary 
collection, a trove of enchanting designs, appealing colors, and forgotten motifs that
stir the imagination, features an unprecedented assortment of ephemera, or paper 
collectibles, related to food. It includes images of postcards, match covers, menus, 
labels, posters, brochures, valentines, packaging, advertisements, and other 
materials from nineteenth- and twentieth-century America. Internationally acclaimed
food historian William Woys Weaver takes us on a lively tour through this dazzling 
collection in which each piece tells a new story about food and the past. Much more
than a catalog, Culinary Ephemera follows this paper trail to broader themes in 
American social history, such as diet and health, alcoholic beverages, and 
Americans abroad. It is a collection that, as Weaver notes, will transport us into the 
vicarious worlds of dinners past, allowing us to brush elbows with the people of 
another time, another place, another condition. California Studies in Food and 
Culture, 30. 354 color illustrations.

William Woys Weaver is Director of the Keystone Center for the Study of Regional 
Foods and Food Tourism. He has written fourteen books, including Heirloom 
Vegetable Gardening and Pennsylvania Dutch Country Cooking, both of which 
received Julia Child awards. Weaver was a contributing editor to Gourmet and has 
served as Associate editor and Art editor for The Encyclopedia of Food and Culture.
He has appeared on many national programs, including Good Morning America and
NPR’s Fresh Air.
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Webb, Charles Harper. What Things Are Made Of. Pittsburgh. 2013. University of 
Pittsburgh Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822962298. 
Pitt Poetry Series. 89 pages. paperback. Cover photo - NASA, ESA, and the Hubble
Heritage Team. Cover design by Joel W. Coggins. Inventory # 40609. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Charles Harper Webb is celebrated for his use of humor;
yet even his funniest poems rise, as the best comedy must, out of deep human 
drives, sorrows, and needs. Powerful immersions in what it means to be human, 
these poems explore the spectrum of emotions from love to hate, tenderness to 
brutality. They can be withering and vulnerable in the same breath. Models of clarity
and vividness, they are mysterious when they need to be, ranging from lyric to 
narrative, from realism to wild surreal flights, powered by a fierce, compassionate 
intelligence. Metaphors of startling aptness and originality, a voice at once endearing
and provocative, high musicality, propulsive energy, wild imaginative leaps, as well 
as mastery of diction from lyricism to street-speak, create a reading experience of 
the first order. Uniformly fun to read, these poems go down easy, but pack a wallop.
As Robert Frost said poetry should do, What Things Are Made Of 'begins in delight 
and ends in wisdom.'

Charles Harper Webb is the author of numerous poetry collections, including 
Reading the Water, Liver, Tulip Farms and Leper Colonies, Hot Popsicles, Amplified
Dog, and Shadow Ball: New and Selected Poems. His poems have appeared in 
many journals and anthologies, including Best American Poetry, the Pushcart Prize,
and Poets of the New Century. Webb has received the Morse Prize, Kate Tufts 
Discovery Award, Pollak Prize, and Saltman Prize, as well as a Whiting Writer's 
Award and a Guggenheim fellowship. He is professor of English at California State
University, Long Beach, and teaches in the MFA in creative writing program there.
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Webb, Jack. The Delicate Darling. New York. 1960. Signet/New American Library. 
1st Signet Paperback Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers With a Piece Coming Off 
Near The Bottom Spine. 128 pages. paperback. S1816. Inventory # 37278. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - He was a Don Juan - a Latin lover with a special flair for
attracting luscious women and lethal killers. FLIRT WITH DEATH - It started with a
missing poet, a fire, and a half-strangled girl. But before it was over Sergeant 
Sammy Golden and his friend Father Shanley found themselves faced with the 
double headache of foreign intrigue and triple murder.

John Randolph Webb (April 2, 1920 – December 23, 1982) was an American actor, 
television producer, director, and screenwriter, who is most famous for his role as 
Sgt. Joe Friday in the Dragnet franchise (which he also created). He was the 
founder of his own production company, Mark VII Limited.
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Weber, Christin Lore. Altar Music. New York. 2000. Scribner. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684868660. 1st Book. 253 pages. hardcover. Signed by 
the Author. Jacket design & illustration by Honi Werner. Inventory # 27695. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This achingly beautiful and revelatory first novel is the 
story of three generations of strong-willed women and their battles to balance 
personal longings with the disciplines of their church: Meghan, who dismisses the 
priest’s injunctions about sex until tragedy befalls her family; Kate, who so fears 
God’s power to destroy that she shuts herself off from emotion completely; and, 
finally, Elise, whose connection to unknowable forces drives her into the most 
exhilarating, disillusioning, and haunting experience of her life. Written with lyricism
and emotional authenticity, ALTAR MUSIC is a portrait of a nun as a young girl, an 
epic tale of a family both defined and divided by its religious beliefs, and a powerful 
story about mothers and daughters.

Christin Lore Weber is a prize winning multi-genre author. Her first novel, Altar 
Music, (Scribner, 2000) was named an LA Times Best Book of the year 2000, as 
well as being chosen for Publisher's Weekly's "First Fiction," and the Independent 
Booksellers "Booksense 76." Gypsy Bones is her second novel. She lives with her 
husband, author John R. Sack, on Sunshine Hill in the Pacific Northwest.
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Webster, Ivan. The Cares of the Day. Boulder. 1994. Fiction Collective 
Two/University Of Colorado. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0932511899. 
Winner Of The Nilon Award. 192 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 28515. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Winner of the 1994 Charles H. and N. Mildred Nilon 
Award for Excellence in Minority Fiction. ‘IN THE CARES OF THE DAY, Ivan 
Webster has written a memorable family chronicle, one filled with concrete, stunning
voices, and vivid black characters who survive betrayal and the burdens of 
oppression in the pre-Civil Rights era. Like Hassalia, the youngest family member 
who hears and inherits these powerfully delivered oral histories, the reader is 
transformed by-and then allowed to transcend-the racial pains of the past. Webster's
literary debut is a reason for celebration.’ - Charles Johnson, prize-winning author of
THE MIDDLE PASSAGE. There has been a crying need for the black men to find 
their voice and raise it…not only in protest but in thoughtful examination. The Cares
of the Day brings a new voice to the very human problem of 'then how shall we 
proceed?' I hope we proceed by taking to our hearts the gift Ivan Webster is giving 
us. A wonderful new perspective on the lives we are living.’ - Nikki Giovanni, author
of RACISM 101. This extraordinary novel is Ivan Webster's first published fiction.

Raised in the Midwest, he attended UCLA where he earned a BA in English. He has
been a staff writer for Time magazine, has written book reviews for The New 
Republic and Newsday, and was arts and entertainment editor for Encore American
and Worldwide News. Since 1972 he has lived in New York City, where he currently
works as a word processing specialist for a financial printing company.keywords
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Weesner, Theodore. A German Affair. New York. 1976. Random House. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394484339. 175 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Paul Bacon. Inventory # 24949. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Occupied Germany: For thousands of young American 
soldiers a lonely, even terrifying, experience, a foreign land of ruins, black markets 
and veiled glances. But something else as well. As Billy Kohl travels south he sees 
the fast trains, too, and the Mercedes taxis. And the women. ‘An excess of women,’
an NCO has warned. The train rolls and Billy’s imagination soars. Sex seems to be 
everywhere upon the German landscape; certainly its force is coming alive within 
Billy Kohl. A central passion of adolescence is becoming a reality. Still, if sex is a 
primary passion, other, underlying passions are usually waiting to emerge, and in 
this bittersweet story of haunting power and eroticism, Theodore Weesner draws the
subtle and evocative lines between longing and liberation, self-awareness and self-
esteem, sexuality and the universal desire to leave one’s mark upon the world, to 
create. It is 1952 when Billy Kohl, eighteen, his background one of shabby jobs and
emptiness, of having ‘touched bottom,’ enters Germany, a country which seems 
always to have been a paradox, a land of perplexing mystery and perilous 
romanticism. Here he meets Ursula, a woman more than twice his age, who 
unexpectedly, through kindness, a desperate longing of her own, perhaps a need to
survive and to counter her own losses in the war, responds to his tentative 
advances. Billy Kohl’s awakening is sexual, but it is also intellectual and emotional, 
even artistic. He is seen to achieve an initial self-acceptance, but also a first opening
of the ‘heart’s eye,’ for A German Affair is, finally, a story of the emergence of 
human spirit. With spare, simple sentences that build an astonishing emotional 
impact, Weesner traces this development, taking the adolescent’s world he evoked 
so powerfully in The Car Thief and creating a story of strange, compelling beauty.

Theodore Weesner (July 31, 1935 – June 25, 2015) was an American author. Born 
in Flint, Michigan, he is best known for his coming-of-age debut novel, The Car Thief
(1972). He subsequently wrote The True Detective (1987), Harbor Lights, 
Novemberfest, and other novels and short stories.
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Weichmann, Louis J. The True Story of the Assassination of Abraham Lincoln. New
York. 1975. Knopf. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394493192. Edited by 
Floyd E. Risvold. 492 pages + index. hardcover. Inventory # 22357. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Published now for the first time, almost seventy-five 
years after the author's death, the extraordinary eyewitness account by the young 
friend of John Surratt who was a boarder at Mary Surratt's rooming house in 
Washington during the months when Mrs. Surratt, John Wilkes Booth, and the 
others shaped their plot. Weichmann, then twenty-two, saw the furtive meetings, the
midnight rides, the strange happenings whose full and terrible meaning was to elude
him until the fateful night at Ford's Theater. And in his astonishing manuscript. 
Weichmann tells his story and defends his role as the chief Government witness 
against the conspirators in a military trial whose legality was dubious and whose 
findings created intense controversy. After the trial, many in Washington doubted 
Weichmann's testimony, and some indeed believed that he may have gained 
immunity by turning state's evidence against fellow conspirators. ‘From the day I 
gave testimony,’ he writes, ‘I have been subjected to an infamous persecution’. 
Weichmann felt the public suspicion profoundly; his entire life came to be dominated
by the accident of his sojourn in the Surratt house and by what he witnessed there.
On the other hand, many distinguished people who were close to the events 
supported young Weichmann and years later commented enthusiastically on his 
then-unpublished manuscript. Although not a professional historian, Weichmann as
storyteller is irresistible. In this book, answering his persecutors, he relates the entire
story as he would have liked to have told it at the trial-and as, with his Victorian 
attitudes and his sense of mystery, melodrama, and self-justification, he was finally 
compelled to tell it. A fascinating account and a classic eyewitness account of the 
plotting and carrying out of the assassination of Abraham Lincoln.

Louis J. Weichmann (September 29, 1842, Baltimore, MD - June 5, 1902, Anderson,
IN) was one of the chief witnesses for the prosecution in the trial of the alleged 
conspirators involved in the Assassination of Abraham Lincoln. Previously, he had 
been also a suspect in the conspiracy because of his association with Mary Surratt's
family.
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Weil, Jiri. Life With a Star. New York. 1989. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st American 
Edition. Some Foxing to Top Edge, Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0374187371. Translated from the Czech by Ruzena Kovarikova & Roslyn Schloss. 
208 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Jacqueline Schuman. Inventory # 14909. 
$10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With disarming simplicity, Lift with a Star records the day-
to-day life of one Josef Roubicek, an ex-bank clerk, during the Nazi occupation of 
Prague. Roubicek discovers that the prosaic world he has always inhabited is 
suddenly off limits to him because he is a Jew. An outsider even among those who 
share his fate, Roubicek observes with resigned detachment his new, increasingly 
skewed and macabre environment, His life becomes centered on survival, and on 
the surprisingly small things he clings to in order to preserve a human perspective. 
LIFE WITH A STAR is an astonishing work of fiction, which has influenced such 
Eastern European writers as Milan Kundera, Danilo Kis, and Jiri Grusa but which 
remains unknown in the United States, It was Philip Roth who championed the 
project of publishing the book in English. In his original letter to Farrar, Straus and 
Giroux recommending the novel, Roth wrote: ‘I first heard of LIFE WITH A STAR in
Prague in the early seventies, when I met the widow of the writer Jill Weil. Weil hid 
from the Nazis during the war-most of the time, as I understand it, in the bathroom of
the house of Vera Saudkova, Kafka’s niece. The book is, without a doubt, one of the
outstanding novels I’ve read about the fate of a Jew under the Nazis. I don’t know of
another like it.’

JIRI WElL (6 August 1900, Praskolesy - 13 December 1959, Prague) was a Czech
writer and one of the best-known writers in Central Europe in the 1930s, and in the 
immediate postwar years. In his youth a militant Communist, Weil was later expelled
from the party after having served in Moscow as a member of the Czech section of 
the Comintern. Weil’s forced retreat from politics led him to concentrate on his work
as a writer, and when the war broke out he was already highly influential in literary 
circles, In 1942, he was summoned for transport to a concentration camp with the 
rest of Prague Jewry, but managed to escape and to hide for the duration of the war.
He was fifty-nine when he died of cancer in Prague in 1959.
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Weinstein, Lawrence and Adam, John A. Guesstimation: Solving the World's 
Problems on the Back of a Cocktail Napkin. Princeton. 2008. Princeton University 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780691129495. 320 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 35873. $19.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Guesstimation is a book that unlocks the power of 
approximation--it’s popular mathematics rounded to the nearest power of ten! The 
ability to estimate is an important skill in daily life. More and more leading 
businesses today use estimation questions in interviews to test applicants’ abilities 
to think on their feet. Guesstimation enables anyone with basic math and science 
skills to estimate virtually anything--quickly--using plausible assumptions and 
elementary arithmetic. Lawrence Weinstein and John Adam present an eclectic 
array of estimation problems that range from devilishly simple to quite sophisticated
and from serious real-world concerns to downright silly ones. How long would it take
a running faucet to fill the inverted dome of the Capitol? What is the total length of all
the pickles consumed in the US in one year? What are the relative merits of internal-
combustion and electric cars, of coal and nuclear energy? The problems are 
marvelously diverse, yet the skills to solve them are the same. The authors show 
how easy it is to derive useful ballpark estimates by breaking complex problems into
simpler, more manageable ones--and how there can be many paths to the right 
answer. The book is written in a question-and-answer format with lots of hints along
the way. It includes a handy appendix summarizing the few formulas and basic 
science concepts needed, and its small size and French-fold design make it 
conveniently portable. Illustrated with humorous pen-and-ink sketches, 
Guesstimation will delight popular-math enthusiasts and is ideal for the classroom.

Lawrence Weinstein is professor of physics at Old Dominion University. John A. 
Adam is professor of mathematics at Old Dominion University. He is the author of 
Mathematics in Nature: Modeling Patterns in the Natural World (Princeton) and the 
coeditor of A Survey of Models for Tumor-Immune System Dynamics.
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Weintraub, Stanley. MacArthur's War: Korea & the Undoing of An American Hero. 
New York. 2000. Free Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0684834197. 385 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Tom Stvan. Inventory # 
27812. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Korean War—America’s forgotten war—was one of
our country’s most brutal, claiming the lives of American soldiers at more than three
times the rate of losses in Vietnam. At the helm was the towering military hero 
Douglas MacArthur, whose pride and insubordination took the conflict to the edge of
nuclear war. In MacArthur’s War, acclaimed historian Stanley Weintraub offers a 
blow-by-blow account of the months of MacArthur’s command. Relying upon 
extensive new research and giving voice to ordinary soldiers, Weintraub has crafted
a harrowing tale of modern warfare at its bloodiest and a telling portrait of the man 
who was the driving force behind it all.

Stanley Weintraub (born April 17, 1929) is an American historian and biographer. He
is an expert on George Bernard Shaw. Weintraub was born in Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania, on April 17, 1929. He was the eldest child of Benjamin and Ray Segal
Weintraub. He attended South Philadelphia High School, and then he attended West
Chester State Teachers College (now West Chester University of Pennsylvania) 
where he received his B.S. in education in 1949. He continued his education at 
Temple University where he received his master's degree in English "in absentia," 
as he was called to duty in the Korean War. He received a commission in the Army
as a second lieutenant, and served with the Eighth Army in Korea, receiving a 
Bronze Star. After the war, he enrolled at Pennsylvania State University in 
September 1953; his doctoral dissertation "Bernard Shaw, Novelist" was accepted 
on May 6, 1956. He married Rodelle Horwitz in 1954; they have three children, and
now live in Newark, Delaware. Except for visiting appointments, he remained at 
Penn State for all of his career, finally attaining the rank of Evan Pugh Professor of 
Arts and Humanities, with emeritus status on retirement in 2000. From 1970 to 1990
he was also Director of Penn State's Institute for the Arts and Humanistic Studies.
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Weis, Father Othmar. The Oberammergau Passion Play 1634-1984. 
Oberammergau. 1984. H. Weixler, GmbH. Souvenir Paperback Edition. Very Good 
in Wrappers. 118 pages. paperback. Inventory # 37714. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The complete text in English. For Oberammergau 1984 
is a jubilee year. 350 years have passed since the inhabitants of the parish made 
the vow, before Christ on the Cross, to perform the play of His suffering and death. 
In the confusion of the Thirty Year War more and more people were flying of the 
plague. In this time of great distress the ‘Six’ and the ‘Twelve’ vowed, on behalf of 
the whole parish, ‘henceforward to give the tragedy of the Passion every ten years’.
The Chronicle reports that from that time no-one died of the plague. Whether the 
feared disease suddenly ended cannot be proved; in any case the epidemic was 
checked. One year later, in 1634, the promise was fulfilled for the first time and since
then it has been kept faithfully for three and a half centuries.

Othmar Weis (born April 24, 1769 as Georg Weis in Bad Bayersoien, died January 
26, 1843 in Jesenwang) was a German Benedictine priest. He became known as 
the author of a completely new version of the Oberammergau Passion Play, which,
with several major revisions, still forms the basis of today's performances. Georg 
Weis entered the Benedictine monastery in Ettal and took the name Othmar. After 
studying at the University of Ingolstadt, Father Othmar Weis became head of the 
Ettal Abbey School for particularly gifted students. After the secularization and the 
associated dissolution of the Ettal monastery in 1803, Father Othmar Weis 
continued to work as a teacher, including in Oberau, where the later pastor of 
Oberammergau, Father Othmar Weis later became pastor in Jesenwang, where he
died on January 26, 1843.
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Weisberg, Jacob. George W. Bushisms: The Slate Book of the Accidental Wit & 
Wisdom of Our 43rd President. New York. 2001. Fireside/Simon & Schuster. 1st 
American Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 0743222229. Paperback Original. 96 
pages. paperback. Inventory # 28646. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘They misunderestimated me. Or did they?’ Judge for 
yourself. Here are over 100 memorable misstatements by our syntactically 
challenged president, collected, annotated, and introduced by Slate magazines 
Jacob Weisberg. ‘I know the human being and fish can coexist peacefully.’ ‘Families
is where our nation finds hope, where wings take dream.’ ‘We’ll let our friends be the
peacekeepers and the great country called America will be the pacemakers.’ ‘It’s 
clearly a budget. It’s got a lot of numbers in it.’ ‘I know how hard it is for you to put 
food on your family.’ ‘I do know I’m ready for the job [the presidency]. And if not, 
that’s just the way it goes.’

Jacob Weisberg is an American political journalist, serving as editor-in-chief of Slate
Group, a division of Graham Holdings Company. Weisberg is also a Newsweek 
columnist. He served as the editor of Slate magazine for six years, until stepping 
down in June 2008.
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Weiss, Jeffrey. Picasso: The Cubist Portraits of Fernande Olivier. Princeton. 2003. 
Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0691117411. With essays by Valerie J. Fletcher and Kathyrn A. Tuma. 216 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 35020. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Between spring and winter 1909, Picasso executed more
than sixty portraits of his companion, Fernande Olivier. These works—produced in a
variety of formats and mediums—exhibit a range of artistic approaches dedicated to
a single subject that stands out in the history of portraiture. Even more significant, 
this series of works coincided with the invention of Cubism. Published to accompany
a major exhibition originating at the National Gallery of Art, Washington, this richly 
illustrated volume illuminates Picasso’s radical reformulation of human 
physiognomy. Containing eighty-two color illustrations and sixty-eight duotones, the
catalogue explores the Fernande portraits and related works as a single oeuvre 
culminating in the magnificent Head of a Woman (Fernande)--one of Picasso’s rare
pre-1912 excursions into sculpture. By so doing, it allows us to examine Picasso’s 
process in an unprecedented fashion. What emerges is a new picture of the artist 
pursuing his subject with obsessive repetition and struggling to resolve artistic 
problems during a time of crisis in his work. Also included are previously 
unpublished studio photographs that offer further insight into the conceptual nature 
of the artist’s process. The text narrates the internal development of the Fernande 
portrait series, situates it within the broader history of representation, and considers 
the powerful impact of Cézanne on Picasso’s work during this period. Seizing a 
single extended moment in the early history of Cubism, this catalogue reveals 
Cubism’s great achievement—its startling invention, its remarkable expressive 
power, and its profound formal and psychological implications for modern art.

Jeffrey Weiss is Curator of Modern and Contemporary Art at the National Gallery of
Art, Washington. Valerie J. Fletcher is Curator of Sculpture at the Hirshhorn 
Museum. Kathryn A. Tuma is Assistant Curator of Historical Exhibitions at The 
Drawing Center, New York.
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Weiss, Mike. All Points Bulletin. New York. 1989. Avon Books. 1st Printing. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 038075715x. Paperback Original. 165 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 22352. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - At first the passenger seemed just like any other 'load' - a
guy in a raincoat, griping about the traffic and the weather. Maybe. A Ben Henry 
Mystery.

Mike Weiss is a writer at the San Francisco Chronicle, and his work has appeared in
Rolling Stone, Esquire, The Guardian, and many other publications. He is the author
of the acclaimed Ben Henry mystery series and the Edgar Award-winning DOUBLE
PLAY.
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Welch, James (with Paul Stekler). Killing Custer. New York. 1994. Norton. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 039303657x. 320 pages. hardcover. 
Inscribed by the Author. Inventory # 28523. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - General George Custer's 1876 attack on a huge 
encampment of Plains Indians has gone down as the most disastrous defeat in 
American history. Much less understood is how disastrous it was for the 'victors,' the
Sioux and Cheyenne under the leadership of Sitting Bull: within fifteen years all 
Native Americans were confined to reservations, their culture in ruins. James Welch
poignantly resurrects their side of the story from beneath a mountain of myth and 
misinterpretation, relating in masterful prose the pride and desperation of a people 
stripped of treaty rights and hounded from ancestral hunting grounds into wretched 
reservations. Through this critical missing piece that tells the Indian side of the story,
Killing Custer rethinks the meaning of the Little Bighorn for a multicultural society.

James Phillip Welch Jr. (November 18, 1940 – August 4, 2003), who grew up within
the Blackfeet and A'aninin cultures of his parents, was a Native American novelist 
and poet, considered a founding author of the Native American Renaissance. His 
novel Fools Crow (1986) received several national literary awards, and his debut 
novel Winter in the Blood (1974) was adapted as a film by the same name, released
in 2013. In 1997 Welch received a Lifetime Achievement Award from the Native 
Writers' Circle of the Americas.
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Welch, James (with Paul Stekler). Killing Custer. New York. 1994. Norton. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 039303657x. 320 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
24201. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - General George Custer's 1876 attack on a huge 
encampment of Plains Indians has gone down as the most disastrous defeat in 
American history. Much less understood is how disastrous it was for the 'victors,' the
Sioux and Cheyenne under the leadership of Sitting Bull: within fifteen years all 
Native Americans were confined to reservations, their culture in ruins. James Welch
poignantly resurrects their side of the story from beneath a mountain of myth and 
misinterpretation, relating in masterful prose the pride and desperation of a people 
stripped of treaty rights and hounded from ancestral hunting grounds into wretched 
reservations. Through this critical missing piece that tells the Indian side of the story,
Killing Custer rethinks the meaning of the Little Bighorn for a multicultural society.

James Phillip Welch Jr. (November 18, 1940 – August 4, 2003), who grew up within
the Blackfeet and A'aninin cultures of his parents, was a Native American novelist 
and poet, considered a founding author of the Native American Renaissance. His 
novel Fools Crow (1986) received several national literary awards, and his debut 
novel Winter in the Blood (1974) was adapted as a film by the same name, released
in 2013. In 1997 Welch received a Lifetime Achievement Award from the Native 
Writers' Circle of the Americas.
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Welch, James. Fools Crow. New York. 1986. Viking Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 0670811211. 391 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket 
painting: ‘No Bonnie Lass in This Camp’ by Dana Boussard. Jacket design by Neil 
Stuart. Inventory # 3959. $62.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The year is 1870, and Fool's Crow, so called after he 
killed the chief of the Crows during a raid, has a vision at the annual Sun Dance 
ceremony. The young warrior sees the end of the Indian way of life and the choice 
that must be made: resistance or humiliating accommodation.

James Phillip Welch Jr. (November 18, 1940 – August 4, 2003), who grew up within
the Blackfeet and A'aninin cultures of his parents, was a Native American novelist 
and poet, considered a founding author of the Native American Renaissance. His 
novel Fools Crow (1986) received several national literary awards, and his debut 
novel Winter in the Blood (1974) was adapted as a film by the same name, released
in 2013. In 1997 Welch received a Lifetime Achievement Award from the Native 
Writers' Circle of the Americas.
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Welch, James. Riding the Earthboy 40. New York. 1976. Harper & Row. 1st Harper
& Row Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0064519910. 71 pages. 
hardcover. The painting on the front of the jacket is by Neil Parson, a Blackfeet artist
from Montana. Jacket design by Christine Aulicino. Inventory # 1118. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - James Welch’s father once leased forty acres in 
Montana belonging to the Earthboy family. RIDING THE EARTHBOY 40, the first 
collected volume of Welch’s verse, draws many of its themes from life among the 
ranches, small towns and Indian reservations around the Earthboy place. Welch’s 
poetry has that deceptive quality of art carved down to its bare essentials. His style 
is at once both direct and subtle: direct in the stark clarity of its images; subtle in its 
skillful use of natural vignettes from the Montana landscape to convey insights into 
the most complex aspects of human behavior. Welch’s verse is firmly rooted in his 
native soil, but branches out broadly into the realm of universal experience. This is 
an expanded version of an earlier edition printed but not released commercially by
World Publishing Company in 1971, shortly before it discontinued its trade 
publishing operations. This revised edition contains seven entirely new poems. 
RIDING THE EARTHBOY 40 is the sixth book in Harper & Row’s Native American 
Publishing Program. All profits from this program are set aside in a special fund and
used to support projects designed to aid the Native American people.

James Welch was born November 18, 1940 in Browning, Montana. He is an 
American Indian; Blackfeet on his father’s side and Gros Ventre on his mother’s. He
attended schools on the Blackfeet and Fort Belknap reservations in Montana before
graduating from high school in Minneapolis, Minnesota. He attended the University 
of Minnesota for one year and Northern Montana College for two, and then received
his B.A. from the University of Montana. In 1974 he was appointed to the Literature
Panel of the National Endowment for the Arts. His poetry has been published 
extensively in literary journals and magazines both here and abroad. He is also tile 
author of a widely acclaimed novel, WINTER IN THE BLOOD, published by Harper
& Row in 1974.
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Welch, James. The Death of Jim Loney. New York. 1979. Harper & Row. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0060145889. 179 pages.
hardcover. Jacket design by Studio One by Two. Inventory # 7234. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Jim Loney is a half-breed Indian living in a small 
Montana town. He's 35 years old, and he's slowly going mad. A compelling story of 
the modern American Indian, out of warpaint and costume, with no tribe and no 
home in nature or the cheap substitutes available to him.

James Phillip Welch Jr. (November 18, 1940 – August 4, 2003), who grew up within
the Blackfeet and A'aninin cultures of his parents, was a Native American novelist 
and poet, considered a founding author of the Native American Renaissance. His 
novel Fools Crow (1986) received several national literary awards, and his debut 
novel Winter in the Blood (1974) was adapted as a film by the same name, released
in 2013. In 1997 Welch received a Lifetime Achievement Award from the Native 
Writers' Circle of the Americas.
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Welch, James. The Heartsong of Charging Elk. New York. 2000. Doubleday. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0385496745. 440 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 28229. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Inspired by actual historical fact, James Welch's tells the
story of an Oglala Sioux who travels the extraordinary geographical and cultural 
distance from tribal life in the Black Hills of South Dakota to existence on the streets
of Marseille. As a young boy, Charging Elk witnessed his people's massacre of 
Custer's Seventh Cavalry at Little Big Horn, followed by years of futile fighting and 
wandering until the Sioux were finally lured to the Pine Ridge reservation. But he 
prefers life in the Stronghold, living by his wits and skills in the old way. Ironically, it 
is Charging Elk's horsemanship and independent air that cause Buffalo Bill to recruit
him for his Wild West Show, which travels across 'the big water' to create a 
sensation in the capitals of Europe. Charging Elk and his Sioux companions are 
living a life touched by fame and marked by previously unthinkable experiences - 
until he falls ill in Marseille and, through a bureaucratic mix-up, is left behind in a 
hospital while the show travels on. Scared, disoriented, Charging Elk escapes - only
to fall into a series of events, including a love affair with a prostitute and a shocking
murder, that will change his life utterly beyond his imagination. James Welch, one of
our truly great Native American writers, has taken a fascinating premise and realized
it with utter mastery. Reminiscent of Fools Crow, his classic novel of Indian life,The
Heartsong of Charging Elk is a haunting epic of culture shock and colliding ways of 
life and thought, sure to be hailed by reviewers and readers alike.

James Phillip Welch Jr. (November 18, 1940 – August 4, 2003), who grew up within
the Blackfeet and A'aninin cultures of his parents, was a Native American novelist 
and poet, considered a founding author of the Native American Renaissance. His 
novel Fools Crow (1986) received several national literary awards, and his debut 
novel Winter in the Blood (1974) was adapted as a film by the same name, released
in 2013. In 1997 Welch received a Lifetime Achievement Award from the Native 
Writers' Circle of the Americas.
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Welch, James. The Indian Lawyer. New York. 1990. Norton. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0393028968. 349 pages. hardcover. Jacket design & 
illustration by Honi Werner. Inventory # 28517. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - His shiny Saab and his finely tailored suits make 
Sylvester Yellow Calf’s childhood unimaginable. Abandoned by his parents, he was 
raised in poverty on the Blackfoot reservation in Montana. Now a prominent lawyer,
Sylvester moves between two worlds, feeling slightly out of place in each. In the city,
the possibilities of business and political success seem limitless for Sylvester, until 
the parole board on which he sits denies release to convict Jack Harwood. Bent on 
freedom, Harwood engineers a cunning scheme that threatens to ensnare Sylvester
and destroy his career. THE INDIAN LAWYER is a vivid evocation of the American
West and a provocative tale of the paradoxes of assimilation.

James Phillip Welch Jr. (November 18, 1940 – August 4, 2003), who grew up within
the Blackfeet and A'aninin cultures of his parents, was a Native American novelist 
and poet, considered a founding author of the Native American Renaissance. His 
novel Fools Crow (1986) received several national literary awards, and his debut 
novel Winter in the Blood (1974) was adapted as a film by the same name, released
in 2013. In 1997 Welch received a Lifetime Achievement Award from the Native 
Writers' Circle of the Americas.
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Weldon, Fay. .And the Wife Ran Away. New York. 1968. David McKay. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1st Book. 182 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 23936. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The author's first novel. First published in Great Britain 
as THE FAT WOMAN'S JOKE (1967). ‘Faye Weldon gives an acute, comical 
analysis of the ordinary acts that precipitate marital crises.and makes the much 
belabored 'role of woman' thing into a witty, crackling commentary,’ - Library Journal.

Fay Weldon (born 22 September 1931) is an English author, essayist and 
playwright, whose work has been associated with feminism. In her fiction, Weldon 
typically portrays contemporary women who find themselves trapped in oppressive 
situations caused by the patriarchal structure of western, and in particular British, 
society. Weldon was born Franklin Birkinshaw in Alvechurch, Worcestershire, 
England to a literary family, with both her maternal grandfather, Edgar Jepson 
(1863–1938), and her mother Margaret writing novels. Weldon spent her early years
in Auckland, New Zealand, where her father worked as a doctor. At the age of 14, 
after her parents' divorce, she returned to England with her mother and her sister 
Jane – never to see her father again. While in England she attended South 
Hampstead High School. She studied psychology and economics at St Andrews, 
Scotland but returned to London after giving birth to a son. Soon afterwards she 
married her first husband, Ronald Bateman, who was a headmaster 25 years her 
senior and not the natural father of her child, and moved to Acton, London. She left
him after two years, and the marriage ended. In order to support herself and her 
son, and provide for his education, Weldon started working in the advertising 
industry. She once coined the slogan ‘Vodka gets you drunker quicker’. At 29 she 
met Ron Weldon, a jazz musician and antiques dealer. They married and had three
sons, the first of whom was born in 1963. In 2006 Weldon was appointed Professor
of Creative Writing at Brunel University in West London. During her marriage to Ron
Weldon, the couple visited therapists regularly. They divorced in 1994, after he left 
her for his astrological therapist who had told him that the couple's astrological signs
were incompatible. She subsequently married Nick Fox, a poet who is also her 
manager, with whom she currently lives in Dorset.
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Weldon, Fay. Down Among the Women. New York. 1972. St Martin's Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 216 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
10964. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Follow Wanda, the tough 30s radical, her daughter 
Scarlet, unmarried, pregnant and frightened, and Scarlet's friends -- born victims, 
snobs, obsessive lovers -- in their absurd, nightmarish, often hilariously awful 
liaisons.

Fay Weldon (born 22 September 1931) is an English author, essayist and 
playwright, whose work has been associated with feminism. In her fiction, Weldon 
typically portrays contemporary women who find themselves trapped in oppressive 
situations caused by the patriarchal structure of western, and in particular British, 
society. Weldon was born Franklin Birkinshaw in Alvechurch, Worcestershire, 
England to a literary family, with both her maternal grandfather, Edgar Jepson 
(1863–1938), and her mother Margaret writing novels. Weldon spent her early years
in Auckland, New Zealand, where her father worked as a doctor. At the age of 14, 
after her parents' divorce, she returned to England with her mother and her sister 
Jane – never to see her father again. While in England she attended South 
Hampstead High School. She studied psychology and economics at St Andrews, 
Scotland but returned to London after giving birth to a son. Soon afterwards she 
married her first husband, Ronald Bateman, who was a headmaster 25 years her 
senior and not the natural father of her child, and moved to Acton, London. She left
him after two years, and the marriage ended. In order to support herself and her 
son, and provide for his education, Weldon started working in the advertising 
industry. She once coined the slogan ‘Vodka gets you drunker quicker’. At 29 she 
met Ron Weldon, a jazz musician and antiques dealer. They married and had three
sons, the first of whom was born in 1963. In 2006 Weldon was appointed Professor
of Creative Writing at Brunel University in West London. During her marriage to Ron
Weldon, the couple visited therapists regularly. They divorced in 1994, after he left 
her for his astrological therapist who had told him that the couple's astrological signs
were incompatible. She subsequently married Nick Fox, a poet who is also her 
manager, with whom she currently lives in Dorset.
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Wells, H. G. The War of the Worlds. New York. 1986. Signet/New American Library.
1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Top Corner Of Front Cover Clipped,Otherwise
Very Good in Wrappers. 0451520637. Afterword By Isaac Asimov. 215 pages. 
paperback. CJ2063. Inventory # 33953. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘No one would have believed in the last years of the 
nineteenth century that this world was being watched keenly and closely by 
intelligences far greater than man’s and yet as mortal as his own. ‘ So begins THE
WAR OF THE WORLDS, the science fiction classic that first proposed the possibility
of intelligent life on other planets and has enthralled readers for almost 90 years, 
This compelling tale describes the Martian invasion of Earth. Ten huge and tireless 
creatures land in England and complete chaos erupts. Using their fiery heat rays 
and crushing strength, the heartless aliens just may succeed in silencing all 
opposition. Is life on earth doomed? Will mankind survive? A timeless view of a 
universe turned upside down, THE WAR OF THE WORLDS is an ingenious and 
imaginative look into the possibilities of the future and the secrets yet to be revealed.

Herbert George ‘H. G.’ Wells (21 September 1866 – 13 August 1946) was an 
English writer, now best known for his work in the science fiction genre. He was also
a prolific writer in many other genres, including contemporary novels, history, politics
and social commentary, even writing textbooks and rules for war games.
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Wells, Patricia. Patricia Wells at Home in Provence. New York. 1996. Scribner. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684815699. Recipes Inspired by Her Farmhouse
In Provence. Photographs by Robert Freson. 349 pages. hardcover. Cover 
photograph By Robert Freson. Inventory # 23285. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Provence is uniquely blessed with natural beauty as well
as some of the world’s most appealing foods and liveliest wines. Patricia’s culinary 
skills have transformed the signature ingredients of this French countryside into 
recipes so satisfying and exciting they will become part of your repertoire. Here are
175 recipes from Patricia’s farmhouse kitchen. Simple but imaginative ‘palate 
openers’ such as Tuna Tapenade are followed by a profusion of salads; quick-and-
easy vegetable creations; soul-satisfying soups such as Summer Pistou and 
Caramelized Fennel Soup and pastas like Spaghetti with Green Olive Puttanesca, 
inspired by the produce of Patricia’s village market. Breads include everything from
Crusty Wheat to an olive oil brioche, a local classic; poultry and game are 
represented along with inspired fish and meat dishes. And finally, a treasure trove of
desserts based on seasonal fruits, such as Winemaker’s Grape Cake and Patricia’s
Apricot-Honey-Almond Tart.

Patricia Wells is a cookbook author and teacher who divides her time between Paris
and Provence. Her book Patricia Wells at Home in Provence won the James Beard
Award for Best International Cookbook. Wells is the only American and the only 
woman to be a restaurant critic for a major French publication, L'Express.
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Wells, Rosemary. Shy Charles. New York. 1988. Dial Press. 1st Printing. Very Good
in Dustjacket. 0803705638. Illustrated by Rosemary Wells. 32 pages. hardcover. 
Signed by the Author. Inventory # 10906. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Charles is a mouse of few words. He doesn't like to talk,
and he's perfectly happy playing by himself. But his parents are not happy. 'It's time
he played football or joined the ballet,' says Charles's father. So off Charles goes to
ballet class, where he curls up and pretends to be asleep. Football proves even less
successful. Will anything bring Charles out of his shell? 'A nicely told fable as helpful
for their parents as for shy children in need of respect.' -The New York Times Book
Review.

Rosemary Wells is an American writer and illustrator of children's books. She is well
known for the Max & Ruby series, which follows the everyday adventures of sibling 
bunnies, curious three-year-old Max and bossy seven-year-old Ruby.
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Welsh, Louise. The Cutting Room. Edinburgh. 2003. Canongate. 1st Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 1841953830. 294 pages. hardcover. Cover design by James 
Hutcheson. Inventory # 35341. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When Rilke, a dissolute and promiscuous auctioneer, 
comes upon a hidden collection of seemingly violent photographs, he feels 
compelled to unearth more about the deceased owner who coveted them. What 
follows is a compulsive journey of discovery, decadence, and deviousness that 
leads Rilke into a dark underworld of transvestite clubs, seedy bars, and porn shops.
In this hidden city haunted by a host of vividly drawn characters, Rilke comes face to
face with the dark desires and illicit urges that lurk behind even the most respectable
facades.

Louise Welsh (born 1 February 1965 in London) is an English-born author of short 
stories and psychological thrillers, resident in Glasgow, Scotland. She has also 
written three plays, edited volumes of prose and poetry, and contributed to various 
journals and anthologies.
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Welty, Eudora. Delta Wedding. New York. 1946. Harcourt Brace & Company. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Worn Dustjacket. 247 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
cover & endpapers designed by Charles Alston. Inventory # 11602. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A vivid and charming portrait of a large southern family, 
the Fairchilds, who live on a plantation in the Mississippi delta. The story, set in 
1923, is exquisitely woven from the ordinary events of family life, centered around 
the visit of a young relative, Laura McRaven, and the family’s preparations for her 
cousin Dabney’s wedding.

Eudora Alice Welty (April 13, 1909 – July 23, 2001) was an American author of short
stories and novels about the American South. Her novel The Optimist's Daughter 
won the Pulitzer Prize in 1973. Welty was awarded the Presidential Medal of 
Freedom, among numerous awards. She was the first living author to have her 
works published by the Library of America. Her house in Jackson, Mississippi, is a 
National Historic Landmark and open to the public as a museum.
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Welty, Eudora. Losing Battles. New York. 1970. Random House. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0394434218. 437 pages. hardcover.
Jacket design by John Kashiwabara. Woodcut by Guy Fleming. Inventory # 9509. 
$15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Three generations of Granny Vaughn’s descendants 
gather at her Mississippi home to celebrate her 90th birthday. Possessed of the true
storyteller’s gift, the members of this clan cannot resist the temptation to swap tales.

Eudora Alice Welty (April 13, 1909 – July 23, 2001) was an American author of short
stories and novels about the American South. Her novel The Optimist's Daughter 
won the Pulitzer Prize in 1973. Welty was awarded the Presidential Medal of 
Freedom, among numerous awards. She was the first living author to have her 
works published by the Library of America. Her house in Jackson, Mississippi, is a 
National Historic Landmark and open to the public as a museum.
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Welty, Eudora. The Bride of the Innisfallen & Other Stories. New York. 1955. 
Harcourt Brace & Company. 1st American Edition. Very Good.No Dustjacket. 207 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 14312. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Most of the seven stories in this 1955 collection of 
Eudora Welty’s work were originally published in the New Yorker. Contents include 
‘No Place For You My Love,’ about a man and a woman--strangers--who take a car 
trip together and try their best (but fail) to keep their deepest secrets from each 
other; ‘The Burning,’ set during the Civil War, about the destruction of a homestead
by Union soldiers (which Welty considered a failed story); and ‘Going to Naples,’ 
about an aborted romance between an American woman and an Italian (based on 
Welty’s own trip to Italy on a Guggenheim fellowship in the 1940s).

Eudora Alice Welty (April 13, 1909 – July 23, 2001) was an American author of short
stories and novels about the American South. Her novel The Optimist's Daughter 
won the Pulitzer Prize in 1973. Welty was awarded the Presidential Medal of 
Freedom, among numerous awards. She was the first living author to have her 
works published by the Library of America. Her house in Jackson, Mississippi, is a 
National Historic Landmark and open to the public as a museum.
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Welty, Eudora. The Eye of the Story: Selected Essays & Reviews. New York. 1977.
Random House. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394425065. 357 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Muriel Nasser. Inventory # 8893. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Much like her highly acclaimed One Writer’s Beginnings,
The Eye of the Story offers Eudora Welty’s invaluable meditations on the art of 
writing. In addition to seven essays on craft, this collection brings together her 
penetrating and instructive commentaries on a wide variety of individual writers, 
including Jane Austen, E. M. Forster, Willa Cather, Anton Chekhov, William 
Faulkner, and Virginia Woolf.

Eudora Alice Welty (April 13, 1909 – July 23, 2001) was an American author of short
stories and novels about the American South. Her novel The Optimist's Daughter 
won the Pulitzer Prize in 1973. Welty was awarded the Presidential Medal of 
Freedom, among numerous awards. She was the first living author to have her 
works published by the Library of America. Her house in Jackson, Mississippi, is a 
National Historic Landmark and open to the public as a museum.
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Wendt, Albert. The Banyan. Garden City. 1984. Doubleday. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0385178581. 444 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 30278. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Originally published in New Zealand as LEAVES OF 
THE BANYAN TREE. An epic spanning three generations, THE BANYAN tells the 
story of a family and community in Western Samoa, and the rise of a Samoan 
capitalist entrepreneur and the establishment and the final corruption of his dynasty,
exploring on a grand scale such universal themes as greed, corruption, colonialism,
exploitation, and revenge. Winner of the 1980 New Zealand Wattie Book of the Year
Award, it is considered a classic work of Pacific literature.

Albert Wendt (born 1939) is a Samoan poet and writer who also lives in New 
Zealand. Among his works is LEAVES OF THE BANYAN TREE (1979). Albert 
Wendt was born in Apia, Samoa. Wendt is of German heritage through his great-
grandfather from his patrilineal ancestry, which he reflected it in some of his poetry
works.[fn 1][2] He studied at Ardmore Teacher's College and at the Victoria 
University of Wellington, graduating with an M.A. in History. His Masters' thesis was
about the Mau, Samoa's independence movement from colonialism during the early
1900s. The thesis was titled Guardians and Wards: A study of the origins, causes 
and the first two years of the Mau in Western Samoa. He returned in 1965 to 
Western Samoa, becoming principal of Samoa College. In 1974 he moved to Fiji, 
where he taught at the University of the South Pacific. In 1977 Wendt returned home
to set up the University of the South Pacific Center in Samoa. He worked closely 
with the literary journal Mana, and edited in 1975 collections of poems from Fiji, 
Western Samoa, the New Hebrides (now Vanuatu), and the Solomon Islands. 
Wendt's epic LEAVES OF THE BANYAN TREE (1979), won the 1980 New Zealand
Book Awards. He was appointed to the first chair in Pacific literature at University of
the South Pacific in Suva. In 1988 he took up a professorship of Pacific studies at 
the University of Auckland. In 1999 Wendt was visiting Professor of Asian and 
Pacific Studies at the University of Hawaii. In 2001 he was made Companion of the
Order of New Zealand for his services to literature.
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Wentworth, Patricia. The Clock Strikes Twelve. New York. 1944. Popular Library. 1st
Popular Library Paperback Edition. Waterstained But Intact,Otherwise Good in Worn
Wrappers. 192 pages. paperback. 131. Inventory # 35438. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An atmosphere of suspicion and accusation comes the 
mystery of troubled love and sudden death.

Patricia Wentworth (born Dora Amy Elles; November 10, 1878 - January 28, 1961)
was a British crime fiction writer. She was born in Mussoorie, Uttarakhand, India 
(then the British Raj). She was educated privately and at Blackheath High School in
London. After the death of her first husband, George F. Dillon, in 1906, she settled in
Camberley, Surrey. She married George Oliver Turnbull in 1920 and they had one 
daughter. She wrote a series of 32 crime novels (classic-style whodunits) featuring
Miss Silver, the first of which was published in 1928, and the last of which was 
published in the year of her death. Miss Silver is sometimes compared to Jane 
Marple, the elderly detective created by Agatha Christie. Miss Silver is a retired 
governess who becomes a private detective. She works closely with Scotland Yard,
especially Inspector Frank Abbott. She is fond of quoting the poet Tennyson. ‘Miss 
Silver is well known in the better circles of society, and she finds entree to the 
troubled households of the upper classes with little difficulty. In most of Miss Silver's
cases there is a young couple whose romance seems ill fated because of the 
murder to be solved, but in Miss Silver's competent hands the case is solved, the 
young couple are exonerated, and all is right in this very traditional world.’ 
Wentworth also wrote 34 books outside of that series. She won the Melrose prize in
1910 for her first novel A MARRIAGE UNDER THE TERROR, set in the French 
Revolution.
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Were, Graeme and King, J. C. H. (editors). Extreme Collecting: Challenging 
Practices for 21st Century Museum. New York. 2014. Berghahn Books. 1st 
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781782385141. 238 pages. 
paperback. Inventory #  44448. $34.950000000000003

FROM THE PUBLISHER - By exploring the processes of collecting, which challenge
the bounds of normally acceptable practice, this book debates the practice of 
collecting ‘difficult’ objects, from a historical and contemporary perspective; and 
discusses the acquisition of objects related to war and genocide, and those 
purchased from the internet, as well as considering human remains, mass produced
objects and illicitly traded antiquities. The aim is to apply a critical approach to the 
rigidity of museums in maintaining essentially nineteenth-century ideas of collecting;
and to move towards identifying priorities for collection policies in museums, which 
are inclusive of acquiring ‘difficult’ objects. Much of the book engages with the 
question of the limits to the practice of collecting as a means to think through the 
implementation of new strategies.

Graeme Were is Chair of Anthropology at the University of Bristol. His current 
research focuses on material culture and ethnographic museums; digital heritage 
and source community engagement; and, ethnomathematics in the Pacific. His 
recent publications include Lines that Connect: Rethinking Pattern and Mind in the 
Pacific (University of Hawai’i Press, 2010), and Pacific Pattern, with S. Küchler 
(Thames & Hudson, 2005). He is a Fellow of the Royal Anthropological Institute and
an editor of the Journal of Material Culture. J. C. H. King writes about the art and 
material culture of Native North America, and is interested in wider issues of 
museum ethnography, cultural policy and the visual arts, and the collection of 
contemporary art, photography, and ephemera. He became research Keeper of 
Anthropology at the British Museum, in 2010. His recent publications include: Three
Centuries of Woodlands Art: A Collection of Essays (European Review of Native 
American Studies, 2007), ed. with C.F. Feest, Provenance: Twelve Collectors of 
Ethnographic Art in England 1760–1990, with H. Waterfield (Somogy, 2006) and 
Arctic Clothing, ed. with B. Pauksztat and R. Storrie (British Museum Press, 2005).
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Wertz, Michael. Dog Dreams. Corte Madera. 2012. Gingko Press. 2nd Printing. Very
Good in Hardcover. 9781584234715. unpaginated. hardcover. Inventory # 41710. 
$7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Dog Dreams is a labor of love from the mind of author, 
artist, and printer Michael Wertz. The vibrantly colorful, engaging shapes in the 
board book pop out from the page in retro red and cyan that evokes a 60s feel. The
narrative of the book imagines the many places mans best friend may go during a 
long dog nap from Tracys dream of a rooftop tap dance to Dooeys evening cup of 
coffee on top of his new French chateau. This unique title is a work of pure joy and 
celebration of animal companions and is the perfect gift for any dog lover.

Michael Wertz is a multi-media artist whose work has been recognized by 
Communication Arts, American Illustration, and the Society of Illustrators. His clients
include David Carson, Camper Van Beethoven, Hewlett-Packard, Klutz Press, Levi
Strauss, the Los Angeles Times, Macworld, Converse, the De Young Museum, the
Exploratorium, Farrar Strauss Giroux, The New York Times, The New Yorker, Nike,
Pottery Barn, Scholastic, the SF Chronicle, the San Francisco Opera, The Utne 
Reader, the San Francisco International Film Festival, and The Washington Post. 
He lives and works in Oakland with his husband Andrew and dog Olive.
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West, Cornel. Keeping Faith: Philosophy & Race in America. New York. 1993. 
Routledge. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0415904862. 319 pages. 
hardcover. Cover photo by Jeffrey Rothstein. Cove design by Alan Hill. Inventory # 
20885. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In KEEPING FAITH, Cornel West - author of the 
bestselling RACE MATTERS - puts forward his ideas about race and about 
philosophy. West's powerful voice ranges widely across issues of race and culture, 
the role of the black intellectual, politics and philosophy in America, art and 
architecture, questions of legal theory, and the future of liberal thought. In a time of 
decay and discouragement in the black community and among progressive forces at
large, KEEPING FAITH offers new strategies to galvanize and propel a new 
generation of African Americans. Yet, West argues, racial subordination must be 
understood within the larger crises of our society. Maintaining the uniqueness of 
black identity and resistance, he provocatively suggests alliances with other 
intellectual and community-based forms of American radicalism. KEEPING FAITH 
offers West's distinctive mix of political passions and careful scrutiny. Whether 
exploring 'the new cultural politics of difference', American pragmatism, or race and
social theory, he sustains a difficult balance between a subtly argued critique of the
past and present, and a broadly conceived, daring vision of the future. Both troubling
and exhilarating, KEEPING FAITH maps not only the concerns of one of the most 
significant public intellectuals of our time, but issues crucial to Americans of all 
races.

Cornel Ronald West (born June 2, 1953) is an American philosopher, academic, 
activist, author, public intellectual, and prominent member of the Democratic 
Socialists of America. The son of a Baptist minister, West received his 
undergraduate education at Harvard University, graduating with a bachelor's degree
in 1973, and received a Ph.D at Princeton University in 1980, becoming the first 
African American to graduate from Princeton with a Ph.D in philosophy. He taught at
Harvard in 2001 before leaving the school after a highly publicized dispute with then-
president Lawrence Summers. The bulk of West's work focuses on the role of race,
gender, and class in American society, drawing intellectual contributions from 
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West, Cornel. The Ethical Dimensions of Marxist Thought. New York. 1991. Monthly
Review Press. 1st Printing. Very Good. No Dustjacket. 0853458170. 183 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 19462. $125

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this fresh, original analysis of Marxist thought, Cornel
West makes a significant contribution to today's debates about the relevance of 
Marxism by putting the issue of ethics squarely on the Marxist agenda. West, 
professor of religion and director of the Afro-American studies program at Princeton
University, shows that not only was ethics an integral part of the development of 
Marx's own thinking throughout his career, but that this crucial concern has been 
obscured by such leading and influential interpreters as Engels, Kautsky, Lukács, 
and others who diverted Marx's theory into narrow forms of positivism, economism,
and Hegelianism.

Cornel Ronald West (born June 2, 1953) is an American philosopher, academic, 
activist, author, public intellectual, and prominent member of the Democratic 
Socialists of America. The son of a Baptist minister, West received his 
undergraduate education at Harvard University, graduating with a bachelor's degree
in 1973, and received a Ph.D at Princeton University in 1980, becoming the first 
African American to graduate from Princeton with a Ph.D in philosophy. He taught at
Harvard in 2001 before leaving the school after a highly publicized dispute with then-
president Lawrence Summers. The bulk of West's work focuses on the role of race,
gender, and class in American society, drawing intellectual contributions from 
multiple traditions, including Christianity, the black church, Marxism, neopragmatism,
and transcendentalism.
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West, Dorothy. The Wedding. New York. 1995. Doubleday. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0385471432. Legendary Harlem Renaisssance Writer's 
First Book In Years. 240 pages. hardcover. Cover: Frank Stewart. Inventory # 
20746. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is legendary Harlem Renaissance writer Dorothy 
West's first novel after twenty-six years, and it is her masterpiece. On the island of 
Martha’s Vineyard a very special community has flourished since the turn of the 
century an exclusive summer colony of affluent vacationers. A proud, insular, nearly
unassailable group, it is made up of the best and the brightest of America’s black 
middle class. A world of doctors and ministers and lawyers and college presidents, it
represents a side of the black experience known by too few, a side that is seldom 
considered. It is a world Dorothy West knows well, for it is her world, and in THE 
WEDDING she brings it to wonderful life. Langston Hughes once called Dorothy 
West a student of the human race, and THE WEDDING bears him out, for it 
contains some of the most unforgettable flesh-and-blood characters you will ever 
meet, including Shelby Coles, the daughter of a loveless marriage, whose 
engagement to a white jazz musician threatens to tear her family apart; Lute McNeil,
a social-climbing Boston businessman who sees in Shelby and her family everything
he could ever want for his three motherless daughters, and who sells his soul to try 
to win her: and Gram, the daughter of a plantation owner, whose own daughter 
broke her heart long ago by marrying an ex-slave, and who is kept alive only by 
bitterness. Through a delicate interweaving of past and present, North and South, 
black and white, THE WEDDING unfolds outward from a single isolated time and 
place until it embraces five generations of an extraordinary American family. A 
monumental history of the rise of a black middle class written by the woman who 
lived it. Wise, heartfelt, and shattering, it is Dorothy West’s crowning achievement.

DOROTHY WEST (June 2, 1907 – August 16, 1998) was friend and colleague to 
Zora Neale Hurston, Langston Hughes, and Countee Cullen. She founded the 
Harlem Renaissance literary magazine Challenge in 1934, and in 1937 she started
New Challenge, with Richard Wright as her associate editor. Her first novel, THE 
LIVING IS EASY, appeared in 1948. and her short stories appear in numerous 
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West, Mae. Diamond Lil. New York. 1932. Dell Books. 1st Dell Paperback Edition. 
Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 192 pages. paperback. 525. Inventory # 
40773. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The 'come-up-and-see-me-sometime' queen of New 
York's underworld.

Mary Jane 'Mae' West (August 17, 1893 – November 22, 1980) was an American 
actress, singer, playwright, screenwriter, and sex symbol whose entertainment 
career spanned seven decades. Known for her bawdy double entendres, West 
made a name for herself in vaudeville and on the stage in New York before moving 
to Hollywood to become a comedienne, actress, and writer in the motion picture 
industry. In consideration of her contributions to American cinema, the American 
Film Institute named West 15th among the greatest female stars of all time. One of 
the more controversial movie stars of her day, West encountered many problems, 
including censorship. When her cinematic career ended, she continued to perform in
Las Vegas, in the United Kingdom, and on radio and television, and to record rock 
and roll albums. Asked about the various efforts to impede her career, West replied:
'I believe in censorship. I made a fortune out of it.'
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Westacott, Emrys. The Virtues of Our Vices: A Modest Defense of Gossip, 
Rudeness, and Other Bad Habits. Princeton. 2011. Princeton University Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780691141992. 6 line illus. 5 1/2 x 8 
1/2. 344 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 38144. $26.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE HIDDEN VALUE OF SOME OF OUR EVERYDAY 
VICES. ‘Emrys Westacott writes in an accessible way, and often with humor, about 
topics that are of wide interest. He is right that the ethical questions that confront 
ordinary people in everyday life are important, even if philosophy has tended to 
ignore them.’ —David Benatar, editor of Ethics for Everyday. Are there times when 
it’s right to be rude? Can we distinguish between good and bad gossip? Am I a snob
if I think that NPR listeners are likely to be better informed than devotees of Fox 
News? Does sick humor do anyone any good? Can I think your beliefs are absurd 
but still respect you? In The Virtues of Our Vices, philosopher Emrys Westacott 
takes a fresh look at important everyday ethical questions— and comes up with 
surprising answers. He makes a compelling argument that some of our most 
common vices—rudeness, gossip, snobbery, tasteless humor, and disrespect for 
others’ beliefs—often have hidden virtues or serve unappreciated but valuable 
purposes. For instance, there are times when rudeness may be necessary to help 
someone with a problem or to convey an important message. Gossip can foster 
intimacy between friends and curb abuses of power. And dubious humor can 
alleviate existential anxieties. Engaging, funny, and philosophically sophisticated, 
The Virtues of Our Vices challenges us to rethink conventional wisdom when it 
comes to everyday moral behavior.

Emrys Westacott is professor of philosophy at Alfred University in Alfred, New York.
His work has been featured in the New York Times and has appeared in the 
Philosopher’s Magazine, Philosophy Now, the Humanist, the Philosophical Forum, 
and many other publications. He is also the coauthor of Thinking through 
Philosophy: An Introduction.
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Westlake, Donald E. Smoke. New York. 1995. Mysterious Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. Remainder Mark. 0892965347. 454
pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Jeff Fitz Maurice. Inventory # 34770. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Freddie Urban Noon broke into a cancer research lab--
where two scientists were getting paid big money by the American Tobacco 
Research Institute to prove that smoking is good for you. By the end of the night the
reseachers, the Institute, and Freddie himself were in a whole lot of trouble. Freddie
Urban Noon was still a burglar, a liar, and a gentleman; but now he had one more 
claim to fame: He was an invisible man. Suddenly, everyone wants to get a glimpse
of Freddie: good guys, bad guys, even Freddie's girlfriend, Peg, who is getting tired
of making love to someone she can't see. But Freddie doesn't dare show his face, 
his shadow, or even so much as his underwear. Because Freddie Noon has gotten a
taste of invisibility--and he can't quit now.

Donald Edwin Westlake (July 12, 1933 – December 31, 2008) was an American 
writer, with over a hundred novels and non-fiction books to his credit. He specialized
in crime fiction, especially comic capers, with an occasional foray into science fiction
or other genres. He was a three-time Edgar Award winner, one of only two writers 
(the other is Joe Gores) to win Edgars in three different categories (1968, Best 
Novel, GOD SAVE THE MARK; 1990, Best Short Story, ‘Too Many Crooks’; 1991, 
Best Motion Picture Screenplay, The Grifters). In 1993, the Mystery Writers of 
America named Westlake a Grand Master, the highest honor bestowed by the 
society.keywords
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Westlake, Donald. Humans. New York. 1992. Mysterious Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0892964685. 355 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
illustration by Wilson McLean. Inventory # 33722. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Disillusioned with His own creation, God has decided to
wipe humanity out for good, but the rag-tag collection of human misfits His chief 
angel has selected to trigger the Apocalypse will endanger this divine plan.

Donald Edwin Westlake (July 12, 1933 – December 31, 2008) was an American 
writer, with over a hundred novels and non-fiction books to his credit. He specialized
in crime fiction, especially comic capers, with an occasional foray into science fiction
or other genres. He was a three-time Edgar Award winner, one of only two writers 
(the other is Joe Gores) to win Edgars in three different categories (1968, Best 
Novel, GOD SAVE THE MARK; 1990, Best Short Story, ‘Too Many Crooks’; 1991, 
Best Motion Picture Screenplay, The Grifters). In 1993, the Mystery Writers of 
America named Westlake a Grand Master, the highest honor bestowed by the 
society.
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Westlake, Donald. Levine. New York. 1984. Mysterious Press. 1st Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0892960639. 182 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 22845. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Levine is an episodic saga, a series of six novellas laying
open for examination the life of a Brooklyn cop, a man dedicated to his job and living
in constant fear of the moment when his ailing heart will finally stop.

Donald Edwin Westlake (July 12, 1933 – December 31, 2008) was an American 
writer, with over a hundred novels and non-fiction books to his credit. He specialized
in crime fiction, especially comic capers, with an occasional foray into science fiction
or other genres. He was a three-time Edgar Award winner, one of only two writers 
(the other is Joe Gores) to win Edgars in three different categories (1968, Best 
Novel, GOD SAVE THE MARK; 1990, Best Short Story, ‘Too Many Crooks’; 1991, 
Best Motion Picture Screenplay, The Grifters). In 1993, the Mystery Writers of 
America named Westlake a Grand Master, the highest honor bestowed by the 
society.
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Wetzel, Alexandra. China. Berkeley. 2009. University of California Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520259072. Dictionaries of 
Civilizations series. 384 pages. paperback. Inventory # 37401. $26.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The lavishly illustrated volume presents in dazzling visual
detail a highly engaging introduction to almost 2000 years of Chinese history-from 
the founding of the Chinese Empire in 221 BC to the Ming dynasty, the last dynasty 
to rule before the country opened to the outside world in the middle of the 
seventeenth century. China tells this dynamic story through hundreds of 
breathtaking full-page images of people, landscapes, artworks, artifacts, and more.
The inviting, beautifully designed pages feature crisply written, up-to-date text, 
quotations from ancient sources that establish context for the personalities and 
episodes for each historic period, extended captions that explore the visual details of
the images, information on where to see the images in museums, and more. The 
book brings together in one convenient place the most significant products of 
Chinese culture, showing in particular the evolution of the arts, everyday lifestyles, 
religious beliefs, the coexistence of tradition and innovation, and sacred and profane
values. For travelers, students, and general readers of all levels, China brings alive
a great and ancient empire.

Alexandra Wetzel is a consultant for the Giovanni Agnelli Foundation and for the 
Center for Asian Arts and the author of several essays about Chinese art.
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Wexler, Alice. Emma Goldman: An Intimate Life. New York. 1984. Pantheon Books.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0394529758. 341 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Louise Fili. Jacket photograph by Irwin 
Horowitz. Inventory # 34347. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From the moment the twenty-year-old Jewish immigrant
Emma Goldman entered the anarchist movement in 1889, to the day in December 
1919 when the government finally succeeded in deporting her, she achieved a 
notoriety unequaled by any other woman in American public life. Now, in this major 
new biography, historian Alice Wexler offers us for the first time a complete portrait 
of these most crucial years in Emma Goldman’s life. Using Goldman’s personal 
correspondence - a remarkably rich and uncensored record of her feelings, moods,
and fantasies - she shows us the private Emma behind the public legend. Wexler 
traces Goldman’s flamboyant career: her involvement with her lover Alexander 
Berkmans attempt on the life of steel magnate Henry Clay Frick; her inspiring role in
the militant labor struggles which rocked the country; her controversial campaigns 
for women’s rights and sexual freedom; and her opposition to the draft in World War
I. At the same time, Wexler takes us beyond the surface of Goldman’s supremely 
confident persona to show us another Emma - one plagued by fatigue, self-doubt, 
and depression and driven by a pervasive sense of an ‘inner void.’ A passionate 
Emma, as well, who in astonishingly explicit letters to the much younger Ben 
Reitman reveals an intense erotic dependency profoundly at odds with her 
customary image of strength and freedom. Alice Wexler's sensitive portrayal of 
Emma Goldman fully explores the tensions between the public myth and the 
intimate life of this larger-than-life figure, and lets us see how, and at what cost, she
created her own legend.

Alice Wexler is affiliated with the Center for the Study of Women at University of 
California, Los Angeles. She is the author of "Emma Goldman in America" (1984) 
and "Emma Goldman in Exile" (1989).
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Wharton, Edith. Hudson River Bracketed. New York. 1929. Appleton & Company. 
1st American Edition. Very Good. No Dustjacket. 560 pages. hardcover. Inventory #
1759. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - One of Edith Wharton's unjustly neglected novels, 
Hudson River Bracketed features two strong protagonists - Vance Weston and Halo
Spear. The former is an undereducated young man who arrives in New York with a 
keen desire to write. Halo Spear is a brilliant, accomplished young woman who 
introduces Vance to literature and they form a deep bond, which flourishes and 
endures despite the hardships of Vance's life, the disappointments of Halo's - and 
their respective marriages.

Edith Wharton (born Edith Newbold Jones, January 24, 1862 – August 11, 1937) 
was a Pulitzer Prize-winning American novelist, short story writer, and designer. The
upper stratum of New York society into which Edith Wharton was born in 1862 
provided her with an abundance of material as a novelist but did not encourage her
growth as an artist. Educated by tutors and governesses, she was raised for only 
one career: marriage. But her marriage, in 1885, to Edward Wharton was an 
emotional disappointment, if not a disaster. She suffered the first of a series of 
nervous breakdowns in 1894. In spite of the strain of her marriage, or perhaps 
because of it, she began to write fiction and published her first story in 1889. Her 
first published book was a guide to interior decorating, but this was followed by 
several novels and story collections. In Europe, she met Henry James, who became
her good friend, traveling companion, and the sternest but most careful critic of her 
fiction. In all, she wrote some 30 books, including an autobiography, A Backward 
Glance (1934). She died at her villa near Paris in 1937.
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Wharton, Edith. The Age of Innocence. New York. 1962. Signet/New American 
Library. Reprint of This Signet Classic Edition. Previous Owner’s Name Penned in 
Front, Otherwise Good in Wrappers With A Small Tear on the Back Cover. Foreword
By Louis Auchincloss. paperback. CQ421. Cover: Lambert. Inventory # 29318. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this Pulitzer Prize - winning novel, Edith Wharton has
written the story of an affable conformist whose marriage of convenience cannot 
extinguish his passion for another woman. and whose moral limitations make both 
women seem unreal to him. Handsome, affluent, with great promise as a lawyer, 
Newland Archer's interest in his cold, beautiful, and conventional wife gradually 
flags. His attraction to Countess Ellen Olenska - bizarre and challenging, separated 
from her husband - becomes the single threat to his secure position in high society,
and, at the same time, leads him to question the values of that society. The Age of 
Innocence is a highly sophisticated inquiry into the totems and taboos of nineteenth -
century New York elite circles and their crippling effect on natural inclinations. Of the
author, whose lifelong preoccupation lay with this facet of society, Edmund Wilson 
wrote: 'Her tragic heroines and heroes are. passionate or imaginative spirits, hungry
for emotional and intellectual experience, who find themselves locked into a small 
closed system, and either destroy themselves by beating their heads against their 
prison or suffer a living death in resigning themselves to it. Out of these themes she
got a sharp pathos all her own.' Louis Auchincloss calls The Age of Innocence 'The 
finest of her novels. , painted with a richness of color and detail that delights the 
imagination.

Edith Wharton (born Edith Newbold Jones, January 24, 1862 – August 11, 1937) 
was a Pulitzer Prize-winning American novelist, short story writer, and designer. The
upper stratum of New York society into which Edith Wharton was born in 1862 
provided her with an abundance of material as a novelist but did not encourage her
growth as an artist. In Europe, she met Henry James, who became her good friend, 
traveling companion, and the sternest but most careful critic of her fiction. In all, she
wrote some 30 books, including an autobiography, A Backward Glance (1934). She
died at her villa near Paris in 1937.
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Wharton, Edith. The Age of Innocence. New York. 1962. Signet/New American 
Library. 1st Printing of This Signet Classic Edition. Mark On Bottom Edge, Otherwise
Very Good in Wrappers. Foreword By Louis Auchincloss. 288 pages. paperback. 
CT106. Cover: Lambert. Inventory # 31061. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this Pulitzer Prize - winning novel, Edith Wharton has
written the story of an affable conformist whose marriage of convenience cannot 
extinguish his passion for another woman. and whose moral limitations make both 
women seem unreal to him. Handsome, affluent, with great promise as a lawyer, 
Newland Archer's interest in his cold, beautiful, and conventional wife gradually 
flags. His attraction to Countess Ellen Olenska - bizarre and challenging, separated 
from her husband - becomes the single threat to his secure position in high society,
and, at the same time, leads him to question the values of that society. The Age of 
Innocence is a highly sophisticated inquiry into the totems and taboos of nineteenth -
century New York elite circles and their crippling effect on natural inclinations. Of the
author, whose lifelong preoccupation lay with this facet of society, Edmund Wilson 
wrote: 'Her tragic heroines and heroes are. passionate or imaginative spirits, hungry
for emotional and intellectual experience, who find themselves locked into a small 
closed system, and either destroy themselves by beating their heads against their 
prison or suffer a living death in resigning themselves to it. Out of these themes she
got a sharp pathos all her own.' Louis Auchincloss calls The Age of Innocence 'The 
finest of her novels. , painted with a richness of color and detail that delights the 
imagination.

Edith Wharton (born Edith Newbold Jones, January 24, 1862 – August 11, 1937) 
was a Pulitzer Prize-winning American novelist, short story writer, and designer. The
upper stratum of New York society into which Edith Wharton was born in 1862 
provided her with an abundance of material as a novelist but did not encourage her
growth as an artist. In Europe, she met Henry James, who became her good friend, 
traveling companion, and the sternest but most careful critic of her fiction. In all, she
wrote some 30 books, including an autobiography, A Backward Glance (1934). She
died at her villa near Paris in 1937.
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Wharton, Edith. The Buccaneers. New York. 1993. Viking Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670852198. Completed by Marion Mainwaring, 
Mainwaring Is An Edith Wharton Scholar Who Has Completed This Unfinished Story
Meticulously & Imaginatively Following Wharton's Directions. 407 pages. hardcover.
Jacket design by Neil Stuart. Inventory # 20112. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Nan and Virginia St. George have the great good luck to
be born beautiful and wealthy - the two qualities prized above all others in 1870s 
New York - but the insurmountably bad luck to come from ‘new money.’ Shunned by
the snobbish guardians of Manhattan society, the lively girls still attract many 
admirers, but no offers of marriage from eligible men - the grail pursued discreetly 
but with single-minded intensity by all young women of polite birth (and their 
mothers). Their spirited governess, Laura Testvalley, determines to launch these 
buccaneers in London society, whose impoverished aristocracy, groaning under the
burdens of massive country estates, are only too willing to trade a title for a fortune.
But the earls and lords have failed to reckon with the strong wills of the buccaneers -
especially exquisite Nan’s. She dares to hope for more than position and wealth: a 
genuine, enduring love is what she craves, and she’s willing to sacrifice everything 
she’s attained for something true and real. Edith Wharton’s novel pits tradition 
against vitality and change in a lushly romantic tale, observed with all her 
characteristic elegance and wit.

Edith Wharton (born Edith Newbold Jones, January 24, 1862 – August 11, 1937) 
was a Pulitzer Prize-winning American novelist, short story writer, and designer. The
upper stratum of New York society into which Edith Wharton was born in 1862 
provided her with an abundance of material as a novelist but did not encourage her
growth as an artist. In Europe, she met Henry James, who became her good friend, 
traveling companion, and the sternest but most careful critic of her fiction. In all, she
wrote some 30 books, including an autobiography, A Backward Glance (1934). She
died at her villa near Paris in 1937.
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Wharton, Edith. The House of Mirth. New York. Signet/New American Library. 
Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 4th Printing. 
352 pages. paperback. CW775. Cover: Lambert. Inventory # 33062. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE HOUSE OF MIRTH stands as the work that first 
established Edith Wharton’s eminent literary reputation. In it she discovered her 
major subject: the fashionable New York society in which she had been raised, 
whose power to debase both people and ideals forms the dramatic core of this finely
wrought novel. Its heroine, Lily Bart, the poor relation of a wealthy woman, is 
beautiful, intelligent, and hopelessly addicted to the pleasures of a moneyed world of
luxury and grace. But, ironically, her delicacy of taste and moral sensibility - qualities
representing the ideal goals of that world - render her unfit for survival in it. As she 
struggles to maintain her tenuous position, she is helpless against the vulgarity and
greed that form the true foundations of the glittering social edifice; the society that 
has created her commences ruthlessly to destroy her. A brilliant portrayal of both 
human frailty and nobility, and a bitter attack on false social values, THE HOUSE OF
MIRTH has been termed by Louis Auchincloss as 'uniquely authentic among 
American novels of manners. With an Afterword by Louis Auchincloss.

Edith Wharton (born Edith Newbold Jones, January 24, 1862 – August 11, 1937) 
was a Pulitzer Prize-winning American novelist, short story writer, and designer. The
upper stratum of New York society into which Edith Wharton was born in 1862 
provided her with an abundance of material as a novelist but did not encourage her
growth as an artist. Educated by tutors and governesses, she was raised for only 
one career: marriage. But her marriage, in 1885, to Edward Wharton was an 
emotional disappointment, if not a disaster. She suffered the first of a series of 
nervous breakdowns in 1894. In spite of the strain of her marriage, or perhaps 
because of it, she began to write fiction and published her first story in 1889. Her 
first published book was a guide to interior decorating, but this was followed by 
several novels and story collections. In Europe, she met Henry James, who became
her good friend, traveling companion, and the sternest but most careful critic of her 
fiction. In all, she wrote some 30 books, including an autobiography, A Backward 
Glance (1934). She died at her villa near Paris in 1937.
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Wharton, Edith. The House of Mirth. New York. 1986. Penguin Books. Reprinted 
Penguin Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0140390375. 
Introduction by Cynthia Griffin Wolff. 338 pages. paperback. Cover painting - 'The 
Drive, Central park' by William J. Glackens, 1905. Inventory # 20853. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The House of Mirth is the novel that first established the 
literary reputation of Pulitzer Prize-winner Edith Wharton. In it, she honed her 
devastating acerbic style, created one of her most memorable heroines in Lily Bart,
and discovered her defining theme: the vulgarity, greed, human frailty, and false 
social values that form the true foundation of New York society. ‘Uniquely authentic
among American novels of manners.’ --Louis Auchincloss.

Edith Wharton (born Edith Newbold Jones, January 24, 1862 – August 11, 1937) 
was a Pulitzer Prize-winning American novelist, short story writer, and designer. The
upper stratum of New York society into which Edith Wharton was born in 1862 
provided her with an abundance of material as a novelist but did not encourage her
growth as an artist. Educated by tutors and governesses, she was raised for only 
one career: marriage. But her marriage, in 1885, to Edward Wharton was an 
emotional disappointment, if not a disaster. She suffered the first of a series of 
nervous breakdowns in 1894. In spite of the strain of her marriage, or perhaps 
because of it, she began to write fiction and published her first story in 1889. Her 
first published book was a guide to interior decorating, but this was followed by 
several novels and story collections. In Europe, she met Henry James, who became
her good friend, traveling companion, and the sternest but most careful critic of her 
fiction. In all, she wrote some 30 books, including an autobiography, A Backward 
Glance (1934). She died at her villa near Paris in 1937.
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Wharton, Edith. The Mother's Recompense. New York. 1925. D. Appleton & 
Company. 1st American Edition. Very Good.No Dustjacket. 342 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 34348. $62.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Opening on the French Riviera among a motley 
community of American expatriates, THE MOTHER’S RECOMPENSE tells the story
of Kate Clephane and her reluctant return to New York society after being exiled 
years before for abandoning her husband and infant daughter. Oddly enough, Kate
has been summoned back by that same daughter, Anne, now fully grown and intent
on marrying Chris Fenno, a war hero, dilettante, and social opportunist. Chris’s 
questionable intentions toward her daughter are, however, the least of Kate’s 
worries since she was once, and still is, deeply in love with him. Kate’s moral 
quandary and the ensuing drama evoke comparison with Oedipus and Hamlet and 
lead to an ending that startled the mores of the day.

Edith Wharton (born Edith Newbold Jones, January 24, 1862 – August 11, 1937) 
was a Pulitzer Prize-winning American novelist, short story writer, and designer. The
upper stratum of New York society into which Edith Wharton was born in 1862 
provided her with an abundance of material as a novelist but did not encourage her
growth as an artist. Educated by tutors and governesses, she was raised for only 
one career: marriage. But her marriage, in 1885, to Edward Wharton was an 
emotional disappointment, if not a disaster. She suffered the first of a series of 
nervous breakdowns in 1894. In spite of the strain of her marriage, or perhaps 
because of it, she began to write fiction and published her first story in 1889. Her 
first published book was a guide to interior decorating, but this was followed by 
several novels and story collections. In Europe, she met Henry James, who became
her good friend, traveling companion, and the sternest but most careful critic of her 
fiction. In all, she wrote some 30 books, including an autobiography, A Backward 
Glance (1934). She died at her villa near Paris in 1937.
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Wharton, William. Pride. New York. 1985. Knopf. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0394536363. 288 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Francine Kass. 
Inventory # 330. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Powerful and evocative, William Wharton’s fifth novel 
magically recreates a pre-World War II world - a finely etched portrait of a working-
class family: a carnival stuntman and his lion. and, most of all, love. Dickie 
Kettleson’s father is passing along to his ten-year-old son a joyful, wholehearted 
pride in work - whether it is the daily work one is paid to do or the design and 
construction of the greatest sand castle ever seen on the Jersey shore. 
Nevertheless, Dickie lives in constant fear of hunger and the destruction of his 
family. When the boy meets Sture Modig, a carnie crippled in World War I, now 
trying to make a living with a lion cub he’s rescued, their worlds suddenly collide. For
them, on an October day in 1938 in Wildwood, New Jersey, the meanings of family, 
loyalty, love, and survival will all be redefined and their lives irrevocably changed. 
The result is a deeply affecting story. a profound lesson in trust and pride.

William Wharton (7 November 1925 – 29 October 2008), the pen name of the artist
Albert William Du Aime, was an American-born author best known for his first novel
Birdy, which was also successful as a film.
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Wheeler, Post (editor). Tales From the Japanese Storytellers. Tokyo. 1965. Tuttle. 
2nd Edition. Very Good in Hardcover.No Dustjacket. Selected & Edited by Harold G.
Henderson. 139 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 7250. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The professional storytellers of Japan drew upon a great
folk tradition to bring their oral art to a peak of perfection. They continued to enjoy 
wide popularity until very recent time, attracting rapt audiences of both sexes and all
ages, and the tales they told are still very much a living memory in Japan. The 
present book brings together two dozen of their tales and proves again that a good 
tale well told never loses its flavor, casting its spell across national boundaries as 
well as through the generations.

George Post Wheeler (August 6, 1869 – December 23, 1956) was an American 
journalist, writer and career diplomat. He was a foreign correspondent in Paris and
Morocco following his graduation from Princeton University in 1891. He passed the 
first examinations given in 1906 for the United States Foreign Service and went on 
to serve as a career diplomat between 1906 and 1934. Wheeler married the novelist
Hallie Erminie Rives in 1906 in Tokyo. A wedding announcement noted that Wheeler
initially considered the Kentucky-born Rives "rather severe on men" in her books 
and she considered him "none too charitable concerning the faults of women" in his
book Reflections of a Bachelor. They met at a reception in New York and began a 
friendship that eventually led to marriage. He was the second secretary of the United
States legation to Japan between 1906 and 1909; served at the American Embassy
in Saint Petersburg, Russia between 1906 and 1911 and at the American Embassy 
in Rome between 1912 and 1913. He returned to Japan as Charge d'Affairs 
between 1914 and 1916 and was later counselor at the American Embassy in 
Tokyo. He went on to serve in Stockholm, London, Rio de Janeiro, Paraguay, and 
Albania. Wheeler published a number of books and short pieces over his lifetime, 
including works of poetry and humor, as well as collections of Russian, Albanian, 
and Hawaiian folklore. He also collected a number of Japanese rakugo tales to be 
published in a ten-volume work entitled Hō-Dan-Zō (Treasure-Tale Storehouse), but
the work was never published due to the United States' entry into World War II. The
manuscript now resides in the New York Public Library. He and his wife wrote Dome
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Wheen, Francis. Marx’s DAS KAPITAL: A Biography. New York. 2007. Atlantic 
Monthly. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780871139702. Books 
That Changed the World series. 130 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by John 
Fulbrook III. Jacket photograph by Index Stock Imagery/Jupiter Images. Inventory #
9167. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The first volume of DAS KAPITAL, Karl Marx’s unfinished
masterpiece, was published in 1867 to muted praise. Born in a two-room flat in 
London’s Soho amid political squabbles and personal tragedy, the fruit of Marx’s 
twenty-year struggle did not at first look like it would have much affect on the world.
But after Marx’s death, the book went on to influence thinkers, writers, and 
revolutionaries, from George Bernard Shaw to V. I. Lenin, changing the direction of 
twentieth century history. In MARX’S DAS KAPITAL, Francis Wheen, the celebrated
biographer of Karl Marx, tells the captivating story of the book’s creation and 
explores its meaning and impact. Far from being a dry economic treatise, Wheen 
shows that DAS KAPITAL is something like a vast Gothic novel, whose heroes are 
enslaved by the monster they created: capitalism. Furthermore, Wheen argues, 
there has been nothing remotely like Marx’s book before or since, and as long as 
capitalism endures, DAS KAPITAL demands to be understood. ‘[An] exhilarating 
read and a healthy corrective to those brought up to think of Marx’s work as rigid 
and doctrinaire.’ – THE SUNDAY TELEGRAPH.

Francis James Baird Wheen (born 22 January 1957) is a British journalist, writer and
broadcaster. Wheen was born into an army family. Running away from Harrow at 16
"to join the alternative society," Wheen had early periods as a "dogsbody" at The 
Guardian and the New Statesman and attended Royal Holloway College, University
of London. Wheen is the author of several books, including a biography of Karl Marx
which won the Deutscher Memorial Prize in 1999. Wheen had a column in The 
Guardian for several years. He writes for Private Eye and is currently the magazine's
deputy editor. His collected journalism, Hoo-hahs and Passing Frenzies, won him 
the Orwell Prize in 2003. He has also been a regular columnist for the London 
Evening Standard. In April 2012, Wheen suffered the loss of his entire book 
collection, his "life's work", and an unfinished novel, in a garden shed fire. Wheen 
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Wheldon, David. The Course of Instruction. London. 1984. Bodley Head. 1st British
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0370309995. hardcover. Inventory # 8688. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When the letter came, inviting Alexander to attend an 
unspecified course of instruction, he somehow felt oddly compelled to attend. From 
the moment on, his world changed, all of his certainties and logic called into 
question. No-one at the institution in the small provincial town was able - or willing - 
to tell him what his course was supposed to be, and life there seemed eerily 
ambiguous. Ideas and standards were different from anything he had experienced in
the past, everything was slightly out of focus, and gradually, in the face of the 
nightmare reality that confronted him, he was forced to call everything into question
and learn again. But perhaps it was already too late. This book is a study of the 
freedom and development of a life within a human hierarchy. A message arrives for
a young researcher at his lodgings: it has a peculiar meaning for him which is at 
once intensely personal and beyond the power of words to describe. In following its
directions he leaves his familiar surroundings, both mental and physical. Rationality
becomes superficial and ultimately selfish. ‘Even as recently as [the moment of the 
letter’s arrival] he had never known how precarious a state of mind self-confidence
must be.’ Simply and sparely written, rapid in its progress, often very funny, THE 
COURSE OF INSTRUCTION has been compared to the satirical novels of Jonathan
Swift. It gives a good entry into David Wheldon’s work.

David Wheldon was born in 1950 in Moira, a coal-mining village in Leicestershire, 
England. He was given a Quaker education at Sidcot School, Somerset. He read 
Medicine at Bristol and, after receiving his degree, he studied Pathology and 
Medical Microbiology at the Radcliffe Infirmary, Oxford. He studied Neuropathology
under Betty Brownell and David Oppenheimer. He has practised medicine since in
many parts of England and Wales. Uncertainty is present in all David Wheldon’s 
work.
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Wheldon, David. The Viaduct. New York. 1983. George Braziller. 1st Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0807610771. 157 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 7252. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An allegory of life as travel and expectation. A man 
leaves his past and walks away from his city along an abandoned railway. He 
discovers that the track has become the home of innumerable travellers: the railway,
in its disuse, has become a linear metaphor of the human world. Strangeness and 
unfamiliarity stretch away at either side of the familiar onward perspective. On this 
book’s first publication the critic of the London Times said ‘THE VIADUCT is strange,
original, gentle to read. Long ago but never far away Dante and Bunyan took 
journeys more identifiable but not so very different.’ ‘THE VIADUCT is really a 
remarkable novel.’ - Graham Greene. ‘It is a fascinating and original work of art. I 
still remember the book long after reading it; this is the real test of fiction.’ - William 
Trevor.

David Wheldon was born in 1950 in Moira, a coal-mining village in Leicestershire, 
England. He was given a Quaker education at Sidcot School, Somerset. He read 
Medicine at Bristol and, after receiving his degree, he studied Pathology and 
Medical Microbiology at the Radcliffe Infirmary, Oxford. He studied Neuropathology
under Betty Brownell and David Oppenheimer. He has practised medicine since in
many parts of England and Wales. Uncertainty is present in all David Wheldon’s 
work.
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Whitaker, Reg. The End of Privacy: How Total Surveillance Is Becoming a Reality. 
New York. 1999. New Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1565843789. 195
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 26406. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An expert on government intelligence exposes new and
pervasive methods of surveillance of private citizens. The Information Revolution 
and the rise of the networked society are reconstituting the structures of power on a
global scale. In The End of Privacy, Reg Whitaker, a leading expert on government 
surveillance, shows that these developments pose dramatic new threats to personal
privacy. Whitaker explains that, far beyond questions about the security of e-mail, 
the technology is in place to allow employers to monitor workers' every move 
throughout the workday, and the U.S. Treasury to track every detail of personal and
business finances. As consumers, citizens are even more vulnerable. From the 
familiar--bar coding, credit and debit cards, and marketing and credit data banks--to
the seemingly sci-fi--'smart cards' that encode every detail of a person's life, such as
medical and criminal records, and security scans that read individuals' DNA--
Whitaker shows how vast amounts of personal information are moving into private 
hands. Once there, they can be used to develop electronic pictures of individuals 
and groups that are potentially far more detailed, and far more intrusive, than the 
files built up in the past by state police and security agencies. Nineteenth-century 
penologists theorized an ideal prison which they named the Panopticon--a system of
complete and total surveillance. The End of Privacy is the most thorough analysis 
yet of just how close we are coming to living in a virtual Panopticon.

Reg Whitaker is is a distinguished research professor emeritus at York University in
Toronto and adjunct professor of political science at the University of Victoria. He is 
the author (with Gary Marcuse) of Cold War Canada and has published widely on 
politics, security, intelligence, and informational power in the modern world.
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White, Curtis. The Middle Mind: Why Americans Don't Think For the mselves. New 
York. 2003. Harper San Francisco. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0060524367. 209 pages. hardcover. Cover photograph (c) Stewart Tilger/CORBIS.
Author photograph Georganne Rundblad. Inventory # 34349. $11.975

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this groundbreaking and incisive exploration, 
acclaimed social critic Curtis White describes an all-encompassing and little-noticed
force taking over our culture and our lives. White calls this force the Middle Mind - 
the current failure of the American imagination in media, politics, education, art, 
technology, and religion. ‘The Middle Mind is pragmatic, plainspoken, populist, 
contemptuous of the right’s narrowness, and incredulous before the left’s 
convolutions. It wants to protect the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, and has bought
an SIN with the intent of visiting it. It even understands in some indistinct way how 
that very SUV spells the Arctic’s doom.’ THE MIDDLE MIND is not about left or right,
highbrow or lowbrow, academia or pop culture; in fact, it pervades society without 
discrimination. The danger is not in a specific point of view, but rather in how the 
Middle Mind thrives in the common ground of unquestioned mediocrity. All we seem
to ask about the culture we experience is whether it’s entertaining. White argues that
we have forgotten how to read, to watch, to think for ourselves. Because it is neutral,
widespread, and easily digestible, the Middle Mind has lulled the American 
imagination to sleep. As we sit comfortably amused and distracted, just outside the 
door there is an immediate crisis of a nation blindly following the path of least 
resistance. Irreverent, provocative, and far-reaching, White presents a clear vision of
this dangerous mindset that threatens America’s intellectual and cultural freedoms, 
concluding with an imperative to reawaken and unleash the once powerful American
imagination.

CURTIS WHITE is the author of the novels Memories of My Father Watching TV 
and Requiem. A widely acclaimed essayist, his work appears regularly in Context 
and Harper’s. He is an English professor at Illinois State University and the current 
president of the Center for Book Culture/Dalkey Archive Press.
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White, Edgar (Nkosi). The Rising. New York. 1988. Marion Boyars. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0714528781. 174 pages. hardcover. Cover: Susi
Mawani. Inventory # 33644. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Set on a small Caribbean island, The Rising depicts a 
year in the life of a young boy, who slowly comes to realise that - contrary to popular
belief - it is the women who hold the true power on the island.

Edgar Nkosi White is a playwright and novelist. His work has been performed 
throughout the world from New York to New Zealand. His published work includes: 
The Rising, The Crucificado, Underground, The Lament for Rastafari, Redemption 
Song, The Nine Night, Omar at Christmas and The Children of Night. He has also 
been a frequent contributor to Monthly Review as well as Writer in Residence at 
New York City College where he also taught Creative Writing. His writing career 
began with the poet and writer, Langston Hughes, who was the first to herald his 
work and was instrumental in the publication of his first book, Underground, with 
William and Morrow publishers. The theatre began for him with Joseph Papp at the
New York Public Theater where five of his plays were performed. The first 
production of The Mummers Play led to tours with Shakespeare Public Theater 
productions in Central Park. A performance of his play, Lament for Rastafari at Ellen
Stewart’s world famous Café La Mama Theatre led to productions in England both 
on stage and radio drama with the BBC. He also contributed to the BBC television 
series ‘Black Silk’. Upon returning to the United States, the author received a 
Rockefeller award and became a member of the New Dramatist. Productions of two
of his plays, Trance and I Marcus Garvey toured Canada in 2012. He attended City
College of New York, New York University and the Yale School of Drama. The 
author also attended New York Theological Seminary and has had a very close 
association with the Cathedral of St. John the Divine in New York. He is an ordained
minister and has made Prison Ministry a major factor in his life. He has performed 
frequent theatre workshops at Sing Sing Correctional Facility.
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White, Ellen Emerson. Dear America - Voyage on the Great Titanic: The Diary of 
Margaret Ann Brady, R.M.S. Titanic 1912. New York. 1998. Scholastic. Reprinted 
Hardcover Edition. Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front, Otherwise Very Good 
in Hardcover. No Dustjacket. 0590962736. 197 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
37953. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Written from the point of view of a young passenger 
aboard the ill-fated Titanic, this title combines an award-winning series with the 
'disaster of the century.'

Ellen Emerson White attended Tufts University, and published her first book, Friends
for Life, while a senior there. White grew up in Narragansett, Rhode Island, and 
many of her novels feature characters who reside in or around Boston and are fans
of the Boston Red Sox (as is Ms. White). In addition to novels, Ellen Emerson White
has published several biographies. She also writes under the pseudonym Zack 
Emerson (taking the name Zack from the name of her shepherd dog) and under the
pseudonym Nicholas Edwards (Santa Paws series). She currently lives in New York
City.
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White, Ellen Emerson. Royal Diaries - Kaiulani: The People's Princess, Hawaii, 
1889. New York. 2001. Scholastic Inc. Reprinted Hardcover Edition. Very Good in 
Hardcover. No Dustjacket. 0439129095. 237 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 38000. 
$6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In their hope to restore the Hawaiian way of life and the 
toppled monarchy, the people turn to Princess Kaiulani, a young girl who chronicles 
the tumultuous years following Hawaii's forced annexation to the United States.

Ellen Emerson White attended Tufts University, and published her first book, Friends
for Life, while a senior there. White grew up in Narragansett, Rhode Island, and 
many of her novels feature characters who reside in or around Boston and are fans
of the Boston Red Sox (as is Ms. White). In addition to novels, Ellen Emerson White
has published several biographies. She also writes under the pseudonym Zack 
Emerson (taking the name Zack from the name of her shepherd dog) and under the
pseudonym Nicholas Edwards (Santa Paws series). She currently lives in New York
City.
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White, Hazel. Vigilance Is No Orchard. New York. 2018. Nightboat. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781937658823. 112 pages. paperback. Inventory
# 43681. $16.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Vigilance Is No Orchard, Hazel White records her 
haunting romance with the Valentine Garden, created by landscape architect 
Isabelle Greene in the foothills of Santa Barbara, California. Jealous of its maker’s 
power to affect a dynamic experience of space, White tries to make language play 
faithfully in the game coursing between the body and Greene’s fiercely stirring 
landscape. Both the poems and the constructed landscape they describe are 
complex and explorative, never simplified. Instead their interests are survival, forage
and repair, the act of making, accumulation and overflow that results in flowering 
and eventually gives way to loss. Praise for Hazel White: “I set this book down and
wept…It is the most beautiful piece of writing I have read in many years.”—Bhanu 
Kapil.

HAZEL WHITE is the author of the poetry collection Peril as Architectural 
Enrichment. She grew up on farms in England and now lives in San Francisco.
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White, Michael C. A Brother's Blood. New York. 1996. Harper Collins. 1st Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0060186674. 323 pages. hardcover. Jacket design and 
illustration by Honi Werner. Inventory # 23337. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This extraordinarily engrossing literary mystery exposes
a little-known chapter of twentieth-century history - the detention of nearly 400,000 
German prisoners of war in the U.S. during World War II. The landscape of rural 
Maine pro1ded a surreal sort of shelter for these most reviled casualties during the
war. While many prisoners served their time peacefully enough, some escaped and
others - like the brother of Wolfgang Kallick - were simply reported to have died. A 
BROTHER’S BLOOD commences decades after the war, with Wolfgang Kallick’s 
arrival in America to learn the details of his brother Dieter’s death. When he 
discovers that Dieter escaped from the camp and was found dead months later, he 
vows to find out how his brother died. Libby, a flinty local woman who grew up 
during the war, is drawn into the drama, only to find that her family is implicated. 
After her brother is slain, Libby undertakes her own quest for solutions to both 
deaths - suspecting they are somehow related - and exposes a darkness beyond 
her imagining.

Michael White is the author of six novels: Soul Catcher, A Brother’s Blood, The Blind
Side of the Heart, A Dream of Wolves, The Garden of Martyrs, and Beautiful 
Assassin. A collection of his short stories, Marked Men, was published by the 
University of Missouri Press. He has also published over 45 short stories in national
magazines and journals, and has won the Advocate Newspapers Fiction Award and
been nominated for both a National Magazine Award and a Pushcart.
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White, Michael C. Marked Men: Stories. Columbia. 2000. University Of Missouri 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0826212948. Paperback 
Original. 216 pages. paperback. Cover design by Vickie Kersey DuBois. Inventory #
28449. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From Michael C. White, the author of the critically 
acclaimed novels A BROTHER’S BLOOD and THE BLIND SIDE OF THE HEART, 
comes a new book, MARKED MEN. It is a gripping collection of twelve wide-ranging
stories about those unexpected moments in our lives when the layers of our 
defenses are peeled away, one by one, and we are left with the harsh inevitability of
our fates. Touching on themes of loneliness and isolation, MARKED MEN deals with
characters who have been alienated from society, from family and friends, from their
paste and sometimes from their own feelings. In ‘Heights,’ we meet a young woman
whose husband is paralyzed and who must come to grips with the life she now finds
herself inhabiting; in ‘Disturbances,’ a doctor is called to the scene of a brutal 
murder, only to discover he will be asked to do much more than pronounce the man
dead: in ‘Burn Patterns,’ an arson investigator traveling to the scene of a fire picks 
up a young runaway drifter, an event that causes him to reflect on his own failed 
marriage; in ‘The Crossing,’ a recent widow learns to deal with her fears regarding 
her alien new life: and in ‘The Cardiologist’s House,’ the narrator builds model 
houses at night when he can’t sleep and at the same time keeps watch on a 
neighbor who is having an affair. These are powerful and moving stories told in 
White’s distinctive style. His earlier prose has been hailed by the New York Times as
‘stunningly well written’ and by Booklist as ‘remarkable.’ Engaging the reader from 
the first line, White provides a suspenseful and surprise-filled journey as his 
characters face and resolve their conflicts.

Michael White is the author of six novels: Soul Catcher, A Brother’s Blood, The Blind
Side of the Heart, A Dream of Wolves, The Garden of Martyrs, and Beautiful 
Assassin. A collection of his short stories, Marked Men, was published by the 
University of Missouri Press. He has also published over 45 short stories in national
magazines and journals, and has won the Advocate Newspapers Fiction Award and
been nominated for both a National Magazine Award and a Pushcart.
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White, Michael C. The Blind Side of the Heart. New York. 1999. Harper Collins. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0060194316. 355 pages. hardcover. 
Signed by the Author. Jacket design by Thomas Tafuri. Inventory # 27318. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From the author of the critically acclaimed novel A 
BROTHER'S BLOOD, comes a haunting story about an Irish housekeeper who must
discover the truth when her friend, the parish priest, is accused of horrible crimes. 
Maggie Quinn has had her share of misfortune: Having grown up poor and 
fatherless in Galway, she was forced to quit school early and find work to support 
her ailing mother and her own child. But when a tragedy of her own making strikes, it
is too much for her to bear. Plagued by feelings of guilt and sorrow and by losing her
faith in God, she runs from her past; first by fleeing Ireland for America and later by
drowning her sorrows with the bottle. Maggie hits rock bottom when she makes an 
unsuccessful suicide attempt. While recuperating in a hospital bed, she meets the 
remarkable Father Jack Devlin. With his compassion and love, Maggie once more 
finds her faith and a reason to live. For the past eighteen years, Maggie has devoted
herself to the man who saved her life. But now Father Jack, the beloved if 
controversial priest in the small town of Hebron Falls, Massachusetts, is accused of
having done terrible things to altar boys many years before. At first Maggie is 
convinced that the accusations are only lies brought out by Father Jack's enemies. 
Yet as she sifts through the memories of her life with Father Jack, doubts begin to 
emerge: Could she have been blind to a darker side of her friend all these years? 
And when new information surfaces regarding the unsolved murder of a young altar
boy with possible links to Father Jack, her faith is once again put to the test. Maggie
must search her memory and her heart to help her decide what to believe. THE 
BLIND SIDE OF THE HEART poignantly captures one woman's struggle to remain 
loyal to a friend while at the same time she is forced to examine her conscience to 
arrive at the truth.

Michael White is the author of six novels: Soul Catcher, A Brother’s Blood, The Blind
Side of the Heart, A Dream of Wolves, The Garden of Martyrs, and Beautiful 
Assassin. A collection of his short stories, Marked Men, was published by the 
University of Missouri Press. He has also published over 45 short stories in national
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White, T. H. The Age of Scandal. New York. 1950. Putnam. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Worn Dustjacket. 264 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 16435. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Between the Classical and the Romantic movements. 
there existed this other age, which was one of peculiar flavour,’ writes T.H. White, 
author of the classic children's novel The Sword in the Stone and numerous other 
tales of Arthurian bravery. In The Age of Scandal, first published in 1950, White 
focuses on the period in late 18th-century England that followed the Age of Reason--
a period characterized by dilettantism, material comfort, and eccentricity. The literary
sway of Swift, Pope, and Dr. Johnson had by then given way to a more aristocratic 
set of literati, of whom Horace Walpole, writing from the house he had christened 
Strawberry Hill, was the most splendid and eloquent example. Walpole and his 
contemporaries ‘were among the first people in England to be apprehended as 
personalities,’ writes White. ‘Eccentric, individual, sentimental, dramatic, [and] 
tearful,’ they were lovers of gossip, fashion, and exhibitionistic behavior. Among the
most colorful figures of the age were Selwyn, a famed execution-goer; Beckford, 
who built an astonishing tower at Fronthill; and Joanna Southcott, remembered for 
her shocking announcement that she would give birth to the new Messiah. Based on
writings by Horace Walpole and other literate recorders of the age, T.H. White has 
constructed a ‘little scrapbook of a nostalgic Tory.’ Here is the fascinating record of 
another period of literary history by one of the best-loved writers of our own. White 
describes the eccentricities of the 18th-century Royal Family, the fashions of the 
nobility--the powdering of wigs, eating and drinking, medicine, birthday parties and 
theater-going, and English pronunciation; attitudes toward religion and sport; and, 
above all, the outgageous gossip that circulated in literary circles. A witty, 
idiosyncratic, audacious portrait of an aristocracy on the wane, The Age of Scandal
stands as an entertaining, authoritative description of the late 18th-century English 
literati.

T.H. White is the author of THE ONCE AND FUTURE KING, which includes THE 
SWORD AND THE STONE and MISTRESS MASHAM'S REPOSE, and the 
translator of THE BOOK OF BEASTS, a 12th-century Latin bestiary.
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White, T. H. The Godstone & the Blackymor. New York. 1959. Putnam. 1st 
American Edition. Good in Worn Boards.No Dustjacket. Illustrated by Edward 
Ardizzone. 226 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 18774. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A memoir of T. H. White’s wanderings in Ireland.

Terence Hanbury "Tim" White (29 May 1906 – 17 January 1964) was an English 
author best known for his Arthurian novels, The Once and Future King, first 
published together in 1958. One of his most memorable is the first of the series, The
Sword in the Stone, published as a stand-alone book in 1938.
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Whitehead, Colson. John Henry Days. New York. 2001. Doubleday. Advance 
Reading Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 0385498195. 389 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 28650. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With JOHN HENRY DAYS, Colson Whitehead delivers 
on the promise of his critically acclaimed debut in a magnificent new novel: a 
retelling of the legend of John Henry that sweeps across generations and cultures in
a stunning, hilarious, and unsettling portrait of American society. Immortalized in folk
ballads, John Henry has been a favorite American hero since the mid-nineteenth 
century. According to legend, John Henry, a black laborer for the Chesapeake & 
Ohio Railroad, was a man of superhuman strength and stamina. He proved his 
mettle in a contest with a steam drill, only to die of exhaustion moments after his 
triumph. In JOHN HENRY DAYS, Colson Whitehead transforms the simple ballad 
into a contrapuntal masterpiece. The narrative revolves around the story of J. Sutter,
a young black journalist. Sutter is a ‘junketeer,’ a freeloading hack who roams from 
one publicity event to another, abusing his expense account and mooching as much
as possible. It is 1996. and an assignment for a travel Web site takes Sutter to West
Virginia for the first annual ‘John Henry Days’ festival, a celebration of a new U.S. 
postal stamp honoring John Henry. And there the real story of John Henry emerges 
in graceful counterpoint to Sutter’s thoroughly modern adventure. As he explores the
parallels between the lives of these two black men, and between the Industrial Age,
which literally killed John Henry, and the Digital Age, which is destroying J. Sutter’s 
soul, Whitehead adds multiple dimensions to the myth of the steel-driving man. And 
in dazzling set pieces, he traces the evolution of the famous ballad over the past 
century. JOHN HENRY DAYS is a novel of extraordinary scope and mythic power 
that juxtaposes history with popular culture, the blatant bigotry of the past with the 
more insidious racism of the present, and laugh-out-loud humor with unforgettable 
poignancy.

COLSON WHITEHEAD was born in New York City. His first novel, THE 
INTUITIONIST, won the QPB New Voices Award and was an Ernest 
Hemingway/PEN Award finalist. He is also the recipient of a Whiting Writers’ Award.
He lives in Brooklyn, New York.
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Whiting, Cecile. Pop L. A. : Art and the City in the 1960s. Berkeley. 2006. University
of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0520244605. 
256 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36225. $39.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Andy Warhol said about his road trip to Los Angeles in 
1963: ‘The farther West we drove, the more Pop everything looked on the 
highways.’ In this original and engaging book, Cécile Whiting examines what Pop 
looked like when it left the highbrow cloisters of Manhattan’s art galleries and 
ventured westward to the sprawling suburbs of Los Angeles. She finds that the 
artists who made California their home in the 1960s did not abandon their paint 
brushes for tennis rackets and surfboards, but rather created in their works a new 
and different sense of space, the urban experience, and popular culture. Whiting 
shows how artists such as Vija Celmins, Llyn Foulkes, David Hockney, Dennis 
Hopper, Allan Kaprow, Claes Oldenburg, Ed Ruscha, and Judy Chicago helped to 
shape the identity of Los Angeles as an emerging art center, while avoiding in their 
representation of the city the clichés of both its boosters and its detractors. Delving 
deep into the southern California aesthetic sensibility, Pop L.A. recounts how the 
artists transformed the image of the city in works that focused on the ocean and 
landscape, suburban life, dilapidated houses in aging neighborhoods, streets and 
parking lots, and public buildings such as the Los Angeles County Museum of Art. 
The common bond of place, for Whiting, gives coherence to the varied experiments 
in the visual and performance arts that altered the cultural terrain during this pivotal 
time. The Los Angeles art scene in the 1960s inspired a new generation of 
architectural writing about the metropolis and its debased sister city, Las Vegas. 
Over the course of the decade, the conception of the city pioneered by artists in Los
Angeles spread beyond the city of angels to characterize cultural life in the United 
States.

Cécile Whiting is Professor of Art History at the University of California, Irvine, and 
author of A Taste for Pop: Pop Art, Gender, and Consumer Culture (1997) and 
Antifascism in American Art (1989).
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Whiting, Robert. Tokyo Underworld: The Fast Times & Hard Life of An American 
Gangster in Japan. New York. 1999. Pantheon Books. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0679419764. 372 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 26590. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A riveting account of the role of Americans in the 
evolution of the Tokyo underworld in the years since 1945. In the ashes of postwar 
Japan lay a gold mine for certain opportunistic, expatriate Americans. Addicted to 
the volatile energy of Tokyo's freewheeling underworld, they formed ever-shifting but
ever-profitable alliances with warring Japanese and Korean gangsters. At the center
of this world was Nick Zappetti, an ex-marine from New York City who arrived in 
Tokyo in 1945, and whose restaurant soon became the rage throughout the city and
the chief watering hole for celebrities, diplomats, sports figures, and mobsters. 
Tokyo Underworld chronicles the half-century rise and fall of the fortunes of Zappetti
and his comrades, drawing parallels to the great shift of wealth from America to 
Japan in the late 1980s and the changes in Japanese society and U.S.-Japan 
relations that resulted. In doing so, Whiting exposes Japan's extraordinary 
"underground empire": a web of powerful alliances among crime bosses, corporate 
chairmen, leading politicians, and public figures. It is an amazing story told with a 
galvanizing blend of history and reportage.

Robert Whiting (born October 24, 1942) is a best-selling author and journalist who 
has written several successful books on contemporary Japanese culture - which 
include topics such as baseball and American gangsters operating in Japan. He was
born in New Jersey, grew up in Eureka, California and graduated from Sophia 
University in Tokyo. He has lived in Japan for a total of more than three decades 
since he first arrived there in 1962, while serving in the U.S. Air Force. He currently
divides his time between homes in Tokyo and California.
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Whittington, Harry. Fires That Destroy. Berkeley. 1988. Black Lizard Books. 
Reprinted Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 088739034x. Originally Published In 
1951. 141 pages. paperback. Cover design & illustrations by Kirwan. Inventory # 
22599. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Bernice tried to live twice, by bringing death to one man 
so that she could live with another. Instead of the paradise she sought, Bernice 
found herself in an unholy hell, married to the devil. Lloyd’s death did not free her, 
did not make her happy; but now that she was with Carlos she knew who she was at
last, and she accepted it. Bernice was the great-grandmother of every whore who 
ever lived, the slut of all sluts, the sickest, loneliest, most depraved and sinful 
woman on the face of the earth. She had no choice now, there was no going back. 
She’d earned her place in hell. ‘She could feel his fingers digging into her hair, his 
body growing hot, responding to her. He pushed her back on the floor, she clawed 
her fingernails into his shoulders, sank her teeth into his throat. She was going to 
have him now, on the floor, like this, even if it left her tormented, raving, even if it 
drove her crazy.’ FIRES THAT DESTROY is a relentless, revealing search into the 
soul of a woman unlike any other.

Harry Whittington was an American mystery novelist and one of the original 
founders of the paperback novel. Born in Ocala, Florida, he worked in government 
jobs before becoming a writer.
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Whittington, Harry. The Devil Wears Wings. Berkeley. 1987. Black Lizard Books. 
Reprinted Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0887390366. Originally Published In 
1960. 131 pages. paperback. Cover design & illustration by Kirwan. Inventory # 
22595. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Buz Johnson belonged to the high-living, hard-drinking 
generation of World War Two flyboys who inspired the saying—’Show me a hero 
and I’ll show you a bum.’ A dozen years after the war he was drinking his way to 
oblivion at a jerkwater Florida airport, teaching playboys and rich widows how to fly.
He was deep in debt, his girl had walked out on him, and he was living from 
paycheck to paycheck, looking forward only to the next drink. Then Sid Coates came
up with the bank caper, and he needed Buz to fly the getaway plane. Buz had a 
chance to re-claim his pride and make a bundle besides. All he had to do was get up
his nerve and be willing to kill if it came to that. He figured he was as ready for it as 
he’d ever be.

Harry Whittington (February 4, 1915, Ocala, FL - June 11, 1989) was an American
mystery novelist and one of the original founders of the paperback novel. Born in 
Ocala, Florida, he worked in government jobs before becoming a writer.
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Wicomb, Zoe. You Can't Get Lost in Cape Town. New York. 1987. Pantheon Books.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394560302. 185 pages. hardcover.
Inventory # 8076. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Zoe Wicomb's complex and deeply evocative fiction is 
among the most distinguished recent works of South African women's literature. It is
also among the only works of fiction to explore the experience of 'Coloured' citizens 
in apartheid-era South Africa, whose mixed heritage traps them, as Bharati 
Mukherjee wrote in the New York Times, 'in the racial crucible of their country.'

Zoë Wicomb (born 23 November 1948) is a South African-Scottish author and 
academic who has lived in the UK since the 1970s. In 2013 she was awarded the 
inaugural Windham–Campbell Literature Prize for her fiction.
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Wideman, John Edgar. A Glance Away (DUSTJACKET ONLY). New York. 1967. 
Harcourt Brace & World. Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket With Some Tears. 
DUSTJACKET ONLY. Inventory #  44279. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET
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Wideman, John Edgar. Damballah. New York. 1981. Avon Books. 1st American 
Edition. Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front, Otherwise Very Good in 
Wrappers. 0380785196. Paperback Original. 205 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
12830. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - WHAT IS FAMILY? It is the births and the dying, the 
voices that recount and remember and bear witness. Here are the generations of an
American family powerful in their endurance - from Damballah, the sacred ancient 
Father, to big-hat John French, the gambling man, swallowing the caterpillar his 
baby daughter nibbled on; from Freeda who waits silent and angry for Death the 
Chinaman, to stillborn Lizabeth, plunged in an alley snowdrift to shock her into life. 
As John Edgar Wideman renders their tale-telling and jive, he hears the cadences of
their lives; hears the love that may be more dangerous than hate; hears the need 
that tells them to keep faith with the past - when Down Home is everywhere you’ve 
never been - and let it bear you up. DAMBALLAH is not only an unsparing, 
unsentimental portrait of a family and the Black experience. It is a vision of all 
families, each a single, unending story told by many voices. THE NEW YORK 
TIMES BOOK REVIEW calls John Edgar Wideman ‘a novelist of high seriousness 
and depth,’ who knows ‘what makes the world of words and the interaction of 
dreams reach the sensual state of literature.’ He is a writer whose ‘enormous care 
and intelligence’ puts ‘white readers deep in black heads.’

John Edgar Wideman (born June 14, 1941, in Washington, D.C.) is an American 
writer, professor at Brown University, and contributing editorial board of the literary 
journal Conjunctions. He graduated from Pittsburgh's Peabody High School, then 
attended the University of Pennsylvania, where he became an All-Ivy League 
forward on the basketball team. He was the second African-American to win a 
Rhodes Scholarship (New College, Oxford University, England), graduating in 1966.
He also graduated from the Iowa Writers' Workshop at the University of Iowa. A 
widely-celebrated writer and the winner of many literary awards, he is the first to win
the International PEN/Faulkner Award twice. His books include SENT FOR YOU 
YESTERDAY, PHILADELPHIA FIRE, BROTHERS AND KEEPERS, 
FATHERALONG, and THE CATTLE KILLING.
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Wideman, John Edgar. Damballah. New York. 1981. Avon Books. 1st American 
Edition. Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 0380785196. Paperback Original. 205 
pages. paperback. Inventory # 31203. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - WHAT IS FAMILY? It is the births and the dying, the 
voices that recount and remember and bear witness. Here are the generations of an
American family powerful in their endurance - from Damballah, the sacred ancient 
Father, to big-hat John French, the gambling man, swallowing the caterpillar his 
baby daughter nibbled on; from Freeda who waits silent and angry for Death the 
Chinaman, to stillborn Lizabeth, plunged in an alley snowdrift to shock her into life. 
As John Edgar Wideman renders their tale-telling and jive, he hears the cadences of
their lives; hears the love that may be more dangerous than hate; hears the need 
that tells them to keep faith with the past - when Down Home is everywhere you’ve 
never been - and let it bear you up. DAMBALLAH is not only an unsparing, 
unsentimental portrait of a family and the Black experience. It is a vision of all 
families, each a single, unending story told by many voices. THE NEW YORK 
TIMES BOOK REVIEW calls John Edgar Wideman ‘a novelist of high seriousness 
and depth,’ who knows ‘what makes the world of words and the interaction of 
dreams reach the sensual state of literature.’ He is a writer whose ‘enormous care 
and intelligence’ puts ‘white readers deep in black heads.’

John Edgar Wideman (born June 14, 1941, in Washington, D.C.) is an American 
writer, professor at Brown University, and contributing editorial board of the literary 
journal Conjunctions. He graduated from Pittsburgh's Peabody High School, then 
attended the University of Pennsylvania, where he became an All-Ivy League 
forward on the basketball team. He was the second African-American to win a 
Rhodes Scholarship (New College, Oxford University, England), graduating in 1966.
He also graduated from the Iowa Writers' Workshop at the University of Iowa. A 
widely-celebrated writer and the winner of many literary awards, he is the first to win
the International PEN/Faulkner Award twice. His books include SENT FOR YOU 
YESTERDAY, PHILADELPHIA FIRE, BROTHERS AND KEEPERS, 
FATHERALONG, and THE CATTLE KILLING.
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Wideman, John Edgar. Fever. New York. 1990. Penguin Books. Paperback Reprint.
Very Good in Wrappers. 0140143475. 163 pages. paperback. Cover: Tad Hills. 
Inventory # 31997. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Two joggers are seduced into a young woman’s erotic 
fantasy: an English professor deconstructs his life: a blind basketball player 
becomes a polestar to a lost soul abandoned by his lover: an elderly Jew tries to 
make contact with the old black woman who has cleaned for him for half a lifetime: 
strikingly varied, by turns subtle and intense, razor-sharp, disturbing, and elusive, 
the stories in this collection are connected by themes of memory and loss, by the 
interplay of reality and fabrication, and by a richness of language that dances upon 
its carefully crafted foundation. Together they demonstrate beyond doubt that John
Edgar Wideman is a masterly writer at the height of considerable powers. Described
by The New York Times as ‘one of America’s’ premier writers of fiction.

John Edgar Wideman (born June 14, 1941, in Washington, D.C.) is an American 
writer, professor at Brown University, and contributing editorial board of the literary 
journal Conjunctions. He graduated from Pittsburgh's Peabody High School, then 
attended the University of Pennsylvania, where he became an All-Ivy League 
forward on the basketball team. He was the second African-American to win a 
Rhodes Scholarship (New College, Oxford University, England), graduating in 1966.
He also graduated from the Iowa Writers' Workshop at the University of Iowa. A 
widely-celebrated writer and the winner of many literary awards, he is the first to win
the International PEN/Faulkner Award twice. His books include SENT FOR YOU 
YESTERDAY, PHILADELPHIA FIRE, BROTHERS AND KEEPERS, 
FATHERALONG, and THE CATTLE KILLING.
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Wideman, John Edgar. Hiding Place. New York. 1981. Avon Books. 1st Printing. 
Very Good in Wrappers. 0380785013. Paperback Original. 158 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 7263. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - HIDING OUT. Mother Bess was a crazy, half-dead, 
mean old lady living in a shack, but she was kin. And he had nowhere else to go. A
man lay dead in a parking lot. Tommy hadn’t killed him, hadn’t even gotten the 
money - but the police would play John Wayne, shoot first and ask questions later. 
So Tommy was hiding out from another failure, like his failure to be a husband to his
wife, a father to his son. Mother Bess was hiding too, high above the Homewood 
streets where people still cried and made love like it made a difference; hiding from 
the world that had taken her man and their son, that always finds something else to
kill, no matter how much you’ve buried already. In anger and fear, in taunts and 
dreams, Tommy and Mother Bess will recall what they have lost. And they will find 
the courage to come out of hiding. The PHILADELPHIA INQUIRER ranks John 
Wideman ‘up with Baldwin and Claude Brown and possibly beyond them.’ ‘He can 
write,’ says THE NEW YORK TIMES; ‘He can make an ordinary scene sing the 
blues like nobody’s business.’

John Edgar Wideman (born June 14, 1941, in Washington, D.C.) is an American 
writer, professor at Brown University, and contributing editorial board of the literary 
journal Conjunctions. He graduated from Pittsburgh's Peabody High School, then 
attended the University of Pennsylvania, where he became an All-Ivy League 
forward on the basketball team. He was the second African-American to win a 
Rhodes Scholarship (New College, Oxford University, England), graduating in 1966.
He also graduated from the Iowa Writers' Workshop at the University of Iowa. A 
widely-celebrated writer and the winner of many literary awards, he is the first to win
the International PEN/Faulkner Award twice. His books include SENT FOR YOU 
YESTERDAY, PHILADELPHIA FIRE, BROTHERS AND KEEPERS, 
FATHERALONG, and THE CATTLE KILLING.
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Wideman, John Edgar. Hurry Home. New York. 1986. Henry Holt. 1st Owl 
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0030052424. 185 pages. paperback. 
Cover: William Low. Inventory # 7262. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1970, The New York Times wrote, 'Hurry Home is a 
dazzling display. .we have nothing but admiration for Mr. Wideman's talent.' 
Wideman's second novel is the powerful and remarkably prescient story of a highly 
educated, multiracial man's struggle to find himself and understand his place in a 
country walled off by sharp racial and class divisions which seem to preempt the 
very possibility of his existence. Cecil Braithwaite works as a janitor while earning a 
law degree, yet discovers faithful adherence to the script promising the American 
Dream is not enough. He travels abroad, looking to Europe and Africa, but can't 
escape the abiding sense of rootlessness, of being trapped in a halfway house of 
questions the world's not yet ready or willing to answer. Wideman starkly portrays 
how difficult it is to shake free of the shackles one is born to, claim an identity that 
transgresses society's most fundamental boundaries, and find one's true home.

John Edgar Wideman (born June 14, 1941, in Washington, D.C.) is an American 
writer, professor at Brown University, and contributing editorial board of the literary 
journal Conjunctions. He graduated from Pittsburgh's Peabody High School, then 
attended the University of Pennsylvania, where he became an All-Ivy League 
forward on the basketball team. He was the second African-American to win a 
Rhodes Scholarship (New College, Oxford University, England), graduating in 1966.
He also graduated from the Iowa Writers' Workshop at the University of Iowa. A 
widely-celebrated writer and the winner of many literary awards, he is the first to win
the International PEN/Faulkner Award twice. His books include SENT FOR YOU 
YESTERDAY, PHILADELPHIA FIRE, BROTHERS AND KEEPERS, 
FATHERALONG, and THE CATTLE KILLING.
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Wideman, John Edgar. Philadelphia Fire. New York. 1990. Henry Holt. 1st Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0805012664. 199 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 19340. 
$20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is a book about being black and male in the last 
quarter of the American Century. It is about survival and identity and the unyielding 
core of individual resistance, about mixed signals that foster false hopes, paralysis,
and pain. Picking up the story where Ellison’s Ras the Destroyer left off, it is a book
about race in America. Five thousand miles from West Philadelphia, on an island in 
the Aegean, Cudjoe ticks off his days: tending bar, making love, drifting - cocooned
and severed from family, from friends, from color. Once he’d fled a life of promise, 
but ten years of self-exile have not erased his sense of failure - as a man, as a 
black. Once he’d known how to connect, tenderly caring for a grandmother who lay
dying, lay melting from grief and loss in the heat of a Philadelphia summer. Now he
connects only through flesh on flesh, the random couplings of emotionless 
encounters. That grandmother is long gone, along with almost everyone else who 
once mattered. Five thousand miles from that Aegean island, on a May Monday, 
eleven people - five of them children - will die in West Philly as 6221 Osage Avenue
is bombed out of existence. Witnesses will say a small boy escaped the fire, was 
seen fleeing, melting into the flames, the night. On his Greek island Cudjoe mourns 
the child. His obsession with the child will take over Cudjoe’s life, leading him home,
forcing him to face up to his own profound alienation and to the bleak realities of his
native land. And as he searches for the boy, so he searches out his own past. 
Reconstructing his life plunges him back into memories both personal and 
communal, pulls him forward inch by inch into a cityscape fast becoming a 
nightmare.

John Edgar Wideman (born June 14, 1941, in Washington, D.C.) is an American 
writer, professor at Brown University, and contributing editorial board of the literary 
journal Conjunctions. His books include SENT FOR YOU YESTERDAY, 
PHILADELPHIA FIRE, BROTHERS AND KEEPERS, FATHERALONG, and THE 
CATTLE KILLING.
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Wideman, John Edgar. Reuben. New York. 1987. Henry Holt. 1st Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0805003754. 215 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 9056. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Reuben is an aging black man who calls an abandoned 
trailer home who is the lawyer for the dispossessed of Homewood in their dealings 
with the local establishment.

John Edgar Wideman (born June 14, 1941, in Washington, D.C.) is an American 
writer, professor at Brown University, and contributing editorial board of the literary 
journal Conjunctions. He graduated from Pittsburgh's Peabody High School, then 
attended the University of Pennsylvania, where he became an All-Ivy League 
forward on the basketball team. He was the second African-American to win a 
Rhodes Scholarship (New College, Oxford University, England), graduating in 1966.
He also graduated from the Iowa Writers' Workshop at the University of Iowa. A 
widely-celebrated writer and the winner of many literary awards, he is the first to win
the International PEN/Faulkner Award twice. His books include SENT FOR YOU 
YESTERDAY, PHILADELPHIA FIRE, BROTHERS AND KEEPERS, 
FATHERALONG, and THE CATTLE KILLING.
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Wideman, John Edgar. The Stories of John Edgar Wideman. New York. 1992. 
Pantheon Books. Advance Reader's Galleys. Very Good in Wrappers. 0679407197.
432 pages. paperback. Inventory # 26834. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A major literary event by ‘one of America’s premier 
writers of fiction’ (New York Times) and a two-time winner of the prestigious PEN 
Faulkner Award – this book brings together the complete stories thus far, including 
those from DAMBALLAH and FEVER, as well as ten stories written especially for 
this collection, themselves entitled ALL STORIES ARE TRUE. In the tradition of 
major twentieth-century American authors - William Faulkner to John Cheever - who
have charted for themselves at once specific and imaginary regions of the American
landscape, John Edgar Wideman writes intensely lyrical and rageful stories about 
African-Americans from all walks of life in Homewood, a black section of Pittsburgh
– stories about ancestors, family, and lovers caught in the vortex of American history
and haunted by their own particular demons. Here are luminous stories, informed by
the metaphysics of the blues, about the sublimities and terrors of the human 
condition.

John Edgar Wideman (born June 14, 1941, in Washington, D.C.) is an American 
writer, professor at Brown University, and contributing editorial board of the literary 
journal Conjunctions. He graduated from Pittsburgh's Peabody High School, then 
attended the University of Pennsylvania, where he became an All-Ivy League 
forward on the basketball team. He was the second African-American to win a 
Rhodes Scholarship (New College, Oxford University, England), graduating in 1966.
He also graduated from the Iowa Writers' Workshop at the University of Iowa. A 
widely-celebrated writer and the winner of many literary awards, he is the first to win
the International PEN/Faulkner Award twice. His books include SENT FOR YOU 
YESTERDAY, PHILADELPHIA FIRE, BROTHERS AND KEEPERS, 
FATHERALONG, and THE CATTLE KILLING.
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Wideman, John. The Stories of John Edgar Wideman. New York. 1992. Pantheon 
Books. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679407197. 432 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 16587. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From the two-time Winner of the PEN/Faulkner Award-
this book brings together the complete stories thus far, including those from 
Damballah and Fever, as well as ten stories written especially for this collection, 
themselves entitled ‘All Stories Are True’. Wideman writes intensely lyrical stories 
about African-Americans from all walks of life in Homewood, a black section of 
Pittsburgh - stories about ancestors, family, and lovers caught in the vortex of 
American history and haunted by their own particular demons.

John Edgar Wideman (born June 14, 1941, in Washington, D.C.) is an American 
writer, professor at Brown University, and contributing editorial board of the literary 
journal Conjunctions. He graduated from Pittsburgh's Peabody High School, then 
attended the University of Pennsylvania, where he became an All-Ivy League 
forward on the basketball team. He was the second African-American to win a 
Rhodes Scholarship (New College, Oxford University, England), graduating in 1966.
He also graduated from the Iowa Writers' Workshop at the University of Iowa. A 
widely-celebrated writer and the winner of many literary awards, he is the first to win
the International PEN/Faulkner Award twice. His books include SENT FOR YOU 
YESTERDAY, PHILADELPHIA FIRE, BROTHERS AND KEEPERS, 
FATHERALONG, and THE CATTLE KILLING.
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Wiener, Jon. How We Forgot the Cold War: A Historical Journey Across America. 
Berkeley. 2012. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 9780520271418. 376 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 34786. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Hours after the USSR collapsed in 1991, Congress 
began making plans to establish the official memory of the Cold War. Conservatives
dominated the proceedings, spending millions to portray the conflict as a triumph of
good over evil and a defeat of totalitarianism equal in significance to World War II. In
this provocative book, historian Jon Wiener visits Cold War monuments, museums,
and memorials across the United States to find out how the era is being 
remembered. The author’s journey provides a history of the Cold War, one that turns
many conventional notions on their heads. In an engaging travelogue that takes 
readers to sites such as the life-size recreation of Berlin’s ‘Checkpoint Charlie’ at the
Reagan Library, the fallout shelter display at the Smithsonian, and exhibits about 
‘Sgt. Elvis,’ America’s most famous Cold War veteran, Wiener discovers that the 
Cold War isn’t being remembered. It’s being forgotten. Despite an immense effort, 
the conservatives’ monuments weren’t built, their historic sites have few visitors, and
many of their museums have now shifted focus to other topics. Proponents of the 
notion of a heroic ‘Cold War victory’ failed; the public didn’t buy the official story. 
Lively, readable, and well-informed, this book expands current discussions about 
memory and history, and raises intriguing questions about popular skepticism 
toward official ideology.

Jon Wiener is Professor of History at the University of California, Irvine. Among his 
books are Gimme Some Truth: The John Lennon FBI Files (UC Press) and 
Historians in Trouble: Plagiarism, Fraud and Politics in the Ivory Tower.
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Wiggin, Kate Douglas. Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm. New York. 1991. Signet/New
American Library. 1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn
Wrappers. 0451524837. Afterword By Phyliss Bixler. 268 pages. paperback. 
CE2483. Inventory # 31528. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From its first appearance in 1903, REBECCA OF 
SUNNYBROOK FARM has delighted generations of readers with its lively portrait of
young Rebecca Rowena Randall, who lived on a farm called Sunnybrook. One of 
seven fatherless children, Rebecca, whose face 'has the sweetness of a mayflower
and the strength of a young oak', is sent to be raised by elderly aunts. The two stern
women have their hands full with the bright and high - spirited girl - but along with 
her mischief, Rebecca brings joy and light to her aunts' otherwise severe lives. Their
home soon comes to vibrant life with the laughter and antics of a growing young girl.
Even when tragedy strikes, Rebecca's strength and resilience prevail. One of the 
best - loved children's stories in the world, this heartwarming tale has captivated 
readers of all ages - and continues to move us with its wondrous evocation of the 
bittersweet journey from girlhood to womanhood.

Kate Douglas Wiggin (September 28, 1856 – August 24, 1923) was an American 
educator and author of children's stories, most notably the classic children's novel 
Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm. She started the first free kindergarten in San 
Francisco in 1878 (the Silver Street Free Kindergarten).
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Wiggins, Marianne. Babe. New York. 1975. Avon/Equinox. 1st Printing. Very Good 
in Wrappers. 0380002396. 133 pages. paperback. Inventory # 26051. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A SURVIVAL HANDBOOK. BABE is the oldest story on 
earth - and the newest. Maggie and Brigand separate and are divorced. The young
wife is left with their child and begins the struggle as a mother, a woman at work, 
and a lover. She learns that if people are constantly renewed—virtually reborn—they
can survive. In her first novel, Marianne Wiggins endows this oldest and newest 
story with freshness and originality.

Marianne Wiggins (born 1947) is an American author. She is noted for the unusual 
characters and storylines in her novels. She has won the Whiting Writers' Award, an
NEA award and the Janet Heidinger Kafka Prize. Wiggins was born in Lancaster, 
Pennsylvania. Her family was of Greek and Scots ancestry. Her father, a farmer, 
preached in a conservative Christian church founded by her grandfather. She 
married at 17, just after graduating from Manheim Township High School and 
promptly gave birth to a daughter, Lara, whom she raised in Martha’s Vineyard. Lara
is now a professional photographer in Los Angeles. Wiggins lived in London for 16 
years and for brief stints in Paris, Brussels and Rome. She and Salman Rushdie 
wed in January 1988. On a book tour in the US, the couple learned on February 14,
1989 that Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini had ordered Rushdie killed for blasphemy in
the book THE SATANIC VERSES. As a result, Wiggins went into protective hiding in
Great Britain, along with Rushdie. In 1993, the two divorced. ‘I have lived a really 
interesting life,’ she told Pamela J. Johnson in July 2006. ‘I haven’t lived it so I can 
excavate material for my writing.’ She added, ‘I’m a novelist. I don’t have those 
muscles. It’s not about me. It’s about what I’ve imagined. It’s the universal voice that
I want to move forward. That’s my natural voice.’ She currently lives in Los Angeles,
California, where she has been in the English department of the University of 
Southern California since fall, 2005. Wiggins won a Whiting Writer's Award in 1989.
Ten authors annually win this award, currently $40,000, not for a specific work, but 
for exceptional talent and promise. She was a National Book Award Finalist in 2003 
for EVIDENCE OF THINGS UNSEEN.
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Wiggins, Marianne. John Dollar. New York. 1989. Harper & Row. 1st Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0060160705. 214 pages. hardcover. Jacket painting by Paul 
Davis (after a photo by John B.B. Wellington). Inventory # 11479. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When Charlotte Lewes, young, newly widowed by World
War I, and deeply unhappy, decides to embark for Rangoon in 1918, she is looking 
to escape the ruins of her old life. As a school-teacher in colonial Burma, she comes
alive again in the sensual climate of the Orient, discovering the spirituality of 
Buddhist temples and monks beside which the Church of England pales, preferring
a house on stilts near the bay to the colonial compound, and, in a stunning nocturnal
scene, meeting John Dollar, a sailor, the man with whom she will share a passionate
love and whose own ill-fated destiny shapes the disturbing course of the novel. On a
festive expedition to a distant island, which the colonials want to claim, rename, and
offer to their beloved King George, the tightly knit British community falls prey to 
disaster: Fathers and mothers and sons, servants and crew, all disappear from the 
three British ships one night, while an earthquake and tidal wave sweep John Dollar,
Charlotte, and eight young girls who are Charlotte’s pupils off the ships anchored 
near the island and into the violent sea. When the eight girls come to consciousness
again on the beaches of this Island of Our Outlawed Dreams, they huddle around 
John Dollar, who is paralyzed from the waist down. An atmosphere of menace and 
doom builds, culminating in some shocking, absolutely riveting scenes of death and
survival. Compelling, disturbing, and seductive, JOHN DOLLAR is a major work of 
fiction from a talented and provocative writer. The emotional impact of the narrative
will leave readers gasping, while the prose style of Marianne Wiggins manages to be
both opulent and spare, immensely resonant, and unmistakably original. JOHN 
DOLLAR is a haunting tale, a literary tour de force, and an unforgettable read.

Marianne Wiggins (born 1947) is an American author. She is noted for the unusual 
characters and storylines in her novels. She has won the Whiting Writers' Award, an
NEA award and the Janet Heidinger Kafka Prize.
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Wiggins, Marianne. Separate Checks. New York. 1984. Random House. 1st Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394532554. 271 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 7271. 
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In Marianne Wiggins’ third novel, Ellery McQueen, a 
thirty-three-year-old actress who writes down experiences as a sort of therapy, is a 
patient at a private psychiatric hospital.

Marianne Wiggins (born 1947) is an American author. She is noted for the unusual 
characters and storylines in her novels. She has won the Whiting Writers' Award, an
NEA award and the Janet Heidinger Kafka Prize. Wiggins was born in Lancaster, 
Pennsylvania. Her family was of Greek and Scots ancestry. Her father, a farmer, 
preached in a conservative Christian church founded by her grandfather. She 
married at 17, just after graduating from Manheim Township High School and 
promptly gave birth to a daughter, Lara, whom she raised in Martha’s Vineyard. Lara
is now a professional photographer in Los Angeles. Wiggins lived in London for 16 
years and for brief stints in Paris, Brussels and Rome. She and Salman Rushdie 
wed in January 1988. On a book tour in the US, the couple learned on February 14,
1989 that Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini had ordered Rushdie killed for blasphemy in
the book THE SATANIC VERSES. As a result, Wiggins went into protective hiding in
Great Britain, along with Rushdie. In 1993, the two divorced. ‘I have lived a really 
interesting life,’ she told Pamela J. Johnson in July 2006. ‘I haven’t lived it so I can 
excavate material for my writing.’ She added, ‘I’m a novelist. I don’t have those 
muscles. It’s not about me. It’s about what I’ve imagined. It’s the universal voice that
I want to move forward. That’s my natural voice.’ She currently lives in Los Angeles,
California, where she has been in the English department of the University of 
Southern California since fall, 2005. Wiggins won a Whiting Writer's Award in 1989.
Ten authors annually win this award, currently $40,000, not for a specific work, but 
for exceptional talent and promise. She was a National Book Award Finalist in 2003 
for EVIDENCE OF THINGS UNSEEN.
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Wight, Howard. Success and Time Management. San Francisco. 1992. Wight 
Financial Concepts. Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0963350609. 120 
pages. paperback. Inventory # 39237. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Howard Wight helps you decide what's really important to
you in your life. He then proceeds to show you the ten key steps to achieving your 
goals.

Born in Baltimore, Maryland, Howard Wight graduated from the U.S. Naval Academy
in 1961. Following service in the Navy Supply Corps, which included a tour of duty 
with the Seabees in Vietnam, he joined Connecticut General in 1969 in San 
Francisco. While associated with a Palo Alto financial planning firm, Howard did 
seminars on stock options and financial planning for such prestigious companies as
Hewlett-Packard and Intel. He was an agent with Northwestern Mutual from 1973
-1990. In 1983, he started publishing the Wight Financial Concepts Newsletter, to 
which many of the top insurance and financial advisors in the country subscribe. 
Howard Wight conducts about 50 seminars annually in the United States, Canada, 
and Europe on selling, motivation, success, and time management. He was a 
featured speaker at the 1987, 1988, and 1991 Million Dollar Round Table annual 
meetings.
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Wilcock, Juan Rodolfo. The Temple of Iconoclasts. San Francisco. 2000. Mercury 
House. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 1562791192. Translated from
the Italian by Lawrence Venuti. 190 pages. paperback. Cover design by Kirsten 
Janese-Nelson. Cover art: 'The School of Athens,' (1510-1512) by Raphael (1483
-1520). Inventory # 40857. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Italian author Wilcock (1919-78) wrote many fascinating
works -- including poetry, short fiction, novels, literary criticism, drama in verse and 
prose, and cultural journalism -- but this outstanding translation is the first to appear 
in English. Using short, encyclopaedic/biographical entries, Wilcock profiles people
who are definitely iconoclasts. They tear down traditional beliefs and scientific 
notions on many different topics, from utopias to biology, offering a riveting array of 
ideas. Some real people with iconoclastic bents are included along with some 
bizarre fictional characters.

Born in Buenos Aires, Juan Rodolfo Wilcock (17 April 1919 - 16 March 1978) was 
was an Argentine writer, poet, critic and translator, and a member of the circle of 
innovative writers that included Jorge Luis Borges, Adolfo Bioy Casares, and Silvina
Ocampo. Later self-exiled in Rome, Wilcock became a leading Italian writer, 
publishing numerous books of poetry, drama, journalism, fiction, and translation. His
first known literary work and accomplishment came in 1940 under the title Libro de 
poemas y canciones (‘Book of Poems and Songs’) which earned the Martín Fierro, a
prize given by the Argentine Society of Writers (SADE). In 1945 Wilcock undertook 
the self-publication of two collections of poetry: Ensayos de poesía lírica and 
Persecución de las musas menores. The following year he would again obtain the 
award granted by the Argentine Society of Writers (SADE) for his Paseo 
Sentimental. Also in 1946, Wilcock published his Los hermosos días. At the time, 
General Juan Peron’s regime was suffocating intellectual life in Argentina; as World
War II was over in Europe, many chose to relocate to the newly liberated capitals of
the old world. In 1951 Wilcock left Argentina for the first time in a visit to Italy. He 
traveled in the company of Ocampo and Bioy Casares. By 1953 he was residing in 
London earning a living as a translator and a commentator for the BBC. After a short
return to Buenos Aires in 1954 he once again set sail for Italy where he would settle
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Wilcox, James. Guest of a Sinner. New York. 1993. Harper Collins. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0060168757. 278 pages. hardcover. Cover: Phil 
Huling. Inventory # 31817. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Everything had been going well for him, until the cats - 
and that rather mousy woman. True, at forty-two, Eric Thorsen may not have quite 
lived up to his promise as a pianist, but accompanying struggling dance troupes and
doing a bit of teaching kept him in practice. True, while he couldn't seem to commit 
himself to a relationship, any number of women, nonplussed by his astonishing good
looks, offered steady distraction. And true, if life in Manhattan had become the usual
series of confrontations with confusingly trendy restaurants and unintelligible 
immigrants, at least he had a ridiculously affordable apartment. But when his 
downstairs neighbor begins taking in stray cats - many stray cats - their pungent 
miasma drifting upward through a heating vent makes that apartment unbearable. 
Bad as they are, though, the felines only seem to be the catalyst for an entire series
of mishaps for Eric, including the unraveling of his sister's affair with a married 
lawyer, a surprise visit by his father that stretches on endlessly, and the growing 
awkwardness of trying to deal with his best friend, who's recently discovered he's 
gay. Most perplexing is Wanda, the rather plain woman who accosted him one 
Sunday after church and who now seems to be getting more entangled in his life, 
despite her affair with an ex-priest. While Elsie house-sits in a luxurious penthouse,
keeping careful watch over a veritable fleet of VCRs taping every show on television,
Eric reluctantly takes refuge in her more modest East Village apartment. The 
deferential and lonely Wanda turns out to be more of a challenge to Eric than he 
could ever have anticipated, and their unlikely courtship not only brings them 
unexpected pleasure but also offers redemption to their circle of hapless friends.

James Wilcox (born April 4, 1949 in Hammond, Louisiana) is an American novelist 
and a professor at LSU in Baton Rouge. Wilcox is the author of eight comic novels 
set in, or featuring characters from, the fictional town of Tula Springs, Louisiana. 
Wilcox's first book MODERN BAPTISTS (1983) remains his best known work.
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Wilcox, James. Modern Baptists. New York. 1983. Dial Press. 1st American Printing.
Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0385278683. 241 pages. hardcover. Jacket
design by Holly McNeely. Inventory # 7274. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The novel that has inspired such ardent allegiance is the
story of Mr. Bobby Pickens, of Tula Springs, Louisiana, who gets a new lease on life
—and comes almost to regret it. A gently yet madcap comedy, filled with farce and 
true feeling, MODERN BAPTIST is a novel that offers its readers the gift of abundant
laughter.

James Wilcox (b. April 4, 1949 in Hammond, Louisiana) is an American novelist and
a professor at LSU in Baton Rouge. Wilcox is the author of eight comic novels set in,
or featuring characters from, the fictional town of Tula Springs, Louisiana. Wilcox's 
first book MODERN BAPTISTS (1983) remains his best known work. His other 
novels are NORTH GLADIOLA (1985), MISS UNDINE'S LIVING ROOM (1987), 
SORT OF RICH (1989), POLITE SEX (1991), GUEST OF A SINNER (1993), PLAIN
AND NORMAL (1998), HEAVENLY DAYS (2003), and HUNK CITY (2007). Wilcox 
is also the author of three short stories that were published in The New Yorker 
between 1981 and 1986, three of only four short stories that the author has 
published. He has written book reviews for The New York Times and The Los 
Angeles Times, and two pieces for ELLE. He was the subject of an article by James
B. Stewart in The New Yorker's 1994 summer fiction issue; entitled ‘Moby Dick in 
Manhattan’, it detailed his struggle to survive as a writer devoted purely to literary 
fiction. Wilcox, a recipient of a Guggenheim Fellowship in 1986, has held the Robert
Penn Warren Professorship at Louisiana State University since September 2004. He
is also the director of the university's creative writing program.
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Wilcox, James. Modern Baptists. New York. 1983. Dial Press. Later Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0385278683. 241 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Holly 
McNeely. Inventory # 34061. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The novel that has inspired such ardent allegiance is the
story of Mr. Bobby Pickens, of Tula Springs, Louisiana, who gets a new lease on life
—and comes almost to regret it. A gently yet madcap comedy, filled with farce and 
true feeling, MODERN BAPTIST is a novel that offers its readers the gift of abundant
laughter.

James Wilcox (b. April 4, 1949 in Hammond, Louisiana) is an American novelist and
a professor at LSU in Baton Rouge. Wilcox is the author of eight comic novels set in,
or featuring characters from, the fictional town of Tula Springs, Louisiana. Wilcox's 
first book MODERN BAPTISTS (1983) remains his best known work. His other 
novels are NORTH GLADIOLA (1985), MISS UNDINE'S LIVING ROOM (1987), 
SORT OF RICH (1989), POLITE SEX (1991), GUEST OF A SINNER (1993), PLAIN
AND NORMAL (1998), HEAVENLY DAYS (2003), and HUNK CITY (2007). Wilcox 
is also the author of three short stories that were published in The New Yorker 
between 1981 and 1986, three of only four short stories that the author has 
published. He has written book reviews for The New York Times and The Los 
Angeles Times, and two pieces for ELLE. He was the subject of an article by James
B. Stewart in The New Yorker's 1994 summer fiction issue; entitled ‘Moby Dick in 
Manhattan’, it detailed his struggle to survive as a writer devoted purely to literary 
fiction. Wilcox, a recipient of a Guggenheim Fellowship in 1986, has held the Robert
Penn Warren Professorship at Louisiana State University since September 2004. He
is also the director of the university's creative writing program.
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Wilcox, James. North Gladiola. New York. 1985. Harper & Row. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0060154411. 264 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Fred Marcellino. Inventory # 7275. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ethyl Mae Coco's rambling Victorian home on North 
Gladiola-the Main Street of Tula Springs, Louisiana-is the only residence left at the 
business end of town, but it's a hotbed for chaotic comedy. Mrs. Coco, aged fifty-
seven and feeling somewhat left behind herself, directs her considerable energy into
keeping those around her in line-her remote, obsessively bargain-hunting husband;
members of the Pro Arts Quartet chamber music group, which Ethyl Mae aspires to 
turn into an accomplished cultural jewel; her six unruly grown children, none of 
whom keeps the Catholic faith to their staunch convert mother's satisfaction; and the
other assorted, eccentric, and endearing people of Tula Springs. Nothing is simple-
or quite as gossip portrays it-in Tula Springs, but after all upheavals and sunders 
pass, this wired family and community remain strongly connected.

James Wilcox (born April 4, 1949 in Hammond, Louisiana) is an American novelist 
and a professor at LSU in Baton Rouge. Wilcox is the author of eight comic novels 
set in, or featuring characters from, the fictional town of Tula Springs, Louisiana. 
Wilcox's first book MODERN BAPTISTS (1983) remains his best known work. His 
other novels are NORTH GLADIOLA (1985), MISS UNDINE'S LIVING ROOM 
(1987), SORT OF RICH (1989), POLITE SEX (1991), GUEST OF A SINNER (1993),
PLAIN AND NORMAL (1998), HEAVENLY DAYS (2003), and HUNK CITY (2007).
Wilcox is also the author of three short stories that were published in The New 
Yorker between 1981 and 1986, three of only four short stories that the author has 
published. He has written book reviews for The New York Times and The Los 
Angeles Times, and two pieces for ELLE. He was the subject of an article by James
B. Stewart in The New Yorker's 1994 summer fiction issue; entitled ‘Moby Dick in 
Manhattan’, it detailed his struggle to survive as a writer devoted purely to literary 
fiction. Wilcox, a recipient of a Guggenheim Fellowship in 1986, has held the Robert
Penn Warren Professorship at Louisiana State University since September 2004. He
is also the director of the university's creative writing program.
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Wilde, Oscar. The Picture of Dorian Gray. New York. 1962. Signet/New American 
Library. Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers. With
a Foreword by Gerald Wearies. 304 pages. paperback. CE1439. Inventory # 24077.
$6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Includes - THE PICTURE OF DORIAN GRAY, LORD 
ARTHUR SAVILE'S CRIME, THE HAPPY PRINCE, THE BIRTHDAY OF THE 
INFANTA. THE PICTURE OF DORIAN GRAY is Oscar Wilde's novel of a youth 
whose features, year after year, retain the same youthful appearance of innocent 
beauty, while the shame of his hideous vices become mirrored, year after year, on 
the features of his portrait. Tempted by the cynical Lord Henry Wotton, the angelic-
faced Dorian Gray enters into a life of gradual dissipation. Soon student surpasses
master. Dorian's power for evil leads him into acts of debauchery, degradation, and 
finally murder, before the diabolic secret he shares with his portrait is dramatically 
revealed. Published in 1891, THE PICTURE OF DORIAN GRAY was attacked by 
many as a piece of hedonism, praised by others as a penetrating commentary on 
life. It reflects the rebellious philosophy of the Esthetic Movement and epitomizes 
Wilde's literary revolt against the` propriety and pious sentimentality of the Victorian
Era. Included in this Signet Classic are three of Oscar Wilde's short stories - the 
witty and sophisticated LORD ARTHUR SAVILE'S CRIME, and two charming fairy 
tales, THE HAPPY PRINCE and THE BIRTHDAY OF THE INFANTA.

Oscar Wilde was born in Dublin in 1854. He graduated from Oxford University in 
1878 with a reputation as a brilliant scholar and quickly dazzled London society with
his wit and his flamboyant dress.
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Wilde, Oscar. The Picture of Dorian Gray. Middlesex. 1957. Penguin Books. 
Reprinted Paperback Edition. Previous Owner's Name Penned On Both Front Cover
& Front Free Endpaper,Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. 248 pages. paperback. 
616. Inventory # 34582. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Oscar Wilde's story of a fashionable young man who 
sells his soul for eternal youth and beauty is one of his most popular works. Written 
in Wilde's characteristically dazzling manner, full of stinging epigrams and shrewd 
observations, the tale of Dorian Gray's moral disintegration caused something of a 
scandal when it first appeared in 1890. Wilde was attacked for his decadence and 
corrupting influence, and a few years later the book and the aesthetic/moral dilemma
it presented became issues in the trials occasioned by Wilde's homosexual liaisons,
trials that resulted in his imprisonment. Of the book's value as autobiography, Wilde
noted in a letter, ‘Basil Hallward is what I think I am: Lord Henry what the world 
thinks me: Dorian what I would like to be--in other ages, perhaps.’

Oscar Wilde was born in Dublin in 1854. He graduated from Oxford University in 
1878 with a reputation as a brilliant scholar and quickly dazzled London society with
his wit and his flamboyant dress. His first literary successes came in the 1880s with
his lecture tour of America and the publication of his fairy tales. These were followed
by five highly polished plays and The Picture of Dorian Gray, all completed during 
the first half of the 1890s. After losing a slander suit over accusations of his 
homosexual behavior, Wilde was prosecuted and spent two years in prison. 
Following his release in 1897, estranged from his wife and children, Wilde moved to
Paris, where he died in 1900.
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Wilen, Joan and Wilen, Lydia. Garlic: Nature's Super Healer. Englewood Cliffs. 
1997. Prentice Hall Press. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0135228972. 288 pages. paperback. Inventory # 40680. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This monograph argues that garlic can be used to treat a
variety of illnesses such as hypertension, sore throats and yeast infections. It 
examines the 'healing powers' of garlic and its use in recipes and remedies. Case 
histories are included.

The Wilen sisters have been using home remedies all their lives, and for the last 
quarter century, they’ve been researching and writing about them as well.
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Wilentz, Amy. The Rainy Season: Haiti Since Duvalier. New York. 1989. Simon & 
Schuster. 1st Printing. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket Wioth Some Tears. 
0671641867. 427 pages. hardcover. Jacket photo by Maggie Steber. Inventory # 
30262. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Through a series of personal journeys, each interwoven
with scenes from Haiti’s extraordinary past, Amy Wilentz, a brilliant young writer/ 
reporter, brings to life this turbulent and fascinating country.

Amy Wilentz is an American journalist and writer. She is a Professor of English at 
the University of California, Irvine, where she teaches in the Literary Journalism 
program. Wilentz was Jerusalem correspondent for The New Yorker, and is a 
contributing editor at The Nation.
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Wiley, Richard. Soldiers in Hiding. Boston. 1986. Atlantic Monthly Press. 1st Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0871130467. Winner Of P. E. N Faulkner Award. 199 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Wendell Minor. Inventory # 8391. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This remarkable novel is not only an imaginative work of
the very highest order but a cross-cultural tour de force of extraordinary daring and 
vision. It begins in Tokyo in 1941, when Teddy Maki and Jimmy Yamamoto, two 
young Japanese-American jazz musicians, are stranded in Japan after the bombing
of Pearl Harbor, drafted into the Japanese army and sent to the Philippines, the 
scene of bloody conflict with guerrillas and American troops. Rather than act as true
soldiers, the two young men attempt to disengage themselves from the savagery of
a war in which they are unable to choose sides. But such innocence is impossible to
maintain. Thirty years later, Teddy Maki, by then a star of Japanese television, is still
haunted by Jimmy’s death and his own failure to disobey the order of his 
commanding officer to shoot an American prisoner. The guilt that poisons his 
relationship with his wife and son and with the country in which he has chosen to live
as a perpetual outsider speaks to the moral issues raised by all wars—from 
Auschwitz to My Lai.

Richard Wiley is an American novelist and short story writer whose first novel, 
Soldiers in Hiding won the 1987 PEN/Faulkner Award for Fiction. He has published 
five other novels and a number of short stories.
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Wilford, John Noble. Mars Beckons: The Mysteries, the Challenges, the 
Expectations of Our Next Great Adventure in Space. New York. 1990. Knopf. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394583590. 245 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
photographs: Jet Propulsion Laboratory. Jacket design by Marge Anderson. 
Inventory # 14438. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Pulitzer Prize-winning science writer John Noble Wilford 
traverses the vast physical and cognitive distances between earth and Mars, offering
an informed vision of the future of Martian exploration. MARS BECKONS is a 
fascinating synthesis of myth, history, politics, and high technology, written with the
momentum of a grand adventure story.

John Noble Wilford (born October 4, 1933) is an author and science journalist for 
The New York Times. Wilford was born October 4, 1933, in Murray, Kentucky, and 
attended Grove High School across the border in nearby Paris, Tennessee. After 
graduating from high school, he attended Lambuth College for a year before 
transferring to University of Tennessee in the fall of 1952. He received a B.S. in 
journalism from UT in 1955 and an M.A. in political science from Syracuse University
in 1956. After completing his master's degree, Wilford spent two years with the U.S.
Army Counterintelligence Corps in West Germany. Wilford's professional career 
began at The Commercial Appeal in Memphis, Tennessee, where he was a summer
reporter in 1954 and 1955. He briefly served as a general assignment reporter at 
The Wall Street Journal in 1956. Following his military service, he was a medical 
reporter at the Journal from 1959 to 1961. In 1962, he held an Advanced 
International Reporting Fellowship at the Columbia University Graduate School of 
Journalism. That year, he also joined Time as a contributing editor specializing in 
science before moving in 1965 to The New York Times to be a science reporter 
(1965-1973) and science correspondent (1979-2008). While at the NYT he also 
worked as assistant national news editor (1973–1975) and director of science news
(1975–1979). In 1969, he wrote the newspaper's front-page article about the Apollo
11 landing. His was the only byline on the front page, beneath the headline "Men 
Walk On Moon" and under the subheading "A Powdery Surface is Closely 
Explored."
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Wilhelm, Richard (translator). The I Ching or the Book of Changes. Princeton. 1997.
Princeton University Press. Reprinted Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn 
Dustjacket With A Few Small Tears. 069109750x. Translated by Richard Wilhelm. 
Rendered Into English by Cary F. Baynes. Foreword by C. G. Jung. Preface To The
3rd Edition by Hellmut Wilhelm. Bollingen Series XIX. 740 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 36822. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The I CHING, or BOOK OF CHANGES, a common 
source for both Confucianist and Taoist philosophy, is one of the first efforts of the 
human mind to place itself within the universe. It has exerted a living influence in 
China for 3,000 years, and interest in it has been rapidly spreading in the West.

Richard Wilhelm (10 May 1873 – 2 March 1930) was a German sinologist, 
theologian, and missionary. He lived in China for 25 years, became fluent in spoken
and written Chinese, and grew to love and admire the Chinese people. He is best 
remembered for his translations of philosophical works from Chinese into German 
that in turn have been translated into other major languages of the world, including 
English. His translation of the I Ching is still regarded as one of the finest, as is his 
translation of The Secret of the Golden Flower; both were provided with 
introductions by the Swiss psychiatrist Carl Jung, who was a personal friend. His 
son Hellmut Wilhelm was also a sinologist, and was professor of Chinese at the 
University of Washington.
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Wilkins, Kirby. King Season. New York. 1985. Arbor House. 1st Edition. Very Good 
in Dustjacket. 0877957142. 210 pages. hardcover. Inscribed by the Author. 
Inventory # 16309. $8.75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A novel of crab fishers in Alaska. The formidable dangers
of an Alaskan King Crab fishing expedition take on the significance of uniquely 
personal challenges for Cliff Hawkins, Cody Hayes, and Lee Redfield

Kirby Wilkins, a graduate of Stanford and San Francisco State creative writing 
programs, is the author of a book of short stories, Vanishing, and two novels, King 
Season and Quantum Web. He taught English and fiction writing at Cabrillo College
in Aptos, California, for over 30 years. He has also led writing workshops at the 
Foothill Writers' Conference and the Surprise Valley Writers' Conference. Since the
birth of his son, Jake, in 1992, his writing has moved in unexpected directions. Every
day his son reveals more about life and love, and this, it turns out, is the only reason
left for him to write.
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Wilkins, Roger. Jefferson's Pillow: The Founding Fathers and the Dilemma of Black
Patriotism. Boston. 2001. Houghton Mifflin. Later Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket.
0807009563. 163 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Sara Eisenman. Jacket art: 
Detail of ‘Battle of Bunker Hill’ by Trumbull. Inventory # 30360. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An outspoken participant in the civil rights movement, 
Roger Wilkins served as Assistant Attorney General during the Johnson 
administration. In 1972 he was awarded the Pulitzer Prize along with Bernstein and
Herblock for his coverage of Watergate. Yet this black man, who has served the 
United States so well, feels at times an unwelcome guest here. In JEFFERSON'S 
PILLOW, Wilkins returns to America's beginnings and the founding fathers who 
preached and fought for freedom, even though they owned other human beings and
legally denied them their humanity. He asserts that the mythic accounts of the 
American Revolution have ignored slavery and oversimplified history until the 
heroes, be they the founders or the slaves in their service, are denied any human 
complexity. Wilkins offers a thoughtful analysis of this fundamental paradox through
his exploration of the lives of George Washington, George Mason, James Madison,
and of course Thomas Jefferson. He discusses how class, education, and 
personality allowed for the institution of slavery, unravels how we as Americans tell 
different sides of that story, and explores the confounding ability of that narrative to 
limit who we are and who we can become.

Roger Wilkins (January 29, 1932 – March 26, 2017) was an African-American civil 
rights leader, professor of history, and journalist. Wilkins worked as a welfare lawyer
in Ohio before becoming an Assistant Attorney General in President Lyndon B. 
Johnson's administration at age 33, one of the highest-ranking blacks ever to serve 
in the executive branch up to that time. Leaving government in 1969 at the end of 
the Johnson administration, he worked briefly for the Ford Foundation before joining
the editorial staff of The Washington Post. Along with Carl Bernstein, Herbert Block,
and Bob Woodward, Wilkins earned a Pulitzer Prize in 1973 for exposing the 
Watergate scandal that eventually forced President Richard Nixon's resignation from
office.
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Wilkinson, Alec. Big Sugar: Seasons in the Cane Fields of Florida. New York. 1989.
Knopf. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394573129. 264 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Barbara de Wilde. Inventory # 12803. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1942, the U.S. Sugar Corporation was indicted for 
enslaving the black American cane-cutters working their Florida plantations. In what
PW judged a ‘graphic’ and ‘forceful’ presentation, New Yorker writer Wilkinson 
reveals that the growers, protected by the sugar lobby, sugar import quotas and 
government foreign workers’ programs, still treat 10,000 West Indian, mainly 
Jamaican, cutters like slaves. - PUBLISHERS WEEKLY.

Alec Wilkinson is a writer who has been on the staff of The New Yorker since 1980.
He is the author of ten books: His most recent book is The Ice Balloon, the account
of the Swedish visionary aeronaut S.A. Andree's attempt, in 1897, to discover the 
North Pole by flying to it in a hydrogen balloon.
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Wilkinson, Brenda Scott. Definitely Cool. New York. 1993. Scholastic. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0590461869. 167 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
40684. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Roxanne desperately wants to be part of the 'cool' crowd
at her new school. But Roxanne feels pressured to keep up with this flashy crowd. 
And when they watn her to break the rules, Roxanne knows she must figure out 
what's really cool. A truly contemporary novel that realistically portrays a young girl's
growing up.

Brenda Wilkinson: Brenda Wilkinson was born in 1946 in Moultrie, Georgia. Her 
works have been awarded the New York Times Book Review Outstanding 
Children’s Book of the Year and an ALA Best Book for Young Adults, and she has 
been both a nominee for the National Book Award and the Georgia Writers Hall of 
Fame.
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Wilkinson, Charles F. The Eagle Bird: Mapping a New West. New York. 1992. 
Pantheon Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 
0679408959. 203 pages. hardcover. Jacket painting by Richard 
Diebenkorn-'Cityscape 1'. Inventory # 28552. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With a rare combination of moral passion and intellectual
rigor, an expert on the law of the American West examines the issues that have 
turned the region into a battleground for developers and conservationists, loggers 
and Earth Firsters, Native Americans activists and sagebrush rebels.

Charles Wilkinson is Moses Lasky Professor of Law at the University of Colorado, 
Boulder. He is the author of Fire on the Plateau: Conflict and Endurance in the 
American Southwest and numerous other books, including standard texts on Indian
and Federal public land law.
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Wilkinson, Charles. Fire On the Plateau: Conflict and Endurance in the American 
Southwest. Washington DC/Covelo. 1999. Island Press/Shearwater Books. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1559636475. 402 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
27065. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Colorado Plateau, stretching across four states and
covering nearly 80 million acres, is one of the most unique and spectacular 
landscapes in the world. Remote, rugged, and dry -- at once forlorn and glorious -- it
is a separate place, a place with its own distinctive landscape, history, and future.In
Fire on the Plateau, legal scholar and writer Charles Wilkinson relates the powerful 
story of how, over the past thirty years, he has been drawn ever more deeply into 
the redrock country and Indian societies of the Colorado Plateau. His work in the 
early 1970s as staff attorney for the newly formed Native American Rights Fund 
brought him into close contact with Navajo and Hopi people. His growing friendships
with American Indians and increasing understanding of their cultures, along with his 
longstanding scholarship and experiences on federal public lands, led him to delve 
into the complicated history of the region.Wilkinson examines that history -- the 
sometimes violent conflicts between indigenous populations and more recent 
settlers, the political machinations by industry and the legal establishment, the 
contentious disputes over resources and land use -- and provides a compelling look
at the epic events that have shaped the region. From centuries of habitation by 
native peoples to Mormon settlement, from the Big Build-Up of the post-World War II
era to the increased environmental awareness of recent years, he explores the 
conquests of tribes and lands that have taken place, and the ways in which both 
have endured. Throughout, Wilkinson uses his own personal experiences as a 
lawyer working with Indian people and his heartfelt insights about a land that he 
grew to love to tie together the threads of the story.

Charles Wilkinson is Moses Lasky Professor of Law at the University of Colorado, 
Boulder. He is the author of Fire on the Plateau: Conflict and Endurance in the 
American Southwest and numerous other books, including standard texts on Indian
and Federal public land law.
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Wilkinson, John. Ghost Nets. Richmond. 2016. Omnidawn Publishing. Advance 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430267. 104 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 42855. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ghost Nets is the first US collection by John Wilkinson. 
Ranging from brief lyrics to elaborately-structured long poems, the collection 
displays the intense musicality, syntactical intricacy and affective power 
characteristic of his poetry. But the political, social and economic crises of the period
in the US shape Wilkinson’s writing in new ways, more vulnerable and more 
evidently responsive to others’ vulnerability.

JOHN WILKINSON is a British poet who has had two distinct careers, in mental 
health services in the UK as a nurse, social worker, and policy maker, and 
subsequently as a university teacher in the US where he now chairs Creative Writing
and Poetics at the University of Chicago. In historical, critical and reference works, 
John Wilkinson’s writing has come to be treated as a major force in recent British 
poetry.
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Wilkinson, John. Ghost Nets. Richmond. 2016. Omnidawn Publishing. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430267. 104 pages. paperback. Inventory
# 42982. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ghost Nets is the first US collection by John Wilkinson. 
Ranging from brief lyrics to elaborately-structured long poems, the collection 
displays the intense musicality, syntactical intricacy and affective power 
characteristic of his poetry. But the political, social and economic crises of the period
in the US shape Wilkinson’s writing in new ways, more vulnerable and more 
evidently responsive to others’ vulnerability.

JOHN WILKINSON is a British poet who has had two distinct careers, in mental 
health services in the UK as a nurse, social worker, and policy maker, and 
subsequently as a university teacher in the US where he now chairs Creative Writing
and Poetics at the University of Chicago. In historical, critical and reference works, 
John Wilkinson’s writing has come to be treated as a major force in recent British 
poetry.
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Wilkoff, Will. Is My Child Overtired? the Sleep Solution for Raising Happier, Healthier
Children. New York. Fireside. 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0684869160. 221
pages. Paperback. Inventory # 41013. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From crankiness and the 'terrible twos' to recurrent ear 
infections and headaches that young children often experience, to the listlesness 
and low academic performance of teenagers, many childhood problems can be 
traced to a simple but often overlooked cause: the lack of sleep. This handbook, for
parents, explains how to recognize the signs of fatigue in a child, determine how 
much sleep a child really needs and establish a routine that satisfies a child's needs
at every age and stage of development. This guide identifies key contributing factors
to a child's tiredness - television; too many extra-curricular activities; a parent's 
schedule; and even the electric lighting in the home. It offers remedies such as extra
sleep or setting a weekday and weekend bedtime schedule.

Will Wilkoff, M.D., has "cured" hundreds of children by prescribing better sleep 
habits. A pediatrician for twenty-five years and the author of Coping with a Picky 
Eater (Fireside, 1998), Dr. Wilkoff lives and practices in Brunswick, Maine.
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Willard, Nancy. East of the Sun & West of the Moon. San Diego. 1989. Harcourt 
Brace Jovanovich. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0152247505. 
Illustrated by Barry Mosher. 64 pages. hardcover. Signed by Barry Mosher. Jacket 
illustration By Barry Mosher. Inventory # 13902. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A girl travels east of the sun and west of the moon to free
her beloved prince from a magic spell.

Nancy Willard (June 26, 1936 – February 19, 2017) was an American writer: 
novelist, poet, author and occasional illustrator of children's books. She won the 
1982 Newbery Medal for A Visit to William Blake's Inn. Willard was born in Ann 
Arbor, Michigan, where she later received the B.A. and Ph.D. from the University of
Michigan and won five Hopwood Awards for creative writing. She also studied at 
Stanford University, where she received her M.A. Willard moved to Poughkeepsie, 
New York in 1964 and married Eric Lindbloom. In 1965 she became first a professor
at Vassar College and later a lecturer, giving up her tenure to focus on writing. She 
retired from Vassar in 2013. All three volumes of Anatole stories were published by
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich with illustrations by David McPhail. A collected reissue 
will be published by New York Review Books’ YA imprint NYRB Kids in November 
2018. A Visit to William Blake's Inn, illustrated by Alice and Martin Provensen, was 
published by Harcourt Brace in 1981. The text is a collection of poems with prose 
introduction and epilogue, all by Willard.[a] It features a child's overnight stay at 
"William Blake's Inn", inhabited by Blake and several wonderful creatures. Willard 
won the Newbery Medal for the work and the Provensens were one runner-up for 
the Caldecott Medal. The two annual awards by professional children's librarians 
recognize the year's "most distinguished contribution to American children's 
literature" and "most distinguished American picture book for children". The first two
books of the Anatole trilogy were named to the Lewis Carroll Shelf Award list in 1977
and 1979. The University of Wisconsin–Madison School of Education from 1958 to 
1979 annually named several "all time" books that belong on the same shelf as 
Carroll's Alice in Wonderland.
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Willard, Steve. Harm. Berkeley. 2007. University of California Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520249837. New California Poetry, 19. 77 
pages. paperback. Inventory # 36410. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This debut volume establishes Steve Willard as a true 
original, an artist whose kinetic sense of wordplay is deft, smart, and unfailingly 
provocative. Intended to be read in repeated passes, these poems are Cubist in feel,
multifaceted in syntax, and brilliant in coloration. By turns disjunctive, narrative, 
plaintive, and disruptive, Harm. makes use of a wide formal range in reaching 
toward its ambition, which is nothing short of reclaiming lost human potentiality from
current norms. Syntax flexes and the world is refigured, observed as if through a 
different camera’s open aperture, drawing the reader to a new and transformative 
interior landscape.

Steve Willard’s work has been published in Colorado Review, Volt, Boston Review,
Denver Quarterly, and 1913 — A Journal of Forms.
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Willeford, Charles & Others. The Outcast Poets. Yonkers. 1947. Alicat Bookshop 
Press. Chapbook #8. Very Good in Envelope Casing That Show Some Wear & 
Sports A Slit At The Bottom. Other Poets Featured Are - P. K. Thomajan, Miriam 
Allan Deford, Robert Anthony, & F. H. Kaler. paperback. Inventory # 28016. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE OUTCAST POETS (1947) was Charles Willeford’s 
first publication, appearing under the imprint of Alicat Bookshop Press, out of 
Yonkers, New York. THE OUTCAST POETS was Number 8 in the Outcast Series of
Chapbooks, printed on loose pages and gathered in a large decorated envelope. 
The collection consisted of five poems by Willeford, in addition to poems by P. K. 
Thomajan, Robert Anthony, Miriam Allen deFord and F. H. Kaler. The Alicat Book 
Shop Press was created and run by Oscar Baradinsky, later known as Oscar Baron.
Oscar Baradinsky opened his bookstore in 1936 and began publishing the Outcast 
Series of chapbooks in 1945, starting with Henry Millers OBSCENITY AND THE 
LAW OF REFLECTION. He released further booklets by Anais Nin, Djuna Barnes 
and others. In all he released eighteen titles, with print runs between five hundred 
and a thousand copies. These booklets are very attractive, each one different in size
and format, color and paper stock. The ‘Outcast’ Series of chapbooks was a venture
in avant-garde, limited edition publishing that reflected Baradinsky's liberal 
inclinations and his true love of contemporary letters. Each of the chapbooks was 
priced at one dollar each and Baradinsky stopped producing the books in 1950 
when cost increases would have forced him to raise the price. He refused to charge
more, preferring to end the series. Baron's list included poetry, short fiction, and 
critical forays into painting, film-making, music, literature, and philosophy.

Charles Ray Willeford III (January 2, 1919 – March 27, 1988) was an American 
writer. An author of fiction, poetry, autobiography, and literary criticism, Willeford is 
best known for his series of novels featuring hardboiled detective Hoke Moseley. 
The first Hoke Moseley book, MIAMI BLUES (1984), is considered one of its era's 
most influential works of crime fiction. Film adaptations have been made of three of
Willeford's novels: COCKFIGHTER, MIAMI BLUES, and THE WOMAN CHASER.
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Willeford, Charles. New Hope For the Dead. New York. 1985. St Martin's Press. 1st
Printing. Small Bump On Front Endpaper, Otherwise Very Good in Slightly Worn & 
Faded Dustjacket With Some Small Tears. 0312567618. 244 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket art by Walter Harp0312567618. Inventory # 26052. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Charles Willeford won remarkable acclaim for MIAMI 
BLUES, his thriller about Sergeant Hoke Moseley's war with a ‘blithe psychopath’ 
who turned Miami upside down. Now Hoke is back, impeded in his pursuit of a new
Miami killer by orders to take on the ‘cold case’ files - seemingly insoluble crimes 
that are keeping his boss from a promotion. Then, on Hoke's doorstep: a surprise 
from his ex-wife to complicate his affairs. From Hoke's Cuban partner, Ellita 
Sanchez: tearful news that puts his diplomatic skills to the test. From the sensuous 
young stepmother of the boy whose death Hoke is investigating: a surprising offer 
that Hoke accepts at his peril, then turns to unexpected advantage. Syncopated by
Charles Willeford's unpredictable dark humor, pulsing with street talk and street 
violence, New Hope for the Dead is a stunner by a unique talent whom The New 
Yorker calls ‘extraordinarily winning.’

Charles Ray Willeford III (January 2, 1919 – March 27, 1988) was an American 
writer. An author of fiction, poetry, autobiography, and literary criticism, Willeford is 
best known for his series of novels featuring hardboiled detective Hoke Moseley. 
The first Hoke Moseley book, MIAMI BLUES (1984), is considered one of its era's 
most influential works of crime fiction. Film adaptations have been made of three of
Willeford's novels: COCKFIGHTER, MIAMI BLUES, and THE WOMAN CHASER.keywords
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Willeford, Charles. Sideswipe. New York. 1987. St Martin's Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0312001886. 293 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Walter Harper. Inventory # 22441. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Hoke Moseley, the leisure-suited Miami homicide 
detective introduced in MIAMI BLUES and NEW HOPE FOR THE DEAD, finally 
shows the world around him what a real ‘burned out’ cop does - he stops working, 
stops talking, stops thinking. and sits unseeing in his chair with a complete crime-
induced breakdown of the highest order. In another part of the state: Career criminal
Troy Louden - amoral, alias many other names, and reminiscent of certain reptiles -
has arrived to upset the balance of nature on the city streets of south Florida. 
SIDESWIPE, like its predecessors, is distinguished by Hoke Moseley's utterly 
original way of doing business on his beat, and by a blithe and pitiless killer as 
fascinating as any antagonist in police fiction. Here two sets of lives that should have
absolutely nothing to do with each other collide in a spectacular and violent 
supermarket robbery that shouldn't have happened, but did. Syncopated by Charles
Willeford's unpredictable dark humor, pulsating with street talk and street violence, 
SIDESWIPE careens through a multiethnic, tropical antiparadise that is, writes the 
Miami Herald, ‘neither the Oz/ Miami of the travel posters nor the Inferno/ Miami of 
the media, but a full-color map of a place where some people actually live.’ 
Entertaining, gruesome, surprising, convincing - this impressive novel is everything 
to be hoped of a new addition to the popular Hoke Moseley crime canon. CHARLES
W1LLEFORD is the author of MIAMI BLUES, NEW HOPE FOR THE DEAD, and ten
other novels, including THE BURNT ORANGE HERESY and COCKFIGHTER.

Charles Ray Willeford III (January 2, 1919 – March 27, 1988) was an American 
writer. An author of fiction, poetry, autobiography, and literary criticism, Willeford is 
best known for his series of novels featuring hardboiled detective Hoke Moseley. 
The first Hoke Moseley book, MIAMI BLUES (1984), is considered one of its era's 
most influential works of crime fiction. Film adaptations have been made of three of
Willeford's novels: COCKFIGHTER, MIAMI BLUES, and THE WOMAN CHASER.
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Willeford, Charles. The Machine in Ward Eleven. New York. 1963. Belmont. 1st 
Printing. A Few Stain Marks On The Top Corner Some Of The First 34 Pages, 
Otherwise Good in Wrappers. Paperback Original. 141 pages. paperback. 90-286. 
Inventory # 22626. $42.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘I tied his body to the treatment table and stuffed his 
mouth with wadded paper towels. Dr. Fellerman’s big brown eyes were expressive 
indeed, particularly when my fingers adjusted the elastic hairless over his head and
centered the shiny electrodes to his temples. A sample, impersonal, uncomplicated
machine. I plugged the long card into the wall outlet, turned the two plastic knobs as
far to the right as they would go and left them there. .’ For some time now, Charles
Wiileford’s writing has been emanating from the deep South like a series of electric 
shocks. Millions of readers around the world delight over each new item, whether a 
feature in Playboy or one of his rare novels. He is ranked as an author of distinction 
in the Burnett-Foley Best Short Stories of 1962. For his fans, and for readers with 
the enviable thrill of discovering Willeford still ahead of them, the publishers 
commissioned THE MACHINE IN WARD ELEVEN as a paperback original. The 
manuscript - even before it went to press - had begun to scare the wits out of 
readers, and is already being talked about as Willeford’s best.

Charles Ray Willeford III (January 2, 1919 – March 27, 1988) was an American 
writer. An author of fiction, poetry, autobiography, and literary criticism, Willeford is 
best known for his series of novels featuring hardboiled detective Hoke Moseley. 
The first Hoke Moseley book, MIAMI BLUES (1984), is considered one of its era's 
most influential works of crime fiction. Film adaptations have been made of three of
Willeford's novels: COCKFIGHTER, MIAMI BLUES, and THE WOMAN CHASER.
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Willeford, Charles. The Way We Die Now. New York. 1988. Random House. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394565258. 247 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by George Corsillo. Inventory # 23630. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Hoke Moseley was really getting into the ‘cold cases’ 
he'd been assigned - and then Commander Bill Henderson dropped into Hoke's 
office and told him to let his beard grow for a couple of days. Henderson couldn’t say
why, only that Major Willie Brownley, the division chief, had something up his sleeve.
Hoke went back to puzzling out what an electronic garage door opener might have 
to do with a three-year-old murder. But the major's request nagged at him. What was
secret? And on top of that, when he got home he discovered that the man who just 
bought the house across the street was a fellow he had put away for murder - and 
there he was, out on parole, sitting on his lawn staring at Hoke's house. Hoke soon 
found out what the beard was for - at least as much as the major wanted to tell him.
At a ramshackle crossroads south of Miami, Hoke was stripped of all identification -
money, wallet, gun and even his false teeth - and sent south to the migrant farms 
where rumors of slavery and murder had become impossible to ignore. From this 
point on, the bizarre and brutal story Charles Willeford unfolds will literally blow away
any reader lucky enough to pick up THE WAY WE DIE NOW. As KIRKUS said of an
earlier Willeford book, ‘A nasty crime comedy that's full of casual violence, 
outrageous coincidence and hilariously rude dialog. Willeford has a marvelously 
deadpan way with losers on both sides of the law.’

Charles Ray Willeford III (January 2, 1919 – March 27, 1988) was an American 
writer. An author of fiction, poetry, autobiography, and literary criticism, Willeford is 
best known for his series of novels featuring hardboiled detective Hoke Moseley. 
The first Hoke Moseley book, MIAMI BLUES (1984), is considered one of its era's 
most influential works of crime fiction. Film adaptations have been made of three of
Willeford's novels: COCKFIGHTER, MIAMI BLUES, and THE WOMAN CHASER.
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Willeford, Charles. The Way We Die Now. New York. 1988. Random House. 1st 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket.Remainder Mark. 0394565258. 247 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by George Corsillo. Inventory # 22448. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Hoke Moseley was really getting into the ‘cold cases’ 
he'd been assigned - and then Commander Bill Henderson dropped into Hoke's 
office and told him to let his beard grow for a couple of days. Henderson couldn’t say
why, only that Major Willie Brownley, the division chief, had something up his sleeve.
Hoke went back to puzzling out what an electronic garage door opener might have 
to do with a three-year-old murder. But the major's request nagged at him. What was
secret? And on top of that, when he got home he discovered that the man who just 
bought the house across the street was a fellow he had put away for murder - and 
there he was, out on parole, sitting on his lawn staring at Hoke's house. Hoke soon 
found out what the beard was for - at least as much as the major wanted to tell him.
At a ramshackle crossroads south of Miami, Hoke was stripped of all identification -
money, wallet, gun and even his false teeth - and sent south to the migrant farms 
where rumors of slavery and murder had become impossible to ignore. From this 
point on, the bizarre and brutal story Charles Willeford unfolds will literally blow away
any reader lucky enough to pick up THE WAY WE DIE NOW. As KIRKUS said of an
earlier Willeford book, ‘A nasty crime comedy that's full of casual violence, 
outrageous coincidence and hilariously rude dialog. Willeford has a marvelously 
deadpan way with losers on both sides of the law.’

Charles Ray Willeford III (January 2, 1919 – March 27, 1988) was an American 
writer. An author of fiction, poetry, autobiography, and literary criticism, Willeford is 
best known for his series of novels featuring hardboiled detective Hoke Moseley. 
The first Hoke Moseley book, MIAMI BLUES (1984), is considered one of its era's 
most influential works of crime fiction. Film adaptations have been made of three of
Willeford's novels: COCKFIGHTER, MIAMI BLUES, and THE WOMAN CHASER.
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Willeford, Charles/Mundy Talbot. High Priest of California/Full Moon. New York. 
1954. Royal Books. 1st Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers. Giant Edition Packaged 
With Talbot Mundy's Full Moon. Paperback Original. Willeford's 1st Novel. 320 
pages. paperback. Inventory # 22409. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Classic pulp fiction from master Charles Willeford, This 
1955 novel of sex and violence is even more contemporary today. Ruthless used car
salesman becomes obsessed with seducing a married woman. 'Willeford writes with
quiet authority, has the ability to make his situations, scenes, dialogue sound 
absolutely real.'-Elmore Leonard.

Charles Ray Willeford III (January 2, 1919 – March 27, 1988) was an American 
writer. An author of fiction, poetry, autobiography, and literary criticism, Willeford is 
best known for his series of novels featuring hardboiled detective Hoke Moseley. 
The first Hoke Moseley book, MIAMI BLUES (1984), is considered one of its era's 
most influential works of crime fiction. Film adaptations have been made of three of
Willeford's novels: COCKFIGHTER, MIAMI BLUES, and THE WOMAN CHASER.
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Williams, C. K. A Dream of Mind: Poems. new York. 1992. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374288941. 100 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Cynthia Krupat. Inventory # 3903. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The poetry of C. K. Williams has won an essential place 
in contemporary American poetry. The long lines that have characterized his style 
since the mid-seventies have allowed him to make ever more radical forays into 
what Edward Hirsch, writing in The New York Times Book Review, has called ‘a 
unique and inclusive poetry of consciousness.’ A DREAM OF MIND (1992) is 
dominated by the long title poem, which explores the materials and qualities of our 
states of consciousness with enormous flexibility and suppleness. Other poems 
make similar investigations into jealousy, family life, and psychological and 
intellectual constructs. Passionate, truculent, humorous, and always questioning, 
Williams's poetry is, in more than one sense, the poetry of contemporary experience.
This challenging, exhilarating book marks a new stage in a truly groundbreaking 
writer's constantly evolving work.

C. K. Williams won the Pulitzer Prize for REPAIR in 1999. His most recent work is 
MISGIVINGS (2000), a memoir. He teaches at Princeton University and lives part of
the year in Paris, France.
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Williams, C. K. Collected Poems. New York. 2006. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780374126520. 682 pages. hardcover.
Jacket photograph by Laura Pedrick. Inventory # 1888. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - COLLECTED POEMS brings together nearly four 
decades of C. K.Williams's work: more than four hundred poems that, though 
remarkable in their variety, have in common Williams's distinctive outlook--restless,
passionate, dogged, and uncompromising in the drive to find words for the truth 
about life as we know it today. Williams's rangy, elastic lines are measures of 
thought, and in these pages we watch them unfold from his confrontational early 
poems through the open, expansive TAR and WITH IGNORANCE. His voice is both
cerebral and muscular, capable of both the eightline poems of Flesh and Blood and 
the inward soundings of A DREAM OF MIND - and of both together in the award-
winning recent books REPAIR and THE SINGING. These poems feel spontaneous, 
individual, and directly representative of the experience of which they sing; open to 
life, they chafe against summary and conclusion. Few poets leave behind them a 
body of work that is global in its ambition and achievement. C. K. Williams is one of 
them.

C. K. Williams's books of poetry include REPAIR (Pulitzer Prize, 2002) and THE 
SINGING (National Book Award, 2003). He is also the author of a memoir, 
MISGIVINGS. He teaches at Princeton University and lives part of the year in 
France.
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Williams, C. K. Misgivings: My Mother, My Father, Myself. New York. 2000. Farrar 
Straus Giroux. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374199841. 170 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Susan Mitchell. Inventory # 19588. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘My father, has been dead a long time, my mother a brief
ten years less. I imagine them now side by side, in their coffins, in their graves. 
Strange to visualize all the couples under the tireless lid of the earth, sledding on 
their backs together through space and time, always as though patiently waiting to 
move toward one another to come together again or at last, as though to begin 
another journey.’ MISGIVINGS is C. K. Williams’s searing recollection of his family’s
extreme dynamics and of his parents’ deaths after years of struggle, bitterness, 
inner conflict, and, finally, love. Like Kafka’s self-revealing LETTER TO HIS 
FATHER, MISGIVINGS is full of doubt, both philosophical and personal, but as a 
work of art it is sure and true. Williams’s father was an ‘ordinary businessman’ - 
angry, demanding, addicted to the tension he created with the people he loved; a 
man who could recite the Greek myths to his son yet vowed never to apologize to 
anybody. Williams’s mother, was a housewife, a woman with a great capacity for 
pleasure, who was stoical about the family’s dire early poverty yet remained affected
by it even when they became well-off. Together, these two formed what Williams 
calls the ‘conspiracy that made me who I am.’ His account of their life together and 
of their deaths - his father’s in a final abandonment of the will to live, his mother’s 
with calm resignation - is a literary form of the reconciliation the family achieved at 
the end of his parents’ lives, composed as a series of brilliant short takes, a double 
helix of experience and recollection. Few contemporary writers have understood 
their origins so acutely, or so eloquently. ‘A poet’s knowing intuition and memory 
inform this book, which, page by page, turns into a gift of psychological and moral 
wisdom - a writer’s journey toward awareness becomes a reader’s responsive 
experience.’ – Robert Coles.

C. K. WILLIAMS is the author of eight collections of poems, the most recent of 
which, Repair, was a finalist for the National Book Award. His 1987 book, Flesh arid
BI, won the National Book Critics Circle Award; it and The Vigil (1997) were finalists
for the Pulitzer Prize. In 1998 he received the PEN/Voelcker career achievement 
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Williams, C. K. Tar: Poems. New York. 1983. Vintage Books. 1st Vintage Paperback
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 0394716515. Published 
Simultaneously in Hardcover. 67 pages. paperback. Cover design: Susan Shapiro.
Cover painting: ‘The Sycamore Tree’ by Catherine Murphy. Inventory # 7603. $80

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘In C. K. Williams’ fourth book of poems we hear again 
one of the unique voices in contemporary poetry - by turns anxious, tender, strident,
wistful, sardonic, rueful, nostalgic. Written in long, snakelike lines and supple, 
sinuous sentences, these arc memory poems, punctuated by vivid glimpses of 
unforgettable characters and drawn with an indelible, evocative sense of place. 
Williams’ stories range from fragmentary recollections of almost hallucinatory 
intensity to garrulous anecdotes full of novelistic detail. The long final poem, ‘One of
the Muses; is something else entirely; it is elusive, abstract, willfully mysterious, a 
kind of paradigm, a symbolic case history that shades off into inspired allegory In its
quiet, probing, ruminative way it could be one of the formal masterpieces of recent 
American poetry This is a book to read and reread, to savor, ponder and enjoy’ — 
Morris Dickstein. ‘To me, C. K. Williams is the most exciting poet alive’ - —Carolyn 
Kizer. ‘Lately, I have bad the cheerful feeling that the old urgency and majestic 
scope of poetry are beginning to take on new forms in the work of certain poets of 
my own generation. C. K. Williams is one of these. His fearless inventions, with their
ranginess of language and big long lines, quest after the entirety of life: he will 
include every emotion, every bit of evidence that has a natural claim on our 
attention. Contemporary life is so rich and vivid in his poetry that by contrast many of
the movies and poems we are used to seem pale, spaced-out and insipid.’ - Robert
Pinsky.

Charles Kenneth Williams (born November 4, 1936) is an American poet. He is the 
author of eight collections of poems, the most recent of which, Repair, was a finalist
for the National Book Award. His 1987 book, Flesh arid BI, won the National Book 
Critics Circle Award; it and The Vigil (1997) were finalists for the Pulitzer Prize. In 
1998 he received the PEN/Voelcker career achievement award in poetry.
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Williams, C. K. The Singing: Poems. New York. 2003. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374292868. 72 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket art by Jed manger Williams. Jacket design by Jonathan D. Lippincott. 
Inventory # 13319. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - New work from the Pulitzer-Prize winning author of 
REPAIR. ’. Reality has put itself so solidly before me there's little need for mystery. 
Except for us, for how we take the world to us, and make it more, more than we are,
more even than itself. - from ‘The World’. In his first volume since REPAIR, C. K. 
Williams treats the characteristic subjects of a poet's maturity--the loss of friends, the
love of grandchildren, the receding memories of childhood, the baffling illogic of 
current events--with an intensity and drive that recall not only his recent work but 
also his early books, published forty years ago. He gazes at a Rembrandt self-
portrait, and from it fashions a self-portrait of his own. He ponders an ‘anatomical 
effigy’ at the Museum of Mankind, an in so doing ‘dissects’ our common humanity. 
Stoking a fire at a house in the country, he recalls a friend who was burned horribly 
in war, and then turns, with eloquence and authority, to contemporary life during 
wartime, asking ‘how those with power over us can effect these things, by what 
cynical reasoning do they pardon themselves.’ THE SINGING is a direct and 
resonant book: touching, searching, heartfelt, permanent.

C. K. Williams won the Pulitzer Prize for REPAIR in 1999. His most recent work is 
MISGIVINGS (2000), a memoir. He teaches at Princeton University and lives part of
the year in Paris, France.keywords
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Williams, Dennis A. Crossover. New York. 1992. Summit Books. 1st Printing. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0671726404. African American Writer's 1st Novel. 315 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 9655. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Author's first novel, of a black man's coming of age 
during the late 60s and early 70s, a young Ivy Leaguer's conflict with the Black 
student movement. A brutal unflinching look at campus politics and race relations, 
intelligently shows how we got from the madness of the '70s to that of today.

Dennis A. Williams is the author of two previous novels, Somebody’s Child (Simon &
Schuster, 1997) and Crossover (Summit, 1992) and co-author of If I Stop I’ll Die: 
The Comedy and Tragedy of Richard Pryor (Thunder’s Mouth, 1991). He graduated
from Cornell University and received an M.F.A. from the University of Massachusetts
before embarking on a career as a journalist with Newsweek magazine, where he 
served as a reporter, national affairs writer and Education Editor. His work has also
appeared in Essence, Emerge and Black Enterprise magazines. Since 1997 he has
worked at Georgetown University as a writing teacher, director of multicultural affairs
and associate dean of students. Williams's father, John A. Williams, also born in 
Mississippi, was raised in Syracuse in the Fifteenth Ward and attended the same 
pre-merger high school, Blodgett Vocational, before dropping out to enlist in the 
Navy for World War II. Though Dennis's parents separated when he was a year old,
his father remained a strong influence in his life, particularly providing a role model 
as a writer.
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Williams, Dennis A. Somebody's Child. New York. 1997. Simon & Schuster. 
Advance Uncorrected Reader's Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 0684827131. Author
Is The Son Of Notable African American Author John A. Williams. 285 pages. 
paperback. Jacket design by Paul Smith. Jacket illustration by Varnette P. 
Honeywood. Inventory # 23866. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Quincy Crawford and Elliott Davis are brothers who 
suffered a terrible falling out years before the novel begins when one accepted and 
the other rejected their stepfather. Their lives have followed different trajectories 
ever since, but now, when both men are in their mid-twenties, they simultaneously 
confront the specter of parental responsibility themselves in relationships with 
women who have been damaged, in various ways, by their own fathers. Quincy, a 
high-school teacher, finds himself caught between a pregnant girlfriend he does not 
love, an old friend who suddenly reappears with a painful secret, and a mysterious 
little boy he believes to be his son. Elliott, his promising college basketball career 
curtailed by injury, seeks reluctantly to reconcile with a longtime girlfriend who has 
borne another man's daughter. At the same time that Quincy and Elliott struggle to 
come to terms with the women in their lives, Delphine, the brothers' younger sister, 
fights for her independence at the height of Boston's school-busing wars. In the 
process she becomes the focus of an incident that brings the family together for the 
first time in a decade.

Dennis A. Williams is the author of two previous novels, Somebody’s Child (Simon &
Schuster, 1997) and Crossover (Summit, 1992) and co-author of If I Stop I’ll Die: 
The Comedy and Tragedy of Richard Pryor (Thunder’s Mouth, 1991). His father, the
writer John A. Williams, remained a strong influence in his life, particularly providing
a role model as a writer, even though Dennis's parents separated when he was a 
year old. Dennis Williams graduated from Cornell University and received an M.F.A.
from the University of Massachusetts before embarking on a career as a journalist 
with Newsweek magazine, where he served as a reporter, national affairs writer and
Education Editor. His work has also appeared in Essence, Emerge and Black 
Enterprise magazines. Since 1997 he has worked at Georgetown University as a 
writing teacher, director of multicultural affairs and associate dean of students.
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Williams, Donna Marie. Black-Eyed Peas For the Soul. New York. 1997. 
Fireside/Simon & Schuster. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0684837455. 300 pages. paperback. Cover illustration by Nancy Freeman. Cover 
design by Francine Kass. Inventory # 8792. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - To tell a story well, you have to live a story well -- with 
courage, persistence, and faith that everything's going to turn out all right. Black-
Eyed Peas for the Soul is a collection of stories that reveals universal themes, as 
well as the unique perspectives of African Americans. The first collection of its kind,
Black-Eyed Peas for the Soul boldly dispels the myth of a homogeneous Black 
culture. Diverse voices -- including those of Zora Neale Hurston, Dawn Turner Trice,
and Frederick Douglass -- tell our stories of beginnings, wisdom, patience, hard 
work, excellence, joy, and miracles. Stories about love, healing, and atonement are 
told with insight, humor, and gritty honesty. Arising from these distinct voices is the 
call for hope. Enjoy these stories and let them guide your soul to a place where you
can find solace and draw nourishment, a place that can warm and soothe you, like a
bowl of black-eyed peas.

Donna Marie Williams, author of Sister Feelgood, is a freelance writer and editor. 
She lectures throughout the country and lives with her two children in Chicago.
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Williams, Donna. Nobody Nowhere: The Extraordinary Autobiography of An Autistic.
New York. 1992. Times Books. 4th Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0812920422.
219 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 27937. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Labeled deaf, retarded, disturbed and insane, Donna 
Williams lived in a world of her own. Alternating between rigid hostility and 
extroversion, she waged what she termed her ‘war against the world.’ She existed in
a dreamlike state, parroting the voices of those around her in the hope that they 
would leave her alone. Few people understood her, least of all Donna herself. It was
not until the age of twenty-five that Donna discovered the word- autism- that would 
at last give her the opportunity to understand herself and begin to build a bridge to 
join the world as most know it. Nobody Nowhere, Donna Williams' extraordinary 
autobiography, is her heroic attempt to come to terms with autism. This eloquent 
memoir reveals a fierce intelligence, great creativity and much humour. It will shatter
many myths and misconceptions. The poetic sensibility and extraordinary insights of
Nobody Nowhere make it inspiring reading for everyone.

Donna Williams was born in Australia in 1963. She was assessed at age two as 
psychotic, labelled disturbed and tested for deafness throughout childhood before 
being diagnosed as autistic in 1990. Today she is an internationally best-selling 
author with nine published books, an artist, singer-songwriter and emerging 
screenwriter. One of the most well-known people with autism in the world, Donna is
a renowned international public speaker, a qualified teacher and has worked as an 
autism consultant since 1995.keywords
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Williams, John A. and Harris, Charles F. (editors). Amistad 1: Writings On Black 
History and Culture. New York. 1970. Random House. 1st Edition. Remainder 
Stamp On Front Free Endpaper & Small Glue Mark From Price Sticker On Front 
Endpaper, Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 308 pages. hardcover. Cover: 
Romare Bearden. Inventory # 16607. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘This first issue should leave no doubt in anyone’s mind 
from what sector of American life tin most penetrating thinking and writing is now 
coming. Amistad challenges American arts and letters by presenting alternative 
interpretations of America and the West, with particular emphasis in this issue on 
history and literature. Gayle’s essay is a fine example of the black esthetic at work, 
questioning the unquestioned assumption and providing a long overdue 
reassessment and evaluation of American literature. This essay should become 
mandatory reading In American literature courses. It is that important. Amistad has
made an exciting beginning, and its impact on college campuses as well as the 
white literary and academic establishment should be profound.’ - New York Times 
Book Review. Includes essays and contributions by Addison Gayle, Jr. C.L.R. 
James, John A. Williams, George Davis, Ishmael Reed, Calvin C. Hernton, Oliver 
Jackman, Vincent Harding, and Verta Grosvenor.

John Alfred Williams (December 5, 1925 – July 3, 2015) was an African American 
author, journalist and academic. His novels, which include THE ANGRY ONES 
(1960) and THE MAN WHO CRIED I AM (1967) are mainly about the black 
experience in white America. Pioneering book publishing executive Charles F. Harris
(January 3, 1934 - December 16, 2015) was born in Portsmouth, Virginia.Harris 
began his publishing career in 1956 at Doubleday & Company where, in 1965, as 
editor of Doubleday’s Publishing Division he launched the Zenith Book Series, which
focused on African American history for elementary and high school students. He 
also acquired original manuscripts for publication and edited works by John Hope 
Franklin, Robert Weaver, Rayford Logan, and Jim Brown. Joining Random House in
1967 as senior editor, Harris edited Amistad, two volumes of writings on African 
American History and culture. In 1971, Harris was recruited to create and manage 
the Howard University Press, where he served as the first chief executive, 
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Williams, John A. and Harris, Charles F. (editors). Amistad 1: Writings On Black 
History and Culture. New York. 1970. Random House. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 308 pages. hardcover. Cover: Romare Bearden. Inventory # 16643. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘This first issue should leave no doubt in anyone’s mind 
from what sector of American life tin most penetrating thinking and writing is now 
coming. Amistad challenges American arts and letters by presenting alternative 
interpretations of America and the West, with particular emphasis in this issue on 
history and literature. Gayle’s essay is a fine example of the black esthetic at work, 
questioning the unquestioned assumption and providing a long overdue 
reassessment and evaluation of American literature. This essay should become 
mandatory reading In American literature courses. It is that important. Amistad has
made an exciting beginning, and its impact on college campuses as well as the 
white literary and academic establishment should be profound.’ - New York Times 
Book Review. Includes essays and contributions by Addison Gayle, Jr. C.L.R. 
James, John A. Williams, George Davis, Ishmael Reed, Calvin C. Hernton, Oliver 
Jackman, Vincent Harding, and Verta Grosvenor.

John Alfred Williams (December 5, 1925 – July 3, 2015) was an African American 
author, journalist and academic. His novels, which include THE ANGRY ONES 
(1960) and THE MAN WHO CRIED I AM (1967) are mainly about the black 
experience in white America. Pioneering book publishing executive Charles F. Harris
(January 3, 1934 - December 16, 2015) was born in Portsmouth, Virginia.Harris 
began his publishing career in 1956 at Doubleday & Company where, in 1965, as 
editor of Doubleday’s Publishing Division he launched the Zenith Book Series, which
focused on African American history for elementary and high school students. He 
also acquired original manuscripts for publication and edited works by John Hope 
Franklin, Robert Weaver, Rayford Logan, and Jim Brown. Joining Random House in
1967 as senior editor, Harris edited Amistad, two volumes of writings on African 
American History and culture. In 1971, Harris was recruited to create and manage 
the Howard University Press, where he served as the first chief executive, 
supervising all book publishing until 1986. He founded Amistad Press Inc. in 1986 to
specialize in the works of African American themes.
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Williams, Niall. Four Letters of Love. New York. 1997. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374158177. 257 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket photograph by Dorothy Handelman. Inventory # 24581. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When an Irish civil servant abandons his wife and 12-
year-old son for two summers to pursue his dream of becoming a painter, the stage 
is set for dramatic changes in the household. Despondent from the lack of income, 
the mother commits suicide, leaving Nicholas and his father to eke out a meager 
living. Years later, after a series of mishaps, Nicholas’ father burns his paintings, 
their house, and himself. Nicholas, now himself a civil servant, is a man with a 
mission. He casts aside his current life to try to regain the only surviving painting of 
his father’s work. His quest takes him to Galway, where he finds much more than he
ever anticipated.

Niall Williams (born June 8, 1958 in Dublin) is an Irish writer. Having started as a 
non-fiction writer and playwright, he is most well-known as a novelist. His novels 
have received critical acclaim and widespread commercial success. He is known for
his poetic style and evocative imagery of the west of Ireland. His work has been 
translated into over twenty languages.
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Williams, Paul. Evil Empire: The Irish Mob and the Assassination of Journalist 
Veronica Guerin. New York. 2003. Forge. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 076530841x. 380 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Howard 
Grossman. Inventory # 34190. $17.465

FROM THE PUBLISHER - On June 26,1996, an international outcry was heard over
the assassination of Irish journalist Veronica Guerin, gunned down by Ireland’s most
vicious gang. It was the first European case of what the police called ‘narco-
terrorism,’ where drug syndicates use terror tactics against individuals and states to
protect their interests. The hit would change European police tactics forever and 
make the law enforcement community realize that this problem was no longer 
confined to the third world. Ruthless godfather John Gilligan controlled a colossal 
drug empire and a mob of Dublin gangland’s most dangerous criminals. Violence 
and the threat of murder kept terrified witnesses silent and other gangsters in fear. 
Gilligan thought himself above the law-and never managed to figure out that there 
was a line between what gangsters can and cannot do. EVIL EMPIRE tells the 
chilling inside story of Gilligan’s rise to power, his savage gang, and the truth about 
the terrifying murder that shocked the world. Also shown is the behind-the-scenes 
drama of the dedicated police squad that waged an unprecedented four-year war to
smash ‘Factory’ John’s Evil Empire. respected crime journalist and true crime 
author. A qualified criminologist, he has won a number of major journalism awards 
for his investigative work for the Sunday World. He has been responsible for a string
of major exposés about John Gilligan, his gang, and the murder of Veronica Guerin.
Williams is the international bestselling author of GANGLAND AND THE GENERAL,
which was made into a major motion picture by director John Boorman. .

Paul Williams is Ireland's most respected crime journalist and true crime author. A 
qualified criminologist he has won a number of major journalism awards for his 
investigative work for The Sunday World. He has been responsible for a string of 
major exposes about John Gilligan, his gang and the murder of Veronica Guerin. 
Williams is the international bestselling author of Gangland and The General which
was made into a major motion picture by director John Boorman.
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Williams, Sherley Anne. Dessa Rose. New York. 1986. Morrow. 1st Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0688051138. 236 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Vittoria 
Semproni. Jacket painting - ‘The Cotton Pickers’ by Winslow Homer. Inventory # 
19338. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This acclaimed historical novel is based on two actual 
incidents: In 1829 in Kentucky, a pregnant black woman helped lead an uprising of a
group of slaves headed to the market for sale. She was sentenced to death, but her
hanging was delayed until after the birth of her baby. In North Carolina in 1830, a 
white woman living on an isolated farm was reported to have given sanctuary to 
runaway slaves. In Dessa Rose, the author asks the question: 'What if these two 
women met?' From there the story unfolds: two strong women, one black, one white,
form a forbidden and ambivalent alliance; a bold scheme is hatched to win freedom;
trust is slowly extended and cautiously accepted as the two women unite and 
discover greater strength together than alone. United by fate but divided by 
prejudice, these two women are locked in a thrilling battle for freedom, sisterhood, 
friendship, and love. This acclaimed historical novel is based on two actual 
incidents: In 1829 in Kentucky, a pregnant black woman helped lead an uprising of a
group of slaves headed to the market for sale. She was sentenced to death, but her
hanging was delayed until after the birth of her baby. In North Carolina in 1830, a 
white woman living on an isolated farm was reported to have given sanctuary to 
runaway slaves. In Dessa Rose, the author asks the question: 'What if these two 
women met?' From there the story unfolds: two strong women, one black, one white,
form a forbidden and ambivalent alliance; a bold scheme is hatched to win freedom;
trust is slowly extended and cautiously accepted as the two women unite and 
discover greater strength together than alone. United by fate but divided by 
prejudice, these two women are locked in a thrilling battle for freedom, sisterhood, 
friendship, and love.

Sherley Anne Williams (August 25, 1944 – July 6, 1999) was an American poet, 
novelist, professor, vocalist, Jazz poet, and social critic. Many of her works tell 
stories about her life in the African-American community.
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Williams, Tennessee. A Streetcar named Desire / the Glass Menagerie. Middlesex.
1959. Penguin Books. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Previous Owner's Name 
Penned in Front,Otherwise Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. Penguin Plays. 
208 pages. paperback. Inventory # 34594. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Widely considered a landmark play, A STREETCAR 
NAMED DESIRE deals with a culture clash between two iconic characters, Blanche
DuBois, a fading relic of the Old South, and Stanley Kowalski, a rising member of 
the industrial, urban working class. The play presents Blanche DuBois, a fading but
still-attractive Southern belle whose pretensions to virtue and culture only thinly 
mask alcoholism and delusions of grandeur. Her poise is an illusion she presents to
shield others (but most of all, herself) from her reality, and an attempt to make 
herself still attractive to new male suitors. THE GLASS is a four-character memory 
play by Tennessee Williams, and it was his first successful play. The play has strong
autobiographical elements, featuring characters based on its author, his histrionic 
mother, and his mentally fragile sister Laura. In writing the play, Williams drew on an
earlier short story, as well as a screenplay he had written under the title of The 
Gentleman Caller.

Thomas Lanier 'Tennessee' Williams III (March 26, 1911 – February 25, 1983) was
an American playwright and author of many stage classics. Along with Eugene 
O'Neill and Arthur Miller he is considered among the three foremost playwrights in 
20th century American drama. After years of obscurity, he became suddenly famous
with The Glass Menagerie (1944), closely reflecting his own unhappy family 
background. This heralded a string of successes, including A Streetcar Named 
Desire, Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, Orpheus Descending, and Sweet Bird of Youth. His 
later work attempted a new style that did not appeal to audiences, and alcohol and 
drug dependence further inhibited his creative output. His drama A Streetcar Named
Desire is often numbered on the short list of being among the finest American plays 
in the 20th century alongside Long Days Journey into Night and Death of a 
Salesman. Williams adapted much of his best work for the cinema, and also wrote 
short stories, poetry, essays and a volume of memoirs. In 1979, four years before 
his death, he was inducted into the American Theater Hall of Fame.
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Williams, Tennessee. Clothes For a Summer Hotel: A Ghost Play. New York. 1983.
New Directions. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0811208702. 77 
pages. hardcover. Jacket art a detail of 'Etrange Dialogue' by C.J. Laughlin. 
Inventory # 15781. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The late Tennessee Williams’s CLOTHES FOR A 
SUMMER HOTEL made its New York debut in 1950. Here Scott and Zelda 
Fitzgerald, often seen as symbols of the doomed youth of the jazz age, become two
halves of a single creative psyche, each part alternately feeding and then devouring
the other. Set in Highland Hospital near Asheville, North Carolina, where Zelda 
spent her last confinement, this ‘ghost play’ begins several years after Scott’s death
of a heart attack in California. But the past is ‘still always present’ in Zelda, and 
Williams’s constant shifting of chronology and mixing of remembrance with ghostly 
re-enactment suggest that our real intimacy is with the shadow characters of our 
own minds. As Williams said in the Author’s Note to the program of the Broadway 
production: ‘Our reason for taking extraordinary license with time and place is that in
an asylum and on its grounds liberties of this kind are quite prevalent: and also 
these liberties allow us to explore in more depth what we believe is truth of 
character.’ Williams poses the inevitable, unanswerable questions: Did Scott prevent
Zelda from achieving an independent creativity? Did Zelda’s demands force Scott to
squander his talents and turn to alcohol? Whose betrayal -emotional, creative, 
sexual-destroyed the other? But he poses these questions in a new way: in the act 
of creation, Zelda and Scott are now aware of their eventual destruction, and the 
creative fire that consumed two artists combines symbolically with the fire that ended
Zelda’s life.

Thomas Lanier 'Tennessee' Williams III (March 26, 1911 – February 25, 1983) was
an American playwright and author of many stage classics. Along with Eugene 
O'Neill and Arthur Miller he is considered among the three foremost playwrights in 
20th century American drama.
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Williams, Tennessee. Four Plays By Tennessee Williams: Summer and 
Smoke/Orpheus Descending/Suddenly Last Summer/Period of Adjustment. New 
York. 1976. Signet/New American Library. 1st Printing of This Signet Classic Edition.
Good in Worn Wrappers. 492 pages. paperback. CE980. Inventory # 35040. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Love, hate, comedy, tragedy, joy, sorrow, passion, 
violence – all come alive in these four magnificent plays by a man who knows the 
stuff that life is made of and is not afraid to write about it. SUMMER AND SMOKE –
They were two ill-starred lovers: a minister’s shy sensitive daughter, and a wildly 
passionate, pleasure-seeking young doctor. One hungered for the spirit, the other 
hungered for the flesh. ORPHEUS DESCENDING – The searing drama of a 
wandering guitar play, the storekeeper’s wife he loved, and the town that turned 
suddenly and violently against them. SUDDENLY LASY SUMMER – He was a 
pleasure-seeker, corrupt and corrupting. She was the beautiful young cousin he had
chosen as a victim. PERIOD OF ADJUSTMENT – The newlyweds and the ‘old 
marrieds’ – they were two couples fighting love out on the battlefield of marriage.

Thomas Lanier 'Tennessee' Williams III (March 26, 1911 – February 25, 1983) was
an American playwright and author of many stage classics. Along with Eugene 
O'Neill and Arthur Miller he is considered among the three foremost playwrights in 
20th century American drama.
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Williams, Tennessee. Four Plays By Tennessee Williams: Summer and 
Smoke/Orpheus Descending/Suddenly Last Summer/Period of Adjustment. New 
York. 1976. Signet/New American Library. Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0451520157. paperback. CE2015. Inventory # 
40365. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Love, hate, comedy, tragedy, joy, sorrow, passion, 
violence – all come alive in these four magnificent plays by a man who knows the 
stuff that life is made of and is not afraid to write about it. SUMMER AND SMOKE –
They were two ill-starred lovers: a minister’s shy sensitive daughter, and a wildly 
passionate, pleasure-seeking young doctor. One hungered for the spirit, the other 
hungered for the flesh. ORPHEUS DESCENDING – The searing drama of a 
wandering guitar play, the storekeeper’s wife he loved, and the town that turned 
suddenly and violently against them. SUDDENLY LASY SUMMER – He was a 
pleasure-seeker, corrupt and corrupting. She was the beautiful young cousin he had
chosen as a victim. PERIOD OF ADJUSTMENT – The newlyweds and the ‘old 
marrieds’ – they were two couples fighting love out on the battlefield of marriage.

Thomas Lanier 'Tennessee' Williams III (March 26, 1911 – February 25, 1983) was
an American playwright and author of many stage classics. Along with Eugene 
O'Neill and Arthur Miller he is considered among the three foremost playwrights in 
20th century American drama.
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Williams, Tennessee. One Arm. New York. 1948. New Directions. 1st American 
Edition. Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front,Otherwise Very Good in Worn 
Dustjacket With tears & Some Small Pieces Missing. 211 pages. hardcover. Jacket
design by Alvin Lustig. Inventory # 20387. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Until now this collection of Tennessee Williams’ early 
fiction has been available only in an expensive limited edition, which was sold out 
soon after its publication in 1948 and since then has been difficult to obtain at any 
price in the rare-book market. Although not reviewed then, it established Mr. 
Williams as a short story writer of the same stature and interest he had shown as a 
dramatist. Here are all eleven stories of the original volume, republished finally in a 
trade edition because of an increasingly insistent public demand. One of them, ‘The
Yellow Bird,’’ is in the revised version Mr. Williams read in his well-known recording.
This story of the minister’s daughter who found a particularly violent but satisfactory
way of expiating a load of inherited puritan guilt bids fair to become a part of 
American mythology. Each of the stories has qualities that make it memorable. ‘One
Arm’ itself, about an ex-prize fighter awaiting execution, has its own compassion. 
‘The Field of Blue Children’ explores the strange ways of the human heart in love. 
‘Portrait of a Girl in Glass’ is a luminous and nostalgic story about the central 
characters Williams used in The Class Menagerie, and it reveals something of the 
way he lives with and works over his material. ‘Desire and the Black Masseur’ is an
already famous excursion into the logic of the macabre.

Thomas Lanier 'Tennessee' Williams III (March 26, 1911 – February 25, 1983) was
an American playwright and author of many stage classics. Along with Eugene 
O'Neill and Arthur Miller he is considered among the three foremost playwrights in 
20th century American drama.
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Williams, Tennessee. Summer and Smoke. New York. 1948. New Directions. 1st 
Edition. Very Good. No Dustjacket. 130 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 7291. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Alma Winemiller, the daughter of a Mississippi minister 
and his insane wife, is a spiritually energetic girl in love with her lifelong neighbor, 
Dr. John Buchanan. The young doctor is attracted by the girl’s idealism, but he 
expresses his tenderness toward her by a harsh insistence on its sexual aspects. 
Shocked, the girl tries to pit her idealism against the boy’s boastful sinfulness. 
(‘You’re no gentleman!’ she cries-and she is right.) Alma wins the ‘argument’ only 
when John’s father is killed in an accident brought about by John’s soiled 
companions. Now redeemed from his carnal course, John does not turn to his savior
Alma, but instead marries a buxom little female of coarser background. Alma, in 
turn, converted to the doctrine of the senses (reversing the pattern of ladies from 
Thaïs to Sadie Thompson), now seems prepared to indulge in casual affairs. One of
the springs of Williams’ inspiration is his fascination with the opposition between the
old Adam which tends to keep us mired in a kind of primitive inertia, and our impulse
to transcend it. In A Streetcar Named Desire this fascination led him almost 
unconsciously to a social theme: the ‘animal’ in that play is identified with the 
‘ordinary’ American. The naturalistic details of portraiture in Streetcar are so right 
that the audience accepts and enjoys them on their own terms whether or not they 
follow the author’s ideological intention, which, to begin with, is intuitive rather than 
analytic. In Summer and Smoke so much time is given to a conscious exposition of 
theme that Williams loses the specific sense of his people and to a dangerous extent
our concern as spectators. - Harold Clurman, from SUMMER AND SMOKE (1948) -
THEATRE: MAN WITH A PROBLEM.

Thomas Lanier 'Tennessee' Williams III (March 26, 1911 – February 25, 1983) was
an American playwright and author of many stage classics. Along with Eugene 
O'Neill and Arthur Miller he is considered among the three foremost playwrights in 
20th century American drama.
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Williams, Tennessee. The Knightly Quest and Other Stories. New York. 1966. New
Directions. 1st Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 183 pages. 
hardcover. Cover froma drawing by Salvador Dali - 'Cavalier of Death'. Inventory # 
7293. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - At the opening of the short novel that gives its title to this
book, Gewinner Pearce, who has been traveling abroad with his tutor for some 
years, returns to his home town in the American South. He finds that his late father’s
small factory has mushroomed into a vast barbed-wire-fenced, ‘classified’ operation
known as The Project, while the town is swarming with Army Brass, scientists, and 
‘pee-sees,’ the security men who keep the others nervously about their business. 
The President has just been down from Washington to confer with Gewinner’s 
brother Braden, director of The Project, ‘about the many problems confronting the 
country all over the world today and getting no better tomorrow. Gewinner is 
scarcely, in appearance at least, the herochampion of chivalry, but soon, like a 
modern Don Quixote, he is challenging Evil in the form of the Laughing Boy Drive-in,
which has sprung up across from the Pearce family ‘castle,’ and its repulsively 
square owner Billy Spangler, who guffaws periodically in neon and in life. What 
follows is a story unlike anything Tennessee Williams has written before, a fable with
a moral that is both a parody of espionage thrillers and a burlesque satire on our 
destruction-oriented society. The message of ‘The Knightly Quest’ is deadly serious,
but the telling of it is hilarious comedy. Each of the four other stories in the book is in
a different vein. ‘The Kingdom of Earth’ is a salty folk- tale of poor whites in the Deep
South, while ‘Man Bring This Up Road’ is related to Williams’s play The Milk Train 
Doesn’t Stop Here Anymore, a variation on the theme of imminent death. ‘Grand’ is
a portrait of a remarkable old lady, and ‘Mama’s Old Stucco House’ a delicate yet 
powerful commentary on the relationship between Negro and White, in this case the
bond between the son of a dying woman and his mother’s faithful servant.

Thomas Lanier 'Tennessee' Williams III (March 26, 1911 – February 25, 1983) was
an American playwright and author of many stage classics. Along with Eugene 
O'Neill and Arthur Miller he is considered among the three foremost playwrights in 
20th century American drama.
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Williams, Terry Tempest. Pieces of White Shell. New York. 1984. Scribners. 1st 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0684182327. 162 pages. hardcover.
Jacket illustration by Clifford Brycelea. Jacket design by John Romer. Inventory # 
7296. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This unusual book is an introduction to Navajo culture by
a storyteller. Steeped in the lore of the Navajo reservation, where she worked as a 
teacher, the author came to see Navajo legend and ritual as touchstones for 
evaluating her own experience. She presents them here as a means for all people to
locate their own history, traditions, and sense of how to live well. ‘To know the oral 
tradition of Native American people is to feel the sensitivity and sensuality of 
language in its clearest motion and light, and this Williams has achieved in her 
appreciation of that tradition.’ - Simon Ortiz. Pieces of White Shell is vibrant - full of 
risk, gentleness, wonder, and humility.’ - Barry Lopez. ‘This book is both informative
and enormously evocative. Exposition and description are powerfully reinforced by 
recurrent passages in the mode of poetry and drama.’ - Brewster Ghiselin.

Terry Tempest Williams (born 8 September 1955), is an American writer, educator, 
conservationist, and activist. Williams' writing is rooted in the American West and 
has been significantly influenced by the arid landscape of Utah and its Mormon 
culture. Her work focuses on social and environmental justice ranging from issues of
ecology and the protection of public lands and wildness, to women's health, to 
exploring our relationship to culture and nature. She writes in the genre of creative 
nonfiction and the lyrical essay.keywords
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Williams, Tyrone. As iZ. Richmond. 2018. Omnidawn Publishing. Uncorrected Proof.
Very Good in Wrappers. 9781632430618. 6 x 9. 136 pages. paperback. Inventory #
43704. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - As iZ is a tripartite lyric, a multi-prong investigation into 
the entangled networks among Judaism, Christianity, and Islam, and the dynamics 
among Islamic practices and pre-Islamic cultures. It is a meditation on the two and 
the many, and the desire to escape both into the singularity of one on the way to 
extinction, the bone at zero. “In times of dire word-thirst, we turn to Williams’s codes
& keys to crack the truly ‘alter’ political realms. Neither the world-out-there nor the 
worldin- here predominate, but rather an intermundia of ‘belaborated’ rites & rituals 
sound out some of the rarest and most provocative poetry of our times.” Rodrigo 
Toscano, author of Explosion Rocks Springfield.

tyrone williams teaches literature and theory at Xavier University in Cincinnati, Ohio.
He is the author of several chapbooks and five books of poetry: c.c., On Spec, The
Hero Project of the Century, Adventures of Pi, and Howell.
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Williams, William Carlos. The Autobiography of William Carlos Williams. New York.
1951. Random House. 1st Printing. Penned Marking in The Front Along 
W/Bookplate, Otherwise Very Good. No Dustjacket. hardcover. Inventory # 11670. 
$10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - William Carlos Williams (1883-1963) was born in 
Rutherford, New Jersey. He received his M.D. from the University of Pennsylvania,
where he met and befriended Ezra Pound and H.D. (Hilda Doolittle). At the same 
time as maintaining a popular medical practice, he became a prolific poet, novelist, 
essayist, and playwright. Experimenting with new techniques of meter and lineation,
Williams sought to invent an entirely fresh - and singularly American - poetics, 
whose subject matter was centered on the everyday circumstances of life and the 
lives of common people.

William Carlos Williams (September 17, 1883 – March 4, 1963) was an American 
poet and physician, born in Rutherford, N.J., educated in Geneva, Switzerland, 
University of Pennsylvania (M.D., 1906), and University of Leipzig, where he studied
pediatrics.The Early work of Williams shows the influences of the various poetic 
trends of the time-from metaphorical imagism in Poems (1909) and The Tempers 
(1913) to free-verse expressionism in Al Que Quiere! (1917), Kora in Hell (1920), 
and Sour Grapes (1921). Williams observed American life closely, expressed anger
at injustice, and recorded his impressions in a lucid, vital style. He developed a 
verse that is close to the idiom of speech, revealing a fidelity to ordinary things seen
and heard. Later volumes of his poetry include Collected Poems (1934), Collected 
Later Poems (1950), Collected Earlier Poems (1951), Journey to Love (1955), 
Pictures from Brueghel, and Other Poems (1963; Pulitzer Prize), and a five-volume, 
impressionistic, philosophical poem, Paterson (1946-58), in which he uses the 
experience of life in an American city to voice his feelings on the duty of the poet. 
His essays include those in In the American Grain (1925), Selected Essays (1954),
and Embodiment of Knowledge (1974). Among his other works are a collection of 
short stories, Make Light of It (1950); plays, including A Dream of Love (1948) and 
Many Loves (1950); and the novels A Voyage to Pagany (1928), a three-volume 
chronicle of an immigrant family in America, White Mule (1937), In the Money 
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Williams, William Carlos. Yes, Mrs. Williams: A Personal Record of My Mother. New
York. 1959. McDowell Obolensky. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn
Dustjacket. 144 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 5874. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this book, William Carlos Williams goes back to one of
the strongest influences on his life: his mother. Mrs. Williams’ life took a fascinating 
course from Puerto Rico where she was born and brought up, to Paris where she 
studied painting, to the United States where she lived after her marriage. Dr. 
Williams has chosen an unusual and extremely effective way of presenting his 
subject. He has not worked within the framework of the essay, nor has he written 
about his mother a biography or an appreciation. Instead he has blended his writing
with her words to achieve an effect analogous to his blending of prose and poetry in
PATERSON. His picture of his mother is actually a reconstruction; from the things 
she said she comes alive. She was a spirited young girl growing up in an exotic 
country, Puerto Rico, in a circle where she met many Europeans yet where the way
of life in the tropics made a deep impression upon her. As a young woman she went
to Paris with an ardent enthusiasm for painting; later she came to live in Rutherford,
New Jersey. Years later when she was old, Dr. Williams and she spent long hours 
together, reading and translating novels together and talking about the past. It was 
then that he gathered material for this hook about her by taking down what she said.
What he has written is, for one thing, a study of old age, of life in compression with 
time removed and events recaptured in an almost one-dimensional. strangely 
immediate past.

William Carlos Williams (September 17, 1883 – March 4, 1963) was an American 
poet and physician, born in Rutherford, N.J., educated in Geneva, Switzerland, 
University of Pennsylvania (M.D., 1906), and University of Leipzig, where he studied
pediatrics. His volumes of his poetry include Collected Poems (1934), Collected 
Later Poems (1950), Collected Earlier Poems (1951), Journey to Love (1955), 
Pictures from Brueghel, and Other Poems (1963; Pulitzer Prize), and a five-volume, 
impressionistic, philosophical poem, Paterson (1946-58), in which he uses the 
experience of life in an American city to voice his feelings on the duty of the poet.
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Williamson, Kevin (editor). Children of Albion Rovers: New Scottish Writing. 
Woodstock. 1997. Overlook Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0879517751. Includes Contributions From Irvine Welsh, Alan Warner, Gordon 
Legge, James Meek, Lauraj Hird, & Paul Reekie. 228 pages. hardcover. Inventory #
24117. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Hard-edged and iconoclastic, the new wave of Scottish 
writers and their godfather, Irvine Welsh, write a darkly funny brand of fiction about 
people on the fringes--junkies, soccer hooligans, ravers, working-class youth.

Kevin Williamson (born 1961) is a writer, publisher, and activist originally from 
Caithness. He is a Scottish socialist and republican and was an activist for the 
Scottish Socialist Party (SSP). He was also the architect of their radical drug policy,
which included the legalisation of cannabis and the provision under the National 
Health Service of free synthetic heroin to addicts under medical supervision to 
combat the problems of drugs in working class communities. He wrote a regular 
weekly column, "Rebel Ink", for the Scottish Socialist Voice.
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Williamson, Marianne. A Return to Love: Reflections on the Principles of a Course in
Miracles. New York. 1993. Harper Perennial. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 0060923415. 320 pages. paperback. Inventory # 40669. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The lecturer explains how each person can become a 
miracle worker by accepting the God that is within him or her, showing readers how 
love is the potent force and the key to inner peace.

Marianne Deborah Williamson (born July 8, 1952) is an American author, spiritual 
leader, politician, and activist. She has written 13 books, including four New York 
Times number one bestsellers in the "Advice, How To, and Miscellaneous" category.
She is the founder of Project Angel Food, a volunteer food delivery program that 
serves home-bound people with HIV/AIDS and other life-threatening illnesses. She 
is also the co-founder of the Peace Alliance, a nonprofit education and advocacy 
organization supporting peace-building projects. She has received national attention
as a result of her frequent appearances on The Oprah Winfrey Show and was 
known as Oprah's "spiritual adviser." In 2014, Williamson unsuccessfully ran as an 
independent to represent California's 33rd congressional district in the United States
House of Representatives. On January 9, 2019, she announced her campaign for 
the Democratic nomination in the 2020 United States presidential election. She 
suspended her campaign on January 10, 2020, a few days after laying off her 
campaign staff. She later endorsed Bernie Sanders at a rally in Austin, Texas on 
February 23, 2020. She was hired as a columnist for Newsweek shortly after the 
conclusion of the campaign.keywords
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Williamson, Peter A. Good Kids, Bad Behaviour: Helping Children Learn Self-
Discipline. New York. 1991. Fireside. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Good in 
Wrappers. 0671748181. 256 pages. paperback. Inventory # 40662. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A child psychologist takes an entirely new approach to 
discipline that will be a welcome relief to parents of two- to eight-year-olds. By 
emphasizing a teaching rather than a punishing attitude, Dr. Williamson creates a 
positive way to discipline effectively.

Dr. Peter A Williamson, PHD, is a Clinical Psychologist specialist in Madison, 
Wisconsin. He graduated in 1983, having over 37 years of diverse experience, 
especially in Clinical Psychologist.
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Williard, Jess. Unmanly Grief: Poems. Fayetteville. 2019. University of Arkansas 
Press. Uncorrected Galley. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781682260937. Miller Williams
Poetry Series. 5 ½ × 8 ½. 50 pages. paperback. Inventory #  44156. $17.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Finalist, Miller Williams Poetry Prize. “Poems that lead us
to striking insights and strange destinations.” —Billy Collins. The men who recur as 
characters throughout Jess Williard’s Unmanly Grief perform their masculinity in a 
variety of ways: boxing, theater, brotherhood, labor, and familial and romantic love.
Marked by a sharp nostalgia, Williard’s poems move from Wisconsin to New York 
City and back, tracing the geographic movement of the speaker and his family: a 
teenage sister who disappears and returns, changed irrevocably; an older brother 
dismantled in adulthood; an ever-sacrificing father. Williard’s speaker is a boxer and
an actor, and throughout the collection, physical performance leads to the discovery
of more nuanced masculinities. Woven through the musculature of this varied and 
exciting collection, music appears as readily in dexterous formal verse as in lean, 
scrappy storytelling. What amounts is a singing celebration of struggle and 
tenderness in this world, “where to be small and furious is enough.” This project is 
supported in part by a grant from the Arkansas Humanities Council and the Miller 
Williams Poetry Fund.

Jess Williard’s poems, stories, essays, and reviews have appeared in Poetry 
Northwest, Third Coast, North American Review, Colorado Review, Southern 
Humanities Review, Poet Lore, and more. He is originally from Wisconsin and now 
lives in Atlanta. This is his first book.keywords

Poetry
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Willis, Andre C. (editor). Faith of Our Fathers: African-American Men Reflect On 
Fatherhood. New York. 1996. Dutton. 1st Printing. Slight Trace of Water Stain on 
Top Edge, Otherwise Good Dustjacket With internal Water Stain Mark at the Top 
Spine Area. 0525941584. Foreword by Dr. Alvin Poussaint. Essays by Henry Louis
Gates Jr. , Cornel West, John Edgar Wideman, Robin D. G. Kelley & Others. 229 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 22494. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - There is perhaps no greater influence in a son’s life than
his relationship with his father; nor is there a greater joy than being a parent. Too 
often in popular consciousness, however, negative stereotypes about African-
American fathers persist as conventional wisdom; the complexity of the father-son 
bond is glossed over or ignored - or more to the point, too many people assume that
black men are incapable of responsibly raising children. FAITH OF OUR FATHERS
eloquently answers these powerful stereotypes, bringing together twelve prominent
African-American writers and thinkers, fathers and sons, to discuss the various 
issues that surround this critical relationship. Among the writers in this rich and 
varied collection are such celebrated names as John Edgar Wideman, author of the
classic BROTHERS AND KEEPERS; Henry Louis Gates, Jr., author of the 
acclaimed memoir COLORED PEOPLE; Cornel West, who wrote the bestseller 
RACE MATTERS; and nine other leading journalists, novelists, and academics. 
Each author offers candid, and often intensely personal, reflections about who his 
father was and the impact of his father on his dreams, passions, and beliefs. 
Readers will find echoes of their own father stories in the pages of this book: the 
authors speak of fathers who were absent or distant, loving and involved, stern and
demanding, accepting and welcoming. Each author discusses the influence his 
father’s parenting has on his efforts to raise his own children, whether he seeks to 
emulate his father’s parenting, to repudiate it, or to transform it. The book also brings
to light how such issues as racism, class, and patriarchy affect and inform the ways
African-American men choose to raise their children.

ANDRE C. WILLIS is a research associate at the W. E. B. Du Bois Institute for 
African-American Research at Harvard.
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Willis, Jeanne. Earth Hounds As Explained By Professor Xargle. New York. 1990. 
Dutton. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0525446001. Illustrated by 
Tony Ross. unpaginated. hardcover. Cover art byTony Ross. Inventory # 14009. 
$22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - School’s in session again, and here’s a quiz for you: 
What has tusks in the front, a waggler at the back, and can jump as high as a roast
beef? Why, it’s an Earth Hound, of course - the subject of the latest and zaniest 
lesson about life on planet Earth as taught by that learned alien Professor Xargle. 
With completely original, rib-tickling humor, this hilarious introduction to an 
Earthling’s ‘best friend’ will hit home with hound lovers young and old.

Jeanne Willis is the author of dozens of books for children, including the popular 
Professor Xargle series, also illustrated by Tony Ross. Ms. Willis lives in London, 
England, with her husband and children. Tony Ross is the author and illustrator of 
over fifty children's books. He lives in Cheshire, England.
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Willis, Jeanne. Earth Mobiles As Explained By Professor Xargle. New York. 1991. 
Dutton. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0525448926. Illustrated by Tony 
Ross. unpaginated. hardcover. Cover art by Tony Ross. Inventory # 15684. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Professor Xargle teaches his class of extraterrestrials 
about travel on Earth, as it must seem to a resident of outer space.

Jeanne Willis is the author of dozens of books for children, including the popular 
Professor Xargle series, also illustrated by Tony Ross. Ms. Willis lives in London, 
England, with her husband and children. Tony Ross is the author and illustrator of 
over fifty children's books. He lives in Cheshire, England.
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Willocks, Tim. Blood-Stained Kings. New York. 1997. Random House. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679450092. 319 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by Robbin Schiff. Inventory # 24984. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Set in New Orleans and the rural South, it is the story of
a chain of cataclysmic events let loose by the murder of Clarence Jefferson, a 
legendary lawman who has gathered a cache of evidence that could imprison 
corrupt politicians in five states. His last act, it appears, was to hand-pick two people
as the unlucky heirs of his potentially explosive evidence files. The pair must either 
dispose of them as fast as they can or - at considerable risk to themselves - deliver 
the files to the authorities. Lenna Parillaud and Dr. Cicero Grimes, Jefferson’s 
‘beneficiaries,’ have never met. Lenna, a millionaire businesswoman, has been 
racked by grief and rage over the loss of her daughter. Dr. Grimes is a clinically 
depressed psychiatrist. Though both have burdens enough of their own, they are 
swept up into this story of southern violence, passion, and vengeance, the likes of 
which perhaps only the readers of Willocks’s previous novel can imagine.

Tim Willocks (born on October 27, 1957, in Stalybridge, Chesire, England) is a 
reputed British novelist and physician. He is popular for writing historical fiction, 
mystery, crime, thriller, action, contemporary, fantasy, and young adult stories. His 
first books was Bad City Blues in 1991, followed in 1994 by Green River Rising, and
Bloodstained Kings in 1995.
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Willumson, Glenn. Iron Muse: Photographing the Transcontinental Railroad. 
Berkeley. 2013. University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 9780520270947. An Ahmanson-Murphy Fine Arts Book 7 x 10. 8 color 
photos. 88 b/w photos. 1 map. 286 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 40434. $60

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Iron Muse provides a unique look at the production, 
distribution, and publication of images of the transcontinental railroad: from their use
as an official record by the railroad corporations, to their reproduction in illustrated 
press and travel guides. Willumson provides a comprehensive portrayal of the 
creation and evolution of an important slice of American visual culture.

Glenn Willumson is Director of the Graduate Program in Museum Studies and 
associate Professor of art History at the University of Florida.
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Wilson, A. N. Scandal Or Priscilla's Kindness. New York. 1984. Viking Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket That Sports Some Internal Water 
Marking. Remainder Stamps On Bottom Edge. 0670620076. 233 pages. hardcover.
Cover art & Design by Jack Ribik. Inventory # 4599. $6.25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With the delicious elegance and lacerating wit that took 
America by storm at the publication of his last novel, WISE VIRGIN, A. N. Wilson 
here weaves a complex and hilarious tale of a sex scandal that reaches to the very 
heights of the British government. At its center is a loveable but dim-witted prostitute
with the improbable name of Bernadette, one of whose clients – whom she 
entertains with the aid of a schoolboy’s uniform and a teacher ruler - is a red-faced
man of unusual sexual tastes who happens (unbeknownst to Bernadette) to be 
Derek Blore, a cabinet member hot for the summit. When her pimp arranges for her 
to marry a defecting Russian dancer, Bernadette doesn’t realize this chaste could 
have anything to do with Blore; nor does Blore know that his business with the 
obliging Bernadette has come to anyone’s attention – or that his otherwise 
irreproachable wife, Priscilla, is having a steamy but sane affair with a journalist with
an insatiable appetite for a good story. And none of the four can see that their world
of political salons, country house weekends, shabby genteel brothels, and Fleet 
Street gossip is about to be engulfed in a comic cataclysm that will change all their 
lives. These characters, and a dozen more, play out their lurid and ludicrous destiny
before a backdrop of contemporary London that is almost Dickensian in its richness,
but the balance struck between light and dark comedy is distinctly Wilson’s own. 
Politics, sex, romantic love, greed, and revenge are transfigured here by irony - and
the result is impure delight.

Andrew Norman Wilson (born 27 October 1950) is an English writer and newspaper
columnist known for his critical biographies, novels and works of popular history. He
is an occasional columnist for the Daily Mail and a former columnist for the London
Evening Standard. He has been an occasional contributor to The Times Literary 
Supplement, New Statesman, The Spectator and The Observer.
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Wilson, Angus. The Middle Age of Mrs. Eliot. London. 1958. Secker & Warburg. 1st
British Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. hardcover. Inventory # 7544. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE MIDDLE AGE OF MRS ELIOT is a novel by Angus
Wilson, first published in 1958. It won the James Tait Black Memorial Prize for that 
year, and has been regularly reprinted ever since. It describes the fortunes of Meg 
Eliot, a happy and active woman, the wife of a barrister, who finds herself a widow in
reduced circumstances after the shocking murder of her husband abroad. Her 
attempts to rebuild her life are placed in contrast with the self-isolation of her 
brother, David, who lives with his dying partner Gordon at a commercial nursery in 
Sussex. Wilson conceived the idea for the story in September 1957, while visiting 
Thailand, which is possibly the model for the fictional country of Badai.

Sir Angus Frank Johnstone-Wilson, CBE (11 August 1913 – 31 May 1991) was an 
English novelist and short story writer. He was awarded the 1958 James Tait Black
Memorial Prize for The Middle Age of Mrs Eliot and later received a knighthood for 
his services to literature.
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Wilson, Bee. Swindled: The Dark History of Food Fraud, from Poisoned Candy to 
Counterfeit Coffee. Princeton. 2008. Princeton University Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780691138206. 400 pages. hardcover. Inventory
# 35883. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Bad food has a history. SWINDLED tells it. Through a 
fascinating mixture of cultural and scientific history, food politics, and culinary 
detective work, Bee Wilson uncovers the many ways swindlers have cheapened, 
falsified, and even poisoned our food throughout history. In the hands of people and
corporations who have prized profits above the health of consumers, food and drink
have been tampered with in often horrifying ways--padded, diluted, contaminated, 
substituted, mislabeled, misnamed, or otherwise faked. SWINDLED gives a 
panoramic view of this history, from the leaded wine of the ancient Romans to 
today’s food frauds--such as fake organics and the scandal of Chinese babies being
fed bogus milk powder. Wilson pays special attention to nineteenth- and twentieth-
century America and England and their roles in developing both industrial-scale food
adulteration and the scientific ability to combat it. As SWINDLED reveals, modern 
science has both helped and hindered food fraudsters--increasing the sophistication
of scams but also the means to detect them. The big breakthrough came in Victorian
England when a scientist first put food under the microscope and found that much of
what was sold as ‘genuine coffee’ was anything but--and that you couldn’t buy pure
mustard in all of London. Arguing that industrialization, laissez-faire politics, and 
globalization have all hurt the quality of food, but also that food swindlers have 
always been helped by consumer ignorance, SWINDLED ultimately calls for both 
governments and individuals to be more vigilant. In fact, Wilson suggests, one of our
best protections is simply to reeducate ourselves about the joys of food and cooking.

 Bee Wilson is the author of The Hive: The Story of the Honeybee and Us. She 
writes a weekly food column for London’s Sunday Telegraph and is a former food 
critic for the New Statesman. She has been named Food Journalist of the Year by 
the Guild of Food Writers and Food Writer of the Year by BBC Radio 4.
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Wilson, Colin. Necessary Doubt. New York. 1964. Trident Press. 1st American 
Edition. Mark From A Price Sticker On Front Free Endpaper, Otherwise Good in 
Worn Dustjacket With Some Pieces Missing. 303 pages. hardcover. Jacket Design
By Charles And Cuffari. Inventory # 31678. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - On Christmas Eve, while riding in a London hack, 
Professor Karl Zweig sees a man he thinks he recognizes getting into another cab 
with an elderly gentleman outside an hotel on Curzon Street. It is snowing, and he 
has not seen this man for a number of years; yet he is so certain that he goes 
immediately to call upon his friend Enid Grey, a retired Scotland Yard inspector. For,
if he is right, he has spotted a dangerous murderer, whose fellow passenger may 
well be his next victim. For a time NECESSARY DOUBT reads exactly like the best
of the old-fashioned British thrillers, as the reader is off on an uncommonly exciting
manhunt; then there begins to lurk in his mind the disturbing suspicion that 
something is going on that is lust beyond his comprehension. Somehow, in spite of 
the apparently familiar trappings of the chase-now lightened by the introduction of 
two bumbling new characters, supposed friends of the intended victim-a conviction 
is growing that what he is experiencing is actually not reality at all, that just beneath 
the surface a whole new area of meaning is opening up. Yet the more convinced he
becomes, the mare startling is the depth and clarity of the picture which he finally 
begins to perceive, for however unorthodox its concept, it is every bit believable. We
confidently believe this to be Colin Wilson’s most arresting book since THE 
OUTSIDER, a novel that will be widely read and passionately discussed on each of 
its many levels. It is, even for a writer known for the unexpected, a stunning 
achievement.

Colin Henry Wilson (26 June 1931 – 5 December 2013) was an English writer, 
philosopher and novelist. He also wrote widely on true crime, mysticism and the 
paranormal, eventually writing more than a hundred books. Wilson called his 
philosophy "new existentialism" or "phenomenological existentialism", and 
maintained his life work was "that of a philosopher, and (his) purpose to create a 
new and optimistic existentialism".
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Wilson, Colin. Rasputin and the Fall of the Romanovs. New York. 1964. Farrar 
Straus & Company. 1st American Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 240 pages. 
hardcover. Cover by Milton Glaser. Inventory # 17670. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A biography of the Russian monk who was brought into 
the inner circle of the Russian imperial family and the decadent culture of St. 
Petersburg in the years leading up to the revolution of 1917.

Colin Henry Wilson (26 June 1931 – 5 December 2013) was an English writer, 
philosopher and novelist. He also wrote widely on true crime, mysticism and the 
paranormal, eventually writing more than a hundred books. Wilson called his 
philosophy "new existentialism" or "phenomenological existentialism", and 
maintained his life work was "that of a philosopher, and (his) purpose to create a 
new and optimistic existentialism".
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Wilson, Colin. Ritual in the Dark. Boston. 1960. Houghton Mifflin. 1st American 
Printing. Very Good.No Dustjacket. 442 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 16906. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A wave of sickening deaths hits the streets of modern 
London. Young women, mainly prostitutes, are found strangled and mutilated. The 
police are baffled, the press outraged - not since Jack the Ripper has such a sinister
brand of violent murders been unleashed. Is the culprit a homicidal maniac or a cold-
blooded, calculating killer wreaking a personal vendetta on a corrupt and callous 
society?

Colin Henry Wilson (26 June 1931 – 5 December 2013) was an English writer, 
philosopher and novelist. He also wrote widely on true crime, mysticism and the 
paranormal, eventually writing more than a hundred books. Wilson called his 
philosophy "new existentialism" or "phenomenological existentialism", and 
maintained his life work was "that of a philosopher, and (his) purpose to create a 
new and optimistic existentialism".
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Wilson, Colin. Strindberg: A Play in Two Scenes. New York. 1972. Random House.
1st Printing. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With Some Tears. 0394465547.
95 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Bob Cuevas. Inventory # 15483. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Colin Wilson's first published play was written in 1965 but
remained in manuscript until 1970. On September 15, 1971 it was performed as 
'Pictures in a Bath of Acid' at the Leeds Playhouse, starring Alfred Burke as 
Strindberg. It played as 'Strindberg: A Psychological Portrait' in New York three 
years later and again in 1975 as 'Strindberg: A Fool's Decision'. In that same year a
production was staged by the Mercury Theatre Company in London under the 
combined title of 'Strindberg or Pictures in a Bath of Acid'. As fascinating to read as 
to see in production, the play succeeds in presenting a psychological portrait of one 
the most original and intriguing figures of modern literature. Skillfully using 
techniques derived from Strindberg's own plays, Wilson has created a uniquely 
challenging role for any actor.

Colin Henry Wilson (26 June 1931 – 5 December 2013) was an English writer, 
philosopher and novelist. He also wrote widely on true crime, mysticism and the 
paranormal, eventually writing more than a hundred books. Wilson called his 
philosophy "new existentialism" or "phenomenological existentialism", and 
maintained his life work was "that of a philosopher, and (his) purpose to create a 
new and optimistic existentialism".
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Wilson, Colin. The Glass Cage. New York. 1967. Random House. 1st American 
Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 211 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Roy E. 
La Grone. Inventory # 9528. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A series of brutal and apparently motiveless murders 
takes place in London, Some of the victims are women, some men. Each of the 
bodies, or what is left of them, is discovered near the Thames, and in most cases a
quotation from Blake’s poems is scrawled on a nearby wall, It is this mysterious 
circumstance that involves Damon Reade in the investigations. Reade, one of the 
foremost Blake scholars in the country, is consulted by the police. Has he had any 
correspondence from a knowledgeable but apparently insane Blake enthusiast? 
Almost against his will, Reade sets off for London to do some private detective work,
but not before the reader has learned a great deal about him. Damon Reade is 
indeed one of Colin Wilson’s most successful creations, complex in some ways, 
simple in others, He lives almost like a hermit in a remote cottage in the Lake 
District, and he has a deep, fundamental belief in the meaningfulness of life, In some
way, he believes, the universe ‘takes account’ of the individual; he tries to live by 
instinct and in the belief that life means well by him, He comes to London and allows
himself to be drawn into the promiscuous life of the Notting Hill lodging house where
a friend, a philandering composer, finds him a room. While the police try to solve the
case by a long process of elimination, Reade uses a combination of instinctive 
deduction and psychic penetration to lead bum to the murderer; an oddly touching 
relationship develops between them, which gives THE CLASS CAGE its special 
flavor, It is Colin Wilson’s best novel since RITUAL IN THE DARK.

Colin Henry Wilson (26 June 1931 – 5 December 2013) was an English writer, 
philosopher and novelist. He also wrote widely on true crime, mysticism and the 
paranormal, eventually writing more than a hundred books. Wilson called his 
philosophy "new existentialism" or "phenomenological existentialism", and 
maintained his life work was "that of a philosopher, and (his) purpose to create a 
new and optimistic existentialism".
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Wilson, Colin. The Schoolgirl Murder Case. New York. 1974. Crown. 1st American 
Edition. Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front, Otherwise Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0517514826. 211 pages. hardcover. Cover design by Doug Anderson. 
Inventory # 16821. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A beautiful young girl is raped and murdered in the 
garden of an Englsh villa. But the crime is not as simple as it looks. her appearance
conceals some astonishing secrets, and the clues to her murder send Scotland 
Yard's Inspector Gregory Saltfleet into the dark corner of a deadly web that leads 
back to Hitler's Germany and into the depths of the occult world.

Colin Henry Wilson (26 June 1931 – 5 December 2013) was an English writer, 
philosopher and novelist. He also wrote widely on true crime, mysticism and the 
paranormal, eventually writing more than a hundred books. Wilson called his 
philosophy "new existentialism" or "phenomenological existentialism", and 
maintained his life work was "that of a philosopher, and (his) purpose to create a 
new and optimistic existentialism".
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Mystery
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Wilson, Colin. The Violent World of Hugh Greene. Boston. 1963. Houghton Mifflin. 
1st American Edition. 49 Stamp On Top Corner Of Front Free Endpaper & Previous
Owner's Name Penned in Back, Otherwise Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 
272 pages. hardcover. Cover design by Treld Pelkey. Inventory # 21694. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - By the age of six, Hugh Greene is a mathematical 
prodigy. He greatly admires his Uncle Nick-a man of many misconceptions, among 
them the theory that the earth is hollow, consisting of a number of concentric 
spheres. When Uncle Nick is declared insane, Hugh is suddenly faced with the 
problem of who is telling the truth-Uncle Nick or ‘the world.’

Colin Henry Wilson (26 June 1931 – 5 December 2013) was an English writer, 
philosopher and novelist. He also wrote widely on true crime, mysticism and the 
paranormal, eventually writing more than a hundred books. Wilson called his 
philosophy "new existentialism" or "phenomenological existentialism", and 
maintained his life work was "that of a philosopher, and (his) purpose to create a 
new and optimistic existentialism".
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Wilson, Edmund and Bishop, John Peale. The Undertaker's Garland. New York. 
1922. Knopf. 1st American Edition. Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front, 
Otherwise Very Good.No Dustjacket. Illustrated by Boris Artzybasheff. 192 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 15606. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE UNDERTAKER’S GARLAND was Edmund Wilson’s
first publication in collaboration with his Vanity Fair colleague on a series of witty 
accounts of various funerals. John Peale Bishop served as the managing editor of 
Vanity Fair until 1922, when he became a Paris-based expatriate. His Princeton 
classmate Edmund Wilson would go on to become one of the century’s most 
influential literary and social critics.

Edmund Wilson (May 8, 1895 – June 12, 1972) was an American writer, literary and
social critic, and noted man of letters. Wilson was born in Red Bank, New Jersey. 
From 1912 to 1916, he was educated at Princeton University. He began his 
professional writing career as a reporter for the New York Sun, and served in the 
army during the First World War. Wilson was the managing editor of Vanity Fair in 
1920 and 1921, and later served as Associate Editor of The New Republic and as a
book reviewer for The New Yorker and The New York Review of Books. He wrote 
plays, poems, and novels, but his greatest influence was literary criticism. Axel's 
Castle: A Study in the Imaginative Literature of 1870-1930 (1931) was a sweeping 
survey of Symbolism, while To the Finland Station (1940) studied the course of 
European socialism, from Jules Michelet to the ideas of Vico, culminating in the 
1917 arrival of Vladimir Lenin at the Finland Station of Saint Petersburg to lead the 
Bolsheviks in the Russian Revolution. John Peale Bishop (May 21, 1892 – April 4, 
1944) was an American poet and man of letters. Bishop was born in Charles Town,
West Virginia, to a family from New England. He entered Princeton University in 
1913, at age 21, where he became friends with Edmund Wilson and F. Scott 
Fitzgerald. His novel Act of Darkness, based on the true story of the rape of a 
prominent Charles Town social figure by a local Charles Town man, caused a 
scandal in the town when it was published.
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Wilson, Edmund. The Scrolls From the Dead Sea. New York. 1955. Oxford 
University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 121 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 5205. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE SCROLLS FROM THE DEAD SEA is a masterful 
work by the late scholar, critic and author Edmund Wilson who, in 1954, became 
intrigued by the discovery of the scrolls of the Essenes and the possibility that the 
Jewish sect was a precursor to Christianity. His fascination took him to Israel where
he studied the revelations of the scrolls; his account of their history and significance
was first published in 1955. In his text, Wilson conveys his passion for the things 
represented by his quest for meaning: history, politics, ancient lore. Drawing upon 
his findings, he presents a compelling reconstruction of Biblical times, offering 
evidence that the Essenes practiced a religion very similar to Christianity, including 
celebration of a messiah and partaking of holy sacraments.

Edmund Wilson (May 8, 1895 – June 12, 1972) was an American writer, literary and
social critic, and noted man of letters. Wilson was born in Red Bank, New Jersey. 
From 1912 to 1916, he was educated at Princeton University. He began his 
professional writing career as a reporter for the New York Sun, and served in the 
army during the First World War. Wilson was the managing editor of Vanity Fair in 
1920 and 1921, and later served as Associate Editor of The New Republic and as a
book reviewer for The New Yorker and The New York Review of Books. He wrote 
plays, poems, and novels, but his greatest influence was literary criticism. Axel's 
Castle: A Study in the Imaginative Literature of 1870-1930 (1931) was a sweeping 
survey of Symbolism, while To the Finland Station (1940) studied the course of 
European socialism, from Jules Michelet to the ideas of Vico, culminating in the 
1917 arrival of Vladimir Lenin at the Finland Station of Saint Petersburg to lead the 
Bolsheviks in the Russian Revolution.
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Wilson, Karen (editor). Jews in the Los Angeles Mosaic. Berkeley. 2013. University
of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Pictorial Boards. No 
Dustjacket As Issued. 9780520275508. Copub: Autry National Center of the 
American West. 7 x 10. 24 color illus. 31 b/w photos. 1 map. 120 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 40431. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Influenced by popular notions that the West is a place of
vanishing Jews and disappearing Judaism, most people draw a blank at the words 
‘Los Angeles Jew’. Yet, the region is home to the second largest number of Jews in
North America, and boasts the fourth largest Jewish population in the world, behind
only Tel Aviv, New York City, and Jerusalem. This book, and its companion 
exhibition at the Autry National Center, reveals how Los Angeles has shaped Jewish
identities and how Jewish Angelenos have shaped the metropolis. Six incisive 
essays look at the mutual influence of people and place as they examine Jewish 
engagement with frontier society, yidishe kultur and union activism, ethnic identity 
and Hollywood movies, Jewish women and local politics, and Jews making music in
Los Angeles. The book is illustrated with a wealth of images that illustrate how Jews,
operating both at the center and the margins of power, have contributed to the place
and myth called Los Angeles.

Karen Wilson is the Kahn Post-Doctoral research Fellow with the UCLA Center for 
Jewish Studies, a lecturer in the UCLA Department of History, and guest curator of 
the Autry National Center’s exhibition, Jews in the Los Angeles Mosaic.
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Wilson, Laura. The Riot: Inspector Stratton #5. New York. 2016. Felony & Mayhem.
1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781631941023. 384 pages. 
paperback. Cover design by Anthony Wing Kosner/Wing and Ko. Inventory # 43014.
$14.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is the fifth volume in the award-winning “Inspector 
Stratton” series, which opened during the London Blitz (with The Innocent Spy) and
has now landed in the rainy summer of 1958. Detective Inspector Stratton is 
investigating the death of a rent collector – never a popular personage – in Notting 
Hill, a district seething with tensions between the new Caribbean immigrants and 
their white, working-class neighbors. Stratton has his suspicions, but a second body
makes it clear: Race is at the heart of these murders. Like the rest of the series, The
Riot is based on real events and characters, on which Wilson sheds new and 
revealing light. It is both a compelling mystery and a fascinating dive into the London
of the late 1950s, complete with both the details of daily life and cameo appearances
by a few notorious celebrities. If the name “Notting Hill” brings to mind a certain 
Hugh Grant movie, be prepared for a stunner as The Riot uncovers the story of the 
neighborhood in its considerably less swanky days.

Laura Wilson (born 1964) is an English crime-writer based in London, where she 
was born and raised. She has degrees in English Literature form Somerville College,
Oxford, and University College London, and has worked as a teacher and editor of 
non-fiction. Many of her novels have either a historical setting or a distinct historical
connection, and often have split or dual narratives. Her fifth novel, The Lover, won 
the Prix du Polar Européen in 2005, and her eighth, Stratton’s War, won the Crime
Writers' Association's 2008 Ellis Peters Award for Best Historical Mystery. Both The
Lover and A Thousand Lies were shortlisted for the Crime Writers' Association's 
Gold Dagger, and A Little Death, The Lover and An Empty Death were shortlisted 
for the Ellis Peters Award. She is The Guardian's crime fiction reviewer and was the
2009 programming chair of the Harrogate Crime Writing Festival.
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Wilson, Laura. The Underground Man (DUSTJACKET ONLY). New York. 2015. 
Felony & Mayhem. Uncorrected Proof. Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 
9781631940699. 416 pages. paperback. Jacket design by Hal Seigel. Inventory # 
42134. $14.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - It's 1956 and the world is in turmoil―the Bikini Atoll, the
Suez Crisis, the Hungarian Uprising―these are just some of the events of that year 
Inspector Ted Stratton can't help but think about as he makes his way through a 
murder investigation. The murder victim is a young man in London whose 
bookshelves are filled with literature on spirituality and esoteric religions, and who 
had just recently left the Foundation for Spiritual Understanding, a new age cult 
based in Suffolk. Traveling to Suffolk to investigate, Inspector Stratton encounters a
community of fervent believers led by an enigmatic, charismatic leader, and a 
femme fatale with a shady past. In addition to a gripping, twisty investigation, the 
book is also a portrait of England in the mid-nineteen-fifties, and a meditation on the
dangerous power of faith.

Laura Wilson (born 1964) is an English crime-writer based in London, where she 
was born and raised. She has degrees in English Literature form Somerville College,
Oxford, and University College London, and has worked as a teacher and editor of 
non-fiction. Many of her novels have either a historical setting or a distinct historical
connection, and often have split or dual narratives. Her fifth novel, The Lover, won 
the Prix du Polar Européen in 2005, and her eighth, Stratton’s War, won the Crime
Writers' Association's 2008 Ellis Peters Award for Best Historical Mystery. Both The
Lover and A Thousand Lies were shortlisted for the Crime Writers' Association's 
Gold Dagger, and A Little Death, The Lover and An Empty Death were shortlisted 
for the Ellis Peters Award. She is The Guardian's crime fiction reviewer and was the
2009 programming chair of the Harrogate Crime Writing Festival.
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Wilson, William Julius. The Bridge Over the Racial Divide: Rising Inequality & 
Coalition Politics. Berkeley. 1999. University Of California Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0520222261. 163 pages. hardcover. Cover design
by Nicole Hayward. Inventory # 34681. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The culmination of decades of distinguished scholarship,
The Bridge over the Racial Divide brilliantly demonstrates how political power is 
disproportionately concentrated among the most advantaged segments of society 
and how the monetary, trade, and tax policies of recent years have deepened this 
power imbalance. Developing his earlier views on race in contemporary society, 
William Julius Wilson gives a simple, straightforward, and crucially important 
diagnosis of the problem of rising social inequality in the United States and details a
set of recommendations for dealing with it. Wilson argues that as long as middle- 
and working-class groups are fragmented along racial lines, they will fail to see how
their combined efforts could change the political imbalance and thus promote 
policies that reflect their interests. He shows how a vision of American society that 
highlights racial differences rather than commonalities makes it difficult for 
Americans to see the need and appreciate the potential for mutual political support 
across racial lines. Multiracial political cooperation could be enhanced if we can 
persuade groups to focus more on the interests they hold in common, including 
overcoming stagnating and declining real incomes that relate to changes in the 
global economy, Wilson argues. He advocates a cross-race, class-based alliance of
working-and middle-class Americans to pursue policies that will deal with the 
eroding strength of the nation's equalizing institutions, including public education, 
unions, and political structures that promote the interests of ordinary families.

William Julius Wilson (born December 20, 1935) is an American sociologist. He is a
professor at Harvard University and author of works on urban sociology, race and 
class issues. Laureate of the National Medal of Science, he served as the 80th 
President of the American Sociological Association, was a member of numerous 
national boards and commissions.
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Wilson, William Julius. When Work Disappears: The World of the New Urban Poor.
New York. 1996. Knopf. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0394579356. 322 
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Archie Ferguson. Inventory # 23002. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In his long-awaited new book, our foremost authority on 
race and poverty challenges decades of liberal and conservative pieties to look 
squarely at the devastating effects that joblessness has had on our urban ghettos. 
Marshaling a vast array of data and the personal stories of hundreds of men and 
women, William Julius Wilson persuasively argues that the problems endemic to 
America’s inner cities - from fatherless households to drugs and violent crime - stem
directly from the disappearance of blue-collar jobs in the wake of a globalized 
economy. Wilson’s achievement is to portray this crisis as one that affects all 
Americans, and to propose solutions whose benefits would be felt across our 
society. At a time when welfare is ending and our country’s racial dialectic is more 
strained than ever before, WHEN WORK DISAPPEARS is a sane, courageous, and
desperately important work.

William Julius Wilson (born December 20, 1935) is an American sociologist. He is a
professor at Harvard University and author of works on urban sociology, race and 
class issues. Laureate of the National Medal of Science, he served as the 80th 
President of the American Sociological Association, was a member of numerous 
national boards and commissions. He identified the importance of neighborhood 
effects and demonstrated how limited employment opportunities and weakened 
institutional resources exacerbated poverty within American inner-city 
neighborhoods.
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Winans, CeCe. On a Positive Note. New York. Pocket Books. 1st Pocket Book 
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0671020013. 219 pages. Paperback. 
Inventory # 41018. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Eight-time Grammy Award winner CeCe Winans has 
broken new ground as a superstar of gospel: her celebrated career includes 
platinum and gold albums, collaborations with Whitney Houston, and forays into 
television and the Broadway stage. Now CeCe Winans recalls a life full of blessings 
in this warm and intimate memoir. On a Positive Note is CeCe's inspiring story of her
journey from the projects of Detroit to international fame and award-winning 
success. She portrays how she took the brave step of leaving home, along with her
brother BeBe, to work as a background singer on Jim and Tammy Faye Bakker's 
television program. She offers the courageous testimony of a rising recording star 
facing life-changing decisions, and tells the wonderful story of meeting the man who
became her soul mate and husband. And finally, CeCe Winans shares a moving and
candid account of her lifelong attempt, through times of tears and laughter, to sing of
God's glory and live with His love in her heart. A multiple Grammy, Dove?, Stellar?,
and NAACP Image Award? winner -- both on her own and in partnership with BeBe 
-- CeCe is also a wife, mother, daughter, sister, and friend. CeCe's reflections offer a
reassuring sense of companionship to women facing their own challenges, doubts, 
and hopes -- and an inspiration to keep the fires of faith burning bright.

Priscilla Marie Winans Love, known professionally as CeCe Winans, /ˈwaɪnænz/ 
(born October 8, 1964) is an American gospel singer, who has sold over 12 million 
records worldwide and won 12 Grammy Awards. She is the best-selling female 
gospel artist of all time, as of 2015.
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Winegardner, Mark. Elvis Presley Boulevard: From Sea To Shining Sea,Almost. 
New York. 1987. Atlantic Monthly Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Wrappers With 
Small Piece Missing From The Top Back. 0871132052. Paperback Original. 223 
pages. paperback. Jacket design by Robin Schiff. Inventory # 28772. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Good-natured, adventuresome and a natural tourist, 
Mark Winegardner is the ideal guide for the trip we’ve all wanted to take into the 
country that confound s its admirers and delights even its critics.

Mark Winegardner was born and raised in Bryan, Ohio, near Exit 2, a town of 8,000
which supplies the world with its Dum-Dum suckers and Etch-a-Sketches. His 
parents owned an RV dealership there, and every summer he traveled with his 
family across the USA in various travel trailers and motorhomes. By the time he was
15, he had been in all 48 contiguous states. He graduated Phi Beta Kappa and 
magna cum laude from Miami University and went on to receive a master of fine arts
degree in fiction writing from George Mason University. He published his first book 
at age 26, while still in graduate school. He has taught at Miami, George Mason, 
George Washington, and John Carroll Universities, and is now a professor in the 
creative writing program at Florida State University in Tallahassee, Florida. 
Winegardner has won grants, fellowships and residencies from the Ohio Arts 
Council, the Lilly Endowment, the Ragdale Foundation, the Sewanee Writers 
Conference and the Corporation of Yaddo. His books have been chosen as among 
the best of the year by the New York Times Book Review, Chicago Sun-Times, Los
Angeles Times, the New York Public Library, and USA Today. His work has 
appeared in GQ, Playboy, Ploughshares, TriQuarterly, DoubleTake, Family Circle, 
The Sporting News, Witness, Story Quarterly, American Short Fiction, Ladies Home
Journal, Parents and The New York Times Magazine. Several of his stories have 
been chosen as Distinguished Stories of the Year in The Best American Short 
Stories.
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Winn, Dilys (editor). Murder Ink: The Mystery Reader's Companion. New York. 1977.
Workman. 4th Printing. Very Good in Worn Dustjacket. 0517347857. 522 pages. 
hardcover. Cover design by Paul Hanson. Inventory # 7314. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - For mystery addicts there are answers to questions that
have tantalized readers for years: Who wrote the most mysteries? Who used the 
most pseudonyms? Which has more murders, Cambridge or Oxford? (Did Harvard 
have a homicide, too?) Where did the term ‘red herrings’ originate? Who drank more
—Spade, Archer, or Marlowe? Exactly how many little grey cells did Poirot have? 
Who is the bigger snob—Peter Wimsey or Phio Vance? And, finally, the great 
debate—who is better at disposing of the body, the English or the Americans? For 
mystery novices there is: the history of the mystery from Poe to the present; a 
subject guide to mysteries; the ten most overrated mystery stories of all time; how to
behave at a mystery writer's autograph party; lists of the Pulitzer and Nobel Prize 
winners who wrote mysteries. For true crime buffs there are articles on every aspect
of forensics, from dentistry to anthropology; confessions of hangmen and assistant
DAs; tailing techniques of a private eye and memoirs of a house dick; visits to the 
banisters' wigmaker and to Scotland Yard's Black Museum; tours to mystery 
locations in New York and London. Over 150 original, entertaining, and illustrated 
articles by eminent mystery writers, teachers, psychiatrists, scientists, ex-spies, and
fans in totally unrelated fields make MURDER INK the last word about murder 
fiction. ‘. a prodigious smorgasbord of writing and pictures about the crime story past
and present—its authors, sleuths, perpetrators and their motives, victims, supporting
characters, scenes and accessories of crime, mystery films and shows. There has 
never been a book quite like it; not only will it keep all the fans happy, it will probably
win the cult new members.’ - NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW.

Dilys Winn formerly owned Murder Ink, the first bookstore devoted exclusively to the
mystery.
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Winokur, John (editor). The Portable Curmudgeon Redux. New York. 1992. Dutton.
1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0525934898. 338 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
illustrations by Everett Peck. Inventory # 17222. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Malcontents and misanthropes across the nation have 
hailed THE PORTABLE CURMUDGEON as their bible, Now, for all those who glory
in invective, who thrive on waspish wit, and who shudder at the thought of a ‘kinder,
gender nation,’ the curmudgeon has returned to scourge sentimentality wherever it
may lurk. Once again Jon Winokur has raised the snarl to an art form in this all-new
collection of more than a thousand delightfully acerbic quotations by everyone from
George Bernard Shaw to Camille Paglia. Also included are poison profiles of three 
charter members of the Curmudgeon’s Hall of Fame-Alexander Woollcott, Oscar 
Wilde, and Robert Benchley-and ten interviews with such wonderfully crusty 
commentators as Florence King, Frank Zappa, Carrie Fisher, Dave Barry, Margo 
Kaufman, John Waters, and P.J. O’Rourke. Covering the entire alphabet of 
annoyances, these crotchety quips and barbed bon mots are meant for the 
discerning reader who knows that for every cloud with a silver lining there’s another
one carrying acid rain. So step aside, Pollyana and make way for Fran Lebowitz, 
whose advice to writers is: ‘Your life story would not make a good book. Don’t even 
try’; Gore Vidal, who calls astronauts ‘Rotarians in outer space’; and George Will, 
who notes that football ‘combines the two worst features of American life: violence 
and committee meetings. What better way to wile away the time while you’re waiting
for the last lug nut to fly off the last wheel of civilization? A paean to the art of the 
grouch, this cantankerous collection is meant for that special kind of person best 
described by Jean Kerr: ‘the average, healthy, well-adjusted adult [who] gets up at 7:
30 in the morning feeling just plain terrible.’. JON WINOKUR is the editor and 
compiler of several books, including ZEN TO GO, MONDO CANINE, and TRUE 
CONFESSIONS. He lives (and vents his spleen) in Pacific Palisades, California.

Jon Winokur (born August 5, 1947) is an American writer and editor and compiler of
several books, including ZEN TO GO, MONDO CANINE, and TRUE 
CONFESSIONS. He lives (and vents his spleen) in Pacific Palisades, California.
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Winslow, Don. The Death & Life of Bobby Z. New York. 1997. Knopf. 1st Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679454292. 261 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Carol Devine Carson & Abby Weintraub. Inventory # 23671. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When longtime loser Tim Kearney kills a Hell’s Angel, it’s
his third strike. Life without parole follows. But with Angels in every prison, it looks to
be a pretty short life. That’s when the DEA makes an offer. It seems they’ve 
promised to deliver the legendary drug lord Bobby Z to Don Huertero, northern 
Mexico’s drug kingpin, in exchange for a DEA agent. The fact that Z is dead might 
present a problem, except that Kearney bears an uncanny resemblance to him. All 
they want is for Kearney to impersonate Bobby Z: they think that with a little training,
a little instruction, he might pass. Or he might not. But, really, what choice does Tim
have? So he’s launched into Bobby Z’s life - rarefied and luxurious just until it 
becomes chaotic and hair-raising. Don Huertero wants Bobby Z alive, but only so he
can have the pleasure of killing him. Add to that the surprise appearance of Bobby’s
mysteriously lethal girlfriend and his six-year-old son, and Tim has more of Bobby’s 
life than even the DEA bargained for. Now, suddenly, Tim is running for his life - 
from drug dealers, henchmen, bikers, Indians and cops, all chasing him down 
across southern California’s deserts and mountains straight to the dead-end edge of
the ocean. Some of his pursuers want Bobby Z, but some of them want the 
considerably less legendary Tim K, who’s beginning to realize that he’d better 
become legendary if he’s going to keep the girl, save the kid and stay alive in the 
process. All of which he might manage to do if he can just stop being Tim Kearney.

Don Winslow is an American author who has written the screenplays for Savages, 
Satori and other adaptations of his novels with screenwriter/producer Shane 
Salerno.
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Winterson, Jeanette. Oranges Are Not the Only Fruit. New York. 1987. Atlantic 
Monthly Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 
0871131633. Paperback Original With '$6.95' On Rear Covers. 1st Novel. 177 
pages. paperback. Cover illustration by Anita Kunz. Inventory # 25012. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Innovative in style, its humour by turns punchy and 
tender, Jeanette Winterson's first novel, Oranges are Not the Only Fruit is a few 
days ride into the bizarre outposts of religious excess and human obsession. It's a 
love story, too. Winterson's adaptation of the novel was an internationally acclaimed
television drama awarded a BAFTA for best drama and an RTS award in the same 
year; the Prix Italia; FIPA D'Argent at Cannes for best script; The Golden Gate in 
San Francisco and an ACE Award at the Los Angeles television festival.

Jeanette Winterson (born 27 August 1959) is an award-winning English writer, who
became famous with her first book, Oranges Are Not the Only Fruit, a semi-
autobiographical novel about a sensitive teenage girl rebelling against conventional
values. Some of her other novels have explored gender polarities and sexual 
identity. Winterson is also a broadcaster and a professor of creative writing. She is a
two-time winner of the Lambda Literary Award, which focuses on LGBT issues.
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Winterson, Jeanette. The World & Other Places: Stories. New York. 1998. Knopf. 
1st American Edition. Crease On Front Free Endpaper,Otherwise Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0375402403. 228 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Archie Ferguson.
Inventory # 27047. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With language as dazzling as the wondrous visionary 
landscapes they evoke, these seventeen works transport the reader to worlds in 
which sleep is illegal, the lives of lonely department store clerks are transformed by 
fairies, the rich wear coal jewelry on an island of diamonds, and the living laminate 
their dead. Here is a universe where rooms go missing, women give birth to their 
lovers, and the young contemplate God’s creative powers through pet tortoises.

Jeanette Winterson (born 27 August 1959) is an award-winning English writer, who
became famous with her first book, Oranges Are Not the Only Fruit, a semi-
autobiographical novel about a sensitive teenage girl rebelling against conventional
values. Some of her other novels have explored gender polarities and sexual 
identity. Winterson is also a broadcaster and a professor of creative writing. She is a
two-time winner of the Lambda Literary Award, which focuses on LGBT issues.
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Winton, Tim. Dirt Music. New York. 2002. Scribner. 1st American Edition. Very Good
in Dustjacket. 0743228022. 411 pages. hardcover. Jacket photo by Jean-Paul 
Ferrero.Jacket illustration by Shasti O'Leary Soudant. Inventory # 31722. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Luther Fox, a loner, haunted by his past, makes his living
as an illegal fisherman — a shamateur. Before everyone in his family was killed in a
freak rollover, he grew melons and played guitar in the family band. Robbed of all 
that, he has turned his back on music. There’s too much emotion in it, too much 
memory and pain. One morning Fox is observed poaching by Georgie Jutland. 
Chance, or a kind of willed recklessness, has brought Georgie into the life and home
of Jim Buckridge, the most prosperous fisherman in the area and a man who loathes
poachers, Fox above all. But she’s never fully settled into Jim’s grand house on the
water or into the inbred community with its history of violent secrets. After Georgie 
encounters Fox, her tentative hold on conventional life is severed. Neither of them 
would call it love, but they can’t stay away from each other no matter how dangerous
it is — and out on White Point it is very dangerous. Set in the dramatic landscape of
Western Australia, Dirt Music is a love story about people stifled by grief and regret;
a novel about the odds of breaking with the past and about the lure of music. Dirt 
music, Fox tells Georgie, is ‘anything you can play on a verandah or porch, without 
electricity.’ Even in the wild, Luther cannot escape it. There is, he discovers, no 
silence in nature. Ambitious, perfectly calibrated, Dirt Music resonates with 
suspense and supercharged emotion — and it confirms Tim Winton’s status as the 
preeminent Australian novelist of his generation.

Timothy John Winton (born 4 August 1960) is an Australian writer of novels, 
children's books, non-fiction books, and short stories. In 1997 he was named a 
Living Treasure by the National Trust, and has won the Miles Franklin Award four 
times.
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Winton, Tim. The Riders. New York. 1995. Scribner. 1st American Edition. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 0684802961. 377 pages. hardcover. Inscribed by the Author. 
Jacket design by John Fontana. Inventory # 21325. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Fred Scully is in another country, a ‘desert Irishman’ far 
from home. After two long years of traveling through Europe, he decided to move his
family from Australia to western Ireland. Scully arrived weeks ahead of his family to 
renovate the old farmhouse they’d bought in the shadow of a castle in County 
Offally. Now, at the gate of Shannon’s international airport, he anxiously awaits the 
arrival of his pregnant wife and seven-year-old daughter, envisioning a new life 
ahead, a fresh start. He has waited for and worried about this for months. He is a 
man who does not like being alone. The plane lands, the glass doors to the terminal
slide open and his daughter emerges. Alone. There is no note, no word of 
explanation from his wife, only the mute silence of his stunned child. In an instant, 
Scully’s life goes down in flames. THE RIDERS, written with the grace and clarity 
that are hallmarks of Tim Winton’s much-acclaimed fiction, is a story of a marriage in
our time. A love-crazed odyssey to the underside of the male psyche, it is a 
powerful, dark journey in search of a woman vanished.

Timothy John Winton (born 4 August 1960) is an Australian writer of novels, 
children's books, non-fiction books, and short stories. In 1997 he was named a 
Living Treasure by the National Trust, and has won the Miles Franklin Award four 
times.
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Wise, David. The American Police State: The Government Against the People. New
York. 1976. Random House. 1st Edition. Very Good.No Dustjacket. 0394496779. 
438 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 16529. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Tells in detail how the FBI, CIA, NSA, IRS and other 
agencies have spied on Americans, engaged in break-ins, wiretapping, mail-opening
and more under seven Presidents, from Franklin D. Roosevelt to Richard M. Nixon, 
revealing for the first time the full extent of the frightening misuse of the 
government's intelligence and police agencies against its own citizens.

David Wise (May 10, 1930 – October 8, 2018) was an American journalist and 
author who worked for the New York Herald-Tribune in the 1950s and 1960s, and 
published a series of non-fiction books on espionage and US politics as well as 
several spy novels. His book The Politics of Lying: Government Deception, Secrecy,
and Power (1973) won the George Polk Award (Book category, 1973), and the 
George Orwell Award (1975).
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Wiser, William. K: A Novel. Garden City. 1971. Doubleday. 1st Edition. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 168 pages. hardcover. Jacket by Encica. Inventory # 7318. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Author's first book. The story of a Greenwich Village 
spiritual patriarch of a large and varied band of artists, admirers, and hangers-on.

William Wiser was born in Cincinnati, Ohio. Since graduating from high school, he 
has worked variously as a deckhand and signalman in the Navy; a night clerk, 
bellhop, and beach boy for hotels in Miami Beach; and a library clerk and census-
taker in New York. He spent two years writing and traveling in Mexico on a 
fellowship from the centro Mexicano des Escritores and wrote K, his first novel, on a
fellowship from the Mary Roberts Rinehart Foundation. His short stories have 
appeared in major magazines from Playboy and Cosmopolitan to Kenyon Review 
and Antioch Review. Mr. Wiser, his wife—a Belgian-born painter—and their two 
young children now live in a converted olive mill in Spéracedes, near Cannes, in 
southern France.
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Wishnia, K. Las Paredes Tienen La Palabra/The Walls Have the Floor. Ecuador. 
1994. Publicaciones Del Departamento De Dufusion Cultural De La Universidad De
Cuenca. 1st Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Bilingual Edition.Translated by Mercy
Peno; Maria Eugenia Paz y Mino, Spanish language editor. 111 pages. paperback.
Signed by the Author. Inventory # 26102. $65

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The author's first book, a bilingual edition of two plays, 
which Cecilia Suarez Moreno in her introduction describes as combining the sharp 
irony of Woody Allen with Beckett's Theater of the absurd. Wishnia's self-published 
first novel,’23 Shades of Black,’ was a finalist for the Edgar and Anthony Awards for
best first mystery.

Kenneth Wishnia was born in Hanover, NH to a roving band of traveling academics.
He earned a B.A. from Brown University (1982) and a Ph.D. in comparative literature
from SUNY Stony Brook (1996). He teaches writing, literature and other deviant 
forms of thought at Suffolk Community College in Brentwood, Long Island, where he
is a professor of English. Ken’s novels have been nominated for the Edgar, Anthony,
and Macavity Awards, and have made Best Mystery of the Year lists at Booklist, 
Library Journal, and The Washington Post. His short stories have appeared in Ellery
Queen’s Mystery Magazine, Alfred Hitchcock’s Mystery Magazine, Murder in Vegas,
Long Island Noir, Queens Noir, Politics Noir, Send My Love and a Molotov Cocktail,
and elsewhere. His most recent novel, The Fifth Servant, was an Indie Notable 
selection, one of the ‘Best Jewish Books of 2010’ according to the Association of 
Jewish Libraries, a finalist for the Sue Feder Memorial Historical Mystery Award, and
winner of a Premio Letterario ADEI-WIZO, a literary prize awarded by the 
Associazione Donne Ebree d’Italia, the Italian branch of the Women’s International 
Zionist Organization. He is married to a wonderful Catholic woman from Ecuador, 
and they have two children who are completely insane.
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Withers, Martin B. and Hosking, David. Wildlife of Southern Africa. Princeton. 2011.
Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9780691150635. 600 color illus. 4 1/2 x 7 1/2. 256 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
38015. $19.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE DEFINITIVE GUIDE FOR IDENTIFYING 
SOUTHERN AFRICA’S WILDLIFE. Highly portable, concise, and informative, this is
the essential guide for identifying Southern Africa’s most visible wildlife. Featuring 
full-color photos of more than 400 species of birds, mammals, snakes, lizards, and 
insects, Wildlife of Southern Africa provides a spectacular sense of what travelers 
can see in the major game reserves and national parks of South Africa, Swaziland, 
Lesotho, Namibia, Zimbabwe, Botswana, and southern Mozambique. Each species 
in this spectacular guide is accompanied by at least one full-color photograph plus a
full textual description. Tips on wildlife photography as well as information on how to
make the most of a safari are also included. This is a must-have guide for anyone 
planning or dreaming about a visit to this fascinating part of the world. FEATURES -
Highly portable and informative guide to the wildlife of Southern Africa; Hundreds of 
full-color photos detail more than 400 species; At least one full-color photograph and
full textual description for each species; Tips on wildlife photography and making the
most of a safari.

Martin B. Withers is one of Britain’s finest nature photographers and a tour leader 
with Hosking Tours. Hosking and Withers are the coauthors of Wildlife of East Africa
(Princeton). David Hosking is a wildlife photographer who, together with his wife 
Jean, runs the Frank Lane Picture Agency. He also runs Hosking Tours Ltd., a 
company that specialises in nature photographic holidays. Princeton Pocket Guides.
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Withey, Lynne. Dearest Friend: The Life of Abigail Adams. New York. 2001. 
Touchstone. Reprinted Hardcover Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0743229177. 
392 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 38002. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Dearest Friend is the biography of Abigail Adams, the 
unschooled minister's daughter who became the most influential woman in 
Revolutionary America. Rich with excerpts from her incomparable letters and alive 
with the ferment of a new nation, Dearest Friend captures both the public and the 
private sides of this fascinating woman. She was a keen observer of the politics of 
her time and fully grasped the Revolution's implications for women and slaves. She
was an advocate of black emancipation and urged her husband to 'Remember the 
Ladies' as he framed the laws of their new country. John and Abigail Adams married
for love, and their passion for each other endured for the fifty-four years of their 
marriage. They lived apart for more than a decade while John traveled in America 
and abroad to help begin a new country. Abigail remained at home for most of that 
time, writing letters to her 'Dearest Friend,' raising four children, managing a farm 
and the family finances, and keeping John informed of the political mood at home. 
This book chronicles their remarkable marriage, her blossoming feminism, her 
battles with the loneliness of separation, and her friendships with Thomas Jefferson,
James Madison, and other giants of her time. Intelligent, resourceful, and 
outspoken, Abigail Adams lived an uncommon life for a woman of her time. First 
published in 1981, Dearest Friend brings her legacy to our century.

Lynne Withey has taught history at the University of Iowa, Boston University, and the
University of California at Berkeley. She is the author of "Dearest Friend: A Life of 
Abigail Adams
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Wojahn, David. For the Scribe. Pittsburgh. 2017. University of Pittsburgh Press. 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822964544. Pitt Poetry Series. 104
pages. paperback. Inventory # 42042. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘From his startling first book Icehouse Lights, to the great
integrity, virtuosity, and emotional power of From the Scribe, the poetry of David 
Wojahn has met the highest standards of achievement. Poems insightful, inclusive,
and deeply felt, of celebration and of love—poems of morally urgent testimony to the
most pressing social, political, and cultural issues of our time, and the art of poetry 
itself—For the Scribe contains poetry’s every truth.’’ —Lawrence Joseph. Past 
praise for David Wojahn: ‘Wojahn does not settle for some vague ameliorative 
‘forgiveness’; he is capable of white-hot political outrage. Furthermore, he is willing 
to insist on the moral and political necessity of outrage. What he does do, with tonic
results throughout this beautiful book, is to render the limits and imperatives that 
make us human. Like [Muriel] Rukeyser, Wojahn writes poetry for grown-ups; no 
patience for evasion, no low-stakes sentiment about the past; no drifts to inattention.
No excuses.’ —Linda Gregerson, in American Poet, on World Tree.

David Wojahn is the author of Spirit Cabinet, The Falling Hour, Late Empire, Mystery
Train, Glassworks, Icehouse Lights, Interrogation Palace, which was a finalist for the
Pulitzer Prize, and World Tree, winner of the Lenore Marshall Poetry Prize and the 
Poet's Prize. He is the recipient of four Pushcart Prizes, the William Carlos Williams
Book Award, the Carole Weinstein Poetry Prize, the George Kent Memorial Prize, 
and the O. B. Hardison Jr. Poetry Prize, among other honors. He has received 
fellowships from the Guggenheim Foundation and the National Endowment for the 
Arts. Wojahn is professor of English at Virginia Commonwealth University and also 
teaches in the MFA in Writing Program of the Vermont College of Fine Arts.
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Wojahn, David. For the Scribe. Pittsburgh. 2017. University of Pittsburgh Press. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822964544. Pitt Poetry Series. 104
pages. paperback. Inventory #  44683. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘From his startling first book Icehouse Lights, to the great
integrity, virtuosity, and emotional power of From the Scribe, the poetry of David 
Wojahn has met the highest standards of achievement. Poems insightful, inclusive,
and deeply felt, of celebration and of love—poems of morally urgent testimony to the
most pressing social, political, and cultural issues of our time, and the art of poetry 
itself—For the Scribe contains poetry’s every truth.’’ —Lawrence Joseph. Past 
praise for David Wojahn: ‘Wojahn does not settle for some vague ameliorative 
‘forgiveness’; he is capable of white-hot political outrage. Furthermore, he is willing 
to insist on the moral and political necessity of outrage. What he does do, with tonic
results throughout this beautiful book, is to render the limits and imperatives that 
make us human. Like [Muriel] Rukeyser, Wojahn writes poetry for grown-ups; no 
patience for evasion, no low-stakes sentiment about the past; no drifts to inattention.
No excuses.’ —Linda Gregerson, in American Poet, on World Tree.

David Wojahn is the author of Spirit Cabinet, The Falling Hour, Late Empire, Mystery
Train, Glassworks, Icehouse Lights, Interrogation Palace, which was a finalist for the
Pulitzer Prize, and World Tree, winner of the Lenore Marshall Poetry Prize and the 
Poet's Prize. He is the recipient of four Pushcart Prizes, the William Carlos Williams
Book Award, the Carole Weinstein Poetry Prize, the George Kent Memorial Prize, 
and the O. B. Hardison Jr. Poetry Prize, among other honors. He has received 
fellowships from the Guggenheim Foundation and the National Endowment for the 
Arts. Wojahn is professor of English at Virginia Commonwealth University and also 
teaches in the MFA in Writing Program of the Vermont College of Fine Arts.
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Wolf, Markus (with Anne McElvoy). Man Without a Face: The Autobiography of 
Communism's Greatest Spymaster. New York. 1997. Times Books. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0812963946. 368 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
24616. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - They called him ‘the man without a face,’ a figure of such
secrecy that it took almost 20 years before Western intelligence had any idea what 
he looked like. Wolf was spymaster for East German intelligence, a shadowy legend
throughout the Cold War.

Markus Johannes Wolf (19 January 1923 – 9 November 2006) was head of the Main
Directorate for Reconnaissance (Hauptverwaltung Aufklärung), the foreign 
intelligence division of East Germany's Ministry for State Security (Ministerium für 
Staatssicherheit, abbreviated MfS, commonly known as the Stasi). He was the 
Stasi's number two for 34 years, which spanned most of the Cold War. He is often 
regarded as one of the most well known spymasters during the Cold War. In the 
West he was known as "the man without a face" due to his elusiveness.
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Wolf, Sylvia. Focus: Five Women Photographers. Morton Grove. 1994. Albert 
Whitman & Company. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0807525316. Includes
Work by & Biographical Information On: Julia Margaret Cameron, Margaret Bourke-
White, Flor Garduno, Sandy Skoglund, & Lorna Simpson. 64 pages. hardcover. 
Cover - 'Radioacyive Cats' by Sandy Skoglund. Inventory # 20390. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The lives and work of five women photographers whose
work spans the history of photography: Julia Margaret Cameron (1815-1879), 
Margaret Bourke-White (1904-1971), Flor Garduno (b. 1957), Sandy Skoglund (b. 
1946), and Lorna Simpson (b. 1960). With over 30 photographs, some in color. The
photography is innovative and there are some excellent shots from ones of Herschel
and Tennyson to Life Magazine shots to more ‘postmodern’ and other fascinating 
pictures.

As an educator, Sylvia Wolf has taught studio, art history, and museum studies 
courses at the graduate and undergraduate level for over fifteen years. Most 
recently, she has served as professor in the MA program for Curatorial Studies at 
Columbia University, as adjunct professor in art history at New York University’s 
Tisch School of Art, and as visiting professor at the School of Visual Arts, New York.
Wolf received a BA in French literature from Northwestern University, an MFA in 
photography from Rhode Island School of Design, and is currently writing her 
dissertation as an international fellow at the Amsterdam School of Cultural Analysis,
University of Amsterdam, Netherlands. She has been awarded the Chevalier de 
l’Ordre des Arts et des Lettres by the French government for her promotion of 
French culture in the U.S. Wolf lives in New York City with her husband, Duane 
Schuler, a theatrical lighting designer and founding partner of the theater consulting 
firm Schuler Shook, which collaborated with Seattle Center, Seattle Opera, Pacific 
Northwest Ballet, and LMN Architects on the renovation of the Marion Oliver McCaw
Hall, from 2001-2003.
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Wolfe, Thomas. Short Stories. New York. 1947. Penguin Books. 1st Penguin 
Paperback Edition. Good in Worn Wrappers. 150 pages. paperback. 644. Inventory
# 31674. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A certain picture of the author is apt to emerge from 
reading Thomas Wolfe’s Novels: that of a titanic rhetorician, a word poet who can be
chanted, a master, like Whitman, of the barbaric yawp, a a neo-Elizabethan sprung
unpolluted from the North Carolina Hills, romantic as Byron, with the turgid faults of 
the rhetorician. One is apt to think of Wolfe as the gifted enfant terrible of American 
letters, and to neglect his more solid virtues. A reading of his short stories serves to
correct this impression and confirm Wolfe’s essential craftsmanship. Actually he is a
master of the American short story. He is a gifted humorist - native, bawdy, and 
socially-conscious; a master of dialects and the spoken word; realistic and incisive in
his portrayal of emotion. In his two volumes of stories he proved that he could 
control his medium, that he could compress and select. ONLY THE DEAD KNOW 
BROOKLYN will probably last as long as any other story in our language. This 
selection, taken from the volume FROM DEATH TO MORNING, concentrates on the
two phases of his life that held most importance for Wolfe. Section I deals with 
Carolina and adolescence, the great history and the purescent present of the South,
and expresses Wolfe’s insatiable appetite for life. Section II deals with the City, with
Wolfe’s self-exile and self-immolation in Brooklyn, which followed his 
disenchantment; it expresses his final, and equally insatiate, appetite for death. 
Section III is THE STORY OF A NOVEL, one of the best accounts in literature of 
how a novel is created - what emotions, experiences, thoughts went into it; how it 
was written, how it came to be published.

Thomas Clayton Wolfe (October 3, 1900 – September 15, 1938) was an American 
novelist of the early twentieth century. Wolfe wrote four lengthy novels, plus many 
short stories, dramatic works, and novellas. He is known for mixing highly original, 
poetic, rhapsodic, and impressionistic prose with autobiographical writing. His 
books, written and published from the 1920s to the 1940s, vividly reflect on 
American culture and the mores of that period, filtered through Wolfe's sensitive, 
sophisticated, and hyper-analytical perspective.
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Wolfe, Thomas. The Hills Beyond. New York. 1968. Signet/New American Library. 
Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Afterword By
Edward C. Aswell. 304 pages. paperback. CQ435. Cover: Lambert. Inventory # 
31670. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Hills Beyond represents the last great literary 
testament of Thomas Wolfe. Extracted by Wolfe's editor, Edward C. Aswell, from the
mass of unpublished writing left behind by the author at his death at the age of thirty
- seven, this rich narrative spans over three centuries in tracing the complex 
destinies of a vital Southern family. Here the reader will find a somewhat different 
Thomas Wolfe from the author of the early novels: his prose is leaner, sharper; his 
tone more objective; his vision of humanity fully matured. Every page of this 
remarkable short novel, however, and of the memorable stories that complete the 
volume, is unmistakably stamped with Wolfe's eloquent genius. Thomas Wolfe, Mr.
Edward C. Aswell observes in his definitive Afterword, 'believed with all his soul that
the most that could be expected of a writer, or any artist for that matter, was that he
observe life closely and see it as it really is - not just the surface, but the inner 
realities as well - and then that he depict it in all its lights and shadows just as he 
sees it, and do it so faithfully, in such exact colors, that even those of us who go 
from cradle to grave half - blind (which means most of us) cannot fail to see it also.'

Thomas Clayton Wolfe (October 3, 1900 – September 15, 1938) was an American 
novelist of the early twentieth century. Wolfe wrote four lengthy novels, plus many 
short stories, dramatic works, and novellas. He is known for mixing highly original, 
poetic, rhapsodic, and impressionistic prose with autobiographical writing.
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Wolfe, Thomas. The Hills Beyond. New York. 1968. Signet/New American Library. 
1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Slighly Worn Wrappers. 
Afterword By Edward C. Aswell. 304 pages. paperback. CQ435. Cover: Lambert. 
Inventory # 34539. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Hills Beyond represents the last great literary 
testament of Thomas Wolfe. Extracted by Wolfe's editor, Edward C. Aswell, from the
mass of unpublished writing left behind by the author at his death at the age of thirty
- seven, this rich narrative spans over three centuries in tracing the complex 
destinies of a vital Southern family. Here the reader will find a somewhat different 
Thomas Wolfe from the author of the early novels: his prose is leaner, sharper; his 
tone more objective; his vision of humanity fully matured. Every page of this 
remarkable short novel, however, and of the memorable stories that complete the 
volume, is unmistakably stamped with Wolfe's eloquent genius. Thomas Wolfe, Mr.
Edward C. Aswell observes in his definitive Afterword, 'believed with all his soul that
the most that could be expected of a writer, or any artist for that matter, was that he
observe life closely and see it as it really is - not just the surface, but the inner 
realities as well - and then that he depict it in all its lights and shadows just as he 
sees it, and do it so faithfully, in such exact colors, that even those of us who go 
from cradle to grave half - blind (which means most of us) cannot fail to see it also.'

Thomas Clayton Wolfe (October 3, 1900 – September 15, 1938) was an American 
novelist of the early twentieth century. Wolfe wrote four lengthy novels, plus many 
short stories, dramatic works, and novellas. He is known for mixing highly original, 
poetic, rhapsodic, and impressionistic prose with autobiographical writing.
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Wolfe, Thomas. The Hills Beyond. New York. 1968. Signet/New American Library. 
1st Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. Afterword By Edward
C. Aswell. 304 pages. paperback. CQ435. Cover: Lambert. Inventory # 29326. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Hills Beyond represents the last great literary 
testament of Thomas Wolfe. Extracted by Wolfe's editor, Edward C. Aswell, from the
mass of unpublished writing left behind by the author at his death at the age of thirty
- seven, this rich narrative spans over three centuries in tracing the complex 
destinies of a vital Southern family. Here the reader will find a somewhat different 
Thomas Wolfe from the author of the early novels: his prose is leaner, sharper; his 
tone more objective; his vision of humanity fully matured. Every page of this 
remarkable short novel, however, and of the memorable stories that complete the 
volume, is unmistakably stamped with Wolfe's eloquent genius. Thomas Wolfe, Mr.
Edward C. Aswell observes in his definitive Afterword, 'believed with all his soul that
the most that could be expected of a writer, or any artist for that matter, was that he
observe life closely and see it as it really is - not just the surface, but the inner 
realities as well - and then that he depict it in all its lights and shadows just as he 
sees it, and do it so faithfully, in such exact colors, that even those of us who go 
from cradle to grave half - blind (which means most of us) cannot fail to see it also.'

Thomas Clayton Wolfe (October 3, 1900 – September 15, 1938) was an American 
novelist of the early twentieth century. Wolfe wrote four lengthy novels, plus many 
short stories, dramatic works, and novellas. He is known for mixing highly original, 
poetic, rhapsodic, and impressionistic prose with autobiographical writing.keywords
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Wolff, Geoffrey. A Day at the Beach: Recollections. New York. 1992. Knopf. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679403337. 361 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket photograph by Mellisa Roth.Jacket design by Archie Ferguson. Inventory # 
31790. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In his extravagantly acclaimed memoir The Duke of 
Deception, Geoffrey Wolff recounted life with his father, a confidence man. Now he 
gives us the story of his own coming of age - the moral (sometimes immoral) 
education of the student, writer, teacher, friend, husband and father. A Day at the 
Beach rings with the same subtle, spirited, musical voice as The Duke of Deception,
and with the same startling high-stakes candor. The book is constructed around the 
title piece, in which Wolff tells hilariously of the misbegotten Caribbean holiday 
during which he was struck down, and of his subsequent open-heart surgery. The 
personal history leading to and from this brush with death in the middle of life carries
us through a wildly varied sequence of locales: from the rarefied literary circles of 
academia to the smoky jazz clubs of Greenwich Village; from the red-light district of 
Istanbul to a Vermont country fair; from the slopes of the Matterhorn to the heart of 
the Gulf Stream. If the geographic range of Wolff’s recollections is wide, so too is the
scope of the formative experiences he describes with such unflinching self-
awareness.

Geoffrey Wolff (born 1937) is an American novelist, essayist, biographer, and travel
writer. Among his honors and recognition are the Award in Literature of the 
American Academy of Arts and Letters (1994) and fellowships of the National 
Endowment for the Arts, the American Academy in Berlin (2007), and the 
Guggenheim Foundation. His younger brother Tobias Wolff is also an award-winning
writer.
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Wolff, Geoffrey. Inklings. New York. 1978. Random House. 1st Edition. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 0394493494. 191 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket 
design by Overlook Communications. Inventory # 11221. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A novel of suspense, a comic entertainment, a plunge 
into the literary underworld, inklings is, as one of its advance readers has noted, ‘an
adventure story of the mind.’ Its protagonist is Jupe, a once-esteemed literary critic
with a ruinous sense of the absurd, a teacher yielding increasingly to malice, a 
loving husband and father, a tetchy man of middle years who has made of candor a
deadly vice. Once his critical voice, directed at a flawed piece of prose, was tart, 
astringent and exact. But now his rue has overflowed, and his acid judgments 
disfigure not only the drivel and honorable work he’s sent to review, but lifelong 
friendships as well, Moreover, he seems to be losing his sight, and realizes that he 
is tearing apart his Marriage to his beautiful and plain-spoken wife. What’s really 
needling Jupe, however, is the fact that he can no longer repress an impulse in 
himself that he truly despises: he yearns to write his first novel, even though the 
critic in him knows that his book would be at least as false, overreaching and silly as
those fictions he relentlessly savages. The early chapters of inklings depict a 
wonderfully daffy symposium of bogus intellectuals, a reception for an international 
congress of pen people where squalid motives and mistranslated words are 
everywhere on the loose, and a watering hole for scribblers and would-be celebrities
where there is, in the spirit of such places, a fight. When the scene shifts to the 
menacing solitude of Jupe’s house on the Maine coast, the atmosphere darkens and
deepens, and the novel’s shattering climax suggests that words can mortally wound,
but cannot mend.

Geoffrey Wolff (born 1937) is an American novelist, essayist, biographer, and travel
writer. Among his honors and recognition are the Award in Literature of the 
American Academy of Arts and Letters (1994) and fellowships of the National 
Endowment for the Arts, the American Academy in Berlin (2007), and the 
Guggenheim Foundation. His younger brother Tobias Wolff is also an award-winning
writer.
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Wolff, Geoffrey. Inklings. New York. 1978. Random House. 1st Printing. Very Good 
in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0394493494. 191 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Overlook Communications. Inventory # 27783. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A novel of suspense, a comic entertainment, a plunge 
into the literary underworld, inklings is, as one of its advance readers has noted, ‘an
adventure story of the mind.’ Its protagonist is Jupe, a once-esteemed literary critic
with a ruinous sense of the absurd, a teacher yielding increasingly to malice, a 
loving husband and father, a tetchy man of middle years who has made of candor a
deadly vice. Once his critical voice, directed at a flawed piece of prose, was tart, 
astringent and exact. But now his rue has overflowed, and his acid judgments 
disfigure not only the drivel and honorable work he’s sent to review, but lifelong 
friendships as well, Moreover, he seems to be losing his sight, and realizes that he 
is tearing apart his Marriage to his beautiful and plain-spoken wife. What’s really 
needling Jupe, however, is the fact that he can no longer repress an impulse in 
himself that he truly despises: he yearns to write his first novel, even though the 
critic in him knows that his book would be at least as false, overreaching and silly as
those fictions he relentlessly savages. The early chapters of inklings depict a 
wonderfully daffy symposium of bogus intellectuals, a reception for an international 
congress of pen people where squalid motives and mistranslated words are 
everywhere on the loose, and a watering hole for scribblers and would-be celebrities
where there is, in the spirit of such places, a fight. When the scene shifts to the 
menacing solitude of Jupe’s house on the Maine coast, the atmosphere darkens and
deepens, and the novel’s shattering climax suggests that words can mortally wound,
but cannot mend.

Geoffrey Wolff (born 1937) is an American novelist, essayist, biographer, and travel
writer. Among his honors and recognition are the Award in Literature of the 
American Academy of Arts and Letters (1994) and fellowships of the National 
Endowment for the Arts, the American Academy in Berlin (2007), and the 
Guggenheim Foundation. His younger brother Tobias Wolff is also an award-winning
writer.
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Wolff, Geoffrey. Providence. New York. 1986. Viking Press. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670804614. 217 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author.
Jacket design by Neil Stuart. Inventory # 8124. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - PROVIDENCE is fast-paced, taut, and absolutely 
accurate in its portrayal of small-city life from the top to the very lowest depths. It is 
also a moving, penetrating novel--as hilarious as it is tragic--about love and 
corruption, about revenge and dignity and death. Wolff is the author of THE DUKE 
OF DECEPTION.

Geoffrey Wolff (born 1937) is an American novelist, essayist, biographer, and travel
writer. Among his honors and recognition are the Award in Literature of the 
American Academy of Arts and Letters (1994) and fellowships of the National 
Endowment for the Arts, the American Academy in Berlin (2007), and the 
Guggenheim Foundation. His younger brother Tobias Wolff is also an award-winning
writer.
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Wolff, Geoffrey. The Age of Consent. New York. 1995. Knopf. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0679406387. 226 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by
Curt Richter.Jacket design by Archie Ferguson. Inventory # 31803. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Ted and Maisie’s parents moved to the community of 
Blackberry Mountain in upstate New York full of hope for the future; they would live a
wholesome life rooted in the natural world, free from social constraints and the ugly
urban climate of the early seventies. But all this changes when Maisie, age fifteen, 
stands poised at the top of a waterfall on the 4th of July and looks down over her 
family and friends before plunging headfirst into the shallow pool, doing herself 
injuries that will mark them all forever.

Geoffrey Wolff (born 1937) is an American novelist, essayist, biographer, and travel
writer. Among his honors and recognition are the Award in Literature of the 
American Academy of Arts and Letters (1994) and fellowships of the National 
Endowment for the Arts, the American Academy in Berlin (2007), and the 
Guggenheim Foundation. His younger brother Tobias Wolff is also an award-winning
writer.
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Wolff, Geoffrey. The Final Club. New York. 1990. Knopf. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0394578201. 371 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket 
design by R.D. Scudellari. Inventory # 26580. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The full coming-of-age of Nathaniel Clay, which occurs at
the class of 1960’s 20th reunion at Princeton, is the ironic theme of Wolff’s 
emotionally and sociologically accurate novel, a work that combines nostalgia and 
cynicism to powerful effect. The son of a charming ne’er-do-well (reminiscent of the
author’s father as memorably portrayed in THE DUKE OF DECEPTION ), Nathaniel
comes east from Seattle to enter Princeton. His father—disinherited by his icily 
patrician parents for marrying Nathaniel’s mother, a Jew—has died, and his mother 
is in the throes of a mental breakdown. Befriended by his roommates, socially 
impeccable Pownell Hamm and Booth Tarkington Griggs, Nathaniel seems sure to 
be invited to join one of the college’s prestigious eating clubs. When he is 
blackballed, he experiences the dark side of his intellectual paradise. Wolff evokes 
the Princeton of the ‘50s—and later—with perfection of observation and detail: it is a
world of perennial adolescents who sanctimoniously invoke the moral standards of 
the honor code while behaving with exquisite condescension to classmates of lesser
social pedigree, and who abuse alcohol as an essential element of ‘the brotherhood
of blotto.’ In the book’s second half, a device central to the plot—an essay written by
Nathaniel’s son—does not ring true, but the denouement has the stomach-
wrenching impact of a plunging elevator. By turns humorous and sharply poignant, 
the book triumphs over its inadequacies to create an unforgettable picture of a 
privileged time and place. - PUBLISHERS WEEKLY.

Geoffrey Wolff (born 1937) is an American novelist, essayist, biographer, and travel
writer. Among his honors and recognition are the Award in Literature of the 
American Academy of Arts and Letters (1994) and fellowships of the National 
Endowment for the Arts, the American Academy in Berlin (2007), and the 
Guggenheim Foundation. His younger brother Tobias Wolff is also an award-winning
writer.
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Wolff, Geoffrey. The Final Club. New York. 1990. Knopf. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0394578201. 372 pages. hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket 
design by R.D. Scudellari. Inventory # 14612. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The full coming-of-age of Nathaniel Clay, which occurs at
the class of 1960’s 20th reunion at Princeton, is the ironic theme of Wolff’s 
emotionally and sociologically accurate novel, a work that combines nostalgia and 
cynicism to powerful effect. The son of a charming ne’er-do-well (reminiscent of the
author’s father as memorably portrayed in THE DUKE OF DECEPTION ), Nathaniel
comes east from Seattle to enter Princeton. His father—disinherited by his icily 
patrician parents for marrying Nathaniel’s mother, a Jew—has died, and his mother 
is in the throes of a mental breakdown. Befriended by his roommates, socially 
impeccable Pownell Hamm and Booth Tarkington Griggs, Nathaniel seems sure to 
be invited to join one of the college’s prestigious eating clubs. When he is 
blackballed, he experiences the dark side of his intellectual paradise. Wolff evokes 
the Princeton of the ‘50s—and later—with perfection of observation and detail: it is a
world of perennial adolescents who sanctimoniously invoke the moral standards of 
the honor code while behaving with exquisite condescension to classmates of lesser
social pedigree, and who abuse alcohol as an essential element of ‘the brotherhood
of blotto.’ In the book’s second half, a device central to the plot—an essay written by
Nathaniel’s son—does not ring true, but the denouement has the stomach-
wrenching impact of a plunging elevator. By turns humorous and sharply poignant, 
the book triumphs over its inadequacies to create an unforgettable picture of a 
privileged time and place. - PUBLISHERS WEEKLY.

Geoffrey Wolff (born 1937) is an American novelist, essayist, biographer, and travel
writer. Among his honors and recognition are the Award in Literature of the 
American Academy of Arts and Letters (1994) and fellowships of the National 
Endowment for the Arts, the American Academy in Berlin (2007), and the 
Guggenheim Foundation. His younger brother Tobias Wolff is also an award-winning
writer.
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Wolff, Geoffrey. The Sightseer. New York. 1974. Random House. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0394487125. 273 pages. hardcover.
Signed by the Author. Jacket design by Paul Bacon. Inventory # 8001. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - What is one to make of Caleb Sharrow, the sightseer of 
the title and the protagonist of this sensual and enigmatic novel? A brilliant young 
film maker who longs to free himself from facts, from ‘things as they really are,’ 
Caleb travels to Vienna, and thence to points east, ostensibly in search of the theme
and subject of his next film, but in fact the journey is an effort to shake off his past. 
Heretofore his most successful film has been a cinema verité about the pain-
wracked last days of a dying man, Hailed by critics as a brilliant, sensitive work of 
art, the winner of several prestigious awards and even a modest commercial 
success, the film, called Death Watch, is a key to the character of Caleb, for it turns
out that the dying man was his father. How are we to view a son who is a voyeur to 
the agonies of a parent’s death? Is he a cold-blooded, unfeeling child making capital
out of the demise of a loved one, or is he a consummate artist able to find beauty 
even in the ugly, enriching us all? Would he, in fact, ‘blow up the world to film its 
end,’ as his twin brother Noel charges? Or does the truth lie in his rebuttal: ‘No, but if
it were coming to an end, I’d like to spend my last few seconds shooting the event, 
and imposing some sense and beauty on it.’ Yet though the morality-and immorality-
of art is the theme of this rich and reflective novel, it is textured by the senses, The 
Sightseer is spiced with marvelously vivid physical episodes, permeated by the taste
of exotic food, the sound of skis whispering through dry powdered snow, the smell of
a market in Istanbul, the feel of a woman’s skin on a warm afternoon-but above all 
by the visual, the art of seeing, for both Caleb’s eyes and camera dominate these 
pages.

Geoffrey Wolff (born 1937) is an American novelist, essayist, biographer, and travel
writer. Among his honors and recognition are the Award in Literature of the 
American Academy of Arts and Letters (1994) and fellowships of the National 
Endowment for the Arts, the American Academy in Berlin (2007), and the 
Guggenheim Foundation. His younger brother Tobias Wolff is also an award-winning
writer.
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Wolff, Robert Paul. Understanding Marx: A Reconstruction and Critique of Capital. 
Princeton. 1984. Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0691076782. Studies in Moral, Political, and Legal Philosophy - Marshall
Cohen, Editor. 236 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by Deirdre Sheean. 
Inventory # 36007. $75

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This book explains the development of the classical 
theory of value from Adam Smith to Karl Marx in a form readily accessible to readers
unfamiliar with anything more than high school algebra, while at the same time 
offering to the specialist a fundamental criticism of Marxian political economy and an
original and controversial interpretation of CAPITAL. The author clarifies recent 
mathematical reinterpretations of classical political economy, so that philosophers, 
political scientists, psychologists, and sociologists interested in Marx’s theories can
understand the modern rehabilitation of his political economy. In the past quarter 
century economists and policy makers have increasingly concerned themselves with
questions of economic growth and the distribution of wealth and income. The 
classical political economy of Smith, Ricardo, and Marx focused directly on these 
two issues. This book contributes to an understanding of the fundamental insights of
Ricardo and Marx that have now become directly relevant to policy debates. ‘This 
book is a four de force. The author presents the Classical-Marxian theory of value 
and distribution in a manner completely accessible to those innocent of modern 
algebra, yet without any sacrifice of content. Moreover, he sets the argument in its 
philosophical context, thereby adding an important dimension usually missing in 
economic theorizing.’ Edward J. Nell, New School for Social Research.

Robert Paul Wolff is Professor of Philosophy at the University of Massachusetts, 
Amherst, and the author of numerous books including Understanding Rawls 
(Princeton).
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Wolff, Tobias (editor). Matters of Life and Death: New American Stories. Green 
Harbor. 1983. Wampeter Press. 1st Edition. Very Good in Worn and Tape-Repaired
Dustjacket With Some Pieces Missing. 0931694175. 242 pages. hardcover. Cover 
design by George Murphy. Inventory # 13320. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘What frightens us and moves us and sustains us is 
rarely given voice. But when that silence is broken we bend forward and listen. That
was how I came to choose the stories in this anthology. In the voices that tell them I
heard something I couldn’t ignore and in the matter of the stories themselves, the 
people who inhabit them and what they do, I saw something I couldn’t look away 
from. The writers here represent no school. They see things in different, even 
contradictory ways. Taken together, their stories express a variety of responses not
only to the lives that they record, but also to the possibilities of language and form. 
One thing that all these writers have in common beyond the fact of their talent is that
however they go about their business, they do mean business. They speak to us, 
without flippancy, about things that matter. Which is not to say that these stories are
grave. They aren’t. Some of them are funny. Nor are they particularly instructive 
morally, or spiritually uplifting. There are a few stories in here that I would positively
disapprove of if they weren’t so good, and so honest. The truth is not always 
uplifting. But these writers, each one of them, is interested in what it means to be 
human, willing to say that unspeakable thing which everyone else is too coy, or too 
frightened, or too polite to say.’ Tobias Wolff, from the Introduction.

Tobias Jonathan Ansell Wolff (born June 19, 1945) is an American author. He is 
known for his memoirs, particularly This Boy's Life (1989), and his short stories. He
has also written two novels.
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Wolff, Tobias (editor). The Best American Short Stories 1994. Boston. 1994. 
Houghton Mifflin. Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 0395681030. 
paperback. Inventory # 20600. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Twenty stories, including stories by Sherman Alexie, 
Robert Olen Butler, Barry Hannah, Thom Jones, and Chris Offutt.

Tobias Jonathan Ansell Wolff (born June 19, 1945) is an American author. He is 
known for his memoirs, particularly This Boy's Life (1989), and his short stories. He
has also written two novels.
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Wolff, Tobias. The Night in Question: Stories. New York. 1996. Knopf. 1 of 2650 
Copies of The Title Story of This Collection Signed By The Author. Fine in Cloth & 
Dustjacket. 0679402187. 206 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 26486. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - One of the sinuous and subtly crafted stories in Tobias 
Wolff's new collection--his first in eleven years--begins with a man biting a dog. The 
fact that Wolff is reversing familiar expectations is only half the point. The other half 
is that Wolff makes the reversal seem inevitable: the dog has attacked his 
protagonist's young daughter. And everywhere in The Night in Question, we are 
reminded that truth is deceptive, volatile, and often the last thing we want to know. A
young reporter writes an obituary only to be fired when its subject walks into his 
office, very much alive. A soldier in Vietnam goads his lieutenant into sending him 
on increasingly dangerous missions. An impecunious mother and son go window-
shopping for a domesticity that is forever beyond their grasp. Seamless, ironic, 
dizzying in their emotional aptness, these fifteen stories deliver small, exquisite 
shocks that leave us feeling invigorated and intensely alive.

Tobias Jonathan Ansell Wolff (born June 19, 1945) is an American author. He is 
known for his memoirs, particularly This Boy's Life (1989), and his short stories. He
has also written two novels.
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Womack Jr., John. Zapata and the Mexican Revolution. New York. 1969. Knopf. 1st
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With Some Small Tears. 
435 pages + index. hardcover. Jacket design by Guy Fleming. Inventory # 23960. 
$30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The gifted young Harvard historian John Womack, Jr., 
explores in this book the role of Emiliano Zapata and the peasants of Morelos in the
struggle to sustain the agrarian ideals of the Mexican Revolution during its critical 
first decade. Before the Revolution of 1910 was a year old, opportunistic 
entrepreneurs and the ambitious politicians around Francisco Madero in Mexico City
had already begun to invalidate its original promises to the country people. But in the
rural state of Morelos the villagers - few of whom owned any land - refused to 
submit. For nine years, led by Zapata and other rebel chiefs, they carried on an 
unremitting campaign of guerrilla activity, sabotage, terrorism, and resistance to 
pacification. Inspired by their success, other insurgents followed Zapata’s example 
and rallied country people throughout Mexico to the cause of Revolution. Even after
Zapata’s assassination his movement unexpectedly held together: Zapata’s 
successor was a principal ally of General Alvaro Obregón when he took control of 
the government of Mexico in the spring of 1920. In the end the Morelos 
revolutionaries had forced on the government a new policy of concern for the 
nation’s rural poor. Mr. Womack’s account of the villager as an insurgent takes on a
particular importance in the context of today’s worldwide upheavals. In ZAPATA 
AND THE MEXICAN REVOLUTION he has written a substantial and imaginative 
work of history.

John Womack Jr. (born 1937) is an historian of Latin America, particularly of Mexico,
the Mexican Revolution (1910–1921) and Emiliano Zapata. In June 2009 he retired 
from his post as the Robert Woods Bliss Professor of Latin American History and 
Economics at Harvard University.
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Wong, Shawn. American Knees. New York. 1995. Simon & Schuster. 1st Printing. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0684803046. 240 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 21657. 
$7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - You won't even be Chinese after your wife's attorney 
gets through with you,' Raymond Ding's attorney tells him after Darleen has filed for
divorce. Raymond wonders if you can be a lapsed Chinese the way you can be a 
lapsed Catholic. After all, divorce is a number one failing for a number one son - who
hasn't even gotten around to starting a family after seven years of marriage. What 
can Raymond say in his own defense - 'I used to be Chinese, but my wife got 
custody of my ethnicity'? But extricating himself from wedlock is only the beginning 
of Raymond's problems. When he meets beautiful half-Japanese Aurora Crane, he 
learns that it's impossible to negotiate the shoals of modern romance without 
banging his shins on questions of race, culture, and identity he thought he'd left 
behind in the schoolyard ('What are you, Chinese, Japanese, or American knees?').
Equally uncomfortable with the expectations that family and society, Asian and non-
Asian alike, have heaped upon them, he and Aurora try desperately - and comically
- to fall out of love.

Shawn Hsu Wong (born on July 11, 1949, in Oakland, California) is a professor and
writer. He holds several positions at the University of Washington.
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Wongar, B. Babaru. Urbana. 1982. University Of Illinois Press. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0252009959. 102 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 28513. 
$45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A collection of Aboriginal short stories which open the 
door to an entirely unique world of human life and struggle. BABARU proves that the
critical acclaim for B. Wongar’s first book, THE TRACK TO BRALGU, (Little Brown,
1978), was neither accidental nor exaggerated. Like that first collection, BABARU is
a ‘fine book of fantastic stories, by an Australian aborigine, which depicts that lethal
conflict between a race that sees the earth as no more than a quarry and another 
and more ancient one to whom it is an extension of body, soul, and family.’ Thomas
Keneally, New York Times Book Review.

B. Wongar (born in 1932 as Sreten Bozic) is an Australian author who writes chiefly
on the fate of tribal people in Australia, the wildlife and the environment. Wongar 
grew up in village Tresnjevica, near Arandelovac, Serbia which he left in the 1950’s.
He spent some years in France as a refugee where he met Jean-Paul Sartre and 
Simone de Beauvoir, who encouraged him to write.
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Wongar, B. Bilma. Columbus. 1984. Ohio State University Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0814203701. 69 pages. hardcover. Cover 
designed by Kent D. King. Inventory # 8718. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This first collection of B. Wongar’s poetry, interspersed 
with a few pieces of new short fiction, elaborates what the novelist Tom Keneally 
described, when reviewing Wongar’s THE TRACK TO BRALGU in the June 25, 
1978 New York Times Book Review, as ‘ a black man’s picture of that lethal conflict
between a race that sees the earth as no more than a quarry and another and more
ancient one to whom it is an extension of body, soul, and family.’

B. Wongar (born in 1932 as Sreten Bozic) is an Australian author who writes chiefly
on the fate of tribal people in Australia, the wildlife and the environment. Wongar 
grew up in village Tresnjevica, near Arandelovac, Serbia which he left in the 1950’s.
He spent some years in France as a refugee where he met Jean-Paul Sartre and 
Simone de Beauvoir, who encouraged him to write.
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Wongar, B. Gabo Djara. New York. 1987. Dodd Mead. 1st Printing. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0396088619. 242 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 10341. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A tale of an exploited people and the vandalizing of their
culture and the ravaging of their landscape by the conquerors and colonizers.

B. Wongar (born in 1932 as Sreten Bozic) is an Australian author who writes chiefly
on the fate of tribal people in Australia, the wildlife and the environment. Wongar 
grew up in village Tresnjevica, near Arandelovac, Serbia which he left in the 1950’s.
He spent some years in France as a refugee where he met Jean-Paul Sartre and 
Simone de Beauvoir, who encouraged him to write.
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Wongar, B. Karan. New York. 1985. Dodd Mead. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0396087221. 248 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by David Gatti. 
Inventory # 209. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Out of his own aboriginal-European heritage, B. Wongar
weaves a rich and powerful tale of a culture on the brink of extinction. Based upon a
terrible truth that has only recently been revealed to a shocked world, his portrayal 
shows the devastation wrought by the white man upon the lands and tribes of the 
aborigines of Australia by the mining of uranium and the tests of atomic weapons. It 
is Anawari who is fated to bridge the chasm between the European culture in which
he has been indoctrinated and the traditional tribal culture to which he was born. 
With the honorary title of Reverend, and affianced to the white girl Ann, Anawari has
access to the computers of the Tribal Research and Assimilation Centre that 
analyzes, and attempts to reproduce the specimens of aboriginal men, women, and
children trapped on the radiated wasteland of the bush, scorched by the atomic 
tests. Yet for all his privileges, he can never escape his tribal heritage. In the end it 
is inevitable that he must become a fugitive seeking the spirit, or Karan, of his tribal
country where there is no room for the whites who will never accept him, nor for their
hostile weapons.

B. Wongar (born in 1932 as Sreten Bozic) is an Australian author who writes chiefly
on the fate of tribal people in Australia, the wildlife and the environment. Wongar 
grew up in village Tresnjevica, near Arandelovac, Serbia which he left in the 1950’s.
He spent some years in France as a refugee where he met Jean-Paul Sartre and 
Simone de Beauvoir, who encouraged him to write.
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Wongar, B. Marngit. North Ryde. 1992. Angus & Robertson. 1st Edition. Very Good 
in Wrappers. 0207170703. 138 pages. paperback. Inventory # 23583. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In these interconnected tales of Aboriginal Dreaming and
modern survival, a marngit healer often appears. The marngit gives meaning to 
alienation and to belonging. Dead spirits and enduring souls take animal forms. 
Winy-winy bat people, a defiant cockatoo, a resigned crab, and mukul the dingo 
mother-in-law – among others - remember distant times and recent experiences. 
They also recall balanda (whites), poisoned flour and exploited sacred sites. This 
collection is at once surreal, rhythmic and moving. In hypnotic language it uses 
traditional themes to explore contemporary contradictions. Bralgu, the spirit world, 
mingles and jars with another world - a world of hospitals and trachoma, of cars 
breaking down in the desert and rooftops painted green in a brown landscape.

B. Wongar (born in 1932 as Sreten Bozic) is an Australian author who writes chiefly
on the fate of tribal people in Australia, the wildlife and the environment. Wongar 
grew up in village Tresnjevica, near Arandelovac, Serbia which he left in the 1950’s.
He spent some years in France as a refugee where he met Jean-Paul Sartre and 
Simone de Beauvoir, who encouraged him to write.
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Wongar, B. Raki: A Novel. New York. 1997. Marion Boyars. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 071453031x. 250 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Susi
Mawani. Jacket art and book illustrations by Yumayna Burarwana. Inventory # 
24362. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Raki’ is the Australian Aboriginal generic word for rope, 
the unifying metaphor of Wongar’s novel, representing the conquered or bound state
of oppressed people. From the confines of an outback Australian prison cell to war-
torn Serbia, RAKI invokes a powerful story of enchantment and struggle – the 
struggle to uphold traditions and nurture memory and joyous fortitude in the face of 
human devastation. Drawing on tragic similarities between the forced separation of
Aboriginal children from their tribal families and the decimation of his Serbian native 
land, B. Wongar has written an epic, surprisingly optimistic novel. And the unifying 
symbol is raki – the rope which fuses the historical facts, linking the Serbian and 
Aboriginal cultures to time immemorial. But raki is also the yoke of servitude, the 
rope which snaps with the shock of genocide, but which ultimately binds people 
together with love.

B. Wongar (born in 1932 as Sreten Bozic) is an Australian author who writes chiefly
on the fate of tribal people in Australia, the wildlife and the environment. Wongar 
grew up in village Tresnjevica, near Arandelovac, Serbia which he left in the 1950’s.
He spent some years in France as a refugee where he met Jean-Paul Sartre and 
Simone de Beauvoir, who encouraged him to write.
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Wongar, B. The Track To Bralgu. Boston. 1978. Little Brown. 1st Edition. Very Good
in Dustjacket. 0316951587. 120 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Rose Srebro. 
Inventory # 2714. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From time immemorial, the native race freely roamed 
Australia’s rounded highlands, eucalyptus forests, savanna and desert. The gods, 
they believed, fashioned this landscape as they strode across the island, planting 
hidden springs among desert boulders and carving deep canyons with their 
footsteps. Now mining foremen brazenly trade a bottle of grog for a tract of land. 
International teams of experts ferret out the mineral treasure of the hills, leaving 
trails of exploratory blastings behind them. Bulldozers have gashed the hills and 
leveled the valleys; the thick mangroves, once shrill with animal and bird calls, have
been uprooted and hauled away; scared caves and ceremonial tribal places have 
been dynamited. The water hole where the spirit of an ancestor lodges is now buried
in a boomtown square; the vast open mine that operates day and night blankets a 
nearby town in a thick cloud of dust. The native tell their own stories: a native on a 
mountain peak gently importunes Jambawal, the Thunder Man (Cyclone to the white
man), to sweep his island clean of the white man’s blighting touch; an Abo, tracking
one of his own kind for the white man, deliberately leads the search party to death in
the desert; a prisoner dreams of becoming a fly with the help of his grandfather’s 
spirit and escaping his unjust incarceration through the pigeonhole near the ceiling 
of his cell; a native-turned-minister finds himself, at death, denied both Christian and
tribal burial. The narrator of each of Wongar’s stories travels the track to Bralgu. 
(When an aborigine dies, his spirit splits in three parts: ‘one goes to Bralgu to join 
the ancestors; another visits on the bottom of the totemic water hole and waits to be
reborn; while the third, the Mogwoi, they call it, wanders around tribal country.’) For
Wongar’s aborigine today, Bralgu is the only refuge from ‘ a strange country which 
ceased to be mine long ago.’

B. Wongar (born in 1932 as Sreten Bozic) is an Australian author who writes chiefly
on the fate of tribal people in Australia, the wildlife and the environment. Wongar 
grew up in village Tresnjevica, near Arandelovac, Serbia which he left in the 1950’s.
He spent some years in France as a refugee where he met Jean-Paul Sartre and 
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Wongar, B. The Trackers. Victoria. 1978. Outback Press. 1st Australian Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0861610040. 135 pages. hardcover. Cover: 
Maases/Gescheften Design Group. Inventory # 616. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An Asian architect dreams of building a bridge linking the
two continents of Australia and Asia. But his hopes of creating racial harmony are 
suddenly shattered. One morning he discovers that his skin has turned black; 
overnight, he is forced to become a fugitive. During his flight, he discovers the 
Aborigines. He is accepted as a brother and his experiences become our window 
into their lives. This is a compelling story. Through it runs the spectre of insatiable 
greed which, in the name of progress, threatens the remnants of a timeless race.

B. Wongar (born in 1932 as Sreten Bozic) is an Australian author who writes chiefly
on the fate of tribal people in Australia, the wildlife and the environment. Wongar 
grew up in village Tresnjevica, near Arandelovac, Serbia which he left in the 1950’s.
He spent some years in France as a refugee where he met Jean-Paul Sartre and 
Simone de Beauvoir, who encouraged him to write.
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Wongar, B. Walg. New York. 1983. Dodd Mead. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0396081894. 213 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 2690. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The author is this haunting novel, born of mixed 
aboriginal-European heritage, has lived in the tradition of tribal poetry, much of it 
taught to him by his late tribal wife, Djumala, the heroine of his tale. According to the
fertility cult of the aborigines, the land is an extension of man’s body and soul, a 
unity with nature that ensures regeneration cycles. If it is disturbed, life would cease.
Here, it is the white man, the balandas, who are the disturbance as they ravage the
earth in their lustful search for uranium wealth, even as they rape and mutilate the 
tribal girls whose destruction will extinguish the tribe and vacate the mineral-rich 
territory for the whites. In this story we follow Djumala, carrying her unborn child, as
she journeys with her dog, Muru, across the familiar Australian bush away from the 
land of the white man to Gamitji, her tribal country, her walg, or womb. She seeks 
her mother to learn the tribal secrets of motherhood and thus prolong the life of her 
decimated tribe. It is a desolate journey through the shattered landscape that the 
white man has strangled by his plunder, stealing the magic that made the rain. But 
there is still magic left in the protection of the tribal spirits and the legend that life can
sprout from dust, if there is a woman around to mother it.

B. Wongar (born in 1932 as Sreten Bozic) is an Australian author who writes chiefly
on the fate of tribal people in Australia, the wildlife and the environment. Wongar 
grew up in village Tresnjevica, near Arandelovac, Serbia which he left in the 1950’s.
He spent some years in France as a refugee where he met Jean-Paul Sartre and 
Simone de Beauvoir, who encouraged him to write.
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Wood, Audrey. The Horrible Holidays. New York. 1988. Dial Press. 1st Printing. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0803705441. Pictures by Rosecrans Hoffman. 48 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 11180. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Alf's cousin Mert comes for Christmas and makes his life
horrible.

Audrey Wood (born August 12, 1948) is an American children's author. She received
the Caldecott Medal honor for King Bidgood's in the Bathtub. Wood resides in Santa
Barbara, California. Wood's first memories of storytelling were in Sarasota, Florida,
where her father was employed by Ringling Brothers Circus, commissioned to 
repaint the big top and sideshow murals. As Audrey became friends with the 
characters of the circus, she heard stories about them from the family of "little 
people" who lived next door to her family. She was the first of three girls. As the 
oldest, she began her gift of storytelling with her younger sisters. She would use her
parents' art books and make up stories about the paintings. By the time she was in 
fourth grade, her ambition was to become an author/illustrator. Wood uses the 
medium of children's literature to practice the disciplines of art, music, drama, dance,
and writing. Her unique work creates a sense of imagination and excitement.
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Wood, Jason. 100 Road Movies. London. 2007. British Film Institute. 1st American
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781844571604. 286 pages. paperback. Inventory
# 36274. $11.25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - From the earliest days of American cinema, the road 
movie has been synonymous with American culture. But the road movie is not 
uniquely American, and other national cinemas have offered their own take, 
adapting it to reflect their own sensibilities and geographies. Whatever its nationality,
the road movie has presented a means by which to challenge and confront 
convention, remaining an ever-changing, fascinating metaphor for life. Beginning 
with an expansive essay tracing their historical development, 100 Road Movies is an
entertaining but comprehensive guide to one of the most enduring and popular 
movie sub-genres. Film entries include The Grapes of Wrath, Easy Rider, Two-Lane
Blacktop, Stranger Than Paradise, and The Motorcycle Diaries.

A film programmer, filmmaker and writer, Jason Wood’s previous publications 
include 100 American Independent Films (2004), Nick Broomfield: Documenting 
Icons (2005), and The Faber Book of Mexican Cinema (2006).
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Wood, Michael. In the Footsteps of Alexander the Great: A Journey from Greece to
Asia. Berkeley. 2001. University Of California Press. 1st Paperback Edition. Very 
Good in Wrappers. 0520231929. 256 pages. paperback. Inventory # 35259. $18.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Between 334 and 324 B.C. the Macedonian army, led by
Alexander the Great, marched relentlessly across Asia. An event of bravery and 
cruelty, endurance and greed, Alexander’s expedition was a turning point in human
history. His conquest opened up contacts between Europe and Asia, unleashing 
astonishing historical energies that continue to affect the world today. This 
extraordinary book recreates Alexander’s 22,000 mile, ten-year expedition from 
Greece to India, following as much as possible the actual route of his journey. 
Historian Michael Wood traversed seventeen countries, trekking through the Zagros
Mountains to find the lost site of Alexander’s battle at the ‘Persian Gates,’ drinking 
black tea in the Hindu Kush, listening to ancient stories of Sikander e Aazem, and 
crossing the Makran Desert with twenty-three camels. He traveled with Lebanese 
traders, Iranian pilgrims, Afghan guerrillas, and other local people on a journey that 
took him through many of the twentieth century’s major trouble spots, including 
Beirut and Kurdistan. Wood bases his account of Alexander’s conquest on the texts
of Greek and Roman historians, but he also reconsiders the Greek adventure in 
terms of modern ideas on colonialism, orientalism, and racism. The Macedonian 
conquest, which has mainly been seen through Greek sources, is illuminated for the
first time by medieval travelers’ narratives, newly discovered oracles, and 
prophecies on papyrus or clay tablet. At the heart of Wood’s powerful story is the 
towering, enigmatic character of Alexander the Great. He ascended the throne at 
twenty, conquered much of the known world before he was thirty, and was dead by 
the age of thirty-two.

Michael Wood is a writer and historian living in England. His book, In Search of the 
Trojan War (1989), was on The New York Times Best Seller list and accompanied a
PBS television series. His other books include In Search of the Dark Ages and 
Domesday: A Search for the Roots of England.
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Woodrell, Daniel. The Maid's Version. New York. 2013. Little Brown. Advance 
Reading Copy. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780316205856. 165 pages. paperback. 
Inventory # 41621. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The American master's first novel since Winter's Bone 
(2006) tells of a deadly dance hall fire and its impact over several generations. Alma
DeGeer Dunahew, the mother of three young boys, works as the maid for a 
prominent citizen and his family in West Table, Missouri. Her husband is mostly 
absent, and, in 1929, her scandalous, beloved younger sister is one of the 42 killed 
in an explosion at the local dance hall. Who is to blame? Mobsters from St. Louis? 
The embittered local gypsies? The preacher who railed against the loose morals of 
the waltzing couples? Or could it have been a colossal accident? Alma thinks she 
knows the answer-and that its roots lie in a dangerous love affair. Her dogged 
pursuit of justice makes her an outcast and causes a long-standing rift with her own
son. By telling her story to her grandson, she finally gains some solace-and peace 
for her sister. He is advised to ‘Tell it. Go on and tell it’-tell the story of his family's 
struggles, suspicions, secrets, and triumphs.

Ozark born and Ozark bred DANIEL WOODRELL dropped out of school and joined 
the Marines at seventeen, got his college degree at twenty-seven, spent two years 
on a Michener fellowship at the Iowa Writers’ Workshops and saw his first novel 
published at thirty-three. Hailed as a writer’s writer, he is known for his stylistic 
virtuosity as well as for his special sense of place and for characters that are 
simultaneously unique and universal.keywords

Literature America 
Ozarks
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Woodrell, Daniel. The Ones You Do. New York. 1992. Henry Holt. 1st Printing. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0805009728. 212 pages. hardcover. Jacket illustration by John
H. Howard. Jacket design by Raquel Jaramillo. Inventory # 23063. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘It’s like dyin’ old men all over the world will tell you - 
when you get old and rackety and think back across your entire life span, why it ain’t
the ones you do you regret, it’s the ones you don’t. Lunch Pumphrey is talking about
sex, but he applies his version of the Golden Rule to all aspects of life. Which 
includes dealing with anyone who has the dim wit to double-cross him and the bad 
luck to stick around for the consequences. And that’s why old John X. Shade is on 
the lam, his nubile young wife having run off with $47,000 of Lunch Pumphrey’s ill-
gotten gains, leaving John X. behind with an empty safe and a wiseass kid, the fruit
of his middle age. Given a certified sociopath like Lunch on his tail, an empty bank 
account, and hands too shaky to hold the pool cue that once made his fame and 
fortune, John X. has only one way to go: home to the first wife and three sons - now
grown - he abandoned years ago, back to the steamy bayou town of St. Bruno. With
this third St. Bruno novel, Dan Woodrell establishes himself as a preeminent 
American writer of rich language and gritty substance. ‘What it most clearly 
resembles in contemporary fiction,’ said the San Francisco Examiner of his work, ‘is
William Kennedy’s venerated cycle of Albany novels.’ And indeed, Woodrell has 
created an almost mythic bayou town, peopling it with as fine an array of down-and-
outers and ne’er-do-wells as could be imagined and wrapping it in a darkly comic 
vision and prose so electric it crackles.

Ozark born and Ozark bred DANIEL WOODRELL dropped out of school and joined 
the Marines at seventeen, got his college degree at twenty-seven, spent two years 
on a Michener fellowship at the Iowa Writers’ Workshops and saw his first novel 
published at thirty-three. Hailed as a writer’s writer, he is known for his stylistic 
virtuosity as well as for his special sense of place and for characters that are 
simultaneously unique and universal.
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Woodrell, Daniel. Tomato Red. New York. 1998. Henry Holt. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0805055770. 225 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by 
Raquel Jaramillo. Inventory # 25744. $37.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In small Ozark towns like West Table, Missouri, what you
are is where you’re born. And if you’re born in the Venus Holler section of town, 
what you are isn’t much. For Bev Merridew, who can turn a trick as easily as she 
can roll a joint, life in Venus Holler is tolerable. For her nineteen-year-old daughter, 
Jamalee, a life guaranteed to be the replica of her mother’s isn’t good enough. With
her tomato-red hair and her barely contained rage, she has plans, and they don’t 
include Venus Holler. What they do include - indeed, depend on - is her drop-dead 
beautiful brother, Jason. But Jason may just be a country queer, and in the hills and
hollows of the Ozarks, that is about the most dangerous thing a man could be. Into 
their midst comes Sammy Barlach. With too many entries on his rap sheet, he’s 
passing through on his way to nowhere, looking to be a loser in new surroundings. 
Jamalee thinks he might be the muscle she and Jason need.

Daniel Woodrell is the author of six widely acclaimed novels. His two previous books
- set, like THE DEATH OF SWEET MISTER, in the Ozarks are GIVE US A KISS and
TOMATO RED, for which he received a PEN West fiction award in 1998. Woodrell 
lives in West Plains, Missouri.
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Woodrell, Daniel. Under the Bright Lights. New York. 1986. Henry Holt. 1st Printing.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0030085144. Author's 1st Book. 182 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design & illustration by Tim Gaydos. Inventory # 22763. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Jewel Cobb had come to Saint Bruno to dip his spoon 
into the fabled gravy train of the big city, and as he tucked the .32 Beretta into the 
waistband of his trousers, he just knew he was about to turn midnight fantasies into 
the stuff of legend. Duncan Cobb had set little cousin Jewel up with the kill. The boy
was hillbilly tacky but country tough - and too dumb to get in Duncan’s way after the
mark was dead. ‘If you had a Sears catalogue of dummies you couldn’t order a 
better one,’ he told Pete Ledoux, all-around-dirty work man and his boss on this 
contract. It was a simple enough case as far as the mayor was concerned: a burglar
caught in the act, two bullets fired in panic. Too bad the dead man happened to be a
black city councilman with big political ambitions, but c’est la vie. Find the burglar, 
you find the killer. Simple as that. But for police detective Rene Shade, it wasn’t 
simple at all. The job was too neat, the bullets too carefully placed. And nothing had
been stolen. Digging in his heels, Shade takes on city hail as he follows a twisting 
trail through the sleazy streets of Frogtown, Saint Bruno’s Cajun quarter, down the 
back alleys of its black ghetto, Pan Fry, and out into the murky swamps and bayous
that ring the city. It’s a trail that leads to corruption, betrayal, and more murder. For
Rene Shade, it’s a trail that winds back on his own driven past as he tries to weave
a course between the lowlife bar his older brother Tip runs in Frogtown and the 
political pressures his younger brother Francois applies from the safe distance of the
D.A.’s office. Startlingly gritty, with a color, feel, and smell that are as rough as they
are real, UNDER THE BRIGHT LIGHTS marks the debut of a writer of the first rank.

Ozark born and Ozark bred DANIEL WOODRELL dropped out of school and joined 
the Marines at seventeen, got his college degree at twenty-seven, spent two years 
on a Michener fellowship at the Iowa Writers’ Workshops and saw his first novel 
published at thirty-three.
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Woods, Alfred L. Manish!. Chicago. 1989. Third World Press. 1st Edition. Very Good
in Wrappers. 0883781220. 55 pages. paperback. Cover design by Steve Walker. 
Inventory # 16596. $20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Selections from an African American poet from Alabama.

Alfred L. Woods (February 29, 1944 - January 16, 2018) was an African American 
poet, librarian and cultural activist who was best known as the author of the book 
Manish! Woods was born in Pell City, Alabama. He was educated in the public 
schools of Bessemer, Alabama and Chicago, Illinois. He received his Masters of 
Library Science from the University of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana and his Bachelor
of Arts from the University of Illinois: Chicago. Woods began writing while in high 
school; completing his first play in his freshman year and winning a poetry award in
Brindisi, Italy. His poetry has appeared in Nit & Wit, Format, Rhino, Syncline, 
Imprint, Haymarket, Hanging Loose, The Chicago Observer, Essence Magazine, 
Crazy Quilt, Black World, Cottonwood, and Say That The River Turns. He is the 
author of two chapbooks; Be Born Again (Grassfield Writers Collective, Chicago) 
and Winter Only Last All Day (COPE, New York). Formerly the Executive Director of
the Illinois Library Association and the Executive Director of the South Side 
Community Art Center, he was the recipient of a grant from the Chicago Office of 
Fine Arts and the Illinois Arts Council for career advancement.
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Woods, Paula L. Inner City Blues: A Charlotte Justice Mystery. New York. 1999. 
Norton. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 039304680x. 316 pages. 
hardcover. Signed by the Author. Jacket photograph of Los Angeles by Stephen 
Simpson. Inventory # 26167. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Meet Detective Charlotte Justice, a black woman in the 
very white, very male, and sometimes very hostile Los Angeles Police Department.
The time is 48 hours into the epochal L.A. riots and she and her fellow officers are 
exhausted. She saves the curfew-breaking black doctor Lance Mitchell from a 
potentially lethal beating from some white officers only to discover nearby the body 
of one-time radical Cinque Lewis, a thug who years before had murdered her 
husband and daughter. Was it a random shooting or was Mitchell responsible? And
what had brought Lewis back to a city he’d long since fled? Charlotte’s quest for the
truth behind Cinque’s death will set her at odds with the LAPD hierarchy, plunge her
into the intricacies of everything from L.A.’s gang-banging politics to its black blue-
bloods, and lead her into deep emotional waters with Mitchell’s partner (and her old 
flame), Dr. Aubrey Scott. .

Paula L. Woods is the author of the Charlotte Justice mystery series. The first novel 
in the series, INNER CITY BLUES (1999), was on the Los Angeles Times bestseller
list for three weeks and was also named by the newspaper as one of the best books
of 1999. Inner City Blues received the Macavity Award for Best First Mystery, was 
named Best First Novel by the Black Caucus of the American Library Association, 
and was nominated for the Edgar and Anthony awards for best first mystery novel. 
Paula began writing mysteries after studying the genre and editing the critically 
acclaimed anthology SPOOKS, SPIES, AND PRIVATE EYES: BLACK MYSTERY,
CRIME, AND SUSPENSE FICTION OF THE 20TH CENTURY (1995). Although 
SPOOKS, SPIES was nominated for an Anthony Award, Macavity Award, and 
received a special award from the Black Caucus of the American Library 
Association, A member of the National Book Critics Circle, she reviews books 
regularly for the Los Angeles Times and has served a a mystery columnist for the 
Washington Post.
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Woodward, Bob. Veil: The Secret Wars of the CIA 1981-1987. New York. 1987. 
Simon & Schuster. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0671601172. 543 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by Robert Anthony Inc. Inventory # 8749. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - VEIL is the story of the covert wars that were waged in 
Central America, Iran and Libya in a secretive atmosphere and became the 
centerpieces and eventual time bombs of American foreign policy in the 1980s. .

Robert Upshur "Bob" Woodward (born March 26, 1943) is an American investigative
journalist and non-fiction author. He has worked for The Washington Post since 
1971 as a reporter and is now an associate editor there. While a young reporter for
The Washington Post in 1972, Woodward was teamed up with Carl Bernstein; the 
two did much of the original news reporting on the Watergate scandal. These 
scandals led to numerous government investigations and the eventual resignation of
President Richard Nixon. The work of Woodward and Bernstein was called "maybe 
the single greatest reporting effort of all time" by longtime journalism figure Gene 
Roberts. Woodward continued to work for The Washington Post after his reporting 
on Watergate. He has since written 18 best-selling books on American politics, 12 of
which topped best-seller lists.
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Woolf, Virginia. Flush. New York. 1933. Harcourt Brace & Company. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good.No Dustjacket. 185 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 7342. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This story of Elizabeth Barrett Browning’s cocker spaniel,
Flush, enchants right from the opening pages. Although Flush has adventures of his
own with bullying dogs, horrid maids, and robbers, he also provides the reader with
a glimpse into Browning’s life.

Adeline Virginia Woolf (née Stephen; 25 January 1882 – 28 March 1941) was an 
English writer and one of the foremost modernists of the twentieth century. During 
the interwar period, Woolf was a significant figure in London literary society and a 
central figure in the influential Bloomsbury Group of intellectuals. Her most famous 
works include the novels Mrs Dalloway (1925), To the Lighthouse (1927) and 
Orlando (1928), and the book-length essay A Room of One's Own (1929), with its 
famous dictum, 'A woman must have money and a room of her own if she is to write
fiction.' Woolf suffered from severe bouts of mental illness throughout her life, 
thought to have been the result of what is now termed bipolar disorder, and 
committed suicide by drowning in 1941 at the age of 59.
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Woolf, Virginia. Jacob's Room. New York. 2006. Signet/New American Library. 
Reprinted Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0451530055.
New Introduction by Regina Marler. 204 pages. paperback. 3005. Cover painting: 
‘White Gloves’ by Beatrice Boissegur. Inventory # 41092. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The publication of Jacob's Room in 1922 marked a 
turning point in Virginia Woolf's career - and in the evolution of the English novel. 
Based on her own brother Thoby, who died in 1906, Jacob's Room follows the life of
a fatherless boy, Jacob Flanders, from his childhood until his tragic death during 
World War I. Unlike her more traditional first novel, The Voyage Out, this novel is 
poetic, nearly plotless, and focuses on a flow of random impressions through the 
minds of its characters. A crab in a tidal pool, an unsuccessful dinner at a 
professor's house, a conversation about Greece, all become crucial reflections of 
human experience, revealing larger landscapes of sensibilities, values, and 
passions. So exquisitely crafted that both the universal qualities of youth and the 
uniqueness of one young man become powerfully fused, Jacob's Room is Woolf's 
first stream - of - consciousness novel - nonlinear, experimental, and possessing an
ending that is among the most moving in all of English literature. E. M. Forster wrote
that with Jacob's Room, 'a new type of fiction has swum into view.' It remains a 
pivotal work in the development of the novel form and a testament to Woolf's genius
and literary daring. Cover painting: Vanessa Bell, Interior With Duncan Grant, 1934.
Williamson Art Gallery & Museum

Adeline Virginia Woolf (née Stephen; 25 January 1882 – 28 March 1941) was an 
English writer and one of the foremost modernists of the twentieth century. During 
the interwar period, Woolf was a significant figure in London literary society and a 
central figure in the influential Bloomsbury Group of intellectuals. Her most famous 
works include the novels Mrs Dalloway (1925), To the Lighthouse (1927) and 
Orlando (1928), and the book-length essay A Room of One's Own (1929).
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Woolfson, Richard C. Child Care A-Z: The First Five Years. New York. 1997. 
Meadowbrook Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 0671574973. 270 pages.
paperback. Inventory # 40674. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here are the answers to questions parents ask most 
during their child's first five years. This practical encyclopedia of child care contains
more than 170 topics organized alphabetically for easy access. Now you can easily 
find answers to questions about your child's physical, emotional, and intellectual 
development. This book details what to expect during the first five years of your 
child's development and how to deal with any problems that may arise. Its clear, 
helpful writing style and reader-friendly format have already made Child Care A to Z
one of Great Britain's best-selling parenting books. American parents will find it an 
indispensable, frequently used reference tool that provides helpful information on 
such topics as Milestones: teething, walking, talking, toilet training, starting school; 
Learning: concentration, curiosity, memory, imagination, coordination; Relationships:
parents, grandparents, sibling rivalry, aggression, jealousy; Problems: bed-wetting, 
bullying, tantrums, hyperactivity, lying, whining; Discipline: praise, punishment, 
routines, spoiling, manners, spanking; Health: crib death, immunization, congenital 
problems, hearing, vision.

Dr Richard Woolfson PhD PGCE MAppSCi CPsychol FBPsS is a child psychologist
with expertise in childhood development, parenting problems and family issues. He
has written widely on child development and family life and is the author of several 
books on the subject.keywords
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Woolley, Sir Leonard. A Forgotten Kingdom: Being a Record of the Results 
Obtained from the Excavation of Two Mounds Atchana and Al Mina, in The Turkish
Hatay. Baltimore. 1953. Pelican/Penguin Books. 1st Pelican Paperback Edition. 
Very Good in Wrappers. 142 pages. paperback. A261. Inventory # 42604. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When archaeology gets into the news it has a habit of 
making the headlines, for the public imagination is profoundly moved by such 
discoveries as those of Tutankhamen’s Tomb or the Palace of Minos in Crete. But 
although the men who dig Egypt or the Middle East often unearth great treasures, 
they are not engaged on mere treasure-hunts. They are exploring the history of 
humanity and relating cultures to each other. Sir Leonard Woolley begins his 
fascinating book by explaining what archaeology is about. In successive chapters he
describes how a `dig’ is organized, on lines as carefully planned as a military 
campaign; and how the delicate process of getting inside a site are carried out.

Sir Charles Leonard Woolley (17 April 1880 – 20 February 1960) was a British 
archaeologist best known for his excavations at Ur in Mesopotamia. He is 
recognized as one of the first "modern" archaeologists, who excavated in a 
methodical way, keeping careful records, and using them to reconstruct ancient life
and history. Woolley was knighted in 1935 for his contributions to the discipline of 
archaeology.
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Woolley, Sir Leonard. Digging Up the Past. Baltimore. 1960. Pelican/Penguin Books.
1st Pelican Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 142 pages. paperback. A4. 
Inventory # 28665. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When archaeology gets into the news it has a habit of 
making the headlines, for the public imagination is profoundly moved by such 
discoveries as those of Tutankhamen’s Tomb or the Palace of Minos in Crete. But 
although the men who dig Egypt or the Middle East often unearth great treasures, 
they are not engaged on mere treasure-hunts. They are exploring the history of 
humanity and relating cultures to each other. Sir Leonard Woolley begins his 
fascinating book by explaining what archaeology is about. In successive chapters he
describes how a `dig’ is organized, on lines as carefully planned as a military 
campaign; and how the delicate process of getting inside a site are carried out.

Sir Charles Leonard Woolley (17 April 1880 – 20 February 1960) was a British 
archaeologist best known for his excavations at Ur in Mesopotamia. He is 
recognized as one of the first "modern" archaeologists, who excavated in a 
methodical way, keeping careful records, and using them to reconstruct ancient life
and history. Woolley was knighted in 1935 for his contributions to the discipline of 
archaeology.
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Worrall, Simon. The Poet and the Murderer: A True Story of Literary Crime & the Art
of Forgery. New York. 2002. Dutton. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.
Remainder Mark On Bottom Edge. 0525945962. 271 pages. hardcover. Cover: Ray
Lundgren. Inventory # 33807. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - As the author follows the trail of a forged Emily Dickinson
poem across America, he journeys into a labyrinth of lies and intrigue where truth is 
illusion, and nothing is what it seems. Filled with the page-turning suspense and 
tantalizing sleuthing techniques of a literary thriller, The Poet and the Murderer 
paints us an unforgettable portrait of a man whose greatest talent-and greatest 
tragedy-was his ability to conceal his depraved brilliance behind the unique gifts and
enduring celebrity of others.' His greatest forgery, a fifteen-line poem in the style of 
Emily Dickinson, dazzled and then shocked the world of auction houses and 
academia. By weaving together the story of this masterful forgery with fascinating 
insights into the life and work of America's most elusive poet, Simon Worrall has 
created a book that explores the edge between art and artifice, and genius and 
madness.

Simon Worrall was born in Wellington, England and spent his childhood in Eritrea, 
Paris and Singapore. Since 1984, he has been a full-time, freelance journalist and 
book author. He has written investigative features; travel articles; celebrity profiles 
and reportages for publications all over the world, including National Geographic, 
GQ, The London Times, The Guardian, The Paris Review, The New Yorker, 
Harper’s, Conde Nast Traveler, The Sidney Morning Herald, Playboy, The 
Smithsonian and Maxim. He has also made frequent appearances on Radio & TV, 
including the BBC’s From Our Own Correspondent; NPR and PBS. He speaks six 
languages and has lived in or visited more than 70 countries. Among many 
adventures, he has dug clams with the Inuit on Baffin Island, ridden with gauchos in
Patagonia, followed the trail of a stolen Rembrandt with an undercover FBI agent, 
explored a Tang Dynasty shipwreck off the coast of Sumatra and got drunk with 
Marianne Faithful.
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WPA. California in the 1930s: The WPA Guide to the Golden State. Berkeley. 2013.
University of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
9780520275409. 5-1/2 x 8-1/4. 103 b/w photos. 37 line illus. 10 maps. Introduction 
by David Kipen. 721 pages. paperback. Cover design: Claudia Smelser. Cover 
illustration: 'Miners Panning Gold' by Anton Refregier, panel 12, Rincon Annex, WPA
mural. Inventory # 4052. $24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Alive with the exuberance, contradictions, and variety of 
the Golden State, this Depression-era guide to California is more than 700 pages of 
information that is, as David Kipen writes in his spirited introduction, anecdotal, 
opinionated, and altogether habit-forming. Describing the history, culture, and 
roadside attractions of the 1930s, the WPA Guide to California features some of the
very best anonymous literature of its era, with writing by luminaries such as San 
Francisco poet Kenneth Rexroth, composerwriter- hobo Harry Partch, and authors 
Tillie Olsen and Kenneth Patchen. The Federal Writers Project (FWP) of the Works
Progress administration (WPa) not only provided jobs and income to writers during 
the Depression, it created for america an astounding series of detailed and richly 
evocative guides, recounting the stories and histories of the 48 states (plus the 
alaska territory and Puerto rico) and many of the country’s major cities. Federal 
Writers Project of the Works Progress administration .

David Kipen has written the introductions to reissues of the WPA guides to Los 
Angeles, San Francisco, and San Diego. He is Southern California Public radio’s 
book correspondent, and the founder of a lending library/used book store east of 
Downtown Los Angeles called Libros Schmibros.
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Wright, David (translator and editor). Beowulf. Baltimore. 1957. Penguin Books. 1st
Penguin Classic Paperback Edition. Previous Owner’s Name in Front, Otherwise 
Very Good in Wrappers. Translated Into Prose From The Old English & With An 
Introduction by David Wright. 122 pages. paperback. L70. Inventory # 21687. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘BEOWULF is one of the longest as well as the most 
important of complete poems in Old English. It is not a relic of savage bygones, nor 
is it merely a document of historical importance. It is the only native English heroic 
epic, and one of the finest products of what used to be called the Dark Ages of 
Europe. There is also the point – until recently often overlooked – that it is a great 
poem in its own right. Its theme is the conflict of good and evil. It is an expression of
the fear of the dark, an examination of the nature and purpose of heroism, and the 
great statement of the Anglo-Saxon outlook and imagination.’ – from the introduction
by David Wright.

David John Murray Wright (23 February 1920 – 28 August 1994) was an author and
an acclaimed South African-born poet. Wright was born in Johannesburg, South 
Africa 23 February 1920 of normal hearing. When he was 7 years old he contracted
scarlet fever and was deafened as a result of the disease. He immigrated to England
at the age of 14, where he was enrolled in the Northampton School for the Deaf. He
studied at Oriel College, Oxford, and graduated in 1942. His first work, a poem 
entitled Eton Hall, was published in 1942–43 in the journal Oxford Poetry. He 
became a freelance writer in 1947 after working on the Sunday Times newspaper for
five years. He edited the literary magazine Nimbus from 1955 to 1956, and co-
founded the quarterly literary review X magazine which he co-edited from 1959 to 
1962. He translated The Canterbury Tales and Beowulf., as well as an 
autobiography in 1969, and a biography of fellow South African poet Roy Campbell 
in 1961. Wright was not reticent about his deafness, and his autobiography, 
Deafness: A Personal Account (1969), is often used to give hearing people an 
insight into an experience they might not easily imagine.
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Wright, David and Zoby, David. Fire On the Beach: Recovering the Lost Story of 
Richard Etheridge & the Pea Island Lifesavers. New York. 2001. Scribner. 1st 
American Edition. Some Foxing to Top Edge, Otherwise Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0684873044. A Lisa Drew Book. 335 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Gabrielle
Borowin. Jacket photograph from Outer Banks History Center, Manteo, North 
Carolina. Inventory # 29816. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - FIRE ON THE BEACH tells the story of the U.S. Life-
Saving Service, formed in 1871 to assure the safe passage of American and 
international shipping and to save lives and salvage cargo. A century ago, the now-
forgotten ‘surfmen’, in crews of seven, bore the brunt of this dangerous but vital 
duty. Station 17, located on the desolate beaches of Pea Island, North Carolina, 
housed one such unit, and Richard Etheridge - the only black man to lead a 
lifesaving crew - was its captain. A former slave and Civil War veteran, Etheridge 
recruited and trained a crew of African-Americans, forming the only all-black station 
in the nation. Although civilian attitudes toward Etheridge and his men ranged from 
curiosity to outrage, they figured among the most courageous surfmen in the 
service, performing many daring rescues. From 1880 to the closing of the station in
1947, the Pea Island crew saved scores of men, women, and children. In 1896, 
when the three-masted schooner E. S. Newman beached during a hurricane, 
Etheridge and his men accomplished one of the most daring rescues in the annals 
of the Life-Saving Service. The violent conditions had rendered their equipment 
useless. Undaunted, the surfmen swam out to the wreck, making nine trips in all, 
and saved the entire crew. This incredible feat went unrecognized until 1996, when 
the Coast Guard posthumously awarded the crew the Gold Life-Saving Medal. Full 
of exploits and heroics, FIRE ON THE BEACH illustrates yet another example of the
little-known but outstanding contributions of a remarkable group of African-
Americans to our country’s history.

David Wright is an assistant professor of English and African-American Studies at 
the University of Illinois. David Zoby, a former resident of the Outer Banks, teaches
at Casper College in Wyoming. His work has appeared in The Southern Poetry 
Review, Georgia State Review, and other publications.
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Wright, Frank Lloyd. Modern Architecture: Being the Kahn Lectures for 1930. 
Princeton. 2008. Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Pictoral Boards. No Dustjacket. 9780691129372. With a new introduction by Neil 
Levine. 176 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36576. $29.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Modern Architecture is a landmark text—the first book in
which America’s greatest architect put forth the principles of a fundamentally new, 
organic architecture that would reject the trappings of historical styles while avoiding
the geometric abstraction of the machine aesthetic advocated by contemporary 
European modernists. One of the most important documents in the development of
modern architecture and the career of Frank Lloyd Wright, Modern Architecture is a
provocative and profound polemic against America’s architectural eclecticism, 
commercial skyscrapers, and misguided urban planning. The book is also a work of
savvy self-promotion, in which Wright not only advanced his own concept of an 
organic architecture but also framed it as having anticipated by decades—and 
bettered—what he saw as the reductive modernism of his European counterparts. 
Based on the 1931 original, for which Wright supplied the cover illustration, this 
beautiful edition includes a new introduction that puts Modern Architecture in its 
broader architectural, historical, and intellectual context for the first time. The 
subjects of these lively lectures—from ‘Machinery, Materials and Men’ to ‘The 
Tyranny of the Skyscraper’ and ‘The City’—move from a general statement of the 
conditions of modern culture to particular applications in the fields of architecture 
and urbanism at ever broadening scales. Wright’s vision in Modern Architecture is 
ultimately to equate the truly modern with romanticism, imagination, beauty, and 
nature—all of which he connects with an underlying sense of American democratic 
freedom and individualism.

Frank Lloyd Wright (June 8, 1867 – April 9, 1959) was an American architect, 
designer, writer, and educator. He designed more than 1,000 structures over a 
creative period of 70 years. Wright believed in designing in harmony with humanity 
and its environment, a philosophy he called organic architecture.
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Wright, Frank Lloyd. The Essential Frank Lloyd Wright: Critical Writings on 
Architecture. Princeton. 2008. Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780691133188. Edited by Bruce Brooks Pfeiffer. 464 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36259. $49.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - He was the most iconoclastic of architects, and at the 
height of his career his output of writings about architecture was as prolific and 
visionary as his architecture itself. Frank Lloyd Wright pioneered a bold new kind of
architecture, one in which the spirit of modern man truly ‘lived in his buildings.’ The 
Essential Frank Lloyd Wright is a one-volume compendium of Wright’s most critically
important—and personally revealing—writings on every conceivable aspect of his 
craft. Wright was perhaps the most influential and inspired architect of the twentieth
century, and this is the only book that gathers all of his most significant essays, 
lectures, and articles on architecture. Bruce Pfeiffer includes each piece in its 
entirety to present the architect’s writings as he originally intended them. Beginning
early in Wright’s career with ‘The Art and Craft of the Machine’ in 1901, the book 
follows major themes through The Disappearing City, The Natural House, and many
other writings, and ends with A Testament in 1957, published two years before his 
death. This volume is beautifully illustrated with original drawings and photographs,
and is complemented by Pfeiffer’s general introduction, which provides history and 
context. The Essential Frank Lloyd Wright is a must-have resource for architects and
scholars and a delight for general readers.

Frank Lloyd Wright (June 8, 1867 – April 9, 1959) was an American architect, 
designer, writer, and educator. He designed more than 1,000 structures over a 
creative period of 70 years. Wright believed in designing in harmony with humanity 
and its environment, a philosophy he called organic architecture. Bruce Brooks 
Pfeiffer is director of the Frank Lloyd Wright Archives at the Frank Lloyd Wright 
Foundation. He is the author or editor of many books on Wright, including Frank 
Lloyd Wright and Lewis Mumford: Thirty Years of Correspondence. Bruce Brooks 
Pfeiffer is director of the Frank Lloyd Wright Archives at the Frank Lloyd Wright 
Foundation. He is the author or editor of many books on Wright, including Frank 
Lloyd Wright and Lewis Mumford: Thirty Years of Correspondence.
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Wright, L. R. Prized Possessions: KARL ALBERG #5. New York. 2017. Felony & 
Mayhem. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781937384982. 
5.5' x 8'. 288 pages. paperback. Inventory # 43329. $14.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this masterpiece of psychological suspense (second 
only, perhaps, to Ms. Wright’s Edgar-winning The Suspect), the real villain is self-
delusion; it inflicts more damage than even the craziest serial-killer. In the case of 
Emma O’Brea, the delusions concern her marriage: When her husband Charlie 
disappears, it quickly becomes apparent that Emma was the only person in Canada
who didn’t recognize how desperate he had been to leave. And then there’s Eddie 
Addison, an overgrown delivery boy, far from the sharpest knife in the drawer, and 
dangerously obsessed with a pretty young student. Eddie and Emma would seem to
have little in common, but when Inspector Karl Alberg is called in to solve the riddle
of Charlie’s vanishing act, the two sets of disturbing delusions begin to converge, 
with a climax that even the canniest reader is unlikely to see coming.

Laurali "Bunny" Rose Wright (née Appleby) (5 June 1939 – 25 February 2001) was
a Canadian writer of mystery novels. Born in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Wright 
worked as an actor (with her husband, John Wright, including a stint doing summer 
stock in Dawson City) and journalist before publishing her first novel, Neighbours, in
1979. Her earliest novels were literary fiction; after the publication of The Suspect 
(1985), her first mystery novel and winner of the 1986 Edgar Award for Best Novel, 
she concentrated exclusively on the genre. She later moved to Calgary, where she
was mentored by W.O. Mitchell. She worked for several years as a journalist at the
Calgary Herald eventually becoming Assistant City Editor, before turning to full-time
writing in 1977. In addition to the Edgar Award, she received the Arthur Ellis Award 
and wrote several adaptations of her novels for CBC Radio. She published all her 
novels as L. R. Wright (except in the USA, where she appeared as Laurali Wright), 
and was known as Bunny in her personal life. Wright died of breast cancer in 
Vancouver, British Columbia.
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Wright, Marguerite A. I'm Chocolate, You're Vanilla: Raising Healthy Black & Biracial
Children. San Francisco. 1998. Jossey Bass. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0787941964. 290 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 25793. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Based on Dr. Marguerite A. Wright's research and clinical
experience working as a child psychologist, I'm Chocolate, You're Vanilla teaches us
that the color-blindness of early childhood can, and must, be taken advantage of in 
order to guide the positive development of a child's self-esteem. I'm Chocolate, 
You're Vanilla is filled with practical, positive, and creative ideas for handling 
common situations such as what to do when your child says she wants a white doll;
how to deal with relatives and friends who compare your children's skin colors and 
hair textures; and how to discipline your children so that they can grow up with self 
respect. Teachers will gain valuable insights about how preconceptions can 
contribute to a child's success or failure and how to handle discipline problems in the
classroom. Wright answers some fundamental questions about children and race 
including - What do children know and understand about the color of their skin? 
When do children understand the concept of race? Are there warning signs that a 
child is being adversely affected by racial prejudice? How can adults avoid instilling 
in children their own negative perceptions and prejudices? What can parents do to 
prepare their children to overcome the racism they are likely to encounter? How can
schools lessen the impact of racism? With wisdom and compassion, I'm Chocolate,
You're Vanilla spells out how to educate black and biracial children about race, while
preserving their innate resilience and optimism - the birthright of all children. The 
Definitive Guide to Teaching Black and Biracial Children About Race I'm Chocolate,
You're Vanilla teaches parents and educators of black and biracial children how to 
reduce racism's impact on a child's development - from preschool through 
adolescence - and in doing so raise emotionally healthy children.

MARGUERITE WRIGHT is the senior clinical and research psychologist for the 
Center for the Vulnerable Child at Children's Hospital in Oakland, California. Wright 
lives with her husband and four children in Berkeley, California.
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Wright, Richard. American Hunger. New York. 1977. Harper & Row. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Price-Clipped Dustjacket. 0060147687. 
Afterword by Michel Fabre. 147 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Linda Dingler. 
Artwork by Diane & Leo Dillon. Inventory # 21940. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Anyone who has read Richard Wright’s BLACK BOY 
knows it to be one of the great American autobiographies. Covering Wright's early 
life in the South, the book concludes with his departure in 1934 for a new life in the
North. Now, more than thirty years after the publication of Black Boy, Wright's story 
is continued with AMERICAN HUNGER. Although it was written in the early 1940s 
as a second part to BLACK BOY, AMERICAN HUNGER was severed by Wright 
from the main autobiography and the bulk of it has, until now, remained unpublished.
AMERICAN HUNGER is a vital, richly anecdotal work. It treats with feeling and 
frequently with wry humor Wright's struggle to make his way in the North — in 
Chicago — as store clerk, dishwasher, and eventually as a writer. He deals movingly
with his early days in the Communist Party and with his attempts to keep his integrity
in the face of Parry demands that he subordinate his artistic goals to their needs. 
And he recounts with a mixture of pain and irony his break with the Party and the 
tortured period of ostracism that followed. There is an unsettling and totally frank 
personal story here, and a lot of raw social history as well. Filled with vivid images 
and memorable portraits of the people and movements of the period, AMERICAN 
HUNGER is a spellbinding work, both historically and as a rediscovery of value in 
American literature.

RICHARD WRIGHT was born on a plantation near Natchez, Mississippi, in 1908. As
a child he lived in Memphis, Tennessee, then in an orphanage, and later with 
various relatives.His Books include UNCLE TOM'S CHILDREN (1938), NATIVE 
SON (1940), and BLACK BOY (1945). Following World War II, Wright became an 
expatriate in Paris, where he lived with his wife and daughters until his death in 
1960.
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Wright, Richard. Rite of Passage. New York. 1994. Harper Collins. Uncorrected 
Proofs. Very Good in Wrappers. 0060234199. 151 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
19296. $40

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Stay with me, Sis,’ his mother sobbed, hugging Big Sis.
His mother slowly dried her eyes, her breath heaving in her throat. She stored of 
Johnny, then looked through the window at the paling winter sky. ‘Johnny,’ she 
began, her tone for away, ‘I was trying to keep from telling you, child, until you got 
through with your supper. ’ She stifled another fit of weeping. ‘Johnny, you’re leaving
us tonight.’ Harlem. The late 1940s. Fifteen-year-old Johnny Gibbs loves his 
parents, respects his teachers, and is a model student. Suddenly, his familiar world 
fails apart. Johnny earns he is really a foster child who the welfare authorities hove 
decreed now must go and live with another family. Stunned by the revelation, 
Johnny runs away. The startling events that follow, during Johnny’s nightlong 
confrontation with alienation and loneliness, will inexorably push him past the 
frontiers of childhood and into on unknown, violent world beyond. RITE OF 
PASSAGE, Richard Wright’s never-before-published story of Johnny Gibbs’s fall 
from grace, is as pertinent to the fate of many young people today as it was when it
was first conceived nearly fifty years ago.

Richard Nathaniel Wright (September 4, 1908 – November 28, 1960) was an 
African-American author of novels, short stories, poems, and non-fiction. Much of his
literature concerns racial themes, especially those involving the plight of African 
Americans during the late 19th to mid-20th centuries. Many believe his work helped
change race relations in the United States in the mid-20th century. Wright was born
on a plantation in Roxie, Mississippi, and lived in the South until 1927, when he 
moved to Chicago. He later resided in New York City, and died in Paris as an 
expatriate. Among his many works are NATIVE SON, BLACK BOY, THE 
OUTSIDER, SAVAGE HOLIDAY, and LAWD TODAY!
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Wright, Sarah E. A. Philip Randolph: Integration in the Workplace. Engelwood Cliffs.
1990. Silver Burdett Press. Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0382240596. Introduction by Andrew Young. 130 pages. paperback. Cover design 
by Design 5. Inventory # 7974. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - As a teenager before World War I, he would gather 
friends together to read aloud from Shakespeare. His dream was to become an 
actor. As a young man, he had a chance to do just that. But he passed it up to follow
another dream: freedom and equality for his fellow African Americans. He never 
played Hamlet, but A. Philip Randolph organized the first black labor union, helped 
end segregation in other unions, and convinced Presidents Roosevelt and Truman 
to sign the first antisegregation and antidiscrimination executive orders. A. Philip 
Randolph is one of nine volumes in The History of the Civil Rights Movement, a 
series providing vivid and faithful accounts of the lives and times of African-
American leaders in the struggle for dignity and equality.

Sarah Elizabeth Wright (December 9, 1928 – September 13, 2009)[1] was an 
American writer. Her novel This Child's Gonna Live, published in 1969, was 
acclaimed by critics and "was among the first to focus on the confluence of race, 
class and sex". The New York Times named it "outstanding book of 1969" and it was
called a "small masterpiece". Sarah Elizabeth Wright was born in Wetipquin, 
Maryland, and began writing poetry at the age of eight. She attended Salisbury 
Colored High School, then entered Howard University. In the late 1940s she moved 
to Philadelphia and a decade later to New York City. Although This Child's Gonna 
Live (Delacorte Press, 1969) was her only published novel, she spent many years 
working on a second novel, which was never completed. She also published critical
essays, a volume of poetry entitled Give Me a Child (Kraft Publishing, 1955, with 
Lucy Smith); and a nonfiction book for young people, A. Philip Randolph: Integration
in the Workplace (Silver Burdett, 1990). Wright was a former vice-president of the 
Harlem Writers Guild and was involved in many political causes. Her novel is 
featured in the exhibit concerning the Eastern Shore of Maryland in the African-
American Museum of History and Culture. Wright died in Manhattan, New York, at 
the age of 80.
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Wright, Stephen. Meditations in Green. New York. 1983. Scribners. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0684180103. 342 pages. hardcover.
Jacket design by Paul Bacon. Inventory # 7354. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Sardonic, searing, seductive and surreal, the award-
winning MEDITATIONS IN GREEN is regarded by many as the best novel of the 
Vietnam War. It is a kaleidoscopic collage that whirls about an indelible array of 
images and characters: perverted Winky, who opted for the army to stay off of 
welfare; eccentric Payne, who’s obsessed with the film he’s making of the war; 
bucolic Claypool, who’s irrevocably doomed to a fate worse than death. Just to 
mention a few. And floating at the center of this psychedelic spin is Spec. 4 James 
Griffin. In country, Griffin studies the jungle of carpet bomb photos as he fights 
desperately to keep his grip on reality. And battling addiction stateside after his tour,
he studies the green of household plants as he struggles mightily to get his sanity 
back. With mesmerizing action and Joycean interior monologues, Stephen Wright 
has created a book that is as much an homage to the darkness of war as it is a 
testament to the transcendence of art.

Stephen Wright (born 1946) is a novelist based in New York City known for his use 
of surrealistic imagery and dark comedy. His work has varied from hallucinatory 
accounts of war (Meditations in Green), a family drama among UFO cultists (M31: A
Family Romance), carnivalesque novel on a serial killer (Going Native), to a 
picaresque taking place during the Civil War (The Amalgamation Polka). He has 
taught writing courses at various universities, including Princeton University, Brown
University, and The New School. Going Native was ranked #13 on Larry McCaffery's
20th Century's Greatest Hits: 100 English-Language Books of Fiction.
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Wu, Judy Tzu-Chun. Doctor Mom Chung of the Fair-Haired Bastards: Life of a 
Wartime Celebrity. Berkeley. 2005. University of California Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0520245288. 283 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
36231. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - During World War II, Mom Chung’s was the place to be 
in San Francisco. Soldiers, movie stars, and politicians gathered at her home to 
socialize, to show their dedication to the Allied cause, and to express their affection 
for Dr. Margaret Chung (1889-1959). The first known American-born Chinese female
physician, Chung established one of the first Western medical clinics in San 
Francisco’s Chinatown in the 1920s. She also became a prominent celebrity and 
behind-the-scenes political broker during World War II. Chung gained national fame
when she began ‘adopting’ thousands of soldiers, sailors, and flyboys, including 
Ronald Reagan, Admiral Chester W. Nimitz, and Admiral William F. Halsey, Jr. A 
pioneer in both professional and political realms, Chung experimented in her 
personal life as well. She adopted masculine dress and had romantic relationships 
with other women, such as writer Elsa Gidlow and entertainer Sophie Tucker. This is
the first biography to explore Margaret Chung’s remarkable and complex life. It 
brings alive the bohemian and queer social milieus of Hollywood and San Francisco
as well as the wartime celebrity community Chung cultivated. Her life affords a rare
glimpse into the possibilities of traversing racial, gender, and sexual boundaries of 
American society from the late Victorian era through the early Cold War period.

Judy Tzu-Chun Wu is Associate Professor in the Department of History at Ohio 
State University.
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Wu, Norbert and Mastro, JIm. Under Antarctic Ice: The Photographs of Norbert Wu.
Berkeley. 2004. University Of California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0520235045. Photographs and notes by Norbert Wu. Text by Jim 
Mastro. 176 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 35260. $39.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This book, a collection of the finest photographs ever 
taken underwater in deep Antarctica, illuminates a world brimming with strange and
beautiful life forms. For the first time anywhere, Under Antarctic Ice brings together 
the stories, the science, and the natural beauty of one of earth’s most vibrant and 
enchanting realms. Internationally renowned photographer Norbert Wu was given 
unprecedented access to the icy waters off Antarctica by the U.S. National Science
Foundation to obtain these dynamic photographs. In the extreme conditions that 
prevail in these seas, invertebrates can grow to enormous sizes: sponges are as big
as bears, jellyfish tentacles extend thirty feet, and giant sea spiders crawl through 
beds of soft coral. Wu has also focused his lens on the birds and mammals living at 
the edge of water and ice. We are humbled before mammoth icebergs, witness a 
killer whale stalking prey from a narrow crack in the ice, and see what penguins look
like swimming underwater. Jim Mastro’s introductory text elegantly condenses forty
years of scientific research into a clear and concise natural history of this unique 
place.

Norbert Wu is a photographer and filmmaker specializing in marine environments 
and issues. His writing and photography have appeared in feature articles in 
Audubon, GEO, National Geographic, and other magazines; his films have aired on
WNET/Thirteen New York’s Nature series, which airs on PBS. His many books 
include Splendors of the Seas: The Photographs of Norbert Wu (1994) and Diving 
the World: Photographs by Norbert Wu (2003). Jim Mastro is a freelance writer and
photographer. He is the author and photographer of Antarctica: A Year at the Bottom
of the World (2002). He worked in Antarctica from 1982 to 1996, including five years
as manager of the U.S. scientific diving program for the National Science 
Foundation’s Office of Polar Programs.
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Wurlitzer, Rudolph. Hard Travel To Sacred Places. Boston. 1994. Shambala. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1570620245. 161 pages. hardcover. 
Inventory # 25716. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A well-known novelist and screenwriter grapples with 
grief and the painful realities of a decadent age while on a journey through 
Cambodia, Thailand, and Burma. ‘A book to be read on many levels: as a traveler's 
tale, as a map of grief, as an inspiring record of the stations of the soul.’--Gita Mehta
(Raj).

Rudolph "Rudy" Wurlitzer (born January 3, 1937) is an American novelist and 
screenwriter. Wurlitzer's fiction includes Nog, Flats, Quake, Slow Fade, and Drop 
Edge of Yonder. He is also the author of the travel memoir, Hard Travel to Sacred 
Places, an account of his spiritual journey through Asia after the death of his wife 
Lynn Davis' 21-year-old son.
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Wyatt, David. Five Fires: Race, Catastrophe, & the Shaping of California. Reading. 
1997. Addison Wesley. 1st Printing. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0201144794. 288 
pages. hardcover. Inventory # 24086. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this wholly original study, cultural historian and critic 
David Wyatt uses the story of fire to tell the story of California. Wyatt focuses this 
'catastrophic history' of his native state on five events that swept through California.
Each of these events, the impact of Spanish Catholicism on the native populations, 
the gold rush of 1849, the 1906 San Francisco earthquake, the post-World War II 
defense industry boom, and the Watts riots were destructive at their origin, but 
because of them, California was ultimately made better. Included are photographs, 
endnotes, a bibliography, and an index.

David Wyatt is a native Californian and a professor of English at the University of 
Maryland at College Park. He is the author of The Fall into Eden: Landscape and 
Imagination in California and Out of the Sixties: Storytelling and the Vietnam 
Generation.
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Wyatt, Will. The Secret of the Sierra Madre: The Man Who Was B. Traven. Garden
City. 1980. Doubleday. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0385156006.
370 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Lewis Friedman. Inventory # 7356. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - BBC journalist Wyatt has made an historic attempt to get
to the bottom of Traven's identity crisis. From youth as an anarchist Munich actor to 
the reclusive master story-teller and author of such classics as THE TREASURE OF
THE SIERRA MADRE, THE DEATH SHIP and the famed Mexican 'Jungle' novels, 
his story unfolds. Includes a summary bibliography of first German and English 
language editions and information from Traven's widow.

Alan Will Wyatt (born 7 January 1942) was formerly managing director, BBC 
Television (1991–96) and Chief Executive BBC Broadcast (1996–99). He was later a
company director, media consultant and author. He produced a number of 
documentaries including All the Buildings Fit to Print about Nikolaus Pevsner and 
was executive producer of They've Shot Kennedy, Good Night and Good Luck and 
The Scars of Autumn. He produced B. Traven: A Mystery Solved and wrote a real-
life literary detective story The Man Who Was B. Traven (Cape, 1980). In the USA 
this was published as The Secret of the Sierra Madre (Doubleday).
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Wyatt, Wyatt. Catching Fire. New York. 1977. Random House. 1st Edition. Very 
Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0394407644. 273 pages. hardcover. Jacket 
design by Jack Ribik. Inventory # 7357. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The deaf girl sat by the pool, her raven-black hair 
flashing in the sun, her long legs glistening with sweat. As Norman fled, she half 
whispered after him, perhaps thinking it a shout, ‘I can bring you back to life, 
pigman!’ Fifteen months, seven days and almost five hours had passed since he 
had made love to anybody. And now it has started. Norman Foreman is about to 
Catch Fire. CATCHING FIRE: a delightful and altogether uncommon novel - a 
comedy, a love story, a fable, even, by the end, a bit of a suspense story, by one of 
the most impressive new talents in contemporary fiction. CATCHING FIRE is the 
story of an erstwhile professor of speech and now professional writer of canned 
sermons: Norman Foreman, who has had the misfortune to have been burned, 
literally and figuratively, by love, causing him to lose his wife, his home, his job and 
his navel. Norman has taken a vow: never again, he swears, the beast of desire, 
never again the triumph of animal lust. Ah, until that day fifteen months, seven days
and almost five hours later. when that first faint spark is struck, and it begins: the 
slow, hilarious, aching, astonishing and finally rattling roller-coaster ride of sexual 
and emotional reawakening, a plunge down a path loaded with pitfalls and lined by 
extraordinary characters - a concatenation of con men, rogues, fools, and a 
devastating female embodiment of the life force noted Spider Webb, all of whom 
reside most un-Edenic hotel known as the Paradise. It is there they teach Norman 
the primal lesson: in order to be human, we must first discover the beast in all of us.
This is a novel full of surprises and delights, with a prose that jumps off every page 
and a particular quality of bittersweet joy - a simultaneous celebration of life and 
close attention to human frailties - that will not soon .be forgotten. Above all, as 
Harry Crews attests on the front cover, Wyatt Wyatt is a storyteller, and as 
CATCHING FIRE ‘spins itself out in page after page of language solid and gamy as 
flesh’ it will have you laughing, frightened, moved, and thoroughly in its power. It is a
stunning debut by a writer who in the years to come will be heard from again and 
again.
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Wyatt, Wyatt. Deep in the Heart. New York. 1980. Atheneum. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0689110847. 309 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Paul
Bacon. Inventory # 7625. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This is a story of love and murder in West Texas. In 
modern Amarillo, the streets are named after the fallen heroes of the Alamo and the
past pokes through like bones poorly covered; the romance of the six-gun hangs in 
the air of every back-alley lounge and violence flickers like beat lightning. They say 
that Amarillo is a town where the people are real friendly and will kill you. They also
say that nobody ever died of love, but there they are wrong. People do, and often. 
One of these people is about to die of it: Grady Hornsby, a wild old boy with a 
crooked grin who tries to get along with people and can just about manage it, except
when the Wild Turkey is in him; his best friend, Boone, thirty, newly divorced, guiltily
in love with Grady’s girlfriend, and, despite all the evidence, an optimist; Rowena, 
the girlfriend in question, a modern woman determined to be independent, yet 
astonished at what she is willing to do to win love; and the young lady who is about 
to cross their paths, Sue Pam Drury, the very naive, very frustrated wife of a 
tycoon’s weak son, a woman whose sexuality is about to erupt in a most 
unpredictable way - and catapult them all into Texas legend. What happens to them
all, and why, is a story of frailty and folly and good intentions gone awry, of the 
power of legend and the human yearning for love. of the affairs that go on Deep in 
the Heart. Written in a vivid, bittersweet prose that fairly leaps off the page, it is a 
remarkable tale by a born storyteller, suffused with a sense of people and place, of 
the lives lived on the sea of sere, yellow grass and under the vast, starry Texas sky.

Wyatt Laurence Wyatt was born in Shawnee, Oklahoma, raised in Amarillo, Texas, 
and has lived in New York, France, Spain, and Alaska. He was a Woodrow Wilson 
Fellow at Columbia, and has since taught at several colleges, including the 
University of Alaska and the University of Central Florida.
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Wyckoff, Jerry and Unell, Barbara C. Discipline Without Shouting Or Spanking. 
Deephaven. 1984. Meadowbrook. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. 0671544640. 135 pages. paperback. Inventory # 30882. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This revised and expanded edition offers new sections 
on the learned nature of violence, playing with pretend weapons, why shouting and 
spanking don't work, discipline issues for single parents, the importance of empathy,
the differences between boys and girls, the transition to elementary school, resisting
change, behaving shyly, jealousy, and lying. You'll also learn what factors are 
considered in the clinical diagnosis of hyperactivity.

Jerry L. Wyckoff, PhD is a licensed psychologist who has worked with children and 
families for over forty years. Barbara Unell is a former columnist for the Kansas City
Star, and is a founder of Twins magazine and the school-based charter education 
program "Kindness is Contagioius. Catch It!"
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Wyden, Peter. The Passionate War: The Narrative History of the Spanish Civil War.
New York. 1983. Simon & Schuster. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0671253301. 574 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 7360. $17.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A prize-winning author chronicles the Spanish Civil War -
not just as a civil war, but a dress rehearsal for World War II. Peter Wyden brilliantly
brings to life the brutal proving ground where Hitler and Stalin secretly learn the 
techniques of total war. Wyden weaves hundreds of interviews, memoirs and 
documents into a narrative that unreels with the close-up immediacy of television 
footage. 'The book is faithful to the history of the period, yet grips one like a novel. -
J.P. Lash.'

Peter H. Wyden (October 2, 1923 – June 27, 1998) was an American journalist and
writer.
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Xianliang, Zhang. Half of Man Is Woman. New York. 1988. Norton. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0393025861. Translated from the Chinese by 
Martha Avery. 285 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Lizzy Rockwell/Kenneth 
Alcorn. Inventory # 27577. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - As the Cultural Revolution rages, a gulag of labor camps
in China’s remote, harshly beautiful countryside teaches ‘capitalist roaders’ and 
criminals alike ‘reform through labor.’ There Zhang, a ‘rightist’ poet, meets and (alls 
in love with Huang, a beautiful peasant woman jailed for promiscuity. In the jargon of
the time, they are a ‘calamity couple,’ and their relationship becomes the lens 
through which we see, and feel, the warping effects of the Cultural Revolution on 
ordinary people. Separated for years, the lovers reunite in another outpost of the 
gulag. But for the poet Zhang, years of imprisonment and forced labor have meant a
loss of self: he is impotent, he cannot write. Words, like human relationships, have 
been turned upside down. They no longer have any purpose except to make up the
empty ‘thought reports’ by which prisoners ‘rectify’ themselves. The struggle of the 
novel is to regain possession of the self, and to reclaim the endeavor that has 
defined it. Written in an ironical prose, which combines a spare, humorous 
toughness, surrealism, and a lyrical feeling for the Chinese landscape, this brilliant,
moving account of lives at the mercy of politics introduces a literary voice of world 
importance. The first novel of China’s gulag to appear in the West, it was published 
in China late in 1985 to great popular enthusiam, and much controversy because of 
its unaccustomed frankness about sex. Since then the book and its author, Zhang 
Xianliang, have figured prominently in debates about the extent of liberalization in 
China.

ZHANG XIANLIANG (December 1936, Nanjing, China - September 27, 2014, 
Yinchuan, China) was bom in Nanjing in 1936. He was educated in Beijing, and in 
1955 took up a teaching post in the province of Ningxia. In 1957 he fell victim to the 
‘anti-rightist’ movement and was sent to a labor reform camp, similar to the one 
described in Half of Man Is Woman. He was officially pardoned in 1979, and settled 
in Yinchuan, the capital of Ningxia, where he worked as a writer.
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Xiaolong, Qiu. A Loyal Character Dancer. New York. 2002. Soho Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1569473013. 351 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Pauline Neuwirth. Inventory # 32777. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Inspector Chen’s mentor in the Shanghai Police Bureau
has assigned him to escort U.S. Marshal Catherine Rohn. Her mission is to bring 
Wen, the wife of a witness in an important criminal trial, to the United States. 
Inspector Rohn is already en route when Chen learns that Wen has unaccountably 
vanished from her village in Fujian. Or is this just what he is supposed to believe? 
Chen resents his role; he would rather investigate the triad killing in Shanghai’s 
beauteous Bund Park. But his boss insists that saving face with Inspector Rohn has
priority. So Chen Cao, the ambitious son of a father who imbued him with Confucian
precepts, must tread warily as he tries once again to be a good cop, a good man, 
and also a loyal Party member.

Qiu Xiaolong, a prize-winning poet and critic in China, now teaches at Washington 
University in St. Louis, where he lives with his wife and daughter.
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Xiaolong, Qiu. A Loyal Character Dancer. New York. 2002. Soho Press. Reprinted 
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781569473412. 351 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 40956. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Inspector Chen’s mentor in the Shanghai Police Bureau
has assigned him to escort U.S. Marshal Catherine Rohn. Her mission is to bring 
Wen, the wife of a witness in an important criminal trial, to the United States. 
Inspector Rohn is already en route when Chen learns that Wen has unaccountably 
vanished from her village in Fujian. Or is this just what he is supposed to believe? 
Chen resents his role; he would rather investigate the triad killing in Shanghai’s 
beauteous Bund Park. But his boss insists that saving face with Inspector Rohn has
priority. So Chen Cao, the ambitious son of a father who imbued him with Confucian
precepts, must tread warily as he tries once again to be a good cop, a good man, 
and also a loyal Party member.

Qiu Xiaolong was born in Shanghai in 1953. He was selected for membership in the
Chinese Writers Association and published poetry, translations and criticism in 
China. He has lived in the United States since 1989 and has an M.A. and a Ph.D. in
Comparative Literature awarded by Washington University. His first novel, DEATH 
OF A RED HEROINE, was nominated for an Edgar Award and received the Anthony
Award for Best First Novel. He lives in St. Louis with his wife and daughter.
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Xiaolong, Qiu. Death of a Red Heroine. New York. 2000. Soho Press. Reprinted 
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781569472422. 465 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 41633. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Contemporary Shanghai comes vividly to life in this new
mystery series. Inspector Chen of the Shanghai Police must find the murderer of a 
National Model Worker, and then risk his own life and career to see that justice is 
done.

Qiu Xiaolong was born in Shanghai in 1953. He was selected for membership in the
Chinese Writers Association and published poetry, translations and criticism in 
China. He has lived in the United States since 1989 and has an M.A. and a Ph.D. in
Comparative Literature awarded by Washington University. His first novel, DEATH 
OF A RED HEROINE, was nominated for an Edgar Award and received the Anthony
Award for Best First Novel. He lives in St. Louis with his wife and daughter.
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Xiaolong, Qiu. When Red Is Black. New York. 2004. Soho Press. Reprinted 
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9781569473962. 310 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 40957. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Inspector Chen Cao of the Shanghai Police Bureau is 
taking some time off because he has been made an offer he can’t refuse by a triad-
connected businessman. For what seems to be a fortune-with no apparent strings 
attached-he has been asked to translate into English a business proposal for the 
construction in central Shanghai of a complex to be called the New World. It will 
consist of shops, restaurants and residential buildings that will evoke nostalgia for 
‘the glitter and glamour’ of the thirties. At first, Chen can hardly believe that such a 
thing can be erected in Communist China, but he comes to understand that this is 
exactly what the new middle class wants. When the murder of a woman is reported 
to the police while his boss is on vacation, Sergeant Yu is forced to take charge of 
the investigation. The victim, Yin, a college teacher and novelist, has been found 
dead in her tiny, humble room off the stairwell of a converted multi-family house. It 
seems that only a neighbor could have committed the crime, for the house is kept 
locked at night. But there seems to be no motive. Only when Inspector Chen returns
to police work is the culprit identified and apprehended. And then Chen discovers 
how the triad has played him and how he in turn can play the system.

Qiu Xiaolong was born in Shanghai in 1953. He was selected for membership in the
Chinese Writers Association and published poetry, translations and criticism in 
China. He has lived in the United States since 1989 and has an M.A. and a Ph.D. in
Comparative Literature awarded by Washington University. His first novel, DEATH 
OF A RED HEROINE, was nominated for an Edgar Award and received the Anthony
Award for Best First Novel. He lives in St. Louis with his wife and daughter.
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Xiaolong, Qiu. When Red Is Black. New York. 2006. St Martin’s/Minotaur. Reprinted
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780312374662. 307 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 40960. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Inspector Chen Cao of the Shanghai Police Department 
is assigned a high-profile anticorruption case, one in which the principal figure, Xing,
has long since fled to the United States and beyond the reach of the Chinese 
government. But Xing left behind his organization, and Chen, while assigned to root
out the coconspirators, is not sure whether he’s actually being set up to fail. In a 
twisting case that takes him from Shanghai all the way to the United States, 
reuniting him with his colleague and counterpart from the U.S. Marshals Service, 
Inspector Catherine Rhon, Chen finds himself at odds with hidden, powerful, and 
vicious enemies. At once a compelling crime novel and an insightful, moving 
portrayal of contemporary China, A Case of Two Cities is the finest novel yet in this
critically acclaimed, award-winning series.

Qiu Xiaolong was born in Shanghai in 1953. He was selected for membership in the
Chinese Writers Association and published poetry, translations and criticism in 
China. He has lived in the United States since 1989 and has an M.A. and a Ph.D. in
Comparative Literature awarded by Washington University. His first novel, DEATH 
OF A RED HEROINE, was nominated for an Edgar Award and received the Anthony
Award for Best First Novel. He lives in St. Louis with his wife and daughter.
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Xitu, Uanhenga. The World of Mestre Tamoda. Columbia. 1988. Readers 
International. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0930523423. 
Translated from the Portuguese by Annella McDermott. Introduction by Antonio 
Jacinto. 158 pages. hardcover. Cover art by the Angolan artist, Francisco D. Van-
Dunen - 'Carnaval I'. Inventory # 9470. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An ambassador of the government of Angola in Europe,
Xitu conceived these stories while imprisoned in a Portuguese jail. Set in the 1940s,
the tales in this book are divided into three sections: ‘Mestre’ Tamoda’ introduces us
to the prolix Tamoda, who refers to a toothpick as a ‘wooden dental probe.’ In ‘The 
Village,’ Tamoda displays his ‘verbal dexterosity’ at a funeral and a soccer match. 
‘The Town the best in the collection centers on Maraja, a black tennis coach, and 
Arlete Pinto, the daughter of Portuguese parents. Social climbers, the Pintos are 
scandalized by their daughter’s affair with a ‘bush black.’ Once, on a visit to 
Johannesburg, they made Arlete stay in the hotel alone because her skin was ‘too 
dark’ her great-grandmother, they are loathe to admit, was black. To protest the 
Pintos’ racism, the town stages a mock wedding with Arlete and Maraja as bride and
groom. One wishes that the three stories cohered as a novel, but they nonetheless 
provide a trenchantand comic insight into prerevolutionary Angola. - PUBLISHERS
WEEKLY.

Agostinho André Mendes de Carvalho (August 29, 1924 – February 13, 2014), 
known by the pseudonym Uanhenga Xitu, was an Angolan writer and nationalist. 
Xitu was born in Calomboloca, and in 2009 was the oldest member of the parliament
for the MPLA party.
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Yaffe, David. Fascinating Rhythm: Reading Jazz in American Writing. Princeton. 
2005. Princeton University Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 
0691123578. 240 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 36062. $35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - How have American writers written about jazz, and how
has jazz influenced American literature? In Fascinating Rhythm, David Yaffe 
explores the relationship and interplay between jazz and literature, looking at jazz 
musicians and the themes literature has garnered from them by appropriating the 
style, tones, and innovations of jazz, and demonstrating that the poetics of jazz has
both been assimilated into, and deeply affected, the development of twentieth-
century American literature. Yaffe explores how Jewish novelists such as Norman 
Mailer, J. D. Salinger, and Philip Roth engaged issues of racial, ethnic, and 
American authenticity by way of jazz; how Ralph Ellison’s descriptions of Louis 
Armstrong led to a ‘neoconservative’ movement in contemporary jazz; how poets 
such as Wallace Stevens, Hart Crane, Langston Hughes, and Frank O’Hara were 
variously inspired by the music; and how memoirs by Billie Holiday, Charles Mingus,
and Miles Davis both reinforced and redeemed the red light origins of jazz. The book
confronts the current jazz discourse and shows how poets and novelists can be 
placed in it—often with problematic results. Fascinating Rhythm stops to listen for 
the music, demonstrating how jazz continues to speak for the American writer.

David Yaffe’s writings have appeared in many publications, including the New 
Republic, The Nation, the New York Times, New York Magazine, the Boston Globe,
the Village Voice, Slate, and the Chronicle of Higher Education. He is Assistant 
Professor of English at Syracuse University.
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Yamamoto, Michiko. Betty-San. Tokyo. 1983. Kodansha. 1st Edition. Very Good in
Dustjacket. 0870115650. Translated from the Japanese by Geraldine Harcourt. 152
pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Amy Reichert. Inventory # 7367. $31.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - With her Australian husband and three fine sons around
her, what more can Betty-san be looking for? How can she have the outward form of
a life and yet, ultimately, emptiness? In the title story - a compelling fictional portrait
of a Japanese war bride - Michiko Yamamoto delves deeply into the experience of 
foreignness. Her sparing yet vivid prose conveys the harshness of the Northern 
Territory landscape and climate as seen through Betty-san's eyes, her longing for 
the home on which she turned her back twenty years before, her desperate 
eagerness for the visits of Japanese fishing boats to port, and the poignant rewards
of her own family. Beneath the "exotic" surface of her setting, the author uncovers 
personal truths which anyone who has ever felt foreign will recognize. equal insight,
the story subtly and unsentimentally isolates the Japaneseness at its character's 
core. Its wide popularity culminated in the Akutagawa Prize for 1973. ‘Father 
Goose,’ a shorter work set in Japan, features a recurrent theme of the author's: a 
lonely housewife's compensation for boredom by vicarious pleasure or pain. In 
"Powers" and "Chair in the Rain," similar characters accompany their Japanese 
businessman husbands to Australia (as Michiko Yamamoto herself did for three 
years). Here, the suburbs of Darwin become the background for a different kind of 
alienation. one other short story by Michiko Yamamoto has been published in the 
anthology This Kind of Woman (Stanford University Press, 1982), this is the first 
volume of her work to appear in translation.

Michiko Yamamoto (born 4 December 1936) is the professional name of Michiko 
Furuya (Furuya Michiko), a Japanese writer and poet. Yamamoto has won the 
Shincho Prize for New Writers, the Akutagawa Prize, and the Izumi Kyoka Prize for
Literature.
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Yamanaka, Lois-Ann. Wild Meat and the Bully Burgers. New York. 1996. Farrar 
Straus Giroux. 1st Edition. Very Good. No Dustjacket. 0374290202. 278 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 26977. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In her exuberant first novel, Lois-Ann Yamanaka tells the
story of young Lovey Nariyoshi in Hilo, Hawai’i, on the big island of Hawai’i. Lovey`s
best friend is effeminate and endearing; her father at once loving and brutal; and her
entire family is caught in a cultural gap between East and West. WILD MEAT AND 
THE BULLY BURGERS embraces an array of familial issues as Lovey forges an 
identity of her own in a world where Japanese-Americans find no facsimile of 
themselves in pop culture or media, no trace of their inner lives in the stories they 
read, and where the unpalatable is served on a plate of uncertainty. At once a 
bitingly funny satire of ‘white’ happiness and a moving meditation on what is real, 
ugly at times, but true, WILD MEAT AND THE BULLY BURGERS crackles with the 
language of pidgin—Hawaiian Creole—distinguishing one of the most vibrant new 
voices in contemporary culture.

Lois-Ann Yamanaka (born September 7, 1961 in Ho’olehua, Moloka’i, Hawaii) is an
American poet and novelist from Hawaii. Many of her critically acclaimed literary 
works are written in Hawaiian Pidgin, and some of her writing has dealt with 
controversial ethnic issues. In particular, her works confront themes of Asian 
American families and the local culture of Hawaii.
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Yamanaka, Lois-Ann. Wild Meat and the Bully Burgers. New York. 1996. Farrar 
Straus Giroux. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Water-Stained Dustjacket. 
0374290202. 278 pages. hardcover. Jacket art - 'Like a Leopard on Ecstasy' by 
Cora Yee. Inventory # 27868. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In her exuberant first novel, Lois-Ann Yamanaka tells the
story of young Lovey Nariyoshi in Hilo, Hawai’i, on the big island of Hawai’i. Lovey`s
best friend is effeminate and endearing; her father at once loving and brutal; and her
entire family is caught in a cultural gap between East and West. WILD MEAT AND 
THE BULLY BURGERS embraces an array of familial issues as Lovey forges an 
identity of her own in a world where Japanese-Americans find no facsimile of 
themselves in pop culture or media, no trace of their inner lives in the stories they 
read, and where the unpalatable is served on a plate of uncertainty. At once a 
bitingly funny satire of ‘white’ happiness and a moving meditation on what is real, 
ugly at times, but true, WILD MEAT AND THE BULLY BURGERS crackles with the 
language of pidgin—Hawaiian Creole—distinguishing one of the most vibrant new 
voices in contemporary culture.

Lois-Ann Yamanaka (born September 7, 1961 in Ho’olehua, Moloka’i, Hawaii) is an
American poet and novelist from Hawaii. Many of her critically acclaimed literary 
works are written in Hawaiian Pidgin, and some of her writing has dealt with 
controversial ethnic issues. In particular, her works confront themes of Asian 
American families and the local culture of Hawaii.
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Yancy, Melissa. Dog Years. Pittsburgh. 2016. University of Pittsburgh Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 9780822944676. Drue Heinz Literature
Prize. 240 pages. hardcover. Cover design by Joel W. Coggins. Inventory # 43066.
$24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Winner of the 2016 Drue Heinz Literature Prize. Many of
these richly layered stories juxtapose the miracles of modern medicine against the 
inescapable frustrations of everyday life: awkward first dates, the indignities of air 
travel, and overwhelming megastore cereal aisles. In “Go Forth,” an aging couple 
attends a kidney transplant reunion, where donors and recipients collide with 
unexpected results; in “Hounds,” a woman who runs a facial reconstruction program
for veterans nurses her dying dog while recounting the ways she has used sex as 
both a weapon and a salve; and in “Consider this Case,” a lonely fetal surgeon 
caring for his aesthete father must reconsider sexuality and the lengths people will 
go to have children. Melissa Yancy’s personal experience in the milieus of hospitals,
medicine, and family services infuse her narratives with a rare texture and gravity. 
Keenly observed, offering both sharp humor and humanity, these stories explore the
ties that bind—both genetic and otherwise—and the fine line between the mundane
and the maudlin. Whether the men or women that populate these pages are 
contending with illness, death, parenthood, the real focus is on time and our inability
to slow its progression, and to revel in those moments we can control.

Melissa Yancy's short fiction has appeared in One Story, Glimmer Train, Zyzzyva, 
and other publications. She is the recipient of a 2016 NEA Literature Fellowship. 
Stories from Dog Years have won the Glimmer Train Fiction Open, The Missouri 
Review Jeffrey E. Smith Editors’ Prize, and received special mention in the Pushcart
Prize. Yancy lives in Los Angeles where she works as a fundraiser for healthcare 
causes.
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Yancy, Melissa. Dog Years. Pittsburgh. 2016. University of Pittsburgh Press. 
Uncorrected Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780822944676. Drue Heinz Literature
Prize. 240 pages. paperback. Cover design by Joel W. Coggins. Inventory # 45506.
$24.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Winner of the 2016 Drue Heinz Literature Prize. Many of
these richly layered stories juxtapose the miracles of modern medicine against the 
inescapable frustrations of everyday life: awkward first dates, the indignities of air 
travel, and overwhelming megastore cereal aisles. In “Go Forth,” an aging couple 
attends a kidney transplant reunion, where donors and recipients collide with 
unexpected results; in “Hounds,” a woman who runs a facial reconstruction program
for veterans nurses her dying dog while recounting the ways she has used sex as 
both a weapon and a salve; and in “Consider this Case,” a lonely fetal surgeon 
caring for his aesthete father must reconsider sexuality and the lengths people will 
go to have children. Melissa Yancy’s personal experience in the milieus of hospitals,
medicine, and family services infuse her narratives with a rare texture and gravity. 
Keenly observed, offering both sharp humor and humanity, these stories explore the
ties that bind—both genetic and otherwise—and the fine line between the mundane
and the maudlin. Whether the men or women that populate these pages are 
contending with illness, death, parenthood, the real focus is on time and our inability
to slow its progression, and to revel in those moments we can control.

Melissa Yancy's short fiction has appeared in One Story, Glimmer Train, Zyzzyva, 
and other publications. She is the recipient of a 2016 NEA Literature Fellowship. 
Stories from Dog Years have won the Glimmer Train Fiction Open, The Missouri 
Review Jeffrey E. Smith Editors’ Prize, and received special mention in the Pushcart
Prize. Yancy lives in Los Angeles where she works as a fundraiser for healthcare 
causes.
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Yanez, Agustin. The Edge of the Storm. Austin. 1971. University Of Texas Press. 
Pan American Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0292701314. Illustrated
by Julio Prieto. Translated from the Spanish by Ethel Brinton. TEXAS PAN 
AMERICAN SERIES. 332 pages. paperback. Cover art by Julio Prieto. Inventory # 
2447. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - TIME: The eighteen-month period immediately preceding
the Mexican Revolution of 1910. PLACE: A remote Mexican village in the 
Archdiocese of Guadalajara. SETTING: A village where one’s whole existence is a 
never-ending Lent, where to feel a sense of happiness is to feel a sense of guilt, 
where the only outlets for old and young, men and women, are the pious societies -
most important of which are the Association of the Good Death and the Daughters of
Mary, whose black-robed young women exercise a rigid discipline over dress, 
movements, speech, thought, and feeling. Rich and poor alike lead the same 
humdrum lives, sternly ruled over by Father Martinez, the parish priest - and by the
monotonous ringing of his church bells. Of such has Agustin Yánez fashioned a 
great novel, one that exposes the struggle between human desire and paralyzing 
fear - fear of man, fear of nature, fear of the wrath of God. It tells of a way of life 
different from any most persons are likely to know; but Yánez, by probing the actions
of people caught in life’s currents, holds his reader with mounting dramatic tension 
as he shows that no power known to man can forge saints from the human masses,
that any attempt to do so, in fact, often has an opposite result. Life triumphs with the
coming of the Revolution. The Parish Priest sees his world collapse - some from his
own village, reacting to the stark way of life he has imposed upon them, erupt in 
violence directly traceable to his stern measures. As the storm breaks over the head
of the unhappy shepherd, as he sees his flock storm out of the fold, he falls to his 
knees reciting the psalms of desolation, finally convinced that untempered severity 
defeats its own ends.

Agustín Yáñez Delgadillo (May 4, 1904 in Guadalajara, Jalisco – January 17, 1980 
in Mexico City) was a notable Mexican writer and politician who served as Governor
of Jalisco and Secretary of Public Education during Gustavo Díaz Ordaz's 
presidency.
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Yanez, Agustin. The Lean Lands. Austin. 1968. University Of Texas Press. 1st 
American Edition. Previous Owner's Name Penned in Front, Otherwise Very Good in
Slightly Worn Dustjacket W/Some Small Tears. 0292783841. Illustrated by Alberto 
Beltran. Translated from the Spanish by Ethel Brinton. TEXAS PAN AMERICAN 
SERIES. 328 pages. hardcover. Cover art by Alberto Beltran. Inventory # 26864. 
$35

FROM THE PUBLISHER - What was it that flew over with such a terrifying roar? 
Was it, as many said, the devil, or was it that thing a few had heard of, a flying 
machine? And those electric lights at Jacob Gallo’s farm, were they witchcraft or 
were they science? The theme of this harshly powerful novel is the impact of modem
technology and ideas on a few isolated, tradition-bound hamlets in the aftermath of 
the Mexican Revolution of 1910. The old ways are represented by Epifanio Trujillo, 
the cacique of the region, now ailing and losing his grip on things; by ancient Madre
Matiana, the region’s midwife, healer, counselor, and oracle; by penniless Romulo 
and his wife Merced. ‘Progress’ is represented by Don Epifanio’s bastard son Jacob,
who acquired money and influence elsewhere during the Revolution and who now, 
against his father’s will, brings electricity, irrigation, fertilizers, and other modernities
to the lean lands-together with armed henchmen. The conflict between the old and 
the new builds slowly and inexorably to a violent climax that will long remain in the 
reader’s memory. The author has given psychological and historical depth to his 
story by alternating the passages of narrative and dialogue with others in which 
several of the major characters brood on the past, the present, and the future. For 
instance, Matiana, now in her eighties, touchingly remembers how she was married
and widowed before she had reached her seventeenth birthday. This dual technique
is superbly handled, so that people and events have both a vivid actuality and an 
inner richness of meaning.

Agustín Yáñez Delgadillo (May 4, 1904 in Guadalajara, Jalisco – January 17, 1980 
in Mexico City) was a notable Mexican writer and politician who served as Governor
of Jalisco and Secretary of Public Education during Gustavo Díaz Ordaz's 
presidency.
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Yanez, Agustin. The Lean Lands. Austin. 1968. University Of Texas Press. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0292783841. Illustrated by
Alberto Beltran. Translated from the Spanish by Ethel Brinton. TEXAS PAN 
AMERICAN SERIES. 328 pages. hardcover. Cover art by Alberto Beltran. Inventory
# 28093. $50

FROM THE PUBLISHER - What was it that flew over with such a terrifying roar? 
Was it, as many said, the devil, or was it that thing a few had heard of, a flying 
machine? And those electric lights at Jacob Gallo’s farm, were they witchcraft or 
were they science? The theme of this harshly powerful novel is the impact of modem
technology and ideas on a few isolated, tradition-bound hamlets in the aftermath of 
the Mexican Revolution of 1910. The old ways are represented by Epifanio Trujillo, 
the cacique of the region, now ailing and losing his grip on things; by ancient Madre
Matiana, the region’s midwife, healer, counselor, and oracle; by penniless Romulo 
and his wife Merced. ‘Progress’ is represented by Don Epifanio’s bastard son Jacob,
who acquired money and influence elsewhere during the Revolution and who now, 
against his father’s will, brings electricity, irrigation, fertilizers, and other modernities
to the lean lands-together with armed henchmen. The conflict between the old and 
the new builds slowly and inexorably to a violent climax that will long remain in the 
reader’s memory. The author has given psychological and historical depth to his 
story by alternating the passages of narrative and dialogue with others in which 
several of the major characters brood on the past, the present, and the future. For 
instance, Matiana, now in her eighties, touchingly remembers how she was married
and widowed before she had reached her seventeenth birthday. This dual technique
is superbly handled, so that people and events have both a vivid actuality and an 
inner richness of meaning.

Agustín Yáñez Delgadillo (May 4, 1904 in Guadalajara, Jalisco – January 17, 1980 
in Mexico City) was a notable Mexican writer and politician who served as Governor
of Jalisco and Secretary of Public Education during Gustavo Díaz Ordaz's 
presidency.
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Yarbrough, Camille. Cornrows. New York. 1979. Coward-McCann. Reprinted 
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0698205294. Illustrated by Carole M. 
Byard. unpaginated. paperback. Inventory # 37799. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - When Mama and Great-Grammaw weave the striking 
cornrow patterns of Africa into their children's hair, their gentle voices also weave a 
tale full of pride and heritage. A Coretta Scott King Award Winner.

As an extension of her creative and activist self, Yarbrough turned to writing in the 
1970’s. Her published works have appeared in The New York Times, The Black 
Collegian Magazine, and The Journal of African Civilization. In 1979 her first book, 
Cornrows, was published by Paperstar/Putnam Grosset. Later, three more books 
followed: The Shimmershine Queens, The Little Tree Growing in the Shade, and 
Tamika and the Wisdom Rings. Yarbrough is presently working on a new family 
book, scheduled for release in 2010. Quite naturally, Nana Camille Yarbrough is an
educator. Her passion to teach is evidenced in her serving as a faculty member in 
the Black Studies Department at City College of New York (CUNY) for twelve years.
She taught dance there. She also taught the Katherine Dunham technique at 
Southern Illinois University. Over the years and to this day, she has lectured at 
countless colleges, universities, conferences, festivals, and community events 
across the country, ranging from Howard University to the University of Wisconsin; 
from the Brooklyn Museum to the National Action Network, and many others. In 
1994, Yarbrough was enthroned by ABLADEI, Inc. (Ghanian), GA as Naa Kuokor 
Agyman I Queen Mother to the late Dr. John Henrik Clarke. She is also founder of 
the Throne House of Harriet Tubman. In 2004, she was again enthroned in the 
village of Agogo-Asanti, Ghana as Nana Tabuoa Tonko II. Such an honor is 
reserved for very few people.
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Yarbrough, Steve. Visible Spirits. New York. 2001. Knopf. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0375411593. 276 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by
Muade Schuyler Clay. Inventory # 32147. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1902, in a small community deep in the Mississippi 
Delta, nearly a generation after the end of slavery, events obscured by time but 
impossible to forgive or forget echo in the lives of blacks and whites alike. As bound
together by history as they are separated by mutual distrust, the citizens of Loring 
face present tensions as they look toward an uncertain future. Into this charged 
atmosphere rides Tandy Payne - prodigal son of a prominent planter and brother of 
the current mayor, and a dissolute gambler looking to reclaim the family estate. 
When he takes advantage of a perceived slight from the town's black postmistress, 
the ensuing clash with his principled brother results in a harrowing confrontation. 
Fueled by dark and brutal memories, their familial dispute quickly spreads through 
the countryside. Steve Yarbrough confronts character with morality, reason with 
blood, in this moving novel that explores the farthest boundaries of human nature.

Steve Yarbrough is the author of eleven books. His work has been published in 
several foreign languages, including Dutch, Italian, Japanese and Polish, and it has
also appeared in Ireland, Canada, and the U.K. He is the recipient of numerous 
awards, including the Mississippi Institute of Arts and Letters Award for Fiction, the
California Book Award, the Richard Wright Award and the Robert Penn Warren 
Award. He has been a finalist for the PEN/Faulkner Award and is a member of the 
Fellowship of Southern Writers.keywords
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Yau, John. My Heart is That Eternal Rose Tattoo. Santa Rosa. 2001. Black Sparrow
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 1574231685. Including a 
selection of uncollected and previously unpublished poems. Foreword by Allan 
Campo. Introduction by David Carpenter. Afterword by Bill Hotchkiss. Afterword by 
Judith Shears. 169 pages. paperback. Inventory # 41735. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In this collection of surreal, dreamlike prose vignettes 
John Yau explores the territory first laid out in his Forbidden Entries (Black Sparrow,
1996). Yau’s startling journey takes us across wastes of cities fluttering with lost 
ghosts and asks the question what are you doing now that you’re here?.

John Yau (born 1950) is an American poet and critic who lives in New York City.
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Yeats, William Butler. The Yeats Reader. New York. 1997. Scribner. Uncorrected 
Advance Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 0684831880. Edited by Richard J. 
Finneran. 527 pages. paperback. Inventory # 24264. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Yeats scholar Richard J. Finneran has carefully chosen 
the best and most representative selections from the body of poetry, drama, 
memoirs, critical essays, and writings on mysticism that have established Yeats as 
one of the greatest writers in the history of the English language.

William Butler Yeats (13 June 1865 – 28 January 1939) was an Irish poet and one of
the foremost figures of 20th century literature. A pillar of both the Irish and British 
literary establishments, in his later years he served as an Irish Senator for two 
terms. Yeats was a driving force behind the Irish Literary Revival and, along with 
Lady Gregory, Edward Martyn, and others, founded the Abbey Theatre, where he 
served as its chief during its early years. In 1923 he was awarded the Nobel Prize in
Literature as the first Irishman so honoured.
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Yeats, William Butler. Under the Moon: The Unpublished Early Poetry. New York. 
1995. Scribner. Uncorrected Advance Proof. Very Good in Wrappers. 0684802546.
Edited by George Bornstein. 128 pages. paperback. Inventory # 21854. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - While working on a facsimile edition and transcription of
W. B. Yeats's surviving early manuscripts, renowned Yeats scholar George 
Bornstein made a thrilling literary discovery: thirty-eight unpublished poems written 
between the poet's late teens and late twenties. These works span the crucial years
during which the poet 'remade himself from the unknown and insecure young 
student Willie Yeats to the more public literary, cultural, and even political figure W.
B. Yeats whom we know today.' 'Here is a poetry marked by a rich, exuberant, awk-
ward, soaring sense of potential, bracingly youthful in its promise and its clumsiness,
in its moments of startling beauty and irrepressible excess,' says Brendan Kennelly.
And the Yeats in these pages is already experimenting with those themes with which
his readers will become intimate: his stake in Irish nationalism; his profound love for
Maud Gonne; his intense fascination with the esoteric and the spiritual. With 
Bornstein's help, one can trace Yeats's process of self-discovery through constant 
revision and personal reassessment, as he develops from the innocent and 
derivative lyricist of the early 1880s to the passionate and original poet/philosopher 
of the 1890s. Reading-texts of over two dozen of these poems appear here for the 
first time, together with those previously available only in specialized literary journals
or monographs. Bornstein has assembled all thirty-eight under the title Yeats had 
once planned to give his first volume of collected poems. Under the Moon is 
essential reading for anyone interested in modern poetry.

William Butler Yeats (13 June 1865 – 28 January 1939) was an Irish poet and one of
the foremost figures of 20th century literature. A pillar of both the Irish and British 
literary establishments, in his later years he served as an Irish Senator for two 
terms. Yeats was a driving force behind the Irish Literary Revival and, along with 
Lady Gregory, Edward Martyn, and others, founded the Abbey Theatre, where he 
served as its chief during its early years. In 1923 he was awarded the Nobel Prize in
Literature as the first Irishman so honoured.
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Yep, Laurence. The Royal Diaries - Lady of Ch'iao Kuo: Warrior of the South, 
Southern China, A.D. 531. New York. 2001. Scholastic. Reprinted Hardcover 
Edition. Very Good in Hardcover. No Dustjacket. 0439164834. 300 pages. 
hardcover. Inventory # 37935. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Royal Diaries proudly presents two-time Newbery 
Honor author Laurence Yep, whose stunning diary of sixteen-year-old Lady of 
Ch¹iao Kuo takes readers on a remarkable adventure to Southern China in the sixth
century A.D., where Ch¹iao Kuo, a born leader called Red Bird, is courageous and 
keenly intelligent.

Laurence Michael Yep (born June 14, 1948) is an American writer, best known for 
children's books. In 2005, he received the biennial Laura Ingalls Wilder Medal for his
career contribution to American children's literature.
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Yerby, Frank. Captain Rebel. New York. 1965. Pocket Books. 7th Pocket Books 
Paperback Printing. Good in Wrappers. 279 pages. paperback. 50216. Inventory # 
37285. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The rich, lusty story of a confederate gunrunner - and the
women who competed for his love! HE LIVED BY HIS OWN LAWS! Captain Ty 
Meredith refused to fight for the Confederacy as a soldier. But he ran the Union 
blockades to bring guns and food and medicine. His goal was gold, not glory. A 
rebel all his life, he was cashiered out of Annapolis for girl trouble. He scorned the 
church in which his own brother was a preacher. He refused the love of beautiful 
Lauriel Doumieron grounds of honor. But he made his best friend's wife his mistress.
Those who feared him called him Captain Rebel. But then in his blackest hour he 
proved himself a hero.

Frank Garvin Yerby (September 5, 1916 – November 29, 1991) was an American 
writer, best known for his 1946 historical novel The Foxes of Harrow.
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Yevtushenko, Yevgeny. Selected Poems. Baltimore. 1963. Penguin Books. 
Reprinted Penguin Modern European Poets Paperback Edition. Very Good in 
Wrappers. Penguin Modern European Poets series. Translated from the Russian &
With An Introduction by Robin Milner-Gulland & Peter Levi. 92 pages. paperback. 
D69. Cover design by Barrett. Inventory # 29338. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Yevgeny Yevtushenko is the fearless spokesman of his 
generation in Russia. In verse that is young, fresh, and outspoken he frets at 
restraint and injustice, as in his now famous protest over the Jewish pogrom at Kiev.
But he can write lyrically, too, of the simple things of humanity - love, a birthday, a 
holiday in Georgia. And in ‘Zima Junction’ he brilliantly records his impressions on a
visit to his home in Siberia.

Yevgeny Aleksandrovich Yevtushenko (born 18 July 1933) is a Soviet and Russian
poet. He is also a novelist, essayist, dramatist, screenwriter, actor, editor, and a 
director of several films.
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Yntema, Sharon. Vegetarian Baby: A Sensible Guide for Parents. Ithaca. 1991. 
McBooks Press. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
0935526021. 224 pages. paperback. Inventory # 40673. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - ‘Current, accurate, and extensive: it will give parents the
knowledge and confidence necessary to raise their children on a meatless diet.’ - 
Vegetarian Times.

Sharon K. Yntema is a bookkeeper, licensed massage therapist at Hands On 
Physical Therapy, and author (Vegetarian Baby series, More Than 100: Women 
Science Fiction Writers). She started bookkeeping at McBooks Bookstore in 1978, 
worked part-time for The Bookery since 1990, and started a Little Free Library in 
downtown Ithaca in 2013. She serves on the executive board of Buffalo Street 
Books, a cooperatively owned bookstore in Ithaca, NY. She is now writing a history
of 200 years of Ithaca bookstores (1820-2020).
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Yoshimura, Akira. On Parole. New York. 2000. Harcourt. 1st American Edition. Very
Good in Dustjacket. 0151002703. Translated from the Japanese by Stephen 
Snyder. 244 pages. hardcover. Cover: Claudine Guerguerian. Inventory # 24533. 
$12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A man murders his wife, wounds her lover, and sets the 
lover's home-with the lover's mother in it-on fire. Sixteen years later, 50-year-old 
Shiro Kikutani, a former high-school teacher serving a life sentence for this crime, is
released. In jail, he had thought of nothing but freedom. His release, however, 
creates a series of obstacles for which he is not prepared. While he continually 
examines his conscience, he feels no remorse. On parole, he slowly begins to lead
a normal life, and that life seems livable, until his new wife pressures him to express
remorse he does not feel. Once again, Yoshimura has written a finely detailed, 
subtle, powerful story that explores the fragile life of a murderer and the quality of 
freedom in an unforgiving society.

Akira Yoshimura (born May 1, 1927; died July 31, 2006) was a prize winning 
Japanese writer. He was the president of the Japanese writers' union and a PEN 
member. He published over 20 novels, of which On Parole and Shipwrecks are 
internationally known and have been translated into several languages. In 1984 he 
received the Yomiuri Prize for his novel Hagoku (Prison Break) based on the true 
story of Yoshie Shiratori.
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Yoshiyuki, Junnosuke. The Dark Room. Tokyo. 1975. Kodansha. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0870112554. Winner Of The Tanizaki Prize. 
Translated from the Japanese by John Bester. 170 pages. hardcover. Jacket design
by S. Katakura, incorporating a pen-and-ink drawing by Masuo Ikeda from ‘My 
Imagination Map’ (Tokyo: Kodansha, 1974). The illustration facing the title page is 
also by Ikeda from the same work. Inventory # 7381. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - He was safe - or so he thought. He had everything: the 
modest literary reputation, the comfortable income, above all, the women. ‘Safe’ 
women. Women who were ‘no trouble.’ Women whose names might change from 
time to time, but who were always available. To him, they were a group of bodies to
be selected from according to the mood of the moment, with varying sexual 
responses to be savored at leisure and compared. Sex was a relaxation, a reward 
for labor, an end in itself; the only taboos were domesticity and emotion. But things 
arose to disturb the carefully arranged pattern. Ugly little echoes from the past. 
Disturbing pre-echoes from the future. Bizarre images, arising from the 
subconscious to suggest that all was not as well as it seemed. The women, too, 
were forever threatening to develop personalities. Takako, for instance, who had 
apparently seen with clearer eyes than he'd thought, and suddenly gone off to 
become a respectable married woman- And Maki, who might or might not be a 
lesbian, but whose very elusiveness had aroused his unwilling interest. Natsue 
alone seemed to fulfill all the conditions. Only Natsue was pure flesh untainted by 
troublesome emotions; only Natsue was entirely and reassuringly undemanding - or
so he thought again, until he found himself caught in a relentlessly tightening noose
of sensuality and dependence.

JUNNOSUKE YOSHIYUKI was born in Okayama City in 1924. In 1945 he entered 
Tokyo University, majoring in English literature, and in 1949 published his first novel,
Bara Hambainin. Another novel, Genshoku. no Machi, was nominated for the 
Akutagawa Prize in 1952. His other works include Shu-u (Akutagawa Prize) and 
Hoshi to Tsuki wa Ten no Ana (Grand Prix, Minister of Education Awards). The Dark
Room (Anshitsu), his first novel to be translated into English, appeared in 1970 and 
received the prestigious Tanizaki Prize.
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Youcha, Geraldine. Minding the Children: Child Care in America From Colonial 
Times To the Present. New York. 1995. Scribners. 1st Printing. Very Good in 
Dustjacket. 0684193361. 415 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Janet Perr. 
Inventory # 20821. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Beyond childcare theories and early chidhood gurus, 
here is how children have actually been raised in America over the last four 
centuries. From wet nurses and Southern mammys, settlement houses and orphan 
trains, to rigid British nannies, foster care, and the modern two-worker family, 
Geraldine Youcha’s delightful book paints a wide-ranging picture of American 
childhood. In this updated paperback edition a lively new chapter brings the story 
through current childcare wars and present economic realities. All in all, it is a 
reassuring picture, for despite a bewildering array of different styles and fads, 
children have suffered and often thrived. While there are some harsh lessons to be 
learned here, there is also plenty to lend optimism and help anxious parents relax.

Geraldine Youcha, who writes widely on health, women’s issues, and childcare, is 
author of Women and Alcohol and co-author of Children of Alcoholism. She lives in
upstate New York.
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Young, Al. Ask Me Now. New York. 1980. McGraw Hill. 1st Edition. Very Good in 
Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 0070723605. 294 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 27043. 
$25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Durwood Knight has retired, at thirty-nine from a 
respectable professional basketball career. Now he has to confront himself, the rest
of his life, and his wife and three children, who are strangers. For Durwood it is easy
to fall back on remembered moments of glory on the court. Now in crisis, he finds 
out the hard way what he amount to as a man and as a husband and father.

Al Young (May 31, 1939, Ocean Springs, Mississippi) is an American poet, novelist,
essayist, screenwriter, and professor. On May 15, 2005 he was named Poet 
Laureate of California by Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger.
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Young, C. Dale. The Halo. Tribeca. 2016. Four Way Books. 1st American Edition. 
very Good in Wrappers. 9781935536680. 6 x 9. 76 pages. paperback. Inventory # 
42800. $15.95

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Halo is quasi-autobiography about a man who has 
wings and wants desperately to simply be human. Tracking from adolescence 
through adulthood, it explores an accident that temporarily paralyzes him and 
exposes him to human weakness all the way to his transformation into something 
more powerful than even he realizes. It explores a personal evolution from being 
prey to becoming the hunter.

C. Dale Young practices medicine full-time and teaches in the Warren Wilson MFA
Program for Writers. A recipient of multiple fellowships, his short fiction and poems 
have appeared widely. He lives in San Francisco.
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Young, Marilyn B. The Vietnam Wars 1945-1990. New York. 1991. Harper Collins. 
1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0060165537. 386 pages. hardcover.
Jacket design by Suzanne Noli. Jacket photograph by Marc Riboud. Inventory # 
15135. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - World War II ended twice: once on VE-day, May 8, 1945,
with the celebration of Allied victory over Germany, and once again on VJ-day, 
August 14, 1945, with the celebration of victory over Japan. There was no W-day, 
not only because there was no victory to celebrate, but also because, in some 
sense, the Vietnam-American War did not end in 1973, with the withdrawal of the 
last uniformed American troops, or in 1975, with the airlifting to safety of some of the
last Vietnamese supporters of the American effort. The Vietnam Wars 1945—1990 
is a history of the war the United States fought in Indochina, beginning with the aid 
the Americans gave to the French to recover control of their former colony, and it is
a history of the war of resistance the Vietnamese fought which was by turns, and 
sometimes simultaneously, a struggle against foreign aggression and for a socialist 
revolution. For the Vietnamese, the American war-was the latest—and the most 
difficult—in a struggle for independence they counted as millennial. For the United 
States, the Vietnam War was the latest— and certainly the most difficult—in a 
shorter struggle to reorganize the world after World War II. The two wars were not 
equivalent: Vietnam fought inside the parameters of its own history as well as on its
own land; the United States denied that it was fighting a war at all, and the men and
women who were nevertheless sent more than ten thousand miles to war there 
could find no acceptable legacy to draw upon.

Marilyn B. Young (April 25, 1937 – February 19, 2017) was a historian of American 
foreign relations and professor of history at New York University.
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Yourgrau, Barry. A Man Jumps Out of An Airplane/Wearing Dad's Head. London. 
1988. Paladin/Grafton. 1st British Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 0586086625. 
Paperback Original. 256 pages. paperback. Cover painting - detail from a painting 
by Steven Campbell-'Footballing Scientist'. Inventory # 13981. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - An insomniac discovers that his pillow is filled with tiny 
bones. An angel exiled amongst mortals turns to writing Country songs about his 
predicament. A son discovers by chance that his father was born centuries ago. 
Barry Yourgrau’s stories combine a keen eye for the wonders and absurdities of 
dream-life with a barn-storming talent for literary stand-up comedy. A MAN JUMPS
OUT OF AN AIRPLANE AND WEARING DAD’S HEAD brings together two of his 
acclaimed collections in one remarkable volume. Welcome to the Oedipal Cabaret.

Barry Yourgrau is an author and performance artist. His eccentric career includes 
writing for The New Yorker and The Paris Review (among others) as well as starring
both in the film adaptation of his memoir and in a music video for the heavy metal 
band Anthrax.
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Yourgrau, Barry. Haunted Traveller: An Imaginary Memoir. New York. 1999. Arcade
Publishing. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 1559704829. 202 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket design by SDMCD. Inventory # 26586. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Barry Yourgrau writes bedtime stories for adults that take
on the age-old themes of love, family, sex, and loneliness and shock them to fresh 
life, dazzling readers with their prodigies of imagination. In Haunted Traveller, his 
most personal and ambitious work to date, he takes the reader on a post-modern 
literary journey like no other. Here are forty-four fantastic episodes that together 
paint an imaginary memoir of one man’s yearning, alienated passage through life. 
Think Bruce Chatwin meets Monty Python. Meets Paul Bowles meets Fellini meets
Scheherazade meets The Twilight Zone. Think the moody romance of Travel itself.
Haunted Traveller packs readers along on the moonstruck roaming of a lost soul 
searching for a childhood memento. Wander to tropical hotel rooms to hear 
deathbed whispers: book passage on a wild sea voyage with a heartbreaking, cross-
dressing crew: climb to mountain graveyards where a ghost shops for a live wife; 
spy on stolen kisses in snowbound palaces. Voyage to lands that exist in the 
dreams, poetic whimsies, and troubled confessions of a man who’s seen all too 
much.

Barry Yourgrau is an author and performance artist. His eccentric career includes 
writing for The New Yorker and The Paris Review (among others) as well as starring
both in the film adaptation of his memoir and in a music video for the heavy metal 
band Anthrax.keywords
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Yung-de Prevaux, Aude. Love in the Tempest of History: A French Resistance 
Story. New York. 2001. Free Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket.
0743201949. Translated from the French by Barbara Wright. 209 pages. hardcover.
Jacket design by Honi Werner. Inventory # 28826. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1966, a young student doing research in the National
Library of France was confronted by an elderly gentleman who had overheard her 
name. Despite her polite denials, he insisted that she must be the daughter of the 
Resistance heroes Jacques and Lotka de Prévaux. Curious about the strange 
episode, Aude Yung-de Prévaux recounted the story to her mother. To Aude’s 
amazement, her mother confirmed the old man’s account and, shockingly, admitted
she was actually Aude’s aunt. Thus began an odyssey of discovery that uncovered 
not only Aude Yung-de Prévaux’s own hidden history, but also that of her tragic 
parents and their doomed love - one of the most haunting stories of the Second 
World War. Her father, Jacques Trolley de Prévaux, was a brilliant and handsome 
vice admiral with a gift for diplomacy - and a penchant for literature, bohemian 
company, and opium. Her mother, Charlotte Leitner, was known to everyone as 
Lotka. A beautiful American-born Polish Jew who worked as a fashion model in 
Paris, was a headstrong and fiery woman. The two pledged themselves to the 
service of their country in its darkest hour, and the bravery they demonstrated as a 
couple made them two of the most significant Resistance fighters in the south of 
France. Days before the Allies liberated their prison, they were betrayed, and then 
executed on the orders of Klaus Barbie in August 1944 - making an orphan of the 
author, their little girl. This extraordinary story, revealed as a result of one woman’s 
quest to discover her past, recaptures a lost chapter in the history of a nation at war
and returns to the pantheon two of its most romantic heroes.

Aude Yung-de Prévaux was the Geneva, Switzerland, correspondent of the daily 
newspaper Libération and has contributed to a number of French and Swiss 
publications. In 1999 she was awarded the Prix Saint-Simon and Prix Maréchal 
Foch de l'Académie Française for the original French edition of this book. She lives 
in Munich.
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Zackheim, Michele. Einstein's Daughter: The Search For Lieserl. New York. 1999. 
Riverhead Books. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket. 
1573221279. 303 pages. hardcover. Jacket photograph by Paul Haupt Publishers.
Jacket design by Jess Morphew. Inventory # 31791. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In 1902 an illegitimate daughter was born to Albert 
Einstein. In 1903 she canished. The discovery in 1986 of early love letters between
Albert Einstein and Mileva Maric, the woman who would become his first wife, 
revealed the birth of the child named Lieserl. But after a 1903 letter, there is no more
mention of her. With nearly nine decades between the birth and our knowledge of 
the birth, and with scant clues as to the course of her life, the fate of Lieserl Maric 
Einstein remained a mystery. In many respects, the story of Lieserl is inextricably 
linked to that of her mother, Mileva Maric, whose own story, as author Michele 
Zackheim came to learn, was vigilantly guarded for generations by her extended 
family in Serbia, whose confidence Zackheim had to earn before they would part 
with family secrets. After five years of travel to Serbian villages wracked by years of
strife, painstaking forays into the labyrinth of Central European record-keeping, and
hundreds of kitchen-table conversations; after following every lead and every flicker
of intuition, and with the support of an international network of women, Michele 
Zackheim, in this account, has answered the question of what became of Lieserl 
Maric Einstein. Bound to be controversial, stunningly dramatic, Einstein’s Daughter 
is more than the story of its conclusion; it is a story of the century - of fame and 
obscurity, love and betrayal, pretenders and protectors; of legends, lies, promises, 
and unbearable truths.

Michele Zackheim lives in New York City.
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Zadoorian, Michael. Second Hand. New York. 2000. Norton. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0393047970. 1st Novel. 270 pages. hardcover. Signed by 
the Author. Jacket design by Julie Metz. Inventory # 27870. $30

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Richard sees treasure everywhere. In that old eight-track
quadraphonic stereo, that pink granite bowling ball, or a Niagara Falls napkin holder.
While most people scramble for the newest and the best, Richard searches for the 
odd and obsolete - and sells it at his second-hand shop on the edge of Detroit. Why
does he do it? For Richard, junk is a way of life, a calling, and a passion. Until his 
comfortable second-hand life gets a first-hand jolt. Richard’s mother has died, and 
left behind a valuable house full of packed-away junk - including some old photos 
that will change everything Richard thought about his parents. And then there’s the 
hip, thrift-attired woman who comes into his store with more than junk on her mind.
Suddenly some very unexpected things are entering Richard’s life, including some 
surprising revelations about love and loss - and what’s really important in life. With 
an unerring blend of the comic and the poignant, Michael Zadoorian has written an 
unforgettable novel about knick-knacks, garage sales, romance, and the bonds we 
form with people and things - the perfect story for anyone who has ever loved 
something second hand.

Michael Zadoorian (born February 26, 1957) is an American novelist and short story
writer of Armenian descent. Zadoorian’s work explores themes of love, death, music,
memory, things forgotten and found again, the eidetic power of photographic 
images, and Detroit. He is best known as the author of The Leisure Seeker, 
published in 2009 by William Morrow and Company. In 2018, it was adapted for a 
motion picture starring Helen Mirren and Donald Sutherland, and directed by Italian 
film director, Paolo Virzi. The film was released in March 2018.
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Zagajewski, Adam. Another Beauty. New York. 2000. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st 
American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374176523. Translated from the Polish
by Clare Cavanagh. 215 pages. hardcover. Jacket design by Marc J. Cohen. Jacket
art by Leszek Sobocki. Inventory # 23027. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - One of Poland’s most important poets, Adam Zagajewski
left his childhood home in Gliwice to study philosophy in the ancient city of Krakow.
ANOTHER BEAUTY is the eloquent retelling of this stage in the development of his
poetic sensibility a period of double liberation: first from the official lies and imposed
political collectivism of the regime and later from the imposed intellectual collectivism
of the opposition. It is also the story of how he strayed from the straight and 
scholarly path into reveries of music and poetry. But if thinking, for Zagajewski, 
begins in abstracted wonder, it ends in quirky and particularized perceptions. In this
memoir he wryly observes the eccentricities of his professors and student peers, 
wrestles with the absurdity and hovering menace of Communist politics, and 
illuminates the strange byways of literary history, from Ovid to Saint Augustine to 
Czeslaw Milosz. A brilliant reconstruction of an era in the life of a city and the life of
a mind, ANOTHER BEAUTY is, finally, an amused and impassioned defense of 
poetry: that crucial human faculty that enables us ‘to experience astonishment and 
to stop still in that astonishment for a long moment or two.’ In this luminous memoir,
Zagajewski shares his poetic astonishment in prose, bringing it to new levels of 
lucidity and humor.

ADAM ZAGAJEWSKI was born in 1945. His previous books all published by FSG, 
include TREMOR (1985), CANVAS (1992), and MYSTICISM FOR BEGINNERS 
(1998), collections of poetry; and TWO CITIES (1995), a collection of essays. He 
lives in Paris and Houston.
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Zamacois, Eduardo. Roots. New York. 1929. Viking Press. 1st American Edition. 
Very Good. No Dustjacket. Translated from the Spanish. hardcover. Inventory # 
12435. $22.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A romantic tragedy set in Castile.

Eduardo Zamacois (1873-1971) was a Spanish novelist. His first fiction was erotic, 
but realistic in its depictions of ordinary life. From 1905 it took a socialistic form as 
he grew to sympathise with the Republican cause. During World War I he lived in 
France, working as a correspondent for La Tribune. He returned to Spain and 
continued to write prolifically until the outbreak of the Spanish Civil War. He was a 
war correspondent in Madrid until 1937, and then in Valencia and Barcelona, where
he published El asedio de Madrid (‘The Siege of Madrid’, 1938). After Barcelona's 
fall he fled to France, and thence to the US and Mexico, before settling in Argentina,
where he eventually wrote his memoirs, Un hombre que se va. (1964). He died in 
Buenos Aires in 1971.
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Zameenzad, Adam. Cyrus Cyrus. New York. 1991. Viking Press. 1st American 
Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0670832235. 577 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 
28505. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Based on a real person called Cyrus Cyrus, who was 
jailed for numerous petty crimes but mainly for the murder of his three children in a 
particularly hideous fashion. The novel ranges from India, America and finally 
England where Cyrus Cyrus is convicted of crimes and mysteriously disappears 
from his prison cell leaving behind his memoirs.

Adam Zameenzad was born in Pakistan and spent his early childhood in Nairobi. He
went to university in Lahore, Pakistan, becoming a lecturer there. He then took two 
years off to travel around Europe and the Americas before coming to live and work 
in the UK. He has had six novels published: THE THIRTEENTH HOUSE (winner of 
the David Higham Prize); MY FRIEND MATT AND HENA THE WHORE; LOVE, 
BONES AND WATER; CYRUS CYRUS; GORGEOUS WHITE FEMALE; and PEPSI
AND MARIA, a novel about the lives of street children.
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Zaniello, Tom. Working Stiffs, Union Maids, Reds, & Riffraff: An Organized Guide to
Films About Labor. Ithaca. 1996. ILR Press/Cornell University Press. 1st Printing. 
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0875463525. 295 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 22491. 
$20

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Anyone interested in films about working people, labor 
activism, or related issues has had to rely until now on word of mouth for the 
identification and description of resources. No longer. Tom Zaniello has compiled an
illustrated, comprehensively annotated guide to 150 labor and labor-related films for
general viewers and scholars. Features of each listing: lively and entertaining 
description; critical commentary; MPAA rating, if available; production details; 
suggested films of related interest; annotated references for further reading; 
availability index indicating how readily the film can be obtained, with selected 
address lists for films that might be harder to locate. The focus of the guide is on 
popular American films, although foreign films and documentaries are well 
represented. Films were selected on the basis of recommendations from trade 
unionists and labor educators within five categories: films about unions and labor 
organizations; films about labor history; films about working-class life where an 
economic factor is important; films about political movements linked to organized 
labor, such as the Polish film ‘To Kill a Priest,’ which is closely tied to the Solidarity 
Labor Movement; films focused on production or the struggle between labor and 
capital from an entrepreneurial or management perspective. Zaniello includes a 
thematic index so that, for example, films dealing with Appalachian workers are 
listed together. Working Stiffs, Union Maids, Reds, and Riffraff begins with a critical 
introduction by the author and is illustrated with more than 40 photographs.

Tom Zaniello, the former Director of the Honors Program at Northern Kentucky 
University (NKU), is the author of two books from Cornell University Press: The 
Cinema of Globalization: A Guide to Films about the New Economic Order (2007) 
and Working Stiffs, Union Maids, Reds, and Riffraff: An Expanded Guide to Films 
about Labor (2003).
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Zeifman, Jerry. Without Honor: The Impeachment of President Nixon and the 
Crimes of Camelot. New York. 1995. Thunder's Mouth Press. 1st Printing. Very 
Good in Dustjacket. 156025128x. Introduction by John Dean. 262 pages. hardcover.
Cover design by Eric Baker Design Associates. Inventory # 22130. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Without Honor documents that the Judiciary Committee’s
investigation of Watergate was a sham in which present First Lady Hillary Clinton, 
recent White House counsel Bernard Nussbaum, and others who served on the 
impeachment inquiry staff abdicated their responsibilities to conduct a thorough 
investigation. Instead, the sham inquiry was structured by its leaders - all of whom 
were high Justice Department officials during the Kennedy administration - to avoid
disclosure of the crimes of Camelot.

Jerry Zeifman taught at the University of Santa Clara Law School.
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Zeisel, John. I’m Still Here: A New Philosophy of Alzheimer’s Care. New York. 2010.
Avery/Penguin Books. Reprinted Paperback Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 
9781583333761. 262 pages. paperback. Cover design by Isabella Fasciano. 
Inventory # 16191. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A revolutionary new approach to Alzheimer’s care, 
focusing on a patient’s strengths to maintain connections with others and the world.
There currently is no cure for Alzheimer’s disease— though it can be treated. For 
the last fifteen years, John Zeisel, Ph.D. has spearheaded a movement to treat 
Alzheimer’s non-pharmacologically by focusing on the mind’s strengths. I’m Still 
Here is a guidebook to Dr. Zeisel’s treatment ideas, showing the possibility and 
benefits of connecting with an Alzheimer’s patient through their abilities that don’t 
diminish with time, such as understanding music, art, facial expressions, and touch.
By harnessing these capacities, and by using other strategies, it’s possible to offer 
the person a quality life with connection to others and to the world. In March 2013, 
Dr. Zeisel and his work will be the focus of the program airing on public television 
stations entitled “Hopeful Aging,” bringing his life-changing ideas to a national 
audience.

John Zeisel is the president of Hearthstone Alzheimer Care, and is the founder of 
the Hearthstone Way, an innovative and practical approach to the care of people 
living with dementia. He developed ARTZ, the Artists for Alzheimer’s program, which
develops guided museum tours and other cultural experiences for those living with 
the disease.keywords
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Zeleza, Tiyambe. Smouldering Charcoal. Oxford. 1992. Heinemann. 1st Edition. 
Very Good in Wrappers. Paperback Original. 043590583x. 183 pages. paperback. 
Cover illustration by Keith Pointing & Celeste Henney. Inventory # 17953. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This powerful first novel chronicles the lives of two 
families: the first, poor, working-class and ill-educated, is compared to a young 
politically aware college student and her journalist fiance. The exhilaration of newly 
independent nations and the agonies of failed dreams form the background to this 
powerful African novel. Zeleza chronicles the story of two families from different 
social classes, drawn together by a strike which proves to have a profound effect on
their relationships, identities and politics. This is a compelling story which lays bare 
the corruption and tyranny which bedevil many African countries, yet celebrates the 
forces of renewal that are germinating in the teeming urban slums and rural 
hinterlands.

Paul Tiyambe Zeleza (born 1955 in Harare) is a Malawian historian, literary critic, 
novelist, short-story writer.
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Zencey, Eric. Panama. New York. 1995. Farrar Straus Giroux. 1st American Edition.
Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374229422. 375 pages. hardcover. Inscribed by the 
Author. Jacket design by Michael Ian Kaye. Jacket photograph - 'At The Bridge', 
(1862-63) by Adolph Braun. Inventory # 21703. $25

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Paris, 1892. American historian Henry Adams, grandson
of one president and great-grandson of another, is looking for Miriam Talbott, a 
young American student. Miriam is alive in ways Adams can scarcely remember 
being, but when he goes looking for her, she disappears. When another woman’s 
body is fished out of the Seine and identified as hers, Adams becomes embroiled in
the police’s attempt to identify the body and in the Panama Canal scandal that 
threatens to engulf France. Adams’ search leads him into the darker reaches of 
Paris, into a political world as impenetrable and threatening as the jungles of 
Panama. The dead body, Miriam Talbott, and the information he uncovers are the 
keys to the mystery - but before the truth is discovered, more than one person is 
killed, and Adams not only endangers his life, but potential U.S. interests in the 
canal. Eric Zencey’s suspenseful, brilliant novel offers an exquisite balance of 
intrigue and history - and a provocative view of a world teetering on the brink of 
modernity.

Eric Zencey (born 1953, died 2019) was an American author, and lecturer at the 
University of Vermont in Burlington, Vermont and Washington University in St. Louis.
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Zepezauer, Mark and Naiman, Arthur. Take the Rich Off Welfare. Tucson. 1996. 
Odonian Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 1878825313. 191 pages. 
paperback. Inventory # 41040. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - This tightly written, fact-filled book covers the S&L 
bailout, subsidies to the agriculture, airline, automobile, chemical, energy, logging, 
media, mining, oil and weapons industries, tax loopholes for accelerated 
depreciation, advertising, banking, business meals and entertainment, capital gains,
insurance and overseas marketing, and much more. Tables, charts, illustrations.

Author/illustrator Mark Zepezauer’s previous books include Take the Rich Off 
Welfare, Boomerang! How Our Covert Wars Have Created Enemies Across the 
Middle East and Brought Terror to America, The Nixon Saga and the first edition of
The CIA’s Greatest Hits. The former publisher of the Tucson Comic News, he lives 
in Tucson with his wife and two children. Arthur Naiman has written, co-authored, 
edited, designed and/or published more than thirty nonfiction books.
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Zinn, Howard and Arnove, Anthony. Voices of a People's History of the United 
States. New York. 2004. Seven Stories Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in
Wrappers. 1583226281. 665 pages. paperback. Inventory # 40707. $15

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Here in their own words are Frederick Douglass, George
Jackson, Chief Joseph, Martin Luther King Jr., Plough Jogger, Sacco and Vanzetti,
Patti Smith, Bruce Springsteen, Mark Twain, and Malcolm X, to name just a few of 
the hundreds appearing in Voices of a Peoplersquo;s History of the United States, 
edited by Howard Zinn and Anthony Arnove. Paralleling the 24 chapters of 
Zinnrsquo;s A Peoplersquo;s History of the United States, Voices of a Peoplersquo;
s History is the long-awaited companion volume to the national bestseller.For 
Voices, Zinn and Arnove have selected testimonies to living historymdash;speeches,
letters, poems, songsmdash;left by the people who make history happen, but who 
usually are underrepresented or misrepresented in history books: women, Native 
Americans, workers, blacks and Latinos. Zinn has written short introductions to the 
texts, which themselves range in length from letters or poems of less than a page to
entire speeches and essays that run several pages and longer. Voices of a 
Peoplersquo;s History is a symphony of our nationrsquo;s original voices, rich in 
ideas and actions, an embodiment of the power of civil disobedience and dissent, 
wherein lies our nationrsquo;s true spirit of defiance and resilience.

Beloved historian and activist Howard Zinn (August 24, 1922 – January 27, 2010) is
the author of the best-selling A People’s History of the United States and many other
books, including The Zinn Reader (Seven Stories Press 2000), Artists in the Time of
War (Seven Stories Press, 2003) and Terrorism and War (Seven Stories Press 
2002). Anthony Arnove is the editor of Terrorism and War by Howard Zinn, and Iraq
Under Siege. An activist and regular contributor to ZNet, his writing has appeared in
The Nation, The Financial Times and Mother Jones. He lives in Brooklyn, New York.
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Zinn, Howard. Failure to Quit: Reflections of an Optimistic Historian. Monroe. 1993.
Common Courage Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 1567510124. 164 
pages. paperback. Inventory # 5005. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Meaningful democracy depends on the activism of the 
people. With an often humorous twist, Howard Zinn forcefully argues that 
propaganda can be exposed, authority challenged, and that the struggle for justice 
can lead to important breakthroughs in the fight to create a better society. Zinn 
brings his wit to bear on: Columbus then and now; Just and unjust wars; History and
objectivity; The Supreme Court; The Bill of Rights; and many other topics. 
Discussing activism, Zinn notes – ‘When Reagan announced the blockade of 
Nicaragua, 550 of us sat in at the federal building in Boston to protest, and were 
arrested. It seemed too big a group of dissidents to deal with, and charges were 
dropped. The official complaint against us was: ‘Failure to Quit.’ That is, surely, the 
critical fact about the continuing movement for human rights here and all over the 
world. A provocative sense of history leading to a provocative sense of the future.

Howard Zinn (August 24, 1922 – January 27, 2010) was an American historian, 
academic, author, playwright, and social activist. Before and during his tenure as a 
political science professor at Boston University from 1964-88 he wrote more than 20
books, which included his best-selling and influential A People's History of the 
United States. You Can't Be Neutral on a Moving Train, was also the title of a 2004 
documentary about Zinn's life and work.
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Zinn, Howard. Power, History & Warfare. Westfield. 1991. Open Magazine Pamphlet
Series. 2nd Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 16 pages. paperback. Pamphlet # 8. 
Inventory # 31280. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A brief historical essay from the famed American 
historian and activist.

Howard Zinn (August 24, 1922 – January 27, 2010) was an American historian, 
academic, author, playwright, and social activist. Before and during his tenure as a 
political science professor at Boston University from 1964-88 he wrote more than 20
books, which included his best-selling and influential A People's History of the 
United States.
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Zinn, Howard. The Future of History: Interviews With David Barsamian. Monroe. 
1999. Common Courage Press. 1st Printing. Very Good in Wrappers. 1567511562.
167 pages. paperback. Inventory # 26471. $12.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Who will control the past -- and the future? In these 
panoramic interview (1989-1998), Howard Zinn makes sense of the last century as 
only he can, tying together themes as diverse as the rise and fall (and rise again?) of
the labor movement and the role of the arts in American politics (from Ilia Kazan to 
the NEA). He creates a platform from which to fight for the future and a funny, fast-
paced read.

Howard Zinn (August 24, 1922 – January 27, 2010) was an American historian, 
academic, author, playwright, and social activist. Before and during his tenure as a 
political science professor at Boston University from 1964-88 he wrote more than 20
books, which included his best-selling and influential A People's History of the 
United States.
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Zinoviev, Alexander. The Radiant Future. New York. 1980. Random House. 1st 
Trade Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Dustjacket With A Few Small Tears. 
039451257x. Translated from the Russian by Gordon Clough. 288 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket illustration and design by David Tamura. Inventory # 7394. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - One of the literary masterworks of our age, In his novel,
THE RADIANT FUTURE, Zinoviev provides another comic tour de force, as 
profound and scathing as its predecessor, THE YAWNING HEIGHTS, but more 
restrained and concise. THE RADIANT FUTURE is about the life and times of a 
middle-rank Moscow intellectual. The story runs: ‘Where the Avenue of Marxism-
Leninism meets Cosmonaut Square, a great permanent slogan was erected that 
reads ‘Long Live Communism - the Radiant Future of All Mankind!’ In a neighboring
apartment block lives the speaker with his wife his teenage children and his mother-
in-law. A professor of philosophy, he is head of the Department of Theoretical 
Problems of the Methodology of Scientific Communism. While the bright new slogan
slowly falls to pieces and becomes the rendezvous of Moscow’s prostitutes and 
pushers, the valiant Marxist dialectician sees his own monolithic dogma gradually 
eroded by the constant undermining of his Socratic friend Anton, and by the 
embarrassing questions of his sharp-eyed children. Little by little all the suppressed
squalor that attends the Communist way of life is dredged up and has to be faced, 
and the mediocre professor with petty ambitions ultimately falls from grace: he has 
built his career on the betrayal of his fellows, but now his own doubts betray him.

ALEXANDER ZINOVIEV (October 29, 1922 - May 10, 2006) was internationally 
recognized as one of the Soviet Union’s leading philosophers, With the publication in
the West of his great satirical novel, THE YAWNING HEIGHTS, Alexander Zinoviev
was deprived of all his degrees, honors and appointments, and expelled from the 
Communist Party. Subsequently he was allowed to leave the Soviet Union with his 
wife and daughter to attend a philosophy seminar at the University of Munich. The 
following month President Brezhnev signed a decree revoking his Soviet citizenship
for ‘behavior damaging to Soviet prestige.’
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Zipes, Jack (editor). The Oxford Companion To Fairy Tales: The Western Fairy Tale
Tradition from Medieval to Modern. New York and Oxford. 2000. Oxford University 
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0198601158. 603 pages. 
hardcover. Jacket illustration: detail of an illustration by Edmund Dulac from The 
Buried Moon. Inventory # 40716. $65

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Oxford Companion to Fairy Tales provides an 
authoritative reference source for this complex, captivating genres exploring the 
tales themselves, both ancient and modern, the writers who wrote and reworked 
them and the artists who illustrated them, and related topics such as film, art, opera,
ballet, music, even advertising. An introductory overview by Jack Zipes sets the 
subject in its historical and literary context, and special survey articles explore the 
development of the fairy-tale tradition in individual countries, focusing particularly on
the European and North American traditions. With more than 800 entries written by
a team of 67 specialist contributors from around the world, 70 beautiful illustrations,
and a detailed bibliography, this is an essential companion for anyone interested in 
literature, film, or art, or for anyone who values the traditions of storytelling. TALES:
Alice in Wonderland, Jack tales, The Little Prince, A Midsummer Night’s Dream, 
Sleeping Beauty, Tom Thumb, The Wizard of Oz. WRITERS FROM THE PAST: 
Hans Christian Andersen, Frank L. Baum, Lewis Carroll, E. T. A. Hoffmann, 
Washington Irving C. S. Lewis, Sean O’Casey, Charles Perrault, J. R. R. Tolkien. 
WRITERS FROM THE PRESENT: Joan Aiken, Margaret Atwood, A. S. Byatt. Astrid
Lindgren, Gabriel Garcia Marquez, Terry Pratchett, Salman Rushdie. 
ILLUSTRATORS: Quentin Blake, Raymond Briggs, Randolph Caldecott, Walter 
Crane, George Cruikshank, Gustav Dore, Kate Greenaway, Lois Lenski, Maurice 
Sendak. ASSOCIATED TOPICS: advertising, cartoons, Disney, fantasy literature, 
feminism, opera, oral tradition, psychology, science fiction, television, Victorian fairy
painting.

Jack Zipes has been Professor of German at the University of Minnesota since 
1989. He is Editorial Consultant for Children’s Literature Quarterly and General 
Editor of Garland’s Studies in Children’s Literature and Culture.
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Zola, Emile. Germinal. New York. 1958. Penguin Books. Reprinted Edition. Previous
Owner's Name Penned in Front,Otherwise Very Good in Worn Wrappers. Translated
from the French & With An Introduction by Leonard Tancock. 497 pages. paperback.
L45. Inventory # 29343. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In August 1932 André Gide wrote in his Journals 
‘Germinal, which I am reading for the third (or fourth) time, seems more admirable 
than ever’. He went on to choose it as one of the ten best novels in the French 
language. The thirteenth in the great Rougon-Macquart sequence, GERMINAL was
written by Zola to draw attention once again to the misery prevailing among the poor
in France during the Second Empire. The novel, which has now become a 
sociological document, depicts the grim struggle between capital and labour in a 
coalfield in northern France. Yet through the blackness of this picture, humanity is 
constantly apparent, and the final impression is one of compassion and hope for the
future, not only for organized labour, but also for man.

Émile François Zola (2 April 1840 – 29 September 1902) was a French writer, the 
most important exemplar of the literary school of naturalism and an important 
contributor to the development of theatrical naturalism. He was a major figure in the
political liberalization of France and in the exoneration of the falsely accused and 
convicted army officer Alfred Dreyfus, which is encapsulated in the renowned 
newspaper headline J'Accuse.
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Zola, Emile. Germinal. New York. 1982. Penguin Books. Reprinted Penguin Classic
Paperback Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. 0140440453. Translated 
from the French & With An Introduction by Leonard Tancock. 499 pages. paperback.
The cover shows 'Les gueules noires' by Steinlen. Inventory # 33107. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - In August 1932 André Gide wrote in his Journals 
‘Germinal, which I am reading for the third (or fourth) time, seems more admirable 
than ever’. He went on to choose it as one of the ten best novels in the French 
language. The thirteenth in the great Rougon-Macquart sequence, GERMINAL was
written by Zola to draw attention once again to the misery prevailing among the poor
in France during the Second Empire. The novel, which has now become a 
sociological document, depicts the grim struggle between capital and labour in a 
coalfield in northern France. Yet through the blackness of this picture, humanity is 
constantly apparent, and the final impression is one of compassion and hope for the
future, not only for organized labour, but also for man.

Émile François Zola (2 April 1840 – 29 September 1902) was a French writer, the 
most important exemplar of the literary school of naturalism and an important 
contributor to the development of theatrical naturalism. He was a major figure in the
political liberalization of France and in the exoneration of the falsely accused and 
convicted army officer Alfred Dreyfus, which is encapsulated in the renowned 
newspaper headline J'Accuse.
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Zola, Emile. L'Assommoir. New York. 1962. Signet/New American Library. 1st 
Signet Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn Wrappers. Newly 
Translated From The French By Atwood H. TownsendAfterword By Angus Wilson. 
500 pages. paperback. CT128. Cover: Milton Glaser. Inventory # 29346. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Producing a vision of horror through his relentless 
accumulation of facts, Emile Zola expresses in L'Assommoir his fascination with the
fatalistic nightly inhabitants of Parisian taverns. The novel deals with the struggle for
honorable survival made by Gervaise, a lame but proud laundress, whom fate 
leaves to support herself and her two illegitimate children. Her perennial hope to 
open her own shop is crushed on the brink of achievement by the added financial 
burden of a drunken husband and a parasitic lover out of her past. Her complete 
moral deterioration through drink, the flagrant nihilism of her final street encounters,
have placed this book at the pinnacle of naturalistic literary accomplishment. Writing
of Zola's Rougon - Macquart series and L'Assommoir, which is one section thereof,
Henry James described the author's achievement: 'One strange animal after another
stepped forth into the light. though it was doubtless not till the issue of L'Assommoir 
that the true type of the monstrous seemed to be reached. L'Assommoir is the 
nature of man - but not his finer, nobler, cleaner or more cultivated nature, it is the 
image of his free instincts, the better and the worse, the better struggling as they 
can, gasping for light and air, the worse making themselves at home in darkness, 
ignorance and poverty.'

Émile François Zola (2 April 1840 – 29 September 1902) was a French writer, the 
most important exemplar of the literary school of naturalism and an important 
contributor to the development of theatrical naturalism. He was a major figure in the
political liberalization of France and in the exoneration of the falsely accused and 
convicted army officer Alfred Dreyfus, which is encapsulated in the renowned 
newspaper headline J'Accuse.
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Zola, Emile. Nana. New York. 1942. Pocket Books. 8th Paperback Printing. Small 
Piece Missing From Front Top Corner & Small Piece Missing Front The Bottom 
Spine,Otherwise Very Good in Wrappers. Translated from the French. 492 pages. 
paperback. 104. Inventory # 30837. $7.5

FROM THE PUBLISHER - OF ALL LITERATURE’S GREAT COURTESANS. 
Salome - Sappho - Thais - the one glamorous figure at the head of the scarlet list is
Emile Zola’s magnificent creation, the immortal Nana! Rich men left their fortunes, 
their titles, their very honor at her feet—poor men left their love and even their lives.
A whole world of shameless luxury surrounded her voluptuous person— she 
squandered fortunes, ruined lives with sublime contempt and abandon—yet her last
disease-ridden days were spent amidst squalor and oblivion in striking contrast to 
the careless splendor in which she once flaunted her reign over Parisian society. No
one who saw the matchless screen portrayal of Emile Zola by Mr. Paul Muni should
miss reading this masterpiece of the greatest French realist of modern times. This 
Pocket BOOK edition is complete, unexpurgated, translated from the original 
French.

Émile François Zola (2 April 1840 – 29 September 1902) was a French writer, the 
most important exemplar of the literary school of naturalism and an important 
contributor to the development of theatrical naturalism. He was a major figure in the
political liberalization of France and in the exoneration of the falsely accused and 
convicted army officer Alfred Dreyfus, which is encapsulated in the renowned 
newspaper headline J'Accuse.keywords
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Zola, Emile. The Ladies’ Paradise. New York/Oxford. 1995. Oxford University Press.
Reprinted Oxford World’s Classic Paperback Edition. Very Good in Slightly Worn 
Wrappers. 9780199536900. Translated from the French by Brian Nelson. 438 
pages. paperback. Cover illustration: Felix Vallotton, ‘Le Bon Marche’, 1898 (detail).
Inventory # 13233. $6

FROM THE PUBLISHER - The Ladies' Paradise (Au Bonheur des Dames) recounts
the spectacular development of the modern department store in late nineteenth 
century Paris. The store is a symbol of capitalism, of the modern city, and of the 
bourgeois family; it is emblematic of consumer culture and the changes in sexual 
attitudes and class relations taking place at the end of the century. Octave Mouret, 
the store's owner-manager, masterfully exploits the desires of his female customers.
In his private life as much as in business he is the great seducer. But when he falls 
in love with the innocent Denise Baudu, he discovers she is the only one of the 
salesgirls who refuses to be commodified. This new translation of the eleventh book
in the Rougon-Macquart cycle captures the spirit of one of Zola's greatest novels of 
the modern city. ABOUT THE SERIES: For over 100 years Oxford World's Classics
has made available the widest range of literature from around the globe.Each 
affordable volume reflects Oxford's commitment to scholarship, providing the most 
accurate text plus a wealth of other valuable features, including expert introductions
by leading authorities, helpful notes to clarify the text, up-to-date bibliographies for 
further study, and much more.

Émile François Zola (2 April 1840 – 29 September 1902) was a French writer, the 
most important exemplar of the literary school of naturalism and an important 
contributor to the development of theatrical naturalism. He was a major figure in the
political liberalization of France and in the exoneration of the falsely accused and 
convicted army officer Alfred Dreyfus, which is encapsulated in the renowned 
newspaper headline J'Accuse.
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Zoshchenko, Mikhail. Nervous People and Other Satires (DUSTJACKET ONLY). 
New York. 1963. Pantheon. Very Good, Slightly Worn Dustjacket. Translated from 
the Russian by Maria Gordon & Hugh McLean. Edited & With An Introduction by 
Hugh McLean. DUSTJACKET ONLY. Jacket design by George Salter. Inventory # 
 44281. $12

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THIS IS ONLY THE DUSTJACKET
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Zuravleff, Mary Kay. The Frequency of Souls. New York. 1996. Farrar Straus 
Giroux. 1st Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0374158517. 244 pages. hardcover. 
Jacket design by Michael Ian Kaye. Inventory # 22401. $10

FROM THE PUBLISHER - THE FREQUENCY OF SOULS, which won the 
Rosenthal Award from the American Academy of Arts and Letters and the James 
Jones First Novel Award, follows George Mahoney, a refrigerator designer gone 
stale, and his new office mate, Niagara Spense. While George considers electricity a
useful tool, about as complicated as a hammer, Niagara sees it as a mysterious 
animating force; in her spare time, Niagara is hoping to locate electrical evidence of 
life after death.

Mary Kay Zuravleff is the author of two novels, THE BOWL IS ALREADY BROKEN
and THE FREQUENCY OF SOULS, both published in the United States by Farrar,
Straus and Giroux. Mary Kay also writes and publishes short fiction. Most recently, 
her story ‘The Things They Paid For’ won American Short Fiction's 2009 Short(er) 
Fiction Award. Mary Kay currently lives in Washington, D.C., with her husband and 
two children. She serves on the board of the PEN/Faulkner Foundation.
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Zurita, Raúl. Purgatory: A Bilingual Edition. Berkeley. 2009. University Of California
Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Wrappers. 9780520259737. Translated 
from the Spanish by Anna Deeny, Foreword by C. D. Wright. 12 b/w photographs. 
136 pages. paperback. Inventory # 37501. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - Raúl Zurita's Purgatory, a landmark in contemporary 
Latin American poetry, records the physical, cultural, and spiritual violence 
perpetrated against the Chilean people under Pinochet's military dictatorship (1973–
1990) in the fiercely inventive voice of a postmodern master. This beautiful en face 
edition, superbly translated by Anna Deeny, brings to English-language readers an 
indispensable volume written by one of the most important living poets writing in 
Spanish today. Zurita was a 24-year-old student in Valparaíso when, on the morning
of the coup, he was arrested, detained, and tortured. Conceived as the first text of a
Dantean trilogy that includes Anteparaíso (Anteparadise) and La Vida Nueva (The 
New Life), Purgatory is his anguished response to Chile's violent recent history. Raúl
Zurita, considered by many to be the heir to Pablo Neruda, is one of Latin America's
most radical, influential, and prominent poets.

Raúl Zurita Canessa (born 1950) is a Chilean poet. He won the Chilean National 
Prize for Literature in 2000. The first of his poems to be published appeared in 1975.
Four years later “Purgatorio” was published, the first part of a poetic trilogy which 
Zurita would not conclude for another fourteen years. Raúl Zurita, who has suffered 
from Parkinson's disease since 2002, declared this to be his last publication.
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Zweig, Arnold. The Face of East European Jewry. Berkeley. 2004. University Of 
California Press. 1st American Edition. Very Good in Dustjacket. 0520215125. 
Translated & Edited by Noah Isenberg. With Fifty-Two Drawings by Hermann 
Struck. 186 pages. hardcover. Inventory # 35261. $45

FROM THE PUBLISHER - A landmark work in the sphere of modern German-
Jewish cultural life, The Face of East European Jewry is also a window on a lost 
world. First published in 1920 and never before translated into English, this work 
brings together the impassioned writing of one of Weimar Germany’s most 
celebrated authors, Arnold Zweig, and the equally poignant illustrations by renowned
graphic artist and lithographer Hermann Struck. As members of the German wartime
press division at Ober-Ost, both Zweig and Struck spent the final years of the First
World War on the eastern front, on the outskirts of the Lithuanian city of Kovno 
(Kaunas). There they observed the life of the so-called Ostjuden, or East European
Jews. Reflecting the rise of Zionism and the experience of the war, The Face of East
European Jewry offers a dramatic and moving perspective on the short-lived 
romance of disenchanted Western Jews with the idea of a more authentic, more 
meaningful lifestyle in the East.

Arnold Zweig (1887-1968) was a novelist, critic, and writer on Jewish and cultural 
themes. He emigrated to Palestine in 1933 but returned to East Berlin in 1948. 
Hermann Struck (1876-1944) was an artist and printmaker. Noah Isenberg is Chair 
of Humanities at the New School in New York City. He is the author of Between 
Redemption and Doom: The Strains of German-Jewish Modernism (1999).keywords
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